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Systems of Wheat Growing.

Although there can be no discount on the

advantage of thorough culture as a conserver of

moisture, if practiced at a proper season, there

is really much doubt whether, so far as the

requirements of the wheat plant, abstractly

considered, are concerned, there is any good

effect from working the soil into a loose and

mellow condition. It is plain from experience

frequently cited that in certain locations sum-

mer fallow, deep plowing, etc., are of great

advantage in storing up moisture and prevent-

ing surface evaporation and in restoring a worn

surface by bringing up a rich layer from below.

As these are facts, the abundant preaching of

more thorough culture is desirable and the pre-

cepts are applicable iu such a preponderance of

localities that the generalization which is gener-

ally made is admis-
sable. As a matter,

however, of interest,

we note the fact that

some wheat growers
in England are tak-

ing ground that the

best condition of soil

for wheat is not pro-

duced by much
working. Iu fact,

the system of culti-

vation which some
of them advocate,

resembles very much
the stubble burning
and scratching in

process, which has
largely prevailed in

this .State, with this

important exception,

that they believe in

restoring fertility by
top dressing and sur-

face manuring, while
our growers have
omitted this item al-

together. It is true

that conditions here
and in England are

almost diametrically
opposed, as their
greatest trouble of

late has been an ex-

cess of water and
ours the reverse. It

is somewhat singular

then that they
should be drifting

into something like

a system of wheat
growing which we
give credit for de-

stroying the produc-
tive power of our fields, while we are gradually
introducing a system of thorough culture in
which England has led the world, both in

theory and practice. This we advance as an
interesting fact, whether it be found to have any
practical bearings or not.

The experience upon which we base the
above remarks we find in the latest issue of the
Agricultural Economiit of London. Mr. Mechi,
who is one of the best known of English farm-
ers, because of his tendency to experiment and
expound, states that from long observation and
experience, he is more and more convinced that
a loose friable bed for wheat is a mistake and
that compression or solidity is essential to the
well-doing and non-root falling of the crop.
After relating his own experience in the matter,
he quotes thatof Mr. Piper, of Colne, who "never
plowed or dug his field, which grew his thick-
set wheat year after year, and still he grew
marvelous crops, as I frequently witnessed.
After harvest the stubble and any weeds were
hoed up and burned and the wheat was then
dibbled in. I said, ' Piper, you should try a
piece of it dug or plowed, for you probably then
get even a better crop.' He cheerfully did so
and the result was a very inferior crop, both of

frain and straw, on the cultivated portion,
"his was instructive and conclusive in his case
He used to top-dress his land with soot and
other manures. His balance-sheet was a very
profitable one, despite the amount of human

labor employed." Mr. Mechi also goes in

strongly for thin sowing— " I will venture to

assert that it is impossible to obtain from a

sound wheat kernel, having room for develop-

ment, so small a return as even a single ear,

which will probably give 30 or 40 or more for

one. When I dibbled my one peck per acre

of wheat (one kernel in every dibble-hole

at about four and a half or five inches intervals),

there were usually several ears from each ker-

nel, often 10 to 25, and I know of a case recently

in Kelvedon, where a single kernel produced
108 stems and heads, but then it had no com-
petitors. It grew on a parsley bed. Liebig

truly says that the greatest enemy to a wheat
plant is another proximate wheat plant. From
what I hear, the thin sowing light is dawning
fradually on British agriculture, so that I hope

shall no longer be told ' We always sow three

bushels of wheat per acre.'"

This testimony in favor of thin seeding and
favoring the tendency of the wheat plant to

The Sierra Flume and Lumber Company.

We have on several different occasions pre-

sented views of the works and mills of the

Sierra Flume and Lumber Company, and here-

with give one of their Champion mill, which

has a capacity of sawing 40,000 feet per day.

We have previously given our readers a pretty

full account of this company and the work it is

accomplishing. The undertaking is the largest

of the kind in California, employing over 500
men in the various departments. They cut last

year upwards of 50,000,000 feet of lumber and
brought it to their yards for sale. The property
of the company is worth $170,000, a portion of

which came from their earnings. There are

over 150 miles of V flume operated by the com-
pany, 157 miles of telegraph lines, and 11 miles

of tramways for logs. There are 10 fully equip-

ped saw mills, three planing mills, and one sash

THE " CHAMPION :
' MILL OF THE SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER COMPANY.

"stooling" is one which is also gaining the
adherence of some of our workers of high-
priced land. We have heard them freely assert

their belief in their ability to use the rich and
highly valued land near the bay to advantage
by growing wheat something after the usual
practice with Indian corn, planting in hills and
cultivating during growth. This system has
won adherents in some other parts of our State,

as we have described in former issues. We
should like V see some of our farmers who have
time and money to experiment give this system
a thorough trial for the benefit of those who
cannot afford to indulge in the luxury of experi-

ments, and see how great yield they can get per
acre and at how great cost.

Telephone and Deafness.—The American
Manufacturer, of Pittsburg, Pa., says: A new
discovery in relation to the telephone has just

been made in this city. A gentleman, who is

deaf in the left ear, so that he cannot hear
through it ordinary speech, finds that on apply-

ing the telephone close against that ear he can
hear even a whisj>er with perfect distinctness.

We may soon see deaf persons with telephones

fastened to their heads, instead of carrying ear

trumpets.

The five cent fare system was inaugurated on
our street car lines on New Year's day.

and door factory. The mills are run by steam

and water.

This company have probably the best system

of V flumes in California, everything being

built substantially and in the best possible man-

ner. They have tapped the numerous springs

and creeks in the vicinity of the flumes, and

collected all the available water to furnish as

large a supply as possible to the flumes. The
engineering difficulties in the way of building

these flumes are even greater than on railroads,

and when it is recollected that they are all in a

mountainous region, the task accomplished is

appreciated.

Thoroiwiibred Bees. —Apiarian literature is

becoming fervul. We notice that one writer

proposes that queens be pedigreed and that a

queen herd book be established, and another

writer declares that the author of such a prop-

osition should be hived in a lunatic asylum.

This comment upon the proposition may seem

rather severe, but it is to the point.

Personal. — An honor has been bestowed

upon our correspondent H. J. Smith, of Phila-

delpia, which is enjoyed by only two other

Americans, namely, an election to membership
of the Royal Agricultural Society of Sweden.

This distinction will join with EL J's. other pe-

culiar honors to raise him above the monotony

of a somewhat generic namo. Ho deserves it.

Notes on California Raisins.

We have seen several samples of California

raisins during the week which justify our pre-

diction made in October that this year's crop

would show a quality which would do much to

win a way for our fruit in the market every-

where. The aggregate production will proba-

bly show a falling off because of the drouth,

but those grapes which matured were unusually

fine, and progress has been made in curing and

packing so that the general quality will rank

much higher than heretofore.

In our issue of December loth, our Sacra-

mento correspondent described at length his

visit to the vineyard of Mr. James Rutter, at
Florin. Since then we have received samples
of Mr. Rutter's raisins both from the producer,
and from M. T. Brewer & Co., of Sacramento

one of the leading
firms of fruit dealers
in our State. These
raisins are strictly

first-class, the berries
are large and even,
the color excellent,

the skin tender and
the flavor full and
yet delicate and
aromatic. The style

of packing is unex-
ceptionable, the pa-

per being neatly
folded and hand-
somely ornamented
with the name and
residence of the prr.

ducer. Thereis also

an inset of a neatly

printed sheet bearing
the name M. T.

Brewer & Co., as

wholesale dealers.
This lies beneath the
folds of the wrapper
and serves as an ad-
ditional protection to

the fruit. We un-
derstand that Messrs.
Brewer h Co. have a
large quantity of

those raisins to place

upon the market this

year and we doubt
not that their push
and enterprise will

do much to develop
markets for Califor-

uian raisins every-

where.

We also receive

Jfrom this firm sam-
ples of tvAvpound

packages in pasteboard, filled with the loose

raisins, and they are just the thing for small

consumers to carry home with them. These

latter raisins are the product of the Natoma
Water Company, of Folsom, and are of very

satisfactory quality.

As an example of what can be done in raisin

making with a smaller sized vineyard, we are

pleased to notice the product of Mr. George

Clark, of "Wildwood," near Glenellen, in So-

noma county. The mass of Mr. Clark's grapes

go to the wine press, but he turns a few of his

choice varieties into raisins. They are dried

without special treatment or appliances.

It seems that our friends in the southern part

of the State arc "keeping up their end" well in

raisin production. A friend in Riverside, San

Bernardino county, sends us the following clip-

ping from a local paper: "On November 10th,

when the Pacific Rural Press quoted Califor-

nia raisins at $1 to §2 per box, some raisins from

Riverside were in the hands of San Francisco

commission merchants, who have since made
returns of sales averaging §1.91 per box, being

considerably above the average price, it will be

seen, and pretty near the highest price, show-

ing, as far as the sales referred to are concerned,

that Riverside is making a successful effort in

the production of raisins."

This is good. We shall be glad to know that

all parts of our State are stepping forward in

this most commendable industry.
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Correspondence.

It is the desire of the editors of this journal to be lib-

eral toward all correspondents, and therefore statements

and opinions are frequently published, on the authority

of the writers, for which we do not assume responsibility.

Report of the Entomological Commission.

Editors Press:—The U. S. Entomological

Commission, which was organized and placed

under the auspices of Prof. Hayden's Geological

Survey, for the purpose of investigating and re-

porting the entire subject of insect ravages

throughout the western regions of our conti-

nent have completed their field labors for the

present season.

The members of the Commission have been

busily engaged in the preparation of the several

parts of their annual Report, and will soon meet

in Washington, where they will have a pro-

tracted sitting to get everything ready for the

printer. This Report is looked for with much

interest by the farmers of the West, and the

character of the Commissioners is a guarantee

that it will be creditable from the scientific,

and valuable from the practical standpoint.

The Report will contain 16 chapters, under the

following heads: Introduction, Riley; Chrono-

logical History, Packard; Statistics of Losses,

Thomas; Classification and Nomenclature,

Thomas; Geographical Distribution, Thomas

and Packard; Migrations and Meteorology,

Packard and Thomas; Original Permanent

Breeding Grounds, Riley, Packard and Thomas;

Habits and Natural History, Riley; Embry-

ology, Packard; Metamorphoses, Riley and

Packard; Invertebrate Enemies, Riley; Verte-

brate Enemies, Thomas; Remedies and De-

vices for Destruction, Riley; Prairie Fires vs.

Locust Injury, Riley; Agricultural Bearings of

the Subject, Thomas; Ravages of other Locusts,

Parkard and Riley; Locust Ravages in other

Countries.

These chapters will embrace many sub-chap-

ters, and the Report will be as exhaustive as the

limited time for its preparation will permit.

In chapter four, the western extension and
the northern and eastern limit of the species

range are fully given.

In chapter five, the laws governing locust

migrations are for the first time defined. A
very large number of data have been collected

in reference to the subjects of this chapter. Not
only are the general laws governing the move-
ments of the insect now defined, showing a reg-

ular migration southward and return migration
northward, which may be counted on and fore-

seen; but many important and highly enterest-

ing facts in reference to their local Mights are
brought to fight, which will henceforward form
a part of the history of the insect.

In chapter seven, several other laws govern-
ing the species are also adduced; and the im-
portance of the discovery of the laws which
regulate the doings and movements of the pest,

cannot be overestimated. In said chapter
seven many new facts will for the first time ap-
pear, and all that is definite and accurate be
made known.

Locust Destroyers.

In chapter 10 many new discoveries will be
recorded, some of them of great scientific inter-

est and importance. Of these may be men-
tioned the transformation of the silky mite
(Trombidium nerieeum). This is an eight-

legged creature, which preys on the locust eggs.

It is proved to be the mature form of the little

six-legged mite (Astoma yryllaria), which is

parasitif on the locust. Insects described un-
der different genera are thus proved to be
specifically identical. The life history of the
blister beetles will also be given, their larvie

feeding upon locust eggs and undergoing sim-
ilar changes called hypermetamorphoses. The
interest attaching to this discovery among ento-
mologists as weli as among farmors, is best ap-
preciated when it is considered that absolutely
nothing has heretofore been known of the lar-

val habits of these blister beetles, notwith-
standing the fact that for half a century much
attention has been given to the subject by sci-

entific men, on account of the commercial value
of cantharis or Spanish fly, and of the great in-

jury to potatoes and other plants committed by
several of our American species.

In chapter 1 1 are given the locust feeding
habits of many western animals not heretofore
known to have that habit, and the good offices
of birds are especially made manifest, examina-
tions of the stomachs of over 90 species and 630
specimens having been made with special refer-
ence to their locust eating habits. The record
in reference to these examinations is very full,

giving the date, the locality, the common and
scientific names of the species, and the number
of locusts and other insects found in each. The
value heretofore placed on these aids by ento-
mologists is fully sustained by this record.

In chapter 12, which will be one of the most
extended and most important practically, it is

•learly shown that the young locusts may be

controlled, and by what means; while the way
is pointed out how to better control the winged
insects. Many valuable devices for destruction

will be illustrated, among them one invented by
Prof. Riley, which gave great satisfaction and
will, it is believed, suuersede all others as a

cheap and practicable remedy, applicable at any
season, whether the plants or the insects be
small or large.

Losses by Locusts.

In chapters two and four are given statistics

showing the immense losses inflicted on our
western agriculturists by the locust. These
chapters also show what crops are most liable

to injury, and what are most easily protected

—

also the best methods of cropping in order to

reduce the injury to a minimum. A chemical
analysis of the dead locusts has been made and
is unusually interesting. The insects furnish a

new oil, which will be christened "caloptine,"

and a very large percentage of pure formic acid.

Though this acid exists in the ant and some
other insects, it is with difficulty obtained in

large quantities, whereas by the action of sul-

phuric acid upon the locust juices it passes off

with great readiness and in remarkable quantity

and gravity. The various uses of this acid,

whether as a therapeutic agent or as a labora-

tory reagents, etc., are capable of great and
valuable extension, when it once can be ob-

tained so readily and in such quantity.

The Report is expected to make about 500
pages, and will, it is hoped, be published in

February or March. Although the Commis-
sioners have divided the labor among them, the

Report will form one complete whole, as the

work of each will be discussed and revised by
the Commission as a whole.

The annual Report, which is intended more
particularly for the practical farming public,

will be followed by memoirs of a more purely
scientific nature—one by Dr. Packard on Anat-
omy and Embryology; one by Prof. Riley on the

Natural History of other Locusts; and one by
Prof. Thomas on the Classification of the Ac-
rtdUlcp.

While it has been the object of the Com-
mission to cover as much ground as possible, so

as to make the annual Report as full and valu-

able as the time would permit, there yet re-

mains several important subjects that it has so

far been impossible to properly and exhaustively

study. The territory affected is so vast, em-
bracing over 1,000,000 square miles, that much
of it was imperfectly explored, especially in the

northwest. Mr. Riley had to cut short his

investigations in British America, both for want
of time and want of funds. For similar reasons,

and on account of Indian troubles, Montana,
Wyoming and Dakota have been but superfi-

cially explored.

Items of the Work.
The year 1877 was an abnormal year, i. the

insect had, the previous year, overrun a large

section of country in which it is not indigenous,

hatched in such country in the spring. This
was most fortunate for many reasons, as it

enabled the Commission to carefully study the
insects in this their unnatural condition, and to

carry on experiments with a view of learning

how to control them. Much of the work of the

Commission was with these young insects. The
losses sustained through the devastation of the

pest by young •and struggling frontier popula-

tions, ill able to bear them, was immense; and
there was so much discouragement that hun-
dreds and thousands of persons were on the

point of abandoning their new homes last spring.

At this juncture the Commission went into the

field, and by its encouraging predictions (which
were all verified) and recommendations imbued
the people with hope and confidence, and drew
westward again the emigration that had almost
stopped. All this work, however, interfered

with needed investigations into the proper range,

the native home and breeding grounds, the

source of swarms, and many other important
questions which can only be properly studied

during, a normal year. It is, therefore, very
important that the investigations be continued
until every question is settled that human in-

vestigation can settle.

For the proper settlement of some of the

questions, the co-operation of the Dominion
Government is desirable, and lias been promised
by the Canadian authorities, if the work of the
Commission should continue.

It will be unwise to stop the work of the
Commission before completed. The work should
be made so thorough as to obviate any necessity

in future years of creating another Commission
for the same purpose. After careful estimates,

it is concluded that the work can be satisfac-

torily completed only with two more years'

investigation and experiment. The Commission
therefore ask for a continuance of the appropri-

ation of §"25,000 asked for a year ago.

There are various other injurious insects of

national importance of which much has yet to
be learned, and in addition to completing the
locust investigation, the Commission contem-
plate, during the coming two years, studying
and reporting on some of these worst enemies to

our agriculture.

Much has yet to be done in giving practical

form to the conclusions arrived at and plans
proposed by the Commission to enable the work
already done to bear proper fruit. To bring
about the needed co-operation of the two gov-
ernments, to cause proper laws to be enacted in

all the States interested, and to enforce the
truths that alone will make man master of the
situation, is largely the work of the future.

R. J. S.

Washington, D. C, Dec. 22d, 1877.

Valuable Plants Worth Testing in Cal-

ifornia,

Eiiitobs Press:—There are so many plants

valuable for the dyes extracted from them that

are not cultivated in California, and yet Tyhich

might prove profitable, that I venture to call

attention to some of them, copying freely from

"Carpenter's Vegetable Physiology." The
coloring secretion most universally diffused

through plants is that termed Chromule, on

which the color of all green parts depends. It

is found in little grains, which adhere to the

inside of the cells beneath the cuticle, and the

formation of it is due to the influence of light

in fixing carbon from the atmosphere. The
brightness of this green color soon disappears
after the death of the part and the hue is some-
times altered to yellow, red, etc. This altera-

tion is due to an increased absorption of oxygen,
which is no longer given out by day. Perhaps
it is to this fact that the color of flowers is due,
the leafy parts of which have the same general
structure as leaves and often differ very little

from them. The coloring matter of rapidly

growing parts has seldom sufficient permanence
to render it valuable, and the substances used
are chiefly obtained from the heart-wood, roots

or bark, though sometimes from the leaves and
fruit.

Indigo used to be grown in the Carolinas. It

is obtained from the juices of several different

species of plants, raised from seed, and which
are of very rapid growth, being ready for cut-

ting at the end of two mouths. A subsequent
growth from the same roots is again ready for

the sickle in six or eight weeks and more may
be subsequently obtained. (For further de-

scription see "Carpenter's Vegetable Physiol-

ogy," Sec. 388).

Woad is a dye known to the ancient Briton,

and was the principal blue dye till the introduc-

tion of blue indigo and is now commonly used
in union with that and other dyes. Woad
(halts saliva) is cultivated in many parts of

Europe, ami is ground into a paste and after-

wards subjected to several processes.

The principal red dye obtained from the veg-

etable kingdom is " madder," the produce of the

Bubia tinctoria, a plant which grows with suc-

cess in the south of Europe.
"Weld," or "wold'" grows spontaneously in

many parts of England, on cultivated wastes,

and is a very hardy plant. From it is produced
a yellow dye, which is said to be the most im-
portant of all those used in Great Britain. It

is nearly allied to the mignonette, comes to

maturity in two years and is gathered whilst

the seed is ripening. The plants are dried and
the color is extracted by boiling.

Fustic is extracted from the species of mul-
berry tree that grows spontaneously in the

West Indies.

"Annatto," or arnotto, is another dye of a
reddish yellow, obtained from the crimson pulp
lying between the husk and seeds of the annotta
tree (Hixa Orellanna), which is a native of

both the East and West Indies.

"Saffron " is the produce of a kind of crocus,

which is cultivated in England, as well as in

France and Spain. The flowers, which bloom
in October, are gathered even before they are

full blown. The stigmata, or points of the pis-

tils of these flowers, are then picked oft", and
these little bodies, constituting the saffron, are

next very carefully dried and pressed between
paper.

"Tumeric " produces a very bright color. It

is procured from the roots of the Curcuma longa,

an East Indian plant, which has been cultivated

with success in the West Indies.
" Citric acid " has many important uses, being

largely employed by calico printers, and prepara-

tion should be made in the southern counties of

the State for its production from the unsalable

fruit of the numerous lemon orchards. Orange
marmalade, too, may prove to be a valuable

resource for putting the orange crop in a con-

dition to export.

"Gum arabic" is obtained from a species of

acacia, which flourishes in almost every part of

Arabia and middle Africa. "Cum Senegal " is

similar to gum arabic, being obtained from a

kind of acacia differing very little from that

which yields the latter, but it is of inferior

quality. These plants preiiare no more of their

valuable gums in cold climates than they require

for their own support and only possess a super-

fluity under the influence of a warm climate,

and perhaps it is only in the hottest regions

that the gum is produced in much abundance.

"Gum tragacanth," which is obtained from a

low, prickly shrub, growing in the Levant, is in

some respects different from the foregoing. It

does not dissolve freely in water, but forms a

thick mucilage with a certain definite propor-

tion of it. The plant would be very likely to

nourish in your State. Such enterprising col-

onies as Riverside and our friends at National

City should make it their business to establish

experimental gardens, and these, if under State

supervision, should have .State aid. The impor-

tant results which may flow to the State from

such efforts can hardly be estimated and the

agriculturists are certainly as much entitled to

such recognition as other classes. However,

self-help is the best resource and the most nat-

ural and suitable for an American, who should

not seek, as do the Europeans to a much larger

extent than we, to be coddled and suckled by

the State. Yet the advantages procured to

Europe by the protective policy adopted by

Napoleon, when he desired to prevent England
from selling her sugar, are a grand illustration

of the merit of that system, for the culture of

beet sugar ha* been an inestimable boon to the
agriculturists of France. Horace J. Smith.

George's Hill, Phila., Dec. 5th, 1877.

TlfE Sjock Y^ -

Hornless Cattle.

Editors Press:—Several weeks ago I received

a copy of the Pacific Rcral Press containing

a cut representing Taber's mulley cattle, and an

article in relation to hornless cattle, referring, I

suppose, in one paragraph, to myself. Indulge

me in a few words in relation to hornless cattle.

I am of the opinion that the time is coming

when cattle will be generally bred without

horns. Not that any new breed will be intro-

duced, but that the horns will be bred off from
all the various breeds. The herd bred by me
was bred from horned cows and hornless bulls.

The superior milking qualities and general char-
acter of the cows were preserved in their prog-
eny, but the horns were left off.

I expect domestic cattle will, at some future
time all be reared without horns, for the reason
that it is to the interest of cattle raisers to so

rear them. That it is for their interests is

shown by the following statements, viz.

:

1. Horns were given to cattle to be used in

fighting—to enable them to defend themselves
against dangerous enemies. For this purpose
they are of value upon wild cattle. Domestic
cattle have no valuable use for them.

'2. The horns upon domestic cattle are used
mostly in goring and injuring each other. All
injuries to animals are paid for in their dimin-
ished growth, or diminished flesh, or increased

amount of food consumed.
3. The expense of growing the horns is equal

to the expense of a like weight in meat, and they
are good for nothing.

4. Horns are a mere dead u eight upon the
heads of the cattle, and the expense of carry-

ing them about, and warming and supplying
their waste, is paid for in the food consumed or

the diminished weight of the animal.

5. Iujuries are continually inflicted by cattle

by the use of their horns upon other animals as

well as upon the human race.

Persons who desire the food consumed by
cattle to be appropriated to putting on flesh, or

producing milk, will desire that they shall be

without horns. Persons who desire their cattle

to be employed in fighting each other, and es-

pecially those who enjoy a "bull fight," will

hold the horns in high esteem.

Some claim that cattle are made to appear
more beautiful by the horns. This arises en-

tirely from habit. To those who are in the

habit of seeing hornless cattle, the "mulleys"

appear more beautiful than horned cattle.

» It is claimed that hornless cows are better

milkers than horned ones. There is probably

something in this, but not much. If a portion

of the food of the animal which would have

gone to the production of milk is appropriated

to the support of the horns, the cow, of course,

produces as much less milk. Wm. Clark.
Denver, Colorado, December 21st.

[It was Mr. Clark to whom we alluded as

building up a herd of hornless cattle in Wayne
county, New York, and we are glad to have

this expression of his views on a subject which

is certainly worthy of consideration. Since our

publication of the engraving to which Mr.

Clark alludes several readers have told us of

their interest in hornless cattle, and thiB expo-

sition of their claims will be gladly read. We
shall be pleased to hear from Mr. Clark again

on this or other agricultural topics.

—

Eds.

_________
Olive Oil is Spain.—The British Vice

Consul at Malaga gives the following reason

why Spanish olive oil ranks low in the market:

Very large tracts are dedicated to the

cultivation of the olive tree. Its produce is a

source of material wealth to Spain, and con-

stitutes one of her principal exports. This

item alone, however, serves to demonstrate the

degree of indifference and short sightcdness of

the Spanish cultivator. Whilst the oil which

his trees yield, when properly treated, bears

advantageous comparison with the best Lucca

or Florence oils, he is contented to see it quoted

in foreign markets at the bottom of the list, and

at the lowest rates, condemned and sneered at

as green and rank; whilst a little energy, aided

by the line machinery used in other countries,

might raise its character and price to its proper

position, to say nothing of its improvement for

home consumption, which is so large—al-

though, perhaps, such improvement would not

suit the taste of the Spaniards, who, as a rule,

might deem it tame and insipid were it de-

prived of the sting and smack which so invari-

ably accompany it. The olives are gathered

carelessly. They are beaten off the trees

whilst yet green, and heaped up in yards, where

they are allowed to heat and ferment for

months, so that when they are ground and

pressed they more resemble masses of manure

than any other substance. Then the applica-

tion of scalding water to the paste whilst press-

ing assists in the extracting of all the foul

| and putrid essences.
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Ensilage, Corn Fodder, Mangolds and
Comfrey.

Editors Press:—During the last 12 months

the ensilage system of preserving corn fodder

by fermentation has been described and urged

Ln most of the leading agricultural journals in

the United States, and I was glad to see the

subject brought forward in the Press of Nov.

17th. I am not going to deny that as you say:

"There are points in the system which may be

of particular value in this State," but I would

like to show you and "the large dairy farmer"

who spoke of trying ensilage, that there are

other ways of keeping up the flow of milk when

the pastures become dry, and while the grass is

making its early growth equally as good and
less expensive than the laborious system of

preserving food by fermentation.

The system is very valuable to those who
have the rigors of a real winter to contend
against; but I cannot help thinking that to

practice it here would be to ignore at least one
of the many advantages we have in our milder
climate.

In this part of California it can hardly be
said that we have any genuine winter weather
to contend against; at any rate our acquaint-

ance with Jack Frost is so slight, that during a
residence of 16 years in these parts I have never
known him to injure the feeding qualities of

any roots or vegetables left growing in the Held

for the use of our cattle "while the grass is

making its early growth.

"

There are, I believe, few if any parts of the

State where dairy farming is carried on to any
extent, in which the several varieties of beets

will not thrive and do well under a judicious

system of cultivation, notwithstanding our long

dry season, provided the ground gets thorough-

ly wet during the rainy season. Therefore I

would suggest to those who are so favorably

situated in regard to both soil and climate as to

be able to grow corn fodder to advantage, to

consider whether the crop of fodder cannot be
supplemented by a crop of mangolds, grown to

use after the corn has been used.

For those who can practice this system it

will be advisable to find out how late corn can
be sowed in order to produce a remunerative
crop for fodder, and thus by successive sowings
carry it as far into the dry season as possible.

There can be no doubt but corn and sorghum
are the best crops we can grow for the purpose
of using as green fodder for dairy cows, not
only for the immense bulk of fodder they yield

per acre, but also for its superior quality.

I have called ensilage a laborious system, of

course I mean comparatively. Labor costs

money and there is more labor required in car-

rying out the system than is really necessary in

the handling of food for cattle in this State.

The corn must be hauled to the feed cutter, the
horse power or the steam engine must be used
to cut it up into short lengths, after which it is

stored away and covered up in pits or trenches
especially prepared for the purpose, and finally,

when the time comes for feeding it out, it will

be at least as much work as it would be to feed

it direct from the Held.

If corn fodder is cut whilst young and juicy

the cattle will eat it all without the labor of

putting it through the feed cutter. In October
and November last I used three acres, scattered

directly from the wagon on the pasture field,

and there was not a stump or a stalk wasted.
In the same way I use my mangolds, hardly
ever finding it necessary to store any, beyond a
few days' supply occasionally in an unusually
wet time.

But I have heard some people argue that
good butter could not be made from cows fed

with mangolds; if they cannot it is only because
they feed them too exclusively of other food.

Perhaps the men who argue thus would not care
about sitting down every day to a dinner of

potatoes without either meat or gravy, to say
nothing of the pudding, and it is pretty much
the same with the cows. The mangolds, or
other roots, supply the same place in their bill

of fare as vegetables are expected to do in our
dinners. Whilst using corn fodder my cows
bad one load of that per day, and one of man-
golds. Since the fodder was all used, they
have had two loads of [mangolds per day—one
in the morning and the other at night—being
about two tons a day to 55 cows. Besides the
milk I sell I have been making nearly 100
pounds of butter per week, concerning which I

will let the price speak for the quality : Sep-
tember 26th to November 15th (inclusive of

both dates), 60 cents per pound; November
22d, 57$ cents; 29th, 50 cents; December 7th,

45 cents; 12th, 40 cents.

The above prices were received from one man
for all I had to sell—free from commission. Let
those .who look dubiously upon the butter mak-
ing qualities of mangolds compare the above
prices with the market quotations—and be
satisfied.

Cabbage is also an excellent thing for cows if

fed before there are any decayed leaves about it.

It has this advantage, that it can be grown to

perfection in a short time where rich land, or
plenty of manure and moisture, can be had to
force the crop forward. If properly managed
a crop can be grown fit for use in less th'an four
months from the time of setting out the plants.

There is another fodder plant which has at-

tracted a good deal of attention latterly; I

mean the

Prickly Comfrey,
Of which I have had some growing for the last

nine months, not long enough, however, for me
to speak positively as to its adaptability to this

climate. As I am in frequent receipt of letters

of inquiry about it, perhaps it may not be out of

place to state briefly my ideas about it: I would
say, first of all, to those who feel enchanted by
the reports of the enormous yields per acre we
have heard about it, try it for yourselves by all

means, but don't give it a half trial by planting
and then neglecting it, for a plant that is a large

producer must of necessity be a large feeder, con-
sequently the proper plant food must always be
abundantly supplied in the shape of good stable

manure. This, coupled with thorough cultiva-

tion, and a fair amount of moisture in the soil

will, I have no doubt, make the plant yield a
large amount of fodder, for, like all broad-leaved
plants, it obtains a large portion of nourish-
ment from the air. I think the plants ought to

be four feet apart each way, instead of two feet

each way, as I have seen it stated they should
be.

However, the sum of the whole matter ap-

pears to me something like this: Use green fod-

der corn if you prefer it to anything else, as

long and as far into the dry season as you can
use it green. Then use mangolds for the re-

mainder of the season, till the young grass has
got a good start. Robert Ashburner.
Baden Farm, San Mateo Co., Dec. 21st, 1877.

Cultivation and Rainfall.—No. 3.

Editors Press:—In this article I propose to

consider the grounds on which is based the as-

sumption that the few trees which man takes

off the earth or man restores materially affects

our annual rainfall. In the previous article I

have shown that trees exhaust iroisture, more

rapidly than the cereals and root crops; that

nothing is like the ridged and furrowed field to

catch the rainfall, and nothing will hold the

water so long as fine agricultural tilth, and a

blanket of pulverized soil; that great rain

clouds come from afar and distribute moisture

on a scale which makes utterly insignificant the

moiety of vapor given off by our trees at the

period when the autumnal rains commence.

But it is said: "The facts are against you."

Let U3 see:

It is said: " When primeval man dwelt in the

primeval forest, long before the historic period,

there were no deluges and no drouths," etc.

Indeed, who knows that? If geology don't

show, if the strata don't reveal far greater and

more rapidly occurring changes and variations

in rainfall in those early days than now, then
I have read the science in vain. . Think of a
"glacial period " in France and a tropical cli-

mate in northern Russia, hard on toward the

Polar circle, where the tropical elephant could

live and thrive. Does that look as if all

nature, including her annual rainfall, etc., had
been wonderfully quiet until man rudely broke
up her slumbers? Bosh! The world knew of

drouth and deluge long before man began to

hew down her forests.

It is alleged that Persia, Armenia, Arabia,

Asia Minor and North Africa have all been
nearly ruined and turned into deserts through
man's assaults upon nature in cutting down her
forests. To this I reply : 1. Oppression ruins any
country and turns an Eden into a howling "wil-

derness. If oppression -can ruin any country it

ought to have ruined these. 2. Bad culture, al-

ways taking from the soil and returning noth-

ing, will do the same. That has been done in

those countries for 5,000 years. 3. Armenia is

yet quite a fertile country, considering its short

summer and long winter. Arabia always had a
poor soil, and deserts of salt sands which the

continually blowing winds have spread over a

large part of the country, yet it to-day sus-

tains a population of some 12 to a square mile.

North Africa always had a vast desert of mov-
ing sands on the south, which has been yearly

crowding the area of arable land nearer and
nearer to the Mediterranean. In the case of

Northern Africa I contend that not the axe has
diminished its fertility, but bad culture, bad
government, and the eternally encroaching sands
of the great southern desert. Palestine and
Asia Minor are still rich in spots, and sustain

quite a population despite bad culture, unutter-

able laziness, and the all-devouring tax-gath-

erer.

But stop now, let us consider some facts on
the other side. Let us go east from the birth-

place of man. Hindostan, with a population

of 175,000,000, has denuded the land of almost
every forest, where a grain of wheat or rico

can be grown. Yet, to this day, it supports a
population of 125 to the square mile, and has an
annual rainfall of over 50 inches.

On from India our race went to China and
peopled its vast area, mowing down the forest

everywhere as they went. Did this vandalism
produce sterility ? Far from it. For 4,000 years

they have enjoyed a fair average rainfall, and now
that vast and almost treeless empire, extend-

ing from north to south 2,000 miles, and twice
as big as the United States, contains an average
of 250 persons to the square mile. Where is

the theory here ?

France and Germany, and Austria and Italy
have long since been denuded of their ancient
forests, which once covered nearly all these
countries. Their trees to the square mile average
a much smaller number than in any part of the
United States. Are their rivers drying
up, and are their annual rainfalls diminishing ?

The vast oaken forests of England and Ire-
land have long since disappeared, but the rain
still falls and the average production per acre
yearly increases.

" But in New England the rainfall is decreas-
ing." I dispute it. Prove it if you can. 1

am a Yankee of the Yankees, Connecticut born
and bred. That its naturally very poor soil is

growing poorer I admit. Ditching the swamps
and draining natural ponds lets the water pass
off at once instead of taking all summer to do
so; hence the brooks and rivers run lower at
midsummer than formerly, and the people raise

less bullfrogs and more grass. But the rainfall

is not perceptibly diminished. If you say it is,

give me the statistics.

Drouths and famines have been in all ages,

and quite as frequently among the ancients as
among moderns. So axeman hew down the for-

est when the call for timber or land requires

—

let in the light, plow deep, cultivate carefully,

raise grain and fruits, and don't fear that for so
doing the rains will be withheld or the earth be-
come barren. S. Bristol.
San Buenaventura, Dec, 1877.

Trees in California.

We have no interest to serve save the deter-

mination of the truth, either iu our own writing
or that of our correspondents, and welcome
honest criticism. A writer in the Alia thinks
Mr. Purnell has written beyond the proof con-
cerning the cutting of forests and drying of

streams in southern California. He says: "No
forest has been felled near Santa Barbara; there
was no 'tropical life and luxuriance for hun-
dred of miles, ' now occupied by 'a parched and
wretched region;' no abounding perennial streams
have disappeared anywhere, save in the imagin-
ation of a writer who is more liberal with his

assertions than his authorities. It is a matter
of notoriety that the Indians and Spaniards did
not fell forests, and that when the Americans
took California there were no forests near Santa
Barbara to be felled.

"Nobody knows what the average condition

of the pasture and streams near the Tejon Pass
was 50 years ago, and the opinion of any living

witness who rode through there about 1830, in

what was perhaps an exceptional season, if it

were obtainable, and we do not suppose it is,

would be worth nothing; and there is no reason
for presuming that there was then more grass or

water there than now.
"So far as the tree question is concerned,

there is no cause for alarm; the State is gaining

more trees every year than it loses. I he de-

struction of old trees is rapid in Mendocino,
Humboldt, Santa Cruz, western Sonoma, and
the shores of Lake Tahoe, but the young trees

are growing up, and the forests are in no dan-
ger of decreasing in area, unless in Santa Cruz,

and we believe not there; while in the valleys

the planting of fruit, timber and ornamental
trees is making gratifying progress. The irri-

gation ditches and reclamation dykes are ex-

tending every year, and trees will go with them

;

and we expect that in 50 years the economy of

water will have made sucn advances that the

Sacramento, San Joaquin and Salinas valleys

will be as thickly settled with dwellings em-
bowered among trees as are Napa, Sonoma and
Petaluma now, and the changes made for the

better there within the last quarter of a cen-

tury are little short of the marvelous."

California Delphiniums.

Editors Press:—The delphinium class of

plants have long enjoyed great popularity

among floral people, and not without reason,

for they are of easy culture, prolific in bloom-

ing, and of many shades of color; the color in

all varieties being soft and gentle, in no wise

gaudy or overpowering tints, which character-

ize many flowers.

To our own State, which has given to the

world so many of their finest jewels is reserved

the pleasure of presenting to Flora's devotees
the finest and richest of the Delphinium.
Within tho last two years several of our native

varieties have been introduced into Eastern gar-

dens, without a single exception they at once
bore the palm away from all Other varieties,

over which years of toil had been spent in im-

proving.

So far as explored there have been found in

California eleven distinct varieties, these are of

various shades of carmine, blue, purple, violet

and white. Time and space forbid at present

a complete description of all the varieties.

The four varieties which I believe will be found
the most worthy of cultivation are as follows:

Delphinium cardinal?, a handsome and strik-

ing variety, which grows to the bight of two to

four feet. The flowers are from one and a

Quarter to one and three quarter inches in

length, including the straight spur, in diameter

the flowers are from three quarters to an in,

In color the flowers are the richest carmine,
with a brilliant yellow center. They are borne
in long racemes of 10 to 50 florets each. This
variety is found in San Diego and Los Angeles
in great abundance.

D. Niulicaule is a supurb variety, growing
from one to two feet high; the flowers are a
light scarlet color, from one to one and a quar-
ter inches in length, and about three quarters
in diameter.

D. Cali/ornicitm grows two feet and upwards
in bight. The flowers are a brilliant blue,
from one-half to one and a quarter inches in di-
ameter. Flowers iu long close racemes.

D. Varigatum is the finest of all the blue
larkspurs, it grows two feet high, the flowers
are a rich blue in color, when the sun shines on
them they have a metallic tinge, one inch in di-

ameter. Borne on long pedicle racemes, I have
often used them for bouquets for which they
are fine. Wm. C. L. Drew.

El Dorado, Cal.

Rose Culture.

Editors Press:—I presume many readers of

the Press who have not had much experience

in rose culture would be glad to know the very

best varieties to get, for constant blooming, fine

color and handsome buds. I would have been

very happy three years ago to know what I now
do, as it would have saved me much anxiety,

time and money. For white buds, I find

"Niphetos" the loveliest of all, then "Madame
Bravy," "Eliza Savage" and "Devoniensis" all

low-growing, compact plants. There is none

better than "Lamarque" for a climbing white

rose, although it is not a steady bloomer. I

wish people would use the Lamarque in ceme-

teries for adorning the last resting place of dear

ones. Instead of a marble slab, a slender shaft

of glossy green leaves and lovely half-open white
buds would be something far better than a soul-

less, staring marble.

You will find that florists disagree as to names
of roses. Some on this coast call one of the
deep, golden roses "Eliza Savage," but accord-
ing to English florists' catalogues it is a mistake.
In the lovely golden roses you will find two of

the finest climbers of all the Noisettes roses

—

"Mareschal Npil" and "Chromatella, " or "Cloth
of Gold." There are also two very fine ones, a
mixture of pale gold color and pink— "Glorie do
Dijon" and "Celine Forrester," all differing in

color, size and shape, and all desirable.

For bush roses of gold color, "Safrano," and
one that some florists on this coast call "Eliza
.Savage" are desirable. They also disagree about
our loveliest pink tea-rose. Some call it "Paul-
ine Lebonte," others call it "Duchess de Bra-
bant." I have plants of each name, differing in

color, but of same size and shape, and both
lovely; but the one we call Pauline is the best
bloomer, most fragrant, and every way the most
perfect rose I ever saw. "Hermosa," "Bou-
gere," Triumph de Luxemburg," "Emperor
Russia," and "Bon Silene," are all extra fine for

buds. "Compte de Ure" and "Aggrippina"
are the only good red roses I have, but there

are many very fine ones to be obtained now.
As I have not tested them, I will not praise

them.
Sometimes the best of plants will produce

poor colored flowers if not fed well. They are

as punctual for their meals as a laboring man,
and will not do any better without them. I

feed mine liquid hen manure every three months,
and water them thoroughly every month in dry
weather, and prune out the old hard wood as

fast as it shows poor flowers. Thus I always
have high-colored, firm, finely formed budB
every month in the year.

One beautiful climbing red rose I neglected

to name among the Noisettes, and that seems to

be little known, is of very fine form and fra-

grance. It is "Souvenir de Anselme." If nny
one knows of other desirable roses, let us hear

from them. Mrs. Childs.
Santa Barbara, California.

Tkstini; the Infm'ence of Forests.—To-

wards the close of last month, says the London

Fanner, a series of preliminary experiments

upon the meteorological influences of forests

were commenced at tho Botanical (1 aniens at-

tached to the late School of Forestry at Maria-

brunn, a special form of apparatus contrived for

this purpose by Prof. Schwackhofer being em-
ployed in conducting them. The apparatus
consists of a captive balloon furnished with an

arrangement for the direct volumetric estima-

tion of tho watery vapor present in the atmos-
phere, which balloon can be quickly inflated

w hen its ascent is desired, by means of a com-
pact portable apparatus for making hydrogen
gas that is attached to it. In its ascent the

balloon is made to carry up a contrivance for

the absorption of air at whatever altitude it

may be allowed t<> come to rest, and in this

manner material will be obtained for tho analy-

sis of the atmospheric strata immediately abovo
the crowns of forests, and in similar inaccessi-

ble places. The preliminary experiments have
given every satisfaction as to tho feasibility of

the scheme, and in the spring of next year a

regularly organized system of observations will

be undertaken at various meteorological sta-

tions iu tho country.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for this

department.

Removal.

Until further notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Grange will be at lOti Davis street, in the Btore of

the Grangers" Business Association. Correspondents will

continue to send their communications to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore.

Co-operation.

Editors Press:— "Of what use is it?" "How
will it benefit me?" and similar expressions are

used by the majority of human beings when any-

thing new is presented. The thing under con-

sideration, giving no encouragment to the ad-

vancement of me or mine, is discarded as some-

thing not worthy of thought, until, at least,

nothing to do makes room for charitable work.

Those who act so, if not already actuated by

selfish motives, are at least on the high road to

that country whose despotic ruler is me. But

we are all governed to a certain extent by self-

ishness, and from that standpoint I propose to

show that we may all be benefited by co-ope-

ration in the Orange, in the State and nation,

and in our social affairs.

A man cast away upon an island with none

but the lower animals for companions, sees but

little enjoyment. True, lie may have moun-

tains of iron and gold, broad forests of trees

bearing all the fruits known to man, food and

raiment sufficient for a hundred years; all

the beautiful flowers of the tropics in broad ex-

panse before him; all, everything we seek for,

as contributing towards our happiness, except

one thing, a fellow equal, and having it not will

always and must, necessarily, be not satisfied.

Place the same man among his fellow-men, and

he seeks not to regain his former power and

wealth at the expense of associates.

We all need and must have friends, neighbors
and companions. Give a man all the wealth
and power of the world, despotic and life-long,

make him know assuredly that the life of every
being, man and beast, is in his hands, give him
what C:esar, Napoleon and others sought for,

and then imagine if you can, just how unsatis-

fied and lonely he must be.

And so it must always be. The more com-
pletely selfish we are so much the less are we
capable of enjoying what we have. Our good
thoughts must not be kept to ourselves, must
not be imprisoned within the cell that holds the
thinking apparatus, must not be started forth

upon an errand of mercy and then turned upon
itself, strangling not only its own life but de-

stroying the desire and power of many like

future thoughts.

Take a sweet-smelling rose, envelop its life

power within itself, cause it to drink up its own
sweet perfume, inhale that which it has exhaled,
and a more pitiful death could be scarcely im-
agined, killed by what was intended for life and
beauty.
The very conditions upon which we live are

that we give life, health and happiness to others.

Without a desire on our part to please others,

we cannot utilize the efforts of our friends to do
us good. Without his feelings are reciprocated,
a lover's love is a consuming fire to soul and
body. If we would be benefited truly and
nobly, it must be that we throw off a part of

our being, that we may be enabled to gather in
the experiences and thoughts of others. Unless
we are willing that our fellow-men should enjoy
the experience we gain through life, we are in a
sorry plight to ask that our friends' knowledge
be given us free and without price. In order
to be thoroughly contented, we must be willing
to return an equivalent for everything gained.

Nay, that is only justice, we must be desirous
of fulfilling all the laws of nature to be
thoroughly satisfied, and her laws are that we
give of our store, and by thus giving are we
the better enabled to receive.

Those who are struggling to gain the neces-
sities of life find a fellow-feeling in his neigh-
bors of like circumstances. To them we can say,
work together for the interest of all. As you
advance your neighbor so are you assisted in
the work. By co-operation are you much
stronger, and the battle is not often to the
weak. By working together you can help each
other without lessening your home work. If
the people of the Grange to-day were resolved
to act together for the good of the whole people
how soon many of the abuses of power, State
and national, would be checked. If the people
of the nation were determined to work together
for the good of all, how happy we all might be
No one's happiness lessened, and thousands in-
creased. J. S. Churchill.

Sespe, OaL

Personal.—In the list of those who have
lately received "life diplomas," as published
in the seventh biennial report of the Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction, we notice the
name of Vital E. Bangs, our correspondent at
Modesto, Stanislaus county. We believe the
distinction is well placed in this case.

Election of Officers.*

BlNOHAMPTON GRANGE, No, 174, SoLANO Co.

—Election Dec. 1st, 1877: A. Bennett, M.; J.

Tuck, O. ; B. V. L. Bennett, L ; Chas. Plumer,
S. ; A. Mangers, A. S. ; Sherman Brown, C.

;

O. A. Brown, T.; Win. Gay, Sec'y; J. B.

Jameson, G. K. ; Mrs. M. Gay, Ceres; Mrs. E.

Tuck, Flora; Mrs. E. L. Brown, Pomona; Mrs.

Plummer, L. A. S. ; J. F. Brown, Trustee; A.
Bennett, J. Tuck, Delegates to Pomona Grange.

Cekes Grange, Stanislaus Co.—M. B. Kit-

trelle, M. ; R. K. Whitmore, 0. ; U. G. Munger,
L. ; George Riche, S. ; R. Whitmore, A. S.

;

Mrs. R. Whitmore, C. ; E. Hatch, T. ; Mrs. L.

J. Brouse, S.; M. M. Williams, G. K. ; Mrs. U.
G. Munger, Ceres; Mrs. George Reich, Pomona;
Mrs. E. Hatch, Flora; Mrs. John Service, L.

A. S. ; Mrs. D. Whitmore, Trustee, for three

years. Installation the fourth Saturday in Jan-

uary.

Danville Grange, No. 85, Contra Costa
Co.—Election Dec. 15: Chas. Wood, M. ; J.

Stone, O.; D. N. Shuburn, L.J M. W. Hall, S.;

L. Wood, A. S. ; W. Hownin, C. ; R. O. Bald-

win, T.; C. E. Howard, Sec'y; G. Wood, G. K.;
Mrs. Fanny Wood, Ceres; Miss M. Preston,

Pomona; Miss N. Glass, Flora; Miss Olive

Labaree, L. A. S.

Lompoc Grange, No. 248, Santa Barbara
Co., Cal.—Election, Dec. 22: H. Summers,
M.; E. H. Elkins, 0.;G. W. Richards, L.;

C. W. Irwin, S.; F. H. Rainey, A. S.; J 01 in-

ger, C. ; B. Summers, T. ; A. Lausdell, Sec'y.

;

M. Nicohles, G. K.; Mrs. C. Pierce, Ceres;

Mrs. M. Summers, Pomona; Mrs. Heacock,
Flora; Susa Parker, L. A. S. ; H. W. Fabing,

Trustee.

Mussel Slough Grange, No. 243, Tulare
County.—Election, Dec. 22d: T. W. Standart,

M. ; Sanford Underwood, O. ; Wesley Under-
wood, L. ; A. Hutton, S. ; D. Young, A. S.

;

F. F. Wilson, C; Thos. Stortin, T.; H.
Nysounger, Sec'y; John W. Wilson, G. K.;

Mrs. T. W. Standart, Ceres; Mrs. F. H. Wil-
son, Pomona; Mrs. Wesley Underwood, Flora;

Mrs. Sanford Underwood, L A. S. Intallation

on the fourth Saturday in January.with a

Grange feast.

National Ranch Grange, San Diego Co.—
Election, Dec. 26th: Flora M. Kimball. M.

;

F. A. Kimball, O. ; E. T. Blackmer, L. ; Theo.

Parsons, S.; N. P. Ronland, A. S.;J. Todd, 0.;

W. C. Kimball, T.; Sarah C. Kimball, Sec'y;

L. Roberts, G. K. ; Mrs. A. M. Field, Ceres;

Mrs. Ix>uise Boyd, Pomona: Mrs. L. Roberts,

Flora; Mrs. Josephine Walker, L. A. S. In-

stallation of officers January 9th.

Newcastle Granke, No. 241, Placer Co.

—

Election, Dec. 8th: R. M. Nixon, M.; J. T.

Woods, O. ; B. P. Tabor, L. ; I. F. Tabor, S.

;

W. J. Wilson, S.; J. H. Mitchell, C,; G. W.
Threlkel, T,; G. S. Nixon, Sec'y.; G. Perkins,

G. K.; Mrs. Griffith, Ceres; Mrs. Threlkel, Po-

mona; Maggie A. Greeley, Flora; Isabella

Boggs, L. A. S. Installation, January 12th.

Plumas Grange, No. 245, Plumas County.—
B. F. Bobo, M.; W. E. McNeil, 0.; 0. Mc-
Elroy, L. ; A. J. Spoon, S. ; M. C. Bringham, A.
S.; J. L. Crow, T.; T. Black, Sec'y; G. W.
Cramer, G. K. ; Mrs. G. W. Mapes, Ceres;

Mrs. M. C. Hinds, Pomona; Miss R. Sigler,

Flora; Mrs. M. E. Bringham, L. A. S.

Plymouth Grange, No. 232, Amador Co.

—

Election, Dec. 8th: Reuben M. Ford, M. ; Jas.

F. Gregg, O. ; Isaac W. Whitacre, L. ; Jonathan
Sallee, S. ; John Sharp, A. S. ; Eleazer S. Pot-

ter, T. ; Stephen C. Wheeler, Sec'y; Simpson B.

Newman, G. K. ;
Harding Vanderpool, C;

Sister Ford, Ceres; Sister Potter, Pomona; Sis-

ter Whitacre, Flora; Sister Forbes, L. A. S.

Installation, January 1st.

• Officors of Granges are requested to sen ! list of offi-

cers elect, date of election and day set for installation, to
this ottico direct.

Resolutions of American River Grange.

At a regular meeting of American River

Grange, held December 22d, 1877, the follow-

ing preamble and resolution was adopted with-

out a dissenting vote:

Whereas, Bros. J. VV. A. Wright and B. Pilkington, in
lectures delivered before Sacramento Grange P. of H.,
De;ember 8th, 1877, expressed sentiments often repeated
by good citizens, Patrons anil non-Patrons; and
Whereas, Grangers should not be too hasty in drawing

conclusions, or misled by misrepresentations, as our Sister
Grange at Stockton doubtless was, for thorough ventila-
tion is one of the principles of our Order; and
Whkkkas, There is a spirit abroad among a certain class

to put down anything in the form of independent action,
or any departure from the worn-out methods of political
procedure, attempted by the workingmen or the farmer,
in its incipiency, as evinced by the course pursued by the
Sacramento Record- Union, an exponent of capital and
monopolies. Therefore be it

Resolved, That American River Grange deems it a duty
that it owes to the Order anil its acknowledged leaders to
endorse the lecture of Bro. J. W. A. Wright as a whole
and in detail. E. G. Morton, Jr.,

Sec. pro. tern.
Routiers, Dec. 22d, "77.

We received, too late for publication this

week, a letter from Bro. Wright upon the action

of Stockton Grange with reference to his Sacra-

mento lecture.

Installation Notice.—The installation of
officers for 1878, in Golden Gate Grange, San
Francisco, is hereby postponed until the fourth
Tuesday in January, the 22d inst., at which
time a full attendance of members is urgently
requested. Visiting members are cordially in-
vited.—Mrs. J. R. Read, Sec'y.

Grange Meetings.

By request of the Committee on Installation,

the officers of the Temescal Grange will be in-

stalled on Saturday, Jan. 12th, instead of the

day first proposed. This will enable members
to accept the invitation to attend the joint

meeting and installation at Walnut Creek (Sat-

urday, Jan. 5th), of the Granges of that place,

Pacheco and Danville. Dr. Dio Lewis will ad-
dress the farmers and their wives (at Walnut
Creek,) at 11 a. m. Harvest Feast at 12:30
will be followed by the installation services,

conducted by Worthy Past State Master, J. V.
Webster. All Grangers should be on hand,
as an interesting ana instructive time is ex-

pected.

Worthy Secretary Adams, of the State
Grange, has been invited to install the officers

of Temescal Grange. Worthy Deputy Master
Nathaniel Jones, of Contra Costa county, and
other speakers are expected to be present at the
New Year's Harvest Festival of Temescal
Grange. The meeting will commence at one
o'clock. All Patrons are urged to be present.

Selling Wheat C. 0. D.

Editors Press:—By order of the Danville
Grange, No. 85, P. of H., I forward you a copy
of resolutions adopted December 15th, 1877:

WnWS, The custom of selling produce, especially the
chief production, wheat, to dealers whose responsibility is

unknown to the farming community, and waiting pay-
ment therefor, after delivery, until some future time con-
veniently called steamer or collection day, often results in

serious loss to the farmers; and
Whereas, From the nature of the business of said

dealers, it is impossible to ascertain their solvency, and
whenever failures or suspensions occur among them, it is

never the fanner creditors but usually the city creditors
who are partially or wholly secured; therefore, being com-
pelled thereto for self protection, and feeling conscious
that there can be no injustice or hardship to anyone in

the adoption of the resolution, be it

Resolved, That the members of the Danville Grange
will, in every instance of sale of their productions, de-
mand payment therefor on delivery, and hereby bind and
pledge themselves to adhere strictly to the rule, even, if

to enforce it, they have to submit to a discount from the
market rates.

Rtsolvcd, That the co-operation of sister Granges be
asked to crystallize into a businest custom, this safe and
equitable rule. C. E. Howard, Sec'y.

In Memoriam.

SAN .JOSE GRANGE, Santa Clara County, December
28th, 1877.

Whereas. It has pleased the Great Master above to re-

move from our Grange circle our beloved and worthy Lec-
turer, Sister E. P. Bickxell, to rest from her earthly la-

bors, he it therefore
Resolved, That in the death of Sister Bicknell the be-

reaved family lose a kind and loving wife and mother, the
community a valuable and esteemed friend, and this

Grange one of its most active and trustworthy members
prompt and faithful in her duties, cheerful and courteous
in her intercourse leaving a blank in our broken columns
difficult to fill.

Resolved, That we extend to the family of our deceased
Sister our heartfelt sympathy in their bereavement.

Resolved, That ourchartcf bediaped in mourning; that
these resolutions be spread u|>on the minutes of the
Grange, and a copy sent to the San Jose Mereuri/ and to

the Rural Press for publication. — [Committee: Mrs. W.
L Manly, Mrs. H. S. McClay, Wm. Erkson, EL G. Kees-
ling, Josie Settle.

ELM IRA GRANGE, No. 16, P. of II., Elmira, Cal.,

Decomber 31st, 1877.
Whereas, It has pleased the Great Master of the uni-

verse to remove from our midst our beloved sister, Mrs.
Mary Black, to the better land, therefore be it

Jiesotved, That we offer our sincere regrets to the hus-
band and family of Sister Black, and condole with them
in their great affliction.

^Resolved, That we cause our charter to be draped in

mourning for the space of 30 days.
Resolved, That theso resolutions be sent to the Pacific

Rural Press, to the family of our deceased sister and be
spread on the minutes of this Grange - -[Committee: O.
\V. Frazer, Sister Jas. A. Clark, Sister McCrory.

ENTERPRISE GRANGE, No. 129, Sacramento county,
December 15th, 1877.

Whereas, It has pleased the Great Ruler of the uni-
verse to call from our midst our beloved and respected
sister, Lucy A. Fitch, therefore be it

Jtetolved, That in the death of Sister Fitch, our Grange
has lost a quiet, peaceful member, one ever willing to do
her part in an unpretentious manner, and her husband a
true and devoted wife.

Resolved, That while we bow with humble submission
to Heaven's high will, we deeply mourn the loss of one
who four years has met with us with a kind, gentle face,

which memory will ever keep in mind.
llfsolved. That the Grange tender the bereft husband

and relatives our earnest and heartfelt sympathies.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in mourning for

30 days, that a copy of these resolutions be sent the
bereaved husband, also that they appear on the minutes
of this Grange and a copy be sent the Pacific Rural
Press and California Patron for publication.—[Com-
mittee: Mrs. M. C. Nordyke, Mrs. M. W. Parker, S. A.
Green.

Aerial Telegraphy.—The scheme for tele-

graphing without wires, by means of aerial

currents of electricity, has been revived by
Prof. Loomis. He has met with success in

using kites for tins purpose, a copper wire being
substituted for the usual kite string. Signals

were transmitted thus between kites 10 miles
apart. His new experiments are made in the
mountainous regions of West Virginia, between
lofty peaks. Continuous aerial currents are
found at these altitudes, which will serve the
purposes of the telegraph, except when rarely

interrupted by violent disturbances of the at-

mosphere. A scheme is now on foot to test the
merits of aerial telegraphy in the Alps. The
cheapness of the apparatus, as no wire is re-

quired between the stations, is greatly in favor
of the method, and may counterbalance its lia-

bility to occasional interruption.

A movement is on foot in Oakland to estab-

lish an Mechanic Arts' school where boys may
learn trades. Col. John Scott has made a lib-

eral donation, and the plan is now under dis-

cussion.

The Indian Prize for a Ramie Machine.

Inasmuch as several Pacific coast inventors
are now practically engaged in the honorable
contest for the Indian award for a ramie clean-

ing machine, we give some facts from the cir-

cular which has been issued from the India
office in London, on the subject. What is re-

quired is a machine or process capable of pro-
ducing, by animal, water or steam power, a ton
of dressed fiber of a quality which shall average
in value not less than £45 per ton in the English
market, at a total cost, including all processes
of preparation and all needful allowance for

wear and tear, of not more than £15 per ton,

laid down at any port of shipment in India,
and £30 in England, after payment of all the
charges usual in trade before goods reach the
hands of the manufacturer. The processes of

preparation are to be understood to include all

the operations required subsequent to the cut-

ting of the stems from the plants in the field

until the fiber is in a condition fit to be packed
for conveyance to the market. The machinery
employed must be simple, strong, durable and
inexpensive and should be suited for erection in

the plantations where the rheea is grown. It

must be adapted for treatment of the fresh

stems, as cut from the plant. The treatment
of dried stems offers certain difficulties, and the
fiber prepared for them must, moreover, always
be much more costly than the fiber produced
from green stems. It is, therefore, desirable
that the attention of inventors should be given
to the discovery of a process for the treatment
of the green stems.
The trials will be held at Saharanpur, in the

Northwestern Provinces', in the months of

August and September, 1879. Machines entered
for competition should be ready for trial not
later than August 15th, the competition com-
mencing the next day. The judges will be
appointed by the government, and they will

watch the whole of the trials. But the ma-
chines are to be worked and adjusted by the
competitors themselves. The government will

provide accommodation and motive power at
Saharanpur for all competing machines, and
will also pay for the transport from the sea-

coast to Saharanpur of all machines up to the
limit of one ton each, the freight on excess
weight to be defrayed by the owners. The
owner or owners of the successful machine or
machines shall not be entitled to receive the
reward offered, except on the following condi-
tions, viz. : That a complete technical descrip-
tion of the machine, illustrated by plans drawn
to scale, shall l>e prepared and published (gov-

ernment paying the cost) for the information of

the public, and that after the expiration of

three years from date of award, the public
shall have the right of manufacturing similar

machines, on payment to the owner of a royalty
of 10% on the cost of each machine so manufac-
tured. All persons desiring to compete are
requested to make known their intentions not
later than December, 1878, giving their name,
residence, profession and a brief description of

each machine entered for competition. They
must also declare themselves bound to conform
to all rules which may be prescribed by the
judges appointed to conduct the trials. All
notices of intention to compete and applications

for information should be addressed to the Sec-
retary to the Government of India, Department
of Revenue, Agriculture and Commerce, Cal-

cutta.

Illuminated Numbers. — The Telegraphic

Journal says that a contrivance for rendering
the numbers of houses visible by night is be-

coming general in Paris. It consists of a hol-

low triangular prism nine inches long, two of

whose side are formed of panes of blue glass,

on which the number of the house is picked out
in white. This prism-shaped lamp glass rests

against the front of the house, so that the two
sides with the numbers on them can be plainly

seen by the passers-by. In the interior of the
prism is a gas jet, fed by a pipe from the house.

Householders on the Avenue de l'Opera have
been obliged to supply this mode of numbering
at their own expense on the houses they are

building, and the municipal authorities have
introduced it on some 450 of the municipal es-

tablishments, schools, police offices, fire brigade

offices, etc.

New Sewing Machine Motor.—We read

in Eastern exchanges of a new sewing machine
motor, which is said to be "so cheap and so

simple that it seems as if it would at once

come into very general use. The motor con-

sists of a tubular boiler 18 inches high, incased

in cabinet work, through which steam is engen-

dered by a small parlor lamp being placed un-

derneath it. The apparatus which connects it

with the sewing machine is very simple, and
consists of only three pieces. It takes only a

few minutes to get up steam, and the speed is

regulated by a little spring. The invention is

compact, neat and clean, a great savior of health

and strength, and in appearance resembles a lit-

tle parlor stove incased in cabinet work. The
inventor of the machine is Mr. Thomas T.

Wood, of Newark, N. J."

Straightening Tools.—The Polytechnic says:

It is not generally known that steel tools sprung
in hardening can be straightened in tempering.

Hardened steel, when not enough to change the

color to straw color or purple, is about as plia-

ble as annealed steel when cold. So pieces

warped in hardening can, while hot, be straight-

ened with a hammer, or, better, with a screw-

press, without danger of breaking.
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California.
BUTTE.
Egyptian Corn Meal.—Record, Dec. 29:

We are indebted to Gen. Bidwell for a package
of Egyptian corn meal from the Chico mills, the
first of the season. As a substitute for buck-
wheat it makes an excellent article of diet.

In point of fact, it is far preferable to buck-
wheat, and will, we think, soon come into

general use. Those desiring an excellent hot
cake for breakfast should procure a sack and
give it a trial.

EL DORADO.
Rain and Snow.—Republican, Dec. 27: We

had a glorious rain on Sunday, and at the same
time a good fall of snow higher in the moun-
tains, reaching down almost to the city limits.

FRESNO.
Rain and Irrigation.—Expositor, Dec. 26:

On last Sunday this valley received a holiday
present in the shape of a splendid rain storm.
During Saturday night a strong south wind
sprang up, and early Sunday morning the pre-

cious drops began to fall. We learn that the
Emigrant Ditch company are now clearing out
and improving the company's canal. As soon
as the repairs are completed the water will be
turned in and the farmers living on it will be-

gin irrigating and cultivating their land.

LAKE.
Our Poor Lands.—Democrat, Dec. 22:

Lake county has a good deal of hill land, some
brushy and some clear, all of which we believe

to be susceptible of the highest cultivation if

treated at the right season and understand-
ingly. We are certain that grapes can be
grown on these lands at a profit and also that

fruit trees will flourish and bear promptly
thereon. During the week Mr. James Martin,

who owns a farm near the hills back of town,
brought us in some cotton balls raised on the
so-called "poor lands." The specimen was the

Sea island variety, had matured perfectly and
the staple was strong and long. In fact, we
have seen worse looking cotton in Mexico.
Mr. Martin also informs us that on the same
land he has Spanish radishes growing, some of

which pulled the scales at nine pounds each,

and were just as fine and solid inside as spring
radishes, and are so brittle that they have to

be dug with a spade.

A California Scenf.—Bee, Dec. 29: The
view that greeted the people of Lakeport Mon-
day morning after the sun had risen above the
mountain tops toward the east, was charming
indeed. The hills and valleys for miles around,
clad in richest verdure, looked greener and
fresher than usual from the genial influence of

the recent rain, and the mountains beyond the
lake and far as the vision could reach were
covered with a heavy mantle of snow. Spring
was with us with newly-grown grass, its bloom-
ing flowers and its feathered songsters chirp-

ing from every tree top, and yet winter, clad in

all its snowy habiliments, was plainly in

view. It was a vision of rare beauty and such
a one as our friends in the East can hardly
realize.

LOS ANGELES.
Los Nietos.—Editors Press:—Some time

since I penned for the Rural a communication
concerning the situation of affairs in general in

this "New Italy," and the fact was too doleful to

go to print. So I concluded to desist until

Providence should favor us with a change. The
change is here. Rain has come, but, just as
usual, more rain has fallen near our local editor's

sanctum window than on the land I plow. The
mortality amongst the sheep folds was great
during our rain, which, by the way, was quite
gentle for the amount of water that fell. Sheep
that are now alive are all 0. K. Business has
tried to revive since the rain, but it ha° called

for cash, and the man cash don't respond. Cash
can scarcely be obtained. I have 50 heavy corn-

fat hogs that I have been trying to sell for six

weeks, and cannot sell enough to pay my taxes.

Well, this is business, action—then a reaction.

Who ever saw the exception to an infallible

rule? Yesterday I bought a span of horses
that three years since would have brought $150
readily, and paid for them (not cash), 850 pounds
of pig, live weight—equivalent to $35. My
word for it, 'tis the making of this over-adver-
tised country. Men and business will finally

get leveled down to a proper basis, and after

this equilibrium is brought about, and when
this gambling in homes is over, and the people
learn how to manage this irrigating facility that
they are possessed of, this country will be all

O. K. But, my kindly reader of the Rural,
don't forget the advice I gave three years since,

on my arrival in Los Nietos, "if you have a
home, and are making a living, dig in. Stay
there."

—

Geo. Kay Miller.
Rain and Snow.—Express, Dec. 29: Mr.

W. W. Robinson, who came in from White-
water to-day, informs us that it rained very
hard at that place last evening. In coming
through San Gorgonio pass this morning, the
railroad track was covered with snow for two
or three miles. The snow is very low down on
the mountains this season, even the Arrow-
head, back of San Bernardino, being covered.
The farmers from the country report that the
grass is growing finely and that there is no fear

that we shall not have good crops.

MARIN.
Rain.—San Rafael Journal, Dec. 27: Since

our last we have had 1.30 inches of rain, giving

THE PACIFIC
a total fall this season, to date, of 5.83 inches.
The public anxiety is entirely dissipated rela-
tive to drouth. The ground is in good condi-
tion for all purposes, and feed and crops are
usually good.

MONTEREY.
Castroville.—Argus, Dec. 29: A consider-

able parcel of land in the southern part of
town, on the edge of the Tembladera, has been
cleared of tules, plowed, sowed and harrowed.
People are just opening their eyes to the value
of tule land. Those of our farmers who had
not their grain sowed prior to the storm of the
first of the week, are now busy as bees plowing
and seeding, having given up all ideas of a dry
season.

The Season.—Democrat, Dec. 29: Since our
last issue, rain has fallen in abundance upon the
farming and grazing lands of this county.
Pasture is considered assured, the summer fal-

lowed lands are covered by the sprouting grain,
which has a vigorous start, and the farmers
will have no difficulty now in plowing and seed-
ing reserved lands to whatever extent their cir-

cumstances make advisable. As to the temper
of the community, confidence takes the place of
despondency previously existing and all regard
the coming season as full of promise. We have
goodl reports from stock-growers. Charley
Romie tells us there is plenty of grass for sheep
on the Arroyo Seco. John Cook, of San An-
tonia country, is making his way homewards,
from stubble fields north of San Jose, with a
large band of sheep which have got through the
dry season without loss. From one of the
Smith brothers, who have their sheep on the
Tularcitos rancho, we hear that grass is forward
on their range and, altogether, the understand-
ing is that the stock interest is now in as prom-
ising condition as could have been hoped for
after such a season as it has passed through.
SACRAMENTO.
The Valley Crops.—Record-Union, Dec. 25:

Steamboatmen, ranchmen and others who have
had opportunity of observing the condition of
things along the upper Sacramento, report that
crops never looked better in* that section, and
all the residents are sanguine that the coming
season will be unusually prosperous. In the
vicinity of Sacramento everything looks very
favorable in which farmers and orchardists are
interested, and the prospects could scarcely be
improved upon.

SAN DIEGO.
Rain and Effects.—News, Dec. 22: The

good effects of the rains are seen and heard
from in all quarters. I« the country, where the
rain has been much heavier than here on the
coast, farmers are busy preparing to put in more
grain as fast as possible. The grain that is up
is reported as looking elegantly well. In
town the alfalfa and other grasses are making
their appearance rapidly, and on the sidehillg

a little green begins to be seen. In the Cajon,
they claim over two and one-half inches; and at
Campo, one and three-fourths inches. A note
from San Luis Rey advises us that the people
of that valley are in joyous spirits over the
rains that have visited our county so gener-
ously. Our correspondent, writing on the
18th, says: "Hardest rain last nigho we have
had for years."

SAN MATEO.
The Season.—Times a>id Gazette, Dec. 29:

During the last week a remarkable change has
come over the face of nature by the growth of

grain. Fields that a week ago showed nothing
but bare furrows, are now clothed in robes of

reen. Bee keepers hereabouts report that
ees have done nothing during the past year

and many hives are dying for want of food.

Reports from the mountains in the neighbor-
hood of Ischenbacker's, Langley's and Hamm's,
represent prospects for farmers there as very
fine. The rain has been all that is necessary
thus far in the season. Volunteer has attained
a good growth and is doing well, while new
grain is being rapidly sown, the earlier fields

already coming up. Grass also is still growing
fast, and is now far enough advanced to afford
considerable feed for stock.

SANTA BARBARA.
Items.—Lompoc Record, Dec. 22: There is

no further doubt about a sufficient rainfall. To
date, more than the average has fallen for a
good year, and the warm weather will soon bring
grass forth in abundance. The Santa Rita set-

tlers are making every effort to get in a large

amount of wheat and barley this year. It is

unfortunate that seed is so high priced and so
scarce. The summer crops will be varied and
extensive the coming season in consequence of

the high price of small grain.

SANTA CLARA.
The Rains,—San Jose Mercury, Dec. 28:

The soil of this valley is now in first-class con-
dition for plowing and sowing and the farmers
generally have begun in earnest. But little

doubt of the outcome is felt, the prevailing
opinion being that the season will be a prosper-
ous one and that plenty of rain will fall during
the spring months to answer all requirements.
The rule has been in this section that heavy
rains in the early part of the season havo been
followed by light and insufficient showers in

the spring. It is during the latter |period that
the greater moisture is needed. Therefore if

the experiences of the past are any criterion,

the farmers have good reason to feel hopeful.

A few heavy showers in February and March
and one or more in the interior will fetch us out
all right.

Orange.—An orange measuring 19J inches in

circumference, and weighing '2 pounds and 13

BUBAL FBESS.
ounces, is one of the semi-tropical monstrosities,
on exhibition at Billy Owens' fruit store in San
Jose. It is from Dr. Beach's orchard, Los An-
geles.

SOLANO.
Our Welcome Visitor.—Dixon Tribune,

Dec. 29: The rain came at last on Saturday
night, the 22d, in a heavy but not violent
shower. The following night there was an-
other gentle shower, and the quantity for the
two was measured at .65 of an inch, making a
total for the season of 2. 65 inches. The ground
is now in a condition to make plowing possible,
though a little more soaking would do no harm.
In most places the moisture penetrated to a
depth of four inches on pasture land and five
inches on summer-fallowed ground, by Monday
morning, and afterwards it soaked another inch
deep. Wednesday morning a good many farm-
ers began plowing. Last year at this date
there had been more rain, though it all fell in
October and November, and none in December.
SONOMA.
Prune Drying.—Russian River Flag, Dec.

27: We learn from Mr. Adam Barth, of Wind-
sor, who has had a considerable experience in
his former home on the Rhine (one of the best
prune districts in Germany), that there the
prunes are placed ia wicker baskets, or trays of
one foot in width, about four in length and three
or four in depth, and set in the oven (the brick
oven, which is universal in that country) after
bread-baking, that is, when there is moderate
heat. They are generally left over night, and
then taken out and placed in the sun for two or
three days. After being again subjected to a
few hours of moderate heat of the oven they
are ready to pack for market. Over-heating is

carefully avoided, as it over-dries the fruit and
spoils it. They are never pitted. Boxes with
the bottoms made of slats would probably an-
swer as well in this country, where the baskets
would be an item of considerable expense. It

is customary to make only one layer, although
Mr. Barth states that he has frequently placed
them in two with no appreciable difference in
the result. But, above all, they must be dried
slowly. An oven which should be especially
adapted to fruit drying might be fitted with
rests for a large number of trays, and can be
built at a slight expense.
Fatal Result of Close Pruning.—Russian

River Flag: From E. Catlin we learn that near
the town of Sonoma some of the oldest vine-

yards, containing many acres, have either been
abandonded or were being reset with new vines,

and upon examination he found that the death
of the vines was caused by to close pruning.
The constantly growing trunk of the main stalk

had closed in around the places pruned, encas-
ing insects and debris until it had become
wormy and diseased. One of the vineyards
now being grubbed out contains not less than
160 acres. Mr. Catlin is an experienced vin-
iculturist.

Alfalfa.—A prominent farmer near Healds-
burg advises the late pasturing of alfalfa, in

order that the dead stalks may not interfere

with the new shoots in the spring. When the
first sowing fails to catch well, he feeds the
grass off short in the fall and harrows the
ground, in order to mellow the surface and Sl-

low the new seeds to take root. In this way
a good stand is secured the second year, and
the harrow does not injure the grass in the
least.

STANISLAUS.
Rain in the Foothills.—News, Dec. 27:

Our foothill friends, east of this place, were not
slighted during the last storm. From reports,

the amount of rainfall at Knight's Ferry was
double what it was at this point. The ground
in that section is said to be thoroughly satu-

rated.

TULARE.
The Rain.—Delta, Dec. 29: The storm last

Saturday night measured little less than half an
inch in Visalia, but it has had a wonderful ef-

fect in starting vegetation. Should it be suc-

ceeded by another within a week or two, fol-

lowed by occasional showers in the spring

months, we shall have a prosperous season. We
hear that some parts of the county got less rain

than Visalia, and other parts more.

TUOLUMNE.
Editors Press:—Crops are good so far. We

have had good rains, but doubtful of having a
very large supply this winter. Stock of all

kinds suffer and die—sheep by the hundred; I

might say thousand. It is pitiful to see the

dumb brutes tottering on their feet, and when
they fall few ever riso to renew a lease of life.

A few more weeks and feed will have strength

to keep those left alive.

—

John Taylor.

YOLO.
Ramie Experiment.—Yolo Mail, Dec. 27:

H. M. Jennings has' secured a number of roots

of the ramie and planted them in two acres of

ground near Woodland. It is not yet known
to what degree the soil of this locality is adapted
to the propagation of this new textile, but it is

thought that it will grow and do well. Should
this prove to be the case the present number of

roots will serve to produce plants for a larger

area of ground, and in time, will produce suffi-

cient to test its merits in the manufacture of

fine fabrics. It is said to be a better fabric

than cotton and a cheaper one than silk, and
supplies both requisites in one staple. The
small capital required to cultivate the ramie

and the few expenses incurred during its

growth, its little need tt labor and its largo

yield, the certainty of the crop, the beauty of

the fiber, with the high price offered for it in
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the European markets are strong inducements
to planters. Mr. Jennings has planted his near
the irrigating ditch, and it has already sprouted
and is growing finely. The plants now in the
ground will produce a supply for planting 100
acres next year, which will make a good start
for a nice little crop two years hence. It is
harvested three times each year, and will aver-
age yearly about one ton of fiber to the acre.
In preparing the fiber for market it loses about
one-third in weight and acquires a value of
from two to three dollars per pound. The fiber
when prepared for the spinner, is beautifully
white, soft and glossy, closely resembling silk
in appearance. It is much stronger than the
best flax, and readily receives the most difficult
dyes without injury to its strength or luster.
In our valley it should be irrigated immediately
after being harvested each time, and conse-
quently should be planted where it can be
reached by the water through the ditches.

Arizona.
Rain.—Miner, Dec. 21: Much to the satis-

faction of the farmer and miner, as well as the
rest of mankind, the long "dry spell" has at last
been broken, and we have been visited by a
rainfall of something over an inch and a quarter
within the last week. Sufficient rain has al-
ready fallen to make the streets of Florence
decidedly muddy in places. Among the grati-
fying results following the recent showers may
be noted a "rise" in green wheat and barley
throughout our valley, and a mild inflation of
the volume of water in the Gila.

Oregon.
Stock at the Dallas.—Mouniainter, Dec.

20: The weather so far this winter has been
exceedingly mild—the thermometer during the
day on Monday and Tuesday last indicated 46
degrees in the shade. Our stock men are de-
lighted and likewise everybody else, for upon
the mildness of our climate this winter much
depends. Should the winter prove mild we
may expect a very large immigration next year;
if severe, and destructive of live stock, the in-
crease of our population will be light. How-
ever, the outlook at present is very promising;
yet, it is hard to tell what a day may bring
forth, and especially is this so in regard to the
weather. We hope for the best and prepare for
the worst.

Washington.
Condensed Potatoes.—Seattle Intelligencer:

We inspected the display of condensed fruit by
the Plummer process. There are pears, plums,
apples, raspberries and cherries, all in a perfect
state of preservation, but greatly reduced in
bulk. The greatest profit, however, is derived
from condensing potatoes for the use of ships
on long voyages and for export to England.
On 2,240 pounds (56 cans) shipped to Liverpool
on the bark Dovenvy, last year, and sold for

£40, the charges against which were £7, the
net profit was £32, 19s. lid., equal to $159.18
on the entire shipment. This is the most
profitable way of working up the dryers so far,

and would, if entered into by White river
farmers, make potatoes worth from 90 cents to

$1 per bushel.

Poison in Enameled Cloth.—It seems that
the shiny covering of our baby wagons is some-
times a means of lead poisoning. The Journal
of Materia Medica says: In Germany, where
this enameled or "leather-cloth" is largely used,
this suspicion has been confirmed by the occur-
rence of numerous cases of sickness among chil-

dren who have been carried about in children's

wagons which are covered with this cloth. The
symptoms were invariably those of lead-poison-

ing. An investigation was recently undertaken
at the instance of the Imperial health office,

and the different specimens of the cloth, both of

German and foreign make, the enormous quan-
tity of 45.7 per cent, of metallic lead was
formed; from a piece of cloth weighing 10

grammes, a mass of lead weighing 4.25 gram-
mes fcould be obtained. The cloth burned
readily, and drops of lead reduced to the me-
tallic form could be seen running off, even when
only a small piece of it was ignited. When ex-

posed to direct sun-light, the varnish cracked
and began to peel off. The board of health,

consequently, earnestly warns the public to be-

ware of this wagon-covering, "in the sanitary

interest of the children."

Tattooing a Contagious Disease.—One of

the most curious cases of spreading a disease of

offensive and contagious character has lately

been brought to light by Dr. Maury, of the

Philadelphia hospital. The Polytechnic, Review
says: Attention was attracted to the case some
time ago by the large number of persons who
were admitted to the hospital suffering from
this disease, and who had been inoculated with
it through the process of tattooing. Shortly

thereafter it was ascertained that at Reading,
Pa., some 200 or 300 persons had been similarly

inoculated, and that it was the work of a
notorious vagabond, who practiced tattooing as

a trade. Through the efforts of the police

authorities this person was shortly thereafter

arrested at the instance of the health officers of

the two cities. Medical examination revealed

the fact that he was afflicted with the disease,

and it transpired that in performing the opera-

tion of tattooing, ho was in the habit of moist-

ening his needles, before charging with paint,

by placing them in his mouth, which was filled

with sores.
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The Honest Farmer.

Happy I count the fanner's life,

Its various rounds of wholesome toil;

An honest man with loving wife,

• All offspring native to the soil.

Thrice happy, surc'v !— in his breast

Plain wisdom anil the trust in Ood;
His path more straight from east to west
Than politician ever trod.

His gains no loss to other men;
His stalwart blows inflict no wound;

Not busy with his tongue or pen,

He questions truthful sky and ground

Partner with seasons and the sun,
Nature's co-worker; all his skill,

Obedience, cT'n as waters run.
Winds blow, herb, beast their laws fulfill.

A vigorous youthhond, clean and bold;

A manly manhood; cheerful age;

His comely children proudly hold
Their parentage best heritage.

Unhealthy work, false mirth, chicane;
Guilt,—needless woe, and useless strife,—

cities, vain, insane, insane J

How happy is the farmer's life !

—Fraser's Magazine,

Book Clubs for Rural Readers.

[Written for the Press by Mary A. Sheldon. J

To persons fon<l of reading a country life has

a serious drawback, unless their means are

ample and they can afford to buy new books

and subscribe for the best books and magazines.

A good library in the country, especially among

fanners, is almost a thing unknown. There is

no greater luxury to an intelligent person than

reading the productions of the great minds of

tho age, keeping one's self posted in all the

great discoveries of science, in all the events

that are daily transpiring in every part of the
globe, for steam and the telegraph have brought
within our grasp and laid open to our inspec-

tion regions that were terra incognita to our
grandparents and made us neighbors to those
antipodean to us. Independent of the pleasure
we have while reading and thus communing
with other miuds who have more wisdom than
ourselves, we are laying up stores of knowledge
that may yield us in the future more solid

enjoyment than many of our hard-earned dol-

lars, that are often more difficult; to keep than
to get. I have long had the idea that what I

stored away in my brains was a better invest-

ment than bank, railroad or mining stocks. In
these investments my earnings are in the keep-
ing of men whose honesty and integrity of char-
acter have not been proved, and who, when the
hour of trial comes, are "weighed in the bal-

ance and found wanting," and they slope to

foreign countries and leave their creditors and
defrauded neighbors to look in vain for their

money. How many curse the day they trusted
a smooth-tongued rascal of a broker and put
their dollars in a hole in the ground they never
saw and probably had no bottom to it, as they
are never recovered.

A mind well stored with useful knowledge is

a well-spring of pleasure that never "goes dry.

"

It's a bank whose dividends are paid promptly
and never dishonors your drafts, and as you are
president and cashier, there is no fear of being
forced into liquidation. It's a railroad in which
you are the "first mortgage bondholder," over
which you ride free as long as you live. It's a
mine that is well developed, not subject to the
manipulation of dishonest directors and superin-
tendent, and whose lodes, dips, angles, inclines
and developments you are perfectly familiar
with, and, if well worked, "will pay dividends
right along.

"

There is no place where a person of limited
reading feels so ill at ease as in the company of

those who are conversant with all the topics of
the day, with the latest discoveries in all the
sciences and conversation takes a turn where
you feel yourself de trop, as the French would
say. You are not interested, for you do not
more than half comprehend what they are talk-
ing about, they are beyond your depth and you
feel as uncomfortable as a solitary frog in Lake
Erie.

Next to a well ordered, pleasant home, 1

believe intellectual culture is of vital impor-
tance in building up good society, in training
boys to take an interest in something besides
horse racing, billiards or ball playing, cards
and dice, and the money that nine-tenths of

young men waste in tobacco and treating in

those dirty saloons, would keep them well sup-
plied with the best of reading matter and go a
long ways towards starting them in a lucrative
business and is abo useful in training girls to
better ideas of life and its responsibilities.
They will pay less attention to foolish fashions,
novel reading, gossip and the number of beaux
they succeed in drawing into their nets and
make better wives and mothers, more useful
members of society.

It's few farmors (especially in dry years like
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1877,) who can afford to buy many new books,

or subscribe for more than two or three papers,

but they really enjoy reading or hearing their

children read after the hours of toil are over,

and they gather around the fireside the news-
papers or some good book and talk over with
their family the information they have gleaned
in this way; and there is no estimating the ad-

vantage to children, who find home the pleas-

antest spot, in keeping them from contracting
bail habits, and storing their minds with some-
thing that will elevate and not degrade them.

1 am making a lengthy introduction to a sub-

ject I have long thought of presenting to the
readers of the .Rural Press, as my plan for

neighborhood libraries. While living in

a small village in New York, I belonged for

two years to a literary society called a "book
club." This club represented 20 families, who
subscribed each two dollars yearly. With this

money we purchased 20 books, the best selec-

tions a committee selected from the members
could make, and they were bought at nearly
wholesale prices. In the front of each book
was pasted a slip of paper with the name and
number of each book, and underneath the
names of all the members, also numbered, and
the books were all covered with strong paper.
The lirst meeting after the books were ready,

eacli member took the book with his number
ou it, and could keep the book two weeks. At
the next meeting each passed his book to the
member whose name was next on the list, the
last one passing his book to the one at the
head of the list, so all the books were con-

stantly in circulation, and during the year you
had an opportunity of reading all those 26
books—more books than one farmer in a thou-
sand thinks of buying in a year. At the meet-
ings, after exchanging books, we had literary

exercises, sometimes one thing, sometimes
another. Some of the meetings were not very
literary, but calculated to inspire good feeling

and make all anxious to come again—something
to cheer their heart and leave it glowing with
pleasure. We met once in two weeks at seven
o'clock, and all were requested to par-
ticipate in the literary exercises in some
way, and there were many pleasant surprises

during the long winter evenings. Some would
repeat short poems, others anecdotes or some
paragraph culled from the papers, or some his-

torical fact; another would be prepared with an
essay. Good singers Mould contribute their

share by giving us their newest songs, and the
evening passed so pleasantly that nine o'clock

came before we were aware of it. The club, of

which I was a member, was composed exclu-
sively of ladies, but the husbands or brothers of

the members came in at eight o'clock and re-

mained till the close; they seemed to think the
ladies' club was rather an agreeable institution

to patronize; certainly its influence was better
than most of the amusements men seek after in

country places, where a billiard room, nine-pin
alley, or something of that order, are the only
places young men find open for their amuse-
ment.
Most men, no matter what their private pre-

dilections may be, will readily admit that a
similar club to the one I have already described,
is a ^uich better place for a youilg man to be
induced to attend than to Bpend their time be-

hind the blinds of a dirty saloon, throwing dice
for drinks or sitting around a card table with a
cfgar in their month.
A similar club to the one I have already de-

scribed, might be organized in almost every
neighborhood. At the end of the year let them
at the annual meeting to elect new officers,

put up the old books at auction and sell them
to the highest bidder, the money to be added
to the new year's money and buy, if wished,
more expensive books, or it could be used in

subscribing for some of the best magazines or
reviews.

1 bethink me now of few books which would
be suitable for such a club, as all cheap yellow
covered novels of "Female Pirate Captain"
stripe, or Beadle's dime novels should be dis-

carded. I will mention "A Farmer's Vacation,"
by Col. Waring; "Farm Yard Club of Gotham,

"

by Loring; "Adirondack Tales," by Rev. W.
H. H. Murray; "Homes Without Hands," by
Rev. J. Wood; and an interesting work on
Turkey by an Englishman, whose name I can-
not recall. I could enlarge this list consider-
ably, but if tho fanners' wives would take hold
of this matter, appoint a committee to select
the books, they could doubtless be purchased of
the wholesale dealer in large orders at two-
thirds the retail price. The women would
doubtless want a sprinkling of romance and al-

though I i\o not pretend to be posted in this de-
partment of literature, I would recommend
"Seveu Oaks" and "Nicholas Miuturn" by Hol-
land, originally published as serials in the
Scrihner, as having a good moral tone and cal-
culated to please old and young. "Daniel De-
ronda" is also highly recommended; but by
reading history, travels, biographies, essays and
scientific works for years I have lost that rabid
love of fiction I hail in my youthful days, and
confess I am not competent to say what novels
are the best. Taste dill'er so much in these mat-
ters.

I know an old lady in my native town who
said she "loved to read the Chenango Union, be-
cause it contained so many good murders and
interertintj accident-*." Who can doubt her love
of the horrible? I think I enjoy reading now
much more, as I read a better class of books,
and 1 recollect more of what I read than when
racing through an exciting novel, eager to know
how the story "came out," as we used to say.

I would find it difficult now to squeeze out a
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tear over a love-lorn heroine or heart-broken
lackadaisical damsel, or the frost-bitten affec-

tions of some interesting young man; but from
12 to 18 years of age, I think my nose was a
conductor for at least a bucketful of tears that
met the pages of such novels as "Alonzo and
Melissa, " "Children of the Abbey," "Scottish
Chief," "Thaddeus of Warsaw," Scott's and
Bulwer's novels, etc.

I got my first taste for good reading at about
10, when my father was appointed librarian of

a large school district library and made his girls

attend to his duties in loaning the books.
There were over 200 volumes. They were
nearly all standard works. I was an omnivo-
rous reader, nothing came amiss, but if I had
read more slowly and made notes I would have
derived ten times the benefit. I do not despise
all novel reading, for many times when body
and mind are weary, it's difficult to keep your
mind, up to the mark and follow closely an author
if it's a work of some depth, and then a well
written novel will interest us while the body is

resting, and a riue poem will woo sleep to wake-
ful eyelids. Sancho Pauza said, ' 'blessed be the
man that invented sleep!" I would add,
blessed be the man that invented printing!

Blessed be the boy that first learned to stick

type! Blessed be those who write good books!
Blessed be those who edit good papers! Blessed
be those means of every kind that help to cul-

tivate our intellects, for without them ("as with-
out charity") we are nothing.

Evils of GOSSIP,—We have known a country
society which withered away to nothing under
the dry rot of gossip only. Friendships, once
as firm as granite, dissolved to jelly, and then
ran away to water only, because of this; love

that promised a future as enduring and as sta-

ble as truth, evaporated into a mist that turned
to a day's long tears, only because of this; a
father and a son were set foot to foot with the
fiery breath of an anger that would never cool

again between them; and a husband and a young
wi'e, each straining at the hated lash which in

the beginning had 060% the promise of a God-
blessed love, sat mournfully by the side of the
grave where all their love and all their joy lay

buried, and all because of this. We have seen

faith transformed to mean doubt, joy give place

to grim despair, and charity take ou itself the
features of black malevolence, all because of the
fell words of scandal and the magic mutterings
of gossip. Great crimes work great wrongs,
and the deeper tragedies of human life spring
from the largest passions; but woeful and most
mournful are the uncatalogued tragedies that
issue from gossip and detraction; mournful the
shipwreck often made of noble creatures and
lovely lives by the bitter winds and dead salt-

waters of slander. So easy to say, yet so hard
to disprove—throwing on the innocent all the

burden and the strain of demonstrating their

innocence, and punishing them as guilty if una-
ble to pluck out the strange stings they never
see, and to silence words they never hear—
gossip and slander arc the deadliest and cruelest

weapons man has ever forged for his brother's

heart.

—

All the Year Round.

Bkauty of Nature.— I am never more con-

vinced of the progress of mankind than when I

think of the sentiment developed in us by our in-

tercourse with nature, and mark how it augments
and refines with our moral culture, and also

(although this is not so generally admitted) with
our scientific knowledge. We learn from age to

age to se« the beauty of the world; or what
comes to the same thing, this beautiful creation

of the sentiment of beauty is developing itself

in us. Only rcHoct what regions lovely as Par-

adise there are over all Asia and Europe, and in

every quarter of the globe, waiting to receive

their fitting inhabitants— their counterparts in

the conscious creature. The men who are now
living there do not see the Edon that surrounds
them. They lack the moral and intellectual

vision. It is not too bold a thing to say that,

the mind of man once cultivated he will see

around him the paradise he laments that he has

lost. For one " Paradise Lost," he will sing of

a thousand he has gained. How every tender

as well as every grand sentiment comes reflected

back to us from the beautiful objects of nature!

Therein lies their very power to enchant us.

Nature is full of our own human heart. That
rose—has not gentle woman leant over it, and
left the reflection of her own blush upon the

leaves and llowers ? To the old man there is

childhood in every bud. No hand so rude but
that it gathers with the liower more and other

beauty than what the dews of heaven have nour-

ished in it.— William •Smith.

The Blessint, of a Cheerful Wife.—What
a blessing to a household is a merry, cheerful

woman—one whose spirits are not affected by
wet days, or little disappointments, or whoje
milk of human kindness does not sour in the

sunshine of prosperity. Such a woman in the

darkest hours brightens the house like a little

piece of sunshiny weather. The magnetism of

her smiles and electrical brightness of her looks

and movements infect every one. The children

go to school with a sense of something great to

be achieved ; her husband goes into the world in

a conqueror's spirit. No matter how people an-

noy and worry him all day, far off her presence

shines, and he whispers to himself, "At home I

shall find rest." So day by day she literally

renews his strength and energy, and if you
know a man with a beaming face, a kind heart

and a prosperous business, in nine cases out of

ten you will find he has a wife of this kind.
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Domestic Love.

Michelet, in his work on "Love," gives this

little picture, painted with a pen and not with
a pencil, which might be labeled "An Interior."

Every man of letters must have experienced its

fidelity to what has occurred under his own
roof. It is a charming "bit of domesticity"—

a

poem or a picture, as the reader may choose to
view it. But it has all the truth of beauty,
and the beauty of truth:

A charming thing to observe, which I have
often remarked with pleasure among my more
studious friends, is the infinite delicacy of the
young wife, who in a restricted space comes and
goes, and moves round the Btudent, without in

the least disturbing him. Any other person
would have put him out; but "she" he says, "is

nobody." In fact, she is himself, his second
and his better soul.

She holds her breath, and steps on tip-toe.

She glides along the floor. She has such re-

spect for work ! In this you can see what a gen-
tle and quick-sighted creature woman is; above
all things affectionate, and feeling in constant
need of the beloved object. If he allows her,

she will remain in the room, sewing or embroid-
ering. If not, a thousand occasions or a thou-
sand necessities will occur to her as pretexts to

come into the room. "What is he doing now?
How far has he got? Perhaps he is working too
hard. He will make himself sick!" All this

passes through her mind.
There are many studies to which unwittingly

she imparts more than she can take away. Do
you think that the charming electricity she com-
municates in passing you, lightly touching you
with her dress, goes for nothing with the artist

and the author, if with our tiresome and uncon-
genial work is opportunely mingled that per-

fume of the flower of love which revives every-
thing? So in old Italian pictures do we see in

a death's head a hundred-leaved rose, and death
himself seems to enjoy it.

And how happy he is to feel that she is there.

He pretends not to see her. He remains bent
over his work, as if absorbed in it. But his

heart gains the upper hand, and he exclaims:
"My darling do not muffle your steps. Your

movements are harmony, your voice a melody
which enchants my ear. Your presence sheds
its influence upon my work; it will be adorned
with your grace, and glow with the flame of my
palpitating heart.

"Without seeing you, I guessed you were
here, by the increased ardor of my work, by the
light which overspread my spirit."

A thousand years from now they will say:

"His is yet a live book, all warmth and affec-

tion. " And the reason of it all—she was beside

you when you wrote it.

A Load from Her Heart.—A lovely kind of

beatific happiness played for a moment like sun-

shine on her lips and then she whispered: "Oh,
George, I like to hear you talk like that, you
have been so good to me! You have given me
a diamond locket and a gold watch and chain,

and rings that an angel might wear outside her
gloves and not be ashamed: and if I thought
that one day you'd be sorry you'd given me
these nice things, and want them back again, I

should break my heart!" He held her gently

against his manly breast, and answered with

quivering voice: "Oh, my darling, there is noth-

ing on earth that can happen that would make
me repent giving you a few tokens of my love,

or make me want them back again." She
sprang from his arms like a joyous deer, she

shook back her sunny curls, and, with a whole
poem in her hazel eyes, exclaimed: "Oh, George,
you've taken a load from my heart! I've come
to say that I can't marry you after all, because
I have seen somebody I like better, and I

thought you'd want your presents back again."

Noble Illustration.— Lord Canarvon, in

addressing the people of Birmingham, used the

following illustration: " Travelers tell us that

in some of the Eastern seas, where those won-
derful coral islands exist, the insects that form
the coral within the reefs, where they are un-

der the shelter of protecting rocks, out of the

reach of wind and wave, work quicker, and
their work is apparently sound and good. But
on the other hand, those little workers who
work outside those reefs, in the foam and dash
of waves, are fortified and hardened, and their

work is firmer and more enduring. And so I

believe it is with men. The more their minds
are braced up by conflict, by the necessity of

forming opinions upon difficult subjects, the

better they will be qualified to go through the

hard wear and tear of the world, the better

they will be able to hold their own in that con-

flict of opinion which after all it is man's duty

to meet."

Removing a Wreck with Hercules Pow-
der.—A Cleveland paper tells of the venture

now being made to remove the hull of the

steamer Great Republic, from the river at St.

Louis. The stern lies in about 40 feet of water

and the bow on shore. Divers go down into

the hull and scrape the mud from off the bot-

tom planks and then place a row of cartridges

of Hercules powder entirely racross the inside

of the hull, cover them with mud, and explode

them with an electric battery. The result of

this is to cut off a section entirely across the

hull which is easily hauled out into the river

and disposed of. About 12 feet-sections are to

be taken at a time, and by the valuable services

of "Old Hercules" (the explosive in use) the re-

mains of the once grand steamer are quickly,

but not quietly, disappearing from sight.



Ice Water at the Bottom of the Sea.

At the last meeting of the Liverpool Geologi-
cal Society, Mr. T. Mellard Reade, read a pa-
per in which he pointed out the geological bear-
ings of the information gathered by the Chal-
lenger expedition by deep-sea soundings and
dredgings. As is well known from these phys-
ical observations, the basins of the great oceans
are occupied in their lower depths with ice-

cold water extending over the whole northern
and southern latitudes, and consequently under
the equator. This, Mr. Reade considered to be
a remarkable physical fact, and proved that the
secular cooling of the earth must be exceed-
ingly slow, as the heat of the earth, apparently,
did not influence the temperature of these vast
ocean tracks, which are fed with cold water
from the poles. It was also pointed out that
the temperature of the ocean, decreasing with
the depth, was the opposite to that of the solid

earth, in which observations in mines and wells
prove a general but varying increase of temper-
ature downwards, so that at a zone 3,000
fathoms from the surface the temperature of

the water is at freezing point; while on the
land, in cases where the increase is 1° per 00
feet, on the same zone the temperature would
be considerable above that of boiling water.
Not the least interesting of the discoveries an-
nounced is that of the ocean bottoms below
2,000 fathoms being occupied generally—nay,
almost universally—with a deposit of red clay

containing pieces of pumice and nodules of

peroxide of manganese, together with sharks'

teeth and ear and other bones of whales; while
the depths not exceeding 2,000 fathoms are

largely occupied with foraminiferal ooze.

These facts, it was considered, truly inferred a

very great age for the present oceans as, from a

calculation which cannot be detailed here, Mr.
Reade considers it will take a minimum of 20,-

000 years for a deposit of foraminiferal ooze of

an average depth of one foot to accumulate
over the the whole of the area occupied by it;

while the red clay, the result of the decompo-
sition of volcanic products, must be an exceed-
ingly slow accumulation, probably not at the
rate of one-tenth that of the ooze, but this

rate is at present difficult to calculate.

How to Dress.—It is idle to assert in the
presence of girls that the way in which they
dress is of no consequence. It is really of great
consequence. A woman's dress is the outward
expression of her inward life. If she be coarse,

vulgar, fond of display and bent on low, mate-
rial ends, her dress, though extravagant, will

be an unconscious revelation of her character.
If she be modest, self-reliant and cultivated in

the best direction, the style of her ordinary
apparel will befit her as the leaves befit the
flower. But in America young girls are too
often overdressed. The rounded cheeks, the
bright eyes, the waving hair of a girl in her
teens need only the simplest setting. Rich
fabrics and sumptuous adornings are more for

the matron, her dress gaining in ample fold and
graceful sweep as she puts on the dignity of

years. The seasons teach us something here,
if we go to nature for an object lesson. How
different her charm from the deep, maturing
summer, when the hues are decided and the air

is loaded with perfume from a thousand censers.

The school girl is only on the threshold of sum-
mer. She has not crossed it yet. Let her
copy the sweet grace of the spring on her grad-
uation day.

The Book of Job.—I call the book of Job,
apart from all theories about it, one of the
grandest things ever written with a pen. One
feels, indeed, as if it were not Hebrew—such a
noole universality, different from noble patriot-
ism or sectaranism, reigns in it. A noble
book! All men's book! It is our first, oldest
statement of the never-ending problem, man's
destiny and God's ways with him her^ on this

earth. And all in such free, flowing outlines;

grand in its simplicity, and its epic melody,
and repose of reconcilement. There is the see-

ing eye, the mildy understanding heart. So
true every way; true eyesight and vision for all

things, material things no less than spiritual;

the horse—"hast thou clothed his neck with
thunder?" Such living likenesses were never
drawn. Sublime sorrow, sublime reconcilation

;

oldest choral melody as of the heart of man-
kind; so soft and great; as the summer night,
as the world with its seas and stars! There is

nothing written, I think, in the Bible or out of

it, of equal literary merit.

—

Thomas Carlyle.

Mr. Cheerybles asked his wife, the other
morning: "What is the difference, dear, be-
tween bribing a man with a ten-dollar bill to
keep his mouth shut and a mixture of Indian
meal and water?" He almost took her breath
away when he answered : "Why, you see one
is hush-money and the other is mush, honey.

"

A man, praising porter, said it was so excel-
lent a beverage that, though taken in large
quantities, it always made him fat. "I have
seen the time," said another, "when it made
you lean." "When, I should like to know?"
inquired the eulogist. "Why, no longer ago
than last night—against a wall."

A Western man has invented something that
beats the telephone. He proposes to station a
line of women 50 steps apart, and commit the
news to the first as a secret. No doubt a very
musical instrument.

Y©#q pOLks' CoLdpii.

Curious Cats.

As they closed up their baby shows in New
York city a grand cat show followed, and we
know our young readers will be pleased to read

of the queer pusseys. About 100 cats lie curled

up in the darkest corners of their cages, and
blink their green eyes sleepily at the visitors.

They are so amiable or so well-fed that they

will not allow themselves to be poked up to any
feline demonstrations. There are black cats,

white cats, pie bald cats, gray cats, Maltese cats,

tortoise-shell cats; cats with one eye blue and
one eye red, or one eye green and one eye gold-

en, and a cat born without a tail. But they are

all quiet and dignified. There are no garden

concerts, no chimney-top serenades, no backs

are arched, and no fur flies. Their tails are

quiescent and of normal size.

There is a black cat that has never been

known to refuse milk. Another, born in Ger-

many, is double-toed and web-fovted. Pedra

S. Fletcher is a sleek, gray creature, that can

play tag, hide-and-seek, and when in perfect
health can skip the rope. His master wants to

bet §5,000 that the cat can talk in his own
language.

A black Danish cat, with a melancholy air, is

called Hamlet. Although 17 years of age,
Hamlet looks as if he were yet good for any
number of rats behind the arras. Another
black fellow was born and lives without teeth.

The card attached declares that he eats like a
monkey and drinks tea like an old maid. Jacob
Pulman is white and gray, and very intelligent.

Formerly Jacob belonged to the Brooklyn tire

department, and rode to all the fires on an en-
gine. Being now 15 years old, he has retired
from active service. Close by is Ralph, a re-

formed tramp, that was found in a hatchway a
year ago, and that has since then been a re-

spected member of the museum. The nautical
cat is tailed "sailor." He is of the tortoise-

shell variety, and although only fonr years old,

has crossed the ocean 16 times. He has a hoarse
cry which sounds like "avast there," he looks
as if he were profane, and he rolls across his

cage as if he had on his sea legs. "Mother
Puss," an emaciated black and white tabby, is

17 years old, and the mother of 173 kittens.

Her possible grandchildren even the Lightning
Calculator cannot compute. "Joe" is a per-
forming cat, that sits in a cage with some
canary birds. His master pulls him out of the
cage by the nap of the neck, and then "Joe,"
with a protesting mew, touches off a cannon
without blinking. Then the canaries lie on
their backs on the top of a pole, and shake
their little claws in the air. They, likewise,

touch off a cannon, retire to the cage on a tight

rope. Teca recently came from Cairo, Egypt,
but has already picked up a few English words
like "scat" and "milk." It weighs just four
ounces. Nigger will be over from Jersey City.

He weighs 19 pounds.

Slippers should be felt, not heard—in the
sick-room. But naughty little boys prefer that
they should be heard rather than felt—in the
nursery.

How to make a cat-fish—leave her alone in a
room with an aquarium.

A press of business the printing press.

A if'ood for Infants.

Suitable food for infants which are deprived

of their natural pabulum is an important matter

and has received the attention of the most em-
inent physicians. The German chemist Liebig

devised a soup or pap for this purpose, being'

led to the task from the fact that one of his

grandchildren could not be nursed by its

mother. The folowing is Liebig's recipe and
his description of the ingredients employed:

Half an ounce of wheaten meal, half an ounce
of malt flour, and seven and a half grains of

bicarbonate of potash, are weighed, mixed first

with one another, and afterwards with an ounce
of water, and lastly with five ounces of milk.
The mixture is then heated with constant stir-

ring, over a very gentle fire, until it begins to

grow thickish; the vessels are now removed
from the fire, and its contents are stirred for

five minutes; these are then heated once more
and again removed, when a new thickening oc-

curs; lastly, the whole is brought to a boil.

After the separation of the bran from the milk
through a fine sieve the soup is ready for use.

Wheaten Meal.—For this ordinary new meal
is chosen, not the finest or the first shot meal,
which is richer in starch than the whole meal.

Malt.—Barley malt can easily be procured
from any brewer. In Germany, or rather in

Munich, the malt is so much dried that the
starch of many grains appears to be half-roasted.

This malt employed in making the soup gives
to the latter a taste of bread, which is not un-
pleasant; usually the malt contains an admix-
ture of many seeds of weeds, which must be
picked out with the hand. An ordinary coffee-

mill answers for preparing the malt flour, the
latter must likewise be separated by means of

a hair sieve, not too fine, from the chaff. Malt
prepared from barley is to be preferred to that
from oats, wheat, or rye.

Carbonate of Potash.—For the preparation of

the solution the ordinary alkali salt, carbonas
depurata of the pharmacies, answers very well;

two ounces of the salt are dissolved in 16 of

water. If spring water be used, there is gen-
erally a precipitate of some carbonate of lime;
after an hour the fluid becomes quite clear and
bright. The carbonate of potash must not be
greasy or damp. The bicarbonate of potash is

the ordinary crystallized salt.

In order to avoid the rather troublesome
weighing of the flour, we may observe that a
heaped tablespoonful of wheaten meal weighs
nearly half an ounce; a heaped tablespoonful of

malt flour, wiped off at one-half with a card,

likewise weighs half an ounce. For measuring
the solution of potash an ordinary thimble an-
swers; this when filled holds nearly three gram-
mes (45 grains, 2.8 cubic centimeters) of solu-

tion of potash.

For the milk and the water two ounces are
weighed in an ordinary tumbler, then live

ounces of water, and the hights at which both
quantities of fluid stand are marked on the out-

side of the glass by attaching pieces of paper.

When the soup is prepared it is sweet as milk,

and the further addition of sugar is unnecessary;
it possessed double the concentration of woman's
milk, and can, which is not unimportant for

sucklings, be given in the nursing bottle. If it

has been heated to the boiling point, it keeps
good for 24 hours; if this has not been done it

turns sour and coagulates like milk; if the ad-

dition of potash be neglected, it cannot, in gen-
eral, be heated to the boiling point without
coagulating. In the absence of the potash the

soup is difficult of digestion like ordinary milk-

pap.

7
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Bread from Potato Sponge.

Clara Francis gives the Prairie Farmer her
method of the making bread with potatoes.
She says: Peel four potatoes; boil them in
just enough water to cover, and when done
mash them through the colander, adding the
water in which they were boiled, and a table-
spoonful of lard. Put in enough cold milk or
water to make a quart in all, then proceed as
for plain sponge. This amount will make five
small loaves of bread and a large pan of roUs.
For a family of six the quantity should be
doubled—unless they bake ofteuer than semi-
weekly. The length of time the sponge should
stand depends on the kind of yeast used, and
the temperature of the weather. If the batter
begins to fall it has stood too long, and a little
soda mixed with warm water must be added,
or the bread will be sour. Care should be
taken to avoid this necessity. When the
sponge is increased to at least double its orig-
inal quantity, and looks very light and bubbly,
do not let is stand a moment longer. Do not
stir the sponge down, but just loosen it with a
knife blade, from the edges of the bowl, and
sift a couple of quarts of flour—or less, accord-
ing to the stiffness of the sponge—over the top;
on this sprinkle a tablespoonful of salt, and half
as much white sugar, both of them free from
lumps. With both hands work in the flour,
tossing it up instead of working in down; in
this manner the dough is more easily got into
shape for kneading. This should be thoroughly
done, and flour added by degrees until the
dough will stick to neither the hands nor the
molding board; if worked too stiff the bread
will be hard and dry, and take longer to ri«e;
if too soft the bread will be gummy, and the
loaves run out of shape in baking. It is impos-
sible to give the proper amount of flour, as dif-
ferent brands vary in strength, and one's judg-
ment alone can dictate the quantity requisite.
When the dough is worked into a smooth elas-
tic ball, place it in the bowl, and rub the sur-
face lightly with a little lard, which will pre-
vent a crust from forming. Put a cloth over
the bowl and set it in a warm place; let no cold
draughts or blasts of heated air blow on it.

When the dough has increased to three times
its original bulk, it will be ready to make into
loaves. The second kneading should be vigor-
ous, but need occupy much less time than the
first. Use as little flour as possible; takeout
a portion for rolls, and divide the balance into
as many parts as you wish to make loaves.
We would especially advise the making of
small loaves; they bake better, are more con-
veniently handled, and it is just as easy to put
two small loaves in a pan, as one large one.
Knead each loaf separately and form it into a
smooth oval, or divide it into three equal
pieces; roll each one into a long roll and braid
the three pieces together; push it up so as to
fit the pan; lay the loaves close together;
prick the tops with a fork, and set the pans in

a moderately warm place to rise. In three
quarters of an hour, or an hour at farthest,
they will be ready for the oven. If there is

more bread than can be baked at once, set a
portion of the dough aside, and when the first

batch is put in the oven, mold the second and
place it in the pans.
To make the crust very crisp and delicious,

brush the loaves when half done, with a little

sweet milk, or better still, with a beaten egg
mixed with a little milk; this gives a lovely
color, and satiny smoothness to the crust, and
improves it wonderfuUy.

Rolls

Work a piece of butter into the dough reserved
for rolls, and set in a cool place, until time to

make them out. The beaten whites of a couple
of eggs will make them very delicate or, a
whole egg can be added instead of two whites.
The yolk will color them, but will be otherwise
just as good as the whites alone. If the rolls

are to be for breakfast make them out at bed-
time; prick each one with a fork and put the
pan in a place not actually warm, or positively

cold, but " miildlin just;" in the morning the
rolls will be ready for the oven, as soon as it is

ready for them. Hrush them over when partly
done with beaten egg and milk.

Poison in the Milk Pail.—A Georgia cor-

respondent of the New York Tribune cites a
case of poisoning, from driuking buttermilk.
Instances of nausea with symptoms of poison-

ing occur every now and then, not only, from
the use of buttermilk, but milk itself, and also

the butter and cheese made from it. These
cases all have a similar origin, namely: poison-

ous ferments taken into the milk through the
body of the cow from her partaking of bad food
or water. They arc developed in buttermilk by
the agitation in churning, and they are intensi-

fied by concentration in cream, butter and
cheese. Such instances indicate the strong ne-

cessity for watchfulness in guarding against de-
caying food and bad water for milch cows.
Scalding the new milk before setting, and set-

ting shallow so it will soon cool, prevents every
such occurrence by killing the forment.

To Wash Red Table Linen.— Use tepid
water, with a little powdered borax, which
serves to set the color; wash the linen sepa-
rately and quickly, using very little soap; rinse

in tepid water, containing a little boiled
starch; hang to dry in the shade, and iron
when almost dry.
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The Week.

As we write, on New Year's Day, the streets

are well-nigh deserted ami long rows of shop

fronts, instead of their usual varied display of

merchandise, exhibits nothing but iron doors

tightly closed, and their thresholds are un-

crossed by busy traders. The rumble of the

heavy drays beneath our windows has ceased

and the weary pavements give no sound save

when the gay carriage, with brightly colored

robes and well-dressed occupants, is whirled

along by well groomed horses on the way to the
New Year's calling. It is a peerless day, and
though the air is cooler than its wont, the sun
shines brightly and where its heat is confined
by converging walls, which leads the resting
idler to exclaim: Aha! I am warmed! It is

just such a day as one could most desire for a
holiday. As we rush along in life's hurried av-
ocations there is but a passing thought lie-

stowed upon the forms and moods which na-
ture dons from day to day. It is only when
comes the holiday and its surcease of care and
labor that most men think of their natural en-
vironment. Therefore, a bright holiday bight-
ens pleasure and doubly bestows rest and recre-
ation by winning from us new appreciation of
the beautiful world in which our lives are cast
and new thanks to the Creator. Although it is

unusual for us to find ourselves imprisoned in a
city on a holiday, we find that it is only the
body that recognizes the bonds. Our thoughts
are amid blessed country scenes, the cheery
tatherings in rural homes, the bracing rides and
rives along roadways edged with green, the

bounteous feast and the evening's social gather-
ings, and, to crown the day, the speeding
homeward in the refulgent starlight.
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Sapping Life and Strength.

In our opinion nearly all schemes to defraud

people of their surplus savings become compara-

tively innocent beside the insidious crime of

making money by the debasement and adultera-

tion of human food. .Swindling schemes to

steal surpluses may produce almost indescriba-

ble disappointment, and in some cases actual

bodily suffering, but the evil is small compared

with that of day by day, and hour by hour,

sapping the life and strength of the community

by lesseuing the nutritive power of the foods

upon which we rely to arm and nerve us for the

burdens of life. He who in the place of bread

sells us something as worthless as a stone and

perhaps as dangerous as a scorpion, deserves a

degree of punishment far weightier than he

who steals our purse. It is an absolute need

that the public should protect itself against the

practices of rascally adulterators of food sup-

plies whose work is becoming so general and so

bold. We have urged before our convictions

on this point and we can but reassert them,
with increased force, now that the Legislature

will soon have measures for the protection of

the peoples' food before it for consideration.

We are sijuarely and fully on the side of the
people in this matter. The need seems appar-
ent enough. Other countries and other States

have passed suitable laws for examination of

foods offered for sale, and the examinations
which have been made by competent inspectors

show that the extent of adulteration and the

range of substances assailed by the debaser are

far beyond anything which had been imagined.
The methods of examination are plain enough,
thanks to the progress of science. Tho test

tubes of the chemist and the microscope, when
in competent hands, give evidence such as the
courts freely recognize, and when inspectors are

competent and penalties severe, tho remedy
tli rough the law is ample for the public protec-

tion.

We notice that there is now before the Legis-

lature a proposition for the appointment of a
salaried milk inspectorship in this city. The
idea is an excellent one, providing it is honestly

urged and the office is not created merely to give

a salary to some one. We kuow very well from
our own examination and analysis of the milk
which is often offered for sale in this city that
we have found many samples in which at least

one-quarter was worthless foreign material. The
yearly expense of maintaining an inspector

could be saved each week at least, if he were
a competent man whose testimony the courts

would recognize; and an active man, whose
presence in every place would strike terror to

the hearts of the debasers. If these can be
assured we should advise the creation of the
office forthwith, not only for the strength of

the city's men and women, but also to save the

lives of thousands of children from the wretches
who furnish ^them inuutricious or unhealthy
milk.

But not alone to the dweller in the city are

safeguards against the adulteration of food
material requisite. The tons of supplies which
are taken to the country and form a part of

rural cookery and table furnishing are all liable

to the frauds of evil minded manufacturers.
There should be some means of discriminating
between the evil and the good, of punishing
the evil ai id transferring patronage to the good.
We are glad to see that the .State Board of

Health has brought up this topic anew in this

year's report, and we trust their recommenda-
tions will be heeded by the law makers. In
the report we find an article by Dr. J. P. Mont-
gomery, of Sacramento. Among other things
the writer makes the following note of articles

in which adulterations is practiced:

Of the foods, some of the articles recently
mentioned ail being most frequently adulter-
ated, are tea with sand, powdered quartz, Prus-
sian blue, exhausted and decayed tea leaves, as

well as other leaves or husks, and various other
substances, many of them injurious to health;
coffee, to the extent of from 30% to 80% of

chiccory, besides powdered beans and many
other ingredients; bread, with alum, to con-
ceal the bad quality of flour to an extent to
damage health, and also, in some instances,

with marble dust and other impurities, to

cheapen its production or manufacture; butter,
with foreign fats, some of them of vegetable
origin, from 50% to 85%, and some samples

without any butter at all, and milk with water
from '20% to 50%, and deficient besides, in cream
or butter fat.

The condiments, too, as a general rule, are

more or less adulterated. Mustard, for in-

stance, is very frequenty adulterated, mainly
with corn, wheat and rye flour, and turmeric,
sometimes to the extent, in the aggregate, of

90% of impurities.

Of drinks, the alcoholic, vinous, and fermented
are all very much adulterated, or tampered
with in some way. Some specimens of whisky
have been found to contain a sufficiently large

quantity of fusel oil to render it liable to pro-

duce insanity, among other injurious effects.

Then, again, some specimens, besides other
poisonous ingredients, contain sufficient quanti-

ties of sulphuric acid to cause seriaus damage to

the stomach and to the system generally. Some
of these specimens, indeed, had barely a trace

of real whisky. Wines are notoriously adulter-

ated or mixed, apparently with the sole view
of enriching the manufacturer or dealer, with-
out any regard to the effect the spurious com-
pounds may have on the health of those who
may partake of them.
Nor are drugs or medicines allowed to escape

the polluting touch and the vile manipulation
of the dishonest adulterant, although, upon
their purity and efficacy the life of the sick and
suffering often depends, and without the purest
quality of which the most skillful physician is

often thwarted in his efforts to minister to the
needs of the afflicted, and is thus rendered
powerless.

All Aboard for Another Volume.

This is the first issue of a new volume of the

Rural, and it is a good time for all our frieuds

to give the journal, which they tell us they find

so useful, another push forward. Do us the

favor to speak the good words, which you feel

true, to your neighbors who do not read the

Rural, and let us draw them to our circle of

support and communication. We want each

man's subscription to carry on the concern and

we want each man's and each woman's experi-

ence in order that the truth of agricultural suc-

cess may be fully expounded in our columns.

The beginning of the year is just the time for a

step forward, and if each friend will take a step
for us, our progress will be measured by many
miles in a single day. This is what we want
now. We want to extend our sphere of useful-

ness and improve the quality of it to each one
at the same time. Both these can be attained

by the help of all our friends. We have often

described our idea of the usefulness of our paper
and how it may be increased. Our readers

have the same idea, as is witnessed by the fol-

lowing paragraph, which we receive this week
in a letter from K. H. Cheney, of Bodega:

' By a mutual exchange of opinions and ex-

periences through the columns of the Press,
upon all the varied and diversified phases of

agricultural life, we can benefit ourselves as in

no other way. Thousands of readers of the
1'ress, with homes all over the State, and some
of them with little experience in California

agriculture, draw from the practical informa-

tion which its columns contain and gain success

in their operations. I have been enlightened

and greatly benefited by the many contributors

to the Prkss and render my grateful acknowl-
edgements.

"

Let us go forward enlarging our circle each

week. Now is the time. Who will help us

with a word fitly spoken, which is often equiva-

lent to a new subscription for the Rural.

Progress at San Rafael. —The opening of

the Donahue narrow-gauge road connecting

Sonoma county with San Francisco by way of

San Rafael is awaited with much interest by the

residents of that place and by those along the

line through Sonoma county. An excursion

train was run over the new road on New Year's

day, an<l one of the main topics of conversation

among the people of San Rafael was the great

advantage which would accrue to their town
from its position upon such an important route.

The result will be the plying of two lines of

steamers between San Francisco and San Rafaf 1

instead of one, as heretofore, and the route will

be a favorite one because of the lessened time

necessary to reach the prosperous towns of

Sonoma county. A representative of the Press
is indebted to W. J. Miller, of San Rafael, for

opportunity to visit the new line and for the

points of its prospective influence upon the

prosperity and development of this important

section of our State.

Yerba Santa.—We notice by the last issue

of the Physician and Pharmaceutist that the

California shrub yerba santa (Eriodyction Cali-

fbrnicum ), is coining into high favor as a rem-

edy for lung diseases. An essay on the subject

by Dr. C. 6. Polk, late Professor in the Penn-

sylvania College of Pharmacy, after giving de-

tailed accounts of cases iu which the remedy
was employed by him, concludes as follows:

"The yerba, by its splendid blending of tonic,

astringent, balsamic and alterative powers, ar-

rested the' ulcerative processes in the lungs.
* * * From the above cases it would seem
that the yerba santa, as yet, has no equal in the

management of chronic catarrhal diseases, ex-

erting a peculiarly salutary influence upon the

lungs, bronchi, or hemorrhoids. 1 would ex-

pect most excellent results in dyspepsia, and in

both chronic diarrhoea and chronic dysentery."

QlkfvJES A^ND RjSpLIES.

An Alfalfa Plant.

Editors Prf.ss: —Please accept by express one crown or
root of alfalfa, grown from a single seed sown on the new
levee after the big flood of 18b2. It is not very attractive
in appearance, I admit, but it goes to show the wonderful
size it will STOW, when it has a fair chance. You will see
it has been attacked two or three times by the gophers,
but, Phumix-like, it arose amid all its difficulties, and waa
equal to any emergency, by throwing out more roote,
when its main root was nearly destroyed.
Why cannot we mortals take a valuable lesson from this

humble plant, and when adversity comes U|h>ii us, instead
of giving up in despair, call on some of our reserved forcea
to help us out. This root shows another important fact,

and that is, it is not an exhauster of the soil like some
plants, for its tops feed above ground, while its roote
draw their substance far down in the soil, it having no
surface or lateral roots, except, perhaps, where the soil is

shallow and is irrigated

—

Daniel Flint, Sacramento.

The plant to which our correspondent alludes

was duly received in a large sack, which when
opened disclosed something like an old-fashioned
brush pile. In fact, as we straightened and laid

out the specimen, we could not help thinking
that a hatchet would be an assistant. The
main root, at the place where it branched out
into a thick crown of matted roots, was six and
a half inches in circumference, or a little more
than two inches in diameter. From this point
this tap root extended four and a half feet, taper-

ing down to the point where it was broken off.

At this point it was still more than half an inch
in diameter, so that there was more farther

down. This main root, as our correspondent
notes, was devoid of laterals, and was a straight

thrust down into the lower soil. At the top
there was a tangled growth of laterals, making
a bunch of roots which would fill and cover a
square yard of soil, and some of the twisted
roots were three-quarters of an inch thick.

These were apparently thrown out because of

the injury to the main root, as it was nearly

severed, probably by gophers, as stated above.

The specimen is very interesting as showing
what an enduring hold this plant takes upon a
favoring soil, and it can be seen at our office by
all who desire.

Guano on Wheat.
Editors Prkss:— Will you please inform me through the

columns of the Rtkal Press when to sow and how much
guano to sow per acre on wheat land '.' I have Just pur-
chased a ton. and want to apply it at the proper time and
to the best advantage My land is adobe.— T. S., Santa
Rosa, Cal.

Editors Press:—Guano should in general be
used at the time when the plant is making leaf

preparatory to sending up the stem. In the
East this is " early spring; " in California this

would in average seasons be some time in Jan-
uary, depending on season, latitude, and the

time the seed was sown. It must iu any case

be applied in time to catch a good rain, since

otherwise it might remain useless on the sur-

face. The farmer must use his private judg-

ment herein. Wherever practicable, guano
should be raked or harrowed in. From 200 to

250 pounds per acre is the usual quantity used
broadcast; when drilled in with the seed, even
100 pounds sometimes produce a remarkable
effect. For even distribution as well as to pre-

vent loss from evaporation, it is best, and a very

common practice, to mix the guano thoroughly

with about four times its weight (say about
twice its bulk) of well pulverized earth, before

broadcasting. T. S. will benefit a good many,
and the cause of progressive agriculture gen-

erally, by observing closely and reporting fully

the results of his experiment, both as to quantity

and quality of product, and financial profitable-

ness.—E. W. IIiloard, University of Cali-

fornia.

Acorns as Hog Feed.

That acorn-fed pork is not altogether desira-

ble is generally known, but we believe the dis-

like of it has resulted from the rank flavor and

objectionable color which are generally charac-

teristic of it. We are not aware that the exact

position of the acorn as a food material has

been determined by chemical analysis until

now. We read in the London Farmer that on

the subject of the amount of nutriment contain-

ed in acorns as food for pigs, Dr. E. von Rod-

iczy points out that they are of very little value

unless liberally supplemented by nitrogenous

substances. The proportion of nutritious mat-

ter iu unshelled acorns varies from 1 in 13.9 to

1 in 18.2, and in shelled acorns it averages 1 in

13.4. Dr. Peters analyzed fresh and kiln-dried

acorns, the latter, both in the shell and un-

shelled state, with the following results:

Unshelled. Shelled.
Fresh. Dried. Dried.

Water 260 14.3 14.S

Nitrogenous nutritive mat-

ter
:

.. «-5 M 6.8

Non-nitrogenous nutritive

matter 53.0 62.1 69.9

Fat S.* 4.0 3.6

Celluloee 10.6 122 M
Ash

2.0

2.2 1.5

Hence it appears that in the dried and shelled

state their value as food is considerably in-

creased. A French authority, M. Magne, fur-

ther recommends that they should be used

when germination has commenced, since this

decomposes the tannin contained iu them, and

so renders them much cheaper. In the East it

appears to be the custom to bury the acorn for

some time in the earth, and so induce a partial

fermentation which rids them of their natural

bitter taste.
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Southdowns and Shropshires.

Editors Press:—Would you please answer through the
columns of the Rural the following questions respecting
sheep. The difference Between the "Southdown" and the
"Shropshire" sheep. Which cut the most Wool, an J if

they are well adapted to hill ranges. I see them adver-

tised for sale in the Rural, and am desirous of trying
them if suitable to my ranch.

I am rather sorry to find the sheep interest compara-
tively so little spoken of in the Rural, and quite think it

deserves it equally with the "Dairy" and other interests,

to which so much space is weekly given.—A. W. B., Peach
Tree valley, Cal.

We share with our correspondent the regret

that facts and experiences in connection with
our sheep industry do not occupy larger space

in the Rural. The industry is a leading one,

and one in which success depends upon
thorough knowledge and enlightened practices

as much as in any other. It is also true that

we are on the eve of great changes in the theo-

ries and practices of wool producing in this

State, and we believe that the future will show
the profit which can be gained by keeping small

flocks well than by keeping or losing large ones

wholly upon the chances of seasons and wild
growths. For these and other reasons we have
urged upon our shepherds, personally and
through our columns, the advantage of discuss-

ing their aims and practices through the me-
dium of comparison of views which the Rural
affords. It is not because of our lack of ap-

preciation or effort that our sheep and wool de-

partment has not been as full as other depart-

ments. We trust that in the future our shep-

herds, among whom the Rural has many and
firm friends, will favor us with their experi-

ences and ideas on all branches of flock breed-

ing, feeding and care. Let each one of them
consider these lines a special invitation to them
to come forward.

Our correspondent asks concerning the South-

downs and Shropshires. We have in this State

some of the finest specimens of both these

breeds, and we trust the breeders of each will

favor us with local experiences. I» answering
our querist's questions in a general way we can-

not do better than print a brief description of

each of the breeds as laid down by disinter-

ested writers, and for this purpose we quote

from Stewart's "Shepherd's Manual," which is

the latest published work on the subject. Of
the origin and characteristics of the Shropshire

he says: "The sheep of Morfe Common where the

original stock, upon which crosses of Cotswold
and afterwards of Leicester and Southdown
were made at various periods, and the result was
the Shropshire. This course of improvement
appears to have begun about 1792. After three-

quarters of a century of cultivation they are

now without horns, with legs and faces of a

dark or spotted gray color, thick meaty neck,

well-shaped, rather small and fine head; neat

ears, well set on the head; broad, deep breast,

straight back; a good, round barrel; and clean

legs with strong bone. They are very hardy,

thrive well on moderate keep, are quickly fat-

tened, and produce, at two years old, 80 to 100

pounds, or even 120 pounds of excellent meat,

which brings the highest price from the butcher.

The ewes are prolific and good mothers. The
fleece is heavier than that of the Southdown,
being longer, and more glossy. This sheep pos-

sesses many valuable qualities, and promises to

make a satisfactory farmer's sheep in localities

where medium wool and choice mutton are

profitable, and where flocks have to depend
upon pasture for the greater part of their sup-

port. Its close, well-set fleece and hardy con-

stitution will also help to carry it through con-

siderable exposure and variable weather without
injury."

Of the Southdowns Mr. Stewart says: "The
modern improved Southdown descended from
an old established breed of sheep which have
inhabited the hilly portions of England from
the remotest periods of known history of that

country." After recounting the steps of im-

provement gained by different distinguished

breeders in the first half of this century, the

writer concludes: "At the present time the

Southdowns hold the position of being decidedly

the best mutton sheep in the world. As year-

lings they yield from 75 to 80 pounds in dressed

weight, of the choicest meat in the market, and
a flock of high character will produce an aver-

age of six pounds to the fleece of wool in de-

mand for flannels and soft goods. The ewes are

prolific breeders and excellent mothers. These

sheep, as they are now bred, are without horns

and with dark brown or black faces or legs.

The size is medium; the body round and deep;

the fore quarters are wide and deep and the

breast is broad. The back is broad and level,

the rump square and full, and the thigh full and
massive. The legs are short, with fine bone.

The form is smooth, even, fine and symmetrical,

without coarseness or angularity in any part.

The habits of these sheep are active and they

are docile and contented. They are able to ac-

commodate themselves to any district or style

of farming, where moderately good pasturage is

to be had, and are well suited as gleaners upon
an arable farm. The Southdown has become
thoroughly naturalised in America, and its dark

face and compact fleece, impervious to the

heaviest rains, have left their mark upon a

large proportion of our natives, ranking in this

respect next to the Merino."
These are the general descriptions of the

breeds cited. Now if some of our California

breeders of these sheep will take up the sub-

ject and state the results of their experience

with them, whether favorable or otherwise, we
shall be able to «[ive local facts which nearly all

our readers will be glad to receive. Will the

flock-masters aid us with the facts ?

Rainfalls Before and After January 1st.

We are indebted to Prof. G. F. Becker, of

the Department of Mining and Metallurgy at

the State University, for the interesting dia-

gram on this page, showing the relation between
the amount of rain falling before and after Jan-
uary 1st, in each year since 1849. The method
which prevails in the plotting is described in a
note from Prof. Becker, which we print below.
It will be noticed that heretofore an average of
two-fifths of the rain of the fiscal year has fallen
before January 1st. While this would give us
a rather light total rainfall this year, if it con-
formed to the average, it is also shown in the
diagram that wide departures from this rule
have occurred in single cases heretofore, and we
trust may occur this year. The study of our
rainfall is a practical one, and we are under ob-
ligations to all scientific observers who give us
data for pursuing it. Prof. Becker's note in

relation to the diagram is as follows:

Editors Press:—To what extent the rainfall

before the first day of January is proportional
to that of the whole season, is a frequent sub-
ject of discussion and is a matter of great prac-
tical importance to the State. When Mr. Ten-
nent published his valuable figures on the sub-
ject in the Bulletin of a few nights since, it oc-

curred to me that it would be interesting to
give this relation of the partial rainfall to the
total in a graphic form, and in such a manner
that the general proportionality, if it existed,

and the relations for each year, would be appa-
rent at a glance.

Regent Davidson, nearly five years since,

plotted Mr. Tennent's figures for the purpose
of discussing the periodicity of the rainfall,

but not in such a manner as to bring this special

relation into prominence. In the accompany-
ing diagrams each perpendicular line represents
a winter from the year 1849, on. The horizon-
tal lines represent inches of rain and the dis-

tance from the base or zero line, at which each
curve crosses the vertical line appropriate to

any year indicates the amount of rain which
fell in San Francisco during that year. The
three diagrams represent respectively the rain-

fall before the first of January, after the first of

January, and the total rainfall. The scale of

years is continuous and is the same for all the
curves; the scale representing inches, on the
other hand, is different for each and is inversely

proportional to the amount of r«,in which has
fallen during the period covered by the dia-

gram. The consequence of this selection of

scales will evidently be that if the amount of

rain falling before the first of January were
simply proportional to the total rainfall for the

season, and if, in each year, just two-fifths of

the rain came before January 1st, the three

curves would be identical. Hence, their varia-

tion expresses exactly the limits within wh.ch
this rule applies.

As your readers are interested in the weather,
perhaps some of them may find this chart a con-

venient record of the past. G. F. Becker.
University of California, Dec. 20th, 1877.

An Agricultural Institute.—We notice a

good work which has been undertaken by the
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DIAGRAM SHOWING RAINFALL BEFORE AND AFTER JANUARY 1st.

I make the following division of the rainfall

in each year:

Rainfall in San Francisco.*

Year.

1819-

1850-

1851-

1852-

1853-

1854'

1855
1856-

1867-

1858-

1859
1860
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805

1S66
1807'

1808'

1809>

1870
1871

1872
1873'

1874
1875
1870

Grand total

.

Ratio

Before
Jan. 1.

18. 00
2.30

10 40
18.31

5.22
3.72
6.03

7.08
8.13
8.78

8 85
7 80
13 00
2.80
4.38

15.84
6. 27
18 02
10.34

5.07
6.91

3 80
20.00
10.22

12.21

9 01
10.03

3.21

205.01

2 t<

After
Jan. 1.

15.10
5.10

7.98
15.95

18 65
18.90

15.03
12.73
13.75
12.44

22 27
11 80
35.01

10.72
5.70
8.79

17.06
10 30
22.60

16 08
12.40
10. 30
14.11
7.80

11.77

9.39
15.98

6.79

392.92

8

33.10
7.40

18.44

35. 20
23.87

23.08

21.06
19.81

21.88
22.22
31.22
19.72
49.27

13 02
10. OS
24.73

22.83
34 82
38 84
21.35
19.31

14.10
34.71

18.02
23.98

18.40
20.01

10.00

658.63
6.

Illinois Industrial University, namely, the
holding of an Agricultural Institute during
five days of the week, beginning January 14th.

The Institute holds its sessions at the Uni-

versity, and all are invited to attend and take

part in the exercises without fees or charges of

any kind. Lectures are given by the Profess-

ors of the University and by others, and those

who attend will have full access to the Univer-

sity library, cabinets, museum, etc. Thus all

the farmers of the State will have an opportu-

nity to see what their agricultural college is

doing and profit by the researches of the Pro-

fessors in their special lines of work. We are

glad to see this mark <5f enterprise in agricul-

tural work. It is just what we expected would
characterize the agricultural college under the

charge of Prof. G. E. Morrow, who is one of

the most zealous workeis in the cause of agri-

cultural progress wc have ever known.

On File.—"Farm Gate," J. T.j "Orchard

Grass, etc.," E. H. C. ; "Cultivation and Bain-

fall," S. B. ;
"Farming in the Clouds," J. B. A.;

"Royal Agricultural College," J. P. S.; "Wear
Your Own Clothes," R. 0.

•According to Tennont.

The weather has been unusually cold for the

past week. Ice, three-eighths of an inch thick,

formed in Oakland on Wednesday morning.

The Necessity for Home Manu ,es

The only way that California can be made to

be the prosperous State that she was before the

railroads brought her into direct competition

with the East, is to have work for everybody as

there was then. And the only way to give

everybody work is for our capitalists to stop

speculating and lending money and start up
home manufactures. The trouble with us now
is that we have more people than we have work
for. We have not enough manufactories. We
buy too many things abroad that we could make
as well or better at home, and still we wonder
why " hard times" visit us and stay so long.

Another thing is we want too much for our
money. People who have it expect it to earn
its one per cent, at least, simply by loaning it.

Those who would establish manufactures if they
could find it possible to do so and pay the rates
of interest charged. Again, some of them say,
" We must put up $20 in silver as security for

$20 in gold!" No matter how much land a man
has or how good it is he finds it next to impos-
sible to borrow any money on it if it is in the
country. And if he does succeed in raising any-
thing on it they will not lend more than a quar-
ter of its value.

There has got to be a radical change in our
manner of doing business on this coast, or
things will go from bad to worse. No man can
make a manufacturing business pay when he has
to hire money to carry ii on at a cent or cent
and a half a month. And not only that, he
finds it difficult to get money at any price to
establish anything new, such is the disinclina-

tion of our moneyed men to enter the manufac-
turing field.

"Cent per cent" has been our bane and still

continues. As soon as a man gets a little money
he knocks off work, sits him down, and ex-
pects his money to do the work for him, and he
stops his work so soon that he wants a small
amount to yield a large one, and charges his rate
of interest accordingly. It is all very well to

say you can get money in San Francisco for

seven or eight per cent., but let any one try it

at the banks and offer anything as security less

than a first-class piece of city property and see
how he succeeds. And then let him try to bor-
row from a private individual and see what suc-

cess he meets in that direction.

There is not the slightest doubt but that this

habit of collecting high interest has done more
harm in California and kept it back more in

every sense, than any railroad monopoly,
Chinese immigration, land-grabbing schemes,
Mexican grants, or any other grievance of which
we have complained. When one-quarter of the
people want to live on interest paid by the
other three-quarters, and that one-quarter spend
more than the others earn, the result is not sat-

isfactory and the state of affairs cannot last

long.

We must all go to work. There is no use in

putting off the issue any longer. The non-pro-
ducers in our midst are too many and with
them no country can be prosperous. The thou-
sands who want to make their living from stock
speculations must quit this precarious trade and
work in the mines. Those who 3tand between
the producers and consumers must perforce be-

come producers as they are already consumers.
The men who hold large tracts of land at prices

no real farmer or herder could afford to pay,

must sell these hinds to men who will cultivate

them and must assiset them in so doing. The
thousands of idlers in our cities, who eke out a

precarious existence in any way, so they evade
real work, must take off their coats, turn up
their sleeves and handle the hoe or the plow,

the hammer or the plane, or they must leave

this country for some other—if they can find

one—where there is more room for them than

here. Work, real earnest, hard work js what
the Pacific coast community must come to if

they would be prosperous. The cities are fillod

with idlers who should be tilling the fields or

working the mines, and rich men who are

money lenders instead of producers. People
can ill afford to borrow money as rates now
stand, and these men must establish manufac-
tures to invest their money or keep it unproduc-
tive in their hands.

The times are ripe for change, and change
there must be. With more manufactures there

will be more opportunity for labor. As each

man's arm becomes productive prosperity will

rule among us once more, and California resume
the proud position to which she is so well

adapted. Her geographical position, climate

and other natural advantages are in her favor,

but her people must do their share in the good
work to make her the most prosperous State in

the Union.

The Lick Telescopes.—The Manvfaetunr
and Buikter, alluding to the proposition to erect

two telescopes with the Lick fund, one a great

refractor of the largest possible size, the object

glass at least 40 inches in diameter; the other a
reflecting telescope, of which the mirror should

be at least four feet in diameter, adapted to use

two kinds of mirrors, one a speculum metal
reflector, and the other a silvered glass reflector,

says: "We are conlident that if this plan ia

realized, startling discoveries are in store. Cal-

ifornia, with its monster telescopes, aided by
its clear sky and otherwise favorable situation

for astronomical research, will undoubtedly take

the lead in discoveries, of which those of the

moons of Mars, made with what is now the

largest refractor in the world, have given ui A

foretaste."
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OUR PLATFORM.

It is the aim of the publishers to make the Purine

Rural Press a vital force in the agricultural development

of the Pacific coast. In those methods of practice which

secure widest success; in the introduction of cultures

which are adapted to our varied conditions of soil and

climate; in extending a knowledge of the true science of

agriculture, the Rural Prkss is granted position as a

leader, nor do publishers nor editors arrogate to them-

selves special credit for the proud place which our jour-

nal occupies, except as it may be in part the result of

their devoted and unremitted labor. For the elements of

experience and practical research, in which our columns

are rich, wegladly acknowledge our indebtedness to the

noblest band of

Correspondents and Contributors

Which any agricultural journal in the world can muster.

They dwell in every part of the coast. They are practically

engaged in every special branch of agriculture. They are

leaders in these branches, by virtue of heir own suc-

cesses. They are men and women who are ever ready to

act upon their convictions, that by a comparison of prac-

tices and exjierience, each can aid the other with

such timely and valuable information as each gains from

bis daily work and study. They respond quickly and

definitely to all points which arise for elucidation, and

thus they make the RrRAL Press, each week, a com-

pendium of information concerning Pacific coast agricul-

ture, an encyclopedia of the freshest facts and experi-

ences, a treasury of valuable agricultural truth, such as

cannot be found in any other journal in the world.

The qualities which we have mentioned as characteristic

of our correspondence and contributed articles are those

ehiefly aimed at in our

Editorial Writing.

We have no interest to serve save the true advance-

ment of all our readers in all things which unite to secure

the truest manhood and the widest success in the field of

industry in which they are engaged. We pander to no

debasing sensations. Wo give expression to no sentiment

except it be ennobling and elevating. In our search for

toiucs for editorial comment, we glean the whole available

field of literature and experience for themes which arc

fresh and of direct bearing upon the improvement and

extension of our agricultural resources, and readers may

look to our columns for lessons drawn from progressive

agriculturists everywhere.

In this work we spare no pains nor expense, within our

means, to enrich our journal with instructive

Engravings and Diagrams

Illustrative of the achievements in breeding of cattle and

horses and other farm animals, the introduction of new

fruits and trees, the latest improvements in designing

and constructing agricultural buildings and rural homes,

the beauties of landscape gardening, the fine arts of graft-

ing and propagating; in short, in all lines of progress

in which the engraver can aid the writer in the presen-

tation of valuable facts and ideas. All who read our

Journal concede us marked superiority in the fitness

and value and excellent printing of our illustrations.

The matter which is deemed worthy to be brought

to the attention of readers is edited

In Departments.

tine of the secrets of modern progress in science and

industrial art is the system of arrangement and classifi

cation of knowledge which has prevailed. This system

we find of the highest value in our editorial experience.

Each of the departments of agriculture, The Stock V;»rd,

The Dairy, The Vineyard, Horticulture, Floriculture,

Arboriculture, The Apiary, The Stable, The Swine Yard,

The Poultry Yard and other special branches, are each

made the subject of special study and research, and thus

faots most important to the success and progress of each,

on this coast, are brought forward.

The Home Circle

Is looked upon by the editors of the Ri'RAL Pre<8 as a

pleasant field in which their best and most valuable work

can be accomplished. To instruct without wearying; to

entertain without demoralizing; to amuse without engen-

dering coarseness; to promote true sentiment, lofty and

ennobling emotions -in short, to aid all readers toward

the attainment of B higher manhood and womanhood and

thus make life more and more a joy and a value, is our

constant aim in the careful selection of reading for our

Home Circle columns.

liy means, both of engravings and descriptions, we in-

form our rural housew ives the styles which are most ap-

proved in wearing apparel and aid them in the valuable

art of home dressmaking, and a hundred other homo arts.

Our Young Folks' Column
Pleases the tiniest birdlings of the flock with its wee

stories and funny pictures, and once in a while gives

w holesome lessons to their older brothers and sisters.

Good Health.

The Rvral Press holds a leading place in the modern

movement t* instill among all werkers the need »f .

better understanding of hygienic laws. It gives the latest

discoveries for the preservation of health and the best

hints for getting the best labors and the truest comforts

with tho bodies which clothe our intellects and souls It

gives Bimple remedies for common maladies and accidonts,

and aims to promote the efforts of the wisest physicians

for the strength and healthfulncss of the race.

In Domestic Economy,
Which underlies all the economies, the Rural Press ex-

tends a helping hand to the housewife and thinks no

effort too burdensome which promises to aid her in her

arduous work in the kitchen, the dining-room and in the

genera] care of her household.

We believe that the success of the fanner lies in selling

wisely, no less than in producing well. Hence

Our Market Review

Is prepared with the utmost care, and no pains are spared

to make it fairly and truly reflect the state of the mar-

kets. Our quotations are drawn from actual transactions

(unless we state expressly th a thing is given as a

rumor), and we cite special sales in all cases that we can

obtain them. Thus net only do we give each week a

schedule of rates at which farm produce is sold and farm,

ers' supplies bought, in this market, but we are always on

the lookout along all avenues of information for facts

and tendencies which promise to influence the trade in

special articles in any way. We claim to keep our readers

fully informed of the leading and important trade news,

which affects their interests, and we have so far succeeded

in winning the confidence of readers that the quotations

in the Rural Press are made the basis of transactions

in many parts of the interior. We esteem this department

of our paper of such great importance that we do not

relogate it to repoitcrs but hold it as strictly editorial

work, that we may be personally sure of its accuracy and

trustworthiness.

Improvement of "Rural Press"

Our readers assure us that 'iach volume of the Rural

Press is better than the preceding one. This is our ambi-

tion for the paper. Agriculture on this coast is advancing

from the early chance methods and results to the en.

lightened systems which result from wider experience,

fuller investigation and experiment, and the the applica-

tion of scientific truth. As the Rural Press leads in

this advancement it bears the mark of it upon its own

countenance. We have been able to improve our journal

in many ways and to do this the publishers have freely

applied the revenues of the pa|ier to its own improve,

mcnt. They regard it as no tenqwrary enterprise for

immediate profit, but are proud to build it up as one of

the institutions of the coast, confident that their honor

and reward will he greater, even though it be deferred.

This policy has both improved the journal in its mechan-

ical departments and has secured the the highest editorial

intelligence and skill which can be found in this s|iecialty

of literary work. Hy such efforts to improve the Rural

Press, the publishers have more than returned the value

which subscribers exacted when they first bestowed

their patronage. This we still exi>ect to do, and the

wider our circle of readers becomes the better paper we

can send to each. Thus our course is onward, and thus

we feel a claim upon the co-nperation of all readers in the

further building up of onr journal.

The Field of the "Rural Press."
Although our first and chief devotion is bestowed upon

tho agricultural industry of this coast, and here dwell the

great mass of our readers, we have groups of subscribers

in such widely separated parts that we may fairly claim a

World-wide aud'ence. The topics which are presented

in our columns are so charged with fresh experiences

that they win the attention of agriculturists everywhere.

Men who are prominent in progressive agriculture in the

Eastern States rank the Rural Press among the first rtf

the journals of its class in this country. In Great Britain

and on the continent of Europe, among foreign residents

in East India, China and .lapan, and in the newly opened

world of Oceanica, the Rural Press counts its firm

friends, and is proud of its ability to Interest the Ji and

aid them in their work.

Why We Succeed?
The reasons of the gratifying growth and extended in-

fluence of our journal are not difficult to determine.

First, by the constant co-operation of our readers we are

able to make the Rural Press an acknow ledged repre-

sentative of the agricultural interest on this coast. This

is of itself a key to success, and it unlocks to us the doors

to favor all over the world, for no narrower than this is

the fame of our agriculture. Second, we hold the friend-

ship of our patrons everywhere by the freshness and prac-

tical value of the matters which we present for their con

sidcration. Third, we win the respect of all truly pro-

gicssive men because, though ever on the alert to battle

on the side of progress, wo are never entrapped into wor-

ship of the glittering tinsel of the sensational. Our policy is

to strive untiringly for better knowledge and elevated prac-

tice, but never to let go that which is good, until a better

thing is demonstrated. Thus our policy may defined as a

resolute, but yet open-eyed conservatism. This we be-

lieve is the only true policy where great industrial

interests, and all they involve, are at stake. Fourth, we
never abuse the welcome which we gain to the homes of

our readers by allowing our columns to carry the specious

baits of quacks, confidence men and swindlers. They
would pay us roundly for the opportunity to gorge them-
selves upon our unsuspecting patrons, hut the idea is

abhorrent to us. We can build up a truer and prouder
success without their goM. Fifth, the grand secret of our
success lies in the word work, enthusiastic, delightful and
yet unceasing w ork for the success of the Pacikic Rural
Press and all these who come within the circle of its

rnftw—et

Mining and Scientific

Press Patent Agency.

The Mining and Scientific

Press Patent Agency was estab-

lished in i860—the first west of

the Rocky Mountains. It has

kept step with the rapid march

of mechanical improvements.

The records in its -archives, its

constantly increasing library, the

accumulation of information of

special importance to our home
inventors, and the experience of

its proprietors in an extensive and

long continued personal practice-

in patent business, affords them

combined advantages greater

than any other agents can possi-

bly offer to Pacific Coast invent-

ors. Circulars of advice, free.

Address.

DEWEY & CO.,

202 Sansome St., N. E. Cor. Pine,

San Francisco.

E. BUTTERICK & Cos'

WINTER STYLES.
Double the Stock and Variety

of Patterns found at any other

agency ; the most reliable, stylish,

and popular, being the standard

of FASHION both in Europe

and America. Send postage

stamp for catalogue containing

cuts of patterns for Ladies',

Misses', Boys and Little Chil-

drens' Garments, in large variety,

which can be obtained in all sizes

at the General Agency for the

Pacific Coast, No. 124 POST
STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,
CAL.

TEN PER CENT.

First Mortgage Bonds
AT PAR.

The Sierra Flume and Lumber Company have

mortgaged their large property—principally

lands—to secure the payment of 1,200 Bonds of

$500 each, running for one, two or three years

and bearing ten per cent, interest, payable

semi-annually.

Two hundred Bonds of cither series are now
offered for sale at par, to close this season's

business. The remainder will be held for

another year.

The property cost over $1,400,000, and has

produced the last six months §800,000 worth of

lumber, at a cost of $400,000, most of which is

stacked and drying, to be in readiness for sale,

and for which there is a good market, both at

home aDd abroad.

Mr. Alvinza Hayward, being the chief owner,

will give a written guarantee that the Bonds

and interest will be paid at maturity.

Merchants' Exchange Bank Stock will be

taken in exchange, at $75 per share.

For Bonds and further particulars apply to

R. G. SNEATH, President fiierra Flume and

Lumber Co., 423 California Jjjtreet, San Fraa-

EDtJeAJtOfm..

THE BERKELEY GYMNASIUM.
A PREPARATORY

SCHOOL TO THE UNIVERSITY.
THE FIRST TERM WILL COMMENCE

Wednesday, August 1, 1877, and close Thurs-
day, December 20, 1877.

THE SECOND TERM WILL COMMENCE
Wednesday, January 9, 1878, and close

Thursday, May 30, 1878.

The location of thia Institution for health, has no supe-
perior. Its proximity and relationship to the State Uni-
versity give it many advantages that no other school on
the Pacific Coast can command. Our first aim iB to secure
to every student in our charge such accommodations as
will make him

Comfortable and Contented.
Devoted to but one well defined work, we are gathering
around us the youth of loftier minds and purer aspira-
rations; such as are seeking a higher education. We are
protected, naturally, from that class of students who
are sent to school to escape the House of Correction.
The Principal and Faculty respectfully solicit a fair in-
vestigation from intelligent parents and earnest studonts.

REFERENCES:
JOHN LeCONTE, M. D.,

President of the University of California.
EUGENE W. H1LGARD, Ph. D.,

Professor of Agriculture, University of Cal.

For Circulars, Address

JOHN F. BURRIS, Berkeley, Cal.

BUSINE 3S
COLLEGE..

No. 24 Post Street

SAM riANCBCO, CAL.

The largest and best Business College in America. In
teachers arc competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but give*
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modem Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.
La i) iks' Df.I'artmbxt.—Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Tkleuraphic Department.—In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

SANTA BARBARA COLLEGE.
Santa Barbara, Cal., 1877.

FOR YOUTH OF BOTH SEXES.

John Lynch,
Principal.

<Mrs M. Atkins Lynch,
Vice-Principal.

Mrs. Lynch is' well known as Miss Atkins, long Identified

with the Bunlcia Young Ladies' Seminary.)

FULL CORPS OF COMPETENT INSTRUCTORS.

For further information, address the Principal.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $6,000,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Vice-President and Manager,
C. J. CRESSEY.

Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

he best market rates.

MONEY TO LOAN

UPON CHOICE RANCH PROPERTY.

JNO. D. HOOKER,

302 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

For Good Living go to Web-
ster's Palace Restaurant, 218

Sansome Street, S. F. Best of

dinners only 50 cents, from 5 to

8 p. M.

25
Faslonable Cards, no two alike, with name, lOe.

postpf id. GEO. L REED & CO. , Nassau, N. Y

fOUR NAME printod on 60 mixed cards for 13c. 26 fun

cards 10c. CLINTON BROS., Clintonville, Conn.

OC EXTRA MIXED CARDS, Snowflake, Oriental, Etc.

AO with uamo, 10 ets. J B. HUSTED, Nassau, N. Y.
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Purchasers of Stock will find in this Directory the
Names of some of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

60 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

QATTLE.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotatc Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal. , breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $i0
to 8100.

SHEEP AND G0ATS7
L. TJ. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
Bex and Berkshire Swine.

B. P. WATKINS, Santa Clara, breeder of thorough-
bred Spanish Merino Sheep.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $15 each. ^
LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

ETW"rWOO"LSEY74lFCalifor'nia~StrrRoonT27srF.
Breeder of Thoroughbred Spanish Merino Sheep,
Choicest Vermont Strains.

POULTRY.
BURBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, comer Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks for

sale. Also, eggs in their season.

A. O- RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for

hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, Santa Clara, Cal. Pre-
mium Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, S. S. Ham-
burgs, L. Brahmas and B. B. Red Game Bantams. Also
Eggs.

SWINE.
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co

Cal. , Breeder of Improved Berkshire Swine.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

Imperial Egg Food

(Trade Mark.)

Will HVTalce Your Hens Lay,
Winter and Rummer, support Fowls during moulting,
keep them constantly In fine condition, and Increase
their profit 100 per cent. Half of the chicks die annually.
This makes bone and muscle early, and will save them.
Packages to mix with ">(> weight ordinary feed, 50 ots.;

larger for $1.00 and $2.00. Sent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocers, Feed Stores, etc.

LOCAL AGENTS WANTED.
C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 103, Habtford, Con».

0. C. SWAN & CO., Agt's for Pacific Coast.

No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

JtSTTo whom all orders should be addressed.

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,
"SambO," and "'Bob Lee" families of Berkshires.

Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold arc
guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,

and Los Angeles City, Cal.

LOOK!
BURBANK & MYERS, Im-

porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,
etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market.
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister

Encloye stamp for Price List.treets, San Francisco.

DEVON BULL FOR SALE.

The undersigned offers for sale his Devon Bull, BLU-
CHER. Calved October 28th, 1874. and registered in Vol.

4, American Devon Herd Book. Also, two yearling bull

calves of his get by cows entitled to register. Bluciier

weighed September 21st, 1877, 1,380 pounds, and has been

wintered on straw every winter. My Devons are not re-

lated to any Devons on this Coast. For further particu-

ars, address R. MsENESPY, Chico, Butte County, Oal.

PAI A PC J ' V Websters large, fine, new Dining
r HLftuC Rooms are exceedingly popular. The best

pCCTAIIRAMr of everything on the tables,

n CO I HUnHll I , Dinner furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F. £C

#XY
CENTS, from five to eight p. M. Visitors to S. F. should

try the Palace.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. GRAY.

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

SHIPPING

Grangers' Building,

AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produos solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will
enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

IRA MARDEN & CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.

Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

asr A Book for all That Have a Garden."St

FRAGARICULTURE;

Culture of the Strawberry.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON

Culture, Propagation, Management
and Marketing of Strawberries.

1878.

Illustrated with Photographs, representing
the average size of best varieties

Especially adapted to the
Family Garden.

BY FELIX GILLET,
Nevada City, Cal.

TABLE OF CONTENTS-
Fragariculture; Description; Varieties; Selection; The

Soil; Preparation of the Soil; Manures; Time of Setting
Strawberries; Setting out Strawberries; Culture in Rows
and Hills; Matted Row System; Mulching; Irrigation;

Care of Plants after Setting; Propagation; Propagation by
Seed; Resetting; Exposure; Annual Varieties; Biennial

Varieties; Ever-bearing, or Wood Varieties; Bush-alpine
Varieties; Staminate and Pistillate Plants; Hybridization;
Forcing Strawberries; Care to Plants Forwarded by Mitil;

Duration of Strawberry Beds; Mode to Perpetuate Straw-
berry Beds; How to make Strawberries .Last; Spring
Work on Strawberry Beds; How to Raise Very Large
Fruit; How to Pick and Keep Strawberries; Packing and
Shipping; Insects Injurious to Strawberries; Maladies of

the Strawberry; The Art of Preparing Strawberries; Pre-

serving Strawberries; Medicinal Properties of Strawber-
ries; General Hints on Fragariculture; Explanation of

Photographs, and list of best varieties.

PRICE—50 CENTS A COPY.

Each photograpl- represents a group of strawberries-
three to five—and not a single one. and is six inches by
four inches.

Note.—It is the most complete, practical, interesting

treatise on Strawberry Culture ever published in the

United States. Address

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,

202 Sansome Street. S. F.

FARMERS HAVING GOOD

DAIRY COWS FOR SALE

Are invited to define tho ages, breed and number of those

fresh and to come soon. Also, lowest cash price. Ad

dress

CALIFORNIA DAIRY COMPANY,

Station B, 7th and Market St., San Francisco.

$20,000

To loan on Farming Land in Bay Counties, in sums to

suit. Address

G. W. HAIGHT,

207 Sansome St., San Francisco.

Dewey & Co. {sanest .Patent Ag'ts.

GREAT ENTERPRISE

!

—THE—

Sierra Flume& Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE,

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills. 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

10 Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and the
whole Coast can be supplied.

The Yellow Pine is firm, fine grained and superior to

any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,
and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while

the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of

purposes.
Last year thirty millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
Rough or dressed dry, hy which elegant and substantial

work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost

for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at less than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large

quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES;

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco—corner
Fo rth and Channel Sts.

RUPTURE! RUPTURE!!
Use no moro Metal Trusses. No

No more suffering from iron hoops or
steel springs

!

Pierce's Patent Magnetic
Elastic Truss

Is worn with ease and conifer NlOMT
ami Day, and will perform radical

cures when all others fail. Reader, if

ruptured, try one; you will never regret it. Send for Il-

lustrated book and price ,! 3t. Magnetic Elastic Truss
Co., 609 Sacramento St., a. F., Cal. jtarSent by mail to

all parts of the world.

Agricultural Article*.

The Famous
11

Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT)
Self Regulating Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the towns
and farming districts for

over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold
(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal
of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.
We are prepared to fill ordera . ... ai^a, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Otfice and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

MATTES0M & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required
in the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given 60 that the tongue will pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action of ; he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

Peerless Corn Sheller.

It is so cheap (cost-

ing only So), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a $40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 13

pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-

ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St. , S. F.

OAKLAND HEALTH INSTITUTE.
Center Street Station, Oakland.

Convinced of the superiority of the climate of Oakland
to that of any other place on the Coast, moro particularly

for those suffering from diseases of a malarial origin, and
chronic diseases generally, the undersigned have opened
the above named Institute as a resort for invalids, where
all the facilities for the thorough and scientific treatment

of diseases have been introduced.
Our methods of treatment embrace Electricity, Turk-

ish Russian, Magnetic and Medicated Baths of all

kinds; the Healthlift, Hadfleld's Equalizer, and in fact

all appliances and remedies of established merit known to

the medical profession. The building is one of the finest

in the city, and the rooms large and comfortable. No ef-

fort will be spared to make the patients feel at home.
Lying in rooms connected with the institute. Charges,

including board, etc., from S15 to $30 per week. For
further information*, address

Oakland Health Institute, Oakland, Cal.

J. II. BUNDY, M. D., & C. W. HANSEN, M. D.
,
Prop'r*.

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Reference.— Tradesmen's National Ban*, N. Y. ; Ell

wanger A Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Rood; Sacra

monto, Cal. ; A. Lusk & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN L. BOONE,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,

PATENT LAW A SPECIALTY.

Office -202 Sansomo Street, N. E. corner Pino Street,

San Francisco.

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., caro of Dowey

4t Co., S. F. State condition and lowest price.

FOR SALE.—A Good Type- Writer. Price, $50

For further information, address "COPYIST," this

office.

roUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

. Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS., Northford, Conn.
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Cheap Fares.

The fact that the Legislature has passed a

law regulating the price of a single fare on the

street railroads at five cents, is probably more

important to the mass of the citizens of San

Francisco than the question of choice of an

United States Senator. Though apparently a

small thing to grumble about, the six and a

quarter cent fares, so long in vogue on the

street railroads, has been burdensome. The

railroad companies have been tenacious in keep-

ing the fares at that figure, as it has given them

considerable increase in revenue in more ways

than are at first apparent. In the first place,

of course, they only give four tickets for 25

cents, instead of five as they will have to do

under the new law. But this has been perhaps

of even less importance than the fact they got

10 cents for a single fare if coin were offered

and change demanded, or if a 10-cent piece was

paid instead of a ticket. Our system of coinage

not admitting of taking six and a quarter cents

from a quarter unless tickets were given in-

stead of coin change, the passenger had to pay

for a ride and a half instead of one ride when he

handed the conductor a 10-cent piece.

We have, however, a five-cent piece, the

smallest coin in use among us, and under the

new law it will constitute a legal fare and

the railroad c unpanies cannot swindle the pas-

sengers out of three and three-quarter cents

any longer. The only strange thing is that this

swindle should have been tolerated so long as

it has. A man would generally rather throw

into the street a half dollar than to feel that he

has been swindled out of three cents; and many
persons have steadily refused to ride in the

street cars on principle, rather than to submit

to the extortion. Our street car lines are well

patronized as it is, and ought to pay well with-

out resorting to any petty extortions to increase

their revenues.

To the humbler class of citizens residing in

the suburbs, as most of our workingmen do,

this change to five-cent fares will be very wel-

come. It will not now matter to them whether
they have tickets or coin when they get on a

street car, as it costs them no more in either

case, and we have no doubt that the measure

will in the long run be to the benefit of the

railroad companies as well as the passengers.

The old extravagant habits in vogue in the

early days of California will not do any longer,

and one by one the little impositions of com-
panies and tradesmen, which have been so long

submitted to, must give way to a changed style

of living. The old 12 L cent and 6J cent swin-

dles will soon be things of the past, although

we still pay 15 cents for articles marked 12^

cents oftener than we ought to. The difficulty

of making exact change is taken advantage of

to charge 15 cents for things worth only 10

cents. For instance, the fare to Oakland on

the ferries is the same as it has been for years,

15 cents, when 10 cents would be ample. Oak-
laud, Alameda, Berkeley and vicinity now con-

tain more than twice as many inhabitants as

they did a few years since, and the travel by
ferry has increased proportionately. The cost

of operating the ferries is no more now than
then, although the revenues must have been
largely increased. Still, a single fare is 15

cents each way, although on Sundays in sum-
mer a ticket to go and return to Oakland is

sold for 25 cents. When the price for single

fare is reduced to 10 cents it will be very much
better than now, for on Sundays and holidays

our workingmen delight to get a Bight at grass

and trees and breathe the fresh air on the bay,

provided they can do so at a reasonable cost.

We hope this change will soon occur and that

before many years the fare will be even lower,

so that it will cost no more to cross the bay than
to go to the Mission.

A Prescription for Phylloxera.

An Italian, SignorTorrinetti, has been treating

the phylloxera evil very much as doctors treat a
compound malady, by applying a remedy made
of ingredients to reach all points. He aims to

invigorate the vine and at the same time kill

the insects. A German agricultural journal

thus describes his process and its results:

Having observed that poor land is particularly

favorable to the development of the phylloxera,

Torrinetti lays great stress upon the necessity

of liberal manuring in conjunction with the ap-

plication of such chemical agents as may be em-
ployed for the direct destruction of the pest.

In his own practice he uses a mixture of 50
grammes of Peruvian guano, 2 grammes of ace-

tate of baryta, 2 grammes of acetate of lead,

and 1 gramme of acetate of zinc, for each plant.

The method of application is extremely easy,

the mixture being simply put into a small hole
about six inches deep at the root of each vine
stock, and immediately covered in with earth.

The guano furnishes the necessary manure for

the nourishment of the vine, and the other
three ingredients, as soon as they are dissolved
by the moisture of the earth, penetrate all parts
of the plant with astonishing rapidity, and
cause the death of all insects upon it without
the slightest injury to the vine itself. At pres-

ent Signor Torrinetti has treated about 500
vines in this manner, and has met with com-
plete success in every case.

News in Brief.

Indians have started on the war-path in

western Texas.

Thb Hon. Nathan Coombs, the founder of

Napa, is dead.

There was taken to China in treasure from

herein 1S77, $17,601,273.

A new tariff bill is being diligently prepared,

and will be reported after the recess.

Seven vessels and 37 men were lost by the

Gloucester fishing fleet the past season.

An average of rive carloads of wheat per day
are now arriving at Long wharf, Oakland.

The Collateral Loan and Savings Bank, of

this city, has filed a petition in bankruptcy.

There were 2,937 marriage licenses issued in

this city in 1877, and 243 divorces granted.

The French Government has requested Don
Carlos to leave France. He started Thursday.

It is stated that Bismarck is trying to break

up the French exposition by some diplomatic

movement.
Ouk police force made 19,262 arrests during

1877, and the Police Court tines amounted to

$23,276.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue is

opposed to any change iu the tax on whisky

and tobacco.

A crazy man threw himself under the wheels

of the San Jose train last week and was crushed

to death.

New law suits, civil, were instituted in this

city in 1877 to the number of 3,969, the Court

fees being .'$00,831. 75.

There are less than 2,000 acres of Govern-

ment land iu Iowa and the Sioux City land

office has been discontinued.

The debts of the Pioneer Bank, thus far

ascertained, amount to over $800,000, divided

among 1, 150 persons.

The notorious Northampton bank robbers,

Scott and Dunlap, have each been sentenced to

20 years in the State prison.

The American ship Nimhia, with wheat from

Portland to Cork, was lost off the Columbia
river bar the first day out.

The Internal Revenue receipts during 1877

amounted in San Francisco to $1,933,752.46.

The Custom duties were $6,692,432.56.

Il is rumored in New York that the Bank of

Nevada contemplates establishing its own agen-

cies in New York, London and Paris.

Courtney challenges any oarsman in the

United States or Canada for any amount and
the championship of America—the race to be

rowed prior to the Trickett match, in July

next.

Over $53,000,000 has been paid out by the

United States Treasury in the past six weeks,

the greater portion to officers and men in the

army.
A dispatch from Yokohama says: Japan has

renounced all commercial treaties and resumed
the right to revise her custom duties at

pleasure.

Chief Engineer Scannf.ll, of the San Fran-

cisco tire department, was run over and had his

collar bone fractured while on the way to a tire

on Saturday.
The steamer Whipple and Chin-du-trnn col-

lided during a fog in the Sacramento river, one
day last week. The injuries were compara-
tively slight.

W. Y. Johnson, formerly of Oregon, is now
at Yalparaiso, Chile, and writes that common
laborers receive but 50 cents per day, and
skilled labor ranges from $1 to 1.50 per day.

A blind Italian beggar brought suit in the

County Court last week to recover $100 and
during the trial it come out that the plaintiff

had $1,000 to his credit in the savings bank.

Reports received at the Department of Agri-

culture indicate that the wheat crop of this

country for 1877 was about 360,000,000 bushels,

or 50,000,000 bushels greater than for any pre-

vious year.

Ten men, convicted of riot in interfering with

mining operations last August, have been sen-

tenced at Wilkesbarre, Pa., to pay fines vary-

ing from $10 to $100 and imprisonment of from
30 days to nine month?.
The track for the Dumbarton railroad is be-

ing laid on the Alameda marsh, near the bay.

Piles are being driveu for the wharf, and, before

long, construction trains will run over the

Alameda end of the road.

The Western Union and the Pacific division

of the Atlantic and Pacific telegraph lines have
consolidated. Atlantic and Pacific telegraph

offices on this coast have been discontinued, ex-

cept at railroad stations.

Seventy-five thousand tons of Scranton
coal were sold at auction at New York Friday
by order of the Lackawanna Company. There
was a large attendance, and prices were from 10

to 45 cents per ton more than last month.

Official intelligence ha3 been received an-

nouncing the success of the Chinese troops in

Kashgar. They had fortified Touchtongaran
and Ask, two strong strategical points. The in-

habitants were fleeing in terror into Russian
territory.

The settlement at the Mint preparatory to

the incoming of the uew Superintendent, is now
in progress. During the year now ending the
operations of the Mint have been unprecedented
in the record of coinage in any institution in

the world.

Complete returns of the business transacted
at the Bankers' Clearing- house in this city for

the year 1«77 show that the total amount of

exchanges effected during that period was
1519,948,804, of which $497,407,380 was in gold
and $22,541,424 in silver.

The Branch Mint in this city is in operation,

There were 243 divorces granted in this city

during the year.

The value of real estate in Alameda, is set

at $36,389,961.
Sacramento has a commercial business of

$25,496,269 in 1877.

A transit of Mercury over the sun's disc,

takes place May 6th.

Dr. Jacob B. Demarest, committed suicide at

his office in this city this week.
The Russian Generals have been directed to

accept a truce when asked for.

The attack on Erzeroum is to be delayed un-
til the end of this month.
The old Bulls-Head Bank, of New York, is

about to retire from business.

Burglaries and robberies are becoming
alarmingly frequent in San Francisco.

The net gain of San Francisco in population

by emigration hither in 1877 was 17,293.

There were 5,503 deaths in the city in 1877,

of which 3,386 were males and 2,117 females.

An old man was attacked by hoodlums, and
shot dead at an early hour on New Year's day.

Russia has secured a large number of loco-

motives from manufacturers in Paris, France.

A Commission is to be appointed to investi-

gate the border troubles on the Rio Grande.
Superintendent of Construction Welsh, of

St. Louis, has been removed by the President.

The yield of the precious metals of the Pa-
cific States and Territories for 1877 was $98,-

421,754.

H. L. Dodge has taken the place of 0. H.
La Grange as Superintendent of the U. S. mint
in this city.

The clerk of the Police Court of this city has
been arrested on a charge of embezzling
about $5,000.

The contractors of the Brazil railroad will

not be allowed to employ colored men iu the

construction of it.

The Harbor Commissioners report that 13,-

250 feet of the new sea wall for the city front

will cost $4,362,086.
Property in this city worth $997,396.98 was

destroyed by fire last year, the insurance on the

same being $2,098,679.92.
The situation on the Caffre frontier (Africa)

is very dangerous and troops are being sent

from England to Cape Town.
B. P. Kooser, an old pioneer, and until

lately, editor and proprietor of the Santa Cruz
Sentinel, died at Santa Cruz on January 1st.

A terrible hard winter is anticipated in

England, Scotland and South Wales, and the

average poor rate will probably be higher than

it has been in 20 years.

A dispatch from Washington states that the

law officers of the Department of the Interior

are making detailed examination of the opera-

tions of the desert land grabbers.

Experiments are being carried on in Prussia,

by order of the German military authorities,

to determine how far it may by practicable to

employ the telephone for military purposes.

The Senate Fish Committee, the Fish Com-
missioners and a committee of fishermen have
met in Canada, to discuss matters connected
with the salmon of the Sacramento river.

A number of wealthy gentlemen have
bought the large conservatories imported from
England by the late .lames Lick, and sold as

part of his estate, and presented them to the city

to be erected in Golden Gate park.

The firm of Spaulding & Barto, printers, for

many years in the same building as our edito-

rial and composing rooms, No. 414 Clay street,

have admitted to partnership, Mr. Solon H.
Williams, and now style themselves Spauld-

ing, Barto & Co.

A very gratifving feature of this New Year's

day in Washington was the general absence of

wines and other intoxicating beverages from
the tables of persons, either in public or private

life, who received visitors. Washington has

set at least one good example to other cities.

Drilling for Prizes in Colorado.—

A

contest of considerable interest to all rock dril-

lers was held in Colorado recently. The Sun-
shine Courier says that at the recent Boulder

county fair, $60 and $35 were offered iu pre-

miums to the pair of men and single man who
drilled the greatest depth in granite blocks in 10

minutes' time. The contestants were to furnish

their own tools. The match was open to the

whole State. No limit was fixed to the number
of drills used by each within the allotted time.

The Sunshine Courier presented the result thus:

The Yates Brothers, of Sugar Loaf district, won
the double handed match, drilling 16.2 inches

within the given time. C. M. Johnson, of

Corning tunnel, won the single-handed match,

drilling four drills, and reaching a depth of 9.

1

inches. We presume the men were sadly

"blown," at the end of the 10 minutes; since

the fact is, that the least depth—5. 3 inches—is

antra work for a man when not working against

time.

To make Cow's Milk more Digestible.—
In a German paper we note a hint given by Dr.

Schaal with reference to the taking of cow's

milk by persons who have a weak stomach. He
says he has always succeeded in avoiding any
evil effects by eating a little salt on bread either

before or after taking the milk. When he
omits to do this, a single glass of milk will pro-

duce diarrhoea, whereas with salt he can take a

whole liter.

Woodward's Oardrns has the following new attractions

The buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements in the zoological department, besides the
•ther features whioh have mode it popular.

TENTS AND CONVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Repoits roa the Mining and Scientific
Press, DEWEY it CO., Publishers and U. S.

and Koreion Patent Aorntb. ]

By Special Dispatch from Washinfrton, D. C.

Week Ending December 4th.
Books for Carrying Fishing Flies.—Henry H. Holt,

Kalama, W. T.
Piston Water Meter.—Alvah C. Austin, Oakland, Cal.

Railway Air Brakes—N. W. Green and G. W. Hoag,
of San Jacinto, and T. P. Cleveland, of Mountain House,
Cal.

Ore Roasting Furnace.—E. G. Hall, Healdaburg, Cal.

Windmill — R. R. Lander, Turlock, Cal.

Light Weight RorE —A. D. Leday. 8. F.

Harvester.—Samuel Spencer, Turlock, Cal.

Well Boring Machine.—W. F. Vaughn and S. Jack-
soi., Stockton, Cal.

Combined Railway and Conduit—J. B. Ward, S. F.

Garden Valve.—V. Kingwell, S. F.

Trade-marks.
Oysters. — Haas Bros. , San Francisco and New York.
Pulverized Sugar.—Chas. J. Hawley, 3. F.

Packed and Preserved Fish V. •
. Meats.—J. O.

Nanthorn, Astoria, Oregon.

Week Ending December 11th.

Well Boring Machinery —J. Bennersheidt, Anaheim,
Cal
The Manufacture of Cabinet Jewelry.—W. A. L.

Miller, S. F.

Braiding Machines —P. Whelan, S F.

Nut Locks. —H. D. Rock, Eureka, Nev.
Screw Wrenches,— E. T. Barlow, S. F.

Means for Removing and Destroying Sewer Darks.
S J. Corbet, Los Angeles, Cal.

Shaft Furnaces for Smelting Tailings and Conden-
sing Mercury.—G. R. Evans and W. P. Prescott, Carson
City, Nev.

Firk Brick Compounds. —G. R. Evans and W. P. Pres-

cott, Carson City, Nev.
Overalls.—Henry S. Flood, S. F.

The Manufacture of Soda from its Sulphates.— F.
Gutzkow, S. F.

Bed Lounges.— F. Jemsen, Seattle, W. T.

Livf Stock Reoister — P. Lyttleton, Austin, Nev.
Pipe Coupling and Joint— E. T. Stein, S. F.

Clothes Clamps for Bedsteads —F. Woodward, Siae-

ramento, Cal.

Re-issues.

Concrete Pavements.— 11. Skinner and B Bonnet, S. F.

Concrete Pavements. — R. Skinner and B. Bonnet, S. F.

Trademarks

Whisky. —Anson P. Hotaling, S. F.

The patents are not ready for delivery by the Patent
Office until some 14 days aft°- the da* of issue.

Note. —Copies of U. S. and Foreign Patents furnished
by Dewey A; Co., in the shortest time possible (by tel-

graph or otherwise) at ti.e lowest rates. All patent busi-

ness for Pacific coast inventors transacted with perfect

security and in the shortest possible time.

pdBUSrf Ef\s' DEp^f\YiMEJ<T.

The Sonoma Seedling Apple.—We learn

that trees of this desirable apple, now two
years from graft, can be had at Shinn's nurseries,

Niles, Alameda county. These nurserymen ob-

tained grafts from bearing trees on the premises

of the originator. They fully corroborate the

opinion we expressed as to the appearance and
cjuality of this apple.

important—Farmers

.

It is often desirable, when wishing to secure

suitable Farm Hands, such as Teamsters, Milk-

ers, Plowmen, etc., to know just where to find

them, and so avoid being imposed upon by the

numberless tramps with which the country

abounds. The city is a place where large num-
bers of men from all parts of the country con-

gregate, and among the number many good,

strong able-bodied farmers are to be found
awaiting employment. Messrs. Crosett & Co.,.

623 and 625 Clay street, are daily receiving ap-

plications from these sturdy yeomanry, com-

posed of Germans, Scandinavians, Americana
and Irish, who wish to be sent out to work on
some farm, and should any of our readers wish

to avail themselves of the opportunity to pro-

cure such persons for any work they wish ac-

complished, they can address, giving full par-

ticulars, Crosett & Co. , 623 and 625 Clay street,

San Francisco, and particular attention will be

given to supply them with good men.

TO QUERISTS.

In propounding questions to the editorial, patent or bus-

iness departments of this office, letter writer* should be
careful to enclose a stamp and addressed envelope If

they wish prompt answer. If we were to furnish time, pa-

per, envelojics and stamps, ALL free to parties who address

this office on matters of more interest to themselves than

to us, five hundred dollars a year would not cover the

expense. This hint, however, is not intended for parties

writing in our own or the public interest, or who would

be obliged to delay writing at any time for want of an ex-

tra stamp. '

The Best Fileholder.—After having used Dewey's

patent elastic hinge fileholder for over a year past, the

Vm cheerfully indorses it as the best newspaper file-

holder in existence, possessing important advantages over

any and all others in use. The holders are neat, light and
convenient, and the newspapors are placed in them with

the utmost facility and leaBt possible time and exertion.

Thjy are the simplest, handiest and cheapest of all. Any-
body keeping files of papers in reading rooms, offices or at

home, should send at once to the proprietor, A. T.

Dewey, San Francisco, and get the only proper fileholder.

Samples by mail fifty cents.— (fold Hill Newt.

"Cash Paid Promptly."—May Bros.' Galesburg, 111.

want to hire agents for their late improved Windmill, the

cheapest, strongest and best in use. Retail price, $50.

Write for terms.

The Raby Clothes Line Holder —New inven-

tion; Everybody wants it; best thing out for agents,

State and county rights at low figures. For particulars'

address W. W. FLETCHER,
Loudonville, Ohio.
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Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are

not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-

urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE, ETC.

San Francisco, Wednesday, January 2d, 1878.

The usual broken week has passed in trade, and al-

though little has been done, the situation is now one of

expectancy and eagerness to launch upon the trade of the

new year. Many merchants are now busy with their an-

nual inventorying, and others a little fearful of the season

and the standing of their interior retail creditors. This

makes the present days somewhat dull, but the feeliug is

hopeful.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for Wheat to the

Produce Exchange during the days of last week has been

as recorded in the following table:

Thursday. .

.

^ Friday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday .

Cal. Average.

12s 7d@12s lid
12s 8d@12s lid
12s 8d(»12s lid
12s 8d(312s lid
New Year holiday.

12s 8d(312s lid

Club.

12s 10d@13s 2d
12s lld@13s 3d
12s lld@13s 3d
12s lld@13s 3d
New Year holiday.

12s lld@13s 3d

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce Exchange

compare with same date in former years as follows:

Average. Club.

1875 10s 6d@lls — lis —@lls 6d

1876 10s 10d<ails 2d lis —@lls 6d

1877 12s 8d@12s lid 12s lld@13s 3d

The Foreign Review.
London, January 1st.—The Mark Lane Express says:

The appearance of the young Wheat plant is satisfactory,

in spite of the germination of grain having been slow,

owing to ths saturated condition of the soil. The weather
has been very severe in Scotland, but in the south a fair

breadth of land is under Wheat. In other districts, farm
labor is still much behind hand. The position of the
Grain trade at Mark Lane and the Provinces is decidedly
strong, and with the turn of the year it is likely that con-

siderable activity will ensue. Supplies of English Wheat
continue very limited, and though holders have not been
able to obtain higher prices, the tendency has certainly

been in their favor. Imports of foreign Wheat into Lon-
don have been more moderate, last Monday's returns
showing a total of only 48,000 quarters, this decrease
being due to a falling off in the arrivals of Indian produce
and the closing up of the North Russian ports. The mo9t
noticeable feature of the week has been a revival of the
demand for Wheat from country millers, who have pur-
chased more freely at the extreme prices of the previous
week, and on Friday at an advance of 6d to Is perquarter.
A steady Continental demand is also observable, as ex-
ports continue at the rate of 8,000 and 9,000 quarters per
week, and a fair outward movement invariably exercises a
hardening effect on prices. Stocks of Wheat in London
are considerable, but consist mainly of Calcutta, and
other hard varieties. The price of American, and such
descriptions as are valued for their flour-producing prop-
erties, has been in no wise depressed. The- increased

country demand is a natural result of the wants of the
country after a deficient harvest. It is not unreasonable
to look for a hardening of prices, now that there is likely

to be a diminution in the scale of imports. There have
been numerous arrivals of Maize cargoes at ports of call,

and there are more sellers than buyers, but 20s 9d(t*30s

have been paid for mixed American. The spot trade for

this article has been steady, and last week s prices were
well maintained. The arrival of Wheat cargoes at ports
of call have been so moderate, and the demand so steady,

that prices have been well supported. Barley is steady,
while Maize, under the pressure of large arrivals, has
ruled in buyers' favor.

Freiprnts and Charters.
For the first time in several months, says the Commer-

cial News, the freight market shows an improvement,
slight, to be sure, but still sufficient to warrant the belief

that bedrock had been reached and that a reaction has set

in. Wooden ships are now worth £1 12s 6d to Liverpool,
and iron ships £1 15s. Any lower rate would undoubt-
edly be refused. Experts place the total amount of Wheat
in the State available for export at about 75,000 tons,
which, if we are favored with seasonable rains, will come
on the market. At present exporters are unwilling to
take up tonnage owing to the difficulty of procuring suita-
ble cargoes. At the close we have nominally 35,019 tons
in port disengaged, though a considerable amount will lay
up for the new crop, 14,223 tons miscellaneous, and 17,667
tons to load Wheat. The transactions for the week have
been: Br ship John Gambles, 1,066 tons, Wheat to Liver-
pool, £1 15s, chartered in England; ship Annie H. Smith,
1,503 tons, Wheat to Liverpool, £1 12s 6d; Cork, U. K.,

£1 15s; Continent, £2; Br ship Centaur, 1,571 tons, Wheat
to Liverpool, £1 12s 6d.

Eastern Orain Markets.
New York, December 30th. -The general markets have

shown a dullness during the week, peculiar to the holiday
season, but in some kinds of produce, such as Breadstuffs
and Provisions, there has been an increased export move-
ment, based largely upon more warlike advices from
Europe, and the downward tendency of prices has been
checked. The large purchases of Beef, Pork and Mutton,
in addition to Grain, for English account, are interpreted
by many as indicative of a probable involvement of Eng-
land in the war iu the East. Heavy stores of Wheat in
southern Russia, and reported large purchases there for
English account in depreciated Russian currency, coupled
with possible mediation and peace, serve to render specu-
lators cautious, and the transactions of the week have
been confined to the execution of imperative orders.

Home trade is rather below the usual light average at this

period of the year. The summer-like weather has re-

stored the demand for winter fabrics—in clothing, dry
goods and the fur trade—and it has retarded Pork-packing
operations and marketing of Hogs in the West.
Chicago, December 29th. -The week's markets on 'Change

have been less prolific of developments than usual, as but
little more than half the week has been devoted to business
—the rest being the holiday season. Wheat on Wednesday
opened higher, and good firm prices prevailed throughout
until to-day, when, with a fafr demand, there was a de-

cided drop in prices. Sales were made at $1.08i@$l.ll
Corn was lower, and gradually declined, with no very
large movement or demand. Sales were made at 42J@43^c
Oats were unsettled in a small way, and became easier by
degrees, with sales at 24J<325c. Pork weakened percepti-
bly from a firm opening, going down and then reviving
just at the close. Sales were made at S11.374<3$11.874.
Lard opened steady and firm, but closed weak ; sales at
$7.55@$7.75. Receipts for the week: Wheat, 331,000 bush
els; Corn, 124,000 bushels; Oats, 89,000 bushels. Ship-
ments: Wheat, 192,000 bushels; Corn, 114,000 bushels;
Oats, 49,000 bushels. Receipts same time last year:
Wheat, 197,000 bushels; Corn, 581,000 bushels; Oats, 128,-
000 bushels. Shipments: Wheat, 86,000 bushels; Corn,
212,000 bushels; Oats, 64,000 bushels. These figures show
a tremendous aggregate decline in the movement, which
is fully accounted for by the condition of the country
roads. Closing cash prices are: Wheat, S1.08J; Corn,
42jc; Oats, 44Jc; Rye, 56c; Barley, 57c; Pork, $11.50;
Lard, S7.57JO.

Crop Reports.
New York, December 27th.—A Tribune Washington

special says: Reports thus far received at the Department
of Agriculture, and which will be compiled and published,
indicate that the Wheat crop of this country for 1877 was
about 360,000,000 bushels, or about 50,000,000 bushels
greater than for any previous year. The Corn crop is

estimated from the same report at 1,300,000,000 bushels.
The crops of Oats and Potatoes are correspondingly large.
Of Wheat it is estimated that 110,000,000 bushels can be
spared for export.

Eastern Wool Markets.
New York, December 30th.—There is little of impor-

tance that can be said regarding the Wool market. This,
the last week of the year, as is usually the case, has been
devoted by manufacturers to looking around, and, as a
rule, the few purchases made are deliverable after the 1st
of the month, so that the amounts will not be included in
the accounts of 1877. In holding off the market, manu-
facturers, it is believed, are pursuing a very foolish pol-
icy, as but little doubt exists as to the stability of prices,
and from the present prospects values are likely soon to
take a turn upward. The telegraphic advices from San
Francisco, giving the stock of Fall there as 750,000 lbs,

has given a firm tone to the market here and holders are
less inclined to seek buyers. Texas continues neglected,
but current prices are firm. Fleeces are taken only in
small parcels, but steady prices rule. Sales for the week
are: 10,000 tbs Australian at 46c; 96,000 ths Western Texas,
18@24c; 3,000 tbs snper pulled, 39<340c; 55,000 lbs No. 1,

X and XX Ohio, 42^@46c; 5,000 lbs Wisconsin, 40£c; 4,000 lbs

half-blood Western, 41Jc; 27,000 lbs unwashed do, 27@
27Je; and 11,000 lbs Georgia, 251 bags s»per pulled, 60 do
extra do, 25 do black do, 17 do No. 2 do and 3.000 tbs

medium New Jersey and 8,000 lbs fine unwashed Western
—on private terms.

Philadelphia, December 28th.—Wool is in fair demand,
but sales are light, owing to a broken week, and manu-
facturers taking account of stock. Ohio, Pennsylvania,
West Virginia XX and above, 44@47c; X, 43@45c;
medium, 44@46c; coarse, 35@40c. New York, Michigan,
Indiana and Western fine, 39@42c; medium, 44@45c;
coarse, 35(336c; combing, washed, 50(356c; do unwashed,
36@37c; Canada combing, 50@51c; fine unwashed, 2S(t*

30c; coarse and medium unwashed, 29(332c; tub washed,
40(344c; Colorado fine and medium, 18@25c; do coarse for
carpets, 17@18c; No. 1 and super pulled, 30@36c; extra
and merino pulled, 37(340e; Texas fine and medium, 20@
25c; do coarse, 14@16Jc; California fine and medium, 25
@30c; do coarse, 22@27c.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts of Domes-

tic Produce for the week ending at noon to-day, as com-

pared with the receipts of previous weeks:

Articles.

Flour, quarter sacks

.

Wheat, centals
Barley, centals

Beans, sacks
Corn, centals

Oats, centals

Potatoes, sacks
Onions, sacks
Wool, bales
Hops, bales

Hay, bales

Week. Week. Week. Week.
Dec. 12. Dec. 19. Dec. 26. Jan. 2.

15,881

147,937

8,652
778

5,379
1,501

19,270

2,449
287
39

1,122

72,847
81,518
14,143

727
2,258

10,440
15,953

755
331
81

870

Bag's—An advance is noted in hand-sewed Wool Sacks.

Other Bags are unchanged and the trade of the week has

been very limited.

Barley—Barley is purchasable at a point lower than a

week ago. There are few transactions, but the Barley is

firmly held We note sales during the week: 1,000 sks

light Chevalier Feed, $1,624; 40 sks old Bay Feed, $1.65;

500 do dark Coast do, $1.60.

Beans—Receipts of Beans have been small and high

prices are maintained.

Corn—A decline has occurred. We note sales: 150

sks large White, S1.57J; 450 do large Yellow, $1,574; 220

do small Round, $1.76.

Dairy Produce—Butter prices are unchanged and

dealers report the trade dull. Supplies seem still in excess

of requirements. Pickled and Firkin Butter can be bought

at considerable concession from rates prevailing a month

ago.

Eggs—Eggs are weak and sold at a decline of 5c per

dozen.

Feed—All prices are stationary. Hay sales: 64 tons

Wild Oat at $16; 38 do Cow, $14 per ton.

Fruit—Apples from Oregon are abundant. Straw-

berries are still received but are neglected. Some fine

grapes, considering the season, have sold as high as $4

per box.

Hops—The local market is reported without transac-

tions of any amount, although negotiations for sale are

plenty. Emmet Wells reports the New York market for

the week ending December 21st as follows:

There is a continued demand for low grades at a cost of
from 5 to 7c, our quotations on all other descriptions be-
ing for the present nominal. There is a marked falling

off in the receipts; the shipments to Europe, however,
continue quite liberal, thus preventing much accumula-
tion of stock here. According to the reports from Lon-
don, our Hops seem to be meeting with the usual good
favor in that market, owing probably to their soundness
of character and cheapness. Our home brewers are also
stocking up more freely, feeling assured that prices are
low enough, and as an investment they can't do better
than lay in a year's supply.

Oats—Oats are unchanged. Sale 300 sks good Coast

Feed, $1.90.

Onions—Times are ruinous for Onions. The receipts

have been far in excess of the demand and it has been

impossible to clear the wharves at any price. We are

told that sales were made at 10c per sack. Prices to-day

are quotable at 25c per sack to 62jc per ctl, according to

quality.

Potatoes—Potatoes have advanced, as shown in our

list. New Potatoes are beginning to arrive and prices

will be determined by our next report.

Provisions—There is no change in prico and but

little doing. Provision merchants arc not pushing sales

just now.

Poultry—Poultry has sold fairly but with nothing

like the Christmas activity. The market is now quiet.

Vegetables— Beets have advanced to $1.50 per ctl

and carrots have slightly improved. Marrowfat Squash

is $1 lower per ton for the best lots.

Wheat—Some of the largest mills have shut down

for the time being and there is comparatively no demand

for Milling Wheat. The best Shipping is slightly ad-

vanced. We note sales: 792 ctls choice Walla Walla Club,

to a shipper, $2.32J; 266 ctls Superfine, $2.05; 1,300 do

good Shipping, alongside.

Wool—Prices are unchanged except a possible im-

provement of lc for the choicest. We note sales: 6,000

tt>B Colusa County, 16c; 220,000 lbs various grades, 12@20c.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
rWHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m., January 2, 1878.

BEANS* Almonds, hd shl lb 6 (3
Bayo. ctl 4 00(34 25 Softsh'l.. 12

*

Butter 3 00 (33 20
~

Pea 3 30 (33 45
Red 3 75 @4 00
Pink 3 85 @4 124
Sm'l White 3 20 "33 25
Lima 4 25 («4 50

RROOM CORN
Common, lb 2 @
Choice 3 (3

CHICtORV,
California 4 @ 4$
German 6£@ 7

COTTON.
Cotton, lb 15 (3 18

DAIRV PRODUCE, ETC.
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll, lb 275(8 32.

Point Reyes 32l(a —
Pickle Roll 2240* 27i

FirHln 22}(3 26
Western Reserve.. 174(3. 20
New York — @ —

CHEESE.
Cheese, Cal, lb... . 19(3 21
Eastern 18 @ 20
N. Y. State 21 @ 22*

EGGS.
Cal. fresh, doz.... 424@ 45
Ducks' 35 (3 —
Oregon 35 @ 40
Eastern 30 ft* 40
do Pickled 20 @ 25

EEED.
Bran, ton 27 50 (828 50
Corn Meal 38 00 (340 00
Hay 14 00 @23 00
Middlings 40 00 (3

Oil Cake Meal. ..44 00 (3

Straw, bale 75 (g 80
FLOUR.

Extra, bbl 7 124(37 50
Superfine 5 50 <c6 00
Graham 6 00 (§6 75

FRESH .MEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 61 7
Second 5 (3 64
Third 4 @ 4}

Mutton 4a@ 5
Spring Lamb — @ —
Pork, undressed... 5 (3 5^
Dressed 7i<S 71

Veal 5 @ 6J
Milk Calves 6 (3 7

GRAIN. ETC.
Barley, feed, ctl...l 60 @1 65
Brewing 1 70 (31 15

Chevalier 1 80 @1 85
Buckwheat 1 50 tgil 55
Corn. White 1 55 @1 60
Yellow 1 65 @1 60
Small Round.. ..1 70 (31 75

Oats 1 70 -32 00
Milling 2 00 ict2 12£

Rye 2 40 (£2 45
Wheat, Shipping.. 2 30 (32 35
Milling 2 35 @ —

HIDES.
Hides, dry 17 @ 174
Wet salted 8 @ 9

HONEY. ETC.
Beeswax, lb 30@ 31

Honey in comb. ... 18 (3 224
do, No 2 124@ 15
Dark 12|@ 15
Strained 12J(a 14

HOPS.
Shipping 8 @ 10

Choice brands— 10 @ 11

NUTS-Jobbiiig.
Walnuts, Cal 8 (3 10

do, Chile 7 (3. 8

Brazil 14 (8 16
Pecans 17 <3 18
Peanuts.'. '3 (3 5
Filberts 15 @ 16

ONIONS.
Alviso 25 @ 621
Union City, ctl.... 25 @ 624
Stockton 25 @ 62$
Sacramento River. 25 (3 624

POTATOES.
Petaluma, ctl 1 25 (91 50
Humboldt 1 50 '31 624
Culfey Cove — (cfc —
Early Rose, new. 1 75 u»l 90
Half Moon Bay... — @ —
Kidney 1 25 @1 50
Sweet 75 @1 00
POULTRY di GAME.

Hens, doz 6 00 (37 00
Roosters 5 00 (37 00
Broilers 5 50 (36 00
Ducks, tame 7 50 (38 50
do, Mallard 2 50 @3 00

Geese, pair 2 00 (32 50
Wild Gray 1 50 (32 00
White 75 .31 00

Turkeys 16 (3 20
do, Dressed 18 @ 23

Snipe, Eng 1 25 @1 50
do, Common 75 @1 00

Rabbits 1 00 @
Hare 1 50 @ —
Quail 1 25 <§ -
venison 5 (3 8

PROVISIONS.
Cal. Bacon, L't, lb 134(3
Medium 125(3
Heavy 12 @

Lard 11 (3
Cal. Smoked Beef 94(3
Eastern — @

Shoulders, Cover'd 84@
Hams, Cal 12 @
Dupee's 154@
Boyd'B — (3
Davis Bros' 154@
Magnolia — (3
Whittaker 16 @

SEEDS.
Alfalfa
Canary 7 (3
Clover, Red 18 @
White 50 @

Cotton 6 @
Flaxseed 34(8
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 (g
Perennial 35 (3

Millet 10 @
Mustard, White... 8 @ —
Brown 24(3 34

Rape 3 (3 4
Ky Blue Grass 20 @ —
2d quality 18 @ —

Sweet V Grass 1 00 @ —
Orchard 30 @ 35
Red Top 18 (3 20
Hungarian 8 @ 12
Lawn 50 @ —
Mesquit 20 @ 25
Timothy 9 @ 94

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 6i@ 6J
Refined 8i@ 9

WOOL. ETC.
FALL.

Burry
Southern, free. . .

.

San Joaquin, free.

Choice Northern.
Burry, Northern..

14

122
124
14
10

lj
124
16

16

164

6 @ 12

12

10 @
11 <a
li @
16 @
14 (3

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
[WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m., January 2, 1878.

RAGS-Jobblnss.
Eng Standard Wheat. 9 '3 94
Neville & Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36.. 9 @ 94
24x36 -@—
23x40 -@—
Machine Swd, 22x36. 9 (3 9J

Flour Sacks, halves.. . . 84(^104
Quarters 5,(3 64
Eighths 4 @ 41

Hessian, 60 inch 15 @—
45 inch 84@
40 inch —@ —

Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed, 34 lb.. 45 ?50
Machine Sewed 42^(3—
4 lb do 474(3—

Standard Gunnies 15 @

—

CANDLES.
Crystal Wax 17 @174
Eagle 14 @—
Patent Sperm 25 (330

CANNED GOODS.
Assorted Pie Fruits,

24 lb cans 2 75 @3 00
Table do 3 75 (34 25

Jams and Jellies. .4 25 @ —
Pickles, hf gal 3 50 @ —
Sardines, qr box..l 65 (ml 90
Hf Boxes 3 00 @ —

Preserved Beef,
2 ft), doz 4 00 <a —
do Beef, 41b.doz.6 50 @ —

Preserved Mutton,
2 It), doz 4 GO @ —

Beef Tongue 6 50 @ —
Preserved Ham,
2 lb, doz 6 50 (3 —

Deviled Ham, 1 lb,

doz 5 50 @ —
do Ham, *lb doz.3 .00 @ —
COAL—Jobbing.

Australian, ton.. 7 75 (W 8 00
Coos Bay 6 50 (3 7 00
Bellingham Bay. 6 50 @- -

Seattle 7 00 @—
Cumberland 14 00 @
Mt Diablo 4 75 @ 6 75
Lehigh 22 00 (3

Liverpool 7 00 @ 8 00
West Hartley. .. 7 50 (3 8 00
Scotch 7 00 (3 8 00
Scranton 13 00 (316 00
Vancouver Id . . . 7 50 (3— —
Charcoal, sack.. . 75 (3

Coke, bbl 60 @
COFFEE.

Sandwich Id, lb. 214@
Costa Rica 19 @ 19,

Guatemala 19 <3 19i

Java 25 (3

Manila 19 @ 19J
Ground, in cs... 25 (g

FISH.
Sac'to Dry Cod.. 5 @ 6
do hi cases. . 64(3 7

Eastern Cod 7J(3
Salmon, hbls.... 9 00 (310 00
Hf bbls 4 75 (3 5 25
2 lt> cans 3 10 ©3 20

Pkld Cod, bbls. .22 00 (3

Hf bbls 11 00 @
Mackerel, No. 1,

Hf Bbls 11 5) (312 00
In Kits 3 0) (3

Ex Mess 3 75 (3
1'kld Herring, bx 3 00 (3 3 50
Boston Smkd H'k i) @ 50

LIME, Etc.
Lime, Sta Cruz,
bbl 2 00 &** 25

Cement, Rosen-
dale 2 75 @ 3 50
Portland 4 75 @ 5 50

Plaster, Golden
Gate Mills.... 3 00 @ 3 25

Laud Plaster, tn 10 00 @12 50
NAILS.

Ass'ted sizes, keg 3 25 @ 4 00
OILS.

Pacific Glue Co's
Neatsfoot, No 1.1 00 @ 90

Castor. No 1 1 10 (3 —
do, No. 2 1 00 @ —

Baker's A A 1 25 (31 30
Olive, Plagniol....5 25 @5 75
Possel 4 75 @5 25

Palm, lb 9 (3 —
Linseed, Raw, bbl . 77 @ —
Boiled 80 (3 -

Cocoanut 60 (3 —
Cbinanut.cs 68 @ 70
Sperm 1 60 (31 65
Coast Whales 60 (3 65
Polar, refined 60 @ -
Lard 1 10 @1 15
Oleophine 27 @ —
Devoe's Bril't 27 (3 30
Photolite 29@ —
Nonpariel. . . , 50 @ —
Eureka 224<3 25
Barrel kerosene. . . 22A@ 25
Downer Ker 224(3 25
Elaine 45 (3 —

PAINTS.
Pure White Lead. 95(3 10J
Whiting 1J@ —
Putty 4 (3 5
Chalk H(# —
Paris White 2l@ —
Ochre 34@ —
Venetian Red 34@ —
Averill Mixed
Paint, gal.

White & tints. . .2 00 (32 40
Green, Blue &
Ch Yellow 3 00 @3 50
Light Red 3 00 (33 50
Metallic Roof... 1 30 @1 60

RICE.
China No. 1, lb.... 6 (3 64
Hawaiian 5 @ 5j

SALT.
Cal. Bay, ton.... 15 00 (325 00
Common 10 00 («;12 00

Carmen Id 15 00 @25 00
Liverpool fine. . .26 00 H'W 00

SOAP.
Castile, lb 10 (3 104
Common brands. . 44@ 6
Fancy brands 7 (3. 8

SPICES.
Cloves, lb 45 (3 50
Cassia 221(3 25

Nutmegs 85 (3 90
Pepper Grain 15 (3 17

Pimento 15 (^ 16
Mustard, Cal,

4 lb glass 1 50 @ —
SUCiAR, ETC.

Cal. Cube, lb 12j@ -
Powdered 13 (3 —
Fine crushed 13 (3 —
Granulated 121(3 —
Golden 101<# 104

Hawaiian 10 (3 11

Cal. Syrup, kgs... 70 (3 —
Hawaiian Mol'sses 26 (g 30

TEA.
Young Hyson,
Moyune, etc 35 @ 50

Country pekd Gun-
powder & Im-
perial 60 @ 60

Hyson 30 (3 35
Fooo-Chow 35 @ 60
Japan, 1st quality 40 © 60
2d quality 25 <0 35

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
fWHOLESALE. ]

Wednesday m., January 2, 1878.

FRUIT MARKET.
Apples, box 75 @ 1 50
Bananas, bnch.. 2 50 (3 5 00
Cocoanuts. 100.. 7 00 (3 8 00
Cranberries, bbl 12 50 @
Grants, box 75 (as 1 00

do, Muscat ... 1 00 (3 1 60
do, Black Mor. 1 25 (S 1 50

Limes, Mex 7 50 (312 50
do, Cal 2 50 (3 3 50

Lemons, Cal M. 25 00 (330 00
Sicily, bx 10 00 @

Oranges, Mex,
M 15 00 (325 00
Tahiti @
Cal 25 00 @

Pears, box 75 (3 1 00
Winter Nellis... 1 50 (g 1 75
Pineapples, doz. 8 00 (310 00
Plums, lb 6 @ —
Prunes 5 @ 7

DRIED FRUIT.
Apples, lb 4 (3
Apricots 10 @
Citron 23 (3
Dates 9 (3
Figs, Black 4 (3

White 6 (3 8
Strawber'sch'st.20 00 (3
Peaches 74@ 8
Pears 4 (3 8
Plums 3 (3 4
Pitted 124® 15

Prunes 12j@ 16
Raisins, Cal bx 1 00 (3 2 00
do, Halves. .. 1 25 (3 2 25
do, Quarters. 1 50 (3 2 50
Blowers' 2 75 @
Malaga 2 75 (3 3 23

Zante Currants.. 8 (3. 10

VEGETARLES.
Asparagus, lb...— 40 (3— —
Beets, ctl 1 50 (3
Cabbage,- 100 lbs 1 25 (3 1 50
Carrots, ctl 50 (3 55
Cauliflower, doz 50 (§ 75
Garlic, New. tb.

.

Lettuce, doz
Parsnips, tb

Horseradish
Squash, Marrow

fat, tn 5 00 (3 7 00
Turnips, ctl 1 60 @— —
White 1 00 @

14@- 2
10 ©
1 (3

4 @— 6

LEATHER.
TWHOLESALE.

|

Wednesday m.. January 2.

Sole Leather, heavy, lb 26 Q
Light 22 <(

Jodot, 8 Kil., doz 48 00 <s

11 to 13 Kil 65 00
14 to 19 Kil 80 00 G
Second Choice, 11 to 16 Kil 55 00 $

Cornellian, 12 to 16 Kil 57 00 6
Females, 12 to 13 Kil 63 00 (<

14 to 16 Kil 71 00 «
Simon Ullmo, Females, 12 to 13 Kil 58 00 (i

14 to 15 Kil 66 00 6
16 to 17 Kil 72 00 <i

Simon, 18 Kil 61 00 (i

20 Kil 65 00 «
24 Kil 72 00 i

Robert Calf, 7 and 9 Kil 35 00
KipB, French, lb 1 00 (j

Cal. doz 40 00 d
French Sheep, all colors 8 00 d
Eastern Calf for Backs, lb 1 00 (<

Sheep Roans for Topping, all colors, doz 9 00 (j

For Linings 5 50 (i

Cal. Russet, Sheep Linings 1 75 ^
Boot Legs, French Calf, pair 4 00 (
Good French Calf 4 00 d
Best Jodot Calf 5 00 (j

Leather, Harness, lb 35 (,

Fair Bridle, doz 48 00
Skirting, lb 33 (,

Welt, doz 30 00
Buff, ft 18 (

Wax Side 17 <

LUMBER.
Wednesday m., January 2, 1878.

CARGO PRICES OF
REDWOOD.

Rough, M 14 00
Refuse 10 00
Clear 24 00
Clear Refuse 14 00

Rustic 27 50
Refuse 20 00

Surfaced 24 00
Refuse 14 00

Flooring 26 00
Refuse 14 00

Beaded Flooring 26 00
Refuse 14 00

Half-inch Siding 20 00
Refuse 16 00

Half-inch Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 15 00

Half-inch Battens 18 00
Pickets, Rough 12 00
Rough, Pointed 14 00
Fancy, Pointed 18 00

Shingles 2 00

I'K.l.T SOIND PINE.
RETAIL PKIOB.

Rough, M 18 00
Fencing 18 00
Flooring and Step 28 00
Narrow 30 00
2d quality 25 00

Laths 3 50
Furring, lineal ft I

REDWOOD.
RETAIL price.

Rough, M 18 00
Refuse 15 00

Pickets, Rough 18 00
Pointed 20 00
Fancy 25 00

Siding 22 50
Surfaced & Long Beaded30 00
Flooring 32 50
Refuse 22 50

Half-inch Surfaced 32 50
Kustic, No. 1 32 50
Battens, lineal ft

Shingles. M 2 25

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.

Butter, California
Choioe, tt>

Cheese
Eastern

Lard, Cal
Eastern

Flour, ex. fam, bbl8
Com Meal, lb

Sugar, wh. crshd
Light Brown

Coffee, Green
Tea, Fine Black...
Finest Japan. ...

Candles, Admt'e .

.

Soap, Cal

Wednesday m., January 2. 1878.

Rice
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1 50
Cau'd Oysters doz2 00
Syrup, S F Gold'n 75
Dried Apples, tb.. 10 1,

Ger. Prunes 124<<

Figs. Cal 9 1

Peaches 11
OilB. Kerosene 50 1

Wines, Old Port. ..3 50 1

French Claret 1 00 1

Cal, doz bot 3 00 (.

Whisky, O K, gal. .3 50 @5 00
French Brandy. . ..4 00 @8 00

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Shtro & Co.]

San Francisco, January 2. 3 p. m.

Legal Tenders in 8. F., 11 a. m., 971(3972. Silver, 4J@5
Gold in New York. 102|.

Gold Bars, 890(3910. Silver Bars, 8(315 $ cent, dis-
count.
Exchange on New York, J%; on London bankers, 494;

Commercial 50; Paris, five francs $ dollar; Mexican
dollars. 93.

London Consols, 94 11-16; Bonds, 105J.
Quicksilver in S. F.. by the flask. 38 lb. 46<3474<J.

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending January 1, 1878.

HIGHEST AND LOWEST BAROMETER.

Dec 26 Dec. 27 Dec. 28 Dec. 29 Dec. 30 Dec. 31 Jan.

30.24
30.10

30.18
30.09

30.11
30.07

30.17
30.07

30.19 30.18
30.13 30.13

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.

79

N

I
S

I

I
88

I

I
N

I

68
46

63
44

MEAN DAILY Ill'MIDlTY.

81
I

63
I

07

PREVAILING WIND.
E

i
N

I
N

71

N

30.26
30.20

62
43

N

94 60
I

WIND—MILES TRAVELED.
97

I
181

I
03

I
90

I
152

STATE OK WEATHER.
Clear. |

Fair.
|

Rainy.
|

Clear.
| Clear. I Cleaa

|
Clear.

RAINKALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

I I
.36 I

I 1 I

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877. 4.90 in.

San Lorenzo, December 6th, 1877.

Messrs. Dewey & Co.—Gentlemen: I received the Let,

ters Patent for my invention 011 the 5th hist. , and beg
to thank you for the gentlemanly and business-like man-
ner in which you have dealt with me from the beginning
of my application. I shall always feel it a pleasure to
recommend you to all I come iu contact with who need
Letters Patent. Respectfully, Wm. Daj.k.
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Nurserymen.

J. ROCK'S NURSERIES,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

for Sale this] seaso: a Large and Complete Stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

Evergreens, Shrubs, and Flowering Plants,

ORANGE AND LEMON TREES,

AMERICAN AND JAPANESE PERSIMMON, NUT

BEARING TREES IS larob VARIETY. HARDY

PALMS AND ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.

A Large Assortment of Small Fruits, Etc.

<y For complotc List send for a Catalogue.

JOHN ROCK, San Jose. Cal.

STOCKTON NURSERIES.
Established in 1853.

W. B. WEST, Proprietor,

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES.

Evergreens, Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants

Comprising everything NEW and RARE in my li"e.

SPECIALTIES:

Raisin Grapes, Figs, Oranges, Lem . s,

AND OTHER TROPICAL FRUITS.

I have imported superior Figs and Raisin Grapes direct

from the place of their nati\ity in Europe, and having
propagated large quantities, can' now offer them to the
trade and public on the Most Reasonable Terms

S3S~ Send for catalogue and further information.

Established over 20 Years in Sacramento.

% Trees & Plants
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NUR.
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FULL ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NURSERY LINE,
130TH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT

LOWEST MARKET RATES.

ALSO, A VERY LARGE AND COMPLETE ASSORT-
MENT OF FIELD. GARDEN. LAWN AND TREE

SEEDS, WHICH WE OFFER AT VERY
LOW RATES, BOTH TO THE TRADE
AND PLANTER IN LARGE

OR SMALL LOTS.

Catalogues, Price-LiBts, and Printed Directions free on
application. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO.,
Nos. 6, 8 and 10 J Street, Sacramento

HANNAY BROS'. NURSERY,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Large and splendid stock of Fruit, Shade and Ornamcn
tal Trees, Vine<, Plants, etc. Apple, Pear, Cherry, Peach,

Apricot, Almond, (Quince, Olive, Fig, Grapevines and
small fruits assorted.

Eucalyptus, Cypress, Pine. Acacia,
Pepper, Elm, Poplar, Etc.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Our trees are well grown, stalky and healthy, and those
wishing to plant in large or small quantities would do
well to call and see us before buying elsewhere.

Address,

HANNAY BROS' , San Jose, Cal

100,000 Blackberry Plants for Sale.
New varieties. The Early Cluster, Vina Seedling. Mis-

souri Mamu.oth. Kittatiuuy and Deering Cluster. Price i&
per 100. 5.000 Gooseberry plants, of the Houghton ami
American Seedlings; these varieties ale free from mildew,
and are strong growers and enormous hearers, price. $8 per
100 hy mail. ¥'J per dozen. Black Naiiles Currant, £1 each

I will give satisfactory pro.. f from two reliable gentlemen
who have realized over fTSC per acre from these varieties of
Blackberry plants last year.
Cherry Cranberry plants deliv.-red and planted out for

SIjO per acre, if not less than 50 acres, or I will take an In-
terest in the same of ten acres.
On large ordera, time of payment will be given, for part

of the money, with good Beeurity. H. NYLAND,
Isleton, Sacramento Couuty,' Cal

L. M. NEWS0M,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs' Hotel, East Oak-

land, Alameda County, Cal.

E HAS FOR SALE EVERYTHING DESIRABLE IN THE

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.
A large stock of Belgian C nnellias and Azaleas,

Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

FISHER, RICHARDSON & CO.'S NURSERY
San Padro St., near cor. of Washington,

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Have for sale all kinds of DecMuous Fruit Trees. Also
the leading varieties of Budded Orange and Lemon (inclu
ding our Thoruless Sweet Iiincl, of which we have a limited
number of trees and buds f„r sale), which we otfer at prices
to suit the tunes. We took the prize ou Budded Orange andLemon trees: also, on Deciduous trees at our Horticultural
Fair this Kail. Special attention given to mail orders Cor-
rcsjioudelice solicited, P. O. Box. t>7i;. Los Angeles, ( 'al.

J. A. FISHER, C. a RICHARDSON, J. O. VEYMOUR

FRUIT TREES,

ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Shrubs and Evergreens.

LARGE PALMS,

LARGE AURICARIAS,

LARGE TREE FERNS,

ORANGES & LEMONS

uasi.no the orowth or

ORANGES & LEMONS A SPECIALTY,

I offer one year grafted trees of the following sorts of

Oranges: Naval, Hill's, St. Michael, Konah, Sarmaretta,

Sumillo, Acapulco, Maltese Blood, Mission, Mediterranean

Sweet, Pernambuco, and Sicily and Lisbon Lemons, at

$35 per hundred, >vith twenty other varieties.

BERNARD S. FOX.

San Jose, Cal.

THE DIOSPYROS KAKI,

OR JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

Six Best Varieties. All Grafted^ Reliable.

Viz. : Imperial, oblong, vermillion in color, flesh Boft,

good cither fresh or dried. Stfion, oblong1

, rounded
apex, flesh BOhd and keeps well; early, very pro-
lific, but smaller. Dain\ut ^"Veddo's best fruit"', oblong,
rounded apex, color, yellowish red, flesh soft, fine Savored.
Mikado, flat or round shaped, flesh more solid, orange or
or yellow colored, (the same as grown by Col. Hnllister).

Yamato, resembles Imperial, but more productive
Taikiton, round, quite large, shade slightly green;
a great favorite in Western Japan.

SPECIMENS OF FKUT ON EXHIBITION

HENRY LOOMIS,
At TRUMBULL'S SEED STORE,

419 &421 Sansome St., San Francisco.

200,000
Australian Gum Trees for Sale,

T STRATION'S

Gum Tree Forest Nursery,
Hayward's, Alameda Co., Cal.

These trees are from five to twelve inches hifrh, trans-
planted regularly into boxes 30x20 inches square, Weljrh-
injr ISO pounds. 150 or 500 in each box, in splendid con-
dition for transplanting to their permanent location.

Price, $8 to $12 per l.OOO. Will contract to plant
the trees, or furnish superintendence, on low terms.
Cash must accompany orders for less than 850; or if

greater than that amoun
, city reference must be given.

Address, JAS. T. STKATTON,
Kast Oakland, Alameda County, Cal.

FRUIT TREES FOR SALE.

I wish to call the attention of those who expect to

plant out fruit trees ti e coming winter to the fact that 1

have a few thousand first-class trees which I offer for sale

at the usual rates. These trees were growII principally

for myself, on good lard, without iirigation, are stout and

stalky, ar hoiee varieties, and true to name. Also,

Eucalyptus Monterey Cypress. Call on or address,

W. W. SMITH, VacaviUe,

Solano County, Cal

SHINtVS NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also. Coffee. Cork Oak,
oliv.s. Guavas, English and Black Walnuts, Magnolias.
l.o<iuats. Butternuts, .small Fruits, Evergreens, Ktc. We
have a choice stock of the DiospyroB Kaki fjupantse Persim-
HUM,) of oar own growing, ai.o also, grafted stock imported
ilirect from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco

Or JAMES SHINN, Niles, Alameda Co., Cal.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs; tuich a& Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet
Sup, drape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, choice Oianges, Lemons and Kaisiu Grap s; with many
other rare plants trom all parts of the world- X)eseripti ve
catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

Fruit and Ornanental Trees.

Evergrreen Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants
Comprising Everything New and Rare.

ORANGE & LEMON TREES.
ONE TO FIVK YEARS' OLD, MAGNOLIAS, JAPAN
PERSIMMONS, PALMS, MONTEREY CYPRESS,
MONTEREY PINE, CAMELLIAS. BLUE Gl"MS,
(by the 100 or 1,000, very l°w . all transplant-

ed). ROSES, ETC.. AT THE LOWEST
MARKET RATES.

Agent for the Nurseries of B. S. Fox,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

TH0S. MEHERIN, 516 Battery Street
San Francisco, Cal.

THE GREAT BLOOMINGTON NURSERY
Founded and managed by Mr. Franklin K. Phcenix, baa
now passed into my possession, and the immense assort-

ment of nursery stock must be disposed of. I orris
ros CASH

APPLE SEEDLINGS, (For Grafting)
1,000 First-class for $ 3 00

10,000 First-class for 27 00
100,000 First-class for 200 00

1,000 Second-class for 2 00
10,000 Second-class for 10 00

APPLE CIONS, (Our Assortment).
1,000 Good Varieties 8 1 00

10,000 Good Varieties 8 00

APPLE ROOT IGRAFTS, (Best Assortment).
1,000 Assorted for 8 3 50

10,000 Assorted for 30 00
100,000 Assorted for 280 00

An immense stock of choice Apple Trees, Peach, ( herrv.
Pear, Plum, Evergreens, Ornamental and Shade Trees,
Hedge Plants, etc , for sale at prices which defv compe-
tition. Address WILLIAM F. BAIRD. Trustee,

Blooruington, Illinois.

PETALUMA NURSERIES.
(Established in 1850 ]

WM. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR-

£3TFor sale a general assortment of Fruit Trees, Ever-
green Trees and Shrubbery. Our trees are all grown
without irrigation and the wood is well matured. Cata-
logue and price list furnished on application. Address

WM. SEXTON, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal

FRUIT TREES AT REDUCED PRICES

100,000 Apple Trees, also a large stock of other Fruit
Trees, including Seedling and Budded Orange and Lemon
Trees very cheap Two year old apple Trees, 810 per
100.

MILTON THOMAS,
Los Angeles, Cal

PEPPER'S NURSFRIES.
Established in 1858.

For sale, a general assortment of Fruit Trees and Small
Fruits; Evergreen Trees and Shrubs in variety. Early
planting recommended. My Trees are grown without irri

gatioo; the wood is well ripened. I am prepared to Mil

oriiers as soon as the rainy season commences. Cata<

logues and price list furnished on application. Address,

W. H PEPPER, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal.

LOS GAT0S NURSERIES.

S NEWHALL, Proprietor, San Jose, Cal.

A large and general assortment of Fruit and Ornament; 1

Tre* s. Evergreens, Flowering Shrubs, Roses, Greenhouse
Plants. Grapevines and small fruits, etc. 20.0(10 fine Al-

mond on Almond stocks. I oftVr for sale a well assorted,
well grown and healthy stock. Low-topped stalky fruit tre.s

a specialty. Address,

S NEWHALL San Jose

Combined CATALOGUE

EVERYTHING

GARDEN
Numbering 175 pages, with Colored Plate,

SENT FREE
To our customers of past years, and to

all purchasers of our books, either

GARDENING FOR PROFIT,

PRACTICAL FLORICULTURE,
Or GARDENING FOR PLEASURE,

(Price $1.50 each, prepaid, by mail.)

To others, on receipt of 25c.

Plain Plant or Seed Catalogues, without
Plate, free to all.

[PETER HENDERSONS CO,
I
Seedsmen, Market Gardentrs and FlorUti,

35 Cortlandt St., New York.3HE
DAIRYMEN.

I will put into a cheese and butter firm for five or ten

years, 800 acres, near Los Angeles City, if dairymen will

put in experience, skill, labor, management and cows for

a fair share of the profits. Sixteen tons of alfalfa hay per

acre was the yield of some of the land this dry year. All the

land good for alfalfa, corn, barley, pumpkins and beets

Call before rain and see the land green with milk yielding

vegetation, from mere inches high to six feet. Every

acre artesian plow land. Wood! abundant. Artesian

water, cold for milk and plentiful, with river water for

irrigation. None need apply without skill, capital and

reputation.

J. H SHIELDS, Los Angeles City, Cal

REFINISHED AND MADE
I'P AS GOOD AS NEW. Send
for circular. Agi-ntg Wanted.

Waterproof Crape Refiuishiug Co., 811 MISSION ST.. S. F.

OLD CRAPE

Seedsmen.

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in and

GROWERS OF SEEDS,
Keep Constantly on hand a complete stock of Vegetable

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS
Also, Flowerino Plants, Bclbs, Frcit and

Ornamental Trees, Etc.

We call attention of farmers and country merchants to

our unusually low prices All seeds warranted

fresh, pure and reliable. A2TTrade

price list on application.

*.* We have just issued the most complete guide to the
Vegetable and Flower Garden ever issued U|>on this coast.

It is Handsomely Illustrated, and contains full descrip-

tions of Vegetables, Flowers, Grasses, Trees, etc., with
full instructions as to their culture; mailed free on appli-

lon.

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
(P. O. Box 1023.) 607 Sansome Street, S. F.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving. NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
HU E" CRASS. RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MEZOU1TE and other Grasses.

RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE
CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-

NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEa Dj together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street. - San Francisco.

My Annual Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed for 1878 w ill he sent free, in January,
to all who apply. Customers of last season need not
write for it. I offer one of the largest collections of veg-

etable seed ever sent out of any seed house in America, a

large portion of which were grown on my six seed farms.
Printed directum* fur Cultivation on each package. All

seed sold from my establishment warranted to be both
fresh and true to name; so far, that should it prove oth-

erwise I will refill the order gratis As the original In-

troducer of the Hubbard and Marblehead Squashes, the
Marblehead Cabbages, a score of other new vegetables.

1 invite the patronage of all who arc anxious to hare
their teed directly from the grower, fresh, true, and of
the vera In st strain. Nkw Vegetables a Specialty.

JAMES J H. GREGORY. Marblehead, Mass.

Fifty pages :t00 illustrations, with descriptions of

thousands of the best Flowers and Vegetables in the

world, and the way to grow tkem—mB for a Two Cent
postage stamp. Printed in German and English.

Vice's Flower and Vegetable Gariie.n.—50 cents in

paper covers; in elegant cloth covers, $1,

t ic k's Illustrated Monthly Magazine.- 32 pages, fine

illustrations, and colored plate in every number. Price,

81.25 a year; five copies for $5. Address,

JAMES TICK, Rochester, N. Y.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering

Bulbs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-

logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS i SONS, St Barclay Street, N. Y

CYPRESS AND GUM SEED.

Beautiful fresh Monterey Cypress seed from the finest trees

in California, delivered by mail for S3 per pound. Blue
Iron or Red Gum Seed, last crop, *3 per pound.

GEORGE R. BAILEY, Oakland. Cal.

HORSE SHOEING,

834 HOWARD STREET, Midway Between
Fourth and Fifth, San Francisco.

We shoe horses without burning the hoofs. Dunbar's

alone understand the treatment of diseased feet.

ALEX DUNBAR

TO NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS.

Wanted, situation as propagator; well up in propaga-
gation of ornamental plants, grafting conifre, etc Thir-

teen years' experience. Address

"PROPAGATOR," Los Angeles, Cal.
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HAVING PURCHASED THE BANKRUPT STOCK OF

LINFORTH, KELLOGG & CO.,

I OFFER FOR SALE THE

CELEBRATED MYERS' EXCELSIOR GANG PLOW.

At the Following Greatly Reduced
Prices for Cash.

10-INCH $70.00
12-inch 75.00

14-INCH 75.00

With two Extra Shares to Bach.

THIS IMPROVED GANG HAS MANY IMPROVED POINTS

OVER THE PRESENT GANGS NOW IN USE.

It Runs Lighter; Turns the Furrow Better; Lifts Easier out of the Ground and

is Stronger and Less Complicated than any other Plow.

BEAMS are made of WROUGHT IRON and very strong. PLOW BOTTOMS and SHARES are made of the

beat CAST CAST STEEL and very hard MOLD BOARDS, thicker than any other used. The Dovetail Bhare, re-

quiring no bolts, easily taken off and replaced with sharp ones without turning over the plow or losing any time.

Warranted to Work in all Kinds of Soil.

FOR SALE BY

DAVID N. HAWLEY, Agent, 211 Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
P*— THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE—ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK FILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

S&tf Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Manufactured by the

Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

In consequence of spurious imitations of

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE,
which are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Perrins

have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,
thus,

*
—

>

•which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without which none is genuine.

AskforLEA &• PERRINS' Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopper.

Wholesale and for Export by the Proprietors, Worcester ; Crosse and Blackwell, London,

cVr., &C. ; and by Grocers and Oilmen throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO., San Francisco.

RANCH FOR SALE.

A ranch for sale, near Riverdale, Fresno County

It comprises 160 acres, (U. S. patent,) of ricli bottom

land, with house and out-buildineu Grass is green the

year round. Alfalfa grows without irrigation, as water is

but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There is an

irrigation ditch running across the ranch, and three cubic

feet of water per second belongs with the place. It is the
best of tule land and borders on the swamp or overflowed
lands. There are a few Fruit Trees, Strawberries and
Blackberries. The ranch is one mile from the school
house and postotfice; 10 miles from Lemore, on the rail-

way and nine miles from Kingston, county seat of Fresno
county. Price, 16 per acre. For further particulars,
address

DAVID S- ORR, Riverdale,

Fresno County, Cal.

ASK YOUR GROCER OR OIL DEALER FOjK

"ELAINE 1

THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD OIL

APnnn M/PI I can 00 made in one day with ourUUULF fICL.L4.f0ot Well Auger. Send for

oar Auger Book. U S. AUGER CO. , St. Louis, Mo.

H« H Ha
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Ringbone, SrAviN, Sweeney, Callous
Lumps, and all old sores, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. SPRAINS, Stiff

Joints, Bruises, Windgalls, and all slight aliments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,

and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

ANTIOCH FERRY.

Notice to Stockmen and the public in general that a food
Ferry Boat has been put on between Antioch and Collins-

ville by the California Transportation Co., and are prepared to

move stock in lota to suit, as a large barge is connected with
the boat. For particulars apply to the Company's office, at

Office, N. W. Cor. Jackson and East Sts., S. F.

W. K. FORMAN. Antioch. WM. HASKIN8, Collinsville.

Farmers, write for your paper.

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharqe,
' st r I up; measuring from center of tar-

tl. , -l-i-i ...... get to center of each shot, 32
The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, ^tTshotTf^inchel

'

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and stvles
of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inoh-hlued. Oote#on barrel, plain, 24 inch-blued. Octagon barrel ...
24, 26, 28, 30 inoh-blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28 , 30 inch-blued. Octagon barrel set 24
26, 28, 30-extra finished, ease hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24 26 28 30 inch-
extra finished-C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-beautifully finighedlc' H & C Sknown as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved Carbines
blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carhin„
model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS. '

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles
and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder.

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,
SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACT XC COAST.

THE GARDEN CITY SULKY PLOW.
e Most Popular Plow in Use.

r They are simple in construction, with
nothing about them that is likely to get
out of order.

EASE OF HANDLING.

Most plows are thrown out of thegroui

by hand levers, but on these plows

done by the

Power of the Horses.

The operation being simply to apply a

brake to the wheel. They are quickly

and easily adjusted to take more or less

land. The depth of the furrow can he

instantly changed by the driver without

getting off the plow or stopping the

hors' s.

GEO. A. DAVIS, Manufacture s' Agency, 401 Market St.,

TREADWELL'S OLD STAND. SAN FRANCISCO.

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That knits flat or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows off the toe;
Knits a sock or stocking Complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any size without scam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;
Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs;
Knits an elastic seamcd-stitCh Suspender with button boles;

Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch, Fancy
Ilibbcd stitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch,

Shell stitch, Unique stitch, Tidy stitch, etc.

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the
only family knittor that tills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Send for circulars to

J. J. PFISTER & CO., General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolon yarns.

120 SUTTEK STREET, Koom 4(1, San Francisco.

rft LARGE MIXED CAl'DS, with name. Lie. 40 in

OU ease 13c. 25 styles Acquaintance Cards 10c. Agents
outfit 10c. DOWI) & CO., Bristol, Conn.

HOLIDAY MUSIC BOOKS!

THE WORLD OF SONG.
Magnificent bound volume of son*

and musical character.

s of the most popular

THE SUNSHINE OF SONG.
Magnificent bound volume of the most recent and popu-
lar songs. (In press and nearly ready).

GEMS OF THE DANCE.
Splendid bound volume of the most brilliant piano
inusU:, by Strauss and others.

THE CLUSTER OF GEMS.
Splendid bound volume of the finest piano pieces of me;
ilium difficulty. (In press and nearly ready).

iEaTEach book has 200 to 250 pages full sheet music size,

and costs 32.50 in boards; ?:J in cloth; ?l fine gilt for pres-

ents.

Send for 5 Christmas Selections, $4 per 100

WINTER SINGING BOOKS
THE SALUTATION; ($1.26 or 912 per dozen). ZION-

($1.25 or $12 per dozen) Two first-class church music
books.
ENCORE; (7ft cents; or $7.50 per dozen). JOHNSON'S

CIIOKUS CHOIK INSTRUCTION HOOK; (8125 or 812
per dozen). PERKINS" SINGING SCHOOL; 75 cents, or

16.75 per dozen. Three of the best possible singing class

books.

SS Any book mailed post-froe for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO. , 843 Broadway, New York.

JACKSON'S BEST
SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO.

Awarded the highest prize at Centennial Exposition for

its fine chewing Qualities, the excellence and lasting char-
acter of its flavoring and sweetening. The Best To-
bacco ever made. Ask your erocer for it. Our blue
strip trade mark "Jackson's Best" on every plug. Send
for sample to C. A. JACKSON & CO., Manufacturers, Pe
torsburg, Va. L. & E. Wertheimer, Sole Atf'ts, S. F.
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Removed August 1st to 202 Sansome Street, Northeast Corner of Pine.

Some Reasons for Subscribingjor //.

Because it is a permanent, first-class, conscientious,

able, and well conducted journal.

Because it is the largest and best agricultural weekly

west of the Rocky Mountains.
That more fanners' wives ana children in their isolated

homes may be cheered by its weekly visits, laden with its

pleasing yet moral reading, and sound instruction.

That a more extended interchange of views and opin-

ions may be had among farmers, upon all the great ques-

tions touching their mutual interests and progress.

That the agricultural resources of the Pacific States may
be more wisely, speedily and thoroughly developed by an
open and free discussion in its columns.
That all the honest industries of our State may be ad-

vanced in connection with that of agriculture, its col-

umns being ever o}>en to the discussion of the merits of

allprogresaive improvements.
That the Rt'RAL, after having been read and pondered

over by the home circle, can be filed away for future use-

ful reference, or forwarded to the old Eastern fireside of

the Atlantic border, in aid of an increasing immigration to

our sunny clime.

Send for sample copies.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,

202 Sansome St.. N. E Cor. Pine, S. P.

OUR AGENTS-
Oo> Fbikxdh can do much In aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting

Agents in their labors of canvassing, by tending their

Influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send
none but worthy men.

J. L. Tharp—San FranclBCO.

B. W. Crowkll—California.

A. C. Knox— Pacific Coast.

C. N. Wrst—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito

counties.
A. C. Champion—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.

Eeward S. Bakrk—Australian Coloi ies and Sandwich
Islands.
W. D. White—San Bernardino and Los Angeles coun-

ties.

J. W. A. Wright—Sacramento, Placer and San Joaquin
counties.

B. E. Lloyd—Alameda, Contra Costa and Napa coun
ties.

E. M. BOIVi Oregon.
F. B. Aldkrbon, Nevada.
H. E. Hallett —San Joaquin, Yolo, Yuba, Sutter and

Colusa counties.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early \

Marblehead Mammoth
|

8towell's Evergreen i'

Mexican Sweet, New ;

Sweet Corn.

2XSS££} Yellow Flint Corn.

J
Beet Seed.

Early Dutton

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel)
Yellow Globe
White Sugar

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South 10th
St., Philadelphia, & 59 Gold St., Cor. Ann,N Y.

Books for the People.
For Sale on the Pacific Coast at the

Lowest Cash Price, by

DEWEY & CO.,
Publisher of the Pacific Ri rai. Press,

No. 202 Sansome Street, San Franci3co.

WOODWARD'S GRAPERIES & HORTI-
CULTURAL BUILDINGS. Designs and Plans of Hot
Beds. Cold Pits, Propagating House*. Woruing Houses,
Hot and Cold Graperies, Green House*, Conservatories,
Orchard Houses, etc. , with the various modes of Veti-
lating and Heating. Price, SI.

JACQUES' MANUAL OF THE GARDKX,
FARM and BARN-YARD. Embracing the Cultivation
of Vegetables, Fruit, Flowers, all Field Crops, Details of

Farm Work and Rearing Domestic Animals. New and
Revised Edition. One Volume. Price, SI. 50.

ELLIOTT'S LAWN AND SHADE TREES.
For Planting Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries, Private
Grounds and Avenues. Fully Illustrated. Price, jfi.

FULLER'S FOREST TREE OULTURIST.
The Cultivation of Forest Trees for Shade, for Shelter,
for Fuel, for Timber, and for profit. Illustrated.

Price, 91-

RAMDALL'S PRACTICAL SHEPHERD.
New Edition, Extra Finn Binding. A complete Trea-
tise on the Breeding, Management, and Diseases of

Sheep. By Henry S Randall, LL D.. author of "Sheep
Husbandry in the South." "Fine Wool Sheep Hus-
bandry." Etc., with Illustrations. Price, $2.

WILLIARD'S PRACTICAL BUTTER BOOK.
A Complete Treatise on Butter Making at Factories and
Farm Dairies, including the Selection, Feeding an 1

Management of Stock for Butter Dairying, with Plans
for Dairy-rooms and Creameries, Dairy Fixtures, Uten-
sils, etc. Price, $L

WILLARDS PRACTICAL DAIRY HUS-
BANDRY. New edition. A complete Treatise on
Dairy Farms and Fanning. Dairy Stock and Stock
Feeding, Milk, its Management and Manufacture into
Butter and Cneese, History and Mode of Organization
of Butter and Cheose Fa-lories, Dairy Utensils, etc.

Price, $3.

LEWIS' PRACTICAL POULTRY BOOK.
A Work on the Breeds, Breeding, Hearing, «.nd General
Management of Poultry, with Full Instructions for
Caponizing. 100 Engravings. Octavo. Price, SI. 50.

TEN ACRKS ENOUGH. A Practical Treat-
ise, showing how a very small farm may be made to sup-
port a very large family, with full minute instructions
as to the best mode of Cultivating the Smaller Fruits,
such as Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries, etc.

Price, $1.

FLAX CULTURE. A Manual of Flax Culture
and Manufacture, with Directions for Preparing
Ground, Sowing and Harvesting, including Hemp and
Flax Culture in the West, and Preparation for Market.
Price, 10 cents.

WOODWARDS NATIONAL ARCHITECT.
Vol. 2. Complete in itself Embracing New and Orig-
inal Designs, Plans, Elevations, Sections, and Detail
Drawings to Working Scale for City and Country
Houses. 100 Quarto Plates. Superb Binding. Price,

97 50.

FRANK FORESTER'S HORSE OF AMKR-
ICA. By Henry YV. Herbert.

.
In two superb royal oc-

tavo volumes, of 1,300 pages, with Steel Engraved orig-
inal portraits of thirty representative horses. This
Standard Historical Work has been thoroughly revised,
newly written, compiled, and perfected. By S. V. it

B. G. Bruce. (Two Volumes). Price, 95.

HORSE-PORTRAITURE. —BREEDING,
REARING. AND TRAINING TROTTERS. Prepara-
tions for Races; Management in the Stable; on the Track;
Horse Life, etc. By Joseph Cairnc Simpson. Price, 92.

GUN, ROD, AND SADDLE. Nearly Fifty
practical articles on subjects connected with Fishing,
Shooting, Racing, Trotting, etc. Price, 91.

FRANK FORESTER'S FIELD SPORTS.
Embracing the Game of North America, Upland Shoot-
ing, Bay Shooting, Wild Snorting of the Wilderness,
Forest, Prairie, and Mountain Sports, Bear Hunting,
Turkey Shooting, etc. Illustrated. 2 Vols. Price, $4.

itsTAny of the above books will he sold on the Pacific
Coast, by l>ewey & Co., and mailed for the price named.
[In some instances there may be a delay (not over twenty
days) from receipt of orders with the cash. J

Other agriculture books furnished at tho publishers
prices.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Compauy"s Steamers will sail as follows, at U M.

:

ALASKA January 3.

For YOKOHAMA and HONGKONG.

COLIMA January 15th

For Panama and New Yohk, calling at Acapulco, San
Jose de Guatauiala, La l.ibertad and Punta Arcuas.

Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the
lowest rates.

CITY OF SYDNEY, January 2Sth, at 12 o'clock, noon,

or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-
LULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY.

$10 additional is charged for passage in Upper Saloon.

DAKOTA January 10th.

(Fare to Seattle- Cabin, $15; Steerage

For Victoria. Port Towutend, Seattle, and Tacoma,
connecting at Tacoma with Northern Pacific

Railroad lor Portland, Oregon.
Tickets must be purchased before II A. M. on day of

sailing.

For freight or passage apply at the office corner First

and Brauuau streets.

WILLIAMS, BLANCHARD Ji CO., Agts.

202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

Buy the Best.

Before purchasing an American

Watch, examine the different styles

rt anufactured by the HAMPDEN

WAJCH COMPANY, at Springfield,

Mass. They are the latest and

best improved manufacture You

can depend upon them for fine finish,

du ability and perfect time. They

are sold at favorable prices—in

tact, no higher than many of the

inferior styles. Examine into the

merits of this Watch before you

buy any other. Our word for it,

you will not regret it.

DEWEY & JORDAN, Agents,

433 Montgomery St., S. F.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

The Gerirr.n Savings and Loan Society

For the halt year ending this date, the Hoard of Directors

df the Cenua-i S.ivings ;uid Loan Society has declared the

dividend c,u imn deposits at th • rate of eight and two-fifths

IS '_> 5) per cent, per annum, and oil ordinary deposits at the

rate of seven (7) per ceut. per annum, free from Federal

taxes, a :d payable on and after the 15th day of January,

1878. Hy order OHO LLTTE. Sec y.

San Francisco, Dec. 31st. 1877.

DIVIDEND^ NOTICE.

San Francisco Savings Union,

532 California Street, comer Webb.

For the half year ending with December 31st, 1877. a divi-

dend has been declared at the rate of eight and one-tenth

(8 110) per cent, per annum on term deposits, anil nix and
three-fourths per cent, on ordi ary deposits, free of Fed
eral tax payable uu and alter Tuesday. 15th January. 1878.

LOVELL WHITE. Cashier.

R.J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers In

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCV WIRE

DESIGNS. OARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

Prices Unusually Low.

*.""Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
will be sent frkk to all (ihtomk.rs. It contains in-

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street. S. F.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on bond and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark snd Light Brahma?, Bull
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White & Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings. Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

M tams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,

Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Lferior Fowls So d at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
jRTFor further information send stamp for Illustrated

Circular, to
GEO. B. BAYLEY,

P. O. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal.

M. EYRE, Jr., NAPA, CAL.

fi/*
Safe Arrival of

Eggs & FowlsFor

Price List. Guaranteed.

I never owned a FINER LOT OF BIRDS than I have

raised this year. Also,

Thoroughbred Southdown Sheep.

O-Pamphlet on the care of fowls- -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., adapted rs xcially to tub

Paciimc Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

PAJARO VALLEY NURSERIES,
Watsonville, Cal.

For sale this season a large and complete stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees; Evergreens; Shrubs; Fl iw-

ering and Green House Plants, Japanese Persimmon

Trees, Japanese Flowering Shrubs, etc. 1 have received

direct from Japan a large lot of Japanese Persimmon

Trees, of the choicest varieties. Fine Omamenta'. Trees

and a large lot of Flowering Plants, Orchids, etc ,
together

with a fine variety of Bulbs of Japanese Lillies All of

which will be sold at as low rates as can he had elsewhere

in the State. For catalogue and further information, ad-

dress
JAMES WATERS. Proprietor
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The Preservation of our Fisheries.

A subject which possesses present interest,

both for its intrinsic worth and from the fact

that it is up for legislative consideration, is the

preservation and restocking of our California

fisheries. That it is as advisable that our bays

and streams should be made to yield their pro-

portion of our food supply, as that a like area

of our soil should be brought to its fullness of

fertility, is admitted by all who are aware of

the importance of the subject. To be convinced

of this fact one has only to study the position

which fish occupies in the food supply of the

world and the achievements which have been

made in intelligent fish culture during the last

few years. We have no space for this inquiry

at this time, although the facts are very inter-

esting. Suffice it to remark that France years

ago demonstrated that an acre of water may be

made to yield from $10 to $50 per year by the

cultivation of fish. We have no data for de-

termining the possible result of making all

available California waters thus productive, but

Massachusetts, with more than 500,000 acres

of p onds and rivers, is pushing forward most
rapidly toward restoring these waters to their

old-time fullness of fish production, thereby
expecting to aid her citizens with at least

$5,000,000 per year in the value of fish taken
from what a few years ago were almost waste
waters. This is at least worthy of the careful

consideration of Californiaus, both to strengthen
their favor of the operations which are now be-

ing prosecuted by the State through our Fish
Commissioners, and to induce them to stock the
ponds and streams which lie within their own
fences.

We have been much interested in reading the
straightforward and practical report lately made

. to the Governor by our Fish Commissioners,
Messrs. Redding, Throckmorton and Farwell.

They have evidently been diligent in the prose-

cution of their gratuitous labors and they de-

serve the thanks of all. Their report contains

many points of general interest and information
and other points of which bring forcible support
to the maintenance of our legal provisions for

the preservation of our fish during the spawning
season. We shall instance chiefly the former
at this time; leaving the latter until we know
that the preservation measures are definitely

assailed.

Of the reduction of the salmon supply which
has been caused in this State the report says:

"In 1850 the salmon resorted in vast num-
bers to the Feather, Yuba, American, Mokul-
umne and Tuolumne rivers for purposes of

spawning, and many places, such as Salmon
Falls, on the American, were named from the
abundance of these fish. On the Yuba river, as

late as 1853, the miners obtained a large supply
of food from this source. At the present time
no salmon enter these streams. It would be
safe to estimate that one-half the streams in

this State to which salmon formerly resorted

for spawning, have, for this purpose, been de-

stroyed by mining. As mining is the most im-
portant industry, of course, for this evil there
is no remedy, other than by artificial means to

increase the supply in those tributaries

that are still the resort of these fish. * * *

"The introduction of more than 8,000,000
young salmon into the headwaters of the Sac-
ramento, since the organization of the Commis-
sion, in addition to the natural increase, has
had the effect to keep up the supply and reduce
the local market price of these fish. It is re-

ported that the "cannery" at Collinsville lias

purchased all the salmon it could consume dur-
ing the past season at from 25 to 40 cents each.

Of the actual increase in the catch of salmon
in the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers, the
Commissioners make the following statement:
"In our last report we showed the total

weight as transported from the leading places
of shipment to San Francisco from November
1st, 1874, to August 1st, 1875, to be 5,098,781
pounds. This year's tables show the catch from
November 1st, 1875, to August 1st, 1876, to be
5,311,423 pounds, and from November 1st, 1876,
to August 1st, 1877, 6,493,563 pounds. This

shows a gain of more than 1,000,000 pounds in

the legal catch over any year since the organi-

zation of the Commission, and may be ascribed

to the fact that our waters are now beginning
to feel the beneficial effects of the millions of

of salmon hatched artificially and turned into

the headwaters."

The report aside from the points in favor of

the close season for salmon, makes specific men-
tion of the wrongs which are being practiced
upon our fisheries. One point is as follows:
" The Chinese and others continue to use nets

of a mesh much finer than is allowed by law,

and the young of all kind of salt water fish that

spawn in the bays and estuaries, are persis-

tently caught, dried and shipped to China. The
records of the Custom House show that there

were shipped to China, from San Francisco, dur-

ing the year ending July 1st, 1877, dried fish

An Australian Fern Tree.

We give upon this page an engraving .of a

"fern tree" (Grevillea robitsta), as grown by

John Rock, the well-known nurseryman of San

Jose. The picture shows a plant only two

years old. This beautiful tree has not been
much known in California until lately, and the

plants have always been high priced and diffi-

cult to procure, but now, thanks to enterprising

propagation, they may be had of any nursery-

man at a reasonable price.

This tree is a native of Australia, and is

there much prized for its timber and also as an
ornamental tree. In Australia it is called the

"silky oak," because its leaves are silvered on
the under sides. In habit it is unlike other

Australian trees that grow up rapidly and then

THE "FERN TREE" OR "SILKY OAK "— Grevillea Robusta.

aud dried shell fish valued at $293,971.
"

Although the labors of the Commission are

mainly expended in the preservation and in-

crease of our noble fish, the salmon, due enter-

prise is shown in introducing valuable fish from

foreign waters. The reports mentions the shad,

which are now becoming quite numerous in the

Sacramento river, and the cattish, which are

now becoming quite an addition to the fish sup-

ply of the State capital. They have also im-

planted in California waters, white fish from
the East; carp from Japan and the Danube;
"awa," the most valuable fish of the Sandwich
Islands; and mullet from the same waters;

trout, black bass, eels and lobsters from the

Eastern States. All these have been put in

appropriate waters in different parts of the

State, and already there is evidence that they

are thriving and multiplying. The results from
all the enterprising movements of the Commis-
sion will ere long prove the wisdom of the State

in taking steps for making its waters more and
more productive of valuable food|for the people.

become scroggy, like some of the acacias and
the eucalyptus tribe. It pursues a steady

growth, has a fine fern-like foliage, and im-

proves in shape as it grows older, until it be-

comes a stately tree. Fine specimens may now
be seen at Menlo Park, Oakland and San Jose.

In its native country it attains a hight of 80 feet.

One writer describes the tree as "a handsome
evergreen tree of broad spreading, conic form,

dense, divided foliage, similar to that of the

'China tree,' with very neat, broad, fern-like,

frondose leaves. It keeps its shape well bal-

anced against strong winds. Tho timber is

good for domestic utensils, firewood, etc. Some
of its kindred grevilleas are turned to use as

dyes and medicines for bowel complaints. Some
have edible nuts and some exude honey that is

boiled to a thickened syrup, for coughs, etc.

"

We are glad that Mr. Eock is doing much to

bring this desirable tree to the attention of

planters, for we certainly ought to diversify

our trees to obtain thoir varied beauties and
utilities.

West Side Irrigation.

The Senate Committee on Irrigation has,

wisely we think, resolved to hold a series of

meetings at various parts of the State, at which

testimony on the subject of irrigation may be

presented to them. We say wisely, because

the Committee will be enabled to obtain from

those most interested, and who have given the

subject most practical thought, many points

which will enable them to meet the wishes of

the people in any measures which they may
propose for the adoption of the full Senate.

Information will be brought forward more freely

and more impartially at the various points where

the irrigation is to be applied than it could be

gathered by a stationary committee at Sacra-

mento. Although the chief aim of the Com-

mittee will be the decision of the West Side
project, there will also be testimony taken in

other parts, with the idea, we suppose, of dis-

covering whether there are wants similar enough
to be provided for in a general irrigation law.

The subject of irrigation has been more carefully

and practically considered than ever during the
past dry months, which have enforced it upon
the public mind, and it is well that the latest

phases of the question should be laid before the
Senate. The meetings will be held as follows:

Modesto, January 14th; Merced, 15th; Fresno,
16th; Visalia, 17th; Bakersfield, 18th; Los An-
geles, 19th; San Bernardino, 21st; Nevada City,

24th; Marysville, 26th, and San Francisco, 28th.

The session will commence each day at 9 A. M.

These meetings are to be held with the special

design of hearing the opinions and experiences

of practical men, and those who have given most
study to the subject of irrigation. We trust

that they will be well attended, and that all

will feel free to bring forward all testimony
which they deem fitted to throw light upon the

subject. As expressed in the resolution of Sen-

ator Haymond, the following will be the chief

points of inquiry : First, what land can be ben-

efited by irrigation. Second, also whether any
system can be devised which will tend to the

reclamation of swamp and overflowed lands,

and which at the same time will prevent the

mining debris from being turned into the rivers.

Third, the cost of such a system. Fourth, such
other matters as the Committee deem of im-

portance. This scheme is wide enough to admit
all pertinent topics, and we trust they will be

presented more fully and clearly than they have
yet been. After this season of study, unless

the Committee throws the subject upon a pro-

crustean bed, by attempting a too general enact-

ment, we see no reason why the project, at

least so far as the West Side is concerned, can-

not be pushed into definite steps for realization.

Death of Senator Porter.—The Hon.

Nathan Porter, State Senator for Alameda

county, died suddenly at Sacramento on Sun-

day. Senator Porter was well and favorably

known throughout the State. He arrived in

California in 1854. He was a law partner of

the Hon. E. D. Sawyer for several years, aud

was at one time District Attorney in this city.

He was also a law partner of Samuel Holladay

for a number of years. He was a prominent

Odd Fellow, having taken all the degrees, and
represented California in the Grand Lodge of

the United States for the past two years. He
was an able orator, a ready debater, a fine

criminal lawyer, a good citizen and a conscien-

tious and upright man, and leaves a legion of

friends to mourn his loss. The Senate and As-

sembly both adopted appropriate resolutions

and adjourned over, out of respect to his mem-
ory. Resolutions were also adopted by the

San Francisco Bar, and the courts adjourned on

the announcement of the death. The funeral

obsequies in this city on Wednesday were con-

ducted by the Odd Fellows and were very

impressive. Deputations from various Lodges,

members of the Legislature and the Bar attended

the funeral.

It was reported Wednesday that the Turkish

generals were ordered by the Porte to prepare

for an amistice.
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Correspondence.

It is tho desire of the editors of this journal to be lib-

eral toward all correspondents, and therefore statements

and opinions are frequently published, on the authority

of the writers, for which we do not assume responsibility.

Notes in San Joaquin County.

Editors Press:—Shall we or shall we not

have an abundant rainfall, is the question that

now occupies the minds of the residents of San

Joaquin county. The rainfall thus far has been

light, less that last year at this time. The first

rain, which was the lightest, came in the last of

November, wetting the ground to the depth of

about two inches in the eastern part, while

Stockton and vicinity received but a slight

sprinkle. The next rain fell December 17th,

falling evenly over all of the country, about

three-fourths of an inch, and wetting the

ground to the depth of three inches. The last

rain came the 23d, after an interval of cloudy

weather, coming in showers accompanied by

wind; altogether the prospect was quite flat-

tering for an incessant and abundant rain. Our
hopes were not destined to full fruition; the

rain ceased and after a few days of cloud

and fog, is now succeeded by weather pro-

vokingly clear. Many and anxious are the

surmises as to what will follow. Meager as

has been the rainfall in comparison with what
usually comes at this season, its present re-

sults are beneficent in the extreme. Fields of

wheat in the vicinity of Lockford and on the

Calaveras were beginning to suffer severely,

while others which were beginning to assume a

sear and yellow leaf far in advance of maturity

are now wearing a look of promise in their

green luxuriance. On the lwttoms, and the

adobe, farmers are hurrying the seeding to com-

pletion, and on the sand up north the ranchers

are pushing operations with a vigor born of

hope. On the adobe near Stockton the grain is

but just making its appearance.

The best piece of grain I have seen in the

county is a field of 400 acres lying one mile

northeast of Atlanta. This field was sowed
early, coming up with the first rain, and is now
stooling out and nearly covers the ground.

Much of the land on the sand remains to be

sowed yet.

A few days spent in the vicinity of Farming-
ton and Befiota showed rich farming lands and
well cultivated ranches and, richest and best of

all, many happy homes with pleasant and taste-

ful surroundings.
Farmington

Is a small railway station finely situated near

the plains, and 16 miles distant from Stockton.

It comprises a dozen dwelling houses, one brick

warehouse, built and owned by J. Harold, Ksq.,

one store, a blacksmith shop and harness shop
and a saloon. Grain is looking very well in this

section despite the dry weather. Summer-fal-
low yielded 15 to 20 bushels here in the past

season, and on the plains adjoining was much
better than in ordinary years.

About five miles from here in a northwesterly
direction is Peters, a small station situated at

the point where a road branches from the Cop-
peropolis railroad, running southeast and ter-

minating at Oakdale, Stanislaus county. At
the time of the building of the railroad Peters

was a lively little place. Then the road was
sold out and stopped short of its projected des-

tination, and Peters, like Woolsey, bid farewell

to all its future greatness, nipped by this frost,

this killing frost of miscalculation.

About five miles distant from Peters, skirting

the plains, is

Bellota,

A wee bit of a place on the Calaveras. The
road runs through handsome ranches, among
the finest of which is that of W. H. Russell.

Its location is fine, consisting of plain and' rich
bottom land. The low land forms a kind of

pocket running into the plains, and is divided
into two broad fields by Mormon slough. Most
of the surface is as level as a house floor, and is in

a fine state of cultivation.

Just before reaching Bellota one sees a hand-
some quarter-section, owned by E. P>. Cogswell,
an old and intelligent '49er, who is full of pleas-
ant reminiscences of early times; extremely
pleasant in the narration, however they might
have been in the experience. His ranch is just
west of Bellota, and its boundary is the divid-
ing line, one might say, of wheat culture on one
side and a diversified agriculture on the other.
Above his place the Calaveras bottom grows
quite narrow, and being enclosed on each side by
hills the culture of corn is rendered both pos-
sible and profitable, and in ordinary years is

raised quite extensively, yielding from 86 to 30
bushels of shelled corn per acre. It is said to
be very superior in quality and always com-
mands the top price in market. Very little was
raised here last summer owing to the drouth,
the principal crop being barley. In ordinary
seasons potatoes and other vegetables are raised
in considerable quantity. Bellota is better
known as Fisher's bridge. Accomodations for
crossing the Calaveras and its tributary sloughs
at this point are limited to three bridges. Far-
ther up is a swinging wire foot bridge suspended
about 20 feet above the river bed.
There are a few cosy, vine-clad dwellings

here, blacksmith shops, and a store of general
merchandise carried on by Alfred Parker, Esq.

Mr. Parker is already known to some of the

readers of the Press as a breeder of improved

Berkshire Swine
Visiting the swine yard I saw a herd of Berk-

shires, which, for symmetry, close uniformity

in appearance, and those distinctive points

which denote good breeding and good pedigree,

cannot be excelled on the Pacific coast. When
I saw them there were 26 of them in the herd,

viz.: 2 boars (19 months), 1 sow (18 months),

3 sows (1 year), 10 pigs from to I months,
and 10 more three days old. Mr. Parker
breeds two distinct strains of Berkshires,

known in the herd books as the "Crown
Prince" and the "Sambo" families. The 18

months' sow is the mother of the litter of young
pigs; she is of the "Crown Prince" breed and is

a very fine specimen. She is fully grown,
stands low on her legs, is large, deep and com-
pact, a hearty eater and a kind mother. She is

perfectly marked, having a deeply dished face,

four white feet, and a white tipped tail. This
marking is distinctive of those two families and
is very uniform in the whole herd, every one,

with one exception, showing all those marks
very clearly. The exception is marked with a
white spot in the face, a white tipped tail and
but three white feet. This amounts to little,

however, for Darwin has shown that with the

most painstaking care in breeding there will

be, occasionally, a slight variation in some par-

ticular. The oldest sow, one of the year-old

sows, and one boar, are of the "Crown Prince"
family, while the other boar and two sows are

of the "Sambo" family. This latter breed is

directly in the line of descent from the famous
Berkshire boar, "Othello," imported from Eng-
land by Cooper, and generally considered the
finest one ever brought to the United States.

From "Othello" all the older families of Berk-
shires of good pedigree are descended, either

directly or indirectly. I believe this strain is

of more recent introduction into California than
than the "Crown Prince." Both boars are ex-

tremely fine types of this valhable breed.

The pigs are fine, well grown and straight-

backed, very uniform in size and not a "runt"
among them. Though young and but partly

grown, their formes show the transmission of

all the excellences which distinguish the parent.

Herein lie the great value of the thoroughbred,
the sure transmission of the best qualities of the
parents, rendering stockraising akin to an
exact science and eliminating the slipper}' ele-

ment of chance. That this fact is well appre-
ciated by the farmers of California is fully at-

tested by the ready sale which Mr. Parker finds

for all he can raise at remunerative prices, and
the many letters of inquiry from all parts of the
coast, and even from the East. He has more
orders on hand than he can fill and he is aiming
to increase his herd as rapidly as possible, in

order to accommodate the increased demand.
Mr. Parker is about to introduce into California

the latest and most popular strain of Berkshires
in the East, known as the "Robin Hood"
family, and has made arrangements with the
most noted breeders of Kentucky to deliver in

California next June, one boar and two sows of

that family, thus keeping abreast of the times
and furnishing a fine choice to his numerous
patrons.

Commencing breeding in 1875 for amusement
and to occupy leisure moments, Mr. Parker
soon had, after supplying neighbors, more on
hand .than he knew what to do with, and it

seeming a pity to kill them merely for pork
after the trouble and cost of importing the pro-

genitors from the East, tho desideratum was to

make them know to farmers at a distance. The
problem was solved by a two-line advertisement
in the Rural Press, which brought the ducats
to his pocket as it did likewise to his customers
in the gaining of fine hogs.

H. Eugene H.
Stockton, Cal., Jan. 3d.

Farming in the Clouds in Lake County.

Editors Press:—"All aboard for Lakeport!"

was the cry as a stage rattled up to the door of the

hotel in Cloverdale, one morning not long ago.

Our destination, about 30 miles across the Coast

range, is reached by one of the best graded

mountain roads in the State. We soon crossed

Russian river and began the ascent of Sulphur

creek canyon towards the Geysers. When in

sight of them the road bears to the left up Squaw
creek, a narrow and rocky defile, through which>

for a long way, a limpid trout stream winds

among overhanging branches of ferns, laurel

and alders. About 20 miles on the way
the summit is reached, from which a very
fine view of Clear lake and the plain
surrounding it is obtained. At the left of the
road, on the mountain, is the ranch of Chester
Pool, caUed High valley. Its elevation is

3,500 feet above the sea. The soil is rich and
well watered with springs. It grows good crops
of grain and fruits. As his nearest neighbors
are rive miles distant no fences are required.
But numerous prowling wild animals molest
his sheep and pigs. By the aid of the bounty
paid for scalps he manages to keep even with
the wild cats and black bears.

Clear Lake
Is in the bottom of a basin of irregular shape
about 30 miles in diameter. The basin has
lofty mountain sides, fencing it out from the
cold winds of the coast, making the climate
very soft and regular. Asa place of resort for

invalids it is nnequaled. The atmosphere, by
reason of the elevation, is pure and invigorat-
ing. There are no trade winds heavy with fogs
and chill with moisture. Nor is it tempered
with the furnace-like heat of the great interior
plains where fevers and ague prevail. While
wandering through this region every breath
seemed, truly, an inspiration.

As we descend to the valley the lake is in full

view, stretching from northwest to south-
east, about 30 miles along the further side. Its
blue waters reflect the dark shadows of the
mountains along the shore. They are clad with
fir, oak and pine, and here and there are
patches of bare earth, red with cinnabar, and
furrowed with great rifts, wrinkles of time,
pictured in the mirrow-like surface below.
White sails of boats, and the smoke of a
steamer were visible. Before entering the val-

ley we crossed a plateau of second-rate land,
mostly unoccupied and belonging to the United
States. It is covered with chemisal thickets,
and groups of oaks. The soil is red and
gravelly; but would certainly produce vines and
fruits. Considerable labor will be required to
clear it. But there is every reason to suppose
that soil which produces a heavy crop of acorns
will yield other products if fairly tilled. There
are several thousands of acres here waiting for
pre-emptors who come to California willing to
work. They should first inquire at the San
Francisco Land Office for maps of ranges 13 and
14 north, of township 9 and 10 west. Mount
Diablo meridian. Messrs. Dewey & Co. have
issued a very useful little book for land hunters,
with maps, costing only .50 cents. It contains
a manual of the Land Laws, with directions for

locating lands, which will save one much
trouble.

Once fairly in the valley, which contains over
20,000 acres of first-class farms, we entered on
a gravelled road, part of the way, leading by
the finely improved farms of the Boggs' broth-
ers, Lindsay Carson (brother of the famous Kit
Carson), Phelan Combs and others, where we
saw numerous teams afield, some of them with
gang plows. Mr. Carson has a meadow of red
clover, over 1000 acres, requiring neither irri-

gation or reseeding, that cuts an average of

three tons of hay per acre, annually.
Through a border of large oaks we began to

get nearer views of the lake. A gentle breeze,
in flaws, ruffled its surface, leaving spots of

glassy smoothness undisturbed. Along the
shore little ripples sparkled like diamonds in

the sunlight, or sank in threads of water wind-
ing away out, as if a barely perceptible current
set in somewhere leading to an unseen outlet,

then melted away before one had a notion of its

direction. This is owing to subterranean
springs which keep up the supply, and, in

places, boil to the surface.

Fine VaUeys.
There are other fine valleys hereabouts of

which the writer has some personal knowledge.
From lakeport the view does not indicate their

existence. Ridge on ridge overtop each other,

clothed with timber and studded with vast
piles of rocks, until lost to sight in the dim hor-

izon, as if Nature with a gigantic plow hail fur-

rowed this part of the continent when fitting it

for habitation, and forgot to smooth the fur-

rows. But the mountains are divided by val-

leys, some of ample extent for whole settle-

ments, others, merely cosy nooks sheltering

single farms. The principal ones in the vicinity

of Lakeport are Big valley, Scott's valley, Bach-
elor valley, Middle Creek, Blue Lakes, and
Clover Creek. When driving through Scott's

valley last summer, there were to be seen fields

of wheat which yielded 40 bushels per acre.

One especially, at Scuddamore's, where the
grain stood as high as the top rail of a stake and
rider fence, of such dense growth that had a
puff of wind taken the driver's straw hat, it

seemed as though it would have blown across

the top of the grain as if on ice. The soil is a
moist, sandy loam, yielding about eight tons of

potatoes, thirty bushels of wheat, and fifty

bushels of corn per acre. Excellent fruit of

most sorts is produced. The place of G. C.

Riggs is the model fruit farm here; though
Sheriff Ingraham and others own valuable and
productive ranches. Prices, for best class of

improved farms, $50 per acre. Some city folks,

Capt. Floyd, Mr. Buckingham, Rev. Wiley,
and others, pleased with the scenery and cli-

mate, purchased places on Clear lake and have
expended a good deal of money in beautifying

them.
Rain and Clouds.

The season's rainfall, to December 20th, is

over seven inches. It was distributed in gentle
showers, hardly interfering with the work of

plowing and seeding. There are real clouds up
here when it rains. The skies are not obscured
by ocean fogs and draggling mists, shutting out
the landscape, like being extinguished under a
huge, inverted bowl. Great billows of majestic
clouds sweep across the heavens, as they do on
the Atlantic coast. Other times the sky is

broken by fleecy masses sailing along, or linger-

ing idly about the rim of the horizon, as if play-

ing with their own shadows on the lake and
hills and admiring the beauties of the world be-

low them.
It was our good fortune to witness the ad-

vent of the first snow. In the valleys it was
rain, although the wind was light for some
hours before there were visible signs of the ap-
proaching storm, there was a dead roar from the
lake, not like the murmur of waves, or the dash
of breakers on the shore. It w as a low mono-
tone as if Nature heaved a long and deep sigh

of relief. Old mariners say the warning is

sometimes given by the sea on a dangerous
coast Towards evening the clouds mustered
their forces, rank on rank, behind the highest
peak, and pushed the storm across in black lines
of battle, filling the gorges as it came with
snow squalls. Then, from the billows of the
clouds, broad sheets of the blessed rain de-
scended, swaying in the wind.
When the storm drifted away the mountains

were white with snow, in beautiful contrast
with the green valley. The full moon shone on
Alpine cliffs and glacier-like slopes, making
such an Arctic picture, so well timed for Christ-
mas and Santa Claus, that, for fear he should
overlook the little folks at home, the writer
took the morning stage, homeward bound, to
be quite sure the little stockings were well
filled. J. B. Armstrong.
Santa Rosa, Cal., Dec, 29th, 1877.

Killing Squirrels:

Editors Press:—In your issue of December
29th the question is asked what shall we do
with our Bquirrels ? Now, to me, that question

has been properly solved. I had about 100

acres of land that in places was fuU of the ro-

dents, so much so that they took the entire

crop, not leaving enough to seed the ground for
hay. One day last fall the Gerow Bros, came
to my house and asked me if I would like to
have the squirrels killed. They said they
would kill them on 100 acres for $5, if they did
did not kill no pay. They came to my house
when the sun was about an hour high and went
out to work, and we expected them to come to
supper. But that was the last we saw of them
or the squirrels for about a week. They then
came after their pay, but the squirrels have not
put in an appearance yet, at least I have never
seen but two. I never paid $5 more willingly
in my life.

1 have often wondered why they did not ad-
vertise their wares in the Rural, as all that are
troubled with little rodents ought to know what
to do with the squirrels. All in this section of
country had their squirrels poisoned but one
man, and there is enough on his place to seed
the whole country again. It is to be hoped
that our Legislature will make a general law
to compel every man that has them on his
place to destroy them in some way.
Farmers in this section of country are nearly

all through with tneir sowing and the prospects
are good for another crop. We are in what iB

called the moist belt, and failure has never been
known. F. Hutton.
American Canyon, Solano Co., Dec. 31st.

[We know nothing of the parties named by
our correspondent, and of course give them no
endorsement by printing the above except as

they are approved by our correspondent.

—

Eds.

Press.]

A Tour Through Tehama County.

"As a blessing sinks in a grateful heart,
Tin! knowelh all Us need,

So came tne good of the p.casant rain,
O'er hill and verda.it meed

It shall breathe this truth on the human ear,
In hall and cotter's home,

That to bring the gift of a bounteous heaven.
The pleasant rain has come."

Editors Press:—An abundance of rain, »t
least for present wants, has already fallen. The
county of Tehama, lying as it does in the upper
part of the Sacramento valley, with mountain
ranges on all sides, except the south, is very

favorably located for receiving an ample sup-

ply of rain. Consequently an entire failure of

crops is here an unheard of thing. Good living

water also is found at short intervals throughout

its whole extent. In addition to the fact of the

Sacramento cutting the county from north to

south, there is a series of creeks putting into

the river both from the east and west, and run-

ning nearly parallel, all of whose valleys are

lined with growing grain and hopeful homes,

while the higher and more distant hills, with

some of the more barren plains, are given up to
the grazing of sheep and other live stock, or to
the craw of the more voracious turkey. By the
way,

Turkey Raising

Has proved very profitable and turkeys have
been raised here in greater numbers, probably,

than in any other county in the State. The
business still affords the most favorable opening
to the man of smaU means of any other held in

the country, as there is yet a large tract of un-
occupied land not well adapted for grain. One
hundred hens will raise from 500 to 1,000 tur-

keys per season, worth from $1.50 to $2 a head.

Mr. Martin Wilcox, on the reservation, in ad-
dition to much time given to his sheep and
farm, manages to raise annually from 700 to 800
with some assistance from other members of his

family. From 1,000 to 1,500 are frequently met
with in a flock together, sometimes herded by
women and children.

The Chief Products of the County,
However, are small grain, wool and lumber.

The estimated annnal wheat product will not
fall far short of 1,000,000, while that of barley

will probably reach 250,000. The wool clip-

ping may be set down in the neighborhood of

2,000,000 pounds, and the number of sheep at

somewhere near 400,000 head, some individuals
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being said to own from 15,000 to 25,000 head.
The lumber interest is one of the most impor-
tant; from 50,000,000 to 75,000,000 feet being
cut annually, principally by the mills of the
Sierra Flume and Lumber Company, some fine

illustrations of which have recently adorned
the pages of the Rural.

Fruit has had but comparatively little atten

tion. Large fine orchards and vineyards are

rather the exception than otherwise. The cli

mate is evidently much better adapted to apples

than that of our more southern counties, for

jucier and more luscious fruit of the kind was
never tasted than that met with at the house of

Mr. J. N. Gates, on Payne's creek, in the
northeastern part of the county, and as to the

cider, it was simply delicious enough to tempt
the most temperate of Good Templars.

Character of the Soil, Etc.

Much of the soil along the river and creek

bottoms is of a very fine quality, consisting of

a dark sandy loam. The same may be said of

the black adobe found on the hills or their

sloping sides. The land of the plains is thin

ner, intermixed with gravel and clay of a red

dish cast. Much of it has been brought under
cultivation and has been found to yield, by
summer-fallowing, from 10 to 30 or more bush
els of grain to the acre, according to quality of

soil or nature of the season.

An allegorical interpretation of the first con-

test on record of man with his brother man, re

minds one of the gradual encroachments of the
present tiller of the soil on the ground hitherto

occupied by the more modem Abel and his

flocks. One consolation attends the change: If

less mutton and wool are produced, there will

be more grain. A larger population will be sus-

tained on a given area, towns will be built,

manufactories multiplied, and the aggregate
wealth of the community increased, such is the

inevitable law of the survival of the fittest in

the struggle for existence.

The population of the county is a little up-

wards of 7,000. Nearly one-half the number
are residents of

Red Bluff,

The county seat, and one of the best business

points found anywhere on the upper Sacra-

mento. It is eligibly located, on the line of the
Oregon and California railroad, and neatly laid

out on an elevated bench on the west bank of

the river, but by no means on an abrupt bluff

of very considerable hight, as one might be led

to imagine from the name. Both its stuation

and surroundings, may well be looked upon as

more than usually attractive and beautiful. Its

court house and other public buildings, inclusive

of a very large brick school house, are of the
most substantial character, to say nothing of a
large public hall, and similar buildings erected
by the Masons and Odd Fellows, two fine

churches and the many neat private residences

that adorn the town and its suburbs.
The Sacramento is spanned at this point by a

well-constructed bridge, wlflch puts the town in

easy communication with Antelope valley, one
of the richest and most beautiful in the county.
It is all settled up by well-to-do farmers. Among
the number of fine ranches those belonging to
Mr, J. S. Cone and Mr. R. H. Blossom were
represented as the largest. The forte of the
northern part of the county is confined more to

grazing and lumber than to agriculture.

The Town of Tehama
Is situated also on the west bank of the river,

12 miles below Red Bluff, at a point where the
railroad crosses, and although much smaller, is

quite a lively place, being the center of the
great grain-producing section of the county.
Mr. A, Simpson has a well cultivated tract

of 700 acres of good bottom land immediately
below the town, while above come the places of

Messrs. Mooney, Schultz and Tyler, the latter

giving much attention to the improvement of

stock, having some very fine cattle and thorough-
bred horses.

The ranch of Mr. R. H. Thomes is the largest
in the vicinity, and consists of about 18,000
acres. He is represented by his neighbors to
own some 2,300 head of cattle. His place is

well fenced, and he has built himself a beauti-
ful and substantial residence on Elder creek,
four miles from Tehama.

Mr. H. C. WilsoD, on Thomes creek, eight
miles from town, has also one of the most desir-

able places in the neighborhood, consisting of

about 6,000 acres, the principal portion of which
is leased and worked by others. This gives him
more leisure for looking after his stock, which
consists of many different kinds, and often of a
variety of breeds of each. It would seem as
though he were almost possessed with a passion
for fast horses, as he keeps on hand from 20 to
30 head of thoroughbreds. He is raising also
from 175

#
to 200 head of mules! His hogs are

numerous, from 500 to 600, and of several varie-
ties, among them the full-blood Chester, Berk-
shire, Essex and Poland China. He has 3,500
head of cattle, 13,000 sheep and 600 Angora
goats— 10 full-bloods, and 350 crossed up to
within one-sixteenth of thoroughbreds. He in-

formed me that he had from eight to ten very
large moose or mule-tailed deer, and that he
had made an attempt at rearing the antelope, in
which he thinks, from the experiment already
made, he is likely to be successful, they being
as readily herded as sheep or goats. He stated
further that he had on his place some 6,000 grape
vines, and from 400 to 500 apple trees, and at
this season of the year (December 25th), he has
ripe oranges and lemons on the trees of his
orchard.

On the west of the Sacramento there are
three villages. Paskenta, the largest and thrift-

iest, apparently, is about 25 miles west of Te-
hama, and supplies mail matter and other wants
over quite an extensive area. Henleyville,
nearly midway between the last named places,
is situated on the north bank of Thomes creek.
Farmington is on the projected line of the
northern railroad, 15 miles in a southerly direc-
tion from Tehama, and although on the plains,
is surrounded by a body of good farming land.

Vina
Is a station on the railroad, on the east side of
the river, near the southern boundary. The
soil in the vicinity along the river, and for many
miles above and below, is excellent, and the
grain here, as everywhere throughout the
county, may be said to be looking remarkably
well. Among the number of fine ranches in
the more immediate vicinity of Vina may be
mentioned those of Messrs. Copeland, Moore,
Delaney, Jones and.Gerke. Mr. H. Gerke's, ad-
joining the station, has 150 acres in vines, and
30 in apples, peaches, pears, cherries, and other
of the smaller varieties. Here is where the
somewhat celebrated "Gerke" wine is made.
In conclusion let us siy further details must

be omitted, ae this letter is already too long.
Thanks for many unlooked-for favors from
friends of the Rural during this tour through
Tehama. K.

Orchard Grass.

Editors Press:—Since I last wrote we have
had a succession of showers and soaking rains.

Farmers in this section, with few exceptions,

are through seeding to grain, and most of it is

up and looking well. Pastures as yet only

yield a scanty subsistence'for stock, and with a

light stock of hay, and that of poor quality, af-
fected by the blight of last season, cows that are
in milk are generally thin in flesh and are mak-
ing only about one-half the butter per head that
they did last season.

I was in hopes that some of the readers of the
Rural Press in Mendocino and Humboldt
counties, who have had experience with orchard
grass, would respond to your request and give
us their opinions of its adaptability to our cli-

mate and its value as a forage grass and for
hay.

Three years ago I purchased a few pounds of
orchard grass seed, to test it in this climate. A
part I sowed with oats, a part I sowed by itself

upon land prepared for it, and a part I sowed
upon poor land where the bedrock was only two
feet below the surface. That which was sown
with the oats did not do well. It came up well,
but the oats getting the start absorbed all the
moisture and about half the orchard grass per-
ished. That sown by itself came up, made a
good stand and when ripe stood three feet high.
It makes a good sod. It has one peculiarity in
its favor: When it throws up its seed stems
and is fully ripe, near the grounoT is always
thick foliage of green leaves which remain green
all through the summer and fall without any
irrigation. If it is a valuable and nutritious
grass for stock, it is certainly a great acquisi
tion, as it seems to thrive better than the na
tive grasses on the Coast range. My experi
ment has been too small to test only its grow
ing qualities and its adaptability to the climate
of the Coast range.

Will not some of the readers of the Press in

Mendocino and Humboldt counties, who have
had a larger experience with this grass, tell us
their opinion of it as a pasture grass and its

value for hay ? E. H. Cheney.
Bodega, Gal, Dec. 29th.

INI

Utilizing the Grape.

Editors Press:—The extensive growth of

the vine throughout our rich valleys and on our

sunny hillsides has created a surplus of grapes,

Questions have arisen as to what shall be done

with them. Various pens have written of their

utility. Cellars contain their full proportion of

wine; our markets are becoming filled with

many brands of raisins; choice varieties in a

green state only Knd ready sale. What is to be-

come of the balance?

Statements are made that by utilizing them

as food for hogs, the bulk of fat well repays

the outlay. It is said that in distant lands

grapes are grown so abundantly that they are

fed to stock three months in the year. They
are also utilized by picking them green and,

when dried, pounding them into grape powder
for pickle use {'!). Again, grape juice is boiled

down to the consistency of molasses, under the

name of "debes," and is said to be superior to

any kind of sugar cane treacle.

In China the wine extracted from the grape
has the property of keeping several years by
placing it in pitchers buried in the earth, and
when brought forth it is a favorite drink.

We find that the grape differs in color. The
bloom that tints the skin is added in proportion

to the attention or neglect given to its culture,

as the color is wholly in the skin. So the cul-

turist who earnestly seeks to prepare his ground

will produce, with equal care in curing, raisins
in a high state of bloom and fineness.
To improve the quality of raisins, pluck the

choice clusters and fill our market with
excellent fruit. . Various gatherings should be
made in making good selections, either in a
green state for market, for drying or wine
making. This gives them time to mature and
perfect their form. After finishing, the surplus
may be boiled down into syrup, made into vin-
egar, or the grapes may be used to fatten stock.
The grape has many uses. If converting the
grape into wine does not pay with the present
tax, apply to the Government for aid. Do not
destroy your vines. Make some use of them

Geo. Rich.
Sacramento, Cal.

Wool Production and Export of 1877.

The annual circular of E. Grisar & Co. , of this

city, contains the following review of the wool
industry of 1877:

During the past year the wool growing inter-

est of California has received a very decided
check, owing to the paucity of rain falling dur-
ing 1876-1877, and the consequent failure of the

grass crop, especially throughout the middle
and southern portions of the State. The mor-
tality amongst the sheep began in the winter,

and rapidly increased as the season advanced,

compelling many owners to drive their flocks to

the mountains, where, and during their transit

to and from, large numbers were lost; others
found temporary ranges in the northern parts
of the State, and in Nevada, also in Arizona and
New Mexico, from whence a portion may in all

probability return, should the coming season
prove to be favorable. These disasters have
greatly diminished the wool growing capacity
of the State, from which it must take some
time fully to recover. The loss, however, has,
to some extent, been counter-balanced by a
large increase in the northern counties.
The receipts of spring clip show that the nat-

ural increase has been lost, and the diminished
production of fall wool furnishes evidence of'the
great mortality amongst both sheep and lambs.

Shearing during the fall has been general, and
there will probably be less long stapled wools
than usual the coming clip. The drouth will
have the effect of improving the quality of the
wool hereafter, as naturally the poorest sheep
have died, and owners in reducing their flocks

have, of course, retained the best. It has also

served to call attention to the advantages of
green feed, as an exceptionally large number of

sheep have been fed on tule lands and artificial

grasses, such as alfalfa, etc., and in many cases
the fall wool from those sheep has been superior,
being quite free from dust, and very similar to

spring wools in appearance and working prop-
erties. Of the coming clip, it is too early to

form any estimate, but the amount must be
considerably less than last year.

The wool product of 1877 has been inferior to

that of the preceding year, more of the wools
being dusty, and the long stapled spring clips

were generally in poorer condition. The un-
usually large proportion of short stapled, dusty
wools, resembling those of the fall clip, coming
on 'the market may be accounted for by the
scarcity of food, and consequent suffering of

sheep.

Fall wools, also, were generally inferior, al-

though better than was anticipated. The fall-

ing off in the receipts from the south was very
marked. The spring and fall clips of the ex-

treme northern counties were, however, above
the average, both in condition and staple.

The market has been good. Spring wools
were moved readily, and until late in the sea-

son, without any excitement or marked fluctua-

tion in prices. During July the market here
sympathized in the activity prevailing in other
wool-growing States, and prices reached a point
which subsequent events have shown to be un-
warranted. When fall wools began to arrive,

stocks were very light. Receipts were at first

small, but as they increased, stocks unsold be-

came larger. As prices were lower than growers
anticipated, they were at first inclined to hold.

At the beginning of November, stocks were
large, but since that time the demand has been
good, and the warehouses here contain less than
the amount usual at this time.

Prices during the spring were much higher
than those rnling in 1876. Average stapled free

wools opened at 17 to 19 cents, and maintained
these rates during the season for good lots, and
14 to 15 cents for dusty and unsightly parcels.

Southern wools ranged from 15 to 19 cents, ac-

cording to staple condition and freedom from
bur. Northern wools brought from 26 to 32
cents, the latter price being paid for good sta-

pled light conditioned and slightly free wools.

Rates for fall wool have been generally about
the same as those ruling in 1876. The lower
premium on gold, and latterly the reduction of

freight, have rendered possible their being
landed in Eastern markets at lower cost than a

year since.

The receipts of Oregon wool have increased.

The Eastern wools were better than heretofore,

as they contained less alkah and were of finer

quality. Prices ranged from 26 to 29 cents.

Valley wools were of the usual character; from
28 to 33 cents was paid. A large amount was

shipped to the East for owners' account, because
buyers could not be found here to take the wool
at cost. On account of the wide variation in
character and consequent difference in values of
free wools grown in the State, we omit the tab-
ular quotations heretofore given. Free wool
from one part of the State has been sold at 15 to
17 cents, while the productions of other sec-
tions have realized at the same time 30 to 31
cents.

Wool Production.

Receipts at San Francis* Bags.

•July 3,777
August 6,674
September 14,381
October 26,679
November 14,408
December 3,182

Bags.
January 540
February 338 I

March 8,948 1

April 34,386 '.

May 30,523
June 11,924

Total 155,760

„ . , Pounds.
Spring wool, 90,895 bags, weighing 27,068,500
Spring wool, shipped direct from the interior. 2,291,940

Total spring production 19,360 440
Fall wool, 62,865 bags, weighing 2oj43l|l25
Fall wool, shipped direct from interior '569,'l77

Total fleece wool 50 3go 742
Pulled wool, shipped direct from S. F 2^750^000

Total production of California 53,110 742
On hand December 31st, 1876, about 3,50o'ooo
Received from Oregon, 16,417 bags 4 929 675
Foreign wool received, 2,047 bales '685' 100

Grand total 62,225,517

Exports.

Domestic, Foreign, Pulled and Scoihed.

Pounds.
By rail, shipments from interior 44,961,919
By steamer, including shipments from coast. . 395 154
Per sail 7,609',216

Total shipments 52.866,289
Value of exports 89,500,000
On hand December 31st, 1877 1,500,000

Difference between receipts and exports has
been taken by local mills.

The weights of receipts and exports are gross.
The usual tare of bags received is about 3
pounds each; on pressed bales shipped, 14 to 16
pounds each.

The difference between receipts and exports
is larger than formerly, on account of the open-
ing of several new scouring companies, which
has increased the shipment of scoured wool.

E.

Soil, Situation and Mulch for Straw-

berries.

Editors Press:—As- soils vary in different

portions of the State, adaptation to strawberries

may not always be found unless some additions

are made. Still the strawberry is grown on

almost any soil, but soils deep, moist, loamy,

airy and open in their situation are most favora-

ble for its growth. In referring to moist land,

I do not mean land saturated or stagnant and

ir. Such land requires drainage to make it

productive. Soils adapted to potatoes and corn

make good soils for strawberries. There is a

distinction of soils as to its productiveness. On
the lighter the berries mature early and are
highly flavored. On heavy soils they are later

and larger.

Soils require diverse treatment. Those of

light, sandy or gravelly nature require the use
of cooling manure. Vegetable matter, clean-

ings of cow stable, rotten compost, spent hops
and castor pomace are excellent in their way.
On the other hand land that is cold, clayey,

wet and sour requires direct opposite treatment.
Light and heating manures are the best, taken
direct from the stable.

In regard to variety of berries, some thrive

best in soil in which clay predominates, while
others do best in a light, rich soil. Deep soil is

requisite, whether light or heavy. All plants
require food. Vou gather fruit in proportion to

the amount of plant food you feed them.

Mulch.
Mulching berries in our State is not carried

on to such an extent as on the Eastern side.

Still there is virtue in its use during our hot
summers by keeping up an equal temperature.
The shadow of chips, rubbish, boards or the
wood pile on its under soil keeps up a certain

degree of moisture. The same principle holds
good in covering plants, trees or anything else.

Small fruit requires such protection that the
roots and slender fibers will shoot out beneath
the surface and not dry out or lose vigor. This
they will do without the shade or moisture
given by a mulch. Soils act as a mulch to some
extent, but require farther aid to keep equal

moisture and temperature. Therefore,- the use
of clean, ripe straw or hay, swale grass (cut up
the better), or one may take tan bark, sawdust,
or mill shavings and throw them in a heap and
scatter lime through the mass and it will form
a compost in a few months that will be ready
for use. This is far more preferable than to use
tan bark in a raw state, as your correspondent
from Santa Rosa used in his beds. Leaves are

full of elements of fertility and make a fine

mulch when they can be had. They should be
gathered together and become partially com-
posted before they are used, as they will lie in

place without being blown by the wind. They
eventually can be turned in as fertilizing matter.

Geo. Rich.
Sacramento, Cal.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for this

department.

Removal

Until further notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Grange will be at lOti Davis street, in the store of

the Grangers' Business Association. Correspondents will

continue to send their commui^-ations to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore.

Statement of J. W. A. Wright.

Editors 1'i;kss: I liave naturally read with

some interest the resolutions of Stoekton and

Dixon Oranges, referring to my humble self,

having first seen them in your columns. Of

course, it is not pleasant to have any of one's

language or sentiments in a lecture, intended

only for the good of our Order, misunderstood

and censured in this public way by any O range.

Still less pleasant is it, after devoting one's

most faithful and unselfish efforts with but

small returns for nearly five years to a good

oause to see in print so harsh a resolution as

that by Stockton Orange about legislation in

in general, which Dixon Grange fully indorses.

Since a few of my fellow-Patrons have seen

(it, to publish resolutions which I deem very

unkind and unjust, they leave me no choice but

to make my defence as publicly. This I shall

do to the best of my ability, though I wish to

do so without harsh feelings or words. Know-

ing your space for (i range matters is limited, I

shall condense my comments as much as I can.

I merely wish to show wherein the censure of

said resolutions is wrong. I am so fortunate as

never before to have been rebuked by any

Grange. Such censure was wrong for the fol-

lowing reasons:

1. It was hasty, being based upon the de-

fective report, and unfair construction and crit-

icism of an unfriendly journal.

2. It condemns a brother publicly without
giving him the slightest chance for a hearing,

and thence is contrary to our obligations.

3. It shows a lack of information about the

principles and acts of our National and State

Granges, whose guidance we have promised to

follow.

On the financial question our friends of Dixon
(irange say very plainly, that they oppose botli

"the repeal of the resumption act and the mak-
ing of the silver dollar of 412) grains an un-

limited legal tender, and that neither Brother
Pilkington nor I have any authority or right to

speak for or to commit the Patrons of Husband-
ry of California, as a body on these questions."

Now I am sure neither of us as lecturers have
wished to assume any authority, that did not
belong us. In advocating principles of reform
and legislation, I have always wished and tried

to be guided by the authoritative acts of leading
bodies, and the clear deductions from them. I

believe this has always been the case with my
successor, Bro. Pilkington. It has always
been a pleasure for me to listen to his able and
forcible lectures and to co-operate with him in

every way in my power, and I thought I had
never heard an abler and truer one from him
than his last at Sacramento.

I must call attention to the fact, that neither

he nor I said a word on the subject on national

finances at Sacramento, until after I had an-

nounced the news, which I had just received
officially from the Cincinnati session, that the
National Orange had favored the repeal of the
resumption act and the remonetization of silver

by over a two-thirds vote. Now it so happened
that neither of us knew any better authority
to be guided by in these matters than the Na-
tional Orauge, for we have all sworn to main-
tain its edicts. Hence, if Dixon Orange cannot
favor these two financial measures, they should
blame the (National (irange, not Bro. Pilking-
ton and me for advocating them.
The most sweeping, if not the severest of the

Stockton resolutions, is the one which says they
"do not acknowledge the authority of Bro.
Wright as the exponent of the views of the
Order in this State on legislation.

"

I have only this to say on that point. I

claim that all legislation I have ever advocated
in my Sacramento lecture or any other is in

entire accord with some authoritative act of

the National (irange or the State (irange of

California. / challenge anyone itutide or outxide

the Orange to prove Hie contrary. Consequently,
whether any of my fellow-Patrons acknowledge
my authority to advocate our principles of leg-

islation, etc., or not—a matter of very great
indifference to me—if they do not favor the
principles I have advocated, and ever expect to
advocate in public and private, they do not
favor the established principles of our Order.
That is all.

As regards other matters with which said
resolutions charge me, 1 deny, and my fellow-
Patrons of Sacramento county, who heard me,
have also denied for me, that I used any really
incendiary language in my Sacramento lecture.

I deny that I have ever uttered or that I enter-
tain sentiments "utterly at variance with the
principles of the Order" and "good citizen-
ship," or " calculated to work great injury to

the Order, not only in this State but the

United States." All my wishes and efforts

have aimed at the contrary results. I always
have been and always expect to be on the side

of law and order. I sincerely disapprove of all

violence and lawlessness and said so most point-

edly in the lecture, a small part of which has
been so unjustly criticised. Nothing I said

contained threats from me, but merely referred

to the words of others. The resolutions having
been passed hastily from wrong impressions, I

am willing to forgive their harshness, ami I

write these explanations and denials for the

Rural Press, not that I wish to censure my
fellow-Patrons of two Oranges' for their hasty

and unjust condemnation, Hut? to have the truth

known and to prevent the injurious effects of

such resolutions to a good name J* a conserva-

tive citizen, which I value more than Kfe itself.

I heartily thank my fellow-Patrons of Sacra-

mento county, among whom I have worked for

some time, for coining forward so promptly to

prevent injustice to a brother. On Saturday,
the 5th, and Thursday, the 10th, I shall enjoy

the pleasure of lecturing to them again at

Franklin and American River (i ranges.

.). W. A. Wright.
Jan. 1st, 1878.

Grange work at Walnut Creek.

Contra Costa County G rangers are not only

alive but lively. Danvillo (irange- met with

their neighbors at Walnut Creek last Saturday

and had a very pleasant and we believe profita-

ble meeting. Several Patrons from Oakland and

from Point of Timber (irange were present and

we presume some from other parts of Contra

Costa county. Some 300 Patrons and their

friends gathered in the Methodist church about

12 o'clock, and listened to a most interesting as

well as instructive lecture by Dr. Dio. Lewis,

of Oakland. The Doctor talked for the interest

and kind treatment of that noble friend of the
fanner—the horse. Also, on the health of

women and liberal treatment of farmers' wives,
fashionable follies, etc. The lecture was
well received. We never heard more jolly and
sensible hits made by a speaker in so short a
time-

After the lecture the Patrons and their guests
repaired to the dining-hall, where the sisters

spread out an abundance of good things—in-

cluding coffee, turkey, roast pig, frosted cake,
honey, etc.

Harvest Feast over, Sister Steele led an open-
ing ode, and the installation of officers of Wal-
nut Creek and Danville Oranges was proceeded
with by A. T. Dewey, General Deputy, assisted

by Bro. Jasper Jones. The list of officers of

each (irange have already, or will soon, appear
in the report of elections in the Rural.

It was, indeed, pleasant to see so many old
workers whom we met in Walnut Creek (irange
years ago, still animated in their effort for the
good of the Order. Quite a uumber have been
received into their fold from Pacheco Grange,
which lately surrendered its charter. Walnut
Creek (irange seems not only flourishing, but
bound to progress. A vote was carried almost
unanimously on Saturday to purchase a .*400-

lot for building a hall and general headquar-
ters in the town as soon as practicable.

P. of H. in British Columbia.

Bro. N. W. Garretson, who organized the

State Granges of California and Oregon, has

received the appointment from the Dominion

• irange (Canada) as a Deputy for planting the

Order in British Columbia. He will soon leave

Portland, Oregon, and proceed with his good

work. Bro. Garretson greatly endeared himself
with the Patrons in this State during his brief

intercourse with them, and all will wish him
( iod-speed in his new field. We believe he will

do his work well, and therefore hope that he
will be well received and heartily assisted by
all progressive agriculturists in his new field.

Following is a copy of the official notice of his
appointment:

"Having been requested by prominent fanners in British
Coluiflbia to send a Deputy into the Province, for the
purpose of organizing Granges of the Patrons of Hus-
bandry, I am pleased to inform those interested that we
have secured the services of N. W. Garretson, of Portland,
Oregon, U. S. , to organize Granges under authority of the
Dominion Grange. Mr. Garretson is a gentleman fully
conversant with the work of the (irange, and well i|uali-

tied to undertake the duty of organizing in anew Province,
having organized the State Granges of California and Ore-
gon, as well as many Subordinate Granges in the United
States. If those feeling an interest in the matter will
corresiiond with him, their communications will receive
immediate attention, and any information desired will be
freely given. He will visit the Province at an earlv day.
W. Pkmrkrtos Paob, Scc'y of Dominion Grange.

P. of H."

Clarksville Grange.—Samuel Kyburz, Sec-

retary, writes us that the installation at Clarks-

ville Grange, in El Dorado county, was held
January 5th, Past Master R. T. Mills officiating.
Afterward there came a feast and a social dance,
which were both greatly enjoyed.

Eden Grange has invited all Alameda
County Granges to attend installation of officers,
etc., at Haywards, on Saturday, January Pith.

Installation or Officers and harvest feast
at Temescal Orange, January 12th, at one
o'clock, as announced last week.

Election of Officers.

Antelope Grange, No. 100, Colusa .

—
Election, Dec. 22d: H. A. Logan, M. ; 1.

S. Taylor, ().; H. A. Clark, L;X Sites, fifij*
P -

Peterson, A. S. ; Mrs. Logan, C. ; Mrs. SjtX 1
>

T. ; C. P. Dam, Sec'y; A. I). IWan, G. Ftt
'

Mrs. Peterson, Ceres; Mrs. ClariL Poniorf**-,

Mrs. Cleghorn, Flora; Miss Logan, mt A. S.

Bodega Grange, No. 34.—A. S. Purrine,
M.; N. R, Shaw, 0.; E. H. Cheney, /.; Wm.
K-se, S. ; Mrs. Cheney, A. S.; James Grejjson,
»

'. ; Mrs. S. L. Purrine, T. ; J. Cunningham,
Sec'y;- James Kee, G. K. ; Mrs. N. R. Shair
Ceres; Mrs. E. Gregson, Pomona: Mrs. R.
Hakes, Flora; Mrs. Mattie Watson, L. A. S.

( 'edarvilf.e Oran«se. No. 269.—Election,
Dec. 19th: George Colborne, M.; M. L Scam-
nion, O. ; J. R. Cooke, L; I). J. Benner, S. ; N.
Buck, A. S. ; Wm. rXidsoo. C. ; R. Buck, T.

;

L O. Baehelder, Sec'y; J. Street, G. K. ; Mrs.
I.. H. Seammon, Ceres; Mrs. H. A. Baehelder,
Flora; Mrs. P. H. Drouillard, Pomona; Miss
Minnie fh-mullard, L. A. S.; J. Stevens,
Trustee.

Montezuma Grange.—Thos. T. Hooper
M.; F. Ungor, 0.; Jag. Oalbreath, L.; E. i!
Upham, S.; D. Cushman, A. S.; Sister Addio
Daniels, Sec'y; S. EL DePerry, C; (i. M
Daniels, T.; F. Wise, (i. K.; Sister H. De-
Perry, Pomona; Sister Anna Oalbreath, Ceres;
Sister S. A. Daniels, Flora; Jas. Oalbreath,
Wm. Donal, F. Unger, Trustee*.

Il North Bctte Grange, No. 225.—Otis Clark
1^ f.

; W. T. Lam, O. ; H. S. Graves, L.
; Hugh

,
S.

; (ins Clyma, A. S. ; H. A. Wem-

Centkevii.le Orange, No. 120, Alameda
Co.—Election, Dec. 2»th-. N. L. Babb, M. ; F.

Peres, O. ; Miss Mary Ann Horner, L ; W. A.
Moore, S. ; A. S. Clark, A. S. ; John M. Horner,
C. ; Howard Overacker, T. ; M. B. Sturges,
Sec'y; Chas. Chase, G. K. ; Mrt>. Jenny Tyson,
Ceres; Miss Maya Bahb, I'omona; Mies Jose-
phine Horner, Flora; Mrs. L E. Osgood, L. A.
S. ; M. J. Overacker, Trustee. Installation last

Saturday in January.

Clarksville Grange, No. 149, Ei. Dobaj>o
Co.—T. Maltby, Mi; J. R. Barret, O. ; A. T.
Leachman, L. ; Charles Chapman, S. ; C. P.
Wiuchel, A. S. ; J. H. York, C. J Geo. Garten,
T. ; S. Kyburz, Sec'y: W. Johnson, G. K.; Mrs.
Emma Woodward, Ceres; Mrs. R. S. Kyburz,
Pomona: Miss Mary Mills, Flora; Mrs. Etfie E.

Winchel, L. A. S.
*

Colusa Grange, No. 48, Colusa Co.—Elec-

tion, Dec. 4th: R. Jones, M.; David J^ewis, O.

;

J. T. Wilkins, L. : J. R. Totman, S.; W. S.

(ireen, A. S.; F. B. Reed, C; Mrs. L. O.
Stomer, T. ; Mrs. L. M. Totman, Sec'y; S. T.
Stomer, G. K.; Mrs. C. R. Webley, Ceres;

Mrs. Mary Kilgore, Pomona; Mrs. Mace,
Flora; Miss Katie Jones, L. A. S.

Confidence Grange, No. 121.—Election,

Dec. 8th; S. D. Triplett, M.: A. McKechnie,
O. ; John Newlove, L. ; Geo. C. Cocke, S. ; Win.
C. McGuire, A. S. ; Mrs. Angie Ayres, C. ; A.
Copeland, T. ; James Morse, Jr., Sec'y; C. K.
Owen, G. K.; Mrs. E. A. Hudson. Ceres; Mrs.
S. L. Walker, Pomona; Mrs. C. A. Cocke,
Flora; Mrs. R. N. Triplett, L. A. a
Cottonwood Grange, Merced Co.—J. L..

Crittenden, M.; T. M. Gardner, ().; Mrs. M. P.

Gardner, L. ; S. Ewing, S. ; J. L. Hale, A. S.;

R. M. C. Hale, C. ; C. S. Johnson, T. ; I. J.

True, Sec'y; W. T. Bradley, O. K.; Mrs. A.

M. Crittenden, Ceres; Mrs. S. A. Bradley,

Pomona; Mrs. M. ('. Wiggs, Flora; Miss L.

Tinnin, L. A. S. Installation third Saturday
in January.

Denverton Grange, No. 123, Solano Co.

—

Election, Dec. 1st: J. B. Carrington, M.; J.

Bullars, O.; W. D. Merrill, L. ; O. H. Bullars,

S. ; Mrs. J. E. Stewart, A. S. ; Mrs. R. Spencer,

C; Mrs. Merrill, T. : John, Bird, Sec'y; R. H.
Barkway, G. K.; Mrs. H. Carrington, Ceres;

Mrs. E. Ornold, Pomona; Mrs. N. Barnes, Flora;

Mis. E. Bullars, L. A. S.

Elliot Orange, No. 183.—Election, Dec.

22d: H. H. West, M. ; Jas. Lamb, O. ; Mrs.

A. (ireen, L.; F. Ritter, S.; H. B. Smith, A.
S. ; Mrs. M. A. West, C. ; 0. M. West, T. ; H.
Adams, Sec'y; J. Wiltse, G. K. ; Mrs. Hannah
Adams, Ceres; Mrs. Misener, Pomona; Miss
Susie Adams, Flora; Mrs. Lamb, L. A. S.

Enterprise G range, No. 1211. Election,

Dec. 15th: A. M. Plummer, M.; G. Wilson,

O.; F. B. Fitch, L.; F. Bell, S.; A. M. Gunter,

A. S.; L. B. Sharp, O; Nelson Shaner, T.; S.

A. (ireen, Sec'y; J. Campbell, G. K. ; Mrs. M.
W. Parker, Ceres; Miss Mary Shaner, Pomona;
Mrs. J. Campbell, Flora; Mrs. Plummer, L. A. S.

Florin Grange, No. 130.— C. Towle, M.; E.

Taylor, O. ; D. Reese, L. ; Sister C. Bates, S.

;

J. L. Scholefield, A. S.; W. A. Smith, ('.; D.

H. Buell, T. ; J. T. Amos, Sec'y; J. Jackson,

(i. K.; Sister A. Bates, Ceres; K. Jackson,

Pomona; S. A. Buell, Flora; E. A. Fassett, L.

A. S.

Lassen Grange. No. 253.—E. S. Talbot, M.;
J. Jensen, O. ; I. M. Stewart, L. ; F. Hine6, S.;

Theo. Williams, A. S. ; E. Winchest, ( '.
; T. N.

Long, T. ; C. W. Moore, Sec'y; Allen Wood,
G. K.; Mrs. T. N. Long, Ceres; Mrs. C. John-

son, Pomona; Mrs. Mary Bennett, Flora.

Lincoln Grange. —Election, Dec. loth: A.

J. Soule, M.; Hollis Newton, O. ; Jacob Welty,

L.; S. J. Lewis, S. ; John Crook, A. S. ; J. P.

Fowler, C; E. J. Cox, T.; J. S. Philbrick,

Sec'y; C. Crook, O. K.; Mrs. E. J. Cox, Ceres;

Mrs. A. E. French, Pomona; Mrs. H. Newton,
Flora; Mrs. T. D. Williams, L. A. S.

Mattoi.e ({range. No. 201. —Election, Dec.

15th: David Simmons, M. ; Stephen Goff, O.

;

Mrs. A. A. Benton, L. ; Mrs. Ann Cook, S.

;

James H. Goff, A. S. ; David Knoyer, C. ; Chas.

A. Doe, T. ; Jacob Miner, Sec'y; Theo. Aldrich,

G. K. ; Mrs. Martha Simmons, Ceres; Mrs.

Mary Knoyer, Pomona: Miss Clara A. Conklin,

Flora; Mrs. Sarah E. Marshall, L. A. S. In-

stallation January 10th, 1878.

" Officers of Granges arc requested to sen i list of offi-

cers elect, date of election and day set for installation, to

thii ottioe direct. \

piV^
('.;('. Williams, T. ; Mrs. L. A. Clark, Sec'y;

Etc* ,n Brown. G. K.; Mary J. Stevenson,
Cere* : M - & Bruce, Pomona; Annie E. Clyma,
Mbrui; ^' ra - Emma Spilman, L. A. S.

(j>biv\''REEK Grange. Election, Dec. 8th: C.

Hi SwA. '> M.J K. C. Swain. O. ; J. D. Dinner,

L. Willi. Nuckolls, S. ; S. J. Tolle, A. S. ; C. S.

( lUatb (f. s - Kingery, T. ; A. Kingery, Sec'y;

W. Recton, (l
- K > *• Kingery, Ceres; Sister

Clark, P6nu» la: Btatat Linner, Flora; S. A.

Nuckoirsi-IL . *• s - Trustees—A. S. Tolle (for

three yearsrt; aa» * K- 0. Swain (for one year).

Petaluma'-Wra !ilit"
" - Election, Dec. 8th: W.

W. Chapmany BL; D - G - Heald, O. : A. Sym-
onds, L. ; Sister .si Orun, C. ; D. N. Winans,
S.; N. Wiswell, ii 1-! A. S. Hall, T. ; F. Par-

ker, Sec'y; H. (C'hu* c
j)>

(i
- K -i Mrs. Flora

Thomas, Ceres; Mies' i "• Hammond, Pomona;
Miss I, Skillman, PUk*, Mrs - N. Wiswell, L.

A. S. ; T. C. Tutma*, l.'rustec; F. F. Mocks,
Financial Secretary.

•Poway Grange, Not 23v > —Election, Dec.

10th: S. P. Abell, M,; John McWoods, L.; A.

K. Cravath, O. : Fred. Reetake, 8- i

^'m - Byers,

A. 8.; C. C. Watson, C.f N. Jfe. 'son.^ T. ; James
Anderson, Sec'y; George Hoffinat. '• K. : Sis-

ter S. Wattson, Ceres; Sister A nnie Abell,

Pomona; Sister I>ena Rhodes, Fk Sister

Virginia Kerren, L. A. S. ; W. h 'urroughs,

Trustee.

San Jose Orange, No. 10.—C. T. Sek 'e, M.

:

E. A. Braly, O. ; Mrs. E. P. Bicknell, L., (8>nce

deceased); J. Powell, S. ; N. J. Haines, A, S.

;

Mrs. H. 0. Paine. C. ; W. L. Manly, T. ; H. G.

Keesling, Sec'y; Mrs. O. Cottle, G. K. ; Mr»
H. 0. Fainsworth, Ceres; Mrs. M. Hale, Pomona;
Mrs. W. L. Manly, Flora; Miss Jennie Powell,
L. A. S.

Vai.le.io Orange, No. 113, Solano Co.—J.
F. Deming, M. ; S. S. Drake, O. ; G. C. Pearson,.

L. ; C. Deming, S. ; M. Carroll, A. S. ; Mrs. A.
Deming, C. ; B. Brown, T. ; Mrs. C. J. Mosely,
Sec'y; G. Greenwood, G. K.; Mrs. Hettie Dem-
ing, Ceres; Miss H. Ryerson, Pomona; Mrs. G..

C. Pearson, Flora; Mrs. S. S. Drake, L. A. S.

Santa Maria Grange, No. 52, Santa Bar-
bara Co.—J. J. Holloway, M.; Joel Miller, O.

;

M. H. Stephen, L. ; R. D. Cook, S.; B. T.
Wile)*, A. S. ; John Thornburgh, C. ; Mrs. M.
M. Thornburgh, T. ; O. W. Lewis, Sec'y; W. C.
Moore, G. K. ; Mrs. Elizabeth Harris, Ceres;
Mrs. Jenette Cook, Pomona; Mrs. Mary
Stephen, F'lora; Mrs. Sarah Linebaugh, L. A. S.

Sonora Grange*—Election, Dec. 8th: Geo.
C. Soulsby, M. ; J. F. Ralph, 0. ; John Taylor,
L. ; L. Keeley, S. ; Robt. F. Williams, A. S.

;

Wm. Kelly, C; 0. Cowan, T.; Jas. W. Purdy,
Sec'y; John Lawson, G. K.; Sister F. J. Kelly,
Ceres; Sister G. J. Wood, Pomona; Sister Anna
E. Koblen, Flora; Sister Esther Ralph, L A. S.

Suisun Valley Grange, No. 9, and Rock-
ville Grange, No. 107, (Consolidated).—J.
McMullen, M. ; Mrs. J. M. Baldwin, O. ; Mrs.
A. M. Cox, L. ; Mrs. Geo. M. Berry, S. ; J. R,
Morris, A. S. ; J. Cunningham, 0. ; J. M. Bald-
win, T. ; Julia Krinbill, Sec'y; A. T. Hatch,
(i. K. ; Mrs. G. H. F:ilsworth, Ceres; Mrs. M. J.

Cunningham, Pomona; Mrs. A. T. Hatch,
FTora; Mrs. A. Paugburn, L A. S.

Tulare Grange, No. 198.—Election, Dec.
29th: A. P. Mcrritt, M. ; T. W. Maples, 0.

;

Mrs. T. W. Maples, L.; Joseph Merritt, S.; G.
W. Wray, A. S.; E. M. Wilson, C. ; J. H.
Hart, Sec'y; J. A. Goodwin, T.; P. S. Tracy,
(i. K.; Mrs. J. A. Goodwin, Ceres; Mrs. A. P.

Merritt, Pomona; Mrs. G. W. Wray, Flora;

Mrs. J. Merritt, L. A. S.

Woodville Grange, No. 199.— F'lection,

Dec. 19th: O. K. Jones, M. ; Thos. Lewis, O.;

J. A. Slover, L.; O. W. Herndon, S.;T. B.

F'uquay, A. S. ; li. McKee, C. ; W. Monroe, T.

;

.7. N. Herndon, Sec'y; J. S. Johnson, G. K.

;

Mrs. (). K. Jones, Ceres; Mrs. J. A. Slover,

Pomona; Mrs. Thos. Lewis. F'lora; Miss E. T.

Herndon, L. A. S.

Yuba City Grange, No. 65.—Election, Dec.

1st: T. B. Hull, M.; B. F. Frisbie, O.; Thos.

Brophy, L. : Wm. Wadsworth, S. ; W. J.

Hardy, A. S. ; J. T. Smith, C. ; S. Rice, T.

;

Anna Ohleyer, Sec'y; B. F. Walton, G. K.;
Mrs. Maggie Hull, Ceres; Mrs. M. J. Frisbie,

Pomona; Miss Josie Heddin, Flora; Miss Annie
Stewart, L. \ S.

Railroad Ties.—A recent lumberman's cir-

cular estimates the number of railroad ties in

present use in the United States at 150,000,000.

A cut of 200 ties to the acre is above rather

than under the average, and it therefore has

required the product of 750,000 acres of well

timbered land to furnish the supply. Railroad

ties last about rive years; consequently 30,000,-

000 ties are used aunually for repairs, taking

the timber from 150,000 acres. The manufac-

ture of rolling stock disposes of the entire yield

of 350,000 acres, and full supply of near 500,-

000 acres more, every year. It appears, then,

that our railroads are stripping the country at

the rate of 1,000,000 acres per annum; and

their demands are rapidly increasing.
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California.
COLUSA.
Our Chop.—Sun, Jan. 5: There has been a

greater area sown to wheat in this county than
ever before, and it is all looking very well, con-

sidering the extraordinary heavy frosts of the
last fortnight. That has of course a tendency
to turn it yellow, but a rain will bring it out of

that.

EL DORADO.
The Crops.—Republican, Jan. 3: We have

interviewed a number of farmers of late who
reside in this vicinity, and none have we found
who complains in the least at the outlook. All
predict good crops of grain and hay, and as the
past season was an " off" one for fruit, we may
confidently expect an abundent crop this sea-

son, which alone will put from $200,000 to

$300,000 into the pockets of the producers.

Everything looks bright for the coming season.

FRESNO.
Notes.—Expositor J an. 1: We learn that the

rainfall on the plains, bordering the foothills

of the Sierras, has not been sufficient to enable
the farmers plow up new land. The grass on
the north side of the San Joaquin river is much
more forward than it is in this vicinity. A
few days ago our people had begun to get dis-

couraged because of the absence of rain, and
the consequent sufferings of stock on account
of scarcity of feed. Now, since the rain, they
feel in better spirits, and are hopeful for the
future.

Editors Press:—Our total rainfall to date
has been 3.05 inches. Grain is looking well at

present. The acreage sown is less than last

season. Grass is good and growing fast since

the weather became warm. Stock of all kinds
are doing reasonably well.—E. S. Russell, Bor-

den, Jan. 8th.

KERN.
Corn.—Courier, Jan. 5: Mr. E. R. Green,

on the conclusion of his harvest, found himself

in possession of corn to the value of $4,000. It

was raised from 100 acres of new ground, and
for quality has never been excelled in the State.

He proposes to double the quantity the coming
season. The efficiency of the Kern Island

Canal through the dryest season ever known in

southern California, is most thoroughly estab-

lished. There is general exultation by the

stock men over the favorable weather since the
heavy rains. In some of the alfalfa fields hay
has been fed to the cattle driven in from out-

side, but many were too poor to survive, even
when driven ia the midst of plenty. The large

bands have already been started for the foot-

hills.

LOS ANGELES.
Good Ditch.—Editors Press: We are at

work building one of the finest irrigation ditches

in the State, and I hope that hereafter the dry
seasons will not affect us like the last did.—H.
G. , Santa Ana.
Increased Area.—Santa Monica Outlook,

Jan. 3: From Santa Monica to Compton we
were constantly in sight of extensive seeding
operations. Quite an area is being sown to

barley just out of town by several parties.

Beyond, when one reaches the plains beginning
at the Centinela, and stretching away to Wil-
mington, a distance of some 16 miles, his eyes
rest upon large fields of grain already green;

others brown, and fresh and just sown, while
large gangs drawn by four, six and eight horses,

dot the plains in all directions. This large sec-

tion was barren last ' year, and of conrse there

are many similar localities in the country,

which are now being sown to grain. To these

let us add the large areas that are seeded every
year, and we can form some notion of the enor-

mous small grain crop that will be gathered
next harvest.

MENDOCINO.
Editors Press:—Our frosty spell is over,

now raining and thermometer marks 43°.

Twenty hundredths of an inch has fallen dur-

ing the night; .04 fell last week in the shape of

frost; 25° was the lowest marking of the ther-

mometer; 21° in Potter. Grain is not injured,

the ground not being wet enough. Nine and
seventy-one one-hundredths inches is our fall

of rain for the season. Only a few of the
streams are running, and they not strong.—A.
O. C. Ukiah, Jan. 7th.

MONTEREY.
A Good Year.—index, Jan. 3: January

and February will not fail of some rain, so that
a more prosperous year than the last may be
reasonably anticipated. For this (Salinas) val-

ley short rains may still produce a good crop if

the temperature be not too low and the fogs of

the spring and summer be abundant. We have
already more rain than last year and can there-
fore be quite hopeful of a favorable year.

NAPA.
Pine Station.—Cor. Star, Jan. 4: We have

some very forward grain in our neighborhood,
some being near two feet high, and already
commencing to fall or lodge. The ground
seems to be plenty wet enough for the present.
In digging tree holes we found the water has
gone down from four to five feet. I find only
one case of there being dry dirt at the depth of

three and one-half or four feet. In digging a
five-foot hole to remove gravel, it was found
wet the entire depth. What rain has fallen
has come in showers, so as to all sink in and
not run off. Messrs. (! raves & Sons have sold

80 head of their cattle to a party in Knight's"

valley, to make room,, as their feed is getting

short. The immense stocks of straw are grow-
ing small. Some people- think straw poor feed,

but it will maintain life- -in fact, keep cattle in

fair living condition—yet there is much of it

wasted.

PLACER.
Editors Press:—I have been four months

among the oak timbers bordering the foothills

of Placer county. I have not many items of

interest for you. I could not help telling these

people that I thought they ought to have more
to show for a five or a ten-years' residence upon
their claims. "There is the Niokerson ranch,

right in your neighborhood, what was there to

hinder there being a constant succession of such

places the whole length of Doty's ravine. " I

did have the pleasure of seeing some "effort of

improvement. Some are ashamed at buying
hay to feed their teams, while they haul off

government wood. J. C. Crosby had a castor

bean plant which survived ten winters and bore

beans in various stages of growth, every month
of that time. This last fall it showed signs of

failure, but whether from old age or on account
of the extreme dry season we could not deter-

mine. Other neighbors have beans now four or

five years old. Mr. Crosby also had a tobacco
plant that grew and blossomed for four sum-
mers. In the midst of such climate and with
such soil, there is very little to show for years

of residence.

—

Jeigh Arrh.
SACRAMENTO.
Alfalfa or Barley.—J. N. Hoag in Record-

Union: We have been experimenting to deter-

mine for ourselvos which is the best winter feed

for hogs—growing alfalfa or growing barley.

We had a field sown in barley and alfalfa last

spring. We headed the barley and cut the

stubble and young alfalfa for hay. There then
grew a second crop of allalfa hay, and we cut
this also. When the first rain came there came
up all over the field a fine set of barley nearly

as thick as it should be sown for a crop. Since

that time, though we have been pasturing it

v\rith cows and hogs, both the alfalfa and barley

have been growing rapidly, each seemingly
trying to outstrip the other. Since this cold,

frosty weather commenced, however, the barley

has had the best of it decidedly. While the
alfalfa looks wilted and checked, the barley

keeps green and tender as ever. We have also

noticed that hogs reject the alfalfa but eat the

young barley as eagerly as ever. In addition

to this last we have had hogs running in a field

of clean alfalfa where the seed appears to be
about the same as in the mixed field, and in this

field these hogs have now thrived as well as

those that have had both alfalfa and barley to

eat. Hereafter we shall always endeavor to

sow a piece of harley early—say before the first

rains—on purpose for winter feed for hogs.

Volunteer barley harrowed in will do as well.

It can be pastured all winter till March, and
will then make a better crop than if sown late.

SAN DIEGO.
Larue Beet.—News, Jan. 1: Mr. Walker, of

the National ranch, brought into town, Christ-

mas day, the largest beet we have ever seen. It

was a blood beet of the ordinary quality. He
had the beet photographed, and we do not

wonder at that, as its size and appearance ought
to be perpetuated. The beet, or rather the

largest of two monsters, stood about four feet

high, and weighed 166 pounds, while its mate,
dug from the same row, weighed 93 pounds.

These beets were only the growth of one sea-

son, being planted less than a year ago.

SAN JOAQUIN.
Large Pears.—Independent, Dec. 31: Pears

of Easter Beurre variety, of immense size, pro-

duced in the orchard of Mr. Phelps, not far

from the Agricultural Society's park, excited

the wonder of sojourners from New York last

Saturday. Thatjvariety is large, roundish oval,

yellow, melting and rich, and will keep until

spring. Visitors from the East regard the dis-

plays of fruit in our market at this season of

the year with perfect amazement.

SONOMA.
Alexander Valley.—Flay, Jan. 3; M. C.

Bailey informs us that in Alexander valley

seeding is in the main done; wheat is up about
six inches, thrifty, and has a good stand. The
cold weather has checked it some, but is all the

better for that. Early-sown barley is exceed-

ingly heavy.

Argus Notes.—Petaluma, Jan. 3: Neal
Mclsaacs, at Nicasio, says that' this is so far

one of the most favorable seasons he has known.
J. C. Scudder informs us that crop prospects in

Green valley and the vicinity of Sebastopol,

are fully as good as usual at this season of the

year. J. McMillen, of Tomales: Crop pros-

pects are fully as good as usual in Tomales.

The late heavy frosts have somewhat retarded

the growth -of vegetation, but the season, up to

a week ago has been very favorable.

STANISLAUS.
Returned.—News, Jan. 3: Mr. A. Stonsi-

fer, of Hill's Ferry, after an absence of some
months in the northern part of the State, with

his band of fine French merino sheep, has re-

turned. He comes home feeling much better

satisfied with Stanislaus county than over be-

fore. In his pilgrimage he has been very for-

tunate in saving the lives of his valuable sheep.

He lost but 25 head during the season.

The Season.—Herald: The rainfall during

December amounted to 60-100ths, a very small

quantity to give any other assurance but a dry

season. Still many are confident that we will

have abundance of rain during the month of

January. The grain is up and growing, and

J

will not suffer any for two or three weeks.
Feed is growing slowly, owing to the cold
nights.

Oregon.
Oregon Productions. —Ore(jonia?i, Dec. 29:

To be seen last night at the St. Charles hotel,
collected by W. F. West to replenish the '* Or-
egon exhibit" at Philadelphia: Oats in the
straw measuring over seven feet high; samples
of wheat raised on the farm of G. W. Backus
on the Columbia river, and yielding 80 bushels
to the acre; of wheat from the farm of O. Os-
borne, near Walla Walla, averaging 75 bushels
per acre, in a field of 50 acres; a strawberry
and plant grown in the open air in the garden
of Dr. Adams, Hood river. Likewise at the
O. & C. R. R. office, a turnip raised on railroad
lands near Silverton, measuring 27x26 inches in
circumference; a potato 12x24 inches weighing
when first dug three pounds and two ounces,
without any excrescence or second growth,
raised by S. Herren near Jefferson.

News in Brief.

The Pope continues to improve in health.
The Pottsville Bank, Pennsylvania, has sus-

pended.
Gen. John O'Neill, the noted Fenian leader,

is dead.
General Grant has arrived in Cairo, and ihas

visited the Khedive.
The National Woman Suffrage Association is

in session at Washington.
Charles M. Nye, son of the late Senator, is

lecturing on temperance.
The Columbia river has been filled with ice

' during the past few days.
Don Francisco de la Guerra, a noted na-

tive Californian, is dead.
An octopus eight feet in length was found at

Hunter's Point Dry Dock a few days ago.
In New England, on Monday morning the

thermometer marked from 24 to 42 degrees be-
low zero.

The U. S. Supreme Court has rejected the
famous McGarrahan claim.

The late Nathan Coombs, of Napa, left prop-
erty valued at $363,750, to be divided equally
among his five children.

The garroting epidemic is becoming alarm-
ing in San Francisco. Robberies are being
committed even in the day-time.
Ninety-nine new buildings were erected at

Rio Vista during last year, at an estimated cost
of $46,740.
The big California ship Three Brothers lias

just, arrived from Liverpool, making the pas-
sage in 112 days.

The difficulty between Spain and Hayti„ re-
garding the threatened execution of a Spanish
subject, has been amicably arranged.
Kearney, Knight, Wellock and Helm have

been indicted by the grand jury for riot and
conspiracy, but were released on bail.

The absurd report comes from Paris, that
Bonanza Mackay is to become Count di Mac-

!

kay by purchasing an Italian earldom.
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court has af-

firmed the sentence of death passed on Molly
Maguires Hexter, Tully, McCune and Kehoe.
The attachment against the Collinsville Fish

Cannery, owned by Emerson Corville, has been
released, and its original owners have taken
possession again.

Col. Shafter,- before the sub-committee on
military affairs, testified that there was less

stealing on the Texas border during the past
year than in any former year.

On Tuesday i4 tons of bullion were received
from the California and Consolidated Virginia
mines. This is one of the heaviest shipments
received in this city for some time.

Augustus Hemmerway, of the class of '75

of Harvard College, has given that institution

sufficient money to erect a new gymnasium,
that will accommodate 300 persons.
A Washington special says the Cabinet has

agreed to recommend a popular loan, and the
President will send a message to Congress at
once, asking for legislation upon the subject.

Hickox & Spear, bankers of this city have
made an assignment for the benefit of their
creditors. The assets, including personal prop-
erty of the firm, slightly exceed the liabilities.

This week has been marked by heavy bank-
ruptcies, in Chicago especially, but also in the
North and West; bad roads, poor collections,

and a decline in real estate being the prime
cause.

The report of the Commissioners of Immi-
gration shows that the total number of aliens

which arrived at New York last year was 54,536,

a decrease of 16,129, compared with the pre-

vious year.

The new tug built by order of the Harbor
Commissioners has been launched, and is now
at Harrison street, receiving her boilers and
machinery. She has been named the Governor
Irwin, and will soon be ready for service.

A St. Petersburg dispatch says that hopes
of an armistice are rapidly disappearing. The
strictest secrecy is maintained as to the terms
Russia would propose. It is said that even the
Commander-in-Chief has not yet been in-

structed on this point.

Lieut. Wise and his party of explorers re-

turned to Panama from the examination of the

Bayano. The examination of this route has
tended to confirm the report of Commander
SeL'ridge, that a tunnel over seven miles long
would be necessary in opening the Isthmus
canal at that point.

Victor- Emanuel, the king of Italy, died on
Tuesday.
Keene says"' he" is $2,500,000 ahead of Wall

street. >

(

.
,

It is estimated that 1,593 houses were erected
in San Francisco last year.
The number of deaths in Chicago during

1S77 was 8,026, or 546 less than in 1876.'
,.. ,. )

The total number of bodies thus far recovered
from the ruins of the candy factory in New
York is 15.

A NFAv* fraud upon the Indians has been dis-

covered connected with the sale of their surplus
produce.
Several vessels were driven ashore and

foundered in a gale on the Massachusetts coast
last Friday night.

Supervisor Gibbs, of this city, has been
acquitted of the trivial charges of misappropria-
tion of election funds.
The Oakland Transcript has changed hands.

Mr. Johnson, of Santa Barbara, has purchased
the entire establishment.
Milton S. Latham has resigned the Presi-

dency of the London and San Francisco Bank,
on account of ill health.
At the East there has been an unusual fall of

rain, and the prayer has been for a change t»
old-fashioned cold weather.
The telephone has been tried between Dov«r

and Calais with perfect satisfaction to the ia-
spectors of submarine cable.
The British government embargoed 2,000

cases of cartridges on board a steamer at Car-
diff, destined for Constantinople.

It is said that Victoria and New Tacoma will
be the termini of the Pacific Mail Steamship
north coast service in a short time.
Secretary Sherman has instructed Collector

1

Fulton to go on with the sale of property aban-
doned at the Centennial exhibition.

It is again reported that James Gordon Ben-
nett is about to establish a daily paper in Lon-
don, to be called the London Herald.
The Great Western market, on Bush street,

in a building formerly used as a stable by the
Sutter Street R. R. Co., has been opened.
The Kickapoo Indians in Mexico, formerly

our "wards," are now asking to be allowed to
return to the United States, as Mexico is too
hot for them.
Internal revenHe receipts for December fell

off $448,000. The cause is thought to be the
agitation in Congress to reduce taxes on whisky
and tobacco.

It is stated that President Diaz lias signified
the desire of Mexico to resume diplomatic rela-
tions with France and participate in the
approaching exhibition.

Ettinger, who wrecked a Baltimore and
Ohio train during the July strike, killing two
persons, has been found guilty of murder in the
second degree and sentenced to 18 years im-
prisonment.
Probably an order will soon be issued from

the Treasury Department for uniforming Cus-
tom House employees, though it will depend
somewhat on experiments yet to be made in one
or two principal offices.

On the 7th inst. four vessels cleared from
New Orleans for Liverpool, loaded with cotton,
amounting to 25,000 bales, valued at $1,500,-
000, the largest shipment ever made in one day
from any Southern port.

Governor Conner offers the fact that there
has been but one conviction in Maine for mur-
der since the abolition of the death penalty, in
refutation of the argument that a carnival of

crime would follow such abolition.

The Official Gazette of London announces the
creation of the Imperial Order of the Crown of

India, for ladies only. The order has been con-
ferred on all the Princesses, eight Indian High-
nesses, and 18 other persons of distinction.

The grand jury suggests that, as diptheria is

as contageous and as fatal as small pox, a law
should be enacted which makes it a penal of-

fense to send children to school out of a family
infected with diptheria. There was in this city

912 deaths last year from this disease.

The Aldermen's Committee for the investiga-

tion of New York ring frauds have fin ished a
report. It seems that of thirty millions stolen

$876,000 has been recovered. The committee
recommended the prosecution of those who have
not given up their stealings, including Oakey
Hall.

Mr. Swift has in the Assembly a bill to pre-

vent the destruction of shrimps and small hsh,

such as are known to be the usual food for sal-

mon and large fish. His plan is to stop the
taking of these small fish to dry them, as is now
practiced by the Chinese fishermen, and also to
stop the drying of such fish.

It is stated that President Hayes has. defi-

nitely determined to make the Chinese question
the subject of a special message to Congress. In
this message he will call attention to present
and prospective evils of unlimited Chinese im-
migration to this country, and will recommend
Congress to take such action as in its wisdom
may be most proper and effective to restrict and
regulate the immigration of Mongolians.

The Supervisors, on Monday evening, on mo-
tion of Mr. Hill, adopted the following resolu-

tion: Resolreil, That this Board is opposed to

and deprecates any action being taken by the
Legislature of this State to compel the employ-
ment of any designated number of men at tho
charge and expense of the taxpayers of this

city and county, and hereby respectfully re-

quest that all legislative action taken in refer-

ence to the relief of unemployed workingmen
in this city and county shall vest tho number to

be employed and the manner of their employ-
ment in the discretion of this Board.
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Treasures.

A maiden sitting at the close of day
Within the shadow of a rose-wreathed bower,

Deep brooding o'er a soul that passed away,

While fall her tears upon a faded flower—

That sweet forget-me not, thrice precious now,

Since death has set his seal upon the giver's brow.

Yet though the flow'rct now has lost its blue,

Though dull and dead are its once lustrous eye«.

It gives the maid a peace she never knew—
Not even when 'twas plucked 'neath summer skies;

It leads her from the darkness of the tomb,
To him in that bright land where flowers are aye in bloom.

II.

A mother gazing on a curl of gold,

Or on two little shoes of brightest pink,

Which tell her of the time she did enfold

Close in her breast her heart about to sink—
Her blue-eyed buy the angels claimed one night,

The Lord had need of him where all is love and light.

But soon the fond one sees in her despair

That in His love and wisdom God hath riven

Her boy from her, and that the golden hair

She treasures is her angel child's in Heaven.
And that the little feet those shoes once shod

Are bound now with the sandals of the love of God.

III.

An aged man, with waving silver'd hair,

A rosy child asleep upon his knee,

Breathing with peace-throned smile a tender prayer,

When rapt in some ecstatic reverie;

A precious casket of the b}'-gone years

Within his hand, and wan leaves wet with sacred tears.

The child is all unconscious as he sleeps,

That he's a link in that great golden chain

Which joins each blessed one who vigil keeps
Around his grandsirc, in the heavenly train;

The old man knows not what his life may be,

But for those treasures, and that child upon his knee

Modern Tyranny.

[Written for the Press by L. J. W ]

EDITORS Press:—The annual taxgatherer

is around again, and I am more fully convinced

than ever that there is more truth in the princi-

ples for which our forefathers fought and died

than people generally comprehend—that is,

"That taxation without representation is

tyranny." I notice that women as well as

men are expected to cheerfully walk up to the

captain's office and settle, even though the lat-

ter have had no say as to how their money is

to be expended.

As according to the old doctrine it takes a

man and woman to make one—man being the

one according to law, it is perhaps not surpris-

ing that we should be so ignored in regard to

ways, if not means. But, infinitesimal as is the

cypher by which one-half of the world is rep-

resented legally and intellectually, the same

spirit which actuated the brave hearts of 100

years ago now urges us to claim for ourselves,

with a self-satisfaction fully as intense as any

gained by custom, or prerogative, in what a

simple manner and with what entire accordance

to arithmetical principles the little cypher

wedged in the vacant space, or added with

small consideration, increases tenfold the value

of the quantity to which it may be attached.

I fully endorse the sentiment, "That taxa-
tion without representation is tyranny." The
words are full of meaning and so plain that "he
who runs may read, " Are women taxed? Then
why not represented. Do you tell me that our
husbands, sons and brothers do that? There
are many arguments made to prove that we are
so represented, but every argument that can
be made in favor of suffrage for man applies
equally to woman. There can be no better
argument made of the necessity of woman rep-

resenting herself than the manner in which she
is usually so palpably ignored, and which you
see illustrated in the affairs of everyday life.

A faint suspicion arises in my mind as to
whether the opinions of the wife are fully rep-

resented by the husband in his speech, his vote,

or his a6tions. If she is not present to expound
her own views, we are apt, I am afraid, to take
too much for granted. "My dear," he remarks
to his better half, "there is to be a delicious
little supper at Brown's to-night and I will do
my best to represent you!" or he may volunteer
to be present for her at the lecture, concert, or
sermon. These comparasions may seem irra-

tional, but are they any more so than the idea
that a being of mature years and intellect can
be represented by another with widely differing,

perhaps contrary dispositions? Yet we are
every day asked to accept this as an established
fact. Can we expect the misfortune of sex to
destroy the noble attribute of self-respect?
Any being of independent spirit, born with a

love of justice and a proper self- appreciation,
cannot possibly be sufficiently represented by
another, who has opinions dear to himself and
born of his peculiar organization. The princi-

ples embodied in the words I have just quoted,
are not less evident now when applied to

woman than in the days of the revolution when
our forefathers, yea, and our mothers, too,

fought and died for liberty. So believing in the
good time coming, let us go bravely on, count-
ing the milestones of the coming years, feeling

sure that the time will come when our nation
will be able to see clearly the whole meaning of

that brave declaration: "Taxation without
representation is tyranny."

Dress^ Materials.

Evening dresses usually follow after street

and visiting costumes in the order of interest

felt by a lady who is fond of social life. Not

that full dress is least because last in being pre-

pared, but because her other apparel is first re-

quired for use. It was at one time supposed
that the "Princess" style of shaping a costume

to bourettes to highten and intensify their

rough effects. For very elegant toilettes Lyons'
silks combined with brocades take the lead in

popular favor. For cloaks, rough and smooth
beavers, silk and woolen faced matelasses,

basket beavers, chinchilla cloths, velvets, vel-

veteens, plushes, and shagg are worn.

A Si n Stove.—An East Indian newspaper,
the Time*, says: The other day a trial was
made of Mr. Adams' patent solar cooking appa-
ratus; the result was pronounced to be highly
satisfactory. At 1 1 o clock in the forenoon the
apparatus was so placed in the open air as to

receive the solar rays, and about every half

hour its inclination was changed by a touch of

the hand. About 4 o'clock in the afternoon the
apparatus was removed from the spot, placed
in a room, and covered with a railway rug.

At 8 p. ik, when the cover and the rug were
removed, the contents (several pounds of mut
ton and some vegetables) were found thoroughly

A STREET AND VISITING COSTUME.

was unsuited to anything but the heaviest fab-

rics, but a trial of models for this graceful dress
has established the fact that it is an altogether
elegant fashion even for tissues. A plain under-
dress cut by the same model is always worn
beneath gossamer materials, but this underdress
need not be made of silk if it is inconvenient.
The silky surface of an English silesia not only
produces the same effect as does the real article,

but it may be procured in all the evening shades.
Soft woolen goods in cashmeres, albatross
cloth, etc., in evening colors, are in large de-
mand, they are now as much an established
need in the outfit of young ladies, both married
and single, as are black cashmeres in the ward-
robe of ladies of every age. These goods receive
all the shades that can be found in evening
silks, and are less trying to the figure and com-
plexion, because they bear no gloss upon their
surfaces, and besides they wash quite as well as
a piece of linen.

Plain silk or satin sleeves, silk pipings and
perhaps other additions of ornament, are made

" The coat shown in this engraving was cut bv pattern
No. 8060. The wa'8t by pattern No. 0024. The skirt by
No. 4886. The overskirt by No. 6041. These can be ob-
tained at the agency of E. Butterick & Co., 124 Post
street, San Francisco. Sea advertisement in another
column.

cooked. The apparatus, we may state, con-

sisted of a copper vessel tinned inside and
painted black outside, with a glass cover envel-

oping the vessel with an inch of hot air. The
solar rays, passing through the glass, we are

told, became transformed into obscure heat,

which the glass retained. The vessel was fixed

on the bottom of a conical reflector lined with

common silvered sheet glass, and was 21 inches

square at its large base and eight inches at its

small base. Mr. Adams has made another ap-

paratus of greater simplicity than the one ex-

perimented upon, which, by means of solar

rays, and in the open air, can cook (Shops and

steaks as well and as expeditiously as over a

coal or coke fire. A very important point is

that the heat can be retained as long as three

hours and a half, and perhaps longer. Mr. Ad-
ams hopes soon to be able, under more favor-

able circumstances than at present, by means
of an apparatus constructed on the same princi-

ple, and by a combination of flat reflectors, to

concentrate solar rays to such a degree as to

work wonders in science yet undreamt of.

The people in a town in Iowa wanted a flour-

iug mill, and finally they got it And they *re

now very anxious to have a bank established,

so that they can borrow money to buy flour.

After the Honeymoon.

Most wives after a year or two of wedded life

Admit to themselves—if not to one or two per-
sonal friends—that husbands differ essentially
from lovers in their deportment toward the
chosen of their hearts. The small, sweet
courtesies, which made the lover so irresistible

are forgotten or put aside, and the husband
makes anybody else welcome to perform such
offices for his wife, so long as he is not inter-
fered with in the enjoyment of his newspaper
and cigar; the friend, the guest, the casual
stranger turns tne wife's music, opens the wife's
parasol, runs the wife's trivial errands. The
next one handy is the convenient person on
whom these little duties devolve in too many
instances. The wife's reign is short enough;
and now she who was a sovereign lady must
minister to the wants of her former slave—now
her lord. She does not doubt her husband's
fealty. She knows that he is ready for all the
big things of life! but she who longs for the
every-day demonstration of love, would rather
have the little things. To her it is not the
great sacrifice, the all day work and weariness
that constitute evidence of affection, but what
was evidence of love before marriage is to her
that evidence now, and only that—just these
little cares that warmed her girlish heart, the
things he would be doing for her and her per-
sonality alone. And now he is indifferent and
careless, not only when they are alone but-
worst sting of all—when in company.
Woman s pride is usually equal to her love.

She cannot bear that others should see her hus-
band's neglect of her, she wants people to see

by his outward demeanor that she has been able
to preserve his love. The small courtesies of

other men do not compensate for his neglect.

In rare instances women are to blame for this

state of affairs; a vixen or a sloven cannot hope
to retain her husband's love and respect. But
as a rule it is the man not the woman who
ignores the graceful attentions which sweeten
life. It is the wife who tries to make home
what it should be, and herself as pleasing an
object as may be in her lord's eyes, and it is

often by this very course of her's that his neglect

has come about. She has pampered him till

he forgets to pamper in return. Yet she rarely

complains; the wife with self-respect or spirit

makes no demands; what love does not render
as a free-will offering she will go without; but
if her husband knew what she suffered in going

without, it would never be withheld, for his

neglect usually has its origin in thoughtlessness,

or perhaps the fault lies with his parents.

Most boys are trained to an utter disregard of

the feelings of others. The sympathetic and
considerate are not in their line.

—

Faith Ripley,

in Rural Xew Yorker.

Draining the German Springs.—Much ex-

citement has been created at Ems, in Germany,
the most famous of Continental watering places,

by the threatened destruction of the baths

which are its main dependence. The mining

companies working in that neighborhood are

undermining the springs. The mines formerly

supplied lead and silver only, but since the ex-

tension of the manufacture of steel, the gangue

rock—which is a carbonate of iron—has be-

come more important than the other parts of

the ore. The fact seems to be that the in-

creased activity given to the operations by this

new source of profit has led to excavations to a

depth which may really interfere with the nat-

ural water courses of the region. Such a re-

sult is by no means new in mining, for, fre-

quently, wells and springs dry up when the

shafts near them are sunk to a great depth.

Sometimes the mine is the sufferer from the

mishap, as was the case with the famous Ram-
melsberg copper mine. The discovery of a

very rich vein in one portion of the workings

was followed by the drying up of the wells in

Goslar, a town of 10,000 inhabitants, situated

two or three miles from the Rammelsberg

shafts. The managers were obliged to wall up

their rich stores and forego the benefit of work-

ing them. At Ems an investigation has been

ordered, but as yet the result has not been re-

ported, so that, for the present, it cannot be de-

termined whether the baths or the mines are to

be the sufferers.

Origin of the Name of "Punkin-Head."
—Newhaven (now New Haven) is celebrated

for having given the name of "punkin-heads" to

all the New Englanders. It originated from the
' Blue laws," which enjoined every male to have

.lis hair cut round by a cap. When caps were

not to be had, they substituted the hard shell

of pumpkin, which being put on the head every

Saturday, the hair is cut by the shell all round

the head. Whatever religions virtue is sup-

posed to be derived from this custom, says

Peters in his History of Connecticut, I know
not; but there is much prudence in it; first, it

prevents the hair from snarling; secondly, it

saves the use of combs, bags and ribbons;

thirdly, the hair cannot incommode they eyes

by falling over them; and fourthly, such per-

sons as have lost their ears for heresy and other

wickedness cannot conceal their misfortune and

disgrace.

A little fellpw, five or six years old, who

had been wearing undershirts much to small for

him, was one day, after having been washed,

put into a garment as much too large as the

other had been too small. Our six-year-old

e'irugged his shoulders, shook himself, walked

around, and finely bnrst out with, "Ma, I do

feet awful lonesome in this shirt!"
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Chaff.

"I can't sold you some of dot sauerkrout,"
said a Shelby Dutchman. "I shust hafe tree

barhels, und I keeps dot in case of sickness."

Josh Billings says: "Don't despise your
poor relations. They might get rich some time,

and then it would be so hard to explain things.
'

'

A man in Louisiana has had four wives go off

and leave him. The fifth he swapped for an
old shotgun, and now he has got something that
won't go off.— Worcester Press.

A little Florida boy taught an alligator to

come to the shore and take food out of his hand.
It became so fond of the boy that one morning
it took the food and the little Florida boy too.

Mamma: Look, Cissy, here is the dear doc-

tor coming. What a favorite he is! See, even
the little chickens run to meet him. Cissy:

Yes, ma; and the little ducks cry "Quack!
quack!"

—

Funny Folks.

"Mariah! Mariah! please slet me in!"

said a man to his wife, who was looking out of

the window watching him trying to open the
door with a toothpick. " Ish tread on my key,

and it'sh all flattened out.

"

Two men met on the piazza of a hotel at Lin-
coln, Neb. One claimed that Nebraska was all

a good country, or should be. "All it lacks,"

said he, "is good society and water." Said
the other: " That is all that Tophet lacks."

First Scot: " Fat sort o' minister hae ye
gotten, Geordie?" Second Ditto: "Oh!weel'
he's no muckle worth. We seldom get a glint

o' him. Sax days o'th' week he's enveesible

and on the seventh he's encomprehensible.

"

Mamma sat in the nursery, sewing, with
baby May playing at her feet. Six-year-old
Lou was there, too, tending her dolly; and
Mamma was talking to her of her duty and
pleasure of being kind and generous to those
not so well off as ourselves. Lou drank it all

eagerly. Her eyes grew bright and earnest.

"Oh! Mamma,"' she cried, "if baby had some-
thing awful pretty, and there was a real poor
little girl coming along the sidewalk, I would
go right off and give it to her."

Can such things B? A young lady of the . in

gorgeous R A went out 2 T. She 80, but soon
arose from the table, saying: I C I wish for

here. . Society is going into B K, or I am D-
Cved. Most of the dishes are M T, and I can
C they R not 2 B filled. Is there N E Ds N C
among you? Y R U here at all? Will N E 1

tell me B 4 I go? I would rather be hung in F
I G, and have an L E G written on my untimely
death by an "occasional poet," than quietly 2
submit 2 such treatment. I will go 4th like L
X & R and weep for new worlds 2 conquer.

In an assize court the crier was old and
deaf. " Call Arabella Hanks," said the Judge.
Entertaining much doubt of the name, the crier

arose from his seat and said with much puzzled
look. "What, your lordship?" "Call Ara-
bella Hanks, crier," repeated the Judge, much
provoked. The old crier thereupon, with a
countenance indicating both doubt and despera-
tion, in his loudest voice called out, "Yaller
Belly Shanks! Yaller Belly Shanks!! Yaller
Belly Shanks!!! come into the court!" It is

needless to say that the seriousness of the court
was compromised; and quiet was restored only
to be again disturbed by the laughter caused
by the crier, who, in answer to the court as

to whether or not the witness replied, said:

"No, my lord; and I don't believe there is

such a person in the town, I have lived here 40
years, and I never heard of him before!"

A New Arctic Expedition.—A whaling
steamship, the Vega, has been bought for the
Swedish Arctic expedition, which is to start

next July from Gothenburg. The vessel is very
strongly built, and can carry coal enough for a
cruise of 8,000 miles; she is to be supplied with
sufficient provisions to serve for thre^ years.
Capt. Palander will be in command; less than
30 persons will be on board, in all; three or four
will constitute the scientific corps. The King
of Sweden, the Government, Oscar Dickson, of

Gothenburg, and Mr. Sibariakoff (a Russian),
conjointly defray the expenses. The projected
voyage will circumnavigate Asia and Europe.

A Japanese Directory.—Prof. Edward S.

Morse, now of the University of Japan, in lec-

turing about the Japanese in Cambridge, the
other evening, praised their diet of grass-
hoppers as extremely palatable. He described
the city directory of Tokio as a much more
poetical volume than people are accustomed to
think directories can be; it contains, besides the
names of streets and business places, the locali-

ties of pleasant walks about the city, with di-

rections where "sweet singing insects" can be
heard, the best place to see fireflies and tinted
foliage, etc.

The Sycamore of Palestine.—The sycamore
of Scripture, it may be observed, is a species of
fig. The English sycamore, a maple, and our
sycamore, the buttonwood, being so called from
the resemblance of their leaves to the old-time
fig. It was at one time thought, from carvings,
that the orange grew in Egypt; but the repre-
sentations are now proved to be the fruit of
this sycamore fig.

An African Railway.—In the United
States Senate, on the 7th ult., Mr. Conkling
(New York) presented a petition of Austin
Packard and others, of New York, in favor of
the appointment of a commission to communi-
cate with other nations with a view of having a
railroad across the continent of Africa.

Yq^HQ F©E.ks' CoLiJflN.

Jesus Who?

John W. Chadwick's little daughter May once
asked "What's Jesus' other name?" "Jesus
who?" "Jesus God?" This being told to Mr.
W. C. Gannet, he thereupon wrote the follow-
ing :

And are the children prophets thon,
Or have they lived before;

To speak grand words, so simple wise
And babble spirit lore.

Their wonder plays on questions quaint.
All vision and surprise,

Like clumsy gates whose clumsy swing,
Reveals half paradise.

Yes, little May, you've said it,

"God" is his other name;
Ours always ends with father,
His is the very same.

The earth is one home only,
Our father only one;

And all the folks are brothers,
And every one his son.

So up and down the city,

And everywhere I've trod,
It's Mary, Maud and Katy,
John God and Willie God.

Dear Jesus was your brother,
Who died so long ago,

And May's his little sister,

I think he'd like to know.

Out there's another brother,
His name is Pat, or Tim,

If May's his little sister,

What will she do for him ?

His first name's Tim—his other,
That name we say in prayer.

For when we say our father,
Ar'n't Tim and Jesus there?

O, life and love, in whom we are,
From whom, to whom, all lives;

I thank thee for the christening now
Thy little prophet gives.

The father's name, the children's name;
More plain nor earth nor sky;

And yet I never guessed, till now,
The name thou knowest me by.

My name it shames, it greatens me;
I feel so weak, so strong,

And all the gates are swinging wide,
One name fills every song.

A Father's Advice.

[Written for the Rural Press by R. O. Root.]

My son, always wear your own clothes. No
man can act up to the full, rounded measure of

manhood while he knows and his friends know
that he uses another man's boots and owes the

hatter and the tailor for the nice fitting gar-

ments he wears.

2. Always wear good clothes, neat, whole and

clean. Never allow yourself to look seedy, as

men say. While we know that dress does not

make the man, and that "a man is a man for

all that," yet all will acknowledge that a neatly
fitting garment gives pleasure to the beholder,

and as we have more pleasure in a company of

well-dressed people than with the rough and
slovenly, so it is our duty to contribute our
part to the pleasure of others.

3. Never wait for dead men's shoes. Do not
wait for the death of your rich friend, in order
that you marry the lovely widow and succeed
to his place and share his estate. He may not
die first after all, and if he does you cannot be
sure of becoming his successor. Much better

go out among young people of your own class,

choose a companion and build your own fortune
and family. So also in business. Do not wait
idly for the head clerk to die, that you may
have a place. Go and find a place, or make one,

and then it will be your own. Life is too short
for us to wait for other people. Don't "wait for

the wagon;" if you wish for the wagon, go and
get it.

4. Do not work for half price, "in order to
aid a good cause." Be a first-class workman in

whatever you undertake, and have first-class

wages for the work you do. Do some one thing
better than any other man, and you can have
your own price for it. Then if you have §100 to

spare for some good cause, the friends of the
cause will be ready to thank you; but if you
work for the good cause at half price, some one
will tauntingly ask, "Conld you do any better

elsewhere ?" Better to give two weeks' work
out and out than to work two weeks at half

price.

5. Save your strength while you are young,
for when you are old you cannot save it. A
man is capable of doing and enduring about so

much in his lifetime. If he dissipates and squan-
ders his vitality recklessly in early life, he will

die early, or drag a miserable and diseased body
with him during his last years. A man who
takes good care of a good constitution has the

best kind of a savings bank in himself, on which
he can draw in the prime of life, and which will

carry his prime into those years when others

begin to fail.

It is better to keep the reins constantly well

in hand, than to trust to picking them up from
the ground after you find the team is running
away.

Tommy came home from school, and handed
to his father the teacher's report on his progress

during the month. "This is very unsatisfactory,

Tom; you've a very small number of good marks.

I'm not at all pleased with it." "I told the

teacher you wouldn't be, but hi; wouldn't alter

it."

The Pernicious Habit of Drinking:.

An English physician, Dr. Duckworth, writes

as follows: "Medical men may fairly tell the

healthy, robust, well-fed and well-housed to give

up stimulants if they fully maintain their health

without them. Total abstainers are generally

large eaters, and the ultimate textural effects of

excess in eating or drinking, if any, may not be

very dissimilar. I think it is proved that the

addition of a little alcoholic food to a meal

secures a more moderate ingestion of solids, and
where it agrees, which it does not always, pro-
motes a more satisfactory digestion of them.
But a large number of persons suffering chiefly
from dyspepsia or insomnia are better without
stimulants of any kind. A daily allowance of

alcohol is manifestly wrong; more to-day and
less to-morrow may be needed or instinctively
called for. The rational individual must hon-
estly and conscientiously find out for himself
what the special needs of his system are, and
where a right-minded christian individual is in

earnest in such a matter and has a proper con-
trol over his appetite, he is not likely to go far

wrong in the matter of stimulants.
"Medical men should urge teetotalism upon

the nervous classes of drunkards, persons who
are careless and self-indulgent or who by their
lives or callings are much in the way of drink.
Stimulants should be always taken at meal
times, and only then.

" I am confident that, as a body, our profes-
sion is unanimous in condemning the modern
American habit of taking odd glasses of stimu-
lants at all hours and laments the grievous mul-
tiplication of the means of gratifying this mis-
chievous custom, for truly the conduct of

masses of young business men in our cities and
large towns in this respect is becoming disgrace-
ful and the practice is fast gaining in other
circles and communities. Our countrymen of

these classes have no excuse for this, for they
are well-fed and have liquors with their meals
in addition to their hourly drams, while Ameri-
cans, who are notoriously the worst dietitians

in the civilized world, are water-drinkers at

meal time."

Experiments with the Turkish Bath.—
Some interesting observations were related at

the last meeting of the British Medical Associa-
tion, by William James Fleming, M. B. (Glas-

gow). These experiments were performed by
the author upon himself, and consisted of obser-

vations on the effect of the Turkish bath at tem-
peratures of from 130" Fah. to 170° Fah., upon
the weight, temperature, pulse, respiration and
secretions. The results showed that the immer-
sion of the body in hot, dry air, produced loss

of weight to an extent considerably greater than
normal, amounting, on the average, to the rate

of about 40 ounces an hour. This was accom-
panied by an increase in the temperature of the

body and a rise in the pulse rate, with at first

a fall and then a rise in the rapidity of respira-

tion. The amount of solids secreted by the

kidneys was increased and coincidently the
amount of urea. The sweat contained a quan-
tity of solid matter in solution and among other

things a considerable amount of urea. The
most important effect of the bath was the stim-

ulation of the emunctory action of the skin.

By this means the tissues could, as it were, be
washed by passing water through them from
within out. The increased temperature and
pulse rate pointed to the necessity of caution in

the use of the bath when the circulatory system
was diseased.

Boracic Acid for Skin Diseases.—Sur-

geon Major Watson reports in the India Medi-
cal Gazette, that he has lately employed boracic

acid with very great success as an external ap-

plication in the treatment of dermatophyta, or

vegetable parasitic diseases of the skin. He
was, it appears, induced to try this remedy from
witnessing its employment as an antiseptic in the

Edinburg infirmary wards. The diseases in

which he has hitherto used boracic acid have
been the various forms of tinea, especially that

very troublesome form of the disease which
affects the scratum and inner sides of the thighs

of many Europeans in India. Dr. Watson de-

clares that the external application of a solu-

tion of boracic acid acts like a charm in such

cases. An aqueous solution of boracic acid of a

drachm to the ounce, or as much as the water
will take up at ordinary temperature, is em-
ployed. The affected parts, he says, should be

well bathed with the solution twice daily, some
little friction being used, and it should not be

wiped off, but allowed to dry on the part. Al-

together, he regards it as preferable to all other

remedies of the same class.

Warts.—If they give you no special incon-

venience, says Hall's Journal, let them alone.

But if it is of essential importance to get rid of.

them, purchase half an ounce of muriatic acid,

put it in a broad-bottomed vial, so that it will

not easily turn over; take a stick as large as

the end of a knitting-needle, dip it into the acid,

and touch the top of the wart with whatever of

the acid adheres to the stick; then, with the

end of the stick, rub the acid into the top of

the wart, without allowing the acid to touch

the well skin. Do this night and morning, and
a safe, painless and effectual cure is the result.

Domestic Eco^o^y.

The Wholesomeness of the Orange.

Julia, Colman, Superintendent of the New
York cooking school, gives the Phrenological
Journal the following: Not a few of those who
wish to be careful as to the quality of their food
have doubted the wholesomeness of the orange
as it is found in the markets. A fruit, they
have said, which is picked so green and kept so
long can not be very desirable food. These
queries, however, have mostly died away before
the experimental proofs of its wholesomeness.
Invalids and all sorts of well people eat of it

freely without known ill effects. Many have
gone to the other extreme and attributed to it

health-giving properties, which they deem
almost marvelous. For example, it is said to
be a sort of insurance against disease to eat two
oranges before breakfast for three months in
the spring, say from March to May inclusive.
We admit that such a course, if generally pur-
sued, might turn many doctors out of employ-
ment.
Another prescribed use is to cure a longing

for alcoholic drinks. The sufferer must eat an
orange the first thing in the morning. We
have faith in the remedy, so far as it goes, but
to make it effective the subject must earnestly
desire to give up the drink, be determined to
do so, and then the orange will be a natural
help to quench thirst, to aid in healing the
stomach and to induce a wholesome tendency
in the system generally. This much ought to
be understood to prevent any one from suppos-
ing that it acts like a charm or philter to take
away the unnatural craving. That will return
again and again for some days, and if the sub-
ject understands this, instead of being discour-
aged, he will take another orange, and calling
all the moral and social aid he can command to
his help, he will be much more likely to
succeed.

If in hot, unhealthy countries generally, men
would eat an orange in place of drinking a glass
of gin, brandy or other alcoholic liquor, the
result would be most advantageous. And if

some juicy fruit were eaten always in place of
taking unwholesome water or any other drink
whatever, the malaria of the worst localities

might become almost harmless. If the water
be wholesome, oranges or other fruit juice
mingled with it makes it very much more satis-

factory, both in taste -and results. If we took
half the pains to provide ourselves with fruits

that we do to provide ourselves with alcoholic
drinks, we should soon see a beneficial change
on the face of affairs.

How to Clean Engravings.—A correspond-
ent has recently succeeded in cleaning some
engravings by the following process: Soak the
print in cold water till ali creases are out and
it lies quite smooth; then put into a dish con-
taining a solution of chloride of lime with
twice its quantity of clear cold water. When
the stains have disappeared, put the engraving
into plain water, and afterwards dry with blot-

ting-paper. For the solution referred to, put
half a pound of chloride of lime into a vessel

with one pint of water; let it stand, stirring it

now and again, for 24 hours, and then strain it

through fine muslin till quite clear, when the
liquid is to be added to one quart of water.
The prints should not be left in the solution

longer than is necessary to remove the stains,

and the more thorougly they are washed in
cold water afterwards the better for them; for,

if any of the bleach is left in the paper, it is •

liable to rot and destroy it. The wet print re-

quires care in handling.

Spice Salt.—You can make this very nicely

says the American Agriculturalist by drying,
powdering and mixing by repeated sittings the
following ingredients: One-quarter of an ounce
each of powdered thyme, bay-leaf and pepper;
one-eighth of an ounce each of marjoram and
cayenne pepper; one-half of an ounce each of

powdered clove and nutmeg; to every four
ounces of this powder add one ounce of salt,

and keep the mixture in an air-tight vessel.

One ounce of it added to three pounds of stuff-

ing, or forcemeat of any kind, makes a delicious

seasoning.

Dried Celery and Parsley.—Wash tho
leaves, stalks, roots and trimmings of celery,

and put them in a cool oven to dry: then grate

the root and rnb the leaves and stalks through
a sieve, and put all into a tightly corked bot-

tle, or tin can with close cover. This makes a
most delicious seasoning for soups, stews and
stuffing. When you use parsley save every bit

of leaf, stalk or root you do not need, and treat

them in the same way as the celery. With
parsley the root has even a stronger flavor than
the leaves, and do not waste a bit.

Sausage.—To 80 pounds of meat chopped
fine—not too fat, add two pounds of fine salt;

three ounces of pulverized sage; five ounces of

black pepper; two ounces of savory; four

ounces of allspice; four ounces of ginger; four

tablespoonfuls of sugar; warm and mix without
water.

Molasses Candy.—Two cups molasses, one
cup of sugar, one-half cup of vinegar; boil to-

gether (but be careful not to burn) for a few
minutes; try a little on snow or in cold water?
when it becomes hard enough turn out to cool;

while yet warm pull until white.
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The Week.

Another week and another rain; refreshing,

cleansing and, in some localities, quite a soak-

ing rain, hut for the most part only a "sample"

of the whole piece of water which we need, and
little more satisfying than a smell of roast heef

to him whom hunger prompts to drive his teeth
through juicy morsels. To the lover, the pres-
ent coyness of the clouds can suggest naught
but the eyes which promise and the lips which
deny the boon. To the angler the figure is the
finny llirters of the flood which fondly "nibble"
but refuse to "bite." To the merchant the
lowering but ungenerous sky brings to mind
the purchaser, of ponderous purse, pricing
plenteous produce but expending naught.
While to the farmer, needing no simile, there is

but a deep regret that the winds and clouds do
not do business, settle down and show for once
the persistency and determination of "old-
fashioned storms." And yet great good is done
in many populous portions of our State by the
present measure of rain. The coast and the
adjacent valleys can count themselves assured
of gratifying growth for a month upon the wa-
ter thus far deposited, and there are of course
ound anticipations of more in fewer days than
that

Work for the Unemployed.

The problem which is now forced upon pub-

lic attention by the threats and demands of

incendiary leaders is one which should be

quickly brought to solution. Although we have

no sympathy nor tolerance for the riotous in-

citements of those who have constituted them-

selves leaders of the unemployed, it cannot be

doubted that in the rank and Die of those who

follow this unfortunate leadership there is real

hardship and an honest desire for assistance.

In our view of the matter, the way to meet this

condition is to disarm the movement of the only

element of strength there is in it, and that is by

providing work for the unemployed at a price

which will sustain life. If there were no mate-

rial in the form of men without employment,
the fabric of riot, which a few men are striving

to weave for their own aggrandizement, would
fall to the ground by its own weight, and the

weavers would be regarded as too harmless and
worthless even to lumber up a prison.

In the lirst place, the State and municipal
governments, in their beneficent character as

conservators of the public well being, could, we
think, find fitting opportunity for the exercise

of their paternal functions in providing a means
of earning bread to those who are kept from it

by the exigencies of the times, and not by their

own fault or choice. There are public works
which can be wisely undertaken, and which
can never be more cheaply executed than now.
There is wealth enough in the country to defray
the expense with no hardship, for the chief

burden will come on those who have most, and
whose money now lies idle in the banks because
of the slight demand for it. There is prospect

enough in the future of the city and State to

warrant the inception of wise and permanent
improvements now for the coming generation to

pay for, and capital is said to be ready to entrust

itself for future returns.

Second, it seems evident to us that the cheap-

est way by which the public can release itself

from dangers which now threaten destruction

of life and property, is in disarming the mal-
contents by providing for them, rather than
by allowing them to pursue the present evil ten-

dencies until they eventuate in riot and crime.

Prevention is proverbially better than cure. It

would be far cheaper to build a boulevard than
to fill our streets with armed militia. The
desert wastes of Golden Gate park can be made
to blossom like a rose for less money than the

city would lose by a riot and by the prosecution

and execution of the offenders. No one doubts
but than uprising like that we hear so freely

threatened would be quickly and permanently
crushed if it should assert itself; but who thinks

it is the dictate either of economy or humanity
that the city should wait to have its streets

raked by grapeshot and perhaps its proudest
buildings in ashes ? We have, of course, no
belief in the accomplishment of the revolutions

which agitators urge upon their ignorant and
thoughtless followers, but there is reason to fear

that they may inllame desperate men to deeds
which may lead to the destruction of a part of

the city and their own. This is what we believe

can be prevented for far less money than it

could be cured, if the disease is permitted to

break out. For this reason we are in favor of

the request which the city is making this week
upon the Legislature for permission to raise

money on its own security for the prosecution

of certain beneficial public works. If the city

can thus offer a livelihood during the winter to

those who will labor for it, the present move-
ment of the unemployed will be shorn of all the
strength there is in it, and those who are now
endeavoring to profit by men s misfortunes will

be forced to seek more honorable employment.
It is claimed by those who object to the city's

offering employment to all who need bread,

that the announcement of the city's action

would bring thousands of unemployed from the
country, and the city would thus be forced to

boar the burden of the whole Stnte. This
would probably be true to a certain degree, and
it might be advisable for the State to undertake
some needed public work in the interior. It

might be found that the West Side canal pro-

ject was ripe enough to push forward into

actual building, and this would give employ-
ment to an army of men. This too could now
be constructed cheaply if the funds were
honestly administered, because men could be
had at little more than the cost of living. It

would be, of course, unwise to begin a work of

this kind hurriedly, but we take it that the
canal has been virtually decided upon in some
form and the Legislature might safely order
that the preliminaries be accelerated with
all proper speed and the work begun. This
project would have to be fostered by the State,
although the benefited lands should ultimately
fully assume the burden. Thus it might be
found that the State could most cheaply provide
for its unfortunate wards and relieve communi-
ties from the sustenance and plundering of the
horde of tramps which now besiege our farm
and village homes. The whole State would be
interested in this result. As it is the burden of
supporting tramps falls most upon those who
can least afford it. If the State had work for
them and should direct them to assume it or go
to prison, many a resident of the interior would
breathe more freely and sleep more soundly.
The beginning of the West Side canal this

season, should it be found practical, might give
work to those who may need it none the less,

although they are good citizens and not tramps,
nor "revolutionists." Should this year prove
dry as the last, a contingency which seems
quite possible, at least so iar as the San Joaquin
valley is concerned, there would be a need
among many dwellers in that district of oppor-
tunity to employ their hands and teams. It

has been shown by experience in the valley that
the farmers build the best irrigation ditches,

and it would be a boon to many to find employ-
ment on a public work which their own fields

denied. For this reason, as well as for giving
livelihood to the country's "unemployed," it

would be a public benefit to have this work be-

gun and prosecuted with vigor.

The view which residents along the line of

the canal and elsewhere take concerning its

building is to be learned even more fully during
the coming week, as the Senate committee [on

irrigation lias resolved to hold meetings at

different parts of the State, as may be seen by
an article in another column. We trust that
something may ke found feasible, both in city

and country, by which work can be afforded to

all who honestly need and desire it, and then
"agitators" and "revolutionists" will find them-
selves without an avocation.

Free Reading Rooms.

The Union Reading Room Association has

done credit to itself and the city of Oakland, in

arranging for a popular low-priced lectures

in these hard times. It places within the reach

of that class deserving of and mostly to be bene-

fited by such entertainments, amusement and

instruction combined, at a price with which no

fault can be found. As a general thing the

cost of such entertainments is so great as to

prevent mechanics and other working men from

attending; but the result of the experiment

inaugurated by the Union Reading Room Asso-

ciation shows that low-priced lectures can be

made a success. It is noteworthy that Oakland,

which has been rather apathetic as to lectures,

responded nobly in this case, showing that price

had a great ileal to do with it.

Following is a list of the coming lectures

of the course: "Nebular Hypothesis," by
Prof. John LeConte; "Irrigation," by Prof.

Geo. Davidson; "An Apology for the Turk"
(by request), by Prof. Bernard Moses; " Keeent
Geographical Discoveries," by Hon. W. C.

Bartlett; "Our Nerves," by Dr. Dio Lewis.

The tickets for the course are sold at SI, and
those for a single lecture at 25 cents. A grand
musical entertainment will be given at the close

of the course, free to holders of season tickets,

but single tickets for this will be f>0 cents.

The Oakland Reading Room Association

has done a worthy work. After a great

deal of trouble and labor the Managers of the

association have provided good rooms, with
plenty of papers and books, where any one, the

capitalist or laborer, is welcome to come. There
are here no social distinctions whatever, one
man having equal rights and privileges with an-

other. No fees are charged, and any one who
chooses has the privilege of visiting the rooms.

It is to the credit of the Managers that

through their efforts Oakland led off practically

on the free reading room question; Alameda
followed and is doing well. As a result a joint

stock association there is erecting a ten thousand
dollar building, the largest public hall in Ala-

meda, for the purpose. San Francisco follows,

and in examining the field concluded that in the

great metropolis of the Pacific it should be a

municipal institution, so Senator Rogers—all

honor to him—has drawn up a bill which is

likely to become a law and the results of which
will do an immense amount of good in cities

built or now building in California. The Rogers
bill to establish and maintain free public libra-

ries and reading rooms, authorizes the various

Boards of Supervisors of the various counties,

and of the city and county of San Francisco,

and the municipal authorities of incorporated

towns and cities of this State to levy and collect

annually a tax not exceecding one mill on the

dollar for the purpose of establishing free public

libraries and reading rooms, putting up build-

ings and buying books. The same authorities

may appoint seven Trustees to carry out the

ideas of the act. All moneys collected go to a
" library fund," and can only be used for the

purposes specified. The following 10 persons,

John S. Hager, Irving M. Scott, R. J. Tobin,

E. D. Sawyer, John H. Wise, A. J. Moulder,

Louis Sloss, A. S. Hallidie, C. C. Terrill and
Henry George are instituted and appointed dur-

ing good behavior, honorary Trustees without

salary, of any library or reading room in the

city and county of San Francisco. .
These

Trustees are clothed with powers to make rules

and regulations for the government of the

library or reading room. This is for this city.

In other places the term of office of Trustees is

limited to four years.

One of the clauses is as follows: "The pro-

prietors of any subscription or other library

may, upon such terms and conditions as shall be

agreed upon by them and the municipal authori-

ties of any incorporated city, town or city and
county, donate and transfer its property, real

and personal, to any such city, town or city

and county, for the purpose of establishing and
maintaining a public library within the mean-
ing of this Act. As a condition of any such

donation, such proprietors shall nominate and
appoint, as honorary Trustees, a number equal

te those authorized, and to be appointed as

hereinbefore provided. A majority of such
honorary Trustees may fill all vacancies that
may occur in their number. Such honorary
Trustees shall have an equal voice with the
other Trustees appointed, as hereinbefore .auth-

orized, in the management and control of such
libraries as may be donated and transferred un-
der the provisions of this section."

All this is the direct result of the work com-
menced in Oakland by a few gentlemen who saw
the need of free reading rooms for the public,

and who were public spirited enough to give
time and labor to inaugurate the one over there.

The friends of the Union Reading Room Asso-
ciation hope to advance, and add new and
appropriate features to make their good work
felt in a wider range of benefits. It is not often
that a course of seven lectures is given for a sum
of (1, especially when the lecturers are persons
of the education and intelligence such as those
chosen by the Oakland association. The cause
is a worthy one, and should be upheld by all

good citizens, and the example set by Oakland
can be followed with benefit by other towns and
cities, if a few liberal-hearted citizens take hold
of the matter.

QdEf\tES \HD REPLIES.

Tamping in Squirrels.

Editors Prkss:—As the squirrel question is still open,
I will give my recipe. Fill and tamp all the holes well,

especially when the ground is cold and wet and hut few
will ever see daylight afterward.—J. H. G.

This method has been mentioned once or
twice in our columns during the last six months.
Lest others may have overlooked it we insert

again. We have also received other testimony
that the tamping in is often successful. It can
best be done with a piece of scantling or fence
post, about four feet long, with a smooth handle
put through an auger hole, so as to be at right

angles with the stick and give room for one
hand on each side. A few drops on the filled

hole with this packs the earth very tight.

Warty Potatoes.

Editors Press:—I notice in the Prf.ss that
Mr. White, of Bloomfield, has sent you some
potatoes covered with abnormal developments,
resembling warts. I have often had potatoes

thus affected. I believe it is caused by exces-

sive manuring, richness and moisture. Last
season I moved a chicken house and planted
potatoes where it stood, and most of the pota-

toes were covered with these warts, and I have
often had them on low, swaley ground, moist,

ricli and sandy. Upon no other conditions of

soil have I ever found them.— E. H. C'hknkv,
Bodega, Cal.

Honey Locust.
Editors Prf.ss:—Has any one ever tried the honey

locust as a hedge in this State? Du the seed need scald-

ing as do the black locust to get them to germinate?
—J. H. O.

Will some reader answer?

Tiif. Manorial Value of Rodkists.—We
have not heard anyone argue that our squirrel-

ridden fields were becoming rapidly manured
by their presence, and this is the consolation

which a German philosopher finds in a similar

or even worse affliction. We read in the Lon-
don Farmer that from all quarters come com-
plaints that the plague of mice in Austro-
Hungary and Germany is ever on the increase.

In some parts of Hungary they are so numerous
that local agriculturists omitted to sow in the
autumn, partly because they knew it would be
labor lost and partly in the hope of thereby
starving out the vermin. In Bohemia things

are almost as bad. In Silesia all efforts to lessen

the pest have proved in vain; poisons and traps

and trenches are abandoned in despair. A
Leipzig philosopher endeavors to make the best

of it. The mice must die some time or other,

he points out, and what a valuable manure such
millions of carcasses will make! Assuming that

1 mice come to grief on each square meter of

ground, this will give 100,000 carcasses per
hectare; and, taking their average weight as 30
to the pound, we get 33 centners of animal

manure on each hectare of land. Meanwhile,
however, less philosopic folk would rather

draw their supplies from other sources.

Oi'R Public Schools.—We have received

from Hon. Ezra S. Carr, Superintendent of

Public Instruction, a copy of his report to the

Governor, coveting the work of his department

during the last two years. The report is evi-

dently prepared with great care and furnishes

information which all interested in the discus-

sion of educational topicB should possess. In

the body of the report Dr. Carr describes the

work done by himself and his associates and
urges several matters which he deems worthy of

adoption. He also speaks generally upon the

quality and aims of education and the best

modes of attaining them. Mrs. Jeanne C. Carr

furnishes an excellent paper descriptive of her

educational studies at the Centennial and in the

Eastern States, and draws deductions from her

observation and research. The appendices are

full and contain statistics of the number of

schools and pupils, list of teachers holding State

certificates, etc. The report should be widely

circulated.

On File.—"New Year's Greeting," S. J.;

"Floriculture," W. C. L D. ; "A ride through

Lisbon District," G. R.; "In Mem.," Potter

Valley Grange; "Cultivation and Rainfall," S.

B. ; "Coffee Germination," C. H. S. and H. G.
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California Climate and Consumption.

Indiscriminate praise is productive of evil.

It cannot be doubted that our favorite State has

suffered more from flatterers than defamers.

Glowing statements with either thoughtless or

studied neglect of qualifying conditions are

quite apt to mislead, and those who place reli-

ance upon them often reap disappointment.

Those who have glorified our conditions as fa-

vorable to industrial success have many times

forgotten to state that labor is requisite to suc-

cess here as elsewhere. The result has been

that hundreds of thoughtless persons have come

to California expecting to gain a livelihood and

a competence simply for the asking. Failing,

of course, to receive it upon such conditions,

they have become bitter denunciators, blaming

the State for the failures which their own weak

hearts and unwilling hands achieved. Not
otherwise has been the praise Of the climate of

California in its relations to consumption. Glori-

ous as we find our clear and invigorating air

and warm sunshine, we have been too apt to

speak of it as the sovereign cure for all the ills

to which flesh is heir. Especially in its favoring

influence upon those afflicted with consumption

has our climate been lauded high. This general

praise has been productive of evil in many cases

because it has been spoken without discrimina-

tion. We have forgotten that we have a com-
plex climate, and therefore discrimination is

most necessary, We have also forgotten that
consumption is a disease capable of division

into degrees, and in its latex stages seems to

pass almost wholly beyond the reach of climatic

influences. For these reasons there seems occa-

sion to conclude that in some cases California

climate, in its relation to consumption, has been
praised not wisely but too well. We are glad
to see that this subject is being considered by
competent and discriminating minds, and that

the true opportunity which our State affords to

unfortunate victims of lung diseases, bids fair

to receive true exposition.

One of the most interesting papers in the val-

uable report which our State Board of Health
has just handed to the Governor, is upon the

subject which we have mentioned, and is by
Dr. F. W. Hatch, of Sacramento, the perma-
nent Secretary. For the information of our
readers, both here and at the East, we proprose
to present, as briefly as possible, the leading
points brought forward by Dr. Hatch. For
practical purposes he divides the State into four
regions, more or less distinct, in respect of cli-

mate. First, the coast and the valleys border-
ing thereon; second, the interior valleys, as the

Sacramento and San Joaquin; third, the Coast
range mountains; fourth, the Sierra Nevada
mountains. These divisions are also subdivided
in the report.

Beginning with the climate of the coast and
the coast valleys, Dr. Hatch starts at San Fran-
cisco with a mean annual temperature of 55.23°

Fah., and follows the coast to San Diego with a
mean temperature of G2. 11° Fah., including a
narrow belt of country extending along the
coast for a distance of 479 miles. The climate

of this extensive district presents certain fea-

tures in common though varying in degree—

a

winter season mild and agreeable, a certain

amount of fog, and cool wet winds in the sum-
mer. Taking Sail Francisco as an extreme, we
find some modifications in each of these ex-

tremes as we go southward. The number of

foggy days may be said, as a rule, to become
less, the severity of the summer winds is sub-

dued, the temperature somewhat higher and
more equable, the rainy season shorter and the
rainfall less abundant, and intervening between
these two seasons of summer and winter, a
short season representing spring, which becomes
more and more attractive, inviting by the mild-

ness of its temperature, the purity of its atmos-
phere, the early freshness and beauty of the
vegetation, and combining all these qualities

which have given to this region its popular rep-

utation as a resort for health. Dr. Hatch then
proceeds to analyze the different localities along
the southern coast, and adduces the testimony
of local physicians as to their fitness and unfit-

ness for consumptive people, and the months in

the year when these qualities are most predom-
inant. We have, no space to follow these inter-

esting inquiries, but the result will appear in

the general conclusions which we shall present
before we close.

Of the climate of the great central valleys,

the Sacramento and San Joaquin, an extensive
district, stretching from the 35th to the 41st
parallel, with an average width of 50 or 00
miles, it is said: The meteorology of this vast
region presents certain features common to

every part. As compared with the coast region,

the atmosphere may be said, in a general way,
to be warmer and drier during the summer, not
much subject to fogs, a high temperature during
the day, with a considerable reduction at night.

Although giving this region of our State full

credit for its many charms and excellencies, Dr.

Hatch concludes that "in the prolonged high
temperature, the sudden changes which ojour
in places subject to the influence of the ocean
winds (which sweep through the Straits of Car-

quinez and diverge north and south), the com-
paratively greater humidity of the atmosphere,
and the presence of malaria, is found a combi-
nation of circumstances which would seem to
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render this interior valley region ineligible as a
summer residence for the consumptive.

"

Concerning our mountain climate, both of
the Coast range and the Sierra Nevada, Dr.
Hatch speaks at length and with definiteness.
We have space only for his general comparisons.
As compared with the great valleys, the moun-
tain climates, as a whole, possess a less pro-
longed season of high temperature; a lower rel-

ative humidity; comparative exemption from
malarial influences; altitude and its supposed
advantages in chronic pulmonary disorders. As
compared with the coast region, the mountain
climates have a lower relative humidity; a
greater exemption from winds and fogs; the ad-
vantages of altitude and a more invigorating at-

mosphere. These points of comparison refer to
climaoes in the different regions during the
summer months.

After treating his subject in all its parts sci-

entifically, so far as data afford ground for a
scientific deduction, Dr. Hatch concludes with
the following general observations:

First—That for the majority of invalids seek-
ing a change of climate in consumption, the
mountains—preferably the Coast range—offer

advantages, during the summer and early fall

months, superior to those of any other portion
of the State.

Second—That a certain proportion may find

the eastern slope of the Coast range agreeable
and beneficial even during the winter season.

Third—That a life in the open air—camp
life, with the exercise to which it invites, agree-
able companionship, pleasant occupation of

mind and body, are indispensable to the attain-

ment of the full benefits to be derived from
climate.

Fourth— That for a large proportion of con-
sumptives, some point on the southern coast
seems eminently suitable as a winter residence.

Fifth—That the premonitory stage of phthisis,

or the first stage of its actual development, are
the only ones in which climate may be safely

relied upon. That some cases in the second
stage may be greatly benefited, especially when
the nutritive processes are not seriously im-
jjaired. That a few may secure an apparently
permanent arrest of disease, and enjoy good
health for many years; but that the climate of

California, while it may for a time seem to in-

spire hope offers, in reality, no very strong in-

ducement to these lapsing, or who have already
passed, into the third stage of disease.

Sixth—That the remedy, if found beneficial,

must be continued from year to year, until the
restoration of the nutritive processes is com-

Enlarged Limnoria.

1U11 L PBES
The Necessity for a Physical Survey of

California.

[Read before tlie Academy of Sciences by Prof. Gko.
Davidson. J

The subject matter of the few remarks which
I shall offer for your consideration this evening

is not strictly new to you. On more than one
occasion this Academy has expressed its views
upon the necessity for a thorough and exhaust-

ive survey of this State, and not only of the

State, but of the States and Territories adjacent

thereto.

Whatever has been partially done has its

value and its usefulness; but it is now a neces-

sity that a more comprehensive system should

be inaugurated, which will embrace every field

of enterprise and investment.

I do not propound this necessity from theo-

retical or abstruse considerations, but upon the

plainest, strongest demands of utilitarianism.

Do not misunderstand me as ignoring science in

such a work, on the contrary it is only upon the
clearest deductions of observation and research,
conducted by scientific methods, that the great-
est gains and advances can be made in every-
day practical life. When the practical man
raises huge beams, and structures, and volumes
of water by the application of the lever, or the
pulley, or the pump, he is simply utilizing

knowledge; and all of the so-called "practical"
that is effected by rule of thumb, without an
adequate and probably unrecognized basis of
knowledge, is done at a dead loss of work, which
is capital, and of time, which is profit.

I repeat, that every great industry on this

coast is largely and directly interested in the
subject of a physical survey of the State, and
the humblest trades and professions are there-

fore certainly and intimately affected, and af-

fected favorably.

The great mining interests, in the precious
and base metals, in coal, building material, etc.

;

the millions of money and thousands depending
upon the success of agricultural investments;
the large capital bound up in manufacturing
and commercial enterprises; the steamboat and
railroad undertakings, involving so much of

wealth and comfort, and rapidity and certainly

A Pile Eaten Off by Knots Left by
Limnoria. Limnoria.
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or have borne no crop; hundreds of thousands
of animals have perished, and yet the rivers
have been running to the ocean, the life-blood of
this State has ebbed without imparting a spark
of vitality, the green places are parched and
arid. I refer to the agricultural phase of the
problem because it is brought home so painfully
and directly to hundreds of thousands of our
people, to the whole population indirectly. I
mention it because the solution of one part of it

seems so readily understood; we are not stand-
ing still for want of the necessary skill to accom-
plish what is sought; but each and all seem
waiting for some supernatural interposition to
bridge them over the rainless years.

What will this physical survey give to the
State? When shall it be undertaken? How shall

it be carried on? Will its cost be excessive?
These and a hundred correlative questions may
readily be propounded, and yet to each I am
convinced that a satisfactory answer can be
given.

Let me answer the main question that must
arise in many minds. Qui bono'—of what good
is it?—by asking another and analagous ques-
tion. Of what good lias been the survey of the
Pacific coast of the United States? The map-
ping of its outline, its dangers, its harbors, its

islands; the establishment of light houses, fog
whistles, buoys and other aids to navigation;
the knowledge of the currents and winds, and
climatology; the variation of the compass and
its secular changes and local peculiarities; the
geographical position and elevation of thou-
sands of positions; the marked peculiarities of

the tides, whereby they are closely predicted
for years in advance, and a multiplicity of other
information that daily and hourly has its prac-
tical application in a hundred ways. To-day
no seaworthy vessel need go ashore that is hon-
estly found and manned, and properly handled.
As a consequence the insurance has decreased,
and should be far less upon this coast than upon
the Atlantic and Gulf seaboard. The loss of

life is necessarily diminished, and all commer-
cial ventures depending upon regularity of pas-
sage must profit from the knowledge acquired.

The partial information, early made known, of

the great currents of the north Pacific, and
their effects upon the weather, solved the ques-
tion against the great circle route from iSan

Francisco to Yokohama, or even to Hakodadi;
even if the commercial advantages of the steam
route to China through the warmer and more
agreeable latitudes had not been shown to out-

weigh any merely theoretical and shorter, but
more hazardous route.

A perfect map of the physical features of

California should give all the data that could be
demanded by the farmer seeking for laud and a

home; by the manufacturer, seeking to estab-

lish new industries, or to enlarge previous ones;

aad by the capitalist, seeking for the investment
of money in developing its natural resources.

Amongst other information it should afford a
complete geographical exhibit of its entire sur-

face. This is absolutely necessary for the agri-

culturist, the miner, the engineer, the settler,

and to the State as a body politic. Without it

we can never fairly study the hydraulics of the

Sacramento valley; the reclamation of our
swamp lands; the irrigation of our millions of

rainless acres; the relation of our mineral and
timber belts; the most advantageous and profit-

able lines of transportation; the opening of new
avenues of communication and traffic. Every
day for years 1 have been appealed to for in-

formation upon these and cognate subjects— in-

formation that is scattered iu hundreds of drib-

lets, frequently without recognized author-

ity unless gathered by the State or General
Government. The demands are unceasing; the

growing need for sound and certain knowledge
is increasing fourfold with every dollar to be

invested; every year's delay complicates prop-

erty relations, and involves dead loss from erro-

neous work.
With such a survey the problem of reclama-

tion and irrigation can be shaped for solution;

system can be evolved from the present chaotic

condition, and future interminable complica-

tions lessened or avoided. It will open fresh

fields for the farmer, and give a guarantee for

his metes and bounds; it will settle many diffi-

culties arising from imperfect surveys, or from

surveys made where local causes are obnoxious

yet unknown; it will afford the means of best

studying the effects produced in our rivers and
the adjacent lands from the deposit of the de-

tritus from hydraulic mining.

The geographical map is the ground and basis

of every other character of work involved in a

physical survey. The engineer studies it for

the location of railroads, highways, canals.

Had such a map been in existence the requisite

field work of the Water Commissioners would
have been a minimum, and the logical conclu-

sions decisive and final. The State studies it

to control the projection of railroads by corpo-

lations, and may definitively measure the value

of any proposed scheme. It can decide almost

with certainty what enterprise shall be sup-

ported and what condemned. It can winnow
the true from the false with merciless precision.

It will assist in quieting titles and give stability

to landed property. Abroad and in the Atlan-

tic States it would be studied by the thrifty and
ambitious householder and mechanic; and by
the manufacturer with means to invest, whereby
its development would be hastened. It is in

vain that you look for details in any published

map of this State. Distances are erroneous,

orographical features exaggerated or ignored,

and locations established very much as in John

Continued on page 28.

plete, and the progress of disease, as determined
by the physical signs, appears to be arrested.

The Wood Boring Shrimp.

The Limnoria Terebrans is a Crustacea of the

Isopoda order. The limnoria is about two lines

in length, or about the size of a grain of rice,

and of a dark ash gray color. The front out-

line of the body is a long oval, though the head
is large, round, and strongly defined. The
eyes are black, and are composed of numerous
ascelli placed close together. The general ap-

pearance is like that of a wood louse. When
disturbed or handled they roll themselves up
like a hedgehog. These little creatures are

wonderfully destructive to submerged timber,

such as piles, docks, piers, bulkheads, etc. In
the Bay of San Francisco they eat piles off en-

tirely in a short time. The contents of the
stomach consist of comminuted wood, showing
that food is the object sought. They attack a

pile about half tide. The limnoria swarm
around the timbers attacked in great numbers.
They excavate little cells along the annual
rings of growth, and while eating the wood for

its albumen, as is presumed, make a sheltering

place for protection from enemies, and in which
to breed. The outside of the wood has a spongy
look, and is very frail. A mass of these per-

forations as large as a base ball taken into the

hand and the water squeezed out leaves a mere
pulp of woody fiber many times reduced from
its original bulk.

The illustrations on this page show this tim-

ber-boring shrimp enlarged seveu times.

Another engraving shows the appearance of a

pile eaten off by limnoria, and another shows
how they leaVe the knots in their work. Mr.
John P. Culver, an engineer of this city, has

been investigating the habits of these creatures,

and also the Teredo navalis, and has patented

a plan to prevent their ravages. The process

consists in treating the piles with the bark on

or off, as follows: First there is a poisonous

composition brushed over the surface of the

pile or timber, which is allowed to dry; then

the pile or timber is coated with asphaltum,

laid on at great heat to the bare wood, after

which bur-laps treated in asphaltum are wound
around in spiral courses while warm, and fin-

ished by a final coating of hot asphalt. The
piles can be handled, transported, and driven,

with reasonable care, without injury to the

coating, and after being driven are most fully

protected.

of traffic; the enormous sums locked up in

landed property throughout the country; all

these fail to attain their legitimate proportions
and security when insufficient knowledge hin-

ders and balks their development. And all of

these interests are so interwoven and so inter-

related that one cannot suffer without the
remainder becoming nervous and enervated by
sympathy.

I do not pretend that a physical survey of

this State will afford a panacea, for the commer-
cial distress and the agricultural dismay that
cloud our souls to-day, but I do positively assert

that such a survey, if completed and its deduc-
tions houcstly acted upon, would, for instance,

have enabled us to avert much of the distress

arising from the failure of our crops, and rami-

fying every artery of trade. It would lead to

a guarantee for the safe and permanent invest-

ment of every man's means, and of the labor of

his hands, and the wit in his 10 fingers, if his

capital be nothing more. Those who have in-

vested their money in operations based upon
insufficient knowledge, know to their sorrow
that it might have been much better employed,
had proper data been available.

The development of the agricultural and min-
eral resources of this State has satisfied those

who reflect upon the intimate relation necessa-

rily existing between the uniform production of

the country and the general prosperity of the

population; that a higher and a more difficult

problem is offered for our solution than the
patient and anxious waiting for the rains of

heaven to supply the fertile land and the for-

ests with water, and the mountain streams with
their quantum sufficient for mining purposes.

We may assert it as a dictum, that the agri-

cultural prosperity of this State has reached its

maximum without recourse to artificial means
of supplying water to the soil. This is not an
impromptu ad caj)tandiim assertion, but the de-

liberate and painful conviction following an
intimate, earnest, and prolonged acquaintance
with nearly the wliole territory of the Pacilic

seaboard; and as the solid foundation of a State's

prosperity and population is mainly iu and
related to her agricultural wealth, we must also

conclude that, without unexpectedly favorable

influences, the population of the country will

henceforth but slowly increase.

Our State has an area equal to that of Spain,

but a population only one twenty-fifth as great.

We have a great valley that would support

5,000,000 of people, and during this year its

sparse population has been almost in despair.

Millions of acres of land have remained unfilled
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How an Axe is Made.

A writer in the Polytechnic Review describes

the process of axe making as now practiced in

our largest American factories. There are sev-

eral departures from the old method, and these

we note as follo>vs: Formerly the polls or heads

of axes were made by drawing down a bar of

iron from the middle each way, leaving the

thick part for the head, the thin portions form

ing the eye and the embracing ilaps for the re-

ception of the steel bit. But it was found that

the welded portion below the eye was liable to

split in use. The present method is to form the

poll from a solid bar of iron. This is done by a

machine that operates two punches simulta-

neously to form the eye for the reception of the

handle. The attendants of this machine take

the bar and, after heating it, place it under
shears that cuts off a piece just sufficient for the

poll, which piece is placed in the machine, the

two punches working from either edge, a sup-

plementary punch finishing the eye and a set of

dies forming the sides, when the poll drops, still

red hot, rea<ly to receive the bit. There is no

welding around the eye by this method, and
consequently no danger of producing a "cold-

short." The after insertion of the steel bit and
shaping the axe are done by ordinary forging.

The axes are then sent to the hardening and
tempering room, which is partially darkened, so

that no ray of sunlight is admitted to mislead

the workman, who depends entirely on the

sense of sight for the perfection of his work.

The hardening ovens are circular, having a ver-

tical shaft in the center to which are attached

rotating tables, on which the axes are laid with

the bits toward the outside. The table turns

slowly but continually, bringing the axes over

furnaces of anthracite eoal alternating with
spaces. When brought to the proper redness

by heat, the axes are bung on hooks on a revolv-

ing frame, the bits dipping into a tank of brine,

which is kept in constant circulation by a pump.
When cool, the axes are brittle and must be

tempered, which is done by heating them in a

rotary oven like that used for the hardening,

except that the fuel used is charcoal. One of

the batch of perhaps 200 which are tempered, or

drawn, at one time is brightened, and serves as

a test of all the others, the rotary action of the

shelves insuring equal heating. When the

brightened axe shows the right color, the entire

batch is removed, and are then ready for sub-

sequent finishing operations of grinding and
polishing. One axe out of each batch is broken
after tempering to test, not only the temper, but
the quality of the steel. The grinding is done
on J»ova Scotia stones from six to seven feet in

diameter.

Why a Belt runs on the Hichek Pulley.
—This problem is explained by J. H Cooper
in his new book on "The use of Belting" as

follows: "That end of the belt which is to-

wards the larger end of the cone is more rap-

idly drawn than the other edge; in conse-

quence of this the advancing part of the belt is

thrown in the direction of the larger part of the

cone, which obliquity of advance towards the

cone must lead the belt on its higher part. It

may here be observed that this very provision

—the rounding of the face of the pulley -which
keeps the belt in its place so long as the ma-
chinery is in proper action, tends to throw it

off whenever the resistance becomes so great as

to cause a slipping. To maintain a belt iu po-

sition on a pulley, it is necessary to have the
advancing part in the plane of the wheel's ro-

tation."

Woodward's Gakdkns has the following new attractions
The buffalo chase; lar^e whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements In the znuluirical department, besides the
other features w hich have made it popular.

OUR AGENTS.
Oi'R Friends can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their
influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send
none but worthy men.

J. L. Tiiarp—San Francisco.
B. W. (Jrowkll—California,

A. C. Knox— Pacific Coast.
C. N. West—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito

counties.

A. C. Champion—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.
Ekward S. Bakrr—Australian Coloi ies and Saudwicr

Islands.

W. D. White—San Bernardino and Los Angeles coun-
ties.

J. W. A. Wrioht—Sacramento, Placer and San Joaquin
counties.

B. E. Lloyd—Alameda, Contra Costa and Napa coun
ties.

E. It DENNy, Oregon.
F. B. Aldkrsox, Nevada.
II. E. Hallett. —San Joaquin, Yolo, Yu'ia, Sutter and

Colusa counties.

TO QUERISTS.

In propounding questions to the editorial, patent or bus-
iness departments of this office, letter writers should be
careful to enclose a stamp and addressed envelope if

they wish prompt answer. If we were to furnish time, pa-
per, envelopes and stamps, all free to parties who address
this office on matters of more interest to themselves than
to us, kive ni sDRED dollars a year would not cover the
expense. This hint, however, is not intended for parties
writing in our own or the public interest, or who would
be obliged to delay writing at any time for want of an ex-
tra stamp.

Every new subscriber who does not re-
ceive the paper and every old subscriber
not credited on the label within two
weeks after paying for this paper, should
write personally to the publishers without
delay, to secure proper credit. This is
necessarv to protect us and the subscri-
bers against the acts and mistakes of
others.

DEWEY & CO.

American & Foreign Patent Agents
OFFICE, 202 SANSOME St., N.E.Cor. Pine, 8. F.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats filed

expeditiously; Patent Reissues taken out
Assignments made and recorded in legal form;
Copies of Patents and Assignments procured;
Examinations of Patents made here and at

Washington; Examinations made of Assign-
ments recorded in Washington; Examinations
ordered and reported by Telegraph; Rejected
cases taken up and Patents obtained; Inter
ferences Prosecuted; Opinions rendered re

garding the validity of Patents and Assign-
ments; Every legitimate branch of Patent
Agency Business promptly and thoroughly
conducted.

Our intimate knowledge of the various inven-

tions of this coast, and long practice in patent
business, enable us to abundantly satisfy our
patrons; and our success and business are

constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced Inventors
are found among our most steadfast friends

and patrons, who fully appreciate our advan-
tages in bringing valuable inventions to the
notice of the public through the columns of

our widely circulated, first-class journals

—

thereby facilitating their introduction, sale

and popularity.

Foreign Patents.

In addition to American Patents, we secure,

with the assistance of co-operative agents,

claims in all foreign countries which grant
Patents, including Great Britain, France,
Belgium, Prussia, Austria, Baden, Peru,
Russia, Spain, British India, Saxony, British

Columbia, Canada, Norway, Sweden, Mexico,
Victoria, Brazil, Bavaria, Holland, Denmdrk,
Italy, Portugal, Cuba, Roman States,

Wurtemburg, New Zealand, New South
Wales, Queensland, Tasmania, Brazil, New
Granada, Chile, Argentine Republic, AND
EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD
where Patents are obtainable.

No models are required in European countries,

but the drawings and specifications should be
prepared with thoroughness, by able persons
who are familiar with the requirements and
changes of foreign patent laws—agents who
are reliable and permanently established.

Our schedule price for obtaining foreign patents,

in all cases, will always be as low, and in

some instances lower, than those of any other
responsible agency.

We can and do get foreign patents for inventors
in the Pacific States from two to six months
(according to the location of the country)
sooner than any other agents.

The principal portion of the patent business of

this coast has been done, and is still being
done, through our agency. We are familiar

with, and have full records, of all former
cases, and can more correctly judge of the
value and patentability of inventions discov-

ered here than any other agents.

Situated so remote from the seat of government,
delays are even more dangerous to the invent-
ors of the Pacific Coast than to applicants in

the Eastern States. Valuable patents may ba
lost by extra time consumed in transmitting
specifications from Eastern agencies back to

this coast for the signature of the inventor.

Confidential.

We take great pains to preserve secrecy in

all confidential matters, and applicants for

patents can rest assured that their communi-
cations and business transactions will be held
strictly confidential by us. Circulars free

Home Counsel.
Our long experience in obtaining patents for

Inventors on this Coast has familiarized us
with the character of most of the inventions
already patented; hence we are frequently
able to save our patrons the cost of a fruitless

application by pointing to them the same
thing already covered by a patent. We are
always free to advise applicants of any
knowledge we have of previous applicants
which will interfere with their obt- ;uiug a
patent.

We invite the acquaintance of all pa.ties con-
nected with inventions and patent right busi-

ness, believing that the mutual conference of

legitimate business and professional men is

mutual gain. Parties in doubt in regard to

their rights as assignees of patents or pur-
chasers of patented articles, can often receive
advice of importance to them from a short call

at our office.

Remittances of money, made by individual in-

ventors to the Government, sometimes mis-
carry, and it has repeatedly happened that
applicants have not oidy lost their money, but
their inventions also, from this cause and con
sequent delay. We hold ourselves responsible
for all fees entrusted to our agency.

Engravings.
We have superior artists in our own office, and

all facilities for producing fine and satisfactory
illustrations of inventions and machinery, for
newspaper, book.circular and other printed il-

lustrations, and are always ready to assist
patrons in bringing their valuable discoveries
into practical and profitable use.

DEWEY & CO.
United States and Foreign Patent Agents, pub-

lishers Mining and Scientific Press ana the
Pacific Rural Press, 202 Sansome St, N. E.
sorner Pine, 8. F.

E. Butterick & Co.'s

WINTER STYLES
Double the Stock and Variety

of Patterns found at any other

agency ; the most reliable, stylish,

and popular, being the standard

of FASHION both in Europe

and America. Send postage

stamp for catalogue containing

cuts of patterns for Ladies',

Misses', Boys' and Little Chil

drens' Garments, in large variety,

which can be obtained in all sizes

at the General Agency for the

Pacific Coast, No. 124 POST
STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,
CAL.

*&al(araUJ°ineJour?
Some Reasons for Subscribingjorit.

Because it is a permanent, first-clam, conscientious,
able, and well conducted journal.
Because it is the largest and best agricultural weekly

west of the Kocky Mountains.
That more fanners' wives and children in their isolated

homes may be cheered by its weekly visits, laden with its

pleasing yet moral reading, and sound instruction.
That a more extended interchange of views and opin-

ions may be had among farmers, upou all the great ques-
tions touching their mutual interests and progress.
That the agricultural resources of the Pacific States may-

be more wisely, si>eedily and thoroughly developed by an
o)>en and free discussion in its columns.
That all the honest industries of our State may be ad

vanced in connection with that of agriculture, its col-

umns being ever open to the discussion of the merits of
all progressive improvements.
That the Rural, after having been read and pondered

over by the home circle, can be filed away for future use-
ful reference, or forwarded to the old Eastern fireside of
the Atlantic bonier, in aid of an increasing immigration to
our sunny clime.

Send for sample copies.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,
202 Sansome St., N. E Cor. Pine, S. F

TWENTY-FIFTH YEAR I878.

Hall's Journal of Health.

Contents of a Single Number:
The Little Courtesies of Life; Coughing in Consump-

tion; Influence of Christianity on Medical Science; Igno-

rance and III Health; Rage and Ruin; Kindness the Best

Punishment; Grass In Rum; Valuable Table; Incurable

Insanity; Consumption—A Suggestion; TheSpirit Rapper

Premium on Babies; Our Proverbs; Wrecked Clergymen;

Marrying Well; The Lifting Cure; Sea Sickness; Face

Painting; A Filthy Atmosphere; The Latest Crazy Man;

A Suggestion; The Erie Railway; Sick Children.

Published in New York. E. H. GiBBS, M. D., Editor.

This journal has maintained the highest record of any

health journal issued in the English language. It is not

the amount of matter published which makes it the most

valuable journal, but the plain and condensed truths it

furnishes concerning that which is of ever vital import-

ance to its large list of readers.

Annual subscription (post-paid) $1.50.

To subscribers of this pajier 75 cents.

Address : DEWEY & CO.,

No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco,
Airents on the Pacific Coast.

RUPTURE! RUPTURE!!
Use no more Metal Trusses. No

No more suffering from iron hoops or
steel springs !

Pierce's Patent« Magmetic
Elastic Truss

Is worn with ease and comfci Nioht
and Day, and will perform radical

cures when all others fail. Reader, if

nipturcd, try one; you will never regret it. Send for Il-

lustrated book and' price list. Magnetic Elastic Tinas
Co., 609 Sacramento St., S. F., Cal. /tSTSent by mail to

all parts of the w»rld.

The Raby Clothes Line Holder —New inven-

tion; Everybody wants it; best thing out for agents.

State and county rights at low figures. For particulars'

address W. W. FLETCHER,
Loadonville, Ohio.

25
Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.

postprid. GEO. I. REED & CO., Nassau, N. Y

fOUR NAME printed on 50 mixed cards for 13c. 25 fun
>i<i. los CLINTON BROS., Clintooville, Caun.

HEALD'S

BUSINE 38
COLLEGE.

.

No. 24 Post Street

•am rsAMcaoo, CAL.

The largest and best Business College in America. IU
teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives
such broad culture as the l imes demand. Thorough In-
struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modem Languages are practically taught The
discipline is excellent, ana its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.
Ladies' Dkpartmknt.—Ladies will be admitted far in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.
Telegraphic Department.— In this Department young

men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HBALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

SANTA BARBARA COLLEGE.
Santa Barbara, Cal., 1877.

FOR YOUTH OF BOTH SEXES.

John Lynch,
Princi|>al.

Mrs. M. Atkins Lyhch,
Yice-Principal.

Mrs. Lynch is well known as Miss Atkins, (long Identified
with the Benicia Young Ladies' Seminary.)

FULL CORPS OF COMPETENT INSTRUCTORS.

For further information, address the Principal.

REGISTER YOUR
TRADE

MARKS.
The U. S. Government now offers greater protection

than formerly to manufacturers under the Law of Trade
Marks.
Those who manufacture a superior article, or put up

improved packages of merchandise, should protect them-
selves from imitations by registering their Trade Marks.
We have special facilities for securlug full rights by the

registration of Trade Marks, and our terms are very reas-
onable.

Consultations free Many dealers have missed fortunes
from not being fully informed and protecting themselves
in their rights.

DEWEY & CO., Patent Solicitors,

No. 202 Sansome Street, S F.

A. T. Dkwky.
W. B. Ewer.

Jko. L. Booni.
Geo. II. Strong.

OAKLAND HEALTH INSTITUTE,
Center Street Station, Oakland.

Convinced of the sui>eriority of the climate of Oakland
to that of any other place on the Coast, more particularly
for those suffering from diseases of a malarial origin, and
chronic diseases generally, the undersigned have opened
the above named Institute as a resort for invalids, where
all the facilities for the thorough and scientific treatment
of diseases have been introduced.
Our methods of treatment embrace Electricity^ Turk-

ish Russian, Magnetic and Medicated Baths of all

kinds; the Healthlift, Hadfields Equalizer, aud in fact

all appliances and remedies of established merit known to-

the medical profession. The building is one of the finest

in the city, and the rooms large and comfortable. No ef-
fort will be spared to make the patients feel at home.
Lying in rooms connected with the institute. Charges,
including board, eta, from $15 to $30 per week. For
further informations, address

Oakland Health Institute, Oakland, Cal.
J. H. BITNDY, M. D., & C. W. HANSEN, M D. ( frop'r*

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

The German Savings and Loan Society.

For the half year ending this date, the Board of Directors
of the German Savings and Loan Society has declared toe
dividend on terra deposits at the rate of eight and two-fifths

(8 2-5) per cent, per annum, and on ordinary deposits at the
rate of seven (7) per cent, per annum, free from Federal
taxes, and payable on and after the 15th day of January,
1878. By order GEO. LETTE. Seo'y.
San Francisco, Dec. Slat, 1877.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

San Francisco Savings Union,

632 California Street, corner Webb.

For the half year ending with December 31st, 1877, a divi-

dend has been declared at the rate of eight and one-tenth

(8 140) per ceut. per annum on term deposits, and six and
three-fourths (6{) per cent, on ordinary deposit*, free of Fed-
eral tax, payable on and after Tuesday. l&th January. 1878.

LOVELL WHITE. Cashier.

DIVIDEND_NOTICE.
The California Savings and Loan Society, Junction Market.

Eddy and Powell—The Directors hare declared a dividend of
eight and two-fifths (8 2-5) per cent per annum on term de-
posits and seven (7) per cent on ordinary deposits for the half
year ending December 31. 1877. free from Federal tax, and
payable on and after Monday. January 7, 1878. By order

D. B. CHI8HOLM, Secretary.

For Good Living go to Web-
ster's Palace Restaurant, 218
Sansome Street, S. F. Best of

dinners only 50 cents, from 5 to

8 P. M.
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Purchasers ok Stock will kind in this Directory the
Names ok some ok the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

50 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

A.. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluraa, Sonoma Co.), Breed-

ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $40

to «100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

L. TJ. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-

sex and Berkshire Swine.

B. P. WATKINS, Santa Clara, breeder of thorough-
bred Spanish Merino Sheep.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs

,
$15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

E. W. WOOLSEY, 418 California St., Room 2, S. F.

Breeder of Thoroughbred Spanish Merino Sheep,
Choicest Vermont Strains.

POULTRY.
BURBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabb its, etc.

M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks for

sale. Also, eggs in their season.

A- O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder pf Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for

hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Prcnvum
ft Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
^ Pekin Ducks, etc.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co

Cal., Breeder of Improved Berkshire Swine.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

Imperial Egg Food

(Trade Mark.)

Will 3Ia.lt© Your Ileus Lay,
Winter and Rummer, support Fowls durlngmouUiiiLr,
keep them constantly In flue condition, and Increase
their profit 100 per cent. Half of the chicks die annually.
This makes bono and muscle early, nnl v ill save them.
Packages to mix with 50 weight ordinary feed, 50 eta.:

larger for fl.no and $;.r0. Sent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocers, Feed stores, etc.

LOCAL ACJENTS wanted.
C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 103, Habtfohh, Covw.

0. C. SWAN & CO.. Agt's for Pacfic Coast.

No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

©To whom all orders should he addressed.

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshires.
Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Aldemey cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are
guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles City, Cal.

LOOK!
BURBANK & MYERS, Im-

porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,
etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market.
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister

treets, San Francisco. Enclose stamp for Price List.

DEVON BULL FOR SALE.

The undersigned offers for sale his Devon Bull, BLU-
CHER. Calved October 28th, 1874, and registered in Vol.

4, American Devon Herd Book. Also, two yearling bull

calves of his get by cows entitled to register. Blucher
weighed September 21st, 1877, 1,380 pounds, and has been
wintered on straw every winter. My Devons are not re-

lated to any Devons on this Coast. For further particu-

ars, address R. MeENESPY, Chico, Butte County, Cal.

DAI AOC J- V. Websters large, fine, new DininginLnuC Rooms are exceedingly popular. The best

pCCTAIIDAMT' of everything on the tables,
n CO I nun nil I ) Dinner furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F. ft1TT
CENTS, from five to eight p. M. Visitors to S. F. should
try the Palace.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I. C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

W. W. GRAY.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

106 DaviR Street, S. P.Grangers' Building,

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will
enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco,
furnished free on application.

Stencils for marking will be

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

IRA MARDEN <fc CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.

Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

In consequence of spurious imitations of

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE,
•which are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Pemns
have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,

thus,

v ->

which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without which none is genuine.

Ask/orLEA &PERRINS' Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopper.

Wholesale andfar Export by the Proprietors, Worcester ; Crosse and Blackwell, London,

&c, 6-V. ; and by Grocers and Oilmtn throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO.. San Francisco.

\Ft$2

Among the advantages gained by this holder are the
following:

It can be opened and closed quickly.

The points are less obstructed while the articles to be
filed are being placed.

The papers (wholly or partly folded) can be either
"straddled" over the lower bar, or filed in regular book
order.

The elastic hinge and band accommodate and hold firm

either a large or small number of papers.

With less material, it is lighter and less cumbersome
than other holders, and approaches nearer to bookbinding.

It has no rigid hooks, hinges or loose parts to break or

get lost.

It has proved durable in practice. The file is adjusted
but 52 times a year for a weekly paper, and a sample
holder can be opened and closed 1,000 times without
showing wear.

Five sizes are made to suit the dimensions of different

papers, viz. : IS, 22, 26, 30 and 34 inches, inside measure.

Single samples will be mailed from office for 50

cents, (and upward, according to size), postpaid. Whole-
sale and retail agents wanted.

FARMERS HAVING GOOD

DAIRY COWS FOR SALE

Are invited to define the ages, breed and number of those

fresh and to come soon. Also, lowest cash price. Ad

dress

CALIFORNIA DAIRY COMPANY,

Station B, 7th and Market St., San Francisco.

JOHN L. BOONE,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
PATENT LAW A SPECIALTY.

Ofvick—202 Sansome Street, N. E. corner Pino Street,

San Francisco.

London Assurance Corporation,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

Established in 1720.

Cash Assets - - $14,993,466

Western Assurance Company,

OF TORONTO, CANADA.
Incorporated 1851.

Cash Assets - - - $1,576,307

CROSS & CO., Gen. Aprents, San Francisco

Buy the Best.

Before purchasing an American

Waleh, examine the different styles

manufactured by the HAMPDEN

WATCH COMPANY, at Springfield,

Mass. They are the latest and

best improved manufacture. You

can depend upon them for fine finish,

durability and perfect time. They

are sold at favorable prices—in

tact, no higher than many of the

inferior styles. Examine into the

merits of this Watch before you

buy any other. Our word for it,

you will not regret it.

DEWEY & JORDAN, Agents,

433 Montgomery St., S. F.

A JOB PRESS WANTED. .

Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will pleas" Mldross J. P., care of Dowcy

& Co., S. F. State condition and lowost price.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $5,000,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Vice-President and Manager,

C. J. CRESSEY.
Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIER.
Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

he best market rates.

GREAT ENTERPRISE!

—THE—

Sierra Flume& Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE,

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

lO Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

' 13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and the
whole Coast can be supplied.
The Yellow Pin* is firm, fine grained and superior to

any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,
and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Pudding, while
the Kir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of
purposes.

Last year thirty millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial
work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cunt

for green lumber.
Orders for the interior rilled at less than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large
quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco—corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Rbkkrknck. — Tradesmen's National Ban*, N. Y. ; Ell

wanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra
mento, Cal.; A. Lusk & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

MONEY TO LOAN

UPON CHOICE RANCH PROPERTY.

JNO. D. HOOKER,

302 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

JACKSON'S BEST
SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO.

Awarded the highest prize at Centennial Exposition for

its fine chewing qualities, the excellence and lasting char-
acter of its flavoring and sweetening. The Best To-
bacco ever made. Ask your grocer for it. Our blue
strip trade mark "Jackson's Best" on every plug. Send
for sample to C. A. JACKSON & CO., Manufacturers, Pe
tersburg, Va. L. & E. Wertheimer, Sole Ag'ts, S. V
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Phoenix's classical survey of the Mission Dolores.

The whole system and method of the usual

land surveys of the (iovernmeut is a delusion

and a snare, and any and every map based

upon them adds to the confusion. It is but a

little over four years since the eastern boundary

of this State was discovered to differ three-

quarters of a mile from the official location, and

nearly two miles in the opposite direction from

another survey. About the same time the

northern boundary of the State upon the sea-

board was discovered to be over half a mile er-

roneous in its latitude; each settler claimed to

be in Oregon when the California tax collector

made his appearance, and when the Oregon tax

collector grew certain of his game the same set-

tler claimed to be within the State of California.

Within a very few miles of San Francisco the

sea coast, by one survey, is suddenly thrust one

mile further into the Pacific ocean than by the

adjacent survey. On the northern sea-board

the coast line is laid down upon a recent map
only 17 miles in error, and Cape Lookout is un-

ceremoniously projected four miles fnrther into

the Pacific than we have found it. In some re-

cent examinations I found the given position of

a well-known landmark and mountain eight or

ten miles in error, and a group of snow peaks

much further from the truth. With such work
before us when shall we ever know the bounds

of any piece of property—even its position on

the face of the earth is mythical.

This survey would exhibit the character of

the soil, its relation to water courses, highways,
railroads, its bight above the ocean, its relation

to the rainfall, to the wiuds and its location

among the isothermals. These would enable

all—the old settler and the incoming farmer, to

choose their locations without the time, expense

and annoyance of traversing the State, at the

risk of receiving untrustworthy information

from those interested and prejudiced.

It would graphically exhibit the rainfall

throughout the State, the force and direction of

the winds, the temperature, the hygrometric

condition, the distribution of the flora and
principally the extent and character of forest

woods and chapparal, the latter for one of the

reasons for knowing where the timbered lands

lie, its preventing the rapid and destructive

etiects of the rainfall when quickly reaching the

water courses, small and large.

It would exhibit the geology of the State and
guide the prospector, the miner, the engineer

and the capitalist. It would furnish the material

for the intelligent discussion of the economic
geology of the country and make it available

for every intelligent reader. Much has been
already accomplished in this direction and it

needs but the collating and publication to be
available. The interest manifested in the Fast
in the work alone, prompted the National

Academy of Sciences, at its last annual meet-

ing, to urge, by resolution, one of its members
to use every honorable effort to have the work
which has been done published as early as

practicable. Vet we sit with folded arms and
move not. At present the two great industries

of the State are agriculture and mining. Man-
ufacture and commerce necessarily have an
intimate relation and high ratio therewith.

This physical survey would among other
information afford lis tangible, practical and
reliable knowledge, applicable to the varied

industries which are intimately dependent upon
the geology of the State. It would have great

influence upon the opening of the deposits of

coal, iron, quicksilver, tin and the metalliferous

ores generally, guiding the mining engineer in

his search and controlling the investor and
manufacturer in their relation to means ami
ways of transportation, and in their relation to

fuel, to water, to supplies and to population.

The hundred conditions and contingencies which
mar projects, if Insufficiently known, would be
herein fairly presented for sober discussion and
logical deduction. Capital aud labor ami life

that might lie wasted in undigested schemes
could be surely and securely invested in safe

projects to the benefit and prosperity of the
State.

The hydraulic mining of this State is yet in

its infancy, and there is, doubtless, sufficient

gravel deposits already known that will afford
large annual yields for the next century; but
there is very much yet to be learned and pre-

dicted concerning them and their economical
working. This survey would exhibit the oro-
graphical features and accidents, the sources
and extent of the supply of water, the safest

and cheapest route for getting it to the work,
and enable the engineer to predict the prospec-
tive effects of the vast quantities of detritus
carried to the lower lands.

I know of no industry which it would not aid
and encourage. The fisheries upon the coast
and throughout our waters; the commerce along
the immediate seaboard; the deep sea traffic

carrying our agricultural, mineral and manufac-
tured products to the ends of the earth.

Its beneficial influence would be exerted in a
hundred channels not yet appreciated. As a
mere question of business it would be the ne
plu* ultra of advertising in the Fast, and
throughout the world, the physical advantages
of our State.

In one sense such a survey would have to be
undertaken <U novo: but already much authen-
tic information is in existence although only
partially published, aud all disconnected.
Every iota of knowledge that has been honestly
quarried can have assigned a place aud weight
in the structure.

As I have already said, the geology of the

State has been well advanced, and a large mass
of unpublished material is in existence; this can

all 1 be utilized. The U. S. Coast Survey has

almost completed the topographical survey

along the line of coast, giving the orographical

features thereof; the hydrography of the coast

has been well advanced and is available. The
triangulation has been nearly completed from
Mexico to Oregon and has commenced spread-

ing its net-work over the whole State. This

gives to the State thousands of geographical

positions and elevations; the length and true

bearings of lines whereby the surveyor can de-

termine quickly and unmistakably the variation

of the compass at numerous localities through-

out the State. They enable contrasts depend-

ing upon distances, etc., to be fairly drawn. In a

short period the Coast Survey will measure in

Yolo county the longest base line ever adopted
in any triangulation. and upon it will be built

up all the work of the State. All this work
the State of California can abtain for the simple
asking and copying. And. moreover, by adopt-

ing it she preserves the unity of the standard
measures of the State aud general (iovernmeut;

and homogeneousness in the system of work,
and in the expression of physical phenomena.
Other States are moving in these matters, al-

though possibly not to the completeness which
1 suggest under the term of a physical survey
of California. In 1G States the Governors have
applied to the United States Coast Survey for

the geographical data necessary for the ground
work of surveying the States, and in most of

them examinations and measurements are being

made. Errors of distances between large towns
and cities have been rectified; discrepencies of

the old surveys have been adjusted, and the
newer aud more accurate methods adopted.

The relation which we bear to the At-
lantic States; the peculiar character of our
climatology; the wonderful favorableness of

the wealth of our soil; the winters for

carrying on all employments; the wealth
from fisheries; the productiveness of our
precious metals; the unique geographical posi-

tion which wo bold upon the west coast, where-
by we must inevitably control the trade of the
Pacific ocean: these, and the consideratious

already enumerated, and a thousand others that
will spring into life, demand that this State
should promply and seriously undertake and
carry to completion, a thorough and exhaustive
physical survey of the State of California.

M KTKOHOI.OlilCAI.Sl'MMAKY FOR DeC'EU BB.
The report of the U. S. Signal Service officer,

of San Francisco, for the month of December is

summarized as follows: The mean bight of

barometer for the mouth was 80.04: mean tem-
perature, 52.0 : mean humidity, 78; prevailing

winds, north; highest barometer, 30.388; lowest,

20.074; highest temperature, 04 ; lowest, 42 ;

monthly range, 22"; greatest velocity of wind,
20 miles per hour; total number of miles trav-

eled by wind. 4,038; total rainfull, 2.00 of an
inch. Rainfall in December during former
years: 1S7I, 14.30 inches: 1S72, 5.05 inches:

*1S73, 9.72 inches: 1874, 0.33 of an inch: 1S75,

4.15 inches; 1870, 0.00 inches.

The Oakland Mechanics' Institute.—

A

practical move is on foot In Oaklandto establish

a mechanics' institute there which is to be a
real school of technology. Col. John Scott, a
liberal-hearted citizen of that town has come
forward with an extremely liberal donation to

start it in the shape of a site for the buildings.

A considerable sum is required for the purpose
and a number of gentlemen are now devising
ways aud means. We shall shortly give an en-
graving of the proposed building and such de-
tails of the plan as have been arranged. It is

to be hoped that the project will receive the at-

tention it warrants from all good citizens.

Mortgaging Growing Crops. — Senator
Murphy, of Santa Clara county, has introduced
a bill to amend the law relating to mortgaging
growing crops as follows: "When a mortgage
is upon a growing crop, the lien thereof shall
remain until such crop is harvested and put
into the usual condition for sale, and until it is

hauled and delivered to the mortgagee or his
agent, if the same is done within 15 days after
it is harvested and put into the usual condition
of sale. When enough of the mortgagee's crop
has been delivered, as aforesaid, to answer for

the debt of which it is security, the lien thereon
shall cease on the remaining part of such crop."

Ft i;i. Bcttkr.—A dispatch from New York
says: The butter merchants met to-day and
passed a resolution forming a national associa-
tion for the protection of dairy products from
adulteration; the enforcement of the statute
relative to the sale of oleomargarine, and to
procure uniform State laws regulating the sale
of the same. The name will be the "National
Association for the Prevention of Adulteration
of Butter."

Illustrated Annual.—The valuable "An-
nual Kegister of Rural Affairs, for 1878" is re-

ceived. It is published by Luther Tucker &
Son, of Albany, New York, of the Country
Qittthmdn. It contains much useful matter.
An illustrated article on barn building should
be examined by all who contemplate improve-
ments.

Shareholders Votes.—Mr. Johnson, of
Sacramento, has introduced into the Legislature
a bill to amend the code so that the number of
votes which any individual shareholder may
cast shall be regulated. The bill is evidently
in the interest of small shareholders.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Amoug the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press American and

Foreign Patent Agency, the following are worthy

of mention:

Air Brake.—H. W. Green and G. W. Hoag,

Jacinto, Colusa Co., CaL, and T. P. Cleveland,

Mountain House, Sierra Co., Cal. The patent

covers an improved automatic arrangement for

connecting and disconnecting the air pipes of a
railway air brake between the cars of a train,

so as to avoid the inconvenience of coupling
and uncoupling them by hand, and the liability

of their being negligently left uncoupled. The
invention consists in attaching a supplemental
spring bumper to the truck at each end of every
car, where it will not be affected by the varying
bight of the car body. These bumpers pro-

ject out somewhat further than the ordinary
drawhead bumpers, so that the opposing ends
will come together and be tightly compressed
l>efore the ordinary bumpers are connected.
The heads of these supplemental bumpers are
chambered out anil provided each with a valve,

which remains closed when the cars are discon-
nected, but which is opened automatically by
the meeting of two bumpers. The air pipe of

the air brake is then connected with the cham-
ber in the bumper head, so that the connection
of the air passages will be automatically com-
pleted when the cars come together and are
coupled.

Mowing Machine Attachment.—Samuel

Spencer, Turlock, Stanislaus Co. This inven-

tion is a novel device to be used in connection

with the ordinary sickle of a mowing machine,

for the purpose of separating the cut from the

standing grass, when the machine is working
in fallen or tangled grass or grain the attach-
ment is operated by the same pitman which
operates the mower sickle. In mowing tangled
grass or grain, especially alfalfa, where only the
usual sickle is used, the standing grass being
entangled with that which is cut, remains mat-
ted together so that no indication is left where
the cut grain leaves off and the standing grain
begins. This invention consists of a short, up-
right sickle attached to the outer end of a yoke-
shaped frame which extends upward and over
the ordinary sickle. This upright sickle makes
a vertical cut at the outer end of the ordinary
sickle so that the cut grass is completely severed
from the standing grass, and the driver of the
mowing machine can always tell where to run
the sickle so as to cut standing grass.

Light Weight R.orF..—Alfred D. l>aedy, S.

F. The object of this invention is to provide a

rope which will be large in diameter and, at the

same time, light in weight. It often happens
that rope of large diameter is desired when a

much smaller rope would be sufficiently strong;

such is the case for instance in supporting
painters scaffolds from buildings. A small rope
would have sufficient strength to sustain the

weight of the scaffold, and the weight of the

persons who stand upon it, but it is painful and
tiresome for the painters to hoist the scaffold

with a small rope, when it would tie but a sim-

ple task if the rope was of twice the diameter.

The improved rope is intended to supply such
demands, and it consists of a hollow rope tilled

with cork or other light flexible filling or stuff-

ing so as to provide the necessary qualities,

viz., lightness, increased diameter and the

requisite flexibility.

I'vriAVAY and Conduit.—Jno. B. Ward,

S. F. This invention consists in an arrange-

ment of water pipes, conveying water for irri-

gation or other uses in combination with an

ordinary railway for transportation purposes.

On the usual ties, pipes are laid. The rails are

curved to fit the top of the tube, and are secured

in place by chairs fitted for the purpose. The
ties have concave grooves for receiving the

pipes, cut at both ends. The distance between
the rows of pipe will conform with the gauge of

the road. The pipes consist of an inner and
outer tube, or binding rings. The inner tube

is formed of staves in lengths of any suitable

material, so placed as to break joints at the

meeting ends. The inner pipe is inclosed by an

outer tube or mask of iron. The inventor

claims that the combination of pipe and track

on the same road bed is of advantage in many
ways. The pipe as a support for the rail is con-

tinuous and elastic, greatly reducing the danger

of accidents from broken rails, and furnishing

a smooth roadway. The water pipe by being

laid on a graded road bed looses less head and
force of water than by the usual way of laying

pipe. Any break that may occur is easily

found and quickly reached for repairs.

Stoneware Kiln.—Chas. Gladding, S. F.

This invention relates to certain improvements

in the construction of stoneware and pottery

kilns. It consists of a novel method of util-

izing the waste heat from the downward draft

pottery kiln, and an arrangement of secondary

furnaces in a waste heat kiln, which are to be

tired after the first kiln is burned off in order

to complete the burning of the secondary or

waste heat kiln. It also consists in the employ-

ment of certain dampers whereby the heat is

regulated aud the charged secondary furnaces

are prevented from burning until desired, aud
by which all ingress of cold air to the kiln is

prevented while these tires are being lighted.

Windmill.—R. R. Lander, Turlock, Stani-

slaus Co., Cal. This invention relates to cer-

tain improvements in windmills and regulating

devices. There are two vanes, one of which is

intended to lie flat and present but little surface
to the wind, while the main vane is vertical and
holds the wheel to the wind, but when the
small vane is turned up the main vane is laid
flat. These movements are made together.
While the wind blows with moderate strength
the main vane will hold the wheel into the
wind, but as it increases beyond a certain point
it turns a small side vane, which, by appropri-
ate mechanism, allows the wheel to be turned
from the wind.

Well Boring Apparatus.—W. W. Vaughn
and S. Jackson, Stockton. This improved ap-

paratus for boring wells and other holes in the

ground consists, first, of an improved arrange-
ment for feeding and forcing the boring apparatus
into the earth; second, of a novel arrangement
for hoisting the loaded cylinder to the surface
and discharging its contents; third, of a device
for steadying and bracing the crowding rod or
shaft which drives the auger into the earth; and
fourth, of a device for forcing the curbing down
the hole as the boring progresses; all compactly
arranged and easily operated.

Chance of Death by Travel.—It takes the
French to get up statistics. One of their learned
men, skilled in that line, has demonstrated the
great improvement which has taken place in
the safety of travel in modern times. He says
that in the old diligence days a man had one
chance of being killed in 300,000 trips and one
chance of being injured in 30,000. On the rail-

way, between 1835 and 1855, there was one
chance of being killed in 2,000,000 journeys and
one chance of being injured in 500,000. From
1855 to 1875, one chance of being killed in mak-
ing 0,000,000 journeys and one chance of being
injured in 000,000. Now the chances of being
killed are as one to 45,000,000 and of being in-

jured one to 1,000,000. Consequently, a person
traveling 10 hours a day at the rate of 40 miles
an hour, would, in the first period, have a
chance of escaping destruction during 321 years,

during the second period during 1,014 years,

and between 1872 and 1875 during 7,430 years.

Colusa County.—We are in receipt of the
"Colusa County Annual," being a holiday sup-
plement of the Colu3a Sun, one of the foremost
of our interior newspapers. The pamphlet is

neatly printed, and contains a description of the
situation, extent, surface and resources of Co-
lusa county, its large farms, its towns and vil-

lages and schools, its geography, soil, climate,
etc. There are also historical notes, official

directory, and valuable tables concerning the
county. We esteem the publication highly, and
hope it will be sent far and wide over the land.

It may be had by addressing Addington &
(ireen, Colusa, CaL

The firm of Spaulding &. Barto, printers, for

many years in the same building as our edito-

rial and composing rooms, No. 414 Clay street,

have admitted to partnership, Mr. Solon H.
Williams, aud now style themselves Spauld-
ing, Barto it Co.

Plant List.—Chas. N. Read, of Santa Bar-

bara, sends us a copy of his list of rare and
choice fruits and other plants, tropical and semi-

tropical, in his nursery. It should be consulted

by all planters.

The French Academy of Naval Sciences has
elected llalph Waldo Emerson one of its for-

eign associates.

In the first nine months of last year, the los-

ses by fire in this country were §52,000,000.

^ A TENTS AND CONVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Reports yos the Mining asp 8ciK.Tnnc
Press, DEWEY £ CO., Piblishers asd V. S.

and Foieion Patent Aokntb.]

By Special Dispatch from Wasbinfrton, D C.

Wrrk Ksdixo December 25rn.

Excavator.—J. A. Ball, Oakland, Cal.

Combined Overflow and IUs Thai1 for Stationary
Wash Basis —A K. Grim and J. B. Low, ft F.

Stench Trap.—A. K. Grim and J. B. Low, 8. F.

SHOW-PLOW.—G. Roval, Truckee, Cal.

Clamps for Rock Drills. —P. S. Buckminntcr, Bellevine.

Nov.
Stench Trap —F. W. Volkman, S. F.

Undkrhiith—Clara S. Bradley, S. F.

Portable Hoistiso Apparati h or Wa80» Derrick.—
W. W. Carlile, lone City, Cal.

H arrow.—Frank A. Hill, San Leandro, CaL
Harvkhtkr and Thresher.-W. B. Rite, Modesto, and

.1 ('. Iloult, Stockton, Cal.

Wool Washi.no Machine —J. Bauhelder, Napa, Cal.

Ciii'CK for Rock Drilmno Machines. —P. 8. Buckniin-

ster, Belleville, Nev.
Stop-Cock Attachment. S. W. Dcnniston and C. Sim-

mons, Prcflcott, A. T.

SwiNOfl.—C. Hartman and F. A. FreeHe, S. F.

Bed Bottom.—T. J. Pettit, S. F.

Machine Shittle.—C. H. Schumacher, Walla Walla,

W. T.

The patents are not ready for deliver}- by the Patent

Office until some 14 davs alter the date ol iaue.

Note. -Copies of 0. S. and Foreirn Patents furnished

by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by tel-

graph or otherwise) at ti.e lowest rates. All patent miri-

ness for Pacific coast inventors transacted with perfect

security and in the shortest possible time.
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Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE, ETC.

San Francisco, Wednesday, January 9tli, 187S.

Trade is quiet, aud business is hardly under way yet,

except in some lines of food supplies. In produce there

is waiting to gain a clearer outlook and count the cost of

the last year. The Grain market abroad has been sta-

tionary, as may be seen by the following: J

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for Wheat to the

Produce Exchange during the days of last week has been

as recorded iu the following table:

Cal. Average. Club.

12s 8d@12s lid 12s lld@13s 3d
12s 8d@12e lid 12s lld@13s 3d
12s 8d<ai2s lid 12s lld@13s 3d

Monday 12s 8di<il2s lid 12s lld@13s 3d
12s 8d@12s lid 12s lld@18s 3d
12s 8d@12s lid 12s lld@13s 3d

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce Exchange

compare with same date in former years as follows:

Average. Club.

1876 10s 2d@10s 6d 10s 8d@lls —
1877 10s lld@lls Id lis 2d@lls 7d
1878 12s 8d@12s lid 12s lld@133 3d

that manufacturers show any inclination to purchase.
From present app earances, holders have decidedly the
advantage, for the season is now well advanced and stocks
re reduced, which tends to give a steady and firm sup-
port to prevailing rates. No immediate improvement in
alues is looked for, but should a suddenly active demand

spring up, prices would, without doubt, mend. The
tock of Wool, as just compiled, shows the aggregate to
>e 6,055,000 lbs domestic and 8,32!) bales foreign. In-
cluded in the former total are 862,000 lbs Fall California,
9111.000 lbs Spring do, Oregon, Utah and Nevada, 33,000
lbs California pulled and 1)4,000 lbs Colorado. Sales for the
week include 266,000 lbs Fall California, here and to arrive,
at lli@19i; 14,000 lbs Spring do, 21@24c; 30,000 lbs

Western Texas, 17@18$c; 35,000 tbs Fall do, 22^c; 110,000
lbs X and XX Ohio, 43"@46c; 3,000 tbs No. 2 do, 40c; and
35,000 lbs Oregon, 5,000 lbs Georgia and 22,000 lbs X
Western Fleeces, cm private terms.
Philadelphia, January 4th.— Wool is steady and firm.

Colorado fine and medium, 18(o?25c; do coarse, for car-
pets, 17(3'18c; extra and Merino pulled, 30«f33c; Texas fine
and medium, 20<»25c; do coarse, 14@161c; California fine

and medium, 25(rt'30c; do coarse, 22@27c.

Domestic Produce.

The following table shows the S. F. receipts of Domes-
tic Produce for the week ending at noon to-day, as com-

pared with the receipts of previous weeks:

The Foreign Review.

London, January 8th.—The Mark Lane Jixpress says:
Sustained by political apprehensions and strengthened by
increased consumptive demand, the present position of
the Wheat trade is strong, and, in spite of large arrivals
of foreign Wheat, prices have been steadily maintained.
Speculation is wanting, but a healthy stimulus has been
found in the supply of legitimate requirements of millers
who have purchased without much reserve at rather
higher prices. Maize remains about the same, firm on
spot owing to limited supplies, and rather easier off coast
under pressure of numerous arrivals of cargoes at ports
of call. The market has varied little for Spring Corn,
but a slight improvement both in value and demand is

noted for Oats. Crop returns for the year 1877 show that,

except Hay, all crops have been much below the average.
The wheat crop has been the most deficient of all—six out
of 409 returns only representing it as over average, and
no less than 369 describing it as below. According to
tables it was even a worse crop than that of 1875, which
was the most deficient crop previously had during 15
years. Barley, too, was the smallest grown within the
same period.

Freights and Charters.

The firmness in the freight market noticed in our last

review, says the Commercial Actus, still continues, and is

even more apparent now than at that time. At this writ-
ing it would be difficult to obtain a wooden ship for Cork
at £1 15s, and it is doubtful if an iron vessel could be had
at £2—certainly nothing less would be accepted. The
amount of tonnage in port available for Wheat is small,
and rapidly (diminishing, and of this amount three or
four vessels will probably be required for Oregon. Out'
side business is dull and without any interesting features.
There is now in port 10,686 tons under engagement to
load Wheat here, 1,011 tons to load via Portland, 15,950
tons miscellaneous, and 27,164 tons disengaged. The
latest Wheat charter reported is Br. bark Cochrina, 1,011
tons, Wheat from Portland to Cork for orders, £2 12s 6d.

Eastern Grain Markets.

New York, January 5th.—The Wheat market has been
quiet during the week, and though no decided change
can be noticed in values, they have tended in buyers'
favor. This is true of Winter as well as of Spring, the
market for this description having lost the buoyancy by
which it has been characterized during the last few weeks.
Closing quotations are nominally $1.45@.$1.50 for White
Western; $1.44@S1.45 for No. 2 Red, $1.48 for No. 1 do,
and $1.28@$1. 29 for Milwaukee Spring. The flour market
exhibits but little change. Shipping extras have been
sought after to a moderate extent, but holders have not
granted any concessions.

Chicago, January 5th.—On 'Change the Wheat market
jumped up quickly on Monday last, and then a pretty
steady downward movement followed, which ended to-day
in the lowest prices of the week and about the same as
last Saturday. Trading was rather limited, although
there was a large attendance of operators, who seem to
take unusually lively interest in the future of Wheat, and
the foreign markets are carefully watched. Next week
heavier arrivals are looked for, but it is hard to predict
whether or not the farmers will bring in their Grain
readily, even with good roads, for the experience of the
past year has made fancy prices sweet to them and they
are just now prone so hold their Grain. The Corn mar-
ket has been very constant, with lowest prices at the
close, and so little fluctuation that speculative business
flagged. Operators are, however, all on hand awaiting
developments with an eagerness that betokens a break or
bulge before long. Oats were dull and steady, attracting
but little attention, far less than usual. February Wheat
sold at 8108iirt81.ll; February Corn, 41|@52|c; February
Oats, 24i(a>25c. The Provision trade seems to have at
tracted most of the business, although not any of the
attentions or operators from the Grain crowd. Pork was
irregular and fluctuating, with a fine speculative market,
and Lard was in a similar condition. Much interest is

felt in Provisions, especially in view of probable heavy
packing operations soon. February Pork sold at S11.30@
$11.75; February Lard, S7.37Aco,

$7.72i. Receipts for the
week: Wheat, 252,000 bushels; Corn, 60,000 bushels
Oats, 82,000 bushels. Shipments: Wheat, 230,000 bush
els; Corn, 24,000 bushels; Oats, 43,000 bushels. Receipts
same time last year: Wheat, 165,000 bushels; Corn, 515,

000 bushels; Oats, 155,000 bushels. Shipments: Wheat.
81,000 bushels; Corn, 320,000 bushels; Oats, 89,000 bushels
—a heavy decrease in the movement all round.

Eastern Wool Markets.

Boston, January 5th.—Wool is quiet and steady. The
small stock now on hand at the principal centers of trade

• are giving strength to the prevailing feeling. The stock
held in Boston is less than last \ ear by 2,200,000 tbs

domestic and 350,000 tbs foreign. In combingand delain
Fleeces very little doing. Pulled Wools are quite firm
and in steady demand. Sales this week comprise: Ohio
No. 1, X, XX and above, at 43i@46c; Michigan and Wis.
consin Fleeces, 39@45Jo; combing and delaine, 50@55c
unwashed combing, 30(g33Jc; scoured, 35@80c. A super
and X pulled, 31i<a>46c. In California Wool the mo
ment the past week has not been to any extent. The
stock is about 2,000,000 lbs less than last year, but there
is considerable Fall Wool now on the way. Sales include
only 41,000 tbs Spring at 20i@33c, and 200,000 tbs Fall at
15@24c. The total sales of domestic for the week were
884J00 tbs. Total stock in Boston, December 31st, 1877
was 12,647,480 lbs of domestic.

New York, January 5th.—The year has opened without
any important change in the Wool market. It is rather
early, however, to expect buyers in any great numbers,
for it is usually from the middle to the last of January

Articles.

Flour, quarter sacks

.

Wheat, centals
Barley, centals
Beans, sacks
Corn, centals
Oats, centals
Potatoes, sacks
Onions, sacks
Wool, bales
Hops, bales
Hay, bales

Week. Week. Week. Week.
Dee. 19. Dec. 26. Jan. 2. Jan. 9.

50,778 15,881 72,847 43,883

130,651 147,937 81,518 173,451

7,859 8,652 14,143 15,775
2,086 778 727 1,725

4,141 5,379 2,258 5,041

7,551 1,501
19,270

10,440 6,319
16,444 15,953 18,612
2,973 2,449 755 1,377
1,000 287 331 248
984 39 81 90

1,252 1,122 870 841

So far this week but little has been done. Holders in the
interior arc still firm in their view of the future.

Wool—There is almost a. standstill in the Wool trade
and leading dealers report no sales. A review of the
Wool trade for the last year may be found in our " Sheep
and Wool" department foregoing.

Bags.— Wheat bags are unchanged, but reported

firmer because of the rain and a little speculative demand
which seems springing up.

Barley.—Barley is weak, and holders and buyers can-

not agree, the former being quite firm in their views. We
piote sales: 558 sks good Bay feed, S1.62J; 600 sks fair

feed, S1.62J; 320 do medium Bay feed, $1.65; 140 do

choice Bay feed, $1.70; 1,000 do fair Bay brewing, $1,683.

Beans.—There is another advance on the choicest

lots of nearly all sorts of beans, as may be seen by our

price list below.

Corn —Corn is unchanged. We note sale of 1,150

sks good large Yellow, S1.57J per ctl; 34 sks good large

White, S1.67J.

Dairy Produce—Fresh Roll Butter is unchanged.

The supply is ample for all requirements. There is still

stagnation and greatly reduced rates in all kinds of

pickled and imported Butter. Supplies of these kinds

are reported large and sales are being pushed at almost

any price. We hear of a sale of good Eastern Butter at

13^c T)' lb. Cheese is scarce and the fancy California now
ranks up with the best imported, as it always ought to do.

Eggs—Eggs are lower, as quoted below. We hear of

a lot of 50 barrels of Eastern, which were found frozen on

arrival.

Feed Hay is the favorite, anil much activity is re-

ported at prices which have prevailed. There is a firm

demand for top prices, and $23 has been refused for choice

Wheat Hay. We note sales: 25 tons poor Wheat, $16.50;

do good Wild Oat, $17; 38 do choice Cow, $17; 51 do

medium Wheat, $18.50; 38 tons medium Wild Oat, $16

20 do ordinary Wheat, $19; 24 tons Clover Cow, $17 per

ton.

Fruit—Los Angeles Oranges are coming in more plen-

tifully, and the price tends downward. The Apple mar-

ket is glutted with poor Oregon stock, which stands in

the way of the better qualities which are now arriving.

Hops—We note a sale of 64 bales Oregon at Ogc.

These were some of the best Oregons we have had this

season, although they were damaged. Emmet Wells re-

ports the New York market for the week ending Decem-

ber 28th, as follows:

A much larger business has been doing in Hops this

week than is usual for a Christmas holiday week, and we

think the same may be said of the London market. The

very low prices at which American Hops are now being

ffered tempts both foreign and home buyers to lay in

large supplies; for they well know that the ruinous prices

now current cannot long exist without driving farmers
out of the business, which of course would soon result in

higher prices, from a decrease in acreage. Regarding
present prices, there is no change from last week; a gap
between 7 and lie still exists, and any figure between
these quotations are entirely nominal; in other words,
the week's transactions have been on a basis of 5 @ 7c for

poor to fair grades aud 11 @ 13c for choice export Hops,
any quality betweeu these being entirely neglected.
Quotations: New Yorks (choice export Hops), ll@13c;
New Yorks, good to prime (nominal), 8 @10c; New Yorks,
low to fair, 5(*7c; Eastern, 8(S12c; Wisconsins, 5@8c;
Yearlings, 3@5c; Olds, all growths, 2@3c; Californians,

12<ai4c.

OatS -Oats are unchanged. We note sales: 200 sks

good Oregon Feed, $1.87^; 265 sks fair Oregon do, $1,771,

150 do do, $1.80; 180 sks choice Humboldt Feed, $1.90

100 do do, $1.95 per ctl.

Onions—Onions are still suffering from last week's

excess and depression.

Potatoes—There is no change, except that Kidney

Potatoes have taken their place in the recent advance.

New Potatoes, which are now in, arc like marbles and

have sold at 5c $ lb.

Provisions -Fresh Meats are abundant, but the

price of Mutton has advanced since our last report about

lc $ lb, and the quality offering is not as good. Beef is

also a shade firmer. The supply of Pork is light but equal

to all demands. The market for Cured Meats, Lard, etc

is inactive and prices unchanged. Considerable un-

smoked Meat is arriving (rem Oregon, and finds a ready

sale, but chiefly to local packers, who buy for future

trade, at low prices. Eastern Hams are arriving a little

more freely, but the market is still light by being stocked

with new crop.

Poultry—Our price list shows a considerable advance

in Hens, Roosters and Broilers. Turkeys are lower.

Vegetables —Cabbage is a shade lower anil Marrow-

fat Squash rules at $10 per ton.

Wheat—The trade is quiet, and, as millers are dning

nothing, there seems a*stand on $2.30 for the best grades.

We note sales: 350 ctls Oregon Milling, $2.30; 2,000 ctls

j choice Stockton Milling, last week, in two lots, $2.37i

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
[WHOLESALE.

|

Wednesday m

BEANS.
Bayo, ctl 4 00 @4 25
Butter 2 90 W3 40
Pea 3 30 ®'A 50
Red 3 75 (ft! 00
Pink 3 85 (s'4 20
Sm'l White 3 20 "<t3 40
Lima 4 25 (a/4 50

KKOO.1I COltX.
Common, tb 2 (a) 2i

Choice 3 @ 4

CUICCOKY,
California 4 (ft 4i

German 6i@ 7

COTTON.
Cotton, lb 15 (»

IHIICV rilOIIH K, ETC
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll. 1b 27 Jio!

Point Reyes 32i(g

Pickle Roll 22£@
Firkin 22i(co

Western Reserve.. 17i@
New York

CHEESE.
Cheese, Cal., lb. ...

Eastern
N. Y. State 21 (fp

EOOS.
Cal. fresh, doz.... 37J@
Ducks' 35 (0
Oregon 32J(J0

January !'. 1878.

Almonds, hd shl tb 6 .re 7
Soft sh'l 12 m 16

Brazil 14 (a 16
Pecans 17 (0 IS
Peanuts 3 (0 5
Filberts 15 (0 16

ONIONS.
Alviso 25 @ C2J
Union City, ctl 25 <<* 624
Stockton 25 (0 624
Sacramento River. 25 (0 62i

"OTATOES.

@
19 ®
18 i

Petaluma, ctl 1 25 (31 50
Humboldt 1 50 Si 621
Cuffey Cove <S —
Early Rose, new. 1 75 ugl 90
Half Moon Bay... — @ —
Kidney 1 50 C«l 621
Sweet 75 dpi 00

32*1 POULTRY Al (. ( Hi:.
— iHens, doz 7 00 @9 00
27.', Roosters- 5 50 CL'9 50

Broilers... 6 00 (w8 00
Ducks, tame 9 00 (ftlO 50
do, Mallard 2 50 <s3 00

Geese, pair 2 00 @2 50
Wild Gray 2 00 (cl'2 50
White 75 M 00

Turkeys 14 @ 17
do, Dressed 15 (M 19

Snipe, Eng 1 25 (nl 50
do. Common 75 dpi 00

Rabbits 1 00 (0

18

In

Eastern 30 <o> 32J Hare 1 50 (fl-

do Pickled 20 C<* 25 Quail 1 25 (o>

EEED. Venison 5 @
Bran, ton 27 50 «*28 50 PROVISION*.
Corn Meal 36 50 io)38 50
Hay 14 00 («23 00
Middlings 40 00 (0
Oil Cake Meal... 44 00 (0

Straw, bale 75 (0 80

FLOUR.
Extra, bbl 7 12Jr»7 50
Superfine 5 50 _o>6 00
Graham 6 00 @6 75

tKI>fl MEAT.
7

r,

Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 6 @
Second 5 (a)

Third 4 @
Mutton 5
Spring Lamb
Pork, undressed...
Dressed

Veal
Milk Calves

«.i£AB\. ETC.
Barley, feed, ctl...l 60 @1 65
Brewing 1 70 del lb

Chevalier 1 80 '01 85
Buckwheat 1 50 dpi 5?

Corn. White 1 55 dpi 60
Yellow 1 55 (31 60
Small Round.. ..1 70 (ad 75

Oats 1 70 -32 00
Milling 2 00 W2 124

Rye 2 40 @2 45
Wheat, Shipping. .2 30 (3 —
Milling 2 30 @ -

IETDES.
Hides, dry 17 @ 17

Wet salted 8(3 9
HONEY, ETC.

Beeswax, tb 30@ 31

Honey in comb.... 18 (ft 224
do. No 2 12Jig 15

Dark 124® 15

Strained 12j@ 14

HOPS.
Shipping 8 @ 10
Choice brands 10 (3 11

NJITS-Jobbing.
Walnuts, Cal 6 (a

do, Chile 7 ("'

10

Cal. Bacon, L't, lb 13S(3
Medium 12fe 123
Heavy 12 (3 12J

Lard 11 (3 14
Cal. Smoked Beef 9J(tf 10
Eastern — @ —

Shoulders, Cover'd 8J@ 8j
Hams. Cal 12 (3 124
Dupee's 15J@ 16
Boyd's — @ —
Davis Bros' 1540* 16
None Such 15 (S 154
Magnolia — @ —
Wbittaker 16 & 16

J

SEERS.
Alfalfa 5 @ 12
Canary 7(cC 8
Clover, Red 18 @ -
White 50 @ 55

Cotton 6 @ 10
Flaxseed 3J@ —
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass
Perennial

Millet
Mustard, White...
Brown

Rape
Ky Blue Grass
2d quality

Sweet V Grass
Orchard
Red Top 18 @
Hungarian 8 @
Lawn 50 (rt

Mesquit 20 (3
Timothy 9 @

TALLOW.
Crude, tb 6iffl

Refined 8f(§
WOOL, ETC.

FALL.
Burry
Southern, free

Sara Joaquin^ free

Choice Northern
Burry, Northern.

35 (a -
15 @ —31

. io a

. 8 @
. 2>M

3 @
. 20 <a

. 18 @

.1 00 <»
30 @

10 <a>

11 <3>

11 @
16 ®
14 (a

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
[WHOLESALE. ]

Wednesday m.. January 9, 1S78.

FRUIT MARKET.
Apples, box 75 (gi 1 00
Bananas, bueh.. 2 50 @ 5 00
Cocoanuts. 100.. 7 00 @ 8 00

Cranberries, bbl 12 50 ."-

Granes, box 75 (a 1 00

do, Muscat... 1 00 <& 1 50
do, Black Mor. 1 25 @ 1 50

Limes. Mex 10 00 @—
do, Cal 2 00 <S 3 00

Lemons, Cal M.12 50 @15 00
Sicily, bx 10 00 @12 00

Oranges, Mex,
M 15 GO (825 00

Tahiti @—
Cal 12 50 (*25 On

Pears, box 75 <a 1 00

Winter Nellis... 1 50 @ 2 00
Pineapples, doz. 8 00 (cclO 00
Plums, lb 6 @ —
Primes 5@ 7

RICIED FRUIT.
Apples, tb 4 @
Apricots 10 @
Citron 23 (3

Dates 9 @
Figs, Black 140

White 6 <»
Strawber'sch'st.20 00 (S—
Peaches 7a@
Pears 4 (fti

Plum3 3 <a

Pitted
Prunes 12j(3
Raisins. Cal, bx 1 00 C« 2

do, Halves... 1 25 ® 2

do, Quarters. 1 50 (* 2

Blowers' 2 75 (»—
Malaga 2 75 @ 3

Zaute Currants. . 8 (w

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, lb... — 40 <@—
Ueets, ctl 1 50 W—
Cabbage, 100 lbs 1 00 (9 1

Carrots, ctl 50 «t>

Cauliflower, doz 50 @
Garlic, New. lb.. 1J@—
Lettuce, doz 10 (*—
Parsnips, tb 1 @

—

Horseradish 4 @

—

Squash, Marrow
fat, tn 10 00 @-

Turnips, ctl 1 50 @—
White 1 00 (a—

Mushrooms, lb.. 15 (£»--

LUMBER.
Wei

CARGO PRICES OF
REDWOOO.

Rough, M 14 00
Refuse 10 00

Clear 24 00

Clear Refuse 14 00
Rustic ' 27 50

Refuse 20 00

Surfaced 24 00

Refuse 14 00
Flooring 26 00
Refuse 14 00

Beaded Flooring 20 00

Refuse 14 00
Half-inch Siding 20 00
Refuse 16 00

Half-inch Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 15 00

Half-inch Battens 18 00

Pickets. Rough 12 00

Rough, Pointed 14 00
Fancy, Pointed 18 00

Shingles 2 00

nesoay M., January a. 1878.

PUCET SOUKfU PINK.
KETA1I. PRICE.

Rough, M 18 00
Fencing 18 00
Fleming and Step 28 00
Narrow 30 00

2d quality 25 00
Laths 3 50
Furring, lineal ft I

REDWOOD.
KETAIL PRICE.

Rough, M 18 00
Refuse 15 00

Pickets, Rough 18 00
Pointed 20 00

Fancy 25 00
Siding 22 50
Surfaced & Long BeadedSO OQ
Flooring 32 50
Refuse 22 50

Half-inch Surfaced 32 50
Rustic, No. 1 32 50
Batlbens, lineal ft

Shinnies. M 2 25

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc

[Corrected Weekly by Sutro it Co.]

San Franoisoo, January 0, 3 r. M.

Leoai.TendersIu S. F., 11 a. m., 97S<£?97i. Silver. 4.j@5
Gold In New York. 1024.

Gold Bars. 890®910. Silver Barh, 8(815 $ cent, dis

count.
ExoriAVOE on Now York i%; on London bankers, 4i)i;

Commercial, 50; Paris, nve francH $ dollar; Mexican
dollars, 93.

London Consols, 94 11-16; Bonds, 105J.
Quicksilver In S. F.. by the flask, $1 lb, 46(A471c.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
[WHOLESALE. 1

„„,_ .... We " *•"«« January 9, 1878.
BAGS .lobbing. [Piaster, Golden

Eng Standard Wheat. S a 9J| f; ate Mills.... 3 00 @ 3 25
Land Plaster, tn 10 00 (*12 50

NAILS.
Ass'ted Sizes, iir 3 25 («f 4 00

OILS.
Pacific Glue Co's
Nuatsfoot. No 1.1 00 @ 90

CaStof. No 1 1 10 C* —
do. No. 2 1 00 @ —

Baker's A A 1 25 @1 30
Olive. Plagmdl....5 25 (cc5 75
Posset 4 75 @5 26

Palm, lb 9 @ —
Linseed. Raw, bbl. 77 (m -

Boiled

Neville & Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36.. 9 @> 91
24x36 @_
23x40
Machine Swd, 22x36. ;i (a

9J
Flour Sacks, halves.. . . S 1(3 lflj

Quarters 5,(flC 6,
Eighths 4 <» 4)

Hessian, 60 inch 15 (re—
45 inch 8j(tt

40 inch —w —
Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed, 31 lb.. 45 '50

Machine Sewed 42.U«* -

4 tb do 41ija—
Standard Gunnies 15 @-
Bean Bags CM 8

CANDLES.
Crystal Wax 17 @174
Eagle 14 @—
Patent Sperm 25 (»30

CANNED GOODS.
Assorted Pie Fruits,

21 lb cans 2 75 (e>3 00
Table do 3 75 («4 25

Jams and Jellies. .4 25 (.0 —
Pickles, hf gal 3 50 (5 —
Sardines, qr DOX..1 65 <§<1 90
Hf Boxes 3.00 @ —

Preserved Beef.
211,, doz 4 00 «* —
do Beef, 4 lb.doz.6 50 <H) —

Preserved Mutton,
2 lb. doz 4 CO @ —

Beef Tongue 6 50 @ —
Preserved Ham,

2 lb. doz 6 50 (<* —
Deviled Ham, 1 lb,

doz 5 50 @ —
do Ham, ill. doz.3 00 @ —

COAL-.lol>liiHK.
Australian, ton.. 7 75 (0 8 00
Coos Bay 6 50 (ee 7 00
Beliingham Bay. 6 50 @—
Seattle 7 00 dp—
Cumberland 14 00 (»— ~-

Mt Diablo 4 75 & 6 75
Lehigh 22 00 (»
Liverpool 7 00 @ 8 00
West Hartley. . . 7 50 <§ 8 00
Scotch 7 00 & 8 00
Scrauton 13 00 (§16 00
Vancouver Id . . . 7 50 ^
Charcoal, sack.. . 75 @
Coke, bbl 60 @

COFFEE.
Sandwich Id, tb . 211@
Costa Rica 19 W 19J
Guatemala 19 @ 191
Java 25 @ "

Manila 19 (ft 194
Ground, in cs... 25 (<*

FISU.
Sac'to Dry Cod.. 5 @ 6
do in cases . . 64@

(
7

Eastern Cod 71@-^
Salmon, bbls.... 9 00«<aflO 00
Hf bbls 4 75 @ 5 25
2 lb caiiB 3 10 @3 20

Pkld Cod, bbls. .22 U0 ui

Hf bbls 11 00 (a
Mackerel, No. 1,

Hf Bbls 11 50 (»12 00
In Kits 3 00 @
Ex Mess 3 75 @— r-

Pkld Herring, bx 3 00 @ 3 50
Boston Smkd IPg 40 @ 50

LIME, Etc.
Lime, Sta Cruz,
bbl 2 00 <g 2 25

Cement, Rosen-
dale 2 75 @ 3 50
Portland 4 75 <&5 50

80 (ft -
60 qp
68 @ 70

l 60 w l 65
60 & 65
60 p -

1 10 (al 15
27 <a> -
27 (* 30
29 ® -
50 (<* -

22Rf« 25
221@ 25

Cocoanut
China nut, cs. .

.

Sperm
Coast Whales.

.

Polar, refined.

.

Lard
Oleophhv
Dcvoe's Bril't.

.

Pbotolite
Nonporiel
Eureka
Barrel keroseno. .

.

Downer Ker 22J«n 25
Elaino 45 @ —

PAINTS.
Pure White Lead. 9f@> 1( I

Whiting llap —
Puttv 4 (ri 5
Chalk ltich —
Paris White 21(a) —
Ochre 34<a —
Venetian Red 34(a) —
Averill Mixed
Paint, gal.

Wliite & tints. . .2 00 (o2 40
Green, Blue &
Ch Yellow 3 00 fr'3 50
Li(dit Ked 3 00 (f<3 50
Metallic Roof.. .1 30 ®1 60

RICE.
''hinaNo. 1, lb.... 6@ 6j
Hawaiian 5 @ 5]

SALT.
Cal. Bay, ton.... 15 00 (925 00
Common 10 00 in 12 00

Carmen Id 15 00 vj'15 1)0

Liverpool tine. . .26 00 i?28 00
SOAP.

Castile, lb 10 @
Common brands. . 44@
Fancy brands 7 (*

SPICES.
Cloves, lb 45 @
Cassia 224(a)

Nutmegs 85 @
Pepper Grain 15 <g
Pimento 15 (tp

Mustard, Cal,
1 11, glass 1 50 @

SUGAR, ETC.
Cal. Cube, tb 12;(o)

Powdered 13 (<p

Fine crushed 13 (§
Granulated 121®
Golden C 10J(f*
Hawaiian 10 (a)

Cal. Syrup kgs... 70 @
Hawaiian Mol'sses 26 (ft1

TEA.
Young Hysou,
Moyime, etc 35 @

Country pekd Gun-
powder & Im-
perial 50 @

Hyson 30 (»
Fooo-Chow 35 ffi

Japan, 1st quality 40 (o>

2d quality 25 @

104
6
8

50
25
90
17
16

30

50

LEATHER.
[WHOLESALE.

I

Wednesday m.. January 9. 1S78.
Sole Leather, hea vy, lb 26 (W 29
Light 22 @ 24

Jodot, 8 Kil, doz ' 48 00 <n)50 00
11 to 13 Kil 65 00 #76 00
14 to 19 Kil 80 00 W90 00
Second Choice, 11 to 16 Kil 55 00 (S70 00

Comedian, 12 to 16 Kil 57 00 (W67 00
Females, 12 to 13 Kil 63 00 <fC67 00

14 to 16 Kil 71 00 1076 50
Simon Ullmo, Females, 12 to 13 Kil 58 00 C*C2 00

14 to 15 Kil 66 00 (A;70 00
16 to 17 Kil 72 00 (*74 00

-iimon, 18 Kil • 61 00 (rt«3 00
20 Kil 65 00 M67 00
24 Kil 72 00 «*74 00

" >bert Calf, 7 and 9 Kil 35 00 (*i0 00
K |«, French, lb 1 00 # 1 35

Cal. doz 40 00 (a«0 00
French Sheep, all colors 8 00 ("15 00
Kastern Calf for Backs, lb 1 00 @ 1 25
Sheep Roans for Topping, all colors, doz 9 00 (rpl3 oO
For Linings 5 50 (rflO 5

Cal. Russet Sheep Linings 1 75 @> 4 50
Boot Legs. French Calf, pair 4 00 @
Good French Calf 4 00 (a> 4 75
Best Jodot Calf 5 00 (8 5 25

Leather, Harness, lb 35 @ 38
Fair Bridle, doz 48 00 <a-72 CO
Skirting, tb 33 & 37
Welt, doz 30 00 (am 00
Buff, ft 18 & 20
Wax Side 17 @ 18

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.

Butter, California
Choice, lb. .... ..

Cheese
Eastern

Lard, Cal
Eastern

Flour, ex. fain, bbIS
Corn Meal, lb

Sugar, wh. crshd
Light Brown

Coffee, Green
Tea, Fine Black . .

.

Finest Japan. ...

Candles, Admt'e.

.

Soap. Cal

25

Wednesday m., January !),

Rice 8
Yeast Pwdr. doz..l 60
Cau'd Oysters doz2 00
Syrup, S F Gold'u 75
Dried Apples, lb.. 10
Ger. Prunes 12]

Figs, Cal 9
Peaches 11

Oils. Kerosene 50
Wines, Old Port... 3 50
French Claret 1 00

Cal, dozbot 3 00
Whisky, O K, gal.. 3 50
French Brandy 4 00

40 d*
18 %
25 ("•

18 ('('

2H \.<

nil (10

2\({p 3
121w> 1.1',

S (<* (l.l

23 <S 35
50 Ml 00
55 (Si 00
15 (S) 25
7 «* 10

1878.

@ 12m oom so
(*1 02
(<n 1

1

'I \l
<a> io
(<> 60
(«5 00m so
(a>4 50
as oo

(88 oo

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending January 8, 1878.

HWHEST AMI LOWEST BAHOMKTER.

Jan 2 Jan. 3 Jan. 4 Jan. 5 Jan. 6 Jan. 7 Jan. 8.

30.2!) 30 .
2'.) 30.16 30.08 30.00 30.02 30.22

30.22 30.16 30.06 20.98 21). 03 29.93 30.09

MINIMI'M AM) MAXIMl'M THERMOMETER.

60
i40 it | 5? | 5?

1
s

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY,

01 62 60 | 61 88 |
87

PREVAILING WIND.

E
|
NE

|
N 98 |

NW | SE
|
SE

WIND- MILES TRAVELED.

72 91 70 87 | 85 | 98 |
150

STATE OK WEATHER.

Clear.
|
Clear.

|
Clear.

|
Fair.

]
Rainy. i Rainy, Rainy

RAINFALL IN TWKNTY-KOIIR HOURS.

. 1 1 1 .02. |
.28

|
.59

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877, 6.79 in.
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Nurserymen.

J. ROCK'S NURSERIES,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

For Sale this season a Large and Complete Stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

Evergreens, Shrubs, and Flowering Plants,

ORANGE AND LEMON TREES,

AMERICAN AND JAPANESh PERSIMMON, NUT

BEARING TREES in LA&as VARIETY. HARDY

PALMS AND ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.

A Large Assortment of Small Fruits, Etc.

tS" For complete List lend tor a Catalogue.

JOHN ROCK, San Jose, Cal.

STOCKTON NURSERIES.
Established in 1853.

W. B. WEST, Proprietor,

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Evergreens, Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants

Comprising everything NBW and RARE in my li"e.

SPECIALTIES:

Raisin Grapes, Figs, Oranges, Lem is,

AND OTHER TROPICAL FRUITS.

1 have imported superior Figs and Ruisin Grapes direct

from the place of their nativity in Europe, and having
propagated large quantities, can now offer them to the

trade and public on the Most Reasonable Terms
/far Send for catalogue and further information.

Established over 20 Years in Sacramento.

% Trees & Plants JfcHt
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL HUB.
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FULL ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NURSERY LINE,

BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT
LOWEST MARKET RATES.

ALSO, A VERY LARGE AND COMPLETE ASSORT-
MENT OF FIELD, GARDEN. LAWN AND TREE

SEEDS, WHICH WE OFFER AT VERY
LOW RATES, BOTH TO THE TRADE
AND PLANTER IN LARGE

OR SMALL LOTS.

Catalogues, Price-Lisle, and Printed Directions free on
application. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO ,

Nos 6, 8 and 10 J Street, Sacramento.

HANNAY BRGS'. NURSERY,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Large and splendid stock of Fruit, Shade and Ornanien

tal Trees, Vine-', Plants, etc. Apple, Pear, Cherry, Peach,

Apricot, Almond, (Quince, Olive, Fig, Grapevines and

small fruits assorted.

Eucalyptus, Cypress, Pine. Acacia,
Pepper, Elm, Poplar, Etc.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Our trees are well grown, stalky and healthy, and those
wishing to plant in large or small quantities would do
well to call and see us before buying elsewhere.

HANNAY BROS'-, San Jose, Cal.

100,000 Blackberry Plants for Sale.
New varieties. The Early Cluster, Vina Seedling. Mis-

souri Mammoth, Kittatiuny and DoMlug Cluster. Price, .*8

per 100. 5,000 Gooseberry plants, of the Houghton and
American Seedlings; these varieties are free from mildew,
and are strong growers and enormous bearers, price, $3 per
100. By mall, $2 per dozen. Hlack Nanles Currant, .<1 each

I will give satisfactory proof from two reliable gentlemen
who have realized over $750 per acre from these varieties of
Blackberry plants last year.
Cherry Cranberry plants delivered and planted out for

8150 per acre, if not lens thau 50 acres, or I will take an in-
terest in the game of ten acres.
On large orders, time of payment will he given, for part

of the money, with good security. H. XYLAN D,
Isleton, Sacramento County, Cal

L. M. NEWSOM,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs' Hotel, East Oak-

land, Alameda County, Cal.

£ HAS PUR SALE EVERY HUNO DESIRABLE IN TUB

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.

A large stock of Belgian Cmiellias and Azaleas,
Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

FISHER, RICHARDSON & CO.'S NURSERY
San Padro St., near cor. of Washingrton,

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Have for sale all kinds of Deciduous Fruit Trees. Also,
the leading varieties of Budded Orange ami Lemon (inclu-
ding our Thornless Sweet Rind, of which we have a limited
number of trees and budB for sale), which we offer at prices
to suit the times. We took the prize on Budded Orange and
Lemon trees; also, on Deciduous trees at our Horticultural
Pair this Fall. Special attention given to mail orders. Cor-
respondence solicited, P. O. Box, B76, Los Angeles, Cal.

J. A. FISHER, C. H. RICHARDSON, J. 0. SEYMOUR

FRUIT TREES,

ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Shrubs and Evergreens.

LARGE PALMS,

LARGE ADRICARIAS,

LARGE TREE FERNS,

ORANGES & LEMONS

MAKING THE GROWTH OK

ORANGES & LEMONS A SPECIALTY,

I offer one year grafted trees of the following sorts of

Oranges: Naval, Hill's, St. Michael, Konah, Sarmarctta,

Sumillo, Acapulco, Maltese Blood, Mission, Mediterranean

Sweet, Peraambuco, and Sicily and Lisbon Lemons, at

fBC per hundred, *ith twenty other varieties.

BERNARD S. FOX,

San Jose, Cal.

THE DIOSPYROS KAKI,

OR JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

Six Best Varieties. All Grafted* Reliable.

Viz : Imperial, oblong-, vermilliou in color. Mesh soft,

good either fresh or dried. -Vihon, Oblong, rounded
apex, flesh solid and kcc]»s well; early, very pro-
lific, hut smaller. Daimxo ("Yeddo's best fruit" 1

, oblong,
rounded apex, color, yellowish red, licsh soft, fine flavored.

Mikado, flat or round shaped, flesh more solid, orange or
or yellow colored, (the bame a,s grown by Col. Hollister).

Kama to, resembles Imperial, but more productive
Taikiton, round, quite large, shade slightly green;
a great favorite in Western Japan.

SPECIMENS OF FRUIT ON EXHIBITION.

HENRY LOOMIS,
At TRUMBULL'S SEED STORE,

419 &421 Sansome St , San Francisco.

200,000
Australian Gum Trees for Sale,

AT STRATTON'S

Gum Tree Forest Nursery,
Hay-ward's, Alameda Co., Cal.

These trees are from five to twelve inches high, trans-
planted regularly into boxes 30x20 inches Bquare, weigh-
ing 150 pounds. 150 or 500 in each box, in splendid con-
dition for transplanting to their permanent location.
Price, $6 to $12 per l.OOO. Will contract to plant
the trees, or furnish superintendence, on low terms.
Cash must accompany orders for less than 850; or if

greater than that amoun , citv reference must be iriven.
Address, " JAS. T. STKATTON,

East Oakland, Alameda County, Cal.

FRUIT TREES FOR SALE.

I wish to call the attention of those who expect to

plant out fruit trees the coming winter to the fact that I

have a few thousand first-class trees which I offer for sale

at the usual rates. Tiese trees were (Town principally

for myself, on Rood lai d, without h titration, are stout and
stalky, ar hoicc varieties, and true to name. Also,

Eucalyptus Monterey Cypress. Call on or address,

W. W. SMITH, Vacaville,

Solano County, Cal

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also. Coffee, Cork Oak,
Olives, (iuavas, English and Black Walnuts, Magnolias.
Louuats, Butternuts, Small Fruits, Evergreens, Etc. Wt
have a choice stock of the Diospyros Kaki (Japane-He Persim-
mon,; of our own growing, ana also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco

Or JAMES SHINN, Niles, Alameda Co., Cal.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet
Sop. Grape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, choice Oranges, Lemons and Kaisin Grapis; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive
catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

Fruit and Ornanental Trees.

Evergreen Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants,
Comprising Everything New and Rare.

ORANGE & LEMON TREES,
ONE TO FIVE YEARS' OLD, MAGNOLIAS, JAPAN
PERSIMMONS, PALMS, MONTEREY CYPRESS,
MONTEREY PINE, CAMELLIAS, BLUE GUMS,

(bv the 100 or 1,000, very' low, all transplant-

ed). ROSES, ETC.. AT THE LOWEST
MARKET RATES.

Agent for the Nurseries of B. S. Fox
SAN JOSE, CAL.

TH0S. MEHERIN, 516 Battery Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

THE GREAT BLOOM NGTON NURSERY
Founded and managed by Mr. Franklin K. Phoenix, has
now passed into my possession, and the immense assort
ment of nursery stock must be disposed of. 1 offer
FOR CASH

APPLE SEEDLINGS, (For Grafting)
1,000 First-class for $ 3 00

10,000 First-class f..r 27 00
100,000 First-class for 200 00

1,000 Second-class for 2 00
10,000 Second-class for 10 00

APPLE CIONS, (Our Assortment).
1,000 Good Varieties 8 1 00

10,000 Good Varieties 8 00

APPLE ROOT {GRAFTS, (Best Assortment)
1,000 Assorted for % 3*0

10,000 Assorted for 30 00
100,000 Assorted for 290 00

An immense stock of choice Apple Trees, Peach, Cherry
Pear, Plum, Evergreens, Ornamental and Shade Trees
Hedge Plants, etc , for sale at prices which defy compe-
tition. Address WILLIAM F. BAIRD. Trustee,

Bloomington, Illinois

FLOWER VEGETABLE

Is the most beautiful work of the kind in the world. It
contains nearly l!i0 pages, hundreds of tine Illustrations,
and six Chrome Plates of Flmrcrs, beautifully drawn
and colored from nature. Price. 50 cents in paper covers;
$1 .00 in elegant cloth, printed in German and English.

Vick's iLUsi'RATK.n Monthly Mahazine.—Thirty-two
pages, fine Illustrations, and Colored Plate in every num-
ber. Price $1.25 a year; five copies for $5.

Vick's Catalogue. --SO0 Illustrations, only two cents,
Address, JAMES VICK, Rochester. New York

SEE
CATALOGUE &[Combined

EVERYTHING
FOR THE

IGARDEN
|
Numbering 175 pages, with Colored Plate,

SENT FREE
To onr customers of past years, and to

all purchasers of our books, either

|
GARDENING FOR PROFIT,

PRACTICAL FLORICULTURE,
Or GARDENING FOR PLEASURE,

(Price $1.50 each, prepaid, by mail.)

To others, on receipt of 25c.

Plain Plant or Seed Catalogues, without
Plate, free to all.

IPETER HENDERSON & CO
I
Seedsmen, Market Gardeners and Florists,

\

35 Cortlandt St., New York.

PAJAR0 VALLEY NURSERIES.
Watsonville, Cal.

For sale this season a large and complete stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees; Evergreens; Shrubs; Flow-
ering and Green House Plants, Japanese Persimmon
Trees, Japanese Flowering Shrubs, etc. I have received
lirect from Japan a large lot of Japanese Persimmon
Trees, of the choicest varieties. Fine Ornamental Tr«es
ami a large hit of Flowering Plants, Orchids, etc., together
with a fine variety of Bulbs of Japanese Li Hies. All of

which will be sold at as low rates as can be had elsewhere
in the State. For catalogue and further information, ad-
dress

JAMES WATERS, Proprietor.

PETALUMA NURSERIES.
(Established in 1S59.]

WM. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR-

tf3TFor sale a general assortment of Fruit Trees, Ever-
green Trees and Shrubbery. Our trees are all gTown
without irrigation and the wood is well matured. Cata-
logue and price list furnished on application. Address

WM SEXTON, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal.

FRUIT TREES AT REDUCED PRICES.

100,000 Apple Trees, also a large stock of other Fruit

Trees, including Seedling and Budded Orange and Lemon
Trees very cheap Two year old apple Trees, 810 per
100.

MILTON THOMAS,
Los Angeles, Cal

LOS GAT0S NURSERIES,

S NEWHALL, Proprietor, San Jose, Cal.

A large and general assortment of Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, Evertm-ens. Flowering Shrubs, Roses, Oreeuhouse
Planta, Ura^-vines and small fruits, etc. 20,000 fine Al-
mond on Almond stocks. I offer for sale a well assorted,

well grown and healthy stock. Low-topped stalky fruit trees

a specialty. Address,

S. NEWHALL San Jose.

FELIX GILLET'S NURSERY,
NEVADA CITY, CAL.

For gale, choice French imported yarietics of all sorts

of fruit, introduced by us in California, including Chest-

nut, (Marron De Lyon and Courbale), Prceparturiena

Walnut, Duehesse Almond, Filberts and .v. rimes, (5 va

rieties),

Medlar, Cherry, Plum, Pear, Apple,

Black Mulberry, etc. Grapes for the table, (14 varieties).
Everbearing Raspberry, (three crops a year), Currant,
Gooseberry and Blackberry Plants.

45 VARIETIES OF STRAWBERRIES,
(French, English, American and Califomian.)

Also, Scions for Grafting purposes and Grape Cuttings
of our choicest varieties.

Every Tree and Plant Guaranteed to be

"TRUE TO NAME."
AaTSend for Descriptive Catalogue and Trice List.

FELIX GILLET. Nevada City Cal.

PEPPER'S NURSERIES.
Established In 1858.

For sale, a general assortment of Fruit Tiees and Small
Fruits; Evergreen Trees and Shrubs in variety. Earlv
planting recommended. My Trees are grown without irri-

gation; the wood is well ripened. I am prepared to fill

orders as soon as the rainy season commences. Cata-
logues and price list furnished on application. Address,

W. H PEPPER, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal.

JUST PUBLISHED.

SUNSHINE OF SONG,
A bright and sunny collection of new songs, ballads and

songs with choruses, and with Piano or Reed Organ ac-

companiment. A book quite American in character, with

our own ]>opular composers, and the claas of songs that

are the greatest favorites.

Uniform in style, binding and price with the "World of

Bong," "Genu of English Song," and others of the "Li-
brary" scries, and costs in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00;

fine 'gilt, $4.00.

THE CLUSTER OF GEMS,
This is a valuable collection of pieces of a somewhat

advanced character as to difficulty, and is suited to the

tastes of advanced players. There are 239 pages, sheet

music size, and the pieces, which average about five

pages each, are by Leybach, Spindler, Von Bulow, Lich-

ner, Rubenstcin, Aschcr, Oesten and other celebrities.

Uniform in style, price and binding with the "Sunshine"
described above, and with the 27 other books of the
famous "Library" series

In boards, $2 50; cloth, $3.00; fine gilt, $1.

For sale at all principal music stores Will also bo
mailed, post free to any address for the retail price.

Change may be sent in postage stamps.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO. , 84S Broadway, New York.

RANCH FOR SALE.

A ranch for sale, near Riverdale, Fresno County

It comprises 100 acres, (U. S. |«teut,) of rich bottom

land, with house and out-buildings. Grass is green the

year round. Alfalfa grows without irrigation, as water is

but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There is an

irrigation ditch running across the ranch, and three cubic

feet of water |>cr second belongs with the place. It is the

best of tulc land and borders on the swamp or overflowed

lands. There are a few Fruit Trees, Strawberries and
Blackberries. The ranch is one mile from the school

house anil |K>stofrlce; 10 miles from Lemore, on the rail-

way and nine miles from Kingston, county scat of Fresno

county. Price, 15 per acre. For further particulars,

address
DAVID S ORR, Riverdale, ,

Fresno County, Cal.

H. H- H B

HORSE MEDICINE,
D. D. T.-I868.

As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Rinobone, Spavin, Swbbnev, Callous
Limps, and all old sores, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or Ave

days, if not cured, repeat as at first Sprains, Stiff

Joists, Bruises, Windoalls, and all slight ailments, apply

a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,

and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

ANTIOCH FERRY.

Notice to Stockmen and the public Id general that a good

Ferry Boat has been put on between Antioch and Colllns-

ville by the California Trans|>ortation Co., and are prepared to

move stock in lots to suit, as a large barge is connected with

the boat. For particulars apply to the Company's office, at

Office. N. W. Cor. Jackson and East Sts., S. F.

W. R, FORMAN, Antioch. WM. HA8KIN8. CoUlnsville.

TO NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS.

Wanted, situation as propagator; well up in propaga-

gation of ornamental planta, grafting conifre, eta Thir-

teen years' experience. Address

"PROPAGATOR," Los Angeles. Cal.

CM LARGE MIXED CARDS, with name. 13c 40 in

OU case ISc. Sf> styles Acquaintance Cards 10c. Ageuta

outfit 10c. DOWB 4 CO., Bristol, Conn.
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Seedsmen.

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in and

GROWERS OF SEEDS,
Keep Constantly on hand a complete stock of Vegetable

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS.
Also, Flowering Plants, Bulbs, Fruit and

Ornamental Trees, Etc.

We call attention of farmers and country merchants to

our unusually low prices All seeds warranted

fresh, pure and reliable. ttSTTrade

price list on application.

V* We have just issued the most complete guide to the

Vegetable and Flower Garden ever issued upon this coast.

It is Handsomely Illustrated, and contains full descrip-

tions of Vegetables, Flowers, Grasses, Trees, etc., with
full instructions as to their culture; mailed free on appli-

cation.

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
[P. O. Box 1023.] 607 Sansome Street, S. F.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MEZQUITE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER trrk"
SEwD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TKtfcS,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street. - San Francisco.

My Annual Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed for 1878 will be sent free, in January,
to all who apply. Customers of last season need not
write for it. I offer one of the largest collections of veg-
etable seed ever sent out of any seed house in America, a
large portion of which were grown on my six seed farms.
Printed directions for Cultivation on each package. MX
seed sold from my establishment warranted to be bblh
fresh and true to name; so far, that should it prove oth-
erwise I will refill the order gratis. As the original in-

troducer of the Hubbard and Marblehead Squashes, the
Marblehead Cabbages, a score of other new vegetables.
I invite the patronage of all who are anxious to have
their seed directly from the grower, fresh, true, and of
the very best strain. New Vegetables a Specialty.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass

rT— "ILLUSTRATED ^~N-

Will be^
mailed FREE to
mil applicants. It con.

1

tain, colored plate, 500 engravings,

^

about 160 page., and full description
prices and directions for planting over 1200
varieties of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants, Hoses, Eto.
IfiTsiuable to all. fiend for lu Address

D. M. PEK&Y & CO., Detroit, Mich.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering
Bulbs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-
logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS, 34 Barclay Street, N. Y

RELIABLE SEEDS.
My new Catalogue of Field, Garden and Flower Seeds

will be mailed to every applicant. Address carefully,

WILLIAM RENNIE, Seedsman, Toronto, Canada

Winchester Repeating Rifle.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT.
GOLD AND SILVER PLATING

AT THE SAN FRANCISCO PLATING WORKS,

653 and 655 Mission Street, San Francisco

Between New Montgomery and Third.

THREE FIRST PREMIUM MEDALS
Awarded at the last three Fairs of the Mechanics' Institute

Every description of goods (including table ware) from which
the Bilrei is worn, repaired and reflated in the best manner,
manner.
Watches, jewelry, etc.,plated with gold in the finest manner
A large assortment of new styles of Plated Ware and

Cutlery on haud and for sale at lowest rates. New and ele-

gant styles of Door Plates and Numbers furnished.
Qold-iaving Silver-plated Amalyumating Plates for -Miners'

use, furnished to order.

EDWARD G DENNISTON, Proprietor,

MODEL 1873.

The Strength ot All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge, M . .
,J 3 ' String measuring from center of tar-

get to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, ™^
s£riTmfnclt

ot

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles
of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel set

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-
extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SK1NKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOB THE PACI IC COAST.

THE GARDEN CITY SULKY PLOW.
The Most Popular Plow in Use.

They are simple in construction, with

nothing about them that is likely to get

out of order.

EASE OF HANDLING.

Most plows are thrown out of the grout

by hand levers, but on these plows

done by the

Power'of the Horses.

The operation being simply to apply a

brake to the wheel. They are quickly

and easily adjusted to take more or less

land. The depth of the furrow can be

instmtly changed by the driver without

getting off the plow or stopping the

hors s.

GEO. A. DAVIS, Manufacturers' Agency, 401 Market St.,

TREADWELL'S OLD STAND. SAN FRANCISCO.

GRAND HEADQUARTERS FOR MUSICAL BOXES.

HVL". J~. PAILLARD CO.,
t Manufacturers and Importers of all kinds of

MUSICAL BOXES

Holiday, Birthday

MUSICAL BOXES

Holiday, Birthday

AND

Wedding Presents.Wedding Presents,

OF STANDARD REPUTATION.
Our stock embraces the latest novelties, the newest and most pleasing airs, and the most approved appliamres

for rendering them with every shade of musical expression.

£3TWe offer this season many new improvements that must be Been to be appreciated, therefore buyers coming
to San Francisco are invited to examine our Stock—TBS larokst in TBI city.

£3TMedal and diploma awarded at the Centennial Exposition to our establishment in Switzerland for excellence
in manufacture, durability, volume, purity of sound and superior workmanship. Also, medal awarded at the Me-
chanics' Institute Industrial Exhibit! San Francisco.

REPAIR DEPARTMENT.—Our workmen are especially educate 1 to all kinds of intricate repairs, so that all

repairs entrusted to us will meet with careful, skillful and prompt attention. We are recipients of many special
patents for improvements in musical boxes.

M. J. PAILLARD & CO,, No. 120 Sutter St., (Rooms 5 and 6 ) San Francisco.
680 Broadway, New York, and St. Croix, Switzerland.

ASK YOUR GROCER OR OIL DEALER FDR

"ELAINE
THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD OIL

REFINISHED AND MADE
UP AS GOOD AS NEW. Send
for circular. Agents Wanted.

Waterproof Crape Rennishhig Co.. 811 MISSION ST., S. F.

OLD CBAPE

HORSE SHOEING,

834 HOWARD STREET, Midway Between
Fourth and Fifth, San Francisco.

We shoe horses without burning the hoofs. Dunbar's

alone understand the treatment of diseased feet.

ALEX. DUNBAR.

rOUlt NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

. Teu Cents. STEVENS BROS. ,
NortMord, Conn.

Agricultural Articles.

The Famous *' Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT)
Self Kegulating Farm
Humping, Kaiiroad

and Power

WINDMILLS.
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the towns
and farming districts for
over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold
(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal
of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.

We are prepared to fill orders *u oizes, from a
PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON &. KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE. ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

MATTES0N & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required
in the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action of : he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

Peerless Corn Sheller.

It is so cheap (cost-

ing only $ti), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

BO rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a $40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It Weighs only 13
pounds And is simple
and durable. For par-

ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St. , S. F.

THE IMPROVED.

Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That knits flat or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows off the toe'
Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any size without seam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;
Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs;
KnitH an elastic seamed -stitch Suspender with button holes;
Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch, Fancy

Ribbed stitch; tiie Raised IMaid stitch, the Nubia etitch,

Shell stitch. Unique stitch, Tidy stitch, etc.

It is nnw the standard machine for manufacturing, and the
only family knitter that tills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Send for circulars to

J. J. PFISTER & CO., General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolen yarns.

120 SUTTEK STREET, Room 40, San Franciseo.

$20,000

To loan on Fanning Land in Bay Counties, in sums to

suit. Interest, one per cent. Address

G. W. HAIGHT,

207 Sansome St., San Francisco.

OK KXTKA MIXED CAUDS, SnowHake, Oriental, Etc.

ZiO with name. 10 cts. J. B. HUSTED, Na»stsu, N. Y.
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JNO. L. BOONE.

GEO. H. STRONG.

W. B. EWER.

A. T. DEWEY.

ESTABLISHED IN
1860.

202 SANSOME STREET,

A

o

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Removed August 1st to 202 Sansome Street, Northeast Corner of Pine.

Books for the People.
For Sale on the Pacific Coast at the

Lowest Cash Price, by

DEWEY & CO.,
Publisher of the PACIFIC Ri'ral Press.

No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

WOODWARD'S GRAPERIES & HORTI-
CULTURAL BUILDINGS. Design* and Plans of Hoi
Beds, Cold Pits, Propagating Houses, Forcing Houses,
Hot and Cold Graperies, Green Houses, Conservatories.

Orchard Houses, etc., with the various modes of Veti-

laling and Heating. Price, 81.

JACQUES' MANUAL OF THE GARDEN,
FAKM and BAKN-YARD. Embracing the Cultivation

of Vegetables, Fruit, Flowers, all Field Crops, Details of

Farm Work and Rearing Domestic Animals. New and
Revised Edition. One Volume. Price, 81.50.

ELLIOTT'S LAWN AND SHADE TREES.
For Planting Parks, Gardens. Cemeteries, Private
Grounds and Avenues. Fully Illustrated. Price, vl.

FULLER'S FOREST TREE OULTURIST.
The Cultivation of Forest Trees for Shade, for Shelter,
for Fuel, for Timber, and for profit. Illustrated.

Price, 81.

RANDALL'S PRACTICAL SHEPHERD.
New Edition, Extra Fine Binding. A complete Trea-
tise on the Breeding, Management, and Diseases of

Sheep. By Henry S. Randall, LL. D. .author of "Sheep
Husbandry in the South." "Fine Wool Sheep Hus-
bandry." Etc., with Illustrations. Price, $2.

WILLIAIiD'S PRACTICAL BUTTER BOOK.
A Complete Treatise on Butter Making at Factories and
Farm Dairies, including the Selection, Feeding an J

Management of Stock for Butter Dairying, with Plans
for Dairy-rooms ami Creameries, Dairy Fixtures, C ten-
site, etc. Price, $1.

WILLARDS 1*1! ACTICAL DAI 11 V HUS-
BANDRY. New edition A complete Treatise on
Dairy Farms and Farming. Dairy Stock and Stock
Feeding, Milk, its Management and Manufacture into
Butter and Cheese, History and Mode of Organization
of Butter and Cheese Factories, Dairy Utensils, etc.

Price, Si.

LEWIS' PRACTICAL POULTRY BOOK.
A Work on the Breeds, Breeding, Rearing, and General
Management of Poultry, with Full Instructions for
Caponiziug. 100 Engravings. Octavo Price, 81.50.

TEN ACRES ENOUGH. A Practical Treat-
ise, show ing how a very small farm may be made to sup-
port a \ery large family, with full minute instructions
as to the best, mode of Cultivating the Smaller Fruits,
such as Straw berries, Raspberries, Blackberries, etc.

Price, 8L

FLAX CULTURE. A Manual of Flax Culture
and Manufacture, with Directions for Preparing
Ground, Sowing and Harvesting, including Hemp and
Flu Culture in the West, and Preparation for Market
Price, 10 cents.

WIIOIIWAIID'S NATIONAL ARCHITECT.
Vol. 2. Complete in itself. Embracing New and Orig-
inal Designs, Plans, Elevations, Sections, and Detail
Drawings to Working Scale for City and Country
Houses. 100 Quarto Plates. Superb Binding. Price.
87.50.

FRANK FORESTER'S HORSE OF AMER-
ICA. By Henry W. Herbert. In two superb royal oc-
tavo volumes, of l,:j(K) pages, with Steel Engraved Orig-
inal portraits of thirty representative horses. This
Standard Historical Work has been thoroughly revised,
new ly written, compiled, and perfected. By S. D. &
B. G. Bruce. (Two Volumes). Price, *5.

HORSK-PORTRAITURE. BREED! NO
REARING, AND TRAINING TROTTERS Prepara-
tions for Races; Management in the Stable; on the Track;
Morse Life, etc U\ Joseph Cairne Simpson. Price s-'

'.C\. ROD, AND SADDLE. Nearly Fifty
practical articles on subjects connected with Fishing
SI ting, Racing, Trotting, etc. Price, 81.

FRAN K FORESTER'S FIELD SPORTS.
Embracing the Game of North America, Upland Shoot-
ing. Bay Shooting. Wild Snorting of the Wilderness,
Forest, Prairie, and Mountain Sports, Bear Hunting,
Turkey Shooting, etc. Illustrated. 2 Vols. Price, 84.

1STAny of the above books will be sold on the Pacific
Coast, by Dewey & Co., and mailed for the price named.
I In some instances there may be a delay (not over twenty
days) from receipt of orders with the cash. |

Other agriculture books furnished at the publishers
prioes.

DEWEY & CO.
202 Sansome Street,

Publishers,
San Francisco

0*A Book for all That Have a Garden."£S

FRAGARICULTURE;
—OR THE—

Culture of the Strawberry.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON

Culture, Propagation, Management
and Marketing of Strawberries.

1878.

Illustrated with Photographs, representing
the average size of best varieties

Especially adapted to the
Family Garden.

BY FELIX GILLET,
Nevada City, Cal

TABLE OF CONTENTS-
Fragariculture; Description; Varieties; Selection; The

Soil; Preparation of the Boil; Manures; Time of Setting
Strawberries; Setting out Strawberries; Culture in Rows
and Hills; Matted Row System; Mulching; Irrigation;
Care of Plants after Setting; Propagation; Propagation by
Seed; Kesettiii'.': Exposure: Annual Varieties; Biennial
Varieties; Ever-bearing, or Wood Varieties; Bush alpine
Varieties; staminate and Pistillate Plants; Hybridization;
Forcing Strawberries; Care to Plants Forwarded by Mail;
Duration of Strawberry Beds; Mode to Perpetuate Straw-
berry Beds; How to make Strawberries Last; Spring
Work on Strawberry Beds; How to Raise Very Large
Fruit; How to Pick and Keep Strawberries; Pucktii,' and
Shipping; Insects Injurious to Strawberries; Maladies oi
the Strawberry; The Art of Preparing Strawberries; Pre-
serving Strawberries; Medicinal Properties of Strawber-
ries; General Hints on Fragariculture; Explanation of
Photographs, and list of best varieties.

PRICE—50 CENTS A COPY.
Each phofograp! represents a group of straw berries -

three to five and not a single one. and is six inches by
four inches.

Note.— It is the most complete, practical, interesting
treatise on Strawberry Culture ever published in the
United States. Address

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,

202 Sansome Street. S. F
P. S. - Also, for sale by A. Waldtenfel, in San Jose.

Contents of Pamphlet on Public Lands of

California, U. S. Land Laws, Map of

California and Nevada, Etc.

Map of California and Nevada j
The Public

Lands; The band Districts; Table of Rainfall in Califor-
nia; Counties and Their Products; Statistics of the State
at Lar„'e.

Instructions «*f the TJ S. Land Commis-
sioners-Different Classes of Public Lands; How Lands
may be Acquired; Fees of Land Office at Location; Agri-
cultural Collcarc Scrip; Pre-emptions; Extending the
Homest I Privilege; Lui one Homestead Allowed; Proof
of Actual Settlement Necessary; Adjoinim.' Farm Home-
steads; Lands for Soldiers and Sailors; Lands for Indians;
Fees of Laud Office and Commissions; Laws to Promote
Shaba* Culture; Concerning Ap|<eals; Returns of the Reir-
isierand Receiver; Concerning Mining Claims; Second
Pre-emption Benefit.

Abstract from the U. S Statutes. The law
Concerning Pre-emption; Concerning Homesteads; Amend-
atory Act Concerning Timber; Miscellaneous Provisions;
Additional Surveys; Land for Pre-emption; List of Cali-
fornia Post Offices Price, post paid, .'.o cts.

Published and sold by DEWEY Si CO..S. F.

The Ri kal Pkebs is one of the handsomest, best and
most candid journals in California or the Union Santa
Barbara Pre**, March 17th,

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Company's Steamers will sail as follows, at 12 M :

CITY OF TOKIO February 1st.

For YOKOHAMA and HONGKONG.

COLIMA January 15th.

For Panama and New Y'okk, calling at Acapulco, San
Jose de Guatamala, ha Libertad and Punta Arenas.

Ticket* i,, and from Europe by any line fur sale at the

lowest rates,

CITY" OF SYDNEY', January 2Sth. at 12 o'clock, noon,

or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-
LULU, AUCKLAND anil SYDNEY.

£10 additional is charged for passage in Upper Saloon.

DAKOTA '. January 10th.

(Fare to Seattle— Cabin, Sl.V. Steerage. $s.)

For Victoria, Port Townsend, Seattle, and Taeoma,
connecting at Tacoma with .Northern Pacific

Railroad for Portland, Oregon
Tickets must be purchased before 11 A. M. on day of

sailing.

For freight or passage apply at the office corner First

and Brannan streets.

WILLIAMS, BLANCHARD k CO., Agts.

R.J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J- TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early .,

Marblehead Mammoth I

Stowell's Evergreen C

Mexican Sweet, New ;

Sweet Corn.

J2SS££„. Yellow Flint Corn.

Beet Seed.

Early Dutton

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel
j

Yellow Globe >

White Sugar )

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY' OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

Shropshire Ram for Sale

Two year's old ; bred by Lord Kilmerdalc. England, and

imported by Kollin P. Saxc. Sire weighed ;t00 pounds

This ram was used last season on 20 ew es, and proved

himself in every way a good one Price, $1.10.

Enquire at

SAXE'S 'STOCK YABDS.
Ninth and Howard Sts , San Francisco.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Savings anil Loan Society, ill'J Clay Sircet. At a meet-

ing of the Board of Directors, held this day, a dividend
was declared, free of Federal tax, of eight (S) per cent,

per annum on all deposits, for the six months culling De-
cember 31st, 1877. Dividend payable on and after the
15th instant. CYRUS W CARMANY, See'y.

San Francisco, January sth, 1878.

Projipt and Suti ivssplu,.—Jfr«r». Dewey <k Co:—Gen-
tlemen: Ynurtircular letter, 1-th inst. f informing; me of

successful termination of my application for patent re

ccived. Please accept thanks for the prompt and suc-

cessful manner in which you have managed this business.
Yours respectfullv, J. H. Catakagoii.
Walla Walla. Dee 24th

Farmers, write for your paper.

FLOWERING PLANT8 AND BULBS. FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

Prices Unusually Low.

'. '"Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
will be sent freb to all Customers. It contains in-

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree SeedB, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark md Light Brahmaa, Buff

White and Partridge Co-
chine, White & Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings. Polish Ham

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

tams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,

Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
/TaTFor further information send stamp for Illustrated

Circular, to

GEO. B BAYLEY.
P. O. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal.

M. EYRE, Jr., NAPA, CAL.

Safe Arrival of

Eggs & Fowls

: Guaranteed.

I never owned a FINER LOT OF BIRD.S than I hare
raised this year. Also,

Thoroughbred Southdown Sheep.
4"SrPamphlct on the care of fowls- hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., adaitkd By xciallt to THK
Pacinc Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

OFFICE-NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Bktwkks Broadway and Washington.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South lOth
St., Philadelphia, & 59 Gold St., Cor. Ann,N Y.
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A Hereford Heifer.

In our issue of September 1st, we gave our

readers a portrait of the Hereford bull "Suc-

cess," a Centennial-premium animal, owned by

the leading breeder of Herefords in this country,

Mr. T. L. Miller, of Beecher, Illinois. The

heifer shown on this page is a daughter of

"Success," and if our readers will compare the

two portraits, they will see how fully the grand

old sire transmits his characteristic form and

markings. We are glad to be able to show the

two animals, because thus our readers can study
the characteristic points of both the bull and
the cow of this tine beef-making breed of cattle.

We are glad also to show the breed because it

is coming into prominence among grazers in this

country and has many qualities to claim

attention.

At a public sale of these cattle in England
short time since, the
auctioneer claimed that

five could be grazed or

fed at same cost as four

Short Horns. This
statement has led to

some discussion in this

and the old country.

The Kentucky Live
•Stock Record admitted
the statement so far as

three - year - olds were
concerned, but claimed
it was not true as re-

gards two - year - olds.

And the Kentucky
writer went beyond this

and stated that Here-
ford beef from three-

year-olds and over was
always worth more in

the London market than
that from Short Horns.
Although we do not pre-

sent these points in a
controversial way, we
give them as a part of

the cattle literature of

the day and worth the
consideration of breed-

ers.

The Hereford cattle

are advocated for their

meat-producing quali-

ties. The beef interest

is a large one and what-
ever tends to cheapen
and improve it, is so

much added wealth, and
we shall avail ourselves
of such information as

we can obtain to solve

this question. Our graz-

ing districts are peculiar,

and while they offer great inducements to the

grazer, there are some drawbacks, and the

breed of cattle that adapt themselves the most

readily to these conditions will yield the largest

returns. We hope the Herefords will be tried

on this coast, both in their purity of blood and

for crossing upon the common stock in the direc-

tion of improving our beef product.

Sowing Wheat on Horseback.—Mr. James
Burnell, of Pacheco, has adopted for several

years a method of sowing wheat which has

never been described in the Patent Office, but
which we have heard has been practiced and
advocated by some of our farmers. He fastens

a common sack of seed in front of him, on horse-

back, attaches his feet to guide reins and uses

both hands in throwing the grain broadcoast,

right and left, in such quantity as suits him.

Being elevated from the ground the seed ob-

tains a wide spread. He says he can sow 20

acres a day without much fatigue in this way.

State Agricultural Society's Election.—
The time for holding the annual election of the
State Agricultural Society has been fixed by
the Directors for Wednesday, January 23d, at

3 oclock p. m. At this election a President of

the society will be elected to serve one year,

and three Directors to serve three years, and
one Director to serve out an unexpired term.

No Irrigation Meetings.

The Senate has reconsidered its resolution

which instructed its committee to visit the parts

of the State desiring irrigation for the purpose

of taking the testimony of residents as to the

facts of their wants and the means to provide

for them. As this is so, the meeting which the

committee announced last week through the

Press will not be held. We saw good ground
for approving the idea of holding these meet-
ings, and we are sorry that they are done away.
The place to gain facts for this style of legisla-

tion is on the ground and in direct contact with
the people whose wants are to be met, and the

need in this case is imperative. We trust the

Senate does not intend to give the subject the

go-by, nor bury it in the obscurity of protracted

closet investigation. The logic of events is that

the good of a great part of our population de-

pends upon the speedy solution of irrigation

the act of last session. An election is to be
held on the first Tuesday in May, for Commis-
sioners to succeed the appointees of Governor
Irwin. All qualified electors are to vote at said

election. The bill then, in terms similar to the
act of last session, authorizes the elected Com-
missioners to issue bonds for $3,000,000 instead

of $4,000,000, as in the present, but to pay for

the construction of the canal and the other

necessary works. The bonds are issued for 20
years, bear interest at eight per cent., and in-

terest and principal are payable at the office of

the State Treasurer. Bonds are not to be sold

less than 90 cents on the dollar, except that

the first $500,000 may be sold for 75 cents.

|

The bill also contains the provision of the act

of 1876, that no Chinese labor shall be employed
in the construction of the canal.

Immigration Wanted.— It has been common
for the people of the Oceanic colonies to cry for

mmigration, but what peculiar clashes of imm-
igrants they call for. A writer in the Adelaide
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problems, and uncertainty should be swept
away. If this committee investigation was un-

necessary, let us have proof that something can

be done without it.

While upon this subject we notice that a

ponderous bill of 58 pages has been introduced

in the Assembly, providing for an irrigation

canal for the West San Joaquin valley. A
copy was received by the Antioch Ledger, and
the following outline of its provisions was made:
It omits the counties of Alameda, Contra Costa
and Tulare v\ hich were embraced in the former

act and confines it exclusively to the counties

of San Joaquin, Stanislaus, Merced and Fresno.

The first section occupies 34 pages of the bill in

delineating the territory embraced in the pro-

visions of the bill. This territory consists of

five divisions, as (1) that portion of San Joaquin
county on the west side of the San Joaquin

river; (2) that portion of Stanislaus county
lying north of Orestimba creek; (3) those por-

tions of Stanislaus and Merced counties south

of Orestimba creek and north of San Luis creek

;

(4) that portion of Merced south of San Luis

creek; (5) the west side of Fresno county.

Five Commissioners, one for each district, are

to be appointed by the Governor within ten

days after the passage of the bill. These Com-
missioners are to organize and locate an irri-

gating canal only on the line delineated in the

report of the Commissioners appointed under

Observer says: " Let sufficient reward be given,

either by the Government or squatters and
farmers, to each captain of a vessel for the im-

portation of every weasel, stoat, polecat, marten,

ferret, ichneumon, mcerkat, or other inveter-

ate adversary of the rabbit, and let these

be turned out in pairs, male and female, on the

lands infested by this voracious rodent, and the

result will soon be satisfactorily apparent.

There is no doubt that, had the rabbit been an

indigenous animal, nature would have placed

an indigenous antagonist along with it, and the

two forces would have kept each other pretty

well balanced. As it is, eagles and hawks prey

here on the smaller birds, birds devour insects

which would otherwise destroy the vegetable

world, and the kangaroos and wallabies have
their natural foe in the dingo or wild dog.

But there is no wild animal in Australia able to

keep down the rabbit, whose extraordinary

powers of increase require extraordinary treat-

ment. Man has disturbed the balance of na-

ture, and man must equalize it, and that in the

way I have indicated."

There were 515 failures on the Pacific coast

in 1877. The total liabilities were $12,495,417
and the assets $8,258,915. The increase of last

year over the preceeding one is as follows:

Number of failures, 158; liabilities, $8,372,-

058.52; assets, $6,084,487.54.

Swine as Vineyard Gleaners.

That grapes are good feed for fattening hogs

has been stated several times during the last

few months in the Press, the statement being

based upon the experience of our readers as re-

ported to us. Whether it can be shown that it

is profitable to grow grapes for hog feed we very

much doubt, although we believe even this is

claimed. We would speak at this time of the

profit of using hogs as gleaners in the vineyard.

One of our leading producers in the interior

gives us the following facts: In October last he
purchased 30 hogs. They were of ordinary

good stock and in fair condition. It was his

practice to let the hogs have the run of the

vineyard, in the daytime, after the grapes for

the market and for raisin making had been
gathered, and at night they were turned out on

an alfalfa field. Their food then consisted of

the loose grapes which
fell to the ground, the

decayed clusters, in

short, the grapes which
usually go to waste in

the vineyard; with a
bite of alfalfa at night.

In 31 days these 30 hogs
gained in weight an
average of 63 pounds
each, or a little more
than two pounds per
day, and the net profit

on them when sold after

the refuse grapes were
gone was about $115.

We give these facts as

an interesting contribu-

tion to the understand-

ing of grapes as feed for

swine. In this case

there was a gain of per-

haps about $100 on the

refuse grapes in a 20-

acre vineyard, as the

alfalfa pasture at night

would hardly be worth
more than the odd $15,

for one month. This we
should consider quite

wortli the saving, espec-

ially as the hogs would
return to the vineyard

more fertilizing material

than the refuse grapes

would amount to if left

to dry or decay on the

ground.
We should like to

know if any reader has

kept weights on grape-

fed hogs, so that he can

tell about what return

was made per ton for the

grapes fed. We presume the feeding has not

been so carefully done that weights either of

grapes or hogs can be told, but it may be that

some one lias made the experiment. If so, we
should be pleased to knew the result.

Choice Hops.—Happening in the wholesale

drugstore of J. R. Gates & Co., on Sansome

street, the other day, our attention was attract-

ed to some tiny packages of hops bearing the

mark of the Centennial premium taken by Mr.

A. Clock, of St. Helena, Napa county. They
were packed in one-quarter, one-half and one-

pound papers, and were as bright and fragrant

as the closest critic could desire. The hops are

put in these forms to meet the demands of

druggists and for family use, and some who
have been using the poor hops which are gen-

erally worked into this form, will be surprised

when they open the papers. Mr. Gates told us

that they are the best hops he ever saw packed

for his trade, and that Mr. Clock will estab-

lish his brand at onco among druggists on qual-

ity alone. We do not suppose the demand for

small parcels of hops would warrant others in

packing in this form, but we note the fact as

we saw it, as an illustration of the wisdom of

an enterprising producer adapting his product

to the form demanded by all trades. The fact

is capable of many applications.
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Correspondence.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents— Ei>s.

Notes from Fresno County.

Editors Press:—I send you some notes of

my agricultural experience in the Central Cal-

ifornia colony iu^Kresno county. I came here

in March, 1876, and selected a lot, expecting to

get the water upon my lot right away, hut the

route of the distributing ditch failed to bring

the water. So in August I made an exchange

taking a lot in a more favorable, and, at the

same time, more pleasant focation. But just

at that time the water was turned off from the

canal for the purpose of enlarging it, and I did

not get the water to use until some time in

January last, when I succeeded in getting about

seven acres settled, and, although late, got

the land into barley, from which I sold about

seven tons of hay. I also graded off two acres

of ground, and got a tine stand of alfalfa, from

which I have cut four crops of hay, the last

cutting some time in August. I did not get

water again until October, too late to make a

crop of hay, but have at present a heavy crop

of feed upon the field. I also planted a few

acres to beans, but rather too late in the season,

and the long continued hot weather caused the

blossoms to fall; but later in the season they

commenced to set, as a general thing, how-

ever, too late to mature.

I have planted Irish potatoes at three differ-

ent times, raised some very good potatoes, but

light yield. Two acres this fall were cut by the

early frost. At best I do not think they are a

paying crop here. Sweet potatoes make a

splendid crop. Indian corn makes a fine growth

but fails to make much grain. Still it is better

this year than last, as the soiljmproves by cul-

tivation.

Heavy Yield of Egyptian Corn

Last spring I also planted about eight

ounces Egyptian corn on a small piece of ground

rather uneven, and I could not successfully ir-

rigate it. Although planted late and not irri-

gated, I threshed out some 1,100 pounds of seed.

From a few hills which I left standing I har-

vested three distinct crops of corn. That is, by

cutting off the head or ears, and by giving the

roots water, a new head started out from a

joint, which ripened in about three weeks. A
field planted early will produce in this way at

least four crops in a season from one planting,

and the yield is enormous. I was the first one

to introduce it in the colony, but some of the

farmers outside have planted it on a small scale

with great success. 1 consider it the best crop

for this valley, as it required but little water.

When made into flour it makes good bread and

the best of hot cakes.

When 1 came here the water was 36 feet from

the surface, but at present water can be got al-

most anywhere by digging 22 feet. I think in

the near future, as the canal runs through, that

water will be found still nearer the surface.

The lot I have is much better than the average,

and smoother upon the surface, but in working

I soon found that it had too much slope for suc-

cessful irrigation, except for flooding previous to

planting. So I laid off my lot into 20 fields or

checks, and each check requires from 12 to 18

inches cut or filling. I shall have 15 acres

brought to a level this spring. The balance of

the lot is now in grain and looking fine. A few

cows, hogs and chickens can be kept, which,

with small expense, will materially add to

the income of the place. I intend putting out

fruit trees this spring; have grapevines one year

old, and as I go along many more things no
doubt will be suggested that can be raised

with profit. I intend this year to cultivate

largely the Egyptian corn.

Isaac A. Grout.
Fresno, Cal, Dec. 24th, 1876.

Notes in San Diego County.

Editors 1'ress:—Our late copious rains have

caused man and vegetation to look bright and

happy. Merchants and mechanics imbibe the

joyous spirit of the farmer, for they well know
that the prosperity of all trades and professions

depends on the productiveness of mother earth.

We have already had more rain than during

last rainy season. The ground is thoroughly

wet and plowing and sowing are going briskly

forward. The hopeful workers can scarcely

fail of a bountiful reward.

Orange culture is gradually winning favor

here. Mr. Kockwood has a tree, eight years
old, smiling under a burden of 300 magniticent
oranges. Its owner may well smile too, for he
has several hundred, which, in a few years, will

doubtless make as fine display. He has proved
to his entire satisfaction that the mesa land is

better adapted to oranges than the valley.

Most of our fruit growers agree with him.
Five years ago a Los Angeles friend said to

me: " If you only had orange trees in bearing
to show that they could be produced in San
Diego, with your incomparable climate, there
would be no end to home seekers." We have
climate unequaled; oranges will grow; now for

more home seekers.

Kimball Bros, are making a specialty of the

olive. They have now about 4.000 young trees.

Mr. F. A. Kimball gathered from trees, grown
from cuttings put out in the spring of '72, from

five to 12 gallons per tree. Those raised at the

old ^Mission sell readily for SI. 25 per gallon.

There is no portion of the United States where
the olive can be cultivated with such promise

of success as in this county.

I have never heard that the pawpaw tree had
received any attention in California, and I see

no reason why it might not be a desirable fruit

to raise if the best varieties are cultivated. A
gentleman here planted a seed last May, and
before it is 12 months old, it will mature fruit.

It grows with astonishing rapidity.

The coffee obtained at your office produced
several plants, which promised well, until a

heavy rain, one night, washed the earth over

them. They will probably die. But for this

they would have done well.

A neighbor of mine cut open a squash which
was seedless and solid clear through. The
philosophy of

#
the freak is not quite clear.

1'. M. K.
National Kanch, San 1 »iego Co.

[We are glad to know that some of the coffee

seed we distributed germinated. This is the

only case of germination reported from that lot

of seed. It was from Costa Kica and seemed

quite fresh.

—

Eds. Press.]

A Ride Through Lisbon District

Edi tors Press:—Of late years the reclama-

tion of tule land on different islands below Sac-

ramento, has proved a decided success. Parties

in our city and county have had their attention

drawn to some tracts of land below the city on

the west of the river. Mr. Gwynu has taken

the enterprise in his own hands to a great ex -

tent, assisted by Mr. Gardner and others. The

district was first surveyed, mapped off and the

work of constructing the levee was commenced

during the early part of the summer. It is

now nearly completed. To give a more definite

idea of the outlay and extent, Mr. Gardner

furnished the following items: The length of

the levee is 13 miles. It encloses an oblong

tract The southwestern line of new levee is

attached to the river bank, some miles above

Freeport, and extends some four to five miles

below to a point to the river. The higlit of

general run is 17 feet. The river levee is 10

feet high. The number of acres enclosed is

5,1>00. The land is distributed among 15 to 20
holders. Mr. (iwynn, the largest holder, has

from 5,000 to 0.000 acres. Mr. Gardner lias

228 acres. The former leases his out to renters

in tracts of from 150 to 225 acres <5n shares.

The renter breaks it up, provides everything for

three years, and gives four per cent, of the pro-

ceeds for use. Along the river bank are the

old residents and Portuguese vegetable gardens,

who cultivate the higher land along the levee in

grain, hay and vegetables.

Wishing to see the new levee and other points

of the district, I rode up the river some four

miles and struck in on tule land. I came to the
house of Mr. Slack. He has of late put up a
new house and barn. He is busy burning off

tules for future work. To burn them up more
effectually he uses a large roller, some six feet

in diameter, constructed in a frame similar to a

reaper. Placing the double roller before the

horses and mashing down the tules, he leaves

but few spots untouched. These are cut by the

mower. He also showed me a new cultivator

(of his own invention) to cut into the tule roots

previous to plowing. This aids greatly in pul-

verizing the sod. The teeth are bars of iron,

some 18 inches in length, sharpened on one
side, similar to a coulter of a plow. It cuts

some four inches in depth, leaving the strips the

same size in width. The time thus employed
he expects to save in harrowing, as it leaves

the land in better order, crumbling the sod in

finer particles.

The drawback which most of the renters are

experiencing is a lack of plows suitable for such
work. That used is called the "Harden City."
These are made especially for such work. As
there were but six in the State, all were spoken
for early. The others are on the way from
Chicago and expected within 20 days. This
plow cuts 18 inches, throwing over a broad slab

of tule roots. The depth of first plowing is but
four inches. Two plowings are required, and a
thorough harrowing each. Some have tried the
lteady plow, but it would not answer.

Barley will be the priucipal crop. Alfalfa
will l>e put in to some extent. Wheat grows
too rank and mildews unless put in late in the
season. They expect barley to yield 50 to 75
bushels per acre, and want to get all in by the
1st of May next. Four plowings are required
for alfalfa and the soil must be well pulverized.

I passed on to Mr. Gardner's land.* They are
also clearing up and will use 18 head of horses.
Many are putting up their houses and barns on
their respective lands. I saw some land which
had been previously- broken by an old resident.
It looked in tine condition.

Passing to the southern extreme, I struck the
newly-constructed levee. The lower portion
requires finishing by topping the cap; 80 hands
are steadyiat work wheeling by hand dirt from
outside. As it is of a sticky nature, it will pack
to advantage and become a solid wall, in time,

rendering great protection. Many judge the
seepage will not amount to much, as the founda-
tion is constructed on a clay bottom, protection
is ever secure. To further its security it is the
intention to plant a close hedge of willow on the
outside to break the force of the waves. This
is considered a better plan than to sow in

grasses, as the latter draws gophers and they
undermine it.

After passing two miles along the levee I

struck for the river road homeward, and passed
land that was plowed by the "Golden City"
single cutter. Three were in sight. The
movement seemed easy and they are expected
to prove a great advantage over others in work-
ing such land. I noticed the sod laid more flat

side by side.

The reason given for shallow'plowing is that
the surface being of an ashy nature, it dries out
more readily. Therefore it is practicable to

keep onlv the surface loose, allowing the moist-
ure to come as near to the surface as possible.

Sacramento county is increasing in her agri-

cultural capacity and will soon contain a much
larger quantity of productive land, thus increas-

ing in wealth and distinction. All this land
will eventually l>e divided in smaller parcels,

making way for homes for future husbandmen.
Mr. Gardner informs me there are lands ad-

joining comprising some 2,500 to 3,000 acres

under the superintendence of Gen. Thomas H.
Williams. If the coming season is favorable

they will levee it in, therefore giving the land
which I have described a double protection.

George Rich.
Sacramento, Cal.

Hints to Orchard Planters.

Mr. W. B. West, of Stockton, has succeeded

in introducing a great deal of practical and val-

uable information into his annual catalogue for

1877-8, and thus has given his price-list in-

creased value. Others of our nurserymen do

this and all ought to do it, because nurserymen

are naturally on the ijiii rire to gain the results

of experience and experiment and thus gain

much light which should be made known. Mr.

West's experience lies chiefly in the San Joa-

quin valley and his remarks may be supposed

to have particular application to the conditions

in the interior. They are, however, full of sug-

gestions which can be applied elsewhere. We
shall quote Mr. West's advice as to planting and

treatment of orchards:

In the first place, select a suitable spot for

the orchard, if possible, land that lays well for

irrigation. Then see that it is well fenced, and
plowed when the land is in proper condition,

that is, when not too dry or too wet. If possi-

ble, have it plowed before or soon after the first

rain. Summer-fallow would be still better.

Then, before you purchase your trees, make up
your mind as to the quantity of each kind of

fruit trees you will want, and the season of

bearing. If you are not acquainted with the

names of different varieties, request the nur-

seryman to select such as you want. A selec-

tion of varieties that will give a succession of

fruit through the season is most desirable, even
if some of them are not of the best quality.

By all means purchase your trees early, even if

you cannot find time to plant them immediately.

They can be transplanted with much less dan-

ger of injury early in the season than later; the

climate is much more humid in December, Jan-

uary, and the early part of February, than
later. Another important consideration is that

you can get a much better selection, having the

first choice. If the ground is not in condition

to plant, or other business interferes, the trees

can be "heeled in," as nurserymen term it, that

is, they can be planted closely in a trench, tak-

ing care that the soil is packed around the roots

so that they will not get dry. You then have
your trees in such a position that you can plant

at your leisure.

Planting.

In the important operation of preparation of

the trees, there are more mistakes made than in

any other. Usually trees are planted just as

they come from the nursery; in removing a tree

from the nursery-rows, no matter how care-

fully it is done, a portion of the roots are cut

off and consequently the balance existing be-

tween the root and top is destroyed; this must
be restored by proper pruning. Apple, pear

and plum trees are sold usually at two years

old, having been cut back in the nursery at the

end of the first year, to from three to five feet;

they have branches from this hight, which
should be shortened in to within a foot or so of

the previous season's growth. Next the roots

must be attended to; all cut and jagged places

must be made smooth. The holes should be

dug large enough to admit all the roots to be

spread out in their natural position; then let

one person hold the tree and another shovel in

the dirt, being careful to till up every interstice,

and bring every portion of the root in contact

with the soil; a bncket or two of water should
then be thrown in to settle the ground and keep
it moist; then fill up the hole. Standard trees

should be planted just so deep that when the

ground settles they will be as deep as they were
in the nursery. Dwarf pears should have all

the stock (that is the quince) under the ground.

When the trees are planted throw about six

inches of coarse manure around them, which
wiU prevent the ground from drying, and keep
the trees in good condition.

The orchard should be kept free from weeds
and cultivated as long in the spring as they
grow. I do not believe in plowing too much
after dry weather sets in. Some protection
from the sun should be given to the trunks,
either by sacks or otherwise. Whitewash is

beneficial. ,

On a majority of farms in the San Joaquin
valley, irrigation is absolutely necessary; trees

may live and produce some small and inferior

fruit, but for large and fine crops do not spare
the water. The trouble is inconsiderable com-
pared with the benefits derived; better irrigate

and cultivate one acre well than 10 poorly.

Second Year.
At the end of the first year, if the trees have

made a good growth, they must be shortened
about half their summer growth, and all the
branches growing across the tree, or in places
injurious to the symmetry of the tree, should be
cut out. The result of this pruning will be
that several branches will start from below,
each cut forming a round, well balanced head.
It is necessary for another reason. If the long
shoots remain, they will not, usually, make a
good growth, but from almost every eye fruit

spurs will issue. These wiU in a year or two be
covered with fruit, which will bend and perhaps
break the limb, or at any rate destroy the sym-
metry of the tree. As the tree becomes older,

it will grow less vigorously. All the pruning
necessary to be done will be to cut out an occa-

sional shoot that grows out of place or shorten
one that grows unnecessarily long. All kinds of

trees should be grown as low standards. This ad-

vice is as necessary to the fig, cherry, plum and
apple as to the peach and nectarine. Many
trees, especially the cherry, die the first year
from the nursery, from no other reason than
that the sun and borers have destroyed the
trunk.
Where land can be thoroughly irrigated,

small fruit may be grown between the rows of

the orchard. Blackberries, raspberries, currants
and gooseberries can be grown better thus than
in the full exposure to the sun. To have straw-

berries produce abundantly they must be irri-

gated freely. It would be better not to have
them planted too near trees that do not want
so much water. It is astonishing to see what
an amount of fruit can be produced upon a
small piece of land, properly planted and culti-

vated.

Apples, pears and plums, well grown, will

produce some fruit the second or third year from
planting, but no crop must lie expected until

the fourth or fifth. Peaches, if not cut back too

severely, will bear a crop the third year. Black-

berries • will produce a good crop the second

year. Currants, raspberries and gooseberries

are uncertain. Strawberries can be made to

produce well the same year that they have been
planted. Plant early, irrigate freely.

Diseases of Fruit Trees.

Perhaps the most common cause of disease

and failure in fruit trees is sun-blight This is

the prime cause of many other difficulties. If

a tree is kept growing by giving it an abundance
of water, then, perhaps, it may not suffer from
the sun, but this is not always convenient or

possible to do. The best and most practical

way to overcome the evil arising from this cause

is to grow only low, standard trees.

Borers.

We are troubled with the worst species of

borers. Young trees should be examined from

the first of July until the end of the season.

Their presence can be determined by a dark

spot upon the bark of the tree, usually, but not

always, on the sunny side. By examining with

a knife a grub will be found, very small, at first

hardly discernible, afterwards growing to half

an inch in length. By a little attention the

first and second years they can be conquered.

They are hatched from an egg deposited upon
the bark by a fly.

We have no long list of diseases caused by
bitter cold and sterility, but only such as can

be conquered by energy, perseverance and a

little common sense.

Plum Growing.

Editors Press:—The article on "Plum on

Peach Stock," in the IU'kal of the 15th ult,

and sustained by Mr. Patterson in the issue of

Dec. 20th, caught my eye. I wish to offer my
experience and the opinion of every orchardist

of this country, embracing the great basin of

the Columbia, which is that there is no stock

fit for a plum but the peach. No man of prac-

tical knowledge here would plant a plum tree on

a plum root if you would make him a present

of the trees. I believe that ordinarily when

we believe a thing, and assert that such and

such a thing is the case we should be able to

give some reasons for it.

While engaged in the nursery business for

about 20 years, I observed some points that

suggest to me the propriety and advantage of

grafting plum on peach stock. First the peach

root is a vigorous, healthy root and a gross

feeder, and was always found to be of a healthy

look, no matter at what age or on what kind of

soil; that the top or wood above ground was

always found to be in a decaying condition from
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the time it was three years old. This observa-

tion resulted in the practice adopted by my par-

ents, over 40 years ago, of cutting back and re-

newing, the same as we renew grape vines. Re-
membering that our old peach orchards had
been renewed time and again, by cutting back
the tops while the roots remained healthy, I

was led to the thought that a plum would suc-

ceed on such a root.

Now, on the other hand, I always found the

plum root diseased, seldom digging a tree five

or six years old but what I found the root

knotty, with rotten spots and wood borers in

them. At the same time the wood of a plum
tree is a sound, hard, fine wood seldom brown
and decaying inside like the peach. Knowing
that they assimilated on the same stock, I com-
menced grafting plum on peach and I have had
them growing side by side, and from those first

bearing up to those 15 years old, I have always
found the fruit superior in size and the tree

much larger and of more robust and vigorous

appearance.
I have had experience with them upon vari-

ous soils and am well satisfied that if I was
planting upon a damp, heavy soil, where a

peach tree would be worthless, I would use

plum on nothing but peach root.

As to suckering, the nuisance is beyond
human patience to bear. I at one time had
some plum on plum stock and they were so

much trouble that I dug them up and worked
the ground for two years to get rid of the

suckers.

Now I will tell your readers how to get a

plum orchard that will produce the finest of

fruit and succeed on a greater variety of soils

than any other. Lay off the ground as you
want the trees to stand in the orchard. Plant
a few peach pits at each point. Bud them in

September following with plum, and the follow-

ing spring remove all but one tree from each
point. In this way you have a tree without the

mutilating process of transplanting and you will

find that you can raise plums from the tule

lands of the Sacramento to the frost line of the

Sierras.

I have seen plum on peach stock of the finest

and most vigorous growth produce the most ex-

cellent fruit on wet, springy land, on dry gravel

land with a well-drained subsoil, on alkali

land with a hard-pan, subsoil, upon the foot-

hill lands in Walla Walla, on the sand ridge

lands and upon cold meadow lands in Grande
Ronde valley, where, in the month of August,
the potato and squash vines were killed with
frost; and here in Boise valley upon the warm,
sandy plains, in the cozy little foothill valleys,

and upon the low bottoms of the river where
their feet stand constantly in water, the plum
seems at home. A. B. Roberts.

Boise City, Idaho, Jan. 3d, 1878.

Coffee Seed.

Editors Press:—Mr. Reed's very interesting

article has encouraged me to give my experi-

ence. I think most of the coffee seed we buy

has not been properly gathered or dried, and

hence is very deficient in germinating power.

But I have good reason to believe that good

seed can and ought to be procured. It costs so

much to import plants, and the risk of losing

them is so great, that we ought first to make

every effort to get reliable seed.

Two small lots of seed which I obtained, one

through the kindness of the Rural, failed en-

tirely with green-house treatment. I had little

faith in them, for I had subjected a portion of

each lot to various tests, which resulted badly,

the germ seeming devitalized. Now if we had
not previously succeeded with coffee, I should
feel that possibly other methods would have
done better.

It happens, however, that two years ago we
had a large lot of berries from the Sandwich
Islands, nearly every one of which grew. This
seed was gathered for us by a friend, from the

trees; was dried slightly, with the pulp on, in

the shade; was packed carefully, so it could not
mold, and sent at once. When they arrived, the
berries were fresh enough to eat, and tasted

somewhat like a cherry.

This seed was at once planted in shallow

boxes of equal sand and loam; some of these

were put in the green-house and some in a lath-

house; both lots grew finely. We found, how-
ever, that the seed boxes must be shaded, or

the hot sun destroys the young plants. Coffee

needs warmth and shade. We expect soon to

receive a fresh lot shipped in the same way, and
in due time I hope to report a success.

Our Sandwich Island friend writes that sun-
dried berries are worthless for seed. Let our
seedsmen take note, and import only ripe seed,

slightly dried, with the pulp on, and kept warm
and dry until sown. Otherwise, these costly

failures will continue. Chas. H. Shinn.
Niles, Cal., Dec. 29th.

Better Experience.

EDITORS Press:—The propagation of the
coffee tree being discussed in our paper, I

thought I would offer my experience, which is

quite the reverse of Mr. Chas. A. Read's.

About three years ago, the President of the
Santa Clara College received from a friend a

package of coffee seed, and advertised in the
Santa Clara Echo that all those wishing a small

lot could get it at the Echo office, which I did
and received about 12 bolls. One of them 1

opened and found two seeds in, just like all

other coffee, and the rest I planted in small

pots, which I placed in an ordinary cold-frame
and kept them moist. In about one month or
six weeks two plants appeared in every pot,
which I afterward divided and placed one in
each pot. When they were about six inches
high, I exhibited a few of them at the San Jose
fair. I afterward left home and stayed about
five months, where I now live, and during my
absence they were neglected and perished. So
much for the coffee.

Mr. Samuel Purnell's articles on trees and
rainfall are very interesting, if nothing else.

But will the gentleman condescend to tell us
where the rain would fall providing all the for-

ests on the globe were destroyed. H. G.
Santa Ana, Cal.

[Cultivation and Rainfall—No. 4.

Editors Press:—There is yet another view

of the influence of trees on rainfall, which I

have not noticed specifically. It is that trees,

and especially forests, keep the earth cool—or

the lower stratum of air—by their shade, and

that the warm ocean winds—surcharged with

water—are so cooled as they pass over the

shaded lands that they are contracted below

the dew point, and so let down their water. To
this I reply: First, that a wooded country is

warmer than the prairie, and not cooler. The

prairie is cooler in summer and in the winter

than the adjacent forest. The thermometer

shows it, the depth of frost shows, vegetation

shows it, and a man feels it. You that have

lived on the borders of prairie country and for-

est, is this not so? My friend Col. Hollister, of

Santa Barbara, claims to have increased by
some degrees the warmth of some parts of his

orange orchard by encircling them with forest

trees, and I think he is correct. What, then,

becomes of the theory that forests cool the
earth, and the air to an extent that for miles in

hight the passing cloud confesses its strong grip,

and, like a squeezed sponge, lets down the rain?

Let two balloonists ascend into the aerial re-

gions, one from out of a forest, the other from
out of the treeless plain, to the hight of 500
feet. Let them note their thermometers. Who
believes the thermometer over the forest will

show the greatest cold? At a mile, or five

miles, amid the steady currents of that upper
sea, we all know the caloric influence of forest

or plain would be less than the fine dust of the
balance.

And here let me notice a very common mis-

take in regard to excessive rain and snow storms
in mountainous countries. The cause of this

is said to be the cooling influence of the moun-
tains upon rain clouds. But the thermometer
shows the mountain to be warmer than the air

of the same hight. Being your thermometer to

the ground, and the mercury rises. The only
mountains which are cooler than the adjacent

air are those covered with perpetual snow, and
mure than half the year they are warmer than
the air of the same level. Some other cause

must be sought for excesssive rains in mountain
regions.

I once spent some time on a large island in

tropic seas. It was densely wooded, yet daily

a strong breeze set in from the sea at 8 a. m.

and blew hard till about 6 P. M. From all sides

it blew in upon the island, showing that the

sea air was colder than that of the land, in spite

of its "cooling forest. " In other islands, under
thorough cultivation, and largely denuded of

forests, the same sea breeze by day and land

breeze by night prevailed. My conclusion was
that neither forest nor want of forest has much
to do in governing the winds and storms of

heaven.
But we are told that "all wooded countries

have abundant rainfall." Ergo—"the trees

cause the rain!" The willows are plenty along

the course of a neighboring water ditch. Ergo
—the willows are the cause of the ditch! Sup-
pose I suggest that the rain is the cause of the

trees, and that Oregon would be a rainy coun-

try if the last tree were cut down. As to the

lands and trees causing the rains—who has not
observed that all our rains commence far off

upon the sea, and drift inland, but emptying
most of their contents into the sea that gave
them being.

The Question in Southern California.

Before closing this article let me refer to Mr.
Samuel Purnell's extraordinary statements in

regard to the condition of southern California

before the greedy, selfish and destructive white

man came. He says: "It is ascertained that

the coast and the islands off the coast of Santa
Barbara were then densely peopled with Indi-

ans, covered with trees, and abounding in per-

ennial streams; summer rains refreshed the

earth, and all the country for hundreds of miles

was a scene of almost tropical life and luxuri-

ance! How different now since the fatal pres-

ence of the white man. The forests have been

felled; the- streams have disappeared; the

springs are dry; summer rains no longer refresh

the earth; the native people have become en-

tirely extinct. To such a state has the felling

of the forests reduced the coast of southern

Calfornia. Santa Clara river, of Ventura
county, and Posa creek, and the springs that

fed them, have mostly dried up," etc.

Bah! The first white settlement on the south-

ern coast of California was that made by the
Jesuits at San Diego in A. D. 1769—just 108
years ago. That of San Francisco 101 years
ago. The first white settlement made here (in
San Buenaventura) was made in 1782—about 96
years ago. The Jesuits had the country en-
tirely to themselves till 18,31, when, according
to Forbes, they and their white attaches, and
adventurers connected with their missions, num-
bered only 7,46.3. These were all the whites,
and the Indians belonging to the missions at
that time numbered only 15,562—in all 23,025.
A few more people than in San Jose, yet this
2.3,025— counting in women and children—were
able to occupy the whole country from San
Francisco to San Diego, fight and whip the
pagan Indians, and cut down and destroy the
vast forests for 500 miles down the coast so that
not a vestige is left behind! What Anakins the
men, and what Amazons the women of those
days! Think of the vast treeless plains be-
tween San Francisco and San Diego! These all

covered with forest trees less than a hundred
years ago, and before 1831 all gone, and riot a
root left in the ground, or a stump to bear wit-
ness to the murderous axe of these few priests
and their neophytes! Besides, what did they
do it for? Not to sow wheat, nor plant corn,
nor to raise barley or fruits. They must have
done it for the fun of it, or for mischief. And
they stopped the summer rains, dried up the
brooks, and played the duece with our climate
generally—and all too from 1769 to 1831! In
52 years!

•You speak of Santa Clara river and Posa
creek having dried up nearly from the same
cause. I live on the Santa Clara river. I know
every part of what you call "Posa" creek. Its

name is Los Pom-?. Los Posas creek rises in a
big spring, and there is not a particle of evi-

dence that it has ever averaged a greater flow
per annum than it does now. As to Santa Clara
river, its numerous tributaries rise far away in

the mountains where no man lives, and no axe-
man has fallen the trees. There is not a parti-

cle of evidence that its annual flow is diminish-
ing, and if there was, no cutting down of for-

ests could possibly account for it. Your state-

ment that "Arizona was once covered with for-

ests, had summer rains, abounded in limpid
streams, and was very populous till the axeman
came, and cut down the forest, abolished sum-
mer rains, wiped out the brooks, dried up the
rivers," etc., shows a facility for making history
worthy of a patent. Men hereabouts familiar

with every part of Arizona say it is ' 'pure ro-

mance. " The editor of the San Luis Tribune
calls it "bosh." Most of the ruins you speak
of are less than 100 years old. There was a
time when the Spaniards had near 100 silver

mines there. Of course they used the streams
to raise supplies for their employees. Hence
the larger part of these ruins. The rest are

Aztec or other Indian ruins—few and far be-

tween, and all indicating, at best, only a sparse

population in that arid land.

S. Bristol.
San Buenaventura, Dec. 28th, 1877.

Pruning Flowering Shrubs.

Editors Press:—If there is one operation

in. the flower garden that requires more thought

and judgment than any other, that operatiions

pruning; and yet how often, particularly in our

State, do we see it done as if it were the sim-

plest of garden work. The operation being

considered necessary only to get rid of a por-

tion of the plant, the most awkward hand on

the place, or the one with the least judgment,
is set to work with a pair of garden shears to

trim the roses, lilacs, snowballs and other shrub-
bery. As a rule, he goes through the place
cutting at everything, whether it be a strong or

weak grower, a bloomer on old or new wood,
indiscriminately.

While, in pruning, we should study to get
the greatest symmetry of form attainable on the
subject on which we are working, we should
also take into consideration its habit of growth,
whether weak or vigorous, and also as to the
fact of its blooming on new, or on one or two
year old wood.
A plant that is of naturally vigorous growth

should be trimmed only sufficiently to get it in-

to the desired shape. Pruning naturally pro-

duces a more vigorous growth, and, therefore,

to severely prune a vigorous growing plant will

only make it grow more rampantly. On the
other hand, a severe but judicious pruning of a
weak grower will make it grow stronger, and
therefore is to be recommended.
Many of our handsomest flowering shrubs,

like the lilac and mock orange, bloom on the

previous season's wood; therefore, to trim such
plants it must be done (I am speaking now of

fall and spring pruning, ) at the expense of the
next season's flowers.

Where flowers, therefore, are of particular

importance, first find out whether they are pro-

duced on new or old wood and prune accord-

ingly; if on new wood, prune severely, so as to

induce new growth; if on old wood, prune
lightly.

Roses are much handsome when trained into

trees; some, however, have frames made of va-

rious fancy shapes to which they train them.
In either case, prune strong growers very little,

and vice versa.. I

In regard to the best season for performing
this work there are conflicting theories. I
prune entirely in the spring, however, and on
the whole, I think it the most judicious.

In pruning all flowering plants, cut close and
use a sharp instrument; on soft wooded plants
always use the knife in preference to shears.

Answers to Inquiries.

Since I began to write for the Press I have
received quite a number of inquiries from dif-
ferent readers. These I am always willing to
answer through the Press, when the subjects
are of sufficient general interest.

Mrs. G., of Ohio, asks concerning the

Hoya Carnosa.
This is the true wax-plant; the leaves are

about three inches long, ovate-lanceolate in
shape, in the center one inch across, very thick
and wax-like, appearing when the sun shines
on them as if made of pure green wax. Flow-
ers in clusters, a delicate yellow. Easily prop-
agated from slips. To make it bloom, set it out
in the full sunshine and water freely. It will
grow with the meanest of treatment, but no
plant repays better for a little care.

J. H., of California, asks of the

Tricyrtis Grandiflora.
This is indeed a superb plant. Flowers

white, variegated with purple spots. Does best
in pots or boxes of rich loam. In the spring
and summer water freely. In October and No-
vember it will bloom, after which the stems
will decay and should be removed. Give little

or no water from December to April, when it

will again start into growth from the root.

W. C. L. Drew.
El Dorado, Cal.

TljE Swine Yvi0,

Bacon, Hams and Pork.

A correspondent of the Country Gentleman

gives the following practical information and
instructions: As the salted flesh of swine is the

chief reliance for food of a great portion of our
country, it is very desirable to prepare it in the
best manner, and to do this we have only to
take a lesson from the English, whose bacon is

always in great demand for a breakfast relish

on both sides of the ocean. Their custom is to
let the pig hang for 24 hours before it is

cut up, and then, after cutting off the ribs,

lard, sausage meat, and head and feet, a mixture
of saltpeter, sugar and salt is thoroughly rub-
bed into the "sides." Half as much sugar is

added to the salt, and one-sixteenth as much
saltpeter. Enough is used to wholly cover the
meat. Then it is placed in long pieces into a
tub, and closely covered. In a fortnight it is

turned over, and a little more salt added. Af-
ter it has laid two or three weeks longer in the
pickle it is taken out and hung up into the
kitchen to dry. If possible, it is hung on poles
placed across the ceiling; and in two months it

is cured enough to eat, but is better in three
months. Early in the spring it is sewed up in

cotton cloths, and brushed over with a thick
whitewash, to preserve it from flies.

In France they pursue a different plan, and
there bacon is also the chief food of hundreds
of thousands of the inhabitants. They never
scald the hog to remove the bristles, but singe

them off. A large bed of straw is prepared,
and the carcass is laid upon it. Fire is set to

the windward. After singeing it on one side,

the pig is turned over on the other side for a

few minutes, and if any bristles remain, they
are singed off with wisps of straw. The carcass

is then brushed thoroughly and washed in cold

water, and shaved off with sharp knives. Meat
thus treated is supposed to keep in a better con-

dition than if scalded. For a hog weighing 300
pounds they use 40 pounds salt, and 10 pounds
of brown sugar, three ounces of ground pepper,

and six ounces of ground allspice and cloves,

mixed half and half. These ingredients are all

mixed together, ahd rubbed into the pork for an
hour or two. It is then packed tightly in a

salting tub, and each layer is sprinkled with it,

and all that remains is laid over the top of the

meat. In three or four weeks it has become suf-

ficiently salted to dry or smoke.
Hams and bacon are usually smoked in houses

built for that purpose, but they can also be
smoked in large, old-fashioned chimneys, by
burning corn on the cob in the fire-place. In
Hamburg, Germany, the smoking is done in

upper rooms of large buildings, and the smoke
is carried through tubes from the fires in the

cellar. The smoke being dry and cool when it

enters the room, the meat is of a much superior

flavor than when nearer the fire. The celebra-

ted Westphalia pickle is made witli six pounds
of rock salt, two pounds of powdered loaf sugar

and three ounces of saltpeter, dissolved in three

gallons of water, and boiled till all scum is re-

moved. When quite cold it is poured on the

meat, and every part must be kept under the

brine. In four or Ave weeks the hams are

ready for the smoke-house. This pickle can be

used several times, by boiling it over to remove
all scum, and adding a small amount of its in-

gredients.

Hams should bo thoroughly washed before

being pickled in order to remove all the blood,

and then be wiped dry. After being smoked
they can be kept for several years, if, after sew-

ing them up in old cotton cloth, they are closely

packed in ashes or powdered charcoal. They

Continued on page 42.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for this

department.

Removal

Until further notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Orange will he at 100 Davis street, in the store of

the Grangers' Business Association. Correspondents will

•nntinue to send their communications to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore.

Temescal Grange Installation.

On Saturday, Jan. 12th, Worthy Secretary

Adams, of the State Grange, installed the offi-

cers of this 1 1 range. Past State Master Web-

ster resumed the duties of Master of his Subor-

dinate Grange with all the zeal and vigor of old

times, and the confidence of his fellow Patrons.

]>eputy Nathaniel Jones, of Contra Costa

county, by invitation, spoke on the Rochdale

co-operation plan, and ably and enthusiastically

advocated the organization of co-operative asso-

ciations in Oakland and elsewhere. He also

well portrayed the need of, and advantages to

be derived from, a narrow-gauge railroad from

Walnut Creek to Oakland. The subjects dis-

cussed by Mr. Jones will, no doubt, he further

urged in the Grange. We hope he will have an

opportunity of speaking them more widely.

Upon the adoption of the memorial resolu-

tions to the memory of Sister Lydia A. Cressey

(published in this issue) Sister Jeanne C. Carr,

from Sacramento, who seemed so opportunely

present in her charter Grange, paid a glowing

tribute to the departed, speaking as feeling and
eloquent words as it has ever been our lot to

listen to.

No fraternal association, no matter how an-

cient and imposing, has ever elicited a higher

fraternal feeling than our Order, and Mrs.

Carr's allusion to the manner in which the great

heart of the ( irange comes np in sympathy and
eomfort to the affiicted in the hour of trial,

touched a tender chord in the hearts of those

present.

Dr. Dio Lewis and wife were present at the

harvest feast, so bountifully provided by the

sisters. With all present they seemed to roundly

enjoy the occasion. With great force the Doc-

tor spoke upon the currency question, giving

forth some novel ideas, which were well listened

to. He will most likely be invited to repeat

this speech before a large audience.

Installation and Lecture at Stockton

Grange.

Editors Press:—On Saturday, the 5th inst.,

the officers of Stockton Grange were installed

by Past Master Win. G. Phelps, assisted by
Past Master A. Wolf. The installation was
public and was largely attended. Immediately
after the installation all present were invited to

partake of a harvest feast, which was prepared

by the sisters of the Grange. About 200 sat

down to the tallies, which were loaded with
good things, and rare flowers of many kinds

graced the board. All seemed to enjoy the

feast, which was so abundant, that many bas-

kets full were left, and distributed among the

worthy poor in the town.
Prof. HUgard, of the University of Califor-

nia, arrived in time to partake of our feast, and
after we had adjourned to our hall delivered one
of the most interesting lectures it has ever been
our fortune to hear. The subject was, " The
Treatment of Alkali Soils." The lecture was
public and the hall crowded with people, who
evinced great satisfaction in the manner in

which the Professor treated the subject, and
the experiments made by him. We feel that

he has done much good to the agricultural por-

tion of the community in this section, and would
suggest to our Representatives in the State
Legislature to take into consideration the expe-
diency of appropriating more! money to enable
Prof. Hilgard to visit different portions of the
State to give information to the people, and also

to learn himself, by actual observation, the ex-

tent of the soil that is, at the present time,

almost worthless, but which he believes can be
reclaimed without great expense. The Professor
made many friends here, and we believe that he
is the "right man in the right place"' and we
wish to keep him there and assist him all in

our power, Wm. G. Phelps.
Stockton, OaL, Jan. 12th.

Pomona Grange, No. 3, Endorses Stockton
Grange.

Editors Press:—The following resolution
was adopted by Pomona < irange, No. 3, at
Dixon, Jan., 3d 1878.

Resolved, That we endorse the action of the Stockton
Grange with regard to the utterances of Bro. J. W. A.
Wright hefore Sacramento Grange on Dec. 8tli, 1877.

J. R. Morris, S«c,y.

1. J. True writes that at Cottonwood Grange
Some one introduced a resolution for the
(irange to return its charter to the State Grange,
thereby disorganizing the Grange. But it would
not down worth a cent. The season may be
bad, aud, of course, it is then hard for most of

us to keep up our dues, but nearly all feel like

doing all they can to keep up our organization.

Pomo Grange.—lohn Woolever, Secretary,
writes us that this (irange is in the ascendant-
installed officers January 5th, and starts for-

ward zealously toward a more prosperous
future.

In Memoriam.

Our Grange circle has again l>een broken by

the death of our beloved Sister Mrs. C. J.

Ckessey, the second link in our chain severed

since its organization. A long painful illness of

three years' duration, the greater part of which

she suffered untold bodily anguish, was borne
with almost unparalleled patience, fortitude and
true heroism. Her final calm resignation, and
rejoicing in the clear and bright assurance of

acceptance with the Divine Master above, re-

mains a blessed consolation to her bereaved

family.
Outside her little family she had not a single

relative on this coast, but she did not lack for

warm friends: they are many, to whom she

endeared herself by her quiet goodness, cheerful

demeanor, intelligent mind aud loving consider-

ation for others.

Living in the delightful suburbs of the large

city of Oakland, adjacent to San Francisco, she

had all the combined advantages of country air

and city skill for her recovery. But all these,

together with the ever-watchful, thoughtful,

tender care and constant, untiring, self-sacrific-

ing devotion of her loving husband, aided by
the efforts of their eldest son, failed to arrest

the disease, and could only in a measure miti-

gate her sufferings. Two little ones are left, a

daughter and a son, of ten and four years, too

young to fully realize their loss. As time rolls

on, may they ne.ver know the full meauingjof
that desolate word—motherless.

Whereas, In the death of Sister Cressey,

Temescal (irange has lost a loving, esteemed
sister and faithful Matron of our Order, our
afflicted brother and family an affectionate,

devoted wife and mother.
Jiesolred, That we deeply sympathize with

them in their great sorrow and bereavement,
although we feel that all words must be as

empty shadows to the stricken heart.

Itexolrrd, That we who watched by her bed-

side during her last days of extreme suffering,

were greatly benefited by the lessson there

received, through her spirit of patient endur-

ance aud unmurmuring, cheerful resignation,

which arose superior to all pain, in joyful

anticipation of the future, so that when the last

hour came, the soul shone out of its frail tene-

ment, and with mind clear as a sunbeam, she

gave directions as to the place aud preparations

for her final rest. Then, with a press of the

hand, she called each weeping friend by name
and said good-bye. Then, as a weary child in

its mother's arms, she turned to her weeping
husband, saying: "How kind you have been to

me in all my afflictions: faithful to the last. I

am very weary, good-bye. I am passing away
now."

Resolved, That this heartfelt testimonial of

our syirpathy be placed on record, and a copy
sent to her family, also to the California Patron
and the Pacific Rural Press for publication.

—

Committee: Mrs. A. T. Dewey, Mrs. N. A.
Salter, Nellie M. Crouch, J. V. Webster.

Sacramento Grange.

Editors Press:—Saturday, Jan. Pith, the
members of the above Grange assembled in

their hall for the purpose of installation of of-

ficers for the ensuing year. It was also the in-

tention to hear Prof. E. S. Carr lecture, it

being the second series of the course; but be-

fore we assembled were sad to learn that the
Professor was confined to his bed unabled to be
with us. As it was fortunate, we had the

pleasure of Bro. J. W. A. Wright,, who after

installation by Past Master, Geo. W. Hancock,
gave us a tine lecture on "Practical Education,"
spending an hour in giving an account of his

visit at the Royal Agriculture college at Ciren-

cester, England, and showing the practical

teachings there undertaken in the school and
farm experiments. A very good number was
out, and all were pleased with the afternoon
session. Geo. Rich.
Sacramento Cal.

H. Mahler writes that Sutter Mill Grange is

prospering and is healthier than any time since its

existence. We have a class of three on whom
to confer the fourth degree ou the 18th inst.

We are talking of having a big time in April or
May next, when we shall invite Brother Pilk-
ington to address us.

Rotting Straw Piles.—We will give $5
(in subscription to the Rural Press) for the
best formula received previous to April next for

converting rapidly the refuse straw heaps left

by threshing machines on the wheat and barley
fields of our California valleys. We will leave
it to a vote of the Stockton Grange to decide
the winning process. Certainly there should be
some simple method by which the farmer can
expeditiously convert his straw into fertilizing

material without reducing it to ashes. We
invite correspondence on the best method of
utilizing straw.

A. S. TpLLB writes that Old Creek (irange is

in fine working order at present, having expelled
all delinquent members: those we have are good
workers aud faithful to the cause. Consider-
ing the dryness of the season and the hardness
of the times, we have done well to keep our
Grange alive and pay up our dues, but we hope
to report more favorable next quarter.

J. R. Totman writes that the Colusa county
Deputies are working harmoniously together, and
do not intend to leave anything undone that we
can do to help the cause along.

Election of Officers*

Cambria Grange, San Luis Obispo County.
—0. H. Ivins, It; J. M. Woods, O.; Phillip

Kaetzel, L. ; J. L. Leffingwell, S.
; Magr. Lef-

tingwell, A. S. ; Saide Kaetzel, C. ; J. C. Baker,
T, ; Rufus Rigdon, Sec'y. ; J. Mullin, G. K.

;

Indiana Rigdon, Ceres; May Leffingwell, Po-
mona; M. J. Carey, Flora; M. E. Quinn, L. A. S.

Deep Creek Grange, No. 136, Farmers-
vii.le, Tulare Co. --Elected, December 22d,
1877: Installed, January Pith, 1878, by Bro.
Merritt, Master of Tulare (irange: F. G. Jef-

ferds, M.; L. Teague, O. ; A. W. Mathewson,
L. ; C. Van Loan, S. ; E. M. Jefferds, A. S. ; Mrs.
S. Buckman, C. , John Teague, T. ; W. G. Pen-
nebaker, Sec'y; M. Jasper, G. K.; Mrs. N. Jef-

ferds, Ceres; Mrs. A. Calhoun, Pomona; Miss
Ella Pennebaker, Flora; Mrs. M. A. Harlow,
L. A. S.

Etna Grange, No. 219, Siskiyou Co.—Elec-

tion Dec. 15th: J. Ehler, M.; Charles Hoven-
den, O. ; I. S. Mathews, L. ; O. N. Green, S.

;

D. B. Kingery, A. S. ; S. D. Varnum, 0. J
Jerry

Davidson, T. ; L. S. Wilson, Sec'y; Clark Brad-
bury, (i. K.; Mrs. D. B. Kingery, Ceres; Mrs.
A. A. Green, Pomona; Mrs. L. S. Wilson, Flora;
Mrs. J. H. Walker, L A. S. ; J. T. Moxley,
C. Hovenden, Thomas Quigly, Trustees.

Morro City Grange, No. 27, San Luis
Obispo Co.—H. Y. Stanley, M. ; J. H. Cocke,
O.; F. Riley, L.; T. J. Stephens, S.; W. H.
Lovell, A. S. ; Sister S. Langlois, C. ; F. W.
Parker, T.; A. J. Mothersead, Sec'y; John
McCune, G. K. ; Sister H. G. Riley, Ceres;
Sister S. C. Stephens, Pomona; Sister S. «N.

Parker, Flora; Sister Gleunie Mothersead, L.

A. S.; D. H. Whitney, Trustee.

Napa (Irange, Napa Co.— Election, Dec.

29th: J. M. Thompson, M.; S. Eaton, 0.; A.
1). Butter, L. ; J. F. Knief, S.; C. Hill, A. S.,

J. L. Marshall, C: J. W. Ward, T.; H. W.
Haskill, Sec'y; H. Goodrich, ( i. K. ; Mrs. H.
(ioodrich, Ceres; Mrs. C. W. Plass, Pomona;
Miss M. Eaton, Flora; Mrs. M. Amos, L. A. S.

Installation on the last Saturday in January,
with harvest feast.

Nord Grange, Nord, Butte Co.—Election
Dec. 29th: L Mcintosh, M. ; P. Kerne, O.

;

G. W. Colby, L. ; Wm. Van Woert. S. ; P.
McGwin, A. S. ; A. Swena, C. ; J. R. Haugh-
ton, T.; C. A. Colby, Sec'y.; T. M. Smith, (i.

K.; Mrs. Mattie Kern, Ceres; Maggie Leininger,

Pomona; Miss Nellie Turner, Flora; Mrs. Nora
Nan Woert, L. A. S. Public installation, Sat-

urday, January 12th, 1878.

Pomo Grange, No. 216, Mendocino Co.

—

John Mewhinney, M. ; T. W. Dashiell, O.; M.
P. Goforth, L. ; Owen Grover, S. ; James
Nower, A. S. ; Stoddard Neil, C. ; E. V. Jones,

T. ; John Woolever, Sec'y; W. V. Kilbourne,
(!. K.; Mrs. I). M. Mewhinney, Ceres; Mrs.
L. J. Hale, Pomona; Mrs. M. J. Neil, Flora;

Mrs. E. F. Gordon, L. A. S.

Sonora Grange, No. 208, Tuolumne Co.

—

(ieo. C. Soulsby, M., J. F. Ralph, O.j John
Taylor, L. ; L. Keeley, S. ; R. F. Williams, A.
S. ; Wm. Kelly, 0. ; Oliver Cowan, T. ; J. W.
Purdy, Sec'y; John Lawson. G. K. ; Miss Flor-

ence J. Kelly, Ceres; Emma J. Wood, Pomona;
Miss Anna E. Rablen, Flora; Mrs. Esther
Ralph; L. A. S.

Walnut Creek Grange, No. 119, Contra
Costa Co.—Election, Dec. 15th: M. L. Grey,
M. ; A. W. Hammitt, 0.; N. Jones, Lj J. W.
Jones, S. ; W. L. Jones, A. S. ; J. Baker, C.

;

J. Larkey, T. ; A. E. Hodges, Sec'y; J. Peter-

son, G. K.; Mrs. J. Peterson, Ceres; Ella Wit-
ten, Pomona; Lizzie Hodges, Flora; Lizzie Ham-
mitt, L A. S. Installation Jan. 5th, 1878.

West Grafton Grange, No. 89, P. of H.,

Yolo Co.—Election, Jan. 5th: (ieo. Sharpnack,
M.; E. Harley, O.; A. W. Morris, L. ; J. G.
Bower, Sr., S. ; Wm. Manor, A. S. ; Mrs.
Mapes, C. ; S. M. Mapes, T. ; J. G. Bower, Jr.,

Sec'y; (ieo. Farlow, G. K. ; Mrs. Hadley, Ceres;

Miss Watson, Pomona; Mrs. A. Bower, Flora;

Mr- Harley, L. A. S. Installation, first Satur-

day in February.

• Officers of Oranges are requested to send list of offi-

cers elect, date of election and day set for installation, to

this office direct.

The Salaries of Officers of the National
(J range.—The compensation of its officers as

the National Grange has fixed it for the coming
year is something less than what was paid them
last year and the year before. The Master's

salary will be §1,000 instead of $1,200; the

Treasurer's, §500 instead of §600; and the Sec-

retary's, §1,500 instead of §2,000. The Lec-

turer is to be paid all traveling expenses

incurred in the performance of his official duty
—as formerly—aud at the rate of §4 a day, in-

stead of §5, as heretofore, for time spent in doing

the work of his office. Members of the Execu-
tive Committee are subjected to precisely the

same reduction as the Lecturer. They are to

receive §4 a day instead of §5 for time spent in

performing the duties of their office, and their

traveling expenses. All the salaried officers of

the National (irange have, therefore, been sub-

jected to a reduction of compensation.

Installation.—Officers and members of

Golden (iate (Irange are fraternally requested

to remember its regular meeting and installation,

Tuesday evening 7:30 p. m., January 22d, that

we may have a full attendance and a useful

meeting. All visiting Patrons, who can attend,

will be cordially welcomed. J. W. A. W.

Morro Grange,—A. J. Mothersead, Secre-

tary, writes as follows: "Our little (irange is

alive and has strong faith that the Grange
movement will live and be a grand success."

™ttto . California.
COLUSA.
Seeding.—Napa Reyister, Jan. 12: Mr. Chris.

P. Adamson returned home from Colusa county
last Friday. He has just finished seeding 700
acres of land between Stoney creek and the
Sacramento river, some 40 miles above Colusa,
and feels encouraged at the prospect of an
abundant harvest. In putting in his crop up
there he has used two eight-mule and three six-

mule teams; these he now hires to others who
are summer-fallowing. Mr. Adamson says they
have had about 5A inches of rainfall in the
northern part of Colusa county and that every-
thing looks well.

CONTRA COSTA.
No Fenue Law.—Antioch Ledger, Jan. 12:

Certain parties having expressed a desire to
Assemblyman Young that he would endeavor
to abolish the "no fence law," our Representa-
tive sent word to leading citizens at Point of

Timber desiring an expression of opinion of the
fanners in that community. Accordingly a
public meeting was held at the school-house
January 1st, the matter fully discussed, a vote
taken, which showed five to one were in favor
of the present law; another meeting is to be
held on Marsh Creek and a remonstrance will

be forwarded to Mr. Young against making the
contemplated change. The farmers say it

would be a great hardship to compel them to

fence against stock at the present time, having
just experienced one dry season with prospects
of a greater drouth the present year.

Stock Dying.—There having been no early
rains to start the grass, thousands of cattle and
sheep on the plains and tule land have died
from starvation. R. F. Lord, who resides at

the Stone House on the Marsh grant will save
about 1,000 out of a band of 6,000 sheep. Of
a band of 700 or 800 Spanish cattle which came
up from a southern county and were placed on
Winter's island, only 208 came off alive; those
were purchased by E. I. Upham, of Collinsville,

for §4 per head. The owner paid §1,500 for

island pasturage, hence was loser to the ex-

tent of several thousand dollars. Various
other parties have lost stock in proportion.

Squirrel Meeting. Gazette, Jan. 12: In
accordance with a resolution adopted at the

meeting of citizens held at Walnut Creek on
Saturday, December 22d, for consultation upon
the means to be employed for abating the squir-

rel nuisance, the following [Committee, of two
representatives from each township of the

county, has been selected by the Chairman to

report the action of the meeting to the Board
of Supervisors, at their meeting on the first

Monday of February, and to confer with our
representatives in the Legislature with a view
of securing the most economical and effective

application of the squirrel abatement law, viz:

For township No. 1 , Alanson Benson and C. B.

Porter; for township No. 2, A. W. Hammitt
and Charles Wood : for township No. 3, J. T.

Walker and Munson Gregory: for township No.

4, I. J. Smith and P. Moreshead; for township
No. 5, J. E. W. Cary and A. C. Wristen.

LOS ANGELES.
Wholesale Farming.—E.?)/retui: Mr. R.

Nadeau, of the Cerro Gordo Freighting Com-
pany, to-day purchased from Barrows, Furrey &
Co. 20 gang-plows of seven shares each, making
140 shares altogether. He had a very large

number of idle mules at his Florence farm, and
with these he intends to plow and sow about

5,000 acres of barley. He has leased tracts of

good land in various parts of the country,

principally at the Brea ranch and in the Cahu-
enga district. He expects to raise in the vicin-

ity of 15,000,000 pounds of barley, and with

this enormous amount of grain he will be able

to feed his teams through the year.

San Fernando.—Outlook, January 10: About
11,200 acres of grain have been sown in San
Fernando valley, the greater portion of which is

already up. Plowing is still being prosecuted

at the rate of from 100 to 150 acres per day.

MARIN.
Gums and Quail.—San Rafael Journal, Jan.

12: Mr. Shippee, of Olema, has gums of as mar-

velous growth as any we have heard of. They
were set out in February, 1876, being then not

over six inches high. In the October follow-

ing, they were nine feet and are now 30 feet

high, with a diameter of fully 10 inches. He
planted a thick grove of gums on one side to

afford shelter for fowls, and a few quails came
and joined his chickens. These he protected,

and they now number 200 and are as tame as

hteus, feeding with them and in storms roosting

in the chicken house.

MERCED.
Fine Grain.—Argue, Jan 12: The fine rains

of the past week have brought smiles to the

faces of our farmers. Mr. M. D. Atwater, a

farmer whose farm is situated a few miles north-

west of Merced, informs us that he never saw
so fair a prospect of a full crop at this time in

the year; he has 3,500 acres of propo wheat up
and looking well, and he expresses the opinion

that even if there should be no more rain until

late, and very little then, there could not pos-

sibly be a failure on his land. Mr. Atwater is

an experienced and successful farmer, and fully

understands the cultivation of the soil,

especially that of California.

MONTEREY.
At Work.- -Castro ville Argue, Jan. 12: The

rains have enabled everybody to go ahead with
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farming work, and the number of idlers about
town has visibly decreased.
* The Salinas Valley.—Index, Jan. 12: The
total rainfall for the season is 3.8.3 inches at

Salinas City. Considerable more than this has

fallen in the surrounding hills and mountains,

and even in the upper end of the valley the

showers of Monday and Tuesday are reported

to have been heavier than here. Over on the

Carmel and down the coast enough rain has al-

ready fallen to insure good crops the coming
season; and no fears are entertained in regard

to the crops on the uplands in Salinas valley.

On the lowlands there has been sufficient rain

to admit of plowing and seeding in good shape,

although more will be necessary to insure good
crops. Grass and early-sown grain is growing
finely. The bulk of the seeding is done, and
the prospects for a bountiful harvest this year

are decidedly encouraging.

NAPA.
Hardy Oranges.—Reporter, Jan. 12: Not-

withstanding the great severity of the weather
during last week, orange trees at Hon. M. M.
Esteems place, about four miles from Napa in a

northerly direction, were uninjured. Mr. Estee

has also some lemon trees, and although they

were well protected by corn stalks, they could

not withstand the heavy frosts, and were killed

to the ground. The orange trees were unpro-

tected.

Fine Crops.—Editors Press: We have had
plenty of rain in Napa valley, and crops never
looked finer.—H. W. Haskell.

SAN BERNARDINO.
Riverside.—News, Jan. 12: The agricult-

ural outlook has improved considerably, the late

rain having extended to every portion of the

State. Business in Riverside has perceptibly

improved, and we have every reason to expect a

prosperous season. The farmers in the foothills

express themselves satisfied with the appear

ance of the grain fields, as they look unusually

fine for this season of the year.

Notes.—Colton Semi-Tropic, Jan. 12: We
have upon our table a Sicily lemon from one of

George North's trees at Riverside. The seed

for these trees was planted in June or July, 1871,

consequently the trees ars not yet seven years

old. The lemon is very fine in color, not a

speck or blemish to be seen, and is very large,

being nine inches in circumference one way and
ten the other. The unprecedentedly cold weather
has not damaged fruit a particle. No trees are

injured except those whose growth had been
forced by injudicious watering late in the fall.

As for the deciduous fruits, they will be bene-

fited by the cold. We have promise of an im-

mense fruit crop this year.

SAN DIEGO.
Notes.—Netvs, Jan. 5: We had a look yes-

terday at the snow off on the mountains, and it

seemed to be pretty plenty, coming down well

on the sides of the mountains. At Julian, we
have heard it said that they have had six inches

of snow, and if so the streams will be filled up
considerably by it. The grasses are growing
nicely, and the hills are assuming an appearance
of green that is very gratifying. We noticed

a band of sheep feeding between the city and
Chollas valley yesterday, that looked to be in

good order.

Sumac Shipment.—News, Jan. 12: The first

shipment of sumac of any note was made by
Mr. Adler, Monday. This promises to be an
important industry for San Diego, and we trust

the enterprise may be successful.

SAN JOAQ.UIN.
The "Valley.—Stockton Independent, Jan.

10: The present condition of the young grain
throughout San Joaquin valley was never sur-

passed at this season of the year. Reports from
Stanislaus county are of the most flattering

character. The rainfall in the southern part of

the valley has been much more copious than
throughout San Joaquin county, yet in the lat-

ter early sown grain is in splendid condition,

and the young feed is growing rapidly. Robert
Dallas, who is now on a visit to this city, says

that nothing could be more satisfactory than
the wheat crop on the upland between the val-

ley and the foothills in Stanislaus, where suf-

ficient rain has fallen to moisten the soil to a
considerable depth. The farmers in that sec-

tion are well satisfied with the existing state of

things and feel confident that with the occa-

sional rains that may be expected as the season
advances, a fair yield will be had. In some por-

tion of San Joaquin farmers are still plowing.

We were told yesterday that on some land a

few miles north of the city the rain had not
penetrated the soil to a greater depth than six

inches. In some districts the rain seems to

have been copious, while in others but little

fell.

SAN LUIS OBISPO.
Morro.—Editors Press:—The present pros-

pects of our county for grass and grain crops are
very good, having had sufficient rain for farm
ing purposes and to bring on the feed for our
famishing stock in good season. The heart of

the husbandman is made to rejoice, and to give
thanks to the Giver of all good for the beautiful

and timely rain.—A. J. Mothersead.
SAN MATEO.
The Season.—Times, Jan. 12: The rain of

the last 10 days have enabled farmers to plow,
for the first time this season the adobe lands in

the vicinity of Redwood. The teams are at

work on them now, and this peculiar
soil is in best of condition for plowing. It is

estimated that there will be 5,000 more acres
of land sown to grain in the county this season
than last.

SOLANO.
Dixon.— Tribune, Jan. 5: Comparatively few

farmers are plowing in this vicinity. We have
not heard of a dozen in any direction from
town. Riding over to Vacaville, the first of

the week, we observed but two places

where plows were running. It is almost
necessary to plow deeper than the late rain wet
the ground, and consequeutly in dry ground.

SONOMA.
Notes.—Healdsburg Enterprise, Jan. 10: The

farmers have finished sowing wheat; a much
larger breadth than usual has been seeded this

season. The ground was in good condition,

being neither too wet nor too dry; all the land

was well cultivated before seeding. The tule

land near Yountville is sown to wheat, which,
at the present time, is two inches high, and
should the coming spring not be too wet, it will

yield a good crop. Farmers are busy cultiva-

ting their vineyards, pruning trees, making
fences, etc. The prospect for fruit is very

good, as the climate so far has been mild and
favorable.

Prickly Comfrey. — Russian River Flag,

Jan. 12: During a late call on Mr. G. Hunzi-
ker, at Cloverdale, to whose interesting experi-

ments we have already had occasion to refer,

we were shown a small patch of prickly com-
frey, which was set out last April, and has
been cut eight times since then. Mr. Hunzi-
ker informs us that after feeding it to his cows
there was a perceptible increase in the flow of

milk, to the extent of a pint or more each. The
habit and appearance of the plant is something
like the mullen, and, as it sends down its roots

to a depth of six or seven feet, it seems as

though with a good start it ought to do very

well without irrigation. Where it has had a

fair trial it is especially recommended for hogs.

Mr. Hunziker is somewhat reserved about re-

commending it, advising those who are think-

ing of growing it to experiment in its adapta-

bility, etc., for themselves. From the results

obtained, however, we should say that with
proper attention it would be likely to yield

largely a most desirable green fodder the year
round, on land which could not be relied on for

alfalfa.

SUTTER.
Wheat Shipment.—Banner, Jan. 12: The

D. E. Knight carried away from this place, on
Wednesday, the largest cargo of the season,

2, 158 sacks. To this she added 1,000 sacks at

Vernon. Returning, she is again loading, as

we go to press, from the Farmers' Union ware-
house. The wheat goes to San Francisco and
to the Starr mills, Vallejo. We understand
there has been considerable wheat sold lately,

which is awaiting shipment. The present

stage of water will enable the steamers to relieve

the pressure of shippers.

TULARE.
Winter Tomatoes.— Delta, Jan. 12: Up to

the present writing our table has been supplied

with fresh tomatoes from the vines in our gar-

den. They were in full bearing when the first

frosts set in, and with little trouble we preserved
them till the late freezing spell, the fruit ripen

ing slowly, but in quantity sufficient for table

use. Another season we intend to protect the

vines more completely, and have fresh tomatoes
all the year round. We are satisfied from our
experience in gardening, that this month and
the next is the best time of the year for sowing
lettuce, beets, carrots, parsnips, turnips, cab-

bage, rutabagas, etc.
,
provided the ground is in

suitable condition.

News in Brief.

VENTURA.
Bees.—Signal, Jan. 5: The crisis has passed

for the bee men. In the hills bees will soon
feed on alfilerilla blossoms
The Condition of the Bees.—Free Press,

Jan. 12: From one of the most noted bee
keepers in the county, we learn that during the

past dry year, all bees died which were not fed.

He estimates the losses as fully one-half of the

whole number of stands on hand last January.
The survivors are yet gathering little if any
honey, but a couple of weeks of this weather
will bring out the alfilerilla blossoms, which
yield plentifully of a reddish-colored, fine, sweet
honey. The prejudice against its color prevents

any demand for this, and it is stored away for

food in tight times. This is succeeded by
kind of sage, also yielding , inferior honey, and
then follows the white sage, the honey plant,

par excellence, of southern California. So soon

as this appears, the inferior honey in the hives

is carefully removed, so as not to be mixed
with the merchantable honey of the white sage,

which is stored up by the bees for over three

months, ending in August. Again, every par-

ticle of honey is carefully removed and the little

insects, from that time onwards, continue to

gather vast quantities of honey from various

blooms which yield a good article, but not so

highly prized as that of the white sage. Our
informant, Mr. Corey, who has carried his bees

through the season, has fed them a ton and a

half of honey. As the- price now is nearly

double that of last year and all the old stock

consumed, high prices may be looked for as

soon as there are any to sell, which will enable

apiarists to retrieve their losses of last year.

YOLO.
Hope.—Mail, Jan. 10: We are extremely

glad to know that most of our farmers have
hopes of plenty of rain for a crop next season.

We have only found a very few who feel dis-

couraged.

The loss by the fire in London on Saturday
was over $ 1,000, 000.

They have had a $250,000 fire in Honolulu.
They are having serious freshets in Virginia.
Henry M. Stanley, the African explorer, is

now in Rome.
A baby show is the latest place of amuse-

ment in this city.

Cases of garroting still continue on the out-
side streets, in this city.

The Roger bill for employing 2,000 men on
the streets of this city, has been defeated.
A seam ens' bethel has been established at

Portland, Oregon, the first in the State.

A Chinaman, arrested for murder last week,
commited suicide in the city prison on Monday
night.

Capt. Bogardus, the shot gun expert, has
succeeded in breaking 5,000 glass balls in 500
minutes.
The winter is now severer in Turkey than

that during which the Germans campaigned in

France in 1870-71.

The heaviest northeast gale ever known on
the coast of Maine prevailed last week. A great
amount of damage was done.

A Senatorial election will be held in Ala-
meda county on the 22d, inst., to select a suc-

cessor to the late Nathan Porter.

Cheyenne business men are making overtures
to have that place fixed as the starting-point of

the Black Hills railroad.

The Postoffice Department has issued orders

to increase the mail services between San Ra-
fael and Petaluma to three times a week.
James R. Keene says there is no truth in

the California stories of his intention to return
to San Francisco, for residence or business.

The bark Osmyn was sunk by a collision with
the bark Aureola, near Port Townsend last

week. Both vessels belonged to the same
owner.
A fire broke out in the steamship Herman,

while at sea, on Friday evening, which was
with great difficulty subdued, after several

hours' effort.

There are now 854 manufacturing establish

ments in San Francisco, whose aggregate pro-

ducts amount to $02,338,000. They employ
over 20,000 persons.

Rev. Henry Ward Beecher offers to give

up a quarter of his salary, in view of the falling

off in pew rents. This will make his salary

$15,000 for the year.

H. L. Taylor & Co. struck a new well on Si

mon Well's farm, on the Ghost Well territory

Pa., which is flowing over 1,000 barrels. It

opens up a large tract of new territory.

The Immigration Society of Guatemala,
founded under the auspices of and protected by
the government, have an agent to San
Francisco to endeavor to direct immigration to

Guatemala.
A London dispatch says that the Wigan cot

ton spinners have resolved, in consequence of

the depression in the trade, to give all their

operatives notice of a five per cent, reduction

in wages.
At Lynn, Mass., on the 14th inst., most of

the shoe operatives were requested by the em
ployers to withdraw from the Crispin organiza

tion or quit work. The Crispins have adopted
the latter alternative.

General Sheridan has been informed by
the War Department of the ravages of Bannock
Indians, who threaten a severe outbreak in

Montana that will devastate ranches and destroy

the lives of white people.

The boring of the Channel tunnel between
France and England is to be done by the

French Railway company, the Chemin de Fer
du Nord, and the Southeastern and Chatham
Railway companies of England.
Demetrius Bulgaris, the well-known Greek

politician, has just died of apoplexy. He was
President of the Provisional government of

Athens in 1862, and later was President of the

Council and Minister of the Interior.

W. <S. Duval and W. T. Duncan, (son

Duncan, the Pioneer Savings bank defaulter,

have been arrest ;d on charges of felony, as ac

cessories to the escape of J. C. Duncan, by
harboring and protecting him and not giving

him up to the officers.

The revolution in the northern Provinces
San Domingo continues. The insurgents sur

rounded Porta Plata, Santiago and La Vega. Th
whole mercantile community is in danger of be

ing ruined. It appears that Ex-President Gon
zeles is leading the revolution.

A steamer arrived at New Haven Saturday
for a cargo of arms and ammunition for the
Turkish government. Another steamer, laden

with war material valued at $1,500,000, has

been in the sound the past 14 days, waiting
orders to sail for Constantinople, drawing, in

the meantime, $250 per day demurrage.

Senator McCoppin has introduced a bill

authorizing the Board of Supervisors of San
Francisco to expend $50,000 out of the General
Fund for the improvement of Golden Gate and
Bellevue parks, under the direction of the Com
missioners, a part of which is to be used for the

Lick observatory; also, $25,000 for grading and
improving the squares and plazas of the city

under the direction of the Superintendent
Streets; $10,000 for cleaning sewers, under the
direction of the Board of Health, and $25,000
for cleaning the streets. The bill further pro

vides that the Board of Supervisors shall fix by
resolution the compensation of the men to be
employed at a rate not exceeding $2 per day
?.nd that no man shall be employed who was
not a resident of the city at the beginning of th

year.

of

of

Minister Noyes conveys to the United States
the thanks of France for proposed partici-
pation in the Paris exposition.

Henry M. Stanley, the African explorer,
has been presented with a gold medal, the gift
of the late King Victor Emmanuel.
The Crispin troubles have extended to

Marlboro', Mass., where several strikes began
on Monday.
The average daily mortality from cholera at

Mecca, to the 31st of December, was 60; at
Jeddan, 38.

Alfred E. Edgcumbe has been appointed by
Congressman Luttrell as cadet to West Point.
The young man is a resident of Vallejo.

Slade the Spiritualist, has been expelled
from Vienna, because he was unable to describe
his avocation satisfactorily to the police.

The storm and heavy sea of Tuesday night
badly damaged or destroyed the wharves at
Carpinteria, Morro Landing, Ventura and
Santa Barbara.
The exports from New York last week inclu-

ded 853,505 bushels of wheat, 218,442 bushels
of corn, 6,624 bushels of oats and 77,892 bush-
els of barley.

Sergeant Charles McCarthy, one of the
recently released Fenian prisoners, who, with
his companions reached Dublin Saturday, died
suddenly on Monday.
The sloop-yacht Clara, having been pur-

chased in New York by San Francisco parties,

will be brought hither on the deck of the clip-

per ship Young America.
The railroad company has discharged about

300 Chinamen, they having completed their

part of the grading on the railroad now build-
ing between Benicia and Suisun.

Three hundred miles of railroad were con-
structed in this State last year, bringing the
number of miles in operation up to figures ex-

ceeding 1,000.

On Saturday last, at San Rafael, a boy nine
years old, while watching the operation of

scalding a hog at the slaughter house, fell into

a vat of boiling water. He died on Monday.
The Courts have decided that the money

for the compromise in the Lick trust matter,

must come from the portions of the residuary

legatees, viz., the Pioneers and Academy of

Sciences.

George H. Pendleton has been elected

United States Senator from Ohio to succeed
Stanley Matthews, the latter having been
chosen to fill the unexpired term of John Sher-

man, Secretary of the Treasury.
The two most important Committees at work

under Glover's resolution are: Whitthorne's
Committee on the Navy Department and Glov-

er's on the Treasury. The latter have evidence

already that promises sensational developments.
The Cousett (England) Iron Co., the largest

makers of ship plates in the world, have blown
out one of their blast furnaces, and the men
employed at another furnace have received no-

tice that their services will not be required at

the end of a fortnight.

Postmaster-General Key says business has

so increased in the South that over 200 post-

offices have been made presidential offices,

namely: such as receive appointment from the

President, and confirmation by the Senate.

This indicates prosperity.

It has been resolved at a meeting of the

Board of Directors of the Bank of California,

to declare a dividend at the rate of seven per

cent, per annum for the three months ending
December 31st, payable on the 15th instant.

No dividend has been paid by the bank since

July, 1875.

Senator Jones still maintains that the Presi-

dent will sign Bland's silver bill if passed, and
ridicules the idea that it will receive a veto.

He refuses to believe the President will go

against the silver sentiment of the West and
allow his judgement to be influenced by hard-

money members of the Cabinet.

Lieutenant Clark, who left New Red
Cloud agency on the 7th instant, and New
Spotted Tail on the 11th, says: "The Indians

at both agencies are well satisfied with the

promises so far carried out, but they are anx-

ious to move back from the Missouri river in

the spring, and trouble is anticipated if they

are not allowed to do so.

"

Tiif. bill for labor schools, introduced in the

California Senate, authorizes boards of educa-

tion in the State to give technical education.

It permits $50,000 to be expended the first year

and $20,000 per annum thereafter. It also au-

thorizes a similar school for girls between the

ages of 13 and 18, where they may learn milli-

nery, printing, dressmaking, telegraphy and
engraving.

Winged Phylloxera.—The Comptes-rewlu*

of the Academy of Sciences contain a notice of

M. Boitcau's most recent observations on the

phylloxera. The winged insects among them
are this year especially numerous, and, what-

ever people may say to the contrary, are capa-

ble of a sustained flight, as anyone may witness

on a bright afternoon in summer by placing

himself near the infested vines, with the sun

shining in his face. The flight of the myriads

of insects playing around will be found to be

regular, continuous and rapid, and the capture

of some of these by the hand will prove that

nearly all of them are phylloxeras. M. Boiteau

has also found quantities of winter eggs, the

very existence of which is still denied by many
observers, and, so far as his opportunities of re-

search have extended, it seems probable that

they are deposited exclusively on the external

part of the stocks,
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Eyes.

Sweet baby eyes

They look around With such grave surprise,

What do y>u see?

A SttBDg* new world, where uilliplft things

Engender wild Imaginings
And fancies free

!

A resting place that is not homo,
A paradise wherein to roam,

For years, may be

!

O placid, wondering; baby eyes,

The mystery that in you lies

Oft puzzles me.

Clear boyish eyes,

Whose fearless glance unconsciously defies

Trouble and care;

When babyhood is past and gone,

What is it that you graze upon?
A land most fair;

A sunny shore with pleasure rife;

And that greet, glorious gift of life

'Tis bliss to share,

O happy, trustful, boyish eyes,

Let saxes envy, fools despise,

The faith you wear.

The anxious eyes

Of manhood, slowly piercing; earth's disguise,

Discover— what?
That life at best is quickly done,

That hopes fulfilled and wishes won
Are dearly grot;

That shadows chased in headlong; haste.

And golden fruit he stiove to taste,

Delight him not.

O, restless, doubting;, troubled eye?,

To learn in sorrow to be wise
Is manhood's lot.

Dim, aged eyes,

Gazing across the wreck of broken ties.

What do they see?
Behind -dead leaves that withered fall.

A fading wilderness where all

Is vanity;

Before to gladden weary sight,

A glimpse, a promise of the bright

Eternity.

O dim and tearful aged eyes,

If waiting till that dawn shall rise,

Blessed are ye !

And angel eyes,

Who have their dwelling place beyond the skies,

Vainly do we
Imagine the glories they must know.
Picture the Pearly gates aglow—

The crystal sea
For brightest visions mortals paint

Of that celestial country, faint

Must ever be.

No ! pure anil holy eyes,
We can but pray that what you prize

Our own may Bee.

— Lrixun' Hour.

The Man Who Didn't Want the " Rural."

An Agent's Story.

[Written for the Press bv C. EL S. I

" Well, of course, I can't get along without

the Rural, so here are two years' subscription,"

said my honest friend, John Nameless. " But

there's an old fellow up the creek, rich old

chap, named Midden. If you can fetch him!
"

My friend drew a long, a very long breath, ex-

pressive of the sheer impossibility of such a

feat, and, with a smile, I rode off.

Bravuly the sunlight from the golden west

flowed over the shining peaks and crept through

the clinging willows and lit the quiet river, as

I rode by many a winding path, till I came to

Midden's house, a small building in a beautiful

beud of the stream, from which the farm ex-

tended southward in long, fertile ridges.

Several men were under a scrawny oak, re-

pairing a forlorn wagon, so, tying my horse to

the rickety fence and skirting the prominent

wood pile, which was crowned by several rusty
axes, an old hat and a sorrowful oyster can, I

approached thegroup and asked for Mr. Midden.
An elderly, withered man faced me, hitching

his pants up a little, and shifting his extensive
quid, looked at me, looked at the horse, hitched
his one suspender again, then Bpoke.

" Wall, now, what d'ye want ! Hain't got
no money t' spare. Won't hev no organ, no,
uur coal He.''

I laughed. "Why, my good sir, the agents
appear to have treated you badly.

"

"Now, don't you deceive yerself, young
man,'' he said, " I kinder get even."
The old fellow left his men hammering at the

wagon, drew himself up on the fence and sat
there meditatively.

" There were a Dutchman come jumping by
her on a pinto mule t'other day," he continued,
"an' he yelled out, 'would I hev any ile?'

Wall, I sus, mild-like, oh, yes, light off; an'
then I let out an' cursed the ornary hippercrit,
till he sed, ' Was I crazy ?

' an' he rode off

quick. The old woman said I was mighty good
natured arter that."

The old fellow chuckled and looked at me
suspiciously, as if he thought it would be well
to clear the atmosphere again.

" Well, I haven't got any oil at all or a pinto
mule," I said. "Neither am I a Dutchman."
blather mollified, he began to whittle, and I

asked various questions about the soil, climate

and productions of the district.

Suddenly he straightened up. "Wall, what
hev ye yan?" nodding his head towards my
leather saddle-bags.

"Mr. Midden," I replied, " you raise good
crops here ?

"

" In course."
"Well, of course, you want to raise better,

and, of course, you want to know what is going

on and get the best prices and buy cheaply; so,

of course, you want to take the Rural Press.

He grinned sardonically, dropped his stick

and shifted his quid.

"So that's yer game, young man; its a mighty
poor hand. Why, I know more about farming

than all your 'Frisco men."
" I am glad to hear it," I replied. " If you

know so much, we will give you $25 per month
to write lotters for us. You shall have steady

work and a free copy of the paper if you will

write as good articles as Stratton, Lyon, Reed,

Sanders, Drew, Strentzel and a host of others.

He hitched along on the rail. "Tonguey,
ain't yer '! I know too much to tell all I know.

"

"That's what people say when they are

treed," I retored. "Come, I've made you a fair

offer."

"Don't want it," he said, shifting his quid.

"Well, now, Mr. Midden," I suggested

mildly, " I think you are rather a queer genius,

with a style of your own. Suppose you let me
show you a copy of the Rural, with its pre-

miums, anil, perhaps, I can show you where
the profit comes in.

'

" I won't do it." he cried mildly. "You're
a pretty slick fellow; might talk me over; the

wimen folks shant hev no paper, he! he!"

1 straightened up and looked him in the eyes.

"Mr. Midden, I don't urge your subscription.

The Rural stands on its own merits. But
allow me to ask, would you like to make some
money, a fortune, in fact ?

"

"In course," he drawled out.
" Well, if you will let me put you in a glass

case and exhibit you over the State, as the man
who knows more than the whole Rural Press
corps, we shall both get rich. I'll furnish half

the tobacco."

The motion amused him and he laughed

loudly. "That's an idea," he said, "but old

Midden never does what you want. Saay, how
many subscrips ye got !

'

" About lifty so far," I replied.

"Thunder! Wall, ye don't git me."
"All right," I said, mounting my horse, "so

you won't write for the Rural ?"

"No."
" And you won't go in a glass case ?

"

" No."
"Then I'll write you up and print this inter-

view. I'll call it «ie Man Who Wouldn't
Take the Rural.'"
He slapped his skinny hand on his thigh.

"Great feller, aint ye? I've half a notion ter

see yer paper. No, I swore I wouldn't. But
ye're a purty peart chap. Come round next

year. Mebl>e I'll take it then."

"Oh, I don't care," I said, "you ought to

take it for your own sake. Good-bye."
Half an hour later John Nameless hailed me.

" Did ye get Midden ?
"

" Well, no," I said, " Midden rather got me:
but 1 had lots of fun." And, thereupon, I told

the story.

John shook his ribs silently, enjoyiug the

narrative.
" A queer chicken," he exclaimed. "You

got off better than anyone else 1 ever heard of."

" Oh, he couldn't get me mad," I said,

laughing again, and so rode westward along the

winding road.

A Sleeping Car Kpisodk. — Only a few nights

ago an accident occurred, says the Nashville

American, on the Northwestern road in which a

sleeping coach was turned over on its side. As
the car went over a lady in a berth on the oppo-

site side was hurled out and landed in the berth

of a gentleman whose weight was about 230
pounds. She was sound asleep at the time of

the accident, and so was he. Both awoke,
startled at the sudden turning of the car, and
scarcely knowing whether they would be hur-

ried into eternity or not. The clothing had
fallen out of the lady's berth and was almost
suffocating the gentleman. She heard his deep
breathing for a moment; then it suddenly
ceased, and the horrible thought passed through
her mind that he had been smothered to death.

He recovered himself, however, to find that his

nose was flattened against the cold glass win-
dow. Not knowing what manner of person had
fallen upon him, he held the lady up off his

head, and at this juncture, when the conductor
asked if any one was hurt, he cried out breath-

lessly: " Nobody's hurt, but I wish you'd come
and take this fellow off my head." The lady
attempted to move, but found she could not.

Lights were soon produred and both passengers
were relived of their awkward dilemma.

The Corset Liver.—Some medical students
in one of the Cincinnati colleges, dissecting a
female subject a few days ago, found what is

called in doctor's parlance a "corset liver."

When tight lacing has been practiced through
several years, a permanent dent or hollow is

produced in the liver, which may lie seen very
plainly after the woman is dead and her liver

taken out. This kind of liver occurs so fre-

quently in woman that physicians have given
it the name of "corset liver." In the subject
mentioned, the hollow in the liver was large
enough for the wrist of a grown man to be laid
iu it.

A New Year's Greeting

[Written for the Riral Prf.ss by Sax JoAQOmt,

)

I yield to an almost irresistible impulse to

extend to you and all the charmed circle of con-

tributors who make up the Press family, my
New Year's greeting. Not so much for the tal-

ents or originality of the writings do I prize the

notes from the north and south of our State, as

for the glimpses of home life, the social feeling

and good cheer. I, too, have been dreaming

—

building castles iu the air, whose foundation

stone shall be a fortune something like a bo-

nanza king's. Then I should send out invita-

tions to the whole Press family for a glorious

New Year's banquet. At the door of a heart-

some, cheery dwelling—not a massive pile of

stone architecture, with lofty ceilings and dark
winding passages— I should welcome them.
They would all be there—the editor, the more
frequent contributor; and some whose names
have appeared but once, making you wish to
hear from them again.

Would we know each other? No. I venture
to say there would be many surprises. Those
whose printed words flow along with unbroken
ease would be found slow and hesitating. Those
who, under a convenient nom de plume, ex-
pressed their sentiments with very positive

boldness, would in the actual presence of their

hearers appear shy and retiring, until we should
feel like poor Hood, who seeing his grave face

hanging near the smiling one of a noted divine,

thought the two should have been exchanged.
But the gravest face should relax in the

happy hours of the new year devoted to social

pleasures. Not a ghost of all the vexed ques-
tions should glide across that banquet hall, but
the kindliest part of every nature beam from
the face. With healthful sympathy for each
other, and courage for the future, the New Year
may be a good one, and the echoes of the
Christmas anthem, "Peace on earth, good will

to man" not die away until the bells ring in an-

other year. Yes, the New Year may be a good
one, although no rain falls and no harvest is

gathered.

Every day is making it more painfully appa-
rent that we must draw a long, Ion;/ breath of

courage to breast another unpropitious season.

Nothing but hope can anchor the soul amid so

many repeated discouragements. But hope we
have, and we wait with what patience we can
for the good time surely coming.

KUis, San Joaquin County, Jan. 4th, 1878.

Silly Extravagance.

" The diamond coat of Prince Esterhazy,

from which he dropped enough brilliants at

every court ball to enrich the servants in the

morning, has passed into romantic history; but
the New York correspondent of the Washing-
ton Capital tells a story that will rank with
the Esterhazy fable as a companion piece. He
says the wife of a wealthy banker of that city

recently appeared at an evening party, whose
dress was covered on the skirt, so as to make it

appear as one piece, with one hundred and rive

hundred dollar bills. The waist and sleeves

were $1,000 bonds sewed in, and her ringers

and ears blazed with diamonds. The tiara was
said to have been worth $80,000, and the total

value of the notes and diamonds on her person

was $2<i0,000. Two pages carried her train

and watched lest the jewels and greenbacks
should fall to the floor."

" The American sojourner of wealth is a wel-

come visitor to Paris. He is an object of spe-

cial interest to the hotel keepers, hotel servants

and dealers in costly fabrics. The entertain-

ment given by Mrs. Mackcy, wife of one of the
" bonanza chiefs," has been described as bril-

liant almost beyond precedent, and the trous-

seau of Miss Yanderbilt, lately married in that

city, surprised even those accustomed to the

lavish manner in which our millionaire country-

men and women make the money fly. Her
bridal dress was of brocaded satin, woven at

Lyons from the dressmaker's own design. The
bridal bonnet, made entirely of lace, in which
riiie pearls were wrought, and trimmed simply

with a single marabout feather, cost $75. The
six bridesmaids' dresses of thin gauze were each

embroidered with different flowers. All the

other appointments were on a scale of equal

magnificence.

"

We clip the above items from one of the

daily papers. It is hard to read with patience

of such lavish waste of money when so many
poor people are starving, and when so many
worthy enterprises are waiting for the capital

necessary to push them forward. Is it any
wonder times are hard when those whom God
gives wealth use it so basely and with such ut-

ter inappreciation of the fact that wealth

should be used as a trust to be wisely disposed

for the good of the race, and not turned to the

vortex of vanity and selfish extravagance.

A "Tolling" Machine.—In the current num-
ber of Fors Ckifi'jera, Mr. Ruskin gives the

following note from a correspondent: "Here's

a good thing for 'Fors.' A to///n</-machine has

been erected at Ealing cemetery at the cost of

£80, and seems to give universal satisfaction.

It was calculated that this method of doing

things would (at 300 funerals a year) be in the

long run cheaper than paying a man threepence

an hour to ring the bell Thus we mourn for

the departed !

'

How and When to Laugh.

Robert Hall, of world-wide fame, once

.

preached a powerful sermon, and was accompa-
nied home by a brother minister of the solemn
sort. Robert was a great wit and his house
resounded with his hearty laugh, greatly to the
amazement of his solemn brother, who said,
"Brother Hall, how can you be so inconsistent?"
"Oh!" replied Hall, "I get off all my non-

sense out of the pulpit, you in it!" He knew
how to unstring his mental bow out of the pul-
pit, and thus made it the power it was to send
its arrows down through all time. The other is

only remembered by this rebuke.
A laugh is a very characteristic thing. As

people remarked, cats never laugh, ana some
people are like cats, cautious, purring, still and
solemn. Some laugh noisily, with an empty,
wind- like laugh. As Goldsmith says: "The
empty laugh that spoke a vacant mind. " Others
again laugh with a merry, gurgling, and musical
sound; laugh as the birds sing. Some have a
sneery, sarcastic laugh, like the yowl of a jackal
or hyena. Others again have a fat, ox-like kind
of laugh—a lazy, lubber-like effusion. But one
thing i - lazier than their laugh, and that is them-
selves. Another class has a genuine, whole-
souled, agitating, profound, purifying kind of a
laugh, which has the same relation to the corpus
that a storm has to the sea—purifies it to the
bottom and fills it with health.

C'arlyle says, "Never fear a man with a
hearty laugh. " And Charles Lamb says: "A
laugh is worth a hundred groans in any market."
I suppose he included the religious exchange.
Leigh Hunt struck the core of the subject when
he said: "Laughter is one of the privileges of

reason, being confined to the human mind."
And Addison added: "If w-e consider the fre-

quent relief we receive from laughter, and how
often it breaks the gloom which is apt to depress
the mind, one would take care not to grow too
wise for so great a pleasure of life.

"

Above all things laugh in the right place!

Don't laugh when a piece of hot pancake is

burning your tongue, nor cry when your mother-
in-law falls down stairs at the risk of breaking
her neck. Above all things, rememtar the 40th
commandment, which reads: "Laugh if you
would grow fat and be wise, for he alone who
laugheth rightlv, liveth wisely."

—

Rev. Geo. H.
Peeke.

Attaching Wages.—Judge Stowe, of Pitta-

burg, has aunouueed a new rule of practice

governing the attachment of wages. The case

was that of George Miller vs. George Rush, in

which wages in the hands of Singer, Niuiick &
Co., garnishee, were attached. A rule was
asked to show cause why the attachment should
not be quashed. The Court says: "There is,

perhaps, no other class of cases in which it is

so necessary to adopt a summary proceeding as

this. The law is that the laborer shall have his

wages to live and support his family upon, with-

out being liable to have them seized in execu-

tion for his debts, and courts should, as far as

possible, see that this object is secured and the
iaw so administered as best to reach the result

intended. To allow wages to be attached, and
then compel the laborer to wait for mouths,
and perhaps for years, to get a trial before a
jury on facts which are not disputed, is clearly

wrong, and undoubtedly should not be permit-

ted if it can be avoided. We think the court

has a right to and can establish a practice to

secure the end proposed, without infringing the

right of trial by jury. We have, therefore,

come to the conclusion that hereafter when
wages are attached, as in this case, we will quash
the attachment as to them, permitting it to

stand so far as other debts, if any not exempt,
are concerned. But whenever the allegation

that the debt attached is for wages, is properly

traversed under oath, we will refuse to quash,

and require the cause to go to a jury to deter-

mine all questions of facts involved."

Refusing Passage to a Drunken Man.—
In a recent case the Indiana Supreme Court
holds: A railroad company is not bound to re-

ceive any person as a passenger who is drunk to

such a degree as to be disgusting, offensive, dis-

agreeable or annoying; and a person so drunk
as to be likely to violate the common proprie-

ties, civilities and decencies of life has no right

to passage while in that condition. The com-
fort and convenience of passengers generally

must be protected, their opinions and feelings

regarded, and a proper decorum observed. Al-

though in a railroad passenger car neither the

highest breeding of the drawing-room nor the

fastidious delicacy of the parlor is required, yet

the behavior of all persons therein should be

becoming the place and the general character of

the passengers. Slight intoxication, such as

would not be likely to seriously affect the con-

duct of the person intoxicated, would not be

sufficient ground to refuse passage in a public-

car, although the persons behavior might not be

in all respects strictly becoming.

American Progress in Science.—TheCAem-
ical Xews, London, warmly praises the exertions

made by the local and general governments of

the United States for the advancement and dif-

fusion of science, and calls especial attention to

the fact that the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology has provided special laboratories for

the instruction of women in chemistry—analyt-

ical, industrial, and physiological; in botany,

mineralogy, microscopic manipulation, etc. ; and

it gives credit for the work done in this depart-

ment by the ladies.
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Oven Builders.

There are few vocations of such a distressing

character as that of the oven builder. At the

best of times, when he is engaged in building a

new oven and is not subjected to the intense

heat that usually accompanies operations in one

already constructed, he is compelled to work in

a painfully constrained position, and this is ren-

dered more intolerable when having to replace

broken tile or repair a fissure in the roof, he is

obliged, by the exigencies of the baker's busi-

ness, which will not permit him to let his oven

stand several days to cool, to perform the job in

a condition of temperature that to ordinary

persons would be unendurable. In operations

of this nature oven builders always work in

couples. Placing a flour sack rolled up at the

mouth of the oven, the workman crawls into

the chasm on his stomach, unfolds flat be-

fore him, and then, resting upon it, wrig-

gles himself or is pushed into the place

where the repair has to be effected, while his

comrade, standing at the door, ready to pull

him out should he be overcome by the heat,

hands in the tools as he requires them. Great

care has to be exercised in using the latter. If

left in the oven long they become too hot to

handle, and in consequence, together with the

mortar and other repairing material, are always

kept outside until actually needed. After work-

ing about five minutes the signal is given, and
the man hauled out by the heels, throws himself

upon the dough-board, where a sort of bed of

flour sacks has been improvised for the occasion.

Among these he buries himself to prevent his

catching cold, and for a few moments his writh-

ings alone testify the stress of suffering to which
he has been subjected. The effect of the heat

is more appreciated when, on emerging from

the sacks to refresh himself in a copious draft

of beer, his clothes are found to be literally

dripping with perspiration. The wonder is

that men should be found willing to devote

themselves to such a business as this, but the

wages are high, and, in spite of the suffering

the work entails, as much competition exists in

the oven building trade as in other walks of

life.

"Nothing But a Parmer."

"He's nothing but a farmer," said a little

miss, a few evenings since, as she scornfully

curled her pretty lip, on being introduced to a

fine, generous, open-hearted fellow, whose
broad and expansive forehead was the symbol
of his broad acres. "He's nothing but a
farmer." And who was she that looked thus
disdainfully on one of God's noble men ? She
was the daughter of a broken merchant, whose
fortune had been ruined by the extravagance of

a wife and foolishly proud daughter. Though
her father's heart had been wrung by misfor-

tune—and he had paid the penalty of extrava-

gance by being incarcerated in the home pre-

pared for criminals—his daughter had not yet
learned the difference between pride and worth,
extravagance and wealth. The noble man who
ate the bread of industry and looked every man
in the face with an independence which said,

"I owe you nothing," was in her estimation

"only a farmer."
Did these foolish persons ever read their

Bibles, they would find that God himself has
selected His prophets and kings from among
farmers. Noah was a husbandman and planted

a vineyard; Abraham was rich in cattle and
Lot had flocks and herds—insomuch that there

was not pasture for both and they divided the
country. Lot selected the plain of Jordan and
Abraham took the hilly country of Canaan.
Jacob was a great cattle grower, as he pre-

sented Esau with several hundred cattle.

Moses was a wool grower and Gideon was taken
from his threshing floor. Saul was a herds-

man, even while he was king. David was a

shepherd and was taken from that occupation
to be king of Israel, and the ancestor, according
to the flesh, of the Messiah. Uzziah was a
cattle grower. Elisha was plowing, with 12

yoke of oxen before him, when Elijah cast his

mantle on him and called him to be a prophet
of the Most High.
And yet, though God has honored the hus

bandman—selected his kings and prophets from
among the farmers—there are some so foolish as

to cry out, " O, he's nothing but a farmer !

''

Postal Note.— " How much do ye ax for

twinty three-cint stamps I dunno ? " Inquired
Barney Drumgoole, at the post-office wicket
" Sixty cents, " replied the clerk. "Don't yer
make any reducshin at all for buying thim that
way?" "No." "Say half a dollar, now."
" I can't make any reduction." "I'll give ye
fifty-five cints." "If you don't want to buy
stamps at the regular price, go away and make
room for other people, said the official savagely
"Well, ye needn't get mad over it," said Barney,
as he handed over the money. "Sure, it's

mighty stiff and stuck-up like, posht-office

people are. Faix, now, av some av the people
as av money wud shtart an opposition posht
office an' be more accommodatin', they'd take
the heft av the business away from them, so

they wud."

A witness in a Western court was asked if

the party to the suit was not a truthful man,
"No," he answered; "he'd sooner lie at CO
days tha.i tell the truth for cash."

Y©^[*Q F@Lks' OoLlJ^N.

"What Shall We Do?"

A mother sat stitching and stitching away,
It rained and hur buys were in door at play,

When one of them came and leaned on her chair,

And said with a touchingly wearied-out air,

"We've played every play in the world that we know;
Nolo, what shall we do?1

Before poor mamma had a chance to reply,

The rest of the little ones gathered close by,

And the sum of their troubles all seemed the same:
"We wish we knew some wonderful game.
We've been sailors and soldiers, and fought battles too;

Now, what. shall we do?"

Mamma thought for a moment, then gaily replied,

"Build a palace of blocks with portico wide,
And play that the owner had money to spend,
And wanted to decorate rooms without end,
And ordered some pictures painted by you;

That's what you can do.

"Now each take a pencil and paper, and draw
The most wonderful thing that ever you saw;
A lilly, a sunset, a shore, or a sea,

A georgeous-winged butterfly chasing a bee;

Or—three little boys that are saying like you,
'Now, what shall we do ?' "

The brightened-up children took pencils in hand,
(As amateur artists, you'll all understand)
And worked at their pictures until it was plain

The funny gray clouds had forgotten to rain;

And mamma had a rest (not a long one, its true),

From, "What shall we do?"

O! sweet, patient mothers! in this earnest way
You are doing life's work, while your little ones play;

You are fashioning souls that hereafter shall rise,

God's beautiful angels, winged, to the skies;

Anil Heaven makes reply to your "What shall we do?'

Since love teaches you.

Good Manners at Home.—Shut every door
after you, without slamming it.

Never stamp, jump, or run in the house.

Never call to a person up-stairs, or in the

next room; if you wish to speak to them, go
quietly where they are.

Always speak kindly and politely to the ser-

vants, if you would have them do the same to

you.
When told to do, or not to do, a thing by

either parent, never ask why you should or

should not do it.

Tell of your own faults, not of those of your
brothers and sisters.

Carefully clean the mud or snow from your
boots or shoes before entering the house.

Be prompt at every meal.

Never sit down at the table or in the parlor

with dirty hands or tumbled hair.

Never interrupt any conversation, but wait
patiently for your turn to speak.

Never reserve your good manner for strangers,

but be equally polite at home and abroad.

Let your first, last, and best confidant be your
mother.

—

Oliver Optic's Magazine.

"I wish I was short-sighted," said a little boy
to his mother, the other day. "Why, my
dear?" said the fond parent. "Because," replied

the precocious six-year-old, "I should not then
be blamed for always taking the largest plums
off the dish; for, of course, I should not be able

to see the small ones."

"I will not learn a trade 1" exclaimed the

Chicago youth to his father. But this business

of learning a trade is only a matter of time, for

within a year that young man was studying
harness-making in State-prison.

"Mister, will you lend pa your paper? He
wants to send it to his uncle in the country."
"Oh! certainly. And ask your father if he'll

lend me the roof of his house? I only want it

to make the tea-kettlo boil?"

esjic economy.

Causes of Diphtheria.

In a paper read before the Syracuse Medical

Society, and printed in the Journal of Chemis-

try, E. R. Maxson M. D., L. L. D., instances the

following conditions as conducive to diphtheria:

In this as in all putrid fevers every imprudence
and deviation from the laws of health", such as
exposure, want, improper clothing, unwhole-
some and improper food, low, damp apartments,
filth of every kind, including animal aud vege-
table, act as predisposing causes.

A damp atmosphere, such as always exists
in some localities, from protracted rains, or
from warm weather at seasons when it is usu-
ally cool, there being little ozone generated to
purify the air, may also predispose to this dis-

ease. It acts, doubtless, not only by causing
to be retained in the blood the perspirable mat-
ter, but also by letting down the positive elec-

trical condition, depressing vitality, thus ren-
dering the brain incompetent to generate and
distribute sufficient vital force to keep up
a perfectly healthy condition of the system.
The generation of ozone during thunder storms
in summer, purifying the air, lessens the liabil-

ity to this disease.

On the temperate, well-fed, properly clothed,
and cleanly, whose blood may be up to the
standard of health, such atmospheric and elec-

trical influences may scarcely operate unfavor-
ably. Not so, however, with the unfortunate
children of want, who are half fed, improperly
clothed, and filthy withal. Nor with the in-

temperate nor imprudent, not with the gaud-
ily-dressed, bare-armed and bare-legged chil-

dren of wealth and vanity, equally unfortunate,
their parents not having the discretion to pro-
tect a child as they would a brute.

It is probable, however, that in every case of

diphtheria there is an animal poison introduced
into the blood, either from the bodies of those
suffering from the disease, or else arising from
an accumulation, and perhaps decomposition,
of various animal secretions and exhalations.

It is also probable that the paludal poison is

generally combined with the animal, in a
greater or less degree; often in sufficient quan-
tity to render the disease slightly remittent,
and increasing its malignancy.

It appears that the animal and paludal poisons
combined, or else the contagion, when it is thus
contracted, may early enter the blood through
the skin, stomach, or lungs, decomposing the
fluid; and hence the putrid odor, and the fib-

rino-albuminous exudation, prostration, chills,

fever, and every essential feature of the dis-

ease; the animal miasm decomposing, or pro-

ducing fermentation, while the paludal de-

presses the nervous system, causing the remit-

tent tendency. The contagion, when it is the
cause, produces a similar change in both re-

spect; such cases being, perhaps, less remittent,

especially in districts that are but slightly if at

all malarious.

Among the sources of the poisons causing
diphtheria, the most frequent are doubtless

personal filth, dirty, damp apartments, imper-
fect sink-drains, privies, filthy water, pig-sties,

hen-coops, and piles of decomposing animal and
vegetable matters.

Soups.

The delicate and proper blending of savors,
writes a housewife to the Germantown Teh-
graph, is the chief art of good soup making.
Be sure and skim the grease off the soup when
it first boils, or it will not become clear.

Throw in a little salt to bring up the scum.
Remove all the grease. Be sure and simmer
softly, and never let a soup boil hard. Put the
meat into cold water, and let it grow warm
slowly. This dissolves the gelatine, allows the
albumen to disengage, and the scum to rise, and
diffuses the savory part of the meat. But if

the soup is over a hot fire, the albumen coagu-
lates and hardens the meat, prevents the water
from penetrating, and the savory part from dis-
engaging itself. Thus the broth will be with-
out flavor, aud the meat tough. Allow about
two tablespoonfuls of salt to four quarts of
soup, where there are many vegetables, aud one
and a-half where there are few. Be sure not to
leave any fat floating on the surface. A quart
of water, or a little less, to a pound of meat, is

a good rule. Soup made of uncooked meat is

as good the second day, if heated to the boiling
point. If more water is needed, use boiling hot
water, as cold or hike warm spoils the soup.
It is thought that potato water is unhealthy,
and therefore do not boil potatoes in soup, but
boil elsewhere, and add them when nearly
cooked. Keep the vessel tight in which you
boil soup, that the flavor be not lost. Never
leave soup in metal pots, as sometimes a family
is thus poisoned. Thickened soups require
more seasoning, nearly double the quantity
used for thin soups.

"Charley, what is it that makes you so

sweet?" said a loving mother to her little boy,

as she pressed him to her bosom. "I dess when
Dod made me out of dust He put a little thuger

in," snid ( 'barley.

Adapt your Shoes to your Feet.—Why it

should be desirable to have a small, weak foot

any more than a small and weak brain is not
easy to conceive. For the purpose of having
such small feet, not a few wear boots one or

two sizes too small, and about two-thirds of the
width of the foot, as it would be at^the ball if

allowed to spread as it does when standing
without the confinement of the boot. As a
natural and necessary result of such pinching
confinement, the foot becomes deformed and
larger than it would naturally grow, with en
larged joints, the toes turned from a line

parallel with the foot, to say nothing of the
troublesome corns so annoying and crippling to

a large class of young women. The worst re

suits of this crippling custom of wearing small

and narrow boots is felt by children when al

lowed to outgrow their boots. It is poor econ
omy to allow the young to wear boots when the

feet have become too large for them, since de
formity of the feet is easily produced at this

time. When the boot is too short for the

wearer, and the heel too high, the ingrowing of

the nails is a perfectly natural result.

Scarlet Fever.—Rules for the prevention

of scarlet fever have lately been issued by the

Michigan Board of Health, and as this is one of

the most contagious of diseases, it might bo

well to bear them in mind. The first precau

tion is the isolation of the sick from the well

and the prevention of contact with the patient.

The room should be cleared from all unnecessary
clothing, carpets or other substances in which
the poison may lurk and be thence transferred

elsewhere. The patient should use rags instead

of handkerchiefs, so that they may be burned.

Body and bed linen should bo placed in vessels

of water containing chloride of lime or similar

substance. Discharges should, be received in a

solution of sulphate of iron or copper and be
afterward buried. Persons recovering from
this disense should be considered dangerous as

long as there is any scaling «f the skin, soreness

of the eyes, etc. Many other precautions are

inculcated, all of which are considered more or

less important.

Dose for Rats.—A writer to the Rural
New Yorker says: My method of ridding my-
self of rats in the cellar, or about the house, is

to take a quantity of refined potash, (I use
Babbit's) partially pulverize it, moisten it with
water, so that it will form a sort of paste, and
daub this about the bottoms of their holes and
run-ways, so that they are compelled to step
in it, in entering the premises. 1 have prac-
ticed this method for several years, with very
satisfactory results. If the first application is

not sufficient, it can, of course, be repeated
with but little trouble or expense, and I am
confident of favorable results. Such, at least,

has uniformly been my experience since I first

adopted the method, many years since. The
theory is, the rats step in the moistened potash
while entering. Its caustic nature produces a
smarting sensation in the feet. He at once
proceeds to lick his feet' to alleviate the pain.

The consequence is, a not-very agreeable sensa-

tion in the mouth. He is compelled to renew
the application in going out—result, he does
not care to renew his visit, and probably im-
parts good counsel to his associates, and the rat

nuisance is at once abated. I prefer this

method to the use of phosphorus, or any of the
" rat poisons " recommended, as it is not al-

ways safe to have the latter around, and we
have no dead rats left in the walls or other out-

of-the-way places to infect the air with their

offensive odors.

About Vegetables.—Don't wash your veg-
etables, says the Phrenological Journal, until

just before you are ready to cook them. At
least one-quarter of the sweetness, vivacity and
aromatic element is lost by the too common
practice of having washed clean of the natural
earth adhering to its fibers and surface during
the growth, and which, when roughly dug,
is put into the cellar or pit of the countryman
for winter keeping. Did that countryman wash
each beet, carrot, potato, etc., as is generally

practiced for sale by the dealer, and by the con-

sumer desired, he would never bo able to keep
his produce a single month. The receiver of a
clean-washed vegetable, according to the newly
established law of refinement, never yet ate of

a good natural flavor, and these same people,

if once they leave their city homes and go into

the country farm-house, rarely fail to notice the
superiority of the vegetables. It is not because
of the better knowledge of cooking, butjit is

from the fact that the earth is a preservative

and absorbent of the volatile element of the
root, which, as soon as washed, evaporates
rapidly into the air and is lost.

Seasoning Food.—Many people have the
idea that a finely flavored dish must cost a
great deal. Th;vt is a mistake; if you have un-
tainted meat, or sound vegetables, or even In-

dian meal, to begin with, you can make it

delicious with proper seasoning. One reason
why French cooking is so much nicer than any
other is that it is seasoned with a great variety

of herbs and spices. These cost very little. If

you would buy a few cents worth at a time you
would soon have a good assortment. The best

kinds are sage, thyme, sweet marjoram, tarra-

gon, mint, sweet basil, parsley, bay leaves,

cloves, mace, celery seed and onions. When
you buy a bunch of dried herbs rub' the leaves

through a sieve, and bottle them tightly till you
need them; tie the stalks together and save
them until you want to make what the French
call a bouquet, for a soup or stew. A bouquet
of herbs is made by tying together a few sprigs

of parsley, thyme and two bay leaves. The
bay leaves, which have the flavor of laurel, can
be bought at any German grocery or drug store,

enough to last a long time Tor five cents,
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The Week.

This rain is grand. It will nerve the arm of

every farmer to redoubled effort, and it will till

many an aching pocket with comfortable gold.

It will bill trade revive, and will make invest-

ment relax its twisted features. It will awake
our State from the troubled slumbers which
the long drouth induced and will dispel the
dreams of hardship and distress by the dawn-
ing of the sun of general prosperity. Let all

rejoice and give thanks.

Almond Blossoms.—Mr. K. L. Beard, of

Mission .San Jose, Alameda county, iuforms us
that almond trees are in blossom m the old mis-

sion orchard. The trees are of the bitter

almond variety. The recent frosts did but little

injury in the Mission belt, and that to tender
garden plants.

Protection of the Wool Industry.

It has become a common remark that while

Congress is in session the business interests of

the country tremble. It is quite natural that

this should be the case, for our national law

makers have in their hands the power to so

change the laws and regulations of trade that a

commodity in which men may invest their

money, or a line of industry in which all their

interests are involved, may be reduced in a

few days from a condition of profitability to

the reverse. The men whom we choose to make

laws for us often have far too little knowledge

of the needs of producers and are led into vot-

ing for measures which are proposed by trade

theorists or the emissaries of foreign capitalists,

and which, if permitted to go upon the statute

book, will result in snatching the bread from
the mouths of thousands of our producing
classes. Although questions of the national

finance have bearings of this kind, it is chieHy

in the so-called "tariff tinkering" that elements
of uucertainty and loss are involved. It is re-

ported, and, so far as we know, with truth,

that during the last year or two the believers in

free trade and the removel of all protective du-
ties have succeeded in increasing their power
in Congress and that at the present session a

determined effort will be made to launch the

nation upon a free trade experiment. We do
not propose to discuss the general theories of

free trade and protection, because the argu-

ments on either side are well nigh endless and
a discussion of them might involve us and our
correspondents in a maze of finely drawn argu-

ments for which we have no space. What we
lesign to do is to call attention to a single

point at issue, and that is the one which in-

volves the great wool industry of the Pacific

coast.

It is believed that a movement has been set

on foot to remove the protective tariff on wool
and woolen goods, and thus admit duty free the
woolen fabrics from Europe and the great

masses of wool which are being clipped in Aus-
tralia, New Zealand and the South American
States. The immediate effect of such free ad-

mission ot wool, raw and manufactured, would
undoubtedly be to greatly reduce the prices

which our Hock masters are now receiving for

their clips and which aie certainly low enough
already. This being so, it is evident that for

the protection of their own interests our wool
growers should let their voices be heard by
those who represent them in Congress, and
thus bring forward an intelligent and forcible

opposition to the removal of the duty on im-

ported wools and woolens. We notice that

wool growers both East and West are awaking
to the necessity of united action in this direc-

tion. The National Association of Wool <!row-

ers aud the National Association of Woolen
Manufacturers, have worked together for the
last 10 years in protection of their mutual in-

terests, and these two societies are now awake
to present dangers. For the last year they
have b»en at work gathering the strength of

the industries into focus for use at the proper
time, and we have no doubt that the parties

who w ish to open our ports to unlimited quan-
tities of wool and woolens, will find that those

whose interests are threatened will contest the
point with vigor. We notice that the National
Wool Growers' Association have arranged for a

sheep show at St. Louis next fall, at which all

the wool-growing States will be invited to com-
pete for liberal premiums. The gathering of

the growers on such an occasion will enable
them to make their influence felt toward the

maintenance of favorable laws with regard to

the industry. We hope that some of our tine

Pacific coast sheep may be shown at St. Louis
and that our coast may speak for itself in the
councils of the growers.

The subject of the maintenance of the present
tariff is attracting attention on this eoast, as we
notice by a very forcible letter by an Oregon
grower, Mr. T. S. Lang, in the Willamette
/•'<* rm- r. From this letter we draw the follow-

ing statements, bearing upon the general sub-

ject: "The report of the Australian govern-
ment upon its industries for 1876, deplores the
low state of their wool growing interests, which
for that year was five times greater than the
combined returns of all other industries, in-

cluding mining products of the continent, and
adds that there is reason to hope that the com-
bined influences of the boards of trade, indus-
trial associations and commercial circles of the
Home government, of their own ports and that
of the boards of trade of the commercial cities

of America, will be able to break down the pro-

tective tariff of the United States and again
open up that great market to their overstocked
wool market.
"I have no hesitation in expressing the

belief that should our ports be opened to Aus-
tralia, to New Zealand, to Buenos Ayres, Cape
of Good Hope, Adrianople and the wool produc-
ing parts of the world, at such reduced rates of
duty as will admit of free importation, the
sheep in the Columbia valley will not be worth
the pelts which now cover them. We pay our
herders $400 per year and board, while the
average of wages for the same service in the
countries named is $160 and board.

'

' The following are the words of Prof. Grothe,
of Berlin, a member of the Imperial Parliament,
of Germany, upon the effect of free trade upon
their wool industries: ' We formerly had in
Germany the best wool in the world and a most

flourishing sheep husbandry. The whole world
was attracted to the (lerman market of fine

wool, and the German woolen cloths in nearly

all qualities was the best produced in any coun-

try. Since the first and second steps in the
way of free trade, we have lost successively our
great number of sheep and our great quantities

of fine cloth.' He adds that a large portion of

the wool now used in ( iermany, is purchased in

London wool market, which, should friendly-

relations be disturbed between the nations,

would close the German mills."

These things are well worth the attention of

our wool growers. So far as we can see, there
is nothing which promises to bring the industry
again into its former position of profit, except
the maintenance of the tariff of 1867, which
was the cause of the prosperity of the following

years. Now, as a revival of general business is

confidently expected all over the country, it

would be but a sorry sight for our wool grow-
ers to see the renewal of demand for woolen
goods met by a free importation of foreign

fabrics, and their own sheep sacrificed liecause

the money of our own citizens is taken to enrich

the shepherds in all the quarters of the globe

instead of falling into the worthy ,
hands of

home producers. This, we believe, will be the

condition of our wool industry unless Congress
should wisely refrain from meddling with a pro-

tective measure which has fostered the great

development of our wool resources.

Temperature and Rainfall.

While frosts were coming thick and fast, not

long since, and no less than eight or ten came

and went without bringing rain (much to the

disgust of old residents who usually had use for

their umbrellas after the third frost) we deter-

mined to look into the possible relations which

might exist between temperatures and rainfalls

on this coast. Repressing the alluring task of

drawing eloquent conclusions oh both sides of

the question before examining the record, we
set our pencil at work among the tables of tem-

perature and rainfall for the last 25 years in this

city. It is well we did so, for if we understand

the figures aright, there is but narrow ground
to base any deduction upon. We will, how-
ever, lay our computations before our readers

and if they can make any more of them than

we can we shall be glad to know it.

We took the tables of mean temperatures for

each month in the year and struck another

mean between those months (October to April)

which comprise the rainy season in each fiscal

year. Opposite this mean we place the rainfall

lor that fiscal year and the result is shown as

follows:

Year. Mean temperature. Rainfall.

1852-3 64.7 33.5

1853-1 68.3 28.0

1854-5 5«.s 24 1

1855-6 58.8 21.2

185(1-7 54.0 20

1857-8 64.5 10.0

185S-9 50K 10.8

1859-00 61. !> 17. r
1800-1 62 14.0

1862-2 61.1 88.0

1801-3 55.8 15.2

1863-4 50 4 8.5

1804-5 53.7 21.3

1805- 54.1 21.2

1800-7 54.9 32.0

1807-8 53.8 40.5

1868-9 55.3 21.0

1809-70 54.3 20.0

1870- 1 53.5 13.0

1871-2 tAH 33.10

1872-3 55 3 17.6

1873-4 52.2 24.1

1874-5 52.7 18.2

1875-6 54.5 28.2

1876-7 55.6

As one studies this table he will think he

sees reason for first placing the greatest rainfall

at the lowest temperature, because the wettest

year, 61-62 (38 inches), was at the low temper-

ature of 51.1°, and because the driest year 63-

4 (8.5 inches), was at a high temperature of

56 4°. But if the inquiry is pushed farther it

will be discovered that some of the heaviest

rain years were those of the higher tempera-

tures. To make a careful comparison of the

whole list of 25 years we took the medium tem-

perature of 54.3' as a median point and grouped

the 12 remaining years as they graded above

and below it. The following is the result:

I.oW TKMPKRATl'ltES. 1— IMJH1IIIIIH
/><•</»•<•«> Rainfall. Degree*. Rainfall

>0.6
11.1

52.2.
52.0.

.19.8

.38.0

.17.1

.24.1

.14.0

56.8.
56.4.
55.8.
55.8.
55.6.

52.7
53.6
53.7
53.8
53.8

54 . 1 .

Is 2

.13.0

.21.3

.40.5

.21.2

.20.0

.21.2

55.3.

55.3.
55.3.
54.9.
54.7.
54.5.
54.5.

. . . .24.1

.... 8.6

....15.2

....33.1
10.0
23.0

. . . .21.0

.32.0

.33.5

.2S.2

19.0

Average of low temp's .22.41 Average nf high temp's 22. OS

This table shows that there is but one-third

of an inch increase in the average rainfall at the

lower temperatures. The average being so

close it is not strange that different observers

find individual cases within their memory to

warrant them in declaring in favor of either

high or low temperature with heavy rains.

Our conclusion from these computations would
lie that the temperature has very little to do
with it.

Our tables are made from the records of Dr.

H. Gibbon, as his only give both temperature

aud rainfall for so long a period.

Thf. amount of customs dues paid at this port

last week was $73, '299.

Bird Lime.

Kiiitoks Prkss: In the Rirai, Truss of Deeember 29th,
1877, 1 noticed an article on bird lime. Can it be procured
in San Francisco, and if so, of what firm, and what would
it Boat? -M. K Samkrs, Hiieneme, Cal.

The inquiry which we have made fails to dis-

cover bird lime in our stores. One of our lead-
ing wholesale druggists, Mr. J. R. Gates, said
that he had a package about seven years ago,

and had sold it, but there has been no inquiry
since that time. It can, of course, be obtained
easily from dapan if people call for it, as our
drug houses have correspondents in Yokohama.
Mr. Gates informs us that the price would range
from 30 to SO cents per pound. It comes in

wooden packages something like a butter firkin.

Honey Locust or Three-Thorned Acacia.
Editors Prkss:—This is a tree of rapid

growth and good size, foliage beautiful, leaves

pinnate, close at night; seed pods a foot or more
in length. The tree is armed with triple or
branching thorns sometimes a foot in length.

They are trained in hedges and grown there as

a wind brake. Mr. Pearson, near Florin, has
grown a tine hedge of honey locust facing one
side of his garden; the front hedge being of

osage orange. Both do well; both, properly
trained, would make it impassable for man or
beast. Soak the seed the same as black locust,

as it quickens germination. Let the stem rise

six feet, then check it to force out lateral

shoots. I see difference of opinion in forming
them, some advocate plassing, others the ordi-

nary way, turning over. I believe this covers
the question under the above head of your cor-

respondent in Rural I'ress of January 12th.

—

Geo. Kirn. Sacramento, Cal.

Diseased Cattle at Large.
F.pitors I'ress: —There arc diseased horses running at

large a part of the time, and frequently traveling the
public roads, badly infeeted with a disease said to be the
epizootic, and in this vicinity several have lost good
horses from so becoming infeeted. We would like to re-

main law-abiding citizens, so what shall we do?—A. C.

BabBODB, Snelling, Cal.

If the horse or other diseased animal has no
owner, either go out and shoot it down, and
take the consequences of the act, or take it up
as an estray and then have it condemned and
killed. If it has an owner, and he refuses either

to kill the animal or have it killed, have him
arrested for maintaining a public nuisance.

The No-Fence Law.
1 Kditors Press:- Asa subscriber of the Kiral Press, I

would like to ask if the no-fence law has been abolished

by the Supreme Court of the StateT-E. G. DvDLlT, Salt,

Cal.

The "no-fence" law, which was passed two
\cars ago, is still in force. No decision adverse

to it has been made by the Supreme Court. It

only applies to certain outside counties.

Heavy Grapks.—There is some noise being

made in our Eastern and English exchanges

about heavy bunciles of grapes. We have no

doubt California could weigh them all down if

the effort were made. At the last Mechanics'

fair in this city Mr. Blowers showed a bunch of

Emperor grapes which weighed 25 pounds, and
made no special effort about it either. There

was also a bunch shown in this city last summer
which weighed 125 pounds, but it w as an artifi-

cial affair, made by interweaving a number of

branches. That which is said to be the "heav-

iest bunch of black grapes ever known," has

recently been on exhibition in Dublin, as we
learn from the Gardener'* Chronicle, of Ixmdon.

The variety is Gros Guillaume, and the grower

Mr. Roberts, gardener to the Countess of Charle-

ville, Charlcville forest, Tullamore, King's

county. Its weight is 23 pounds 5 ounces; its

length 24 inches; its width across the shoulders

221 inches; and in point of bloom, size of ber-

ries, and general finish, it is described as all

that could be desired. This bunch stands third

on the list of heaviest bunches (irrespective of

color), being 2 pounds 15 ounces less in weight

than the bunch of Kaisin de Calabre 126 pounds

4 ounces), shown by Mr. Curror, at Edinburgh,

in September, 1875, and 2 pounds 5 ounces less

than the White Nice (25 pounds 15 ounces),

shown by Mr. Dickson, of Arkleton, at the

same time and place.

Personal.—One of the recent prominent ar-

rivals in oiir agricultural circles has been Mr.

D. M. Osborne, of Auburn, New York, the

senior member of D. M. Osborne & Co.,

whose reaping and mowing machinery is world-

wide in its fame. It is seven years since Mr.

Osborne visited our coast before, and he assured

us, when we called upon him last week, that he

was surprised and gratified to see the great for-

ward strides which we have taken in agricul-

ture since he last saw us. Mr. Osborne has

made a flying tour through the different parts

of the State, and thus added the results of ob-

servation to his already witle acquaintance with

our agricultural conditions and needs. Mr.

Osborne tiuds the business of his branch office

here in gratifying condition. The whole of the

territory west of the Rocky mountains is tribu-

tary to the office in this city, and Mr. M. Ayers,

the" manager, has shown himself fully quali-

fied to have charge of such a large trade.

A local agency has just been established at

Portland, Oregon, with Newbury, Chapman t
Co. We trust that Mr. Osborne may have a

safe homeward journey, and count himself re-

freshed and profited by his trip hither.
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Agricultural Topics Before the Legisla-

ture.

Aside from the peculiar action taken by the

.Senate on the irrigation question, which is noted

in another column, there have been several im-

portant agricultural measures brought forward

during the week. One of these is the listing of

growing crops and "improvements" with real

estate instead of as personal property. A bill

to this effect is before the Assembly, and thus

takes its first step towards becoming a law. It

is a measure which we have strongly urged, and

which is necessary for the just assessment of

agricultural values.

Mr. Hart, of Colusa, introduced a bill author-

izing the poisoning of wild geese, which are an

insufferable pest in some counties, and it was

referred to the Committee on Agriculture. The

first section of this bill reads: "It shall be

lawful for any person or persons residing in any

of the agricultural counties of the State of Cal-

ifornia to use any poisonous substance, includ-

ing phosphorus, strychnine, or any other nox-

ious or destructive poison, for the purpose of

killing wild geese; and for this purpose may
mingle or saturate such poisonous substance

with any feed, grain or seeds that will be most
likely to kill destroy and exterminate the same.

Provided* that the provisions of this act shall

only apply to persons either owning land, or in

possession or having control of laud. " Other

clauses declare that the poisoning shall only be

permitted from the 15th of September to the

1st of March in each year, and authorizes Su-

pervisors to give public notice of the passage of

the act.

Assemblyman Hanna, of Santa Clara, has

introduced a bill in relation to cheese factories.

This provides that whoever shall knowing sell

or supply, or bring to be manufactured to any
butter or cheese factory, any milk diluted with

water, or from which any cream has been taken,

or tainted milk, is made liable to a penalty of

not less than $25 nor more than $100, witli costs

of suit. This law, we presume, is similar to

the one which is in force in New York State,

and has been found of great value for the pro-

tection of factory owners, and, in co-operative

factories, for the protection of honest dairymen
against those of different character.

The mining debris question was brought up in

the Assembly by Mr. Berry, of Sutter county,

in the following resolution: " Whereas, the

debris from the hydraulic mines of our State is

greatly injuring, and in many places has totally

destroyed large quantities of our finest alluvial

lands, and the same cause .
is filling up our

streams and shoaling our navigable rivers.

Therefore, be it resolved, that the Speaker ap-

point a committee of five to investigate this

subject, and they are authorized to send for

persons and papers, examine witnesses, admin-

ister oaths, and may visit San Francisco and
the city of Marysville if they deem if proper.

They are empowered to employ a shorthandre-

porter, at a per diem not to exceed §8 for act-

ual service rendered." The resolutions was
adopted without a dissenting voice. The fol-

lowing Committee were subsequently ap-

pointed: Messrs. Ostrom, Garvey, Waters,

Coffey and Kercheval.

Mr. Thompson, of the Committee on Agri-

culture, reported back with a recommendation
for its passage, Assembly bill to regulate the

use of artesian wells and prevent the waste of

subterranean waters in this State. This bill

provides for capping flowing wells where the

water is not in use.

The Assembly Committee on Agriculture

have also reported favorably on Mr. Swift's

concurrent resolution asking the Federal Con-

gress for sush legislation as will prevent

streams and sources of water supply from be-

ing appropriated to private use.

A Plan for a Flower Garden.

The Rains.

True it is that the clouds have not forgotten

their mission nor the strong south wind its

power. A storm, such as all have longed for

during all these mouths, has come and filled

the heart of Californians with joy. It is no

local, discriminating blessing, but most gener-

ous and general. From the extreme south the

telegraph brings word of copious rain. In the

Coast valleys the drenching has been complete,

and streams are running which for two years

have lain with bleaching bottoms. Through

the lower San Joaquin valley the first notable

rain since the last " good year " has come. In

the Sacramento valley and especially in the

northern counties, the down-pour was of course

of its usual grand proportions. As we write

on Wednesday the rain is coursing down our
window panes, almost as though some kind
friend was emptying buckets from the roof.

And still it comes. Any table which we could

prepare to-day would be but partial before it

reached the reader, so we defer until next

week a measure of the blessing.

[Written for the Pkf:ss by C. H. Smixn.
]

Some definite plan in the garden is essential

to floral success. It will not do to have a mo-

notonous succession of similar beds, nor is it

advisable to mix plants of all sizes and styles of

growth in the same bed. Moreover, some flow-

ers are only showy in masses, and others are in

continual demand for decorations, vases, and

the ever welcome bouquet, so that little groups

of each kind are by far the most effective.

If the ground is undulating the plan should

follow the natural curves. The highest beauty

of landscape gardening is attainable only on

varied surfaces. But when the ground is level

a mathematical plan shows the flowers to much
the best advantage, though in this case the

flower garden must be surrounded by lawn and

shrubbery, so that the eye finds relief from its

precision in grass and trees.

The accompanying plan is now in use on a

lents. 30. Pelargoniums. 31. Verbena (scar-

let). 32. White daisies. 33. Linum, gra/ndi-

florum. 34. Calla lilies and caladiums. 35.

Dwarf nasturtiums. 36. Convolvulus, minor.
37. Small shrubs. 38. Choice perennials.

The edging should be of dwarf pink on one
circle, and of Oxalis ftorabunda on the other,

unless a uniform edging of box or tiles is pre-
ferred.

No place is given for roses, which are sup-
posed to occupy a prominent position on the
lawn, and among the shrubbery, but, if it is

thought advisable, one or two roses may be put
in each bed.

By a little care all of the early bulbs can be
got out of the way in time for late annuals.
The irises used must be the choice hybrids. In
all beds where there are more than one kind,

the tallest must be in the middle, or the little

ones will not have a fair chance.

The beds must be well manured, and kept
loose and light by frequent raking. A little

clean sand sprinkled on top adds to the appear-

ance. Almost all the plants will need staking
when they begin to bloom. Nothing is more
unsightly and slipshod than a lily, gladiolus or
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DIAGRAM OF A FLOWER GARDEN-SIZE 104 BY 52 FEET.

On File.— "Berkshire Swine," A. P.;

"Healdsburg Grange," E. H. K. ; "Sacramento
Grange," J. W. A. W.; "Installation at Wash-
ington Grange," W. L. 0.; "In Memoriam,"
Washington and Potter V alley Granges.

piece of level ground 104x52 feet. The large

circles and straight paths are four feet wide;

all others are three. Surround the garden by a

low hedge, as denoted in the diagram by the

parallel lines. Use heliotrope from Ehionymus
var. aurea and Clematis rubia, on a low trel-

lis. If these hedge plants are used on different

parts of the enclosing circuit, the effect is very
pleasing. At the central point in the design is

an appropriate location for a large garden vase,

or piece of garden statuary.

Arrange the flowers as follows, referring to

the figures on plan: 1. Crocus followed by

pansies. 2. Anemone followed by portulacca.

3. Verbena (striped). 4 Nemtyphila var. 5.

( 'ollinsia and Leplosiphon. 6. Verbena (blue).

7. Dwarf ten-week-stock. 8. Verbena (white).

9. Liies, native and foreign. 10. Hyacinths
followed by asters. LI. Bulbs in variety, Ra-
nunculus, etc. 12. Carnations. 13. Campanu-
la medium, edged with C. rarpn/irn. 14. Del-

phinium forrnosum. 15. Iris and ornamental

grasses. 16. Gladiolus and cannas. 17. Evei-

lastings in variety. 18. Penstemon and antin-

hinum. 19. Salpiglossis, edged with browalia.

20. Foxglove, edged with whitlavia. 21. Chrys-

anthemums and zinnias. 22. Geranium,
mountain of snow. 23. Candytuft, phlox, and
annuals for bouquets. 24. Anagalis. 25. Co-

leus, or perilla. 20. Pansies. 27. Blue lobelia.

28. Petunias, single ajid double. 29. Succu-

carnation dragging its blossoms in the dirt for

lack of a helping hand.

Our New Year's Callers.

The Rural Press received a host of congrat-

ulatory New Year's greetings from those whose
approval and patronage give us strength and
courage. Although we do not propose to make
public all the kind words which were written

and spoken to us, there are a few which are

descriptive of our work and the value which is

set upon it, and which, if spread abroad, may
aid as to extend our field. A few such we
shall quote:

" The Rural has paid me its weekly visits
many years, and I invite its continuance and
make provision therefor. I regard it as invalu-
able to every agriculturist, pomologist and stock
raiser. However well versed each may be in
his department, the Rural will give new ideas
worthy of thought and consideration, and no
one will have just cause of complaint for hav-
ing become its patron."—J. R. Crandall,
Auburn, Cal.

" Enclosed is amount.of my subscription for
the coming year, and I must express with
pleasure my most perfect satisfaction with the
many important, interesting and carefully
gathered subjects treated in the columns of the
Rural. Though the past year has been truly
a keen one in this part, I trust that you may
not have felt the pressure that has been forced
upon all in southern California."—Thos. P.
Hinds, Anaheim.

"I do not wish to lose any of the valuable
information contained in the Rural, for it has
been a great benefit to me and I have found it

to contain many valuable hints to one in my
business, that of market gardener. Its columns
are always filled with valuable information to
the farmer, and I find it all you claim for it, a
first-class, reliable journal, which is more than
I can say for hundreds of other journals which
I pick up during a year. Please send it right
along."—Geo. S. Brown, Silver Star, Madison
county, Montana.

"I have been a careful reader of the Rural
Press the last three months. I intend settling
down on the Pacific coast, and I am getting
information now and at the same time making
the money to get a home with. All I want is

100 acres of good land, and I think when my
old neighbors in Scotland can get rich on 60
acres of land there, I ought to be able to make
a good living on 100 on the Pacific coast. I
find a great deal of valuable information in the
Rural Press."—Alex. West, Virginia.

" One of your readers told me, the other day,
that he cannot get along without the Press,
although he has found it a hard year for him.
The PRESS is a stand-by and a farmer's friend.

Its columns are suited for all readers. The
' Young Folks ' column pleases my children
with its odd cuts, pleasant stories and spicy
sayings. When Saturday comes, the first thing
is: 'Papa, let's see the Press, and find us the
good things it has got to read.' I hope the

,

opening year the Press will still increase in

p ipularity, circulation and in correspondence,
and continue to be ilvepaier among fie far-

mers and the intelligent readers of the world.

"

—Geo. Rich, Sacramento, Cal.

" ' Success to our paper'—the Pacific Rural
Press, the farmers' true friend."—A. J. Mother-
SEAD, San Luis Obispo.

" I renew my interest in the Press for an-

other year and am well satisfied with the paper,

having found many single articles well worth
the whole year's cost. " —Wm. Duncan, Red
Bluff, Cal.

"The Pacific Rural Press closed its four-

teenth volume with last year. The Press is a
favorite in this office, as well as in the house-
hold of the agriculturist. We trust it will con-

tinue to en joy many years of prosperity, and to

its enterprising publishers be a satisfactory

source of revenue."

—

Colusa Sun, Jan. 5.

"The Rural Press closed its fourteenth
volume last Saturday. It starts upon a new
volume with resolution strong to make it sur-

pass all which have gone before."

—

Castrorille

Argus, Jan. 5.

Rapid Growth of Eucalyptus.—The rapid

growth of the eucalyptus is wonderful. Anson
Goodspeed has on his lot in north Healdsburg
some trees which have grown 40 feet in two
years, and others 22 feet in 18 months. The
latter were set out one year ago last March; in

May they had not grown more than a foot.

He then began watering them with the above

results. His experience teaches that they

should be planted in the fall, so as to receive

the benefit of the winter rains. Russian River

Fli'il, December 18th,

Wr

e cannot too strongly urge upon our farm-

ers the importance of planting out these valu-

able trees. Every farmer should put out at

least an acre of eucalyptus trees the present

winter. They are rapid growers and said to

make excellent fence posts and good fuel. Ten
dollars' worth of young trees, would plant an

acre; $20 would be sufficient to erect a wind-

mill to irrigate them with, and in three years

more then enough fire-wood can be taken to

supply any farm house.

All the Pacific Coast Congressional delega-

tion, except Senator Sharon, are again in

Washington, to remain during the season.

De Lesseps on the Darien Ship Canal.—
At a recent meeting of the Paris Academy of

Sciences, a paper was read by M. l)e Lesseps,

in which some further particulars are given of

the proposed canal across tho Isthmus of Darien.

The line advocated by Lesseps, starting from

the Pacific coast, ascends, in the first place, the

river Turyraas far as the Island of Piriaque or

Alligators' island. From this point a straight

cutting, 16,200 meters long, connects Tuyra
with Chucunaque near the point where the

Tupisa flows into this latter river. The line

then ascends the Chucunaque for 14,400 meters;

then turning to the northeast, it continues up the

valley of the Tiati ..to a point, where, for rea-

sons of economy it would lie preferable to make
a tunnel rather than continue deep cutting.

This tunnel passes to the south of the peak of

Gandi, under the remarkable ridge from which

on one aide an arm of the Tuquesa, and the

Tiati flow down toward the Pacific, and on the

other the Tolo and Acanti flow to the Atlantic.

On emerging from the tunnel the canal contin-

ues through an open cutting about ten kilom-

eters long, down the valleys of Acanti and Tolo

to the deep waters of port Candi. The prob-

able length of the tunnel is estimated at be-

ween 13 and 14 kilometers, and the cost of mak-
ing the whole canal at 600,000,000 francs.
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can also be kept in chests tilled with bran or

oat chaff. A two-year-old ham makes a much
liner dish than one recently smoked.
Warwickshire Hams.—Rub a large ham with

two ounces of powdered saltpeter, and let it

remain in the salting pan for 24 hours. Make a

pickle of three pounds and a half of salt, one

pound of sugar, four onions sliced fine, a peck

of pale-dried malt, and one gallon of water.

Boil all together ten minutes; pour it hot over

the ham, straining out the malt and onions.

Keep the ham covered with pickle for three or

four weeks. Take it out, wipe it dry, and
smoke it slowly for two or three weeks.

To Pickle Pork.—For pickling pork, the

pieces should be so cut that they will lie Hat in

the tub, and each layer should be pounded
down closely. But before the sides are cut up
it is a good plan to rub them over with a mix-

ture of white sugar and salt, putting one-third

as much sugar as sait. Then place the pieces

in the tub, rind downward, and sprinkle each

layer with the sugar and salt. When the tub

is well filled, put a layer of salt over it so thick

as to exclude the air, and cover it closely for

ten days; then look at ft, and if the brine is

not formed enough to cover it, sprinkle in a

very little cold water. In three months the

pork will be ready to cook, and it will keep

good for two years at least, and the sugar will

give it a finer flavor than saltpeter. In warm
climates both sugar and saltpeter can be used

as advantageously as in pickling beef. All

housekeepers know that they can make corned

beef more tender and better flavored, by using

a pickle of one pound of sugar to two pounds
of salt, and a tablespoonful of saltpeter.

The Berkshire Herd Book.—We have re-

ceived a copy of Vol. 2 of the herd book issued

by the American Berkshire Association, Phil.

M. Springer, of Springfield, 111., Secretary. It

contains the pedigrees of males numbering from
47! to 1,606, and females from 1,092 to 8,500.

The volume is well gotten up and is of unques-
tionable value to the breeders of Berkshire

swine, as it places in their hands a permanent
record by which purity of blood can be estab-

lished. That the work is a success can be seen

from the favor which it gains at the hands of

breeders. We notice that several California

breeders have taken space in its pages. Full

information concerning the published volumes
and the conditions for registry in future vol-

umes, may be gained by addressing the Secre-

tary, as above.

||aCIFIC fjURAL f^RESS,

A first-class ld-page Illustrated Agricultural Weekly, filled

with fresh, valuable and interesting reading. Every

fanner and mralist should take it. It is im-

mensely popular. Send for a sample copy.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers, S. F.

• Evert new subscriber who does not re-

ceive the paper and every old subscriber
not credited on the label within two
weeks after paying for this paper, should
write personally to the publishers without
delay, to secure proper credit. This is

necessarv to protect us and the subscri-
bers against the acts and mistakes of
others.

Prompt and Scccesbfcl.—Me**ra. Dewey d- Co.—Gen-
tlemen: Your Circular letter, 12th hist., informing me of
sueeessful termination of my application for patent rc-
eeived. Please aeecpt thanks for the prompt and suc-
cessful manner in which you have managed this business.
Yours respectfully, J. H. Cavaxaloii.

Walla Walla. Dee 24th

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The German Savings and Loan Society.

For the half year ending this date, the Board of Directors
of tlie Gtnoail Savings and Loan Society has declared the
dividend on term dep. .sits at the rate of eight and two-fifths
(8 2-5) per cent, per annum, and on ordinary deposits at the
rate of seveu (7| per cent, per annum, free from Federal
taxes, and payable on and after the 15th day of January
1878. By order GEO. LETTE, Sec y
San Francisco. Dec. 31st. 1877

DIVIDEND^ NOTICE.
San Francisco Savings Union,

532 California Street, comer Webb.

For the half year ending with December 31st. 1877, a divi-
dend has been declared at the rate of eight anil one-tenth
(8 110) pur cent, per annum ou term deposits, and six anil
three-fourths WJI per cent, ou ordinary deposits, free of Fed-
eral tax, payable on and after Tuesday. 15th January 1878

I.OVELL WHITE. Cashier.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Savings and Loan Society, (ill) Clay Sireet. At a nieet-

iug of the Board of Directors, held "this day, a dividend
was declared, free of Federal tax. of eight (s) per cent,
per annum on all deposits, for the six months ending De-
cenihcr :tlsl, 1S77. Dividend payable on and after the
15th instant. CYKI S W. CAKMANY, BecY
San Francisco, January sth, 1S7S.

For Good Living go to Web-
ster's Palace Restaurant, 218
Sansome Street, S. F. Best of
dinners only 50 cents, from 5 to

8 P. M.

VOL'R NAME printed on 50 mixed cards for 13c. 25 fun
• cards 10c. CLINTON BROS., Clinton ville, Coun.

Purchasers of Stock will kind is this Directory tub
Names of some of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.— Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

50 cents a line per mouth, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco
(orCotatc Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal. , breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at £*0
to $100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

L. TJ. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

B. F. WATKINS, Santa Clara, breeder of thorough-
bred Spanish Merino Sheep.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Wateonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Coats.

ET~W7 WOOLSEY, 41S California St., Room 2, S." F.

Breeder of Thoroughbred Spanish Merino Sheep,
Choicest Vermont Strains.

POULTRY.
BURBANK & MYERS, « anil 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importers and breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks lor
sale. Also, eggs in their season.

A. O RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal
,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

WILLIAM NILES, l.os Annies, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. F.ggs for
hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
ifowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin I lucks, etc.

SWINE.
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joiumin Co

Cal., Breed, r of Improved Berkshire Swine.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark snd Light Brahmas, Butt
White and Partridge Co-
chins. White & Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

Si tarns, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
ijjy' Aylesbury and Rotten Ducks

EtiGS FOR SALE AFTER JANIZARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
£3TFor further information send stamp for Illustrated

Circular, to

GEO. B BAYLEY,
P. O. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal.

It

M. EYRE, Jr., NAPA, CAL.

Send Stamp lb Safe Arrival of

For BU» E^ S & Fowls

Price List. -^jmF^ \ Guaranteed.

I never owned a FIXER LOT OF BIRDS than I have
raised this year. Also,

Thoroughbred Southdown Sheep.
/far Pamphlet on the care of fowls- -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc. , adaited ks xcially to tiik
Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

treets, San Francisco.

LOOK!
BURBANK £ MYERS, Im-

porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls. Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,
etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market.
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister
Enclose stamp for Price List.

MONEY TO LOAN

UPON CHOICE RANCH PROPERTY.

JNO. D. HOOKER,

302 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

Crj LARGE MIXED CARDS, with name, 13c. 40 in
\J\J case 13c. 25 styles Acquaintance Cards 10c. Agents
outfit 10c BOW* a; CO., Bristol, Conu

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY
BY ROPP'S

EASY CALCULATOR.
This valuahle work is used by thousands of fanners,

mechanics and business men, and is highly recommended
for its practical utility and convenience.

It embodies an entirely new system of calculation, by
which a vast amoiintof figures and mental labor—required
by the ordinary methods and fractious with their com-
plexities, arc absolutely avoided.

It is so simple and easily comprehended that even the
most illiterate is enabled, in a few minutes, to reckon
with absolute accuracy and speed; while its original and
rapid methods, benefit and delight the most scholarly.

It shows at a glance the accurate value of wheat, corn,
rye, oats, barley, cattle, hogs, hay, coal, lumber and mer-
chandise, from one pound to a ear load, and for any price
the market is likely to reach.

It gives the interest, simple and compound, on any sum,
tor any time, at six, seven, eight, and ten per cent.; the
exact measurement of boards, scantlings, timbers, saw
logs, cisterns, tanks, wells, granaries, bins, wagon beds,
com cribs, etc. , the wages at various rates, for hours,
days, weeks and months; besides numerous other iin]>or-
tant methods, rules and tables.

It is printed on fine tinted paper, is well and elegantly
bound in pocket-book shape, and accompanied by a sili-

cate slate, |sicket for papers, and memorandum* which
can be replenished in the two latter styles.

It answers the purpose of a pocket book and diary, and
costs no more, although it was gotten up at great expense
and labor, and is unquestionably one of the most useful
publications ever issued from the press.

Price, bound in Fine English Cloth, $1.00.
Sent direct from the Eastern publisher, ]>ost|>aid, on

receipt of price, by P. O. order, registered letter or
receipted by express. Address

DEWEY & CO., San Francisco.

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That knits flat or tubular work of all sizes;
Narrows ami widens on hosiery' or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows off the toe;
Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any size without soam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;
Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs;
Knits an elastic scamed-stitch Suspender with button-holes;
Kuits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch, Fancy

Ribbed stitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch,
Shell stitch. Unique stitch. Tidy stitch, etc.

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the
only family knitter that tills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Send for circidars to

J J. PFISTER & CO , General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolen yarns.
'ViO BUTTER STREET, Room 40, San Francisco

Imperial Egg Food

ir*^-
*"*">

(Tmlf Mark.)

Will Jrako "Vour Jlt-us Lay,
Winter and Summer, support Fowlsdurlngmoulting,
keen them constantly In fine condition, and Increase
tbelr protlt 100 per cent. Half of tbccblcks die annually.
This makes bone and muscle early, and will save them.
Vacknges to mix w ith ."'0 wciirht ordinary feed. fi0ov.j
larger for 11.00 and S2.00. Sent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocers, Feed stores, etc.

LOCAL AGENTS WANTED.
C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 103, Habtfobd, Coxw.

0. C. SWAN & CO., Agt's for Pacific Coast.
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

£3TTo wliom all orders shouM lie addressed.

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshires.
Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or AJderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices alway s reasonable. All animals sold are
guaranteed .as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House. San Francisco,
and Los Angeles City, Cal.

RUPTURE! RUPTURE!!
Use no more Metal Trusses. No

No more suffering from iron hoops or
steel springs !

Pierce's Patent Magnetic
Elastic Truss

Is worn with oase and conifar Nioht
and Day, and will perform radical
cures when all others fail. Reader, if

ruptured, try one; you will never regret it. Send for Il-

lustrated book and price list. Maokktic Elastic Truss
Co., 009 Sacramento St., S. F., Cal. 43-Scnt by mail to
all parts of the world

THE BERKELEY GYMNASIUM.
A PREPARATORY

SCHOOL TO THE UNIVERSITY.

THE SECOND TERM COMMENCE
Wednesday, January 9, 1878, and will close

Thursday, May 30, 1878.

The location of this Institution for health, has no su|ie-
perior. Its proximity and relationship to the State Uni-
versity give it many advantages that no other school on
the Pacific Coast can command. Our first aim is to secure
to every student in our charge such accommodations as
will make him

Comfortable and Contented.
Devoted to but one well defined work, we are gathering
around us the y outh of loftier minds and purer aspira-
rations; such as are seeking a higher education. We are
protected, naturally, from that class of students who
are sent to school to escape the House of Correction.
The Principal and Faculty respectfully solicit a fair in-
vestigation from intelligent parents and earnest students.

REFERENCES

:

JOHN LkCONTE, M. D.,
President of the University of California.

EUGENE W. HILGARD, Ph. D,
Professor of Agriculture, University of Cal.

For Circulars, Address

JOHN P. BURRIS, Berkeley. Cal.

BUSINE "3S

COLLEGE.
No. 24 Post Street

an nuMcano, I II.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its
teachers are compet»nt and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-
struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modem Languages are practically taught The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
l
>ractice is unsur|iassed.
Lauiks' Dkpaktment.— La>lies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Detriments of the College.
Tkxkukai'Iiic Dki'aktmkst.— In this Department young

men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and pajier.
For further jiarticulars call at the College^ 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business Collevre, San Francisco, Cal.

'

SANTA BARBARA COLLEGE.
Santa Barbara, Cal., 1877.

FOR YOUTH OF BOTH SEXES.

John Lynch,
Principal.

Mrs. M. Atkins Lykch,
Vice-Principal.

Mrs. Lynch is well known as Miss Atkins, (long identified
with the Benicia Young Ladies' Seuunary.)

FULL CORPS OF COMPETENT INSTRUCTORS.

For further information, address the Principal.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $5,000,000.

OFFICERS:

President ft. W. COLBY.

Vice-President and Manager,

C. J. CRESSEY.

Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

he best market rates.

OAKLAND HEALTH INSTITUTE.
Center Street Station, Oakland.

Convinced of the suj»eriority of the climate of Oakland
to that of any other place <>n the Coaat, more particularly
for those suffering from diseases of a malarial origin, and
chronic diseases generally, the undersigned have opened
the above named Institute as a resort for invalids, where
all the facilities for the thorough and scientific treatment
of diseases have been introduced.
Our methods of treatment embrace Electricity, Turk-

ish Russian, Magnetic and Medicated Baths of all

kinds; the Healthtift, Hadfield's Equalizer, and in fact

all appliances and remedies of established merit known to
the medical profession. The building is one of the finest

in the city, and the rooms large and comfortable. No ef-

fort will be spared to make the patients feel at home.
Lying in rooms connected with the institute. Charges,
including board, etc., from $15 to $30 per week. For
further informations, address

Oakland Health Institute, Oakland, Cal.
J. H. BUNDY, M. D , * C. W. HANSEN, M. U., Prop*r#.

The Raby Clothes Line Holder —New inren*

felon; Everybody wants it; best thing out for agents*

State and county rights at low figures. For particulars-

address W. W. FLETCHER,
Londonvilla, Ohio.

OC EXTRA MIXED CARDS, 8nowflake, Oriental, Etc

Z0 with name. K> cts. J B. HUSTED, Nassau, N. Y.
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Musical Instruments.

The firm of Kohler & Chase, of 633 and G35
Clay street in this city, is an old established

and trustworthy house, dealing in pianos, or-

gans and all other kinds of musical instruments.

They are extensive importers of instruments

and instruction books, and have long held an
enviable position in this branch of trade. We
take pleasure in recommending them to all our

readers who wish to introduce the refining in-

fluences of music to their homes. The firm

make a specialty of the Decker Brothers' piano,

the Mason & Hamlin cabinet organ, the Emer-
son piano and the J. & C. Fischer upright pi-

ano. All of these instruments have gained a

wide fame for excellence and won high praise

from those who know best what constitutes ex-

cellence in a musical instrument.

We would speak especially at this time of the

Decker Brothers' piano. We cannot do better

than present a testimonial of its quality, freely

given by a group of musicians whose praise will

commend itself to all music lovers. During the

Centennial there was held in Philadelphia a

grand musical congress, at which the Decker
Brothers' instruments were used, and the result

was the following straightforward endorsement:

Philadelphia, June 27th, 1876.

The Decker Brothers' Grand pianos, used bv the Musical
Congress at their grand operatic concerts and musical fes-

tivals, recently given at the American Academy of Music,
were remarkable for their superior quality of tone and
extraordinary power. Finer instruments we never heard.

Clara Louise Kellogg, Annie Louise Cary, Zelda Seguin,
Julia B. Hive, Esmeralda Cervantes, Joseph White, Mxx
Maretzek. P. Brignoli, S. 15. Mills, P. Ferranti, Frai.z

Remmertz, E. Behrens.

A matter which we would make most promi-

nent in this connection is, that the Decker
Brothers' name is the subject of attempts at

counterfeiting. This is the penalty which the

manufacturers of a first-class instrument have
to pay for the gaining of a good name, and all

our readers should be on their guard against

imposition. Unprincipled parties have manu-
factured and sold cheap pianos under the names
of "Decker," "Decker & Co.," "Decker &
Brothers," "Becker Brothers," etc., doing busi-

ness on the reputation and popularity of the

celebrated Decker Brothers' pianos. All genu-

ine Decker Brothers' pianos have their name in

front on the pianos above the keys, viz. : Decker
Brothers, New York. In all genuine Decker
Brothers' square pianos the following words ap-

pear, cast upon the iron plate on the inner left-

hand side of the instruments: Decker Brothers'

patent, June 2d, 1863.

The simplest way to guard against imposition

is to deal with those who are well known to be
trustworthy. Kohler & Chase have a reputation

of this character established by twenty years

of business experience in this city.

—

Pacific

Rural Press, Nov. 1st, 1877.

The Best and JYXost J^opiilai4 "Pianos
-ARE THE

DECKER BIROS'-

The EMERSON and The FISCHER Upright

A Gr JEtEAJT OFFER
WE WILL SELL THE MAGNIFICENT

DECKER BROS.', Square No. 2 for $525,
AN EMERSON Square No. 2 for S400, -

A FISCHER Upright C for $400,

OTHER STYLES EQUALLY LOW.

Catalogue Price, $660.
Catalogue Price, $550,
Catalogue Price, $725.

The above Pianos are seven and one-third octaves, in elegant cases, perfect in tone and the most durable of any made in the world.

Will sell on the installment plan to good parties if desired. We can furnish bogus pianos for §250, such as are generally sold in the country.

JtaTSend for Catalogues and mention where you saw this advertisement.

Kohler & CIi

633 and 635 Clay Street, San Francisco.

The Largest and Oldest Music House on the Pacific Coast-

'FIR^ZLSTOIS SMITH &o GO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE SUPERIOR CHANNEL IRON WHEELBARROWS,
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GRANGERS' RUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

DANIEL INMAN, (President).

A. L). LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. GRAY.

SHIPPING AND
Grangers' Building,

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).

G. W COLBY.
I. C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISEK
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

COMMISSION HOUSE,

106 Davis Street, S. P.

The Strongest Barrow Made. These Barrows ore made by Superior Workmen, and of the best mate'rial.

All sizes kept constantly on hand.

Lap-Welded Pipe, all sizes, from Three to Six Inches. Also, Galvanized Iron Boilers,

From Twenty-five to One Hundred Gallons.

Iron Cut, Punched, and Fonned for making pipe on ground, where required. All kinds of tools supplied for

making pipe. Estimates given when required. Are prepared for coating all sizes of pip^s with a composition of

Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

Office and Manufactory, 130 BBALE STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

In consequence oj spuriou: mutations oj

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE,
which are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Perrim

have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,

thus,

which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without which none is genuine.

Art forLEA &> PERRINS' Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopper.

Wholesale andfor Export by the Proprietors, Worcester; Crosse and Blackwell, London,

&c, frc. ; and by Grocers and Oilmen throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO., San P ranciaco.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will be

furnished free on application.
M _ _DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

IRA MARDEN & CO. S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.

Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST.

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

DEVON BULL FOR SALE.

The undersigned offers for sale his Devon Bull, BLU-

CHER. Calved October 28th, 1874, and registered in Vol.

4, American Devon Herd Book. Also, two yearling bull

calves of his get by cows entitled to register. Bluciier

weighed September 21st, 1877, 1,380 pounds, and has been

wintered on straw every winter. My Devons are not re-

lated to any Devons on this Coast. For further particu-

ars, address R. McENESPV, Chico, Butte County, Cal.

Dewey & Co. {a^* I Patent Ag'ts.

JACKSON'S BEST
SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO.
Awarded the highest prize at Centennial Exposition for

its fine chewing qualities, the excellence and lasting char-

acter of its flavoring and sweetening. The Best TO-
baCCO ever made. Ask your grocer for it. Our blue

strip trade mark "Jackson's Best" on every plug. Send

for sample to C. A. JACKSON & CO., Manufacturers, Pe

torsburg , Va, L. & E. Werthetmer, Sole Ag'ts, S. F

Ar Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10«.

^0 poetpi id. GEO. I. REED it CO., Nassau, N. Y.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Pitting Eyes.

OFFICE-NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Bbtwkkn Broadway and Washington.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

DAI A PC ••• V Webster* large, fine, new Dining

r ALAUC Roorns art exceeding!
j

popular. The best

nrp T A II D A W r ">' •vwythiiw on the tablet

ntO I AUnAN I
, pinner furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOMF ST., S. F. Vi'iVv
( ICNTS. from five to eight f. M. Visitors to S. F. should

try the Palace.

JOHN L. BOONE,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,

PATENT LAW A SPECIALTY.

Omen -202 SanfOtne Street, N. E. comor Pino Street,

San Francisco.

Farmers, write for your paper.

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for Bale, will please address J. P., care of Dowey

& Co., S. F. State condition and lowest price.

FOB SALE.-A Good Type- Writer. Price, *60

For further information, address "COPYIST," thii

offlee.
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Publishers' OEp^TpEflj.

Fine Pianos. —Those who de9ire (irst-class

pianos of different styles can safely consult

Messrs. Kohler & Chase, of 033, Clay street,

San I'rancisco. This firm has by its long con-

tinuance and upright dealings won public confi-

dence, and they have also done it by keeping

tirst-rate instruments. We can but mention

the Decker Brothers' pianos, grand, upright and

square, which have a reputation unsurpassed in

all desirable qualities. They have also the

Kmerson pianos, which are also in good repute,

and for an upright specialty they have the in-

struments made by J. & C. Fischer. These

make a good list to choose from. In addition

to pianos, the firm are importers of all kinds of

musical instruments and instruction books.

Their establishment is well worth a visit from

all music lovers.

Music in Kvekv Family.—When so much
perfection has been attained in music boxes

which cost from $."> to 8500, every household
should be enlivened with a musical instrument

of some kind. Take a music box until you can

afford an organ or a piano. The music box is

of comparatively small cost, little trouble, but
often the source of great happiness. We wish
all investments could prove a9 fruitful of

blessings and as non-productive of evil. Few
people who have not visited M. Paillard & Co. 's

salerooms in San Francisco are aware of the

great variety and excellence of musical boxes

now offered the public.

Small Farms for Tenants. —An advertise-

ment in another column announces the deter-

mination of the Natoma Water and Mining Co.

to lease their valuable land, in lots, to suit, for

agricultural purposes. This land has already

become well known in the markets for its pro-

ductions and we doubt not the present action

of the owners will give many a man with small

means just the opportunity he needs to get a
good start in California agriculture. The chief

owners are well known for their generous enter-

prises in developing the resources of their prop-

erty, and we can freely commend their offer to

the attention of all who desire land to culti-

vate.

Bkrkbhirbs. —Mr. Saxe shows his Berkshire
bogs in fine style on the last page of this issue

of the PRESS. The popularity which this breed
is gaining everywhere on this coast warrants the

most prominent exhibition of them. We have
seen quite a number of the animals which
Mr. Saxe has delivered to his customers, and
we have heard expressed the satisfaction of

those who have received them. We believe he-

is doing a good thing for the sw ine interest of

this coast in bringing the Berkshires to the at-

tention of all swine growers.

Revolutionary Battle Ground.—We have
received a copy of a neat lithograph showing
the battle ground at Concord, Mass., the first

battle ground of the revolutionary war. It

gives one an exalted idea of this historic field,

and will be prised by all students of American
history. It is about 18x30 inches, and deserves
a good frame. The publisher is S. W. Bruu-
dage, of this city, and we understand that he
will solicit purchasers in person. It deserves
wide sale.

To Subscribers.—We have recently made a
contract with the publishers of Hull's Journal 01

Health, New York, to furnish us that old and
popular publication, for any of our subscribers at

75 cents a year, postage paid. Any subscriber,
old or new of the Pacific Rural Press, can
have the advantage of club rates for Halts
Journal of Health by sending us 75 cents.

Regular subscription price, SI. 51).

Cabbage Culture is the title of an interest-

ing 25 cent pamphlet, published by David Land-
reth & Sons, seedsmen, of Philadelphia, Pa.

It is illustrated with tine engravings of the best
kinds, gives modes of culture, and has a valua-
ble chapter upon the insects which prey upon
the cabbage.

Windmills.—We are pleased to notice that
the Enterprise windmills and pumps, sold by
Messrs. Horton & Kennedy, of Livermore, Cali-
fornia, who are the general agents for the coast,

give the best of satisfaction, so far as we have
heard, in every instance, and to our friends who
wish to be sure of a good article at a reasonable
price, we recommend them to this firm.

Rainfall at Sacramento.

We give herewith the tabular statement of

the rainfall at Sacramento which we have been

accustomed to give from year to year. It is of

great value, not only to the residents in the ad-

jacent country, but also to the general student

of meteorology as it affords an opportunity to

contrast the rainfall in the interior with the

coast rainfall in this city. The table is in the
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Old Eyes are Made New to a wonderful de-
gree, oftentimes, by the application of the right
kind of glasses. It requires honesty, skill and
large experience on the part of the opticians to
give general and lasting satisfaction to his cusl
tomers. Unfortunately these three essentia-
qualities are too seldom found in a business in
which cheating temporarily pays such good
wages. For reason of the facts above stated,
we take pleasure in introducing to our readers
Mr. Samuel D. Barbank, a first;class optician,
who has recently established himself in Dak-
land. We have known Mr. Burbank inti-

mately for over 20 years as a practical (and
most of the time an extensive) manufacturer of

spectacles ami eye-glasses in Springfield, Mass.
We bespeak for him a rapidly increasing busi-
ness, by reason of full satisfaction rendered to

11 his patrons.
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Note. —Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE, ETC.

San Francisco, January Kith, 1878.

City trade has been well nigh suspended dur-

ing the last two days, owing to the heavy

storm. Merchants have divided their time

between exchanging views about the "glorious

rain " and baling and pumping out their cellars.

The difficulty of moving produce and the gen-

eral disposition to enjoy the improved prospect

have reduced traffic to a small amount.

Rarn?e of Cable Prices of Wheat.

The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

'Ual. Avkkaoe. am.

Thursday 12s Hdirtl2s lid 12s lldi*13s :id

Friday 12s 7d«tl2! lid lis iodo(i:t» 2d
Saturday 12s 7dml2e lid 12s lOdtrtUis 2d
Monday 12s 7d^l2s lid 12s 10d(«13s 2d
Tuesday 12s 7dv<l2s lid 12s lOdealss 2d

12s 7d'<M2s lid 12s HlduJlSs 2d

main the one prepared for us by the late Dr.
Logan, a well-known weather student, and the
table is brought down to the close of last year,
from the records of Dr. F. W. Hatch, Secre-
tary of the State Board of Health.

The World's Wine Product.—An official

statement gives the number of gallons of wine
produced by each of the grape-producing coun-
tries of the world for 1S70: France, 1,176,076,-
ll'.f; (iermany, 7t'>.."{17,L,04; Switzerland, 30,-

000,000; Bohemia, 85.0(H); Austria, 84,802,841

:

Hungary, 221,214,400; Russia (provinces in
part), 44,361,000; Portugal, 111,000,000; Tur-
key and Iloumania, 22,000,000; Australia,

1,928,624; Cape of Good Hope, 1,785, 926; Ba-
learic and Canary Isles, 2i»l,456; .Spain (in

part), 66,000,000; Greece, 26,400,000; United
States 14,000,000.

Woodward's Gardens has Die following new attractions
The buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;

I improvements in the zoological department, besides the
other featurus which have made it populur

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce

Exchange compare with same date in former

years as follows:
Average. Club.

1876 10s 5d(810s 0d 10s 9d<ails 3d
1877 10s lOdifflls — lis ld(<!lls f,d

1878 12s 7d<«12s lid 12s 10d<tfl3s 2d

The Foreign Review.
London, January 15th.—The Murk Lane

E-ejtrf** says: The Wheat plant is progressing
favorably, and has, as far as can be ascertained,

sustained no injury from recent heavy rains.

At Mark Lane there has been very little busi-

ness done in English Wheat, but in provincial

markets the tone has been rather better and a
moderate amount of activity has prevailed.

The upward tendency in values for foreign

Wheat has received a temporary check, owing
to the unusual heavy importation which reached
our shores last Monday, returns showing the
arrival of over 111,000 quarters, besides large

imports of American and Indian drains. The
calculation of sellers has been somewhat thrown
out by arrivals of Russian Wheat by way of

Reval. Should the season continue mild and
the Reval route remain open, our winter sup-
plies may show an unlooked-for increase, hav-
ing regard to the fact that Russia is turning all

her available produce into gold to enable her to

carry on the war. Apart from political consid-

erations, the present range of values for Wheat
appears to be a safe one. as far as can be seen.

Any material change either way would be the
result of political influence, but even if peace is

proclaimed and the Black sea ports set free, we
could not calculate on receiving supplies mnch
before April. So, taking all things together, it

is doubtful whether a pacific turn in Eastern
affairs would materially affect prices. It most,
however, be confessed that this opinion scarcely

obtains credence with millers. Prices are

slightly in buyers' favor, although not quotably
lower, and the few saleB which have taken
place have been to supply immediate require-

ments. Corn off coast sold more freely. On
spot mixed American eased slightly, bnt a

revival in demand may occur at any moment,
,is the stock of sound Corn in London is very
short. Firmness characterizes the trade for

Barley and Oats, with small arrivals at ports of

call. The floating cargo trade has ruled dull

for Wheat and rates receded.

Freights and Charters.

The improvement in Wheat freights which
was noticeable a week ago, says the Commercial
Neil's, lias continued during the period under
review, and quite a number of ships have been
taken at increased rates. The last charter

drawn was at t!2 1 s for an iron vessel to a direct

port, which is an advance of 8s 6d over rates

at the latter part of December. At the close,

however, business has been checked by the

news of an armistice between Turkey ami Rus-
sia. A number of vessels have been added to

the disengaged list, but the charters have been
sufficient to nearly offset the arrivals. There
are now in port 13,363 tons under engagement
to load Wheat here, 2,119 tons in Portland,

15,366 tons miscellaneous and 32,955 tons dis-

engaged. The Wheat charters for the week
have been: Br. ship Ennerdale, 1,290, Wheat to

Liverpool, £2 Is. Br. ship Hooghly, 1,300 tons,

Wheat to Cork, U. K., £2 2s 6d; Br. ship

Nereus, 1,108 tons, Wheat from Portland, Ore-

gon, to Cork, U. K., t'2 17s 6d; ship Queens-
town, 1,540 tons, Wheat to Liverpool, i'l 17s6d;
Br. ship E. .1. Harland, 13,333 tons Wheat to

Liverpool, £1 18s.

Eastern Grain Markets.

New York, January 12th.—Peace prospects

in Europe have had a depressing effect on the
Grain market, and prices of Flour, Wheat and
Corn are lower, and for the moment very dull.

Spring Wheat has sold at #1. 25<o $1 . 38, and
Corn for export at 57(ft62c.

Chicago, January 12th.—The Grain market
opened lower last Monday morning, and con-
tinned steady until to-day, when a partial re-

action occurred. The decline was occasioned
by several causes, chiefly local in character, the
European question being at present a second-
ary consideration. The principal causes of the
decline were the unsettled state of finances, and
the temporary improvement early in the week
in the condition of country roads, which, with
the severely cold weather, froze stiff, and ad-
mitted of some transfers of Grain from granaries
and barns to elevators. Wheat has been fairly

active, unsettled and fluctuating moderately,
with increased receipts and a prospect of a de-
cided decline before Spring. Sales at $1.05^(0'

SI. 08} for February. Corn has steadily de-
clined, with a barely speculative fluctuation,

and sales of February at 40@41 Jc. Oats were
very dull and weak, and easy at almost station-

ary prices. February sales at 24£(a 24gc. Pro-
visions were rather active, and an intense
interest in the market was evident. The bad
packing weather exerted a depressing influence

late in the week, and the distressing financial

rumors alluded to above, were mostly effective

here. A heavy break occurred in Pork toward
the close of the week, being nearly 50c easier.

Eastern quotations here are influenced, too, and
the week records the most marked decline of

the season. Hog receipts were 225,000, the
second largest week's receipts that ever came
into this market. February Pork sold at
*10.62V<o $11.35. Lard simply reflected the
course of Pork, although itB movements were
neither so heavy nor so decided. Sales of Feb-
ruary were at S7.20(<"$7.45. Closing prices for

to-day were: Wheat, £1.06i(a$1.0(H; Corn, 41c;

Oats, 24(o 24}c; Rye, 55ic; Barley, SSifao^c;

Pork, *10.70(«
N

*10.75; Lard, S7.20; Whisky
was dull at $1.05 throughout. Receipts for the
week: Wheat, 32,000 bushels; Corn, 252,000
bushels; Oats, 89,000 bushels. Shipments :

Wheat, 290,000 bushels; Corn, 86,000 bushels;

Oats, 31,000 bushels. Receipts same time last

year: Wheat, 175,000 bushels; Corn, 809,000
bushels; Oats, 138,000 bushels. .Shipments:
Wheat, 83,000 bushels; Corn, 317,000 bushels;

Oats, 94,000 bushels. The only increase indi-

cated by these figures is in Wheat, and that,

under the circumstances, is very creditable and
remarkable.

Eastern Wool Markets.

New York, Jan. 12th.—The week has de-

veloped considerable activity for low price

Wool, the sales of California being greater than
in any week for some months past. Manufac-
turers generally are running on an inferior

quality of goods, and, in consequence, the latter

class of Wools are taken only in limited quanti-

ties. As regards the strength of the market,
there exists the same firm feeling, no desire

being shown to force supplies at anything under
previous current rates. This feeling arises

from the fact that desirable stocks are very

light, and prices current are believed to rest on
bottom and that any changes that may take
place will surely be in the interests of holders.

Sales for the week are 2,000 lbs coarse South
American, 13c; 400,000 lbs Fall California, 14(5

19c; 53,000 lbs Spring do, 22(o-24Ac; 10,000 lb»

Colorado, 17 4c: 31,000 lbs Eastern Texas, 22(a)

24c; 2,000 lbs inferior Georgia, 20c; 2,000 lbs

low domestic Noils, 374c; 2,000 fine do, 62b;

40,000 lbs X and XX "Ohio Fleeces, 4A»46c;
15,000 lbs unwashed Kentucky combing, 39c;

20.000 lbs low washed, 35c; »em) 25. bales.

Donskoi, 50 bales Oregon, 1,000 lbs Utah, &V
000 ibs Western Texas, 5,000 lbs Eastern doy.

100 bags super pulled, 60 do combing; db, 5 do>

shearlings, 5,000 ths unwashed Ohio audi 1,000>

ths Western Fleece, on private terms; also'

3,000 lbs Buffalo Hair, at 8c.

Boston, January 12th.—Wool is rather quiet,,

the new year not having as yet brought any
increased activity. There is, however, a vary

firm feeling, and holders are confident that full

current prices will be realized for some montfis

to come, on account of small, available sup-

lilies and large consumption. Combing and de-

laine Fleeces continue very quiet, the large-

mills, after purchasing quite freely for the past

six months, having withdrawn entirely from the-

market. Ohio and Pennsylvania X, XX and!

above, 42(ii46c; Michigan, Wisconsin and other

Fleeces, 37(«424c; combing and delaine, 52c;

for a line quality unwashed combing, 29@38c;
coarse Cotswold and combing, 27(S45c: scoured,

374tf'80c; super and X pulled, 32(a46c. In
California Wool, sales were large, amounting to

about half of the transactions of the week, in-

cluding 516,000 His Fall, at 14ra25ic; and 90,-

000 tbs Spring, at 25@32c. Total sales of

domestic for the week were 1,229,900 tbs.

The General Wool Trade of 1877

From the "Annual Wool Circular" of James
Lynch, of New York City, we make the follow-

ing extract: The American farmer was com-
pensated with good prices for his wool the past

year; the importer failed to make money, and
the manufacturer, on the average, did little bet-

ter than hold his own. At the beginning of

1877 the market was about at the scale of prices

now current, and trade light; business improved

in February, but fell off in March, and remained

languid until the approach of the new clip,

when competition among buyers became ex-

tremely active, and the prices paid producers

were advanced to figures quite as high as they

have been at any time during the year. Wool
importers have had a very unsatisfactory year in

'77. It has been difficult to obtain prohts on
imports, while in many cases losses have had to

be borne. The manufacturing business, while

not really profitable, was, as a whole, more sat-

isfactory than that of the preceding year, and a
better and more hopeful state of affairs now
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exists than has been experienced for a long
time past. In worsted products the business

has been quite satisfactory, and fairly good in

low and medium clothing goods. Strictly fine

woolens have not done well; the raw material

has been too expensive, and buyers would not

pay the high cost of the cloth. Stocks of fine

Wools in the principal markets are smaller than
they were at the beginning of last year. The
Wool clip of the United States in 1877 exceeded
in quantity all its predecessors. Wool growers
in the older States are giving a large share of

their attention to the production of Combing
Wools, which of late years have found a readier

sale, and at better prices, than clothing descrip-

tions. The coarse long Wools of Colorado and
New Mexico are also in high favor for carpet

worsteds, and at all times command a market.

The year begins with a fair demand. Already
some important sales have been made at full

prices.

Grain on Hand January 1st.

The Produce Exchange has completed its tak-

ing of stock of Flour and Grain remaining in

the State on the 1st day of Jauuary, 1878. The
following is the report issued, showing the
amounts of each Grain on hand January 1st of

.the two preceding years:

DISTRICTS.

,S, F. and Oakland .

.

North coast & Sonoma
county

Napa Val. R. R., Val
lejo, andC. P. R. R.

.

Sac. valley and river . .

.

Lower 8ac. San Joa
quin and Suisun Bay.

S. F. landings
W. P. R. R., San Lean
dro to Livermore—

.Stockton and San Joa
4llin valley

S. P. K. R., Redwood
to Hollister.i

Salinas and Pajaro val
Southern coast

2'.),% I

2,500

Ml2j

Totals
Totals, July 1, 1877
Totals, Jan. 1, 1877

330
20

600

57, 187
73.SU
5S.837

427,403

92,480

744,000
639,626

46,440
23,017

13,695

556.650

84,220
17.080
2 200

Ctls.

217,301

39,590

51,000
109,050

17,419
161,233

44.812

22,010

73,700
1112.751',

53.175

2,646,811 852,046 104,998 110,434

294,565 595,463 55,753 40.009

3.640,727 1.458,645 80,738 142,709

Oats. Corn.
Ctls. Sks.

80,415 17,844

8,360 5,500

4,800

267
1,000

115 310

6,000

6,400 3,000

3,641 500
88,080

The amount of Rye on hand is 3, !I0 1 sks,

against 2,959 sks, July 1st, 1877, and 14,045 sks

January 1st, 1877.

Oregon Wheat and Flour.

The Oregonian publishes the following state-

ment of the exports of Wheat and Flour from
Oregon during the year just ended:

Wheat. CUs.
To Europe, harvest of 187(i 440,113

To San Francisco, harvest of 1876.. . 78,299
To Europe, harvest of 1877 1,1101,007

To San Francisco, harvest of 1877 .'.
. 430,537

Value.

(981,680
168,343

4,022,934
038,555

Total 2,850,046 $6,061,373

Flour. Bhls. Value.

To Europe, season of 1876-77 16,125- $110,053
To San Francisco, season of 1876-77. . 68,416 478,912
To Europe, season of 1877-78 '.

, 43,194 245,637

To San Francisco, season of 1877-78. . 45,316 294,554

Total 173,121 $1,129,156

Domestic Produce.

The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at

noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articles.

Flour, quarter sacks

.

Wheat, centals
Barley, centals

Beans, sacks
Corn, centals
Oats, centals

Potatoes, sacks
Onions, sacks
Wool, bales
Hops, bales

Hay, bales

Week. Week. Week. Week.
Dec. 26. Jan. 2. Jan. 9. Jan 16.

15,881 72,847 43,883 11,235

147,937 81,518 173,451 100,793

8,652 14,143 15,775 12,538

778 727 1,725 466
5,379 2,258 5,041 4,428

1,501 10,440 6,319 339
19,270 15,953 18,612 16,586

2,449 755 1,377 1,283
287 331 248 186
39 81 90

1,122 870 841 777

Bag's—The rains have induced dealers to

add Jc. to their prices for Grain Bags. Other

Bags are unchanged.

Barley—Barley is quiet and unchanged.

We quote sales: 500 sks light Brewing at

$1,65; 2,460 ctls Bay Feed, weevily, at $1.60,

silver; 980 ctls do do, $1.52| per ctl, gold; 500

sks fair bay Brewing, 150 sks choice Coast

Feeding, $1.62$.

Beans—There is no change since the last

advance, except a further of 12ic per ctl on

Red Beans.

Corn—Com has improved since our last

and holds rates of a month ago. We quote

sales: 500 sks Large Yellow at $1.60; 100 sks

Large Yellow, $1.72A, silver; 100 sks Large Yel-

low at $1.60 per ctl; 200 sks do, at $1.65 per

ctl.

Dairy Produce—Last weeks comments

are still true. The supply of fresh roll is ample

(unless this storm should retard shipments) and

sales are made at last week's figures. Cheese is

scarce, dealers' shelves are bare.

Egg's—Eggs are unchanged.

Feed—Hay sustains an advance of 50c per

ton for choice Wheat, and the market is active.

Corn Meal has advanced about $1 per ton.

There are now two grades of Straw on the mar-

ket; a poor quality ranging at 50@60e and a

good quality at 70®80c.

Fruit—Oranges are improving in quality,

and the best now bring $30 per M. The price

will probably advance with the quality when

the better Californians come in.

Hops—Hops are unchanged, and no nota-

ble sales are reported. The New York mar-
ket for the week ending January 4th is reviewed

by Emmet Wells as follows:

The New Year opens with a brisk market,

the demand still running chiefly on low to

fair grades at late prices. There is a growing
scarcity of choice export Hops, and those of

our dealers who are favored by orders experi-
ence great difficulty in finding the quality to
suit. It will be seen that the shipments this
week exceed the receipts by nearly 500 bales;
This is of very little account, however, as the
stock is large and fully adequate to meet all

calls. A few Hops are changing hands in the
interior at nearly the same prices as rule here
in New York. Quotations—New Yorks (choice
export Hops), 11 to 13c; New Yorks, good to
prime (nominal), 8 to 10c; New Yorks, low to
fair, 5 to 7c; Eastern, 8 to 12c; Wisconsins, 5
to 8c; Yearlings, 3 to 5c; Olds, all growths, 2
to 3c; Californians, 12 to 14c.

Oats—The price is unchanged. We note

sales: 52 sks good Feed, $1.85; 100 sks Black

Washington Territory, $1.85.

Onions—An extreme of 85c per ctl has

been reached by the best Union City.

Potatoes—The advance is continued for

choice lots, as may be seen by our list.

Provisions—An improvement is noted in

nearly all kinds of Fresh Meat, owing to the

scarcity of good Cattle and Sheep. The late

drouth may now be expected to show its influ-

ence on our Meat market for a while.

Poultry—The market is Arm, though a

slightly lower schedule of prices has prevailed.

The storm may reduce supplies for a time.

Vegetables—There are no changes. The
winter store Vegetables are chiefly shown,
although there has been a small receipt of

(ireen Peas.

W^heat —The rain, the probable ending of

the Turkish war and the beginning of the year,

have induced a slight reduction in current rates

in this market. Wo uuw oalcs: 1,200 ctls fair

Shipping, $2 22J; 800 ctls Milling, §2.30; 1,°00

ctls fair Shipping, $2.22.1; 800 ctls choice Ship-

ping, $2.30; 400 do fair Milling, $2.25.

Wool—We hear of nothing new in the

local trade. The telegraphed review, in another

column, shows increased activity in California

Wools in the New York market.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
[wholesale. 1

Wednesday m., January 16, 1878

BEANS. Almonds, hd sbl lb 6 (a
Bayo, ctl 4 00 @4 25 Soitau'i 12 @
Butter 2 90 (*3 40

"

Pea 3 30 c«'3 50

Red 3 Wim 12J
Pink 3 85 (S4 20

Sin'l White 3 20 '<t3 40
Lima 4 25 i<»4 56

IS

BROOM <OK\.
Common, tb 2

Choice 3 (ri

4 III* < OKI .

California 4 @
German 6J(<#

COTTON.
Cotton, lb 15 @
l» UK V FKOUIICE, ETC.

BUTTER.
Cal. Fresh Roll, lb 27}@ 321

Point Reyes 324(3 -

Pickle Roll 22|@ 27j

Firkin 22i(d> 26
Western Reserve.. 17J(S 20

New York — @ —
CHEESE.

Cheese, Cal, lb.... 19 @ 21

Eastern 18 @ 20

N. Y. State 21 @ -

Cal. fresh, doz.... 37i@ 40
Ducks' 35 <a —
Oregon 32J@ -
Eastern 30 (at 321

do Pickled 20 (<* 25

FEED.
Bran, ton 27 50 <g>

Corn Meal 37 00 iff39 00

Hay 14 00 ®23 50
Middlings 40 00 iff

Oil Cake Meal. ..44 00 @
Straw, bale 50 ig 80

FLOUR.
Extra, bbl 6 87J<<?7 25

Superfine 5 50 <t>6 00

Graham 6 00 @6 75

FKFSII MEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 7 @
Second 6 @
Third 4 (0

Mutton 6 (ft

Spring Lamb 8 <a>

Pork, undressed... 5 (tr

Dressed 7K«
Veal 5 Qi

Milk Calves 7 @
GRAIN. ETF.

Barley, feed, ctl...l 60 (rtd 65

Brewing.... 1 70 «*1 lb

Chevalier 1 80 al 85

Buckwheat 1 50 tail 55

Corn. White 1 62J(<»1 67

J

Yellow 1 60 (31 65

Small Round.... 1 80 (ft\ 85

Oats....» 1 70 '<?2 00

Milling 2 00 (al 12i
Rye 2 40 (#2 45
Wheat, Shipping.. 2 22J*ec2 27i
Milling 2 25 <g2 30

HIDES.
Hides, dry 1? @
Wet salted 8 <ff

HONEY. ETC.
Beeswax, lb 30@
Honey in comb. ... 18 @
do, No 2 12J(<»

Dark 12iW
Strained 12J@

HOI'S.
Shipping 8 @
Choice brands 10 (iff

NI/TS-JobbiiiK.
Walnuts, Cal 6 &

do, Chile 7 <ff

Brazil 14 <S
Pecans 17 (ff 18
Peanuts 3 (ft 5
Filberts 15 (ff 16

ONIONS.
Alviso 25 (S 62{
Union City, ctl 25 iff S5
Stockton 25 (ff 62

J

Sacramento River. 25 (ff 62£
POTATOES.

Petaluma, ctl 1 50 @1 60
Humboldt 1 621, «1 77 1

Cuffey Cove — Iff
—

Early Rose, new. 1 75 v<i2 00
Half Moon Bay. .

.• — @ -

Kidney 1 50 @1 62,
Sweet 1 50 @1 75
FOI LTRY <fc GAME.

Hens, doz 6 00 @8 00
Roosters 5 50 (ff9 00
Broilers 6 00 (ff8 00
Ducks, tame 9 00 (ffll 00
do, Mallard 2 50 <g>3 00

Geese, pair 2 00 (n 2 50
Wild Gray 2 00 ®2 50
White 75 .gl 00

Turkeys 14 <ff 17
do. Dressed 17 (ff 20

Snipe, Eng 1 25 (ffl 50
do, Common 75 @1 00

Rabbits 1 00 (ff

Hare 1 50 @ —
Quail 1 75 (ff

-
Venison 5 (ff 8

PROVISIONS.
Cal. Bacon, L't, lb 13J@ 14
Medium 12J@ 12J
Heavy 12 @ 12*

Lard 11 (ff 14
Cal. Smoked Beef 95(8 10
Eastern — (ff

—
Shoulders, Cover'd 84.(8 82

Hams. Cal 12 (ff 124.

Dupee's 15JCff 16
Boyd '8 — (ff

—
Davis Bros' 15J(ff 16

None Such 15 (ff 15J
Magnolia -- (8 —
Wliittaker 16 (ff 164

SEEOS.
Alfalfa 5 @ 12

Canary 7 <o? 8
Clover, Red 18 <» —
White 50 (ff 55

Cotton 6 (ff 10

Flaxseed 34,(ff
—

Hemp 6 (ff

Italian Rye Grass 35 & —
Perennial 35 (ff

—
MiUet 10 <0 12
Mustard, White... 8 (ff

—
Brown 25<ff 34,

Rape 3 (ff 4

Ky Blue Grass 20 W —
2d quality 18 & —

Sweet V Grass. . . .1 00 <ff

Orchard 30 <S

Red Top 18 (ff

Hungarian 8 (ff

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

Lawn 50 (ff

Mesquit 20 (ff

Timothy 9 @
TALLOW.

Crude, lb 6J@
Refined 8j(ff

WOOL. ETC.
KAI.L.

Burry
Southern, free
San Joamiin, free.

Choice Northern.
Burry. Northern..

in w
11 (ff

11 <|>

16 l"'

14 (ff

BAGS—Jobbing.
Eng Standard Wheat. 9J 410
Neville & Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36.. 95<S10
24x36 -(ff—
23x40 -@-
Macbine Swd, 22x36. 9Ji* 92

Flour Sacks, halves.. . . 8J@10i
Quarters 5,(ff 6i
Eighths 4 (ff 41

Hessian, 60 inch 15 <«—
45 inch 8j(g
40 inch —@ —

Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed, 34. lb.. 45 ?50
Machine Sewed 424(3—
4 lb do 47i(ff—

Standard Gunnies 15 (ff
--

Beau Bags 6J(ff 8
CANDLES.

Crystal Wax 17 @17i
Eagle 14 (ff—
Patent Sperm 25 (g30

CANNED GOODS.
Assorted Pie Fruits,

24. tb cans 2 75 (ff3 00
Table do 3 75 (ff4 25

Jams and .Tellies.. 4 25 (i* —
Pickles, hf gal 3 50 (§ —
Sardines, qr box . . 1 65 @1 90
Hf Boxes 3 00 (ff

—
Pr< served Beef,
2 It., do/. 4 00 <» —
do Beef, 4tb.doi-.6 50 (ff

-

Prefl rved Mutton,
2 It), doz 4 00 <» -

Beef Tongue 6 50 (ff
—

Preserved H a ui,

2 lb. doz 6 50 (ff -
Deviled Ham, 1 ft),

doz 5 50 (ff
—

do Ham, *ll.doz.3 00 (if -

COAL-.l<il>l>iiiK.
Australian, ton.. 7 75 (ff 8 00
Coos Bay 6 50 (ff 7 00
Bcllingham Bay. 6 50 (ff-
Seattle 7 00 (ff—
Cumberland 14 00 (ff—

Mt Diablo 4 75 (ff 6 75
Lehigh 22 00 iff

Liverpool 7 00 (ff 8 00
West Hartley. . . 7 50 <& 8 00
Scotch 7 00 (ff 8 00
Scranton 13 00 (ffl6 00
Vancouver Id . . . 7 50 (ff

Charcoal, sack.. . 75 @
Coke, bbl 60 (ff

COFFEE.
Sandwich Id. Ib. 21J@— —
Costa Rica 19 (ff 19;

Guatemala. 19 (ff I9i

Java 25 (ff-

Manila 1H (ff

Ground, In cs. . . 25 @-

FISH.
Sac 'to Dry Cod . 5 (ff 6
do in cases.. 6J(ff 7

Eastern Cod .... 7%i^— —
Salmon, bbls.... 9 00 (fflO 00

lit bhls 4 75 (ff 5 25
2 111 cans 3 10 (ff3 2o

Pkld Cod, bbls.. 22 00 (ff

Hi bbis ii oo <a
Mackerel, No. i,

Hf Buls 11 5 I (ST12 00
In Kits 3 00 (ff

Ex Mess 3 75 @-

fWHOLESALE. 1 %
Wednesday m., January 16. 1878.

70

30

19{

H@
ljlff

4 (ii

lUa
2lvt

Plaster, Golden
Gate Mills.... 3 00 @ 3 25

Land Plaster, tn 10 00 <ffl2 50
NAILS.

Ass'ted sizes, keg 3 25 (ff 4 00
OILS.

Pacific Glue Co's
Neatsfoot, No 1.1 00 (ff 90

Castor. No 1 1 10 (3 —
do, No. 2 1 00 iff —

Baker's A A 1 2J. ("1 30
Olive, Plagniol 6 25 '.'5 75
Possel 4 75 (ff5 26

Palm, lb 9 (ff
—

Linseed, Saw, bbl, 77 (ff
—

Boiled 80 (ff
-

Cocoanut 60 (*
China nut, cs 68 @
Sperm 1 60 01 65
Coast Whales 60 (ff 65
Polar, refined 60 (ff

—
Lard 1 10 (ffl 15
Oleophine 27 (ff

Devoe's Bril't 27 (ff

Photolite 29 @
Noupariel 50 (ff

Eureka 225(ff
Ban el keroBeue. . . 22J(ff
Downer Ker 22£<(»

Elaine 45 (ff

FAINTS
Pure White Lead.
Whiting
Putty
Chalk
Paris White
Ochre 3j(ff
Venetian Red 3 j(ff

—
Averill Mixed
Paint, gal.

White & tints. . .2 00 (ff2 40
Green, Blue &
Ch Yellow 3 00 («3 50
Light Red 3 00 ("3 50
Metallic Roof...l 30 («1 60

RICE.
China No. 1, lb.... 6 @ 64
Hawaiian 5 (ff 5J

SALT.
Cal. Kay, ton.... 15 00 025 00
Common 10 00 <ffl2 00

Carmen Id 15 00 u(25 (10

Liverpool fine... 26 00 la 28 00
SOAP.

Castile, ft. 10 (ff

Common brands. . 4£(ff

Fancy brands 7 (ff

SPICES.
Cloves, lb 45 (ff

Cassia 22$ ff

Nutmegs 85 (ff

Pepper Grain 15 iff

Pimento 15 (ff

Mustard, Cal.
i II. glass 1 50 (ff

SUGAR, ETC.
Cal. (Julie. II

I'owdered
r'ilie crushed
.ranulatedj. .

ioldeli C. .".

Hawaiian
Jal Syrup, kys. .

.

Hawaiian Mol'sses
TEA.

Young Hysoi ,

Mo> une, etc

105

!2iiff
13 l«>

13 (ff

12ilff

10J w
lu '«'

70 (ff

2.1 (ff 30

In
Pkld Herring, bx 3 00 <fi 3 50 jCounuy puk.l I..

Boston Smkd H'g 40 (3 50
LI.VIE. Etc.

Lime, Sta Cruz,
bbl 2 00 (ff 2 25

Cement, Rosen-
dale 2 75 (ff 3 50
Portland 4 75 (ff 5 50

35 (a) ftii

50 (ff

powder &
perial. .

.

Hyson 30 (ff

Fooo-Chow O 35 <0
Japan, 1st quality 40 (ff

2d quality 25 @

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Twholesale. ]

Wednesday m.. January 16. 1S7S.

IRI IT MARKET.
AppleB, box 75 (ff 1

Bananas, bnch.. 2 50 (ff 5

Cocoanuts. 100. . 7 00 (ff 8

Cranberries, bbl 12 50 ;<(

Grapes, box:. ... 75 (<* 1

do, Muscat. . . 1 00 (ff 1

do, Black Mor. 1 25 (ff 1

Limes. Mex 10 00 <ff-
do, Cal 4 00 (ff 5

Lemons, Cal M . 15 00 (ff20

Sicily, bx 10 00 (ffl2

Oranges, Mex,
M 15 00 (930
Tahiti — — @—
Cal 12 50 (ff30

Pears, box 75 (ff 1

Easter Beurre 1 00 («>

—

Winter Nellis. 1 50 (ff 2
Pineapples, doz. 8 00 ©10
Plums, lb 6 (3
Prunes 5 (ff

DRIED FBI IT.

Apples, tb 4 @
Apricots 10 (**

Citron 23 (ii

Dates 9 @
Figs, Black 4 (ff

White 6 <a
Strawber'sch'st.20 00 (ff—

7{@
4 (3
3 ieb

12K(*

Peaches
Pears. .

.

Plums.

.

Pitted
Prunes.

.

Raisins. Cal bx 1 00 (ff 2
do. Halves... 1 25 <g 2
do, Quarters. 1 50 (ff 2
Blowers' 2 75 (ff—
Malaga.'. 2 75 (ff 3

Zante Currants.. 8 Iff.

VEGETARLES.
Asparagus, tb... — 40 @

—

Beets, ctl 1 50 @—
Cabbage, 100 lbs 1 00 <a 1

Carrots, ctl 50 @
Cauliflower, doz 50 (ff

Garlic, New. tb. . 14,(ff—
Lettuce, doz 10 (ff—
Parsnips, lb 1 @

—

Horseradish 4 @

—

Squash, Marrow
fat, tn 10 00 @—

Turnips, ctl 1 50 <$b—
White 1 00 (ff—

Mushrooms, lb.. 15 @—

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Sutro & Co.]

San Francisco, January 16. 3 p. m.

Legal Tenders in S. F., 11 a. m., 96lff98i Silver, 5@5J
Gold in New York, 102.

Gold Bars, 890(n)910. Silver Bars. 8@15 $ cent, dis

count.
Exchange on New York. J%; on London bankers, 49J;

Commercial, 50; Paris, hvt francs $ dollar; Mexican
dollars, 93.

London Consols, 95 7-16; BondB, 105J.

Quicksilver in S. F.. by the flask. * Ib, 46(ff47ic

Important—Farmers

.

It is often desirable, when wishing to secure

suitaVile Farm Hands, such as Teamsters, Milk-

ers, Plowmen, etc., to know just where to find

them, and so avoid being imposed upon by the

numberless tramps with which the country

abounds. The city is a place where large num-
bers of men from all parts of the country con-

gregate, and .among the number many good,

strong able-bodied farmers are to be found

awaiting employment. Messrs. Crosett & Co.,

623 and C'25 Clay street, are daily receiving ap-

plications from these sturdy yeomanry, coin-

posed of (iermans, Scandinavians, Americans
and Irish, who wish to be sent out to work on
some farm, and should any of our readers wisli

to avail themselves of the opportunity to pro-

cure such persons for any work they wish ac-

complished, they can address, giving full par-

ticulars, Crosett & Co., 623 and 625 Clay street,

San Francisco, and particular attention will be

given to supply them with good men.

TWENTY-FIFTH YEAR-1878.

Hall's Journal of Health.

Contents of a Single Number:
The Little Courtesies of Life; Couching' in Consump-

tion; Inllueuee of Christianity on Medical Science; Igno-

rance and III Health; Elage and Ruin; Kindness the Best

Punishment; Grass in Hum; Valuable Table; Incurable

Insanity; Consumption -A Suggestion; The Spirit Kapper-

Premium on Babies; Our Proverbs; Wrecked Clergymen;
Marrying Well; The Lifting Cure; Sea Sickness; Face

Painting; A Filthy Atmosphere; The Latest Crazy Man;
A Suggestion; The Erie Railway; Sick Children.

Published in New York. E. II. Gums, M. I)., Editor.

This journal has maintained the highest record of any

health journal issued in the English language. It is not

the amount of matter published which makes it the must

valuable journal, but the plain and condensed truths it

furnishes concerning that which is of ever vital import-

ance to its large list of readers.

Annual subscription (post-paid) §1.50.

To subscribers of this paper 75 cents.

Address: DEWEY & CO ,

No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco,
Ae-ents on the Pacific Coast.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Company's Steamers will sail as follows, at 12 M.

:

CITY OF TOKIO February 5th.

For YOKOHAMA and HONGKONG.

COLIMA lanuary I8lh

For Panama and New York, calling at Acaputco,
Mazutlan and Manzanillo.

Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the
owest rates.

SALVADOR On or about January 10th.

For Panama, calling at Acapuleo and all ports south
of Acapnia..

CITY OF SYDNEY, January 21st, at 12 o'clock, rtootn

or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-
LULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY.

810 additional is charged for passage in Upper Saloon.

CITY OF PANAMA lanuary loth.

For Victoria, Port Towns-end, Seattle, and Taenia,
connecting at Tacotna with Northern Pacific

Railroad for Portland, Oregon.
Tickets must be purchased before 11 A. M. on day of

sailing'.

For freight or passage apply at the oHice corner First

and Brannan streets.

WILLIAMS, BLANCHARD & CO., Agts.

REGISTER YOUR
TRADE

MARKS.
The U. S. Government now offers greater protection

than formerly to manufaeturers under the law of Trade
Marks.
Those who manufaeture a superior artiele, or put up

improved paekages of merchandise, should protect them-
selves from imitations by registering their Trade Marks.
We have special facilities for securing full rights by the-

registration of Trade Marks, and our terms are very reas-

onable.
Consultations free. Many dealers have missed fortuues

from not being fully informed and protecting themselves,

in their rights.

DEWEY & CO., Patent Solicitors,

No. 202 Sansome Street, S. F.

A. T. Dkwey.
vv. B. Ewkr.

Jno. L. Boone.
Obo. II Stronq.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Office of Grangers' Business Association.

Notice is hereby given that the Annual Meeting of the

Stockholders of the Granger's Business Association for the

election of Directors, and for the transaction of such other
business as may properly conic before the Annual Meet-

ing of said oorparatinn, will be held at the office of said

corporations. No. 100 Davis Street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, on Wednesday, February 20th, 1S7S, at 10 A. M.

Amos Aoamh, Sec'y. D. INMAN, President.^

San Franbisco, January 14th, 1878.

PEAR SEEDLINGS.

We have left over from the fall trade a line lot of No.

2, from three-sixteenths to one-fourth of an inch in diam-
eter, which we will sell at S4 par thousand Wo will de-

liver them at our nearest freight or express office, boxing
free. Terms cash.

HUNTER m BREWER,
Springwater, Livingston County, New York

W. & J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California

IMl'ORTKRH AND UKKRDKRH OK

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE-
Also, the finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South loth

St., Philadelphia, & 50 Gold St., Cor. Ann.N Y.
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Nurserymen.

J. ROCK'S NURSERIES,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

For Sale this season a Luya and Complete Stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

Evergreens, Shrubs, and Flowering Piants,

ORANGE AND LEMON TREES,

AMERICAN AND JAPANESE PERSIMMON, NUT

BEARING TREES rs laros VARIETY. HARDY

PALMS AND ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.

A Large Assortment of Small Fruits, Etc.

43T For iplete List send for a Catalogue.

JOHN ROCK, San Jose, Cal.

STOCKTON NURSERIES.
Established in 1853.

W. B. WEST, Proprietor,

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Evergreens, Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants

Comprising everything NEW ami RARE in my line.

SPECIALTIES:

Raisin Grapes. Figs, Oranges, Lem . s,

AND OTHER TROPICAL FRUITS.

I have imported superior Figs and Raisin Grapes direct

from the place of their nativity in Europe, and having
propagated large quantities, can now offer them to the

trade and public on the Most Reasonable Terms
j&TSend for catalogue and further information.

Established over 20 Years in Sacramento.

% Trees & Plants
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NUR.
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FULL ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NURSERY LINE,

BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT
LOWEST MARKET RATES.

ALSO, A VERY LARGE AND COMPLETE ASSORT-
MENT OF FIELD, GARDEN, LAWN AND TREE

SEEDS, WHICH WE OFFER AT VERY
LOW RATES, B'lTH TO THE TRADE
AND PLANTER IN LARGE

OR SMALL LOTS.

Catalogues, Price-Lists, and Printed Directions free on
application. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO

,

Nos. 6, 8 and 10 J Street, Sacramento

HANNAY BROS'. NURSERY,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Large and splendid stock of Fruit, Shade and Ornamen
tal Trees, Vine-, Plants, etc. Apple, Pear, Cherry, Peach,

Aprivot, Almond, (Quince, Olive, Fig, Grapevines and

smalt fruits assorted.

Eucalyptus, Cypress, Pine, Acacia,
Pepper, Elm, Poplar, Etc.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Our trees are well grown, stalky and healthy, and those
wishing to plant in large or small quantities would do
well to call and see us beiore buying elsewhere.
Address,

HANNAH BROS' , San Jose, Cal.

100,000 Blackberry Plants for Sale.
New varieties The Early Cluster, Vina Seedling, Mis-

souri Mammoth. Kittatinny and Deering Cluster. Price, ,<3

per 100. 5.000 Gooseberry plants, of the Houghton and
American Seedlings; these varieties are free from mil u w,
and are strong growers and enormous bearers, price. $8 per
100. By mail, £2 per do/.en. Black Nanlcs < 'urrant, si each

I will give satisfactory proof from two reliable gentlemen
who have realized over S750 per acre from these varieties of
Blackberry' plants last year
Cherry Cranberry plants delivered and planted out for

8150 per acre, if not less than 50 acres, or I will take an in-
terest in the same of ten acres.
On large orders, time of payment will be given, for part

of the money, with good security H. NYLAND,
iBleton, Sacramento County, Cal

L. M. NEWS0M,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,

East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs' Hotel, East Oak-
land, Alameda County, Cal.

I HAS FOR SALK EVERYTHING DESIRABLE IN THE

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.
A large stock of Belgian C imellias and Azaleas,

Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

FISHER, RICHARDSON & CO.'S NURSERY
San Padro St., near cor. of Washington,

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Have for sale all kinds of Deciduous Pratt Trees. Also
the leading varieties of Buddeil Orange and Lemon (inclu-
ding our Thornless Sweet Rind, of which we have a limited
number of trees and buds for sale), which we offer at prices
to suit the times We took the prize on Budded Orange and
Lemon trees; also, on Deciduous trees at our Horticultural
Fair this Fall Special attention given to mail orders Car-
esjioudeuce solicited, P. O. Box. 876, Los Angeles, Cal

I

• FRUIT TREES,

ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Shrubs and Evergreens.

LARGE PALMS,

LARGE AURICARIAS.

LARGE TREE PERNS,

ORANGES & LEMONS

MAKING THE GROWTH OF

ORANGES & LEMONS A SPECIALTY,

I offer one year grafted trees of the follow ing sorts of

Oranges: Naval, Hill's, St. Michael, Konah, Sannaretta,

Sumillo. Acapulco, Maltese Blood, Mission, Mediterranean

Sweet, Pcrnambuco, and Sicily and Lisbon Lemons, at

per hundred, with twenty other varieties.

BERNARD S POX,

San Jose, Cal.

THE DIOSPYROS KAKI,

FELIX GILLET'S NURSERY,
NEVADA CITY, CAL.

For sale, choice French imported varieties of all sorts

of fruit, introduced by us in California, including Chest-

nut, (Marron De Lyon and Courbale), Prtrparturions

Walnut, Duchesse Almond, Filberts and Avelines, (5 va-

rieties),

Medlar, Cherry, Plum, Pear, Apple,

Black Mulberry, etc. Grapes for tho table, (14 varietios).
Everbearing Raspberry, (three crops a year), Currant,
Gooseberry and Blackberry Plants.

45 VARIETIES OP STRAWBERRIES,
(French, English, American and California!).)

Also, Scions for Grafting purposes and Grape Cuttings
of our choicest varieties.

Every Tree and Plant Guaranteed to be
"TRUE TO NAME."

WSand for Descriptive Catalogue and Price List

FELIX GILLET. r\ev da City Cal.

Seedsmen.

R.J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

Fruit and Oi inuiciital Trees

Evergreen Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants
Comprising Everything New and Rare.

ORANGE & LEMON TREES,
ONE TO FIVE YEARS' OLD, MAGNOLIAS, JAPAN
PERSIMMONS, PALMS, MONTEREY CYPRESS,
MONTEREY PINE, CAMELLIAS, BLUE GUMS,
(by the 100 or 1,000. verv low, all transplant-

ed). ROSES, ETC . AT THE LOWEST
MARKET RATES.

Agent for the Nurseries of B. S. Pox
SAN JOSE, CAL.

THOS. MEHERIN, 516 Battery Street.

San Francisco, Cal

OR JAPANESE PERSIMMON

Six Eest Varieties. All Grafted^ Reliable
Viz : Imperial, oblong: Vermillion in color, flesh soft,

good either fresh or dried. Xihtm, oblong, rounded
apex, flesh solid and keeps well; early, very pro
line, but smaller fJaimw ("Yeddo's best fruit"), oblong
rounded apex, color, yellow ish red, rtesh soft, fine flavored.
Mikado, flat or round shaped, flesh more solid, orange or
or yellow colored, (the same as grow n by Col Hollister).
Vamatif, resembles Imperial, but more productive
TaiktMii, round, quite large, shade slightly green;
a great favorite in Western .lapan.

SPECIMENS O FRUIT ON EXHIBITION.

HENRY LOOMIS,
At TRUMBULL'S SEED STORE,

419 &421 Sansome St , San Francisco

200.000
Australian Gum Trees for Sale,

AT STRATTON'S

Gum Tree Forest Nursery,
Hayward's, Alameda Co., Cal.

These trees are from five to twelve inches high, trans-
planted regularly into boxes :<0x20 inches square, weigh-
ing 150 pounds. 150 or 500 in each box, in splendid con-
dition for transplanting to their permanent location.
Price, $6 to $12 per l.OOO. Will contract to plant
the trees, or furnish superintendence, on low terms.
Cash must accompany orders for less than S550; or if

greater than that ainoun
,
city reference must be iriven.

Address, JAS. T. STRATTON,
East Oakland, Alameda County, Cal.

FRUIT TREES FOR SALE.

I wish to call the attention of those who expect to

plant out fruit trees the coming winter to the fact that I

have a few thousand first-class trees which I offer for sale

at the usual rates. These trees were grown principally

for myself, on good lard, without ii ligation, are stout and
stalky, ar hoice varieties, and true to name. Also,

Eucalyptus Monterey Cypress. Call on or address,

W. W SMITH, VacavHle,

Solano County, Cal

SHINNS NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

Wc invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also. Ooffe \ Cork Oak
i>livts, Ouavas, ffngtiltl Atid Black Walnuts, Magnolias.
LuquatB, Huttemuts, Small Fruits, EvergrecuM, Etc. We
have a choice utock Of the DiospymK Kaki iJapan Prrniiu-
>'<mj of our own tfmwinb', iiuj also, grafted ntock imported
lirect from Several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
hi' 1 terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 41S California St. , San Francisco

or JAMES SHINN, Nilea, Alameda Co., Cal.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and liare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
ami Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon. Mango, Sweet
Boft Orape Fruit. Weepiug Junip.-rs and Banana Shruh.
Also, choice Oranges. Lemons and Kaisin Orap s; with many
otherrareplautsfri.in all parts of the world I Ksnipt iv<-

catalogue and price list sent free to any addre

J. A. FISHER, C.II. RICHARDSON, J. o. SEYMOUR I CHAS A REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

Are Planted by a Million PiOFLI ix Americ*. She

Vick's Catalogue—:100 illustrations, only two cts

Vick's Illustrated Monthly Magazine—:!:
pages, fine illustrations, and colored plate in each num
ber. I'riee, (A.8B a year; five copies for #5.

Vick's Flower and Vegetable Garden, M
cents in paper covers; with elegant cloth covers, $1.

All my publications are printed in English and Germai
Ad l.ess, .JAMES TICK, Rochester, N. Y.

PAJARO VALLEY NURSERIES,
Watsonville, Cal.

For sale this season a large and complete stock of

Fkldt,ud Ornamental Trees; Evergreens; Shrubs; Fl >w-

cring and Green House Plants, Japanese Persimmon
Trees, Japanese Flowering Shrubs, etc. I have received

direct from Japan a large lot of Ja|iancse Persimmon
Trees, of the choicest varieties. Fine Ornamental Trees
.I'm I ;i large '."< ' >l Flowering Plants, I Irchids, etc

. together
with a fine variety of Bulbs of Japanese billies. All of

which will he sold at as low rates as can be had elsewhere
in the State. For catalogue and further information, ad-

dress
JAMES WATERS, Proprietor.

PETALUMA NURSERIES.
[Established in 18511.]

WM. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR-

tiTFor sale a general assortment of Fruit Trees, Ever-

green Trees and Shrubbery. Our trees are all grown
without irrigation and the wood is well matured Cata-

logue and price list furnished on application. Address

WM. SEXTON, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal.

FRUIT TREES AT REDUCED PRICES.

10n,Ooo Apple Trees, also a large stock of other Fruit

Trees, including Seedling and Budded Orange and Lemon
Trees verv cheap Two year old apple Trees, $10 per

100.

MILTON THOMAS,
Los Angeles, Cal

LOS GATOS NURSERIES,

S NEWHALL, Proprietor, San Jose. Cal.

A large and general assortment of Fruit and Ornamental
Trc< s. Everirrcelis, Flowering Shrubs, Roses. Greenhouse
Plants, Grapevines and small fruits, etc. 20.000 fine Al-

mond on Almond stocks. I offer for sale a well assorted,

well grown ami healthy stock. Low topped stalky fruit trees

a specialty. Address,

S NEWHALL San Jose.

PEPPER'S NURSERIES.
Established in 1858.

For sale, a general assortment of Fruit Trees and Small
Fruits; Evergreen Trees and Shrubs in variety. Early

planting recommended. My Trees are grown without irri-

gation; the wood is well ripened. I am prepared to fill

ruers as soon as the rainy season commences. Cata-

logues and price list furnished on application. Address,

W. H PEPPER, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal.

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

".•"Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
will be sent freb to all Cistomeks. It contains in-
structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in and

GROWERS OF SEEDS,
Keep Constantly on hand a complete stock of Vegetable

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS
Also, Fuiwbrixo Plants, Bi lbs, Fri it asd

Orxambxtal Trees, Etc.

We call attention of farmers and country merchants to

our unusually low prices All seeds warranted

. fresh, pure and reliable i>vTradc

price list un application.

'. W"e have just issued the most complete guide to the
Vegetable and Flower Garden ever issued upon this coast.
It is Handsomely Illustrated, anil contains full descrip-
tions of Vegetables, Flowers, Grasses, Trees, etc., with
full instructions as to their culture; mailed free on appli-
cation. •

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
[P. O. Box 1023.] 007 Sansome Street, S. F.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY. SWEET

VERNAL, MEZuUITE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEali; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and evervthing in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer IB Seeds,

425 Washington Street. - San Francisco

My Annual Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed for 1878 will be sent free, in January,
to all who apply. Customers of last season need not
Write lor It. I offer one of the largest collections of veg-
etable seed ever sent out of any seed house in America, a
large portion of which were grown on my six seed farms.
Printed direction* for Cultivation on each package. All
seed sold from my establishment warranted to be both
fresh and true to name; so far, that should it prove oth-
erwise I will refill the order gratis. As the original in-

troducer of the Hubbard and Marblehead Squashes, the
Marblehead Cabbages, a score of other new vegetables.
I invite the patronage of (iff who are anxiou* to hare
their eeed directly /rum the yrinrer, frexh, true, and of
the Mry be*t*train. New Vegetables a Specialty.

JAMES J H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass

ANTIOCH FERRY.

Notice to Stockmen and the public in general that a good
Ferry Boat has been put on l>etwecn Antioch and Collins-
ville by the California Transportation Co., and are prepared to

re stock in lots to suit, as a large barge is connected with
the boat. For particulars apply to the Company's office, at

Office. N. W. Cor. Jackson and East Sts„ 8. F.

W. R, FORMAN. Antioch. WM. HAVKINS. CollinsriUe.

2,000 Varieties Rare and Beautiful Flower Seeds
500 Varieties Choice Vegetable Seeds,
soo Varieties Seed Potatoes.
Bliss's Illustrated Seed Catalogue and Am-

ateur's Guide to the Flower and Kitchen
Garden, The 2:1d Axxi al Edition, contains 216 pages,

with nearly flOO engravings, and a reai tifully colored
CHBOMO OK A VASE Of FAVOH1TE FLOWRRS. A valuable

guide to every one having a garden. Price, 35 cents.

Bliss's Gardener's Almanac for 1878, and
Abridged Catalogue lstl pages, finely Illustrated.

Also, contains a monthly calendar of o|>crations for the

Farm, Orchard, and Garden. Price, 10 cents.

The above catalogue will be Issued about January 1st,

1S7S, and mailed to all applicants enclosing price.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
P. o Box. 5,712. 34 Barclay St.N. Y
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SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early n

Marblehead Mammoth
\

Stowell's Evergreen f

Mexican Sweet, New )

Sweet Corn.

22 Son} Yellow Flint Corn.

I
Beet Seed.

Early

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel)
Yellow Globe
White Sugar

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

CYPRESS AND GUM SEED.
Beautiful fresh Monterey Cypress seed from the finest trees

in California, delivered by mail for S3 per pound. Blue
Iron or Red Gum Seed, last crop, $8 per pound.

GEORGE R. BAILEY, Oakland, Cal.

RELIABLE SEEDS.
My new Catalogue of Field, Garden and Flower Seeds

will be mailed to every applicant. Address carefully,

WILLIAM RENNIE, Seedsman, Toronto, Canada.

Agricultural Articles.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT)
Self Regulating. Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the towns
and fanning districts for

over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold

(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal
of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.

We are prepared to fill orders
PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

sizes, from a

HORTON &. KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required
in the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adiusted.
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action of ; he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best

and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for

circular to
MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,

STOCKTON, CAL.

Peerless Corn Sheller.

It is so cheap (cost-

ing only $6), that al-

most any one cas> af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a $40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 13
pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-
ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St., S. F.

DAVIS &. SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Reference.— Tradesmen's National Bamc, N. Y.; Ell

wanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra
mento, Cal.; A. Lusk & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

TO NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS.

Wanted, situation as propagator; well up in propaga-
gation of ornamental plants, grafting conifre, etc. Thir-
teen years' experience. Address

"PROPAGATOR," Los Angeles, Cal.

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

One-third size by Br. E. II. i'ardec.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharqe,
° 7 String measuring from center of tar

get to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, ^J8tt$gSZ.«
Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting.

Defense, or Target Shooting.
The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles

of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit
Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch-blued. Octagon barrel

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24
26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and cheek stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26 28 30 inch-
extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—0. H.' & C. S
known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines
blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines
model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A, Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SK1NKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Fr ancisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACI • IC COAST.

THE EN CITY SULKY PLOW.
The Most Popular Plow in Use.

They are simple in construction, with
nothing about them that is likely to get

out of order.

EASE OF HANDLING.

Most plows are thrown out of the grout

by hand levers, but on these plows
done by the

Power of the Horses.

The operation being simply to apply a

brake to the wheel. They are quieklj

and easily adjusted to take more or less

land. The depth of the furrow can b

instantly changed by the driver without

getting off the plow or stopping tin

horsi s.

GEO. A. DAVIS, Manufacturers' Agency, 401 Market St.,

TREADWELL'S OLD STAND. SAN FRANCISCO.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE-ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK KILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

1 Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Manufactured by the

Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

HORSE SHOEING,

834 HOWARD STREET, Midway Between
Fourth and Fifth, San Francisco.

We shoe horses without burning the hoofs. Dunbar's

alone understand the treatment of diseased feet.

ALEX. DUNBAR.

ASK YOUR GROCER OR OIL DEALER FOR

ELAINE
THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD OIL

rOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

. Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS. , Northford, Conn.

JUST PUBLISHED.
—THE—

SUNSHINE OF SONG,
A bright and sunny collection of new songs, ballads and
songs with choruses, and with Piano or Reed Organ ac-

companiment. A book quite American in character, with
our own popular composers, and the class of songs that
arc the greatest favorites.

Uniform in style, binding and price with the "World of
Song," '.'Gems Of English Song," and others of the "Li-
brary" scries, and costs in boards, 82.50; cloth $3 on-
line gilt, §1.00.

THE CLUSTER OF GEMS,
This is a valuable collection of pieces of a somewhat
advanced character as to difficulty, and is suited to the
tastes of advanced players. There are 239 pages, sheet

music size, and the pieces, which average about five

pages each, arc by Leybach, Spindler, Von Bulow, Lich-
ner, Rubenstein, Aschcr, Ocsten and other celebrities
Uniform in style, price and binding with the "Sunshine"
described above, and with the 27 other books of the
famous "Library" series.

In boards, S2.S0; cloth, $3.00; fine gilt, $4.
For sale at all principal music stores. Will also bo

mailed, post free to any address for the retail prieo.
Change may be sent in postage stamps.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., 843 Broadway, New York.

A Chance for Poor Men.
Farming, Vineyard and Orchard

Lands to Let.

The Natoma and Water Mining Company, having been,
during the last four years, perfecting a svstem of irriga-
ting ditches, over their property, situated near the town
of Folsoin, in Sacramento County, California, having
cleared most of the land and fitted it for cultivation, now
propose to let the land (about 10,000 acres,) in subdivis-
ions as required by applicants. The land being alluvial,
is well adapted to any purpose of farming or fruit raising

Special Terms will be made for Irrigation.
Every portion of the land can be irrigated from the

company's canals, aid the railroad runs through the
property for nine miles, with convenient stations.
From the growth of orchards and vineyards now fruit

bearing on tliese lands, it is undoubtedly proved that

These Lands are Specially Adapted for Fruit
RAISING. The Company propose to lease also, for a term
of years, their FARM, with stock, machinery, implements,
utensils, etc., complete, to carry it on, situated on Alder
creek, consisting of about. 2,000 acres of farming land.
The Company's fruit-drying establishment, being now

finished, the Company is now prepared to buy all the
Vegetables, Fruits, etc. •that can be raised by their te ants
For further information, inquire at the Company's

oifices, at Folsom, and No. 53 i Market Street,
San Francisco

RANCH FOR SALE.

A ranch for sale, near Riverdale, Fresno County

It comprises 100 acres, (U. S. patent,) of rich bottom
land, with house and out-buildings. Grass is green the

year round. Alfalfa grows without irrigation, as water is

but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There is an

irrigation ditch running across the ranch, and three cubic

feet of water per second belongs with the place. It is the
best of tule land and borders on the swamp or overflowed
lands. There are a few Fruit Trees, Strawberries and
Blackberries. The ranch is one mile from the school
house and postofflce; 10 miles from Leniorc, oil the rail-
way and nine miles from Kingston, county seat of Fresno
county. Price, 1ft per acre. For further particulars,
address

DAVID S. ORR, Riverdale,

Fresno County, Cal.

FOR SALE.

I offer for sale a Ranch of 320 acres, situated in Para-

dise Valley, Humboldt County, Nevada. Two hundred

and fifty acres of plowed land, and 70 acres of hay land,

with plenty of water for irrigating purposes, with gooil

dwelling and out-houses; also, wagons, teams and fann-
ing tools. Ranch beautifully situated, about two miles
from a good school, object, change of climate. TorniB
reasonable. For further information, address

B. S RILEY, Paradise Valley,

Humbolt County, Nevada

$20,000

To loau on Farming Land in Bay Counties, in sums to

suit. Interest, one per cent. Address

G W. HAIGHT,

207 Sansome St , San Francisco.

H. H. H.
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As ft horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Rinohoxk, SPAVIN, Swkknk.y, CaLIiOUI
LUMPS, and all OLD BORES, apply freoly so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

ilays, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stiff
Iointk, Bri isks, WiMHtAi.i.s, and all slight ailments, apply
i small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,
md all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

OLD CRAPE
RF.FINISHKI) AND MADE
CP AS GOOD AS NEW. Send
for circular. Agents Wanted.

Waterproof Crape RettnisbiiiK Co . 811 MISSION ST., S. P.
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OYER 450 SOLD IINT 1877

To Breeders on th.e Pacific Sloj3e and Exported.

ROLLIK
[Of Saxe Bro.'s and Col. Peter Saxe & Sons.]
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Importer and Breeder of
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THOROUGHBRED ENGLISH KENTUCKY BERKSHIRES,

Of the "Crown Prince," "Bob Lee." and "Sambo" Families. -

Imported 200 Pigs from Kentucky in 1872, and waa awarded the SILVER CUP at the State Fair at Sacramento, by the Committee on Swine, a SPECIAL PRKMIUM on the car load

These Twenty-seven litters were all from sires and dams imported, directly or indirectly, from England, and every pig perfectly pedigreed by the breeders in Kentucky.

Harris on the pig says: "This breed of swine has had a fixed type for 125 years at least. Is a black hog, covered with lustrous, coarse, black hair, no bristles, has four white feet, white in

face and on tip of tail; is a meat hog; abounds in a greater proportion of sweet, tender, juicy, lean, well marbled with very tine streaks of fat, than any other breed of swine; the hams and

shoulders are almost entirely lean, a thin rim of fat covering only the outside; usual weight 10 to 18 months old (fat) is 300 to 600 pounds. In Europe and America there is a growing tendency

for tender, juicy, well marbled smoked hams, shoulders and side pieces, in preference to very fat salt pork, and which is unquestionably the most healthy food. The Improved Berkshire is a

natural grass hog; is the most prolific and most docile of any breed. Considering these facts, the Berkshire, above all others, should be the favorite swine, and should take the precedence of

all other breeds.

"

"By universal consent, the improved Berkshire hog stands at the head of the list, either to breed pure or to cross with inferior breeds."

Parties desiring a white hog, can be supplied with Thoroughbred Suftblks on application.

My pigs fat, will weigh close to one pound per day for the first 400 days. Tt costs no more to raise one good animal than it does three scrubs.
*

N. B.—Any party desiring a Poland China—a lard hog—a bristly, coarse boned—coarse meated—heavy, lop-eared animal, can be supplied by sending orders.

P. S.—Homer P. Saxe is the Vice-President (for California), of the "American Berkshire Association," head office at Springfield, Illinois. He will supply blanks gratis, to any who wish to

have their swine recorded, and give information to any who may feel interested in the attain of the Association. '

•> All animals sold are guaranteed as represented, and pedigreed. Crating and boxing and feed for shipping FREE. Prices for BERKSHIRES,
$25 to $100 each, according to number, age and condition—being about one-third the price charged in the Eastern States for Thoroughbred

swine. Address

ROLLIN P. S^lXE,
IMPORTER OF ALL BREEDS OF CATTLE, HORSES, SHEEP AND SWINE.

Saxe's Stock Yards, 9th and Howard Sts.,

Sj^ZLST FRANCISCO, O^LIZFO^ILSri.^-
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An Idea on Winter Irrigation.

One of our best known vinegrowers thinks his

experience and observation have taught him a

lesson concerning the growth of vines and fruit

trees during a dry season which may be turned

to practical account. Whether the idea be

either new or true, neither he nor we are fully

assured, but we give it for the sake of draw-
ing attention to the subject. He thinks

he discovers in perennial growers, like vines

and fruit trees, and in annuals, like the cere-

al, an opposite behavior in growth during a

dry season. If the winter be dry he finds

his vines active in their root growth, as far

as possible, but little is done in perfecting

the buds for fruiting. This he counts a

provision of nature to preserve the life of

the plant by husbanding its strength in the

roots, by which its life is maintained. On
the other hand, he cites it as a fact of gen-

eral observation that the cereals, being an-

nuals and dependent upon the perfection

of seed for future propagation, throw up a

single seed-stem, instead of stooling, if the

ground be dry. If the drouth continue, this

stem will be hardly more than a finger's

hight, and the head will be for the most part

unfilled, and yet there will be one or two
perfectly formed kernels near the base of

the head in wheat, and near the crown if it

be barley. Thus the annual will perfect seed

or fruit enough to perpetuate its kind, in

spite of the dry season. Here, then, lies

the contrast. While in drouth the vine and
tree permit the fruit buds to shrink and
never develop, the cereal sacrifices all for

the sake of developing a few perfect steds.

These are the facts if they be facts.

The practical deduction from this observa-

tion, with reference to vines and orchard
trees, is plainly this: If the plant begins

thus early to modify its growth so as to

withstand a drouth, artificial watering to

secure fruit should be applied before this

modification has progressed too far— that is.

irrigation should be given before the plant

has marked out its method of growth for the

season. Here then is a theory which speaks
in favor of winter irrigation, so that abun-
dant supply of water may be at hand when
the dormant period is at an end. Our
friend finds proof in the wisdom of his prac-

tice of winter irrigation in his vineyard, in

this year's yield of grapes, which was the

best he ever had, while very few vineyards
in the State were similarly circumstanced.

That summer irrigation does not meet the

demand m the case of fruit trees, he instances

some orchards which he observed in Placer

county, where, in spite of the water applied

after the fruit buds quickened, they shriveled

and fell off, and the fruitage was almost a

failure.

We believe that the experience and opin-

ions of the great majority of our fruit

growers are decidedly in favor of a com-
plete saturation of the ground by winter
irrigation, as this preserves the normal
growth and fruitage in their trees and vines

and ensures a crop, no matter what the

season may be. Whether the theory which
our friend modestly advances be the true

one or not, there is money in the practice,

and we feel secure in recommending it to

all who have the facilities for applying it.

The oubject is now open for discussion.

Centennial Premium Raspberry.

We give on this page another of the series of

premium berries, which were originated by Mr.

Oscar Felton of Camden county, New Jersey,

after IS years of careful culture of seedlings.

Mr. Felton began in 1S.58 with seeds of the
Philadelphia variety, and continued his efforts

shows the berries reduced to about two-thirds

of their natural size. There were 138 berries

on this stalk. The "Early Prolific" is from one
week to 10 days earlier than the "Reliance."
The plant is short jointed, of stocky habit,

having very dark foliage, great vigor of growth,
and is perfectly hardy; were never known to

winter-kill in Eastern winters. The fruit is

large roundish, conical, regularly formed, of a

Personal.—We had the pleasure, the
other day, of meeting the Hon. Mr. New-
berry, Mayor of Portland, Oregon, who was
on a business visit to this city. He is a
member of the firm of Newberry, Chapman
& Co., who have recently taken the local

agency for the D. M. Osborne & Co.'s reap-

ing and mowing nwhinery. Mr. Newberry
is well informed of the features of agricul-

tural growth in his State and in Wash-
ington Territory, and he assures us that it is in

active progress. There is wide prosperity and
great increase in population, and consequently
in cultivated areas, and there is much enter-

prise in various kinds of development. We re-

joice in tiie progress of our whole coast, and are
glad to hear of the forward movement which
the north is now making.

THE "EARLY PROLIFIC " RASPBERRY.

|
until he produced the "Reliance," which wc il-

' lustrated some weeks ago, and the "Early Pro-

lific," which appears upon this page, and put

the seal of success upon his labors by winning

the Centennial prizes. Messrs. ( Jibson & Ben-

nett, of Woodbury, New Jersey, are now bring-

ing Mr. Felton's berries to the attention of cul-

tivators.

The engraving of the "Early Prolific" on this

page was made from a photograph taken of a

single fruit stalk as cut from the plant, and

dark red color, and rich, brisk, vinous flavor,

inclining to acid.

Since we began to present engravings of these

new berries, we have heard from several of our

readers that they intended to make a trial of

them, so that we shall hear ere long how they

succeed under our conditions. They are highly

recommended by Eastern fruit market men for

their selling qualities, and this being the case

we hope they will have wide trial by our grow-

ers.

Investment of Savings.

We see by the dispatches from Sacramento

that there is some lobby opposition to the

scheme of appointing a Bank Commissioner or

any other plan which shall interfere with the

present working of the savings banks. In the
present state of feeling there is no doubt but

that some plan must be devised to protect

depositors in savings banks, and give them
an opportunity of knowing what is done
with their property. The people want the
present system remedied, and it is probable
that lobby opposition will be in vain. If no
better guarantee can be given than the fact

that the bank has offices, officers and a tray

or so of coin on its counters, the people will

soon give up having anything to do with
savings banks and look for other places to

put their money. A certain class of people
have not time to look out for investing their

savings, or the business knowledge neces-

sary to do so. Accordingly they put them
in savings banks. Unscrupulous men have

taken advantage of their positions as man-
agers of such institutions to walk off with

the money entrusted to them and the de-

positors have no redress.

It remains with the representatives of the

people to enact such, laws as shall prevent

any opportunity for stealing or making away
with the depositors' money. No bank should

be allowed to do business for two or three

years right along without a representative of

the depositors having a right to enquire how
business was conducted. The failure to

have such examinations made has resulted

disastrously here and elsewhere and it

remains with the Legislature to devise some
plan for preventing the people from being

swindled. We have some good banks and
we have had some bad ones, but the de-

positor never knows the bank is bad until

it is too late to get out his money.

The idea of government provision for

facilitating the deposits of savings has been
brought forward by the introduction of a bill

in the House, by Mr. Price of Iowa, which
authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to

issue certificates of deposit of the denomin-
ations of $10, $20, $50, and $100, each of

which certificates shall bear interest at the

rate of 3 65;100 per cent. per annum.
Certificates thus issued shall be deposited,

in such amounts as the Secretary of the

Treasury may direct, with any designated

depository of the United States, or with any
postmaster of any postal money order office

of the United States, on condition that all

such certificates so deposited shall be paid

for by such designated depository or post-

master, within !)0 days from the time of

making such deposit, in coin or its equiva-

lent, or the return of such certificate, any

part thereof, to the Secretary of the Treasury;

and that certificates issued as foresaid shall

be redeemed only in United States four per

cent, bonds; and the holder thereof shall be

authorized to receive from the Secretary of

the Treasury United States bonds bearing

interest at the rate of four per cent, per

annum when presented at the United States

Treasury or any designated depository, in

sums of $10 or any multiple thereof; said

bonds being payable, principal and interest,

in coin of the standard of July 4th, 1870.

The bill further provides that all national

banks organized and doing business under

the National Banking law of the United

States are required to receive at par and
accrued interest all such certificates in pay-

ment of any debt duo to said 'banks; pro-

vided, however, that no interest shall be

allowed unless the same shall amount to 50

cents, or upward. It further authorizes

any national bank doing business under the

United States banking law to hold at its option

two-thirds of the reserve now required by law

to be held in certificates hereinbefore referred to.

Semi-Tkopic.u, Fruits. — We acknowledge

with thanks the receipt of fine, large specimens

of lemons and oranges from (Jeo. Rich's

orchard in Sacramento county. They are proof

of what the interior can do in this line of pro-

duction.
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Correspondence.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents—Ens.

The Royal Agricultural College, Ciren

cester.

Editors Press:—It may interest some of your

readers to know something about the origin, ob-

ject and present position of the only agricul-

tural college that at present exists in this island.

There is a similar, though somewhat smaUer,

institution in Ireland, at Glasncvin, near Dub-

lin, and a Scotch university of a similar kind is

being talked about, to be built near Aberdeen;

but, with the single exception of the Glasnevin

one, this at Cirencester is, so far, the only one

in the British Islands.

You must not infer from the fact that we

have only one agricultural college in this wealthy

country that science has had no influence over

agriculture in England, for it has had already

an enormous one, gained bit by bit, without

the farmers themselves being more than dimly

aware of it. Many scientific men, such as

Voelcker, Lawes, Gilbert, l'layfair, and others

of lesser note, each "paddling his own canoe"
(which, by the way, is a favorite custom with
Englishmen—especially English farmers) have
by patient experiment and investigation brought
to light many of the secrets of nature, and have
quietly, without any pedantic pretense at tui-

tion, scattered the results of their toil broadcast

throughout the land. These have slowly
molded the bucolic mind of this country, though
that mind is yet, in many cases rebellously un-
willing to admit it; and the result is that agri-

culture has made great advances, despite the
obstacles which barred the way.
At a meeting of the Cirencester Farmers'

Club, held in November, 1842, Mr. Robert Jef-

fries Brown delivered an address "On the Ad-
vantages of a Specific Education for Agricultu-
ral Pursuits," and from this sprang the Royal
Agricultural College. Mr. Brown devoted a
year to the work he had so well begun. Lord
Bathurst offered a farm of 500 acres for a long
term of years, and an adjacent building site for

99 years, at a moderate rent; a society was
formed for the establishment and management
of an agricultural college; the interested noble-
men and land-owners in distant parts of the
kingdom were raised to subscription point, and
a proposed capital of £12,000 was thus ob-
tained. In March, 1845, a charter of incorpo-

ration was obtained from the crown; but as it

was now found that £12,000 would be insuffi-

cient to accomplish the objects in view, it was
provided in the deed of settlement that this

capital should be doubled.
The managers, being pioneers in the new ven-

ture, were tilled with enthusiasm of beginners,
and they had all their experience to buy—dearly,
as most beginners have to buy it. The archi-
tect—several of his craft have done the same
within the present century - considerably ex-
ceeded his estimates. But the council were
nothing daunted by this, and they began work
like heroes, by offering board, lodging, practi-

cal and scientific tuition—all for the magnani-
mous sum of £30 a year! A brief experience
demonstrated the awkward fact that, while the
cash student paid €30 a year for the whole cur-
riculum, he cost the college £32 for meat and
drfnk alone! Then where was the interest of
money and the salaries of principal and profes-
sors, wages of servants, coal, gas, to come from?
Oh, the profits on the farm would supply the
deficiency; for were not the students to do all

the work, or, at all events, that in the course of
their practical tuition in farm work they should
do a good deal of it. But who on earth ever
kuew the manual labor of an agricultural pupil,
either at a college or on a farm, to amount to
anything more tfian a little less than nothing in
in value. The idea was a very pretty one in
theory; a book was to be kept in which every
student was credited with the wages of such
work on the farm, anil it was thus thought that
their industry might pay some part of the cost
of their maintenance. U, naiirta ximplicitas !

This was in the old days of the college. Now
all is changed. Finding things were all going
the wrong way—the students wouldn't work
and the farm didn't pay—it was deemed expedi-
ent that some other method of conducting the
establishment should be adopted.

In the year 1848 the managers found that
they had overdrawn their account in the bank
to the tune of some £10,000 and beyond this
the college and farm were both being worked
at a loss.

At this point the promoters met to consider
whether or not the college was to bo closed a
confessed failure. The Karl of Ducie, Earl
Bathurst, Mr. Esteourt, Mr. Holland, and Mr.
Laugston not only offered to become responsible
for the college debts, but added, on their own
personal security, upwards of £30,000 to the
original subscriptions and donations. These
noblemen anil gentlemen theu became the Coun-
cil of Management, and under their care certain
alterations, some of which tend to diminish the
risks of the institution, were brought about. In
the first place the farm was let to a tenant, a
farmer student of the college—one who had
taken honors there, who now farms it on his
own account, having no connection with the col-

lege himself officially; the students, however,
have the privilege of going with the Agricul-

tural Professor over the farm, whenever and
wherever they think tit, for which accommoda-
tion the tenant receives a subsidy of two
guineas per student per r.nnum. This arrange-

ment is found to work tolerably well.

Meanwhile the college is now not only paying
its way, but is rapidly reducing the old debt.

The students' fees are over £125 per annum,
and the course of study extends over three ses-

sions of 18 weeks each; but where they proceed
to the diploma an additional session is neces-

sary. The college diploma admits those holding
it to the position of graduate under the title of

member.
The subjects taught are scientific, theoretical

and practical agriculture, so arranged that they

supplement and illustrate each other, agricul-

tural chemistry, in all its branches; natural

philosophy, mensuration, mathematics, survey-

ing, botany, geology, mechanics, anatomy,
physiology, therapeutics and pathology, hygiene,

book-keeping designing and drawing—all in

their relation to higher agriculture.

The agricultural course consists of lectures

and daily classes on the farm. The students

are not required to perforin any manual labor

on the farm. The lectures embrace cultivation

in all its branches; crops, livestock of all kinds

and their breeding and management, labor, ma-
chinery, etc., and these are illustrated as far as

possible by out-door examples. After a time it

is hoped that the farm may again be taken in

hand by the college, and managed by a practi-

cal agricultural professor whose labors shall be
supplemented by an assistant to whom shall be
confided the theoretical portion of the in-door

lectures. But before this can be done the debt
must still further be reduced.
Only in a most limited sense do the farmers of

this country take advantage of the advantages
which the college offers for the education of

their sons; not more than 3% of the number of

students" who go through the course of this col-

lege are sons of farmers, and at the present
moment, I doubt if we have a single bona fltlr

farmer's son in the college. They are' mainly
the sons of noblemen and landed proprietors,

who wish to learn how the better to manage
their paternal acres; the sons of laud agents who
intend to walk in their fathers' footsteps; the
sons of various professional men who do not in-

tend so to walk, but to go out to the colonies,

or happly to become land agents in this country;
whilst a few intend to be themselves farmers
from pure choice.

Thus it follows that only in a limited sense
can this be regarded as an agricultural college;

but that it is eminently qualified to accomplish
the objects for which it is used, none can deny.
It is, however, disappointing to reflect that it is

so little used for the education of our rising gen-
eration of farmers. Still, I am hoping that in

time it will be sought out by those for whose
benefit it was originally intended, because science

is gradually working its way so far and so firmly

into our farming practices that it will soon be-

come necessary that our farmers should have
more than a merely empiracal agricultural edu-
cation, however practical that may be.

J. P. Sheldon,
Professor of Agriculture.

Cirencester, England.

The North America Uniones.

Editors Phess:—At the recent meeting of

the Washington Philosophical Society in this

city, Dr. C. A. White, paleontologist of the

Hayden Geological Survey, delivered a short

address on some phases in the evolutional his-

tory of the North American Unionida\

He commenced by a comparison of .the

Uniones of North America with those of other

parts of the world, showing that the types in

which their variation is expressed are not only

numerous and varied, but many of them are

peculiar to North American waters. The
greater part of these types, which conchologists
in all parts of the world recognize as North
American, are found only in the great Missis-
sippi river system and in the Ked-river-of-the
North. Then giving a table of the mesozoic
and cenozoic formations of western North
America on the blackboard, he explained that
collections of fossil Unionidie have been made
from nearly all the mesozoic and all the een-
ozoic formations of the great Rocky mountain
region; their abundance increasing with advanc-
ing time. All the species are different from
any of those now living, but they are all so sim-
ilar in type as to leave no doubt that the fossil

forms represent the living ones ancestrally.
Some of these fossil Unios, especially the earlier
ones, are found in layers of formations that
contain marine forms with few or no other ex-
ceptions, but they have beeu mostly obtained
from the great locustrine deposits of the ter-
tiary and late cretaceous periods.
The great Laramie group, representing the

closing epoch of the cretaceous, or the com-
mencing one of the tertiary period, has proved
to be especially rich in fossil Unios of North
American type. This great group of strata,
reaching a maximum thickness of 3,500 feet,
was deposited mainly in brackish waters, as
evidenced by the following facts: 1st. The ab-
sence of true marine forms, but the presence of
Outran and Anomia throughout the whole
thickness of the formation. 2d. The common
occurrence of the genera Corbula corbkuln and

Ktritinn. 3d. The presence but more restricted

range of the genera Goniobasis, Vivipartu,

Sjilttrrium and Unio. Those of the third cate-

gory are occasionally found alone, but usually
associated with those of the second, and not
unfrequently with those of the first also; and
so associated as to make it evident that they
all lived ami thrived together in the same wa-
ters. The abundant and almost constant pres-

ence of the Ostre'uhe gives satisfactory proof
that the waters were, in at least some degree,
saline.

I )r. White advanced the idea that although
the Unionid;e may now be found only in purely
fresh waters, the great and varied differentia-

tion of these ancient representatives of the fam-
ily probably took place under the influence of

the salt in the waters in which they lived; and
that the family, once having impressed upon it

these types, they have been hereditarily pre-

served through extraordinary vicissitudes of

environment to the present day, and therefore

did not originate in the waters where they now
exist.

The history of these North American types
of Unio antedates that of the Rocky moun-
tains, for the strata in which they are found
have been displaced by the movements that re-

sulted in the elevation of those mountains.
They have witnessed, so to speak, the origin

and extinction of those wonderful families of

vertebrates, of that great region, which have
been made known by the labors of Marsh,
Cope and Leidy. When the continent was
gradually emerging from the sea, a large por-

tion of what is now western North America
was almost or wholly enclosed by the rising

land and cut off from the open ocean. Thus a

great, brackish, inland sea was formed, hun-
dreds of miles across, in which the strata of

the Laramie group was deposited. This sea

finally became entirely fresh, when the strata

of the Wasatch, Green river and Bridger
groups were deposited. By further movements
of the earth's crust and the action of denuding
forces, these great lakes became entirely

drained. Some of the streams that now con-

stitute portions of the Mississippi and northern
Red river drainage systems, were doubtless
channels of drainage overflow of those ancient
lakes; and through these, by an unbroken line

of hereditary descent, the Uniones of North
American type's have reached their present hab-

itats. S.

Washington, D. C, Dec, 31st.

Signs of Rain.

"The south wind never dies indebted to the norther."

Editors Press:—This is an old sailor's prov-

erb originating in the North Atlantic, and ap-

pears to be quite as well suited to this coast.

Early in November we noticed the arrival of

large numbers of northern birds in this portion

of the State, and then ventured to predict

plenty of rain this winter, on the ground that

the birds were driven south by very cold

weather north of the United States. These
little weatherwise creatures always migrate
some days or weeks in advance of the coming
storms, as if able to foretell them. This year
we saw birds here that rarely come so far south,

but which we were once familiar with in

Oregon during the cold season. They came here
while it was still quite warm, and at least two
weeks before the long spell of frosty weather
with north wind. This wind began at once to

condense the moisture of the more southern
counties, and abundant rains fell there, while it

still blew too much from the north in this part

of the State. But as the sun again came north-

ward, the south wind has gained power, and
now we are within the region of heavy rain,

caused by an upper current from the north,

condensing the moisture of the lower south
winds. • Contributor.
Haywood, Cal.

Exchange of Seeds Proposed.

Editors Press:— I beg to suggest the opening
of a column for offers of exchanges of seeds, cut-

tings plants, etc. There are many horticulturists,

farmers, gardners, etc., who would gladly pro-

cure plants but do not care to spend money for

them; and yet these very persons are in pos-

session of an abundance of other plants which
they would really be glad to disseminate. Of
course in opening your columns to such an-

nouncements you could not guarantee the good
faith of parties making insertions, any more or

as much as you can business advertisers. Let
me begin: I offer the seed of the catalpa tree at

current market rate, $2.50 per pound (the seed

is very light), in exchange for the seed of any
kind of eucalyptus except globulus, at current

rates, or Japan persimmons. The catalpa is

a0ery fast growing tree, valuable for posts, and
propagates itself freely.

Horai e J. Smi th.

George's Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dose for Rodents.—The following cheap
and simple method is said to be used in Ger-

many: A mixture of two parts of well-bruised

common squills and three parts of finely-

chopped bacon is made into a stiff mass, with as

much meal as may be required, and then baked
into small cakes which are put down for the rats

to eat. Several correspondents of the German
Agricultural Gazette write to announce the com-
plete extirpation of rats and mice from their

cow-stalls and piggeries since the adoption of

this simple plan.

ThjE Swine YaAd -

Mr. Parker's Berkshires.

Editors Press:—In your issue of the 12th

inst. I notice an article by your correspondent,

EL Eugene EL, entitled "Notes in San Joaquin

County." In that portion relating to my Berk-

shires he has, unintentionally of course, made a

few errors in regard to ages, pedigrees, etc., and

with your courtesy I will proceed at once to

correct the same. At the time (about four

weeks since) that your correspondent inspected

my herd there were 2 boars aged, respectively,

21 mouths; 4 sows aged, respectively, 25

months, 21 months, 21 months and 18 months;

10 pigs 3A and 4 months, and 10 pigs 3 days
old. Last fall, after selling all the pigs on hand
that were old enough to ship, I reduced my
breeders to one trio, my tine "SamW boar and
two "Crown Prince" sows, those mentioned
as 25 and 18 months' old, respectively. I after-
ward purchased of R. S. Thompson, Esq., of
Napa, a trio, one boar and two sows, which he
imported in 187(5 from the herd of J. A. How-
erton, Paris, Ky. These are now in my herd.
The boar was sired by Eng. imp. "Watchman"
(1,113 Vol ii.. Am. Berkshire Record), bred by
Heber Humfrey. The sows were sired by
"Count Liverpool" (715, Vol. ii., A. B. R.,)
bred by John Knell's Sons, Edmonton, Ont.,
Canada. The first dam of the sows was "Jenny"
by "Prince Arthur; second dam, "British Maid."
The latter won a prize of §500 at St Louis,
1870, for the best sow and pigs of any breed,
and "Jenny" was first choice pig of that litter.

I never let a sow have a litter of pigs until
she is at least one year old and fully two-thirds
grown. The 25-months' sow mentioned above
has had two litters, (i of the 3A months be-
longing to her, and she is due to farrow her
third litter about the middle of next month.
The 18-months' sow has her second litter, now
four weeks old. The remaining two sows are
also due next month with their second litters.

The characteristic markings of the improved
Berkshire's are: Black with four white feet,

some white in the face and on tip of tail, with
an occasional splash behind each shoulder.
Sometimes, however, the white is lacking either
on the tail, in the face or on one or two feet,

and sometimes more white appears than is de-
sirable, but these variations are no indications
of impure blood. The exception to correct
marking is with my "Sambo" boar, he having
only three white feet, although his pigs, almost
without exception, are perfectly marked. In
regard to my importations this year, I am
already booked with W. C. Norton, Ridge farm,
Wayne county, Pennsylvania, for a boar pig
from his famous Eng. imp. boar "Robin Hood,"
out of one of his finest imp. sows, and he has
several that cost him §1, 000 each. He paid for

"Robin Hood" $1,400, cash. I have also an
order with Chas. B. Moore, Glendale stock farm,
Lancaster county, Pennsylvania, for two sows
of the latest and most fashionable pedigrees.
This trio will be added to my herd early next
summer. Alfred Parker.

Bellota, Cal., Jaunary 14th, 1878.

White Grapes at the East

Editors Press:—Probably only a small pro-

portion of the people of this country are aware

that delicious white grapes have been and can

be grown in the open air very generally through-

out the Eastern States. It is a treat indeed to

be able to decorate your table or fruit-dish with

beautiful clusters of white grapes, that rival in

flavor the far-famed and deservedly popular fruit

that comes to us from California and the shores

of the Mediteranean. If our Eastern country-

men were only aware of the ease with which

white grapes can be grown, we feel assured that
there are very few having gardens of their own
but what would be agreeably pleased in growing
these fair-hued clusters. As white grapes have
so largely been grown in the East under glass in

green-houses and graperies during the past few-

years, the impression has very naturally become
prevalent that the white varieties are more ten-

der than the dark -colored kinds usually to be
seen upon our garden trellises. That this erro-

neous impression may be removed, I will give a
short description of a few of the more prominent
of the white varieties, that are found to be hardy
and most desirable in our Eastern climate.

Martha.

This is .probably better known than any of

the others that I will name. It is sometimes
called the "White Concord, " owing to the vigor-

ous habits of growth and to the hardiness of the

vine. In size it is one of the largest of our
native grapes, and will prove a decided help in

adding to the attractions of a well-arranged

dessert-table. The fruit ripens during the mid-
dle of the season, and follows very acceptably

in the footsteps of a newer white grape called

The Lady.

This promises to be even more popular than

the preceding variety. Ripening unusually early,
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it will be well appreciated by those who have

felt the want of a good, early white grape, and
will add decidedly to the pleasures to be found

m the fruit garden. The fruit is of the largest

size, which, together with its other good quali-

ties, is causing it to receive a cordial welcome.

One gentleman, who upon seeing it was ren-

dered specially enthusiastic in its favor, re-

marked: " 'The Lady' has the right name; it is

a perfect beauty." In flavor it is somewhat
similar to the well-known and popular Concord,

though by some considered to be even superior

to that variety. In some markets the Lady
grape will undoubtedly prove quite profitable,

as the very early ripening, large size and fine

appearance of the fruit will cause it to command
good prices.

Elvira.

This is also quite a new variety, and differs in

many respects from the preceding. Though not

as large as the others, yet it has qualities that

fruit-growers have been very quick to appre-

ciate. It is thought that it will prove to be the

best white wine grape that has yet made its ap-

pearance. Correspondents in different parts of

the country also speak of it as being a decided

acquisition. The vines are vigorous, healthy

and productive, and ripen their clusters during

about the middle* of the grape season.

These three varieties make a very good selec-

tion of white grapes. In the way of red grapes,

I might mention quite a number, but Brighton,

Diana and Catawba will probably give as good
satisfaction as any, while Concord, Wordens and
Ives will be well appreciated by those in search

of desirable black varieties.

E. H. Haines.
Sangerties-on-Hudson, N. Y.

Trees and Evaporation.

Editors Press:—At this time, while we are

enjoying the first southeast 3torm of the season,

and the first old-fashioned southwest gale since

1S70, it is a very appropriate time to discuss

the question of trees and rainfall. I, for one,

believe that, as a general rule in nature, trees

have nothing to do with the rainfall. We all

know that the rainfall has everything to do

with the trees.

Any one who has traveled on the great in-

terior plains of our continent and had the op-

portunity at the proper season to observe from
some eminence that commanded a bird's-eye

view of streams bordered by trees on the plains

below, will have noticed the phenomena of the

gathering and course of summer thunder storms.

The clouds form at some point in the midst of

the timber; commence discharging their water,

as they move rapidly down the stream and fol-

low its meanderings until they are emptied.

This phenomena seems to form an exception

to what I consider the general rule of nature,

that trees have nothing to do with rainfall.

Observations taken at sea off our coast, com-

pared with observations on the land taken dur-

ing the same storm, prove that what are popu-

larly called southeast gales are southwest gales

upon the ocean. The wind impinges upon the

mountains, and is felt upon the land as a south-

east gale. Wind from the direction of the south-

regions west brings currents of air from the warm
of the Pacific ocean. Our present southwest gale

of wind commenced here about Sunday noon.

The minimum of temperature on Friday the 1 1th

was 32°; Saturday, the 12th, 41°; Sunday, 1.3th,

47°; Monday, 14th (last night), it was 52° The
maximum temperature yesterday was only 60".

The warm air of the tropics has been driven

across California by a southwest gale of two
days' duration.

If the trees produce the rainfall, their influ-

ence must be exerted here to produce the south-

west wind, and to keep it blowing, for this

wind, whatever may cause it, always brings the

rain.

Forests as Conservers of Water.

I believe that the influence of trees is exerted

to save the water after it has fallen. The same
is true of plowed ground. It absorbs moisture

better than the unplowed land. Every farmer

knows how to plow his hillsides to retain the

rain—that they must not be plowed perpendic-

ularly. I have a small piece of road leading up
a hillside, the grade not very steep, and on each

side of the road is an almond orchard. A few
weeks since, during a period of 24 hours, when
82-100 of an inch of rain fell, the road was gul-

lied, while the newly-plowed ground absorbed

all the water that fell. This illustrates the way
certain conditions of the ground favor the re-

tention of the water that falls, while other con-

ditions allow it to pass rapidly off. In a forest

the mold of the leaves, the fallen limbs, the

foliage and bark, trunk and roots of the trees

all act as reservoirs. Napoleon the Third re-

planted certain forests that had been destroyed

in the Vosges mountains in order to prevent

the overflow of certain rivers. It had been no-

ticed by the French Academy of Sciences that

the cutting away of certain forests was fol-

lowed by inundations that had never occurred

until the forests were cut down. The disas-

trous floods in the Pyrennees>a few years since

were cited by the foreign press as going to show
that the trees must be left on the mountain
sides to exert their influence in preventing in-

undations. If trees produced rainfall, the

Emperor, to save the French valleys from in-

undation, should have cut down more trees.

A. B. Dickinson, late U. S. Minister to Nicar-
agua, and formerly N. Y. State Senator from
Steuben county, gave me some valuable infor-

mation on trees and inundations. Mr. D. was
a practical farmer and full of information
obtained by his own observations. He was also

one of the early New York canal commission-
ers. Riding through the tropical forests of

Nicaragua, I asked him the direct question,

'Had he during his experience as canal com-
missioner in New York State noticed any facts

to support the theory that trees produced rain-

fall':'" He answered none whatever, but he had
noticed after 25 years' observation of the work-
ing of the canal that the cutting down of the

forests in central New York had increased the

number of damaging floods and reduced the

supply of water necessary for the canal reser-

voirs. That if the canal engineer had antici-

pated the cutting down of the forests he would
have constructed larger reservoirs and secured

more sources for his supply of water. That the

waste gates and ditches to carry off the surplus

that was sufficient at the time the canal

was finished, were not large enough after it

had been constructed 25 years. He cited the

fact hereinbefore referred to, that the forests

form reservoirs and allow the water to run off

more gradually.

Take the case of tropical western Nicaragua.

They have a rainy and dry season as we have.

During the dry season the wind is from the

northeast from the Caribbean sea, and during

the rainy season it blows from the southwest
and from the Pacific ocean as ours does. They
have their wet and dry winters as we have.

In Boi'ssingault's "Rural Economy" I have
seen a quotation from Humboldt setting forth the

following facts: That Humboldt had noticed a

lake in New Grenada that had passed through

a transition state. Within one generation the

inhabitants had cut down all the timber border-

ing the lake and the lake had so shrunk in its

proportions that land was cultivated along its

margin where the water formerly stood, and
the people feared it would entirely dry up.

This fear induced them to restore the trees and
the lake had assumed its original proportions.

It was in this connection that Humboldt re-

corded his observation of a crime against pos-

terity of cutting down the forests, resulting in

the two evils of a loss of wood and a loss of wa-

ter for the next generation. I am quoting

from memory, the book I referHo not being ac-

cessible to me. I have not read any quotations

from Humboldt that upon dissection would
support the theory of trees causing rainfall. In

the case of the lake to which he refers the

facts are self-evident: destroying the trees

destroyed the reservoirs that fed the lake.

Some time in the early history of California,

under the Spanish government, a clump of palm
trees was planted on the Colorado desert at the

site known in '49 and '50 as Palm springs. I

say were planted, because that tree is not indi-

genous to California. The springs were located

on the line of immigrant travel between Fort

Yuma, San Diego and Los Angeles and near the

eastern base of the Coast range of mountains.

As a rule little or no rain falls on the Colorado

do.x. rt. Thissandj tract forms a climatic boun-

dary between the rainy season of Arizona and
Sonora, which occurs in the summer months,

and the rainy season of California occurring in

the winter mouths. Palm springs formed a de-

sirable watering place for the thirsty traveler,

but very soon after the immigration commenced
to California some vandals cut down these palm
trees and the springs disappeared. This would
be a good opportunity for our Legislature to

spend a few hundred dollars to replant with

trees the site of Palm springs and see whether
the water would return. As no rain falls there

the experiment would be a very simple one.

My opinion is that the water would return;

that the trees, by preventing evaporation, would
allow the water, which has its source in the

Coast range of mountains to become once more
a living spring on the desert. I have seen it

often stated in the public prints that the French

in Algeria have restored lost springs by the

planting of eucalyptus.

Before the occupation of California by the

Americans, redwood trees grew on the summits
of the mountains back of Oakland and Hay-

wards. The timber used in the old' Mission

buildings at this place, according to the tradi-

tions of the church, was dragged out of the

mountains by the Mission Indians. It is, more-

over, within the recollection of our pioneers,

that the hills back of Oakland had their sum-

mits covered with a small belt of redwoods.

Prof. Kellogg botanized and Harry Edwards,

our Pacific entomologist, cast his nets there for

bugs and butterflies. Springs flowed out of

the hills and some farmers or stock men resided

there. Now the redwoods are gone, the springs

and the ranchmen have followed. We have

Prof. Kellogg's authority for the statement that

since the disappearance of the redwoods and

springs, plants and flowers that formerly grew
there have disappeared and been replaced by

other species. Mr. Edwards stated to the

writer within a few days that the former insect

life had been replaced by entirely different

f pecies.

The Hon. Eugene Casserly informs me that

he crossed a certain stream that Hows into the

Pajaro valley, about the year 1850, and partic-

ularly observed the quantity of timber border-

ing the stream, also the amount of water in the

,creek at the place where they forded it; that he

has had occasion to cross the same stream

nearly every year since; that the gradual

diminution of the water seemed to have a direct

connection with the annual destruction of the
timber; that now the hill sides are bare of trees

and the creek has become a mere remnant of

what it was 27 years ago.

It seems clear to me that the phenomena I

have cited as having occurred within the last

25 years, on the mountains back of Oakland and
in the Pajaro valley and elsewhere, was due to
trees shading the ground, and by preventing
evaporation, permitted the water to collect and
form springs, creeks, etc.

Your correspondent, Mr. Purnell, stated,

some weeks since, in one of his articles on trees

and rainfall, that in Arizona there were numer-
ous ruins of ancient cities and aqueducts. He
also stated that Arizona was once a fine agricul-

tural country and had been ruined by its people
continually cutting down the trees. I addressed
you a communication at the time, asking him
for his evidence in support of that statement
and further wishing to know where the sites of

the cities were and where the rivers ran when
Arizona was an agricultural and rainy country.

Thus far I have seen no answer to my demand
for the evidence in support of his statement.

Being myself familiar, by travel, with that por-

tion of Arizona lying south of the Gila river, I

pronounce his statements, so far as that portion

of Arizona is concerned, to be without any
foundation and to be as baseless as a dream.
There are plenty of evidences in Arizona of its

having once been a great mining country, prob-

ably under the early Spanish governments.
There is no evidence whatever now existing of

Arizona having ever been an agricultural coun-

try, but the testimony, on the contrary, shows
that since the Spanish conquest, all its cultiva-

tion has been by irrigation by ditches taken
from streams that are themselves fed by the

perpetual snows of the Rocky mountains.

Reasons for Tree Planting.

I am as earnest an advocate for the planting of

trees in California as any believer in their po-

tency to increase the rainfall. I would plant

them around all springs and springy places, be-

cause of the facts set forth in this article. I

would plant them around all enclosures and
pasture lands, because of their grateful shade to

stock during our warm summer days. All

animals avoid the sun as much as possible.

Sheep will always do their best to take advant-

age of even the shady side of a fence. I would
plant trees for another reason, viz., because of

their influence as windbreaks, and thus pre-

venting evaporation. The effect of our north

winds on soil and vegetation by producing

evaporation, is familiar to us all.

I think that semi-tropical fruits in Alameda
county require protection from the northwest

wind. WT

e have orange and almond trees here

at the Mission yielding fruit of the best kinds,

the oranges not even surpassed by the famous

orange groves at San Bernardino. I know also

of a lemon tree in the town of Alameda which

for years has grown a fine crop of lemons and I

believe that in both this place and Alameda the

result has been produced by a proper protection

against the summer wind.

Housekeepers know that the windy days are

the drying days, so do the masons and plasterers;

so do carpenters and all workers and manufac-

turers of lumber. I consider that we have

wandered so far away from the real influence of

trees by being led to believe that they would

-produce rainfall that we have overlooked their

real value in saving the rain after it has fallen.

I. C. Woods.
Mission San Jose, Cal., Jan. 15th.

Ti-fi Sf^SLE.

Aims in Horse Breeding.

At the late meeting of the Massachusetts

Board of Agriculture, as reported for the New
England Farmer, Mr. John E. Russell of

Leicester, spoke on the breeding, training and

management of horses. He said that horse

breeding in New England for the past 20 years,

had been without profit. This has not been be-

cause capital and ability have not been em-

ployed, but because they have not bred horses

to meet the present demand for good road

horses, both for the saddle and carriage, good,

large, stylish carriage horses, not fast, hut good

stately horses. There was also a demand for

gooil farm horses, and heavy dray horses.

The leading object in breeding horses at pres-

ent is to produce a Lady Thorne or a Dexter,

but in this c ise, everywhere, failures are the

rule; success comes so seldom that it can hardly

lay claim to an exception, and the failures are

utterly worthless for any other purpose. The

trotting horse was an accidental horse, which

frequently upset all theories. These accidental

trotters when they obtain a low record are

used in the stud, and not unfrequently more is

charged for the service of one mare than their

whole stock is worth.

It is much easier to produce a finely devel-

oped horse than a fast one; good bred horses of

good form reproduce themselves, which fast

horses seldom do. Good formed horses, with a

noble lineage, invariably reproduce themselves;

an acciden'al good horse seldom, but goes back

to some inferior stock. Lastem horses are the

foundation of the best stock in the world. The
English blood horses, their descendnnts, are

found all over Europe, and if New England

farmers desire to breed good stock they must go

to the thoroughbred horses. Breed from no

weedy stock. He would have no horse who did

not show good style and noble action; would
have them from 15J to 16 hands, with legs not
long at that. It would be easier for him to tell

what mares not to breed from, than to say what
they should breed from. The dam should be
equal to the sire in blood. Old, worn-out mares
were not fit to breed from. A mare in foal

should have regular exercise, and if gently
worked every day she would be all the better
for it.

When a horse enters the stud, he should
never have any excitement, nor should he be con-
fined in a close box alone, for horses so confined
and fed high become vicious and sometimes in-

sane; should have regular exercise, be worked
every day, and would be best worked with an-
other horse. In feeding the colt use common
sense. It takes the first two years to make a
horse. At two years old the colt should be
broken and put to gentle work. The French
work their horses at one year old, and at one
and a half they earn their living. The best
time to sell is before the colt is foaled; the next,
when it is a weanling; and to keep one beyond
two years is like burning daylight.

The training of a fast successful horse one
year costs more than the horse is ever worth.
Of trotters that are produced not more than
one in a hundred proves successful. Before a
person seeks to control a horse, he must control
himself. But the greatast mistake made with
the horse is in allowing an ignorant, stupid
smith to shoe them. Few horses live out half

their days, on account of bad shoeing.

He objected to the manner of awarding pre-

miums at fairs; he did not object to speed being
considered as one point, but he would also con-
sider symmetry of form, soundness and style

of action. He saw a horse which took a pre-

mium because of its speed which was suffering

from opthalmia, and another had two spavins,

and to such animals the highest prizes were
awarded.

Death of Flora Temple.

The Prairie Farmer, says: At the advanced

age—for an equine—of 33 years, Flora Temple,

acknowledged one of the grandest mares that

ever stepped upon the turf, died last Friday,

at Chestnut Hill stock farm, near Philadelphia.

She had not figured in trotting circles to any
extent since 1861, when she was retired, but
down to that time, from 1852, she was the ac-

knowledged queen of the turf. For great and
uniform speed and endurance, and long con-

tinued success, retaining her wonderful powers
until a ripe old age—she was over 17 when
withdrawn—she has never had an equal on the

American turf, except the lately retired queen,

Goldsmith Maid. When four years old, Flora

Temple was such an unmanageable and vicious

little brute that her owner was glad to rid him-

self of her for the magnificent sum of $13. The
man who bought her in turn disposed of her

for $(>8, and was extremely glad to make the

trade, feeling that he had rid himself of a bad
bargain at a good price. The last purchaser

disposed of her, and she finally, in 1850, turned

up in New York city, the property of a
butcher, when a Mr. Vielee, of Dutchess

county, N. Y. recognizing that there was some-

thing in the brute, bought her for §175. He
kept her a couple of weeks, speeded her a little

and sold her for $350, to George E. Pernn.

From that time began her triumphs. During

her turf career of eleven years she won '.13

races and lost 1 8. netting a total of $113,000.

She was the first horse to trot below 2:20, win

nine at Kalamazoo, Mich., in harness, October

15th, 1859, a third heat in 2:19f. She still

leaves an unbeaten record of two miles in har-

ness, made over the Eclipse course, L. I., in

2:504. 111 1804 she was sold to Mr. Welch,

who owned her at her death, for $8,000.

Since her retiracy she has foaled three times,

two fillies and one colt.

A Parasitic Caterpillar.—We read that

Mr. J. C. Bowring has discovered a curious

moth, which in the caterpillar state is parasitic

on the Chinese lantern fly [Fulgora cap/Maria).

The caterpillars are very short and thick, fleshy

and about half an inch in length, and, when
fully fed, covered with a "cottony coat," which

makes them resemble certain bark lice. The
pupa is covered by a tl.ick cocoon, and the time

in which it remains in the pupa state is very

variable; in one instance only nine days, in an-

other "during our cool season" -upward of 12

months. The caterpillars are themselves in-

fested by hymenopterous parasites. Prof.

Westwood, who describes the insect in the

"Transactions of the Entomological Society of

London," under the name of Epipyrops CMOmala,

thinks that the caterpillar feeds upon the waxy
secretion of the fulgora. The moth is referred

to the arctians by Prof. Westwood; but while

it is probably one of the bombycidie, we think

it is wrongly referred to the "arctiidie."

Pkru anp tiik Chinamen. —While Califor-

nians are trying to get rid of John Chinaman,

the Peruvians are making unusual efforts to in-

duce him to come and work on their sugar plan-

tations. The government of Peru has granted

a subsidy of $120, 000 to a company which pro-

poses to 'establish a line of steamers between

Callao and Hong Kong, and an agent has ar-

rived in San Francisco to engage Chinamen to

embark for Peru, where there are promised the

"freedom of the country" and a "soft" dollar

(about 80 cents) a day for work on the sugar

plantations.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for this

department.

Removal

Until -further notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Grange will be at 100 Davis street, in the store of

the Grangers' Business Association. Correspondents will

continue to send their communications to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore.

Sacramento Granges and Bermuda Grass

Equally Hard to Root Out.

Editors Press:—A few items from some of

the Sacramento Granges in the beginning of

their New Year may be acceptable. The meet-

ing of Franklin Grange, the installation of its

officers, and their harvest feast, on the 5th,

were quite as enjoyable as a similar occasion 1

shared with them 1 1 months ago. Since then

they have initiated several new members, and

their Grange is in quite a nourishing condition.

At American River Grange the neat school

house in which they meet was well filled with

an attentive audience of members and others

to hear the appointed lecture. The subject

was, "Some things the Grange has done, and
some things it has yet to do." Under the latter

clause a detailed account was given of the thor-

ough training for young fanners by lecture, text

books and practice in the two years' course of

the Royal Agricultural College at Cirencester,

England. Their Grange is one of the strongest

and most harmonious in the county. Saturday,

the 12th, I enjoyed being with Sacramento
Grange at their installation, conducted by Bro.

Geo. W. Hancock. We all anticipated a treat

in the way of one of Bro. E. S. Carr's good
lectures, but his sudden illness disappointed us

—none more so than your correspondent. Hav-
ing attended with the wish to enjoy the luxury

of a silent listener, I had unexpectedly to sup-

ply his place, by request, as well as I could. It

is gratifying to be able to testify to the wide-

awake and nourishing condition of Sacramento
Grange. Its members are aiming to make it

the banner Grange of California, and it proba-

bly has as good claims to this honor as any in

our jurisdiction. Their newly-installed Master,

Bro. Daniel Flint, proposes "Excelsior" as their

motto this year.

I write this while enjoying a quiet visit in

the well-improved and happy home of Bro. Geo.
Rich, six miles southeast of Sacramento. He
has lived here since '55, and all his surround-

ings show the care of years in adding to the at-

tractions of one of the finest building spots in

this part of the country. His house, thickly

surrounded by ornamental and fruit trees,

stands in the center of a large and regular nat-

ural ground, some 16 feet above the surrounding
plains. He has eight fine orange trees and two
lemon trees in full bearing, now well loaded
with their beautiful fruit, and several younger
ones. They are from 8 to 19 years old. Among
his other trees are English and black walnuts,
Languedoc almonds, mountain cedar, or giant

arbor vita?, Monterey and Italian cypress, Mon-
terey pine, several of the genuine English bay,

the English laurel, a Japanese plum which has
been bearing for three years past, a date tree

some four years old, wax, myrtle and pomegran-
ates, acacias, shrub juniper (Juniperus pros-

trata), crape myrtles, pepper trees, and the

graceful pampas grass, to say nothing of the
usual fruit trees, beautiful hedges of the Eng-
lish box, large-sized locusts, a large vineyard of

White Muscats and Flame Tokays, fine straw-
berry and blackberry patches.

He has the only genuine English yew tree I

have ever seen in the State. It is now about
12 years old, though not more than eight feet

high, being of much slower growth even than
our sequoias, or redwoods. The writing of this

letter, after an evening of singing and instru-

mental music, is interspersed with the enjoy-
ment of some of his home products—as good
raisins and English walnuts as the State af-

fords.

I have inspected with Bro. Rich his flourish-

ing patch of Bermuda grass, which he wrote to
the Rural about, and the first I have seen in

the State. It is the genuine article, beyond
question, as is proved by its successful efforts

to resist destruction, when it spreads where it

is not wanted. From a small patch 12 years
ago, he has enough now to stock the whole
State. When he plows every fall, he is will-

ing to furnish any number of farmers with
roots, if they will pay the expressage. Alfalfa
having failed to root it out, he has turned his
hogs on it, and with all their industrious root-
ing, it is doubtful yet which will triumph, the
hogs or the Bermuda. Yet Bro. Rich is bent
on checking its growth "by thorough cultiva-
tion."

On Saturday, January 2(>th, I have promised
to install the olticers of Social Grange, in this

county. The Grange at Elk (J rove expects to
renew its work soon. There is, perhaps, no
county in this State where the Grange cause is

in a sounder condition in every way than in

Sacramento county.
The Grangers' Co-operative Association of

Sacramento Yalley lias opened its store, with a
'ubscribed capital of over §20,000. It does a
strictly cash business, has a large patronage
from the city as well as the country, and is giv-

ing entire satisfaction. The reduced prices at

which they can sell many groceries, and yet

make the desired per cent, of profit, is surpris-

ing.

Crops generally are looking remarkably well.

The rain so far this month has been abundant.
J. W. A. Wright.

January 15th.

Installation at Healdsburg Grange.

Editors Press:—The officers elected to serve

the ensuing year in Healdsburg Grange, No. 18

were duly installed last Saturday. The selec-

tion of officers is a good one, many of them hav-

ing previously served and are familiar with the

workings of the Grange. S. T. Coulter, W. M.
of the Santa Rosa (irauge, officiated as installing

officer. About 100 members were present.

After the installation all adjourned to the ante-

room, where a harvest feast had been spread for

the occasion. The feast reflected much credit

on those who had prepared it, and consisted of

all the delicacies, as well as more substantial

edibles that could be desired. It was fully ap-

preciated by all. Several of the members made
short addresses.

Mr. Coulter spoke very flatteringly of the

prosperity of the Healdsburg ( irauge, the pluck

and energy of its members, the beauty of the

hall, the strength of those united in one pur-

pose, the benefits to be derived from secret so-

cieties, the power and influence that different

societies wielded in governmental affairs and
closed his remarks by thanking all for the

honor bestowed upon him.

Nelson Carr, of Bennett Yalley, also made a

few encouraging remarks. He gave the mem-
bers credit for their untiring energy, said the

Grange contained more young men and women
than any other he had visited, and expressed a

hope that good will and harmony would pre-

vail.

The Grangers' warehouse has given universal

satisfaction; considerable grain is still stored in

the building, awaiting shipping orders. Perhaps
a brief outline of the building would not be out
of place here. It covers an area of 7,500 square

feet; the walls are 50x150 feet, 18 inches thick,

and are formed of concrete; the hight of the

building is 15 feet in the clear; the roof is tin;

on each side of the building are three heavy
double doors. The storage capacity of the build-

ing is 3,000 tons. The prices of storage are

moderate, and are as follows: A single month,
25 cents per ton; for more than one month, 12}
cents per ton; for the season, 75 cents per ton.

On the whole, the warehouse is a substantial

and commodious one, being both lire and bur-

glar-proof.

The store is constantly gaining popularity,

and is giving general satisfaction to the custo-

mers, as well as the stockholders; an invoice is

being taken, and the results are satisfactory.

The patronage is daily increasing. The stock
of goods kept is the best the market affords,

and none but trustworthy customers can obtain
goods on credit. The town people are now
patronizing the store liberally, and many resid-

ing at a distance buy large bills of goods. The
sales of the store are increasing each month,
and now average between .?<>,000 and §8,000
per month. Clark Andrews is the business
manager, and ( ieorge Steadman principal sales-

man. Both are rirst-class business men, and
give entire satisfaction. E. H. Barnes is Presi-

dent of the Board of Directors, and is recog-

nized as one of the best business men in Sonoma
county.

The Grange and everything connected with
it is in a prosperous condition, everything work-
ing in perfect harinony; the best of feeling,

confidence and uniformity of opinion exists. In
membership it is slowly, steadily, but surely
increasing. We have the honor of numbering
among our members some of the prettiest

women in the State, and they are as good and
brave as they are beautiful. Healdsburg Grange,
No. 18, is, to-day, the most popular, wealthy
and flourishing Grange in the Golden State.

So mote it be. Ed. H. Kraft, Sec'y.

Healdsburg, Cal., Jan. 14th.

Installation at Washington Grange.

Editors Press:—As the time has arrived for

the officers elect of the different Granges to be

installed, I have received several invitations to

perform that duty. Last Friday, I left home
at 7 a. m., in company with Bro. D. A. Lerned,
to visit Washington G range, located in the
northeast corner of San Joaquin county, about
20 miles from my home. We arrived at the
school house a little after 10 o'clock, having
had a very pleasant but cool ride. Meeting
with a cordial reception, we were soon in con-
versation with the members that had arrived,

while others were coming from all quarters.

At 1 1 o'clock we were called to order by Worthy
Master Soller, and the Grange opened in due
form. After the minutes of the previous meet-
ing were read and approved, a report was
received from a committee on the death of a
worthy sister. The general order of business
was passed over, and the Grange closed in the
fourth degree and opened in the third, for the
purpose of conferring the degree on a class of

three. The Worthy Master invited me to con-
fer the degree, which I declined, knowing that
he was well posted in the work and I had not
worked in that degree for over two years. At
the call of the Assistant Stewart, but two can-
didates being presented, the Worthy Master
conferred the degree on two. At the close, the

third candidate put in an appearance, and it

u.i - decided to confer the degree on him, so

that he could take the fourth with the two that

had just taken the third. The Worthy Master
then insisted that I should do the work, as he
had gone through it with the previous candi-

dates. Being acknowledged as the Deputy, I

could no longer refuse. I then put on the
regalia and took the Master's gavel and com-
menced. I can assure you it seemed like old
times, when St»ckton Grange was conferring

degrees at every meeting. I also had the
pleasure of conferring the fourth degree on a
class of three, after which we were invited to

the harvest feast, where all the bounties that
could be desired were spread before us, of which
we partook with a good relish and had a good
time generally. At 2 p. m. , we were called to

order again for installation, which was per-

formed by your humble servant, assisted by
two very efficient brothers.

Washington Grange deserves the credit of

being the "banner Grange" of San Joaquin
county. There are now about 70 active mem-
bers and more on the list to join soon. After
installing the officers and listening to a few
remarks from Bro. Lerned, we left for home, it

being about 4: 30 r. m., feeling obliged to return
home, to be on hand, Saturday, at

Stockton Grange,
For installation, harvest feast and to listen to

a lecture from Prof. Hilgard, on alkali soil.

We, as a G range, considered ourselves very for-

tunate to have been able to secure his services.

Our installation being public, quite a number
of persons besides the members were present.

We were called to order by Worthy Master
Elliot, of Lodi Grange. Our Master having
been re-elected, could not well perform that

duty. The officers were installed by Past-

Master Phelps in a very able manner, after

which we repaired to the dining-hall and par-

took of a bounteous feast. Prof. Hilgard
arrived just in time to partake of the feast with
us. At 2 P. M., all being ready and the hall

well filled, the lecture commenced and was
listened to by an appreciative audience and well

received. WlL L. Overiiiser.
Oak Home, Stockton, Jan. Cth, 1878.

Election of Officers
*

Healdsburg Grange, No. 18, Sonoma
County.—B. B. Capell, M.; T. J. Barnes, 0.;
W. N. Gladden, L.; J. L. McClish, S.; J. Far-

ley, A. S. ; W. T. Allen, C. ; Aaron Hassett, T.

;

E. H. Kratf, Sec'y; F. M. Laymance, G. K. ; Mrs.
Josie Hassett, Ceres; Miss Luella Wolcott,
Flora; Mrs. D. F. McClish, Pomona; Mrs. S.

Beeson, L. A. S. ; S. Beeson, Trustee.

Point ok Timber Grange, No. 14, Contra
Costa Co.—Election Jan. 12th: S. M. Wills,

M. ; C. J. Preston, 0. ; J. E. W. Carey, L. ; Geo.

W. Smith, S. ; Calvin Carlton, A. S. ; A. Plum-
ley, C. ; Geo. Cople, T. ;

Yolney Taylor, Sec'y;

A. Vernon Taylor, G. K. ; Mrs. A. E. Gal-

lagher, Ceres; Miss Lovina Plumley, Pomona;
Mrs. H. C. McCabe, Flora; Mrs. J. E. W.
Carey, L. A. S.

Watsonville Grange, No. 124, Santa
Cruz Co.—D. M. Clough, It; Owen Tut-
tle, 0.; Mrs. O. Tuttle, L.; Bates De-
hart, S. ; A. Kerr, A. S. ; D. Tuttle C. ; Miss
Lottie Roadhouse, Sec'y; M. B. Tuttle, G. K.

;

Mrs. N. A. Uren, Ceres; Mrs. Rob't Boland,

Pomona, Miss Y. Ferguson, Flora; Mrs. J. C.

Drew, L. A. S. ; Mrs. O. S. Tuttle, Treasurer.

* Officers of Granges are requested to send list of offi-

cers elect, date of election and day set for installation, to

this office direct.

Modoc Granges.—Sylvester Daniels writes

us concerning the Granges in Surprise valley,

Modoc county, as follows: "There are four

Granges in the valley, three Good Templar
lodges, one Odd Fellows', and one of Masons,
all doing very welL The Grangers' co-operation

have a good steam sawmill about ready for

work in the spring."

J. W. A. Wright and Grange Resolu-
tions.—We decline inserting several well-writ-

ten articles in response to Bro. Wright's com-
munication concerning Grange resolutions, etc.

We have already published more on this sub-

ject than our space warrants, in order to do no
personal injustice.

Confidence Grange.—Editors Press:—At
the installation of officers of Confidence Grange,

Rev. John Newlove declined to serve as Worthy
Lecturer, and we elected Bro. A. J. Pichle to

rill the place. - James Morse, Jr., Sec'y,

Guadalupe, lianta Barbara Co.

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending January 22, 1878.

HIGHEST AND LOWEST BAROMETER.

Jan 16 Jan. 17 Jan. 18 Jan. 19 Jan. 20 Jan. 21 Jan. 2

29.76 30.21 30.30 30.31 30.17 30.03 29.93
29.44 30.05 30.24 30.23 30.08 29.92 29.60

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.
60 68 57 57 57

1
61

s52 50 50 51 52 52

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.
76 76 85 86 82 | 79 77

PREVAILING WIND.
SE

1
8 SE

i
N | NE |

SE SE
WIND

—

MILES TRAVRLED.

414 318
|

113 146 | 102 | 98 348

state of wkatu EE-

Rainy. I Fair.
|
Rainv. I Rainy.

|
Clo'dy.

|
Clo'dy

|

Rainy.

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

1.97
| I

.28 I .10
I

-13
|

1.15

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877, 12.22 in.

An Extra Edition of the "Pacific Rural

Press."

We have in publication an Extra Edition of

the Pacific Rural Press, which will contain

in full the proceedings of the last meeting of

the California Dairymen's Association. It will

be the most important publication, from a dairy

point of view, which has ever been made on

this coast. All the matters advanced were by
men practically engaged in the dairy business,
and the "extra" therefore gives a sound idea of
what is believed to be the best dairy practice in
this State on the different subjects which were
under consideration. Among other matters
presented, we notice Mr. R. G. Sneath's ac-
count of his experience with dairy cows and his
experiments with New Zealand rye grass as a
fodder and pasture plant in this State. Mr. I.

N. Hoag, of Yolo county, gives a sketch of
dairying in the interior of the State, and his ex-
perience with alfalfa. Mr. Sherman Day, of

Contra Costa county, contributes an exhaustive
essay on the dairy adaptations of the tule lauds
—these vast fertile tracts which are now being
so rapidly developed into profitable farms. Mr.
Robert Ashburner, of San Mateo county, gives
the results of his wide experience in choosing
good dairy cows and in breeding, feeding and
caring for them. Mr. I. C. Steele recounts the
points in his successful practice of cheese mak-
ing in the coast counties. In addition to these
important contributions to the dairy literature

of our coast, there are notes of the discussions
on the different subjects brought forward, the
list of the officers of the Society and the condi-
tions of membership in it. These are in good
form for preservation, and the publication will

have wide circulation among dairymen here and
at the East, where great interest is felt in our
dairy practices. The edition contains also an
engraving of the Centennial premium Jersey
bull, and ground plans of a creamery, a cheese
factory and a large dairy barn.

All readers of the Rural who have not kept
the issues of their papers containing these mat-
ters, or who wish to secure them in collected

form, can be furnished with copies of this ex-
tra edition, post-paid, for 10 cents per copy, by
addressing Dewey & Co., 202 Sansome street,

San Francisco.

Squirrels Killed by the Acre.

No doubt many readers were interested as we
were in the statements of a Solano county

reader of the Press in a recent issue giving an

account of the way squirrels were exterminated
from his fields by the Gerow Brothers. We have
since received additional information indicating
that these gentlemen have scceeded in doing
all our correspondent stated, and more too.

Their plan is to kill the squirrels by the acre by
contract, and they are ready to make contract
to exterminate the rodents from a whole county
or part of a county. The rate charged is five

cents per acre and upwards, according to the
number of squirrels. In Suisun valley the work
was done for five cents per acre. We under-
stand that the Messrs. Gerow will submit a
proposition at the meeting of the Contra Costa
Board of Supervisors, which will be held early
in February. A number of leading citizens of

Solauo county are mentioned as acquainted with
the successful work which they have done in

Solano county, and it would be well for the
Contra Costa meeting to consider the statements
and propositions which they have to make. If

their work is so successful as is represented, it

is a thing which should be spread abroad all

over the infested districts of the State for the
public benefit, and we hope aU readers who
have testimony to give about Gerow brothers'

operations will favor us with it.

The Way the " Rural" Advances Trade.
—The advertising value of the Rural Press is

generally recognized among our Eastern adver-

tising patrons. The following may serve as a
hint to those who do not enjoy its aid. Messrs.

Hunter & Brewer, of Springwater, Livingston

county, New York, writes as follows: "We
inclose you a little advertisement, which we
wish inserted in the Rural Press one month
(August). Last fall, we had a large quantity of

small pear seedlings, which were unsalable here

on account of size. Learning, some time in the

winter, that there were some demand for small

seedlings in California, we advertised in the

Press, last March, which brought us customers

from Oregon, Idaho and California, whose trade

amounted to a number of hundred dollars. We
hope the Press will be as successful this year

as last in finding us customers." This experi-

ence is similar to that often described to us by
Eastern dealers in farmers' supplies of all kinds.

On File.—"Periodicity in Rainfall, Etc.,"

G. F. B. ; "Rose Culture," M. C. ; "Saving
Fertility," G. R.; "Notes from Fresno," W. A.

S. ; "Farm Gate," J. T. ; "Coffee Culture,"

G. P. R. and F. A. P.; " Signs of Rain, Etc.,"

J. G. 0.; ".What is a Rain Gauge?" W. P.;

"Solano County," G. C. P.; "Stanislaus

Grange," M. B. K.; "Eden Grange," Sec;
"In Memoriam," Walnut Creek Grange."

The silverware delivered by the National

Silver-Plating Co., No. 704 Chestnut street,

Philadelphia, is giving entire satisfaction. All

orders are promptly filled, and no one need
hesitate about sending them money.

—

Lutheran

Observer.
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California.
EL DORADO.
Strawberries.—Republican, Jan. 18: On

Sunday last Alex. Wonderly, took a walk out

in Wolf Bros', garden, and says that notwith-

standing the recent cold spell, that he saw lots

of strawberries in all stages, unharmed by the

frost, and in proof of his assertion he exhibited

a stem containing three large ripe berries, a

number of green ones, together with two blos-

soms. He expressed it as his opinion, that

with a week of warm weather, a bushel or

more of ripe berries could be picked from the

patch. How is that for the middle of January?

FRESNO.
Enough.—Republican, Jan. 16: Enough

rain has fallen to maintain the growth of the

grass and grain, and prospects are now in favor

of fair crops. Everybody feels jubilant.

Editors Press:—The rainfall from Jan. 10th

to the 17th amounted to 1.33 inches. The
weather is warm and still cloudy.—E. S. Rus-
sell, Borden, Jan. 17th.

KERN.
Work.—A force of 270 men is engaged clear-

ing new ground, plowing and sowing on the

farms of Haggin and Carr. A separate force of

80 men is at work on their canals. There is no
evidence of discouragement because of the

drouth in this section of country. These farms
produced their largest crops last year. It is

well worth the time to see the progress made so

far this season and witness the moving of the

force from the headquarters to the fields.

About 500 Chinese are reported in the town,

many of whom are without work. It is pleas-

ing to see a disposition to do without their use

when white labor can be had. There has been

a large addition to our laboring population the

past two months, and Chinese have generally

been displaced to give them work. There are

several farms run by Chinese on contracts or

lease, and the gardens of the town are chiefly

cultivated by them, so that room is made for

them when work is needed, without crowding
out white labor. The country will be bene-

fited by the change.

LOS ANGELES.
Good f%i Bees.—Outlook, Jan. 16: We

called at the bee-ranches of Messrs. Killgore,

Baker & Cox, and Manville, finding them all

pleasantly situated and looking hopefully for

a good honey season. Since then they have
had a copious rainfall, which Mr. Killgore tells

us, has placed them upon a sure basis. With
a good season, the canyon apiaries in the

mountain ranges near Santa Monica are good
for at least 200,000 pounds of honey.

MARIN.
Tomales Cheese Factory.—The Tomales

cheese factory, lately purchased by Messrs.

Lang & Hartling, is running again, with pros-

pects of success. Mr. Lang has lately arrived

from the East, and understands the business

thoroughly. He has been the cheese maker for

years in Wellington factory, Ohio, the largest

cheese factory in the United States, and under-
stands both the inside and outside business. It

will be carried on on the Eastern plan. The
dairymen bring their milk in the morning to

the factory, where it is weighed and credited to

them. A certain number of pounds of milk
makes one pound of cheese, and the factory

receives two cents a pound and the whey for

making, taking care of and delivering the cheese
at the depot. The selling will done by a firm

in San Francisco, under the direction of Messrs.
Thos. J. Abies and J. P. Whitaker, and the
returns will be made direct to the Bank of

Tomales. The cheese made during the month
of January will be put on the market on the 1st

of March, and as soon as return of sales is made,
a dividend will be paid to those having fur-

nished milk during January. After March 1st,

shipments will be made every month. By sell-

ing the cheese and paying in dividends, as

above stated, all parties are served alike. This
has given the best satisfaction in the East. But
by serving all alike it is necessary that the
milk should all be good, therefore it is always
tested. They have what is called a cream jar,

by which they can, in a few hours, tell if the
milk has been skimmed. They also have lac-

tometers, by which they can tell in an instant

if the milk is watered. The contract between
the dairymen and factory contains a clause,

that if it is ascertained that the milk is not
sweet or has been skimmed or watered, a com-
mittee of five shall be appointed from the
patrons, with power to levy a fine, the amount
to be retained from their dividend and divided
among the other patrons. The contract is

binding from the time they commence deliver-

ing milk until August 1st, with the provision

that any one of the dairymen, or all, may draw
out on the first day of March, but if not quit-

ting at that time, to continue until August 1st.

Messrs. Lang & Hartling have now engaged
the milk of 800 cows and expect to get about
200 more. It is intended to make an article of

cheese which will have no superior in the
United States. They have run just one week
and have 29 cheeses on their shelves.

MODOC.
Surprise Valley. — Editors Press: We

are a great way from the world,
t
being nearly

200 miles from Reno, the nearest railroad

station. We have a good valley to live in, but
we labor under great inconveniences by being

so far from market and railroad communication.
All news is old when it gets to us. This is

in Surprise valley. I have only lived here two
years; coming from Iowa. As nearly as I can
judge, the farmers are being prospered and are

making good homes.

—

Sylvester Daniels,
Lake City.

MONTEREY.
Forward Grain.— Cor. Santa Cruz Cour-

ier, Jan. 16: John Dixon, one mile below Sali-

nas City, has sunk four artesian ten-inch wells
on his place, operating the same by steam,
with which he irrigates 40 acres of land. He
now has 40 acres of grain in dough, which
would ripen in five or six days under a summer
sun. There are 50 acres of grain at Elkhorn
slough, now in dough, growing in swamp land.

The Valley.—Index, Jan. 17: The pros-

pect never was so bright for a big yield of grain

in the Salinas valley. In no previous season

has there been so great an acreage under seed,

and a large portion of the grain is already up
and growing finely. Plenty of rain has fallen,

but not enough to have drowned out the seed
anywhere in the valley. Everybody wears a

smiling countenance.

SACRAMENTO
The Bright Future.—Editors Press:—

Amid many despondencies blessings often come
unawares and dispel all fears of the future. So
it has proved in the recent rain, not only with
the agricultural class but the community at

large. The earth quickly drank in the abun-
dance spread over the State. The new year
opens with auspices far brighter than at

first predicted. With light rains in the
early season, continued with north winds and
the heavy frost in January, gave no better pre-

dictions; but at the turning point of the latter

half the clouds broke the spell, and the delu-

sion vanished. Now all can work with the

new year with lighter hearts, willing hands,
with the future lit up with smiles and laden
with increased fruits of their own production.—Geo. Rich, Sacramento.

SAN BERNARDINO.
Riverside Nursery.—Semi-Tropical, Jan.

12: Mr. P. S. Russell came from San Diego
five years ago, when Riverside was in its in-

fancy. He purchased 20 acres of land a mile
north of the town and set earnestly to work
putting it out in treeB. Since his arrival he has
sold thousands of trees and has still a stock of

100,000 on hand, all semi-tropical fruits. Mr.
R. has recently purchased 20 acres of land ad-

joining his original purchase, in order to give

room to his rapidly growing business. All his

budded lemons are put in on orange roots, a de-

cided advantage in longevity and thriftiness.

Mr. Russell has been to considerable trouble

and expense in procuring buds from Florida of

several of the most valuable varieties grown
there, but has none of them for sale yet. He
has also the loquat, Japanese persimmon, guava
and other semi-tropical trees growing, although
none as yet for sale. Mr. Russell's place shows
what can be done by intelligent, persistent

effort. He has 2,200 orange trees set out in

orchard and will put out several thousand more
this year. He believes thoroughly in low train-

ing, as the stem of the tree is better protected
from the sun, and the trees themselves are more
stocky, and better able to maintain themselves
upright. His trees are all healthy and vigor-

ous, showing that they have been well taken
care of, and giving promise of strong growth
and early fruiting. The heavy frosts of the past

two weeks have not injured his trees to any ex-

tent. Very young trees, or those whose growth
has been forced by late and heavy irrigation

have been nipped slightly. Older trees are not
injured a particle, although the cold has been
more severe than at any time since records have
been kept in the county.

SAN JOAQUIN.
Jersey Bulls.—Independent, Jan. 18: S.

B. Kingsley, of this county, lately purchased
from the herd of R. G. Sneath, of San Mateo
county, two full-blood Jersey bulls

—"San
Bruno," two years and one month old, weigh-
ing 810 pounds, and "Prince." one year and
seven months old, weighing 670 pounds. These
animals were brought to Stockton by steamer
yesterday morning, and taken to Mr. Kingsley's
ranch,' Mariposa road. Mr. Kingsley has at his

ranch a bull of this breed, and thinks the cows
are particularly valuable for dairy purposes.

He also finds that a cross between the Durham
and Jersey gives to the progeny the form of the

Durham and the superior milking qualities of

the Jersey.

Grain Receipts.—The amount of grain re-

ceived at Stockton wharf station, Stockton and
Copporopolis railroad, from June 1st, to De-
cember 31st, 1877, was 12,299 tons or 1,230 car

loads.

Tule Culture.—San Jose Mercury, Jan. 12:

The owners of the reclaimed tule lands along

the San Joaquin river, in leasing their lands for

farming purposes, are required to furnish all

the necessary seed, and also feed for the horses

used whilo putting in the crop. The tenant

performs all the work, furnishes the sacks and
delivers one-half of the grain upon the river

bank to the owner of the land. (Jen. Naglee,

of this city, is now shipping several carloads a

week of seed grain and ground barley to his

tenants on the San Joaquin.

SANTA BARBARA.
Editors Press:—We are having the finest

rain of the season, and so warm, too! The last

rain commenced on the night of the 13th inat.,

and has been coming in beautiful showers since,

and the prospect is still good for more. The

croakers will get moistened up, and I think will

have something else to talk about now. Our
hay and grain are safe, and we think a good
prospect of spring crops. Certainly grain and
hay never looked better than now, and have
been growing finely since the rains in Decem-
ber. We cannot have all the good without an
evil. I hear the wharf at Carpinteria is nearly
all washed away, but the extent of damage I do
not know. Some cloud-bursts on the sides of

the mountains filled the canyons and brought
some of us mud and debris enough to keep us
busy some time, but no serious damage that I

know of. It looked grand to see the muddy
torrent rushing down the ravines, with the
sound of a mighty wind! Where the ground
was freshly plowed some of it was washed away,
but I think the sediment left will make that
even. There has been but little wind here
during the storm, nor have we had much disa-

greeable wind from any source this season.

People here have great reason to take new
courage, as the promise is great for the coming
harvest. Since writing the above we have had
an old-fashioned thunder storm and a heavy fall

of rain.—O. N. Cadwell, Carpinteria, Jan. 17th.

SANTA CRUZ.
Prolific Sheep.—Courier, Jan. 18:

' Mr.
Martin Kinsley informed us last Saturday that
on the day before a sheep belonging to his band
gave birth to four lambs, the mother being one
year and seven months old. This prolific

breeder was the offspring of a sheep that gave
birth to eight lambs in one year—two lots of

four lambs each—the first above mentioned be-
ing one of the four. All of these large yields
are flourishing, and if this rate of increase will
only continue, Mr. Kinsley has a bonanza on
his ranch.

STANISLAUS.
Low Water in Tulare Lake.—News, Jan.

18: We have received a copy of the report of

the reconnoisance of Tulare lake, by the civil

engineer of the West Side irrigation district,

Wm. Hammond Hall. The reconnoisance was
made by Mr. Hall during the months of No-
vember and December, 1877, with the view of

ascertaining something definite as to the water
supply of that lake at the close of the driest

season ever known in the San Joaquin valley

by white settlers. He finds that in October,
1871, the base of the water line of the lake was
195 feet above the base used for the survey of

the West Side canal located in September, 1876.

He also finds that the level of the lake is only
a little over three feet lower than it was at the
time of the survey spoken of, in 1876. The
lake now, or rather in December last, notwith-
standing the severe drouth of the past season,

was found to cover an area of from 420 to 430
square miles. The lake shore has now reached
a line where the depth is much greater than the
shore line of high floods. The lake is now, at

its present standard, a clear open sheet of water
of from 10 to 40 feet in depth throughout its

body. The report of Mr. Hall is a clear, plain

statement of facts, useful at the present junct-

ure.

Increase.—Last week grain fields on the
West Side, already sown, could have been pur-
chased for the season at from $1.50 to $2 per
acre. No doubt they are worth $10 per acre to-

day.

TEH A.MA.

The Outlook.—Red Bluff Cor. Tocsin, Jan.

16: Farmers are jubilant in consequence of the
rainy season proving so good. Crops have now
a reasonable chance to thrive and mature to an
abundant yield, always providing some unfor-

seen change for the worse does not take place

during the spring weather, which often has
more to do with the yield than the winter rains.

Stock and sheep men rejoice in the fast improv-
ing feed, and assurance of ample grass for lamb-
ing, which many are now looking forward to

with anxiety. Mutton sheep seem to be selling

off quite brisk this winter. A. C. Owens, from
Payne's creek, disposed of a fine band to a
southern butcher a few weeks ago at a very fair

price. Wool is still held by our principal wool
growers for a rise in the price, which is to be
hoped for ere the spring clip comes into market.
If we had a woolen mill of our own at this

point we should now be combing and manufac-
turing that wool, and giving employment to

hundreds of industrious, hard-working citizens,

who are now idle from the want of something
of that kind to do.

YUBA.
Oranges.—Appeal, Jan. 11: T. J. Power

exhibited to us yesterday a twig cut from an
orange tree at his residence, which eclipses any-
thing in this section. Hanging in clusters like

grapes, upon a stem of 16 inches, arc one dozen
large oranges, and which will average 1 1 inches

in circumference and weigh nine pounds. They
are of bright color, and a beautiful sight to be-

hold. The tree is a nine-year-old seedling, and
this specimen of its fruit may be seen at the
saloon. On Tuesday the cluster will be sent to

a friend in San Francisco, with a request to

exhibit the same on Montgomery street.

Washington.
Wheat Yields.—Walla Walla Union, Jan. 5:

We know of one wheat field, embracing 270
acres, that produced an average yield of 45
bushels of superior wheat to the acre, and an-

other field of 55 acres that gave a yield of 58
bushels per acre, both fields owned and farmed
by Henry Copeland, of this valley.

Frozen Fog.—Up to the present time there
has been no snow at this place. The ground is

white with fog that has frozen and settled en it.

News in Brief.

A $10,000 fire occured at Virginia City on
Tuesday.
Europe is anxiously awaiting the peace ne-

gotiations.

Further depredations by border thieves in

Texas are reported.

Nearly a hundred murderers were hanged in

the United States last year.

The weather at sea off this coast has been
very tempestuous of late.

The temperance movement is still progress-
ing successfully in this city.

By the recent Connecticut railroad disaster,

13 persons were killed and 46 wounded.
The United States has sued the Erie railroad

to recover $67,000, alleged back taxation.
Slade, the "Medium," after being expelled

from Vienna went to Berlin, whence he was also

expelled.

The Western Union company has increased
its rates to the various points west of New York
about 20%.
A bill has been introduced into Congress to

amend the law governing the appointment of

postmasters.
Recent shipments of American goods to Cey-

lon have been so successful that orders have
been sent for more.
John W. Mackay and W. S. Keys have

been appointed commissioners from Nevada to

the Paris exposition.

The funeral of McCarthy, the Fenian, at

Dublin, is said to have been the most imposing
display since O'Connel's burial.

James Gordon Bbnnett has purchased the
steam yacht Pandora, and it is said she is again
to be used for an Arctic expedition.

An official statement of the Russian Minister
of Finances estimates the extraordinary expen-
ses occasioned by the war at 432,000,000 rou-

bles.

The run on several of the savings banks in

this city this week was soon over, the deposit-

ors feeling assured that the draw was unwar-
ranted.

The Southern Pacific Railroad Company of-

fer 1,000 men work at $1 per day until they
can find something better. The men are to be
paid every night.

The Governing Committee of the New York
Stock Exchange have voted to expel Netter
and Bonner, who failed after re-hypothecating
customers' collaterals.

J. W. Bones, the " Workingmen's candi-

date," has been elected State Senator from Al-

emeda county, to fill the unexpired term of the

late Senator Nathan Porter.

The Supreme court has affirmed the decision

of the lower court, in the case of John Runk,
convicted of murder in the first degree, and ho
will therefore be hanged.
The Empire pipe line, which carries the oil

from wells in the Pennsylvania oil regions to

the railroad, has been purchased by the United
pipe line for about $1, 100,000.

The Cherokee nation object to the Senate
bill allowing Indians to become citizens of the

United States. They think the bill is in con-

flict with the treaty obligation and acts of Con-
gress.

The Senate Finance Committee agrees to

recommend the passage, with sundry amend-
ments of the bill introduced by Senator Davis,

of Illinois, to remit taxes on insolvent savings

banks.
The House Committee on Appropriations has

finished the Fortification bill. It does not dif-

fer materially from the bill passed last year.

It appropriated about the same amount, $275,-

000.

Over 1,000 men applied for work at $1 per

day in digging on the Southern Pacific R. R
ground on the Potrero. The men are paid

every night. This is an indication of the
" hard times " in this city.

Aftkr a short deliberation, the jury in the

case of Kearney, Wellock and Knight, on trial

for misdemeanor, for the use of incendiary lan-

guage tending to riot and breach of the peace,

brought in a verdict of not guilty.

Prof. Geo. Davidson delivered a lecture

last Saturday evening on "Irrigation," being

one of the course being given for the benefit of

the Oakland Free Reading Kooms. The lecture

was instructive, practical and interesting.

Geo. A. Croi'kktt, author of "Crofrett's

Trans-continental Guide," has lately been on a

tour over every railroad in this State. He re-

turned Fast this week and can be addressed at

the Briggs' house, Chicago, for the present.

A CONSIGNMENT of 500,000 white fish eggs

from the State hatching house at Northville,

Michigan, have arrived in the city for consign-

ment to New Zealand. A shipment has also

been received for distribution in this State.

THIEVES and pickpockets are unusually nu-

merous in this city at present. During the

lirst 20 days of this month some 30 citizens have
been garroted, and either beaten or robbed,

while on the way to their homes or places of

business.

•«The funeral of Victor Emmanuel, which took

place in Rome on the 16th iust., was very im-

pressive. The official portion of the procession

was a mile long, and there were also 2,700

deputations from, different parts of the king-

dom.

The solemnity of the King taking his oath

occurred in Rome on Saturday. The King, in

his speech, thoroughly upholds Italian unity,

and ho says he will conform to the measures in-

augurated by his father. An amnenty will be
granted to political offenders,
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The Mystery of Bare Boughs.

All' how stem January drives the sap down to the root

How the trees stand dry and lifeless, and every bird is

mute,

And ruthfullv we listen to the olaahlng of bare boughs
Was there ever any shade in these for summer's last-year

house?

And thou, my heart, make answer, whose punier is a

bare
Of any fruit from last year's hopes as thuse gray branehes

Did we 'neath May's sweet heaven brood ami 1st the

growing green.
While the wind talked to the slender leaves and sun-

beaiu> peeped between?

And in the soul's safe garden vow that Spring had naught
to fear,

8ince Love and Faith had driven out the Winter from its

year I

But now, but now make answer! For the vines have
fallen down,

And every bloom is shriveled and every twig is brown!

Then, like a homely sparrow that chirps about the eaves
After the frosts have fallen upon the loosening leaves,

My spoiled heart responded: "There are buds upon
these boughs

With which next June shall garland the Summer's royal

brows;

"In those brown knobs bestudding each frozen branch
that creaks

The new leaf-life doth slumber through all the snowy
weeks."

O, eyes! that are so fleshly, so sadly short of seeing—
That cannot trace through seeming death the clue to bet-

ter being!

For so tenderly our sorrows hold the germs of future joys
That even a disappointment brings us more than it de-

stroys.—Howard Glyndnn. in Independent

Woodside Papers.—No. 15.

I
Written for the BOUL 1'kess bvJK.xxiK E. Jameson*.-]

When the ladies asssembled for their next

meeting, at the pleasant home of Mrs. (iraham,

they could look upon their week's work with a

degree of satisfaction, for some of the work had

been taken to their homes, and a whole suit

had been finished for James Pike, one partly

made for Henry and some sewing done for

another family.

Mr. Qcaham had been a wealthy merchant in

a large city, but had failed, through the fault of

another. His health had become impaired and

lie had been advised to try fanning. Having

been brought up upon a farm, he had a knowl-

edge of the work and enjoyed it much better

Una his wife did the housework. Their house

was well furnished, but it was not so much the

furniture as the many nick-nacks and treasures

from foreign lands that gave it the cosy, home-

like look that it wore. Pictures and ornaments
were examined until, at last, the ladies declared
that they should lose all the rewards of merit,

mentally appropriated during the week, if they
did not go to work.

" I want you to remember," said Mrs. Gra-
ham, after they were seated, " that you did not
finish setting the table at our last meeting. Of
course I ought to be posted on all such work,
but dearie me! I never took particular notice,

because I did not have such things to do. Then
I am trying to be economical, and, though I do
not have to pinch real hard, yet, I think, it

makes a great difference what one has to do
with. I move we continue the table talk."

"All right," said Mrs. Johnson, "I guess
that question has laid upon the table long
enough. 1 think we did not mention individual
salt-dishes. I think them very useful. I do
dislike to see everybody's knife going into a
common salt-dish, and if one has a salt-spoon,
it is always tumbling out."

" Y-e-s, individual salts are nice and neat;
but, after all, I think they area bother; always
slipping about when one carries them to and
from the closet," returned Mrs. Lee.

" 1 have no such trouble," said Mrs. Johnson,
" I have a box, large enough to set six salt-

dishes in and deep enough to put one above the
other. 1 set in six and cover them with a piece
of paste-board; then I put in the others, which
are enough for my family, and leave the lower
ones all ready for company."

" Oh, dear! how nice that is. I am a perpet-
ual wonder to myself because I never think of

these little, simple things, that are so very
handy when somebody thinks them up for me,"
said Mrs. Lee.

" All that is very nice, but I confess I like

the salt-shakers best, because the salt is kept
so clean and is so evenly sifted over the food.

It can be rolled, and, if damp, thoroughly
dried before being put in and it will last sweet

ir salt) and clean for a long time," said Mrs.
Leslie.

" Kither method is a great improvement upon

one common salt-dish," said Mrs. Payson.
"Another good addition to a set of dinner-

dishes is a dozen vegetable- dishes. In them the

BQUash, onions or turnips is kept warm by each
plate and more room is left upon the plate for

the rest of the food. But there is one great
consolation, if one has not the money to buy
these things, they can get along without them
and probably live as long. Time and a brain

that will work well is sometimes as valuable as

money. Now, Mrs. (Iraham is very fortunate

in having all these beautiful ornaments, many
of them being of double value because they are
gifts from friends; but, if we cannot have one
of Roger's groups in one corner of our sitting-

rooms, we can make a bracket of a piece of thin
wood, cover a box or tin fruit-can witli beauti

fully tinted paper and till it with moss, autumn
leaves and vines, to set upon it. If we orna
ment the can with pictures, as is fashionable,

who will know, as they see it peeping out from
behiud the gracefully -drooping moss and vines,

but that it is a painted and pictured earthen
vase, costing a dollar or more.

'

"Oh, ladies!" cried Mrs. Johnson. "I want
you to look out and see that man who is passing,

the one with a traveling-bag in his hand. I

would give a dollar, this moment, if he would
come in here, but he probably thinks it is time
to leave the place."

" Have you ever seen him before? "

"I have, " said Mrs. Payson. "He called

the other day and seemed determined to sell

me some stove-blacking, but I happened to be
out of change, so he was obliged to move on.

"Well, ladies, "said Mrs. Johnson solemnly,
" I did buy some blacking and I am going to

give you the benefit of my sad experience,
was washing dishes when the walking humbug
came. Before I had a chance to say 1 would
not buy, he took out a bottle and a cloth, and
such a polish as he put upon the corner of my
kitchen stove was perfectly astonishing. I

could almost see my face in it and it was as

smooth as glass to the touch. He talked at the
rate of a mile a minute all the time; said it was
his own invention; that it was lo cents per
bottle; but he had been in the place some time,
wanted to leave that night, and was closing out
the last few bottles at eight cents, where the
people provided a bottle, etc. The reason that
it had such a beautiful polish was that it was
oil-blacking. Water was good for some things
but not for blacking, etc. Well, 1 thought it

was worth eight cents, so I took two bottles
and he took his departure. When I was ready
to black my stove, I used it according to direc
tions, but it was no more like what he used
than black is like white. If I had only taken
the bottle he took some from, I should have
been wise. He said he came around once a
year, but 1 never shall expect to see him again.

" An agent," continued Mrs. Johnson, "came
to a lady, who lives some distance from this

place, and wanted to sell some wonderful
varnish. He showed her what it would do, and
she told him she would take the bottle, the
contents of which he had began to use. She
saw that lie did not like the idea; but, as she
would take no other, he was obliged to let her
have it. It was an unlucky sale for him, how
ever, for he had to stop work and send to
Boston for a bottle of varnish before he could
go on. Of course that proved that the bottles
he had for sale were worthless. Now, ladies, I

hope you will remember, when agents come
with such articles, take the specimen bottle or
case and you will probably get something valu-
able. Next time I shall be on the watch."
"Mrs. Payson, shall I press open the seams

of this dress-waist or over-cast them together ?
"

inquired Mrs Lee.
" Ah! that brings us to the subject of dress-

making again. I believe we were talking about
the necessity of knowing more about it at our
last meeting," replied Mrs. Payson.
" Well, ladies, if I know more than you do

in that direction, what I know about dress-
making shall be the burden of my song and
speech, for I am always aching to impart all the
knowledge possible to others, if it will make
their work any easier or things more pleasant
around them, though sometimes 1 do not have
courage to speak to strangers.

"The other day, when I was riding in the
cars, a lady came in and sat with me, who car-
ried the brownest hand-satchel I ever saw. I

should think it had been carried ' visiting ' by
several generations. Now, I knew if she would
take the white of an egg, some day when she
was cooking, mix some black ink with it and
rub it upon the poor little browny, it would
look quite new; but, of course, I could not say
so right away, as she might not take it kindly,
so I tried to enter into converstation with her;
but, dearie me! she was as mum as could be,

and I finally concluded to punish her by allow-
ing her to wander along through all the future
years of her life, carrying that little brown
satchel and never knowing what she missed.
"About those seams; as that is a common

dress, I shall only press open the back seam,
overcasting both sides. The back seams and
cross, or hip biases, should be cut quite close,
leaving only what I call a ' wide seam's ' width
The under arm seams should be left a full inch
wide, as those are the only seams that should,
on any account, be made smaller, to 'let a dress
out,' as the saying is. Letting out the front
biases will always spoil the fit of a dress. These
should be left about three-quarters of an inch
wide and stitched about three-eighths of an
inch from the first seam, leaving ample room
for a bone to slip in. All these seams should
be overcast together. That is what the first-

class dressmaker of to-day would call ' slight-

ing, ' but I think it is a good thing to know how
to save time and yet have a garment look pretty
well. The nice way of finishing the inside of a
dress is to press open every seam, overcasting
each side or (after the bone-casing is on) turn-
ing in the edges and hemming them to the
lining. These bone-casings are cross-way strips

of the lining hemmed upon the seam or run on
one edge and stitched down on the other. Some
people put thin bones upon every seam except
the cross-biases, but I do not think it necessary.
Were a housekeeper to finish a dress in this

style and trim as fashions would make her, if

she follows them, it would be a six months'
job. At the end of that time she might wear
the dress—into an insane asylum. It is well,

however, to know how to do a thing well, even
if one is obliged to slight it."

"Yes, inarm, I guess we had orter know
how," said Mrs. Towue. " I've tried to sorter

block out my dresses, and I allers git as riled

up as a settin' hen."
"Well, now," said Mrs. Johnson, "I say

that of all mortals, except the dressmakers, who
ought to have a knowledge of dressmaking, the
woman who lives in the country, from one to

30 miles from a dressmaker, should stand the
first chance. I mean the one who can't afford

to hire if she had a chance. One who is cook,
chamber-maid, table-girl, washer-woman, dish-

washer, Moor and stove scrubber, ironer, coal or
wood-carrier, butter-maker, cheese-maker,
chicken-feeder, and who must, in addition to

all these, be her own dressmaker and, perhaps,
act as tailoress for her hnsbaud, beside taking
care of more or less troublesome comforts and
do—"
"Oh, Mrs. Johnson, you almost take my

breath away. Is there such a person on the
face of the earth ?" said Mrs. Graham.

" Yes, there is. I am acquainted with sev-

eral. I wonder that they exist, but they do
at>d will until they die and the second ' beloved

'

comes to have the benefit of the hard-earned
home comforts. There, there! I have nothing
against second wives, but I do pity the poor
creatures who wear their lives out in such a
hard, hard way. But here I have been chatter-

ing away and we have not heard enough about
dressmaking. Mrs. Payson, you must tell us

more next time."

How to Cure a Bad Boy.

Klisha M. Carpenter, who has for more than

20 years been Superintendent of State reform-

atory institutions for boys in New York, gives

the Independent the result of his wide expe-

rience in curing bad boys. We quote a few

paragraphs

:

During all these years of experience in a re-

formatory the one thought uppermost in his

mind has been; "How is a bad boy cured of his

bad habits ? how is a bad child changed into a

good child ? " and he has made corresponding
effort in that direction. After the first few
months of observation and experience, it be-

came evident that the mere machinery of a re-

formatory would not grind a disobedient, dis-

honest boy into an obedient, honest boy; that a
system of rules and regulations, of school in-

struction and labor, rigidly enforced, would
not, in and of itself, change bad boys, en masne,

into good boys. Results demonstrated the fact.

No bad boy is reformed without earnest per-

sonal effort on his own part; and this effort he
will not make until he sees, first, that reform is

desirable, and second, that it is possible.

Hence, the first step is to secure his confidence.

If he has your sympathy, and you really desire

that he should become a hotter boy and believe

it possible, he will find it out in due time; and
then he will believe you and trust in you. Then
you can influence him and bring to bear upon
him those ideas which will work a change in

his course of thought and feeling, and ultimately
in his outward life. Then can be brought to

bear upon him the fundamental truths of the
Bible, which will work within him a complete
and permanent change—the only true and per-

manent reformation.

A merely outward change of conduct, what-
ever the course pursued and motives presented
to secure it, is but for a time aud will end in

disappointment. A change of thought and
purpose, based on Christian principle, is the

only true reformation. Children hardened in

habits of untruthfulness and dishonesty often

struggle for months and sometimes even for

years, after conversion, before they gain

strength to overcome every temptation and
finally settle down into a permanent, upright,

Christian life.

How Mrs. Hayes Spoiled a Joke.—Mrs.
Hayes captured Mr. A. Riddle, the novelist-

lawyer of Washington, by excusing his appear-
ance at the White House, one sweltering hot
lay last summer, in a duster, linen pants and
slippers, assuring him that in such weather the
most comfortable way of dressing was the most
proper. A pretty little story is also told of how
his comrades in the Twenty-third Ohio con-
cocted a huge joke and sent a gawky country
lad, one Jim Saunders, up to Colonel Hayes'
tent to see "the woman whose business it was
to mend the soldiers' clothes." Mrs. Hayes had
just arrived in camp at the time, and when the
simple soldier went to her she accepted his com-
mission, executed the repairs, and won the men's
hearts while unconsciously spoiling their joke.

—

Xe,n York World.

Charles Lamb on the Curse of Drink.

Charles Lamb was not a sot. A very little

liquor sufficed to upset the equilibrium of his
delicate nerves. Yet he was sufficiently ad-
dicted to drink to have experienced the sensa-
tions, both physical and mental, which result
from the practice. Read the following from his
"Confessions of a Drunkard:"

I have seen a print after Correggio, in which
three female figures are ministering to a man
who sits fast bound at the root of a tree.

Sensuality is soothing him, Evil habit is nailing
him to a branch, and Repugnance, at the same
instant of time, is applying a snake to his side.

1 In his face is feeble delight, the recollection of
past rather than perception of present pleasures,
languid enjoyment of evil, with utter imbecility
to good, a sybaritic effeminacy, a submission to
bondage, the springs of the will gone down like

i

a broken clock, the sin and the suffering coin-

|

stantaneous, or the latter forerunning the

|

former, remorse preceding action; all this pre-
sented in one point of time. When I saw this,

1 admired the wonderful skill of the painter,
but when I went away I wept, because I

thought of my own condition.

Of that there is no hope that it should ever
change. The waters have gone over me. But
out of the black depths, could I be heard, I

would cry out to all those who have but set
foot in the perilous flood. Could the youth, to
whom the flavor of his first wine is delicious as
the opening scenes of life, or the entering upon
some newly-discovered paradise, look into my
desolation, and be made to understand what a
dreary thing it is when a man shall feel him-
self going down a precipice with open eyes and
a passive will—to see his destruction and have
no power to stop it, ami yet to feel it all the
way emanating from himself; to perceive all

goodness emptied out of him, and yet not to be
able to forget a time when it was otherwise, to
bear about the piteous spectacle of his own self-

ruin. Could he see my fevered eye, feverish

with last night's drinking, and feverishly look-

ing for this night's repetition of the folly; could
he feel the body of the death, out of which I cry
hourly with feebler and feebler outcry to be
delivered—it were enough to make him dash
the sparkling beverage to the earth in all the
pride of its mantling temptation; to make him
clasp his teeth,

"and not undo 'em.
To suffer wkt damnation to run thyigh 'em."

Decorated by the Czar.—The emperor him-
self is the sole fountain of military honor. He
watches all personally, and his personal bearing

enhance the reward in every case. A generous
word, a friendly look, the well-chosen expres-

sion of praise to suit the individual, go home to

the heart of the recipient as much as the highly

cherished reward itself. Two hundred officers

of all ranks breakfast and dine daily at his

table. From the youngest to the oldest every

eye is fixed on him. Before the meal, in the

assembled circle, as the Czar appears, it is seen

one day that an aide-de-camp behind him
carries a cushion with crosses on it, and, per-

haps, half a dozen sword-knots of honor—the

riband of St. George, orange aud black—to be
worn attached to the sword-hilt Instantly ex-

pectation is at its hight. The Czar's voice caUs

the chosen name, all make room for the envied

man to pass, he comes blushing and flushed, re-

ceives the prize, bends low to kiss the imperial

hand, and retires, bowing at every step, a made
man for life, the admired and courted of all be-

holders. Then he has to go through the usual

embracing and kissing on l>oth cheeks from his

friends. I have seen old officers so overcome by
this mark of distinction that they went about
for ten minutes after like children, weeping,

with the prized decoration in their hands, show-
ing it round, half dazed.

—

Correspondent Lon-
don Times.

To Increase Beauty'.—There ia a divine

contagion in all beauteous things. We alter-

nately color objects with our fancies and affec-

tions or receive from them a kindred hue. This

principle prevades all nature, physical and
moral. Let those who would trace an expres-

sion of serenity and tenderness on a human
face, watch a person of sensibility as he gazes

upon a painting by Claude or Raphael. In con-

templating a fine picture, we drink in its spirit

through our eyes. If a lovely woman would in-

crease her charms, let her gaze long and ardent-

ly on all beauteous images. Let her not in-

dulge those passions which deform the features,

but, cultivate, on the contrary, every soft af-

fection. It will soon become an easy task, for

one good feeling suggests and supports another.

We involuntarily adapt our aspect to our emo-

tions, and long habits of thought and feeling

leave a permanent impression on the counte-

nance. Every one believes thus far in physiog-

nomy, and acts more or less decidedly upon his

belief. A fierce man often looks beautifully

tender and serene when either caressing or be-

ing caressed, and deceives us like an ocean in a

calm, which at times is "the gentlest of all

things. "

—

LU( rary Leaves.

Duty of Scientific Men.— Prof. Pettenkofer,

at the recent meeting of the German Associa-

tion of Naturalists at Munich, thus spoke of the

duty of scientific investigators: "Natural sci-

ence has but to look for facts and truths, and

need never busy itself about the immediate

practical application of what has been found,

because for them alone it deserves the sympathy
of the entire civilized world and the means
necessary for its culture and development.
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Chance for Midnight Battles.

"The troops retreated under cover of the

darkness" is a sentence which bids fair to go

out of use in the history of future battles.

The electric light promises to make fighting at

night as practical as fighting by day—as though

there could not enough bloodshed be enacted

while the sun is above the horizon. A number
of interesting experiments have been recently
carried out at Metz by a committee of engineers

and other officers appointed to investigate the
practicability of employing electric light during
siege operations, and to suggest any modifica-

tions which it may seem expedient to introduce
in the apparatus at present in use. According
to the Pall Mall Qazelte, on the night of Octo-
ber 20th, Forts Frederick, Charles and Alvens-
leben were illuminated by throwing the electric

light upon them, when it was found that at a
distance of from two to three kilometers, not
only buildings but also individual men could be
plainly made out. On the night of the 27th of

October the electric apparatus was arranged on
the exercising ground outside the Chambier
gate, and the light directed upon a row of tar-

gets. Fire was then opened against these latter

by a squad of riflemen, and the practice made
was nearly as good as that recorded on ordi-

nary occasions when firing by day—a result

which was considered exceedingly satisfactory, as

a thick mist prevailed at the time, and materi-

ally interfered with the action of the light. Al-
together the committee concluded that the elec-

tric light may in future be employed with ad-

vantage not only in siege operations, but also

during outpost duty and engagements at night.

The London Times says that the parachute
light, introduced into the service as a means of

revealing the enemy's position and movements
at night, is to be superseded by the newest de-

scription of star shell. The parachute light,

which was invented by Colonel, now General
Boxer, when superintendent of the Royal La-
boratory Department, Royal Arsenel, Wool-
wich, is somewhat expensive in manufacture and
rather cumbersome in carriage, as it forms,

when closed, a large shell, expanding into a huge
umbrella, 15 feet high, when opened, the cup of

composition which is suspended being designed
to burn four minutes and a half. The star shell

is much smaller and more portable, and of com-
paratively trifling cost. It can be fired into the
air from a mortar at the required angle to show
the enemy's works, and burns with a brilliant

light for about half a minute, long enough to

take an observation and lay a gun, but not long
enough to allow an adverse wind to bring the
light back over the firing point, and so turn the
advantage in favor of the enemy.

Live Jewels.

All nature is made to contribute to woman's

love of self-adornment. The demands vary ac-

cording to the grade of culture or the carprice

of the reigning fashion. The savage is content

with the bones, teeth and heads of animals, the
feathers of birds, and the shells of snails and
fishes, to adorn the head, ears, noes, neck, arms
and girdle. With the women of the cultured
world nothing, perhaps, is made to contribute

so largely to gratify vanity as the richly-colored

birds. Whole birds of paradise and other
species, and the feathers of the ostrich, peacock,

marabou, and many other birds, are made to

serve as ornaments for the head. But it is not
generally known that the Mexican women of

the wealthier classes use as ornaments, on ex-

traordinary occasions, live fire-flies, which in

the dark, emit a bright, phosphorescent light.

They belong to the family of leaping or spring-

ing beetles, and are called by the Spanish
cucujo. In order to catch these bugs, the Indi-

ans fasten a live coal to a stick, and move it to

and fro in the dark. The cucujo thinks this

bright point a rival, and, in his anger, darts to-

ward it, and finds the grave of his liberty in

the hand of the Indian. The Indians find a

ready sale for them in the larger cities, where
they are bought by the wealthy ladies at about
two reals (25 cents) a dozen. They are kept in

elegant little cages, and fed on slices of sugar-

cane, and bathed twice a day, either by the

ladies themselves or by their maids. In the

evening they are put into little sacks, shaped
like roses, and attached to the ladies' dresses.

The light these little bugs emit surpasses in bril-

liancy the reflection of the purest diamonds.

The daily bath they receive is absolutely nec-

essary, as without it they would emit no light,

which is sometime^ strong enough, it is said, to

read by.

—

Appleton's Journal.

Beautiful Incident.—A friend relates to us

a very interesting circumstance which occurred

at West Point not long since. It was on one of

the late delightful autumnal Sabbaths, when
windows were universally left open. Over the

pulpit, in the chapel, as some of our readers will

remember, is a fine allegorical picture by Weir.

A part of it represents Peace as a female figure,

holding an olive branch in her hand. During
the services, at the time alluded to, a small bird

flew into the chapel and made several attempts
to alight on the branch. What a fine criticism

upon the fidelity of the artist.

Lemon Wood.—A traveler writes : "When
in Rome, a few years ago, I was shown some
work made out of wood of the lemon tree that

was considered almost as good as if made from
box."

YoiJjJq pontes* G©lJ^h.

Robin Hood's Miracle.

Fair, fair was the forest of Sherwood in the
days of Robin Hood; long were the summers
that garmented the the forests with green, and
bright were the autumns that browned the
thickets and coverts from which the merry
hunters, clad in Lincoln-green, started the
deer. The silver horns of Robin Hood's merry
men divided in the morning, and their notes
were lost in the great deep forests, but they
blended again at evening, echoing at first from
afar and then drawing near.

Then merry were the tales of the hunters,
as the red moon rose in the dusky shadows,
and poured her light over the forests like a
silver sea.

Robin Hood performed a mast wonderful
miracle in his day.

Perhaps, though, you may not think [it so
wonderful after all.

We will tell it to you as a very old ballad
told it to us.

One day Robin, being in a merry mood, took
it into his head to go into the king's highway
in the disguise of a Friar. He put on hood,
gown, crucifix and beads, and walked off

slowly, looking very demure and woe-begone.
He had not gone far, when he met two lusty

priests clad all in black, and riding gallantly
along.

" Benedicite!" he said. "Have pity on a
poor friar, who has been wandering since
morning, without meat or drink."
"In the name of the Virgin," said one of the

priests, "we cannot help thee. We've been
robbed, and haven't a penny to help ourselves."
Robin laid hold of the priest's robes, and

drew him from the horse. Robin was so stout
a man that the priest could not resist, and
when he command the other priest to dis-

mount, he dared not disobey him.
"You say you have no money," said Robin.

" Neither have I.

"

"You know how to pray?" said Robin.
"Yes," said the priests.

" Then let us all fall on our knees, we three to-

gether, and for money we will pray earnestly,
and we will see what Heaven will send."
The priests knelt down.
"Now pray," said Robin.
They prayed very dolefully. At last they

began to weep and wring their hands. Then
Robin began to dance.
The priests' prayers became more doleful

than ever. But Robin said:
" Pray ! Pray !"

They prayed a very long time.
"Now put your hands into your pockets,

and see if you have received an answered to
your prayers."

The first priest felt in his pockets, then
rolled up his eyes very solemnly a.id said:

"Nothing.

"

"Let me feel," said Robin.
The priests now looked more troubled than ever.

Robin searched the pockets of one, and drew
forth a purse heavy with gold.

" What an answer to prayers?" said Robin,
and he searched the other, and found another
purse.

The two priests were struck dumb—what
could they say? If they had spoken truly at
first, here indeed was»a miracle! The old bal-

lad says that they "sighed wondrous heavy."
"You have prayed well," said Robin, en-

couragingly, seeing their dejected looks.
" Here are five hundred pounds. Now we will

divide it."

And divide it he did. He gave each priest

fifty pounds for praying so well, and kept the
rest himself. But the priests did not seem
very much pleased with Robin's division and
liberal present, but rode away looking more
woeful than ever.

"Always speak the truth," said Robin to the
two priests, as they departed; and we have a
sort of suspicion that if they had spoken the
truth about their money to the bold outlay, as

good priests ought, the miracle would not have
been so great.

—

H. II. Bulterworth, in January
Wide Aivake.

Female Heroism.—"One day," said Mas-
sena, "beirig at Buezenghen, I perceived a young
soldier belonging to the Light Artillery, whose
horse had been wounded by a lance. The young
man, who appeared quite a child, defended him-
self desperately, as several bodies of the enemy
lying around could testify. I immediately dis-

patched an officer with some men to his assist-

ance, but they arrived too late. Although this

action had taken place on the borders of the

wood, and in the front of the bridge, this artil-

leryman hade alone withstood the attack of the
small party of Cossacks and Bavarians, whom
the officer and the men I had dispatched put to

flight. His body was covered with wounds in-

flicted by shots, lances and swords. There were
at least 30. And do you know, Madam, what
the young man was?" said Massena, turning to

me. "A woman?" ."Yes, a woman, and a

handsome woman, too! although she was so

covered with blood that it was difficult to judge
of her beauty. She had followed her lover to

the army. The latter was a captain of artil-

lery; she had never left him; and, when he was
killed, had defended like a lioness the remains

of him she loved. She was a native of Paris;

her name was Louise Pellets, and she was the

daughter of a fringe maker in the Rue dc Petit

i Lion."

—

Memoir* of (he Durhetn d'Abrante*. I
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Why Gum and Pine Trees are Good
Neighbors.

Editors Ppess:—There have been many con-
tradictory rumors abroad in this State respect-
ing the desirability of gum trees around dwell-
ings. We lately were solemely assured that
they were poisonous. No doubt this rumor has
reached many readers. As I once heard Spur-
geon say: "A lie runs round the world while
truth is putting his boots on.

"

Truth's last new boots then, must be as to
gum trees, that they exhale those powerful pu-
rifying, antiseptic compounds, peroxide of hy-
drogen and camphoric acid. A Mr. Kingzett,
in England, has been paying much attention to
the subject, and has succeeded in producing a
new disinfectant, called "Sanitas," containing
these compounds. His method consists in de-
composing water and turpentine, placed in
juxtaposition, by a blast of hot air. "Santias"
is not only useful as a disinfectant, but also as
a preservative in curing meat; preventing
and even overcoming decomposition.
The lesson is, keep your houses salubrious

and your meat untainted by encircling your
dwellings with blue gums.

Edward Berwick.
Monterey Cal.

[The points made by our correspondent are
fortified by experience in Africa. It is hardly
more than 15 years since the first eucalyptus
trees were introduced into Algeria, yet their
growth has been extraordinarily rapid. Some
remarkable examples are given of the action
of the eucalyptus in improving the sanitary
condition of unhealthy districts. Formerly
it was impossible for the workmen at the
great iron mines of Mokta-el-Hadid to remain
there during the summer; those who attempted
to do so died, and the company was obliged to
take the laborers to the mines from a distance
by train every morning, and to carry them back
every night. From 1868 to 1870 the company
planted more than 100,000 eucalyptus, and now
the workmen are able to live all the year
through on the scenes of their labor. The en-
tire works and the railway leading to them are
bordered with thick belts of these trees, and
each of the miners has his cottage and kitchen
garden surrounded with them.

—

Eds. Press.]

Cause of Decayed Teeth.

A writer in the British Medical Journal gives

some valuable suggestions on the preservations

of the teeth: The general prevalence of dental
caries is chiefly owing to food remaining on and
between the teeth after meals—from breakfast
time till the following morning—when, accord-
ing to custom, the teeth are brushed; brushed,
but probably not cleaned, as the brush is more
often used to polish the surface merely than to

assist in removing what has accumulated be-

tween them. Experiments have been referred

to that prove the solvent action of weak acids

on the teeth; and I think it will be conceded
without proof that, were portions of our ordin-

ary food, mixed and moistened as in mastica-

tion, kept during the night at the high' temper-
ature of the mouth, the compound would be
sour. It follows that dental caries must con-

tinue to prevail as now, while it is the custom
to allow the food to remain in contact with the

teeth all night.

The following observations show the depend-
ence of caries on food remaining in contact with
the teeth. When the teeth are wide apart food

is not retained, and they generally remain free

from caries. The lower front teeth are seldom
attacked by caries when, as is generally the
case, the spaces between are closed to the en-

trance of food by tartar. The backs of all the

teeth, upper and lower, being kept free from
food by the tongue, are seldom affected by
caries. Lodgment of food takes place between
the bicuspids, between the molars, in the de-

pressions on the masticating surface of these

teeth, and on the buccal walls of these molars,

and these are the chief seats of caries. While
mastication is performed by the molars and
bicuspids, the upper front teeth remain free from
food and from caries; but, when they them-
selves are made to do the work of lost or dis-

eased molars, and the food gets between them,

caries is certain to follow before long. Further
proof cannot bo required that, if no food re-

mained in contact witli the teeth after eating,

they would be free from caries, unless acted
on by acidity from other sources. The only in-

dications, therefore, for the prevention of dental

caries are the neutralization of acid applied to

the teeth and the removal of food before it has
become acid. The food should be removed
after every meal, and all who have not the op-

portunity of doing so should not fail to remove
it every night at bedtime by rinsing, as the
brush cannot be trusted to remove the food

from between the teeth.

Another Case of Aniline Poisonino.—The
fact has recently come to light in Germany that

poisoned aniline dye is sometimes used to color

the lining of hats. A hat with a brown leather

lining was purchased at Stettin, near the Baltic

sea, by a gentleman, M ho began to suffer from
inflammation of the head and eyes soon after lie

commenced wearing it. A chemical examina-
tion of the hat showed that the brown hue was
imparted to the leather lining by means of a
poisonous substance intermixed with the aniline

dye made from coal tar.

Smoked Goose and Duck.

We do not know how practical the following

suggestion may be, but there is interest in it

certainly. • Mr. W. M. Ryer writes to the Bul-
letin as follows: On the continent of Europe
smoked geese and other wild birds are to be
found in the provision stores, and are sold at

prices considerably higher than ordinary meats,
being considered delicacies. The breast or liver
of a goose, when smoked, is a choice morsel for
an epicure, and the whole bird is at all times
desirable as a change in the ordinary routine of
the dinner table. You are aware that in the
mountains of California and Nevada among the
miners, and upon the plaius among the farmers,
fresh meat cannot always be had, except in or
near the towns. From this both miners and
farmers become consumers of salt and smoked
meats, as well as canned meats and fruits. To
these, smoked birds might advantageously be
added. Smoked fish, such as herring, mack-
erel, salmon, etc., and smoked pork, in the form
of bacon, ham, etc., and smoked beef and ven-
ison are all excellent articles for food, and why
not smoked geese and ducks?
Some may suppose that at the price wild

birds sell for in San Francisco, it would not be
possible to get them in quantities sufficient for
smoking. This is a mistake, for the birds are
more abundant than the salmon in the rivers,
and there are plenty of men to hunt them, pro-
vided they could dispose of them near their
hunting grounds. Hunting grounds for ducks
and geese are rarely near town, railroad depots
or steamboat landings. The hunter of one day
spends the second in getting his game on the
cars; the third day finds his game in the hands
of a commission merchant or middleman; the
fourth day one-half or more is spoiled or is not
sold, and the return made to the hunter is dis-

couraging. Before the canneries were estab-
lished only enough salmon were caught to sup-
ply immediate wants. Now fishing is largely
for export trade. Smoking establishments are
not necessarily expensive, nor do they require
much capital to conduct them. Every slough,
river, lake, and all the overflowed land abound
in edible birds. If a hunter could send every
day to such smoke-houses or curing establish-
ments the game he shoots, he would have a
profitable occupation, and probably 2,000 men
who are now idle could thus find a means of
living. As it is now, a hunter may drop fifty

geese or ducks in a day, and find no available
market for them, but if canning establishments
were near his hunting place he could make sat-

isfactory wages.

To Tell the Age of Fowls.

If the hen's spur is hard and the scales on
the legs rough she is old, whether you see her
head or not, but her head will corroborate your
observation. If the uuder-bill is so stiff that
you cannot bend it down, and the comb thick
and rough, leave her, no matter how fat and
plump, for some one less Darticular. A young
hen lias only the rudiments of spurs; the scales

on the legs are smooth", glossy and fresh colored,
whatever the color may be; the claws tender
and short, the nails sharp; the under-bill soft,

and the comb thin and smooth.
An old hen turkey has rough scales on the

legs, callosities on the soles of the feet, and
long, strong claws; a young one the reverse of

all those marks. When the feathers are on the
old turkey-cock has a long tuft or beard; a
young one but a sprouting one; and when they
are off, the smooth scales on the legs decide
the point, besides the difference in size of the
wattles of the neck and in the elastic shoot
upon the nose.

An old goose when alive is known by the
rough legs, the strength of the wings, particu-

larly at the pinions, the thickness and strength
of the bill, and the fineness of the feathers, and
when plucked by the legs, the tenderness of the
skin uniler the wings, by the points and the bill

and the coarseness of the skin.

Ducks are distinguished by the same means,
but there is the difference that a duckling's bill

is much longer in proportion to the breath of its

head than the old duck's.

A young pigeon is discovered by its pale

color, smooth scales, tender, collapsed feet, and
the yellow, long down interspersed among its

feathers. A pigeon that can fly has always red-

colored legs and no down, and is then too old

for use as a squab.

Stuffing for Poultry or Fish.—Two
cups of light bread or cracker crumbs; one cup
of mashed potatoes; one egg well beaten; but-

ter size of an egg; one small teaspoonful of sage

and savory; one dozen clams or oysters chop-

ped; moisten with warm, rich, new milk, add-

ing salt and pepper to the taste. This is nice

for poultry and fish; for duck, goose or wild

game of any kind, an onion chopped fine and
and added is an improvement.

Pressed Chicken.— Boil two chickens until

dropping to pieces; pick meat off bones, taking
out all skin, etc.; chop pretty fine; put back
into the kettle with a little of the liquor in

which it is boiled; season with plenty of but-

ter, pepper, salt, and a little sage; put in a

dish anil press witli plate and weight to be
sliced when cold.
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The Week.

Although it is evident from recurring rains
that no present measurement of the rainfall
will be more than partial by the time it reaches
the reader, still to show how general the bless-
ing has been, and how much more generous
than last year, we prepare a table giving the
inches of rain up to a given date at different
points. Our information is gained from our
country exchanges, and wherever possible we
have given the amount received up to this date
last year:

locality. Season tn Thin year. Last year
San Francisco Jan. 23 12.22 5.56
San Rafael, Marin Co... Jan. 17 10.12 8 08
Petaluma Jan. 22 14 .00
Napa Jan. 18 10.57 9 00
St. Helena, Napa Co Jan 17 15.33
Vallejo Jan. 22 10.00
Martinez, C. Costa Co. ...Ian. 18 6 29 3 99
Colusa Jan. 22 14.50
Chieo, Butte Co Jan. 18 9.14
Marysville Jan. 17 8.57
Woodland, Yolo Co Ian. 22 10 22
Sacramento Jan. 22 0.73 4 69

" Placerville Jan. 18 10.72
Stockton Jan. 17 4.46 j'ftj
Modesto Jan. IS 4.37
Fresno Jan. 17 2.54
Visalia, Tulare Co Jan. 18 2.25
San Jose Ian. 17 5.27
Gilroy, Santa Clara Co. Jan. 18 6.WI
I'ajaro Jan. 15 7.36
Hamster, S. Benito Co. .Jan. 18 6.00
Santa Cruz Jan. 22 15.00 6 80
Salinas City Jan. 22 7.72
Monterey Jan. 22 1L80
San Luis Obispo Jan. 22 10.00
Santa Barbara Jan. 17 8.30
San Buenaventura Jan. 17 7.00
Los Angeles. . . Jan. 18 16 12 g 08
Westminster, Los An-

geles Co Jan. IS 9.12
Cotton. San Beraa Co .Jan 18 g.70 1.00

The Awakening.

The strong man awakes from refreshing slum-

ber. The trials he has undergone, and the

depressing effect of labor diligently prosecuted

but slightly rewarded, are all banished from his

thought by "nature's sweet restorer"'—sleep.

He awakes with strong arm, clear brain and

confident heart, eager for the contest which
shall yield him victory. As Tristam sang to

Isolt, he brings "new life to meet the newer
day." He rises from his couch, not as creeps

the weakling from fitful slumbers, but with a

bound, as sprang the stalwart Cheeks upon the

Trojan shores. His labor, thus welcomed to

his hand, is half accomplished ere it is begun.
Not otherwise is the revival of vigor in the

industrial heart and hand of our commonwealth
since the drenching storms have come. While
the clouds were gathering in density we hardly
hoped to see, and the rains descending in unac-

customed volume, the State relaxed its features

and lay in peaceful, glad contemplation of the

generous gift of vivifying water. Memory re-

turned to former prosperous years. The hard-
ship of the adjacent past was forgotten. Each
day was wasting hope restored and waning
strength renewed. Now that the skies are clear

again, and earth shows at every turn of the
plow the treasure that lias been committed to

it, the general awakening of hope, strength and
the spirit of enterprise has come. Workers in

all fields of production, trade and manufacture
are awake to the possibilities in their labor, and
the State presses forward to the realization of

that prosperity which many declare will surpass
anything we have known before.

It is fitting to remember, now that the condi-

tions are so fair for gratifying success, that he
only will secure it whose effort and enterprise

are commensurate with his thought of prosper-

ity. Indulging in words and dreams of success

will not attain it. Wrapt contemplation of

general prosperity will bring but sorry individual
shares. He who trusts to absorbing fatness

from the general store, will gain little more than
the whaler who idly sits upon the blabber,
while his comrades, with whetted knives, are

delviug deep. Be success never so general, its

rewards are bestowed upon those who labor for

it. In the field of production, the truth of this

general observation will shine more and more
clearly as the months progress. Already it is

clear that the brave and trusting hearts, who
pushed their plowing and seeding while the
skies were clear for work, will reap a grand
reward. Their lands have stored all the rain

which has fallen, and it will be transformed at

once into sturdy blades of grass and grain. By
early work they have already seeded a wider
area than would have been possible had they
waited for the assurance which they now enjoy,

and to them will be credit due for whatever of

progress our yields of produce show. To the
work which has been thus well began, there is

opportunity for profitable additional effort. It is

to be expected that with the increased funds
which a prosperous year will bring into all

hands, there will be a greater demand for all

the productions of the soil, and he who can turn
all his resting acres into growth of some kind,
will tind the markets eager for his crops. We
believe the returning promise and confidence
will result in doubled activity in all lines of

production. There is warrant for wise invest-

ment in improved varieties of fruit, both in the
orchard, the vineyard and the small fruit gar-

den. There is surety for the expenditure in

improved kinds of seed for Held and garden
crops. The outlook for liner cattle and sheep
and swine was never better, and no one should
fail to gain the winning blood, in his stable, his

dairy, his herd and Hock. The dry year has
swept away a race of "scrub" stock, which, we
believe, the future will show we could well
afford to lose, if all growers will now use every
means within their reach for improvement.
What has been lost can be replaced with much
better, if all do what they can to secure this

desirable result.

It is a joyful task to contemplate prosperity,
provided one feels strong within him the power
to act in it and win his part by well-directed
effort. Such we feel and we are just as confi-

dent of making a more useful and generally
successful agricultural newspaper this year than
last, as we are sure that the year itself will be
better. We play no laggard's part and all the
advantages will be on our side. The impulse to
increased and improved production will furnish
us abundant material and enrich the writings
of all our contributors. Thus our columns will
catch and disseminate a thousand progressive
ideas and practices, and at the same time en-
large the circle of our readers and knit them
closer together in the co-operative effort to ad-
vance each other in the forward march of Cali-
fornia agriculture.

The awakening will lie general. Already live
stock has doubled, and in some cases quadru-
pled its value for breeding purposes. The feel-

ing of confidence in agricultural security has
notably increased, and the desirability of agri-
cultural investment and development is now
cleared from the clouds of drouth-dust which
have been blown into the eyes of investors. In-
deed, the year opens well. There is naught to
cloud the outlook save the smart from a little

city sore, which rioters have created. This will
be speedily cauterized, and will no more impede
our advancement than would a wart on the tail
of an elephant.
Our State is a strong man. He is awake.

He goes forward.

The Climate of California.

The following interesting paper was read at

the last meeting of the California Academy of

Sciences by Mr. B. B. Redding. The subject is

so important and is treated with such skill and

thoroughness, that we give the paper in full.

Mr. Redding has had exceptional facilities for

collecting statistics on the subject, and has

been gathering data for this article for the past

six months. The highly valuable information

it contains is given in a condensed form, and

the paper affords a better explanation of the

laws governing the climate of California than

has heretofore appeared in print. The article

is worthy of careful perusal and preservation :

The temperature of the air, course of the

wind, rain and snowfall, are taken daily at 7

a. m., 2 p. m. , and p. m., at 83 stations of the

Central Pacific and Southern Pacific railroads

and their branches, extending from San Fran-

cisco to Ogden, Lathrop to Fort Yuma, San
Francisco to Solcdad, Sacramento to Redding,
Sacramento to Willows, and Vallejo to Calistoga

and Petaluma. The temperature of the water
is also taken at several points, including five

stations on the Sacramento and San Joaquin
rivers.

In addition to the observations made by the

United States Signal Service, the Coast Survey
and those made at all the military posts, we thus
have throe daily observations recorded at 83
stations on the Pacific Coast, extending through
eight degrees of latitude and 12 degrees of longi-

tude. These have been kept for the use of the

companies, and for the benefit of the people

residing in the vicinity of the various stations.

As each new station is reached in the construc-

tion of a railroad, the agent is supplied with
proper instruments, and the record required to

be kept. On all the roads first constructed the

record has been kept for more than 10 years.

On the new road over the Colorado desert from
the San Bernardino mountains to Fort Yuma,
of course the record is only for the past year.

The record of these three daily observations, for

even 50 stations for 10 years, makes an army
of figures that it is almost appalling to attack;

yet, when reduced, and the mean obtained, the

results are of great importance, not only to the

farmer, but to every citizen. As an illustra-

tion of the

Financial Importance of these Records,

That came within my personal observation: In
lSG'.t some gentlemen made an investment of

nearly .s.">0,000 near Summit Station, in the con-

struction of sheds over some lakes under which
to cut ice for the San Francisco market. They
found it impossible to erect any wooden struc-

ture sufficiently wide for their purpose that
would bear the weight of snow that aunually
falls at that point. Their structures are in

ruin, and every dollar put into the enterprise

(other than it gave a small army of men em-
ployment in the erection of their buildings) is

lost. Could the gentlemen have consulted these

records they would have seen that the annual
average rainfall at this point is more than five

feet. Nearly all of this falls in the form of

snow, and is equal— if the snow that falls did

not become compact or melt—to a bank of snow
on their lakes and the- roofs of their buildings,

each winter, of (50 feet in depth. If the farm-

ers who have made settlements on the west
side of the San Joaquin river, and have tried

unsuccessfully for years to raise crops upon
them without artificial irrigation, could have
seen the results in the hard, unyielding facts

these figures disclose, they would know that

they hope in vain for rain, and also hope in de-

fiance of the laws that control climate. They
live in a section of the State that is an exem-
plification of the truth of the law, well stated

by Ouyot: "That when a mountain chain op-

poses a horizontal wind the air is forced up
along the slopes; its vapors are condensed, and
water the side exposed to the wind, while on
the opposite slope the same wind descends into

the valley dry and cloudless." The western

slope of the Mount Diablo range, in the lati-

tude of San Francisco, receives about an annual
average of 20 inches of rainfall. Ellis, in the

same latitude, on the eastern side of the same
range, has but an annual average of and 22-

100 inches. Modesto, a few miles further south,

on the opposite side of the San Joaquin, has

but 8 !).")- 100 inches. Still further south these

averages continue to decrease, until, on the

west side of Tulare lake, the annual rainfall

cannot exceed three inches. The record of this

point has been kept for so short a period that

the amount cannot be stated positively, but ap-

plying to this section of the State the well-

known
Laws Controlling Climate.

It will be found in time that this estimate is

not far from correct. I have thought it of in-

terest to condense some of the results of all

these observations, as they show that consider-

ing the elements of disturbance in the facts

that this State has, on one side, the vast Pa-

cific ocean, presenting a uniformly radiating

and absorbing surface, and on two other sides,

vast tracts in the Colorado, Mohave and Ne-
vada deserts, presenting rapidly absorbing and
radiating surfaces. Yet California is controlled

by the same universal laws that control climate

in other places. A statement of some of these
laws and the application of them to the records

obtained of the temperature, prevailing wind,

and annual rainfall, it will be seen that until
the isthmus of Panama sink beneath the ocean,
and allows the Gulf stream to pursue its way
into the Pacific, or some other great change
takes place in the physical geography of the
earth, the climate of any given section of this

State is not exceptional, but just such as these
laws show it should be.

Prof. Joseph Henry, in his "Contributions
to Meteorology." has done so much to clear

up the

Mystery of the Winds,
And has stated these laws so concisely, that
it is a pleasure to quote from him. He says:

"If the earth were at rest, it is obvious that
the air expanded by the sun's heat at the equa-
tor would rise up and flow over, descending as

it were an inclined plane towards the poles,

where it would reach the earth's surface, and
flow back to the equator, and thus a perpetual
circulation would be maintained. It is further
evident that since the meridians of the earth
converge, all the air that rose at the equator
would flow along the upper surface entirely to
the poles, but the greater portion would pro-

ceed on further north or south than latitude
30°, for the surface of the earth contained be-

tween the parallel of this degree and the equa-
tor is equal to that of half of the whole hemis-
phere. Portions, however, in the northern
hemisphere would flow on to descend at differ-

ent points further north; and of these portions,

some probably would reach the pole, and there
sink to the surface of the earth, and from that
point diverge in all directions in the form of a
northerly wind. Between the two ascending
currents near the equator there would be a
region of calms or variable winds. The cur-

rents which flow over towards the poles, would
descend with the greatest velocity at the cold-

est point, because there, the air would be
densest. Now, the earth is in rapid motion on
its axis from west to east, and every particle of

air, therefore, flowing from the north to the
equator, would partake of the motion of the
place at which it started, and would reach in

succession lines of latitude moving more rap-

idly than itself. It would therefore lag

behind continually and appear to describe

on the surface of the earth a slightly cur-

vilinear course towards the west, and hence
the northeast trades in the northern hemis-
phere and the southeast trades in the south-

ern hemisphere—where the conditions are

reversed, but both blowing towards the belt of

greatest rarification. The particles of air ap-

proachin^the equator will not ascend in a per-

peuicular direction, but will rise continually as

they advance towards the west along an ascend-

ing plane, and will continue for a time their

westerly motion in the northern hemisphere.

After they have commenced their return to-

wards the north, and until they arrive at parts

of the earth moving more rapidly than them-
selves, they will gradually curve towards the

east, and finally descend earthward to become
again a part of the surface trade-winds from the

northeast. The atoms will move westward as

they ascend; 1st., on account of the momentum
in that direction, and 2d., because as they reach

a higher elevation, they will have less easterly

velocity than the earth beneath. They will also

be affected by another force, first pointed out by
Mr. Ferrell, due to the increase of gravity

which a particle of matter experiences in trav-

eling in a direction opposite of that of the ro-

tation of the earth. The last mentioned cause

of deflection will operate in an opposite direc-

tion on atoms when they assume an easterly

course. The result of the complex conditions

under which the motive power acts in such a

case would be to produce a system of cir-

cuits inclined to the west, the eastern portion

of which would be at the surface, and the west-

ern portion at different elevations even to the top

of the atmosphere. The greater portion of the

circulation would descend to the earth within
30° of the equator, giving rise to the trade-

winds; another portion would flow further

north, and produce the southwest winds, and
another portion flowing still further north

would descend to the earth as a northwest wind.

The air which descends in the region of the

north pole would not flow directly southward,

but on account of the rotation of the earth

would turn toward the west and become a north-

easterly current. It might appear at first

sight that the north wind which descends from

the polar regions would continue its course

along the surface until it joined the trade-winds

within the tropics; but this could not be the

case on account of the much greater western

velocity which this wind would acquire from the

rapidly increasing rotary motion as we leave

the pole. There would therefore be three dis-

tinct belts in each hemisphere—namely, the

belt of easterly winds within the tropics, the

belt of westerly within the temperate zone, and
the belt of northwesterly at the north.

"

Without doubt these laws would operate

uniformly if the earth were a perfect smooth

sphere with a uniformly radiating and absorbing

surface, but it is broken by mountain chains,

covered by large tracts of desert which rapidly

absorb and as rapidly radiate heat; about three-

fourths of its surface is water, which slowly ab-

sorbs and as slowly gives up its heat; the water

of the ocean is in circulation producing great

currents which in this hemisphere carry a por-

tion of the heat of the tropics into northern,

latitudes, and the cold of the north into warm-
er latitudes. All of these causes interrupt the

uniformity of the

Flow of the Aerial Current,

Changes its temperature, and give rise, ai well
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as direction to local winds. The zones of trop- ern part of the Atlantic States they set in from
ical winds move bodily to and fro with the ver-

j

south of east and terminate from south of

tical sun, northward during our summer, and west.

southward during our winter; the belts of The States east of the Rocky mountains are

westerly winds in the temperate zone move the great battle ground on this continent of

north and south with these. As California is these hot and cold winds. It is doubtful if the
within the northern temperate zone, it is pri- Atlantic trade-winds ever give rain to Califor-

marily to the movement as a body, north and nia. That portion which passes the mountains
south, of this belt of wind, that we are in- through the Valley of the Rio Grande precipi-

debted for our dry summers and winter rains, tating its moisture on the White mountains and
where, within the tropics, the northeastern and Black hills of Arizona, which, by the meteor-
southeastern trade-winds meet, is a region of . ological records of the Smithsonian Institute,

calms and rains. This belt of calms and rains,
! are shown to have an annual average of 20

as has been stated, moves northward and south-

ward with the sun's declination, where within

the temperate zone the northern and north-

westerly winds from the polar regions meet the

westerly return trade-winds, is a region of

storm's and rains. These belts also follow the

sun's declination north and south.

Applying- these Laws to this Coast.

At our midsummer, the vertical sun would be
on the Tropic of Cancer, and in that vicinity

the northeasterly and southeasterly trade winds
would meet, create ascending air, consequently
calms; this air, laden with moisture, would rise

into cooler regions, when a portion of its

moisture would be precipitated, making tropi-

cal rains; this air would flow north and south

towards the poles. Confining our view to that

portion which would flow towards the north

pole, the larger part of it must descend to the

earth within 30° of latitude, under the law as

stated by Prof. Henry; as in going north it con-

tinually has to pass over a portion of the earth

which is moving less rapidly than the portion it

has left, it is deflected and becomes a south-

west wind. The greater portion of this upper
current, having descended to the earth within
30°, and returned to join the trade-wind, the

remainder would flow towards the pole, portions

descending in its course at all points where the

rarification of the air near the earth's surface

would permit. These descending currents cause

the local variable winds of our temperate zone,

but the aggregate of all of them is the prevail-

ing southwest return trade wind. The descend-

ing currents cannot give rain, as they can only

fall to the earth when they become colder than

the air near the earth's surface. In falling they

are constantly arriving at places of warmer
temperature than those they have left; they,

therefore, change to a condition of taking up
moisture rather than of parting with it. Where
the great body of the descending return trade-

wind reaches the earth between latitudes 28°

and 35° must therefore on this coast be compara-
tively a rainless region.

Other lessening portions of the upper current

would pass on until they met the prevailing

northerly wind from the polar regions, when
their temperature would be lowered and their

moisture condensed, and fall as rain. The con-

flict of this descending current with the polar

wind would create storms and give rise to elec-

trical phenomena. The prevailing northerly

polar wind reaches to about latitude C0° varied,

by the declination of the sun. This view of

the causes of the tropical, temperate and polar

zones of prevailing winds, is in accordance with

the theoretical deductions of Prof. Ferrell con-

cerning the course of atmospheric currents mov-
ing on a sphere, and appears to be confirmed by
the belts of low barometer prevailing in the

vicinities of the equator, and of latitude 60°.

The polar wind being colder is heavier than the

return trade-wind, and where they meet the

tendency is for this polar wind to become a

surface wind and prevent the upper current

from reaching the earth, until it has been re-

duced to the same temperature.

The operation of these general laws can be

More Clearly Seen on this Coast

x Than on that of the Atlantic and Gulf States.

There, the northeast trade-winds are forced into

the great cauldron of the Gulf of Mexico. The
Cordilleras of Central America and Mexico form

a wall against their progress, they rise, turn to

the north as an upper current, and return to

the earth as southwest winds. The Rocky
mountains, one great chain of which extends

from the center of the continent northwesterly

to the Arctic ocean, assisting in the deflection.

The great prairies extend in an unbroken line in

the same direction from the mouth of the Mis-

sissippi to the same frozen ocean at the mouth
of Mackenzie river in about latitude 62°. Prof.

J. W. Foster, in his work on " The Physical

Geography of the Mississippi Valley," states

that the sources of the Mississippi river are but

1,600 feet above the ocean. Prof. Coflin has

shown from the records in the Smithsonian In-

stitute, in his article on the "Winds of the

Northern Hemisphere," that between latitudes

60° and 66° there prevails a belt of easterly and
northeasterly winds. These winds coming from

the Arctic ocean meet the great chain of the

Rocky mountains, are deflected into north

westerly winds and pass unobstructed along this

great stretch of prairie land into the States

east of the Rocky mountains. The conflict

between the northwest polar winds, and the

moisture-laden southwest wind from the Gulf

of Mexico gives all the Atlantic States north

of Florida, their summer rains. As far back

as 1850 Prof. Espy, in his second report on

meteorology to the Secretary of the Navy, with

out, at that time, more than suspecting the

cause, reported, as the result of a long series

of observations, that in the northern part of the

Atlantic States the winds generally, in great

storms set in from the north of east and ter

minated from north of west, and in the south

inches of rain.

Application of These Laws to California.

That these general laws may be applied to

California as the cause of our climate, I will

assume to follow a given portion of air along
well-known points on the coast. At midsummer,
at noon, the sun would be vertical in southern
California, just north of Cape St. Lucas. In this

vicinity this portion of air having been a part

of the trade-wind would have become heated,

and saturated with moisture. It would rise

until it met colder regions, when it would part

with some of its moisture; a portion would re-

turn to the earth within 30°, again to join the
trade-wind, and another portion return towards
the north as a part of the greater upper current.

Under the operation of Prof. Henry's law,

the greater part must return to the earth be-

tween latitude 30° and say latitude 35°; the
remainder would flow on towards the poles,

until it met the prevailing polar northwesterly
winds; at these points there would be fogs and
summer rains. Wherever the polar wind forced

its way south of this, it would condense the

moisture of these descending trade-winds and
give rain. This they would do until they had
passed so far south that their temperature would
be raised to that of the descending return trades,

when, of course, no moisture could be precipi-

tated. It is these polar winds, forcing them-
selves among the descending trade-winds, that

give Britisli Columbia, Washington Territory

and northern Oregon their summer showers.

Should they force themselves further south,

they in their passage have to pass into warmer
latitudes; they would also meet the heat of our
great valleys and deserts, and become as warm
as our prevailing summer wind, and therefore

could not give California summer rains.

But from midsummer, the sun is for six

months moving south, taking with him the

great belts of the winds of the tropical, temper-

ate and polar zones, until, at our midwinter, his

rays at noon are vertical just north of the north-

ern part of Chile in South America. These
belts moving south with the sun during six

months, the region of conflict between the polar

wind and the variable winds, which in summer
was over British Columbia, Washington Ter-

ritory and Oregon, has now moved south over

Oregon and the northern and middle parts of

California. The temperature of the earth's sur-

face, and the air in contact with it, have been
lowered by the withdrawal of the sun's more
direct rays, and the polar winds are permitted

to reach further to the south without increasing

their temperature. The region of calms and
the southern limit of the variable winds have,

of course, also moved south with the sun

beyond the Tropic of Cancer. At this season,

the Pacific, the trade-wind is not usually

found north of latitude 13°. When in winter

the descending return trade-wind, coming from
the southwest, meets the coast south of Cape
St. Louis, it is forced by the Cordilleras and the

configuration of the main coast into the Gulf of

California, and is defected into a course from
the sotitheast, or, to be more exact, as shown by

the records kept by Dr. Gibbons, into a course

from the south southeast. Without doubt, the

southwest trade-wind, which strikes the coast

of Lower California in winter north of Cape St.

Lucas, is deflected by the high mountains par-

allel to the shore, and also passes over our coast

.counties as a southeast wind. H. L. Warner,
in a paper read before the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science, at its

Baltimore meeting in 1858, was the first to note

the fact, that the waters of the Gulf of Califor-

nia supply the moisture to the southeast wind
that bears to us our rains. It may be objected

that the Gulf of California has not sufficient

area from whence could be delivered the great

volume of southeast winds that at times, during

our winters, flows over this State. The Gulf is

not the cause of this wind, but it is the channel

through which it flows and gives to it direction.

When the sun is vertical on the coast of Bolivia,

just north of Chile, at our midwinter, he has

carried south with him the northeast trade-

winds, until, as has been stated, they do not

prevail north of about latitude 13" The region

of calms, where the great body of the upper

current returns to the earth again to join the

trade-winds, is at this season between latitudes

13° and 18°. North of this region of calms, at

this time, those portions of the upper current

which pass further north descend to the earth,

under Prof. Henry's law, as southwest winds.

At latitude 20°, the west coast of Mexico pro-

jects a bold headland into the Pacific ocean,

known as Cape Corrientes. South of the Cape
the trend of the coast for nearly 2,000 miles is

east-southwest. Nortli of this Cape, the trend

for more than 100 miles to Mazatlan is north

From Mazatlan to the head of the Gulf of Cali

fornia, a further distance of 600 miles, it is

north-northwest. The Sonora arm of the Cor
dilleras rises above the table land of Mexico at

latitude 20°, and runs north northwest along

the coast nearly to the head of the Gulf of Cali

fornia.

All of these southwest

Winds that Strike the Coast,

From Cape Corrientes north to Cape St. Lucas,
are deflected by these mountains and forced up
the gulf as south-southeast winds. The United
States Coast Survey have lately completed the
survey of this gulf and parts of the Mexican
coast, north of Cape Corrientes. When their
record of observations of the course of the pre-
vailing winds in winter, the barometric pressure
and the temperature of the air and water is

published, I feel confident that it will be found
that the southwest return trades prevail in

winter north of Cape Corrientes, and are turned
by the mountains and the coast up the Gulf of

California, and so over this State as our south-
east winds. It comes from this gulf warm and
laden with moisture and passes over the Col-

olrado and Mohave deserts. These deserts, as

shown by the meteorological records of the
Smithsonian Institute, have a mean winter
temperature of from 48° to 56°. This is not
sufficiently low to precipitate its moisture and
it passes on until it meets the Sierra Nevada
and Coast Range mountains. In ascending
these, it rises into cooler regions, finds a mean
winter temperature of 40° and gives up some of

its moisture. When it flows down into the
southern end of the great valley of the Tulare,

it meets a mean winter temperature of 48°,

which is high ?r than that of the mountains it

has just passed. It therefore retains its mois-
ture and passes on, until it meets a cold polar

wind and has another portion of its moisture
condensed in a rain storm, or failing to meet
this, passing still further north, until its mois-
ture is condensed by the prevailing low temper-
ature of a higher latitude. It is of frequent

occurrence in winter, that a gentle southeast

wind will blow for days, giving no rain south of

the latitude of San Francisco, but cloudy
weather at the northern end of the Sacramento
valley and light showers and rains from Red
Bluffs to Oregon. Therefore the norther part

of the State should receive more rain than the

southern and the mountains more than the
valleys. The least rain should be in the hot

deserts and on those sides of valleys most
sheltered by mountains from the moisture-

bearing winds. The first proposition that the

northern part of the State should receive more
rain than the southern, appears to be confirmed

by the following exhibit of the

Rainfall in the Sacramento, San Joaquin and
Tulare Valleys.

These, in fact, constitute one great valley.

All of it has the Sierra Nevada on the east and
the Coast Range mountains on the west. A
line drawn through its center, in the line of the

rain-bearing wind, south-southeast from Fort
Reading to Sumner, would at all points be

about an equal distance from the ocean and also

an equal distance from the Nevada desert. All

the stations relatively to their surroundings are

therefore similarly situated and general laws

have full operation free from local disturbance.

Commencing at the north end of the valley, the

record is as follows:

Rainfall at North End of Valley of California.

is confirmed by the records kept at various
stations.

Commencing s outh and proceeding north, the
following statement is shown:

Stations.
titudc.

igitude.

ibove

ocean

-feet.

t
of

series.

1

mean

oi

in

inches.

d
pj

Loi

Bight

i

Exten

j
Annua

rain

40" 30' 122° 05' 674 1852-56 29.11

Red Bluff 40° 10' 122' 15' 307 1872-77 18.41

Tehama
Chico

40°

39" 40'

122° 08'

121° 50
121° 30

222
193
67

1870 77
1871-77
1871-77

16.30

21.99

i: f<;

38° 34' 121° 28' 30 f849-77 18.75

Stockton 37° 57' 121° 17 23
1854-57 )

1871-77 1

13 23

37° 40' 120° 55' 91 1871-77 9.60

37° 20' 120° 20 171 1871-77 9.30

120° 274 1875-77 8. 32

Tulare
Delano 35° 43'

110° 18'

119° 12
118" *>'

282
313
415

1875-77
1875-77
1875-77

4.83

4.03

3.92

Mountains have More Rain than Valleys

The second proposition, that the mountains

should receive more rain than the valleys, is

also confirmed by the following exhibit, wherein

have been selected successive stations on a line

as nearly as possible east from San Francisco,

thereby avoiding any increase of precipitation

due to increase of latitude. The law, as stated

by Guyot, deduced from experiment and obser-

vation, is that an elevation of 350 feet is suffi-

cient to diminish the mean temperature of a

given place by 1° of Fahrenheit; that is to say,

the effect is the same as if the place were situ-

ated 70 miles further north.

Commencing near the center of the Sacra-

mento valley, at the lowest elevation above the

sea, the following results are shown

:

Center of Sacramento Valley.

St.Qkton

Sacramento . .

.

Rooklio ••

Anlmrn
Colfax
Alta.
Emigrant Gap.
Cisco
Summit

37° 57

38' 34
38° 45
38" 52'

39° Ofi'

39° 12'

39° 18'

39u 19'

89-' 20'

121" 17'

121" 28

12T 12

lal" 02
120" 55
120° 52
120° 35
120° 28
120" 15

28

30
249
1868
2421
3012
5230
5939

7017

w

1854-57 \
1871-77 t

1849-77
1870-77
1870-77
1870-77
1870-77
1870-77
1870-77
1870-77

Lati-
tude.

Fort Yuma. 32° 44'

06'

Longi-
tude,

114°

114°

II igh I

above
Sea.

200 ft

004 ft

Extent of
Series.

1855 to '67

1869 to '73

1859 to '66

1869 to '73

1870 to '77

1870 to '77

1070 to '77

Annual
mean of
Main, In

3.21
3.90
3.53

13.23

18.75

17.80

29.79
42.72
47.32
51.49
55.32

58.48

Ft. Mohave. 135'

Wadaworth. 139° 42' 119° 15' |4077 ft

Hot Springs 39° ftl'ill9° 02' 4070 ft

Brown's .... '40° 00''ll8° 35' l 3925 ft

The Great Deserts.

Forts Yuma and Mohave, on the Colorado and
Mohave deserts, are in the zone where the great
body of the descending southwest return trade-

winds reach the earth. It has been shown that
these descending currents cannot give rain, as,

in falling, they continuously arrive at regions of

increasing temperature. It is therefore in this

zone, on both sides of the equator, that almost
all the great deserts of the earth are situated,

and primarily to this cause is their existence

due. The Mohave and Colorado deserts are in

the same latitudes north of the equator as the

deserts of Sahara and Arabia. The great desert

of the interior of Australia is in the same lati-

tude south of the equator as the desert of Ata-
cama in South America.

The stations of Wadsworth, Hot Springs and
Brown's in the above table are in Nevada and in

the region of variable winds, and are made des-

ert by want of rain; but better illustrate the

last proposition, that less rain should fall on
the opposite side of mountains to that exposed
to the moisture-bearing winds.

Rainfall on Mountain Sides.

For further illustration of the proposition; I

have selected stations in different parts of this

State and Nevada. Fort Tejon, latitude 34°

53' north; latitude, 118° 53' west, on the south

side of the Tehachapi mountains, were the
Sierra Nevada and Coast range unite, forming a
wall against the southeast wind, has an eleva-

tion of 3,240 feet. From a record of five years, it

has an annual mean of 19.53 inches of rain.

Caliente, a station of the Southern Pacific rail-

road ,30 miles northeast, elevation 1,290 feet

upon the north side of this range, from a record

of two years, has but an annual mean of 6.38

inches; and Sumner, 31 miles north of Tejon,

with an elevation of 415 feet, receives but 3.92

inches. The Tehachapi mountains precipitate

some of the moisture from the southeast winds
and under the law as stated by Guyot, they de-

scend into the valley dry and cloudless. The
Summit of Mount DiaMo—elevation 3,856 feet

—from a record of two years, receives an an-

nual mean of 20.85 inches. Livermore—in one
of its valleys—elevation 485 feet, from a record

of six years, has an annual mean of 13.28

inches; while Ellin, at its northeastern base,

with an elevation of 76 feet, from a record of

six years, receives but an annual mean of 9.22

inches. Benicia, at its northwestern base, ele-

vation 64 feet, from a record of 13 years, re-

ceives an annual mean of 13.7 inches. This in-

crease at Benicia shows an interference with

the law which, I think, may be explained by
the indraft of air into San Pablo bay from the

Bay of San Francisco through the narrow chan-

nel, on the bank of which Benicia is situated.

Gen. Myer, Chief of the Signal Service, in his

circular on the practical use of meteorological

reports, says: "That wind which in the ocean

would blow with a certain velocity will have
but one-half or one-third of that velocity, when
blowing over a hilly country." While Diablo

robs Benicia of its rain, it is, in part, compen-
sated from the currents of moisture-laden air

that flow up the Straits of Carquinez, in conse-

quence of meeting with less resistence. The
Summit of the Sierra Nevada where it is crossed

by the railroad, as has been shown, receives an
annual mean of 58.48 inches. Boca, 13 miles

northeast in an air-line, but 1,484 feet below,

on the eastern flank, for the same number of

years, receives but an annual mean of 14.58

inches; and Reno, 31 miles in an air-line in the

same direction, and 1,510 feet below the sum-
mit, and nearer the eastern base of this range

of mountains, receives for the same time but an

annual mean of 4.78 inches. There are two
stations, one on each side of the Sierra Nevada,
whose elevations above the sea are nearly the

same

—

Alta, on the soutli western side, and
Brown's on the northeastern. The first has an
elevation above the sea of 3,6)2 feet, the latter

of 3,925 feet. Alta recoived during a record of

seven years an annual mean of 47.32 inches, and
Brown's for the same period 3.53 inches.

Moisture-Bearing' Winds.

Br. Henry Gibbons has shown from his daily

record of the climate of San Francisco, that

whatever course the wind may have near the

surface of the earth at this place, the upper

currents of air, whenever their clouds could be

seen, were moving from the southwest. The

records of the station at the summit of the

Sierra show the same fact. It is not unfre-

quent that the Sacramento valley is filled with

a southeast wind, it may be giving rain, while

a cloud bearing southwest wind is blowing at

the summit. When this southeast wind be-

comes a storm, it tlows up the canyons, ravines,

gulches and river courses as a southwest wind

and joins this upper current, for the general

course of all the ravines and river courses of

the Sierra is from the northeast to the south-

west, and the wind, like other fluids, takes the

course of least resistance. It is believed that

That the least rain should be in the deserts, Continued on pagre 60.
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Purchasers ok Stock will kind in this Directory the
Names ok some 01 the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

50 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, BOS Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-

ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey

cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale-various ages—at $40

to $100.

SHEEP ANTTG0ATS7
L. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and

Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Ks-

sex and Berkshire Swine.

B. P. WATKINS, Santa Clara, breeder of thorough-

bred Spanish Merino Sheep.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to i years old, iiO each;

Lambs. $15 each. ___

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonvillc, Cal. Im-
porters anil breeders of Pure Breed Angora Coats.

ETW. WOOLSEY, 41.> California St., Room 2, S. F.

Breeder of Thoroughbred Bpaniah Merino Sheep,
Choicest Vermont Strains.

POULTRY.
BURBANK & MYERS, « and 44 California Market,

San Francisco, Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,

Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, curlier Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pckin Ducks for

sale. Also, eggs in their season.

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Bleeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for

hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pckin Ducks, etc.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, liellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal.

Importer. Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Sw ine.

Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

Stock Notices.

CARD.

Last fall, preparatory to moving to Oregon, 1 disposed

of my entire herd of Berkshires. Alfred Parker, Esq., of

Bellota, San Joaquin County, purchasing several of my
best Imported hogs. I take pleasure in recommending

him to my former patrons and to the publie generally as a

reliable breeder. R. S. THOMPSON, Napa City, Cal.

taTParties favoring me with their orders may rely

upon getting A No. 1 Pigs, with perfect pedigrees and of

the most fashionable English strains. Address,

ALFRED PARKER, Bellota,

San Joaquin County, Cal

W. & J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California.

1MPORTKRH AND BKKRDKR8 OF

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE.
Also, the finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGOS FOR SALE.

Imperial Egg Food

(Tra.U-Mr.tli) .'• i«^rJvJP!S<" v^etr****1

Will MaJce Your Hens X-ay.
Winter and Summer, support Fowls during moulting,
keep them constantly In Hoe condition, and increase
their profit 190 per cent Halfofthecl Ickftdicannual);.
Thismakes bone and muscle early, a- d will save them.
Packages to mix v Itli : o weight ordirrv v 1 1 i d. 5" cts.

:

larger for $1 no and $2/0. Sent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocer*, Feed Mores, etc.

LOCAL ACKNTS WANTED.
C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 1U3, Haktfoku, Coxjt.

0. C SWAN & CO.. Agfs for Pacific Coast.
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

atSTTo whom all orders should be addressed.

LOOK I

trects, San Francisco,

lil'R BANK .v MYERS, Im-
porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rabbits, hogs,
etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
Die finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reductd prices.

BURBANK 6z MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister
Enclose stamp for I'rice List

25
Fasionahle Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.

postptid OEO. I. REEB k CO., Nassau. N. Y.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

DANIEL INMAN", (Prksidkst).

A. D. LOGAN,(Vick I'kkhidkkt).

AMOS ADAMS, (Skckktaky).
W. W. GRAY.

JOHN LEYVELLING, (Trkasi'kkr).

G. W COLBY'.
I 0. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

\V. L. OVERH1SER.
A. T. HATCH.
O HUBBELL.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

Grangers' Building, 106 DaviB Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking "will be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL. INMAN, Manager.

(JKEAT ENTERPRISE!

—THE—

Sierra FlumeX Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE,

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills. 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

lO Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and the
whole l 'oast ran l>c supplied.
The Yellow Pine is firm, line grained and superior to

any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exjiosed,
and tsj iallv adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while
the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of
pur] loses.

Last year thirtv millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned bv the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
I

Koiiifh or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial
work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost
lor green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at less than San Francisco

prices and freight*.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large
quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PHINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco—corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

Eode^Ttofi^L.

BUSINE 3S
COLLEGE.

No. 24 Post Street

BAN FRANCISCO. . 1L.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its
teaehers*Ire competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keepingand Arithmetic merely, but gives
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modern Languages arc practically taught. The
disc ipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.

Ladiks' 1>KI'.\KTMKXT.-- Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Tklkurahiic Departjiknt.— In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and pajier.

For further jiarticulars call at the College. 24 Post
street, or address for circulars, E. P HEALD,

President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

SANTA BARBARA COLLEGE.
Santa Barbara, Cal., 1877.

FOR YOUTH OF BOTH SEXES.

OAKLAND HEALTH INSTITUTE,
Center Street Station, Oakland.

Convineed of the superiority of the climate of Oakland
to that of any other place on the Coast, more particularly
for those suffering from diseases of a malarial origin, and
chronic diseases generally, the undersigned have opened
the above named Institute as a resort for invalids, where
all the facilities for the thorough and scientific treatment
of diseases have been introduced.
Our methods of treatment embrace Electricitv, Turk-

ish Russian, .Magnetic and Medicated Baths' of all
kinds; the Healthlift, Hadfleld's Equalizer, and in fact
all appliances and remedies of established merit known to
the medical profession. The building is one of the finest
in the city, and the rooms large and comfortable. No ef-
fort will be spared to make the patients feel at home.
Lying in rooms connected with the institute. Charges,
including board, etc., from sir, to $30 per week. For
further information*, address

Oakland Health Institute, Oakland, Cal.
JT. H. BUKDT, M. D., & c. w. HANSEN, at D., Prop'r*

$20,000
To loa'i on Fanning Land in Bay Counties, in sums to

suit. Interest, one per cent. Address

G. W. HAIGHT,

207 Sansome St., San Francisco.

John Lynch,
Principal.

Mrs. M. Atkins Lynch,
Yice-Princi[>al.

Mrs. Lynch Is well known as Miss Atkins, (long identified
with the Benicia Young Ladies' Seminary.)

FULL CORPS OF COMPETENT INSTRUCTORS.

For further information, address the Principal.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $5,000,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Vice-President and Manager,

C. J. CRESSEY.

Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary..* FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we arc now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

he best market rates.

London Assurance Corporation,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

Established in 172Q.

Cash Assets $14,993,466

Engraving done a I /his office.

Western Assurance Company,

OF TORONTO, CANADA.
Incorporated 1851.

Cash Assets - - - $1,576,307

CROSS & CO, Gen. Agents, San Francisco

ANNUAL MEETING.

Office of Grangers" Business Association.

Notice is hereby given that the Annual Meeting of the

Stockholders .if the Granger's Business Association for the

]
election of Directors, and for the t ransaction of such other

I business as may properly come before the Annual Meet-

ing of said corparat ion, will be held at the office of said

corporations, MO. 100 Davis Street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, on Wednesday, February 20th, 1S78, at 10 A. H.

Amos Adams, Sec'y. D. INMAN, President.

.San Franbisen, Januar> 14th, 1S78.

Lands for Sale and to Let.

FINE RANCH FOR SALE.

PRICE, S8.QOO.

Thcranch is situated on the direct stage road between

Mendocino City and Cloverdale, in Mendocino County.

Forty miles from Cloverdale, 20 miles from Navarro

Kidge and one mile from the Christine PosUiffice.

It Consists of a Total of 2.000 Acres,

Of which Q40 are secured by Government title and the

balance by possessory title. It consists of

150 Acres of Rich Bottom Land,
Which is adapted to the raising of Wheat, Barley, Oats,

Potatoes, Corn, Vegetables, etc., and will raise as large

crops as any land in the county. There is 1,210 acres
of Fine Rolling Land which is A No 1 pasture land, and
capable of keeping 1,000 head of Sheep, or 100 Dairy
Cows. The whole ranch is well fenced with picket and
post and rail fence, anil has eight good buildings on it,

consisting of a good substantial and comfortable

Dwelling House of Six Rooms,
Two Barns, one of them 100x40 feet, and the other 40x40
feet, a Granary, Woodshed, Chicken House, and a No. 1

Dairy House, new last year. There is a bounteous and
never failing supply of good soft water at both the Dwell-
ing and Dairy Houses.
On the ranch is a large quantity of Redwood timber,

suitable for all purposes. There is a

Fine Orchard of Some 300 Trees,

Of the choiecst varieties of Peach, Apple, Pear and Plum,
as well as a large quantity of Grapevines, Currant and
Gooseberry bushes, and other small fruit. There is 100
acres sown to Wbtat and Barley, whi<-h is now up four or
five inches, and promises an abundant harvest in the
fall.

The owner has also about 40 head of Cattle, a few
Sheep, five horses, 1.10 head of hogs, 100 Hens, and a large
supply of all necessary Farming Utensils, which he will

dis|Kise of to the purchaser at very reasonable terms if

desired.

The neighborhood is as good as could be desired, only
one mile from to a store and one-half mile to a good
schoolhouse, as well as one-half mile from a church.
The owner's reasons for selling are his wife's health and

his dislike of the business. At the price at which it is

offered it is the cheapest ranch in Mendocino Couuty, as
the crop bids fair to lie worth when harvested, $4,000.
itiTTerms are $8,000, one-half cash and the balance se-

cured by a mortgage at one per cent. For full informa-
tion, address

JOSEPH ABBOTT,
Christine, Mendocino County, Cal.

Or DEWEY & CO., 202 Sansome Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A Chance for Poor Men.
Farming, Vineyard and Orchard

Lands to Let.

The Xatoma ami Water Mining Company, baring" been,
daring the last four yearn, perfecting a svstem of irrigu-

timr ditches, over their pro|>erty, situated near the town
of Folsom, in Sacramento County, California, having
cleared most of the laud and fitted it for cultivation, now
propone to let the land (about 10,(KM) acres,) in subdivis-
ions as required by applicants. The land being alluvial,

i> well adapted to any purpose of farming or fruit raising.

Special Terms will be made for Irrigation.

Every portion of the land can be irrigated from the
company's canals, and the railroad runs through the
property for nine miles, with convenient stations.
From the growth of orchards and vineyards now fruit-

bearing on these lands, it is undoubtedly proved that

These Lands are Specially Adapted for Fruit
RAISING. The Company propose to lease also, for a term
of years, their FARM, with .stock, machinery, implements,
utensds, etc., complete, to carry it on, situated on Alder
creek, consisting of about 2,000 acres of farming land.

The Company's fruit-drying establishment, being now
finished, the Company is now prepared to buy all the
Vegetables, Fruits, etc., that can be raised by theirtenauts.
For further information, inquire at the Comjtany'ii

offices, at Folsom, and No. 531 Market Street,
San Francisco.

RANCH FOR SALE.

A ranch for sale, near Kivenlale, Fresno County.

It comprises 160 acres, (U. S. patent,) of rich bottom

land, with house and nut-buildinu'S. Grass is green the

year round. Alfalfa grows without irrigation, as water is

but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There is an

irrigation ditch running across the ranch, and three cubic

feet of water per second belongs with the place. It is the
best of tule land and borders on the swamp or overflowed
lands. There arc a few Fruit Trees, Strawberries and
Blackberries. The ranch is one mile from the school

house and postottice; 10 miles from Lemore, on the rail-

way and nine miles from Kingston, county scat of Fresno
county. I'rice, 15 per acre. For further particulars,

address
DAVID. S. ORR, Riverdale,

Fresno County, Cal.

FOR SALE,

1 offer for sale a Ranch of 320 acres, situated in Para-

disc Valley, Humboldt County, Nevada. Two hundred

and fifty acres of plowed laud, and 70 acres of hay land,

with plenty of water for irrigating purjHises, with good

dwelling and out-houses; also, wagons, teams and farm-

ing tools. Ranch beautifully situated, about twu miles

from a good school. Object, change of climate. Terms
reasonable. For further information, address

B. S RILEY, Paradise Valley,

Humbolt County, Nevada
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Musical Instruments.

The tirm of Kohler & Chase, of 633 and 635
Clay street in this city, is an old established
and trustworthy house, dealing in pianos, or-

gans and all other kinds of musical instruments.
They are extensive importers of instruments
and instruction books, and have long held an
enviable position in this branch of trade. We
take pleasure in recommending them to all our
readers

y
who wish to introduce the refining in-

fluences of music to their homes. The firm
make a specialty of the Decker Brothers' piano,

the Mason & Hamlin cabinet organ, the Emer-
son piano and the J. & C. Fischer upright pi-

ano. All of these instruments have gained a
wide fame for excellence and won high praise

from those who know best what constitutes ex-

cellence in a musical instrument.

We would speak especially at this time of the
Decker Brothers' piano. Wc cannot do better

than present a testimonial of its quality, freelv

given by a group of musicians whose praise will

commend itself to all music lovers. During the
Centennial there was held in Philadelphia a
grand musical congress, at which the Decker
Brothers' instruments were used, and the result

was the following straightforward endorsement:

Philadelphia, June 27th, 187G.
The Decker Brothers' Grand pianos, used by the Musical

Congress at their grand operatic concerts and musical fes-

tivals, recently given at the American Academy of Music,
were remarkable for their superior quality of tone and
extraordinary power. Finer instruments we never hea.rd.

Clara Louise Kellogg, Annie Louise Cary, Zelda Seguin,
Julia 13. Rive, Esmeralda Cervantes, Joseph White, 'Mix
Maretzek. P. Brignoli, S. B. Mills, P. Ferranti, Franz
Remmertz, E. Behrens.

A matter which we would make most promi-
nent in this connection is, that the Decker
Brothers' name is the subject of attempts at
counterfeiting. This is the penalty which the
manufacturers of a first-class instrument have
to pay for the gaining of a good name, and all

our readers should be on their guard against
imposition. Unprincipled parties have manu-
factured and sold cheap pianos under the names
of "Decker," "Decker & Co.," "Decker &
Brothers," "Becker Brothers," etc., doing busi-

ness on the reputation and popularity of the
celebrated Decker Brothers' pianos. All genu-
ine Decker Brothers' pianos have their name in

front on the pianos above the keys, viz. : Decker
Brothers, New York. In all genuine Decker
Brothers' square pianos the following words ap-

pear, cast upon the iron plate on the inner left-

hand side of the instruments: Decker Brothers'
patent, June 2d, 1863.

The simplest way to guard against imposition
is to deal with those who are well known to be
trustworthy. Kohler & Chase have a reputation
of this character established by twenty years
of business experience in this city.

—

Pacific.

Rural Press, Nov. 1st, 1S77.

The Best and Most Popular- "Pianos
-ARE THE-

The EMERSON and The FISCHER : Upright:

A G-REAT OFFER
WE WILL SELL THE MAGNIFICENT

DECKER BROS.', Square No. 2 for $525,
AN EMERSON Square No. 2 for $400, -

A FISCHER Upright C for S400,

Catalogue Price, $660.
- Catalogue Price, $550.

- Catalogue Price, $725.

OTHER STYLES EQUALLY LOW.

The above Pianos are seven and one-third octaves, in elegant cases, perfect in tone and the most durable of any made in the world.

Will sell on the installment plan to good parties if desired. We can furnish bogus pianos for $250, such as are generally sold in the country.

A^Seiid for Catalogues and mention where you saw this advertisement.

Kohler & Oiiase, Agents,
633 and 635 Clay Street, San Francisco.

The Largest and Oldest Music House on the Pacific Coast-

IRA MARDEN & CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.

Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

In consequence of spuriou; imitations oj

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE,
which are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Pemns
have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,

ihus,

< ->

•which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without which none is genuine.

AskforLEA &f PERKINS' Sauce, mid see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopper.

Wholesale andfor Export by the Proprietors, Worcester ; Crosse and Blackwell, London,

&r~c, &c. ; and by Grocers and Oilmen throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO., San Francisco.

RUPTURE! RUPTURE!!
Use no more Metal Trusses. No

No more suffering from iron hoops or

^ steel springs !

Pierce's Patent Magnetic
Elastic Truss

Is worn with ease and comfcir Night
and Day, and will perform radical

cures when all others fail. Header, if

ruptured, try one; you will never regret it. Send for Il-

lustrated book and price list. Magnetic Elastic TRUSS
Co., 809 Sacramento St., S. F., Cal. £g'Scnt by mail to

all parts of the world.

American Machine

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., care of Dewey

ft Co., S. F. State condition and lowest price.

Model Works.

Experimental and Fine Special Machinery, Planing and

Gear Cutting, Printing Press, Band Instrument and Gen-

eral Machine Repairing; Dies, Taps, Punches, Reamers

and other Tools made to order. Models aivd Patterns for

Inventors promp ly executed in Wood or Metals. 514
Commercial Street, .between Sansome and Leidcsdorff,

(Third Floor), San Francisco, Cal.

I. A. HEALD, Proprietor.

Farmers, write for your paper

GRAND HEADQUARTERS FOR MUSICAL BOXES.

HVL J". ZF^ILIj-^IRJD Sc CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers of all kinds of

MUSICAL BOXES

Holiday, Birthday

Wedding Presents

MUSICAL BOXES
FOR

Holiday, Birthday

AND

Wedding Presents

OF STANDARD REPUTATION.
Our stock embraces t'ie latest novelties, the newest and most pleasing airs, and the nios approved appliances

for rendering them with every shade of musical expression.

£S*V!e offer this season many new improvements that must be seen to be appreciated, therefore buyers coming
to San Francisco are invited to examine our stock—tiik larokst ix the city.

£-2TMedal and diploma awarded at the Centennial Exposition to our establishment in Switzerland for excellence

in manufacture, durability, volume, purity of sound and superior workmanship. Also, medal awarded at the Me-
chanics' Institute Industrial Exhibition, San Francisco.

REPAIR DEPARTMENT.—Our workmen are especially educate! to all kinds of intricate repairs, so that all

repairs entrusted to us will meet with careful, skillful and prompt attention. We arc recipients of many special

patents for improvements in musical boxes.

M. J PAILLARD & CO,, No. 120 Sutter St., (Rooms 5 and 6 ) San Francisco.
6S0 Broadway, New York, and St. Croix, Switzerland.

The RANDALL PULVERIZING HARROW.
Secures the great-

est yield of crops

by the most per-

fect tillage. Thor-

oughly pulverizes

the soil. Com-
pletely covers the

gT&ln. Economi-

zes time. Saves

LABOR

MONEY.
Works like a

charm. Unequal-

ed for cross-plow-

ing. Apply to

agent for descrip-

tive circular ami

price-list.

CLAUDE V. BURKE, Yolo, Cal., Sole Agent for California.

The Raby Clothes Line Holder —New inven-
tion; Everybody wants ; t; best thing out for agents.

State and county rights at low figures. For particulars,

address W. W. FLETCHER,
Lojdouville, Ohio.

YOUR NAME printed on 60 mixed cards for Uc
cards 10c. CLINTON BROS,, Clintonvillc,

OK EXTRi!
tCiO with ns

26 fun
Conn.

EXTRA MIXED CARDS, Snowflake, Oriental, Etc.

line lOcts. J. B. HUSTED, Nassau, N. Y.
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an early fall of anow in the Sierra increases the

rainfall in the Sacramento valley. There is

not yet sufficient data to hazard a positive con-

clusion on the subject. All the moisture-bearing

winds pass from the valley over this snow into

the great basin of Nevada, therefore, an early

fall of snow storing up a cold temperature would

probably increase the subsequent fall on the

Sierra. If it shall be found to increase the rain-

fall in the valley, the cause can be ascribed to

the fact, that the belt of snow is a store-house

of cold, lowering the temperature of the adja-

cent air, which, by increase of weight, flows down
into the valley and lowers the temperature of

the air at the lowest places in the valley. Tu-

lare, near the shore of Tulare lake, which is

the lowest point of that portion of the valley

(the town being 282 feet above the sea), is at the

base of the highest mountains in California. The
cold air flowing down from these mountains re-

duce its winter temperature (December, January

and February) to a mean of 45.57°, while Au-
burn, 15S miles further north, and with 1,087 feet

greater elevation, situated on the long spur jut-

ting into the valley which the railroad climbs to

cross the mountains, for the same months, has a

mean temperature of 4(j. 70', the mean of the

winter at Tulare being more than one degree

colder than at Auburn. Chico, 200 miles north

of Tulare, and eighty-nine feet less in elevation,

has a winter climate one and a quarter degrees

warmer than Tulare, its mean winter tempera-

ture being 46.82
s

,

if it were not for the cold air from the moun-
tains flowing to the lowest places in the valley,

Tulare would be entitled to a winter tempera-

ture of 5J° warmer than that of Auburn, two
being due to decrease in latitude, and three

and a half to decrease in elevation.

The coast counties are controlled by the same
general laws that govern other parts of the

State. There is more rain north than south,

more on the hills than in the valleys, more on

the south side of the hills than on their north-

ern and eastern exposures. Their proximity to

the ocean gives them a more even temperature

than in the interior, making them cooler in

summer and warmer in winter. From the sea

coast to the summits of the Coast range of

mountains, they are also subject to the

Influence of the Japan Gulf Stream.

This stream, according to Prof. Davidson, in

the " Alaska Coast Pilot," "starting with a max-
imum temperature of 8S° sweeps across the Pa-

cific and about latitude 45° to 50° in longitude

148
J

divides. The main body stretches di-

rectly towards the coast of America, is deflected

southward and eastward and runs down the

coast of Oregon and California. A branch of

this current contiuues direct to the Alexander
archipelago, and striking the southern part of

the coast, deflected to the northward and west-

ward. It is the warm Alaska branch which
causes the high isothermal lines that exist di-

rectly on the Alaska coast.'' The temperature
of this Alaska branch, as observed by him in

September, 1870, was from 50.00° to 47.01°,

decreasing irregularly. The prevailing west-

erly winds of those latitudes, warmed by this

gulf stream take from it moisture which is con-

densed into fog and precipitated in rain upon
the coast, when they meet its glacial mountains
and the cold air and water (lowing down from
them. The inlluence of this current in produc-

ing summer rains extends as far south as the
Columbia river; the meteorological records of

the Smithsonian Institute showing that, at the
mouth of this river, there is a mean for the

summer of six inches of rain, and an annual
mean of 78 inches. At Sitka, as shown by the
"Alaska Coast Pilot" from a record kept from
1847 to 1854 and from 1855 to 1864, the annual
means is 82.66 inches. For the purpose of

ascertaining the

Effect on our Climate

Of that branch of this gulf stream where it

passes down our coast, 1 procured from Capt,
Bradbury, the logs of 24 voyages of the Occi-
dental and Oriental Co. 's steamers between San
Francisco and Yokohama. These voyages
were between November 10th, 1875, and De-
cember 26th, 1S70. From these I have gath-
ered the temperature of the air and water taken
at noon for a distance of 900 miles west from
San Francisco, and the temperature of the wa-
ter for the same distance east from Yokohama.
Yokohama and San Francisco being very nearly
in the same latitude. These distances were se-

lected on each side the ocean, because there is

no marked increase or decrease in temperature
either near San Francisco or Yokohama until
these distances have been passed. There has
also been gathered the temperatnre of the wa
ter in mid-ocean between these two ports; one
series for each month at about latitude 42 and
longitude 180°; and one series for each month
at about latitude 32', and longitude 180'.

The steamers coming from Yokohama to San
Francisco usually going north to 42°, and the
steamer from San Francisco to Yokohama go-
ing south to 32". The mean temperature of
the water for a distance of 900 miles east of
Yokohama for the year was 05.40 . The mean
of the warmest temperature of the water for
the year, was 05. 10'. The mean of the coldest
was 00.37°. The warmest on any day was
September 7th, 1870—750 miles east of Yoko-
hama, when it was 84°. The coldest was Jan-
uary 14th, 1870, at the same distance, when it

was 49°. The means of the air and water, for
each month, for a year for a distance of 900
miles west of San Francisco, are, as follows:

Temperature of Pacific Gulf Stream.
Month. Mean of air. Mean of water.

January , 51.62' 53.10*

February 53.75° 54.62°

March 54.87° 54.76'

April 58.50° 50.00°

May 57.50° 57.25°

June 58.75° 58.37°

July 62.12° 60.87°

August 64.00° 62.25°

September 62.00° 63.12°

October 62.12° 61.50°

November 61.25° 61.25'

December 56.58* 50.41'

Mean for year 58.17° 58.04°

The mean of the highest temperature of

water which is between 000 and 800 miles west
from San Francisco for the year, is 00.33°.

The mean of the lowest which is within 100

miles west of San Francisco for the year is

55. 50°.

The warmest water on any day was May 3d,

1870, 800 miles west of San Francisco, when it

was 09°. The coldest April 24th, 1876, in the

same vicinity, when it was 47°.

The mean temperature of the water in mid-

ocean for each month, excepting July, when the

steamer followed the northern route, was as

follows:
Latitude about If* Latitude about W

Month. Lmuj. almut 18V Loiuj. about /si/°

January 54' 44.75°

February 58.25° 45.75°

March 55.75" 43°

April 53° 43 75°

May 63° 42.25"

June 61* 44.75°

July 57.75"

August 69.50* 55.25°

September 67 25' 53°

October 65" 50.75°

November 60.50° 53°

December 58.50° 51.50°

Mean for the year 60. 52° 48.79°

The coldest water in mid-summer in latitude

42', was found March 17th and 18th, 1870,

when it was 42'; the warmest was July 21st and
22d, 1870, when it was 00°.

The coldest at latitude 32° was January 29th,

1870, when it was 52', ami the warmest August
10th and 17th, 1876, when it was 70°.

From these figures we find that this gulf

stream, from the time it leaves the equatorial

regions until it reaches east of Y'okahama, has

parted with its heat until it is reduueed to a
mean for the year of G5.40'. Traveling to the

northeast, crossing the Pacific and turning

south along our coast, it has continued to part

with more heat until when opposite San Fran-

cisco, and for a distance of 900 miles, it is re-

duced to a mean for the year of 58.04° a dif-

ference of 7.06°.

Production of Fogs.

That part of the ocean from which comes our
southwest winds beyond this gulf stream, has a

mean temperature for the year of 60.52°. I

find that the temperature of the air on this part

of the Pacific, rarely varies more than 3° from
the temperature of the water over which it is

passing. The gulf stream, opposite San Fran-
cisco, is but 2.48' colder for the year than the

water at latitude 32°, longitude 180° for the
same time. This difference, if uniform, would
harely create fogs, but it is not uniform. It

frequently happens that the water and air out-

side this gulf stream are wanned to 05' or a

few degrees higher; the moisture in this air

passing over our gulf stream when.it is 55° or

lower, is condensed, and produces the fogs that

bathe the sides of the hills west of the summits,
of the Coast mountains. If these fogs pass the

summit they meet the heat of the valleys and
are dissipated. It is evident that this gulf

stream where it passes the coast of Alaska,
British Columbia and Washington Territory is

very much warmer than the water of the sur-

rounding ocean. The moisture in the air pass-

ing over it is condensed, not only into fogs, but
heavy rains. As this gulf stream comes south,

it is constantly arriving at a part of the ocean
where the temperature more nearly approxi-

mates that which it holds. Opposite San Fran-
cisco, as has been shown, it is colder than the
surrounding ocean. At some varying point
north of San Francisco, its temperature must
be the same as the ocean, and therefore, in that

region, fogs cannot be so prevalent. If the va-

riation of temperature between the gulf stream
passing this coast and the surrounding ocean
were greater, we should have rains, in addition

to fogs, from the westerly winds: as it is, this

gulf stream exercises a marked influence on all

those portions of the coast counties lying west
of the main divide of the Coast range of moun-
tains.

The Rainfall is More on the Coast

Than in the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys

in the same latitudes. To exhibit this I

have selected a series of stations near the
coast south from San Farncisco.

Station.
Lati-
tude.

oeean.

El>e„t
of

senet.

A n'l mean
of rain.

San Mateo, . 37° 34' 122" 18' 30 feet 1873-77 15.74
San Joae. . .

.

37° 20' 121" 52' 94 " 1873-77 10.24
37° 121° 31' 201 " H73-77 10.45

Hollister . . 36° 50' 121° 23 292 " 1873-77 9.66
Pajaro 86° 55' 121" 43' 31 " 1873-77 15.40
Salinas :«w :s;. 121" 46' 52 " 1873-77 10.74
Monterey. .

.

:to" so' 121'' 52' 42 "
1 Mil 1-00 15.29

Soledad 36° 15 121" 21' 188 " 1S73-77 8.07

San Mateo and Modesto are nearly in the same
latitude. Modesto has an annual mean of 9.00
inches of rain, while San Mateo has 15.74. San
Jose and Merced are in the same latitude; the
former has 10.24 inches, the latter 9.30 inches.
As we go farther south the discrepancy between
the coast and interior valleys is still more
marked. Soledad and Tulare have the same
latitude. Soledad gets a mean of S.07 inches;

Tulare, 4.83 inches. In addition, on the coast,

fogs and increased cloudy weather supplement
the rain and prevent insolation. Ten or twelve
annual inches of rain produce crops of cereals

on the coast, when the same amount in the San
Joaquin valley, unless very favorably distribu-

ted, would result in failure.

North of San Francisco
The same rule appears to apply. Humboldt,
on the coast, in latitude 40° 45', longitude 124'

10', elevation above the sea of 50 feet, from a

record of 11 years, receives an annual mean of

35.92 inches. Fort Jones, in the interior, lati-

tude 41° 30', longitude 122° 52', and with an in-

creased elevation of 2,520 feet, from a record of

live years, receives but an annual mean of 21.70

inches. I think this decrease is in part due to

the fact that Fort Jones lies north of Mount
Shasta and the Scott range of mountains, for

the town of Bedding, 50 miles south-southeast
of Fort Jones, among the foothills, at the south-

ern base of Mount Shasta, having an elevation

of 558 feet above the sea, from a record of two
years, receives an annual mean of 42.08 inches.

Petaluina, near the coast, from a record of six

years, receives 21.50 inches. Sacramento, in

the center of the Sacramento valley, with a lat-

itude 24 miles north of Petaluma, 18.75 inches.

Influence of the Deserts.

In addition to the effects due to latitude, to

the Pacific ocean and its Japan giflf stream,

the temperature of the State is materially mod-
ified by the Colorado, Mohave and Nevada des-

erts, lying south and east of this State. These
great reservoirs, daily absorbing and daily radi-

ating heat on the south and east; the gulf

stream giving up ids heat on the northwest, to-

gether combine to send the isothermal lines

nearly as far north as they are in the western

part of FCurope. Hedding, at the northern end
of the Sacramento valley, latitude 40° 10', long-

itude 122' 22', elevation 558 feet, has a mean
annual temperature of 64. 14°, within two de-

grees as warm as Charleston, Soutli Carolina,

eight degrees further south, Charleston having,

according to Blodgett's "Climatology," a mean
of 00.0'. Red I.luff, latitude 40° 35', longitude
122° 15', elevation 307 feet, has an annual mean
temperature of 00.22 , the same as Charleston.

Chico, in latitude 39° 40', has a mean tempera-

ture of 62.40°, but four degrees less than
Charleston. Coming south through the center

of the Sacramento valley, from Redding on the

north to Sumner on the extreme south, the

mean temperatures of the various successive sta-

tions show the effect of the radiation of heat in

this valley and the influence of the wind from
the cool gulf stream where it flows through the

Golden (iate and up the Sacramento river.

The following is the mean annual temperature
of

Bedding 64.14'

Red Bluff 66.22'

Chico 62.40'

Marysville 63.62'

Sacramento 60.48'

Stockton

Modesto 63.08"

Merced 63.10"

Borden 66.37"

Tulare 64.09"

Delano 68.64"

.61.99"Sumner 68.29"

It will be seen that (for the year), Sacramento
is the coolest place in the valley, the temperature
increasing both north and south from this point.

The breeze from the ocean in summer follows up
the river and reaches Sacramento each day about

5 P. M. , and thus reduces the mean of its tem-

perature. It may be from the same influence

that its rainfall is increased above the next

stations north and south. The reduction of

temperature at Sacramento by the air from the

ocean passing through the Golden Oate and up
the Sacramento river, was noted and commented
on by Rev. J. H. C. Bonte, in a paper read before

the Agassiz Institute, in July, 1S7G, on the

northerly winds of the great central valley of

California. He said: " These winds are more
virulent and desiccating in the* extreme north

and the extreme south ends of the valley, the

atmosphere from the (Jolden Gate anil the bays

seem to modify the wind ordinarily in the center

of the valley." The tables of temperature con-

firm his inference. Tulare is four degrees cooler

for the year than the next station south, and two
degrees cooler than the next station north, which
may be referred to the influence of the cold air

from the high mountains at whose base it is

situated, and to the evaporation from Tulare

lake.

Another effect of these deserts is to create

A Daily Sea-Breeze

From the southwest return trade winds that

prevail on the coast as surface winds during the

summer months. Kach day, after the sun rises

over these great deserts, they become heated and
increase the temperature of the air over their

surface ; this air rises, and as the whole current

of cool air is from the ocean on the west, it

rushes in to fill the vacancy. A gentle south-

west wind may be blowing on the coast at night

or in the morning ; by eleven or twelve o'clock,

the full force of the sun's rays is felt in the Ne-
vada desert ; the gentle breeze has increased to a

brisk wind and continues until evening after the

setting sun has withdrawn his rays and the

desert has radiated its heat into space. The
gentle southwest wind resumes its sway until

the next day, when, from the same cause, the

high wind is again repeated. Dr. Gibbons (in

an article on the climate of San Francisco in

the Smithsonian report of 1854), says: "What-
ever may be direction of the wind in the fore-

noon, in the spring, summer and autumn months,

it almost invariably works round towards the

west in the afternoon. So constant is this phe-

nomenon, that in the seven mouths, from April

to Octol>er exclusive, there were but three days
in which it missed, and these three days were
all rainy with the wind from the south or south-

southwest." He adds, " I cannot discover that
in any other place on the globe, the wind blows
from one octant 186 days and from the opposite
octant only six days in the year.

"

The mean summer temperature (June, July
and August), at Wadsworth and Brown's Sta-
tions in the Nevada desert, on the line of the
Central Pacific Railroad, from 1872 to 1877 was,
for Wadsworth 80.33°, and for Brown's, 18.08°.

The summer temperature at Fort Mohave,
from a record of six years, was 92.59°, and at

Fort Yuma, from a record of twenty years,

92.07°. Lieut. Wheeler, in his report of 1876, of

the survey west of the 100th meridian, gives the
mean temperature of the Mohave desert for July,

as 93.00°. Fort Y'uma is about 500 miles south-

south-east from Wadsworth. The country inter-

vening is entirely desert. The indraft of west-
erly winds from the Pacific in summer does not
appear to be alone sufficient to satisfy the de-

mands of the heat of these great deserts. Lieut.

Wheeler states that on the Mohave desert
" southeast winds are by far the most prevalent
in the summer time." He adds, "It is also

easily observed that the clouds and summer rains

come from that direction." From this it would
appear that the deserts create an indraft from
the Gulf of California, as well as from the Pacific

ocean.

I have shown that we are in the latitudes of

the southwest return trades, and that their

force is augmented by the

Effects of the Radiation of Heat
From the deserts on our eastern borders. The
configuration of the immediate coast near San
Francisco, from Point San Pedro to Point
Reyes, and the open Golden Gate cause an in-

creased quantity of this daily sea breeze to pass

by and over this city. This increased wind and
accompanying fog, coming directly from over
the cool Japan gulf stream, so lowers the sum-
mer temperature of this city, that, as have been
shown by Dr. Gibbons and by the records of

the Smithsonian Institure, there is no other

place in the whole territory of the United States,

of the same elevation, that has so low a summer
temperature; the mean summer temperature of

the Golden Gate being 56°.

Another cause affecting the climate of Cali-

fornia to which attention was first called by
Guyot, is in the fact that the Sierra Nevada and
Cascade mountains reach the coast of Alaska,

and bend like a great arm around its western
and southern shore, thus shutting off or deflect-

ing the polar winds that otherwise would flow

down over Oregon and California. The cold

winds that reach this State are usually from
the northwest and have had their temperature
raised by passing over the Japan gulf stream,

before that gulf stream has been reduced to

the temperature we find it while passing our

coast.

It has been shown that this

Northwest Warm Wind,
precipitates the moisture by becoming reduced

in temperature where it meets the coast of

Alaska, British Columbia and Washington Ter-

ritory. It passes iidand, following the Cascade
mountains where they leave the coast. As it

comes south it is heated by coming into wanner
latitudes, its capacity to take up moisture is

increased, but it finds none in its course. The
Cascades, which are a continuation of the Sierra

Nevada, direct it into the Sacramento valley,

where it meets still greater heat, which the

more increases its capacity for moisture. It

therefore possesses all the desiccating qualities

for which it has become famous, and which are

well described by Rev. Mr. Bonte in his article

on the subject, to which I have referred. Of
course its influence as a desiccating wind is

only felt in the interior, away from the influence

of the ocean.

Value of Systematic Observations.

The foregoing are some of the principal causes

that give to this portion of the Pacific coast its

peculiar climate. The causes of variation in

rainfall, temperature, and course of the wind in

localities, can be ascertained by a series of local

and general observations lasting for a sufficient

period to warrant conclusions from the mean
obtained. Such observations, if taken and con-

densed, would be of value to the farmer, to

the merchant, and, in fact, add to the prosperity

of every inhabitant of the State. They would
also be a contribution to science that would tend

to " the increase and spread of knowledge
among men. " These observations can be taken

and recorded for a trifling expense. Everywhere
in the State where there aie people there are

schools and teachers of more than the average

of intelligence. If the Legislature were to pass

a law that wherever a school is maintained

throughout the year, it should be provided with

a rain gauge, barometer and thermometer, and
that the teacher should note and record at three

given times daily the amount of rain, pressure

of the atmosphere, the temperature of the air,

and the course and force of the wind, and re-

port these monthly to the County Superintend-

ent, to be by him transmitted to the meteoro-

logical department of the University, there

would, in a few years, almost without expense,

accumulate a mass of local information that

would be invaluable. If this were done, and

also made universal throughout the United

States, in time the whole mystery of the winds

would be solved.

The Wind Controlled by Natural Laws.

From the observations and deductions of

Humboldt, Franklin, Henry, Espy, Coffin,

Ferrell, Dove, Blodgett, Buchan and Guyot, we
now know that while the wind is apparently

the most capricious, uncertain and fitful of ter-
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restrial objects, yet it is governed and controlled

by inexorable law. If it bring rain or dry
weather, breathe in a zephyr, or carry destruc-

tion in a tornado; slowly waft the "Santa
Maria" to the discovery of a continent; put in

motion a gulf stream, or revolve the sail that

drain the marshes of a Zuyder Zee, we now
know that each gale, breeze or zephyr is mov-
ing in efforts to restore the equilibrium of pres-

sure with the force and speed in the ratio of the

exigency of each varying occasion, in efforts to

restore that equilibrium for which the atmos-

phere is always striving and which it never at-

tains.

We know that all its qualities of varying

temperature, its power to hold and give up moist-

ure, to increase and diminish in weight, are

also controlled by unyielding laws; that many
of these laws have been interpreted and are

clearly understood; the others we also know.

Science, by patient observation and intelligent

research, can discover and interpret.

Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are

not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-

urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE, ETC.
San Francisco, January 23d, 1878.

Trade is still quiet and transactions few,

because leading articles of produce are in re-

duced stock of unsettled value.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.

The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

Thursday. .

.

Friday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday ....

Wednesday .

Cal. Average.

12s 7d@12s lOd
12s 6d@12s? 9d
12s 6dr»12s 9d
12s (id(iS12s 9d
12s 6d@12s 9d
12s 6d@12s 9d

Club.

12s 9d@13s Id
12s 9d@13s Id
12s 9d(»13s Id

12s 9d@13s Id
12s 9d@18s Id
12s 9d@13s Id

BEANS—The late advance is firmly held and
receipts are light.

CORN—Sales have been as follows: 75 sks
large Yellow, $1.65; 171 sks do do, $1.70,
silver; 600 sks good, large Yellow, $1,574; 200
sks damp do, $125; 100 sks good, small Round,
$1.82^; 1.130 sks large Yellow on the wharf at

^1 60
DAIRY PRODUCE—Another decline lias

come in the Butter market, and the trade is de-

moralized and unsatisfactory. There are grades
of fresh butter which sell as low as 20c and the
best is now worth but 30c. Holders of Pickled
and Packed are anxious to unload, because of

the assurance of a good producing season.
FRUIT—Prices are generally unchanged, ex-

cept Apples. Fine Apples have been sold as

high as $1.70.

HOPS—We hear of sales of 25 bales Wash.
Ter. at 7c; 70 bales choice Russian River, 9J@
10c. The New York market is reported fairly

active without change of price.

ONIONS—Rates are unchanged.
POTATOES—An improvement in Petalumas,

Humboldt and Early Rose is noted in our price

list.

PROVISIONS—Mutton and Pork are higher,

as shown in the table below.
POULTRY—Poultry is generally unchanged.
WHEAT—Prices are unsettled. The best

offer for good shipping this morning was $2.05.
Buyers are loth to invest unless something turns
up in Europe.
WOOL—The trade is quiet and stocks re-

duced. We note sales: 140,000 lbs., 12(g(16c,

heavy and slightly burry lots. Transactions
are few.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
rWHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m., January 23. 1878.

8
7
16
16
18
5

16

62}
85'

62i
625

To-day "s cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former

years as follows:
Average. Club.

1876 10s 3d@10s 5d 10s 9d@lls Id

1877 10s 10d@lls — lis ld(*lls 6d
1878 12s 6d@12s 9d 12s 9d@13a Id

The Foreign Review.

London, January 22d.—The Mark Lane Ex-
press says: Imports of foreign Wheat into

London have shown a marked falling off, and
the bulk of last week's arrivals was from Amer-
ica and Germany. Business has been almost at

a standstill, as buyers and sellers have been

waiting anxiously the course of political affairs.

Trade, therefore, remains dull. Prices have

suffered very little decline either for Wheat or

feeding stuffs.

Freigrnta and Charters.

In freights and charters there has been little

done. Vessels are firmly held at high rates. The
latest charter is at £2 to Cork; £2 5s to conti-

nent.
Eastern Grain Markets.

New York, January 29th.—The Grain trade

has been a good deal demoralized during the

week, owing to the increasing probabilities of

an early peace and the consequent probable

release of considerable quantities of Wheat from
Black sea ports in the spring and early summer,
coupled with continued large receipts here and
at Western points of shipment. Prices have
declined three to five cents during the week,

No. 2 Spring selling at $1.25@1.30, and R*d
Winter at $1.34@1.41.
Chicago, January 19th.—Breadstuffs have

kept up the precedent of the past few weeks
and have declined considerable from last Satur-

day's figures, but there has been no decided

break in any direction. Flour declined a shade

and is now weak. Wheat is fairly active, with

a good demand and business. There was a gen-

eral downward movement, but a stiff upper

turn at the close. Closing cash prices to-day

were: Wheat, $1.0.3| for regular and $1.04 J for

gilt-edge; Corn, 40J(«!41c; Oats, 23^c Rye, 51c;

Barley, 52@54c; Pork, $10.75; Lard, $7.30®
7.35.

Eastern Wool Markets.

New York, January 19th.—The Wool mar-

ket has been fairly active during the week. The
attention of buyers has been centered chiefly

on Fall California, the light supply and compar-

atively low prices current inducing many to

anticipate their requirements. The sales for

the week are: 180,000 lbs Fall California, 15®
25c; 32,000 lbs scoured do, 50c; 5,000 lbs Spring

do, 22c; 20,000 lbs Colorado, 15®21c; 12,000

lbs Oregon, 31c.

Boston, January 19th.—Wool is quiet. But

few large buyers made their appearance this

week. In California Wool there is a very fair

business doing at unchanged prices. Sales of

the week were: 460,000 lbs at 10f«i33ic for Fall;

19@34c for Spring; 15,000 lbs of very choice

Fall sold at 12®33£c, the latter an extreme

figure; but the bulk of sales of Fall were at

164@25c. Total sales of domestic for the week
aggregate 1,190,700 lbs.

BAGS—Bags are unchanged.

BARLEY—In feed Barley there has been a

decline. We hear of a sale of 100 tons feed at

$1.50, gold; 200 ctls Bay feed at $1.60; 2,000

ctls weevily Coast feed, $1.50; 500 sks choice

Coast feed, $1.60®$1.624; 200 sks Chevalier, $2,

an extreme.

BEANS.
Bayo. ctl 4 00 @4 25
Butter 2 90 @3 40
Pea 3 30 (*3 50

Red 3 87i@4 12i
Pink 3 85 @4 20

Sm'l White 3 20 'ft3 40

Lima 4 25 ios4 50

KKOOM < 'OK \.
Common, tb 2 @ 2

J

Choice 3 @ 4

< 1114 < OUT,
California 4 (» 4i
German 6'

2 (ft 7

COTTON.
Cotton, lb 15 (ft 18

Ik V S It t PRODUCE, ETC
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll, tb 20 (ft

Point Reyes 30 02
Pickle Roll 18 @
Firkin 18 @
Western Reserve.. H (ft

New York — @
CHEESE.

Cheese, Cal.. lb.... 19 @
Eastern 18 (ft

N. Y. State 21 @
EGOS.

Cal. fresh, doz 40 @
Ducks' 35 (ft —
Oregon 32J(cp —
Eastern 30 (ft 32.

do Pickled 20 (ft 25

1 1 1 n.
Bran, ton 25 00 -

Corn Meal 37 00 iff39 00

Hay 14 00 @23 00

Middlings 35 00 ia>37 50

Oil Cake Meal... 44 UO @
Straw, bale 50 & 80

FLOUR.
Extra, bbl 6 874^7 25

Superfine 5 50 a>6 00
Grabam 6 00 (§6 75

tltl.SII MEAT.
Beef. 1st qual'y, tb 7 @ 9

Second 6 @ 7

Third i (ft 4

Mutton 7 &

424

do, Chile 7 (ft

Almonds, hd shl lb 6 (a>

Softsh'l 12 @
Brazil 14 @
Pecans 17 (ft

Peanuts 3 (ft

Filberts 15 @
ONIONS.

Alviso 25 @
Union City, ctl 25 @
Stockton 25 (ft

Sacramento River. 25 @
POTATOES.

Pi-taluma. ctl 1 60 @1 80
Humboldt 1 ll\m 871
Curfey Cove — @ —
Early Rose, new. 1 90 ti2 05
Half Moon Bay. . . — @ -

Kidney 1 50 (eel 62;
Sweet 1 50 @1 75
POULTRY «fc 4>AME.

Hens, doz 6 00 @8 00
Roosters 5 50 («9 50
Broilers 6 00 (f?8 00
Ducks, tame 9 00 @11 00
do, Mallard 2 50 (ft3 00

Geese, nair 2 00 <*2 50
Wild Gray 2 00 (ft2 50
White 75 M 00

Turkeys 14 @ 17
do, Dressed 17 @ 20

Snipe, Eng 1 25 @1 50
do, Common 75 (SI 00

Rabbits 1 00 @
Hare 1 50 @ —
Quail 1 75 @ -
venison 5 @ 8

PROVISIONS.
Cal. liacuu, L't, tb 13J@ 14
Medium 12Jtfi>

Heavy

.

Lard
Cal. Smoked Beef
Eastern

Shoulders, Cover'd

12 @
11 (ft

— <a

8i@
Hams, Cal 12 @ 12.;

Spring Lamb 8 @ 10

Pork, undressed... H(ft 6i

Dressed 8 (a 8}

Veal 5 @ 6i
Milk Calves 7 ig 9

GRAIN. 1 1 1 .

Barley, feed, ctl...l 50 @1 57J
Brewing 1 65 <»1 10

Chevalier 1 85 m 90
Buckwheat 1 50 (ftl 55

Corn, White 1 62J(« 1 671

Yellow 1 60 (ml 65
Small Round.. ..1 80 @1 85

Oats 1 70 ftl 85
Milling 2 00 '.a2 12J

Rye 2 40 &2 45

Wheat, Shipping. .2 05 ~ft2 10

Milling 2 15 (ft
—

HIRES.
Hides, dry 17 (ft

Wet salted 8 @
HONEY. ETC.

Beeswax, tb 30@
Honey in comb— 18 (ft

do, No 2 124@
Dark 12j@
Strained 12'@

HOPS.
Oregon 6 (ft

California 7 ("'

Wash. Ter 1 ft

Choice Cal 9 @
NUTS—Juhbiiic.

Walnuts, Cal 6 (*

I5i@
— @
15J«r
15 (»
- <d
•16 <a

Dupee's.
Boyd's
Davis Bros*.

.

None Such..

.

Magnolia
Wbittaker...

SEEDS.
Alfalfa 5 @
Canary 7 (ft

Clover, Red 18 @
White 50 (ft

Cotton 6 @
Flaxseed 34@
Hemp 6 (ft

Italian Rye Grass 35 (ft

Perennial 35 @
Millet 10 @
Mustard, White... 8 (8
Brown 24@

Rape 3 O
Ky Blue Grass 20 @
2d quality 18 @

Sweet V Grass.... 1 00 (»
Orchard 30 @
Red Top 18 @
Hungarian 8 @
Lawn 50 (ft

Mesquit 20 @
Timothy 9 (ft

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 6i@
Refined 8J@

WOOL. ETC.
FALL.

Burry 10 @
Southern, free 11 (ft

San Joaquin, free. 11 @
Choice Northern. 16 (ft

Burry. Northern.. 14 (ft

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
[WHOLESALE. ]

Wednesday m., January 23, 1878.

I It I IT MARKET.
Apples, box 75 (ft 1

Bananas, bnch.. 2 50 (ft 5

Cocoanuts. 100.. 7 00 (ft 8

Cranberries, bbl 12 50 ;«

Cranes, box 75 (ft 1

do, Muscat... 1 00 (ft 1

do, Black Mor. 1 25 (ft I

Limes. Mex 10 00 <sp-
do, Cal 3 00 (ft 4

Lemons, Cal M.15 00 (*25

Sicily, bx 10 00 (ftll

Oranges, Mex,
M 12 50 @30
Tahiti @-
Cal 12 50 «*30

Pears, box 75 @ 1

Easter Beurre 1 00 (ft—
Winter Nellis. - (ft 2

Pineapples, doz. 8 On ©10
Plums, lb 6 (ft

Prunes 5 (ft

DRIED FRUIT.
Apples, lb 4 @
Apricots 10 #
Citron 23 (ft

Dates 9 @
Figs, Black 1

"•

White
Strawber's ch'st . 20
Peaches
Pears
Plums
Pitted

Prunes
Raisins, Cal, bx 1

do, Halves. .. 1

do, Quarters. 1

Blowers' 2
Malaga 2

Zante Currants.. 8

VEGETABLE
Asparagus, lb... — 40
IJeets, ctl 1 50
Cabbage. 100 tbs 1 00

6 (ft

00 (ft-

74C*
4 O
3 (ft

12i@mm
mi t,t i

25 (rt 2

50 (ft 2

75 (ft-
75 (tt 3

Carrots, ctl.

Cauliflower, doz
Garlic, New, lb..

Lettuce, doz
Parsnips, lb 1

Horseradish 4
Squash, Marrow

fat, tn 10 00
Turnips, ctl 1 50
White 1 00

Mushrooms, lb,. 4

8.

@-
(rt -

ft I

<a

<t
'jft

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.
[Corrected Weekly by Sutro & Co.]

San Francisco. January 23. 3 P. M.
Legal Tenders in S. F.. 11 a. m., P8(<r!i8i. Silvek 4.!i0,a

4.75. Gold in New York, 1C2.

Gold Bars, 890(a
vJ10. Silver Bars, 8815 V cent, dls

count.
Exchange on New York, 4%; on London bankers, 491;

Commercial, 50; Paris, five francs %! dollar; Mexican
dollars, 93.

London Consols, 95 7 16; Bonds, 105J.
Quicksilver in S. F.. by the flask, -iw lb. 46@474c.

Owing to a press of matter, our general

merchandise table is omitted. Prices are un-

changed for the articles therein enumerated.

Scientific Press

m©at Agm

Richardson's New Method

FOR THE PIANO FORTE.

Price, $3.25. By Nathan Richardson.

Office—202 Sansome St., N. E. Cor. Pi"e, S. F.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats filed expeditiously

Patent re-issues taken out; Assignments made and re-

corded in legal form; Copies of Patents and Assignments
procured; Examinations of Patents made here and at

Washington; Examinations made of Assignments re-

corded in Washington; Examinations ordered and re-

ported by Telegraph; Rejected cases taken up and Pat

ents obtained; Interferences Prosecuted; Opinions ren

dered regarding the validity of Patents and Assign

ments; Every legitimate branch of Patent Soliciting

Business promptly and thoroughly conducted.

Our intimate knowledge of the various inventions of thi-

coast, and long practice in patent business, enable us to

abundantly satisfy our patrons, and our success and

business are constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced inventors are found

among our most steadfast friends and patrons, who fully

appreciate our advantages in bringing valuable inven-

tions to the notice of the public through the columns of

our widely circulated, first-class journals—thereby facil-

itating their introduction, sale and popularity.

Woodward's Gardens has the following new attractions

The buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements in the zoological department, besides the

other features which have made it popular.

Two hundred and fifty thousand copies sold. Sales have
surpassed those of all other books combined. Be sure to
order by the above full title, and do not accept instead of
this, the Modern school,^which is an older nook, by the
same author. Mr. Richardson's opinion of the merits of
this first effort may be gathered from the following, taken
from the preface of the New Method.
"Becoming at length satisfied of the truth of these crit-

icisms, (by many eminent composers and professors,) and
convinced that (great improvements were obviously
needed, I determined if possible, to remedy the defects.
Profiting by the experience and advice of the best practi-
cal teachers, I commenced a thorough and critical exam-
ination of my first method, and concluded that the only
remedy would be to bring out a new work on an improved
plan.

"

This new work, substituted for the defective Modem
School, was Richardson's

New Method for the Piano Forte,

Which has been revised and re-revised, until it is the
most perfect of music books, is a great favorite with the
profession, and is the only true "Richardson."

2 OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO. , 843 Broadway, New York.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Company's Steamers will sail as follows, at 12 M.

:

CITY OF TOKIO February 5th.

For YOKOHAMA and HONGKONG.

GRANADA February 5th.

For Panama and New York, calling at Acapulco,
Mazatlan and Manzanillo.

Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the
lowest rates.

SOUTH CAROLINA February 8th.

For Panama, calling at Acapulco and all ports south
of Acapulco.

AUSTRALIA February 18th at 12 o'clock, noon
or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-

LULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY.
$10 additional is charged for passage in Upper Saloon.

DAKOTA January 30th.
For Victoria, Port Townsend, Seattle, and Tacoma,

connecting at Tacoma with Northern Pacific

Railroad for Portland, Oregon.
Tickets must be purchased before 11 A M. on day of

mailing.

For freight or passage apply at the office corner First

ajid Brannan streets.

WILLIAMS, BLANCHARD & CO., Agts.

MONEY TO LOAN

UPON CHOICE RANCH PROPERTY.

JNO. D. HOOKER,

302 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

CHUFA SEED FOR SALE.
EISEN BROS , 12 Stevenson St.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

For NINETY DAYS FROM DATE
Elegant Table Silverware

Can be secured by all on compliance with the following conditions: The Natinnul Silver

Platine Company. 704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, manufacturers of 1 ure Coin

Standird Silver-plated Wa.e, will send to any one who receives this notice, a Set of

Double Extra-Plated Silver Spoons, and enr;ravo on each epoofl any desired

initial. You are required to cut out the Mknrni Silverware Coupon im.i .send it to

the ahove Company, with your name and address, and also to enclose with it 75 cents

to pay all charges, including cost of engraving initials, packing, boxing, and express

charges. The Spoons will be sent by express (or mail, if you have no express office),

and delivered in your bands without further cost. These i-poons ore guaranteed to be

of the best material, and equal to the lest Silier-PUlud Wire made, Hi the following

letter from the Company will testify
: „„, „. . . „ r-r-r- n

Offici o» N»Tio»iL Silvsk Plattno Co. , 104 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. P».

To Whom it may CODeern.—The Kpo ,ns sent out under this arraocenienC

we guaraotee are of best quality, Brst heavily plated with pure nickel (the hardest

white metal known), and a double-extra plate or pure Coin-Standard Silver added on

top of the nickel, thus rendering them the very best Silver-I'lated Waro manufac-

tured. We will honor no order which does not contain the Silverware Coupon, Uii is
Sill not honor lilC Coupon idler ninety duvs from the date of this P"per.

ISlguedl MATIONA.L SILVER PLATINO CO..1B '8 MJ
704 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia.

SILVERVVAKE COCrON.
On receipt of this Coupon, together with 76 cents to cover ell cnarget, merer),

tor express or mailing, engraving and boxing, wo hereby egreO 10 lend. 14 an/ ml.

dress a se*t of our pure Coin Standard double extra plalcl

* SILVER SPOONS.
and on each Spoon engrave any desired Initial. AM charges ere frt ne prepalo? by

the 75 cents sent us, und the Spoons will he delivered at destination free of any

° llle

(iood for'nlnety days from date or this paper, after which this Coupon Is" null

and void. ISiguedl NATIONAL SILVER PLATING CO..16
' 701 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia.

Should It be desired, any one of the following articles will be cent la

lieu of the Spoons on payment of the following charges: Six solid steel

knives blade and handle one solid piece, best steel, double nickel aod silver

plated, $2; six forks, double nickel and silver plated, 35 cts. If all these)

goods are desired, enclose the total charges, which will be 75 cts. for spoone.

%2 for knives, and 95 cts. for forks—total. $3.70—thus securing for $3.19

what would cost you much more in anv other way. Eememhcr that
I each article, except knifes, will bo engraved will* aaj uuuui
dcsiruel wuboui c^tra coat.

IMPORTANT NOTCCE.
Thl« HbPi-nl offer hold* Hood for enly ninety dayi from fltf, tTiTffftr*

It H to tbo nuercHt or ull who can secure Its benotst* to see r .
.

t
.

tlx*?

are uot i ) hv rennon of the expiration or the time opccUhiJ* All Ul"
LtsiM eyiUci'iug crwuro btiould be uddrcKBed direct to tbo

NATIONAL SH.VEK PLATING CO.,
No. 704 Chestnut Street.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Nurserymen.

J. ROCK'S NURSERIES,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

For Sale this season a Large and Complete Stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

Evergreens, Shrubs, and Flowering Plants,

ORANGE AND LEMON TREES,

AMERICAN AND JAPANESE PERSIMMON, NUT

BEAKIN'U TREES IB labor VARIETY. HARDY

PALMS AND ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.

A Large Assortn.ent of Small Fruits, Etc.

t-S' For complete Lift send for a Catalogue.

JOHN ROCK, San Jose, Cal.

STOCKTON NURSERIES.
Established in 1853.

W. B. WEST, Proprietor,

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Evergreens, Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants

Comprising everything NEW and RARE in m.v inc.

SPECIALTIES:

Riisin Grapes, Figs, Oranges, Lem ns,

AND OTHER TROPICAL FRUITS.

I have imported superior Figs and Raisin Grapes direct

from the place of their nativity in Europe, and having

propagated large quantities, can now offer them to the

trade and public on the Most Reasonable Terms
far Send for catalogue and further information.

Established over 20 Years in Sacramento.

% Trees & Plants
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NCR.
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FULL ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NI RSERY LINE,

BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT
LOWEST MARKET RATES.

ALSO, A VERY LARGE AND COMPLETE ASSORT-
MENT OF FIELD, GARDEN. LAWN \NI> TREE

SEEDS, WHICH WE OFFER AT VERY
LOW RATES, BOTH TO THE TRADE
AND PLANTER IN LARGE

OR SMALL LOTS.

Catalogues, Price-Lists, and Printed Directions free oil

application. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO.,

Nos. 6, 8 and 10 J Street, Sacramento

HANNAY BROS'. NURSERY,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Large and splendid stock of Fruit, Shade and Oriiamen

tal Trees, Vine-, Plants, etc. Apple, Pear. Cherry, Peach,

Apricot, Almond, Quince, Olive, Fig, Grapevines and

small fruits assorted.

Eucalyptus, Cypress, Pine. Acacia,
Pepper, Elm, Poplar, Etc.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Our trees are well grown, stalky and healthy, and those
wishing to plant in large or small quantities would do
well to call and see us before buying elsewhere.

Address,
HANNA -

? BROS' , San Jose, Cal.

100,000 Blackberry Plants for Sale.
New varieties. The Early Cluster, Vina Seedling, Mis-

souri Mammoth, Kittatinny ami Deering Cluster, Price,
per 100. 5,000 Gooseberry plants, of th-' Houghton and
American Seedlings; these varieties are free from mildew,
and are strong growers and enormous bearers, price, c<S per
100, By mail, $2 per dozen. lUack Naples Currant, $1 erzh

I will give satisfactory proof from two reliable gentlemen
who have realized over £750 per acre from these varieties of
Blackberry plants last year.
Cherry Cranberry plants delivered and planted out for

8150 per acre, if not less than 50 acres, or I will take an in-
terest in the same of ten acres.

On large orders, time of payment will be given, for part
of the money, with good security. H. NYLAND,

Isleton, Sacram.-nto County, Cal

L. M. NEWSOM.
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubus' Hotel, East Oak-

laud, Alameda County, Cal.

HAS FOR SAI.K KVKKVrillNO DESIRABLE IS THE

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.
A large stock of Belgian C'unellias and Azaleas,

Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

FiSHER, RICHARDSON & CO.'S NURSERY
San Padro St., near cor of Washington,

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Have for sale all kinds of Deciduous Fruit Trees Also
the leading varieties of Budded Orange and Lemon (inclu-
ding our Thondess Sweet Riml, „f which we have a limited
number of trees and buds for sale), which we offer at prices
to suit the times. We took the prize on Budded < b ange and
Lemon trees: also, on Deciduous trees at our Horticultural
Fair this Fall Special attention given to mail orders Cor-
respondence solicited, P. O. Box, 876, Los Angeles, Cal.

J. A. FISHER, C. EL RICHARDSON, J. O. SEYMOUR i

To Capitalists & Lund Owners

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS,
OR BLUE GUM TREE.

We are now prepared to fill orders for Bli p. Gt m Tkkes.
for 1,000 to 50, (WO, and are selling and taking contracts at

Reduced Rates.
We arc also prepared to take contracts to plant forests

.d from 10 to 1,000 Acres in Ex ent. or to sub-
divide large tracts of land with belts of timber, into-ICO

acre lots, or any given size required, and furnish ami
plant the trees, or will plant avenues of trees from one
mile to any number required, or will contract to plant
trees on any Ho.mkstead or new Towns.
We arc also prepared tu plant forests of Gum Trees on

any of the hills in the «i Bi rbs of Sax Fb.anci.sco, from a

50-vara lot to 100 acres, or on any of the Sand Hills,
after they have been graded, or if not graded, if fenced,
so as to protect the trees from the drifting sands.

We would also call special attention to the fact that
laud can be fenced in with Blue Gum Trees, and the cost

is much less than any other kind of fence, is more durable,
furnishes protection to growing craps, and saves ex-
pense in firewood, which has been fully demonstrated.
To persons having large or small tracts of land, we shall

he pleased to receive appointments, that wo may
show them the great advantages of forest culture, ami
can make such liberal propositions as will be greatly to

their advantage. Address,

BAILEY & CO., Box 80, Oakland, Cal.

BAMFU TKKEH AT OFF It K,

No. 20 California St.. San Francisco.

THE JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

THIS EXCELLENT FRUIT

SHOULD BE ON EVERY FARM,

AND IN EVERY GARDEN.

I am now receiving regularly from Japan

An Assortment of Varieties

of tAese trees,

And can sell them at much less prices than they have
been offered at heretofore. The ages of my trees are

From One to Pour Years,

So that fruit will be hail on the larger trees in a year
or two.

KELSEY'S NURSERIES. OAKLAND.

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

Corner Seventh and Washington Streets.

200,000
Australian Gum Trees for Sale.

AT STRATTON'S

Gum Tree Forest Nursery,
Hayward'a, Alameda Co., Cal.

These trees are from five to twelve inches hi^h, trans-
planted regularly into bo\es 80x90 inches square, weigh-
ing 160 DOUnda. 150 or f>00 in each box, in splendid con-
dition fur transplanting to their permanent location.
Price, $6 to $12 per l.OOO Will mntraet to plant
the trees, or furnish superintendence, on low terwis.

Cash must accompany orders for less than &>0; or if

greater than that annum , citv reference must be Liven.
Address, * JAS. T. STRATT0N,

Kast Oakland, Alameda County, Cal.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice ami Hare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Manj. >, Sweet
Nop. Crape Fruit, Weepin- Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, eh- lice i dang**, Lemons and Raisin Grants; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the World. Descriptive
Catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS A REED, Santa Barbara, Cal

FRUIT TREES,

ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Shrubs and Evergreens.

LARGE PALMS,

LARGE AURICARIAS,

LARGE TREE PERNS,

ORANGES & LEMONS

MAKIKU TliK UKoWTU at

ORANGES & LEMONS A SPECIALTY.

I offer one year grafted trees of the following sorts of

Oranges: Naval, Hill's, St. Miehael, Kouah, Sannaretta,

Sumillo, Acapuleo, Maltese Blood, Mission, Mediterranean

Sweet, l'ernambuco, anil Sieily and Lisbon Lemons, at

$35 per hundred, with twenty other varieties.

BERNARD S. POX,

San Jose, Cal.

THE DIOSPYROS KAKI,

OR JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

Six Best Varieties. All Grafted* Reliable.

Viz : finyal, very larok, ehajie round, color, light yel-

low; Imperial, oblong, vcrmillion in color, fie h soft,

good either fresh or dried. Xiliun, oblong, rounded
apex, flesh solid and keeps well; early, very pro-

lific, but smaller Daimm ('• Yeddo's best fruit"', oblong,

rounded apex, color, yellowish red, flesh soft, tine flavon d.

Mikado, Hal or round shaped, flesh more solid, orange i r

or yellow colored, (the same as grown by Col. Hollister).

T'tii: »m , round, quite large, shade slightly green;
a great favorite in Western Japan

SPECIMENS O FRUIT ON EXHIBITION.

HENRY LOOMIS,
At TRUMBULL'S SEED STORE,

419 &421 Sansome St , San Franciscc.

Each nuniOcr contains Tiiihty-two Caoks of reading,

many fine Wood Cut Illustrations, and one Colored
1'latk. A beautiful Harden Magazine, printed on elegant

paper, and full of information. In English and Herman.

Price, |LS8 year; Five copies IS.

Vick'h Flower ami Vegetable Garden, fit) cents in

pajier covers; in elegant cloth covers, SI.

Vice's Catalooi e, 300 Illustrations, only two cents.

Address, .lAMES VICE, Rochester, New York.

FRUIT TREES FOR SALE.

I wish to call the attention of those who expect to

plant out fruit trees the coming winter to the fact that 1

have a few thousand flint -class trees which I offer for sale

at the usual rates. Tl cse trees were grown principally

for myself, on good lard, without iirigation, are stout and

stalky, ar hoice varieties, and true to name. Also,

Eucalyptus Monterey Cypress. Call on or address,

W. W SMITH, Vacaville,

Solano County, Cal

PAJARO VALLEY NURSERIES,
Watsonville, Cal.

F*or sale this season a large and complete sto. k of

Fruit and ornamental Trees; Evergreens; Shrub*; Fl iw-

ering and Creen House Plants. Japanese Persimmon

Trees, Japanese Flowering Shrubs, etc. I have received

direct from Japan a large lot of Japanese Persimmon
Trees, of the choicest varieties. Fine Oruainenta'. Trues

and a large lot of Flowering Plants, Orchids, etc . together

with a fine varietv of Bulbs of Japanese billies. All of

which will be sold at as low rates as can be had elsewhere

in the Slate. For catalogue and further Information, ad-

dress
JA MES WATERS, Proprietor

FRUIT TREES AT REDUCED PRICES

100,000 Apple Trees, also a large stock of other Fruit

Trees, including Seedling and Budded Orange and Lemon
Trees very cheap Two year old apple Trees, #10 per

MILTON THOMAS,
Los Angeles, Cal

FELIX GILLET'S NURSERY,
NEVADA CITY, CAL.

For sale, choiee French imported varieties of all sorts

of fruit, introduced by us in California, including Chest-

nut, (Marron Do Lyon and Courbale), Proeparturiens

Walnut, Duchcsse Almond, Filberts and Avelines, (5 va-

rieties),

Medlar, Cherry, Plum, Pear, Apple,

Black Mulberry, etc. Grapes for the table, (14 varieties).
Everbearing Raspberry, (three crmw a year), Currant,
Gooseberry ami Blackberry Plants.

45 VARIETIES OP STRAWBERRIES,
(French, English, American and Califomian.)

Also, Si-ions for Grafting purposes and Grape Cuttings
of our choicest varieties.

Every Tree and Plant Guaranteed to be

"TRUE TO NAME."
1-IJ'Send for Descriptive Catalogue and Price Lint.

FELIX GILLET, Nevada City Cal.

Fruit and Oniaiiental Trees.

Evergreen Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants,
Comprising Everything- New and Rare.

ORANGE & LEMON TREES.
ONE TO FIVE YEARS' OLD. MAGNOLIAS, JAPAN
PERSIMMONS, PALMS, MONTEREY CYPRESS,
MONTEREY PINE. CAMELLIAS. BH'E Gl'MS,
(by the 100 or 1,000. verv low, all transplant-

ed) RUSKS, ETC.. AT THE LOWEST
MARK FT RATES.

Agent for the Nurseries of B. S. Fox,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

THOS. MEHERIN, 516 Battery Street,

San Francisco, Cal

SHINNS NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also. Coffee. Cork Oak,
Olives, Guavas. Knglish and Black Walnut**, M • Liai

L< "plats, Butternuts, Small Fruits", Kvergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stuck of the IMospyros Kaki ijupunmr Pfrttm
Won, J of our own grow ing, an<l also, grafted stock Imported
d'rect from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and term*,

Dli. J. W. CLARK, No. 41H California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Niles, Alameda Co., Cal.

PETALUMA NURSERIES.
[Established in 1859.]

WM. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR-

jtc For sale a general assortment of Fruit Trees, Ever-
green Trees nnd Shrubbery. Our trees are all grown
wiiboiit irrigation and the wood is well matured. Cata-
logue and price list furnished on application. Address

WM SEXTON, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal.

JOHN SAUL'S
Catalogue of New, Rare and Beautiful Plants will be

ready in February, with a colored plate. Many new and

beautiful Plants are offered for the first time, with a rich

collection of Green House and Hot llou.se Plants, Bedding
Plants, new and choice Roses, Dahlias, well grown and at

prices. Free to all my customers, to others, price
Aplain copy free.

JOHN SAUL, Washington, D. C.

low-

ten cents

LOS GATOS NURSERIES,

S NEWHALL, Proprietor, San Jose, Cal.

A large and general ass"rtment of Fruit and Ornamental
Tret 8, Evergreens, Flowering Shrubs, Roses. Greenhouse
Plants, Grapevines and small fruits, etc. 20,000 fine Al-
mond on Almond stocks. I offer for sale a well assorted,

well grown and healthy stock. Low-topped stalky fruit trees

a specialty. Address.

S. NEWHALL San Jose.

PEAR SEEDLINGS.

We have left over from the fall trade a fine lot of No.

1. from three-sixteenths to one-fourth of an inch in diam-

eter, which we will sell at 84 per thousand. We w ill di-

liver them at our nearest freight or express office, boxing

free. Terms cash.

HUNTER & BREWER,
Springwater, Livingston County, New York

GRAND TRIUMPH IN HORTICULTURE!

The Drowning result of IS years of care and toil—FEL-
TON'S NEW KKKIUES. The Cisdkrk.lla and Continen-

tal Strawberries, and Early Prolific and Reliance

K vsi bkkriks is now offered to the public. Tested nine

years, and in our lodgment the fool best paying market
berries. |df f>Ulll(jllf and Price List free.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
Ni rskrvmen ami F'ki it Growers, Woohrirv, N. .1.

PEPPER'S NURSERIES.
Established in 1858.

For sale, a general assortment of Fruit Trees and Small

Fruits' Evergreen Trees'and Shrubs in variety. Early

planting recommended. My Trees are grown without irri-

gation; the wood is v ell ripened. 1 am prepared to fill

orders as soon as the rainy season commences. Cata-

lin'ues and price list furnished on application. Address,

W. H PEPPBR, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal.

ANTIOCH FERRY.

Notice to Stockmen and the public In general that a good

Ferry Boat has been put on between Antioch and Onllins-

ville by the California Transportation Co. , and are prepared to

move stock in lots to suit, as a large barge is connected with

the tioat. For particulars apply to the Company « office, at

Office. N. W. Cor. Jackson and East Sts.. S. F

W'K. FOKMAN. Autioch. WM. HASKINS, CoUinarUle.

BEST Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 18c, or 2fi

no two alike, 10c. Outfit, 10c Dowd A; Co.. Bristol, Ct.50
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Seedsmen.

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in and

GROWERS OF SEEDS,
Keep Constantly on hand a complete stock of Vegetable

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS.
Also, Flowering Plants, Bulbs, Fruit and

Ornamental Trees, Etc.

We call attention of farmers and country merchants to

«ur unusually low prices All seeds warranted

fresh, pure and reliable. £2TTrade

price list on application.

*»* We have just issued the most complete guide to the
Vegetable and Flower Garden ever issued upon this coast.

It is Handsomely Illustrated, and contains full descrip-

tions of Vegetables, Flowers, Grasses, Trees, etc., with
full instructions as to their culture; mailed free on appli-

cation.

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
[P. O. Box 1023.] 607 Sansome Street, S. F.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GitASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MEZQUITE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEhD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street, - San Francisco.

My Annual Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed for 1878 will be sent free, in January
to all who apply. Customers of last season need not
write for it. I offer one of the largest collections of veg
etable seed ever sent out of any seed house in America, a
large portion of which were grown on my six seed farms
Printed directions for Cultivation on each package. All

seed sold from my establishment warranted to be both
fresh and true to name; so far, that should it prove oth-
erwise I will refill the order gratis. As the original in-

troducer of the Hubbard and Marblehead Squashes, the
Marblehead Cabbages, a score of other new vegetables.

I invite the patronage of all ivho arc anxious to have
their seed directly from the. grower, fresh, true, and of
the very best strain. New Vegetables a Specialty.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass

2,000 Varieties Rare and Beautiful Flower Seeds
500 Varieties Choice Vegetable Seeds.
500 Varieties Seed Potatoes.
Bliss's Illustrated Seed Catalogue and Am

ateur's Guide to the Flower and Kitchen
Garden, The 23d Annual Edition, contains 216 pages
with nearly 600 engravings, and A beautifully colored
CHROMO OF A VASE OF FAVORITE FLOWERS. A valuable

guide to every one having a garden. Price, 35 cents.

Bliss's Gardener's Almanac for 1878, and
Abridged Catalogue. 136 pages, finely illustrated.

Also, contains a monthly calendar of operations for the

Farm, Orchard, and Garden. Price, 10 cents.

The above catalogue will be issued about January 1st

1878, and mailed to all applicants enclosing price.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
P. O. Box, 5,712. 34 BarclayJSt., N. Y.

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharqe, „ .

' 3 7 String measuring from center of tai-
gt-t to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, ^.hSCTooffi '

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting',
Defense, or Target Shooting-.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles
of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon ban-el, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28 , 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch

extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Will bo"
mailed FREE to
all applicants. It,..,.,

tatoa colored plate, 50O engra
About 150 pages, and full dest...,,..— . —
prices and directions for planting over 1200
varieties of Ycgetablo and Flower Seeds, Plants, Roses, Eto.
Invaluable to alL fiend for 1U Addrsss

D. M. FERRY & CO., Detroit, Mich.

CYPRESS AND GUM SEED.
Beautiful fresh Monterey Cypress seed from the finest trees

in California, delivered by mail for $3 per pound. Blue
Iron or Red Gum Heed, last crop, #7 per pound.

GEORGE R. BAILEY, Oakland, Cal.

RELIABLE SEEDS.
My new Catalogue of Field, Garden and Flower Seeds

will be mailed to every applicant. Address carefully,

WILLIAM RENNIE, Seedsman, Toronto, Canada.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOB THE PACI - IC COAST.

THE GARDEN CITY SULKY PLOW.

^>iVvl •W ^°-> v*--=

The Most Popular Plow in Use.

They are simple in construction, with

nothing ahout them that is likely to get

out of order.

EASE OF HANDLING.

Host plows are thrown out of the grout

by hand levers, but on these plows

done by the

Power of the Horses.

The operation being simply to apply s

brake to the wheel. They are quickly

and easily adjusted to take more or less

land. The depth of the furrow can be

instantly changed by the driver without

getting off the plow or stopping the

horses.

GEO. A. DAVIS, Manufacturers' Agency, 401 Market St.,

TREADWELL'S OLD STAND. SAN FRANCISCO.

OLD CRAPE
REFINISHED AND MADE
TIP AS GOOD AS NEW. Send
for circular. Agents Wanted.

Watorproof Crape ReBuishing Co.. 811 MISSION ST., S. F.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE -ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK KILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Manufactured hy the

Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

JACKSON'S BEST
SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO.

Awarded the highest prize at Centennial Exposition for

its fine chewing qualities, the excellence and lasting char-

acter of its flavoring and sweetening. The Best To-
bacco ever made. Ask your grocer for it. Our blue

strip trade mark "Jackson's Best" on every plug. Send

for sample to C. A. JACKSON & CO., Manufacturers, Pe

tersburg, Va. L. & B. Wertheimer, Sole A^ts, S. P

ASK YOUR GROCER OR OIL DEALER FOR

ELA I IM E
THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD Oil

'OUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

. Ton Cents. STEVENS BROS. , Northford, Conn.

Agricultural Articles.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT)
Self Hegulating Farm
Pumping, Rai road

and Power

WINDMILLS.
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the towns
and fanning districts for
over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold
(and there are thousands of
them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal
of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.
We are prepared to fill orders ,ui ...i »ucs, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEEL) MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

MATTES0N & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required
in the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass ov er
cradle knolls without changing the working-position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action jf i he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

<!

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That knits tlat or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows off the toe;
Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any size without scam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;
Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs;
Knits an elastic seumed-stitch Suspender with button holes;

Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan .Jacket stitch, Kancy
Ribbed stitch; the Raised Fluid stitch, the Nubia stitch,

Shell stitch. Unique stitch. Tidy stitch, etc.

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the
only family knitter that tills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Send for circular* to

J. J. PFISTER & CO., General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolen yarns.
*"20 SUTTER STREET, Koom 46, Sun I rancisco.

H. H. H.
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For RlHBBORC, Si-avin, Swkkskv, OaLLOOI
1,i Mrs, and all oi.D souks, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to live days in succession, and in four or the

dayi, if not cured, repeat as at Hint. Sl'KAINH, Stikk

Joists, Hiu isks, Winduai.i.s, and all slight aliments, apply

a small cpianlity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,

and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half anil half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

DAVIS &. SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Hkkkhknck. — Tradesmen's National llanK, N. V.; Ell

wanger Harry, Kochester, N. V.; C. W. Reed; Sacra

inento, Cal. ; A. Lusk it Co., San Francisco, Cal.

Dewey & Co.
{ sJ°

m
2
e » } Patent Ag'ts.
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EUREKA SINGLE TULE SULKY PLOW.
No. 9 Eureka Tule Gang, 1 2to 1 8 inch,

Beam 3 1-2 by 1 1 4, and Extra Share,

With High Wheels, Wide Tires. Price $125.

With Four by one and a Half Inch Beam, $130.

With HILL'S Land Gouge Attachment, a great Improvement for

throwing the Plow to ami from land by means of a lever, .$10 extra.

NO. 9 EUREKA CHAMPION,
Deep Tiller, $90 to $125.

Hill's Land Gauge can be attached to any of the

Eureka Sulky Plows.

HILL'S EUREKA GANG PLOW,

NO. 6 AND NO. 7, $100 EACH.

THE PREMIUM

GANG OF THE WORLD.
Manufactured by the

Sweepstake Plow Company,
San Leandro, California.

Is made expressly for and is the only

SULKY TULE PLOW
~ Adapted for Plowing the tough Tule Sod
Jp of our River Bottoms; having a long mold
p which turns the sod upside down and holds it

to its place, leaving a clean furrow.

THE WHEELS JLI^E ZHZIGh-bl .A.1STID SET WIDE JLIPJLIR/r,
Cannot easily upset. Has HNJH ami LONG BEAM, with Plow sitting well back, so it CANNOT CLOG, and LARGE ROLLING COLTER, with strong standard, which together with a
LARGE FIN CUTTER on SHARE, cuts the SOD and BOGS with ease, making it just the Plow for our Tule Farmers—combining strength and durability. LIGHT DRAFT, and
easily handled.

The late IMPROVEMENTS, made after having been thoroughly tested in the worst Tule Land in the State, assures to all that Hill's Improved Eureka Sulky Tule Plow has
no equal for Plowing Tule Land. Made to order of any desired width of cut from 10 to 24 inch, with light or heavy beam.

Hill's Eureka, Single Sulky Deep Tiller,
Is also manufactured by us, and is the CHAMPION PLOW for Plowing foul land and turning under tall weeds—or heavy stubble and corn
stalks, and all other rubbish without clogging. Having HIGH WHEELS AND BEAM, ROLLING COULTER AND DOUBLE LEVER, like

the TULE PLOW.

SWEEPSTAKE PLOW COMPANY, SAN LEANDRO, CALIFORNIA.

BAKER & HAMILTON,
Nos t) to 15 J Street, Sacramento, Cal. Nos. 7 to 19 Front Street, San Francisco, Cal.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Sweet Corn.
Crosby's Extra Early »

Marblehead Mammoth
Stowell's Evergreen i

Mexican Sweet, New ;

SDutSn} Yellow Flint Corn.

Long Red Mangel Wurtzen
Yellow Globe

\ Beet Seed

.

White Sugar )

ALSO, EVEKY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-

BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND
CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

M. EYRE, Jr., NAPA, CAL.

Send Stamp f£)
Safe Arrival of

For HjKJ Eggs & Fowls

Price List. ,.v*Jir -

.

j G \

z

r.m te e d

.

I never owned a FIXER LOT OF BIRDS lhan I have
raised this year. Also,

Thoroughbred Southdown Sheep.
iSTPamphlet on the tare of fowls -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their eure, etc. , adapted bs xcially to the
Pacific Coast. Sent for 16 cents.

DIVIDEND^ NOTICE.

San Francisco Savings Union,
532 California Street, corner Webb.

For the half year etnliiig with December 31nt. 1877. a divi-
dend has been declared at the rate of eight and one-tenth
(8 1-10) per cent, per annum on term delimits, and six and
three-fourths per cent, on ordinary deposits, free of Fed
eral tax. payable on and after Tuesday, loth January, 1876.

LOVELL WHITE, Cashier.

To the Farmers and Miners of the Pacific Coast. !

R - J TR ^s?,^,L& co"

THE COMBINATION PIPE IS THE CHEAPEST, STRONGEST, lowers, topo^ter™^^ and Retail
Most Durable and the Best m the World. Dealers in

o r
a.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The German Savings and Loan Society

For the half year ending this date, the Board of Directors
of the German Savings and Loan Society has declared the
dividend on term deposits at the rate of eight and two-fifths
(8 2-5) per cent, per annum, and on ordinary deposits at the
rate of seven (7) per cent, per annum, free from Federal
taxes, and payable uu and after the 15th day of January,
1878. By order GEO. LKTTE. Secy
San Francisco. Dec. 31st, 1877.

Dewey & Co. {sar^mtst} Patent Ag'ts.

Fig. 1. View of Pipe. Kig. •>. Horizontal Seetion and Connection, aa Cylinder of Wood, bb Hands of Iron.

cc Coating 1 of Hydraulic or Asphaltum Cement.

OVER 1,000 MILES IN USE FROM 11 TO 19 YEARS-
Send for Descriptive Books and Price List to

American Pipe Company, 22 California St., San Francisco.

FELTON'S W0NDE.RFUL NEW BERRIES.

Sent safely by mail, 3,000 miles, at dozen rates. |mstage
free. Cinderella and Continental Strawberries, $•> per
dozen, Great American, $1 per dozen. Early Prolific
and Reliance Kasj 'berries, S3 per dozen Hundreds of
other things cheap. Illustrated circular free to all.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
N'l rserymen anu Fri it Growers, Woodbury, N. J.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The California Savings and Loan Society, junction Market,

F.ddy and Powell -The Directors have declared a dividend of
eight and two-tifths IS 2-5) per cent per annum on term de-

posits and seven (7) per cent on ordinary deposits for the half
year ending December 31. 1877, free from Federal tax, and
payable on and after Monday, January 7. 1878. By order

D. B. CHISHOLM, Secretary.

WANTED.
By a Scotchman and Wife A situa-
tion to take charge of a ranch. The man thoroughly

understands farming, the care of a vineyard, stock raising,

or any work appertaining to a well conducted farm. The

woman is a thorough cook and housekeeper. The best of

reference will be given. Address office of RURAL Press.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Pitting Eyes.

nFFICE-NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Between Broadway and Wasiiinuton.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

FLOWERING PI.AI.TS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

Prices Unusually Low.

'.•"Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
will he sent prsb to all Ci'stohkrb. It contains in-

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO..

419 and 421 Sansome Street. S. F.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice s|>eeimen8

of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark snd Light Brahmas, Buft

White and Partridge Co-
chins, White <St Brown

Leghorns, Dork-
ings. Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,

Game and Sebright Ban-
tams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,

Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

iaTFor further information Bend stamp for Illustrated

Circular, to
GEO. B BAYLEY,

P. O. Box, (159 San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN L. BOONE,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
PATENT LAW A SPECIALTY.

OmcK—202 Sansome Street, N. E. comer Pine Street,

San Francisco.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 609 South loth

St., Philadelphia, & 59 Gold St.. Cor. Ann,N Y.
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California Fan Palm.

The California fan palm ( Prkhardia Jilifera;

Bahea filamentosa ) is a native of California and

is found along the Colorado river and in some

places in the desert in San Diego county.

Several Eastern and foreign periodicals and hor-

ticultural papers have given illustrations of this

palm, but none of them came anywhere near its

natural structure. The cut we give above is

taken from a photograph from a plant only

three years old, grown by John Rock, the well-

known nurseryman of San Jose. The need was
sown on the 15th of February, 1875, and the

plant stands now three feet ten inches high.

The objection to palms has always been their

slow growth; taking a long time to make a showy
plant. Often people have planted the Austra-

lian cabbage palm (Coryha Australis), the most
common one found in nurseries, and after a few
years nursing they have thrown them out be-

cause they would not make any headway in

growth. About 20 years ago a lot of seed of

this palm was brought to San Jose and Louis

Prevost, the pioneer nurseryman, cultivated

them and raised about 50 plants. These were
distributed over the State, most of them having
grown into specimens of 20 and 30 feet of

hight.

Gov. Latham, of this city, bought two in

San Jose, which stood, at the time of purchase,

about 25 feet in hight, for the handsome sum
of $1,000. These he moved to Menlo Park, a

distance of 18 miles. Many doubted their ever

growing, but they have done finely. They
stand now 30 feet in hight and are 2^ feet in

diameter, crowned with a head of fan leaves.

They stand in front of a magnificent residence,

on an open lawn, and present a most beautiful

aspect.

Mr. Grant L Taggart, of Oakland, informs

us that two of this species of palm are growing
at Shasta on the premises of W. E. Hopping,
County Judge of Shasta county. They were
planted some 20 years ago, they have immense
trunks from three to four feet in diameter.

This must be about as far north as palms were
ever cultivated in the open ground. At Shasta

the ground is often covered with two feet of

snow. This is another proof of the hardiness

of this palm.
The California fan palm is most distinct of

all palms, having fine thread hanging dovn from
its leaves. It will be very valuable as an orna-

mental plant in all subtropical climates, being

the fastest grower and hardiest of all palms.

Not until the last three "years has its native

place been known, but upon the completion of

the S. P. R. R. ,
they were found along its line,

and even whole carloads of large plants were
brought to San Francisco and sold. They may
be now had almost at any nursery at a reason-

able figure.

A Timkly Suggestion to Business Men.—
A prosperous year in our agriculture, will, of

necessity, lead to increased trade, both in pro-

duce and the many supplies which the farmer

has to purchase. The bulk of this trade will

come to those merchants who succeed in best

convincing the community that he is an upright

dealer, and that the commodities he sells are

the best the market affords. As the year

promises large production, so there will arise,

at once, new and enlarged demand for farm
machinery and implements. The element of

enterprise in a firm is always appreciated by
customers, and those who make their machin-
ery known through the proper advertising me-
diums and by display and field trials, will cer-

tainly win the patronage, if their apparatus is a

good one. These are facts, and they are de-

monstrated more clearly every year. The slow
coach in trade, who relies upon his past for

present success, will find that he is forgotton,

and he will be outstripped every time by pro-

gressive rivals. There was a time when the

advantages of advertising had to be supported
by argument. Now, every successful merchant
can trace the influence of judicious advertising

so clearly in his business that he needs no argu-

ment. Our honest advice to all our trade

friends is, that there is surely a "trade wind"
arising and those whom it drives forward will

be the ones who early set their advertising sails

for it.

The New Regent.

Governor Irwin has appointed Mr. John L.

Beard, of Alameda county, a member of the

Board of Regents of the State University. The

appointment is one fit to be made and in which

our readers will feel much interest. Mr. Beard

is a practical farmer, in the full v'gor of early

manhood, well educated, both in the schools of

learning and of practical experience and obser-

vation. He is a believer in progressive ideas,

but not radical nor visionary. His accession to

to the Board of Regents will lead to the repre-

sentation in that body of several elements which
have hitherto been unrepresented. One of

other near Harrisburg, in Alameda county.

He has been successful in his farming opera-

tions and has taken a leading part in irrigation

and other enterprises for the good of his own
interests and those of his neighborhood. He
has the confidence and good will of the many
who know him throughout the State, and will

take pride in such counsels and actions as shall

truly advance the interests and usefulness of

the University. We wish him all success in

this work.

The Russian Wheat Crop.—Much interest

now centers in the expected opening of the ports

of Southern Russia and the exportation of a

wheat surplus to the English markets. The
latest information we have of the condition of

the Russian crop of last year is the following

THE CALIFORNIA FAN PALM -Prichardia Filifera

these comprises the graduates of the institution

and its progenitor the old College of California.

It was chiefly in respect to the desires of this

class for representation that Mr. Beard was se-

lected. As a representative also of the agri-

cultural interest of the State, Mr. Beard will

find opportunity for earnest and devoted effort,

and we are confident that he has both will and

quality to make it.

John L. Beard is a son of E. L. Beard, Esq.,

of Mission San Jose, one of the pioneer agri-

culturists of the State. He was born in Indiana

in 1845 and came to Alameda county in 1850.

He graduated at the College of California in

1868 and began the management of his farm be-

fore he finished his college studies. The better

part of two years after graduation he passed in

travel in the Eastern States and in Europe, and

made good use of his opportunities for observa-

tion. In 1870 he settled down to the pursuit

of agriculture and is now farming about 700

acres in two farms, one near Centerville and the

from the London Farmer: "The tabulation of

the result of the Russian harvest will shortly

be completed. It now appears that the brilliant

expectations which were entertained of it up to

the end of summer, are not altogether justified,

although the crops themselves were, for the

most part, magnificent. The continuous bad
weather that prevailed prevented much of the

harvest being got in, and it was left upon the

field to rot. Nevertheless, the harvest, as a

whole, is above the average, and it is only in

the government of Wjetka that it has turned

out altogether a failure." This would indicate

that Russia will have some wheat to sell to

England this spring, b'-.u we expect that the

English needs will dispose of it all easily.

A Modest Editor.—A California editor has

reached the apex of modesty. In describing

the Lieutenant Governor of the State, he says:

"He is about the size of the writer of this

sketch," etc.

Squirrel Killing.

There seems indeed reason to believe that we
are on the track of the pestiferous squirrel.

We call especial attention to a letter in another

column from Prof. Hilgard, describing his suc-

cess with sulphid of carbon. We hope the

matter will receive further attention and the

desirability of taking steps to secure the

material at the cheapest rates be fully dis-

cussed.

In this connection, we would also make

known that our request for information of the

operations of Gerow Bros., in Solano county,

has resulted in the receipt of testimonials from
men whom we know well and in whom we have

full confidence. For the public information,

we print the following:

Editors Press:—Seeing the names of the

Gerow Bros., in connection with squirrel killing,

in the Rural Press, and a request from the

editor for information about their work, we,

the undersigned, take pleasure in giving this

tribute, to show our appreciation of what they

did for us in killing the squirrels on our lands,

and do say, without any hesitancy, that they

fulfilled their contracts with us to our perfect

satisfaction. Furthermore, that this testimony

was written, signed and sent to the Rural
Press, for publication, without their request or

knowledge.—[Signed: Joseph Blake, 500 acres;

Chas. A. Peabody; Thos. Williams, 332 acres;

C. Reaves, 375 acres; T. J. Durbin, 800 acres;

Samuel Martin, 200 acres; A. T. Hatch, 2(!3

acres; George Ellsworth, 280 acres; J. M.
Baldwin, 200 acres; Lewis Pierce, 3,000 acres;

M. Stetts, u'00 acres.

The above names are a few those for whom
they killed squirrels, and of all those to

whom it was presented, not one hesitated to

sign it, and I know personally of many who
would sign it if they had the opportunity, but

considering it unnecessary to do so, I send it as

it is.—A. T. Hatch, Suisun valley, Cal.

Mr. Hatch sends us also a list of 12 names in

Suisun and six names in Cordelia, who are

ready to give similar testimony. We recognize

ararais them some of the foremost men of the

county.

We have also received from W. W. Smith,

of Vacaville, an account of the operations of

Gerow Bros, in his section. We make the fol-

lowing extract from his letter:

They engaged to kill the squirrels on your

farm for five cents per acre on the level land,

and eight cents per acre on the hill land. They
killed the squirrels on my place of 100 acres for

$'.), and I do not think that I ever paid out the

same amount of money to better advantage in

my life. They came to my place late one even-

ing and worked about an hour and a half. They

stayed all night. I gave them supper and

breakfast, and then they worked until about

nine o'clock next morning and said they wero

done, and went away—and so did the squirrels.

They did their work effectually. I have seen

but one squirrel on my farm since, and before

that they were an intolerable nuisance, and so

thick as'to be destructive to not only grain, but

also to young trees. They killed the squirrels

for most of the farmers in Vaca valley. Somo
of course could not afford it, but so far as I

have learned they gave good satisfaction; and I

have talked with a good many of the farmers in

this valley, and also in Pleasant valley, and

also in Lagoon and Suisun valleys, my humble

judgment being that it is tho most sure and

effectual method of ridding the country of these

destructive pests that has yet been introduced

They use poisoned wheat with which to kill

the squirrels, but what the wheat is poisoned

with I do not know. They appear to bo fair

gentlemen to deal with, and agree to kill the

squirrels or no pay, and they wait until you are

sure the squirrels are dead before they call on

you for the pay.—W. W. Smith.

Ownership ok Water.—In his lectures at

Sacramento, Prof. Davidson has this to say

about water rights as related to irrigation en-

terprises: "As to vested rights, he would have

condemned as necessary to the State's purpose

all water interests. This, he knew, was a bold

proposition, but it must be met if irrigation

ever becomes a reality in California,"
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents—Eds.

Squirrel Killine; at the University.

Editors Press:—I think that much of the

difficulty that has been experienced in obtaining

prompt and united action from land owners on

the squirrel question, is owing to the many

uncertainties, difficulties anil more or less of

danger attendant upon the extended use of

poison in the open field. Many accidents are

liable to happen, even before the poisoned grain

leaves the house. After it is placed in the field,

the first creature to get at it is usually the early

bird, the farmers' friend, that is out to catch

the worm; and this, together with the

slaughter of game birds, occurring from the

same cause, I consider as one of the cardinal

objections to the whole proceeding. We might

feel reconciled to the killing off of worthless

curs, the pest of sheep raisers, that follows

the consumption of the dead birds and squir-

rels. But the shepherd's dog, unfortunately, is

just as likely to fall a victim to an incautious

meal; and even the sheep sometimes get ahead
of the rodent for whom the grain was intended.

Chickens, hogs, and even cattle must be care-

fully excluded from the pasture while the squir-

rels are being poisoned; and this is too fre-

quently reason enough why the latter are left

to multiply undisturbed year after year, render-

ing useless all that may be done for their exter-

mination by the neighbors or in other portions

of the same ranch.

Notwithstanding these objections, the poison-

ing process has so far proved the only perfectly

effectual one on the large scale. Smoking out

with sulphur or other suffocating vapors, blown
in from a cartridge or by means of bellows, has
proved both laborious and inefficient; and the

keen knives with which the squirrels were to

commit harikari on entering its hole, were soon

pushed to one side, or rusted.

Two years ago, in a lecture on the phylloxera
question, I suggested that the use of the same
substance which proves so successful against

that insect, as well as against the rats of Paris

and other cities, might be successfully used
against the California squirrel; also (see Bulletin

No. 23 of the University of California). I

could not, at the time, follow up the suggestion

by experiment. The knowledge I have since

acquired, both of the habits of the squirrel and
of the importance of the problem, has led me
of late to test the applicability of the "bisul-

phuret of carbon" as a squirrel exterminator;
and the success attained has been so satisfactory

that I think it time to bring the matter to

public notice.

I Bhould state at the outset, for the informa-

tion of non-chemists, that the bisulphuret (or

more properly bisulphid) of carbon is obtained

by burning charcoal in vapor of sulphur instead
of in air, and condensing the very volatile and
heavy vapor formed. When pure it is a color-

less liquid, of an aromatic and somewhat pep-
pery odor, which is not disagreeable, and pro-

duces somewhat the effects of chloroform on
the human subject, but acts as a quick poison
when inhaled by small animals. Ordinarily,

however, it is contaminated with other sulphur
compounds, which give it the offensive odor of

rotten eggs and onions; and in this condition it

is poisonous when inhaled, not only to animals
but also to man. The very otfensiveness of its

vapor, however, is an excellent safeguard against
accidents from poisoning. It is highly inflam-

mable, and its vapor, when mixed with air, ex-
plodes, like that of petroleum spirit or alcohol.

Since it boils but a little above the temperature
of the hand, it evaporates very rapidly when
poured on it, producing a feeling of intense
cold; poured on damp earth the latter soon
freezes and becomes covered with hoar-frost.

The vapor so formed is three times heavier than
air, and Hows down visibly like water from the
mouth of an open vessel containing the liquid.

Of course it will flow down into a squirrel
hole in the same manner, without the aid of a
bellows

; especially if introduced at the higher
end of the burrow. After a few minutes, the
odor usually makes its appearance at some of
the other outlets ; in one case it became sensible
at one 25 feet from that into which it was intro-

duced, in the course of five minutes. It is cu-
rious that in no case have I known a squirrel to

run out of the holes before the gas ; when it

meets it face to face in a run, death seems to be
almost instantaneous. But in most cases the
animals seem to retire to their nests and die
there in a stupor.

The mode 01 proceeding is simply this : Select
one or two of the freshest holes in a burrow,
introduce into it as deep down as you can reach,
a wide-mouthed ounce vial full of the liquid,
upset the vial, and withdraw it. It is best after
this to wait a few minutes to let the outer air
push the heavy vapor before it into the burrow,
until the odor appears at the other outlets. But
if there is hurry the holes may all be closed at
once with earth, which need not be rammed

—

the only object being to keep the gas in, and to
see if any of the inmates dig out afterwards.
Of course, it may happen that holes supposed
to belong to one burrow do not communicate,
so that the inmates of one remain unscathed.
A little experience soon teaches the right meas-

ure, so that not more than one in two hundred
will be open again, unless from without.
The dead animal is thus buried out of sight

in its own burrow, creates no offence and poisons
nothing ; its flesh would not be injurious even
if dug up. No other wild or domestic animal
runs any risk, unless it be the gopher. The
holes retain an offensive odor for some time, and
remain closed and untenanted.
As for the expense of this method, I have

freed the most thickly peopled portions of the
university campus (level ground), from every
vestige of squirrels, with about a pound of the
liquid per acre ; about half an hour being spent
by two men in closing the holes with shovels.

The bisulphid of carbon has been sold in this

market (pure) at 45 cts. per pound. If manu-
factured here, with cheap California sulphur, it

could readily be sold at half that price, or less,

in the crude condition, in which it is much more
poisonous to the animals. Any laborer of ordi-

nary intelligence can use it, without any risk,

either of injury or failure.

Probably it will still be needful that the law
should bring some compulsion to bear upon
those who fail to attend to the destruction of

the squirrel through motives of self-interest.

But since this remedy is applicable to the entire

season, few can find any valid excuse for long
neglect ; and the comparative ease and cheap-
ness will induce a much larger percentage than
heretofore to fulfill this duty to themselves and
to the public, without compulsion.

E. W. Hiloard.
University of California, Jan. 24th, 1878.

Farm and Garden Gates.

Editors Press :—-A gate is a convenient en-

trance for use in prosecuting the labors of the

field. The simplest, easiest constructed, and

the least liable to get out of order, is certainly

the best gate for the purpose required.

My experience hit upon the following pattern :

Two posts, 2x0 will answer. The small holes

shown in b in the engraving, are made with a

two-inch auger. The left post, a, is bored in the

same way, and then sawed out to receive the

square end of a 2x3 scantling. The right hand
of the scantling shaved down to fit the whole.
After the scantling is loosely fitted, I nail pick-

ets on while they are in place to ensure a fit.

a. c I

A HANDY GATE.

When finished, the gate, r, appears like the bal-

ance of the fence, and is easily locked by a. small

pin through the scantling on the left. To open,

you lift out the left, and draw out the right,

setting it aside. There is no need to draw it

out for a person passing through. Lifting out

the left and opening wide enough for the body
is sufficient.

If 2x6 is used for posts, a strip is necessary
to be nailed on behind the holes for scantling,

so as to keep them in place. If made by com-
mon posts, the hole may extend so far, say two
or three inches. I have six of these gates, and
can make them about as fast as nailing scantling

to the post ; 2x3 pieces made in manner de-

scribed, may bo nailed to other posts, scantling

fitted and gate soon finished. There are no
hinges to break ; no bars to remove, no fear of

wind or accident opening them. I find them a

real convenience and easy of construction, you
and your many readers are welcome to the same
benefit without charge, as it is not patented.

A space betwixt two buildings suggested the

necessity of such a device. The holes were
made in the building boards, and the slip end
to a 2x3, nailed to the other building. This has

been in use for years, and now all my field or

wagon and garden gates are made on same plan.

Of course in the construction the gate-posts are

turned the opposite way from that shown in the
engraving. They are turned sideways in the
drawings to show the holes.

John Taylor.
Mt. Pleasant, Tuolumne Co., Cal.

Winds and Rain on the Pacific Coast.

Editors Press:— There appears to be two

natural laws by which rain may be predicted

after long continued north winds early in win-

ter. One is the law of compensations, roughly

indicated in the old sailor's proverb, given in

the Press last week— "the south wind never

dies indebted to the norther''—which must have

been the result of long, though crude obser-

vation. The other is that as our sea breezes are

all parts of the great trade-wind system, and
contain abundance of moisture (even in summer)
the only thing necessary to precipitate that
moisture in the form of rain is that the laud
shall be colder than the sea breeze. Now, in

summer, the land being heated by the sun, con-

densation can only take place on the mountains
north of California. In winter, when a north
wind blows almost all the time (the cold air

rushing toward the equator to fill the place of

the heated air rising within the tropics), it is

only necessary that it shall not be so strong as
to blow the trade-winds entirely off shore, to
give us plenty of rain. Thus when the sun was
farthest south, the northers kept the clouds in

the southern counties, but as the sun comes
north the north wind loses force in our lati-

tudes, and is pushed upwards by the returning
trades, forming an upper current above them,
and condensing the moisture in abundant rains.

We always expect a cold, dry term of a week
or two during the month after December 21st;

this may be from the north east trade-wind,
which prevails south of California, and carries

ships to China, etc.

As summer advances the sea breeze becomes
more and more a westerly one, from the heat-
ing of the land causing a rush of cold air from
the ocean, and thus the trades become to us a
northwest wind, though their direction is quite
different at some distance from land.

The reason why the tables of temperature for

winter do not show a greater agreement between
the coldest and the rainiest seasons, is probably
to be found in the same law of compensations
referred to. .Severe cold, with north wind, is

followed by a proportionate warm spell, with
south wind, and thus the averages for each sea-

son are brought so near together that the real

character of the weather for that season are not
apparent. The true points for comparison would
be the extremes of heat and warmth for the
winter months in relation to the amount of rela-

tion to the amount of rainfall. Thus the last

winter was very mild and uniform as well as dry.

The present is the reverse.

It is customary for people from the Atlantic

coast to call these rain storms "southoasters,

"

that being the quarter whence the heaviest rain

storms come on that side of the continent. But
while it does blow thus to some extent near
this bay and on our seashore, it is only a

local direction caused by the course of the
mountain chains. Its general direction higher
up, and when very violent, is from the great
Pacific reservoir southweatf of us. A wind from
the dry lands to the southeast could only bring
us dry weather, unless first derived from the

ocean. Most people do not carefully ascertain

the points of the compass and its variations

when recording the winds. Any local observer
may easily do this by aid of the polar star.

The influence of the law of compensations is

again felt severely in spring, when the drying
northeasters prevail for days, as if a last effort

was made by old Boreas to conquer his southern
rival, and finally a compromise is made for the

dry season in the prevalence of the northeasters,

which are, of course, just intermediate.

J. G. C.

Haywood, Cal.

The Region About vallejo.

Editors Press:—This portion of the State

never having received an "especial mention"

(as the French say) at the hands of the Rural,

I trust it will now he in order to make our

debut in your columns. The boundaries of the

district to which I shall confine my remarks,

are as follows: North by Napa valley, east by

Suisun bay, south by Carquines straits, west by

San Pablo bay; being the south of Napa and

west portion of Solano counties, and embracing

aif area of 90,000 to 100,000 acres. Geograph-

ically it is nearly the center (north and south),

and topographically in the heart of the State.

The only outlet to the ocean for all the waters

of the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys

(four-fifths of the water shed of the State) is by
the Carquines straits, whose average width
throughout their length of six miles, does not

exceed a mile. This narrow passage offers

abundant evidences of having been broken by
convulsion, or cut through by the pent-up

waters which at no remote period in the earth's

history filled the great basin lying between the

Sierra Nevadas and Coast mountains, trans-

forming the bed of a vast lake or gulf into what
are now rich and fertile valleys. The lofty

range which shuts off approach to the coast

from the east throughout the entire length of

the State, is narrowed and depressed at this

point for a distance of 10 to 12 miles, forming a

natural gateway, through which the waters

flow, and the products of the interior must
pass in order to reach tide water by boat.

The trans-continental and California railroads

have been compelled to make it the point of

convergance for their entire system—presenting

as it does the only feasible route for economic-

ally constructing and operating them. It is the

key by which the interior of this continent is

opened to the Western world; the main artery

through which the life blood of travel and
traffic will eventually pulsate in its circuit

around the globe.

Climate.

In addition to being a great aqueous high-

way, this gap in the range performs the office

of an immense ;erator, through which the

ocean winds blow inland from May until No-
vember, modifying the heat of summer in the

valleys east of us, which would otherwise be

oppressive and next to intolerable. Freighted

with moisture, as these winds are, which piles

up in fog banks against the mountains north

and south, and against the highest points of the

ridge intersecting this gap, extremes of heat or
drouth are of rare occurrence. Nor do we
suffer from the dreaded northers, which cause
such electrical disturbances as to seriously
effect mankind and all animated nature and
which parch and wither vegetation by their
heated breath in the regions where they pre-
vail. • Being almost surrounded by tide water,
the range of the thermometer is limited. It
seldom rises above 80" in summer or sinks be-
low 40' in winter. Flowers bloom continuously
and vegetable gardens yield good returns
throughout the year. The harsh and raw
winds which prevailed directly on the coast in
summer, are modified before reaching us by
passing over 20 to 25 miles of land and water
which have received the rays of a vertical sun.
Thus warmed they are invigorating without be-
ing injurious to weak lungs or delicate, nerv-
ous organizations.

Conformation.
The face of the country is diversified by

round-topped hills, small valleys opening out
into plains or flats as they approach the snores
of the bays on the east and west. At the
south where the waters of the straits have cut a
channel deep into the bowels of the earth far
below the level of the ocean, the bold bluffs and
head lands, benches and mesas offer a combina-
tion equaling, and in many respects resembling,
the scenery on the famed Hudson river above
the Highlands. No stretch of fancy is required
to complete the picture by crowning these hill

tops with villas, and the cosy nooks, with beau-
tiful homes of fortune's favorites and business
men of the metropolis, who, in the language of

song, would be "so near and yet so far" from the
scenes of their daily toils. Now that the com-
pletion of the railroad to Oakland, 18 miles
distant, affords a readier and quicker transfer
than by water, this ideal is not so far removed.
Especially so when it is known and realized
that within so short a distance from San Fran-
cisco there is a district, limited in extent, pos-
sessing scenery as diversified as it is exceptional
in this State or on the Pacific coast.

This valley is well watered by living springs
and small streams flowing from them, several
sulphur springs of excellence and great volume
burst out at or near the base of the main ridge
that crosses the valley from northwest to south-
east and good and sufficient water is easily ob-
tained by digging. A noticeable feature is that
at or near tide water level, deeper wells are
required than upon the uplands or hills. Boring
thus far has proved unsuccessful, but the strati-

fication is such as to warrant hope in artesian

water when a proper depth is reached. I shall

offer you additional facts in another letter.

G. C. Pearson.
South Vallejo, Cal.

Notes in Fresno County.

Editors PREss:--\Ve have had over five inches

of rain within the past week. The ground is

thoroughly wet, something that hasn't been be-

fore since February, 1876. The horses of my
Arkansas neighbors "bog h'yer now, when they

drap outin' the beat-track;" while my Yankee

neighbors' horses "mire whenever they git eout

o' the path. " Feed is starting finely, and a very

little more of seasonable rain will insure good

crops. We had no crops last year except on

irrigated land.
Flowers.

I have read with the utmost interest Mr.

Drew's several articles on flowers. Have I lost

a paper, or hasn't he yet written about our
royal queens of beauty, the numerous Oilias f

They will soon cover our plains, and they cer-

tainly must have an item in the Rural, if I

have to write it myself.

Last spring I received from W. 1 B. West, of

Stockton, a box of flower roots. They came
just on my wife's birthday, so they were, of

course, handed over to her as a present; this

may account for any extra good care that may
have been taken of them. Well, we set them
out, 16 little, unmarked, half-dry (they were a

half-month reaching us), sprigs of roots, but, oh!

what beauties they became! Two of them were
double petunias, striped, regular candy stripe,

and the flowers like immense poppies. 1 have
heretofore thought that the plates of double

petunias in some flower catalogues were exag-

gerations, but I now know that no painter's art

can exaggerate the most perfect and beautiful

double petunias. They grew to be bunches four

feet across and and nearly two feet in hight, and
were covered with hundreds of blossoms during

late summer, autumn and early winter. Three

were pelargoniums, one looking so much like a

golden arbor vita aj to be generally mistaken

for one by visitors at first sight. One was a

scarlet verbena, with a most perfect satin gloss

on its blossoms.

Frost and Freezes

This has been the hardest winter on semi-

tropical trees that I have ever seen in Fresno

county. January began clear, dry and cold.

On the coldest night, January 4th, it froze one

inch in a galvanized iron tub, used for watering

horses and setting on a bench near my well; it

froze over three-quarters of an inch in the irri-

gating ditch in my orange orchard. The most

of the freezing was done between 4 o'clock in

the morning and sunrise. I was out most of

this time "fighting frost," with bucket in hand,

hauling water from the well and throwing it

upon the trees. Another method we use, till

trees cease to need it from becoming acclimated,
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is to cover them with cloth during hard freezes.

Another, to stand a row of our big, leafy corn-

stalks around each tree and tie them together

at the top. Another, to set a bar of iron (any-

old iron will do) in the ground under the tree,

and let it extend up through the top or out

above the top of the tree, thus constantly con-

veying the latent heat from the ground beneath

into the top of the tree. Even old irons hung
in the top of a tree, it is said, will prevent

injury from frost that would otherwise destroy

blossoms.

My Sargo and Corinth grapevines have been

considerably frost-killed, but, I believe, no vine

entirely destroyed. Blue gum trees, young
ones, have been injured very much, many en-

tirely killed—some, even of two years' growth,

have been killed. My five-year-old seedling

orange trees have stood it splendidly. They
have not been protected and are uninjured. Next
come some of Mr. Garey's sweet-rind lemons.

These, with the exception of some of the late

fall growth of limbs, are uninjured. My fine

oranges budded on four-year-old roots, and con-

sequently making a most luxuriant and pro-

longed growth, have suffered greatly. I think,

however, that I shall not lose the entire wood
of any or them. I had Tahiti, Mexican and Los
Angeles lime trees four and five years old; these

have all been killed. Some are so far gone that

I have given up their ever sprouting again, even

from the roots.

Fence Posts.

I have learned that the heart of large sugar-

pine trees make excellent fence posts. ThSre

are some near here that have been set 15 years,

and they are perfectly sound yet. The part set

in the ground was charred on the outside lightly

before setting.

I have also learned that any kind of wood
can be made to resist decay by giving it a heavy

coating of boiled linseed oil and pulverized char-

coal, letting it cover the wood and get thor-

oughly dry before setting in the ground. But
I have just seen a cheaper and more simple

method than any of them, viz: to dip the part of

the post to be set in the ground into a strong

solution of sulphate of copper (blue vitriol) be-

fore setting. Will this prevent decay ? Can
any of your numerous contributors give us light

on the subject ? I am going to try it, but it's

long to wait if it requires the time it has to

prove to the incredulous (and myself among the

nnmber) that sugar-pine is our most valuable

for fence posts, here in the interior where we
have no redwood. But if the blue-stone solution

is a success, we shan't even have to go to the

mountains for sugar-pine, but can use the wil-

lows, cottonwoods, sycamores, etc. , found grow-

ing along the river bottoms. We can use any
of these successfully with the charcoal paint,

but that is so much trouble and cost that it

makes them as expensive as sugar-pine or cedar

from the mountains.

I received a letter a few days ago from one of

your readers, Dr. S. M. Curl, in New Zealand.

He had learned of me and my address from the

Rukal; he proposed to exchange seeds with me,

which I gladly accepted, and expect now soon

to receive a lot of seeds from our very antipodes

at a cost by mail not exceeding that from New
York.

I regret to see Bro. Orr's ad. in the Rural;
he is a citizen that our county does not want to

lose, and I wouldn't say anything to help him
sell on that account, but his ad. does injustice

to his farm and locality. He has left out the

greatest recommendation, that is, the perfect

healthfulness of his place. Anybody will see on

visiting him, in his active, muscular, bright-

eyed, rosy-cheeked girls and boys, a higher rec-

ommendation for his farm and locality than

anything he has said in his advertisement.

Hedge Plants.

Has anyone of your readers ever tried the

berberry as a hedge plant in the hot interior

portion of our State ? E. L. Beard, Esq. , of

Mission San Jose, has a very fine hedge of them,

but the climate there is widely different from

this of the interior.

I know a tree that I am certain would be a

perfect success for the hottest and dryest por-

tions of our State, and even on alkali land, I

mean the buffalo berry (Shepherded argentea).

They thrive in their native valleys of the "Great

Basin," where the thermometer ranges away
above 100° in the long, hot, rainless summer;
and in addition to their sturdy growth they

produce a great amount of excellent fruit, closely

resembling high cranberries. If any advertiser

in the Rural has them, let him speak.

W. A. Sanders.
Kingsbury, Fresno county.

Valuable Woods for Carving.

The Crockery and Glass Jottrnal appears to

have examined this subject with care, and the
results will be of interest in this State, where
much of the timber mentioned is in vigorous
growth. We read in Calvert's Mechanic's Al-

manac that lime wood was almost exclusively

used by Grinling Gibbons, for all his magnificent
drops and festoons of fruit, flowers and birds, at

Petworth, Chatsworth, Burghley, Belton, Mel-
bury, Gatton, and the numerous other noble
seats to which his genius has imparted such a
charm. Lime tree is soft and pliable to the tool,

and less liable to split and splinter than almost
any other wood, which qualities render it of

great utility to carvers for carrying out designs

when lightness and boldness are equally required.
It takes a stain well, and a fair polish, or it may
be varnished without greatly altering the color
of the wood, but giving it a very agreeable box-
wood appearance. As well as for large festoons,

it is suitable for smaller works, such as book-
stands, miniature and portrait frames, etc.

American walnut is a very good wood, and is

much in favor for its dark color. It has, how-
ever, a more open grain than lime, and therefore
requires more care to avoid accidents. It is used
for many small works where much projection is

unnecessary, as boot-racks, watch-stands, etc.

Sycamore, holly and chestnut are amongst the
lightest of our woods. The first is greatly, and
in fact, principally used for bread-plates, potato-

bowls, and other, articles where a light tint is a
consideration.

Among the hardwoods, oak may be recom-
mended, as also Italian and English walnut.
The former from its hard and enduring nature,

should as a rule be chosen for executing finials

or pew heads, alms-boxes, church and Gothic
work in general. It is also much used for clock
and hall brackets, and for other pieces of solid

furniture. Italian wood is a rich and beautiful

wood for a variety of purposes, such as cabinets,

book-cases, frames, etc. It is hard, but the
effect produced by its use amply repays the
extra labor caused by the close texture of the
material.

When any very delicate designs have to be
executed, and the most minute finish is required,

box-wood, ebony, or any other equally hard and
close-grained woods are decidedly the best to
choose.

Pear tree is a pleasant wood for working, and
a good piece resembles lime in its pliability.

It is extensively used in France for the purpose
for which we employ lime.

The wood must be thoroughly seasoned. The
proper time to fell oaks, and most other trees,

is when they fail to increase in size more than
two feet per annum. If cut down before that

period of their existence, the heart will not be
fully developed, and will not be as hard as the
other part. When oaks are about thirty years

old, their growth is most rapid. If wood be
in an unseasoned state, it is sure to warp and
twist and split. It is therefore very necessary

that the natural juices of the tree be got rid of

by seasoning it before use. After a tree is lopped,

barked, and roughly squared, it is left some time
exposed to the weather, and may be soaked in

fresh running water with advantage, and boiled

or steamed. Any of these processes tend to

dilute and wash out the juices, and the water
readily evaporates from the wood at a subsequent
period, and the color of the wood will be much
improved by this means. Thin planks, if prop-

erly exposed to the air, will be seasoned in about
a year, but the thicker the wood the longer the

time it will take. Oak loses nearly two-fifths

of its weight in proper seasoning.

Coffee Growing.

Editors Press :—My experience in growing

coffee plants on a small scale, from the seed dis-

tributed by Rev. Luis M. Bosco, of Santa Clara

College, was quite as successful as that of H. G.

,

given,in the Rural of Jan. 19th. The seed came

from Colima, Mexico, and was supposed to be of

the famous variety grown in that region, which is

unsurpassed in quality by any other coffee in

the world. A quantity of the seed was sent by
the college authorities to the Morning Call office

for distribution. I obtained a dozen, and al-

though they had been kept in a paper box in the

editorial rooms, and were thoroughly dried,

every one of them germinated and nearly all

produced two plants each. The seeds were
treated according to the directions furnished by
the college, a copy of which is enclosed, except
that they were planted in a box of earth in a
conservatory, and covered with a thin layer of

moss instead of "leaves or branches." The
plants, when two or three inches high, were
potted and at the end of a year were vigorous

and had grown over a foot. A part were planted

last spring, in various situations on a ranch in

Sonoma valley. They made but little growth
during the summer and several of them perished

from the too powerful rays of the sun. Those
partially shaded were alive at Christmas, but I

have not since heard how they passed the ordeal

of the late severe frost, though I am inclined to

think that the young plants surfer less from
ordinary frosts than from the glare of our sum-
mer sun. Protection, however, from both frost

and sun can be easily secured by planting among
large trees.

Mexico is probably the nearest point from
which seed can be obtained, and with the facil-

ities offered by regular steamship communica-
tion, there should be no difficulty in getting any
quantity of fresh berries that ourexperimentors
may require. G. P. Rixford.
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 21st.

The Method
To which Mr. Rixford refers in his letter, as

furnished by the President of Santa Clara Col-

lege, is as follows. It is the general method

followed in tropical countries but will not suc-

ceed in many parts of California, unless it be
practiced in a conservatory or indoor place of

some kind:

| On a piece of soil, soft and well prepared,

form a square bed, nine or twelve feet long;
spread the seed just as it is and water it. Then
spread over it a little earth, but not enough
to cover it entirely. The seed, still visible on
the surface, must then be covered with leaves
or small branches, and watered every morning
and evening for a period of 40 days, unless the
rain relieves you of the responsibility.

After the elapse of time designated, germina-
tion takes place, and the young plants must
then be freed from the leaves or branches that
cover them. Fifteen days afterward, and be-

fore the plant has cast off the seed and unfolded
its leaves, it must be transplanted in another
bed, larger than the first, of clean, soft soil,

prepared for that purpose in the following man-
ner: On a line, at a distance of nine inches
from each other, the plants are placed in little

holes two inches deep. Before placing them you
must cut the extremity of the principal root;

then, without folding the root, you put it in the
hole and press the earth well against it. This
done, you have nothing else to do, but to water
morning and evening during the dry season. At
the end of a year the plant will be two feet high;
then it must be taken, retaining some of the
earth around the roots, and transplanted again

in holes one foot wide and two feet deep, and
at a distance of six feet from each other. There
it is, taking care of itself, until two or three

years afterward, when it begins to yield fruit.

One essential thing to be remembered is to keep
the soil always clean, for the coffee cannot tol-

erate the close proximity of any other plant.

A Lively Sample.

Editors Press:—I have frequently observed
communications in the Rural of the attempts to

grow coffee in several parts of the State, and
the greater trouble appears in getting it to ger-

minate. Now I will give you my accidental ex-

perience in getting some to sprout. Some four

years ago, about this time, or perhaps in Feb-
ruary, 1 came home from Woodbridge with a

parcel of coffee in a paper, which, by accident,

got broken, and some coffee spilled over the seat,

in the wagon-bed and on the ground. It came
on to rain that night and continued sultry and
rainy for the next three or four days. At the

end of this time I went to use the wagon and
found the coffee all sprouted and some fully two
inches long, and the sprouts resembling coarse

hair rather than sprouts of vegetables. Perhaps
from these hints some may be able to germinate

the seed and then place them in growing boxes.

F. A Perley.
Woodbridge, Cal.

Plum Growing.

Editors Press :—Experience differs. I notice

that A. B. Roberts, of Boise City, Idaho, through

the Rural Press, recommends the grafting of

the plum on the peach. While I must confess

that I know but very little about grafting or

raising of fruits, at the same time, I have learned

from observation that grafting the prune (which

is the same family), on the peach will not do

well. My experience is as follows : About
three years ago, I bought 100 prune trees of an

Oakland nurseryman. Having bad no experience

in fruit raising I asked no questions about the

kind of stock they were grafted upon. I re-

ceived and planted the trees, which, by the way,

was rather a poor lot. The second year after

they were planted, a number of them snapped

square off the ground. This I did not and could

not understand. Therefore I spoke to some
nurserymen about it. They explained it by the

fact that they were grafted on peach stock, and

that they would not do well ; that the peach

and plum would not knit or grow well together.

I know that the prune wa3 grafted on peach

stock. I allowed a sprout to grow up from the

root of one of them, and it bore a very good

peach.

Now, my trees are getting to be somewhat
advanced, and the tops somewhat heavy, and

their bodies are pretty good sizes. The last

year quite a number have broken square oil at

the ground and at the place where they were

grafted. In conclusion I would advise, by all

means, not to graft the plum on the peach.

T. A. Freemon,
San Jose, Cal., Jan. 22d, 1878.

Another Grower's Experience.

Editors Press:—I noticed in the RURAL of

January 19th, Mr. A. P>. Roberts' experience as

a nurseryman of 20 years' standing with peach

on the plum stock. He says, when one believes

anything, he ought to be able to give a reason.

That is right. He says, he always found the

wood on the peach to be in a decaying condi-

tion, while on the plum he always found the

wood hard, fine and seldom blown and decay-

ing. So much in favor of the plum. In dig-

ging ii]) trees, he has found knotty roots with

borers. That must have been East or on land

not adapted to the plum. Near Hudson and
Albany is where nearly all the plums are raised

for the New York market. The soil being

adapted, they would have to go without if they

had to depend on the peach. In England it is

the same. They have to put the peach on the

plum stock or go without peaches. In New
Jersey and adjoining States, where most of the

poaches are raised to supply the large cities,

they always have a young tree planted between
the bearing trees, as they only last a few years.

Near San Jose, in 18C2, when we had a wet
winter, on high land, where cherries grow
finely at present, the peaches all died out from
the affects of the water.

Then he says, if he was planting on a damp,

heavy soil, where the peach would be worthless,
he would plant on the peach root. That might
be profitable for the nurseryman, but a loss to
the orchardist. Then suckering is a nuisance.
As I said in my last, by using the Tarleton cul-

tivator once a month, I kill all weeds and
suckers. Apples sucker and pears sucker as
badly as the plum. There is, during the season
of pears, two and three car-loads per day
shipped East. Shall we go without pears be-

cause the trees sucker ? Blackberries and
raspberries sucker, strawberries sucker and the
runners have to be kept off all the year. Shall
we go without such luscious fruit because of

suckers ? Better use the idle muscle that wants
to work.

Planting pits where the tree is to stand will

do where land is $1.50 per acre, but would not
pay where it is from §300 to $600. As far as
the peach doing well on alkali soil with a hard-
pan, a great deal of alkali will kill any kind of

fruit tree and the hard-pan would hold tho
water near the roots and kill the tree without
any alkali. His sandy soil and gravelly ridges
and cosy nooks will do very well for the plum
or prune on the peach ; but when he talks about
having their feet standing constantly in water,
I would rather be the nurseryman than the
orchardist.

As I said in my last, some varieties of plum
and prune do well on peach stock, where the
soil is adapted, and, now, what shall we do
without those varieties that will not grow on
peach ? They are profitable for home market
and for shipping from trees East for table use.

A nurseryman of 20 years must be aware that a
great many of our best plums will not grow on
the peach stock. In planting out an orchard,

select the varieties suitable to your soil and
there will be few failures.

J. M. Patterson.
San Jose, Jan. 24th, 1878.

Interesting Plants.

Editors Press:—As to curious plants we may
say that we possess one of the most curious,

and perhaps the only one in America. It is

the famous Elephantipes, or elephant-foot, or

turtle plant. It is about one and one-half feet

in diameter, and one and one-half feet high.

On the bottom it is flat, like the foot of an ele-

phant, and shaped and curved like a turtle. On
the top of this strange looking turtle-shaped

trunk appears a vine every spring, dying down
in the winter. The vine now is about 15 inches

high, and seems to grow very fast. The nativo

country of the plant is the Cape of Good Hope,
and it seems that this plant even there is getting

very rare.

We have also the Bronsxovetia papyri/era,

or the paper mulberry, out of the bark of

which the Chinese make their paper; Benthamia
fragifera, a strawberry tree; Diosvyros lotus,

the Italian persimmon, a very fine ornamental
tree, with fruit good for preserves. The Dios-

pyros Virginia, the American persimmon, and
the lotus are good to graft and bud the Japanese
persimmon on.

Our Passiflora grenadilla had some seven

flowers a short time ago, but none set fruit, but

will, I hope, fruit this spring. Our Edulis is a

perpetual fruiter and flowerer, and for 15 months
never has been without flowers and fruit. They
are both completely hardy, for the heavy frost

we had here did not hurt them.
T. Grelck.

Los Angeles, Cal.

[We are always pleased to receive accounts

from readers of new plants which they import,

and all new experiences with old one.

—

Eds.

Press.]

M. Eyre, Jk., Napa, Cal., Corresponding Editor of ths

Department.

Hatching Eggs and Rearing Chickens.

An article appears in the London Farmer,

translated from a German agricultural paper,

which gives the conclusions of Mr. E. Schenck-

enberg from his investigations into the practice

of hatching and roaring chickens. We shall

quote a few paragraphs that our poultry readers

may compare them with their experience and
observation: A proper selection of eggs for

setting is the first point to be attended to in

breeding poultry. To get good, strong birds,

eggs by a two-year old hen from a one-year old

cock should be chosen, as these yield far larger

chickens than eggs from a very young hen by

an old cock. They should be regular in shape,

and the largest should be chosen, except, of

course, where a double yolk is suspected. In

dwarf birds, where tho object is to get as small

birds as possible, the smaller the egg the better.

The notion that pointed eggs always yield cock

birds is incorrect; this is only the case when
they are from a hen that usually lays round

ones, and similarly round eggs from a hen that

usually lays pointed ones generally yield female

birds. Where, however, a hen always lays eggs

of one shape, whether pointed or round, the

birds will be of both sexes.

In purchasing eggs for the purpose of getting

a good strain of auy particular breed of

fowl, it is useless to think of getting them at

Continued on page 74.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for this

department.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Office of Grangers' Business Association.

Notice is hereby given that the Annual Meeting of the

Stockholders of the Granger's Business Association for the

election of Directors, and for the transaction of sucli other

business as may properly come before the Annual Meet-

ing of said corparation, will be held at the office of said

corporations. No. 106 Davis Street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, on Wednesday, February '20th, 1S78, at 10 A. M.

Amos Adams, Sec'y. D. INMAN, President.

San Francisco, January 14th, 1878.

Removal.

Until further notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Grange will be at 106 Davis street, in the store of

the Grangers' Business Association. Correspondents will

continue to send their communications to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore. ,

Taxation in New Hampshire.

Editors Press:— Having unexpectedly re-

ceived a few letters treating on taxation in other

States, and that subject being a great hobby

with me, I herewith send copies. My letters

of inquiry were written in August last, and the

answers have but lately come to hand —a long

time in which to answer. I had entirely given

up ever hearing from any more of them. Will

give New Hampshire, condensed as much as

possible, from a letter from C. 0. Shaw, Sec-

retary of the State Grange: ' 'All kinds of prop-

erty are liable to taxation—savings banks de-

posits, (iovernmeot bonds and railroad shares

in the State. The former and the latter pay

direct to the State. All money at interest is

taxable, but fail to get much of it. Mortgaged
property is generally taxed to the owner, still

our State provides for abatement to the amount
of the mortgage, but the money lenders gener-

ally manage to shirk the payment of the taxes,

and are apt to recall their loans unless the bor-

rower pays the full amount of taxes assessed on

the mortgaged property. All stocks in trade

and stock in incorporated companies, all railroad

stocks out of the State the owners of which re-

side in the State; all real estate (except

churches) is taxable. We have an exemption
law protecting the owner of a homestead to the

extent of §500. Wr
e also had a law by which

towns could, by vote, exempt from taxation any
industrial enterprise for a time not exceeding

10 years. In the cities and larger towns there

are always those whose interest is so large as

to lead them to defend such interests before the

Legislative committee, while the hard-working
agricultural classes will scarcely have a citizen

that feels competent to go before such com-
mittee in the defense of their interests. Thus
the valuation in wealthy places is continually

crowded down, and, of course, the poorer classes

have to make up the deficiencies.

"

How much the foregoing is like our own
State. The wealthy classes find it to their ad-

vantage to keep a strong lobbying force to at-

tain their ends, while the industrial classes at-

tain nothing, by reason of their nou-cohesive-

ness, or inability to meet the expense that

would necessarily entail upon them, and hence
the burdens have been heaped upon them. It

is to be hoped that the Grange will use its in-

fluence toward bringing about reform. By
using the Orange in the proper channels a vast

amount of work can be performed, and cost

each individual member but a small pittance,

compared to what he is now compelled to sub-
mit to. E. S. Bn; blow.

Potter Valley, January 24th, 1878.

Stanislaus Pomono Grange.

Editors Press:—The Stanislaus County Po-

mona Grange met at Grange hall, Modesto on

the 17th inst., Bro. V. E. Bangs in the chair.

The Grange continued in session two days,

delegates from five (I ranges were present, and
the attendance was very good, notwithstanding

the hard times and the expense necessarily in-

curred. But few motions or resolutions were
passed, and, judging from this standpoint, but
little was done, yet, as the number of motions
or resolutions furnishes but a poor criterion aB
to the quality or the amount of work per-
formed, we still claim that our meeting was
fraught with much good to all concerned. We
had a number of good speakers in attendance,
and the discussions were felt to be mutually
beneficial. Among the subjects were the fol-
lowing: "The Squirrel Law," "Taxation,"
"The Trespass Act," "Salaries of Public Offi-
cers, "Farmers' Convention," and "The best
Means of Keeping up an Interest in our Po-
mona (i ranges." The general opinion seemed
to be that the subjects brought forth for dis-
cussion in the Pomona Grange should, when-
ever it was possible, be first discussed and acted
on in the Subordinate (i ranges.
The installation of officers will take place at

our next meeting in Modesto on Friday, the
Sth of February 1878, at which time the Com-

mittee on By-laws is expected to make a re-

port, also the committee on "Address to the

Tax -payers of Stanislaus County." By request

of the Orange, the Worthy Master appointed

Bro. Keyburn and Collins to lead in a discus-

sion on the subject of "Summer Fallowing."

Our next meeting, therefore, promises to be one
of unusual interest.

M. B. K itrf.i.l, Sec'y pro tern.

Modesto Cal.

[The list of officers received with the above

appears in the proper column.

—

Eds. Press.]

Eden Grange.

Editors Press:—Eden Orange met on Janu-

ary 12th, for the purpose of installing officers

elect for the ensuing term and to partake of a

lunch and have a good time generally. The

weather was cool but pleasant, and the members,

with but few exceptions, were at their posts.

A bountiful lunch was prepared in anticipation

of having, from neighboring Granges, many

brothers and sisters as guests. We had, from

Centerville (irange, Brother and Sister Moor,

Brother and Sister Farly, Brother and Sister

Granger—two Grangers by name as well as

profession.

Installation of officers was celebrated by
Past-Master J. Kussell, assisted by Master L.

Perham. Miss Emma Templeton assisted by
introducing officers for installation. After in-

stallation, recess was declared, lunch and a

good social time was in order. Now, I would
Eke to tell you what nice things we had spread

before us, but will refrain from mentioning
anything but coffee and cream. We have cows
up this way that give cream and a sister in our
• irange that can't be beat in making coffee

—

Sister Dennis. After lunch was eaten and the

table cleared, Grange called to order and visit-

ing members were called on, Bros. Moor,
Granger and Farly gave us short addresses.

Sister Farly also made some remarks, which
were followed by a speech from our newly
elected Lecturer, J. Kussell.

Suggestions for Members.
I cannot see that the officers of any (irange

can do a profitable work unless assisted by the

members. If all help, it is pleasant and profit-

able to all.

Patrons should push right ahead. If things

do not work as desired at first, perseverance

will eventually bring success. It is the water
which falls drop by drop on rock and soil that

levels down mountains and wears smooth the

rough, angular rock; so, with persevering en-

ergy, succeed we must.
The sisters could do more to build up the

Order. If we cannot improvise speeches orally,

essays can be prepared and read or appropriate

selections, made from book or papers, be read

in the (irange, and in that way we can do a

better work than has been done. If we do not
think we are as capable as we would like to be,

if we do the best we can, we will improve and
in that way help ourselves as well as others.

There is need enough of a different qhannel
for our minds to run in than the everlasting

routine of household duties, which keep our
minds in one groove until the rut gets so deep
that it is next to impossible to get our minds on
anything else.

I always anticipate with pleasure the meet-
ings of the (irange, the friendly greetings, the

social converse, the bright, intelligent outlook,

the interested feelings in each other's welfare.

How much more the pleasure would be intensi-

fied if there was in anticipation brain food,

being prepared by some sister and brother, to

spread before us, to feast and digest at leisure.

1 have often wondered why there were not
Granges established long ago. There has been
need enough for such an organization for those

that live away from social converse and have
not the time to devote to making calls and gen-

eral gossip. How much superior our (irange

social and business gatherings. We meet there

to advance ourselves in every practical way,
and in that way shall we not benefit the com-
munity we live in as well as ourselves ?

Our motto should be, ever onward. We
have got to push with might of brain and
muscle. Our opponents will not only not help
us, but will put arguments as obstacles in our
way to hinder our progress.
M With an eye ever open, a tongue that's not dumb,
And a heart that will never to sorrow succumb,
We'll battle and conquer, though thousands assail,

How strong and how mighty who never say fail."

•Mrs. R. Perham.
Haywood, Cal.

Proposed Constitutional Amendment.

The following is the proposed amendment to

the Constitution passed at the eleventh session

of the National Orange, held at Cincinnati, sub-

ject to ratification by the several State Granges:

Fees for Membership.
ART. VI.—The minimum fee for membership

in a Subordinate Orange shall be: For men, #3,
and for women $1, for the four degrees.
Amend Preamble under the head of "Organi-

zation—National (irange," by adding the follow-
ing at the close of the first paragraph under said
head:

" Each State shall be entitled to two votes in
the National (irange, and an additional vote for
every 10,000 paying members in excess of

10,000.

Election of Officers*

American River Grance, Sacramento Co.
- Election, Dec. Sth: E. (i. Morton, Sr., M.

;

1). W. Taylor, O.; J. T. Wight, S.| Carl Hal-
verson, A. S. ; M. Pike, C. ; H. E. Bryan, L.

;

J. A. Evaps, T. ; E. G. Morton, Jr., Sec'y;

Oeo. Wells, G. K.; Mrs. N. Kane, Jr., Ceres;
Mrs. A. Calglasser, Flora: Miss M. Corniel,

Pomona; Miss A. Criswell, L. A. S.

A/.usa Orange, LosAngei.es Co.—Election
Dec. 9th: J. W. Marshall, M.; J. Shelton, O.;
L S. Thompson, L. ; J. W. Casey, S. ; S. Pen-
fold, A. S. ; C. Vaughn, C. ; C. Shorey, T. ; H.
Cleveland, Sec'y; K. K. Thompson, •!. K.; Mrs.
Hattie Baldwin, Ceres; Mrs. S. Penfold,

Pomona; Miss M. J. Reeves, Flora; Mrs. I.. V.

Maxey, L. A. S.

BrcKEVE Orange, No. 90.—Election Dec.

1st: J. H. Wilgus, M.; L. Dexter, 0.; V.
Morris, L. ; H. L. Moody, S. ; M. E. Dexter,
A. B.j Wm. Sims, C; C. Covell, T.; Sister E.

A. Moody, Sec'y; O. W. Seely, G. K. ; Miss I.

L. Dexter, Ceres; Mrs. Nannie Morris, Pomona;
Mrs. L. A. Sims, Flora; Mrs. Artie Dexter, L.

A. S.

Caiito Grange, No. 202.—James G. Burns,
M. ; J. M. Wilson, ()., J. H. Clarke, L.; W. B.

Burns, S. ; B. F. Case, A. S. ; R. M. Wilson,

C; B. S. Burns, T. ; J. H. Braden, Sec'y; G. N.
Grubb, O. K.;Mr. A. J. Grubb, Ceres; Mrs.

M. F. Braden, Pomona; Mrs. M. M. Williams,
Flora; Miss Frances A. Wilson, L. A. S.

Cloverdai.e Orange, No. 63. — Election,

Jan. 12th: J. G. Heald, M.; C. P. Moore, O.;

C. H. Cooley, L. ; Wm. Caldwell, S. ; W. D.
Sink, A. S. ; Sister E. N. Cooley, C. ; D. M.
Wambold, T.; Sister H. P. Tucker, Sec'y; J.

A. Ward, G. K.; Sister R. Heald, Ceres;

Sister E. Moore, Pomona: Sister M. Sink,

Flora; Sister H. Wambold, L. A. S.

Compton Grange, LOB Angeles Co.—J. P.

West, M.; A. Eddy, O. ; J. Sharp, L.; J. J.

West, S. ; H. Rogers, A. S. ; A. Bland, C. ; C
Coultrin, T. ; R. Ranney, Sec'y, Los Angeles,

Cal.; Mr. Smith, G. K.;MissC. Peck, Ceres;

Mrs. R. Ranney, Pomona; Mrs. G. Hathron,
Flora; Mrs. A. Eddy, L. A. S.

Colusa County Pomona Grange.—Election

Jan. 1st: J. R. Totman, M.; J. Myers, O.; H.
A. Logan, L. ; H. D. Stranthus, S. ; R. Jones,

A. S. ; F. B. Reed, C; Mrs. H. D. Strathus,

T. ; P. Peterson, Sec'y; S. I. Stomer, G. K.

;

Mrs. J. R. Totman, Ceres; Mrs. S. I. Stomer,

Pomona; Miss Logan, Flora; Miss Katie Jones,

L. A. S.

Cosi'mnes Grange, No. 176.—Gillis Doty,

M.) Seth Macy, O. ; James A. Elder, L. ; J. H.
Atkins, Sec'y; Mrs. M. J. Hass, T. ; W. I).

Hass, S. ; R Nickols, A. S.
;
Emeigh Richards,

L. A. S.; John Witt, (i. K.

Galt Grange, No. 180.—Geo. N. Gray, M.;
S. E. Wriston, O.; Hiram Wiser, L. ; A. W.
Wright, S. ; 0. V. Harkey, A. S. ; H. Chase, T.

;

A. B. Bryant, Sec'y; Mrs. Fannie M. Bryant,

G„K. ; Mrs. Jennie Gray, Ceres; Mrs. Louisa

Gates, Pomona; Mrs. Acenith Roach, Flora;

Mrs. A. F. Chase, L. A. S. ; H. Chase, A. B.

Bryant, H. Wiser, Trustees.

Or ass Valley Grange, No. 256, Nevada
Co.—Election Dec. 22d: Alex. Henderson, If.;

John Kodda, 0. ; J. W. Stuart, L. ; Wm. Le
Bar, S. ; A. Peterson, A. S. ; S. J. Alderman,
0. ; J. H. De Golia, T. ; W. W. B. Stevens,

Sec'y; R. Berryman, G. K. ; Miss Potter, Ceres;

Mrs. l'errin, Pomona; Mrs. Boynton, Flora;

Mrs. J. B. Stevens, L. A. S. ; Chas. Barker,

Trustee; A. Peterson, Chas. Mills, and Mrs.

Rowe, Delegates to Pomona Grange.

Elk River Grande, No. 104.—Election

Dec. 1st A. J. Knapp, M.; W. Fields, O.;

Sister Stewart, L. ; Wm. Tierney, S. ; R, A.

Haro, A. S. Jos. Stewart, C. ; A. Swain, T.

;

Theo. Meyer, Sec'y; B. Fitzpatrick, G. K. ;

Sister Fields, Ceres; Sister Knapp, Pomona:
Sister Haro, Flora; Sister F. S. Shaw, L. A. S.

;

A. C. Spear, Trustee, three years.

Ei.ko Orange, No. 9, Elko, Nev.—Election,

Jan. Sth: J. A. Tinker, M.; James Brain, O.

;

S. S. Sears, L. ; James H. Parker, C. ;
Joseph

Cox, S. ; Thomas Hunter, A. S. ; Isaac Yeates,

G. K. ; John Hunter, T.; Mrs. S. S. Sears,

Sec'y; Mrs. M. J. Hurt, Ceres; Mrs. Hunter,

Pomona; Miss Nettie Tinker, Flora; Miss Addie
Litton, L. A. S.

Enterprise Grange, No. 129, Sacramento
Co.—A. M. Plummer, M.; George Willson, O.

;

F. B. Fitch, L.; Frank Bell, S.; A. M. Gunter,

A. S.; L. B. Sharp, C. ; N. Shaver, T.;S. A.

Greene, Sec'y; J. Campbell, O. K.; Mrs. H. A.

Parker, Ceres; Mrs. Campbell, Pomona, Miss

Mary Shaver, Flora; Mrs. A. M. Plummer, L.

A. S.

Indian Valley Grange, No. 259, Plumas Co.

—(i. W. Boyden, M.; F. Hickerson, O. ; G. E.

Houghton, L.; J. M. Thorn, S. ; E. W. Taylor,

A. S.; J. T. Taylor, C; R. Thompson, T.;

Rob't A. Thompson, Sec'y; Mrs. G. W. Boy-

den, O. K. ; Mrs. J. M. Thorn, Ceres; Mrs.

Lydia Lee, Pomona; Miss Mary Thomson,
Flora; Miss Rachel Blood, L. A. S.

OrINSTIMRA (iRANGE, No. 110, STANISLAUS
Co.— E. P. Bennett, M. ; C. Catron, O.; C. C.

Easton, S. ; B. D. Nolan, C. ; M. Bennett, T.

;

Robt. Davis, Sec'y; W. A. Fisher, (i. K. ; Mrs.

Easton, Ceres; Mrs. Newel, Pomona; Mrs.

Barns, Flora; Mrs. Reaves, L. A. S.

Rustic Grange, No. 83.—Geo. W. Haines,

M. ; Jas. A. Shepherd, O. ; Jos. Heintz, S.; L.

* Officers of Grangos are requested to sen 1 list of offi-

cers elect, date of election and day set for installation, to

this office direct.

W. Howland, A. S. ; H. S. Howland T. ; Jas.
M. Buchanan, G. K. ; Ellen E. Allen, Ceres;
Mrs. Jos. Heintz, Pomona; Miss N. M. Haines,
Flora; Thomas Wilson, C.j H. B. Dunn, Sec'y;
Miss 0. Dunn, L. A. S. ; H. Moore, L.

San Luis Obispo Grange, No 28.—Geo.
Steele, M.; W. P. Burnett, O.; J. S. Patchett,
Sec'y; Sam'l Cook, T.; J. F. Beckett, L.; Mrs.
Geo. Steele, C. ; D. Mitchell, S.; J. B. Hazen,
A. S.; A. T. Mason, G. K. : Mrs. W. 0. Moore,
Pomona; Mrs. E. M. Day, Flora; Miss L. Ha-
zen, Ceres; Miss Mary Carpenter, L. A. 8.

Santa Cruz Grange, No. 68. —Election,
Dec. 22d: G. C. Wardwell, M.; Wm. Oliver, O.;
T. C. Kirkpatrick, L ; A. Noble, S. ; G. C.
Bliss, A. S. ; G. Waite, C. ; Thos. Crooks, T.

;

Thos. I'ilkington, Sec'y; Peter Peters, G. K.;
Mrs. B. Pilkington, Ceres; Mrs. Wardwcll,
Pomona; Mrs. Alice Smith, Flora; Mrs.
Kooser, L. A. S.

Social (iRANGE, No. 271, P. of H., Sacra-
mento Co. for 1878.—Post-office address, Mich-
igan Bar, California: S. W. Prothero, M. ; J. 0.
Sherwood, O. ; Benj. Bailey, L. ; Wm. H. At-
kinson, S. ; Simeon M. Prothero, A. S. ; Mrs.
Hannah E. Putnam, C. ; George Atkinson, T.

;

Fernando Prothero, Sec'y; J. P. Sumpter, G K.

;

Mrs.' M. C. Nichols, C. ; Miss Rebecca E. Sump-
ter, Pomona; Miss Mary F. Sumpter, Flora;
Miss Gussie Sherwood, L A. S.

Stanislaus Pomona Grange. — Vital E.
Bangs, M.; A. H. Elmore, O.; S. M. Gallup, L.;
M. J. Hall, S. ; Ed. McCabe, A. S. ; J. D. Rey-
bu>rn, C. ; P. P. Stiles, T. ; Mrs. E. J. Turner,
Sec'y; A. S. Fulkerth, G. K.;Mrs. R. Witmore,
Ceres; Mrs. L. J. Brouse, Pomona; Mrs. M. E.
Bailey, Flora; Mrs. Julia Service, L. A. S.

Stanislaus Orange, No. 4.—Vital E. Banks,
M.; J. V. Davis, O.; H. M. Coffee, S.; Mrs. J.

Vivian, A. S.; W. G. Buckner, G.j S. W. Cof-
fee, T.J P. P. Stiles, G. K.; Mrs. C. P. Stiles,

Ceres; Mrs. R. B. Robinson, Pomona; Mrs.
Mary G. Bangs, Flora; Mrs. W. G. Buckner,
L. A. S.

Surprise Valley Grange, No. 265.—T. H.
Garrett, M.; E. L. Wood, O. ; J. S. Linscott,

L. ; Geo. Weimer, S. ; Wr
m. Brown, A. S.

;

J. A. Dickerson, C; S. Daniels, T.; J. R.
Sweet, Sec'y; E. Wilkeraon, G. K.; Mrs. Mary
Daniels, Ceres; Mrs. Hannah Weimer, Pomo-
na; Mrs. B. S. Linscott, Flora; Mrs. E. M.
Clark, L. A. S.

Sutter Mill Crange, No. 179, Coloma, El
Dorado Co.—G. W. Ramsey, M. ; R. C. Mc-
Kay, O. ; E. Mortensen, L. ; A. S. Mosely, S.

;

Wm. Stearns, A. S. ; A. Mosely, C. ; E. M.
Smith, T. ;

Henry Mahler, Sec'y; Joshua
Barnes, O. K. ; Mrs. W. D. Othick, Ceres; Miss
R. Kesselring, Pomona; Miss Annie Delory,
Flora; Mrs. James Crocker, L. A. S. ; Mrs.
Wm. Stearns, Trustee.

Wheatland Grange.—T. Kirshner, M. ; I.

J. Filcker, 0. ; D. A. Ostrom, L. ; C. Holland,
S.; D. Fraser, A. S.; S. D. Wood, C; P. L.

Hutchingom, T. ; I. N. Huffaker, S. ; G. Mack,
G. K.; Mrs. E. E. Oakley, Ceres; Mrs. P.

Ostrom, Pomona; Mrs. F. L. Dam, Flora; Mrs.
C. Sclosser, L. A. S.

Elliott Grange.—Editors Press: On Sat-

urday, 19th, inst. the officers of Elliott Grange
were installed by E. W. S. Woods, assisted by
Past Master J. Wiltse. The installation was
public and largely attended by Grangers and
their friends. The table, which extended the full

length of the hall, was loaded with rare dain-

ties. After doing ample justice to the good
things provided by the Sisters, we proceeded
with the installation, which all present seemed
to enjoy to the fullest. After expelling most of

all delinquent members the faithful few seem
to have taken a new start, with a full determin-

ation to maintain the Grange.—H. Adams, Sec'y

In Memoriam.

WASHINGTON GRANGE, No. 228, San Joaquin
county, January 7th, 1878.

Whkrkas. On December 9th, the .divine hand of God
removed from our midst Sister Naxcv Littlk, a worthy
and esteemed member of this Grange, forever severing the

fraternal ties of a truly good woman, to know whom was
but to love. Therefore he it •

/,'. ./. That in the death of Sister Little the husband
has lost a devoted wife, an infant the tender care of an
affectionate mother, the community a genial companion,
and the Orange a truly worthy member.

Resolved, That the husband and brother have our heart-

felt sympathy and condolence in this their hour of un-
measured sorrow, and this Grange will ever cherish the
memory of one so near and dear to us all.

Resolved, That the charter of this Grange be draped in

mourning, and that we wear the usual badge for 30 days.

Resolved, That the foregoing be spread upon the min-
utes of this Grange, also a copy be sent the bereaved hus-

band, also that a copy be sent the Riral Prrbh and Cali-

fornifi Patron for publication.—Mrs. E. A. Blythcr, M.

L. Cook, Chas. Bamert, Committee.

POTTER VALLEY GRANGE, No. 115, Mendocino
county.
Again has the scythe of time entered our Grange and a

loved and honored Sister been taken from our number,
not alone, but accompanied by angels of light, sent to

welcome her to the life of the redeemed and blessed. Be
it therefore

Resolved, That in tho death of Sister Clara Eddt this

Grange has lost a pious and worthy Sister, and the com-

munity has lost one who adorned it by her true Christian

example. Sister Eddy had been seriously afflicted for

many months, and her nerve and patience were some-

thing wonderful. Ever hopeful, ever cheerful, never

complaining, no one knew her but to love her.

Resolved, That we tender to the parents of our deceased

Sister, who waited and watched so long by her bedside,

our sincere and fraternal sympathy in their deep affliction.

Resolved, That as a token of respect to the memory of

our Sister, our hall be dra|>ed in mourning and the UBual

badge of mourning be worn by our members for 30 days.

Resolved, That these resolutions be put upon the min-

utes, that a copy be transmitted to the parents of our

deceased Sister, and that a copy be furnished to the Rural
Press and the Ukiah papers for publication.—E. L. Haze,

H. Baker, J . E. Carner, Committee.



February 2, 1878.] THE PACIFIC RURAL PBESS.
The Welcome Rain.

[Written for the Rural Prbss by H. W. R.;

The farmer's in his cozy home,
His children round him play;

The welcome rain is pouring down,
He's happy all the day.

He waited anxiously and long,
'Til hope had almost died;

His trials seemed to hard to bear,
His prayers seemed all denied.

But who's more happy now than he,
His fears are all o'er,

His face has not that troubled look
It had in days before.

His patient wife smiles sweeter now,
Though ne'er had she a dread,

She knew the promise long since made,
"The hungry shall be fed."

The farmer's not the only man
Whos* looks proclaim his joy,

The tradesman and the laborer
Are sure to have employ.

Haywood, January 30th, 1878.

^Q^IcdLfdfl^l flofES.

California.
ALAMEDA,
Grain.—Hayward Cor. Independent, Jan. 26:

The young grain is crawling out of the ground
at a rate that would make last year's growth
die of aggravation, and is now high enough to

laugh in the face of Jack Frost.

BUTTE.
Chico Stock Association.—Record, Jan.

19: On Monday last the stockholders of the
Stock Association held another meeting to elect

officers for the ensuing year. The same Board
of Directors were elected, viz: H. Bay, S. L.

Daniels, J. E. Shearer, A. Bullard and A. J.

Gifford. These gentlemen then elected H. Bay
President; A. J. Gifford, Secretary, and S. L.

Daniels Superintendent. The Finance Com-
mittee reported that they had $3,000 worth of

stock subscribed for toward buying the grounds,

and $500 more had been promised. It will only
requird a trifle more to purchase the property,

and the committee feel certain that they can
raise it.

Sheep Lost.—Record, Jan. 26: We under-
stand that there has been about 1,000 head of

sheep lost on Pine, Deer and Singer creeks
during the late storms. Mr. Finnell, of St.

Johns, also suffered a loss of from 300 to 500
head.

COLUSA.
Crop Prospects.—Sun Jan 26: This season

bids fair to be one of the most prosperous we
haVe ever had in this county. The first part of

the season gave us enough rain to start the
plow, but not enough to prevent work being
done, so there has been a greater area of grain
sown in the county than ever before, and nine-

tenths of it is so situated as to stand any
amount of water. There has been, it is true, a

great deal of grain overflowed, but much of

that will not be hurt, and much of the remain-
ing laud will be sown in the spring. A few
showers in the spring will give this county an
average yield of 30 bushels to the acre.

Pasturage vs. Summer-Fallow.—We have
been a firm advocate of the system of summer-
fallowing land, but there are those who affirm

that the pasturage of land is equal to summer-
fallow and we are not prepared to say that it is

not so. A number of our most observing farm-
ers say that if land is put to wheat every other
year, and pastured the odd season, it will pro-

duce as much grain and not wear out so quickly.

This plan has been very successfully tried on
the river lands. Of course it is not so favorable

to big crops, for to put in thousands of acres

with success the land must be ready to sow be-

fore the rains, but will not the interest in the
price of the land soon cut so considerable a

figure in the account that summer-fallowing
will not pay, if the same result can be attained

by pasturing. If it should be required to pas-

ture two years and seed to grain one, will it not
pay better than to let the land lie idle half the
time ? Is not two years of pasture worth one
year of wheat ? May not the adoption of this

system finally lead to the cutting up of our
large farms?

CONTRA COSTA.
Danger of Working Wet Land.—Gazette,

Jan. 24: So far as our own and all the section

of the county west of the Diablo meridian is

concerned, there could not at this period of the

season be better assurance of crops than these
rains have given us. There is a possibility,

however, that the impatience of farmers who
have ground yet to plow and seed may damage
their prospects if they are prompted to work on
it too soon. Let them give the water near the
surface a little chance to go down where it will

be stored away for good service, leaving the soil

to be worked airy, mellow and warm, to receive

and vitalize the seed, instead of packing, pud-
dling and killing it by wet working, and expos-
ing the water it holds to evaporation, when as

much as possible of it should be allowed to go
down out of reach of direct evaporating influ-

ences.

FRESNO.
Grain.—Republican, Jan. 26: It is impossi-

ble to give a definite statement, but we calculate

that not less than 18,260 acres are sown to

wheat and barley in the vicinity of and tributary
to Fresno as a market. Though not nearly so

much as would have been seeded had the early

part of the season been more propitious, or seed
more abundant, without doubt more grain wdl
be shipped from Fresno next fall than ever
before.

LOS ANGELES.
Price of Skew.—Herald, Jan. 19: One of our

leading sheep men has carried 20,000 sheep
through the drouth, at probaby an extra outlay
of $1 a head. He finds now that sheep are worth
$3 a piece, while a few weeks ago, he could not
have sold them for "two bits" a head. He is

about $40,000 ahead as a reward for his pluck
and faith in the future of Los Angeles county.
A Prolific Orange Tree.—Sant Ana News:

A little orange tree, about four or five feet high
attracted considerable attention on the street
yesterday. It was from the nursery of Messrs.
Wright & Son, Orange, and was on its way to
the station to be shipped to Woodward's garden
San Francisco. The tree is only two years old
from the bud, and is bearing 54 large oranges,
in various stages of ripening. Messrs. Wright
sold this tree two years ago for 50 cents and
lately bought it back for $50. Mr. Woodward
gave them $75 for it.

Bee Feed.—Express, Jan. 26: The bee men
in the neighboring canyons are jubilant. They
say there will be plenty of bee feed this season,
which assures a large honey crop. Having a
curiosity to know what constituted all this val-
uable bee feed, we asked Mr. Butts, who lives

in one of the canyons, to tell us the names of
the flowering shrubs, and the order in which
they bloom, when he gave us the following:
Wild gooseberry, white and red mahogany,
bear-bush, wild coffee, white sage—the latter

blooming as late as September. The alfilerilla

on the plains also yields a great abundance of
feed. When the season is favorable there are
only three months in the year in which feed is

scarce. During this short period the bees find
more or less foraging, but the careful apiarist

will always retain enough honey for any emer-
gency. Season before last was extra good, and
the bees were closely robbed, under the belief

that the following year would also be favorable.

It proved otherwise, and the bee men lost heav-
ily. However, they will know better for the
future. V
MENDOCINO.
The Rains.—Editors Press : The rain began

to pour down in torrents about the middle of

last week, and in 24 hours it rained 6j inches of

water, according to the gauge kept at Porno in

this valley. The river was about as high as ever
before known by white men, considering the
channels are deeper and wider. It has been
storming at intervals ever since. It don't rain

here as it does in some other parts of the State.

It just pours down with real genuine earnestness.

Grain is growing nicely, but I fear so much water
will drown a good deal of it. Grass is also do-

ing fine on the ranges, and in fact everything is

lovely. Hope to see California redeem herself

from the blighting influence of the past dry
season. If the larger valleys could but have
half the rain we get away up here at the head
of navigation, we would still have some to spare

to others. The mail carrier had a rough time
last Friday (18th). The roads got so bad he had
to substitute a pack horse for his little coach.

He forded Russian river, a short distance above
Ukiah, and kept on that side of the river until

he reached the lower end of Potter valley, when
he came upon a small tributary which he under
took to cross. There was too much water for

him to save his pack horse ; he lost all the mail.

The letter bag was found shortly afterwards,

with contents badly damaged but generally read-

able. Paper bag lost irretrievably. Wells,
Fargo & Co. 's box laid in the bottom of the

creek all night and was found next day.—E. S.

Bigblow, Potter Valley.

Editors Press:—Yesterday we had two and
three-fourths inches from rain; two of it falling

in ten hours. January has gives us 16 inches

thus far to this morning, and the total has foot-

ed up 26.21 inches, as against 21.34 last winter,

entire. Some fencing has departed from places

on the river, stages have stopped. Bridges
have generally stood the strain. Some low
ground usually sown late, was this year put in

early and will probably drown out, unless it

keeps very warm and favorable.—A.- O. C,
Ukiah.

MERCED.
Crop Prospects.—Argus, Jan. 26: The co-

pious rains of the past two weeks, which have
been general througout this valley, have given
new life and vigor to the farming operations,

and a larger area of land has been put in culti-

vation in small grain than in any former season.

The recuperation of the soil by reason of laying

fallow last year in consequence of the drouth,

together with the gentle rains of the early part

of the season, has rendered the top soil light

and friable, and hence the crops are in a good
condition and the young grain came up boldy
and has made rapid and thrifty growth. The
ground is wet down to a sufficient depth to

keep the grain growing, without any further

fall of rain until the drying winds of March
commences their dissecting process. We hope,

however, for a continuance of moist weather
until beautiful crops are assured out patient

and long-suffering, though enterprising farmers.

MONTEREY.
Agricultural Society.—Democrat, Jan. 26:

The regular semi-annual meeting of the M. A.
Association was held at the office of W. P. L.

Winham Monday last, a respectable number of

the members being present. The election of

officers for the ensueing year being next in or-

der, nearly all the old officers were re-elected,

as follows: J. D. Carr, President; J. R. Heb-
bron, First Vice-President; E. Sherwood, Sec-
ond Vice-President; Wm. Vanderhurst, Treas-
urer; U. Hartnell, Secretary. Board of mana
gers: Abbott, Ball, Kilburn, McGarvey, Sar
gent and Iverson. Immediately subsequent to
the above the Board of Managers held a session
transacting business of some importance. First
it was resolved, in view of the terms by which
the race and fair grounds are occupied, that
there shall be held next fall the biennial fair,

notice being given to the public to such effect.

SAN BERNARDINO.
Large Areas.—Colton Semi-Tropic, Jan. 26.

An immense area has been sown in grain in this
valley and this season will, if nothing occurs to
mar the present bright prospects, turn out an
enormous crop. Not only grain but fruits as
well will help swell the farmers' coffers this
year. There are bright times ahead for San
Bernardino valley and all southern California.

SAN DIEGO.
Bananas.—News: We looked in at the

bananas of Mr. Asher yesterday, and found
them doing well. His Cavendish variety is

fruiting in good style, and we noticed among
the other sorts one of the largest varieties that
we have ever seen, but did not get the name
of it.

Honey.—The Gaskills of Campo, sent in
yesterday, two loads of honey to go forward
by the next steamer. It is old crop honey, but
as the article is bringing something at San
Francisco, because of a scarcity, they will per-
haps hit the market. The article is said to be
very good. Very dark honey was quoted at 12
and 18 cents; and strained, 10 and 15 cents on
the 21st.

SAN JOAQUIN.
Extensive Fencing.—M. J. Drais owns

1,400 acres of land near Farmington, and has
begun the work of inclosing the entire area with
a substantial fence. The posts are redwood
and the boards Oregon pine. The fence is to be
six boards high, that is five along the sides and
one along the bevelled tops of the posts. He
has alveady purchased 30,000 feet of lumber
for the purpose. Mr. Drais has fairly tested
and is fully satisfied with the durability of Ore-
gon pine boards for fencing purposes. In 1857
he purchased from Timothy Paige, who was then
a lumber merchant in this city, a lot of Oregon
pine lumber at $37.50 per thousand feet. With
the exception of breakage and wearing in parts
from repeated nailing, that lumber, after ex-
posure for a period of 20 years, is as sound ap-
parently as when it was first put into use.

Outlook.—Independent, Jan. 26: On the
plains, the early sown wheat is in the best pos-
sible condition, and that which was sown later

gives equally good promise of an abundant
yield. Previous to the late storm the higher
ranges of foothills were in a measure exempt
from the blessings that had descended upon
lower lands, but the latest rains seem to have
left the mountain farmers no cause for com-
plaint.

High Water.—We have been informed that
large numbers of cattle have recently been
shipped from Venice island in this county by
steamer to San Francisco, on account of the en-

croachments of high water upon the island

which is badly overflowed. It is reported that
some 500 head have been lost there this season
by drowning, loss of feed and other causes.

Bees in the Tules.—A little house was
built many years ago by Capt. T. C. Walker in

the tules near the head of Steamboat slough.

Capt. Walker had not for a number of years vis-

ited the locality until recently, when he was
informed that the bees had taken possession of

the attic, which was full of honey, so full that
there was danger of the building breaking
down under the weight. It appears that wood
peckers bored numerous holes through the
boards of the house under the eaves, and the
bees availed themselves of the holes to enter,

constructed wax cells and deposited honey,

An inmmense colony inhabits the upper por-

tion of the structure, and the quantity of honey
in the premises is believed to be enormous.
Stockton Wheat for Africa.—Two ships,

or rather barks, the Clifton and the Nemesis,

of 660 and 450 tons, respectively, are being
loaded in San Francisco bay with fine Stockton
wheat, furnished by J. I). Peters, and consigned
to Capetown, South Africa, by Falkner, Bull &
Co. Stockton wheat is in demand in the four

quarters of the globe. It goes to the principal

seaports of Europe; our flour finds a ready sale

and lively demand in Asia, and even Africa

comes to us for breadstuff's. Our county raised

the best wheat of the State last season, and this

consignment to Africa is of the crem.e de la creme.

SANTA BARBARA.
Lentils.-—J. L. Eddy in Guadalupe Tele-

graph : Any soil that will produce barley an-

swers for lentil. In Germany they sow it on
the poorest soil they have. Select land, how-
ever, that will be least liable to be troubled

with large weeds, as the plants grow very

slowly at first. The seed can be sown either

broadcast or in drills; I sow broadcast. The
time for sowing is from the first of February to

the first of April; I sow about the 15th of Feb-
ruary. Lentil is well adapted to this climate.

It ripens in the latter part of July, and so is all

taken care of before the fall rains set in. It

takes no injury from frosts. I have seen beans,

rorn and potatoes frozen to the ground, while

this plant received no damage. It is of the

same nature as peas. It yielded well this year
— 19 centals per acre—and in an ordinary season

will yield from 25 to 30 centals. It can be

threshed the same as beans or with a machine.
Twenty pounds of seed to the acre is a
plenty. As an article of food, my famdy prefer
it to beans, and others who have tried it, pro-
nounce it very palatable. Lentil seed is very
valuable for feeding stock, on account of its fat-
tening qualities, which cannot be surpassed.
All kinds of stock arc very fond of it. I was
feeding 50 small pigs with barley, but I changed
the feed and gave them one-half the quantity of
lentil, and they did much better. My teams
have lived on lentil straw and have done well.
SANTA CLARA.
The Gilroy Factory.—Advocate, Jan. 19:

The stockholders of the association of cheese-
makers now mean business. Machinery and
fixtures to make the factory building (just com-
pleted) alive institution, have been purchased,
and within the next two weeks we shall have a
factory that would be creditable to any dairy
district in the country.

SANTA CRUZ.
Burn the Stumps. —Courier, Jan. 25: Judge

Curtis informs us that if a hole is bored into a
large green or dry stump, four or five inches
deep, filled with saltpeter and allowed to remain
four or five weeks with the hole stopped up, so
as to keep the wet out, the whole thing will
burn completely up, if ignited, in a very short
time. He has tried it in a number of cases, and
says it works well. The saltpeter necessary to
burn up a stump would cost about six or seven
cents. By this process it wouldn't cost a great
deal to clear redwood land.

STANISLAUS.
Artesian Wells.—Cor. Stockton Indepen-

dent: Several artesian wells have lately been
sunk near the Merced river, in Merced county,
which have proved a success, and yield an
abundant supply of water. Long ago the up-
per portion of this valley could boast of a sup-
ply of water from the artesian wells, but it was
not untd lately that attempts were made to
bore wells of that kind in Stanislaus county.
Messrs. Pike & Stone, near the old and deserted
town of Dover, on the San Joaquin river, were
the first persons near this place, to attempt an
enterprise of the kind. About three months
ago they sank two wells, in different localities,

and at the depth of 320 feet succeeded in strik-

ing a vein of self-flowing water. They put
down a five-inch pipe which flows regularly,

and the pressure would force the water 30 feet

high, if the pipe could be secured. Wm. C.
Turner, near the Merced river, was the next
successful man. At a depth of 325 feet he
found an abundant supply of water, which has
been running continuously, through a five-inch

pipe for over two months without any abate-
ment in force or volume. After him, Wm. P.
Sprowl tried the experiment with equal success,

and now uses the water for all culinary pur-
poses, as well as for irrigation. He lives near
the Merced river. Finally, Col. Stevenson and

J. Stevenson, on the same river, sank a well
with even greater success, finding not only
pure, but soft water. He has six-inch pipe and
bored to the depth of 330 feet. The auger
passed through two strata of white clay, imper-
vious to the water, and what is still more sin-

gular, bored through portions of logs, at the
depth of 330 feet, the escaping water forced up
great quantities of tules. The executor of Mr.
Temple, lately deceased, of this county, and L
M. Hickman both contemplate making a test of

these wells in this county.

VENTURA.
Editors Press:—It commenced raining last

night at 7 p. m. and rained pretty steady all

night, the sun is shining, it is as warm as sum-
mer, and the best growing weather I ever saw.

Good crops this season are no longer a question,

for (bearing some unforeseen blight) they are

all ready secured. The only thing lacking is

that the days are not long enough, for us to re-

joice over our good fortune in prospective.—R.
Lyon, San Buenaventura, Jan. 23d.

YOLO.
Grain and Water.—Democrat, Jan. 24:

Reports from all parts of the county give cheer-

ing news of the crop prospect for the coming
harvest. Tho growing grain never looked bet-

ter than at this time, and should the season

continue as favorable as at present the yield of

the cereals in this county will be enormous. A
large area has been sown, and a good yield is

almost assured.

Irrigation Work.—On last Thursday Major
J. E. R. O'Farrell, in company with John D.

Stephens, visited the bulkhead at the point

where the canal of the Cottonwood Irrigating

Company intersects Cache creek from which it

receives its supply of water. They found the

water had risen to within a foot and a half of

the top of the bulkhead, being several inches

higher than has been known for some years.

Much to their gratification they found the work
had stood the severe test without injury. The
riprap, which consists of an earth embankment
some 300 feet in length, and covered with cob- ,

ble stones to an average deptli of three feet,

had also stood the test well, apparently not a

stone having been washed out of place. The
entire work may now be considered a success,

as the water flows with sufficient current to tho

present terminus of the ditch, and a few days'

work will repair all the damage done by this

storm. The benefit to be derived from the

above enterprise will be great, and the only

wonder is that an irrigating canal has not here-

tofore been constructed along the line of the

one in question. Major O'Farrell feels very

jroud of the success of his engineering and well

ic deserves to be.
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The Old Man Planting Trees.

A man of cightv years was planting trees, [village;

"Ha ! Ha f 'laughed out three striplings from the

"Planting at eighty ! Had his task heen tillage.

Or huilding houses, or aught else you please,

The follv might have passed as not worth noting,

Hut planting trees ! He must indeed be doting !

Why, in the name of all that's odd, old neighbor,

What fruit can such as yoli expect to gather

From this ridiculous and driftless labor'?

You, who already are a great-grandfather ?

What do you think to rival in his years

Methuselah ! For shame ! Do penance rather

For your past errors ! Mourn your sins with tears !

Abandon plans and hopes that so ill suit your
Age and gray hairs ! Give over looking wildly

Out through the vista of a boundless future

!

All these are hut for us, and such as we."

"They are not even for you," replied the old man, mildly.

"Youth may be just as nigh eternity

As age. What though the pitfalls of existence

Be covered o'er with Mowers instead of snows,
Who shall fore-measure the brief distance

Between this dim dream's birth and close?

The winged bolts of Death are swift to strike

Life in its dawning as decline;

The pallid Parcse play their game alike

With your days and with mine.
Who knows which of us four shall be the one
To gaze last on the glory of the sun '!

Molest me not, then. Leave me to employ
The hours that yet remain to me. 1 love

To think my great-grandchildren will enjoy
The shade and shelter of this embryo grove.

Meantime 1 live, breathe, and I may even
Share for some years to come the gifts of heaven.

Alas ! even I may sec the morning light

Shine more than once, young men, upon your graves !"

The old man spake a truth which time revealed :

Boating, soon after, on a Stormy night,

One of these youths was buried in the waves—
A second was cut off upon the battle-field

—

The third fell ill, and in four fleeting weeks
His bier was dressed with death's pale plumes.
So died the three - thus early fated !

And while the tears rolled down his cheeks,

The old man sculptured on their tombs
The story I have here narrated.

— La Fontaine.

A Plea for Frugality.

Editors Press:—Califoruians are character-

istically extravagant, lavish, wasteful, profuse.

They oau and do needlessly spend more money

and means than any other class of people on the

face of the broad earth. Such a thing as econ-

omy is ignored in their vocabulary. Indeed I

believed they would be ashamed to be seen

practicing such plain, spiritless virtues as fru-

gality and thrift. It is not their style. It does

not flourish in this climate. No matter what a

man may have been, when he reaches California

he abandons all his old habits, his preconceived

notions of economy, and becomes as lavish and

wasteful as the best of us. These habits, for

they are only habits, are the natural results of

the profusion of money consequent upon the

gold diggings; they are the legitimate legacy of

the '49ers. It was well enough, perhaps, at

that time, it is not well enough now. It per-

petuates, it increases the hard times. A great
reform should be instituted.

Nearly 2,000 years ago One said: "Gather
up the fragments, that nothing be lost." This,

too, by One, who by the liat of his word could
instantly create untold abundance. What
stronger proof of the sinfulness of waste; wrhat
better argument to show the virtues of fru-

gality '.

It is fashionable in California to be profuse,

and it is hard to stem the current of fashion.

Still it can be done. Were every right-minded
Christian man resolved that he would try to

stem this great evil and sin; that he would, in

spite of fashion and style and custom, practice
the virtue of economy and eschew the vice of

wastefulness and extravagance the thing would
be half accomplished. Times would ease up at
once. We would have little more cause for

complaint. We can live; live comfortably and
healthfully on very little. It is the style, the
fashion that consumes the greater part of our
substance. Fine carriages, tine equipages, tine

houses, line trimmings and outfits and clothes.
Fine Hour, when coarser is better and more
healthful. Fine liquors ami cigars, when none
at all are far better for comfort, purse and
health. Fine dinners and costly suppers, when
far plainer ones, but at all times good and nour-
ishing, would conduce to sound sleep and
healthful digestion.

There aro a thousand ways where we spend
money when we should save it. Thus we are
in constant want. If we would think twice be-
fore we spend every dollar, every dollar would
probably return its dollar's worth; but when
we spend thoughtlessly and lavishly we don't
get our money's worth. If we would have
money to buy necessaries we must not spend it

in luxuries or foolishness.

1 am aware that a miser is a far more despic-
able character than a spendthrift; but I opine
there is little necessity of reminding a Califor-
uian of this fact. Little danger of his getting
into the opposite extreme, at least for many

years to come. But let us practice decent fru-

gality, a commendable economy, at least until

we get out of the slough of despondency and
hard times. S. P. Snow.

Santa Barbara, Cal.

[There is much truth in what our correspond-

ent writes, but it is too sweeping as applied to

the whole people of California to-day. The tide

toward sensible economy, and the proper use of

earnings and incomes has already set in strongly.

It is true we need more of this truer method of

living and we admit our correspondent's exhor-

tation, that all who need may profit by it. But
he errs in not giving our people credit for the

commendable progress they have already made
in this direction.

—

Eds. Press.]

The Zenana.

This is the name which is given in India to

the part of the house devoted solely to the wives

and female attendants of a wealthy Mussulman,

whose fortune permits him, in accordance with

the tenets of the Koran, to have several wives.

In Turkey such a place is called the "harem," a

name better known among American travelers

than its Indian cognomen. Nor is this habit of se-

from zenana to zenana, repeating their Arabian
night tales, day after day and year after year,
to ever attentive female congregations, who lis-

ten rapturously to their tales of ghouls, djins
and deeves, and never dream that in the world
that moves around them real romances are in-

cessantly going on that would stir their hearts,
if their life had not stifled all higher feelings.

But their time is generally spent in s>uch

agreeable pastimes as quarreling, smoking the
hookah or water-pipe, seeing snake charmers
through latticed windows, who force cobras and
other dangerous snakes to go through several
performances by the sole fascination of an ear-
piercing tune on an instrument whose sound re-

sembles that of a pibroch, and admiring a sor-

cerer, who will in a few minutes make a seed
grow into a tree and obtain the ripe fruit a
moment later, and who does lots of marvelous
things seldom seen in western countries. When-
ever their time is not given up to these subjects,
they pass it in eating curry and rice, khebobs
(slices of mutton sliced on a skewer), or sweet-
meats, or, better still, they sleep oti their leisure
hours. Although we might be inclined to pity
them, they themselves exult in such a life, and
"ennui'' is to them a thing unknown.
The engraving which we present on this page

shows a zenana in a wealthy Mahometan's
house, which will give our readers an excellent
idea how the Indian ladies while away their
time. Since the missionaries have done so much

SCENE IN AN EAST INDIAN ZENANA.

eluding womenfolks confined to the Mussulman;
both Hindoos and Parsees have also adopted
the custom of their early conquerors. The lat-

ter, though, being very liberal in his views, is

rapidly attaining the western standard of civ-

ilization, and ere many years pass on he will

have adopted all the ways of his European mas-
ter and model.

It is very difficult (almost impossible) for a
man to obtain a view of a zenana, unless it be
empty of its occupants, and to hint that a sight

of it would gratify you, will surely be consid-

ered as a grave insult by the owner of the place,

no matter on what good terms you may be with
him. Gentlemen with an inquisitive turn of

mind who are aware of this, generally send

—

whether it be to gratify their own curiosity or
more likely that of their fair correspondents at
home—a lady friend, probably a mutual ac-

quaintance of themselves and the Sirdar whose
family matters they want to expose to their
wondering friends at home, knowing how much
their descriptions, put in glowing local colors,

will go far toward establishing their reputation
as graphic writers amongst them. Vet secrets
are very few amongst these poor Moslem girls,

ami all the brilliancy our imagination clothes
them in disappears before our positive gaze.
They are very benighted and ignorant, the poor
things, and their most exalted flight of imagin-
ation never goes much higher than a new bangle,
a nose ring, a new dress or a bracelet.
Romance is to them unknown, further than

what they may hear from their ayahs, or nurses,
or from the female improvisatore that wanders

to enlighten and Christianize this class of the
Indian population, we trust their lives may be
better employed than under the old regime of

seclusion and idolatry.

BsAUTLVUJL Women.—The perceptive faculty

of women is usually keener than the same phre-
nological organ in man. Woman knows, or

strongly believes, that beauty rather than
genius is worshipped by the sterner sex. A
man may talk of the latter to his lady love, but
the keeness of the woman knows he is thinking
of the former in his heart. Women have an
innate desire to please their beaux. They are

fond of admiration, hence one of their longings

is to be beautiful; to be called pretty, hand-
some. The grand secret of female beauty is

health; the secret of health is the power, the

appetite to eat, digest and assimilate a proper
quantity of wholesome food; yet in connection

with this there is something more important

—

active exercise, which will cleanse and tone the
vital organs, gain a perfect digestion, purify

the blood, clear the complexion and produce a
state of mental and physical electricity, which
gives symmetry of form, bright eyes, white skin

and glossy hair, the last a genuine type of fe-

male beauty and loveliness which no cosmetic
can ever produce.

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

Men as Gossip Mongers.

Editors Press:—I saw in the Rural of the

5th inst. , a small paragraph about a Western
man's invention to beat the telephone. "He pro-

poses to station women 50 feet apart in a line,

and commit the news to the first as a secret,"

etc. I suppose that gentleman means to run

such a machine with niS own relations, i. e.,

wife, mother and sisters, as I do not think that

there are many men that would be willing to

have their loved ones engaged in such an enter-
prise; but I suppose that a person mean enough
to write such a slur on the women, to put in a
paper, must certainly be able to find all the re-

quired material within his own family.
I think it would be nothing more than jus-

tice to stop slurring the women unless we our-
selves set a better examble. The greatest tat-

tlers or news-carriers of all of my acquaintances
would feel very much insulted if I were to call

them j women. I would be ashamed to think
that my mother were a women if I had no bet-
ter opinion of the sex than such men. No
doubt he thinks it witty, but I do not see it in
that light. Geo. W. Brandt.

Fish Rock, Jan 10th, 1878.

[We do not suppose that the writer of the

baneful paragraph, which excites our corres-

pondent's indignation, ever thought of using his

own folks in his machine. Doubtless his bosom
swelled with patriotic pride like that which
nerved A. Ward to offer to sacrifice "all his

wife's relations on the altar of his country."
Of course the point which our correspondent
makes is sound. There has always been, how-
ever, in intellectual tactics a 'command against
meeting a joke with an argument. We have
no doubt that many a woman laughed at the
ridiculous idea of the joke-maker nor thought
her sex could be wronged by such light raillery.

If auy were offended they have a vigorous
champion in our correspondent.—Eds. Press.]

Sensible Almost to the Last.—Mr. and
Mrs. Mulcahy lived on a farm. They were
shrewed and thrifty, and had the reputation of
being "close." Finally Mrs. Mulcahy sick-
ened and was about to die. Finding herself
nearing the end, she expressed a desire to put
things to order before that event occurred, and
old Tom prepared to listen.

"Tom," said Mrs. Mulcahy, "there's Mrs.
Smith up at the crossing, she owes me $1.80 for
butter; see ye get it."

" Sinsible to the last, my dear; sinsible to
the last," said Tom. " I'll get it."

"Then there's Mrs. JoneB, up at the creek,
she owes me §1.50 for chickens.

'

"Ah! look at that now, for a moind; she
forgets nothing."
"And Mrs. Brown in the village, she owes

me $2.30 for milk."
"D'ye hear that? Sinsible to the last; sin-

sible to the last! Go on, my dear."
'

' And—and—

"

"Yis?"
" And Mrs. Roberts, at the toll-gate, I owe

her—

"

"Ah! poor dear? poor dear!" broke in old
Tom hastily; "how her moind does be wan-
derin'! Sure, we've allowed her to talk too
much entirely, so we have!"

—

Cleveland Herald.

Many clergymen do not yet know where
their winter overcoats are to come from, but
they feel a sweet and solemn faith that they

j will get seventeen pairs of slippers each about

j Ghriatmas time, and that none of them will tit.

Wiiittier on Sects.—Mr. JohnG. Whittier,
thanking the Florence Congregational Sunday
school for its celebration of his birthday, says:

"You do not err in your hope that I may gladly
receive this token of your good will. No dif-

ference of religious sentiment can make me in-

sensible to words of kindness. In the long
struggle of the past I have learned to value
above all the orthodoxy of a good and true life.

I have learned, in the same school with John
Woolman, to feel no narrowness as to sects and
opinions, to use my own words in this connec-
tion, which you will pardon me for quoting:

The truth's worst foe Is he who claims
To act as God's avenger,

And dream, beyond his sentry beat.

The crystal walls in danger.

Who sets for heresy his traps
Of verbal quirK and quibble,

And weeds the garden of the Lord
With Satan's borrowed dibble.

Of course every earnest man would rejoice to

have all men share the faith and hope which
comfort himself, but this feeling should always
be tempered by the 'charity which suffereth

long and is kind.'
"

A Good Resolution.—A physician who has

passed his three-score years and ten writes as

follows : Well do I remember the day and the

hour when I made, to me, the great discovery

that I could conquer the "blues." I had suf-

fered for a month the most intense mental pain

because my business did not go to suit me. I

found fault with my wife and children, and
nothing suited me. Things were getting most
uncomfortable for all of us. I got up one morn-

ing as usual and expected to have a bad day,

when all at once the impulse seized me as if it

had come from the other world, and, straighten-

ing myself up to my full might, I said to myself

emphatically, " By the Eternal, these miserable

feelings have got to go j not once to-day will I

tolerate one of them in my mind for an instant.

"

I kept my word, and have done so till now, and

find it easy enough to keep the "blues" at bay.
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Chaff.

A Yankee editor, in a financial article, says:

"Money is close, but not close enough to

reach."

" How are the crops, Uncle ? " said a South-

erner to an old negro. '

' De crops are pretty

full," dryly remarked Sambo, who had just

returned from robbing a hen-roost.

Farmer (after anxiously inspecting strangers)

:

"What be they gentlemen doing, mister?"
Visitor: "Sketching your house. They are

artists and maybe they will paint it." Farmer:
" Well, I am sure they be quite welcome. It

wants it and whitewashing, too, mortal bad.

"

Country Gentleman (to foreign friend):

"Hi! there. Fire, man! Don't you see that

hare back there?" Foreigner: "Vat? Shoot

ze poor ting down as it retreat ? No, no, my
good saire. Vait till he turn about and face

me; then I will."

The following conversation is reported to

have taken place between a gamekeeper and a

patient looking through the iron gate of a

French lunatic asylum:—Patient: "That's a

fine horse; what's it worth?" Keeper: "Five
hundred dollars." Patient: "And what did

that gun cost ? " Keeper: "One hundred dol-

lars." Patient: " And these dogs ? " Keeper:
" Eighty dollars, I believe." Patient: "What
have you got in that game bag ? " Keeper: "A
woodcock." Patient: "Well, now, you had
better hurry on, for if our governor catches a

man who has spent $680 to get a woodcock
worth 30 cents, he'll have him under lock and
key in no time, I tell you."

A Small Farm in Italy.—Bayard Taylor,

the well known traveler, gives the New York
Tribune a glimpse into the home of a small

farm in Italy : I remember once, many years

ago, entering the house of a small farmer, in

the valley of the Arno, to procure a drink of

water. It was noon, and the husbandman had
just come from the field for his dinner. His
wife was in the kitchen preparing some sort of

soup which exhaled the appetizing odor of

onions, and two children, a boy of twelve and a

girl of eight, were hovering around with faces

which expressed healthy hunger. The man
went out—for the water, as I supposed; but
the dark earthenware pitcher which he brought
was filled with cool wine from the cellar. A
plate, with a slice of dark bread and a pinch of

salt, was also placed on the table. In answer
to my question, he informed me that the house
and an adjoining field, olive orchard and vine-

yard in one, containing some seven or eight

acres, were all his property. "Does this give

you a living?" I asked. "Yes, we can manage,"
said he. "You see all my family; we use about
two barrels of oil and eight barrels of wine in a

year. Pigs and chickens, you know, cost noth-

ing to keep. When the season is tolerable I

have some oil and wine to sell. I do work,
now and then, on the Count's place; Assunta
(my wife) makes something by her spinning,

and if we fall a little behind one year we make
it up the next. Oh, yes, we are well con-

tented. "

Make the Best of Things.—If all would do
this the world would be happier for most of us

than it is. Some people seem to do everything

in their power to make the worst, rather than
the best, of what they have. The difference of

condition in those we meet lies, in most cases

just here. It is one thing to earn money, and
another to make the best use of it after it is

earned. Good wages or bad wages make small

difference in the comfort of some homes. The
more a man who has no idea of thrift or

economy earns, the more he spends uselessly.

High wages are an injury rather than a blessing

to such a man, for they only increase his oppor
tunities for self indulgencies that confirm bad
habits. Making the best of things is the art of

all arts, without which no calling, trade or pro

fession will ever insure success. It is the secret

of order and comfort in our homes. The wife

who makes the best of everything her husband's

wages procure, besides being the help-mate she

promised to be, and the husband who makes
the best of his opportunities, working faith

fully, intelligently and skillfully, and so getting

for his family the largest return for his labor,

only fulfills the pledge he made when taking

opon himself the responsibilities of a married
man.

The Grumbling Boys.

His coat was too thick and cap was too tliin

He couldn't be quiet, lie hated a din;
He hated to write, and he hated to read,
He was very much injured indeed;
He must study and work over books he detested.
His parents were strict, and he never was rested;
He knew he was wretched as wretched could be,
There was no one so wretchedly wretched as he.

—St. Nicholas-

Ant in Amber.—At the late meeting of the
Microscopic Society, Mr. Woodward exhibited

a fine specimen of mounting, performed in na-

ture's laboratory, in the way of an ant in a

piece of amber. This relic of cretaceous life

had the good fortune to drop himself into the
fluid resin as it escaped from the amber-fir, one
of the conifera of that age; and thus embalmed,
was preserved in the same manner objects are

now mounted in Canada balsam, and when
placed under a two-inch objective, was found to

be perfect in detail as well as general form. It

was fixed in a slide by Mr. Kinne, and placed

in the cabinet for future examination.

" Woman-Farming."—How dreadful, I

thought, as this side-heading caught my eye in

glancing over my Pacific Rural Press, but I

was relieved when I read on and saw that what
was meant was farming-women, the subject of

the paragraph being the lady who won the
Royal Agricultural Society's first prize for the
best managed farm of over 150 acres."

—

Lon
don Marie Lane Express.

We stand corrected.—Editors Prksh.

I Can.

Men who do the noblest deeds
Never say I can't.

He who lacks the strength he needs,
Tries his best and ne'er skives o'er,

Surely will at last succeed.

The House-Mouse and the Wood-Mouse.

A house-mouse and wood-mouse once met
and invited each other to a visit. The house-
mouse was to go first to the wood-mouse; so

the wood-mouse made her house, which was at

the foot of a fir tree, look so nice as she could,

and took home some roots and berry buds for

dinner.

Then the house-mouse came and tapped at

the door, and courtesied like a lady; and the
visit began. Of course company must like

what is set before them; and so the house-
mouse tried to eat; but it was hard work, and
to do her best, she couldn't chat as much as at

other times.

Next day it was the house-mouse's turn to

have company. She lived in a granary, and
had heaped up a nice pile of barley and rye,

and bits of cake, and pork, and ends of candle.

And then the wood-mouse came; and so her
visit began.
The wood-mouse had never before had such a

dinner; and the house-mouse, had to tell how
she came to such nice things. She told about
the pantry and the kitchen and the cupboard,
which last was so hard to get into.

But, just as they were saying how much bet-

ter it was to live here than in the wood, they
heard some one come slyly over the straw.

'Hush, hush! therejeomes Sheriff Cat," said

the hostess. So they sat still, hardly daring to

breathe; but, before they knew it the sheriff

was standing right over them.
' Who are you, mussing up my granary

said he.

"Only two little mice," said the house-
mouse.
"What are you doing here?"
" Only having a little dinner."
" Eating up all my grain !"

"Oh.no! We have only taken what was
lying loose.

"

"I am going to take you, now."
"Oh, no! Don't take us," said the house

mouse; "and we will tell you a story."
" Let me hear it, then," said the sheriff.

" Once there was a little bird"—

-

"Well, what did he do?"
" He was going to sweep the floor,"

—

" Then he was very neat." •

" And he found a dime,"

—

" Then he wasn't poor."
"So he bought a tiny piece of sausage."
"Then he had enough to eat."
" He put it on the coals to fry."
" Then he didn't eat it raw."
" He laid it on the door-sill to cool"

—

" Then he didn't mean to get burnt."
"But the cat came and snatched it,"—
" And so shall I snatch you," replied Sher-

iff Cat.

But the wood-mouse ran quickly away, and
didn't stop until safe under the roof of the fir-

tree. She was so scared, that she did not dare

to come out again until she was so thin and
hungry that she could hardly creep; and she
resolved never more to visit the granary.

And what became of the house-mouse? That
is for you to guess.

—

From the Norwegian.

Mother Goose.—Mother Goose was not
born (yesterday. "Sing a Song of Sixpence,'

was sung in the sixteenth century. "The
Frog and the Mouse" was licensed in 1580, and
"Three Blind Mice" belongs to the same
period. " Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat, where have
you been?" was a nursery rhyme in Queen
Elizabeth's day. "Girls and Boys come on to

Play " was written in the reign of Charles II.

"The Old Woman Tossed in a Blanket" was
popular in the days of James II.; and "Little

Jack Horner" is older than the seventeenth

century.

A book has recently been published, " How
to Live Within Your Income." The advice is

good; but if some benefactor of this kind would
kindly tell people how to live without it, he
would confer a boon on thousands.

Good Manners.—Manners are the happy
ways of doing things; each one a stroke of

genius or of love, now repeated and hardened
into usage, they form at last a rich varnish,

with the routine of life washed and its details

adorned.

" Foregoes " was a word put out at a written

spelling exercise, by one of our city teachers,

recently. And one little boy handed it: " Co,

go, go, go."

About House Drainage.

The Herald of Health has the following
in a general article on the health of country
residents, from which we draw the fol-

lowing pertinent points: Question—If soap
suds and household slops are so dangerous, why
do they not always produce some form of conta-
gious disease ? Answer—The germs of disease
are not always present, or if they are, they may
be destroyed by the ozone and oxygen of the
air, or favorable winds may drive them off, or
the system may not always be in a condition to
receive them. If a thistle blooms and seeds on
a grass plot, the seeds are wafted off, and only
a few ever find a place to grow. Change the
circumstances and let it seed on a plowed field,

and a majority of the seeds will find a place to
grow. The germs of disease are infinitely more
easily destroyed than those of the common this-

tle, and for this reason do not take effect except
where all the conditions act favorably.

Question—In what way is the sink dangerous
to health? Answer—It may be dangerous, and
we should certainly see that it is kept clean
The refuse matter is generally run off into a
barrel through a straight pipe. Here lies the dan-
ger; this refuse matter sometimes generates a
poisonous gas, and as the heat of the room
warms the pipe then the gases flow into the
room. The consequence is, the pipe may become
a source of disease and death. If you have diph
theria in your houses, look to your drains before
you give up searching for its cause.

Food and Respiration.—The Journal of
Chemistry, learns from foreign exchanges that
Dr. Speck has lately been engaged in examining
the changes produced in the respiratory process
by the use of fatty food, of coffee, quinine, al-

cohol, and water, and by the inspiration of air

respectively rich in carbonic acid, poor in oxy-
gen, and rich in oxygen. His chief conclusions
are. 1. With an increased proportion of hy-
drogen in diet the amount of the air inspired
and expired decreases. Nutriments, such as
sugar, which contain little hydrogen in com
parison with their oxygen, invoh e more exer-
tion of the respiratory organs than such as are
rich in hydrogen, like the fats. 2. The more
carbon predominates in the food in proportion
to hydrogen, the more air is exhaled in propor
tion to that inhaled. 3. The more carbon in

creases in the diet in proportion to hydrogen,
the more carbonic acid is evolved, and the more
oxygen is taken up; the richer the diet in hy-
drogen, the less oxygen is required. An at-

mosphere containing five or six per cent, of car-

bonic acid could be breathed for some minutes
without oppression. At 11.51% great exertion
was needed to breathe for one minute. At
7.2% all the carbonic acid produced in the body
is retained in the blood, and 11.2% a great part
of that also which is inhaled.

Take Care of Yourself.—Hall's Journal
of Health gives the following good advice: A
New York drayman or hack driver, considers
his horse a part and parcel of himself, and the
moment his animal ceases motion in cold
weather, that moment he covers him with a
blanket. Why this care? He knows that if

neglected, the horse will take cold, and that in

a day or two, he will most probably die of some
form of inflammation about the lungs; yet multi
tudes of people perish every year, from being
cooled off too quick after exercising. More people
die prematurely from want of care in any given
year, than perish by plague, famine, pestilence

and war. The Duke of Wellington died of an
over-hearty meal of venison in November. Gen
Taylor was taken from the White House to the
grave, by a bowl of fruits and iced milk, on a
Fourth of July. It is a good omen, that in

telligent, reflecting and humane teachers in

different parts of the country, are beginning to

make personal health one of the branches of an
elementary education. Is it not wonderful that

more efficient steps have not been taken in that
direction long ago.

Tipling Nurses.—There can be no doubt
that nurses' bottles may be worse for children

than nursing-bottles. M. Anarien, in the
Archives de Tocologie, reports two cases in

which children, at the breast of apparently
healthy and well-to-do nurses, were suffering

from convulsions, and in which the children

wese saved by depriving the nurses of alcoholic

potations, in which they were found to be
freely indulging. As the Philadelphia Reporter

remarks, it is a pernicious delusion of nursing
mothers and wet-nurses, that, when suckling

infants, they required to be " kept up " by al

coholic liquors; and women who are little

given to alcohol at other times become, for the

nonce, determined tipplers,—this being, per

haps, of all other timos that when alcohol is

likely to do most harm and least good.

Ego Oil for Wounds.—Extraordinary sto-

ries, says the Druggists' Circular, are told of the

healing properties of a new oil, which is easily

made from the yolk of hens' eggs. The eggs

are first boiled hard, and the yolks are then re-

moved, crushed and placed over a fire, where
they are carefully stirred until the substance is

just on the point of catching fire, when the oil

soparates and may be poured off. One yolk will

yield nearly two teaspo^nfuls of oil. It is in

general use among the colonists of south Russia

as a means of curing cuts and bruises, etc.

Hints for Housekeepers.

Rich cheese feels softer under the pressure

of the finger. That which is very strong is

neither very good nor healthy. To keep one
that is cut, tie it up in a bag that will not admit

flies and hang it in a dry, cool place. If mold
appears on it, wipe it off with a dry cloth.

Picture-frames and glasses are preserved from
flies by painting them with a brush dipped in a
mixture made by boiling three .or four onions in
a pint of water.

Poison of almost any kind swallowed will be
instantly thrown from the stomach by drinking
half a glass of water (warm is best), in which
has been stirred a tablespoonful of ground mus-
tard; as soon as vomiting ceases, drink a cup of
strong coffee, into which has been stirred the
white of an egg. This nullifies any remnant
which the mustard might have left.

Soft-soap should be kept in a dry place in the
cellar and not be used until three months old.

Kettles are cleansed of onion and other odors
by dissolving a teaspoonful of pearlash or saler-
atus in water and washing them.

Flour and meal of aU kinds should be kept in
a cool, dry place.

The best rice is large and has a clear, fresh
look. Old rice sometimes has little black in-

sects inside the kernels.

Wash your shelves down clean, and, while
damp, rub fine salt on them quite thick and let

it remain on them for a time and red ants will
disappear.

Wild Pigeon Pie. —Clean the birds care-

fully, cut them into four pieces and lay them
in salt water for an hour, then rinse in soda
and water and finally in clear water. Put
them to cook in a little cold water, cover close

and let them boil for 20 minutes or less, ac-

cording to the tenderness of the birds. Line
the sides, only, of a deep dish with nice paste,

and when the birds are ready, lay them in well
seasoned with pepper and salt, and among them
put some scraps of salt pork or ham, and some
slices of hard-boiled eggs. Season the gravy
in which the birds were boiled with a table-

spoonful of butter rolled in flour, the juice of a
lemon, and pepper and salt to taste; if liked,

add some chopped parsley. Let all come to a
boil, then pour the gravy over the birds, and
cover the dish with a crust, leaving a hole in

the middle. Brush the crust over with a beaten
egg, and bake for an hour or longer. If the
top browns too rapidly, cover with a piece of

writing paper, and if you wish to make the pie

ornamental, trim the edge with leaves cut from
the pastry with a cutter; lay them on after the
pie is glazed, then brush them over with the
beaten egg, and be careful to bake a fine color.

Cut an ornament for the center, glaze, and
bake it on a separate dish. When the pie is

done, lay it over the hole in the center, or,

clean three or four of the pigeon feet and stand
them up in the center, with a few sprigs of

parsley laid around them.

—

Clara Francis in

Prairie Farmer.

Orange Marmalade.—A writer in the

Rural New Yorker gives the following: Allow
equal weights of oranges and white sugar; peel

and quarter the oranges—careful to remove the

inner thick skin from the yellow peel. Boil the

peel in clear water changing the water once,

about 15 minutes after it first boils, to remove
the bitter taste. When tender, I boil it slowly

for three or four hours, drain in a colander and
cut into delicate shreds with a very sharp knife.

To prepare the pulp, remove the seeds and
white stringy outside part; squeeze out the juice

and thin pulp into a bowl and pour over the

sugar; cover the pulp with water and boil until

tender; then pound the pulp in a mortar, or cut

into small bits, and with the water in which
they were boiled add, with the shreded yellow

peel, to the sugar and juice. Put the whole
into a porcelain kettle and boil. When it be-

gins to thicken it must bo tried occasionally by
letting a little cool in a spoon upon ice. Great
care must be taken that it does not burn.

When as thick as desired, turn into cups or

tumblers, cover with paper wet in brandy and
tie down tightly.

Molasses Cookies. One cup of molasses;

one cup of sugar; one cup of lard, or butter

—

if butter is used the cup must be heaped; one

cup of luke-warm water in which one largo

teaspoonful of saleratus is dissolved; one tea-

spoonful of cloves and one small nutmeg.
Cream the sugar and shortening; add the mo-
lasses, and spices; then one cup of flour, stirring

it well in; then add the water, a little at a time,

with flour to make it stiff as you can stir it.

Roll one-fourth of an inch in thickness and
bake in a quick oven to a light brown. They
arc nice and moist.

Too White Flour.—Messrs. Mouriez &
Chevrene, chemists, who have superintended

the provision of bread for the hospitals, and
subjected all kinds to experiments, submitted a

report to the French Academy, in which they

condemn the practice of making broad too

white. It is then, they remark, a condiment,

not an aliment. Tho exclusion of bran is a loss

of nourishment to the consumer; the palate and
fancy are gratified at the expense of the whole

animal economy.
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The Wool Interest in Congress.

A few weeks ago, we called attention to the

propositions made at Washington to remove the

tariff from wool, and thus strike at the safeguard

under which our wool industry lias reached its

present high estate. We notice with pleasure

that a resolution has been introduced in our

Legislature, asking Congress to refrain from re-

moving the duty, and instancing the injury which

would result to our Hock masters from the free

entry of foreign wools which are now being pro-

duced in such large quantities in all the corners

of the universe. A similar strong protest has

been sent to Congress from an inlluential agricul-

tural body in the State of Michigan, and from
wool growers all over the country. It is to be
hoped that these warnings will be heeded by all

our representatives who have at heart the pros-

perity of our people, and the advancement of a
grand home industry.

In our own State at the present time, the re-

moval of the protective duty on wool would well

nigh wreck our wool growers. They have under-
gone a severe affliction in the last year's drouth.

Our Hocks have been far more than decimated,
either by actual starvation or by forced slaughter.

The price of wool, too, has ruled low for many
months, owing to the general business depression,

and the consequent small demand for fabrics.

The people of the United States have been wear-
ing their old clothes and old carpets almost since

the collapse in 1873. This fact brought our
wool industry to the doors of the drouth with
faint heart and faltering step. The hardship
and sacrifice which the loii£ dry winter and sum-
mer of 1877 entailed are too well known to need
description. When it is known that sheep sold

for P2Ae. per head in the southern counties,

The Week.

Where is the man who prophesied a dry
year? Our Diogenes comes in half drowned
from the search, and says he cannot find him
with a railroad headlight. Where is the orig-

inal Californian who has lived on this cnast
since the deluge and who shook his head so
ominously last December and muttered "dry
year." These last stars of weather wisdom
should be discovered. We refer them to the
Lick telescope.

Again have we had our figures of rainfalls in

different parts of the State washed away by
another storm. We are tired of giving partial
figures, and will wait for a permanent clear up.
In this city the rainfall to Wednesday, Jan.
30th, was 16.15 inches for the season, against
6.62 at this time last year. The same relation
between this and last year's rains exists nearly
everywhere in the State. There was never a
better year!

On File.—Poultry Notes, A. F. J.; "Flora-
culture," W. C. L. D. ; "Saving Fertility,"
G. R. ; "Orange Growing in the Foothills,"
J. T.; "Mokelumne Dam etc." H. E. H.;
Notes from Granges, J. W. A. W.j "Outsider
at Stockton Grange," 0,

and when one calls to mind the thousands which
perished on the roads to mountain pastures, and
sank beneath the sands on the way to the fields of

Arizona and New Mexico, it will not be hard to

realize thatour wool growers have passed through
almost hopeless days. Now the picture changes.

The copious and wide reaching rains are bringing

new and generous life to the ranges. The price of

wool is on its upward turn. Everything in the

field and in the market incite our growers to put
forth every effort and make every possible in-

vestment towanl getting another start in their

industry, and toward increasing and improving
their flocks. Our poor sheep are gone ; the les-

sons of the recent past are full of incitement to

breed better sheep, and make better provision

for their growth and productiveness. The value

of small bands of sheep on small areas is just

becoming to be appreciated by our farmers gen-

erally. In short, we are just on the eve of a
movement in wool growiug which promises to

place us far in advance of any results which
have been thus far achieved in California. This
is our present situation.

Just at such a critical moment comes the
proposition to remove the protective duty on
wool. It could not come at a more fatal time,

if its design were to destroy our wool interest.

Just at this time our wool growers need all the

aid which wise, protective and fostering laws can
give them, it is a question of rebuilding,

little remains but the foundation and the will.

Will it be wise to scatter the foundations and
turn the progrcssivc.disposition into a determi-
nation to abandon? We trust our representa-

tives at Washington will see to it, that no
strength of theirs ahull be wanting in the pres-

ervation of the splendid wool interests of all

our coast.

We speak especially of California and the

I'acilic coast, because here our interest lies;

but we are not unmindful of the efforts which
have been made during the last ten years all

over the country in the building up of the
wool and mutton product, and the great treas

ures which have been secured at great cost in

improved breeds of sheep. All these noble ef-

forts and enterprises have been undertaken in

good faith, that measures which have so plainly

worked for the industrial growth of our coun-

try should be maintained. What have been
the features of this growth? We cannot
describe them better than did Hon. John L.

Hayes of Boston, in a recent address upon the
subject of which we write: The protection

which Congress decreed in 1877 saved the
husbandry of the United States from the anni-

hilation threatened at the time it went into ef-

fect by the tide of the wool surplus of the
southern hemisphere, which was then pouring
in upon our shores. It has led to sheep grow-

in the trans- Missouri region, and on the
Pacific slope, the single State of California

producing this year over 50,000,000 pounds
of wool, while our whole wool producs
in 1860 was but 60,000,000 pounds. It hat
developed mutton sheep husbandry in the
older States, 30 necessary for the alimenta-
tion of the people. It has inclosed this country,
as it were, in a grand corral, in which our price-

less flocks and invaluable races have been pre-

served for future increase, from commercial
lepredations more fatal than the beasts of prey
from which the nomadic shepherd shelters his

Hocks. It has beneHted the cloth manufacturer
by causing the prices of wool, through increased
domestic production, to be actually less than
before the tariff. It has benefited the card wool
manufacturer also by giving him the almost ex-

clusive command of our own market in the
cheaper cloths for general consumption. It has
abolished the unjust discrimination formerly
prevailing against the manufacturers of hosiery.

It has rescued the worsted manufacturer from

the destruction menaced by the restoration of
the duty on Canada combing wools at the ter-
mination of the reciprocity treaty, without neu
tralizing duties on manufactured combing wools,
and has created numberless worsted fabrics not
in existence here 10 years ago. It has assisted
to make our carpet manufacture the largest in
the world, reaching in 187"> a value of $19,000,
000 in a single city, Philadelphia, and over f33
000,000 in the whole country. It has encour
aged domestic competition in all branches of our
industry; sometimes depressing, it is true, to
the manufacturer, but a boon to consumers in
the diminished prices of their goods.

Straw as a Fuel.

QdEr\!ES REPLIES.

California has never boasted much about her

inventive genius, but we venture to say that

she can show as great achievements in this

respect as any State in the Union. The sue

cessful utilization of straw as a fuel for gener

ating steam in steam boilers, and particularly

its adaptability for use in threshing engines

we consider one of the most important inven

tions, especially for the farming community on

this coast, that has been brought to the notice

of the public for several years. When th

straw engine superseded the horse-power for

driving threshing machines, the farmer

was enabled to shorten the harvesting season

and cheapen the cost of placing his grain in

market and the entire community was beneHted

Without the steam thresher, it would be almost

impossible for our large farmers to complete

their threshing of one season before the nex
came on, but now the steam thresher swallows
up the immense stacks of grain in short order
and the sacked grain is hauled direct from tl

field to the warehouse, while nothing but
huge pile of straw is left to rot on the ground or

be burned in order to get it out of the way
The high price of wood and coal on this coast

and the inconvenience of having to haul it about
over the field, to supply the engine with fuel

was a large item of expense to the farmer and
induced a number of our inventors to try and
utilize the straw, after it had passed through
the thresher, as a fuel. Experiments for this

purpose were not limited to California alone.

Throughout the East, and even in Europe
farmers, threshers and manufacturers eudeav
ored to utilize this fuel, but their efforts either

resulted in entire failures or fell so far short of

of success that straw was pronounced
failure for that purpose. The general im
pression seemed to be that the only

thing required was to devise some means
or device for feeding the straw to th

furnace of the ordiuary portable threshing en

gine. These engines were of the ordinary fire

box pattern, the Hoadley engine, we believe

being the one most generally known. The re

suit of the experiments, however, proved, as

we have stated, either total or partial failures.

Steam could be generated easily enough witl

straw as a fuel by feeding it continuously to

the furnace, but the instant the steam was
drawn upon to furnish power to drive the

thresher, down it would go until it had not suf-

Hcient power to drive the machine, so that the

threshers would have to stop feeding until the

steam was run up to the required pressure again

Besides this the flues of the boiler would be-

come choked by the cinders of the straw, and
the grate-bars would clog nntil the engine itself

would choke down. These difficulties were dis-

couraging, and could not be remedied, and it

looked as though the day of straw as a fuel was
about to become a thing of the past.

Fortunately, however, for the people of this

coast, at this point a new Sampson came into

the field. Harvey W. Piice has been for several

years manufacturing at his shop, in Haywards,
Alameda county, what is known as the return-

Hue boiler. This boiler has a main flue passing

from the furnace back to the combustion cham-

ber at the opposite end of the boiler, and small

return Hues lead back from the combustion

chamber through the water space of the boiler,

to a chamber directly over the furnace, and the

smoke-stack is mounted over this chamber, or,

in other words, over the furnace end of the

boiler. This style of boiler was not of itself

new so that Mr. Rice could claim it as a new
invention, although he claims to have invented

this particular pattern many years ago. One
thing is unquestioned, and that is that he was
the Hrst person to mount it on wheels—that is,

make it portable and place it in the harvest

Held as a threshing engine: Learning of the

bad success which had resulted from the at-

tempts of other people to burn straw in their

Hre-box boilers, Mr. Rice determined to try the

effects of straw upon his return-Hue boder, and

the result has been that to-day there are over

200 straw burning return-Hue boilers in use in

this State, all of them giving the utmost satis-

faction.

In order to convert his boiler into a straw

burner Mr. Rice had to make certain additions

or improvements upon it, and these he very

sensibly secured by United States letters patent,

which were taken out through the Mining and
Scientific Patent Agency. His patent has

been twice tested in the United States Circuit

Court, and has been sustained each time.

Messrs. M. C. Hawley & Co., the well-known
agricultural implement dealers of this city, have

purchased the patent and are prepared to supply

straw burners wherever they will be required.

Egyptian Corn.

Editors Press: 1 should like to know about what time
to plant Egyptian corn, and how much ground three
pounds of seed will plant. I have good river soil to plant
in; We get rain here about every month in the year, and
we have a great deal of fog from the o«ean. I wish to try
the c»rn here. — U. D. Beckuky, Hydesville, Humboldt
Co., Cal.

The jjoints in growing this grain, so far as
the limited experience with it in this State has
disclosed them, have been fully given by differ-

ent correspondents in the Rcral for the last few
months, and we can but advise our querist to
refer to his back numbers for a full study of the
question of culture. The time to plant the
seed will of course vary considerably according
to local conditions. This is sown of course in
the spring like indian corn, but just when to
plant will depend upon conditions of soil, free-

dom from frost, etc. Mr. Sanders plants one
pound of seed to the acre. There is a general
conclusion that wide spaces between the plants
are desirable, to admit of cultivation and give a
chance for growth. We should hardly think
our correspondent's conditions were favor-
able for growing the crop, as it is especially
adapted to hot, dry climate and light soil.

However, it will do no harm to try it in a small
way.
There is considerable inquiry for seed of the

white variety, and, so far as we know, there is

none to be had. Judging from the letters we
have received any one who has the white seed
would find quick sale by advertising it in our
columns.

An Old Hebrew Coin.

Editors Prrsb:- The translation of the impression of
the coin sent to me by you is (on the side where the head
appears), " David, son of Jessie, King of Israel." On the
other side, where the harp appears, thus: " Distinguished
as a harpist and chosen as a ruler, year 2527." If it is a
genuine piece, it is, therefore, 3,111 years old.— L.
Savi-ki.. Editor Wett Sliure, Portland, Oregon, Jan. 14th,
1878.

The above is in reply to an inquiry, which
we printed, from a reader in Los Angeles
county, some weeks ago. Mr. Samuels has our
thanks.

Tarred Seed.
Editors Prkss:— How is tar applied to corn to keep

birds and squirrels from pulling it up and is there a bet-
ter remedy?— P., Vacaville, Cal.

The seed is first made warm, not hot, with
water, the tar applied and stirred, and it is

then rolled in plaster and ashes. This treat-

ment will slightly retard the germination. It

should not be used when the soil is very dry.

Does anyone know a better remedy ?

California Soils for the Paris Exposition.

Editors Press:— Please state in your next
issue, that in consequence of the delay in the
action of the legislature on the Paris exposi-

tion bill, there is yet time for the transmission

of soil specimens; and that, moreover, they
will in any case be exceedingly acceptable, use-

ful and important as subjects of investigation

and instruction at the University. Let no one,

therefore, tire of well-doing.—E. W. Higard,
University of Cal., Berkeley.

Honey Locust.

Editors Press:—I cannot say anything
about honey locust in California, but in this

State, and so far as we have heard in all the
States east of the Rocky mountains and in Can-
ada, it is perfectly hardy and does well every-

where, neither dry or wet ground being injuri-

ous to it. The seed has to be scalded and when
a portion of it swells it must be sifted and the

balance scalded again until all is swollen and
soft. We are having a very mild winter here,

almost equal to California; scarcely any freez-

ing weather here.—J. B. Jones, Lake View
Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

Essex Swine

Who has the Essex swine, thoroughbred*

There is inquiry for them, and we shall be

pleased to have reply from readers on this coast.

California's Climate.—Mr. B. B. Redding's

article on the climate of California, to which so

much of our space was devoted last week, ought

to be widely circulated at home and abroad. It

forms the most accurate and intelligent synopsis

of the causes of the varieties of climate experi-

enced in different parts of this State that has

ver been published. In fact, there are few

competent to handle the subject as Mr. Red-

ding has done, his facilities for obtaining sta-

tistics being unexceptional and his interest in

the matter great. He has had abundant oppor-

tunity for observation from one end of the State

to the other, and has spent a great deal of time

collating data, so that nothing like this

article has been written in California before. It

will form a nucleus, or grand starting point, for

the collection of further facts, and we should be

leased to see any comments or further infor-

mation which it may elicit. We have no doubt

that Mr. Redding would be pleased to get the

iews of others who are interested in the subject

and have paid any attention to it. Mr. Red-

ng is a disinterested, public-spirited gentle-

man, who has greatly benefited the State by his

labors as one of the Fish Commissioners, and in

many other directions ; and that he is a searcher

after scientific truths may be seen by reading

what he has written on the climate of California.
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Sprouting Sweet Potatoes.

Editors Press:—I have read your paper for the last six

months with much interest, out I have seen nothing
about the way to sprout sweet potatoes. I have a new
kind, which I hope wili prove useful, and I would like to

know how to start them.

—

Reader, San Francisco.

If our querist desires to try his experiments

in the neighborhood of the city or in the colder

parts of the State, flG may rind some method

like the following of service to him: Dig a

trench, six to eight feet wide, 12 inches deep,

in loose, dry soil, where least exposed to winds,

and open to the sun, the trench running east

and west, if possible. Put in trench, first, 10

to 12 inches of hay or straw, well trodden down;

next, 12 to 14 inches fresh horse-manure. It is

well to pile this up by side of bed and wait until

hot before putting in, as it is not so liable to

become too hot afterward. Cover manure at

once with two or three inches of fine soil and

the soil with prairie hay; then wait until bed is

warm before putting down potatoes, which

should be laid about a finger's width apart.

Cover immediately with two inches of fine soil,

andj when sprouts begin to appear, add another

incli of soil. After potatoes are covered, cover

bed with hay and keep it sheltered at all times

from cold rains, winds and frosts, using hay

and boards or muslin cloths. The only danger

now (if instructions are observed) is in getting

too much heat. About the warmth of new

milk or from 80° to 90°. The bed must be

watched carefully when it first heats and ex-

amined often by inserting a finger. If too warm

in places, throw off covering. This may be

sufficient or may not. If not, then punch a few
hales trough into the manure with a fork handle,

and the excessive heat will soon pass off and
the holes may be stopped. The bed should be

kept continually moist (not wet) from the start,

by sprinkling with tepid water, as occasion

requires. On warm, sunny days, throw off all

covering and let the sun help. A warm rain

will do no harm at any time (unless too much
of it), and never after plants are up. When
danger from frost is passed, little or no cover-

ing is required, and after plants are up, the hay
may be dispensed with. We would caution

you again about too much heat, as many more
failures and losses occur from too much than

too little heat.

In the warmer parts of the State, this sprout-

ing in a hot bed is not necessary. If the

ground is thoroughly worked, the seed potatoes

can be planted early, as it is safe to do so, and
when the vines begin to grow, they can be cut

off in lengths of about one foot or more. If

these sets are planted, by pushing the middle

of the piece into the soft ground with a stick,

leaving the ends in the air, they will soon root

and produce tubers. These sets should be

planted about a foot apart. This plan succeeds

very well if the plants get a start before the

ground becomes very dry. If our readers know
better methods than we have described, we
should be glad to hear them.

Periodicity of Rainfall and Its Proba-

bilities. .

Again Prof. Becker, of the State University,

favors our readers with graphic reports of his

studies concerning the rainfall of this coast.

We make the engravings from drawings fur-

nished by him, and they and the descriptions of

their teachings contained in the letter which we

print below, are worthy of careful study. As

he says in his letter, his deduction made last

December was that we should have 20 inches of

rain in San Francisco this year, and the verifi-

cation of this prediction is certainly well-nigh

realized. Let this fact lead all to follow the

Professor in his researches. He writes:

Editors Press:—By referring to the records

of the rainfall for San Francisco, or to the dia-

gram published on the ninth page of your

present volume, you will perceive indications of

what seems to be a 13-year periodicity, there

being decided minima in the seasons of 1850-51,

1863-64 and 1876-77. It struck me that these

indications might be tested by representing the

rainfall graphically in such a way that the curve

would return upon itself at the end of the

period. If, then, the curve for the second

period were superimposed upon the first, a sim-

ilarity in the fundamental laws governing each

would at once manifest itself to the eye. The

experiment succeeded beyond my expectations,

so much so, that when I showed my results to

Prof. Davidson, he pronounced them of decided

local importance, as well as of general interest,

and advised that they should be published on

this coast. I have prepared diagrams on a large

scale for him, which he exhibited at the Acad-

emy of Science.

Further to test the apparent law, I discussed

the Sacramento and Stockton rainfall in the

same way, and obtained results which prove at

least that at these places (taken for want of

data from more distant stations, to represent
the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys) the
rainfall is governed by the same laws control-

ling the precipitation on the coast at San Fran-
cisco.

I send you with this note a diagram, in which,
for comparison, the observations of the three
places are plotted in the ordinary way on rec-

the rainfall for each year, and the positions of

the latter in the period.

It will be observed that these curves are either
nearly coincident or cross each other at short
intervals

;
good evidence that they are vibra-

tions from a common mean, or a fundamental
law.

In order to advance toward an empirical de-
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Diagram Showing' Comparative Rainfall at San Francisco, Sacramento and Stockton.

tangular co-ordinates, and on the same scale. A
second plate exhibits the periodicity and the
probabilities as derived from past observations.

The latter needs a word of explanation. From
the center of each diagram diverge at equal

angles 13 radii. Each represents one rainy sea-

son of the 13-year period, the distance from the

center at which the curve crosses each radius

termination of this law, I drew a curve through
the poiuU representing the mean of the rainfall

for each corresponding pair of years—say 1852-3
and 1865-6—and also through the intersections

of the curves. The figure thus obtained is

shown on the diagram as a full black line.

The mean curve thus obtained still showed
evidences of a vibratory character, which I

Diagram of Periodicity and Probability.

represents the depth of rain, just as the length

of the vertical lines cut by the curve show the

rainfall in rectangular diagrams.

The barred lines in each figure answer to the

period 1850 -51 to 1862-3, inclusive. The curve

having returned to its starting point (nearly),

starts afresh around the same center in the dash

and dotted line, representing the second period,

1863-4 to 1876-7. I have numbered the radii

from I to XIII, and give below a table, showing

sought to eliminate by drawing a line through

the points at which it changed from convexity to

concavity. The area enclosed by this curve I

have matched vertically, and more heavily than

the rest of the diagram. It appears to repre

sent, as nearly as possible, the probabilities of

the rainfall, deducible from the short series of

observations at our command. The diagrams

themselves show within what limits these prob

abilities hold, according to past experience

The measurements of the probability curve 1
give with the tables of figures, as follows:

Sacramento.

YEAR.
RAIN-

YEAR.
RAIN- POSITION PROBA-

FALL. FALL. IN PERIOD. BILITY
1850-51 . .

.

. 4.71 1863-64.. .. 7.87 I 9.20
1851-52 . .

.

. 17.98 1864-65. . . 22 . 51 II 18.75
1852-53 .

.

. 36.37 1865-66

.

17.92 III 25 . 30
1853-54.. . 20.07 1866-67

.

25 .31 IV 25^50
1854-55.. . 18.62 1867-68

.

.. 32.77 V 22.50
1855-56.

.

. 13.77 1868-69. .. 16.64 VI 16.00
1856-57 .

.

. 10.44 1869-70. .. 13.57 VII 13.50
1857-58.. . 18.99 1870-71. .. 8.47 VIII 14.30
1858-59.

.

. 16.04 1871-72* .. 22.40 IX 17.70
1869-60.. . 22.03 1872-73. .. 13.50 X 19.20
1860-61 .

.

. 15.55 1873-74. .. 23.00 XI 20.30
1861-62.. . 35.55 1874-75. .. 17.80 XII 24.00
1862-63

.

.

. 11.58 1875 76. .. 25.60 XIII 18.20

Totals. .242.30 247 36 244.45
1849-50.

.

. 36.00 IS76-77 9.25

*The figures from this point on are derived from rail-

road data, furnished me by Prof. Davidson. The only
difference of any consequence between these and those
published by the Rural Press is for 1874-75.

YEAR.

1850-51 .

.

1851-52..
1852-53.

.

1853-54.

.

1854-55.

.

1855-56.

.

1856-57 .

.

1857-58.

.

1858-59.

.

1859-60 .

.

1860-61 .

.

1861-62.

.

1862-63 .

.

Totals

.

1849-50..

YEAR

1850-51

.

1851-52.
1852-53.

1853-54.

1854-55.
1855-56.
1856-57

.

1857-58.

1858-59.
1859-60.
1860-61

.

1861-62

.

1862-63

.

Stockton.

YEAR.

1863-64.
1864-65.
1865-6C.
1866-67

.

1867-68

.

1868-69.

1869-70.
1870-71.

1871-72.
1872-73.
1873-74.
1874-75.
1875- 76.

RAIN- POSITION PROBA-
FALL. IN PERIOD. BILIT'H

8.50
18.70
23.50
22.70
17.10
13.00
12.00
13.50
16.60
18.00
19.00
18.80
14.00

1870-77...

San Francisco

YEAR.

1863-64

.

1854-65

.

1865-06.
1866-67.
1867-68.
1868-69

.

1809-70.

1870-71.
1871-72.

1872-73.
1873- 74.
1874-75.
1875-76.

Totals. . .308.05
1849-50.... 33.10 1876-77..

I may mention that they indicate 20.50 iuches

for San Francisco for the second year of the
period, which is the current season. While I do
not care to hazard any prediction, I point to

this as a hopeful fact, which now seems more
likely to find confirmation in the rain-gauges

than it did when I first made it out, late in

December.
As a further evidence of the 13-year period-

icity, I may point to the total amounts of rain

which have fallen during each period. It will

be seen that in San Francisco the precipitation

injihe two periods is so close as to be far within

the necessary errors of even Mr. Tennent's ob-

servations. In Sacramento and Stockton they
come quite close. The variations, moreover,

are in opposite directions at the two places,

though the difference at Sacramento is much
greater than at Stockton. I also give the sum
of the probability curve indications, which, it

will be seen, come very close to the mean of

the observations, a fact which appears to show
that it is constructed on rational principles.

If, then, I have not been led astray by acci-

dental coincidence, we shall be blessed with

abundant rains for four or five seasons to come.

But of course it must not be forgotten that the

data discussed are too few, both as time and
geographical distribution, for any very reliable

generalizations.

Observations before 1849 do not, I believe,

exist. Observations at more widely separated

points do, but I have not been able to obtain

them in a suitable form. The " Smithsonian
Contribution" No. 222, contains many data as to

the rainfall in California, but unfortunately the

precipitation is given in calendar years, instead

of by seasons; nor does the memoir afford any
means of separating the seasons. I have writ-

ten to Washington to request data from which
to ascertain whether or no the same laws pre-

vail throughout the Pacific States; and shall be

much obliged to any of your readers who may
have data extending over a considerable number
of years, and who may feel sufficient interest in

this discussion, to transmit them to me.

G. F. Becker.
University of California, Berkeley, Jan. 21st.

California Samples for Paris.—It appears

that Hon. .John Bidwell, of Chico, has consented

to aid General Le Due, the Commissioner of

Agriculture, in securing samples of California

productions for exhibition at the Paris exposi-

tion. All articles should be forwarded at once.

General Bidwell writes to the Chico Record as

follows: "The Commissioner of Agriculture

should bo seconded in his efforts to make a

propel exhibition of American products at the

Paris exposition. Having been asked to co-

operate in securing certain articles, I wish to

say that I hereby solicit and will cheerfully

transmit to the Department at Washington for

that purpose, samples of very choice wheat (say

15 or 20 pounds of each), and of raisins and
figs (say one box of each). Each parcel should

be labeled with the name of the article and of

of the producer. I hope to meet with willing

and prompt response from those who can con-

tribute and with as little delay as possible."

There are over 300 artesian wells in Santa

Clara valley, Cal.
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a low figure, since no straightforward dealer is

likely to sell the results of much time, trouble

and expense at a cheap rate. If they fail to

hatch, it is a question whether the fault is with

the hen or with themselves. And this can he

readily decided. If the hen has abandoned

them so long as to let them get cold, the eggs

will be found rotten, with the perished embryo

within them. But unimpregnated eggs, or

those which were too old for incubation, will

be found free from any smell and of normal ap-

pearance.
The sitting place should be well ventilated,

neither cold nor too hot and should be in a sub-

dued light, and away from all noises. The

best time for setting hens if the broods are to

be reared in the open air, is from the beginning

of April to the middle of July. Each hen

should have her own sitting box covered with

wire-work. The floor must be strewed with

sand, a nest of straw with an inner lining of

hay placed in one corner, a pan of water in an-

other and a trough of food in a third. The
water must be renewed every morning, but food

enough for several days can be deposited. If the

hen befouls the nest or the eggs it or they

must be carefully cleaned. Many sitting hens

get diarrhoea, for which a little tannin or alum

in their drinking water is a good thing. The
eggs are generally ruined in these cases, how-

ever, for they are continually getting soiled and

the hen then loses all inclination to sit. No sit-

ting box should be used more than once a year;

if one hen after another is allowed to occupy it,

especially in warm weather, it is sure to get

lousy, and unless the vermin are at once de-

tected it will fare ill witli both hen and eggs.

Eggs that do not hatch out at the right date

should still be allowed to remain under the hen

for a few days, for it may be that they are

somewhat older than the rest, or have not been

so well covered by her. At the end of that

time the " water-proof" may be applied. This

consists in placing the eggs in warm water,

when those that float on the surface may be

known to contain live chicks. Very often, if

the water is a little wanner than the natural

heat of the hen, the chicks in the eggs will cry

out when placed in it, and in such cases it is

generally weakness only that has prevented

them earlier escaping through their prison walls.

The chicken should be taken away from the

hen as they hatch out as soon as they are dry,

for otherwise they disturb her and she is apt to

abandon the remaining eggs, which are conse-

quently lost. As the chicks are removed, they

should be put in a warm place, in a pot contain-

ing soft tow, and covered over with a woolen
cloth.

As regards the young chicks, the great point

is to take care that, till they are at least six

weeks old, they are kept in a uniform warm
temperature of about CO" Fall. When they are

about half grown, they may gradually he
accustomed to every variation of weather, so as

to get a strong, hardy race, that in their turn

will produce vigorous offspring.

The best food of all for the first few days is

hard-boiled eggs, chopped up tine; it serves

with them the place of the mother's milk with
infant mammalia. Hut this system must not

be continued too long, lest their natural appe
tites should be depraved. In a few days' time

they may have millet soaked in milk. This

must not be pasty or doughy, but in good-sized

lumps that crumble down readily under the

finger and thumb. Along with this they should
have a little tine chopped meat every other day.

When four weeks old, they should have some
sopped wheat, which strengthens them wonder-
fully and makes them grow and lay on flesh

fast. This may be varied with potatoes and
white bread soaked in milk.

One point of great importance in feeding

young fowls should never be lost sight of. It

is neglect of this that causes so many failures in

poultry rearing. They must be fed often, but
never have more at a time than they can take
with appetite, for no animal is more dainty than
the fowl. Once give them too much food at a
time, so that they leave some of it uneaten,
and they will rarely eat of it again, unless
actually driven by hunger, and then only just

enough to stave oft' starvation. Dorkings, in-

deed, will literally die rather than touch food
to which they have taken a dislike. Plenty of

exercise in the open air is a good thing for the
young ones, but even in a very confined space
poultry breeding yields excellent results, if

only it be carried on with intelligence and zeal.

Woodward's Gardkns has the following new attraction!*
The buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements in the zoological department, hexidea the
other features which have made it popular.

OUR AGENTS.
Our Fribnds can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
A„'ents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their
i Mluence and encouraging favors. We intend to send
a me but worthy men.

J. L. TiiARP—San Francisco.
B. W. Crowkll—California.
A. C. Knox— Pacific Coast.
C. N. Wbst—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito

counties.
A. C. Champion—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.
Ekward S. Uakkr- Australian Coloi ies' and Sandwich

Islands.

W. I). Wuitb—San Bernardino and Los Angeles coun-
ties.

J. W. A. Wriuht -Sacramento, Placer and San Jonquil
counties.

B. E. Lloyd—Alameda, Contra Costa and Napa coun
tics.

E. M. DENNy, Oregon.
F. B. Aldkrso.n, Nevada.
H. E. Hallktt.—San Joaquin, Yolo, Yuba, Suiter and

Colusa counties.

Mining& Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

Our U. S. and Foreign Patent

Agency presents many and im-

portant advantages as a Home
Agency over all others, by rea-

son of long establishment, great

experience, thorough system and

intimate acquaintance with the

subjects of inventions in our

own community. All worthy in-

ventions patented through our

Agency will have the benefit of

a description or an illustration

and explanation in the Mining
and Scientific Press or the. Pa-

cific Rural Press, We trans-

act every branch of Patent busi-

ness, and obtain Patents in all

civilized countries. The large

majority of U. S. and Foreign

Patents granted to inventors on
the Pacific Coast have been ob-

tained through our Agency. We
can give the best and most re-

liable advice as to the patentabil

ity of new inventions. Advice
and Circulars Free. Our prices

are as low as any first-class agen-

cies in the Eastern States, while

our advantages for Pacific Coast
inventors are far superior.

DEWEY & CO.,

Patent Solicitors,

No. 202 Sansome St., S. F.

The Pacific Rural Press.

It is one of the Largest, best

Illustrated and most Original and
Enterprising Agricultural Journals

in America, and has no rival on
the westere side of the Continent.

It is very popular with its numer-
ous patrons. A New Husbandry,
as it were, is required on the Pa-

cific Coast, on account of its pecu-

liar seasons, soil, climate and to-

pography. The new discover-

ies, ideas and useful hints evolved
in its rapid progress, are to be
observed with interest, and read,

as reported in the Pacific Rural,
with profit by practical and pro-

gressive agriculturists every-

where. Sample copies of the

Press, post-paid, 10 cents. Sub-
scription, $4 per annum. Fifty

cents deducted on payments of

one year or more in advance. No
new subscriptions taken without

cash in advance.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,

No. 202 Sansome St., S. F.

Every new subscriber who does not re-

ceive the paper and every old subscriber
not credited on the label within two
weeks after paying for this paper, should
write personally to the publishers without
delay, to secure proper credit. This is

necessarv to protect us and the subscri-
bers against the acts and mistakes of
others.

DAI APT THESE LARGE, FINE, NEW DININd
' MLMOt Rooms are exceedingly popular. The best
DCCTAIID AU r of everything on the tables.ntO I «Un«l! I

, Dinner furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F. $!m
CENTS, from five to tifht p. m. Visitors to S. F. should
try the Palace.

50 BEST Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13c, or 23
no two alike, 10c. Outfit, 10c. Dowd & Co.

,
Bristol, Ct.

Fig-.l

PATENTELASTICH^|

A T DEWEYspk.

Among1 the advantages pained by this holder are the
following:

It can be opened and closed quickly.
The [mints are less obstructed while the articles to be

filed are being placed.

The papers (wholly or partly folded) can be either
"straddled" over the lower bar, or filed in regular book
order.
The elastic hinge and band accommodate and hold" firm

either a large or small number of papers.
With less material, it is lighter and less cumbersome

than other holders, and approaches nearer to bookbinding.
It has no rigid hooks, hinges or loose parts to break or

get lost.

It has proved durable in practice. The file is adjusted
but HI times a year for a weekly paper, and a sample
holder can be opened and closed 1,01)0 times without
showing wear.

Five sizes are made to suit the dimensions of different

papers, viz.: IS, 22, 2(1, 30 and 34 inches, inside meusure.
Single samples will be mailed from orh\*e for 50

cents, (and upward, according to size), pOttpftUL Whole-
sale and retail agents wanted.

OAKLAND HEALTH INSTITUTE,
Center Street Station, Oakland.

Convinced of the superiority of the climate of Oakland
to that of any other place on the Coast, more particularly
for those suffering from diseases of a malarial origin, and
chronic diseases generally, the undersigned have opened
the above named Institute as a resort for invalids, where
all the facilities for the thorough and scientific treatment
of diseases have been introduced.
Our methods of treatment embrace Electricity, Turk-

ish Russian, Mag-netic and Medicated Baths of all

kinds; the Ilcalthlift, Hadfield's Equalizer, and in fact

all appliances and remedies of established merit known to

the medical profession. The building is one of the finest

in the city, and the rooms large and comfortable. No ef-

fort will be spared to maku the patients feel at home.
Lying in rooms connected with the institute. Charge*,
including board, etc., from $15 to $30 per week. For
further information*, address

Oakland Health Institute, Oakland, Cal.

J. H. BUNDY, M. D., & C. W. HANSEN, M. D.
(
Prop'r*.

LAND PLASTER.
(8ri.rii.vrF. of Limb.)

THIS FERTILIZER IS ESPECIALLY WELL ADAPTED
TO CALIFORNIA LANDS AND CLIMATE, AND

IS DESTINED TO BE USED TO IM-

MENSE ADVANTAGE.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED
In Bulk, $10 per ton; in Barrels, $12.60.

GOLDEN GATE PLASTER MILLS
LUCAS & CO..

Nos. 210 and 217 Main Street, San Francisco,

1)ALTON & GRAY,

Commission Merchants.

WIIOLKSAI.F. DF.ALBRS IN

25
EXTRA MIXED CARDS, Snowflake, Oriental Etc
witli .lOcts. J B. HCSTED, Nassau, N. Y.

All Kinds of Country Produce,

404 & 406 DAVIS STREET, S.

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

THE CLIMATE OF CALIFORNIA.
A thoroughly studied and ably written treatise on this

subject by Hon. B. B. Redding, appears complete in the
Pacific Rural Pkf.bh for January 20'th, and also the Mix-
ing and Scif.ntihc Pkrhh. Based upon facts, figures and
careful and extensive observations made in various partB

of the State on this important subject, it is a volume of

reliable information, interesting to every resident of the

State. The information is condensed in a paper read be-

fore the California Academy of Sciences, and is published
in the Pkkss as read bofore that Society without any al

terations or omissions. Extra copies, post-paid, 10 cents

Address DEWEY & CO., Publishers, 202 Sansome Street

San Francisco.

W. &. J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California,

1MF0KTKK8 AND BRKRDBR8 OF

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE.
Also, the finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE

MONEY TO LOAN

UPON CHOICE RANCH PROPERTY.

JNO. D. HOOKER,

302 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

Bt\EE DEE^s' Dlr\ECJOr\y.

Purchasers of Stock win find ik this Directory tui
Najieb of bomb of tub Most Rrllablb Hrf.kdf.rs.

Our Ratbs —Six lines or less inserted in this Directory al
50 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

San Rafael, Marin
Bulls and Bull calves.

Co., Cal.,A.. MAILLIARD,
breeder of Jerseys.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,
(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at (40
to $100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

L. TJ. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

B. P. WATKINS, Santa Clara, breeder of thorough-
bred Spanish Merino Sheep.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Kama and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LAN DRUM & RODGERS, Watsonvlile, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

E. W. WOOLSEY, 418 California St., Room 2, 8. F.
Breeder of Thoroughbred Spanish Merino Sheep,
Choicest Vermont Strains.

POULTRY.
BTJRBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importer! and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks for

sale. Also, eggs in their season.

A. O It IX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

WILLIAM NILES, Los "Angeles7~Cal.~ Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for

hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pckin Ducks, etc.

SWINE.

ALFRED PARKER, Bcllota, San Joaquin Co., Call

Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Svine.
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside. Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

SANTA BARBARA COLLEGE.
Santa Barbara, Cal., 1877.

FOR YOUTH OF BOTH SEXES.

John Lynch,
Principal.

Mas. M. Atkins Ltkcu,
Vice-PrincipaL

Mrs. Lynch is well known as Miss Atkins, (long Identified

with the Benicia Young Ladies' Seminary.)

FULL CORPS OF COMPETENT INSTRUCTORS.

For further information, address the Principal.

3000 Engravings; 1840 Pages Quaitoi
W,rKi0 Wards and Meaninat net in other fiirtionnrinr

More than 30,000 copies have been placed: in the-

public schools of the United States.

Recommended by the State Superintendents ofi Sehoola

in 34 different States.

Contains 3,000 Illustrations, nearly three ttmes as

many as any other Dictionary.

The sale of Webster's Dictionaries is 20 times as great

as the sale of any other series of Dictionaries.

"Indispensable to every student of the English lan-

guage. "-M. R. Waitb, Chief Justice of the United States.

"August 4, 187" The Dictionary used in the Govern-

ment Printing Office is Webster's Unabridged."
Published bv G. Si C MERRIAM, Springfield, Mass.

RUPTURE
If Ruptured, send at once for

Dr. Pierce's New Illustrated Book.

Address Maonbtic Elastic Truss Co.

609 Sacramento St., San Francisco.

CURED.-®*

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

OFFICE-NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Bbtwkbn Broadway and Wabhikoton.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

The Raby Clothes Line Holder —New inven

tion; Everybody wants if, best thing out for agents

State and county rights at low figures. For particulars,

address W. W. FLETCHER,
Lejdonville, Ohie.

FOR SALE —A Good Type-Writer. Price, $50>

For further information, address "COPYIST," this

office.

Annnn U/CI I can be made In one day with our
UUUU VVLLL | Wrll Acobb Send for

o«r Auger Book U 8. AUGER CO., St. I oil, Mo.
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£3-A Book for all That Have a Garden."^

FRAGARICULTURE;
—OR THE—

Culture of the Strawberry.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON

Culture, Propagation, Management
and Marketing of Strawberries.

1878.

Illustrated with Photographs, representing-
the average size of best varieties.

Especially adapted to the
Family Garden.

BY FELIX GILLET,
Nevada City, Cal.

TABLE OF CONTENTS-
Fragariculture; Description; Varieties; Selection; The

Soil; Preparation of the Soil; Manures; Time of Setting-

Strawberries; Setting out Strawberries; Culture in Rows
and Hills; Matted Row System; Mulching; Irrigation;
Care of Plants after Setting; Propagation; Propagation by
Seed; Resetting; Exposure; Annual Varieties; Biennial
Varieties; Ever-bearing, or Wood Varieties; Bush-alpine
Varieties; Staminate.and Pistillate Plants; Hybridization;
Forcing Strawberries; Care to Plants Forwarded by Mail;
Duration of Strawberry Beds; Mode to Perpetuate Straw-
berry Beds; How to make Strawberries Last; Spring
Work on Strawberry Beds; How to Raise Very Large
Fruit; How to Pick and Keep Strawberries; Packing and
Shipping; Insects Injurious to Strawberries; Maladies of

the Strawberry: The Art of Preparing Strawberries; Pre-
serving Strawberries; Medicinal Properties of Strawber-
ries; General Hints on Fragariculture; Explanation of

Photographs, and list of best varieties.

PRICE—50 CENTS A COPY.
Each photograpl represents a group of strawberries

—

three to Ave—and not a single one, and is six inches by
four inches.

Note.—It is the most complete, practical, interesting
treatise on Strawberry Culture ever published in the
United States. Address

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,

202 Sansome Street. S. F
P. S.—Also, for sale by A. Waldtenfel, in San Jose.

THE-

PALAGE RESTAURANT,

SAN FRANCISCO,

No. 218 Sansome Street.

It is not surpassed by any dining house in the city.

The saloon is new, commodious, elegant and comfortable,

and all visitors to San Francisco, who wish good food

well prepared and properly presented, at reasonable

prices, should try the "Palace." Being new, it is fitted

up with the latest and best approved cooking apparatus

and other conveniences forpatrone.

Tip-top Dinners, 50 Cents,

Are given from 5 to 8 o'clock p. m. It will pay yourself

(and friends, too,) to go considerably out of your way to

visit and patronize this first-class restaurant.

ERNEST SCHNUTENHAUS,
J. M. WEBSTER,

Proprietors.

Imperial Egg Fo

(Trade Xlnrk.)

Will Malice Your liens T-.iiy

,

Winter and Summer, support Fowtsdurlngmonltlng,
keep them constantly In fine condition, and Increase
their profit WO per cent. Half of the chicks die annually.
This makes bone and muscle early, and will save them.
Packages to mix with Ml weight ordinary feed, 5!> cts.;

larger for $1.00 and *>.<<>. gent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocers, Feed Stores, etc.

1,OCA I. a<;ents wanted.—
C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 103, Hartfohd, Coxx.

0. C. SWAIN & CO. Agt's for Pacific Coast
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

iGrTo whom all orders should be addressed.

LOOK!
BURBANK ii MYERS, Im-

porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,
etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market.
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister
Enclose stamp for Price List.treots, San Francisco.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. GRAY.

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I. C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION
Grangers' Building', -

HOUSE,

106 Davis Street, S. P.
Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and

Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,
Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will
enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco,
furnished free on application.

Stencils for marking will be

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

'FRAITCIS SMITH &o GO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE SUPERIOR CHANNEL IRON WHEELBARROWS,

LU
LU
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The Strongest Barrow Made. These Barrows are made by Superior Workmen, and of the host material.
All sizes kept constantly on hand.

Lap-Welded Pipe, all sizes, from Three to Six Inches. Also, Galvanized Iron Boilers,
From Twenty-five to One Hundred Gallons.

Iron Cut, Punched, and Formed for making pipe on ground, where required. All kinds of tools supplied for
making pipe. Estimates given when required. Are prepared for coating all sizes of pipes with a composition of
Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

Office and Manufactory, 130 BEALE STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

IRA MARDEN &, CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.

Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

In consequence of spurious initiations oj

LEA AND PERKINS' SAUCE,
which are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Perrins

have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,

thus,

which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without which none is genuine.

Askfor LEA &» PERRINS" Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopper.

Wholesale andfor Export by the Proprietors, Worcester ; Crosse and Blackwell, Ltndon,

6Vv., &c. ; and by Grocers and Oilmen throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO., San Francisco.

Buy the Best.

Before purchasing an American

Watch, examine the different styles

manufactured by the HAMPDEN

WATCH COMPANY, at Springfield,

Mass. They are the latest and

best improved manufacture. You

can depend upon them for fine finish,

durability and perfect time. They

are sold at favorable prices—in

tact, no higher than many of the

inferior styles. Examine into the

merits of this Watch before you

buy any other. Our word for it,

you will not regret it.

DEWEY & JORDAN, Agents,

433 Montgomery St., S. F.

Richardson's New Method

FOR THE PIANO FORTE.

Price, $3.25. By Nathan Richardson.

Two hundred and fifty thousand copies sold. Sales have
surpassed those of all other books combined. Be sure to

order by the above full title, and do not accept instead of

this, the Modern School,.which is an older book, by the
same author. Mr. Richardson's opinion of the merits of

this first effort may be gathered from the following, taken
From the preface of the New Method.
"Becoming at length satisfied of the truth of these crit-

icisms, (by many eminent composers and professors,) and
convinced that great Improvements, were obviously
needed, I determined if possible, to remedy the defects.

Profiting by the experience and advice of the best practi-

cal teachers, I commenced a thorough and critical exam-
ination of my first method, and concluded that tin 1\

remedy would be to bring out a new work on an improved
plan.

"

This new work, substituted for the defoctive Modern
School, was Richardson's

New Method for the Piano Forte,

Which has been revised and re-revised, until it is the
most perfect of music books, is a great favorite with the
profession, and is the only true "Richardson."

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., 843 Broadway, New York.

Farmers, write for your papar

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Vice-President and Manager,

C. J. CRESSEY.
Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIER.
Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

he best market rates.

GREAT ENTERPRISE!

-THE

Sierra Flume& Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE,

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

lO Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and the
whole Coast can be supplied.
The Yellow Pine is firm, fine grained and superior to

any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,
and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while
the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of

purposes.
Last year thirtv millions of feet wore cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial
work may be accomplished without delay at tho usual cost

for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at '.ess than San Francisco

priceB and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large

quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

H. H a Hi
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Rinoiionk, SPAVIN, Swkknky, Callous
Lt'Mrs, and all old sokks, apply freely so as to blister,

bom three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Surv
Joints, Bruisks, W'indoalls, and all slight ailments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,

and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

WANTED.
By a Scotchman and Wife—A situa-
tion to take charge of a ranch. Tho man thoroughly

understands farming, the care of a vineyard, stock raising

or any work appertaining to a well conducted farm. The

woman is a thorough cook and housekeeper. The best of

reference will be given. Address office of Rural Press.
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News in Brief.

The schooner Sarah A. Owens was wrecked

off Mendocino, on the 26th.

Hon. VV. 'A. Angney, Senator from Santa
( 'lara county, died on Sunday night.

Geo. P. Gordon, the inventor of the Gordon
press, died at Norfolk, on Sunday.

The House Railroad Committee seems favor-

ably disposed towards the Texas Pacific.

The project to put certain banking houses

on a gold basis is said to be strongly supported.

Since the Eastern war began the demand for

sole leather from this country has greatly in-

creased.

A second unsuccessful attempt has been
made to rob a train on the Atchison and Santa

Fe railroad.

The Russians, Servians, Roumanians and
Montenegrins are pushing military operations

with great vigor.

The House Committee on Naval Affairs rec-

ommends an appropriation of $50,000 for the

Howgate expedition.

The Russian corvette Crayner Capt. Nas-

cinoff, is in port from Callao. She carries 18

officers and 120 men.
A number of army officers have bem ap-

pointed on the commission to inquire into the

recent Rio Grande troubles.

The steamer Amador is now on the ways at

Oaklaud point, and is to be transformed into a
double-ender for the Oakland ferry.

The yacht Tidal Wave, is stated in a dis-

patch to have been purchased from New York
owners by D. Cook, of this city, at a cost of

$9,500.

The cigar makers' strike in New York has

failed after four months' struggle. The men are

generally seeking work again at the manufac-
turers' terms.

Several free lunch rooms for needy persons

have been established in this city, and the re-

sult shows the necessity of even more of such
institutions.

The French Academy of Sciences has

awarded the Lolande prize of astronomy to

Prof. Hall, the American discoverer of the sat-

ellite of Mars.
There has been considerable excitement in

New Orleans, caused by the conflict of Federal
and State jurisdiction in the trial of members
of the Returning Board.
The Rank of San Francisco has ceased bus-

iness. The depositers are already paid in full

and it is stated there are enough assets to set-

tle with stockholders.

The Emma mine case is to be revived at Chi-

cago, Frederick A. Bragg sueing for $250,000,
and $1,000,000 damages. He alleges that Parks
defrauded him in the sale to the English party.

Great excitement has been camed in San
Domingo and Hayti by the rumor that Spain
will soon sign a treaty assuming a protectorate

over the islands. It seems to increase the un-
popularity of President Baez.

A dispatch from the United States Yice-
Consul at Shanghai, asking for funds, says:

"An appalling famine is raging throughout four
provinces of North China. Nine millions of

people are reported destitute. Children are

daily sold in the markets for food."

The ship King Philip was wrecked just out-
side the Golden I rate, on Friday last, and on
the same day the ships Western Shore and Don
Nicholas, came near being lost in the same
place. Capt. Blinn of the Western Shore was
killed by the parting of the tug's hawser in the
effort to get the vessel off the lee shore.

The Pacific Mail Steamship Company have
decided to double their carrying service be-

tween New York and Aspiuwall, and Panama
and San Francisco, in order to meet the present
pressure of freights, which are represented as
more than a semi-monthly line of steamers can
accommodate. It is proposed to hereafter send
out a steamer every week.

Capt. Eads last week received a warrant for

$500,000 on acconnt of his improvement of the
South Pass of the Mississippi anil securing 22
feet of water. He had previously received a
like amount on the same service for 20 feet.

He gets half a million for each additional two
feet up to 30 feet, and then* $100,000 a year for

20 years, to keep it up to that standard.

Oct of the 300 persons who partook of a free
lunch at Dr. Jewell's church Sunday, 35 signed
the pledge to abstain from liquor, while at the
Ureen Street church out of 200 who came to
the dining table as many as 70 took the more
general pledge that they would abstain from
the use of liquor and tobacco and would not
indulge in profane swearing or stock gambling.

The Sutter claim, which has been before
several Congresses, was considered by the Pri-
vate Laud Committee. Sutter claims to be the
original discover of gold in California. His
claim is for lands that have been granted him
by the Mexican Government before California
was acquired by the United States. The Com-
mittee of the last Congress reported favorably
upon the claim giving him $50,000 in lieu of his
claim, but the Senate did not consider it.

The anti-subsidy resolution adopted in the
House of Representatives by a vote of 147 to
85 declares that, in the judgment of the
House, no subsidies m money, bonds, public
land, endorsements, or by pledge of the public
credit, should be granted to or renewed by Con-
gress to associations or corporations engaged in
or proposing to engage in public or private en-
terprises; but that all appropriations ought to
be limited to such amount and purposes only
as shall be imperatively demanded by public
service.

There are 300 students at the State Uni-
versity at Berkeley.
Lew Wing, a Chinese murderer, was hung at

San Rafael, on Tuesday.
Advices from Samoan group of islands sta ST

that the war there is ended.

At Santa Cruz, on the 28th, the blacksmith's
shoj) and storeroom of the Felton Railroad
Company were burned.
The Garka rebellion (Africa) is spreading

and its suppression is improbable before the
arrival of reinforcements from England.
Those deeply interested say the President

declares he will not ask the present Congress
to make an appropriation to pay the $5,000,()00

awarded to Canada by the Fishery commission.
The grand jury of Jacksonville, Florida,

have found indictments in 17 cases against

alleged timber depredators in that State, in-

volving immense values in lumber, timber, tar,

turpentine and resin.

The Caroline Medau cleared, on Saturday, on
a wrecking and fishing voyage, her cargo con-

sisting of a lot of machinery and apparatus, to

be used for wrecking purposes at the wreck of

the steamer City of San Francisco.

The Postmaster-General has issued an order

that the regulation of the Department relative

to local papers at letter carrier offices, is mod-
ified so that paragraph six shall read "weekly
newspapers to transient parties, one cent each,

to be prepaid by postage stamps affixed."

Lord D.ERBY, telegraphed to Lord Loftus,

British Ambassador at St. Petersburg, January
2Sth, states that Count Schouvaloff that after-

noon communicated a telegram from Prince
( iortschakoff, authorizing him to affirm categor-

ically that the Russian government considered

the passage of a man-of-war through the Dar-
danelles and Bosphorus a European question
which they did not intend to settle by them-
selves.

P A TENTS AND . NVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Kkpuhts voi tiif. Mixing and Scientific
1'hk.ih, dkwky & co., plblishkrs and u. s.

and fukkion i'atknt aoents. j

By Special Dispatch from Washington, D. C.

Wkkk Ending January 8th.

Bellows Nozzle. -E. W. Edwards Oakland
and K. J. (iracier S. F.

Gauge for Sawing Machines.—O. Bonney
Jr., S. F.

Combined Elevator Track and Self Dis-
charging Bucket.-^J. A. Bunner and A.
Rich, Stockton, Cal.

Bill Files.—W. C. Bussey, S. F.

Feeder for Threshing Machines.—R. R.
Moore, Modesto, Cal.

Mill Pick.—W. B. Morris, Colli nsvi) le, CaL
Reissues.

Valves for Steam Engines.—0. Adams, S. F.

Wkkk Finding January 15th.

Awnings.— EL DeCourcy, S. F.

Plows.—J. W. Mahoney, Bishop Creek, Cal.

Pantaloons.—J. W. Davis, S. F.

Reissues.
Ore Washing Apparatus for Hydraulic
Mining.—J. W. Allenwood, Timbuctoo, CaL

Trade-Mark.
Medicine for Horses.—E. W. Haines, S. F.

-The patents are not ready for delivery by the Patent
OtHee until some 14 days afler the date of issue.

Notk. —Copies of U. S. and Foreijfn Patents furnished
by Dkwkv a: Co., in the shortcut time possible (by tel-

egraph or otherwise) at ti.e lowest rates. All patent busi-

ness for Pacific coast inventors transacted with perfect
security and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey At Co.'s Scientific Press American and

Foreign Patent Agency, the following are worthy

of mention:

Removing and Destroying Sewer Gases.—
S. J. Corbett, Los Angeles. This is a novel

method for destroying such noxious gases as are

generated in the sewers of a city. It consists

in leading a pipe from the sewer to each of the
gaslights along its line, so that the gases will be
conducted to and delivered into the names and
be destroyed. Numerous plans have been de-
vised to prevent the escape of these foul gases
through the conduits which lead from sewers
into houses and into the streets of a city, with-
out adequate means being provided for allowing
them to make their escape from the sewer. This
compels the gas to accumulate in the sewers, so
that they soon become charged with it, and the
litliculty of preventing it from escaping into the
houses and streets is increased. Mr. Corl>ett's

plan is intended not only to provide a vent
through which these gases can pass to the open
air in the day time as fast as they accumulate,
but when the gas is lighted at night, each gas
jet establishes a draft through the sewer gas or
vent pipe, whicli draws the gases into the flame,
where it is destroyed, thus preventing any ac-

cumulation of gas in a sewer.

Well Boring Apparatus.—Joseph Benner-
schidt, Anaheim. This invention relates to an
improved device for sinking or boring wells,

and for removing the earth and borings there-

from. It consists in the employment of a hy-

draulic stream of water forcibly ejected through
a pipe and nozzle againBt the earth in the bot-

tom of the well by a pump. As fast as sinking
proceeds the curb or lining is forced down into

the excavation, so that the stream of water has
only a diameter equal to the diameter of the
tube or curb to act directly upon. The water
forced in rises in the pipe and overflows its top,

carrying off the detached soil loosened by the
force of the water. A flexible hose with an
iron pipe on the end is used to carry the water
to the bottom as it is forced down by the
pump.

Bed Lounge.—Frederick Jensen, Seattle,

W. T. This invention relates to an improve-

ment in bed lounges, and consists in the peculiar

construction of springs employed, together with
adjustable head rests, and the legs in combina-
tion with a band or 3trap. The arrangements
of springs is especially adapted for use in bed
lounges.

Fire Brick.—W. P. Pre3cott and Geo. R.

Evans, Carson City, Nev. This invention re-

lates to an improved combination of materials

for forming tire bricks, which will withstand
any ordinary temperature to which they may
be subjected. Asbestos enters largely into the
structure of the new fire brick.

New York Dairy Report.— Hon. Josiah

Shall, Secretary, writes us that the proceedings

and essays read before the late meeting of the

New York State Dairymen's Association, will

be published in pamphlet form and sent to all

who wish them, at cost price, 25 cents per copy.

There are 12 essays on different dairy subjects,

and nearly all of them are suggestive if not

of direct application in this State. They are

well worth reading and thinking about. Mr.
Shull's address is Ilion, New York.

Oregon State Fair, 1878.—E. M. Waite,

Secretary, informs us that the 18th annual fair

of the Oregon State Agricultural Society will

be held at Salem, Oregon, commencing on Thurs-
day, October 10th, and continuing until Friday
evening, October 18th, 1878.

The FLORAL California^.--This new publi-

cation is edited by W. A. T. Stratton, of Peta-

luma. The first issue contains 16 pages, and
the following numbers are to appear once each
three months. The lirst number has good orig-

inal articles on roses, remedy for scale insects

on plants, pond lilies, mulch heaps, lawns, and
notes for work in the garden, lawn and con-

servatory. The editor promises illustrations in

future issues. We trust the publication will

succeed in its laudable purpose, the advance-

ment of floriculture.

Gregory's Seed Catalogue.—Our readers

will find the catalogue of J. J. H. Gregory's
well known seed house advertised in our col-

nmns. To handle seed with such conscientious

care as to dare warrant their freshness and
purity, is of that class of bold, brave acts which
the public appreciate. Though the warranting
is of necessity limited to refunding the value of

the seed purchased, still, under it, Mr. Greg-
ory must sell good seed or make a dead loss.

John Rock's descriptive cataloge of fruit and
ornamental trees, shrubs, roses, plants, etc., is

received. It is a very full list of desirable

growths adapted to this coast, and should be

consulted by all planters.

"Cash Paid Promptly."—May Bros., Gales-

burg, 111. , want to hire agents for their late im-

proved Windmills, the cheapest, strongest and
best in use. Retail price, $50. Write for

terms.

Important—Farmers

.

It is often desirable, when wishing to secure

suitable Farm Hands, such as Teamsters, Milk-

ers, Plowmen, etc., to know just where to find

them, and so avoid being imposed upon by the

numberless tramps with which the country

abounds. The city is a place where large num-
bers of men from all parts of the country con-

gregate, and among the number many good,

strong able-bodied farmers are to be found

awaiting employment. Messrs. Crosett & Co.

,

623 and 625 Clay street, are daily receiving ap-

pilcations from these sturdy yeomanry, com-

posed of Germans, Scandinavians, Americans

and Irish, who wish to be sent out to work on

some farm, and should any of our readers wish

to avail themselves of the opportunity to pro-

cure such persons for any work they wish ac-

complished, they can address, giving full par-

ticulars, Crosett & Co., 623 and 625 Clay street,

San Francisco, and particular attention will be

given to supply them with good men.

Farmers ! Farmers ! I

Throughout California are requested to send

their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange," 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,

San Francisco. All hands carefully selected free

of charges to employers and employees.

Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.

San Francisco, January 30th, 1878.

There has passed another quiet week, owing
to the repeated rains and the unsettled condi-
tion of Grain markets because of the transition

state of affairs in Europe.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the
days of last week has been as recorded in the
following table:

Thursday. .

.

Friday
Saturday. .

.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Cal. Average.

12s 6d(«12s tid

12s 7d<ai2s 9d
12s 7d(«12g 9d
12s 7dt£12s 9d
12s 5d@12» 9d
12s 5d(£12s 9d

Club.

12s 9d@13s
12s a

12s 10d@13s
12b 10d(dl8s
12s

12s 0d@138

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as follows:

Average. Club.

1876 10s —@10s 3d 10s 6d(31lB —
1877 10s 7d<gl0s 10s lis —<»lls 4d
1878 12s 5d@12g 9d 12s 9d@18s 2d

The Forelgrn Review.
London, Jan. 29th.—The Mark Lane Ex-

press says: There is no improvement in the
conditions of home-grown Wheat on offer in

Mark Lane or in the country markets; but of-

ferings have been more liberal, and the reserve

with which buyers operated tended to reduce
prices l@2s per quarter for all but a few sam-
ples of fine dry Corn, for which sellers were not
disposed to accept lower rates. In London es-

pecially trade has been excessively dull for Eng-
lish and foreign Wheat, and there appears to

be little probability of increased animation.
The uncertainty of political affairs is becoming
wearisome, anil until it is definitely known what
action is to be taken regarding the position in

the Kast, it is almost hopeless to attempt to di-

rect attention to the probable future course
of the grain trade. At present pacific ideas are

in the ascendant, and millers holding small

stocks have only bought to meet immediate
wants. The country demand moved within the
narrowest limits, so holders have been seriously

tried in maintaining firmness, which has been
further shaken by more liberal arrivals of Wheat
and Maize. The mild season hitherto has been
adverse to sellers, as imports of foreign Wheat
have undergone but little diminution. Should
prices rally, the cause of improvement can only
be expected from political influences. In the
limited business passing during the past week a
decline of Is per quarter has taken place on all

varieties of foreign Wheat. White mixed
American Maize, of which arrivals have been
liberal, has given away 6d per quarter. Friday's

market opened with some sigus of excitement,

and for a short time a free sale M as experienced,

but soon after mid-day peace rumors circulated

and the demand stopped. There was, however,
some revival of firmness at the close, and 6d of

the decline was recovered.

Freiflrnts ana Charters.

There is a very healthy tone to the freight

market, says the Commercial A'ews, and rates

have been well maintained during the week
past. Quite a number of vessels have been
fixed for Wheat, and as the tonnage on the way
is extremely small, while the continual wet
weather affords a strong reason for the belief in

a heavy crop in July, rates tend upward. Iron

ships are quotable at £2 7s 6d to Liverpool, and
wooden at £2 5s, with the usual advance for

Cork, U. K . A vessel has been taken at £2 2s

6d to Liverpool, but with only 10 lay days, and
for usual time, 2s 6d additional would probably
be demanded. The following Wheat charters

are reported: Ship Occidental, 1,500 tons,

Wheat to Liverpool, £2 2s 6d. Br bark,

Dilbhur, 1,255 tons, Wheat to Cork, U. K., £2
7s 6d. Br bark Aglaia, 821 tons, Wheat to

Cork, U. K., £2 5s.

Eastern Grain Market*.

NewYork, Jan. 26th.—SpringWheathas been
irregular, selling all the way from $1. 16 to $1.34
for inferior to choice. Export Corn has sold at

56(<?62c. Much of the new Corn is in bad con-

dition and unfit for shipment, owing to wet
weather during the gathering season and mild-

ness of the winter. In Iowa Corn is selling at

12(2 20c.

Chicago, Jan. 26th.—Grain has beenexcited at

times and unsettled throughout the week, and
dealers have anxiously looked for the European
war news. In Wheat, the short interest seems
to predominate, and, with the aid of favorable

foreign news, succeeded to-day in beating down
prices materially. Sales of February, $1.02<&'

1.06J. The Corn market has been less animated
and unsettled than Wheat. Sales, 39j@41$c.
Oats have been dull, stale and unprofitable in a
speculative sense, having followed the course of

the others in a- small way. Sales of February,

23J@23£c. The closing cash prices are l Wheat,

«1.02J ; Corn, 39j@40 ; Oats, 24 asked ; Rye,

50; Barley, 50; Pork, $10.70@$10.75 ; Lard,

$7.27i. Receipts for the week : Wheat, 653,000 ;

Corn, 411,000; Oats, 241,000. Shipments:
Wheat, 698,000; Corn, 416,000 ; Oats, 223,000.

Receipts in the same time last year : Wheat,
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Ship-

Oats,

past
inac-

53,000; Com, 497,000; Oats, 106,000.

ments : Wheat, 43,000 ; Corn, 236,000 ;

100,000.
Eastern Wool Markets.

. New York, Jan. 26th.—During the
week the Wool market has shown utter

tivity, no desire being shown by either manu-
facturers or local buyers to purchase beyond
the necessities of the present. This state of

affairs has long existed, and dealers have come
to look upon it as a matter of course, showing
no desire to force the market with concessions,

feeling assured that when stock is actually

needed no trouble will be realized in obtaining

at present asking rates. With the exception of

Fall California there is a very limited amount
arriving, and no very great quantity is expected

from any quarter. The statistical position is

wholly in favor of holders' interests, and it is

only a matter of time when the demand shall

improve and when present figures will be con-

sidered low, provided Congress does not alter

the tariff on the foreign article. Sales for the
week are: 200,000 lbs Fall Callifornia, at 9@
12c, for low burry, and 16A(«.27c, for fair to

choice; 10,000 lbs Utah, 20c; 29,000 lbs

Western Texas, 13@23c; 1,000 lbs Georgia,

30c; 5,000 lbs No 1 pulled, 21c; 1,000 lbs

low superfine do, 32Jc; 5,000 lbs domestic
noils, 50c; 2,000 lbs; fine do, 65c; 43,000 lbs

X and XX Ohio, 43@46c; 13,000 lbs combing
do, 54@58c; 2,000 lbs Wisconsin, 41c, and
50 bales Donskoi, 6,000 lbs Oregon, 3,000 lbs

Colorado, 6,000 lbs Spring California, 3,000 lbs

Western Texas, 12,200 lbs fine combing pulled,

100,000 lbs superfine do, and 9,000 lbs No 1

do, on private terms.

Boston, January 26th.—A fair business was
done during the past week in Wool, transactions

being largely in Fall and Spring California and
Oregon. Fleeces move slowly, and fine grades
are still quite neglected. The demand is run-

ning principally on medium and X grades, and
there is now but very little difference in the

prices of good lines of No. 1 X, XX, and even
XXX. Fine Ohio and Pennsylvania fleeces, in-

cluding XX and XXX grades, are now full 3c $
lb lower than at this time last year. Medium
and X Ohio and Pennsylvania fleeces, No. 1 X,
XXX and above, 43@45£c; Michigan, New
Hampshire and other fleeces, 37(S 42c; washed
combing and delaine, 45@53c; unwashed comb-
ing and delaine, 35c; Oregon, 28@35c; scoured,

52@80c; tub-washed, 44@45c; supe'r and X
pulled, 31@45c. Sales of California Wool amount
to 715,000 lbs, at 19@33c for Spring and 14^@
28c for Fall.

Philadelphia, January 29th.—Wool is in

moderate demand and supply light. Colorado
fine and medium, 18@25c; do coarse, for car-

pets, 17@18c; extra and merino and pulled,

37@40c; No. 1 and super pulled, 30@33c; Texas
fine and medium, 20@,25c; do coarse, 14@16Jc;
California fine and medium, 25@30c; do coarse,

22@27c.
Domestic Produce.

The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at

noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Artiolbs.

Flour, quarter sacks

.

Wheat, centals

Barley, centals
Beans, sacks
Corn, centals
Oats, centals

Potatoes, sacks
Onions, sacks
Wool, bales
Hops, bales
Hay, bales

Week. Week. Week. Week.
Jan. 9. Jan 16. Jan. 23. Jan. 30.

411,883 11,235 47,715 21,309
173,451 100,793 148,941 38,261

15,775 12,538 15,009 11,077

1,725 466 1,190 487
5,041 4,428 2,613 933
6,319 339 6,890 13,182
18,612 16,586 13,121 17,631

1,377 1,283 1,784 975
248 186 437 95

90 2 183
841 777 782 1,206

BAGS—Quite a little trade is springing up in

Grain Bags, both for use and for speculation.

We hear of several Grain growers who have
bought Bags for the harvest, which now seems
assured, at 10c net cash. Speculators also look

upon Bags as holding out a chance for profit.

The price ruling to-day is 10c net cash, and
lOJc, usual credit.

BARLEY—Barley is weak and lower and
considerable amounts are pressing for sale. We
note sales: 400 sks good Coast Feed, $1.50; 190

sks dark Coast Feed, $1.47 J. It is claimed

that the best Feed Barley can be bought at

$1.50, silver.

BEANS—Beans are unchanged. Receipts

are very light.

CORN—Large Yellow holds its price Large
White and small round drop a point. We
note sales: 700 sks good large Yellow, $1.55;

261 do small round, $1.80; 100 sks small round,

$1.80; 200 sks large Yellow, $1.57^.

DAIRY PRODUCE—There is, to-day, a

small supply of fresh Roll Butter on hand,

because the storms have held back shipments.

This fact enables the choicest brands to gain

32Jc, but there is no general rise, because
abundant receipts are expected as soon as the

weather settles. Cheese is unchanged.
EGGS—Eggs are a shade easier and only

exceptional lots bring more than 40c. Oregon
Eggs are selling at 35c.

FEED—There is a general drop in ground
Feeds and Hay, because of the quick growth of

grass and the low rate of Feed Barley. Choice
Wheat Hay is now quotable at about $18.50 per

ton. Lower grades hold their own. We note

sales: 43 tons poor tame Oat, $12.50; 50 tons

good Wheat, $17.25, and a cargo of good Wheat,
$17.50; 24 tons good Cow, $16.75.

FRUIT—Choice Apples are scarce and sell

high, $2.50 per box being reached in some cases.

Mexican and California Limes have advanced
considerably, and Cranberries rate about $2.50

per bbl higher. Full prices may be found in

our tables.

HOPS—There are still small receipts of Hops,
but there is nothing new in the city trade. The
New York market is reported by Emmet Wells
for the week ending January 18th, as follows:
We begin to hear reports of scarcity of Hops in

the interior; yet, the receipts into New York
continue heavy, reaching 3,500 bales this week.
The export trade keeps up well, some 2,350
bales clearing this week. Prices remain un-
changed, though we see there is a strong dispo-

sition to quote higher in the country markets.
If Hops are really getting scarce as reported,

we can see no reason why prices should not ad-

vance a little; but, we still believe a material
advance would check exports, which, at this

stage of the season (brewers being well supplied)

would not be very good for the trade, as we
would then have no outlet, and business would
come to a stand -still. Our local brewers have
taken advantage of the low prices, many of

them laying in supples sufficient to carry them
two years. Quotations: New Yorks (choice

export Hops), ll@,13c; New Yorks, good to

prime, (nominal), 8@10c; New Yorks, low to

fair, 5(Si7c; Eastern, 5@8c; Wisconsins, 5@8c;
Yearlings, 3@5c; Olds, all growths, 2@3c; Cal-

ifornians, 12@14c.

OATS—Oats sympathize with Barley; and
take a lower range. The prices for feed and
milling rule between .$1.60@$2.09.

ONIONS—There is but one change, and that

is a decline of 10c ctl on the best Union City.

The highest price on the wharf this morning
was 75c per ctl.

POTATOES—We note an advance of 2^c per

ctl on the best Petalumas ; 5c on new Early

Rose, and 12J on the finest Kidney. We note

sales : 400 sks Oregon sold at $1.40, and other

lots at $1.37| ; 130 sks Humboldts brought

$1.75, and others down to .$1.30. Petalumas sold

for $1.50@$1.75, and River Reds at $1. 10@1. 15.

POULTRY—Young Roosters now lead the

price list at $10 per dozen. Hens are also im-

proved. Ducks decline from the late advance.

Other changes may be noticed in our table.

PROVISIONS— Fresh Meat is now plainly

showing the reduction of stock by the late

drouth. First quality of Beef reaches 11c per

lb for choicest. Our prices show an advance in

third quality of Beef and in Mutton. Mutton is

now so high that butchers report a falling off of

sales, only one third as many sheep being called

for as at this time last year. People are seeking

other supplies of food. The Cured Meat trade

is quiet and prices are unchanged.
VEGETABLES.—The first notable lot of As-

paragus comes to Stewart & Buckley of Sansome
street, from J. B. Cornphwait of San Jose. It

comprised about 50 lbs, and sold at 40c per

lb. "Mushroons are now exceeding plenty, and
bring but 1 to 3c per lb by the box.

WHEAT.—Wheat declines about 5c per ctl,

owing to the unsettled market, peaceful pros-

pects abroad and plenty at home. Milling

Wheat is merely nominal, and $2.00(6 $2.05 about

cover the range of sales of choice. We note

sales: 6,000 ctls choice Stockton Shipping, $2. 10;

900 do good Shipping. $2.07h; 200 do Superfine,

$1.90; 230 ctls fair Milling" at $2; 10,000 do

choice Stockton Milling $2.06.

WOOL.—There is no change, nor is much
change expected until the incoming of the

Spring clip. Stocks are nearly cleared up in

the city.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
fWHOLESALE. ]

Wednesday m., January 30. 1878.

Strawber'sch'st.20 00 (3

PeacheB 74@ 8
Pears 4 (3 8
Plums 3 (3 4
Pitted 12J@ 15

Prunes 124(3 16
Raisins. Cal, bx 1 00 @ 2 00

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.

FRUIT MARKET.
Apples, box 75 @ 2 50

Bananas, bnch.. 2 50 @ 5 00

Cocoanuts. 100. . 7 00 (3 8 00

Cranberries, bbl 14 00 @15 00

Grapes, box 75 (3 1 00

do, Muscat... 1 00 (3 1 50

do, Black Mor. 1 25 @ 1 50

Limes, Mex 15 00 @17 00

do, Cal 5 00 @ 6 00

Lemons, Cal M.15 00 @25 00

Sicily, bx 10 00 @11 00

Oranges, Mex,
M 12 50 @30 00
Tahiti @
Cal 12 50 #30 00

Pears, box 75 @ 1 00

Easter Beurre 1 00 (3

Winter Nellis. — <g 2 00

Pineapples, doz. 8 00 @10 00

DRIED FRUIT.
Apples, lb 4 @ 6

Apricots 10 (3 124

Citron 23 @ 24*

Dates 9 @ 10

Figs, Black 4 @ 7

White 6 @ 8

do, Halves... 1 25 (?>> 2 25

do, Quarters. 1 50 (3 2 50

Blowers' 2 75 @
Malaga 2 75 @ 3 25

Zante Currants.. 8 (3 10

VEUETAKLES.
Asparagus, lb... — 40 i

Beets, ctl 1 50
Cabbage, 100 lbs 1 00 (a 1 10

Carrots, ctl 50 (a 60
Cauliflower, doz 50 (3 75
Garlic, New. lb.. 1J@- 2

Lettuce, doz 10 (3

Parsnips, lb 2 (3

Horseradish 4 @— 6
Squash, Marrow

fat, tn 8 00 @
Turnips, ctl 1 50 @
White 1 00 (3

Mushrooms, Lb.. 1 @— 3

LEATHER.
fWHOLESALE. I

Wednksday m.. January 30. 1878.

Sole Leather, heavy, lb 26 fit 29

Light 22 <& 24

Jodot, 8 Kil., doz 48 00 (350 00

11 to 13 Kil 65 00 (376 00

14 to 19 Kil 80 00 (390 00

Second Choice, 11 to 16 Kil 55 00 @70 00

Cornellian, 12 to 16 Kil 57 00 (367 00

Females, 12 to 13 Kil 63 On @67 00

14 to 16 Kil 71 00 (376 50

Simon Ullmo, Females, 12 to 13 Kil 58 00 (362 00

14 to 15 Kil 66 00 (370 00

16 to 17 Kil 72 00 (*74 00

Simon, 18 Kil 61 00 («63 00

20 Kil 65 00 (367 00

24 Kil 72 00 (374 00

Robert Calf, 7 and 9 Kil 35 00 (340 00

Kips, French, lb 1 00 (3 1 35

Cal doz 40 00 (W60 00

French Sheep, all colors 8 00 (315 00

Eastern Calf for Backs, lb 1 00 (3 1 25

Sheep Roans for Topping, all colors, doz 9 00 (313 00

For Linings 5 50 (310 5

Cal. Russet Sheep Linings 1 75 (3 4 50

Boot Legs, French Calf, pair 4 00 @
Good French Calf 4 00 (3 4 75

Best Jodot Calf 5 00 (3 5 25

Leather, Harness, lb 35 (3 38

Fair Bridle, doz 48 00 (372 00

Skirting, lb 33 (3 37

Welt, doz 30 00 (350 00

Buff, ft 18 ® 20

Wax Side 17 @ 18

321

REANS.
Bayo, ctl 4 00 (3 i 25
Butter 2 90 (33 40
Pea 3 30 (a,3 50
Red 3 874@4 124
Pink 3 85 (34 20
Sm'l White 3 20 o3 40
Lima 4 25 ip \ 50

SKOOM « OKN.
Common, lb 2 (3 2j
Choice 3 @ 4

4 1114 4 OKV.
California 4 (3 44
German 64(3 7

COTTON.
Cotton, lb 15 (3 18

ItAIKI I'KOOIK E. ETC.
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll, lb 20 @
Point Reyes 32i(«
Pickle Roll 18 (3 25
Firklu 18 (3 25

Western ReBerve.. 14 (3 17!

New York — @ —
CH EESE.

Cheese, Cal., lb.... 19 @ 21

Eastern 18 (3 20

N. Y. State 21 @ —
EGGS.

Cal. fresh, doz 40 @ -
Ducks' 35 @ —
Oregon 35 @ —
Eastern 27 (3 30
do Pickled M) (3 25

FEED.
Bran, ton 22 50 foe-
Corn Meal 37 00 l339 00
Hay 14 00 (318 50

Middlings 30 00 (332 50

Oil Cake Meal... 44 00 (3

Straw, bale 50 (S 80
FLOUR.

Extra, bbl... 6 75 (37 124
Superfine 5 50 _cn6 00
Graham 6 00 @6 75

FRESH MEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 74@
Second 6 @
Third 5 (3

Mutton 7 %
Spring Lamb 8 @
Pork, undressed... 54(3
Dressed 8 (3

Veal 5 (g
Milk Calves 7 i3.

GRAIN, ETC
Barley, feed, ctl...l 45 @1 50
Brewing 1 55 (31 60
Chevalier 1 85 #1 90

Buckwheat 1 50 (3l 55

Corn. White 1 624(31 65
Yellow 1 60 @1 65
Small Round.... 1 70 @1 80

Oats 1 60 "31 75 I

Milling 2 00 (3 —
Rye 2 40 02 45
Wheat, Shipping.. 2 00 (32 05
Milling 2 05 (32 10

HIDES.
Hides, dry 17 @ 174

Wet salted 8 @ 9

HONEY. ETC.
Beeswax, lb 30@ 31

Honey in comb 17 @ 20
do, No 2 124@ 15

Dark l0@ 124

Strained 124(3 15

HOI'S.
Oregon 6@ 7

California 7 @ '

Wash. Ter 7 (3

Choice Cal 9 (3

NIlTS-JobbliiK.
WalnutB, Cal 6 (3

16

[WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m.. January 30, 1878

do, Chile 7 (3
Almonds, hd shl lb 6 (3
Sott sh'l 12 (3 1

liiazil 14 (3 ]

Pecans 17 (w 1

Peanuts 3 (3
Filberts 15 @

ONIONS.
Alviso 25 (3 624
Union City, ctl.... 25 " 7.

r
>

Stockton 25 (3 621
Sacramento River. 25 w; f>2*

POTATOES.
Petaluma. ctl 1 60 (8 1 87

J

Humboldt 1 774." 1 87 S

Cuffey Cove — (3 -

iarly Rose, new. 1 90 -»'.! 10
Half Moon Hay. . . — m -

Kidney 1 62><1 lb
Sweet 1 50 (31 75
I'OI LTRY «V CAME.

Hens, doz 6 50 ("8 50
Roosters 5 50 ca 10 50
Broilers 6 00 <ff7 50
Ducks, tame 8 50 (39 50
do. Mallard 3 00 (33 50

Geese, pair 1 75 (32 25
Wild Gray 2 00 (32 50
White 75 .31 00

Turkeys 14 @ 17
do, Dressed 17 (3 19

Snipe, Eng 1 25 (31 50
do, Common.... 50 (31 00

Rabbits 1 00 (3
Hare 1 50 (32 50
Quail 1 50 @ -
Venison 5 (3 8

PROVISIONS.
Cal. Bacon, L't, lb 13t@ 14
Medium 124(3 \1%
Heavy 12 (3 124

Lard 11 (3 14
Cal. Smoked Beef 94<g 10
Eastern — @ —

Shoulders, Cover'd 84@
Hams, Cal 12 (3
Dupee's 15J@
Boyd's — @
Davis Bros' 154(3
None Such 15 (3
Magnolia — @
Whittaker 16 @

SEEDS.
Alfalfa, 5
Canary 7 (3
Clover, Red 18
White 50

Cotton 6 <L
Flaxseed 34(S> —
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 (3 —
Perennial 35 @ —

Millet 10 @ 12
Mustard, White... 8 (3 —
Brown 24@ 3-

Rape 3 (3 4
Ky Blue Grass 20 (3 —
2d quality 18 @ —

Sweet V Grass. . . .1 00 @
Orchard 30 (3
Red Top 18 @
Hungarian 8 @
Lawn 50 (5
Mesquit 20 (S
Timothy 9 @

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 64@
Refined 8f@WOOL, ETC.

FALL.
Burry 10 (3
Southern, free 11 (3
San Joaquin, free. 11 (3
Choice Northern. 16 (§
Burry. Northern.. 14 (3

METALS.

10

in

35
20
12

25
94

6J
9

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

ItACS-Jobbing.
Eng Standard Wheat. 10 '3104

Neville & Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36.. 10 (3104

24x30 -@—
23x40 —@—
Machine Swd, 22x36. 9j«rl0

Flour Sacks, halves.. . . 84(3104
Quarters 5)<3 6}
Eighths 4 @ 4J

Hessian, 60 inch 15 (3—
45 inch 84(3

40 inch 84@ -
Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed. 34 11).. 45 250
Machine Sewed 424(3—
4 lb do

Standard Gunnies 14 (3—
Bean Bags 6J@ 8

CANDLES

f WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m., January 30, 1878.

Plaster, Golden
Gate Mills.... 3 00 (3 3 25

Land Plaster, tu 10 00 @12 50

NAILS.
Ass'ted sizes, keg 3 25 @ 4 00

OILS.
Pacific Glue Co's
Neatsfoot, No 1.1 00 (3 90

Castor. No 1 1 10 @ —
do, No. 2 1 00 (3 -

Baker's A A 1 25 (31 30
Olive, Plagniol....5 25 <a5 75

Possel 4 75 (35 16

Palm, lb 9 @ -
Linseed, Raw, bbl. 77 @ —
Boiled 80 (3 -

Cocoanut 60 (3 —
China nut, cs 68 (3 70
S^erm 1 60 @1 65

Crystal Wax 17 @17ft Polar, refined
Coast Whales 60 @ 65

Eagle 14 (3—
Patent Sperm 25 (330

CANNED COODS.
Assorted Pie Fruits,

24 It) cans 2 75 @3 00

Table do 3 75 @4 25

Jams and Jellies. .4 25 (3 —
Pickles, hf gal 3 50 (3 —
Sardines, qr DOX..1 65 ("1 90

Hf Boxes 3.00 (3 —
Preserved Beef,
21b, doz 4 00 (3 —
do Beef, 4 lb,doz.6 60 (3 —

Preserved Mutton,
2 lb. doz 4 00 (3 —

Beef Tongue 6 50 (3 —
Preserved Ham,

2 It., doz 6 50 (3 —
Deviled Hani, 1 lb,

doz 5 50 @ —
do Ham, ttb doz. 3 00 (3 —
COAL—Jobbing.

Australian, ton.. 7 75 (3 8 00

Coos Bay 6 50 (3 7 00

Bellingham Bay. 6 50 (3- -

Seattle 7 00 (3—
Cumberland 14 00 @
Mt Diablo 4 75 @ 6 75

Lehigh 22 00 (3

Liverpool 7 00 (3 8 00

West Hartley... 7 50 (3 8 00

Scotch 7 00 (3 8 00

Scranton 13 00 @16 00

Vancouver Id . . . 7 50 (3

Charcoal, sack.. . 75 (3

Coke, bbl 60 ®
COFFEE.

Sandwich Id, lb. 21 4(3

Costa Rica 19 (3 19

Guatemala 19 (3 19

Java 25 (3

Manila 19 (3. 194

Ground, in cs... 25 @
FISH.

Sac'to Dry Cod.. 5 (3 6
do in cases.. 64(3 7

Km*™ G"d.
. . .

ll«t

Salmon, bbls.... 9 0(1 i»!n (in

Hf bbls 4 75 (3 5 25

2 It) cans 3 10 (33 20

Pkld Cod, bbls. .22 00 (if

Hf bbls 11 00 (3

Mackerel, No. 1,

Hf Bbls 11 50 (312 00

In Kits 3 00 #
Ex Mess 3 75 (3

Pkld Herring, bx 3 00 (3 3 50

Boston Smkd H'g 40 (3 60
LIME, Etc.

Lime, Sta Cruz,
bbl 2 00 @ 2 25

Cement, Rosen-
daie 2 75 & 3 50
Portland 4 76 @ 5 50

60 (3

Lard 1 10 #1 15

Oleopbine 27 @ -
Devoe's Bril't 27 @ 30
Photolite 29 @ -
Nonpariel 60 @
Eureka 224<3

224(3

[WHOLESALE.

1

Wednesday, m., January 30, 1878.

Iron.—
American Tig, ton 28 00 (330 00
Scotch Pig, ton 28 00 (330 00
White Pig, ton 28 00 (3
Oregon Pig. ton @.
Rcrined Bar 2J@
Horse Shoes, keg 5 00 (3
Nail Rod — uo
Norway, Oval —

@

Copper.—
Sheathing, lb 34 (»
Sheathing, Yellow 21 ^
Sheathing, Old Yellow 12 (3
Composition Nails 24(3--
Composition Bolts 24 (tf— 25

Steel.—
English Cast, lb 13 @
Anderson & Woods, ordinary sizes 15 (3
Drill 15 (8
Flat Bar 14 (3
Plow Steel ; 84(£6

Tin Plates.—
10x14 I Charcoal 7 50 (3
Banca Tin 23 (3 - 24
Australian 17 <$c 17JZinc—
By the Cask 9 &
Zinc, Sheet 7x3 ft, 7 to 10, lb 9 (3— 10
7x3 ft, 11 to 14 10"w
8x4 ft, 8 to 10 11 #
8x4 ft, 11 to 10 11 @

Nails.—
Assorted sizes 3 16 (33 25

Quicksilver.—
By the lb 45 @ —

34

35
24
124
25

1

1

19
124

50

Barrel kerosene
Downer Ker 224<3
Ulainc 45 (3

PAINTS.
Pure White Lead. 93(3 104
Whiting li<3 —
Putty 4 (3 6

Chalk 14® -
Paris White 2J@ —
Ochre 3}<3 —
Venetian Red 34(3 —
Averill Mixed
Paint, gal.

White & tints... 2 00 @2 40

Green, Blue &
Ch Yellow 3 00 (33 50

Light Red 3 00 (3 3 50

Metallic Roof...l 30 (31 60

BICE.
China No. 1, 11).... 6 @> 6j
Hawaiian 5 (3. 51

SA LT.
Cal. Bay, ton.. ..15 00 (325 00

Common 10 00 <"1'2 00

Carmen Id 15 00 ("25 00

Liverpool fine. . .26 00 (328 00
SOAT.

Castile, tb AO <3 104

Common brands. . ?44(3 6

Fancy brands 7 (3 8

srices.
Cloves, lt> 45 (3 60

Cassia 224(3 25

Nutmegs 85 (3 90

Pepper Grain 16 (" 17

Pimento 15 (3 16

Mustard, Cal.,

4 lb glass 1 50 @ —
SlICAIt, ETC.

Cal. Cube, « 123.(3
-

Powdered 13 (3 —
Fine crushed 13(3 —
Granulated 121(3 -
Golden C 101(3 104

Hawaiian 10(3 11

Cal. Syrup, kgs... 70 (3 —
Hawaiian Mol'sses 26 (^ 30

TEA.
Young Hyson,
Moyune, etc 35 @ 60

Country pekd Gun-
powder Si Im-
perial 50 @ 60

Hyson 30 @ 35
Fooo-Chow 36 & 60
JaT.*n, 1st quality 40 (3 60
2d quality 25 U 36

LUMBER.
Wedn

CARCO PRICES OF
REDWOOD.

Rough, M 13 00
Refuse 9 00
Clear..- 23 00
Clear Refuse 13 00

Rustic 23 50
Refuse 18 00

Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 14 00

Flooring 20 00
Refuse 12 00

Beaded Flooring 23 00
Refuse 13 00

Half-inch Siding 16 00
Refuse 14 00

Half-inch Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 14 00

Half-inch Battens 16 00
Pickets Rough 11 00
Rough, Pointed 12 50
Fancy, Pointed 18 00

Shingles 1 75

esday M., January 30, 1878.

PIIGET SOUND PINE.
RETAIL prick.

Rough, M 18 00
Fencing 18 00
Flooring and Step 28 00
Narrow 30 00
2d quality 25 00

Laths 3 50
Furring, lineal ft 5

RIJMVOOD.
RETAIL PRICE.

Rough, M 18 00
Refuse 14 00

Pickets, Rough 15 00
Pointed 16 00
Fancy 22 50

Siding 20 50
Surfaced & Long Beaded30 00
Flooring 30 00
Refuse 22 50

Half-inch Surfaced 30 00
Rustic, No. 1 30 00
Battens, lineal ft I
Shingles. M 2 00

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC
Wedn

Butter, California
Choice, tt>

Cheese
Eastern

Lard, Cal
EaBtern

Flour, ex. fam. bbl8
Corn Meal, lb

igar, wh. crshd
Light Brown. . ..

Coffee, Green
Tea, Fine Black. ..

Finest Japan ....

Candles, Admt'e .

.

Soap, Cal

esday m., January

Rice
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1

Can'd OysterB doz2
Syrup, S F Gold'n
Dried Apples, lb.

.

Ger. Prunes
Figs, Cal
Peaches

Oils, Kerosene
Wines, Old Port. . 3
French Claret 1

Cal, doz bot 3
Whisky, O K, gal. .3

French Brandy 4

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.
[Corrected Weekly by Sutro & Co. ]

San Francisco. January 30, 3 p. m.
Legal Tenders in S. F., 11 a. m., 98(3984- Silver, 4.90(3

4.75. Gold in New York, 102.

Gold Bars, 890(3910. Silver Bars, 8(315 $ cent, dis-

count.
Exchange on New York, 4%; on London bankers. 494;

Commercial, 60; Paris, fivt francs $ dollar; Mexican
dollars, 93.

London Consols. 95 7-16; Bonds, 105S.
Quicksilver in S. F.. by the flask. *t lb. 46(^47Sc.

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending January 29, 1878

HIGHEST AND LOWEST BAROMETER.

Jan 23 Jan. 24 Jan. 25 Jan. 26 Jan. 27 Jan. 28 Jan. 29

30.13 29.88 30.21 30.19 30.11 30.16 30.09

30.07 29.71 30.02 30.14 29.98 39.07 29.82

MINIMUM AND MAXIMI'M THERMOMETER.
62 57

2 s
58 62

52 52 % 68 51

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.

70 82 70 84 83 87 80

PREVAILING WINP.

SW SE
|

SE j
SE

|
SE

1
N |

SE

WIND— MILES TRAVELED.

438 199 147 148 | 259 | 205 97

STATE OF WEATHER.

Fair.
\

Rainy. Fair. Rainy.
|

Rainy.
|
Fair. Rainy-

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

|
1.68

|
.02 1 .13 |

1.13
1

-17 .62

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877. 15.37 in.

TO QUERISTS.

In propounding quest ions to the editorial, patent or bus-

iness departments of this office, letter writers should be

careful to enclose a stamp anil addressed envelope if

they wish prompt answer. If we were to furnish time, pa-

per, envelopes and stamps, all free to parties who address

this office on matters of more interest to themselves than

to us, five HUNDRED dollars A YEAR would not cover the

expense. This hint, however, is not intended for partial

writing in our own or the public interest, or who would

be obliged to delay Writing at any time for want of an ox-

tra stamp.

Thanks for Six Patents, Etc.

Sacramento City, November 28, 1877.

Messrs. Dewey & Co.— Dear ,Sir:- -Please accept my
thanks for the prompt and successful manner with which

\.,n have conducted my business in obtaining patents for

tire brick, and for a smelting anil condensing furnace,

making six patents I have obtained through your patent

agency. Four of the above patents were for tho purpose

of saving lino gold, quicksilver and amalgam, and the

concentration of ores of all kinds. I can cheerfully rec-

ommend the Ann to all with whom I may come in con-

tact, especially inventors. I remain, respectfully yours,
GEO. R. EVANS.

Prompt and Successful.—Mtttri. Dewey A Co:—Gen-
tlemen: Your Circular letter, 12th inst., Informing me of

successful termination of my application for patent re-

ceived. Please accept thanks for the prompt and suc-

cessful manlier in which you have managed this business.

Yours respectfully, J. H Cavanauuii.

Walla Walla.lDee. 24th.
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Nurserymen.

J. ROCK'S NURSERIES,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

For Sale thin teason a Large and Complete Stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

Evergreens, Shrubs, and Flowering Plants,

ORANGE AND LEMON TREES,

AMERICAN AND JAPANESE PERSIMMON, NUT

BEARING TREES IK la&ob VARIETY. HARDY

PALMS AND ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.

A Large Assortment of Small Fruits, Etc

KB' For complete Litt send for a Catalogue.

JOHN ROCK, San Jose, Cal.

R. W. Strong. Robkrt Williamson.

% Trees & Plants
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NUR-
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FULL ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NURSERY LINE,
BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT

LOWEST MARKET RATES.

Japanese Persimmons, and an Immense Stock of Orange
and Lemon Trees, both Seedlings and Crafted of the very

be6t variety, cheaper than ever before offered in this

market. Also, a very large and complete assortment of

Field, Garden, Lawn and Tree Seeds, which we offer at

very low rates, both to the trade and planter in large or

small lots.

Catalogues, Price-Lists, and Printed Directions free on
application. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO.,

Nos. 6, 8 and 10 J Street, Sacramento

STOCKTON NURSERIES.
Established in 1853.

"W. B. WEST, Proprietor,

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Evergreens. Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants

Comprising everything NEW and RAKE in my e.

SPECIALTIES:

Raisin Grapes, Figs, Oranges, Lemons,

AND OTHER TROPICAL FRUITS.

I have imported superior Figs and Raisin Grapes direct

from the place of their nativity in Europe, and having
propagated large quantities, can now offer them to the
trade and public on the Most Reasonable Terms
£3T Send for catalogue and further information.

HANNAY BROS'. NURSERY,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Larg^e and splendid stock of Fruit, Shade and Ornamen
tal Trees, Vine 1

*, Plants, etc. Apple, Pear, Cherry, Peach,

Apricot, Almond, Quince, Olive, Fijf, Grapevines and

small fruits assorted.

Eucalyptus, Cypress, Pine. Acacia,
Pepper, Elm, Poplar, Etc.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Our trees are well grown, stalky and healthy, and those
wishing to plant in large or small quantities would do
well to call and see ub before buying elsewhere.

Address,
HANNAY BROS'., San Jose, Cal.

100,000 Blackberry Plants for Sale.
New varieties. The Early Cluster, Vina Seedling, Mis-

souri Mammoth, Kittatinny and Deering Cluster Price, $8
per 100. 5,000 Gooseberry plants, of the Houghton and
American Seedlings; these varieties are free from mildew,
and are strong growers and enormous hearers, price. per
100. By mail, $2 per dozen. Black Naples Currant, 81 each

I will give satisfactory proof from two reliable gentlemen
who have realized over $750 per acre from these varieties of
Blackberry plants last year.
Cherry Cranberry plants delivered and planted out for

$150 per acre, if not less than 50 acres, or I will take an in-
terest in the same of ten acres.
On large orders, time of payment will be given, for part

of the money, with good security. H. NYLAND,
Isleton, Sacramt-nto County, Cal

PAJARO VALLEY NURSERIES,
Watsonville, Cal.

For sale this season a large and complete stock of
Fruit and Ornamental Trees; Evergreens; Shrubs; Flow-
ering and Green House Plants, Japanese Persimmon
Trees, Japanese Flowering Shrubs, etc. I have received
direct from Japan a large lot of Ja|>anese Persimmon
Trees, of the choicest varieties. Fine Ornamental Trees
and a large lot of Flowering Plants, Orchids, etc.

, together
with a fine variety of Bulbs of Japanese Lillies. All of
which will be sold at as low rates as can be had elsewhere
in the State. For catalogue and further information, ad-
dress

JAMES WATERS, Proprietor.

FISHER, RICHARDSON &C0. S NURSERY
San Padro St., near cor. of Washington,

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Have for sale all kinds of Deciduous Fruit Trees. Also,
the leading varieties of Budded Orange and Lemon (inclu-
ding our 1 hornless Swuet Rind, of which we have a limited
number of trees and buds for sale), which we offer at prices
to suit the times We took the prize on Budded Orange and
Le mon trees; also, on Deciduous trees at our Horticultural
Fair this Fall. Special attention given to mail orders Cor-
respondence solicited, P. O, Box, 876, Loh Angeles. Cal.

i. A. FISHER, C. U RICHARDS N, J. O. SEYMOUR

FRUIT TREES,

ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Shrubs and Evergreens.

LARGE PALMS,

LARGE AURICARIAS,

LARGE TREE FERNS,

ORANGES & LEMONS

MAKING TUB OROWTII OF

ORANGES & LEMONS A SPECIALTY,

I offer one year grafted trees of the following sorts of

Oranges; Naval, Hill's, St. Michael, Konah, Sarmarctta

Sumillo, Acapulco, Maltese Blood, Mission, Meditcrrancai

Sweet, Pernambuco, and Sicily and Lisbon Lemons, at

S35 per hundred, >vith twenty other varieties.

BERNARD S. POX,

San Jose, Cal.

THE DIOSPYROS KAKI,

OR JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

Six Best Varieties. All Grafted* Reliable.

Viz : Royals very larok, Shape round, color, light yel-

low; Imperial, oblong, vermiHion in color, flcrh soft,

good either fresh or dried. Nihon, oblong, rounded
apex, flesh solid and keeps well; early, very pro
liflc, but smaller. Daiinto ("Yeddo's best fruit"', oblong,
rounded apex, color, yellowish red, flesh soft, fine flavored.
Mikado, flat or round" shaped, flesh more solid, orange . i

or yellow colored, (the same as grown by Col. Hollister).

Taikoon, round, quite larye, shade slightly green
a great favorite in Western Japan.

SPECIMENS O FRUIT ON EXHIBITION.

HENRY LOOMIS,
At TRUMBULL'S SEED STORE,

419 & 421 Sansome St., San Francisco.

200,000
Australian Gum Trees for Sale,

AT STRATTON'S

Gum Tree Forest Nursery,
Hayward's, Alameda Co., Cal.

These trees are from five to twelve inches hiyh, trans-
planted regularly into boxes 30x20 inches square, weigh-
ing loO pounds. 150 or 500 in each box, in splendid con-
dition for transplanting to their permanent location.

Price, $6 to $12 per l.OOO. Will contract to plant
the trees, or furnish superintendence, on low terms.
Cash must accompany orders for less than $50; or if

gTeater than that amount, city reference must be given.
Address, JAS. T. STKATTON,

East Oakland, Alameda County, Cal.

PETALUMA NURSERIES.
I Established in 1S59. J

WM. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR-

£3TFor sale a general assortment of Fruit Tree*, Ever-
green Trees and Shrubbery. Our trees are all grown
without irrigation and the wood is well matured. Cata-
logue and price list furnished on application. Address

WM. SEXTON, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal.

LOS GATOS NURSERIES,

S. NEWHALL, Proprietor, San Jose, Cal.

A lar«| and general assortment of Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, wergreens. Flowering Shrubs, Rosea, Greenhouse
Plants. Grapevines and small fiuits, etc. 20,000 fine Al-
mond on Almond stocks, I offer for sale a well assorted,
well grown and healthy stock. Low-topped stalky fruit trees
a specialty. Address,

S. NEWHALL San Jose.

PEAR SEEDLINGS.

We have left over from the fall trade a fine lot of No.
'1, from three-sixteenths to one-fourth of an inch in diam-
eter, which we will sell at $4 per thousand. We will de-
liver them at our nearest freight or express office, boxing
free. Terms cash.

HUNTER & BREWER,
Springwater, Livingston County, New York

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet
So]), Grape Frait. Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, choice Oranges, Lem<ms and Raisin Grapes; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive
catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS- A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

FELIX GILLET'S NURSERY,
NEVADA CITY, CAL.

Kor sale, choice French imported varieties of all sorts

of fruit, introduced by us in California, including Chest

nut, (Marron Do Lyon and Courbale), Proeparturicns

Walnut, Duchcsse Almond, Filberts and Avclines, (5 va

rieties),

Medlar, Cherry, Plum, Pear, Apple
Black Mulberry, etc. Grapes for the table, (14 varieties)
Everbearing Raspberry, (three crops a year), Currant
Gooseberry and Blackberry Plants.

45 VARIETIES OF STRAWBERRIES,
(French, English, American and C'alifornian.)

Also, Scions for Grafting purposes and Grape Cuttings
of our choicest varieties.

Every Tree and Plant Guaranteed to be
"TRUE TO NAME."

itjTSend for Descriptive Catalogue and Price List.

FELIX GILLET, Nevada City. Cal.

Fruit and Ornanental Trees.

Evergreen Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants,
Comprising Everything New and Rare.

ORANGE & LEMON TREES,
ONE TO FIVE YEARS' OLD, MAGNOLIAS, JAPAN
PERSIMMONS, PALMS, MONTEREY CYPRESS,
MONTEREY PINE, CAMELLIAS, BLUE GUMS,
(by the 100 or 1,000, very low, all transplant-

ed). ROSES, ETC.. AT THE LOWEST
MARKET RATES.

Agent for the Nurseries of B. S. Pox,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

TH0S. MEHERIN, 516 Battery Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties Also, Coffet-, Cork Oak
i Hives, Guavas, English and Black Walnuts. Maynolias,
LoqwtflL Butternuts, Small Fruits, Evergreens, Etc. Wi
have a choice stock of the Dionpyros Kaki (Japanttt 1'rr.iim
mon, J of our own growing, aii<i also, grafted stock importer
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address lor catalogui
and terms,

DR. J. \V. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco

Or JAMES SHINN, Niles. Alameda Co., Cal,

Fifty pages— 300 illustrations, with descriptions of

thousands of the best Flowers and Vegetables in the
world, and the waif to arow tiiem—aM for a Two Cent
postage stamp. Printed in German and English.

Vick's Flower and Vegetable Garden.—60 cents in

paper covers; in elegant doth covers, fft,

Vick*8 Illustrated MONTHLY Magazine -32 pages, fine

illustrations, and colored plate in every number. Price
$1.25 a year; five copies for $5. Address,

JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. Y.

FRUIT TREES FOR SALE

I wish to call the attention of those who expect t<

plant out fruit trees the coming winter to the fact that

have a few thousand firRt-class trees which I offer for sal«

at the usual rates. These trees were grown principally

for myself, on good lard, without iirigation, are stout and

stalky, ar hoice varieties, and true to name. Also,

Eucalyptus Monterey Cypress. Gallon or address,

W. W. SMITH, Vacaville,

Solano County, Cal

PEPPER'S NURSERIES.
Established in 1858.

For Bale, a general assortment of Fruit Trees and Small
Fruits; Evergreen Trees and Shrubs in variety. Early

planting recommended. My Trees are grown without irri-

gation; the wood is well ripened. I am prepared to fill

oruers as soon as the rainy season commences. Cata-

logues and price list furnished on application. Address,

W. H PEPPEE, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal.

FRUIT TREES AT REDUCED PRICES.

100,000 Apple Trees, also a large stock of other Fruit

Trees, including Seedling and Budded Orange and Lemon
Trees very cheap Two year old apple Trees, glu per
100.

MILTON THOMAS,
Los Angeles, Cal

FELTON'S WONDERFUL NEW BERRIES.

Sent safely by mail, 3,000 miles, at dozen rates, postage

free. Cinokrklla and Continental Straw berries, 32 per

dozen; Great American, $1 per dozen. Early Prolific

and Kklianck Raspberries, 33 per dozen Hundreds of

other things cheap. Illustrated circular free to all.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
Nl'RSKKYMEN AND FlUlT GROWERS, Wool BI RV, N. J.

L. M. NEWS0M,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,

East Twelfth Street, near Tuhbs' Hotel, Ea8t Oak-
land, Alameda County, Cal.

HAS FOR SALE EVKHVrlllKO DESIRABLE IN THE

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.

A large stock of Belgian Cmiellias and Azaleas,

Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

Seedsmen.

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in and

GROWERS OF SEEDS,
Keep Constantly on hand a complete stock of Vegetable

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS.
Also, Flowering Plants, Bulbs, Fruit and

Ornamental Trees, Etc.

We call attontion of farmers and country merchants to

•ur unusually low prices All seeds warranted
fresh, pure and roliablc. iSTrade

price list on application.

V We have just issued the most complete guide to ths
\ egetable and Flower Garden ever issued upon this coast
It is Handsomely Illustrated, and contains full descrip-
tions of Vegetables, Flowers, Grasses, Trees, etc., with
full instructions as to their culture; mailed free on appli.
cation.

r '

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
(P. O. Box 1023. j 607 Sansome Street, 8. F.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MEZO.UITE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEuD; together with all kinds of FRUIT
rOKESi and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street, - San Francisco.

My Annual Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed for 1878. rich in engravings, will he
*ent KKEt: to all who apply. Customers of last season need
not write for it. I offer one of the largest collections of veg-
etable seed ever sent out of any seed house in America, a
large portion of which were grown on my six seed farms.
Printed directum* for Cultivation mi each package. All
seed uaminted to lie txith fresh and trxte to name; so far,
that should it prove otherwise, / will refill the urder
uratif. New Vegetables a Specialty. As the
original introducer of the Hubbard Suuash, Phinney's
Melon. Marblelu:>d Cabbages, Mexican Corn, 1 offer sev-
eral new vegetables this season, and invite the patron-
age of all who arc anxious to have their seed directly
from thi grower, fresh, true, and of the vA-y best strain.

JAMES J H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

2,000 Varieties Rare and Beautiful Flower Seeds
500 Varieties Choice Vegetable Seeds,
soo varieties Seed Potatoes
Bliss's Illustrated Seed Catalogue and Am-

ateur's Guide to the Flower and Kitchen
Garden, The 23d Annual Edition, contains 210 pages,
with nearly 000 engravings, and A beautifully colored
CHROMO OF A VASE OF FAVORITE FLOWERS. A valuable
guide to every one having a garden Price, 35 cents.
Bliss's Gardener's Almanac for 1878, and

Abridged Catalogue. 130 pages, finely illustrated.
Also, contains a monthly calendar of operations for the
Farm, Orchard, and Garden. Price, 10 cents.

The above catalogue will be issued about January 1st,

1878, and mailed to all applicants enclosing price.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
P. o. Box. 5,712. 34 Barclay St., N. Y.

CYPRESS AND GUM SEED.
Beautiful fresh Monterey Cypress seed from the finest trees

in California, delivered by mail for 93 per pound. Blue
Iron or Red Gum Seed, last crop, $7 per pound.

GEORGE R. BAILEY, Oakland, Gal.

RELIABLE SEEDS.
My new Catalogue of Field, Garden and Flower Seeds

will be mailed to every applicant. Address carefully,

WILLIAM RENNIE, Seedsman, Toronto, Canada.

CHUFA SEED FOR SALE.
EISEN BROS , 12 Stevenson St.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

ANTIOCH FERRY.

Notice to Stockmen and the public In general that a good
Forry Boat has been put on between Antioch and CoQms-
rille by the California Transportation Co. , and are prepared to
move stock in lots to milt, as a large barge is connected with
the boat. For particulars apply to the Company's office, at

Office, N. W. Cor. Jackson and East Sts.. S. F.

W. R. FORMAN. Antioch. WM. HASKINS, Collinsville.

OLD CRAPE
KBFINISHED AND MADE
UP AS GOOD AS NEW. Sand
for circular. Agents Wanted.

Waterproof Crape Refinishing; Co.. 811 MISSION ST., S. F.
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Lands for Sale and to Let.

FINE RANCH FOR SALE.

PRICE, $8,000.

The ranch is situated on the direct stage road between

Mendocino City and Cloverdale, in Mendocino County.

Forty miles from Cloverdale, 20 miles from Navarro

Ridge and one mile from the Christine Postofflce.

It Consists of a Total of 2,000 Acres,

Of which 640 are secured by Government title and the

balance by possessory title. It consists of

150 Acres of Rich Bottom Land,

Which is adapted to the raising of Wheat, Barley, Oats,

Potatoes, Corn, Vegetables, etc., and will raise as large

crops as any land in the county. There is 1,210 acres

of Fine Rolling Land which is A No. 1 pasture land, and
capable of keeping 1,000 head of Sheep, or 100 Dairy
Cows. The whole ranch is well fenced with picket and
post and rail fence, and has eight good buildings on it,

consisting of a good substantial and comfortable

Dwelling Houseof Six Rooms,
Two Barns, one of them 100x40 feet, and the other 40x40
feet, a Granary, Woodshed, Chicken House, and a No. 1

Dairy House, new last year. There is a bounteous and
never failing supply of good soft water at both the Dwell-

ing and Dairy Houses.
On the ranch is a large quantity of Redwood timber,

suitable for all purposes. There is a

Fine Orchard of Some 300 Trees,

Of the choicest varieties of Peach, Apple, Pear and Plum,
as well as a large quantity of Grapevines, Currant and
Gooseberry bushes, and other small fruit. There is 100

acres sown to Wheat and Barley, which is now up four or

five inches, and promises an abundant harvest in the

fall.

The owner has also about 40 head of Cattle, a few
Sheep, five horses, 150 head of hogs, 100 Hens, and a large

supply of all necessary Farming Utensils, which he will

dispose of to the purchaser at very reasonable terms if

desired.
The neighborhood is as good as could be desired, only

one mile from to a store and one-half mile to a good
schoolhouse, as well as one-half mile from a church.
The owner's reasons for selling are his wife's health and

his dislike of the business. At the price at which it is

offered it is the cheapest ranch in Mendocino County, as

the crop bids fair to be worth when harvested, $4,000.

tfSTTerms are $3,000, one-half cash and the balance se-

cured by a mortgage at one per cent. For full informa-

tion, address

JOSEPH ABBOTT,
Christine, Mendocino County, Cal.

Or DEWEY & CO., 202 Sansome Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A Chance for Poor Men.
Farming, Vineyard and Orchard

Lands to Let.

The Natoma Water and Mining Company, having been,
during the last four years, perfecting a svstem of irriga-

ting ditches, over their property, situated near the town
of Folsoin, in Sacramento County, California, having

. cleared most of the land and fitted it for cultivation, now
propose to let the land (about 10,000 acres,) in subdivis-
ions as required by applicants. The land being alluvial,

is well adapted to any purpose of farming or fruit raising.

Special Terms will be made for Irrigation.
Every portion of the land can be irrigated from the

eompany's canals, and the railroad runs through the
property for nine miles, with convenient stations.

From the growth of orchards and vineyards now fruit-

bearing on these lands, it is undoubtedly proved that

These Lands are Specially Adapted for Fruit
RAISING. The Company propose to lease also, for a term
of years, their FARM, with stock, machinery, implements,
utensils, etc., complete, to carry it on, situated on Alder
creek, consisting of about 2,000 acres of farming land.
The Company's fruit-drying establishment, being now

finished, the Company is now prepared to buy all the
Vegetables, Fruits, etc. , that can be raised by their tenants
For further information, inquire at the Company's

oftices, at Folsom, and No. 531 Market Street,
San Francisco.

RANCH FOR SALE.

A ranch for sale, near Riverdale, Fresno County.

It comprises 160 acres, (U. S. patent,) of rich bottom

land, with house and out-buildincrs. Grass is green the

year round. Alfalfa grows without irrigation, as water is

but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There is an

irrigation ditch running across the ranch, and three cubic

feet of water per second belongs with the place. It is the
best of tule land and borders on the swamp or overflowed
lands. There are a few Fruit Trees, Strawberries and
Blackberries. The ranch is one mile from the school
house and postoffice; 10 miles from Lemore, ou the rail-

way and nine miles from Kingston, county seat of Fresno
county. Price, 15 per acre. For further particulars,
address

DAVID S. ORR, Riverdale,

Fresno County, Cal.

FOR SALE.

I offer for sale a Ranch of 320 acres, situated in Para

dise Valley, Humboldt County, Nevada. Two hundred

and fifty acres of plowed land, and 70 acres of hay land,

with plenty of water for irrigating purposes, with good

dwelling and out-houses; also, wagons, teams and farm-
ing tools. Ranch beautifully situated, about two miles
from a good school. Object, change of climate. Terms
reasonable. For further information, address

B. S. RILEY, Paradise Valley,

Humbolt County, Nevada.

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

String measuring from center of tai-

get to center of each shot, 32
inches. Average distance of
each shot, 1 9-100 inches.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading,

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles
of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24
, 20, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, sot extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch^
extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully' finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines
blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

25
Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.

p»stp»i<L GEO. L REED fc CO., Nassau. N. Y.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

THE GARDEN CITY SULKY PLOW.
The Most Popular Plow in Use.

They are simple in construction, with
nothing about them that is likely to get

out of order.

EASE OF HANDLING.

Most plows are thrown out of the ground
by hand levers, but on these plows it i

done by the

Power of the Horses.

The operation being simply to apply a

brake to the wheel. They are quickly

and easily adjusted to take more or less

land. The depth of the furrow can be

instantly changed by the driver without

getting off the plow or stopping the

liorst s.

GEO. A. DAVIS, Manufacturers' Agency, 401 Market St.,

TREADWELL'S OLD STAND. SAN FRANCISCO.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE-ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK FILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Manufactured try the

Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

JOHN L. BOONE,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
PATENT LAW A SPECIALTY.

Omen—202 Sansome Street, N. E. corner Pine Street,

San Francisco.

YOUR NAME printed on 60 mixed cards for 13c. 25 fun
cards 10c. CLINTON BROS,, CUntauvillc, Conn.

233ASK YOUR GROCER OR OIL DEALER

"ELAINE
THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD OIL

.'en Cents.

PRINTED cr. Fortv Mixed Cards for
STEVENS BROS., Northford, Conn.

Agricultural Articles.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self Regulating Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS.
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on tlio

Pacific Coast in the towns
and farming districts for
over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold
(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful porusnl
of our Circulars gives a fai r

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.
We are prepared to fill orders 101 an sizes, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE. ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

MATTES0N & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required
in the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass ov< r
cradle knolls without changing the working position of tl e
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselvts
govern the action ;<f , he Plow correctly. It has varior.8
points of superiority, and can he relied upon as the bett
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

Peerless Corn Sheller.

It is so cheap (cost-

ing only $0), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a S40
mac hine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is dot above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 13
pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-
ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St. , S. F.

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That knits flat or tulmlar work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-Angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows off the toe"
Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any size without seam;
ForniB genuine Ribbed or Scauu d work;
Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs;
Knits an elastic seamed stitch Suspender with button holes;
Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch. Fancy

[Jibbed stitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch,
Shell stitch, Unique stitch. Tidy stitch, etc,

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the
only family knitter that tills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Sent! for circulars to

J. J. PFISTER & CO, General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolen yarns.
'•^O SUTi'EK STREET, HOOID 4(1, San Francisco.

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 76 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Hkfkkkncf. —Tradesmen's National lianK, N. Y. ; Ell

wander & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Kccd; Sacra
mcuto, Cal.; A. Lusk & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or (Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., care of Dewoy

k C*. , S. F. State c*nditi*n and lowest prico.
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DEWEY & CO.

American & Foreign Patent Agents

OFFICE, 202 SANSoME St., N.E.Cor. Pink, S. F.

PATKNT.S obtained promptly; Caveats tiled

expeditiously; 1'atent Reissues taken out

Assignments made and recorded in legal form;

Copies of Patents and Assignments procured;

Examinations of Patents made here and at

Washington; Examinations made of Assign-

ments recorded in Washington: Kxaminations

ordered ami reported by Telegraph: It .jeeted

cases taken up ami Patents ohtamed; Inter

ferences Prosecuted; Opinions rendered re

garding the validity of Patents ami Assijjn-

ments; Kvery legitimate branch of Patent

Agency Business promptly and thoroughly

conducted.

Our intimate knowledge of the various inven-

tions of this coast, and long practice in patent

business, enable us to abundantly satisfy our

patrons; and our success and business are

constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced Inventors

are found among our most steadfast friend)

and patrons, who fully appreciate our advan-

tages in bringing valuable inventions to the

notice of the public through the columns of

our widely circulated, tirst-class journals -

thereby facilitating their introduction, sale

and popularity.

roreign Patents.

In addition to American Patents, we secure,

with the assistance of co-operative agents,

claims in all foreign countries which grant

Patents, including Groat Britain, France,

Belgium, Prussia, Austria, Baden, Peru,

Kussia, Spain, British India, Saxony, British

Columbia, Canada, Norway, Sweden, Mexico,

Victoria, Brazil, Bavaria, Holland, Denmark,
Italy, Portugal, Cuba, Roman States,

Wurtemburg, New Zealand, New South
Wales, Queensland, Tasmania, Brazil, New
Granada, Chile, Argentine Republic, AND
EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD
where Patents are obtainable.

No models are required in European countries,

but the drawings and specifications should be

prepared with thoroughness, by able persons

who are familiar with the requirements and
changes of foreign patent laws-*ageuts whe
are reliable and permanently established.

Our schedule price for obtaining foreign patents,

in all cases, will always be as low, and in

some instances lower, than those of any other

responsible agency.

We can ami do get foreign patents for inventors

in the Pacific States from two to six months
(according to the location of the country)

sooner than any other agents.

The principal portion of the patent business of

this coast has been done, and is still being

done, through our agency. We are familiar

with, and have full records, of all former

cases, and can more correctly judge of the

value and patentability of inventions discov-

ered here than any other agents.

Situated so remote from the seat of government,
delays are even more dangerous to the invent-

ors of the Pacific Coast than to applicants in

the Eastern States. Valuable patents may be

lost by extra time consumed in transmitting

specifications from Eastern agencies back to

tnifl coast for the signature of the inventor.

Confidential.

We take great pains to preserve secrecy in

all confidential matters, ami applicants for

patents can rest assured that their communi-
cations and business transactions will be held

strictly confidential by us. Circulars free

H.me Counsel.

Our long experience in obtaining patents for

Inventors on this Coast has familiarized us

with the character of most of the inventions

already patented; hence we are frequently

able to save our patrons the cost of a fruitless

application by pointing to them the same
thing already covered by a patent. We are

always free to advise applicants of any
knowledge we have of previous applicants

which will interfere with their obt-'tiing a
patent.

We invite the acquaintance of all pa. ties con-
nected with inventions and patent right busi-

ness, believing that the mutual conference of

legitimate business and professional men is

mutual gain. Parties in doubt in regard to

their rights as assignees of patents or pur-
chasers of patented articles, can often receive

advice of importance to them from a short call

at our office.

Remittances of money, made by individual in-

ventors to the Government, sometimes mis-
carry, and it has repeatedly happened that
applicants have not only lost their money, but
their inventions also, from this cause and con
sequent delay. We hold ourselves responsible
for all fees entrusted to our agency.

Engravings.
We have superior artists in our own office, and

all facilities for producing tine and satisfactory
illustrations of inventions and machinery, for
newspaper, book, circular and other printed il-

lustrations, ami are always ready to assist

patrons in bringing their valuable discoveries
into practical and profitable use.

DEWEY & CO.
United States and Foreign Patent Agents, pub-

lishers Mining and Scientific Press and the
Pacific Rural Press, 202 Sansome St., N. E
corner Pine, S. F,

To the Farmers and Miners of the Pacific Coast.

THE COMBINATION PIPE IS THE CHEAPEST, STRONGEST,
Most Durable and the Best in the "World.

C 1

_,

Fig. 1 View of Pipe. Fig. 2. Horizontal Section and Connection, aa Cylinder of Wood, lib Bands of Iron

ee Coating of HJj draulie or Asphalt urn Cement.

OVER 1,000 MILES IN USE FROM 11 TO 19 YEARS
Send for Descriptive Books and Price List to

American Pipe Company, 22 California St., San Francisco.

Books for the People. SEEDS SEEDS.

For Sale on the Pacific Coast at the
Lowest Cash Price, by

DEWEY & CO.,
Publisher of the PACIFIC RtRAL Press.

No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco

WOODWARD'S GRAPERIES & HORTI-
CULTURAL BUILDINGS. Designs and Plans of Hot
Beds, Cold Pits, Propagatnn.' Houses. Forcing Houses,

Hot and Cold <ira|wries. Green Houses, Conservatories,

Orchard Houses, etc. , with the various modes of Vcti-

lating and Heating. Price, 81.

JACQUES' MANUAL OF THE GARDEN,
FARM and BARN-YARD. Embracing the Cultivation

of Vegetables, Fruit. Flowers, all Field Crops. Details of

Farm Work and Rearing Domestic Animals. New anil

Revised Edition. One Volume. Price, 31.50.

ELLIOTT'S LAWN AND SHADE TREES.
For Planting Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries, Private

Grounds and Avenues. Fully Illustrated. Price, SI.

FULLER'S FOREST TREE CULTURIST.
The Cultivation of Forest Trees for Shade, for Shelter,

for Fuel, for Timber, and for profit. Illustrated.

Price, $1.

RANDALL'S PRACTICAL SHEPHERD.
New Edition. Extra Fine Binding. A complete Trea-

tise on the Breeding, Management, and Diseases of

Sheep. Bv Henry S. Randall, LL. 1) . author of "Sheep
Husbandry in the South." "Fine Wool Sheep Hus-
bandry." Etc., with Illustrations. Price, $2.

WILLIARD'S PRACTICAL BUTTER HOCK.
A Complete Treatise on Butter Making at Fac tories and
Farm Dairies, including the Selection. Feeding an 1

Management of Stock for Butter Dairying, with Plans

for Dairy-rooms and Creameries, Dairy Fixtures, Uten-
sils, etc. Price, Id.

WILLARD'S PRACTICAL DAIRY HUS-
BANDRY. New edition. A complete Treatise on
Dairy Farms and Farming. Dairy Stoek and stock

Feeding, Milk, its Management and Manufacture into

Butter and Cheese, History and Mode of Organization

of Butter and Cheese Factories, Dairy Utensils, etc

Price, $3.

LEWIS' PRACTICAL POULTRY ROOK.
A Work on the Breeds, Breeding, Rearing, and General
Management of Poultry, with Full Instructions for

Canonizing. 100 Engravings. Octavo. Price, 81.50.

TEN ACRES ENOUOH. A Practical Treat-
ise, show ing how a very small brill may be made to sup-

port a very large family, with full mlnOM instruction-,

as to the best mode of Cultivating the Smaller Fruits,

such as Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries, etc.

Price, 91.

FLAX CULTURE. A Manual of Flax Culture
and Manufacture, with Directions for Preparing
Ground, Sowing and Harvesting, including Hemp and
Flax Culture in the West, and Preparation for Market.
Price, 10 cents.

WOODWARDS NATIONAL ARCHITECT.
Vol. 2. Complete in itst-lf. Embracing New and Orig-

inal Designs, Plans, Elevations, Sections, and Detail

Drawings to Working Scale for City and Country
Houses. 100 Ouarto Plates. Superb Binding. Price,

$7.50.

FRANK FORESTER'S HORSE OF AMER-
ICA. By Henry W. Herbert. In two superb royal oc-

tavo volumes, of 1.800 pages, with Steel Engraved orig-

inal portraits of thirty representative horses. This
Standard Historical Work has been thoroughly revised,

newly written, compiled, and perfected. By S. D. &
B. G. Bruce. (Two Volumes). Price, 95.

HORSE-PORTRAITURE. P. RE E D 1 NO
,

REARING, AND TRAINING TROTTERS. Prepara-
tions for Races; Management in the Stable; on the Track

;

Horse Life, etc. Bv Joseph Cairne Simpson. Price. $2.

GUN, ROD, AND SADDLE. Nearly Fifty
practical articles on subjects connected with Fishing,
Shooting, Racing, Trotting, etc. Price, $1.

jtSTAny of the above books will be sold on the Pacific

Coast, by Dewey & Co., and mailed for the price named
[ In some instances there may be a delay (not over twenty
days) from receipt of orders with the cash. J

Other agriculture books furnished at the publishers
prices.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,
202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

IMPORTED.
Crosby's Extra Early »

Marblehead Mammoth '

Stowell's Evergreen
fMexican Sweet, New .1

Sweet Corn.

SSDuuonl Yellow Flint Corn-

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel)
Yellow aiobe - Beet Seed.
White Sugar )

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS. GRASS AND

CLoVK.lt SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
I have many testimonials from par

ties in every portion of California cer
tifying to the

EGG PRODUCING
(qualities of ground raw bones, while
burnt bonaapounded have not the same
effect, heinLT reduced to phosphate of

lime and animal charcoal- Raw bones
have been proved by experiment to

hasten the laying of pullets and in-

_ crease the laying of hens 50.., as might
jiPSSISp' be expected from the quantity of jelly

they contain. When fed regularly to fowls it keeps thciii

in a healthy condition, especially young chickens, and
wards off many diseases they are subject to on this Coast.

Put up in sacks and shipped C. O. D. by express or by-

freight on receipt of price. 60pound sacks, §2.50; )0U pound
sack-, si. Carbi lie powder lor destroying poultry lice,

four pounds for 91. Send for circular. Address

C. P. STONE, 35 Mission Market, S. F,

Notice of Sale.

Tin property of the AldM Fruit and Vegetable Pre-
serving Company, situated in the town of Centerville,

Alaincdt County, California, must be sold before Feb-
ruary 28d, 1878.

The property consists of one acre of land, a three story
building, with shed and out-houses.

Three Alden Elevators, A Steam
Boiler, Steam Pump,

And the general fixtures needed for carrying on the bus-
iness of drying fruits and vegetables. Title perfect.

If not sold at private sale prior to February 2&I, it will

on that day be sold at public auction to the highest cash
bidder. For further particulars, address

W. A. YATES, Sec'y C F P. Co
,

Centerville, Cal

Mining and Scientific Prtss
Is the leading mining journal in America, and enjoys a

arge circulation among the more intelligent operators and

jvorkers in the gold fields of the world.

As a scientific and mechanical representative of the Pa-

cific Coast, it is decidedly popular and a standard journal

with the most thrifty industrial people of the Pacific

States ami Territories. Its authority is of the highest

order, and its usefulness in its special sphere unrivaled.

Every public library, mining engineer, metallurgist

mining operator and intelligent mechanic and manufactu-

will find profit ny it* reading.

Subscription, $4 a year in advance Sample copies, poet

paid, 10 cer t s

DEWEY & CO., Publishers, S. F.

R.J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers. Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

BEOS
FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND

ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE
DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-

INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.
Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

*, "'Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
will be sent fkkk to all Ccstomrks. It contains in-

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Company's Steamers will sail as follows, at 12 M.

:

CITY OF TOKIO February 5th.

For YOKOHAMA and HONGKONG.

GRANADA February 5th

For Panama and New York, calling at Acapulco,
Mazatlan and Manzanillo.

Hereafter the Panama steamers « ill leave on tho 5th
and 19th of each month.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the

lowest rates.

SOUTH CAROLINA February 8th.

For Panama, calling at Acapulco and all ports south
of Acapulco.

AUSTRALIA February 18th at 12 o'clock, noon
or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-

LULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY.
$10 additional is charged for passage in Upper Saloon.

DAKOTA January' 30th.

For Victoria, Port Townseml, Seattle, Tacoma, and
Olympia, connecting at Tacoma with North-

ern Pacific Railroad for Portland, Oregon.
Tickets must be purchased before 11 A. M. on day of

sailing.

For freight or passage apply at the office corner First

and Brannan streets.

WILLIAMS, BLANCHARD & CO., Agte.

BUSINE 3S
COLLEGE.

No. 24 Poat Street

•AH rBAMCBOO, CAL.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and exj>criencctl. Its pupils arc
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; vet its instruction ib not
confined to Hook-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough In-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modem Languages arc practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, anil its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.

Ladies' Dkpautmkst. — Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Tblkokai'IIic DkI'ARTmkst.— In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically anil thoroughly lil-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. BEALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark snd Light Brahmas. Buff

White and Partridge Co-
chins, White & Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings. Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

•*! tarns, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
r Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No I terior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
tS'V"T further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to
GEO. B BAYLEY,

P. O. Box, 059 San Francisco, Cal.

M. EYRE, Jr., NAPA, CAL

Send Stamp Safe Arrival of

For 9U* & FOW'S

Price List, -^rwnk- '! Guaranteed.

I never owned a FINER LOT OF BIRDS than I have

raised this year. Also,

Thoroughbred Southdown Sheep.

/^"Pamphlet on the care of fowls -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, eta, adaitkd w> xciallv to tiis

Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South 10th

St.. Philadelphia, & 59 Gold St., Cor. Ann,N Y.
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Improved Varieties of Wheat.

The importance of securing the best seed for

their wheat fields is appreciated by many of our

progressive wheat growers, and they regard

effort and money wisely invested in this direc-

tion. On the other hand there are many, who,

from lack of knowledge or indifference, seem to

think that anything is good enough for seed,

and by sowing indifferent seed each year, find

their product degenerating in quality and de-

creasing in amount.

If such wheat growers would think for a

moment they would see that in the nature of

things it is just as important to sow first-class

seed grain as it is to have fine grafted fruit

trees and grapevines and that the cereals may
be improved by wise and careful effort just as

fruits and flowers are improved. About a year
ago we gave an account of the important im-
provement which Major Hallet, an English
wheat grower, had gained by carefully selecting

the finest heads of wheat for seed, and pursu-
ing this practice for a term of years, had ob-

tained a yield and quality of grain far in advance
of the starting points. We showed how this

method of improving seed of all kinds, as well
as wheat was open to any grower who would
give the subject the requisite care and attention.

As with fruit and flowers, and with farm ani-

mals, so with cereals, there is another avenue of

improvement open and that is by judicious cross-

ing of desirable kinds in order to produce a new
sort which shall present the desirable qualities

of both progenitors. Crossing breeds of ani-

mals and varieties of plants is really a scientific

operation if it be done with au intelligent fore-

casting of results. With plants it is accom-
plished by fertilizing one blossom with the pollen

of another and the difficulty of the operation
depends much upon the character of the blos-

som with which experiments are made. In the

case of cereals the effort is one requiring pe-

culiar care and patience because the blossoms
are minute, but the work has been acomplished
with very gratifying results by a number of ex-

perimenters.

The interesting illustrations on this page
show what has been accomplished in the direc-

tion of crossing varieties of spring wheat by
Mr. Pringle, of Vermont, whoso skill and judg-
ment as a hybridizer of cereals and potatoes

have given him a wide reputation both in this

country and abroad. The sorts shown in our
engravings were produced in 1870 and have
shown by six years' growW that they are per-

manent and desirable varieties.

Fig. 1 is an exact representation of a head
and single kernels of a variety called the
"Champlain." The specimen was grown with
ordinary farm culture. The Champlain was
produced in 1870 by Mr. Pringle in his en-

deavors to unite the remarkable hardiness of

the Black Sea with the fine and superior quality

of the Golden Drop. Several varieties were the

result of this hybridization, from which this

one was chosen as realizing the end in view,

showing greatly increased vigor and productive-
ness over both its parents. A careful selection

from this for the past seven years has now fully

established its character, and the result is a
wheat bearded like the Black Sea, with the
white chaff of the Golden Drop, free from rust

and smut, yielding a lighter colored grain than
the former, which makes a flour of superior

quality. Its strong and vigorous straw, grow-
ing 6 to 12 inches higher than its parent varie-

ties, stands erect, frequently bearing even in

very ordinary culture, heads from five to six

inches in length, containing from 60 to 75 ker-

nels each. We are assured that growers recom-
mend this new wheat as among the earliest, and
promising to give the growers better results

than are produced by the old and "run out"
varieties now sown.

Fig. 2 shows the "Defiance" in head and ker-

nel, the engraving being made from a head pro-

duced by ordinary farm culture. The Defiance
is the result of a series of experiments by Mr.
Pringle in 1ST 1 to incorporate superior qualities

upon the hardy stock of common Eastern grown
Club wheat by hybridizing it with one of the
finest, whitest, and most extensively grown
sorts of the Pacific coast. This variety displays

great productiveness, vigor and hardiness. It

is a beardless, white chaff wheat, with heads
frequently five to six inches long, very closely

set with large white kernels, frequently num-
bering 75 to 80 to the single head. Its white,
stiff, erect straw, exempt from the attack of

rust, its earliness, combined with great vigor
and superior qualities, should claim for it uni-
versal trial.

We choose these wheats for illustration both
because they are new and interesting, and be-

cause they are offered to the public on condi-

tions which make their experimental growing
very entertaining business. The seed is brought
upon the market by the well-known seedsmen,

Fig. I.

NEW HYBRID i

Messrs. B. K. Bliss & Sons, New York city. To
|

induce wheat growers to give these new sorts

a thorough and universal trial, they offer $200
in premiums for the largest quautities grown
from one pound of seed purchased from them.
Thus, for each of the two wheats "Champlain"
and "Defiance," they offer the following prizes:

For the largest quantity of wheat grown from
one pound of seed, $50; for the second largest

quantity, $25; for the third largest quantity,

$15; for the fourth largest quantity, $10. The
conditions are as follows: Messrs. Bliss & Sous
send the seed, postpaid, for$l per pound. Com-
petitors for the prizes will be required to give the

date on which they gave their order for the

wheat, date of sowing, time of harvesting, with a

written statement of the mode of culture, char-

acteristics of the soil—whether clayey, alluvial,

or sandy loam—nature of the subsoil, whether
underdrained or not; also, the kind and quan-
tity of fertilizers used, how and when applied,

with the weight of the crop when harvested
and cured, which must be witnessed and sworn
to before a Justice of the Peace, Notary, or
any one competent to administer the oath, and
sent to their address before November 1st, 1878.

The awards will be made by a competent com-
mittee of agriculturists, and will be printed,

and a copy mailed to each competitor. The
prizes will be paid in December, 1878.

We should like to see this trial undertaken by
some California growers who have the time and

Fig. II.

SPRING WHEATS.

|
the taste for it. There is no doubt that among
the Eastern competitors the wheat will be given
garden culture, and as great a weight of fertil-

izers as the plant will stand and yet not run

to straw. Californians have as good a chance
to try the experiment in this way as any one
else if they desire to. But we should like also

to see the experiment tried on some of our fin-

est unworn wheat land, with ordinary culture.

The reports which will be made will include

full descriptions of methods of growing, and in

contrast with the results gained by Eastern

coddling we should like to see what our soil

will do for the grain witli only ordinary good
culture. The content bids fair to be an inter-

esting one, and one in which all leading wheat
growing regions will doubtless be represented.

A Premium for Agricultural Inventors.

We notice that the people of South Australia

are thinking of offering a premium of $20,000

for a combined machine which will reap, thresh

and sack their grain. This problem has already

been attacked by California inventors and with

considerable success and we hope that the pre-

mium will be decided upon and fall into the

hands of a Californian. To give all notice of

the possible chance for their inventive skill we
quote from the Adelaide Observer, as follows:

"The experience of the past year has shown
that South Australia will have much greater

difficulty than has hitherto been the case in

competing successfully for the breadstuffs sup-

ply of the English markets. Transit has now
become so rapid and so cheap that other coun-
tries, such as India and America, which an-

nually produce a large surplus of grain, are able,,

from their geographical position, and the cheap
rate at which they can grow wheat to send off

their abundance to Europe at a price that it is

almost hopeless for us under present circum-

stances, to attempt to rival. We are glad,

therefore, to notice that Mr. Darling has brought
before the House the question of the desir-

ability of offering a government bonus for the
invention of the best machine for reaping, clean-

ing and bagging wheat on the ground. As
pointed out by him, the winnowing and bagging
of the wheat at present is really the most costly

part of the harvest operations, as it takes at

least two men to manage a winnower, whereas
but one is required for a reaper. He considers

that if one machine did the whole of the work
two men in place of three would be required,

the result being the saving of about £70,000 on
the harvest throughout the colony, and the set-

ting free of a number of men for other occupa-

tions whenever their services are much wanted.

Nor would it appear that such a machine is in

any way an impossibility, as something of the

kind has already been invented and tried in the

colony. There can be no question that when a

perfect combined reaper, thresher and cleaner is

constructed its value to the colony will be
cheaply gained by the expenditure of £4,000.

We trust, therefore, that the motion of the

bonus will be assented to, and that the money
will be speedily claimed."

The San Joaquin Vallej .- -We had a few

minutes' conversation the other day with Hon.

C. J. Cressey, on his return from a visit to his

ranches in Stanislaus and Merced counties. He
reports agricultural operations in most active

progress, and the promise of a crop assured.

With a good spring he expects the best crops

since he has farmed in the valley and that

means almost since anybody farmed there.

Kven with no more rain there would be a good
quantity of grain produced. Mr. Cressey has

been obliged to import a carload of Missouri

mules to do his plowing, as work animals which
could have been purchased for a song a month
ago arc not purchasable now at any fair price,

because the improved prospect has brought out

such a demand for them. Mr. Cressey is going

to push his plows as long as the moisture will

permit turning land to summer-fallow for next

years' cropping, and when it is too dry to break

new soil he will put the teams at work cross-

plowing. Thus he will lay a wide area under
tribute for next years' crop. If Prof. Decker's

probabilities come as feme next year as they

have this we shall have more rain than we are

now getting and our far-seeing cultivators will

be rolling in coin by the Christmas of 1870.

Tims may it be.

Kansas. We are indebted to Alfred Gray,

Esq., Topeka, Secretary of the Kansas State

Board of Agriculture for a copy of his monthly
reports for November and December, 1877. It

contains a valuable condensation of agricultural

information, embracing crop reports, statistics

of production, etc. , and is a publication calcu-

lated to lead to a better understanding of the

agriculture of the State, both by citizens of the

State and others. We notice that the corre-

spondent of the Board in Marshall county is

Hon. C. J. Brown, a classmate of ours and a

stirring and progressive man.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents—Eds.

The Mokelumne Ditch and Irrigation

Co.'s Dam.

Editors Press:—Thinking that the progress

of an enterprise which has for its object the

irrigation of 300,000 acres of the best laud in

the rich county of San Joaquin may be interest-

ing to many, I last Saturday rode up to the

point in the Modelumne river where the com-

pany's dam is in process of construction. My
self-imposed task was a very pleasant one. The

recent timely rains had given the air the agree-

able softness of spring, and the upspringing

grain with delicate shade of green was making

the most of present opportunities. The way

led from the pleasant town of Lockeford

through a beautiful, undulating country in

view of some of the choicest bottom land of the

Mokelumne, leading, toward the end of my
ride, through some rough foothill laud of Cala-

veras county, and in the midst of worked out

and abandoned mining claims. In this part of

the route the aforementioned spring air was

blended with a foreign air, lent by the Mon-
golian visage of cheap labor employed on its

own account with cradle and rocker in extract-

ing the root of all evil from neighboring

gulches. The results are to them pecuniary,

and to outside "barbarians" didactic. The
yield is six bits per tlay for each man, and the

lesson taught is viz: Never cease to endeavor

and to labor even in seasons when the compen-

sation is small.

Thirteen niiles east from Lockeford I reached

the dam, which is "29 miles distant from Stock-

ton. The site is near Lancha Plana (flat boat),

a place which in its best days, following the

discovery of gold on Winter's bar in 1852,

polled 350 votes. After taking out many hun-

dred thousand dollars, the miners sought fresh

fields and pastures new, and the town to-day

numbers less than 100. The dam is located in

the Mokelumne between Westmoreland's bridge

and Winter's bar, at a point where the river

narrows between bluffs rising 40 feet above its

bed.

G. C. Holman, a civil engineer, residing near

Lockeford, made his lirst survey and handed in

his report March 17 th, 1877. The dam is

built after specifications drawn by Mr. Hol-

man, though they have since been modified in

some particulars. Mr. Holman is chief engi-

neer and has charge of the construction of the

headworks and canals. Work upon the dam
commenced October 18th, 1S77, under the su-

pervision of Engineer Cravens, of San Fran-

cisco, and is now being conducted under the

direction of Mr. Wallace, of Stockton. Sixty-

five men were at first employed, and 47 are at

present engaged in its construction.

A coffer dam was built and an excavation

made in the bed of the river 50 feet in width,
7 feet depth on one side and IS feet on the

other, the whole filled with broken rock laid in

cement, forming a solid foundation. The dam
is 270 feet in length, abutting on either side on
a solid rock formation, giving it additional

strength and security. Its hight will be 25
feet and its width on top eight feet. The slope

on the inside is 1 4 inches horizontal to' one foot

rise, and on the outside nine inches horizontal

to ono foot rise. The dam is built of stone and
is to be capped with timber sills and faced with
plank. The sills will be secured with iron rods
to girders laid under a ceurse of stone. The
dam is built with a course of stone laid in

cement in the center to prevent percolation of

water, and the inside will silt up with the wash
of the riv»r.

The rock used in building is quarried out of

solid rock near each end of the dam, and is a
heavy blue granite mixed with quartz and
weighs 175 pounds per cubic foot. It is blasted
out in blocks weighing from 500 pounds to 4J
tons, and is laid in course without dressing,
filling in with small stones or broken rock. The
weight of the dam when completed is estimated
at 7,000 tons, or 14,000,000 pounds.
Under the articles of incorporation, the com-

pany claim 100,000 inches of water, miners'
measurement, which is equivalent to a flow of
1,965 cubic feet per second. At times of high
freshets the river is said to run 1,000,000 inches
of water, or 19,650 cubic feet per second.
When we reflect upon the immense pressure
this volume of water, flowing in a channel less
than 300 feet in width, must bring to bear on
all obstacles, and know also that 300,000 feet
of logs lie in the bod of the river above, which,
in the event of a sudden freshet would ride
swift upon the flood threatening all before it,

over-rending, crushing and grinding in their
mad career all that may oppose, we may form
some idea of the strength required in a work of
this kind to successfully withstand the force
that may be launched against it. The work
was planned by competent engineers and is un
doubtedly strong enough to meet its require
ments. The dam is but two-thirds completed
and should be finished as rapidly as possible to
escape the disastrous effects of an early rise.

H. EruENu U.
Woodbridge, Jan. 23d.

Poisoned Arrows.

Editors Press:—Entomological investigation

is now receiving special attention at the national

capital, and at the last two or three meetings of

the Philosopical Society here, papers have been

read on the subject of poisoned arrows. At the

meeting of the Society held on the 22d of

December, Maj. Powell advanced the belief that

poisoned arrows were not and had not been in

use by any of the American aboriginal tribes.

At the last meeting of the Society, Dr. Elliott

Cones, Secretary of Prof. Hayden's Geological

Survey, made some remarks on the subject,

based on his own observations as a surgeon in

the army, having, on frequent occasions, while
stationed at military posts in the Indian coun-

try, dressed wounds inflicted by poisoned

arrows used by Indians, on soldiers and others.

Dr. Cones was also fortified by many facts,

placed in the form of notes by Dr. Hoffman, of

the Hayden Survey, based on his own experi-

ence, coupled with many illustrations obtained

from other reliable sources.

During the time of Dr. Hoffman's residence

at the military station at Grand river, D. T.,

in 1872-3, as Post Surgeon, he devoted most of

his spare time to the study of the language of

the Dacotahs, in addition to observations upon
their customs, ceremonies and the mode of

manufacturing weapons, implements and uten-

sils. The whole number of names upon the

rolls at the Agency here amounted to 13,500;

8,500 of this number avoided the settlement

and were known as " hostiles. " The remaining
5,000 lived in various localities, at from five to

40 miles from the agency. As most of these

encampments were permanent, frequent excur-

sions were made to some of them.
As the custom of poisoning arrows is not in

general use in this day of firearms, a descrip-

tion of the mode of preparing the poison and its

subsequent application to the arrow points will

be of some interest.

The arrow-maker and the owner of the

weapons go to one of the numerous prairie-dog

towns, in and about which rattlesnakes (Can-
iitona confluenta), say, are to be found. One
of the Indians is armed with several sticks, each
from three to four feet in length, some of which
are forked at one end; likewise the liver of an
antelope or deer, usually the former, as they
are more easily procured. When a rattlesnake

is found, its escape is prevented by being gently

but securely held to the ground by means of

one of the forked sticks, which is placed about
the middle of the body. The other Indian now
impales the liver upon a slightly pointed stick,

and by thrusting it at and teasing the snake,

the latter becomes enraged and buries its fangs
repeatedly in the liver. When the reptile has
exhausted itself or refuses to bite any longer,

it is killed. The liver is then carried back to

camp and there placed upon a pole for exposure
to the rays of the sun to hasten decomposition.
This usually takes place in the courseof a day, the
actual length of time depending upon the state

of the atmosphere. After the liver has become
putrid, it is carefully taken down, put into a

small vessel, where it is crushed and beaten
into a plastic mass. The points of the arrows
are then dipped into the viscid scum which
accumulates upon the surface, after which they
are allowed to dry. Finally they are placed,

point downward, into one of the compartments
of the quiver, reserved for poisoned arrows,

and secured about the top with an extra thong,
so as to pi event mistakes in their use. The
other portion of the quiver contains the ordinary
arrows employed in the chase.

A bow and quiver of arrow-s always forms a
part of a warrior's outfit, and these are fre-

quently brought into requisition on account of

the noiseless manner in which they can be used.

Whether the fatal effects of poisoned arrow-
wounds are due to the presence of the venom, is

a subject that requires investigation. The opin-

ion of Dr. Hoffman is that the venom plays a
very important part. The fact that the Indians
have vegetable antidotes, and understand their

application and effects, illustrates that they
learned the fatality of the bite of the Camli-nona,

and their ultimate employment of the venom
as a toxic agent upon their arrows.
The Coyotero Apaches in the vicinity of Camp

Apache, Arizona, are alsoknovn to occasionally
use poisoned arrows. The Indians at this place

exhibited many arrows which they said were
poisoned, and it was perceived that the base of

the arrow head in each case was covered with a
dark brown, gummy substance, which was ab
sent in the ordinary types. Dr. Milan Soule.
who was for several years Post Surgeon at the
above named locality, states that this sub-tribe
of Apaches sometimes use poisoned arrows.

Dr. Elliott Cones, of the U. S. Army, fur-

nishes, among others, ("Medical and Surgical
Kcporter," Vol. xiv, pp. No. 17, 321-324), an in-

teresting case of an arrow wound, which, on ac
count of its peculiar progress and fatal termin-
ation, was, very justly, considered by him to
have been a poisoned one. This case also was
observed in Arizona.
Mr. James Stevenson, of Prof. Hayden's

Survey, states that the Crows, Blackfeet, As-
siniboines and Northern Dacotahs poison their
arrows. The latter named tribe has already
been alluded to. The other three prepare their
poisoned arrows in the following manner, viz.

:

A rattlesnake is secured, and so tantalized or
provoked that it will bite a piece of smooth
wood or bark held by one of the Indians, after
which the arrow points are nibbed upon the

venom, and allowed to dry. The venom, just

after it has been deposited upon the bark, is

semi-translucent, and: of a glutinous consistency.

Frequently the heads of rattlesnakes are kept
on hand for future use, when the poison sac can
be extracted, and the venom utilized as required.

Prof. F. Y. Hayden substantiates the above
statement, and in addition says that these op-

erations could lie seen whenever there was any
considerable gathering of Indians, such- as when
making" the necesary preparations for a grand
hunt, or a hostile expedition.

The very reason that some of the quivers are

divided into two partitions, one of them as the

receptacle for so-called poisoned arrows, is suffi-

cient to show that these Indians apply some
substance intended to insure the death of the
subject upon which it may be used.
Some of the "Diggers" living in the upper

portion of California are known to use the juice

of the wild parsnip, mixed with the putrid liver

of a dog. Mr. W. H. Dall, of the tj. S. Coast
Survey, has observed that the natives living in

northeastern Siberia poison their weapons by
dipping them into the putrid liver of the white
bear. The liver is said by Mr. Dall, to be
poisonous even when fresh. The natives use

their poisoned arrows in the destruction of

beasts of prey, and other animals whose flesh is

unfit for food, such as wolves, foxes, etc.

The use of the woorara poison by some of the
South American Indians is a well known fact.

Schombergk says: "The wooraly or ourary
poison is prepared by the Makoosic Indians
from the pirarira and by the Warpeshanes of

the Eonocon mountains on the Orinoco from a
new strychnos, toxifera." N. H. Schombergk;
strychnos toxifera; foliis ovato lauceolatis,

acuminatis, 3 5 uervis utrinque ramulique ferru-

gineo tomentosis, bacca polvsperma (Oken's Isis,

bd. xxxi, 1838, p. 100.) ["The Lond. and
Ediu. Philosophical Mag. and Jr. of Science,"
vol. x, 1837, p. 72.]

It was at one time supposed that the origin

of venereal diseases was dne to the poison em-
ployed in the destruction of fish and game. In
this connection Dr. Rees (The Cyclopedia, or
Universal Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and Lit-

erature, by Abraham Rees, etc., Phila., vol. I.,

'under the title of "America,") says: "It has
been pretended, that the flesh of fish intoxi-

cated with the cururu, ape and the flesh of the
game killed with arrows poisoned witli a species

of woodbine called woorara, produced this con-

tagion among them." This quotation has refer-

ence to the West India Islands, the Caribbees,

Florida, Mexico and Peru. Mr. Rees further
states that "In the Island of San Domingo,
where the venereal disease was extremely rife,

the use of poisoned darts was not in practice as

among the Caribs and several families on Terra
Firma.

"

Sufficient evidence has been obtained to illus-

trate the fact that poisoning arrows is still prac-

ticed by tribes within the limits of the United
States, without having to hunt elsewhere to

show that such customs exist or ever did exist.

S.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 21.

The Region Around Vallejo.—No. 2.

Editors Press:—To conclude my notes on this

region, begun in last week's Press, 1 remark

that our soil is formed by the disintegration or

decomposition of rock, made up of crumbling

shale, sand and limestone, in stratas of a;few

inches to several feet in thickness, lying at an

angle of 45 to 50 degrees, dipping to the east

and south. Here as elsewhere in California,

wherever the bedrock manifests itself, serious

disturbances from internal convulsions are

shown by the distorted, broken and corrugated

condition, in which all traces of original posi-

tions are destroyed. Soils formed of such rocks

vary materially in character, according to the

proportions of the elements composing them.

That of the valleys is a black adobe; upon the

hills and uplands a clay loam—both durable and
excellent for grain or grass. The presence of

so much lime and marl renders sterility next to

impossible, for upon exposure to the atmosphere
they decompose or slacken readily into fine

powder, which is the best of fertilizers when
applied to soils worn or impoverished by re-

peated cropping.

The Disintegration of Monopolies.

The pernicious influence of lauded monopoly,

either municipal, by associations or individuals,

cannot be denied. F'xperience teaches it. The
history of all nations and countries where it has

or at present exists, proves it to be antagonistic

to a democratic form of government—that is

one in which the supreme power rests in the

people. California, prior to its conquest by the

United States, was a Mexican province, subject

to laws framed under Spanish despots, who
cared not for the people save only as they in-

creased their power and added to their wealth

and that of the favorites of royalty. At the

time of surrender, among the stipulations was
that of recognition by this Government of cer-

tain Mexican land grants. Under a loosely

drawn, vaguely worded document, scores of fic-

titious claims have been made and false grants

presented, rendering titles uncertain, absorbing

the attention of many of the courts to the ex-

clusion of other business, supporting in afflu-

ence a host of lawyers, many of whom have

become million-heir*. The uncertainty of titles

has retarded the settlement of the State—her
agricultural and other interests remaining unde-

veloped to an extent which cannot be recovered
in a generation.

For 20 years after the settlement by Ameri-
cans one of these Spanish grants hung like a
pall over this district, which was known as the
Suscol rancho. It was a period of bitter con-
tests between rival claimants. The soil was
recklessly drawn upon by all factions, who
robbed the earth to carry on these suits, the
proceeds of thousands of tons of grain going
into the pockets of advocates, who played the
part of the monkey in the division of the cheese
with his feline clients. By a special act of Con-
gress these vexatious questions were finally set-

tled. People are now making permanent im-
provements. Orchards, vineyards, alfalfa pas-
tures, and all that renders a country desirable,
are springing up where naked fields and appa-
rently worn out lands marred the landscape,
and prejudiced the minds of strangers and per-
sons who were seeking homes.
As yet, however, farming is simply specula-

tive, conducted without system or regard for
the future in the way of manuring, subsoiling,
rotation of crops, pasturing, etc. The same
reckless prodigality of burning the straw in-

stead of feeding or composting it is followed
that prevailed in early days, when 40 to 60 bushels
of wheat was an average yield per acre on land
which will not now return over 10 to 15 bush-
els. This will change when small farms are the
rule, and not as at present, the exception;
when cause and effect are understood; when
the PacTJTC RURAL Press is taken, read and
paid for by every farmer or landowner in this

valley.

Taking into consideration the contiguity to

San Francisco; accessibility to market which is

virtually at the door; immunity from drouth r r

extremes of temperature; soil, water, health
and sundry minor advantages, this will com-
pare favorably with any portion of the State.

In concluding I will give the amount of wheat
and flour which have been shipped from this

point direct to Europe during the last 18
months: There were 143 ocean ships loaded at

our mill and warehouses with 211,377 tons of

wheat and 221,734 barrels of flour. These
figures in no way include that taken to San
Francisco, coastwise or interior by cars, vessels,

barges or steamers, which aggregate a large

amount. It is not claimed that these ship-

ments represent the production of this district,

which is the point of shipment for Solano, Yolo
and Napa counties. G. C. Pearson.
South Yallejo, Jan. 31st.

What to do with Over-Rank Barley.

Editors Press:—Possibly some of your readers

who, like myself, believe in taking time b}' the

forelock, find their early sown grain making a

very rank growth this moist, mild weather, and

threatening to smother out.

There are several ways to avoid so unde-
sirable a catastrophe. On sandy loams turning

on sheep or cattle would be beneficial. Some
clip with a mower and let the clippings remain
on the ground, but this leaves patches
smothered. Clippings should be raked and
hauled off the land, to be thoroughly effective.

Those who have no stock to feed and whose
land is too mucky to allow of clipping and rak-

ing will probably find it the most profitable

course for themselves and their land, to plow
under the rank growth as manure and sow
again.

Our rainfall for January was nearly 9 inches;

about 14 for the season thus far, against 5 for

the whole of last season. E. Berwick.
Carmel Yalley, Feb. 1st, 1878.

[These notes are timely. Have other readers

anything to say en the subject. If so, say on.

—Eds. Press.]

Rotting Straw Piles.

Editors Press:— I find in the Press of Jan-

uary 19th, 187S, an article headed "Rotting

Straw Piles." 1 have given attention to this

business for six years, and find that my greatest

success has been in stacking the straw in small

stacks and turning my stock onto it in fall and
winter time. They will feed upon it and run it

down, breaking and tramping it quite fine. The
winter rains saturate the fine straw and manure
and cause it to ferment, and it begins a state of

decomposition. It takes two years, or the rains

of two winters, to make good manure.
Jay Gree.n.

Gerow Brothers' Operations.

Since our last issue we have received further

testimony in answer to our call for information

of Gerow Brothers' operations in squirrel kill-

ing, and we give the following:

Editors Press:—At the time of Mr. E. S.

Gerow's (the squirrel poisoner) passing through

this valley, he called to see if I would give him
a trial at destroying the squirrels. What he

destroyed has been a great benefit. The next

morning they were seen everywhere dead where

he had thrown his poison, and since that time

there has not been one where there were hun-

dreds before. If every property holder would

employ him they would save a great deal, be-

sides clearing the country of these pests. I

recommend him to all.- E. P. C11.TER, Supt.

Buena Yista Ranch, Sonoma, Cal.

Editors Press:— I have been requested to
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state to you my views about the poison which
Mr. Gerow puts out to kill squirrels. I will

state that I employed him on my place last sum
mer with great success, and I have seen but few
squirrels about since.—J. P. Snyder, Sonoma,
Cal.

Corrections.—In the article on "Winds and

Rain on the Pacific Coast," by J. G.C.. in our

last issue, there were several grievous typo-

graphical errors and departures from "copy."

About the middle of the first paragraph the

print says, "condensation can only take place

on the mountains north of California." It

should have been, "on the mountains or north
of California. The next to the last sentence in

the third paragraph should read, "the true

points for comparison would be the extremes of

cold and warmth for the winter months in rela

tion to the amount of rainfall." In the next to

the last line of the article it should read, "the
prevalence of the northwesters," not north-

easters. There are also a few ungrammatical
expressions which are chargeable to the printer

and not to the author.

Readers may have wondered what new vari

ety of grape Prof. Sanders was bringing forward
in his letter in last week's Press. The type
said "Sargo;" the truth is "Larga."

E.

The Diospyros Kaki,* or Japanese Per-

simmon.

Editors Press:—The common date plum or

persimmon (Diospyros lotus) is called the Euro-

pean lotus and the date of Trebizond. It is a

tree of 20 to 40 feet high, with oblong,

shining leaves, small reddish, white flower,

a native of the coasts of the Caspian sea,

Mauritania, etc., but cultivated and natural-

ized in the south of Europe. Its fruit is

the size of a cherry, and in favorable climates

larger, yellow, sweet and astringent. It is eaten

when overripe, like the medlar, or is used for

conserves. It is sometimes brought to Con-
stantinople, and in that part of Europe it is

larger than in Brittain or Italy. The tree bears

fruit abundantly in the neighborhood of Loudon.
The Diospyros Virginiana is the well-known

wild persimmon of the Southern, Western and
Middle States. It differs very much in size and
in the quality of the fruit. Some of the varie-

ties are said to ripen without frost, and I am
informed that a very large specimen of this fruit

is now being propagated in Texas, having re-

cently been discovered there by Dr. Durr, of

Washington county, and is called the "Dr.
Durr persimmon."
The tree grows from latitude 42° to the Gulf

of Mexico. It grows well at Cleveland, Ohio, in

southern Michigan, and I have been told is found
at Lynn, Mass. It prefers a soft, black

soil. The tree averages about 30 to 40 feet in

hight, but sometimes attains a large size. One
of the trees at Kingsessing, near Philadelphia, is

over 70 feet in hight and 2 feet in diameter.

Another in the Kew gardens, England, is 40
feet high. The heart wood is brown, compact,

strong and elastic. It is used in Philadelphia

for shoe lasts, in Baltimore for wheel hubs and
mallets, in Charleston for shafts to carriages, and
is regarded as second only to the lance-wood for

this purpose.

The fruit is used for puddings, and is some-
times packed in sugar, when it loses its astrin-

gency, and is much prized for conserves. It is

pounded up with wheat bran, forming cakes,

which are dried and kept to iflake beer.

The Diospyros kaki grows in the same varie-

ties of climate and soil as the wild persimmon.
Iu is found in the greater part of Japan in

abundance and also in China from Canton to

Pekin. Large orchards are to be seen in the

vicinity of Pekin, which has a climate similar to

that of New York. One of the trees has borne
fruit in the open air at New York City.

The trees grow to a hight of from 40 to 50
feet and are said to live 100 years. They are

very hardy and prolific and a failure of the per-

simmon crop in Japan is unknown. The blos-

soms are small, of a light yellow shade and
appear in May or June. The Diospyros vir-

giniana is dioecious and some of the trees do not
produce fruit. But the kaki trees have prob-

ably been changed by cultivation, so that all

are fruitful. At least such is the case with the

grafted varieties.

The varieties of the fruit differ very materi-

ally in size, flavor and quality, according to

soil, climate and culture. There are said to be

1JH) varieties, varying in size from that of a
common grape to over a pound in weight.

Some, also, are solid like the apple and ripen

on the tree, while others are rendered more pal-

atable by packing in bran or in tight casks for

a short time to remove the astringency. An-
other method is by dipping in hot water and
then allowing them to lieafew days before eating.

Some of the choicest fruit is ripened in this

way and they constitute the most common and
popular varieties.

An exact description of the various kinds is

not to be obtained. The names change with
different localities, and the best authorities dis-

agree as to the relative value of the varieties.

From careful comparison I have selected the

* Pronounced Kah-kc».

following as the most desirable and the descrip
tion is the best that can be obtained. On some
points there is a disagreement, but in general
the conclusions are probably correct.

Nihon.—Slightly oblong or round but some-
times nearly flat; color, yellowish red, with
black spots on the surface and also in the flesh.

It is not as large as some of the others but early
and very productive. The flesh is solid and it

keeps a long time. It ripens on the tree
in September and is particularly sweet and
highly esteemed for its flavor. It is grown in the
vicinity of Tokio.

Daimio.—Slightly oblong, reddish color with
dark point; medium size, flesh soft; ripens in

October; called "Yeddo's best Persimmon."
Taikoon.—Round, of a pale or greenish yellow

color; fair size; ripens in October; a great
favorite in western Japan, where it grows to a
large size.

Royal.—Similar in shape to the Taikoon, but
more yellow in its color ; large size

; ripens on
the tree. It is said to be good for drying.
Mikado.—Flat or like a tomato in shape

medium size, bright, yellow color. This is a
very common and popular fruit in the vicinity
of Yeddo. It is not much used for drying.
Some of the specimens have no seeds and
especially when the trees are young.

Imperial or Yamato.—This is shaped like an
acorn or minie ball. It is very large, and with
red and sometimes dark stripes on the surface.
The flesh is soft when ripe and particularly sweet
and fine. When peeled and dried, it resembles
figs in appearance, being covered with sugar
that exudes from the fruit. It will ripen on the
tree, but is usually picked and ripened in tubs.
Season, later part of October to January (or

probably later in this country). The most pop-
ular variety among the Japanese. It is grown
in Koshiu, but originated in the province of

Mino, in Central Japan.
Oogen.—Like the Imperial except in size, but

it is said that the trees are more prolific. Used
for drying.
Kanosan.—Color yellowish red, oblong, good

size
;
ripens off the tree. The apex is bent to

one side.

Mameyaki. — -This is quite small, and is not
good for eating, but is useful for making paint.

The timber is very beautiful, being white with
heavy black tracings or mottled in appearance
Some specimens are black and exceedingly val-

uable for cabinet work.
A small variety is found in southern Japan

that is seedless, but it is used only for drying.
The so-called "seedless" variety advertised here
is undoubtedly a mistake.
The variety called Emong or Ahrrwng is not

the largest, and is astringent. It is called Tar
itgaki in Japan, from the fact that it is usually
packed in casks (taru) to ripen.

The Hachiya (which some have called Hat
siya or Haychuya) is one of the best, but like

the preceding does not ripen on the tree.

Henry Loomis.

The Culture of Roses.

Editors Press: — So many petitions have

come to me for more information about roses

(and for cuttings to grow), that I will try to an

swer all the friends, with your permission,

through your paper. I am so glad to have peo-

ple grow flowers, especially roses, that I would
prune my plants as long as they will bear it.

I think I have given away more than 1,000 cut-

tings in the past three months, but very few
persons ever succeed in growing them, and those
that do have to watch them quite as close as a
mother would a sick child. The best way would
be to get good cuttings and take one or two
buds from each one and bud into any kind of

rose-stock that is in good growing condition. I

have often used what is called hybrid perpetual,

those that bloom but one season, and find them
a very good stock to bud into, but the Castilian

or California rose is best, especially for running
roses. The cuttings are just as good to plant

after taking a bud from, if there are others left.

Then if both cuttings and buds fail, I would
advise all that desire good plants true to name,
to buy them of trustworthy florists. I fully ap-

preciate the song ;

Make your home beautiful, bring to it flowers,

Plant them Around you to bud and to bloom;
They will brin^ joy to your lonelieHt hours,
They will briny uaht to enliven your gloom.

From my three years' experience, I like roses

that arc budded into strong growing stocks bet-

ter than grown from cuttings. They grow faster

and bloom more abundantly. Some rose grow-
ers advise planting them in masses or circular

beds, but all that I have seen grown that way
have been very unsatisfactory. They are harder
to cultivate, prune and cut flowers from.

Plant climbers around arbors, at trellises and
veranda pillars, and always where they get the

sunshine all day. Plant bush roses about two
feet, not less, from the edge of walks, and all of

four feet or more apart, aud the same distance

from all other plants. They grow fast, and
need the sunshine at the root to keep them
healthy, and plenty of space to draw sustenance
from the soil. If the ground has never been
cultivated it will need plenty of old stable ma-
nure, and if the soil is heavy, creek sand should

be dug into it before planting roses. Fine coal

dust and iron tilings from blacksmith shops give

the petals a substance and high color otherwise

unattainable. I added about one pint to each

place before setting the plant. If planting in
dry weather always shade and water them well
the first two weeks after getting them of a flor-

ist, and they will bloom very soon. In putting
out plants or cuttings it is necessary to beat the
earth down quite firm around the stem, and
leave a little depression around it also to hold
the water until it soaks away. My best wishes
are for your success in rose growing, my friends
and readers of the Rural Press.

Mrs. Childs.
Santa Barbara, Cal.

Poultry in Stanislaus County.

Editors Press: -Your favor asking my ex-

perience came to hand Jan. 1st, and I hasten to

reply. I would have written ere this, but I felt

as if I had nothing new or interesting to write

about. There have been so many good and
valuable notes on poultry in the Rural that I

felt like advancing my experience and method
with poultry. But if it will encourage or as-

sist even one reader of the Rural Press, use it

with my best wishes. My experience with

thoroughbred hens was not very satisfactory.

The Brahmas I found poor layers and too large

and clumsy to make good sitters or good mothers.

The Spanish were good layers but non-sitters,

and I found it very hard to start their chicks.

The Leghorns I think very much like the Span-
ish, only not so long-lived. They laid tip-top

when eggs were 20 to 25 cents per dozen, but
not well that fall and winter. I think them not
hardy enough to stand our trying summer on
the plains.

I think it just as pleasant to have my hens
lay when eggs are 40 or 50 cents as when I can
get but 20 or 25 cents per dozen. The fowls I

have now are the Polish Hamburg's crossed
with Brahmas, and I am very well satisfied with
them. I will give you an account I kept last

year of seven dozen hens. They did not do so
well as in 1876, I think owing to the drouth.
From February 10th until March 11th I set 73
hens on 132 dozen eggs; some of the hens I set

twice during that time. From March until

August I sold 200 dozen eggs at 25 to 30 cents
per dozen. From August up to December 1 sold

388 dozen at 40 to 45 cents per dozen.

In the early spring and summer I feed very
little, say four pounds of wheat in the evening.

From August to January I feed well. In the
morning I feed two gallons of sour milk stirred

thick with "shorts." In the evening I feed

eight pounds of wheat. While they are moult-
ing I give one cup of sulphur, one tablespoonful
of salt, and one tablespoonful of cayenne pep
per twice a week in the morning feed. I have
lime, charcoal, and plenty of clean water acces
sible at any time. I sometimes give water that
scraps of iron have laid in until it is red with
rust.

I have brush wigwams put up at intervals

over a 10-acre patch to induce my fowls to scat

ter out, and also for them to take refuge in from
hawks. I have their houses and coops cleaned
out once a week and ashes thrown in. In my
five years' experience I have seen no disease

among them and very seldom have one die.

Breeding Months.
Three months in the year I devote to raising

poultry. I prefer January, February and March
for the following reasons: First, the price of

eggs has dropped; second, in that time I can
raise from 800 to 1,200 chicks and that is as

many as I can accomodate; third, vegetation is

well up so that one- half the feed will do; fourth,

I can keep the chicks clean with less trouble

fifth, and last, they appear to thrive better, so

that in about 12 weeks they are nice, plump
chickens, ready for market, when the price is

up to $4.50 or $5 per dozen at the door.

My Method of Raising Chicks
Is as follows: I get the hens to lay and to sit

at about the same time by keeping none but my
best pullets and of about the same age. I set

them wherever they livy and see that they get

off once a day to have a run and take a dust
bath. A few days before the eggs hatch 1 dust
the hens with sulphur. When the chicks have
all hatched out 1 take the liens off and give them
a good feed and in the meantime I annoint the

head of each chick very sparingly with mercu-
rial ointment and put them in a box into which
I have put dry dirt. I now pick out the hens
I think will make the best mothers and put
them in coops and give them 30 to 40 chicks

apiece, according to the capability of the hen.

These coops are 4x5 feet; hight of front three

feet; hight of back two feet. They are built

6 to 12 in a row facing southeast, and banked
up at the back. I have windows in some of

them. I use small portable coops to keep the

hen and chickens out on the grass in the day
time, when the weather will permit. I feed

three to four times during the day soft feed

until they are three weeks old. I give cracked
wheat the last feed in the evening to give

healthy exercise to the gizzard.

Turkeys.

About the middle of February I commence
to set turkeys. I raise from 100 to 300 every
year, and find them very profitable as they re-

quire \ery little feed after they are a month old.

I aim to have all the chickens out of the way
by the time the turkeys hatch, as they require

extra care. I keep the turkey and her chicks
in a warm box for a day or two and give them
boiled milk and bread. Then I put their coops
out in the grain where they will be well shel-
tered and feed once every two hours, bread and
milk, egg custard, milk curd and cracked
wheat, egg shell crumbled. When they are
two weeks old I let them go where they please,
but see that they are warmly housed at night.

I tried ducks one year and succeeded in rais-
ing four dozen from three ducks, but I consider
them a nuisance around horses and hogs.
There are two reasons that I think have an

important bearing on my success with poultry.
One is my love of the business and the other is

the shade of the timber.
In answer to Mr. Dakin I would say that I

use kerosene cans sometimes for corner nests,

1 cut the can in half and make two nests of it.

On two of the sides I nail strips of lath, the
other two sides I nail in the corner.

Agnes J. Thompson.
Dry Creek, Stanislaus Co.

[Thanks. What have our other lady poultry

keepers to say?

—

Eds. Press.
]

Influence of Organisms on Egus.—MM.
Beauehamp and Eustache have determined that
eggs may remain for long periods in a medium
filled with infusoria, without the latter travers-
ing the shell and penetrating the interior. The
shell, however, allows the passage of micro-
scopic mucedinae, which make their way through
the lining membrane and develop very abun-
dantly on its internal face. The membrane sur-
rounding the yolk presents, however, an insur-
mountable barrier to their further progress, but
should their entrance into the yolk be effects d
an alteration takes place, which is a true fer-

mentation, and distinct from putrefaction. J

Annular Growth of Trees.

Editors Press:—It is claimed that the his-

tory of our rainfall can be demonstrated by the

examination of the annular rings of our large

oaks and sycamores growing on the plains of the
State; for example, Livermore, Santa Clara,
Santa Barbara, etc. The trees thus subjected
to examination should be on the plains, away
from springs or gulches. From the ring growths
each exact season could not be determined. As,
for instance, two dry seasons occurring in suc-
cession, the first wet season thereafter would
not, from the nature of things, show such a
wide ring as the succeeding year, although it

were a dryer one, from the check given in the
dry year. But such an examination would let

us know the general condition of California

trees of 200 or 300 yeare of age, I have no doubt
can be met with. I make these suggestions; it

is an interesting subject; if you give place to
this in your journal it may bring out some of

our able men, and thus have their observations
and opinions on a subject which is full of inter-

est.

In an article in the Press of January 26th,

Mr. I. C. Woods speaks of trees as conservators
of springs and water, but the writer did not
notice the fact that there are two classes of

trees; coniferous, such as pines, and deciduous
trees. No doubt the most of people have seen
the growth of a willow, for instance, growing
near a deep well. I have seen them and only
last season noticed the roots of a willow that
was growing 50 feet from the mouth of the well
have an immense mass of roots therein 25 feet

from the surface. The conclusion would be that
in planting around springs the trees ought to be
of those sorts that seed tneir roots horizontally,

and not the kinds that penetrates a great depth
after moisture. Rusticus.
Haywood, Cal.

The Influence of Forests on the Atmos-
phere.—M. Fautrat has communicated to the
Paris Academy of Sciences the results of his

thermometric observations during the past year
on the influence of forests on the climate, and
their general tenor, as detailed below, appears
to bear out his earlier studies in 1876 and 1875.

The London Farmer gives the following sum-
mary of his conclusions: During the progress

of vegetation in June, July and August, a tree

in full leaf, imbibing its nourishment from the
atmosphere, produces a movement which is re-

flected in the air by a slight decrease of temper-
ature. During the daytime a rise of tempera-
ture can always be noticed above fir trees,

owing to the solar heat retained by the vapors
which surround the tops of the trees. It is to

this moist and warm medium that the vigorous

vegetation of resinous trees in poor soils must
be ascribed. From concurrent thermometric
observations made in forests and away from
them, at 1.40 and at 14 meters above the ground
level, M. Fautrat arrives at tho following con-

clusions: In consequence of the differences of

temperature which are observed underneath the

foliage and above the summits of trees, a cur-

rent of air from below upwards is established in

forests, and also lateral currents around woods
from the foliage towards the open spaco beyond.
These currents cause a healthy breeze in hot
weather. The ascending current carries off

above the forests the vapors from the soil, puts

this latter in communication with tho clouds,

and fills the office of a lightning conductor; and
it is to this, no doubt, that forests owe their re-

markable property of keeping hailstorms at a
distance.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for tbia

department.

Removal.

Until further notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Orange will he at 100 Davis street, in the store of

the Grangers' Business Association. Correspondents will

continue to send their communications to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Office of Grangers' Business Association.

Notice is hereby given that the Annual Meeting of the

Stockholders of the Granger's Business Association for the

election of Directors, and for the transaction of such other

business as may properly come before the Annual Meet-

ing of said corparalion, will be held at the office of said

corporations. No. 100 Davis Street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, on Wednesday, February 20th, 1S78, at 10 A. M.

Amos Adams, Sec'y. D. INMAN, President.

San Francisco, January 14th, 1878.

Enterprise, Golden Gate and Social

Granges.

Editors Press:—Saturday, the 19th, in com-

pany with Bro. Fassett and wife, two of the

moat earnest and devoted Grange workers in

this State, I attended the installation of officers

of Enterprise (Irange, some nine miles southeast

of Sacramento. This Grange is one of the best

examples to be found in California of the steady

progress that can be made by a lirm devotion to

the principles of our Order and an unselfish per-

severance by a good majority in a Grange, in

spite of all the unfraternal conduct and machin-

ations of an unfortunately misguided and dis-

cordant element. When I visited them 10

months ago, they were meeting in a small and
inconvenient private building. Now they have

a large and well built hall, 30 by (i0 feet, and
two stories high. On the occasion of this in-

stallation, both sides of their long hall were
well tilled with the members, visiting Patrons,

and their bright, happy children of all ages,

from babes to those of 1G years. Their bountiful

harvest feast, one of the most social and pleas-

ant I ever attended, was spread on three long

and well-tilled tables in the lower story.

Bro. K. G. Morton, Master of American Hiver
Grange, was their installing officer, aided by
Br<>. Fassett. and accompanied the ceremony
with an excellent and timely address.

After our thorough enjoyment, in company
with the little ones, of the good things of the
table, the time came for my lecture, as requested.

About an hour was occupied by dwelling in brief

upon such themes as the general progress and
prosperity of their Orange and our Order for

the past year; the still greater work we yet have
to do; the specific objects of the Order, as laid

dowu in our Declaration of Purposes; what the
(irange has done for us already, socially, edu-
cationally and in our business and political in-

terests; the value of primary Oranges, illustra-

ted by the beautiful and instructive ritual and
exercises of Youthful < Irange No. 1, of Alham-
bra (irange, at Martinez, the importance of

imitating which was earnestly recommended for

all (iranges where children from 3 to 16 years
are numerous enough; the vital necessity of farm-
ers, mechanics, and all the true friends of our
industrial interests, seeing to it in time that
good and true delegates are selected throughout
our State for

The Approaching Constitutional Conven-
tion;

The importance, when we select Grange mem-
bers for this or other positions of trust, in the
Legislature or elsewhere, that they should
select those who are not merely O rangers in

name but Orangers in principle; and the grow-
ing need of devising means to secure the faith-

ful fullillment of the pledges and duties of rep-
resentatives of the people, not by any violent
means, of course, but by petitioning them to
resign, or, if that won't do, demanding laws to
punish with imprisonment or line, or both, those
who clearly and defiantly betray the sacred
trusts of the people, and ignore their crying
wants, their persistent appeals.
As I witnessed the happiness of that joyous

and earnest gathering, I could but wish that
all our members really understood as those
present appeared to understand, the true pur-
poses of our noble brotherhood, were equally
working for the real good of our great Order,
and "the greatest good of the greatest number,"
rather than for mere selfish ends, and could for-
ever shake off the dead weight and ever disor-
ganizing influence of that hideous and blind
monster, prejudice, whether personal, local, sec-
tarian, partisan, sectional or national.
Oh! that all the disorganizes, all the unfra

ternal members of our Granges, could live up
to a just conception of those good and true
words, " Behold how good and how pleasant it

is for brethren to dwell together in unity.

"

Because of the heavy storm of Tuesday, 22d,
the officers of Golden Gate (irange, in San
Francisco, were not installed until the next day
at 1 P. m.

, when the ceremony was duly per-
formed by Worthy Secretary Adams of the
State Grange, assisted by Worthy Lecturer
Pilkington. It is to be hoped that the officers
and members of this Grange, which can be made

i source of much good to the Order in Califor-

nia, will exert themselves to add to its strength

Hid efficiency the coming year.

Saturday, '26th, accompanied and assisted by
Bro. Geo. W. Hancock, Past Master of Sacra-

mento Grange, and President of the very flour-

ishing "Grangers' Co-operative Business Associ-

ation of Sacramento Valley," 1 enjoyed the

pleasure of installing the officers of

Social Grange, No. 271.

Near Michigan Bar, on the Cosumnes river in

Sacramento county. Very inclement weather

and the sad ravages of that terrible scourge,

liphtheria, prevented as large an attendance as

we would otherwise have had. A list of their

newly installed officers accompanies this. Their

Grange is not large, but they have a member-
ship faithful to the purposes of the Grange.

Yon will soon receive from them for publication

some pointed resolutions passed at this meeting

on the location of mining lands, and on toll

bridges. More anon. J. W. A. Wright.
January 28th.

Santa Rosa Grange.

Editors Press:—To the multitudinous duties

of Grange Secretary, by resolution of Santa

Ilosa Grange, has been added that of being an

occasional correspondent of the Pacific Rcral

Press. In pursuance of that resolution I am

about to write you an account of our installa-

tion of officers. It is not my happy privilege

to boast of our numerous membership, or of

the prosperity of our (irange; but I do claim

that among our membership we have some of

the salt of the earth, anointed of the land."

Our installation had been appointed for the

26th instant, and Past Master N. Carr, of Ben-

nett valley, had been invited to officiate, but

unfortunately he was compelled to give his

time to serving on a jury. In the midst of a

pluvial outpouring so copious as to excite vivid

recollections of Noah, our members, some 20
odd in number, assembled at our ( irange hall,

accompanied, of course, by their baskets and
boxes well filled with those good things so grate-

ful to a hungry Granger. After waiting a rea-

sonable time for the arrival of those of our
members who either lacked the courage and
zeal, or had the prudence and care that forbade

them to face such a storm as was then, and still

is prevailing, the Grange was called to order,

and proceeded to business. Bro. A. J. Mills,

the only member present who was qualified to

install officers, and not elected to some office,

in pursuance of the request of the (irange, pro-

ceeded to install the officers elect, except the

Steward, Assistant Steward and Gate Keeper,

who were absent.

The new officers have entered upon the du-

ties of their offices with a firm determination
to make the Grange more successful and useful

in the future than it has been in the past. This

may be attained, and the (irange may be made
abundantly useful not only to its members, but
also to the whole farming community and the

country at large, if within its meetings the

members will so school themselves in the art of

intelligent thinking and speaking as to enable

them to go out in the world and compete suc-

cessfully with the men of other pursuits in the

discussion of the questions of political economy
and governmental policy that are submitted to

the people from time to time for settlement.

The evils to which the votaries of agriculture

are subjected are owing in no small degree to the

fact that farmers have neglected to qualify

themselves to take such an intelligent part in

the discussion of these subjects as to command
the respect and confidence of the people, to such
a degree as to secure the influence in the man-
agement of the affairs of the State and nation

to which their importance as members of the
body politic entitles them.

S. T. Coclter, Sec.

Santa Kosa, Jan. 27th, 1878.

Stockton Grange.

Editors Press:—I wish it were possible for

those who are deprived of pure air, and most

everything else pure, to come into the country

and have a visit with nature. The most stupid

mind could not help expanding. There is some

thing so grand and ennobling to be able to read

God's great and beautiful truths, written upon
all nature. There is such a feeling of rest as

you look upon the rich green carpet, and hear

the variety of birds singing fortli their praises.

We can have all the music, grandeur and beauty
free. There are other attractions. You cannot
make any pretensions about your appetite. You
will have one whether you "want it or not. If

you want to be delicate, don't spend too many
weeks there. The rich and tempting produc-
tions of the farm are too well known to require

repetition. I am not a farmer's wife or daugh-
ter. That does not prevent my appreciation of

rural life, as I found when I attended the har-

vest feast of Stockton (irange, and noticed the
general good feeling that existed, and partook
of the bountiful repast. It was good to be
there. I believe the ( Irange is the only organ-
ization that acknowledges woman as the equal
of man. I am sure that is evidence of enlight-

enment. I listened with interest to the address
of the lecturess, and wish I could hear her
weekly. That is impossible, as I am an

Outsider.

Grange Progress.

Once a year is not too often to recall the

objects which the founders of our Order had

mainly in view, and in view of the sifting pro-

cess which our Granges East and West have

recently undergone, the following sentence

gathered a new and more forcible meaning than

it has ever before carried to our mind: " We
,ask none to join us who cannot see good in

their fellow beings; but to all those who have
generous hearts and open hands to help the

needy, raise the fallen and are willing to aid in

making the labors of this life cheerful, we say,

welcome to the (irange."

The Willamette Farmer (Salem, Oregon), so

well expresses our ideas in this connection, that

we are tempted to quote:
" The fact that visionaries and selfish enthu-

siasts have lost their zeal and even withdrawn
from the ( )rder, is uo evidence that the success

of the Patrons of Husbandry has not far more
than realized the expectations of its founders.

We believe, on the contrary, that the wildest

anticipations of the remarkable minds that con-

ceived and elaborated the wonderful system of

the Order, never reached to what it has solidly

attained and now permanently remains.

"The only question is, if the solid portion of

the farming community will do their part faith-

fully to sustain its interests and maintain the

usefulness of the organization, and we unhesi-

tatingly believe they will.
*

'

' The material that has fallen away from
membership has been an element of weakness
in almost every case. It is possible and advis-

able to begin and lay foundations broader and
stronger for the future, discouraging wild
schemes, depending only on common-sense
ideas, good social maxims and true business

principles for still greater success.

"We believe the (irange to be capable of a
great and permanent work, if the interest can
be sustained, and intellectual culture and social

intercourse be considered in great part as the

objects to be attained. Those objects are prac-

tically within reach, while the work of remodel-

ing and purifying the business of the world
(which stands as the result of all man's experi-

ence), must necessarily be slow, and whatever
reforms are needful and attainable, will come
as the result of combined practical effort, exer-

cised as the result of mature experience."

—

Sister Carrie A. Colby, in Patron.

Election of Officers*

Rio Vista Grange, No 159. —J. H. Gard-
ener, M.; John Johnson, O. ; E. C. Dozier, L.

;

W. B. Pressley, S. ; Chas. Howard, A. S. ; T. P.

Gilford, C. ; A. B. Alsip, T. ; A. Dozier, Sec'y;

Chas. Peterson, G. K. ; Sister J. W. Cameron,
Ceres; Sister M. Menzies, Pomona: Sister L. L.

ALsip, Flora; Sister Alice Glenn, L. A. S.

Santa Kosa Grange, Sonoma Co.—John
Adams, M.; W. H. Nash, O. ; Isaac Grag, I..;

Lewis Hendrix, C; Julius Ort, T.; S. T.

Coulter, Sec'y; Sister Rachel M. Coulter, Ceres;

Sister N. Mills, Pomona; Sister 1). Oauldin,

Flora; Sister M. Nash, L. A. S.

Table Hi. i ff Grange, Humboldt Co.

—

Jackson Sawer, M. ;
Orouk, O. ; E. Tier-

ney, L. ; Wm. Perrotte, S. ; S. R. Niles, A. S.

;

(ieorge Collins, C; C. C. Dixon, T.; B. H. C.

Pollard, Sec'y, J. C. Foss, (i. K. ; Mrs. M.
Huyatte, Ceres; Mrs. M. Tierney, Pomona;
Mrs. Jessey Dixon, Flora; Mrs. Hannah Pol-

lard, L. A. S.

" Officers of Granges are requested to sen i list of offi-

cers elect, date of election and day set for installation, to

this office direct.

In Memoriam.

WALNUT CREF.K GRANGE, No. 119, Contra Costa

county.
Wiif.kf.as, It has pleased our Supreme Master to re-

nin; u by death from among us our beloved Sister, Lf.aii

Haikstf.I'. in the prime of life and usefulness;

Wiif.rkab, While we bow in humble submission to Him
that doeth all things well, we cannot but mourn her loss,

and we tender our heartfelt sympathy to her husband ami
relatives in their bereavement.
Remlvrd, That our charter he draped in mourning, and

that wc wear the usual badge of mouruinfr.

JT«tnfn«f, That these resolutions be spread upon the

minutes of this (irange, and a copy be furnished to the

husband of our deceased sister, and the same be pub-

lished in the Contra Costa Gazette and Hi k.u. I'rf.ss.-

L. A. Steele, L. L. Hodges, L. S Hammitte, Committee.

Al'.oi'T the 25th of February we propose print-

ing a (irange Directory in sheet^form, to contain

the name and number of each (irange in the

State, together with the names of the Masters

and Secretarys, and their post office address.

We have to request that each (irange that has

not already sent in a list of their newly elected

officers will do so immediately, otherwise the

names of the officers of last year will be given

in the directory.

—

Patron.

Timber Lands.—The House Committee on

Public Lands last week, heard all the Territori-

al delegates in advocacy of their various bills

for the sale of timber lands. The Commissioner

of the General Land Office was also present, at

the instance of the Committee, and explained

and advocated the recommendations on this

subject contained in his last annual report.

The prospects are that the Committee will re-

port for passage a general measure, in accor-

dance witli Commissioner Williamson's recom-

mendations, the main features of which are em-
bodied in the bill introduced by Pacheco, now
before them.

^q^icdLjdF^L flojES.

California.
BUTTE.
Favorable Octlook.— Record, Feb. 2: Re-

ports from all parts of the country give cheering
news of the crop prospects for the coming season.

The growing grain looks excellent, and should
the season continue as favorable as at present
the yield of cereals in this county will be enor-
mous. Our fanners have sown a large area in
grain, and a heavy yield is almost insured.

COLUSA.
CROP PROSPECTS.—Sun, Feb. 2: Never in

the history of the county have we had such
crop prospects as at present. The summer-fal-
low is, in fact, too large for the time of year.

In many places it is already eight inches high.

We would remind farmers here that it is much
better to mow rank grain than take the chances
m having it fall down. It will not hurt it to
mow it down any time in February or March.
It will make all the better grain. Our observa-
tion has led us to conclude that it is best to

mow it when the indications are favorable to

rain, especially if late in the season. An im-
mense area has been planted in this county and
we think we can anticipate a prosperous year.

CONTRA COSTA.
Rain Enough.—Gazette, Jan 31: It is the

general opinion that we have had all the rain we
want for the present, and that more just now
would do us no good. It will suit us exceed-
ingly well if we can now have three or four
weeks of pleasant sunny weather for preparing
and sowing the ground not already seeded.

That sown before the rains of January is coming
up better than was expected, though much of

that cultivated in dry is very weedy and has a

much thinner stand of grain than would be
desired, but its early start will give it chance to

stool and fill well. If the promise of good
weather, with indications of which February is

opening, are fulfilled, the chances are good that
the grain well put in during the month will turn
out as good crop as that sown earlier.

FRESNO.
Firebapghs.—Cor. Republican, Feb. 2: Grass

is abundant in all directions, and irrigators can
lay back on their oars and watch their crops

flourishing without the aid of the canal. The
season has been very favorable for putting in

grain and the farmers are away ahead in their

work. The San Francisco market will certainly

hear from us this fall. The San Joaquin has
risen 37 inches above low water mark and ford-

ing is knocked on the head for this season.

Irrigation.—The owners of the King's river

and Fresno irrigation canal have made arrange-

ments to enlarge their ditches. The estimates
for the work proposed, amounted to $32,000,

and this would come heavily upon some of the
smaller farmers who are owners of water stocks.

As there is no disposition on the part of the San
Francisco owners to either freeze out or embar-
rass the farmers, the proposed improvements
have been lessened, and so arranged as to bear
lightly upon all.

IMPACT.

—

E.r/iositor: Yesterday morning A.
J. Ijiw lost a valuable horse, presumably from
alfalfa poison. Yesterday the horse's stomach
and bowels were examined. Nothing was
found in the stomach except medicines that had
been given the animal, but in the upper bowel
were found two large masses of matter, almost
as solid as stone, which on being broken up was
found to be composed of half-digested alfalfa.

This had become packed in the intestines so

solidly that medicines could not remove it.

HUMBOLDT.
Editors Press:—We have had a great deal

of wind and rain for the last two weeks. The
streams are higher than they have l>een for

years. Eel river is out of its banks. A good
share of the settlers on the Negro head bottoms
had to move to the upper stories of their

houses to keep their feet dry. We have had 24

inches of rain this winter. I wish some of the

lower counties had a portion of it, although we
can stand it. What grain there is sown in the

county looks tine and the grass in the hills,

splendid, and all kinds of stock look well.

Still, times are hard and money scarce, but I

think I can get a club for the Press.—B. H. C.

POLLAM), Table Bluff.

LOS ANGELES.
Hay Making.— Santa Anna Times: James

Jasper is engaged cutting and putting up hay
on his ranch in the sw amp. He says he will

get about three and one-half tons per acre.

Wheat and Barley.—It is estimated that

80,000 acres of barley and 20,000 acres of wheat
are seeded in Los Angeles county.

SAN JOAQUIN.
Farming in the Ti les.— Indepeiulenl, Jan.

30: A force of men are actively engaged put-

ting in wheat and barley at the rate of 106

acres a day on the upper division of Roberts'

island, which is fully reclaimed. Mr. Fisher

already has in 3,000 acres, mostly in wheat, and
will probably get in 2,000 acres more. This

land is in excellent condition for cropping, hav-

ing been plowed and thoroughly pulverized last

year. The crop now growing will be the first

it has ever raised. The young grain already up
is preyed upon so eagerly by wild geese and
blackbirds that three hunters are employed in

shooting these predatory visitants.

SANTA CLARA.
The (in.R0Y Factory.—Advocate, Feb. 2:

The Gilroy Cheese Factory is now in running
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order, and under the experienced management of

Mr. E. A. Davison, it will doubtless be a suc-

cess. Mr. Christy is boring an artesian well on
the premises. The auger is now down 240 feet

and the indications are favorable to the early
tapping of a good supply of water.

SOLANO.
The Farming Outlook.—Dixon Tribune,

Feb. 2: It is supposed the ground is now wet
down about four feet in depth. There has been
enough, or more than enough, rain for the
adobe lands for the time being. But the grain

ou such lands being mostly up and growing
finely before the recent storms begun, it has
probably not taken much harm yet, and with a

favorable spring will perhaps bear better than
last year. On the other hand, all the farmers,

except those who have not yet sowed their

grain, would like to see the rain continue right

along. For such there can hardly be too much
rain. There will probably be very little plow-

ing now, owing to the advanced season. But
those who have not yet sowed on land that is

already prepared will get their grain in and
perhaps secure a good crop. Although the char-

acter of the season has been such as to prevent
a good deal of land from being plowed that
otherwise would have been, the area of grain

in, counting volunteer, is thought to be as large

or larger than last year. It is not too much to

say that the prospect is fair for three or four
times as much grain as last year.

STANISLAUS.
The Crop Prospects.—Herald, Jan. 31: The

crop prospect in Stanislaus—the banner grain-

producing county of the State—is, this season,

far ahead of any year since the country was
settled by white people. The weather has been
all that could be desired—warm and calm after

rains—and the young grain now presents a
healthy and vigorous appearance. With the
prospect of spring rains, something extraor-

dinary will have to occur to prevent the realiza-

tion of a very fine yield. The rainfall has been
ample, so far.

Irrigation at Turlock.—By means of irri-

gation, right here in Turlock, where the soil

appears to the eye to be nothing more than
clear sand, all kinds of trees, shrubbery or vege-
tables can be grown. As we have no better
way than to judge the future by the past, so
we do in this case. As a sample of what can
be grown on the sand, can be ascertained by
visiting the residences of Messrs. I. C. Lander
and J. H. Dunlap, on the outskirts of town.
Last season, Mr. D. sold quite an amount of

vegetables off a very small piece of land. That
was the first year, and the coming season the
yield will be increased more than four-fold. Mr.
Lander's garden consists mostly of fruit and
ornamental trees. Mr. L. keeps everything
well moistened during the dry part of the
season, by means of a windmill, with a 16-foot

wheel, which runs a six-inch pump. The places

are both young, but are very thrifty.

VENTURA.
The Outlook.—Free Press, Feb. 2: During

the enforced idleness of last summer, the more
energetic farmers seeded their land, and all

barley thus sown is now about five inches high,

with enough moisture under ground to insure a

very heavy yield. Two years ago, the yield

was 500,000 sacks, and while the yield per acre

will be greater, the increased breadth sown will

insure at least 700,000 sacks this year. Whether
there will be much demand for labor to

harvest it depends on the prices of barley; as

when prices rule very low, vast quantities are

converted into pork for the San Francisco mar-
ket—the hogs doing the harvesting, thus saving

sacks and labor. There is about three times the
usual amount of wheat sown, yielding probably
enough to supply this and Santa Barbara county
with flour. The corn crop will not be planted
till April. The alfilerilla and other wild'grasses

are in splendid condition, and there is a brisk

demand for sheep to eat it. From ten csnts

apiece in May last, sheep have appreciated to

$1.75 for very common animals. As near as

can be estimated, those which died here or were
driven away last year numbered two-thirds of

all owned in the county. Of the latter, nearly

all died. The loss of cattle amounted to about
one-third. No hogs died, but the immense
stock in the county is poor, and but few will

be fit to ship to market until the grain ripens.

Between showers, the bees are hard at work,
and by Ap"ril, when the white sage, which yields

the merchantable honey, comes in bloom, they
will have increased to more than their former
numbers. The shipment of honey will proba-

bly reach $100,000 this year, against $60,000 in

1876, and $6,000 the year before.

YOLO.
Crops.—Democrat, Jan. 31: The splendid

rains we havq had so bountifully distributed

over the county within the past two or three

weeks have served to entirely dissipate the

dread of a drouth, and cheerfulness reigns

among the producing classes. Vast fields of

summer-fallowed land had been sown to wheat
before the first rains, and that now in most in-

stances is looking extremely well. On many
ranches hundreds of acres show a growth of from
ten inches to a foot in hight, and an average

crop from the same is certain. A large area in

the northern part of the county has been over-

flowed by the surplus waters from the low hills

west of the Northern railway track, and the

grain in many places destroyed. Much of this

•will, however, be resown and a fair crop will,

in all probability, be the result. The water of

the Sacramento river has encroached upon the
immense tracts sown on reclamation district

No. 108, and along the river front above Knigh't's
landing, and the damage therefrom will necessa-
rily be very great. The chief sufferers in this
section are A. H. Rose, C. F. Reid, W. H. and
J. C. Welch, J. P. Bullock and others.
Novel Irrigation.—Mr. B. Peart, who now

owns what is known as the Yerby place, has
about 50 acres in alfalfa, and as he has no facil-

ities for irrigating from the Woodland ditch, not
being able to conduct the water therefrom to
his ranch, has devised a novel way to supply
his clover ground with the much needed water.
Commencing at a point on the creek bank he
dug a ditch on an inclined plane, for a distance
of about 300 feet, the upper end of the ditch
being 10 or 12 feet below the top of the creek
bank. In this ditch he laid a huge iron pipe 40
inches in diameter, with which to conduct the
water to the land above. When the water rose
to sufficient depth in the creek to cover the end
of the pipe it naturally flowed through the top
of the bank, the fall being sufficient to carry it

clear over the land adjoining. The experiment
proved a success, and Mr. Peart has thereby
got his clover nicely flooded, and with compara-
tively little expense.

Nevada.
Agricultural Society.—State Journal, Feb.

2: The annual meeting of the stockholders of

the Nevada State Agricultural, Mining and
Mechanical Society was held at the Court
House, yesterday, and a quorum being present,

was called to order by Alvaro Evans, Vice-
President. Secretary Borland then submitted
his report. It was then determined that Trus-
tees for the ensuing year should be elected, and
Messrs. Beck, Duck and 'Richardson were
appointed guardians of the ballot box. Messrs.
J. Babcock, C. C. Stevenson, H. G. Parker, M.
C. Lake, (Jeorge Alt and W. S. Bailey were
placed in nomination, and the election resulted

in the choice of Messrs. Babcock, Stevenson,
Parker, Alt and Chamberlain. Mr. Alt arose
and tendered his resignation. The meeting
then adjourned.

Oregon.
Items.—Letter from Weston, Umatilla Co.:

The weather is delightful; the farmers are plow-
ing and sowing grain; cattle and horses on the
range are fat. It is estimated by persons who
have an opportunity of knowing that there will

be 15,000 acres of new land broken this season
in this part of the county. Many persons are

taking up claims along the rivers flowing into

Puget sound. In 1844, Rev. Gustavus Hines,
who was then stationed at Oregon City, planted
some apple seeds in the parsonage yard. A tree

produced from one of these seeds is the largest

apple tree in the State of Oregon. It forks

about four feet from the ground, and it is five

feet four inches in circumference at the smallest

place below the fork. Its fruit is large, yellow
and good keepers, and in its season it is very
p'alatable. It has been christened "Hines'
Long Keeper."
Live Stock for Honolulu.—The bark Ed-

ward James, loading with lumber for Honolulu,
is about completed, and will sail for her destina-

tion in a few days. In addition to the lumber,
the bark will also carry hence a considerable

number of live stock. Mr. J. C. Mackay, who
owns an extensive ranch on the island, a short

distance from Honolulu, will ship hence 20
blooded bulls, (Durham stock), one young stal-

lion, one dozen fine chickens purchased from
Dr. J. C. Hawthorne of East Portland, and four

dozen Oregon quail. With these he proposes

to stock his large ranch. Mr. Chas. Kuhn,
who paid a visit a few months ago to Honolulu,
has, since his return here, collected a large num-
ber of cats which he proposes to ship over to his

Majesty, King Kalakaua. Assisted by Mr.
Wash. Allen, of East Portland, Charley has

collected by actual count fifty-eight cats.

Washington.
General Notes.— Union: Henry Long, Lewis

county, is going to start a cheese factory in the

spring. He has received his apparatus. The
factory will have the milk of 1 50 cows. During

1877, there was carried over the railroad to

Walla Walla, over 8,000 tons of freight, 3,500

tons being plows, seeders, reapers, threshers,

wagons and other agricultural implements. In
addition to this great amount, there were sev-

eral thousand tons of like freights carried up
the Snake river and landed at various points

for distribution in the Palouse country. For
the purpose of showing that the country tribu-

tary to Walla Walia city is in a prosperous con-

dition, we mention that, during 1877, there was
shipped from this city to Portland, 19,884 tons

of wheat and 4, 653 tons of Hour, equal to 885, -

022 bushels. There are many bushels on hand
yet to be shipped to market. During the same
period there was shipped 917 tons of oats and
barley, 320 tons of flax seed, 81 tons of wool,

172 tons of bacon and lard and 280 tons of miscel-

laneous freights. Messrs. Lang & Ryan informs

us that up to the present, this season, their

firm have purchased 12,000 head of cattle, at

an average of $13 per head, being a total of

$156,000 disbursed by them since the first of

last October. The greater portion of the cattle

were bought in the Yakima and Crab creek

countries. They expect to commence collecting

their cattle about the first of March, and to

drive them this season to Colorado. From
Colorado, all beef cattle will be shipped to

Missouri, where they will be fatted on corn and
sent to market. The rest will be driven to

Missouri next year. They propose to buy,

yearly, all the surplus cattle of this country.

News in Brief.

The steamer Metropolis, was wrecked on the
31st nit., and 150 lives lost.

They have been having severe storms in the
Eastern States.

The public debt was decreased last month by
$1,668,076.
There were 300 arrests in New York on Sun-

day for violation of the Excise law.
The Chicago Academy of Music was burned

on the 4th inst.

Austria and Servia are not satisfied with
the peace preliminaries.

The rebellion at Capetown is believed to be
over, the insurgents having been defeated.
The German corvette Elizabeth, 18 guns, is

expected here from Japan waters, en route for
Central America.
An asylum for women and children at Tien-

tsin lias been burned, and over 2,000 persons
perished iii the fire.

The Legislative Committee to investigate
the matter of the labor movement in this city
has been in session during the week.
The steamer Pelican has been sold to parties

in Central America, and will be turned into a
gunboat.
The Central Branch Union Pacific railroad is

now running regular trains to Conchordia, 155
miles west of Atchison.
Every preparation is being made to close the

sound and approaches to Copenhagen with tor-

pedoes, in 24 hours if necessary.
A number of coasting vessels are overdue at

this port and a revenue cutter has gone in search
of them.
O'Leary completed his 400 mile walk in Cin-

cinnati at 10:15 o'clock Saturday night, an hour
and 45 minutes ahead of time.
Nine millions of people are reported desti-

ture in Northern China. The Foreign Relief
Committee appeals to England and America
for aid.

Twenty thousand tons of lead were pro-
duced in Nevada last year, nearly one-third of

the total production of the United States.

The suit of Hall vs. Tru worthy, for infringe-

ment of patent on rubber type marking wheels,
was decided in the United States District

Court in favor of the plaintiff.

A site has been chosen for the Cleopatra
obelisk on the Thames embankment, at the top
of the Adelphi steps, between Charing Cross
and Waterloo bridges.

The British war vessels Albatross, Amethyst
and Faniome, of the Pacific, have been ordered
home to be paid off and go out of commission.
In consequence of the armistice, the garrison

at Widin has been ordered from Constantino-
ple to surrender their arms, after which they
will be quartered in neighboring villages.

Capt. Tinklepaugh, long known to Califor-

nia travelers as a steamer commander between
here and Aspinwall, died recently of pneumonia,
aged 68 years.

All the wheat vessels which cleared from
this port in July and August last have arrived
out, except one. Three of the September ves-

sels have arrived out. There are only 59 car-

goes afloat.

The passenger arrivals by sea from foreign

ports at San Francisco last month numbered
1,022, and the departures 689. The movement
was unusually light both ways. There were
600 from China and Japan, against 288 depart-

ures to those countries.

Forty thousand bids have been received

for carrying mails during the next four years

in nearly all that portion of the United States

lying west of the Mississippi river, and extend-
ing to the Pacific ocean. Awards will be made
by March 30th.

Eight cargoes of wheat, aggregating 297, 700
centals, and valued at $699,800, were cleared

from this port last month. Since July last we
have cleared 72 wheat vessels, carrying 2,746,-

700 centals, valued at $0,441,800. During the

corresponding period in the previous season we
exported 255 cargoes of wheat and flour.

The Secretary of the Treasury will not open
the Mint at Philadelphia for the coinage of

trade dollars, and will place such restrictions on
Western Mints as will prevent their coinage for

shipment East. Coinage of sufficient amount to

meet the actual demand for export will be au-

thorized for the present, or until Congress shall

have acted upon the coinage of the silver dollar

for circulation.

Eight hundred of the Red Cloud Indians
have left the agency, going north. The Indians

assert that all the fighting bucks at that agency
will cut loose early in the spring and follow the
general northward trail. Spotted Tail Indians

are secretly buying fat ponies, and making other

suspicious moves.

The bill agreed upon by the House Com-
mittee on Pacific railroads for the benefit of the

Northern Pacific railroad extends the time of its

completion ten years and reduces the land grants

in Washington Territory, taking away such

portion of the land as was before embraced in

the appropriation for the construction of the

road from Pen d'Oreille to Puget sound.

A bill has been introduced in Congress pro-

viding for the incorporation of a company to

build a railroad from Cheyenne, thence to Fort

Lanunie, where the road divides, one fork go-

ing to Deadwood, and one to Fort Fctterman,

thence to the Yellowstone river at the mouth
of the Big Horn, and thence by Helena to the

Pacific ocean, with such other branches as may
be deemed necessary. No land grant is given

but the usual right of way and land for engine-

si' ops, etc.

'Patents and Inventions.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Rrpokts fo» the Mining and Scientific
Press, DEWEY & CO., Publishers and U. S.

and Foreign Patent Aoents.]

By Special Dispatch from Washington, D. C.

Tobacco Drying Machine.—W. B. Isaacs.S. F.
Whit-Socket.—A. H. Law, S. F.

Adjustable Stiff Crupper for Harness.—
J. C. McCollum, Los Angeles, Cal.

High and Low Water Indicator for Steam
Boilers.—A. W. Vandorston, Salem, Oregon.

Trade-Mark.
Lemonade-Powders.—J. A. Folger & Co., S.F.
Teas.—J. A. Folger & Co., S. F.
Teas.—J. A. Folger & Co., S. F.
Teas.—J. A. Folger & Co., S. F.

Labels.

Sylvester's Cure for Neuralgia and Diph-
theria.—Sylvester & Dunn, San Jose, Cal.

The patents are not ready for delivery by the Patent
Office until some 14 days after the dale of issue.
Note. —Copies of U. S. and Foreign Patents furnished

by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by tel-
graph or otherwise) at ti.e lowest rates. All patent busi-
ness for Pacific coast inventors transacted with perfect
security and in the shortest possible time.

Meteorological Summary for January.—
The report of the U. S. Signal Service officer,

of San Francisco, for the month of January is

summarized as follows: The mean hight of

barometer for the month was 30.03 :| mean tem-
perature, 53

'

; mean humidity, 75; prevailing
winds, southeast

; highest barometer, 30.315 ;

lowest, 29.437 highest temperature, 62"; lowest,
39°; monthly range, 23°: greatest velocity of

wind, 38 miles per hour ; total number of miles
traveled by wind, 5,500; total rainfall, 11.97

inches. Rainfall in January during former
years: 1871, 14.36 inches; 1872,4.03 inches;
1873, 1.58 inches

; 1874, 5.66 inches ; 1875,8.01
inches ; 1876, 7.55 inches

; 1877, 4.32 inches.

Berkshires.—Mr. Saxe makes his appear-
ance again on our pages with his beautiful ad-
vertisement of Berkshire swine. There is a
good deal in having fine stock and advertising
it generously and wisely. Mr. Saxe tells us
that he has sold 22 thoroughbreds since his ad-

vertisement appeared before, and can still till

orders for choice animals. The Berkshires
have demonstrated their adaption to our climate
and other conditions; they are favorites with
the pork men, and we are glad to see the stock
widely disseminated.

Angora Goats in the Sandwich Islands.—
A Mr. Lowe, from the Coast, came down on the
steamer St. Paul, with a few choice specimens
of Angora goats, for the purpose of experiment-
ing in this climate with these animals. Mr.
Lowe is desirous of obtaining an eligible loca-

tion, with sufficient land for the purpose. We
hope he may obtain what he wants, and that
his experiment may prove a success. Success
with the Angora would be a big thing for these

islands.

—

Hawaiian Gazette, Jan. 0th.

The rule of charging for a single word above
ten, instead of "five or less," as heretofore, has
gone into effect over the lines of the Western
Union Telegraph Company. The change is a
very satisfactory one to the public, and does
away with inducement to pack 1 1 or 12 words
into a ten-word message to avoid paying for 15.

The new tariff goes into effect of the first of

March, when reductions will he made on most
of the higher rates on the Pacific coast.

Storrs Harrison & Co., Painesville, Ohio,

offer in another column a very attractive list of

plants at surprisingly low prices. The firm

have always been found attentive to business,

and their plants first class and just as represent-

ed. They are worthy of patronage.

Vines Wanted.—Those having Muscat of

Alexandria vines, rooted, to dispose, would do
well to read the call for a large quantity of

them, which way be found in an advertising

column this week.

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending February 6, 1878.

HIGHEST and lowest darometer.

Jan 80 .Ian. 31 Feb. 1 Feb. 2 Feb. 3 Fob. 4 Feb. I

30. 02 30.17 30.21) 30.83 80.22 20.00 3

29.70 30.01 30.22 30.26 30.11 29.75 29.98

minimum and MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.
00 00 69 59

8 1
03 5? 60 51 62 1 55

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.

70 74 78 77 81 74 59

I'REVAILISO WIND.
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1
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WIND

—

MILES TRAVELED.

836 283 135 87 |
100 | 179 303

STATE OF WEATHER.

Fair. Fair.
|
Clear. Clear.

|

Cloudy.
|

Fair. Fair

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

.78 | .72
| I | | .06

I

Total rats during the season, from July 1, 1877. 17.82 in.

Woodward's Gardens has the following new attractions

The buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; now museum;
Improvements in the zoological department, besides the
other features which have made it popular.
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(If the earlier poems of the gifted poetess

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, worth preserving,

are the following lines, entitled "Earth.
'

They appear in a volume just published:

How beautiful is earth! my starry thoughts

Iiook down cn it from their unearthly sphere.

And sing symphonisus -Beautiful is earth!

The Hunts anil shadows of her myriad hills;

The branching greenness of her myriad woods;

Her Nkv-affecting rocks; her zoning sea;

Her rushing, gleaming cataracts; her streams

That race below, the winged clouds on high;

Her pleasantness of vale and meadow! -

Hush!
Me seemeth through the leafy trees to ring

A chime of bells to falling waters turned;

Whereat comes heathen Zephyrus, out of breath

With running up the hills, and shakes his hair

From off his gleesome forehead, hold and glad

With keeping Wythe Dan I'ha'bus company;
And throws him. on the grass, though half afraid;

First glancing round, lest tempests should he nigh;

And lays close to the ground his ruddy lips.

And sha|>es their beauty into sound, and calls

On all the petal'd flowers that sit beneath

In hiding-places from the rain and snow,
To loosen the hard soil, and leave their cold

Sad idlesse, and betake them up to him.

They straightway hear his voice

—

A thought did dome,
And press from out my soul the heathen dream.
Mine eyes were purged. Straightway ilid I bind

Hound" me the garment of my strength, and heard
Nature's death-shrieking - the hereafter cry,

When he o' the lion voice, the rainbow-crowned,
Shall stand upon the mountains anil the sea.

And swear by earth, by heaven's throne, and Bin
Who sitteth iui the throne, there shall be time

No more, no more! Then, veiled Etcrnitv

Shall straight unveil her awful countenance
Unto the reeling worlds, and take the place

Of seasons, years, and ages. Aye and aye
Shall be the' time of day —The wrinkled heav'n

Shall yield her silent sun, made blind and white
With an exterminating light, the wind.
Unchained from the poles, nor having charge
Of cloud or ocean, with a sobbing wail

Shall rush among the stars, and swoon to death.

Yea, the shrunk earth, appearing livid pale

Beneath the rcd-tongued flame, shall shudder by
From out her ancient place, and leave -a void

Yet haply by that void the saints redeemed
May sometimes stray; When memory of sin

tiliost-like shall raise upon their holy souls;

And OO their lips shall lie the name of earth

In paleness and in silentness; until

Kach looking on his brother, face to fqco,

And bursting into sudden happy tears

(The only tears undricd), shall murmer " Christ.1

"

Home Song.

Stay, stay at home, my heart, and rest;

Homc-keepinv hearts are happiest,

For those that wander they know not where
Are full of trouble and full of care;

To stay at home is best.

Weary and homesick and distressed,

They wander east, they wander west,

And are baffled and beaten and blown about
By the winds of the wilderness of doubt;

To stay at home is best.

Then stay at home, my heart, and rest;

The bird is safest in its nest;

O'er all that flutter their wings and fly

A hawk is hovering in the sky;
To stay at home is best.

// II
-
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Facts and Fancies.

(Written for the Rural Press by John Taylor.)

The storms of winter are upon us. The rain

comes down in earnest. Every indication is

toward a bountiful supply of the precious fluid.

Because water is free and generally abundant,

we are apt to think lightly of its great benefits

and blessings. The past season shows us our

weakness in times of drouth, and should evoke

a spirit of prayer and thanksgiving when heaven

opens her wet windows to refresh the parched

and thirsty soil. The man of herds and flocks

feels warm at heart, while the rain drenches

his scanty covering. Rain means feed, and

feed means much more than a hasty thought

includes: The comforts and necessaries of

home; the wool for the back; the beef for food.

A thousand needs of business and social life

will be satisfied in a great measure by nature's
supply of precious rain.

And still will be sung again and again,
The wealth and the health of the drizzling rain -

'Tis the death and the life of the golden grain
When in summer the fields sing their joyful refrain.

If stock of any description is yet in the neigh-
borhood of the high Sierras they will have a
poor chance of ever finding their way out.

There is danger of stock owners and herders
losing their fives in the face of such a storm.
Snow is of a blinding, benumbing nature, and
renders nevigation amongst the rolling hills dis-

agreeable and dangerous.
It is easy speculating while sitting by the

warmth of a glowing fireplace, but to be almost
lost amidst the blinding snows of the rivers,

is a condition which requires fortitude in the
unfortunate, and sympathy from those who
enjoy shelter and homes. The workers in all

grades of being should be the honored of men,
for it is their industry, genius and perseverance
that supplies the world with the materials for

civilized life. The frozen herdsman may never
be heard of except when his bones are recovered,

bleached by storm—unwept and unsung. Few
write the heroic deeds performed by the poor.

Poor they may be in purse, but rich in perform-

ing their share of labor towards the world's

wealth.
The storm without and comfort within call

up these reflections. Our sympathies naturally

go out to the unfortunates who may be exposed
to its fury. The rich man knows not— and too

often heeds not—the sufferings which the poor

laborer endures so as to provide for family and
home. Scanty indeed is many a cupboard of

the good things which the world has in abun-
dance, and which are enjoyed mostly by those
who reap the reward of others' labor. Hut the

time is drawing nigh when man in all de-

grees of life shall be recognized and treated as

a brother. Then the laborer shall more fully

enjoy the fruits of his industry.

Tuolumne Co., CftL

The Humming Bird of the California

Waterfalls.

One winter morning, when the Merced river

was blue and green with unmelted snow, I ob-

served one of my ouzels perched on a snag out

in the midst of a swift rushing rapid. He sang

cheerily, as if everything was just to his mind,
and while I stood on the bank admiring him,
he suddeidy plunged into the sludgy current,
leaving his song broken abruptly off After
feeding a minute or two at the bottom, and
when one would suppose he must inevitably be
swept far down stream, he emerged just where
he went down, alighted on the same snag,

showered the water beads from his feathers,

and at once continued his unfinished song, splic-

ing it together as if it had suffered no interrup-
tion.

The ouzel alone of all birds dares to enter a
white torrent. And though strictly terrestial

in structure, no other is so inseparably related

to water, not even the duck, or bold ocean alba-

tross, or storm-petrel. Ducks go ashore when
they have done feeding in undisturbed places,

and frequently make long overland flights from
lake to lake or from field to field. The same is

true of most other aquatic birds. Hut our ouzel,

born on the very brink of a stream, seldom
leaves it for a single moment. For, notwith-
standing he is often on the wing, he never flies

overland, but whirrs with rapid, quail-like beat
above the stream, tracing all its winding modu-
lations with great minuteness. Even when the
stream is quite small, say from five to ten feet

wide, he will not try to shorten his flight by
crossing a bend, however abrupt it may be; and
even wheu disturbed by meeting some one on
the bank, he prefers to fly over one's head, to

dodging out over the ground. When therefore
his flight along a crooked stream is viewed end-
wise, it appears most strikingly wavered—an
interpretation of every curve inscribed with
lightning-like rapidity on the air.

The vertical curves and angles of the most
precipitous Alpine torrents he traces witli the
same rigid fidelity. Swooping adown the in-

clines of the cascades, dropping sheer over dizzy
falls amid the spray, and ascending with the
same fearlessness and ease, seldom seeking to

lessen the steepness of the acclivity by begin-

ning to ascend before reaching the base of the
fall. No matter how high it may be, he holds
straight on as if about to dash headlong into the
throng of booming rockets, then darts abruptly
upward, and, after alighting at the top of the
precipice to rest a moment, proceeds to feed and
sing. His flight is solid and impetuous without
any intermission of wing-beats one homoge-
neous buzz like that of a laden bee on its way
home. And while thus buzzing freely from
fall to fall, he is frequently heard giving utter-

ance to a long outdrawn train of unmodulated
notes, in no way connected with his song, but
corresponding closely with his flight, both in

sustaiued vigor, and homogeneity of substance.
—Jolin Muir, in Scribnerfor February.

Russian Epitoks.—Russian newspapers are

conducted on an economical basis, and the pub-
lisher tells no lies. The Moscow Teatrailnaia-

Gazeta recently incurred the displeasure of the
government, and an officer of the Press Bureau
was sent to the office to arrest the proprietors.

The only person in the establishment was the
publisher, and he was sternly summoned to

fetch the editor. The publisher went up stairs

and returned speedily with a large pair of scis-

sors, saying, "Here, sir, is the editor." The
officer was rather disconcerted, but soon re-

covered himself, and exclaimed more sternly
than ever, "No nonsense! fetch me the sub-
editor." Again the publisher departed, and
again returned, this time with a pot of paste
and a brush. "These, sir," he said, "are the
sub-editors."

Pay Your Debts.—Clean hands in matters
of money among the young certainly ought to

be the indispensable condition of gentlemanli-
ness. No man who borrows and does not pay,
and does not care whether he pays or not, is a
gentleman, no matter how witty, or gay, or fine

he may be. To speak in good plain English,
the man who dresses himself at another's ex-
pense, not knowiug how to pay, not caring
whether he pays, is a genteel scoundrel ! Ana
yet such things are done by good-natured folks,

by kind-hearted people, by persons who never
probe them morally to ascertain what their ten-
dency is, and what they lead to.

Evening in the California Mountains.

Mrs. Mary Hallock Foote, the artist, writes
as follows in •Scribner, for February : Toward
the close of the dry season, when brown and
dusty August burns into browner, dustier Sep-
tember, a keen remembrance of all cool, watery
joys take possession of one's thoughts. The
lapping of ripples in pebbly coves, the steady
thump of oars in row-locks, the smell of apple-
blossoms on damp spring evenings, old mill-races
mossy and dripping, the bleating of frightened
lambs at a sheep-washing, and the hoarse, sti-

fled complaint of their mothers mingled with
the rushing of the stream—all these once com-
mon sounds and sights haunt the memory.
Every day the dust-cloud grows thicker in the
valley, the mountains fade almost out <>f sight
against a sky which is all glare without color ;

a dry wind searches over the bare, brown hills

for any lingering drop of moisture the sun may
have left there ; out morning and evening still

keep a spell which makes one forget the burden
of the day. At sunset the dust-cloud in the
valley becomes a bar of color stretching across
the base of the mountains, deep rose and orange,
shading by softest gradations into cool blue. I

remember one sunset especially. The clouds of

dust rolling up from the valley below were trans-

formed by the light into level bars of color like

a horizontal rainbow sweeping across the entire

valley ; above it the mountains rose : a wonder-
ful variety of constantly changing hues made
them look like something unreal. Then there-

came a sudden darkening of the lower part of

the mountain! so that the sun-lit peaks seemed
to float in the air above the bars of sun-colored

dust, with a strip of cool shadow between. All
is quiet ; as in the.morning, no birds chirp and
twitter themselves to sleep ; the stillness is only
broken by the dull throbbing of the engine like

the stifled breath in the distant shaft-house.

Every evening repeats this silent symphony
of color, and every day it seems like something
one has dreamed of. The rose and orange and
blue have faded into the same dull, gray pall,

which, to the valley stretched beneath, is never
anything more ; only those who see it from the
hills know that sometimes this pall is a robe of

glory.

We rode home one evening across the low,

bare hills, beyond the Mexican camp. It was
during the "earth-shock weather'' las the miners
call those last, dry, lurid weeks before the early

rainfall), and one of the dull, red sunsets, pecu-
liar to that season, had been flaming mi the sky
and mountains ; its lingering glow colored the
edge of the early moonlight. The soil here has

a Vermillion tinge, which is stronger after sun-

down ; it was intensified that evening by the

flush in the sky. There was no positive light

or shadow, only a pink glow spreading over all

the wide landscape, except where the canyon
held its glooms, and above it a young moon
slowly brightened in a sky of twilight blue. It

was in sentiment like William Morris' poetry.

I always think of it as the "land east of the sun,,

and west of the moon." While the moon is

young and her light faint and pale, one can
scarcely mark the time when the lingering twi-

light passes into the soft, dim radiance that

spreads like a spell over the valley, across part

of which lies the shadow of a mountain. We
cannot see the moon itself, only its light. The
mountains opposite remain always shrouded in

silence and mystery. But when nights come
for the full moon the place is a paradise ; in the

foreground the winding trails with black masses
of shadow from the clumos of live-oak crossing

them, the dark mountain lines rising on every
side, the mysterious depths of the canyons, the

lights of the Mexican camp scattered over the

hills, the closer clustered lights of the Cornish
camp on the lower range, the wide, dim valley

below, and the far-off barrier of mountains.

Calculation Relative to Watches.—The
balance of a watch beats five vibrations per

second, 300 per minute, IS,000 per hour, 432,-

000 per day, 157,784,700 per year (886 days,

f> hours, 4!) minutus). If a watch should go for

a century, as sometimes is the ca6e, its balance

would execute 15,778,470,000 vibrations. To
give an idea of the magnitude of this number,
a thousand million minutes have not elapsed

since the commencement of the Christian era.

How many individuals carry their watches
three, four, five years and more without ever

having them cleaned. If we take, say five

years, the watch will have produced 788,923,000

vibrations, and people expect their watches,

after this enormous work, to correctly indi-

cate the hour, minute and second. If watch-
wearers reflected a little they might be some-

what less exacting towards the watchmakers.

The Two Heai-s.—The Rer. John Newton
once said: "I see in this world two heaps—one
of human happiness and one of misery. Now,
if I can take but the smallest bit from the

second heap and add to the first, I carry a point.

If, as I go home, a child has dropped a half-

penny, and if, by giving it another, I can wipe
away its tears, I feel that I have done some-

thing. I should be glad, indeed, to do great

things, but I will not neglect such little ones as

this," Such little offices lie within the sphere

of every one.

Monument to Linn.kus.—It is proposed to

erect at Stockholm a monument to Linnaeus,

consisting of a statue of the great naturalist,

surrounded by allegorical figures of the four

sciences to which he devoted himself, namely,
botany, zoology, mineralogy and medicine.

Aerial Telegraphy.

We have already given items concerning the

system of telegraphing without wires, which is

put forth by Prof. Loomis. Doubtless a fuller

description of his experiments and results at-

tained and anticipated will interest many readers

:

Prof, Loomis hae been in the mountainous regions
of West Virginia for some months, conducting
a series of experiments with his proposed aerial
telegraphy, has demonstrated finally that tele-

graphy without wires is practicable. His man-
ner of operating consists of running a wire up
to a certain altitude, reaching a particular cur-
rent of electricity, which, according to Prof.
Loomis, can be found at various hights. At any
distance away, this same current can be reached
by a wire, and communication can be had im-
mediately. The apparatus necessary to bring
about this wonder is very simple and inexpen-
sive. It has been fully ascertained that tele-

graphic communication does not take place over
or through the wires, but through the ground.
This same communication continues when these
electric currents applied by nature are used.
Prof. Loomis has telegraphed to parties eleven
miles distant by merely sending up a kite at
each end of the distance, a certain hight, at-
tached to which, in place of the ordinary string,
was the fine copper wire. When both kites
touched the same current, communication was
had between them, and messages were sent from
one end to the other by means of the ordinary
Morse instrument in connection with the instru-
ment invented by Prof. Loomis. This showed
that the theory on which he had worked for
many years was the correct one, and that by the
proper means, such as stationary wire arranged
from natural or artificial eminences, could be
operated successfully at all times. It is true
that aerial telegraphy may not be much of a
certainty during violent storms or electic show-
ers, but it will not meet with more obstructions
than the ordinary wire telegraphing, which is

not at all sure during the periods spoken of. It

will be a long time before aerial telegraphing
can be carried on between plates which are but
a short distance apart, if indeed it ever will.

In such cases the wires will continue to be used,
though for long distances, such as for telegraph-
ing from one side of the ocean to another, the
aerial telegraph will take its place entirely.

Prof. Loomis has a scheme now on foot for a
series of experiments from a point on one of the
highest peaks on the Alps, in Switzerland, to a
similarly situated place on the Rocky mountains
on this side of the world. If this succeeds, of

course his invention will rank in importance
with that of the electric telegraph itself, and be
even greater than that of the telephone. All of

the money necessary to carry on the experiments
has already been promised, and it will not be
many years, if it turns out to be a success,

before ocean cables will be one of the lost art*,

which, having played its part, will be laid aside.

The cost of aerial telegraphy will not be over
one cent when the other is $1,000.

Attractive Homes.

Country homes should not be tolerated simply,

but made so attractive that the din and dazzle of

the town will have no power to charm those who
have tasted their sweets and breathed the pure
air of the fields and mountains.

" How shall we keep the young among us ?

"

is a problem not yet solved by many hard work-
ing, self-denying farmers. The editor of Hcrib-

ner once aptly said :
" If the American farmer

wishes to keep his children near him, he must
learn the difference between living, and getting

a living. " It would seem to a farmer of small

means and large responsibilities that living and
getting a living are too nearly synonymous to allow

much margin for the pleasures of life. Yet how
rarely do we find one too poor to afford his fam-

ily some of the attractions that render home the

dearest place of all the beautiful earth.

Extracting a large amount of happiness from
small means is one of the fine arts, and should

be as carefully cultivated in a farming commun-
ity as fields of corn or orchards of fruit trees.

Luxuries and elegancies may be cheap as well

as expensive, and in a climate so genial as ours,

we have only to steal a few hours each week
from less important duties to give a tropical

greenness to the garden, and embellish the

humblest cottage. Nature has scattered her

bounties with a lavish hand, and left us the

choice to make a paradise of our California

homes, or leave them free from art to repel those

who come among us.

In getting a living and laying up money for

the future, we are too apt to overlook the im-

portance of present enjoyment. The last earned

hundred dollars goes to buy more land, when
we have already too much, as the young people

well know, as their longing ey«s feast on the

rows of books and piles of magazines when they

take an annual holiday in town. And if at a

friend's house they look with delight on the

pictures that adorn the walls, it is only to make
those of their own home look more bare and
unattractive.
" Trifles light as air " make the sum of human

existence, in proof of which let us turn to our own
childhood's home, whose cheap, bright pictures

and sweet scented lilacs have tinged with a

sunset glow all these changing years.

Men and women should work together in this

important cause that each department over

which they preside may receire the care so im-

portant to accomplish the great end—a beautiful

Lome, —Flora M. Kimball.
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Indecision of Character.

One of the many causes which hinder men
from attaining success, indecision is undoubt-
edly one of the greatest. Without any deter-

mined course marked out for themselves, the
majority of young people set out upon the great
ocean of life, depending more upon chance than
any fixed law, whereby a definite result may be
obtained. Thinking to-day, perchance, to amass
a fortune in some pursuit, they, to-morrow,
easily change it for some other. And so they
spend their lives, continually varying, always
discontented with the present, and ever looking
to the future for brighter days, which their in-

decision does not warrant them to expect. How
many young men there are, who if settled in

their purpose of obtaining a livelihood, would
ultimately be crowned with success. How
many old men there are, who if they had not
lightly and frequently changed their vocations,

would now be in the enjoyment of happiness
and every comfort, whereas their latter days are
embittered by want and penury, and their home
the work-house or asylum. It is the curse from
which no one is exempt, that "man shall earn
his bread by the sweat of his brow. " Such being
inevitably the case, let us not be over-fastidious

as to the nature of our employment, provided it

be honest.

If we feel dissatisfied with our lot, which in

fact we all do, the king as well as the beggar,
let us nobly and manfully endure it, and console
ourselves with the pleasing certainty that soon
all our troubles, and toils and privations will

end. Let us not too readily try to divest our-
selves of the weight Providence has burdened
us with. Whatever our condition or state in
life be, let us discharge its duties, and if we
calmly submit to the All-wise Creator's good
will, rest assured our allotted span will be more
happy and less troubled than if we day after
day seek an evasive way of obtaining that
which Croesus, with all his fabulous wealth,
could only possess—a living.

Chaff.

"It was simply an informal affair," wrote the
editor, of a little strawberry party at a neigh-
bor's house. "It was simply an infernal
affair," read the compositor, and that editor
will never get any more invitations from that
quarter.

"Doctor, my daughter seems to be going
blind, and she's just getting ready for the wed-
ding, too ! Oh dear, what is to be done ?"

"Let her go right on with the wedding,
madam, by all means. If anything can open
her eyes, marriage will."

They were at a dinner party, and he re-
marked that he supposed she was fond of eth-
nology. She said she was, but she was not
very well, and the doctor had told her not to
eat anything for dessert except oranges.

"She may be a very good woman," gasped
Thomson, his breath almost choked off by the
tightness of his new shirt, while the wrists were
so loose that they seemed not to be buttoned at
all; "She may be a very good woman, but ehe
don't understand the practical application of
topographical engineering to a fine shirt."

Some one tells of an Ohio tavern-keeper, ap-
pointed collector of internal revenue, who got
one day, in an envelope addressed to him offi-

cially, a $500 greenback, with a slip of paper, on
which was written : "Conscience money." He
put the bill in his pocketbook, without debate,
simply remarking ; "I always did suspect that
barkeeper.

"

A Scottish divine happened to meet two par-
ishioners at the house of a lawyer whom he con-
sidered too sharp a practitioner. The lawyer
jocularly and ungraciously put the question,
"Doctor, these are members of your flock

;
may

I ask do you look upon them as white or black
sheep?" "I don't know," answered the divine,
dryly, "whether they are black or white sheep ;

but I know that if they are here long they are
pretty sure to be well-fleeced."

Old Letters.—No two words could well be
brought together, out of which a more pregnant
meaning might be gleaned, than the above.
Old letters! The very intonation of our voice,
as we utter them, startles us. They summon
up anew the long silent echoes of sounds heard
only in that once world of youth—a chaos now

—

out of which we have passed; till, rising boldly
before us in this, our later sphere, like severe"
rebuking specters, come all buried joys, dead
loves, sworn and forsworn friendships and
irreconcilable hates. Drag yonder chest from
among the cobwebs that have gathered about it

for 30 mortal years; take down the rusted key
from the nail where it has hung so long. Does
it grate and jar in the unused locks ? What of
that ? The sound is significant, in perfect uni-
son with the tone that shall vibrate through the
heart's most secret chords when the mournful
lid is lifted and the indwelling spirit invoked
and the hollow sepulcher laid bare. But cour-
age! raise the groaning lid and dive beneath
the accumulated rubbish for the long-hoarded
and long-neglected packet. Lay out, one by
one before you, the motely muster-roll that
holds in record the startling fictions of a life.

Pah, a smell as of damp mold hangs about it

like a charnel. A brave hand is needed to
unloose the string; the knot resists, as though
it felt the mercy of delay. But old men lack
patience, and so you cut the Gordian knot.
Now, look as in a mirror and behold!

—

Cham-
ber's Journal,

A Valentine.

Winsome little maiden, with your fancies white,
Pure as April snowdrops grown in silver light,
Lilies of the valley, like a breath of spring,
In your hands are lying as Love's offering

" Little love," I say,
" I have brought you sweetest flowers to-day,
But my little love is sweeter, sweeter far than they."

Lovely little maiden, waiting like a bird,
Till your golden dreaming into song be stirred,
Exquisite your silence; but, when falls a strain,
With delight of singing you will sing again:

" Little love," I say,
" Do not (dreaming) any more delay;
Sing as thrush by dawn enraptured" on a summer's

day."

Ah ! a soul's white mystery who can understand ?

Soft I see you smiling, lilies in your hand;
And with song or silence I will be content,

—

Notes that are divinest but for Heaven are meant.
" Little love," I say,

" I would keep you as you are to-day;
But I know that summer thrushes sing—and go

away !

"

—February Wide Amike.

Game of Fagot-Gathering.

There is a jolly in-door game for the winter,
called "Fagot-Gathering," which has been des-
cribed in print before, but it makes so much fun
that many who have never heard of it will be
glad if we tell about it here.

First you take some slips of paper, as many as
there are players, and on one of them you write
"Fagot Gatherer," on each of the rest you write
either "good wood" or "snapper," making
three times as many "good woods" as "snap-
pers." Of course, anybody who knows about
wood fires will see that this is because some
sticks will burn quietly and brightly, while
others will crack and snap and fly without the
least warning. You put the papers into a hat,

and each player takes one, telling nobody what
is written on it. Every one then sits as near
the wall as possible, leaving a clear space in the
middle of the room, and the player who has
chosen the "Fagot-Gatherer" slip proceeds in a
serious, business-like way to bundle the fagots.

He, or she, chooses four or five girls and boys,
standing them together to represent a fagot,

and then makes similar groups of the rest in

other parts of the room. This done, he begins
to "bind the fagots" by walking slowly around
each group, making with his arms such motions
as a real fagot-binder would make. The "sticks"
are quiet until the binder lets his arms fall, but
then comes a sudden change; the "good woods"
run to their seats, but the "snappers" chase the
"binder," and try to touch him before he can
begin to bind another "fagot;" failing in this,

they have to go and mourn among the "good
woods." Then the binding of the second "fag-

ot" goes on like that of the first. But when
a "fagot-gatherer" is touched, the "snapper"
takes the place of the "gatherer," who goes
and rests himself. The game ends when all the
"fagots" have been used up in this way, and is

then begun again by another selection of papers
from the hat. The fun is in the frights and
surprises of the "fagot-gatherer," who, of

course, does not know who is the "good wood"
and who a "snapper;" and all do their best to

avoid betraying themselves. If you have a
good, big room and lots of players you will find

this game as full of fun as you can wish.

—

St.

Nicholas.

The Smallest Boy.—Master Frankie Flynn,
of Norwich, N. Y., is probably the smallest

specimen of a boy ever known. He is four and
a half years old, and is thus described by the
correspondent of the Utica Observer: "We
went to see him, expecting a Tom Thumb or

Commodore Nutt to walk in upon us. Imagine
our surprise when his grandmother brought him
in as one would a cat. He is not so large as one
of Tom Thumb's legs. In Tom Thumb's car-

riage he would look as lonesome as an ordinary
man in a circus band wagon. To sit upon one
of Tom Thumb's easy chairs would be to him
what it is to the ordinary boy to perch upon a
gate post when the spring comes. He is smaller
than any one can conceive who has not actually

seen him. Yesterday he had on two pairs of

stockings, and the smallest sized baby shoes

were too large for him. His wrist is the size of

an ordinary man's thumb, his ankle but a slight

increase. He stands 23 inches in his shoes, and
weighs, clothes and all, 12 pounds. That is the
most he ever weighed in his life. Still, he is a
very lively, sprightly boy, very active, climb-

ing into chairs and getting down; walks around
with his hands behind him, like his grandpa,
and talks and laughs, and is as cute as any boy
of his years. He is no larger than when lie was
one year old."

A lady riding on a slow train handed the con-

ductor a half-fare ticket for her boy. The con-

ductor looked at the young Anakim, and said :

" Rather a large boy for half-fare." "Yes," re-

plied the mother, " So he is now. It was all

right, though, when I bought the ticket ; but,

you see, he's grown so much since we started I"

The conductor passed on.

"Master at home?" "No, sir; he's out."
"Mistress at home?" "No, sir; she's out."
"Then I'll step in and sit by the fire." "That's
out, too, sir."

A good thing to put in practice: a young
lawyer.

The Physician.

The following is a translation of an epigram
written by Cordus in the sixteenth century

:

The physician like an angel seems,
When he in the sick-room brightly beams;
And like unto a god is he,
When he's removed the malady.
But in a different light we view
The Doctor when his bill is due;
Our alter'd eyes we at him level,

As though he were the very devil.

Our Digestions.—When proper, natural,

simple food is taken into the healthy stomach, no

more is felt of it. If it be of the nature of soup

or beef tea, it is absorbed, as it were, by the coats

and veins of the stomach. If it be meat, it is,

by the movement of the stomach, carried round

and round its cavity and mixed up with the
gastric juice, which oozes into the stomach
whenever food is put into it. This gastric juice

is a clear, colorless, acid fluid, which flows
freely into the stomach, as we have said, when-
ever food is taken into it. The free acid pres-

ent in the gastric juice (of the dog) is lactic

acid. The gastric juice has a very slight ten-
dency to putrefaction and may be kept for an
infinite length of time in a common glass bottle
without developing any putrescent odor. The
peculiar property of this fluid is that it dissolves
meat, boiled white of egg and such like sub-
stances. It does so even outside the body, but
it does so Jsest inside the body, assisted by the
high temperature of the stomach and by its

peculiar movements. Gastric juice does not
dissolve all kinds of food. It does not dissolve
fat, nor starch, nor oil. Its proper duty is to
dissolve meat, gluten (the most nutritious part
of bread), caseine (the most nutritious part of

milk), albumen (white of egg), etc.

—

Canada
Globe.

Sound Sleep. — Hall's Journal says: Any
man who can bound out of bed as soon as he
wakes of a mid-winter's morning is worth some-
thing ; no fear of his not making his way through
the world creditably, because he lias the elements
of a promptitude, decision and energy, which
guarantee success. To invalids we make a
comfortable suggestion worth knowing. If you
have force of will enough to keep you from tak-
ing a second nap—and it is the " second nap"
which makes its baneful influence felt on multi-
tudes—it is better for you to lie awhile and
think about it, until that feeling of weariness
passes out of the limbs which you so commonly
feel. But to sleep soundly, and to feel rested
and refreshed when you wake up of a morning,
four tilings are essential :— 1. Go to bed with
feet thoroughly dry and warm. 2. Take nothing
for supper but some cold bread and butter and
a single cup of weak warm tea of any kind. 3.

Avoid over fatigue of body. 4. For the hour
preceding bedtime, dismiss every engrossing sub-
ject from the mind, and let it be employed about
something soothing and enlivening in cheerful
thankfulness.

Carrot Ointment.—It is convenient, if not
absolute^ necessary, says a writer in the Rural
New Yorker, to have on hand a sure remedy for

burns, flesh-wounds, chapped hands, etc. This
demand is supplied in many families by patent
remedies, in ours by carrot ointment made as
follows : To one medium-sized carrot, well
washed and thinly sliced, allow one- fourth pound
of freshly churned, unsalted butter. Place them
together in a spider or other iron vessel, simmer
slowly until the carrot is crisp and brown—tak-
ing care not to burn it, then strain through a
thin cloth and keep in a tin box or wide-mouthed
bottle. As a healer it has few equals. A few
applications will cure the worst cases of chapped
or cracked hands, provided the hands are well
washed with castile soap and soft water, and
well dried, just previous to its application. Af-
ter applying the ointment rub the hands, warm-
ing and rubbing them until all is absorbed. It

will speedily heal burns after the fire is extracted.

Indeed, we use it in all cases where a healing
agent is needed.

Heat of the Brain.—M. Broca has recently

laid before the French Medical Association some
curious facts concerning the temperature of dif-

ferent parts of the skull. By numerous experi-

ments he has found that while at rest the tem-
perature of the surface of the head is 2' Fahr.
higher on the left side than on the right. When
the brain is active, equilibrium is established.

When continuous but moderate mental effort

has been maintained for ten minutes the tem-
perature is raised about 1° Fahr. The temper-
atures of the frontal, temporal, and occipital

regions of the skull are also different, that of

the frontal region being more than 4° Fahr.

higher than that of the occipital.

• Morphinism.—This name, says the Drug-
gists' Advertiser, is given to a new form of vice,

which seems to be increasing. The vicious in-

dulgence consists in the hypodermic adminis-
tration of morphia for the sake of the stimulat-

ing effects produced. The evil results are

numerous and distressing, but they are almost
entirely removed for the time by the adminis-
tration of a new dose of the drug. The habit
or desire grows by indulgence and at last loaves
thj patient in a state hut little better than
insanity.

Beans for Sunday.

"Pipsy Potts" tells how they get up a Sun-
day dinner, to the Home Magazine folks : While
I am writing, the girls ask what they will pre-
pare for our Sunday dinner. Without looking
up, I dreamily answer : "Baked meat and beans,
a corn meal pudding, and some rice boiled in
plenty of water, witli a mere seasoning of salt
in it. Don't fix much

; get all done by noon, so
you can sit down and read and rest, and not be
tired out before Sunday comes." The beans
were cleaned and put to soak in warm water
last night.

To prepare a nice dish of baked beans, boil
with them a pound of pork, part fat and part
lean ; when done, put the beans in the pan or
baking-dish, lay the meat on top, rind side up ;

gash it, pour in the broth, with two spoons of
molasses, put it in a hot oven and let it bake
until the meat is nicely browned. Set it away
for Sunday, and just before starting to church
pour on it a little boiling water, and put it in
the oven, where it will heat gradually.
The meal pudding we make this way on Satur-

day : Take one pint of sour cream, or very rich
sour milk, one teaspoonful of soda dissolved,
two eggs, a heaping spoonful of white sugar,
and a handful of raisins, currants or any other
kind of dried fruit—raisins are preferable

—

thicken into a batter with two-thirds corn meal
and one-third flour. Pour the batter into a
buttered cake-pan, and steam it two hours. It
will puff up lightly, and eaten with sweetened
cream is delicious.

We make ours on Saturday, and 3te»m it over
for Sunday dinner.

Orange Dishes.

OraDge Salad.—Peel eight oranges with a
sharp knife, so as to remove every vestige of

skin from them; core them as you would core
apples, and lay them whole or cut in slices in a
deep dish ; strew over them plenty of powdered
loaf sugar; then add a large wineglassful of pale
brandy; keep the dish covered close till the
time of serving.

Orange Fritters.—Take the peel and white
skin from three or four oranges; cut them across

into slices; pick out the seeds and dip each
slice of orange into a thick batter. Fry until

nicely browned and serve upon a napkin with
powdered sugar sifted over each slice.

Orange Tartletts.—Remove the pulp from
two or three oranges; boil the peels until very
tender; beat them to a paste with twice their

weight of sugar; add the thin pulp and juice of

the orange with a tablespoonful of butter and
beat these ingredients together. Line some
little pans with puff paste; fill with the orange
mixture and bake.

Head Cheese.—After the heads have been
properly trimmed (i. e., minus eyes, ears and
nose), and soaked in cold water (two days at

least) to extract the blood, wash them in warm
water and put on to boil ; cook them in plenty
of water till the bones drop out, then set off to

cool, pouring all the liquid into one vessel and
the meat in another ; as soon as cool enough
pick out every bone with your fingers, then chop
the meat fine, the same as though making hash,

season with plenty of pepper, salt, and pulver-

ized sage. It is an improvement for those who
are fond of high seasoning to chop up a good
large red pepper with the meat, and put just a
pinch of ground spice and cloves in with the
pepper and salt. Skim all the grease you can
off the liquid and put it in and the meat back
in the pot, let all boil together a few moments,
then pour it in a pan to cool. If there are pig's

feet to pickle, boil at the same time and put the

water they are cooked in in the head-cheese.

Preparation of Tripe.—Cut a slit in the

tripe of sufficient length so that the contents
may be emptied, and turn it inside out. Then
sew up the slit, using a large darning needle.

Rinse it in water, then put it in a tub with suf-

ficient water to cover. Stir in a lump of newly
slacked lime about twice as large as a man's
fist. Move it occasionally to briug every part

in contact with lime water. (The lime dissolves

the interior coat. ) In about an hour it will be
ready to scrape, whicli will take but a few min-
utes. Rinse as often as necessary, then cut into

small pieces. Put it into a pot with cold water,

add a tablepoonful of salt, and as the water
evaporates add hot water and boil until tender.

Then set it on a dish to cool. To prepare tripe

for the table: Fry in butter till it is of a nice

brown color, add pepper and salt to the taste.

Other fats will answer, but do not give so rich

a color or so nice a flavor.

Loose Stoppers.—To prevent tincture stop-

pers from becoming gummed into the neck of

the bottle, Mr. Hans M. Wilder recommends
a slight coating of parafline to the stoppers and
in the neck of the bottle. This can be best ac-

complished by rubbing the stoppers with apieoe
of parafline and giving them a turn in the neck of

the bottle, so as to distribute a thin coating all

over.
,

Rice Custards.—One ounce and a half of

ground rice; three ounces of loaf sugar, and
one pint of new milk. Boil the rice in the

milk, adding the sugar, a piece of cinnamon;
pour into custard cups, in whicli a little fresh

butter has been melted, and bake in a Blow
•ven.
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The Week.

The days are charged with stirring topics,

each competent to command a column of sug-

gestions had we space to marshal them. Every
worker in the field of agriculture is awake and
eager to plant himself squarely on the vantage
ground of the favoring season. Effort for pro-

duction, inquiry for agricultural investment,

confidence in agricultural credits, trade in

farming machines and supplies, values of stock

for labor and for growth—all these are on the

onward, upward course. The result of this

quick and general change upon the countenance
of affairs is a widespread activity among rural

workers and a disposition to press all available

material into the inarch of progress in farm
work. We know a city banker who left his

desk, rushed to the plains, broke in six green
mules to draw the gang and a green man to

drive them, and then rushed back, against his

will, to his accustomed place among his loans

and certificates. Nor is the spirit of enter-

prise in the pursuit of assured abundanoe a

whit the less with those whose greater fortune
it is to dwell amid the scenes of active labor in

the fields. Theirs is the greater promise, for

each day their own eyes note and their words
direct the work. The planting and seeding
of tree and plant which is yet possible; the
breaking of the land for next summer's fallow;

the manufacture of the milk, which will How
in copious streams; the duties of the lambing
season, to which the sheep come, eye-deep in

rich feed and strengthened by freedom from cold
storms, and each new hoof worth four times as

much as it would have been a month ago—all

the varied labors which these facts imply are

pushed with heart because they all will be pro-

ductive of reward.
But while we glorify the general good we

would not forget the individual hardship. There
lias been loss to some by unexpected rise of wa-
ter, by the wash of hillside Hoods and by the
break of levees which were thought strong and
enduring. To such we extend the hand of

sympathy and the hope that anticipated injury
may either prove greater than the fact or else

be met by future compensations.

Rainfall and Percolation.

Editors Prkhs:— I wish to make a suggestion regarding
the manner of measuring the rainfall. The present
method is crude. It is customary to measure the amount
of water that falls. The proper way is to measure the
amount of water that goes into the ground. Take a pair
of large platform scales, place a large box thereon, filled

with earth of average quality and slope of surface. After
every rain weigh it. Do the same after every drying
wind; in fact, daily throughout the year, and we would
gain 10, yes, Mi times the amount of valuable information
we now do from the simple rain gauge. Ten inches that
fall gently and soak in do more good than 10 feet that run
off in torrents and flood. The University ought to do
something of this kind. W. S. Prosbbr, Auburn, Cal.

We quite agree with our correspondent that
it would be exceedingly desirable to know just

how much effective water, if we may use the
term, is received from each year's rainfall. It

is true that such measurement as we 'now gen-
erally make does not show it. Although the
method of our correspondent would be simple
and easily practiced, it would be so liable to

error that one would hardly trust the results

gained with it. If it be granted that the aver-

age of soil, both in quality and condition of

density, and the average of slope could be
secured, there would still be some chances for

error, especially in the item of evaporation by
drying winds, which our correspondent pro
poses. A box of earth on a platform scale,

where a dry wind would have free course to

play all around it, would, of course, lose far

more by evaporation than would the same mass
of earth in its natural position, and it is prob-
able that a record of effective water thus taken
would lie nearly as much too small as our meas-
urement of all the rain that falls is now too
large. For example, this earth in a box would
be dry as a powder horn, when the natural earth
would show abundant moisture by merely
scraping with the foot. Nor would the sun
enjoy less opportunity for drawing off the mois
ture than the wind.
There would also be doubt as to whether the

box would show enough moisture, because
there would be loss by leakage from the bottom
during prolonged rains, unless the strata of

earth should be deep enough to contain it all,

and this would require a depth of earth which
would tax a hay scale to weigh it. Nor could
a shallower depth of earth in a water-tight box
be substituted, because then, in prolonged
rains, there would be supersaturation and the
surplus would How off as from an overfilled

basin.

Although we find fault with our correspond-
ent's apparatus, we do not undervalue his idea,

which is eminently a good one. We should
expect better results in a clumsy, practical way,
by carefully diggiug a hole in the ground after

each storm and recording the inches of penetra-
tion in connection with the measurements in

the rain gauge as the season progresses. But
in taking up the inquiry iu'a more scientific

way, there are devices for measuring the amount
of water percolating through a strata of boil

and analyzing its contents already in use among
agricultural experimenters at the Bast and in

Europe. At the I lothainsted agricultural expe-
riment station in England, there have been
constructed three large " drain gauges," each
representing the 1,000th part of an acre, for

the determination of the quantity and composi-
tion of water percolating respectively through
20 inches, 40 inches and (iO inches depth of soil,

with its subsoil in a natural state of consolida-
tion. They are made by sinking a shallow-

shaft and then excavating a subterranean
chamber beneath the desired area of the soil

and patting in proper arrangements for sup-
porting the strata and catching the water which
percolates through it. The shaft is stoned up
and the affair is made permanent in many ways
and affords a constant record of percolation to

compare with rainfall. There is also a similar
contrivance, called a l.ysimeter, now in use
upon the farm of Sturtevant Bros., at South
Framingham, Mass.
Of course, an apparatus of this kind is be-

yond the expense and time which an ordinary
observer would be ready to give to a determina-
tion of this kind, but we instance it, as our cor-

respondent properly suggests, that such experi-
ments should be made at the State University.
We doubt not that if the necessary funds were
supplied, the Professor of Agriculture would
not be slow in carrying out this and many other
experiments which promise valuable results.

We hope they may not be long retarded, for

there are a hundred directions in which inquiry
should pe pursued at the State expense for the
benefit of our great agricultural interest and its

devoted adherents.
We should be glad to know if there be simple

ways, not liable to too great error, for attaining
the results our correspondent and many others
desire to know. The method which we have
described as in use abroad is obviously the
truest way to note the exact results produced
under natural conditions, but approximations
more easily secured would be desirable also.

Heavy Washing ok Soil.— In conversation
with Mr. L 0. Steele, we learn that grievous
W'ork has been done by the heavy rains upon the
hill laud at some points on the coast in San
Mateo and Santa Cruz counties. In many
places where it has been usual to seed in the
spring, seeding was done last fall because of the
fear of a dry season. When the heavy storms
came upon the loose soil on these slopes there
was a severe washing and gulley-making, so
that it seemed to Mr. Steele, in some places at
least, one quarter of the surface soil and grow-
ing grain was carried down. This is an unfor-
tunate result to spring from attempts to be fore-

handed with the season's work.

The Rainfall.

We seize the opportunity to compare the

figures of the rainfall this season and last, up

to the dates named, at the different points in

the State. There have been two other rains,

which are not caught in the figures above, except

in San Francisco. In arranging the table we have

taken a course from San Francisco northward,
around the head of the bay, then to the Sacra
mento valley, thence up the San Joaquin, and
return along the coast and coast valleys to the
starting point. It will lie seen that the contrast
shows favors from twice to thrice as great as

last season, and it must be remembered that a
good part of last year's rain fell in October and
was of little value. This year the great amount
comes in .January and will be all made to con
tribute to the prosperity of the State and the
comfort of our citizens:

Th it iinir.

San Fraueisco, Feb. 4 Is. 45
San Rafael, Jan. :il 20 93
Petaluma, Feb. 1 20.05
ilealdsburg, Feb. 1 3U.U0
Xa|ia, Feb. 1 lti.08

Lake|>ort, Feb. 1 24.90
Porno, Jan. 31 24.43
Vallcjo, Feb. 1 13.09
Vacaville. Jan. 30 21.0.1

.Martinez, Jan. 31 10.23
Onto, Jan. 31 18.11
Mansville, Jan. 31 12.41
Colusa, Feb. 1 16.98
Woodland, Jan. 31 14.30
Sacramento, Feb. 2. 11.09
Stockton, Jan. 31 7.81

Modesto, Jan. 31 6.80
Fresno. Feb. 1 7. SO
Merced, Jan. 31 5.05
Visalia, Jan. 31 4.53
Bakersfield, Jan. 31 4 00
San Diego, Jan. 30 6.90
Los Angeles, Feb. 2 9.15
San Buenaventura. Jan. 30 9.00
Santa Barbara, Jan. 30 12.83
San Luis Obispo, Feb. 1 14.22
Salinas City, Jan. 31 10.51
Monterey, Jan. 30 14.11
Santa Crux, Jan. 31 18.40
Hollister, Jan. 31 8.68
Gilroy, Feb. 1 12.84
San Jose, Jan. 31 8.55
Plcasantnn, Jan. 31 ' 9.97
Mission San Jose, Feb. 1 9.44
Oakland, Feb. 4 15.14

Lout year.
'

8.67
13.26

11.27

ULli
10.20

13 20

7.91

0.MT

5.81

3.(14

(i'22

3 00
5.50

3.77

Protection to Dairymen.

The bill lately introduced in the Legislature

for the protection of owners of cheese factories

against imposition by watered milk, has passed

one House and will probably l>ecome a law. As
we said on a former occasion, the measure is one

which has proved indispensable in carrying on

the co-operative cheese factories at the East,

and as such factories are now springing up in

our State, it is proper that they should be simi-

larly protected against dishonest men, if any

such lie found in this State.

Another measure of even greater importance

has been introduced in the Assembly by Mr.

Abbott, of Monterey, making it a crime to sell

oleomargarine, or "tallow butter," without hav-
ing it plainly branded with its proper name. In
other words, it provides for the punishment of

anyone who attempts to deceive the public by
selling the substance as genuine butter. This
is right, for though the substance has been
shown to be cleanly and harmless, it is clearly

not butter, and should not be permitted to be
sold as butter. The manufacture of oleomar-
garine, or "bull butter,'' as it is coarsely but
expressively called at the East, is increasing

very rapidly. At present the weekly produc-
tion from tiie factories in New York and Jersey
City is between 250; 000 and 300,000 pounds per

week, the greater part of which is exported to

England analthe continent. As we noted some
months agw; there was reason to believe that

the manufacture was to be attempted again on
this coast, but we are not able to learn whether
operations have commenced yet or not. It will

lonbtless come soon enough, for it has been
found very profitable at the East. There will

be less field for it here, because our people gen-

rally are more accustomed to the use of choice,

fine-flavored butter. It is fit, however, that

the bill for guarding the genuine article should
become a law forthwith, and that all producers

and dealers in true butter should be watchful

that the artilicial substance is not allowed to

steal their livery. We shall watch the matter
is closely as possible.

State Agricultural Society.—At the re-

cent annual meeting of the State Agricultural

Society an election of officers was had for the

ensuing year, and Macus I). Boruck was chosen

President. In the election of directors to till

vacancies the choice fell upon Albert (iallatin

and Daniel Flint, of Sacramento, G. W. Colby
of Butte and L. R. Hose of Los Angeles. The
new members of the board include some of our

foremost agriculturists, and we have hopes of

the society under their management. Hon.

Robert Beck was re-elected Secretary ofjthe

society—a fitting tribute to his faithful service

heretofore.

On File.—"N. Y. Hort. Soc," J. B. J.;

' Hona J
Season of '70 and 71," U. H. L; Plow-

ng in Vineyards and Orchards, " W. W. S.

;

'Notes for the Month," G. R.; "Trip to the

vnith," B. W. C. ; "Bee Notes in Napa," J.

D. E.; "Germination of Seeds," J. F. C. ; "Or-

anges in the Foot-Hills," J. T. ; "Floriculture,"

f. C. L. D. ; "Exorbitant Interests," S. B.;

I .vigii of the Bondholders," 1). A. L.

Hungarian and Red Top.

Kiiitorb Press:- Please inform me In vour next issue if

Hungarian grass is a valuable grass for hay, time of sow-
ing, and quantity of seed sown. Also the land best suited
to red top grass. Vol xo Si bsi ribkr. Far West Ranch,
Spencerville, Nevada County.

Hungarian grass makes fine hay if it is cut at
the right time. There is a right and a wrong
time to cut any fodder plant to secure the most
nutritive hay from it. This is eminently true
of alfalfa, and not less so of Hungarian grass.
If cut just as the blossom appears, and before
the seed has time to form and the stem to hard-
en, it makes excellent hay. If left until the
plant ripens, it is very poor feed, as the stem is

woody, and more than this, it has been found to
affect horses injuriously, as noted in our issue of

November 3d, 187". We cannot tell what time
will prove best for sowing in the different regions
of this State, as there are few experiments to speak
from. Probably it will be found to agree closely

with the time for sowing grain. Mr. O'Brien
sowed it as late as June 3d, and with irrigation

secured a tine cutting of hay by October 1st.

Mr. Clark, of Sonoma county, sowed it about
May 1st, cut hay the first week in August, and
secured a second crop almost as good as the first

by October. He grew the grass on ordinary
upland without any irrigation. We are not in-

formed of the amount of seed these experi-
menters sowed per acre, but the quantity recom-
mended at the East is one bushel per acre on
rich land and rather more on poorer soil.

Bed top is not in much demand among Cali-

fornia growers. It has, however, been found
good on the tules and on moist places elsewhere.
In the northern parts of the State, as for in-

stance the moist meadows of Siskiyou county, it

is in more general use, and in northern California

and < Iregoii is highly recommended. The con-
clusion would be that here, as in the Eastern
States, it thrives liest on wet lands.

Bed top (Aijroxlix rulyari"), is a highly es-

teemed grass in widely separated regions. It is

called "Burden's grass" in New England, "herd's
grass" in Kentucky and some other States, and
sometimes goes under the name of " English
bent grass." Botauically the plant is the same.
There are, however, apparent diverse habits in

its growth. For example, in New York State it

is found to thrive best 011 wet, heavy lands, but
in England it is considered best for dry sands,

snd its chief recommendation is its ability to

stand severe drouths. In England it is pre-

scribed as the proper plant for rabbit warrens,

and for the outskirts of blowing sands. In wet,

swampy meadows in New York its thick inter-

lacing roots consolidate the sward and give cat-

tle a linn footing.

Preserving Pampas-Grass Plumes.
Editors Press; Will you kindly give directions for

preserving pampas grass plumes'.'- Constant Reaiier,
Davisville, Cal.

The following easy process was made known
by Mr. Henry Vilmorin, of Paris, in the London
Cardeners 1

Chronicle: " I have always found the

best plan for preserving the spikes of pampas
grass in perfect condition to be the following:

Cut the stems before the spikes are half out of

the sheaths, store thein in a dry place and leave

them undisturbed till entirely dried, then re-

move the leaf which partly envelopes the spikes;

the latter will appear perfectly bright and with
a silky gloss on them, only they are rather stiff;

then submit them carefully to a goodly heat,

either in a well-heated oven, or, better still,

before a brisk fire, when each Horet will expand
;ind give the spike the feather-like appearance
so much appreciated. The spikes prepared by
that process will not drop one of their glossy

pistils and will keep for any length of time if

kept free from the tarnishing effects of dust."

Has anyone a better way?

Death of Senator Angney. —Again death

has entered the State Senate chamber and called

hence a worthy man. Senator Angney, of Santa

Clara, died at his home near Gilroy, on Sunday

night, January 27th, and was buried on Tuesday*

January 29th. The deceased Senator was serv-

ing the latter part of his term, having been

elected in 1875 as a Democrat. W. Z. Angney
was in his fifty-sixth year. He was a native of

Pennsylvania, and came to California in 1850

from New Mexico. He was educated at West
Point, and was Captain in the United States

army during the Mexican war. At the conclu-

sion of that struggle he settled in the city

of Mexico, where he married and engaged

in the practice of law. He subsequently

came to California and settled about six miles

from (iilroy, in Santa Clara county. He there

devoted his attention to agricultural pursuits.

His chief business of late years has been that of

wine making. In his legislative career, Mr.

Angney gained the respect and esteem of all his

colleagues. He was assiduous, attentive and

conscientious in the discharge of all his duties.

North Carolina.—Those desirous of in-

formation about North Carolina will be inter-

ested in a new paper published at Raleigh, un-

der the auspices of the State Board of Agricul-

ture.eutitled theFarmer ami Mechanic. The first

issue contains many valuable articles on the re-

sources of the State, and the publication will

doubtless do much good for the interests of the

commonwealth.
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Adulterated Alfalfa Seed in Europe.

We hope our dealers in alfalfa have not learned

the evil practices of the Europeans, but as evil

ideas spread faster than good ones.it will be well

to have an eye upon what we buy and make tests

of germinating percentages before we invest too

heavily. We learn through our English ex-

changes of the most shamefaced frauds prac-

ticed by the Bohemian dealers who furnish lu-

cerne (alfalfa) seed for the German markets.

A sample of this seed was examined and it was
found to be adulterated with not less than 10.-

374% of small, artificially-prepared stones.

These are so cleverly turned out that even a

skilled expert would only detect them with
some trouble. The yellow-colored stones, espe-

cially, are most deceptively like lucerne seeds;

all of them pass through a two-millimeter sieve,

and about 12% through a one-millimeter open-

ing. They are made from broken quartz re-

duced to small fragments, passed through sieves

of the proper size, and colored with chrome to

give them the desired sulphur-yellow tint. The
grey stones are obtained from grey quartz, and
are somewhat larger in size. According to Prof.

Nobbe, to whom the credit is due of having first

drawn attention to this system of adulteration,

the samples of seed thus tampered with, came
chiefly from Bohemia, where there are special

factories for the preparation of the colored

stones. Besides this percentage of stones, a not
inconsiderable proportion of chatT and foreign

seed was found in the sample.

Flood at Sacramento—As we write, on

Wednesday, a large region of country adjacent

to Sacramento is under water and a great loss of

agricultural property will be occasioned. Re-

ports say that the levee on the east bank of the

Sacramento, a mile and a half below the city

broke at 3 o'clock Tuesday morning on Flint's

ranch. This has been for years a weak place,

but a new levee was constructed and a wing
dam put in last summer to keep off the current.

The water Tuesday morning broke in the new
soil. This break will flood all the land be-

tween the river and high land on the east for 20
miles down. One account says: It is impossible
to correctly estimate the damage already done,
but it may safely be said that it will reach at

the least half a million of dollars. The country
overflowed contains the vegetable gardens from
which the city derived its supply; also a large

portion of the slaughter-houses, cattle ranches,

feed yards in connecton therewith, many sub-
stantial mansions and at least 1,000 small homes.
It was also a favorite location for hopyards
and nursery gardens, all of which have been
ruined. It is feared that a large number of cat-

tle have been drowned and large fields of well-

advanced crops inevitably damaged. No loss of

life is reported up to Tuesday night, but there
are grave apprehensions.

The Redding Ranch.—During the past two

weeks we have spent several days in visiting

the well-known Redding ranch, located on the

upper waters of the Sacramento river. This

ranch contains some 21,000 acres of land, the

first extensive tract of agricultural laud watered

by the Sacramento after it leaves the mountains,

and is one of the finest tracts of land in the

State. It is located in a region where drouths
are never known, and where, consequently, the

crops never fail. It extends for some 20 miles

along the west bank of the Sacramento, is beau-
tifully diversified into bottom and gentle rolling

lands, well wooded, and yet susceptible of

ready cultivation, even in its natural condition.

This property has recently come into the hands
of Mr. Edward Frisbie, of Vallejo, who is now
dividing it up into farms. He has already made
several sales, and will soon make arrangements
for placing it more prominently before the peo-

ple for selection of homesteads, and a more
thorough cultivation. With this end in view,

we shall take occasion, at an early date, to

make further and more particular mention of

this interesting portion of the State.

Dried Persimmons.—Mr. Loomis showed us,

the other day, a box of dried persimmons just

received from Japan. They were of the Impe-

rial or oblong variety, and when dried and
pressed made a fruit about three inches in

length, one and one-half inches in width, and
three-quarters of an inch thick. They were
packed with exceeding neatness in a box hold-

ing 50 of them. The box had a slatted bottom,

and there was a layer of coarse straw beneath

the fruit and between the layers. The cover

was raised above the fruit to admit the air.

These precautions are found necessary to pre-

vent the fruit from molding. The flavor is tine,

and taken with the handsome appearance, will

make dried persimmons a favorite article in the

market. They were dried without the addition

of sugar, and yet they were coated with a bright

coat of it derived from their own juices.

Harvard.—We have received a copy of the

annual reports of the President and Treasurer

of Harvard college for 1876-7. They contain

the latest information of the present condition,

aims and methods of this famous institution

—

things which old alumni will be glad to know.
The reports will be sent to every graduate of

the University who sends his address to Secre-

tary of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

A Rain Gauge.

Editors Press:—What is a rain gauge! I measure the
rain In a lard-tin. I had, (Hiring the storm of January
15th and 16th, fully six inches of water in it. The total
for the season, to January 21st, was 9.110 inches.—W.
Pfikkkr, Saratoga, Santa Clara county.

Our correspondent's lard-tin will give a meas-
ure of the rainfall accurate enough for all prac-
tical purposes, although it is liable to some
errors, because the vessel may not be exactly
"true" in sides and bottom. According to
exhaustive researches, carried on for 15 years,

by Mr. Symons, of London, and summarized in

Johnson's new encyclopedia, it appears that for

a standard gauge, the collector may have any
diameter from three inches up to three feet, but
a diameter of eight inches is preferable. It must
be of thin sheet metal and of cylindrical form
and have its axis truly vertical. The mouth of

the collector should be horizontal and not less

than one foot nor more than three feet from the
surface of the ground. A uniform hight of one
foot from the surface is preferred. Gauges set

upon buildings are objectionable. According to

Reclus, in his masterly work, "The Ocean," it

has been ascertained that the quantity of water
falling on the terrace of the Paris observatory
building, at 91 feet high, is always less than the
quantity of water collected in the courts situ-

ated below. At the summit of the building
the annual depth of rain is 19.7 inches, while at

the base the depth rises, on an average, to 22
inches. At Berlin, the quantities of rain which
fell on the roof and in the court-yard of the

observatory are a little less, but the difference

is also about a ninth. Of course, this rule does
not apply to great elevations, such as moun-
tains, for they have altitude to enable them to

condense the higher strata of clouds and secure

the greater amount of water.

The water collected in a gauge should flow at

once into a receiver or holder, with the least

possible loss, and where it will be kept safe

from evaporation and the quantity should be
measured as soon as possible. Some gauges,

placed in inaccessible places, are constructed so

The Colorado Stone Man.

The true story of the Colorado stone man has

just been revealed, and the whole thing turns

out to be a fraud, like the Cardiff giant; in fact

it was another sellof exactly the same sort. This

thing is becoming a trifle monotonous, and
taken in connection with the deceptions

lately practiced with the Indian mounds
in Wisconsin, Iowa and elsewhere, shows

a very had state of affairs. Inscriptions have

been manufactured on pieces of slate, and
placed in different mounds, and afterwards be-

ing discovered have occasioned a great deal of

wonder, scientific conjecture and self-delusion.

The characters of such inscriptions are copied
from Runic, Icelandic, Norse, Phoenician,
Etruscan, Hebrew, Egyptian, etc. A recent
find was a stone tablet m Wisconsin, written in

Sanscrit, which is to be sent to the British mu-
seum. In Iowa also several cases of mound
stuffing have been detected, and altogether the
numerous frauds in American antiquities have
resulted in so much skepticism that eveir bona

fide discoveries are regarded with the greatest
suspicion. In the case of this stone man, about
which there was so much talk at the time of

its exhibition in New York, the plan was care-

fully laid out and pretty skillfully executed.
It was made at Elkland, a little mountain

town in northern Pennsylvania, by George Hull,
the maker of the "Cardiff Giant." The facts

were made known by E. J. Cox, Justice of the
Peace at Hornellsville, on the Erie road, who
had a financial interest in the humbug, but was
so badly misused by Hull that he felt no longer
under obligation to keep the matter secret. All
of Cox's statements have been verified by a re-

porter who visited Elkland quite recently. It

appears that Hull rented a farm at Elkland in

1873, and as soon as he was established he built

an icehouse, as he called it, in which was con-
structed an arch kiln of brick. ( J round stone,

THE LATEST FRAUD—THE "STONE MAN" OF COLORADO.

as to allow of measurement once each month.
Either the weight, the volume or the depth of

the collected water may be measured accordingto
convenience. The usual method is to give only
the depth in inches to which the ground is cov-

ered by the rain which fell thereon.

When snow falls it is considered best not
only to melt and measure that which fell into

the collector, but also to dip the inverted col-

lecting cylinder into those places where the
snow has fallen evenly and thus take up sec-

tions representing the average snow fall. By
melting these and taking the average resulting

quantity of water, we deduce a better result

than could have been given by a single gauging.
Rain gauges should be placed at a distance

from trees, fences, buildings or other local dis-

turbing causes.

Grazing Lands.—It is telegraphed that

Representative Page, has reintroduced his

Grazing Land bill, which was originally offered

by him in the 43d Congress. It recites in the

preamble, that there are in various parts of

California, public lands, neither mineral, agri-

cultural nor timbered, but fit only for grazing

purposes; that said lands are of little value and
yield comparatively little pasturage, and that

they are mostly in possession of persons who
have improved them for purposes of pasturage.

The bill therefore proposes that any United

States citizen who at the date of enactment
shall be in exclusive possession of grazing lands

of the foregoing description, may purchase not

exceeding 640 acres of the same at 50 cents per

acre, upon making oath before the register and
receiver of the districts in which the land is

situated, that his purpose is not speculative,

but in good faith, to appropriate it to his own
exclusive use, and that he has not directly or

indirectly made any agreement for alienation

of title.

Fruit Drier Burned.—Wednesday morning

of last week, between 12 and 2 o'clock, the

large four-story frame building of the Alden
Fruit Drying establishment, owned by Hermann
& Sorenson, in Anaheim, Los Angeles county,

was destroyed by fire, the origin of which is

unknown. Loss, about $12,000; insurance,

$0,000.

ground bones, clay, plaster, blood, eggs, and
other materials were used in forming this image,
which was then baked six months in the kiln.

Hull spent much time and several thousand dol-

lars in experiments. He said he had perfected

himself in the necessary scientific knowledge,
and that he would not make a figure again.

Hull unluckily broke his first giant in getting
it out of the kiln, but succeeded better in his

second venture, and had the satisfaction, early

last year, of seeing the completion of his labo-

rious work. Besides Cox, a man named Case
had a financial interest in the giant. A piece

of a man's skull was put in the head, and bones
were inserted in numerous places in the limbs.

"I think," says Mr. Cox, "that Hull must have
spent $10,000 or $12,000 in making experiments
and molding and baking his giant."

Hull had succeeded in making a stone giant,

for the baked composition was just like stone;

but it was a white elephant on his hands. He
had no money to plant it with. This led him
to apply to Barnum, whom he visited at Bridge-

port, Connecticut. Barnum said he was not

going to buy a pig in a bag, and he would send

out a man to look at the invention. Mr. Bar-

num sent Geo. Wells, who came quietly and
stopped at the Klkhorn hotel as a horse-trainer

who desired to look at Hambletonian stock in

the neighborhood. In the evening he was taken
to the icehouse where he viewed the wonder,
expressed astonishment and delight at Hull's

excellent workmanship, and said he believed

that Barnum would buy. The great showman
finally agreed to pay $2,000 down, to share the

expenses of planting, and to own a certai

share of the giant. On March 12th of last year
the giant was wrapped with cotton cloth an
put in a stout box well bound with iron, which
was provided with a false lining, and directed

to Bridgeport, Connecticut. At midnight it

was put in a wagon and taken to Addison, I 1

miles distant, on the rCrie road. Hull made a

second trip to Bridgeport, where, on March
26th, an agreement was drawn up and signed

by the stockholders of the Giant Company, Bar-

num, Hull, Wells and Case. The first inten-

tion was to bury the giant in some isolated Con-
necticut valley; but Barnum said it would never

do, and Hull, when he returned, said they had
changed their plans and wer^ going to plant the

ttiaiit in the Rocky mountains. He went to

New York on|April 8th and joined W. A. Con-

ant, who was ih Barnum's employ. They
shipped the giant to Colorado Springs, and then
reshipped it as local freight to Pueblo. Hull
was absent about six weeks, and on his return
said that the giant was successfully planted.
Conant went as a professor in charge of a

party in search of geological specimens. He re-

mained to watch the deposit. When Hull re-

turned East he said the giant was just as ready
to dig up them as it would be in five years, but
that Barnum had gone to Europe and would not
be back till August. The lifting of the giant was
therefore delayed until Barnum's return, when
he went to Colorado, ostensibly to look after his
stock farm, and lecture on temperance. His
real object was to be near at hand when the
giant was exhumed. Hull knew it would never
do to have the Cardiff giant man recognized as
having anything to do with the Colorado giant;
so he assumed the name of George H. Davis,
cut his hair short, shaved his mustache, put a
hump on his back, and disguised himself as a
stoop-shouldered farmer. Cox meantime was
getting anxious to know what share of the
financial harvest he was to reap, but he could
obtain only vague promises from Hull. To
make the sale to Barnum, Hull had been com-
pelled to conceal from the showman Cox's knowl-
edge and interest. Cox told Hull he would
have his pay or he would talk. Hull returned
to Colorado, but the necessity of keeping Cox
quiet soon brought him back, and he then con-
ciliated Cox by offering him one twenty-sixth of
his own interest. A contract was drawn up to
this effect, and Hull then returned to Colorado.
When he reached Pueblo he found that Conant,
who, as he expressed it, had been fooling with
the giant, had broken off the head and one leg.

Hull was enraged, and a quarrel ensued. How-
ever, the giant was skillfully mended, and the
discovery was made according to the plan. Bar-
num appeared on the ground and offered $20,-
000 for the find, which Conant refused with
scorn. The people began to laugh at Barnum,
and he offered a reward of $10,000 to any man
who would prove {that the giant was made by
chisel. Then came the test. Barnum paid
Prof. Taylor $100 and his expenses to go out
and bore into the giant.

Hull had lent an attentive ear to the talk of

scientific men, and was astonished to learn that
a kind of crystal ought to be found on boring
into the arm of the petrified giant. Hull ob-

tained crystal to correspond, and by sleight of

hand exchanged it for the dust of the boring
implement, which was first handed to him by
Prof. Taylor. When the giant arrived at

Quincy, Illinois, Barnum, who was then in

Washington, ordered it to be brought to New
York, and its subsequent history is known.
Cox has received no share of the proceeds of

the exhibition, and decided on that account to

make his knowledge public.

The enterprise has been a losing one all

around, and much surprise is expressed that
Barnum should involve himself in this worn-
out scheme of humbuggery. The giant was ex-
hibited in New York, at the aquarium for sev-

eral weeks, but it failed to draw. Conant lias

gone back to Colorado, presumably in search of

other fossils. The giant is now stored among
the curiosities of the New York Museum of

Anatomy.

Our Seed Bearing Fruit.—We find the
following in the Orangethorpe correspondence
of the Anaheim Gazette: "When Mr. Metcalf
began to improve his ranch six years ago, there
was not a tree on it, now there are over 3,000,
not counting those in the nurseries. This
speaks well for his enterprise, good taste, and
public spirit, for I deem the planting of trees

one of the important duties of every American
citizen. I must not forget to mention the
algaroba tree, seven of which are in bearing.

Some years ago the editor of the Rural Press
informed the farmers of California that he had
in his office a supply of algaroba seed, which
had been imported from South America. He
offered to distribute this among the patrons of

his paper. Mr. Metcalf sent for some, planted
it, and these trees are the result of the experi-

ment. This tree, when in full bearing, yields

a ton of pods, which are very nutritious, and
are largely fed to cattle in South America and
Spain. Prof. Hilgard, in a recent address before

an association of dairymen, encouraged the cul-

tivation of this tree. He especially recom-
mended it as being peculiarly adapted to dry
soil which would not produce alfalfa without
irrigation. This tree is closely allied to the
Carob tree of Spain and the Orient. The pods
are eight or nine inches in length, and are said

to furnish excellent feed for dairy cows."

Protection of the Columbia Salmon.—
A bill, which has lately been introducted in

Congress by Senator Mitchell, prohibits the

taking of salmon in the Columbia river and
tributaries, by any means whatever, between
July 26th. and October 1st, of each year, and
impose penalties of at least $1,000 tine for the
first offence, and $1,500 fine and 12 months'
imprisonment for subsequent offences. Minute
regulations are prescribed concerning the tak-

ing by gill-nets, seines, weirs and traps be-

tween April 1st, and July 26th, and similar

heavy penalties are imposed for a violation.

The bill also prohibits throwing into the stream
saw-dust from the mills or waste liquids from
factories, tanneries, etc., between July 1st, and
December 31st, of each year, under penalty of

$500 for each offence. One half of the fines are

to be paid to informers and the rest devoted to

the propagation and preservation of fish under
direction of the Commissioner of fisheries.
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Purchasers of Stock will find n this Directory tub

Names ok Some op tub .Most Reliable Breeders.

Oi r Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

60 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO ,
Downey City, Cal., breeders of

thoroughbred Jcrseys._ Dulls and Bull calves.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, :W2 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or t'otate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-

ers of Short Horns and their Grades. ___
R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey

cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale ^various ages—at *40

to *100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.
L. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and

Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-

sex and Berkshire Swine.

B. F. WATKINS, Santa Clara, breeder of thorough-

bred Spanish Mgrjng Sheep,

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, «20 each;

Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM St RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.

BURBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,

San Francisco. Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,

Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-

land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose. Cal.

sale. Also, eggs in their season.

IVkin Ducks for

A O RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,,

Breiider of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular'.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers

and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for

hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose. Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,

Pekin Ducks, etc.

SWINE.
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal.

Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine.

Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside. Cal
, Importer and

Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

CARD.

Last fall, preparatory to moving to Oregon, I disposed

of my entire herd of Berkshircs. Alfred Parker, Esq. , of

Bellota, San Joaquin County, purchasing several of my
best imported hogs. 1 take pleasure in recommending

him to my former patrons and to the public generally as a

reliable breeder. R. S. THOMPSON, Napa City, Cal.

IsTParties favoring me with their orders may rely

upon getting A No. 1 Pigs, with perfect pedigrees and of

the most fashionable English strains. Address,

ALFRED PARKER, Bellota,

San Joaquin County, Cal

W. &. J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California

IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OK

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE
Also, the finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

Imperial Egg Food

CTnuleMark.)

\\ ill Make Your Ileus T.;i>-.
Winter and Summer, supportFowls during moulting,
keep them constantly In fine condition, and Increase
their profit loo percent. Half of the clitcks die annually.
This makes bone an«4 muscle early, and will save ttirm.
Packages to mix with ~ii> weight ordinary fced.Sflcts.

j

larger for f 1 on and ll'i.on. Sent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocers. Feed stores, etc..

LOCAL AGENTS WANTED.
C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 1U3, Hartford, Cmnt.

0. C. SWAIN & CO. Agt's for Pacific Coasf
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

£aTTo whom ail orders should be addressed.

H. H. H.
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Ringbonk, Spavin, Sweenp.v, Callous
Lr mph, and all old sorkh, apply freely so as to blister,
from three to five days in succession, and in four or five
days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stikp
Joists, Bri'Ises, Windoalls, and all slight ailments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,
and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in
moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

GRANGERS' RUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

DANIEL INMAN, (President).

A. D. LOGAN,(Vick President).

AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).
W. W. GRAY.

SHIPPING AND
Grangers' Building',

JOHN LEWELLING, (Trrabcrkr\
G. W COLBY.
L C. STEELE.

TH08. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

COMMISSION HOUSE,

106 Davis Street, S. F.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to bo marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will be

furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

GRAND HEADQUARTERS FOR MUSICAL BOXES.

HVL". J". IF^IIjXjJLIE&ID 3c CO.
# Manufacturers and Importers of all kinds of

MUSICAL BOXES
FOB

Holiday, Birthday

AND

Wedding Presents,

MUSICAL BOXES
FOR

Holiday, Birthday

AND

Wedding Presents.

OF STANDARD REPUTATION.
Our stock embraces Cie latest novelties, the newest and most pleasing airs, and the mos approved appliance

for rendering them with every shade of musical expression.

AVp'We offer this season many new improvements that must be seen to be appreciated, therefore buyers coming
to San Francisco are invited to examine our stock the i.aruest in thb'citt.

it^TMedal and diploma awarded at the Centennial Ex|K>sitiou to our establishment in Switzerland for excellence
in manufacture, durability, volume, purity of sound anil sui>erior workmanship. Also, medal awarded at the Me-
chanics' Institute Industrial Exhibition. San Francisco.

BEPAIB DKPAKTMENT.—Our workmen are especially educate! to all kinds of intricate repairs, so that all

repairs entrusted to us will meet with careful, skillful and prompt attention. Weare recipients of many special
patents for improvements in musical boxes.

M. J. PAILLARD & CO,, No 120 Sutter St.,

680 Broadway, New York, and St. Croix, Switzerland.

(Rooms 5 and 6 ) San Francisco.

IRA MARDEN & CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.

Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

In consequence of spurious imitations of

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE,
rvliich are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Perrins

have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,
thus,

>

•which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without which none is genuine.

Askfor LEA dr* PERR/.VS' Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopptr.

Wholesale andfor Export by the Proprietors, Worcester ; Crosse and Blackwell, London,

<Sr*<\, &"c. ; and by Grocers and Oilmen throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO.. San pTanclsco.

THE KING PATENT PORTABLE ENGINE.
\wardcd the First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, San Francisco, 1877. Also, at the Pennsylvania State Fair,

held at Erie, Penna., September 28th, 1877.

FuR ECONOMY, DURABILITY. STRENGTH AND SAFETY

IT HAS NO EQUAL.
Large numbers of them are now in use on this Coast for Irrigating, Printing, Feed Mills,

Wood Yards, Coffee and Spice Mills, Pumping, Cheese Factories, Smelting, Hoisting, Etc.

Sizes of Engines, Two, Five, Eight and Twelve
Horse-Power,

Eight and Twelve Horse-Power Mounted on Wagon for Agricultural Purposes.

Of" SEND FOR CIRCULAR GIVING FULL INFORMATlOW.TEi

KING & WILBUR, Nos. 250 and 252 Market Street, San Francisco.

EDljc>\J!OfJ\L.

BUSINE 3S
COLLEGE.

No. 24 Post Street

•an nuacaoo, cil.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet Its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is giveu in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.
Ladies' Department —Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Telegraphic Department.— In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit'

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business Codecs, San Francisco, Cal.

SANTA BARBARA COLLEGE.
Santa Barbara, Cal., 1877.

FOR YOUTH OF BOTH SEXES.

Jons LTNcn,
Principal.

Mrs. M. Atkins Lyncu,
Vice- Principal.

Mrs. Lynch is well known as Miss Atkins, (long identified
with the Beuicia Young Ladies' Seminary.)

FULL CORPS OF COMPETENT INSTRUCTORS.

For further information, address the Principal.

Poultry.

JOHN Li. BOONE,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
PATENT LAW A SPECIALTY.

Office—202 Sansome Street, N. E. corner Pine Street,
San Francisco.

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., care of Dewey

& Co., 8. F. State condition and lowest price.

RUPTURE
If Ruptured, send at once for

Dr. Pierce's New Illustrated Book.

Addhess Magnetic Elastic Tri'ss Co.

809 Sacramento St., San Francisco.

^*CURED.-^

25
EXTRA m l .l' CARDS, Snowflake, Oriental, Etc.

with name, 19 it«, J. B. BUSTED, Nassau, N. Y.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of "the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark snd Ligrht Brahmas, Bull

White and Partridge Co-
chins, White & Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
& Game and Sebright Ban-
Itams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,.

Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS POR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Interior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
O^For further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to
GEO. B BAYLEY,

P. 0. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal

M. EYRE, Jr., NAPA, CAL.

i
_ Sate Arrival of

For

Price List.

Eggs & Fowls

Guaranteed.

I never owned a FINER LOT OF BIRDS than I hare

raised this year. Also,

Thoroughbred Southdown Sheep.

O-Pamphlet on the care of fowls—hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., adapted specially to nut

Pacific Coast. Sent for 16 cents.

they contain.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
I have many testimonials from par-

ties in every portion of California oor-

tifving to the

EGG PRODUCING
Qualities of ground raw bones, while
burnt bones pounded have not the same
effect, being reduced to phosphate of

lime and animal charcoal. Raw bones
have been proved by experiment to

5 hasten the laying of pullets and in-

crease the laying of hens 50;^, as might
be expected from the quantity of Jelly

When fed regularly to fowls it keeps them

ST5 healthy condition, especially young chickens, and

wards off manv diseases they are subject to on this Coast.

Put up in sack's and shipped C. O. D. by express or by

freight on receipt of price. 60 pound sacks, $2.60; 100 pound

sacks, S4 Carbolic powder for destroying poultry lice,

four pounds for $1. Send for circular. Address

C. P. STONE, 35 Mission Market, S. P,

look1~
BURBANK & MYERS, Im-

porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,
etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market.

Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister

Enclose Btamp for Price List.

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Reference.—Tradesmen's National Banc, N. Y. ; Ell

wanger & Barrv, Rochester, N. Y.; C. W. Reed; Sacra

mcuto, Cal. ; A.'Lulk Jt Co., San Francisco, CaL

troets.San Francisco.

50
BEST Mixed Cards, with name, in case, ISc, or 25

no two alike, 10c. Outfit, 10c. DowdJtCo., Bristol, Ct.

rOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

Ten Cents. STEVENS BR08. , Northferd, Conn.
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To Breeders on tlie Pacific Slope and Exported.

ROLLIN IE*. S^XIE^
[Of Saxe Bro.'s and Col. Peter Saxe & Sons.]

Importer and Breeder of

THOROUGHBRED ENGLISH-KENTUCKY BERKSHIRE!},
Of the "Crown Prince," "Bob Lee," and "Sambo" Families.

Imported 200 Pigs from Kentucky in 1872, and was awarded the SILVER CUP at the State Fair at Sacramento, by the Committee on Swine, a SPECIAL PREMIUM on the car load

These Twenty-seven litters were all from sires and dams imported, directly or indirectly, from England, and every pig perfectly pedigreed by the breeders in Kentucky.

Harris on the pig says: "This breed of swine has had a fixed type for 125 years at least. Is a. black hog, covered with lustrous, coarse, black hair, no bristles, has four white feet, white Sit

face and on tip of tail; is a meat hog; abounds in a greater proportion of sweet, tender, juicy, lean, well marbled with very fine streaks of fat, than any other breed of swine; the hams and

shoulders are almost entirely lean, a thin rim of fat covering only the outside; usual weight 10 to»18 months old (fat) is 300 to (iOO pounds. In Europe and America there is a growing tendency

for tender, juicy, well marbled smoked hams, shoulders and side pieces, in preference to very fat salt pork, and which is unquestionably tho most healthy food. The Improved Berkshire is a

natural grass hog; is the most prolific and most docile of any breed. Considering these facts, the Berkshire, above all others, should be the favorite swine, and should take the precedence of

all other breeds."

"By universal consent, the improved Berkshire hog stands at the head of the list, either to breed pure or to cross with inferior breeds."

Parties desiring a white hog, can be supplied with Thoroughbred Suil'olks on application.

My pigs fat, will weigh close to one pound per day for the first 400 days. It costs no more to raise one good animal than it does three scrubs.

N. B.—Any party desiring a Poland China—a lard hog—a bristly, coarse boned—coarse meated—heavy, lop-eared animal, can be supplied by sending orders.

P. S.—Homer P. Saxe is the Vice-President (for California), of the "American Berkshire Association," head office at Springfield, Illinois. He will supply blanks gratis, to any who wish to

have their swine recorded, and give information to any who may feel interested in the affairs of the Association.

e&All animals sold are guaranteed as represented, and pedigreed. Crating and boxing and feed for shipping FREE. Prices for BERKSHIRES,
$25 to $100 each, according to number, age and condition being about one-third the price charged in the Eastern States for Thoroughbred

swine. Address

ROLLIN P. SA.XE,
IMPORTER OF ALL BREEDS OF CATTLE, HORSES, SHEEP AND SWINE.

Saxe's Stock Yards, 9th. and Howard Sts.,

s^isr Fi^Aisrcisoo, c^LiFO^nsri^.
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Notk —Our trade review and quotations are prepared

on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are

not intended "to represent tlie state of the market on Sat-

urday, the date which the paper hears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE, ETC.

San Francisco, February 6th, 1S78.

Trade in supplies for the country is Waking

up, as our advertising columns this week bear

testimony. Produce sales are, however, rather

light and with a downward tendency in most

prices.
Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.

The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

Cal. Average. Club.

Thursday
Friday

Wednesday

12s 5d@12s 9d
12s f>d«il2s ltd

12s 5d«*12s Dd
12s .">d«il2s »d
12s 4dnel2s 8d
12s 4d lal2s Sd

12s «d«tl3s 2d
12s SdyolSs 3d
12s 8d(o)13s 3d
12s sd,«l:)s 3d.
12s 7 deal.'Is

12b 7difitl3s -

1S76
1877
1878

ins

10s

12s

Club.

5d<aius lOd
Sdfdlls 2d
7dial3s —

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as follows:

Average.

10s —(SlOs 3d
10s SdijilOs 8s

12s 4di*129 8d

The Foreign Review.
London, February 5th.—The Mark Lane

Erprexs says: The condition of the<irain market
has, however, undergone some improvement,
although neither a better condition nor light

supplies have tended towards an improvement
of values. In spite of pacific rumors current at

the commencement of the week, political intlu-

ences are still paramount in trade, and, until

the question of peace or war is definitely settled,

it is in vain to expect millers to operate with
any amount of freedom. Although almost
stagnant as far as actual transactions are con-

cerned, trade is nevertheless in an extremely
sensitive state. None will deny that should
the hopes of the peace party be dispelled, the
reaction in favor of higher prices would be
severe.

Preignts ana Charters.

Wheat charters have been active and firm.

Quite a number of vessels have been taken for

Wheat at £'2 12s (id for iron and £2 10s for iron

ships to Liverpool direct.

Eastern Grain Markets.
New YORK, February 2d.—There has been

a lively outward movement of Wheat, Corn and
Barley during the week, mostly for ( ireat Britain,

but the market closed very dull at $1.17(0 1.33
for infeiior to choice spring growths; No.
selling at Sl.25<« 1,38. Corn was lower, closing
at "Adi 59o for mixed shipping. Barley has sold
freely for export, at 69f£ 70c for State, and SOff

Sic for ( 'anada, in bond, Common extra ship-
ping Flour has had ready sale at reduced prices,

•or $5(a 5. 25 per barrel.

Chicago, February 2d. - Wheat is at the
lowest ebb that it has touched for several mouths,
and there is no indication that the market has
been largely oversold, as has been stated. Prices
ranged from $1.01 gfo l.Ooi for March. Rye and
Barley were dull, fluctuating and weaker. The
closing cash prices were : Wheat, $1,023 ; Corn
38Jc ; Oats, 23gc ; Bye, 50.) c ; Barley, 48i@49c':
Pork, §10.00 ; Lard, f7.22£.

Eastern Wool Markets
Boston, February 2d.—The Wool sales of the

past week foot up a fair average business,
amounting to 1,413,000 pounds, but complaint
is made about dullness in the market, and bus
iness, on the whole is unsatisfactory. Prices
are low, with moderate stocks; yet there is no
animation to the market. Transactions in Cali-
fornia show some falling off from previous
weeks, but a fair business has been done.
Sales of 431,000 tt.s at 1;V</ 28 for Fall and 18@
33 for Spring.

Nkw York, Feb. 2d.—Notwithstanding that
business in Wool at the present time is exceed-
ingly dull, a feeling of confidence is witnessed
everywhere. This is due in a great measure to
the small supply of desirable descriptions offer-
ing, the light stocks in the hands of interior
dealers, and to the belief that prices are resting
on the bottom. The attention of buyers is

turned toflower grades, particularly Fall Cali-
fornia, and in that description a fair business
has been done. Sales for the week include
250,000 lbs Fall California, at 15.V«23c;
7.000 lbs Spring California, 21c; (>0,000 lbs
pounds Oregon, 24@32.ic.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at
noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of
previous weeks:

on Grain Bags, because of the prospects and the

increased inquiry. Sales are reported covering

about 3,000,000 Grain Sacks, about one-quarter

of the amount being bought by Grain growers

for their own use. There is no doubt that

many Bag dealers who have had a slow and
unprofitable business for the last two seasons,

will soon begin to corner supplies, and it is

doubtful whether * 1 rain growers, who can now
get Bags for 10.}c cash, will be able to get them
so low again during the season. At all events,

many farmers are laying in their supplies now.
BARLEY—Barley is still lower. We note

sales: 2,500 sks good Coast Feed, in two lots,

$1.40; 1,500 do poor tule Feed, $1,371; 100 sks

good Coast Feed, $1.35; 800 ctls choice Feed,

$1.40.

BEANS—Beans are unchanged; 00 sks Pea
Beans sold at $3.30 gold.

CORN—Large Yellow Com is lower. We
note sales: 200 sks large White, $1.85; 00 sks

good large Yellow, $1. 55.

DAIRY PRODUCE—Butter is arriving in

ample amount and prices for Fresh Roll are a

point lower. The New York market affords no

outlet this winter. Nothing but favorite

brands bring over 30c. California Cheese is

now selling at 20c h 11> for the best.

FRUIT — Fruit is generally unchanged.

Choice Apples are scarce and reach extreme
rates. Oranges are becoming more abundant.
HOPS—Trade is dull: 100 bales Washington

Territory sold at ~>le f lt>. Other sorts .are

unchanged and sales few, although more activity-

is expected. Emmet Wells reports the New
York market unchanged up to January 25th.

OATS Oats are stationary. We note sales:

140 sks poor Coast Feed, $1.45; 02 do dark
Humboldt, do, $1.50; 140 do good Coast do,

§1.00.

ONIONS—There is no change in prices.

POTATOES — I'ctalumas and Humboldts
have dropped about 10c per ctl. Early P.ose,

new, advance, $2.50 being gained by the best.

Sweets are now $2 per ctl.

PROVISIONS Fresh Meats take another

upward step, as shown in our quotations. The
bad condition of the roads prevents delivery

and short supplies are occasioned. The Cured
Meat trade is quiet.

VEGETABLES—Some small lots of Aspar-
agus have brought 50c per pound this week.
Beets and Carrots are higher; Cabbage and
Cauliflower lower.

WHEAT—Shippers insist on breaking the

second dollar, and $1.05 is now offered. Choice
lots bring $2. The top price for Milling on
'Change to-day was $2. 07 J. We note sales for

the whole week: 30,000 ctls Shipping, $2.05;

800 ctls good Shipping, $2; 20,000 do Stockton,

to a shipper, $2: 240 do fair Milling, $2; 280 do
choice Milling, $2.05; 740 do do, $2.07i; 300
ctls fair Milling, $2; 800 ctls good Milling,

$2.02?,; 400 ctls Superfine, $1.80, 2,800 ctls fair

Milling, in two lots, $1.95.

WOOL—The stock is reduced and there will

be little to report for the next six weeks. We
note sales: 30,000 It* Fall, \2(o 10c; 00,000 It.s

Oregon, private.

Articles.

Flour, quarter sacks

.

Wheat, ccutal9
Barley, centals.

Betas, sacks
Com, centals
():its, centals
Potatoes, sacks.
Onions, sacks
Wool, hales
Hops, hales
Hay, bales

Whisk. Wrkk Wrp.k. Wrkk.
.Ian lb'. Jan. 28. Jan. 30. Feb 0.

11,235 47,715 21,309 31,195
100,793 I4s,:i4l 3s. 201 47,904
12,538 lfi,0tl!l 11,077 17,207

400 1,190 487 1,058
4,428 2,013 933 2,830
839 O.S'.IU 13,182 0,305

10,680 13.121 17,031 17,857
1,283 1,784 975 910
180 437 95 150

2 183 8
782 1,200 1,252

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
[WU0LR9ALR. 1

Wednesday m., February 6, 1878.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
[WHOLESALE- ]

Wednesday m.. February H. 1878.

BAGS—Dealers report another advance of 4c

I KI IT MARKET.
Apples, box 75 @ 2 50
bananas, bnch.. 2 50 (0 5 00
Cocoanuts. 100.. 7 00 C<* 8 00
Cranberries. bbll4 00 "15 00
Cranes, box 75 1 00
do, Muscat... 1 00 B 1 50
do, Black Mor. 1 25 (</ 1 50

Limes, Mex 15 00 <rtl7 00
do, Cal 5 00 6TX>

Lemons, Cal M. 15 00 m25 no
Sicily, bx 10 00 (all 00

Oranges, Mex.
M 12 50 (330 00
Tahiti <§>-

Cal 12 50 (*30 00
Pears, box 75 <ft 1 00
Easter Beurrt- 1 00 i"

Winter Xclhs.
fj I M

Pineapples, doz. 8 00 ig>10 00

DKIED Kit I l l .

Apples, lb 4 (ft 6
Apricots 10 OT 12}
Oftron 23 <3> 24*
Dates 9 (a 10
Figs. Black 4 (ffl 7

White 6 m 8

Strawbersch'8t.20 00 (it—

Peaches 7J@
Pears 4 (it

Plums 3 (3
Pitted 12JO

Prunes 12((£
Raisins. Cal. bx 1 00 (ft 2
do. Halves... 1 25 <§ 2
do. quarters. 1 50 (it 2
Blowers' 2 75 (ft—
Malaga 2 75 (<* 3

Xante Currants.. 8

VEGETABLES.
\sparagns. If*... — 53 @

—

Beets, ctl 1 75 (5-
i.'abbage. 100 It.s 1 no (ft—
Carrots, ctl 62r@
Cauliflower, doz 50 (<|

Uarlic. New. lb.. 1S(*~
Lettuce, doz
Parsnips, lb

Horseradish
Squash. Marrow

fat, tn f. 00 @ 8

FnrnhM, ctl 1 50 @—
White , 1 00 (ft—

Mushrooms, lb.. 1 (ft -

10

4 (ft—

CARGO PRICES
EDWOOD.

Rough, M 13 00
Refuse 9 00
Clear 23 00
Clear Refuse 13 00

Rustic 23 50
Refuse 18 00

Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 14 00

Flooring 20 00
Refuse 12 00

Beaded Flooring 23 00
Refuse 13 00

Half inch Siding lfi (Mi

Refuse 14 00|
Half-inch Surfaced 20 00:

Refuse 14 00!

Half-inch Battens 16 00
Pickets, Rough 11 00
Rough, Pointed 12 50
Fancy, Pointed 18 00

Shingles 1 75

LUMBER.
Wednesday m., February C. 1878.

OK

BRASS,
Bayo. ctl 4 00 @4 25
Butter 2 90 (ffi 40

Pea 3 30 (g 3 50

Red 3 87}(<T4 124

Pink 3 85 (fH 20

Sm l White 3 20 <*3 48

Lima 4 25 l<'4 SO

BROOM CORN,
Old 34<g 7
New 4J® 8

4 1114 4 OKI .

California 4 (S 4

Cerman 6&(g 7

4 OTTOS.
Cotton, lb 15 (3 18

If.llKV PRODUCE, ETC
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll. It. 20 (ft 30

Point Reyes 30 (a 32

Pickle Roll 18 (g 25

Firkli 18 (« 25

Western Resenre.. 14 (g 17

New York — (f$
—

C11KKSE.
Cheese. Cal.. lb... . 18 @ 2d

Eastern 18 (ft 20

N. Y. State 22 (jeMM
Cal. fresh, doz 35 <a

Ducks' 35 (<t

Oregou 32i(ff

Eastern 27 (<t

do Pickled 'J> (ft

FEED.
Bran, ton 22 50 «t

do, Chile 7 ® 8
Almonds, hd shl tb 6 7
Soft sh'l 12 dt 16

Brazil 14 % 16
17 Qt 18
3 (It 5
U «S 16

ONIONS
*26 @ '62

J

Union City, ctl 25 (ft 75
Stockton @ SM
Sacramento liiver. 25 @ >•-:

37.'.

FVCBT SOUND PINE.
KETA1L 1'KICE.

Rough. M 18 00
Fencing 18 00
Flooring and Step 28 00
Narrow 30 00
2d quality 25 00

Laths 3 50
Furring, lineal ft I

III 9" 4>OI>.
It ETA 1 1. l'KICE.

Rough, M 18 00
Refuse 14 00

lockets. Rough 15 00
Pointed 16 00
Fancy 22 50

Siding 20 50
Surfaced & Long Beadcd30 00
Flooring 30 00
Refuse 22 50

Half-inch Surfaced 30 00
Rustic, No. 1 30 00
Battens, lineal ft J

Shingles. M 2 00

POTATOES.
Petaluma. ctl 1 50 <»1 75
Humboldt 1 50 al 75

Cutfey Cove — <fj
—

Early Rose. new. — »«2 50

Half Moon Bay... — W —
Kidney 1 62;««1 15

Sweet — @2 00
l>OI I.TKV .V liAMK.

Hens, doz 6 50 (ftS 50

Roosters 5 50 «fl0 50

Broilers 6 00 (?7 50

Ducks, tame 8 50 (g9 50

do. Mallard 3 0U A3 M
Geese, pair 1 75 («2 25

Wildtiray 2 00 <«2 50

White 75 ^1 00

Turkeys 14 (f 17

•do. Dressed 17 V 19

Snipe, Eug 1 25 (eel 50

do. Common .... 50 Wl 00

10 Rabbits 1 00 (ft

25 Hare 1 50 <*2 50
ouail 1 50

I Venison 5

Corn Meal 37 00 v«39 00

Hay 14 00 ;"ls 50
.Middlings 3(1 00 («X2 50

Oil Cake Meal. . 40 00 (ft

Straw, bale 50 a 80
HOIK.

Extra, bbl 6 75 (ctl 12J
Superfine 5 50 ml 00
Qnfaam 6 oo (06 75

FRESH MEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb l^d
Second 6 (ft

Third 5 (ft

Mutton 7J@
Spring Lamb 10 (ft

Pork, undressed... 5i«f
Dressed 8fe

Veal 5 (ft

Milk Calves 7 iff

4. It UN, ETC,
Barley, feed. ctl...l 35 (tfl 40
Brewing 1 45 (al 50
Chevalier 1 85 Wl 90

Buckwheat 1 50 (ftl 55
Corn. White 1 S2i'<rl 65
Yellow 1 55 (it -
Small Round.... 1 70 Wl 80

Oats 1 60 al 75
Milling 2 00 *• -

Rye 2 40 W2 45
Wheat. Shipping. .1 95 ,«2 00
Milling 2 05 («2 071

KIBES.
Hides, dry 17 &
Wet salted 8@ V

HONEY. ETC.
Beeswax, It. 300 31
Honey in comb.... 17 & 20
do. No 2 12i(re 15
Dark 10® 121
Strained 12J(ff 15

HOPS.
Oregon, 6(3 7
California 7 OT 9
Wash. Ter 7 ® 8
Choice Cal 9 (ft 10

MIS JoliMne.
Walnuts. Cal 6 (ft 10

ncimsi4»s.

m- a
8J@

12 («•

15 (ee

- <g

17i

Cal. Bacon, L t. tb 13K<?
Medium 121(60

Heavy 12 Off

Lard 11 @
Cal. Smoked Beef
Eastern

Shoulders. Cover'd
Hams. Cal
Dupee's
Boyd's
Davis Bros' 15
None Such 15 (ft

Magnolia — @
Whittakcr 15 Off

SEEDS.
Alfalfa, 5 @
Canary 7 Off

Clover. Red 18 <M
White 50 Off

Cotton 6 Off

Flaxseed 3i<ii

Hemp 8 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 M
Perennial 35 Off

Millet 10 @
Mustard. White... 8 @
Brown 2i(ff

Rape 3 (S

Ky Blue Grass 20 Off

2d quality 18 Off

Sweet V Grass.... 1 00 &
Orchard 30 Off

Red Top 18 (|
Hungarian 8 Off

Lawn 50 Iff

Mewiuit 20 off

Timothy 9 Off

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 6Jff
Refined 8Joff

W4MH.. ETC
FALL.

Burry 10 Off

Southern, free 11 Off

San Joaquin, free. 11 off

Choice Northern. 16 Off

Burry. Northern.. 14 (ff

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Company's Steamers will sail as follows, at 12 M.

:

CITT OF TOKIO February 7th.

For YOKOHAMA and HONGKONG.

GF.OKGIA February 19th.

For Panama and New Yoke, calling at Acapulco,
La Lihertad, San Jose de Guatamala, and Punta

Arenas.

Hereafter the Panama steamers will leave on the 5th
and 10th of each month.

Tickets to atid from Europe by any line for sale at the
lowest rates.

SOUTH CAROLINA February 7th.

For Acaitlco atid all ports south of Acapulco.

AUSTRALIA February 18th at 12 o'clock, noon
or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-

LULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY.
$10 additional is charged for passage in l'|>|ier Saloon.

CITY OF PANAMA February 9th.

For Victoria, Port Townsend, Seattle, Taconia, and
connecting at Tacoma with Northern Pacific

Railroad for Portland, Oregon.
Tickets must he purchased before 11 A. M. on day of

sailing.

For freight or passage apply at the office corner First

and Brannan streets.

WILLIAMS. BLANCHA RD ii CO., Agts.

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.
[Corrected Weekly by Sumo & Co.]

San Francisco. February 6. 3 p. M.
Leoai, Tenders in S. F.. 11 a. m., 97;«i981. Silver 4.'.I0(*

4.75. Gold in New York. UBJ
Gold Bars, 8909910. Silver Bauh, 80ffl5 Scent, dis-

count.
Excuanoe on New York, on London bankers. 4»i

Commercial, 60; Paris, five francs V dollar; (Mexican
dollars. 94.

London Consols, 95 7 16; Bonds, 105i.
Quicksilver in S. F.. by the Uask. $ lb, 46oa47!c.

Farmers ! Farmers 1

1

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of lahor to the "Free
Labor Exchange," Xi jnd 85 O'FarreU Street,

San Francisco. All hands c<t refully xthctnl free

of charges to employers and employees.

Mininor& Scientific Press

Patent Agency.
Office—202 Sansome St., N. E. Cor. Pine, S. F.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats filed expeditiously
Patent re-issues taken out; Assiifti merits made and re-

u«»nk'il in It-il form; Copies of Patents and AssigttMflBM
procured; Examinations of Patents made here and at

Washington; Examinations made of Assignments re-

corded in Washington; Examinations ordered and re-

ported by Telegraph: Rejected cases taken up and Pat
ents obtained; Interferences Prosecuted; Opinions ren

dered regarding the validity of Patents and Assign
ments; Every legitimate branch of Patent Soliciting

Itusiness promptly and thoroughly conducted.

Our intimate knowledge of the various inventions of thi-

coast, and long practice in patent business, enable us to

abundantly satisfy our patrons, and our success and
business are constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced inventors are found
among our most steadfast friends and patrons, who fully

appreciate our advantages in bringing valuable inven-
tions to the notice of the public through the columns of

our widely circulated, first-class journals—thereby facil-

itating their introduction, sale and popularity.

DEWEY & CO.,

Patent Solicitors.

DALTON & GRAY,

Commission Merchants.

WHOLESALE IIEAI.EKK IN

All Kinds of Country Produce,

404 & 406 DAVIS STREET, S. F.

CONSIGNMENTS SOI.1CITE1'.

DAI APC THESE LARGE, PINE, NEW DININGrnLnwb Mumns arc ex<e«<lifi(flv popular. The best

RESTAURANT.
NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S.F.
CENTS, tram Ave to light r.

try the Palace

en tiling on the tables,

furnished at the luw
price of

FIFTY
Visitors to S. F. should

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South lOth
St., Philadelphia, & 5G Gold St., Cor. Ann,N Y.

Mussel Slough Land

FOR SALE OR RENT.

The undersigned offers for sale, or will lease on

able terms to a responsible party,

THE DISS RANCH,

Embracing the whole of Section 16, T. 18, R. 22 E.

,

Mount Diablo Meridian, lying adjacent to .lonesa.

THE LAND IS FIRST QUALITY

AND IS SUPPLIED WITH

Water from the People's and Settlers'

DITCHES.

There is a House and Well and other Improvement* oii>

the place. Direct all communications to

F. A. J. DISS,

Care of DEWEY * CO., No. 202 Sansome Street, San.

Francisco.

WANTED.

MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA
ROOTED VINES

Wanted from 20,000 to 40,000 rooted Muscat *>f Alex-

andria Vines. Address with price, immediately,, '*4tlNIS,',

Box 1792, San Francisco Post Office.

GRAPE CUTTINGS,
Seedless Sultana and Museatel (*ordo Blanco, the two

best varieties, at per hundred Johannisberg Kiessling,

Zinlindel and many other varieties at per thousand.

H. W. CRABB, OAKVILLE,
NAPA COUNTY, .... CALIFORNIA.

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Im|>orter of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshire*
Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pu/s. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotewold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are
guaranteed as represented and i>editrreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles City, Cal.

CAMELLIAS.
We offer a lanrc stock of very fine plants at from

$33 to $100 per 100. For catalogue of these, as well
as of

AZALEAS, RHODODENDRONS
And Evergreen Treee in great variety. Address

R. B PARSONS & CO ,

Box 99, Flushing, N Y.
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What's the Matter With Your

HORSE'S FOOT?

Thig animal, pre-eminently the most useful to man, is

the one upon which is inflicted, either wantonly, or

through ignorance or thoughtlessness, the creates 1,

amount of cruelty. The records of all humane societies

show that of prosecutions for cruelty to animals, an over_

whelmning majority refer to the horse, and a large pro-

portion are for working horses, while suffering from

lameness in one form or other. So frequent are such

cases, that observers have concluded that its prevalency

must result from some specific cause. Convinced that

much suffering results from the want of knowledge as to

the anatomy of the foot, the use of inferior nails, and

misapplication of the shoe, led the writer to make re-

search amongst the horse-shoers, to discover if possible

the cause of this rapidly increasing evil. Various reasons

were given, such as

Stone Bruise, Corns, Sprains and
Fast Driving, Etc.,

But as these only applied to the roadster, while all are

alike afflicted, something else must be the cause. A
farrier was at last found who had discovered one greaf

cause of much of this lameness. "During the past eight

or ten years, about all Horse-Shoe Nails used have been

machine pointed nails, cut from

COLD ROLLED IRON.
By this process the fiber is destroyed, and the iron forms

in thin layers, as represented in this drawing.

"When the nail is being driven, the horny fife's of

which the hoof is composed separate these thin layers at

the point of the nail, causing one of the thin blades

to enter the inner parts of the foot, the other

passing out through the wall of the hoof, and clinched.

Inflammation and lameness ensue, and the horse ren-

dered unfit for service; unless the nail is withdrawn

lockjaw and death are the inevitable result. Should the

farrier break the thin blade in removing the nail, as was

the case in Providence, R. I., thus leaving part of it in

the foot, the results of which were fatal.

"Figure 3 represents one of these Cold Rolled and Cut

Nails; in withdrawing this nail, blade A broke at B, leav-

ing A in the corfin bone, into which it had penetrated.

All known remedies were unavailing, and the life of a

valuable animal was sacrificed by the use of a Cold

Rolled and Cut Nail. Since I have confined myself to the

use of

HOT-FORGED NAILS,

I have had but little if any lameness amongst the horses

under my charge."
•

It requires but little observation and reflection, one

would think, to arrive at the conclusion as to the kind

of nails to be used in the horse's foot, whether a mangled

piece of iron, rendered dangerous by the Cold Rolling

and Cutting process, or one made from the rod at a

welding heat, where all the fibers remain intact, and a

perfect oneness maintained, making it utterly impossible

to sliver; likewise a greater amount of tenacity and due.

tility is obtained, by which the shoes are retained on the

jcet for a much longer time.

The foot is the most important member of the animal's

body, to which the most care and attention should be

directed; for when it becomes injured or diseased, no

matter how perfect or sound the other parts may be, the

horse's services are diminished or altogether lost. Hence

the adage, *'No foot, no horse." Will not those owning

these useful animals give more attention to this matter

of Horse Shoeing ? thus saving a vast amount of suffer-

ing to the animals, as well as time and money to them-

selves, as the remedy lies with you, by choosing what

kind of nail shall be used.

-TRY-

PUTNAM'S HAMMER -POINTED,

THE ONLY

Hot Drawn and Hammer-Pointed Horae-

Shoe Nail in the World.

Lands for Sale and to Let.

FINE RANCH FOR SALE.

LOWEST PRICE, 88,000.

The ranch is situated on the direct stage road between

Mendocino City and Cloverdale, in Mendocino County.

Forty miles from CloverWale, 20 miles from Navarro

Ridge and one mile from the Christine Postotfice.

It Consists of a Total of 2,000 Acres,

Of which 640 are secured by Government title and the

balance by possessory title. It consists of

150 Acres of Rich Bottom Land,

Which is adapted to the raising of Wheat, Barley, Oats,

Potatoes, Corn, Vegetables, etc., and will raise as large

crops as any land in the county. There is 1,210 acres
of Fine Rolling Land which is A No. 1 pasture land, and
capable of keeping 1,000 head of Sheep, or 100 Dairy
Cows. The whole ranch is well fenced with picket and
post nnd rail fence, and has eight good buildings on it,

consisting of a good substantial and comfortable

Dwelling Houseof Six Rooms,
Two Barns, one of them 100x40 feet, and the other 40x40
feet, a Granary, Woodshed, Chicken House, and a No. 1

Dairy House, new last year. There is a bounteous and
never failing1 supply of good soft water at both the Dwell-
ing and Dairy Houses.
On the ranch is a large quantity of Redwood timber,

suitable for all purposes. There is a

Fine Orchard of Some 300 Trees,

Of the choicest varieties of Peach, Apple, Pear anil Plum,
as well as a large quantity of Grapevines, Currant and
Gooseberry bushes, and other small fruit. There is 100
acres sown to Wheat and Barley, which is now up four or
five inches, and promises an abundant harvest in the
fall.

The owner has also about 40 head of Cattle, a few
Sheep, five horses, 150 head of hogs, 100 Hens, and a large

supply of all necessary Farming Utensils, which he will

dispose of to the purchaser at very reasonable terms if

desired.

The neighborhood is as good as could be desired, only
one mile from to a store and one-half mile to a good
schoolhouse, as well as one-half mile from a church.
The owner's reasons for selling are his wife's health and

his dislike of the business. At the price at which it is

offered it is the cheapest ranch in Mendocino County, as

the crop bids fair to be worth when harvested, $4,000.

jtgTTerms are $8,000, one-half cash and the balance se-

cured by a mortgage at one per cent. For full informa-
tion, address

DEWEY & CO., 202 Sansome Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A Chance for Poor Men.
Farming', Vineyard and Orchard

Lands to Let.

The Natoina Water and Mining Company, having been,
during the last four years, perfecting a svbteiu of irriga-

ting ditches, over their property, situated near the town
of Folso.n, in Sacramento County, California, havug
cleared most of the land ami tilted it for cultivation, n w
propose to let the land (about 10,000 acres,) in subd vis-

ions as required by applies ts 'I he land being alluvial

is well adapted to any purpose of farming or fruit raising.

Special Terms will be made for Irrigation.

Every portion of the land can be irrigated from the

company's canals, and the railroad runs through the

property for nine miles, with convenient stations.

From the growth of orchards and vineyards now fruit

bearing on these lands, it is undoubtedly proved that

These Lands are Specially Adapted for Fruit
RAISING. The Company propose to lease also, for a term
of years, their FARM, with stock, machinery, implements,
utensils, etc., complete, to carry it on, situated on Alder
creek, consisting of about 2,000 acres of farming land.

The Company's fruit-drying establishment, being now
finished, the Company is now prepared to buy all the
Vegetables, Fruits, etc., that can be raised by their tenants
For further information, impure at the Company's

offices, at Polsom, and No. 53i Market Street,
San Francisco

RANCH FOR SALE.

A ranch for sale, near Riverdale, Fresno County.

It comprises 100 acres, (U. S. patent,) of rich bottom

land, with house and out-buildimrs. Grass is green the

year round. Alfalfa grows without irrigation, as water is

hut six to eight feet beneath the surface. There is an

irrigation ditch running across the ranch, and three cubic

feet of water per second belongs with the place. It is the

best of tule land and borders on the swamp or overflowed

lands. There are a few Fruit Trees, Strawberries and
Blackberries. The ranch is one mile from the school

house and postotfice; 10 miles from Lemore, on the rail-

way and nine miles from Kingston, county seat of Fresno
county. Price, 15 per acre. For further particulars,

address
DAVID S ORR, Riverdale,

Fresno County, Cal.

Notice of Sale.

The property of the Alden Fruit and Vegetable Pre-

serving Company, situated in the town of Conturville,

Alameda County, California, must be sold before Feb-

ruary 23d, 1878.

The property consists of one acre of land, a three story

building, with shed and out-houses,

Three Alden Elevators, A Steam
Boiler, Steam Pump,

And the general fixtures needed for carrying on the bus-

iness of drying fruits and vegetables. Title perfect.

If not sold at private sale prior to February 2:id, it will

on that day he sold at public auction to the highest cash

bidder. For further particulars, address

W A. YATES, Sec'y C F. P. Co ,

Centerville, Cal.

FOR SALE.

I offer for sale a Ranch of 320 acres, situated in Para

dise Valley, Humboldt County, Nevada. Two hundred
and fifty acres of plowed land, and 70 acres of hay land,

with plenty of water for irrigating purposes, with good
dwelling and out-houses; also, wagons, teams and farm-
ing tools. Ranch beautifully situated, about two miles
from a good school. Object, change of climate. Terms
reasonable. For further information, address

B. S. RILEY, Paradise Valley,
Humbolt County, Nevada.

Agricultural Articles.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT
jSflSSJfr

Self Regulating Farm i^uJPjlK
Pumping, Railroad W^=§s=^-i£%:-

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures, /M\A

Have been in use on the
////|!a11\\

Pacific Coast in the towns fvftM \\
and fanning districts for /'Z^^WlL
over four years, and wher- /T^TiriT^^
ever they have been sold // II ll \\
(and there are thousands of // A \l \\

them out) they are doing // 0k\\ \\
their work as well as when

/jL^g fi-^ipmf^Y
I'm up A careful perusal -

j .

it ' nil" 1 'ovulars ^urs a lair ~ "
,7/

representation of them and ^Kgf^ ' J'
shows their simplicity. "^SHHBBSKSBc^
We are prepared to fill orders lor ail sizes, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required

in the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.

Sutficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over

cradle knolls without changing the working position of the

shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action of ; he Plow correctly. It has various

points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best

and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for

circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That knits flat or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows anil widens on hosiery or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows off the toe;
Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any size without scam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;
Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs;

Knits an elastic scamed-stit.ch Suspender with button holes;

Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch. Fancy
Ribbed stitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch,

Shell stitch. Unique stitch, Tidy stitch, etc.

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the

only family knitter that fills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Send for circulars to

J. J. PFISTER <SJ CO., General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolen yarns.

"20 SUTTER STREET, Room 40, San Francisco.

American Machine

Experimental and Fine Special Machinery, Planing. and

Gear Cutting, Printing Press, Ban I Instrument and Gen-

eral Machine Repairing; Dies, Taps, Punches, Reamers

and other Tools made to order. Models and Patterns for

Inventors promptly executed in Wood or Metals. 514

Commercial Street, .between Sansome and Leidcsdorff,

(Third Floor), San Francisco, Cal.

I. A. HBALD, Proprietor.

Grangers' Bank of Oalifo,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Vice-President and Manager,

C. J. CRESSEY.
Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIER.
Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we arc now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

he best market rates.

London Assurance Corporation,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

Established in 1720.

Cash Assets - - $14,993,466

Western Assurance Company,
OF TORONTO, CANADA.

Incorporated 1851.

Cash Assets - $1,576,307

CROSS & CO., Gen. Agents, San Francisco

CHOIRS,

Singing Schools and Societies

SHOULD USE

The Salutation ($12.00 per dozen), or Zion ($12 per

dozen), or The Encore (87.50 per dozen), or Perkins'
Singing School ($(>.75 per dozen), or Johnson's
Chorus Choir Instruction Book ($12 per dozen.)

The first two are first-class Church Muse Books, by L.

O. Emerson and W. O. Perkins, and have full instructive

courses. The last three are fitted especially for Singing

Schools by the very best talent. Now for a spirited

Winter and Spring Singing Class!

Also give new interest to the year's practice, by getting

up one of our 40 CANTATAS, (send for circulars)

Five of them are:

BELSHAZZAR Butterfield, 81. 25.

DON MUNIO, Dudley Buck, 8160

JOSEPH S BONDAGE Chadwick, 81.25

PRODIGAL SON Sullivan, 81.25

WALPIR'MS NIGHT Mcndelssohon, 80 cents.

Bclshazzar and Joseph's Bondage are dramatized, and
are splendid musical dramas.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON,

C. H. DITSON & -CO., 843 Broadway, N. Y.

LAND PLASTEpT
(Si I.I'IIATK OF LlMK )

This fertilizer is especially well adapted
to california lands and climate, and

is destined to be used to im-

mense advantage.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

In Bulk, $10per ton; in Barrels, $12 50

GOLDEN GATE PLASTER MILLS

LUCAS & CO,

Nos. 210 and 217 Main Street, San Francisco,

OAKLAND HEALTH INSTITUTE,
Center Street Station, Oakland.

Convinced of the superiority of the climate of Oakland

to that of any other place on the Coast, more particularly

for those suffering from diseases of a malarial origin, anil

chronic diseases generally, the undersigned have opened

the abo\ e named Institute as a resort for invalids, where

all the fac ilities fur the thorough and scientific treatment

of diseases have been introduced.

Our methods of treatment embrace Electricity, Turk-

ish Russian. Magnetic and Medicated Baths of all

Kinds; the I leal Mi I ift, Hadfield's Equalizer, and in fact

nil appliances and remedies of established merit known to

the medical profession. The building is one of the finest

in the city, and the rooms large and comfortable. No ef-

fort will be spared to make the patients feel at home.

Lying-in-rooms connected with the institute. Charges,

including board, etc. , from 815 to 8.'!0 per week. For

further Information, address

Oakland Health Institute, Oakland, Cal.

J. H. BUNDY, M. D. , & C. W. HANSEN, M. D., Prop'r*.

MONEY TO LOAN

UPON CHOICE RANCH PROPERTY.

JNO. D. HOOKER,

302 Montgomery Street, San Franciaco
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Nurserymen.

J. ROCK'S NURSERIES,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

For Sale this season a Largo, and Complete Stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

Evergreens, Shrubs, and Flowering Plants,

ORANGE AND LEMON TREES
t

AMERICAN AND JAPANESE PERSIMMON, NUT

BEARING TREES ITJ large VARIETY. HARDY

PALMS AND ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.

A Large Assortment of Small Fruits, Etc.

/3T For complete Litt send for a Catalogue.

JOHN ROCK, San Jose, Cal.

R. W. Strong. Robert Williamson.

% Trees & Plants
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NUR-
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FULL ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NURSERY LINE,
BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT

LOWEST MARKET RATES.

Japanese Persimmons, and an Immense Stock of Orange
and Lemon Trees, both Seedlings and Grafted of the very

best variety, cheaper than ever before offered in thin

market. Also, a very large and complete assortment of

Field, Garden, Lawn and Tree Seeds, which we offer at

very low rates, both to the trade and planter in large or
small lots.

Catalogues, Price- Lists, and Printed Directions free on
application. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO.,

Nos. 6, 8 and 10 J Street, Sacramento

STOCKTON NURSERIES.
Established in 1853.

W. B. WEST, Proprietor,

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES,

EvergTeens, Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants

Comprising everything NEW and RAKE in my e.

SPECIALTIES:

Raisin Grapes, Figs, Oranges, Lemons,

AND OTHER TROPICAL FRUITS.

I have imported superior Figs and Raisin Grapes direct

from the place of their nativity In Europe, and having
propagated large quantities, can now offer them to the
trade and public on the Most Reasonable Terms

Send for catalogue and further information.

HANNAY BROS'. NURSERY,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Large ami splendid stock of Fmiit, Shade and oruamcn
tal Trees, Vine*, Plants, etc. Apple, Pear, ('berry, Peach,

Apricot, Almond, Quinea, olive, Fig, Grapevines and

small fruits assorted.

Eucalyptus, Cypress, Pine. Acacia,
Pepper, Elm, Poplar, Etc.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Our tree* are well grown, stalky and healthy, and thOM
wishing to plant in large or small quantities would do
well to call and sec us before buying elsewhere.

Address,
HANNAH BROS' , San Jose, Cal

100,000 Blackberry Plants for Sale.
New varieties. The Early Cluster. Vina Seedling. Mis-

souri Mammoth. Kittatinny and Deering Cluster. Price, .-<8

per 100. 5,000 Gooseberry plants, of the Houghton and
American Seedlings; these varieties are free from mildew*,
and are strong growers and enormous bearers, price >s pat
100. By mail, .*2 per dozen. Black Names Currant, *1 each

I will give satisfactory proof from two reliable gentlemen
who have realized over |7S0 per acre from these varieties of
Blackberry plants last year.
Cherry Cranberry plants delivered and planted out for

$150 per acre, if not less than 50 acres, or I will take an in-
terest in the same of ten acres.
On large orders, time of payment will be given, for part

of the money, with good security. H. NYLAND.
Isletou. Sacramento County. Cal

SPLENDID

FLOWERS'"?
All 8trong Plants, each labeled and delivered safely by
mail. Largrtlastortmrnt. Low prim. We have been in
DaBuaess 24 years, and asmr? BatitJ'artinn. Our stock of
K3 ^\ #^ p aW eoamitetall derivablevarieties,* \f ^9 Kn «9 and contains none but mature
ftlunts. We send ]»irrhn^fr\H rhoice of (J for Sil-or 13
or 82. Our new Ilhmtrated H.md-Knnk, sent free, eon-
tains name and description of each plant, with invt'ruet-

THOMASJJherry Hill Nurs.-ri. -a. West Chfstor. Pa.

PAJAR0 VALLEY NURSERIES,
Watsonville, Cal.

For sale this season a large and complete stock of
Fruit and Ornamental Trees; Evergreens; Shrubs; Flow-
ering and Green House Plants, Japanese Persimmon
Trees, Japanese Flowering Shrubs, etc. I have received
direct from Japan a large lot of Japanese Persimmon
Trees, of the choicest varieties. Fine Ornamental Trees
and a large lot of Flowering Plants, Orchids, etc

, together
with a fine variety of Bulbs of Japanese Lillies. All of
which will be sold at as low rates as can be bad elsewhere
in the State. For catalogue andjfurther information ad-
(1"-S9

JAMES/WATERS, |Proprietor.

FRUIT TREES, To Capitalists & Land Owners

ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Shrubs and Evergreens.

LARGE PALMS,

LARGE AURICARIAS,

LARGE TREE FERNS,

ORANGES & LEMONS

MAKING TUK OKOWTIt OF

ORANGES & LEMONS A SPECIALTY,

I offer one year grafted trees of the following sorts of

Oranges: Naval, Hill's, St. Michael, Konab, Sannaretta,

Sumillo, Acapulco, Maltese Blood, Mission, Mediterranean

Sweet, Pernambuco, and Sicily and Lisbon Lemons, at

!«."> per hundred, >vith twenty other varieties.

BERNARD S. FOX.

San Jose, Cal.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS,
OR BLUE GUM TREK.

We are now prepared to fill orders for Bli K (Ji m Trkeh
for 1,000 to 50,000, and are selling and taking contracts at

Reduced Rates.
We are also prepared to take contracts to plant forests

of from 10 to l.OOO Acres in Ex ent, or to sub-
divide large tracts of land with belts of timber, into 100
acre lots, or any given size required, and furnish and
plant the trees, or will plant avenues of treos from one
mile to any number required, or will contract to plant
trees on any Homestead or new Towns.
We are also prepared (e plant forests of Gum Trees on

any of Uil hills in the m birrs of San Francisco, from a
50-vara lot to 100 acres, or on any of the Sand Hills,
after they have been graded, or if not graded, if fenced,
so as to protect the trees from the drifting sands.
We would also call special attention to the fact that

land can be fenced in with Blue Gum Trees, and the cost
is much less than any other kind of fence, is more durable,
furnishes protection to growing crops, and saves ex-
pense in firewood, which has been fully demonstrated.
To persons having Targe or small tracts of land, we shall

be pleased to receive appointments, that we may
show them the great advantages of forest culture, anil

can make such liberal propositions as will be greatly to
their advantage. Address,

BAILEY & CO., Box 80. Oakland, Cal.

SAMPLE TREES AT OFFICE,

No. 20 California St.. San Francisco.

THE DIOSPYROS KAKI,

OR JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

Six Best Varieties. All Grafted* Reliable
Viz : Itniial, vkrv large, shape round, color, light yel

low; Imperial, oblong, Vermillion in color, flesh soft
good either fresh or dried. A'ihnn, oblong, rounded
apex, flesh solid and keeps well; early, very pro
IMC, but smaller. Daiinw ^"Veddo's best fruit"), oblong
rounded apex, color, yellowish red, flesh soft , fine flavored
MikttdiK flat fir round shaped, flesh more solid, orange < i

or yellow colored, (the same as grown by Col Ilollister)

Tnikiuoi, round, epiite large, shade "slightly gre
a great favorite in Western Japan

SPECIMENS o FRUIT on EXHIBITION.

HENRY LOOMIS,
At TRUMBULL'S SEED STORE,

419 & 421 Sansome St., Sau Francisco

THE DINGEE & CONARD CG's
BEAUTIFUL. KVKK-Br.OO iUiaiG

ROSES
We deliver Strouff Pot Roses,«n-

'alifc/"r immediate
jtowerina. safely by mail, at all post-offires. -"> Splendid
Viirietirs. vo..rc*<.iW.alUabeI*d,for* 1 ; 12for*8; 19
i ir 83 : 2(1 t 1 1 ;

:<•"> h S ft- . .

Send for our N K\V <; I I OK TO K«>S
?ftlO ; lOOforgia
M)SE f I I.Ti ltK,

and choose from over ."»00 rinest sorts. Our tJrent Spp.
dates '* growtna and dUtrQnUing THE DINGF.K
»0'ONARDCO.,iioje-6?roirer»,WestGrove,ChesterCo.,Pa.

FISHER, RICHARDSON & CO.'S NURSERY
San Padro St., near cor. of Washington,

LOS ANOELES, CAL.

Have for sulr all kimln of Deciduous Fruit Trees. Also
the leading wietiee of Budded Orange anil Lemon (inclu
ding our Tkornlesa Sweet R im l . of which we atove & limited
number of trees ami buds for sale), which we offer at price
to suit the times. We took the prize mi liu<Me<l Orang* and
Lemiiti treen; also, on I>ecidin>us trees at our Horticultural
Fair this Fall. Special attention Kivni to mail orders < 'or

ri spondeiice soliHtetl, l\ <>. Ii<>x. <s7»i. Los Angeles. Cal.

J.A.FISHER, OLE. RI0HARD8 N. J. 0. 8BYXOUB

PETALUMA NURSERIES.
[Emtahmmhkp in 1S59.]

WM. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR-

• #7r"For sale a tfejieral assortment of Fruit Trees, Ever
jfreen Trees and Shrubbery. (Jnr trees are all grown
without irrigation and the wood H well matured. Cata-
logue and price list furnished on application. Address

WM SEXTON, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal

LOS GAT0S NURSERIES,

S NEWHALL, Proprietor, San Jose, Cal.

A lar^'e and general assortment «if Fruit and Ornaninita'
Tri'- s, EverKreens, Flowering Shrubs. Roses. I Jrtenhousi
Plants. Orapevines and small fruits, etc. 20.IHX) fine Al
mond on Almond stocks. I ohVr for sale a well assorted,
well grown and healthy stock. Low-topped stalky fruit tree*
a specialty. Address.

S. NEWHALL San Jose.

JOHN SAUL'S
Catalogue id New, Rare and Beautiful Plants will be

ready in February. w'th a colored plate. Many new and

bMUtlfnl Plants are offered for the first time, with a rich
collection of Oreen House and Hot House PlittiU, iVddinu
Plants, new and choice Ropes, Dahlias, well grown and at
low prices. Free to all my customers, to others, price
ten cents. Aplain copy free.

JOHN SAUL, Washington, D C.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS

i i*- FOK 5$ LOOEACH . v
We will lead fret, by mail und guarantee their

nafe arrival i-t youd condition.

12 Roses. V2 different varieties, for - $1.no

20 Verbenas, •.'<• di flercnt varieties, for $1.00

15 Basket & Ite-ldiiiK Plants. 15 sorts, for tl.OO
10 <ieraniuuis. ditferent varieties, fur 11,01
12 Tuberoses, all tlowerinfi bulbs, for $1>00

»2 Oladiolni, all Dowering bulbs, for - §1,09
8 Carnations, h snl- ndid sorts, for - $1.00

© llardv FhtwerniK Shrubs, C sorts, for $1.00

A hundred other things cheap.
Aq SQ-pM^e 1 11 uj trill- I Catalogue free to %ll kppU»DU.

Also an Immense Stock of Fruit
& Ornamental Trees. Evergreens.
Shrubs, etc. a M-paM caul of trees,
etc.. and 16-paKQ prico list free. 24th
year. OCreenhouses. 4QO Acres.

STORBS HARRISON a CO

1 FLOWER VEGETABLE

B0J
lefi.

•a

b the most baauMfal work "f fht kind ill tlic world. II

itahll nearly 180 paces, hundreds at flue lllustrutiiuis.

and *'»'.r ChrOMO PwSm 0/ Fhnvt-nt, heaulifully dniwn
anil oolored from nature. Price, SO eentt in papcrcovera;
?l.no in elegant eloth. printed in Cennan and Kinrlisli

Vn k's 1 1,1,1 stkatkm UOinS&T Maua/.isk Thirtv tun
panes, tine Illustrations, and Clured Plate in every num-
ber. Priec |LSE a year; Ave copies for |6,

Vick's Catalooi k, S00 Illustrations, only two cents.

Address. JAKES VICK. Rocliester, Xew York.

200.000
Australian Gum Trees for Sale,

AT STRATTON'S

Gum Tree Forest Nursery,

Hayward's, Ala/neda Co , Cal.

These trees are from Ave to twelie inches high, trans-

planted regularly into boxes Mx20 inches square, ajeigb-

hy 150 pounds. ISO or S00 in each box, in splendid con-

dition for iriinsplantine; to their permanent location.

Price, $6 to $12 per l,0(JO Will contract to plant

the trees, or furnish superintendence, 011 low terms,

Cash must accompany orders for less than *50; or if

irreater than that amount, city reference must be riven.

Address, JAB. T. STRATTON,
East Oakland, Alameda County, Cal.

FELIX GILLET'S NURSERY,
NEVADA CITY, CAL.

For sale, choice French imported varieties of all sorts

of fruit, introduced by us in California, including Chest-

nut, (Marron De Lyon and Courbale), Pru)|>arturiens

Walnut, DnoheBM Almond, Filberts and Avelines, (S ra

rieties),

Medlar, Cherry, Plum, Pear, Apple,
Black Mulberry, etc. Grapes for the table, (14 varieties)
Everbearing Raspberry, (three crops a year), Currant,
Gooseberry and Blackberry Plants.

45 VARIETIES OF STRAWBERRIES,
(French, English, American and Califomian.)

Also, Scions for Grafting purposes and Grape Cuttings
of our choicest varieties.

Every Tree and Plant Guaranteed to be

"TRUE TO NAME."
g9feand for Descriptive Catalogue and Price List.

FELIX GILLET, Nevada City. Cal.

Fruit and Ornaneiital Trees.

EvergTeen Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants
j

Comprising Everything New and Rare.

ORANGE & LEMON TREES,
ONE TO FIVE YEARS' OLD, MAGNOLIAS, JAPAN
PERSIMMONS, PALMS, MONTEREY CYPRESS,
MONTEREY PINE, CAMELLIAS, BLUE Gl'MS,
(by the 100 or 1,000, very low, all transplant-

ed). ROSES, ETC.. AT THE LOWEST
MARKET RATES.

Agent for the Nurseries of B. S. Pox,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

THOS. MEHERIN, 516 Battery Street,

San Francisco, Cal

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most api>rnvc<l varieties AUo. Coffc, Cork Oak,
< tlive8. (iuavas, Kngliah ami Black Walnuts, Magnoliaa,
boqoata Butternuts, Small Fruitw, Kvergreena, Ktc. We
have a choice stuck of the I-Hospyrus Kaki 'Jajnnn-Ac Prrnitn
man.) of our own growing, an4 also, grafted stock importci
direct from several .T;vpan Nurseries, Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Nile*, Alameda Co., Cal.

FRUIT TREES FOR SALE.

I wish to eall the attention of those who ex|icct to

pbot out fruit trees the coming winter to the htct that I

have a few thousand first -elass trees whieh 1 offer for sale

at the usual rates. These trees were irrown princijially

for myself, on (rood lard, without iiri^ation, are stout and

stalky, ar hoiee varieties, and true to name. Also,

Euealyptus Monterey Cypress. Call on or address,

W. W. SMITH, Vacaville,

Solano County, Cal

PEPPERS NURSERIES.
Established in 1858.

For sale, a peneral assortment of Fruit Trees and Small
Fruits; Kver^n eu Trees and Shruhs in variety. Early
planting recommended. My Trees are grown without irri-

gation; the wood is well ripened. I am prepared to All

orders us soon as the rainy season commences. Cata-
logues ami price list furnished on application. Address,

W. H PEPPER. Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal.

FRUIT TREES AT REDUCED PRICES.

Inn,mill Apple Trees, also a large stock of other Fruit

Trees, including Seedling and Budded Orange and Lemon
Trees very cheap Two year old apple Trees, *10 per

MILTON THOMAS,
* Los Angeles, Cal

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and lime Emits, and Ornamental Trees

anil Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon. ManflQ, Sweet
Sop. Grape Print, Weeping Junipers and lianana Shrub.

Vlso choice Oranges, Lemons and Haisin Orapi-s; with many
ither rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive

atalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

FELTON'S WONDERFUL NEW BERRIES.

Sent safelv bv mail, :i,000 miles, at dozen rates, postage

free. CimikkkLla and Continental Strawberries, 82 per

dozen; Great American, *1 per dozen. Earlv PROLinc
ami Kklianck Raspberries, *3 per dozen. Hundreds of

other things cheap. Illustrated circular free to all.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
Xl RSKKVMKN AND FRI IT GROWKRS, WooHBlRV, N. J.

L. M. NEWSOM.
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,

East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs1

Hotel, East Oak-
laud, Alameda County, Cal.

UAH run. SALB RVKRVrillNO DB81RABLK IN TUB

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.

A large stiK.-k of Belgian CmielliM and Azaleas,

Monterey 0) press and Blue Gum.

Th
TON

GRAND TRIUMPH IN HORTICULTURE!

Tie crowning result of 18 years of care and toil -FEL-

VS NEW BERRIES. The CiNPBRILbA and Continbn-

.AL SiHAWBKHitiBs, and EamLl Prolific and Rbliancb

It \si-nKKRiKs is now offered to the public. Tested nine

\«irs. and in our judgment the four best paying market

lu rries. ^/'Catalogue and Price List free.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
Nl RSKRVMKN AN D FKI IT GROWERS, WOOPRI ET, N. J.

2CAO OnA slrHWnurrv >
Rasphcrry, Blackberry, Cur-

DUUiUUU rants. Grapes. Asparagus RooU, Peach

Trees, etc lOO Selected Varieties, Great Ameri-

can Straw berries. Largest and best. Berries 2 oat each,

n in. around. Bv mail, 10 for *1; 100 for *.'»; 1,000 for $40.

Wilson Albany, Chas. Downing, Monarch of West, Ken-

tucky, Green Prolific $•> per 1,000; Capt. J-ick, Cumber-

land Triumph, Sterling, Jocunda, *5 per 1.000 All Pi Ra.

Catalogue free Cut this out. JOHN S. COLLINS,
Moorestown, New Jersey.
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THE JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

THIS EXCELLENT FRUIT

SHOULD BE ON EVERY FARM,

AND IN EVERY GARDEN.

I am now receiving; regularly from Japan

An Assortment of Varieties

OF THESE TREES,

And can sell them at much less prices than they have
been offered at heretofore. The ages of my trees are

Prom One to Four Years,

So that fruit will be had on the larger trees in a year
or two.

KELSEY'S NURSERIES, OAKLAND,

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

Corner Seventh and Washington Streets.

P. S. RUSSELL'S

Semi-Tropical Nurseries,

Riverside, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

100,000 Orange, Lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates. Cata-

logue on application. P. O, Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,

San Bernardino County, Cal.

PEAR SEEDLINGS.

We have left over from the fall trade a fine lot of No.

2, from three-sixteenths to one-fourth of an inch in diam-
eter, which we will sell at $4 per thousand. We will de-

liver them at our nearest freight or express office, boxing
free. Terms cash.

HUNTER & BREWER,
Springwater, Livingston County, New York

Seedsmen.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early
Marblehead Mammoth

(

8toweH's Evergreen f

Mexican Sweet, New )

Sweet Corn.

Yellow Flint Corn.

Long Red Mangel Wurtzen
Yellow dohe

\ Beet Seed.
White Sugar

)

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in and

GROWERS OF SEEDS,'
Keep Constantly on hand a complete stock of Vegetable

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS.
Also, Flowering Plants, Bulbs, Fruit and

Ornamental Trees, Etc.

We call attention of farmers and country merchants to

our unusually low prices All seeds warranted

fresh, pure and reliable. £3fTradc

price list on application.

\* We have just issued the most complete guide to the
Vegetable and Flower Garden ever issued upon this coast.
It is Handsomely Illustrated, and contains full descrip-
tions of Vegetables, Flowers, Grasses, Trees, etc., with
full instructions as to their culture; mailed free on appli-
cation.

SEVIN VINCENT &. CO.,
[P. 0. Box 1023.] 607 Sansome Street, S. F.

Will be
mailed FBEE to
all applicants. It con/
tolas colored plate, 500 engravings,'
about 150 pages, and full descriptio

prices and direction* for planting over 1200
varieties of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants, Roses, E to.
Invaluable to all. Bend for it. Addrsss

, B.M.FEEEY& CO., Detroit, Mich.

R. J- TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

*„*"Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
will be sent free to all Customers. It contains in-
structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

My Annual Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed for 1878, rich in engravings, will be
sent FREE to all who apply. Customers of last season need
not write for it. I offer one of the largest collections of veg-
etable seed ever sent out of any seed house in America, a
large portion of which were grown on my six seed farms.
Printed directions for Cultivation on each package. All
seed warranted to be both fresh and true to name; so far,
that should it prove otherwise, / will refill the order
gratia. New Vegetables a Specialty. As the
original introducer of the Hubbard Squash, Phinney's
Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican Corn, I offer sev-
eral new vegetables this season, and invite the patron-
age of all who are anxious to have their seed directly
from the grower, fresh, true, and of the very best strain.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

2,000 Varieties Rare and Beautiful Flower Seeds
500 Varieties Choice Vegetable Seeds.
500 Varieties Seed Potatoes.
Bliss's Illustrated Seed Catalogue and Am-

ateur's Guide to the Flower and Kitchen
Garden, The 231 Annual Edition, contains 21G pages,
with nearly 600 engravings, and a beautifully COLORED
C1IROMO OF A VASE OF FAVORITE FLOWERS. A valuable
guide to every one having a garden Price, 35 cents.

Bliss's Gardener's Almanac for 1878, and
Abridged Catalogue. 136 pages, finely illustrated.
Also, contains a monthly calendar of operations for the
Farm, Orchard, and Garden. Price, 10 cents.

The above catalogue will be issued about January 1st,

1878, and mailed to all applicants enclosing price.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
P. O. Box, 5,712 34 Barclay St.,N. Y.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MEZQUITE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEjaD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street, - San Francisco.

CYPRESS AND GUM SEED.
Beautiful fresh Monterey Cypress seed from the finest trees

in California, delivered by mail for #3 per pound. Blue
Iron or Red Gum Seed, last crop, .$7 per pound.

GEORGE R. BAILEY, Oakland, Cal.

CHUFA SEED FOR SALE.
EISEN BROS , 12 Stevenson St.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

s
ENT FREE on application BRIGGS At BRO \S

Flower and Vegetable Catalogue. Our large crops
enable us to SELL SEEDS LOW

ROCHESTER, N. Y., or CHICAGO, ILLS.

WANTED.
By a Scotchman and Wife A situa-
tion to take charge of a ranch. The man thoroughly

understands fanning, the care of a vineyard, stock raising,

or any work appertaining to a well conducted farm. The
woman is a thorough cook and housekeeper. The best of

reference will be given. AddresB office of Rural Prf.sh.

The Raby Clothes Line Holder —New inven
tion; Everybody wants it; best thing out for agents
State and county rights at low figures. For particulars,
address W. W. FLETCHER,

Londonvillc, Ohio.

Winchester Repeating Rifle,
MODEL 1873.

String measuring from center of tar-
get to center of each shot, 32

inches. Average distance of
each shot, 1 9-100 inches.

The Strength of Ail its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading,

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles
of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit •

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch-blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch-blued. Octagon barrel set
24, 26, 28, 30 inch-blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-blued. Octagon barrel set 24
26, 28, 30-extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy 24 26 28 30 inch-
extra fimshed-C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-beautifully finished-c' H & C Sknown as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved Carbines
blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines
model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles
and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOIfiN SKSNKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,
SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

THE GARDEN CITY SULKY PLOW.
The Most Popular Plow in Use.

They are simple in construction, with
nothing about them that is likely to get
out of order.

'

EASE OF HANDLING.

Most plows are thrown out of the ground
by hand levers, but on these plows it is

done by the

Power of the Horses.

The operation being simply to apply a

brake to the wheel. They are quickly
and easily adjusted to take more or less

land. The depth of the furrow can be
instantly changed by the driver without
getting off the plow or stopping the

horses.

25
Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.

postpjid. GEO. I. REED Si CO., Nassau, N. V.

GEO. A. DAVIS, Manufacturers' Agency, 401 Market St.,

TREADWELL'S OLD STAND. SAN FRANCISCO.

The RANDALL PULVERIZING HARROW.
Secures the great-

est yiold of crops

by the most per-

fect tillage Thor-

oughly pulverizes

the soil. Com-
pletely covers tho

grain. Economi-

zes time. Saves

LABOR

s- MONEY.
Works like a

charm. Unequal- .

ed for cross-plow-

ing. Apply to

agent for descrip-

tive circular and

price-list.

CLAUDE V. BURKE, Yolp, Cal., Sole Agent for California.

THE CLIMATE OF CALIFORNIA.
A thoroughly Studied and ably written treatise on this

subject by Hon. H li. Redding, appears Complete in tho
Pacific Hi'Kai, Puksk for January 20th, and also the Mut-
in« and Scientific Pkisb, Based upon facts, figures arid
careful and extensive observations made in various parts
of the State on this important subject, it is a volume of

reliable information, interesting to every resident of the
State. The Information is condensed In a paper read be-
fore theCalifornia Academy of Sciences, and is published
In the Pans as read before that BeXflety without any al-

terations or omissions. Extra copies, post-paid. 10 cents.
Address DEWEY & CO., Publishers, 20'2 Sansome Street,
San Francisco.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

OFFICE—NICHOLL block, NINTH STREET,

(Hrtwkkn BbOADVAI and Washington.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

fOUR NAME printed on 50 mixod cards for 13c. 25 fun
cards 10c. CLINTON BROS., Clintonville, Conn.
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THE "CHAMPION"
REAPERS &> ,MOWERS.
At the commencement of another season we congratulate our friends ami patrons on the Pacific Coast on the increasing popularity of the reliable "Champion," *nd we are sure those who

have purchased these machines, will heartily rejoice in the immense sale the "Champion" has attained, and the brilliant outlook for future sales of these most perfect machines.

The severe tests to which our machines were put during the extraordinary season of 1875, and the uniformly perfect aud satisfactory work performed during that and following harvests,

down to the present, by the "Champion," undeniably prove the assertion that the

"CHAMPION" MACHINES TO-DAY STAND UNEQUALLED IN THE WORLD,
In three important points to the fanner, viz: lightness of draft, durability, and perfect work. One reason of the great success of the "Champion" machine over its numerous competitors, lies in

the fact that only the very best material of wood ami iron is used in its construction, and this, while making the machines far more durable than other machines of this class, obviates almost

entirely the annoying and expensive breakages which otherwise would occur in the midst of harvest, when not a moment can bo spared to replace broken parts. Those who have bought cheap

and poorly made machines can understand how dear the investment proves in the end.

The work done by the ''Champion" during the past harvest has only been a repetition of former successes, ami this is true, not only throughout this country, but in Kurope. The season

of 1878 promises to be even more brilliant than its predecessors.

We ask every farmer on the Pacific Coast to carefully examine the advantages of the "Champion" before purchasing any other machine; and base our claim of having the best machine
in the TA^Orld on its being the simplest, most durable, lightest draft, best constructed of the best material, and capable of performing the most perfect work in any condition of grain or grass,

wet or dry, down and tangled or straight and standing.

The large number of Champion Reapers and Mowers now in use by the farmers on the Pacific Coast, evidence how popular these machines have become, and to all farmers contemplating the

purchase of a reaper or mower for use this season, we commend the "Champion" as the machine to be relied on.

We keep a full stock of the Extra parts for repairs, and as they are citlier wrought iron, malleable iron or steel, they cost more than Cast Iron, but as they last three times as long as

the cast iron extras, they are the cheapest in the end. Don't be deceived by the cry of rival machines who advertise and sell "CHEAP EXTRAS." The ILLUSTRATED CHAMPION
for 1878 will be mailed to all who give us their address.

Sole Agents for Ames' * Engines, Pitts' Buffalo Threshers, Van Diver Corn Planters, Star Moline Plows, Bain

Wagons, Gorham Seeders, Grain Drills, Etc., Etc. l$Csr*Send for Catalogue.

HA K IMi & HAMILTON,
Nos. 9 to 15 J Street, Sacramento, CaL Nos. 7 to 1ft Front Street, San Francisco.

RICE STRAW-BURNER ENGINES.
Caution to Farmers and Tliresliermen.

RICE versus HEALD and ENRIGHT.

We call your attention to the in-

junction suits which have been in-

stituted by us, to restrain patties

from infringing on the Rice's Pat-

ent; and to the late decision of the f

United States Circuit Court sus-

taming said patent. It was decided

in the suit of Rice versus Heald, !

and in the suit of Rice versus En

right, that their engines were in

fringements on the Rice's Patent.

All Straw-Burni g Engines Made Since 1876.

AND SOLD BY

HEALD, of Vallejo,

ENRIGHT, of San Jose,

BROWN BROS., of Salinas,

And the AMES' ENGINE, Sold by

BAKER & HAMILTON,

1 And using Return-Flue Boilers are

Infringements on the RICP2 EN-

GINE, and we hereby Caution

Farmers against usino- them.

Unless the farmers controlling said Engines arrange with us for their further use, or have the parties from whom they purchased
make settlement with us for Infringement on the Rice's Patent, we shall be compelled to stop their Engines in the field and thereby
cause trouble. It is absolutely necessary for us to pursue this course to sustain our rights.

Parties wishing Steam Straw-Burner Engines should send their orders in early, as there is no probability of any Engines
being sold this season with Return Flue Boilers except those manufactured by us. •

MARCUS C. HA.WLEY & CO.,
Sole Manufacturers and Agents, Corner of Market and Beale Streets.
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A Famous Jersey Cow.

The engraving on this page represents an an-

imal which has become famous throughout the

country for her unusually large yield of butter.

Her record has attracted no little interest

among California breeders, and we have secured

her portrait that all may know of her quality

and her doings. Her name is "Jersey Belle,''

and she is owned by Mr. Chas. O. Ellms, of

Scituate, Mass. The State Agricultural Re-

port of Massachusetts for the year 1877, con-

tains her likeness and gives her record. She is

six years old; color fawn and white, and she

weighs 952 pounds. She is recorded as No.

2,463 in the "American Jersey Herd Book."

She is descended from Motley's cow "Flora"
which made 511 pounds in one season without

extra feeding, and has the blood of "Dick
Swiveller," a noted bull of his day. Her dam
and grand dam were great yielders of butter,

remarkable for its deep yellow color. The
deeds of "Jersey Belle," show that her butter

qualities have been transmitted to her and her

progeny.
In the Massachusetts Agricultural Report is

the following by Hon. C. L. Flint,

Secretary : We are indebted to Chas.

O. Ellms, of Scituate for the admira-

ble cut of his pure bred Jersey cow,

"Jersey Belle," 2,463, A. J. H. B.

Her sire was " Victor;" (1,256) dam
'•Jennie,". (2,462) by " Victor," (1,-

256) grand dam "Fannie" 2,460, im-

ported. "Victor (1,256) sire was
"Pilot" (163), dam "Minnie" (2,461)

by ",Dick Swiveller;" grand dam
"Dutchess" imported. "Jersey
Belle" calved February 25th, 1876.

Mr. Ellms says she made in March,

194 pounds of butter per week; in

June, 16 pounds; in September, 14

pounds per week, and in December,
ten months from calving, she was
making one pound per day. Of the

richness of her milk it need but be

said that five quarts made one pound
of butter through the summer and
and in December, four quarts made
one pound of butter. Her feed « n

summer was common pasture. She
was kept in the barn over night and
had two quarts of shorts. In the

winter she was fed on rowen hay and
two quarts of shorts. It was a re-

markable yield.

"Jersey Belle" calved again the

same numbered day of die month,

February 25th, 1877, and made,
March 5th, three pounds and six

ounces of butter. The three days
following she made nine pounds and
nine ounces; that week 21 pounds
and five ounces; eleven days 32

pounds, and she averaged for five

19 pounds per week. One morning's milk-

ing in July, made one pound and ten ounces

of butter; up to July 1st, she made 400

pounds; to August, 472 pounds; to September,

532, and up to January 1st, 1878, she made 652

pounds of butter. On January 7th, 1878, Mr.

Ellms writes us: "She is now making one

pound per day giving ten pounds of milk. At
the first of the season it took 12h pounds of

milk to one of butter; later 12 pounds to one of

butter, and now ten pounds to one of butter.'

"Jersey Belle's" milkings of September
29th, and 30th, made 3 pounds 14A ounces of

butter which was on exhibition at the Marsh-

field Agricultural and Horticultural fair held at

Marshtield, Massachusetts. There were ako
shown the cow and her progeny, consisting of

a heifer two years old. This heifer calv'

d

March 12th, 1877, and made in one week ten

pounds of butter. She has a splendid escut-

cheon and bids fair to be a superior cow.

There was also a bull 18 months old, a bull calf

and one of the heifers. These comprised the

group shown by Mr. Ellms. Their yellow

skins, fine escutcheons and forms were as the

editor of the Plymouth newspaper said: " The
center of attraction and drew forth great enco-

miums at the dinner from the President of the

society and distinguished speakers, who were
in a position to know to what extent blooded

stock is imported. " The editor of the Boston

Cultivator, said: "A society which could show
such a cow as " Jersey Belle," might well be
proud for such an animal could not be matched
in this country if in the world."

"Jersey Belle's" butter is of a deep golden
color in winter as well as in summer, and does
not have to be colored artificially. The editor

of the Massachusetts Ploughman, printed at

Boston, says: "We have received from Chas.
O. Ellms of Scituate, Massachusetts, two
lumps of 'Jersey Belle's ' butter of "such bril-

liant yellow color and delicate sweetness that

the term 'gilt edge' seems imperfectly to de-

scribe its merits. It should more properly be

called solid gold." Her bag in the first of the

season measured five feet and one inch on a

level around and, the width of her escutcheon,

between the thighs was 18 inches.

These facts, vouched for by gentlemen with
whom we are acquainted, will be read with inter-

est by our dairymen. They show what can be
done in the way of develoj ing desirable qualities

in animals by securing good blood and increas-

ing its productive power by intelligent bresding.

Fish Farming.—We have often urged those

who have ponds or the facilities for making
them, to give attention to making them profit-

Education and Manhood.

It is well to pause, now and then, in our pur-

suit of industrial success to reflect upon those

influences which shape our manhood, both with

regard to our development as individuals and in

the quality of our citizenship. Though such

reflections generally tend toward humility

rather than self-exaltation, and convince us of

short-comings rather than of satisfactory

achievements, they are none the less salutary.

As we look back and perceive how our course

has been turned hither and thither by the

rocks of error; how it has been at one time pent

up by the narrows of contracted ideas, and, at

another, its powers have been lost in the shoals

of superficiality, how the honest heart yearns

for the effective progress which speeds through

generous channels, impelled by sound and vig-

orous thoughts and made effective by energies

wisely directed. No right-minded man reflects

upon what he is and what he has been, without

a longing for a higher manhood; and as he sees

his own life passing its meridian, his next

JERSEY COW, " JERSEY BELLE," OWNED BY CHAS. O. ELLMS, SCITUATE, MASS.

months able by stocking them with fine fish. We
know no enterprise which will yield a better

breakfast than a private fish-pound, and there

is many a little pond or stream of idle water

which may yield breakfasts for a whole commu-
nity and money for the man who owns it. The
pleasures of fish farming are many and its profit

is unquestioned. As an instance of what may
be done in this direction, we quote, from the

Petaluma Argue, the following account of Mr.

Levi Davis' operations with carp, at Korestville,

Sonoma county. He says: "According to

promise, on the 27th ult., I drew the water

from my car]) ponds and gave the first American

exhibition of the carp fish to a large crowd of

sight-seers, who enjoyed it hugely. I drew the

water from my breeding-pond first and the sight

was grand. Besides the five old ones, there

were two yearlings, that were about one foot

long, and 2,671 young ones—fine little fellows,

from two to four inches long. Just think, 2,671

fish, actual count, at one sight. But this fell

short of my expectations, owing, in part, to

there being two bass left in the pond last year,

one of which was full of young carp. Also a

king-fisher had been using the pond for some

time, which h^s made away with no telling how
many. I then drew off the pond where the

yearlings were. The expected number was

there and more too, for there were some young
ones in that pond—a thing unlooked for by

me,"

thought is

children an<

portunity.

a manhood
failed of attainin

honors to his na

for the budding manhood of his

its possibilities. Here is his op-

Iu them lies the chance to develop

and a citizenship which lie has

In them he may bring

In them the State may
find the truth and power which its exigencies

demand.
We have been deeply interested in reading a

series of lectures delivered before the students

of the State University by Prof. C. K. Becker,

and which have just been issued by the Uni-

versity as one of its official "Bulletins." The
subject is "Education: Its Relations to the

State and to the Individual and its Methods."

As the publication is for distribution among
those interested in education, we earnestly rec-

ommend all into whose hands the pamphlet

may come to read it carefully. It is one of the

most straightforward and eloquent arguments

in favor of liberal education and opportunities

for the highest culture which has been lately

framed. Its language wins admiration; its

illustrations rivet attention; its logic carries

conviction. It is full of fresh thoughts and

vigorous expressions. More than all these, its

tone is ennobling; its spirit strikes a deep

chord of sympathy in the mind which has

longed for its own advancement and which per-

ceives, in increased intellectual force and in

doubled power of mind over material, the

secret of individual and national progress in

industrial success, and the road to the rule of

the right in communities and in governments.
Such being the general characteristics of Prof.

Becker's lectures, it is clear that they should
receive public attention and careful study.

We have not space to follow the writer in his

argument, even in outline, nor is it necessary,

as we believe that all who desire may obtain it

in full. We cannot refrain, however, from pre-

senting a single paragraph, which, perhaps,

strikes the keynote of the whole and defines the

writer's position onthe general question of the

"higher education." Wequote: "Whether, then,

we regard the question from the point of view of

a justifiable patriotic ambition, or from that of

purely financial interest; whether we seek to

promote the industrial welfare of the State, the

economy and perfection of its political machin-

ery, or to raise the standard of morality and
increase the intellectual capacity of the com-
munity, we are alike led to the conclusion that

no public educational system will answer ous
needs which does not give every possible oppor-

tunity for the deepest, broadest and most varied

culture,and which does not encourage every man
to get as much of it as he has time and strength

for. The turbid flood of ignorance is only kept

back by the levees of education, whose cause is

therefore the cause of the community
and of humanity. To refuse to keep

this system, whose bulwarks are its

profounder portions, in an efficient

condition and to add to it when neces-

sary, is to suppress progress and to

invite disaster. Yet education has

many enemies, some open and some
secret, some willful and some only

mistaken; there are those who hate

it because they love darkness rather

than light, and those who misunder-

stand its nature, and there are those

who oppose it because it involves an
outlay of money. There are men who,
to save a plank, will risk a forest;

who, to save a day's work, will risk

the labor of years; who, to save a

thousand dollars, will risk millions;

but the fruit of their counsels is not

prosperity. Let the community nar-

rowly watch those who, under what-

ever plea, have designs upon its in-

telligence, and let the enemies of ed-

ucation beware what they do; they

oppose it not only at their own peril,

which is their right, but at their chil-

dren's peril, which is inhumanity, and
at their country's peril, which is

treason!"

In tracing the intimate relation be-

tween the industrial processes and
achievements of everyday life and the

studies which form a part of the

"higher education," the writer shows
close analysis,and a wide acquaintance

with both the science and the practices

of the productive arts. These enable

esent his views forcibly, and bring him
a wealth of pertinent illustrations. The con-

clusion is, of course, that any scheme which at-

tempts to narrow the opportunities for mental

attainment and symmetrical culture places a

barrier in the way both of individual and general

advancement, ami, by whatever specious argu-

ment it may lie presented, it is none the less

blighting in its tendency.

After discussing at length the relations of ed-

ucation to the State and to the individual) I'rof.

Becker enters upon a careful consideration of

the methods of primary instruction which are

now prevalent, and describes a system which

he considers based upon more rational or more
natural principles. His position on this ques-

tion will find warm approval in its general idea,

although instructors may disagree as to some of

its details of application. I'rof. Becker is in

sympathy with the enlightened efforts now be-

ing made to improve our elementary instruction,

and the thousands who feel the need of this

forward step will gain new strength and defi-

niteness of thought from his lectures.

We trust this "Bulletin" of the University

will be widely circulated, and as widely read.

It will prove a power for the good and the gen-

uine in our educational discussions and institu-

tions.

THE town of Knight's Landing has been un-

der water during the whole of last week.
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Correspondence,

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents—Eds.

Notes on a Southern Tour.—No. L

Kihtors Press:—Leaving San Francisco on

.January 25th, per steamer Senator, the sun

bright after the heavy rain of the previous day,

all seemed peaceful at the wharf, and the 50

cabin passengers were expecting a fine pleasure

trip. The Senator, rebuilt in 1875, is a firm and

steady craft, with good accommodations and

efficient officers. The table fare was all that

could be desired; but the best arrangements for

enjoyment are liable to be spoiled when old

Madame Pacific is one of the factors and hap-

pens to be on a bender, or, as in this case, was

just getting over her stormy career of the pre-

vious day's rioting, anil she met us before we

reached the Gate and tried to intimidate us,

causing some to come suddenly to the ship's

side and express themselves very inarticulately,

after which some of them retired, and were in-

visible for the first half of the trip. The prin-

cipal roughness was experienced passing over

the bar just beyond the (iolden ( !ate. We cast

anchor in San Simeon bay, leaving a few pas-

sengers and freight.

Superintendent Clift, an old Grass Valley

miner, now in charge of the Ocean quicksilver

mines here, landed with men and iron flasks.

Through his efficient management, this one

mine is successfully running. There are many
mining claims located in this vicinity awaiting

capital for development.
We touched at Port Harford, and Gaviota,

the port of San Luis Obispo, connected by 12

miles of narrow gauge railroad, that, by good
wharf, comes to the steamer's side.

We anchored at 9 a. 51., 27th, near the

end of the broken wharf of Santa Barbara. Here
•they have been interested, not in "what the

wild waves are saying," but what they are

doing—making a breach of 1,000 feet from the

middle of their long wharf. The surf boat

now takes the passengers to and from the ship.

One load, mostly ladies, came on board drenched
with sea water, and their trunks thoroughly
wet, as the wave half tilled the boat. Now, be

it recorded, not one of them knew how to scold

or indulged therein. A young lady expressed

her sentiments by: "Oh! we had lots of fun; it

just came all over us, and the mate got as wet
as any of us." An elderly lady said: "It just

took my breath away, it wet me so quick!" But
for this ruination of trunks and contents, they
might not have appreciated the amount of hu-
man kindness possessed by passengers, but more
especially by the lady captain, sometimes called

stewardess. Our ship soon put on the appear-

ance of a French laundry, and before night they

were able to replace in their trunks the in jured

goods.

We landed at 8 v. m. at the railroad wharf of

Santa Monica, "the Long Branch of the Pacific

coast." Being late, we were obliged to stop

here over night. Solicitors from the three hotels

quietly invited our patronage; this air of civility

in reception is pleasant, and precurses the very
satisfactory treatment of their guests.

The town "is beautiful for situation," and to

be the joy of the whole coast. The plane on
which it stands is about 150 feet above the
water, with a straight-line and perpendicular
front wall of gravel; yet you enter the town
from the wharf hardly perceiving the rise. The
town plat, covering one mile wide by two miles
in length, is almost a perfect table, sloping
enough for drainage, and the ample streets and
avenues are entirely free from any mud, and
without work equal to Oakland's choicest drives,

and will soon equal her also in in shade and or-

namental trees. Santa Monica is supplied with
excellent spring water, brought from the hills

in pipes to the residences. The population, now
estimated at(i()I), has a full representation of the
various branches of business and trades; two
churches; a large public school house, now using
only the iower story; Stephen McPherson pre-
siding over the higher grade, numbering about
50, and Miss ('. Tullis over the junior grade,
numbering about 60. After passing half an
hour in the schools, and noticing the behavior
of the pupils beyond the school yard, I con-
sider that Santa Monica has a good school, one
that does thorough teaching and does not neg-
lect the culture of good manners. I will not
attempt to half enumerate the natural local ad-
vantages of Santa Monica as a home, especially
as a sanitary retreat, where the invalid may
attend his apiary (five or seven miles back in
the hills) and yet enjoy his city society at his
home by the sea.

The last season has been a trying one to this
honey industry, which has suffered alike with
all others by the dry season. Mr. M. S. Baker,
has his mountain apiary about five miles, out in
a canyon called Manville (Jlenn, the grand
picnic grounds, of Santa Monica and Los An-
geles. Mr. Baker is now buying honey to feed
his bees, instead of selling honey, and the least
neglect in feeding results in the destruction of
some weaker camps, by the stronger taking all
their food. • He will make from his present
stock a working force of 300 hives; where a
favorable season Would have given him 1,000
hives. In every canyon there are from two to
four bee culturists anxiously trusting to the

early and later rain for their sweet harvest.

They have lost heavily, and some have lost al-

most their entire stock of bees; but the fall

of about ten inches of rain, and the pleasant-

ness of the season renews their courage and
strengthens their faith for the future.

One of the great checks to the rapid advance-

ment of Santa Monica at present is, the high

price asked for the adjoining rich tillable land,

$100 per acre —a price far beyond what the

home seeker or speculator can afford to pay.

If this policy is adhered to by the town com-
pany, the place, though unsurpassed for natural

advantages, must gain very slowly.

The community were greatly saddened by
.thft accidental death of old Uncle Thos. Booth,

who on New Year's night, by making a mistake,

as is supposed, walked up Ocean Avenue guided
by a line of trees similar to those leading out

toward his home, and when he supposed he had
gone far enough, turned to go toward home,

but by mistake in direction stepped off the cliff

and fell 150 feet, producing instant death. He
was much respected by all and especially by
the children, and the whole city honored his

burial as mourners.
The lands near town are now being rapidly

plowed and sowed. The pasture is now better

than it was any time last year. Live stock has

greatly advanced in price; prospects generally

considered favorable. General Hancock, an old

resident, pleasantly located in the suburbs of

the city, is engaged at his asphaltum beds, out
about nine miles. Has usually produced about

1,200 tons per year of refined asphalt; but
should San Francisco conclude to pave some of

her streets with the Abbott noiseless and lasting

pavement, these asphalt yields could be greatly

increased, as the supply is large. Now work-
ing down about 30 feet, on a horizontal strata,

that extends over 800 or more acres.

General Day, late Surveyor General of the
State of Nevada, has lately located a 20-acre

home here and is now boring for artesian water;

is down 180 feet, with encouraging prospects of

success.

Trains run twice a day to Los Angeles. At
$1 single trip or commute (i0 fares for $10 for

for one month, and family tickets, 10 fares dur-

ing three months of an entire family, for §5.

They hope to see Senator Jones or some other

liberal ones establishing a college here for both
sexes, as the location greatly favors its success.

I must leave Santa Monica, hoping and fearing,

ami hasten to the orange groves of the angels,

without calling on the live editor of the Santa
Monica Outlook or the bath palace on the beach.

B. W. CROWELI..
Santa Monica, Jan. 29th, 1877.

Bi-Sulphid and the Squirrels.

to reach the squirrel by the bi-sulphid method.
Such cases may have to be dealt with by poison;

but they are so rare as hardly to detract from
the general usefulness of this thoroughly safe

mode of dealing with these pests.

I remark as a postscript that the examination
of a fresh squirrel hole will afford the observer

interesting lights in regard to the subject of

llea-breeding, and the unaccountable preferences

shown by the little animal for certain localities,

to the great discomfort of human dwellers. The
worker by the carbon bi-sulphid method is very

apt to carry off many an "armful" of fleas in

the course of his campaign.
E. W Hii-oard.

University of California, Feb. 8th, 1877.

Poisoned Arrows.

EDITORS Press:—The account given by your
correspondent, in a recent number of the Pkkss,

of arrows poisoned by the American Indians,

recalls the following statement made in "Hardy's
Travels in Mexico" (London edition of 1829, p.

298), of the Seris Indians, who inhabit the

island of Tiburon, in the Gulf of ( 'alifornia, a

short distance north of (iuaymas:

"They first kill a cow, and take from it its

liver. They then collect rattlesnakes, scor-

pions, centipedes and tarantulas, which they

confine in a hole with the liver. The next pro-

cess is to beat them with sticks in order to en-

rage them, and being thus infuriated they fas-

ten their fangs and exhaust their venom upon
each other and upon the liver. When the whole
mass is in a state of corruption, the women take

the arrows and pass their points through it; they

are then allowed to dry in the shade."

This addition to the information already fur-

nished by your correspondent, enlarges the area

within which this horrible device was practiced,

at least 1,000 miles in a southwestern direction,

anil adds a farther interest to the curious fact.

Another fact, equally interesting, is that Cortes,

Diaz, and the other historians of the conquest of

Mexico by the Spaniards, make no mention of

poisoned arrows, which they could not have
omitted to notice, if they had met them; yet the

Aztecs could not have been ignorant of them,

for their knowledge of everything within thou-

sands of miles on each side of their capital was
not only precise but very minute. Had they,

then, rejected poisoned arrows as instruments
of warfare, from the same sentiment which pro-

hibits explosive bullets at this day ':

J. W. D.

San Krancisco, Feb. 9th.
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same manner, and continue the process from
year to year, using what is left after the selec-

tion to be sown in the field. This process
would not only keep up the quality of seed
grain, but would, in all probability, develop
new varieties of great excellence. In the dis-

cussion of this subject by the Pescadero Grange,
a short time since, Bro. Hayward stated that he
discovered some ears of wheat in a field of oats

that were superior to any he had ever seen, as

to length of ears and size of grain. He ex-

pressed much regret that he did not save and
plant it, but had never considered the subject in

the light he now views it, and did not do so.

Who knows but he missed the opportunity of

producing a new variety of wheat exactly

adapted to this section that would have added
to our resources and yielded him a permanent
pleasure. Such opportunities are of frequent

occurrence and could be made available.

In the selection of seed grain, long, limber
straw should be avoided. Too much straw
yields inferior grain with increased expense in

harvesting. Every practical farmer knows that
there are fields which produce medium straw
and a large yield of superior grain. Such fields

are most profitable to cultivate.

I. C. Steele.

The Honey Seasons of 1876 and 1877.

Editors Press:—The year 1876 was, all

things considered, as prosperous a season as the

apiarian ever had ill this State. In most parts

of the country, more than the usual crop was

gathered, while in others it fell somewhat

behind. Bees had increased rapidly for a num-
ber of years previous and the number of stands

in Los Angeles and San Diego counties was
great, consequently the harvest was correspond-

ingly large. One drawback that prevented a

larger crop was the long and, in some respects,

wet winter.

Further north the season was much worse,

for not only did the above impede the early

rearing of brood, whereby the hives would have

been filled with a strong stock to gather the

principal honey crop, but the climate being

colder and more damp, many bees that ventured
out were lost, being either caught in a storm or
dashed to the ground by sudden and violent

winds. The winds were not numerous, but the
old bees or working force were being daily

diminished.
Here, in Alameda county, bees were quite

slow in producing brood and swarming was
never known to be so backward. Colonies
generally having cast the first swarm by the
latter part of March, that year sent the first

forth near the end of April. Neither were the
number of swarms so numerous. Some of the
hives had two, most had but one, while still

others had none.

While the bees were thus increasing (?), they
were very persistent in collecting honey from
the flowers then in bloom, which consisted, for

the most part, of Chinese mustard, or kale,

blue gum, alfilerilla, fruit blossoms, willow
and wild blackberry. After swarming, wild
blackberry and sumac or poison oak blossoms
furnished • the chief supply of nectar. The
quality was good but the quantity was limited.

The California buckeye secreted nectar, which
was gathered by the bees. The color of this

honey is not unlike that of olive oiL Color
would be of little detriment to the sale of it if

it was not for the fact that it has a disagreeable

flavor. It takes a person with a strong stom-
ach to stand it. If mixed in section frames
with first-class honey, it will spoil the sale of

the latter. At some future time we will say

more about this tree and the honey gathered
therefrom. As it is quite common here and
blooms at a time when other honey of a better

grade is coming in, the bee-keeper should be on
the alert, and, if an extractor is at hand, this

buckeye honey should be thrown out. Whether
or not this tree is found in the lower counties,

1 am not informed.

The early fall honey-producing plants secreted

some nectar. The quantity was of little conse-

quence, but later in the fall or rather early in

the winter the red gum was in bloom, which
was followed by the blue gum, and ere Christ-

mas the hives were well stacked with provisions,

both honey and pollen.

The season of '77 opened favorably for the

liee-keeper. Early rains in the fall of the pre-

vious year started the early honey-producing

plants, and these rains and the pleasant weather
duriug the two months that intervened before the

nextrains,broughtouta numberof honey-yielding

plants, of which wild gooseberry, wild currants,

followed by the cultivated varieties, alder willow,

alfilerilla, eucalyptus, mignonette, and hore-

hound. Flowers at this time were the most im-

portant. But the second week of January had
not passed, when the bee-master's anticipations

were beginning to become blighted. After the

late January showers his hopes for a fair crop be-

gan to revive again. In our vicinity larger and
better (perhaps not to the farmer and gardener),

fields of kale or mustard were never seen before.

There seemed to l>e an insufficiency of bees to

collect the nectar from these plants or weeds,

though honey-yielding plants were in abundance

at a time when the bees could be busily at work,

Kditors Press: By way of a general answer

to many inquirers, will give a few additional de-

tails regarding the use of bi-sulphid of carbon

as a squirrel antidote.

First, I understand that the purchase lately

made of the article by the University has

swept the market, but a new supply will soon

arrive from St. Louis, the nearest point where

it is manufactured, to the hands of Mr. Justin-

ian Caire, who will also be then informed as to

the price at which the more efficacious crude.

article can be supplied to farmers. But there

is no reason why it should not be manufactured

here, thus saving the cost of transportation, so
soon as the probable demand shall justify the
undertaking.

I remark that the charge of ten cents per
acre, at which rate Bros. ( Jerow propose to ex-

terminate the squirrels of Contra Costa county,
is probable cheaper than it can be done on an
average, by the bi-sulphid process. But I

think any method working with poison, on a
large scale, fundamentally objectionable on ac-

count of the danger, both to domestic animals,
and to the friendly birds, upon whom we must
depend for safety against insect pests. The latter

are rapidly increasing to an alarming extent,
and we shall have gained little if we exchange
the squirrel for the grasshopper, or other
plagues of Egypt, such as now infest the East-
ern States. The carbon bi-sulphid can be
kept on hand in the house without danger to

any one, and can be used against gophers and
rats as well. In any case, it will be very de-
sirable to have it cheaply accessible to our fann-
ers.

I have before stated that the bi-sulphid can
be used with equal facility at any season. The
only limitation to this convenience arises from
the fact that, as it is heavier than water, it

must not be used when water is standing in the
holes, the more, as under such circum-
stances, the burrows are likely to be divided up
by water traps, which would restrict to that ex-
tent the diffusion of the poisonous vapor.

In closing the holes (which should always be
done, both to confine the vapor, and to show
where the animals may not have been reached),
it should be kept in mind that the liquid poured
into the burrow must not be covered up by the
earth put into the opening. Either put it in far
enough to be out of reach of the loose earth put
in the opening, or else use a sod, inverted, or a
big clod, or in stony ground, a slab of rock.
The heel of a boot will in many cases answer
just as well as the shovel to do all that is needed,
viz : to prevent any rapid access of air to the
interior. Tamping is quite unnecessary.

In loose rock piles, where the nests are some-
times open to the air, it is not always possible

The Germination of Seeds.

Editors Press:—My wife has called my at-

tention to a statement which she has found in

Har])er'n Maijazine, for September, 1870. in-

cluded under the head of "Editor's Scientific

Record." I have read it with some interest,

and thinking it might be of interest to you, or

to your readers, have copied it for you. It is

as foUows :

"Some curious statements have recently been

published in regard to the extent to which the

germination of seeds can be facilitated by chem-
ical agencies, especially by ammonia and oxalic

acid. By placing them in a solution of the lat-

ter substance, they will begin to germinate

within one or two days, even after having been

kept for forty years, and are then to be planted

out in the usual way. Coffee seeds, which are

proverbially hard to start, are best forwarded

by placing in a covered vessel, containing equal

parts of water and of spirits of sal ammoniac,

at the ordinary temperature. At the end of 12

hours the roots wdl be found to have started,

and even the young leaves can be discovered by
careful inspection. In 18.34, wheat was exhibited

to the German Scientific Association, raised from

seed found in an Egyptian tomb, 2,000 to 2,500

old. This had been soaked for a considerable

time in fatty oil before planting."

We were among those who wrote you for the

favor of some of the coffee berries. They were

duly received. Under my wife's management
one half of the berries were planted in the usual

way of seeds. After patient waiting and watch-

ing, without results, she placed the remaining

ones in tepid water and allowed them to remain

soaking for 24 hours before planting. From
these latter one solitary berry germinated, but

unfortunately, by some mishap, it was broken

down, thus making a failure of the trial.

Had we known of the above statement at the

the time, the result might have been different.

We have tested it by soaking flower seeds in

water, to which a few drops of ammonia had

been added. They germinated in one night in

the water. Further than this we have made no

trials. J. F- C.

San Gabriel valley, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

Selecting Seed.

The value of good seed is universally admitted.

How to obtain the best is a subject worthy of

consideration. The following Jilan, which has

proved successful in horticulture, could be

easily made available in the culture of the

cereals, viz: Select the finest ears from fields of

ripe grain and plant it under the most thorough

culture; select the next season and plant in the
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they seemed to foretell a drouth and but little

honey was stored, and brood rearing was carried

on very sparingly. An instinct must have told

them, that if large quantities of honey and bee-

bread was gathered, its queen, knowing her
maternal duties, would proceed to fill the cells

with eggs, whence a large lot of brood and bees

would be brought forth, and thereby honey and
pollen would be used up to feed this large and
useless force, as we suppose the wiser bees con-

sidered them. The above appears to be better

sustained, when we see that no preparations

were made for swarming, and of all fehe stands

in this valley that we have heard of but one

swarm has issued.

The year was noted for the depredations of

various kinds of moths. Household goods and
agricultural productions have suffered greatly in

some sections of the State. The bees also did

not escape their well-known enemy, the bee or

wax moth. About half the colonies having died

of starvation, while the remainder were left in

a more or less weak condition, they, or most of

them, fell an easy prey to its depredations.

We managed to keep them under subjugation,

and we expect to see them less plentiful the
coming summer. Heretofore our bees were
mostly hj brids, but this year all will be purely
Italianized, and it is generally conceded by
eminent apiarians that the Italians are the best
moth traps or excluders "invented." For this

reason it is evidence enough that the moth does
not hold such sway in the lower counties as one
would expect.

The honey crop of the coming season can be
justly set down for the year just closed as a
complete failure. Now a bright, and, we trust,

an eventful year for the apiarist is before

him. Already, the* ground is saturated to an
extent to warrant a thrifty growth to all vegeta-

tion, and the honey-producing plants will be

well advanced by the time the bees begin to

swarm. All that is wanted is showers at inter-

vals to keep this growth in a flourishing state,

and if so, the honey that will be gathered this

year in this State will be nearly equal to that of

any previous season. We would say that it

would surpass that of other years, but for the

fact that the number of workers that will be on
hand to collect it will be much less than there

has been in California for a number of seasons.

Besides the stands are so depopulated, that it

will be well into spring before a strong force can
be in the field to gather the harvest. A remedy
for this, to a great extent, can be obtained by
stimulating the bees to raise early brood by
breeding, etc.

Much more presents itself that we would wish
to say, but will defer it for a future time. In
the meanwhile, we hope the present prospects
will not in the least diminish ; but that we shall

have one of the most glorious years ever known
to the bee-keeping fraternity.

U. K. Lyptus.
N. Temescal, Feb. 4th.
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Answers to Inquiries.

Oleander
Can an oleander be made to bloom in winter ? When

does it bloom in California?

—

Mrs. G. W.

The oleander is a sub-tropical plant and can
only be flowered in a very high temperature.
In a hot-house it will bloom 'constantly, but in

any ordinary conservatory it would be impos-
sible to cause it to flower. In California the
oleander grows into veritable trees, 10 to 20
feet high. It commences to bloom early in

June, flowering constantly to November.
Fuchsias.

What are the best fuchsias for winter blooming in the
house'.'- J. S. , California.

There are only four or five varieties of this

popular flower useful for winter blooming.
"Mrs. Marshall," a fine variety with white
sepals and brilliant carmine corolla, will flower
the best. "Speciosa" will very seldom be with-
out blooms; the tube and sepals are blush and
the corolla a fine crimson. A single plant will

give you 200 to 400 flowers in the course of the
winter. "Carl Holt," with white sepals and
white and red variegated corolla, is one of the
best for winter flowering; the flowers are very
large and semi-double. I can only speak of the
above from experience. "Corymbiflora" and
"Syringiflora" are also stated to be fine winter
bloomers.

"Cyclobothera Elegans."

What is the Cyclobothera elegant like?— H. San Juan
Cal.

The Cyclobothera elegans is one of California's
finest bulbous plants. The bulb is small. The
flower is a pure golden yellow, cup-shaped in
form, the periantli being cpmposed of three
large and three small petals; the large petals
being covered with numerous yellow hairs on
the inside. It blooms in April and May, each
bulb producing three to six flowers. The whole
plant never attains a greater hight than nine
inches. In cultivation it will be very valuable;
for borders to beds of larger growing bulbs it is

finer than the snowdrop or crocus.

Anemones.
Will the anemone grow satisfactorily in California?—

Anemone

Yes, it grows readily in this State, produc-
ing finer blooms than they do in the East. 1

have had them with flowers over three inches
in diameter. It should be planted in the fall,

in very rich, light loam, placing a handful of

half decayed manure below each bulb, and'put-

ting about half an inch of soil between it and
the bulbous root. Plant the bulb about two in-

ches deep, and water freely when in bloom.

To Inquirers.

Please make your questions as short and ex-
plicit as possible, and they will be promptly
answered. The answer will be given sooner if

you address as below. Wm. C. L. Drew.
El Dorado, Cal.

A Flowering Shrub.

Editors Press:—The following may interest

some of the Rural Press readers. It is an ex-

tract from a letter which I recently received

from A. (jr. Bisbee, Esq., of Willoughby, Ohio.

He writes:

You will remember, perhaps, that last year
there was an election in the United States of

the 25 best, hardy flowering shrubs, and vote

No. 1 was conferred on Hydrangea pankulata.
Now, I want to give you my vote for the one
best, hardy flowering shrub that I chance to

know, and I have Hydrangea panicidata, yet
it is a manufactured shrub. If you have in

your neighborhood the common yellow or white
locust, and can find some sprouts about as large

as a broom handle, then if you can find any of

the moss or rose acacia (flowering locust), take
grafts of the latter and graft on the former,
and you will have a plant that will put the
Hydrangea in the shade.

The grafts must-be set rather early, as soon
as the buds begin to swell; if set late they will

not take as apple or other cions. The flower-

ing locust is worthless on its own roots; the lo-

cust used for the stalk will never sprout at the

root as it will when its own top is growing.
The umbrella locust is a fine foliage plant (or

hardy shrub), but it never blooms.
Will some of the Press readers who have

made similar experiments, send them to the
Editor or to Wm. C. L. Drew.

El Dorado, Cal.

Orange Culture in the Sacramento Valley

Editors Press:—The January issue of the

Southern California Horticulturist contains an

nteresting discussion on semi-tropical fruits, in

which a committee makes a report on an inves-

tigation to the questions of irrigation, fertilizers,

budding, diseases, pruning, etc. The subject

of tropical fruit growing is becoming more inter-

esting each year, and there is scarcely a family

which has not a few trees by way of ornament

and use throughout our wide-spreading valleys,

foothills or mountain ranges. As to profit, few,

if any, expect to compete with our southern

counties, which is the home of semi-tropical

fruit.

The irrigation question is becoming an inter-

esting one and its application to any one object

is food for thought. In the committee's report,

referring to the orange and lemon, some growers
cover the entire ground with water, without
regard to cultivation. Others irrigate less and
cultivate more. The opinion of many is that

an over-surplus of water is a detriment to the

roots of the trees, as it tends to decay. This
same subject is often discussed among those

who have propagated tropical fruits in the Sac-

ramento valley. Various plans have been taken
up, different ideas promulgated and each in his

own practical way has workedjOut systems of

treatment adapted to condition of soil and its

depth and richness. The system which most
have adopted is similar to that of Mr. N. W.
Blanchard, of Santa Paula, Ventura county,
who, as stated in the proceedings, has a large

orchard in the Santa Clara valley, but our's is

of more of an improved plan.

In the spring, make a deep basin around the
tree, which remains throughout the year. Fill

it with rotten compost, then fill it with water,
but do not cover it each time with dry earth.

The compost acts as a mulch, but little evapo-
ration occurs and the surface is kept cool and
moist. Thus the moisture is retained twice the
time it would have been had there no mulch
existed. It also has another beneficial effect;

that is, it maintains a more uniform tempera-
ture. The roots remain strong and vigorous.

The water does not scald the tree as by flood-

ing. The young feeders extend in every direc-

tion, seeking food and nourishment for the

plant. The tree perfects its fruit more gradu-
ally and is not liable to disease.

I have, perhaps, the oldest orange trees on
the plains— 19 years. They are healthy, strong

and vigorous. The greatest drawback is com-
ing in contact with our north winds. Then
they require plenty of water each year I work
in the compost left during the past year as a
fertilizer. Make a new basin and refill it with
new compost.

The classification of soil in various localities

as to the amount of water which is required, in

order to provide sufficient for absorntion and
evaporation and thus keep up a uniform state,

was noted by Judge Eaton, of Pasadena. His
idea on the question agrees with mine.

My oranges are standards from the old stock
brought from Los Angeles. The lemons are

grown from branches turned down to root from
a lemon stock imported from France, The first

crop last year was small, as the trees were five

years old. This year the trees have made a
tremendous growth and produced the largest
lemons I have ever seen. This I attribute to
water, good mulching and having good drain-
age. The situation is on a knoll. Both the
lemon and orange skin are thick at first, but
after remaiuining in tree till April or May, they
are juicy and not so sour.

Some have budded trees. They come in
earlier; but, as far as I can judge, standards
are the best for length of life. My neighbor,
Mr. Lowell, has a fine orange tree, thornless,
blossoms early, fruit large and sweet. Mr. Lee
has some from the Sandwich islands, and a
larger variety than anyone else on the plains.

His hardpan is thin, lying on a marly soil

beneath. He digs through and does not water.
The roots find sufficient moisture and he has
fine fruit.

In the city, oranges and lemons are seen in

many gardens. The soil is deep, black loam,
with alkali mixed. The roots penetrate to a
great depth. As far as I know, they are
healthy, bear heavy fruit and are of good size.

On the American river, the soil is sandy loam.
What few trees are out are doing well. On the
plains, where far the most are raised, the soil

is red, light depth, resting on hardpan.
When young, the trees require the best of

care and protection from the wind and frost.

After a few years they take care of themselves.
During the late heavy frost, I do not see that
the old trees have suffered. Sometimes, when
late waterings in the fall are given, the ends of

the tender brances that have grown out are cut
off some few inches.

Throughout the city, the young trees are
encased, with a cloth placed around them, on
high stakes, as the frost is heavier there than
out on the open plains. In regard to adobe
soil, some are doing well, making good growth,
strong and healthy. As the soil is of a strong
nature, I do not see but by prudent care and
cultivation such soil can be made suitable for

their growth. Geo. Rich.
Sacramento, Cal.

Diospyros Kaki Again.

Editors Press:—I was much interested in

an article in the last number of the Rural
Press concerning the Japan persimmon, its his-

tory, its varieties, and the methods used in

Japan to perfectly ripen that fruit. Had the

writer of that article confined himself to a rec-

ommendation of varieties with which he himself

is acquainted, without an effort to disparage va-

rieties imported and "advertised" by others,

who may have equal facilities with himself for

securing the best, I should not have felt called

upon to notice the article, which is valuable
for its general information.

The writer of the article to which I allude

has, on several occasions, gone out of his way
to inform the public that "there is no such va-

riety as is advertised as seedless." Again, "the
so-called seedless variety, advertised here, is

undoubtedly a mistake." Now, the firm with
which I am connected in the business of grow-
ing and selling trees have imported a variety of

the Diospyros which was selected by a very
careful and competent person from a noted nur-

sery near Kioto, and named by the grower
"Seedless." We also made a second importa-

tion of several varieties of grafted trees from
the neighborhood of Yokohama. The grower
of these last is a very intelligent man, and was
a considerable exhibitor at the National Cen-
tennial. He sent us with his invoice of trees a

cluster of drawings of several named varieties

of the persimmon. Among these one is named
"Seedless." This gardener names several oth-

ers which he calls' best. It so happens, how-
ever, that he does not mention one of the varie-

ties which your correspondent names as "best."

Perhaps this circumstance may be explained by
the fact, as stated by Mr. Loomis, that in Japan
"the names change with different localities."

This hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that

the variety which our Japan growers call "Seed-

less" Mr. L. calls Imperial; also, it may be re-

marked, that several other varieties which we
import, as "Ahmong," "Die Die Mauru," and
others, seem to be the exact counterpart of those

known to Mr. L. by other names.

As further bearing upon this point, it is wor-

thy of mention that for years we have imported
from Japan the persimmon seed. We always
ordered seed from the best varieties, and always
received seed labeled " Hachaya" and "Ah-
mong," as the two best varieties known in the

markets. And when we find this opinion as to

quality sustained by the gardeners who graft

and grow the trees, we feel confidence in the
correctness of our nomenclature.

In conclusion allow me to say that, in my
opinion, the introduction of this new fruit will

prove a real and valuable acquisition, and all

who have been instrumental in disseminating it

among our people are entitled to thanks. The
trees will soon be in bearing all over the State,

and we can then select the varieties that best

suit our climate or our tastes. I rejoice in an
honorable competition in this as in all pursuits,

and should not have asked room for these stric-

tures if it had not seemed needful in self de-

fense. We are pioneers in the work of intro-

ducing this tree into the State, we give our best

efforts to procure the best varieties; we dis-

parage no others, and don't care to lie ourselves

disparaged, even incidentally.

James Shinn.
Niles, Feb. 9th, 1878.

Western New York Horticultural Society.

Editors Press:—This society met January

23d, and continued three days with unabated

interest. The attendance was very large and
iucluded horticulturists from nearly every

county in western New York, with some from
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Canada. A
prominent feature of the meeting was the in-

creased interest in insect enemies and the de-
termination manifested to subdue them.
Especial attention was given to the coddling
moth and curculio. There were several inven-
tions exhibited to aid in destroying the larva of

the moth, and fruit growers evinced a deter-
mination to pursue the enemy with relentless
vigor. Very fine exhibitions of fruits were
made by Elwanger & Barry, of Rochester, and
Mr. E. Heath, of Genesse county. There were
also specimens of dried fruits from Reynold's
evaporator. Irrigation received considerable
thought, and experiments on a large scale were
promised another year.

Timber protections for orchards was advo-
cated and urged as a growing necessity.

The new phosphates and fertilizers which had
been tried had not given satisfaction among
fruit growers or nurserymen. Barnyard ma-
nure, muck lime, salt, and clover plowed under
have proven most satisfactory.

The several new inventions for utilizing sur-

plus fruits are proving very satisfactory and the
prospects for fruit growers are more promising
than for years past. The second quality of

apples and pears are made worth about as much
for drying, canning, jellies, as the whole crop
has been in times past for market.
A growing interest was manifest in a copy-

right or trade-mark law for the protection of

the names of new fruits, thus enabling the
originator to reap some reward for his efforts in

growing it.

It was believed by many that the blight so

prevalent among pear trees was on the wane
and might very probably be as uncommon in a
few years as it had been for the last 25 years

previous to the year 1875. The past year it

had been more like the apple twig blight, less

destructive than the year previous.

Among new fruits, the "Brighton," "Lady,"
and several other new grapes were recommended
as promising. The "Lee's Prolific Black" cur-

rant was highly recommended as being more
productive, better flavored and larger fruit than
any heretofore grown. The crop of fruit the

past year, although lighter than usual, had
been sold pretty closely owing to high prices,

and several counties had shipped from 100,000

to 200,000 barrels of apples; while Erie county
claimed to have sold 1,000,000 barrels. Presi-

dent Barry and Secretary Reynolds were re-

elected for the ensuing year. J. B. Jones.
Rochester, N. Y.

THe dw .

Bermuda Grass.

Editors Press:— I notice through the Press that Mr.
George Rich has some Bermuda grass. Will you please

inform me and others through its columns if it is good
feed for horses, cattleand sheep? Will it stand drouth, grow
in hilly land, and how it is propagated ?— J. R. Hebbron,
Natividad, Monterey county.

Editors Press:— I am desirous of getting some roots of

Bermuda grass, to cover a grass plat less than one-quarter
of an acre. How much would I require to cover it?

—

Mrs.
M. A. Btrdell, Sonoma county.

Editors Press :—The grass originally came

from the South. I set it out for a grass plat.

It grew and remains green. It is perennial.

The plat is on a high knoll situated on the plains.

I sowed alfalfa with it, after setting it out by
joints and root so as to kill it, but did not suc-

ceed. The Bermuda grew faster than the alfalfa.

It is a fast spreader. The joints extend from

three to four feet in one year, if not cut off.

Each joint will form a root. Horses will eat it

;

so will cows. I have not tried sheep, but have

no doubt they will. It grows thick. The roots

form a mat, and when once it gets a hold, it is

hard to eradicate. It will stand drouth, but

will not grow thriftily if dry. It is hard to kill.

After roots are exposed to the air, if thero is

any moisture in them, they will keep alive. To
burn them is the surest way to kill them. I

never tried it on hilly land, and am unable to

say whether it will pay for the expense. I doubt

the result. Still it may grow to some extent

and keep alive. It does not throw down roots

like alfalfa. It runs in matted roots. It would
be good to preserve banks or levees. Had our

levee been planted thick with it, the water-course

could not have cut through it and ruin so many
farmers. If you do not care what becomes of

your land, or always keep it for pasture, and
the soil is moist, plant it, otherwise don't touch

it.

In reply to Mrs. Burdell : It would not take

a very large box full, provided you set the roots

out in joints in moist soil to make root soon.

Set out in rows two feet apart and one foot in

each row. In a year it will spread and cover

the surface, rooting itself. But take my advice :

sow some other grass. Once in the ground, it

will remain until doomsday, and be a plague the

remainder of your life. If anyone wants it, and
is willing to run their own risk, I can send it by
express, C. O. D., but don't throw any blame

on my shoulders. Geo. Rich.

Sacramento, Cal.

[Was thero ever so honest a salesman ? May
he live as long as his grass.—Editors Press.]
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for this

department.

Removal

Until further notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Grange will he at 10<> Davis street, in the store of

the OraiHfcin' Business Association. Correspondents will

continue to send their communications to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Office of Grangers' Business Association.

Notice is hereby given that the Annual Meeting of the

Stockholders of the Granger^ Business Association for the

election of Directors, and for the transaction of such other

buMiiess as may properly come hefore the Annual Meet-

im.' of said rorparalion, "ill he held at the office of said

corporations. No. IOC Davis Street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, on Wednesday, February 20th, 1S78, at 10 a. m.

AMU Aiiams, Sec'y. D. IN'MAX, President.

San Francisco, January 14th, 1878.

Financial Questions.

The Reign of the Bondholder.

Editors Press:—Government is or ought to

be the guardian of society. If one of us was

appointed guardian for a large family of chil-

dren, and we should select some of the stronger

and most vicious ones as our nets, and allow

and assist them in despoiling the weaker ones

of their inheritance and labor, we should there-

by show that we understood and approved the

policy of our Government. Our Government

protects against competition certain industries,

which are under the control of capitalists. In

order to enjoy the benefits of this protective

tariff, the manufacturing capitalists has a mo-

tive to limit manufacture to the wants of the

American market. Therefore he will not com-

pete in foreign markets, and help pay the bal-

ance of trade and interest on the national debt
abroad, because he would thereby loose the
benefit of the enhanced prices a protective tarriff

gives.

The American farmer is supposed to be able to

pay high taxation and inflate prices, and com-

,

pete in foreign markets with all the world.

This, he is able to do by robbing posterity, in

selling the accumulated richness of ages from
his soil. The policy of making farming the
pack horse of Government and society has been
made to work, because labor-saving machinery
has taken employment and bread from thou-
sands, who from necessity have been forced as

the lesser evil to till the soil. The policy will

in half a century, make the great American
desert a geographical reality, so far as wheat
culture is concerned.
A Frenchman is too patriotic to profit by his

country's misfortunes. He scorns buying his

country's obligations for less than their face

value, but our Government's greatest pets were
the ones who paid ."50 cents for the Government
obligation to pay a dollar. Government ad-
mired their patriotism and generosity. When-
ever they took snuff, Government sneezed some
of its brains out. For every .10 cents paid, Gov-
ernment promised a dollar and interest, till

paid, and gave then back 90 cents to lend out
to the people, or to speculate with. The bond-
holders' interests were to inflate -so he in-

flated. The more he lent to Government the
more money he could lend to individuals. A
public debt was generally considered a "publie
blessing,'' as it made everybody full as rich as a
gang of loafers at a free lunch, with plenty of
whisky thrown in.

It became difficult to find a'mongrel pup worth
less than .§50, or a corner lot, 50 miles from the
first house, at less than $100. That worthless
half billion of California gold, there was no
further use for. So the grocery man and all the
bon ton sent their families to Europe. The dis-
covery was made, they could save enough in
the price of clothing to pay their passage
and enough in price of house rent, to
pay all other expenses. The manufacturer
finding that inflation had neutralized the
high tariff', mostly gave up the market to
foreign goods. The railroad buildl r kept on for
a while with borrowed money and promises.
The farmer kept on with his crops, but inflated
prices eat them up before they reached Europe.
Then begun the Granger war on railroads, re-
minding one of the battle of two cats tied by
the tail. Was the fault in the cats, or in the
vicious boys who tied them? Shortly the for-
eign financiers found out that we were a nation
of spendthrifts, ami sent us the word the store-
keeper sent the minister. The minister from
the pulpit wishing to prove his doctrine, ex-
claimed, ''and what says John?' The servant
quickly answered, "John says you shall have
no mure goods, till ymi pay for what you have
had."
This mild remark of John Bull set people

to figuring, when it was found it would reijuire
$30 from every man, woman and child, each
year, to pay the interest on the little debt of
New York city of * 150, 000, 000, and pay its
officers. But then that showing was not so Very
bad, for under our American system of taxation
most of that can lie thrown on trade, and be
made to fall ou the Western farmer, who is

supposed to be able to stand anything. Lest
any rival city should take advantage of New
York, it was managed, during the inflation,

that they all should contract debts of respecta-

ble size—about all they could carry without
driving trade through Canada. Then many of

the States, especially the carpet-bag ones, piled

up such loads of debt on their people that most
of them regretted that their property had not

been confiscated at once. It is certainly more
merciful to cut oft' all of a dog's tail at once
than to cut a part at a time. There was the
foreign debt of all kinds which required §100,-

000,000 to pay the interest, and less than that

sum in gold and silver in the whole country to

pay it with.

This synopsis brings us down to the year
1S73, when extensive bankruptcies attested the

turning point of the bankers' inflation. Since

then the nation has been sobering up slowly.

The bondholder does not want our silver mines
to furnish money to the people, nor for the ( iov-

ernment to do it. He wants Government to

sell more bonds and redeem greenbacks, which
draw no interest from Government or the peo-

ple, while his bonds and bills draw interest

from both. The sole power to issue paper
money will enable him to raise or lower the
nominal standard of value of property, by mak-
ing money plenty or scarce, as may suit his in-

terests. The corporate power of coining paper
money is the most dangerous, and has been the
most damaging of any measure ever authorized
by State or National Governments. It is like

authorizing merchants to use India rubber yard-
sticks, and weights and measures that contract

and expand at pleasure. D. A. Learned.
Stockton, Gal,

From Another Correspondent.

Editors Press: The money question is just
now exciting a great deal of interest among
fanners: more, perhaps, than at any other pe-

riod of our existence as a government. Just
what office money tills (whether paper or me-
tallic), in this busy hive of humanity, but few
firmer* ever stop to inquire, and fewer, per-

haps, care whether it has an office or not, just

so long as they get a small share of the precious
stuff.

Wo know that the Bank of Venice was a very
successful institution in its day and the main-
stay of the government for four or live hundred
years. So, also, was that of Genoa and Koine,
which have long since passed away. Not so
with the banks or banking institutions which
have continued to increase in numbers and in-

fluence, religious and political, until it is hardly
saying too much to say that they control the
political and productive destinies of the world.
But I am getting off of what I intended when

I commenced this article, and that was to ask
why our Government should pay such large

sums of money to hire the banks to take these
bonds (money) and then pay annually many
millions of interest to be re-let or loaned to the
citizens (the only producers of real wealth of

individuals or nations, ) at a greatly increased
and onerous rate of interest, and thus bringing
the entire machinery of the Government under
the direct influence of the banks and incorpo-
rated capital. Why should the Government not
at once remonetize silver, and make gold, silver

and greenbacks of equal purchasing power?
Then issue greenbacks enough to loan to farm-
ers and other producers of real wealth, who
have the security to give, such sums as they
are compelled to have, at a low rate of interest,

say three per cent, per annum.
The Government would thus, in a very short

time, be relieved from the great necessity of re-

sorting to so many expedients to draw from
productive industry so many millions to pay
the interest on her bonds and be receiving in

interest many millions with which to pay the
necessary expenses of Government, and at the
same time relieve, encourage and assist the pro-
ductive industries of our entire country.

Farmer.

The National Grange and the
1

Financial
Question.

Editors Press;—To assume that the Grangers
of California are a unit in favor of the repeal of

the resumption act and the remonetization of

silver, because the National (i range expressed
itself in favor of these measures, to my mind
is wrong. I have searched diligently through
the " Declaration of purposes of the National
Grange,'' and through the constitution and
by-laws of both the National and State Granges,
and have failed to find anything giving
power to the National Grange to speak author-
itatively upon any such questions, and any such
action by the National Grange can be nothing
more than expression of opinion, simply indi-
cating the opinions of the individuals so voting,
and having no force of law, and cannot in any
degree bind the action of local Granges or the
consciences of individual members of the Order.

Dixon, CaL Granger.

Nori> Grange.—Sister C. A. Colby writes as
follows: "At our installation, to-day, we en-
joyed a good old-fashioned harvest feast and
feel that we have taken a new lease of life in
calling to mind the precepts of our Order and
exchanging friendly greetings with each other.
Our Matrons especially feel that we must have
a hall of our own that we can decorate and
enjoy without interference from the public,
which almost insures success to our enterprise.

"

Mr. Whitney Grange.—Editors Press:
We are not dead by any means, as you see by
our list of officers, and say never die.—O, H, P,
Duncan, Sec'y.

Resolutions of Social Grange.

The following resolutions were unanimously
adopted January 20th, on the occasion of instal-

lation of their officers for 1878:
Wiikkeah, An inequality exists in the requirements or

enforcement of laws leglllattllg the location of mining and
agricultural lands of the puhlic domain in this State, in

the following respect, towit: That parties filing on min-
ing claims may and do locate the land under form of law,
take jxissession, and remove therefrom its mineral wealth,
and then abandon said land without paying the lawful
price; thus aiding mining monopolies and injuring poor
miners, as well as neighboring fanners; while agricultural
lands must in general he paid for soon after filing, accord-
ing to law, anil DO timher must lie removed from timber
land for speculative purposes, until such land has been
paid for; therefore

Jiexnlied, That Social Orange No. 271, of Sacramento
county, in whose neighhorhcod mineral lands are so
located, mined and abandoned, respectfully petition the
Legislature of California to request Congress to so modify
the United States laws for locating mining lands, as to re-

move this inequality, and prevent the practice of such
fraud towards the general Government, so that no lands
shall be thus held as mineral lands without payment of

their value on the same basis as w e pay for agricultural

lands.

R&olved, That these resolutions be sent to the Sacra-
inento Valley Agriculturist, and other county papers,
also to the PACIFIC Ri bal Pkkss and CMfimiu Patron,
for publication, other papers being requested to copy
them, and that such publication he equivalent to sending
official copies of the same to each Grange in California
and Nevada; and that our Secretary he instructed to send
a certified copy of these resolutions under seal of the
Grange to each of the Senators and Assemblymen from
Sacramento county.

Resolutions of Social Grange on Toll Bridges.
Wiikkkas, Numerous toll bridges, exist in Sacramento

county, whose franchises cause great inconvenier.ee to

the citizens of this county by forcing them to cross these
bridges and pay toll, even at the season when the streams
they span can be forded at numerous points; therefore

Resolred , That we, the members of Social Grange No.
271, of Sacramento county, who with many of our neigh-
bors are inconvenienced b\ such causes, respectfully peti-

tion our State Legislature, now in session, to pass such an
Act as will enable the county to readily purchase any or
all such bridges on reasonable terms and make them free

to all hereafter.

ffgffpfrf, That we fraternally request all the Grangcsof
Sacramento county to unite with us in this petition toour
Legislature
Rewind, That these resolutions be sent to the Sacra-

mrnto Valleg Agriculturist the Fire, Record I'niim, Pa-
cific Ri kai. Press and California Patron, for insertion,

and that such publication be equivalent to sending offi-

cial copies of the same to each Grange interested in this

matter; and that our Secretary be instructed to send a
certified copy of these resolutions under seal of the Grange
to each of the Senators and Assemblymen of Sacramento
county.

Election of Officers*

Ben-Lomond Grange, Santa Crcz Co.—
Fritz Quistoy (?), M. ; Thomas Burns, O. ; John
Burns, L. ; James Jones, S. ; John Burns, Jr.,

A. S. ; Robert Canham, CLj D. D. Thompkins,
T. ; James Burns, S. ; William Barnett, G. K.

;

Mrs. Thompkins, Ceres; Mrs. Canham, Flora;

Miss Maggie Burns, L. A. S.

ENTERPRISE' Grange, No. 3S, Los Angei.es

Co.—F. B. Clark, M.; S. W. La Dow, O.; M.
M. Green, L. ; R. K. McGue, S. ; F. R. Slaugh-

ter, A. S.; H. Vogt, T.; E. S. Butterwoeth,
Sec'y; T. C. Alexander, G. K. ; Mrs. I. A.
Slaughter, Ceres; Mrs. M. A. Dennison, Po-

mona; Miss M. E. Green, Flora; Mrs. H. La
Dow, L. A. S.

KiNGsni RG Grange, No. 250, Kingsburg,
Fresno Co.—James Hodges, M. ; D. G. Hodges,
O.: W. A. Sanders, L.; J. R. Baird, SlJ Mrs.

W. A. Sanders, A. S. ; Daniel Hodges, C.

;

Henry Potter, T. ; Mrs. Lucy Hodges, Sec'y;

W. J. Berry, G. K.; Mrs. Anna Hodges, Ceres;

Mrs. Martha Hodges, Pomona; Miss Ritta

Traber, L. A. S. Installation, March 2d.

Mr. Whitney Grange, No. 231, Electon,
Jan. 5th.—O. G. Foot, Sr., 11; J. W. Moore,

O. ; Geo. W. Duncan, L. ; B. M. Hotchkiss, S.

;

O. G. Foot, Jr., A. S.; O. H. P. Duncan, Sec'y;

J. R. Grayham, G. K.; Matilda Duncan, T.;

Sister M. Hotchkiss, Ceres; Sister M. Moore,

0. ; Sister L. A. Duncan, Flora; Sister Gray-
ham, Pomona; Sister A. A. Foot, L. A. S. ; In-

stalled, Jan. 19th.

Oakdale Grange, No. 100, Stanislaus Co.

—

S. P. Bailey, M.; Geo. F. Laclert, O.; Wm.
Walters, S. ; 0. R. Callender, A. S. ; Dr. F. G.
Whitby, C.j Robt. Lovell, T.; C. B. Ingalls,

Sec'y; A. S. Emery, G. K.; Mrs. Wm. Walters,

Ceres ; Mrs. S. P. Bailey, Flora : Mrs. Robt.
Lovell, Pomona ; Mrs. M. A. Lovell, Lect.

South Suiter Grange, No. 207. —Thomas
Boyd, M. ; A. L. Chandler, O. ; L. B. Himnan,
L. ; D. D. Marvin, S. : John Jones, A. S. ; R. H.
McClellan, C. : Homer Sankey, T. ; Benton
Hudson, Sec'y; Wm. E. Roberts, G. K.; Mrs.
Susan Boyd, Ceres; Mrs. Harriett Harris, Po-

mona; Mrs. Chloe Abbott, Flora; Mrs. Ann E.

Roberts, L. A. S. Installed, Jan. 5th, 1878.

Tarle Bi.ckk Grange, No. 1 101, Humboldt
Co., Election, Dec. 29th.—Jackson Sawyer,

M.; P. O'Rouke, O.; Ed. Tierny, L. ; Wm.
Parrott, S. ; George Collins, C. ; C C. Dick-

son, T.; Kobt. Niles, A. S. ; B. H. C. Pollard,

Sec'y; J. C. Foss, G. K. ; Mrs. M. Buyett,

Ceres; Mrs. Ed. Tierny, Pomona; Mrs. C. C.

Dickson, Flora; Mrs. B. H. C. Pollard, L. A. S.

* Officers of Granges are requested to sen 1 list of offi-

cers elect, date of election and day set for installation, to

this office direct

Change ok Officers.— Editors Press:—At
the last regular meeting of Stockton Grange,

No. 70, Wm. G. Phelps was elected Secretary

and installed in place of Thos. Stevens(resigned).

At the same meeting I). A. Learned was elected

Gate Keeper and installed in place of Wm. G.

Phelps (resigned).

—

Wm. G. Phelps, Sec'y.

Hoi.lister Grange, No. 11, installed officers

on the tirst Saturday in February, as follows:

H. W. Cothran, M.; John A. Itocd, O.; W. H.
i Oliver, Sec'y,

California.
ALAMEDA.
Grain.— Independent, Feb. 8: The new grain

is coming forward rapidly and already are the
fields becoming covered with a robe of green,
giving promise of a glorious harvest the coming
autumn.

BUTTE.
Items. Record, Feb. 9: We learn that Dr.

(ilenn has lost in the neighborhood of 10,000
head of sheep since the commencement of the
recent storms. The Sacramento river was
higher at Jacinto than ever before known. G.
W. Warlield, who has a ranch on the black
land near Butte creek, southeast from Nelsons,
was in town to-day. He reports heavy rainfall

in that section and thinks it has been greater
than at Chico. Considerable grain in the lower
grounds of the black land are under water, and
he is under the impression that the wheat will

be drowned out. Many of the sloughs are full,

but to those familiar with the location, the
country is not altogether impassible. Mr. Ike
Baylis, we hear, has 3,000 sacks of grain under
water on his Butte creek ranch, all of which is

likely to be a total loss.

COLUSA.
Grand Island Homes Floated Away.—Cor.

Sun, Feb. 0: About 15 families have been com-
pelled to vacate their houses, and, from all

accounts, will not be able to occupy them again,
as there seems to have been a demand for them
at Knight's Landing. »A tule rooster came
along to-day and made the inquiry: " Have you
seen ' my house pass here with a picket-rope

attached thereto ? " We informed him that we
had seen so many houses passing that it was
difficult to ascertain who the owners were. The
following named are minus homes as near as we
can learn: J. Q Frasier, tine dwelling house,
24x36, well finished; large barn, plank floor,

00x75; granary, 16x24; water-tank, capacity

5,000 gallons, and all his farming implements;
Geo Picard, dwelling and barn; G. Guild, house
and barn; A. H. Rose, small dwelling, large

barn and kitchen from new dwelling, besides
all farming implements; John Kerr, house, barn
and farming implements; W. Howell, house;
Lemon & Wing, house. Besides these there are
many others whose farming utensils have been
awept away.

CONTRA UOSTA.
Foul Fields.—Gazette, Jan. 9: Some of our

farmers rind their early sown grain so foul with
cheat, thistle and other weeds, that they think
of cultivating and resowing them, if they have
favorable weather for it this month, having
confidence that they will be gainers by so

doing.

Testing the Gerow Method.—In accord-

ance with arrangements and understanding had
at the conference on Monday evening last, and
elsewhere reported, the Gerow Brothers are to

make public tests of the efficacy of their squir-

rel poison at several points in the county, be-

ginning at Pinole on Tuesday next, if the
weather is favorable, but if not, then at a fu-

ture time, of winch public notice will be given
if practicable, or personal notice to the com-
mittees if public notice cannot be given. The
result of these tests will be awaited with inter-

est by many. •

LOS ANGELES.
Moke About the Ai.gakoba.—Cor. Anaheim

Gazette: I have availed myself of the opportu-
nity to learn a few more facts concerning the alga-

roba tree. This tree somewhat resembles the
manzanita in appearance, and about a hundred
of them can be grown upon an acre of ground.

I know only two varieties, the thorned and
thornless, the former of which is said to be pre-

ferable for the reason that it makes a most
admirable hedge, the thorns preventing stock

from browsing it. The trees commence to bear
when four years old from the seed, and the

year following yield a fair crop. The seed is

very hard and must be subjected to the action

of boiling water before planting. I sincerely

believe that the general introduction and whole-
sale planting of these trees would be of great

benefit to this part of the State.

The Helping Hands. — Ten teams, with
plows, harrows, etc., took charge of Wm. A.

McGibbon's ranch at Orange, on Tuesday, and
by sundown that esteemed citizen's whole place

was put in tirst-class order. This noble action

will doubly repay the large-hearted individuals

that participated, for who is there that would
not have helped, had they known Mr. McGib-
bon's poor health has put him back in the cul-

tivation of his trees, vines, etc. The volunteer

action of his neighbors will be registered in the

leaves of that good l>ook, where we are told

only the righteous are recorded.

Prof. Hilgard's Prescription.—N. Stevens,

at Westminster, as been testing gypsum on alkali

soil, and is fully satisfied with the result The
land he tried it on was very strong alkali, and
neither weeds, beets or anything else would
grow or even start on it. Now he has a fine

healthy stand of barley, and is satisfied that all

the alkali land in our county can be thoroughly

reclaimed by using gypsum. The Co-operative

Company expect a lot of it next week, and either

of the stores will get it for parties who wish to

use it.

More Vineyards.—San Gabriel News: Two
car loads of brandy and wine were forwarded

from San Gabriel station in Eastern care, owned
by the Michigan Southern & Erie R. R., on the
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31st of January. They will go through to des-

tination without change. The wine and brandy
is from L. J. Rose to his house, Perkins, Stern

& Co., Chicago. Mr. L J. Rose is preparing

640 acres in front of Chapman Bros., and next

to Santa Anita ranch for a new vineyard. He
has already received from Yolo county 5,500

cuttings of raisin grapes and over 1,000 of wine

grapes from Anaheim ; two car loads more are

expected from Sonoma valley. He will also

build six miles fencing, has already received 50

kegs nails, and on the way 125,000 feet of lum-

ber, which is expected daily.

MONTEREY.
Tramps Directory.—Slack's Canyon Cor.

Salinas Index: In November last I sheltered

and fed a tramp who afterwards wrote my
name on trees and gate-posts along the road to

Hollister, and affixed a monogramic sign which

hinted to others of their tribe that mine was a

good place to get a square meal of—potatoes

and meat.
Grain.—Farmers all happy over the last

rain, but some of them are crying for it to quit

until they can get their crops in. They ought

to have their seeding done like the wise ones.

Wheat is up everywhere and looks nice.

NAPA.
Farming on a Larue Scale.—Reporter,

Feb. 9: Mr. Abram Clark, of Berryessa valley,

has this season, in Colusa county, seeded some

12,000 acres, mostly wheat. Mr. John Finnell,

of Yountville, has seeded 19,000 acres in wheat
and barley near Chico, in Butte county. Mr.

Clark and Mr. Finnell botli lease the lands thus

farmed. They summer-fallow as much as prac-

ticable. Since October last, these two farmers

have disposed of upwards of $300,000 worth oi

grain, and judging from present prospects, they

will produce over $1,500,000 worth the coming

season. They have more land under cultivation

than any year before.

NEVADA.
The Rainfall.—Editors Press: The rain-

fall which is below is the fall as measured by
my own rain gauge: 1877, October, inches,

1.25; November, 3.50; December, 2.04; 1878,

January, 16.66; February 4th, 1.60. Total up
to date, 25.05 inches.

—

Felix Gillet, Nevada
City, Feb. 4th.

SACRAMENTO.
Lisbon District. — Editors Press: Mr.

Gwin states that the district is all right as yet,

as it is surrounded by a great sea of water. He
has great encouragement that it will stand the

pressure. The water being three feet from the

top of the levees, shows how well it is con-

structed. Those who have been working the

land are making preparation as soon as possible

to commence spring work. Many who have
waited for the "Golden City" plow have been
getting large cultivators made similar to Mr.
Slack's. Mr. George E. Duden, my neighbor,

has been making some entire, also furnishing

teeth for those who have the woodwork. They
are made of pieces 6 by 6 inches and 8 to 10

feet long, bolted together. They have 9 to 1

1

teeth; coulter shaped. Many now prefer them
to the "Golden City" plow. It cuts the tule

both ways, then harrowing, leaves it in a fine

ashy condition. If the Lisbon district escapes

the flood it will enhance the property double.

Some portions near the river are covered with

thick salt grass; same as in suburbs of the city.

It is considered worse than the tules; and, by
the way, it compares well with my Bermuda
grass patch. This cultivator cuts it up fine

and then they use a moline plow, leaving it af-

terward in a good working condition.—George
Rich, Sacramento.

The Isleton Sugarie.—The sugar refinery

has closed down for the season, as the beets

have all been worked and there is nothing more
to do, except make some change in machinery.

SAN JOAQUIN.
New Trees.—Independent, Feb. 9: G. N.

Milco, of Stockton, has received a consignment
of trees, imported from his native land, Dal-

matia. Among them are a number of Sorbula
trees, which bear a rich and healthy fruit, un-

like anything ever before introduced into this

State. It is believed that this importation is

the first of this kind ever brought to California.

The consignment also comprises a lot of genuine
white fig trees, the fruit of which is very large

and some choice olive trees.

SAN MATEO.
The Season.—Pescadero Cor. Gazette, Feb. 9:

Pasture and growing crops are looking fine;

hillsides, where plowed, are pretty well washed,
but much of our hill land is yet to be sown,
hence the damage in that way will not be great.

More flax will be sown this season than ever

before in this neighborhood.

SANTA CLARA.
Asparagus.—Mercury, Feb. 5: William Boots,

the extensive vegetable and berry grower near
Milpitas, made his first shipment of asparagus
last week. His asparagus crop last year
amounted to 117 tons, some of which found a
market in Chicago.

SANTA CRUZ.
Ben Lomond.—Editors Press: The crops

on our mountain are looking well and the farm-
ers roundabout are putting in more grain than
usual. They also have redwood stuff to haul to

market as soon as the roads will permit and the

result will be prosperity and more plentiful

cash.

—

James Burns.

SONOMA.
Stock Losses.—Sylvester Scott, the famous

bear hunter, from eight miles west of Clover-

dale, informs us that the recent storm caused a

heavy loss of lambs and some old sheep in his

vicinity. He has the bears about cleaned out,

having shot 13 in 1877; seven of them were
killed in one hunt of two weeks in December.
Where the mountain roads used to be he says

there are in many places only ditches now.

TULARE.
Woodville.—Cor. Delta: Things are prosper-

ing finely in this part of God's forsaken country.

Plenty of rain, and plenty of credit again. Tule
is up brimming full. The South Side ditch is

in running order, and the farmers are busy put-

ting in grain. Every man is able to hold his

head up once more, smoke his sheep dip tobacco

and read the news.

VENTURA.
Editors Press:—I send you a few items,

written by one of our farmers here for the Free

Press. This ranch is on the line between this

county and Los Angeles county and is the larg-

est body of land in Ventura county. It is in a

mountain range, with large groves of live and
white oak timber, which accounts for us having
twice the amount of rain that they had in the

Santa Clara valley. We have had 15.12 inches

of rain up to February 2d.—J. L. Aldermen,
Newbury Park, Conejo Ranch.
We quote as follows from the items to which

our correspondent alludes: We began three

years ago, under many difficulties, to pioneer in

this goodly land, where then only one man
could speak English and there was no farming.

Notwithstanding the loss of crops last year, the

farmers, with undiminished faith in the pro-

ductiveness of the soil, have cultivated, plowed
and sown a larger acreage this year than last.

Before the rains of December, full 5,300 acres

were sown to wheat, all of which is growing
finely. We had in December, five and three-

eighths inches of rain, thoroughly wetting the

soil, which is mostly black adobe and retains

moisture a long time. With one or two good
rains in January or February, we are certain of

large crops. The grass is now growing rapidly.

At least 1,500 acres have been and will be

plowed and sown since the rain, making nearly

7,000 acres in crops, where three years ago only

Spanish horses, cattle and sheep roamed the

country. The "No Fence Law" has been

rigidly enforced, till now there is not an animal

roaming at large over any of El Conejo's 49,000

acres, and the crops are as secure as if inclosed

with a five-board fence. A large number of

fruit trees and vines will be planted this month.

Next spring and summer nearly all the large

tracts in El Conejo will be divided up and sold

in small farms, affording homes for many
families.

YOLO.
Private Irrigation Projects.—Mail, Feb.

7: Our people do not have much faith in legis-

lative aid to irrigation. In the absence, there-

fore, of any law, private enterprise has taken

the lead in Yolo county. The project now on

foot will, when completed, furnish water from

Putah creek to the farmers of that scope of the

country lying in Buckeye township, and east, if

desired, to North Putah. On the north of

Cache creek, there will probably be a ditch to

convey water to many of the farmers west of

the hills dividing Hungry Hollow from the plain

east. The Stephens ditch can be made to fur-

nish water to most of the farmers in East Cot-

tonwood, and the Moore ditch already stretches

its arms in every direction in and around Wood-
land. With these enterprises, all but that re-

gion known as West and North Grafton will be

furnished with irrigation, except the northern

portion of Hungry Hollow, which can possibly

do better without it than any other section.

They generally raise fair crops there in dry sea-

sons, when other parts of the county fail.

The Rain too Late.—A. H. Nixon, of Fair-

view, tells us that the rains came too late for

him and some of his neighbors. He says he

has 200 acres of wheat which was dried out and
died before the rains came. We are sorry to

hear of this for that valley generally furnishes

a large amount of wheat for export.

Ramie.—Democrat, Feb. 9: We are informed

by Mr. Jennings that the ramie plants set out

by him some time ago are, since the rains, be-

ginning to grow finely, and have now got such

a start that no doubt exists of their maturing in

due time. Mr. J. has unbounded confidence in

the success of his experiment.

Alfalfa.—The advantages of clover raising,

when sufficient water can be had to insure a full

growth of the same, may be illustrated by a

practical example. R. W. Browning has 20

acres of alfalfa. Upon 10 acres on the home
place he cut an average of 10 tons to the acre,

for which he received $650. He also has 10

acres of alfalfa on the Ogburn place, which net-

ted him $350 in hay and seed, thus bringing

him in $1,000 clean coin off 20 acres, besides

some 40 tons of hay put up for his own use.

Oregon.
The Rainfall in Oregon.—Cor. Stockton

Independent: Dropping into the United States

Signal Service Office one day during our stay in

Portland, we were somewhat astonished to

learn that the rainfall of the season of 1876-77

was 72.11 inches, distributed throughout the

year, the heaviest fall in any one month being

12.45 inches in November. Our astonishment

was even greater when we were told that at

Astoria the rainfall for the season was 109

inches, or over nine feet! Californians would
be more than satisfied if they could get that

much in five years. The greatest recorded rain-

fall at Portland in any one month was in No-
vember, 1875, when 15.77 inches fell, or an av-

erage of more than half an inch a day.

Kohler & Chase's New Building.—A hand-
some building for Kohler & Chase, the enter-
prising music dealers of this city, whose names
are familiar to our readers, has just been com-
pleted on the corner of Ninth and Washington
streets, Oakland. It is the most conspicuous
building and the only full four-story structure
yet completed in that city. The building is

constructed of brick, iron, stone and wood, is as
far as possible earthquake proof, and has been
put up in good as well as substantial style.

Newsom Bros., the architects, have succeeded
admirably in planning the building for its spe-

cial requirements. The cellar runs out to the
edgejof the sidewalk, and affords an excellent
place for storage. The store on the corner is

used by Kohler & Chase as a music store, and is

very handsomely fitted up. The upper floors

are used as a lodging house, the rooms being
arranged in suites. The arrangement of the
rooms is such that each suite is independent of

the others, so that the occupants have more
seclusion than is common in such cases. All
these rooms are handsomely furnished, and are

now occupied. A feature of the building is the
great number of large, bow windows, making it

essentially Californian in appearance, and very
light and warm. The edifice is surmounted by an
ornamental tower, which affords opportunity
for an excellent view of the surrounding coun-

try. The entire structure, externally and inter-

nally, is an ornament to the city and a credit to

the owners and architects. It cost about $75,-

000.

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company.—The
annual statement of the Fireman's Fund Insur-

ance Company, which appears in this number of

our paper, is worthy of close scrutiny by prop-

erty owners. The past year has been a very
trying one to institutions of this character,

particularly such as have had to contend with
the shrinkage in value of securities accepted
when irredeemable paper currency was the
measure of value east of the Rocky mountains.
While the Fireman's Fund, as a home institu-

tion, claims the confidence of residents of the
Pacific coast, where its records for correct

dealing and its methods of business are well

known, it also claims credit for adherence to

that principle in good underwriting which dis-

tributes its fire hazards over a wide area,

through which it may enjoy a large premium
income without so crowding its risks, as in the

event of large fires, as to render its policies

valueless. In this respect it claims a special

distinction among our home companies in doing

a general insurance business. The company
recognizes but one standard of value, which is

used in all transactions East as well as West,
and that is the gold dollar. There is no depart-

ment of human affairs in which Darwin's doc-

trine of "the survival of the fittest" is

more clearly illustrated than in the insurance

business.

Photographic Materials.—E. & H. T. An-
thony & Co., of 591 Broadway, New York, are

among the largest manufacturers of photo-

graphic materials in theJUnited States. Their

goods are furnished to local dealers everywhere,

and their names are familiar to all photogra-

phers. The illustrated catalogue of this firm,

which will be sent on application, gives a list

of articles manufactured by them, which would
astonish one not knowing how many accessories

are needed in a first-class photographic gallery.

It includes camera boxes, lenses, presses, back-

grounds, cottons, collodions, varnishes, head-

rests, back supports, chairs, negative boxes,

photographic tints, retouching frames and pen-

cils, glass pans and baths, and all the thousand

and one things used by photographers. They
also manufacture all the chemicals used in the

art. The goods are all made of first quality, a

fact which has brought the firm's name to the

position it occupies.

A Generous Californian.—We find by
reading the reports of the last meeting of the

Ayrshire Breeders Association at Hartford,

that the society is considerably indebted to the

generosity of one of our citizens. We read that

the Treasurer acknowledged that he had re-

ceived a gift of $50 from Mr. Peter Coutts, of

Mayfield, Cal. This is the second donation of

the like amount that this gentleman has gener-

ously presented to help on the good work of the

association. The thanks of the society were

voted to Mr. Coutts for his continued gener-

osity.

Shear the Sheep and Ring the Hog.—
See Baker & Hamilton's illustrated advertise-

ment on the tail board of this issue.
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News in Brief.

No successor to Pope Pius IX has yet been
elected.

The Prince of Wales has entertained Stanley
at dinner.

Solemn masses for the dead Pope have been
held all over the country.
Large numbers of persons are still being fed

at the churches in this eity.

The beet sugar refinery at Isleton has closed
down for the season.

The miners in the Savage mine can hear the
blasts in the Sutro tunnel.

Claude Bernard, the eminent French phys-
iologist is dead.
Gideon Welles. ex-Secretary of the Navy,

died at Hartford, Conn., on the 11th instant.

Fort McPherson, Nebraska, was burned
down on the 11th instant.

Wm. Welsh, President of Girard college,

died on Monday last.

Seven burglars were captured on Sunday, in

a low groggery on Jessie street.

Some 250 recruits for Gen. Miles' command
have gone to Fort Buford and Tongue river.

The building belonging to the Albany (N. Y.)
Times was burned on Sunday. Loss, $200,000.
The President has appointed William A.

Howard, of Michigan, Governor of Dacota.
Stanley was entertained by the Royal Geo-

graphical Society on Saturday evening.

A prisoner named Wallace walked out of

the Municipal Court room of this city, this

week, without being discovered.

Montgomery Queen, of circus notoriety, has
filed a petition in bankruptcy in New York.
Liabilities, $166,000; nominal assets, $31,223.

A number of the overdue coasting vessels

have arrived in port, after having experienced

heavy gales. Several are yet to be heard from.

An armed body of men prevented a delin-

quent tax sale in Steuben county, New York,

on Monday.
Nearly 1,400 free lunches were provided to

the poor in the churches last Sunday. A great

many families had food supplied to them at their

homes also.

In consequence of an urgent order received

at Chatham Dock Yard, the whole force, num-
bering 4,000 men, will begin working extra

hours to complete vessels in hand.

Chas. M. Conrad, Member of Congress,

United States Senator, and Secretary of War
under President Fillmore, died in New Orleans

on Monday, aged 73.

A series of deep sea researches after the

manner of the Challenyer investigations, is to

be instituted toward the close of next year, in

the Bay of Bengal and the Indian ocean.

The contested election case of Wiggington

vs. Pacheco, has been decided by the House in

favor of Wiggington, so that Pacheco has been

unseated.

A strong tidal wave has swept the coast of

Peru. The Callao mole has been severely dam-

aged. There was not a ship at the guano de-

posits.

The persons who became sureties for Knight,

Wellock, Kearney and others, have been re-

lieved of their obligations by Judge Ferral, who
has allowed the accused to go on their own
recognizance.

The President has nominated Charles Silent,

of California, to be United States Associate

Justice of Arizona Territory, in place of Judge

Tweed, whose term of four years is about to

expire.

Senator Pierson has introduced a bill appro-

priating $25,000, to be used with a like sum
donated by H. D. Bacon, for constructing on

the State University grounds a Library and

Art College.

News from Cape Town says: A general ad-

vance was made against the enemy January

15th, which was completely successful. Ton

thousand cattle and fifteen thousand sheep were

captured. The Kaffirs lost heavily. Transkel

is completely cleared of the enemy.

The Postmaster-General has issued new rule.

Postmasters for small towns and for aountry

districts will hereafter be appointed on the rec-

ommendation of the Postmasters of the largest

neighboring cities. Some Western Members of

Congress feel indignant at this loss of patronage.

The bill introduced in the House by Robert-

son, to improve navigation and to afford pro-

tection and security to shipping, trade, com-

merce and alluvial lands of the Mississippi

river, provides for an appropriation of $6,500,-

000 for that purpose.

Ui' to Saturday there have been introduced in

this Congress 3,940 bills and joint resolutions,

only ten of which have yet become laws. Four-

fifths of them were introduced by members of

the House, and of the entire number more than

one-half are pensions and private relief bills.

Secretary Schurz has affirmed the decis-

ion ol the I [eneral Land Office in the matter of

survey of the Jarupa Rancho, comprising 39,-

000'acies of land in San Bernardino county, con-

firmed to Abel Stearns. This decision ap-

proves the recommendation made by the Sur-

veyor-General last October, for the erection of

southern and eastern boundaries.

Pope Pius IX. died in the Vatican at Home,

Thursday afternoon, February 7th, in the 86th

year of his age, the 51st of his episcopate and

32d of his reign as head of the Catholic church.

He was the 275th Pontiff, and not one of his

predecessors in that long list served the church

over as extensive a period. He clothed with

scarlet nearly all the Cardinals now living, and

.named more than two thirds of the Bishops of

his church.
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A Farewell.

O thi>u whose cherished image seems
A portion of my heart,

Whose eyes of light make glad my dreams.

Farewell, for now we part,

The sail is swelling In the bay
That bears me on my distant way,

For years to rove the dreary sea

For years -and think of only thee.

Yet will that beauteous image make
The dreary sea less drear,

And thy remembered smile will wake
The hope that tramples fear.

When I shall face the tempest's wrath

Or struggle through the dangerous path

Where the blue icebergs, vast and steep,

Drifting and dashing, crowd the deep..

Then, too, when heaven with clouds is dark,

And wild winds sweep the vale,

Wilt thou not think of him whose bark
Strives with the polar gale?

Wilt thou not think, and softly pray
For the sea wanderer far away.
That, all his toils and perils o'er,

His hand may clasp thy hand once more*

But should thou hear no more of me,
Or hear that I have died.

And sleep within that icy sea.

Or on its desert side,

Will not a pang thy bosom press,

Even in that pride of loveliness

A tear in thy sweet eyelids shine
For him whose latest thought was thine?

— Bryant.

The Two Angels.

Jhere are two angles that attend unseen
Each one of us, and in great books record

Our good and evil deeds. He who writes down
The good ones, after every action closes

His volume, and ascends with it to God.
The other keeps his dreadful day-book open
Till sunset, that we may repent; which doing,

The record of the action fades away,
And leaves a line of white across the page.

Now if my act be good, as I believe it.

It cannot' be nccalled. It is already-

Healed up in heaven, as a good deed accomplished.

The reel is yours. —LonaJ'ellnir

Washington as a Farmer.

Before another issue of the Press reaches the

reader, the national holiday, the birthday of

Washington (Feb. 22d), will have come and
gone. How can we better call the attention of

our readers to the interesting event, than by
giving an account of the rural life of our coun-

try's father. The following was written by
Major Poore for the American Cultivator

:

" Mount Vernon," the Farmhouse of George
Washington.

Sueh spots as these "are pilgrim's shrines,

Shrines to no code or creed eonnn'd- -

The Delphian vales, the l'alestines,

The Meccas of the mind."

George Washington was born on the fertile

farm then cultivated by his father, situated

where Pope's creek empties into the Potomac
river, nearly 100 miles below where the national

metropolis now stands, and he was reared on
another homestead, near Fredericksburg. Vir-

ginia (as well as Maryland, the Carolinas and
Georgia), was then controlled by planters, proud
of their descent from the cavalier aristocracy of

England, or of their connections with the de-

feated Jacobins of Scotland, or the Huguenots
of France. Their large estates were held by
royal grants or "patents," as they were called,

which gave them baronial power over broad
acres, and they also owned large numbers of

indentured white servants and negro slaves

Tide water was near every door, and ships from
England brought the cavalier planter his annual
supplies of merchandise in exchange for his crop
of tobacco, while smaller crafts came with the
products of the New England fisheries, and of

the West India plantations, to barter for his

tobacco, wheat or corn. The neighboring waters
swarmed with many varieties of wild fowl, and
abounded with fish, oysters, soft cralu and turtle,

while in the woods was an abundance of game.
Washington, as a land surveyor and as a col-

onial oliicer, had, while a young man, an excel-

lent opportunity of inspecting many of the best
estates of Virginia, and when at the age of three
and twenty the death of his elder brother placed
him in possession of Mt. Vernon, he was admix
ably qualified for its successful management. A
few years later his marriage with the wealthy
widow Custis gave him an abundant supply of

laborers, and furnished him with that cash cap-
ital which is as necessary to the agriculturist as
to the merchant or manufacturer. His bride
was a good manager, well versed in the domestic
economy of plantation life, and with her aid he
adopted a system which was at once novel and
profitable. Martial rule was virtually estab-
lished, with overseers as subaltern officers

Orders were given in writing, and obedience to
them was imperatively exacted

; reports of what
was done were rigorously required, and were
regularly tiled ; an extensive correspondence
was established, and was kept up, with the lead-

ing agriculturists at home and abroad ; and the
systematic method of Mount Vernon resembled
the automatic operations of an intrenched army.

Washington also left minute diaries of ac-

counts, which are a record of his rural life, and
even during his absence in the revolutionary

war, he directed the agricultural operations at

Mount Vernon as carefully as he did his cam-

paigns. "Thus, ' we are told by Washington
Irving, "his rural was ii terwoven with his

military career, the agriculturist was mingled

with the soldier; and those strong sympathies

with the honest cultivators of the soil, and that

paternal care of their interests, to be noted

throughout his military career, may be ascribed,

in a great measure, to the sweetening iulluence

of Mount Vernon."

The Mount Vernon estate covered 15 square

miles, or over 11,000 acres. The soil was loamy,

and never very productive, as the few remain-

ing oak trees of the original growth show, while

it had been impoverished by tobacco culture.

About two feet beneath the surface was a hard

clay or marl, and the land was too stiff to be

benefited by the use of plaster of Paris as a

manure, as the owner proved by experiment.

After careful surveys, Washington divided the

3,260 acres of his estate which were under cul-

tivation, into five farms, which lie named the

Mansion House, the Biver, the Union, the

Dogue Run, and the Muddy Hole farms, each

one containing from 470 to 1,207 acres. These

farms were subdivided into fields and orchards,

each one being numbered on the plan, and its

area stated. Only four days before Washing-
ton's death, he wrote a letter to his head man-
ager, on the importance of a methodical system

in agriculture, and alluded to apian he had just

completed, which made 30- folio pages of his

close writing, for the cultivation of his estate.

A general rotation of crops was established,

and the manner in which each field of each farm

was to be cultivated for several years to come
was minutely laid down. To carry out this

plan, 24 plows were to be kept running the year

round. Washington's neighbors and friends

generally regarded his agricultural reforms as

visionary, and the relatives often complained

that he was squandering the Custis property at

Mount Vernon.

Indeed, while there was much that was com-
mendable in the habits and domestic manners
of the Virginians of those days, their system of

cultivation, farm buildings, stock and imple-

ments weie alike inferior, and there weie strong

prejudices against "innovation" in the estab-

lished routine of practice. The rotation of crops

was almost unknown; the value of manures was
little regarded: labor-saving implements were
never thought of, and the undersized horses,

cattle and sheep, were so badly cared for during

the winter that they cast but faint shadows in

the spring. The son planted his corn and
tobacco as his father and grandfather before

him had, in the old of the moon, and the best

farmers knew as little of the chemistry of agri-

culture as they did of the problems of astron-

omy. He was not over-popular among the

small farmers in his neighborhood, especially

those along the banks of the Potomac, who
traded illicitly with the river boatman and
slaves. They would purchase the stolen pro-

ducts of Mount Vernon, kill the deer which he
took so much pains to keep a herd of, and cut

his timber, often thus provoking him to use

emphatically profane language, and to act in an
undignified yet decisive manner, not exactly in

accordance with our recognized ideas of the

I'ater Putrid.

The numerous difficulties attendant on this

reconstruction of agricultural operations, in a
region where neither method nor improvement
had been known, prevented the profitable reali-

zation of Washington's plans, generally speak-

ing. But his books show the extent of his op-

erations. In the year 1780 he slaughtered 150

hogs, weighing 18,500 pounds, for the use of

his family and servants. The next year he had
500 acres in grass, sowed 000 bushels of oats,

100 acres with wheat, as much more with corn,

and 150 with turnips.

He kept 140 horses, 112 cows, 2.'55 working
oxen, heifers and steers, and 500 sheep. In
Washington's correspondence with Arthur
Young, of England, he complained that his land
would raise only 10 hushels of wheat to the

acre, the market price of which was 81 a bushel,

while cradlers demanded $1 per day wages. He
had heard of a threshing macnine, and he
wanted to obtain one if it would not cost over

$75. He also wanted 10 good plows, with a

variety of seeds carefully enumerated.
Writing to Thomas Jefferson, he alluded to

lucerne, red clover and peas, and said: "Of all

the improving and ameliorating crops, none, in

my opinion, is equal to potatoes, on stiff and
hard-bound land, as mine is. I am satisfied,

from a variety of instances, that on such land a

crop of potatoes is equal to an ordinary dress-

ing. In no instance have I failed of good wheat,
oats or clover, that followed potatoes, and 1

conceive they give the soil a darker hue. I

shall thank you for the result of your proposed
experiments relative to the winter vetch and
peas, when they are made."
When Washington returned from the Presi-

dential chair to his rural home, he devoted his

whole time to its management. We are told

that he was an early riser, often up before day-
break in the winter, when the nights were long.

On such occasions he lit his own tire, and wrote
and read by candle light. He breakfasted at

seven in summer, and at eight in winter. Two
small cups of tea, and three or four cakes of

Indian meal (jailed hoe-cakes), formed his fru-

gal repast. Immediately after breakfast he
mounted his horse and visited those parts of his
estate where any work was going on, seeing to
everything with his own eyes, and often aiding

with his own hands. G. W. P. Custis, the
grandson of Mrs. Washington, said that Wash-
ington, while on those daily visits of inspection,

usually moved at a moderate pace, passing
through his fields and inspecting everything;

but when behind time, the most punctual of

men, would display the horsemanship of his

better days, and a hard gallop bring him up to

time, so that the sound of his horse's hoofs and
the first dinner bell should be heard together at

a quarter to three o'clock.

The drawing room at Mount Vernon was or-

namented with a chimney piece of polished

Sienna marble, on which was sculptured agri-

cultural devices, and there were many other ob-

jects of interest of a rural character about the

house, with a good collection of books on horti-

culture and agriculture on the library shelves.

The gardens were large; and laid out in the for-

mal English style, with large green-houses, con-

taining exotic plants procured from the West
Indies. Before retiring to bed at nine o'clock,

which was Washington's regular hour for say-

ing "good-night" to his family, he invariably

recorded the agricultural operations of the day
in a plain handwriting, Some of these entries

are curious, and the last one reads as follows:
" Dec. 13, 1799. Morning; snowing, and

about three inches deep. Wind at northeast,

and mercury at 30
J

. Continued snowing till

one o'clock, and about four it became perfectly

clear. Wind in the same place, but not hard.

Mercury 28' at night."

Alas! the cold contracted in that snow storm
brought on sickness that night, and death soon

came. "First in war, first in peace, and first

in the hearts of his countrymen," George Wash-
ington, was also the first systematic American
farmer.

Thk BACKWARD Habit of the Japanese.—
The Japanese habit of reversing everything, if

we may regard our own way of doing as the

proper way, is very curious, and in some of its

details, very interesting. Mr. Griffiths, in his

work on Japan, discusses it thus: "Another
man is planing. He pulls the plane towards
him. I notice a blacksmith at work. He pulls

the bellows with his feet, while he is holding

and hammering with both hands. He has sev-

eral irons in the fire, and keeps his dinner-pot

boiling with the waste tlame. His whole family

like the generations before him, seem to get

their living in the hardware line. The cooper

holds his tubs with his toes. All of them sit

down while they work. Perhaps that is an im
portent difference between a European and an

Asiatic. One sits down to his work, the other

stands up to it. Why is it that we do things

contrary wise to the Japanese? Are we upside

down, or they? The Japanese say that we are

reversed. They call our penmanship "crab- writ-

ing," because, say they, "it goes backward.
The lines in our books cross the page like a
crawlish, instead of going downward properly.

In a Japanese stable we find the horse's flank

where we look for his head. Japanese screws
screw the other way. Their locks thrust to the

left, ours to the right. The baby toys of the

Aryan race squeak when they squeezed; the

Turnonian gimcracks emit noise when pulled

apart. A Caucasian, to injure his enemy, kills

him: a Japanese kills himself to spite his foe.

Which race is left-handed? Which has the

negative? Which the positive of truth? What
is truth? What is down? What is up?"

NOTHING New Under the Sun.—That events

occurred long ago quite as they do now seems
certain. Perhaps it would be of interest to

some of our readers to peruse a copy of a verbal

translation from the oldest journal known,
issued 108 years before the birth of Christ:

"Consul Sicinus was the acting judge to-day.

There was a heavy thunderstorm, and the

lightning split an oak at the foot of the hills of

Velhi. In an hostelry at the foot of the hills

of James there was a tight, in which the land-

lord was badly wounded. Titinius punished
some butchers on account of their selhug meat
which had not been inspected; the money thus

paid was used to erect a chapel to the (foddess

Laverea. The broker Ausidius fled from town
to-day, taking money with him that belonged

to other people; he was caught, and had to re-

fund the money." This record of affairs made
more than 2,000 years ago would suit the pres-

ent day, except that instead of capturing our

absconding brokers and bankers, and recover-

ing the money, we lose one and let the other go

free. We have something to learn from the old

times.

Plain Talk to a Girl.—Your every-day

toilet is a part of your character. A girl who
looks like a " fury " or a sloven in the morning
is not to be trusted in the evening. No mat-

ter how humble your room may be, there are

eight things it should contain, viz., a mirror,

washstand, soap, towel, comb, hair, nail aud
tooth brushes. These are just as essential as

your breakfast, before which you should make
good and free use of them. Parents who fail to

provide their children with such appliances not

only make a great mistake, but commit a sin of

omission. Look tidy in the morning, and after

the dinner work is over improve your toilet.

Make it a rule of your life to dress up " in the

afternoon. Your dress may or may not be any-

thing better than calico, but with a ribbon or

flower, or some bit of ornament, you can have

an air of self-respect and satisfaction that in-

variably comes with being well dressed.

There was a reward offered for the recovery of

"a large leather lady's traveling bag."

' A Lecture for Our Grandparents.

Some one has truly said, that "To ridicule

old age, is like throwing cold water in the morn-
ing into the bed in which we must sleep at
night. " Old people have a right to demand
that they be treated with respect; but are they
not under great obligations to be pleasant,

agreeable, and— as far as possible—cheerful?
Failing in this, is it any wonder that neglect
and disrespect sometimes follow? Old people
should be held in reverence by the young, espe-

cially if there is any thing worthy of reverence
about them; but each man and woman should
see to it, that as they grow old in years
they do not grow out of all sympathy for their

children and grandchildren. No person, be-

cause he is old, has a right to be selfish, sullen,

and morose.
Said a little boy, "Ma, will grandpa go to

heaven?"
"Yes, my son, I hope so; but why do you

ask that question?"

"Because, ma, if grandpa goes to heaven, I

don't want to go there. He would say, 'Whew

I

whew! what is this boy bothering around here
for?"

A short time since I read a long article, writ-

ten to show that it was our duty to love old
people. The writer described her great love

for an aged grandfather, and proceeded to give

a minute description of him, investing him with
so many virtues that not to love him—or any
other person such as described—would be an
impossibility. I thought that to love such a
person would be more of a pleasure than a duty.
Every neighborhood has its old person who, al-

though bowed down with weight of years,

still has a warm heart for the young and a kind
word for the children.

No need for the word "duty," to cause such
people to be sincerely loved and respected.

Again, every neighborhood has its representa-

tive, from whom the children instinctively

spring away, as from a plague. Persons that
little girls are afraid to meet, whom the boys give

a wide berth to, and whom no person desires to

encounter. Even a long newspaper article, in

which all the changes are rung upon the word
"duty," will fail to cause such unsympathetic
people to be respected, much less loved.

Let us all, therefore, resolve that whatever
be the number of our years, we will be true to

the right, kind and sympathetic to all, espe-

cially towards the weak ones of earth, whether
they be in their first or second childhood. Do-
ing this faithfully, we shall be loved and re-

spected all along the pathway of life. And
when the end comes, may it be said of us, as

says Sir Walter Scott in his vivid description of

"King Bene:"

"A mirthful man he was: the snows of age
Fell, but they did not chill him. (Sayety,

Even in lips closing, tou.hed his teeming brain

With such wild visions as the setting sun
Raises in front of gome hoar glacier,

Painting the bleak ice with a thousand hues."
—Nelson Hitter, in Rural New Yorler.

What a Wife Can Do with a Mortgage.—
Mrs. EL H. T. writes to the American Culti-

vator: "There are a great number of farms and
homesteads mortgaged than there are free from
such incumbrances. A little insight into the

causes of this fact shows us that it is neces-

sarily so. Being able to take a farm or buy a

house with a mere trifle of money, the value of

the rest being represented by a mortgage, is a

loan to a man which he could not obtain in any
other way, while it is far better to have a farm

with a mortgage on it than to be a clerk or a

laborer in the city. A wife can help a man to

lift the mortgage or at any rate she can help

pay the interest. Sometimes the husband is

too sanguine about the interest till the last

minute, when he has to raise the amount by a

ruinous discount or doing without some neces-

sary article of farm economy. If the wife is

troubled about this, do not be despondent (that

will do no good), but first find out how much
the interest is, when it is doe, and in your own
quiet way save a little here and a little there;

sell a little bacon, a few eggs, putting by a dollar

or two from ever butter crock which is sold.

When you have saved it, forget that you have it

till there is a call for interest money and then

you can show what a frugal wife can do."

[This has been done in California, and yet the

idea goes forth that Californians do not know
what economy is.—Eds. Press.]

Friends.—Never cast aside your friends

if by any possibility you can retain them. We
are the weakest of spendthrifts if we let one

drop off through inattention, or let one push

away another, or if we hold aloof from one

through petty jealousy or heedless slight or

roughness*. Would you throw away a diamond

because it pricked you? One good friend is not

to be weighed against the jewels of the earth.

If there is coolness or unkindness between us

let us come face to face and have it out. Life

is too short to quarrel in, or to carry black

thoughts of friends. It is easy to lose a friend,

but a new one will not come for calling, nor

make up for the old one.

The Arizona Miner tells a story of two friends

who were recently attacked by Indians in that

State. They were both on mules, and the ar-

rows were whistling by them in clouds. The
mules were of unequal powers of speed, and the

foremost man sung out: "Joe, why don't you

come along?" Joe, whose arms and legs were

flying in the air like a runaway windmill re-

plied, as an arrow grazed his ear: "Do I act

like a man who is throwing off?"
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Chaff.

Tkue to the last: a well-made boot.

A Knight of the Bath : a rainy night.

A puzzled pupil: a bewildered eyesight.

Fools and their back hair are soon parted.

If you don't want to be robbed of your good
name, do not have it painted on your umbrella.

What is the difference between a hungry man
and a glutton ? One longs to eat, the other eats

too long.

There is a good reason why a little man should

never marry a bouncing widow. He might be

called "the widow's mite."

You can get a very good idea of "natural

selection" in its practical workings by viewing

a celery glass after it has been once around the

table.

A gentleman fond of good living, refuses to

start his colt for the "two-year-old stakes," on
the ground that if he wins them they won't be
worth the eating.

Some Indians use scalping knives of tortoise

shell, probably on account of the old fable in

which the tortoise was alleged to have got away
with the hare.

Upright legislator: "What, sir! You take

me for one who can be bribed? You insult my
sense of honor—but in case I really were such a

man, how much would you give me?"

The following is rather equivocal: "Maria
Brown, wife of Timothy Brown, aged 80 years.

.She lived with her husband 59 years, and died

in the confident hcpe of a better life."

The publisher of a weekly paper in Illinois

prints in each issue a chapter of the bible, and
upon being ridiculed for it by his contempora-
ries, remarks editorially: "We" publish nothing
but what is news to our readers."

A new periodical for women devotes 18 pages
to fashion and only one to cookery. Falstaff

had to endure the same censure: "Oh! mon-
strous. But one half-pennyworth of bread, to

this intolerable deal of sacque !"

A lady that would please herself in marrying
was warned that her intended, although a good
sort of a man, was very singular. "Well, re-

plied the lady, "if he is very much more unlike
other men, he is much more likely to be a good
husband."

A Child's Sympathy.—A child's eyes! those

clear wells of undefiled thought—what on earth

can be more beautiful? Full of hope, love and
curiosity, they meet your own. In prayer,

how earnest; in joy, how sparkling; in sym-
pathy, how tender! The man who never tried

the companionship of a little child has care-

lessly passed by one of the greatest pleasures of

life, as one passes a rare flower, without pluck-

ing it or knowing its value. A child cannot
understand you, you think; speak to it of the

holy things of your religion, of your grief for the

loss of a friend, of your love for some one you
fear will not love in return; it will take, it is

true, no measure or soundings of your thought;

it will not judge how much you should believe,

whether your grief is rational in proportion to

your loss, whether [you are worthy or fit to at-

tract the love you seek; but his whole soul will

incline itself to yours, and engraft itself, as it

were, on the feeling which is your feeling for

the hour.

—

Hon. Mrs. Norton.

A Mother's Influence.—The late Thomas
H. Benton, who was so long in public life and
surrounded by temptations, paid the following
tribute to his mother: "My mother asked me
never to use any tobacco, and I have never
touched it from that time to the present day;
she asked me not to game, and I have not, and
I cannot tell who is winning or who is losing in

games that can be played. She admonished
me, too, against hard drinking, and whatever
capacity for endurance I might have at present,

and whatever usefulness I may attain in life, I

attribute to having complied with her pious
and correct wishes. When I was seven years
of age she asked me not to drink, and then 1

made a resolution of total abstinence, at a time
when I was sole constituent member of my own
body; that 1 have adhered to it through all time
I owe to my mother.

"

New Music.—Oliver Ditson&Co., of Boston,
send us a half-dozen taking pieces of music.
One song, "Awake," is evidently by an early
riser. Another, "What Are They to Do ?" by
Randegger, contains capital advice to lone
lovers; and the third, "If You Want a Kiss,
Take It I" by Richter, has a still better sugges-
tion, which, unlike most advice, is pleasant to
act upon. For the piano we have a gay galop,
"When We Laugh We Live," by E. Strauss;
a quadrille, including lively French airs, called
"La Marjolaine" and a pretty "Farewell Schot-
tisehe, " by Mueller.

Change is in the Man.—Husband says:
"Wife, your pudding is excellent, but somehow
it does not taste exactly as mother's did. " I

laugh within myself as I think, "Of course it

does not. Who could make a pudding or pie

fo» a grown man which would taste one-half so
good as those he ate in childhood ?"

"Mamma, where do the cows get the milk ?"

asked Willie, looking up from the foaming pan
of milk, which he had been intently regarding.
"Where do you get your tears?" was the an-
swer. After a thoughtful silence he again broke
out :

" Mamma, do the cow s have to be
spanked ?"

Y©tJ[*q poLks' CeLtJpN.

The Little Girl who Would'nt Say
' Please."

There was once a small child who would never say please,
I believe, if you even went down on your knees,
But, her amis on the table, would sit at her ease,
And call out to her mother in words such as these:
" I want some potatoes!" " Give me some peas!"

'

" Hand me butter !" " Cut me some cheese !"

So the fairies, this was very rude daughter to tease,
Once blew her away in a powerful "breeze,
Over the mountains and over the seas,
But down with the ants, the wasps, and the bees,
In the woods she must live till she learns to say please.

A Cat Hospital.

On Division street, about midway between
Essex and Norfolk streets, in this city, stands a
three-story, dilapidated wooden building, that
evidently dates back to the Dutch period of the

city. The outside appearance of the house is

far more inviting than the inside, with its rick-

ety stairs, bare floors aud walls, and dirty ceil-

ings. This house is occupied as a tenement
house. On the ground floor lives a German
Jew, who makes a living by selling cheap cig-

ars. The first Hoor is occupied by an Irish fam-
ily. A German has the rooms on the second
flooi. The third floor is given up to Mrs. Ro-
salia Goodman, better known by the childn.ii in

that vicinity as "Catty Goodman," because she
devotes much of her time to the comfort and
relief of persecuted and neglected cats.

Here a Tribune reporter found Mrs. Goodman,
administering to the wants of some 50 cats, of

all sizes, ages and conditions. .She occupied
two rooms, one on each side of the house. The
front room is used for eating, cooking and sleep-

ing purposes, while the back room is used for

washing and as a playhouse for the feline pa-
tients. Mrs. Goodman is a widow, and, with
the exception of her cats, lives alone. When
the reporter called she held in one hand a puny
kitten, with a large bandage over its left eye,

while with the other hand she was engaged in

stirring some compound in a pot on the stove.

Lying in the closets, on the tables, and under
the stove, were cats of all descriptions. Some
had broken limbs and missing eyes, the result

probably of prowling around at night. Others
looked as if they had been clipped, being with-
out their fur. Mrs. Goodman receives no pay
for her attention to the cats, only the satisfac-

tion which it gives her to attend to the maimed,
neglected animals. Her idiosyncrasy is so well
known in the neighborhood that whenever a
cat is found that is in want of food, or is in any
way injured, the unfortunate sufferer is without
delay placed in her charge.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

How to Be Beautiful.

"How can I be beautiful?" Every boy and
girl, man and woman, wants to know that.

Here is Mr. Emerson's beauty recipe: "There
is no beautirier of complexion, or form, or be-

havior, like the wish to scatter joy and not
pain around us." Do you suppose that recipe

will work? Think of the most beautiful people
you know. Ah, I knew some one would say
"mother." Do you not think these people are

those who try very hard to make others happy?
I know very many beautiful people who would
have remained very plain had they sought only
to please themselves.

We want to try Emerson's rule for becoming
beautiful, so it will not do to forget that ' 'There

is no beautifier of complexion, or form, or be-

havior, like the wish to scatter joy and not
pain around us."

But we would like to have him tell us what
things last longest.

He is all ready to tell whoever wants to

know, "Beauty is the quality which makes to

endure. In a house that I know, I have
noticed a block of spermaceti lying about closets

and mantle-pieces for 20 years together, simply
because the tallow-man gave it the form of a
rabbit; and I suppose it may continue to be
lugged about unchanged for a century. Let an
artist draw a few lines or figures on the back of

a letter, and that scrap of paper is rescued from
danger, is put in a portfolio, or framed and
glazed, and, in proportion to the beauty of the

lines drawn, will be kept for centuries." And
there are beauties of heart, mind and character,

that do not meet the eye, but are none the less

powerful in "making to endure."

—

St. Nicholas.

The Export of Toys.—In former years, a

large portion of the toys used in this country
came from Europe. Now the trade is the other

way, and the Old World is buying largely from
America, not only the peculiarly American
inventions, but also the toys which formerly

were made abroad. The export trade in toys,

which amounted last year to over $1,000,000,

began five or six years ago. Then E. G.

Williams, the agent of a large exporting firm,

says a number of bankers sent some American-
made toys to Cuba and South America. The
trade then extended to London and thence to

Hamburg and Paris. Now nearly every for-

eign steamer carries large quantities.

"Have you got air clock to sell—somathin'

noice for a present to my sisther?" "We have
all kinds of clocks," replied the jeweller; "24-

hour clocks and eight-day clocks, from $1.50 up
to $200 in price. Here is one that will just

suit you—a fine French clock, worth $15." "Go
'way wid ycr French clock ! Give us wan that

me sisther kin undcrsthand whin it sthrikos!"

Conditions of Health in Rural Homes

In a recent lecture, Prof. Kedzie said: Much
depends upon the site for a house. Choose for
the site some gentle swell of ground, not a hill,

which you must wearily climb. Let the ground
flow off with a gentle declination to the south
or southeast; avoid swamps and low land. The
soil should be free from stagnant water with a
dry sub-soil, and the soil must be free from
such water to a depth of at least six feet. The
house should face the south or southeast. The
living rooms should be on the eastern side of
the house, because this receives the first sun-
light in the morning and is in the shade in the
afternoon. In summer the mornings are often
chilly and the afternoons very hot. The usual
materials for building in New York were wood
and brick. He thought a brick house afforded
better conditions of health because its walls are
more permeable by air. By suitable arrange-
ments you can blow through a solid, dry brick,
but wet a brick, and the passage is arrested.
Brick absorbs moisture and expels air, and such
brick, when dry, contains about three-fourths
of a pint of air; if a dry brick can hold so much
air, it can permit air to slowly breathe through
it. Wall paper is not conducive to health, be-
cause it is impervious to air. Wood is per-
meable by air in the direction of the grain, and
some kinds of wood very readily permit the
passage of air from end to end, but the air does
not readily pass through laterally. He advised
all to make walls secure against rats and mice,
and this might be accomplished by bringing
forward one course of brick so as to touch the
baseboard all round: the rodents could not then
get through. If wood is used let in a piece of

scantling between the studs all around at the
top and bottom, and lay a tight course of brick
and mortar on the top of these pieces of scant-
ling. He advised not to build any half stories,

and, if it was possible, to have a good fireplace

in the living-room, and use it. No inanimate
thing in the house is so cheerful as an open fire.

Ventilate your houses, first, because there is

jilenty of raw material for this purpose; and
second, because it is necessary for health. Air
once breathed is unfit to breathe again, and
should be turned out of the house. Nature has
given every one a nose by which to detect im-
pure air. Every house should have some plan
of ventilation, however poor. Cellars also

should be ventilated. Here lies in ambush
diphtheria and membraneous croup, the disas-

ters of childhood, and typhoid fever, that
strikes at all ages. Do not expect to preserve
health over such a charnel house. Let in the
sunlight. No plant so much as man de-
mands light and air. A good supply of pure
water is a fountain of life in any household. To
test water fill a perfectly clean quart bottle

two-thirds full of water, dissolve in this a tea-

spoonful of clean white sugar, cork the bottle,

and put it away in some warm place for two
days, and if it remains clear and bright you
need fear no evil from its use; but if it turns
milky white and gives off an offensive smell,

beware how you use it. Do not throw out of

doors or windows slops to fester and rot, filling

the house with Hies and foul vapors.

Preventable Diseases.—In the report of

the San Francisco Board of Health, made last

week, occurs the following paragraph: More
than one-fourth of the deaths are due to dis-

eases that would hardly exist under proper
sanitary surroundings. Diphtheria and typhus
fever are closely connected with bad drainage,
while measles, scarlet fever, cholera infantum,
dysentery and other diseases would be of far

less frequent occurrence with a proper system
of drainage. Last summer, attention was called

to a neighborhood in the northern part of the
city, which seemed to have more than its share
of illness. There was diphtheria and typhoid
fever, although the locality was situated on
high ground, from which the descent was steep
and in which a new sewer had been recently
laid. But a property owner had put in a small
wooden drain leading from his house to the
cesspool at the corner of the street. It was
placed just below the surface of the ground and
was not provided with a proper outlet. The
consequence was that the soil became more or

less saturated with matter from this drain and
sickness ensued. One property owner, whose
family was nearly prostrated by a low form of

typhoid fever, had called again and again upon
the Superintendent of Streets to give some
relief, but the little drain was not thought to

be the cause of the trouble and was left un-
disturbed. The result was that the family
determined to sell their house at a sacrifice and
move away. The whole neighborhood felt the
depressing effects of the vitiated air and diph-
theria entered into many families in the vicin-

ity. The effect of bad drainage is seen not only
in the diseases that arc due directly to it, but
in the lowering of the tone of health and the

marked predisposition to general diseases.

Contamination of Air by Cesspools.—The
Chemical News contains a statement of Dr. F.

Fii-ismann that 18 cubic meters of excrement, as

found in cesspools, will give off per day 18.70
cubic meters of irrespirable gases, proportioned
as follows, viz.: Carbonic acid, 11.144 kilos;

ammonia, 2.040 kilos; sulphuretted hydrogen,
0.0Ii3 kilos; carburetted hydrogen, 7.464 kilos.

He considers copperas and sulphuric acid as

among the best disinfectants for cesspools.

Domestic Ecoflo^y.

Cooking Quail.

To roast quails, first catch them, then rinse,
when they have been nicely picked and drawn,
with a little soda and water, then with clear
water, and wipe dry inside and out. Fill the
body with a dressing of bread crumbs and oys-
ters, seasoned with pepper and salt; sew them
up witli fine thread and truss neatly. If they
are to be roasted before an open fire, wrap each
quail in a grapevine leaf, then in a thin slice of
salt pork, and outside of all put a thin piece of
white paper. Put them on the spit before a
very hot fire, baste often with melted butter,
and serve on rounds of buttered toast that have
been laid in a pan underneath the birds to catch
the drippings. If they are to be roasted in the
oven fill and truss them, tie over each quail a
thin slice of salt pork, place in a dripping pan
with a very little water and cook partly done,
then take of the pork and baste frequently with
melted butter and the drippings, until they are
a fine brown. Place each one on a round of

buttered toast that lias been dipped into the
gravy from the birds and serve current jelly

with them. To broil quails, pick them carefully
so as not to break the skin, split down the
back, wash clean and wipe them dry. Dip
each quail into melted butter, then place it on
the gridiron over a clear fire; when partly done
dip them again in the butter, and repeat the
process once more before they are ready to be
dished, when they should be a bright golden
brown. Season with salt and pepper, and place
them on a hot platter. Lay a round of buttered
toast under each bird; garnish the dish with
tiny points of toast, curled parsley and currant
jelly, and put a slice of lemon on each bird.

—

Clara Francis in Prairie Farmer.

Sugar Beet Vinegar.—A writer in the
American Cultivator says: I do not see any
mention made of the value of the juice of sugar
beets for the purposes of vinegar. One bushel
sugar beets, properly rasped and pressed, will

yield five gallons of juice, which, treated the
same as cider is, will make a stronger vinegar,
of as good but different flavor; and in making
cider, one bushel of sugar beets to nine bushels
of apples will make a cider superior to
apples alone. Every farmer who can raise

sugar beets, rasp and press them, will have
juice enough to make all the vinegar he needs
for his own use and a surplus for sale, and be
independent of the off-years for apples in the
supply of vinegar. With vinegar at a price it

could be made for from beets, its consumption
would be increased, as it would enter into

many articles of manufacture from which the
price now precludes it. When it is found how
ctbeap sugar beets can be raised, and their value

for vinegar and food, also their leaves for

stock, they will be grown more and then be as
staple an article in the market as corn.

Custard Pies Without Milk.—Beat to-

gether thoroughly five eggs, five tablespoonfuls

of sugar, and a little salt; pour into this one
pint of boiling water, stirring briskly while ad-

ding the water; flavor with spices most pleasing

to the taste, and complete the pie the same as

other custards. This quantity is Sufficient for

two pies. Try them. They are very nice.

And here let me say that custard made in this

manner may be eaten after pickles or any sour
fruit, by people with weak stomachs without
producing any disagreeable effects.

Celery Salad.—Take the inner and tender-

eat stalks of three heads of celery, cut them in

strips an inch long and about the thickness of

young French beans. Hub the salad bowl
slightly with shalot, or even garlic. Mix the
yolks of two hard-boiled eggs with three table-

spoonfuls of salad oil, one of tarragon vinegar,

the least bit of llou/ of mustard, and pepper
and salt to taste. Add the celery to this sauce,

turn it well over, garnish with the hard-boiled

whites and, if at hand, a couple of trullles

—

fresh, not preserved—either minced or sliced.

Varnish Putty.—Varnish putty, for filling

the pores of the wood after the first coat of

pruning, is made of quick-drying varnish and
Paris white; the addition of a little ocher im-

proves it for rubbing down. First-class var-

nishes stain more easily than the inferior grades.

Slight stains may be removed by rubbing the

spot with rotten stone and water, and, after

thoroughly drying the part, rubbing it with
sweet oil, applied by the hand.

Mii.ic Toast.—Toast stale bread quickly and
a delicate brown; take off the crust, and dip

each slice, while hot, into boiling water; salt

slightly and lay in a covered dish. Boil some
new milk in a saucepan, adding a little salt ftnd

a tahlespoonful of sweet cream; pour over the

toast and cover closely. It will be ready to

serve by the time you are all seated and ready

to pass the first plate.

Chocolate Caramkls.— Chocolate, J of a
DOUSd; sugar, 2 pounds; milk, 1 tea-cup; but-

ter, 2 ounces (2 tablespoons are an ounce). Boil

up once all together, and pour into a buttered

dripping pan. When partly cool cut into squares

of size to suit.

Roast Shipe.—Trim, but do not draw the

birds; wrap each in a thin slice of fat bacon,

and roast about 10 to 15 minutes at a brisk fire.

Haste frequently with butter, keeping a piece

of toast in the dripping pan. Serve ou the toast.
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The Week.

Rains recurring reassure rural returns. All
over the State the figures of the rainfall are
mounting upward. In San Francisco to this
(Wednesday) morning, the gauge marks 21.51
inches for the season, and "rains every day" are
the words we have from parts that need rain
most. Thus far the disasters from Hood in the
interior, though considerable, are less than fears
have indicated, and this we trust may be the
experience until the skies clear again and give
the much needed opportunity for work.

The Agricultural Revival.

As we noted brielly last week, the agricul-

ture of our State is now stirred throughout its

length and breadth by the spirit of enterprise,

and all its movements are characterized by most

gratifying activity. Never in our history has

the whole field of the industry shown such gen-

eral action, and never has the promise of re-

ward been brighter. The plain prophecy of con-

ditions and of tendencies is that California will

surprise herself in her industrial record for 1878.

Already the character of the grain year may
be foreseen in the growing plants, and in the

moisture which is already stored beneath them.

The harvest will not be measured by acres but

by counties. Already the judgment of the

wise has gone forth that there will be a surplus

of 800,000 tons of wheat for export. The gen-

eral belief may be seen not only in the smiling

faces of those whose crops are growing, but in

the sanguine smile of the merchants as they put

new fractions to their prices for bags with each

new inch of rain, and in the satisfied air of

ship masters as they dim toward the t"? mark
for ocean freight to Liverpool. It is true that

the recurring rains forebode increased loss to

enterprising workers of the low lying lands; it

is true that the victories of peace and the ap-

proaching harvests in lower latitudes just now
promise to reduce grain prices abroad, but there

is really no reason to fear for our general prod-

uct, nor to anticipate unremunerative prices.

Thus far, at least, the general outlook is unob-

soured, and many are building hopes and in-

vestments upon it.

In our live stock farming the prospect is line

indeed. A wealth of feed upon the ranges is

already springing forth with amazing rapidity,

and the mouths to crop it are comparatively

few. The drouth, with its merciless power has

led to wide slaughter. A month ago it might
be said that -there was hardly a butcher's ani-

mal in the half of the State, except those fitted

for the knife by special feeding. Our neighbor

Nevada, and the farther grazing lands, held

control of our city markets. It is plain that

money now lies in the path of him who multi-

plies hoofs upon his lush meadows and hillsides.

As the cycle of prosperous years, according to

scientific forecasts and the opinions of our ob-

serving practical men, lias now begun its wel-

come course, it is evident that the reward will be

to him who gathers about him a herd of quickly

maturing animals. It has been abun-

dantly proved that at least one year in

three can be saved by building with the

vantage material which a century of breeding

toward this end has concentrated in the thor-

oughbred animal. Do not then wait until all

graziers have fitted their young stock for the

market, but strike the butchers a year ahead
by throwing the early maturing force of the

Short Horn and the Hereford upon your herd,

and count months instead of years by bringing

the Berkshire upon your swine. It will be a

fair race to realize money from the coming years,

and the prize will be to the fastest animal.

In the dairy there will be increased produc-
tion and activity, because the feed will flood

the vats and churns. There are signs in the

butter market, at least, that the production in

the State is quite up to local requirements ami
does not warrant much extension of this branch
of the industry at present, unless outlets can
be found. And yet the dairyman has the surety

that this year's milk will cost him much less

than last year, because of its greater quality.

He must also rember that the low prices which
now prevail are in part the legacy of the large

surplus which was packed last spring anil that

many of the cows which dealt that blow to

prices will never come to the pail again, because
they fell before the lack of feed in the summer
months. With a decreased cow-power* in many
dairies and the cheapened cost of milk, there is

reason to hope for remuneration even in the
face of an unfavorable market. In cheese there
is a good outlook if the jump from the churn to

the vat is not made in too many dairies. There
have been fine prices realized for good cheese
during the last few months and there will be in

the months to come. But the rew\ird will be
to the ijood cheese, and those who turn to the
vat now without competent makers and with-
out conveniences for curing, will not only lose

their own milk but will hazard the general
price. With a few notable exceptions, Cal-

ifornia does herself no justice in her cheese
product. These exceptions, we believe, will be
more numerous during the coming year, because
of movements within our knowledge which
promise greater uniformity and excellence. Let
it come.

The vineyard is the scene of unusual life.

We can count sales of raisin varieties of cuttingB
and rooted vines by the hundreds of thousands.
Nor are the improved wine varieties in much
less demand, if we judge from the extensions of

vineyards which come to our notice. The vine
grafter, too, will have to do his work quickly
if he compasses the work which he has laid out
for the spring time. There is field for all this

motion toward increase and improvement and
promise in it.

The bee's opportunity has come again. Pas-
turage will be unusually abundant throughout
those fragrant southern fields. The weakened
stocks will need wise handling to people the
blossoms again with workers, but they will re-

ceive it. The local markets will take all the
surplus hungrily this year, and the Eastern out-
look, for the time when we shall strike it again,

is full of favor. Honey last year at the East

has been a drug. This will work its own cure

by the time we are ready, because many of the

new throng of Eastern producers will turn from
the unprofitable hives to other work, and the

consumption of honey, still increasing, will

again call for California's liquid amber.
To those tireless men who have worked for

little reward in our forests and sawmills, during
the months of depression, there will surely come
a prosperous future. The improved prospect,

anil atterwards the influx of money for our har-

vests, will give a sharp stimulus to building

operations both in city and country. New
homes will rise on little homesteads, which city

men have held to improve when the times

changed. Capital will spread itself in country
seats and general improvements on suburbau
property. Country dwellers will feel the purse-

strength toward new houses and barns and
fences, and will reach out for the cars and car-

goes from the lumbermen.
With such general notes of progress and

revival of our productive arts, there will come
a gilded outlook for real estate. It will be

deemed a good time to sell, and those vast es-

tates which have been listed to a single name
will come 11)1011 the market in available areas.

This movement is already setting in, and the
division of property upon a truer basis than
Kearneyism is at hand. Thus it is a good year
to come to California for all those who can bring

money enough to buy and equip small farms.

The promised reward for skillful, progressive

work and investment in our agriculture is great,

as we have shown. Those who can enter in

with the ability to become masters, can find no
opportunity over the wide world so favoring as
( 'aliforuia affords. But we want home makers.
We want citizens to push our industries, not to

be dragged by them. We want men, and women
too, who have the true quality of manhood and
womanhood, and to them California extends a

hand of welcome to prosperity.

Hardy Eucalyptus.

Editors Press:— Have you found a hardy eucalyptus
yet. One of my California friends promired me some
seeds of one as soon as he heard of such a one, but I have
received nothing from him vet.-- II. J. S., Philadelphia,

Pa.

So far as we are informed, there has nothing
been found hardier than the E. ijlobulu*. This
tree is proving hardier than has heretofore been
supposed. But there is little chance that it

will prove hardy enough for Eastern conditions.

There is reason to doubt whether there is any-

hardier eucalyptus yet developed than the

globulus. It is found in Tasmania, anil this

island lies farthest iway from the tropics. It

is also found higher on the mountains than the

other varieties. It may be, too, and this view-

is held by Gen. Stratton, one of our largest

growers of the trees, that the globulus may
develop a hardier habit as it becomes more
thoroughly acclimated to the conditions which
prevail on this coast. At all events there is

reason to believe that the trees will withstand

quite a degree of cold. (ten. Stratton has young
seedlings in his yard, in Oakland, which were
wholly unharmed by the cold spell about a

month ago, during which the mercury fell to

25°. This may be small encouragement to our
Eastern friends who are looking for a eucalyptus

that will stand zero or something worse, but it

is a discovery of considerable moment to those

who wish to extend the limits of the trees on

this coast.

Owing to the kindness of Gen. Stratton, we
have some facts concerning the growth of the

E. globulus in Oregon, where, as will be seen, it

has passed, with slight injury, a temperature of

17 , 111 which ice formed five inches thick-

around the locality, (ien. Stratton shows us a

letter, just received from Col. I. R. Moore, of

Portland, Oregon, from which we make the

following extract: " There are some eucalyptus

grow ing here iu the open air, which were first

planted, as nearly as I can learn, about two
years ago last spring, and are now nearly three

years old. They have not been killed by
freezing in that time. It must, however, be

noted that the last two winters have not been
severe. Last winter we had no ice— 'not even
the color'—while this winter, so far, we have
had but little cold weather. The thermometer
has, however, fallen as low as 17

J and ice froze

five inches thick. The weather is now warm
again and we shall probably have no more cold

weather. I saw one tree, to day, 12 or 15 feet

high, all this year's growth, which shows on the

ends of the tender limbs the effect of the frost,

but the bush is not damaged to any extent. The
tree grows here quite rapidly, but I should be

afraid that such colds as we have had some
winters, during my 26 years' residence here,

would be apt to kill them to the ground at

least."

This testimony is interesting and any other

evidence which our readers have of the hardi-

ness of this eucalyptus or of any other species,

we shall be glad to receive.

AoRICULTuaAX Exhibits for Paris.—The
Commissioner of Agriculture decides that agri-

cultural exhibits for the Paris exposition will

be received at Washington until March 3d, and
uutil March 12th, if addressed to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture for the Paris exposition,

care of the U. S. steamship Wyoming, Navy
Yard, Brooklyn; and that in either case one
set of duplicate invoices should be included in

the package, and another set be sent to the De-
partment at Washington. The regulations re-

quire prepayment of freight to either point in

every instance.

Tropical Plants.

Editors Press: -Has the cocoanut tree ever beeh intro-
duced in this Slate, and is the climate adapted for the
growth of it here? What kind of soil does it thrive upon
initsnative place, and would the fruit of the cocoanut
tree grow that is sold in the cities? If I were going to
send to certain tropical countries fur seeds of the kind of
fruit raised there, would I be forced to pay duty upon
them upon their arrival in San Francisco? Does the fruit
of the banana contain any seed, or is it grown from a
bulb ? Can any other date seed he procured in San
Francisco but the seed from the dried date, which are
sold there? Does the pineapple tree, after hearing fruit
once, decay, and suckers from the roots of the old tree
grow up Wm. Wilson, Jr., Newcastle, Placer county.

The cocoanut palm (Cocoh nuci/era), has been
grown m this State m an experimental way

—

that is, the nuts have been planted, and they
have sprouted and grown. Just how far they
have grown we do not know. We have do idea
that our climate is adapted for it, but experi-

ments are interesting. The tree has been con-
sidered strictly tropical, and it delights most in

coast regions. It has been grown as far from
the equator as Lucknow, India, 26° 50' N. , and
in the interior of the peninsula of Hindostan.
It does not fruit at Lucknow, and when grown
away from the sea becomes stunted and unsat-
isfactory. The soils upon which the cocoanut
thrives in the tropics are various, and may be
enumerated as follows: Soils mixed with sand,
either dark colored or river washed; sand mixed
with day or black mold; saud and clay even
when mixed with gravel and pebbles; clay soils

where the under strata consist of saud; allu-

vium of rivers and back waters; marshy lands,

even in brackish soils, but not where salt crys-

tals can be found. Thus it is seen that con-
siderable variety of soil has been found admis-
sible, but it has been shown that stony grounds,
or those overlying rock foundations, are to be
avoided. The fruit of the cocoanut, as it is

generally seen, has a part of its natural cover-

ing removed. It will sometimes grow in this

condition, but it is better to get the importers
to furnish you some of the nuts in their natural

state.

There is a duty of 20% to 30% ad calorem on
most kinds of seeds. The tariff law makes this

provision: " Fruits and plants, tropical and
semi-tropical, for the purpose of propagation or

cultivation, admitted free.'" This woald prob-

ably include almost anything coming from the
tropics if introduced for purposes of cultivation.

Bananas are propagated by bulbs which set

out from the main bulbs, and may be easily sep-

arated. They endure transportation quite well,

as has been shown by the experience of Mr.
Messenger and others, as related in our col-

umns.
We know of no date seed except that in the

dried fruit. Many have planted these seeds

and obtained plants therefrom.

The pineapple plant is triennial, but it l>ears

but once and then dies. The tuft of leaves

crowning the fruit will take root if properly

planted and cared for, but it takes three years

for it to reach maturity, and fruit suckers start

forth from the roots of the parent plant when
it dies, and these"bear fruit the following year.

Manure from Straw.

Editors Press:— In answer to your inquiry

for rotting straw piles, I remark that in 1849,

while examining the irrigation works of Pro-

vence, a district in the south of France, I noticed

the mode of manufacturing compost from straw,

hanius, etc., prevailing there. A layer of the

material two feet in depth was thoroughly wet-

ted, then a layer of earth one foot deep placed

on top; then another layer of straw, etc., as

before, and so repeated until the pile was ten

feet high; the last covering was of earth. Very
soon fermentation began, and the pile would
smoke like a coal-pit. When the steaming had
subsided, the pile was forked over, again wet-

ted, and again topped with earth. In the course

of a month it was a good manure, ready for ap-

plication. I have tried it, and find that it

works well. The same method is common in

Italy.—(i. *'. Holman, Lockeford, JJal.

Tobacco Growing-.

Editors Prf.ss: Will you have the kindness to give me
some information regarding tobacco culture -the proper
kind of soil, best time for planting, etc., as practiced in

this State. The best varieties, also best method of pre-

paring the seed beds -Ceo. H. Si hre.v.

As we have stated before in answer to a

similar question, tobacco growing in this

State has thus far proved unsatisfactory,

because of the failure to overcome the

adverse conditions which affect the curing of

the plant. However, in the hope that some
one will yet devise a way to overcome these

difficulties, we hope some reader will give us a

letter on the methods which have resulted in

successful growing of the crop in this State.

Essex Swine.
Editors Prkss: -In a recent number of the Press, I

noticed an inquiry for Essex swine. I have been breeding

them for over 12 years; but. ha» ing ready sale for all I

have to spare, I have not thought it necessary to adver-

tise them. I raise them principally for my own use,

being thoroughly satisfied, after trial of the Suffolk. Berk-

shires and Uraizcrs, that they are preferable to any other

breed, particular}- for the dairy. - J. R. Hehrkon, Nativ-

idad, Monterey Co.

What have other Essex breeders to say ?

On File.— "Bee Notes in Napa," J. D. E.

"Duty on Seeds," E. B.; "Orange Growing in

the Foothills," J. T.; "Exorbitant Interest, S.

B. ;
"Granges in Sacramento County," G. W.

H. ; "Address before Stanislaus Pamona
Grange," V. E. B.
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Our Visit to the Redding Ranch.

We made a brief allusion, last week, to a

trip to the Redding ranch, in Shasta county,

with the promise of more full mention this week.

The time chosen for the trip was probably the

most unfavorable one which could have been

selected for many years past. We reached there

juat as railroad communication with the ranch

had been cut off by the washing away of the

railroad bridge at Cottonwood creek, which

empties into the Sacramento just below. By a

temporary portage across the creek, and a hand-

car upon the other side, we reached Cottonwood

station, from whence we were taken in a car-

riage by Mr. Edward Frisbie, the present pro-

prietor of the ranch, as far as the town of

Anderson—a railroad station which has been

laid out upon the ranch, and which is rapidly

growing up into a point of considerable impor-

tance.

The next day after our arrival, the severe

storm of Sunday, February 27 th set in, by
which the Sacramento river and Cottonwood
creek were both so swollen that all transit across

either was suspended, and no railroad trains

could pass northward beyond Red Bluffs. Of
course most of the roads about the ranch were
nearly impassable, while many of the large

sloughs and creeks were quite so. But notwitn-

standing these difficulties, Mr. Frisbie drove up
to the hotel at Anderson bright and early on
Monday morning, with a team mud and water

proof, and invited us to take

A Look Over the Ranch.
Notwithstanding the disagreeable character

of the day and of the roads, we promptly ac-

cepted the offer. During the ride we passed

over quite an extensive stretch of fine bottom
land to the east and south of Anderson, after

leaving which we rode along the table or bench
lands and parallel to it, and thus continued

northwardly until we reached Clear creek, the

waters of which were anything but clear. Much
of the bottom land was in wheat, which was
looking well, but the larger portion was still

covered with oaks and scattering undergrowth,
and had probably never been put to any other

use than pasturage. Clear creek, or rather the

deep slough running parallel to it, was so

swoollen by the late rains that we found it im-

possible to reach the toll bridge; so leaving our

carriage, we crossed over on the railroad bridge

near by, and made a call upon Mr. J. J. Bell,

who keeps the toll bridge at this point, and who
owns what has for many years been known as

Bell's Ranch.

We were received with much cordiality by
Mr. Bell, who kindly invited us to spend the

night and next day with him. Having decided

to accept his kindly invitation, we bade good
day to Mr. Frisbie, who promised to call for

us the next afternoon. Mr. Bell is well-known
to all teamsters and travelers who, in ante-rail-

road days, were accustomed to pass by this

route to Oregon and to the "Redding mines,"

which are located on and near this ranch. He
arrived here in May, 1851, purchased 1,300

acres of land of Mr. Redding, settled down to

ranching, built a bridge to accommodate the

travel in winter, a large hotel for the conven-

ience of travelers, and in due time became a

subscriber to the Rural Press. He is chiefly

engaged in stock-raising, and just at this time

is paying considerable attention to the breeding
of the Angora from the common California goat.

He has now two herds, one consisting of 270
and another of about 730. His experience shows
most unmistakably that, with proper manage-
ment, much success will attend this branch of

business. We propose, in a future issue, to de-

vote a special article to what we have seen and
learned in regard to breeding up the Angora
from the common goat, and the profit growing
out of it.

After discussing a good dinner, Mr. Bell took

us over a portion of his ranch, and gave us a

little insight into a somewhat extensive mining
enterprise which he has in view upon this ranch,

and which we shall allude to more fully when
we come to speak of the mining interests of this

locality. The next morning, Tuesday the 29th

ultimo, the rain still continued, but our host

brought out a covered buggy, with which the

distance to the town of Reading, about eight

miles, was soon measured.

The Town of Reading

Is well and pleasantly situated near the west

bank of the Sacramento, where that king river

of California leaps out of the Sierra Nevada
r^nge, and passes along the first bottom land to

the plains of the great vaUey below. The Califor-

nia and Oregon R.R., the great northern railway

of the State, pausing on its way to the big north

State, makes Reading its present terminus.

Here passengers and goods for the large mining

and agricultural districts of northern California

and southern Oregon diverge from railway trans-

portation. Considering the general routes of

travel, it is centrally located in the county, and
may some day be fully entitled to the county

seat.

The R. R. Co. have a large depot, with com-

modious side-tracks. There are several well

kept hotels, one near the depot being quite large.

The town has a good business appearance, with

large and well-stocked stores. Mr. Frank, pub-

lisher of the Reading Independent, prints a good
local paper, on bright type, in an entirely new
and well adapted building. It is actually the

cleanest printing office in America. (Mrs. Frank
is a practical printer, which explains this strange
feature in a printing office.) .Judge Bush, a
leading citizen, showed us the town "in brief,"

stating some forcible arguments in favor of its

future rapid growth.

The Return.
Prompt to his word, Mr. Frisbee met us in

the afternoon and took us on our return as far

as Anderson, where we spent the night, and
the next morning, after an early breakfast, our
kind friend once more appeared with his car-

riage and conveyed us to Cottonwood creek,
where we found the railroad bridge still

unrepaired, and no trains in prospect for some
days to come; and as no teams could cross or
ford the creek, our only alternative was to cross

in a small boat, which had been hastily con-
structed, and launched while we were there.

We were assured that by following along the
track for some nine miles, to the "Summit," we
should probably find a locomotive and tender
upon which we could get a passage the balance
of the way to Red Bluff. .So starting out, some
four miles brought us a point where the road
bed and track had been completely washed
away for several hundred feet, and a repair train

partially wrecked. Picking our way around
the wreck, we arrived at the "Summit" only to

find that the locomotive and tender, which had
come up to that point, had returned, and there
was nothing left for us but to continue our
weary "tramp" nine miles further.

Curious Railroad Obstruction.

We have frequently read of railroads being
washed away, and sinking out of sight in water
or mud, but here we saw the mud actually ris-

ing up from below, pushing the track up until

by its tension it could rise no furtner, when the
mud commenced to overflow, and finally cov-

ered the rails and ties completely out of sight.

There is here a deep cut through a gravelly hill,

the earth of which is of such a yielding nature,

that when so completely saturated as it has be- I

come by the late rains, the weight of the earth

on either side of the cut is sufficient to press

the loose material of which the hill is composed
upwards along the cut. The rails and road bed
had been raised several feet in the center of the

cut, while the soft mud was so forced up by the

sides of the road as to run over and completely
cover the track to a depth of several inches.

Large quantities of this mud had been taken
out of the cut and dumped off the embankment
beyond; but as it still continued to rise, work
has been suspended until the water shall drain

out and the earth once more become solid.

More " Roughing- It."

We continued our " tramp " from this point

until darkness was beginning to close in with-

out finding even a convenient barn or sheep

camp in which to take shelter for the night,

and from a threatening rain storm which was
evidently about to overtake us, when we were
happily overtaken by Mr. T. J. Davis, the head
carpenter of the road, on a small tlat car by
which we were taken a distance of some three

miles, where the further progress of the car was
obstructed by the locomotive with which we
had failed to connect. Our regret at missing

the locomotive was now turned to gladness,

from the fact both it and its tender had fallen

through a bridge some 20 feet high, the sup-

ports of which had been washed away during

the day. With considerable efforts, and by

the aid of a lantern we were enabled to cross

the chasm upon broken timbers, when we once

more took up our " tramp" along the road two
miles further to the Bluffs, where we arrived

weary and hungry, just in time to escape a

furious rain storm which set in about 9 o'clock,

and continued through the night. We took

the next regular train at 4 o'clock a. m., and
in due time arrived in San Kraneisoo, fully sat-

isfied with a little rough experience of railroad

traveling in a California wet winter.

No one who has not been an eye-witness can

form any idea of the labor and expense which

has been involved during the past few weeks in

the efforts of the railroad company to keep com-
munication open between Red Bluff and Bead-

ing. Everything that human appliances could

do has been brought into requisition for this
purpose, and we learn by letters received
at this office that the first regular train since
the break passed up from Red Bluff on the 7th
instant. The experience of this season—the
first severe one since the road was built—has
shown just what is needed, and the company
will, no doubt, so construct their road and
bridges that there will be no such interruptions
of travel there in future as we have here chron-
icled. Mainly the road appears well constructed,
and the track thoroughly ballasted with good
gravel.

We tendfer our thanks to the many friends
from whom we received kindly attentions dur-
ing the above trip, and hope at an early day to
embrace an opportunity to revisit this interest-

ing portion of the State under more favorable
circumstances.

Legislative Topics.

Among the important topics presented to the

Legislature during the week have been propos-

als from two respected citizens of the State, to

give of their wealth to widen the scope of the

State University and increase its facilities for

imparting instruction. One is the proposal of

H. D. Bacon, to give $25,000 in cash and a

library and art collection valued at $75,000,

toward the construction and equipment of a

library and art gallery building, providing the

State will give $25,000 to complete the ueeded
fund. A bill has already been introduced
making the requisite appropriation of $25,000
on the part of the State, and it is believed that
the bill will prevail. It is certainly a very
favorable opportunity for the State to secure
these valuable adjuncts to its educational
equipment at Berkeley, and the liberality of a
citizen should not fail of State recognition.

I Another proposal of similar nature is that of

Hon. S. C. Hastings, of this city, to give $100,-

000 as a fund, the interest of which is to be ex-

pended in maintaining a law school or college

of law as one of the branches of the University.

This will place the acquisition of a legal educa-

tion within easy reach of the young men of the

State, and wiil do away with the need of the

expensive undertaking of attending the Eastern
law schools. All that Mr. Hastings asks is

that the State act as trustee of the fund and
see that the interest is rightly applied to the

desired end. We are glad to see these eviden-

ces of interest and liberal donation to the work
of the University by rich and public spirited

citizens. If such can be assured that the Univer-

sity will be held to its true onward course by
the State and not be allowed to be tossed hither

and thither upon the waves of politics and rest-

less theory, there will cluster about it a wealth
of endowments which will advance all depart-

ments of its work with but little draft upon
the public treasury.

Assemblyman Waters, of San Bernardino, has

introduced a bill amending the Penal Code by
adding a new section concerning the sale of artifi-

cial or spurious honey. Every person who either

sells, or exposes or offers for sale, any artificial

or spurious honey, as, and for genuine or pure
honey, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Senator Smith, of Los Angeles, has introduced

a concurrent resolution protesting against the

substitution by Congress of an ad valorem duty
on imported wines, m place of tlio -yiecijic duty
of 40 cents a gallon which now exists. Senator

Smith rightly reasons that the substitute of a

duty according to the value, will flood our coun-

try with low-priced and notoriously adulterated

foreign wines, and ruin the manufacture of wine
from pure juice which is now becoming a great

industry in our State anil of the country in gen-

eral. We trust our legislature will give its

voice against the removal of the present tariff.

Thh levee protecting what is known as Mier-

mon's IJasin, in Colusa county, broke on the 6th

inst. , and the basin was tilled with water. The
damige done is estimated ac $100,000. Between
5,000 and 6,000 acres are under water, which
cannot be drained off in time for a crop.

A Very Wonderful Freak of Nature.

A Perfect and Lively Two-Headed Snake.

(Written for the Press by J. W. A. Wright.]

All students of natural history and anatomy,

and everyone whose attention is arrested by the

wonderful works of nature, can but take interest

in the subject of this sketch, and the very truth-

ful likeness herewith, the photograph and engrav-

ing for which, of life size, were prepared in the

office of the Press, with no little trouble, from

the living and rather too active freak, which we
propose to describe in brief. A real two-headed

snake, healthy, living, and handsome as any

snake can well be, and no mistake, no Barnum-
like trick about it ! This lumis naturae, so suc-

cessfully represented by your artists, was found
November 27th, upon the line of the narrow
gauge railroad now being constructed between
San Jose and Santa Cruz, at Los Gatos, Santa
Clara county, near the foot hills of Santa Cruz
mountains. It was discovered under a stick of
fir wood by a Mr. Connelly and Mr. J. W. Lin-
den, and is now the property of the latter gen-
tleman, with whom Mr. Woodward, of our
notjd pleasure gardens, was negotiating for its

purchase. Should it live and thrive, it will be
one of the greatest curiosities ever introduced
into his extensive and instructive collection.

Mr. W. E. Livermore had charge of his snake-
ship in this city a week after his capture, and
through his courtesy the likeness and facts here
presented were obtained.
A careful examination indicates that it is a

young specimen of the familiar species known
as the bull-snake, pine-snake, or, more com-
monly in this State, the gopher-snake (Pituophis
Wilksei), our Pacific coast species. It supplies
here the place of the chicken-snakes, so com-
mon as house-snakes east of the Mississippi
riverf Ophibolus eximius north of the 37th parallel

and Scotophis quadriwtlatus south of that line),

and feeds upon gopher rats, other small animals
and birds. It is a harmless snake, we having
no poisonous one in California but the rattle-

snake. This two-headed one is 22 inches long,

of uncertain age, but perhaps only a few months
old, since full-grown ones attain a length of

from six to seven feet. Its ground color is a
dingy, yellowish-white, with a dorsal row of
chestnut-brown spots, nearly square and 75 in

number, from the point where the two necks
separate, extending its full length. On each
side are two lateral rows of smaller spots of

similar form and color. It has on each head
the two sets of occipital plates, which help to

distinguish its species, one set of three, of

nearly equal size, in a row between the eyes.

There are two additional dorsal spots on each
neck, above the point of division. From the
point, where the crotch formed by the two
necks begins, to the tip of each snout is about
an inch and a half. The two heads and necks
are entirely separated for nearly an inch. Both
heads and necks appear perfect and entirely

symmetrical in every way. Each head has two
good eyes, equally large and full. It can shoot

out each forked tongue together or one by one.

The two perfect mouths open into one throat.

Each throat is equally flexible and the move-
ment of each head is perfectly easy and natural.

The two heads can be placed closely side by
side, or one above the other and even crossed

or spread widely apart at will, as is shown in

the figures engraved.
Each seems to have equal power, and to be

alike subject to separate control and motion.
It eats and drinks equally well with either

mouth. One can but think it would have a
serious time, when it gets larger, if each head
should ever attempt to swallow the same
gopher at once.

Can any one tell us of other instances of such
a double-headed reptile, as California has now
certainly produced in this snake? The myths
of old about hydras, etc., are excluded from the

competition.

Auction Sale of Fine Stock.—In March, it

is announced, one of the most interesting horse-

flesh exhibitions and sales California has ever

had will take place in San Francisco. Although
there has been many line importations, the mar-
ket has not at any time been drugged with
extra superior horse-flesh, such animals always
finding ready purchasers. The sale we are to
have next month is to be of picked animals from
Pennsylvania's and Kentucky's choice stock,

and comprises 160 head of horses. Among
them are four tine matched teams, undoubtedly
the tinest'ever brought to this State, 50 were
extra tine brood mares, 20 line young trotters,

70 draft and big work horses, and also 16

line Kentucky mules. These animals have al-

ready been shipped by rail, and are consigned

to (iregoJt Bowley, who will have the disposi-

tion of them. They are expected to arrive

about March 1st, anil will be on exhibition 15

or 20 days. Those in want of fine carriage

teams, trotting horses, brood marcs or heavy
draft horses, would find it advantageous to

attend this sale, which will take place between
the 15th and 20th of March.

Farmers, Help Kacii Other. — Farmers
should freely interchange opinions and experi-

ences, and not fail to take at least one good ag-

ricultural paper, sucli as the Rural Press, that

they may get the collective wisdom and experi-

ence of a very large number, and see what other

sections are doing, and receive valuable and
timely suggestions.

—

Lompoc. Record.

A TWO-HEADED SNAKE FOUND IN SANTA CLARA COUNTY.
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The American Pipe Company's Pipe.

Some 18 or 20 years ago the Wyckoff pipe

was introduced into the Kastern .States, and at

once attention was attracted to its peculiar

adaptation for the purpose of conveying gas or

water. It was found that when compared with

iron, the wooden pipe was not only cheaper hut

better for certain purposes, and in March last

an organization styled the American Pipe

Company was organized in this city with a cap-

ital stock of $>250,()00, for the purpose of man-

ufacturing this pipe and thoroughly introducing

it on this coast. The officers of this company
are Robert O. Byxbee, of the firm of H. B.

Tiohenor & Co., President; John K. Chalfant,

formerly of the Mendocino Lumber Company,
Vice-l'resident^lohn r". Byxbee, of Duncan Mills

has Lumber Company, Secretary ami Treasurer;

Calvert Meade, Auditor; I'. T. Dickinson, who
been for the last 20 years' connected with the

manufacture of this pipe, ( icneral Manager.
Cm the organization of the c inipany a mill was
started at Olympia, Puget sound, VY. T. , where
the lumber is prepared, when it is brought to

this city and taken to the factory of the com-
pany, on Channel street near Fourth, where it

is finished ready for use. Some 50 or 60 men
are employed at both places. The manner of

"making this pipe is peculiar, but may be easily

understood by referring to the accompanying
engravings' Fig. 1 shows a completed pipe;

Fig. 2 the horizontal section and connections;

aa, cylinder of wood; 66, bands of iron; 0C,

coating of hydraulic or asphaltum cement. It

is made in sections of eight feet long, from Pu-
get sound pine or Oregon fir. It is first bored,
and then turned in a lathe to a uniform thick-

ness of shell, removing all of the sap, and
steamed thoroughly, to avoid any possibility of

checking, or tasting the water. One end of

each piece has a tenon of about three and a half

inches, and the other is mortised to tit it closely.

The swelling of this tenon, when driven home,
makes a perfectly tight joint. The pipe is now
ready for banding. This is done by winding
the iron spirally around it, of a thickness, and
at intervals required by the pressure to be sus-

tained. The iron is coated on the under side as

it is wound upon the pipe, and then the entire

pipe and iron are thickly coated with asphal-
tum, producing a condition best calculated to

resist decay in any form. The water pipe is

coated on the outside only, as it is a well-known
scientific fact that water, either salt, alkali or
sulphur, does not affect wood, aud in this city

this pipe is used at the Mint to carry off the
waste acids, while it is as well known that
water will find the smallest crack in the inside
coating of iron pipe, and cut its way out in a
few months.

0. J. Preston, of Preston & MeKinnon,. lum-
ber dealers, Pier .">, Steuart street, San Fran-
cisco, and President of the Alameda Water
Company, says: The pipes laid by this company
are the Wyckoff wood, as manufactured by your
company; and it affords me pleasure to say
that in every way they give entire satisfaction.

They are more easily laid, more easily tapped,
cheaper and, we think, the best pipe we have
ever known.

Mr. Claus Spreckels—the great sugar re-

finer—says the following of the Wyckoff pipe
put down by him near Aptos:

1 have now in use about three miles of your
wooden pipe on my ranch in Santa Cruz county,
giving perfect satisfaction and in perfect order.

1 find it answers the same purpose as iron
pipe. In fact I consider your pipe the best,
considering the cost, in use, and cheerfully rec-

ommend it.

A very fine endorsement of this pipe is made
by E. M. Morgan, Esq., Chief Engineer aud
Superintendent of the Santa Cruz Water Works,
where it has been in use two years. There they
have 200 feet pressure all over the town, and
he says he can lay 1,250 feet of six-inch pipe
per day with four men, aud that in all ways,
tapping, laying, etc., the expense is far less

than iron pipe. That this pipe must eventu-
ally come into general use, there can be no
doubt, for it possesses the following advantages
over any pipe in the world: 1st, it is the cheap-
est good pipe; 2d, it is the most durable of all

pipes—practically imperishable; 3d, it neither
expands nor contracts, and corrosion is impossi-
ble; 4th, it is more easily laid—can be tapped
with an ordinary auger; 5th, it is more easily
handled -lighter in weight, and perfectly tight;
6th, it is not liable to get out of order; 7th, it

need not be laid so deep, and ill cold' climates
will not freeze so quickly; Sth, when used for
water, it neither tastes of, or can be affected by,
chemical ingredients; 0th, when used for gas it

prevents condensation.
The President of the Santa Cruz Water com-

pany, Henry K. Moore, Ksq. thus endorses the
pipe in a letter addressed to the manager of the
company: 'T cheerfully comply with your re-
quest for my views respecting the Wyckoff' com-
bination pipe furnished by your company to the
Santa ( 'ruz Water company. Over 1 1 miles of
the above pipe have been laid in the city of
Sauta Cruz. It has been in constant use for
nearly 18 months under a pressure of not less
than 150 pounds, and has stood the pressure ad-
mirably. We find that it works in every re-
spect to our entire satisfaction, and we shall
most decidedly give your pipe the preference in
all extensions to be made by our company. In
our opinion this pipe has decided advantages
over iron pipe, such as saving of time and labor.

in tapping and making connections, ease in re-

pairing, cleanliness of water flowing in it, and
great saving in cost and freight. With us the

pipe is a success, and I can unhesitatingly rec-

ommend its use to to any town or corporation,

or persons desiring pipe for water works of any
kind."

In June last this pipe was introduced upon
the Central Pacific railroad and its branches for

all purposes where pressure is required, and the

officers of the road give it their hearty endorse-

ment. Since that time they have laid about

50,000 feet, and it is now superseding all other

kinds of pipe.

By a special order issued from the War De-
partment this pipe is now being used at all mil-

itary posts, and it has been hauled over 400
miles into Arizona, to be used at Camp McDow-
ell, where it gave entire satisfaction.

For use in milling purposes this pipe would
be very economical. It possesses great strength

aud durability, and canl>e made to withstand a

very heavy pressure. A great desideratum, ac-

knowledged by all, is the ease with which it

can be transported to the mines.
Messrs. .1. S. and C. II. Hriggs, owners of the

Briggs mine, Central City, Colorado, write:

"We take pleasure in recommending the pipe

made by the American Pipe Company to miners
in particular, as we have tried it in our Briggs

mine, at Central City, Colorado, and found it

better in every respect than we expected. We
would not use iron pipe if it did not cost a cent

a foot, if we could get the wooden pipe.

"

The American Pipe ( ompany, as now organ-

ized, is an active company, with ample capital,

aud they are energetically introducing the pipe
in every direction. The office is at 22 California

street.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Vice-Puksipent and Manaokr,
.- C. J. CRESSEY.

Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

8m kktary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a genera] hanking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we arc now pre-

pared to huy aud sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

he host market rates.

Wooiiwaru's Gardens has the following new attractions
The Imffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements in the zoological department, besides the
other features which have made it popular.

Farmers I Farmers !

!

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
I,-il>or Exchange," :f.'t and ."!.") O'Farrell Street,

San Francisco. All hands carefully selected tree

of charges to employers and employees.

HEMS
BUSINE 3S
COLLEGE.

No. 24 Post Street

BAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are

Bran the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Iruainogi Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives

such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, aud its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.
Lawks' Department. —Ladies will lie admitted for in

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Telkokai'Hic Dki'artmknt. In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit

ted for operators, both by sound and pajier.

For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post
street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,

President fiusincss Colletre, San Francisco, Cal.

To the Farmers and Miners of the Pacific Coast.

THE COMBINATION PIPE IS THE CHEAPEST, STRONGEST,
Most Durable and the Best in the World.

Fig. 1. View of Pipe. Fig. 2. Horizontal Section and Connection, aa Cylinder of Wood, bb Bands "f lrv>».

cc Coating of Hydraulic or Asphaltum Cement.

OVER 1,000 MILES IN USE FROM 11 TO 19 YEARS-
Send for Descriptive Books and Price List to

American Pipe Company, 22 California St., San Francisco.

Imperial Egg Food

(Tm.le Murk.)

Will ^fnlco Youv Hens I.ay,
Winter and Summer, support Fowlsdmlngmnnltlnc;,
keep them constantly in fine condition, and Increase
their profit 100 percent. Half ofthechli l. u'lcanuuaUy.
This makes hone an>l muscle curl v. aid will save* tlieni.
Packages to mix wlfliMwdsht ordinary feed, suets.:
lawr for 11.00 and tl.tO. Sent prepaid on receipt uf
price. Also sold by Grocer*, IVcd stores, etc.—LOCAL a<;f.\ts WANTED.

—

e. H. ALLEN * CO., Box 103, llAHTKoitn, < ov:t.

0. C.JSWAIN & CO. Agt's for Pacific Coast
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco. .

X'll To w hom all orders should be addressed.

The Raby Clothes Line Holder New inren
tion; Everybody wants it; best thing out for agents
State and county rights at low figures. For particulars,
address W. W FLETCHER,

i La.idonville, Obi*.

OAKLAND HEALTH INSTITUTE.
Center Street Station, Oakland.

Convinced of the superiority of the climate of Oakland
to that of any other place on the Coast, more particularly

for those suffering from diseases of a malarial origin, and
chronic diseases generally, the undersigned have opened
the above named Institute as a resort for invalids, where
:tll tin- facilities f.ir the thorough and scientific treatment
of diseases have been introduced.
our methods of treatment embraco Electricity, Turk-

ish Russian, Magnetic and Medicated Baths of all

kinds; the Hcalthlift, Hadficld's Equalizer, and in fact

all appliances and remedies of established merit known to

the medical profession. The building is one of the finest

in the city, and the i ins large and comfortable. No ef-

fort will be spared to make the patients feel at home.
Lying-in-rooms connected with the institute. Charges,
including board, etc. . from $15 to $11) per week. For
further information, address

Oakland Health Institute, Oakland, Cal.

J. II. BUNDY, M. D., ft C. W. HANSEN, M. D., Prop'r*.

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

.lob Press for sale, will please address J. I'., care of Dewey

& Co., S. F. State condition and lowest price.

rttr Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.

60 PMtplU. GEO. I. REED H CO., Kuwait, N. V

Br\EEDE^S 7

D|r\ECJOr\y.

Purchasers or Stock will find in this Dirbctort n
Names or 8ohb or tiik Most Reliable Breeders.

Oi r Kates —Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at
50 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO, Downey City, Cal breeders of
thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,
breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,
(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their tirades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale various ages—at $40
to 8100

SHEEP AND GOATS.
L. U. SHIPPEE. Stockton, Cal. Importer and

Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Sw ine.

B. P. WATKINS, Santa Clara, breeder of thorough-
bred Spanish Merino Sheep.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, 420 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.
8URBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, comer Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal.

sale. Also, eggs in their season.
Pekin Ducks for

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,
Breuder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for
hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, Belh.u, San Joaquin Co., Cal

Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine,
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside. Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

Poultry.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
I have many testimonials from par-

ties in every portion of California cer-
tifying to the

EGG PRODUCING
tonalities »>f ground raw bones, while
burnt bones pounded have not the same
effect, being reduced to phosphate of

lime and animal charcoal. Raw bones
have been proved by experiment to
hasten the laying of pullets and in-

crease the laying of hens SO , as might
be expected from the nuantity of jelly

they contain. When fed regularly to fowls it keeps them
in a healthy condition, especially young chickens, and
wards off many diseases they are subject to on this Coast.

Put Tip in sacks and shipped C. O. D. by express or by
freight on receipt of price. 50 pound sacks, 9*2.50; 100 pound
sacks, *?4. Carbolic powder for destroying jsiultry lice,

four pounds for $1. Send for circular. Address

C. P. STONE, 35 Mission Market, S. F,

treets.San Francisco.

LOOK!
BITRBANK & MYERS, Im-

|Kirters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,
etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market.
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister
Enclose stamp for Price List.

*** RUPTURE
If Ruptured, send at once for

Dr. Pierce's New Illustrated Book.

Address Magnetic Elastic Tries Co.

(10!) Sacramento St., San Francisco.

'CURED.

MONEY TO LOAN

UPON CHOICE RANCH PROPERTY.

JNO. D. HOOKER,
302 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

BUCHAN'S
CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

AND ALL DISEASES OK THE SKIN

Buchan's Carbolic Soaps; Holman's Fever and Ague Pad;

Corks, Bottles and Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 313 to 310 Battery St., S- F.

25
EXTRA MIXED CARDS, Snowflake, Oriental, Etc.,
with name- 10 eta. J. B. HU8TED, Nassau, N. Y.

Dewey & Co. (8J!£U} Patent Ag'ts.
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Musical Instruments.

The tirm of Kohler & Chase, of 633 and 635
Clay street in this city, is an old established

and trustworthy house, dealing in pianos, or-

gans and all other kinds of musical instruments.

They are extensive importers of instruments
and instruction books, and have long held an
enviable position in this branch of trade. We
take pleasure in recommending them to all our
readers who wish to introduce the refining in-

fluences of music to their homes. The firm

make a specialty of the Decker Brothers' piano,

the Mason & Hamlin cabinet organ, the Emer-
son piano and the J. & C. Fischer upright pi-

ano. All of these instruments have gained a

wide fame for excellence and won high praise

from those who know best what constitutes ex-

cellence in a musical instrument.

We would speak especially at this time of the

Decker Brothers' piano. We cannot do better

than present a testimonial of its quality, freely

given by a group of musicians whose praise will

commend itself to all music lovers. During the

Centennial there was held in Philadelphia a

grand musical congress, at which the Decker
Brothers' instruments were used, and the result

was the following straightforward endorsement:

Philadelphia, June 27th, 1878.

The Deeker Brothers' Grand pianos, used by the Musical
Congress at their grand operatic concerts and musical fes-

tivals, recently^iven at the American Academy of Music,
were remarkable for their superior quality of tone and
extraordinary power. Finer instruments we never heard.

Clara Louise Kellogg, Annie Louise Cary, Zelda Seguin,
Julia B. Rive, Esmeralda Cervantes, Joseph White, M^x
Marctzek, P. Brignoli, S. B. Mills, P. Ferranti, Franz
Remmertz, E. Behrens.

A matter which we would make most promi-
nent in this connection is, that the Decker
Brothers' name is the subject of attempts at

counterfeiting. This is the penalty which the

manufacturers of a first-class instrument have
to pay for the gaining of a good name, and all

our readers should be on their guard against

imposition. Unprincipled parties have manu-
factured and sold cheap pianos under the names
of "Decker," "Decker & Co.," "Decker &
Brothers," "Becker Brothers," etc., doing busi-

ness on the reputation and popularity of the
celebrated Decker Brothers' pianos. All genu-
ine Decker Brothers' pianos have their name in

front on the pianos above the keys, viz. : Decker
Brothers, New York. In all genuine Decker
Brothers' square pianos the following words ap-

pear, cast upon the iron plate on the inner left-

hand side of the instruments: Decker Brothers'

patent, June 2d, 1863.

The simplest way to guard against imposition

is to deal with those who are well known to be
trustworthy. Kohler & Chase have a reputation

of this character established by twenty years

of business experience in this city.

—

Pacific

Rural Press, Nov. 1st, 1S77.

The Best and JVTost jPopiila,i? "Pianos
-ARB THE

The EMERSON and The FISCHER Upright

A GREAT OFFER
WE WILL SELL THE MAGNIFICENT

DECKER BROS.', Square No. 2 for $525,
AN EMERSON Square No. 2 for $400, -

A FISCHER Upright C for S400,

Catalogue Price, $660.
Catalogue Price, $550.
Catalogue Price, $725.

OTHER STYLES EQUALLY LOW.

The above Pianos are seven and one-third octaves, in elegant cases, perfect in tone and the most durable of any made in the world.

Will sell on the installment plan to good parties if desired. We can furnish bogus pianos for $250, such as are generally sold in the country.

JtarSend for Catalogues and mention where you saw this advertisement.

Kohler &c Ciiase, A.gents,

633 and 635 Clay Street, San Francisco.

The Largest and Oldest Music House on the Pacific Coast-

IRA MARDEN <&, CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices. Have no Superior.

Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

In consequence of spurious imitations of

LEA AND PEREINS' SAUCE,
wliich are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Perrius

have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,

thus,

c >

which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without whicli none is genuine.

AskforLEA &" PERRINS' Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopper.

Wholesale andfor Export by the Proprietors, Worcester; Crosse and Blackwell, London,

<5rY., &c. ; and by Grocers and Oilman throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO., San Francisco.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE—ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK KILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Mam factured by the

Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

"f^^zlstcis sdvlith: &d CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE PATENT CHANNEL IRON WHEELBARROWS,

THE KING PATENT PORTABLE ENGINE.
Awarded the First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, San Francisco, 1877. Also, at the Pennsylvania State Fair,

held at Erie, Penna., September 28th, 1877.

FOR ECONOMY, DURABILITY, STRENGTH AND SAFETY

IT HAS NO EQUAL.
Large numbers of them arc now in use cm this Coast for Irrigating, Printing, Feed Mills,

Wood Yards, Coffee and Spice Mills, Pumping, Cheese Factories, Smelting, Hoisting, Etc.

Sizes of Engines, Two, Five, Eight and Twelve
Horse-Power,

Eight and Twelve Horse-Power Mounted on Wagon for Agricultural Purposes.

42TSEND FOR CIRCULAR GIVING FULL INFORMATION.^*

KING & WILBUR. Nos. 250 and 252 Market Street. San Francisco.

I-
LU
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The Strongest Barrow Made. These Harrows nro made by Superior Workmen, and of tho best material.

All sizes kept constantly Oil hand.

Lap-Welded Pipo, all sizes, from Three to Six Inches. Also, Galvanized Iron Boilers,

From Twenty-five to One Hundred Gallons.

Iron Cut, Punched, and Formed for making pipe on ground, where required. All kinds of tools supplied for

making pipe. Estimates given when required. Arc prepared for coating all sues of pipes with a composition of

Goal Tar and Asphaltum.

Office and Manufactory, 130 BEALE STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

OUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for I Cfl BEST Mixed Cards, with name, in ense 1.8c, or SB

Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS. , Northford, Conn. I DO two alike, 10c. Outfit, 10c. Dowd&Co., Bristol, Ct.
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A TENTS AND Inventions.

List of u. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Rrpohts yos thk Minino and BOUHTlFUl
Press, DEWEY is <X>., Publishers and U. S.

AMD FOKBION PATENT AOKNTS.J

By Special Dispatch from WashinRton, D. C.

Week Ending January 2!)th.

Car-put Sweepers. B. Kiger, S. F.

Umbrella Runners.—A. Good, 8. P.

Well-Boring Machines.—J. Haas and J.

Manning, Stockton, Cal.

Devices for Operating Windows and
Frames.—J. Kelly, S. F.

Compounds for Producing Illuminating Gas.

L. Marks, S. F.

Derricks.—T. Powell, Stockton, Cal.

Netting for Unloading Wagons.—T. Powell,

Stockton, Cal.

Check Valves for Bib Cocks and Faucets.—
0. Collier, Sacramento, Cal.

Oscillating Pumps.—P. A. Clark, Anaheim,

Cal.

Nut Locks.— L. Landeker and H. S. Laid, San

Luis Obispo, Cal.

Spring Bed and Fire-Escapes.—J. G. Rahncr,

Portland, Oregon.

The Manufacture of Doors, Etc.—J. Spring-

er, S. F.

Scrubbing Machines.—A. F. Stockley, Bishop

Creek, Cal.

Hay Cutters.—J. Weichhart, S. F.

Horse-Shoe Nails.

Few owners of horses realize how much un-

soundness of their horse's hoof, and even actual

lameness, is directly due to imperfect nails.

Even farriers themselves seem unaware that

quite a large percentage of the nails sold will

raver, or, worse yet, split when driven into any

but the softest and healthiest hoofs. We have

known several cases in which valuable horses

have been badly lamed by the use of quite a

fashionable and much advertised horse-shoe

nail, but whose reputation for sliverimff and

Splitting when driven into any but a soft hoof,

is being rapidly discovered by farriers and
horse owners. We have used this same nail

several months at our home farm, and though

at first drawn to it because of the trueness of

its shape and high finish, we have been com-
pelled to banish it from our shop because we
found on repeated trials that it would not stand

the test of being driven into a hoof that was
not in the best possible condition. In a large

per cent, of cases it would sliver or split. In

future articles we will give our views more at

length, with the reasons therefor; but at pres-

ent, and as an answer to all correspondents, we
would lay it down as a rule that no farrier who
values his reputation as a safe shoer, or gentle-

man who values his horse, will use any cold-cut

nail; for from personal use of them and obser-

vation of their use, we know that they are

liable to sliver or split in being driven. The
best nail is the old-fashioned hand -forged nail.

The hot-forging process, either by hand or ma-
chinery, is the only sure manner of making a

true-driving and safe nail.

—

Rev. W. H. II.

Murray, in the Golden Rule, Oct. 31, 1877.

Robert Bonner's Opinion.

Office of the Ledger, /

New York, Nov., 22, 1877.
j

Messrs. S. S. Putman & Co., Boston.—
Gentlemen: I hate been using your hot-forged

anil hammer-pointed horse-shoe nails, now for

four or five weeks, In all the shoes that we put
on my horses; and I have no hesitation in say-

ing that we have never used any nails that ever

gave us so little trouble. I prefer them to any
/ifin</-made nail I have ever seen, being sujyerior

in every respect. Yours, etc.,

Robert Bonner.

Flowers and Ornamental Plants. —The
spring catalogue of Storrs, Harrison & Co.,

Painesville, Ohio, is a valuable list of new ami
rare plants, including greenhouse and bedding
plants.

Important—Farmers

.

It is often desirable, when wishing to secure
suitable Farm Hands, such as Teamsters, Milk-
ers, Plowmen, etc., to know just where to find

them, and so avoid being imposed upon by the
numberless tramps with which the country
abounds. The city is a place where large num-
bers of men from all parts of the country con-
gregate, and among the number many good,
strong able-bodied farmers are to be found
awaiting employment. Messrs. Crosett & Co.

,

G2.'{ and 625 Clay street, are daily receiving ap-
plications from these sturdy yeomanry, com-
posed of Germana, Scandinavians, Americans
and Irish, who wish to be sent out to work on
some farm, and sin mid any of our readers wish
to avail themselves of the opportunity to pro-
cure such persons for any work they wish ac-
complished, they can address, giving full par-
ticulars, Crosett & Co., tj'23aud (525 Clay street,

San Francisco, and particular attention will be
given to supply them with good men.

FOR SALE —A Good Type-Writer. Price, $50,

For (urtlier information, address "COPYIST," this

office.

Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat'

urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.
San Francisco, February 13th, 1878,

As this is a time for producing rather than
marketing, consequently trade notes are few.

It is well that it is so, for our advertising pat-

rons (may their shadow never grow less) are

pushing forward their claims to patronage with
much zeal, and trade naturally inclines to their

lines of supplies and merchandise.

Ranee of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

Cal. Average. Club.

12s 7d(313s
lis 7d(3l3»
12s 7d(dl3s
12s 7d(dsl3s

12s (id®12s lid
12s 0d(3129 lid

Thursday 12s 4d(3>12s 8d
Friday 12s 3d<312e 8d
Saturday I2s 3di3l2e Sd
Monday 12s 3di312s 8d
Tuesday 12s 2ditrl2s (id

Wednesday 12s 2dy(12s tid

To-day s cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as follows:

Average. Club.

1876 10s 3d«*108 5d 109 6d<311s

1877 10s 5d(310s 79 109 Sdcoells

1878 12a 2d<al2s (id 12s Cd(gl2s lid

The Foreigrn Review
London, February 12th.—The Mark Lane

ISxprtM says: With large foreign supplies in

prospective, it can hardly be wondered at that

prices are weaker, and apart from political

influences, as far as can be seen, appearances
seem to point to an ultimate if not immediate
decline. Prices will probably not vary much
for some weeks, for millers, who, as a rule, are

holding little or no stock, will have to supply
their wants, as they have been doing of late,

and at about the same currencies, as depressed
values must follow actual arrivals and not

anticipated shipments. The requirements of

the country must inevitably be large between
this and next harvest, as the home crop of 18

was unusually deficient and the stocks of

English Wheat in farmers' hands have under-

gone considerable depletion.

Freif?ncs and Charters.

Business has been light, but Wheat rates are

firm at .£'2 12s Gd for iron, and .t'2 10s for

wooden vessels. There is in port 22,047 tons

of tonnage secured for Wheat, and 9,010 for

miscellaneous. The list of disengaged tonnage
in port includes 25,512 tons.

Eastern Grain Markets.
New York, February !)th.—Wheat, Corn and

Flour advanced when war between Russia and
England appeared imminent, but the improve-
ment has subsequently been lost. The range
for Spring Wheat at the close is $1.20(8 $1.32 for

merchantable, with the price of No. 2 for

March delivery at $1.25(a*1.26.

Chicago, February 9th.—Wheat has been the
center of attention, and prices fluctuated from

S1.02J(« $1.05^ for March--a range which is

considerably better than last week's. Corn has
ruled lower, and very steady. Oats were dull,

steady and uninteresting throughout. Pro-
visions took a decided drop. It is estimated
that nearly a quarter million barrels of Pork
are now here in store. Closing prices were:
Wheat, $1.04; Corn, 39sc; Oats 23*c; Rye,
51c; Barley 46|c; Pork, $10.15; Lard, $7.25.

Eastern Wool Markets.

New York, February 9th.—Fall California

continues in request at about previous prices,

but a scarcity of good grades of Spring is an ob-

stacle to any important business in that descrip-

tion. The Oregon recently held in San Fran-
cisco is now coming forward on commission to

this market, and the consignee expects to real-

ize in the neighborhood of 30(5)35c for it. Texas
still drags, holders asking prices in advance of

the views of buyers. Sales for the week are

:

2,100 lbs Fall California at 14(6 21c; 71,000 lbs

Spring do, l'.((5'23c.

Boston, February 9th.—Wool is compara-
tively quiet, with no movement of importance.
Sales have been quite numerous, but mostly in

small lots, and the same indifferent feeling pre-

vails on the part of manufacturers, and the
demand still runs on medium ami X tleeces, and
fine Wools are dull and neglected. Fall Cali-

fornia, 15(«2Sc, and Spring California, 18(5 330.

Sales of domestic for the week aggregate 1, 107,-

270 lbs.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at

in ion to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articles.
Week. Wkkk Weee. Week.
Jan. 23. Jan. 30. Feb 0. Feb. 13.

Flour, quarter sacks .

.

47,715 21,3011 81,196 73,995
14S.SI41 :(M,2U1 47,904 103,430
15,009 11,077 17,267 10,221
1,100 487 1,058 2,431
2,013 933 2,83fi 3,821

Oats, centals 0,890 13,182 0,305 8,940
Potatoes, Backs 13,121 17,031 17,857 21,233
Onions, sacks 1,784 975 U6 474
Wool, bales 437 95 150 174

2 183 8 31
782 1,200 1,252 1,010

BAGS— The cash rate for standard grain

bags is now lOAc, an advance of Jo during the
week.
BARLEY—Barley continues its decline. We

note sales: 160 sks choice Chevalier for Pearl
Barley, $1.75, silver; 200 sks good Bay Feed,
$1.40, silver; 200 sks dodo, $1.30; 400 sks good
Coast Feed, $1.25; 150 sks choice Feed, $1.35;
200 do good Brewing, $1.40.
BEANS—A slight decline is noted Bayo,

Pea and Pink varieties. Sale, 300 sks good Pea
Beans, $3.35.

CORN—Large yellow Corn now brings $1 . 50.

Other sorts are unchanged.
DAIRY PRODUCE—Dealers report a de-

cline of 2Jc on fresh roll Butter, 30c being now
the extreme for Fancy. Eastern Cheese is now
out of the market. California Cheese is hardly
quotable above 19c per lb.

EGGS—Eggs are 2^e lower.

FRUIT—California Oranges and Lemons are

now coming in freely. Large Pears are retail-

ing at one bit each. Oregon Apples are now
the standard supplies.

HOPS—There is no change in this market.
Emmet Wells reports very few sales for the
week ending February 1st, in New York city.

The shipments to England are considerable and
bid fair to maintain general prices.

OATS- The range for feed Oats is now $1.50
(u$l.(>5. Milling Oats are nominal as there is

no demand.
ONIONS—Our list shows a stationary market.
POTATOES—Petalumas have sold at a lower

range. Seed demand has pushed Early Rose
upward to $2.60 per ctl in one case.

PROYISIONS— Fresh Meats are firm at quo-
tations. The bad roads in the interior have
prevented free access for Live Stock to the rail-

roads. Considerable inferior Mutton is being
offered at prices considerably below highest
quotations. The market for Cured Meats,
Lard, etc., is moderately active and p rices un
changed, except on Eastern Hams, which are

lower under large arrivals.

RYE— Bye has made a notable drop to $2 for

California and $2. 10 for Eastern.
VEGETABLES—Asparagus is now selling at

35@40& Beets and Horseradish are a little

lower.

WHEAT—To-day, on 'Change, there was
quite an inquiry for Wheat for speculative pur-

poses and prices seem to tend upward, because
of the chance for war between England and
Russia. If this should come, prices will go up
with a leap. In the present doubt, we retain

last week's prices, although sales have been
made during the last few days at lower figures

We note sales: 300 ctls Walla Walla Club, to

shipper, $1.90; 6,000 ctls choice Shipping
alongside, $1.95; 2,300 ctls fair Shipping, $1.80;
300 ctls good Milling, $1.95.

WOOL—There is nothing transpiring worthy
of note.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
(WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m.. February 13. 1878.

Itl t >».
Bayo, ctl 3 90 @4 10

Butter 2 90 (33 40

Pea 3 30 (S3 40

Red 3 87K«4 LSj

Pink 4 00 @4 15

Sm'l White 3 20 ai 40

Lima 4 25 (34 50

BKOon < on \.
\)ld Sivf 7

New 44<* 8

4 1114 4 ORY.
California 4 (3 4}
German 61(3 7

COTTO.V.
Cotton, lb 15 <a 18

UAlKt I'ltOKI « I . Ml.
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll, lb 20 (3

Point Reyes 30 (a

Pickle Roll 18 %
18 (3

14 I

1>

32*<<

<8 -

19

at

25

Firkin
Western Reserve..
New York

cheese.
Cheese, Cal., lb. ...

Eastern
N. Y. State

EUUS.
Cal. fresh, doz
Ducks' 35 VP
Oregon 30 VP
Eastern 18 VP

do Pickled — @ —
t'KKD.

Bran, ton 22 50 (325 00

Corn Meal 34 00 Vt36 00

Hay 14 00 £19 50

Middlings 25 00 VP30 00

Oil Cake Meal. . 40 00 @
Straw, bale 50 <S 80

I !.

Extra, bbl 6 75 (37 12j

Suiiertine 5 50 ,<r6 00
Graham 6 00 <g6 75

KKK.SII MEAT.
Beef, 1st qualy, lb 74@ 81

Second 61 7

Third 5 <§ 6j

Mutton Hip 10

Spring Lamb 15 VP 20

Pork, undressed... 54(3 6j

Dressed 84(3 9j

Veal 6 @ 9
Milk Cal »es 7 i3/ 9

GRAIN. ETC.
Barley, feed. ctl...l 3U (31 35
Brewing 1 40 (31 45
Chevalier 1 75 C31 85

Buckwheat 1 50 vpl H
Com. White 1 62K"1 05
Yellow 1 50 & -
Small Kound....l 70 CI 80

Oats 1 50 <rl 65
Milling 2 00 (u>

Rye 2 00 (32 10
Wheat. Shipping.. 1 95 (32 00

Milling 2 05 (32 074
HIDES.

Hides, dry 17 &
Wet salted 8@ »

HONEY. ETC
Beeswax, lb 30(3 31

Honey in comb 17 (3 20
do, No 2 124(3 15
Dark lOvp 125
Strained 124(3 15

HOPS.
Oregon 6 (3 7

California f 9 9
Wash. Ter 7 (3 8
Choice Cal 9 & 10

NUTS JabfelHg.
Walnuts, Cal C (3 10

174

do, Chile 7 @> 8
Almonds, hd shl K 6 (3 7

SoftBh l 12 (3 16
Brazil 14 (3 16
Pecans 17 @ 18
Peanuts S vf 5
Filberts 15 VP 16

OSIOKS.
Alviso 25 (3 62J
Union City, ctl.... 62J(3 75
Stockton 25 VP 62.

Sacramento River. 25 VS 62i

POTATOES.
Petaluma, ctl 1 25 (31 55
Humboldt 1 50 ?1 75
Cuffey Cove — VP —
Early Rose, new. 2 25 60
Half Moon Bay... — m —
Kidney 1 62^31 15

Sweet — <g2 00
POI LTR1 A GAME.

Hens, doz 7 50 (<r9 00
Roosters 6 00 (311 00
Broilers 7 00 <?8 50
Ducks, tame 8 50 «r9 50
do, Mallard 3 00 (<<3 50

Oeese, pair 1 75 (a2 25
Wild Gray 2 00 M 50
White 75 £1 00

Turkeys 19 @ il

do. Dressed 18 <3 22

Snipe, Eng 1 25 ^1 50

do. Common 50 (3 —
Rabbits 1 00 <?1 25

Hare 1 50 (02 50
0.uall 1 25 <S1 50

PROVISIONS.
Cal. Bacon. L't, lb 13i<3 14
Medium 121(3 12J
Heavy 12 & 12»

Lard 11 @ 14

Cal. Smoke* Beef 'i(3 10
Eastern — (3 —

Shoulders. Cover'd 81® 8}
Hams. Cal 12 (3 12J
Dupec's 13i(3 14

Boyd's — @ —
Davis Bros' 131« 14
NoneSuch 15(3 15j
Magnolia — @ —
Wbittaker 13J(3 14

SEEDS.
Alfalfa, 5 ® 12

Cauary 7 (3 8
Clover, Red 18 & —
White 60 ® 55

Cotton 6 (§ 10
Flaxseed MM —
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 (8 —
Percnnfal 35 @ —

Millet 10 (3 12

Mustard. White... 8 —
Brown 2fc3 3J

Rape 3 (3 4
Ky Blue Grass 20 & —
2d quality 18 ® —

Sweet V Grass. . . .1 00 (3 —
Orchard 30 (3 35
Red Top 18 (3 20
Hungarian 8 (3 12
Lawn 50 W —
Mesquit 20 (3 25
Timothy 9 @ 9

J

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 6}@ 7
Refined 8J® 9

WOOL ETC.
FALL.

Burry 10 @ 12
Southern, free.... 11® 13
San Joaquin, free. 11 (3 14

Choice Northern. 16 (3 20
Burry. Northern.. 14 (A 17

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
I WUOLMALB. 1

Wednesday M ., February 13. 1878.

It I liS Jobbing. Plaster. Golden
Gate Mills. ... 3 00 & 3 25

Land Plaster, tn 10 00 (312 50
MILS.

Ass'ted Blzes. keg 3 25 (3 4 00
OILS.

Pacific Glue Co s
Neatsfoot. No 1.1 00 @ 90

Castor. No 1 1 10 u —
do. No. 2 1 00 S —

Baker's A A 1 25 (31 30
Olive. Plagniol....6 26 (35 75
Poasel 4 75 &S 26

Palm, lb 9 S -
Linseed, Raw. bbl. 77 @ —
Boiled 80 IS -

Cocoanut 60 & —
China nut, cs 68
Sperm 1 60
Cast Whales

Eng Standard Wheat. 10j-*10»
Neville A Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36 . 10J(310J
24x30
23x40 -to-
Machine Swd, 22x36.10 (310;

Flour Sacks, halve*.. . . 8((§10
Quarters 51(3 6
Eighths 4 (3 4

Hessian, 60 inch 15 @—
45 inch 84(3
40 inch »Ug -

Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed, 3i tt>..45 (355
Machine Sewed 42k3—
4 lb do. 47}(3—

Standard Gunnies 14 dp—
Bean Bags 6]® 8

t MILES.

TO

Crystal Wax 17 C317J Polar, refined 60 (5
Eagle 14 (3— Lard 1 10 @1 15
Patent Sperm 25 (<{30 lOleophine 27(3

CANNED (iOODS.
Assorted Pio Fruits,
24 It, cans 2 75 (33 00
Table do 3 75 (34 25

Jams and Jellies. .4 25 i3 —
Pickles, hf gal 3 60 (3 —
Sardines, qr box..l 65 (ft 1 90
Hf Boxes 3 00 @ —

Preserved Beef,
21b. doz 4 00 ® —
do Beef, 4 lb. doz. 6 50 (J?

—
Preserved Mutton,
2 It., doz 4 00 @ —

Beef Tongue 6 50 (us —
Preserved H a m.

2 It,, doz 6 50 (3 —
Deviled Ham, 1 ft.,

doz 5 50 & —
do Ham. *!h doz.3 00 (3 —

C«>.tL Jobbing.
Australian, ton.. 7 75 (<r 8 00
Coos Bay 6 50 ^700
Bellingham Bay. 6 50 (3- -

Seattle 7 00 (3
Cumberland 14 00 (_3

Mt Diablo 4 75 (3 6 75
Lehigh 22 00 (3
Liverpool 7 00 @ 8 00
West Hartley... 7 50 (3 8 00
Scotch 7 00 (it 8 00
Scranton 13 00 (316 00
Vancouver Id . . . 7 50 w
Charcoal, sack... 75 @
Coke, bbl 60 ®

COFFEE.
Sandwich Id. lb. 214®
Costa Rica 19 ® 194
Guatemala 19 (ft 19$
Java 25 (m
Manila 19 (3 194

25 <gGround, in cs

FISH.
8ac'to Dry Cod.. 5 ® 6
do iu cases. . 64(3 7

Eastern Cod 7{(3
Salmon, bbls.... 9 00 ®10 00
Hf bbls 4 75 (3 6 25
2 It. cans 3 10 (33 20

Pkld Cod, bbls. .22 00 &
Hf bbls 11 00 @

Mackerel. No. 1,

Hf Bbls 11 50 ®12 00
In Kits 3 00 (3

Ex Mess 3 75 ®
Pkld Herring, bx 3 00 (3 3 50 iCountrypckdGun
Boston Smkd H'g 40 <fj 60 powder A ha-

LIME, Etc. I perial 60 "
Lime, Sta Cruz, Hyson 30 vt
bbl 2 00 @ 2 25 Fooo-Chow 36

Cement, Rosen- IJapan, 1st quality 40
dale 2 75 ® 3 50 ! 2d
Portland 4 75 (ft 5 50

Devoe's Bril't 27 ® SO
Photolite 29 ® —
Noupariel 60 m —
Eureka 224®
Barrel kerosene. . , 22{(
Downer Ker
Elaine 45"

PAINTS.
Pure White Lead.
Whiting 1}
Putty 4 I

Chalk 11
Paris White 2}i

Ochre
Venetian Red
Averill Miied
Paint, gal.

White A tints. . .2 00 @2 40
Green, Blue A
Ch Yellow. 3 00 (33 50
Light Red..T... 3 00 (33 50
Metallic Roof... 1 30 <gl 60

1(11 I .

China No. 1, lb.... 6® 64
Hawaiian 5 (0 5}

SALT.
Cal. Bay, ton.. ..15* 00 ®25 00
Common 10 00 (312 00

Carmen Id 15 00 (325 00
Liverpool fine. . .26 00 (328 00

SOAP.
Castile, It. 10 I

Common brands.. 44^
Fancy brands 7 <

SPICES.
Clovea, tti 45 <

Cassia.
Nutmegs 85".

Pepper Grain 15 i

Pimento 15 i

Mustard. CaL,
4 lb glass 1 60 v»

SI CAR, ETC.
Cal. Cube, lb 12}®
Powdered 13 <§
Fine crushed 13 ®
Granulated 12i@
Golden C 10J®
Hawaiian 10 (3
Cal. Syrup, kgs... 70 ®
Hawaiian Mol sseB 26 13

TEA.
Young Hyson,
Moyune, etc 35 ®

|0i
11

30

50

2d quality 25 i

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
I WHOLESALE.]
Wednesday m., February 13. 1878.

FRI IT MARK I T.
Apples, box 75 (3 2
Bananas, bncb... 2 50 (3 5

Cocoanuta 100. . 7 00 vt 8
Cranberries, bbl 14 00 816
Limes, Mex 17 50 (320
do, Cal 3 00 I 5

Lemons, Cal M.15 00 (320
Sicily, bx 9 00 ®11

Granges, Mex,
M 10 00 ®30
Tahiti &—
Cal 10 00 (330

Pears, box 1 00 (3r 3
Pineapples, doz. 8 00 @10

DRIED FRUIT.
Apples, lb 4 @
Apricots 10 ®
Citron 23 vf
Dates 9 <a

Figs. Black 4 ®
White 6 ®

8trawber'sch'st.20 00 ®—
Peaches 74®

Pears 4 ® 8
Plums 3 ® 4
Pitted 121® 15

Prunes 12J® 16
Raisins. CaL bx 1 00 ® 2 00
do, Halves... 1 25 ® 2 25
do. Ouarters. 1 50 ® 2 50
Blowers' 2 75 ®
Malaga 2 76 ® 3 25

Zante Currants.. 8 ® 10
VE4.FT Wtl I >.

Asparagus, 11.... — 35 ®— 40
Beets, ctl.....'... 1 50 ®
Cabbage. 100 tt.s 1 00 ®
Carrots, ctl 624® 75
Cauliflower, doz 50 C
Garlic New, lb.

.

Lettuce, dox
Parsnips, lb

Horseradish
Squash, Marrow

fat, tn 6 00 (

Turnips, ctl 1 50 I

White 1 00 (

Mushrooms, lb.. 2 .

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Scrao & Co.]

San Francisco, February 13. 3 p. m.

Leoal Tenders In 8. P.. II A. M., 973(3984 . 8ilver.3.25®
3.50. Gold in New York. 102,1 .

Gold Bars, 890(3910. Silver Barb, 8@15 V oent. dis-

count.
Exchange on New York, 4%; on London bankers, 494

Commercial, 60; Paris, five francs V dollar; Mexican
dollars. 94.

London Consols, 95 7-16; Bonds, 1054.

Quicksilver In S. P.. by the flask. W lb. 46®474o.

Mining& Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

Office—202 Sansome St , N. E. Cor. Pine, S. F.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats filed expeditiously
Patent re-issues taken out; Assignments made and re-

corded in legal form; Copies of Patents and Assignments
procured; Examinations of Patents made here and at
Washington; Examinations made of Assignments re-

corded in Washington; Examinations ordered and re-

ported by Telegraph; Rejected cases taken up and Pat
ents obtained; Interferences Prosecuted; Opinions ren

dered regarding1 the validity of Patents and Assign
ments; Every legitimate branch of Patent Soliciting

Business promptly and thoroughly conducted.

Our intimate knowledge of the various inventions of thi-

coast, and long1 practice in patent business, enable us to

abundantly satisfy our patrons, and our success and
business are constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced inventors are found
among our most steadfast friends and patrons, who fully

appreciate our advantages in bringing valuable inven-

tions to the notice of the public through the columns of

our widely circulated, flrst<class journals—thereby facil-

itating their introduction, sale and popularity.

DEWEY & CO.,

Patent Solicitors.
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R.J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

***"Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
will be sent prbk to all Customers. It contains in-

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. P.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords;the

best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Buchu, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs,

inquire of
1. L. MILLER,

Buchu, Will County, Illinois.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Company's Steamers will sail as follows, at 12 M.

:

CHINA March 1st

For YOKOHAMA and HONGKONG.

GEORGIA February 19th.

For Panama and New York, calling at Acapulco,

La Libertad, San Jose de Ouatamala, and Punta
Arenas.

Hereafter the Panama steamers » ill leave on the 5th

and 19th of each month.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the

lowest rates.

AUSTRALIA February 18th at 12 o'clock, noon
or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-

LULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY.
$10 additional is charged for passage in Upper Saloon.

DAKOTA February 20th.

For Victoria, Port Townsend, Seattle, Tacoma, and
Olympia, connecting at Tacoma with Northern

Pacific Railroad for Portland, Oregon.
Tickets must be purchased before 11 A. M. on day of

sailing.

For freight or passage apply at the office corner First

and Brannan streets.

WILLIAMS, BLANCHARD & CO., Agts.

M. EYRE, Jr., NAPA, CAL.

Send Stamp

For

Price List.

Safe Arrival of

Eggs & Fowls

Guaranteed.

I never owned a FINER LOT OF BIRDS than I have
raised this year. Also,

Thoroughbred Southdown Sheep.
43TPamphlet on the care of fowls -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc. , adapted es scially to the
Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents. •

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES!

The Bee-Keeper's Text Book, in German or English, is

the best reference book on apiaculture. Price, paper
•overs, 40 cents; muslin bound, 75 cents. Langstrotb on
the Honey Bee, 82; tjuimby's Mysteries of Bee-Kceping,

$1.50.; BeeKeepen Magazine, per annum, SI. 50.

Bee-Keepers' Magazine, six volumes, $1.50 each. Vol-

ume VI of this series eontains complete instructions for

starting an apiary, and the complete management of the

same for every month in the year. White and Alsike

Clover Seed, Mignonette, Rape and Seeds of all other

honey producing plants. Italian Queens and all apiarian

supplies used in modern management for sale. For
further particulars, address

W. A. PRYAL, Oakland, Cal.

$100,000 ON COUNTRY PROPERTY.

I will loan on mortgage on first class country property,

as follows: In amountB from $2,500 to $7,500, say $25,000.

In amounts from $7,500 to$15,000, say$25,000. Iniwnounts

from $15,000 upward, say $50,000. None but first-class

security accepted. WENDELL EASTON,
32 Montgomery Street, Opposite Liak Houst.

I CA| r * CrCf) For Sale in quantities toHLr HLr H OCLU 91litj app iy to IIIXSON,
JUSTI it CO., 403 Davis Street, San Francisco, Cal.

D. J. STAPLES,

President.

ALPHEUS BULL,

Vice-President.

JOHN O. EARL,
JOHN BARTON,
ALPHEUS BULL,
LEWIS SOHER,

DIRECTORS:

M. LYNCH,
WM. BLACKWOOD.
JOHN H. GARDINER,
HENRY DUTTON,

GEO. B. DORNIN,

Secretary.

W. J. DUTTON,
Ass't Secretary.

STEPHEN W. DICK,
D. J. STAPLES,
THOMAS S. CHARD.

DECEMBER 31st, 1877.

Abstract of the Fifteenth Annual Statement

—OF THE-

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company,

OF CALIFORNIA.

ASSETS.
United States Registered Bonds .$153,700 00

State Bonds of South Carolina 3,350 00

First National Gold Bank, S. F., 133 Shares 12,635 00

Cash in Company"s Principal Offices 4,608 68

Cash in Bank of California, S F 10,130 97

Cash in Bank of Sather & Co., S F 11,869 98

Cash in Union National Bank, Chicago 21,093 00

Cash in Franklin Bank, Cincinnati ?. 7,500 00

Cash In Bank of Laidlaw & Co., New York 410 00

Loans on Bond and Mortgage 152,364 00

Real Estate, unencumbered 225,000 00

Bills Receivable, Secured by Collaterals 58,450 00

Interest Due and Accrued 2,259 57

Premiums in Course of Collection

.

45,258 45

Bills Receivable, for Marine and Inland Risk 19,!!75 00

Indorsed Notes, in settlement of judgment for salvage on marine loss paid 5,776 40

Taxes, etc., advanced on mortgaged property 3,280 25

Due for reinsurance on losses paid 865 16

Rents due and accrued 105 00

Total Assets *. $738,637 46

LIABILITIES:
Losses adjusted and in process of adjustment § 34,553 S9

Marine Bills Payable 2,198 15

Personal Accounts 1,211 20

$ 37,963 24

unearned Premium and Reserve
{ fc;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;"; ;;;;;;;;;;

g

RECAPITULATION.
Capital Stock $300,000 OO
Unearned Premiums Reserve 249,993 43
Reserve for Unsettled Losses, Etc 37,963 24
Net Surplus over all 150,685 79

$738,637 46

INCOME OF 1877.

Net Premiums, Received in Cash $503,840 81
Interest on Investments 28,238 05
Rents, Etc 20,635 10

$552,711 96

Total Losses Paid Since Organization, $3,365,237 85

Report of Examination of the Condition and Affairs of the Fireman's
Fund Insurance Company, made by the Insurance Superintendents of
Kansas and Missouri:

San Francisco, December 3d, 1877.

1). J. Staples, Esq., President Fireman's Fund Insurance Co.: .Si';, — In compliance with your request, we have
made a careful examination into the condition and affairs of the Fireman's Fund Insurance Company of Wan Fran-
cisco, California, and take pleasure in stating the result, showing its financial condition on the 28a of November,
1877. Taking nothing for granted, we have carefully examined, in detail, all the property and assets claimed by the
Company, and gathered from all available sources all items of liability that could be properly charged against it. We
caused to be made appraisement! of the real estate owned, and that involved in the mortgage list by competent dis-

interested persons; also, examined the titles to the same, and carefully tested the values of the stocks and bonds and
collateral loans, which resulted in a showing highly creditable to the management of the Company in making in-

vestments; so much so, ill fact, that we not only found no reasons for making deductions, but are gratified to bo able
to state that every investment is entirely safe and secure.

Passing thus in detail through all the assetts and liabilities of the Company, subjecting the same to all the usual
tests of official criticism, we find that the results attained by us do not materially differ from the statement of assets

and liabilities made by the company to our respective departments, thus showing that its statement! can be relied

upon without the necessity of verification from official sources a fact of too rare occurrence among Insurance Com-
panies.

We observe with pleasure and hearty approval your excellent method and system of business, apparent upon our
inspection of the books and records of the Company, and the energy and ability which characterizes its management,
as evinced by its good reputation and business success.

We ao not hesitate to recommend it to the punlic as a reliable and well managed institution.

Very respectfully,

[Signed.

J

WM. S. RELFE, Superintendent Insurance Department, Missouri.

ORIMN T. WELCH, Superintendent Insurance, Kansas.

Lands for Sale and to Let.

FINE RANCH FOR SALlf.

LOWEST PRICE, S8.000.

The ranch is situated on the direct stage road between
Mendocino City and C'loverdale, in Mendocino County.
Forty miles from Cloverdale, 20 miles from Navarro
Ridge and one mile from the Christine Postotflce.

It Co sists of a Total of 2,000 Awes,

Of which 640 are seemed by Government title and the

balance by possessory litle. It consists of

150 Acres of Rich Bottom Land,
Which is adapted to the raising of Wheat, Barley, Oats,

Potatoes, Corn, Vegetables, etc., and will raise as large

crops as any land in the county. There is 1,210 acres
of Fine Rolling Land which is A No. 1 pasture land, and
capable of keeping 1,000 head of Sheep, or 100 Dairy
Cows. The whole ranch is well fenced with picket and
post and rail fence, and has eight good buildings on it,
consisting of a good substantial and comfortable

Dwc Ming Houseof Six Rooms,
Two Barns, one of them 100x40 feet, and the other 40x40
feet, a Granary, Woodshed, Chicken House, and a No. 1
Dairy House, new last year. There is a bounteous and
never failing supply of good soft water at both the Dwell-
ing and Dairy Houses.
On the ranch is a large quantity of Redwood timber,

suitable for all purposes. There is a

Fine Orchard of Some 300 Trees,

Of the choicest varieties of Peach, Apple, Pear and Plum,
as well as a large quantity of Grapevines, Currant and
Gooseberry bushes, and other small fruit. There is 100
acres sown to Wheat and Barley, which is now up four or
five inches, and promises an abundant harvest in the
fall.

The owner has also about 40 head of Cattle, a few
Sheep, five horses, 150 head of hogs, 100 Hens, and a large
supply of all necessary Farming Utensils, which he will
dispose of to the purchaser at very reasonable terms if

desired.

The neighborhood is as good as could be desired, only
one mile from to a store and one-half mile to a good
schoolbouse, as well as one-half mile from a church.
The owner's reasons for selling are his wife's health and

his dislike of the business. At the price at which it is

offered it is the cheapest ranch in Mendocino County, as
the crop bids fair to be worth when harvested, $4,000.
if«"Terms are $8,000, one-half cash and the balance se-

cured by a mortgage at one per cent. For full informa-
tion, address

DEWEY & CO., 202 Sansome Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

RANCH FOR SALE.

A ranch for sale, near Riverdale, Fresno County

It comprises 160 acres, (U. S. patent,) of rich bottom

land, with house and out-buildinirs. Grass is green the

year round. Alfalfa grows without irrigation, as water is

but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There is an
irrigation ditch running across the ranch, and three cubic

feet of water per second belongs with the place. It is the
best of tule land and borders on the swamp or overflowed
lands. There are a few Fruit Trees, Strawberries and
Blackberries. The ranch is one mile from the school
house and postoffice; 10 miles from Lemore, on the rail-

way and nine miles from Kingston, county seat of Fresno
county. Price, 15 per acre. For further particulars,
address

DAVID S ORR, Riverdale,

Fresno County, Cal.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early >

Marblehead Mammoth
|

Stowell's Evergreen i

Mexican Sweet, New J

Sweet Corn.

SSSSS \ Yellow Flint Corn-

J

Beet Seed.

Early Dutton

Long Red Mangel WurtzeH
Yellow Globe
White Sugar

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on band and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark snd Light Brahmas, Buff
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White& Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings. Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

tams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks

EOGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
£^"For further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to

GEO. B BAYLEY,
P. 0. Box, 059 San Francisco, Cal.
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Nurserymen.

J. ROCK'S NURSERIES,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

For Sale this season a Large and Complete Stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

Evergreens, Shrabs, and Flowering Plants,

ORANGE AND LEMON TREES,

AMERICAN AND JAPANESE PEKSIMMON, NUT

BEARING TREES r- laroe VARIETY. HARDY

PALMS AND ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.

A Large Assortment of Small Fruits, Etc.

jar For complete List send for a Catalogue.

JOHN ROCK, San Jose, Cal.

R. W. Strong. Robkkt Williamson.

% Trees & Plants
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NUR-
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FI LL ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NURSERY LINE,
BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT

LOWEST MARKET RATES.

Japanese Persimmons, and an Immense Stock of Orange
and Lemon Trees, both Seedlings and Grafted of the very

best variety, cheaper than ever before offered in this

market. Also, a very large and complete assortment of

Field, Garden, Lawn and Tree Seeds, which we offer at

very low rates, both to the trade and planter in large or

small lots.

Catalogues, Price-Lists, and Printed Directions free on
application. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO .

Nos. 6, 8 and 10 J Street, Sacramento

STOCKTON NURSERIES.
Established in 1853.

W. B. WEST, Proprietor,

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Evergreens, Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants

Comprising everything NEW and RARE in my e.

SPECIALTIES:

Raisin Grapes, Figs, Oranges, Lemons,

AND OTHER TROPICAL FRUITS.

I have imported superior Figs and Raisin Grapes direct

from the place of their nativity in Europe, and having
propagated large quantities, can now offer them to the

trade and public on the Most Reasonable Terms
K3T Send for catalogue and further information.

HANNAY BROS'. NURSERY,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Large and splendid stock of Fruit, Shade and Ornanieti

tal Trees, Vine*, Plants, etc. Apple, Pear, Cherry, Peach,

Apricot, Almond, Quince, Olive, Fig, Grapevines and

small fruits assorted.

Eucalyptus, Cypress, Pine, Acacia,
Pepper, Elm, Poplar, Etc.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Our trees are well grown, stalky and healthy, and those
wishing to plant in large or small quantities would do
well to call and Bee us before buying elsewhere.

HANNAY BROS'., San Jose, Cal.

L. M. NEWSOM,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs' Hotel, East Oak-

land, Alameda County, Cal.

IIA8 KOR SALK EVERYTHING DESIRA11LK IN THE

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.

A large stock of Belgian Cmicllias and Azaleas,
Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

PETALUMA NURSERIES.
[Established in 1859.]

WM. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR-

OTFor sale a general assortment of Fruit Trees, Ever-
green Trees and Shrubbery. Our trees are all grown
without irrigation and the wood is well matured. Cata-
logue and price list furnished on application. Address

WM. SEXTON, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal

LOS GATOS NURSERIES,
S NEWHALL, Proprietor, San Jose. Cal.

A large and general assortment of Fruit and Ornamenta
Trees, Evergreens, Flowering Shrubs, Roses. Greenhouse
I lants, Grapevines anil small fruits, etc. 20.000 line Al-mond on Almond stocks. I offer for sale a well assorted
well grown and healthy stock. Low-topped stalky fruit trees
a specialty. Address,

S. NEWHALL San Jose.

FRUIT TREES AT REDUCED PRICES'.

100,000 Apple Trees, also a large stock of other Fruit
Trees, including Seedling and Budded Orange and Lemon
Trees very cheap Two year old apple Trees, 810 per

MILTON THOMAS,
Los Angeles, Cal

FRUIT TREES,

ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Shrubs and Evergreens.

LARGE PALMS,

LARGE AURICARIAS,

LARGE TREE FERNS.

ORANGES <Sj LEMONS

MAKING THE OKOWTU OK

ORANGES & LEMONS A SPECIALTY,

I offer one y ear grafted trees of the following sorts of

Oranges: Naval, Hill's, St. Michael, Konah, Sannaretta,

Sumillo, Aeapulco, Maltese Blood, Mission, Mediterranean

Sweet, Peniambuco, and Sicily and Lisbon Lemons, at

835 per hundred, nith twenty other varieties.

BERNARD S. FOX,

San Jose, Cal.

THE DIOSPYROS KAKI,

OR JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

Six Best Varieties. All Grafted* Reliable.

Viz : Royal, very lar.uk, shape round, color, li^ht yel-

low; Imperial, oblong, vermillion in color, flesh soft,

good either fresh or dried. Nihon, oblong, rounded
apex, flesh solid and keeps well; early, very pro-
lific, but smaller. Voknto ("Yeddo's best fruit"), oblong,
rounded apex, color, yellowish red, flesh soft, fine flavored.

Mikado, flat or round shaped, flesh more solid, orange or
or yellow colored, (the same as grown by Col. Hollister).

Taikoon, round, quite large, shade slightly green;
a great favorite in Western Jatun.

SPECIMENS <> FRUIT ON EXHIBITION.

HENRY LOOMIS,
At TRUMBULL'S SEED STORE,

419 &421 Sansome St , San Francisco.

Akk Plantrd bv a Million PaoFbl in Amkkic a. Sfe

Vick's Catalogue 800 illustrations, only two cts-

Vick's Illustrated Monthly Magazine M
pages, Hue illustrations, and colored plate in each num-
ber. Price, KLSfi a year; five copies for £5.

Vick's Flower and Vegetable Garden, r>0

cents in paper covers; with elegant cloth covers, |0L
All my publications are printed in English and Oerman

Address, JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. V.

100,000 Blackberry Plants for Sale.
New varieties. The Early Cluster, Vina Seedling, Mis-

souri Mamni;»th. Kittatiuny and I leering Cluster. Price, *8
per 100. 5,000 (Jooseherry plants, of the Houghton and
American Seedlings; these varieties are free from mildew,
and are strong growers and enormous bearers, price, $8 per
100. By mail. $2 per dozen. Black Nanles Currant, §1 each

I will give satisfactory proof from two reliable gentlemen
who have realized over tf760 per acre from these varieties of
Blackberry plants last year.
Cherry Cranberry plants delivered and planted out for

§150 per acre, if not less than 50 acres, or I will take an in-
terest in the same of ten acres.
On large orders, time of payment will be given, for part

of the money, with good security. H. NVLAND,
Isleton. Sacramento County, Cal

FiSHER, RICHARDSON & CO.'S NURSERY
San Padro St , near cor of Washington,

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Have for sale all kinds of Deciduous Fruit Trees Also,
the leading varieties of Budded Orange and Lemon (inclu-
ding our Thomless Sweet Rind, of which we have a limited
number of trees and buds for sale), which we offer at prices
to suit the tunes. We took the prize on Budded Onmge and
Lemon trees; also, on Deciduous trees at our Horticultural
Fair this Kail. Special attention given to mail orders. Cor-
respondence solicited. P. O, Box, S7t>. Los Angeles, Cal.

J. A. FISHER, C. II. RICHARDS N, J. O. SEYMOUR

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango. Sweet
Sop. Crape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, choice Oranges, Lemons and Raisin Crapes; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the world Descriptive
catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

Fruit and Ornanental Trees.

Evergreen Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants
Comprising Everything New and Rare.

ORANGE & LEMON TREES,
ONE TO FIVE YEARS' OLD, MAGNOLIAS, JAPAN
PERSIMMONS, PALMS. MONTEREY CYPRESS,
MONTEREY PINE, CAMELLIAS. BLUE GUMS,
(by the 100 or 1,000, verv low. all transplant-

ed). ROSES, ETC.. AT THE LOWEST
MARKET RATES.

Agent for the Nurseries of B. S. Fox,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

TH0S. MEHERIN, 516 Battery Street,

San Francisco, Cal

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also, Coffee, Cork Oak,
Olives, Guavas, Knglish and Black Walnuts. Magnolias.
Lociuats, Butternuts, Small Fruits, Evergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stock of the Diospyros Kuki fJujntixM* Prntim-
mon^J of our own growing, and also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Addretis for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Niles, Alameda Co., Cal.

200.000
Australian Gum Trees for Sale,

AT STRATTON'S

Gum Tree Forest Nursery,

Hayward's, Alameda Co , Cal.

These trees are from five to twelve inehes high, tnins.

planted regularly into boxes 30x20 inehes square, weigh-
ing 150 pounds. ISO or MK) in caeh box, in splendid con-

dition for transplanting to their permanent location.

Price, $6 to $12 per 1,000 Will contract to plant
the trees, or furnish superintendence, on low terms.

Cash must accompany orders for less than 850; or if

greater than that ainoun , city reference must be given.

Address, JAS T STRATTON,
East Oakland, Alameda County, Cal.

FRUIT TREES FOR SALE.

I wish to call the attention of those who expect to

plant out fruit trees the coming winter to the fact that I

have a few thousand flint -class trees which I offer for sale

at the usual rates. These trees were grown principally

for myself, on good lai d, without iirigation, are stout and

stalky, ar hoice varieties, and true to name. Also,

Eucalyptus Monterey Cypress. Call on or address,

W. W. SMITH, VacavMe.

Solano County, Cal

PAJAR0 VALLEY NURSERIES,
Watsonville, Cal.

Kor sale this season a large anil complete stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees', Evergreens; Shrubs; Flow-

ering and Green House Plants. Japanese Persimmon
Trees, Japanese Flowering Shrubs, etc. I have received

direct from Japan a large lot of Japanese Persimmon
Trees, of the choicest varieties. Fine Ornamenta: Trees

and a large lot of Flowering Plants, Orchids, etc , together

with a fine variety of Bulbs of Japanese Lillics. All of

which will be sold at as low rates as can be had elsewhere

in the State. For catalogue and further information, ad-

JAMES WATERS, 'Proprietor.

P. S. RUSSELL'S

Semi-Tropical Nurseries,

Riverside, San Bernardino Co , Cal.

100,000 Orange, Lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates Cata-

logue on application. P. O. Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,

San Bernardino County, Cal.

CAMELLIAS.
We offer a larire stock of very fine plants at from

$33 ti» $10O per IO0L For catalogue- of thesc
:
as well

as of

AZALEAS, RHODODENDRONS
And Evergreen Trees in great variety. Address

R B PARSONS & CO

,

Box 99, Flushing:, N. Y.

GRAPE CUTTINGS,
Seedless Sultana and Muscatel Gordo Bluer, the two

best varieties, at $2 per hundred. Johannisbcrg Riessling,

Zinfindcl and many other varieties at i*5 per thousand.

H. W. CRABB, OAKVILLE,
NAPA COUNTY, .... CALIFORNIA.

PEPPER'S NURSERIES.
Established in 1858.

For sale, a general assortment of Fruit Trees and Small
Fruits; Evergreen Trees and Shrubs in variety. Early
planting recommended. My Trees are gr-wn without irri-

gation; the wood is well ripened. 1 am prepared to fill

orders as soon as the rainy season commences. Cata-
logues and price list furnished on application. Address,

W. H PEPPER, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal.

FELTON'S WONDERFUL NEW BERRIES.

Sent safely by mail, 3,000 miles, at dozen rates, postage
free. Cikdkrklla anil Cuntinrntal Strawberries, !J2 per
dozen; Great American, $1 per dozen Early Pkolih*
and Rrlianck Raspberries, $3 per dozen. Hundreds of

other things cheap. Illustrated circular free to all.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
Ni rsertmen and Fruit Growers, Woonm ry, N. J.

FRUIT TREES.
Apple, Pear, Peach, Plum, (Quince, Crabs, Etc.

STOCKS, GRAFTS, Apple, Cherry, Crab, Pear, Etc.
EVERGREENS, Shade Trees, Shrubs, Fruit and

Flower Plates.

HEDGE PLANTS, Osage. Buckthorn. Honcv Locust, Etc.
GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, Splendid Novelties, Roses,

Verbenas, Carnation, Etc. For NEW CATALOGUES of
the BLOOM1NGTON (PH(ENI.Y) NURSERY, post free,

address WM. F. RAIRD (Trustee), Box 1, BLOOMING-
TON, ILLINOIS.

Seedsmen.

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in and

GROWERS OF SEEDS,
Keep Constantly on hand a complete stock of Vegetable

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS.
Also, Flowbrino .'lasts, Bi lbh, Frtit and

Ornamental Trkkh, Etc.

We cull attention of fanners and country merchants to

our unusually low prices All seeds warranted

fresh, pure and reliable. faFTrade

price list on application.

' We have just issued the most complete guide to the
Vegetable and Flower ( arden ever issued upon this coast.

It Is Handsomely Illustrated, and contains full descrip-
tions of Vegetables, Flowers, Grasses, Trees, etc., with
full instructions as to their culture; mailed free on appli-

cation.

SEVIN VINCENT &. CO.,

[ P. O. Box 1023.] 607 Sansome Street, S F.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving. NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY. SWEET

VERNAL, MEZoUITE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEwD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FoRESl and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

6. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street, - San Francisco.

My Annual Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed for 1878, rich in engravings, will be
sent FREE to all who apply. Customers oflast season need
not write for it. I offer one of the largest collections of veg-

etable seed ever sent out of any seed house in America, a

large portion of which were grown on my six seed farniB.

Printed direction* for Cultiratioii on each jtaekage. All

seel warranted to be both froth and true ti> name; so far,

that should it prove otherwise, / u-ill refill the order

(jratm. New Vegetables a Specialty. As the

original introducer of the Hubbard Squash, Phinney's
Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican Com, I offer sev-

eral new vegetables this season, and invite the patron-

age of nff who are anxinn* to hare their teed directly

from the groieer,freth, true, and of the very bent strain.

JAMES J H. GREGORY. Marblehead, Mass.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering

Bulbs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-

logues mailed to all applicants Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS, 34 Barclay Street, N. Y

CHUFA SEED FOR SALE.
EISEN BROS , 12 Stevenson St.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

s
ENT FREE on application BRIGGS it BRO.'S
Flower and Vegetable Catalogue. Our large crop*

enable us to SELL SEEDS LOW
ROCHESTER, N. Y , or CHICAGO, ILLS.

SEEDS GIVEN AWAY.
Ten choice varieties of Flower and Garden Seeds for

2f> cents, or five for 15 cents. Sample packet on receipt

of three cent stamp Mew York Seed Company, Box
S4fi, Buffalo, New York.

DALTON & GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

MIOLP.SALK IIKAI.KKH I.N

All Kinds of Country Produce.
404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco

tdf" Consignments Solicited Tfcl

Engraving done nt this office,
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Notice of Sale.

The property of the Alden Fruit and Vegetable Pre-

serving Company, situated in the town of Centerville,

Alameda County, California, must be sold before Feb-

ruary 23d, 1878.

The property consists of one acre of land, a three story

building, with shed and out-houses.

Three Alden Elevators, A Steam
Boiler, Steam Pump,

And the general fixtures needed for carrying on the bus-

iness of drying fruits and vegetables. Title perfect.

If not sold at private sale prior to February 23d, it will

on that day be sold at public auction to the highest cash

bidder. For further particulars, address

W. A. YATES, Sec'yC F. P. Co ,

Centerville, Cal.

GREAT ENTERPRISE!

-THE-

GRANGERS' RUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

DANIEL INMAN, (Prksident).

A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. GRAY.

JOHN LEVVELL1NG, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I. C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERIUSER
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

Grangers' Building', - 106 Davis Street, S. F.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

Winchester Repeating Rifle.

Sierra Flume& Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

lO Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses.

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and the

whole Coast can be supplied.

The Yellow Pine is firm, fine grained and superior to

any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,

and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while

the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of

purposes.
Last year thirty millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on

hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico,
Large orders can be filled on a dayB' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,

Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial

work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost

for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at less than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large

quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco—corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

THE CLIMATE OF CALIFORNIA.
A thoroughly studied and ably written treatise on this

subject by Hon. B. B. Redding, appears complete in the

Pacific Rural Press for January 26th, and also the Min-

ing and Scientific Press. Based upon facts, figures and
careful and extensive observations made in various parts

of the State on this important subject, it is a volume of

reliable information, interesting to every resident of the

State. The information is condensed in a paper read 1*-

fore the California Academy of Sciences, and is published

in the Press as read before that Society without any al-

terations or omissions. Extra copies, post-paid, 10 cents.

Address DEWEY & CO., Publishers, 202 Sansome Street,

San Francisco.

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce

Reference.—Tradesmen's National Ban*, N. Y. ; Ell

wanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra

mento, Cal. ; A. Lusk & Co. , San Francisco, Cal.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

MODEL 1873.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,
string measurlng frmn center of tar .

get to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, ^ a£ZTim*£*%
ot

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles

of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24 , 28, 28 , 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch

—

extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines,

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands

of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOB THE PACIFIC COAST.

Agricultural Articles.

CHOIRS,

Singing Schools and Societies

SHOULD USE

The Salutation ($12.00 per dozen), or Zion ($12 per

dozen), or The Encore ($7.50 per dozen), or Perkins'

Singing School ($6.75 per dozen), or Johnson's
Chorus Choir Instruction Book ($12 per dozen.

The first two are first-class Church Mus c Books, by L.

O. Emerson and W. O. Perkins, anil have full instructive

courses. The last three are fitted especially for Singing

Schools by the very best talent. Now for a spirited

Winter and Spline Singing Class!

Also give new interest to the year's practice, by getting

up one of our 40 CANTATAS, (send for circulars).

Five of them arc:

BELSIIAZZAR Butterficld, .$1.25.

DON MUNIO Dudley Buck, $1.50

JOSEPH'S BONDAGE Chadwick, $1.25

PRODIGAL SON Sullivan, $1.25

WALPURGIS NIGHT Mendelssohon, 80 cents.

Bclshazzar and Joseph's Bondage arc dramatized, and
arc splendid musical dramas.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO., BOSTON,

C. II. DITSON & CO., 843 Broadway, N. Y.

OFFICE—NICHOLL SLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Between Broadway and Wabhinutox.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

WANTED.
By a Scotchman and Wife -A situa-
tion to take charge of a ranch. The man thoroughly

understands farming, the care of a vineyard, stock raising,

or any work appertaining to a well conducted farm. The

woman is a thorough cook and housekeeper. The best of

reference will be given. Address office of Rbrai. Press.

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshire's.

Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and

Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are

guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,

and Los Angeles Cxty, Cal.

W. &. J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California

IMPORTERS AND HRERDERS OF

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE
Also, the finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

H. H a H.
H0KSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Rinohone, Spavin, Sweenev, CALLOUS
Lumps, and all OLD sores, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stiff

Joints, Bruises, Winiioalls, and all slight ailments, apply

a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,

and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self ReguUting Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the townB
and farming districts for

over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold

(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal
of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.

We are prepared to fill orders 101 u,n sizes, from a
PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

LAND PLASTER.
(SllLI'IIATK OF I. I'll i

THIS FERTILIZER IS ESPECIALLY WELL ADAPTED
TO CALIFORNIA LANDS AND CLIMATE, AND

IS DESTINED TO BE USED TO IM-

MENSE ADVANTAGE.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

In Bulk, $10 per ton; in Barrels, $12 50.

GOLDEN GATE PLASTER MILLS

LUCAS 6> CO,

Nos. 216 and 217 Main Street, San Francisco,

YOUK NAME printed on 50 mixed cards for 13c. 25 fun

cards 10c. CLINTON BROS., Clintonville, Conn.

ffiAHLSUN & WILLIAMSON'S
a
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r-
o
3E

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required

in the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.

Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the

shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves

govern the action .if . he Plow correctly. It has various

points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best

and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for

circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only ?<i), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a $40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 18
pounds and is simple
a id durable. For par-

ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St. , S. F.

THE IMPROVED.

Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That knits Hat, or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;

Knits a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows on' the toe;

Knits a sock or stocking complete;

Knits mittens of gloves of any size without seam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;

Knits the Double. Flat, or Fancy webs;

Knits an clastic sc:inicd *t it eh Suspender with button holes;

Knits tin' Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch, Fancy

Ribbed stitch; the Raised I'l.iid stitch, the Nubia stitch.

Shell stitch. I'liiuu" stitch. Tidy stitch, etc.

It is DOW the standard machine for iiiaiiiifiictunng. and tho

only family knitter that lills the bill. Local agents wanted.

Send for circulars to

J. J. PFISTER & CO , General Agents,

Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer In woolen yarns.

"40 SUTTER STREET, Boom 4(1, San Francisco.

NEW DINING
Rooms are exceedingly popular. The best

of everything on the tables.

Dinner furmshed nt the lo^

PALACE aS*"-* m
RESTAURANT,
NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F. "

CENTS, from live to eight V

try tho Palace

FIFTY
i Visitors to S. F. should

JOHN L. BOONE,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
PATENT LAW A SPECIALTY.

Okfick 202 Sansome Street, N. E. comer Pine Strcol,

San Francisco.
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SOLID CAST STEEL SHEEP SHEARS.
sozmhethunT a- istew.

Ball's Solid Cast Steel Sheep Shears

9A ;

111 Al

We Send Samples by Mail where they are not
Introduced, prepaid, on receipt of $1.25

Currency, or P. O. Stamps.

Every Shear Warranted.
ON EACH SHEAR IS A CLOTH TAG AS FOLLOWS:

This Solid Stkel Shear is

made expressly for Uakkh &
Hamilton, San Francisco and
Sacramento, Cab, who are
sole agents for the Pacific
Coast. If this Shear proves
defective, and is returned by
mail, with this card, they will

return you another free of

charge.

This Shear is

made from the
best Steel of our
own manufac-
ture; if it gives
satisfaction ask
for the same
brand again.

Notice See that this tag is on each Shear, none genu-
ine unless the tag is as above.

Wa rranted tlie Best and Cheapest in tlie W^orld.
Made from one solid piece of steel from point to point. They cannot be broken by use, either in the bow or at the junctions of shanks and blades.

They are as superior to every shear made upon the old principle as steel digging forks are to iron forks. They are unsurpassed for cheap-

ness, durability and utility, which one trial will suffice to prove beyond any doubt. They were only introduced last season, and their

increasing popularity is entirely due to their durability. We have testimonials sayirfg one pair has sheared 1,500 sheep.

BAKER k HAMILTON inform buyers that in future all Sheep Shears supplied by them for this market will have the Manufacturer's Trade Mark on one Blade, and the Registered

Number or |_LL*I on the other blade; and all Sheep Shears so marked may be relied on as being superior and much cheaper than any other Shear of any other make or brand. One trial

will prove this. Burgon & Ball, since January, 1874, have manufactured the Shears on their own premises solely from a special Steel of their own make. A'o Iron is used in any part of their

construction. The Bow being Steel dispenses with and saves the cost of Springs. As every pair of Shears are warranted and made accordingly, the price is naturally higher than if made

like other Shears for sale.

BALLS SOLID STEEL SHEEP SHEARS.
Size—5, 54, 6, 6A, 7 and 74 inches. S18 00

|
Ward & Payne's Shears

BUY THE BEST. THEY ARE THE CHEAPEST.
. . . $14 50

]
Robert Sorby's Shears.

BALL'S SOLID STEEL.
lis oo

Send $1.25 for sample of Ball's Solid Cast Stl'el Sheep Shear and you will be convinced that they are the best, cheapest and easiest Shear for the operator ever sold.

For Sale by all prominent Hardware Dealers on the Coast. Tf they do not keep them order direct from us.

BA K E It <Sr HAMILTON,
Nos. 9 to 15 J Stmt, Sacramento, Cal. Nos. 7 to 19 Front Street, San Francisco.

TZHZ.A.T HOG OIF"" HVH I UST IE .

Hill's Hog Ringer with Set Screws,$l

The Anti-Hog Rooter
Is the simplest, cheap-

est and most effectual

preventive ever used on

hogs to keep them from

rooting—and the only

"jewelry" which should

be thrown before swine.

They are easily applied,

and last forever.

PRICES.— Hill's Hog Ringer, $i each; Hill's Hog Holder or Tongs, $1.25

each; Hill's Coppered Hog Rings, $1 per one hundred. The
complete set by mail, prepaid, on receipt of $3.

LARGE DISCOUNT to WHOLESALE BUYERS in QUANTITIES
Hill's Hog Tongs, or Holders, $1 25.

THE ANTI-HOG ROOTER.
Single dozen 25 cts.

Single Gross $2 OO.

In Ringing Pigs or Hogs, place the upper point of the

ring in the center and iinmeiliateli/ hehind the rim on the animal's nose

not an;/ farther hack— and the bottom point down as far as possi-

ble on the eml of the nose. By this means the ring will be filled

when closed without injury to the animal; and fitting close, heals

quickly, and is not liable to be torn out. Will not collect and carry
trash.

Directions. I'lace the sized ring (hit is desired to be closed

in the ringer, and clo*e it; with the set-ecrew regulate the ap-

proach of the jaws BO that the points of the ring will pass each other

far enough for that, with the natural spring of the wire, when pres-

sure is removed the beveled points shall make a perfect joint.

Bfog Tamers, each £1.50. The Hog Tamer cuts the nose and is

very effectual. We sell large (piautities to hog raisers. It is esti-

mated that hogs fatten on five per cent, less feed, if prevented from

rooting.

Either of the above sent by mail, prepaid on
receipt of price.

TILTON'S PATENT CALF MUZZLE
The annexed cuts represent the TILTON PATENT CALF MUZZLES.

They are made of malleable iron and steel. Easily put in and a complete

preventive. Calves, etc., can be turned out without danger of sucking. Sam-

ples sent by mail on receipt of price in currency or stamps. Size for Calf,

75 CtS. each. Size for Yearling. $1,00.Open, Ready for Use. As It Appears Closed.

Wholesale Dealers in Hardware Sole Agents for Buffalo Pitts' Threshers, Ames' Straw and Wood Burning Threshing Engines,

Champion Reapers and Mowers, Case Single Gear Headers, Baxter's Engine, Burdick Hay Cutters, Etc., Etc.

cfe HAMI
Nos. 7 to 19 Front, and 109 to 111 Pine Sts, San Francisco.

TON,
Nos. 9 to 15 J Street, Sacramento-
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Planting Potatoes.

One of the most vexed points in potato grow-

ing is the handling of the seed tuber to gain the

best results. There have been experiments

enough, one would think, to determine all the

facts and to point out the be>t practice, but the
different re3ults from similar methods have been
so wide in the hands of different growers
that one is almost led to believe that

there is no law about it at all and that

successes and failures must be attributed

to other causes than the cutting of the

seed tuber. We have ourselves partici-

pated in experiments in which the seed

was cut in every different way or not at

all and the hill was charged with all

numbers of eyes, from one to all there

were in a whole potato, and the results

from all the different rows were tabulated
carefully, and yet the conclusions were
of little account because the results were
so similar. There are, however, experi-

ments on record in which the results in

each are distinct and different enough
and might teach something were it not
that, comparing one series of experiments
with another, one finds nothing but con-

tradictions. It is quite probable, how-
ever, that there is some right and wrong
about the number of eyes to put in each
hill and continued experiments may
bring it to light. It is matter of consid-

erable importance to the grower, espec-

ially when the grower is introducing ex-

pensive seed, to know which he will gain
the best results from, whether it be a
single eye, half the potato or the whole
of it to the hill.

A French agricultural journal, the
Basse-Cour, describes the result of some
experiments in potato growing recently

conducted by scientific men in Germany.
The principal conclusion to which these

sages have come seem to be two in num-
ber. The first of them is that the vigor

of the potato plant is always in direct

proportion to the weight of the tuber
used for sets, a theory which certainly

finds some support in common sense
alone, considering that the young shoots
for some time draw their sole nourish-

ment from the mother potato. The
second conclusion is that there is a great
variety in the productive power, not only
of different tubers, but also of different

eyes in the same potato. It is found
that the eyes at the top of the potato
produce a much more vigorous offspring

than those in the lower part, and the
consequence is that those agriculturists

who cut their potatoes in half before

planting them are not well advised in

cutting vertically, but should always
divide them horizontally, planting the
upper half and using the other as food for

cattle. But best plan of all is to plant

the tuber whole, cutting out, nevertheless,

all the eyes except those in the top part.

Experiments were conducted in a garden
soil by Prof. Gantz, the amount of crop
produced by several different settings of

potatoes being accurately estimated in

statistical tables. It appeared that from
tubers divided vertically, only five tons

were produced per acre, and from whole
potatoes, seven and a half tons. The
third sort were potatoes horizontally

divided, which are set down as nine and
three-quarter tons. In this particular,

however, some of the other professors do
not agree with Herr Gantz, but maintain
that, other things being equal, the whole
potatoes will always produce more than
halves, however cut. On the fourth result,

however, all agree, and that is, that the whole
potatoes from which the lower eyes have been
cut out, produce 11 J tons per acre, or more than
double the result by the sets first mentioned.

It would be well for some of our potato

Coffee in California.

It is a very muddy dish which our East-

ern contemporaries give to their readers when
they write of coffee in California. We have

several times stated especially for their bene-
fit that we have no plantations in this State
which are yielding untold profits—in fact,

cultural laity, for, after once stating the truth

of the matter, as it does in the writings of Mr.
Saunders, on page b'4 of the report of 187f>, it

issues a special pamphlet in 1877, in which it

steps back into the error that "in California

there is found growing in abundance a wild
coffee with many of the characteristics of the

cultivated plant." We may yet grow coffee

enough for all creation in California, but we

ANOTHER NEW STRAWBERRY THE CINDERELLA.

as far as we know, we have never had a

coffee plant ripen seed in the open air in this

State. The reason is because the importation

of plants and seeds for this purpose has been of

comparatively recent date, and the whole enter-

prise of coffee growing is altogether experi-

growers, who have taste for experimental kuowl-
|
mental as yet. The only results thus far gained

edge, to give a little ground to the verification

or refutation of these results. If all who do so
in this year's planting, which will be made ere
long, will send us their results, we shall be
pleased to compare them and make known
whatever significant facts they may declare.

are indications that the trees will grow in favor

ing localities. The fact is that our Eastern
friends are still stumbling over the Fra/nuvla,

which grows and fruits well on our foothills.

The Department of Agriculture at Washington
seems as much befogged as any one of the agri-

must have time to find it out for ourselves be-

fore our foreign friends will be safe in cutting

oil' supplies from the old regions.

Olives in Spain.— In notes on his travel! in

Spain, Bayard Taylor says: The olives are the

best in the world, and they seem to be eaten at

all hours. It is the custom in Andalusia, I

found, to hang a long deep basket or rather

wick ;r-bag—of olives to the saddle-bow in the

morning, and empty it during the day. They
are very cheap, and the oil they contain is an
excellent substitute for meat.

The Cinderella Strawberry.

The Cinderella strawberry, which we show in

the engraving on this page, is a colleague of the

Continental, of which we gave an illustration in

the Rural of December 29th last. Both berries

were originated by Mr. Felton, of New Jersey,

in his efforts to secure a variety which should
be an improvement on Wilson's Albany
seedling for the market and the table.

Mr. Felton has had good opportunity to

know what are desirable market qualities

in a berry, for he has a fruit stall of his

own in Spring Garden market, Philadel-

phia, in addition to his fruit farm in

New Jersey. The production of the

Continental and Cinderella strawberries

seems to have satisfied his needs in mar-
ket berries, and he has sold great quanti-

ties of them (one morning's sales to his

own private customers amounting to 500
quarts), and furnished them to other

dealers in wholesale lots. We have seen

^ testimonials from four fruit dealers in

the Spring Garden market to the effect

that these strawberries are decidedly the

best sold in Philadelphia. If we are

rightly informed, Mr. Felton does not
propagate the plants for sale, but has

given this trade to the nurserymen.
They are offered to our readers by Gib-

son & Bennett, of Woodbury, New Jer-

sey, to whom we are indebted for aid

in securing the handsome engravings

which we have presented.

The ( 'inderella berry is about one week
earlier than the Continental; its fruit

large, conical, regularly formed; color,

bright glossy scarlet, rendering it sur-

passingly beautiful and attractive in ap-

pearance; flesh very firm, witli a mild,

rich aromatic flavor; and indeed may be

said to combine all the essential excellen-

cies of a market and table fruit. Like the

Continental, its plants are of very vig-

orous and robust habit, run well and
multiply rapidly; foliage very heavy,

standing up from 10 to 15 inches above

the ground; fruit stalk very large and
strong, standing well up, showing the

blossoms and green fruit above the foli-

age; generally supporting the ripe fruit

up from the ground, but sometimes
bending under its unusual weight.

The illustration gives a good idea of

the berry, as it is made from a photo-

graph of fruit stems and leaves taken

from a single hill of the Cinderella

grown on Mr. Felton's farm.

The Prospects of the Territory.—
Arizona, says the Enterprise, is now
looked upon as the future great geo-

graphical division of our free and im-

mense Republic. And why ? Because

she is young, rich and open to ail who
are looking for something new—some
opening for business, some "work for

idle hands to do." It is known, all

over the Union, that Arizona is the pos-

sessor of inexhaustible supplies of tho

precious metals; that through her rich

territory more than one transcontinental

railroad is, ere long, likely to bo built;

that, when "railroads are built, the trade

of a large portion of Mexico will center

here. Not alone this: the people of Col-

orado, California, Utah, New Mexico and

a portion of Nevada will bo drawn
towards the great cities that are sure to

grow up here, on or near the line of the

grand trunk railroads which are to be.

Then will the rich valleys of the Colo-

rado, the Gila, Salt and other rivers bo

devoted to the production of cotton, corn,

oil, wine and fruits of every description;

then will her vast forests, her gold, silver, cop-

p6r, salt, coal and other mines be utilized. Her

pastoral lands will then teem with millions of

domestic animals, while along her streams,

factories will bo erected and run, making and

fabricating almost everything under the sun.

A kike in New York on Sunday, destroyed

two churches and from $500,000 to $1,000,000

of property. The Excelsior block, costing

$400,000, was destroyed.
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Correspondence,

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents—Eds.

Sherman Island.

Editors Press:—Until recently, there has

been, I think, little tule land in the State to

which reference has been more frequently made

than Sherman island. It has always been some-

thing of a standard of comparison by which the

late J. Ross Browne, and other writers, were

wont to estimate the probable cost of reclama-

tion work, and gauge the probable crop yield

when once brought under cultivation. It was

among the first tule lands in the State to be

brought out of its wild state and made produc-

tive. Dating back to 1801, when levee build-

ing was little understood and the effect of tides

and freshets was, for the most part, a matter of

conjecture, the reclamation of this island, up to

1875, marks the first epoch in the history of

reclamation and levee building in California.

Since 1875 dredging machines and improved
methods of construction have superseded the
earlier manner of building, reducing the cost

and insuring greater stability at the outset.

After passing through the discouragements of

floods, damaged and ruined crops and levee

assessments, and after growing into the knowl-
edge required in reclamation work, Sherman
Islanders remain to-day masters of the situation,

and are now the fortunate possessors of a fine

body of as fully reclaimed tule as can be found
in the Sacramento or San Joaquin rivers. The
levees have grown stronger by steady accretion,

until now when, except in the event of a great

flood like that of 1862, a break in the levee

might be considered the result of culpable negli-

gence. In such a district, one man's interest is

another's, and all are too keenly alive to those
interests to jeopardize them by neglecting proper
precautions. Trustees are appointed, who
"spot" weak places, if any, and repair them
each fall. Another source of security is to be
noted in the steadily increasing deposit of sedi-

ment each year forming banks and bars outside

the levees, with wider fringes of tules breaking
the force of the wash in windy weather. At
this point in the river, I should judge that the
continuous sediment deposit has been more ben-
eficial than otherwise, though nearer Sacramento
city, where the bulk of the debris settles, it is

an evil necessary to be averted as soon as pos-

sible.

The large scale on which recent reclamation
has been projected, and the skill and rapidity

with which it has been executed on Union,
Roberts and Grand islands, the large yield in

cereals reported from time to time in other dis-

tricts, and the fame of the rich orchards on Old
river, have latterly absorbed much attention.

The merits of Sherman island, though less

loudly trumpeted, are none the less real. Much
of the land on this island is farmed by Chinese,
who pay a cash rent of from flS to .$20 per acre
and find themselves in everything.

The largest landholder is .1. M. Upham, who
owns about 2,000 acres, with two large ware-
houses, a wharf, store and hotel, a saloon, black-
smith shop, and several dwelling houses. The
warehouses were both filled this season to their

utmost capacity with hay, grain, potatoes,
onions, beans, etc., and much still remains on
hand. Messrs. Boggs & Jordon own a fine ranch
of some 800 acres, much of it laid down in

alfalfa and fenced, with numerous outbuildings,
affording ample room for the shelter of stock,
the storing of hay, straw and tools; the whole
place wearing an air of thrift and good manage-
ment. Among other fine ranches on the island
is one of 500 acres, finely situated, at the upper
end of the island. Mr. Upham lias rebuilt the
house during the past summer, nicely furnished
it, and added various other handsome improve-
ments.
The actual sales during the last 18 months

are as follows, and the purchasers are, viz: J.

H. Baker, 250 acres; O. A. Lindsay, 101; Mr.
Sanborn, 250; B. Palmer,100; Mr. Brand. 186;
Hanson Bros., 42. The price has ranged from
$43 to §60 per acre; in a few sales of small
ieces and building lots the sales were at higher
gures.

Adaptations of the Island.

Sherman island is not one which the cultiva-
tion of cereals will prove largely profitable; it is

not_an island on which orcharding can ever be
more than a subordinate iuterest. Nevertheless
it has resouroes of unusual value and in the line
of its adaptations to certain products and spec-
ial branches of farming there lies a rich and
successful future. Its situation not far distant
from San Francisco county, the soft, yielding
turf, cool and moist; the rich and rapid growth
of alfalfa, and the certainty and the ease with
which it can bo irrigated; the facilities afforded
for safe and ready transportation by four lines
of steamers which touch daily at the island,
makes it the best pasture land that can be ob-
tained for horses and especially those driven
over the rough pavements of San Francisco.
Over 300 horses were at one time pastured here
last summer by Messrs. Boggs & Jordan, Big-
low & Huston. Some of the best stock in the
State comes up here and never fails to return
recruited and improved. Pasturage is one
business for which the island is well adapted
and one which will surely grow in the future.

Though orchard fruits cannot be grown here
of such superiority as to warrant cultivation for

profit, an abundance of very good fruit can be
grown for home use. It is an excellent loca-

tion for the growth of nursery stock, as a
large variety of choice grafted and thrifty

young nursery trees grown by Doctor D. G.
Perry will testify. I doubt if there are any
localities in the State where blackberries can be
more successfully grown than on this island.

Plenty of water can lie supplied, and the soil is

peculiarly adapted to their growth. The yield

is from 10,000 to 18,000 pounds per acre, ac-

cording to soil and cultivation. Strawberries
also do well. Few berries are as yet grown here,

but the ease with which they may be success-

fully grown and marketed would seem to indi-

cate that they will become an important feature

at some future day.

The fine onions grown here are too well

known to require comment. About 75 acres

were sown and harvested here last season, yield-

ing from 200 to 400 sacks per acre. Something
like 170,000 sacks of potatoes were raised here

last season, and so many have been shipped
from Fmmaton that that place has received the
sobriquet of "Spudtown" from the boatmen.

Growth of Alfalfa.

Alfalfa is the product that promises most for

the island. The points in favor of its produc-
tion are: 1. Its large and abundant yield of

from six to eight tons per acre, under suitable

circumstances. 2. The ease with wltich it can
be irrigated at any time and in any season.

3. Cheap transportation by water from the
banks of each ranch. 4. The variety of ways
in which alfalfa can be turned to account for

profit, as in dairying, pasturing, stock raising,

and for hay. Twelve hundred acres are seeded to

alfalfa now, and yielded last season from three

to five cuttings. Of this, Messrs. Boggs & Jor-

dan own 600 acres, which last year carried 100
pasture horses, the ranch teams and many
sheep, hogs, and a small dairy of cows, and
yielded besides, many tons of hay for shipment.
The hay shipped from the island is better than
the average, and brings the top price in the
San Francisco market. When cured with the

care given it on this ranch, it is eagerly sought
after in market by those whose experience in

feeding it has taught them to discriminate be-

tween good and bad alfalfa, instead of dealing
wholesale condemnation to all hay bearing the

name. There is as much difference between good
alfalfa hay and the poor brands that go into

the market as there is between good hay and
worthless weeds. The alfalfa grown on Sher-

man island is finer and more slender in its

growth and less woody than any 1 have seen,

except, perhaps, that of Brannan, Staten and
Andros islands, in which the soil and moisture

are about the same. Again, the climate of

Sherman island is cooler by several degrees, and
the hay when carefully cured, is less brittle,

and retains the leaf better than that grown in a
very warm climate, l'lenty of water is an im-
portant factor in the production of good hay.

The time to irrigate is immediately after the

crop is removed from the field, after which the
succeeding crop springs up vigorously, yielding

another cutting in from six to seven weeks.
Irrigation is from the river, and the water is let

into the ditches inside the levee and is con-

ducted thence to the fields in ditches of from
two to four feet in depth and distributed over
the ground in shallow laterals, a foot deep and
from four to five rods apart, the water seeping
just under the surface. Flooding is always
avoided, as it scalds the plant in warm weather.
With careful management hay can be putinto

market at from $5.50 to $6 per ton.

Dairying,

In connection with swine raising should at no
distant day, be the leading interest on this isl-

and. The strong advantages which it pos-

sesses for dairying are, viz: excellent facilities

for irrigation, its climate, the large variety of

food products which can be grown on this land
for dairy stock witli green fodder the year
round.

Irrigation is of the greatest importance in giv-

ing permanence to meadows, by preserving the
fertile properties of the soil. This is well known
and acknowledged wherever it is practiced.

Those who here contemplate irrigation are not
obliged to incur the expense of a survey, of dams,
headworks,and a long line of canals on one hand,
or a water rent of :*1 or §1.00 per acre on the other.

By damming the inside ditch next the levee on
on the boundary line of each ranch each farmer
has control of all the water requisite to his

needs, and can use it at such times as may best
suit his own convenience.
The climate is very favorable to dairying and

to dairy stock. The trade-winds blow regu-
larly in summer, and the climate, though" piite

warm, never reaches the excessive heat of the
interior or experiences the capricious variable-
ness of midday heat, with the cool raw morn-
ings and evenings known on many parts of the
coast. The thermometer ranges in the hottest
days of summer from 90° to occasionally 106'

in the shade, the nights are invariably cool.

Frost in December and January favor but a
slow growth of vegetation. It is severest in
those months, though occurring sometimes
much earlier as well as later. In some parts of
the State within the range where fogs prevail,
the climate is what milkmen call "sour," and
milk exhibits some unaccountable freaks in its

keeping qualities in the face of the best care.
Fog is rarely seen here and none of its ill effects
are experienced.

Alfalfa holds the front rank here in popular
favor, though whether by merit . or usurpation

remains to be determined. I believe its merits
will hold it in its present position above others.

Its chief value is its large yield and its nutri-

tious qualities for grazing and hay. The great-

est objection that can be urged against it is that

it does not form a first-rate sod and that horses

and cattle tread it out considerably on the
softer ground and in wet weather. Experi-
ments will be made the comimg season with
Australian rye grass; this grass is believed to

be will adapted to the wants of island pasture,

and is noted for a heavy sod. A few tufts

growing near a ditch on the Sacramento side

seems to thrive as well as any grass yet intro-

duced. Red clover does well and is esteemed
the best plant for wet situations.

Comparatively little dairying has yet been
carried on on Sherman island, but enough has
been done to show that profits await those who
undertake it. Lyman Ayers, recently removed
from the island to Sonoma county, owned a
dairy of upwards of 60 cows last season. Messrs.

Biglow comes next with some 30 cows, and P. H.
Boggs has another a little smaller. One of the

most important advantages which dairymen
here possess lies in the abundance of green fod-

der, which grows at the season when the coast

counties have the least, and when butter com-
mands the highest price in market. To secure
the fullest advantage of these circumstances it

is the practice of dairymen to bring their cows
due with calf the fore part of summer, and thus
get the largest How of milk when prices are

best. This is no slight advantage in its pecuni-

ary results and as benefits the health of the
stock.

,

That the present practice of subsisting cows
by pasturing is most judicious and profitable, I

do not believe. Fodder can be produced here
in endless variety and luxurious abundance, and
on land which will double in value at the end
of the next decade, green soiling must soon suc-

ceed the present system. The features which
best recommend soiling, besides the saving in

land and fencing, are the quiet and comfort in-

sured to cows, the large increase in milk, and
the greater permanence of pasture. By soiling

at least four head can be kept where one can
now. Alfalfa, green sowed corn, cabbage, squash
and beets, all yield heavily here, and are varie-

ties which cannot be excelled for this purpose.

Alfalfa may be cut eight months in the year,

corn five months, while cabbage and squash
may be used in the winter months, with beets

then or in the spring. Such a programme
marked out and followed would secure the best

results in point of profit, health and close, ex-

act management.
Cheap transportation, and the good order in

which butter arrives in market, are further rec-

ommendations in favor of dairying interests in

this place. The experiment of growing chufa
is likely to be tried this season, and if it will

succeed here as well as it is said to do elsewhere,

it will largely augment the profits from swine.

In concluding an article already too long, I

wish to speak of the milk business as one that

is not unlikely to come into prominence here at

some day. It is a place that cannot be excelled

for the production of milk in large quantities,

and its keeping qualities are supposed to be
better than on the coast, where now most largely

produced. The most rigid competition exists

among milkmen now, and he who undertakes to

establish a wholesale business or a route suc-

cessfully will have need of unusual business

capacity and a thorough comprehension of the

difficulties to be met and overcome. The whole
question lies in timely transportation. A little

inquiry has elicited the fact that nothing can be

done now in the business unless among hotels

and restaurants. Transportation would come
at the rate of seven or eight cents per three-

gallon can, and milk could be sent into San
Francisco by the Stockton line of boats, which
touch at the island at from 1) to 11 o'clock p. m.,

arriving in the city at 3 or 4 o'clock the next
morning. But one service a day can be used for

families with the existing lines of transporta-

tion, consequently no business can be built up
among them; but when the railroad is built

above Antioch arrangements may perhaps be

made for sending it in refrigerator cars that will

prove satisfactory. H. Eucene II.

Sherman Island, Feb. llth, '78.

What a Paternal Government Does for

the Farmer.

EDITORS Press:—Among the tutelary deities

of the nation, whose Olympus is in Washington,

there is one to whose care the farmers of Amer-

ica are especially confided. I believe some

" General " usually presides over what is com-

monly known as the Agricultural Bureau. By

this Bureau it is supposed that publicity is

given to certain facts and theories that were

already public and a few parcels of seeds are

sown sparingly among farmers. The Oovern-

ment thus signifies its benevolence towards the

agricultural community and its desire to encour-

age those interested to obtain and cultivate the

best of plants. It also professes to allow seeds

to be received through the mails from foreign

countries at the rate of four cents per pound.

So far, good! But when I endeavor to avail

myself of these beno'volences of the ( iovernment,

by sending where I know I can get the best

kinds of seed, I receive, instead of my packages

of seed, a polite note from the custom officer,

demanding about double retail price for some
confiscated package of seed, taken from the

mails on entering the paternal Government's

domains. Thus the offer of the use of the
mail-bags to enable us to obtain seeds we want
is nullified. So the farmer, who is patted on
the head and given a packet of seed by the
General presiding over agriculture, is rudely
handled by the head of the customs' department
when he endeavors to be independent and help
himself. And, as usual, some one fattens at
the farmers expense.
Compare the catalogues of Canadian seeds-

men and American seedsmen. Why are the
prices of the latter triple those of the former ?

Certainly not that the seeds are superior nor
that labor is higher in Massachusetts than
in Toronto. Simply that the paternal Govern-
ment recoups itself for its free distribution and
its provision for the agricultural "General " by
" protecting" the seedsman in overcharging the
farmer.

It is time farmers understood that "protec-
tion" means this: "Yes." says paternal Gov-
ernment, "you can send your wheat to the best
market, but when your goods come back in ex-
change, we will take our share. Instead of a
yard of cloth for your bag of wheat, you shall
have but half a yard and we will pocket the
balance."

Whoever else may profit by " protection," to
the farmer it is a dead incubus. Let's have
free trade in seeds and the Agricultural Bureau
can stop the free lunch. Euwu. Berwick.

Monterey, Cal.

The Labor Problem.

Editors Press:—Every paper and every in-

dividual has something to say of the hard

times and the remedy. Why is it that few or

none present the true cause, and only possible

cause? We are confronted with these facts:

That a greater number of men are unwillingly

idle than ever before known; that this state of

things is confined to no country; and that it

grows steadily worse. There can be but one

reason: that there is less work than formerly

for men to do. The introduction of steam and

labor-saving machinery has wrought a funda-

mental change in human society. Until some

forty years ago the numlier of pair of hands

was just equal to the number of mouths, but
now nearly one-third of these hands have been
superseded by iron ones which have no mouths
to feed. The same old earth yields the same
corn and oil as of old, but one-third her best
and bravest go hungry. Her best—for the
people that were foremost in inventions and
progress now suffer the most. Ought this to be?

If it is the inevitable result of machinery, both
humanity and self-ijreservation will compel us
to break up our looms and engines and go back
to the old way; but this will not be, for there
is a better way. F'ormerly three men worked
12 hours and did a certain work. Now steam
and two men iu same time do the same work,
while the third man is idle and has to be sup-
ported by the other two. There is but one
remedy. Let the three men work with steam
the eight or nine hours necessary to accomplish
the work. Or simply, reduce the hours of la-

bor by law till all may have a chance to work;
and then come down heavily on all idlers.

What work there is mutt be divided among all,

if we are ever to see prosperous times again.

There is onother way of looking at it. Edu-
cation demands leisure. The corner-stone of

popular government is popular education. How
can those who are overworked or those who are

starving achieve any culture ? Human prog-
ress is progress in knowledge, and this progress
demands more and more leisure and conse-

quently more and more dominion over nature
to afford that leisure. So the invention of

labor-saving machinery is necessary to advanc-
ing civilization—a permanent civilization, that
of the masses. But we must take a new de-

parture. As fast as machinery gives leisure,

divide that leisure equally among all. Again :

there is no limit to the multiplication of en-

gines. Already one man in three is idle and
the whole world feels the burden. Soon one
man in two will be idle and starving; then two
in three. Then what ? Let us be warned in

time. We are already on the brink of a revo-

lution, and it cannot lie averted. Revolutions
never go backward. The efforts of all true

men should be to render it peaceful and speedy.

W. S. Prosser.
Auburn, Feb. 10th, 1878.

Labor Notes.

Kintors Press:—It has been a source of no

little pique to the writer to ihave some of our

most noted journals declare that we have a sur-

plus of laboring men and women in this State,

only now needing persons of more or less capi-

tal to develop our many resources. It appears

to me this is only another and polite way of

saying to those thrifty people who have suffi-

cient energy, industry and economy to. have

saved a portion of their earnings that there

are many lazy good-for-nothing louts here who
will take your money as fast as you are pleased

to let them l»ave it, and are willing to do little

or nothing in return. As for real good, lively,

energetic, trustworthy men and women, either

villi or without money, the State has never had

enough of them, nor will it have so long as per-

sons wishiug laborors have to pay Chinamen
one-fourth to one-half more, and Europeans
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twice as much as the same labor commands in

the Atlantic States. There the usual price is

$15 per month for the man, and $6 to $8 for

woman, board and lodging added. Here to offer

these prices would be an insult; and that where
clothing is equally cheap, and no valid reason
why more should be expected. In Wisconsin I

have known men to cut sugar maple, oak beech,

ash, etc. , into four-foot cord wood for 37i cents

per cord. For any work other than harvesting

75 cents was the regular day,s wages, while for

swinging f?he cradle, scythe, binding etc., $1 or

$1.25 was all that was given or expected, and
the hired girl did the cooking a whole week for

$1.50—all this where a Chinaman was never
seen. Here we have to pay $1 for cutting the
wood, $5 for the girl's week's work, $30 for the
man's, and $20 or $25 for the Celestial.

Now, the true and only proper solution of the

present labor question is to equalize the wages
all over these United States, and make every
able-bodied person pay with money or labor for

whatever he has. The tramp is a nuisance, a

creation of laziness, a child of idleness, who
will die as soon as a proper public opinion is

built up against him, and from that comes the

law making it a crime to beg.

The really needy are well provided for in the
county infirmaries. All others should work
hard 12 hours a day, for their board, if need be
until such discipline makes them worthy of some
pay, and their good work and care for an employ
er's things attracts attention to them, so their

services will command a price. In this State we
could well afford to put thousands on thousands
of men and women to work providing there was
any surety that they would labor faithfully and
for a reasonable price—one that corresponds

with Eastern labor prices. Say to the world
we want real thorough-going, active, energetic

men and women, without any money, who are

able and willing to work, and in my next notes

they will be told how to make a comparatively
easy living from our State, and lay by enough
to insure them a sufficiency in old age.

W.
Boulder Creek, Santa Cruz Co. , Cal.

TffE VlNEy^D.

Throwing' Grapes Before Swine.

Editors Press:—In reply to your inquiry

in a recent issue of the Press, I have gathered

the following statement from Mr. James Hoi

land, of our city, giving the net proceeds on

his experiment of pigs vs. grapes. I will state

that many of his grapes were of foreign variety
and at the time that he put his shoats in his

vineyard these grapes were dried on the vines
The rest were native. So in averaging the
number of pounds each vine had, I put it at 40
pounds. I doubt if it would reach that, still

I want to show how Mr. Pigship gained (if the
odds were against him) out of four acres. The
four acres contained 2,720 vines, and these
yielded, at 40 pounds each, 108,800 pounds, or
about 54^ tons at $10 per ton, the ruling price

for grapes delivered, would amount to $545.
Instead of selling them at this price, Mr. Hol-
land turned in 50 shoats which weighed, when
put in, 75 pounds each. When they were
taken out at the end of three and a half months
they weighed 175 pounds each. The gain
therefore was 100 pounds each, or on the 50 it

was 5,000 pounds of pork. This at nine cents
per pound amounted to $450, which was the
value gained for the grapes. The probable
amount which would have been gained
by marketing was $545 for the crop. The pigs
yielded $450 and did their own picking, boxing,
drawing, etc.

To learn how much the pigs gained each day
on grape diet divide 5,000 by 105, the number of

days they were in, and gives 47. 65 pounds, or a
little less than one pound per day for each pig.

Incidents.

This was in the fall of 1876. Mr. Holland
left for the East in September. His shoats
were China and Suffolk mixed, and he gave in-

struction to have them put in the vineyard
during his absence. He returned in December
and was shown his shoats; but declared in toto
they were not his. Had they not been in en-

closure, no argument could have changed his

opinion.

His relative, who had them in charge, stated
it was amusing to see the pigs climb on the
vine and haul in the grapes. When filled they
would go no farther, but drop under the vine,

give a good puff and sleep till hunger awoke
them.
There is nothing like well bred hogs with

good living and sweet pork. They are not like

your long, lank, broad side, snout-digging crea-

ture. How much ease and no expense the
owner has when his hogs gather his grapes,
drink his wine and fatten their ribs. Labor is

saved, the soil fertilized, while the owner is oil' on
other duty, pleasure and ease. Who would not
raise grapes for Mr. Pig when he is so accom-
modating, and when he has done all this you
must go and cut his throat for the good he has
done. Alas, poor Piggie! Geo. Rich.

Sacramento, Cal.

Northern Exploration.—The Hutch are
fitting up a vessel to engage in the exploration
of the waters of Spitzbergen and Barentz next
summer. Recent discoveries in these waters
make it probable that this expedition will have
a commercial value. ,

Dairy Practice in Humboldt County.

Editors Press:—It is a long time since I

have attempted to give the readers of the Press
a little of my experience. I have read all the

proceedings of the dairymen's meetings, as pub-

lished in the Press, with great relish, and, if

you will allow me a little space, I will state a

few points in the treatment of cattle and grasses

that Messrs. Steele, Sueath and others have not

mentioned.

First, I hold it to be essential, when sowing

grass for pasture, to sow three or four kinds of

grass seed, for we know that cattle like a variety

of food as much as we do, and they will thrive
much better when they can get mixed grasses.

Second, I believe it is better to divide our
pastures and change the cattle at least once in

two weeks from one field to the other. Those
who have never tried this plan do not know the
benefits both to the cows and the fields. It

gives the grass a better chance to live and the
cows will fairly laugh when they see you open
the gate. I have three small fields, and, by
this system of changing, my cows do better and
give more milk and butter than those kept in a
large field all the time.

I sow orchard grass and red clover with a
little timothy. We have a native rye grass
here that makes very good feed and good hay.
This rye grass made its appearance upon our
wet lands about 12 years ago, and is still

spreading.

Dairymen and stockmen all want to keep too
much stock and so they kill their best grasses
by feeding too close. Would any man expect a
tree to live with every leaf picked from it ? No.
Why then expect grass to grow when they give
it no chance to breathe ?

By sowing mixed grasses, we get a greater
yield. I have made hay of pure orchard grass

and pure timothy that only yielded three tons
per acre. The last grass that I made into hay
was orchard grass, timothy, blue grass, red
clover and English rib-grass, mixed, and it

yielded six tons per acre, cut the 5th of June.
The orchard grass was in bloom, the timothy
just showing its head and clover partly in

bloom. Some of the orchard grass was six feet

three inches high.

The question is often asked, how can we
regenerate our worn out pastures ? My plan is

to fertilize and sow fresh seed. If this cannot
be done, then divide the pasture and allow a
part to go to seed each year. It is not a great
loss, for, after the grass has cast its seed, we
have good fall and winter feed and the dead
grass fertilizes the land.

If we want good feed for our cows, we must
keep horses, sheep and hogs out of the pasture.

Any of these will starve the cows to depth.

Now, about the yield of milk from mixed
grasses. All I say is that I have no fancy cows
or any improved stock, but I have some cows
tint give 20 quarts per day on good grass.

Last week, I weighed the milk from two cows.
A very small cow gave 33i pounds, a larger

one gave 36 pounds. This in the middle of

winter, with very little grass. I feed the yel-

low globe beets and oat straw.

James Smith.
Ferndale, Humboldt Co., Cal.

[This is a good letter and full of suggestive

topics. We should like to hear from all our

dairy readers.

—

Eds. Press.]

Dairy Literature.

No specialty of agriculture has so rich a lit-

erature, whether it be judged from a scientific

or practical point of view, as the dairy. The
volumes of reports issued by the numerous

dairymen's asociations of the Eastern States

and Canada would make a small library of

themselves, and the truths which have been

made generally known through these avenues

has resulted in the wonderful growth of the in-

dustry and the improvement of its practices.

This literature is growing continually, and each

year's additions show that there is still field for

the pens of earnest, thoughtful writers, both in

the science and practice of the industry. These
remarks are called forth by two published

reports which have come to hand during the

present week. One is the 8th annual report of

the Vermont Dairymen's Association, of which
Mr. O. S. Bliss, of Ceorgia, Vermont, is Secre-

tary. Secretary Bliss is one of the most in-

defatigable laborers in the field of dairy prog-

ress, Whom it is our pleasure to know. J low
well he has succeeded in building up the as-

sociation with which he is connected, may be

seen in the fact, that its meetings are attended
by well nigh 500 interested speakers and list-

eners. His latest report is a pamphlet of nearly

200 pages. It contains the full record of the
meetings which have been held during the year,

at which the whole business of dairying in the
Green Mountain State, and the principles whicli

underlie successful dairying everywhere, were
fully discussed. There were 15 stated addresses

and lecturers, and notes of the discussions

which they elicited. Besides these there is

much wisely selected matter of direct dairy

value. The report is a very ably one, and an
honor to the association from which it emanates.
Another report which we esteem highly is

that of Mr. H. F. Moore, honorable Secre-
tary of the British Dairy Farmers' Association.
Mr. Moore is associate editor of the London
A yrieultural Gazette, a sterling journal, and to
his intelligent and continued effort is mainly
due the English organization of dairy fanners
for their own improvement and advancement.
The first number of the Journal of this organi-
zation, is a handsome quarto pamphlet of 100
pages. It contains, among other valuable pa-
pers, one by Dr. Voelcker, the eminent agri-

cultural chemist, which reviews the practice of
cheese-making in a most pointed and suggestive
manner. There is also an able report upon
dairy methods in Germany, by Prof. Sheldon of

the Royal Agricultural College, at Cirencester.
Other articles and addresses relate chiefly to
dairy practices in England, and the report isem-
bellished with engravings of English prize cows.
The whole pamphlet forms a valuable addition
to dairy literature, and is the forerunner of a
noble series, we have full faith.

These standard reports are of the kind which
we hope, ere long to see issued by the California
Dairymen's Association. The dairy interest of

this coast should certainly assume the prom
inence both in literature and the estimation of

the people which its magnitude merits. This can
be done by all the dairymen of the State be-

coming members-of the association and contri-

buting their varied experience to the interest of

its meetings, There are a hundred topics
which our dairymen should discuss together,
and exchange views upon. We hope the meet-
ing next October will show that this fact is gen-
erally accepted.

Aroma of Butter.—A Silesian farmer sus-

pends in his empty churn a calico bag, filled

with fragrant herbs, keeping the churn carefully

closed. At churning time he substitutes four
smaller bags, attaching one to each of the beat
ei's of the ehurn. He thus communicates to the

butter an aroma as delicate as if the cows had
pastured in meadows most highly favored by
nature.

Plok\icUltUe^e.

Analysis of Colored Leaves.

Prof. A. H. Church, of the Royal Agricult
ural CVlege at Cirencester, England, in the
course of some investigations concerning chloro

phyll (the green coloring matter of plants) was
led to look into the chemical composition of the
different parts of variegated leaves, and the re

suits he has reached, and which are reviewed
in the Journal of Chemistry, are exceedingly
interesting. The experiments were made upon
three plants, having green leaves variegated
with white patches, or bearing both green and
white leaves* a maple (Acer negomlo), an ivy

(Hedera. helix), and a holly (Ilex aquifolium).

The leaves were carefully gathered without the
use of knife or scissors, and were put into

weighed bottles so that no moisture could be
lost on the way to the laboratory. Such leaves

only were taken as could be fairly compared in

age and state of growth. The water, the com-
bustible or volatile matter, and the ash were
first determined; and the following are the tab
nlated results:

Maple.

White. Green.
Water 82.83 72.70
Or. mat'r 15.15 24.22
Ash 2.02 3.08

Holly. Ivy.

White.
74.14

28. <!(i

2.20

fireen. White. Green
02.83 78.88 08.13
35.41 1S.74 31.63

2.47 2.38 2.24

The watery character of the white leaves, and
their comparative poverty in combustible or so

called "organic" constituents, is very marked.
The fresh green leaves of all three plants con-

tained about one-third more solid matter than
the white leaves. The mineral matter or ash,

when not absolutely more abundant in the
white leaves, forms a larger part of their dry
matter.

Of the matters soluble in ether, including

wax or fat, resin, chlorophyll, and several other

organic compounds, fresh white ivy leaves con-

tained 1.29%, the green giving 3.27%. Sim-
ilarly, white holly leaves contained 1.75%, and
grcenholly 2.54%.

Even more remarkable differences in com-
position between white and green leaves were
noticed on submitting the ashes of the several

plants t<> quantitative analysis. It was observed
that in the ash of all three plants there is the

same kind of difference between the white and
green parts. In the ash of the white parts

potash abounds, and in the ash of the green
parts lime; while in the ash of the white parts

there is invariably a higher proportion of phos-

phates than in that of the green. There if,

however, no indication that the presence, of

chlorophyll in the green parts involves a higher

proportion of iron.

The experiments suggest an explanation of

certain facts in the cultivation of variegated

plants which have hitherto been inexplicable;

as, for instance, that in some calcareous soils

many such plants quickly revert to their normal
green state.

TELEPHONES will soon be within the reach of

all. At no distant day every family will have
one of its own. True, you can't get a good one
n this country, now for much less than $50, but

Hoe\Tic^ lT^1e '

The Diospyros Kaki.

Editors Press:—I wish simply to say^that,
in a former article, I intended to give some gen-
eral information in regard to the above fruit,

believing it to be important to all parties that
the facts concerning it should be known. I am
also confident that such information will be
welcomed and will in no way "disparage" or

injure "honorable competition."

The statements were made from four years'

personal acquaintance with the fruit in Japan
and also from consultation with the best author-

ities. As there are so many varieties of the

Japanese persimmon that are small and worth-
less (and it is claimed that seedlings generally
are such), it seems desirable that both purchas-
ers and dealers should be fully acquainted with
their leading characteristics.

I have seen a poster or circular issued by
Messrs. Shinn & Co., which represents five
varieties of the fruit. Not one of the Japanese
names is given correctly, and Mr. Shinn himself
changes each one that occurs in his recent arti-
cle on the subject. Yet he criticizes my nomen-
clature and claims to have full confidence that
his is the true one.

J have eaten the persimmon at Kioto, and
am familiar with the varieties found in the
Yokohama market, but I have never met a seed-
less fruit like the one represented in the circular
referred to. Good authorities state, also, that
no such is to be obtained.

My judgment in regard to the matter is also
confirmed by having seen on the trees imported
by Mr. Shinn the name of a well-known,
many-seeded and astringent variety. It is the
minogaki or minodzuru, specimens of which I

have now in my possession.

The so-called "Seedless" is not the Imperial,
as Mr. Shinn claims; nor is the alimony the
largest -variety, as has been elsewhere stated.

Since your correspondent can neither give the
true name or description of the fruit, it is evi-
dent that he is hardly qualified to criticize or
enlighten others. The claim that he is the
pioneer in the enterprise is disputed by other
and equally reliable parties. I write, wishing
success to every honorable and laudable enter-
prise. • Henry Loomis.

Orange Culture Among the Foothills.

Editors Press:—I made a promise some time

ago to a correspondent from the orange groves

of Los Angeles, that I would give, through the

Rural, my opinion as to the capacity of the

foothills for orange culture. Since then I have

gathered a few facts—pro and con—which I

will briefly sum up. Orange trees were planted

in this county—Tuolumne—as early as 1853 or

1854, by Capt. Smart, of Jacksonville. Tho

venture proved a success, until the garden

passed into other hands; and was finally de-

stroyed by being mined up by Chinamen.

Large orange trees were cut down and cast

aside. The roots of a few were set out in a
neighboring garden, some of which have been
in bearing ever since. Orange culturo has sel-

dom been followed here for profit. Many have
planted one or two trees as an experiment or

ornament, and those who have taken care of

their venture have been well repaid. One
reason for not engaging extensively in orange

and lemon culture is owing to the length of

time required for remuneration. Peach, apple,

pear and plums offer a richer reward in tho

near future. If a good nursery were convenient

it might be different. Many would purchaso

and plant if young, budded trees were brought
to their notice. One tree—belonging to a
Frenchman a few miles from my place- bote

170 oranges this season and only 24 the proceed-

ing year, being a young tree. The increase

seems encouraging. The fruit was above tho

average size and of a delicious flavor; neither

sour nor sweet, but a pleasant mixture.

The frost would be the only enemy to its

proper dcvclopcment and extensive cultivation.

But very few eases of killing by that means are

on record. If those engaged extensively in

cultivating the orange prove successful, a few

years will see the hillsides covered with orango

trees. If they prove to be of the same quality

as the Frenchman's, the foothill orange will be

in as much demand as our uncqualed peaches,

apples and grapes.

There is something peculiar in our atmos-

phere to give a richness to all fruit grapes and
wine in all its varieties. Those having orango

orchards should see that the demand of the foot-

hill region is supplied, for surely the proper in-

troduction of the fruit would create a market
rofitablo to all concerned. There is health as

well as wealth in the orango and lemon, and
those who cultivate the most are the best friends

to society. John Taylor.
Mount Pleasant, Tuolumno Co., Cal.

Almond Stocks.— .1. II. Reed writes to tho

Russian River Flag as follows: "With refer-

ence to budding peaches or plums on almond
trees, J have tried it repeatedly and success-

they are selling in London at $8 apiece, with fully, such buds producing as fine fruit as tho

a downward tendency in the price.
|
trees from which they were taken."
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Correspondence,

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents—Eds.

Sherman Island.

Editors Press:—Until recently, there has

been, I think, little tnle land in the State to

which reference has been more frequently made

than Sherman island. It has alw ays been some-

thing of a standard of comparison by which the

late J. Ross Browne, and other writers, were

wont to estimate the probable cost of reclama-

tion work, and gauge the probable crop yield

when once brought under cultivation. It was

among the first tule lands in the State to be

brought out of its wild state and made produc-

tive. Dating back to 1861, when levee build-

ing was little understood and the effect of tides

and freshets was, for the most part, a matter of

conjecture, the reclamation of this island, up to

1875, marks the first epoch in the history of

reclamation and levee building in California.

Since 1875 dredging machines and improved
methods of construction have superseded the

earlier manner of building, reducing the cost

and insuring greater stability at the outset.

After passing through the discouragements of

floods, damaged and ruined crops and levee

assessments, and after growing into the knowl-
edge required in reclamation work, Sherman
Islanders remain to-day masters of the situation,

and arc now the fortunate possessors of a line

body of as fully reclaimed tule as can be found
in the Sacramento or San Joaquin rivers. The
levees have grown stronger by steady accretion,

until now when, except m the event of a great
flood like that of 18G2, a break in the levee

might be considered the result of culpable negli-

gence. In such a district, one man's interest is

another's, and all are too keenly alive to those
interests to jeopardize them by neglecting proper
precautions. Trustees are appointed, who
"spot" weak places, if any, and repair them
each fall. Another source of security is to be
noted in the steadily increasing deposit of sedi-

ment each year forming banks and bars outside

the levees, with wider fringes of tules breaking
the force of the wash in windy weather. At
this point in the river, I should judge that the
continuous sediment deposit has been more ben-
eficial than otherwise, though nearer Sacramento
city, where the bulk of the debris settles, it is

an evil necessary to be averted as soon as pos-

sible.

The large scale on which recent reclamation
has been projected, and the skill and rapidity

with which it has been executed on Union,
Roberts and Grand islands, the large yield in

cereals reported from time to time in other dis-

tricts, and the fame of the rich orchards on Old
river, have latterly absorbed much attention.

The merits of Sherman island, though less

loudly trumpeted, are none the less real. Much
of the land on this island is farmed by Chinese,
who pay a cash rent of from §15 to §20 per acre
and tind themselves in everything.
The largest landholder is J. M. Upham, who

owns about 2,000 acres, with two large ware-
houses, a wharf, store and hotel, a saloon, black-
smith shop, and several dwelling houses. The
warehouses were both rilled this season to their
utmost capacity with hay, grain, potatoes,
onions, beans, etc., and much still remains on
hand. Messrs. Boggs & Jordon own a fine ranch
of some 800 acres, much of it laid down in

alfalfa and fenced, with numerous outbuildings,
affording ample room for the shelter of stock,
the storing of hay, straw and tools; the whole
place wearing an air of thrift and good manage-
ment. Among other fine ranches on the island
is one of 500 acres, finely situated, at the upper
end of the island. Mr. Upham has rebuilt the
house during the past summer, nicely furnished
it, and added various other handsome improve-
ments.
The actual sales during the last 18 months

are as follows, and the purchasers are, viz: J.
H. Baker, 250 acres; O. A. Lindsay, 191; Mr.
Sanborn, 250; B. Palmer, 100; Mr. Brand, 186;
Hanson Bros. , 42. The price has ranged from
$43 to S60 per acre; in a few sales of small
ieces and building lots the sales were at higher
gures.

Adaptations of the Island.

Sherman island is not one which the cultiva-
tion of cereals will prove largely profitable ; it is

not^au island on which orcharding can ever be
more than a subordinate interest. Nevertheless
it has resources of unusual value and in the line
of its adaptations to certain products and spec-
ial branches of farming there lies a rich and
successful future. Its situation not far distant
from San Francisco county, the soft, yielding
turf, cool and moist; the rich and rapid growth
of alfalfa, and the certainty and the ease with
which it can be irrigated; the facilities afforded
for safe ami ready transportation by four lines
of steamers which touch daily at the island,
makes it the best pasture land that can be ob-
tained for horses and especially those driven
over the rough pavements of San Francisco.
Over 300 horses were at one time pastured here
last summer by Messrs. Boggs & Jordan, Big-
low & Huston. Some of the best stock in the
State comes up here and never fails to return
recruited and improved. Pasturage is one
business for which the island is well adapted
and one which will surely grow in the future.

Though orchard fruits cannot be grown here
of such superiority as to warrant cultivation for

profit, an abundance of very good fruit can be
grown for home use. It is an excellent loca-

tion for the growth of nursery stock, as a
large variety of choice grafted and thrifty

young nursery trees grown by Doctor D. G.

Perry will testify. I doubt if there are any
localities in the State where blackberries can be
more successfully grown than on this island.

Plenty of water can be supplied, and the soil is

peculiarly adapted to their growth. The yield

is from 10,000 to 18,000 pounds per acre, ac-

cording to soil and cultivation. Strawberries
also do well. Few berries are as yet grown here,

but the ease with which they may be success-

fully grown and marketed would seem to indi-

cate that they will become an important feature

at some future day.

The fine onions grown here are too well

known to require comment. About 75 acres

were sown and harvested here last season, yield-

ing from 200 to 400 sacks per acre. Something
like 170,000 sacks of potatoes were raised here
last season, and so many have been shipped
from Kmmaton that that place has received the
sobriquet of "Spudtown" from the boatmen.

Growth of Alfalfa.

Alfalfa is the product that promises most for

the island. The points in favor of its produc-
tion are: 1. Its large and abundant yield of

from six to eight tons per acre, under suitable

circumstances. 2. The ease with wltieh it can
be irrigated at any time and in any season.

3. Cheap transportation by water from the
banks of each ranch. 4. The variety of ways
in which alfalfa can be turned to account fur

profit, as in dairying, pasturing, stock raising,

and for hay. Twelve hundred acres are seeded to

alfalfa now, and yielded last season from three

to five cuttings. Of this, Messrs. Boggs & Jor-

dan own 600 acres, which last year carried 100
pasture horses, the ranch teams and many
sheep, hogs, and a small dairy of cows, and
yielded besides, many tons of hay for shipment.
The hay shipped from the island is better than
the average, and brings the top price in the
San Francisco market. When cured with the
care given it on this ranch, it is eagerly sought
after in market by those whose experience in

feeding it has taught them to discriminate be-

tween good and bad alfalfa, instead of dealing
wholesale condemnation to all hay bearing the
name. There is as much difference between good
alfalfa hay and the poor brands that go into

the market as there is between good hay and
worthless weeds. The alfalfa grown on Sher-
man island is finer and more slender in its

growth and less woody than any 1 have seen,

except, perhaps, that of Brannan, Staten and
Andros islands, in which the soil and moisture
are about the same. Again, the climate of

Sherman island is cooler by several degrees, and
the hay when carefully cured, is less brittle,

and retains the leaf better than that grown in a

very warm climate. Plenty of water is an im-
portant factor in the production of good hay.
The time to irrigate is immediately after the

crop is removed from the tield, after which the

succeeding crop springs up vigorously, yielding
another cutting in from six to seven weeks.
Irrigation is from the river, and the water is let

into the ditches inside the levee and is con-

ducted thence to the tields in ditches of from
two to four feet in depth and distributed over
the ground in shallow laterals, a foot deep and
from four to five rods apart, the water seeping
just under the surface. Flooding is always
avoided, as it scalds the plant in warm weather.
With careful management hay can be putinto

market at from §5.50 to §6 per ton.

Dairying,

In connection with swine raising should at no
distant day, be the leading interest on this isl-

and. The strong advantages which it pos-

sesses for dairying are, viz: excellent facilities

for irrigation, its climate, the large variety of

food products which can be grown on this land
for dairy stock with green fodder the year
round.

Irrigation is of the greatest importance in giv-

ing permanence to meadows, by preserving the
fertile properties of the soil. This is well known
and acknowledged wherever it is practiced.
Those who here contemplate irrigation are not
obliged to incur the expense of a survey, of dams,
headworks,and a long line of canals on one hand,
or a water rent of §1 or §1.60 per acre on the other.

By damming the inside ditch next the levee on
on the boundary line of each ranch each farmer
has control of all the water requisite to his

needs, and can use it at such times as may best
suit his own convenience.
The climate is very favorable to dairying and

to dairy stock. The trade-winds blow regu-
larly in summer, and the climate, though'quite
warm, never reaches the excessive heat of the
interior or experiences the capricious variable-
ness of midday heat, with the cool raw morn-
ings and evenings known on many parts of the
coast. The thermometer ranges in the hottest
days of summer from 90° to occassionally 106
in the shade, the nights are invariably cool.
Frost in December and January favor but a
slow growth of vegptation. It is severest in
those months, though occurring sometimes
much earlier as well as later. In some parts of
the State within the range where fogs prevail,
the climate is what milkmen call "sour," and
milk exhibits some unaccountable freaks in its

keeping qualities in the face of the best care.
Fog is rarely seen here and none of its ill effects
are experienced.

Alfalfa holds the front rank here in popular
favor, though whether by merit or usurpation

remains to be determined. I believe its merits
will hold it in its present position above others.

Its chief value is its large yield and its nutri-

tious qualities for grazing and hay. The great-

est objection that can be urged against it is that
it does not form a first-rate sod and that horses
and cattle tread it out considerably on the
softer ground and in wet weather. Experi-
ments will be made the comimg season with
Australian rye grass; this grass is believed to

be will adapted to the wants of island pasture,

and is noted for a heavy sod. A few tufts

growing near a ditch on the Sacramento side

seems to thrive as well as any grass yet intro-

duced. Red clover does well and is esteemed
the best plant for wet situations.

Comparatively little dairying has yet been
carried on on Sherman island, but enough has
been done to show that profits await those who
undertake it. Lyman Ayers, recently removed
from the island to Sonoma county, owned a
dairy of upwards of 60 cows last season. Messrs.
Biglow comes next with some 30 cows, and P. H.
Boggs has another a little smaller. One of the
most important advantages which dairymen
here possess lies in the ahundance of green fod-

der, which grows at the season when the coast

counties have the least, and when butter com-
mands the highest price in market. To secure
the fullest advantage of these circumstances it

is the practice of dairymen to bring their cows
due with calf the fore part of summer, and thus
get the largest fiow of milk when prices are

best. This is no slight advantage in its pecuni-
ary results and as benefits the health of the
stock.

,

That the present practice of subsisting cows
by pasturing is most judicious and profitable, I

do not believe. Fodder can be produced here
in endless variety and luxurious abundance, and
on land which will double in value at the end
of the next decade, green soiling must soon suc-

ceed the present system. The features which
best recommend soiling, besides the saving in

land and fencing, are the quiet and comfort in-

sured to cows, the large increase in milk, and
the greater permanence of pasture. By soiling

at least four head can be kept where one can
now. Alfalfa, green sowed corn, cabbage, squash
and beets, all yield heavily here, and are varie-

ties which cannot be excelled for this purpose.

Alfalfa may be cut eight months in the year,

corn five months, while cabbage and squash
may be used in the winter months, with beets

then or in the spring. Such a programme
marked out and followed would secure the best

results in point of profit, health and close, ex-

act management.
Cheap transportation, and the good order in

which butter arriv es in market, are further rec-

ommendations in favor of dairying interests in

this place. The experiment of growing chufa
is likely to be tried this season, and if it will

succeed here as well as it is said to do elsewhere,

it will largely augment the profits from swine.

In concluding an article already too long, I

wish to speak of the milk business as one that

is not unlikely to come into prominence here at

some day. It is a place that cannot be excelled

for the production of milk in large quantities,

and its keeping qualities are supposed to be
better than on the coast, where now most largely

produced. The most rigid competition exists

among milkmen now, and he who undertakes to

establish a wholesale business or a route suc-

cessfully will have need of unusual business

capacity and a thorough comprehension of the
difficulties to be met and overcome. The whole
question lies in timely transportation. A little

inquiry has elicited the fact that nothing can be

done now in the business unless among hotels

and restaurants. Transportation would come
at the rate of seven or eight cents per three-

gallon can, and milk could l>e sent into San
Francisco by the Stockton line of boats, which
touch at the island at from 9 to 11 o'clock p. m.,

arriving in the city at 3 or 4 o'clock the next
morning. But one service a day can be used for

families with the existing lines of transporta-

tion, consequently no business can be built up
among them; but when the railroad is built

above Antioch arrangements may perhaps be
made for sending it in refrigerator cars that will

prove satisfactory. H. Eugene H.
Sherman Island, Feb. 11th, '78.

What a Paternal Government Does for

the Farmer.

Kditors Press:—Among the tutelary deities

of the nation, whose Olympus is in Washington,

there is one to whose care tho farmers of Amer-

ica are especially confided. I believe some

" General " usually presides over what is com-

monly known as the Agricultural Bureau. By

this Bureau it is supposed that publicity is

given to certain facts and theories that were

already public and a few parcels of seeds are

sown sparingly among farmers. The Govern-

ment thus signifies its benevolence towards the

agricultural community and its desire to encour-

age those interested to obtain and cultivate the

best of plants. It also professes to allow seeds

to bo received through the mails from foreign

countries at the rate of four cents per pound.
So far, good! But when 1 endeavor to avail

myself of these beno'volences of the ( iovernment,

by sending where I know 1 can get the best

kinds of seed, I receive, instead of my packages

of seed, a polite note from the custom officer,

demanding about double retail price for some
confiscated package of seed, taken from the

mails on entering the paternal Government's

domains. Thus the offer of the use of the
mail-ba^s to enable us to obtain seeds we want
is nullified. So the farmer, who is patted on
the head and given a packet of seed by the
General presiding over agriculture, is rudely
handled by the head of the customs' department
when he endeavors to be independent and help
himself. And, as usual, some one fattens at
the farmers expense.
Compare the catalogues of Canadian seeds-

men and American seedsmen. Why are the
prices of the latter triple those of the former ?

Certainly not that the seeds are superior nor
that labor is higher in Massachusetts than
in Toronto. Simply that the paternal Govern-
ment recoups itself for its free distribution and
its provision for the agricultural "General " by
" protecting " the seedsman in overcharging the
farmer.

It is time farmers understood that "protec-
tion" means this: "Yes." says paternal Gov-
ernment, "you can send your wheat to the best
market, but when your goods come back in ex-
change, we will take our share. Instead of a
yard of cloth for your bag of wheat, you shall
have but half a yard and we will pocket the
balance.

"

Whoever else may profit by " protection," to
the farmer it is a dead incubus. Let's have
free trade in seeds and the Agricultural Bureau
can stop the free lunch. Edwd. Berwick.

Monterey, Cal.

The Labor Problem.

Editors Press:—Every paper and every in-

dividual has something to say of the hard

times and the remedy. Why is it that few or

none present the true cause, and only possible

cause? We are confronted with these facts:

That a greater number of men are unwillingly

idle than ever before known; that this state of

things is confined to no country, and that it

grows steadily worse. There can be but one

reason: that there is less work than formerly

for men to do. The introduction of steam and

labor-saving machinery has wrought a funda-

mental change in human society. Until some
forty years ago the numl>er of pair of hands

was just equal to the number of mouths, but
now nearly one-third of these hands have been
superseded by iron ones which have no mouths
to feed. The same old earth yields the same
corn and oil as of old, but one-third her best
and bravest go hungry. Her best—for the
people that were foremost in inventions and
progress now suffer the most. Ought this to be?
If it is the inevitable result of machinery, both
humanity and self-preservation will compel us
to break up our looms and engines and go back
to the old way; but this will not be, for there
is a better way. Formerly three men worked
12 hours and did a certain work. Now steam
and two men in same time do the same work,
while the third man is idle and has to be sup-
ported by the other two. There is but one
remedy. Let the three men work with steam
the eight or nine hours necessary to accomplish
the work. Or simply, reduce the hours of la-

bor by law till all may have a chance to work

;

and then come down heavily on all idlers.

What work there is must be divided among all,

if we are ever to see prosperous times again.

There is onother way of looking at it. Edu-
cation demands leisure. The corner-stone of

popular government is popular education. How
can those who are overworked or those who are
starving achieve any culture ? Human prog-
ress is progress in knowledge, and this progress
demands more and more leisure and conse-
quently more and more dominion over nature
to afford that leisure. So the invention of

labor-saving machinery is necessary to advanc-
ing civilization—a permanent civilization, that
of the masses. But we must take a new de-

parture. As fast as machinery gives leisure,

divide that leisure equally among all. Again :

there is no limit to the multiplication ol en-
gines. Already one man in three is idle and
the whole world feels the burden. Soon one
man in two will be idle and starving; then two
in three. Then what ? Let us be warned in

time. We are already on the brink of a revo-

lution, and it cannot be averted. Revolutions
never go backward. The efforts of all true
men should be to render it peaceful and speedy.

W. S. Prosskr.
Auburn, Feb. 10th, 1878.

Labor Notes.

Editors Press:—It has been a source of no

little pique to the writer to .have some of our

most noted journals declare that we have a sur-

plus of laboring men and women in this State,

only now needing persons of more or less capi-

tal to develop our many resources. It appears

to me this is only another and polite way of

saying to those thrifty people who have suffi-

cient energy, industry and economy to. have
saved a portion of their earnings that there

are many lazy good-for-nothing louts here who
will take your money as fast as you are pleased

to let them hove it, and are willing to do little

or nothing in return. As for real good, lively,

energetic, trustworthy men and women, either

ui/h or wit/tout money, the State has never had
enough of them, nor will it have so long as per-

sons wishing laborers have to pay Chinamen
one-fourth to one-half more, and Europeans
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twice as much as the same labor commands in

the Atlantic States. There the usual price is

$15 per month for the man, and $6 to .$8 for

woman, board and lodging added. Here to offer

these prices would be an insult; and that where
clothing is equally cheap, and no valid reason
why more should be expected. In Wisconsin I

have known men to cut sugar maple, oak beech,

ash, etc., into four-foot cord wood for 37i cents

per cord. For any work other than harvesting

75 cents was the regular day,s wages, while for

swinging fhe cradle, scythe, binding etc., $1 or

$1.25 was all that was given or expected, and
the hired girl did the cooking a whole week for

$1.50—all this where a Chinaman was never
seen. Here we have* to pay $1 for cutting the
wood, $5 for the girl's week's work, $30 for the

man's, and $20 or $25 for the Celestial.

Now, the true and only proper solution of the

present labor question is to equalize the wages
all over these United States, and make every
able-bodied person pay with money or labor for

whatever he has. The tramp is a nuisance, a
creation of laziness, a child of idleness, who
will die as soon as a proper public opinion is

built up against him, and from that comes the

law making it a crime to beg.

The really needy are well provided for in the
county infirmaries. All others should work
hard 12 hours a day, for their board, if need be,

until such discipline makes them worthy of some
pay, and their good work and care for an employ-
er's things attracts attention to them, so their

services will command a price. In this State we
could well afford to put thousands on thousands
of men and women to work providing there was
any surety that they would labor faithfully and
for a reasonable price—one that corresponds

with Eastern labor prices. Say to the world
we want real thorough-going, active, energetic

men and women, without any money, who are

able and willing to work, and in my next notes

they will be told how to make a comparatively
easy living from our State, and lay by enough
to insure them a sufficiency in old age.

W.
Boulder Creek, Santa Cruz Co., Cal.

Throwing' Grapes Before Swine.

Editors Press:—In reply to your inquiry

in a recent issue of the Press, I have gathered

the following statement from Mr. James Hol-

land, of our city, giving the net proceeds on

his experiment of pigs vs. grapes. I will state

that many of his grapes were of foreign variety,

and at the time that he put his shoats in his

vineyard these grapes were dried on the vines.

The rest were native. So in averaging the
number of pounds each vine had, I put it at 40
pounds. I doubt if it would reach that, still

I want to show how Mr. Pigship gained (if the
odds were against him) out of four acres. The
four acres contained 2,720 vines, and these
yielded, at 40 pounds each, 108,800 pounds, or
about 54^ tons at $10 per ton, the ruling price

for grapes delivered, would amount to $545.
Instead of selling them at this price, Mr. Hol-
land turned in 50 shoats which weighed, when
put in, 75 pounds each. When they were
taken out at the end of three and a half months
they weighed 175 pounds each. The gain
therefore was 100 pounds each, or on the 50 it

was 5,000 pounds of pork. This at nine cents
per pound amounted to $450, which was the
value gained for the grapes. The probable
amount which would have been gained
by marketing was $545 for the crop. The pigs
yielded $450 and did their own picking, boxing,
drawing, etc.

To learn how much the pigs gained each day
on grajie diet divide 5,000 by 105, the number of

days they were in, and gives 47. 65 pounds, or a
little less than one pound per day for each pig.

Incidents.

This was in the fall of 1876. Mr. Holland
left for the East in September. His shoats
were China and Suffolk mixed, and he gave in-

struction to have them put in the vineyard
during his absence. He returned in December
and was shown his shoats; but declared in toto

tliey were not his. Had they not been in en-

closure, no argument could have changed his

opinion.

His relative, who had them in charge, stated
it was amusing to see the pigs climb on the
vine and haul in the grapes. When filled they
would go no farther, but drop under the vine,

give a good puff and sleep till hunger awoke
them.
There is nothing like well bred hogs with

good living and sweet pork. They are not like

your long, lank, broad side, snout-digging crea-

ture. How much ease and no expense the
owner has when his hogs gather his grapes,
drink his wine and fatten their ribs. Labor is

saved, the soil fertilized, while the owner is off on
other duty, pleasure and ease. Who would not
raise grapes for Mr. Pig when he is so accom-
modating, and when he has done all this you
must go and cut his throat for the good he has
done. Alas, poor Piggie! Geo. Rich.

Sacramento, Cal.

Northern Exploration.—The Dutch are
fitting up a vessel to engage in the exploration
of the waters of Spitzbergen and Barentz next
summer. Recent discoveries in these waters
make it probable that this expedition will have
a commercial value. ,

THE PACIFIC

TlfE B^y.

Dairy Practice in Humboldt County.

Editors Press:—It is a long time since I

have attempted to give the readers of the Press

a little of my experience. I have read all the

proceedings of the dairymen's meetings, as pub-

lished in the Press, with great relish, and, if

you will allow me a little space, I will state a

few points in the treatment of cattle and grasses

that Messrs. Steele, Sueath and others have not

mentioned.

First, I hold it to be essential, when sowing

grass for pasture, to sow three or four kinds of

grass seed, for we know that cattle like a variety

of food as much as we do, and they will thrive
much better when they can get mixed grasses.

Second, I believe it is better to divide our
pastures and change the cattle at least once in
two weeks from one field to the other. Those
who have never tried this plan do not know the
benefits both to the cows and the fields. It
gives the grass a better chance to live and the
cows will fairly laugh when they see you open
the gate. I have three small fields, and, by
this system of changing, my cows do better and
give more milk and butter than those kept in a
large field all the time.

I sow orchard grass and red clover with a
little timothy. We have a native rye grass
here that makes very good feed and good hay.
This rye grass made its appearance upon our
wet lands about 12 years ago, and is still

spreading.

Dairymen and stockmen all want to keep too
much stock and so they kill their best grasses
by feeding too close. Would any man expect a
tree to live with every leaf picked from it ? No.
Why then expect grass to grow when they give
it no chance to breathe ?

By sowing mixed grasses, we get a greater
yield. I have made hay of pure orchard grass
and pure timothy that only yielded three tons
per acre. The last grass that I made into hay
was orchard grass, timothy, blue grass, red
clover and English rib-grass, mixed, and it

yielded six tons per acre, cut the 5th of June.
The orchard grass was in bloom, the timothy
just showing its head and clover partly in

bloom. Some of the orchard grass was six feet

three inches high.

The question is often asked, how can we
regenerate our worn out pastures ? My plan is

to fertilize and sow fresh seed. If this cannot
be done, then divide the pasture and allow a
part to go to seed each year. It is not a great

loss, for, after the grass has cast its seed, we
have good fall and winter feed and the dead
grass fertilizes the land.

If we want good feed for our cows, we must
keep horses, sheep and hogs out of the pasture.

Any of these will starve the cows to death.

Now, about the yield of milk from mixed
grasses. All I say is that I have no fancy cows
or any improved stock, but I have some cows
tint give 20 quarts per day on good grass.

Last, week, I weighed the milk from two cows.
A very small cow gave 33J pounds, a larger

one gave 36 pounds. This in the middle of

winter, with very little grass. I feed the yel-

low globe beets and oat straw.

James Smith.
Ferndale, Humboldt Co., Cal.

[This is a good letter and full of suggestive

topics. We should like to hear from all our

dairy readers.

—

Eds. Press.]

Dairy Literature.

No specialty of agriculture has so rich a lit-

erature, whether it be judged from a scientific

or practical point of view, as the dairy. The
volumes of reports issued by the numerous

dairymen's asociations of the Eastern States

and Canada would make a small library of

themselves, and the truths which have been

made generally known through these avenues

has resulted in the wonderful growth of the in-

dustry and the improvement of its practices.

This literature is growing continually, and each

year's additions show that there is still field for

the pens of earnest, thoughtful writers, both in

the science and practice of the industry. These
remarks are called forth by two published
reports which have come to hand during the
present week. One is the 8th annual report of

the Vermont Dairymen's Association, of which
Mr. O. S. Bliss, of Georgia, Vermont, is Secre-

tary. Secretary Bliss is one of the most in-

defatigable laborers in the field of dairy prog-

ress, Whom it is our pleasure to know. How
well he has succeeded in building up the as-

sociation with which he is connected, may be
seen in the fact, that its meetings are attended
by well nigh 500 interested speakers and list-

eners. His latest report is a pamphlet of nearly
200 pages. It contains the full record of the

meetings which have been held during the year,

at which the whole business of dairying in the
Green Mountain State, and the principles which
underlie successful dairying everywhere, were
fully discussed. There were 15 stated addresses

and lecturers, and notes of the discussions

which they elicited. Besides these there is

much wisely selected matter of direct dairy
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value. The report is a very ably one, and an
honor to the association from which it emanates.
Another report which we esteem highly is

that of Mr. H. F. Moore, honorable Secre-
tary of the British Dairy Farmers' Association.
Mr. Moore is associate editor of the London
Agricultural Gazette, a sterling journal, and to
his intelligent and continued effort is mainly
due the English organization of dairy farmers
for their own improvement and advancement.
The first number of the Journal of this organi-
zation, is a handsome quarto pamphlet of 100
pages. It contains, among other valuable pa-
pers, one by Dr. Voelcker, the eminent agri-

cultural chemist, which reviews the practice of
cheese-making in a most pointed and suggestive
manner. There is also an able report upon
dairy methods in Germany, by Prof. Sheldon of

the Royal Agricultural College, at Cirencester.
Other articles and addresses relate chiefly to
dairy practices in England, and the report isem-
bellished with engravings of English prize cows.
The whole pamphlet forms a valuable addition
to dairy literature, and is the forerunner of a
noble series, we have full faith.

These standard reports are of the kind which
we hope, ere long to see issued by the California
Dairymen's Association. The dairy interest of

this coast should certainly assume the prom-
inence both in literature and the estimation of

the people which its magnitude merits. This can
be done by all the dairymen of the State be-
coming members-of the association and contri-

buting their varied experience to the interest of

its meetings, There are a hundred topics

which our dairymen should discuss together,
and exchange views upon. We hope the meet-
ing next October will show that this fact is gen-
erally accepted.

Aroma of Butter.—A Silesian farmer sus-

pends in his empty churn a calico bag, filled

with fragrant herbs, keeping the churn carefully

closed. At churning time he substitutes four
smaller bags, attaching one to each of the beat-

ers of the ehurn. He thus communicates to the
butter an aroma as delicate as if the cows had
pastured in meadows most highly favored by
nature.

Analysis of Colored Leaves.

Prof. A. H. Church, of the Royal Agricult-

ural Co'lege at Cirencester, England, in the
course of some investigations concerning chloro-

phyll (the green coloring matter of plants) was
led to look into the chemical composition of the
different parts of variegated leaves, and the re-

sults he has reached, and which are reviewed
in the Journal of Chemistry, are exceedingly
interesting. The experiments were made upon
three plants, having green leaves variegated
with white patches, or bearing both green and
white leaves* a maple (Acer ner/ondo), an ivy

(Hedera lielix), and a holly (Ilex aquifolium).

The leaves were carefully gathered without the

use of knife or scissors, and were put into

weighed bottles so that no moisture could be
lost on the way to the laboratory. Such leaves

only were taken as could be fairly compared in

age and state of growth. The water, the com-
bustible or volatile matter, and the ash were
first determined; and the following are the tab-

nlated results:

Maple. Holly. Ivy.

White. Green. White. Green. White. Green.
Water 82.83 72.70 74.14 02.83 78.88 (MS. 13

Or. mat'r 15.15 24.22 23.(18 35.41 1S.74 81.03
Ash 2.02 3.08 2.20 2.47 2.38 2.24

The watery character of the white leaves, and
their comparative poverty in combustible or so

called "organic" constituents, is very marked.
The fresh green leaves of all three plants con-

tained about one-third more solid matter than
the white leaves. The mineral matter or ash,

when not absolutely more abundant in the

white leaves, forms a larger part of their dry
matter.

Of the matters soluble in ether, including

wax or fat, resin, chlorophyll, and several other

organic compounds, fresh white ivy leaves con-

tained 1.29%, the green giving 3.27%. Sim-
ilarly, white holly leaves contained 1.75%, and
greenholly 2.54%.
Even more remarkable differences in com-

position between white and green leaves were
noticed on submitting the ashes of the several

plants to quantitative analysis. It was observed

that in the ash of all three plants thero is the

same kind of difference between the white and
green parts. In the ash of the white parts

potash abounds, and in the ash of the green

parts lime; while in the ash of the white parts

there is invariably a higher proportion of phos-

phates than in that of the green. There ip,

however, no indication that the presence, of

chlorophyll in the green parts involves a higher

proportion of iron.

The experiments suggest an explanation of

certain facts in the cultivation of variegated

plants which have hitherto been inexplicable;

as, for instance, that in some calcareous soils

many such plants quickly revert to their normal

green state.

Telephones will soon be "ithin the reach of

all. At no distant day every family will have
one of its own. True, you can't get a good one

in this country, now for much less than $50, but
they are selling in London at $8 apiece, with

a downward tendency in the price.

lib
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The Diospyros Kaki.

Editors Press:—I wish simply to say" that,

in a former article, I intended to give some gen-
eral information in regard to the above fruit,

believing it to be important to all parties that
the facts concerning it should bo known. I am
also confident that such information will be
welcomed and will in no way "disparage" or
injure "honorable competition."

The statements were made from four years'

personal acquaintance with the fruit in Japan
and also from consultation with the best author-

ities. As there are so many varieties of the

Japanese persimmon that are small and worth-
less (and it is claimed that seedlings generally
are such), it seems desirable that both purchas-
ers and dealers should be fully acquainted with
their leading characteristics.

I have seen a poster or circular issued by
Messrs. Shinn & Co., which represents five
varieties of the fruit. Not one of the Japanese
names is given correctly, and Mr. Shinn himself
changes each one that occurs in his recent arti-
cle on the subject. Yet he criticizes my nomen-
clature and claims to have full confidence that
his is the true one.

J have, eaten the persimmon at Kioio, and
am familiar with the varieties found in the
Yokohama market, but I have never met a seed-
less fruit like the one represented in the circular
referred to. Good authorities state, also, that
no such is to be obtained.

My judgment in regard to the matter is also
confirmed by having seen on the trees imported
by Mr. Shinn the name of a well-known,
many-seeded and astringent variety. It is the
minogaki or minodzuru, specimens of which I

have now in my possession.

The so-called "Seedless" is not the Imperial,
as Mr. Shinn claims; nor is the ahmong the
largest -variety, as has been elsewhere stated.

Since your correspondent can neither give the
true name or description of the fruit, it is evi-

dent that he is hardly qualified to criticize or
enlighten pthers. The claim that he is the
pioneer in the enterprise is disputed by other
and equally reliable parties. I write, wishing
success to every honorable and laudable enter-
prise. • Henry Loomis.

Orange Culture Among the Foothills.

Editors Press:— I made a promise some time

ago to a correspondent from the orange groves

of Los Angeles, that I would give, through the

Rural, my opinion as to the capacity of the

foothills for orange culture. Since then I have

gathered a few facts—pro and con—which I

will briefly sum up. Orange trees were planted

in this county—Tuolumne—as early as 1853 or

1854, by Capt. Smart, of Jacksonville. Tho

venture proved a success, until the garden

passed into other hands; and was finally de-

stroyed by being mined up by Chinamen.

Large orange trees were cut down and cast

aside. The roots of a few were set out in a
neighboring garden, some of which have been
in bearing ever since. Orange culturo has sel-

dom been followed here for profit. Many have
planted one or two trees as an experiment or

ornament, and those who have taken care of

their venture have been well repaid. One
reason for not engaging extensively in orange
and lemon culture is owing to the length of

time required for remuneration. Peach, apple,

pear and plums offer a richer reward in tho

near future. If a good nursery were convenient

it might be different. Many would purchase
and plant if young, budded trees were brought
to their notice. One tree— belonging to a
Frenchman a few miles from my place- boro

170 oranges this season and only 24 the proceed-

ing year, being a young tree. Tho increase

seems encouraging. The fruit was above tho

average size and of a delicious flavor; neither

sour nor sweet, but a pleasant mixture.

The frost would be the only enemy to its

proper developement and extensive cultivation.

But very few cases of killing by that means are

on record. If those engaged extensively in

cultivating the orange prove successful, a few

years will see the hillsides covered with orango

trees. If they prove to be of the same quality

as the Frenchman's, the foothill orango will bo

in as much demand as our unequalcd peaches,

apples and grapes.

There is something peculiar in our atmos-

phere to give a richness to all fruit grapes and
wine in all its varieties. Those having orange

orchards should see that the demand of the foot-

hill region is supplied, for surely the proper in-

troduction of the fruit would create a market
profitable to all concerned. There is health as

well as wealth in the orango and lemon, and
those who cultivate the most are the best friends

to society. John Taylor.
Mount Pleasant, Tuolumne Co., Cal.

Ai.mono Stocks.— I. II. Reed writes to tho

Russian River Flag as follows: "With refer-

ence to budding peaches or plums on almond
trees, J have tried it repeatedly and success-

fully, such buds producing as fine fruit as tho

trees from which they were taken."
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for this

department.

Removal.

Until further notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Grange will be at 100 Davis street, in the store of

the Grangers' Business Association. Correspondents will

continue to send their communications to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore.

The Grange in Sacramento County.

Editors Press:—How often we hear the

question a-sked by some opponent of the Order,

"What good lias the Grange ever accom-

plished?" It would take a long chapter to

give our idea of the many good results that

have grown out of the Order.

The evening of the 1st inst. was the occasion

of a benefit party given by the ladies of Florin

Grange at Florin G range hall, to Mrs. Bandy.

I received notice of the affair and an invitation

to attend from Bro. L. H. Fassett, and never

having met Florin Grange, and having prom-
ised to meet with Cosumnes Grange on the fol-

lowing day, I thought it a good opportunity to

see what the Florin benefit was like. There-

fore, starting from Sacramento with Mr. Fas-

sett for a pilot over the muddy roads, we ar-

rived at the hall in Florin a little after six in

the evening, where already the young Grang-

ers of both sexes had began to assemble, and a

peep into the dining-hall showed that the mat-
rons, too, were early and were arranging the

tables for the enjoyment of the "inner man."
After taking a turn through the store of Sayden
& Johnson and passing the compliments of the

evening with a few old friends and forming new
acquaintances, we ascended the winding stairs

to the hall, our first impression being that the

hall was to large, only about 100 persons having

as yet arrived, and the hall looking rather

thinly populated; but Mr. F. assured me that

the party had only commenced to 3rrive, the

truth of which was verified ere long.

The music was furnished by parties known in

the vicinity as the Baker brass band, and was
all that could be asked for, and music was
freely dispensed until the golden light of the

morning drank in the last twinkling satellite of

the other worlds.

By half-past nine o'clock there were so many
present that 50 couple dancing left the seats

still around the hall filled with anxious ones

waiting for a turn. It has not been my lot to

be present at a more truly enjoyable party for

many a day. To say much about toilets would
not be in my line. There was not any that I

should call of "princely elegance," or "extrav-

agantly rich," yet one or rather two points I

noticed which are always agreeable to me in a
ball-room. I believe there were none of the

ladies dresses too short at the top and but very
few too long at the bottom, which very much
relieves a bashful and an awkward man.
The pleasant, sparkling, merry, happy faces

of miss, maiden and matron, all told of real

enjoyment. The approach of 12 o'clock brought
the welcome announcement, "supper dance,"
producing quite a jam by the eagerness of a few,

who did not know the capacity of Grange lunch
baskets. The supper tables were laid for 43
couples and were loaded with more than an
abundance of rich and substantial food fit to
gratify every natural appetite and epicurean
taste. The tables were laid three times and
three times filled to their capacity, thus seating

258, after which those who had acted as the
committee of arrangements and waiting, with a
few of the guests, made a fourth sitting. After
all had eaten there was left a reminder of the
parable of the loaves and fishes. Then another
round of dancing, which lasted until the lamps
burned dimly by the overpowering light of the
all-beholding sun not yet risen.

We then were soon on our way to the home
of Bro. Fassett, escorted by Sister Fassett and
accompanied by Bro. David Reese and Sister M.
Killgore. Bro. F. having returned to Sacra-
mento by the early train to attend to duty at
our Grange store, which has just grown into
existence.

In closing this imperfect account of what was
a perfect success as a benefit and as a happy
reunion of (i rangers and farmers, their wives,
daughters and sons (and perhaps it will bear
the addition of sweethearts and swains), let me
refer you, Patrons, to the last stanza of the
service of installation of officers, without
further comment, for none is needed.
During the morning, we started with Bro.

Fassett's double team, for Cosumnes Grange,
where the exercises of the installation of offi-

cers and a Grange feast awaited us. The ride
through the fruit lands of Florin was most sug-
gestive that the desert, by the hand of man, is

made do " blossom as the rose." What, a few
years ago, was known as a hard place for a
farmer to get a living in, now, by the use
of irrigation, will yield a good income from a
few acres, when used for the growing of small
fruits. But as we came out into the rolling
country, we found large sheep pastures and
herds of sheep in charge of the shepherd, with
his companionable dog. The change of scene
and the face of naturo alike, remind us of the
great variety of occupation and the natural
adaptability of such great variety.

But time brings us to the Cosumnes Grange

hall, situated just within the tree line of the

Cosumnes river. We found ourselves to be
there on time and among the first on the ground.
We were cordially greeted by Bro. Doty,
Master elect, and others, and all who remember
the 2d of February, will remember the warm,
genial sunshine. It was so pleasant that it

seemed too bad to have to adjourn to the hall.

The Grange was opened in due form and the
necessary business transacted, when remarks
were called for in the interest of the good of the

Order, which were responded to, in a conversa-

tional way, by myself, the theme being

Grange co-operation. Afterwards the Grange
closed and the visitors were invited in to wit-

ness the installation services, which, being

finished, all were invited into the hall, where
the feast was spread. This was another of

those very enjoyable features peculiar to the

Grange, and, here again, we found as of erst,

that Grange tables are always bountifully

loaded and that Saturday afternoons are all too

short to enjoy in full measure the feasts of

mind, soul and body that are laid before us on
all such occasions. We ate and made merry,

until the sun admonished us that we must
" homeward wend " our way. Our visit to this

Grange brings to us the feeling that there is no
sign of death nor " halt nor lame " in Cosumnes
Grange. A perfectly good feeling prevails,

with a determination to stand by the ship. As
this is one of the small Granges of the county,

there is reason to feel encouraged to find such
real interest in the cause. There is much cour-

age felt all over the county, by reason of our
co-operative store. It is practically proving

what we have heretofore held as a firm belief

—that great saving can be made by co-opera-

tion. It is like the rising of a new sun. As
we said the last good-bye, we started home
with a wish to meet again with the good
Patrons of Cosumnes. Geo. W. Hancock.
Sacramento, Cal.

Worthy State Lecturer's Appointments
for April

We give below the State Lecturer's appoint-

ments for April, and will in a future issue give

the appointments for May and .June. The pro-

gramme is somewhat different from last year,

Bro. Pilkingtou having arranged to meet each

(irange, as per advertised appointment, at 10

o'clock A. m., in a closed meeting for the good

of the order, and at 2 o'clock p. m. for public

lecture, to which latter meeting everybody is

invited. It is urged upon each (irange visited

to do all in their power to get out every member
of their own and near Granges to meet the Lec-

turer and hear from him the communication
from the State (irange at the closed morning
meeting, as only in this way can the State

(irange reach the individual members of the

Subordinate Granges. We need only suggest

to the Worthy Master of each Grange the neces-

sity of promptness as to time of meeting, that

all may be accomplished that* is laid down in

the programme. We want to hear through the

State Lecturer from every (irange visited, and
to feel that we are not only in fraternal sympa-
thy but in direct communications for our
mutual interests. The times are momentous and
full of interest to our organization. We send
you, through the Lecturer, our greeting, and
expect from each (irange visited a most ardent
response. We need not request for our "visitor"

to you all needed aid in reaching his appoint-

ments on time, for this has ever been tendered
him most efficiently, but promptness in remis-

sion to the State Lecturer's fund (at the
Granger's Bank) will alone enable us to keep the
Lecturer in the field. Amos Adams,

L C. Steele, Sec'y of State Grange.
Master of State (irange.

Worthy State Lecturer's Appointments for
April.

Hayward, Alameda county, Monday, April 1st. Unlives—
Temescal, Centreville, Eden, Comanche.

Livermore, Alameda county, Tuesday, April 2d. Granges
—Livermore, Sunol.

Rllis, San Joaquin county, Wednesday, April 3d. Granges
—Ellis, Danville, Point-of-Timbers.

Stockton, San Joaquin county, Thursday, April 4th.

Granges—Atlanta, Rustic, Linden, Stockton.

fiOdi, San Joaquin county, Friday, April 5th. Granges—
Lodi, Castoria, Elliott.

Sacramento, Sacramento county, Saturday, April 6th.

Granges—Sacramento, Our, River, Florin, Consumes.
Gait, Sacramento county, Monday, April 8th. Grange-

Gait.

Elk Grove, Sacramento county, Tuesday, April 9th.

Granges Elk Grove, Georgiana.
Franklin, Sacramento county, Wednesday, April 10th.

Grange— Franklin.
Enterprise, Sacramento county, Thursday, April 11th.

Grange— Enterprise.
South Sutter, Sutter county, Friday, April 12th. Grange
—South Sutter.

Roseville, Placer county, Saturday, April 13th. Granges
—Roseville, Lincoln.

Wheatland, Yuba county, Monday April 15th. Grange—
Wheatland.

Yuba City, Sutter county, Wednesday, April 17th. Grange
—Yuba City.

Grand Island, Colusa county, Friday, April 10th. Granges
—Colusa, Funk Slough.

Antelope Valley, Colusa county, Saturday, April 20th.
Grange—Antelope Valley.

Willows, Colusa county, Monday, April 22d. Grange-
Willows.

Plana, Colusa county, Wednesday, April 24th. Grange

—

Plana.
Nord, liutte county, Thursday, April 25th. Grange—Nord.
Tehama, Tehama county, Friday, April 2(ith. Grange—
Tehama.

Red Muff, Tehama county, Saturday, April 27th. Grange
—Red Bluff.

Cambria Grange.—This Grange has adop-
ted resolutions condemning the so-called "in-
cendiary " law recently passed by the Legisla-

ture and demanding its repeal. *

Salida Grange.

Editors Press:—Our Grange is composed of

farmers, strictly, and if we do not furnish you

with much matter for publication, we help to

consume your columns, as almost all our mem-
bers take the Rural.
Our officers were installed at the first regular

meeting in January, by Past Master Bro. B. F.

Parkes, the highest installing officer in the
county. Our (irange is in good working order.

Although its numbers are not nearly so large as

it has been in former days, it is reduced to per-
manent working members, those that take an
interest in the Order, and see the good results

emanating from it.

The following resolutions were adopted by
our Grange, and our Delegates instructed to

present them at the first session of the Stanislaus

Pomona Grange, which adopted them. They
were ordered printed by our Grange.
Wiikrkas, The Patrons of our State have banded together

for self-protection in an organization known as the Gran-
gers' Business Association, situated in San Francisco, the
center of our commerce. And
Wherkas, the success of our Order as well as the well-

being of ourselves depends on hearty co-operation, there-
fore,

Jiawhvd, that it is the duty of this Grange to extend
to said organization their hearty co-operation and in-

fluence.

J. D. Reyburn, Secretary Salida Grange.

Ben-Lomond Grange.

Editors Press:—The installation of officers

of Ben-Lomond (irange took place on the 2d of

February, 1878, past- Master John Burns, Jr.,

acting as installing officer. Not many were
present, but those who were I am sure will not
forget the very enjoyable and pleasant time
spent upon that occasion. The Grange of late

has not progressed as rapidly as might be ex-

pected, but its future prospects are good. The
new officers are determined to take no back-
ward steps, but pusli forward the work until

as a (irange it stands second to none in the
county. The increasing population to our
mountain is encouraging indeed, and as no
doubt many of them when they see the social

and financial benefits derived from the Order,
they will be anxious to become members, and
will assist in completing what we so much de-

sire, a good solid and substantial (irange on
Ben-Ix>mond. We have a class of four new
members to initiate this month, when others

are expected to follow. James Burns, Sec'y.

Ben-Lomond, Santa Cruz Co.

^Election of Officers
.•

Eaglevii.le Grange, No. 208.—Election

Jan. 10th, 1878: J. W. Brown, M. ; Jacob
Gilcher, (). ; W. H. Carson, L. ; Jess Parman,
S.; J. C. Allen, A. S.; Geo. Price, C; J. B.

Runyon, T.J R. W. Minto, Sec'y; J. L. Mar-
tin, G. K., Cornelia Price, Ceres; Addie Prior,

Pomona; May Kaine, Flora; Emily Runyon, L.

A. S.

Mountain Grange, San Benito, Cal. — G.

M. Butterfield, M. ; J. W. Matthews, O. ; J. F.

Taylor, S. ; W. K. Goff, A. S. ; E. C. Tully, L.

;

F. R. Meyer, 0.j A. H. Cook, G. K.; W. H.
Housh, S. ; Jane Carmichael, T. ; Mrs. N. A.
Mossop, Pomona ; Edith Bacon, Ceres ; Mollie

Kennedy, Flora ; Ellen Chambers, L. A. S.

Newcastle Grange No. 241, Placer Co.

—

R. M. Nixon, M.; J. T. Woods, O.; Julia S.

Rice, L. ; I. F. Tabor, S. ; G. W. Proper, A. S.

;

J. H. Mitchell, C. ; G. W. Threkel, T. ; G. S.

Nixon, Sec'y; Geo. Perkins, G. K.; Mrs. G.

Griffeth, Ceres; Mrs. J. Threkel, Pomona;
Miss M. A. Greeley, Flora; Miss B. C. Boggs,

L. A. S.; W. J.Wilson, Trustee.

Ojai Grange, No. 165, Ventura Co., Elec-
tion, Dec. 1st., 1877.—J. Hobart, M.; T.

Todd, O. ; Mrs. T. E. Tayler, L. ; H. N. Mc-
Lean, S.; L. O. Soules, A. S.; T. E. Tayler,

C; R. Ayers, T. ; J. Pinkerton, G. K.; H. J.

Dennison, Sec'y; Mr. T. B. Steepleton, Ceres;

Mrs. C. E. Soules, Pomona; Mrs. A. P. Wait,
Flora; Mis. E. Reith, L. A. S.

Salida Grange, No. 8, Stanislaus Co.—A.
H. Elmore, M. ; J. P. Vincent, O. ; Win. Parkes,

S. ; B. T. Elmore, A. S. ; B. F. Parkes, L ; H.
Miller, C. ; J. G. Elmore, T. ; J. D. Reyburn,

Sec'y ; W. M. Harbinson, G. K. ; Mrs. Wm.
Parkes, Ceres ; Mrs. C. H. Heinning, Pomona

;

Mrs. J. D. Reyburn, Flora ; Mrs. M. J. Wilson,

L. A. S.

Tomales Grange, No. 153.—Election, Jan.

12th, 1878: J. L. Blake, 11; A. Gerickee, O.;

O. Hubbell, L. ; C. Stump, S. ; O. Morton, A.

S. ; S. M. Johnson, C; Thos. Carruthers, T.

;

Wm. Vanderbilt, Sec'y ; R. H. Prince, G. K.

;

Mrs. J. Huntly, Ceres ; Mrs. F. A. Plank, Po-

mona ; Mrs. J. L. Blake, Flora ; Mrs. R. H.

Prince, L. A. S.; Mr. Benj. Harrington, Organ-

ist. Trustees— O. Hubbell, for three years ;

B. Harrington, for two years ; Wm. Vanderbilt,

for one year.

* Officers of Granges are requested to send list of offi-

cers elect, date of election and day set for installation, to

this office direct.

We take pleasure in announcing to the

dangers throughout the State, that the Wor-
thy Master of the State Grange, Bro. I. C.

Steele, will accompany the Lecturer of the

State Grange on a portion of his tour through

the State. We hope, therefore, that the Sub-

ordinate (iranges will exert themselves to bring

out full meetings at the Lecturer's appointments,

which will in part compensate these two Broth-

ers for the great sacrifice they will make in the

interest of the Order.

—

Patron.

California.
CONTRA COSTA.
Late Seeding.—Gazette, Feb. 16: The grain

sown before the rains, that did not perish with
the drouth after sprouting, is all doing finely

upon ground that has drainage slope and eleva-

tion—and the weeds are growing with it, the
prospect being that they will make, the biggest
crop in many instances. There is still a very
considerable area of ground in the section of

the county west of the Diablo meridian, not yet
seeded; but, while we hope there will be an op-
portunity of getting it in proper condition be-
fore March, we have much confidence that, in

most situations, there will be safety in sowing
up to the middle of that month, and in the San
Ramon bottom the chances of a crop will be
good this season on clean turned land if not
town before the first of April.

FRESNO.
Broom Corn.—Expositor, Feb. 13: We learn

that a number of colonists have each agreed to
plantan acre of broom corn, this season, asan exper-
iment. If it turns out well, there will be enough
raised to justify shipping it to San Francisco,

and if the result is not satisfactory, the loss

will be but trifling to each one. If the experi-

ment, however, is successful, considerable

land will be devoted to broom corn culture

another season.

Raisin Grapes.—Republican, Feb. 9: Mrs.
J. A. F. Smith, of the Central colony, has just

received 40,000 grape cuttings from the Struba
place near Visalia. They are of the Hungarian
"Troyueske" variety, and are the first cuttings

from a large lot^of vines imported from Hun-
gary. We have been favored » ith a small box
of raisins from these vines, and emphatically
pronounce them equal to any we have ever seen

made in the State. They are not as large as

some made at the Eisen vineyard the past sea-

son, but the seeds are small and tender and the

skins are as delicate as can be. They are of

rich flavor, and we think, are in every respect

choice. We are glad to see the colonists turn-

ing their attention to vine and tree culture.

This vicinity is destined to supply the State

with its very choice raisins, and those who take

the lead now will reap the early harvest. A
large number of fruit trees are being set out in

the colony. Mrs. Smith alone setting out over

2,000, and every settler in the colony setting

out some. Several hundred thousand grape
cuttings, and a large number of rooted vines

have already been sold at the Eisen vineyard,

and there is a call for more raisin grapes than
can be supplied from this immense vineyard.

A Wool Enterprise.—Republican: We are

informed by Frank Dusy that he will imme-
diately commence the construction of large and
permanent corrals, sheds and troughs, for shear-

ing and dipping sheep in Fresno. Everything
will be put into shape to shear and dip a large

band of sheep in a single day. A wool press

will be provided, and those who wish can have

their wool graded, presssed, and shipped, either

to S#n Francisco or the East, 20,000 pounds in

a car. A representative of a large Boston wool

house is expected to be present, prepared to

make advances of money to those wishing to

ship East. Everything will be in readiness to

commence shipping on the 20th of March.
Fifty-six white men will be employed, the

work will be personally supervised by Mr.

Dusy, and good work in every respect will be

guaranteed. The charge for shearing, provid-

ing Backs, pressing wool, and loading into cars,

will be nine cents a head, and for dipping two
cents a pound.

MARIPOSA.
Sale ok the Big Trees.— Stockton Inde-

pendent, Feb. 18: The Big Trees property, in-

cluding the Mammoth Grove, of 1,360 acres,

the South Park Grove, of 800 acres, the hotel,

furniture, live stock, etc., was sold by the Mas-

ter in Chancery, under decree of the U. S. Su-

preme Court, at San Andreas, on Saturday. The
whole property was bid in at a low figure by S.

W. Sperry, of this city, for his brother, James.

L. Sperry, one of the partners in the ownership

of the property. There were about 100 people

present from different parts, but nobody bid ex-

cept Mr. Reefer and Mr. Sperry. Mr. Ke*fer,

as agent for the Marquis de Briges, protested

against the sale for several reasons, all of which

were disregarded by the Master in Chancery.

The personal property was sold first, and paid

for in cash in full. The real estate was sold in

two lots, and 25% of the purchase price was
paid down, the balance to be paid on the con-

firmation of the sale by Judge Lorenzo Sawyer,

before whom the matter will be presented on

the first monday in March. The host of friends

of Mr. Sperry in this section and in the moun-

tains will congratulate him on the final settle-

ment of this dispute, and the sole possession of

this magnificent property.

MERCED.
The Farmers' Canal.—Stockton Independ-

ent, Feb. 16: A few days since, we published

an extract from a Merced paper, referring to

the Farmers' canal, now being taken out of the

Merced river for irrigation. Since then we
have learned from one of the parties in interest

a few additional facts in regard to it. The tun-

nel, at which the company has been at work for

several years, is three-quarters of a mile long,

through solid rock, and now lacks but about

100 feet of completion. The dam, an old struc-

ture put in some 10 years ago, is eight miles
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above the tunnel, by way of the ditch, and for

that distance the construction of the canal will

be expensive. About $60,000 have already

been spent and it will require $25,000 to com-
plete the canal as far as Dry creek, at the

southern end of the tunnel. The work is being

pushed ahead and will be completed this sea-

son. Some 40,000 or 50,000 acres will be irri-

gated by the canal, nearly all of which is owned
by Messrs. Mitchell, Cressy and C. G. Hubner,
the latter having 10,000 acres in a body border-

ing on Dry creek, which will be the main chan-

nel of the canaL

MONTEREY.
Editors Press:—I am happy to say that this

portion of the State has been blessed with an
abundance of rain; even old "web-footers" admit
we have had enough for the present. Both
grass and grain are looking well, and there is

every indication of a prosperous season.

—

James
R. Hebbron, Natividad.

NAPA.
Under Water.—Rutherford Cor. Register:

None can complain of not having enough rain,

but some have had too much. The grain crops

at various points along Napa creek have been
partially drowned out, but not enough to have
any material effect. Many of the fields along

the creek are entirely under water.

Forward Grain.—Star: Mr. W. A. Field is

mowing some of his grain, as it is too forward
for the season, and fears are entertained that

the frost will catch it while in the dough or

milk.

SAN BENITO.
A Prolifc Ewe.—Enterprise, Feb. 16: A

ewe, belonging to J. M. de Laveaga gave birth,

a few days ago, to four perfect lambs. The lit-

tle fellows are all alive and active, and give

every promise of becoming able-bodied sheep.

It is the first instance we have 'ever known of

four lambs being produced at a birth, though
triplets are not uncommon.
SAN BERNARDINO.
The Winter.—Editors Press:—We are

having the nicest winter ever known here.

There are no heavy dashing rains, but gentle

rains and plenty of them. The ground is thor-

oughly wet and it is raining still. We are almost
ready to cry, "hold, enough." Our member at
Sacramento, Hon. Byron Waters, is getting laws
passed to protect our apiarians, to-wit: to pro-

tect from foul brood, and to make it a crime to

sell manufactured honey for pure honey. Our
honey prospects are good. Bees are doing very
well now; it is a little too cold for them. More
grain has been sown than ever before, and more
is being sown all the time. Thousands of trees

are being set out. All hope for glorious results.

—Waterman's Hot Springs, San Bernardino, Cal.

SAN JOAQUIN.
California Leather. — Independent, Feb.

15: California-made leather is in demand both
at home and abroad, and Stockton stands in the
front rank in the business on the Pacific coast.

The Pacific tannery in this city not only ships

liberally to the Eastern market, but exports to

Japan and other foreign markets. California is

but a young State, and the fact that she stands
on an equality with her older sisters in at least

one manufacturing industry justly entitles her
to high commendation.
The West Side.—Parties who have recently

returned from the West Side report the greatest

activity in agricultural operations over there.

For a hundred miles south of Banta's the level

landscape presents the appearance of a grand
plowing match, and every inch of ground that

can be turned over is being seeded. It is said

that sowing will be continued three or four weeks
yet, although the rains are interfering with
operations considerably. The prospects are,

that the West Side will yield a crop surpassing
all previous seasons. The grass is getting a
rank growth, and the alfilerilla is in come
places a foot high.

SAN LUIS OBISPO.
Editors Press:—We had a heavy rain here

January 26th, which carried away the railroad

between here and the landing; then one fair

day, and it washed away again. Since then it

has rained frequently, until farmers think we
have an abundance of rain, and grass is far more
abundant than stock to eat it.—J. H. Fisher,
Feb. 6th.

SANTA BARBARA.
Weeds.—Guadalupe Telegraph, Feb. 9: The

weeds are growing so rapidly as to inconven-
ience our farmers. We have heard of several

pieces of early-sown ground that will have to be
plowed over on this account.

SANTA CRUZ.
Tests of Goverment Seeds.—Proceedings

Farmers' Association in Sentinel: Mr. Kinsley
made the following report on grain received
from Washington: One quart of barley, sowed
November 23d, 1876, cut June 13th, 1877,
threshed July 30th, 1877; yield, 87 pounds.
Two quarts of Holstine oats, sowed November
23d, 1876, and February 8th, 1877, reaped June
27th and July 7th, 1877, threshed July 30th,

1877; yield, 120 pounds. Tanzella wheat,
sowed November 27th, 1876, rust and mildewed
badly, and, being worthless for grain, was cut
for hay. The above grain was sown on heavy
clay subsoil, 100 feet above the level of the sea.

Mr. Mattison said that he had sown the same
amount of wheat as Mr. Kinsley, and on the
same character of soil, with about the same
result. The Secretary was instructed to inform
the Department of Agriculture that the wheat
sent by the Department had not done well in

this locality; that the Australian wheat seemed

best adapted to our soil; that if the Department
had the Australian red wheat for distribution,

to forward samples for trial.

SONOMA.
Notes.—Petaluma Argus, Feb. 16: Farmers

state that the heavy fall of rain of late has so

soaked the ground that squirrels and gophers
have been drowned in their holes by the thou-

sands, even up in the high hills. The price of

fresh butter in Petaluma now is about the same
as at this date last year, and about the same
quantity produced in this vicinity. Packed
roll butter, made last year, now brings a little

higher price than fresh butter. We were shown,
on Tuesday last, a specimen of barley in the

head, that was pulled from a 40-acre field, of vol-

unteer, on the farm of H. P. Lichau, in Vallejo

township. Who can beat this for a barley crop

in February?
Roots for Stock.—Flag, Feb. 7: Mr. W.

N. Gladden, on Russian river, a few years since,

raised 30 tons of mangel-wurzel to the acre, on
light, sandy soil, and these sold readily at

$4. 50 per ton. And well they might, as this

was a very low price for them. Here then is a
clean yield of $135 per acre. The stock men
who took them were delighted with the effect

of the roots on the cattle—would take all he
could raise, and protested they could not do
without them. They were fed alternately with
hay. Mr. Gladden is of the opinion that, with
thorough cultivation and manuring, the mangel-
wurzel can be raised on land that would not

grow a corn crop, and Mr. Emil Berlin informs

us that in the vicinity of Santa Barbara he raised

crops of 10 to 15 tons per acre on uplands by
planting early.

Harbor, Whidby's island, had on his farm a
fresh-water lake or marsh, which he drained at

a great expense, by cutting a ditch, 15 or 20
feet deep, through a small ridge. This, after

being drained, he put into cultivation and has
often raised 100 bushels of oats to the acre on
it. These are indisputable facts and can be
proved by as good men as there are in Wash-
ington Territory, among whom are Maj. G. O.
Haller, of Coupville; Thos.JB. Merry, of Seattle,

and Samuel Calhoun, of La Conner.

STANISLAUS. m

The Stanislaus Irrigating Canal.—Stock
ton Independent, Feb. 2: We are informed that

good progress has been made in driving the

tunnel of the canal which is being constructed

by the Farmington Water Company, to take
water for irrigation from the Stanislaus river

into San Joaquin county. The tunnel is being
driven at the rate of 200 feet a month and will

be completed about the first of July. The
drainage water from the hillsides got into the

north end of the tunnel and stopped work tern

porarily, but at the other end work still pro
ceeds. It is reported that the workmen struck

a rich placer mine at the north end of the tun
nel in Littlejohn creek. The canal will proba
bly be finished in 1879, for the crops of that

year.

Editors Press:—Farm prftspects are very
encouraging. We have had an abundance of

rain since the 15th of January, and the ground
has been too wet to plow since that date. Many
farmers were through seeding, putting in

great deal dry, but since some have plowed over

and reseeded. A great many of our farmers

have adopted the plan of summer fallowing, as

the success of the practice was thoroughly de
monstrated last year. Some that had left land

to summer fallow this spring, since this change
of weather, have gone to plowing it up now and
seeding. They cannot resist the temptation to

venture a crop. Grain, in all parts of the

county where I have been, is looking splendid

and growing as fast as it can. With favorable

spring rains we are sure of an average crop.—J.

D. Reyburn, Salida.

SISKIYOU.

Editors Press:—I learn that the snow on
the summit of Scott mountain is from 10 to 24
feet deep, the mail being carried over by r

on snow shoes. Old residents say this is the
wettest winter, so far, ever experienced here

and still it rains. I hear that one of my nei

bors, Mr. Doll, has lost four head of horses

lately. They were in good order and kept up.

I have not learned the cause. I believe all the

dogs in this vicinity are affected with dis

temper, or something else. Two of mine have
been down. Farmers are generally laying on
their "oars" now, the grouncf being too wet to

plow. A wagon road from Etna to Salmon
river is the "go" now. A company has been
formed and we expect to see it put through thi

year, or at least started. Paine purchased
Scott's ranch last week for $550. I learn the

"Bills" ranch is offered for sale, stock and all

complete. Potatoes are on the rise, worth now
one and a half cents per pound. The crop
this valley was short and generally inferior.

More ground is planted now than usual at this

season of the year. John McBride has in over
100 acres; John Smith Howland, George Smith
Cory and others tell me they have in more
than usual.—R. D. Nunnally, French Creek

Washington.
Reclaiming Swamp Lands.—Cor. Oregonian

Feb. 9: It has long been known by all intelli

gent and observing farmers that the best land
we have in the northwest, or in fact in any
other country, is the swamp or swale lands

Believing thus, Mr. Samuel Calhoun, one of the

largest and most successful farmers in Wash
ington Territory, went down to what is known
as the Swinomish tide flats, near the mouth of

the Skagit river, some 15 years ago, and began
work, and to-day has several hundred acres o"

tide land successfully diked in, which produces
more oats and barley to the acre than any othe

land on the Pacific coast. He harvested, last

year, from 410 acres of diked land, 35,407
bushels of oats and barley, and this was only an
ordinary yield. A majority of the oats he sold

in the San Francisco market at 50 cents per
bushel, for the purpose of manufacturing int<

oatmeal. The late Thomas Perkins, of Oak

News in Brief.

The joint legislative committee on the labor
investigation has adjourned sine die.

Some considerable property has been damaged
by floods about Marysville.

Large bodies of Indians are reported in Bear
Lodge mountains, 40 miles from Deadwood.'
James N. McCune, an old merchant and

owner of the flour mill and warehouses at Pet
aluma, died in this city on Sunday.
Assemblyman Ludgate, of the Legislature,

from Amador county, died in Sacramento on the
15th inst.

Two large frame buildings were burned to

the ground in Bodie, Mono county, on the 13th.

Loss $10,000, covered by insurance.
The strike of the London masons is virtually

over, the men recognizing the hopelessness of

the struggle which has cost them £30,000.
Mr. F. C. Hayes, formerly a Secretary in the

Japanese mining department, committed suicide

at Tokio on December 18th.

A snow-slide in Big Cottonwood, Utah, car-

ried away the tramway and ore-house of the
Reed & Benson mine. No person injured.

A decision has been rendered in favor of Mr.
Thockmorton in the Saucelito ranch case. The
land amounts to 16,000 acres and the suit has
been long pending.
An officer of the Revenue Marine, detailed to

investigate the wreck of the Metropolis, reports

that the fragments of the wreck are unusually
small, and the rottenness so apparent that there
was but one opinion as to her unseaworthiness.
The Russian Government has concluded a

contract with an American company for dredg-
ing in the River Neva, between Cronstadt and St.

Petersburg. English companies competed, but
Americans were preferred.

Officers of the Postoffice Department esti-

mate that the revenues of the Department are

suffering not [less than $250,000 per month
by the flood of stamps sold by Postmasters at

small country offices at a discount for use in

cities and towns.
The loss by the burning of Webster's mansion

was $50,000; insurance, $15,000. Mrs. Fletcher
Webster and her son, the occupants, saved a
quantity of silver plate, pictures and other price-

less mementos of Daniel Webster. The library

was removed some time ago.

The Utah legislative committee, to whom was
referred the recommendation in the Governor's
message, asking legislation against polygamy,
report, claiming polygamy is sustained by the

bible, and is a divine ordinance; and they can-

not legislate against religious beliefs and prac-

tices.

The report of the Supervising Architect of

the Treasury Department for 1877 states that

the total appropriations for the Appraiser's

stores in this city have been $663,000, and that
the smallness of the last year's appropriation
will compel the suspension of the work at an
early day.

It is stated that a building has been rented
on Wall street by the Bank of Nevada of San
Francisco, for the establishment of a branch
bank of that institution, and that it is to be
under the exclusive charge of C. T. Christian-

son, present cashier, who will superintend the

Mining Stock Transfer Agency, which will con-

stitute part of the institution.

Jackson, Amador county, has suffered

greatly from floods. One-half of Chinatown,
on the North fork of Jackson creek, is swept off,

and many buildings on the Middle fork. Eight
Chinamen and two women are known to be
drowned. Some 15 buildings have been swept
away. This flood was caused by the heavy
rains of the 17th.

What a story of misery is comprised in the
brief dispatch to the Philadelphia Press, stating

that "the entire and partial stoppage of opera-

tions in the different districts in the coal regions

has thrown out of employment between 25,000
and 30,000 miners, laborers, railroaders, and
other classes of mechanics who are employed
about the mines and by the transportation com-
panies."

W. J. Wilson and H. C. Hyde, assignee in

bankruptcy of the Pioneer Savings and Loan
Association, have commenced suit against the

Safe Deposit Co., et al. to restrain J. T. Little

from selling and disposing of in any manner 500
shares of Safe Deposit Company stock, or from
issuing new stock, on the ground that these

shares are a portion of the assets of the bank,
and fraudulently transferred to said J. T.

Little.

Silver Money.—The bill for the remonetiza-

tion of silver and making it a legal tender for

any amount (except on contracts made in gold)

has passed the Senate by a large majority, and
now is before the House of Representatives. The
bill makes various provisions, one of which is

the issue of coin certificates for amounts de
posited in the United State' sub-treasuries, and
the^e certificates are also a legal tender for dues
to the Government. Whether the bill will pass

the House ancl the President, are the next
points to be determined.

Bay'ard Taylor has been appointed Minister
to Germany.

It is rumored that the King of Holland
will abdicate in favor of his eldest son.

The Cuban insurgent chiefs are said to have
accepted the terms offered them.
The heavy rains have caused the caving in of

a number of sewers in the city.

Two iron-clads from the French squadron at
Smyrna have gone to the entrance of the Dar-
danelles.

Speculations are already indulged in as to
the size of the fleet of vessels necessary to carry
off the coming season's crop.

Several more of the over-due coasting fleet

have come into port, after experiencing very
rough weather.

Capt. Reddish, the pilot who was carried

away perforce by the City of Sidney on her last

trip, returned on the St. Paul on Tuesday.
The President has approved the joint resolu-

tion declaring a reduction of the tax on distilled

spirits inexpedient.

The United States revenue cutter Thomas
Corwin left Astoria on the 13th inst. to resume
her cruise after the distressed coasting vessels.

The internal revenue collections in the San
Francisco district last week amounted to $21,-

851, making a total of $361,009 since Januarj
first.

The Sacramento river is very high, but the
American has not overflowed, so at the present
writing—Wednesday—Sacramento is safe from
a serious flood.

The bill introduced by Senator Eustis pro-

poses an appropriation of $60,000, to be availa-

ble immediately, for reoperating the Mint and
Assay Office'at New Orleans.

The coasting seamen at this port are on a
sort of strike for $30 per month instead of $25
as heretofore. There is some difficulty in ship-

ping crews.

It is stated, on authority which cannot be
questioned, that 70,000.000 of human beings

are now starving in the famine stricken

provinces of North China.
The steamer St. Paul, from Honolulu brings

news that the bark H. W. Carlelon, Harkness,
from Hongkong for Honolulu, went ashore on
Molokai, Hawaiian islands, January 25th, and
became a total loss. All hands were saved.

The Secretary of the Navy has testified

before the House Committee on Naval Expend-
itures that he had to cancel Robeson's contracts,

partly on the ground of fraud, and partly because

they were made without law.

Pierce's Magnetic Journal, published by Dr.

W. L. L. Pierce & Son, is a new San Francisco

monthly paper. It presents a neat typographi-

cal appearance, and is made up of select articles

in prose and poetry, statistics, scientific tacts,

useful recipes, fashion notes, etc.

The steamer City of Dallas was burned and
sunk at her dock at New York, on Monday
night. She was laden with 500 bales of cotton,

porcelain clay and fruit, and insured for $30,000.

She cost originally $125,000, and was insured

for $50,000.
The ferry steamer Saucelito, originally in-

tended for the San Rafael line, has been laid

up since her trial trip, made several weeks
since. It is said that her furnaces will require

alteration so as to prevent so large a consump-
tion of fuel.

Representative Davis has presented in Con-
gress the resolutions of the California Legisla-

ture against subsidies to steamships engaged in

the China trade, and asking a grant of proceeds

of sales of public lands in California for pur-

poses of irrigation and protection against min-

ing debris.

The California Commissioners have abandoned
the attempt to make any exhibit of California

products at the Paris exhibition, the Legislature

having failed to make an appropriation. The
mineral exhibit will be sent, however, by the

generosity of a private citizen of Nevada, Mr.

J. W. Mackay.
The Senate has passed a bill for the relief of

settlers on public lands under the pre-emption

laws. Paddock, in explanation of this bill,

said it was to allow a settler who had occupied

a tract of laud a year or more, to change his

settlement and to take up another tract, under

the homestead law, the time spent on the for-

mer tract to be counted as part of the five years

required under the homestead law.

Cameron has introduced a bill in the Senate

to reinstate certain officers of the United States

army. It provides that all officers of the

United States army who served therein more
than 20 years continuously, and served also du-

iug the late rebellion, and who were wounded
and breveted for gallant service in the field,

and who were honorably mustered out of service

under section 12 of the act of July 15th, 1876,

be reinstated aud retired as of the date they

were respectively mustered out.

Duncan, the Pioneer bank defaulter, came
near being caught on Saturday night. He had
made arrangements for going to sea in the

schooner McKinnon. The detectives boarded

the schooner, and found some of Duncan's bag-

gage. They then intercepted the tug-boat

which is supposed to have been bringing him to

tho schooner. The tug-boat, however, was
faster than the steam yacht Elaine, which car-

ried the police, and landed at the wharf ahead

of her. Duncan was supposed to have escaped

from the tug as she touched the wharf. The
captain and consignee of the schooner have been

arrested for compounding a felony.

It is proposed to print a new edition of the

New Testament and portions of the Bible in

the Mpongwe language.
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The Rain—A Parody.

[Written for the Rir.u. Prksn by H. W.)

Oh! the rain! the rain! the beautiful rain!

Wetting the hills anil flooding the plain;

Softening the pound for the spade and the hoe.

For the farmer to plow, to harrow and sow.

Slowly
Drizzling

Down from the sky,

Down from the clouds that go floating by;
Killing the glitters and streets in the town,

As day after day it comes pouring down;
,

Till the aqueous flood, like a river, pours
Down through the streets and into our doors.

•'Oh! what a rain! what a rain! what a rain !"

Is heard everywhere, again and again.

But the farmer sings as he follows the plow.

For "narv" a wrinkle is on his brow.
Laughing,

Shouting,
He goes to his work.

At noon he will dine on his beans and pork,

And snap his fingers at the city folks,

For he cares not a cent for their fashions and jokes;

But whistles and sings, for a fanner is he,

As happy as a clam at high water can be.

The farmer's a king, he fears not to toil,

His ranch is his kingdom, he was born to the soil;

He laughs at the sheriff, or duns through the mail,

His wife is his banker— such banks never fail.

Safely,

Securely,
She lays it away,

Where 'tis safe from the "Duncans" who steal and
then pray,

And cheat a lone widow and leave not a cent
To feed her poor children or pay up her rent.

But the rain comes down and the meadows are green
For the farmer's a king and bis wife is a queen.

Hurrah! hurrah! for the beautiful rain;

It gives us a harvest and barns full of grain;

It gives us tho means the hungry to feed;

It gives us the power to help all in need.
The widow

And orphan
For the farmer will pray,

For God to pour on him bis blessings each day.

And but for the farmer, bis plow and the rain.

That cities would starve is certainly plain;

The vessels would rot at the wharves as they lay,

But the fanners are kings of the country to-day.

Lower Lake, February, 1S7S.

Farm House Chat.

[Written for the Press by Marv Moistain.]

My Chicago cousins write that they have a

truly Californian winter: " Up to January

29th, no frost in the grouuil, no sleighing, hardly

a flake of snow has fallen yet. " But the beauty

and blessing of a California winter cannot be

told in negations.

Another cousin, coming from Vermont to

spend this season on the Pacific coast, writes

now from San Diego: " My last home letter

tells me they are almost buried in snow. Can

I maktt them realize that this country is fairly

brilliant with the richest green and that I am
gathering roses by the armsful ? How kind

and sociable the people are! Though we are

only 'pilgrims and strangers,' they call onus
and invite us to so many picnics. Mid-winter

picnics are the style in San Diego, and a very

pleasant style we find it."

Here, in Santa Cruz, our weather is too

catching to admit of those airy festivities, and
dancing attendance upon the rain-gauge is the

moat interesting out-door recreation, resulting

in inches that merit a brief report: Total rain-

fall to Jan 1st, 8.91; for month of January,
20.87; to February 13th, 7.65. Total for the
season, 37.43.

All these inches do not indicate a correspond-
ing number of gloomy or disagreeable days.

Sixteen days of January had no rain at all.

•Several more were fairly sunny after the morn-
ing showers and but very few were stormy from
morning till night. In fact, we have been
reminded of that speech of the much-quoted
old lady: " Providence sends the rain mostly
o'nights and Sundays, so that the hired men
can rest."

As usual, our rainfall here in the hills is

heavier than along the coast, but the lighter

soil and natural drainage prevent any great
inconvenience from mud, so that one may trot

nimbly off to town at the beginning, middle or
end of the heaviest storm. This has been well
tested by my children, who attend school in

town, riding the nearly six miles in an open
buggy and have never missed a single day or
fairly earned a tardy mark. Being intrusted
with all the family errands, they are learning
business along with their books, something
after the manner of that excellent early train-

ing described by Mrs. Nichols, in the article

that all mother-readers are sure to remember,
"Give the Girls a Chance." Of course she
meant boys as well, and that all children
should, at the proper age, be instructed in (or

rather intrusted with) the business of buying,
selling and managing.

If up to such age they have had careful, gen-
ae home training, the heart of the parent

"may safely trust in them," the glad, zealous

young agents, proud to be trusted, learning

faster than in any other way the self-reliance

and firmness that will help them to step out
bravely into manhood and womanhood.
How thankful we all are when a writer gives

us a bit of personal experience on these vexed
questions that come tearing through our com
placeucy like the sharp plow through stubble

lields and matted roots, forcing them to give

place to something new and fresh and living.

How welcome is the brisk work of the pen that

will not let our brains lie fallow, but scatters

the good seed everywhere, so that by and by
we harvest a good crop and call it

"Original Thought."

And so it is good, honest home production,

and the increase may be without limit if we in

turn scatter generously abroad. What good
things we constantly gather from all that is

uttered or suggested in social intercourse, in

letters, books, papers and the ever-changing
nature out of doors. But, whenever a topic

touches the wise training of our children, noth-

ing helps so much as a well-told item of personal

experience or a good plain sermon like that we
had from the text, " Marigolds and Onions."

I am now reading that sermon for the fourth

time, trying to imagine what sort of a "seven-
thly" ought to follow and wishing our Dr. A,

would remember his promise to provide for "the
nineteen-twentieths of scholars who must go
out instead of up.

"

Waiting patiently for that, I have, perhaps,

too long delayed my own supplement to former
articles upon industrial education, although

there was much to stir my zeal in another letter

from my Kern county friend, who says: "The
' Chat ' is all right, especially the making
matrimony one of the professions! Why not?
And yet there are more things that ought to be
said. I can talk to you, but to face an audience
such as looks up at one from the columns of the

Rural Press, would quite take away the power
of speech. It is good to say that children

should be trained in permanent, happy homes;
but how get the influence of permanent homes
where it is the custom to move twice a year
or hanpy homes where the inmates have no
sense of propriety, order or comfort ? To bring
within range of your vision another section of

'the field not all in sight,' I inclose for your
rending this letter, the story of a journey from
Kernville to Compton, across the desert, the
family and wordly possessions all in the ox-

wagon, which has already carried them from
camp to camp, until the wagon itself gives the
children their only idea of a permanent home.
If they push on to Arizona, as the tide is now
setting, and if the change, like most of their

changes, proves only for the worse, what kind
of citizens think you will those children make

?

And what will you have done with all those
little half-breeds she mentions in her letter?

The white fathers and Indian or Mexican
mothers are not exceptional cases, they are a
part of our every-day country people and their

abodes are perhaps fair samples of the average
home in a large section of our great and grow-
ing State. Can those parents be made responsi-

ble for the right training of those flocks of

children? They are not all poor—no, indeed?
Some of them take the Rural Pkess, and
others would if they were to see it."

This ends the quotation from my friend's let-

ter, and does not every reader see what a good
ending it is ? Her own "motherly worry" led

her still further along the gloomy outlook,

seemingly unconscious of the hopeful light she
had just cast upon it. Does she not remember
how a little leaven leaveneth the whole lump ?

And a generation of half-breeds, whose fathers

subscribe for the Rural Press, are very well

started, indeed.
In the year 287 S their descendants may look

back upon onr history as we do upon the crude
outline of the dark ages. Beyond the dark ages

we find our ancestors shock-headed savages,

with brains hardly clearer than those of the
beasts they tended; and at the time of the
Roman conquest (55 B. C. ), they painted their

bodies blue, regarded oak and mistletoe as

sacred, and offered sacrifice of human beings.

The Romans were their masters 475 years and
taught them a few first lessons. After that

came the wild tribes of English, who were the

bloody pirates of the northern seas. Following
them came other tribes of Saxons and fighting

Danes, while down from the mountains swarmed
savage Piots and Scots— all cutting and slashing

and mixing at such a rate that after a few hun-
dred years the native Briton remained only as a

serf and swineherd of the conquering tribes.

The great Norman conquest, A. D. , lOOti,

caused another vast stir-about and mixture of

races, and through such tierce, barbarous strain,

during the last 800 years, has developed the

power, pride and pardonable conceit of England
and America ! "O, ye of little faith," look

backward as well as forward ! "The mills of

the gods grind exceeding slow."
The letter alluded to as the story of a journey

across the California desert is so interesting I

am tempted to put it in bodily, but as that is

hardly fair with private correspondence, I will

only copy those sentences that refer to

The Half-Breeds.

"White women and children are a scarce
article on the roail we came. 1 did not see one
until we got within 30 miles of Los Angeles.
We passed several little villages or stations, and
saw a good number of white men with squaws
or Mexican women for wives, and such a quan-
tity of little half-breeds. The men are so clever
and agreeable, too. They all appeared to be
poor and happy."

Now, as the French Bay, "What would you?"
If the wise over-ruler could wait upon the slow
(yet, in some respects, rapid) development of a
race issuing from our own wonderfully and fear-

fully mixed-up ancestors, is it timely or "in
order" for us' to begin to worry about this (pos-

sibly) new departure just starting forth over
there in the desert, and so well started, as

to be at peace with all the world, jioor, healthy,
happy, able to read the Rural Press, "and
agreeable, too?" If they are never heard from
in future histories, it will be, perhaps, because
their lines were cast in pleasant places, and they
became too comfortable and lazy to make a
mark. As for the pilgrims of the ox-wagon,
those hardy little urchins stand quite as good
chance to become grandfathers and grand-
mothers of Presidents as the petted darlings
who sleep in laced and ruffled garments under
the mansard-roofs of San Francisco.

It is quite the habit to speak of the superior
advantages of city and town children, and a
superficial view of conditions makes it almost
pityful that so many are excluded from those
refined and liberal enjoyments. But for the
comfort of many lonely and anxious mothers, I

would like to allude to the compensations that
may be secured and are even now unconsciously
enjoyed by the children of the farm-house, the
cabin, or the emigrant team.
There are many hopeful things to be said, but

they must wait another week.

The Building Up of the Country.

It is not true, as has been so often charged,

that the wealth of our mines and the surplus

from our grain fields areTieing absorbed by our

large cities in their development, to the neglect

of the interior. This may have been true years

ago, but it certainly is not now. Capital has

made the discovery that there is wealth, not so

great, perhaps, yet more sure, to be garnered in

the wake of the plow, than is produced by the
manipulations of the diamond drill or the stroke
of the mason's hammer. Agriculture and horti-

culture are now recognised as the most substan-
tial and safe industries of the State, and so

strongly is this conviction held that it will re-

quire a drier season than the past, and more of

them, to shake it. Nor is it in the immediate
vicinity of San Francisco (the Bay counties)
where capital is only invested, ami a thousand
"country homes" made beautiful, because of

the tasteful expenditure of money on them, but
far away in the interior, up in the "foothills,"

the native tree is falling, to give room to the
apple and the orange, while the laud of the
" tule " is being won over to the production of

wheat and corn, and rivers long running to

waste, are now fertilizing thousands of hitherto

desert acres, yielding golden harvests from fields

of perennial green.

We are confident we do not exaggerate when
we say that at least $2,000,000 were drawn by
our capitalists from the banks of San Francisco
the past year, for the developing of agriculture

in this State, and to continue this work already
begun independent of new enterprises of similar

character, which in the nature of things will be
undertaken from time to time, will require a
much larger expenditure the current year. The
evident tendency of San Francisco's surplus
wealth at present is toward the purchase of

farming lands .and their development. We doubt
if th' re is a city in the country, in proportion
to its population, that numbers among its in-

habitants as many land, or rather farm owners
as San Francisco. We are in a position to know
that these farms are being largely purchased for

homes, and hence are being improved from year
to year, their owners anxiously awaiting the

time when they will be freed from the restric-

tions of city life, and the harassing cares of its

business, and enter upon the coaiforts and en-

joyments of their farm home. We know of

nothing which indicates a more healthy progress

among our people thaSi this growing taste for

ountry homes. While it is true that there is

still an abundance of good land to be had at

comparatively low prices, yet whoever would
possess it should endeavor to do so without de-

lay, for in our judgment the years are not many
n the future when the lands of California will

be recognized everywhere, not only as among
the most fertile, but on other accounts as well,

the most valuable and desirable. —R. J. Trtim-

buWi Catalogue for 1S78.

Simple Illustrations of the Laws of
Gravity.

Teachers can do much to impress scientific

facts and laws upon the minds of their scholars

by using simple illustrations. A hint of this is

given by Thomas B. Lovell. in Jiarlies'Educational

Monthly: Some years ago I heard an exellent

teacher lecture on a subject pertaining to as-

tronomy, in which he made use of several ex-
periments. First, to illustrate that a body will
always revolve on its center of gravity; second,
to show why the earth is flattened at the poles.
These experiments could be peformed by means
of apparatus found in almost every schoolboy's
pocket, namely, a piece of string, a lead pencil
or a short stick, and a piece of brass or steel

chain not larger than a small watch chain. Tie
to the middle of a lead pencil a piece of 'string

about three feet long. Suspend so that the
pencil will balance itself. Now twist the end
of the string between the thumb and the first

finger of the right hand, steadying and holding
the string with the left hand. A circular mo-
tion will thus be communicated to the pencil,

and it will revolve around the point on which it

is suspended. Tie a piece of white string
around the middle of the pencil, or its center
of gravity, simply to show the position of that
point. Now, again tie the first piece of string
half way between the end of the pencil and the
center of gravity, and communicate the circu-
lar motion descrilied above, and we shall ob-
serve that the pencil will still revolve around its

center of gravity, the point marked by the
white string being at rest. It can thus be shown
that anything, of whatever shape, will revolve
on its shortest diameter. If the end links of the
chain referred to above be hooked together, and
the string tied to a link and the circular mo-
tion given, it will.be observed that the chain
begins to take an elliptical form, which grad-
ually approaches that of a circle, until at last it

becomes a circle and then it revolves horizon-
tally. This shows that even a ring is subject
to the same law, that is, revolves on its shorter
axis, the center of gravity. Simple as this ex-

periment is, it illustrates the revolution of the
earth on its shorter diameter.

Museums as Useful Institutions.—Prof.

Marsh in the Popular Science Monthly says:

The old idea of a museum was a showroom; the
modern idea makes it a work-shop as well. If

this institution is to hold high rank in science,

as we hope, it will not be in consequence of the

spacious halls before us, crowded though they
be with the rarest of Nature's prospects; but,

rather, it will come through the small work-
rooms in the attic, where the naturalist, with
microscope or scalpel, has patiently worked out
discoveries that add to the sum of human knowl-

je. This museum will fail of its highest

good, fail even to achieve more than a local in-

fluence, unless the work-rooms above are made
the most important feature of the whole. These
vast collections will spread the elements of nat-

ural science among the people of New York,
and the surrounding region; but the quiet

workers in the attic, who pursue science for its

own sake, will bring the museum renown
throughout the world.

A 80NO heard by a hive: "Bee it ever eo

humble, there's no place like comb."

(
Boys' Smoking.

Whatever may be said for or against the mod-

erate use of tobacco by adults, says the Glasgow

Time*, there cannot be any question about its

prejudicial effect on unformed constitutions.

It is, therefore, of public importance that the
growing disposition among boys to indulge in
" the fragrant weed," even at the cost of nico-

tine sickness, should meet with every opposi-

tion. A Liverpudlian, however, recommends
such very summary proceedings under this

head, in a letter to a local journal, that one
might well ask whether the cure would not be
worse than the disease. Having occasion to

frequently cross the Mersey, he has noticed

that the troops of schoolboys making the voy-

age during the afternoon generally "sneak into

the back of the smoking cabin and at once light

their pipes." The simple truth is that the lads

who have once acquired a taste for smoking will

be sure to gratify it surreptitiously in one way
or another. Hence the necessity of striving by
every means to preveut the formation of the
habit. A great deal might be done in this

direction by parents and schoolmasters if they
convince the boys that the use of tobacco in

early years acts prejudicially on physical

strength. This is a point that comes home to

them at once. Every English lad wishes to be
strong, and if it can only be impressed upon
him that smoking will make him a stunted
weakling, he will be more likely to steer clear

of the habit than if high moral considerations

were brought forward.

These remarks apply with no less force to

American youth, whom we see in the streets,

hardly higher than a walking stick, pulling

their brains out with pipes and stubs of cigars.

Weakness will certainly result from such
practices.

A Russian Baby.—In the life of a Russian
peasant there is a period anterior to all tunics,

mantles, and even sheepskins, during which
they lead a kind of mummy life, only, unlike

tfce Egyptian, it is the first instead of the last

stages of their existence. For the youngest
children are swaddled, and rolled up tight in

bandages, so that they may be conveniently put

away without risk of getting themselves into

mischief or danger. On entering one of their

houses an enthusiastic traveler thinks he has

come upon some Pagan tribe, having their idols

and penates, with the heads well carved out and
the rest of the body left in block. He looks

curiously at one laid upon a shelf, another hung
to the wall on a peg, a third swung over one of

the main beams of the roof, and rocked by the

mother, who has the cord looped over her foot.

Why, that is a child!" cries the astonished

traveler, with a feeling similar to that experi-

enced on treading upon a'toad which was sup-

posed to be a stone. "Why, what else should

it be?" answered the mother. Having learned

so much in so short a time, the inquisitive trav-

eler wishes to inform himself about the habits

of the creature; but his curiosity being some-

what damped by the extreme dirt of the little

figure, he inquires of the parent when it is

washed. "Washed!" shrieked the terrified

mother, "washed!—what, wash a child? You
would kill it. "

—

A Journey Dut North.
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Getting Married.

The Rev. Mathew Hale Smith in a recent
lecture on "Our Young Married People," after

quoting various portions of the bible to show
that conjugal love is inculcated in every portion

of it, went on to speak of the relations be-

tween husband and wife. If the husband de-

mands reverence from his wife he must in re-

turn treat her with the respect due her and
make her feel that the respect and reverence is

mutual. Many ladies make a bargain with the

minister before they are married that the word
obey shall be omitted from the services. The
omission makes no difference. The bible says
distinctly that the wife must obey her hus-

band, and the laws both of God and nature de-
mand a proper obedience to a husband's wishes.
When a young couple get married they know
really nothing about one another in most in-

stances and have to become acquainted with
eacli others character and qualities after they
are united. They cannot learn these things be-

fore, because courtship is full of deceptions.

The man deceives the woman and the woman
deceives the man, but in most cases the woman
gets the best of the man. Young people are in

too great haste to get married, and nine-tenths
of the marriages turn out badly because the"

courtship and engagement are too brief. After
marriage, men are too often in the habit of

leaving the family affairs and the bringing up
o' the children entirely to the mother, thinking
they have done their entire duty in earning the
money to support them. Many men know
nothing of their own children, of their associa-

tions and habits of life. They take no pains to
study their characters, and in ' some cases
hardly know them when they see them. One
man in New York was in the habit of going to
his business on Monday morning and not re-

turning until Saturday night, when his wife
would have the children properly dressed, and
would bring them into the parlor and introduce
them to their father. The great conflict as to

who shall be head of the house is a subject that
is agitating the whole world, and is the cause
of most family quarrels. In true marriage
there should be no such conflict; both should
be willing to give way and to make mutual
concessions. It is a terrible blow to a mother
to give up her daughter to a stranger, and to
find that the affection which she had fostered
and called out by years of loving care was
transferred to some man of whom the daughter
knew nothing.

A Cheap Telephone.—Prof. Barrett, in a
recent lecture on the telephone, gave a receipt
for making a cheap one. Take a wooden tooth-
powder box and make a hole about the size of a
half-crown in the lid and the bottom. Take a
disc of tinned iron, such as can be had from a
preserved meat tin, and place it on the outside
of the bottom of the box, and fix the cover on
the other side of it. Then take a small bar-
magnet, place on one end a small cotton or silk

reel, and round the reel wind some iron wire,
leaving the ends loose. Fix one end of the
magnet near, as near as possible without touch-
ing, to the disc, and then one part of the tele-

phone is complete. A similar arrangement is

needed for the other end. The two are con-
nected by the wire, and with this Prof. Barrett
says he has been able to converse at a distance
of about 100 yards.

* "At what age were you married?" asked she,
inquisitively. But the lady was equal to the
emergency, and quietly responded: "At the
parsonage."
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The Minister at the Tea-Table.

The other evening the Rev. Mr. Philacter

sat down at the tea-table with a very thought-

ful air, and attended to the wants of his brood

in a very abstracted manner. Presently he

looked at his wife and said:

"The Apostle Paul—"
"(Jot an awful lump on the head 'safternoon,"

broke in the pastor's eldest son, "playing base-

ball. Bat flew out of the striker's hands when
I was umpire, and cracked me right over the
ear, an' dropped me. Hurt? Golly!" and the
lad shook his head in dismal but expressive
pantomime as he tenderly rubbed a lump that

looked like a billiard ball with hair on it. The
pastor gravely paused for the interruption and
resumed:
"The Apostle Paul—

"

"Saw Mrs. O'Ghemminie down at Green-
baum's this afternoon," said his eldest daughter,
addressing her mother. "She had on the same
old everlasting black silk, made over with a
v#st of tileul green silk, coat-tail basque pat-

tern, overskirt made with diagonal folds in

front, edged with deep fringe; yellow straw
hat with black velvet facing inside the brim,

and pale blue flowers. She's going to Chicago."
The good minister waited patiently, and then

in tones just a shade louder than before, said:

"The Apostle Paul—

"

"Went in swimmin' last night with Harry
and Ben, pop, and stepped on a clam shell," ex-

claimed his youngest son; "cut my foot so I

cannot wear a shoe; and please can't I stay

at home to-morrow?"
The pastor informed his son \hat he might

stay away from the river, and then resumed his

topic. He said:

"The Apostle Paul says
—

"

"My teacher is an awful liar," shouted the
second son; "he says the world is as round as

an orange, and it turns round all the time faster

than a circus man can ride. I guess he hain't

got much sense."

The mother lifted a warning finger toward
the boy and said— "sh!" and the father re-

sumed.
"The Apostle Paul says—"
"Don't bite off twice as much as you can

chew," broke out the eldest son, reproving the

assault of his little brother on a piece of cake.

The pastor's face just showed a trifle of annoy-

ance, as he said in very firm, decided tones.

"The Apostle Paul says—

"

"There's a fly in the butter," shrieked the

youngest hopeful of the family, and a general

laugh followed. When silence was restored the

eldest daughter, with an air of curiosity said:

"Well, but, pa, I really would like to know
what the Apostle Paul said?"

"Pass me the mustard," said the pastor,

absently.

Then the committee rose and the senate went
into executive session and soon after adjourned.
— Burlington Hawkeye.

Little Susie, looking at some pictures of

winged angels, exclaimed: "Mamma, I don't

want to be an angel!" "Why not, dear?"
•'Humph! leave off my pretty clothes, and wear
fedders like a hen?"

"What makes Johnny so cross this morn-
ing?" "Dot up s'urly."

Advances in Medical Science.

In reviewing the medical and surgical prog-
ress for the year 1877, the London Lancet notes
the following: M. Paul Bert has published an
extensive work on the effect of variations of

pressure on the body, and he shows that the
observed effects of diminished pressure are ex-
clusively due to a diminution iu the tension of

the oxygen in the air, and consequent predispo-
sition to asphyxia; while, on the contrary, in-

crease of pressure up to three atmospheres oc-

casions more active intraorganic changes, and
when the pressure reaches five atmospheres the
oxidizing processes either cease or become mod-
ified in such a way as to become inconsistent
with the maintenance of life. Guttman, Frick-
ler and Oertmaun have demonstrated that the
absorption of oxygen is independent of the me-
chanical acts of respiration. Richet has de-
termined that when perfectly fresh the gastric

juice contains only mineral acids, but that after

standing some time a kind of fermentation is

set up in which free organic acid is formed that
on analysis proved to be lactic acid. It is be-

lieved to be beyond doubt that lactic as well as
butyric and acetic acids are often introduced
either into the stomach or are formed in it as a
prd<hict of fermentation.
The most important progress in the depart-

ment of pathology is that toward the establish-

ment and diffusion of the opinion that minute
organisms are concerned in the progress of acute
infectious diseases. Chaureau has shown that
the horse is peculiarly receptive of the vaccine
virus, and is capable of reproducing it in re-

markable purity and force.

Valuable Mouth Washes.—The English
periodical, Dental Science, commends the follow-

ing recipes: A wash to harden the gums.

—

Take one-half pint Jamaica spirits, one-half tea-

spoonful each of powdered alum and saltpeter,

pulverized, and one ounce of pulverized myrrh;
mix. A favorite wash.—Take salts of tartar,

one-half ounce; honey, four ounces; alcohol,

two ounces; water, 10 ounces; oil of winter-
green and oil of roses, sufficient to flavor. - For
unhealthy gums.—Unhealthy gums are very
common. A lotion made from the following

recipes will be found valuable in restoring them
to a healthy condition: Carbolic acid, "20 drops;
spirits of wine, two drachms; distilled water,
six ounces. Use first a soft toothbrush with
water, after which pour on a second toothbrush,
slightly damped, a little of the above lotion.

After using this for a short time the gums
become less tender and the impurity of the

breath, which is commonly caused by bad teeth,

will be removed. A fine tooth paste.—The fol-

lowing is also from Dental Science: Take red
coral, three ounces; cuttle-fish bone, one ounce;
disulphide of quinine, one-half drachm; mix.
Triturate to a very fine powder, add honey
"white," four ounces, and a few drops of otto

of roses, or neroli, dissolved in rectified spirits,

three fluid drachms, and beat the whole to a
paste. A little powdered myrrh, ono to three

drachms, is sometimes added.

Simple Test for Purity of Chloroform.—
The Philadelphia Medical 'rimes, states that

Dr. Leucke, of Strasburg, gives the following

simple method of testing the purity of choloro-

form: "Immerse a small piece of thin white
blotting-paper into the chloroform, and then let

it dry in the air."

DopEsyie Ecofiopiy,

A New Potato Dish.

A lady correspondent of the Cultivator says:
A positively new dish, and one which has not
been mentioned in any cook-book or paper, to
my knowledge, has recently been introduced to
our circle of acquaintance. It is delicious, in-
expensive, and can be tried by any one who has
the three staple articles, bread, milk and pota-
toes at hand. The receipt calls for crackers,
but as we who live near the stores often find
ourselves out of them, it would not be strange
if people living some miles from a grocery might
also find themselves out of crackers just when
they are most needed. In such case try bread
crumbs iu place of rolled oyster crackers.
Take a dozen raw potatoes and slice them

very thin; roll a pound of oyster crackers, or
break about a pound of bread into fine crumbs;
have ready a quart of new milk, if you live in
the country and have plenty. If you live in
the city, and saving milk is an object, you may
add a pint of water to a pint of milk, and use
that instead, but of course pure milk will pro-
duce the best results. Put a layer of crumbs
upon the bottom of a porcelain pudding dish,
next a layer of potatoes, a trifle of butter, a
sprinkle of salt, and a few almost impereepti-
ble specks of pepper, with a little of the milk;
next another layer of crumbs, then potatoes,
reserving enough crumbs for the top, which
may be ornamented, if you think best, by a
very small piece of pastry. Use all the milk,
and be careful not to use too much pepper.
Bake in a good oven 40 minutes or an hour. We
call it scolloped potatoes, and consider it a dish
particularly adapted for the everyday tea table.
We had one, however, with our turkey on New
Year's day, and it was preferred by many to
potatoes cooked in the usual manner.
Judgment must be used in regard to the

proper quantity of milk required. When served,
if the bread and cracker layer is not very moist,
enough milk or water has not been used, and
the next time a similar dish is prepared more
may be added to advantage. As the milk we
buy is probably quarter water, it may be possi-
ble that pure, unadulterated country milk
would be too rich, but the housekeeper will be
able to regulate this after one or two trials.

Philosophy of Light Digestion.—In a diet-

etic point of view, it would be well for weak
stomachs to remember that wild birds are more
nutritious than their domesticated cousins, and
more digestible. But the white breast or wing
of a chicken is less heating than the flesh of

winged game. Other game, such as venison,
which is dark colored, and contains a large por-
tion of fibrin, produces highly stimulating
chyle, and consequently the digestion is an easy
and rapid affair for the stomach. But, though
the whiter meats may be detained longer in the
stomach, furnish less stimulating chyle, and be
suffered to run into acetous fermentation, their

lesser stimulating quality may recommend them
when the general system is not in want of a
spur. Meats are wholesome, or otherwise, less

with reference to themselves than to the con-
sumer: "To assert a thing to be wholesome,"
says Van Swieten, "without a knowledge of the
condition of the person for whom it is intended,
is like a sailor pronouncing the wind to be fair,

without knowing to what port the vessel is

bound.

—

"Dr. Doran.

Sausages.—To 50 pounds of meat, ready cut
and assorted for grinding, put 14 ounces of

sifted salt, six tablespoonfuls of pepper and
eight of sage, rubbed through a sifter. When
some of the meat is ground, fry and try it. If

more sage or pepper is needed, add some, but
add no more salt. After all is ground, knead it

over well; then make out into cakes of suitable

size for the table, fry a little brown and pack
down close in small tin or other vessels, pouring
over them the grease that fries out, adding
sufficient lard to cover the whole, to exclude
the air. Keep in a cool, dry cellar, and it will

be just as fresh and nice when opened at next
harvest as when it was made. Old tin fruit-

cans, with the tops cut off close around the

edge with a sharp chisel, make very nice cans to

pack in.

An Adulteration of Essence Cloves. —E.
Jacijukmin—Attention is called to tho use of

phenol for this purpose, and for its detection a
small drop of aniline mixed with 5 or 6 c. c. of

distilled water is recommended; this is added
to the essence, then several drops of hypochlo-
rite of soda. If phenol is absent, the color fur-

nished by aniline alone is obtained a slight

violet-purple, which is transitory; if present,

a beautiful blue color is produced, which lasts

for several minutes; one per cent may be de-

tected.

Paste Blacking.— I'aste blacking is made by
mixing powdered bone-black with half its

weight of molasses, and one-eighth its weight of

olive oil, and to this is afterwards added one-

eighth of its weight of hydrochloric acid, and
one-fourth of its weight of strong sulphuric

acid; the whole is to be then mixed up with
water into a yielding paste.

Preservation of Lime Juice.—Lime or
lemon juice may be preserved as follows: Heat
the juice, to coagulate all albuminous matters,

and then sweeten with pure glycerine. The
glycerine will not only retard turgid growths,
nut prevent the juice from freeaing even during
the c*ld««t winters.
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The Week.

The weekVraius have been like those which

have gone before—but more abundant. The
surety of profitable crops lias been supplanted

in many parts by anxiety because of the actual

danger from the rising, rushing water. Dwell-
ers in the State capital have passed days and
nights of excitement and apprehension. In
some respects the water has been higher than
ever known before, in others it still falls below
the flood record of 1SG2. In the outlying plains

and tules there has been even greater fear and
greater loss than in the city of .Sacramento. In
some cises lev ees have been swept away, and
the work of months has gone beneath the flood.

In others almost superhuman efforts have been
put forth, and breaks have been repaired, and
the roaring river turned back from its prey. In
other regions than the Sacramento valley there
have come minor downrushes of water from the
hills and roadways, and railways have been
temporarily disarranged. Hut nowhere yet has
there been any damage which can be mentioned
in comparison with the glorious benetits which
this abundant gift of water will bestow upon
all our material interests..

As we write, on Wednesday, the south wind
reasserts its sway, and the signs are as fresh for

storms as they were a month ago. According
to all human wisdom, it seems now as though
the time had come now for the clouds and winds
to beguile themselves with gentler games, and
let the sun once more appear. There is yet
world's of work to do to get the benetit of the
water which is now in store, and farmers are

getting impatient to begin. All will doubtless
come in good time.

Deep Plowing.

Farmers in this State are either besought, ad

vised or commanded to plow deep by almost

every writer who sharpens his pencil for an

agricultural theme. Although these entreaties

and mandates may be wise in most cases on ou

deep alluvial soils, they should always be ac

companied with due reference to cases which d

not warrant too deep sinking of the share. It

is wrong to convey the idea that the deeper you

plow the better in all cases, and that if you

can by extra efforts scrape the bottom out of

the wells at the antipodes, you will get wonder

ful crops. In some cases it is just as fata|| t

plow too deep as it is to cut off a dog's tail jus

behind the ears. A few years ago, it was jus
as common at the East and in England to advo
cate plows with a mining tendency, as it is now
in this State, and it was not until many acres of

good seed lied were buried out of sight and heh
down by a monument of barren subsoil, that
the land dredgers found that dee]) plowing, lik

many other good things, may be carried too fa

in some cases.

Those who have not gained experimental
knowledge from turning up the soil from differ

ent depths, may gain a theoretical insight int<

the status of the question by the reflection that
the chief agencies which bring fertility to soil

act upon the surface. Here the sun, the cloud
and the atmosphere expend their powers and
deposit their treasures. Here the compounds of

nitrogen are filtered from the percolating water
or absorbed from the penetrating air. Here the
wealth of decaying vegetation has been deposited.

All these causes have been giving character to

the surface layer for centuries, perhaps for ages
The depth to which their influence has ex

tended is widely different according to the ma
tcrial with which they have had to deal, and
the conditions in which and under which they
have acted. The plain deduction is, upon theo
retical grounds, that this quality of availability

to plant growth, which has been produced at

such cost, BO to speak, of natural forces, should
not be overlooked in any scheme of cultivation

which we may devise.

The latest practical testimony Upon this sub
ject comes to us in some remarks upon the Use
of the steam plow in England by that well-

known farmer, Mr. Mechi. In a communica-
tion to the London agricultural journals Mr.
Mechi points out the errors which he and souk
of his brother fanners have made by turning up
the soil from to great depth. When the culti

vator was placed in possession of such a power
ful agent as steam, the tendency to indulge his

theories of deep plowing was irresistible. In
addition to this disposition, the plow itself, as

though conscious of its strength, showed a bun
ger for depth ami delved much deeper than the

"set" of the implement would indicate. The
practical results which Mr. Mechi sets forth

may be summarized as follows: In one case on
his steam plowed laud, although the growing
rain looked unusually strong, and the growth

of blade and stem was fairly magnificent; he
found on threshing that his steam-plowed land
yielded him 12 bushels less per acre in grain than
the horse-plowed, and gave bin a bulk of straw
which was expensive to handle. He counted
his loss on the experiment at §1,000. Similar
losses were noted with other crops and by other
experimenters.
These results by English experimenters wou

hardly be reproduced in this State as a general

rule, because our soil is of a different character

and the lower strata are richer in qualities

which are fitted to the perfection of the fruitery

power of the plant. And yet we know of ex-

periences here which are unite similar in the

heavy growth of straw and light yield of grain.

We have doubtless few lands upon which a plow-

cutting nine inches will bring up that "nasty
yellow subsoil which Mr. Mechi describes, or

in which mischief might be done "by mixing
too abundantly the wretched subsoil with the

long aerated and long manured top soil;" and
yet as a general principle it is well to remem-
ber that in all soils there is a surface layer of

arying depth, which is especially fitted by long

exposure to promote plant growth, and to mix
this or to cover it with lower earth which is

not thus fitted, is either to weaken or obscure
its productive power.
There is an advantage on this coast to be

gained by deep working of the soil which
loes not pertain in many other agricultural

regions, and that is in the conservation of

moisture. Hard, compact ground receives

water slowly, and parts with it readily by evap-
oration. For this reason it is more important
here than elsewhere, that the soil should be

deeply stirred. In this way it is often, and
truly said, that deep culture may take the

place of irrigation. But to accomplish this, it is

not necessary that the subsoil should be brought
to the surface. It may be broken up and
till not removed from its natural position.

This may be done by a subsoil attachment to

the common plow, so that at the same opera-

tion the surface may be turned over to the
depth of six or eight inches, and the subsoil

loosened to the depth of four or six inches more
with comparatively little addition to the labor.

Or a team with a subsoil cutter may follow in

the same furrow with the turning plow. We
have seen both these devices successfully used
at the East. By such practice there is no dan-
ger of exposing a layer which is not fitted for

growth, and yet all the advantages of deep

stirring, with its attendant storage of water and
deep rooting for plants, which send roots deep
for moisture, may be gained. This is a safe
and sure benetit for the consideration of all who
have not found their deep plowing as remuner
ative as they have hoped. We believe in deep
plowing if it be done wisely, and we believe
also in loosening the subsoil and giving it the
wealth of air and water in all cases. Any-
thing which we say upon the subject does not
militate against the fact that our culture, as a
general thing, is neither deep nor thorough
enough.

Concerning the fertility of strata of soil taken
from different depths, we are glad to note that
one of our progressive friends has in hand
number of experiments, the result of which we
expect will be interesting to publish at some
future time. He has taken out layers from
different depths, will sow grain upon each of
them, and record the facts of its growth. Thus
may we see, so far as one set of experiments
can declare, how the fertility of the different
strata of our soils compare with each other.

Insect Investigations.

In our issue of .January 5th, our Washington

correspondent gave an outline of the work
which the United States Entomological Com
mission had done in the great western country

by their study of the locust plague. Of course

that outline contained but a hint of the infor

mation which will be made public in their de

tailed reports, which will ere long appear. In

another letter, which we shall print soon, our

correspondent reviews in an interesting mauner

the great field for entomological work which lies

open and hitherto unexplored in the destruction

which has been w-aged upon the cotton crop in

the Southern States. Our correspondent is

right in suggesting this as a future branch for

the work of the commission. We have now
three of the leading entomologists of the coun-

try, Profs, lliley. Packard and Thomas, at work
in a line which bids fair to do our agricultural

interests incalculable good. We should not let

them step aside until the same work is done for

the other p*arts of the country as has been done
for the Northwest. It seems strange that our
Oovernment has hitherto done so little to aid

the farmers of the country to a better under-
standing of the nature of the pests which are

destroying their crops by the million's worth,
and to disseminate the best know n methods fi r

repelling their grievous attacks. We have ex-

cellent work from State entomologists in tie

lifferent States; we have also had creditable

;abinet work by the stated entomologist of the

Agricultural Department. But these have not,

for obvious reasons, been able to cope with the

evil as it presents itself in extensive regions,

and in its destroying phases in the fields. The
Entomological Commission, with its recognized

talent, its known zeal, and its outfit for making
these qualities useful, was a wise Congressional

creation, and it should not be permitted to lay

aside its labors until the end is reached. We
have seen it stated that the Commission esti-

mates that they can pursue and complete their

investigation, including the cotton worm and its

involved insects, for an expenditure of $2,500.

If this be true let Congress set them at work to

implete the task without delay, forthat amount
is bat a small decimal of the money which will

>e saved to the farmers of the South by letting

them understand the weak points of the enemy
with which they have to deal. Every point of

assistance which the general Oovernment can

ve the agriculturist in conquering the insect

pests which hazard and devastate ids cultures,

is of greater value than one unacquainted with

mr farming practice can imagine. The evil is

ne which only has to be let alone to seenre its

revalenee. To be overcome it must be fought

wisely, scientifically and persistently. The
lorden of furnishing the people with the science

of evil and its remedies should be cheerfully

undertaken by the general Oovernment, and
we hope the work will be pushed forward.

Et\I.ES \HQ E\Ef»LIES.

Gypsum.

Houni.kss Cattle.—We notice that the sub-

ject of hornless cattle which has been presented

in our columns, is attracting attention among our

agriculturists. Dr. L D. Morse of San Mateo

county writes as follows :
" If a company could

be formed somewhere on this coast for import-

ing and breeding Angus and Norfolk polled cat-

tle, more especially the latter, it would inau-

urate an improvement of the most important

laracter, and one that would pay better probably

than any other in the cattle line. There are

many men in this county who could build up a

,-rd of such cattle and scarcely miss the few

thousands it would cost. A few good Norfolks

an probably be purchased in New York State,

where they have been introduced within the

last six years ; or the Angus from the Canadian

breeders.

North Carolina.—Information concerning

the agricultural resources of this State is becom-

ing much more extended and definite through

tl'orts of Hon. L L Polk, Commissioner of

the State Board of Agriculture. His third

quaiterly report, which we have just received,

hows that his department is doing a great deal

f excellent work, winning the support of the

farmers of the State, and the interest of agri-

culturists in other States.

Editoks Press; I wish you to inform me what gypsum
is worth in San Francisco, or is there any sale for the
same there, or anywhere else for a pure and beautiful ar-
ticle? There is a large quantity existing within ten miles
of the railroad, and very easily got at. If there is any
value in the article please let me know, fllllw
Kern County.

Rock gypsum is worth about $5 a ton deliv-
ered in this city. It is sold, after being ground,
in bulk for §10, and in barrels for $12.50 per
ton. In order to gain this price the rock must
be examined beforehand by the manufacturer,
for there is some rock of tine appearance which
is almost worthless for his uses. It does not
appear that there would be much chance for
profit on the rock shipped to this city from
Kern county were it never so good, for the
freight would eat up the receipts, not to say
anything of the cost of quarrying or drawing
to the cars. It is true that gypsum rock has
been brought from greater distances, but the
transportation has been by water, and conse-
quently much cheaper. It would be well for
our querist to send a specimen of his gypsum
to Lucas & Co., of the Golden Gate Plaster
Mills, 215 and 217 Main street, San Francisco.
This firm takes the lead in manufacturing and
selling plaster, and they would doubtless give
information on the value of the raw material.

We are interested to hear of plaster deposits
in different parts of the State, because of the
value which will accrue to our agricultural in-

terests by using it wisely as a fertilizer. For
this purpose the raw material should be widely
distributed, because it will be thus more easily

available. The success of Prof. Hilgard's pre-
scription of plaster for the alkali soils at West-
minster, Los Angeles county, and the subse-

quent discovery of the rock which has been re-

ported near there, is a case in point. The plaster

must be had cheaply if our farmers are to reap
profit from its use, and to secure this cheapness
in distant parts of the State, the rock should be
dug and ground as near the field as possible.

In western New York, whence we came, and,
we doubt not, in other parts of the Eastern
States, the plaster mills are of frequent occur-

rence. In some eases they are adjuncts to the
tiouring mills, and the farmers when they come
to town with their loads carry back barrels of

plaster for their fields. We expect to see in

this State, when the demand shall warrant it,

establishments for grinding plaster in different

parts of the State, and then the cost of long
transportation will be done away.

Aphis on Rose Bushes.
Editors Press: The rose bushes in my garden, partic-

ularly the young buds, are now covered with myriads of

small green insects, that have resisted all my efforts to

dislodge them I experienced the same difficulty last

vear. What is the remedy for this |iesl?- St., Anaheim,
Cal.

There are several methods by which the pests

may be destroyed, if they are diligently applied.

We have cleared bushes entirely by syringing

with a suds made of whale-oil soap, which is

sold for this purpose by the florists and drug-

gists. The suds is best applied with a garden
syringe. Good results may also be attained by
Irenching with water heated to 120", or with

common soft-soap suds, if not too strong; but

the whale-oil soap application is more effica-

cious. In green houses the most common tight

against this plague is by fumigation, burning

tobacco and leaving the house tightly closed

through the night. On out-door plants fumiga-

tion may also l>e applied with some success, if

the bush is covered with an enveloping hood of

paper and the tobacco burned near the ground
under it. Where the bushes are not too large,

nor too many of them, this plan is easily ap-

plied. Who knows better methods ?

Tarred Corn for Seed.

Eihtors Pkkss: In a recent number of the

Prkss, I noticed an article on tarring corn to

keep birds from eating the seed. The way I

have operated the thing is to take (we will say),

a three gallon kettle, put in six quarts of water;

fetch it to a boiling point, then drop in four

tablespoonfuls of tar, or thereabout. Let the

tar mix with the water. Take it from the fire,

anil pour in gradually eight quarts of corn.

Give it a little stir and turn it out into a basket

or a box that will let the water drain off quick.

Stir it lively till it is below blood heat, then

sift in wood ashes to dry the tar. Corn will

remain in boiling water one minute without in-

juring the germ. If the above directions are

followed there is ho danger. I have seen this

method followed for the last 60 years. Corn
treated in this way will come up if planted in

moist ground as soon as dry corn. -S. G. Tylek,

Batavia, Cal.

Cranberries.

Editors Prkss:- Has the growing of cranberries been

tried in California, also please give me your opioioD in re-

gard to the same? -Wm. J. Ai-I'LKOatk, Nelson, Butte

county.

We have heard nothing of cranberry experi-

ments of late. Has any reader made any? We
have said on several former occasions that we
believed they could be grown in this State, pro-

viding the proper location and conditions were

chosen. Our conditions are so various that an

experienced grower could doubtless find some

adapted to the plant. The subject is worth dis-

cussing. Who has looked into it ?

The gospel of John has been issued in the

Nez Perces language, by the Presbyterian

Board.
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The Rainfall of the Sandwich Islands.

The rainfall on the Sandwich Islands differs

widely in the various parts and is to a great ex-

tent governed by purely local influences. Often-

times these variations are very marked, and

even are appreciable on the opposite sides of

the same mountains. Many times have we
stood in Honolulu when the sun was shining

brightly overhead, and watched the rain falling

heavily but a few miles away up the Nuuanu
valley. The causes which produce these seem-

ingly strange results are very obvious to anyone

who stops to think.

These islands are situated in a zone of per-

petual summer, and being surrounded by water

on all sides, the warm atmosphere absorbs

large quantities of moisture. Now, in the par-

ticular case of the Nuuanu valley, the rainfall is

easily explained. The island of Oahu, on which

Honolulu is situated, is divided by a high range

of mountains running nearly east and west.

This valley cuts these mountains to a depth of

between 1,000 and 2,000 feet. The trade-winds,

which here blow from a northerly direction,

when they meet these high mountains naturally

find an exit down the valley. As they pass

down the valley, they meet the ascending cur-

rent of warm moist air from the sheltered south

side and immediately condense it into clouds.

The table which we publish below is taken

rom the Hawaiian Gazette, and was prepared

by Mr. W. W. Hall from the record of the rain-

fall at his house in the Nuuanu valley. His
residence being about midway between the two
extremes of local influences, would be a fair

approximate of the average rainfall of the isl-

and. By looking through the table, one will

see that there is no regularity in the time of the

heavy rains, and the rainy months in one year

may be the dry ones the next.

Rainfall for Four Years in the Nuuanu* Val-
ley, Sandwich Islands

1874. 1875. 1876. 1877.

10.00 4.55 3. 73 3.24

3.41 2.92 4.73 2.90
4.16 3.86 6.43 0.94

1.28 4.22 3.58 3.41

1.14 4.16 5.87 7.27

2.51 2.44 1.07 1.14

July 2.40 0.95 1.42 2.27

August 1.00 1.09 2.58 1.19
2.58 3.11 0.51 2.64
5.50 1.50 0.37 1 63

15.67 6.78 3.35 2.24

December 3.30 4.46 2.92 3.43

Total 52.95 39.04 36 56 32.30

The amount and place of the rainfall will be
to a great extent regulated by the force of the
wind; when it is strong it forces the clouds
down the valley, and the rain falls on the town,
but generally the wind loses its power among
the clouds of its own formation, and the rain

falls near the middle of the valley. It is a pecu-

liar sight to see this valley filled with clouds
which do not reach the tops of the mountains
on either side, and the rain falling heavily in

the bottom. These rains are almost of daily

occurrence, and depend on the amount of wind.
Beside these local rains, the tall mountains

with which all the islands are marked tend to

confine and distribute unevenly even the larger

storms that may be general to the whole group
or even of greater area. It will be seen that
no rainfall which is taken at any one point can
be an exact showing of the rainfall of the islands

in general.

Rains and Floods.

The long-continued and heavy rains of the
past two months, having entirely dissipated all

fears of a poor season for either miner, farmer
or merchant of California, have brought fears of

danger in the opposite direction, viz., of floods.

Already, as mentioned, considerable damage
has been done in different parts of the country
by the overflow of accumulated waters in the
overcrowded rivers. The large tracts of land
under cultivation, which have been covered
with water, have, of course, been seriously

damaged for this season. A great deal of ex-
pense will be entailed for the construction of

new levees and for repairing breaks, banks,
levees, ditches, dams, etc. The railroad com-
panies have been kept busy in repairing the
roads, to keep them in order, and, in some
instances, have had to abandon temporarily
short stretches of road. The new line from
Oakland Point to Martinez has been so much
trouble to keep open that the efforts have been
abandoned for the present. There have been
so many slides in the cuts and in the banks that
they have concluded to stop running the line
until the rains cease causing slides. There are
some peculiarities presented this season which
are worthy of note. In 27 years prior to the
present year, the quantity of rain has exceeded
eight inches only in 11 months, viz.: in Decem-
ber, four times; January, five times; and Febru-
ary, twice. On four months only in 27 years
has there fallen as much rain as in January of

this season. The greatest amount that has
ever fallen in a month was in January, 1862

—

18. 10 inches. This was the winter of memora-
ble floods, which lasted through December,
1861, and January, 1862, destroying an im-
mense amount of property on the Pacific coast.

It is worthy of note that the month just men-
tioned, viz., January, 1862, was, in fact, the
only month for 27 years which exceeded the
past month in a marked degree in its rainfall.

The amount of rain for the season, up to
noon on Wednesday, was 26.62 in San Fran-
cisco.

An Important Improvement in Ice Manu-

facture.

A San Francisco Invention.

There seems to be no finality in science or in

scientific mechanism. One improver comes after

another in such swift succession, that each im-

prover soon finds himself improved. A few

years ago, the production of ice by artificial

means was considered something quite wonder-

ful, even taking into account the great cost at-

tendant upon the earlier efforts. But by suc-

cessive discoveries and improvements, the cost

of the artificial production of ice has been

greatly diminished, and the simplicity of the

process so wonderfully advanced, that within

the past year or two art has fairly superseded
nature, even in the most favored localities, like

New York, where the Ice King holds undisputed
sway over river, and pond, and lake, for full one
quarter of the year. To give some idea of the
economic progress which has been made in this

direction, it may be remarked that fifteen years
ago, it cost nearly or quite $20 to produce one
ton of artificial ice ; ten years ago the cost had
been reduced more than one half, since which
time the cost has been reduced from time to
time, by added improvements, until by the
machine herein described, pure crystal ice can
be made at a cost not to exceed one dollar per
ton.

For a century or more, the great problem has
been to convert heat into power at the cheapest
cost—as by the steam engine. The progress in

this direction has been very slow and unsatis-

of the vessel containing the water to be frozen.
This quality greatly simplifies and reduces the
weight and bulk of the machine, and the whole
process of artificial ice manufacture.

6th. This fluid condenses under from five to
ten pounds pressure, while ammonia requires
from 80 to 120 pounds, and the various other
fluids in use vary from 40 to 50 and upwards all

the way to the condensing point of ammonia.
7th. By reason of the low condensing point

of the Gesner fluid there is great economy in

the amount of power required over any other,
while the machine itself may be constructed of

lighter materials, as well as made lighter in

weight. For the same reason there is less liabil-

ity of leakage in the joints. In fact every joint

used in the Gesner machine may be held secure-
ly byordinary soldering—a method which gives
the cheapest as well as the tightest possible joint.

Another advantage of a low condensing point is

the less liability to leakage of the pump, around
the piston of which, and from the high pres-

sure required to condense other fluids, there is

always much loss.

8th. The low condensing point of this fluid

admits of its ready use in warm climates when
other machines are either utterly impracticable
or attended with great expense, especially in the

use of power. It is not doubted but that one
of these machines could be made to operate even
in the lower levels of the Comstock mines, where
the thermometer stands constantly at 120° Fahr.
or even higher.

It would be useless to further enumerate the
advantages derivable from the use of this new
fluid in the manufacture of ice. Suffice it to

say that the discovery of its application marks
the most important era in the progress of ice

manufacture, since the first introduction of a

GESNER'S ICE MAKING APPARATUS.

factory. Much better success has been achieved
in the solution of the later problem of convert-

ing power into cold by the ice machine.

The Latest Improvement,
However, and the one which entirely distances all

others, is of quite a recent date, at least in its

practical demonstration, and has been made in

our own city of San Francisco, by Mr. J. F. Ges-
ner,who has recently come hither from New York
for the special purpose of putting into actual

use a discovery which he conceived some three

or four years ago in his little laboratory in the

last named city. This improvement consists

mainly in the employment and in the adaptability

of machines for the employment, as a refriger-

ating agent, of

An Entirely new Fluid,

One scarcely known at all out of the laboratory

of a fine chemist, and one never before employed
as a refrigerating agent. The advantages of this

fluid are manifold, some of which may be enu-
merated as follows :

1st. It is non-explosive, entirely safe and
quite pleasant to the sense of smell.

2d. It is anti-corrosive, having no action,

whatever, on any of the metals.

3d. Its condensing and evaporating points

come nearer together than those of any other

fluid known, an advantage which is readily ap-

preciable to any expert in the manufacture of ice.

4th. It is exceedingly volatile and mobile,

especially when placed under the action of the

air pump.
5th. This last quality is, perhaps, its most

important one, and is so perfect that while the
ethers and the various lighter products distilled

from petroleum, now in quite general* use, as

well as sulphurous oxide, compressed air, etc.,

hare to be used in connection with a non-con-
gealing liquid such as salt and water to intervene

as a carrier or conveyer away of the heat from
the water, this new liquid acts as its own carrier,

»nd may be used in direct contact with the walls

regular ice machine by Carre', some thirty years

ago.

In order to give our readers some idea of th
simplicity of this machine, we have prepared the

accompanying illustration. The simplicity of

this machine over any other ever before' con-

structed will be at once apparent to every one
at all acquainted with the different machines for

manufacturing ice. While it may be worked on
the largest possible scale, it is also peculiarly

adapted, from its simplicity of construction, for

operation on a small scale of from one to three

or four tons per day or less.

jiy reference to the engraving, the arrange-

ment of the machine will be understood. A,
water-tank in which the ice is made; B, ice in

process of formation; D, the freezers or cells in

which the freezing liquid is placed, and against

which the ice is formed; C, water; F, condenser
filled with water, through which a coil of pipe

passes from If to K, and in which the freezing

liquid is condensed; a larger coil may be used
with a spray, if desirable; M, the gas chamber,
which is connected with all the freezing cells;

O, the pipe connecting the gas chamber with

the vacuum side of the pump and through
which the gas is drawn off for condensa-
tion ; E, the pump, double-acting

;
H, the

pipe connecting the condensing side of the
pump with the condensing pipe coiled in the

tank F; K, a self-acting valve which passes the

condensed liquid collected in the condenser to

the freezers; L, the pipe convoying the con-

densed freezing liquid from the self-acting valve

to the freezing cells. These cells are fed at the

bottom, as shown. N, the vacuum gauge; O,

the pressure gauge; the driving pulley. In

operation the water tank, A, is closed by a re-

movable water-tight door in front, not shown
in the engraving.

How Artiflcl&i Ice is Made.

For the benefit of such of our readers as may
not be familiar with the theory and practice of

artificial ice making, we will try to describe it.

Ice is water deprived of a certain measure of
heat. Now, if by artificial means we can take
away that measure of heat from the water, we
have ice. Put any very volatile fluid, such as
ether or ammonia, in your hand and you wiU
feel a strong sensation of cold, produced by the
rapid evaporation of the fluid from the warmth
of the hand—that is the heat is extracted from
the hand by means of the evaporation which
takes place. The quicker the evaporation, the
more intense the cold. If now, the hand could
be placed in a closed vessel and the air pumped
out of the same, the ether would evaporate
much more rapidly, and the hand would be
frozen. If a cup half full of water be placed in
a vessel and another cup filled with ether be
placed within the cup of water, the two placed
under the receiver of an air pump and the air
pumped out, the evaporation is so rapid that
the water is quickly converted into ice.

This is precisely the principle of artificial ice
manufacture. In the machine herewith shown,
the cells D, D, D, are partly filled with the high-
ly volatile fluid described, and the air pump, E, is

put in motion to remove the air and vapor from
the cells. The rapid evaporation thus produced
causes the water in contact with the outside of
the cells to freeze, as shown at B. The ice
gradually accumulates until it reaches the de-
sired thickness, when by a simple device the ice
is separated from the walls of the cells, slid out
of the tank and cut up into blocks suitable for
the market. As the vapor is pumped out through
the pipe, O, the pump being double-acting, it is

forced, under pressure, through pipe, H, into
the coil not shown, but placed within the tank,
F. Here the pressure reduces the vapor again
to its liquid condition, when it passes on, auto-
matically, through the valve, A", and pipe, L, into
the bottom of the cells D, D, L>, as shown, to be
again converted into vapor, and so continue its

regular round.
The process, as will thus be seen, is exceed-

ingly simple, and all the more effective because
the refrigerating effect is applied direct to the
water, through the thin metallic walls of the
containing cells. No other liquid known, than
the one here used, will do its work in the man-
ner described. All other liquids except this,
require the intervention of a non-congealing
liquid, such as salt and water, or glycerine and
water, etc., which must be'provided for by extra
machinery, and at a considerable loss of power
and refrigerating effect.

We are pleased to state that a company has
already been organized in this city to build and
operate one of these machines here.

A small machine, merely to demonstrate the
principle, has been in operation for several
months at Klemm's Lounge Factory, on Brannan
street, between 5th and 6th, where it has been
examined by a great number of our citizens, who
are curious or interested in such matters.

For Refrigerating Purposes.
This machine, or rather this fluid employed

in a very simple manner—a modification of "the

ice machine—is most admirably adapted for cool-
ing purposes, for cars, breweries, cooling houses
for fruit or meat, for skating rinks, etc. For
refrigerating cars, its lightness and simplicity
render it peculiarly applicable. It may be em-
ployed for a single car or for an entire train.

There is no method known by which the same
degree of cooling effect can be produced in so
compact a space, with so little weight or such
small expenditure of power as in the use of one
of these machines. Arrangements are now be-
ing made for the construction of a large skating
rink, cooling house, etc.

Ice has now passed out of the category of lux-
uries to take its place among the necessities of

life, and the natural supply being so uncertain
and difficult of attainment to the great masses
of our population, we hail with pleasure this

new improvement for producing it more cheaply,
and all the more because it is placed to the
credit of the already long list of valuable Cali-

fornia inventions. Letters patent for this inven-
tion have already been obtained through the
Mining and Scientific Press Patent Agency,
and other patents are now pending. Any fur-

ther information in relation to the above may
be obtained by communication with this office.

Business Change.—As will be noticed in our
advertising columns, the partnership heretofore
existing between A. T. Dewey, W. B# Ewer,
Geo. H. Strong and John L. Boone, in the
Patent Soliciting business connected with this

paper, has been dissolved, by the withdrawal of

Mr. Boone from the firm. Our Patent Agency
business will be conducted, as heretofore, by
Mr. Geo. H. Strong, and our clients can depend
upon receiving as courteous and skillful atten-

tion as heretofore. This transaction does not in

any manner affect the newspaper business of

Dewey & Co. Mr. Boone intends to occupy
himself principally with Patent law in the
future, and has opened an office at room 57,
llalleck block, No. 320 Sansome streot, south-
east corner Sansome and Sacramento streets.

Go up in the elevator and see him. Mr. Boone
has exceedingly promising talent for the new
field of Patent law practice which he enters,

and we wish him abundant success.

On File— "Chahto," R. M. W.; "Notes
from Los Angeles," J. W. P.; "Hotting Straw
Files," •'Hose Culture," W. S. I).; "Bermuda
Grass," E. W. H. ; "Bues in Napa," J. D. E.;
"Corn Fodder its Culture and Kusilege," F. G.;
"Pilot Hill Grange, " A. W. Or. j "Address of

W. M.," Danville Grange; "Plum] on Peach
Stock," A. B. R..; "Hard Milking Cows;" A.
W.; Utilizing Straw Piles," R. H. B.
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Purchasers op Stock will find in this Directory tub
Names of some of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates —Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

50 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO., Downey City, C'al., breeders of

thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petal uma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-

ers of Short Horns and their Urades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cat., breeder of Jersey

cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at «40

to 9100.

SHEEP AND GOATST
L. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-

sex and Berkshire Swine.

B. F. WATKINS, Santa Clara, breeder of thorough-
bred Spanish Merino Sheep.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;

Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.

BURBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal.

sale. Also, eggs in their season.

Pekin Ducks for

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for

hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, Iiellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal

Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine,
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside. Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull In America. The Herefords.the
best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Buchu, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs,

inquire of

1. L. MILLER.

Beecher, Will County, Illinois

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince "

"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshire's.
Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and CotawoU
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are
guaranteed as represented and, pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles City, Cal.

CARD.

Last fall, preparatory to moving to Oregon, I disposed
of my entire herd of Berkshires. Alfred Parker, Esq., of

Bellota, San Joaquin County, purchasing several of my
best Imported hogs. 1 take pleasure in recommending
him to my former patrons and to the public generally as a
reliable breeder. It s THOMPSON, Napa City, Cal.

aSTPartics favoring me with their orders may rely

upon getting A No. 1 Pigs, with perfect pedigrees and of

the most fashionable English strains. Address,

ALFRED PARKER, Bellota,

San Joaquin County, Cal

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

DANIEL INMAN, (President).

A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. GRAY.

SHIPPING AND
Grangers' Building,

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
1. C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

COMMISSION HOUSE,

106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that wil

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager,

IRA MARDEN 6l CO. S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.

Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

v GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Warden's Coffee and Spices.

W. & J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California

IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OP

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE
Also, the finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000,

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Vice-President and Manager,

C. J. CRBSSEY.

Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIEK.

Secretary FRANK A CRESSET

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

he»best market rates.

BUSINE 5S
CO LL EC £

No. 24 Post' Street

SAN FRANCIBCO, CAL.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the begt class of young men in the State. It makes
liusiness Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.

Ladies' Department.—Ladies will bo admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Telegraphic Department.—In this Department voting
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
Fur further particulars call at the College, 2i Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

Notice of Sale.

The property of the Alden Fruit and Vegetable Pre-
serving Company, situated in the town of Centerville,
Alameda County, California, must be sold before Feb-
ruary 23d, 1878.

The property consists of one acre of land, a three story
building, with shed and out-houses,

Three Alden Elevators, A Steam
Boiler, Steam Pump,

And the general fixtures needed for carrying on the bus-
iness of drying fruits and vegetables. Title perfect.

If not sold at private sale prior to February 23d, it will
on that day be soli' at public auction to the highest cash
bidder. For further particulars, address

W. A. YATES, Sec'y C. F. P. Co.,

Centerville, Cal.

Engraving done aI ihis office,

Lands for Sale and to Let.

FINE RANCH FOR SALE

LOWEST PRICE, $8,000.

The ranch is situated on the direct stage road between

Mendocino City and Cloverdale, in Mendocino County.

Forty miles from Cloverdale, 20 miles from Navarro

Ridge and une mile from the Christine Postorfice.

It Consists of a Total of 2,000 Acres.

Of which 640 are secured by Government title and the

balance by possessory title. It consists of

150 Acres of Rich Bottom Land,

Which is adapted to the raising of Wheat, Barley, Oats,

Potatoes, Corn, Vegetables, etc., and will raise as large

crops as any land in the county. There is 1,210 acres
of Fine Rolling Land which is A No. 1 pasture land, and
capable of keeping 1.000 head of Sheep, or 100 Dairy
Cows. The whole ranch is well fenced with picket and
post and rail fence, and has eight good buildings on it,

consisting of a good substantial and comfortable

Dwelling Houseof Six Rooms,
Two Hams, one of them 100x40 feet, and the other 40x40
feet, a Granary, Woodshed, Chicken House, and a No. 1

Dairy House, new last year. There is a bounteous and
never failing supply of good soft water at both the Dwell-
ing and Dairy Houses.
On the ranch is a large quantity of Redwood timber,

suitable for all purposes. There is a

Fine Orchard of Some 300 Trees,

Of the choicest varieties of Peach, Apple, Pear and Plum,
as well as a large quantity of Grapevines, Currant and
Gooseberry bushes, and other small fruit. There is 100
acres sown to Wheat and Barley, which is now up four or
five inches, and promises an abundant harvest in the
fall.

The owner has also about 40 head of Cattle, a few
Sheep, five horses, 150 head of hogs, 100 Hens, and a large
supply of all necessary Farming Utensils, which he will

dispose of to the purchaser at very reasonable terms if

fdesircd.

The neighborhood is as good as could be desired, only
one mile from to a store and one-half mile to a good
schoolhouse, as well as one-half mile from a church.
The owner's reasons for Belling are his wife's health and

his dislike of the business. At the price at which it is

offered it is the cheapest ranch in Mendocino County, as
the crop bids fair to be worth when harvested, 84,000.

idSTerms arc SS.000, one-half cash and the balance se-

cured by a mortgage at one per cent. For full informa-
tion, address

DEWEY & CO., 202 Sansome Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

RANCH FOR SALE.

A ranch for sale, near Kiverdale, Fresno County

It comprises 100 acres, (U. S. patent,) of rich bottom

land, with house and out-buildimrs. Crass is green the

year round. Alfalfa grows without irrigation, a» water is

hut six to eight feet beneath the surface. There is an

irrigation ditch running across the ranch, and three cubic

feet ol water per second belongs with the place. It is the
best of tule lai^l and borders on the swamp or overflowed
lands. There are a few Fruit Trees, Strawberries and
blackberries. The ranch is one mile from the school
house and postottice; 10 miles from Lemore, on the rail*

way and nine miles from Kingston, cuunty scat of Fresno
county. Price, 15 per aero. For further particulars,
address

DAVID S. ORR, Riverdale,

Freeno County, Cal.

GOOD LAJSTO

FAVORABLE LOCATION,

GUARANTEEING

Sure Crops Every Year.

The Redding Ranch,

In the Upper Sacramento Valley, originally em-

bracing over 26,000 acres of

Choice Grain, Orchard and Pasture Land,

la now offered for sale at low prices and on

favorable terms of payment,

In Sub-Divisions to Suit Purchasers.

The ranch was selected at an early day by

Major P, B. Redding, one of the largest pioneer

land owners in California. It is situated on

the west side of the Sacramento River and ex-

tends over 20 miles along its bank.

The average rainfall is about 30 inches per

annum, and crops have never been known to

fail from drouth.

Th« climate is generally healthy and compar-

tively desirable. The near proximity of high

mountain peaks give cool nights during the

" heated terms " which occur in our California

summers.

Figs, (i rapes, Peaches, Prunes, Almonds, En-

glish Walnuts, Oranges and other temperate

and semi-tropical fruits can be raised with suc-

cess on most of the tract. Also, Vegetables,

Corn and all other cereals ordinarily grown in

the State.

A considerable amount of the rich bottom

land has already been cultivated.

Deep Soil With Lasting Qualities.

The soil throughout the tilled portions of the

ranch proves to be of great depth and enduring

in its good qualities. It is quite free from foul

growths. The virgin soil among the large oak

trees on the bottom land is easily broken up

.

and cultivated.

The California and Oregon railroad traverses

nearly the entire length of the tract. There

are several sections, stations and switches, be-

sides depots at the towns of Anderson and

Reading—all of which are located within the

limits of the ranch.

For Colonies.

Land suitable for settlers in colonies can be

obtained on good terms.

Town Lots

Are offered for sale in Reading, situated on the

Sacramento River, at the present terminus of

the railroad. It is the converging and distrib-

uting point for large, prosperous mining and

agricultural districts in Northern California and

Southern Oregon. Also, lots in the town of

Anderson, situated more centrally on the

ranch. Lots in both these towns are offered

it a bargain, for the purpose of building up the

towns and facilitating settlement of the ranch.

Purchasers are invited to come and see the

lands before buying here or elaewliere. Apply

on the ranch, to the proprietor,

EDWARD FRISBIE,

Anderson, Shasta Co., Cal.
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Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland.

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark and Light Brahmas, Bufl
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White& Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

|tams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
tSTFor further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to
GEO. B. BAYLEY,

P. 0. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
I have many testimonials from par-

ties in every portion of California cer-

|

tifying to the

EGG PRODUCING
Qualities of ground raw bones, while
burnt bones pounded have not the same
effect, being reduced to phosphate of

lime and animal charcoal. Raw bones
have been proved by experiment to

hasten the laying of pullets and in-

crease the laying of hens 50%, as might
be expected from the quantity of jelly

they contain. When fed regularly to fowls it keeps them
in a healthy condition, especially young chickens, and
wards off many diseases they are subject to on this Coast.

Put up in sacks and shipped C. O. D. by express or by
freight on receipt of price. 50 pound sacks, .92.50; 100 pound
sacks, S4. Carbolic powder for destroying poultry lice,

four pounds for 81. Send for circular. Address

C. P. STONE, 35 Mission Market, S. F,

M. EYRE, Jr., NAPA, CAL

Send Stamp

For

Price List.

Safe Arrival of

Eggs & Fowls

.Guaranteed.

I never owned a FINER LOT OF BIRDS than I have
raised this year. Also,

Thoroughbred Southdown Sheep.
jtSTPamphlot on the care of fowls- -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., adapted rcs scially to the
Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

LOOK I

BURBANK & MYERS, Im-
porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,
etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market.
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister
Enclose stamp for Price List.trcets,San Francisco.

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
Dnn rio7 an From 3 pens of 20 Hens and a

3>0 rcl UUlGll. Cock tach; 84 of the finest White
Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of 000 bred during the sea-

sons of 1870-77, packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send
for circular. Address,

C. P. STONE,
35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

Imperial Egg Food

(Trade Mark.) *
Will IHaJt© Yoiir Ileiis Lay,
Winter and Bummer, supportFowlsduringmoulting,
keep them constantly In fine condition, and Increase
their profit Wt> percent. Half of the < hicks die annually.
This makes hone and muscle early, and will save them.
Packages to mix with BO weight ordinary feed, 50 cts.

;

larger for $1.00 and $2.00. Rent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocers, TVnl sinrcs, etc.

LOCAL, AGENTS WANTED.
C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 103, Haetford, Covs.

0. C. SWAIN & CO. Agt's for Pacific Coast
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

iSTTo whom all orders should be addressed.

London Assurance Corporation,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

Established in 1720.

Cash Assets - - $14,993,466

Western Assurance Company,

OF TORONTO, CANADA.
Incorporated 1851.

Cash Assets - $1,576,307

CROSS & CO., Gen. Asrents, San Francisco

NURSERYMEN, FARMERS & GARDENERS
WILL FIND AT

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN <fc CO.'S

A PULL LINE OF

HAND PRUNING- SHEARS,

POLE PRUNING SHEARS,

POLE PRUNING SAWS,

HAND PRUNING- SAWS.

THE RED CLIPPER PRUNER,

Hedge Shears, both Plain and Notched,

Cast Steel Transplanting Trowels, Steel Rakes,

Spades, Garden Lines, Etc.

Also, THE AQUARIUS HAND PUMP,

Used for Forcing Liquids upon Plants for Killing Insects, Etc.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GRAND HEADQUARTERS FOR MUSICAL BOXES.

IMI. J". PAILLAK;ID & CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers of all kinds of

MUSICAL BOXES
FOR

Holiday, Birthday

AND

Wedding Presents,

MUSICAL BOXES
FOR

Holiday, Birthday

AND

Wedding Presents.

OF STANDARD REPUTATION.
Our stock embraces t'.ie latest novelties, the newest and most pleasing airs, and the mos approved appliance

for rendering them with every shade of musical expression.

SSTV/e offer this season many new improvements that must be seen to be appreciated, therefore buyers coming;
to San Francisco are invited to examine our stock

—

the largest in the city.

£3TMedal and diploma awarded at the Centennial Exposition to our establishment in Switzerland for excellence
in manufacture, durability, volume, purity of sound and superior workmanship. Also, medal awarded at the Me-
chanics' Institute Industrial Exhibition, San Francisco.

REPAIR DEPARTMENT.—Our workmen are especially educate! to all kinds of intricate repairs, so that all

repairs entrusted to us will meet with careful, skillful and prompt attention. We are recipients of many special
patents for improvements in musical boxes. t

M. J. PAILLARD & CO,, No. 120 Sutter St., (Rooms 5 and 6 ) San Francisco.
080 Broadway, New York, and St. Croix, Switzerland.

Ill consequence of spurton: imitations oj

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE,
which are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Pemns
have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,

thus,

Q^C
c

which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
• SA UCE, and without which none is genuine.

4skforLEA cV PERRINS' Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopptr,

Wholesale andfor Export by the Proprietors, Worcester; Crosse and Blackwell, London,

drY., ; and by Grocers and Oilmen throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO., San Francisco.

BUCHAN'S
CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

AND ALL DISEASES OF THE SKIN

Buchan's Carbolic Soaps; Holman's Fever and
Ague Pad; Corks, Bottles and Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 313 to 319 Battery St., S. F.

rOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

. Ten Cente. STEVENS BROS., Nortbford, Conn,
j

The Raby Clothes Line Holder —New inrcn
tion; Everybody wants it; best thing out for agents
State and county rights at low figures. For particulars,

address W. W. FLETCHER,
Lo.idonville, Ohio.

MONEY TO LOAN

UPON CHOICE RANCH PROPERTY.

JNO. D. HOOKER,
302 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

OC Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.

ZO poatprtd. GEO. I. REFD & CO., Nassau. N. V

50 BEST Mixed Cards, with name, in caHe, 13c, or 25

no two alike, 10c. Outfit, 10c. Dowd&Co., Bristol, Ct.

THE-

PALACE RESTAURANT,

SAN FRANCISCO,

No. 218 Sansome Street.

It is not surpassed by any dining house in the city

The saloon is new, commodious, elegant and comfortable,

and all visitors to San Francisco, who wish good food

well prepared and properly presented, at reasonable

prices, should try the "Palace." Being new, it is fitted

up with the latest and host approved cooking apparatus

and other conveniences for patrons.

Tip-top Dinners, 50 Cents,

Are given from 5 to 8 o'clock P. M. It will pay yourself

(and friends, too,) to go considerably out of your way to

visit and patronize this first-class restaurant.

ERNEST SCHNUTENHAUS,
J M. WEBSTER,

Proprietors.

GREAT ENTERPRISE!

-THE-

Sierra Flumei Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

lO Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, aud the
whole Coast can be supplied.
The Yellow Pin« is firm, fine grained and superior to

any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,
and especially adapted to Bridge and Shi]) Building, while
the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of

purposes.
Last year thirty millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.
Large ordors can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
Rough or dressed dry, by which olegant and substantial

work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost

for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at less than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large
quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff
;

Chico; San Francisco corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

OAKLAND HEALTH INSTITUTE,
Center Street Station, Oakland.

Convinced of the superiority of the elimato of Oakland
to that of any other place on the Coast, more particularly
for those Buffering from diseases of a malarial origin, and
chronic diseases generally, the Undersigned have opened
the above named Institute as a resort for invalids, where
all the facilit ies for the thorough and scientific treatment
of diseascN have been introduced.
Our methods of treatment embrace Electricity, Turk-

ish Russian, Magnetic and Medicated UattiH of all

kinds; the llealthlift, Hadflcld's Equalizer, and in fact

all appliances and remedies of established merit known to

the medical profession. The building is one of the finest

in the city, and the rooms targe and comfortable. No ef-

fort wilt be spared to make the patients feel at home.
Lying-in-rooms connected with the institute. Charges,
including board, etc., from $16 to $30 per week. For
further information, address

Oakland Health Institute, Oakland, Cal.

J. II. BUNDY, Mi'..'.' 1 W. HANSEN, M. D., Prop'r*.
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Berkeley, the University Town

Business Center.

and

There are certain favored localities in our

State, which seem to have in them the elements

that ensure continual and nearly uniform growth

and improvement. Berkeley is of this character.

Situated in the northern part of Oakland town-

ship, on what was the old Peralta rancho, it

commands magnificent views of the hay of San

Francisco, with the Coast Range mountains on

either side of it, and the houndless Pacific

knocking at the Golden (late.

The beauties of the situation were appreciated

by the founders of our noble University of Cal-

ifornia, and it was appropriate that the site

should be named in honor of Bishop Berkeley,

who did so much to advance the cause of learn-

ing during its early struggles in the New World.

He also wrote the poem, in which occurs the oft

quoted line, " Westward the course of empire

takes its way." How little did he think that

his name would be borne in this year, 1878, by

a university town on the shores of the Pacific,

where more than 300 young men and women
pursue their studies under able instructors

without charge.

The natural and educational advantages of

Berkeley are attracting people from all parts of

the coast. The successful business men, who
wish for more quiet and purer air than can be
had in San Francisco, can but be pleased here,

and the miner <ir farmer from the interior, who
feels that his children should have a better ed-

ucation than he can give them in his isolated

position, finds here the highest educational in-

stitution in the State. The climate at the foot of

the Coast range, in what is called the warm belt,

is remarkably mild and even, and favorable to

the growth of almost all vegetation that a Cali-

fornian wishes to beautify his home with.

From an elevation of about 350 feet, there is

a gradual descent to the shore of the bay, two
miles distant, where deep water is reached by
wharves of moderate length at West Berkeley.

A line of street cars give direct communica-
tion from the University to Oakland, and a

branch of the Northern K. R. runs to West
Oakland and the San Francisco Ferry. The
main line of the Northern R. EL runs along the
shore through West Berkeley giving land trans-

portation to the interior, while all river craft

can load at the wharves. A steam ferry also

plies directly between this point and San Fran-
cisco. These facilities for doing business prom-
ise to build up a manufacturing town on the
water's edge corresponding to the educational
center on the heights. There will be an increas-

ing number of those who here find remunerative
business, while their children are being fitted to

take their places as good citizens.

The West Berkeley Lumber Yard, Mr. John
F. Byxbee, proprietor, is supplying a great deal
of building material for local consumption, and
is prepared to supply all points in the interior

which are accessible by water. When the rail-

road connections are completed with the interior,

via Martinez and Beaicia, an immense area will

be added to their field for business, as they can
then load cars at Berkeley for all points on the
main railroad in this State, Nevada and Arizona.
Mr. Thos. Richardson, the manager, has many
friends in the trade and among his old patrons
throughout the coast.

The Berkeley Gymnasium is a private board-
ing and day school of a high character, con-
ducted by Mr. J. F. Burris and an able body of

teachers. Opening in August, 1877, with 20
pupils, the number has increased in six months
to 70, which is certainly a satisfactory showing.
The avowed object of the institution is to pre-
pare students for the University, and if this is

properly carried out the youth of California
will owe Mr. Burris a debt of gratitude.
There is a movement on foot to secure a char-

ter for the "Town of Berkeley," in order to
maintain good order, good schools, and preserve
the health of the community. The intelligent
class of men who ask for it should be able to

get the charter without trouble, and use it with
wisdom.

Poultry and Egos.—We are pleased to note

the establishment of a new commission house

dealing in poultry, eggs and game under the

name of C. & F. Nauman & Co., at 507 Front

street. Mr. Nauman has been long identified
with the poultry and egg trade of this city, be-
ing with 1). E. Allison & Co., on Washington
street. He is thoroughly acquainted with the
business and now starting under his own firm
name and with good associates, will push sales
to the satisfaction of his old patrons and many
new ones. The card of the new firm may be
found in our advertising columns.

Bay Nurseries.—We have received a copy

of the descriptive catalogue issued by James
Hutchison, of the Bay Nurseries, Oakland. Mr.
Hutchison is now in his 26th year as nursery-

man and florist on this coast, and his experi-
ence and enterprise in securing and propagating
the best and rarest plants are well-known
throughout the State. His catalogue will repay
examination, and his depot, at the corner of
14th and Washington streets, is a bower of
business and beauty.

A TENTS AND INVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Retohts »os the Mining and Scientific
Press, DEWEY & CO., Publishers and U. S.

and Foreign Patent Agents ]

By Special Dispatch from Washington, D. C.

Week Ending, February 5th.

Tubes for Wire-Rope Railways, Two Cases.

—W. Eppelsheimer, S. F.

Steering Propeller.—T. F. Levens, Cas-

cades, W. T.
Blast and Reverberatory Furnaces.—C.

Bennett, Clifton, A. T.,

Breech-Loading Fire-Arms.—W. R. Finch,
Eureka, Cal.

Windmill Wheels.—A. Klotz, Vallejo, Cal.

Mercury Condenser.—C. E. Livermore, Cal.

Swage for Saw Teeth.—N. W. Spaulding.S.F.

Street Pavement.—W. H. Stow, Chicago,

111. and H. M. Stow, S. F..

Reissues.

Combination Under-Suits.—Clara S. Brad-
ley, S. F.

The patents are not ready for delivery by the Patent
Office until some 14 days after the date of issue.

Note. —Copies of U. S. and Foreign Patents furnished
by Dewey & Co. , in the shortest time possible (by tel-

graph or otherwise) at ti.e lowest rates. All patent busi-

ness for Pacific coast inventors transacted with perfect

security and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press American and

Foreign Patent Agency, the following are worthy

of mention:

Netting for Unloading Wagons.—Thomas
Powell, Stockton. This device is an improved

arrangement for connecting and disconnecting

the two halves of the false bottom or netting

which is placed in the bottom of a header wagon

before it is loaded, so that the load can be lifted

bodily and dumped atone operation. Each half

of the net is triangular in form, so when con-
nected the false bottom is diamond-shaped.
Two corners only have then to be gathered to-

gether above the load. The frame is composed
of hinged bars which can be closed together, so

as to retain the load, but which will open out
when the latch is detached, so as to form an
opening through which the load can pass. When
the frame is opened, the load drops readily

through the opening, without the entire separa-
tion of the parts of the netting, so that the
parts can be easily connected after the load has
been dropped. This arrangement prevents the
possibility of injury to bystanders, as often hap-
pens with the ordinary net, when the lower
ends of the parts Hy outward by the dropping of

the load.

Nut Lock.—Lazare Landeker, I^ird Lan-

deker and Hilamon Spencer, San Luis Obispo.

The object of the invention is to provide a cheap,

simple and effective device for securing nuts to

bolts, which are liable to become loose by con-

stant jarring or other causes. It consists of a

metallic washer, having projecting flanges on
its upper side, which prevent the nut from
turning on the washer, and having one or more
pawls, or catches, which engage with radial

slots or grooves in a second washer, placed
below the first, or in the surface, which the
first or upper washer is in contact with, so
that, as the nut is turited on the bolt, the first

washer turns with it and engages with the slots

or grooves, so as to prevent the bolt from turn-
ing back, but permitting it to be turned for-

ward or tightened whenever it becomes loose.

In case a second washer is used, it is provided
with flanges, which enter the bolt-hole and
thus prevent it from turning on the bolt.

Scrubbing and Mopping Machine. — F.

Stockley, Bishop Creek, Inyo county. The
machine for scrubbing and mopping floors con-

sists of a tank mounted upon a wheel at one

end and a scrubbing brush at the other end.
The tank serves for containing and heating the
water to be used in cleaning the floor. The
inventor also provides a lamp-chamber below
the tank, in which a lamp is carried for heating
the water, a sprinkler for spraying the water
upon the floor and brush and mop for drying
the floor after the brush has passed over it.

The whole is combined in one machine and
operated automatically from the bearing-wheel,
which supports the tank. »

Pi mp.—P. A. Clark, Anaheim, Los Angeles

county. The inventor calls this an improved

quadruple suction and force pump. The inven-

tion consists of a rocking or oscillating piston,

moving upon a longitudinal axis in a cylinder

which has a diaphragm longitudinally through
its center. This diaphragm is so made as to re-
ceive two sets of suction valves and two sets of
discharge valves, which are respectively con-
nected by proper passages with the inlet and
outlet pipes. The operation of each valve is to
close first the lower and then the upper part, so
that there are four openings for ingress and four
for the discharge of water at each complete or

double movement of the piston, frach valve doing
double duty. As the piston and the diaphragm
form four distinct chambers of the cylinder, it

will be seen that the two diagonally opposite
will be taking in water while the other two are
discharging it.

Bill File.—Wm. C. Bussey, San Francisco.

The improvements relate to that class of bill and

paper files in which two upright wires are em-

ployed, one of which is longer than the other,

and has its upper end bent in a'semi-circular form
so that its extremity will interlock with the
upper end of the upright pointed slip wire, thus
forming a joint over which the papers or bills

can be slipped, and the joint displaced for con-

venience in removing any particular paper or
bill in the file. The improvements consist first,

in the manner of attaching the wires to the base
or block ; secondly, to the manner of construct-

ing the interlocking joint ; thirdly, to an adjust-

able button for sustaining that portion of the

bills which are lifted from the main pile and
transferred to the opposite side of the file, and
thus preventing them from interfering with the
inspection of the main pile ; and lastly, of an
arrangement for permitting of the alphabetical

arrangement and indexing of the bills.

Carpet Sweeper.—B. Figer, S. F. This

patent covers certain improvements in that class

of carpet sweepers in which a revolving brush

is mounted inside of a case so as to sweep the

floor when the case is moved over it. The im-

provement consists of a novel device for secur-

ing the brush in the box or case by which it can
be readily detached, so as to be taken out for

the purpose of cleaning the brush or sweeper.
The device for securing the brush in the case is

so arranged that the brush can also be adjusted
to or from the floor, so that as the bristles of

the brush wear away, the brush can be adjusted
so as to preserve the same relative position with
reference to the floor. The invention further

consists of a novel application of the India rub-

ber band which is used for protecting the furni-

ture from being marred when sweeping, and in

a lid for opening and removing the dust in the
box without removing the brush.

Threshing.—As harvests are assured, the

mind of the thresher turns naturally to the sub-

ject of machinery for the coming season's work.

Everything should be in hand and arranged for

use very early, and then every hour of valuable
time may be used to advantage. Messrs. Mar-
cus C. Hawley & Co. give our readers a hint a
page broad in this week's Press on the subject

of the Gold Medal Seperator. It should be
read by all.

Canadian Seeds.—We have received Mr.
Wm. Rennie's "Seed Catalogue for 1878," and
find it a very creditable publication. It should
be in the hands of all cultivators. A number
of Mr. Rennie's customers in this State have
expressed to us their satisfaction with his deal-

ings. His address is Toronto, Canada.

Peter Henderson.—We have received the

plant and general catalogue of this well-known
seedsman and florist, of 25 Cortland street, New
York city. They show that his rejiertoire for

1878 is full of good things in the way of sug-

gestions to growers and in hints of novelties his

pamphlets will prove of wide value. They
should be generally consulted.

Small Fruits.—We have received the price

list of small fruit plants, etc., of John S. Col-

lins, of Moorestown, New Jersey. It contains

an excellent assortment of new strawberries,

raspberries, blackberries, currants, etc., includ-

ing the most successful of the new varieties.

A California Peach Abroad.—At the re-

cent meeting of the Western New York Horti-

cultural Society, in some running talk of new
varieties of fruit, Brigs' Red May, of Califor-

nia, was called by President Barry, "the earliest

peach known."

American Bible Society.—We are indebted
to Rev. John Thompson, of Oakland, district

superintendent for California and and Nevada,
for a report of the February meeting of the

Board of Managers of this association.

Bloomington Nursery.—This well-known
Illinois establishment sends us their new cata-

logues for 1878. The business is being pushed
energetically by W. F. Baird, Trustee, Bloom-
ington, Illinois.

Woodward's Gardens has the following new attractions

Tlie buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements in the zoological department, besides the
other features which have made it popular.

Farmers ! Farmers 1

1

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange, 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,

San Francisco. All hands carefully selected free

of charges to employers and employees.

Economy in House Keeping.

The farmer's first duty is economy. Those who send
their orders for Groceries & Provisions to the Pioneer
Grocery Establishment of Sbarboro & Costa, No. Ml
Washington St., near Montgomery, San Francisco, live

well and at a saving of $10 |>er month. All goods guaran-
teed.carefully packed and snipped free. Send for price list.

Ayrr & Son's Manual contains information of much
value to advertisers; sent free. Address N. W. Aver &
Son, Advertising Agents, Times' Building, Philadelphia.

Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE, ETC.
San Francisco, February 20th, 1878.

The continued heavy storms have given us
another broken week in trade. There is little

of general interest except the firmness of Wheat
prices under the unsettled condition of affairs

in Europe.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the
days of last week has been as recorded in the
following table:

Cal. Aviraox. Club.

12s 2d@12s 6d 12s 6d@12s lid
12s 2di*12e 6d 12s odialis lid
12s 2d«tl2s fid 12s 6d(<fl2s lid
12s 2d<a)12s (id lie 6d@12s lid
12s ld(912s 5d lis 4d@12s lOd
12s Id (a lis 5d 12s IJurlis lOd

To-days cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as follows:

Average. Club.

1876 10s —@10s 4d 109 4d@lls -
1877 10s 9d(c»10s lis 10s lldtglls 4d
1878 12s ld@12a 5d lis 4d®12» lOd

The Foreign Review.
London, February 19th.—The Mark Lane

Express says: Imports of foreign Wheat into

London have been moderate and would have
been exceedingly small but for the unusual
mildness of the season, which permitted ship-

ments from Revel. According to last Monday's
arrivals, one-half of the week's supply was
furnished by northern Russia, by way of this

port. Latest advices state that Revel is now
closed by ice, so that for the present we must
not expect much more Grain from this source.

Arrivals from India and Persia are steadily

decreasing, but the moderate sales which East
Indian produce has obtained have once more
attracted attention of millers. The raising of

the blockade of the Black sea ports has been
deprived of its influence on the trade by the
political situation. The present is a time of

suspense and business has moved within moder-
ate limits, which is all that can be expected as

long as such uncertainty prevails. The couDtry
demand for which has improved, and a fair

consumptive inquiry has been met at an advance
of Is per quarter. Barley, Maize and feeding

stuffs rule quiet. With moderate arrivals at

ports of call, the floating cargo trade for Wheat
has been firm, owing to the unsettled state of

political affairs.

Freignts and Quarters.

There has been another quiet week, with but
one charter, the ship Harvester, 1,494 tons.

Wheat to Cork, U. K., £2 lis (3d; Continent,

£2 16s 6d.
Eastern Grain Market*.

New York, February 16th.—The market has
been in a more or less feverish and unsettled

condition throughout, owing to the warlike
news from Europe. Wheat has advanced
2(g3c, closing at $1.24@1.35 for inferior to

prime spring. Corn has also sold higher and
shipping Flour has been most popular in the
English market. Barley has sold freely at 75
(a 95o.

Chicago, February 16th.—The markets, this

week have shown a better and healthier tone
than for some time past, and last week's de-

pressed prices have been more than recovered.

The war news has had much to do with this,

although there is a good home demand for a
legitimate trade in nearly every article. The
closing cash prices were: Wheat, Gilt Edge,

$1,101; Regular, $1.10i; Corn, 41Jc; Oats,

24Jc; Rye, 54c; Barley, 48ic; Pork, $10.35;

Lard, $7.30.
Eastern Wool Markets.

Boston, February 16th.—Wool is generally

unchanged, with no prospect of any improve-
ment, and holders find it difficult to place Wool
except at concessions, notwithstanding that

present prices are comparatively low. Sales of

566,000 lbs California, at 17@34c for Spring and
13Jf2 26Jc for Fall. The movement in Califor-

nia Wool is more satisfactory than in other

kinds, about one-half the sales of the week hav-

ing been of this description.

Domestic Produce.

The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at

noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articles.
Wbbk. Wku. Wbbk. Wbbk.

Jan. 30. Feb 6. Feb. IS. Feb. 20.

Flour, quarter sacks

.

Wheat, centals
Barley, centals.

Beans, sacks.

Corn, centals
Oats, centals
Potatoes, sacks
Onions, Backs
Wool, bales
Hops, bales
Hay, bales

21,309
38,201

11,077
487
933

18,182
17,831

976
95
183

1,206

31,195
47,904
17,267

1,658
2,836

6,365
17,857

916
150

8
1,252

73,995
103,430
16,221

2,431

3,821

8,946
21,233

474
174
81

1,016

30,633
15,225
2,538
518

3,193
2,116

15,821
259
205
61
594

BAGS—Grain Bags are firm, and holders de-

mand 11c for all orders on time. For cash they

can be bought for lOJc. Our price list shows
other changes.

BARLEY—Feed Barley takes another down-
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ward step. We note sales: 300 sks choice Coast
Feed, $1.30.

BEANS—Prices are unchanged.
CQRN—Large Yellow Corn is subject to a

slightly lower range. Sale of 500 sks Large
Yellow, for Mexico, at $1.50.

DAIRY PRODUCE—The Butter trade is

still weak and prices depressed. The new make
of Cheese is coming in.

EGGS—A slight advance is notable in fresh

California Eggs, as the supply has fallen off a

little during the week.
FEED—Ground Feeds are quiet at last week's

prices. Hay is unchanged.
FRUIT—There is no change in prices, except

a slight advance in Cocoanuts.

HOPS—The local market reports nothing
new. There has been a sale of 150 bales Fair

California at 7c Emmet Wells reports the New
York market for the week ending February 8th

as lively, 3,500 bales having been shipped to

London. Prices remain steady under this move-
ment.
OATS—Oats take a lower range in sympathy

with Feed Barley.

ONIONS—All good Onions have advanced to

$1 per ctl, and have an upward tendency.
POTATOES—Inquiry for Seed Potatoes is

active, and fine lots for this use have sold above
the regular rates. We hear of a sale of Early
Rose for seed for $3 per ctl.

PROVISIONS—Fresh and cured Meats are

quiet and unchanged. Trade is reported light.

VEGETABLES—Marrowfat Squash is now
worth lc per lb wholesale. Asparagus drops to

20@25c. The first Rhubarb is reported sold at

25c per lb.

W HEAT—Rates are a little better, owing to

the speculative feeling on prospects of war
abroad. We note sales of 400 ctls choice Mill-

ing at $2.10 ; 3,000 ctls shipping, $2 per ctl.

WOOL—There is nothing new in the local

trade and prices are nominal.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
rWHOLRSAIiK. 1

Wednesday m.. February 20, 1878.

19

35 @ 37J

25

BEANS.
Bayo. ctl 3 90 @4 10

Butter 2 90 @3 40

Pea 3 30 @3 40

Red 3 87i(a4 12J
Pink 4 00 @4 15

Sm'l White 3 20 «3 40

Lima 4 25 t<?4 50

BROOM CORN.
Old 3J@ 7
New 4j@ 8

CHICCORY,
California 4 @ 4i

German 6J@ 7

COTTON.
Cotton, lb 15 (8 18

OAIRV I'ROIMICE, ETC
BUTTER.

Oal. Fresh Roll, lb 20 @ 27

Point Reyes 27J(g 29

Pickle Roll 17 @ 21

Firkin 15 @ 20

Western Reserve.. 14 @ 17;

New York — @ —
CHEESE.

Cheese, Cal . lb.... 18 i

Eastern -- i

N. Y. State — i

BOOB.
Cal. fresh, doz...
Ducks' 35 @
Oregon 30 @
Eastern 18 &
do Pickled — @ —

fEEO.
Bran, ton 22*50 <d>25 00
Corn Meal 34 00 *«36 00

Hay 14 00 Sl9 50
Middlings 27 50 <g

Oil Cake Meal... 40 00 @
Straw, bale 50 @ 80

FLOUR.
Extra, bbl 6 50 ®6 87i
Superfine 4 75 a>5 25

Graham 6 00 @ —
FRESH MEAT.

Beef, 1st qual'y, tb 7£@ 8:

Second 6 @ 7

Third 5 ® 6

Mutton 7j@ 10

Spring Lamb 15 @ 20
Pork, undressed... 5J(S 6
Dressed 8J@ 9

Veal 6 @ 8
Milk Calves 7| 9

URAIN. ETC.
Barley, feed, ctl...l 25 @1 32j
Brewing 1 40 6*1 45
Chevalier -...1 7t @1 85

Buckwheat 1 50 <al 55
Com, White 1 62J@1 75

-Yellow 1 47 @1 50
Small Round.. ..1 70 @1 80

Oats 1 30 ®1 50
Milling 1 50 Ml 60

Rye 2 00 ®2 10
Wheat, Shipping . 1 95 (S?2 02J
Milling 2 05 @2 10

HIDES.
Hides, dry 17 @ 17&
Wet salted 8@ 9

HONEY. ETC:.
Beeswax, tb 30@ 31

Honey in comb 17 @ 20
do. No 2 12J@ 15

Dark 10(* 12i
Strained 12J@ 15

HOPS.
Oregon, 6 @ 7
California 7 @ 9
Wash. Ter 7 @ 8

Choice Cal 9 @ 10
NITS .lobbing.

Walnuts, Cal. 6 <a 10

do, Chile 7 (a

Almonds, hd shl lb 6 (ob

Soft sh'l 12 @
Brazil 14 @
Pecans 17 ®
Peanuts 3 @
Filberts 15 @

ONIONS.
Alviso 62J@1 00
Union City, ctl. . .. 75 @1 00
Stockton 62i«rl 00
Sacramento River. 62il«l 00

POTATOES.
Petaluma, ctl 1 60 @1 85
Humboldt 1 50 @1 75
Cuffey Cove — @ —
Early Rose, new. 2 25 ^2 60
Half Moon Bay. . . — @ —
Kidney 1 62;t»l /5

Sweet — @2 00

POULTRY A SAME.
Hens, doz 7 50 @9 00
Roosters 6 00 (g?ll 00
Broilers 7 00 @8 50

Ducks, tame 8 50 @D 50

do, Mallard 3 00 @3 50
Geese, pair 1 75 Ca2 25

Wild Gray 2 00 (a;2 50
White 75 ^1 00

Turkeys 19 @ il

do, Dressed 18 @ 22
Snipe, Eng 1 25 @1 50

do, Common 50 @ —
Rabbits 1 00 @1 25
Hare 1 50 @2 50

Quail 1 25 @1 50

PROVISIONS.
Cal. Bacon, L't, tb 13i@ 14
Medium 12}@ 12 :

Heavy 12 @ 12^

Lard 11 @ 14

Cal. Smoked Beef 9J@ 10
Eastern — @ —

Shoulders, Cover'd 8i@ 8;

Hams. Cal 12 @ 12:

Dupee's 13J@ 14
Boyd's — @ —
Davis Bros' 13J@ 14

None Such 15 @ 15
Magnolia — @
Whittaker 13J@

SEERS.
Alfalfa 5 @
Canary 7

Clover, Red 18 @
White 50 <a

Cotton 6 @
Flaxseed 34®
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 @
Perennial 35 @

MiUet 10 @
Mustard, White... 8 @
Brown 2J@

Rape 3 (&
Ky Blue Grass 20 @
2d quality 18 @

Sweet V Grass 1 00 ffl

Orchard 30 @
Red Top 18 @
Hungarian 8 @
Lawn 50 @
Mesquit 20 @
Timothy 9 @

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 63@
Refined 8j@

WOOL. ETC.
FALL.

Burry 10 @
Southern, free 11 ^
San Joaquin, free. 11
Choice Northern.
Burry. Northern..

14

12

12

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

16 <a

14 (<?

LUMBER.
Wednesday m., February 20, 1878.

CARGO PRICES OF
REDWOOD.

Rough, M 13 00
Refuse 9 00
Olear 23 00
Clear Refuse 13 00

Rustic 23 50
Refuse 18 00

Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 14 00

Flooring 20 00
Refuse 12 00

Beaded Flooring 23 00
Refuse 13 00

Half-inch Siding 16 00
Refuse 14 00

Half-inch Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 14 00

Half-inch Battens 16 00

I'M. ET SOUND PINE.
RETAIL PRICE.

Rough, M 18 00
Fencing 18 00
Flooring and Step 28 00
Narrow 30 00
2d quality 25 00

Laths 3 50
Furring, lineal ft JREDWOOD.

RETAIL PRICE.
Rough, M 18 00
Refuse 14 00

Pickets, Rough 15 00
Pointed 16 00
Fancy 22 50

Siding 20 50
Surfaced k Long Beaded30 00
Flooring 30 00
Refuse 22 50

i wholesale. 1

Wednesday m
BAGS—Jobbing.

Eng Standard Wheat. lOJ-aiOJ
Neville & Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36.. 10j@ll
24x36 —@—
23x40 —@—
Machine Swd, 22x36. lOiifflOj;

Flour Sacks, halves.. . . 8j<W10j
Quarters 5i@ 6f
Eighths 4 & 41

Hessian, 60 inch 15 @—
45 inch 9J@
40 inch 9 <<*—

Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed, 3J tt>..47}M55
Machine Sewed 45 @—
4 lb do 47i@

—

Standard Gunnies 14 @—
Bean Bags 6i@ 8

CANDLES.
Crystal Wax 17 @174
Eagle 14 @—
Patent Sperm 25 @30

CANNED GOODS.
Assorted Pie Fruits,

2J lb cans 2 75 @3 00
Table do 3 75 @4 25

Jams and Jellies. .4 25 @ —
Pickles, hf gal 3 50 @ —
Sardines, qr box..l 65 @1 90
Hf Boxes 3 00 @ —

Preserved Beef,
2tb, doz 4 00 &> —
do Beef, 4 lb.doz.6 50 @ —

Preserved Mutton,
2 tb. doz 4 CO @ —

Beef Tongue 6 50 @ —
Preserved Ham,
2 tb, doz 6 50 (3 —

Deviled Ham, 1 tb,

doz 5 50 @ —
do Ham, Jtbdoz.3 00 @ —
COAL-Jobbiiig.

Australian, ton.. 7 75 @ 8 00
Coob Bay 6 50 @ 7 00
Bellingham Bay. 6 50 @- —
Seattle 7 00 @
Cumberland 14 00 @
Mt Diablo 4 75 @ 6 75
Lehigh 22 00 (9

Liverpool 7 00 @ 8 00
West Hartley... 7 50 @ 8 00
Scotch 7 00 (3 8 00
Scranton 13 00 @16 00
Vancouver Id. . . 7 50 @-
Charcoal, sack... 75 @
Coke, bbl 60 @

COFFEE.
Sandwich Id, tb. 21J@
Costa Rica 19 @ 19;

Guatemala 19 @ 19j
Java 25 @— —
Manila 19 @ 19J
Ground, in cs. . . 25 @

FISH.
Sac'to Dry Cod.. 5 @ 6
do in cases . . 6h@ 7

Eastern Cod 7f@
Salmon, bbls.... 9 00 <J*10 00
Hf bbls 4 75 @ 5 25
2 tb cans 3 10 ia3 20

Pkld Cod, bbls.. 22 00 @
Hf bbls 11 00 @

Mackerel, No. 1,

Hf Bbls 11 50 @12 00
In Kits 3 00 @
Ex Mess 3 75 @

Pkld Herring, bx 3 00 @ 3 50
Boston Smkd H'g 40 @ 50

I mi;. Etc.
Lime, Sta Cruz,
bbl 2 00 @ 2 25

Cement, Rosen-
dale 2 75 @ 3 50
Portland 4 75 (<i 5 50

70

2S'.

February 20, 1878.

Plaster. Golden
Gate Mills.... 3 00 @ 3 25

Land Plaster, tn 10 00 @12 50
NAILS.

Ass'ted sizes, keg 3 25 @ 4 00

OILS.
Pacific Glue Co's
Neatsfoot, No 1.1 00 @ 90

Castor. No 1 1 10 @ —
do, No. 2 1 00 @ —

Baker's A A 1 25 (*1 30
Olive, Plagniol....5 25 <a>5 75
Possel 4 75 @5 25

Palm, lb 9 @ -
Linseed, Raw, bbl. 77 @ —
Boiled 80 (ffi -

Cocoanut 60 @
China nut, cs 68 @
Sperm 1 60 <»1 65
Coast Whales 60 @ 65
Polar, refined 60 @ —
Lard 1 10 @1 15
Oleophine 27 @ -
Devoe's Bril't 27i@
Photolite 29 @
Nonpariel 50 @
Eureka 40 @
Barrel kerosene. . . 22i@
Downer Ker 40 @
Elaine 425@ —

PAINTS.
Pure White Lead. 9f@ 10j
Whiting lj(ge —
Putty 4 @ 5
Chalk.... U(§ —
Paris Wflite 2i& —
Ochre 3*@ —
Venetian Red 3$@ —
Averill Mixed
Paint, gal.

White & tints. . .2 00 @2 40
Green, Blue &
C'h Yellow 3 00 @3 50
Light Red 3 00 («3 50

Metallic Roof... 1 30 @1 60

RICE.
China No. 1, tb.... 6@ 6!

Hawaiian 5 @ 5j

SALT.
Cal. Bay, ton.... 15 00 @22 50
Common 10 00 @J2 00

Carmen Id 13 00 M>22 50

Liverpool fine. . .20 00 @22 50
SOAP.

Castile, lb 10 @ 104
Common brands. . 44@ b
Fancy brands 7 <§> 8

SPICES.
Cloves, lb 45 @ 50

Cassia 224(S 25

Nutmegs 85 @ 90
Pepper Grain 15 @ 17
Pimento 15 (S 16
Mustard, Cal.,

4 lb glass 1 50 @ —
SUGAR, ETC.

Cal. Cube, tb lli@ -
Powdered 12 @ —
Pine crushed 1H@ —
Granulated 11 @ —
Golden C 94@ -
Cal. Syrup, kgs... 70 @ —
Hawaiian Mol'sses 26 (ao 30

TEA.
Young Hyson,
Moyune, etc 35 @ 50

Country pckd Gun-
powder & Im-
perial 50 @ 60

Hyson 30 (« 35
Fooo-Chow 35 & 60
Japan, 1st quality 40 w 60
2d quality 25 @ 35

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
[WHOLESALE.]

Wednesday m., February 20, 1878.

FRUIT MARK
Apples, box 75
Bananas, bnch.. 2 50
Cocoanuts. 100 . . 8 00
Cranberries, bbl 14 00
Limes, Mex 17 50
do, Cal 3 00

Lemons, Cal M.15 00
Sicily, bx 9 00

Oranges, Mex,
M ( 10 00
Tahiti
Cal 10 00

Pears, box 1 00
Pineapples, doz. 8 00

ET.
ut 2 50
(rt 5 Oil

(irlO 00
ji 15 00
W2I1 00
<» 5 00
l<i 20 00

@11 00

@30 00

§30 00

@ 3 00

@10 00

DRIED FRUIT.
Apples, tb 4 @
Apricots 10 @
Citron 23 @
Dates

.

Figs. Black..
White

Peaches
PearB

9
4 @
6 <»

7{(9
4 (3

Plums 3 O t
Pitted 12J@ 15

Prunes 12J<§ 16
Raisins. Cal. bx 1 00 @ 2 00
do, Halves. .. 1 25 @ 2 25
do, Quarters 1 50 O 2 50
Blowers' 2 75 <&
Malaga 2 75 @ 3 25

Zante Currants.. 8 <&> 10
VEGETABLES.

Asparagus, tb... 20 @ 25
Beets, ctl 1 50 @
Cabbage, 100 lbs 1 25 O
Carrots, ctl 624® 75
Cauliflower, doz 50 @
Garlic, New. lb.. 14
Lettuce, doz
Parsnips, tb

Horseradish
Rhubarb
Squash, Marrow

fat, tn 20 00 @
Turnips, ctl 1 50 &
White 1 00 (S>

Mushrooms, lb.. — @ 6

Pickets, Rough 11 00 Half-Inch Surfaced 30 00
Rough, Pointed 12 50!Rustic No. 1 30 00
Fancy, Pointed 18 OO Battens. linea! ft 1

Shingles 1 75lShiugle<i, H 2 00

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Sctro & Co.]

San Francisco, February 13. 3 p. M.

Legal Tenders in S. F., 11 a. m., 98@98}. Silver 3.75@
3 . 25 . Gold in New York, 102;

.

Gold Bars, 890@910. Silveh Bars, 8@15 $ cent, dls
count.
Exchange on Vew York, 4%; on London bankers, 494

Commercial, 50; Paris, five francs dollar; Mexican
dollars, 94.

London Consols, 95 7-16; Bonds, 1052.

Quicksilver in 8. F.. by the flask, * lb, 46®47J<-.

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending February 19, 1878.

HIGHEST AND LOWEST BAROMETER.

Feb. 13 Feb. 14 Feb. 15 Feb. 16 Feb. 17 Feb. 18 Feb. 19

30.01 29.99 29.97 29.98 29.117 29.93 30.21

29.58 29.82 29.85 29.88 29.85 29.76 29.95
' minimum and maximum thermometer.

66 65 62
1 55

1

57

s 50 46 52 57
|

00
|

50

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.

69 80 76 80 84
| 83 | 63

PREVAILING WIND.

W SE SE
i

SE | SE |
SE

|
NW

WIND— MILES TRAVELED.
410 322 99 128

|
334

|
280 | 380

STATE OF WEATHER.

Fair.
|
Rainy

|
Clo'dy

|
Rainy Rainy. Rainy. I Clo'dy.

RAINFALL IN TWENTY FOUR HOURS.
.61 | 1.92

1
1 .42

| .92 | 1.25
|

.39

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877, 26.53 ill.

Ione Valley, Cal., January 20, 1878.

Messrs. Dewey & Co.—Ucntleinen:— I received my
patent last night, and was ({lad to And that you were so

prompt in the matter. 1 am pleased to give you the
credit due you for the faithful and honorable manner in

which you have discharged your duty in getting my
patent. I shall hereafter recommend you to the public

as having discharged your duty with honor. Yours, etc.,

W. W. Carlili.

OUR AGENTS.
Our Friends can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their
influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send
none but worthy men.

J. L. Tharp—San Francisco.
B. W. Crowell—California.

A. C. Knox— Pacific Coast.
C. N. West—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Beniln

counties.

A. C. Champion—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.
Eeward S. Baker—Australian Coloi ies and Sandwich

Islands.

W. D. White—San Bernardino and Los Angeles coun-
ties.

J. W. A. Wright—Sacramento, Placer and San Joaquin
counties.

B. E. Lloyd—Sonoma and Napa counties.
E. M. DENxy, Oregon.
F. H. Alderson, Nevada.
H. E. Hallett.—San Louis Obispo county.
G. W. McGrew.—Santa Clara county.

Prom A Patentee.

Hunsaker, Tulare Co., Cal., Jan. 15, 1878.
* You will now receive my grateful, heart-

felt thanks for the able manner in which you have con-
ducted the interest intrusted to you by me. Your ac-
knowledged ability, confirmed to me as it is by the Suc-
cessful presentation of my claim for a patent on a pump
power, not only delights me, but suggests the propriety
of my continued patronage and that of all my friends.
With kind wishes for your future success, I subscribe my-
self, yours respectfully, A. L. Hunsaker
Messrs. Dewey & Co., Patent Solicitors, S F.

TO QUERISTS.

In propounding questions to the editorial, patent or bus-
iness departments of this office, letter writers should be
careful to enclose a stamp and addressed envelope if

they wish prompt answer. If we were to furnish time, pa-
per, envelopes and stamps, all free to parties who address
this office on matters of more interest to themselves than
to us, five hundred dollars a year would not cover the
expense. This hint, however, is not intended for parties
writing in our own or the public interest, or who would
oe obliged to delay writing at any time for want of an ex-
tra stamp.

Every new subscriber who does not receive

the paper and every old subscriber not credited

on the label within two weeks after payimg for

this paper, should write personally to the pub-

lishers without delay, to secure proper credit.

This is necessary to protect us and subscri-

bers against the acts and mistakes of others.

The Best Fileholder.—After having used Dewey's
patent elastic hinge fileholder for over a year past, the
News cheerfully indorses it as the best newspaper file-

holder in existence, possessing important advantages over
any and all others in use. The holders are neat, light and
convenient, and the newspapers are placed in them with
the utmost facility and least possible time and exertion.
Th^y are the simplest, handiest and cheapest of all. Any-
body keeping files of papers in reading rooms, offices or at
home, should send at once to the proprietor, A. T.

Dewey, San Francisco, and get the only proper fileholder.

Samples by mail fifty cents. — Gold Hilt News.

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,

Alameda County.
(Successors to Z. B. Heywood & Co.

)

Lumber, shingles, sash, doors, lime, brick

and builders' hardware sold at lowest San

Francisco rates, strict attention given country

orders. Boats loaded at wharf for all points on

the San Joaquin and Sacramento rivers, cars of

the C. P. R. R. Co. loaded at yard. Orders re-

cieved at 22 California St. San Francisco, or at

the hardware store of G. W. Babcock, 955

Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBEE, Proprietor.

Thomas Richardson, Manager.

Dissolution.

John L. Boone, Esq., having withdrawn from the firm
and business of Dewey & Co., and disposed of all his right,

title and interest in the assets of said firm to his part-

ners, Messrs. A. T. DeTvey, W. B. Ewer and Geo. H.
Strong, notice is hereby given of the dissolution of said

firm, by mutual consent. Mr. Boone retires from the
firm in order to devote himself principally to his specialty

in patent law practice. All debts, credits, etc., of the old

concern will be settled by Messrs. Dewey, Ewer and
Strong, who will continue the business under the title of

of the old firm. A. T. DEWEY,
GEO. H. STRONG,
JNO. L. BOONE.

San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 20th, 1878.

$100,000 ON COUNTRY PROPERTY.

I will loan on mortgage on first class country property

as follows: In amounts from 82,500 to 87,500, say 825,000.

In amounts from il,.T>00 to$15,000, say825,000. IniHiiouuts

from 815,000 upward, say 850,000. None but Brat-clMB

security accepted. WENDELL EASTON,
32 Montgomery Street, Opposite Lick House

JOHN L. BOONE,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,

PATENT LAW A SPECIALTY.

Office—320 Sansome Street, llalleck's Block, San
FranciBco.

DAI A PC THESE LARGE, FINE, NEW DINING
iflLAvC Rooms are exceedingly impular. The best

DCCTA lip AM f of everything on the tables.ntO I HUnnil I
, Dinner furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F.
; ; , ;

CENTS, from five- to eight P. M. Visitors to S. F. should
try the Palaco

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
( 'Inn. Eneu Johnson & Co., 600 South lOth
St., Philadelphia, & 69 Gold St., Cor. Ann.N.Y

Mining& Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

Our U. ?. and Foreign Patent
Agency presents many and im-
portant advantages as a Home
Agency over all others, by rea-
son of long establishment, great
experience, thorough system and
intimate acquaintance with the
subjects of inventions in our
own community. All worthy in-

ventions patented through our
Agency will have the benefit of
a description or an illustration

and explanation in the Mining
and Scientific Press or the Pa-
cific Rural Press. We trans-

act every branch of Patent busi-
ness, and obtain Patents in all

civilized countries. The large
majority of U. S. and Foreign
Patents granted to inventors on
the Pacific Coast have been ob-
tained through our Agency. We
can give the best and most re-

liable advice as to the patentabil-

ity of new inventions. Advice
and Circulars Free. Our prices
are as low as any first-class agen-
cies in the Eastern States, while
our advantages for Pacific Coast
inventors are far superior.

DEWEY & CO.,

Patent Solicitors.

No. 202 Sansome St., S. F.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Company's Steamers will sail as follows, at 12 M :

CHINA March 1st.

CITY OF PEKING April 1st.

For YOKOHAMA and HONGKONG.

COL1MA .' March 6th.

For Panama and New York, calling at Mazatlnn, Manzan-
illo and Acapulco—connecting at Acapulco with Com-

pany's Steamer for all Central American ports.

Hereafter the Panama steamers w ill lca"o on the 5th
and 19th of each month.

Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the
lowest rates.

CITY OF NEW YORK, March 18th, at 12 o'clock, noon,
or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-

LULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY.
§10 additional is charged for passage in Upper Saloon.

DAKOTA February 20th.

For Victoria, Port Townsend, Seattle, Tacoma, and
Olympia, connecting at Tacoma with Northern

Pacific Railroad for Portland, Oregon.
Tickets must bo purchased before 11 A. M. on day of

sailing.

For freight or passage apply at the office corner First
and Brannan streetB.

WILLIAMS, BLANCHARD & CO., AgtB.

RUPTURE
If Ruptured, send at once for

Dr. Pierce's New Illustrated Book.

Address Macisf.tic Elastic Tiuisb Co.

609 Sacramento St., San Francisco.

CURED.

SUMMER QUEEN AND FAIRY QUEEN

COAL
OIL STOVES.

The best in tho World.

Address for Catalogue,

WEISTER & CO.,

17 New Montgomery St., S. F.

C. &. F. NAUMAN & CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

All kinds of DAIRY PRODUCE sold on Commission,
Poultry, Eggs, Game a specialty.

507 ifc 509 FRONT STREET, San Francisco-
(Between Washington and Jackson)

Ciias, N.u max. Frank Nacman.

ASK YOUR GROCER OR OIL DEALER FOR

ELAINE
THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD Oil
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Nurserymen.

R. w. Btkobs. ROBERT WILLIAMSON

% Trees & Plants
OK EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NUR
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FUEL ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NURSERY LINE,
BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT

LOWEST MARKET RATES.

Japanese Persimmons, and an Immense Stock of Orange
and Lemon Trees, both Seedlings and Grafted of the very

best variety, cheaper than ever before offered in this

market. Also, a very large and complete assortment of

Field, Garden, Lawn and Tree Seeds, which we offer at

very low rates, both to the trade and planter in large or

small lots.

Catalogues, Price- Lists, and Printed Directions free on
application. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO.,

Nob. 6, 8 and 10 J Street, Sacramento

STOCKTON NURSERIES.
Established in 1853.

W. B. WEST, Proprietor,

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Evergreens, Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants

Comprising everything NEW and RARE in my e

SPECIALTIES:

Raisin Grapes, Figs, Oranges. Lemons,

AND OTHER TROPICAL FRUITS.

I have imported superior Figs and Raisin Grapes direct

from the place of their nativity in Europe, and bavin;

propagated large quantities, can now offer them to th

trade and public on the Most Reasonable Terms
tS~ Send for catalogue and further information.

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also, Coffee, Cork Oak,
Olives, Guavas, English and BJack Walnuts, Magnolias,
Loquats, Butternuts, Hmall Fruity Evergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stock of the Diosp/ros Kaki 'Japanese Persim-
mon,/ of our own growing, ana also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 41S California St., Kan Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Niles, Alameda Co., Cal.

200.000
Australian Gum Trees for Sale,

AT STRATTON'S

Gum Tree Forest Nursery,

Hay-ward's, Alameda Co , Cal.

These trees are from five to twelve inches high, trans-

planted regularly into boxes 30x20 inches square, weigh-

ing 150 pounds. 150 or 500 in each box, in splendid con-

dition for transplanting to their permanent location.

Price, $6 to $12 per l.OOO. Will contract to plant

the trees, or furnish superintendence, on low terms.

Cash must accompany orders for less than 850; or if

greater than that amoun
,
city reference must be (riven.

Address, JAS. T. STRATTON,
East Oakland, Alameda County, Cal.

P. S. RUSSELL'S

Semi-Tropical Nurseries,

Riverside, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

100,000 Orange, Lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates. Cata-
logue on application. P. O. Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,

San Bernardino County, Cal.

L. M. NEWSOM,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs' Hotel, East Oak-

land, Alameda County, Cal.

HAH yoR SAI.K EVERYTHING DESIRABLE IN THE

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.

A large stock of Belgian C'tmellias and Azaleas,
Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

PETALUMA NURSERIES.
[Established in 1 859.

J

WM. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR-

£3T¥or sale a general assortment of Fruit Trees, Ever-
green Trees and Shrubbery. Our trees are all grown
without irrigation and the wood is well matured. Cata-
logue and price list furnished 00 application. Address

WM. SEXTON, PetaUima, Sonoma Co., Cal

100,000 Blackberry Plants for Sale.
New varieties. The Early Cluster, Vina Seedling. Mis-

souri Mammoth, Kittatinuy and Deering Cluster. Price, *8
per 100. 5.000 Gooseberry plants, of thu Houghton and
American Seedlings; these varieties are free from mildew,
and are strong growers and enormous bearers, price, $8 per
100. liy mail, $2 per dozen. Black Nanles Currant, $1 each

I will give satisfactory proof from two reliable gentlemen
who have realized over $750 per acre from these varieties of
Blackberry plants last year.
Cherry Cranberry plants delivered and planted out for

$150 per acre, if not less than 50 acres, or I will take an in-
terest iu the same of ten acres.
On large orders, time of payment will be given, for part

of the money, with good security. H. NYLANI>.
Isleton, Sacramento County, Cal

FRUIT TREES AT REDUCED PRICES.

100,000 Apple Trees, also a large stock of other Fruit
Trees, including Seedling and Budded Orange and Lemon
Trees very cheap Two year old apple Trees, 410 per
100.

MILTON THOMAS,
Los Angeles, Cal

FRUIT TREES,

ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Shrubs and Evergreens.

LARGE PALMS,

LARGE AURICARIAS,

LARGE TREE FERNS,

ORANGES & LEMONS

MAKING THE UROWTU OK

f
ANGES & LEMONS A SPECIALTY,

I offer one year grafted trees of the following sortB of

Oranges: Naval, Hill's. St. Michael, Konah, Sarmaretta,

Sumillo, Acapulco, Maltese Blood, Mission, Mediterranean

Sweet, Pemambuco, and Sicily and Lisbon Lemons, at

835 per hundred, with twenty other varieties.

BERNARD S. POX.

San Jose, Cal.

THE DIOSPYROS KAKI,

OR JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

Six Best Varieties. All Grafted^ Reliable.

Viz : Jtoyal, very large, shape round, color, light yel-

low; Imperial, oblong, vermillion in color, flesh soft,

good either fresh or dried. Nihmi, oblong, rounded
apex, flesh solid and keeps well; early, very pro-
lific, but smaller. Daimu> (^"Yeddo's best fruit"?, oblong,
rounded apex, color, yellowish red, flesh soft, fine flavored.

}tifcad>>, flat or round shaped, flesh moro solid, orange or
>r yellow colored, (the same as grown by Col. Hollister).

Tttikoon, round, quite large, shade slightly green;
a great favorite in Western Japan

SPECIMENS () FRUIT ON EXHIBITION.

HENRY LOOMIS,
At TRUMBULL'S SEED STORE,

419 <5z 421 Sansome St., San Francisco.

FRUIT TREES.
Apple, Bear, Peach, Plum, yuince, Crabs, Etc.

S TUCKS GRAFTS, Apple, Cherry, Crab, Pear, Etc.
EVERGREENS, Shade Trees, Shrubs, Fruit and

Flower Plates.

HEDGE PLANTS, Osage. Buckthorn, Honey Locust, Etc.
GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, Splendid Novelties, Rose*,

Verbenas. Carnation, Etc. For NEW CATALOGUES oi

the BLOOMINGTON (PHfENIX) NURSERY, post free,

iddress WM. F. BAIRD (Trustee), Box I, BLOOMING.
TON, ILLINOIS.

FRUIT TREES FOR SALE.

I wish to call the attention of those who expect to

plant out fruit trees the coming winter to the fact that I

have a few thousand first-class trees which I offer for sale

at the usual rates. Ttcse trees were grown principally

for myself, on good lard, without ii ligation, are stout and

stalky, ar hoice varieties, and true to name. Also,

Eucalyptus Monterey Cypress. Call on or address,

W. W. SMITH, Vacaville,

Solano County, Cal

PAJAR0 VALLEY NURSERIES,
Watsonville, Cal.

For sale this season a large and complete stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees; Evergreens; Shrubs; Flow-
ering and Green House Plants, Japanese Persimmon
Trees, Japanese Flowering Shrubs, etc. I have received
direct from Japan a large lot of Japanese Persimmon
Trees, of the choicest varieties. Fine Ornamental Trees
Hid a large lot of Flowering Plants, Orchids, etc., together
with a fine variety of Bulbs of Japanese Lillies. All of

which will be sold at as low rates ay can be had elsewhere
D the State. For catalogue and further information, ad-
d ress

JAMES .WATERS, [Proprietor.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and K.m; Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubi; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet
Soft Grape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, choice Oranges, Lemons and Raisin Grapes; with many
ither rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive
catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

FELTON'S WONDERFUL NEW BERRIES.
Sent safely by mail, 3,000 miles, at dozen rates, postage

free. Cinderella and Continental Strawberries, $2 per
dozen; Great American, il per dozen. Early Prolific
and Reliance Raspberries, $3 per dozen. Hundreds of
other things Cheap. Illustrated circular free to all.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
NURSERYMEN AND FRL IT GROWERS, WOODBURY, N. J.

Fruit and Ornanental Trees.

Evergreen Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants
Comprising Everything New and Rare

.

ORANGE & LEMON TREES,
ONE TO FIVE YEARS' OLD, MAGNOLIAS, JAPAN
PERSIMMONS, PALMS, MONTEREY CYPRESS,
MONTEREY PINE, CAMELLIAS. BLUE GUMS,
(bv the 100 or 1,000, very low, all transplant-

ed). ROSES, ETC . AT THE LOWEST
MARKET RATES.

Agent for the Nurseries of B. S. Fox,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

TH0S. MEHERIN, 516 Battery Street,

San Francisco, Cal

CAMELLIAS.
We offer a large stock of very fine plantH at from

$33 to $100 per 100. For catalogue of these, as well
as of

AZALEAS, RHODODENDRONS
And Evergreen Trees in great variety. Address

R. B. PARSONS & CO.,
Box 99, Flushing, N. Y.

THE DINGEE & GONARD GO'S
BEAITIPIL EVEH-BM>OMnfB

HOSES
We deliver Stronff Pot Roses, MteMd for immrdiat*
ilourriiiq, safely bv mail, St. nil postafioeo. 5 fcplondid
Vnri«'tu-«. ;•>" r;,r,iV^,nllhbnfiMl, fur >i| ; 1 2 for 82; 19
t: ,rs;<: 2« f. .rs*l: :$.» tmHo : 7 ', for * 1 4) ; I OOf ,r N 1 3.
Send tor our NEWGUjuB TO ROSE C ' r I.Tr 1 1 E,
and choose from over oOO fine:-* :u>rts. Our . r, :; : Snc-
tinlty f» qrmrinq and ditlribulin; Vm '. THE DINGER
[COSARD CO., Kane-Groicm,West Grove,ChosterCo.,Pa.

FISHER. RICHARDSON & CO. S NURSERY
San Padro St., near cor. of Washington

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Have for sale all kinds of DoddnfrOfl Fruit Trees. Also,
the leading varieties of Budded Orange and Lemon (inclu

ding our Tlinniless Swrct Kind, of which we have a limited
number <if trees and buds for sale), which we offer at prices
to suit the times. We took the prize on Budded Orange and
Lemon trees; also, on Deciduous trees at our Horticultural
Fair this Fall. Special attention given to mail orders. Cor-
respondence solicited, 1*. Q, Box, 876, Los Angeles, Cal.

J. A. FISHER, C.H. RICHARDS N, J. O. SEYMOUR

GRAPE CUTTINGS,
Seedless Sultana and Muscatel Gordo BfaUHSC, the two

best varieties, at 82 per hundred. Johatmisberg Kiessling

Zintindel and many other varieties at $6 per thousand.

H. W. CRABB, OAKVILLE,
NAPA COUNTY, .... CALIFORNIA

PEPPER'S NURSERIES.
Established in 1858

For sale, a general assortment of Fruit Trees and Small
Fruits; Evergreen Trees and Shrubs in variety. Early
planting recommended. My Trees are grown without irri-

gation; the wood is well ripened. I am prepared to rill

oruers as soon as the rainy season commences. Cata-

logues and price list furnished on application. Address,

W. H PEPPER, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal

JOHN SAUL'S
Catalogue of New, Rare and Beautiful Plants will be

ready in February-, w ith a eolored plate. Many new and

beautiful Plants are offered for the first time, with a rich

collection of Green House and Hot House Plants, Bedding
Plants, new and choice Roses, [>ablias. well grown and at

low prices. Free to oil my customers, to others, price

ten cents. Aplain copy free.

JOHN SAUL, Washington, D. C

GRAND TRIUMPH IN HORTICULTURE!
The crowning- result of 18 years of care and toil - FEL-

TON'S NEW BERRIES. The Cindbrklla and Continen-
tal Stkawkkkribh, and Kakly Prolific and Kelianck
Raki'Hkrriks is now offered to the public. Tested nil

years, and in our judgment the four best paying market
berries. jTsTCatalogue and Price List free.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
Nl'RSKRYMKN AND FKl'lT GROWERS, WOOMJBY, N. J

acres o

, and
Trees.
Plants.POMONA NURSERY^

/lest Strawberries, nine inches, IianpberrUs
t three inches

around. Ten acres yielded $4,338. bend for price-

list tree. 40 YEARS Among Small Fruits, telling wh U
and bow to plant. Sent postpaid for 20c., or free to every
purchaser. Wm. Parry, Cinnaminson, N. J.

Seedsmen.

R.J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

KSElDra

LAND PLASTER.
(Silphate of Lime.)

THIS FERTILIZER IS ESPECIALLY WELL ADAPTED
TO CALIFORNIA LANDS AND CLIMATE, AND

IS DESTINED TO BE USED TO IM-

MENSE ADVANTAGE.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
In Bulk, $10per ton; in Barrels, $12 50

GOLDEN GATE PLASTER MILLS
LUCAS <5c CO.,

Nos. 210 and 217 Main Street. San Francisco,

WANTED.
By a Scotchman and Wife A situa-
tion to take charge of a ranch. The man thoroughly

understands farming, the care of a vineyard, stock raising,

or any work appertaining to a well conducted farm. The

woman is a thorough cook and housekeeper. The best of

reference will he given. Address office of Rural Press.

Dewey & Co. {sanest, Patent Ag'ts.

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

•.•"Guide to the Vegetable ind Flower Garden
will be sent free to all Customers. It contains in-

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in and

GROWERS OF SEEDS,
Keep Constantlv on hand a complete stock of Vegetable

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS
Also, Fi.oweri.vo Plants, Bi lks, Fki'it and

ornamental Trees, Etc.

We call attention of farmers and country merchants to

our unusually low prices All seeds warranted

fresh, pure and reliable JtafTradc

price list on application.

*.* We have just issued the most complete guide to the
Vegetable and Flower ( arden ever issued upon this coast.

It is Handsomely Illustrated, and contains full descrip-
tions of Vegetables, Flowers, Grasses, Trees, etc., with
full instructions as to their culture; mailed free on appli-
cation.

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
[P. 0. Box 1023.) 607 Sansome Street, S. F.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continuallv arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE' GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MEZOUITE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SE«D; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everytbing in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Imi>orter and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street, - San Francisco.

My Annual Cataloi?ue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed for 1878, rich in engravings, will be
sent FREE to all who apply. Customers of last season need
not write for it. I offer one of the largest collections of veg-
etable seed ever sent out of any seed house in America, a
large portion of which were grown on my six seed farms.
Printed directions for Cultivation on each package. All

seed warranted to he both fresh and true to nam*; so far,

that should it prove otherwise, / wilt refill the order
gratm New Vegetables a Specialty. A» the
original introducer of the Hubbard Squash, Phinney's
Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican Corn, 1 offer sev-

eral new vegetables this season, and invite the patron-

age of all who are anxiovx to hare their seed directly
from tht grower; fresh, true, and of the very bextstrain.

JAMES J H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering
Kulhs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-

Ogucs mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS SONS. 34 Barclay Street, N. Y

CHUFA SEED FOR SALE.
EISEN BROS , 12 Stevenson St

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

Al FAI FA CCCn Pot Sal. quantMLTMLrM OCCUsuit, apply to iiivson,
USTI & CO., 403 Davie Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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SEEDS. SEEDS.

IMPORTED.

Sweet Corn.

Crosby's Extra Early
Marblehead Mammoth I

Stowell's Evergreen f

Mexican Sweet, New 1

SSSE£} Yellow Flint Corn.

Long Bed Mangel WurtzeH
Yellow Globe

\ Beet Seed.
White Sugar )

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

THE THREE POTATOEsT
EABLY OHIO.—Earlier than Early Rose. Ranked

by general consent, in earliness, yield and quality com-
bined at the head of all the early potatoes.
BLTBBANK.—Medium late; a prodigious cropper;

flesh remarkably white
;
quality excellent.

DDNMORE.-A splendid late sort. A greater crop-
per than the Peerless, which it resembles in form, while
far better in quality.

Each, per Barrel, $4.00; per Bushel, $2.00 ; per Peck,
75 cents.

My Illustrated Seed Catalogue free to all applicants.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

Will be
mailed FREE to
all applicants. Itcon.x
tains colored plate, 500 engravings,
about 150 pages, and full descriptions,
prices and directions for planting over 1200
varieties of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants, 1

Invaluable to all. Send for it. Addrtss

D. M. FEEEY & CO., Detroit, Mich,

A NEW BOOK FOR FARMERS.
" Carrots, Mangolds and Sugar Beets. What kinds to

raise, how to raise, and how to feed." By mail, 30 cents.
Also, my throe works, on " Cabbages, and How to Grow
Them," " Squashes, and How to Grow Them," " Onions,
and How to Grow Them." Full of just such minute de-
tails as farmers want. Each, 30 cents, by mail. My large
Illustrated Seed Catalogue free to all.

JAMES J. H. GBEGOBY. Marblehead, Mass.

s
ENT FBEE on application—BRIGGS & BRO.'S
Flower and Vegetable Catalogue. Our large crops
enable us to SELL SEEDS LOW

ROCHESTER, N. Y., or CHICAGO, ILLS.

CHOIRS,

Singing Schools and Societies

SHOULD USE

The Salutation ($12.00 per dozen), or Zion ($12 per

dozen), or The Encore ($7.50 per dozen), or Perkins'
Singing School ($6.75 per dozen), or Johnson's
Chorus Choir Instruction Book ($12 per dozen.

The first two are first-class Church Mus c Books, by L.

O. Emerson and W. O. Perkins, and have full instructive

courses. The last three are fitted especially for Singing

Schools by the very best talent. Now for a spirited

Winter and Spring Singing Class!

Also give new interest to the year's practice, by getting

up one of our 4-0 CANTATAS, (send for circulars)

Five of them are:

BELSHAZZAR Butterfield, $1.25.

DON MUNIO,..« Dudley Buck, $1.50

JOSEPH'S BONDAGE ." Chadwick $1.25

PRODIGAL SON Sullivan, $1.25

WALPURGIS NIGHT Mendelssohon, 80 cents.

Belshazzar and Joseph's Bondage are dramatized, and
are splendid musical dramas.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO., BOSTON,

C. H. DITSON & CO., 843 Broadway, N. Y.

Ha H B H.
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Ringbone, Spavin, Sweenkv, Callous
Lumps, and all old sores, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stiff

Joints, Bruises, Windoalls, and all slight ailments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,

and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

DALTON & GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE I1EALKRH IN

All Kinds of Country Produce
404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco

43T Consignments Solicited

f)C EXTRA MIXED CARDS, Snowfiake, Oriental, Etc.

&Q with name 10 ets. J. B. HUSTED, Nassau, N. Y.

Winchester Repeating Rifle,
MODEL 1873.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge, Ui .

* 37 String measuring from center of tar-
get to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, ^thshttTfiootXl
'

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Targ-et Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now folly supplied with all the various kinds and styles
of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, ease hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-
extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 2C, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines
blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco.

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

The RANDALL PULVERIZING HARROW.
Secures the great-

est yield of crops

by the most per-

fect tillage. Thor-

oughly pulverizes

the soil. Com-
pletely covers the

grain. Economi-

zes time. Saves

LABOR

MONEY.
Works like a

charm. Unequal-

ed for cross-plow-

ing. Apply to

agent for descrip-

tive circular and

SSi^^m^Z^5r^» price-list.

CLAUDE V. BURKE, Yolo, Cal., - - Sole Agent for California.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE—ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK FILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Manufactured by the
'

Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN, I
THE CLIMATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

OFFICE—NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(PjEtwken Broadway and Wabiiinoton.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., car ewcy

& Co., S. F. State condition and lowest price.

A thoroughly studied and ably written treatiso on this

subject bj Hon, B. B Redding, appears complete In the
Pacific RURAL Phkhk for.January 20th, and also the Min-
imi AND SOIBKTIFIO I'ltftSH. Based upon facts, figures and
careful and extensive observations made in various parts
of the State on this important subject, it is a volume of

reliable Information, interesting to every resident of the
State. The information is condensed in a paper read be-
fore the California Academy of Sciences, and is published
in the Pkkhm as read before that Society without any al-

terations or omissions. Extra copies, post-paid, 10 cents.

Address DEWEY & CO., Publishers, 202 Sansome Street,

Sa.i Francisco.

fOUR NAME printed on 60 mixed cards for 13c. 25 fun
cards 10c. CLINTON BROS., Clintonvillc, Conn.

Agricultural Articles.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self Regulating Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the towns
and farming- districts for
over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold
(and there are thousands of
them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal
of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.
We are prepared to fill orders tor ail sizes, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

MAMtSUN & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required
in the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action of ; he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only $6), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a $40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 13
pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-
ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St.,, S. F.

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That knits Hat or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
KnitH a regular right-angled heel, as by band;
Narrows otf the toe;

Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits inittenB or gloves of any Bize without scam;
Forma genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;
Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs;
Knits an elastic seamed stitch Suspender with button holes;

Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch, Fancy
Bibbed stitch: the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch,

Shell stitch, Unique- stitch, Tidy stitch, etc.

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the
only family knitter that tills the hill. Local agents wanted.
Send for circulars to

J. J. PFISTER & CO, General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in wonlon yarns.

"20 SUTTER STREET, Room •!<>, San Francisco.

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Kkkkhknck. Tradesmen's National BanK, N. Y. ; Ell

wanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra

mento, Cal.;A.Lusk & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

JOHN L. BOONE,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
PATENT LAW A SPECIALTY.

Omc*—202 Sansomo Streot, N. E. corner Pine Streot,

San Francisco.
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Cmco, Cal. , June Sth, 187(5.

({old Medal Separator is doing perfect work in barley

—threshing 150 sacks an hour, without forcing.

A. BOLLARD,

Cmco, Cal., .lime 12th, 1870.

The Gold Medal Thresher threshed one thousand
sacks on Saturday, working three-fourths of a day. Are
much pleased with it. Yours, JOHN SPURGEON.

Princeton, Cax., July 14th, 1876'.

We average one thousand sacks of wheat per day r

one day thirteen hundred and fifty, with our Gold Medal
Thresher. It is all you recommended it to be.

CAMPBELL & SPUBGEON.

St. Johns, Sept. 3d, 1877.

The Gold Medal Separator which we bought of you
last year gives us perfect satisfaction this year. We did

not do any large day's work, owing to the lightness of the

crops. It is no trouble to thresh from 1,200 to 1,500 sacks
of good wheat per day. Yours truly,

EMERSON & DURING.

Jacinto, Sept. 3d, 1877.

I am highly pleased with my Gold Medal Separator,
it has done the best of work this season. Hail no stop-

page from morning until night. I have never used a ma-
hine that run so steadily, and will all the time. My ex-

pense for repairs was nothing. Can recommend the Gold
Medal Separator as one that will do fast work, and save
all the grain. Yours truly, J. BAYLES.

Sr. Johns, July 25th, 1877.

We have run thirty days, and have averaged 1,000
sacks a day on our Hold Medal Separator. We also think
the Separator is the best we < ver used. We will thresh
1,250 sacks to-day. EMERSON & DURING.

Jacinto, June 9th, 1877.
My new Gold Medal Separator threshes splendidly in

both barley and wheat. I have never seen anything to
beat it, and I am certain for good, smooth, clean work she
has never been equaled. I think her the easiest running
thresher I ever saw. The result of to-day's work in bar-

ley is 1,800 sacks (4,201) bushels). I am running two
Gold Medals, and both keep going from morning until
night, as regular as a clock; no stoppage for repairs, and I

am well pleased. Yours truly, G. W. HOAG.
We would state here that Mr. Hoag is one of the most

extensive farmers in Colusa county, farming some 17,000
acres on Dr. Glenn's and his own ranches. He has given
us an order for a 44-inch cylinder Cold Medal Separator,
and a Rice Straw-Burner Engine for 1878.

Colusa, Cal., June 22d, 1876.
We have witnessed the running of the (iold Medal

Separator, owned by Air. A. E. Potter, in some of the
most difficult wheat to thresh that could be selected. The
Separator performed its work well, and better than any
Pitt's or Russell's machine we ever saw. We consider it a
very tine Separator in all respects, and the best in the State.

[Signed.] A. E. POTTER,
A M. MOULTON, JOHN W. DUN LAP,
JAS. 8. LEAR, M. G. JENKINS,
J. H. JONES. F. GASS,
W. S. GREEN, HOWELL DAVIS.

Nord, September 12th, 1876.
We are perfectly satisfied with our Gold Medal Sepa-

rator. As far as our knowledge goes, there has no ma-
chine of any other make done as much work as we have;
and we know that there is none which has saved and
cleaned the grain as well. There is no machine that can
compare with the Grand Gold Medal in threshing the grain
out of the straw and saving it. The faster we thresh the
better work we do. Everyone for whom we have threshed
will give you a stronger testimonial than we have, as all

acknowledge the great saving of grain over any other Sep-
arator they ever had to do their work. It is the machine for
both farmer and thresher—not doing fast work for one
and wasting grain for the other, but doing good, fast work
for both. Yours truly, LINN1NUER BROS.

Colusa County, August 29th, 1876.
I had a Gold Medal Separator threshing for me this

season. It threshed over 30,000 bushels of grain
for me. It got it all out of the straw and saved it. I am
confident that I saved 1,000 bushels more grain than could
have been saved by any other machine yet introduced on
this coast. I unhesitatingly pronounce the "Gold Medal"
the best threshing machine I ever saw work. Yours, etc.,

W. C. HARRIS.

Colusa County, September 4th, 1876.
We had one of your Gold Medal Separators threshing

for us. We can speak for ourselves in high praise for its

merits as a thresher and separator. Our straw has been
threshed cleaner, and the grain, 11,000 bushels, separated
more thoroughly than any other machine now in use could
possibly do. We can well recommend it to our fellow
farmers. BROWN, TOLSON & CO.

Fort Jones, August 19th, 1876.
We consider the (iold Medal Separator superior to

any we have ever seen in this valley; we have used both
Russell's and Pitt's the past 15 years.

THOMAS PATTON & CO.

For the benefit of farmers and threshers, I state that
I have a (iold Medal Separator which gives perfect satis-

faction to myself anil to the parties whom I thresh for. It

threshes, separates and cleans better than any Pitt's and
Russell's thresher that I ever saw.

WM. JEFFREYS, Colusa, Cal.

Chico, June 14th, 1876.

Started up yesterday; run ten hours and threshed 875
sacks of barley. Think we have got the chief of the coast.

We averaged 1,000 sacks a day with my (iold Medal Sep-

arator, and am well pleased and think it cannot be sur-

passed. K. GUPTON & BROS.

Princeton, Colusa Co., Cal., July 6th, 1876.

I never saw any that gave as good satisfaction as the

Grand (iold Medal Separator. It threshes the grain out of

the straw, cleans and saves more than any I ever seen.

ISAAC L. McDANIEL

Sycamore, Cal.
The Cold Medal Separator we have thoroughly tested,

and are glad to say that they are a perfect success. We
can thresh faster and separate better than any Pitt's or

or Russell's we ever saw. CHAS. F. CORBIERE.

Hill's Ferry, June 6th, 1876.

The Gold Medal Separator that I bought of you is the
best machine that I ever run. It will do more work than
the Pitt's ever did or ever can do. Everybody that sees

my machine run say it is the best they ever saw. It is the

machine for the farmer to save money and time with.

Yours truly, H. E. CORBETT.

Gaar, Soon & Co. "Gold Medal" Thresher.
The 36x50-inch "Gold Medal" Separator I bought of

you pleases me in all respects. Everybody who saw it

and the work it done, said they never saw so perfect a ma-
chine. You cannot too strongly recommend it to the har-

vestmen of this State. She would thresh 2,500 bushels of

wheat daily, and do it well. JOHN DALLAS, Turlock.

Winnkmcci A, Feb. 4, 1876.

The Gold Medal Separator, purchased of you last fall,

has given us entire satisfaction, and we recommend it to

all farmers as the best Separator we ever saw.

PALMER & HAYILAND.

Modesto, June 20th, 1876.

Just saw the Dallas boys that bought the (iold Medal
Separator, and they are the best pleased men, you ever saw,
with their machine. They say it works most excellently,

far beyond their expectations. WOOD & TURNER.

Hay ward, August 7th, 1876.

The Gold Medal Separator we are glad to say has given
us perfect satisfaction in every respect, and all parties for

whom we have threshed are quite satisfied, and say that

they never had better work done, their grain is clean and
free from cracking. The machine is the best on this coast

for saving and cleaning grain. Yours truly,

J. II. W1SSN0R, J. H. DAYIs.

Nelson, June 7th, 1877.

I started my Gold Medal Separator and Rice Straw-
Burner Engine to-day. It does splendid work, and I think
I have the best rig in the State. P. M. G WYNN.

Marysville, September 11th, 1877.

My Gold Medal Separator and Rice Straw-Burner En-
gine, No. 5, gave entire satisfaction during the threshing
season; threshing sometimes four sacks per minute. It

did the best work, and gave entire satisfaction, and am well
pleased, an can recommend both engine and separator as

the best I ever saw. Yours truly, SAMUEL BEST.

Cmco, September 15th, 1877.

The 40-inch (iold Medal Separator during this season,

46 days, has threshed 46,000 sacks of wheat. Largest run
for one day of 12 hours was 1,700 sacks, while I have
made a run of three hours and threshed 620 sacks of wheat.
I have done nice work and saved the grain in all cases

—

not cracking or wasting in the straw or at the shoes—while
it has been cleaned thoroughly. All farmers for whom I

have threshed testify to the quality of work I have done.

J. M. DECKER.

Chico, September 1st, 1877.

We have had our threshing done by Mr. James
Decker, with a (iold Medal Separator and Gaar, Scott &
Rice Straw-Burner Engine, and we desire to give you an
expression of how well we are satisfied with the quality of

work that he has done for us. We have had our grain
threshed fast, and in every respect far better than we have
ever had the work done before, and it has been saved much
closer—we fully believe equal to the cost of threshing over
what it would have been if done with any other kind of

machine, while the grain has been well cleaned and not
cracked at all. We cheerfully recommend both Separator
and engine, as in our judgment the best we have ever seen,

and in every respect the friend of the farmers, who desire

to put all the grain they raise into the sack rather than a
large portion on the ground. Respectfully yours,

JAMES S. PADAN, W. M. THORP,
J. J. WASTE, W. W. DAVIS,

T. H. BARNARD.

Arcata, August 22d, 1877.

I have fully tested your Gold Medal Separator, which
1 have purchased of you, and find it does excellent work.
It has given me, and all those for whom I have threshed,
thus far, the most perfect satisfaction, and is pronounced

by all who have seen it at work as the best machine ever
in Humboldt county. R. B. CAVF.

Arcata. August 21st, 1877.
I deem it but just and right to add my testimony of the

merits of your (iold Medal Separator, as it is the first one
that has ever been in this county, and I believe it is the
best one in use. I have had Mr. Ca .e thresh my jrain,

and he did the best job that I ever had done, and saved all

of my grain. But I think that this machine will meet the
desired wants of the farmers in this valley. Notwith-
standing the dampness and the long straw we had to con-
tend with, they threshed 810 bushels in four houre, and
cleaned it better than any machine ever run in this valley.

CHRISTIAN NELSON.

Nord, September 3d, 1877.
The Gold Medal Separator purchased of you has given

us perfect satisfaction, doing our work well and saving all

the grain. We have threshed about 50,000 sacks. We
can heartily recommend the machine to any one desiring a
good separator. COLBY & CO.

Sycamore, September 3d, 1877.
We have run 50 days this year and done the best work

with our Gold Medal Separator. When we laid up, our
machines were in good repair, so as to go to work another
season without extra expense. Farmers will have no
other machine to do their work. Yours truly,

DAVIS & JEFFRIES.

Fort Jones, September 10th, 1877.
The (iold Medal boys (Thos. Cotton & Co.) are doing

large and excellent work this season. They are cleaning
out all other machines in this valley. J. DIGGLES.

Capay, September 12th, 1877.

The (iold Medal Separator I like best of any I have
seen. I threshed 130 sacks of barley in 30 minutes, and
would have kept it up if it had been in the stack. Yours
truly, J. R. LOWE.

Nelson, September 3d, 1877.

I have used a 36-inch ( iold Medal Separator for 70
days' including time consumed in moving, threshed 123,-

075 bushels, average per day, 1,758 bushels. largest run
6,000 bushels of barley in 14 hours. This machine has
given entire satisfaction, and I think it is the best thresher
ever built. Yours, etc., JAS. T. McINTOSH.

For quality of work done I would refer you to Chas.
V. Hobart, wheat merchant, Chico, who says he can tell

every parcel of wheat I have threshed, by the manner in

which it is cleaned. JAS. T. McINTOSH.

Tehama County, September 6th, 1877.

My Gold Medal Separator is the best machine I ever
used. Have been farming for ten years, and never had
one to compare with it. 1 threshed 35 days and made an
average of 2,000 bushels per day. It threshes cleanei

(with no cracked wheat) than any machine I ever used.

You have a splendid machine, and I have no hesitation

in recommending it to farmers. Yours truly, J. S. CONE.

Capay, September 3d, 1877.

I have done well with my Gold Medal Separator,

everything has worked well and very satisfactorily. I am
now better satisfied after two years' work that the ma
chines are the best I ever saw, for doing perfect work and
threshing. Yours truly, J. T. RILEY.

Jacinto, July 30th, 1877.

My Gold Medal Separator has run as steady as clock-

work this year, no stoppages from morning until night.

It is in good order and I am well satisfied with its work.

Yours, as ever. KINDRED GUPTON.

Lakeport, Cal., July 13th, 1877.

I think 1 have the best machine 1 ever saw, and am
glad that I met Mr. Ball and that he persuaded me to buy
a "(iold Medal." Every man that I have threshed for is

well pleased with the work, and I think I can safely say

that there will never be another Pitt's or Russell's sold in

Lake county, nor anything else but a "Gold Medal."
A number of men hare come to see the machine work, and
they all say it beats all they ever saw. P. T. BOON.

San Buenaventura, Cal., Sep. 18th, 1876.

Our Gaar, Scott & Co. Gold Medal Separator gives

perfect satisfaction and excels any other machine in the

county. Yours respectfully, S. GUTHRIE.

San Gabriel, Cal., July 9th, 1877.

Started our Gold Medal Separator to-day, She is

running splendidly. I consider it superior to the Pitt's or

Russell's separator. J. F. FALVEY.

Healdsburg, January 3d, 1878.

I have run all the different makes of threshers for

years past, but I have never had a machine yet to do the

work so well, or as much of it, 'as the 36-inch Gold Medal
Separator I bought of you last summer. I am not saying

but the truth when I say that my Separator wjll out-thresh

any other machine, will clean better and save more grain,

without cracking, than any other machine in the country,

and in this assertion I will be backed by all the farmers

in Sonoma county for whom I threshed last summer. If

anyone wants to know about the "Gold Medal Separa-

tor," refer them to me, and I think that I can in a little

while convince them that it is the best thresher in the

world. Yours truly, W. P. BALL.

a Send for Catalogues for fuller Information of the Grand "Gold Medal" Separator, also, the Rice Straw-Burner Engines."®*

Manufactured and Sold only by MARCUS C. HAWLEY & CO., San Francisco and Sacramento, Cal.

TESTIMONIALS OF THE GRAND "COLD MEDAL" SEPARATOR.
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A $35,000 Cow.

Our illustration on this page shows the head

of one of the highest priced cows, which ever

passed under the hammer of the auctioneer.

She was the 10th Duchess of Geneva, and was
of the famous New York Mills' herd of Short

Horns, owned by Walcott & Campbell. We
were present at their sale in 1873 and saw this

cow sold for $35,000, to the agent of Earl Bec-
tive, and was by him taken to England. The
sale, on the whole, was one of the most remark -

ble ever held. Amid the wildest excitement one
cow, the eighth Duchess of Geneva, was bid up
to $40,600. This high price was owing in part
it is believed to some misunderstand-
ing on the part of the bidder, but it

was a true sale nevertheless.

The 10th Duchess of Geneva died
in January, 1877, and her portrait

was recently engraved for the London
Graphic. This cow was the 11th in

direct line from first Duchess by
count (145), the cow bought by Mr.
Bates at the Colling Sale in 1810 for

183 guineas. Tradition ascribes the
origin of the family to a breed of cat-

tle possessed for centuries by the
family of the Duke of Northumber-
land, but the actual records com-
mence in the last century, when an
ancestress of this cow passed into the
possession of Mr. C. Colling, of Ket-
ton, Durham, who was one of the
founders of the Short Horn as a dis-

tinct and highly improved breed. In
1804, Mr. T. Bates, of Kirklevington,
Yorkshire, purchased one of the
Duchess cows, and recognizing in her
excellence and that of her male off-

spring the superiority of the family
over the Short Horns he had previ-

ously owned, he determined to secure
more of the sort ; and at Mr. Colling's

great sale, in 1810, when 47 animals
of both sexes and all ages, from 1

1

years downward, made the then un-
precedented average of $732.84, he
gave $929.64 for the two year old
heifer Young Duchess, afterward
called First Duchess, a daughter of

Comet (sold on the same occasion for

$5,080), and granddaughter of the
cow he had just purchased. From
that heifer, in the female line direct,

sprang those Duchesses which have
at different periods won the chief

honors of the Royal Agricultural So-
ciety of England, and for many years
past have commanded the highest
prices at public and private sales.

Mr. Bates, while practicing to a
considerable extent the system of in-

and-in breeding, crossed his Duch-
esses at different times with other ap-
proved Short Horn families, notably
with those of Mr. Colling's Red Rose
and Princess, thus combining what
he considered three of the oldest and
best Short Horn families in the king-
dom. In 1853, at the Tortworth sale

(after the death of Earl Ducie), 66th
Duchess was bought by Messrs. Becar
Morris, of New York, for $3,557.40.
Her descendants, having changed owners in

America, were finally dispersed by auction in

1873, as described above. She had bred in
America the bulls Third Duke of Oneida, Sixth
Duke of Oneida, and the heifer Eighth Duchess
of Oneida, bought also for Lord Bective, at the
same sale, for $15,000. In England she pro-
duced the bull Duke of Underley and the heifers

Duchess of Underley and Duchess of Lancaster,
all of which, with Eighth Duchess of Oneida,
are now in the herd at Underley Hall, West-
moreland, England.

Toads and Irrigation.

While prosecuting the field work as Paleon-
tologist of the United States Geological Survey
of the Territories, under the direction of Prof.
F. V. Hayden, in Colorado, during last season,
Dr. C. A. White had the opportunity to make
some very interesting observations in relation
to a change of habits in the common toad (Bufo
Americana). The district referred to is that
portion of the great plains which lies immedi-
ately adjacent to the eastern base of the Rocky
mountains, and which is traversed by the South
Platte river and its tributaries there. The val-
leys of these streams are broad and shallow, and
the streams, heading in the immediately adja-
cent mountains, have an abundant flow of water;

strong dive directly for the bottom, upon which
they lie prone, with the legs flexed against the
body, and into the mud of which they settle

themselves a little. Here they remain, and ex-
haust the patience of one who may attempt to
wait for them to rise. Now the toads in this

irrigated region have adopted precisely these
common habits of the frogs, when disturbed
upon the borders of the ditches, as Dr. White
repeatedly witnessed.

State and Local Agricultural Societies.—
A bill has been passed by the Senate, appropriat-
ing $42,000 for the State and local Agricultural
Societies, allowing the following sums annually
for the next two fiscal years: State, $5,000; San
Joaquin Valley, $1,500; Golden Gate, $1,500;

An Interesting Characteristic

Soils.

of Dry

SHORT-HOBN COW-TENTH DUTCHESS OF GENEVA.

and

Berkshire Association.—We received from
the Secretary a report of the annual meeting
of the American Berkshire Association held
in Springfield, Illinois, on Wednesday, February
13th. We notice that the following officers
were elected: G. M. Caldwell, President;
Phil. M. Springer, Springfield 111., Secretary.
The Vice President for California, is Homer
Polk Saxe, of San Francisco.

$1,500; Napa and Solano, $1,500; Santa Clara
Valley, $1,500; Southern District, $1,500; Up-
per Sacramento Valley, $1,500; Plumas and
Lassen, $1,000; Monterey, $1,000; El Dorado,

$1,000, and Siskiyou, $1,000. Thero is a pro-

vision in the bill that none of the money shall

be expended in premiums for horse-racing.

With this State aid, and should prospects of

a bountiful harvest be fully realized, tho fairs

of the forthcoming season ought to bo the most
successful ever held in the State.

so that large tracts of land in all those valleys

have been brought under cultivation by irriga-

tion. Irrigation is necessary in all that region,

for it lies within that portion of the United
States domain upon which the annual rainfall is

insufficient for the purposes of agriculture.

With the irrigation of the land, came increased

and perennial vegetation; with that came in-

creased insect-life, and with that an increase of

birds and toads. The irrigating ditches are

everywhere numerous, and during the season of

growing crops they are frequently visited by
men to regulate the flow of water to the land.

This, and other circumstances, disturbs the

toads, that frequent the shade of the herbage
which grows upon the borders of the water. It

is no uncommon thing for toads, as well as frogs,

to jump into the water when disturbed, but the

habit of the former is to make a shallow dive,

rise immediately to the surface and swim upon
it by a sweeping curve to the 'shore again, not Removal.—Owing to th* demand for the

resting until the brink is gained, upon which space usually reserved for them, our table of

they tarry awhile before coming upon the land, contents, advertising and subscription rates

Frogs, on the contrary, when disturbed, make a
|
will be found upon page 140 of this issue,

An interesting point of local application to

our soils which are dry for months together, is

mooted in a paper in the last bulletin of the

Bussey Institution, by the able Professor of Ag-

ricultural Chemistry, F. H. Storer. Prof.

Storer found by analysis of water, which had

been allowed to percolate through specimens of

air-dried soils, that carbonate of lime is dis-

solved in abundance from most cultivable loams
when they are treated with cold water after

they have been long dry. Even the purest
water, which of itself is completely free from

carbonic acid, produces this effect,

and will be found to hold, dissolved,

a noteworthy amount of carbonate of

lime, after it has been allowed to

triclCe through a quantity of the dry
loam. The solution of the lime-car-

bonate is manifestly due, at least for

the most part, says Prof. Storer, to

the presence of carbonic acid which
the water takes up from the pores of

the soil; and the solution of super-
carbonate of lime is so general with
different specimens of loam, and so

well marked, that it is impossible to

escape the conviction that it must
play a highly important part as an ac-

tive chemical agent in the economy
of nature. It is plain that the solu-

tion in question must exert no incon-

siderable influence upon the forma-
tion of soils and the growth of crops,

as well as upon the maintenance of

the fertility of the land, even in coun-
tries that are wholly devoid of lime-

stone, in the ordinary acceptation of

the idea. The special abundance of

the soluble lime-carbonate in earth
that has long been dry, goes to show,
Prof. Storer continues, that the occa-

sional absence of water from soils,

may, perhaps, be advantageous. In
other words, it is not improbable that
drouths are sometimes useful by pro-

moting the disintegration of the soil

in a way that has hitherto been un-
suspected.

Prof. Storer discusses this prop-
osition at length, introducing his

own analyses and reviewing the chem-
ical literature upon the subject. The
chief points arrived at by his inves-

tigations are, that while percolates

obtained by leaching moist loams
with pure water generally contain
very little, if any, super-carbonate of

lime, appreciable quantities of this

compound are contained in the perco-

lates from moist loams that have been
thoroughly air-dry for some little

time. He remarks that the subject

could be best studied in some locality

like California, where drouths are

periodical ; and it is in such countries,

doubtless, that the good effects of

the disintegrations and other reac-

tions in the soil, due to dissolved su-

per-carbonate of lime, will be most
Sonoma and Marin, $1,500; Northern District, conspicuous. Prof. Storer's proposition is inter-

Our Name.—Some of our exchanges have a

queer way of crediting articles taken from our

columns. They dock us mane and tail, so close

that we hardly recognize our own likeness.

This is the latest, "Par. Prett."

esting. It would indeed be comforting to re-

flect that during our dry months there are

agencies at work which moist soils do not
foster, and that the sere plains are restoring

their strength and fertility by preparing new
food for the plants which the coming of tho

rains call forth to life and growth.

Date Palms for the Desert.—Gen. Chas.

P. Stone, writing from Cairo, Egypt, to Gen.

Ijeduc, says: From what I havo seen of the

date-producing regions of this part of the

world, and what I know of the Desert of Colo-

rado, between Cairsa creek and Fort Yuma,
I am inclined to believe that the greater portion

of the latter region can be made productive and
very valuable by making plantations of the

date palm. This tree not only does not require

much water, but water is prejudicial to it, and
the climate of the Colorado desert is singularly

like that of some of the beet date-produoing

districts here.
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faORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents -

Utilizing Straw Piles.

Editor* Press : — I do not think the

most rapid way of returning straw to the soil

the most profitable. It is a most wanton waste

to destroy by fire. Straw should be well stacked,

and salted as stacked; stock will then thrive on

such stacks, during the cold, wet season like

the present. There ought not to be any loss of

stock in this State in our winter months. Straw

salted will keep beef cattle in good condition for

months, and sheep will fatten on it. If straw
stackers or carriers were more generally used

with threshing machines, perhaps less would be
burned up. Many of the stockmen in the

Montezuma lulls do not allow their straw piles

to be burned. On some large ranches straw
sheds are built, and no doubt to considerable

profit in turning off winter beef and mutton.
Stock is a necessary adjunct to well regulated

farms, turning into coin what must otherwise be
a total loss. Save the straw; give the work
horses plenty of bedding, not forgetting the

milch cows, when butter is worth 30 and 40
cents per pound. But some may say this is too

much work for large farms. Well, time will

prove that 25 years to wheat growing and straw
burning will impoverish the land.

R. H. Barkway.
Rio Vista, February, 1878.

Comments on Mr. Holman's Proposition.

Editors Press:—I wish to make a further

statement in answer to your question of utiliz-

ing straw, and notice a few remarks from your

Lockeford correspondent. You ask the best

formula, and. for converting rapidly the refuse

heaps, also the best method of utilizing straw.

The gentleman writing from J.oekeford gives

you the process of manufacturing compost from
straw in France. This may be a good plan for

fanners in Europe where labor is cheaply ob-

tained, and where they have seasonable rains

with warm, moist atmosphere. But it will not
practically apply to our California valleys and
climate for the following reasons : First, our
seasons are long, hot and dry. Second, that the

great bulk of our wheat and barley lands are on
high, dry plains supplied with water from wells

only ; and in many instances in summer time
scarce enough for farm purposes, making it

impossible to successfully adopt the European
plan.

This process of rotting straw in one month
must be attended with a vast amount of labor

and exponse. And I cannot see the propriety

of a farmers doing so, as he cannot have but
one crop of straw in one year, and if he should
adopt the rapid plan he has lost his feed which
is a part of the profit of his produce. I find

my plan, as I before stated, a very good one.

First, 1 have the profit of feed for my stock,

and then a fine lot of manure for my land.

With the help of these manures, upon rather

thin red gravel upland, I have produced 44
bushels of good barley per acre in one year.

Jay Green.
Black's Station, Yolo Co., Cal.

Comments and Amendments.
Editors Press:—In the Rural of Feb. 9th,

1878, Mr. Jay Green comes to the front and
gives his experience of six years in converting
straw piles into cheap and profitable manure.
I am inclined to the opinion that comparatively
few farmers on the Pacific coast will accept of
his plan, though in some cases I know from ex-
perience it works well. The only conditions
under which I have been able to make it pro-
fitable, is where I have had pasture ranges ad-

joining grain fields, so that the straw required
moving but a short distance and stock had full

access to it at all seasons of the year. On
many ranches, and where fertilizers are the
most needed, the system of dry plowing and
sowing make it necessary to remove all stock
soon after the crop is harvested.
The great length of time required to rot

straw piles, as they are left by the thresher and
the amount of ground they rendered useless for

cultivation, brought about the practice of burn-
ing straw at an early day. This system most
farmers find must he replaced by the more
economical plan of converting it into a profit-

able fertilizer. This fact must have prompted
the Rural Press to offer a prize for the best
plan of bringing about this much desired ob-
ject. I would not have you think, Mr. Editor,
for a moment that I am contending for the said
prize, procrastination, the great thief of time,
having robbed me of that chance, by letting

Mr. G. C. Holman, of Lockeford, come in with
my thunder in a late number of the Press; he
having brought it all the way from France. I
propose only to add some improvements to his
system, and should it meet the approval of the
farmers of the State, they are all at liberty to
govern themselves accordingly.
The first great consideration is, can straw be

converted into manure as it is left by the
thresher upon the fields, at so small a cost as

to leave a profitable margin in favor of the
operation. I claim it can. There may be ex-
ceptional cases, and where such exist, I would
say burn the straw if you have no further use
for it and pay out the imaginary cost of con-
verting it into manure for bone dust and guano,

and you will find yourself well rewarded in

the end.

The first important item, worthy of notice by
all who bind and stack their grain before
threshing is, there is no time for gathering your
straw into large quantities and near your barns
and such places as you wish to operate with it,

as, when it is bound, two men can gather more
in one day with one team than six men can in

the same time wku three teams after it is

threshed. Several other advantages follow in

hauling your grain a long distance to a suitable

place in the vicinity of your barns. 1st, when
threshed, you have your filled sacks convenient
for storing or hauling away. '2d, your thresh-

ing men and stock are all convenient to be fed,

giving a chance for an hour's rest instead of

traveling a mile or more to and from their

meals, and as we propose to use the manure
that gathers about the stables and yards of

every farm for our own fermenting process, in-

stead of earth as suggested by Mr. Holman.
The third and great advantage is gained by
stacking near your barn. After your grain is

cared for then comes a leisure time, with most
farmers, and there is time for operating with
your straw. Pitch it into ricks 12 feet wide
and any length desired, with a depth of from
three to four feet. Tread it down well and
cover a foot deep with the coarsest and lightest

stable manure. As you have a chance to work
on either side, you may continue putting on
layers to as high as it is convenient to work,
reserving the scrapings of the yards and heavy
manure for the top. My word for it, after two
winters' rain, you can cut it through with a
common spade or shovel, and after harvest
move hundreds of loads of valuable manure
over dry ground to places needing it the most.
Where the accumulating manure of the

stables and yards are not sufficient for the
amount of straw gathered, then we will accept
Mr. Holman's plan and use earth.

However much farmers in this section may
desire to move out the manure from around
their barns and yards after the spring work is

done it seems impossible to do so, and if done,
is attended with double the expense. I believe

the same objections exist elsewhere. Then,
too, the land needing manure is covered with
growing grain. The manure is not sufficiently

decomposed to justify plowing under (could
you do so) to benefit a crop on account of the
long dry season to follow. The earth is more
or less soft and the manure very heavy, and if

you burned all your straw the previous fall, you
have no straw pile to mix it with.

Save your straw. Let the stable manure re-

main in its place till after harvest. When it is

light and easily handled, for cleanliness and
comfort, scrape the yards in piles to one side,

and for your early fall work unite the whole
together as directed and await your reward
which will surely come. Wm. S. Downing.

Half Moon Bay, San Mateo Co., CaL

Alkali Soils Near Stockton.

Editors Press:—In order to "catch the

season," during which they may be made
available by inaugurating practical tests, I

hasten to communicate to you the results of the

analysis of two soils from the neighborhood of

Stockton, just completed (as far as necessary

for the present purpose) in the laboratory of the

Agricultural Department? The results show

that the alkali soils of San Joaquin, like those

of Los Angeles, can doubtless be reclaimed by

the use of gypsum. But it must be done while

water is available, otherwise the gypsum cannot

act on the alkali.

The soil specimens examined were taken from
a level tract of land, near the residence of Mr.
W. L. Overhiser, about four miles southeast of

Stockton. The surface of this land is quite
uneven, being studded with hillocks, rising

from 12 to 18 inches above the general surface,

of irregular shape and from 10 to 50 feet or
more in diameter. The soil of these hillocks is

a dark colored loam, intermingled with a little

gravel. It is very easily tilled, very fertile

and during the growing season bears a luxuriant
crop of weeds. The soil of the lower ground is,

on the whole, of a similar aspect, but of a much
lighter tint and contains somewhat more gravel.

It bears a fine growth of "alkali grass " and
will grow little else. At the time of my visit

there was some water standing on it in puddles.
This had a perceptibly alkaline taste and a very
strong reaction ou litmus paper. At a few points
the alkaline salts could even then be seen on
the surface. During the dry season it becomes
very abundant, so as to whiten the surface of

low spots. Seeds will not germinate at all in

the bail spots. In others they will grow awhile,

but finally produce little or nothing. Manure
scarcely improves this state of things percep-
tibly. As to tillage, it seems to be almost im-
possible to reduce the alkali soil to anything
like a fair condition of tilth. One tract exam-
ined had been plowed, harrowed, then cross-

plowed and harrowed again until no farther

effect was produced. The hillock soil by this

time was reduced to an ashy condition of tilth.

The alkali soil was a mass of clods, from the
size of a marble upward, but did not approach
to what might be called a passable state of

tilth.

The tract on which this alkali soil occurs is

several miles wide and is said to extend in a
southeast direction to the foothills, about 15
miles. As the two kinds of soil are interspersed

in small, irregular patches, so as to render it

impossible to till or cultivate one kind without
the other, much of it is thus rendered almost
unavailable, except for pasture. The black
hillock soil occurs in continuous tracts on the
southern edge of the alkali land and is highly
esteemed.
A preliminary examination of the two kinds

of soil seemed to indicate that there was little

difference in their mechanical composition; in
other words, that neither contained an amount
of clay sufficiently large to justify its being
called a heavy soil and that the sediments form-
ing the rest of their mass were also not very
different in character.

It thus appeared probable that not only the
failure of seeds to germinate and flourish, but
also the refractoriness of the soil under tillage,

might be owing to the alkali alone, and that if

the latter were neutralized, both defects would
be remedied. It remained to test the correct-

ness of these surmises by chemical and mechan-
ical analysis, in order to obtain a safe basis for

a method of reclamation.

The first step was the determination of the
kind and quantity of alkali. For this purpose,
a bottleful of the water standing in the furrow
of the alkaline tract was taken. It proved to
contain 0.6% of solid salts. The composition of

these in 100 parts is given below, together with
the analysis of the alkali from Mr. Curtis' farm
(previously made) for comparison:

Alkali- from land of Curtis, Overhiser.
Carbonate of andium (sal soda) 6.3 64
Sulphate of sodium (Glauber's salt) 75.9 22 9
Chloride of sodium (common salt). 10.4 13.1
llydric phosphate of sodium 1.1

* Not yet determined.

It will be observed that while the ingredients
of both kinds of alkali are the same, that from
Mr." Overhiser's land is much the more corrosive

of the two, from the large amount of sal soda it

contains. It is thus easily seen why the pud-
dles standing in the water-furrows are of the
color of genuine lye—the soda has dissolved out
the vegetable matter of the soil and this causes
the lighter tint.. On the other hand, some of

Mr. Curtis' worst soil seems to contain a larger

total of salts than any on Mr. Overhiser's tract.

A sample gave 3J% of the weight of the dried
soil.

A very remarkable feature in both cases is the
presence of a notable amount of phosphate of

sodium—the first case of the kind that has
come under my notice. This leads to two im-
portant practical conclusions: First, that the
soil contains more phosphate than it can retain,

already; and that any addition of phosphatic
manure is thrown away on it. Secondly, that
if the alkali were to be leached out by under-
draining, a large proportion of this important
ingredient would be washed out of the soil.

And I may add that the extraordinary and
continued productiveness of the soils about
Stockton for cereals, is thus in a measure ac-

counted for.

I now give the results of the "mechanical
analysis" of the twoBoils taken in characteristic

spots of each, hut only about 12 feet apart. Of
the "Black Hillock soil" 12 inches in depth was
taken for "soil," 12 to 18 for "subsoil." Of the
alkali soil, 7 inches were taken as "soil," 7 to
15 inches for "subsoil," according to the usual
rules. The analysis refers, in each case, to the
surface soil, as above defined.

Black Hillock. Alkall
Clay

20.0.

23.0%
Sediment of less than . 25 mm. hydr. value 22. 1 25.7%
Sediment of 0.25 " " " 3.3 8.3%

" " 0.60 " " " 6.6 9.5%
1.0 " " " 6.6 6.2'.

" " 2.0 ' 7 3 6.2%
•i 40 « .. ii 7 5 64v

8.0 6.7 4.8%
" " 16. M 4.7%
" " 32.0 '• " " 1.6 6.9%
" " 64.0 " " " 1.2 1.1%

In order to appreciate the meaning of the
above figures, it should be kept in mind that

the heaviness of a soil in working is usually

esteemed to be proportionate to the amount of

ciay contaiucd in the same; what is called loam
soils ranging usually from 10% to 20% of clay.

A soil containing 20% of clay may nevertheless

bo quite heavy, if the coarstr sediments pre-

dominate greatly over the medium fine ones.

But it will be observed that in the two soils be-

fore us, all the sediments are very evenly pres-

ent; this being characteristic of river alluvial

soils, and producing easily tilled loams. Ic
almost every case subsoils contain more clay

than surface soils, for the reason that the latter

continually lose some of their clay by the wash-
ing of rains, and this clay is partly conveyed to

the subsoil, partly to lower ground. We should

therefore expect to find somewhat more clay

in the alkali soil than in that of the "knobs,"
as the analysis shows is the case. But this

excess of clay is too small to account for the

difference in tillability, the more as what differ-

ences there are in the sediments, tend to counter-

act the effect of the clay.

In other words, the refractoriness of the alkali

soil in tillage is not owing to its mechanical
composition, but to the carbonate of soda it con-

tains, which tends to keep it in a "puddled"
or tamped condition; it being a known fact that

such is the tendency of alkaline lye. If there-

fore the soila is neutralized, this effect trill disap-

pear, and the alkali soif become as tillable as that

of the hillocks.

The agent to effect this neutralization is gyp-
sum, the effect of which will be beneficial in

three distinct points of view:

1. It will convert the corrosive sal soda into

inert Glauber's salt, thus removing the injury

now done to growing plants.

2, It will remove the tendency of the soil to

puddling or tamping, not only by the removal
of the soda, but positively, by substituting
therefor tho contrary action of all lime salts, of
which gypsum is one.

3. It will fix in the soil so reclaimed that
important ingredient, the soluble phosphate,
which would be leached out, with damaging
results to the soils' productiveness, were it at-
tempted to reclain it by drainage alone.

As a matter of course any soil once reduced
to the puddled condition of this alkali soil, may
not be restored to full tilth by one or two sea-
sons' ordinary tillage; and it may be that soils

as heavily charged with salts as is the worst
soil of Mr. Curtis' ranch, will need drainage in
addition to gypsum for their full reclamation.
But I venture to predict that in the majority of
cases, the simple application of plaster at the
proper time, together with reasonable tillage,

will in a few years render these now worthless
soils nearly or quite as productive as the soil of
the hillocks in its beBt days.

E. W. Hiloard.
University of California, Feb. 22d, 1878.

[The practical deduction from the above is

that our friends having the soils thus described

should make a trial of gypsum at once and mark
the* results therefrom. If the results should

prove as satisfactory as those gained by Prof.

Hilgard's advice in Los Angeles county, and
there is every reason to expect it, they will be

of immense practical advantage and value to

those diligent cultivators to whom these un-

productive alkali patches have been plague

spots for years. It will be an application of

science to agriculture which will win the ad-

miration and approval of all practical men.

Investigations like the above should plainly be

made of all similar soils which act as checks

upon our farmers' success, and certainly the

State owes it to its agricultural citizens that

provision should be made for pursuing such in-

vestigations in a rapid and complete manner.

—

Eds. Press.]

Government Entomological Investigation.

Editors Press : — The entomological com-

mission connected with Prof. Hayden's U. S.

Geological Survey, for the purpose of investi-

gating and reporting upon the devastating locust

of the West, has thus far paid exclusive atten-

tion to this pest. Should Congress continue

this important work, would it not be well for

the commission to include in its investigations

the cotton army worm ? It is estimated that

the average annual loss to the cotton crop of the

country by this insect alone amounts to upwards

of 820,000,000. The habits of this insect so far

as known are somewhat as follows: The parent

of the worm is a reddish brown moth, whose
wings during flight expand an inch and a half ;

the fore wings have two faint scalloped lines,

between which is a dark oval discal spot cen-

tered by two pale dots. The female deposits a

flat ribbed egg upon the surface of the leaf, and
she is capable of laying from 400 to COO such

eggs. Should a season favorable to insect life set

in, and a large proportionof the young hatch and
attain maturity, it will at once be seen that the

increase over the ordinary numbers of the in-

sects must be enormous. In most years, but a

single pair or two pairs survive the attacks of

parasites, the inclemency of the weather, and
the many causes known and unknown which act

injuriously on the progeny, so that if, say, 400

young caterpillars hatch, 396 or 398 perish in

the struggle for existence. We know nothing

of the history of the worm until it becomes of

full size and ravages on fields of cotton. We
know nothing of the life of the insect in the

period when it is preparing for a final onslaught

upon the plantation. We know nothing of the

parasites which doubtless infest the brood, and
carry off a large proportion of the worms, and
which may be bred in such numbers as to render

efficient service in permanently reducing their

numbers. We know little or nothing as to what
birds prey upon them, of the quadrupeds which
may also eat them, or their chrysalids ; we only

know with certainty that these worms disappear

with great suddenness, and do their mischief

before the planter is aware that his cotton is

threatened.

The young worms are said to feed upon the

soft, fleshy parts of the leaves, and then attack

the blossom and flower buds, as well as the

small leaves at the base of the boll, so that the

cotton drops to tho ground. The worms are

also said to cast their skins five times, and to

became fully fed in from 15 to 20 days.

The worm is a semi-looper, somewhat like the

span worms or geometers, but the body is thick,

quite hairy, green, and is dotted with black along

a subdorsal yellowish line, and with black dots

beneath. There are three different broods of

worms during the year, the first appearing in

June or July, and the last, which does the most

damage, appearing in August or September, or

even later.

After feeding gluttonously for a period

of between two and three weeks, the worms

stop eating and spin a light net of silken threads

among the leaves of the plant upon which they

feed, and here the worm changes to a tan-brown

chrysalis. In this state the insect remains for

a period of from a week to 10 days, and then
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transforms into a moth. It is not a little strange

that the moth, unlike any other species with

which we are acquainted, is said to fly for many
miles, perhaps several hundred, from the place

of its birth. This has been doubted by some,

and it is an important problem to ascertain how
it is that specimens found as far north as Boston,

Buffalo and. Chicago came there. Were these

waifs emigrants from the sunny South, or were

they born and bred on the soil over which they

were found flying ? This is a question to be

determined. If the latter be true, then we
should ascertain their food-plant, and place it

around the cotton plantations so as to draw
away the cotton worms from their original food-

plant. These and many other questions may
be investigated by the Entomological Commis-
sion now in existence, and which has hitherto

exclusively confined its labors to the West. A
little attention devoted next season to this sub-

ject by the experts forming that commission may
clear up the subject, and teach the cotton plant-

ers of the South how to fight against the pest.

We know but little of the proper remedies to

be applied for the destruction of the worms,
without at the same time injuring the plants.

The discovery of the proper remedies, how to

apply them, and the diffusion of the results of

scientific inquiry into the subject would be an
important and necessary addition to the work
of the present Entomological Commission. S.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 11th.

Correction.

Editors Press:— Your correspondent, in a

recent notice of the Mokelumne dam, gives me
the credit of having furnished the plans and
specifications for the dam. As I have no desire

to detract from any honors due a fellow-crafts-

man, I would say that although I submitted a

plan and specifications, the one adopted by the

Board of directors was that of Mr. S. H. Crav-

ens, C. E., of San Francisco.

G. C. Holman, C. E.

San Joaquin Co., Cal., Feb. 15th.

Horticulture.

Plum on Peach Stock.

Editors Press:—Your correspondents come

to the surface in reply to my statement of actual

experience and my personal acquaintance with

the experience of hundreds of our leading or-

chardists in regard to plum on peach stock. As

Mr. Freemon starts out by admitting a limited

experience extending only to 100 trees, I shall

only reply to him by saying that 1 have grafted

plum on peach ever since the year 1839, and
have never found a tree but what gave to the

planter entire satisfaction. I have planted plum
on peach stock, and raised as fine plums as ever

were shown in any country, on all the various

soils and situations, as I stated in my first letter,

and I made these statements simply for the

benefit of those who may not have had so much
experience on the subject. I will furthermore

say that out of all the leading varieties of plums
and prunes, I have found none but what suc-

ceeded better on peach than on plum stock.

I think I gave good reasons for my opinions

and in support of my positions, and I don't con-

sider these positions overthrown by the assertion

that they do raise the plums for the New York
city market, "New Hudson and Albany, and
would have to go without if they had to depend
on the peach." Mr. Patterson does not assert

even that they have tried the peach stock and
failed.

Neither does it prove or disprove anything to

assert that, " in New Jersey and adjoining

States, where most of the peaches are raised to

supply the large cities they always have a young
tree planted between the bearing trees, as they

only last a few years. " This was the practice

where I was raised, but my parents chanced to

perceive that it was the tops of the peach tree,

and not the root that failed, and accordingly

they adopted the practice of cutting off one-half

of the tops of the trees the second year after

they come into bearing, and again the second
half as soon as the first cut limbs came into

bearing, and thus the trees were renewed for an
indefinite length of time, and I will say while I

am on the peach tree, that I have followed this

practice ever since, and that my experience in

the matter teaches me that it is the best policy.

The fact, as Mr. Patterson states, that they
graft peach on to plum in England is news to

me, but I shall not deny the truth of the state-

ment or accept it as proof that we should not
reverse the practice here. He says that '

' near
San Jose in 1862, when we had a wet winter, on
upland where cherries grow finely at present,
the peaches all died out from the effects of the
water." If this proves anything jagainst plum
on peach stock I cannot see it, but it reminds
me that near Walla Walla I had a row of peach
trees bordering on a marsh, thafdied out from
the effect of water, as I believe, and I cut off

the trees at the collar[and grafted in plums, and
to-day those plum trees are as fine and healthy
as any that ever grew, and they are now 14
years old and very large, and produce fruit that
is a credit to any country. And I will say that
many of the trees were dead and dry as kindling
wood 10 inches from the ground when I cut
them off. The next year I followed up this

experience by cutting off and grafting to plum
and prunes a peach orchard, that I had previous-

ly planted on wet ground, and had been ditch-

ing at heavy expense, but could not reduce the
water to more than 18 inches below the surface.

This orchard, consisting of pear, plum, peach and
apple, I had planted at a time when we had an
idea that there was no land in the country fit for

cultivation except low; bottoms and willow lands.
Four years after planting, which was in 1860, I

found my pear trees not dead, but smaller (if

any different) than when planted
; my peach

trees had grown up and died down two or three
times

; my plum trees were producing me im-
mense crops of fruit and actually were the sup-
port of my family

;
and, as if to show their

character, two or three of them threw peach
sprouts from the collar, one of which I let re-

main until it bore fruit, in order to see if it

might not be some choice kind. It bore three
or four peaches of inferior quality and died, but
the plum tree on whose collar it grew is yet the
pride of the orchard.

The above and many hundreds of similar in-

cidents, I think fully sustains my remark as

quoted by Mr. P. and as he thinks completely
refuted, as follows: Then he says, "if he was
planting on a damp heavy soil where the peach
would be worthless, I would plant on the peach
root." That might be profitable to the nursery-
man, but a loss to the orchardist. Such allu-

sions as that do not pass for argument with me,
nor does it convince me that the experience of

a lifetime is of no avail to me and should not
be given to the public.

Again, Mr. Paterson says : "Though suckering
is a nuisance, as I said in my last, by using
the Tarlton cultivator once a month, I kill all

weeds and suckers." Now the Tarlton culti-

vator nor any other cultivator will not kill

suckers. You may cut them of but they are

growing, growing all the time, great bunches of

them sapping the strength of the tree and les-

sening the quantity and quality of the fruit,

and why plant a nuisance just so as to need a
Tarlton cultivator.

Again he says: "Planting peach pits where
the tree is to stand will do wheie land is $1.50
per acre, but would not pay where it is from
$300 to $600." Why, Mr. Patterson? Now I

gave you my reason for planting the pits where
the trees should stand, and think I showed that

they made the best trees. Now please tell us
why not seek to have the best on high priced

land as well as any other?

Now I have followed those assertions of Mr.
P. 's far enough and until he refutes my position

and experience by reasonable arguments, I will

drop the subjeet with this remark, that what I

have said in the former and in this letter is in-

tended as the unprejudiced experience of one
who has had means of knowing and who de-

signs to be of benefit to future planters.

A. B. Roberts.
Boise City, Idaho, Feb. 7th, 1878.

Japan Persimmon.

Editors Press:—I am sorry to ask space for

what may seem a mere private controversy;

yet, in the interest of simple justice, I wish to

say one last word concerning our varieties of

the Japan persimmon, and shall then drop the

matter.

Mr. Loomis' residence in Japan and other

sources of information certainly give him the

right to extol bis own varieties and to add, if

he wishes, that he is unacquainted with ours,

but not to assert that the latter do not exist,

since we obtain our seeds, our trees and our

pictorial representation of the fruit from prac-

tical gardeners, residents of Japan. One word
with reference to the " so-called seedless " vari-

ety. We only insist that a variety, said to be

one of the best, is grown and " so-called " in

different portions of Japan. We think it quite

probable that, like the so-called seedless grape,

there will occasionally be a seed found in the

variety, and I have never asserted the contrary.

I find no fault with Mr. Loomis' nomencla-

ture. It is not my province to do so. I am
willing to abide by mine and concede the same
privilege to others.

The persistent dispagement of our varieties of

this fruit on the part of Mr. L., seems to me
rather inconsistent, for it is true that Mr. L.

has endeavored more than once within the past

four weeks to obtain these trees, or some part

of them, for his own business. Once he offered

to exchange some of his for some of ours. Then
he proposed to borrow some of ours, to be

returned to us in the same varieties, which he

himself has on the way from Japan! And here,

so far as I am concerned, ends the discussion.

James Shinn.
Niles, Feb. 25th, 1878.

[Our good nature and desire for fair play have

beguiled us into letting this controversy go

farther into the region of personal interest than

it should have gone. Satisfactory conclusions

are never reached in this way nor does the pop-

ular interest demand its continuance.

—

Eds.

Press.]

Plowing Orchards and Vineyards.

Editors Press:—As the time of year has

again arrived when farmers want to plow out

their orchards and vineyards, I will send you a

description, and also a sketch of the manner in

which I rig my plow for the purpose of plowing

close to the rows of trees and vines. It con-

sists, as you will see by the drawing, first, in

having a single-tree so constructed that the
middle staple or clip will be further from one
end than the other—say two-thirds of the way
from one end; second, I place a block of wood,
one and a half or two inches thick, on the side

of the plow beam, at the end, and then turn
the clevis outside of this block. This gives the
horse an opportunity to walk straight forward
without having his legs rubbed and chafed by
the tugs, and thereby keeps him from becoming
fretted and irritated. At the same time it gives
the plowman a chance to bear his plow close up
to the row of trees, while the horse can walk
with ease at some distance from the row.

Arrangement for Plowing Close to Trees or

Vines.

The drawing shows it arranged for turning

the soil from the trees, the block being placed

on the mold board side of the beam. When
wanting to turn the soil to the trees, it is sim-

ply changed to the other side of the plow beam,
and the single-tree turned over—that is, turned
end for end. This keeps the short end of the

single-tree to the row of trees. A single-tree

about 18 inches long is, I think, best—having
one end about a foot or 13 inches, and the other

about five or six inches. The principal feature

or advantage in the thing is the way the single-

tree is made. Some persons may think that it

would not draw evenly on the horses' shoulders,

and would consequently hurt the horses' shoul-

ders, but such is not the case. I have used it

for three years now, and have not had a horse's

shoulders hurt yet. Neither have I had in the

same length of time a horse's legs skinned by
the tugs. A common one-horse turning plow
(Moline or Smith's patent), rigged in this way
is better than all the "adjustable" plows ever

patented. If any one is skeptical with regard

to it let them try it—it costs nothing. I have

no patent, and I send it as a free gift to the

patrons of the PvURAL Press.
W. W. Smith.

Vacaville, Feb. 4th.

Notes for the Season—Transferring.

Editors Press:—I have been waiting for

some of the older hands at the business to give

their experience, as I am aware there are many
such in this State, and as we have no regular

bee journals here as in the East, the Rural
Press should hold that place, and bee men
might give and gain considerable information in

bee matters by exchanging ideas of their experi-

ence through the Press.

Already do bees take advantage of the bloom-

ing of the wild flowers by bringing in honey

and pollen during the intervals of good weather

between the rains. Every fair day they come
in loaded and breeding is going on, while in the

East they are packed in straw or stored in cel-

lars or caves. The prospect for the coming
summer, on account of the copious rains, looks

bright for a good honey season. Now is the

time for those that want to make a profit on
their bees to see that they are in the proper

hives (movable frame) and the proper amount of

(worker size) empty comb for the queen to lay

in and a good supply of stores to commence
with, together with a certainty that all have a

laying queen. Those that have bees in box
hives can make movable frames and transfer

them the first warm day. From two to four

o'clock is better, to give time to have all finished

by dusk, to prevent robbing. I have trans-

ferred from October to the present safely in

every case and the bees are better off at present

than if left until later, as they have hatched
broods right along, and before they were trans-

ferred they did not have room for the queen to

lay. Of course, I gave them all their honey.
To transfer, I removed the hive a few yards

from their stand, inverted the hive (after blow-
ing smoke in at the entrance and giving them
time to feel the effect). I then placed an
empty one over the mouth, or the bottom, of

the hive, closed all openings and rapped until

most of them had gone up, with their queen,

in the top box or hive. I then placed an empty
hive on the old stand, put in a frame or two of

brood from another hive, emptied the bees on

top, put on the cover, then rapped on the

original hive, with the same box placed over it,

until most of the bees had gone up again. I

then took off the top box, emptied the bees in

front of the new hive, keeping them off of the

ground by laying a board in front of the hive.

I then, with a chisel and hammer, took off one

side of the old hive, and, with a long, wide-

bladed knife, cut the comb clean away from the

old hive as near perfect as possible. I sorted

out each kind, drone size, worker size and
brood, and kept them separate. I got a board,

larger than the frame, put on several folds of

cloth, laid the comb to b? transferred (brood

firjt) on the cloth, placed the empty frame on
that, and, with a thin knife, cut the comb to

fit the frame, so as to hang in the frames in the

same position as previously in the hive. I used
all smaller pieces, that will work in, to fill the
frame, and then got No. 16 or No. 14 annealed
wire and made them this shape (C). The crook
fits on the top of frame. Press it well down
and push the lower part under the bottom
bar. Put enough on on both sides of the comb,
and, if well fitted, neither comb nor frame will
sag. I hang them in the hives, brood in the
center, worker size next and drone size on the
outside, and close up the hive and the work is

done. If honey is coming in, in three or four
days you may look at them, and if the bees
have fastened them, the wires can be taken off

by slipping the lower part off first; the top then
comes off quite easy. If not properly joined,
leave those on a few days longer. The same
wires will do again. I think this the quickest
way and the safest. If any have a better, let's

have it through the Rural.
A board can be laid over the frames, by first

laying some one-quarter inch strips across the
top of the frames to rest it on, and the pieces
can be laid on that, until the bees clear them
all off. After putting the wires on one side,

raise the frame, comb and board to a perpen-
dicular position, then place the board on the
opposite side, lay it in the same position and
place the wires on the other side. The comb
being now opposite side up, if the bees should
not fasten the comb straight, press it, with a
broad-bladed knife, into place. By using
smoke, all can be done without killing a single

bee.

What bees are left on the comb can be brushed
in front of the hive. They wiU go in with the
others. Clean up everything afterwards, so as

to attract no robbers. I hope to hear from
others through the Rural. J. D. Enas.
Napa, Cal.

Mining in 1877.

The bullion production of our mines the past
year has been large, exceeding the yield of any
former year by more than seven and a half mil-

lion dollars. That the product has fallen short

of the expected round hundred million by a lit-

tle may be attributed to the drouth that pre-

vailed so generally throughout the mining
regions, the bullion like the cereal crop of this

coast being largely dependent on the water
supply.

The bullion yield of the year is summarized
in the following table of John J. Valentine,

General Superintendent of Wells, Fargo & Co. 's

Express. It furnishes the most reliable statis-

tics on this subject which it is possible to pro-

duce.
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1870.. $54,000,000 $52,150,000 $1,080,000 $17,320,000 $33,750,000
1871 .

.

58,284,000 55 784.000 2,100,000 19,286,000 34.398,000

1872.. 62,236,959 60,351,824 2,250,000 19,924.420 38,109,395

1873.. 72,258,693 70,139,860 3,450,000 27, 4 S3, 302 39,206,658

1874.. 74,401,045 71,965,610 3,800.000 29,699,122 38,466.488

1875.. 80,889,057 76,703,433 5.100,000 31,635,239 39,968,194

1876.. 90,875,173 87,219,859 5.040,000 39,292,924 42,886,935

1877.. 98,421,754 95,811,582 6,085,250 45,846,109 41,88(1,223

Assessments and Dividends.

Of course the questions of assessments and
dividends is an all important one to the owners
of mining property. While t*he bullion produc-

tion of 1877 was the largest one ever had the

amount of assessments has been the smallest

for three years. The heaviest assessments as

well as the heaviest dividends have come from
the Comstock lode. The following table will

show the total assessment for several years:

Delinquent in 1873 8 0.071,000
" 1874 0,777,000
" 1875 11,880,000
" 1876 11,608,000
" 1877 11,598,000

The mining companies paid to stockholders

in 1877, in dividends, the magnificent sum of

$25,125,700, about three times as much as all

the city, commercial and savings banks, gas,

water, insurance, express, powder, telegraph

companies and other public corporations com-
bined. The total dividends by local corpora-

tions for the year were $34,366,800, of which
the mining companies paid $25,125,700. This

part of the business is not stock jobbing either,

but good, solid coin, right out of the ground,

and is where the legitimate part of the mining

industry comes in to prove its value. And yet

there are people who think mining is all a

gamble and the sooner it is stopped the better.

When they come to consider the figures which

shows the results of the year's work and the

profits of mining, which exceed by three times

all the other corporate interests of the city

combined, perhaps it will set them to thinking

that mining—that is, real mining, not stock

jobbing—sometimes pays after all.

—

Mining ami
Scientific Press.

Wood and Iron.—Herr Hirn has been con-

ducting a series of experiments, in Germany, on

the comparative strength of wood and cast iron

in their different applications, and finds that in

a great number of cases the former has the

advantage. Prof. Hirn finds the strength of

wood to be in diroct ratio to its density and
this strength is increased by immersing the

pieces of wood in linseed oil, heated from 185"

to 212" Fahr., and letting the wood thus im-

mersed remain for two or three days, or until

partially saturated.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for tbifl

department.

Removal.

Until further notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Grange will he at 106 Davis street, in the store of

the Grangers' Business Association. Correspondents will

continue to send their communications to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore.

Exorbitant Interest-No. 1.

Editors PriTT — I have no doubt that it has

often occurred to you that the one grand incubus

which oppresses our agriculture and prevents

its proper development is the exorbitant in-

terest which capitalists are wont to extort from

those who have to borrow of them. I think it

is high time this matter should be looked into

by the farmers—inside the Granges and outside

of them. From time immemorial, men have

been wont to abuse their power, when that

power has waxen strong and confident. There

is a strong tendency in selfish men, when in-

vested with great power, to use it for selfish

purposes, regardless of the public good. For a
time the patient masses endure the burden.
When at last it becomes unendurable, the peo-
ple rise, and their oppressors fall, and a new
order of things is established. Such is history,

often repeating itself. That this has been true

of the civil power, all will admit, viz: its ten-

dency to become oppressive. So, too, it has
ever been with the money power. It has often

become a great oppressor; not a whit less regard-
less of the interests of the masses, and national
tranquility and national development, than have
been the civil tyrants who have oppressed the
world. We have high authority for saying that
the passion for money is a source of untold evil.

So oppressive has the money power often be-
come, that there is not probably a nation under
heaven, of any resectable age or size, but has
been compelled to rise up against it, and put it

in ward, and impose upon it the chains of severe
restraints and penalties.

What mean the "usury laws'' which all the
nations have sooner or later been obliged to

pass, hut this, that capital accumulated in the
hands of a few often becomes very oppressive,
and must be restrained within certain bounds ?

California is nearly alone, among civilized

States, where capital is petted, almost wor-
shipped, anil allowed to charge any interest on
its loans which its own cupidity, or the necessi-

ties of the borrower, render possible; and then
the State stands by and forces the collection by
all the power it can command. The result is,

the great mines of the State have already fallen

into the hands of half a dozen men; so with the
banks, while, worse than all, the cold, metallic
hind of the usurer is felt on nearly every farm
from Mendocino to San Diego, and from the
coast to the hills of Nevada. The rates of in-

terest farmers, tradesmen and mechanics have
to pay to carry on their respective enterprises,
as a rule absorbs all their profits, and is fast
eating up their capital. I ask these classes to
pause and ask themselves is not this so. Can
any legitimate interest depending on human
labor thrive, anil yet pay interest on any con-
siderable amount at the rate of 2%, or 1^%, or
even 1% a month. You know it cannot Yet
we have to pay it. There is so much of the
spirit of enterprise among the farmers of this
State, so much hope, that they will bny land
and improve homes for their families, even if

they have to pay those terrible usurious rates
allowed in this State. After years of self-denial
and incessant toil, and anxious thought by night
and day, still the black shadow of the mortgage
hangs over their beloved home, and the outflow
of interest is as great as ever.

And now a new order of things is commenc-
ing. Emigrants learn these facts, and they say,
"I cannot afford to buy an acre of land I cannot
pay for down;" "It is better to hire land, and
live the life of a tenant at will." Ixjng experi-
ence teaches farmers they had better sell off all

except what they can pay for, rather than pay
these usurious rates. The result is, paralysis of
all enterprises and death to improvements, ex-
cept so far as men have the ready cash to pay
for them.
Take an example at hand. Land here where

I live, near Yentura City, is held at an average
of $50 an acre. A young man, full of agricult-
ural enthusiasm, buys 80 acres. He pays down
for 40 acres §'-,000 of his own earned money.
Re goes to a capitalist and borrows the balance
to fpay for the other 40 acres. He borrows
§2,000 and gives a mortgage. On his note he is
obliged to pay H % a month. That will be $9
interest on each acre not paid for, and the taxes.
Can he stand that? Will he make the purchase
if he can hire that same land for $3 an acre and
pay no taxes. No; if shrewd, he will not buy,
but become a tenant, and thus save $6 an acre
on every acre he cultivates.

If he pays but 1 % a month, even that will
make his land cost him .*6 and taxes for each
acre. By hiring the land he can save $3 an
acre. Don't say he loses the rise on the land,
for land won't rise when it is so much better to
lease than to buy, and when rates of interest are
so appalling.

As a consequence of high rates allowed by our
laws, merchants have to charge 1J% interest on

bills not paid within 60 days. The blacksmith
has to do the same, for he has to pay the hard-
ware merchant like interest on his iron and coal,

and it pretty much all comes out of the farmer
in the last analysis. If 1 lay in a supply for the
agricultural year, of say $500, when my crops
come in 12 months after, I have to pay in-

terest for 10 months, and on that $500 for 10
months accumulates an interest of $75.

No one can deny that the payments of such
enormous rates of interest is terribly discourag-
ing, and a check on the growth and enterprise
of the State. Nor can anyone question that a
revival of business and enterprise would follow

at once and all over our State, if these usurious
rates were abolished, and loans could be effected

at 6%. At these rates, men could afford to buy
land on credit, and inaugurate a vast number of

useful enterprises.

Not to make this article too long, I close by
asking the people of California to look this mat-
ter of extortionate interest in the face; to con-
sider if it is not time to do something about it:

to enace stringent usury laws, the same as the
rest of the civilized world have been compelled
to do, and make money-lenders pay some taxes
if they want the State to help them collect their

loans. S. Bristol.
San Buenaventura.

Grange No. 1 Still Lives.

Editors Presr:—There has been no report

of our Grange this year in the columns of the

Rural. Therefore I will give you a synopsis of

its progress for the past few months. In Octo-

ber eight petitions for membership were re-

ceived, and at the next regular meeting eight
candidates were waiting in the reception room
for initiation. The Gate Keeper informed us
that the white mules and chariot were ready.

I need not speak of the delightful ride; up hill

and down dale, around the fields and over the
rough places, among the oak groves, etc.

Suffice to say at the end of the journey, five

sisters and three brothers (including myself)
were added to Pilot Hill Grange. Thanks-
giving day was appointed as the time for our
harvest feast. After our initiation, and the
third and fourth degrees had been conferred
upon the new members, we repaired to the hall

below, with invited guests, where the long
tables were richly laden with luxuries prepared
by our worthy sisters.

After the business of the last regular meet-
ing was transacted, the hall was prepared and
Bro. A. J. Bayley, Past Master, ;wsisted by
Bro. Terry, proceeded to install the officers

elect. The installing officer's ceremony to the
respective officers during the installation, and
his counsel to the Order, was given in an im-
pressive and commendable manner. The speech
of the Worthy Master, on taking his chair for

the ensuing term, was brief but pointed, and
entitled to the hearty applause that followed.

Bro. P. D. Brown, who has just retired from
the Master's chair, after serving four consecu-
tive years, was elected Master of the first Sub-
ordinate Grange in the State; and for his con-
stant zeal in the cause, deserves the eulogy,
"good and faithful servant, well done."
We are looking forward to the time when

this neighborhood will be benefited pecuniarily
through the manipulation of the Grange. Ar-
rangements are partially made for building a
grist mill on the co- operative plan. We also

propose building a hall some time during the
summer. A party will be given February 22d,
when we will celebrate the anniversary of

Washington's birth, and pick up a few pieces
of silver to help support the dome of the new
hall.

You have our earnest desires for your future
prosperity in the enterprise with which you are
engaged, and we wish our Order good speed
throughout the land. A. W. Gregg.

Pilot Hill, C*L, Feb. 14th, 1878.

Golden Gate Grange.

The following resolutions were passed at a

special meeting of the Golden ( late Grange, at-

tended by visiting farmers from various coun-

ties, Wednesday evening, the 20th inst.

:

Whereas, No event for many years in Cali-
fornia has more deeply involved the interests of

farmers and others, irrespective of former party
differences, than the Constitutional Convention
soon to be called by our State Legislature; and
Whereas, At the last session of the State

G range important resolutions, seeking to make
timely provision for the election by farmers and
those equally interested of suitable candidates
to attend such Convention, was referred to a
Committee of five; therefore

Resolved, That the Golden Gate Grange and
visiting members from various counties attend-
ing the meeting of our business association
deem that the time has come for the proper ac-
tion to be taken; and that the farmers through-
out the State, and those of like interests, should
be awake to the importance of the occasion;
should proceed forthwith to form such organi-
zations among themselves, and to take such
other steps as may secure their vital interests
through a proper representation by able, con-
servative and faithful men in such Convention.

Resolved, That we respectfully request our
Legislature, now in session, to so frame their
bill calling said Convention, that the number of
delegates shall not exceed 120, and will be so
allotted by districts as to correspond with the
number of Senators and Assemblymen. Also,

that there be no delegates at large, in order
that voters may know well for whom they
vote.

Resolved, That a Committee of three be ap-
pointed to attend the Legislature and urge the
adoption of the principles embraced in the sec-
ond resolution.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
furnished the Rural Press, California Patron,
Sacramento Valley Agriculturist and the daily
papers, for publication.

In accordance with the above, the following
Committee was appointed : Messrs. Carrington,
of Solano; Overhiser, of San Joaquin; and
Coulter, of Sonoma county.

Election of Officers*

Round Vallev Grange, No. 207, Covklo,
Mendocino Co.—J. A. Crawford, M. ; P.
Handy, 0.;W. Crawford, L.; N. Brush, S.; P.

K. Faulds, A. S.; Sister Melendy, C. ; J. Upde-
graff, T.; Will Todd, Sec'y; D. Johnston, G.
K.; Sister Willis, Ceres; Sister Hornbrook, Po-
mona; Sister Pullen, Flora; Sister Johnston, L.

A. S. ; W. Pullen, Trustee.

* Officers of Granges are requested to senJ list of offi-

cers elect, date of election and day set for installation, to
this office direct.

Full Text of the Silver Bill

The following is the full text of the Silver

bill as it passed Congress. The bill is now in

the hands of the President for signature or
veto.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of Amer-
ica in Congress assembled:
Section 1. That there shall be coined at the

several mints of the LTnited States, silver dol-

lars of the weight of 41 2 J grains Troy, of stand-
ard silver, as provided in the Act of January,
18th, 1837, on which shall be the devices and
superscriptions provided bysaidact, which coin,

together with all silver dollars heretofore coined
by the United States, of like weight and fine-

ness, shall be a legal tender at their nominal
value for all debts and dues, public and private,

except otherwise expressed and stipulated in

the contract; and the Secretary of theTreasury is

authorized and directed to purchase from time
to time silver bullion, at the market price there-

of, not less than $2,000,000 worth per month,
nor more than $4,000,000 worth per month, and
cause the same to be coined monthly, as fast as

so purchased, into such dollars; and a sum
sufficient to carry out the foregoing provisions

of this act is hereby appropriated out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated; and any gain or seignorage arising

from this coinage shall be accounted for, and
paid into the Treasury as provided under exist-

ing laws relative to the subsidiary coinage; pro-

vided that the amount of money at any one
time invested in such silver bullion, exclusive
of such resulting coin, shall not|exceed $5,000,-

000; and provided further, that nothing in this

act shall be construed to authorize the payment
in silver of certificates of deposit issued under
the provisions of section 254 of the Revised
Statutes. Sk.h. 2. All acts and parts of acts

inconsistent with the provisions of this act are

hereby repealed.

Set. 3. That immediately after the passage of

this act the President shall invite the govern-
ments of the countries composing the Latin

Union, socalled, and such other European na-

tions as he may deem advisable, to join the
United States in a conference, to adopt a
common ratio between gold and silver, for the
purpose of establishing internationally the use of

bi-metallic money, and securing a fixity of re-

lative value l>etween these metals. Such con-

ference to be held at such place in Europe or in

the United States, at some time within six

months, as may be mutually agreed upon by the
Executives of the Governments so invited, or

when any three of them shall have signified

their willingness to unite in the same. The
President shall, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, appoint three Commis-
sioners, who - hall attend such conference on be-

half of the I'nited States, and shall report the

doings thereof to the President, who shall

transmit the same to Congress. Said Commis-
sioners shall each receive the sum of $2,500, and
their reasonable expenses, to be approved by
the Secretary of State. The amount necessary to

pay such compensation and expenses is hereby
appropriated out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated.

Sec. 4. That any holder of the coin authorized

by this act, may deposit the same with the Treas-

urer or any Assistant Treasurer of the United
States, in sums not less than $10, and receive

therefor certificates of not less than $10 each,

corresponding with the denominations of United
States notes. The coin deposited for or repre-

senting the certificates shall be retained in the

Treasury for the payment of the same on demand.
Said certificates shall be receivable for customs,

taxes, and all public dues, and when so received

may be re-issued.

The area of the several islands inundated by
the present Hood is estimated as follows: An-

drus, 8,000 acres; Brannan, 4,000; Sherman,
13,000; Grand, 16,282*; Tyler, 4,000; Twit-
chell, 3,520; Jersey, 5,000; Bolton, 7,000;

Union, 8,000. The loss at Grand island is esti-

mated at $2,000,000, the most of which falls

upon the Roberts' brothers and Gen. Thomas.
H. Williams also suffers heavily by the over-

flow of Union island.

California.
BUTTE.
Pasturing.—Oroville Mercury: Perhaps it

may interest our readers to know the extent of
business done in pasturing stock by some of the
ranchers here in the valley. On the Hutchins
brothers' ranch, some 12 miles below town,
there are 150 horses that are fed hay once each
day, 50 more that live on grass alone, and about
150 head of beef cattle. In addition to these
there are about 200 head of hogs. Pasturing is

a source of considerable profit. One hundred
and fifty head pay $4 each per month during
the stogmy months, though the usual price is

only $2 per month. This pasture land is only
$2 per month, and is mostly in alfalfa. The
large amount of hay raised on the ranch is sold
and eaten there. The most of the stock comes
from the mountain counties and remains six
or seven months on the ranch. Great care is

taken to see that every animal is on the ranch
each morning, and to this end they are daily
counted. The ranch is well divided up into
pastures, so that the stock are always in fresh
pastures. Beef cattle are turned in all months
during the year, and in a short time become
very fat. Were it not for these pastures along
the river bottoms the butchers would be
obliged to travel long distances, at some seasons
of the year, to find fat cattle. It is a paying
business, that has received little or no attention
from a large majority of the farmers of Butte
county. By keeping a large band of stock on
the ranch nothing is taken from the soil bnt is

returned again to enrich it. Instead of grow-
ing poorer the fields are daily becoming more
productive.

CALAVERAS.
Buhach.—G. N. Milco is making calcu-

lations for a large amount of his California
grown Persian powder this year. He is about
planting a crop on the ranch of Mrs. E. A.
Hill, of Calaveras county, and they will have
40 acres, or about 800,000 plants in" full bearing
the coming season. Calculations for a yield of

2,000 pounds per acre are being made. Last
year's product was sold at the rate of 16 cents
per pound, prepared ready for use. The area
under cultivation of this useful plant will be
extended year after year, until it is hoped the
business will assume gratifying and highly re-

munerative proportions.

COLUSA
Flood.—Sun, Feb. 23: A. H. Rose has per-

haps sustained the largest loss by the flood, of

any one man in the country. He had in between
4,000 and 5,000 acres of wheat, all of which is

gone, and none of his land is so as to | •runt of

replanting. He had also a dwelling, barns and
out-houses on the Byer's point, which have all

been swept away. There was a considerable
amount of grain in the granary, and some fifty

pairs of harness, besides all the agricultural im-
plements necessary for running such a farm.
The granary floated off | and was wrecked.
Mr. Rose's entire loss must be in the neighbor-
hood of $65,000. We notice that at a Swamp
I .an' 1 meeting at Sacramento, Mr. Rose placed
the loss of the county at $1,500,000, but we
think he put the estimate about double what it

really is. It is a pleasure to be able to note the
good done by the storm, as well as the damage.
From the best imformation we can obtain, we
estimate that 10,000 acres of land, heretofore
comparatively unproductive, has been covered
from six inches to two feet, with a rich alluvial

sediment. The "hardpan" covered with this

sediment makes the very best grain land. So
there are $200,000 to $300,000 added to the per-

monent wealth of the country.

HUMBOLDT
The Season.—Cor. Ukiah Press, Feb. 8:

The rain has fallen steadily since the 7th of

January, with a very few days exception. It

may not be too much for farming purposes, and
may prove very salutary, but surely "sheep
men" are oversoaked. Stock does not require a

great deal of rain, and it is very often the case,

when wet for a long time, when they lie down
at night some of them forget to get up |for

breakfast. They get chilled through and
through and life disappears. We have had no
snow to amount to anything, but it is not yet

too late, and before warm weather sets in we
may have a fair supply. Grass is starting

slowly. We will get along very well if we don't

have too much snow while the sheep are lamb-

ing. If sheep raisers have good luck this spring

Humboldt will be pretty well stocked, and
while there is some danger of the increase be-

coming too great for the amount of range, yet

Humboldt « destined to become one of the

most flourshing counties of the State.

KERN.
The LrvERMORE Ranch. —Cor. San Joaquin

Republican : The development of the Livermore

ranch has cost already over $400,000, and it is

but just getting in a condition in which it yields

a revenue of $150,000 or $200,000 a year, gross

receipts. It supports at present 4,000 head of

cattle, 7,000 sheep, 2,000 hogs, and about 200

horses and mules. There are 1,300 acres sown
in alfalfa, partjof which was cut last year four

times, and part five, yielding about one and a

half tons to the acre at each cutting. There

are now 6,000 tons of hay stacked on the ranch,

worth $15 per ton. There were raised last year

5,039 sacks of barley and 2,651 sacks of wheat,

besides a large quantity of corn and root crops.

The lower end of the ranch borders on Kern
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ake, and in the young tules that fringe it the

hogs get an ample livelihood, costing nothing for

their maintenance and yielding large returns.

In fact, Mr. Souther considers the business of

hog raising one of the most profitable depart-

ments of his farm. He has a breed called the

Byefield, which he prefers to all others. We
have scarcely begun to describe the place, so

much is there in an enterprise of this magnitude

of interest, but this article is already too ex-

tended and we must close. The public spirit

and enterprise of the men who have been will-

ing to risk such a large amount of capital in

developing the country, reclaiming the desert,

and making it habitable, giving employment to

a large number of working men, and adding

greatly to the commerce and property of the

State, cannot be too strongly commended. The

country needs more of them.

Notes. —Courier, Feb. 23: There was but

little accomplished in the sheep rodeos. The

time of shearing will be used for recovering lost

sheep. The lambing season having commenced
renders it difficult to assort flocks. No such

prospect of feed has been known in the county

since the wet winter of 1867. The rains have

fallen in the most useful order, and the growth

of vegetation has not been checked with frosts.

The season is called by all the most perfect pos-

sible. The rains have come in showers almost

daily for more than a week past, and it seemed

to be storming all that time in the Sierras. The
great work of grain planting continues in this

county. Probably more grain is sown after

.January than before. The immense amount of

snow in the mountains insures an abundance of

water, and the season of planting is conse-

quently lengthened. It is to be regretted that

many of the farmers of Tehachapi, Bear valley

and Cummings valley are unable to procure seed

to sow with this very favorable season. There
are some such sufferers on the upper south fork

of Kern river. Something should be done by
the more prosperous farmers in the county to aid

in supplying seed.

MENDOCINO.
Editors Press:—We are having our first

snow this morning, but I hope it will not last

long, in fact a long snow storm would be very

hard on stock of all kinds at this time. Our
feed was unusually short last summer, and was
overstocked from the southern counties, so the

stock was poor in the fall and is still poor. Yet
the loss thus far is not great, and with a favor-

able spring Mendocino county will be all right.

In the matter of rain we have had an abun-

dance. The gauge from January 7th to the last

shows a fall of 28J inches; and from the 1st to

the 13th of February a fall of 10£ inches—mak-
ing from January 7th to February 13th, a fall

of 38i inches. The temperature has only
reached the freezing point twice during the

storm. Waters have been higher than for

several years past, but no great amount of dam-
age done, as far as I know. The Humboldt
stage was washed into Rattlesnake at the mouth
of Grapevine creek, but the driver, Mr. Fielder,

and a passenger, Mr. Duncan, succeeded in

saving themselves, the United States mail and
the horses, by great risk and exertion. The
stage went on down Rattlesnake for some dis-

tance and was afterward recovered so badly
damaged as to be almost worthless. The way
mail to Garberville was lost and I have not

heard of its recovery. Farming is at a stand-

still. The usual amount of plowing had been
done when the storm commenced, with but lit-

tle sowing. Most of the farmers sow here in

January and February on account of the spring

frosts, which sometimes damage the grain in

the bloom. Much of the land will have to be
replowed to ensure a good crop. A few days
of clear weather would be a great blessing to

the people of this section. The Press, with its

budget of useful information, comes regularly

to hand, is doing a great work for the farmer,

and the time is not very far distant when an
observing man can point out the readers of the

Press infallibly by the appearance of their

homes and farms.—R. M. Wilson, Cahto, Feb.

14th, 1878.

Editors Press:— "Bottled sunshine," have
you it to spare for Potter valley? Here it is

rain, rain, rain! In 23 consecutive days not

two sunny days in succession. Clouds and rain

till all outdoors is a dripping mop. If 1 were a
lumberman, or a duck even, it would be all

very nice, this drenching. Or if the patching
would hold out; but the old coats and trousers

—pressed into service—are either hanging over

the stove to dry or out getting wet. Washing
and visiting are ruled out, and popping corn

must end somewhere. Reading—the luxury of

all the days and the necessity of stormy ones
— is suddenly reduced to almost starvation

rations. Our mail bag went oceanward with
four of my cherished weeklies and semi-week-
lies. The Rural fortunately was not one of

them, and each week its "Home Circle" has
brought to ours the cheer of grateful compan-
ionship and the knowledge of interests and
aspirations in common to bind us loyally to

each other.—C. I. H. N., Pomo, Feb. 21st.

NAPA.
Editors Press:—Rain commenced falling at

Phoenix mine, Napa county, on the 6th day of

January and has continued with intervals of

not over 24 hours, up to February 20th. Total
fall, 42J inches; for the season, 51 J inches.—M.
K. Brownson, Phoenix Mine, Feb. 23d.

SACRAMENTO.
Editors Press:—The increased fall of rain on

the Sacramento river and its tributaries, over
other sections of the State, has flowed down
with great velocity, overflowing its banks, spread-

ing over large sections of country, causing de-
struction on its march, and making many house-
less and homeless. The opinion is formed by an
evening paper giving statement that the result

of the overflow by spreading debris over so much
surface will result in immense amount of good,
therefore the break and overflow is a God-send
to the farmer. Irrigation properly guided by
skillful hands is a blessing, and would result in

a thousand-fold, but let it run wild and unstaid,

the benefit cannot be drawn by those who suffer.

Crops in the upland never looked better. The
earth cries "enough," and is relieving itself by
drainage and evaporation. A bird's-eye view of

the upland presents a beautiful carpet of green,

which argues well for a full harvest. Fruit

trees, ornamental, shade, shrubs, flowers and
varied tropical fruits are found in great profusion

in our nursery grounds. Messrs. Strong and
Williamson are supplying the market and the
upper counties with a large assortment of fruits

of all the best and latest variety that can be
found, including a collection of new seedling

fruits of their own perfection, beside deciduous,

shade and ornamental trees, nuts and evergreen
trees of the finest variety, semi-tropical fruits,

budded and standards, Japan persimmon, potted

plants, with a large variety of garden seeds.

Orders are coming in fast. Already many of

our gardens and orchards are showing the swell-

ing buds, colored petals, and bursting flowers

for the humming-bird to gather its sweetness,

and perfuming the air with its richness. Spring
is beginning to unfold her beauties.

—

Geo. Rich,
Sacramento, Cal.

SANTA BARBARA.
Editors Press:—We are having the fines

season so far we have known for years, and
everybody is trying to make the best of it.

There will be a much larger acreage cultivated

in this county than has ever been plowed before.

Land that has never known anything before,

save the bounding hoof of horse or deer, has
been over-turned by the plow, and is now green
with what will be food for the millions.

—

H. E. G.

SANTA CRUZ.
A Good Word for the County.—Editors

Press:—It being a fact that a great many peo-

ple prize a comfortable home in a prosperous,

healthy country, with a pleasant climate, above
all other earthly blessings, I wish to say to

your numerous readers, that are in search of

such a country, to visit Santa Cruz county, and
see if we don't possess all the natural advan-
tages and many of the created in our county,

on the bay, to insure just such a home. I have
tried different portions of the Atlantic States

and of Oregon, and, being driven about, on
account of poor health and unpleasant climate,

I finally made my way into Santa Cruz county,

five years ago, and have satisfied myself that

in point of climate, pure air, pure water, health,

soil, timber, advantages for the growing of the

greatest varieties of choice fruits and the facili-

ties for getting to market, this county has not

a superior on this coast or anywhere else.

Now, I am not selling land or being paid to

write for others that are, but I am engaged in

making a home where we have a quiet, pleasant

climate, that is not cold in winter nor hot in

summer, where it never gets very dry nor very

wet, where thunder storms and tornadoes never
come, where good crops and a good market are

insured to the prudent and industrious and
where people may grow all the choice fruits that

can be found from the Gulf of California to

British Columbia. I mention these facts, be-

cause I prize them as a great blessing and know
that there are thousands of persons in Califor-

nia, without homes, that would gladly avail

themselves of the opportunities offered here to

make themselves comfortable, pleasant and
healthful homes, if they knew that there was
an opportunity. Our foothills and numerous
little valleys are naturally adapted to the

growth of fruits, and land can be had in small

quantities on liberal terms, witli good title, and
we are not obliged to irrigate to grow choice

fruit.—M. P. Owen, Soquel, Cal., Feb. 9th.

SOLANO.
Losses at Suisun.—Cor. Vallejo Chronicle:

Farmers and stock-raisers have suffered consid-

erably. Sam. Morris has lost nearly four out

of five of his 500 flock of young lambs. Ben.

Rush has lost quite a number of sheep and
young cattle, and has two men constantly em-
ployed in removing pelts to save what little

may be. Hastings has lost a large number of

sheep. Michael Allen has suffered a loss of 13

head of cattle since last Thursday, and several

other cases involving more or less damage are

reported.

YOLO.
Notes.—Democrat, Feb. 23: On all the land

not overflowed there never was a better pros-

pect for abundant crops in Yolo county than at

the present time. We predict a larger yield of

the cereals, in the aggregate, for 1878, than in

any previous year in this county. Our wool
growers will lose a large percentage of lambs
and more or less sheep, owing to the poor con-

dition the sheep were in at the commencement
of the winter. Should the weather clear, a

large area of grain will yet be sown, there

being considerable ground, already plowed
before the rain, which was not sown for fear of

a drouth.

Nevada.
CORNERNINU THE CATTLE MARKET.—ReUO

Journal, Feb. 23: Miller & Lux, who have been
styled the "cattle kings" of California because

of their broad acres and numberless cattle, are

just now trying to mako a "corner" in the beef

business. They have agents running through
this entire section buying up all the beeves they
can find, paying for them a good price, and
daily long trains go westward filled with their

stock. The question may be asked why they
are doing this? The most natural solution is

that the Meat Shipping Association is doing
them harm, or at least they fear it is destined
to, in the near future. No one but such capi-

talists as these gentlemen are could, begin to

play such|a game as to buy up all the purchasea-
ble stock in such an extent of country for the
sole purpose of defeating a rival institution.

Yet despite all this opposition the Reno in-

dustry cannot be affected, for the stockholders
are cattle raisers and therefore will supply their

own requirements first. A steady increase is

reported in this business, and the people of the

Golden Oate prefer their beef. While we wish
Miller & Lux no harm, and know they are do-

ing our State a great service by creating a
lively market for our many cattle, we certainly

rejoice that prosperity is assured to the Meat
Shipping Association.

News in Brief.

A carriage makers' union is being organized
in this city.

Allman's charges against Postmaster Coey
are by the Department considered unfounded.
The large commercial house of Merado &

Blanco of the city of Mexico lias failed.

A move is on foot looking to the improvement
of the North Beach water front of this city.

William Workman died at Montreal lately,

leaving about $400,000 to charities in that city.

The Pennsylvania Legislature have appro-
priated $710,000 to defray expenses of suppress-

ing the July riot.

California is not alone in her floods. They
are having heavy freshets in the New England
States and Canada.
The schooner J. H. Boscoe has returned

from Cocos island, reporting disappointment in

the search after treasure.

The churches are still relieving distressed

persons in this city by giving free meals to

those in want.
The Senate in Maine has indefinitely post-

poned the bill to give women a right to vote in

municipal elections.

John Runk, the murderer of polioe officer

Coots, has been sentenced to be hung on March
29th.

Dr. Carver, the shooting expert, broke 885
glass balls out of 1,000, in a match at Oakland,
last week.
Gen. Crook anticipates no trouble from Sit-

ting Bull, and does not contemplate any expe-

dition against the hostile Sioux.

Redwood City was flooded the other day for

a couple of hours, the first time such a thing

has ever occurred.

Disorderly meetings have been held in Lon-

don, and conflicts are reported between peace

and war sympathizers.

After an interruption of eight days, caused
by the storms, railroad communication between
this city and Los Angeles has been resumed.
The Austro- Hungarian ministers have au-

thorized the government to ask the Delegates

to issue a a loan of 60,000,000 florins.

The House Committee on Pacific railroads

have directed a favorable report on the bill to

extend for 10 years the time for the completion

of. the Northern Pacific railroad.

Twenty-six thousand miners at Aberdare
have agreed to accept the 5% reduction of wages
asked by the masters until the price of coal

rises.

By the proposed transfer of the Indian Bureau
from the Interior to the War Department, it is

claimed that the cost of caring for the savages

will be reduced from $23.05 to $4.28 per capita.

John MoTigue, formerly of Virginia City,

where he leaves a large family, was killed at

Lead City, Black hills, a few days since, by
Ben. Wadsworth.
In January, a mat shed, at Tientsin, China,

in which were collected many people from the

famine districts, took tire and 1,400 women and
children were burned to death.

Joseph A. Coppola, of the regular police,

was shot by his wife at their residence, in this

city, on Monday night last, producing deatli a

few hours after.

The famine in China has assumed colossal

proportions. At Tienstin, the later part of De-

cember, there were over 90,000 refugees from
back districts, who were dying by hundreds.

The famine in India also causes much suffering,

and is likely to continue for several months yet.

The Secretary of the Treasury has issued in-

structions for discontinuing the receipt at the

San Francisco and Carson Mints of deposits for

return in trade dollars, and that deposits here-

tofore made be settled for in that coin on satis-

factory evidence being furnished that the same
will be exported; or, if preferred by depositors,

they may receive their silver back in tine mint
bars.

It is estimated that the damage caused to the

country about and below Sacramento, will

amount to nearly $7,000,000, apportioned as

follows: for rebuilding levees, $2,000,000 ; loss

of crops, $3,000,000 ;
probable destruction of

orchards, $500,000; injury to buildings, $500,-

000 : loss of personal property of various kinds,

$200,000 ; loss of cattle, $90,000 ; destruction

of
;
asturage for those saved, and cost of trans-

porting them to high ground, $125,000; fences

swept away, $100,000 ; boarding homeless fam-

ilies, $50,000 ; loss of rents to land owners and
debts owed merchants, $500,000.

On Sunday morning last, a cadet at West
Point, named Tobin, shot and killed another
named Gilbert.

The lockout of 4,000 weavers at Oldham, if

not quickly terminated, is likely to cause the
disemployment of 30,000 operatives in other
branches of trade.

The steamer John L. Stephens goes to Alaska,
to be used as a floating cannery during the fish-

ing season, after which she will steam back to

this city with her cargo.

Ah Sam, the Chinese murderer of three
whites, at Rocklin, last summer, was arrested
in Plumas county, last week, by John Boggs,
but committed suicide by shooting himself.

Melville Atwood, of the Mineral Commit-
tee of the Paris exposition, says that it was his
fault that publicity was given to J. W. Mackay's
offer to defray the expenses of his department
of California exhibits. The offer was made
with a request by Mr. Mackay that his name be
kept secret.

Many people in Nevada are dissatisfied with
the hanging of Rover, executed last week, for

the killing of Sharp, at the Humboldt sulphur
mines, two years ago, they being of the opinion
that he was innocent, as he maintained to the
last, or else insane, of which latter he also gave
some evidence.

The freight capacity of the Government ships
Constitution, Supply and Wijoming being insuffi-

cient to accommodate the goods offered for the
Paris exposition, the ship Portsmouth has been
placed at the disposition of Commissioner-Gen-
eral McCormick. All the space in the Ameri-
can department has been assigned.

Mining and Farming.

There is probably no othercountry under the

sun where the operations of mining and agri-

culture are so closely connected as in California.

The generally conceived idea of a mining coun-

try is one where there is a barren, sterile region,

mountainous and rocky, productive of nothing

but minerals; where men are dependent for

fruits and vegetables on some more favored

section and which they are glad to leave as soon

as wealth is obtained. Nothing could be fur-

ther from the truth as far as California is con-

cerned. For instance, all the quicksilver mines
in the State are situated in regions otherwise
devoted to farming operations. The gold quartz
mines in the mountains are most of them sur-

rounded by thriving farms and orchards, from
which all kinds of fruits and vegetables may be
procured. In the hydraulic mining districts

the ranches, in many cases, cover areas of gold-

bearing gravel, so that the land is both agricul-

tural and mineral, causing frequent contests as

to title.

It often occurs that the miners will buy land
previously used for agricultural purposes, with
the intention of putting it through the sluice?.

A case in point occurred, last week, in Amacfor
county, where C. D. Home and W. A. Neville

purchased the ranch of W. Avla, at Butte
City. The property embraces a splendid

orchard, containing fruit trees of every variety

in full bearing. Indeed, the orchard has long

held the position as the finest garden iu the

county and has annually netted a handsome
revenue to its owner. But the main reason

that has induced the above-named gentlemen to

buy it is the fact that 10 acres of gold-bearing

gravel are included within its limits. Mr.
Horne for months past has been working the

adjoining claim, formerly owned by Yoakes.

The last two or three clean-ups have been in

the highest degree satisfactory. If not the

richest gravel claim in the county, it is certainly

not far behind the richest. Mining operations

have been carried to the boundary line of the

ground claimed by Avla, and to possess them-
selves of the extension of the auriferous chan-

nel, Horne and his partner have thought it

advisable to buy out Alva.

The price paid for this ground was a low one,

according to the Ledger, but as there was likely

to be a contest over the mineral land, the owner
thought it best to avoid litigation by selling out.

The present owners will prosecute work energet-

ically, and it is thought by the Ledger that the

claim will take many years to clean out.

This instance is cited merely to show the close

connection in this State of farming and mining
sections. In many places a farming section sells

all its produce to a neighboring mining com-
munity, so that the proximity of the interests

is favorable to both. In fact, in almost any
place where it is possible, where there is a flour-

ishing mining camp, a number of persons will

commence to till the soil and build up homes,

knowing they will always have ready sale for

their products.

Several of the towns of the interior of this

State are built on ground which would pay to

mine, and in a number of instances houses have

been raised on props, while the ground under-

neath was mined out. When rich ore has been

mined and transported to mill, men have made
a good living picking up the pieces which dropped

from cars and wagons, and working them. In

Mokelumne Hill, as we see by the Calaveras

Chronicle, quite a number of nuggets have been

found in the streets since the heavy rains set in.

A boy picked up one last week on Center street,

weighing over seven dollars. This town is iu a.

mining region, and one formerly famous for the

nuggets found there. These circumstances, are

exceptional, of course, but serve to show that

there is such a thing as pieking up gold in the

streets.
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Monday Morning.

There's a school-house hid in trees,

Lit by sun and swept by breeze;

There the glad feet hasten through
The tall grasses wet with dew.
Ah ! 1 love each happy face.

Waiting in its wonted place,

Eyes of black and eyes of blue,

Merry songs and voices true,

'Neath the drooping mountain pine.

Waiting for the stroke of nine.

So 1 take the pail and book,

And I cross the laughing brook,

And 1 find the pleasant way
Sweet with breath of sunny .May;

Manzanita, pink and white,
With its urns of deep delight;

Roses wild, whose tender blushes
Are as sunset's purple flushes;

And the dogwood's blossoms largo

Light the willow's dripping marge;
And the redbud's leafless spray
Flames above the pebbles gray;
Yellow violets, wee and bright,

Primly drink the sparkling light,

Columbines their blasts are blowing.
And the wind is past me going

Then the children run to meet me,
And with varied treasures greet me—
Petrifactions, fwssil shells,

Squirrels, snails, and wild blue-bells,

Curious leaves and spicy gums.
Doubtful words and conquered sums.
Soon the bell's accustomed din
Calls the laughers trooping in.

And the children's modest looks
Are bent wiselv on their books.

Then the classes toe the lino.

And the eyes excited shine.

And the questions ceaseless fly

As the birds in summer's sky—
lAUghter, labor, work and play,

Fill tho school-room's busy day.
When at last across the floor

Falls the shadow making four.

We are almost sure 'tis wrong;
But we sing our evening song,
And we part beside the door
With our day of labor o'er.

—C. H. Shinn in School Journal.

About Our Women.

[Written for the Press by Mrs. C. I H. Nichols.]

"Are Women equal to men? Is it not true

that woman is an inferior being, the weaker ves-

sel, and that the Creator's plan is that she

should bo dependent upon man -a superior

being -for protection and guidance ? It is hard

to find the truth in this matter, so shrouded is

it in prejudice."

' I find the above in the Rukal of October 13th,

in notes of an admirable lecture "About Our
Women," by Dr. Dio Lewis. I am sorry the
Doctor thinks it hard to find the truth in this

matter. It seems to me that from lying at the
bottom of the well, truth has risen to the sur-

face, to be seen by all who love her face.

If the solution of the question were of less

importance to the well-being of humanity, we
might wait the slow verdict of accumulating
facts. But, gratifying as are the facts presented
by the Doctor of a woman's success, where she
has enjoyed opportunities of culture and posi-

tion at all approaching those of men, we must
not forget that the successes are as exceptional
as the opportunities. A century of equal oppor-
tunities, for the training and use of her intel-

lectual powers, must transpire before we can
with apparent fairness be called upon to base
our claim to equal intelligence upon facts. Hut
we are no more dependent upon facts for faith
in woman's equality than for faith in a Creator.
Both questions are within range of common pro-
cesses of reason, and while facts are stubborn
allies—even as exceptions to a general rule--the
factor that will serve us best in the develop-
ment of woman's capabilities, is faith. For
woman is eminently practical, and until the in-

dividual woman has faith in the equal ability
of her sex, she refrains from attempting equal
results. Our first and collateral work, then, is

to imbue woman with faith in herself in her
sex.

For five long years C T lay in bed,
and could not be persuaded to get out of it; in-

sisted that he could not. Then the house caught
fire, and he found his feet like any other able-
bodied man. So, here and there, a woman
driven by necessity, or impelled by intellectual
bias, leaps the barriers of custom, tramples
prejudice, and to her owu and others' surprise
wins the honorary medal struck for her brother
man; and but for the stimulus they prove to
multiplied effort, the expressions of pleased sur-
prise that greet her would be little more than
mortifying evidence of the low estimate of the
female intellect.

"Pretty good, for a u:oman,'' was the enco-
mium lavished by a master-builder upon the
plan of an elegant warehouse, projected by a
lady—an importer and wholesale dealer in china-
ware—of Philadelphia.

Fred. Douglas remarked of a gentleman whom
he met, that "not once in their conversation
was he reminded of his color." It will be some
time yet before women coining to the surface of
affairs will cease to be reminded -even in the

congratulations of educated and sympathizing

men—that they are fugitives from a general in-

feriority of sex. Indeed there are in the waste-

baskets of this 19th century, elaborate treatises

in which the reasoning faculty in woman is

termed inMinct. I will do their writers the

justice to admit that in comparing her intellect

with man's, they had the grace to abstain from
any mention of instinct as the reasoning pow-
er—or substitute for such—in the brute crea-

tion.

Ffty years ago, when the heresy of woman's
equality, by nature and by grace, had not, in

church or state, hinted at possible insubordina-

tion among the dames; when intelligent women
sat with meekly folded hands and downcast
eyes to hear themselves complimented, from pul-

pit and platform, as a saving barrier between
man and barbarism, or a grateful cataplasm for

man's infirmities, an irate youth of seventeen

said to a girl of fifteen: "A woman was made
to be kept under a man's thumb; she's the

weaker vessel; the Bible says so; she can't

reason like a man; she jumps to her conclu-

sions by instinct; that's how you go ahead of

us in the lower branches; but you'd fall behind
in college, for you haven't the intellect nor the

physical strength to dig deep." A few years

later, when this boy had become a man and this

girl a woman, he asked her to be his wife.

Taking his hand, and looking intently at it a
moment, she replied: "No, John, your thumb
is too«mall!"

In his role of protector and guide of woman
as against her own intuitions, man is proved
both inefficient and incapable. Like John's
thumb, he is too small to fill the bill. "It is

not good that the man should be alone"—in the

administration of human affairs or for himself
individually. Neither is it good for humanity,
or for woman individually, that she be relieved

from the mental and moral stimulus of his need
of her, or from the duty and discipline of self-

protection, self-guidance and self-support, con-

scious responsibility in these personal duties

being as necessary to the development of her
moral and intellectual powers as of man's.

And when man, by his influence or arbitrary

exercise of power, prevents the development
and exercise of her God-given talents for the

discharge of these duties, he ceases to be her
protector and becomes to her a robber and a

tyrant whose protection means to her pauperism
and intellectual inferiority, resulting in moral
and social degredation to both.

"The Creator's plan, that woman
Should be dependent upon man!"

Why, the boy-baby—as helpless as the girl-

baby—is utterly dependent upon woman to

nurse him into conditions of self-helpfulness.

By creative arrangement man "born of woman"
is dejjendent upon her -as she is not upon him
—in the most critical and receptive periods of

his life. The strong man, when stricken by-

disease, is as helpless as a sick woman. With
less patience ami endurance in trials and mis-
fortune he appeals—never in vain—to woman's
skill and sympathy as his best dependence.
The mass of women, the world over, are not

only self-supporting but wealth-producing.
Unequal laws and customs obscure but cannot
conceal the fact, that women, by their industry
and economy, maintain domestic solvency, and
thus underwrite the national credit. So com-
mon is the fact as not to attract observation of

women by their labor of hand or brain, support
ing infirm parents, orphan brothers and sisters,

invalid or reckless husbands, or children res-

cued by widowhood or divorce of the mother,
from the pauperism to which drunken fathers

had consigned them; and paying taxes addi-
tional for the support of Government. And
how few take into consideration the fact that
they accomplish this on an average of less than
one-third the wages received by men for the
same amount and quality of work done.

In the financial relations of the sexes, woman
is the employee, man the employer, who
pockets two-thirds the avails of her labor in the
wages market, and then, by unequal marriage
laws, monopolizes whatever property is the
result of her co-operative labor in the home.
[A fundamental "monopoly" for our brother
Grangers to butt against at their leisure.] Sup-
pose that by some accomplished civil service

reform, or in the guise of "conscience money,"
this proportion of the taxable assets of the State
were placed to the account of women whose
earnings and savings it represents? Or suppose
the legal status of the sexes—as regards per-
sonal and property rights—reversed. A law
giving the property and earnings of the most
successful business man in the community to a
drunken, spendthrift protector, would send
him to the poorhouse as surely as such law
now sends capable, industrious women to that
pitiful resort of the pennyless, or to the divorce
courts.

The Creator's plan, if He designed woman for
dependence and man for her protector, is a fail-

ure, and such a failure ! His woman proves
capable of self-dependence by the use of a
moiety of her powers, and His man, accepting
the role of protector, subsidizes woman for
means to discharge the duty, or appropriates
her earnings for his whiskey and tobacco, till,

the cupboard empty, the hearth cold, and the
straw worn out, she drifts away from "bed and
board," and he forbids a sympathizing public
"to harbor or trust heron his account." And
so it comes to pass that she can't depend, and
this plan of the Creator (?), in spite of the
superior intellectual ability men have brought
to the aid of the Creator for its execution, is a
sorrowful failure, for an orthodoxly depending
woman, as compared with her inherent ability

for self-dependence. And the question naturally

arises : the Creator's plan, being a failure, can
the Creator himself be reckoned an unqualified

success ?

If in setting this weaker vessel adrift, He
has, contrary to His design, endowed her with
ability to paddle her own canoe, and guide it

too, is it not possible that He has unwittingly
failed to endow man for the offices of pilot and
supercargo, and hence the frequent shipwreck
of outward bound voyagers?
The Creator, not less than the creature, on

trial, is entitled to the l>enerit of a doubt. And
this failure, so much better than the plan, for

humanity in general, as well as woman in par-

ticular, begets increasing distrust of the alleged
paternity of the plan. Evidently woman in her
struggle for self-support has stumbled upon a
self-development that fairly challenges the
claim of this plan to a divine origin.

Wherein is man superior to woman that he
should be her guide? Dear reader, think it over,

and let us compare notes on it another week.
Porno, Feb. 11th, 1878.

Read It, Girls.

Judge J. McM. Shafter, having offered prizes

to those girls in the district under 20 years of

age who should make the best loaf of bread, de-
livered a sensible address to them upon receiv-

ing the prizes. We give a portion of it in the
hope that our girls will read it and learn what
class of people it is who despise this kind of

labor

:

Schools of cooking are established in all large

cities, and in every farm house there is some
one who loves you, upon whom you can call for

instructions. No sudden effort will answer
your purpose. Nothing but patient and re-

peated effort will make you a good cook.
Is it not respectable? The universal voice of

the press, while it has indulged in some pleasant-
ries, favors those competitions. I have an ex-
ample to give you. There is an elderly lady
with whom we are pretty well acquainted, who
interests herself in a public way in culinary af-

fairs. She has a large house in the city in which
she spends much of her time, and in it she has
organized a school for certaiu respectable fami-

lies. Her daughters attend regularly, and with
other young ladies personally do and conduct
every branch of cooking. The acquaintance of

this lady and companions is much sought for, so

much so that to be allowed to salute her, kiss

her hand, from which the flour may have re-

cently been washed, is regarded as a distin-

guished honor. Her house is Buckingham Pal-

ace, and the ladies in question are Victoria lle-

gina, Queen of Great Britain and Ireland,

Empress of the Indies, Defender of the Faith;
and the princesses are her own daughters
and the daughters of the English nobility.

The exalted character and position of these
ladies elevate them above the temptation of

exhibiting that contempt for labor which is

the fruit of iguorance, vanity ami laziness.

Take the advico of an old man who is your
friend. Learn how to make and cook every arti-

cle used commonly as human food—not passably,

not well even, but in the best manner possible.

Learn to serve it, put it on the table in a taste-

ful position and manner, and so whatever may
be your futi re, you will be prepared for it. If

it be that of misfortune and poverty, you will

at least have that skill and self-reliance and
self-respect which will assure you at least com-
fort and the honor of all good men's opinion.

Or, if you are rich, your abilities will have
fuller scope. You will become the exemplar of

your social circle; one of those women about
whom our heart and thoughts cling with an
entire devotion. In either case you may become
one of whom it is said the price is above rubies.

Girls, in some respects you have fallen upon
dangerous times. The evil elements of society

are fast becoming too powerful for good. Men
actuated by evil passions threaten the public

peace, the rights of property, personal peace and
security. The happiness of the home you may
create may save the State.

I pray you cultivate in yourselves personal

graces. Be cleanly, tasteful, neat and plain in

your apparel, modest and decorous in your atti-

tude, your walks, manners. Above all despise

the adulation of the fools; that family is already

too large. Honor your father and your mother,
so if the evil days come you will be prepared
for them. Buckled about by all human loves

anil respect, and upheld by his aid, whose
promise to be ever present with you never fails,

you can lift up your head above all evil and
defy all calamity.

EtCALVPTUS AS A CURE FOR RHEUMATISM.

—

HiiKsian River Flay: Anson Goodspeed, of this

city, was some time since afflicted with inflam-

matory rheumatism. One ankle and foot

swelled to nearly twice their natural size, were
exceedingly inflammed and very painful, and he
could not use the other limb at all. Mrs.
(ioodspeed procured some eucalyptus leaves,

rubbed them together a little, and without fur-

ther preparation bound them on in good quan-
tity, renewing every hour and a half or two
hours, as the fever rendered them dry. In 12
hours he was much easier and in 24 hours the
limb could be used. This was the speediest re-

lief Mr. Goodspeed had experienced in the

many times that he had been afflicted with the

same disease. A physician from San Francisco

at this time informed Mr. Goodspeed, that,

knowing the excellent medicinal qualities of

of these leaves, he had already prepared at

least half a ton for shipment to the East for

medicinal purposes.

Rural Literary Society.

Half a dozen people are sufficient to form a
nucleus for a literary and social society like the
one of which 1 write, and if properly managed
every man, woman and child within a radius of
three miles will become members. To secure
order, a president and secretary are essential,

and as many other officers as the society seems
to demand.
The "Philomathic" society has on its roll of

members an energetic, intelligent couple of 75
years of age, and children in the early dawn of
mentality, thuB securing a menbership com-
prising whole families who work together with
enthusiasm to advance the general interests of

the society. The president arranges the pro-
gramme, which is as varied aa ingenuity can
devise, and embraces a range broad enough to
meet every stage of intellectual development.
Select readings, original essays, biographical
sketches, science, music, agriculture, art, health,
etc. , are a small portion of the exercises. That
each member may feel a personal (responsibility

and interest in each meeting, the exercises are
opened by a quotation from each one, a ques-
tion drawn from the question 1k>x the previous
week is answered by each, and every member is

asked to contribute some useful item of inform-
atiom learned during the week.
Connected with this society is a museum, to

which all take pleasure in presenting curiosities
and inviting their friends to do the same.
This is an important feature of the society and
one that cannot be too strongly urged upon the
attention of every settlement, however small,
in California. This State presents a broad
field from which to gather specimens; and a
system of exchange could be inaugurated by
which duplicates may enrich other collections,

which ultimately may prove of great value as
well as affording a perpetual source of study.

No one can justly plead lack of time for this

useful recreatiou. An hour or two in each
week spent in preparing for the meeting of the
society can be easily found, and 1 promise all

who make the little effort that they will be re-

paid a hundred-fold. You have then a place
of peculiar interest to which you can invite

your friends; a fondness for study is fostered by
the young; the careworn man and woman is

rested and improved in body and miud; a mutual
subject of thought and conversation is estab-
lished between parents, children and neighbors,
and the common gossip and light talk is ex-
changed for something far pleasanter and more
elevating.

Those who follow these suggestions will be
surprised at the amount of hidden talent that
has been brought to light and the slumbering
genius that only awaited a call to life to illu-

minate and happify all that come within its in-

fluence.

For nearly four years the society I have
given as a sample has met every Friday evening.
Instead of tiring of the duties imposed, the en-
thusiasm is constantly increasing, for they find

how pleasant it is for neighbors to dwell to-

gether in unity.—Flora. M. Kimball, San Diego
County.

A Substitute for Gutta-Percha. — The
Polytechnic says that balata is a new product
which has been lately imported as a substitute

for gutta-percha. It is the hardened resin of

the so-called Bully tree, found on the banks of

the Amazon and Orinoco. Each of these trees

yield from one-third to one-half kilograms of

balata each year. This substance is so similar

in appearance and properties to gutta-percha
that it is often imported as such. It is taste-

less, has the same smell as gutta-percha when
warmed, has the same leather-like toughness,

but is far more elastic. At 50° C. it becomes
plastic and melts at 150

J

C. , hence at a higher
temperature than gutta-percha. It is partly

soluble in pure alcohol and ether, but com-
pletely soluble in warmed turpentine and in

benzol and carbon di-sulphide even when cold.

It becomes strongly electrified when rubbed
and is a better isolator for heat and cold than
gutta-percha and will doubtless soon find an
important application in electrolysis. The
caustic alkalies and concentrated hydrochloric

acid have no action upon the balata, but warmed
concentrated nitric and sulphuric acids have
the same violent action upon it as upon gutta-

percha.

Those Old Postage Stamps.—There is a

story abroad to the effect that the United States

government will pay $300 to anyone presenting

1,000,000 cancelled three-cent postage stamps.

We inquired of an employe in the post-office in

this city as to the origin of the report, and
received the following statement: Some time

ago a gentleman in the East, a resident of New
York, we think, wished to help a poor woman
in a substantial way, but thought it would be

better to have her earn her money than to

make her a clear gift of it. For want of some-

thing better in the way of employment, he said

that if she would bring him 1,000,000 old three-

cent stamps he would pay her $300. The con-

tract was made, and fulfilled with the aid of

several charitably-disposed persons, of whom
our informant was one. The purchaser of the

stamps sent them to Germany and had them
worked up into papier macJte boxes, etc., but

he does not want any more on those terms. If

the government wanted old stamps, the dead-

letter office would furnish them.

An Aberdonian recently bought a horse by

photograph, thuB literally getting the carte be-

fore the horse.
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There is a man somewhere whose memory is

so short that it only reaches to his knees; he

never pays for his boots.

"The mouth of the Amazon," said a professor

of geography in a female seminary, "is the big-

gest mouth in the world—present company
always excepted."

The man who invents a noiseless drum for

Christmas gifts for boys, will deserve the bene-

diction of a grateful people and make a fortune

besides.

A Scotch schoolmaster having repeatedly

and at last angrily demanded of the pupils:

"Who signed Magna Charta?" A little girl

tremblingly replied: "Please, sir, it was na

me."

The Cambria News, having occasion to speak

of the rector of Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerty-

siliogogogoch, a parish of Anglesea, mentions

that this is merely an abbreviation of the full

title of the village.

Let no one hereafter insinuate that teachers'

institutes produce no good. At a recent county

institute a fair-haired, blue-eyed darling of a

teacher, of the female persuasion, forever de-

molished the base insinuation by the following

conundrum: "How do you make a Maltese

cross?" Answer.—"Tread, on her tail."

A Kansas couple who were apparently living

in peace and harmony were not long ago di-

vorced, greatly to the surprise of their neigh-

bors; but the mystery is now explained. The
husband had homesteaded 160 acres of fine

farming land, and there was another 160 acres

adjoining not yet taken up. The pair were di-

vorced, the woman entered the vacant quarter

section and established her claims as the head

of a family. When this was done the pair were

remarried, and now have a line farm of half a

section.

Down in the Lower Levels.—Not many
men who see the miners of the Savage lifted out

at the top of the shaft at change of shift have
the courage to descend into the lower regions of

that mine. Very few even of the old residents

of the Comstock would care to descend into the

steaming regions below, and not one Eastern

man in a thousand could be induced to make
the trip after seeing the men popped out at the

top of the shaft, steaming as though just lifted

from out of a cauldron of boiling water. Though
they are shirtless—naked as at birth from the

waist up—and wear only cotton overalls, they
are dripping as if but a moment out of a pond
of water; yet this is all from steam and per-

spiration. In all this great heat men must
work. The wonder is that they are able to do
anything but gasp and pant. It is a place better

fitted for salamanders than for men. At the

head of the main incline, where they have so

long been engaged in putting in the V-bob, it is

as hot as in the hottest vapor baths at Steam
boat springs. One would think that men much
in such a place would be quite secure agaiust

the rheumatism. On making inquiries in this

regard of an underground foreman, he said that

he never knew of any of the men working below
to have the rheumatism. Some of our sufferers

from the disease might try this cure—might have
themselves lowered into the depths of the

mine, there to sit and steam through one shift

per day. But for the immense quantities of

ice water they drink, the men could not endure
the great heat in which they are placed or the
floods of perspiration pumped from their pores

They swallow gallons on gallons of it, and it

never hurts them in the least.— Virginia Enter
prise.

African Explorers' Arts.—Dr. F. M. Hil
debrandt gave an entertaining account last

month, before the Berlin Geographical Society,
of his adventures in African exploration. His
adroitness in dealing with the natives, not less

than his pluck in the presence of danger, receives

just praise from Nature. In one instance he
was obliged to play the part of a magician, and
utilized his official dignity by having specimens
collected of all the different animals and plants
in the neighborhood. Over the collection incan-
tations were pronounced, so that it passed for a
"fetish," before being carefully packed away,
On another occasion, when he was attacked by
natives, he levelled his camera at them as if it

were a weapon of war, and charged upon them
with it. They retreated in dismay.

Pneumatic Clocks.—A company has been
formed in Paris for working the system of pneu
matic clocks—time-measurers by air-pressure-
adopted successfully in Vienna. The compressed
air is fed into a reservoir, which gives off

a uniform pressure of half an atmosphere, the
compressed air received by each clock being re-
leased by a pellet and pendulum in the usual
way. A large number of clocks can be grouped
in connection with a single reservoir, and the
time can be laid on to houses by piping, just as
gas and water.

Let the Brain Best the Hands.—"There
are many who get up in the morning weary
from effects of the preceding day's labor. To
such let me say, dear sisters, stop and think.
Use your head more and feet less. Having poor
health, and my own work to do, till within a
few years, I soon learned to plan my work to
save time and every feasible step. Thought
and experience will teach you many ways of
economizing strength.

"

The Shepherd-Boy.

Little Roy led his sheep kown to pasture,
And his cows, by the side of the brook;

But his cows never drank the water,
And his sheep never needed a crook.

And the glossy brown cows were so gentle
That they moved at the touch of his hand,

O'er the wonderful rosy-red meadow,
And they stood at his word of command.

So he led all his sheep to the pasture,
And his cows, by the side of the brook;

Though it rained, yet the rain never patter'd
O'er the beautiful way that they took.

For his pasture was only a table,

With its cover so flowery fair.

And his brooklet was just a green ribbon
That his sister had lost from her hair.

And his cows they were glossy horse-chestnuts,
That had grown on his grandfather's tree;

And his sheep they were snow white pebbles
He had brought from the shore by the sea.

And at length, when the shepherd was weary,
And had taken his milk and his bread,

And his mother had kissed him and tucked him,
And had bid him "good-night" in his bed,

Then there enter'd his big brother Walter,
While the shepherd was soundly asleep,

And he cut up the cows into baskets,
And to jack-stones turned all of the sheep.—St. Nicholas.

Playing Funeral.

One day I was lying on my lounge trying to

sleep, when I heard the patter of childish feet

along the hall, followed by a scratchy tap at my
door. I did not answer, for I did not feel like

entertaining two such frolicsome visitors as my
twin nephew and niece, Willie and Tillie

Blackstone, but after a short silence the door
was pushed cautiously open, and two curly

heads peeped in.

"Oh, dear!" sighed one; "auntie's asleep."

"Oh, dear!" sighed the other; "what shall

we do?"

"Let's go in."

"Sh—sh—h—don't wake her."

They tip- toed by, over to the window, and
looked down into the muddy streets and sighed,

and up into the gloomy sky and sighed. I felt

sorry for the forlorn little creatures, and was
going to wake up and cry "boo," when Tillie

said:

'Let's play funeral and bury Auntie."
'Hush," said Willie sternly; "don't talk so

loud, you will wake her up."
"You can't wake dead folks," said Tillie.

"Well, I'll be the undertaker."
"Bring the casket this way," said Tillie, giv-

ing orders.

"You must not say that—that's may busi-

ness.
"

"What can I say?"

"Be the visitors, and talk."

Last summer, when they were in the country,

the children went to a funeral, and it made a

deep impression on them.
"What a beautiful crop!" sighed Tillie.

Then she pitched her voice into a high key
and said:

"Squisite flowers;" then she dropped it way
down into her little boots and said mournfully

:

"She died young."
"But she was ready to go," and Willie, join-

ing in as a visitor.

"What'll become of all her children?" she

asked, dolefully.

"How many did she have?"
"Seventeen—all twins," she answered, s

plaintively that I almost laughed.

"They'll grow up," he replied logically.

"But who will take care of them?"
"God. He takes care of the sparrows, and

children are bigger. Play mourners have come
in," whispered Willie.

"All right," said Tillie, cheerfully; then
suddenly she sobbed:

"There's her begrieved mother."
"Which one?"
"The one with a crape handkerchief."

"I'll make the eulogy," said Willie, after a

short pause.

"Go ahead," said TiLlie, who sometimes for

gets she is a girl.

"The deceased was a woman. She liked

children, and was the auntie of us
—

"

"No, no, Willie; she had seventeen children.'

"She had seventeen children—to some she

gave water, to some she gave bread; she whip
pedthem all soundly, and sent them to bed."

"That was the old woman that lived in the

shoe," laughed Tillie aloud, much to the dis-

comfort of poor Willie, who always gets

things mixed.
As soon as he restored order, he went on:" Do

not weep for her, my brethren. She is happier

than you are. Let us pray.

"

Together the dear little things repeated the

"Our Father," and Willie added:

"Dear God, we know that she is in heaven.

We know all good people go to heaven, be-

cause Jesus Christ went there when he died.

Make us all love as much as she did so that we
shall see her when we die. Do not let us wish

she was here again, because You took her

away, and You know best. Amen.

"

Just then their nurse called them to their

luncheon, and they ran away, leaving me to re-

joice at their great faith, and pray that it may
not falter when the time comes for them to give

up their treasures and say, Thy will be done.

God knows best.—Congregationalist.

Eucalyptus Essence.—According to a me-

moir presented to the French Academy of Sci-

ences, the essence furnished by the eucalyptus

is a species of liquor camphor. The aqueous

infusion of the leaves possesses uncommon as-

tringent qualities, due to the presence of a

large amount of tannin. In exterior applica-

tions to sores and ulcerations, the essence and

the infusion have been found singularly effica-

cious. The inhalation of vapor from the es-

sential oil, and the smoking of the dried leaves

rolled into the shape of cigarettes, give excel-

lent results in affection of the respiratory or-

gans. The febrifuge properties of the essence

have been tested on a great scale in Austria
and Roumania and Spain, and especially by Dr.

Crunel, of Montevideo. It appears from his

clinical observations, covering a series of years,

that the eucalyptus, taken in an infusion or in

pills, not only replaces quinine, but sometimes
acts with efficacy where the latter had been
fruitlessly employed. We may here state that

the eucalypt resin closely resembles resin of

chinchona, while the sulphate crystallizes in

star-shaped crystals, like sulphate of quinia,

and presents the green coloration on the action

of chlorine and ammonia supposed to be peculiar

to that salt. These chemical indications were
abundantly verified in practice beside the sick

bed in the hospital of Montevideo.

Puddings.

The following recipes are given by a lady
correspondent of the Rural New Yorker :

White Pudding.—Two pounds of beef-suet:

two pounds of leaf lard; ten pounds of wheat.
Hour; one-half pound of salt; two tablespoonfu Is,

each, of thyme, summer savory and black pep-
per; rub thoroughly together all the ingredients
and keep in a cool place. When wanted for use,

tie the required amount in a cloth and boil until

done; then remove to the oven and brown.
Yorkshire Pudding.—One pint of sweet milk

four eggs; one cupful of raisins or currants; one
teaspoonful of soda and two of cream of tartar;

a pinch of salt and flour enough to make a stiff

batter; pour into a buttered pan and place in

the oven under a roast of beef, allowing the
drippings to fall upon it while baking. It re-

quires about 20 minutes to bake and should be
eaten as soon as dished.

Potato Pudding. — Boil two medium sized

potatoes, mash smoothly and add two beaten
eggs; one pint of sweet milk; two tablespoon-
fuls of sugar; flavor with vanilla and bake.
Egg Pudding.—One quart of sour milk; eight

beaten eggs; two teaspoonfuls of soda; flour to
make a stiff batter. Bake quickly and eat
warm with cream and sugar, flavored with nut-
meg.

Look to the Cellars.—There is little doubt,

says the HeraU of Healtli, but many cases of

ill health have their obscure origin in our cellars.

What is the remedy for this state of things ?

First, and best, build a fireplace in every cellar,

and have the flue connect with the main or most
used chimney of the house ; then the cellar will

always be ventilated through the chimney
instead of through the house ; but in suitable

weather always have the windows open, and the

spaces closed by wire gauze. Beside this, make
and use a convenient way into the cellar from
out-of-doors, or at least from the woodshed.
Some cellars cannot be made sweet and whole-
some without better drainage, some mold every-

thing until they have been made tight, then
thoroughly fumigated with burning sulphur

;

and some need to have the floor of bricks or

earth taken out and replaced by fresh bricks or

gravel. In regard to the drainage of cellars it

may be remarked, that in some situations it is

cheaply effected fey making a well down to some
gravel bed or porous stratum. No cellar drain,

at whatever distance from the dwelling, or what-

ever may be the fall, should ever receive the

discharge from a water-closet or privy, or the

poisonous gases engendered will inevitably find

their way into the cellar, and all through the

dwelling. In such a case the result may be

serious disease and death, or it may be ill health

and a lowering of vitality to a point that makes
life hardly worth the having.

New Mental Malady.—The London Exam-
iner says: The Germans have discovered a new
mental malady, which they call grubelsucht, or

the "metaphysical mania." Dr. Oscar Berger

writes learnedly on the subject in one of their

scientific serials, and it would seem, according

to him, that the symptoms of this disorder

"consist in an irresistible current of ideas tak-

ing the form of useless inquiries as to the how
and why of everything, pushed beyond the

limits of what people of any sense have treated

as the usual range of knowledge." It is com-
forting to know that the subjects of this disease

are "generally young people," that it can be

cured by "mild doses of bromide of potassium

combined with the hydropathic treatment,"

and that those who suffer "seldom require to

enter lunatic asylums." How wisely does

Providence order all things ! Were it other-

wise, the mad-houses of two hemispheres would
not suffice to contain the contingent of these

newly-discovered maniacs that must be deliv-

ered up by the Scottish and German universi-

ties—not to mention that which would be fur-

nished by the "noble army of martyrs" in En-

gland who pine in the pursuit of "endowed re-

search. "

Rheumatism.—This disease is a standing

"conundrum" to medical men, but, says the

Journal of Chemistry, Dr. Julius Polock thinks

that he has at last cleared the subject of some
confusion that surrounded it. He says that the

term rheumatism is applied to several different

diseases which are essentially distinct, al-

though they have certain features in common.
The two chief forms are articular and muscular

rheumatism. The former is a disease of early

adult life, more or less acute in character,

with a tendency to get well in about six weeks.

Articular rheumatism, when at all severe, is

called rheumatic ]
fever. It attacks the syn-

ovial membranes and also the similar serious

membranes, especially of the heart. There is a

distinct predisposition to this disease in certain

persons, which is sometimes inherited. The
immediate exciting cause is exposure to cold or

"taking a chill." It never attacks the muscles.

Muscular rheumatism is a disease of middle and

advanced life, is commonly chronic, and will

continue indefinitely if not treated. It attacks,

not the muscles themselves, but the tendons

and other parts of i.ue muscle which have a

similar anatomical structure. Muscular rheu-

matism does not attack the heart, and is rarely

fatal.

Hunters' Soup.—Rabbits or game that is too
tough to be cooked in any other way, or even
scraps and bones can be made into very savory
soup, says Clara Francis in the Prairie Farmer.
If a rabbit is to be used, cut off the legs and
divide the body in the middle, then stew it in

three quarts of water, with a carrot, two onions,

three cloves, two blades of mace, two dozen
pepper corns, a head of celery and a sprig or
two of parsley. It will need to cook about
three hours, or until the meat is tender. Cut
the nice meat from the back and upper joints

into mouthfuls, and put it aside; cut the rest of

the meat off, mince it fine, then pound and
mash it to a paste with a little butter, and two
or three tabluspooufuls of flour, that has been
first mixed smooth with so?ne of the cooled
broth. Rub this through the colander into the

soup, then boil all together for an hour longer,

when it should be again strained through a
canvas into a clean saucepan. Put in the re-

served meat, a glass of port or claret wine, a
tablespoonful of current jelly, the same of

lemon juice, and salt to taste.

Bolonga Sausage.—Chop your beef raw; I

add one-tenth clear fat pork, fresh, then chop
again until quite fine; season with pepper and
salt, and, if you like it, a little sage ( I think

it improves it); then mix the seasoning well

with the meat; stuff in links of about one
pound each (the most convenient size); have a
wash-boiler three parts full, and at the boil,

when your sausages are all stuffed, tie the end
of each link so as to meet and form a hoop;
put your sausages in the boiler, they only need
from five to 15 minutes to cook. Very little

experience will teach you when they are done.

If you will listen you will hear then squeaking;

they are then ready to be taken out, which
should be done by running the smoking rods

through the links; then hang in the smoke
house; smoke gently with corn-cobs.

Liebig on Liquors.—The following is a
translation of a paragraph found in the writings

of Prof. Von Liebig, the distinguished German
chemist: "The white wines are hurtful to the

nervous system, causing trembling, confusion

of language and convulsions. The stronger

wines, such as champagne, rise quickly to the

head, but their effects are only of short dura-

tion. Sherry and strong cider are more quickly

intoxicating than the generality of wines, and
they have a peculiar influence on the gastric

juices of the stomach. The intoxication of beer

is heavy and dull, and it does not hinder the

drinker from gaining flesh. The drinkers of

whisky and brandy are going to certain death.

Red wine is the least hurtful, and, in some
cases really beneficial."

Deviled Rabbit.—A fat, young rabbit is

very nice cooked in this manner. After it is

prepared for cooking lay it in salt water for

half an hour, then wipe it dry and cut six or

eight gashes across the back so that it may be

well cooked in the thickest part. Broil in the

same manner as directed for quails and prairie

chickens, over a clear hot fire, only it should be

turned oftener and dipped once more into the

melted butter. Lay it on a hot dish; season

with pepper, salt and butter; cover close

and put it in a hot oven for a few minutes,

then ipour over it two tablespoonfuls of hot

vinegar and one of mixed mustard. Garnish

with parsley and serve very hot.

Apple Superstitions.—The ancient Arabians

believed that the apple had some mysterious

relation to health. In England and Germany it

has been deemed potent against warts. Some-
times it is regarded as a bane. In Hessia it is

said an apple must not be eaten on New Year's

day, as it will produce abscess. In Pomerania
it is eaten on Easter morning against fevers; iu

Westphalia (mixed with saffron) against jaun-

dice; while in Silesia an apple is scraped from

the top to cure diarrhoea, and from the bottom

to cure enstiveness.
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The Great Flood of 1878.

I n the midst of life we are in deatli : the tide

bringing promise of prosperity to many, be-

comes the flood-visiting desola-

tion upon others. Thus it will

appear when the history of the

year 1878 in California shall be

written. The long continued and

bounteous rains which we have

longed for and whose coming has

been hailed with so much joy

throughout our State, now cause

us to deplore the desolation of

hundreds of happy homes, the

destruction of millions of dollars'

worth of farm produce and prop-

erty, and to mourn the losses of

human lives, which, thanks to a

kind Providence, have been few.

The year 1862, which has been
memorable as the great season of

disaster to the low lands in the

Sacramento valley, now yields a
gloomy prestige to the year 1878.

it is true that the capital city has

been spared the destruction of '62

by the superior character of her
defences, but the wider ruin in

outlying districts shows that the

scene of the destruction has but
been exchanged—the country for

the city.

Almost daily for nearly seven
weeks has the rain fallen, until

the thirsty earth drank its fill and
poured its surplus into the water-
ways, until gentle brooks became
rushing streams and mighty rivers

grew to vast inland seas. The
river at Sacramento touched 26
feet above low-water mark on
February 23d. The obstructions
which have been placed around
the tule islands to save their cul-

tures from the waters proved in-

effective for this purpose, and
more than this, they became bar-

riers to prevent the passage of the
flood and thus almost immeasura-
bly increased its area. One can
form little idea of the extent of

the country submerged, unless he
has steamed for hours upon a
waste of water covering fertile

fields. It is reported that at one
time there was not to be seen
from Knight's Landing to Rio
Vista, from that point to An-
tioch, and from Antioch north-
ward to Sacramento, 15 acres of

ground, including the visible

levees, excepting, of course, the
Montezuma hills and the Diablo
range; and it is safe to say that
there were over 500,000 acres of

cultivated land under water. Of
the 25 islands, all but four were
supposed to be under water. The
towns of Washington, Knight's
Landing, Freeport, Courtland,
Walnut Grove, Richland, Free-
purt and Onisbo were flooded.
The towns along the Sacramento
north of Knight's Landing escaped.
The Lisbon district, of 5,000 acres;
the upper half of Sherman island,

7,000 acres—the lower half has
not been reclaimed—Grand isl-

and, 16,000 acres; Brannan island,

4,500 acres; Tyler island, 3,500
acres; Amador island, 4,000 acres;
Sutter's, Merritt and Staten isl-

ands were all flooded, the levees
having given way before the high
tv aters.

The amount of damage by the
flood over these wide productive
areas cannot be ascertained with
any certainty at this time. Esti-
mates range from $5,000,000 to

$20,000,000. Into the account of

losses many elements enter. The
loss of farm crops, buildings and
animals is certainly appalling, but
t<> this must be placed the vast
sum which has been expended dur-
ing the last few years in leveeing
the tule islands. These levees
havp been of a more substantial
aud expensive character than ever
before, and it was thought they had
at last solved the question of turn-
ing the tules into productive fields.

How illusive was this hope now
clearly appears.

As the mind is bewildered in

endeavoring to measure the extent
of pecuniary loss, which thousands

have undergone, the heart sinks at the thought
of the hardship and suffering which has come
to earnest and hopeful men and women. Our
engraving, suggestive and appalling as it is, gives
but a few of the incidents which are reported
from the flooded district. Helpless and homeless
upon the waste of waters many a family has
been driven from its habitation. To attic and
house-top have the sufferers gone until their
only refuge was a frail craft, in which amid
floating houses and barns and drowning cattle,
they have crossed the turbulent flood to places
of safety. Few pens can describe sueh scenes
as these, but hearts can feel their dread darkness
and yearn with sympathy toward the sufferers.

The flood has proved potent in calling out the

nobility in manhood, and almost superhuman
exertions have been made in rescuing the refugees
from the waters and providing them with food,

raiment and shelter from the elements. It is to

the noble aid of sympathizing neighbors that
the comparative freedom from fatality may be
attributed. A dozen steamboats were continual-

ly moving among the islands and sloughs carry-
ing cattle and people. Sailboats and skill's were
busy in every direction, some carrying passen-
gers, and others towing cows and horses through
the water. Hundreds of people were taken to

the towns below the flood.

It is a scene almost of despair which our en-

graving portrays. Thus it seemed in reality to
many until help came. There was water below,

water above, rain, mist and flood. Bams were
standing almost entirely submerged ; small
houses were floating, ornamented by turkeys
and chickens ; chickens were flying from trees
toward the houses, but making most of then-
way in the waters. Now and then people were
seen on the levees, looking cold and blue and
anxious for the rescue.

Incidents of the most intense personal suffer-
ing are not wanting. D. B. Kindall, who
floated off on a haystack from Frank Johnson's
ranch, in the Sutter tules disaster, Wednesday,
was found several miles south of Nicolas, on
Saturday afternoon. He was discovered by a
couple of boatmen in an insensible condition,
lying with a small bunch of hay under his

INCIDENTS OF THE GREAT FLOOD IN THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY REFLJ
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breast and his arms thrown over the limb of a

tree. His extremities were in the water and
were swollen to an immense size. The haystack
upon which he started contained almost two
tons of tule hay, which was all washed away
from him but the bunch upon which he lay

when found. He was carried off Wednesday
afternoon and found three days after. He was
wholly insensible until Sunday, when he spoke
for the first time. Two dead bodies of men,
whose names cannot be ascertained, were found
by some parties near where Kindali lay.

Heart rending accounts of suffering and nar-

row escapes from the disaster continue to reach
sympathizing friends of the sufferers. Hon. Clias.

F. Reed, ex-President of the State Agricultural

Society, writing to a friend in Sacramento, from
Knight's Landing, under date of February 22d,
says: " On Wednesday evening, the water and
a high wind raised the river and water in the
tules so high that I was fearful my house would
wash away. No boat could get to us, and the
water was over the floors and dashed against
the house as high as the window of the second
story. My hay barn is washed away, also my
blacksmith and carpenter's shop and all the
tools. The milk-house, wash-house and store-
houses are all gone, with everything in them,
and another barn is about to go. One barn,
containing 42 head of horses, is all under water.
Knight's Landing is destroyed and everybody is

sadly demoralized. We have to get men to

work at any price. You can have no idea of
the damage done to the surrounding country.
The water is two feet higher than ever before
known.

"

Experiences like those of the present year in
the Sacramento valley must teach impressive
lessons. They may teach that the present sys-
tem for reclaiming the large tracts of productive
land is not the wisest nor the best. They may
impress other points of economic value. These
it will be the duty of the future to discern and
act upon. The first lesson is one in the old,
and yet ever new, school of humanity. Let it
teach human weakness; let it impress the sub-
lime truths of a union of interests and of effort
among men, and drown the selfish, grasping

spirit which brings a man nothing but weakness
when the trial comes. Let it go farther, and
inculcate the divine principle, "No man liveth
to himself, neither dieth to himself."

Damages in the Upper Sacramento River.

Although the largest figures of individual
losses by the flood Will be reported from the
islands in the delta of the Sacramento river,

there were numerous losses in the upper coun-
ties. A dispatch to the associated press from
Woodland gives a concise statement of losses iD
the flooded country, beginning at the Colusa
line, in Yolo county, and extending along the

river and tule, as far down as
Jackson Wilcoxen's ranch, at the
mouth of Feather river; also, Sut-
ter county, from 15 miles above
Woodland to the mouth of
Feather river, along the Sacra
mento river:

Yolo County.
Yolo county damages—J. C.

and Frank Welch, .115,000- D
Cox, $30,000; J. P. Bullock, $20,-
000; Wm. Haney, $4,000; A 3
Downs, $1,000; D. N. Heshey,
$12,000; W. J. Clark, Wm. H. H.
Copp, John D. Rose, Grasshopper
Cook, John Byrns, G. Gigur,
George Sharp, Nick Pockman|
Sterling Creason, Mr. Rahm and
Mr. Leonard, all of whom are
heavy losers; William Mills, $5,-
000; Mrs. Morrison, $1,000; Wil-
liam Ridley, $4,000; P. S. Glass-
cook, $2,500; H. Huilbert, $4,000;
P. Peterson, $1,500; Thos. H.
Hibbard, $500; Rcbert Conner
$1,000; Mr. Hurd, !j2,500; Hay-
word White, $1,200; J. M. Jacob
$2,500; Noble Clark, $3,000; J. d!
Laugenour, $2,000; Mrs. Philips
$500; Mrs. McClintock, $500; Rl
Roberts, $2,500; H. E. Fairchild*
$7,000; D. Hamilton, $4,000; H.
O. Gwinn, $1,000; D. M. Edson
$6,000; E. Wilett, $600; E. h!
Curtis, $3C0; Charles F. Reed
$75,000; W. C. Wright, $3,000;
James St. Louis, $45,000; Henry
Provest, $2,500; John Coller,
$1,500; Wm. Fryatt, $500; J. W
Snowball, $10,(0 J; Mr. Beck,
$500; L. Johnson, $300; Mrs.
Powell, $500; Mrs. Simmons, $500;
B. H. Roseberry, $2,500; Mr.
Curtis, $300; Edward Lofeker,
$300; A. G. McCormack, $6,000;
H. B. Wood, $3,000; Russell Leon,
$3,000.

Knig-ht's Landing.

The town of Knight's Landing
has been more fortunate than any
part of the district named. Front
street has been high and dry all

through the flood. The hotel,
restaurants and business houses
have all escaped. The back por-
tion of the town has been flooded.
Three houses were washed away
with their contents, viz.; A. O.
Elbes, house lost and other dam-
age, $1,500; Mrs. Smith, house,
$700; Carpenter's house, $500.
Other property was damaged as
follows: J. A. Black, $500; ESI
Huston, $600; Win. Honey, $300;
Wm. Barnet, $250; W. S.Huston,
$500; S. R. Smith, $500; John
O'Keefe, $500; other damages to
citizens, $4,000.

Sutter County.

Losses along the river about
stands, as far as can be ascertained,
as follows: W. H. Heatt, $4,000;
Decker & Varty, $8,000; Low,
Meyers & Co., $25,000; D. Car-
roll, $10,000; Hart & Gossman,
$7,000; Theo. Cummings, $5,000;
D. G. Theyer, $2,000; Biddell &
Bros., $1,000; Manuel Darby, $1,-
000; R. S. J. Hiatt, $7,500; Gwinn
& Klertley, $5,000; T. D. Kirk,
$8,000; W. B. Smith, $2,500; M.
E. Clow, $4,000; Col. William
Rackerby, $4,000; ii. Green, $2,-

500; Mrs. W. A. Smith, $2,500;
A. Throgmorton, $1,500; Mrs.
Buell and daughter, $2,500; W.
H. Bostwick, $1,500; N. D. Bost-
wick, $2,000; I'.. Green, si, 200;
Thomas Hart, $2,500; C. C. Cobbs,
$1,200; Geo. Esinger, $1,000;
Thomas Reese, $3,000; J. L. By-
ington, $1,500; John Yardlv, $1,-

500; P. Prather, $2,500; U. B.
Sarroman, $2,500; P. V. Veeder,
$6,000; Dameron & Winchester,
$4,000; E. Masters, $1,500; George
Aten, $2,500; Wm. McGriff, $2.

500; Morton McGriff, $5,000; H.
J. Bowels, $1,500; D. Rockerby,
$1,000; A. Denodonna, $5,000;
Win. Baldwin, $2,000; W. S. Hub-
ton, sheep, $200.

3S SEEKING PLACES OP SAFETY PROM THE DESOLATING WATERS.

Kearney is dissatisfied with
some of the nominations made on
the Workingmen's ticket in Oak-
land, and may insist on their

being reconsidered.
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M ining& Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

Our U. S. and Foreign Patent

Agency presents many and im-

portant advantages as a Home
Agency over all others, by rea-

son of long establishment, great

experience, thorough system and
intimate acquaintance with the

subjects of inventions in our

own community. All worthy in-

ventions patented through our

Agency will have the benefit of

a description or an illustration

and explanation in the Mining
and Scientific Press or the Pa-

cific Rural Press. We trans-

act every branch of Patent busi-

ness, and obtain Patents in all

civilized countries. The large

majority of U. S. and Foreign
Patents granted to inventors on
the Pacific Coast have been ob-

tained through our Agency. We
can give the best and most re-

liable advice as to the patentabil-

ity of new inventions. Advice
and Circulars Free. Our prices

are as low as any first-class agen-

cies in the Eastern States, while

our advantaees for Pacific Coast
inventors are far superior.

DEWEY & CO.,

Patent Solicitors.

No. 202 Sansome St., S. F.

;
&riv,frt(V„t7/oj/,.,Jnpfi '

Some Reasons for Subscribingj or it.

Because it is a permanent, first-class, conscientious,
al<lu, and well conducted journal.
Because it is the largest and best agricultural weekly

west ef the Rocky Mountains.
That more fanners' wives ana children in their isolated

homes may he cheered by its weekly visits, laden with its

plotting yet moral reading, and sound instruction.
That a more extended interchange of views and opin-

ioiis may he had among fanners, apod all the great ques-
tions touching their mutual interests and progress.
That the agricultural resources of the Pacific States may

bo more wisely, speedily and thoroughly developed by an
open and free discussion in its columns.
That all the honest industries of our State may be ad-

vanced in connection with that of agriculture, its col-
umns being ever open to the discussion of the merits of
all progressive improvements.
That the Ri ral, after having been read and pondered

over by the home circle, can be tiled away for future use-
ful reference, or forwarded to the old Eastern fireside of
the Atlantic border, in aid of an increasing immigration to
our sunDy clime.
Send for sample copies.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,
202 Sansome St., N. E Cor. Pine, S. P.

OUR AGENTS.
0V* Friends can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their
influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send
none but worthy men.

J. L. Tiiarp—San Francisco.
B. W. L'ROWKLb—California.
A. C. Knox—Pacific Coast.

Q N. Wkst—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito
counties.

Jl C. Chamhios—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.
Eewabo S. Baker—Australian Coloi ies and Sandwich

Islands.

W. D. White—San Bernardino and Los Angeles coun-
ties.

J W. A. Wright -Sacramento, Placer and San Joaquin
counties.

B. E. Lloyd- Sonoma and Napa counties.
E. M. Lk.xs.v, Oregon.
F. B. Alderson, Nevada.
II. E, Hallktt.—San Louis Obispo county.
0. W. McGrkw. —Santa Clara county.

The Best Fii.kimi.der.—After having used Dewey's
patent elastic hinge lilcholder for over a year past, the
JTtM cheerfully indorses it as the best newspaper Ale-
holder in existence, possessing important advantages over
any and all others in use. The holders are neat, light and
'•"iivcnicnt, and the newspapers are placed In them with
the utmost facility and least possible time and exertion.
Thiy are the simplest, handiest and cheapest of all. Any-
body keeping riles of papers in reading rooms, offices or at
h"me, should send at once to the proprietor, A. T.
' ey, S I get the only proper flleholder,
It tiplea by mail fifty cents. -Hold Hill Attn.

Be^eedei^s' Direct©^y.
Pdrcuasers ok Stock will find in this Directory tub
name8 op some ok the most reliable breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

60 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO., Downey City, 0*1, breeders of

thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A.. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,
(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San BlUaO, 0*1., breeder of Jersey-

cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at 440
to S100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

Lands for Sale and to Let.

L. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

B. F. WATKINS, Santa Clara, breeder of thorough-
bred Spanish Merino Sheep.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep, Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonvillc, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.

BURBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits , etc.

M. FALLON, comer Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal.

sale. Also, eggs in their season.
Pekin Ducks for

A. O RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal
Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

WILLIAM NILESi Los "AngelcsT'Caf
-

anil Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry
hatching.

Importers
Eggs for

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal

Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine,
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A, J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

Stock Notices.

H E R E F O R D

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords^the
best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Beecher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs,

'nqnire of

1. L. MILLER.

Beecher, Will County, Illinois

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and lm|>orier of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshires.
Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are
guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles City, Cal.

W. &. J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California-

IMI-ORTERS AND BREEDERS OP

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE
Also, the finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

50 BEST Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 18c, or 25
no two alike, 10c. Outfit, 10c DowdJtCo., Bristol, Ct

QC EXTRA MIXED CARDS, Snowflake, Oriental, Etc.,
Cl\J with name lu cts. J. 11. HUSTKD, Nassau, N. Y.

Dewey & Co.
{ fc st } Patent Ag'ts.

— IS A —

FAVORABLE LOCATION,

GUARANTEEING

Sure Crops Every Year.

The Eedding Ranch,

In the Upper Sacramento Valley, originally em-

bracing over 26,000 acres of

Choice Grain, Orchard and Pasture Land,

Is now offered for sale at low prices and on

favorable terms of payment,

In Sub-Divisions to Suit Purchasers.

The ranch was selected at an early day by

Major P. B. Redding, one of the largest pioneer

land owners in California. It is situated on

the west side of the Sacramento River and ex-

tends over 20 miles along its bank.

The average rainfall is about 30 inches per

annum, and crops have never been known to

fail from drouth.

The climate is generally healthy and compar-

tively desirable. The near proximity of high

mountain peaks give cool nights during the

" heated terms " which occur in our California

summers.

Figs, Grapes, Peaches, Prunes, Almonds, En-

glish Walnuts, Oranges and other temperate

and semi-tropioal fruits can be raised with suc-

cess on most of the tract. Also, Vegetables,

Corn and all other cereals ordinarily grown in

the State.

A considerable amount of the ricli bottom

land has already been cultivated.

Deep Soil With Lasting Quilities.

The soil throughout the tilled portions of the

ranch proves to be of great depth and enduring

in its good qualities. It is quite free from foul

growths. The virgin soil among the large oak

trees on the bottom land is easily broken up

and cultivated.

The California and Oregon railroad traverses

nearly the entire length of the tract. There

are several sections, stations and switches, be-

sides depots at the towns of Anderson and

Reading—all of which are located within the

limits of the ranch.

For Colonies.

Land suitable for settlers in colonies can be

obtained on good terms.

Town Lots

Are offered for sale in Reading, situated on the

Sacramento River, at the present terminus of

the railroad. It is the converging and distrib-

uting point for large, prosperous mining and

agricultural districts in Northern California and

Southern Oregon. Also, lots in the town of

Anderson, situated more centrally on the

ranch. Lote in both these towns are offered

at a bargain, for the purpose of building np the

towns and facilitating settlement of the raDch.

Purchasers are invited to come and see the

lands before buying here or elsewhere. Apply

on the ranch, to the proprietor,

EDWARD FRISJBIE,

.Anderson, Shasta Co., Cal.

FINE RANCH FOR SALE.

LOWEST PRICE, S8,OOC

The ranch is situated on the direct stage road between
Mendocino City and Cloverdale, in Mendocino County.
Forty miles from Cloverdale, 20 miles from Navarro
Ridge and one milo from the Christine Postofflce.

It Consists of a Total of 2,000 Acres,

Of which 640 are secured by Government title and the

balance by possessory title. It consists of

150 Acres of Rich Bottom Land,
Which is adapted to the Hiring of Wheat, Barley, Oata,

Potatoes, Corn, Vegetables, etc., and will raise as largo

croris as any land in the county. There is 1,210 acres
of Fine Rolling Land which is A No. 1 pasture land, and
capable of keeping 1,000 head of Sheep, or 100 Dairy
Cows. The whole ranch is well fenced with picket and
post and rail fence, and has eight good buildings on it,

consisting of a good substantial and comfortable

Dwelling Houseof Six Rooms,
Two Barns, one of them 100x40 feet, and the other 40x40
feet, a Granary, Woodshed, Chicken House, and a No. 1
Dairy House, new last year.. There Is a bounteous and
never failing supply of good soft water at both the Dwell-
ing and Dairy Houses.
On the ranch is a large quantity of Redwood timber,

suitable for all purposes. There is a

Fine Orchard of Some 300 Trees,

Of the choicest varieties of Peach, Apple, Pear and Plum,
as well as a large quantity of Grapevines, Currant and
Goosoberry bushes, and other small fruit. There is 100
acres sown to Wheat and Barley, which is now up four or
Ave inches, and promises an abundant harvest in the
fall.

The owner has also about 40 head of Cattle, a few
Sheep, Ave horses, 150 bead of hogs, 100 Hens, and a large
supply of all necessary Farming Utensils, which he will

dispose of to the purchaser at very reasonable terms if

desired.

The neighborhood is as good as could be desired, only i

one mile from to a store and one-half mile to a good
schoolhouse, as well as one-half mile from a church.
The owner's reasons for selling are his wife's health and

his dislike of the business. At the price at which it is

offered it is the cheapest ranch in Mendocino County, u
the crop bids fair to be worth when harvested, $4,000.

JSTTerms are $8,000, one-half cash and the balance se-

cured by a mortgage at one per cent. For full informa-
tion, address

DEWEY & CO., 202 Sansome Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

RANCH FOR SALE.

A ranch for tale, near Riverdale, Fresno County

It comprises 100 acres, (U. S. patent,) of rich bottom

land, with house and out-buildings. Grass is green the

year round. Alfalfa grows without irrigation, as water is

but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There is an

irrigation ditch running across the ranch, and three cubic

feet of water per second belongs with the place. It is the
best of tule land and borders on the swamp or overflowed
lands. There arc a few Fruit Trees, Strawberries and
Blackberries. The ranch is one mile from the school
house and postotfice; 10 miles from Lemore, on the rail-

way and nine miles from Kingston, county seat of Fresno
county. Price, 15 per aero. For further particulars,

address
DAVID S. ORB, Rlverdale.

Fresno County, Cal.

FARM FOR SALE
For sale in a district not subject to drouth or floods, a

snug little farm of 130 acres, one mile east of Vallejo.

Well watered by living sprinirs and running streams;

surrounded and subdivided by board fences. Ordinary
dwelling, sheds, etc. An opportunity offered to secure a

good home within 20 mile« of San Francisco, at a bar-

gain. Apply to

G. C. PEARSON, South Vallejo.

LAND PLASTER.
(Sulphate or Limb.)

THIS FERTILIZER IS ESPECIALLY WELL ADAPTED
TO CALIFORNIA LANDS AND CLIMATE, AND

IS DESTINED TO BE USED TO IM-

MENSE ADVANTAGE.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
In Bulk, $10 per ton; in Barrels, $12. 50.

GOLDEN GATE PLASTER MILLS
LUCAS & CO.,

Nos. 210 and 217 Main Street, San Francisco.

C. &. F. NAUMAN &. CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

All kinds of DAIRY PRODUCE sold on Commission
Poultry, Eggs, Game a specialty.

607 & 509 FRONT STREET, San Francisco
(Between Washington and Jackson)

Chas. Nauman. Fraxk Naumas.

rnnvnuinn Superior Wood and Metal Rta

LnRraVinK- Snyin«< Electrotyping and Sta-

ll KJ reotyping done at the office of

the Miniho Aim SuEN-rin. Pbbss, San Francisco, at fa-

vorable rates. Send stamp for eur circular and samples.

APnfin WCI I can be made In one day with our
UUUlS fftLLj.f,„, t Wku. Ai'okr Send for

our Auger Book. U. S. AUGER CO., St. Leuil, U».
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Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark ind Light Brahmas, Buff
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White & Brown

Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

Stams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
j^Tor further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to
GEO. B. BAYLEY,

P. O. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
I have many testimonials* from par-

ties in every portion of California cer-

I tifying to the

EGG PRODUCING
Qualities of ground raw bones, while

burnt bones pounded have not the same
effect, being reduced to phosphate of

lime and animal charcoal. Raw bones
have been proved by experiment to

hasten the laying of pullets and in-

crease the laying of hens .Ml . as might
be expected from the quantity of jelly

they contain. When fed regularly to fowls it keeps them
in a healthy condition, especially young chickens, and

wards off many diseases they are subject to on this Coast.

Put up in sacks and shipped C. O. D. by express or by
freight on recejptpl price. 50 pound sacks, §2.50; 100 pound
sacks, S4. Carbolic powder for destroying poultry lice,

four pounds for jl. Send for circular. Address

C. P. STONE, 35 Mission Market, S. F,

M. EYRE, Jr., NAPA, CAL.

Send Stamp Safe Arrival of

For Ktf Eggs & Fowls

Price List. ^m^MC Guaranteed.

I never owned a FINER LOT OF BIRDS than I have
raised this year. Also,

Thoroughbred Southdown Sheep.
43TPamphlet on the care of fowls—hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., adapted eh.ecially to the
Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

LOOK I

BURBANK & MYERS, Im-
porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,
etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market.
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister

Enclose stamp for Price List.treets.San Francisco.

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
Dnp n n i an From 8 pens of 20 Hens and :i

3>0 rCl UU&Cll. Cock .ach; 84 of the finest White
Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of 600 bred during the sea-

sons of 1876-77, packod to arrive safely and hatch. Send
for circular. Address,

C. P. STONE,
35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

Imperial Egg Foot!

(Trade Mark.)

Will Make Vour Hens X*a y,
Winter and Summer, support Fowls during moulting,
keep them constantly In flue condition, and Increase
their profit 100 per cent. Half of the chicks die annually.
This makes bone and muscle early, and will save them.
Packages to mix with so weight ordinary feed, UOcts.:
larger for $1.00 and (2.()0. Sent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocers, Feed stores, etc.

LOCAL, AGENTS WANTED.—
C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 103, Hartford, Coxir.

0. C. SWAIN & CO. Agt's for Pacific Coast
No. 202 Sansomc Street, San Franci6CO.

45TTo whom all orders should be addressed.

OAKLAND HEALTH INSTITUTE,
Center Street Station, Oakland.

Convinced, of the superiority of the climate of Oakland
to that of any other place on the Coast, more particularly
for those suffering from diseases of a malarial origin, and
chronic diseases generally, tho undersigned have opened
the above named Institute as a resort for invalids, where
all tho facilities for the thorough and scientific treatment
of diseases have been introduced.
Our methods of treatment embrace Electricity, Turk-

ish Russian, Magnetic and Medicated Baths of all

kinds; the Healthlift, Hadfteld's Equalizer, and in fact
all appliances and remedios of established merit known to
the medical profession. The building is one of the finest
in the city, and the rooms large and comfortable. No ef-
fort will be spared to make the patients feel at home.
Lying-in-rooms connected with the institute. Charges,
including board, etc. , from 815 to $30 por week. For
urther information, address

Oakland Health Institute, Oakland, Cal.
J. H. BUNDY, M. D , ft C. W HANSEN, M. D., Prop'ri.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
1 C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

W. W. GRAY.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

Grangers' Building, - 106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicit! J and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates oi Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

IRA MARDEN & CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.

Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

In consequence of spuriotu imitations of

LEA AND PERKINS' SAUCE,
which are caiculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Pcrrins

have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,
thus,

c >

. -which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without which none is genuine.

AshforLEA dr» PBRANfS? Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Labd, Bottle and Stopper.

Wholesale andf,>r Export by the Proprietors, Worcester ; Crosse and Blackwell, London,

&"c, drv. ; and l>v Grocers and Oilmen throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO., San Brancisco.

THE KING PATENT PORTABLE ENGINE.
Awarded the First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, San Francisco, 1877. Also, at the Pennsylvania State Fair,

held at Erie, Penna. , September 28th, 1877.

FCR ECONOMY, DURABILITY, STRENGTH AND SAFETY

IT HAS NO EQUAL.
Large numbers of them are now in use on this Coast for Irrigating, Printing, Feed Mills,

Wood Yards, Coffee and Spice Mills, Pumping, Cheese Factories, Smelting, Hoisting, Etc.

Sizes of Engines, Two, Five, Eight and Twelve
Horse-Power,

Eight and Twelve Horse-Power Mounted on Wagon for Agricultural Purposes.

Jt3TSEND FOR CIRCULAR GIVING FULL INFORMATION. TSS

KING & WILBUR, Nos. 250 and 252 Market Street, San Francisco.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Vice-President and Manager,
C. J. CRESSEY.

Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., wo are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

he best market raxes.

DALTON 8c GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE DEALERH IN

All Kinds of Country Produce.
404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco.

t3T Consignments Solicited T£i

YOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS. , Northford, Conn.

Buy the Best.

Before purchasing an American

Watch, examine the different styles

manufactured by the HAMPDEN

WATCH COMPANY, at Springfield,

Mass. They are the latest and

best improved manufacture. You

can depend upon them for fine finish,

durability and perfect time. They

are sold at favorable prices—in

tact, no higher than many of the

inferior styles. Examine into the

merits of this Watch before you

buy any other. Our word for it,

you will not regret it.

DEWEY & JORDAN, Agents,

433 Montgomery St., S. F.

ASK YOUR GROCER OR O.t DEALER FOR

"ELAINE
THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD OIL

THE-

PALAGE RESTAURANT,

SAN FRANCISCO,

No. 218 Sansome Street.

It is not surpassed by any dining house in the city

The saloon is new, commodious, elegant and comfortable,

and all visitors to San Francisco, who wish good food

well prepared and properly presented, at reasonable

prices, should try the "Palace." Being new, it is fitted

up with the latest and best approved cooking apparatus

and other conveniences for patrons.

Tip-top Dinners, 50 Cents,

Are given from 5 to 8 o'clock p. m. It will pay yourself

(and friends, too,) to go considerably out of your way to

visit and patronize this first-class restaurant.

ERNEST SCHNUTENHAUS,
J. M. WEBSTER,

Proprietors.

BUSINE ?S
COLLEGE.

No. 24 Post Street

BAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, butgives
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.

Ladies' Department.—Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Telegraphic Department.—In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

atreet, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

Notice of Sale.

The property of the Alden Fruit and Vegetablo Pre-
serving Company, situated in the town of Centerville,
Alameda Countv, California, must be sold before Feb-
ruary 23d, 1878.

The property consists of one acre of land, a three story
building, with shed and out-houses,

Three Alden Elevators, A Steam
Boiler, Steam Pump,

And ihe general fixtures needed for carrying on the bus-
iness of drying fruits and vegetables. Title perfect.

If not sold at private sale prior to February 23d. it will

on that day be sold at public auction to the highest cash
bidder. For further particulars, address

W. A. YATES, Sec'yO. F. P. Co.,

Centerville, Cal

Dissolution.

John L. Boone, Esq., having withdrawn from the firm

and business of Dewey & Co. , and disposed of all his right,

title and interest in the assets of said firm to his part-

ners, Messrs. A. T. Dewey, VV. B. Ewer and Oho. H.

Strong, notice is hereby given of the dissolution of said

firm, by mutual consent. Mr. Boonk retires from the
firm in order to devote himself principally to his specialty

in patent law practice. All debts, credits, etc., of the old

concern will be settled by Messrs. Dewey, Ewer and
Strong, who will continue the business under the title of

of the old firm. A. T. DEWEY,
W. B. EWEK,
GEO. H. STRONG,
JNO. L. BOONE.

San Francisco, Cal. , Feb. 20th, 1878.

RUPTURE
If Ruptured, send at once for

Dr. Pierce's New Illustrated Book.

Address Maonetic Elastic Truss Co.

009 Sacramento St. , San Francisco.

^CURED.^

THE CLIMATE OF CALIFORNIA.

A thoroughly studied and ably written treatiso on thifl

subjoct by Hon. B. B. Redding, appears complete in the
Pacipic RURAL Press for January 2(ltb, and also the Min-
ing and Scientific Press. Based upon facts, figures and
careful and extensive observations made in various parts
of the State on this important subject, it is a volume of

reliable information, interesting to every resident of the
State. The information is condensed in a paper read bo-

fore the California Academy of Sciences, and is published
In the Press as reail before" that Society without any al

terations or omissions. Extra copies, post-paid, 10 cents

Address DEWEY & CO., Publishers, 202 Sansomo Street,

San Francisco.

JOHN L. BOONE,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
PATENT LAW A SPECIALTY.

Oppick-320 Sansomo Street, Halleck's Block, San
Francisco.

fOUR NAME printod on SO mixed cards for 13c. 26 fuir

cards 10c. CLINTON BROS., Clintonvifle, Conn.
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office, 202 Sansome St., N. E. Corner Pine. St.

avhrtisinq Ratios. 1 week 1 month. 3 mos 12 mos.
Per line 25 . 80 $> 00 8 6.00
Half inch (1 square) . $1 00 *3 00 7.50 24.00
one inch 2.00 5.00 14.00 40.00

1. advertisements at favurable rates. Special or
reading notices, legal advertisememts, notices appearing
in extraordinary type or in particular parts of the |tayer,

ii serted at special rates. Four insertions are rated in a
month.

Pacific Rural Press — Subscription Terms
for 1878

Annual subscriptions, 84.

When paid fully one year in advance, kiktv i b.nts will

be deducted.
No skw subscriptions will be taken without cash in ad-

vance. All arrearages must he paid for at the rate of $4
per annum.
By paying up arrearages, at £4 a year any subscriber

can continue at &.50 in advance.
Subscribers heretofore paying club prices will be re-

i|Uired to pay the foregoing rates unless they renew the
club with strictly advance payments.
The above terms are as low as can he afforded for a

journal so valuable on the farm, and every way accept-
able in the family circle.

All subscriptions not renewed by payment in advance
will be discontinued at the option of the publishers or
their agents.
Send a letter or postal card Dinner to tiir prm.lsllP.K8,

giving full name, with name of town and county, when
you wish the paper stopped remitting the amount due us.

A Lbual Dkcisiox.—Any person who takes a paper
regularly from a post-office, whether directed in his name
or another's, or whether he has subscribed or not, is re-

ponsible for payment.

The Original Articles in this paper are mostly set in

olid type, giving in our columns one-third more reading
than is contained in ordinary leaded matter.

Any person receiving this paper after giving an order to

atop it, may know that such order has failed to reach us,

or that the paper is continued inadvertently, and they are
earnestly requested to send wdtten notice direct to us.

We aim to stop the paper promptly when it is ordered dis-

continued.

Tins Papkr will be supplied to the trade through the
8. F. News Co., No. 413 Washington Street, S. F.

The Scientific Press Patent Agency.

DEWEY & CO., Patent Solicitors.

A. T. DEWEY. W. B. EWER. O. H. BTRON8

SAN FRANCISCO:

Saturday, March 2, 1878.
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Agricultural Implements, Geo. A Davis, S. F. ; Averill

Mixed Paint, California Paint Co., S. F. ; Farm For

Sale, G. C. Pearson. South Vallejo; New Hybrid
Spring Wheat, b*. K. Bliss it Sons, New York.

On File.— "Timely Notes"' and "California
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f A TENTS AND CO NVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Retorts fo» the Mining and Scientific
Press, DEWEY a CO., Publishers akd U. 8.

and Foreign Patent Agents.)

By Special Dispatch from Washlnfrton, D. C.

Week Ending, February 12th.

Hydrants.—Alvah C. Austin, Oakland, Cal.

Saw Teeth.—S. J. Randall and J. O'Brien,

Port Ludlow, W. T.
Fire Escape.—I. D. Cross, Reno, Nevada.

Trade-Marks.
Cigars.— (2), Liebes Bros. & Co., S. F.

The patents are not ready for delivery by the Patent
Office until some 14 days after the date of issue.

Notk. —Copies of U. S. and Foreign Patents furnished
by Dewbt & Co., in the shortest time possible (by tel-

graph or otherwise) at ti.e lowest rates. All patent busi-

ness for Pacific coast inventors transacted with perfect
security and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co. 's Scientific Press American and

Foreign Patent Agency, the following are worthy

of mention:

Derrick. - Thomas Powell, Stockton. The

invention relates more particularly to such der-

ricks as are used for lifting loads of grain from

header wagons and for other hoisting purposes.

The improvement consists in so applying the

ropes which sustain the boom and hoists the

load, that they will form a truss to stiffen and
strengthen the mast, bo that the heavier the
load the more perfectly will the truss brace the
mast, thus admitting the use of a light mast.
It also relates to a novel arrangement for sup-

porting and steadying the mast. The inventor
claims that a derrick constructed in this way
will lift a load that an untrussed derrick of this

size and character would not sustain, and as

lightness is an important element where a der-

rick requires to be frequently moved, this one
will be especially convenient and uaeful.

Umbrella Rcnner.—A. Cood, S. F. This

is an arrangement for securing the braces of an

umbrella in the runner which moves on the

handle so they can be readily detached there-

from and replaced when necessary. The run-
ner can be cheaply manufactured and is ex-

tremely convenient because any person can
secure the frames from the runner with very lit-

tle trouble when the umbrella or braces are to
be reframed, and replace them when desired.

Hay Cctter.—John Weichart, S. F. This

covers an automatic arrangement for feeding

straw to the knives of a feed cutting box. The

device is so arranged that it gives the straw a

forward thrust after each knife passes the end
of the box, thus projecting a sufficient length of

straw for the succeeding knife to cut and leav-

ing it stationary while the knife is in the act of

cutting. By the means adopted the straw is

fed regularly at the proper instant and is not
forced against the knives.

Operating Window Sashes.—James Kelly,

S. F. This invention relates to certain improve-

ments in operating window sashes, transoms

and other doors or devices whicli are suspended
so as to turn about an axis, and which may be
situated out of convenient reach. It consists
in a combination of a rotating axis with certain
levers which communicate with a set-screw or
knob, so that by a slight movement of the knob
the window may be opened or closed, and may
be secured at any point by a turn of the knob.

Feeder for Threshing Machines.—Rufus

K. Moore, Modesto, Stanislaus Co. This inven-

tion relates to certain improvements in apparatus

for feeding unthreshed straw to the threshing
machine cylinder ; and by its use, the straw is

delivered to the cylinder in a regular How, which
is necessary to good work. If the straw arrives

at the feeder in bunches, it is held back in such
a manner as to be fed in gradually, and is pre-

vented from slugging through the thresher in an
unthreshed condition.

Elevator Track and Self- Discharging

Rivket.—J. A. Bruncr and Alexander Rich,

Stockton. The invention is a portable machine

for hoisting earth, water or other substances,
transporting it a short distance and (lumping it.

The machine is especially adapted for hoisting
earth from an excavator, running it to a dump
and discharging it, and is so constructed that
one man can operate the entire machine.

Table Gauge for Circular Saws.—O. Bon-

ney, Jr., S. F. This is an improved table-gauge

for circular sawing machines. It is a novel ar-

rangement for connecting, adjusting and secur-

ing the gauge-bar, or movable part of the
table-gauge, to the permanent part or holder;
also to the manner of applying the permanent
part or holder to the saw table, so that when
the gauge-bar is removed no obstruction will be
left projecting above the surface of the table.

Government Work at the North Pole.

The Naval Committee of the National House
of Representatives has reported favorably upon
the Howgatc Polar Expedition bill. We extract
the following from the report: "It provides for

a long stay, which will give ample opportunity
for observations and the conduct of scientific

inquiry under the most favoring circumstances.
It provides that an intelligent system shall be
pursued under the direction of the National
Academy of Sciences. We have ascertained to

our satisfaction that the results yielded by prior

explorations in the Polar seas have incalculably

benefited the whole world ; that the knowledge
acquired by experiment and discovery in that
region can be obtained in no other way and in no
other section of the globe ; that such knowledge
is an important factor to the regulation of com-
merce which is absolutely dependent, so far as

decreasing the perils of the deep and enlarging
boundaries of navigation are concerned, upon
the knowledge of physical laws. There has
never before |been an opportunity afforded so
promising in results as the one which now pre-

sents itself. To make such explorations entirely

successful, it is essential that simultaneous ob-

servations be had at different points within the
Arctic Circle, and for continuous periods of time.

England, during the present year, will fit out two
vessels, under the explorer Nares, on a Polar
expedition via east coast of (Greenland. Sweden,
in 1878, under the auspices of Prof. Nordens-
kjold, will explore the Polar regions via Norway
across to Behring's strait. Holland has deter-

mined upon another. Germany, under the
the direction of the Arctic Exploration Society,

has an Obi expedition, commanded by Captain
Wiggins, now on duty. Russia, during the
coming spring, will push forward an ethnological

expedition to the Obi and Irtysh."

Silk.—Franklin Allen, Secretary of the Silk

Association of the United States, sends us a

draft of some resolutions recently adopted by

a meeting of silk importers, dealers and manu-

facturers protesting against the proposition

now before Congress, for the imposition of a
duty upon the raw silk which is imported for

use in our silk manufactures. The manufac-
ture of silk has made commendable progress in

tin- country of late and as there is no extensive

nor very promising production of silk in this

country which can claim protection, we see no
reason why the domestic manufactures should
not be encouraged by the free import of the
material upon which now thousands of hands
are employed in our factories. If we had a
good show to make the culture of silk worms a
success we should advise encouragement for it.

But we do not know that at present there is

any such promise of home production of the
raw material.

Fruit Seeds.—Thomas Meehan, German-
town, Pa. , sends us announcement of his large

stock of fruit seeds, mazzard cherry, mahaleb,
plum, peach and honey locust, all kept in con-

dition for spring planting.

Cold and Heat.—The Victoria bridge across

the St. Lawrence at Montreal is more than a
foot shorter in winter than in summer, and if

provision were not made for the change, some-
thing would have to break.

Important—Farmers

.

It is often desirable, when wishing to secure

suitable Farm Hands, such as Teamsters, Milk-
ers, Plowmen, etc., to know just where to find

them, and so avoid being imposed upon by the

numberless tramps with which the country
abounds. The city is a place where large num-
bers of men from all parts of the country con-

gregate, and among the number many good,
strong able-bodied farmers are to be found
awaiting employment. Messrs. Crosett & Co.

,

623 and 025 Clay street, are daily receiving ap-

plications from these sturdy yeomanry, com-
posed of Germans, Scandinavians, Americans
and Irish, who wish to be sent out to work on
some farm, and should any of our readers wish
to avail themselves of the opportunity to pro-

cure such persons for any work they wish ac-

complished, they can address, giving full par-

ticulars, Crosett & Co. , 623 and 025 Clay street,

San Francisco, and particular attention will be
given to supply them with good men.

"Cash Paid Promptly'."—May Bros. , (iales-

burg, 111., want to hire agents for their late im-
proved Windmills, the cheapest, strongest and
best in use. Retail price, $50. Write for

terms.

Woodward's Oahdenb has the following new attractions

The buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements in the zoological department, besides the
other features which have mode it popular.

Farmers I Farmers 1

1

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange, " 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,

San Francisco. All hands enrefidly selected free

of charges to employers and employees.

Economy In House Keeping.

The farmer's first duty is economy. Those who send
their orders for Groceries & Provisions to the Pioneer
Grocery Establishment of Sbahboro & Costa, No. 531
Washington St., near Montgomery'. San Francisco, live

well and at a saving of 810 per month. All goods guaran-
teed,carefully packed and shipped free. Send for price list.

S. p. f*\HKET R^pquj-

Note,—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE, ETC.
San Francisco, February 27th, 1878.

The Washington's Birthday holiday haa
broken the trade week, and the continued rains
have washed away the fragments. There is

little to report, although some interesting
changes in prices will be found below.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the
days of last week has been as recorded in the
following table:

ClL. A . M.A-.K Cms.

Thursday 12s ld@12s 5d 12s 4d(ffl2s lOd
Friday Holiday. Holiday.

Us 10d«*l'2i> 3d 12s 3d(gl2s 9d
lis 10d«tl'2s 3d 12s 3di<rl2t ftd

Us 2d 12s —<gl2s bd
Us 10d@12s 2d 12* — <gl2s 8d

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as follows:

Average. Club.

1876 fts 10d@10s Id 10s 3d(S10» 9d
1877 10s 7d@10a Ud 10s 9d@Us 2d
1878 Us 10d@12a 2d 12s —«12s 8d

The Foreism Review.
London, February 26th.—The Mark Lane

Express says: Offerings of English Wheat at

Mark Lane and in the provincial market* con-
tinue scant. Foreign^ Wheat has reached oar
shores in a greater quantity, owing to the action

of America and Germany, whose united contri-

bution to last Monday's arrivals amounted to

nearly 35,000 quarters, while the imports into

Liverpool also have been decidedly large. The
temporary enhancement of values has been lost,

and with it apparently nearly all demand, as

business moved within the narrowest limits, and
sales were only practicable in a merest retail

way at a decline of Is on Wheat. Feeding
stuffs were also about 6d lower. There has been
very little pressure to Bell, and holders appear
perfectly content to abide the issue of political

affairs, which can scarcely reduce the values

much below the present level for some time,

even if the Eastern question finds its ultimate
solution in a pacific manner. With large ar-

rivals at ports of call, the floating cargo trade
for Wheat is very dull, and prices have given
way fully Is. Maize, with large arrivals, has
declined 6d. Barley is dull andcheaper to sell.

Freights and Charters.

The Commercial jVetr* says: The supply of

tonnage available for Wheat loading in port is

light and rates are well maintained. One vessel

—a German bark of 926 tons—was fixed during
the week to load for Liverpool at £2 7s 6d.

There is some inquiry for ships to load new-

crop Wheat to Cork for orders, at about £3.

We have at this time in port 21,061 tons of

tonnage secured for Wheat and 3,328 for mis-

cellaneous.

Eastern Grain Market*.

New York, February 23d.—The produce
markets have been kept in a feverish and unset-

tled condition by the political muddle in Europe,
and prices have shown much irregularity. Peace
prospects early in the week caused a decline in

Breadstuff's and Provisions, but the more threat-

ening tone of cables subsequently imparted a
somewhat more buoyant tone to the market for

products. Wheat is lower, closing at $1.20fa

1.30 for ordinary to prime, and Corn, 50(aj60c.

Flour also declined.

Chicago, February 23d.—The Grain mar-
kets have fluctuated widely each day, and a

very liberal amount of dealing has occurred in

Wheat, while the other cereals were more than
fairly active. Wheat has sold for March at

SI. 05(5 1.09—the highest price being paid to-

day. Gilt edge has sold up as high as $1.10jj.

Thus, the heavy drop with which the week
opened, was nearly recovered at the close.

Closing cash prices were: Wheat, $1.07j; Com,
42§<n 42+c; Oats, 24Jc; Rye, 54^c; Barley, 45Jc;
Pork, $10.30; Lard, $7.30.

Eastern Wool Markets.

New York, February 23d.—The Wool market
presents no encouraging features, but on the

contrary, the course of prices of all fine goods
continue downward. The demand, as has been
the case for several months, is for medium
grades, and such being in reduced supply

holders are enabled to obtain full prices. The
few parcels of good California that are in stock

are held with firmness, but on inferior qual-

ities a decided weakness is perceptible. The
sales for the week are: Fifty thousand lbs

Mexican at 15c; 42,000 lbs Spring California,

18<§2Mg; 130,000 lbs heavy do 15c; 5,000
lbs Fall do 15J(al6ic; 5,000 tt>s scoured do
60c.

Boston, February 23d.—Wool is active, but

priceB are not sustained, and may be consid-

ered a Bhade easier all round, particularly for

fine Wools. Manufacturers are as indifferent as

ever about future supplies, while there is evi-

dently more pressure to sell on the part of

holders. The principal sales have been in Cali-

fornia Wool, the aggregate sales of this descrip-

tion being 834,000 pounds, at 14@22c for Fall

and 20(« 33c for Spring. Sales of the week for
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all kinds amounted to 1,491,100 pounds.

Domestic Produce.

The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at

noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articles.

Flour, quarter sacks

.

Wheat, centals
Barley, centals

Beans, sacks
Com, centals
Oats, centals
Potatoes, sacks
Onions, sacks
Wool, bales

Hops, bales
Hay, bales

Week.
Feb 6.

Week.
Feb. 13.

Week.
Feb. 20.

31,195

47,904
17,267

1,658
2,836
6,365

17,857
916
150

8
1,262

73,995
103,430
16,221

2,431

3,821
8,946
21,233

474
174
31

1,016

30,033
15,225
2,538
518

3,193
2,116

15,821
259
205
61
594

Week.
Feb. 27.

30,023
74,519
6,005
1,951

1,101

2,700
15,098

918
235

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.

1,224

BAGS—The Grain Bag price takes on another

small fraction. lOgfoAOfc is now the cash price,

and 11c is asked where credit is required. Trade

is small, but holders are firm on the outlook.

BARLEY—Barley has sold within the range

established a week ago. We note sales : 220

sks fair Bay Feed, $1.25; 800 sks weevily Coast,

$1.25.

BEANS—There are a few slight changes, as

may be seen on the list below. We note sales:

63 sks Pea, $3.50; 60 do Small White, $3.35;

60 do choice Bayous (Tuesday), $4.25; 23 do

good do, $4; 86 sks Pea Beans, $3.40.

CORN— Large White Corn still holds the

leading place. Other sorts are unchanged. We
note sales: 320 sks Large Yellow, $1.50; 150

sks Large White, $1.85; 200 do, Small Round,

$1.75; 500 do Large Yellow, $1.50; 150 sks

Large Yellow, $1.47£@$1.50; 300 do do, $1.50.

DAIRY PRODUCE—Butter prices are un-

changed. Receipts are considerable, notwith-

standing the difficulty of transportation, and

they doubtless seem larger from the fact that

no one is buying goods to move if it can possi-

bly be postponed. Dealers believe that the re-

turn of better weather will do much to reduce

the stock now in hand. New Cheese is becom-

ing more abundant, and a range of 17@18c per

lb is now reported.

EGGS—Eggs are lower all around, as may be

seen by our prices below.

FEED—Hay is unchanged. Oilcake meal is

reduced to $36 per ton, usual discount to the

trade. We note hay sales: 41 tons choice Wild

Oat, $16.50; 38 do good Wheat and Oat, $16;

40 do fair Wheat, $15; 43 do Wheat and Oat,

$14; 30 do Wheat and Barley, $13; 48 tons

choice Wheat, $12; 21 do good do, $17; 21 do

food Oat: $14; 27 do Stock, $13; 34 tons fair

larley, $12.50; 52 do good Wild Oat, $16.50;

11 do Stock, $12. A sale of 40 tons poor Straw

is reported at 55c per bale.

FRUIT—The closing of the railway in Kern

county has restricted shipments of Oranges,

etc., from Los Angeles, and prices have been

higher. The City of Chester brought about 2,500

boxes of Apples from Oregon. Those sold at

auction on the wharf realized from $1 to

HOPS—The local market is still without

notable change. Emmet Wells reports the New
York market for the week ending February

15th, as follows: "The receipts and exports

continue very heavy, amounting to over 3,000

bales again this week. It is really surprising

to see prices so steady under so heavy a move
ment; it only confirms the report of the few

dealers who believe in the existence of large

supplies back in the country. Some are of the

opinion that if the shipments to London keep up

much longer at the present rate, prices will ad-

vance in the interior; we think, however, it

depends entirely on whether the Hops can be

spared from the country; it should be remem-

bered that our home brewers have laid in large

supplies on account of the low prices, and the

only outlet for the surplus is in exportation,

OATS—Oats have sold better than a week

ago. We note sales: 150 sks good Oregon Feed.

$1.50; 400Jdo choice Humboldt Feed, $1,524; 300

sks fair Washington Territory Feed, $1.50; 300

sks good California do, $1.50; 200 sks good Hum
boldt do, $1.50; 130 sks good Oregon Feed

$1.50; 520 do do, $1.55; 100 do Surprise, $1.65

237 sks common Feed, $1.30; 175 sks Humboldt

Feed, in two lots, $1.3O(&;$1.50; 236 sks black

Feed, $1.40; 190 sks Oregon Feed, $1.45; 200

sks do do, $1,474.

ONIONS—Onions have advanced : There are

now few in the market but Union City and

Sacramento river. To-day's sales of Union City

were brisk, and nearly all lots brought $1.75,

POTATOES—Humboldt and Kidneys are

slightly improved. Early Rose has dropped

The demand for seed ran them up to $2.60.

Since the Sacramento flood many lots purchased

for seed have been returned to the city, and

people will only take them at eating prices

Sweet Potatoes are in excess and have declined

PROVISIONS—Fresh Beef and Mutton are

arriving slowly, and much is poor in quality,

The scarcity forces first-class Beef to 8£@10c

Cured Meats are unchanged, and dealers report

nothing doing.

POULTRY—Our list shows improved prices

for nearly all kinds of Poultry and feathered

Game.
VEGETABLES—Asparagus and Rhubarb are

falling a little. Carrots rise to 75(5$ 1 per ctl.

WHEAT—The trade is dull and sales have

been made at a concession. We note sales :

2,000 ctls to a shipper, $1.96; 4,000 do do, $1.95;

300 ctls good milling, $.07 4 ; 266 ctls fair ship-

ping, $1,874 ; 410 do good Wheat slightly dirty,

to a miller, $1.05; 2,000 ctls choice Chico mill-

ing, $2. 02 J.

WOOL—The situation is without change.

Trade and prices are at a standstill.

17 19

33 @

(wholesale. 1

Wednesday m
BEANS.

Bayo. ctl 3 90 @4 10
Butter 2 90 @3 40
Pea 3 30 @3 50
Red 3 874<a4 124
Pink 4 00 §4 15
Sm'l White 3 15 -53 30
Lima 4 25 (<*4 50

BROOM CORN.
Old 3*@ 7
New 4J@ 8

CIIICCOBY,
California 4 @ 4i

German 6J@ 7

DAIRY PRODUCE. ETC
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll, lb 20 @ 27

Point Reyes 27J<5 30
Pickle Roll - @ -
Firkin 15 @ 20
Western Reserve.. 14 (& 17
New York — @ —

CHEESE.
Cheese, Cal, lb....

Eastern
N. Y. State

EGOS.
Cal. fresh, doz...
Ducks' 28 @
Oregon 28 @
Eastern 18 (»
do Pickled — <S>

FEED.
Bran, ton @25 00
Corn Meal 34 00 ig36 00
Hay 14 00 @19 50
Middlings 27 50 (S
Oil Cake Meal. . 36 00 @
Straw, bale 50 § 75

FLOUR.
Extra, bbl 6 50 (96 875
Superfine 4 75 _«5 25
"raham 6 00 @ —

I It Oil MEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 8J@ 10
Second 6 @ 7
Third 5 @ 6i

Mutton 7l@ 10
Spring Lamb 15 @ 20
Pork, undressed... 5$(cf 68
Dressed 8j@ 9}

Veal 6 <$ 8
Milk Calves 7 @ 9

GRAIN. ETC.
Barley, feed, ctl...l 25 @1 324
Brewing 1 40 Ol 45
Chevalier 1 75 <S1 85

Buckwheat 1 25 @1 30
Corn, White 1 80 @1 85
Yellow 1 47 (§1 50
Small Round.. ..1 70 @1 80

Oats 1 35 m 60
Milling 1 60 (ail 70

Rye 2 00 <S2 10
Wheat, Shipping.. 1 87}.™i 95
Milling 1 95 @2 05

HIDES.
Hides, dry 17 @
Wet salted 8@

HONEY. ETC.
BeeBwax, lb 30@
Honey in comb.. .. 17 @
do. No 2 12j@
Dark I0@
Strained 124@

noFS.
Oregon 6 @
California 7

Wash. Ter 7 (*

Choice Cal 9 @
NIITS-JobbliiK.

Walnuts, Cal 6 (a

do, Chile 7 (a

174

31

20
IS

a
7
9
8

10

10
8
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Almonds, hd shl lb 6 (<* 7
Soft sh'l 12 @ 16

Brazil 14 @ 16
Pecans 17 @ 18
Peanuts 3 @ 5
Filberts 15 @ 16

ONIONS.
Alviso — @ —
Union City, ctl....l 50 @1 75
Stockton — @ —
Sacramento River. 62i@l 00

POTATOES.
Petaluma, ctl 1 60 @1 85
Humboldt 1 50 Si 85
Cuffey Cove — @ —
Early Rose, new. 1 90 ^2 25
Half Moon Bay.. . — @ —
Kidney 1 15 (31 871
Sweet 1 25 @1 50
POULTRY .V GAME.

Hens, doz 8 50 (g 9 50
Roosters 9 50 (*10 50
Broilers 8 50 @9 00
Ducks, tame 10 00(811 on

do, Mallard 3 50 @4 00
Geese, pair 1 75 @2 25
Wild Gray, doz.. 2 00 ®2 50
White do 75 Ml 00

Turkeys 19 @ il

do, Dressed 18 @ 22
Snipe, Eng 2 00 @2 50

do, Common 1 00 @ —
Rabbits 1 00 @1 25
Hare 1 50 (3 2 50
Quail 1 25 @1 50

PROVISIONS.
Cal. Bacon, L't, lb 134@ 14.
Medium 12J@ 12*

Heavy 12 @ 12s

Lard 11 @ 14
Cal. Smoked Beef 94@ 10
Eastern — @ —

Shoulders, Cover'd 8i@ 8>
Hams, Cal 12 @ 12f

Dupee's 13J@ 14
3

Boyd's — @ -
Davis Bros' 13i@ 14
None Such 15 (ei 15;

Magnolia — @ — 1

Whittaker 134® 1*

SEEDS.
Alfalfa 5 @ 12
Canary 7 (* 8
Clover, Red 18 @ —
White 50 @ 55

Cotton 6 & 10
Flaxseed 3J@ —
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 @ —
Perennial 35 @ —

Millet 10 @ 12
Mustard, White... 8 & —
Brown 24@ 34

Rape 3 & 4

Ky Blue Grass 20 @ —
2d quality 18 @ —

Sweet V Grass. . . .1 00 @ —
Orchard 30 @ 35
Red Top 18 @
Hungarian 8 @ 12
Lawn 50 @
Mesquit 20 @ 25
Timothy 9 @

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 63@ 7
Refined 8|@ 9

WOOL. ETC.
PALL.

Burry
Southern, free.

FRUIT MARKET.
Apples, box 1 00 @ 3 00
Bananas, bnch.. 2 50 @ 5 00
Cocoanuts. 100. . 8 00 <<J10 00
Cranberries, bbl 14 00 Jol5 00
Limes, Mex 17 50 @20 00

do, Cal 4 00 & 6 00
Lemons, Cal M.15 00 @20 00

Sicily, bx 8 00 @10 00
Oranges, Mex,
M 15 00 @40 00
Tahiti &
Cal 15 00 @40 00

Pears, box 1 00 @ 3 00
Pineapples, doz. 8 00 @10 00

DRIED FRUIT.'
r

Apples, tb 4 @ 6
Apricots 10 @ 121

Citron
Dates
Figs, Black
White....

Peaches. . .

.

Pears

San Joaquin, free.
Choice Northern.
Burry. Northern..

10 &
11 &
11 «<

16 @
14 C*

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
i
wholesale. 1

Wednesday m
BA«S Jobbine.

Eng Standard Wheat. lOJ'Sll

Neville & Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36.. 10i@ll
24x36 -@—
23x40 -W12;
MachineSwd, 22x36.10i@10l

Flour Sacks, halves.. . . 8f@10j
Quarters 54@ 6

Eighths 4 @ 4J

HeBsian, 60 inch 15 @—
45 inch 9J@
40 inch 9 @—

Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed, 3i tt>..47J(«55

4 lb do 52J@—
Machine Sewed 474@—

Standard Gunnies 14 @—
Bean Bags 6j@ 8

CANDLES.
Crystal Wax 17 @174
Eagle 14 @—
Patent Sperm 25 @30

CANNED GOODS.
Assorted Pie Fruits,

24 lb cans 2 75 @3 00

Table do 3 75 @4 25

Jams and Jellies. .4 25 @ —
Pickles, hf gal 3 50 @ —
Sardines, qr box . . 1 65 ml 90

Hf Boxes 3 00 @ —
Preserved Beef,
2 It., doz 4 00 <a —
do Beef, 41b,doz.6 50 @ —

Preserved Mutton,
2 tb. doz 4 CO @ —

Beef Tongue 6 50 @ —
Preserved Ham,
2 tli, doz 6 50 (3 —

Deviled Ham, 1 lb,

doz 5 50 @ —
do Ham,Jtl)doz.3 00 @ —
COAL—Jobbing/

Australian, ton.. 7 75 @ 8 00

Coos Bay 6 50 @ 7 00

Bellingham Bay. 6 50 @- —
Seattle 7 00 <a

Cumberland 14 00 @
Mt Diablo 4 75 @ 6 75

Lehigh 22 00 (<*

Liverpool 7 00 @ 8 00

West Hartley. . . 7 50 @ 8 00

Scotch 7 00 S 8 00

Scranton 13 00 (§16 00

Vancouver Id. . . 7 50 @
Charcoal, sack.. . 75 @
Coke, bbl TO ®

COFFEE.
Sandwich Id, lb. 214@
Costa Rica 19 ® 19

Guatemala 19 % 19

Java 25 ®
Manila 19 @
Ground, In cs. . . 25 @

FISH.
Sac'toDry Cod.. 5 @ 6

do in cases.. 64@ 7

Eaatern Cod.... 7J(3
Salmon, bbla.... 9 00 W10 00

Hf bbls 4 75 § 5 25

2 lb cans 3 10 (§3 20

Pkld Cod, bbls. .22 00 @
Hf bbla 11 00 @

Mackerel, No. 1,

Hf Bbls 11 50 @12 00

In Kits 3 00 @
Ex Mm 3 75 &

Pkld Herring, bx 3 00 @ 3 50

Boston Smkd H'g 40 @ 50
LIME. Etc.

Lime, Sta Cruz,
bbl 2 00

Cement, Rosen-
dale 2 75
Portland 4 75

4 00

i @ 90

281

101

l'.li

2 25

3 BO
5 M
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Plaster, Golden
Gate Mills.... 3 00 @ 3 25

Land Plaster, tn 10 00 @12 50
NAILS.

Ass'ted sizes, keg 3 25

OILS.
Pacific Glue Co's
Neatsfoot, No 1.1 00

Castor. No 1 1 10
do. No. 2 1 05 _

Baker's A A 1 25 (81 30
Olive, Plagniol....5 25 ®5 75
Possel 4 75 @5 25

Palm, lb 9 @
Linseed, Raw. bbl. 77 @ —
Boiled 80 © -

Cocoanut 60 @
China nut, ca 68 @ 70
Sperm 1 60 @1 65
Coast Whales .60 @ 65
Polar, refined 60 @
Lard 1 10 @1 15
Oleophine 27 @
Devoe's Bril't 274@
Photolite 29 @
Nonpariel 50 @
Eureka 40 @
Barrel kerosene. . . 224@
Downer Ker 40 @
Elaine 424®

PAINTS.
Pure White Lead. 95®
Whiting lj@
Putty 4 @
Chalk 1}<§
Paris White 2S@
Ochre 35®
Venetian Red 34®
Averill Mixed
Paint, gal.

White & tints. . .2 00 @2 40
Green, Blue
Ch Yellow 3 00 (S3 50
Light Red 3 00 @3 60
Metallic Roof... 1 30 ®1 60

RICE.
China No. 1, lb.... 6®
Hawaiian 5 (cfi

SAXT.
Cal. Bay, ton.... 15 00 @22 50
Common 10 00 ®12 00

Carmen Id 13 00 @22 60

Liverpool fine. . .20 00 ®22 50,

SOAP.
Castile, lb 10 ®
Common brands. . 44®
Fancy brands 7 ®

SPICES.
Cloves, lb 45 ®
Cassia 224(0
Nutmegs 85 (<a

Pepper Grain 15®
Pimento 15 ®
Mustard, Cal.,

4tt>glass 1 50 @
sM.Alt, ETC.

Cal. Cube, tt> 114®
Powdered 12 ®
Fine crushed 114®
Granulated 11 @
Golden C 94<»
Cal. Syrup kgs... 70 W
Hawaiian Mol'sses 26 ®

TEA.
Young Hyson,
Moyune, eto 35 @

Country pckd Gun-
powder & Im-
perial 50 <S

Hyson 30 ®
Fooo-Chow 35 ®
Japan, 1st quality 40 ®
2d qu.il it/ 25 (u

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
fWHOLESALE, ]

Weds ksday m„ February 27, 1878.

Plums 3 oa 4
Pitted 12J@ 15

Prunes 124® 16
Raisins. Cal, bx 1 00 @ 2 00
do, Halves... 1 25 & 2 25
do, Quarters. 1 50 (a 2 50
BlowerB' 2 75 ®— -
Malaga 2 75 C* 3 25

Zante Currants. . 8 ® 10
VEGETABLES.

Asparagus, lb... 18 @ 20
Beets, ctl 1 50 @
Cabbage, 100 lbs 1 25 (a

Carrots, ctl 75 <» 1 00
Cauliflower, doz 50 ® —
Garlic, New. lb..

Lettuce, doz
ParBnips. lb

Horseradish
Rhubarb
Squash, Marrow

fat, tn 20 00
Turnips, ctl 1 50 ®
White 1 00

^
Mushrooms, lb.

Feb 20 Feb. 21 Feb. 22 Feb. 23 Feb. 24 Feb. 25 Fob. 26

30.01 30 17 30.19 30 . 02 29.78 29.82 29.76
30.00 30.14 29.65 29.67 29.73 29.50

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.
69 58 58 59 1 66

1

67 1 53
60 48 ' 49 61

| 46
| 49 |

49

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.
69 69 74

1
81

| 68
1

61 1
81

PREVAILINO WIND.
SW | NW

|
NE

i
SE

1
N

I
SW | SW

WIND--MILES TRAVELED.

292 | 359 192
|

124
|

257 1 151
| 325

STATE OF WEATHER.

Fair. | Clear.
|

Clear.
|
Rainj

1
Fair. | Fair.

!
Fair.

@

LEATHER.
rWHOLESALE, |

Wednesday m.. February 27. 1S78.

Sole Leather, heavy, lb 26 ® 29
Light 22 @ 24

Jodot, 8 Kit, doz 48 00 ®50 00
11 to 13 Kil 65 00 ®76 00
14 to 19 Kil 80 00 @90 00
Second Choice, 11 to 16 Kil 55 00 ®70 00

Cornellian, 12 to 16 Kil 57 00 ®67 00
Females, 12 to 13 Kil 63 00 ®67 00

14 to 16 Kil 71 00 (*76 50

Simon Ullmo, Females, 12 to 13 Kil 58 00 ®62 00
14 to 15 Kil 66 00 C<*70 00
16 to 17 Kil 72 00 @74 00

Simon, 18 Kil 61 00 @63 00

20 Kil 65 00 @67 00
24 Kil 72 00 ®74 00

Robert Calf, 7 and 9 Kil 35 00 @40 00
Kips, French, lb 100®135

Cal. doz 40 00 ®60 00
French Sheep, all colors 8 00 ®15 00

Best Jodot Calf 5 00 ® 5 25

Leather, Harness, lb 35 ® 38

Fair Bridle, doz 48 00 ®72 00

METALS.
[WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday, m., February 27, 1878.

Iron —
American Pig, ton 28 00 @30 00
Scotch Pig, ton 28 00 ®30 00
White Pig, ton 28 00 @—
Oregon Pig, ton ®—
Refined Bar 2J(»
HorBe Shoes, keg 5 00 @—
Nail Rod
Norway, Oval —

@

Copper.—
Sheathing, tb 34 @
Sheathing, Yellow 21 ®
Sheathing, Old Yellow 12 ®
Composition Nails 24 ®

—

Composition Bolts 24®—

Engl'iBh Cast, lb 13 @
Anderson & Woods, ordinary sizes 15 @
Drill 15 @
Flat Bar 14 ® 19
Plow Steel 84® 124

Tin Plates.—
10x14 I C Charcoal 7 50 @ 8 50
BancaTin 23 (it— 24

Australian 17 @ 17i
Zinc—
By the Cask 9®
Zinc, Sheet 7x3 ft, 7 to 10, lb 9„@— 10
7x3 ft, 11 to 14 10®
8x4 ft, 8 to 10 11®
8x4 ft, 11 to 10 11 ®

Nails.—
Assorted sizes 3 15 <ft>3 25

Quicksilver.—
By the lb 43 ® 45

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending February 26, 1878.

HIOHRBT AND LOWEST BAROMETER.

.14
|

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

I
I .60

I
.40

| I
1.16

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877. 28.83 in.

TO QUERISTS.

In propounding questions to the editorial, patenter bus-
iness departments of this office, letter writers should be
careful to enclose a stamp and addressed envelope if

they wish prompt answer. If we were to furnish time, pa-
per, envelopes and stamps, all free to parties who address
this office on matters of more interest to themselves than
tO US, FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS A YEAR Would not Cover the
expense. This hint, however, is not intended for parties

writing in our own or the public interest, or who would
ne obliged to delay writing at any time for want of an ex-

tra stamp.

Every new subscriber who does not receive

the paper and every old subscriber not credited

on the label within two weeks after payimg for

this paper, should write personally to the pub-

lishers without delay, to secure proper credit.

This is necessary to protect us and subscri-

bers against the acts and mistakes of others.

it

LUMBER.
Wednesday m., February 27, 1878.

CARCiO PRICES OF
REDWOOD.

Rough, M 13 00
Refuse 9 00
Clear 23 00
Clear Refuse 13 00

Rustic 23 50
Refuse 18 00

Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 14 00

Flooring 20 00
Refuse 12 00

Beaded Flooring 23 00
Refuse 13 00

Half-inch Siding 16 00
Refuse 14 00

Half-inch Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 14 00

Half-inch Battens 16 00
Pickets, Rough 11 00
Rough, Pointed 12 50
Fancy, Pointed 18 00

Shingles 1 75

PUGET SOUND PINE.
RETAIL PRICE.

Rough, M 18 00
Fencing 18 00
Flooring and Step 28 00
Narrow 30 00
2d quality 25 00

Laths 3 50
Furring, lineal ft JREDWOOD.

RETAIL PRICE.
Rough, M 18 00

Refuse 14 00
Pickets, Rough 15 00
Pointed 16 00
Fancy 22 50

Siding 20 60
Surfaced & Long Beaded30 00
Flooring 30 00
Refuse 22 50

Half-inch Surfaced 30 00
Rustic, No. 1 30 00
BattenB, lineal ft

Shingles, M 2 00$

$250 IN PREMIUMS.
Pringle's New Hybrid Spring Wheats.
CHAMPLAIN. A bearded variety—a cross between

the Black Sea and Golden Drop—combining the remark-
able hardiness of the former, with the superior quality of

the latter. He strong and vigorous straw, growing six to

twelve inches higher than its parent varieties, stands

erect, frequently bearing even in very ordinary culture,

heads from five to six inches in length, containing from
60 to 75 kernels each. Price, $1.00 per pound; three

pounds, S2 50, by mail, post-paid.

DEFIANCE.—Another variety of Spring Wheat, of the

highest promise, the result of a series of experiments, to

incorporate superior qualities upon the hardy stock of

our common Club Wheat, by hybridizing it with one of

the finest, whitest, and most extensively grown sorts of

the Pacific Coast.
This variety displays great productiveness, vigor, and

hardiness. It is a beardless, white chaff wheat, with

heads frequently from five to six inches long, very closely

set with large white kernels, frequently numbering 75 to

80 to the sincle head. Price, $1 per pound; three pounds
$2. 50, by mail, post-paid.

In order to induce wheat growers to give these new sorts

a thorough and universal trial, we offer $250 in pre-

miums for the largest quantities grown from one pound
of seed, also for 20 largest heads. For particulars send

for circular, which will be mailed to all applicants', also,

notice in Rural of February 9th.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
34 Barclay Street, New York

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.
Wednesday m., February 27, 1878.

101

6

30

50

Butter, California
Choice, lb 40 (» 65

Cheese 18 m 30
Eastern 25 & 30

Lard, Cal 18 @ —
Eastern 20 25

Flour, ex. fam, bbl8 00 f*9 00
Corn Meal, lb 2J@ 3
Sugar, wh. crshd 12j<» 134
Light Brown.... 8@ 9j

Coffee, Green 23 & 35
Tea, Fine Black... 50 (rtl 00
Finest Japan.... 55 @1 00

Candles, Admt'e.. 15 @ 25
Soap, Cal 7 W 10

Rice 8 (ft 12
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1 50 6(2 00
Can'd Oysters doz2 00 &3 50
Syrup, S F Gold'n 75 @1 02
Dried Apples, lb.. 10 @ 14
Ger. Prunes 12J(» 10
Figs, Cal 9 @ 15
Peaohes 11 @ 10

Oils, Kerosene 50 (A 60
Wines, Old Port... 3 50 #5 00
French Claret 1 00 <S2 50
CaL doz bot 3 00 W4 50

Whisky, O K, gal.. 3 50 (S»5 00
French Brandy. . . 4 00 ($8 00

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Sutro & Co. ]

San Francisco. February 27. 3 p. M.
Leoal Tenders In 8. F., 11 A. M., 98C<v98}. Silver, 3 .75<a

3.25. Gold In New York, 101 J.

Gold Barb, 890(<*910. Silver Bars, 8<ai5 # oent. dls

count.
Exchange on New York, J%; on London bankers, 49J

Commercial, 50; Paris, five francs ¥ dollar; Mexican

London Oonso'a, 95 7-16; Bonds, 105J.
Quicksilver In S. F.. by the flask. V lb, 46(347io.

Ione Valley, Cal., January 20, 1878.

Messrs. Dewey & Co.—Gentlemen:— I received my
patent last night, and was glad to find that tou were so

prompt in the matter. I am pleased to give you the

credit duo you for the faltUul and honorable manner in

which you havo discharged your duty in getting my
ptWat. I shall hereafter recommend you to the public

as having discharged your duty with honor. Yours, etc.,

W. W. Carlile.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Company's Steamers will sail as follows, at 12 M.

:

CHINA March 4th

City of Peking, April 1st; City of Tokio, May 1st.

For YOKOHAMA and HONGKONG.

COLIMA March 5th.

For Panama and New York, calling at Mazatlan, Manzan-
illo and Acapulco—connecting at Acapulco with Com-

pany's Steamer for all Central American ports.

Hereafter the Panama steamers will leave on tho 5th

and 19th of each month.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the

lowest rates.

CITY OF NEW YORK, March 18th, at 12 o'clock, noon,

or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-
LULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY.

$10 additional is charged for passage in Upper Saloon.

March 21st

For HONOLULU.

CITT OF PANAMA March 1st.

For Victoria, Port Townscnd, Seattle, Tacoma, con-

necting at Tacoma with Northern Pacific

Railroad for Portland, Oregon.

Tickots must be purchasod boforo 11 A. M. on day of

sailing.

For freight or passage apply at the office comer First

and Brannan streets.

WILLIAMS. BLANCHARD k CO., AgU.

$100,000 ON COUNTRY PROPERTY.

I will loan on mortgage on first class country property

as follows: In amounts from $2,500 to $7,500, say $26,000.

In amounts from $7,500 to $15,000, say $25,000. In amounts

from $15,000 upward, say $50,000. None but flrst-claes

security accepted. WENDELL EASTON,
32 Montgomery Street, Opposite Lick House

TO LOANMONEY
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE AND
OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

McAPEE BROS , Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansome Street, - San Francisco

This paper Is printed, with Ink furnished by
Chaa. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South lOth

St., Philadelphia, & 59 Gold St., Cor. Ann.N.Y
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Nurserymen.

R W. Strong. Robert Williamson.

% Trees & Plants
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NCR-
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FULB ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NURSERY LINE,
BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT

LOWEST MARKET RATES.

Japanese Persimmons, and an Immense Stock of Orange
and Lemon Trees, both Seedlings and Crafted of the very
best variety, cheaper than ever before offered in this

market Also, a very large and complete assortment of

Field, Garden, Lawn and Tree Seeds, which we offer at
very low rates, both to the trade and plunter in large or
small lots.

Catalogues, Price-Lists, and Printed Directions free on
application. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO.,
N03. 6, 8 and 10 J Street, Sacramento.

200.000
Australian Gum Trees for Sale,

AT STRATTON'S

Gum Tree Forest Nursery,
Hay-ward's, Alameda Co , Cal.

These trees are from five to twelve inches high, trans-
planted regularly into boxes 30x20 inches square, weigh-
ing 150 pounds. ISO or 500 in each box, in splendid con-
dition for transplanting to their permanent location.

Price, $6 to $12 per l.OOO. Will contract to plant
the trees, or furnish superintendence, on low terms.
Cash must accompany orders for less than $50; or if

greater than that amoun ,
city reference must he iriven.

Address, JAS. T. STRATTON,
East Oakland, Alameda County, Cal.

"SHiNN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also. Coffer*, Cork Oak,
Olives, Guavas, English and Black Walnuts, Magnolias,
Lo<puats, Butternuts, Small Fruit*. Evergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stock of the Diospyroa Kaki fyfTfrwytf Per»im-
mon,/ of our own growiug, and also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Niles, Alameda Co., Cal.

P, S. RUSSELL'S

Semi-Tropical Nurseries,
Riverside, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

100,000 Orange, Lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates. Cata-
logue on application. P. O. Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,
San Bernardino County, Cal.

FISHER, RICHARDSON & CO.'S NURSERY
San Padro St., near cor. of Washington,

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Have for sale all kinds of Declduou* Fruit Trees. Also,
the leading varieties of Budded Orang<> and Lemon (inclu-

ding our Thornless Sweet Rind, of which we have a limited
number of trees and buds for sale), which we offer at prices
to suit the times. We took the prize on Budded Orange and
Lemon trees; also, on Deciduous trees at our Horticultural
Fair this Fall. Special attention given to mail orders. Cor-
respondence solicited, P. O, Box, 876, Los Angeles, Cal.

J. A. FISH C. H. RICHARDS N, J. O. SEYMOUR

L. M. NEWSOM,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs" Hotel, East Oak-

land, Alameda County, Cal.

HAS rOR SALE BVEKY TIIINO DESIHABLE IN THE

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.

A large stock of Belgian O-imellias and Azaleas,
Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

PETALUMA NURSERIES.
[Established in 18.19.]

WM. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR-

MTFoT sale a general assortment of Fruit Trees, Ever-
green Trees and Shrubbery. Our trees are all grown
without irrigation and the wood is well matured. Cata-
logue and price list furnished on application. Address

WM. SEXTON, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal

100,000 Blackberry Plants for Sale.
New varieties. The Early Cluster, Vina Seedling, Mis-

souri Mammoth. Kittatiuuy and Deering Cluster. l*ricu, £8
per 100. 5,000 Gooseberry plants, of the Houghton and
American Seedlings; these varieties are free from mildew,
and are strong growers and enormous bearers, price, $3 per
100. By mail. $2 per dozen. Black Naule* Currant, Jfl each

I will gtve satisfactory probf from two reliable gentlemen
who have realized over $750 per acre from these varieties of
Blackberry plants last year.
Cherry Cranberry plants delivered and planted out for

$150 per acre, if not less than 50 acres, or 1 will take an in-

terest in the same of ten acres.
On large orders, time of payment will be given, for part

of the money, with good security. H, NYLAND.
isieton, Sacramento County, Cal

21^00 Ann slr:iWutiIT>'» Uaspburry, Blackberry, Cur-
< OUUjUUU runts, Crapes. Asparagus Routs/Peach

Trees, etc. lOO Selected Varieties, Crcat Ameri-
can Strawberries. Largest and beat. Berries 2 oz. each,
9 in. around. By mail, 10 for $1; 100 for $T>; 1,000 for 840.
Wilson Albany, Chas. Downinp, Monarch of West, Ken
tacky. Green Prolific $2 per 1,000; Capt. Jack, Cumber-
land Triumph, Sterling, Jocunda, $5 per 1,000. All Pure.
Catalogue free. Cut this out. JOHN S. COLLINS,
Moorestown, New Jersey.

POMONA NURSERY $S^*y*'£S
Best Strawberries, nine inches, Raspberries, three inches
around. Ten acres yielded $4,338. Send for price-
list free. 40 YEARS Among Small Fruits, telling wh it

and how to plant. Sent postpaid for 20c., or free to every
purchaser. Win. Parry, Cinuauiinsou, N. J.

FRUIT TREES,

ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Shrubs and Evergreens.

LARGE PALMS.

LARGE ATJRICARIAS,

LARGE TREE FERNS.

ORANGES & LEMONS

MAKING THE GROWTH OP

ORANGES & LEMONS A SPECIALTY,

I offer one year grafted trees of the following sorts of

Oranges: Naval, Hill's, St. Miehael, Konah, Sarmaretta,

Suniillo, Acapulco, Maltese Blood, Mission, Mediterranean

Sweet, Pernamhuco, and Sicily and Lishon Lemons, at

$35 per hundred, with twenty other varieties.

BERNARD S. FOX.

San Jose, Cal.

THE DIOSPYROS KAKI,

OR JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

Six Best Varieties. All Grafted* Reliable.

Viz. : Royal, vkry large, shape round, color, light yel-

low; Imperial, ohlong, vennillion in color, flesh soft,

good either fresh or dried. Silmn, oblong, rounded
apex, flesh solid and keeps well; early, very pro-

lific, but smaller. Dainwi (" Vcddo"s best fruit"), oblong,

rounded apex, color, yellowish red, flesh soft, fine flavored.

Mikado, flat or round' shaped, flesh more solid, orange or

or yellow colored, (the same as grown by Col. Hollister).

Taikoon, round, quite large, shade slightly green;
a great favorite in Western Japan.

SPECIMENS FRUIT ON EXHIBITION.

HENRY LOOMIS,
At TRUMBULL'S SEED STORE,

419 &421 Sansome St., San Francisco.

FRUIT TREES.
Apple, Pear, Peach, Plum, Quince, Crabs, Etc.

STOCKS GRAFTS, Apple, Cherry. Crab, Pear, Etc.

EVERGREENS, Shade Trees, Shrubs, Fruit and
Flower Plates.

HEDGE PLANTS, Osage. Buckthorn, Honey Locust, Etc*

GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, Splendid Novelties. Rose*,

Verbenas, Carnation, Etc. For NEW CATALOGUES of

the BLOOM1NGTON (PIHENIX) NURSERY, post free,

address WM. ft UAIRD (Trustee), Box 1, BLOOMIXG-
TON. ILLINOIS.

FRUIT TREES FOR SALE.

I wish to call the attention of those who expect to

plant out fruit trees the coining winter to the fact that I

have a few thousand first-class trees which I offer for sale

at the usual rate*. These trees were grown principally

for myself, on good lard, without ii ligation, aro stout and

stalky, ar huice varieties, and true to name. Also,

Eucalyptus Monterey Cypress. Call on or address,

W. W. SMITH, Vacavllle,

Solano County, Cal

PAJARO VALLEY NURSERIES,
Watsonville, Cal.

For sale this season a large and complete stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees Evergreens; Shrubs; Flow-

ering and Green House Plants, Japanese Persimmon
Trees, Japanese Flowering Shrubs, etc. I have receive d

direct from Japan a large lot of Japanese Persimmon
Trees, of the choicest varieties. Fine Ornamental Trees

and a large lol of Flowering Plants, Orchids, etc., together

with a line variety of Bulbs of Japanese Lillies. All of

which will be sold at as low rates as can be had elsewhere

in the State. For catalogue and further information, ad-

dress i
JAMES .WATERS, [Proprietor.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Raie Fruit*, and Ornamental Trees

and Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet
Sop, Grape Fruit. Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, choice Oranges. Lemons and Raisin Grape*; with many
other rare plants from all part* of the world. Descriptive

catalogue aud price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

FELTON'S WONDERFUL NEW BERRIES.

Sent safely by mail, 3,000 miles, at dozen rates, |H>stage

freo. Cinderella and Continental Strawberries, $2 per

dozen; Great American, SI per dozen. Early Prolific

and Reliance Raspberries, Si per dozen. Hundred* of

other things cheap. Illustrated circular free to all.

GIBSON <St BENNETT,
Nlrbkrymbn and him Growers, Woodbury, N. J.

Fruit and Ornanental Trees.

Evergreen Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants
Comprising Everything New and Rare.

ORANGE & LEMON TREES,
ONE TO FIVE YEARS' OLD, MAGNOLIAS, JAPAN
PERSIMMONS, PALMS, MONTEREY CYPRESS,
MoXTKRKY PINE, CAMELLIAS, BLUE GUMS,
(by the 100 or 1,000, verv low, all transplant-

ed). ROSES, ETC.. AT THE IjOWEST
MARKET RATES.

Ag-ent for the Nurseries of B. S. Fox,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

TH0S. MEHERIN, 516 Battery Street,

San Francisco, Cal

CAMELLIAS.
We offer a large stock of verv fine plants at from

$33 to $100 per 100. For catalogue of these, as well
as of

AZALEAS, RHODODENDRONS
And Evergreen Tree* in great variety Address

R. B. PARSONS & CO..
Box 99, Flushing, N. T.

FRUIT: TBEE8 AT REDUCED PRICES,

100,000 Apple Trees, also a large stock of other Fruit
Trees, including Seedling and Budded Orange and Lemon
Trees very cheap Two vear old apple Trees, $10 per
100.

MILTON THOMAS,
Los Angeles, Cal

GRAPE CUTTINGS,
Seedless Sultana and Muscatel Gordo Blanco, the two
best varieties, at $2 per hundred. Johannisberg Riessling,

Ziumidel and many other varieties at 16 per thousand.

H. W. CRABB, OAKVILLE,
NAPA COUNTY, .... CALIFORNIA

PEPPER'S NURSERIES.
Established in 1858.

For sale, a general assortment of Fruit Trees and Small
Fruit*; Evergreen Trees and Shrubs in variety. Karh
planting recommended. My Trees are grown without irri-

gation; the wood is well ripened. I am prepared to fill

oroer* as soon as the rainy season commences. Cata-
logue! and price list furnished on application. Address,

W. H PEPPER, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal

SPLENDID

FLOWERS
OVER
1200
Distinct
Varieties.

All Strung Plants, oach labeled and delivered safely by
mail. Lar'/ttt ai>*ortmmt. Lato price*. We have been in
DgetoeM 24 yoani.ai.d o^n- satisfaction. Ouratock of

«" able ran>ri>*,

F% En M»d contain* none but mature
blurt*. Wo Mnd^wrdhoMr** choice of <; for SI. or 13
f r 92m Our new Mn* rated Hand. Rook, h.-nt f re**, con-
t name and description of <-JU'h plant, with instruct-
ion i how to rtiltiviite Fuccesnfully. H< >OPKS HKO «fc

Tiit 'MAS, Cherry Uill A'ursorii.^, We.-t Clu-t.-r 1

Seedsmen.

R.J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS. GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

Prices Unusually Low.

*.""Guide to the Vegetable ind Flower Garden
will be sent free to all i* stoher*. It contains in-

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving. NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY. SWEET

VERNAL, MEZOU1TE and other Granges.

RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE
CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-

NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES. FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SE«D; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street, - San Francisco.

"PEDIGREE ONION SEED.
Danvers Onion Seed, rainedfrom the choisest onion* of

each crop/or fifty years in succession! The difference in

the crop will be ten time* greater than the cost of the

seed. My Seed Catalogue free to all.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Sweet Corn.

Crosby's Extra Early •>

Marblehead Mammoth I

Stowell's Evergreen f

Mexican Sweet, New )

Yellow Flint Com.
Long Red Mangel Wurtzen
Yellow Globe

(
- Beet Seed,

White Sugar )

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in and

GROWERS OF SEEDS,
Keep Constantly on hand a complete stock of Vegetable

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS.
Also, Flowering Plants, Bclbb, Frcit and

Ornamental Trees, Etc.

We call attention of farmers and country merchant* to

our unusually low prices All seeds warranted

fresh, pure and reliable. tSTTmie
price li6t on application.

*,* We have just issued the most complete guide to the
Vegetable and Flower ( arden ever issued upon this coast.

It is Handsomely 1 1 1 us rated, and contains full descrip-
tions of Vegetables, Flowers, Grasses, Trees, etc., with
full instructions as to their culture; mailed free on appli-

cation,

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
[P. O. Box 1023.] S07 Sansome Street, 8 F.

My Annual Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed for 1878, rich in engravings, will be
sent FREE to all who apply. Customer* of last season need
not write for it. I offer one of the largest collections of veg-
etable seed ever sent out of any seed bouse in America, a
large portion of whidfc were grown on my six seed farms.
Printed directions for Cultivation on each }>ackage. All

seed xcarrantcd to be both fresh arid true to name; so far,

that should it prove otherwise, / tn'if refill the order
gratu. New Vegetables a Specialty. A* the
original introducer of the Hubbard Squash, Phiuoey'a
Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican Corn, 1 offer sev-

eral new vegetables this season, and invite the patron-

age of all icho are anxiou* to hare their seed directly

from the grower, fresh, true, and of the very best strain.

JAMES J H. GREGORY. Marblehead. Mass.

Each number contains Tiiikty-two Paubs of reading,

many fine Wood Cut Illustrations, and one Colored
Plate. A beautiful Garden Magazine, printed on elegant
paper, and full of information. In English and German.
Price, 9L26 a year; Five copies $f>.

Vick's Flower and Vegetable Garden, SO cents in

pa|>er cover*; in elegant cloth covers, |L
Vick's Catalogik, — 300 Illustrations, only two> cents.

Address, JAMES VICE, Rochester, New York.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers aud Dealers in Garden, Fiold and
Flower Seed*, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering
Bulb* aud Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-

logues mailed to all applicant*. Address

B. K BLISS A SONS, 34 Barclay Street, N. Y

s
ENT FREE on application—BRIGGS k BRO.'S
Flower and Vegetable Catalogue Our large crops
enable us to SELL SEEDS LOW

ROCHESTER, N. Y., or CHICAGO, ILLS.

CHUFA SEED FOR SALE.
EISEN BROS., 12 Stevenson St

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

WANTED.
By a Scotchman and Wife- A situa-
tion to take charge of a ranch. The man thoroughly

understand* farming, the care of a vineyard, stock raising,

or any work ap|>ertalning to a well conducted farm. The

woman is a thorough cook and housekeeper. The best of

reference will be given. Address office of Rikal Press
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r CHOIRS,

Singing Schools and Societies

SHOULD USE

The Salutation ($12.00 per dozen), or Zion ($12 per

dozen), or The Encore ($7.50 per dozen), or Perkins"

Singing School ($0.75 per dozen), or Johnson's
Chorus Choir Instruction Book ($12 per dozen.

The first two are first-class Church Mus'c Books, by L.

0. Emerson and W. O. Perkins, and have lull instructive

courses. The last three are fitted especially for Singing

Schools by the very best talent. Now for a spirited

Winter and Spring Singing Class!

Also give new interest to the year's practice, by getting

up one of our 40 CANTATAS, (send for circulars)

Five of them are:

BELSHAZZAR Butterfield, $1.25.

DON MUNIO Dudley Buck, $1.50

JOSEPH'S BONDAGE Chadwick, $1.25

PRODIGAL SON Sullivan, $1.25

WALPURGIS NIGHT Mendelssohon, 80 cents.

Belshazzar and Joseph's Bondage are dramatized, and
are splendid musical dramas.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO., BOSTON,

C. H. DITSON & CO., 843 Broadway, N. Y.

OREAT ENTERPRISE!

-THE-

Sierra Flume& Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE.

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

10 Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and the

whole Coast can be supplied.

The Yellow Pins is Arm, fine grained and superior t»

any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed

and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while

the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of

purposes.
Last year thirtv millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on

hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,

Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and subat&nbial

work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost

for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at less than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large

quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chlco; San Francisco—corner
Fourth and. Channel Sts.

H. H a Ha
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Ru<obose, Spavin, Sweknkv, Callow
Lumps, and all old bores, apply freely so as to blister

from three to Ave days in succession, and in four or fiv<

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stiff
Joints, Bruises, Windoalls, and all slight ailments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,
and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

FOR SALE —A Good Type-Writer. Price, $50

For further information, address "COPYIST," this

office. 1

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

Agricultural Articles.

The Strength ot All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge, ut . . t . .
* 3 " String measuring from center of tar-

get to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, ^ctshttTf!ofinXs
o£

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles

of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-

extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines,

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands

of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND TIIE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE—ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK FILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Manufactured t-y the

H Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

SMITH Sc GO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE PATENT CHANNEL IRON WHEELBARROWS,

O
CO
I
m
m
H

13

m
The Strongest Barrow Made. These Barrows are made by, Superior Workmen, and of the best material.

All sizes kept constantly on hand.

Lap-Welded Pipe, all sizes, from Three to Six Inches. Also, Galvanized Iron Boilers,

From Twenty-five to One Hundred Gallons.

Iron Cut, Punched, and Formed for making pipe on ground, where required. All kinds of tools supplied for

making pipe. Estimates given when required. Are prepared for coating all sizes of pipes with a composition of

Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

Office and Manufactory, 130 BBALB STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

25
Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.

postpjid, GEO. L REED & 00., Nassau. N. Y.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

OFFICE-NICHOLL BLOCK, NINT1I STREET,

(Between Broadway and Washington.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

~A~JOB PRESS "WANTED."
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please uddress J. P., care of Dewey

& Co., S. F. State condition an4 lowest price.

BUCHAN'S
CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

AND A!.!. UIHKAHKM OF THE SKIN

Buchan's Carbolic Soaps; Ilolman's Fever and
Ague Pad; Corks, Bottles and Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 313 to 319 Battery St., S. F.

The Raby Clothes Line Holder —New Inren
tion; Everybody wants it; best thing out for agents
State and county rights at low figures. For particulars,
address W. W. FLETCHER,

Londonville, Ohio.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self Regulating Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the towns
and farming districts for

over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold
(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal
of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.
We are prepared to fill orders loi all sizes, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast.

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required
in the construction of Gang Plows. It ib quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action of ; he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for

circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a 840
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 13

pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-
ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St. , S. F.

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That units flat or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows olf the toe;

Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any size without seam;
Forms genuinu Ribbed or Seamed work;
Knits the Double. Flat, or Fancy webs;
Knit:* an elastic seamed -stitch Suspender with button-holes;

Knits tin- Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch, Fancy
Ribbed stitch, the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch,

Shell Btlfon, Unique stitch, Tidy stitch, etc.

It Is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the

only family knitter that fills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Send fur circulars to

J. J. PFISTER & CO, General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolen yams.
"30 SUTTER STREET, Room 40, San Francisco.

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Referknok.— Tradesmen's National BaUK, N. Y. ; Ell

wangcr & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra
niento, Cal.; A. Lusk fit Co., San Francisco, Cal.

NEW DINING
The besl

DAI Arc THESE LARGE, FINKinLnvL. Rooms are exceedingly popular.

RF^TAIIRANT " !
" everything on the tables.

riCO I NUI1H11 I
, Dinner furnished at the low

NO. 218SANS0MEST.,S. F. VI, , v
CENTS, from five to eight r, M.

try the Palace.
Visitors to S. F. should
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^^ZEIFLIJLiIli MIXED F^IZCSFT
PREPARED READY FOR USE,

IS COMPOSED OF

Pure Linseed Oil, Strictly Pure White Lead, Pure Zinc,

And the Purest Colors for tinting, which are united and held in so

lution by the addition of Water Glass, so that the pigments

composing the Paint ar^ made to absorb a greater amount

of oil than they can in the usual mode of mixing

Paints; which in conjunction with the Water
Glass used as an ingredient, gives it

Durability far in Excess of that Possessed by any Other Paint.
The "\\ ater (Jlass" uniting the oil and pigments, the whole mass drying with a hard, RICH, (il/XSSY appearance, and forming a covering which is entirely impenetrable to the weather; and
when the Paint has once dried, there is no absorption of oil into the wood, nor can the oil be burned out by the action of the sun, as in ordinary preparations of paint. Hence it will not
Chalk, Crack or Peel Off, but retains for years that BEAUTY AND BRILLIANCY of finish for which it is now distinguished. Its beauty and retention of color is

apparent wherever used.

ITS CONVENIENCE OF FORM IS READILY APPARENT.
Being already mixed of the proper consistency to put on, of any required shade or color, and in any quantity desired, aside from its other advantages, makes it desirable for FARMERS and

others who may not be skilled in the art of mixing and tinting. The use of these paints obviates the necessity of procuring skilled labor, as any one can apply them.
V\ ith this Paint the consumer has to purchase no oil, pigments or dryers. He has no mistakes in shading to correct; and it is only necessary to ascertain the number of square yards to coven

and the shade to apply, which can at once be purchased, so mixed that it will spread evenly, How smoothly, and dry rapidly. These facts, together with there being NO WASTE, makes it the

most perfect Paint ever made.

AS A HOUSE PAINT it is the most perfect substance known, possessing unsurpassed beauty, great brilliancy of color, adhering firmly to the wood, and giving the richest, most
agreeable and uniform tints. It is equally as good for inside as outside work; over old work as well as new; in fact, where any paint can be used the Averill Paint will be found superior

to any other.

OTTIR, WAG02NT -A.HST3D l^^GZEillNriEIR/Y" ZP_A.I1SJ TS,
From the more cheap and common colors to the FINEST VERMILION, are of the purest materials, and being prepared READY FOR USE, so that any one can apply them, are specially de-

sirable. For sale by dealers everywhere. Ask for it and take no other.

Sample Cards of Colors and Price List mailed on application to

CALIFORNIA PAINT COMPANY,
No. 329 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

J^. DAVIS,
Manufacturers' Agency for

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
TXTO. 401 MARKET STREET,

CORNER FREMONT, s^nsr fraistcisco

AGENT FOR FISH BROTHERS & CO.'S

Pacific Farm, Freight and Headers Wagons, Platform Spring Wagons, Three Spring Wagons, Four Spring Wagons, Side and

End Spring Buggies,

Furst & Bradley's Manufacturing Company's
Garden City Clipper Plows, Garden City Sulky and Gang Plows, Friedeman's Patent Harrows, Hand Lever Sulky Rakes, Self-

Dump Sulky Rakes, Single and Double Shovel Plows, Cultivators, Etc.

EACLE MOWING AND REAPING MACHINE COMPANY'S

Wm. Anson Wood's Mowers and Reapers, Headers and Agricultural Tools. Send for Illustrated Price List.
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Rainfall and Percolation.

Since writing the paragraph on this subject in

the Press of Feb. 9th, we have received, in the

Scientific Farmer, a record of the results with

two years' measurement of percolation in the

lysimeter at Waushakum farm, Massachusetts,

as compared with similar observations else-

where. As stated last week, the lysimeter is

an arrangement for catching the water perco-

lating through a certain depth and area of soil.

Measuring this water and comparing it with

the measurements in the rain gauge, some idea

may be gained of what share of the precipitation

enters the soil and becomes effective for plant

growth. Thu much premised, we cite the

figures which Dr. Sturtevant lays' down in the

Scientific Farmer.
Rainfall. Per cent.

Inches. Percolated.
England—Lysimeter, 36 inches deep,
grass on surface, soil Bandy, grav-

elly (Jour. R. A. S. of Eng., Vol.

V.), 8 years 26.61 42.4

England — Rothamstead. Heavy
loam, clayish, surface hare, aver-

age 5 years, 20 inches deep i 3(1

8

40 " " >28. 36.0

60 " " ) 28.6

Switzerland — Geneva, depth not
stated, character of soil not given.

(Bibl. univers de Gen. Sc. and
Arts, t. i.) 26. 39.0

France - Orange, no particulars

(Cours de Agric, par M. Gasparin,
t. i.) 28. 20.0

America—Waushakum farm, 25 in.

deep, soil gravelly, grass on sur-

face, 2 years 43^56 18.6

Thus it appears that but a comparatively

small part of the total rainfall penetrates the

soil. According to these different observations,

there was a percolation of one-fifth to less than

one-half of the rainfall, under different condi-

tions. The great diversity in results plainly

calls for local tests to determine local results

and indicate the advantage it would be to have

such tests made. On this point Dr. Sturtevant

says: "The relation of the percolation to the

rainfall on our land deserves more careful

study. And it is not alone the total amount of

the rain, nor its distribution which concerns us

agriculturally, as it is the extent of the evapo-

ration which uses up from the land such water

as can be ill spared. * * * A series of

lysimeters combined with rain gauges, with
temperature records of the soil, with measure-

ments for radiation, the force of the wind, etc.,

would bring honor to any institution and soon

find its information of practical value to the

farmer.

"

This is a suggestion for those who have the

means to equip our agricultural college with

this needed apparatus. Nowhere is knowledge
which may be thus obtained more necessary

than in California. Shall we have it?

Salmon and Trout.—The Fish Commissioners
learn that all the coast rivers and creeks from

Point Conception to Oregon, and the waters of

this bay, are full of salmon on the way to the

spawning ground in the upper waters. As
soon as the Sacramento settles and becomes
clear, salmon will be taken in abundance. The
coast salmon go up the creeks emptying into

the ocean wherever they can find access, and as

soon as the eggs are deposited go down to the

sea again with the first Hood. The waters rush-

ing down from the Coast range mountains have
washed channels through the bars at the mouths
of the streams, so that the fish find no difficulty

in going to the spawning ground. At the State

Fish Hatchery at Chabot's lake near San Lean-
dro, there are 50,000 Eastern trout and 25,000
land-locked salmon, and also 20,000 McCloud
river trout. These fish will be ready for distri-

bution within four weeks. They cannot, how-
ever, be given to individuals for stocking private

ponds or club waters, as the law requires that

they shall go only to public waters. Any per-

son making application for fish for public waters
will get the proper proportion, and also cans for

transportation. Application should be made
to J. G. Woodbury, foreman Chabot State Fish
Hatchery, San Francisco, and some one sent to

receive the fish.

New Early Tomatoes.

Diligent propagators of improved fruits,

grains and vegetables continue their valuable

work, and enterprising seedsmen soon make the

results of their patient experiments available to

all growers. This work is worthy of praise and

reward, because the mass of growers lack either

the taste or the time for producing new varie-

ties, and yet they often find the old ones de-

teriorating from continued growing on the same

are of a strong and vigorous growth, very pro-

ductive; fruit of medium size, large enough for

any use; form perfect, round, slightly depressed

at the ends, very smooth
;
color, a glossy dark

red with a sort of purplish tinge; ripens all over

and through at the same time; bears continu-

ously until frost; delicious in flavor, has no
green core, and but few seeds; unequaled for

canning, preserving, or as salad; a splendid

market variety, and well adapted for culture

where tomatoes are grown for shipment to dis-

tant markets by rail." A vegetable with such

a written character is certainly worth a test,

Nomenclature.—Some of our interior ex-

changes make queer work of fruit names.
"Estabura" is the latest twist of Easter Beurre.

It is enough to baffle a postoffice clerk.

A NEW EARLY TOMATO—THE ACME.

soil. Our illustration on this .page shows one of

two new tomatoes which have just been brought

out by B. K. Bliss & Sons, of New York city.

The pair are named the "Little Gem" and the

"Acme." The Little Gem is a very early,

bright red tomato, measuring from four to six

inches in circumference. The Acme, as shown
in the engraving, is of good size and form. It

is described to us as new and beautiful and be-

lieved to be a leader among the best sorts

know: "It has been carefully tested the past

season in many localities, and growers report

that it is not only one of the earliest, but the

handsomest variety ever introduced. It seems

to possess all the good qualities that can be de-

sired in a tomato, and will eventually super-

sede many others now in the field. The plants

and we shall look out for it in our markets du-

ring the coming year.

Meteorological Summary for February.—
The report of the U. S. Signal Service officer,

of San Francisco, for the month of February is

summarized as follows: The mean bight of

barometer for the month was 29.996; mean tem-

perature,.53 .24; mean humidity, 74. 1 ;
prevailing

winds, southeast ;
highest barometer, 30.333;

lowest, 29.498 highest temperature, 05°; lowest,

45°; monthly range, 20'; greatest velocity of

wind, 32 miles per hour ; total number of miles

traveled by wind, 0,129; total rainfall, 12.52

inches. Rainfall in February during former

years; 1872, 0.90 inches; 1873, 3.94 inches;

1874, 2.31 inches; 1875, 8.32 inches; 1876,4.92
inches ; 1877, 1. 18 inches.

The Banking Spirit Strong uf Jail.

There are many things that people do not understand
in this matter, and I think I can save more for the de-
positors than it appears they will get now, if they will

only let me try.

Thus spake the captured culprit J. C. Dun-

can, after the long hunt of the detectives had

fixed him behind the bars. We hardly question

the accuracy of the statement,because we believe

that no one knows better than the arch-conspira-

tor the avenues along which he scattered the de-

positors' money, nor could any one display ,a

keener scent in pursuing all remaining traces of

the treasure. If the unfortunate old man pos

sesses a contrite heart, we should be inclined to

rely upon the skill he claims, on the principle

that the converted thief makes the best detec-

tive, and the reformed drunkard the most vivid

portrayer of the horrors of intemperance. But
tiiis is not the point we would make by allusion

to his jail-born declarations.

We have credited him with the "banking
spirit" still strong within him. Of course we
do not allude to the true spirit which inspires

upright financiers who make their banks the

bulwarks of our commercial life. We refer

rather to that style of banking which late events

have shown is far too prevalent all over the

country, and of which Duncan is a typical em-
bodiment. How plainly Duncan's words de-

scribe the spirit and methods of fraudulent

banking which have already made thousands

mourn. It hints at what may be termed the

personal element in banking methods; an autoc-

racy which rises above all responsibility; which
discards the cramped systems of the book-

keeper, and which makes as little account of

the thousands entrusted by frugal depositors as

the generous man does of dimes at a church

fair. Is it any wonder when such a spirit and
such methods prevail in savings institutions

that assignees find no trace of assets on the

books, and the incarcerated banker Pboasts that

he can save more than any one else from the

shapeless financial wreck ? What a commentary
is this on the stability of institutions into which

men are led by laudable motives of economy
and frugality to cast their earnings, with assur-

ance that they shall receive them with all the

increase which the money earns.

And mark, we have as yet not hinted that

there is aught of criminality in the method. Is

there need to lable things as crimes which out-

rage all the senses of truth and integrity which

mankind possesses. What would wc think of

the clerk who cast our moneys received, into the

pocket of his pantaloons, and registed neither

receipts nor disbursements. And yet here is a

man who stood before the community as the

custodian of sacred trusts, boasting that there

are portions of the people's property which rec-

ords do not show, and which he alone can dis-

cover. It might seem that this was but the ef-

fort of a repentant spirit to restore all within

its power to those whom its deeds had wronged,

were it not that other declarations of the man
disclaimed the consciousness of wrong-doing.

Whatever of force there may be in these

suggestions is in support of the truth that no

people is true to itself which allows such meth-

ods of handling trusted funds the possibility of

existence. Certainly we have had enough of a

style of banking which enables a man to throw

our money into a hole and then push the hole

in after it; leaving us naught in view but the

brazen cheek of his effrontery, and the consola-

tion of a boast that none but he can gain us

even a fragment of it.

Coffee.—We recently stated that our East-

ern friends are going too far in calling us coffee

growers. One of the largest ventures in the

cultivation of coffee, was that of the Badillo

Brothers, in Los Angeles county. The Los

Angeles Express of last week says that by great

care and nursing the tree has been made to grow

and bear the berry, but the success has not been

at all proportioned to the labor and expense

attonding the experiment.

So greatly has much of the overflowed land

in the Sacramento valley been enriched through

the sediment deposited thereby, that it rents at

higher rates than ever before, some of it for $40

per acre.
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CORRESPONDENCE,

We admit, uucuilorsed, opiuioua of correspondents -Ens

San Joaquin County Notes.

Editors Press:—A very large area has been

sown to grain in this county, larger, some say,

than ever before known, and there is every

prospect of a correspondingly large harvest.

Farmers tell me that the ground was never put

in in letter shape, and rarely so weU. The

yield of summer faUow, all over the county last

season, was as two to one to winter sowed.

This, in connection with what is believed to be

the fact, that the lands in this county which

are regularly cropped year after year with wheat,

have iu the last 15 years decreased in yield 30
{

at least, shows, as nothing else can, the ad-

vantage of summer fallowing. If persisted in

15 years longer, the decrease will be in a greater

ratio than in the past. At present, or during
the non-existence of facilities for irrigation,

summer fallowing is the only prolitable alterna-

tive on most of the land. Its advantages are

marked and positive in three particulars: 1st, a

yield of from 60% to 100% greater than winter

sown; '2d, a smaller expense incurred because of

the smaller area worked; 3d, and most important,

the maintenance of the present fertility of the

soil.

Messrs. Shippee, Hildreth, Hussey, Davis,

and others, on the low, rich adobe on the Cala-

veras, harvested 30 bushels per acre on summer
fallow lands last season, and these figures were
approached on some other classes of land, both
north and south of that stream.

Linden.

No handsomer farming lands are to be found
in the county than those lying about Linden.
Little or no fallow land is seen here, and they
tell me the result of summer fallowing is to

make too heavy a growth of straw. The land
is a rich, heavy loam, showing handsomely to

the eye under a nearly level expanse of growing
grain, and its beaut}' is enhanced by numerous
live and white oak trees, which give it a park-
like appearance. Among the many tine ranches
worthy of mention, those of Messrs. J. Asher
and J. Harrison are eminent, both having tine

residences; that of the latter being very finely

situated near a grove of young oak trees. North
of this ranch, on the other side of the Calaveras,
lies a snug quarter section, the property of J. B.

Messick. On this is built one of the cosiest

houses in existence, which shines like a new-

dollar inside and out. In front is a garden
tastefully laid out in ornamental shrubs and
flowers, and maintained by Mrs. M. with foster-

ing care. About three.miles west of Linden is

a hne ranch owned by J. B. Damrell, and atone
time a port of the 2,000-aere ranch owned by
Comstock, the discoverer of the Comstock lode
in Nevada, prior to his ownership of that mine.
A brick warehouse, slowly crumbling to decay,
is all that remains of a little village that he at

one time projected. Two descendants, a son
and daughter, live in possession of a quarter
section a piece, the rest having passed into the
hands of others.

The country surrounding

Collegeville,

Which lies southwest of Linden, is adobe, and
is rated second to that lying near the mouth of

the Calaveras. To instance two ranches here
on which farming is not such a gambling busi-

ness as is commonly asserted of all ranching,
I can mention those of Messrs. A. D. Mcintosh
and W. H. Snow, who botli annually reap
handsome profits from this business, while
many of their neighbors are not behind them.

Visiting the ranch of Mr. S. B. Kingsley,
two miles southwest of this place, I saw there
many evidences of good management. Mr.
Kingsley owns 490 acres, much of it being
sowed to wheat, 130 of which is summer-fallow.
He is also a stock raiser, having in years past
raised many horses of the Chieftain stock. He
believes in sheltering his cattle from the in-

clemency of the weather and in providing
against the contingency of a short season by
storing his straw. For these purposes he has
erected a capacious barn in one corral and a
long shed in another; the first atfords stable
room for horses, mules and cows, while the
center is tilled with fodder; the other is used
for sheltering calves, colts and broods mares.
In addition there is a carriage-house, pens for
swine, and another shed. I did not rind stock
throughout the county in show condition, and
his was no exception; everyone is carrying
mosts of the stock over on straw. Mr. Kings-
ley possesses an unusually fine .lersey bull, from
which he is breeding at present grade stock,
but intends by and by, I understand, to add a
few thoroughbred Jersey heifers. "Hero," the
bull, was dropped .September 15th, 1S68; color,
black, cream under belly and between hind
legs, with white spot on shoulder. He has a
prominent eye and ugly temper. He was
raised by ex-Oovernor Claftlin, of Massachu-
setts: he was afterward owned by Frank I).

Curtis, of Sasatoga, New York, and was im-
ported to California by a Mr. Johnson, of Sac-
ramento and has since been successively owned
by ex-Sheriff Bryte, of Sacramento county, by
Godfrey Smith, of French Camp, San Joaquin
county, and now by Mr. Kingsley. His weight
at fair time was 1,440 pounds, and he now

weighs 1,600 pounds. He is registered in the
"American Jersey Club Herd Book," No. 840.

Dam, 2,018, sired by the celebrated J.

P. Cushing bull, near Boston. Up to December
6th, 1872, he had taken six first premiums. His
dam took the first premium at one of New
England's fairs, and was an excellent milker; is

descended from a cow imported by Daniel

Webster. "Hero" was entered for premium at

the San Joaquin county 'air in the summer of

1S77 in the list of Jersey bulls of three years
old and upwards, and was awarded the pre-

mium by the committee, but by some mistake
it was published in the papers as awarded to

another. Mr. Kingsley is breeding from cows
one-half, three-fourths and seven-eighths Dur-
ham, of fair form and good milkers. He is

breeding this cross for a dairy cow with a three-

fold object, viz. : to retain as nearly as may be
the large frame and easy keeping qualities of the

Durham, and combined in the same animal the

large flow of milk which distinguishes the

milk Durham with the rich milking qualities

for which the Jersey is pre-eminent. Twelve
cows at present comprise the herd and 15 grade
Jersey calves from three to 15 months old are

being reared. H. Eiuene H.
Lodi, Jan. 30th, 1878.

Destructive Waters in the Sacramento

Valley.

Editors Press:—The visitation of storms,

followed by their usual wreck of property,

leaves a mark that is never obliterated. Cali-

fornia has not been overlooked, but has had to

succumb to the ordeal of floods and lashing

storms. But, principally, the heaviest stroke

lies in the broad valley of the Sacramento, sub-

nutting its lowest land to be submerged in a

sea of waters. For years past Sacramento val-

ley, with her richest soil, has seen new towns

and habitations scattering along her winding

river. Property increased in value, and hun-

dreds sought tule lands, comprising thousands

of acres. On each island parties have gone to

work, and by years of industry, helped by men
of solid means, have reclaimed land in each

respective section, enclosing the same by strong
and broad levees for security in the future.

Grand inland, with 15,500 acres; Lisbon district,

6,000 acres; Merritt's, 5,000 acres; Sherman,
Andrus, Sutter, Tyler, Brannan, Twitchell,
and Schoolcraft, not leveed, have all fallen.

The only island spared was Randall, with 1,500
acres.

Along the river and within the fallen islands

were sown cereals and vegetables. Rich pas-
tures of alfalfa lay along the river borders.

There the shepherds with their flocks were
found; fine herds of stock and horses; orchards
new and old, the finest in the State; vineyards,
small fruit and vegetables; gardens filled with
the choicest fruits and flowers; hop yards of

line growth; fields of new sown grain and hay
lying out on the edge of the high land, were all

desolated and destroyed. Elegant mansions
and humble cottages, with their accumulation of

property, all lay enshrouded in a watery grave.

The capital city, with her bulwarks of levees on
her three sides, faced the foe, and came out
conqueror to the end, but received lessons which
will not be forgotten.

Communication is open on the eastern side

by land and rail, leading to higher land and the
foothills, and other sections of valley and State.

The Yolo side, with points of higher elevation,

is reached by boats, carrying mails and passen-
gers to and fro. Possibly the sea of waters may
in time sink down to the ocean, and leave por-

tions of land to be reseeded and mature before

the close of the season; but the majority will

have to lie idle and be prepared for another
year.

The principal vegetable gardens of the city

lie under a coating of debris, and will not be
accessible for some time. In the meantime par-

ties on higli land are preparing suitable grounds
for that purpose, as the demand will be good
for spring and summer trade. Some varieties

of fruit may stand the flood, if not too long,

but the peach, apricot, nectarine and cherry
may suffer. The loss will fall heavy on the
producer. All the finest vineyards in the county
lie high and dry. The good behavior of the
American river kept its waters within its own
banks, and the ruralist along its borders felt no
uneasiness, and their fruits, gardens, and fields

of grain and hay smile in the sunshine between
the storms.

The heaviest loss of dairies arc on the Yolo
side. The heavy losers are Mike Bryte, Win.
Todhunter, J. P. Sarsfield and John Hoaglaud.
There are smaller losses of sheep, hogs and
fowls. Horses were lost by others. Dairies
below the city had sufficient time to secure
their stock on higher grounds. All the alfalfa

fields along the river lie under water. These
were the principal stock ranges during summer,
and produced heavy cuttings of hay. The
effect of the water lying long on its surface anil

the time it will remain, even after the break is

closed, will seriously impair its roots if it docs
not kill them, and will reduce the amount of

hay to be marketed.
Nurseries and flower gardens to some extent

lie under water. This will destroy the labor
and savings of years.

The heavy storms have felled many tall trees.

Ornamental and evergreens have shared alike.

A tine eucalyptus in Peter Kuns' nursery, 13

years old and 107 feet in hight, fell with a crash
across the rail track. It was a tree which was
admired by all that passed by.

Messrs. Flint, Merkley, Brockway and John-
son are the principal losers in hop culture. The
entire yards on both rivers are flooded in many
feet of water, with Mr. Brockway 's dry-house.
Mr. Haynie was so unfortunate a few weeks
ago to lose his by the opposite devouring ele-

ment—fire. The result of the water on the
roots to any length of time may be serious. It

is hoped the water may be soon shut off and
the storm and fall of river allow the work to be
resumed.
Amid these sore calamities and severe afflic-

tions, the homeless and houseless are receiving

from the hands of the city and county residents

suthcient means to help them in food and rai-

ment while looking for employment. It is ex-

pected iu due time, after a thorough inspection

of engineering and legislative action, means
may be devised that the lesson of the past, may
lead to security in the future, and a channel be
so formed for the surplus water. This will

lessen the flow in the present outlet .that re-

ceives the water of many tributaries, and thus
the cost of so much leveeing, both at public and
private expense, will be unnecessary, and the
loss of so much property will never occur again.

The So-Called Indian Mounds.
Natural history and the reminiscence of early

days is interwoven in statements concerning
Sacramento valley which are of doubtful truth.

The high knolls or mounds scattered over the

valley can hardly be attributed to the ingenuity
of the Indian mind or human hands for self-

protection in high floods. The formation of

the round and oblong shapes of higher grounds
should be credited to the geological period of

past ages. Its sandy surface, undulating hard-

pan, gradual ascent, embedded redwood trunks,

open spaces, boulders and gravel mass, show
nature's handiwork. Probably the name of

Indian mounds originated by their locating on
them during migratory travels, and thus escap-

ing from the sea of waters during its high

stages. The early settlers on these mounds
could trace the war-paths and find relics of

their abodes, and from this came the belief that

the Indians made the mounds.
Business men think the loss by floods through-

out the State will in nowise l>e equivalent to the

effect of drouth which prevailed last year.

Having escaped the flood the city feels proud of

the event. New stocks of Eastern goods are

arriving for spring trade, and again busy days
will return to Sacramento. Oko. Kirn.

Sacramento, Col.

A Suggestion.

Editors Press:—The following suggestions

seem worthy of our farmers' attention. Why
cannot our tule land farmers profit by the ex-

ample of Kgypt, where the inundations of the

Nile are not only considered as no injury, but of

vast benefit, on account of the fertilizing mud
deposited by them? It certainly seems that the

crops in the Sacramento meadows ought to

flourish if put in after the floods have gone off,

especially in the lowest lands, which are always
moist just below the surface. With sufficient

high ground for the buildings and farmyards,

the proprietors might profit by the deposits of

the floods, which, if aided by levees on the

lower sides of the islands, would gradually

raise the level of the tule lands. The records

at Sacramento show that the water rose this

year higher than ever before. From an account

lately published, it appears that the bed of the

river is much more shallow than formerly, and
this alone is enough to raise the water more and
more every year. At the same time the general

level of the whole valley must be gradually ris-

ing from the deposits brought down from the

mines. J. G. C.

Haywood, Cal.

The Lesson of the Flood.

Editors Press:—This season is considered a

proper time to revise our plans for reclaiming

and protecting overflow-able lands. One con-

clusion is forced upon the minds of all, viz :

that we must not levee one against the other

any more, but must have one general system for

the whole Sacramento valley. I would say fur-

ther, we must provide one system for both Sac-

ramento and San Joaquin valleys.

In my estimation, one very important factor

has not been included in my reading upon this

subject. The Strait of Carquinez is the only

outlet for the accumulated waters of all our

greatest rivers. A system of canals may save

the upper and middle parts of these valleys, by
hurrying the waters past them; but this will in-

crease the danger to the islands and low lands

bordering npon Suisun bay.

I do not know the width of Carquinez strait

in its narrowest part, but judging from the

maps I have seen, it is not half the width of

the Golden Gate, w1iich latter is just one mile.

The papers inform us that there has been no

influx of the ocean tide through the Golden Gate

on account of the accumulated waters in the

San Francisco bay. If that happens where the

strait is one mile wide, much more will the

waters accumulate where the strait is not half

a mile in width.

The present flood arises mainly from the upper

Sacramento. We must provide for a flood when
the Sacramento, Feather, American anil San
Joaquin all combine. When that time comes,

and come it may any year, the Strait of Car-

quinez will not discharge the accumulated

waters fast enough to prevent a rise over the

whole area of Suisun bay and its lowland sur-

roundings. This possible rise must be computed

or ascertained by observation, and due allow-

ance made in planning a levee system for the
islands and lowlands adjoining Suisun bay.
There are those more favorably circumstanced

for such study than myself, and to them I refer
this question for further discussion. .1 write
mainly to call their attention to what I believe
demands very grave consideration. J. R.
Auburn, March 2d.

Bermuda Grass.

Editors Press:—Let me say a few words on
behalf of Bermuda grass, in regard to which
farmers in different parts of the country, and
cultivating different soils, differ so widely.

Few plants vary so much in accordance with

the conditions of soil and climate as does the

Bermuda. Whoever has seen it only as turf-

former, blooming profusely at the hight of

three or four inches, apparently without any
higher aspirations, would hardly believe that it

can be useful as a hay grass. Yet such is the

case in the Gulf States, and I have seen it mak-
ing a heavy math and hay very much liked by
cattle. Under these circumstances it is not
much disposed to bloom, and still less so when
it gets out into the plowed ground, which it

will dispute very effectually with corn or cotton.
It then forms what is known as "wire grass"
in the cotton States, and scarcely one planter
out of 10 will believe that this pest of cultivated
fields is the same Bermuda grass which he
esteems so much in his pasture.

In other words, like so many things in the
world, this grass has its uses and abuses. Its
natural preference ia for light calcareous soils,

such as the " cane hills " and alluvial lands of
Mississippi and Louisiana. There it forms a
highly valued natural pasture throughout the
growing season ; nor is it at all difficult to get
rid of it when the land is to be taken into culti-

vation, provided you know how to go al>out it.

If you try to turn it under like prairie sod, you
do the grass a favor and it will take years to
get it out. But if you take it in the dry season,
turning over a broad, shallow furrow-slice, not
deeper than four inches at most, then let it dry
for a week, and afterward harrow out the
matted steins and roots with a light harrow to
burn, leaving the rest exposed on the surface,

you will see no more of it. This, of course,
presupposes a pretty hot sun and a light, fine

soil, to be readily successful. When you once
have plowed deep enough to prevent the sun
from thoroughly drying the furrow-slice, you
have inaugurated the "wire-grass" form and
will have no end of trouble. When let aloae
for some years, however, the roots again become
superficial and the grass can then be killed out
by shallow plowing in the dry season.

The Btrinnda has proved to be a most valua-
ble " rescue grass " for bottoms overrun with
sand washed from cultivated hillsides, ruined
by shallow culture, that are so lamentably and
abundant in the cotton States. It binds the
shifting sand, soon forms an available pasture
and in the course of time will form a new
soil on the surface.

I have made some trials of this grass in Cal-
ifornia, in the hope of finding a substitute for

blue grass in the formation of lawns, since it

requires but a fraction of the amount of water
needed by the latter to form a slightly green
sward. But I notice that it is ill adapted to
our long, dry season, by reason of its habit of

forming runners, which, in a climate having
summer rains, will root at every joint; while
here, the rapid drying of the surface after

watering prevents them from taking hold, and,
after growing a yard or two in length, they die

off, leaving an unsightly brown surface. Such,
at least, is the case in adobe soils, even when
rendered loose by liming and moderately
watered. Perhaps in sandy soils the result

would be more favorable. But in any case,

whenever it is desired to give this grass a good
chance, the soil should be calcareous. When
not naturally so, a dressing of lime or marl
should be given. This will make the soil

lighter and more retentive of moisture, thus
giving the runners a chance to root.

The sward formed by Bermuda grass is of a
darker tint than that of blue grass, is shorter

and rarely requires cutting. It forms an excel-

lent surface for croquet and similar games.
EL W. HlLC.ARD.

University of California, Feb. 18th, 1878.

Malva.—Its True Value.

Editors Press:—A year ago I concluded

that I would sow an acre of malva on trial. I

failed to get good seed, only a few stalks being

the result of my effort. But the manner of

growth of those few stalks has given me an

idea of its great value as a forage plant, and

that great value consists in the fact that it

grows most rapidly from November till Feb-

ruary, just the time when everything else here

stopB growing. Alfalfa is standing nearly still

as regards growth during that time; the three

wild forages (our best native feed plants on the

plains) do not get sufficiently started to furnish

feed in these two winter months, but during

just this time the malva is making a prodigious

growth. 1 believe an acre of it would, during

December and January, make as much food for

grazing stock as an acre of alfalfa will during

its most active growth in March and April. I
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was fearful about announcing this new truth

about the growth of malva through the Rural
till I consulted those who have had more ex-

tended opportunity to observe its growth than
my single year of observation, so I took occa-

sion, the other day, to consult Joseph Burns,

Esq., of Upper Kings river, one of our oldest

and most observant farmers, who 1 knew had
lots of it growing on his farm. He fully agreed

with my observation as to its period of active

growth, and consequent great value as a forage

plant, in connection with alfalfa or any other

plant that supplies forage during summer, or

the period of time of active growth in most
other plants.

I have looked over many seed catalogues to

find where I can procure the seed in quantity,

price, etc., but I have failed to find it as a

staple commodity at the seed stores.

To those not acquainted with the plant, I

would say, it is related to the hollyhock in

growth of roots, shape of leaves, and form of

seed; but differs from the hollyhock in produc-

ing a mass of spreading stalks *from each root,

and the leaves and stalks being tender and per-

fectly smooth, and the blossoms very small.

The stalks are annual here. The roots are per-

ennial, but require irrigation in summer.
W. A. Sanders.

Kingsbury, Fresno county. '

Notes on Summer Fallow.

Editors Press:—As the time for summer fal-

lowing draws nigh, everyone desires to adopt

the best method to secure the desired result.

On account of the drying influence of our spring

winds and the absence, usually, of late spring

rains, early summer fallowing is forced upon

us. Should we wait, as they do in the Atlantic

States, until the vegetation is in " full bloom,"

in order to get the largest amount of fertilizing

matter, by turning under the growth, our soil

would be too dry to plow. Therefore, we do

not gain this fertilizing element so much sought

for by Eastern farmers. Still, we find that a
larger yield is secured without the "green
manure " by thorough summer fallowing.

Our land here, when plowed in the early

spring, has the whole of the summer in which
to make the chemical change necessary, and
the influence which the sun and light exerts is

potent for good. The atmosphere, too, imparts
nitrogen and ammonia, and the soils, which
heretofore have been barred from their influ-

ence so long, absorbs the supply necessary to

insure increased crops. There is no question
but that the surface of the ground, when pul-

verized, absorbs and retains nitrogen and
ammonia, both valuable fertilizers. This being
a fact, it will be readily admitted that the
greater the surface exposed, the more fertilizing

matter will be absorbed. To accomplish the
best results:

1st. Plow your ground in March and harrow
thoroughly, so as to pulverize.

2d. In June, take a large plow and ridge up
as high as you can, by throwing two furrows
together, then leave 12 inches and form another
ridge parallel with the first and repeat. This
will increase the surface nearly 100%.

3d. At seeding time take a large shovel plow
and split the ridges, cross harrow and sow.

This may be an old method in other parts,

but it is new here. Mr. Farnham and Mr.
Ostrom, extensive foothill farmers near Olena,
this county, have proved this method to be
superior to all others. S. C. Wheeler.
Plymouth, Cal., Feb. 26th, 1878.

Plowing-Under Bailey.

Editors Press:—The rain still comes and the

soil is full to repletion. Nearly 22 inches have

fallen and there has been no harsh, cold wind

to speak of. It has been many years since there

was such a growth of grain and grass in Feb-

ruary. Feed is plenty this year, so the stock
can fatten at their leisure. The growth of

barley on the rich bottom lands is very heavy,
and unless plowed under, resown or planted
with corn or beans, can amount to very little,

as it is already flat on the ground. If it could
be well plowed under, it would be like a heavy
coat of manure and more than pay for the seed
and labor of planting. 0. N. Cadwell.

Carpinteria, Feb. 24th, 1878.

California Clovers.

Editors Press:—In the botanical reports of

the various Government surveying parties

through California, there are descriptions and
often figures of many new species of clover,

growing only on this coast or coast slope. It

appears as if the climate was indeed especially

favorable to clover, as more kinds are found

than in any other part of the world of equal

extent. They vary from little creeping plants
a few inches long to coarse, juicy herbs three or
four feet high, and these grow in all kinds of
situations, from the dry hills to the wet marshes.
Still, a botanist will find it hard to obtain
many specimens of some of these native plants,
because they have been nearly exterminated
over large tracts by the overstocking of grazing
lands, formerly so common. These clovers are
just what are wanted now to sow on our lawns,

fields and pastures, being natives, and therefore
better adapted to the climate than any foreign
kinds. If some seedsman who has a chance will

make a business of collecting the seed they will

no doubt become as useful, in time, as Ken-
tucky blue grass now is in the proper situations.

Haywood, Cal. J. G. C.

[This is a point which we have urged upon

several occasions. There is a little being done

in this direction, but not at all to the extent to

which it should be done. The suggestion is

pertinent and should be heeded.

—

Eds. Press.]

Borers in Fruit Trees.

Editors Press:—Having read a very inter-

esting article from the pen of W. B. West, of

Stockton, published in the Rural, some weeks

since, a part of which referred to the fruit tree

borer {Terehella), I gladly give my experience

with the much dreaded pest. The borer is,

perhaps, the most destructive, dangerous and

insiduous insect that the horticulturist has to

contend with, especially in the warmer or inte-

rior valleys of this State. The borer makes its

appearance and begins its ravages much earlier

in spring or summer in California than in the

Northwestern or Atlantic States. On our ar-

rival in California, some six years since, we
planted 50 very fine apple trees. They began
to grow vigorously, and about midsummer I

saw one of my trees drooping and wilting. I
examined it and found it infested by borers,

and completely girdled on inside of bark, but
no unusual appearance on outside, except a little

fine red dust on the ground. On further exam-
ination I found 48 of my trees were killed. One
of my neighbors having lost nearly all of his,

told me he was discouraged, and did not think
our warm valley was adapted to the cultivation

of the apple. I planted again, and in the lat-

ter part of April or first of May found my trees

literally bestudded with borers. I did as Mr.
West advises, applied the knife, scored the trees

most dreadfully, as their name was "legion."

Subsequently I saw an article, written by an
experienced horticulturist of New York, giving
his remedy for the prevention of the ravages of

the borer. It is as follows: "Take lye as strong
as can be made from wood ashes; add a little

soft soap to cause it to adhere to the tree; wash
the tree from the lower limbs to the ground,
and let a small quantity soak into the ground,
or remove the dirt, so as to apply the remedy
an inch or more below the surface of the
ground."

I have applied the above remedy for three
years, and find it most effectual. I have scarcely

lost a tree since, or even seen a borer. Most
persons are afraid to use lye so strong, but there

is no danger, not in the least, if not allowed to

touch the leaves or any tender branch just shoot-

ing forth. It really gives vigor and vitality to

a tree of weak growth. Our method of apply-

ing it is as follows: Take a stick, and score or

notch it at one end; take a woolen cloth, wrap
it firmly, and tie with strong twine; dip in

vessel and rub very briskly until every cavity is

perfectly saturated, and woe be unto the embryo
borer or larva' that may be lodged in the bark,

for thereis a chemical change effected imme-
diately, with which proprietors of soap factories

are very familiar—the conversion of this pestif-

iferous fat worm into a lump of soap.

Lye of the above strength will disorganize all

animal tissue, and cannot be touched with the

hand in washing trees, and therefore will de-

stroy all insects .and their larvre which may be
adhering to the tree, and the rabbits, which for-

merly killed many for me, seem not to relish

the bark any more, as they never touch them.
H. J. Dennison.

Nordhoff, Ventura County.

Fruit Trees in the South—Wooly Aphis.

Editors Press:—During the past two months

I have traversed the greater part of San Ber-

nardino and Los Angeles counties. Every

where, since the copious rains, I find evidences

of progress. A larger area is seeded to wheat

and barley than ever before. Last week while

passing through San Gabriel Mission I saw

barley in all stages of growth. In one field

men were sowing and harrowing in the grain.

In another not 40 rods distant was a field well

up, while in a third, within three minutes' walk

you find the grain all headed out waiting for the

sun to ripen for harvest. Indeed, a consider-

able quantity has already been cut for hay.

The farmers are busy planting trees in every
direction. Orange, lemon, lime, apple, Japanese
persimmon and other deciduous trees receive

their due proportion of attention. The orange
and the apple will bear off the palm for num-
bers. In Riverside alone during the past year

about 80,000 orange trees were planted. This
year, I am credibly informed, over 60,000 have
already been contracted for. In Los Angeles
county they are pushing the tree-planting,

especially in the vicinity of Los Angeles, Pasa-

dena, San Gabriel, Duarte and Westminster.
Some considerable attention is paid to the cul-

tivation of raisin-grapes in these respective
regions.

The Wooly Aphis.

To the many who are planting apple orchards
I would like to call attention to the following
description of, and remedy for, one of the worst
enemies of the apple tree, the wooly aphis
(Aphis lanigp.ra ). This insect is not indigenous
to this country and is never seen except when
introduced with imported trees, yet in England
it is called the "American blight." It is the
most inveterate enemy of the apple in the north
of France and Germany. "It makes its appear-
ance in the form of a minute white down in the
crotches and crevices of the branches, which is

composed of a great number of very minute
wooly lice, that if allowed, will increase with
fearful rapidity and produce a sickly and
diseased state of the whole tree. Fortunately
this insect is easily destroyed. 'This is effected

by washing the parts with diluted sulphuric
acid, which is formed by mixing three-fourths

of an ounce, by measure, of the sulphuric acid

of the shops, with seven and a half ounces of

water. It should be rubbed into the parts af-

fected by means of a piece of rag tied to a stick

—the operator taking care not to let it touch his

clothes. After the bark of a tree has been
washed with this mixture, the first shower will

redissolve it, and convey it into the most minute
crevice, so as effectually to destroy all insects

that may have escaped.'

—

Loudon's Magazine,
ix, page 336. It is the more common practice

to destroy it with the use of whale oil, soap or

lime wash."
I have quoted the above from "Selected

Fruits," by Charles Downing, page 87. I have
not seen anything of the ravages of this disease

in California, but I hear rumblings of its pres-

ence in at least one large nursery, and I deem
it prudent with your aid to prevent its spread
if possible. Thousands of trees have already

been sold and thousands more may be scattered

over the State this year, which may or may not
contain the germs of this fearful scourge. It is

well for all buying to be sure of the condition

of their trees and at the same time prepare for

the worst. Perhaps my opinion of a man or

men capable of selling such trees for gain, at

the risk of infecting the whole State may not be

worth the space it will take in your valuable

columns, but surely no punishment short of

San Quentin is too great for such accursed
covetousness. D. W. Mi'Leod.

Riverside, Feb. 19th, 1878.

Corn Fodder-Its Culture and Ensilage.

Wo. 1.

Editors Press:—When, five years ago, an

unusual drouth caused the total failure of the

hay crop in France, so much so that serious

fears were entertained concerning the keeping

alive of stock through the long and dreary

months of winter, we were told that fermented

corn fodder preserved in trenches by the ensil-

age process not only did save cattle from starv-

ing, but at the same time created almost a rev-

olution in the agricultural system of that coun-

try. This I must say impressed me more from

the fact that we live in a country where drouth

is a frequent thing, and the success of crops

very uncertain; and although not being directly

interested in the question, for I own no cattle

of any kind, not even a gentfe cow, still I saw

at a glance what immense profit might be de-

rived by stock and dairymen of California by
the use of this new fodder; indeed, if there is a

country that ought to be benefited and made
rich through this ensilaged corn fodder, it is

certainly California, where supplies for cattle

are far from being abundant, either at the time
that grass has all dried up or at that when
it is making its eariy growth.
Now if we look at those favored countries

where heat and moisture are so well balanced
and regular that the beet erop, the great staple

of the farm for cattle or dairy purposes, is al-

ways secure, we will see that right there corn,

the giant fodder, has entered the field as a rival

to the beet. I will say then, that in a land like

ours, where the beet cannot be cultivated ex-

cept in privileged places; where dust, and noth-

ing but dust is to be seen on the parched land
during our hot and dry summers, is not corn, of

all fodders, the one best adapted to our soil and
climate? The one to best answer our wants and
needs, and in years of unusual drouth to even
save cattle from starving, and finally enable the
raising of stock on a small scale?

That corn might accomplish all that, and
more too, may be considered by some as a mere
matter of surmise. But why should not we, in

many parts of the State, put the system to test

and make experiments tending to show what
we really have to expect from that source? By
what I have read on the subject in the Press, I

believe that nobody has yet experimented on
fermented corn fodder. I will try, therefore, to

throw some light on this most important ques-

tion, and give your readers a synopsis of the
culture of corn for ensilaging purposes, and the
best manner of building "silos." After getting
posted on ensilaging, I myself tried the experi-

ment so far as to plant seed of the Dent de Che-
val variety, which I obtained from Europe, and

in dry but deep land, on a hillside, I raised stalks
measuring on the average 11 to 12 feet in hight.

Not having, however, enough to build a good-
sized silo, I kept it for seed, which 1 4iere offer

in small quantities, free, to any of your readers
who will write for it. Taking all that precedes
as an introduction, I will, without any further
remarks, give you as full a description of the
culture and ensilaging of corn as the means and
information at hand wil permit.

Yield by the Acre.

Corn, Indian corn, or maize, may be appropri-
ately termed the giant plant of the farm, as sur-

passing in hight and yield all others. Its stalk,

in fact, often reaches to a hight of 12 to 16 feet,

and its yield by the acre, while green, averages
from 50,000 to 125,000 pounds. The crops that
come the nearest to corn are beets, with a yield
of 50,000 to 80,000 pounds per acre; then lucerne,

or alfalfa, but only on "well irrigated" lands. It

is true that when corn is grown to the above
hight, the stalk is hard and coarse, and this

might look to many people as an obstacle to the
cultivation of corn to that size for fodder pur-
poses. But let me say that if the stalk is cut in

slices of half an inch to an inch in thickness (it

is easily done with corn cutters), by fermenta-
tion in the silos it gets softened down, and is

then readily eaten by cattle. This way the
stock or dairyman can rely on a full crop with-
out the least waste. Even without being cut
the stalk, after fermentation, gets a great deal
more tender, and is often served in that shape
to cattle.

Varieties.

What is the best variety of corn to plant for

ensilaged fodder is a question that I must say
has not yet been positively settled. In Europe
the Caragua and Dent de Cheval have been so

far the favorite varieties. Not that there is

much difference between the two, beth yielding

about alike by the acre. However, some ob-

jections are made to the Caragua on account of

being too late a variety, and remaining green

too long. Therefore, where corn is sown rather

late it is better to use Dent de Cheval seed, the

latter ripening earlier, and if it does not yield

cmite as much as the former, the larger quantity

of nutritive substance it contains makes up
largely for the difference. Not being at all

posted on the various sorts of corn used in this

State by our farmers, and not having experi-

mented on their respective merits, as compared
with the two above ones, I cannot but advise

your readers to experiment on the kinds of corn

already in use in our State, and the Dent de
Cheval and Caragua. Whether the two latter

varieties are known here is more than 1 can

tell. But anyhow the little seed I raised last

summer I will keep for distribution among the

readers of the Press, so as to make more seed

for the ensuing season, and then try the ensil-

aging process. To raise perfect seed the people

must be careful to plant the corn for that pur-

pose far off from any other corn to prevent the

mixing up of varieties. Now as to the general

Nutritive Value
Of corn fodder, as compared with hay, let us

take for a basis to our comparison the best

meadow hay, which is acknowledged as consti-

tuting the very best fodder for the keeping and
fattening of cattle. It has been found by ex-

perienced agricultural chemists that the azote or

nitrogen contained in such hay was about one

part against five of hydro-carbonated substances

(fat and starch). Taking, therefore, 1 for unity

of comparison, and as representing nitrogen, we
shall find the proportion of hydrocarbonates

with beet and corn to be as follows:

Nitrogen. SydrOcarJxmatM-

Corn i

Beet (Roots) i 8.B

Beet (Leaves) 1 2.34

We see from the above figures that corn con-

tains almost twice as much hydrocarbonates as

hay does, and is, then, half less nutritive. On
the other hand, corn is much like beet, but its

immense yield by the acre, so superior to hay
and beet, too, makes up greatly for the deficiency

in nutritive substance. In Europe the question

is, whether corn, as a fodder for stock, is more
valuable to raise than beet; with us in Califor-

nia the question is quite different, almost one of

life or death, and what we look upon corn to

accomplish is simply to give us the means of

raising in "large" quantities a "cheap" fodder.

Climate.

Corn is a native of America, as everybody
knows. It is extensively cultivated for its seed

in North and South America, Spain, Italy,

Africa, and southern France. As a fodder, how-
ever, its culture extends further north to the

colder zone of our hemisphere. It is as fodder

that corn seems destined to create quite a rev-

olution in our agricultural system, its advanta-

ges being so many. To mature its seed well,

corn requires much heat; thence the reason why
its cultivation was confined to warm climates

only, before the using of its stalk and leaves in

a fermented state as fodder, while now its culti-

vation and use are getting more general every

day, and in temperate as well as in warm
countries.

The Soil.

The roots of corn are vigorous, though the

plant will reach its maximum and even average

growth only in moist, deep, rich land. In dry

soil, moisture, or the capability of the soil to

hold it well, is a fundamental condition of suc-

cess. Corn grows splendidly in sod land, light

soil and black loam, and, like all plants sown in

drills, requires a soil free from stones. In dry

Continued on Page 154.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for this

department.

Removal.

Until further notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Orange will be at 1(XS Davis street, in the store of

the Grangers' Business Association. Correspondents will

continue to send their communications to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore.

Exorbitant Interest—No. 2.

Editors Press:—In the article of last week,

we considered the anomalous condition of Cal-

ifornia among civilized States, in that she has

no usury laws, but allows greedy capital to do

its worst in checking enterprise, discouraging

agriculture and preventing immigration, etc.

I also alluded, in closing, to the shameful fact

that, through the decision of its judges, it ex-

empts the great capitalists from taxes on vast

sums loaned out and secured by mortgages—so

worded, as to double and twist a rope around

the borrower's neek so tight as to suggest the

handiwork of the devil and a lawyer in com-

pany. And yet, though our large capitalists

have mortgages on half the property of the

State and receive more income therefrom than

all the toiling farmers united and pay no taxes
thereon, they expect the State to call out its

militia and spend millions of treasure and rivers

of blood to enforce their collections, if resisted

by force. Think of it, a man owns five acres

and he must be taxed. But the man who owns
no real estate, but has mortgages to the amount
of $5,000,000, pays nothing. What cheek!
What consistency! Let the advocates of this

great injustice imitate the Athenians, and close

their ears and cry out for the space of two
hours, "Croat is mammon among the Cal-

ifornians."

I hold that money is property, that it needs
State protection, that the more a man has the
more protection he needs and the more taxes he
ought to pay for that protection. I hold further

that, in every age and land, accumulated capital

has been wont to take advantage of the misfor-

tunes of men, to demand ruinous and cruel

rates of interest. To such an extent has this

been done that all States have been compelled
to pass laws punishing such cruelty and restrain-

ing sucli greed, in order to protect itself and its

subjects.

All usury laws have been the out-come of

this necessity. Yet 1 affirm in few lands on
which the sun shines has capital demanded and
secured such immunities as here. Where else

so high rates ? Where else not taxed ? I shall

be asked what we want. I answer, we want
the Legislature to pass stringent laws, punish-
ing men for asking or taking more than from
4% to 10% interest. Let all loans effected above
those figures be declared unlawful and unen-
forcible and a crime, punished by forfeiture.

Such laws have been passed and enforced in

other States and they can be in California. My
reasons are:

1. The growth and tranquility and prosperity
of the State demands it. It is the duty of the
State to look out for the interests of the great
masses, on whom it leans in hours of danger
and from which it derives its revenues. It is

suicidal for the State to lose the confidence of

the masses in its partiality for a few rich men.
2. Such a law will still leave the capitalist

and him who can live without work on his
interest vastly better off than the toiling mil-
lions who gain their bread by the sweat of their
brow.

3. Capitalists ought to submit to such restric-

tions, because in times of peril their vast and
wide-spread possessions will demand corre-
sponding protection. If we concede them this,

they ought to make concessions such as the
public good demands.

4. In the end the capitalist himself will real-

ize better returns under the usury laws than
under the law of unrestrained greed. Loaning
money at high rates brings on, sooner or later,
failures, depreciation of property, destroys
legitimate business, and,. in the end, the usurer
gets less than he would had he only loaned at
living rates. He. has killed, in his greed, the
goose that laid the golden egg. So often we
have seen the "engineer hoist by his own
petard." I maintain that the permanent interest
of the lender, not less than that of the borrower,
demands the usury law enforcing a living and
let live rate of interest.

High rates of interest harden the lender's
heart and help to make a monster of him. High
rates demoralize the conscience of the borrower.
How can he feel much gratitude for one whose
greed is taking the bread from the mouths of
his wife and children. It is hard to make a
man, so used, feel badly condemned for avoid-
ing every payment he can. In this he is
strengthened by the sympathy of the great
masses, who never shed a tear when the usurer
is outwitted. The State should prevent, if

possible, such demoralization by passing laws
preventing both the usurer's wrong and the
borrower's retaliation.

In my next, I propose to consider the objec-
tions commonly made to usury laws.

S. Bristol.
San Buenaventura, Cal.

The Tariff Question.

Editors Press:—I am glad to see by corre-

spondence in your paper of February 23d that

farmers are at last waking up to see that a pro-

tective tariff is an awful incubus on the Grang-

ers' interest. I grant that we get a better price

for our wool, but it costs us dear in the end.

We pay for It in our clothing, our taxes, pro-

visions, books, seeds, and, worst of all, in labor.

There is no reason why this should be, except

that it is for the interest of New England or

Pennsylvania, who fatten on the rest of the

country. Our merchants and storekeepers are

obliged to make larger gross profits to cover
the high salaries they are compelled to pay
their employees to enable them to live in these
times of high prices. With heavy duties more
capital is required, and the interest must l>e

paid out of extra profit. The additional cost of

the merchant's own living is calculated. By
the time it has been reckoned up by the im-
porter, the jobber and the retailer, it comes
pretty heavy upon the consumer unless he is in

trade. Domestic goods pass in the same way
from manufacturers to consumers, and raw
material, such as wool, which are also protected.
They can only, in many instances, sell just be-
low the foreign article, and in others, naturally,
they don't care to. It is to be expected that
they should keep up prices as long as possible,

I know. I should like the price of wool to be
kept up, but to have living and labor cheap.
Now, I think the chief burden comes upon the
farmers, for no matter what they may be taxed
directly or indirectly, their produce must be
sold according to the state of foreign markets.

I trust erelong the Oranges will consider this

matter seriously. But for "protection" the city
of San Francisco would doubtless get a large

share of the Australian and New Zealand trade,

that now goes to London, and should their
wools compete with ours, we ought, with
cheaper living and labor, to be able to hold our
own, for at least we should be the freight ahead
of them. Free trade would have a great in-

fluence on the Chinese question. Four bits a
day would probably be the best price that they
could command, and as their living would be
very slightly affected by the prices of groceries,

dry goods, agricultural implements, etc., I am
inclined to think the fall in their wages would
considerably lessen the temptation to emigrate
to this State.

Why should we not buy all our goods in the
cheapest market and sell in the dearest? Eng-
land ha3 found it to pay. Why should we not
do the same? But how about paying off our
debt? Why should we not fund it? Uncle Sam
can borrow at four or five per cent. Let us
keep the foreign capital, pay the interest on it,

and be thankful to borrow at that rate, for each
dollar we pay off we could use at home at. a
much higher rate in developing our country.

Sonoma.
[We admit this communication because we

desire to be fair with all thinkers who favor us

with their views. We trust, however, that the

discussion will not be pursued. The subject is

interminable, and the literature on it alone

would till a library. We have no space for

general reviews of the disputed question, al-

though points of particular and present import-

ance under it are admissible. We believe the

tariff should be discussed and studied by all

farmers' organizations, but we have not room

for it—especially as all the arguments pro and

con can be gained from published works on the

subject.

—

Eds. Press.

Grangers' Business Association.—The an-
nual meeting of the Grangers' Business Associa-
tion has been adjourned until Tuesday, April
10th, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the corner of Cal-
ifornia and Davis streets. It is proposed to
amend the by-laws so that the annual meeting
will come hereafter soon after the meeting of

the State G range.

Men With Sharh Eyes.—Few persons have
strong enough eyes to see certain planets with-
out glasses. Kepler mentions some person who
could see 14, and Littrow one who could see 16'

stars of the I'leiades, when ordinary people see
only six. Mr. Q. M. Ward, an amateur astron-
omer in the north of Ireland, is known among
scientific men for having viewed two of the four
moons of Uranus with so small and simple a help
as a four-inch telescope. In this country, Mr.
S. W. Burnham, of Chicago, is noted for the
particularly acute vision which reveals to him
double stars, and astronomers of other lands
often call upon him to decide vexed questions
relating to these stars.

Color Blindness.—Color blindness is still

the subject of much investigation in Europe,
with somewhat surprising results. On one
French railroad 1,030 men, from 18 to 30 years
Of age, were examined from July, 1873, to Oc-
tober, 1876, on objects of color, violet, green,
blue, yellow and red. Ninety-eight, or nearly
10 per cent., mistook at least one of these colors.

The errors made: Concerning violet, 78; blue,

30
;

green, 54 ; yellow, 14 ; red, 10. Twenty-
nine gave correct answers "after repeated hesita-
tions," and eight corrected mistakes afterward.
Only 11 of the whole number were rejected for
color blindness.

California.
FRESNO.
Sheep Interests. — RrpuHiean, March 2:

Mutton sheep are in good demand at $3 a head.
This is an improvement upon a year ago, but
there are few seasons that they will not bring
this in January or February. There is little

fat mutton at this season, and sheep owners
must arrange to feed sheep in the fall so that
there shall be no loss in flesh after the rains fall.

One half-pound of hay fed every night to sheep
that run on wild range, will keep them fat until

green feed grows. There is very little call for

stock sheep, though none are for sale at less than
$2, and some have changed hands at that price.

Tlw spring clip of wool promises to be both
clean and long. Reports from every part of

Fresno county indicate a most prosperous season.
Panociie.—We have had an abundance of

rain in this section. The valley is rapidly
assuming its coat of verdue. The grain crops
look promising aud fanners are jubilant. The
prospect now is inviting to those desirous of

procuring homes, pleasantly located and in a
healthy climate. There are several desirable
sections of Government land awaiting a class of

practical, energetic farmers. A considerable
portion of the valley is now held by the rail-

road company; but, should the company forfeit

their charter, by not complying with the terms
of the subsidy, this land will, of course, revert
into the hands of the Government, thereby
making the inducements stronger to persons
wishing to establish permanent homes.

—

Resi-
dent.

KERN
Items.—Courier, Feb. 28: One of our most

successful corn raisers reports his experience the
past year. He advises planting in the Bionth of

J une, in rows four feet apart, and two feet in

the row. His best crop the past year was
planted on the 10th day of July, on ground from
which lie had cut a large crop of barley hay the
same season. The corn then grew the best of

any, but there is danger of frost before its ma-
turity in some seasons. Dr. Thornton has fin-

ished the planting of 2,500 acres of wheat and
3,500 acres of barley. Most of the fields are
well advanced, and are wortli a visit for their

beauty and extent. The favorable season will

greatly diminish the labor of irrigation, and this

will be a year of cheaply made crops.

Gypsum Deposits.—Kern County Gazette,

Feb. 23: Since it has been learned through
Prof. Hilgard of the State University that gyp-
sum will neutralize alkali in the soil, that arti-

cle promises to assume a degree of importance
not hitherto expected. In reply to an inquiry
as to where it could be obtained, the Professor
in one of his lectures said to his hearers, "Seek,
and ye shall find." Its practical value in the
reclamation of land depends upon the cheap-
ness with which it can be obtained, and con-
sequently the question was a very pertinent
one. A deposit of gypsum has been discovered
in Los Angeles county, but with this exception
we have not, until recently, heard of any in

southern| California, where it is principally

needed. We are informed that deposits of

gypsum extend along the foothills from Cal-

iente to Long Tom, a distance of perhaps 30
miles. As it has not been prospected as yet,

the extent of these deposits is not known, but
it is believed there is an abundance. The de-

posit nearer Caliente are convenient to the rail-

road, and can therefore l>e delivered for ship-

ment without great cost. The probability is

that the problem of how to obtain gypsum
cheaply is to be solved here in Kern county.

As we have much land that would be valuable

but for the presence of alkali in large quanti-

ties, the discovery promises to be of decided
importance to our own local prosperity, and it

may turn out that the worthless alkali flats

will, in a few years, be as valuable as our best

lands.

LOS ANGELES.
Large Farmers.— Outlook, March 2: The

Ventura Free 1're-n.i introduces a series of state-

ments with the declaration that " in the matter
of big farming, we do not think there is a county
in Southern California which can hold a candle

to Ventura." Then follows the names of the

farmers and their cropping operations. J. K.
Gries has sown 1, 0'OO acres to barley, and will

put in corn until further operations are stopped
by the rapid growth of weeds ; John Cowelti,

1,200 acres, mostly barley ; John Saviers, 800
acres of barley and 500 of wheat, and not yet

done ; Mr. Leonard, over 1,000 acres, and many
others have tracts from 500 to 1,000 acres. That
is pretty good, neighbor, but Los Angeles county
can discount that. Lankershim & Van Nuys
have seeded some 10,000 acres to wheat ; Nadeau
has been running forty gang plows, and lias over

5,000 acres of barley and a considerable quantity
of wheat ; another party, whose name we have
forgotten, has 1,800 acres of barley on the Cen-

tinela ranch
;
Lucky Baldwin has 4,000 acres of

barley and some wheat, and is preparing to seed
500 acres to alfalfa ; and there are many others

who have seeded over 1,000 acres, while scores

and scores have seeded from 100 to 1,000 acres.

MENDOCINO.
The Lumber Outlook.—Beacon, Feb. 16:

The late storms have had a disastrous eti'ect on
the southern coast and report says that many
wharves and chutes from Trinidad to San Diego
were washed away and what is left will need
repairing. Such being the case, there will be

large orders in the spring for lumber to rebuild
these damaged wharves and perhaps many new
will be built to supply the demand of the
country that cannot fail this year to yield
increasing demand. More schooners will be re-
quired for transporting, and more men will be
required to do the work. Sufficient rains have
fallen and most of the mills have a good supply
of logs on hand.

MONTEREY.
Editors Press:—In ordinary seasons this is

rather a dry portion of the State, but I am
happy to say that we have an abundance of
rain this year to insure good crops. Seeding is

nearly all done, and nearly all up, a good por-
tion of it is six and eight inches high, and all

looks splendid. Grass is getting good and stock
is doing splendidly. Indications for good times
for farmers and stock men were never better.—
J. M. Walker, Gonzales.
Acreage.— Jnder, Feb. 21: It is estimated

that there will be at least 150,000 acres under
crop in Monterey county this year. The wheat
yield alone is placed at 2,000,000 centals, and
there will be large quantities of barley, oats, etc.

A Rest.—Castro ville Artjun, Feb. 23: From
Jas. Miller, who came down from Gonzalez
Tuesday, we learn that farmers in that part of

the valley have been compelled to suspend op-
erations, owing to the boggy condition of the
ground. A number of farmers have turned out
their horses, for, according to our informant, it

would require at least two weeks dry weather
before work could be resumed.
A Large Farmer.—Soledad Cor. Santa Cruz

Courier: Mr. O. H. Perry, known as one of the
largest farmers in Salinas valley, is putting in a
great quantity of grain this winter; he has 1,800
acres on the Chualar grant, known as his head-
quarters; 600 acres on the Soledad rancho,
about three miles northwest of Soledad, and
1,000 acres on the old Mission grant, on the
west side of the Salinas river, opposite Soledad,
making a total of 3,400.

SAN JOAQUIN.
Beautifying their Homes.—Independent,

Feb. 22: The fact that oranges will thrive in

the San Joaquin valley and adjacent foothills,

having been satisfactorily demonstrated at va-
rious points, by the production of this excel-

lent fruit, is stimulating many to plant orange
trees this year. W. B. West, the nurseryman
informs us that his orders the present season
have been larger than any previous year of his

experience, and that a great many farmers are
taking home a few trees to plant about their

places.

The Valley Crops.—From present appear-
ances it may be confidently predicted that the
grain crop of the San Joaquin valley for the
year 1878 will be as great as ever before.

There is not only a large area under cultivation,

but the land has been in a better condition than
usual to receive the seed, as our farmers have
generally come to the conclusion that thorough
tillage is most profitable. Comparatively little

damage has yet been done by the overflow of

the streams, and although the great works of

reclamation and irrigation that have been so

vigorously prosecuted during the past six

months, may be temporarily delayed, an era of

general prosperity among the people, caused by
a favorable season, will give them the means to

continue the prosecution of those enterprises

which are necessary in order to make this por-

tion of the State permanently prosperous.

Socrkraut Timber.— Independent: A couple
of cabbages, raised in one of the gardens
on the outskirts of the city, weighing 20 and

22J pounds, respectively, were displayed at

Browning & Thompson's yesterday.

Orange Trees.—The cultivation of orange
and lemon trees having proven eminently suc-

cessful in the valleys and foothills of this sec-

tion, W, B. West, who is recognized as an au-

thority on horticultural subjects.has issued a cir-

cular giving a few simple directions for planting

and cultivating them. He advises the planting

of as large trees as possible, say from four to

seven years old, as the larger ones are hardier,

and have the advantage of several years of

growth. A sheltered position for the trees

should be selected, and they should be planted

in sandy or loamy soil. Where not naturally

so the soil may be improved by a compost of well

rotted manure and sand. Large holes should

be dug for them and good drainage provided.

They should be transplanted after all danger of

cold and wet weather is past, avoiding the chill

to roots, which causes them to lose their leaves

and check their growth. They may be safely

transplanted as late as June 1st. To keep them
growing well very little attention is required,

except to give them plenty of water, especially

orange trees.

Cattle on Float Land.—At the lower end
of Rough and Ready island a large gang of

"China pumps" operated by a steam engine,

have been at work for several days pumping out

the seepage water which has settled in the low-

est places. These simple pumps throw an enor-

mous stream, and for direct action seem to be
about the cheapest, and most effective pumps
ever invented. At the upper end of the island

the land is all dry and the gardeners are busy
at work, fearing no interruption. Venice island

is entirely under water, the flood having come
over from the Sacramento after devastating An-
drus and Staten islands. Many cattle were
drowned on Venice island before they could be
removed. We were informed that there are

several bands of cattle still on the island, living

ou patches of floating sod land that have risen

with the flood and have never been submerged.

This is an economy of nature which is not easily

t
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comprehended by those unfamiliar with the

peculiarities of fresh water tide lands of Cal-

ifornia.

SANTA CLARA.
The Cheese Factory.—Advocate, Feb. 23:

The stockholders of the Gilroy Cheese Factory

Association, at their meeting last Wednesday,
elected Henry Reeves and J. H. Ellis as sales-

men. Their duty is to dispose of the cheese to

home and foreign dealers, for which they re-

ceive a compensation of one-half of one per

cent. Mr. Davidson is to receive one-third of

this allowance for computing and arranging

dividends.

The Outlook.—The rains continue to fall in

this valley, not probably doing any material

good just at present, the ground being thor-

oughly saturated with the 15 inches that have

already fallen, yet assuring crops even on the

highest lands, and rendering a harvest in Santa

Clara valley this year that will make the farm-

ers rejoice quite a foregone conclusion. Since

October 22d, we have had no less than 42 days

in which rain has fallen. Wheat never looked

more promising than it does now. In some lo-

calities, though, the land is in unfit condition

for plowing, and will probably not be seeded

until late. But experience has, often shown
late crops to be the best.

SANTA CRUZ.
Scott's Valley.—Courier, Feb. 28: Up to

February 27th, we have had 54.06 inches of

rain, and the last yard or so might as well have
been spared to bless some thirsty desert. It

makes slashing work with our mellow soil and
a great deal of bottom land has gone to the bot-

tom, leaving nothing but the " ragged edge.

"

Early sown grain looks well—late sown rather

forlorn at present.

SONOMA.
Alexander Valley.—Cor. Healdsburg En-

terprise, Feb. 21 : The rainy weather is be-

coming an injury to our farmers, but brings joy

to the stock-raisers; grass is better, for this

season of the year, than it has been for some
time past. Early grain looks tine and promises

a good yield, but late-sown grain is drowned
out to a great extent. Russian river has done
some damage to farmers by washing away land
and fences. Knight's Valley creek has been
higher this winter than for many years past.

Brooks' creek has been likewise, and its waters
have damaged the lands of Messrs. Chitwood,
Brooks Bros., and others. Flood-gates and
fences have been badly demoralized by the

small branches between Frank Bedwell's and
Windsor.
Sheep Killing.—Petaluma Argus, Feb.

Sheep killing dogs have become a great nuisance

in this county, and their depredations have
caused heavy losses to sheep-raisers. Some
times they even enter the corrals in town where
sheep are kept and kill them. A few days ago
Assemblyman Cooley introduced a bill for the

protection of sheep, etc., from dogs. It assesses

a tax of $2 on each lirst male dog, in rural dis

tricts; $3 on every other owned by one person;

and $5 on all female dogs. Owners of dogs are

made liable in double the amount for damages
to sheep or Angora goats.

Notes.—Flag, Feb. 28: Reports from
ranches in the vicinity of Cloverdale, go to

show that the increase of the early lambs will

be very light. Trouzelle wheat is being sown
in Rincon valley, by Henry Weatherington
Seed enough was raised last year from a pound
package to sow 20 acres this year. We learn

that out of a flock of 1,700 sheep on the Truett
ranch near Cloverdale, last fall, there now re

mains but 300, the rest having died from the

severe winter. The prime cause of the extra

severe loss was the over-stocking of the pas-

ture.

STANISLAUS.

Seeding.—Grayson Cor. Modesto H'rald:
The country in our neighborhood shows an ac-

tivity seldom witnessed before. The farmers
are taking advantage of the weather at present

by putting in a great deal of grain in a very
short time, and to give you some idea of it

will refer you to Mr. L. A. Richards of this

place. That gentleman has between 15 and 20
teams at work plowing and sowing on an aver
age of about 125 acres per day. J. R,

McDonald's rain table says 11.64 inches for

this season.

TEH AMA.

Lambino.— Tocsin, Feb. 21: M. A. Jones
Esq., of HenleyvUle, was in town to-day. From
him I learn that sheep men are losing quite

heavily in lambs, but otherwise the storm is a
material benefit, particularly to the farmers on
the uplands.

VENTURA.
Full Fields.—Every aore of available land

in Ventura county, not reserved for corn, has
been sowed with wheat or barley. The early
grain is about 12 inches high.

YOLO.
Langville.—Cor. Mail: The crops are look

ing well. If any complaint could be made the
summer-fallow is too rank and liable to fall

Damage to the County.—Democrat, Feb
28: Yolo county, as a county, has suffered
greatly by the floods. Many of the bridges and
culverts along the public roads have been swept
away. The mountain roads are well nigh de
stroyed, and great damage has been done to
graveled roads in the level portions of tha
county. The levees along the river bank, built
at the expense of the county, have suffered ter-

ribly. The two immense cuts, one on the Eng
lish ranch, and one two miles below Washing

ton, which were filled in two years ago at an
enormous expense, have again been opened by
the waters and the money expended upon them
thrown away. We estimate the actual loss to

the county at not less than §60,000, exclusive
of the amount which will be required to repair
the damage. Before the late disasters Yolo was
in a very fair way to soon pay all her indebted-
ness, but we fear she has received such a back-
set as will require some years to remedy.

Dio Lewis' Third Summer in the

tains.

Moun-

A well-posted friend writes us: Dr. Lewis

will leave Oakland for his third summer in the

mountains, on the morning of Wednesday, May
1st, and return home on Saturday evening, Sep-

tember the 7th. The party will go far down

the coast, cross over to the Sierras, come north

through the foothills to a point opposite the

Yosemite, ascend the mountains by the Mari-

posa road, visit the Mariposa big tree grove, re-

some time in and about the Yosemite,

come out by the Big Oak Flat road, pass through

the Tuolumne big tree grove, visit the Calaveras

big tree groves, climb over the direct wild
mountain road to Lake Tahoe, spend a month
in examining the wonderful valleys and lakes on
the axis of the Sierra between Lake Tahoe and
Lassen's peak, cross over from Lassen's peak
to Mount Shasta, via the Modoc lava beds, and
return to Oakland by the great redwood forests

and the seashore.

The scale of preparations will be something
quite stunning. For every eight persons there

will be a freight team and heavy wagon, a car-

riage for four persons, and four saddle horses

with every accessory. For every two persons,

a tent eight feet square and seven feet high,

with nearly perpendicular sides, two patent

canvas beds, with pillows and blankets, a strong

c*arpet, a wash-stand large enough for two bowls,

with the bowls, water pail, cups, towels, and
hand mirror, tent pockets, sacks for under cloth-

ing, and overcoat, and two folding arm-chairs.

Besides all these preparations and many others

not named, there will be a large tent for lectures,

singing, games, and that never ending source of

instruction and amusement, Mock Jury Trials.

It is expected that Prof. Lemmon, the eminent
and genial botanist, will accompany the expedi-

tion to give instructions in botany, and to assist

members of the party in making collections of

their own.
It is hoped that the party may number 40

persons, ladies and gentlemen.

Here is an opportunity for the nervous, dys-

peptic, and those of weak chest. As Mark Twain
expresses it, " such a trip would give life and
health to a mummy ; not one of the oldest

mummies of course, but one of the fresher

specimens."
We may add that it is expected each member

of the party will pay his or her portion of the

expenses.

The Free Labor Exchange Report.

The Free Labor Exchange, established some

months ago by philanthropic gentlemen of this

city, continues to do good work in bringing em-

ployers and laborers together. The following

list shows the transactions of the Free Bureau

since November last:

Male Department—472 orders received, call-

ing for 934 persons. The number of tickets

issued was 994. The engagements made num-

bered 735.

Female Department—796 orders received,

calling for 838 persons. There were 675 tickets

issued and 335 engagements made.
The abt^e numbers are subject to doubtful

engagement of about 200 laborers sent to the
railroad and about 10% of those who neglect to

refund their tickets where not positively en-

gaged. The nationalities of persons employed
range as follows: Americans, 285; Irishmen,

481; English and Scotch, 80; Germans, 185;

Swedes, 21; Frenchmen, 17; Italians, 7; and the

remainder Swiss, Belgians, Spanish, Mexican,
Austrian, Russian, Portuguese, etc. A Zee-

handelaar, the manager, considers the positive

engagements at 250 monthly average. This num
ber compares favorably, considering our very
depressed labor market and the prolonged in-

clemency of the weather, with the engagements
made by the former California Labor Exchange
for its last fiscal year ending June 30th, 1871.

Nearly every order for male help is instantly

filled, but Mr. Zcehandlaar reports that only a
small proportion of the demands for house ser-

vants get supplied. The laboring man who is

called upon to do the hardest manual labor for

10 hours a day, readily accepts work without
board or lodging at $1 a day, while hundreds of

female servants refuse from $10 to $15 a month
with a comfortable home and good board.

The manager of the Exchange believes that if

the numerous girls of the Atlantic States who
have been trained to work from infancy, and
only receive $8 to $12 a month, should come
here, the Chinese question would soon be solved

Five thousand five hundred circulars of this

institution have been distributed throughout
California, and, from general indications and
inquiries, the manager is assured that the cry of

"No work" will stop very shortly, as our
farms, levees, lumber districts and mining inter

ests will absorb this year all our present surplus
labor.

The cost of running the Free Labor Exchange
is about $500 per month, and there is money
enough on hand to keep it going for about two
years.

Since the spreading of free lunch tables by
the church ladies and Benevolent Society mana
gers, the crowds of men around

k
the Free Ex-

change perceptibly diminishes about noon,
when the attendance becomes small.

Women patronize the Exchange as readily as

the men. In their waiting-room they discuss

the best families, the ordinary families, and the
"noaccount" families. They regard the offer-

ing of good wages and light work as the highest
attribute of the noblest family. The merit of

San Francisco families is measured by that
standard. Very few of the women care to go
to the country. In all cases preferences is

given to the city.

—

Bulletin.

News in Brief.

The Black Hills papers are beginning to agitate

against the Chinese.

Miners in the coal pits of England, are pro-

hibited smoking under severe penalties.

The low rates of coal have forced many of

the large mine owners into bankruptcy.
The Nova Scotia mines yielded 8,200 ounces

of gold last year.

The Chinese will contest the validity of the

cubic air ordinance.

Most of the churches in this city continue
the work of relieving the poor.

Heavy snow storms in Utah and regions ad-

jacent last month.
The amount of fines and forfeitures paid into

the Police court last month was $5,595.
Officer Coppola, who was killed last week,

left an estate worth about $7,000.
There have been 1,000 polygamous marriages

in Salt Lake city the past year,

Italy, it is said, will not protect the Pope if

he continues hostile to the government.
The attempted division of Butte county

through legislation is likely to fail.

Fredreick W. May, accused of attempting
to poison ex-Supervisor Drucker, is thought to

be insane.

The public debt statement for February shows
a decrease in the debt for the month of $2,250,-

037.

Guy R. Skinner, aged 31, committed sui-

cide in this city March 3d, by swallowing
chloral hydrate.

Wm. H. Vanderbilt has not, as was re-

ported, agreed to settle with those contesting

his father's will, paying them $1,000,000.
The rainfall in this city to date is 30.6 in-

ches. To this time last year it was 9.87, and
the year before, 26. 10.

Daily wages of carpenters on the bonanza
mines have been reduced from $5 to $4, same as

paid to underground miners.

Benjamin Franklin Wade, ex-U. S. Senator
from Ohio, died on the 22d inst, of typhoid
fever.

The elevated railroads in New York city, are

nearly completed. Twenty locomotives of 14

tons each have been ordered for their use.

After a lockout of eight weeks the English

miners have yielded to a reduction of 12A%
of wages.
A bill to restore the death penalty for mur-

der in the first degree, has passed the Senate of

Wisconsin.
The Gentiles of Utah protest strongly against

the proposed law providing for their disinfran-

chisement.

The French Academy of Sciences has long
offered a prize of $20,000 to any one who may
discover a cure for cholera.

The Germans are well pleased with the ap-

pointment of Bayard Taylor as Minister to that

country.

Archbishop Wood pronounces the pretended
restoration of a young woman to life by a Cath-
olic priest, at Mauch Chunk, a delusion.

Despite the rains, the San Joaquin river is

falling so rapidly that navigation on the upper
waters is becoming very difficult.

Boston has doubled its police force within 10

years, and many citizens want it still further

increased.

The internal revenue receipts for Fepruary
were $500,000 less than for the same month last

year.

During the first two mouths of the year our
total treasure exports were $8,070,021, against

$5,080,409 for the same time last year.

Concerning the effects of the Silver Bill,

financiers entertain here, as elsewhere, a con-

trariety of views.
The death, recently, at Rome, is reported of

Ernest Livingston MoCracken, stepson of

Charles O'Conor.
The Board of Manufactures of Fall River

have voted unanimously to stop mills for two
weeks in March and two weeks in April.

In tin; In-each of promise ease of Dickey vs.

Titus, at Hamilton, Ohio, the jury returned a

verdict awarding the plaintiff $6,000.
A letter, received from parties on Snake

river, says the Ute Indians are acting in a very
defiant manner. They have already killed 125

head of cattle, and threaten to go on the war
path when the grass comes.
The total amount of assessments collected by

the 213 mines listed on the oi,ock boards in differ-

ent mining districts, during the past 13 years,

are $55, 825, 236. Aggregate amount of dividends
paid $108,915,699, leaving a balance of dividends
over assessments of $53,090,463.

Free lunches to the number of 1,831 were
given to the poor on Saturday. Since the
weather has improved the attendance at the
free lunch tables has fallen off.

The wages of stablemen in the employ of the
North Beach and Mission Railroad Company
have been reduced 16>f%; that is, from $60 to

$50.

Refugio Perez, a native of Mexico, 26 years
of age, has been sent to the Napa Insane
Asylum. Cause, grief for the death of her
husband.
John T. Arnold, city marshal of Colusa,

was shot and killed on the 4th, inst. by Dudley
Shephardson, formerly District Attorney of Co-
lusa county.
Vincent Westley, his wife, two daughters,

a nephew and Wm. Taylor were killed near
Rich Hill, Kentucky, a few days since by a
tornado.

It is contended by a writer in the Chronicle

that the Moreau dredging machine will con-
struct cheaper and better levees than can be
done by Chinese labor.

Sally Barnes shot her husband, Wesley
Barnes, through the cheek a few days since,

because, as she says, he had, after squandering
all her property, abused and abandoned her.

John Runk, the young man who killed police

officer Coots, has been sentenced to be hung on
the 29th of this month. Only the Governor's
pardon can now save him.
The wife of Wm. Flynn, car driver, gave

birth to triplets last week, all girls, living and
so much alike that it is difficult to distinguish

them.
Residents of the Black hills have numer-

ously petitioned Congress in favor of erecting

that portion of Dakota into a new Territory, to

be called Lincoln.

It is proposed in London to do away with
steam fire engines hereafter, and depend entirely

on high pressure hydrants for water for fire

purposes.

In Colusa county, Dr. Glenn lost 20,000 sheep
by the flood, and 6,000 acres of wheat. John
Boggs lost 2,000 sheep out of 1.3,000 and 600
acres of wheat.
The city police made 1,425 arrests during

February. Four hundred and fifty -two charged
with drunkenness

; 163, violation of the cubic

air ordinance.
The United States Treasurer hopes to pay

salaries of members in silver next month.
They will each receive about 25 pounds of silver

if he does.

Charles C. Nahl, the painter, died in this

city last week. He was a native of Germany,
came here in '50, and was an artist of great

merit.

There is no foundation for the rumor of a big

suit to be commenced by the wife of ex-Senator

Gwin to recover a large portion of the city of

Oakland.
In Madison county, Florida, is a family in

which the father is 7 feet 4, the mother 6 feet

8; two sons 7 feet 3, and one daughter is 7 feet

9 inches high.

A North- Carolina paper prints what it calls

"a matrimonial guide," in which the names of

"the belles" of the various Southern States are

used with uncommon freedom.
The illicit distillers sell whisky to the In-

dians at Sitka. Under its influence the savages

have become so dangerous that the whites are

threatening to leave the country.

During February the city Coroner investi-

gated 25 cases— 1 of accidental death, 2 of man-
slaughter, 13 of suicide, 6 from natural causes,

and 3 stillborn.

Parties representing various industries in

Pennsylvania strongly oppose the conveying of

crude oil from the oil regions to Baltimore in

pipes, as it would work great injury to these

industries.

Since July 1st, San Francisco has exported

82 cargoes of wheat, embracing 3, 13 1,000 centals,

valued at $7,257,000. During the corresponding

period in the previous season we exported 277

cargoes of wheat and flour.

Mr. Lowthian, the English expert, says the

age of iron being passed, we have now reached

the age of steel. Mr. Lowthian is probably

correct, only lie has not spelled the word quite

right.

The new King of Italy has put his sign man-
ual to the virtual abolition of capital punish-

ment. His first official exercise of sovereign

authority was to sign the commutation of 85

death sentences.

J. C. Cornell, keeper of a shooting gallery

in Sacramento, shot himself through the head
dangerously, while attempting to illustrate how
a man tried to commit suicide in his place a few
nights before.

The cost per mile of building railroads is, in

England, $195,060; Prussia, $105,115; United
States, $53,558. In operating them the ratio of

cost is reversed, being in England, $53.90;

1'russia, $58.45; United States, $62.50.

The Monitor, Catholic organ in San Fran-

cisco, infers from the number of interments

made in the cemeteries of that denomination,

that they number 120,000 of the 276,000 white
population in the city.

A carboy of nitric acid exploded yesterday

in a freight carat the Union Pacific freight-houso

at Omaha, and John Welch, an employee, was
fatally injured by inhaling the fumes. The car

had in it 10 carboys of nitric acid for the San
Francisco Mint.
Michael McAndrews has been hung at

Radersburg, Montana, for the murder of a man
named Maver, last fall, with whom he had
traveled from the Black hills. The evidence

was circumstantial. He made no confession.
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To a Husbandman.

Hail, sunburnt glory of the plow—
The noblest work that Heaven has made
With clustering gems upon thy brow;
While wielding thus thy scepter spade,

That swarthy palm in mine be laid.

For I would grasp it bravely now,
And see thee stride across the plain,

Scattering those amber showers of grain

Along tbe mellow, furrowed sod,

That lies the open hand of Ood.

Behold tbe heritage that's thine,

With fretted dome and crystal walls;

Behold tbe gorgeous lamps that shine

Sun, moon, and stars—throughout its halls;

Behold its founts and waterfalls,

Its fleeer flocks and gentle kine;

And on its landscape gardens look,

Where nestles many a shady nook
Beside some sweet-toned silver brook,

And would'st thou then- a worthless thing

—

Droop in the hovel of a king?
—James McCarroll.

How the Widow Cumraiskey was Won,

The Widow Cumraiskey was standing at the

door of her little millinery store in the Avenue
D, as Mr. < 'ostello came along. Mr. CosteLlo

stopped.
"Good evenin' to you, ma'am," said he.

" Good evenin' to you, Mr. Costello," ans-

wered the widow.
"It's tine weather we're havin', ma'am,''

continued Mr. Costello.

"It is that, thank Ood," replied Mrs. Cum-
miskey, "but the winter's comin' at last, and
it comes to all, both. great and small."

"Ahl" said Mr. Costello, " but for all that

it doesn't come to us all alike. Now, here are

you, ma'am, fat, rosy, an' good lookin', equally

swate as a summer greenin , a fall pippin, or a

winter russet——"

"Arrah, hould yer whisht, now,'
1

inter-

rupted the fair widow, laughing. " Much an old

bachelor like you knows about apples or women.
But come in, Mr. Costello, an' take a cup of

tay with me, for 1 was only standin' be the

doore, lookin' at the people passin', for com-
pany sake like, and I'm sure the kettle must
have sung itself hoarse."

Mr. Costello needed no second invitation,

and he followed his hostess into her snug back
room. There was a bright tire burning in the

little Franklin stove, the tea-kettle was send-

ing forth a cloud of steam that took a ruddy
glow from the lire-light, the shaded light on

the table gave a mellow and sulniued light to

the room, and it was all very suggestive of

comfort.

"It's very cozy ye are here, Mrs. Cumrais-

key,'' said Mr. Costello, casting a look of ap-

probation around the apartment.
"Yes," replied the widow, as she laid the

supper, " it is that whin I do have company."
"Ah," said Mr. Costello, " it must be lone-

some for you with only the cat and yer

cup o 'tay.

"Sure it is," answered the widow. "But
take a sate and set down, Mr. Costello. Help
yerself to the fish an' don't forgit the purtaties;

lookatthim; they're splittin' their sides with
laughin'.

"

Mr. Costello helped himself anil paused. He
looked at the plump widow, with her arms in

that graceful position assumed in the pouring
out of the tea, and remarked, "I'm sinsible of

the comforts of a home, Mrs. Cumraiskey,
though I've none meself. Mind now, the dif-

ference between the taste o' tay made and
sarvetl that way and the tay they gives you in

an 'atinghouse.
''

"Sure," said the widow, "there's nothin'

like a little home of yer own. I wonder ye
never got marrit, Mr. Costello."

'

' I was about to make the same remark in

riference to yersilf, ma'am," answered Mr.
Costello.

"God keep us," exclaimed Mrs. Cumraiskey,
" aren't I a widder woman this seven year?"
"Ah," rejoined Mr. Costello, "but it's

thinkin' I was why ye didn't get marrit again."
"Well, it's sure I am," said the widow,

thoughtfully, setting down her teacup and rais-

ing her hand by way of emphasis, " there never
was a better husband to any woman than him
that's dead and gone, heaven save an' rest his

sowl. He was that asy a child could do any-
thin' with him, and he was as humorsome as a
monkey. You favor him very much, Mr. Cos-
tello. He was about your hight, an' dark
complected like you.

"

"Ahl" exclaimed Mr. Costello.
"He often used to say to me in his ban -

therin' way. 'Sure, Nora, what's the wurruld
to a man whin his wife is a widder f manin',
you know, that all the tiraptation an' luxuries
of this life can never folly a man beyant the
grave. 'Sure, Nora,' says he 'what's the wor-
ruld to a man whin his wife is a widder?' Ah,
poor John!"
"It was a sensible sayin', that," remarked

Mr. Costello, as lie helped himself to more fish.

"I mind the day John died;" continued tho
widow. "He knew everything to the last, and
about four in the afternoon—it was 17 minutes

past five exactly, be the clock, that he died

—

he says to me, 'Nora,' says he, 'you've been a

good wife,' says he, 'an' I've been a good hus-

band,' says he, 'an' so there's no love lost be-

tune us,' says he, 'an' 1 could give ye a good
char-ak-thur to any place,' says he, 'an' 1 wish
you could do the same for me where I'm goin,'

says he, 'but it's case e ual, ' says he, 'every dog
has his day, and some has a day and a half,'

says he: 'and,' says he, 'I'll know more in a bit

than Father Corrigair himself,' says he, *but

I'll say now, says he, 'that I've always been a
true son o' the church,' says he, 'so I'll not
bother my brains about it;' and he says, says

he, '1 lave ye in good hands, Nora, for I lave ye
in your own hands,' say he, 'and if at anny
time ye see anny wan ye like betther nor me,
marry him,' says he. 'Ah, Nora, ' says he, for

the first time spakin' it solemn-like, 'Ah, Nora,
what is the worruld to a man when his wife is a

widder? And, 'says he, 'I lave §50 for masses,

and the rest I lave to yourself,' says he, 'an I

needn't tell ye to be a good mother to the chil-

dren,' says he, 'for well we know there are

none.' Ah, poor John. Will ye have another
cup o' tay, Mr. Costello?"

"It must have been very hard on ye," said

Mr. Costello. "Thank ye, ma'am, no more."
"It was hard," said Mrs. Cumraiskey; "but

time will tell. I must cast about me for me
own livin', an' so I got intil this place, an' here
I am to-day."

"Ahl" said Mr. Costello, as they rose from
the table and seated themselves before the fire,

"an' here we are both of us this evenin'."

"Here we are, sure enough,'' rejoined the
widow.

"An' so I mind ye of of him, do I?" asked
Mr. Costello, after a pause, during which he
had gared contemplatively into the fire:

"That ye do," answered the widow. "Ye
favor him greatly. Dark complected an' the

same plisint smile."

"Now, with me sittin' here, and you sittin'

there forninst me, ye might almost think ye
were marrit again," said Mr. Costello, insinua-

tingly.

"Ah, go way now for a ta/e that ye are," ex-

claimed the widow, mussing her clean apron
by rolling up the corners of it.

"I disremember what it was he said about
seeiu' anny man you liked betther nor him,"
said Mr. Costello, moving his chair a little

nearer to that of the widow.
"He said, said he," answered the widow,

smoothing her apron over her knees with her

plump white hands, " 'Nora,' said he, 'if anny
time ye see anny man ye like betther nor me,
marry him,' says he."

"Did he say annything about anny wan ye
liked as well as him?" asked Mr. Costello.

"I don't mind that he did," answered the
widow reflectively, folding her hands in her lap.

"I suppose he left that to yersilf?" pursued
Mr. Costello.

"Faith, an' I don't know thin," answered
Mrs. Cummiskey.

"D'ye think ye like me as well as ye did
him?" asked Mr. Costello, persuasively, leaning

forward to look into the widow's eyes, which
wpre cast down.

"Ah, go 'way now, for a taze," exclaimed the
widow, straightening herself, and playfully

slapping Mr. Costello in the face.

He moved his chair still nearer and stole his

arm around her waist.

"Nivver you think I'm ticklesome, Mr. Cos-
tello," said the w ;dow, looking boldly at him.

"Tell me," he insisted, "d'ye like me as well

as ye did him?"
"I—I most— I most disremember now how

much I liked him," answered the widow,
naturally embarrassed by such a question.

"Well, thin," asked Mr. Costello, enforcing

his question by gentle squeezes of the widow's
round waist, "d'ye like me well enough as

meself?"

"Hear the man," exclaimed Mrs. Cum-
miskey, derisively; "do I like him well enough
as himself?"

"Ah, now, don't be breakin' me heart,"

pleaded Mr. Costello. "Answer me this ques-

tion, Mrs. Cumraiskey: Is yer heart tender
towards me?"

"It is," whispered the widow; "an' there,

now ye have it."

"Glory be to (iod," exclaimed the happy
lover, and he drew the not unwilling widow to

his bosom.
A few moments after Mrs. Cummiskey looked

up and, as she smoothed her hair, said:

"But, Jam—es, ye haven't told me yet how ye
liked yer tay.

"

"Ah, Nora, me jewel," answered Mr. Cos-
tello, "the taste of that first kiss would take
away the taste of all the tay that ever was
brewed."

—

X. Y. World.

A Remarkable Dog Story.—A gentleman of

the name of Kwing, who lives in Vernon county,
tells a remarkable story of the sagacity of a dog
which accompaued him in his travels. While
in the Short Creek timber, on his way to Joplin,

his dog jumped and caught the horse by the
bridle-rein. Mr. Kwing drove the animal oft',

but it persisted in catching the horse by the
reins until the gentleman concluded it must be
mad. Under the impulse of the moment he
pulled his revolver and shot the animal, which
then ran back along the road over which he had
come. In a few minutes Mr. Ewing missed his

overcoat, which had been tied to the saddle.

He turned back to find it, and after riding
about a mile, not only found his coat, but his

faithful dog, which was lying on the garment,
dead.—Jeferson City ( N. Y. ) Tribune.

A Fearful Risk for Girls.—The pastor of

a church in one of our large cities said to me,
not long ago: "I have officiated at forty wed-
dings since I came here, anil in every case,

save one, I felt that the bride was running an
awful risk. Young men of bad habits and
fast tendencies never marry girls of their

own sort, but demand a wife above suspic-

ion. So, pure, sweet women, kept from the

touch of evil through the years of their girlhood,

give themselves, with all their costly dower of

womanhood, into the keeping of men who, in

base associations, have learned to under- value
all that belongs to them, and then find no re-

pentance in the sad after years. There is but
one way out of this that I can see, and that is

for you—the young women of the countrv—to

require in associations and marriage, purity for

purity, sobriety for sobriety, and honor forhonor.

There is no reason why the young men of this

Christian land should not be as virtuous as its

women, and if the loss of society and love be

the price they are forced to pay for vice, they
will not pay it. I admit with sadness that not

all our young women are capable of this high

standard for themselves or others, but I believe

there are enough earnest, thoughtful girls in the

society of our country to work wonders if faith-

fully aroused. Dear girls will you help us, in

the name of Christ ? Will you, first of all, be

true to yourselves and Ood; so pure in your in-

ner and outer life that you shall have a right to

ask that the young man with whom you marry
shall be the same ? The awful gulf of dishonor

is close beside your feet, and in it fathers,

brothers, lovers and sons are going down. Will

you help us in our great work ?"

The Formation of Hailstones.—Prof. Os-

borne Reynolds, in a paper recently read before

the Manchester Library and Philosophical So-

ciety, propounds a new theory to account for

the formation of hail, which is thus summarized
by the American Manufacturer. He considers

that both the shape and structure of the hail-

stone are such as would result from the larger

particles of the condensing moisture of a cloud

descending more rapidly than others, and con-

sequently overtaking those beneath them. By
the combining of these particles a still greater

velocity is acquired, and a consequent increased

rapidity of growth i if the stones. The shape of

the hailstone is not that of more or less imper-

fect spheres, as appears on a cursory examina-

tion, but rather that of imperfect cones or

pyramids with spherical bases. The stones are

striated with lines radiating from the vertex.

In proof of his theory Prof. Osborne has suc-

ceeded in forming hailstones artificially by pro-

jecting a stream of fog against a small object.

Here the cloud rises to meet the stone rather

than the stone falling through the cloud. In

this respect the experiment would appear to

bear almost equally well in support of the well-

known rotary theories for the formation of hail.

Cleopatra's Needle.—-The steam-tug An-
glia, with the Cleopatra in tow, passed Mar-
gate on the 20th of January in the afternoon,

and Gravesend about 11 o'clock on Monday
forenoon. At (iravesend she was made fast to

a buoy, and waited for the tide to run up.

Shortly before one she cast oft' and proceeded

up the River Thames, her departure being wit-

nessed by a large number of persons who
crowded the pier and waterside, and cheered

lustly. Blackwall was reached shortly before

three o'clock, and the Cleopatra was safely

placed in dock. The Cleopatra has not shipped

the slightest quantity of water. The tug An-
glia whs navigated by Captain John Tracey,

the towing captain was David Glere, and she

had a crew of 17 hands all told. The Cleopatra

was manned by Captain Carter and five hands.

Queen Victoria telegraphed to Mr. Dixon her

gratification at the safe arrival of Cleopatra's

Needle.

The Youth's Directory.—The annual report

of this enterprise, to which we have frequently

alluded, shows that 10,305 boys, aged from 10

to 21, of all races and creeds, have been placed

in sen-ice—that is to say, 4,130 in town and
6,235 in the country, since November 1st, 1874,

when the citizens of San Francisco organized

the Youth's Directory. During that time, also,

374 men, 468 women and 731 young girls have

incidentally been supplied with situations ; thus

making a total of 1 1,938 persons who have ob-

tained employment, in the last three years,

through the agency of this Bureau. From fac-

tories, shops, stores, farms, and other places of

industry, throughout the State, letters are re-

ceived commendatory of the youthful toilers

sent out. The work seems worthy of encourage-

ment. Ambrose P. Dietz is superintendent, and

his office is 1417 Howard street, S. F. There is

no charge to those asking or obtaining help from

the Directory.

"An Abbreviation."—The Cambrian Xeirs

says that at the Merionethshire Quarter Ses-

sions, the Rector of Llanfairpwllgwnyllgoger-

tysiliogogogoch was charged by the Dolgelly

Local Board with obstructing the highway near

that town. Llanfairpwllgwyugyllgogertysilio-

gogogoch is a parish in Auglesea, near the

Meuai Bridge, and, the Xews adds, it may in-

terest our readers to known that the name we
have given is an abbreviation of the full title

of the village.

Live and Learn.—Vicar's daughter: "And
why did Aaron make a golden calf?" Sharp

child of three-and-a-half: " Please, Miss, be-

cause he hadn't got enough gold to make a

cow. "

—

Judy.

Evenings at the White House.

The President and family receive informally
in the evening, sometimes in the red room and
sometimes in the library. These visits, how-
ever, are only made by intimate personal friends,

or by those warranted through their acquaint-
ance to call in a social manner. The evenings
in the library are very charming. Brilliant and
cultivated men and women gather in little

knots in different parts of the spacious and
cheerful apartment, and wit sparkles and anec-

dote enlivens conversation. The President
frequently disappears. He has a private library,

where he retires when any gentleman present
wishes to speak with him on matters of policy or

politics, but he soon returns, to all appearances
as unruftied as if the great sea of public opinion
had settled into a perfect calm. Mrs. Hayes
entertains her visitors in an easy, courteous,

cordial manner, moving among them with
stately grace and scattering pleasant words.
Great gentleness and sweetness pervade the
whole domestic life of the President's family.

Little Fannie, the only daughter, a bright child

of nine years, the pet and favorite of all who
know her, is never visible at dinner or to even-

ing visitors. "I am obliged to compromise
with my little lady," remarked Mrs. Hayes,
with a smile, "as I found her growing old too

fast for her years. We serve her dinner in her
room, which she esteems a high compliment"
The private dining-room of the President's

family is the only one of their private apart-

ments which is on the great main floor of the

White House. The meals are breakfast, lunch
and dinner, instead of breakfast, dinner and
tea, as in the time of Madison. No unusual
forms and ceremonies are observed in the
service further than those of any gentlewoman's
table. The hospitalities of either lunch or

dinner are frankly tendered to any familiar

guest who may chance to be calling at the speci-

fied hour, and not infrequently accepted.
—Martha J. Lamb, in Harper's Magazine for
March.

Millions of Stolen Money —The thirteen lift

companies which have collapsed since that scrt

of thing began, are still in the hands of re-

ceivers. There is not the least probability that

any of the baker's dozen will ever get a fresh

start. Each proved so utterly rotten when day-

light was let into it that it could never again

get business, even though the insurance depart-

ment gave permission to go ahead. The whole
thirteen companies are managed (or manipu-
lated) by respectable men—men of good social

standings who attend the fashionable churches,

and think it would be a good thing to take

the ballot away from the working classes.

Not having the figures at hand just now, I can-

not say exactly how many millions these re-

spectable, religious, suffrage-restriction gentk-
meu have stolen, er permitted to be stolen, from

the confiding policy holders, who were credulous

enough to trust them. But the gross amount is

no trifle. The liabilities of the Continental

foot up $5,300,000, and the receiver thinks

that if the policy holders live long enough,

they may ultimately get thirty-five cents on
thedollar. The liabilities of the Security amount
to something over 1*4,000,000, and it is doubtful

if over twenty cents on the dollar will ever be

paid. It would not be much out of the way to

put down the aggregate stealings, or misappro-

priations, or whatever the may be called, at

$K>,000,000. A large part of this sum was un-

questionably squandered in loose management,
but another large part was certainly spent by
the officers in extravagant living.

—

From the

Hartford Times.

Too UoLY to Live—"One day," said Mr. Lin-

coln, "when I first came here, I got into a fit of

musing in my room, and stood resting my
elbows on the bureau. Looking into the glass, it

struck me what an awfully ugly man I was.

The fact grew on me, and I made up my mind
that I must be the ugliest man in the world.

It so maddened me that I resolved, should I ever

see an uglier man I would shoot him at sight.

Not long after this Andy (naming a lawyer

present) came to town, and the first time I

saw him I said to myself, 'there's the man. ' I

went home, took down my gun, and prowled

round th.e streets waiting for hiin. He soon

came along. 'Halt Andy,' said I, pointing my
gun at him. 'Say your prayers, for I'm go.ng

to shoot you.' 'Why, Mr. Lincoln, what's the

matter ? what have I done ?' 'Well, I made an

oath that if I ever saw a man uglier than I am,

I'd shoot him on the spot. You are uglier, sure;

so make ready to die.' 'Mr. Lincoln, do you

really think I'm uglier than you are?' 'Yes.'

'Well, Mr. Lincoln,' replied Andy, deliber-

ately, and looking me squarely in the face,

'if I am uglier, fire away !' ''—Harper's Maga-
zine.

A Case of Mote and Beam.—Our London
contemporary, the Mark Lane Express, lately

took us to task for using the caption "women
farmers " instead of "farming women." Phy-

sician, heal thyself ! In the last issue, our

venerable exchange heads a paragraph "A boy

farmer's work," which is not a case of outrage

and cruelty at all, but simply the achievements

of a bright farmer boy.

A little boy who was nearly starved by a

stingy uncle (his guardian) with whom he lived,

meeting a lank greyhound in the street, waw

asked by his guardian what made the dog bo

thin. After reflecting the little fellow replied:

"I suppose he lives with his uncle."
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Chaff.

It was an Irish pilot who, being asked if he

knew the rocks in the harbor, replied, with
confidence; "I do, yer honor, ivery won av

them. That's won," he added calmly, as the

ship struck it, filled and sunk.

A Scotch landlady, being told by a custo-

mer that he hoped she put no pernicious ingre-

dients into her liquor, retorted: "There's

naething pernicious put into our barrels but the

exciseman's stick."

A minister having preached a very long ser-

mon, as was his custom, some hours after asked

a gentleman his candid opinion of it. He replied

that "'twas good, but it had spoiled a goose

worth two of it."

Bishop Clark once went to see one of his

parishioners, a lady with a prodigious family,

which had recently been increased. As he rose

to leave, the lady stopped him with : "But you
haven't seen my last baby." "No," he quickly

replied, "and I never expect to !" Then he fled.

Spurgeon says he has often thought, when
hearing certain preachers of a high order speak-

ing to the young, that they must have understood
the Lord to say "Feed my camel-leopards," in-

stead of "Feed my lambs ;" for nothing but
giraffes could reach any spiritual food from the

lofty rack on which they place it.

Hard Times.—Principal: "What are the
firm's requirements, Mr. Screwgy?" Head
Clerk: "Horse wants four new shoes, sir."

Principal: "That all! Hum! Write for tenders
to three or four of the principal houses. Shoes
to be delivered at our works, State utmost
credit, and how much in cash they'll allow for

the old ones!"

—

Punch.

Taste in Jewelry.—Taste, if slowly, is really

improving, says the British Trade Journal. The
gaudy mixtures of colored gems in jewelry are

now no longer tolerated. The one-color theory
is being more generally recognized ; the theory
that a jewel should have but one prevailing color,

and that the dress on which it is worn should
harmonize with it. Then the forms of articles

in jewelry are less florid ; they are simple, and
generally have a geometric basis. The delicate

wire decoration, now often adopted, is on a good
classic plan, and the spaces well arranged.

Lastly, and perhaps best of all, we are no longer
getting all our best designs from Paris. English
jewelers are beginning to have ideas of their

own, and are no longer content to follow the

lead of the modern Athenians. It has been
much remarked lately by visitors to France that

British styles of jewelry are beginning to pre-

vail there, in place of the peculiar Parisian style

which has so long held swav. All these things

are healthy signs ; and if the Birmingham jew-
eler is only true to himself and to his calling, if

he resolutely sets his face against mere cheapness
and sham, if he regards his manufacture as an art

and not as mere commercial speculation, if he in-

sists on excellence in finish and style, he need not
fear to lose his position amid all the foreign com-
petition that can assail him ; but he will find his

wares annually more esteemed in the markets of

the world.

An Anecote of Lincoln.—Noah Brook's
in his "Reminiscences of Lincoln" in March
Scribner tells the following:* While the cere-

monies of the second inauguration were in pro-

gress, just as Lincoln stepped forward to take
the oath of office, the sun, which had been ob-

scured by rain-clouds, burst forth in splendor.

In conversation, next day, the President asked,

"Did you notice that sunburst? It made my
heart jump." Later in the month, Miss Anna
Dickinson, in a lecture delivered in the hall of

the House of Representatives, eloquently al

luded to the sunburst as a happy omen. The
President sat directly i.i front of the speaker,

and from the reporters' gallery, behind her, I

had caught his eye, soon after he sat down.
When Miss Dickinson referred to the sunbeam,
he looked up to me, involuntarily, and I thought
hi* eyes were suffused with moisture. Perhaps
they were, but next day, he said, "I wonder if

Miss Dickinson saw me wink at you?"

The Cock and the Sun.

A cock sees the sun as ho climbs up the east,
"Good-morning;, Sir Sun, it's high time time you appear,

I've been calling; you up for an hour at least;'

I'm ashamed of your slowness at this time of year !"

The sun, as he quietly rose into view,
Looked down on the cock with a show of fine scorn;

"You may not be aware, my young friend, but it's true,
That I rose once or twice before you, sir, were born !"

—St. Nicliolas for March.

Culture Needed by Editors.—That impor
tant results can be arrived at in chemistry and
the arts dependent upon it, or in law, or in

medicine, without profound learning no one pre
tends. In literature, too, which is essentially

progressive, and the influence of which now ex
tends to every member of the community, the
higher education is of the utmost importance
It is true that one may edit a newspaper and
possess only a minimum of education, but in so

far as the press is a blessing and not a curse, in

so far as it furnishes its readers with sound
views, accurate information and healthy amuse-
ment, instead of pandering to their appetites
for sensation, scandal and nastiness, it requires
for its conduct not only the highest order of

ability, but every aid which knowledge and
training can bring to bear.—Prof. Becker.

What a Dull Boy Came To.

" How many children have you, sir?"

" Better than a dozen," said my father, smil-

ing and rubbing his hands.

"Is it possible !" they would reply, "what a

family, 13 children !"

" Why, no," said my father, "you mistake

—

only 10, which I presume you will think better

than a dozen."

My father was inclined to look upon the dark

side of life, but my mother was an exceedingly

practical woman, full of life and energy, an
excellent butter and cheese maker, while she
could cure the best hams and bacon in the
county. She was always busy, and consequently
had no time to be gloomy. My father used to

trouble himself about one of the older boys who
he fancied was stupid. He used to tell his dis-

mal forebodings to my mother.
"That boy will never make anything," said

he. "Ask him to fetch a pitch-fork or a rake,

and he will stare at you as though he never
heard of a pitch-fork in his life. Tell him to

go after the cows, and you'll find him two hours
after sitting on the fence staring at vacancy."
Then he would shake his head and say, "Oh
yes, Dan will have to be provided for all his

days."
My mother exercised the most sense in this

matter, I think, for she made the best of the

young man's laziness, as we all called it. She
used to put Dan, when he was quite a young
man, to churning, and she used to put me, a
mere child, as I was one of the youngest chil-

dren, to watch him. She used to say, "Now,
Harriet, you stay around the dairy, and when
Dan stops you start him up."

Turn, turn, turn, went the paddle of the
dasher for about 10 minutes, then it would
slowly stop and the churner would be lost in

thought. Then I would remind him, but a few
minutes after he would stop again and bring out
from his pocket a small Euclid, while again I

would faithfully give him the necessary admon
itions.

My father kept several hundred sheep, and
after the shearing, the wool was stored some-
times for months in the large wool room, built

for that purpose, next to the granary in the brick
barn.

"Where is that boy?" asked my father. "It
is not much that I care for the work, but it dis

tresses me to think of his growing up in such
indolent habits. JIat, go and find him, and tell

him to go to work cutting turnips."

I was not long in accomplishing this errand.

Behind the immense pile of fleeces I could

always find my gentle brother Dan, not whittling

nor whistling or wasting his time (as we all know
now), but diligently pondering over a large vol-

ume, which he had borrowed from the village

schoolmaster. It must have been a book on
chemistry, for there were mysterious words and
characters in it—gypsum, silica, alumina, car-

bon, etc.

I used to look at him, then at the signs, and
think to myself, I don't know, but there is cer-

tainly something queer about the boy. Why
don't he read some interesting story book, or

borrow Shakspeare, like my older sisters, and
read that on the sly as they do. I had learned
a sense of honor from the boys, and I never told

my father of the readings (in their various char-

acters), either of my sisters or my brothers. I

think there was a mistake here
;
my father was an

intelligent man, and if he had taken the trouble

to look into the different dispositions, tastes and
habits of his children, my brother Dan probably
might have been encouraged in his peculiar pro-

pensity to investigate into the deep mysteries of

chemistry and science.

But to cut the story short, my brother sur-

prised my father one day by showing him a let-

ter from a well-known professor in an experi-

mental college, offering him a salary, which
enlarged my father's eyes in moro senses than
one. It was Dan who became the comfort of

my father's declining years, and who was made
the administrator of the estate. It was Dan
who closed my father's eyes, and received the

dying charge to help my mother control the

younger children, and be always tender of his

sisters, a commission most faithfully fulfilled.

—

Mrs. T., in American Cultivator.

"No Likee."— Chinese conservatism and
bigotry succeeded in suppressing that dangerous
innovation, the railway, almost as soon as it ob-

tained a hold upon the sacred soil. At last

accounts the track was being torn up and the
four little engines in use there were being taken
in pieces, preparatory to being sent to the island

of Formosa, where, cut off by the sea from the
possibility of extending through the ancient
kingdom, they may possibly be allowed to do a
limited work for civilization.

A little boy asked his mother to talk to him,
and say something funny. "How can I," she
asked, "don't you see I am busy baking these
pies?" "Well, you might say 'Charlie, won't
you have a pie?' That would be funny for you.

"

Cockney Zoology.—Precocious young lady
— "Law, ma, here's a heagle." Mamma (re-

proachfully)— " A heagle; oh, you hignorant
girll Vy, it's a howl!" Keeper of the menage-
rie (respectfully)—" Axes partling, mum, 'tis a
'awk.

"

My Liver.

What makes this world so drear and sad ?

Why am I never, never glad ?

What is it drives me nearly mad?
My liver !

Why do I moan, and sob, and sigh,
And wish, ay ! wish that I might die?
Why would I pass from earth, oh, why *

My liver !

What is it on my heart doth seize;

Then come in form of cough and wheeze ?

Then makes me think I've Bright's disease ?

My liver

!

Whence is this spinning in my head?
Why are my pulses almost dead ?

Why doth my stomach feel like lead?
My liver !

What makes me sausages eschew,
And buckwheat cakes and mince pies, toe,
And ev'rything that's iced? Boo-hoo !

My liver !

What is it, day and night intent
On ev'ry sort of devilment,
Doth all the ills to me present?

. My liver

!

—Phrenological Journal.

Cure for Burns.

ESfiC CCQ

Glycerine, which may be considered the
ethereal part of oil, has the property of pene-
tration to a most remarkable degree; it pene-
trates the solid bone. Being thus penetrating,
it is recommended by Hall's Journal, as the
very best application for all feverish sores, for

inflamed or dry surfaces simply from its quality

of penetration and want of evaporability; the
first and highest value of any poultice is its

capability of keeping moist for the longest

time; no one ever thinks of a dry poultice;

glycerine keeps a part moist longer than any
substance known, hence its value as above,
mixed with an innoxious dry powder, called

sub-nitrate of Bismuth, so as to make a thin
paste or poulice. It is one of the very best ap-
plications known for burns, whether in child-

ren or adults, giving an almost instantaneous
relief from suffering, by its entire exclusion of

the air and by its moistening, hence cooling,

soothing effects, promotes a speedy healing pro-

cess, always safe, simple and efficient. A few
cents will buy half a pound of it at any good
drug store, and every family should have some
at hand, in a bottle, plainly labelled, witk a

bottle of glycerine at its side.

A Simple Remedy for Cinders in the
Eye.—Persons traveling much by railway are

subject to continual annoyance from the flying

cinders. On getting into the eyes they are not
only painful for the moment, but are often the
cause of long suffering, that ends in a total loss

of sight. A very simple and effective cure, is

within the reach of every one, and would per-

vent much suffering and expense, were it more
generally known. It is simply one or two grains

of flax seed. They may be placed iu the eye
without injury or pain to that delicate organ,

and shortly they begin to swell and dissolve a
glutinous substance that covers the ball of the

eye enveloping any foreign substance that may
be in it. The irritation or cutting of the mem-
brane is thus prevented, and the annoyance
may soon be washed out. A dozen of these

grains stowed away in the vest pocket may
prove, in an emergency, worth their number in

gold.

Foreign Bodies in the Stomach.—L'homme
a la fourchette, so famous in Paris a year or to

ago, is distanced by a man in Australia now un-

dergoing imprisonment for being unable to re-

store a gold ring which he swallowed, be-

ing to the prosecutor. He is being treat-

ed by the visiting surgeon of the jail with the

view of making him disgorge a large steel Al-

bert chain and a common brass ring. The chain

can be distinctly felt at the bottom of the

stomach, and the prisoner states it is now nine

months since he swaUowed it, and it is the only

one he has had any difficulty about. The jail-

or has a collection of objects, such as Albert

chains, penknives, and rings, which he has pro-

cured by making him vomit by emetics. The
prisoner is an intelligent young man of twenty-

three.

Coffee an Antidote for Strychnia.—In a
foreign journal are given the details of some ex-

periments made by Dr. A. Lelli on the antidotal

power of coffee against strychnia. The experi-

ments were made in consequence of Dr. Lelli

having met with a case in which a large dose

of strychnia was administered in coffee without

fatal consequences resulting. The animals em-
ployed were rabbits, and by comparative trials

he found that a dose of five centigrammes prov-

ed fatal in a short space of time; when the same
or a larger dose was given in a very strong in-

fusion of coffee, he found that the coffee either

acted as a complete antidote in preventing the

poisonous effects of the strychnia, or that it

materially diminished the violence of the action.

In-Growing Toe Nails.—These afflictions

are a source of excessive discomfort and some-

times of almost insufferable pain; formerly the

savage mode of treatment was to take a pair of

pincers and drag the whole nail out, but now a

prompt and painless cure may bo effected

simply by inserting the dry sesquichloridc of

iron between the nail and the flesh and powder-
ing the latter with it also, then apply a dry
bandage, and a euro follows after two or three

applications, a day or two apart.

Coffee-Leaf Tea.

The prepared leaf of the coffee plant yields
an infusion which is said to be deficient neither
in flavor or in stimulating properties, and rt is

a fact that in Sumatra, and indeed throughout the
whole Rastern Archipelago, it is preferred by
the natives to the beverage obtained from the
berry. The price of prepared coffee leaves in
Sumatra is about l%d. per lb., and they could be
imported and sold in England at 2d. with fair

remuneration to the planter. There could be
no great risk iu sending a trial consignment to
this market, for there are always curious buyers
on the lookout for new products, and if the
article happens to hit the public taste a great
trade in it would undoubtedly be opened up.
At anyrate we throw out the suggestion for

what it is worth. A correspondent, who has a
high opinion of coffee-leaf tea, points out that
China teas are not what they used to be, and
he thinks that if it is their destiny to retreat,

the next most suitable invader to fill up the
vacuum would be coffee-leaf tea, "for according
to the opinion of all those who have tried it,

the infusion is pleasant, very grateful, and invig-

orating; which is very much more than can be
said for the vast bulk of teas from China, or
for mate as it is gathered and made at present.
If found superior, it would lead to a change in

cultivation of the coffee tree in the plantations
abroad, for at present the pruning knife is freely

used, so as to obtain as large a crop of berry
per acre as possible (in the quickest time and
at the least expenditure of labor in gathering),

and unlike the tea shrub, with which a large

crop of leaf is aimed at. It might happen that

it would be more profitable to cultivate the
coffee tree for its leaf than for its berry."

Potash for Rats.—A writer to the Rural
New Yorker says: My method of ridding myself
of rats in the cellar or about the house is to take

a quantity of refined potash, partially pulverize

it, moisten it with water so that it will form a
sort of paste, and daube this about the bottom
of their holes or runways, so that they are com-
pelled to step in it in entering the premises. I

have practiced this method for several years
with very satisfactory results. If the first ap-

plication is not sufficient, it can, of course, be
repeated with but little trouble or expense, and
I am confident of favorable results. Such, at

least, has uniformly been my experience since

I first adopted the method, many years since.

The theory is, the rats step in the moistened pot-

ash while entering. Its caustic nature produces

a smarting sensation in the feet. He at once
proceeds to lick his feet to alleviate the pain.

The consequence is a not very agreeable sensa-

tion in the mouth. He is compelled to renew
his application in going out—result, he does not
care to renew his visit, and probably imparts
good counsel to his associates, and the rat nui-

sance is at once abated. I prefer this method
to the use of phosphorus, or any of the "rat

poisons" recommended, as it is not always safe

to have the latter around, and we have no dead
rats left in the walls or other out-of-the-way

places to infect the air with their offensive

odors.

A Cheap Hanging Basket.—Crochet a little

saucer-shaped mat in red wool, loose open-

work, and place inside a saucer, soup-plate or

cover of an old glass butter-dish. Place in it a

large sponge, with bird seed and a few hemp
seeds sprinkled through it. Cut a slit in the

top of the sponge and insert a hyacinth bulb.

Now suspend the hanging basket by four red

cords of twisted worsted, finished by tassels at

the top. Then fill your saucer with water and
wait patiently for a few days, and you will have
a thing of beauty. It will make you happy
just to remember it years after the sponge has

gone the way of all sponges. There is a still

less expensive hanging basket. Take a turnip

or carrot, cut off a slice from the top and hollow

out a dish about an inch in thickness. Fill this

hollow with water and hang up the turnip shell

by three cords. Very soon the green sprouts

will appear and will grow almost like Jonah's

gourd, curving upward in long, beautiful

wreaths. When one gets too old, it may be

replaced by another you had started a few weeks
later in the kitchen. It shows us how much
beauty and real poetry there is in very common-
place things and lives. We need not go far

away for something lovely to delight both eye

and heart.

Baked Ox-heart.—Clean the heart thor-

oughly; stuff it with the following force-meat:

One onion chopped fine, a tablespoonful of

chopped parsley, a saltspoonful of powdered
sage or thyme, a little salt, half a small loaf of

bread and enough warm water to moisten the

bread; mix thoroughly, fill the heart with it

and bake an hour in a good hot oven, basting it

occasionally with the liquor that flows from it,

and, when half done, seasoning it well with
salt and pepper. Serve hot, with plain boiled

potatoes, peeled and baked in the pan with the

heart.

—

Miss Corson.

Orange Cake.—Three eggs; one cup of su-

gar; butter the size of an egg; one cup of flour;

one teaspoonful of cream-of-tartar one-half tea-

spoonful of soda dissolved in a tablespoon-

ful of milk; bake in three layers; put be-

tween each layer the whitea of two beaten eggs

with grated rind and juice of enc orange and
powered sugar.
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The Week.

This weather has become so depraved, that
all attempts at reformation are of no avail. As
with the man who forswears tobacco, and whose
pledges quickly end in smoke, so this weather,
for the moment clear, soon lapses into the mel-
ancholia of dense mist, low-ilying cloud and
floods of tears. Again and again have the hill-

side farmers around the bay put the plow iuto the
mellow upland, and looked forward *o soli 1 days
of sunny, profitable labor. Again and again
have the drenched mornings consigned the
horses to the pasture and the men to the grocery,
while the plow rusts in the furrow and the sea'-

son Hies none the slower for it.

How swift the transition from extremes in
California. A few months ago we deplored the
drouth and apprehended its repetition. Now
we pray and cry for clear days ; and we do well
for there are places in the .State, where full six
feet of water have fallen since last October.
Nor could such a fall be without its injuries.
Besides the losses from Hoods and overflows,
from ruined roads and bridges, there has come
in the northern counties, where the weight of
rain has fallen, a severe fatality among the^stock
which dwelt afield unsheltered. Many a flock
master has lost all the increase of his Hock, just
at the time when feed was waiting to be eaten,
and the market for the stock had doubled values
several times.

And yet all these drawbacks will seem small
indeed after we are fully launched upon the
prosperous tide of a fruitful year. Recuperation
and restoration will be quick and general, and
greater good will consign minor evils to the
obscure corners of the memory, seldom to be
called to mind.

Rank Growth and Crusted Fields.

There are two themes on which conditions

call for timely comments. They are diametri-

cally opposite in character, and call for diverse

treatment. One must have for its object to re-

strain too forward growth; the other to promote

healthful action in the plants.

The copious fall of water, ami the general

warmth of the air during its fall, have fostered

a growth of grass and grain which no one lias

ever seen surpassed at this season of the year in

this State. From many sections this condition
has been reported, and in some it has gone so
far that early sown grain has already fallen in

matted masses, and if left to itself would result

in decay so soon as the warm sun should bring
sufficient heat to bear upon its suicidal luxuri-

ance. In such cases there still remains a chance
to the farmer to profit by the growth, by put-
ting in the plow and burying the wealth of

vegetation beneath the surface. It is so tender
and succulent that it will speedily decay, and,
even in localities where more mature growths
would rot but slowly in the soil, this fresh and
immature tissue will soon disintegrate. It is at

a time of the year, too, when moisture will be
retained near the surface in abundance, both to

turn the crop into a tine fertilizer and to foster

a new seeding which may be thrown upon it.

The excessive supply of feed, and the reduced
number of hoofs, in most parts prevents this

rank growth from having much, if any, market-
able value for stock, and it will now be placed
where it will do most good by turning it under.
There are other and more numerous instances

in which growth has not yet reached this final

stage, but where the grain is rushing forward
upright and strong, but too fast. It has been
shown by experience, both in this State and
elsewhere, that the grain may be held back, the
plants strengthened and induced to send fortl

multiplied grain-bearing stems by cropping it

close at this point in its growth. More than a
mouth ago, this fact was brought to memory by
our correspondence and by quotation from some
of our well-informed interior exchanges. In
many localities conditions still warrant the
practice. We have been told that sheep, which
are most available animals for feeding down
over-rank grain, cannot be had for this pur-
pose, because feed is so abundant that shep-
lerds find no object in accepting every free

feed upon the grain fields. Then, too, sheep
are too few to render the wide service whicli is

required. The recourse which remains then is

the mowing machine, and the promise in mow-
ing too forward fields is not only the saving of

the crop, but the return of an increased harvest,
which will more than pay the increased expense
>f mowing. We remember that this subject
was under discussion at a meeting of intelligent
farmers in Colusa county, last year, and the
opinion and experience related was something
in this wise: One man mowed a part of his
grain after it had all jointed and was falling,

and at harvest he got several bushels an acre
more from the cut portion than from the bal-

ance of the field. Another man cut his wheat
for hay after the kernal was formed, but while
the stem was still green, and he headed about
six bushels per acre from what shot up even
after the late mowing. The general point was
concurred in, that there is no danger in mowing
grain while the ground is still moist for growth,
and that cutting, even after the stern shows its

joints, has resulted in increased yield of grain.

This experience of practical men may oe of

much value to many at ttiis time.
The second of the themes which we take up

for comment is the necessity which now exists
on many soils to break up the crust which the
tirst few warm dry days will fix upon the sur-
face, On sticky, close soil like our adobe and
red clay, the heavy rains have beaten the sur-
face layer into a solid condition which the
beaten will soon harden until it forms a tight
fetter around the plant stems and blades which
now pierce it. To foster farther this growth this

crust must be broken. This is no new tiling,

nor do we claim any right of discovery in it,

hut it is a timely word which calls general at-

tention to it. Although the value of the prac-
tice of breaking the crust is undisputed, there
have been erroneous ideas concerning the reasons
why it was beneficial. The mere fact of loosen-
ing the soil surrounding the plant is but a part
of the advantage. It was formerly believed
and claimed that breaking this crust was to en-
able the soil to absorb moisture from the at-
mosphere, but this has been disproved by the
demonstration that the soil does not absorb
moisture from the atmosphere except in fog
and dews. The main value of breaking the
crust is in preventing evaporation which is very
active through such a crust; as Prof. Johnson,
expresses it, a shallow stirring of the soil after
a crust is formed is like cutting a lamp wick
just above the oil. When soil is crusted it

only needs cultivation enough to break this
crust; and deeper work which throw up the
soil to greater depth to the action of the air has
a drying effect and results in a loss of water.
This may not seem so much of a consideration
this drenched year as on less generous sea-
sons, so far as the loss of water is con-
cerned, but there is another reason why
only shallow work should be done, and
that is because heavy soil, like clay, when turned
up wet does not crumble, but becomes more
compact by the pressure of the plow, and
assumes a most fatal and rebellious character.
It is a fortunate fact, then, that that style of

working which does not destroy the growing
grain is just what agrees best with the preser-
vation of moisture and the best physical condi-
tion of the soil. The tool to accomplish the
desired results is the harrow with sham teeth,
which completely scarifies the surface, liberates
the fettered plants and yet uproots but few of

them, and does away with evaporation, which,
as we have said, is rapid through a hard, baked
surface. There is no reason to fear the results of

the harrowing. They have been shown by wide
experience to be very beneficial, and to have re-

sulted in increased harvests. The subject is

certainly one which should receive general
attention, as there is reason to expect more
crusted fields this year than ever before, and
any who have doubts about the wisdom of the
practice should test the matter for themselves
by harrowing a part of their fields and noticing
closely the growth upon the differently treated
portions.

Hard Milking Cows.

Editors Press:—Few are aware how easy it is to rem-
edy a hard milking cow by simply inserting the small
blade of a sharp knife about one inch up the natural out-
let of the teat and cutting the hole larger. I have in this
way been able to remedy all of my hard milking cows for
the last 10 years, so that there is but little difference in

them. I have never hud any trouble from their leaking
their milk from this operation, although I have made the
hole of some quite large to remove hard pieces of curd
formed in the teat. A. W. , San Felipe, Cal.

This remedy, in the hands of a careful opera-
tor, as we know our correspondent to be, is

often very valuable and salutary in its effects,

as lie describes. It is well, however, to bear in

mind that there are "hard milkers" produced
from different causes, and it is sometimes just
as effective to use a gentler instrument than the
knife. We can easily see how the knife in the
hands of a careless or nervous operator might
do needless damage to the teat, and less dan
gerous devices are always preferable where they
will produce adequate results. In his treatise

on "American Dairying," Prof. Arnold, the em
inent dairy writer, treats of this subject in its

several bearings, and in connection with our
correspondent's suggestion above, we quote from
Prof. Arnold as follows:

In some cases the milk comes down very
slowly, and occasionally it is not all drawn out
by reason of hard milking. This may be over
come. It is occasioned by too small a hole in

the end of the teat, which can be easily en
larged. The following illustration and manner
of doing it, copied, from a recent number of the
N. Y. Tribune, will sufficiently explain how:

Make a small cone-shaped
plug of ivory, bone oi

metal, even hard wood
well oiled, as large as you
can well insert in the end
of the teat. By making a

head on the large end of

the cone, and just above
the head a little contrac-

tion (as shown in the fig-

ure), the plug when insert

ed in the end of the teat

will remain and keep the
opening stretched till it

will become sufficiently en
large^l to milk as easily as

you desire. It may be re-

moved at each milking, and
when the milking is done it may be inserted
again, to remain till the next milking, and soon
till the orifice becomes permanently enlarged t<

the right size. No harm will be done to the
teat.

To cultivate a habit of giving down rapidly

and fully, fagt and careful milking are neces-

sary. Slow milkers seldom get all the milk,

and the bag gets out of order in one way or an-
other. Difficult milking is occasionally pro-

luced by a contraction of the orifice in the
diaphragm which stretches over the top of the

teat. The little cord which runs round the
edge of the hole, contracts and knots up, clos-

ing the hole and making a hard bunch just at

the upper end of the teat. Sometimes it is

brought on by too much pulling down on the

teats when milking, especially where the milk
is drawn by "stripping," as it is called, with
the thumb and finger, I e., the teat is held be-

tween the thumh and finger tight enough to

keep the milk from flowing back, while they

slide down the teat and crowd the milk out.

This constant and severe pulling on the teats

irritates the diaphragm and cord, and makes
them pull up and occasion the bunch described,

just above the teat. When this contraction

has been carried so far as to make the bunch
feel hard, there is no relaxation to it afterward.

It has so proved in my experience. It can be
remedied by cutting the cord aud diaphragm
to make the hole larger. It requires a consid-

erable incision to prevent growing right up
again. It does no harm to the udder to make
the cut quite large. It is best done by insert-

ing a flattened tube as large as can be crowded
into the teat, and after pushing it up to the

bunch, make the incision by passing a blade

through the tube, then turning at right angles

and cutting again. It is best done when the

bag is full of milk.
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Sowing Alfalfa.

Editors Press:--I saw in your valuable paper a short
time ago some gentleman recommended 30 pounds of al-
falfa seed to be sown to the acre. 1 have taken the pains
to have an ounce of seed weighed by a druggist, and have
counted the seeds in one ounce. There areir>,2U5 seed by
actual count, necessarily making 244,240 in one pound.
There being but ti,272,(540 inches in an acre, 25 pounds
and 11 ounces of clean seed will give a little over one seed
to the inch. If the seed is good aud clean this would be
entirely too thick. If the seed is not clean then we must
make a calculation for dirt. I have a tract of land near
Collinsvillc. Solano county, on which I have sown consid-
erable alfalfa, and find 20 jiounds very thick seeding. — W.
B. Brows, Collinsville, Jan. 30th.

This is an inquiry in the right direction, and
the same method could be applied with success
to many of the seeds which farmers use. In
connection with these computations there should
always be a knowledge of the germinating
power of the seeds used in addition to the cal-

culation for dirt which our correspondent men-
tions. Of course all calculations as to the
amount of seed might be vitiated by the qual-
ity of the seeds themselves. It has been shown
by experiments at the Michigau Agricultural
College that different samples of purchased
seeds varied in germinating power from 14% to
90 which is a wide margin. We have men-
tioned the advisability of testing seeds before
sowing in former issues. If a few hundred seeds
be sown experimentally, or sprouted in moist
cotton, the farmer will have a good idea of the
quality of the seed he proposes to use, and
sometimes vexing failures to secure a "catch"
in the field would be guarded against. In a few
days a man can get facts which may save him a
year's loss of money and temper.

Cranberry Culture.

Editors Press:— I see a call for information
as to whether the cranberry can be cultivated
in California. I once had the purpose to make
a trial in the culture of this popular fruit. I

found that a number of persons had tried and
failed. I procured a book on the subject, in

which it was stated that cranberries had never
succeedeil south of the 40th degree of north
latitude. There is no doubt but that they can
be raised very successfully in the Humboldt
bay country anil in Oregon. The only kind of

land suited to their culture is one perfectly
level and which can be kept covered with water
until the berry is nearly ripe, and then drawn
off. The land must be a bed of sand or be cov-
ered witli sand by hauling and spreading it

over the surface to the depth of from four to
six inches, in which the plants are placed and
when properly rooted they will hold possession

of the ground. Large quantities of cranberries

grow wild in Oregon. The culture of the cran-

berry yields §5,000 per acre in favorable loca-

tions, but it is very expensive to start the
plants properly.—W. W. Brier, Centerville,

Alameda Co. , Cal.

Shaking Swine.
Editors Prfsh:—Some two weeks back I had three sows

pig having IS pigs. They had comfortable quarters,
and for two months previous to pigging had alfalfa hay,
green alfalfa, and an occasional dead sheep for feed. The
pigs came strong, but were all affected with what 1

termed "Bakersfleld chills," shaking so bad at times as to
sit them down. This shaking still continues, though the
pigs are growing and doing very well. Can you give me
anv clue to the cause and a cure for the same.—MM
E. 'Bi ll, Bakersfrtld, Cal.

Will some of our readers enlighten us on
these points?

Walnuts on Chapparal.
Editors Prkss: Will walnuts grow on chapparal land.

Rkadkr.

We presume our querist means English wal-

nuts. We should say, as a general rule, such
lands would be well adapted for this growth.
Who speaks from experience?

Thoroughbred Horses Coming.—Our al-

ready fine stock of blooded horses is being con-

tinually augmented by importation. We learn

from the Krntucky Live Stock Record that Mr.

L. H. Dubois, Oakland, Cal., has been in Ken-

tucky for the last six weeks or two months pur-

chasing thoroughbreds for California, and he

has shipped 13 head, comprising the following

well-bred animals: "Glen Dudley," bay foaled

in 1874, by imp. "Clenelg," out of "Madame
Dudley;" bay filly, foaled in 1876, by "Long-
fellow," dam "Plauetarian;" bay filly, foaled in

187C, by "Bayswater," dam "Sally Wallace,"

by "Star Davis;" chestnut colt, foaled in 1876,

by "Monarchist," dam "Blue Gown," by
Planet;'' chestnut colt, foaled in 1876, by imp.

"Glenelg," dam "Planetarium," by "Planet;"

chestnut filly, foaled in 1876, by "Enquirer,"

dam "Emma Samson," by "Rogers;" bay filly,

foaled in 1876, by "Enquirer," dam by
Planet," out of "Laura," by imp. Leviathan;

'

bay filly, foaled in 1876, by "Longfellow," dam
Sally Travera" by "JohnC. Breckinridge," out

of "Itaska," by imp. "Horton;" "Lucy Ash-

ton," chestnut filly, foaled in 1876, by "Wa-
verly," dam "Annie Laurie" (dam of "Flying

Locust)" by "Vincent Nolte;" chestnut filly,

foaled in 1S76, by "Tom Bowling," dam "Flor-

ence I." by imp. Australian;" "Rlla Anderson,"

foaled in 187o, by "Enquirer," dam "Dolly An-
derson," by imp. "Australian," and a bay filly,

foaled in 1876, by "Baywood," dam "Laxity,"

by "King Lear." The Record says: "We can

recommend the stock to the breeders of Cali-

fornia, and the pedigrees of the stock are cor-

rect, and no doubt there will be a number of

good racers in the lot."

«
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Good and Bad Beet Seed.

Editors Phess:—There may be trustworthy seedsmen,
and there may not, at all events I must tell you how I

and a neighbor of mine were caught this last season by
having a popular seedsman of your city fill our orders for

beet seed; My neighbor ordered mangolds and I ordered

sugar beets. The orders must have been filled out of the

same sack, for both fields showed four kinds of beets,

about evenly divided, and most of them were badly degen-

erated.—W. S. Downing, Half Moon Bay, San Mateo
county.

We have heard of trouble and vexation of

this kind before. It is in part the fault of the

seedsman who sells the seed from his city store,

and in part the fault of the seed-grower who
furnishes him supplies. We have seen a field

of beets grown for stock feed, of which one-half

was fine, long and large mangolds of uniform

size and form, and the other was a poor mixture

of long, short, globular and many-fanged roots,

of which the aggregate weight would barely be

more than half that of the uniform mangolds.

The grower said that the poor roots were grown
from California seed, and he would use no more
of it. The fine roots were from imported seed.

The seed, both imported and California, were
bought from the same seedsman, and here the

blame would seem to gravitate to the California

seed-grower, who doubtless started with a lot

of scrub seed, let it perpetuate its own mixed
abomination, and sold the detestable seed to the
seedsmen, to be distributed and thus make
countless farmers mourn. This is all wrong.

quantities by the plants, and supplied free of
charge to the farmer. The last, though not the
least, point aimed at in propagating beets with
permanent peculiarities, was a high percentage
of sugar in the juice, with as small a propor-
tion as possible of other soluble matter.
Two men in Europe have for years systemati-

cally followed the improvement of beets in the
above-described direction. Fred. Knauer of

Groebers, and Vilmorin in Paris. The former
has devoted his whole life to the propagation
and improvement of the sugar-beet race, while
the latter is one of the most extensive dealers
in seeds of all varieties. Many years ago Fer-
dinand Knauer of Groebers built a beet-sugar
factory adjoining the village, which he supplied
with beet from his own farms, and in which he
could test the quality of his beets and beet seed
on a large scale. He was most particular in the
selection of the parent beets from which he was
to propagate. Knauer followed his labor like

an artist or scientific man, raising and propaga-
ting seed with a certain and single'aim, using
the seed to grow beets for his own sugar factor-

ies, and selling whatever seed he had to spare,

yet always protesting most vehemently when
asked if he was dealing in seed. Vilmorin, on
the other hand, deals in seeds of every imagin-
able kind, often buying of other dealers and
producers. This probably accounts for the fact

that nearly every sack of Vilmorin seed that
the farmers in Waterloo county, Canada, re-

Woodward's Gardens.

The Central Park of the Pacific.

No one of the interesting sights of San Fran-

cisco more fully and justly attracts the atten-

tion of tourists, other visitors, and our own cit-

izens, than Woodward's Gardens. Though the

private property of Mr. R. B. Woodward, who
established them in 1866, they aud their public
spirited owner have now become thoroughly
identified with the interests of the city. They
may be correctly termed the "Eden of the
West," unequaled on the American continent.
In them, Nature, Art and Science, are well
illustrated, and their aims are: Education,
recreation, and amusement. It is true that in

no city in the world, unless it be Paris, or Lon-
don, can so varied and complete a collection of

remarkable objects of nature aud art be found
in one place, as at Woodward's. The celebra-
ted Garden of Plants in Paris, and Kew Gar-
dens near London, are, perhaps, the only real

exceptions. Hence, for education of young and
old alike, for their entertainment, or amuse-
ment, and for all innocent pleasure, no place
surpasses these charming gardens. For all

these reasons, we deem it but justice to an en-

terprise that has done so much credit to our
city and State, to give the accompanying excel-

lent engraving of part of the extensive grounds
and buildings, and a brief sketch of its numer-

ager; M. E. Willis, Treasurer; Chas. H. Wil-
liams, Director of Amusements; C. Shuman,
Superintendent of Aquarium and Conserva-
tories; Prof. F. ruber, Curator of Museum;
B. F. Roop, in charge of birds and animals; and
C. J. Woodward, manager of restaurant and re-
freshment saloons.

In the art gallery, pictures have all been
retouched, freshened and rearranged ; the numer-
ous animals and plants are in the very best
order; the conservatory was never more thriv-
ing and beautiful, the grounds never looking
more charming. The " baby -camel," born in
the gardens, February 1st, attracts much atten-
tion. Not only does one of the best orchestral
bands discourse sweet music on special occa-
sions, but daily visitors are delighted by the
choice selection of standard pieces performed
exquisitely by a fine large orchestrion—or full
brass band, arranged like- an organ and run by
clock-work—manufactured by Schoenstein, in Vil-
lingen, Baden. Having lOora dozen separate cyl-
inders, it performs 110 or 40 pieces. The vast co-
lossal bust of Washington, 1 1 feet high, now in
course of construction by Thos. Gagliardi, in
the sculptor's study, deservedly attracts much
attention.

Never does a week pass without additions of
interest to some part of the already large col-
lections of the curious, the wonderful, the rare
the instructive, the entertaining. Yet with all

this, one of the most striking features of this

SCENE IN WOODWARD'S GARDENS, SAN FRANCISCO

No seedsman should contract for a lot of seed to I

be distributed to his customers without knowl-

edge of its quality, or satisfactory guarantee

thereof. In the case of the California seed, it

would not be difficult for the seedsman to assure

himself of this fact, by making contract in ad-

vance, and by personal inspection of the grow-

ing roots. With imported seed, it would be

more difficult to get this surety, and yet it

seems that foreigners exercise more care in this

regard than we do ourselves.

Beet seed is one of the most ticklish agents

with which the farmer has to deal. Wherever
beets are grown there are the same difficulties.

It is possible to improve beets in the same way
that other farm plants are improved and de-

veloped. We read in the writings of Gennert
in the American Cultivator, that ever since the

beet-sugar industry took permanent root in

Europe, it has been well understood that the

basis of its success was rich beets, and again

good seed for the same. Beets have been raised

much on the same principle as blooded cattle;

certain points have been considered essential to

success, and, through crossing breeds by careful

selection of the seed bearers, these points have
been made permanent. The first point of im-

portance was shape and size in the root. No
beet has ever been planted for seed that had
lateral or side roots in addition to the central

root. A beet with but one root will enter the

ground to a wonderful depth, and take its

nourishment from a strata which is hardly ever

reached by any other crop perhaps, excepting

clover. A second, and fully as important a

point, is the formation of the leaves. The
leaves draw moisture, ammonia, carbonic acid

and oxygen from the air, where these most im-

portant ingredients are found in unlimited

ceived last year, contained larger or smaller

quantities of wild oats, a weed one hundred times

worse than Canada thistle. Knauer sells all

the seed he does not use in his own operations

at a fair price, while Vilmorin charged

for his "Vilmorin pure" 150 shillingsor £1\ the

100 English pounds, and "Vilmorin ordinary"

40s or £2 the 100 pounds. These are quota-

tions from his 1877 catalogue. Now either the

150 shillings seed is a fraud or an extortion, or

the 40 shillings seed, even without the wild

oats, is trash and dear at any price.

The above description of the ways of securing

and distributing beet seed, which we condense

from the writings of M. Gennert, shows the

way in which the evil of poor seed gains sway.

It is wrong to distribute poor, weak, and
mixed seed, and it has been shown by decisions

of the Eastern Supreme Courts that seedsmen
who warrant their seeds are liable if their

warrantys are not realized. Of course retailers

of ^seeds are liable to be imposed upon by

wholesalers and by growers, but their own
business prospects demand that they should re-

lax no efforts to reduce this chance to a min-

imum.
There is another deduction from the European

experience which is described above, anil that

is that cheap seed is an exceedingly dangerous

commodity. Of course pure seed is the result

of extra care and skill, and these must be paid

for. We trust the remarks we have made will

lead California seed growers and dealers to

action to remove the evils which are now to be

deplored.

Georoia and her industrial and agricultural

products will be well represented at the Paris

exposition.

ous attractions. A mere enumeration of these

will give some idea of their extensive character.

They embrace the museum, the botanical de-

partment—including the rotunda, conservatory,

orangery—the art gallery, seal ponds, plant and
tropical greenhouses, fern house, aquatic fowls,

polytechnic hall, marine and fresh water aqua-

rium, trout and carp pond, menagerie—with

its small animal house, bear-pit, smaller animal

cages, large animal enclosures, fox burrows,

and poultry house—a kiosk and refreshment

stand, the fountain, aviary, pavilion and skating

rink, performances and exhibitions, open air

orchestra, a fine German orchestrion, a Turkish

mosque, music hall, restaurant, eagle aviary,

Italian terrace, rotary boat and lake, gymna-
sium and swings, sculptor's study, camera-ob-

scura, and the small and beautiful Baxter steam

engine. Every curiosity is genuine and the best

of its kind. There is no attempt at deception

or misrepresentation.

Theso instructive and delightful pleasure

gardens arc being placed in the finest condition

possible for the rapidly approaching spring and
summer. Many additions have been made to

the already vast number of interesting objects.

It is no exaggeration to say that by the arrival

of our usually fine spring weather, every por-

tion of the beautiful grounds, the complete col-

lections in the various domains of nature,

science and art—as well as the regular and
attractive music and lirst-class performances for

the entertainment of visitors will be presented

in a better and more thorough condition than

ever before. As usual with their proprietor,

neither expense nor pains have been spared to

accomplish this result.

Mr. Woodward's efforts are ably seconded by

his assistants, Messrs. Win. Woodward, Man-

I popular place of resort is the low rate of ad-
' mission to the whole, which is regularly 25

cents, and for children 10 cents. Special terms
below these rates are made with organizations,

schools and festivals generally, day and even-

ing, (hand and special performances take

place Saturdays, Sundays and holidays without
extra charge. Every one who visits Wood-
ward's Gardens feels more than repaid. Not
only San Francisco, but California has good
reason to be proud of them. We may give our

readers fuller details of Borne of their more at-

tractive features hereafter.

The Rainfall to March 1st.

We collate from various sources the total

rainfall at the places named for the season to

March 1st:

San Francisco 20.40

Ban Uafael 40.44

Sonoma 37.10

llcaMsbuvg 8X33
Napa 29.07

St Helena 42.20

Little Lake 70.01

Ultiah 48.81

Potno 40.04

Vallcjo 21.42

Martinez 18.00

Chico 28.20

Marysville 17.38

TEEMS were coined at the San Francisco Mint

last month §7,005,000, probably the largest

amount ever coined in any mint during so short

a time.

Aim many years of warfare, peace has been

restored in Cuba, the insurgents submitting to

the Spanish authorities.

Colusa 28.30

Woodland 22.3s
Sainmicnto, Feb. 2 11.00
l'laccrvllle 20. SI

Stockton 14. S4
Modesto 0.37

San Diego 8 00

L,ol Alleles 18.91

San Lull Obispo 2S.18
Salinas City 19.33
Santa Cruz 88.62
San .lose 15.54
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land, a tough suil that holds moisture well is

the best; it is the reverse in moist land. When
rich and poor land are both found on a place,

people must not hesitate in planting corn in tho

best land and where it will produce a good crop

of leaves and ears. In a word, do not refuse

your corn, if you can help it, the bi-.st land and
plenty of manure.

Manures.
Whether planted in rich or poor land, the

yield of corn is like that of any other crop, in

proportion to the amount of manure put into

the ground; and corn can stand a heavy manur-

ing, because of the tremendous size it will grow
to, without being liable, like wheat for instance,

to be blown over or fallen to the ground by its

own weight. Above all, corn requires such fer-

tilizers as lime, phosphate of lime, potash, mag-
nesia Bad nitrogen. Slow manures will not do

for corn, unless they are mixed with some of

the above fertilizers. Stable or yard manure,

which is by itself a complete fertilizer, contain-

ing all the ingredients of plant food, is, I should

think, considering the nature of our soil and
peculiar climate, the very best manure we can

get hold of for the growing of corn even to its

maximum size, without any fertilizers. In some
parts of Europe, 20.000 to 30,000 pounds of

yard manure is used for an acre, and at the time

of planting the following fertilizers arc added,

viz: '200 to .'{IK) pounds of superphosphate of

lime; 75 pounds of sulphate of ammonia; or

other kinds of fertilizing materials in propor-

tionate quantities, and according to the nature

and composition of the soil.

Drill and Broadcast Culture

It is particularly when sown in drills, that

corn recommends itself to the farmers of coun-

tries like California. Very rich bottom lands, of

course, make exception to this rule, for in their

case corn sown broadcast and thickly will grow
luxuriantly and the stalks be tender and succu-

lent, and eaten in that state with better ease by
cattle than the coarse stalks raised in drills, anil

that have to be softened down in silos by fer-

mentation before being served as feed. But in

this State there are a thousand acres of dry,

common laud to one of rich bottom land; it is

therefore obvious that the drill system is the

best oue for us to resort to, so as to enable us to

irrigate our fields and raise a fair crop of fodder.

Other advantages, besides, are obtained from
this drill system of sowing corn: First, the

land can be kept in a better state of cultivation,

and be cultivated, which is an impossibility

when the seed is sown broadcast; second, sown
in drills, each plant occupies the center of a
cube of ground, which is indispensable to its

subterranean and aerial development and maxi-
mum growth.

Preparation of the Soil.

The land on which to plant corn has to be,

especially in this State, summer-fallowed. Then
it is manured in the fall and plowed to a depth
of 10 or 12 inches. In March it is harrowed,
plowed over, harrowed again and rolled. In
some countries after the fall manuring and plow-
ing, they sow at once rye, which is cut green
for fodder in April, or the tirst week of May.
No extra work is required for the raising of

that crop, only the ground has to be heavily
manured to make the rye grow quick and tender.

Preparation of the Seed.

Corn comes up rather irregularly, and it is

quite important to have it come up at once and
be uniform in growth. The best way to attain

that end is to put the seed to soak into pure
water, or water with juice from the manure pile

mixed with it, or in which empty guano sacks
have been put to soak. Seed so treated will all

come up simultaneously. On the other hand
(for it seems the poor farmer, whichever way he
does things, is bound to be much bothered),
there is a little disadvantage to the soaking of

the seed in sections of country liable to late

frosts, for it makes the seed come up at once; it

might do that too soon, and a frost nip the
young and tender shoots.

Planting.

As to the time of sowing corn in the different
parts of the State, and the best mode of doing
it, I will say nothing; for, very likely, the larger
part of your readers know more about it than
myself, and on that particular point they would
learn nothing new from me. I will only say
that where late frosts are frequent, corn ought
not to be sown before the first week of May.
There are corn-planters drawn by horses for
large fields, and hand drills on wheels for fields
of a small area. On a smaller patch hand-sow-
ing is practiced, one or two seeds being thrown
into each hole. Corn is planted in rows two
feet apart, and one foot in the row.

In the second part of this article, I will give
your readers the various modes of harvesting
corn for fodder, and a full description of ensilag-
ing and the making up of silos, with two cuts
representing an empty and a complete silo.

Keli\ Guxar.
Nevada City, CM., Feb. 16th.

Woodward'hGarlknh lias the following new attractions
The buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements in the /oolngical department, beside* the
other features which have made it popular.

Economy in House Keeping.

The fanner's first duty is economy. Those who send
their orders for Groceries ft Provisions to the Pioneer
Grocery Establishment of Siiakboko & Costa, No. 631
Washington St., near Montgomery, San Kranciseo, livt
well and at a saving of $10 per month. All goods guaran
teed.carefully packed ami shipped free. Send for price list

Scientific Press

ate&$ Agency

Office—202 Sansome St , N. E. Cor. Pine, S. F.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats filed expeditiously
Patent re-issues taken out; Assignments made and re-

corded in legal form; Copies of Patents and Assignments
procured; Kxaminations of Patents made here and at

Washington; Examinations made of Assignments re-

corded in Washington; Examinations ordered and re-

ported by Telegraph; Rejected eases taken up and Pat
ents obtained; Interferences Prosecuted; Opinions ren
dered regarding' the validity of Patents and Assign
ments; Every legitimate branch of Patent Soliciting

Business promptly and thoroughly eondueted.
Our intimate knowledge of the various inventions of thi-

ctmst, and long1 practice in patent business, enable us to

abundantly satisfy our patrons, and our success and
business are constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced inventors are found
among our most steadfast friends and patrons, who fully

appreciate our advantages in bringing- valuable inven-
tions to the notice of tlfe public through the columns of

our widely circulated, first-class journals - thereby facil-

itating their introduction, sale and popularity.

OUR AGENTS-
Ora Frirnds can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting

Agents in their labors of canvassing-, by lending their

influence and encouraging favors, we intend to send
none but worthy men.

J. L. Tiiarp—San Francisco.
B. W. CKOWELL—Califnniia.
A. C. K.vox— Pacific Coast.

C. N. Wkst—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito
counties.

A. C. Champion—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.
Kkward S. Barfr—Australian Coloi Lee and Sandwiot

Islands.

W. D. WniTR -San Bernardino and Los Angeles coun-
ties.

J. W. A. Wright -Sacramento, Placer and San Joaquin
counties.

B. E. Lloyd—Sonoma and Napa counties.

E. M. Dksx.y, Oregon.
F. B. Aldkrson, Nevada.
H. K. Hallett.—San Louis Obispo county.
G. W. McGrew. — Santa Clara county.

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,

Alameda County.
(Successors to Z. B. Heywood &l Co.)

Lumber, shingles, sash, doors, lime, brick

and builders' hardware sold at lowest San

Francisco rates, strict attention given country

orders. Hoats loaded at wharf for all points on

the .San Joaquin and Sacramento rivers, cars of

the C. 1*. R. R. Co. loaded at yard. Orders re-

cieved at '22 California St. San Francisco, or at

the hardware store of G. W. Babcock, 955

Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBKE, Proprietor.

Thomas Richardson, Manager.

Lands for Sale and to Let.

THE CLIMATE OF CALIFORNIA.

A thoroughly studied and ably written treatise on this
subject by lion. H. B. Kedding, appears complete in the
Pacific Ki kal Pkkhh for January 2uth, and also the Min-
ing and Scikntivic Prkss. Based upon facts, figuros and
careful and extensive observations made in various parts
of the State on this important subject, it is a volume of
reliable Information, interesting' to every resident of the
State. The information is condensed in a paper read be-
fore the California Academy of Sciences, and is published
in the Pkkss as read before that Society without any al-

teration* or omissions. Extra copies, post-paid, 10 cents.
Address DKWEY & CO., Publishers, 202 Sansome Street,
San Francisco.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,
Special Attention to Fitting Eyea.

OFKICE-NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Bftwkkn Broadwav and Washington.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTUY REAL ESTATE AND
OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

MCAFEE BROS , Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansome 8treet, - San Francisco.

GOOD ZL^HSTID

— IN A —

FAVORABLE LOCATION,

GUARANTEEING

Sure Crops Every Year.

The Redding Ranch,

In the Upper Sacramento Valley, originally em-

bracing over 26,000 acres of

Choice Grain, Orchard and Pasture Land,

Is now offered for sale at low prices and on

favorable terms of payment,

In Sub-Divisions to Suit Purchasers.

The ranch was selected at an early day by-

Major P. B. Redding, one of the largest pioneer

land owners in California. It is situated on

the west side of the Sacramento River and ex-

tends over 20 miles along its bank.

The average rainfall is about 30 inches per

annum, and crops have never been known to

fail from drouth.

The climate is generally healthy and compar

tively desirable. The near proximity of high

mountain peaks give cool nights during the

" heated terms " which occur in our California

summers.

Figs, Grapes, Peaches, Prunes, Almonds, Ku

glish Walnuts, Oranges and other temperate

and semi-tropical fruits can be raised with suc-

cess on most of the tract. Also, Vegetables,

Corn and all other cereals ordinarily grown in

the State.

A considerable amount of the rich bottom

land has already been cultivated.

Deep Soil With Lasting Qualities.

The soil throughout the tilled portions of the

ranch proves to be of great depth and enduring

in its good qualities. It is quite free from foul

growths. The virgin soil among the large oak

trees on the bottom land is easily broken up

and cultivated.

The California and Oregon railroad traverses

nearly the entire length of the tract. There

are several sections, stations and switches, be

sides depots at the towns of Anderson and

Reading—all of which are located within the

limits of the ranch.

For Colonies.

Land suitable for settlers in colonies can be

obtained on good terms.

Town Lots

Are offered for sale in Reading, situated on the

Sacramento River, nt the present terminus of

the railroad. It is the converging and distrib-

uting point for large, prosperous mining and

agricultural districts in Northern California and

Southern Oregon. Also, lots in the town of

Anderson, situated more centrally on the

ranch. Lots in both these town* are offered

at a bargain, for the purpose of building up the

towns and facilitating settlement of the ranch

Purchasers are invited to come and see the

lands before buying here or elsewhere. Apply

on the ranch, to the proprietor,

EDWARD FRISBIE,

.AnderBon, Shasita Co., Cal,

FINE RANCH FOR SALE.

LOWEST PRICE, $8,000.

The ranch is situated on the direct stage road between
Mendocino City and Cloverdalc, in Mendocino County.

Forty niilos from Cloverdale, 20 milos from Navuro
RidKe and one mile from the Christine Postofflce.

It Consists of a Total of 2,000 Acres,

Of which 640 arc secured by Government title and the

balance by possessory title. It consists of

150 Acres of Rich Bottom Land,
Which is adapted to the raining of Wheat, Barley, Oats,

Potatoes, Corn, Vegetables, etc., and will raise as large

mps as any land in the county. There is 1,210 acres
of Fine Rolling IAnd which is A No. 1 pasture land, and
capable of keeping 1,000 bead of Sheep, or 100 Dairy '

Cows. The whole ranch is well fenced w ith picket and
post and rail fence, and has eight good buildings on it,

consisting of a good substantial and comfortable

Dwelling House of Six Rooms,
Two Barns, one of them 100x40 feet, and the other 40x40
feet, a Granary, Woodshed, Chicken House, and a No. 1

Dairy House,- new last year. There is a bounteous and
never Calling supply of goi>d soft water at both tho Dwell-
ing and Dairy Houses.
On the ranch is a large quantity of Redwood timber,

suitable for all purposes. There is a

Fine Orchard of Some 300 Trees,

Of the choicest varieties of Peach, Apple, Pear and Plum,
as well as a large quantity of Grapevines, Currant and
Gooseberry bushes, and other small fruit. There is 100
acres sown to Wheat'and Barley, which is now up four or
five inches, and promises an abundant harvest in the
fall.

The owner has also about 40 head of (Tattle, a few
Sheep, five horses, 150 head of hogs, 100 Hens, and a large
supply of all necessary Farming Utensils, which he will

dispose of to the purchaser at very reasonable terms if

desired.
The neighborhood is as good as could be desired, only

one mile from to a store and one-half mile to a good
schoolhousc, as well as one-half mile from a church.
The owner's reasons for selling are his wife'B health and

his dislike of tho business. At the price at which it is

offered it is the cheapest ranch in Mendocino County, aa
the crop bids fair to be worth when harvested, $4,000.

45/ Terms are &S.00O, one-half cash and the balance se-

cured by a mortgage at one per cent. For full informa-
tion, address

DEWEY & CO., 202 Sansome Street

8AN FRANCISCO, CAL

RANCH FOR SALE.

A ranch for gale, near Rivcrdalc, Fresno County

It comprises 100 acres, (V. 8. patent,) of rich bottom

land, with house and out-buildings. Grass is green the

year round. Alfalfa grows without irrigation, as water is

but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There is an

irrigation ditch running across the ranch, and three cubic

feet of water per second belongs with the place. It is the
best of tulc land and borders on the swamp or overflowed
lands. There are a few Fruit Trees. Strawberries and
Blackberries. The ranch is one mile from the school
house and postofflce; 10 miles from Lcmorc, on tho rail-

way and nine miles from Kingston, county scat of Fresno
county. Price, 15 per acre. For further particulars,

address
DAVID S. ORR, Riverdale,

Fresno County, Oal.

FARM FOR SALE
For sale in a district not subject to drouth or floods, a

snug little farm of ISO acres, one mile east of Vallejo.

Well watered by living sprinsrs and running streams;

surrounded and subdivided by board fences. Ordinary
dwelling, sheds, etc. An opportunity offered to secure a

good home within 20 miles of San Francisco, at a bar-

gain. Apply to

O. C. PEARSON, South Vallejo.

BUSINE 3S
COLLEGE

No. 24 Post Street

sun t kasciuco, cav.

The largest and beet Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are

from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty

;
yet its instruction is not

confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives

such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-

tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business

Practice is unsurpassed.
Ladikb' Department —Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Telegraphic Department.— In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.

For further particulars call at the College, 44 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD.
President Business College, San Francisco, Oal.

RUPTURED
If Kupturcd, send at once for

Dr. Pierce's New Illustrated Book.

Address Magnetic Elastic Truss Co.

000 Sacramento St., San Francisco.

CURED. -

A Wou from Florida.—Ths Semi-Trtpiml, of Jack-

sonville, Florida, says: "The Pacific KrRAL Puns is ably

eondueted, and a valuable ro»rr»emati»c ef the indus-
trial interests of California
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Be\eeoef\s' Dt^Ecjo^y.
Purchasers uk Stock will find in this Directory the
Names ok some ok the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

60 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO., Downey City, Cal., breeders of

thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal..

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-

ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey

cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $40

to $100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

L. TJ. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-

sex and Berkshire Swine.

B. F. WATKINS, Santa Clara, breeder of thorough-

bred Spanish Merino Sheep.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;

Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.

BURBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks for

sale. Also, eggs in their season.

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal^Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for

hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

SWINE.
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal,

Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine,
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefordsjthe
best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Beemer, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs
'nquire of

1. L. MILLER.

Beecher, Will County, Illinois

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"SambO," and "'Bob Lee" families of Berkshires.

Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are

guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles City, Cal.

CARD.

Last fall, preparatory to moving to Oregon, I disposed

of my entire herd of Berkshires. Alfred Parker, Esq., of

Bellota, San Joaquin County, purchasing several of my
best imported hogs. I take pleasure in recommending

him to my former patrons and to the public generally as a

reliable breeder. R. S. THOMPSON, Napa City, Cal

42TParties favoring me with their orders may rely

upon getting A No. 1 Pigs, with perfect pedigrees and of

the most fashionable English strains. Address,

ALFRED PARKER, Bellota,

San Joaquin County, Cal

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I. C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

W. W. GRAY.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

Grangers' Building, ... - 106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

egitimate basis that wil

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

IRA MARDEN & CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

GRAND HEADQUARTERS FOR MUSICAL BOXES.

HVL". vJ. PAILLARD 3c CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers of all kinds of

MUSICAL BOXES
FOR

Holiday, Birthday

AND

Wedding Presents,

MUSICAL BOXES
FOR

Holiday, Birthday

AND

Wedding Presents.

OP STANDARD REfUTATION.
Our Btock embraces the latest novelties, the newest and most pleasing airs, and the mos approved appliance

for rendering them with every shade of musical expression.
j£2TWe offer this season many new improvements that must be seen to be appreciated, therefore buyers coming

to San Francisco are invited to examine our stock—the largest in the city.

tfSTMedal and diploma awarded at the Centennial Exposition to our establishment in Switzerland for excellence
in manufacture, durability, volume, purity of sound and superior workmanship. Also, medal awarded at the Me-
chanics' Institute Industrial Exhibition, San Francisco.

REPAIR DEPARTMENT.—Our workmen are especially educate! to all kinds of intricate repairs, so that all

repairs entrusted to us will meet with careful, skillful and prompt attention.- We are recipients of many special
patents for improvements in musical boxes.

M. J. PAILLARD & CO,, No. 120 Sutter St., (Rooms 5 and 6 ) San Francisco,
680 Broadway, New York, and St. Croix, Switzerland.

In consequence of spurious imitations of

LEA AND PERKINS' SAUCE,
which are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Perrins

have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,

thus,

which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without which none is ge?iuine.

AskforLEA dr> PERRINS' Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopper.

Wholesale andfor Export by the Proprietors, Worcester ; Crosse and Blackwell, London,

Gfc, &c. ; and by Grocers and Oilmen throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO., San Francisco.

W. & J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California

importers and breeders of

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE
Also, the finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

Imperial Egg Food

Will Make "i'oxir Hens l4iy,
Winter and Summer, support Fowlsduringmoultlng,
keep them constantly in fine condition, and Increase
their profit 100 percent. Half of the chicks die annually.
This makes hone and muscle early, and will save them.
Packages to mix with 50 wcltrht ordinary feed, 50 cts.

:

larger for |1.00 and (2.00. Sent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocers, Feed Stores, etc.

LOCAL. AGENTS WANTED.
C. R. ALLEN & CO,, Box 103, IUiitford, Coxx.

0. C. SWAIN & CO. Agt's for Pacific Coast
No. 202 Sansomo Street, San Francisco.

tSTTo whom all orders should be addressed.

50
BEST Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 18c, or 26

no two alike, 10c. Outfit, 10c. Dowd&Co., Bristol, Ct

rOUR NAME printed on 60 mixed cards for 18c. 26 fun
cards 10c. CLINTON BROS., CHiitonrllle, Conn.

Buy the Best.

Before purchasing an American

Watch, examine the different styles

manufactured by the HAMPDEN

WATCH COMPANY, at Springfield,

Mass. They are the latest and

best improved manufacture. You

can depend upon them for fine finish,

durability and perfect time. They

are sold at favorable prices— in

tact, no higher than many of the

inferior styles. Examine into the

merits of this Watch before ycu

buy any other. Our word for it,

you will not regret it.

DEWEY & JORDAN, Agents,

433 Montgomery St., S. F.

Poultry.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
I have many testimonials from par-

ties in every portion of California cer-
tifying to the

EGG PRODUCING
Qualities of ground raw bones, while
burnt bones pounded have not the same
effect, being reduced to phosphate of
lime and animal charcoal. Raw bones
have been proved by experiment to
hasten the laying of pullets and in-

|g8 crease the laying of hens SO , as might
P be expected from the quantity of jelly

they contain. When fed regularly to fowls it keeps them
in a healthy condition, especially young chickens, and
wards off many diseases they are subject to on this Coast.
Put tip in sacks and shipped C. O. D. by express or by
freight on receiptof price. 50 pound sacks, $2.50; 100 pound
sacks, §4. Carbolic powder for destroying poultry lice,

four pounds for $1. Send for circular. Address

C. P. STONE, 35 Mission Market, S. P,

treets.San Francisco.

LOOK!
BURBANK & MYERS, Im-

porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,
etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market.
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister
Enclose stamp for Price List.

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
Per Dozen.<£Q Dnn Hn^an From 3 pens of 20 Hens and a

<P<J TCI VVtVtl. Cockiach; 84 of the finest White
Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of 000 bred during the sea-

sons of 1870-77, packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send
for circular. Address,

C. P. STONE,
35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

Fir.i

Patent ElastichS*
FILE HOLDER

I A-T DEWEY

Among' the advantages gained by this holder are ti e
following:

It can be opened and closed quickly.
The points are less obstructed while the articles to be

filed are being placed.

The papers (wholly or partly folded) can be cithor
"straddled" over the lower bar, or filed in regular book
order.
The elastic hinge and band accommodate and hold firm

either a large or small number of papers.

With less material, it is lighter and less cumbersome
than other holders, and approaches nearer to bookbinding.

It has no rigid hooks, hinges or loose parts to break or
get lost.

It has proved durable in practice. The file is adjusted
but 52 times a year for a weekly paper, and a sample
holder can be opened and closed 1,000 times without
showing wear.

Five sizes are made to suit the dimensions of different

papers, viz.: 18, 22, 20, 30 and 34 inches, inside measure.
Single samples will be mailed from office for 60

cents, (and upward, according to size), postpaid. Whole-
sale and retail agents wanted.

THE-

PALAGE RESTAURANT,

SAN FRANCISCO,

No. 218 Sansome Street.

It is not surpassed by any dining house in the city

The saloon is new, commodious, elegant and comfortable,

and all visitors to San Francisco, who wish good food

well prepared and properly presented, at reasonable

prices, should try the "Palace." Being new, it is fitted

up with the latest and best approved cooking apparatus

and other conveniences for patrons.

Tip-top Dinners, 50 Cents,

Arc given from S to 8 o'clock P. M. It will pay yourself

(and friendly too.) to go considerably out of your way to

visit and patronize this first-class restaurant.

ERNEST SCHNUTENHAUS,
J. V. WEBSTER,

Proprietors.

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., care of Dewey

& Co., S. F. State condition and lowest price.
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\f A TENTS AND
J
NVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Rf.pohts fos tiif. Mivino and Scientific

press, dkwky * ^0., publishers and u. s.

and forriun patf.nt aof.nts. j

By Special Dispatch from Washinprton, D. C.
*

Week Endinc, February 19th.

Screen. —J. H. Cavanah, S. F.

Stop-Cook.— J. L. Heald, Vallejo, Cal.

Bee-Feeding Device.—E. Carter, Folsom
City, Cal.

Fcmigator.— F. Hanson, Nevada City, Cal.

Re-Issces.

Case for TrAKSPORTIHG Rog&—J. L. and G.

W. Stephens, S. F.

The patents are not ready for delivery by the Patent

Office until some 14 days after t lie date of issue.

Note.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign Patents furnished

by Oeu'KV & Co. . in the shortest time possible (by tel-

graph or otherwise) at ti.e lowest rates. All patent busi-

ness for Pacific coast inventors transacted with perfect

security and in the shortest possible time.

A Few Words About the Mining and

Scientific Press Patent Agency.

The Patent Agency of Dewey & Co. has been

one of the most successful of the professional

business establishments on this coast, being

well and favorably kuown to inventors every

where on this side of the Rocky mountains.

Mr. W. B. Ewer, the oldest member of our

lirm, became interested in the office iu 1S62,

and Mr. A. T. Dewey in 1863. The former is

well known as Benior editor of the journals be-

longing to the house, and the latter as the gen-

eral business manager of the firm,

Mr. George H. Strong (who lias for some

time been the managing partner in the Patent

Department) connected himself with the office

in 1863. With the exception of one year or one

season, (most of which time he was occupied at

Munn & Co's Patent Agency, New York city,) he

has been actively engaged with us for 15 years.

During the past ten years but few, if any, pat-

ent solicitors in this couutry have personally

prepared a? many applications for patents as

himself. Mr. Strong's education as a civil en-

gineer was supplemented by practical mechan-

ical knowledge acquired at the bench and lathe

in one of the foundries of this city, and after-

wards as instructor on physics and engineering

in a leading school of the early days of San

Francisco, all of which has specially fitted him

for his vocation. During the latter part of the

past year lie has, by a personal visit to Wash-
ington and other Eastern cities, become ac-

quainted with the most approved methods of

transacting the business, and the time spent in

Washington was occupied in attending to the

numerous applications we had at that time pend-

ing before the Patent Office, thereby making
many pleasant personal accpiaintances.

Rscently Mr. Charles <!. Yale (one of the

editors of the Mining and Scientific Press for

the past seven years) has taken a desk in our

t'atent Office to assist in more readily and
promptly dispatching the business of that de-

partment. Mr. Yale is well known in this

city, where he has resided since 1851, and is

familiar with every part of the State. Since

his connection with the Mining and Scientific

Press, it has been part of his duty to keep track

of all new appliances, devices, or processes

which would be useful on this coast, and he

has described in detail all the new machinery

of any kind made at the city foundries, and the

various new devices exhibited at our fairs or

otherwise brought before the public. After

leaving college he entered a laboratory for

the purpose of further extending his chem-
ical knowledge and mire particularly turned
his attention to chemical analysis of ores, as-

saying, etc. After being here a year, he spent

two years in the mining regions of this State

for the purpose of learning the practical details

of mining, metallurgical operations and mining
machinery, in which he is well posted, as he
has since studied and written much on these

subjects. For the past six years as Secretary of

the California Academy of Sciences, he has also

interested himself in keeping informed in the
various fields of scientific research.

It is no egotism on the part of the firm to say
that after so many years of a continuous course
of patent soliciting, and scientific and mechanical
publishing business, that there are but few of

the best organized and practical offices in the
United States so well and ably prepared to

intelligently secure full rights for inventors in

general under the patent laws of the United

States and foreign countries. For Pacific coast

inventors we are more especially enabled to act

with superior advantages. We have original

copies and files of thousands of Pacific coast

cases, which have passed through our hands,

and a particularly full record and knowledge of

all patents issued to inventors this side of the

Rocky mountains. Many of these inventions

are peculiar to the coast, more especially those

in the field of mining, metallurgy and our re-

markably progressive agriculture, and mechan-

ical industry.

As editors and publishers of agricultural and

mechanical ami industrial journals we have

access to, and have long been schooled by, im-

portant information which we constantly use for

the be-iefit of applicants—information that could

not be expected of ordinary patent agencies,

with no other business connections.

We have in our offices the most complete sets

of home and foreign patent-office records, patent

law books, and scientific and mechanical news-

papers, text books and works of reference in any

private office outside of New York or Washing-

ton. These are all available to any of our clients

or those in need of information.

We not only, on most reasonable terms, assist

inventors in securing their patents, but take

pleasure in furthering their interests at the most

opportune time, by sending information of all

their worthy inventions abroad through the

world, through the columns of our standard

industrial journals, the Mining and Scientific

Press and Pacific Rural Press.

Many inventors have been greatly aided—to

the extent of fortunes in some instances—by the

illustration and publication of their patents iu

our papers. Becoming familiar with the special

merits of an invention, in obtaining the patent,

we are generally able to present them to the eyes

of the publie in more clear and forcible manner
terms than ordinary newspaper writers.

" One of your readers told me, the other day,
that he cannot get along without the Press,
although he has found it a hard year for him.
The Press is a stand-by and a farmer's friend.

Its columns are suited for all readers. The
' Young Folks ' column pleases my children
with its odd cuts, pleasant stories and spicy
sayings. When Saturday comes, the first thing
is: 'Papa, let's see the Press, and find us the
good things it has got to read.' I hope the
opening year the Press will still increase in

popularity, circulation and in correspondence,
and continue to be alive paper among the far-

mers and the intelligent readers of the world.
''

—Ceo. Rich, Sacramento, Cal.

Pacific Coast Directory.—We have re-

ceived from the publisher, L. M. McKenney, a
" Business Directory of Pacific States and Ter-
ritories," for 1878. 1 As the title indicates, it is

a comprehensive index for business men in

every large and small town on the Pacific coast,

arranged under appropriate headings by State,

county and town. Great care seems to have
been taken to have everything alphabetically
arranged, so as to be easy of reference. The
alphabetical list of names serves as an index to
the classified headings. Among other features
is a classified list of the county officials of each
county of the States and Territories.

During the year 1877 the Central Pacific
Railroad Company expended for the purchase of

land $1,260,691.90; for construction of road to
date, §133,884,291.33; for buildings, $1,345,-
250.08; for engines, $2,695,303.47; for cars, $4,-

998,367.75. The amount received for transporta-
tion of mail, freight and passengers, during the
year, is, in gold, §1 1, 144, 154.87; in currency,
$5, 833, 08 1.47; current expenses, #15,057,228.25.
During the year two dividends of $4 each,
amounting altogether to $4, 342, 040, were de-
clared. The indebtedness of the company is

$93,057,769.87, and the amount due it is 84, -

537,272.22.

Farmers I Farmers I

!

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange," 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,
San Francisco. All hands carefully xelected free

of charges to employers and employees.

"ABOUT RIGHT," Etc.

" Mary Mountain" is about right when she
says that a family of children who riad the Riiial Press,
and pretty well started in life, have a chance of l>e-

eoui Dg the right kind of citizens, even if they are
brought up iu an emigrant wagon. Yours very truly,

C. A. C.

Every new subscriber who does not receive

the paper and every old subscriber not credited

on the label within two weeks after payimg for

this paper, should write personally to the pub-

lishers without delay, to secure proper credit.

This is necessary to protect us and subscri-

bers against the acts and mistakes of others.

S. p. f/tA^KEy R^po^y,

Note.—Our tmde review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.
San Francisco, March 6th, 1878.

The situation in trade is generally unchanged,
and everything is rather quiet. The respite

frem the rains was only long enough to give a
days enjoyment of the sunshine, and the quick
return of the storms throws everyone again
upon the auxious seat until the weather perma-
nently clears.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the
following table:

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday . .

.

Cal. Average.

11a 10d@12s 2d
lis Sdwl2s
lis Sdt.rl2s

lis 8drrtl2s

lis 6d(<J12s

lis 6di»12s

Club.

112 s «fl2sj Sd
lis 9d(?r)2s

lis 9d(cll2s

lis 9d(«12s
lis 8d(»12s
lis Sd<ai2s

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as follows:

Average. Club.

1876 9s ludt&lOs — 10s 2d(<*10s Sd
1877 10s 3d($10a (Id lis 7d(<tll8 lOd
1878 lis 6d(gl2s — lis 8d®12s (id

The Foreism Review.
London, March 5th.- -The Mark Lane Es]>rens

says: Peace prospects, the fairly abundant gran-

aried stocks and heavy anticipated arrivals, both
from America and southern Russia, have com-
bined to reduce the wheat trade to a lamentable
state of depression. During the past week the
inactivity has been such that in the absence of

sales it has been a matter of some difficulty to

record the fluctuation in prices. That the with-
drawal of the prop which the uncertain aspect

of political matters furnished to the grain trade

would depress values was anticipated, but the
concession of ls(«2s per quarter has failed to

improve the demand for Wheat, which it might
fairly be expected to have done, having regard
to the low state into which millers have allowed
their stocks to run all over the kingdom. An
explanation is proba+dy to be found in the fact

that the supplies in the prospective are too

heavy to allow the concession offered to have
much weight, and until some definite idea can
be tormed of the amount of Wheat this country
may expect from Odessa, Niealalefl' and other

southern Russian ports, millers will only buy
from hand to mouth. That the accumulation of

grain in the Black sea is large cannot be doubted
for one moment, but we think a large proportion

will be found to consist of low-class and badly
conditioned corn, as the demand for transport

during the war obliged inland growers to store

as l>est they might on the spot, where, of course,

the appliances for keeping grain in good con-

dition in granary for so long a period would be,

to a great extent, inefficient. There is a drag-

ging trade for feeding Corn and Barley, Maize
and Oats all receded 6d(6 Is per quarter, with
very little business. With moderate arrivals

off coast, the floating cargo trade for Wheat
ruled steady without quotable change in values.

Maize is fairly steady. Barley dull.

Freisrnts and Charters.

Wheat freights, says the Commercial Kewx,
have been extremely dull during the past week,
but no great change has taken place in the rel-

ative position of Wheat and ships. The latter,

if disposed to hold for full figures, have the
advantage in consequence of the small amount
of unfixed tonnage in port, but as the English
market is, and has been, in a position which
prevented exporters from operating, owners
who desire to fix immediately must expect to

make concessions. As the market stands to-

day, it is impossible to give any accurate quota-
tions. The last iron ship taken was at £2 10s

to Liverpool, at the close a small Swedish
wooden bark has been laid on at an equivalent

rate. The following charters are reported, Br
bark Alaxtor, 824 tons, Wheat to Cork, U K,
£2 10s—chartered in England. Br ship Kate
Kelloch, 1,175 tons, Wheat to Liverpool; £2
10s; Cork, U K, £3 12s 6d; Continent, £2 17s

6d. Br bark Pomlie/ten/, 812 tons, Wheat to

Cork, U K; £2 10s.

Eastern Oraln Markets.
New York, March 2d.—The Wheat market

has, most of the time, shown a strong rising

tendency on more warlike news from Europe,
and, with an active export and speculative

trade, prices have advanced 3c per bushel,

spring growths closing $1,280 L33 for ordinary

to prime. Flour and Corn have advanced a
little, with a good export trade. At the close,

the tendency of Breadstuffs was towards a
lower range.

Chicago, March 2d.—Wheat has ruled irreg-

ular, strong and higher, with an inclination to

advance rapidly, and, as a rule, to shadow the
movement of British Consols, (rood winter
crops are reported throughout the northwest,
for although the favorable condition of heavy
and lasting snows has been entirely wanting,

yet there has been none of that alternate thaw-
ing and freezing of the ground which winter
wheat growers despise. April sold at si. "5. •

1.1 ljj Corn was only moderately active, with

a firm and rising tendency and ranged neaily
2c higher than fast week. Sales of April were
made at 41 }(§ 43g. In Oats there is very little

interest. Sales of April at 24}(5 25c. Rye was
pretty firm, but fluctuated considerably. Sales,
cash, 55(6 62c. Barley was unsettled, and, for
cash, sold from 44}c to 47c.

Eastern Wool Markets.
New York, March 2d.—There has been a

somewhat better inquiry, with fair aggregate of
business in pulled and Texas Wools, but at
prices current buyers continue to avoid the
better descriptions. London sales of Colonial
opened on the 26th nit., and the following cable
in reference thereto has been received: "At
auction sales prices are firm at December quota-
tions. Port Philip, shrinking 55"

, 14Ad; Syd-
ney, shrinking 57 "i, 13}d; and Adelaide, shrink-
ing 54%, 13}d." An Australian telegram Btates
that the deficiency in Wool shipments thus far
is 57,000 bales. Sales for the week include
7,000 bales Mexican at 15c: 3,000 lbs choice Fall
California, 18(6 20e; 375 bales heavy do, 13Ac;
30,000 lbs Spring do, 20(6 23c; 2,000 ttm Col-
orado, 17c; 1 1 , 000 !t>s Western Texas, 15(a;17c.

Philadelphia, March 5th.—Wool is firmer,
but not higher. Supply and demand moderate.
California fine and medium, 20(o 35c; do coarse,
24(6 27c.

Boston, March 2d.—There is a very indiffer-

ent feeling on the part of buyers, and it is

doubtful if any considerable sales could be
forced except at some concessions on even pres-
ent low rates. Combing and Delaine Fleeces
are more inquired for, but the demand is from
small manufacturers. Pulled Wools are quiet
in sympathy with the dullness for other kinds.
California Wool is dull, sales of the week
amounting to 730,000 tbs, at 18(6 32c for Spring
and 1 5(6 25c for Fall.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at
noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articles.
Week. Week. Week. Win.

Feb. 13. Feb. 20. Feb. 27. Mar. 6.

Flour, quarter sacks .

.

73,99.) 30.633 30,023 26.084
Wheat, centals 103,430 15,225 74,519 45,604

16,221 2,538 5,005 6,797
2,431 51* 1,951 2,853
3,821 3,193 1,101 2,293
8,940 2,116 2.700 830

Potatoes, sacks 21,233 15,821 15,098 21,798
Onions, sacks 474 259 918 2,551

174 205 235 43
31 61 33

1,016 594 1,224 1,191

BAGS—There is nothing new this week.
BARLEY—Barley, both Feed and Brewing,

has sold well up to last week's prices, in some
sales showing improvement on them. We note
sales: 1,200 sks Coast Feed, weevily, $1.25;
2,500 do fair Coast Feed, $1.25; 250 do fair

Bay do, $1.27}; 160 ctls bright Bay Feed, $1.30;

1,400 ctls choice Bay Brewing, §1.55; 100 sks
Coast Feed, weevily, at $1.25; 1,600 do good
Bay do, $1.30; 3,000 do light Bay Brewing,

fl.35; 800 sks Coast Feed, weevily, $1.25; 800
do good Bay Feed, in two lots, $1.30; 200 do
choice Bay Feed, $1.40, silver.

BEANS—There has been a slight reduction

in Pea, Pink and Lima Beans. We note sales:

20 sks Pea Beans, $3.35.

CORN—Corn sales show an advance in large

and small Yellow. We note sales: 200 sks

damaged small Yellow, $1.62}; 250 do good do,

$1.85; 150 do choice do, $1.87}; large Yellow,

$1.60(6 1.62}; 100 sks small round, $1.87}; 350
sks large Yellow, $1.62) per ctl.

DAIRY PRODUCE—Trade is still depressed
and prices unsatisfactory. AYe note no change
from last week.
EGGS—Fresh California Hens' Eggs are

more plenty and the price continues its decline;

30c is the extreme for choice to-day.

FEED—Bran is reduced $3 per ton. Corn-
meal rises $2 per ton. Full prices may be found
in our list. We note sales of Hay as follows:

56 tons good Wheat at $19; 45 do choice Wild
Oat, $16.50; 20 do good do, $16.50; 40 do good
Stock, $13; 44 tons choice Wheat, $20; 54 do
good Wheat, $19; 40 tons fair Wild Oat, $14;
40 do poor do, $13.50; 50 do choice do, $15.75.

It will be noticed that a choice lot of Wheat
Hay reached $20 per ton.

FRUIT—Apples are still received in consid-

erable amounts from Oregon. The last ship-

ment sold at auction for $1(6 $2 per box. Spitz-

enberg Apples are retailing at 5c each. Oranges
are more abundant, and $32.50 is now the ex-

treme rate.

HOPS—The trade is still inactive. The Call

says that the stock on hand is estimated at

1,500 to 2,000 bales, only 500 of which may be
called good, the balance being of inferior to

common. The products of the Willow Grove
yards, at San Jose, about 400 bales, has -been

shipped overland, destined for England, the

same going forward on owner's account. Nearly
all of the Washington Territory Hops have
either been disposed of or shipped overland on
owners' account. Emmett Wells reports the

New York market for the week ending Febru-

ary 22d as without new features. "Fifteen thou-

sand bales will now cover the stock in hands of

New York city dealers; this is considered small,

and goes to show that brewers have taken stock

freely, and exporters have not been the only

buyers.

"

OATS—Oats have sold within former range.

We note sales: 500 sks musty Feed, $1.27};

365 sks good Humboldt Feed, $1.45; 600 sks

fair Oregon Feed, $1.45 ^ ctl.

ONIONS—The range for good Onions is now
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$1.25@$1.50. Some are arriving from the Sac-

ramento river which are not in good shape and
sell low.

POTATOES—There is a general improvement
in Humboldts, Petalumas and Kidneys. This
improvement in price has been in the face of

large receipts both from Oregon and Humboldt.
Sweets have gone up with a jump. On Tuesday
only 20 sacks were received, and they sold at

auction at $2.67£ # ctl. This morning only
eight sacks arrived, and brought $3 I? ctl.

PROVISIONS—The market is quiet and un-
changed.
VEGETABLES—Asparagus is becoming more

plenty, but is eagerly taken at 15@18c per lb.

Rhubarb is also increasing in quantity, and the

price falls to 10(5U5c per lb. Marrowfat Squash
is now worth $30 per ton. Top Onions have sold

at 12^c per lb, jobbing.

WHEAT—There have been forced purchases

in some cases, and holders have realized rates a

little in advance of last week. We note sales:

1,400 ctls choice Shipping at $1,974; 10,000 do
do, $2; 400 sks poor Shipping, $1.82i; 826 do
choice Milling, $2,074; 1,200 ctls fair Shipping
(Friday afternoon), $1.82J; 5,000 do good Mill-

ing, $2,024; 800 etls fair Shipping, $1.90; 300
do good Pacheco, to a miller, $2; 1,000 do choice

Club, to a miller, $2.05.
_WOOL—There is nothing new in this market.

Reports from the country announce the begin-

ning of the spring shearing in some localities.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
fWHOLRSALE.l

Wednesday m
BEANS.

Bayo. ctl 3 90 @4 10

Butter 2 90 @3 10

Pea 3 25 @3 40
Red 3 37J@4 12J
Pink 3 90 (84 00

Sm'l White 3 15 "<*3 30

Lima 4 25 1*4 40

BROOM CORN.
Old 3J@ 7

New 4i@ 8

CHICCOBY,
California 4 @ 41

German 61@ 7

DAIRY PRODUCE, ETC
BUTTER.

Oal. Fresh Roll, lb 20 @ 274

Point Reyes 27J<3 30
Pickle Koll - @ —

15 @ 20
14 @ 17.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

19

Flrldu
Western Reserve..
New York

CHEESE.
Cheese, Cal., tt>.... 17 @
Eastern — @
N. Y. State - @ -

EQOS.
Oal. fresh, doz.... 28 @ 30
DuckB' — <« 37

Oregon 27S@ —
Eastern 18 (» 21

do Pickled — @ —
FEED.

Bran, ton (e022 00
Corn Meal 36 00 ig38 00
Hay 14 00 @20 00
Middlings 27 50 (to

Oil Cake Meal... 36 00 @
Straw, bale 50 (g 75

FLOUR.
Extra, bbl 6 25 06 &l\
Superfine 4 7B (05 25
Graham 6 00 @6 12J

FRESH MEAT.
Beef, 1st qual y, tt> 8i@ 10

Second 6 @ 7

Third 5 @ 65
Mutton 7i@ 10
Spring Lamb 15 @ 20
Pork, undressed... 5J(8 6l
Dressed 8J@ 9|

Veal 6 @
Milk Calves 7 @

GRAIN, ETC.
Barley, feed, 0H...I 25 @1 32{
Brewing 1 40 @1 65
Chevalier 1 75 @1 85

Buckwheat 1 25 (gl 30
Corn. White 1 80 @1 85
Yellow 1 55 @1 62-

Small Round.. ..1 80 @1 87}
Oats 1 35 m 60
Milling 1 60 </zl 70

Rye 2 00 @>2 10
Wheat, Shipping.. 1 87i>»2 00
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Almonds, hd shl lb 6 (<& 7
Soft sh'l 16 @ 17

Brazil 14 @ 16
Pecans 13 @ 14
Peanuts 3 (e» 5
Filberts 15 @ 16

ONIONS.
Alviso 1 25 @1 50
Union City, 0U....I 25 @1 50
Stockton — @ —
Sacramento River. 62U"1 00

OTATOES.
Petaluma, ctl 1 60 @1 90
Humboldt ,1 60 @2 00
Cuffey Cove — @ —
Early Rose, new. 1 90 ^2 00
Half Moon Bay,.. — @ —
Kidney 2 00 tf*2 10
Sweet 3 00 @ —
rOHI/TRY A UAIIE.

HenB, doz 8' 50 @9 50
Roosters 9 50 (a>10 50
Broilers 8 50 @9 00
Ducks, tame 10 00@11 00
do. Mallard 3 50 <a>4 00

Geese, pair 1 75 (a2 25
Wild Gray, doz.. 2 00 (o)2 50
White do 75 &l 00

Turkeys 19 @ 21

do, Dressed 18 @ 22
Snipe, Eng 2 00 @2 50

do. Common 1 00 @ —
Rabbits 1 00 (*1 25
Hare 1 50 (p?2 50
Quail 1 25 @1 50

PROVISIONS.

Milling 1 95 @2 0( J

HIDES.
Hides, dry 17 @ 17
Wet salted 8 @ 9

HONEY, ETC.
Beeswax, tt> 30@ 31
Honey in comb. . .. 17 @ 20

do, No 2 12J@ 15
Dark l0@ 1"'

2

Strained 12J@ 15

HOPS.
Oregon 6 @ 7
California 7 (8 9
Wash. Ter 7 @ 8
Choice Cal 9 <» 10M IS .lobbing.
Walnuts, Cal 6 (8 10

do, Chile 7 (8 8

Cal. Bacon, L't, lb 13J@
Medium 12J(S>

Heavy 12 @
Lard 11 @
Cal. Smoked Beef 9j(g
Eastern — @

Shoulders, Cover'd 8}@
Hams. Cal 12 @
Dupee's 13£@
Boyd's — @
Davis Bros' 13i@
None Such 15 (8
Magnolia — @
Whittaker 13J@

SEEDS.
Alfalfa, 5 @
Canary 7 (8
Clover, Red 18 @
White 50 @

Cotton 6 @
Flaxseed 3}@
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 (8
Perennial 35 @

Millet 10 @
Mustard, White... 8 @
Brown 2J@

Rape 3 (8
Ky Blue Grass 20 @
2d quality 18 @

Sweet V Grass 1 00 @
Orchard 30 @
Red Top 18 @
Hungarian 8 (8
Lawn 50 @
Mesquit 20 @
Timothy 9 @

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 6|@
Refined 8J<8

WOOL. ETC.
FALL.

Burry 10 (8
Southern, free 11 (8

San Joaquin, free. 11 @
Choice Northern. 16 @
Burry. Northern.. 14 (8

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
rWHOLKSALB.]

Wednesday m„ March 6, 1878.

FRUIT MARKET.
Apples, box 1 00 @ 3 00

Bananas bnch.. 2 50 (8 5 00

Cocoanuts. 100.. 8 00 @10 00
Cranberries, bbl 14 00 3*15 00
Limes, Mex 17 50 (820 00

do, Cal 4 00 @ 6 00
Lemons, Cal M.15 00 §20 00

Sicily, bx 8 00 @10 00
Oranges, Mex,
M 15 00 @32 50
Tahiti @
Cal 15 00 @32 50

Pears, box 1 00 @ 3 00
Pineapples, doz. 8 00 (810 00

DRIED FRUIT.
Apples, lb 4 @ 6
Apricots 10 @ 12)

Citron 23 ffl 24i

Dates.
Figs, Black..
White

Peaches
Pfcrs

9 #
4 (8
6 @
7iW
4 (8

Plums 3 (8 4
Pitted 12J<8 15

Prunes 12|<a 16
Raisins, Cal, bx 1 00 (8 2 00
do, Halves... 1 25 # 2 25
do, Quarters. 1 50 (ft 2 50
Blowers' 2 75 @
Malaga 2 75 (8 3 25

Zante Currants.. 8 (8, 10
VEGETABLES.

Asparagus, lb... 15 (8 18
"

its, ctl 1 50 &
Cabbage, 100 lbs 1 25 (8

Carrots, ctl 75 «a 1 00
Cauliflower, doz
Garlic, New. lb..

Lettuce, doz
Parsnips, lb

Horseradish
Rhubarb
Squash, Marrow

fat, tn 30 00 @
TurnipB, ctl 1 50 @
White 75 (8

Mushrooms, lb.. 6 @ 8

I
wholesale. 1

Wednesday m
BAGS-Jobblng.

Eng Standard Wheat. 102'ail
Neville & Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36.. 10g(811
24x36 —<§—
23x40 —@12J
Machine Swd, 22x36. 10] m 10.'.

Flour Sacks, halves.. . . 8j<Sl0i
Quarters 5A@ 6i
Eighths 4"@ 4J

Hessian. 60 inch 15 (8—
45 inch 9}(g
40 inch 9 (8—

Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed. 3} lb..47£@55
4 lb do 52i<8t-
Machine Sewed 47^@—

Standard Gunnies 14 @

—

Bean Bags 6J@ 8
CANDLES.

Crystal Wax 17 @17}
Eagle 14 (8—
Patent Sperm 30(834

CANNED GOODS.
Assorted Pie Fruits,

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Sutro & Co.]
San Francisco. March 6. 3 p. m.

Legal Tenders In S. P.. 11 a.m., 98j@98J. Silver, 3j@
3. Gold in New York, 1011.

Gold Bars, 89O@910. Silver Bars, 8@15 $ cent, dis
count.
Exchange on New York, J%; on London bankers, 491

Commercial, 50; Paris, five francs %t dollar; Mexican
dollars, 95.

London Consols 95 7-16; Bonds, 105ji.

Quicksilver ip S. F.. by the flask, * lb, 46@47io.

2 75 ®3 00

Table do 3 75 mi 25
Jams and Jellies. 4 25 |
Pickles, hf gal 3 50
Sardines, qr box. 1 65 (O'l 90
Hf Boxes 3 00 @

Preserved Beef
21b, doz t 00 @
do Beef, 4 lb, doz 6 50 @

Preserved Mutton,
2 lb. doz 4 CO @

6 50 @
Preserved Ham

2 lb, doz 6 50 @
Deviled Ham, 1 11

5 50 @
do Ham, *th doz.3 00 (8 —

COAL^.Iobbing.
Australian, ton.. 7 75 (g 8 00
Coos Bay 6 50 (8 7 00
Bellingham Bay. 6 50 (8- —
Seattle 7 00 <8

Cumberland 14 00 <8

Mt Diablo 4 75 (8 6 75
Lehigh 22 00 (8

Liverpool 7 00 (8 8 00
West Hartley... 7 50 @ 8 00
Scotch 7 00 (8 8 00
Scranton 13 00 (f»16 00
Vancouver Id . . . 7 50 @
Charcoal, sack.. . 75 (8

Coke, bbl 60 ®
COFFEE.

Sandwich Id, lb . 2H@
Costa Rica 19 @ 19J
Guatemala 19 (8 19J
Java .... 25 (8

Manila 19 (8 195
Ground, in cs... 25 @

FISH.
Sac'to Dry Cod..
do in cases .

.

Eastern Cod.
Salmon, bbls
Hf bbls....
2 lb cans 3 10 (83 15

Pkld Cod, bbls.. 22 00 (8

Hf bbls 11 00 @
Mackerel, No. 1.

Hf Bbls 10 50 (811 00
In Kits 3 00 @
Ex Mess 3 50 @ 4 50

Pkld Herring, bx 3 00 @ 3 50
Boston Smkd H'g 40 (8 50

LIME, Etc.
Lime, Sta Cruz,
bbl 2 00 @ 2 25

Cement, Rosen-
dale 2 75 (8 3 50
Portland 4 75 (8 5 50

5 @ 6
64(8 7

7J<8
9 00 <«I0 00
5 2j (a 6(0

28i

425

42J

Ki

5
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Plaster, Golden
Gate Mills.... 3 00 @ 3 25

Land Plaster, tn 10 00 @12 50
NAILS.

Ass'ted sizes, keg 3 25 (8 4 00

OILS.
Pacific Glue Co's
Neatsfoot, No 1.1 00 @ 90

Castor. No 1 1 10 (8 —
do, No. 2 1 05 @ —

Baker's A A 1 25 @1 30
Olive, Plagniol...,5 25 (85 75
Possel 4 75 @5 25

Palm, lb 9 (8 —
Linseed, Raw, bbl . 77 @ —
Boiled 80 (« -

Cocoanut 60 @ —
China nut, cs 68 @ 70
Sperm 1 60 (81 65
Coast Whales 60 (8 65
Polar, refined 60 @ -
Lard 1 10 @1 15
Oleophine 27 (8
Devoe's Bril't 275@
Photolite 29 (8
Nonpariel 50 @
Eureka 40 (8
Barrel kerosene. . . 20 @
Downer Ker 40 (8
Elaine 42J@

PAINTS.
Pure White Lead. 9f(8
Whiting 1|@
Putty 4 (<?

Chalk 15(8
Paris White 24(8 —
Ochre 34(8 —
Venetian Red 3J@ —
Averill Mixed
Paint, gal.

White & tints. . .2 00 @2 40
Green, Blue &
Ch Yellow 3 00 @3 50
Light Red 3 00 («3 50
Metallic Roof... 1 30 @1 60

RICE.
China No. 1, lb.... 6@ 6i

Hawaiian 5 (8 5{
SALT.

Cal. Bay, ton.... 15 00 (822 50

Common 10 00 (812 00

Carmen Id 13 00 vlW 50

Liverpool fine... 20 00 (822 50

SOAP.
Castile, lb 10 @ 105

Common brands , . 44(8 6

Fancy brands 7 <8 8

SPICES.
Cloves, lb 45 @ 50

Cassia 224<8 25

Nutmegs 85 @ 90
Pepper Grain 15 (8 17

Pimento 15 @ 16
Mustard, Cal.,

5 lb glass 1 50 @ —
SUGAR, ETC.

Cal. Cube, lb 114@ -
Powdered 12 (8 —
Fine crushed 114@ —
Granulated 11 @ —
(iulden C 95(8 -
Cal. Syrup, kgs... 70 (8

Hawaiian Mol'sses 26 (8

TEA.
Young Hyson,
Moyune, etc 35 @

Country pckd Gun-
powder & Im-
perial 50 @

Hyson 30 @
Fooo-Chow O 35 @
Japan, 1st quality 40 @
2d quality 25 @

30

50

LEATHER.
[wholesale.

I
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Sole Leather, heavy, lb 26 (8 29

Light z2 @ 24

Jodot, 8 Kil.. doz 48 00 (850 00

11 to 13 Kil 65 00 @76 00

14 to 19 Kil 80 00 (890 00

Second Choice, 11 to 16 Kil 55 00 @70 00

Cornellian, 12 to 16 Kil 57 00 (867 00

Females, 12 to 13 Kil 63 00 @67 00

14 to 16 Kil 71 00 @76 50

Simon UlLmo, Females, 12 to 13 Kil 58 00 (862 00

14 to 15 Kil 66 00 (870 00

16 to 17 Kil 72 00 (874 00
Simon, 18 Kil 61 00 ®63 00

20 Kil 65 00 (867 00
24 Kil 72 00 @74 00

Robert Calf, 7 and 9 Kil 35 00 @40 00

Kips, French, lb 1 00 @ 1 35

Cal. doz 40 00 (860 00

French Sheep, all colors 8 00 (815 00
Eastern Calf for Backs, lb 1 00 @ 1 25

Sheep Roans for Topping, all colors, doz 9 00 @13 00
For Linings 5 50 @10 5

Cal. Russet Sheep Linings 1 75 @ 4 50

Boot Legs, French Calf, pair 4 00 (8

Good French Calf 4 00 @ 4 75

Best Jodot Calf 5 00 (8 5 25

Leather, Harness, lb 35 (8 38
Fair Bridle, doz 48 00 @72 00

Skirting, lb 33 @ 37
Welt, doz 30 00 (850 00

Buff, ft 18 (8 20
Wax Side 17 @ 18

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC
Wednesday m., Marcl

Butter, California
Choice, B>

Cheese
Eastern

Lard, Cal
Eastern

Flour, ex. fam, bbl8
Corn MeaL lb

Sugar, wh. crshd
Light Brown

Coffee. Green
Tea, Fine Black. ..

Finest Japan ....

Candles, Admt'e..
Soap, Cal

40 & 65
18 @ 30
25 @ 30
18 (ffl —
20 @ 25
00 @9 00

2J@ 3
V2'.M 13

8 <<p 9:

23 (8 35
50 m oo
55 (81 00
15 (8 25

7 (8 10

Rice
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1

Cau'd OyBters doz2
Syrup, S F Gold'n
Dried Apples, lb .

.

Ger. Prunes
Figs, Cal
Peaches

Oils, Kerosene
Wines, Old Port...

3

French Claret 1

Cal, dozbot 3
Whisky, C) K, gal..

3

French Brandy. . ..4

i 6. 1878.

8 @ 12
50 (82 00
00 (83 50
75 @1 02
10 @ 14
125(8 10

15
in

60
50 (5>5 00
mi (82 Mi

00 (84 50
50 (85 00
oil (»8 HO

11 (8
50 Hi

l.r.,

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending March 5, 1878

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

HISHBSI ami LOWEST BAROMETER.

Feb. 27 Feb. 28 Mar. 1 Mar. 2 Mar. 8 Mar. 4 Mar. 5

20.77 •30.11 SO. 86 30.35 30.12 30.21 30.20

29.74 29.83 30.23 30.13 30.01 30.10 30.10

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM TIIKHMOMKTKR.

50 65 83 58 56

47 45 2 50 50 46
i a

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.

77 71 77 74 85 74 77

PREVAILING WIND.

SE
|

N
|

SE
i

N SW W
|
SW

WIND— MILES TRAVELED.

286 134 114 103 | 138 1 99 150

STATE OF WEATHER.

Fair. |
Fair. |

Fair.
|
Clear. I Clo'dy.

!
Clo'dy.

|
Clo'dy.

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR II0UR8.

.47 | .19 | I | .57 | .03
|

Total rain during: the season, from July 1, 1877, 30.09 in.

Crosby's Extra Early ,

Marblehead Mammoth o . r)
Stowell's Evergreen f oWeet U 01*11.
Mexican Sweet, New ;

S C
Dut^} Yellow Flint Corn.

Long Red Mangel WurtzeU
Yellow Globe Beet Seed.
White Sugar

)

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

EARLIEST TOMATOES KNOWN,
BLISS' LITTLE GEM.

Numerous testimonials received from those who testod
this variety the past season, pronounce it two to three
weeks earlier than any other variety. At the great To-
mato Trial in London, at the Horticultural Society's
gardens, it was the earliest of 60 varieties on trial, and
received a first-class certificate. 15 cents per pakt.

ACME.
This new and beautiful variety is one of the finest ever

produced. Its rosy-purple glossy skin, fine symmetrical
form, and delicious flavor, render it worthy of general
cultivation. It is also a very early variety, surpassing
all others in this respect, excepting the "Little Gem."
15 cents per pkt. ; one-half ounce pkts. , 75 cents. Ad-
dress

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
P. O. Box, 5712 New York.

Send for Catalogue. Established in 1S52.

BAY NURSERIES,
OAKLAND, CAL.

liifk. James Hutchison, Seeds-
man and Florist.

Rare Plants, Evergreen Trees, Ornamenta'New and
Shrubs and Flowering Plants.

Koscs. I'inks. Fuchsias and 4icraiiiiiicis a Sue.
Clalty. Japanese Persimmon at Reduced Rates.

Blue Gums and Monterey Cypress; Hutchison's Seed-
ling Gooseberries; Bulbs, Flower and Tree Seeds; Vegeta-
ble Seeds. Hardy Climbing Plants, Conservatory Climb-
ers, Choice Plants for Hanging Baskets and Vases. An
immense stock of choicest kinds at greatly reduced rates.

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery in a good location in Tehama county.
The owner of the land has the best of soil and plenty of
water, one mile from the railroad station. He wants a
good man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raise

nil kinds of ornamental and forest trees. The owner of

the land wishes to take an interest in the proposed nur-
sery and believes good sales of trees can be made. Good
men, experienced and trustworthy may address us on
this subject.

DEWEY & CO.
202 Sansome Sreet, San Francisco.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Company's Steamers will sail as follows, at 12 M.

:

CITY OF PEKING April 1st
City of Tokio, May 1st.

For YOKOHAMA and HONGKONG.

GRANADA March 19th.
For Panama and New York, calling at Acapulco, San Jose

De Guatamala, La Libertad and Punta Aienas.

Hereafter the Panama steamers will leave on the 5th
and 19th of each month.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the

lowest rates.

CITY OF NEW YORK, March lsth, at 12 o'clock, noon,
or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-

LULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY.
$10 additional is charged for passage in tipper Saloon.

March 21st

For HONOLULU.

DAKOTA March 9th.

For Victoria, Port Townsend, Seattle, Tacoma and Olym-
pia, connecting at Tacoma witli Nortli Pacific R. R.

for Portland, Oregon.
Tickets must be purchased before 11 A. M. on day of

sailing.

For freight or passage apply at the office corner First

and Brannan streets.

WILLIAMS, BLANCHARD & CO., Agts.

SUMMER QUEEN AND FAIRY QUEEN

iillil^ coal
OIL STOVES.

The best in the World.

Address for Catalogue,

WEISTBR & CO.,

17 New Montgomery St. , S. F.

THOROUGHBRED BULLS.

Ten head of Red Durhams from 12 to 15 months

old, Also, 12 head of large work horses and marcs will

be sold this spring at private salo on my ranch, six miles

fnmi On.\ ilh', I'.ul.li' I '.Mint \

jtarBulls Sired by Golden Louan Duke.

M. WICK.

R.J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULKS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

\*"Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden •

will be sent krek to all Customers. It contains in-
struotiona on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. P.

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS.

$100,000 ON COUNTRY PROPERTY.

I will loan on mortgage on first class country property

as f'.llows: In amounts from *:,n00 to $7,600, say 325,000.

In amounts from $7,500 to$15,000, nay $25,000. lniunounts

from $15,000 upward, say $50,000. None but first-class

security accepted. WENDELL EASTON,
32 Montgomery Street, Opposite Lick House I

One new Straw-burning Portable Engine, made by

Ransome, Sims & Head, Ipswich, England. This is a

very superior engine, sent here as a sample engine for ex-

hibition; one second-hand Straw-burning Engine, 8x10

inch cylinder, (Rice); one second-hand Wood-burning En"

gine, 8x12 inch cylinder, (Hoadley); one second-hand

Wood-burning Engine, 7x10 inch cylinder, (Hoadley);

one second-hand Wocd-burning Engine, 5.1x10 inch cyl-

inder, (Hoadley); one second-hand Wood-burning Engine,

6x12 inch cylinder, side engine; one new Stationary En-

gine, independent cut-off, 12x21 inch cylinder. |The

Straw-burning Engines named are free from infringe-

ments. 1

One large sized Rock Breaker, Varney & Rice, size

9x15; one Wood Splitting Machine; one 36-inch cylinder

Russel Separator, (with extra cylinder,) and Lauffcnberg

shoe— very cheap, on account of owner's death; (will be

sold with or without any of above engines.) All of the

above second-hand engines have been in shop and over-

hauled, and are in good working order. Various other

machinery for sale. Purchase made on Commission,

Machinery repairs solicited. Specialty of Portable En-

gines and Boilers for threshing.

J. W. RILEY, (Box 2361) San Francisco.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark snd Light Brahmas, Buff
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White & Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings. Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

"tams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
jtSTFor further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. O. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal.

M. EYRE, Jr., NAPA, CAL.

Safe Arrival of

Eggs & Fowls

w_j Guaranteed.

Send Stamp

For

Price List.

I never owned a FINER LOT OF BIRDS than I have

raised this year. Also,

Thoroughbred Southdown Sheep.

fafPamphtot on the care of fowls -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., adapted Bfl SCIALLY to TUB
Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South 10th

St., Philadelphia. & 59 Gold St., Cor. Ann.N.Y
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Nurserymen.

R. W. Strong. Rohkrt Williamson.

% Trees & Plants
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NCR
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FULL ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NCRSERY LINE,
BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT

LOWEST MARKET KATES.

Japanese Persimmons, anil an Immense Stock of Orange
and Lemon Trees, both Seedlings and Grafted of the very
best variety, cheaper than ever before offered in this

market. Also, a very largo and complete assortment of

Field, Garden, Lawn and Tree Seeds, which we offer at

very low rates, both to the trade and planter in large or

sin. ill lots.

Catalogues, Priim Tiinti. and Printed Directions free on
application. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO.,

Nos. 6, 8 and 10 J Street, Sacramento

200.000
Australian Gum Trees for Sale,

AT STRATTON'S

Gum Tree Forest Nursery,

Hayward's, Alameda Co., Cal.

These trees are from five to twelve inches high, trans-
planted regularly into boxes 30x20 inches square, weigh-
ing 150 pounds. 150 or 500 in each box, in splendid con-
dition for transplanting to their permanent location.

Price, $6 to $12 per l.OOO. Will contract to plant
the trees, or furnish superintendence, on low tonus.
Cosh must accompany orders for less than $50; or if

greater than that amoun , cilv reference must be riven.
Address, JAS. T. STRATTON,

East Oakland, Alameda County, Cal.

SHiNNS nurseries.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

Wc invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also, Coffee, Cork Oak,
Olives, Guavas, English and Black Walnuts, Magnolias.
Loquats, Butternuts, Small Fruits, Evergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stock of the Diospyros Kaki (Japanese Persinr
mon\) of our own growing. Mid also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DE. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Niles, Alameda Co., Cal.

P, S. RUSSELL'S

Semi-Tropical Nurseries,
Riverside, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

100,000 Orange, Lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates. Cata-
logue on application. P. O. Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,
San Bernardino County, Cal.

FISHER, RICHARDSON & C07S NURSERY
San Padro St., near cor of Washington,

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Have for sale all kinds of Deciduous Kruit Trees. Also,
the leading varieties of Budded Orange and Lemon (inclu-
ding our 1 hornless Sweet Itind. of which we have a limited
numher of trees and buds for sale), which we offer at prices
to suit the times. We took the prize on Budded Orange and
Lemon trees; also, on Deciduous trees at our Horticultural
Fair this Fall Kpt-cial attention given to mailorders. Cor-
respondence solicited, P. O, Box, H>l<o, Lus Angeles. Cal.

J. A. FISH C.H.RICHARDS N, J.O.SEYMOUR

L. M. NEWSOM,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs' Hotel, East Oak-

land, Alameda County, Cal.

HAS FOR BALK EVERY rilINU HESIRABLE IN THE

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.
A large stock of Belgian Cmiellias and Azaleas,

Monterey Cypress and Blue Cum.

PETALUMA NURSERIES.
[Established ix 1859.)

WM. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR-

42TFor sale a general assortment of Fruit Trees, Ever-
green Trees and Shrubbery. Our trees are all grown
without irrigation and the wood is well matured. Cata-
logue and price list furnished on application. Address
WM. SEXTON, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal

100,000 Blackberry Plants for Sale.
New varieties. The F.arly Cluster. Vina Seedling Mis-

souri Mammoth, Kittathiny anil Deering Cluster I 'rice *S
per 100. 5,000 Gooseberry plants, of the Houghton and
American Seedlings; these varieties are free from mildew
a™ aLe 8t'"!,'»' VtmaamaA enarmotu bearers, price. «8 per
J00. By mail, %2 per dozen. Black Nanles Currant, SI each
I Win give satisfactory proof from two reliable gentlemenwho have realized over #750 per acre from these varieties of

Blackberry plants last year.
Cherry Cranberry plants delivered and planted out for

S150 per acre, if not less than 50 acres, or I will take an in-
terest m the same of ten acres.
On large orders, time of payment wiU be given, for part

of the money, with good security. H. NYLAND.
Isleton. Sacrament o Cou nty.' Cal

2RH0 nnn strawberry,Ras
l>bcrry' Blackberry, Cur-

» <J\AJt\J\J\J rants. Crapes, Asparagus Roots, Beach
Trees, etc lOO Selected Varieties, Great Ameri-
can Strawberries. Largest and best. Berries 2 oz each
'.t in. around. By mail, 10 for 81 ; 100 for 1,000 for *4o'
Wilson Albany, Cbas. Downing, Monarch of West, Ken-
tucky-, (.reen Proline S2per 1,000; Capt. Jack, Cumber-
land triumph, Sterling, .locunda, fg per 1,000 Al.L PtTU
Catalogue free. Cut this out. JOHN S. COLLINS
Moorestown, New Jersey.

POMONA NURSERY 1°° acre9
,

of Trees

„ , „, .

1 Vine*, and Plants.
&.(ffl«i

1

*m«, nine inches, R<«Wrri«i, three inches
around. Ten acres yielded $4,338. Send for price-
list free. 40 YEARS Among Small Fruits, telling wb itand how to plant. Sent postpaid for 20c., or free to even/
purchaser. WUL Parry, Cinnaminsoii, N J.

Fruit and Ornanental Trees.

Evergreen Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants
Comprising Everything' New and Rare.

ORANGE & LEMON TREES,
ONE TO FIVE YEARS' OLD, MAGNOLIAS, JAPAN
PERSIMMONS, PALMS, MONTEREY CYPRESS,
MONTEREY PINE, CAMELLIAS, BLUE GUMS,
(by the 100 or 1,000, very low, all transplant-

ed). ROSES. ETC.. AT THE LOWEST
MARKET RATES.

Agent for the Nurseries of B. S. Fox,
SAN JOSE , CAL.

THOS. MEHERIN, 516 Battery Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

THE DIOSPYROS KAKI,

OR JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

Six Best Varieties. All Grafted* Reliable.

Viz. ; Kugal, very large, shape round, color, light yel-

low; Imperial, oblong, Vermillion in color, flesh soft,

good either fresh or dried. Ni.hon, oblong, rounded
apex, flesh solid and keeps well; early, very pro-
lific, but smaller. Daimio ("Ycddo's best fruit"), oblong,
rounded apex, color, yellowish red, flesh soft, fine flavored.

Mikado, flat or round shaped, flesh more solid, orange or
or yellow colored, (the same as grown by Col. Hollister).

Tatkoon, round, quite large, shade slightly green;
a great favorite in Western Japan

SPECIMENS O FRUIT ON EXHIBITION.

HENRY LOOMIS,
At TRUMBULL'S SEED STORE,

419 &421 Sansome St., San Francisco.

FRUIT TREES.
Apple, Pear, Peach, Plum, (Quince, Crabs, Etc.

STOCKS CRAFTS, Apple, Cherry, Crab, Pear, Etc.
EVERGREENS, Shade Trees, Shrubs, Fruit and

Flower Plates.

HEDGE PLANTS, Osage, Buckthorn, Honey Locust, Etc*
GREEN HOUSE PLANTS, Splendid Novelties, Roses,

Verbenas, Carnation, Etc. For NEW CATALOGUES of
the BLOOMINGTON (PHOENIX) NURSERY, post free,

address WM. F. BAIRD (Trustee), Box I, BLOOMING-
ION. ILLINOIS.

THE DIUGEE & GQNARD GO'S
BEAUTIFUL, EVER-BIOOMIXG

ROSES
We deliver S'roilR Pot Roses, sm'ahltfor immediate
flowering, safely by mad, at all poet-ofSoee. 5 Splendid
Vnrjr >. .

•••• t> •<'>'. all Inbeled .
'or X 1 . I •>

| .r*:>: lit
1 r; ;:',:•.><;• ,.rSI ; f. .r Si.", : 7 o l'"rS IO; lOOfor* 13.
Send for ourNEW <JI IDR T<» U«>SK CUI/TdKE,
a-i'l choose from over oOOtinest r "s. Our (iretit Spe-
tmlfv inpr,ming and di,!rilm>int, I THE DINGEE
ICONAItD CO., /tow-Grocers,West Grove,ChesterCo.,Pa.

FRUIT TREES AT REDUCED PRICES.

100,000 Apple Trees, also a large stock of other Fruit
Trees, including Seedling and Budded Orange and Lemon
Trees very cheap Two year old apple Trees, $10 per
100.

MILTON THOMAS,
Los Angeles, Cal

PEPPER'S NURSERIES.
Established in 1858.

For sale, a general assortment of Fruit Trees and Small
Fruits; Evergreen Trees and Shrubs in variety. Earlv
planting recommended. My Trees are grown without irri-

gation; the wood is well ripened. I am prepared to fill

orders as soon as the rainy season commences. Cata-
logues and price list furnished on application. Address,

W. H PEPPER. Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal.

FRUIT TREES FOR SALE.

I wish to call the attention of those who expect to

plant out fruit trees the coming winter to the fact that I

have a few thousand first-class trees which I offer for sale

at the usual rates. These trees were grown principally

for myself, on good land, without ii ligation, are stout and

stalky, ar hoiee varieties, and true to name. Also,

Eucalyptus Monterey Cypress. Gallon or address,

W. W. SMITH, Vacaville,

Solano County, Cal

FELTON'S WONDERFUL NEW BERRIES
Sent safely by mail, 3,000 miles, at dozen rates, postage

free. Cinderella and Cii.vtixk.xtal Straw berries, 82 per
dozen; Great American, $i per dozen. Earlv Prolific
and Reliaxce Raspberries, 83 per dozen. Hundreds of
other things cheap. Illustrated circular free to all.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
Nl'RSERVMEX AND FRUIT GROWERS, WOODBURV, N. J.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet
Sop, Grape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub
Also, choice Oranges, Lemons and Raisin Grapes; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the worliL Descriptive
catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

PAJAR0 VALLEY NURSERIES,
Watsonville, Cal.

For sale this season a large and complete stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees; Evergreens; Shrubs; Flow-
ering and Green House Plants, Japanese Persimmon
Trees, Japanese Flowering Shrubs, etc. I have received

direct from Japan a large lot of Japanese Persimmon
Trees, of the choicest varieties. Fine Ornanienta'. Trees
and a large lot of Flowering Plants, Orchids, etc. , together
with a fine variety of Bulbs of Japanese Lillies. All of

which will be sold at as low rates as can be had olsewhere
in the State. For catalogue and.further information, ad-

dress
JA MES .WATERS, [Proprietor.

JOHN SAUL'S
Catalogue of New, Rare and Beautiful Plants will be

ready in February, with a colored plate. Many new and

beautiful Plants are offered for the first time, with a rich

collection of Green House and Hot House Plants, Bedding
Plants, new and choice Roses, Dahlias, well grown and at

low prices. Free to all my customers, to others, price

ten cents. Aplain copy free.

JOHN SAUL, Washington, D. C.

GRAND TRIUMPH IN HORTICULTURE!
The crowning result of 18 years of care and toil FEL-

TON'S NEW BERRIES. The Cixiiereli.a and Coxtixex-
i a l Strawberries, and Earlv Prolific and Reliaxce
Rasi'BErriks is now offered to the public. TcBted nine
years, and in our judgment the four best paying market
berries. jfirCatalogue and Price List free.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
Nl RSERYMEX AND FKI IT GROWERS, WOODBITEY, N. J.

$250 IN PREMIUMS.
Pringle's New Hybrid Spring Wheats.
CHAMPLAIN A bearded variety—a cross between

the Black Sea and Golden Drop combining the remark-
able hardiness of the former, with the superior quality of

the latter. Its strong and vigorous straw, growing six to

twelve inches higher than its parent varieties, stands
erect, frequently bearing even in very ordinary culture,

heads from five to six inches in length, containing from
00 to 75 kernels each. Price, 81.00 per pound; three

pounds, 8- .

r
>0, bv mail, post-paid.

DEFIANCE.- Another variety of Spring Wheat, of the
highest promise, the result of a series of experiments, to

incorporate superior qualities upon the hardy stock of

our common Club Wheat, by hybridizing it with one of

the finest, whitest, and most extensively grown sorts of

the Pacific Coatt.
This variety displays great productiveness; vigor, and

hardiness. It is a beardless, white chaff wheat, with
heads frequently from file to six inches long, very closely

set with large white kernels, frequently numbering 75 to

80 to the sintrlc head. Price, 81 per pound; three pounds
9&fi0, by mail, post-paid.

In order to induce wheat growers to give these new sirts

a thorough and universal trial, we offer $250 in pre-

miums for the largest quantities grown from one pound
of seed, also for 20 largest heads. For particulars send
for circular, which will be mailed to all applicants; also,

notice in Ri ral of February 9th.

B K.' BLISS & SONS,
34 Barclay Street, New York

Contents of Pamphlet on Public Lands of

"California, U. S. Land Laws, Map of

California and Nevada, Etc.

Map of California and Nevada ; The Public
Lands; The Land Districts; Table of Rainfall in Califor-
nia; Counties and Their Products; Statistics of the State
at Large.

Instructions *jf the U S. Land Commis-
sioners.-- Different Classes of Public Lands; How Lands
may be Acquired; Fees of Land Office at Location; Agri-
cultural College Scrip; Pre-emptions; Extending the
Homestead Privilege; But One Homestead Allowed; Proof
of Actual Settlement Necessary; Adjoining Farm Home-
steads; Lands for Soldiers and Sailors; Lands for Indians;
Fees of Land Office and Commissions; Laws to Promote
Timber Culture; Concerning Appeals; Returns of the Reg-
ister and Receiver; Concerning Mining Claims; Second
Pre-emption Benefit.

Abstract from the U. S Statutes. -The Law
Concerning Pre-emption; Concerning Homesteads; Amend-
atory Act Concerning Timber; Miscellaneous Provisions;
Additional Surveys; Land for Pre-emption; List of Cali-
fornia Post Offices. Price, post i>aid, Ml cts.

Published and sold by DEWEY & CO..S. P.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLES !

The Bee-Keep6r*8 Text Book, in German or English, is

the best reference hook on apiaculture. Price, paper
covers, 40 cents; muslin bound, 75 cents. Langstroth on
the Honey Bee, $2; yuimby's MysterieB of Bee-Keeping,
81.50 ; Bee-Keepers' Magazine, per annum, 8150

llee-Keepers' Magazine, six volumes, 81 50 each. Vol-
ume VI of this series contains complete instructions for
starting an apiary, and the complete management of the
same for every month in the year. White and Alsike
Clover Seed, Mignonette, Rape and Seeds of all other
honey producing plants. Italian Queens and all apiarian
supplies used in modem management for sale. For
further particulars, address

W. A. PRYAL, Oakland, Cal.

DALTON &. GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IX

All Kinds of Country Produce.
404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco.

Sir Consignments Solicited "61

WANTED.
By a Scotchman and Wife A situa-
tion to take charge of a ranch. The man thoroughly

understands farming, the care of a vineyard, stock raising,

or any work appertaining to a well conducted farm. The
woman is a thorough cook and housekeeper. The best of

reference will be given. Address office of Rural Press.

C *» ii I r» #v Superior Wood and Metal En

tllfiraVirifi. »raviBgr I3ee«roti^ing and Ste-" U reotyping done at the office of
the Mixixo and Sciextieic Press, San Francisco, at fa-
\orahle rates. Send stamp for our circular and samples.

ASK YOUR GROCER OR OIL DEALER FOR

ELA I N E
THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD Oil

Seedsmen.

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in aud

GROWERS OF SEEDS,
Keep Constantly on hand a complete stock of Vegetable

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS
Also, Flowering Plants, Bulbs, Fruit and

Ornamental Trees, Etc.

We call attention of farmers and country merchants to

our unusually low prices All seeds warranted

fresh, pure and reliable. 4af"Tradc

price list on application.

' We have just issued the most complete guide to the
Vegetable and Flower Garden ever issued upon this coast.
It is Handsomely Illusi rated, and contains full descrip-
tions of Vegetables, Flow ere, Grasses, Trees, etc., with
full instructions as to their culture; mailed free on appli-
cation.

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
{P. O. Box 1023.] 607 Sansome Street, S. F.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MEZQUITE and other GrasseB.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVEK, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE CUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEbjD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street, - San Francisco.

THE THREE POTATOES.
EARLY OHIO— Earlier than Early Rose. Ranked

by general consent, in earliness, yield and quality com-
bined at the head of all the early potatoes.

BCJRBANK. Medium late; a prodigious crupper
;

flesh remarkably white
;
quality excellent.

DUNMORE. —A splendid late sort. A greater emp-
tier than the Peerless, which it resembles in form, while
far better in quality.

Each, per Barrel, 84.00 ; i>cr Bushel, 82.00 ; per Peck,
75 cents.

My Illustrated Seed Catalogue free to all applicants.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

teempTiyf^^price

Will be
mailed FREE fcT"
all applicant*. It

tain a colored plate, 600 Ti.Tirir.cv
about 150 pages, and full deKriptio:
price, and directions for planting over 1200
varietlea of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants, Bomb, Tm.
iDTaiuable to all. Bend for it. Addrasa

, D. M. FEEEY & CO., Detroit, Mich.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field an.

I

Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering
Bulbs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-
logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS, 34 Barclay Street, N. Y

A NEW BOOK FOR FARMERS.
" Carrots, Mangolds and Sugar Beets. What kinds to

raise, how to raise, and how to feed." By mail, 30 cent*.
Also, my three works, on " Cabbages, and How to Grow
Them," " Squashes, and How to Grow Them," "Onions,
and How to Grow Them." Full of just such minute de-
tails as fanners want. Each, 30 cents, by mail. My large
Illustrated Seed Catalogue free to all.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

CHUFA SEED FOR SALE.
EISEN BROS. 12 Stevenson St.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

OAKLAND HEALTH INSTITUTE,
Center Street Station, Oakland.

Convinced of the superiority of the climate of Oakland
to that of any other place on the Coast, more particularly
for those suffering from diseases of a malarial origin, and
chronic diseases generally, the undersigned have opened
the above named Institute as a resort for invalids, where
all the facilities for the thorough and scientific treatment
of diseases have been introduced.
Our methods of treatment embrace Electricity, Turk-

ish Russian, Magnetic and Medicated Baths of all

kinds; the Healthlift, Hadfleld's Equalizer, and in fact
all appliances and remedies of established merit known to
the medical profession. The building is one of the tin, si

in the city, and the rooms large and comfortable. No ef-

fort will be spared to make the patients feel at home.
Lying-in-rooms connected with the institute. Charges,
including board, etc., from $15 to $30 per week. For
urther information, address

Oakland Health Institute, Oakland, Cal.

J. H. BUNDY, M. D., & C. W. HANSEN, M. D , Prop'ra.

rOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

. Ten Cents. 8TEVENS BROS., Northford, Conn.
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Agricultural articles.

The Famous
41

Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self Regulating. Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the towns
and farming districts for

over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold

(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal

of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.

We are prepared to fill orders lor ail sizes, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running

Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.
All warranted. Address,

HORTON &. KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

NiATTiiSON & WILLIAMSON'S

LLl

O
cc
Ul
2 •v.-

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what i6 required
in the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
oradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action of ; he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for

circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only $6), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a $40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 13
pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-

ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St., S. F.

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That suits flat or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows off the toe;

Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any Bize without seam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;
Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs;
Knits au elastic seamea-stitch Suspender with, button-holes.
Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch. Fancy

Ribbed stitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch,

Shell Btitch, unique stitch, Tidy stitch, etc.

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the
only family knitter that fills the bill. Local agents wanted,
Send for circulars$to

J. J. PFISTER & CO., General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolen yarns.
*20 SUTTER STREET, Room 46, San Francisco.

DAVIS &. SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce

Reference. —Tradesmen's National Barnc, N. Y.; Ell

wanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed ; Sacra
mento, Cal.; A. Lnsk & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

The Raby Clothes Line Holder —New inren
tion; Everybody wants it; best tiling out for agents
State and c«unty rights at low figures. For particulars,

address W. W. FLETCHER,
Loud»nvillc, Ohio.

NURSERYMEN, FARMERS & GARDENERS
WILL FIND AT

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & CO.'S

A FULL LINE OF

HAND PRUNING- SHEARS,

POLE PRUNING SHEARS,

POLE PRUNING SAWS,

HAND PRUNING- SAWS.

THE RED CLIPPER PRUNER,

Hedge Shears, both Plain and Notched,

Cast Steel Transplanting Trowels, Steel Rakes,

Spades, Garden Lines, Etc.

Also, THE AQUARIUS HAND PUMP,

Used for Forcing Liquids upon Plants for Killing Insects, Etc.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,
string measuring bom ^ of ter .

get to center of each Bhot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, ™^
sbiZr$

emt*Z ot

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the variouj kinds and styles

of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 iuch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28 , 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-

extra finishod—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines,

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands

of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

DAI A PC THESE LARGE, FINE, NEWinLnvC Rooms ar<

RESTAURANT,
NO. 218SANS0MEST.,S. F.

f

DINING
ms are exceedingly popular. The best

of everything on the tables.

Dinner furnished at the low

CENTS, from five to eight p. M.

try the Palace.

FIFTY
Visitors to S. F. should

nc Fasioiiable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.

£tO postpiid. GEO. 1. REED & CO.. Nasgau. N. V

Dewey & Co. { Sansouie St [Patent Ag'ts.

BUCHAN'S
CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

jO.
AND ALL DISKASKH OK I ill HKIN

Bnchan's Carbolic Snaps; Ilolman's I'evor and
A(fue '.'ad; Corks, Bottles anil .Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 313 to 319 Battery St., S. F.

LilDS, Snowflakc, Oriental. Et
J. B. HUSTED, Nassau, N. Y

nc EXTRA MIXED CARDS, Snowflakc, Oriental. Etc.,

CtO with name 10 eta.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President <i. W. COLBY.

Vice-President and Manager,

C. J. CRESSEY.

Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of Aujrust, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

he best market rales.

SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS !

High School Choir. Emerson & Tilden, $!) per

dozen. A standard, useful and favorite book.

School Song Book. C. Everest, 96 per dozen. Kino

book for Girls' High and Normal Schools.

Choice Trios. W. S. Tilden, 89 per dozen. Three

part Songs for Female Colleges, Seminaries, Etc.

Grammar School Choir, w. s. Tilden, $<i per

dozen. Excellent collection for High or Grammar
Schools.

AMERICAN SCHOOL MUSIC READERS.,
In three books, each 35 cents, 50 cents and 50 cents.

Carefully prepared for Graded Schools.

The following arc favorite general collections of genial
Songs for Common Schools.

SONG ECHO II. S. Perkins, 75 cents.

MOCKING BIRI) W. O. Perkins, 50 cents.

MUSIC TEACHER C. Everest, 50 cents

OUR FAVORITE H. P. Danks, 60 cents.

Music Charts. By Dr. Lowell Mason. Large Charts,
containing 120 Blackboard Lessons, plainly visible to all,

saving much trouble, easily set up and used, and furnish-
ing a complete course of practice. Sent by express. In
two rolls or sets. Each, .$8.00.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON,
C. H. DITSON & CO., 843 Broadway, N. Y.

London Assurance Corporation,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

Established in 1720.

Cash Assets - - $14,993,466

Western Assurance Company,

OF TORONTO, CANADA.
Incorporated 1851.

Cash Assets - - - $1,576,307

CROSS & CO, Gen. Agents, San Francisco

LAND PLASTErT
(Sulphate or Limb.)

THIS FERTILIZER IS ESPECIALLY WELL ADAPTED
TO CALIFORNIA LANDS AND CLIMATE, AND

IS DESTINED TO BE USED TO IM-

MENSE ADVANTAGE.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
In Bulk, $10 per ton; in Barrels, $12.50.

GOLDEN GATE PLASTER MILLS
LUCAS & CO.,

Nos. 216 and 217 Main Street, San Francisco,

H. H H.
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
Aa a burse medicine it is superior to any linimont ever

invented, For Kinukonk, Spavin, Swkknkv, OaIiLOUB
Lumps, and all ou> hokks, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at llrst. Sprains, Stifk
Joints, Hki isks, YY'iniioalls, and all slight ailments, apply
:i small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,
and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply In,
moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON. CAL.

C. & F. NAUMAN &. CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

All kinds of DAIRY PRODUCE sold on Commission
Poultry, Etggt, Game a specialty.

507 & 500 FRONT STREET, San Francisco-
(Between Washington and Jackson)

Ciias. Nai man. Frank Naiman.
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ADJUSTT^.^TEI^irjIli MIXED
PREPARED READY FOR USE,

IS COMPOSED OF

Pure Linseed Oil. Strictly Pure White Lead, Pure Zinc,

And the Purest Colors for tinting, which are united and held in so

lution by the addition of Water Glass, so that the pigments

composing the Paint are made to absorb a greater amount

of oil than they can in the usual mode of mixing

Paints; which in conjunction with the Water
Glass used as an ingredient, gives it

Durability far in Excess of that Possessed by any Other Paint.
The "Water Glass" uniting the oil and pigments, the whole mass drying with a hard, RICH, GLOSSY appearance, and forming a covering which is entirely impenetrable to the weather- and
when the Paint has once dried, there is no absorption of oil into the wood, nor can the oil be burned out by the action of the sun, as in ordinary preparations of paint. Hence it will not
Chalk, Crack or Peel Off, but retains for years that BEAUTY AND BRILLIANCY of tinish for which it is now distinguished. Its beauty and retention of color is

apparent wherever used.

ITS CONVENIENCE OF FORM IS READILY APPARENT.
Being already mixed of the proper consistency to put on, of any required shade or color, and in any quantity desired, aside from its other advantages, makes it desirable for FARMERS and

others who may not be skilled in the art of mixing and tinting. The use of these paints obviates the necessity of procuring skilled labor, as any one can apply them.

With this Paint the consumer has to purchase no oil, pigments or dryers. He has no mistakes in shading f,o correct; and it is only necessary to ascertain the number of square yards to cover
and the shade to apply, which can at once be purchased, so mixed that it will spread evenly, How smoothly, and dry rapidly. These facts, together with there being NO WASTE, makes it the

most perfect Paint ever made.

AS A HOUSE PAINT it is the most perfect substance known, possessing unsurpassed beauty, great brilliancy of color, adhering firmly to the wood, and giving the richest, most
agreeable and uniform tints. It is equally as good for inside as outside work: over old work as well as new; in fact, where any paint can be used the Averill Paint will be found superior

to any other.

OTTIR, WAGOIT _A.2sT:d I^A-CIHlIItsriEIR/Y ZP^IIN TS,
From the more cheap and common colors to the FINEST VERMILION, are of the purest materials, and being prepared READY FOR USE, so that any one can apply them, are specially de

sirable. For sale by dealers everywhere. Ask for it and take no other.

its- Sample Cards of Colors and Price List mailed on application to

CALIFORNIA PAINT COMPANY,
No. 329 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

A_ltliouse A^ind. JVTills Perfectlv Self-Groverning.

RELIABLE, DURABLE, ORNAMENTAL, CHEAPEST AND BEST.

Althouse Vaneless Mill in a
Light Wind.

Over 400 of these mills have been sold on this Coast, which are giving entire

satisfaction.

We manufacture two styles of Mills, the Althouse Vane Wind Mill, and the Alt-

house Vaneless. Both are built on the same general principle, but of course differ in

details. We put up either, leaving the choice to purchasers.

ALTHOUSE ^WINU HVJIIT iT ,

Awarded the First Premium at the California State Fairs, 1875 and 1877, and the

Stockton District Fair, September, 1875. Awarded the First Premium for Mill for

all purposes, at the Missouri Grand Exposition, September, 1875, also, the Silver

Medal for the BEST GOVERNED MILL. Althouse Vaneless Mill
in a Gale.

Mr. L. H. Woodin—Dear Sir: Woodland, February 14th, 1878.

I have been using one of the Althouse Wind Mills for nearly two years, and am well pleased with it in all respects. Hight

to which I raise water, 70 feet; diameter of wheel, 20 feet; horse-power, I judge about five to six. The self governing capacity of

the Mill is absolutely perfect. As the mill I am using has two banks of fans, making the wind surface in wheel about 240 square feet,

and I have never closed it out of the wind for any of the gales we have had, and they have been the severest this winter that I have

ever seen since I have been in the State. Yours truly,

J. W. PECK, Proprietor of Woodland Water Works.

Buy the ALTHOUSE, the Cheapest and Least Liable to Get Out of Order.

Orders for Wind Mills, Pumps, Brass Cylinders, Tanks and Frames, promptly filled at cheapest rates. For further

particulars, call on or address,

Xj- H. WOODIM, X"Z Front St., Setm Francisco.
Or BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco or Sacramento, Cal., General Agents.
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Egyptian Corn.

Editors Press:— I have read several articles in the
1'iuss concerning Egyptian corn, and from what lean
learn it is just what we want here in Colorado, and I am
going to try it. I see the mode of cultivation is described

in your columns. Now will you please tell us how it is

gathered and threshed.—E. R. Sizer, West Lrs Animas,
Bent County, Colorado.

It appears that this grain has been in cultiva-

tion in this State longer than many have thought,

and it is a valuable fact that the longer growing

brings the stronger testimonials of the value of

the plant. Our southern exchange, the San
Diego News, states that a party in that county

has been growing it in a small way"since 18G3 and
is each year better satisfied with it as a food for

stock. From the recorded experience of the

San Diego grower we quote the following points,

some of which will answer the query above: The
green stalks are good for growing and fatting

cows, horses and hogs, and for cows giving

milk, there probably is no better feed, either

green or cured. Hogs and horses will keep fat

on dry stalks. Then comes the seed, which
grows on the top ends of the stalks and suckers.

All kinds of stock are very fond of it and will

leave barley or almost any other kind of food

for it. As a feed, some prefer it to any other

grain. For egg-producing fowls, it has no
equal. For human food, it is toothsome and
nutritious. As a popcorn it is delicious. As
a prolific producer it has no equal. To grow
Egyptian, corn plant and cultivate the same as

for broomcorn or sorghum. Gophers do not

molest the roots. It will atand the drouth bet-

ter than corn, barley, wheat or sorghum, but
will do much better with plenty of water, year

in and year out, dry season and wet, collectively.

One acre of Egyptian corn is worth more than

twenty-five acres of barley. The farmer can-

not irrigate twenty-five acres of barley from

one well and wind mill, but he can irrigate

one acre of corn, and insure a sufficient crop to

keep two or three horses and several milk cows,

every year, independent of drouth.

Egyptian corn may be sown like barley and
mown for hay, or planted in rows three or four

feet apart in the row. In cutting for fodder,

care should be taken to cut the stalks close to

the ground, otherwise the old stalks will re-

main and make it extremely difficult and te-

dious to cut the next crop. Cut close down and
there is no difficulty. The old roots will each

time multiply the number of stalks, and, as

they get older, they become smaller. When
they become too small and too thick, and five

or six years old, plow up the old roots and re-

new from the seed. The seed can be threshed

and cleaned as barley. For feeding, threshing

is a waste of time. Ten to twelve quarts will

plant one acre. Plant liberally and thin out to

three stalks in a hill. It is a wonderful thing

to throw out suckers from the roots and fron

the joints. The first stalks will run up and
ripen a head of seed, then each joint will throw

out a suckei that will bear heads of grain. As
the different crops of heads ripen, cut them off,

which will be a benefit to the new heads com-

ing on the suckers. If the cane is not cut it

will continue to increase by suckers, until the

ground will be so densely covered as to make it

impassable.

Losses by the Floods.—The reporter of the

associated press makes the following notes on

the damages by the floods in the upper Sacra

mento valley: " I am satisfied that the loss of

wood, stock, houses, furniture, levees, farming
implements, wheat, etc., between Sacramento
and Monroeville, will be not less than $800,000.

and may reach the sum of $2,000,000. In mak
ing an estimate you must bear in mind that over

300 bad breaks are to be closed, and that at

least 200 miles of levees will have to be rebuilt

if the present system is to be continued. I

have now inspected the flooded district from
Rio Vista to Monroeville, through its entire

length, having traveled between 500 and 600
miles, and I am utterly appalled at the desola

tion I have seen. If the people of the State at

large could make the 3ame investigation and see

the same sights, they would rise en masse and
agree upon some method for the reclamation of

the Sacramento valley. It is comforting, how
ever, to know that few lives have been lost, and
that there is so little real deprivation among the

people of the flooded districts. Their losses

have been great, but they are not beggared.

"

A New Red Raspberry.

We finish our series of new borries with an

engraving of the "Pride of the Hudson," a

highly recommended berry originated by E. P.

Roe, of Cornwall on-the- Hudson, New York.

It has received the highest testimonials from

Eastern fruit experts and growers, among oth-

ers the well known Charles Downing, who says:

"I regard it as the largest, finest, best flavored,

and most promising red raspberry that I have
yet seen." Mr. Roe has had the berry under
trial for several years, and we take from the

vigorous grower of any i/ood raspberry that I

have seen, but thus far has suckered but mod-
erately. It endured the long drouth of last

year better than any other kind on my place.

One of its characteristics appears to be a long
continued season of bearing. During the fall of

'76 there was no long succession of frosts to

ripen and harden the wood, but the bitter wind
and zero weather of December found the tips of

the canes still green with leaves, and tender

and unripened from late growth. I gave the

canes no protection whatever, proposing to fully

test their hardiness, and they were not injured

to any appreciable extent. This seedling evi-

dently has in it a good deal of the Hudson

NEW RASPBERRY - THE PRIDE OP THE HUDSON.

results of his experience the following points

which are descriptive of its qualities. He says:

"I picked several this year that measured plump
three inches in circumference. I had bushes

this year on which nearly every berry would

measure two and a half and two and three-

quarter inches. It is more than twice as large

as the Delaware or Brandywine, and averaged

a third larger than the Hudson River An-

twerp. Thus far it has been the best bearer

that I have seen. On one short cane but three

feet high I counted over o'OO berries; on single

branch 88 berries. It commences to ripen in

New York about the first of July, and lasts

longer than any kind on my place, and on July

24th there was an abundance of green berries

and blossoms on the vines. The seedling is now
five years old, and it has never received any

winter protection whatever. It is the [most

River Antwerp blood, although its canes are de

cidedly different in appearance. During August
and September it manifested the only fault that

I have yet seen in the partial dropping of the

foliage. But the tops of the canes remained

green and growing to the end, and now, No-

vember 1st, the wood appears clean and well

ripened. I cannot see that the caues have suf-

fered any injury whatever, but in view of my
rule to state all of the facts about my plants I

give this one. I intend that those who buy
this raspberry shall know all that I know about

it. Like all raspberries it does best in northern

exposures, and in cool, moist, rich soils. A
little shade is also always beneficial to the larger

and choicer kinds of raspberries.

"

San Francisco put up 1,250 buildings last

year, worth $9,000,000.

The "Milk Inspector."

The proposition to
(
»hire and equip a milk

inspector for the city of San Francisco has been

before the Legislature since the beginning of

the session. We said at one time that the

institution of an inspectorship of milk might be

a good thing if it were not merely created to

give place and salary to some one who was

laboring for personal advancement under the

guise of the public service. If the reporters of

the daily papers are right in their conclusions,

the project is of the kind to which we took

exception and the man who desires to be the

milk inspector is pushing his scheme at Sacra-

mento with persistent button-hole power. No
names are given in the dispatches, we have no

idea who it is that desires the office, hence we
can secure no direct proof of his fitness or un-
fitness for the work. There are, however, some
points about the proposition, as it now stands,
which would indicate that it had best be drop-
ped at once. The original proposal was for the
equipment of a laboratory and a salary pro-

vided for the inspector, which would command
the services of a competent man. The measure
was finally passed by the Senate, but so

amended that the salary was but $125 per
month, and yet, the reporters say, the would-
be inspector is urging the proposition even on
these terms. This leads us to distrust it

wholly. We do not believe that a man fully

skilled in the testing and analysis of milk, and
whose testimony would stand in court, could

be engaged for $125 per month. It is not every

man who can determine whether milk has been
adulterated or not. It is true that appliances

for this work have been thoroughly tested and
given a legal standing during the last few years.

We are fully acquainted with the facts in this

connection. The fact remains that milk is a
delicate substance to handle with a view to

determining its purity, and it is an easy thing

to overthrow any evidence which an unskilled

tester may bring into court. For this reason

we seriously distrust any man who proposes to

serve the public in the capacity of milk inspector

at a low salary. If he is merely to act as a
policeman or detective and trust to the examina-
tion of experts in the material he may suspect,

then the city will have to pay these experts for

their labors and in the end the expense would
be greater than the sum required to secure and
equip a man competent to make his own tests

and give testimony concerning them.
We also distrust a low-priced inspectorship

because it is easy for an unprincipled man to

get the place and drive a lucrative black-mail

business among milkmen who fear disclosure.

If the city is to have a milk inspector, and it

needs one less than any other large city we
ever lived in, it should be a competent one and
such a one cannot be had for policemen's wages.

A Phylloxera Eater.—The London Farmer

says that at a recent sitting of the Paris Acad-

emy of Sciences a letter was read from M. Lali-

man, in which he describes a larva or grub

which had been seen to devour 94 phylloxeras

in the course of 10 minutes. Ho proposes for it

the name of " Phylloxera cannibale." M. Hal-

bini says that the larva belongs to the genus

Syrphus, or some closely allied one, but declines

to classify it more closely until he has seen the

perfect insect. The larva destroys the phyllox-

era by seizing upon it and sucking out its fluid

contents, and this maiucuver it repeats until

satisfied. Repletion is not readily reached it ap-

pears, for it thinks nothing of 12 dozen victims

for a mere early breakfast.

Jbksey Kkkkih its. Tin; Monthly llullH'm of

the American Jersey Cattle Club is a publica-

tion of much interest. The original design of

Col. Waring, the Secretary of tho Club, seemed

to be to make the Bulletin chiefly a record of

pedigrees and transfers of Jersey. We notice

now that he is introducing much matter of in-

terest concerning the dairy qualities of the Jer-

seys, and dairy practices generally. The Cali-

fornia members of the Club are J. B. Haggin,

S. F. j Luther C. Powers and Perrin Stanton, of

Sacramento; and A. Mailliard, of San Rafael.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents—Eds

San Luis Obispo County Notes—No. L

Editors Press:—After a delay of two days

beyond the time of sailing, owing to rough

weather outside, the Pacific Coast Steamship

Company's steamer Lou Anyelen, left the wharf,

February 10th, at 10 a. m., with 35 cabin pas-

sengers, booked for various ports on the south-

ern coast. The weather, though calm, was not

assuring, for the sky was overcast and a breeze

from the southwest seemed to indicate that the

storm was not yet over. This steamer is fast

and well officered. Capt. Johnson, with quiet

manner, plain dress, short-trimmed beard and

a cigar, that is oftenest a boon companion, re-

minds one of another, who was captain and
went to the war from Galena—first-mate

Lyon, who, nine years ago, sailed in command
of a ressel in the English Kast India trade. He
issues his commands in the brevity of the best

nautical language and in a most positive man-
ner, that insures the greater precision in hand-
ling the vessel. They twain beget confidence.

The passage over the bar anil through the

heads was of the heavy " swell" order and con-

tinued so all the way down. When outside,

the wind increased a little and a sail was hoisted

to steady the boat. Night found us opposite

Santa Cruz, whose light was plainly visible,

while fainter down the coast shone that of

Monterey.
Port Harford

Is the first port at which the Orizaba and Lou
Anyetes land. We arrived at this place just 24

hours from the hour of sailing, three hours
behind the usual time. Port Harford is the
principal shipping point for the county, and is

named after Mr. John Harford, one of its most
enterprising citizens, whose early and persistent

efforts were the means of establishing the
narrow-gauge railroad, 10| miles in length,

which connects the port with the town of San
Luis Obispo. Arrangements have been recently

effected by which steamers will stop as often as

once in two days to land or receive freight of

every nature, whereas, formerly there was but
one freight steamer per week. Seventy-five

tons of freight was landed here, including
merchandise of all descriptions, delaying the
steamer about an hour and a quarter.

One and one-quarter miles .south from this

landing is Avila, a small town of 75 inhabitants.

At this place is another landing, called the
People's wharf, now out of repair. The place

consists of a few stores and dwelling houses.

A new lumber yard has recently been estab-

lished here, a branch of one in San Luis, owned
by Huntington & Co.
While at this season the Eastern editors are

inundated with poems on the beautiful snow,
the editors of California have flowing in upon
them thick and fast prose items, recording solid

inches of beautiful rainfall. San Luis Obispo
county is no exception to the rest of the State.

According to the rain-gauge, kept at this place

by Dr. \\ . W. Hayes, the rainfall for the sea-

son, up to February Kith, amounts to 18.97

inches, while J. J. Simmler, P. M., records an
aggregate duration of 105 hours steady rain

from December 13th up to the same date.

About two inches have fallen since my arrival

and it still continues. The long, luxuriant
herbage and the plump ribs of grazing cattle

show the good effects already wrought, while
the broad acres of growing grain and the quick-
ened pulse of the business community presage a
rapid stride in every interest in the county. I

expect to find abundant material for notes in

my course through this section.

On arriving in San Luis Obispo, we were
driven in a stylish four-horse conveyance to the

Cosmopolitan hotel, on Monterey street, in the
east end of town. Its enterprising ] proprietors,

Messrs. Blackburn & Morris, spare no pains for

the welfare of their guests and render first-

class metropolitan accommodations. They are
rewarded by a liberal public patronage.

H. Ere; exe H.
San Luis Obispo, Feb. 18th, 1878.*

The Labor Question.

Editors Press:—W. S. Prosser has a very

good article in your last issue, on the "Labor
Question;'' but I believe that he failed to touch

the real cause of the present discouragements.

Machinery has certainly caused a large share of

the scarcity of labor. Rut should that state of

things arise by labor-saving implements, man
will so perfect automatic appliances that hard

manual labor will almost be unknown. If ma-
chinery is able to supply an abundance of that

which is necessary for life and its uses, what
is the necessity for back -aching pains for the
production of an extensive overplus? The real
cause of the present depression should not be
laid at the machine shop Jdoor, but at the door
of the monopoly which selfishness has created,
and the ease and rapidity of producing by
means of modern inventive genius. The world
at large should share the benefits of labor-sav-
ing machinery. But the reverse is the rule and
not tire exception.

We will take sewing machines as an example
of the evils of manufacturing monopolies.

Until recently 8100 was required to purchase
what $25 produced. By such means the hard
earniugs of the poor men go to weave a rope

to bind them still firmer in the toils of the

money kings.

Hard times should only come when there is a
scarcity of life comforts and necessaries. No
one will deny but our granaries are full; our

marts of trade allowing goods to rot on their

shelves for lack of customers; machinery lying

idle for lack of markets; banks are overflowing

with concentrated coin, and the poor starving,

while monopoly rears its head amidst luxurious

pride, hoarding millions by the hundred, as if

machinery and the gifts of God was only

for their special use.

Suppose a committee of philanthropists were
to appear before the Giver of all our gifts, nat-

ural and divine, complaining of the scarcity of

labor, and the consequent great sufferings

amongst those who earn their living through
labor. The appeal is made, the judge would
ask that committee, "Is there plenty of bread

in the land?" "Yes," must be the answer. "Is

there an abundance of water?" "Enough and to

spare," would be the silent whisper. Ah, how
the soul of these philanthropic men would
shrink in shame as they mentally gazed into the

real causes of destitution, selfishness and mo-
nopoly, and not the heaven-born labor-saving

machinery.
Who would go back to the straight stick of

an ancient plow, and a pair of untamed steers

to till the soil for bread, even to give the poor

laborer a chance to labor? Better far give the

idle laborer a few acres out of the monopolist's

overshare and some progressive machinery
so he can raise enough for himself and house-

hold. The same principle will apply to all

other vocations in life. Ye who have more
than an equal share, "cast thy overplus on the

waters of divine love and it will return bless-

ings a hundred fold." Scarcity means famine.

Famine in the midst of plenty means selfishness

and monopoly. And as every wrong may con-

tain the seeds of its own righting, warning may
be of no avail until the storm and whirlwind

sweep it from the face of the earth, and the

earth s productions suffice for the good of all

( Jod's created children. The strong should sus-

tain the weak ; the rich provide for the poor.

Machinery will be the real producer; science

will be the guide, and wisdom at the helm.

Then will there be time for mind improvement.

Ignorance is the hot bed of revolution. But
how can it be otherwise, fighting the slavish

battle of life with the wolf howling around our

dwellings. Education will be the people's next

savior. To educate, there must be time. Ma-
chinery when applied for the universal good will

supply that want, and rich and poor will be

known no more forever. John Taylor.
Mt Pleasant, Feb. 26th, 1878.

Fertility of Soils.

Editors Press:—The preservation of the fer-

tility of the soil should be, and is, one of the

objects of thorough farming. We also know

that it is a well recognized axiom in husbandry

that the fertilizing ingredients taken from the

field in the crop should be returned to it artifi-

cially by manures. What these ingredients

are, really, we do not profess to know; for

however elaborate the analyses of constituents

may be, they are avowedly imperfect. Liebig,

in his "Chemistry in its Application to Agri-

culture," observes, that the physical conditions

essential to the fertility of the soil are usually

neglected in the calculations of the chemist,

inasmuch as the discovery of the mineral food

of plants in the soil does not necessarily indi-

cate its value. Again, even if the mechanical

analysis, which estimates the amount of sand,

clay, humus, etc., goes along with the chemical,

we cannot expect, although we may learn much
in other respects, to know whether the soil has

the powei to retain its fertility for an unlimited

period. This loads to the consideration

whether any such soil exists in the world.

In M. Boussingault's "Rural Economy,"
Law's translation, you read: "1 have seen,"

says M. Roussingault, "in the table-lands of

the Andes, wheat fields which have yielded ex-

cellent crops annually for more than two cen-

turies. Maize may likewise be produced con-

tinually upon the same ground without incon-

venience. This fact is well-known in the south

of Europe: and the greater part of the coast of

Peru has produced nothing else, from a date an-

terior to the discovery of America. Further,

potatoes may come again and again upon the

same soil; they are incessantly cultivated at

Santa Fe and Quito, and nowhere are they of

better quality. Indigo and sugar-cane may be

brought under the same category.

"

Liebig also mentions the condition of the

country around Naples, where corn has been
cultivated for thousands of years without ma-
nure. He also mentions that there are districts

in Hungary on which, since the memory of man,
corn and tobacco have been cultivated in alter-

nate years without the artificial means of re-

storing to the soil the mineral ingredients car-

ried away in the crops.

In the western parts of the United States,

we also read, that 50 bushels of wheat per acre

have been taken off the same fields for l(i years.

In the face of such evidence we cannot doubt
that a naturally inexhaustible soil does exist.

Now, I write to inquire whether it can be

found anywhere in our beautiful State. I think
the subject of the fertility of soils as worthy of

notice in your columns, and perhaps you will

invite the communication of experiences of

those best qualified by personal observation to
write upon the subject.

I may observe, in conclusion, that, perhaps,
up to the present time the principle which im-
parts this natural fertility to soils has not been
reached by investigations of science, although
the presumption, I find, is strongly in favor of

climate, i. e., heat and moisture, more es-

pecially. AVith a diversified temperature and
ever varying rainfall, California has within her
own boundaries a large field for observation in

this direction, and from the intelligence usually
displayed by her agriculturists, I am inclined to

think something may be elicited to throw some
light, as far as we are concerned.on this important
subject. It seems to be acknowledged by the
authorities within my reach at present, that at-

mosphere, as such, has no influence on this in-

exhaustible fertility, and this is attributed to

the fact that the gaseous food of plants is

equally distributed by ever varying winds, all

over the globe.

We must not forget to bear in mind in this

investigation that the residue left in the soil

after the crops have been removed, I mean the
stubble, roots, etc., are a source of fertility,

and that in a judicious rotation the soil can be
"kept up" for a considerable time.

As stated before, these observations are com-
municated with a view to ascertain whether any
of your readers have had the opportunity of ob-

serving the successive cropping of land year
after year, without artificial restoration to the
soil of fertilizers and without any apparent de-

terioration in the out-turn of the crop.

Edward Kauntze.
Kingsburg, Fresno Co., CaL

[Has Prof. Hilgard something for us on this

subject t —Eds. Press.]

The Future of the Grasshopper.

Editors Press:—The following passage taken

from the close of the introduction of the report

of the U. S. Entomological Commission, now
going through the press, will be read with inter-

est. The term "temporary region" refers to

the fertile country beyond the Mississippi and
south of the 40th parallel, which is more partic-

ularly subject tograsshopper ravages; and the con-

fident and encouraging statements of the Com-
mission will relieve any anxiety as to the future of

that rich agricultural region: "We cannot well

close this introduction without some statement
of our views as to the locust prospects for the
immediate future, since our opinions are con-

stantly being asked for. That the insect will,

in the future, again pour down at times from its

breeding grounds into the temporary region,

unless by the co-operation of the two govern-
ments interested it is prevented from so doing
by the course we recommend or by some still

more feasible course yet to be discovered, there

can be no reasonable doubt, yet in proportion

as the country becomes settled will the locust

injury be more and more easily controlled. But
we do not hesitate to give it as our deliberate

opinion that there will be no serious injury in

such temporary region the coming summer, and
probably not for several years to come. We
rest this conclusion, firstly, on our personal ex-

aminations the past autumn over much of the

country named; secondly, on the reports of cor-

respondents in said country; and thirdly, on the

reports from the extreme northwest on perma-
nent region. These show that none of the in-

sects of any consequence that hatched in

the temporary region remained to lay eggs; that

scarcely any eggs were laid by the scattering

autumn swarms, and that with few exceptions

the permanent region east of the mountains is

likewise remarkably free of eggs. S.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 20th.

Buhach or Persian Insect Powder.

Editors Press:—Allow me to correct an

error on the subject of my "Buhach, " which

appeared in the Press of March 2d, under the

heading on "Agricultural Notes." The mis-

take that you have made is in the price of the

powder. You stated that we sold the last

year's product at the rate of 1 (i cents per pound
prepared ready for use, whereas we sold it at

the rate of $16 per pound. It was put up in

small bottles of one-naif ounce each, and sold

at 50 cents per bottle.

I will further state we have only about 60,-

000 plants in fine cultivation, from which we
expect to gather several tons of the precious

blossoms for the manufacture of my "Buhach."
The balance of our plants have been destroyed

by the disastrous effects of a cloud-burst,

which took place on Sunday, Feb. 17th, 1878.

The plants that we lost never had been trans-

planted, but were in the beds ready to be trans-

planted, while the great and destructive rise of

water that took place in Comanche creek, car-

rying in its madness a portion of Chinatown at

Comanche, with five Chinamen two China
women and a China boy; and in its course it

overflowed a portion of Mrs. Hills' farm and
carried fences, trees and everything that would
float, beside uprooting trees and covering crops

as well as our plants in beds with sediment too

deep to be within our reach of rescue. But
we are glad that our large plants were beyond
the reach of the overflow. G. N. Miloo.

Stockton, Cal.

CoL Eyre's Loss.

Editors Press:—On Wednesday, the 8th

inst., as my man was coming from Napa with
the mail, in crossing a creek on the road he ran

into a washed out place and the horse was
drowned and the buggy carried away. The
man barely saved his life. Everything was
swept away—buggy, horse, harness, all mail

matter and other contents of the buggy; and
went, turning over and over, down into Napa
river.

My correspondents who have written previous
to March 6th and whose letters are not an-
swered, will know that they were lost Those
who have sent checks and orders will please
write at once, unless they have received word
from me before they read this.

M. Eyre, Jr.
Napa, Cal., March 8th, 1878.

pLO(\lcULTV)^B.

Ornamental Foliage Plants.

Editors Press:—During the last few years,

the introduction of what are known as colored

foliage plants into the flower garden and con-

servatory have inaugurated an entire new era in

floriculture.

Plants with foliage of various colors, from

silvery white to the brightest scarlet, or deepest,

richest purple, are now extensively employed by

landscape gardeners in decorating the garden,

with the best possible effect.

As a rule thiB class of plants delight in great

heat, reveling in heat and drouth, which cause

flowering plants to droop and wilt. In Califor-

nia, subject as it is to extreme heat and drouth
during the greater part of the year, this class of

plants must become particularly valuable, as

they retain their brightest colors until late

autumn.
A few of the finest varieties, which have

proved of particular merit in withstanding our
summer sun are the following : Amaranthus,
embracing a large class of plants, constitute one
of the finest families of the ornamental foliage

section. They are all propagated from seed very

easily. They should never be planted in a very

rich soil or their handsome variegations will be
dulled.

A. salei/olius, commonly known as the "foun-
tain plant," I have tried for several seasons. It

is a handsome plant of pyramidal growth, grow-
ing about two feet high. Three or four plants

grouped together always attract attention. A.

melancholiats ruber is one of the finest of the

family. The foliage is very large and of the

deepest blood red.

Canna, of various sorts, are admired through-

out the floral world, ranking first in the list of

foliage plants. They can be raised from seed,

or propagated from division of the roots. Their

large, finely variegated foliage imparts a tropical

appearance exceedingly gratifying to the planter.

Of the entire list there are none which I know 1

of, that are more certain to give satisfaction.

Coleus are well-known foliage plants of great

merit. In a good, rich, loamy soil they make
wonderfully handsome plants, which for beauty

have no equal among flowering plants. There

are several hundred varieties of the coleus, all

very fine.

Achyranthus is a very fine plant, but are bet-

ter adapted for pot than border culture. A.

yiUmi is the finest red leafed plant in cultivation.

Foliage begonias of many beautiful and distinct

varieties are exquisite for pot culture. They
are also fine for border culture. They should

be planted where they will be shaded the greater

part of the day.

In planting beds with foliage plants, the beet

effect will be produced by planting in the ribbon

style. Wm. C. L Drew.
El Dorado, Cal. .

Propagating Roses.

Editors Press:—My only experience in bud-

ding roses thus far has been cut fingers, for the

point of the knife so often slips around the can*

into my fingers, and there never has one single

bud grew that I have set. I am sure my forte

is not in that direction. So some one else will

have to recommend budding. With cuttings I

have always been successful. The year before

last I raised about 30 plants. They had bloomed

nicely in the beds, but when the first rain came

last winter I set them out, and not having rain

enough to root well they died during last sum-

mer's hot winds. I have now over 200 planted,

and there are not a dozen of them that have not

put out nicely already. Some have leaves on,

and one has a nice bud, and I think will bloom

shortly.

I take the wood for cuttings always at least

a year old (but not often over two years), be-

fore they commence putting out new growth in

the winter. It depends on the rains if they are

early or late. I like to get them in by the seo-

ond good rain, so the ground is nice and moist

Cut off all the leaves carefully; cut the canee

in pieces from eight to ten inches long; have
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the ground well cultivated; put the slips into

the ground in rows about six inches apart each

way; put them underground, all but two or three

buds. I think they grow a little better if the

bed slopes toward the south, and the slips are

set in slanting, the tops toward the north. The

temperature is a little more even, as they get

the full benefit of the sun's heat all day. Grape

cuttings grow best this way too.

If I find the ground is baking too hard I work

it up carefully with a table fork or small trowel,

taking care not to touch the roses. If I see

they need irrigation during the summer, I give

them rain water, if I have it (but well water

will do), but not too often.

I sent to Dirgee & Conard's for some roses

this winter, and they are doing finely. I never

saw any sent in better condition, they are so

careful in packing, and send such healthy plants.

I have raised spireas, weigeha rosea, synngea,

jessamines, etc., in the same manner both

in California and in the Eastern States.

This plan I have followed for the past 15

years It is well to put in several cuttings of

each variety, so if they don't all want to grow

they can let it alone; but some generally do

want to grow, so you will be sure to get one at

least. There is a great deal depends on the

weather and atmosphere. This is a good year,

but year before last they grew better.

I like roses best on their own roots. If any-

thing happens to the top, as long as the root

lives the sprouts will come up the same; but if

top of a budded plant is broken off below the

bud, you have lost your rose. Some varieties

are much more difficult to get to grow than

others. The Cora Berton, Glorie de Rosemond,

Agrippina, Hermosa, Lady Washington, and La

Marque are among the willing growers.
M. H.

Santa Barbara, Cal.

In Favor of Cuttings.

Editors Press: — Mrs. Childs gives some

timely hints on the culture of roses in the Ru-

ral Press of the 9th of February, 1878, and

some to which I must take some exceptions.

The first is to recommend budding rather than

growing from cuttings, is decidedly a mistake,

as budding can only be resorted to at a certain

season of the year, while roses may be grown

from cuttings at all and any season of the year.

Again, the most skillful often miss at budding,

but the most unsophisticated will succeed to

their entire satisfaction when they learn the se-

crets in propagating from cuttings. Again,

where budding is preferred, I cannot recom-

mend the yearly bloomers, as the Castilian, for

the reason that they are too vigorous in their

growth; they need constant watching and al-

most daily pruning, or the rapid sprouts will

rob the bud and make it a failure.

W. S. Downing.

Half Moon Bay, Cal.

E

fodder against the inclemency of the weather,
but its action produces in the mass a certain
alcoholic fermentation which has to be regulated
in some manner. Corn ensilaging, therefore,
shows that a silo may be regarded as a real gen-
erator of moist heat, and of which the farmer
may get the benefit, either by improving corn
fodder itself, if ensilaged all by itself, or to ren-
der it more substantial by adding to the cut
corn such substances as cut straw or the like.

We have no idea to what improvements in agri-

cultural economy may be gained by the ensilag-
ing process; and the fact must be borne in mind
that such a process is almost in its infancy, and
the road to improving it opened to every intelli-

gent farmer and dairyman, and our State can
boast of having her fair share of them. I say
that it is in the province of every one to make
experiments, and if successful to keep on, im-
prove on them, and make known the results to
the community at large, for the benefit of all.

Not only have we in this State to find the
means of obtaining in large quantities a sub-
stantial, cheap fodder, easily raised, as fer-

mented corn seems to present itself to us, but
why shouldn't we improve on that by making
and preserving in silos special feed for the sepa-
rate use of stock, milch cows, sheep, hogs, and
even horses ?

Leaving aside the chemical theory of the fer-

mentation of ensilaged fodders of whatever kind,
I will now come to the making of silos.

Silos in General.

A silo proper is a trench in which grain, fod-

der or roots are placed for preserving. Ensilag-
ing is the packing of fodder, roots or grain into

there would not be time to get done, with the
covering of the last section, it is well to cover
it with a few inches of earth and, next day,
complete it to its full thickness of 18 inches.

Before throwing up the covering of earth a
dressing of straw is spread over the pile, and
even chaff on top of the straw; for, that part of

the fodder in close proximity with the earth,

gets molded by both the aqueous and gaseous
emanations produced by the fermentation of

corn, and that straw and chaff getting most of

it protects in that way so much more of the
fodder. A little waste has, of course, to take
place, though it does not amount to much. The
sides of an earth silo, however, do not mold to

a greater depth than two to four inches. After
each day's work the open end of the silo is cov-

ered with straw to prevent access of the air to

the interior; and when work is resumed next
day the straw is removed, and the work goes
on till the whole crop is ensilaged. For over a

week after the pile is completed it has to be
closely watched, as also after a heavy rain.

Every fissure resulting either from the rain or

the settling of the fodder within being dili-

gently repaired.

Trench-Silos.

In our State, where the ground is dry and
the standing water not so near the surface, the

trench-silo, far more economical and perfect

than the surface-silo and on account of its hold-

ing a larger quantity of fodder under the same
quantity of earth, ought to be preferred. But,

as a trench has to be dug out, it is important to

select a plot of good, clear ground. Now, to

render the subject clearer, I will give you, with

Corn Fodder—Its Culture and Ensilage.

No. 3.

There are three different modes of harvesting

corn, according to its being cut for green fodder

for each day's use, or whether it is to be pre-

served, dried in stacks like hay, or ensilaged

green or partially dried in silos. It is not very

easy to tell at what time of its growth corn has

to be cut for daily use as green fodder; everyone

has to find that out himself, but when first

commenced it must be kept on without inter-

ruption. It is well, too, to sow corn at different

times to obtain green fodder continually of the

same grade.

I shall not here, for want of space, give your

readers a description of the manner of building

a corn-stack, though I may do it some other

day, if needed.

Harvesting Corn for Ensilaging.

As soon as the corn has formed ears, and the

grain is passing out of its milky condition and

getting somewhat firm, then has the time come

for ensilaging. It is desirable that the whole

operation be done quickly and by fair weather;

the best, certainly, when a large field is to have

the cutting, hauling and ensilaging done simul-

taneously by separate gangs of men. The most

general way of harvesting corn for ensilaging is,

on the same day it is cut down, or the next day

at the latest, to tie it up in well-arranged bales

of 12 to 20 pounds, which can be loaded and

unloaded with ease by the hands. Some leave

the corn several days on the ground after having

it cut, but I am of the opinion that in this State

one day ought to be sufficient. If corn is to be

cut up small, it does not matter which way it is

piled up by the silos; but if corn is to be packed

entire, just as it comes from the field, then have

the bales set up to prevent a too fast fermenta-

tion and even molding which would very likely

occur if thrown up in a heap upon the ground.

When corn is ensilaged with stalks entire, it

must be left to dry somewhat right in the field;

if to be cut, half a day will do. Rain does not

hurt corn after it is cut, so it might be left lay-

ing upon the ground till the rain is over without

any danger of its spoiling.

The Object of Ensilaging Corn.

Applied to beet, the object of ensilaging is to

prevent its fermentation and preserve that root

against the cold weather in winter. Applied to

corn cut green, ensilaging not only protects the

result in that covering of earth, and from which
oozes out a rather pleasant smell, like that of

tea. Those fissures have to be immediately re-

paired. Once or twice after that, it will be
necessary yet to watch the silos; then they are

let alone. A covering of two feet of earth may
be sufficient, but some people prefer it thicker.

On many places stone or brick silos, which
certainly are more perfect and clean, are used
iu preference to earth ones ; and very likely that

if the ensilaging of green fodder becomes gen-

eral none others will be built on a well-to-do

farm, at least.

Another important advantage derived from
the ensilaging of fodder, is that it does away
with large barns, which are often very costly,

and with less barns less danger of fire.

Stone and brick silos are built both upon the

surface or trench-like. In building sdos in

masonry, very often two silos are built contigu-

ous to each other, so that three walls only are

required. This may be called a double silo.

Experience will tell what kind of silos will do
the best, and in regard to our State, the ques-

tion is so new with us, that, I believe, it is bet-

ter to wait till some one will give us the results

of his experiments.
The fodder must be taken out of the silo just

at the time it is needed to feed the cattle, for it

spoils by exposure to the air. The exposed end
of the pile has to be kept well covered with
bundles of straw pressed tightly against that

end to prevent the air from getting to the in-

terior of the mass, and after fodder is taken out

for the day's consumption.
And now I will say : Friends of the Press,

let us try. Felix Gillet.

Nevada City, February 14th, 1878.

FIG. 1. METHOD OF DIGGING A TRENCH SILO.

a silo. There are three kinds of silos: temporary
ones, surface and trench silos, and permanent
silos built in stone or brick. In wet laud sur-

face silos are more generally used; in dry land,

trench silos are preferable. Whichever way a

silo is built, it must be done so that it will be

easy to put in and take out fodder and drain

the surroundings from the rains and subterra-

nean waters. The size of a silo has to be in

proportion of the fodder to be ensilaged. Finely

cut and packed solid, a cubic yard of corn

weighs about 800 pounds.

Surface Silos

Consist simply in packing the fodder very com-
pactly in piles above the ground, which piles

two cuts, a full description of a trench-silo, as

built in Wurtemberg (Germany), one cut repre

senting an empty silo and the other a complete

one. Let us commence with Fig. 1. A, A, repre

sents the surface of the soil; D, B, C, E, a

trench, dug to a depth of five feet and a width
or 10 feet at the bottom. I will remark that

trench-silos are not all dug to the above depth.

The depth varies, according to the nature of the

soil, from five to two feet. The top of that

trench, shown in the engraving, right at the

surface, A, A, is 12£ feet wide instead of 12

feet, as figured on the. plan. As to length, it

varies also according to the amount of fodder to

be ensilaged. The earth thrown out from the

trench, D, B, C, E, is represented on each side

FIG. 2. THE SILO FILLED AND COVERED.

are then covered with a layer of earth. This

kind of silo is the one most in use with begin-

ners, who are naturally cautious before willing

to build silos lined with masonry, and which

are so much more durable and clean. But it is

likely that after ensilaging will have come to be

of "eneral use, there will be no more reasons

forso much caution as that. Although earth

silos have to be made over every year, it is a

fact that corn fodder keeps very well in them,

particularly if the pile has been covered with a

thin layer of straw preparatory to covering it

with earth, thus preventing the too fine earth

to drop among the fodder.

When a silo is built upon the surface of the

ground, the bottom, according to the nature of

the soil, is either made slightly concaved or

convex, and between nine and ten feet in width.

The fodder is then packed on that bottom to a

hight of six feet, aud on a length varying with

the amount of fodder to be ensilaged up to 100

yards; the earth covering being about 18 inches

in thickness, and the shape of the silo being

triangular, or like a prism. The earth is thrown

up from along both sides of the silo, leaving a

ditch which serves for draining the surface

water. When the bottom of a surface silo is

made somewhat hollow, the bottom of the ditch

on each side has to be made lower than the

silo's bottom.
The plot on which to build the silos, having

been carefully selected and prepared, next the

fodder is hauled up to that spot and packed, if

cut, on a length of 15 feet at one time. After

having been packed solid to a hight of six feet,

another section of 15 feet is made, but great

care has to be taken to make a perfect union

between the two sections. If the corn instead

of being cut is packed entire, the best manner

to make the sections unite well, is to have them

unite obliquely instead of perpendicularly. If

of the trench by the piles, G, F, D, and E, F, G.

The corn, after having beeu cut and left on
the ground for several days to dry a little, is

hauled to the silo and packed in the length of

the trench in oblique sections, which is the

only way to pack solid and leave no air spaces

within the mass. After the trench has been
tilled up to the level, A, A, it is raised eight

feet higher up, as shown iu Fig. 1, but ter

minating in a narrow ridge, as represented by
the curve, D, II, E. The man that does the

packing in the silo must set the stalks well in

their length and stamp on it, so as to render

the whole as compact as possible. The packing
done up to II, the piles of earth, O, F, I),

and E, F, G, are thrown back with shovels,

partly over the sides, D, H, and E, H, and
partly over the top, //.

A most important point to observe in cover

ing up the pile with earth, is to pay particular

attention to the parts, D, and E, of the silo

—

sec both cuts—for the earth has to be packed
more compactly at these two points, right

along the silo, and stamped in the direction in

dicated by the little arrows in Fig. 2, to prevent

fissures, sure to result at that very point, from

the settling of the mass of fodder or after the

first heavy rain. When digging out the trench

it must be done with the sides at a certain an-

gle, and not perpendicular, as shown in both

cuts. It has been found that fodder will pack

more solid in a trench so built, and that part of

the fodder close to the sides of the trench keeps

better, too. The white space in Fig. 2 has

has been left out so, simply to show the dotted

line, which gives the hight of the pile, eight

feet, after the settling of the whole mass, while

around the sides is shown the corn packed in

its length. The thickness of the cover, as

shown by two arrows in Fig. 2, is three feet.

During the first eight days lots of fissures wiU

Bee Notes.

Editors Press:—Now that the merry hum

of the busy bee is once more heard in every

field and garden, the beekeeper should begin to

prepare for the year's work. Believing that all

owners of colonies of bees have had sufficient

notice that a rich honey yield is going to be

harvested this season, we will venture to offer

a few suggestions that should be seen to as soon

as possible.

As we have noted before in these columns

that a large number of hives would be starved

out during the last winter, it would be unnec-

essary to say more on that subject, were it not

that many stands are now in a famishing condi-

tion. There are many that are also queenless.

Queens are very apt to die in California at this

time of the year. We would give some of the

causes of this loss, but it will be out of place

here, for we propose only to tell how to save

such ill-fated swarms.

If the stand is a populous one, that is if

there are a quart or more of bees in it, we
would advise the introduction of a queen, pro-

vided there is one at hand. If no queens have

been kept for this purpose, the next best way
would be to unite them with another colony

having a prolific queen; a weak swarm would

be preferable. Should there be two or more

swarms in a dwindling condition they should be

united, and thus secure a good, strong colony.

When thus united the bees will work with re-

doubled strength, a greater animal heat will be

maintained, and brood rearing will be carried

on with more vigor, whence the hive will be

crowded with workers in one-fourth less time

than if they were left in a weak state. In the

latter condition little heat would be generated,

by them, and if breeding was attempted only a

few square inches would be found in the center

of the brood nest. On the other hand, several

cards of comb will be filled with brood in all

stages of development.

Uniting Swarms.

At this time less trouble is experienced in

uniting than in the fall of the year. It may be

simply done as follows: If a queenless hive is

to be added to one with a queen, take the first

named, and after smoking them with the fumes

from rotten wood, or a roll of rags, let them

remain five or ten minutes, that they may fill

themselves with honey. Have some sweetened

water, or, what is better, some syrup made of

"Coffee A'' sugar (crushed will do). Thus pre-

pared open the hives and remove the frames,

and sprinkle the bees and comb with the above

preparation.

Bees of both hives should be sprinkled. Place

only such combs in the hive that is to hold the

newly built Dp swarm as contain honey and bee-

bread. Empty comb and frames containing

brood place near the center. Confine the bees

to just so many frames as they will cover. Lay

across the top of the frames a few pieces of sticks

about half an inch square, and over this a few

thicknesses of burlap sacking. Also let the bur-

lap extend down the side between the brood nest

and the compartment containing the empty

frames or comb. When thus seen to, the bees

are in as snug a place as they could desire. If

any trouble should arise by the bees fighting,

some peppermint may be added to the syrup, so

as to scent them more thoroughly, but we have

been always successful at this time of the year

by following the above directions without the

use of "scents."

Continued on Page 170
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Correspondence cordially invited from all I'atrons for this

departuieut.

Removal.

Until lurther notice the otlice of the Secretary of the

State Grange will be at 100 Davis street, in the store of

the Grangers' Business Association. Correspondents will

continue to send their communications to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore.

The Grangers' Bank and its Manager.

15ro. C. J. Cressey, the able anil successful

manager of the Grangers' Bank in this city has

taken a short respite from his constant applica-

tion at his desk and is enjoying recreation

among rural scenes, at the same time bestow-

ing needed attention upon his personal farmiug

interests, which have been for a long time dis-

regarded in his devotion to the success of the

bank which was placed in his charge. Bro.

Cressey 's work in the bank has not been to his

gain financially. His large and diverse farm-

ing interests would have returned larger re-

wards for his time and labor, but he has dis-

charged his city work as a high duty entrusted

to him and his consolation must be in the

plaudit "well done'" from those for whom he

has labored.

In the absence of Bro. Cressey, we are going
to avail ourselves of the liberty of telling a few
things which we know about him, in order that

all our (! ranger readers may preceive the spirit

of dependence and self-help which gives him
strength of character and the quality of enter-

prise and wise action which have made him
successful and entitle him to popular confi-

dence in the sphere of labor in which he is en-

gaged.
Bro. Cressey, is both a practical farmer and a

practical business man. He is the son and
grandson of farmers. He was born in old New
Hampshire, April 6th, 1830, and his ancestors

were among those stout hearts which left old

England to build up homes and a free country
on the rocky shores of New England. He lived

upon the paternal farm until 17 years old and
then went to Georgia, laboring first as over-

seer of a plantation, and then at 19 years of

ago he struck out for himself in lumbering and
merchandising. In this arduous occupation he
lost his health, and at the end of three years
returned to New Hampshire. The property
which he acquired in Georgia, was afterward
swept away by the war. After his return
North he farmed part of the time in|New Hamp-
shire and engaged in business in Boston. In
1860, having regained full health and strength,

he came to California. On his arrival in this

State he had but §10 in his pocket and this he
sent back to his wife in New England. Thus
Bro. Cressey, began life as a California farmer,
with nothing but strong arm, clear head and
stout heart, but these have proved to be all

the capital he needed.

Bro. Cressey began farming near Stockton
and was unsuccessful for three consecutive years
because his land was subject to overflow, and
because he had to learn the key to success in

California agriculture by experience. In this

uphill work he was associated with his only
brother, A. L. Cressey, whe is still his partner.

On the fourth year of their farming near
Stockton, the Cressey brothers "made a raise."

It was in 1864, the year of drouth. They and
a few other enterprising men on the Calaveras
river cut a channel through to the waters of

that river and irrigated their crops which were
in a dying condition. This timely stroke of

enterprise revived the Cressey fortunes and gave
them a yield of 40 bushels to the acre of wheat,
which sold from four to five cents per pound.
As the labor of this successful crop was nearly
all done with their own hands, the result was
nearly all clear money to them. It was in-

vested in laud in Stanislaus and San Joaquin
counties, which they began to cultivate to
wheat. The returns was good, although they
suffered great loss and inconvenience from stock
running at large. The profits from farming on
these lands was in turn invested in Merced
county, and farming was commenced on a large
scale, cultivating about 7,000 acres. Two years
later wool growing was begun by the Cresseys
in Merced county and they bought more land
adapted to sheep farming. On these lands ac-
tive farming is now in progress, both in grain
and sheep, and ^the splendid outlook for the
coming season promises bountiful rewards.
Such are a few notes of Bro. Cressey's career

as a farmer. These are hasty and incomplete, but
they will serve to show that his California life

has been one of activity and enterprise. All
his attempts have ultimately proved successes,
and in all the obligations which he has assumed
to carry them forward, he has never yet failed
to meet every engagement fully and promptly.
This is a record of which any business man
may well be proud. He has a quality of perse-
verance and endurance in what his judgment
commends which are surety of success. His
experience, too, in varied enterprises lias been
wide. As a banker in the interior, and as half
owner in the Paradise flouring mills in Stanis-
laus county, a hint may be gained of his wide-
awake spirit in pushing forward business un-
dertakings. In ventures to secure irrigation, he

has been a leading spirit, and he and a few as-

sociates are on the point of realizing abundant
returns from a tunnel which they have pushed
for years at the cost of something like $60,000,
to reach waters which can be brought upon
their lands.

It was such a vigorous interior life as this,

full of incitement and profit, which Bro. Cressey
laid aside to serve the Order in building up the
O rangers' Bank in this city. As we have said,

by devotion to this duty with which he was
charged, he has been obliged to forego attention
to his interior interests, which would have bet-

ter paid him for the time. But the Grangers'
Bank, in its stability and record as a dividend-
paying institution, is a monument to his suc-

cessful career as a city banker.
Bro. Cressey is praised and trusted by the

members of the Order who know him and his

work, and his opinion is sought and respected.
His city life has thus, no doubt, been of pleas-

ure to him in the wider friendship he has made,
as well as in the success of the bank to which
he is devoted. It was here though that he has
met the one great loss of his life in the death of

a faithful wife, who has shared his trials and
rejoiced at his successes. The heartfelt ex-
pressions of sympathy which greeted Mr. Cressey
as a bereaved brother, must have shown him
that there were warm friends for his manhood
as well as admirers of his success.

We trust that the vacation which he is taking,
brief and busy though it be, may bring him
back to his city desk refreshed and renewed in

strength, and eager for the duties and responsi-
bilities which the future will place upon him.

Solano Pomona Grange.

Editors Press:—The Solano County Pomona
Grange meeting on Thursday, March 7th, at

I'ockville, was an occasion to be remembered.

The morning bid fair for a pleasant day, with

cloudless skies and westerly wind. Erom the

pluvial outpourings during the month past, all

supposed there could be none reserved. The
fathomless Pacific, however, is near at hand,

and a rain can be improvised at short notice

when atmospheric conditions favor. So a reg-

ular drizzle set in about ten o'clock, lasting

several hours.

At Cordelia, the railroad station and post-

office for Rockville, we met members from the

upper part of the county who had come by an

early train, wishing to be present at the meet-
ing; but having become discouraged at the pros-

pects, jumped upon the cars which had brought
us and returned home. Water above, around
and beyond; the whole country to the east of

the station was covered; could anything not
determinedly equatic venture out in such
weather and roads rendered next to impassible ?

Faithful to their promises our friends from the
Rockville Orange took us (Bros. S. S. Drake,
Dupuy and your correspondent) to their hall,

where we arrived about noon, and found the
tables spread and waiting the arrival of their

guests. There was a profusion of good things.

A huge, roast turkey, weighing over 30 pounds
dressed, towered up in the center of the table.

Sister Tisdall, who had donated the monster,
appeared to regard it as nothing uncommon.
It is conceded by all who have participated in

these (i ranger set outs, that they are evidences
of culinary skill. The ladies of Rockville
Grange are not a whit behind their sisters in

knowing how the lords of creation are ruled.

After the removal of the cloth, Worthy Mas-
ter, A. T. Hatch, called the meeting to order.

In the course of business, the reports of the
committees upon taxation and the currency
question were offered and discussed, and many
suggestions offered, etc. Time passed so rap-
idly that it was too late for catching the down
train when the Grange closed.

To Quench a Burning Chimney.
Accepting the hospitality of Bro. Hatch, we

found in his .snuggery a world of good feeling

and intelligence. While seated at supper we
were startled by a roaring and an illumination,
which proved to be the chimney on fire. Forked
flames shot high into the night air, and showers
of sparks and coals rained down on roof and
house. Appearances favored there being a
first-class conflagration, with no chance to pre-
vent it. By a timely suggestion in the free use
of salt thrown down the burning flue, it was
finally subdued, with no further damage than
the cleaning out of a chimney which had been
accumulating soot for years. At this point let

me say to your readers who may chance to
have their chimneys get on the rampage (burn-
ing out), that the most effective means of

bringing them under subjection, is to throw
fine salt down their throats, and cover their
tops with a wet sack. This simple but effica-

cious remedy may save many from losing what
is dear to them—a home. G. C. Pearson.

South V'allejo, March 9th.

Death of Past Master Allen ok Missouri.
—We deeply regret to announce that since our
last issue we have learned the sad news of the
death of one of the ablest and most distin-

guished members of the National Grange, Bro.

T. R. Allen, Past Master of Missiouri State
Orange. He died at his home near St. Louis,
February, 4th. It is no dispargement to many
of the good workers in our cause to say, that
none have labored more ably, unselfishly, and
successfully in building up and maintaining the

>»

Grange cause than Bro. Allen. His is the
fourth death of a member of the National
Grange during the ten years of its existence,

Bros. Johnson of Texas, Wilson of Iowa, and
Haynes of Tennessee, being the others. His
death is sincerely lamented by a host of friends
and brothers.

Election of Officers*

Davis Creek Grange, No. 270.— George
Weston, At ; George HuUel, O. ; C L. Sulh-
van, L. ; Alvin Amick, S. ; Luke Mulkey,
A. S. ; John E. Leonard, C. ; Wm. Mclilton,
T.; C. H. Newell, Sec'y; J. D. Spray, G.
K -

; Mary Tournidge, Ceres; Jennie Henderson,
Pomona; Irene Briles, Flora; Mrs. Lodicy E.
Spray, L. A. S.

Elk Valley Grange, No. 255. —Installed
Feb. 13th: Jos. Bertsch, M. ; Geo. Walton,
O. ; Joel Fairchild, L. ; John Young, S. ; Alex.
Gordon, T. ; Oliver Charter, 0. ; J. R. Nickel,
A. S. ; David Griffin, Sec'y; Nancy Lawless,
G. K. ; Ellen Nickel, L. A. S. The following
of the officers elected, not l>eing present,

were not installed: Mrs. J. Young, Ceres;
Mrs. E. W. Smith, Pomona; Mrs. J. Fairchild,

Flora.

Fairview Grange.—Installed on the fourth

Saturday in January: Edward Evey, M. ; Byron
Clark, O.; John Taylor, L.; William Hill, S.;

P. P. Marsh, A. S. ; Amos Wright, C. ; L M.
Ginn, Sec'y; David Evey, T. ; W. W. Waterson,
G. K. ; Miss Frances L. Evey, Ceres; Miss Laura
A. Evey, Pomona; Miss Emma Clark, Flora;
Miss Mary E. Kellogg, L. A. S.

Magnolia Grange.—J. N. Ritchie, M.

;

Daniel Bilderback, O.; E. M. Denton, L.; C. C.

Ragsdale, S. ; Wm. Cunningham, A. S. ; J. R.

Nickison, C. ; James Gautier, T. ; P. A. Wo-
mack, Sec'y; H. Smith, G. K.; E. M. Denton,
Ceres; Mrs. J. R. Nickison, Pomona; Mrs. J.

N. Kitchie, (Flora; Mrs. Bilderback, L. A. S.

;

Trustee for three years, G. W. Cunningham.

Merced Grange, No. 7.—A. D. Turner, M.;
John A. Perry, 0.; H. J. Ostrander, L. ; A.
Smith, S. ; C. Heeley, A. S. ; S. K. Spears, C.

;

Mrs. A. Smith, T.; R. S. Clay, Sec'y; Eh
Grimes, G. K.; Mrs. L. Ostrander, Ceres; Mrs.

0. M. Healey, Pomona; Mrs. M. Hall, Flora;

Mrs. R. S. Clay, L. A. S.

Modoc Grange—.W. H. Seits, M.; J. T.
Crawford, O.; D. O. Bissell, L,; J. A. Glidden,

S. ; F. M. Seits, A. S. ; L. E. Henderson, C.

;

E. V. Coffer, T.; A. B. Crawford, Sec'y; W.
A. Hendersou, G. K.; M. M. Glidden, Ceres;

M. C. Seits, Pomona; C. Kelly, Flora; M. J.

Coffer, Stewardess.

San Bernardino Grange, No. 61, San
Bernardino, Cal.—D. H. Wixom, M. ; C. H.
Mero, O. ; R. Shelton, L. ; G. Lord, S. ; A. D.

Clyde, A. S. ; James Cameron, C. ; Mrs. A. S. Lord,

T. ; J. D. Ousterhout, Sec'y; James Kennedy,
G. K.; Mrs. Mary Carter, Ceres; Mrs. S.

J. Sawyer, Pomona; Mrs. Alary Wixom, Flora;

Mrs. Emma Stuchbery, L. A. S.

Wabaska Grange.—Installed, Jan. 26: J.

J. Fox, M.; W. B. Sanders, O.; C. I. Martin,

S. ; E. J. Haltom, Sec'y; B. H. Reymers, A.

S.; H. Sefton, T.; C. Hernleben, O; G. Kmer-
man, G. K. ; Sister H. Reymers, Flora; SiBter

Minnie Hernleben, Pomona; Sister Alice

Martin, Ceres; Mrs. L. Sanders, L. A. S. ; Mrs.

Z. A. Cleaver, L.

* Officers of Granges are requested to send list of offi-

cers elect, date of election and day set for installation, to

this office direct.

State Lecturer's Appointments for April.

Hayward, Alameda county, -Monday, April 1st. Granges

—

Temcscal, Ccntrcville, Eden, Comanche.
Livcrniore, Alameda county, Tuesday, April 2d. Granges
— Livermore, Sunol.

Ellis, San Joaquin county, Wednesday, April 3d. Granges
—Ellis, Danville, Point-of-Timbers.

Stockton, San Joaquin county, Thursday, April 4th.

Granges—Atlanta, Rustic, Linden, Stockton.
Lodi, San Joaquin county, Friday, April 5th. Granges—

Lodi, Castona, Elliott, Woodhridge, Liborty.

Sacramento, Sacramento county, Saturday, April 6th.

Granges—Sacramento, Our, River, Florin, Consumes.
Gait, Sacramento county, Monday, April 8th. Grange

—

Gait.

Elk Grove, Sacramento county, Tuesday, April 9th.

Granges Elk Grove, Georgiana.
Franklin, Sacramento county, Wednesday, April 10th.

Grange—Franklin.
Enterprise, Sacramento county, Thursday, April 11th.

Grange— Enter] rise.

South Sutter, Sutter county, Friday, April 12th. Grange
—South Sutter.

Roseville, Placer county, Saturday, April 13th. Granges
— Roseville, Lincoln.

Wheatland, Yuba countv, Monday April 15th. Grange—
Wheatland.

Yuba City, Sutter county, Wednesday, April 17th. Grange
—Yuba City.

Grand Island, Colusa county, Friday, April l'Jth. Granges
—Colusa, Funk Slough.

Antelope Valley, Colusa county, Saturday, April 20th.

Grange—Antelope Valley.

Willows, Colusa county, Monday, April 22d. Grange—
Willows.

Plana, Colusa county, Wednesday, April 24th. Grange—
Plana.

Xnrd, liutte countv, Thursday, April 25th. Grange—Nord.
Tehama, Tehama county, Friday, April 26th. Grange
Tehama.

Red Hlutf, Tehama county, Saturday, April 27th. Grange
—Red Bluff.

Frog Cclture.—Frog culture is the latest

Western industry, and is being systematically

carried on in Minnesota. It is a simple pro-

cess, consisting chiefly in the protection of eggs

and tadpoles from birds and other enemies by

means of wire screens. The, product thus far

reported amounts to 3,000 dozen legs, of which

two-thirds have been shipped to St. Louis,

where they bring an average of 20 cents per

dozen.

California.
ALAMEDA.

Sale of a Fruit Drier.—Independent
March 2: Last Saturday the Fruit and Veg-
etable Preserving Company's factory at Cen-
terville was sold, as previously advertised.
The highest bid was only 31.225, and Mr. James
Hagan was the purchaser. This amount will
leave some $1,500 more to be paid by the stock-
holders, in order to liquidate the debts of the old
concern. Each shareholder will have to contri-
bute about 812 for each share, in order to pre-
vent the creditors from bringing suit against
him for the same. Mr Hagan lias made an ex-
traordinary good purchase, and will probably
put the establishment to use in making tin cans
aud tilling them with fruit for all the world.
BUTTE.
Notes.—Record, March 9: We learn from

Mr. Bowers, that the loss of sheep in the vicin-

ity of Pine creek, will average from 5% to 60%
of flocks. The weather has l>een particularly
severe on the increase. On the Gerke ranch,
Messrs. Bullard & Baylis, lessees,! have un-
der cultivation about 6,000 acres. The storm
has not damaged them in any respect. A
fairer prospect for a large yield has never been
known, the grain at present standing knee high
all over the ranch.

CONTRA COSTA.
Seed Time.—Gazette, March 9: The rains

hold on annoyingly to those who are waiting
for a chance to seed their land. But as most
of our grain in 1862 was put in later than the
present date, and indeed, very little of it be-
fore the last of March, the seeding in some in-

stances extending to the middle of April, mak-
ing good crops, we may count some on like re-

sults this year.

FRESNO.
Trade in California Tree Seeds.—Repub~

liean, March 9: Professor W. A. Sanders,
from an extensive acquaintance with seedsmen,
has ascertained that thousands of dollars are

yearly sent to our State for seeds, especially

seeds of those trees peculiar to California,

And believing in the ability of our region to

supply that demand more fully than any other
one locality can, he has succeeded in securing
an order from one of the largest New York
firms of seed dealers. This is for tree seeds

only, and will embrace the "Big Tret a of Cali-

fornia," of which our county has more than all

the rest of the State; also the common pines,

firs, cedars, etc., of the Sierras; and he will

push his labor of gathering seeds away up into

the "Switzerland of America," 10,000 feet above
the sea', a climate of almost frigid cold, where
grow dense foliaged firs and larches, never yet

grown in the Atlantic States, but sure to stand
the intense cold even of the northwestern
prairies, and undoubtedly in the future to be-

come prominent and common among the shade
and ornamental trees of that vast region of coun-

try. He says that he is going to till this order

in a manner that mitxt be satisfactory as to

quality and price, and surely the work could
not have fallen into better hands.

SONOMA.
Shearing.—Petaluma Argus March 2:

Sheep shearing has commenced in this vicinity.

We are informed that in this part of the county

the yield of wool is up to the average in quan-

tity. Sheep are generally in good condition.

Almonds.—Healdsburg Enterprise, March 7:

Mrs. A. Burgess' almond orchard, of eighty

trees in the northern suburbs of Healdsburg,

promises to yield an abundant crop this season.

The trees are now full of young almonds; some

of them are almost as large as hazel nuts. Her

plum trees will also produce a heavier crop than

usual.

Hog Losses.—More losses of hogs by disease

are reported. Edward Price, five miles west of

this city, on Mill creek, had 70 deaths this win-

ter in a drove of 110. David Hopper's loss

four and his son-in-law's (N. H. Cox) one; botp

gentlemen have ranches just west of town. Mb.

Hopper, with his usual spirit of investigation,

has mode examinations which throw some light

on the matter. Upon cutting the deceased hogi

open he found tiiat they had been killed by

worms which had first gained access to the in-

testines, then cut their way through into the

lights and liver. Each carcass contained at

least a gallon of the crawlers and their average

length was six inches. In shape they resemble

the angle worm, but tapered more from the

middle in both directions. As the disease wii

found to be the same in the case of Cox's loss,

and symptoms similar in the cases at Prices,

Mr. Hopper is led to believe that the losses in

the mountains west of Skaggs Springs arc from

the some disease. The remedies he suggests

are turpentine, copperas, indigo. He has the

most confidence in indigo, as it is an unfailing

remedy for bots.

LOS ANGELES.
Editors Press:—Being a reader of the Press

for years and seeing many notices of prolific

trees, I will add my mite. Mr. P. Bowers, of

Orange, has a Cono orange tree, three year*

from bud, from which he sold this year,

at three cents each, $12.50 worth of oranges.

He has, in the same orchard, two St. Michael

trees one year from bud, one of which has ma-

tured five, the other three oranges.—T. J.

Morrow.
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MARIN.
The Tomales Factory.—Journal, March 7:

The cheese factory has been in operation under

the management of Messrs. Lang & Haskins,

two months and has increased its product from

2 to 36 cheese per day. Starting with the milk

of 300 cows, they now have 800, despite the

unfavorable season and horrible roads, but for

which the increase would have been much
greater. The factory is paid two cents per

pound for making cheese. The January divi-

dend—first month—was $1.61 per 100 pounds

of milk. Mr. Guldager, figures that on 7,092

pounds of milk, he made $32 more than he

would by making butter. Mr. A. Marshall,

who in January furnished 18,000 pounds of

milk, says his profit for January and February,

is $200 greater than if he had made butter.

Butter has sold at 18(5' 19 cents, but to make it

equal with cheese it should bring at least 40

cents. All the cheese made has sold for 18J@
19c, except one lot, at 18c. The factory now
receives about 10,000 pounds of milk per day.

It was agreed when the factory opened under

the present management that at the end of two
months, the patrons could withdraw. But not

one has done so, and others have come in.

Mr. Lang tells us that this is a very favorable

place for cheese making. He averages a pound
of cheese from 9. 18 pounds of milk, while in

the Eastern States the average is one to ten,

and during such a wet spell as this it would
take at least eleven pounds of milk to the

pound of cheese. The uniform temperature,

the length of the grazing season, and the cool

nights, are very favorable. A late report of

the American Dairymen's Association says that

California and Kansas, will be the ieading

dairy States.

Cheese Making.—S. C. Percival, on the

Lawrence dairy, has just completed arrange-

ments for making cheese, and the milk of his

200 cows will be turned to this product for the

present.

Storm Damages.—The hillsides in Nicasio

and Tomales are washed so that they resemble

gridirons. They will have to be plowed again

and reseeded, because in their present furrowed
and gullied state the reaper could not be worked
in them. But the exceptional and important
item of loss is the damage to land. On one

dairy ranch, of less than 1,000 acres, in Tom-
ales, there have been 100 slides. But the

worst feature is the gullies that have been made.

Many of these, which a child might formerly

have stepped over, are now from 20 to 50 feet

wide, and of frightful depth. This is irrepar-

able damage. It cannot be estimated. It

injures the whole field, and the entire ranch
sympathizes. They cannot heal over. The
injury will grow greater with every soaking

rain. Much of this loss was caused by a cloud

burst, which occurred on Sunday, two or three

weeks ago. The shower lasted less than 20
minutes, yet over three inches of rain fell. On
the broad sides of hills the water was six inches

deep, not in places, but everywhere, and the

ravines where centered the flood from different

directions were washed out bodily, and turned
into these yawning and unsightly chasms. We
do not know of any large land slides, but the

number of small ones is legion. In one little

glen, comprising not over 40 acres, there are 20.

These are items of damage which will remain
when roads and buildings have been replaced.

MENDOCINO.
Editors Press:—Up to Sunday night, we

have had 46.60 inches of rain, and only a delus-

ive clearness yet developed. At Little Lake, 22
miles north, 70 inches of pluvial deposit make
people thankful that this is a dry season. Very
few lambs are being saved, and the old stock
will hardly be kept good, unless this incessant

pattering ceases soon.—A. O. C, Ukiah, March
4th.

MONTEREY.
Losses of Hogs.—Argus March 9: David

Castro has lost about 200 head of hogs by what
appeared to be lung disease. Other parties

have lost hogs from exposure to the cold and
stormy weather of the past two months, as fel-

lows: W. B. Post, 60; J. M. Escobar, 30;

Tripp & Burns, 60; 200 head of Cooper's cattle

also perished during the some period.

SANTA CLARA.
Cross Fertilizing Almonds.—Mercury,

Feb. 26 : A successful almond grower of this

county gives us this bit of practical informa-
tion. He found that his King almond trees, of

which he had a large number, blossomed fully,

but only those trees growing alongside of his

Languedocs bore fruit. He cut branches in
Mower from his Languedocs and placed them in
the King trees at a distance remote from the
former. Those trees were found to bear finely,

while the trees not thus experimented with
continued to produce only a few scattering
nuts. He now serves all of his King trees in

this way, and has no further trouble from bar-
renness.

SUTTER.
Water and Squirrels.—Appeal, March 8:

High water is causing great destruction to

fences and buildings in this section. The wa-
ter has driven squirrels, rabbits and wild hogs
to places of safety. Charles Webdell and the
writer chopped down last week an oak tree on
Ramsay's ranch and succeeded in bagging 62
squirrels, and one of those sweet scented an-
imals, etc.

TULARE.
The Season and the County.—Delta, Feb.

23 : The rain has been absorbed nearly as fast as

it fell. Yet, with what the people of other
places would consider an inadequate supply of

rain to bring a crop, we have enough to beat
them from 10 to 20 bushels to the acre without
irrigation. The low swamp lands above Visalia
are under water, but less damage than benefit
will probably result, little grain having been
sown. The rivers, sloughs and ditches are run-
ning pretty full, but doing no damage. We
have never seen such beautiful spring weather
as we have had during the past few weeks in
Tulare county, since we have been here. There
have been many drawbacks to the increase of

emigration to the county, for the past four years,
which, happily, are disappearing. Lawlessness,
and that want of enterprise so essential to pro-
gress, are rapidly dwindling in proportion to the
increase of capital and population. The lack of

rain is being made up by the construction of

irrigating ditches, which will render our soil

and climate superior to others, on account of its

dryness and heat, for the curing of certain crops,

such as tobacco, raisins, and the production of

superior and peculiar wines. No other county
in the State has an equal amount of superior

lands, and nowhere in the State are good lands
so cheap. No other land in the State will pro-

duce such crops as ours on the same amount of

rainfall. Our lands lie together in large bodies,

capable of sustaining an immense population
and vast industries. We have dormant resources

of coal, oil and minerals, the rapid development
of which, in a few years, cannot fail to add
greatly to the value of other property. With
plenty of wood, water, economy in our finances,

and a reasonable reduction of freights and fares,

we cannot fail to be prosperous in the future.

Our people have paid out vast sums to the gov-
ernment for lands, and most of us, starting with
nothing a few years ago, we see no cause for

discouragement.

TUOLUMNE.
Editors Press :—The sun shines again in

splendor, and nature rejoices for the change.

The domestic linnet is again pre-empting his old

domestic haunts. The wild-geese wing their

way to the high Sierras or some other northern
clime. The peach trees begin to bloom in beauty,

and the ever-welcome spring-time is bursting all

around the foothills in flower, bud and bloom.

It is ours again to sympathize with the dwellers

of the great plains. The foothills suffer but
little from the floods, and but in isolated cases,

from the drouth. For permanent homes, give

me the foothills ; for sudden changes in fortune

or exciting scenes, give me the great, wide, level

plains. It is seldom we find an earthly paradise

in one locality. It is something like a well-

appointed dinner table requiring a little from all

nations for completeness. The plains have ad-

vantage in soil and methods of cultivation. The
foothills possess facilities for variety and secur-

ity against floods, etc. Both combined would
certainly create an Eden, which would make man
loth to leave, even though the home of the spirit

held out far greater inducements. Hence nature
seems to distribute her gifts, so we may remem-
ber that we are mortal and live to immortality.

The incoming season promises unusual prosper-

ity. The spirit of industry and ambition has

taken the place of dogged despair. The farmer's 1

coin is now money, and has a real value in the

purchase of supplies. Legislation is recognizing

that the farmers have rights worth protecting.

Laborers will find plenty of exercise for brain

and muscle, when the harvest moon appears.

Large kitchens and ministering angels will rest

for a season, having nobly performed the duties

of the hour. But the record of such acts never
dies. Thank God the necessity for such whole-
sale philanthropy does not exist amongst these

foothills, although times of pinching and econ-

omy have been felt and practiced in isolated

cases. Again we record a cheering note for the

future of '78. The gloom of drouth and flood

will soon pass away. The Christmas chimes of

'78 will chant a song of thanksgiving for abun-
dance and abounding blessings vouchsafed.

Poverty and distress will be banished from the

hearth and heart.

—

John Taylor.

Nevada.
Charcoal Burning.—Sentinel: There are

800 coal burners employed in the Eureka trade,

90% of whom are foreigners, and about 50% of

the latter are American citizens. With a few
exceptions this force is in the employ of less

than a dozen firms, two-thirds of whom are of

foreign birth. The average distance that the

coal is hauled by teams is 35 miles, 10 compa-
nies owning the outfits. There has been con-

sumed within the last five years 6,000,000 bush-
els of charcoal, and it is estimated that there is

timber enough standing within a radius of 60
miles to produce 25,000,000 bushels. The reg-

ulation standard allows 33 bushels of coal to

one cord of nut-pine wood, but this is not cor-

rect, actual experience proving that it will not
produce more than 28. It will be seen that

there is not quite a million cords of wood in the

growth of timber on the hills and mountains,
and probably one-third of this is not available.

At the present rate of consumption our supply
will be exhausted in eight years, allowing that

every stick of growing timber can be utilized.

At the price ruling in Eureka (25 cents per

bushel), the article remaining to be marketed
in the future has a valne of $6,000,000. If the
mines of Eureka district remain permanent, and
do not give a larger output of ore than at pres-

ent, we shall be forced to look to the dense
timber growths of the Sierra Ncvadas for our

(future supply.

News in Brief.

The Papal expenditures are $3,000,000 a year.
Los Angeles wants a branch State prison.
King Humbert is going to economize. He

has sold off 1,000 of his father's horses.
John Morgan, saloon-keeper, committed

suicide'at Portland on Saturday.
The population of France on the last day of

1877 was 36,905,788; of Paris, 2,410,349.
Two men at Fresno have a contract to shear

50,000 sheep in that county.
In South America the cities are lighted with

castor oil.

Eighteen hundred revolutionary ladies
have recently been flogged in Russia.
Three members of the California Legislature

have died since the beginning of the session.

Gold dust at Deadwood, Black hills, passes
current at $17 per ounce.
Many of the Chinese cigar makers in this

city are said to be afflicted with leprosy.
Cattle in Ventura county are dying from

over-feeding on the rank growth of grass.

Victor Emanuel's personal debts amount to
$7,000,000.
Forty locomotives are about to be shipped

from Philadelphia to Russia.
A bill toappoint a milk inspector for the city

of San Francisco has passed the Senate.
Governor Bradley, of Nevada, is a can-

idate for a third term.
The colored voters of Oakland have formed a

political club.

This is the first winter in 17 years when there
has been so little snow on the Blue mountains
of eastern Oregon.
Simon Cameron and Montgomery Blair are

now the only survivors of President Linoeln's
original Cabinet.
The rainfall at Nevada City amounts for the

season to 40.46 inches, at Shasta to 70, and at
Weaverville, Trinity county, to 53 inches.
The California Street Cable railroad, one of

the most substantial and well appointed ever
built, goes into regular operation next Monday.
The workingmen of Humboldt county, Nev.,

will favor no man for a second term in a State
office.

A bill appropriating $10,000 in aid of the
sufferers by the flood has passed the California
Legislature.

Winfield Westlake, a native of Maine, 17
years of age, has been sent to the Insane Asy-
lum. Eats nothing and tries to commit suicide.

The people of California are to vote at their

next general election upon the question of con-
tinuing or prohibiting Chinese immigration.

Civil suits are to be brought by the Govern-
ment against several persons in Truckee, to re-

cover the value of timber taken unlawfully.
It is estimated that 750,000 people have

signed the temperance pledge in Illinois during
the year 1877.

San Francisco has a population of 308,215
against 301,020 last year, 30,000 of which are

Chinese, and 2,000 colored.

Total rainfall in San Francisce to date is

31.24 inches. Last year 10.59, and the year
before, 29 inches.

The Chinese have petitioned the Legislature
to have their children, numbering, they say,

3,000, admitted to the public schools.

The 20,000 acres of wheat in Los Angeles it

is estimated will yield enough to give 20 bush-
els to every inhabitant in the county.
The Janissaries of Light have opened a co-

operative store on Howard street, adjoining

their hall.

There is a Spanish woman living on the Lit-

tle Colorado, Arizona, who claims to be 128 years

old.

Last week J. W. Sexsmith fell from the

1600 to the 1840 level of the California mine
and was instantly killed. He left a wife and
two children in Virginia City.

The Utah Legislature says, polygamy is sus-

tained by the Bible, is a divine ordinance; and
they cannot legislate against religious belief and
practices.

The Australian government are considering

the propriety of offering a $20,000 bonus for

reaping, cleaning and bagging wheat on the

ground.
A Los Angeles farmer bought an acre of

ground for $50, sowed it with alfalfa last year,

raised six crops of hay which, at $10 per ton

brought him $120.

Henry Halsey Sanford, aged 53 years,

late County Surveyor of Yuba county, was
found dead in his room last week, caused by an

overdose of morphia taken to relieve rheumatic

gout.

Bernard Ordenstein, one of the Fire Com-
missioners of this city has absconded, being a

defaulter to the amount of $4,700, lost, as is

supposed, in stock operations.

The receipts of the fair held lately for the

benefit of the German hospital in this city,

amounted to $24,000, of which $20,000 are clear

profit.

The Ribbon Reporter is the title of a new
weekly journal published by Ada Hutchings,

and designed to fill the special field created

by the temperance agitation.

Governor Irwin having declined to interfere

in the case of George Butts, under sentence of

death in Nevada county, he will probably have

to suffer the extreme penalty of the law.

Frank M. Rice, committed suicide at his

home, near Halsey, Oregon, bj shooting him-

self through the heart with a rifle. Deceased

has been in poor health for some time, and be-

came despondent. He was aged 40 years, and

leaves a family.

The best throw of dice.—Throw them away.
The Sucker mining boats of Oroville have

produced nothing but a big law suit.

Young Finlaw, who was accidentally shot at
Santa Rosa, on the 8th, died on the 11th.
On Monday last a Miss Hyde, was struck

and killed by a runaway horse in this city.

The citizens of Salinas elected their whole
municipal ticket, except one councilman, who
was returned by the Workingmen.
The snow blockade that has obstructed the

Union Pacific road for several days, has been
raised, and travel resumed.
Governor Irwin has signed the discharge

papers of 29 prisoners whose terms at San
Quentin expire next month. Nineteen of them
are to be restored to citizenship.

Duncan 'is now charged with perjury, and
with the embezzlement of 17,000 shares of stock
of the Safe Deposit company, amounting to
$1,020,000.
One of the Sioux chiefs from Sitting Bull's

camp told a scout on this side that the band
were nearly starving and would gladly surrender
if they could keep their ponies.

The coinage at the San Francisco Mint last

month was the.heaviest in any month of its his-

tory, aggregating $7,085,000, the greatest in

any previous month being $6,878,000. Two
hundred and seventy-eight thousand double
eagles were coined.

Rainfall this season to date has been, at
Mariposa, 28 inches; at Dutch Flat, 43 inches;

at Cherokee, Butte county, 52 inches; at
Shasta, 70 inches; at Grass Valley, Nevada
county, 46 inches.

|

An incendiary fire destroyed the distillery of

Sachman & Jacobs, at Santa Rosa last Sunday
morning. Seventeen thousand gallons of wine
and one pipe of brandy were destroyed. Loss,

$30,000, partly insured. •
The President of the State Geological Society

has been instructed to make a selection from
such specimens sent to the society as he may
think desirable to aid in the Pacific coast min-
eral exhibit at the Paris exposition.

Oliver Symonds while at work last week in

the shaft of the Watt gravel mine, at Moore's
Flat, was, as is supposed, seized with a faint-

ing chill or fit and fell 170 feet, to the bottom
of the shaft, mashing his head and shoulders to

a jelly and killing him instantly.

George Grey, while under the influence of

liquor, shot and dangerously wounded William
Hunter, bookkeeper of the Con. Virginia

mine, Sunday last; cause, unwarranted jeal-

ousy.

The largest single contract ever taken in

America from a foreign nation is the $17,000,-

000 one given to the Providence Tool Company
by the Turkish Government. The company
now employs 2,500 men, who turn out 200,000
guns per year, or 600 finished guns per day.

William Inkhen, 33 years of age, was last

week drowned by falling from a steamer at

Washington street wharf in this city. His
family reside in Bremer Haven, Germany, and
were about to start for this city.

The workingmen of Reading, Shasta county,

have organized and adopted a constitution and
by-laws. The platform is anti-Chinese. They
claim on their roll of membership a majority

of the voters of that precinct.

The body of George H. Anderson, a native

of Ireland, and 40 years of age, was found in

the water near the Presidio last week. He left

his home some three weeks ago in a despondent
mood, being out of work, and told a friend that

he intended to commit suicide.

The canneries on the Columbia are actively

preparing for the coming season's work. Large

forces of men, white and Chinese, are being en-

gaged, and if the run of fish is ordinarily good,

employment for a vast army of men will be sup-

plied.

Edward D. Knight, long connected with

the press of this city and Sacramento, died at

his residence on Jessie street, last week. He
was a man of ability in his profession and pos-

sessed of rare social qualifications.

At an election held in Oakland, on the 11th,

inst, the Workingmen's party elected Andrus,

Mayor; Clark, Police Judge; Byrne, District

Attorney; Knob, .Justice. In Sacramento on

the 12th, the same party elected the Mayor
and City Attorney.
Yesterday morning John Harrison, was

stabbed and almost instantly killed by a young
man named John Welsh, a painter by trade, at

the corner of Tenth and Franklin streets,

Oakland. They were related by marriage and
a grudge existed between them. The stabbing

was done in self defence.

The crop prospects throughout California %
were never better. Even in the Hooded districts,

there will, with small exceptions, be a heavy

yield. In the central and southern counties the

crops will be enormous, much more land having

been planted everywhere than over before.

It is reported that Charles Langenberg, one

of the boys employed on the training ship

JameMown, committed suicide on laat week by

jumping overboard, in consequence of alleged

ill-usage which he had received. Deceased was

a native of Hanover, 14 years of age, and had

been on the ship one year.

Julia Donahy, 40 years of age and a nativo

of Ireland, has been committed to the Napa in-

sane asylum. She imagines that she sees

pictures on the wall, does not sleep, and re-

quires restraint. She is violent at times, espe-

cially at night. Also Jules Bourdan, 22 years

of age and a native of France. He imagines

that he sees God in the clouds, and is noisy,

cheerful and melancholy by turns.
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Selections.

Human Builders

"All arc architects of fate

Working in the9e walls of time,

Some with massive deeds and great,

Some with ornaments of rhyme.

" Nothing useless is and low,

Each thing in its place is best,

And what seems but idle show
Strengthens and supports the rest.

"For the structure that we raise

Time is with materials rilled,

Our to-days and yesterdays
Are the blocks with which we build."

—Longft'llow.

A Beautiful Simile.

This rhyme
Is like the fair pearl necklace of the queen,
That burst in dancing, and the pearls were split;

Some lost, some stolen, some as relics kept,

But never more the same two sister pearls

Ran down the silken thread to kiss each other

On her white neck. So is it with this rhyme.
It lives dispersedly in many hands,
And every minstrel sings it differently;

Yet is there one true line, the pearl of pearls:

"Man dreams of Fans, while woman wakes to love."

—Tennytnn.

Not Alone.

No one is so accursed by fate,

No oue so wholly desolate.

But some heart, though unknown,
Responds unto bis own.

Hesponds, as if with unseen wings
An angel swept its quivering strings,

And whispers in its song,
"Where hast thou stayed so long?"

- LongfelbHr.

The Good Man's Departure'

Why weep ye, then, for him, who, having won
The hound of man's appointed years, at last,

Life's blessings all enjoyed, life's labor's done.
Serenely to his final rest has passed;

While the soft memory of his virtues yet
Lingers like twilight hues when the bright sun is set.

—Bryant

Farmhouse Chat.

[Written for the Prksh by Mary MorsTAis.
I

Always in the dismal, stormy days I think of

the farm houses all over the State, and wonder

how they manage to keep a cheerful fireside.

Where there are restless little children it takes

wonderful courage and patience to keep the

glimmer of sunshine indoors, when all outdoors

is dark with the driving storm, everything

soaked and dripping, even the house itself

springing new leaks in the most unexpected
places.

When my children were small, the regular

business of a rainy day was "to have good
times;" first, with the household work, which
with the childrens' help can be made almost as

good as a play, if one will but take time and let

them enjoy their eager fussing. What fun they
can have with bits of dough. A little board,

rolling-pin, little plates, or even pieces of broken
crockery, a lump of dough and a chance at the
stove oven, will make a child happier than the
most costly toy; and what is better, they do not
get tired of this play-work, but are always
ready to help mother cook, and make mussy
little cakes and dauby tarts to serve up proudly
at the "play-lunch."
The favorite game of stage-coach will often

occupy a whole forenoon, and the amount of

time, string and patience that goes into the
harnessing alone is really wonderful. Of course
the boy takes jealous charge of this department,
with gallant hobby-horse for leader, a long line

of well-matched chairs for team, and the big
rocking chair for coach, with baggage-rack on
the long rockers behind. The girl is equally
busy packing the small trunk, boxes and bags
for real baggage, dressing dolls in traveling rig,

and even manufacturing an enormous passenger
or two out of pillows and old clothes. If there
are several boys all wanting to harness, drive,

ana do the same thing at the same time, the
mother can teach them how much more fun and
business there is when each has his own trade
and sticks to it for a whole hour or two. One
may start a hotel in a far corner of the room
and deal out refreshments when the stage gets
in. To make and hang his sign, set his table,

and put his house in order, ought to keep him
out of mischief quite a breathing spell.

Another little fellow may keep store and ex-

press office, having the serious sport of selling
all the strings, whips, trunks, provisions, every-
thing needed by the stage driver, hotel keeper,
and all the passengers. So much business
requires capital, and I will let out the secret
that our "play money" was cut out of bright
new tin. Some of those half-dollars are about
the house yet, and the sight of one recalls many
an old game of book agent, peddler, circus,

hand organ, etc.

When children are tired of active plays, they
will, if properly taught, put the house in prime

order, and settle down quietly to the charming
game of "paste-pot and scissors." I used to

make a low table by laying a board upon two
chairs, and if rough cover it with a newspaper.
Then the little ones could draw up their low-

seats aud have a grand time cutting big letters

and pictures from old papers and almanacs, and
pasting them into any old volume that may \>e

condemned to this style of decoration.

A box of colored crayons or water-color paints

fairly glorifies this sort of play, and the delight

of the young artists over their green horses,

pink cows and rainbow tinted "mans and
ladies," will convince any reasonable mother
that art culture in its rudest form is a paying
thing for the little ones.

Playing school is a great treat for the older

ones, especially when mother can take a little

rest (?) and play school-ma'am, introducing, per-

haps, some of the pleasant forbidden things of

her own school days. In the district school
when I was young, drawing a picture was a

capital crime, and the unlucky artist, if caught,

was doomed to stand out in the floor a weary
long time, and hold at arm's length his poor
little scrawl for the school to giggle at.

Times are now so changed that drawing has
its honored place in our best schools, and also,

I hope, in the rainy day entertainment of these

farm children I am thinking about. Then there

is learning to write, at first with copies on a
slate, then with all the dignity of pen aud inky
blots, and finally the tremendous business of a
real letter with clean envelope, postage stamp
and everything regular. My children felt pretty-

far advanced when they could write me a confi-

dential letter with the news that they "wood
like to mak sum molassis candy."

Heading, spelling, geography and multiplica-

tion table may have a share in the rainy-day
pleasure, if they will leave off their airs and
not be too bookish. Heading by turns a good
story, reading in concert, "spelling down," tak-

ing journeys all over the Atlas into new coun-
tries and among strange people, and finally-

singing the multiplication table to the tune of

Yankee Doodle is a very good closing exercise

for our "play-school."
Some mothers find good use for the busy little

hands in cutting and sewing carpet rags, braid-

ing and knitting rugs, piecing quilts, etc. ; and
a fair amount of work makes play all the
merrier, if the mother has so loved and governed
her children that she has them "well in hand"
for business or pleasure. This loving and gov-

erning must be thorough-going, quiet and stead-

fast as the (light of time, never fussy and med-
dlesome and natgging, for the Golden Rule applies

here as well as elsewhere, and to remember our
own young days and how we ought to have been
treated is often a very good guide now that we
hold the governing power. Affection for chil-

dren is not so much a matter of course as most
writers seem to consider it, but is one of the
excellent things that may be cultivated and will

always flourish in a good soil.

I have known a few parents who were always
ready to confess that they never loved their

children, and several more whose actions told

the same story. We are all sure to meet at

some bleak corner of life the sour and surly-

parent, who is always grumbling that his chil-

dren are stupid, awkward, never able to speak
up for themselves, etc., and we can see with

half an eye that he has always treated them so

rudely they could not possibly acquire the self-

resDect and unconscious ease so essential to good
manners.
But this is not properly stated, for what I

mean is this : If children are treated as they

ought to be they will never need to acquire self-

respect and ease of behavior, which are, or

should be, a precious birthright, not to be de-

stroyed by the parent, but wisely encouraged.

Let no one sneer at this by saying that two-
thirds of the children need to be spanked for

their impudence, sent to the Industrial school

for their laziness, and generally brow-beaten
and snubbed for their other faults.

Again, I say it is the parents who should be
blamed and "trounced," if you please ; for they
have dared to bring these lives into the world,

and then by neglect, or indifference, or hateful-

uess, or silly over-indulgence have spoiled them,
or failed to bring them forward in harmony with
the best and noblest conditions of life.

Total Depravity and Original Sin

Are comfortable doctrines for those who will

not study so earnejtly the welfare of their

children as that of the promising colts, calves

and other farm products, or the business, what-
ever it is, by which they hope to make money.

It is said that Mark Twain will make no con-

fession of love for his children, but says that
he "respects them for the sake of their father."

This seems to have a slight taint of selfishness,

but these family matters are apt to be governed
by the shortest-sighted selfishness. Can we
not see that old age will find us the weaker
party, and that we shall wish to be respected,

and perhaps even loved by our children? Do
we say they owe US respect and affection, be-

cause of the food, clothing and shelter given to

their helpless years? But do not Wt owe them
all that care of helpless years for having dared
to bring them into the world?. When it comes
to those prime treasures of life, respect and af-

fection, we may be disappointed if we expect
something for nothing. One of the non-loving
mothers said tome: "I shall be sure te give
my child a good education and a chance to be
somebody. I would rather see it dead this

minute than to think it would grow up such a
failure as some children are."

I said to her: "Then you must begin by

loving your child. Keep it close in your heart
all the way if you wish to guide its future. No
sham or pretense of affection will do; and even
with genuine love and patience it is also a great
study all the way along how to manage most
wisely. But then there is no other business in

this world so noble as this of raising good and
happy children—no other so worthy of careful

study—no other in which self-sacrifice is so
sure to bring happiness and the reward of well
doing.

"

Now I did not really get off this speech, so
sleek and smooth as it has been written. There
were in the course of it about a dozen peevish
and jerky exclamations from the woman who
did not wish to listen to such stuff. Ah, in-

deed, we "preachers of righteousness" do have
a hard time of it.

About a year ago one of my congregation told

me that she thought I was doing more harm
than good with all my talking and writing, for

I could not make people over, and was far more
likely to offend them. So she hit me pretty
hard in return for a suggestion that her big^girl

of 1 1 years old should be taught to dress and
undress herself before being sent away to school.

The mother and daughter were visiting me, and
1 was never more astonished than when the
former—who lias nearly always lived on a farm
and worked hard for a living—acknowledged
that this stout, bright, healthy girl could not
so much as change her own aprons, or wait
upon herself, as many a little girl four-year-old

is easily taught to do. Of course 1 tried to im-
prove the occasion by talking in a general way
about our "motherly duties;' but, as a mission-

ary, I had no rights that my friend was bound
to respect, and so I lost my friend then and
there.

Still I am not cured, but go on riding my old

hobby at such a pace that to-day it has carried

me far off the track and away from my prom-
ised topic; at least I think the last chat sug-

gested certain advantages we have in educating
children on the farm, aud promised to show up
the bright side of them. Perhaps everybody
can see them as plainly as 1 can, but if the
spirit moves me strongly in that direction I may
go on in a future chat.

A Unique and Interesting Work of Art.

(Written for the Press by J. W. A. W.
]

Among the many curious and instructive ob-

jects to be seen in our deservedly popular

Woodward's Gardens, is an unusual, and cer-

tainly meritorious work of art, now in process

of completion, ami one which naturally at-

tracted especial attention about the 22d of Feb-

ruary. It is an extra-colossal bust of Washing-
ton. Although begun January 7th, and though
the artist constructing it has devoted to it his

constant attention, it will not be entirely fin-

ished till late in March or early- in ApriL Yet
the face is so nearly completed that we recog-

nize in it an admirable likeness already of the
"Father of his Courjtry.

"

We call it extra-colossal. To form an
adequate idea of what we mean by the term
as here applied, consider the following

figures: The head alone is 5 feet 2 inches

in length, the entire Light of the bust be-

ing 11 feet. The shoulders measure 10 feet

4 inches across. When finished in plaster

bronzed, or cast in solid bronze, it is to be
placed on a pedestal 21 feet high, at a conspicu-

ous point iu the gardens. It is the work of

Thomas (iagliardi, an Italian sculptor of skill

and celebrity, from Home, who came to Califor-

nia some two years ago. The work is entirely

his own in design and structure, and follows

Houdon'8 bust and Stewart's portrait—the best

likenesses of Washington. He is daily at work
upon the model in his shop near the bear-pit,

and crowds of visitors watch its construction as

it progresses. This adds another to the many
valuable educational features of these gardens.

The amount of potter's clay already used will

enable your readers the better to appreciate its

size. Although much of the framework is

wood, there are now nearly five tons of clay in

the model. Were it all made of clay, some 20
tons would be required. When this model ig

finished the cast will be taken in about seven

pieces.

Mr. Gagliardi ig a thoroughly trained sculp-

tor, and has had much experience in this coun-

try. He was engaged for gome years by Gen.

Meiggs on Government works in Washington
City, executing in marble the model designed by
Thomas Crawford for the tympanum of the Sen-

ate chamber, and the marble decorations in the

banking room of the Treasury Department. He
was really the author of the architectural part

of the noted Lincoln monument, at Springfield,

Illinois, though the statuary was made by Lar-

kin (». Mead.
Mr. Gagliardi merely looks upon this admi-

rable bust—which is many times larger than the

colossal bust of Washington in the Centennial

Memorial building—as a study for part of a co-

lossal statue of Washington, 35 feet high, which
he would like to see some day in bronze,

mounted on a pedestal 15 feet high, say on Tel-

egraph hill. There it would worthily be one of

the first objects seen in the digtance from vessels

approaching our Queen City of the Pacific from
the Golden Gate or across the bay. Certainly

his is a fine conception, which the enterprising

and patriotic people of San Francisco would do

well to carry out. His egtimate is that auch a

colossal statue, cast in bronze, Would cost about

1860,000. It would be a merited tribute to our

Pater Patrit, could every State possess one such

monument to his greatness.

Mr. Gagliardi—as is always true of the gen-
uine scientist—has an enthusiastic devotion to
hig noble art. California is fortunate in the
poggegsion of so accomplished a sculptor. He
does his work equally well in clay or marble.
Before coming here Mr. Gagliardi worked chiefly

iu marble, and his true profession was as a
pointer of gtatuary. It is only since his resi-

dence in San Francisco that he has devoted his
attention to composing and modeling studies in

his art. Hence he rightly claims to have been
born in California as a sculptor. Last year he
received a diploma from the Mechanics' fair.

He deserves well the kind encouragement Mr.
Woodward has given him.
He has lately made excellent busts of Mr.

and Mrs. Woodward. One of his recent works is

a fine statue of Medea, when she slew her two
children in a fit of jealousy. Also a statue of

Juarez, for Mazatlan, geven feet high, which
can now be geen at W. T. Garratt's iron foundry,
on Fremont street. It is to be hoped he will

soon realize his wish to make for San Francisco,

or California, his colossal statue of Washington.
Popular criticigm certainly gives him full credit

for having successfully portrayed Washington's
noble features in tbis Luge bust. Every lover

of art should see it.

A Tribute to the Vasty Deep.

Eihtors Press:—We have just made a pil-

grimage over the troubled waters from San

Francisco to San Luis Obispo. Many airs be-

fitting the occasion were indulged in, as, for in 5

stance, the dismal, the melancholy, the don't

care, the feeble—I-rather-like-this-don't-you air;

and truth compels me to aver that the characters

sustained themselves heroically in the roles

they assumed, though that was nothing to the

roU the steamer assumed after heading south.

Many remarks were made about the grandeur
of the view from the Cliff House the day before,

and some there were who regretted that they
did not remain behind to enjoy the view from
the same place the succeeding day. After en-

joying the compound motion of double end
pitching and beam end rolling for a time, we
went down to lunch in various degrees of del-

icate excitability. Few flattered the cook by
any heavy trencher work, and some, among
whom your correspondent reckons himself un-

fortunate, soon ascended with strides huge and
hasty to the deck above, where they paid forced

tribute to the might motion inspired by the

rolling deep.

That saunterer, Charles Dudley Warner, has
graphically described sea-going as "walking up
hill to your stateroom and upon arriving there

finding yourself at the bottom of the hill," and
again "watching your chance to dip a spoon into

a plate of soup when it ig high tide on your
side of the table." We have been there. We
appreciate that book as few can, and must say

of it that it ig delightful reading, but singularly

otherwise in vivid experience. Warner wasted
no affection on the sea, though some who went
before him have wasted whole volumes of empty
rhetoric on its delights,much of it being about aa

true to nature.as the Dutch artist's famous paint-

ing of a camel which was evolved from the

depths of his inner consciousness. H. E. H.

Russian Exiles in Siberia.—The Pall Mall
Gazette has a harrowing account of the life of

Rrssian offenders who are banished to Siberia.

The exiles who live in the mines are convicts of

the worst ty pe and political offenders of the best.

They never see the light of day, but work and
sleep all the year round in the depths of the

earth, extracting silver and quicksilver under

the eyes of taskmasters who have orders not to

spare them. Iron gates, guarded by sentinels,

close the lodes, or streets, at the bottom of the

shafts, and the miners are railed off from one

another in gangs of twenty. They sleep within

rt cesses hewn out of the rock—very kennels

—

into which they mugt creep on all fours. Prince

Joseph Lubomirska, who was authorised to visit

one of the mines of the Oural, at a time when
it was not expected he would ever publish an

account of his exploration in French, has given

an appalling account of what he saw. Convicts

racked with the joint-pains which quicksilver

produces; men whose hair and eyebrows had

dropped off, and who were gaunt as skeletons,

were kept to hard labor under the lash. They
have only two holidays a year, Christmas and

Easter; and all other days, Sundays included,

they must toil until exhausted nature robs

them of the use of their limbs, when they are

hauled up to die in the infirmary. Five years

in the quicksilver pits are enough to turn a man
of thirty into an apparent sexagenarian, but

some have been known to struggle on for ten

years. No man who has served in the mines is

ever allowed to return home; the most he can

obtain in the way of grace is leave to come up

and work in the road gangs, and it is the promise

of this favor as a reward of industry which op-

erates even more than the lash to maintain dis-

cipline. Women are employed in the mines aa

sifters, and get no better treatment than the

men. Polish ladies by the dozen have been sent

down to rot and die, while the fet Petersburg

journalg were declaring that they were living

as free colonists; and, more recently, ladies con-

nected with Nihilist conspiracies have been

congigned to the mineg in pursuance of a sen-

tence of hard labor. It must always be under-

stood that a sentence of Siberian hard labor

means death. The Russian goverment well

knows that to live for years in the atrocious

tortures of the mines is humanly impossible.
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Incidents of the Flood.

Editors Press:—Your illustration in the

Press of March 2d presented a true picture of

the situation in the Comanche creek in all its

details, except the boat full of white people

seeking a place of safety.

I have just returned last evening from my
plantation, and I must say that 1 never dreamed
of such fine prospects for a large yield of blos-

soms. The wheat fields throughout the San
Joaquin valley are one grand gift of God's

benevolence, and a great fortune is in store for

our farmers. G. N. Milco.
Stockton, Cal.

As our correspondent makes allusion to our en-

graving—intended, as it was, to call forth feelings

of true sympathy for the suffering ones—we can

but say that continued evidence indicates that

personal deprivation and hardship were not ex-

aggerated. We trust the wholesome lessons

which the flood teaches, potent to awake tender

feelings in the stoutest hearts, will be appre-

ciated by all. The reporter of the Associated

Press, who has lately made a thorough explora-

tion of the flooded district, returns the follow-

ing, among other tales of hardship: At Colusa

we began to hear of adventure by flood and

field, and the future will unfold many tales of

brave endurance and narrow escapes.

One family living on the low lands were re-

posing confortably in their cheerful dwelliug,

embowered in trees and vines, a sweet ren-

dezvous for the affections, whan the waters from
the upper breaks began to crawl around them
in wrathful turbulence. The father hastened
to find a boat, and returned to find the flood

upon the lower floor of the house. The current

was too rapid and the water too shallow to per-

mit the removal of his family. He tied the boat
through the windows of the second story, to

which everything had been removed by the

careful wife, and waited for events. The flood

increased, and the house began to move, and
soon they bid a sad farewell to all the loved
surroundings. On Wednesday morning, the

day of the great tempest, they were at sea. The
great wind broke upon them, and the house
careened and righted itself hour by hour. It

was dangerous to attempt to escape by the boat,

for the waves were high and the currents were
strong. While they waited for death, the

mother took her three little children into the

attic, fastened them securely in a blanket, and
tied it to the rafters. Her only hope was that

some kind person would find their bodies and
give them Christain burial. But even nature
was kind, and the wind at last swooned down
and the waves ceased their clamor. Uncertain
as to everything, and not knowing whither they
could go, they gathered what they could, and
committed themselves to their frail boat. After
hours of hard rowing, they reached a place of

safety, while the family nest drifted into de
struction.

A lady tenderly reared in the happy valley at

Lancaster, Ohio, whom I have seen in the
gorgeous robes of a bridesmaid in the peaceful

days long gone by, was living on a ranch eight

miles west of Colusa. Her husband was in

Colusa attending to business when the flood en
gulfed the intervening country. There was no
help for it, and he was compelled to remain
while his wife was battling with the floods. The
house was surrounded by water and accumulated
mud, and she remained 16 days solitary, with
out a human voice to cheer her. Gradually
everything disappeared— outhouses, cattle

sheep—and at last the land receded, and there
was nothing left but water. The house stood

fast, and she continued to perform the duties o£

the hour, while she waited for the bitter end
At last a brave man came with a skiff, but he
could not approach the house with safety. She
saw the distant signal, and walked on a half

submerged fence for a mile, reaching the boat
thoroughly exhausted. The brave woman re

tamed her courage to the last, and reached
Colusa in safety. She has lost her home, but
she regained her husband and saved her own
life.

The historian of the great flood will have
many similar stories to relate, and the children

will learn to rejoice in the courage of their

parents.

Celebrating Fourth op July.—Potter
1

,

American Monthly publishes, in its department
of "Notes and Queries," the following state

ment concerning what is called a "Fourth-of-Ju
ly Family" living in Allentown, Pa. The pa
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Barney Ward, have been
married a little more than ten years, and the
births of their eight children have succeeded
each other in this regular order:

July 4, 1869, a daughter, Bridget, living;

July 4, 1871, a son, James, dead;
July 4, 1872, a son, Barney, living;

July 4, 1873, a son, dead;
July 4, 1874, a son, Charles, living;

July 4, 1875, a daughter, Mary Ann, dead;
July 4, 1876, a son, dead;
July 4, 1877, a son, Winnie, living.

It is mentioned in the statement that " Some-
body" complains because the father has been un-
able to take part in Fourth-of-July celebrations
out of town.

Op the 6,000,000 Roman Catholics in the
United States, 1,237,000 are said to be Ger-
mans.

Baby Marion in Church.

Baby Marion went to meeting
To hear her grandpa preach;

"Tis Tismas time, I must be dood,
I mustn't laugh nor skeech.

"I've got my new boo dess on,
And my pitty feddered hat,

And my han'chief in my 'ittle muff
That's like Aunt Jane's white cat."

So Marion went to meeting.
As a rosebud sweet and fair,

She piped up in the singing,

And bowed her head in prayer.

She waved her wee lace handkerchief
To her little playmate Grace,

And tried to wipe a sunbeam
From off her mamma's face.

She threw kisses to a lady
Who sat across the aisle;

Gave Dr. Meade some candy,
Which made the Deacon smile.

She climbed upon a footstool,

Whispering, "Danma, ain't I tall?

I wish danpa'd look down here,

But then, perhaps he'd fall."

Then Marion went home again
And jumped on papa's knee;

"We all have been to meetin'
'Cause we are dood, you see.

"And danpa preached: 'A 'ittle baby
Slept in the barn with cows;

And men came and div him presents,

And then they made him bow.'

"

—Christian Register.

A Cold Poem.

I dodt buch object to a sdeeze dow a'd thed.

It wakeds wud up, a'd it clears out the head

—

But, whed wud is sdeezi'g frod borli'g to dight,

It's rather bodotolous—ab I dot right?

I subtibes quite fadcy by head will cub off

Id wud of these sdeezes—they're worse thad a cough.
A cough tears your ludgs, but a sdeeze tears you

through

—

A'd—gooddess!—it's cubbi'g—a—tschoo!—a— tschoo!

That sdeeze was a bild wud— I thidk subthi'g wedt
Idside of by head—p'raps by braid-pad is redt.

That's dothi'g to what it cad do whed it tries!

It rips through by chest, a'd tears out at by eyes,

By dose a'd by bouth, with a shiveri'g crash,

That shatters by frabe wud horrible sbash!
Ah! that is a sdeeze! Whed it cubs it's a crusher

—

A'd—od! it ts cubbi'g—ar—r—ruschah!

—

ar—r—r—rusch—ah

!

i
—Punch.

ESJIC EC©

What our Boys are Reading.

Professor Sumner, of Yale, has been examining

the flash story papers so widely read by boys,

and in Scribner for March gives some earn'est

words of warning to parents, accompanied by
specimens of the types described in the stories.

Here is one:

Another type of hero very common in these

stories is the city youth, son of a rich father,

who does not give his son as much pocket money
as the latter considers suitable. This constitutes

stinginess on the father's part, although it might
be considered pardonable, seeing that these

young men drink champagne every day, treat

the crowd generally when they drink, and play

billiards for $100 a game. The father, in this

class of stories, is represented as secretly 'vi-

cious and hypocritically pious. In the speci-

men of this class before us the young man is

discovered" in the Police Court as a prisoner,

whence he is remanded to the Toombs. He
has been arrested for collaring a big policeman,

to prevent him from overtaking a girl charged

with pocket-picking. He interfered because

he judged from the girl's face that she was
innocent, and it is suggested, for future de-

velopment in the story, that she was running

away from insult, and that the cry of "stop

thief" was to get help from the police and others

to seize her. The hero, who is the son of a man
worth five millions, and who is in prison under

an assumed name, now sends for his father's

clerk and demands $1,000, saying that other-

wise he will declare his real name and disgrace

his family. He gets the money. He then sends

for a notorious Toombs lawyer, to whom he

gives $500. With this sum his release is easily

procured. He then starts with his cousin to

initiate the latter into life in New York. They
go to a theives' college, where they see a younL
fellow graduated. His part consists in the tak-

ing of things from the pockets of a hanging fig-

ure, to the garments of which bells are attached,

without causing the bells to ring. Of this a

full-page illustration is given. The two young
men then go up the Bowery to a beer saloon

where the hero sustains his character by his vul-

gar familiarity with the girl waiters. Next,

they hear a row in a side street. They find a

crowd collected watching a woman who hangs

from a third-story window, while her drunken
husband beats and cuts her hands to make her

fall. The hero solves this situation by draw
ing his revolver and shooting the man. As he

and his friend withdraw unobserved, the for

mer wards off the compliments of the latter by
saying modestly that he could not bear to stand

there and see such a crowd looking on, and not

knowing what to do, so he just did the proper

thing. Next day the hero, meeting the thieves'

college graduate in the corridor of the Fifth

Avenue hotel, agrees to receive and hold for

him any booty he may seize in the bar-room;

which he does. At night he and his friend go to a

disreputable masked ball, where the hero recog

nizes his father in disguise amongst the dancers

Securing a place in the same set, during a pause

in the dance he snatches the mask from his own
and his father's face at the same moment. This

edifying incident is enforced by a full-page illus-

tration. A friend suggests the question

What demon of truthfulness makes the artist

put such brutal and vulgar faces on the men !

In this class of stories, fathers and sons are rep

resented as natural enemies, and the true posi

tion for the son is that of suspicion and armed
peace.

Somebody out West has invented a patent

bug-buster, which is worked by an air-pump,

All the apertures in a room are stopped but one.

at which the deadly bug-buster is placed. By
exhausting the receiver, the bugs are drawn
with the outgoing current through the air-pump
into a hopper, where they are placed under the

influence of chloroform and stabbed in the back
with a pitchfork.

Airing Beds.

No housekeeper has any valid claim to neat-

ness, cleanliness and tidiness, says the Watch-
man, who makes her beds as soon as they are

vacated; or if she has such a claim, it is based
on the condition of ignorance. To demonstrate
this, let it be remembered that of all the food

and drink taken, about three-fifths pass out

of the system through the outlets of the skin

—

the pores, about seven millions in number.
This waste and effete putrid matter is dead and
poisonous, passing off more rapidly by night,

and becoming more or less entangled in the

bedding and on the surface of the body. Hence
the necessity for bathing and brushing, with
still greater necessity for airing and purifying

the bedding. This is done most effectually "by

exposure in the light of the sun and in the

morning air. Indeed, the sun is the great pu-

rifier, and "nothing is hid from the heat

thereof." And here it may be remembered
that the bedding of the sick, so soon saturated

by the filth of acute disease, by being changed
once in at least six hours, and exposed to the

free sunlight for the same time, will be safe

with half the washing otherwise absolutely

needed. Such clothes cannot be kept too clean,

while there is no danger of too much care in

these respects, as one of the means of controll-

ing such acute diseases as fevers and inflamma-

tions.

The Dutch method of placing all of the mov-
able clothes of the bed on two chairs near the

window, allowing them to remain till afternoon,

might well be copied by Yankee housekeepers.

Cheese from Potatoes.

A foreign journal describes the process of

making a sort of cheese from potatoes in Thur-
ingia and Saxony. It is as follows : After hav-
ing collected a quantity of potatoes of good
quality, giving the preference to a large, white
kind, they are boiled in a caldron, and after be-
coming cool, they are peeled and reduced to a
pulp, either by means of a grater or mortar.
To five pounds of this pulp, which ought to be
as equal as possible, one pound of sour milk
and the necessary quantity of salt. The whole
is kneaded together, and the mixture covered

p and allowed to lie for three or four days, ac-

cording to the season. At the end of this time
it is kneaded anew, and the cheeses are placed
in little baskets, when the superfluous moisture
escapes. They are then allowed to dry in the
shade, and placed in layers in large vessels,

where they must remain for fifteen days. The
older these cheese are the more their quality
improves.
Three kinds are made—the first and most

common is made as detailed above; the second,

with fourJ parts of potatoes and two parts of

curdled milk; the third, with two parts of po-

tatoes and four parts of cow or ewe milk.

These cheeses have this advantage over other
kinds, that they do not engender worms, and
keep fresh for a number of years, provided
they are placed in a dry situation and in well
closed vessels.

Cold in the Eyes.—The white matter appear
ing at times, usually in the morning, on the

eyes and around the eyelids, is caused by a cold

settling in the eyes, irritating them and causing

a mucus deposit not very unlike the mucus de
posited on the membrane of the throat from
similar causes. As the eye is quiet and closed

during sleep, at night, this deposit forms in suf

ficient quantity to be perceptible in the morn-

ing, and sometimes, frequently in the case of

children, gums the lids together. As to the

cure, it should be strictly observed that this

matter must never be pulled or picked from the

eyelids, nor the eye opened by any force. The
best thing to do is to wasli the eye very care-

fully in tepid, or lukewarm water, nothing else,

using a soft sponge, until the white matter is

washed away and the eye is clear. This will

require patience, as it must be soaked off, not

rubbed off. If the eye then shows any signs of

inflammation by redness, or pain, a wash will

be necessary. The simplest is made by dissolv

ing a small piece of common borax in a cupful

of strong green tea, and wash the eye with it

often. Another is made by putting a few drops

of cream or very fine sweet oil, into the eye.

But if the eye be very red, the nearest druggist

will make you a weak solution of sugar of lead

and water for a wash. This mixture must be

handled with great care. It is a rank poison if

taken internally, and as it resembles milk and
tastes sweet, it must be locked up where it can-

not be mistaken. If used on children's eyes, be

careful they do not put their fingers to the eye

and then suck them. Should the eye grow
worse, call in a good doctor, and do what he

says. You cannot afford to run any risk at all

with your eye. During all such abnormal con-

ditions of the eye as indicated by these secre

tions and inflammation, it should be carefully

shaded and rested. Especially bright lights,

reading of all kinds, exposure to sudden changes

from light to darkness, etc., must be studiously

avoided. A little negligence in these things

may easily bring on inflammation of the optic

nerve, or chronic weakness, causing weeks of

confinement in a dark room, and very probable

permanent injury to these very delioate organs

Like Lengthened.—In all countries and all

latitudes, the well-to-do live longer than tl

poor by an average of eleven years; this shows
the deleterious influence of an anxious mind on

the bodily health, the anxiety for to-morrow's

bread. Pensioned persons live indefinitely

long; poor-houses of Great Britian can any day
turn out a large army of men and women among
the eighties and nineties who have been in those

institutions for twenty and thirty years, owing
in great part to an habitual feel'ng of confidence

that a.nple provision is made for the future, and
the mind is at rest; but it must not bo forgotten

that the cleanliness, the plain food, and the reg

ular habits, compulsory in those institutions,

contribute greatly to the «.« J

Baking-Powders.—The modern baking-pow-
ders, as a rule, consist of tartaric acid and car-

bonate of soda, which evolve the necessary gas,

when in contact with water, to make the bread
ight, leaving behind a residue of tartrate of so-

da. In practice, they are made by mixing to-

gether these two substances (first thoroughly

dried and pounded) in nearly equal proportion,

and then diluting the mixture thus made with
any cheap material—such as flour of rice—so as

to add to the bulk, and enable an apparently

greater quantity of baking-powder to be sold

for a given sum. Many excellent food author-

ties have objected to the use of baking-powders

thus made, on the ground that it behooves hs

to be careful how we add to the already

sufficiently large amount of mineral matter
which we naturally consume daily. We should

hesitate before we advised the whole bread of a

family to be thus prepared, though for some of

the minor articles of food only occasionally used,

they may do little harm. Unfortunately, some
of the manufacturers of baking-powders are

guilty of the addition of alum in considerable

quantities.—Dr. Halbrook.

Tomato and Bean Soup.—For two quarts

of broth, soak a quart of beans over night, in

plenty of clear water. In the morning drain,

and put them into the broth, together with a

quart of tomatoes, and two quarts of water.

Let all boil together until the beans are soft,

then mash them through the cullender and
strain the broth onto them. Put this into a

clean saucepan and return to the fire. If too

thick, add hot water; if too thin, let it boil »n-

til thick enough, then season to taste with cat-

sup, pepper, and essence of celery. An onion

added to the soup while boiling, will improve it

for many, and fresh celery roots also, if they are

to be had—in which case the essence of celery

may be dispensed with. Dried pea soup made
in the same manner is excellent. To make
either of these soups without the broth, use

four quarts of water, a slice of salt pork, a few

scraps or bones of beef or veal, to a quart of peas

or beans, and a quart of tomatoes. It will re-

quire about three hours boiling. Cut stale

bread into small diamonds; fry them in boiling

drippings; drain well; place them in the bottom

of the tureen, and turn the soup over them.

Syrup or Orange Peel.—A. Martin, in a

foreign paper, recommends the following pro-

cess: The peel is dried by leaving it eight days

in a dessicator, consisting of a tinned vessel,

containing an open bottle half filled with quick-

lime, the cover secured by a luting of flour paste.

It is then easily powdered; the powder is ex-

hausted by percolation with cold water; the in-

fusion heated to 158" F. (70° C.) to coagulate

the albumen; filtered and converted into syrup

in the usual manner. The syrup of orange peel

is chiefly used by pharmacutists in their pre-

parations, but some of our orange growers may
like to know how it is made.

Baked Indian Puddino.—Mix a coffee cup

of meal smoothly with a teacupful of molasses;

then stir in a quart of boiling milk, a little salt,

and a teaspoonful of butter; butter a pudding

dish; pour in the mixture, and set it aside for

two hours to thicken; just before putting it in

the oven pour in half a pint or more of milk,

but do not stir it in, as this forms the jelly.

Bake three hours in a slow oven.

FlannelShiunkino.—To prevent the shrink-

age of flannel a French manufacturer has found

high-pressure steam of great value. He folds

the flannel loosely, and then places it in a box

containing a perforated bottom through which

super-heated steam is admitted; the latter en-

ters the fabric with a certain force which fixes

the fiber of the wool in such a manner that

fulling, as well as washing, causes no shrinkage.
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The Week.

Again the days have passed through an area
of sunshine and plunged into a region of clouds
and rainfall. The sunshine was indeed grateful.

It gave us a foretaste of the warm months
which are at hand, and called to view the
power of growth which plants possess when
warmth above and moisture below combine to
push them forward. The growth of grass and
grain and garden plants was indeed wonderful.
The soil, too, in many parts, reached a worka-
ble condition under the sunshine, and the hill

sides and higher parts of the plain of the Ala-
meda valley were dotted with plows, harrows
and seed-sowers. The whole State was awake,
and wherever the soil would warrant, there
plunged in the shear. Wednesday morning
brings back the rain, and operations are again
suspended. How much of a deluge these new
clouds contain no one knows, but there is little

reason to fear them. Four or five days of sun-
shine showed that old Sol has not forgotten his
mission, and each new glance which he will give
us as the days progress will have the greater
power. It would be well, indeed, if his rays
could fall on growing grain instead of unsown
acres, but the season promises to be late, and
late seeding will do better than many think. It
may be that the lower lands must needs be in
some cases sown to some quicker maturing crop
than has been planned, but the acreage of well-
soaked uplands which will yield abundantly
will make good all losses from lands too late for
staple grains. The promise is great indeed.

A Legislative Boomerang.

The average man's opinion of legislatures is

not apt to be greatly elevated by the events

which are transpiring at Sacramento. There

has always been something about law-making

bodies, of late years at least, which the average

comprehensions cannot master and generally

the feeling is not one of speechless admiration

like that evoked by majestic mountain or

illimitable ocean. The lack of comprehension

generally takes plenteous words, such as a man,

mired to his knees, might voice on escaping

from a bog, freely consigning to perdition the
depths of mire which he believes may exist
below the point to which he penetrated. It is

with regret we say it, but the fact is within
our expression when we say that we have heard
terms applied to our law-making bodies, during
the last few days, which would highten tiie

perfume of a pole cat and tarnish the reputation
of a horse thief. We hear such expressions
everywhere, on the cars, on the streets, across
restaurant tables and elsewhere. We do not
believe in the use of such terms. We would
not apply them to even the most insignificant

creatures which God has made, for purposes
which lie best knows. We would not apply
them to law makers, for in them is vested the
welfare of the commonwealth, and they deserve
respect for what they are— if not for what they
do. But the fact that such expressions are
common in the minds of men is significant of

one thing, at least, and that is that people are
displeased with the course which many im-
portant measures are taking at the hands of the
law-making power.
We have seen enough of railroad building to

know that there is sometimes used an arrange-
ment of three curves of track, by which a train

may go whi/zing off towards the right, run
backwards around a curve in the fork of the Y
and then come thundering back from the left to

the starting point. The only difference in the
train after undergoing this transit is that it is

neaded in an opposite direction from that
toward which it started. The locomotive is

just as fiery and powerful as ever, but it is

squarely turned around, and just as little is

really accomplished as though it had quietly

run on a turn-table, without venting so much
steam or putting oil such a bustle of progress

To the average intelligence it appears that just

about such an evolution has been made by the
present Legislature on the railroad evils, which
the people commended to it for fair adjustment.
At election time, the anti-railroad feeling ran
so high in candidates' speeches, that we really

had a fear that our railroads would be crippled

by the onset at Sacramento, this winter. The
zeal, we thought, might pass the point of wise
regulation which is needed. The movement at

election was towards the right, but under what
a tremendous head of steam! The train shot
out of sight last fall. There was an occasional

sound of the bell and whistle from a distance
after the votes were counted. During the
early weeks of the session, there were still

sounds as though the train was in progress and
we listened day by day for the crash which
should tell that the barriers against an equita-

ble adjustment of freights and fares were burst

by the people's will. Time passed in dilatory

motions and postponements. At length, won-
derful to behold, last week, the train came
swinging heavily in on the goat side of the
question and the people's locomotive was headed
toward the lunch house of the railroad company.
This great force, which was stored up last fall,

had evidently fallen among the switches and
side tracks, until it lost its head, and it has
come whirling back, like a boomerang, to the
point of starting.

We are not bigoted nor prejudiced unduly on
this question. We do not assume that the bills

presented by the somewhat unfortunate railroad

commission were worthy of adoption. We do
not believe in obstructing the building of new
roads in sections which need them, nor in crip-

pling minor corporations which have restricted

or difficult work to perform. In short we have
no desire to inflict wrong or hardship upon any
corporation working for the development of the
country or in the people's interest. But what
we consider the plain duty of the present Leg-
islature is, not to consign the discriminations

and inequities which now exist, to perpetuity,

nor to entrust their adjustment to weaker hands
than have already been entrusted with them.
The failure to arrive at the right of the ques-

tion two years ago, and the miscarriage of a
well-directed but imperfect effort then, would,
we thought, enable this Legislature to discover

a few simple but comprehensive enactments
which would right the wrongs of which the
people complain, and at the same time foster

and promote such farther enterprises as the

State demands. It does not now appear that

this expectation will be realized. Indeed, the

prospect is that nearly all the discriminations

in persona and produce carriage, of which
complaint is made, will still be in the power of

the corporations to perpetuate.

It is not for us to make laws. The people

choose men for this purpose, and it seems to us
that, so far at least as this question is con-

cerned, the choice they made avails them little.

Whose fault has it been that the propositions

of the committee, if they be indeed so defect-

ive as the vote in the Assembly would indicate,

were not long ago pushed aside, and an equitable
solution of the questions brought forward and
enforced. We cannot see why the selected in-

telligence of the State could not discern the
path which should be paved with justice both
to the people and the corporations. It has been
claimed, and perhaps truly, that most of the
enactments proposed did the corporations
wrongs. It is also plain that existing regula-
tions do the people wrong. Two wrongs do not
make a right, nor do they preclude its dis-
covery. We cannot see why the people may
not bring a charge either of neglect or incom-
petence against representatives who have per-
mitted the time to pass so far without devising
a measure so just that all well-disposed men
could unite in its support, and so strong in its

right that interested corporations could not ac-
complish its overthrow. There are some things
about our Legislature which the average mind
cannot comprehend.

Large Farms Here and Elsewhere.

When we mention the fact that the holding

of our productive area in large tracts obstructs

our development and prevents the uprising of

thousands of happy homes, we are apt to think

that we alone are thus oppressed. This is far

from the fact, and when we remember how fast

our large holders of farming lands are dividing

their possessions, and making room for the

small farmers upon whose efforts our growth
in production and population depend, there

seems little reason for lugubratiou. We believe

that many of our large land holders are tired of

monopolies of areas which yield them little but
taxes, and too often, in justice, not enough of

them. The coming of a prosperous year signi-

fies a good year for selling, and we know .of

several large holders who will unload themselves
of possessions which return them little, but
which, in smaller divisions, would bring pros
perity to thousands. In this disposition we are
much more fortunate than the country of which
we are about to write, and in which the lands
are held so firm by law and custom that not
even the death of the holder brings release and
division.

We have been interested in a perusal of a
series of articles which Mr. Joseph Kay has
published in our English exchanges upon the
general subject of land holdings in (Jreat Britain,

and though most of his points are of local inter
est only, he adduces figures concerning the
large holdings of land which are of interest in

this connection. It will be seen by these figures

that our largest holder, who, we believe, holds
187,000 acres in Kern county, is far outstripped
by Knglish, Scotch and Irishmen.
The total area of England and Wales is, after

deducting the quantity within the metopolitan
area, 37,-43,85!) acres. How is this vast extent
divided among the inhabitants? Sixty-six per-
sons own 1,917,070 acres. One hundred per-

sons own 39,17,64) acres. Less than 280 per-

sons own 5,425,704 acres, or nearly one-sixth of

the enclosed land of England and Wales. Five
hundred and twenty-three persons own one-fifth

of England and Wales. Seven hundred and ten
persons own one-fourth of England and Wales.
Eight hundred and seventy-four persons own
9,207,031 acres. And it is to be remembered
that in none of these calculations are the ex
tent of woods, commons and waste lands in-

cluded.

In Scotland the returnB are still more start

ling. The total acreage of Scotland is 18,946,-

fi94 acres. One owner alone has 1,326,000
acres in Scotland, and also 32,095 in England,
or a total of 1,368,648 acres. A second owner
has 431,000 acres, a third owner has 424,000, a
fourth owner has 373,000, a fifth owner has
30li, 000. Twelve owners have 4,339,722 acres,

or nearly one-quarter of the whole of Scotland.

Twenty owners have each more than 120,000
acres.

But let us turn to Ireland. The total area of

Ireland is 20, 159,078 acres. Of this, 452 per-

sons own each more than 5,000 acres, 13."

persons own each more than 10,000 acres, 90
persons own each more than 20,000 acres, 14
persons own each more than 50,000 acres,

three persons own each more than 100,000
acres, one person owns 170, 1 19 acres, 292 per
sons hold 0,458,100 acres, or about one-third of

the island, 744 persons hold 9,012,728 acres, or
about one-half of the island.

Taking the acreage of the 12 largest owners
in each of the three kingdoms, we have the fol-

lowing result: In England, the 12 largest own-
ers hold in the aggregate 1,058,883 acres, and
their respective acreages are 180,397,

132,990, 102,785, 91,024, 87,515, 78,542,

70,022, 08,006, 66,105, 01,018, 57,802 and
56,000. In Scotland, the 12 largest owners
hold in the aggregate 4,339,722 acres, and
their respective acreages are 1,358,548, 431,000,

424,000, 373,000, 306,000, 302,283, 253,221,

220,063, 194,640, 175,114, 106,151 and 165,648.

In Ireland the 12 largest owners hold in the
aggregate 1,297,888 acres, and their respective

acreages are 170,119, 156,974, 121,353, 118,607,

1 14,881, 101,030, 95,008, 94,551, 93,629, 86,321,

72,915 and 69,501. In the United Kingdom,
the 12 largest owners hold in the aggregate no
less than 4,440,467 acres. Two-thirds of the
whole of England and Wales are held by only
10,207 persons. Two-thirds of the whole of

Scotland are held by only 330 persons. Two-
thirds of the whole of Ireland are held by 1,942
persons.

As one turns in bewilderment from this maze
of monstrous monopolies, is it not refreshing to

think of our better fortune and bid God-speed
to the farther division of our idle areas.

QdEr\IES A^ND E\e[»LIES.

Mexican and California Limes.

Editors Prksb:— I notice in your market quotations
that Mexican limes are quoted at 317.50 and $20, and Cali-
fornia at 83 and 85 per M. What I want to know is how
can I toll one from the other. Can we raise the Mexican
lime here in California? Or are all limes raised here to be
sold as California limes? I have a few lime trees that I

have raised from the seed, said to be seed from Mexican
limes. Must I graft them to insure good fruit? Some
four or five of them are in bearing, and I don't see how
the fruit could be improved much, as they are thin-
skinned, very juicy, small seed, and drink made from
them, after standing 12 hours, is not in the least bitter.
As there is some difference in the prices of the two. I
want to raise the best, if possible. Can it be done in
California?—S. Wiiitmore, San Diego, Cal.

The difference in price which our correspond-
ent notes arises rather from the degrees of qual-
ity which exist in the fruit as it comes upon the
market, than from any difference in kind. That
is to say, that the Mexican limes are generally
well selected fruit. The growers have much
freight to pay, and doubtless they have learned
that it is wise to ship only the best. On the
other hand California limes come upon the
market in all shapes and sizes, and sometimes
smutted with the black fungus, which mars
their appearance greatly.

Our fruit men with whom we have talked
upon the subject say that they discover no es-
sential difference lietween the best California
limes and the Mexicans. Some note that the
California grown has a thicker skin, but others
have found no difference in that respect, when
they have taken the best Californians into the
comparison. It is probable that many of the
growers are sending fruit from trees obtained
just as Mr. Whitmore's were, and from such
trees, with the same care in selecting fruit for
shipment as the Mexican practices there would
be no reason for the disparity in price which is

now so frequent as to establish ruling rates in
quotations. One dealer with whom we talked
said: "I went out to-day to fill an order for
both Mexican and California limes, and I found
a lot of California limes for which the same
price was asked as for Mexican. But in the
same store I saw a lot of California limes which
were small and uneven enough to warrant the
lowest price which has been named. If grow-
ers in this State would select their fruit, and
keep the poor small fruit for home consumption
or to work up into lime juice, they would pay
less freight, and get more money for less fruit."
We know of no reason why as good limes

cannot be grown here as in Mexico. The qual-
ities which Mr. Whitmore describes as charac-
teristic of his fruit would apply to the best of
the article. As for grafting or budding limes,
there is the same room for propagating fine va-

rieties as with other fruits, but we do not know
of its being done in this State. If any one has
improved varieties of limes we should like to
hear from them. The tree bears so much sooner
from the seed than the orange that there is not
the same reason for gaining time by budding.

The Trespass Law.
Editors Press:— Is it true that decisions of the Supreme

Court rendered the old trespass law inoperative? If so,
what is the trcs]>a8S law as it now stands ?— Reader,
Snelling, Cal.

We stated recently, in answer to a similar

question, that the old law is still valid, but we
have since learned that it has been interfered

with in some way by the Supreme Court, and
that the enactment of a new law has been found
necessary. Two laws were proposed, one by
Assemblyman Waters, of San Bernardino, and
the other by cSenator Lambert, of Yolo. Just
what condition the law is now in we do not
know, for no answer has been vouchsafed to us
by gentlemen in Sacramento to whom we have
written asking for information. We know this

much from telegraphed reports, that the Gov-
ernor has signed one law of this kind, and we
expect ere long to be able to make its conditions

known. It is reported that the bill of Mr.
Waters provided that in the case of unknown
animals proceedings should be taken on a veri-

fied complaint in the District court, and that

the clerk should enter judgment by default,

after which the animal is sold in the usual way.
While the bill was passing through the Legisla-

ture, the members from Colusa, Tehama, Sacra-

mento, LI Dorado, San Joaquin, San Luis
Obispo and Santa Barbara had their counties

included in the provisions of the bill, and it has
become a law in that manner. The bill pro-

posed by Senator Lambert provides that the

judgment of a Justice's court in these cases

against the owners of unknown animals shall

have the force of an attachment lien. This
seems a more available method of getting at

legal action in the premises, for clerks of District

courts are not generally found around in the

country where the evil to be met exists. We
expect to give more explicit information on this

subject hereafter.

Jersey Cattle.
Editors Press:— Will the Prrhh explain the difference

between Alderney and Jersey cattle; and if no difference,

do they both class and number together in the herd books.

1 have' been informed that the males of the Alderneys are

ill-tempered and liable to do mischief. Are they pecu-
liarly so?—A. O. Carpenter, I'kiah.

The difference between the Jersey and Alder-

ney is but is the name, and of course they sit in

adjoining pews in the herd book. The distinc-

tion is the same as between Durham and Short-

horn, and the term Jersey, like the term Short-

horn, is the most wide acccepted usage. The
Guernsey cattle, although from the Channel
islands, are a different breed and have a different

herd book. It is generally conceded that the

Jersey bulls are of worse temper than the males

of other improved breeds, as a rule.
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A Monster Apple Tree Borer.

grub taken from teEditors Press:— I send you
heart of that part of an apple tree where the roots joim.

little below the surface of the earth—in this case about 3
inches. It had entered by way of a root, immediate*
beneath the body of the tree, at the distance of about 2 I

inches below where it was found. The root by which 1

entered seemed to be a very old root, apparently th
tree's first effort at a tap root, said root being dead, whilj

the other roots seemed to be in good health. The diam«
ter of the bore made by this invader was little more thai

half an inch. My reason for preserving and sending it ftr

your inspection is that it is something new to me, whii
it may not be to you. The tree for the last three yeaj
appeared to be diseased; now and then a limb of sonfe

size would die in the top of it, without any appareit

cause (there being no indication of the common apple tre

borer). The bark would become soft and pulpy, while tie

outside skin would peel off like the outer bark of tb

birch or Morello cherry, while the wood became whit,

light and dead. Last summer one of the two larf

branches which composed the tree did likewise, and lat

fall (I think it was in November) the tree was dug up
p

make room for a healthy one, when this vile insect ws
found snugly stowed away, as above stated. The tree If

which this one worm seems to have been the death, ws
19 years old and 10J inches in diameter. Now, if it is

Worthy of your attention, please let me know somethite

in regard to this tree killer, and oblige,—A. T. HatcT,

Cordelia, Cal.

The "grub" which we received from M.
Hatch is much larger than we ever saw from a
fruit tree before. We did not measure it acc|-

rately, but carelessly speaking it was thne
inches in length and as thick as one's little

finger. In order to identify it, and to connejt

the larva with its perfect form, we consulttd

Henry Edwards, our eminent Pacific coast ento-

mologist, and he kindly furnished us the follof-

ing statement :
' 'The caterpillar you sent ne

is that of a large species of Longicorn beetle

(probably that of Prionus Californicus, le

Conte). This is the first time I have ever hea|d

of its attacking the apple tree, but I do nbt

think these borers are particular in their choite

of food when that on which they are accustomtd
to feed is not near at hand. This species of

Prionus mostly attacks oaks, poplars and cotton

wood."
Such being the classification of this appar-

ently new pest of our fruit trees, we ha^e
thought allusion to its class of insects would he

of interest. Harris states that the Prioniau

beetles, or Prionidce, derive their name from a

Greek word signifying a saw, which has been
applied to them either because the antenna;, in

most of these beetles, consists of flattened joints,

projecting internally somewhat like the teeth of

a saw, or on account of their upper jaws, which
sometimes are very long and toothed within.

The largest insects of the Capricorn (or longi-

corn) tribe belong to the Prionus family, some
of the tropical species measuring five or six

inches in length and one and one-half inches in

breadth. Of course this statement is concerning
the perfect beetle. The grub sent by Mr.

Hatch is the larval form. It is the larva which
penetrates the wood of the tree. The egg is

deposited on the tree or near the surface of the

ground, and the grub quickly hatching eats its

way into the root and generally upwards into

the trunk. It lives, perhaps, from one to three

years in the wood, and then approaching the

bark it forms a cocoon of the bits of wood which
it bites off and undergoes its pupa state, the

beetle cutting its way through the thin layer of

bark to live for a time in the open air and re-

produce its species by another deposit of eggs at

the roots of a tree. Of course the size of the

bore which is made in the tree depends upon
the size of the grub, and if these Prionidce are

coming to possess our orchards, we may expect

to find our trees more thoroughly drillled than
is done by the common borer (Saperda bivittalaJ :

with which most of us are painfully familiar.

As another writer aptly expresses it, our little

apple tree borer is but a gimlet by the side of

an inch auger in comparison with the large Pri

onians. We have not found a grub yet which
carries an inch auger as they do in the tropics

bat Mr. Hatch's discovery is an alarming step

in that direction.

There are several considerations which are

forced upon the attention by the discovery of

this new foe in our orchards. The researches of

the agricultural entomologists for years have
shown the tendency of the forest and wild land

insects toward the invasion of our fruit trees

and our cultivated fields. Perhaps there are no
more notable instances of this fact than those of

the Rocky mountain locust, the migrations of

which hang like a dark cloud over the agricul

ture of the Central States, and the march of the

Colorado potato beetle eastward across the con

tinent. Neither of these were of much account

in their native regions, and each became a

Bcourge when it found its opportunity in the

abundant food which cultivated areas afforded

Thus it becomes a matter of great importance
to us, when we find that our forest insects dis

close this invading disposition. More than this,

we are importing insects from all countries with
which we have dealings. We are importing
new plants from all the world nearly, especially

from the tropics where insects are exceptionally
abundant and gifted with great devastating
power. Our practical agriculturists and our
professional entomologists are finding each sea

son, pests which they never saw in California

before. Our conditions are very favorable for

insect growth. There is apparently nothing to

interfere with the growth of tropical insects, and
our farmers know that the pests which they
fought in the fields and orchards of the Eastern
States, are following them here. What are we
doing to meet and repel this invasion ? Many of

our farmers are fighting them as best they can,

but they are fighting in the dark. They do not
know the nature of their foes nor their vulner
able points. The State has done nothing to

protect its agricultural interest from this immi

nent danger. No time should be lost. Another
season should not elapse before a competent
entomologist is put to work earnestly and dili-

gently to search out the insect evils, which are

reported from all parts of the State, and furnish

our agriculturists the knowledge necessary to

protect their trees and crops. The success which
,s been gained in the Eastern States in this

li»e of protection to agriculture, shows that

such entomological work has an immediate,
piactical, and pecuniary value of which its cost

is but a small percentage. There are many
sciemes for the advancement of our agriculture

occupying the attention of the Legislature and
piblic press, but we know of none of more gen-

eial and immediate importance than the pro-

tection against insect depredations, and this is

most wholly overlooked. We sincerely hope
it may not long be thus ignored.

Ornamental Aquarium and Bird Cage.

The very pretty combination of bird cage and

aquarium, shown in the accompanying engrav-

ing, is formed by an ingenious application of

philosopical principles, on a plan devised and

patented by Matthew Palen and Daniel Sexton.

The invention consists in constructing an
iiuarium in such a manner that a portion of

the water can be raised into a chamber, which
extends above the level of the water in the

tank, so that the fish can pass from the

main tank into the elevated chamber and back

again. By combining this style of aquarium
with a bird cage, a very pretty effect is pro-

duced, as the birds appear to be Hying about in

companionship with the fish, and at first glance

Easterday's Seed Planter.

Our illustration shows an interesting arrange-

ment for seed planting, which can be attached to

any turning plow and which has been found to

work well in dropping corn, beans, peas, broom

corn and other seeds that may be planted as

the ground is plowed. It is the invention of

W. T. Easterday, of Watsonville, and was pat-

ented through Dewey & Co.'s Agency. The
machine is made so as not to interfere in any

manner with the working of the plow, and is

easily regulated in all its parts so as to drop

the desired amount, and distance apart, and is

easily thrown out of gear so as to drop only as

desired.

The invention consists of a double alternating

carrier, which takes the seed from the contain-

ing hopper and carries it to the dropping spout,

being actuated from the bearing or traveling

wheel below, by^ieans of a lever and connec-

tions, as shown in the engraving.
The operation of the planter may be briefly

described as follows: The machine being drawn
over the ground, the wheel revolves and the
pin upon it comes in contact with the end of the

lever, forcing it forward and drawing the upper
end backward with the rod and hook which are

attached to it. The hook catches a pole in one
of the slides, which are shown above the plow
beam, and draws it back, and a small cord pass-

ing around a pulley causes the other slide to

move forward. As one slide is drawn back it

withdraws a pocket from the hopper, and it

passing beneath a brush discharges its contents

into the spout which carries the seed to the

ground.
As the pin upon the wheel below passes and

releases the lever, a spring throws it forward
again, and the hook before described acts this

time upon a hole in the other slide and the mo-
tion is carried forward with that as with the

first slide. Thus the slides alternate regularly,

and the result is the regular deposition of the

seed in the ground at the distance required and
according to the adjustment made.
The seed planter has been tried in Santa Cruz

county, and we have seen letters from several

parties approving its work. The planter is

BIRD CAGE AND AQUARIUM.

it is hard to tell whether the inhabitants of air

are in the water or inhabitants of water in the

. The air is exhausted from the top of the

receiver and the water flows in and is sustained

there by atmospheric pressure. The invention

can be applied in this and various other ways,

so as to give peculiar and apparently mysteri-

ous effects. Those wishing rights to this inven-

tion, may procure them reasonably by address-

ing Matthew Palen & Co., care of Dewey & Co.,

202 Sansome street.

Our Trade with Oceanica.—The gratify,

ing way in which our trade with Australia and

New Zealand is growing is notable. For example,

we are told of an order from Melbourne by cable,

via., London and New York, for 32 tons of

Averill mixed paints, amounting to over 10,-

000 cans, to be shipped from the factory in this

city, on the sailing of the Australian steamer,

March 18th. On the same steamer there will

go seven tons of the same paint for New Zea-

land, and a heavy order for Honolulu, Sand-

wich islands, will be filled by the steamer St.

Paul, on March 22d. This shows not only the

demand for a tirst-class article of ready mixed

paint, but gives a hint of our growing trade

with our ocean neighbors.

A Land Bill. — Representative Wigginton

has introduced a bill in Congress providing for

the repayment of fees paid by innocent parties

for entries of Soldiers' Homestead Warrants,

afterwards found to be fraudulent, or for home-

stead or timber culture entries found to be in

conflict with prior entries or otherwise erroneous.

The bill also extends to pre-emption settlers

who have paid double minimum rates, and to

homestead settlers who have been restricted to

80 acres on lands erroneously supposed to be

railroad lands, all the benefits provided by the

Act of March 3d, 1875, for pre-emption settlers

under similar circumstances. It further pro-

vides that every homestead settler whose entry

is cancelled on account of inadvertency, etc.,

shall be notified and allowed GO days in which

to make a valid location.

A NEW SEED PLANTER.
being manufactured and introduced by Brew-
ington & Easterday, of Watsonville, Cal.

Alfalfa in Shasta County.

Notes concerning the growth of alfalfa in dif-

ferent parts of the State are of interest, because

where this plant will grow there is surety of

success in diversified husbandry. The latest

information, which we have from a section not
hitherto mentioned in this connection, is from
Shasta county. Mr. James McMullen, who
lives on the north side of Cottonwood creek,

just above Cottonwood station on the C. P.

R. R.
,
put in three-quarters of an acre, first, as

an experiment. It did so well that afterward,

in March, 1877, he increased his alfalfa field to

six acres. He has mown from this field about
60 tons of hay, besides getting considerable

feed from it. Last season he mowed about once

in six weeks and irrigated the field after each

mowing, during the growing season. He sows
as late as April, and at the rate of 25 pounds
to the acre. The hay was sold on the ground
for $15 a ton, and at Reading, 18 miles distant,

it is worth $20. He sowed barley and wild oats

with alfalfa, but does not consider this good
practice, although the barley and oats will pro-

tect the alfalfa from frost, when young.
This experience will be of value to settlers on

the Redding ranch, which lies near Mr. Mc
Mullen's. It is quite evident that alfalfa can be

profitably grown in that region, both from the

experiment we have mentioned and other small

sowings of alfalfa which have been made on
some sections of the Redding grant. It would
be well to make further experiments. The re-

sult seems, however, well assured when irriga-

tion is afforded, and that is easily securod.

A Timbkr Bill.—Representative Wren lias

introduced a bill in Congress authorizing citi

zens of California, Nevada, Colorado or any
Territory to take timber from unsurveyed min-

eral lands for mining or domestic purposes

under such regulations as the Secretary of the

Interior may prescribe to protect undergrowth,

provided that no timber shall be cut in moun-
tain regions within three miles of the upper

timber line.

Os File.—"Rotting Straw Piles," A. O. C.

and R. C. ; "Nineteen-Twentieths," C. L. A.:

"Malvaand Lavatera," J. R. ;
"Oregon Mist,'

T. T.; "Egyptian Corn," W. J. R. ;
"Pruning,"

M. P. O.: "Farm House Chat," M. M

Chufas.

Editors Press:—What are chufas? How are they
grown?

—

Subscriber, Ophir, Placer Co., Cal.

The chufa was fully described in our issue of
February 26th, 1876, and notes on its growth
in this State have appeared from time to time
in the Press. Since then there are, however,
points which will still be new to many readers.
The chufa, or " earth-almoiid," is, botanically,
the Cyperus esculentus, and is, in fact, a small
tuber, abounding in rich oil and of a sweet
flavor. It grows best in a light, loamy soil,

rich in decomposing vegetable matter. Although
it will grow in poor soil, it shares with most
other plants a liking for rich ground and in
such a situation it reaches its highest fruition.

There are some different methods proposed
and practiced in cultivation. The following,

as practiced in Alabama, will answer our con-
ditions quite well and will serve as an addition
to methods which we have already described.
C. C. Langdon, of Alabama, writes to the
Western Farmers' Almanac, for 1878, as fol-

lows: First prepare the ground by deep plow-
ing and thorough harrowing, leaving it mellow,
with a clean, smooth and level surface. Then
lay it off in drills, two feet apart, and plant the
tubers (a single tuber) one foot apart in the
drill and cover two inches deep. The time for

planting is the same as for Indian corn. One
bushel of tubers will plant an acre. The tubers
will soon sprout and send up a few slender
shoots or spikelets, when they immediately
commence throwing out laterally beneath the
surface in every direction numerous fibrous

roots, on which tubers are formed and new
shoots sent up as far as the rootlets extend,
forming, when the crop is matured, a Bolid mass
or mat of tubers, about one foot in diameter.
The only cultivation required is, in the early

stages of growth, to keep the ground entirely

clear of grass or weeds. This should be done
by hoeing and hand-weeding. They require

level culture—no hilling up around the plant.

After they shall have ceased sending up new
shoots and occupy the whole ground, as they
will if the soil be rich, the crop will need no
further attention. The two all important points

in cultivation are, first, a thorough preparation

of the soil, without which it is useless to try to

make a crop; and, second, to keep out all weeds
and grass until the plants shall occupy the
entire ground in the drills.

Concerning the productiveness of the chufa
and its uses as a feed for hogs, the same writer

says: While the chufa is highly relished by all

kinds of stock and poultry, its principal and
greatest value is as feed for hogs—for making
pork. It is exceedingly nutritious, sweet, oily

and pleasant to the taste' of "both man and
beast." There is no food that hogs are so fond
of, nothing on which they will grow and fatten

so rapidly, nothing on which they can be fat-

tened and made into pork so cheaply. One
season, as an experiment, we planted in the

same field sweet potatoes, peanuts, cow-peas
and chufas. About the first of October the

hogs were turned into the field, with the privi-

lege of helping themselves to such as they liked

best, and, notwithstanding their well-known
fondness for sweet potatoes and peanuts, they
at once commenced on the chufas and would
not touch either potatoes, peanuts or cow-peas
until the supply of chufas was exhausted or too

short to meet the demands of appetite. Hogs
will also leave corn to feed on chufas, and
actual experiments have established the fact

that, pound for pound in flesh-producing quali-

ties, the chufa is fully equal to corn; and, when
we take into consideration that on a given

amount of land the chufa will produce four to

six times as much as corn, the advantage of the

former for making pork is conclusively estab-

lished. Land that will produce 25 bushels of

corn to the acre will yield 100 to 150 bushels of

chufas. A bushel of chufas, after having been
washed and dried, will weigh from 40 to 46

pounds, varying according to the quality of the

tubers. Four to five months are required to

mature the crop. When the tops begin to die,

you may know that the crop is matured, and
then, after saving tubers enough for seed, turn

in the hogs and they will gather the residue of

the crop for themselves as wanted. The tops

may also be utilized. Cut, say in August, when
fully grown and before the tips begin to die.

They make excellent hay, and their cutting will

be a decided benefit to the tubers, causing them
to grow larger, riper, better and attain more
substance and solidity.

Hogs may be turned into the chufa field

usually by the iirst of October, and the supply

should be sufficient to furnish full feed until

the first of December, by which time, no matter

how poor they may have been when turned in,

they will be " as fat as they can wallow." Then
give them 10 days' feed on corn and they will

be fit for the knife and the pork will be " fit for

the gods." Some maintain that the corn feed-

ing is unnecessary. A neighbor of the writer,

last season, butchered his hogs direct from the

"chufa patch," without giving them a kernel

of corn, and says he never had better or firmer

pork in his life. And he is a man of large

experience in pork-making. But, notwithstand-

ing, we would prefer "topping oil" on corn.

The Phylloxera in Australia.—In conse-

quence of the recent outbreak of Phylloxera

vastatrix in Victoria, the Government of South

Australia have decided to strictly prohibit the

importation of vines, vine cuttiDgs, vine leaves,

and grapes. Arrangements have also been made
for seizing fruit that may come to Adelaide

packed in vine leaves.
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The moduii operandi for uniting weak swarms,

where each has a queen is about the same as the

preceding. If you have any choice in queens

destroy that which you care the least about.

This last operation may be done a couple of days

before uniting, or it may be done just at the

time of performing the job. If you should not

care which queen may be the future mother of

the new colony, the bees and all may be placed

in the hive, as given in uniting queenless swarms.

One of the queens will be sure to be killed, and
after that everything will work like a charm.

When the hives are moved to any distance

less than two miles they will return to their old

home, and when a stock is united with another

many will return to the old stand, and if there

should be a large number of hives in the apiary

the probability is that many bees will lie lost.

If the hives are not so numerous, or when only

two or three are in the bee-yard, the loss will

not be so great, for the bees entering the other

hives in larger numbers will be unheeded
;
they

will pass with the crowd.

Several methods may be adopted to remedy
the above. The one we are about to give is as

good as any we have tried, and we have never
heard of its being used, whence we would like

some of the Rcral's beekeepers to try it and
report. Perhaps some have already used it

;

anyway let us hear if it is the best method.
When the bees are all out of the queenless hive,

replace it on its own stand again, and in about
half an hour change stands with the reinforced

hive. By doing this several times during the

day all the bees can be saved. At night, see

that the last-named hive is on the stand that it

always occupied, and close the entrance to the
hive that is minus bees. The next day a few
bees will return to their old home, and on tingl-

ing the door shut against them, they will recol-

lect that the last place they left was elsewhere,

and they will seek it.

Another way that is good but more tedious is

this: If the hives are 30 feet or less apart, move
them a yard nearer each day till they are but a
few feet apart. This will insure better results

in saving bees.

Stimulating Weak Swarms.
Feeding weak swarms, to stimulate early

breeding, should now be attended to. No one
but those that have tried it know what a vast
difference there is between a swarm that is fed

and one that is not. The queen, on finding
that there is an abundance of honey (?) being
stored, naturally thinks, for she seems to have this

faculty, that the honey season has really opened
with a large yield of nectar, proceeds to deposit
eggs. At this time a pint of syrup, made of

Coffee A " sugar, will produce great activity in

any swarm, be they weak or strong. We feed
it to them by taking one of the outside frames
from the cluster and pour the liquid, which
should be so cold as not to melt the wax, ele-

vated a distance above the frame or comb, which
is laid on a board or table. The syrup, falling

from a hight, is forced into the cells. When
one side of the card is finished, turn it over and
do the other side in the same manner. Allow
theBe to drain, or, if time cannot be spared for

this, they may be wiped off and replaced at
once in the hive. The bees will generally re-

move it to various parts of the hive.

In the greater part of California, all the bee-
bread required hi brood rearing can be gathered
by the bees at any season of the year, whence
we never have recourse to "placing some rye
meal, or other substitute, on a board in a sunny
and sheltered part of the bee-yard," as our
Eastern brethren do. We never yet saw a day
that a bee could venture out on but it could
collect pollen from some half-dozen varieties of

flowers.

About the middle of this month the weather
will be warm enough for comb building, and, to
hasten the generation of heat, help the bees to
increase their numbers as much as possible.

Now and then put an empty frame in the cen-
ter of the cluster. Care should be taken to
have the quilts of burlaps snugly tucked in and
the entrances quite small, so that all the heat
may be kept in.

To be safe from the moth and its progeny of
worms, it is only necessary to have strong stocks
of bees— Italians at that. If any worms should
be found in the hive or on the combs, it should
be dispatched, for every worm killed now saves
a good deal of vexation in the future, for it is

said four generations of this pest are produced
in a season.

To-day, March 4th, bees are out in full force
while the sun shines, but who knows how long
the pleasant weather is going to last. There is

an abundance of wild flowers now in bloom,
and if the sky is clear and the sun shines out
bright and warm, the hives will soon be filled
with honey. U. K. Lyftih.
North Temescal.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
San Francisco, Jani aky 1st. 1878.

We beg to inform you that on the 12th, of the present
month, Mr. Solon 11. Williams, will he admitted as Junior
farmer in our firm. The stvle and title of the new lirm
will then be Spaulding, Barto J: Co.

.Mr. W. has been connected with our establishment for
several years past, and in introducing him, we trust that
he will receive your confidence and respect.

In the future, as In the past, we will endeavor to give
satisfaction to all those who favor us with their orders;
and. as we have just added a large assortment of the
latest and most beautiful founts of type to our already
large stock, we are prepared to do any and all kinds of
plain and fancy Job and Book work at Low Prices.

Soliciting a continuance of your favors, we aro, yours
respectfully. 8PAULDING J: BAKTO

YOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for
Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS., Northford, Conn.

Mining& Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

Our U. S. and Foreign Patent
Agency presents many and im-

portant advantages as a Home
Agency over all others, by rea-

son of long establishment, great

experience, thorough system and
intimate acquaintance with the

subjects of inventions in our

own community. All worthy in-

ventions patented through our

Agency will have the benefit of

a description or an illustration

and explanation in the Mining
and Scientific Press or the Pa-

cific Rural Press. We trans-

act every branch of Patent busi-

ness, and obtain Patents in all

civilized countries. The large

majority of U. S. and Foreign
Patents granted to inventors on
the Pacific Coast have been ob-

tained through our Agency. We
can give the best and most re-

liable advice as to the patentabil

ity of new inventions. Advice
and Circulars Free. Our prices

are as low as any first-class agen-
cies in the Eastern States, while

our advantages for Pacific Coast
inventors are far superior.

DEWEY & CO.,

Patent Solicitors.

No. 202 Sansome St., S. F.

Among the advantages gained by this holder are the
following:

It can he opened and closed quickly.
The points are lesB obstructed while the articles to be

filed are being placed.
The papers (wholly or partly folded) can be either

"straddled" over the lower bar, or filed in regular book
order.

The elastic hinge and band accommodate and hold Arm
either a large or small number of papers.
With less material, it is lighter and less cumbersome

than other holders, and approaches nearer to bookbinding.
It has no rigid hooks, hinges or loose parts to break or

get lost.

It has proved durable in practice. The file is adjusted
hut 52 times a year for a weekly paper, and a sample
holder can be opened and closed 1,000 times without
showing wear.

Five sizes are made to suit the dimensions of different
papers, viz. : 18, 22, 26, 80 and 34 inches, inside measure.

Single samples will be mailed from office for 50
cents, (and upward, according to size), postpaid. Whole-
sale and retail agents wanted.

DALTON &. GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

wholesale dealers in

All Kinds of Country Produce.
404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco.

t3~ Consignments Solicited "Si

C. & F. NAUMAN & CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

All kinds of DAIRY PRODUCE sold on Commission
Poultry, Eggs, Oame a specialty.

507 & 509 FRONT STREET, San Francisco
(Between Washington and Jackson)

Chas. Nai man. Fhank Nai'man.

DAVIS &. SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.
Reference —Tradesmen's National Ban*, N. T.; Ell

wanger & Barry, Roohester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra
mento, Cal. ; A Lusk & Co , San Francisco, Oal.

Lands for Sale and to Let.

GOOD ZD^HSTID

— IN A —

FAVORABLE LOCATION,

GUARANTEEING

Sure Crops Every Year.

The Redding Ranch,

In the Upper Sacramento Valley, originally em-

bracing over 26,000 acres of

Choice Grain, Orchard and Pasture Land,

Is now offered for sale at low prices and on

favorable terms of payment,

In Sub-Divisions to Suit Purchasers.

The ranch was selected at an early day by

Major P. B. Redding, one of the largest pioneer

land owners in California. It is situated on

the west side of the Sacramento River and ex-

tends over 20 miles along its bank.

The average rainfall is about 30 inches per

annum, and crops have never been known to

fail from drouth.

The climate is generally healthy and compar-

tively desirable. The near proximity of high

mountain peaks give cool nights during the

" heated terms " which occur in our California

summers.

Figs, Grapes, Peaches, Prunes, Almonds, En-

glish Walnuts, Oranges and other temperate

and semi-tropical fruits can be raised with suc-

cess on most of the tract. Also, Vegetables,

Corn and all other cereals ordinarily grown in

the State.

A considerable amount of the rich bottom

land has already been cultivated.

Deep Soil With Lasting Qualities.

The soil throughout the tilled portions of the

ranch proves to be of great depth and enduring

in its good qualities. It is quite free from foul

growths. The virgin soil among the large oak

trees on the bottom land is easily broken up

and cultivated.

The California and Oregon railroad traverses

nearly the entire length of the tract. There

are several sections, stations and switches, be-

sides depots at the towns of Anderson and

Reading—-all of which are located within the

limits of the ranch.

For Colonies.

Land suitable for settlers in colonies can be

obtained on good terms.

Town Lots

Are offered for sale in Reading, situated on the

Sacramento River, at the present terminus of

the railroad. It is the converging and distrib-

uting point for large, prosperous mining and

agricultural districts in Northern California and

Southern Oregon. Also, lots in the town of

Anderson, situated more centrally on the

ranch. Lots in both these towns are offered

at a bargain, for the purpose of building up the

towns and facilitating settlement of the ranch.

Purchasers are invited to come and see the

lands before buying here or elsewhere. Apply

on the ranch, to the proprietor,

EDWARD FRISBIE,

Anderson, Shasta Co., Cal.

FIN L RANCH FOR SALE.

LOWEST PRICE, 88,000.

The r.nch is situated on the direct stage road between

Mindotno City and CloverdaU, in Mendocino County.

Forty liles from Cloverdale, 20 miles from Navarro

Riige nd one mile from the Christine Postoffice.

It dnsists of a Total of 2,000 Acres,

Of whih 640 are secured by Government title and the

balEinceby possessory title. It consists of

50 Acres of Rich Bottom Land,
Wl'.ich i adapted to the raising of Wheat, Barley, Oats,

Polatoe, Corn, Vegetables, etc., and will raise as large

crups ai any land in the county. There is 1,210 acres
of Fine tolling Land which is A No. 1 pasture land, and
capablcof keeping 1,000 head of Sheep, or 100 Dairy
Cows. The whole ranch is well fenced with picket and
post an rail fence, and has eight good buildings on It,

coi sistiig of a good substantial and comfortable

Dwelling Houseof Six Rooms,
Two Bans, one of them 100x40 feet, and the other 40x40
feat, a (ranary, Woodshed, Chicken House, and a No. 1

Dairy Hiuse, new last year. There is a bounteous and
never fating supply of good soft water at both the Dwell-
ing and Dairy Houses.
On th ranch is a large quantity of Redwood timber,

statablefor all purposes. There is a

Pint Orchard of Some 300 Trees,

Of the cioiceet varieties of Poach, Apple, Pear and Plum,
aswellna large quantity of Grapevines, Currant and
Goosebery bushes, and other small fruit. There is 100
acres sovn to Wheat and Barley, which is now up four or
five iuuies, and promises an abundant harvest in the
fall.

The <wner has also about 40 head of Cattle, a few
Sh&ep, tve horses, 160 head of hogs, 100 Hens, and alarms
supply i all necessary Farming Utensils, which he will

dispose of to the purchaser at very reasonable terms If

delired
"he neighborhood is as good as could be desired, only

on: mile from to a store and one-half mile to a good
sckoolhouse, as well as one-half mile from a church.
The owner's reasons for selling are his wife's health and

hit dislike of the business. At the price at which it is

offtred it is the cheapest ranch in Mendocino County, as
tin crop bids fair to be worth when harvested, £4,000.

£grTerras are 98,000, one-half cash and the balance se-

cured by a mortgage at one per cent. For full iufonna-
imi, address

DEWEY & CO., 202 Sansome Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for sale in Riverdale. Fresno County. It com-

prises 100 acres, U. S. Patent, of rich bottom land, with
house and out buildings. Grass is green the year round.
Alfalfa grows the year round without irrigation, as

wter is but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There
- two irrigation ditches running across the ranch and
Hire cubic feet of water per second belongs with the

place, and 42 small fruit trees and two to three hundred
blackberry and strawberry plants; 30 acres of alfalfa; 20

acres of barley, all looking nicely and a nice vegetable

garden. Sixti acres inclosed, three plows, one two gang
sulky, (John Deere,) and two single plows, harrow, two
number one cows, two calves, one work team, harness,

old buggy and two dozen hens. The ranch is one mile
west of the Riverdale postoffice. We have a good school,

one store and preaching every two weeks of the South
Methodist. The ranch is 10 miles north and west of

Ltmore, a flourishing railroad town; 9 miles due west of

Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, the county seat of

Fresno, and 16 miles from the Central California Colony.

A 1 the crops stock and tools mentioned go with the

ranch if sold soon. Price, 82,500. 81,500 gold coin down,
and one year's time on balance. For further particulars

address or call on ranch.

DAVID S. ORR, Riverdale, Fresno Co.. Cal.

FARM FOR SALE.

Farm of 50 acres in Vaca Valley, four miles from Vaca-

ville, good house of four rooms, barn and outhouses.

Well watered, fine orchard. 8ehool one mile. Forty-five

acres in grain, to be sold with the ranch or without. For

further information inquire of HENRY AMMON8, Vaca-

vllle, or on ranch to

O. GARLICHS.

FARM FOR SALE
For sale in a district not subject to drouth or floods, a

snug little farm of 130 acres, one mile east of Vallejo.

Well watered by living springs and running streams;
surrounded and subdivided by board fences. Ordinary
dwelling, sheds, etc. An opportunity offered to secure a
good home within 20 miles of San Francisco, at a bar-

gain. Apply to

G. C PEARSON, South Vallejo.

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,

Alameda County.
(Successors to Z. B. Heywood & Co.)

Lumber, Shingles, Sash, Doors, Lime, Brick,

and Builders' Hardware sold at lowest San

Francisco rates, strict attention given country

orders. Boats loaded at wharf for all

points on the San Joaquin and Sac-

entoram rivers, cars of the C. P. R R Co.

loaded at yard. Orders received at 22 Califor-

nia St. San Francisco, or at the hardware store

of O. W. Babcock, 955 Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBEE, Pbofriktor.

Thomas Richardson, Manager.

en BE8T Mixed Cards, with name. In case, 18c, or 2i

0\J „, two alike, 10c •utflt, 10* Bwwd & Co., Bristol, Ct
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Purchasers ok Stock will find in this Directory the
Names of some of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

60 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO., Downey City, Cal., breeders of

thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD,
breeder of Jerseys.

San Rafael, Marin
Calves for sale.

Co., Cal.,

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-

ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey

cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $40

to $100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

Li. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-

sex and Berkshire Swine.

B. F. WATKINS, Santa Clara, breeder of thorough-
bred Spanish Merino Sheep.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.
BURBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal.

sale. Also, eggs in their season.

Pekin Ducks for

A. O- RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

WILLIAM NILES, Los "Angeles, CalT~Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for

hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

SWINE.
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal,

Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine,
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords]the

best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Eescher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs,

inquire of

1. L. MILLER.

Beecher, Will County, Illinois

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshires.

Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sbeep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are

guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,

and Los Angeles City, Cal.

W. &. J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California

importers and breeders of

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE
Also, the finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

SHEEP FOR SALE.
Two thousand young Ewes from one of the best flocks

In the State. The wool from which commands the highest
price. The whole or a portion of the sheep will be sold at

a great bargain, as the owner is overstocked. To thoso
Wishing to improve a flock or breed a superior one, this

offers an unusually favorable opportunity. Apply to

WENDELL EASTON,
22 Montgomer/ Street, opposite Lick House, S. F.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. CRAY.

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY,
t C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

Grangers' Building, - 106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that
enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

IRA MARDEN & CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST
GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

George Spaulclm^ Harrison Barto. Solon S. Williams.

fL0im. Bam 1

JVb. 4Id CZ/A.Y Street,

4an franco.North Side,

Above Battery,

THE KING PATENT PORTABLE ENGINE.
Awarded the First Premium at the Mechanics* Fair, San Francisco, 1877. Also, at the Pennsylvania State Fair,

held at Erie, Penna , September 28th, 1877.

FOR EC0N0VIY, DURABILITY, STRENGTH AND SAFETY

IT HAS NO EQUAL.
Large numbers of them are now in use on this Coast for Irrigating, Printing, Feed Mills,

Wood Yards, Coffee anu Spice Mills, Pumping, Cheese Factories, Smelting, Hoisting, Etc.

Sizes of Engines, Two, Five, Eight and Twelve
Horse-Power,

Eight and Twelve Horse-Power Mounted on Wagon for Agricultural Purposes.

«S*3END FOR CIRCULAR GIVING FULL INFORMATION. fSil

KING & WILBUR, Nos. 250 and 252 Market Street, San Francisco.

THOROUGHBRED BULLS.

Ten head of Red Durhams from 12 to 15 months

old, Also, 12 head of large work horses and mares will

be sold this spring at private sale on my ranch, six miles

from Oroville, Butte County.

£3"Bulls Sired by Golden Louan Duke.

M. WICK.

Calvert's Carbolic

SHEEP WASH,
$2 Per Gallon.

After dipping the sheep, is use-

ful for preserving wet hides, de-

stroying the vine pest, and for

wheat dressings and disinfecting

purposes, etc T. W. JACKSON,
S. F., Sole A^cnt for Pacific Coast.

BUCHAN'S

CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

AND ALL DI6KASB8 OF TDK SKIN.

Buchan's Carbolic Soaps; Holman's Fever and
Ague Pad; Corks, Bottles and Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 313 to 319 Battery St., S. F-

BUSINE 3S
COLLEGE.

No. 24 Post Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are

from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not

confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives

such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-

tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.
Ladies' Department.—Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Telegraphic Department.— In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by Hound and paper.

For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

RUPTURE
If Ruptured, send at once for

Dr. Pierco's New Illustrated Book.

Address Magnetic Elastic Triiss Co.

009 Sacramento St., San Francisco.

CURED. '

The Baby Clothes Line Holder.—New inren
tion; Everybody wants it; best thing out for agents
State and county rights at low figures. For particulars,

address W. W. FLETCHER,
L»jd*nrille Ohi*.

OAKLAND HEALTH INSTITUTE,
Center Street Station, Oakland.

Convinced of the superiority of the climate of Oakland
to that of any other place on the Coast, more particularly

for those Buffering from diseases Of a malarial origin, and
chronic diseases generally, the undersigned have opened
the above named Institute as a resort for invalids, when*
all the facilities for the thorough and scientific treatment
of diseases have been introduced.
Our methods of treatment embrace Klectricity, Turk-

ish Russian, Magnetic and Medicated Jiaths of all

kinds; the I leaitiiiift , Eladfleld'i Equalizer, and in fact

all appliances and ivim-dics of established merit know n to

the medical profession. The building is one of the finest

In the city, and the moms large and comfortable. No ef-

fort will be spared to make the patients feel at home.
Lying-in-rooms connected with the institute. ChargeH,
including board, etc. , from $16 to $H0 per weok. For
urther information, address

Oakland Health Institute, Oakland, Cal.

J. H. BUNDY, M. D., & C. W. HANSEN, M. D., Prop'r*.

Cnrvi'ni/inrY Superior Wood and Metal En

LnRraVinR. ^y^8$^^o^yp^$
vl U reotypuig done at the office Qi

the MlNlNO and Scientific I'kKsh, San Francisco, at fa-

vorable rates. Send Btamp for our circular and samples.

50
BEST CARDS, no two alike, printed In Crimson or
Jet, 18c. CLINTON BROS.

,
Cllntonvllle, C»nn.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Vice-President and Manager,

C. J. CRESSEY.

Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIEK.
Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general hanking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States ot

he best market rates.

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS.

One new Straw-burning Portable Engine, made by

Ransome, Sims & Head, Ipswich, England. This is a

very superior engine, sent here as a sample engine for ex-

hibition; one second-hand Straw-burning Engine, 8x10

inch cylinder, (Rice); one second-hand Wood-burning En-

gine, 8x12 inch cylinder, (Hoadley); one second-hand

Wood-burning Engine, 7x10 inch cylinder, (Hoadley);

one second-hand Wocd-burning Engine, 5^x10 inch cyl-

inder, (Hoadley); one second-hand Wood-burning Engine,

Cxl2 inch cylinder, side engine; one new Stationary En-

gine, independent cut-off, 12x24 inch cylinder. [Tho

Straw-burning Engines named are froe from infring-

mcnts.
]

One large sized Rock Breaker, Varney & Rice, size

9x15; one Wood Splitting Machine; one 3C-inch cylinder

Russel Separator, (with extra cylindor,) and Lauffenberg

shoe— very cheap, on account of owner's death; (will be

sold with or without any of above engines.) All of the

above second-hand engines have been in shop and over-

hauled, and aro in good working order. Various other

machinery for sale. Purchase made on Commission.

Machinery repairs solicited. Specialty of Portable En-

gines and Boilers for threshing.

J. W. RILEY, (Box 2361) San Francisco.-

-the-

PALACE RESTAURANT,

SAN FRANCISCO,

No. 218 Sansome Street.

It is not surpassed by any dining hntiso in tho city

The saloon is new, commodious, elegant and comfortable,

and all visitors to San Eraneisco, who wish good food

well prepared and properly presented, at reasonable

prices, should try the "Palace." Being new, it is fitted

up with the latest and best approved cooking apparatus

and other conveniences for patron*.

Tip-top Dinners, 50 Cents,

Are given from 5 to 8 o'clock r M. It will pay yourself

(and friends, too,) to go considerably out of your way to

visit and patronizo this tlrst class restaurant.

ERNEST SCHNUTENHAUS,
J. V. WEBSTER,

Proprietors

ASK YOUR GROCER OR OIL DEALER TDK

"ELAINE
THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD Oil

50
BEST CARDS, no two alike, printed in Crimson i

Jet, 18c. CLINTON UKOS., Clii>° »nvllle, Cvnu.
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The Growth of San Francisco.

A great number of interesting items concern-

ing the city of San Francisco may be gleaned by

a perusal of Langley's directory for 1878; every-

thing, in fact, concerning the history of the city

for the past year, as to its commerce, real estate,

improvements, population, etc., being given.

Prom it we extract the following figures and

facts, which will be found of general interest:

Duringthe year there has been a notable decrease

in the number of new buildings constructed, as

compared with the preceding year, but the

character of the improvements has been quite as

good. The number of new buildings erected

during the year is about 1,250. Of this number
42 are of brick. The aggregate value of these

improvements is estimated at $9,000,000. The
number of buildings in the city is estimated at

28, 100, of which 4,430 are of brick. The federal

census of 1870 returns the aggregate number at

22,266. The returns of the .Spring Valley water

works for the year ending December 31st, 1877,

show that 1,235 new taps were made, and it is

estimated that the number of new buildings

from which no new orders were received will

more than counterbalance the orders from old

ones.

During the vear 1877 there were 3,085 sales

of real estate, "of the total value of $18, 549, 991.

In 1876 there were 3,840 sales, aggregating a

total value of $24,058,666; a reduction in the

value of transfers of nearly $5,500,000, the re-

duction in number of sales being 755. In the

general character of sales made, the same ten-

dency which marked the transactions of the

year 1876 has been observed, namely: the pur-

chase of small estates by persons of moderate
means, for homestead purposes. The estimates

of population are as follows:

White males over 21 99,750

White females over 18 (estimated) 58,590

White males under 21 (estimated) 58,638

White females under IS (estimated) 51,537

White males, names refused, and foreigners

not taken in the canvass (estimated) 2,750

Chinese, male and female 30,000

Colored, male and female 1,950

Total permanent population 303,215

To which should he added a large clement of our
population known as "floating," which consists

of: 1st, transient boarders, etc., at hotels,

boarding houses, etc. 2d, soldiers at fortifica-

tions in the harbor. 3d, persons engageil in

navigating the bay, who claim this city as their

residence. 4th, inmates of almshouse, hospi-

tals, and other charitable institutions, county
jail, etc. 5th, a large number of persons who
have no permanent place of abode, together
amountiug to about 5,000

Total population, Feb. 1st, 1878 308,215

The estimate of the number of Chinese

—

30,000—of which 2,200 are women and 1,500

children—is based upon the judgment of relia-

ble authorities who are familiar witli that ele-

ment of our population. Owing to local causes

during the past year, this element in our popu-
lation has decreased, it is estimated, 7%. The
estimate for 1877 gave 32,000 against 30^000 this

year. According to the United States census of

1877, there were 12,018 Chinese of all ages

residing in the city, of whom it was estimated

7,000 were engaged in different departments of

labor. At the present date reliable data give

the number, including domestics, at 18,000,

which, if correct, fully warrants the figures in

the above table. The number of Chinese doing
business in this city on their own account is

950, of which over 400 are engaged in the laun-

dry business. About 200 establishments, of

which one-half are owned by Chinese, are en-

gaged in the manufacture of cigars. The num-
ber of Chinese employed therein is estimated at

4,000. The returns of the Six Chinese com-
panies in San Francisco show that there are

in the United States 155,000 Chinese, of which
60,000 are in the State of California.

The indications for 1878 promise to at least

maintain the figures of the past year. The
building associations have fully as much con-
struction in progress, and the demand for resi-

dences is improving, sales in all cases being
readily effected. The Western addition is still

the more favored locality, the Mission addition
ranking next.

The banks have still further reduced the rate

of interest, money in large sums being now ob-

tainable at 7%, and it is expected that the
volume of money loaned on mortgages will fully

equal that of the past year, which was the
largest ever known to the city. This fact, in

conjunction with the present cheapness of mate-
rials, must operate as a great stimulus upon the
work of the coining year.

Inflcences Toward Agricultural Ad-
vancement.—We should avail ourselves of

every source of information. We have periodi-

cals devoted to agriculture in every part of the
country. Among these the Rural Press, of

our own State, stands high. At the Fast it is

spoken of as having no superior in this nation.
Prof. Wickson, its agricultural editor, is devoted
to our interests. The public press generally de-
votes a portion of their columns to useful infor-

mation for the farmer. The laboratory at the
University of California, under the skillful man-
agement of Prof. Hilgard, is at our service for

the purpose of analyzing soils and plants. His
last report to the President of the University
contains much valuable information. And the
report of our State Superintendent of Public
Instruction is full of practical suggestions of

great value, in short our sources of information
are such as warrant rapid improvement in agri-

cultural processes. Are we equal to our privi-

leges?— Worthy Master I. C. Meek, in Patron.

The Valleys of the Sierra Nevada.

The magnificent valleys of the Upper Sierra

have as yet attracted but little attention.

Hitherto they have been used mainly for graz-

ing purposes. But it is safe to say that California

possesses an empire of arable land in these val-

leys, second in importance to no other part of

the State. We venture the assertion, with en-

tire confidence in its accuracy, that the arable

acreage of these mountain valleys is equal to the

arable acreage of the Sacramento valley. A gen-

eral idea of their great extent may be obtained

by estimating the vast acreage of the Sierra,

Mohawk, American, Indian and Honey valleys.

Besides, there is another class of smaller valleys,

which may be estimated as reaching the number
of 10,000. The foothills of these valleys can be
cultivated, and the area of these foothills have
the same relative proportion to their valleys as

the foothills of the western slope have to the
Sacramento valley. The average elevation of

these valleys is about 3,000 feet, and they are so

protected by the surrounding ridges and forests

that the disadvantages of elevation are immense-
ly decreased. The snowfall is great, but the

temperature is in all of them less severe than in

the States of Ohio and Kentucky. The abun-
dance of wood and stone as material for fuel

and building removes many of the difficulties

which adhere to the colder climates. The health-

fulness of these valleys surpasses that of the

foothills. While malarious diseases exist to

some little extent, the troubles incident to weak
lungs are not felt at all. And we may safely

say that in the future the brain and the muscle
of thii State will be mainly replenished from the

population of these higher valleys. The pro-

ductiveness of these valleys is no longer a mat-
ter of doubt ; they produce everything that man
needs. And as all the surrounding mountains
may be made to produce abundant pasturage,

the agriclturists of those regions will be able

to combine all the departments of their calling.

The great valleys already named are settled by
a hardy race of intelligent people, who have
demonstrated the fact that those regions possess

all the qualities that cau be desired. They now
produce hogs, grain and most of the vegetables.

The soil of this region is a rich vegetable

mold, and generally very deep. The supply of

waterisabundantand irrigation is not a necessit}'.

These valleys never suffer from drouth. At
the present time a market is found for all

surplus production in adjacent mining regions.

But as the population increases, narrow-gauge
roads will provide an exit to the markets of the

world. Until that time arrives, the present

market, with grazing, will furnish abundant
scope for the enterprise of the people. The at-

tractive scenery, the productiveness, and the

healthfulness of these high valleys, will always
make them desirable places of residence. The
appliances of civilization can be found in every
one of these valleys, and their present state of

development is prophetic of grand advancement
in the immediate future.

—

Record-Union.

Sunday on the Railway.—The following

advertisement appears in some of the English
papers. Perhaps some of our readers who feel

strongly on the subject of Sunday labor by
railway employees, would like to try their

hands in competing for the $600 in prizes:
" The International Federation of Lord's Day
Societies offers £120 in prizes (the first not to

be less than £80) for a literary work, ' On the

Sunday Toil of Public Servants, Especially on
Railways. ' Full prospectuses of the competition
may be had on application (witli stamped ad-

dressed cover) to either of the honorary secre-

taries of the English Central Committee of the
Federation, Rev. John Grjtton, 20 John street,

Adelphi, London, W. 0.j Mr. CharleB Hill, 13

Bedford Row."

At Law.—We learn that Col. M. Eyre, Jr.,

of Napa, has opened an office, for the practice of

his profession as a lawyer, at room 25, No. 636
Clay street, S. F. Col. Eyre will be in this

city from Monday to Friday of each week. His
poultry will be cared for by an experienced

man, under supervision of Mrs. Eyre, in addi-

tion to the Colonel's regarding them as his

clients on Saturdays. We hope he will find all

success in his wider field of labor.

San Francisco Directory.—We have re-

ceived from Henry G. I^angley the new city

directory for this year, a volume, which aside

from its usefulness as a book of reference, con-

tains much information of interest and value.

In our next issue we will give some facts com-
piled for this directory, regarding the popula-

tion of the city, extent of manufactures, etc.

There is danger of high water in the Feather
river, if the deep snow-banks are brought down
by a warm rain. At Buckeye, there are five

feet, and at Foreman's sheep ranch, on Walker's
plains, there are 17 feet of snow and still falling

almost every day.

Woodward's Gardens has the following new attractions
The buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements in the zoological department, besides the
other features which have made it popular.

Farmera I Farmers ! I

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange," 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,

San Francisco. All hands carefully selected free

of charges to employers and employees.

Notk.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.

San Francisco, March 13th, 1878.

The situation in trade is unchanged, and
everything is quiet. The respite from the rains

was again only long enough to give a few days
enjoyment of sunshine, and the storms have re-

turned. There is some little novelty in the in-

coming of a lot of the spring clip of Wool,
and the beginning of the Lenten season has its

usual effect on the different kinds of produce.

The course of the local Wheat market has been
downward, in sympathy with the

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

Thursda}\ .

.

Friday
Saturday. .

.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Cal. Avkrauk.

lis 6d(812s —
lis 3d<«lls 8d
Us 3d#lls fed

Us 3dictlU 8d
lis 2ditills Sd
lis 2d(«ll8 Sd

Club.

lis 8di<il2s

lis 0d(«12s
lis . .,!>] j.

lis Gd«rl2s
lis ed(«12s
lis 6d(!rl2s

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as follows:

Average. Club.

1876 9s lOdcaiOs — 10s 2d(»10s 8d
1877 10s 6d(jil0s 9d 10s 9d@lls Id

1878 lis 2d(t?lls 8d lis «d(g!12s 3d,

The Foreisrn Review.
London, March 12th.—The Mark Lane Ex-

press says: Imports of foreign Wheat into Lon-
don and Liverpool have been large, and buyers

were enabled to satisfy their wants on rather

easier terms. Trade has been somewhat less

depressed than of late, but the demand never-

theless has been mainly retailing. Considerable

interest centered for the moment on Black Sea
ports, and the large shipments of Grain taking

place in Odessa; but in what condition these

supplies will reach vis, after having been stored

in up-the-country districts of southern Russia

for many months, is a matter of conjecture.

There will be some delay in shipping Wheat
from this source, the transport service Wing
very inefficient. New American Maize has come
to hand freely in good condition. Feeding
stuffs ruled low. New Maize and Barley have
been a turn lower to sell, but Oats, of which
arrivals from abroad have been light, fully main-

tained rates. Arrivals of Wheat cargoes at

ports of call have been moderate, but the trade

ruled exceedingly dull and prices declined 2s

per quarter. Maize and Barley are also neg-

lected and values gave way 6d(5 Is per quarter,

with a firmer feeling at the close.

Freisrnts and Charters.

Wheat freights, says the Commercial News,
have been at a standstill during the past week,
the state of the English market having been
such that exporters were unwilling to take up
tonnage. Ships continue in light supply and as

the beginning of the new cereal year approaches

are indisposed to accept anything except full

rates for immediate loading. In the absence of

business, rates cannot be quoted with accuracy,

and we can only say that the last charter was
at .t'2 10s to Liverpool direct for a small wooden
vessel.

Eastern Grain Market*.

New York, March 9th.—The continued

assurances of peace in Europe and the increas-

ing probabilities of large shipments from the

granaries of Southern Russia have had a depres-

sing effect upon the Wheat market, spring

growths having declined from $1.27 to $1.15 for

common to choice. All the cereals show a

declining tendency, and much lower prices are

predicted by the "Bears," who have things

pretty much their own way.
Chicago, March 9th.—Buyers are apparently

scarce and sellers are rushing in from the

country. It is pretty confidently predicted

that Wheat will soon experience a heavy de-

cline and just at present it cannot be learned

that it has any friends. Wheat led the decline

and largely shaped the course of the other mar-

kets. Sales of April were at $1.02i>(5 1.07 .j-

Corn was unsettled, irregular and speculative

in its character. Oats were quite steady, but

rather more animated than usual and went
gradually from 24Jc down to 23§£ for April.

Rye was easy and a shade lower than last week,

but maintained the uniform price of 55c for

cash. Barley was somewhat unsettled, but
was generally lower. It sold from 45c to 46Jc.

The closing cash prices are: Wheat, $1.04.?;

Com, 41f; Oats, 23g; Rye, 55c; Barley, 46c;

Pork, $11.25; Lard, $6.95. Hogs have declined

40c to 50c on the whole range.

Eastern Wool Markets.

New York, March 9th.—The condition of

the Wool market has not changed in any par-

ticular. Manufacturers complain of a slow out-

let for goods, and, in consequence, evince no
disposition to stock beyond the most pressing

needs. On the other hand, holders generally

are ready to meet buyers at easier figures, offer-

ing them stocks freely, but low prices at present

are apparently no inducement. The sales for

the week are 100,000 tbs Fall California Burry,

at 13(5 13Jc; 8,000 lbs Fall do., 16(8,20; 2,000
lbs Spring do., 17@20 ; 3,000 lbs Utah, 25

; 15,-
000 lbs Colorado, 17 ; 28,000 Western Texas,
17@18; 6,000 lbs Southern, 33J ; 3,500 lbs
Country Super Pulled, 28(5 29; 12,000 lbs X
Fleece, 41 ; 6,000 lbs Medium do., 42

; 5,000 lbs
Fine Delaine do., 51

; 2,000 lbs No 1 do., 39;
1,000 lbs Medium Unwashed Western, 29.
Boston, March 9th.—Wool is very dull and

prices continue low and unsatisfactory, with no
prospect of immediate improvement. Manu-
facturers are very indifferent about purchasing,
owing to dull trade for goods. Fine Fleeces are
about as depressed as previously noticed. Sales
of the week include 80,000 It* Ohio and Penn-
sylvania, mostly at 42J(543. Other transactions
include Michigan and Wisconsin X, 38(5 40;
heavy New York, 34 ; Combing, 48

; Oregon,
17(5 30; Scoured, 33

:
\(5 80. A fair business is

doing in California Wool, about half the sales
of the week being of this description, 14(5 26
for Fall, 20(5 33J for Spring. The total sales of
domestic Wool for the week were 805, 700 pounds.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at
noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of
previous weeks:

Articlrs.

Flour, quarter sacks.
Wheat, centals
Barley, centals.

Beans, Backs
Corn, centals.

Oats, centals
Potatoes, sacks
Onions, sacks
Wool, bales
Hops, bales
Hay, bales.

WSEK. Wbek. Wkkk. Wkbk.
Feb. 20. Feb. 27. Mar. 6. Mar. 13.

30,633 80,023 26,084 21,275
15,225 74,519 45,604 78,671
2,588 6,005 6,797 7,873

993518 1.951 2,853
8,193 1,101 2,293 4,658
2,116 2,700 830 1,462

15,821 15,098 21,798 14,189
259 918 2,551 1,329
205 235 43 1S6
61 33 47
594 1,224 1,191 1,511

BAGS—Dealers add a fraction to the price of
Grain Bags and report an upward tendency.
Large sales for June delivery are rumored at
lljc.

BARLEY—Barley is slightly lower than last

week. We note sales: 1,000 sks small Coast
Feed, 1,000 and 850 sks weevily at $1.25; 500
sks choice Island Feed, $1.27i; 400 sks Feed,
weevily, $1.25; 600 sks good, $1.30; and 914
sks Brewing, $1.40 per ctl.

BEANS—Beans have scored an advance on
nearly all kinds. We note sales 180 sks Bayoa
at $4. 12J.

CORN—White Corn is still scarce and high.
We note sales: 1,000 sks White, private terms;
and 160 small round (some cob), $1.70; 180 sks
choice large Yellow, at the equivalent of $1. 62J

;

130 do choice do, $1.65; 180 do fair do, $1.60;
100 sks large Yellow, $1.57i; 100 poor at $1.50
per ctl.

DAIRY PRODUCE—The Butter market is

weak and rates are reduced. Receipts are
apparently greater than merchants can place.

Cheese is unchanged.
EGGS—Eggs are lower than they have been

for months, quotable only at 25c for the choicest
California. Other Eggs are proportionately
reduced.
FEED—Bran and Middlings fall in sympathy

with Wheat and Flour. Hay is qniet and trade
is small. We note sales: 28 tons poor Wheat,
$14; 40 tons fair Wild Oat, $14; 1 1 tons Tame
Oat, $15; 3 car-loads good Stock, $13 per ton.

Poor Wheat Hay sells low. We note sale of a
cargo at $1 1 per ton.

FRUIT—Limes are scarce. The first Straw-
berries have arrived from Alviso, and sold at $2
per basket.

HOPS—There is nothing new in the local

trade. The New York market is reported by
Emmet Wells, for the week ending March 1st,

as follows: "The continued reports of growing
scarcity in Hops in the country do not seem to

be verified by the large receipts which foot up
this week to 3,079 bales; such receipts would
ordinarily tend to depress our market, but with
the small but steady demand for home use, and
the immense quantity of nearly 4,500 bales

exported since our last circular, prices have
kept remarkably steady and the market can
fairly be quoted without change."
OATS—The market is fair and firm on choice

lots. We note sales: 300 sks very good Feed,

$1.70; 200 sks choice Humboldt Feed, for China,

$1.75; 1,226 sks fair Feed, $1.50 per ctl.

ONIONS—Onions have stepped down again.

The top price for the choicest is $1 per ctl to-

day.
POTATOES—Potatoes are improved. Our

list below gives the price for each variety. Some
new Potatoes have sold at 4@5c per lb.

PROVISIONS—There is little doing in fresh

Meat, owing to the incoming of Lent. The
Mutton market is at present overstocked.

About 2,000 Sheep and 1,000 Lambs arrived on
Tuesday. The Ham and Bacon market is quiet.

The supply from the East is greater than the
demand. All parties holding Hams seem anx-

ious to sell, and many are reported to be trying

to force the market. The feeling is quite in

sympathy with the notable decline at Chicago
last week.
RYE—Small jobbing sales of choice Nebraska,

from warehouse, at $2.40.

TALLOW—Our list shows an advance of J to

1 c per lb.

VEGETABLES— Asparagus drops to about
1 bit a pound, and Rhubarb is becoming more
plenty. Beets rise to $2 per ctl. Marrowfat
Squash is a little easier.

WHEAT—A downward movement is plainly

perceptible. Shippers will not mention any-

thing higher than $1.80 to-day, but sales have
been made above this mark. We note sales

during the past six days as follows: 200 otta
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choice Oregon Milling, $2; 1,000 do choice

Milling, private; 800 do very good Shipping,

$1.90; 6,000 do choice Milling, from warehouse,
to a shipper, to complete cargo, $1.98|; 17,000
do choice Shipping, delivered at Vallejo, $1.95;

6,000 fair do Milling, do, $1.90; 18,000 do, very

good, do, $1.92J; 1,000 ctls choice Proper, to a

miller, $2; 600 do choice Milling, $2; 3,600 do
good Shipping, delivered at Vallejo, $1.85; 1,100

sks choice Santa Rosa Milling, $1.95; 250 do
choice do, $1.9% 5,000 ctls choice Milling,

$2.02^; 5,700 ctls choice Shipping, $1.97i; 1,600

ctls strictly choice milling, $2; 4,000 choice

Shipping, $1.92£; 12,000 ctls choice Milling,

$1.90; 1,000 ctls good Shipping, alongside, $1.85.

3,200 ctls choice Shipping, $1,874; 1,200 ctls

Poor, $1.75; 165 tons Superfine, $1.70; 300 do,

$1.70; 2,000 ctls good Stockton Shipping,

$1-924-

WOOL—The first of the new spring clip, a

lot of year's growth San Joaquin free, has been
received and is held at 18c. The highest bid

made to day was 15c. There is nothing new in

old Wool.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
fWHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m., March 13, 1878.

r.)

BEANS.
Bayo, ctl 4 00 @4 30
Butter 3 00 @3 25

Pea 3 25 @3 55
Red 3 87j@4 m
Pink 3 90 @4 00
8m'l White 3 40 m 50
Lima 4 40 mi 50

KROOM CORN.
Old 3J@ 7

New 4i(tf 8

< IH4 4 OKY,
California 4 @ 4J
German 6i@ 7

DAIRY PRODUCE. ETC.
BUTTER.

Oal. Fresh Roll, lb 20 @
Point Reyes 25 (g

Pickle Roll - @
Firkin 15 (8
Western Reserve.. 14 @
New York — @

CHEESE.
Cheese, Cal , lb.... 17 @
Eastern — @
N. Y. State — @ —

Eoas.
Cal. fresh, doz.... 25 @ —
Ducks' 24 @> —
Oregon 22 @ 221

Eastern 18 (S> 20
do Pickled — @ —

FEED.
Bran, ton W20 00
Corn Meal 36 00 ig>38 00
Hay 14 00 @19 00
Middlings 26 00 (6?

Oil Cake Meal... 36 00 @
Straw, bale 50 <g 75

ELOIIR.
Extra, bbl 6 25 (86 50
Superfine 4 75 25
Graham 6 00 @6 12J

I It [ S II NEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 7i@
Second 5i@
Third 4J@

Mutton 5J@
Spring Lamb 12J@
Pork, undressed... 5|(8
Dressed 8£@

Veal 6 @
Milk Calves 8 @

GRAIN, ETC.
Barley, feed, ctl...l 25 @1 30
Brewing 1 35 @1 45
Chevalier 1 75 @1 85

Buckwheat 1 25 @1 30
Corn, White 1 80 @1 85
Yellow 1 55 @1 62i

Small Round.. ..1 80 @1 87}
Oats 1 35 ai 60
Milling 1 60 (col 70

Rye 2 00 @2 10
Wheat, Shipping. .1 80 @1 85
Milling 1 90 @1 95

HIDES.
Hides, dry 17 @ 17}
Wet salted 8 @ '

HONEY, ETC.
Beeswax, lb 30@
Honey in comb. ... 17 @
do, No 2 12}@
Dark 10;*
Strained 12}@

HOPS.
Oregon, 6 @
California 7
Wash. Ter 7
Choice Cal 9 @MT» Jobbing.
Walnuts. CaL 6 &
do, Chile 7 (S 8

Almonds, hd shl lb 6 (<* 7
Soft sh'l 16 @ 17

Brazil 14 @ 16
Pecans 13 (* 14
PeaWts 3 @ 5
Filberts 15 <g 16

ONIONS.
Alviso 62J@1 00
Union City, ctl.... 8H<3l 00
Stockton — @ —
Sacramento River. 62}@ 75

POTATOES.
Petaluma, ctl 1 75 @2 25
Humboldt 2 00 %2 25
Cuffey Cove — @ —
Early Rose, new. 2 00 vii<2 25
Half Moon Bay. . . — @ —
Kidney 2 00 (42 25
Sweet 3 00 (33 25
POI LTRY «V GAME.

Hens, doz 8 50 (49 50
Roosters 9 50 (f*10 50
Broilers 8 50 @9 00
Ducks, tame 10 00(fi>ll 00
do, Mallard 3 50 (*4 00

Geese, pair 2 50 (*3 00
Wild Gray, doz.. 2 00 «S)2 50
White do 75 ,*1 00

Turkeys 19 @ il
do. Dressed 21 <a 23

Snipe, Eng 2 00 (32 50
do. Common 1 00 @ —

Rabbits 1 00 @1 25
Hare 2 00 (32 50
Quail 1 00 @1 25

PROVISIONS.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

Cal. Bacon, L't, lb 13 (3
Medium 12 @
Heavy 12 @

Lard 11 (a
Cal. Smoked Beef 9J(g
Eastern — @

Shoulders, Cover'd 8 @
Hams, Cal 11 @
Dupee's 13}@
Boyd'B — @
Davis Bros' 13}@
None Such 13}(*
Magnolia — @
Whittaker 13J(g

SEEDS.
Alfalfa 5 @ 12
Canary 7 <@ 8
Clover, Red 18 @ —
White 50 @ 55

Cotton 6 @ 10
Flaxseed 3}@ —
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 <s»

—
Perennial 35 @ —

Millet 10 @ 12
Mustard, White... 8 @ —
Brown 2}@ 3

Rape 3 <® 4
Ky Blue Grass 20 @ —
2d quality 18 @ —

Sweet V Grass 1 00 @
Orchard 30 @
Red Top 18 @
Hungarian 8 (8
Lawn 50 @
Mesquit 20 @
Timothv 9 @TALLOW.

Crude, lb 7®
Refined 9 @

WOOL. ETC.
FALL.

Burry 10 @ 12
Southern, free 11 @ 13
San Joaquin, free. 11 @ 14

10 Choice Northern. 16 @ 20
Burry, Northern.. 14 (S 17

14

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
[WHOLESALE.]

Wednesday m., March 13, 1878.

FRUIT MARKET.
Apples, box 1 00 @ 3
Bananas, bnch.. 2 50 @ 5

Cocoanuts. 100. . 8 00 @10
Cranberries, bbl 14 00 @15
Limes, Mex 17 50 W'Jn

do, Cal 4 00 (a 6

Lemons, Cal M.15 00 le'M

Sicily, bx 8 00 (810
Orangos, Mex,
M 15 00 @25
Tahiti @—
Cal 15 00 @25

Pears, box 1 00 (a 2

Pineapples, doz. 6 00 (8 8
DRIED FRUIT.

Apples, lb 4 @
Apricots 10 @
Citron 23 @
Dates.
Figs, Black..
White

Peaches
Pc*m
Plume

9 i

4 @
6 &
74@
4 <8
3 (8

Pitted 12i@
Prunes 12£(g
Raisins, Cal, bx 1 00 @ 2
do, Halves... 1 25 (8 2
do. Quarters. 1 50 (8 2
Blowers' 2 75 (8—
Malaga 2 75 (8 3

Zante Currauts.. 8 (8
VEGETAKLES.

Asparagus, lb... 10 (8
Beets, ctl 2 00 (8—
Cabbage, 100 lbs 1 25 (8-
Carrots, ctl 75 (8 1

Cauliflower, doz 50 (8
Garlic. New. lo. . 1J(8—
Lettuce, doz 10 @

—

Parsnips, lb 2 (os

—

Potatoes, new. . 4 @

—

Horseradish 4 @

—

Rhubarb 8 @
Squash, Marrow

fat. tn 25 00 @30
Turnips, ctl 1 50 @—
White 75 (3—

Mushrooms, lb.. 6 @

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.

Wednesday m., March 13. 1878.

Sutter, California
Choice, lb

Cheese
Eastern

Lard, Cal
Eastern

Flour, ex. fam, bbl8
Corn Meal, lb

Sugar, wh. crshd
Light Brown ....

Coffee, Green
Tea, Fine Black...
Finest Japan. ...

Candles, Admt'e..
Soap, Cal

Rice
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1

Can'd Oysters doz2
Syrup, S F Gold'n
Dried Apples, lb.

.

Ger. Prunes
Figs, Cal
Peaches

Oils, Kerosene
Wines, Old Port...

3

French Claret 1
CaL doz bot 3

Whisky, O K, gal. .3

French Brandy .-...4

8 <a 12
50 (82 00
00 03 50
75 (Ml 02
10 @ 14
12}(8 10
9 (8 15
11 # 10
50 i" 60

50 (85 00
00 (82 50
00 ("4 50

50 (85 00
00 @S 00

i
wholesale. 1

Wednesday m
BAGS—Jobbing.

Eng Standard Wheat. lOj'Sll
Neville & Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36.. 103(811
24x36 -@—
23x40 —(813
Machine Swd, 22x36. IO.'.mIOJ

Flour Sacks, halves.. . . 8J@10J
Quarters 5}(8 61
Eighths 4 @ 4}

Hessian, 60 inch 15 @—
45 inch 9}@
40 inch 9 (8—

Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed, 3i tb..47i<850
4 lb do 524@-
Machine Sewed 47i0*

—

Standard Gunnies 14 @15
Bean Bags 6J<8 8

CANDLES.
Crystal Wax 17 @17i
Eagle 14 (8—
Patent Sperm 30@34

CANNED GOODS.
Assorted Pie Fruits,

2 T5 „-3 00
Table do 3 75 W4 25

Jams and Jellies

.

4 25 Mi

3 so @
Sardines, qr box. 1 65 «?1 90

3 00 @
Preserved B e e 1

2 lb. doz 4 00 @
do Beef, 4 tb.doz .6 50 @

Preserved Mutton,
00 f

6 50 @
Preserved Ham,

2 lb, doz 6 50 @
Deviled Ham, 1 fb,

5 50 @
do Ham, Alb doz. 3 00 @ —

I'OAL-Jobblng.
Australian, ton.. 7 75 @ 8 00
Coos Bay 6 50 (8 7 00
Bellingham Bay. 6 50 @- —
Seattle 7 00 (8

Cumberland 14 00 (8

Mt Diablo 4 75 (8 6 75
Lehigh 22 00 (8

Liverpool 7 00 (8 8 00
West Hartley... 7 50 (8 8 00
Scotch 7 00 @ 8 00
Scranton 13 00 (816 00
Vancouver Id . . . 7 50 @
Charcoal, sack.. . 75 @
Coke, bbl 60 (8

COFFEE.
Sandwich Id, lb. 21J@
Costa Rica 19 @ 19}
Guatemala 19 @ 19}
Java 25 @
Manila 19 (8 19}
Ground, in cs. . . 25 (8

FISH.
Sac'to Dry Cod.,
do in cases .

.

Eastern Cod
Salmon, bbls.... 9 00 (810 00
Hf bbls 5 25 (jt 6 (0
2 lb cans 3 10 (83 15

Pkld Cod, bbls. .22 00 @
Hf bbls 11 00 @

Mackerel, No. 1.

Hf Bbls 10 50 @11 00
In Kits 3 00 @
Ex Mess 3 50 @ 4 50

Pkld Herring, bx 3 00 @ 3 50
Boston Smkd H'g 40 ® 50

LIME, Etc.
Lime, Sta Cruz,
bbl .... 2 00 @ 2 25

Cement, Rosen-
dale 2 75 (8 3 50
Portland 4 75 (81 5 50

5 @
6A(8

Ui<f>-
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Plaster, Golden
Gate Mills.... 3 00 @ 3 25

Land Plaster, tn 10 00 §12 50

NAILS.
Afs'ted sizes, keg 3 25 (8 4 00

OILS.
Pacific Glue Co's
Neatsfoot, No 1.1 00 @ 90

Castor. No 1 1 10 @ —
do, No. 2 1 05 (8 —

Baker's A A 1 25 (81 30
Olive, Plagniol....5 25 (85 75
Possel 4 75 (85 25

Palm, lb 9.(8 —
Linseed, Raw, bbl. 77 @ —
Boiled 80 (8 -

Cocoanut 60 (8 —
China nut, cs 68 @ 70
Sperm 1 60 (81 65
Coast Whales 60 @ 65
Polar, refined 60 @ -
Lard 1 10 (81 15
Oleophine 27 @ —
Devoe's Bril't 27i@ 28
Photolite 29 @ —
Nonpariel 50 (8 —
Eureka 40 @
Barrel kerosene. . . 20 @
Downer Ker 40 @
Elaine 42}(8

PAINTS.
Pure White Lead. 95(8
Whiting lj(8
Putty 4 (8
Chalk li@
Paris White 2A@
Ochre 3A(8 —
Venetian Red 3j@ —
Averill Mixed
Paint, gal.

White & tints. . .2 00 @2 40
Green, Blue &
Ch Yellow 3 00 @3 50
Light Red 3 00 (a 3 50
Metallic Roof.. .1 30 @1 60

RICE.
China No. 1, It).... 6 @ 6}

Hawaiian 5 (8 b\

SALT.
Cal. Bay, ton.... 15 00 (822 50
Common 10 00 (812 00

Carmen Id 13 00 @82 SO

Liverpool fine. . .20 00 ©22 50

SOAP.
Castile, lb 10 (8 10}

Common brands. . 4^(8 6
Fancy brands 7 (8 8

SPICES.
Cloves, lb 45 @ 50

Cassia 22J(8 25

Nutmegs 85 (8 90

Pepper Grain 15 (8 17

Pimento 15 (8 16

Mustard, Cal.,

| lb glass 1 50 @ -
SUGAR, ETC.

Cal. Cube, lb 11}@ -
Powdered 12 @ —
Pine crushed 11}@ —
granulated 11 (8 —
Golden C 9}(8 —
Cal. Syrup, kgs... 70 (8

Hawaiian Mol'sses 26 (8

TEA.
Young Hyson,
Moyune, etc 35 @

Country pekd Gun-
powder & Im-
perial 50 @ 60

HyBon 30 @ 35
Fooo-ChowO 35 @ 60
Japan, 1st quality 40 (8 60
2d quality 25 @ 35

LUMBER.

30

50

LEATHER.
fWHOLESALE. I

Wednesday m.. March 13, 1878.

Sole Leather, heavy, lb 26 (8 29
Light 22 (8 24

Jodot, 8 Kil., doz 48 00 (850 00
11 to 13 KU 65 00 (870 00
14 to 19 Kil 80 00 (.c.io 00
Second Choice, 11 to 16 Kil 55 00 @70 00

Cornellian, 12 to 16 Kil 57 00 (867 00
Females, 12 to 13 Kil 63 00 (867 00

14 to 16 Kil 71 00 (876 50
Simon Ulhno, Females, 12 to 13 Kil 58 00 (862 00

14 to 15 Kil 66 00 («70 00
16 to 17 Kil 72 00 (874 00

Simon, 18 Kil 61 00 (863 00
20 Kil 65 00 §67 00
24 Kil 72 00 (874 00

Robert Calf, 7 and 9Kil 3500 (840 00
Kips, French, lb / 1 00 (8 1 35

Cal. doz 40 00 @60 00
French Sheep, all colors 8 00 (815 00

Eastern Calf for Backs, lb 1 00 (8 1 25
Sheep Roans for Topping, all colors, doz 9 00 («13 00
For Linings 5 50 (810 5

Cal. Russet Sheep Linings 1 75 (8 4 50
Boot Legs, French Calf, pah- 4 00 @
Good French Calf 4 00 @ 4 75
Best Jodot Calf 5 00 (8 5 25

Leather, Harness, lb 35 @ 38
Fair Bridle, doz 48 00 (872 00
Skirting, lb 33 (8 37
Welt, doz 30 00 (850 00
Buff, ft 18 (8 20
Wax Side 17 @ 18

METALS.
[WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday, m., March 13, 1878.

Iron.—
American Pig, ton 28 00 @30 00
Scotch Pig, ton 28 00 (830 00
White Pig, ton 28 00 (8
Oregon Pig, ton (8

Refined Bar 2J(8 3}
Horse Shoes, keg 5 00 (8
Nail Rod —O 73
Norway, Oval —@ 7 J

CorpER,.—
Sheathing, tt> 34 (8 35
Sheathing, Yellow 21 (8
Sheathing, Old Yellow 12 (rt>

Composition Nails 24 (8

—

Composition Bolts .... 24 @—
Steel.—
English Cast, lb 13 (8 14
Anderson if Woods, ordinary sizes 15 @
Drill 15 (8
Flat Bar 14 (8 19
Plow Steel 8}(8 12}

Tin Plates —
10x14 I C Charcoal 7 50 ® 8 50
BancaTin 23 (rt>— 24
Australian 17 (8 17}

Zinc—
By the Cask 9 @
Zinc, Sheet 7x3 ft, 7 to 10, lb 9 (8— 10
7x3 ft, 11 to 14 10"(§

8x4 ft, 8 to 10 : 11 (8

8x4 ft, 11 to 10 11 (rt

Nails.—
Assorted sizes 3 15 (83 25

Quicksilver.—
By the It) 43 (» 45

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.
[Corrected Weekly by Sutro & Co.

)

San Francisco. March 13. 3 p. M.
Leoal Tenders in S. F.. 11 a. m., B9@99t. Silver, 2.75(8

3. GOLD in New York. 101.

Gold Bars, 890(8910. Silver Bars, 8(815 $ cent, dis
sount.
Exchange on New York, i%; on London bankers, 49}

Commercial, 50; Paris, rive francs V dollar; Mexican
dollars, 95.

London Conaola 95 7 16; Bonds, 10"

.

Quioksilvea in S. K. by toe flask, V lb, 46@47}o.

Wed
CARGO PRICES OF

REDWOOD.
Rough, M 13 00
Refuse 9 00
Clear 23 00
Clear Refuse 13 00

Rustic 23 50
Refuse 18 00

Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 14 00

Flooring 20 00
Refuse 12 00

Beaded Flooring 23 00
Refuse 13 00

Half-inch Siding 16 00
Refuse 14 00

Half-inch Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 14 00

Half-inch Battens 16 00
Pickets Rough 11 00
Rough, Pointed 12 50
Fancy, Pointed 18 00

Shingles 1 75

nksday m., March 13. 1878.

PIIGET SOUND PINE.
retail prick.

Rough, M 18 00
Fencing 18 00
Flooring and Step 28 00
Narrow 30 00
2d quality 25 00

Laths 3 50
Furring, lineal ft JREDWOOD.

RETAIL PRICE.
Rough, M 18 00
Refuse i4 00

Pickets, Rough 15 00
Pointed 16 00
Faucy 22 50

Siding 20 50
Surfaced & Long Beaded30 00
Flooring ,30 00
Refuse 22 50

Half-inch Surfaced 30 00
Rustic, No. 1 30 00
P.attens, lineal ft
Shingles. M 2 00

Scientific Press

51
• <i.

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending March 12, 1878.

l'i

5

Mar. 6 Mar. 7 Mar. 8 Mar. 9 Mar. 10 Mar 11. Mar. 12

30.14
30.04

30.27
30.16

30.36
30.31

30.29
30.21

30.12
30.06

30.05
30.03

.30.04

29.98

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.
59
51

85

SW

223
I

55
47

68

NW

262

58
48

59
48

60
52

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.
60

I

74
I

77

PREVAILING WIND.
N | SW

I
N

59
50

77

W
WIND—MILES TRAVELED.

208
I

121
I

200 I 149

STATE OF WEATHER.

Clear.
|

Clear.
\ Fair.

|
Fair.

|
Fair.

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

I I .07
;

60
49

77

SW

183

Fair.

1.01
I

.07
I

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877, 31.24 in.

Some Reasons for Subscribingjont.

Because it is a permanent, first-class, conscientious,
able, and well conducted journal.

Because it is the largest and best agricultural weekly
west of the Rocky Mountains.
That more fanners' wives and children in their isolated

homes may be cheered by its weekly visitB, laden with its

pleasing yet mora! reading, and sound instruction.

That a more extended interchange of views and opin-
ions may be had among farmers, upon all the great ques-
tions touching their mutual interests and progress.

That the agricultural resources of the Pacific States may
be more wisely, speedily and thoroughly developed by an
open and free discussion in its columns.
That all the honest industries of our State may be ad-

vanced in connection with that of agriculture, its col-

umns being ever open to the discussion of the merits of

all progressive improvements.
That the Rural, after having been read and pondered

over by the home circle, can be filed away for future use-

ful reference, or forwarded to the old Eastern fireside of

the Atlantic border, in aid of an increasing immigration to

our sunny clime.

Send for sample copies.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,

202 Sansome St.. N. E Cor. Pine, S. P.

Pacific Rural Press — Subscription Terms
for 1878.

Annual subscriptions, $4.

When paid fully one year in advance, fifty cents will

be deducted.
No new subscriptions will be taken without cash in ad-

vance. All arrearages must be paid for at the rate of $4
per annum.
By paying up arrearages, at .$4 a year any subscriber

can continue at $3.50 in advance.
Subscribers heretofore paying club prices will be re-

quired to pay the foregoing rates unless they renew the
club with strictly advance payments.
The above terms are as low as can be afforded for a

journal so valuable on the farm, and every way accept-
able in the family circle.

All subscriptions not renewed by payment in advance
will be discontinued at the option of the publishers or
their agents.

Send a letter or postal card DIRECT TO TBS PUBLISHERS,
giving full name, with name of town and county, when
you wish the paper stopped—remitting t he amount due us.

OUR AGENTS.
Our Fkiknds can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting

Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their

influence and encouraging favors. We intend to Bend
none but worthy men.

J. L. Tiiakp — San Francisco.

B. W. Crowkll— California.

A. C. Knox —Pacific Coast.

Ci N. West—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito
counties.

A. C. Champion—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.

Ki v.am. S. liAKF.it— Australian Coloi ies and Sandwich
Island!.

W. D. W'lHTF,—San Bernardino and Los Angeles coun-
ties.

J. W. A. Wright—Sacramento, Placer and San Joaquin
counties.

B. K. Lloyd—Sonoma and Napa counties.

E. M. Dainty, Oregon.
F. B. Aldf.khon, Nevada.
H. E. Hallett —San Louis Obispo county.

O. W. McGuew.- Santa Clara county.

"ABOUT RIGHT," Etc.

»»«»< jtary Mountain" is about right when she
says that a family of children who riad the Rural Press,
and pretty well started in life, have a chance of be-

coming the right kind of citizens, even if they are
brought up in 111 emigrant wagon. Yours very truly,

C. A. C.

Office—202 Sansome t . N. E. Cor. Pi r, S F.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats filed expeditiously
Patent re-issues taken out; Assignments made and re-

corded in legal form; Copies of Patents and Assignments
procured; Examinations of Patents made here and at

Washington; Examinations made of Assignments re-

corded in Washington; Examinations ordered and re-

ported by Telegraph; Rejected cases taken up and Pat
ents obtained; Interferences Prosecuted; Opinions ren
dered regarding the validity of Patents and Assign
ments; Every legitimate branch of Patent Soliciting

Business promptly and thoroughly conducted.
Our intimate knowledge of the various inventions of thi-

coast, and long practice in patent business, enable us to

abundantly satisfy our patrons, and our success and
business are constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced inventors are found
among our most steadfast friends and patrons, who fully

appreciate our advantages in bringing valuable inven-

tions to the notice of the public through the columns of

our widely circulated, first-class journals—thereby facil-

itating their introduction, sale and popularity.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Company's Steamers will sail as follows, at 12 M.

:

CITY OF PEKING April 1st.

City of Tokio, May 1st.

For YOKOHAMA and HONGKONG.

WILMINGTON March 16th.

For Champerico and San Jose de Guatemala.

GRANADA Mareh 19th.

For Panama and New York, calling at Acapulco, San Jose

De Guatamala, La Libertad and Punta Alenas.

Hereafter the Panama steamers will leave on tho 5th

and 19th of each month.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the

lowest rates.

CITY OF NEW YORK, March 18th, at 12 o'clock, noon,
or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-

LULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY.
$10 additional is charged for passage in Upper Saloon.

March 21st

For HONOLULU.

CITY OF PANAMA Marbh 21st.

For Victoria, Port Townsend, Seattle, Tacoma, con-
necting at Tacoma with Northern Pacific

Railroad for Portland, Oregon.
Tickets must he purchased before 11 A. M. on day of

sailing.

For freight or passage apply at the office corner First

and Brannan streets.

WILLIAMS, BLANCHARD & CO., Agts.

"1st PREMIUM"
Strawberry Plants

And all other Small Fruits, for sale by E. P. Roe,
author of "Culture of Small Fruits—How to Grow and

Market Them." Also, proprietor of the celebrated new

Seedling Baapbetry, "PRIDE of the HUDSON,"
(sec October, 1877, No. of American AgricvlturUt), All

the leading kinds in large quantities. Pure, first-

Clasa plants and choice new kinds a specialty. It

will pay those wishing to re-stock their grounds with

plants they can rely upon, to send for circular. Descrip-

tive catalogue and price list free to all. Address

E. P. ROE, Cornwall-on-Hudson,

Orange County, New York.

Sf.nd for Catalogue. Established in 1852.

BAY NURSERIES,
OAKLAND, CAL.

James Hutchison, Seeds-
man and Florist.

Rare Plants, Evergreen Trees, Ornamental
Shrubs and Flowering Plants.

Kiisch. rinks. riK'iisins mill Geraniums n si <••

elaltr. Javanese rci-simmon at Reduced Rates

Blue Gums and Monterey Cypress; Hutchison's Seed-

ling Gooseberries; Bulbs, Flower and Tree Seeds; Vegeta-

ble Seeds. Hardy Climbing Plants, Conservatory Climb-
ers, Choice Plants for Hanging Baskets and Vases. An
immense stock of choicest kinds at greatly reduced rates.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 609 South lOth

St., Philadelphia, & 59 Gold St., Cor. Ann,N Y

Engraving dene nt this office,
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Nurserymen.

R. W. Stroxo. Robert Williamson

% Trees & Plants
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NUR
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FVLL ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NURSERY LINE,
BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT

LOWEST MARKET RATES.

Japanese Persimmons, and an Immense Stock of Orange
and Lemon Trees, both Seedlings and Crafted of the very

best variety, cheajHir than ever before offered in this

market. Also, a very large and complete assortment of

Field, Garden, Lawn and Tree Seeds, which we offer at

very low rates, both to the trade and planter in large or

small lots.

Catalogues, Price-Lists, and Printed Directions free on
application. Address,

W. E. STRONG & CO.,

Nos. 6, 8 and lO J Street, Sacramento

200,000
Australian Gum Trees for Sale,

AT STRATTON'S

Cum Tree Forest Nursery,

Hay-ward's, Alameda Co., Cal.

These trees are from five to twelve inches high, trans-

planted regularly into boxes 30x20 inches square, weigh-

ing 150 pounds. 150 or 500 in each box, in splendid con-

dition for transplanting to their ntnMfflftnt location.

Price, $6 to $12 per 1,000 Will contract to plant

the trees, or furnish superintendence, on low terms.

Cash must accompany orders for less than $50; or if

greater than that amoiin , citv reference must be given.

Address, JAS. T. STRATTON,
East Oakland, Alameda County, Cal.

SHinN'S nurseries.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large Btock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. AIro. Coffee, Cork Oak,
Olives, Guavas, English and Black Walnuts, Magnolias,
Loquats. Butternuts, Small Fruit*. Evergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stock of the Diospyros Kaki /Jttpanw Persim-
mon,J of our own growing, and also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Nile**, Alameda Co., Cal.

P. S. RUSSELL'S

Semi-Tropical Nurseries,

Riverside, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

100,000 Orange, Lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates. Cata-
logue on application. P. O. Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,

San Bernardino County, Cal.

L. M.llEWSOM,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs' Hotel, East Oak-

land, Alameda County, Cal.

11AH FOR HALK KVKRY THING PKSIRABLK IN TI1K

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.

A large stock of Belgian Omellias and Azaleas,

Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

PETALUMA NURSERIES.
[Established in 1850

]

WM. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR-

43TFor sale a general assortment of Fruit Trees, Ever-
green Trees anil Shrubbery. Our trees are all grown
without irrigation and the wood is well matured. Cata-
logue and priee list furnished on application. Address

WM. SEXTON, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal

PEPPER'S NURSERIES.
Established in 1858.

For Bale, a general assortment of Fruit Tree* and Small
Fruits; Evergreen Trees and Shrubs in variety. Early
planting recommended. My Trees are grown without irri-

gation; the wood is well ripened. I am prepared to All

orders as soon as the rainy season commences. Cata*
logues and price list furnished on application. Address,

W. H PEPPER, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal.

FRUIT TREES FOR SALE.

I wish to call the attention of those who expect to

plant out fruit trees the coming winter to the fact that I

have a few thousand tirst-class trees which I offer for sale

at the usual rates. These trees were grown principally

for myself, on good lard, without iirigation, are stout and

stalky, ar hoice varieties, and true to name. Also,

Eucalyptus Monterey Cypress. Call on or address,

W. W. SMITH, Vacaville,

Solano County, Cal

100,000 Blackberry Plants for Sale.
New varieties. The Early Cluster, Vina Seedling, Mis-

souri Mammoth, Kittatinny and Dueling Cluster. I'rice. £8
per 100. 5.000 (iouseberry plants, of the Hmightou and
American Seedlings; these varieties are free from mildew,
and are strong growers and enormous bearers, price, &i per
100. By mail, $2 per dozen. Black Nanles Currant, $1 each

I will give satisfactory proof from two reliable gentlemen
who have realized over ^7:*i0 per acre from these varieties of
Blackberry plants last year.
Cherry Cranb.rry plants delivered and planted out for

$150 per acre, if not less than 50 acres, or I will take an in-
terest in the same of tun acres.
On large orders, time of payment will be given, for part

of the money, with good security. H. NYLAND,
Isleton. Sacraim-nto County, Cal

POMONA NURSERYIS^VA
Bent Straxcberrie*. nine inches. Jiflisbsrtis*. three inches
around. Ten acres yielded $4,338. Send for price-

list free. 40 YEARS Among Small Fruits, telling wh it

and how to plant. Sent postpaid for 20c., or free to every
purchaser. Wm. Parry, Cinnaminson, N. J.

Fruit and Ornanental Trees.

Evergreen Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants
Comprising Everything New and Rare.

ORANGE & LEMON TREES,
ONE TO FIVE YEARS' OLD, MAGNOLIAS, JAPAN
PERSIMMONS, PALMS. MONTEREY CYPRESS,
MONTEREY PINE, CAMELLIAS, BLUE SUMS,
(by the 100 or 1,000, verv low, all transplant-

ed). ROSES, ETC.. AT THE LOWEST
MARKET RATES.

Agent for the Nurseries of B. S. Pox,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

THOS. MEHERIN, 516 Battery Street

San Francisco. Cal.

THE DIOSPYROS KAKI,

OR JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

Six Best Varieties. All Grafted* Reliable.
Viz : Royal, very larok, shape round, color, light yel-

low; Imperial, oblong, vermillion in color, flesh soft,
good cither fresh or dried. Xihan, oblong, rounded
apex, flesh solid and keeps well; early, very pro-
lific, but smaller Dnimxu f" Yeddo's best fruit"), oblong,
rounded apex, color, yellowish red, flesh soft, fine flavored.
Mikadt,, flat or round shaped, flesh more solid, orange or
or yellow colored, (the same as grown by Col. Hollister).
Taikoon, round, quite large, shade slightly green;
a great favorite in Western Japan

SPECIMENS O FRl'IT ON EXHIBITION.
HENRY LOOMIS.

At TRUMBULL'S SEED STORE,
419 &421 Sansome St , San Francisco.

PAJARO VALLEY NURSERIES,
Watsonville, Cal.

For sale this »*».. n a large and complete stock of
Fruit and Ornamental Trees; Evergreens; Shrubs; Flow-
ering and (ireen House Plants. Japanese Persimmon
Trees, Japanese Flowering Shrubs, etc. I have received
lirect from Japan a large lot of Jajianesc Persimmon
Trees, of the choicest varieties. Fine Ornamental Trees
and a large lot of Flowering Plants, Orchids, etc. , together
with a fine variety of Bulbs of Japanese Lillics. All of
which will be sold at as low rates as oaf! be had elsewhere
in the State. For catalogue and further information, ad-
dress

JAMES WATERS, Proprietor.

SPLENDID

FLOWERS
OVBRl
1200
Distinct!
Varieties* I

All Strong PUntfi, each labeled and delivered safely by I
mail. Lara tst assortment. Low pricrs. We have been in I
busi ness 24 years, and assure satisfaction. Our Btock of |

aF ^5 <r° 7"Priisr* aH dcsirablevariet
X \^ Ci and contains iume but maturel

W<j ?<>zuly>.rrh.M*rr\' chairt of « for ft 1, or 13

1

Our new Iihi* ratal Hand-Hook, Sent free.con-
ne and description of each plant, with inntrm t-

i >ns how to c !t:v -to Ktt.-censfully. HOOFKS, BRO. «Jt

TUOMAS. Chen? HU] gorreigejg^ Cheater. I 'a.

FfiUlT TREES AT REDUCED PRICES

100,000 Apple Trees, also a large stock of other Fruit
Trees, including Seedling and Budded Orange and Lemon
Trees very cheap Two year old apple Trees, $10 per
100.

MILTON THOMAS,
Los Angeles, Cal

FELTON'S WONDERFUL NEW BERRIES.

Sent safely by mail, 3,000 miles, at dozen rates, postage
free. Cinderella and Co.vtixf.xtal Straw berries, $2 per
dozen; Great American, $1 |«r dozen. Early Prolific

and Reliance Raspberries, Si per dozen. Hundreds of

other things cheap. Illustrated circular free to all.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
Nl RSKItVMF.X AND FRl'IT G ROWKRS, WOODBI'RV, N. J.

Seedsmen.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Sweet Corn

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs; such aa Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet
Sop, (.rape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, choice Oranges, Lemons and Raisin Crapes; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive
catalogue aud price list Bent free to auy address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman in wanted to

emablish a nursery in a good location in Tehama county.
The owner of the land has the bent of soil and plenty of

water, one mile from the railroad station^ He wants a

pood man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raise

11 kinds of ornamental and forest trees. The owner of
he land wishes to take an interest in the proposed nur-
ury and believes good sales of trees can be made. Good
men, experienced and trustworthy may address us on
this subject.

DEWEY & CO.
202 Sansome Sreet, San Francisco.

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., care of Dewey

& Co., S. F. State condition and lowest price.

25
Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.
postpr id. GEO. 1. REED & CO., Nassau, N. Y.

Cro8by's Extra Early
Marblebead Mammoth
Stowell's Evergrreen
Mexican Sweet, New

SSSSSJTeUow Flint Corn
Long Red Mangel WurtzeH
Yellow Globe J^t gee<}
White Sugar

)

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street. San Francisco

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MEZQUITE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW
EKING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEwD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street, - San Francisco.

R. J. TRUMBULL &. CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

*. '"Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
will be sent frier to all Customers. It contains in

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street. S. F,

Fifty pages 300 illustrations, with descriptions of

lousands of the best Flowers and Vegetables in the

orld, and the way tn grnu them- M for a Two Cent
postage stamp. Printed in German aud English.

Vit u s Flower anh Vkoetable Gardes.—50 cents in

paper covers; in elegant cloth covers, $1.

Vick'h Ili.i stratkii Monthly Magazine 32 pages, flue

ustrations, and colored plate in every number. Price

.25 a year; five copies for $5. Address,

JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. Y.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field and

Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering

Bulbs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-

logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS, 34 Barclay Street, N. Y

PEDIGREE ONION SEED.
Dan vers Onion Seed, rained from the choinett onimu o/

each eropfur fifty yearn in mccesrutn! The difference in

the crop will be ten times greater than the cost of the

seed. My Seed Catalogue free to all.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

CHUFA SEED FOR SALE.
EISEN BROS , 12 Stevenson St

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

OFFICE—NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Bbtwers Broadway and Washington.)

OAKLAND, CAL

Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark snd Light Brahmas, BuS
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White& Brown

Leghorns, Dork-
ings. Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

tams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekln,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
#yFor further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. O. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal.

M. EYRE, Jr., NAPA, CAL.

Safe Arr.val of

Eggs & Fowls

Guaranteed.

I never owned a FINER LOT OF BIRD8 titan I have
raised this year. Also,

Thoroughbred Southdown Sheep.
fVPamphlet on the care of fowls- -batching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., ADAPTED Br. xcially to tur
Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
I hnvc many testimonials from par-

ties in every portion of California cer-

tifying to the

EGG PRODUCING
Qualities of ground raw bones, while
burnt hones pounded have not the same
effect, being reduced to phosphate of

lime and animal charcoal. Raw bones
have been proved by experiment to

I hasten the laying of pullets and in-B crease the laying of hens 50%, as might
__ ^H^P^ be expected from the quantity of jelly

they contain. When fed regularly to fowls it keeps them
in a healthy condition, es[>ecially young chickens, and
wards off many diseases they are subject to on this Coast.

Put up in sacks and shipped C. O. 1). by express or by
freight on receipt of price. 60 pound sacks, $2.50; 100 pound
sacks, t*. Carbolic powder for destroying poultry lice,

four pounds for $1. Send for circular. Address

C. P. STONE, 35 Mission Market, 8. F,

Streets, San Francisco.

LOOK!
BURBANK & MYERS, Im-

porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls,, Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,
etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 aud 44 California Market.
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister
Enclose stamp for Price List.

$3
WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
Da„ nn7Qn From 3 pens of 20 Hens and a
rtJI UU£UN. cock <aoh; *4 of the finest White

tagboril Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific
1 ' .i-t

. selected from upwards of 600 bred during the sea-

sons of 1876-77, packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send
or circular. Address,

C. P. STONE,
35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

Imperial Egg Food

(Tnulc Murk.)

Will >rsi»co Your lions X>n.y ,

Winter and Summer, support Fowls during moulting,
keep them constantly In fine condition, and Increase
their profit 100 per cent. Half of Mieclilcksrilcannually.
This makes bone and muscle early, and will save them.
Packages to mix with BH weltrht ordinary feed, SO cts.j

larger for Jl .no and a.i'O. Pent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocers, Keed Stores, etc.—LOCAL, AGENTS WANTED.

—

C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 103, Habttobd, Coxs.

0. C. SWAIN & CO. Agt's for Pacific Coast
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

OTTo whom all orders should be addressed.

Ha H a Ha
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Ringbone, Spavin, Swumt, Callocs
Li'mps, and all old sorbs, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to Ave days in succession, aud in four or flvs

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Si-rains, Stiet

Joints, Bri isks, Windoallb, and all slight ailments, apply

a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,

and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

50 BEST Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13c., or 25 no

two alike, 10c Outfit 10c. Dowd & Co. , Bristol, Ct.
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Agricultural ftrticlB.

The Famous " Enterpne

(PERKINS* PATENT

Self Regulating. Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the

Paciflo Ooast in the towns

and farming districts for

over four years, and wher-

ever they have been sold

(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing

their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal

of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and

shows their simplicity.

We are prepared to fill orders lor all su, frem a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL running

Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON &. KENNEtf,
Managers for California and Pacific ast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SA.

General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMOBE. ALAMEDA COUN', CAL

MATTESON & WILLIAMSOS

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

Took the Premium over all at the great ploig Match

In Stockton, in 1870
.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practicmen who

have been long in the business and know wha required

in the construction of Gang Plows. It is quicladjusted.

Sufficient play is given so that the tongue wpass over

oradle knolls without changing the working p ion of the

shares It is so constructed that the wheeliemselves

govern the action of i he Plow correctly. las various

points of superiority, and can be relied upos the beat

and most desirable Gang Plow in the wor Send for

circular to
MATTESON & WILLIA, N,

8TOCK/J, CAL.

Peerless Corn Sheer.
It is soeap (cost-

ing onlyl, that al-

most any e can af-

ford to bone. It is

so rapid will shell

almost atst as a $40

machine4 seven or

eight bu» per hour
is not ab its capac-

ity. It vhs only 18

pounds 1 is simple

and dura For par-

ticulars, ress

WEISR & CO.

17 Neontgom-

ery S. F.

THE IMPROVED.

Lamb's Family Knitting Pchine.

One-third size by Dr. E. H. iardee.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,
Btring meaaurlng from^ of ^

get to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, *tS;

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting1

.

The San Franoisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles
of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Ootagon barrel, set

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch

—

extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. 8.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines,

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS!

High School Choir. Emerson & Tilden, S9 per

dozen. A standard, useful and favorite book.

School Song Book. C. Everest, S« per dozen. Fine

book for Girls' High and Normal Schools.

Choice Trios. W. S. Tilden, $9 per dozen. Three

part Songs for Female Colleges, Seminaries, Etc.

Grammar School Choir. W. s. Tilden, 86 per

dozen. Excellent collection for High or Grammar
Schools.

AMERICAN SCHOOL MUSIC READERS.
In three books, each 35 cents, 50 cents and 50 cents.

Carefully prepared for Graded Schools.

The following are favorite general collections of genial
Songs for Common Schools.

SONG ECHO H. S. Perkins, 75 cents.

MOCKING BIRD W. O. Perkins, 50 cents.

MUSIC TEACHER C. Everest, 50 cents

OUR FAVORITE H. P. Danks, 60 cents.

Music Charts. By Dr. Lowell Mason. Large Charts,
containing 120 Blackboard Lessons, plainly visible to all,

saving much trouble, easily set up and used, and furnish-
ing a complete course of practice. Sent by express. In
two rolls or sets. Each, 83.00.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO., BOSTON,
C. H. DITSON & CO., 843 Broadway, N. Y.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE-ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK FILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Manufactured ty the

Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

IT IS THE ONLY MAOJE
That units flat or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular c;

Knits a regular right-angled heel, as by han

Narrows off the toe;

Knits a sock or stocking complete;

Knits mittens or gloves of any size without a;

Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;

Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs:

Knits an elastic seamed-stitch Suspender wiittonholos,

Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jackiitch. Fancy

Ribbed stitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, thabia stitoh,

Shell stitch. Unique Btitch, Tidy stitch, etc

It is now the standard machine for mauufa ng, and the

only family knitter that fills the bill. Local nts wanted.

Bend for clrcularstto

J. J. PFISTER & CO , Generafeecta,

Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer Iiolenyarns.

"20 SUTTER STREET, Room 48, Jraicisco.

THE CLIMATE OF CALDRMIA.

A thoroughlvstudled and ably written ttisetm this

subject by Hor* B- B. Redding, appears coletj in the

Pacific Rurai Prksh for January 26th, andso Be Min-

ing and Scies'ihc Prubs. Based upon fa< ngtfcs and

careful and ('tensive observations made inrujs parts

of the Statpo'i this important Bubject, it it v«ume of

reliable herniation, interesting to every idei of tho

State. Tw information is condensed in apeiread be-

fore the alifornia Academy of Sciences, a is ublished

in the pzss as read before that Society <hou any al-

teration " r omissions. Extra copies, poi .»•[)>• cents.

Addre< DEWEY & CO., Publishers, 202 "so* Stre»t,

Sau fancisco.

"F^^nsrcis simiitih: &g go,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE PATENT CHANNEL IRON WHEELBARROWS,

I-
LU
IXl

X
CO

111

0.

o

The Strongest Barrow Made
All sizes kept constantly on hand.

7)

O

m
These BarrowB arc made by Superior Workmen, and of the best material.

CO
I
m
m
H

Lap-Welded Pipe, all Sizes, from Three to Six Inches. Artesian Well Pipe. Also, Gal

vanized Iron Boilers, from Twenty five to One Hundred Gallons.

Iron Cut, Punched, and Formed for making pipe on ground, whero required. All kinds of tools supplied ioi

making pipe. Estimates given when required. Are prepared for coating all sizos of pipes with a composition of

Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

Office and Manufactory, 130 BEALB STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

WANTED.
By a Scotchman and Wife—A situa-
tion to take charge of a rauch. The man thoroughly

understands farming, tho care of a vineyard, stock raising,

or any work appertaining to a well conducted farm. The

woman is a thorough cook and housekeeper. Tho bost of

reference will be given. Address offlco of Rural Press.

FOR SALE.—A Good Typo-Writer. Price, >50

For further information, address "COPYIST," this

office.

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATK AND
OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

McAFEE BROS , Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

20°. Sansome Street, - 8an Francisco.

GREAT ENTERPRISE!

OC EXTRA MIXED CARDS, Snowflakc, Oriontal, Etc.,

AD with name 10 ct3. J. B. HUSTED, Nassau, N. Y.

THE—

Sierra Flume& Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE,

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

lO Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and the

whole Coast can be supplied.

The Yellow Pin« is firm, fine grained and superior to

any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,

and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while

the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of

purposes.
Last year thirty millions of feet were cut and tlie esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.

Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,

Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial

work may be accomplished without delay at the UBual cost

for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at loss than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large

quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco—corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

LAND PLASTER.
(Siimmutk OF Limk. )

THIS FERTILIZER IS ESPECIALLY WELL ADAPTED
TO CALIFORNIA LANDS AND CLIMATE, AND

IS DESTINED TO BE USED TO IM-

MENSE ADVANTAGE.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

In Bulk. $10 per ton; In Barrels, $12 50

GOLDEN GATE PLASTER MILLS
LUCAS & CO.,

Nos. 216 and 217 Main Street, San Francisco.

P&l APF THESE LARGE, FINE, NEW DININGrnLnuu Rooms are exceedingly popular. The best

prrCTAIIRANr " f eveiything >>n tho tables.

nCO I NUIlHIl I . Dinner furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F. Bftrf
CENTS, from five to eight p. H. Visitors to S. F. 9hould

try the Palace
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MOWERS! MOWERS! MOVERS!
TV^alter A. Wood's Improved Iron Frane Mower.

The Mower of the Period.

Over Three Hundred Thousand of Walter A. Wood's Machines Have Beei Made and Sold.

Long continued success in practical use is the true test of merit and the above figures furnish a conclive answer to the question,
"Which is the best Machine ?" A full line of all the latest Improved Farm Impleimts in Stock.

FRA ]NTK BROTHERS & CD.,
Corner Second and J Street, Sacramento. [Send for Circulars and Catalogues .] 349 Rrket Street, San Francisco.

STRAW-BURNING ENGI1SES
With Return Flue Boilers.

Farmers Talte KTotice.

AMES' THRESHING ENGINES WITH ALL THE LATEST IIPROVEMENTS
WILL SUCCESSFULLY BURN

STRAW, WOOD OR COAL.

The Best and Cheapest En-
gine ever offered in

this Market.'

PRICE COMPLETE, $1,650.

In an advertisement recently published by one
of our competitors they warn farmers against buy-
ing the AMES Engines sold by us, and they Btate
that our Engine is an infringement of the Kice
patent.

First, We deny That our Engine is an in-
fringement of the Riot or any other patent.

Second, We deny that any Court or Jury have
decided that our Engine is an infringement of the
Rice machine, and we challenge them to produce
the record to show that fact.

Third, This party did commence suit in the
United States Circuit Court against us, in which
they alleged we infringed the Kice patent. We
filed our answer and were ready for trial. At the
present term of court, on their own motion,
and against the protest of our attorneys,

They Dismissed the Suit.
Fourth, We charge the fact to be, that they

dismissed that suit because they were not willing
to test the (juestion in the courts of the country,
and because, as we believe, they preferred to harrass
the farmers by threatening to sue them, instead of
prosecuting an action against us, thereby hoping to

force the hing community to buy their inferior
engines at advanced price.

Fifthje admit two suits have been tried in

the Unit&tates Circuit Court relating to the
Kice pate one Kice against Heald, the other
Kice agaiiEnright, in both of which they sued
for §10,00amages, and in both compromise ver-

dicts wemdered; in one, one dollar damages and
in the othlve dollars. Both of these cases are
in course tppeal to the Supreme Court of the
United Sf.

These athe Facts as the Records Show.
Thesene parties who have used our name

to embell^their advertisements, are themselves
defendant: a suit commenced against them by
Joseph Eht, of San Jose, for infringement of

his patent these same Rice Engines.
Then no tube attachment to any of the

Return F Boilers we offer. The Fireing and
Steaming ;ronger and better through the use of

the commpoor.
The |s' Fire Box Engines with patented

improver* for Straw, Wood or Coal. There
are noneer than the Ames' Fire Box Boilers.

They are <" pounds lighter and 10 inches smaller
in diameter the same power than any return
flue boiler Hundreds of them are now m use in

this Stateving perfect satisfaction, and many are
used witliaw for fuel.

portanV notice.

R.\k, Wisconsin, February 27th, 1878.

No oiq California has th« sale of the CASE
Header, oave any genuine Case Headers for

sale ;xcej iaker & Hamilton, oi their agents—all

othes agitations and frauds o» the farmers.
J. I. CASE & CO.

Address BAKER &
S-A.3ST FRANCISCO.

HAMILTON,
SACH/-A.3Vi:E13Sn?0.
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The Centennial Premium Devons.

At our request, Dr. J. Cheston Morris, of

Philadelphia, prize taker for Devons at the

Centennial, had his prize herd and some of the

individual animals photographed and engravings

of these photographs appear upon this page.

The photographs do not do the animals justice

—indeed photographs seldom do. But the en-

gravings are of much interest and the presenta-

tion of them enables us to make a few remarks

upon the breed in general and to introduce Dr.

Morris' own reasons for selecting this stock for

his farm.

Devon cattle are well known throughout the

United States, as they have now been bred

here since 1817, at which date they were intro-

duced by the Pattersons and Caton, of Mary-
land. There are several fine bands of Devons
in this State, and in the East they have their
champions fully as enthusiastic as the advocates
of other breeds. The Devons are of time-
honored lineage. Horace Miles Sessions, editor
of the " Devon Herd Book," claims the Devons
as a race rather than a breed, making a distinc-

tion that a breed is the direct work of man, but
"races are varieties molded to their peculiar
type by natural causes, with no interference of

man and no intermixture of other varieties—that
have continued substantially the same for a
period beyond which the memory and knowl-
edge of man does not reach." He claims also
that "there is no race in England that can
r In i m such undisputed antiquity as the Devon.

"

So much for the old. The fact of the present
is that we find the Devons widely disseminated
among us and universally acknowledged to be
a very valuable and useful breed of cattle. The
Devon ox is so well known for his working will
and quality that he needs no praise. In the
line of beef and milk, the testimony of Devon
breeders is very satisfactory. E. M. Danforth,
of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, claims that his Devon
cow "Cora,"
butter per day while

Ayrshires, 20 pounds. The Devons gained in

flesh the second 10 days, 28 pounds; the Ayr-
shires, 20 pounds." It may be fairly objected
that testing the Devons for beef with the
Ayrshires would not be so good a beef test as to
compare them with the Short Horns or Here-
fords, and yet the test is well enough when the
characteristics of all the animals are considered.

especially to milking qualities and butter-mal »

ing, and find the average yield from each cow is

from 170 to 175 of pounds butter yearly. I do not

feed heavily, as the natural tendency of the

Devons is to fatten easily, and I believe that for

breeding purposes cattle should not be overfed.

My cattle are not large, but finely made and
well-knit, the oxen docile, strong and quick,

LDEVON COW " CLARISSA," OF THE CENTENNIAL HERD.

The standing of the Devon is very firmly and
yet moderateiy defined in the following letter

from Dr. Morris, whose cattle we are showing.
In a letter to us he writes as follows : "I have
been breeding Devons at Fernbank, near West
Chester, Pennsylvania, since 1865, having com-

1,514, yielded three pounds of menccdwih three cows bred by Lloyd Norris-,

and all of them gentle. While the Jersey
excel them in butter yield, and the Durhams in

size and rapidity of growth, I think that for

general farming purposes the North Devons are

the best, the most easily kept and hardiest of

any improved breed, as well as the oldest known.

I

They are very even in quality, and profitable

tested. Coleman, in

his " European Agri-
culture," reports a
North Devon cow,
which, for several

weeks in succession,

produced 21 pounds of

butter per week. Ex-
Governor Hyde, of

Connecticut, a cham-
pion breeder of Dev-
ons, is quite sure they
are all that can be de-

sired. One of the
Devons, " Gem," 154,

made 136 pounds of

butter in (JO days. An-
other, "Beauty," 25,

yielded milk in 95 days
that made 105 pounds
of butter, averaging
over two pounds of

butter per day. For
"beef-making qualities,

the following record
in favor of the Devon,
as compared with the
Ayrshires, is in the
transactions of the
Worcester (Mas?.) Ag-
ricultural Society:
"The stock fed were
four last season's
calves, two Ayrshires
and two Devons, one
year old this spring,

very near the sams
age, and were fed alike

in every particular.

They were fed two
different times, 10 days at each time
cattle were weighed every day, also the hay
that they consumed. It was found that 100
pounds live weight of Devons ate 2. 10 pounds
of hay daily, and 100 pounds live weight of

Ayrshires ate 2.86 pounds of hay daily, eating

.76 pounds more than the Devons, or more than
one-third more than the Devons. The Devons
gained in flesh the first 10 days, 34 pounds; the

CENTENNIAL PREMIUM' DEVON HERD, OWNED BY J. CHESTON MORRIS, M.£ D.

The and three bred by George Wm. Hall, both of

Harford county, Maryland. They were bred by
them from Patterson stock, with one cross by
bulls bred from the celebrated "Biehmond" and
"Matilda," owned by Strand berg, of Kaston,

Maryland. I used a bull bred by Patterson ;

then "Prince of Wales Second," bred from "Im-
perial Prince of Wales" by Hilton, and since then

bulls bred by myself. I have paid attention

alike for milk, butter, beef, and work cattle.

This can be said, so far as I know, of no other

race of cattle to the same degree.

"

The engravings show the herd as it was photo-

graphed in the pasture, and the cow "Clarissa,"

1,503, American Devon Herd Book, Vol. IV.
She was dropped April 8th, 1872, and has proved
in useful qualities the soundness of Dr. Morris'

views in breeding Devon cattle for farm purposes.

The Olive in California.

In a long and carefulty prepared paper, lately

read before the Academy of Sciences, Hon. B.

B. Bedding maintained the adaptation of our

State, for a much wider culture of the olive.

He showed the fact that the United States were

buying nearly 1500,000 worth of imported

olive oil each year, aside from the large amount

paid for imported pickled olives. In order to

show that California may set her soils to catch

the trade, he showed in several ways. The

temperature required for the successful growth

of the olive was established by citation of many

foreign authorities, to be a mean throughout

the year of 57.17°; the mean for the coldest

month must be as warm as 41.05°, and at no
time must the temperature fall below 14°. Ap-
plying this range of temperature to various

regions of our State, Mr. Bedding found by
meterological records of 27 different places from
Sao Diego on the south, to Beading, in Shasta
county, on the north, that wide areas were
theoretically adapted to olive growing. The
extent of our domain thus found fitted for the

olive is summarized as follows: "From this

evidence it would seem that in the olive we
have a tree that can be grown on our dry plains

and naked hillsides. In the Eastern hemisphere
its limits of profitable cultivation are as far

north as the south of France and as far south

as Cairo in Egypt. Wherever on the coast from
San Diego to Monterey, and wherever in the

interior of the State within the limits of tem-
perature stated, there is an annual fall of rain

sufficient to produce barley or wheat on rocky
hills or sandy plains, when once rooted, this

tree will thrive and bear. In the valley its ex-

treme northern limit is at Beading, for at Fort
Bedding, but 12 miles distant and within 116

feet greater elevation the mercury in the ther-

mometer fell to 11° in December, 1855, which
would be fatal. It we imagine two lines start-

ing from Beading, which has an elevation of

558 feet, -one on the west side of the Sierra and
the other on the east

side of the Coast
range, gradually as-

cending as latitude is

decreased until they
meet at Fort Tejon,

in the Tehachipi
mountains, at an ele-

vation of 3,240 feet,

we would have the
probable limits in the
Sacramento valley and
adjacent mountains,
below which the olive

could be successfully

cultivated."

Mr. Bedding's re-

searches into the na-

ture of the soils on
which the olive thrives

around the Mediterra-

nean are of interest to

those who may be in-

clined to plant the

trees in this State.

This tree will grow in

almost any soil except

that containing much
moisture. Marsh
states, "that it pre-

fers a light warm
ground, but docs not

thrive in r'ch alluvial

land, and grows well

on hilly and rocky sur-

faces." Bernard says
'
'that it thrives and is

most prolific in dry,

calcareous , schistous,

sandy and rocky
situations. The
or artificially wellland must be naturally

drained. Its great enemy is excess of moisture.

It rejoices in the mechanical looseness of sandy,

gravelly and stony soils, and in freedom from
stagnant moisture." Brande asserts that it

only grows well and yields large crops "in a

warm and comparatively dry climate."

There were 91 deaths in this city last week.
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Correspondence,

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents -Eds

Reclaiming Alkali Soils.

EDITORS Press:—I see in the Kural of March

2d, a description and analysis of some of the

alkaline soils near Stockton, recommending the

use of gypsum to reclaim alkali soils, etc. As

I am somewhat acquainted with those soils

from two years' experience, I am at a loss to

know of what practical benefit it will be to the

farmer who is so unlucky as to be the owner of

such land to use the gypsum alone, as there

are several other ingredients that are just as de-

structive to crops as the alkali, which the gyp-

sum will not affect or destroy. 1 see from the

analysis that there are three other substances,

an excess of either of which will prevent crops

from growing where there is no alkali. Now
the question for the farmer to decide is, which

is the cheapest and most effectual way to rid

the ground of all those minerals which are.

poison to crops; and I am told that there is no

mode now known so cheap and effectual as un-

der-draining; as all of those minerals in the

soil are soluble in water and can be taken out

of the soil by under-draining or tile drains,

which have been proven to work well in this

State. In this county,thorough tiling has proven

to pay all the expense in two seasons in the

extra yield of crops, and that on land that pays

expenses to cultivate without the tiling.

The experience that I have had with alkali

was in Los Angeles county. I cut open ditches

a few feet apart on the strongest alkali land,

banking the dirt near the edges of the ditch,

thus forming a pond by tilling between those

ditches with fresh water. The water leaching

out through those ditches carried the alkali and

salts off; and it looks reasonable that if those

ditches were dug, say 40 feet apart and three

feet deep and laid with three-inch hollow tile,

and then the ditch covered or filled up it will

work more thoroughly and will draw off the

water almost to a level with the tile.

I would like to hear through your valuable

paper something more about the soda salts and

the other ingredients that this land possesses.

Will the plaster neutralize and destroy all of

them? If not, I think the application of plaster

an expense for no good, from the fact that an

excess of either salt or soda will destroy vege-

tation. It is worse during dry seasons than wet

ones. I hope those questions will be answered,

as I am interested in the reclamation of alkali

land. I would like some one who writes for

the Rural to answer these questions.

P. L. Forist.

Santa Rosa, Cal., March 4th.

Prof Hilgard's Comments on the Fore-
going.

Editors 1'ress:—Mr. Forist's exceptions to

the efficacy of gypsum in the reclamation of

alkali soils apply only to that class of lands

whose soil will, during the growing season, con-

tain several per cent of soluble salts. So far

as I am aware, such soils form but a very small

proportion of the alkali lands of the State. If

Mr. F. will refer to my report on the subject,

lately published, he will see that I have espe-

cially specified drainage as the oidy remedy for

lands of this kind.

But drainage is expensive, and is especially

objected to on that score by owners of alkali

land; while a dressing of gypsum should (if the
material were mined and ground where it oc-

curs in the State) cost only from §2 to $3 per
acre. The point to be kept in view is, that the
carbonate of soda which is destroyed by the
gypsum, is no much more injurious to plants

than the other ingredients, that its transforma-
tion into glanber's salt will, in the majority of

cases, relieve the soil sufficiently for profitable

culture, (lexjiite the presence of the other salts;

witness the experiments in l.os Angeles county.
Mr. F.'s assumption, that in the soils referred

to "there are other ingredients that are just as
destructive to crops as the alkali," is simply
and radically wrong. It takes (according to
the nature of the soil), from five to ten times as
much common salt or glauber's salt as it does of

carbonate of soda, to work material injury to
crops. But there is another point that Mr.
Forist has overlooked, and which is plainly
stated in the article regarding the Stockton
soils, viz: That the presence of the carbonate
of soda renders good tillage impossible, and
drainage, therefore, of exceeding slow efficiency
in relieving a soil from a surplus of salts; so
that, even where drainage is necessary, the use
of gypsum would still be profitable in removing
the cause of the "purltlled" condition of alkali
soils, and replacing it by the loosening effect
of lime; thus facilitating the washing out,
and allowing the use of the soil one or two
senxon* .looser than could be done where drain-
age alone was used to relieve it.

Moreover, there are cases, and especially in
Los Angeles county, where drainage is imprac-
ticable on account of the "lay of the land," as
itated by tho inhabitants. Here, if gypsum
does not afford relief, nothing will. But it

seems that gypsum has done it.

In fine, I have never recommended gypsum
as a panacea, even for land afflicted with car-
bonate of soda. It is true that in every such

case it will mitigate the evil; but I have ex-

pressly stated that deep and thorough tillage is

always an advisable adjunct, and drainage in

some cases indispensable.

The Alkali Soils of Tulare.

I have heretofore expressed my belief, based
upon the examination of specimens from points

somewhat far apart, that the alkali soils of the

interior of the State, from Stockton south to

Los Angeles, are substantially the same nature:

i. e., that they contain as an ingredient, which
is injurious even in very small quantities,

the carbonate of soda, and that in the majority

of cases the amounts of salts present in the soil

would not be sufficient to cause injury to the

crops, if they were all of the indifferent nature

of glauber's and common salt.

This view has obtained additional confirma-

tion from the examination of soil specimens

received a few days ago from Mr. F. (i. Jefferds,

of Farmersville, Tulare county, acting on behalf

of Farmersville Orange. Time has not yet, of

course, permitted an exhaustive analysis, but

indications derived from a preliminary examina-

tion are sufficiently definite to serve as the basis

of large scale experiments by the farmers of that

region, and I therefore deem it desirable to pub-

lish the result as soon as possible.

Mr. Jeflerds transmits three specimens, viz:

No. 1, surface soil of alkali tract; No. 2, subsoil

of the same, from 12 inches depth; No. 3, non-

alkaline soil of the Tulare valley, "constituting

about one-fourth of the available land of the

valley," while the alkali covers the rest.

The two kinds of surface soil are very nearly

alike in aspect, save in that, as usual, the alkali

soil is lighter in color, from the extraction of

the vegetable matter by the alkali. Both alike

are very light, evidently a fine, sandy sediment,

glittering with gold-colored mica scales; and
both are very easily tilled, as there is not clay

enough in either to produce the "tamped" con-

dition which so obstructs tillage in heavier

soils.

The non-alkaline soil is reported to be the

same to the depth of 12 feet; has produced be-

tween 30 and 40 bushels of wheat without dimi-

nution since it was taken into cultivation, when-
everthere has been water enough.

The alkali soil ordinarily produces little or

nothing, unless the grain is far advanced when
the dry season sets in, when at times it has

done almost as well as the other. In other

words, the two soils appear to be substantially

identical, except as to the alkali. My examin-
ation shows that the good soil contains barely a

trace of carbonate of soda.

The surface soil of the alkaline land is very

strongly alkaline, from the presence of carbon-

ate of soda.

The subsoil of the alkali land is feebly alka-

line, showing that even in the rainy season the

bulk of the alkali remains near the surface, and
can be neutralized there.

The neutralizing agent is in this case also, of

course, gypsum or land plaster. I should advise

experiments to be tried with it at once on three

plots, dressed respectively with 300, (>00 and
900 pounds per acre.

The final results of the quantitative analysis

will be communicated in due time.

E. W. Hiloard.
University of Cal.

,
Berkeley, March 15th.

A Murderous Plant— Darlingtonia Cali-

fornica.

(By J. G. Lemmon.I

No plant indigenous to the Pacific coast is

more profoundly interesting than our Darting-

tonia Cali/ornira. The eye of the uncultured

tourist or listless stock-man, no less than the

studious naturalist, is at once fascinated when

first its secret haunt is invaded in the fastnesses

of the Sierra Nevada. A startling mass of

green, yellow and crimson snake-heads, high

raised in air and thrusting enormous, Haming,

forked, curling tongues in every direction; a

developed warning principle in the passive veg-

etable kingdom; a table-turner upon an old

eternity-endured enemy; a coming plotter

against an alert foe; an ingenious dcluder of the

unwary; a cruel murderer of the alarmed; an
insatiate vengeance-taker; a bold, watchful,

cold-blooded, confederated assassin—the Darl-
imjlonia forms a frightful specter of the shadowy
swamp, a horrid incubus of subsequent dreams!

*' Abhorred shape! That only grace of beauty takes.

And brillant hues to compass evil."

A Consummate Villain.

The paraphernalia which the Darlingtonia
employs for attracting its victims is that of the
saloon-keeper and the Cyprian, gaudy colors,

ravishing odors, delicious sweets and delightful

apartments. Its machinery for destroying them
is that of the highwayman and the arch fiend,

deceitful traps, tripping obstacles for the feet,

smooth declined planes, pointed dagger-thrusts
from behind and silent wells of oblivious waters.
What of enchantment and bewilderment is not
furnished by the many-colored, revolute,

honey-coated mnstache, inviting to the spacious,

vaulted, sugar-lined, many-windowed hood of

the large, tall leaves each robust plant provides
extra by sending up a long, slender, shining
flagstaff and suspending a flaunting array of

green, gold and crimson bunting, loosely enfold-

ing nectaries of scented sweets, the curious
flower of the Darlinr/to/iia. Surely no member
of the vegetable kingdom has so remarkable
and unmistakable a mission, none steps so far

out of its normal state to perform it and none

executes its trust with more ingenuity and
success.

Modus Operandi
How the Darlingtonia is constructed and the

mode and results of its warfare have been made
the subject of searching expeditions and elabor-

ate essays by Darwin, Hooker, Cray, Canby,
and recently by a fellow member of this acad-
emy, Harry Edwards. But I trust that an en-

thusiastic botanist, whose facilities for observa-
tion have been most fortunate, may be pardoned
for presenting a few facts, gained, not without
many different interviews of this notorious
rogue, at various seasons of the year.

Living less than 60 miles from one of the few
localities where the Darlingtonia is found in its

best estate—Butterfly valley, near Quiney—

I

make yearly pilgrimages to its home, I camp by
its battle-ground, I conquer my repugnance to

its hideous aspect and its cruel work, become
accustomed in time to the stench of its rotting

victims and I carefully study its wondrous
mechanism. I note its aspects and appliances
varying with the seasons. I feed it with other
food—flesh, fish, fowl and farinaceous diet,

sugar, vinegar, salt, pepper, oils, saleratus,

acids, etc. I witness the welcome of agreeable
diet, the sickening effect of poisons. I ply it

with unusual captives—frogs, snakes, minnows,
tadpoles—and note the arrival of new forces or
the adaptation of combined powers to meet the
new conditions. I recognize the tenacity of

purpose, the almost intelligent use of means
and reverently I humble my spirit before the
revelation of infinite wisdom and power.

Thoughtful Inquiries.

I have reported these observations so often
and fully, that every year brings increasing in-

quiries from thinkers in distant lands, asking
to have this or that mystery cleared up; or to

know if this or that phenomenon is connected
with the history of the famous plant. One of

the closest questioners is W. M. Canby, of

Wilmington, Del. The facts elicited formed
the theme of a most exhaustive essay, that was
read before American Academy of Sciences and
reprinted in most of the languages of Kurope.

"Why are the Leaves Twisted One-half
way Round?"

Was Canby 's last demand. It will be the es-

pecial object of this essay to answer this ques-
tion.

To discuss thi3 subject thoroughly and with
the expectation of arriving at the truth, we
must begin where the zoologist does with his

puzzles—with embryology, the infant state.

The seed of the Darlintjtania is a brownish,
hairy, Indian-club shaped object, about three

lines long. It would be a bur, but for the
flaccid, hollow, barbless hairs. Thrown out in

hundreds by the large, bursting pericarps, they
fall upon the running water or mossy carpeting

of the bog. A seed here and there is caught
by its hair in favorable conditions and sends
down a tiny radicle in search of a foundation,

whereon to erect a unique charnel-house of

many tall, feeding funnels. The precursor of

the prospective phalanx of rapacious, cylindri-

cal stomachs, is a very innocent looking little

affair.

Infant Form of Leaf.

The plumule first develops a thin, flat, fal-

cate, green leaf, about half an inch long. Soon
it becomes reddened, tubular and veiny, while
a relatively large opening appears at about two-

thirds of its
>
length, beyond which extends,

curving inward, the slender, dorsally flattened,

crimson, naked midrib, representing the true

leaf, of which the tube below is the petiole.

Along the inner face of the petiole, a broad
wing extends from the lower edge of the in-

clined orifice, down straight to the collum of

the root, where it divides and clasps the stock.

This primary leaf is constructed similarly to

those of the related Sarareuia, except that in

the latter genus the true leaf or lamina is short,

broad, and is bilobed, or many lobed, and form-

ing a border nearly around the mouth of the

pitcher-like petiole. During the first season

four of these simple Saraceiiia-Yike leaves appear
of equal size generally, apparently in a whorl,

but inspection reveals their alternate arrange-

ment. All face inward, or' rather upward, as

the leaves first push out horizontally, then

ascend upward. The uncovered opening is fa-

vorably presented for the reception of moisture,

insects, or any objects obeying the law of gravi-

tation. Also, the mouth parts and interior of

the tube are armed with strong hairs, pointing

inward, while inspection of the contents reveal

minute insects (generally of the /chwunioni</a>

and 7*wmff>l families ),
entrapped, drowned in

water and being digested by these tiny rogues,

thus early playing their little game.

The True Darlingtonia Leaf.

During the second year the creeping, rhizo-

matic character of the plant is manifested ; also,

it increases rapidly in size. The whorl of leaves

now produced, from one-half an inch to several

iuches beyond the first whorl, are long and large,

two to three inches long by half an inch wide,

the whole striated with longitudinal veins, and
colored with yellow and crimson. Often, too,

the other kind of leaves make their appearance,

forming one or more of the first members of the

whorl. So very different are they at the very

beginning, that it seems impossible that both
forms should be found on the same plant.

They may be larger or smaller than the infantile

form (often but half an inch long), but still they
will be perfect types of the true Darlingtonia

leaf—the twisted petiole, the swelling, light-

admitting hood, the small, round aperture facing

downward, the enormous, depending, curling,

flaming, and, in the season, honey-smeared, two-
parted lamina or true leaf.

The fourth year's leaves and all subsequent
are all of the vaulted, big-mustached form—the
plant is of age, is mature ; but occasionally on
offsets and runners from weak plants at any age,
the infant form of leaf is found, but no graded,
transitional stages have yet been detected,
though much research has been applied in this
particular direction, as bearing upon the popular
theory of evolution. The linear, strict petiole,
with upturned mouth and long, naked, midrib,
always accompanies the infant form, whiie the
adult leaf is never deficient in the least chaean-
teristic feature of its wondrous organism.

I should have noted before the manner of
vernation or budding. In the bud, the petioles
of both kinds of leaves first take form and ex-
tension. The midrib of the infant is but a
minute, subulate spur ; the future mustache of
the adult form is a pair of involuted, close-rolled,
awl-shaped horns, not unlike those waxen pilose
appendages which the incipient dandy sometimes
displays heneath his nose.

The Saccharine Secretion.

Not at all times of the season is a prominent
characteristic observable. For several years I
did not detect one of the most distinctive fea-

tures of this insect trap, the saccharine secretion.
This phenomenon was not certainly known for
several years after the discovery of the plant.
On the 4th of July, '75, in company with Mrs.
Austin and family, 1 went to celebrate the na-
tion's holiday beside our peculiarly Californian
curiosity, located in a large oval bog in the
center of a grove of alders. Much to our sur-
prise, the tall, crowded cobra heads, upreared
among snowy parnasias, azurfe erigerons, yellow
narthejtium.i and purple asters appeared, dripping
with glistening drops of honey. The catching
operation was in full progress.

This saccharine fluid, of the consistence of

honey, is secreted by glands of the hood, both
without and within, standing in beads along the
margins of the expanded cells, the translucent
windows of the balloon-like hood. It is often
so abundant as to unite and flow down, that on
the inside into tlie forward, depressed part of the
hood, that on the outside smearing the mustaches
completely, in addition to a similar secretion of

the latter. Not only was the curling, crimson-
streaked mustache smeared throughout, but the
border of the wing in its spiral curve half-round
down to the root was gemmed with a line of

honey globules. These globules in the oldest
leaves were crystallized into sugar-plums, form-
ing a not-to-be resisted decoy to the groundling
below.

The Waters of Death.

So of the watery fluid found in the lower
portion of the petioles at times. Only at a cer-

tain season just at the opening of the months
above, may this phenomena be detected. The
main veins on the inside of the tubes may then
be seen gemmed from top to bottom with beads
of a water-like secretion, which finally becomes
so abundant as to flow down and form the wells

of death. When the trap is favorably placed,

or the quantity of insects is unusually large,

so that the gormand gets his stomach full, or
when fed by hand to the top, slowly, with flesh

food, the fluid is secreted as demanded by the

necessities of the case, and soon fills the tube to

overflowing. Late in the season the water is

evaporated and only the skeletons, wings, legs,

etc., of insects remain— the bones of the carnal

feast.

Again the arrangement and different altitudes

of the leaves are not at once observed—and
cannot be made out clearly from the usual

crowded specimens supplied to the herbariums
of the world. Only young, vigorous, solitary

plants display the typical plan of growth—

a

plan conformed to the wants, or rather, the

wicked designs of the Darlingtonia] and here

we are brought round to the solution of the

question under particular description—

•

Why the Twisting Leaves?

First as to the facts. The leaves of mature
rhizomes—the true Darlingtonia leaves—are

each twisted one half way round whatever
the length, whether one half inch, or over three

feet. All the leaves on one plant turn one way,

but exactly half (according to repeated counts

by Mrs. Austin and myself,) have leaves turn-

ing one way and half the other. The four

leaves of the season rise successively to differ-

ent elevations, the last in time, to the highest

place. Each turns half-round and holds out its

flaunting lures into space in a direction radia-

ting from the center or axis of the plant. The
reason for this twisting of the petiole must be

to further the design the malicious animus of

the whole plant's history, to favor the catching

of insects coming from all quarters.

The less crafty-related Saracenia and the in-

fant Darlingtonia leaf depend on gravitation

mainly, for their food, and their mouths bor-

dered indeed with retrorse hairs open upward.

The full-grown, full-armed Darlingtonia, with

its added attractions of gay colors, fragrant

odors and delicious sweets, best compasses the

wholesale capture of insects necessary to satiate

its rapacity, by decoying them into a brillianly

lighted chamber, over the ceiling of which are

spread a net-work of honeyed path-ways, bor-

dered, however, anil ultimately shut out by

hedges of short, stiff' hairs that topple the vic-

tim from his footing. A high rim prevents re-

turn by the aperture. A long portion of the in-

uer side of the tube, commencing just on a level

with the edge of the orifice, is smooth as

glass, so vainly the poor victim stretches his

legs for rescuing aids to stay his descent.

About half way down long, stiff, declined hairs
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begin to be met with, which give way easily

from above but close up behind, and with mul-
tiplied numbers, as the struggling victim nears

the goal, pushes him down to the rising flood,

and crowds him beneath the silent, fceted, de-

composing waters of oblivion.

The Climax of Cunning.

Now, why the peculiar characteristics of the

Darlingtonia ! Why would not less elaborate

machinery answer as well? Let us see: A tube

so capacious as to hold a half pint of insects,

the usual meal it seems of the Darlingtonia,

must be very wide or very long. If wide, there

would be great expenditure of the saccharine

secretion, since it must surround the mouth and

smear all the approaches— an expenditure not

to be incurred by our economical plant. If

long and prostrate, it would be interfered with

by other plants, also would be in danger of visi-

tation and robbery by insect-loving animals. If

upright and with mouth upturned, it would be

above the usual range of insects, while its

digesting fluid would be weakened by the recep-

tion of rain and dew; but, most of all, other

plants are created and set to work on this prin-

ciple: The wonderful climate and soil of Cali-

fornia must be expected to produce a finished

insectivorous plant, with all possible improve-

ments; hence, the matchless Darlingtonia, with

its high reared, inflated heads, downward open-

ing mouths, sugar-plum, winding roads to lead

foot travelers up; ingeniously, brilliant and
honey-coated decoys to attract flyers; and the

enormous mustaches obviously turned outward
by twisted petioles to catch the eye of distant

voyagers in every direction; no feature of all the

host is either accidental, useless or uninteresting.

[The above fascinating and accurate descrip-

tion of this famous plant was read before the

California Academy of Sciences, February

18th, 1878. We are glad to know that Prof.

Leinmon is now at work on a cour'se of

three lectures on the conifers of California,

and we are confident that they will be of excep-

tional interest and excellence; first, because of

his full acquaintance with his subjects in their

habitats; and, second, from his brilliant and

vivacious style of expressing his facts and ideas.

We hope these lectures will be widely heard,

not only on this coast, but beyond the moun-
tains.

—

Eds. Press.]

The Germination of Seeds.

Editors Press:—How to develop the ger-

minating power of seed which is tardy, and un-

der ordinary circumstances quite lost, may be of

some interest to your readers, at a time when so

many failures to germinate " coffee seed," are

constantly reported. The germinating power

of even old seed of any kind can be easily re-

vived under a well-known stimulating process.

The use of camphor water, will not only hasten

the development of the germ in perfectly fresh

seed, but likewise restore the lost vitality of a

dried up, worthless article. This has long been

known to botanists, but, strange to say, never
has been much used by the general public. The
seed, if of sufficient size, may either be soaked
in the camphor water until it swells, or if

sown at once, be daily sprinkled with the same,

as we are in the habit of doing with common
water, by keeping the surface moist until the

seed has sprouted. Another advantage of us-

ing camphor water is, that the young plant.,

show greater vigor in their growth ever after.

I give the following experiments made by my-
self on diverse seeds with eamphorjwater:

The seed of fpomea quamoclit or cypress

vine, being immersed in camphor water at a

temperature of 6'0
J

Fahrenheit, germinated in

from six to eight hours, every time. Ordinarily

the time required for the same is from 3 (J to 48
hours.

Some seed of Mathiola annua or ten-week
stock, was sown in plats in the usual way, and
the surface well watered with aiji/a camphora.
It was given another sprinkling with the same
in the course of the day, and in 19 hours after

sowing, the seed had sprouted and lifted the

surface covering of fine mold. The usual time
of germinating is from two to three days.

I took one of the hard, round seeds of Ne-
lumbium spec'iottum flore, roxeo plt.no, or double
rose-colored sacred lotus of the East, and
placed it in a glass jar filled with camphor wa-
ter. These bullet-like seeds or nuts are cov-

ered by a very thick, unyielding, horny shell,

and as ordinarily sown, require to be opened at

one end with a pen -knife, and will then germinate
in from three to four weeks. The inside of these
seeds are nearly all a vegetable albumen, high-

ly nutritious, and in many places of Hindostan,
Japan, China and other countries, are used for

food. But I am digressing from my subject,

and will now state, that the camphor water
germinated the seed in less than six days.

My friend, Peter B. Mead,. Esq., of this city,

formerly editor of the Neiv York Horticulturist

and a better vegetable physiologist than whom
nowhere can be found, and to whom I made
known my experiments at that time, carried
the investigation still farther. He subjected
the seed of Stipa pennata or feather grass, a
very difficult seed to germinate under the most

favorable circumstances, to the constant effect

of camphor water used from a very fine rose.
Suffice it to say, that all the seed germinated in
less than two weeks, and thus, said Mr. Mead,
"more seed seemed to come up than I put in
the ground j" This, one of the most difficult

of germinating seeds, requires from two months
and over to develop its germinating power.
The same gentleman treated some cactus seed
of the genus Mammittaria in a like manner,
and positively asserted that the growth which
the young plants have made since is twice that
observed under favorable yet ordinary circum-
stances.

Several vegetable physiologists of Europe
have long ago proved the efficacy of camphor
in calling the dormant vital principle of seeds
into action, and I therefore consider it my duty
to help diffuse useful knowledge. Seed, which
appeared to have lost its germinating power
from age, was restored to life by the wonder-
fully stimulating treatment of camphor. It

should be stated, however, that some seeds na-
turally retain this germinating power for many
years, as, for instance, melon seeds, which has
been known to germinate after having been
kept 40 years !

Camphor water may be had at any of the
drug stores, and persons wishing to use it in

large quantities can make it very easily by ob-
serving the following directions : Take two
drachms of camphor, pour over it from half to

one teaspoonful of strong alcohol, and with a
mortar or the use of a large earthen bowl and
potatoe-masher, rub the camphor into a very
fine powder. Then mix with it four drachms
of carbonate of magnesia, previously reduced
to a powder, and when both are thoroughly
mixed, gradually add two pints of water, a lit-

tle at a time, in the manner of stirring water
into flour for making a batter. Lastly, filter

through bibulous paper, or in lieu thereof, a dou-
ble thickness of ordinary newspaper may be
substituted for a filter. A piece of unbleached
cotton cloth or Canton flannel would answer
as well. Water, in the presence of magnesia,
takes up and holds in solution a small portion
only of camphor. Dk. E. C. Lectic.
Murray Hill, N. Y.

To Prune or not to Prune.

Editors Press:— ''How shall I prune these

trees?" said a customer to me, to whom I had

just sold a fine lot of fruit trees, for starting an

orchard. Don't prune them at all, said a nur-

seryman, who was standing by. I know Owen
will tell you to prune, but I am an older man
than he is, and have been longer in the busi-

ness; and I advise you to set your trees just as

they are, and not cut them all to pieces. They

are fine trees with nice heads, already started,

and it is a shame to have them spoiled by cut-

ting the tops and limbs all off.

Well, said the customer, as you both seem to

be acquainted with fruit culture, I will dividethe
matter between you; and prune half of them,
according to one practice, and set the other half

according to the theory that " nature will form
the branches of fruit trees best, without the

aid of pruning shears."

When I had cut all the second years' growth
off of the two-year-old trees, and about half of

the straight stem of the yearlings, he went
home and set them out very nicely, and made a

splendid growth on them that seasou; and hav-

ing planted them, pruned and unpruned pro-

miscuously through the orchard, he had a good
opportunity to test the two theories.

Well, as I was passing his placejin the next fall,

he asked me to call and look at his trees. Now,
said he, I find by experience that one fact is

worth a dozen theories. Here you see that the

trees that were pruned, have made twice the
growth that those have mude that were not

pruned. And more than that, they have thrown
out limbs low down on the trees, so that I can
form the heads low down, and thus protect

the trunks from the heat of the sun, and the fruit

from the eli'ects of the strong winds. I also

have it in a more convenient situation for gather-

ing than it would be on the high topped trees.

The old "nurseryman" refered to, had planted

an orchard, twenty years before that date, and
his orchard was all dead, or nearly so, except

his cherry trees, for he had adhered strictly to

his theory of letting nature do her own prun-

ing; and as nature had formed forks in many
of his trees, the high winds took the advantage
of them while loaded with fruit, and split them
down to the ground, and spoiled them entirely.

Others formed such excessive tops, that the

trees were literally smothered or exhausted by
being over-burdened witli fruit, for they bore

regularly every year, until they began to die.

Now as there are a good many young trees

set this winter throughout the State (but not

half a3 many as ought to have been), I mention
those facts for the benefit of those interested.

1 have tried both theories for twenty-live years,

and I advise you to prune close at setting out,

and then thin out every year after, and don't

let your trees fork—keep one main stem, and
let the limbs grow out on the sides, and low
down. Some trees are inclined to grow very

tall, with the limbs close together; such must
be cut back, and encouraged to spread out.

The yellow uewtown pippin and esopus spit-

zenberg apple are of this character. The yel-

low belle fieur is of the opposite character,

and must be trained up a little, but needs a

good deal of thinning out. M. P. Owen.
Soquel, March 5th 1878.

Firewood to the Acre.

In a good deal of observation on the subject,
says Marsh, the largest quantity of marketable
wood I have ever known cut on an acre of vir-

gin forest was 104 cords, or 493 cubic yards,
and half that amount is considered a very fair

yield. This estimate is far above the averages
given to the statistician of our department of

agriculture, which are as below:
In Franklin county Me., the best woodland

yields forty cords per acre; the average is about
twenty-five. In Sagadahock and Hancock
counties the average yield is thirty cords per
acre.

In New Hampshire, the average yield is put
from twenty to forty cords per acre in the dif-

ferent counties.

In Vermont, the forests yield from twenty-
five to fifty cords per acre. Some forests are
estimated to furnish 200 cords.

In Rhode Island, about thirty cords per acre.

In Connecticut, sprout lands yield about
twenty-five cords per acre every twenty-five
years.

In New York, from thirty to sixty cords per
acre. The original forests in some of the coun-
ties are estimated at sixty-five cords.

In Delaware, well-set second growth wood-
lawn yields thirty to forty cords per acre.

In Maryland, from thirty to forty cords, etc.

In Oregon, however, among the evergreens
and oaks, the yield seems perfectly astounding.
In Douglas county there are thousands of acres
which would yield from 300 to 600 cords per
acre. Oak-timbered lands yield an average 100
cords per acre. Says the annual report of the
land office, in relation to this land, " it will pro-

duce from 25,000 to 300,000 feet per acre," and
" there are vast tracts that would cover the en-
tire surface with cord wood ten feet in hight.

"

The report speaks of forests of pine trees
" from one to fifteen feet in diameter, and 200
to 300 feet high," and red and yellow pines of

gigantic growth, often attaining a hight of 300
feet, and from nine to twelve feet in diameter.

Various Woods.

The following are interesting items concern-
ing the commercial value and properties of the
better known woods, as laid down by the
American Builder:

Elasticity.—Ash, hickory, hazel, lancewood,
chesuut (small), yew, snakewood.

Elasticity and Toughness. —Oak, beech, elm,

lignum-vitiv, walnut, hornbeam.
Even grain (for Carving or Engraving).—Pear,

pine, box, lime tree.

Durability (in Dry Works).—Cedar, oak,

yellow pine, chestnut.

Building (Ship-Building).—Cedar, pine (deal),

fir, larch, elm, oak, locust, teak. Wet con-

struction (as piles, foundations, flumes, etc.).

—

Elm, alder, beech, oak, whitewood, chestnut,

ash, spruce, sycamore.
Machinery and Millwork (Frames).—Ash,

beech, birch, pine, elm, oak. Rollers, etc.

—

Box, lignum- vit;e, mahogany. Teeth of wheels.

—Crab tree, hornbeam, locust. Foundry pat-

terns.—Alder, pine, mahogany.
Furniture (Common).—Beech, birch, cedar,

cherry, pine, whitewood. Best furniture.

—

Amboyna, black ebony, mahogany, cherry,

maple, walnut, oak, rosewood, satinwood,

sandalwood, chestnut, cedar, tulip wood, zebra

wood, ebony.

Of these varieties, those that chiefly enter

into commerce in this country are oak, hickory,

ash, elm, cedar, black walnut, maple, cherry,

butternut, etc.

American Axes in England.—Ex-Premier

Gladstone has become the Horace Greeley of

England, and wields the American axe as freely

as he writes pamphlets. More than this, the an-

nouncement is made that the American style of

axe has been introduced by enterprising En-

glish manufacturers, and they have ground

their tools by getting the great liberal to turn

the crank. The narrative is in this wise: A
Sheffield firm about the year 1873, commenced
the sale of an excellent American patent axe,

which was shown and attracted considerable
notice in the trade at the South Kensington ex-

hibition of that year. The blade was the

best polished steel and the handle of hickory,

and, inspired with a happy thought, the linn

recently presented one of the highly-finished

specimens to the statesman woodman, who not
only accepted the gift, but has also used the
axe. Acknowledging the gift, Mr. Gladstone
writes: "Gentlemen, I am so glad you have
added that useful article, the American axe, to

the list of our home productions, and I thank
you for favoring me with a specimen, which
seems, as much trial as I have made, to possess

all the merits of the original. I find it neces-

sary to study efficiency in proportion and
weight, and it is under this issue that 1 think

the American axe comes out well, especially for

soft and free-grained woods. The handle is, I

think, excellent, but I always wish it were cut

straight across at the end, at tight angle to

its direction or axis. I remain, gentlemen,
your faithful servant, W. E. Gladstone. De-
cember 13th, 1877." This make for the future,

we understand, is to be termed "The Gladstone
wedge axe."

Notes on Preserving Wood.

An increased demand for one of the residual
coal tar products of gas manufacture is likely
to arise, at no distant day, for the purpose of
preserving wood from rot, and from the action
of the various marine worms that so rapidly
destroy woodwork in salt water. By permis-
sion of the Directors of the American Society
of Civil Engineers, a paper of great interest in
this connection was read by Mr. E. R. An-
drews, of Boston; specimens of wood were ex-
hibited which has been treated 20 years, and in

constant use in railroad ties which showed no
signs of decay. The process, as described,
consists in extracting the sap from "green"
wood, placed "in vaccuo," and then filling the
pores thus emptied of their sap with creosote
oil under a pressure of from b'O to 100 pounds.

Results obtained abroad have established the
practicability of the process, and its perfect
success in preserving timber.

A writer in the Journal of Forestry gives the
following on preserving fence posts: What I

would recommend with fence posts is: the ma-
terials, when felled, to be directly sawn into
posts, and stored under sheds thoroughly ven-
tilated, where they will remain at least a year
exposed to sun and wind. The neck, or part
between wind and water, of each post should
be slowlv charred over a strong fire—slowly,
because our principle means heating the timber
thoroughly to the heart, so as to extract any
moisture which may still be lodged at the center,

and hardening a crust on the surface of the
posts.

Afterward, to prevent the posts absorbing
water, they should be well coated with coal tar,

having its acid destroyed with fresh quicklime.
The tar should be thoroughly boiled, to evap-
orate all watery matter, and applied boiling

hot. A large tank holding the posts set on end,
and filled with the scalding tar from a boiler,

answers the purpose very well. Of course the
upper half of the posts can be painted when
placed "in place.' I am fully convinced coal

tar, properly applied to thoroughly seasoned
timber, is far more effectual in preserving posts

than creosoting, poisoning, kyanizing, or all the
paraphernalia ^of iron prongs, sheet-iron wrap-
pers (an American invention), etc. One great
recommendation in favor of the above process
is that it requires no skilled labor, and the cost

is a mere trifle.

Preserving Wood by the Application or
Lime.—The method of preserving wood by the
application of lime, as pursued by M. Svostal,

is published in the French journals. He piles

the planks in a tank, and pu|s over all a layer of

quick-lime, which is gradually slaked with wa-
ter. Timber for mines require about a week
to be thoroughly impregnated, and other wood
more or less time according to its thickness,

The material acquires remarkable consistence

and hardness on being subjected to this simple
process, and it is alleged, will never rot.

Beechwood has been prepared in this way for

hammers and other tools for iron works, and is

said to become as hard as oak without parting
with any of its well-known elasticity or tough-
ness, and to last much longer that when not
thus prepared.

Imitation Ebony.—Ebonized wood is much
in demand nowadays for painted panels and
other decorative purposes. In some respects it

is preferable to the genuine ebony. Apple,
pear and walunt wood, especially if fine-

grained, may be "ebonized" by the following
process: Boil in a glazed vessel, with water,
four ounces of gall-nuts, one ounce of logwood
chips, half an ounce of vitriol and half an ounce
of crystallized verdigris; filter while warm, and
brush the wood with the hot solution a number
of times. The wood, thus stained black, is

then to be coated two or three times (being
allowed to dry completely after each coating)

with a solution of one ounce of iron fillings in a
quart of good wine vinegar. This is to be pre-

pared hot, and allowed to cool before use.

Choosing a Scythe.—The disposition of

steel in a scythe is to be best understood by
seeing one which has been bioken across the
blade. Sometimes tools of this class are steeled

"naked," so that all the steel shows itself at

once on the top side of the blade, but this plan
is not to be recommended. It is better to have
iron on both sides of the steel which just shows
itself along the edge, and runs in toward the

back to stiffen the blade and to form a constant
cutting edge as the tool wears away. Now, in

buying a tool, bear in mind that the most steel

may show in the one steeled naked, because all

that is there is in sight, but in the other case

there would be a great deal more steel useful

for carrying an edge, although it would show
less because the bulk of it would be hidden be-

tween the iron. It will not do, then, to bo de-

ceived by appearances. The best plan is to de-
pend on a good maker for good steel and suffi-

cient of it.

Plain and Galvanized Iron Wire.—The
Telegraphic Journal says that in reply to a com-
munication addressed to them by Mr. G. B.

Prescott, the well-known American electrician,

a number of the European telegraph administra-

tions have, without exception, given the result

of their experience as in favor of galvanized
wire on the score of ultimate economy. It ap-

pears from these reports that the duration of

non-galvanized wire for telegraphic purposes in

Europe is from 15 to 20 years. Galvanized wire

that has been in use some 25 years gives little

sign of deterioration.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for this

department.

Removal.

Until further notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Grange will he at 106 Davis street, in the store of

the Grangers' Business Association. Correspondents will

continue to send their communications to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore.

Exorbitant Interest.—No. 3.

Objection to Usury Laws.

Editors Press: —In this number I propose to

answer the objections commonly offered to the

passage of usury laws in the State of California.

It is objected:

First, That " a stringent usury law, restrict-

ing the rate of interest to 9% as a maximum,
would drive a large amount of capital out of the

State." I think not. Such laws have been
enacted in nearly all civilized States, and who
ever heard of wealthy citizens leaving such
States in any considerable numbers because of

such laws ? Few wealthy Californians would
leave this State, where their capital is invested,

for any other country. And if they should,

where could they do better'/ Not in the East-

ern States, not in Europe. Nor would they
resort to Mexico or South America, where the

governments are so uusettled and where capital

is a "shining mark " to revolutionists. I have no
fear that any respectable amount of capital

would leave this State in consequence of the

enactment and enforcement of a decent usury
law.

Second, It is objected that "such a law,

however worded and however guarded, would
be sure to be evaded by the capitalist and thus
made a dead letter." If this' objection is based
on fact, then the money lenders are, as a class,

utterly disloyal to the State, whose laws they
despise, evade and trample under foot. If we
have such a class of men among us, who set at

naught a solemn enactment of the State and
defy its power, then it is time for us to wake
up to the fact and see if we can't make rich

men and money lenders respect our laws as well
as farmers and merchants, and mechanics and
working men. If there be such a class or if the
money loaners, as a class, are such lawless men,
they are the men who ought to have restric-

tions put around their power. But I do not
believe money lenders, as a class, are so dis-

loyal. I believe the majority of them will obey
the law when enacted. In States where I have
lived they have done so. We have made laws
against buying votes and fraudulent voting.
People said we could not enforce it; but we have
in a large portion of the voting precincts of the
State. They used to say that we could not en-
force an anti-gambling law in San Francisco.
But we have and we can enforce a usurv law if

we set about it. At least, before we say
we can't, let us try. If among the provisions
of such a law there be this, that forfeiture of

the principal shall be the penalty for any
attempted evasion of the law, I think the cases
of evasion would be few, especially after a few
had been punished in that way.

Third, It is objected that " capitalists would
hoard their money rather than lend it at such
rates." Not much. They love money too well
to leave it unproductive in vaults when they
can loan on good security at 6%. Nor will they
invest it in business, for no legitimate business
can earn more than (i

,
per annum in this State.

Fourth, It is objected that " money is some-
times worth more than 6/ and therefore it is

just that we should pay more." But I reply,
sometimes it is worth less than 6 '. What we
want is to lix upon a rate which will fairly
represent the average value of money as usually
invested in this State. Do legitimate invest-
ments in this State, in general, pay an annual
interest of over 6 % ? There is but one answer
to this question, and a usury law should repre-
sent the fair average value of investments and
fix the rate of interest accordingly.

It is further objected that we have no more
right to set bounds to the interest capitalists shall
exact for the use of their money, than we have
to fix the prices at which men shall sell their
wheat, horses, wool, salt, coal, etc. This is a
very serious objection and more commonly urged
than any other that I know of, against the pas-
sage of usury laws. I propose to give it a some-
what extended, and, I hope, thorough examina-
tion. I reply then, lirst: The value of money,
coin, gold and silver, stands on a different basis
from that of wool, grain, provisions, etc. In
the first place the State confers a special value,
not small, upon money, in that it requires all
taxes to be paid in that particular kind a/ property
alone. If it would take for taxes, wool, hay,
grain, etc., there would be vastly less demand
for the precious metals. But it wont. It says,
"you must pay in the precious metals or money
alone." This enhances the demand for money,
ami, of course, increases its value. Let it say,
" taxes must be paid in wool only," and wool
will rise and the wool holders will have us in
their power, and all the people will be found
kneeling before the sheep corral. Bu t it happens
not to be wool or grain, that is thus favored
with this patronage of the State. And the
State, having by its patronage, its pap, so to
speak, fattened this dwarf, and made him a
giant, with power to crush at will his brethren,
ought to be so hampered and held in, that the

public shall not be damaged thereby. Again
this valuation and power of gold or money is

immensely increased by the State and general

government, when it compels all men by severe

laws to pay all debts, public or private, in money.
Hay, and wool and corn, etc., are not a legal

tender to pay the myriad debts the people owe
one to another. No, the law says, "you 7nust

go to the capitalist, and buy from him his coin,

for that only shall be received for debts." This
increases immensely the power of the capitalist,

that is, the holder and loaner of money. The
government has, by this law, created an un-
limited demand for his coin. The wool-holder
by his side, though a millionaire in pounds of

wool, finds no such increase of demand for his

property by reason of the action of government.
The government, having, therefore, by its laws,

placed immense power into the hands of the
holders and loaners of money, is bound to see
to it that that power be not abused and per-

verted, as to paralyze enterprise, cripple indus-
try, and oppress the masses on which the State
leans for support.

To make this right of the State to pass usury
laws more plain still, let us suppose the State
shall turn around and favor the wool interest,

as now it does money. Let it decree that thence-
forth it wont take money for taxes at all, but
will take wool instead, in pounds, in bales and
tons. Let it make all debts payable only in

wool at so much per pound. What a vast de-
mand would at once spring up for wool. Coin
would go down and wool go up. Everybody
would have wool, not only for clothing, etc., but
to pay debts and taxes. This great increase of

demand would at once raise the value of wool,
would quadruple the wealth of the wool-holder
and wool-grower, and give him immense power
to oppress. Could he not say to us, "You must
pay thus and thus for my wool, or your taxes
and debts may go unpaid." The argument is

this, that the State, which by its patronage and
laws so largely creates the gigantic power of

money, is bound to restrain it so that the public
be not injured thereb}'. And how much sense
would there be in the wool-holders cry, if fa-

vored as 1 have supposed above and endowed
with crushing power, " what right have you to

say what terms I shall demand for my wool f"

Just as much as the capitalist has in crying out
against usury laws. 1 will pursue this subject
farther in my next. S. Bristol.
San Buenaventura, Cal.

Floating in the Current.

Editors Press:—Insurance in its varied ap-

plications is a feature of civilization of com-

paratively modern times. It has become, how-

ever, a recognized necessity with all commercial

nations. There can be but one opinion as to

the benefits resulting from an honestly conducted

business, embodying the equitable principles,

which are the basis of insurance.

It is questionable if many, or, in fact, any of

the scores of corporations, associations, or in-

dividuals representing insurance at the present

time confine themselves strictly within the rul-

ings of the original code. So widely has this

departure separated the interests of the assured
and insurer, that, if not directly antagonistic,

they are no longer equitable or mutual, save
only in name.

It is not my purpose to discuss the merits, or
demerits or ethicB of insurance, but submit a
few figures and ask for a solution of the problem.
This may be arrived at more understandingly, if

put in form as follows:

Query -First, upon what basis were the cal-

culations made in establishing the present rate

of premiums, charged for risks upon property
rendered ten times extra hazardous from the
cupidity of solicitors, in their anxiety to effect

insurance and secure their commission ?

Second query: Who pays the lossess incurred
by granting excessive insurance upon property,
effected most frequently in the interest of un-
scrupulous persons, who adopt this method as
the readiest means for realizing, thus who are
virtually offend a bonus for incendiarism?
Third query: Who supports, in princely style,

the host of officials, agents, clerks and attaches,
who tenant the marble palaces upon the princi-

pal thoroughfares of all the great citiea and
towns, and with supercilious condescension be-
stow their attention on the great unwashed ?

Query fourth : By what rule of addition are
the regular and highly profitable dividends re-

turned to stockholders, in marine, fire, life, and
a score of other kinds of insurance companies ?

Life insurance is deserving our special at-

tention, inasmuch as it owes its existence to a
spirit of benevolence; a desire to advance the
welfare of humanity by extending a helping
hand beyond the grave. Affording to policy-
holders the consolation and comforting assur-
ance that all which is required of them, be-
sides pa) ing their premiums with punctuality
and scrupulous exactness, is to open new ac-
counts on the books of the hereafter, and by
proxy obtain that for which they have labored
in life, and had to die to secure.

This is not, however, within the scope of our
diagnosis, which is essentially mundane, and
will be presented in the form of an account,
which will be more readily understood when
in Arabic figures, than if in those of speech
which are current with the oily-tongued persist-
ent solicitors, who insist upon a policy in their
company being equivalent to fully paid-up stock
in the philosopher's stone, or a controlling in-

terest in the purse of Fortunatus which it was
impossible to empty.
The following figures are from a ledger, with

a page opened for an 18 years' endowment policy
for $5,000, payable in case of death of the as-

sured, or when he should reach the age of 55
years. The premiums to be paid in 10 annual
payments:

[UK ENEOWMEST POLICY—-DR.

To cash for 10 annual payments of $410.50 each .$4,105.00
To interest account on amount of premiums,

less dividends at IX 1,158.62

Total

CREDIT.

By cash received for dividends. . .

.

.5,263.62

t 92S.41

Total $4,435.21

The policy stands debited at the expiration
of 10 years, when the last premium was paid,
$4, 435. 21 , calculating the interest on the net
amounts paid for premiums at 7%. Supposing
the holder wishes to realize by surrendering his
policy to the company and thereby cancel their
obligations to him, what amount ought he in

justice to receive?

With professions of liberality unparalled, they
will give under certain conditions $2,200—or
2,235.21 less than the cost of the policy to the
holder, and $2,545.62 less than the money paid
in premiums would have amounted to had it

been paid invested in 5-20 U. S. bonds, with in-

terest paid annually; instead of semi-annually
as it has been on that class of securities. No
financial ability is required and but a slight

knowledge of book-keeping to determine upon
which side of the ledger such an account muse
be balanced, or who supplies the funds for

maintaining the multitude of magnificent idlers,

some of whom are receiving salaries and per-

quisites double what is paid to the chief officer

of the nation.
Monetary.

What has been said relative to insurance will

suffice for the present. While our pencil is in

practice, it is suggested to test the truth of

what we have heard and seen for some time past
about the evil results which would follow the
restoration of silver to its rank on the list of

precious metals. No account will be taken of

the oceans of ink, reams, bundles and bales of

paper, or the vast amount of oxygen consumed
by the advocates of the so-termed single stand-
ard, \gold, this condition of mind is

not credited to the interference of the gods in

their displeasure for the insane worship of this

Hebrew idol. It is a type of madness or mono-
mania (money mania) which is hopelesssly in-

curable, judging from the many misstatements,
perversions of facts, erroneous conclusions, etc.,

coming frequently from otherwise candid
and intelligent persons, who cannot be accused
of any pecuniary bias in the matter.
What we had in mind for testing was the

truth of the assertion that remonetizing silver

would be equivalent to repudiation of our
national obligations; that it would be breaking
faith with the foreign bondholders, who had
paid for them in that cherished standard of all

values, gold, and who would be swindled out of

their money.
During the year 1S64, when the greatest num-

ber and amount of United States bonds were
issued and sold, the premium on gold averaged
203 /.. From that time to and including 1868,

it averaged 170 i premium. Let us to our fig-

ures again, as they need no explanation:

I\ S. BOND ACCOCNT, DR.,MM 31sT, 1864.

To cash paid for .41,000 5-20 U. S. bond, in Lon-
don acceptance, CO days usance $402.60

To interest account for 13 yoars' interest on amt.

,

at 6%, compounded annually 501.44

Total $1,084.04
CREDIT.

By 13 years' interest, received semiannually on
$1,000, at 6

, paid in (fold $780.00
By interest on same, %%. 120.09
By 1 exchange and usance on $403 4.9.1

By exempiion from 2
j
tax for 13 years, an aver-

age valuation of $800 $16 per anuum -com-
pound at 6 X 32° 1

4

By cash ree'd Dec. :tlst, '77, in gold, for bondsold. 1.070.0

1

Total $2,295.16
Cost of bond and compound interest on invest-
ment $1,084.04

Net gain $1,211.12

This is the showing that the bondholders
ledger offers: $1,211.12 netted on an investment
of less than $500, after charging the investment
with the interest—amounting to $501.44—which
in justice should appear on the other side of the

account, as it is really a gain to the holder of

the bond, going directly into his pocket. This
account would then show $1,802.56 to be what
the swindled bondholders have realized by tak-

ing advantage of Uncle Samuel's necessities -a
trifle over2J,j a month for the 13 years which
the money has been invested in these blasted

Yankee bonds !

For what purpose were brains given if we
never use them, but allow others to think and
act for us ? (x. C. Pearson.

South Vallejo, March 1, 1878.

Car^i'inez Straits.—Several of the writers,

says the AUa, who have undertaken to enlighten

the public about the measure necessary to pro-

tect the Sacramento-San .Joaquin valley against

floods, assume that the Strait of Carquinez is

not wide and deep enough to carry off the

waters. This is a mistake. In 1861-62, when
November brought four inches of rain, Decem-
ber nine and a half, January 24, and February
seven and a half, making 45 inches in four

months, with simultaneous floods in all the

streams tributary to the (iolden Gate, the
waters of Suisun bay rose very little above the

ordinary level of high tide.

California.
FRESNO.
Sheep Buyers.—Expositor, March 14: Peo-

ple who are fortunate enough to have fat cattle
and sheep are finding a ready market for them.
Parties representing San Francisco and Oakland
slaughtering establishments are traveling
through the country purchasing fat sheep and
cattle. For sheep they pay $3 per head, and
for cattle the average price paid is $30 per head
Summer Fallowing. — Republican, March

16: J. H. Clark who, with his brother, owns
several sections of land between Fresno and
Fresno slough, has commenced summer fallow-
ing about 10 miles west of Fresno, and near Dr.
Estills sheep ranch. Charles Beale has six

horses with a four-gang plow at work, and Mr.
Clark will start another team in a few days.
He says that the soil is a rich, black loam, and
thinks it equal to any in the county. Abun-
dance of water was found by digging at 14 feet,

and pumps will be put in sufficient to irrigate

au orchard and garden right away, and the
feasibility of irrigating with pumps on a large
scale will be thoroughly tested. Mr. Clark is

greatly pleased with the appearance of his land
after plowing, and feels certain that it can all

be cultivated either with or without water.
All of the teams on the Eggers ranch are sum-
mer fallowing, and more than 1,000 acres will
be ready for seeding before the rain of another
winter. A considerable part of the McNeal
place (Could farm) has been uncultivated this

year, and now is one great paradise of flowers.

Teams will be at work in a few days turning
them all under and another season will witness
grain growing in their stead. Along the foot-

hills summer fallowing has not been much
practiced heretofore, but farmers have come to
realize that it is the only perfectly safe way to

farm without water, and hereafter large tracts

now idle will come under cultivation in this

way.

LOS ANGELES.
The Beks.—Outlook, March 16: In company

with A. S. Smith, of Los Angeles, we enjoyed a

pleasaut horseback ride up through Old Santa
Monica canyon. We found the apiaries in good
trim, and the little busy bees working away as

though they intended to make amends for the
losses of last season.

Editors Press:—Theodore Skillman of Pet-

aluma, breeder and importer of thoroughbred
horses, has just arrived in Los Angeles with
two of his fine, pure, Norman stock, imported
by him' from Dillon's in Illinois. "Ironclad," a
bright bay colt, two years old past and weigh-

ing 1,650 lbs., is a perfect show. The other, "Sen-
sation, " is three years past, 'of a dapple gray color,

and weight 1,525 lbs. All who see this impor-

tation say it is just what is needed is this lati-

tude, where roadsters are so scarce, and few

choice farm horses are now bred. Mathemati-
cians dare not figure on the future weight of

" Ironclad when he is matured, for fear the

figure will be too high up.—C.
MENDOCINO.
The Season.—Editors Press:—The amount

of rainfall to date at Porno, in Potter valley, is

41.25 inches, and for February 14.66 inches. It

looks as though the spell had broken, and that

we would henceforth have pleasant weather. I

have resided here for the past 18 years and
never saw it rain so steady, and had it not been

for the fact that the world is to be destroyed by
fire, we would have feared another general

flood. At Willitsville, in Little Lake valley,

distant from Porno about 20 miles, they had up-

wards of 60 inches. That place is a little higher

in altitude than Pomo, but I think the main

cause of the excess of rainfall is due to the fact

that it is situated near the great redwood belt

of timber, and near the dividing ridge that sep-

arates the waters flowing direct to the coast and

into Eel river. This is not an isolated circum-

stance, but only one instance of the great dif-

ference in the amount of rainfall with but a

few miles separating the localities. Some of the

crops hereabouts look very well, but much is

undoubtedly drowned out. I notice a good deal

of cheat among my volunteer grain.—El 8.

Bin blow, Potter valley, March 10th.

MONTEREY.
Work.—Castroville Argus, March 16: The

fair weather of this week enabling farmers on

the bottom lands to resume seeding, such work

lias been actively going on until the unsown

area is limited to a few small parcels in the

lower portion of the Cooper rancho. The up-

lands north and east of town, and the bottoms

south, present an almost unbroken sheet of

green grain, and it may tiuly be said that never

before was the crop prospect in March more

favorable than now", the remark applying as

well to other portions of the valley as to this

immediate vicinity.

The Salinas Valley.—Index, March 16:

The past two weeks have been very favorable

to farming operations in this valley, the plows

running diligently on lands not previously

seeded. It is estimated that the quantity of

land cultivated in the county is increased this

year by at least one-fourth, and grass and grain

are now growing prodigiously.

NAPA.
Editors Press:—We have had a down-pourin

Napa valley, which will satisfy the most exact-

ing. It has been rain, rain, with an occasional

fair day, ever since the 14th of January, and

the rain gauge at St. Helena marks 45 inches.
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Owing to a favorable fall, our farmers generally

got their crops in early, and the consequence is

a very rank growth, some of which is already

two feet high, or more, and will be apt to fall

or lodge badly. That sown in December bids

fair to make the best crop this year, though
very early sown is generally the best. The
continuous rains have interfered with vineyard

pruning. In some instances men constructed

mud shoes—after the fashion of snow shoes

—

that they might keep themselves on the surface

of the soft, yielding earth, and in that way have
managed to forward their work. The next four

or six weeks will be a busy time for the vinicul-

turist, dressing and plowing his vines.—J.

Mavity.
SAN DIEGO.
Planting "Dogs."— Union: About 12

months since, Dr. Reniondino began the im-

provement of half a block of land in Sherman's

addition, and, as an experiment, buried a dog

under each tree planted. Yesterday we went
through the premises with the Doctor, and were
surprised at the great growth of the trees.

There is a great variety, but there are more
lemon and orange trees than others. One
orange tree is six or seven feet high. The
Doctor accounted for its unusual hight from
the fact of there having been a "yaller dog"
planted there. The Doctor prefers "yaller

dogs" to any other. His second choice is black

and tan. In the Doctor's own words, he has

wrought a "vast change in the spot which, but
a few months since, was a vast howling wilder-

ness."

SAN JOAQUIN.
A Wind Stoem.—Independent, March 1C: A

severe wind and sand storm of so local a char-

acter that it would appear to have been more of

the nature of a whirlwind, was experienced a
few days since at the ranch of Hon. Samuel
Meyers, about eight miles south of Lathrop.

Mr. Meyers had in 1,000 acres of wheat, of

which 200 acres was totally destroyed by the
violence of the wind. On an adjoining ranch
1,000 acres of wheat were destroyed, belonging
to a man who leased £he farm, and who, having
raised no crop last season, had run in debt about
$1,000 to put in his crop this year. He is in

hopes, however, that he may be able to re-seed

the land and raise a crop yet this season. We
have heard of no other damage done by the
storm, and note this as quite a remarbable oc-

currence. .

SAN MATEO.
Notes.— Times and Gazette, March 16: Grain

in the vicinity of Mayfield is looking exceed-
ingly well. In a few places on flat grounds the
excessive supply of water has injured it slightly,

but it is believed that it will all come out right,

and that hardly an acre has been ruined. The
beautiful weather of a week past has been
busily employed by the farmers of the county in

completing the work of putting in seed, and
that labor is rapidly approaching a close. It is

said that very little grain has been damaged by
the excessive rains on the coast or on the moun-
tain ranches in this county.

SANTA CLARA.
Anatto Seed.—Gilroy Advocate, March 16:

A sample of the red-coated seeds of the Bixa
orellana, a shrub native to the West Indies and
South America, was placed on our table yester-

day. The article of commerce known as anatto,

used to color cheese, is obtained from the aril

of this seed. In South America an improved
flavor is given to chocolate by its use; it is also

employed in medicine to color ointments and
liquids. Mr. Davison, manager of the Gilroy
cheese factory, received a package of seed from
New York, and has distributed most of it

among citizens, who intend to plant and raise

it if possible. Should they meet with success

our cheese men may in the future be free from
the adulterated compounds which are often

sold in the market as genuine anatto paste. We
shall plant and watch the progress of this seed
with more than common interest.

Le Roi Carrotte.—Mercury: Wm. Boots,

one of our most successful vegetable and fruit

growers, showed us a, carrot that weighed 74
pounds. It measured 41 inches in - its largest

circumference, and 32 in length. We hope
none of our contemporaries will jeopardize their

reputations for truth and veracity by producing
a larger carrot.

SONOMA.
Plowing.—Healdsburg Enterprise, March 14:

Many of our farmers have commenced plowing
their corn ground, which turns up loose and
mellow, notwithstanding the late heavy rains.

So far as we can learn, the prospects for good
crops depends largely upon the April weather.
Should it prove dry and windy it will have an
effect to bake the soil, which now contains
so much moisture. However, a few good April
showers, very likely to occur, will keep the
soil in good condition.

SOLANO.
Wool Pulling.—Vallejo Chrtnicle, March

16: Mr. M. Sullivan is progressing very nicely
in his wool pulling establishment. During the
last two months he has made extensive im-
provements in buildings and surroundings. He
has at present from three to ten sacks of wool
averaging 240 pounds per sack drying, and
about twice as much in readiness to be dried.

Thus far he has made the business pay, and he
expects to make improvements in proportion to
the increase of his business; and in the course
of a few years he expects to have as large a
wool pulling establishment as there is in the
State.

Grain in the Hills. - P.io Vista Enterjwigr,

March 16: The grain is reported in a flourish-

ing condition in the hills. The farmers are ex-
pecting large crops and are preparing for it

already. And arrangements are being made to
summer fallow land. The ground is at present
too wet to cultivate.

Dixon.—Tribune, March 16: During the
last week or 10 days a considerable number of

farmers have been sowing, and some plowing
also. Others whose land was summer fallowed
will not sow. The rain of Wednesday was just
the thing needed by the grain recently sowed.

TUOLUMNE.
Orange Growing. — Editors Press :—The

cultivation of the orange is to be thoroughly
tested, in this county, this and future seasons.
Mr. West, of Stockton, has an enterprising
agent at Shaw's Flat, who has sold many trees

of the different varieties, at prices varying from
$1.50 to $3, for choice selections, according to

age, etc. A Mr. SchelL of Knight's Ferry, has
planted 200 trees. Knight's Ferry or La Grange,
situated on the extreme of the foothills, bor-

dering the great plains, cannot be excelled in

the State for early vegetables or tropical pro-

ductions, and must soon come to the front in

orange and lemon culture. A company from
Ventura county is also engaged hauling well

selected varieties in a wagon. The selling party
was quite elated with his success, expecting to

sell his present load within a few hours after

reaching Sonora. Prices vary from six bits to

one dollar, for trees from two to four years, all

budded or grafted. Almost every settler by the
wayside is adorning his surroundings by the
beautiful evergreen of the orange. There seems
to be a universal desire to cultivate the useful

and richly flavored tropical fruits. The lemon
will follow suit. The young trees would now
be eagerly bought up if offered for sale. For
the present, the orange tree seems to be the
favorite. No fruit exists so universally esteemed
as the orange, lemon and lime, not merely for

their pleasant flavor and appetizing effects, but
as health promoters. A morning's lemonade or

an orange seems to be a natural blood cleanser.

In sickness they are invaluable, and why should
they not be invaluable in warding oft" sickness.

If oranges were more freely used, the morning's
bitters at saloons would not be so freely used.

All this tends to urge the necessity of a more
bountiful supply of the luscious morsel, and it

is with satisfaction that I record the fact, that

this county will soon supply the home consump-
tion, bringing profit to the horticulturists, pleas-

ure and health to the consumers. So mote it be.

J. Ralph, a Sonora farmer, has just left from
Oakdale, with three Buckeye mowers, rakes and
plows for the farmers above Sonora, an earnest of

prosperity and progress.

—

John Taylor, Mount
Pleasant, March 17th, 1878.

TULARE.
Irrigation.—Delta, March 16: Pertinent ob-

servation of a man while traveling through
the Tule river country: If the growth of vege-

tation be significant of the quality and capacity

of the land in Tulare county, then does the

land around Farmersville, and from there south-

east to Porterville, thence to Deer creek, and all

the land between Tule river and Deer creek, as

far west as three miles from Woodville, take

the lead of the famous Mussel slough country.

It is at least equal to and comprises a greater

area than that district, and is notably suscept-

ible of irrigation, with superior advantages as

to the lay of the land for a net work of ditches

to supply the whole of the land drained by both

Tule river and Deer creek. When the farmers

fully understand that water fallowing should

precede summer fallowing, they will surely

realize good crops every season.

VENTURA.
Editors Press:—The weather is warm and

lovely, the ground is mostly too wet to plow
except on sandy or hilly land. Feed is splendid.

Almond trees are in full bloom. Seedling peach
trees are commencing to bloom—R. Lyon, Ven-
tura, March 4th.

YOLO.
Notes.—Mail, March 14: A friend informs

us that in an extensive survey of the wheat crop

of Yolo county, he is somewhat surprised to

find so much of it drowned out in Egypt coun-

try lying to the southwest of Woodland, and
near Willow slough. He is a threshing ma-
chine man, consequently takes an acute interest

in this matter, but we hope his present opinion

may not furnish a correct estimate of the out-

come. The people living in Hungry Hollow
seem to think that the plains have the better

of them in the wheat prospects this year. It

has been a little hard on the farmers in that

valley this year. The continued dry spell of

Nevember and December, and up to the middle

of January dried them out badly.

Oregon.
An Oregon Medal in Illinois. —Review,

Moline, 111. : The Moline Plow Company have
received from Portland, Oregon, a very flatter-

ing testimonial relative to the Evans' sulky

plow, in the shape of an elaborate bronze

medal, and one side bearing the arms of Ore-

gon, the other carrying the inscription,

"Awarded to Knapp, liurrell & Co., of Port-

land, Oregon, for Evans' Sulky Plow, manufac-
tured, by the Moline Plow Company, Moline,

HI., 1877." In fowarding the medal Messrs.

Knapp, Burrell & Co., write: "At the Ore-

gon State fair 1876, we took first premium
with the Evans' sulky plow, and at the last

one, 1877, we took a bronze medal, which we
send you by registered letter mail."

News in Brief.

Los Angeles is sadly pestered with burglars.
A Turkish soldier fights for $1.50 a month.
Lloyd Bell, the murderer, has been sent to

State prison for life.

The Chinamen at Virginia City, Nevada, are
building a $750 Joss house.
John Kelley was taken to the Napa Insane

Asylum recently.

Monterey county has one-fourth more land
under cultivation this year than ever before.
James Hamilton, the distinguished marine

painter, died in this city on the 13th inst.

John Morrissy, the pugilist and member of
Congress from New York City, is supposed to
be dying.
The wages of workmen in the Fall River

(Mass.) factories have been reduced 15%, be-
ginning April 1st.

There was a fox-chase in Kentucky. The
participants were 50 men, 100 dogs and one fox.
The fox escaped.

The rainfall in San Francisco for the season
amounts to 32.28 inches; for 1877, 10.59 inches,
and for 1876, 29.40.

Thomas Kell, a native of England and a
pioneer of 1849, died at New Almaden lately,
at the ripe old age of 84.

Henry Queen, colored, native of Maryland,
aged 60 years, was found dead in his cabin,
near Oroville last week.
A German Count named Hasso, discouraged

at the loss of his fortune, committed suicide by
hanging himself at Merced, March 12th.
The number of fat cattle shipped, this year,

from Winnemucca, will reach 25,000. A lib-

eral increase over former years.

It is estimated that Oregon will have over
6,000,000 bushels of wheat to export this year.
The increase the last ten years has been rapid.
At Kingston, Fresno county, Bouz Anderson,

aged 21 years, was accidentally killed on the
13th inst., by the discharge of a shotgun, while
hunting.

A Paris letter says the Exposition buildings,
upon the Champs de Mars, are rising with
astonishing '•apidity and great changes are
wrought in a single day.
The American Transfer Company is building,

in Pennsylvania, two of the largest pump sta-
tions in the world, one at Carbon Center and
the other at Freeport.
A bill has been introduced into the Califor-

nia Senate allowing James W. Marshall, the
gold finder, $100 per moutli for two years, pro-
vided he lives so long.

An extensive deposit of gypsum has been
discovered in the mountains north of Los An-
geles. This is a valuable fertilizer and espe-
cially useful on alkali lands.

Samuel Duncan, a young physician, dis-

heartened at his failure to secure practice, com-
mitted suicide, in this city, by shooting him-
self through the head with a pistol.

Of the 5,000 envelopes asking subscriptions
to the Robert E. Lee monument, sent to citi-

zens of Richmond, Virginia, only 38 have been
returned, containing an aggregate of $40.32.
The 40,000 trout placed in Marlette lake on

the summit of the Sierra Nevada, a year ago,
have been making it specially lively for the
fresh water shrimps, which are disappearing.

Monroe L. Pierce, a well-to-do citizen of

Los Angeles, committed suicide, last week, by
shooting himself with a pistol. He had been
divorced from his wife and took it much to
heart:

C. W. Tappan, who kept a lodging house at
Deadwood, Black hills, was shot and killed on
March 14th, by a young man named Chas. W.
Hunt. There was no provocation, Hunt being
crazy drunk.

Patrick J. McGinn, a carpenter, out of

work and disconsolate from the death of his

wife, jumped from the wharf, last Sunday
morning, and, though secured before being
drowned, died soon after.

J. A. Linehan, formerly employed is the
railroad ticket office in the Grand hotel, in

despair at the loss of his savings in stock specu-
lations, shot himself through the breast, on
Saturday last, and died soon after.

There has been a heavy run on the Five
Cent Savings Bank of Boston, which has 71,-

000 depositors and $12,000,000 on deposit. All
calls were promptly paid, the bank not insisting

on the 60 days' notice allowed them.

On receiving their pay the employees of the
California mill donated the sum of $293 to be
used in assisting the sick and destitute of Vir-

ginia City. The employees of the Con. Virginia
mill donated $236 for the same purpose.

The mother of Hunk, under sentence of death,

called on Governor Irwin, lately, and besought
him to commute the sentence of her son. De-
spite her entreaties, the Governor told her that

he must refuse to interfere, leaving little hope
for his escape from the gallows.

Commodore Graham died of apoplexy a few
day since in New York. He was one of 12

officers who, during the last war with England,
attacked Black Rock in the night, and nine of

whom were killed or severely wounded, Gra-
ham being so hurt in the ankle than amputa-
tion became necessary.

On the 8th of March, a snow storm commenced
in the Black hills country, and continued until

the snow lay Ave feet deep on <t level and from
40 to 50 feet deep in the canyons. A great

many houses were broken down, business of all

kinds was stopped and a number of lives were
lost. Much stock also perished.

Pioche has a foot of snow.

483
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They have had a very mild winter in Mon-
tana.

Los Angeles, is sending lots of fruit trees to
Arizona.

Michael Reese has left for an extended
trip to Europe.
The boys in Panama have commenced to

shoot the Chinamen.
Omaha sends eggs to San Francisco and Colo-

rado butter to Chicago.
Garibaldi will be the guest of Victor Hugo

during the Paris Exposition.
The masons' strike in England is ended, the

men accepting the masters' terms.
Eddie Schreiber died in Alameda, last week,

from eating poisoned mushrooms.
The late warm weather has brought out the

young grasshoppers in Colorado.
The law forbids killing quail in California

until the 15th of September next.
The Louisiana Supreme Court has ordered

Thomas C. Anderson to be released.
An unprecedented yield of grain is promised

throughout nearly all parts of California.
The Pennsylvania Legislature stupidly talk

of enacting a law to prevent cremation.
The London Times says American potatoes

threaten to drive out the home-bred article.
The first cargo of grain from the Black sea,

since the raising of the blockade, has arrived at
Falmouth.
There is a prospect that the Vulcan Iron

Works in New York, now idle, will soon be
started up.

American car wheels, both for street and
railroad cars, are now offered in the London
market.
The United States is the only country that

shows an increase in both exports and imports
for the past year.

John Peters while on his way home from a
carousal the other night in Bodie, fell into a
shaft and was killed.

The English government is taking steps to
suppress the seditious utterings of the vernacu-
lar press of India.

Immense numbers of beef cattle are being
shipped for San Francisco from the Winne-
mucca station, Nevada.
Ninety-one deaths were recorded at the

health office this week, against 98 last week and
97 the week previous.

Another million and a halt is asked for the
Brooklyn bridge, which will bring the expendi-
tures up to ten millions.

The Gila river is sending down a flood of

water. This is owing to frequent rains in
Arizona, a thing unusual at this time of year.
Out of 25 smelting works formerly operating

in Utah, only four are being run at present.
The low price of lead is the cause of the sus-
pension.

The annual consumotion of sugar in this

country is about 1,900,000,000 pounds, the
revenue from which amounts to $16,000,000
annually.

There were 129 failurers reported in New
York city during the month of January, the
largest number of any one month since the
panic of 1873. The liabilities amount to $7,-

000,000.

There are about 1,000,000 operators engaged
in the iron industries of the United States.

The entire value of manufactured iron for one
year is $900,000,000.
The storms of the last week extended over

the upper Missouri valley, lasting three days.

The snow on the stage road to Fort Buford is

from one to 15 feet deep.

Crop prospects in Washington Territory are

good. There will be no diminution of acreage

in hops, while there will be a considerable in-

crease in barley, oats vegetables and fruit.

The French, German and Bohemian Socialist

clubs of New York on Sunday evening celebra-

ted the establishment of the Commune in Paris.

Red flags, badges and roses were numerous.

State detectives at Tewksbury, Mass., have
arrested a number of men on charge of living in

open polygamy. An attempt is making to

establish a polygamous colony at Tewksbury.

Gits Johnson, the murderer of a negro ferry-

man named Alfred, was hanged at Rome,
Georgia, on Friday. A tremendous crowd was
present. Johnson confessed to four murders.

The Nevada bank is expected to open an
office in New York the 1st of May. The man-
agers have taken the suit of offices in Wall
street lately occupied by the Merchants' Bank
of Canada.

Sister St. Charles, of the Ursuline con-

vent, in Brown county, Ohio, died recently.

She was a daughter of Gen. A. S. Rosecranz.

She has been an inmate of the institution for a

number of years.

The rainfall the present season has been in

inches at the several places mentioned as fol-

lows: San Francisco, 32; Grass Valley, 47;

lone City, 17; Jackson, 29; Weaverville, Trin-

ity county, 54.

Secretary Evarts thinks the reduction in

salaries of Ministers will prejudice the diplo-

matic service. The Minister to England, he

said, must pay $30,000 to .$40,000 yearly more
than his salary.

Between 5,000 and 6,000 Oldham weavers

are engaged in the strike and lockout. Num-
bers of operators in other departments are kept
idle in consequence of the stoppage of work by
the weavers. Great distress prevails.
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What Comes of It.

[Written for the JU ral Press by H. W. RicE.l

"Just sign this note for me to-day-
Please sign this note," says Aimer liray,

"I'm in great want of cash you know,
My funds have seldom been so low.

'Tis only a small amount you see;

You've always been a friend to me.
Dill Jones has money to spare I find

But wants your name here, under mine,
'Tis but a form a rule he's made
(He says he's not the least afraid)

He knows I'll pay in twenty days,

I'm sure in ten to make the raise."

I signed his note and had to pay
When it came due, the very day.

I paid another—I signed before -

And since that time a dozen more.
I paid another for Timothy Page
And then went bail for Henry Case,
And now I'm left without a dime.
The home is gono that once was mine.
II. iw changed it is the business men
Don't seek me now as they did then;
They pass me almost every day,
But seldom have a word to say.

I asked a favor of William Jones,

He muttered something in lowest tones;

I asked a loan from Abner Gray,
Was told to call another day.

I asked Tim. Page for a half worn coat

And thought of the time I signed his note,

He answered no, I'm grieved to say,

And cold and hungry I went away.

'Tis hard to be so very poor,

To beg for bread from door to door;
Now on a bed of straw I lie

Alone! Alone, I'm left to die.

How parched my lips what awful thirst—
O had I dreamed of this at first!

for a word of comfort now

,

A hand to soothe my fevered brow.
Twill soon be o'er— I'm very weak;
My eyes grow dim, I cannot speak

A lonely grave—a shapeless mound—
Back from the grave yard might be found.
A solemn nook—a dismal dell

—

Where crickets, toads and glow worms dwell.

A dreary spot, where brushwood grows,
An old retreat for cautious crows
They council there -make rules and laws,

With sober croaks and solemn caws,
And sounds like these come from their throats

This life was wrecked by signing notes.

Haywood, March 11th, 187?.

Our Paper.

Editors Press:—I have never traveled over

any section of country, where the Rtral Press

was more favorably regarded than in this, Los

Angeles county, and many not getting it promise

it to themselves as soon as they can reach it in

the great straights the drouth of 77 has left them.

My last subscriber was a lady, 82 years old,

who has been reading it for four years, and says

she does not see how any intelligent person can

read that paper at all, and not be interested in

its practical information. . Some one may remark,
" that old lady may be in her dotage."' She is

the mother of nine children, all arrived to years
of maturity and settled in life. She is able to

do all her own household duties, cooking, and
butter-making, and at the time of my visit was
also waitiug on two sick persons whose meals
were carried to them at their rooms. Age had
bowed her body forward much, but had not yet
interfered with her sound rationality. If her's

was a case of dotage, would that there was more
of it in the country, that would combine her
intelligence and industry. She would not admit
the task too great to add another to her family
of five for the night.

Contrast

When not outside this same county limits,

your agent was very kindly and courteously
treated by the host in his orange grove to all he
could eat and carry away of oranges. Being
sunset, and cloudy, and actually sprinkling rain,

the host said kindly he would like to have me
stay all night, but they had a Chinese cook who
was "out of temper, when there were any extra
ones." That John surely was an educator, and
the lesson and its proper application might be
plainly this: The husband should have a due con-
sideration for the wife, and not too frequently
add unexpected burdens to her regular labors in

the families, where she not only is the cook, but
cares for and supervises all the domestic affairs.

I hope your able Porno correspondent will make
a discourse from the text here suggested, as she
excels in the ability to give plain hints on do-
mestic matters, without any offense. But as 1

only aimed to mention the kind appreciation of

the Rpkal, I would only add here that the corre-

spondent feels much indebted for kind and cour-

teous treatment, even if it was bestowed only
for the paper's sake.

While writing a receipt in a real estate office

for a new subscriber, au old gentleman entered
and was asked, "Do you take the Rtral Press V
"Yes, and I expect to take it as long as I live."

1 soon learned that the respondent was one of Los
Angeles' most ext.usive and successful nursery
men.
To indulge in still another : When visiting

the nursery of another old subscriber, who was

selecting the choicest of his orange-rooted lemon
trees to be uprooted by his force of Italian as-

sistants to till an order for 1,000 trees, sold for

$1,500, he went on to remark of his apprecia-

tion of the Rcral, as it will compare with any-
thing on this coast ; then its points of excellence
over Eastern papers, aside from its special adapt-
ability; and would not stop until he claimed, in

important particulars, some points over any
known journal of its class. Would like to add
other and similar testimonies. C.

Los Angeles, March 14th, 1878.

Going out to Farm.

For several years past I have been acquainted
with a fool. In order to relieve any anxiety
which this admission may suddenly create in

the public mind, I will add that the said fool

is not a member of the family. He belongs to

a different nationality, was brought up in a dif-

ferent State, and hasn't the least family resem-
blance. 1 have known this Fool (I use a big F
this time) to sit on the bank of Detroit river,

for a whole day, watching for the water to all

run out. I have known of his starting out to

cut a saw-log in two with a pen-knife. I have
seen him put his shoulder to a brick church
and try to push the edifice over. He was re-

corded as a Fool in public documents, acted
like a Fool— and had my sympathies until the
other day. Not having seen him playing in

the dust, or grinning at the lamp-posts for a
week or so, I asked one of his brothers if Tom
was ill.

"Oh, no; Tom is all right," he replied.

"We made up our minds that he would never
amount to any thing around town, and so we
sent him to the country to make a farmer of

him !"

His words didn't strike me dumb, for I have
known many other fools (with big F's and little

f's) to be sent out on the same errand. There
was the case of Hinchman. He had been in

the grocery business for 40 years. He knew
enough to weigh sugar and tea, and to measure
out potatoes, and figure-out the cost of two
brooms at 25 cents each, but he didn't know
much more. He was good-natured, quiet, and
law-abiding, and might have died among his

musty herrings and faded clothes piss, if tire

hadn't burned him out. His loss was .*4(>4

and a cent or two, with no insurance, and he
was a ruined man. Xo he wasn't, either.

After reflecting that he was only 60 years old,

weighed 10."> pounds, and had muscle enough to
lift a bag of bran, he concluded to rent a
farm, do all the work himself, and come into

the city again at the end of five years with
money enough to start a bank. When I asked
him if he knew anything, about farming, he
replied:

"Farming! Why, any one can go out and
run a farm!"

Perhaps they can. But I kept track of Mr.
Hinchman for a year, and I found that he didn't
make a great deal of money. He didn't
plant dried apples, but he sowed his corn broad-
cast, and planted his oats in hills and poled
them. He didn't boil his potatoes before
planting them so as to raise a crop ready for

the table; but he did cut out and throw away
all the "eyes," so as to raise smooth, nice, and
symmetrical potatoes. He didn't sow any bran
because he forgot it; but he sowed oats and
wheat together, in order to get two crops off

the same field at once. When I caught him in

town one day he wouldn't admit that farming
was a science, and that a good farmer must
have the intelligence of a successful merchant;
but I didn't care to argue with him. He was
getting ready to build a few rods of rail fence,

and was buying a step-ladder to enable him to

carry up the fifth and sixth rails. He ilied af-

ter harvesting his first crops; and when a crowd
of us went out to the auction we found that he
had been planting rutabagas under an old shed,

where the poor things wouldn't get sun-struck
or drowned out.

That case wasn't more singular than Black

-

stone's. He was a middle-aged, corpulent,
wheezy-voiced lawyer, and might have been a
leading light at the bar a thousand years before

I knew him. He had a consumptive son, a
daughter with weak eyes, and a wife who could
only get around on crutches. When Black-
stone came into the office to advertise the fact

that he wanted to lease "a modest, compact,
eligibly situated, romantic-looking farm," I

asked if he had had any experience.

"Do you think I'm a fool!" he roared, in re-

ply. " I guess a man who has practiced law
for 34 years, and who has been justice-of-the

peace, postmaster and assessor, knows enough
to run a farm! I want rest and recreation, sir;

and my family want rest and recreation, sir;

and we'll take a farm, and rest up, and make
some money, and by and by return to public
life, sir."

1 didn't argue with him; but I didn't for-

get to keep track of his case. He secured a
farm and took possession. He trimmed the
orchard out of season, and killed most of the
trees. When he should have been sowing his

wheat he was inventing a patent hen's-nest, and
when he ought to have been hoeing corn he
was making a water-wheel for the creek to

amuse his poor daughter. He was delighted
when his corn shot up two feet high and grew
no more, as it wouldn t be so much trouble to

pick off the ears; and when wheat, oats, rye,

and pumpkins were all growing together in one '

field, he wished he had only thought to mix in

a few potatoes and cucumbers. He didn't
plow his land as other farmers do, but set a
stake in the center of the field and plowed in

circles around it. The idea was original, the
field looked more romantic, and he further ex
plained:

" Nature has made every thing to work to
common center. There is a center to storms,
to frosts, to seasons, to trade and finance, and
why shouldn't there be a center to a corn
field?"

There was a center— it was half an acre of

mud-hole. Blackstone insisted that he gath
ered 15 ears of corn from that field: but law
yers always exaggerate about half, you know.
The son died while trying to cut wood enough
to cook dinner. The daughter got the idea,

one day, that one of the cows had the headache,
and she was

L
bathing the poor creature's brow

with camphor, when the animal struck her in

the face with one of its horns and inflicted in

juries which soon ended in death. Blackstone
then went into stock raising; but, after a year,
having collected together an old blind horse
and a yearling calf, he and his wife moved
away in the night, and have never been heard
of since.

Adam didn't know much about farming
when he found himself and wife on the wrong
side of the Garden of Eden, but he scrubbed
around and posted himself as fast as he could
He wasn't in for making money, but it was
question of bread and butter and vegetables.
His ways have been improved on, and improve
ments are still being made; but it don't nee
essarily follow that because a man can mi
hair-oil, hammer out a horseshoe, spout law
or pull a tooth, he can also take a farm an
become a farmer.

Dr. Beech was remarking, last year, that he
guessed he'd retire from the practice of medi
cine and pursue agriculture for a while. I didn'
want to vex him; but while I was wonder
ing if he'd soak his seed corn in arnica to pre
vent the corn stocks from becoming weak in

the back, and if Ik; wouldn't administer clilo

roforin to his cabbages to give them a quiet
night's rest, he observed:
"What ails the farming community is the

fact that agriculturists are an extravagant set.

On my farm nothing shall be wasted. Every
animal and fowl with too great an appetite
shall l)e toned down with medicine. Every
one with a weak stomach shall be toned un by
daily doses. There shall be bugs to eat the
plants, grasshoppers to eat the bugs, fowls to

eat the grasshoppers, and I shall eat the fowls.'

He tried farming, and the sheriff ate him.
If any reader has an idea that I am a farmer

he is mistaken. True, I once hired out to a
farmer to split 100,000 rails in exchange for an
old gander and a broken-down fanning-mill
but after splitting 15 rails I decided not to
take advantage of an innocent man. I know a
carrot from a beet, especially if it has a sign

hung to it, and once in a great while 1 can tell

a field of barley from a field of wheat or oats

but I don't ambush farmers on the highway
and make speeches to them on the rotation of

crops. There are some tilings about farm-work
very pleasant to me. 1 like to sit in a rocking
chair on the veranda and see the boys digging
in to save two acres of fresh-cut hay from a
thunder-storm. I like to sit under the harvest
apple-trees, loaf around the currant bushes
take my chances at the dinner-table, and give
my opinion on a two-gallon jug of cider. Be-
yond these few things, agriculture is a mystery
to me, and always will be. Certain of my
friends have received written instructions to

the effect that in case I l>ecame a lunatic, or
my head gets soft, to keep a watchful eye on
me, and to push me into the river the moment
they hear me talk about taking a farm.

—

Af.

Quad, in Western Farmer* Almanac.

A Paraoraph from "Lucy Maria."—"You
ask how much I am learning. A great deal:

and not only learning, but unlearning. I used
to think, 'Oh, these rich ones, they don't have
to work and worry.' Sometimes, when I've

been turning old dresses, cutting and contriv-

ing, I've said to myself, 'Now if I could only
buy new, and save all this time for reading.

But these rich people have no leisure. Mrs.

CaUoon comes home from a forenoon's shopping
as much worn out as mother is after a hard
forenoon in the kitchen. High or low, all have
their tribulations. Poor men's wives worry be
cause the bread won't rise or the stove won't
draw, or the clothes-line breaks, or the milk
burns, or they can't afford to hire help. Rich
men's wives worry because the preserve-dish is

not of the latest pattern, or because somebody
finds out how a party dress is trimmed before

the party, or because their help 'sasses' 'em,

breaks up tea-sets, spoil dinners, get drunk, and
cut up the sheets into underclothing. Causes
vary, but worry averages about the same."

The New Dollar.—The mints are at work
on the new dollar and some of them will soon

be seen. The following is a description of the

coming coin: The obverse of the coin bears a

free-cut head of Liberty crowned with Phrygian
cap, decorated with wheat and cotton, the sta-

ples of the country; the legend "E Pluribus

Unuin;" 13 stars; and the year of coinage. On
the reverse, surrounded by an olive wreath, is

an eagle with outspreading wings, bearing in

his talons a branch of olive and a bundle of

arrows, emblems of peace and war; the inscrip-

tions, " U. S. of America" and "one dollar;"

and the motto, " In God we trust. " Thisspeci-

men, while it possesses all the requirements of

law in device and superscription, has been
selected not only for the beauty of its designs,

but also for the exceptionally low relief of the

devices, insuring protection from abrasion.

A Pioneer Gone.

Editors Press:—Hon. B. D. Wilson died at

his Lake Vineyard residence on Monday, March
11th at 7 a. m., of heart disease, aged 67 years;

born in Tennessee in 1811. On Saturday the

9th I met him in Los Angeles, he looked hale

and hearty and was in his usual cheerful and
social mood. Everybody knew him and seemed
to enjoy the pleasure of meeting him.

His sudden removal falls upon the community
as a public calamity, all are saddened and be-

reaved. Being a pioneer of 1841 to this county,

he has always held high and honorable repre-

sentative positions, both during the Spanish

and American domination. His early services

before the ceding of California to the United
States were very valuable. He was elected in
1850 as the first mayor of Los Angeles; in 1855
elected to the California Senate, and in all

served three terms by the choice of the people.
For nearly "25 years he has been building up his
lovely home in the San Gabriel valley. He was
a careful and practical experimenter in the hor-
ticultural and agricultural problems of this
southern California. His opinions and sugges-
tions were valued by all, and all the more valued
for the free and disinterested manner of the
giver. Being a large property holder at Wil-
mington he had taken a very deep interest in

the development of all its interests and re-

sources. Wilson college at Wilmington is a
young and promising school founded by him by
liberal gifts and earnest working and planning,

His earnest desire was to have a goon institu-

tion, to combine thorough secular and also posi-

tive Christian religious teaching—not simple
morality divorced from all religion.

In his death Los Angeles county suffers the
loss of one who was always ready to help and
encourage her true advancement. No tourist

had seen Los Angeles until he had made the 10-

mile drive to the older Mission of San (Jabriel

valley, and enjoyed the elegant rustic hospitality

and scenery at the Lake Vineyard mansion,
which commands a fine view of San Gabriel
valley.

Thousands in every part of our country, while
saddened by this bereavement, will earnestly

sympathize with Mrs. Wilson, and again with
pleasure recall the former visit there, and enjoy-

ing perhaps for the first time the kind invitation

to reach to the golden fruit and pluck all they
might desire. I will close by quoting from
the closing remarks in the Los Angeles treninij

Express : "If we could in our humble way pay
tribute to the many points of excellence in the

character of the deceased as it should be done,

the task would be one of the most willing of

our life. But in the hearts of those who have
been his constant companions and friends since

those times which tried men's souls, there is a

lixed picture of stern, unbending integrity, of

shining moral worth, of good will toward all

men which in attempting to describe we should

only demean. We can only say, with hundreds
of others who feel a personal sorrow in the death
of this good man, peace be with his ashes."

LM Angeles, March 16th.

School Excuses.

BMT0M Prkhs:— Is the following a sufficient excuse for

me to send to the school teacher, when desiring her to

excuse my child for non-attendance at school: "Miss
Jones:- -Please excuse my boy for absence from school

yesterday. Mrs. A. B. Roe."' If the above is not all that

is required, what must I write to constitute a "goi>d and
sulhVient excuse."— Linukn.

We do not profess to be arbiters on points of

this kind, but as our opinion is asked we can

but give it. We believe the form given em-
bodies the parents' will in a definite manner,

and would, therefore, cover the case; but if we
were writing an excuse we would add words
which would convey to the teacher the assur-

ance that the boy's absence was for some good
reason. If for no other purpose, we would use

oh words to remind oursilves that scholars

should not be kept from school unless there be

a good reason for the act on our part.

Idleness.— "Want of employment is the

chronic and incurable disease of modern so-

ciety, "says a recent writer. Yes; if it were
worth whil» to lie awake nights in order to

think out the solution of any problem, it would

be this: how to open doors of opportunity for

men and women, boys and girls; or, rather, how
not to obstruct their access to honest bread.

Nobody can settle the question for everybody;

but if each one would make room and work for

those nearest, there wouldn't be much crowd-

ing.

The Latest Slander.—A writer in the

Western Farm Journal, with apparent honesty,

gives the following as an objection to California:

Another objection is, that the orb of day and

.jf our lives, cannot be seen to rise or set, only

here and there except along the coast, where of

course it is seen to set. In Iowa there is noth-

ig to hide this grand sight, but the clouds that

are necessary for our rains."

A HOPEFUL minister says that he has no

doubt that the time will come when the mem-
bers of a church choir will behave just aa well

i other folks.

A little girl, suffering from the mumps, de-

clares that she "feels as though a headache had

slipped down into her neck.

"
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Highland Crofters' Cottages.

Dropping into one or two of the Barvas houses

after nightfall one conies across not a hopeful

scene. In the first cottage entered, a cow lies

across the doorway, and, after a leap has been
made across her head, the floor is reached only

after sinking many inches in the dung. Divid-

ing the byre from the dwelling-house is a low
wall, in the middle of which is a wide opening,

closed in the meantime by a broken gate thrown
across it. On the outer side of this gate, in the

darkness, lie several lambs (all the young sheep

stock are taken in during their first winter) and
five cattle; on the innerside of it are ranged, in the

light of a tire, the farmer's family. Of furnish-

ings there are few; a narrow wooden bench does

duty as a couch, t>n which the head of the fam-
ily is stretched at length; a young man sits,

hat on head, on an indescribable bit of wood; the

mother, wearing a cap blackened by a week or

two's peat, works at a spinning wheel away in

a corner; a young woman sits on the bare earth-

en floor with an almost naked child on her knee;

and two more dirty youngsters squat round the

peat fire. In another cottage the family circle

is even more mixed. Division between dwell-

ing and byre is not ihought of; seven cattle,

four lambs, one pony, a dozen fowls, the ten-

ant, his wife, and mother-in-law, all reside in

the one apartment, off which there is only a

small sleeping closet. The cattle and pony are
content to abide in their own end, but the

lambs join the circle round the fire; while im-
mediate overhead, coming now and then in con-

tact with a stranger's hat, roost the fowls.

After several visits to such dwellings it is no
surprise to hear that in this locality as in many
other parts of Lews, "filth fever," as it is called

(typhoid fever), is always more or less prevalent.
Two or three years ago this disease rose to the
hight of an epidemic, carrying off six victims
from a small township near Barvas. Were
the habits of the people at all cleanly the isl-

and might, medical men say, be entirely ex-

empt from the pestilence; but so long as dung-
hills are allowed to carpet dwelling houses, and
water is drawn from a soil into which much ob-

noxious matter must sink, a clear bill of health
cannot be hoped for.

—

/Scotsman.

Chaff.

Critic (to artist): "Don't you think that
modern table is out of place in an ancient pic-

ture ? " Painter of the picture: "They had
modern tables in them days as well as now."

An Irish baronet had so many rabbits on his

property that he made candles of their fat.

" And, to prove the fact," said he, " the moment
a terrier dog came into the room, the candles
immediately began to run."

" Is your master at home '! " inquired a gentle-
man of the servant of the house at which he was
calling. " No, sir, " replied the man. "When
will he be back?" asked the visitor. "Can't
say, sir," said the man; " when he sends me
down to say he's out, I can never be sure.

"

At the close of the sittings in the Illinois

House of Representatives, the clerk read the
following: " I am requested to announce that
the Rev. Dr. McFarland will deliver a lecture,

this evening, in the hall, on "Education of

Idiots." Members of the Legislature are invited

to attend.

"Do you know," remarked a rather fast

Newark youth, the other day, to a stuttering
friend, to whom he was slightly indebted—"do
you know that I intend to marry and settle

down ? " "I do-don't know anything about it,"

was the reply, "bu-but 1 think you had b-b-
better stay single and set-settle up.

"

They have been engaged for a long time, and
one evening, not long since, they were reading
the paper together. "Look, love!" he ex-
claimed. "Only $20 for a suit of clothes!"
"Is it a wedding suit?" she asked, looking
naively at her lover. "Oh, no," he answered.
" It's a business suit." "Well, I mean busi-

ness," she replied.

A gentleman took his little boy to a model
farm to see the wonders of the place. After
they had been there a short time, the little

fellow ran crying to his father, being at the
same time pursued by a big turkey cock, which
was trying to get a piece of bread out of his

hand. " What, my boy," said the father, " are
you afraid of a turkey ? Why, you ate part of

one yesterday! " " Yes, papa," responded the
little fellow, wiping his eyes, "but this one
isn't cooked."

Eternity.—" Eternity has no gray hairs !

"

The flowers fade, the heart withers, man grows
old and dies ; the world lies down in the sepulcher
of ages, but time writes no wrinkles on the brow
of eternity. Eternity ! stupendous thought

!

The ever-present, unborn, undecaying, and un-
dying—the endless chain, compassing the life of
God—the golden thread, entwining the destinies
of the universe. Earth has its beauties, but time
shrouds them for the grave ; its honors, they are
but the sunshine of an hour ; its palaces, they
are but as the gilded sepulcher ; its possessions,
they are the toys of changing fortune ; its pleas-
ures, they are but bursting bubbles. Not so in
the untried bourne. In the dwelling of the
Almighty can come no footsteps of decay. Its
day will know no darkening—eternal splendors
forbid the approach of night. Its fountains will
never fail—they are fresh from theeternal throne.
Its glory will never wane, for there is the ever-
present Cod. Its harmonies will never cease

—

•xhaustless love supplies the song.

—

Spurgeon.

Yo^NQ pQkks' 0©LlJ|iM.

Baby's Belongings.

What may the little baby eat!
Kisses and mUk!

Kisses and milk both warm and sweet,
These may the little baby eat.

What may the little baby wear?
Smiles and silk.

Sunniest smiles and glossiest silk,
Ribbons of blue, or white as milk,
Smiles that bathe it in golden air
From the sole of the foot to the crown of the hair,
These may the little baby wear.

Soft is the little cambric robe,
Soft is the zephyr wool

That touches the pink car's tiny lobe,
The softest linen and wool,

Linen is cool and warm is wool,
And the baby's bureau drawer is full

Of the finest linen and warmest wool.

Warm and soft is the blanket wrapt,
Cool is the linen dress;

Warm is the silver porringer's pap,
Cool is the dainty white lace cap,
That the little head doth press.

But whiter and softer, and pink and warm,
As silk or linen or wool, the form
That is set like a jewel so fairly;

And haby herself in her pretty dress.
Is prettier far, we all confess,
And sets it off most rarely.—Emily E. Ford, in the Tribune.

A Task for Young Mechanics.

It is time we gave our boys a chance to show
what mechanical skill they possess beyond
common whittling. Let them practice on the
following plan of making a cheap and neat
book-case, which has cost only a few dollars.

The case consists of two end pieces and two
shelves, with movable shelves between the two
rigid ones. The two end pieces are one and a
quarter inches thick, eight inches wide and four
feet high. Four inches from the lower ends, a
shelf eight inches wide is neatly fitted into gains
in the end pieces, and six inches below the up-
per ends, the top is held in by other gains. In-
stead of nails, two large three-inch wood-screws
were driven through the end pieces into the end
of each shelf. The shelves are eight feet long.
Between the two end uprights, two other up-
right pieces eight inches wide are fitted be-
tween the two rigid shelves, thus dividing the
space between the upper and lower shelves into
three equal spaces or divisions. Screws are put
through the shelves into the ends of the middle
upright pieces. Those 10 screws hold the parts
together with desirable firmness. The advan-
tage of using screws instead of nails is, that in

case it were necessary to transport the book-
case, the screws could be taken out, the parts
tied together firmly, and the book-case would
occupy but little space, and the varnish would
be marred less. Before the parts were screwed
together, gains were cut in all the upright
pieces to receive the ends of the shelves. I
employed a joiner's dado to cut the gain:.. A
dado consists of a small plane somewhat like a
rabbit plane, with which a small gain can be
cut true and neatly, in about a minute. I made
gains two inches apart in the upright pieces, so

that the shelves between the bottom and top
shelves can be adjusted to suit large books and
small ones. After it was finished, the surface
was sand-papered, after which a heavy coat of

boiled linseed oil was laid on evenly. After a
few days, the surface was again sand-papered,
and two coats of shellac varnish were laid on,
which gave the wood a beautiful and glossy
straw-color. The lumber employed was white
pine, but boards of any other timber, such as
chestnut, butternut, tulip, basswood, sugar
maple, or oak of any sort, would look beauti-
fully if sand-papered and varnished with shellac.

Such varnish can be procured at most paint
stores. In case shellac cannot be procured con-
veniently, use any other good varnish. I pro-
cured three boards about eight inches wide, and
one board 16 inches wide, or nearly that width
as could be found, all 16 feet in length. Hence
the waste in making was small. I purchased
55 square feet, at five cents per foot, .$2.75.

Sixteen wood screws, 16 cents. Oil and varnish,

30 cents. The labor, nothing, as the case was
made when I would have been doing nothing
else. A book-case with glass doors, that would
contain as many books as this cheap affair,

would cost $60 to $80.

The President's Advice to Boys.—The cur-
rent number of the Sunday School Times con-
tains brief articles from the pens of President
Hayes and the Governors of the original thir-

teen States upon the lessons which are afforded
to the young by the life and career of Wash-
ington. President Hayes writes thus: "The
only American whose birthday is generally
known and widely celebrated—the Father of

his Country—is remembered and honored
throughout all the world for what he did and
and what he was. None of my young friends

are likely to have an oppoitunity to do such
great deeds as were done by Washington.
But all of them will have an opportunity to

be like him in character. They can have
his love of country, his integrity and his firm-

ness in doing right. To have such a character
is better than rank, wealth or fame. It is a
possession which cannot be taken away. As
Webster said so impressively of a 'sense of du-
ty,' 'It will be with us through this life, will

be with us at its close, and in that scene of in-

conceivable solemnity which lies yet further
onward' it will still be with us."

Notes on Sanitary Building.

This subject is of importance to all home
makers. In Dr. Buchanan's special inquiry,
the various registration districts in the three
southern counties of England, beyond the limits
of the metropolis, were brought under detailed
examination and the conclusion was reached
that soil-dampness is a most potent cause of
consumption.
Some writers believe that soil-dampness is

the cause of many other diseases. Dr. Bell, in
his report on the drainage of Kings county,
N. Y., as reviewed by the Independent, ex-
presses the opinion that not only consumption,
but intermittent and remittent fevers, rheumatic
affections, neuralgia, croup, quinsy, diphtheria,
pneumonia, pleurisy, bronchitis, cerebro-spinal
meningitis, erysipelas and diarrhoeal diseases
owe their origin in a great measure to this
cause.

These considerations indicate the importance
of living upon a dry soil, and make it obligatory
upon any community whose terrirory is water-
logged, either wholly or in part, to drain such
territory of its surplus water.
By surplus water is meant that which is not

held in the soil by capillary attraction ; all that
water which would run away from a quantity of
earth placed in a barrel with holes in the bottom.
Such drainage can be easily accomplished. Un-
glazed tiling, with joints carefully protected,
laid at a depth of three or four feet, with proper
inclination, and at suitable distances, will drain
any soil, however wet, in less than 24 hours.
To ascertain whether a given locality requires
draining, let an excavation be made to the depth
of three feet, and, if water is found in it 24
hours after the heaviest rain, the locality is

unfit for human habitation.

The site selected for a house should be
thoroughly drained to a depth at least a foot
below the bottom of the cellar; and the founda-
tion should be so constructed that the storm-
water which dashes against the house and the
water which accumulates in freshets in its

vicinity should be arrested and conducted away
This can be done by sinking the foundation-wall
a foot below the cellar-bottom, placing a tile

drain outside of this, filling the excavation be
low the cellar-floor with concrete, building the
cellar-wall of brick and covering the outside of
this wall with some material impervious to
water. Ib would be well to place above the
drain, reaching to a point near the surface, a
quantity of coarse gravel, to allow the water
more easy access to the drain. If the laud be at
all springy, there should be, in addition to this
outer drain surrounding the foundation, several
cross-drains, all of which may have the samo
outflow.

Notes on Digestion.—In a recent lecture in
London, Prof. Carrod gave an account of some
of the processes of digestion. The action of

the saliva and of the gastric juice was demon-
strated experimentally. Saliva, he pointed out,

does not affect albuminoids, but it does affect

starchy foods, and the conversion of starch into
grape sugar by saliva was shown in test tubes.
This is now believed to be the only chemical
part—the work of digestion—the saliva per-
forms. The nature of the work of the gastric
juice "was shown by some which had been ob-
tained from the mucous membrane of the stomach
of a lion, recently dead. Albumen, fibrine, and
casein cannot dialyse through the walls of the
alimentary canal till the pepsine of the gastric

juice has converted them into peptones. After
dialysis, it is believed the peptones again are
changed to albuminoids, but it is a curious fact

that though albuminoids can be artificially con-
verted into peptones, the peptones cannot be
artificially reconverted into albuminoids. The
use of artificially made pepsine is of great ser-

vice to people of weak digestive power, and
Prof. Carrod drew attention to Mr. Bullock's
process, by which an "acid glycerine of pepsin"
is obtained from the stomachs of pigs, and has
been found by medical practitioners to be of

great value.

Plea for Pure Air.—A few well-known
facts will show the urgent necessity for pure air.

The longest period of time upon record in which
a man lived without food and water is about four-

teen days. If water be given, but no food, life

may be sustained longer than this; but deprived
of air, human life may be extinguished in three
minutes. This serves to show, in one way, and
in a prominent manner, the high value of venti-

lation. Human life may be contiuued for a time
by bad air, stagnant water, and decaying food;

but without pure air, good water, and whole-
some food, life soon loses all its freshness.

Most persons make great exertions to obtain
good water and sound food; but unfortunately,
there is not often the same regard paid to the
condition of the air. Is ventilation then of no
importance ? Should it not be studied by the
statesman and the philosopher as well as by the

physician ?

Onion Juice for Stings.—The Berliner

Presse says that the pain caused by the sting of

a horse-fly may be instantly alleviated, and the

swellirg which often accompanies it speedily

reduced, by simply rubbing the injured part

with the juice of an onion. Probably it would
be a useful application in the cose of other in-

vest stings.

esjic Eco^o^y.

Some Facts about Soap.

The true soaps, says the^ Journal of Clitmistry,
are all salts of potash and 'soda, the former being
soft soaps, the latter hard soaps ; but these fatty
acids unite with other alkalies and bases to form
insoluble compounds, which are also often called
soaps. If we mix a solution of common soap
(containing stearate of soda, we will say) with
one of lime, the soda salt is decomposed, and a
stearate of lime is separated in an insoluble form.
This reaction is a common one in the chemistry
of the kitchen, though not a popular one with
housewives. It takes place whenever soap is

used with "hard water," which owes its bad
name to the presence of salts of lime, magnesia,
etc. When soap is dissolved in such water, the
lime of magnesia unites with the stearic acid to
produce the insoluble curdy flakes which appear.
It is not until sufficient soap has been added to
decompose all these salts and dispose of then-
bases that it becomes available for its legitimate
business of cleansing. The harder the water,
the more soap is wasted in this vexatious chem-
ical process. If one has no hard water at hand,
he can illustrate the reaction by dissolving a
little Epsom salts (sulphate of magnesia) in
water, and then rubbing some soap in the solu-
tion, or pouring some soapy water into it. The
froth of the soap will vanish, and curdy flakes
will be formed. The snlphate and the soap (call

it a stearate of soda) have "swapped" bases; sul-
phate of soda is dissolved in the liquid, and
insoluble stearate of magnesia is left floating as
the white flakes.

Soap is always an alkaline or basic salt, and
its detergent power depends on the degree of its

alkalinity. The more nearly The soda is neu-
tralized, the less capacity it has for combining
with the grease and other matters which it is

intended to remove. Of course this property in

soap must be graduated to the purpose for which
it is to be used. For the coarser work of the
laundry, the ordinary bar soap, which is quite
alkaline, or soft soap, with its more active
potash, is required ; while for toilet use an
almost neutral soap is wanted, as the other
would not only remove the impurities from the
skin, but partially dissolve the latter, leaving it

rough and uncomfortable.

A Hint for Our Grandmothers.—If the
lady readers dislike darning socks and hose, as

most ladies do, they can save one-half the mend-
ing by knitting heels and toes double, like

streaked mittens. But many do not under-
stand that, so I will explain. As soon as half

the stitches are put on the heel-needle tie on
another ball of yarn, which may be white or
like the other ball, according to fancy or con-

venience, and coarser if you have it. Wrap
both threads around the little finger, pass them
under the next finger, put the middle finger be-

tween the threads, having the white towards
you when knitting straight and from you when
knitting backwards. To make the white show
most upon the wrong side, put the forefinger

under first one thread and then the other when
knitting; also, widen once in four stitches the
first time across to keep the heel or toe from
drawing in. If knit in this way they will wear
as long as the rest of the sock; will be warmer
upon the parts soonest cold—which is quite an
item when working for those we love—is mueh
better than common double heel, and quicker
knit.

Cracked Wheat.—This excellent dish is

often spoiled, says a lady in the Rural New
Yorker, by very good cooks who think they

must stir it all the time to keep it from burning.

Too much stirring makes it like paste; putting

in more water when nearly done has the same
effect. One-third of wheat, by measure, to

two-thirds of water, soft, if you have it, will

make it about right. The water should bo cold

when the wheat is put in; it should cook slowly

and be covered closely. In this way scarcely

any stirring will be found necessary. There is

a deliciousness in this dish when cooked as

above, which is never found if stirred while

cooking. The same may bo said of oatmeal,-

only the latter should be quickly stirred into

boiling water; cover closely and let cook for

about 20 minutes. Wheat may be cooked

about the same time, although it bears cooking

longer.

Apple Turnovers.—Make a paste of sour

milk or buttermilk with a little soda and salt,

as for biscuits, except that more shortening is

necessary. Hub the shortening into the flour

and add the milk ; then cut off a piece the size of

a biscuit and roll out rather thin. Have ready

dried apples stewed, silted, sweetened and
spiced to taste. Place a large spoonful on one-

half of the rolled paste and bring the other half

over it, pinching the edges securely together.

Fry in hot lard, turning them frequently to

brown evenly. Also, if you will make up yonr
soda biscuits for tea in precisely the same fash-

ion, and before putting into the oven wet the

surface with milk, you will find it an agreeable

variation from the usual way.

Gem Filter.—Dr. Angus Smith finds that

cotton wadding between two layers of cotton

cloth is an effectual filter for fungus spores in the

air, and that even flour paste, loft in an enclos-

ure of such material for days, developed no
fungi whatever.
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The Week.

Work is swinging along under more propi-

tious skies. It is true the sun is operating

under the eight-hour law, and takes out meal

time from that, but many things are better

than if his fervor were prolonged throughout

the solid days. The surface soil is parting with

its moisture gradually and does not bake as
under a severe heat. Grass ami grain are send-
ing blade and rootlet quietly through the moist
and mellow soil, and perhaps before the torrid
heat comes the earth will be shaded from the
sun, and held from doing injury to the
tender roots. This moderate weather also holds
growth to slower maturing, and warns the fruit
trees not to put too much trust in the spring-
time, until the chance of nipping frosts is over.

In the flocks there is great activity. While
in the counties north of the bay the- e has been
severe loss of ewes and lambs by L_e drenching
and chilling storms, the flock-masters of the
south and the great San Joaquin, have rejoiced
in most favorable weather, and lambs are gam-
boling over the rich pastures in a manner to de-
light the owners' heart. Aside from prepara-
tions for shearing and dipping, the San Joa-
quiner is now turning a wider area to summer
fallow than ever turned before, and the only
limit to the work seems to be in the scarcity of
mule and horse power. The harvest comes
apace—-the greatest California has ever known.

Mother Hubbard Warehouses.

We do not know whether this age is more

degenerate than those which have preceded it,

but we do know that if the honest ancients had

a harder time than honest moderns in holding

their own property against midnight marauders

and the swindling pestilence which stalketh at

noonday, the dead past has our sympathy. The

spirit of gullibility seems to pervade us all, and

we trust nearly all men's professions and enter-

prises, which have fair exteriors, until their

shells break and we tind traces of infamy after

our substance and its despoilers have both

passed beyond our reach. There is one thing

certain, this generation must wake up, or some

one will steal its eyelids. Our people have
found banks and insurance companies with no
capital but fuss and furniture; business enter-

prises naught but sand ami sign-boards:^mines
which develop nothing but paper mills; lands

which exist only in the imagination of the map-
drawer, and a host of other growths of fraud

which spring from the diseased morals and
criminal extravagance of city scoundrels. Many
of our country people have been caught in these

specious traps, and have with reason come to

distrust much of the gilt and marble which line

our streets. It is now our unpleasant duty to

warn them of a style of robbery which has

flourished nearer their homes, and which is all

the more dangerous, because most people have
never dreamed of its possibility.

There is a warehouse near the railroad station

of Haywood, Alameda couuty. In it grain has

been stored for months by the grain growers of

the neighborhood. About two weeks ago a

regular order for a certain lot of grain was pro-

nounced insufficient by the man in charge, and
the bearer, filled with surprise, returned to the

party who gave the order for an explanation.

Suspicion was aroused, and the warehouse was
taken ir. charge by the railroad company on the

demand of the grain owner. Meantime the

man in charge of the warehouse made good his

flight, and a strong poultice of warrants has
since failed to draw him from the unknown.
When the warehouse was opened for inspection,

it was found that the piles of sacked grain had
been "drawn" like a dressed fowl, and, while

the outer rows of sacks were still in place, the

masses of grain from the interior had been
resacked and removed. Examination of the

books of the railroad company showed that

grain had been shipped from time to time by
the party in charge of the warehouse, during a

period of several months. Thousands of dollars

worth of grain have thus been feloniously re-

moved, and farmers who come to look for their

property tind little more than bare floors where
they placed their heaps of grain. The man who
owned the warehouse has not been seen for

months. His hireling, in whose name the grain

has been receipted for by the railroad company,
has passed beyond the reach of the law. Noth-
ing remains but the evidences of a villainous

and carefully planned robbery, and heavy losses

of property without the slightest apparent
chance for recovery.

This sorry occurrence lias more than an ele-

ment of curious interest; it has wholesome
lessons. Let all profit by the relation of them.
It has been the prevalent impression that ware-

houses were magazines of security. Whatever
tricks might be suspected in trade, a man
thought when his grain was stored and insured

he was as sure of it as of his real-estate. Said

a prominent farmer to us the other day: "It

never entered into my head that there was a

possibility of insecurity in a warehouse. I have
stored my grain, and sold on my receipt mouths
afterward, without ever seeing it or doubting
its safe existence in store. " Such, we believe,

is the general feeling, notwithstanding the fact

that false bottomed bins have been operated in

Chicago. The lesson of events is that this

security may be only fancied, and that a ware-
house is no more infallible than a savings bank.

It is unfortunate that such is the case, but ex-

perience teaches it.

It is not yet demonstrated what individuals

participated in the crimes which we have de-

scribed. The absence of the . owner, and the

apparent ignorance of his whereabouts, are not
proofs of his innocence, to say the least of them.
The receipts of the railroad for the feloniously

extracted grain reach back to a time when he is

known to have been in the State, and we sup-

pose close tracing of the shipments might show
the guilt or innocence of the principal. The
active thievery and flight of the owner's agent
are so well known that, if he were caught, the
penitentiary would soon have its own. Thus,
while we are unable to place the burden of

crime upon all the shoulders which perhaps
deserve it, there may be made a few general
remarks concerning the character of warehouse
keepers, and some definition given of traits

which are dangerous.
A warehouse owner to whom we would trust

our property, would not be an adventurer, of

whose antecedents no one knows anything ; who
does not gain citizenship, and who has no good
and well-grounded reputation in the community.
He would not be a man whose game is bluff and
bluster, and whose refuge, when shown discrep-
ancies, is behind the shield of his own pomposity.
He would not be a man whoso receipts always
showed less grain than the farmer believed, and
sometimes knew, he had delivered. He would
not be a man, who, when threatened by a patron
with exposure, because of a discrepancy he knew

existed, threw aside his own receipts and paid

for the shortage. He would not be a person
with whom reputable city merchants refused to

have dealings, and would not accept his receipts

without the farmer's own bond as security

against him. All such traits about a warehouse
man would be to us indication that there was a

possible rottenness in Denmark, and we should
shun such a guardianship for our property.

For the base thieves who have thus betrayed
a trust, and brought our warehouses under the

shadow and suspicion of fraud by their infamous
deeds, we have nothing but regret that they are

not breaking stone in the chain-gang. It is a

sign of weakness somewhere in our system of

justice, that such scoundrels are aide to escape

with their ill-gotten gains, and no chance of

recovering their losses remains to the plundered
farmers. Such matters must be more closely

watched in future, and peoiile must look out for

swindlers in country warehouses, as well as in

city savings-banks and other institutions of

trust.

Infringement of Engine Patents.—We
have received a communication from Garret

Keppel, of Butte county, stating that he has

received from a firm in this city notice of al-

leged infringement of patent in using a portable

straw-burning engine which he purchased from
another firm also in business in this city. Mr.
Keppel wishes to know why this notice is not

served upon the firm selling him the engine,

rather than upon him and other farmers using

it. We can only reply by citing the words of

the law against the infringement of patent

rights. The statute grants to the patentee, for

a term of 1" years, "the full ami exclusive

right and liberty of making, using and vending
to others to be used, the invention and dis-

covery," and it gives a right of action for dam-
ages in case of "making, using or vending" the

thing patented. An infringement takes place

whenever a party avails himself of the inven-

tion of the patentee in any of the three ways
enumerated, and thus suit can be brought
against either manufacturer, user or seller. If

action is taken against the user, he must turn

to the manufacturer or vendor for remedy.

Introducing Insects.—We emphasized the

point last week that we are continually liable to

importations of tropical insects, because of our

extensive tratlic with tropical countries. The
danger we are in may be shown by a recent

occurrence reported from New York. When
the hatches of the ship 0. C. Chajmtan, which
has just arrived at New York from Calcutta,

were lifted, hundreds of frisky grasshoppers

sprang from their warm berths among the jute

butts, where they stowed themselves when they

had boarded the vessel in India four months
before. These tropical insects would soon be-

come acclimated if they were landed here,

although the severe New York climate may put
an end to them at once. We are more liable,

too, than New York, to such a visitation, be-

cause our trade with the tropical regions is more
direct, and we are introducing so many plants

and cuttings from thence. Shall we not have

a State entomologist, able and alert, to guard us

against the evil results of such invasions?

Chevalier Barley in Germany. — Our

growers of chevalier barley may be interested

to know some facts "concerning the growth of

this favorite brewers' grain iu Germany. They
have in Alsace each year, a special fair or ex-

hibition, at which all the entries are of chevalier

barley and prizes are awarded for the best sam-
ples. Descriptions are also given of the method
by which the best grain is produced. Our con-

ditions are so different, that German methods
may be of little practical value except from the

principles involved. Attention was called to the

disadvantages of sowing too thick, of using

manure too highly uitrogenized, and of mixing
clover with the barley ; this last-named associa-

tion of crops invariably hinders the complete
dessication of the grain, and tends to give it a

moldy flavor, utterly unfitting it for brewers'

purposes. The reporter especially recommends
early sowings, and one grower, after 12 years'

experiments on the point, has arrived at the

conclusion that it is by winter sowing that the

best types of brewing grain are to be produced.

Agricci.tcrai. Wages. —Some of the abomin-

able tramps who are now parading the State

and exacting a livelihood from our housewives

at the points of threats and insolence, may be

interested to know that, while they disdain to

work at prices which a farmer can afford to pay,

farmers in central New York are hiring labor-

ers for the summer at $\2 to 916 per month

—

the better hands getting the latter price. These
men who, in many cases disdain steady work
and fair wages for the season, will pursue their

tramping until the harvest pressure compels

our grain growers to pay them two or three

dollars a day, and then they will set out again

on another eight months of mendicancy

—

never becoming men, fit to command the re-

spect of industrious citizens, nor able to respect

themselves.
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QdEt\IES ^ND E\Ef»LIES.

Incubators.

Editors Press. —Can you tell us about the simplified
method of hatching and rearing chickens without hem!
Is it practicable ?— J. Smith, Pearson's Springs, Cal.

There are many devices for artificial incuba-
tion. The aim is, of course, to maintain a
proper uniform heat around the eggs during the
necessary period for hatching. Almost all of

them require exceeding close attention, to pre-
vent the heat rising or sinking below the proper
range. The latest device we have heard of is

one which is made automatic by a volume of

mercury, which is so contrived as to turn up or
down the wick of the heating lamp according as

the mercury expands or contracts, and thus reg-

ulate the heat on the eggs. This device in the
hands of the inventor is said to do good work.
There are also "artificial mothers," which are
reported to operate well. This method of hatch-
ing and rearing chickens by incubators and
artificial mothers is practicable, in one sense,

because it has been done and is being done with
a greater or less degree of success, but whether
it can be applied for general use to better ad-
vantage than the natural iftethod we do not
believe is yet demonstrated.

Grasses and Corn for Tule Lands
Editors Press:—What kind of grass will live the long-

est when partially or wholly covered with water? What
kind of corn is best for planting on tule land in Sao
Joaquin river?—Reader.

The fullest information which we have at
hand on the subject of grasses on overflowed
lands is contained in the paper read by Sherman
Day at the meeting of the California Dairy-
men's Society, last October. It was printed in

our regular editions of October 27th and Novem-
ber .'id, 1877, and in the "extra" containing the
full report of the Dairy Society's meetings,
which may be had at this office. Anything
farther which our cultivators of overfiowded
lands may have upon the subject of grasses, and
whether they have found any particular variety

of corn especially adapted for tule growth, we
should like to know.

How to Secure Fat Carp.

A number of our readers have carp ponds

now in flourishing condition, through the enter-

prise of introducing the fish by Mr. Poppe, of

Sonoma. They may not all know of the way
the German fish farmers have for generations
secured fat fish. A recent foreign writer says:

Prince Christian assured my father that at
Schleswig-Holstein the carp lakes are periodi-

cally formed by sowing the bottoms with rye
grass and some other cereal, cutting it and
afterwards turning in the water and fish, to the
manifest advantage of the latter. The good in-

fluence of this procedure has been recognized by
old Gervase Markham, who, when speaking
under the heading, " How to Make Carp Grow
to an Extraordinary Bigness in a Pond," says:

"Perceiving, about the month of April, that
your pond begins to grow low in water, then,

with an iron rake, rake off the sides of your
pond where the water is falling away, then sow
some hay seeds and rake it well. By this

means at the latter end of the summer there

will be a great growth of grass, which, when
winter comes and the pond being raised by rain

to the top, will overflow all that grass. Then
the carp, having water to carry them to the
feed, w ill fill themselves and in a short time
become as fat as hogs that are kept up for that
purpose." The difference between the direc-

tions of the old sportsman and the German
plan, as the reader will perceive, is very slight.

With Malke Aforethought.—The Sut-

ter Banner stultifies itself by taking a four-line

item, which was clipped and set in to fill out a

column of our paper, and giving the item a

force and bearing which it does not possess,

makes an attack on us which is a fabric of

falsehood and an outrage upon journalistic

courte3y. The item said that "some of the

overflowed land in the Sacramento valley was
so enriched by sediment that it rented at a
higher rate than ever before; some of it at $40

per acre." With this item as a text the Ban-
ner proceeds to give us a standing on the de-

bris question which is so devoid of truth and
so redolent of malice, en the part of the writer,

that it can do us no injury with those who
know us and our work. So far as the debris

question is concerned, we have published the

strongest statements of the fanners' side of the

question which have been furnished us by those

residing in the afflicted region—in fact we have

declined nothing which has been sent us on

this subject, and our columns are always open

to properly written communications no matter

how strong their facts and claims. It is a local

question, the facts concerning which are not

within our personal knowledge, but our dispo-

sition in the premises is sufficiently clear to

fair-minded readers from the publication of let«

ters addressed to us by those who have the

experience and information. As to the jour-

nalistic bearing of the attack upon us by the

Banner, that will be apparent enough to our

contemporaries, to whom the microscopic man-

ners of an editor, who aims to make capital

against us by taking a stray "tilling up" item

and loading it with a mass of false motives and

deep significance, will carry their own condem-

nation.
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Honey or Wax.

Editors Pruss:—You will greatly oblige a constant

reader of your valuable paper by answering the following

question: In what part of California is beeswax pro-

duced the most extensively? I intend going into that

part of the country to open a wax candle factory and
would deem it a great favor if you would inform me of

the most suitable place for that business.—A. T., Denver,

Colorado.

The leading honey-producing counties are

San Diego, San Bernardino, Los Angeles and
Ventura, recounting them, not with reference

to amount of production, but in their order of

location, beginning at the southern boundary of

the State. In this section of our State our cor-

respondent could probably contract for all the

wax he needed if he could offer a good price for it,

and he would find himself in the midst of

earnest, progressive men, who would welcome
him and his enterprise, if both exhibited the

qualities of promise and practicability.

The production of wax is one which is now
claiming the attention of the San Diego apiar-

ians. They labor under great disadvantages in

the matter of transportation, and in other par-

ticulars, in their efforts to market comb honey

in the Eastern States; and we remember that,

at the meeting of their society last month, the

production of wax and strained honey, instead

of comb and extracted honey, was urged in the

able address of their President, Mr. C. J. Fox.

This being the case doubtless the proposed

enterprise of our correspondent will be an inter-

esting matter to the producers. In order to

show the claims of the proposed change of

policv in the management of the southern

apiaries we shall quote from Mr. Fox a com-
parative review of the old and the proposed

system of production. He prefaced his discus-

sion of the new policy with a sentence from a

correspondent to the effect that the true profit

of the apiary in southern California would be

from the wax and that the honey would pay the

expenses of the ranch. The correspondent, Mr.

Rufus Morgan, also claimed as follows: "I

could manage four times as many hives run for

wax as for comb honey, and seven or eight

times as many as run with the extracter.

"

Mr. Fox proceeds to show the practicability

of this claim as follows: "Suppose the busy

season for production of surplus honey to last

50 days. My observation in this county is that

with Harbison hives, fitted with main frames

in the top, instead of section boxes, two good,

experienced men can extract, by hard work,

about two casks of 280 pounds net, each, per

day. This would be, say, the yield of four

good average hives, allowing them to produce

50% more than they would of comb honey.

In the season of 50 days, by steady work, the

two men could attend to 200 hives, or an aver-

age of 100 hives to each man. Now, to carry

out Mr. Morgan's estimate, the two men could

take out comb honey from 400 hives, and this

is our experience also. From how many they

could simply cut out the honey, put it into a

strainer, barrel the honey and lay aside the

wax to be tried out in a more leisure season, I

cannot say, but do not think his estimate of

800 hives an extravagant one, as it would only

require 16 hives per day to each man. Now,
comb honey will yield from 8% to 10% of wax
which is worth 25 cents per pound here, or if

i

bleached, a very simple process, nearly double

that price. The bleaching consists in simply

exposing the yellow wax to the sun in a long

tin trough slightly inclined so that it will melt

and run down slowly, and it is worth, I under-

stand, 40 cents per pound in New York.
" In the present condition of the honey busi-

ness, the low prices we can realize here, and the

high price of labor, we must run our apiaries

as cheaply as possible. If a man has only 100

hives he can realize more honey, and make
more money by extracting than by straining,

or, in my opinion, than he can by producing

comb honey. If, however, he has 400 hives, I

believe he can make more money by simply

straining and selling the honey and wax than in

any other way, because he can do all the work
himself, without hiring any help.

"It is well known that the cheaper an article

is sold, the greater the demand. In a letter

from a firm in Liverpool, they told me that

if we could put our strained honey on the

market at eight cents per pound, the demand
would be unlimited. It costs about two cents

per pound from here to Liverpool, including all

expenses. If, during the coming fall, ships

should be loaded from here to Liverpool, with

wheat, for our grain crop promises to be large

enough to justify this, we could send honey

much cheaper, which would leave us a fair

price. Good strained honey is worth now, from

10 to 12 cents per pound in Liverpool.

"From all the above facts and arguments, I

draw the conclusion that our future prosperity

as honey producers depends on our making only

as much comb honey as will supply the Pacific

coast, and by economizing in labor, materials

and freights, ship direct to New York and
Europe a fine pure article of strained honey,

which will sell low enough to create a demand,
and at the same time afford us a good price for

production.

"

If to these advantages in the production of

strained honey, which Mr. Fox enumerates,

were added the chance for an extensive

home market for the wax, by the establishment

of a local candle factory, perhaps the proposed

wax production would seem all the more favor-

able in the eyes of the large apiarians.

Fine Horse.—The stallion "Young George
M. Patchen," owned by Joel Merchant, of Pet-

aluma, was shown on the streets in this city on
Tuesday, and excited universal admiration.

A New Illinois Stock-Barn.

The older States have generally the advan-

tage of us in farm buildings, although we have

in this State some of the finest we ever saw.

The movement toward better buildings is con-

tinually in progress and it is only a question of

time when we shall lead in this respect as in

some other lines of agricultural advancement.

We can sometimes learn much from the most

approved devices of others and for the purpose

of furnishing points of this kind to our readers

we have secured engravings of elevation and

ground plan of a stock-barn lately erected by

T. L. Miller, Beecher, Illinois. Mr. Miller,

has already been introduced to our readers, as

a breeder of Hereford cattle, Berkshire swine
and Cotswold sheep. He is also a leader in ag-

ricultural architecture, and a progressive, en-

terprising man generally. The barn which we

pumping, cutting hay, grinding and pulping
roots. From the ground to the top of the
tower, on which the mill rests, is 80 feet. This
tower is built from the ground—eight feet

square to the mill-room floor, built up with
the frame of the building, and from this point
tapers to about four feet, where the main plate
is put on.

The water supply is obtained from a well
sunk under the barn, 54 feet deep and about

j

five feet in diameter, and the supply is equal
to the wants of 1,000 head of cattle. The pump '

is a double-acting lift and force pump, worked
by the windmill, to which are attached two-
inch pipes for the mains. Attached to this are
different sized pipes, to take the water to the
stalls, boxes and pens in the stable, and dis-

tribute to the cattle and sheep yards, pig pens,
house and garden. In all these places are hydrants
so that cattle or sheep are not moved from their

pens or yards for water. There is a water tank
on the second floor of the barn— 16 feet high
and 6 feet in diameter—which gives the nec-
essary head when the mill is not at work.

NEW BARN OF T. L. MILLER, ESQ, OF ILLINOIS.

show upon this page was planned from his own
ideas and in accordance with his practice of

feeding his cattle and small stock. His pur-

pose was to secure the economic handling of a

large number of cattle under one roof. The
building is 100 feet square, with a drive-way
in front 32x100 feet. The stable (Fig. 2) is un-
der the main building, and extends under this

drive, making the stable 100x132 feet. There
are three calf pens opening into the stable,

each 24 feet square, and each divided into two
pens, with yards attached to each. The stable

and pens will accommodate about 175 head.
The following is the explanation of the let-

tering on the ground plan : A, A, Calf pens.

B, Calf boxes. G, C, Cow stalls. D, D, Horse
stalls. E, Well pump. F, F, Mangers. O, O,

The National Live Stock Journal, whence we
take the data for this description, gives Mr.
Miller's method of feeding and caring for his

cattle, as follows: The feed used is almost en-
tirely of cut hay, with grain and pulped roots.

This is mixed in the feeding boxes and taken to

the animals in baskets. After the morning
feeding is done, most of the cattle are turned
into the yards, unless the weather is stormy,
and remain out until the time for evening feed-

ing. This refers to the cows in milk. The dry
cows are not stalled, but run in the yards and
under sheds, and are fed hay only. These cows,
as they become due to calve, say from one to

two weeks before, are taken into the stables,

put into the boxes prepared for that purpose,

and kept there until their calves are from one to
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GROUND PLAN-SCALE 52 FEET TO THE INCH.

Water troughs. H, Shaft and pulleys. /,

Feed Boxes. /, Pulper. A", Stairway. = = =,
Main water-pipe. Distributing water-

pipe. M, Tower. O, O, Box-stall, P, P,

Driveway.
The floor above the stable is the hay room,

except 32 feet square in the center. This 32

feet is made into three stories—the first is 16

feet high, the second 18 feet, and the third 16

feet. The first is used for cutting hay and
shelling corn; the second is the granary, and
will hold from 9,000 to 10,000 bushels of grain;

the third is the mill room, where the grain for

the stock is ground and the meal stored until

wanted for use. The hay room, comprising the

whole of this floor except the 32 feet square in

the center, will, when full, hold about 600 tons

of hay. A load of hay on a rack eight feet

wide and 14 feet long, can be driven on any
part of the floor, when empty, and when the

barn is filled all parts are tilled. Two double
harpoon forks are used, and the team that hauls

the hay is taken from the wagon and used to

work the fork. A double-headed Nichols wind-
mill is used—each 30 feet in diameter—for

two weeks old, when they are put into the
stalls, and the calves into the pens. There are

now some 75 calves in the pens and boxes, aged
from a week to nine or ten months. The calves

are suckled by the cows, and fed ground corn
and oats, mixed with hay, from the time they
will eat.

After the cows arc turned out, the stalls and
boxes are cleaned, and the manure shoveled
into the main drive-way, and from there shov-

eled into the wagon and hauled to the field or

the manure heap.

California Fresh Fish Abroad. — An
English paper thus comments upon a Pacific

coast enterprise: Fresh salmon, packed in ice,

having reached Sydney and other Australian
ports from San Francisco in a perfect state of

preservation, the experiment -.ill shortly be
tried of sending Sainton in a similar way to the
English markets. The British public will then
have an opportunity of eating excellent salmon
at about fourpence pei pound, the present price

of codfish in London.

A Pleasant Land to Live in.

There is not in the world a more beautiful

land, nor one so well adapted to make pleasant

homes, a3 the foothills of California. This mag-

nificent region covers an area of more than

20,000 square miles, lying along the lower slopes

of the Sierra Nevada and Coast Range moun-
tains—the greater portion along the western

declivity of the former. Among the more no-

table advantages of these foothills are an equa-

ble and healthful climate, pure water, plenty
of timber, and a moderately good soil, which
latter, while it produces undei irrigation excel-

lent crops of vegetables, as well as the grains
and grasses, is capable of growing almost every
kind of fruit with the fewest possible exactions
and in the greatest perfection.

These districts are for the most part tolerably
accessible, being generally not more than from
10 to 30 miles from steamboat or railroad trans-

portation. A good deal of the land here is still

a part of the public domain, and where taken
up can, as a common thing, be bought at mod-
erate prices. As the great gold-bearing belt of

the State stretches centrally along nearly the
whole length of these foothills, the cultivator

of the soil finds in the mining towns and camps
a good market for his products, the prices for

which range higher generally than in San Fran-
cisco.

Now it seems to us that a good many of our
unemployed and homeless people would do well
to strive and get hold of a piece of land some-
where in the region mentioned. The main ob-
jects to be kept in view in selecting a spot for

settlement are proximity to a local market, and
in the absence of this, facilities for shipping to
San Francisco. Water for irrigation is also a
consideration of the first importance. As re-

gards soil, wood, climate, etc., there is not much
room for choice, this region of country being so

much alike in these particulars that it matters
little where one locates.

It is not to be supposed that a man, in repair-

ing to these mountain slopes, will, with all their

advantages, be able to live and get ahead, with-
out hard work, careful management and econ-

omy. If poor at the start, lie may even count
on seeing some pretty hard times for a few years
at first. The summers are hot, and at an alti-

tude of 3,000 or 4,000 feet there is some snow
in winter. But this is rather higher than the
zone that offers best inducements for settlement,

and along which little or no snow ever falls.

Then, there is the drouth to contend with,

and this is really the most serious drawback
to land culture in this part of the State.

But ditches are being multiplied every year and
no considerable district will, after a short time,

be without water for irrigation. The soil here,

though warm and quick, is not, except in a few
alluvial bottoms, remarkably strong, and, to

make it produce well, will require careful

tillage, witli all the manure at command for its

enrichment. In short, the man who expects to

raise good crops in the mountains, will have to

see to it that the ground is well prepared and
afterwards watered and that some additions are

every year made to its strengthening and pro-

ductive properties. While this is not much of

a stock country, there is yet enough natural

pasturage to enable the small farmer and fruit

grower to keep a few cows and hogs, with the

addition always of some sheep or goats if he
desires it. Poultry invariably does well. As
for health, these foothills are a perfect sani-

tarium. A more salubrious climate is nowhere
to be found. The earlier settlers in this part

of the State, being originally farmers, and com-
ing, many of them, from the South and West,
will be found a hospitable and obliging sort of

people, disposed to receive new-comers kindly

and assist them all they can. If the stranger

seeking a home is, therefore, the right kind of

a man, he will be able to obtain from these

pioneers much useful advice and sometimes
more substantial aid, if he requires it, all of

which will make him feel at home and be other-

wise of service to him.

West Side Irrigation.—The West Side Irri-

gation bill has passed both houses of the Legis-

lature and goes to the Governor. The bill, as

passed, eliminates altogether the King river

canal project owned by Lux & Miller, which
irrigates some 70 miles, yet it provides a

grand canal 170 miles in length for irrigating

the lands on the west side of the San Joaquin

river, embraced in the counties of Kern, Tu-
lare, Fresno ami San Joaquin. Bonds in the

sum of $2,000,000, bearing interest at seven per

cent, are to be issued to complete the work,

the bonds to constitute a mortgage upon the

lands. The bonds are not to be sold for less

than 90 cents on the dollar.

An Orange Within an Orange.—A gentle-

man in this city who purchased a large Los

Angeles orange at a fruit stand to adorn his

lunch the other day, was surprised to find a

perfect orange of the size of a walnut, imbed-

ded in the pulp of his purchase. The inclosed

fruit was near the stem end of its incloser, but
laterally it was just in the center. The large

fruit, which was fully three inches in diameter,

gave no external sign of its peculiar tenant.

The curiosity, exhibited at Mr. Trumbull's

storo, has excited wide interest, few having

seen this fruit phenomenon before. There have

been, however, several similar cases reported

this winter in southern California papers, i..
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WM. ANSON WOOD'S
IMPROVED EAGLE MOWER

The Perfection Mower for Light Draft, Simplicity and Durability.
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Over 200 First-Class Prizes Were Awarded to Wm. Anson Wood's Improved Mowers and Reapers in the United States in 1877.

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR TO

Davis, ]Mannfa,etnre:rs' _A_gent,Gfeo. .A
No. 401 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Mining and Scientific

Press Patent Agency.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats filed expeditiously
Patent re-issues taken out; Assignments made and re-

corded in legal fonn; Copies of Patents and Assignments
procured; Examinations of Patents made hen and at

Washington; Examinations made of Assignments re-

corded 111 Washington; Examinations ordered and re-

ported by Telegraph: Rejected eases taken up and Pat
ents obtained; Interferences Prosecuted; Opinions ren

dered regarding- the validity of Patents and Assign
ments; Every legitimate branch of Patent Soliciting

Business promptly and thoroughly conducted.
Our intimate knowledge of the various inventions of thi-

coast, and long practice in patent business, enable us to

abundantly satisfy our patrons, and our success and
business are constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced inventors are found
among our most steadfast friends and patrons, who fully

appreciate our advantages in bringing valuable inven-

tions to the notice of the public through the columns of

our widely circulated, first-class journals— thereby facil-

itating their introduction, sale and popularity.

-THE-

PALAGE RESTAURANT,

SAN PEANCISCO,

No. 218 Sansome Street.

It is not surpassed by any diniiiff house in the city

The saloon is new, commodious, elegant and comfortable,

and all visitors to San Francisco, who wish good food

well prepared and properly presented, at reasonable

prices, should try the "Palace." Beingnew.it is fitted

up with the latest and best approved cooking apparatus

and other conveniences for patrons.

Tip-top Dinners, 50 Cents,

Are given from ,

r
> to 8 o"clock p. m. It will pay yourself

(and friends, too,) to go considerably out of your way to

visit and patronize this first-class restaurant.

ERNEST SCHNUTENHAUS,
J. M. WEBSTER,

Proprietors

A Word from Florida.—The Semi-Tropical, of Jack-
sonville, Florida, says: "The Pacific Ui'ral Prrsb is ably
"<mduct«d, and a valuable representative of the indus-
trial interests of California.

£JN BUSINE 5S
COLLEGE.

No. 24 Post Street

BAH FKASCUCO, CAU

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Hook-keepingand Arithmetic merely, but gives
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is gircn in all the branches of an Knglish educa-
tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.

Laiuks' l>F.i'Aiir.MKXT.—Ladies will be admitted for In-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

TKi.KoRArinc Uk.I'art.mext.—In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly tit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

OAKLAND HEALTH INSTITUTE,
Center Street Station, Oakland.

Convinced of the superiority of the climate of Oakland
to that of any other place on the Coast, more particularly

for those suffering from diseases of a malarial origin, and
chronic diseases generally, the undersignod have opened
the above named Institute as a resort for invalids, when-
all the facilities for the thorough and scientific treatment
of diseases have been introduced.
Our methods of treatment embrace Electricity, Turk-

ish Russian, Magnetic and Medicated Baths of all

kinds; the Ilealthlift, Hadfleld's Equalizer, and in fact

all appliances and remedies of established merit known to

the medical profession. The building is one of the finest

in the city, and the rooms large and comfortable. No ef-

fort will be spared to make the patients feel at home.
Lying-in-rooms connected with the institute. Charges,
including board, etc. , from fw to $H0 per week. For
urther information, address

Oakland Health Institute, Oakland, Cal.

J. H. BUNDY, M. D , & C. W. HANSEN, M. I>., Prop r/t.

RUPTURE -«*

If Ruptured, send at once for

Dr. Pierce's New Illustrated Book.

Address Magnetic Elastic Truss Co.

<i09 Sacramento St., San Francisco.

jrs- CURED. n

Calvert's Carbolic

SHEEP WASH,
$2 Per Gallon.

After dim>ing the slice]), is use-
ful for preserving wet hides, de-
stroying the vine pest, and for
wheat dressings and disinfecting
pubises, etc T. W. JACKSON,
S. F., Sole A4ent for Pacific Coast.

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,
Alameda County.

(Successors to Z. B. Heywood & Co.)

himber, Shingles, Sash, Doors, Lime, Brick,

and Builders' Hardware, 8old at lowest Sau

Francisco rates, strict attention given country

orders. Boats loaded at wharf for all

points on the San Joaquin and Sac-
ramento rivers, cars of the C. P. R. R. Co.

loaded at yard. Orders received at 22 Califor-

nia St. San Francisco, or at the hardware store

of 0. \V. Babcock, 955 Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBEE, Proprietor.

Tiio.mar Richardson, Manager.

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only 8(1), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a $40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 13

pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-
ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St. , S. F.

American Machine

Model Works

Experimental and Fine Special Machinery, Planing and

Gear Cutting, Printing Press, Ban! Instrument and Gen-

eral Machine Repairing; Dies, Taps, Punches, Reamers
and other Tools made to order. Models and Patterns for

Inventors promp ly executed in Wood or Metals. 514
Commercial Street, between Sansome and Leidesdorff,

(Third Floor), San Francisco, Cal.

I. A. HEALD, Proprietor.

BUCHAN'S
CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

AND ALL DI8KASKS OF TI1K SKI*.

Ruchan's Carbolic Soaps; Holman's Fever and
Ague Pad; Corks, Bottles and Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 313 to 310 Battery St., S. F.

Lands for Sale and to Let.

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for sale in Riverdale, Fresno County. It com-

prises 100 acres, U. S. Patent, of rich bottom land, with
house and out buildings. (Jrasa ll green the year round.
Alfalfa prows the year round without irrigation, as
water is hut six to eight feet heneath the surface. There
is tAo irrigation ditches running across the ranch and
three cubic feet of water per second belongs with the
place, and 42 small fruit trees and two to three hundred
blackberry and strawberry plants; SO acres "f alfalfa; 20
acres of barley, ull looking nicely and a nice vegetable
garden, Blxb acres inclosed, three plows, one two gang
sulky, (John Deere,) and two single plows, harrow, two
number one cows, two calves, one work team, harness,
old buggy and two dozen hens. The ranch is one mile
west oi the Riverdale postottice. We have a good school,

one store and preaching every two weeks of the 8outh
Methodist. The ranch is 10 miles north and west of

Lemore, a flourishing railroad town; ft mites due west of
Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, the county seat of

Fresno, and 15 miles from the Centra) California Colony.
All the crops stock and tools mentioned go with the
ranch if sold soon. Price, $2,f>00. 81..100 gold coin down,
and one year's time on balance. For further particulars

address or call on ranch.

DAVID S. ORR, Riverdale, Fresno Co , Cal.

FARM FOR SALE.

Farm of 60 acres in Vaca Valley, four miles from Vaca-

ville, (too.l house of four rooms, barn and outhouses.

Well watered, fine orchard. School one mile. Forty-five

acres in gram, to be sold with the ranch or without. For

further information inquire of HENRY AMMONS, Vaca-

ville, or on ranch to

O OARLICHS.

FARM FOR SALE.

The subscriber, long a resident of Linn's Valley, Kern
County, now offers his farm for salo cheap. Said farm is

well improved, conveniently situated to school, church,

etc. Well supplied with water, Posa Creek running

through it full three-quarters of a mile, and two good

springs of excellent water on the premises. Title, I'. 8.

Patent; 1(10 acres. For further particulars apply to

8. E. REED, Glenvllle,

Kern County, Cal.

FARM FOR SALE
For sale in a district not subject to drouth or floods, a

snug little farm of 130 acres, one mile east of Talleja
Well watered by living springs and running streams;
surrounded and subdivided by board fences. Ordinary
dwelling, sheds, etc. An opportunity offered to secure a
good home within 20 miles of San Francisco, at a bar-
gain. Apply to

O C PEARSON, South Vallejo.
,
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pdrcha8ers uk stock will find in this directory the
Names of some of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Bates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

60 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO ,
Downey City, Cal., breeders of

thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Bafael, Marin Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal, breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $40
to 8100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

L. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es
sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $16 each.

LANDRTJM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal.

porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.

BURBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal.

sale. Also, eggs in their season.
Pekln Ducks for

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for
hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal,

Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine,
Agent for Dana's Cati le, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The HerefordSjthe
best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Ee3cher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs,

'nquire of

1. L. MILLER.

Beecher, Will County, Illinois

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshires
Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and

Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are

guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,

and Los Angeles City, Cal.

THOROUGHBRED BULLS.

Ten head of Red Durhams from 12 to 15 months

old, Also, 12 head of large work horses and mares will

be sold this spring at private sale on my ranch, six miles

from Orovillc, Butte County.

«S~Bulls Sired by Golden Louan Duke.

M. WICK.

W. &. J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California

IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE
Also, the finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.

BI.RDS AND EGOS FOR SALE.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. GRAY

SHIPPING AND
Grangers' Building,

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I. C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

COMMISSION HOUSE,

106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that
enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

GRAND HEADOUARTERS FOR MUSICAL BOXES.

HVH. J". PAILLARD 5c CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers of all kinds of

MUSICAL BOXES
FOR

Holiday, Birthday

Weddiiig Presents

MUSICAL BOXES
FOR

Holiday, Birthday

AND

Wedding Presents-

OF STANDARD REPUTATION.
Our stock embraces the latest novelties, the newest and most pleasing airs, and the mos approved appliance

for rendering them with every shade of musical expression.
£2TWe offer this season many new improvements that must be seen to be appreciated, therefore buyers coming

to San Francisco are invited to examine our stock —the larokst in the city.
ff^Medal and diploma awarded at the Centennial Exposition to our establishment in Switzerland for excellence

in manufacture, durability, volume, purity of sound and superior workmanship. Also, medal awarded at the Me-
chanics' Institute Industrial Exhibition, San Francisco.

REPAIR DEPARTMENT — Our workmen arc especially edncated to all kinds of intricate repairs, so that all
repairs entrusted to tis will meet with careful, skillful and prompt attention. We are recipients Of many special
patents for improvements in musical boxes.

M. J. PAIL,LARD & CO,, No 120 Sutter St., (Rooms 5 and 6 ) San Francisco,
680 Broadway, New York, and St. Croix, Switzerland.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
ia THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

JJ^'jttg OF ANY IN USE-ONE TH^T PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK FILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

j|§ Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Manufactured fry the

Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

IRA GARDEN & CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

[N THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

CARD.

Last fall, preparatory to moving to Oregon, I disposed

of my entire herd of Berkshires. Alfred Parker, Esq., of

Bellota, San Joaquin County, purchasing several of my
best imported hogs. I take pleasure in recommending

him to my former patrons and to the public generally as a

reliable breeder. R. S. THOMPSON, Napa City, Cal.

£3TParties favoring me with their orders may rely

upon getting A No. 1 Pigs, with perfect pedigrees and of

the most fashionable English strains. Address,

ALFRED PARKER, Bellota,

San Joaquin County, Cal

SHEEP FOR SALE.
Two thousand young Ewes from one of the best flocks

in the State. The wool from which commands the highest

price. The whole or a portion of the sheep will bo sold at

a great bargain, as the owner is overstocked. To those

wishing to improve a flock or breed a superior one, this

offers an unusually favorable opportunity. Apply to

WENDELL EAST/ON,
32 Montgomery Street, opposite Lick Houso, 8. F.

Imperial Egg Food

(Trade Mark.)

Will Mako Your Hens T-.ii>',,

Winter and Summer, support Fowls during moulting,
keen them constantly in line condition, and Increase
their profit 100 per cent. Half ofthechicksdie annually.
This makes hour and muscle e:irlv. and will Bare them.
Packages to mix with 50 weight ordinary feed, 50 cts.i

larger for $l.no and 12.00. Sent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocers, Feed Stores, etc.

LOCAL AGENTS WANTED.
C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 103, HABTFOBD, Conx.

0. C. SWAIN & CO. Agt's for Pacific Coast
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

£5TTo whom all orders should be addressed.

The Raby Clothes Line Folder —New inren
tion; Fverybody wants it; best thing out for agents
State and county rights at low figures. For particulars,

address W. W. FLETCHER,
Le.idenville, Ohio.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Vice-President and Manager,

C. J. CRESSEY.
Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIER.
Secretary PRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States a
he best market rates.

S. C. BOWLEY. C. CREGO.

CREG0 & BOWLEY,

STOCK AND GENERAL AUCTIONEERS.

Salesroom, No. 9, Merchants' Exchange, Cal-
ifornia Street

GREAT SALE OF

Horses, Brood Mares and Mules,

THURSDAY, MARCH 28th, 1878,

At 11 o'clock A. m
, under the Big Tent, corner of Mission

and Seventh Sts., by order of Adam Forepaugh, Esq.

WE WILL SELL

155 Head of Horses, Brood Mares & Mules,

Kentucky, Vermont and New York State Bred.

The above stock comprises Matched Carriage Horses,
Trotters, Gentlemen's Driving Horses, Family Horses,
Saddle Horses, Single-Footers, Heavy Draft Horses and
Brood Mares, also. Ten Large Y'oung Kentucky Bred
Mules, 10 to ](i hands high.

The above stock was selected during the past fall and
winter, in the above States; for -the purpose of trans-

porting my show throughout the State of California, but

owing to an arrangement made with the Central and
Southern Pacific Railroads to transport the show by rail,

enables me to offer the choicest portion of my fine stock

at auction, without reserve.

The above stock can be seen at Mission and Seventh

Streets, from March 26th to day of sale.

ADAM FOREPAUGH.

Terms of Sale. —Sixty davs credit, with good endorsed
note, drawing interest at one per cent, per month.

CRSGO & BOWLEY, Auctioneers.

London Assurance Corporation,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

Established in 1720.

Cash Assets - - $14,993,466

Western Assurance Company,

OF TORONTO, CANADA.
Incorporated 1851.

Cash Assets - $1,576,307

CROSS & CO., Gen. Apents, San Francisco

HERRMANN S STYLES IN HATS.

NOW OUT!

Prices Lower Than Ever.

—AT-

402 Kearny Street, - - Near Pine.

Branch, 910 Market Stree ,

Between Stockton and Powell, San Francisco

'•ABOUT RIGHT," Etc.

* * * " Mary Mountain" Is about right when she
says that a family of children who read the Rural Phess,

are pretty well started ill life, and have a chance of be
commg the tight kind of citizens, iven if they ore
brought up in an emigrant wagon. Your* very truly,

C. A. O.
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A TENTS AND INVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Kf.vohts yj» the Knna and Scientific

Press, DEWEY 4: CO., Piblishers AMD U. S.

and Foreign Patent Aoknts. J

By Special Dispatch from Washington, D. C.

Week Ending, February 26th.

Car Truck.—James G. Divoll, 8. F.

Spoke Tenoning Machine.—Robert W. Eaton,

Watsouville, Cal.

Cornice Mold and Mitkking Device.—
George K. Glenn and Henry Fern, Woodland,

Purifying Coal.—Parker F. Morey, Oakland.

Anchor.—Robert R. Spedden and Daniel F.

Stafford, Astoria, Oregon.

Apparatus foa Adminstkkino Medicine to

Horses.—Henry Hartman, Camp Halleck,

Nevada.

The patent! are not ready for delivery by the Patent

Office until some 14 days after the date of issue.

Soif. Copies of t:. S. and Foreign Patents furnished

bv Dewey & Co., in tlio shortest time possible (by tel-

g'raph or otherwise) at li.e lowest rates. All patent busi-

ness for Pacific coast inventors transacted with perfect

security and In the shortest possible time.

Rainfall in the San Joaquin Valley.

Editors Press:—The rain measurement of

our Signal Sergeants at San Francisco and Sac-

ramento, and of the Piiilro.nl company at theii

various stations in California, having been quite

generally published, permit me to give in your

columns the amount for the season to March
7th, near Borden, Fresno county—at a point on

the railroad within a few miles of the center of

o.ir State, and about 15 miles northwest of

Fresno City. I take pleasure in vouching for

the accuracy of the result, as the measurement
was made with the greatest care, by my friend,

Mr. Russell, who in now living 011 the place 1

formerly owned, and ivho has the use of my
standard Smithsonian gauge, made by James
Green, of New York. This very reliable in-

strument was used by me to measure the rain-

fall in parts of San Joaquin valley for several

years, beginning with 186S, reports of which

were made from time to time in your

columns, as some of your readers may remem-
ber. A letter from Mr. Russell gives the fol-

lowing rainfall for the season of '77-78.

November, '77 1.64. inches.

December, '77 1-34 inches.

January, '78 3.28 inches.

February, '78 3.45 inches.

March, to date, the 7th 0.38 inches.

Total. .
10.09 inches.

As will be seen, this is only about one-third

of the rainfall at San Francisco for the same
time, which has been over '.i'2 inches; and about
two-thirds of the amount at Stockton, which
has been over 15 inches. J. W. A. W.
March 20th.

Grand Musical Festival. — We announce

with pleasure a musical enterprise, which will

excite and interest every music -:naking and lov-

ing person on this coast. Mr. Sumner W. Bug-
bee announces that he has in preparation a grand
May Festival of Music, to be held in the Me-
chanics' Pavilion, in this city, on the afternoons

of May '28th, 20th and 30th. He has enlisted

in the undertaking all the leading musicians of

the city, and is secured the co-operation of

singers and players in all the interior cities and
towns. For this purpose, Mr. Bugbee is about
to visit the interior, and we commend his errand
to all our music-loving readers. It is proposed
to hold a festival of harmony, which will rival

all the famous jubilies which have been held in

the Eaa'.ern cities. We fully believe the enter-

prise will be worthy of the coast, and carry our
fame upon the waves of song to all parts of the
world.

Cotswold Brekkers.—A correspondent sends
us the following list of the officers of the Ameri-
can Cotswold Association, lately chosen: Presi-

dent, T. L. Miller, Beecher, Ills. Vice-
Presidents, John C. Snell, Edmonton, Out.;
Chas. P. Mattocks, Portland, Me. ; Robert C.

Estill, Lexington, Ky. Secretary and Treasu-
rer, Chas. P. Willard, Chicago, Ills. Board of

Directors, Sam'l E. Prather, Sherman, Ills.

;

Chas. A. Degraff, Janesville, Minn.; Chas. F.

Mills, Springfield, Ills.; T. L. Miller, Beecher,
Ills.; Chas. P. Willard, Chicago, Ills. The
" Cotswold Record " is progressing favorably,
the work having the endorsement and support
of the best breeders of the country.

Payment of Taxes.—Hon. C. H. Cooley, of
Sonoma county, has introduced a bill in the As-
sembly, amending the political code so that all

general taxes must be paid in legal tender of
the United States, gold, silver, or paper. A
tax levied for a special purpose may be paid in
such funds as may be directed.

Woodward's Gardens has the fallowing new attraction!
The buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements in the zoological department, besides the
other features which have made it popular.

Ant Photographer having a largo Camera Box for

Ills will please notify "N. S.," at this office.

Note on the Cliff Dwellers in New Mexico.

During the field operations of one of the

parties connected with the United States Geo-

logical Survey of the Territories, in charge of

Prof. F. V. Hayden, portions of southwestern

Colorado, northwestern New Mexico, and north-

eastern Arizona were traversed, embracing that

broken-up country occupied in remote times by

a race of people who were known as the cliff-

dwellers. This subject is well known to readers

in general, but we must recur to it again 80 as

to be able to reach the importance of the dis-

covery to be described.

In one of the canyons, known as the Chaco,
Mr. W. H. Jackson made detailed investiga-

tions and measurements of the immense ruined
buildings. In one of the arroyas or dry water
courses, the sectional view of the alluvial

deposit was exposed to a depth of about 10

feet. Fourteen feet beneath the surface, a
layer of pottery and debris came to view. This
may not seem strange, as, in a comparatively
narrow valley, dirt ami gravel to the depth of

14 feet might be deposited in a short term of

years. But, 10 feet above this layer, the foun-
dation walls of ancient buildings were visible,

built upon another layer of gravel and sand.
These were in times covered with the alluvium
upon which now stand the famous ruins, of

which no history is extant, and of the builders
of which no history will ever be known. How
many ages have passed since the lower or first

bed was the surface, upon which moved the
numerous hordes of which all evidence at present
is hidden behind the veil of the dark past?

Now, a skull comes to view upon the layer of

pottery, which is beneath two eras of occupa-
tion and semi-civilization. This skull, in its

contour, is unique. Its closest relations are the
ancient Mexicans, Peruvians, Caribs, and
Natchez. There is an extraordinary flattening

of the upper posterior portion of the head (pos-

terior parieta?), which is evident in those
ligured in Morton's "Crania Americana." The
contents of the skull as found, consists of sand,

which is now as hard as ordinary agglutinated
sandstone, and has in nearly all portions, the
appearance of liminite. The skull will be de-

scribed and figured by Dr. W. J. Hoffman, of

the Hayden Survey, and it affords another
strong link in the chain of facts and hypotheses
of the cliff-dwellers and the ancient Mexicans
being more nearly related than is generally

admitted or supposed.

Falling Mountains.

We had an account not long since of a

mountain in the Savoy, Switzerland, which

from some inexplicable cause suddenly com-

menced tumbling down and for 20 days went on

steadily disintegrating itself until much of it

had rolled into the valley below, causing the

the deetraction of two nourishing villages.

While this work of dismemberment was in pro-

cess it caused a terrific sound and filled the air

with clouds of dust. Immense rocks descended
the mountain side, a distance of a mile, in 30
seconds, and bounding sometimes 1,500 feet,

crushed the great pine forests like thistles.

And now then; comes from Montana, the story
of another falling mountain. In the north-
ern part of that Territory, distant from Helena
.'10 miles, rises a singular elevation conspicuous
for many miles around, called Bear Tooth
mountain. It consists, or rather did consist, of

two tusk- like peaks, hence the name, standing
on the summit of the range, above which, dark
and grim, they lifted themselves to the hight
of many hundred feet. A short time since a
party hunting in the vicinity heard a heavy
sound that so shook the earth that they sup-
posed it to be an earthquake. On reaching the
Bear's Tooth a little after, they found the east-

ern tusk had disappeared. This was a perpen-
dicular mass of rock and earth, fully 500 feet

high, 800 feet in circumference at its base and
about 150 feet at the top. This immense mass
had become dislodged, and coming down with
the speed of an avalanche had swept through a
forest of large timber for a quarter of a mile,

entirely leveling it. The country around is

now covered with a great mass of broken trees
and tons upon tons of rocks, many of them as

large as an ordinary house.

For the Paris Exposition.

The Committee on Minerals for the Paris Exposition
announce that everything not in by the first of April will

be left behind. It is likely that many mineral specimens
intended for the great show will not reach here by that
time, and as there are probably other things yet to be
sent forward, it may be worth while to state that the
American European Express, Baldwin Bros. & Co.,
Proprietors, 72 Broadway, New York, forward packages
to the Paris Exposition at the following special rates:
Four lbs , SI 25; 8 tbs., SI 50; 12 lbs.. $2 25; 20 lbs., *3.25;
50 lbs., 84.25 ; 75 tbs., 85; 100 lbs., $5.50, and for every-
thing over three feet, 95 cents per foot. Custom expen-
ses at Havre, 00 cents additional, per package. Freight
in all cases to be prepaid.

Mr W. J. Woom.EY, who took out a Canadian Patent
some four vears ago, is requested to call at the MiNINO
and Scientific Pkess Patent Auenct Office. Business
of importance.

Farmers ! Farmers ! I

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange," 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,
San Francisco. All hands carefully selected free
of charges to employers and employees.

Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.
San Francisco, March 20th, 1S7S.

Trade has been generally quiet and with a
downward tendency in prices for nearly all

kinds of Produce. The unsettled condition of

affairs abroad continues and events are still

possible which may have a marked effect upon
the markets of the world.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the
following table:

Cal. Avkragb. CLl B.

lis 2d (rflls 8d lis 6d@12s 3d
Friday Us ((ills 8d lis tkli«12s 2d
Saturday lis —<»lle 8d lis Ixl(al2s 3d
Monday lis —rails 8d lis (id(«12s Sd

lis Idylls 8d lis Mm 12s 3d
lis ldwlls Sd lis (id<ai2s 3d

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as foUows:

Average. Club.

1876 10s 2d(rtl0s Od 10s fkkrtlls -
1877 10s ftdirtlOs Kd 10s Sdcglls —
1878 lis ldtglls Sd lis (kl(gl2s 3d

The Foreitrn Review.
Ixinoon, March 10th.—The Mark Lane Ex-

press says: Winter-sown Wheat, although
somewhat thin on heavy lands, is looking

strong and healthy on light soils. The pros-

pect for a good crop is more promising than at

the corresponding time for some years. Prom-
ising agricultural outlook, large arrivals from
abroad, and the early re-opening of navigation
in northern Europe, have exercised a very de-

pressing effect upon the British Corn trade,

already deprived of the doubtful support which
the warlike political appearances furnished,

and with the influences thus combined upon the

side of buyers, lower rates are current for

nearly all varieties of cereals and produce.
Deliveries of English Wheat from farmers at

the principal markets have been lighter than at

any corresponding time in ten years past. But
in the face of this fact and the improved condi-

tion of grain, consequent upon a drier atmos-
phere, values have receded 1 (a 2s per quarter.

Imports of foreign Wheat into London have
been fair. At Liverpool arrivals have been
unusually heavy. At both places business is

prostrate, the operations of buyers having
been paralyzed by the weight of present and
prospective supplies. Firmness has been the
leading feature of the trade in France. Prices

there have undergone a slight improvement,
which would indicate values here are perhaps
lower than the situation warrants. The actual

depressing power for the moment is the absten-

tion of millers from buying, rather than a pres-

sure of foreign supplies, and it seems scarcely

possible that business can remain in its present
state of inanition much longer. With fair arri-

vals at ports of call, the floating cargo trade
for Wheat improved Odd; Is per quarter, with
some Continental demand. Maize advanced
3d(3 fid per quarter. Barley is quiet.

Frelsrnts and Cnarters.

Wheat freights, says the Commercial News,
have been very quiet during the week and only

two charters were drawn. Rates of freight

continue as last quoted at £2 10 to Liverpool
direct for iron ships, and proportionately less

for wooden vessels. The amount of disengaged
tonnage in port is light. At the close we have
25,926 tons in port disengaged, 8,243 tons mis-

cellaneous and 15,405 tons to load Wheat.

Eastern Grain Markets.

New York, March 16th.— Exports of Wheat
to Great Britain have fallen off, owing to re-

newed competition with Russian granaries, but
we have shipped quite freely to the North Sea
and Baltic ports, French purchases in particu-

lar, having been quite extensive.

Chicaoo, March 16th.—The prices for grain

have recovered a trifle from the weak and
heavy closing of last Saturday, and average

pretty firm at the increase. Wheat went
steadily upward, with no very wide fluctua-

tions, but with undiminished interest and good
speculative interest. Sales of April were:

$1.03S(o" 1.074. Corn was in fair demand with
small fluctuations, and continually rose until

the close sales of April were at 41jfS42J. Oats
were steadier, and averaged Jfo f c higher each
day. Sales, 23£(3 25c tor April. Rye was
rather easy at 54(o 55c for cash. Barley was
pretty steady at 45(8 46c for regular, and 46fo

47Ac for gilt edge. Pork was active, but irreg-

ular and unsettled. Prices ranged lower.

Closing cash prices were: Wheat, $1,072; Corn,

42§c; Oats, 24ijc; Rye, 54c; Barley, 46c; Pork,

$9.50; Lard, $7.20.

Eastern Wool Markets.

New York, March 16th.—The Wool market
still remains dull and uninteresting, and the

prospect of an improvement appears to be quite

remote. The attention of dealers is now turned

to the Spring clip of California, and already a

number of representatives are on their way
thither. Of course, the manufacturing inter-

ests will also be represented. There is nothing

new in connection with the trade to take note

of, as the present limited demand is for medium
grades almost wholly, with prices about as last
reported. Sales embrace 80,000 It* Fall Cali-
fornia at 10fal8c; 50 bags scoured do, 52Jc;
16,000 lbs Spring do, 18u720c; 17,000 lbs West-
ern Texas, 18(a 21c; 75 bags scoured Texas and
California, 45(S55c; 37,000 lbs X and XX Ohio,
41(o 44c.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at
noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of
previous weeks:

Articles.

Flour, quarter sacks

.

Wheat, centals
Barley, centals
Beans, sacks
Com, centals.

Oats, centals.

Potatoes, sacks.
Onions, sacks
Wool, bales
Hops, bales
Hay, bales

Week. Week. Webk. Wiik.
Feb. 27. Star. «. Mar. 13. Mar. 20.

30,02::

74,510
5,00ft

1.051

1,101

2,700
15,098

II1S

235

1,224

26,084
45,004
0,797
2,853
2,2113

830
21,708

2,551

43
33

1,191

21,275
73,671

7,873
993

4,558'

1,452,

14.1S9 1

1.329,

1361

47
1,611

826
678
roo
438
834
360
27'.'

UH

1,874

BAGS—Prices are unchanged. Dealers re-

port the market firm, and large lots of Grain
Bags changing hands, both on speculative and
consumptive account. It is reported that Cal-
cutta prices for Jute materials have been ad-
vanced.
BARLEY—Sales have been within former

ranges. We note sales: 269 sks Bay Feed, $1.30;
600 and 1,000 ctls Milling, $1,914; 800 ctls do,

11.95; 450 Milling, $1.90; 6,000 ctls Shipping at

91.87}; 1,000 ctls Shipping, $1.86$; and 1,000
ctls do, 81.85 perctl.

BEANS- -Rates are unchanged. Receipts for

the week have been larger than of late.

CORN—There is no change. Most of the de-

mand is for Mexico. We note sales: 200 sks
Small Yellow sold at $1.77$, and 200 Large at

$1.55. Considerable sales of I.arge Yellow at
$1.55fo$1.60 per ctl.

DAIRY PRODUCE—The Butter market is

overloaded and more unfavorable than last

week. The extreme rate of 25c is only gained
by the single box for fancy brands. Receivers
are packing Pickled Roll from the excess which
they have. Cheese is lower, say from 15 to 17c.

There are a few sales of Cheese, of New York
style and boxed in Eastern boxes, at 20c.

BOGS—Eggs are weak, though the best sell

at last week's prices.

FEED—Hay drops because of the abundant
green Feed and small demand for dry. The
extreme is now at $18 for finest Wheat Hay,
and there are no sales at that figure. Bran and
Middlings are lower. We note Hay sales as

follows: 150 bales Barley sold at $14 ; 20 tons

Stock, at $14 t* ton. Straw is 10c lower per

bale.

FRUIT—1,000 bxs Oregon Apples sold at

auction at $1.40(5 1.25 It* box. Strawberries are

now bringing 50c \$ basket. Limes and cocoa-

nuts are lower.

HOPS—Our quotations are dropped slightly

all around. Much of the stock now on hand is

inferior and can only be sold low. The New
York market, for the week ending March 8th,

is reported by Emmet Wells as follows :
" The

market, on the whole, is a little weak in sym-
pathy with a dull market in London, and buyers

are holding off. No change of importance is

looked for in the trade until it is definitely

known how the roots have wintered. Although
the winter has been a very open one, we do not

hear of any damage to the roots thus far by
freezing. Hop-poles are moving in large quan-

tities in some of the important districts 01 this

State ; this is rather an indication that all of

the farmers are not discouraged by the low
prices that have lately ruled, and that many
new acres will be set to Hops this spring."

OATS—Oats are firm at last week's prices.

We note sales: 200 sks good Washington Ter-

ritory, $1.62*; 700 sks Oregon, $1.55 perctl.

ONIONS—Alviso Onions have sold a point

lower than a week ago. Other kinds are un-

changed. Large shipments are now coming in

from Oregon.
POTATOES—Early Rose, new and Kidney

have advanced 12^(3 25c per ctl. The market
for all kinds is firm. Sweet Potatoes have de-

clined to $2.50 per ctl.

PROYISIONS— Fresh Beef is in fair supply,

and sells lower. Mutton is much reduced and
the market is well supplied. Hogs are firmer

and the supply small. The market for Cured
Meats is more active and prices are well main-

tained. No Eastern Meats have arrived during

the week, because of the blockade on the Union
Pacific railway.

YEGETABLES—Asparagus has fallen to 4(35

5c per lt>. Cabbage, new Potatoes and Rhubarb
are also lower. Green Peas are now in, some
from Santa Barbarasellingat6c, beingyellow and
rather wilted. Fresh stock from Alameda
county Bells at 20c. Horse Radish is now held

at 7c per lb.

WHEAT- The market is a subject of much
talk and interest, but there has been no marked
change in prices. We note sales: 3,200 ctls

second-grade Milling at $1.80; 660 and 2,000

sks choice Milling at $1.90; 400 sks do at

$1,921; 2,000 sks Shipping at $1.85; 10,000 sks

Shipping, delivered alongside, at $1.85; 4,000

sks Smutty at $1.75; 540 ctls Milling at $1.90;

1,600 do at $1.92i; 400 sks Shipping at $1.85;

and 4,000 Milliug, delivered at Yallejo, at

91.82} per ctl.

WOOL—Spring clip Wool is arriving more

largely, but is not yet really upon the market.

Dealers do not expect to see trade in any amount

in Spring Wools until after April 1st. Th«
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outlook is for a good active demand for all

choice Wools which will be received. It is

thought the clip will be about one-fourth less

than last year, because of the loss of sheep by
drouth. The fall prices, which we quote, are

merely nominal, as there are no sales except of

inferior stock, to clear out the warehouses.

We note sales of this description, 70,000 lbs at

12J@13£c per lb.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
fWHOLKSALB. ]

Wednesday m.. March 20, 1878.

1715 @- @- @ -

22 @ 25

BEANS.
Bayo. ctl 4 00 @4 30

Butter 3 00 @3 25

Pea 3 25 (»3 55

Red 3 87J@4 124

Pink 3 90 W4 00

Sm'l White 3 40 "<*3 50

Lima 4 40 Vti 50

BROOM CORN.
Old 3»@ 7

New *m 8

CHKXORY,
California 4 @ 4J
German 6J@ 7

DAIRY PROIHICE, ETC.
BUTTER.

Oal. Fresh Eoll, lb 20 @ 22

Point Keyes 23 @ 25

Picklo Koll, new.. — @ 22

Firlflu 12 @ JS

Western Reserve.. 12J(« 14

New York — @ —
CHEESE.

Cheese, Cal, lb

Eastern
N. Y. State

Eons.
Cal. fresh, doz. . .

.

Ducks' 24 @
Oregon 20 (g> 21

Eastern 18 «* 20

do Pickled — @ —
1'EED.

Bran, ton W16 00
Corn Meal 36 00 \.a>3» 00
Hay 14 00 @18 00
Middlings 24 00 (<?

Oil Cake Meal... 36 00 @
Straw, bale 50 S 65

FLOUR.
Extra, bbl 5 75 ®6 00
Superfine 4 50 sH 75
Graham 6 00 @6 12J

FRKSII MEAT.
Beef, 1st <iual'y, lb 7 @
Second 5 @
Third 4 (g>

Mutton 4 t£f

Spring Lamb 10 &
Pork, undressed... 6 (<r

Dressed 8J@
Veal 6 @
Milk Calves 8 %

GRAIN. ET4!.
Barley, feed, ctl...l 25 @1 30
Brewing 1 35 (cfcl 45
Chevalier 1 75 @1 85

Buckwheat 1 25 ®1 30
Corn. White 1 80 @>1 85
Yellow 1 55 <»1 621
Small Round....l 80 <»1 87J

Oats 1 35 -ai 60
Milling 1 60 M 70

Rye 2 00 (»2 10

Wheat, Shipping..! 80 <g>l 85
Milling 1 90 @1 95

HIDES.
Hides, dry 17 @ 175
Wet salted 8 @ 9

IIO\EY. ETC.
Beeswax, tb 30@ 31

Honey in comb. . .. 17 @ 20
do. No 2 12J@ 15
Dark 10$ 12i
Strained 12J@ 15

HOTS.
Oregon 5 @ 6
California 7 O 8
Wash. Ter 6 @ 7

Choice Cal 8 @ 10M TS Jobbins.
Walnuts. Cal 6 <a 10

do, Chile 7 <a 8

10

Almonds, hd shl lb 6 (<tf

Softsh'l 16 @
Brazil 14 @
Pecans 13 @
Peanuts 3 @
Filberts 15 @

ONIONS.
Alviso 62i@
Union City, ctl 8ii(rtl 00
Stockton — (a —
Sacramento River. 62i@ 75
Oregon 90ml 00

POTATOES.
Petaluma, ctl 1 75 @2 25
Humboldt 2 00 @2 25
Cuffey Cove — @ -
Early Rose, new. 2 00 «2 50
Half Moon Bay. . . — @ —
Kidney 2 25 (*2 37£
Sweet 2 50 @
POULTRY «V GAME.

Hens, doz 7 50 @8 50
Roosters 7 00 (*10 00
Broilers 6 00 @7 50
Ducks, tame 10 00@11 00
do, Mallard @

Geese, pair 2 00 (§2 50
Wild Gray, doz.. 2 00 (ai2 50
White do 75 a1 00

Turkeys 19 @ il
do, Dressed 17 C* 20

Snipe, Eng 2 00 @2 50
do, Common 1 00 (d> —

Rabbits 1 00 @1 25
Hare 3 00 @2 50
Quail 1 00 (al 25

PROVISIONS.
Cal. Bacon, L't, lb 13 @ 132
Medium 12 & 12*
Heavy 12 @ 12*

Lard 11 @ 13
Cal. Smoked Beef 9J<a 10
Eastern — & —

Shoulders, Cover'd 8 <3> 85
Haras, Cal 11 @
Dupee's 13 @
Boyd's 13 @
Davis Bros' 134<^*
Nonu Such 13i(<*
Magnolia — @
Whittaker....... 13J(g

SEEDS.
Alfalfa 5 @
Canary 7 &
Clover, Red 18 @
White 50 <S

Cotton 6 <tt>

Flaxseed 3J(r*

Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 (ee

Perennial 35 @
Millot 10 @
Mustard, White... 8 (<*

lirowu 2J@
Rape 3 (9
Ky Blue Grass 20 @
2d quality 18 @

Sweet V Grass 1 00 @
Orchard. 30 @
Red Top 18 @
Hungarian 8 @
Lawu 50 (<*

Mesquit 20 @
Timothy 9 @

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 7@
Refined 9 @

WOOL, ETC.
FALL.

Burry
Southern, free. . .

.

San Joaquin, free.
Choice Northern.
Burry. Northern..

12

10 @
11 @>
11 &
16 @
14 @

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
[WHOLESALE. ]

Wednesday m.. March 20, 1878.

FRUIT MARKET.
Apples, box 1 40 @ 1

Bananas, bnch.. 2 50 (A 5

Cocoanuts. 100.. 7 00 @—
Cranberries, bbl 14 00 yel5

Limes, Mex 15 00 @16
do, Cal 5 00 @ 6

Lemons, Cal M.15 00 i«20

Sicily, bx 8 00 @10
Oranges, Mex,
M 15 00 «25
Tahiti — — @—
Cal 15 00 «r25

Pears, box 1 00 @ 2
Pineapples, doa. 6 00 <8 8

DRIED FRUIT.
Apples, lb 4 @
Apricots 10 @
Citron 23 @

9 <a

4 &
6
74@
4 (»
3 <a

Pitted 125<S

Dates

.

Figs, Black..
White

Peaches
Pears
Plums.

Prunes 12J@
Raisins. Cal, bx 1 00 @ 2
do, Halves. .. 1 25 @ 2
do, Quarters. 1 50 (8> 2
Blowers' 2 75 (&—
Malaga 2 75 @ 3

Zante Currants.. 8 (a
VEGETABLES.

Asparagus, lb... 4@
Beets, ctl 2 00 @—
Cabbage, 100 lbs 1 00 ® 1

Carrots, ctl 75 (8 1

Cauliflower, doz 50 (5>

(Jarlic, New. lb.. 1J@—
Green Peas 6 <a
Lettuce, doz 10 @

—

Parsnips, lb 2 @

—

Potatoes, new.. 3 @

—

Horseradish 7 fa-
Rhubarb 4 @
Squash, Marrow

fat, tn 25 00 @30
Turnips, ctl 1 50 @—
White 75 (S—

Mushrooms, lb.. 6 @

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
I WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m., March 20, 1878.

BAGS-Jobbing.
Eng Standard Wheat. lOj-ail
Neville & Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36.. 105(8 11

24x36 —(8—
23x40 —@13
Machine Swd, 22x36. lOiWlOJ

Flour Sacks, halves 8j@10i
Quarters 5i@ 6i
Eighths 4 @ 4J

Hessian, 60 inch 15 @—
45 inch 9i@
40 inch 9 (*—

Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed, 3J th..47>/«50
41b do 52!«?-
Machine Sewed 47£(a—

Standard Gunnies 14 (tfl5

Bean Bags 6}<a 8

CANDIES.
Crystal Wax 17 @—
Eagle 12 @—
Patent Sperm 30@34

CANNED GOODS.
Assorted Pie Fruits,

2{ lb cans 2 75 @3 00
Table do 3 75 @4 25

Jams and Jellies. .4 25 @ —
Pickles, hf gal 3 50 @ —
Sardines, qr box..l 65 @1 90
Hf Boxes 3 00 @ —

Preserved Beef,
2 lb. doz 4 00 (8 —
do Beef, 4 tb,doz.6 50 ® —

Preserved Mutton,
2 lb. doz 4 GO @ —

Beef Tongue 6 50 @ —
Preserved Ham,

2 lb, doz 6 50 <a —
Deviled Ham, 1 lb,

doz 5 50 (a —
do Ham. *lt.doz.3 00 @ —

( OAL Jobbing.
Australian, ton.. 7 00 (a 7 25

Coos Bay 6 50 C<* 7 00
Bellinghani liay. 6 50 @
Seattle 5 50 <a 6 50
Cumberland 14 00 (8

Mt Diablo 4 75 c* 6 00

Lehigh 22 00 (a

Liverpool 7 00 (8 8 00

West Hartley... 7 50 (3 9 00
Scotch 6 50 <a S 00
Scranton 13 00 (<?16 00
Vancouver Id . . . 7 50 (8

Charcoal, sack.. . 75(8
Coke, bbl 60 @

COFFEE.
Sandwich Id, lb. 21i@
Costa Rica 19 @ 20
Guatemala 16J(8 19J
Java 21 (8 25
Manila 18i(8 19
Ground, in cs . . . 25 @

FISH.
Sac'to Dry Cod.. 5 <a 5j
do in cases. . 6J(8 7

Eastern Cod.... 8(8— 8}
Salmon, bids.... 9 On (910 00

Hf bbls 5 00 i'' E 50
2 lb cans 3 10 (83 20

Pkld Cod, bbls.. 22 00 <§
Hf bbls 11 00 <|

Mackerel, No. 1.

Hf Bbls 11 00 @12 00
In Kits 2 25 (8

Ex Mess 3 50 (8 4 50
Pkld Herring, bx 3 00 (8 3 50
Boston Smkd H'g 40 (8 50

i. a nr.. Etc.
Lime, Sta Cruz,
bbl 2 00 @ 2 25

Cement, Rosen-
dale 2 75 & 3 50
Portland 4 75 & 5 50

70

Plaster, Golden
Gate Mills.... 3 00 @ 3 25

Land Plaster, tn 10 00 @12 50
NAILS.

Ass'ted sizes, keg 3 25 (8 4 00

OILS.
Pacific Glue Co's
Neatsfoot, No 1.1 00 @ 90

Castor. No 1 1 10 (8 —
do, No. 2 1 05 (8 —

Eaker's A A 1 25 (81 30
Olive, Plaguiol. . ..5 25 (85 75
Possel 4 75 @5 25

Palm, lb 9 (8 —
Linseed, Raw, bbl. 745(8 —
Boiled 71iS -

Cocoanut 57J(8
China nut, cs 68 (8
Sperm 1 60 (81 65
Coast Whales 60 @ 65
Polar, refined 60 (3 _
Lard 1 10 (81 15
Oleophine 27 (8 —
Devoe's Bril't 275® 2SJ
Photolite 29 (8
Nonpariel 50 (8
Eureka 40 (8
Barrel kerosene. . . 20 @
Downer Ker 40 (8
Elaine 42J@

PAINTS.
Pure White Lead. 9J@
Whiting 1J(8
Putty 4 (3
Chalk H(i -
Paris White 25(3 —
Ochre 3J(8

—
Venetian Red 3$(8 —
Averill Mixed
Paint, gal.

White & tints. . .2 00 @2 40
Green, Blue &
Ch Yellow 3 00 @3 50
Light Red 3 00 @3 50
Metallic Roof.. .1 30 @1 60

ti M 'E.
China No. 1, tb....* 6@ 6J
Hawaiian 5 @ 5\

SALT.
Cal. Bay, ton.. ..15 00 (322 50
Common 10 00 (ol'2 00

Carmen Id 13 00 (822 50

Liverpool fine... 20 00 (822 50i
SOAP.

Castile, lb 10 @ 10J
Common brands. . 4^(8 6

Fancy brands 7 (8 8

SPUES.
Cloves, lb 45 <a 50
Cassia 22i@ 25
Nutmegs 85 (8 90
Pepper Grain 15 (8 17
Pimento 15 ® 16
Mustard, Cal.,

J tb glass 1 50 @ —
SUGAR, ETC.

Cal. Cube, lb lli@ -
^owdered 12 (3 —
ine crushed 115@ —

Granulated 11 (8 —
Golden C 9i<8

-

Cal. Syrup, kgs... 70 @ -
Hawaiian Mol'sses 26 @

TEA.
Young Hyson,
Moyune, etc 35 @

Country pekd Gun-
powder & Im-
perial 50 @

Hyson 30 (8
Fooo-Chow 35 &
Japan, 1st quality 40 (3
2d quality 25 (8

30

511

RICE'S STRAW-BURNER ENGINES!

LEATHER.
fWHOLESALE. I

Wednesday m.. March 20. 1378.
Sole Leather, heavy, lb 26 (8 29
Light 22 (8 24

Jodot, 8 Kll., doz 48 "0 (350 qo
11 to 13 Kil 65 00 (876 00
14 to 19 Kil «0 00 (890 CO
Second Choice, 11 to 16 Kil 55 00 (870 00

Comedian, 12 to 16 Kll 57 00 @67 00
Females, 12 to 13 Kil 63 00 @67 00

14 to 16 Kil 71 00 (876 50
Simon Ullmo, Females, 12 to 13 Kll 58 00 (862 00

14 to 15 Kil 66 00 (870 00
16 to 17 Kil 72 00 («74 00

Simon, 18 Kil 61 00 (a63 00
20 Kil 65 00 (a 67 00
24 Kil 72 00 (874 00

Robert Calf, 7 and 9 Kil 35 00 (840 00
Kips, French, lb 1 00 @ 1 35
Cal. doz 40 00 (860 (id

French Sheep, all colors 8 00 (815 00
Eastern Calf for Backs, lb 1 00 (3 1 25
Sheep Koans for Topping, all colors, doz 9 00 (813 00
For Linings 5 50 @10 5

Cx\. Russet Sheep Linings 1 75 @ 4 50
Boot Legs, French Calf, pair 4 00 (3

Good French Calf 4 00 @ 4 75
Best Jodot Calf 5 00 (8 5 25

Leather, Harness, tb 35 @ 38
Fair Bridle, doz 48 00 (872 00
Skirting, tb 33 (3 37
Welt, doz 30 00 (850 00
Buff, ft 18 (8 20
Wax Side 17 <a 18

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.
Wednesday m., March 20, 1878.

Butter, California
Choice, lb

Cheese
Eastern

Lard, Cal
Eastern

Flour, ex. fam, bbl8
Corn MeaL lb
Sugar wh. crshd

Light Brown....
Coffee, Green
Tea, Fine Black...

Finest Japan
Candles, Aumt'e..
Soap, Cal

40 (3
18 (8
25 (8
18 (8
2d a
00 @9
2R3
12i<8
8 (if

23 Cf

50 <«1

55 (rrd

15 (3
7 *e

Rice
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1

Can'd Oysters doz2
Syrup, S F Gold'n
Dried Apples, lb .

.

Ger. Prunes
Figs, Cal
Peaches

Oils, Kerosene
Wines, Old Port. . 3
French Claret 1

Cal, doz hot 3
Whisky, OK, gal..

3

French Brandy 4

8 (3 12
50 @2 00
00 @3 50
75 (81 02
10 @ 14

12i<8 10
9 (8 15

11

t50 & 60
50 (85 00
00 (82 50
00 (84 50
50 @5 00
00 <S8 00

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc

[Corrected Weekly by Sdtro & Co.]

San Francisco, March 20. 3 P. X.

LeoalTenders In S. F.. Ha. m . 99(899}. Silver 2.75S)
3. Gold In New York, 101J.

'

Gold Bars, 890(8910. Silykr Bars, 8(315 $) cent, dis-
count.
Exchange on New York, J%; on London bankers, 49J(8

49J. Commercial, 50; Paris, live francs * dollar; Mexican
dollars, 95.

London Oonsoti 95 7-16; Bonds, 105L
QqiCKSlUVKK In S. v.. by the fiask, $ lb. K • !7

' c.

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending March 19, 1878.

IIIOHKST AND LOWEST BAROMETER.

Mar. 18 Mar. 14 Mar. 15 Mar. 16 Mar. 17 Mar. la Mar. 19

30.02 30.12 30.15 30.08 29.77 30.04 30.13
29. 9S 30.06 30.12 29.89 29.09 29.81 30.05

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.
01 64 66 66 62 65 1 66
54 54 56 52 53 | 56

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.
90 87 84 81 82 68

I
72

PREVAILING WIND.
SW SW

|
SE

1
SE

i
SW SE SE

WIND— MILES TRAVELED.

106 190 107
I

89 127 147
|

166

STATE OE WEATHER.

Rainy-
|
Clo'dy.

1
Clo'dj .

!
Fair. Clo'dy.

|
Clo'dy. 1 Clo'dy

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.
.73 | .26 | I |

.05 | .01
|

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877, 3? 29 in.

"Faith and Confidence."

Livkkmoke, Oct. 1st, 1875.

Messrs. Dewey k Co., Patent Solicitors: Gentlemen —
Yours of the 29th alt., containing my patent to Elevated
R, R. duly received, and I hereby return my sincere
thanks to the Minino and Scientific Press Patent Agency
fur your promptness and honesty in regard to our business
eonnections. I have received a flood of circulars from
Eastern firms, desiring to deal with me, but I have de
clinud any communication with them and prefer as soon
as circumstances will permit, to negotiate with and pat-
ronize a home institution; one in which I have faith and
confidence

—

Dewey & Co.
Again thanking you for your promptness in securing my

patent, I remain, obediently yours,
WM. H. HARRISON

We Again Caution All Farmers

AGAINST BUYING ANY

Straw-Burner Engines With Return Flue Boilers,

Except Those Manufactured and Sold by Us, or Our

Arthorized Agents.

A!l Other RETURN FLUE BOILER STftAW-B'iftNING ENGNES Are

Infringements,

And we believe the facts will bear us out in our statement. In regard to the advertise-

ments and circulars of the agent of the Ames' Engine, we will say, that two years ago H. W.
Rice commenced

SUIT IN THE UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT AG\IMST HEAL0 AND ENR GHI",

Manufacturers of Straw-Burner Engines—that the Court has decided in both cases, sustaining

the validity of Rice's Patent, and maintaining that their Engines were infringements on the

same, and prohibiting them from making or selling them. We did not at that time commence

suit against the agent of Ames', as he and his advising friends requested us not to sue them,

that as soon as wa won our suit against Heald, they would stop infring-

ing, and settle with US. After we had gained that suit, they asked us again not to sue,

but to await the result of the Enright suit. Believing that they meant only to gain time by

their promises, we commenced suit against them, but made no provisions to go to

trial because they told us, up to within a few weeks of the Enright trial, that the de-

cision in that trial would virtually decide the matter of infringements,
and there would be no necessity of a separate suit against them. After the decision of the court,

which was adverse to Mr. Enright and in favor of Mr. Rice's Patent, they

then stated that they proposed to avail themselves of all the delays the Court would grant them.

We seeing their determination to delay as much as possible, and keep the matter dragging
1n the Courts, at once had the suit against them dismissed, and commenced actions against the

parties who have their Engines in use; that we might force the matter to a full and final decision be.

fore the harvest season sets in. We have, therefore, commenced suits against 15 or 20 farmers who
have the Ames', Enright and Heald Engines, to restrain them from further using them.

These cases are set for trial at the present tarm of the Court, and we have

not the least doubt that the former decisions of the Court will be affirmed, and that the

farmers will be enjoined from using the engines. As to their offering Straw-

Burner Engines for sale this season, we would say:

- First, That we shall immediately commence suit against any farmer purchasing a Return

Flue Boiler Straw-Burner Engine from them, (or from Enright or Heald,) as the courts have

fully sustained Rice's patent, and we do not propose to allow any parties to trespass on our
rights, without compensating us.

Second, We caution farmers against buying Inferior Engines, manufactured to avoid the

Rice's Patents, thereby rendering them inefficient in power, extremely dangerous to life, and

liable to fire the harvest field.

Third, Beware of Straw-Burner Boilers which are poorly made and liable to explode in the

field, as the Ames' and Enright's Engines have done, thereby causing great loss of life. (Par-

ticulars of the exploded engines, and names of persons who lost their lives will be furnished by

us if desired.

)

Fourth, They deny that their engine is an infringement on the Rice's Patent. Why then

have they been endeavoring to negotiate with Mr. Rice to change their engines, which are now

in the field, and make them Straw-Burners if possible, without infringing on his patent.

Fifth, Why have not Mr. Rice, or any other good practical engineer remodeled their

engines? Simply because it is impracticable so to do, and make them efficient in the field, with-

out infringing on the Rice's patent.

All farmers desiring to buy Straw-Burner Engines this season will rind it very greatly to

their interest to call on and confer with us regarding the full facts of this

Straw-Burner Engine Matter.

There are many points which we cannot explain in an advertisement, and no farmer will

willingly buy into a law suit, if he feels assured of the fact and can avoid it. T/ir best informed

lawyers in the city tell us that the suits now pending against farmers, in the United States

Courts, will positively be decided against them, and they be enjoined from using their Engines.

Such being the case, immediately on the decision of the Court, injunctions will be issued, stop-

ping all parties from using the Ames', Enright and Ifeald Engines, and there will be no possi-

bility of farmers evading such injunctions, and using their Engines. While the agents of other

Engines may say they are prepared to defend these cases in the courts, you will find that they

will inform you, after you are enjoined, that they have done all they could to defend your in-

terest, but that the injunctions of the Court must be obeyed, and that although they cannot

further aid you in allowing you to use the Engine, they regret the position in which you are placed.

MARCUS C HAWLEY & CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO. SACRAMENTO.
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Nurserymen.

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in and

GROWERS OF SEEDS,
Keep Constantly on hand a complete stock of Vegetable,

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS.

Also, Flowering Plants, Bi lbs, Friit and

Ornamental Trees, Etc.

We call attention of farmers and country merchants to

our unusually low prices. All seeds warranted

fresh, pure and Reliable. US' Trade

price list furnished on application.

*
#*We have just issued the most complete guide to the

Vegetable and Flower Garden ever issued upon this coast.

It is Handsomely Illustrated, and contains full descrip-

tions of Vegetables, Flowers, Grasses, etc., with full in-

structions as to their culture, mai'ed free on applica-

tion.

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,

[P. O. Box 1023. 607 Sansome Street, S F.

R. W. Strong. Robert Williamson.

% Trees & Plants
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NUR-
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FULL ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NURSERY LINE,
BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT

LOWEST -MARKET RATES.

Japanese Persimmons, and an Immense Stock of Orange
and Lemon Trees, both Seedlings and Grafted of the very
best variety, cheaper than ever before olfered in this

market. Also, a very large and complete assortment of

Field, Garden, Lawn and Tree Seeds, which we offer at

very low rates, both to the trade and planter in large or
small lots.

Catalogues, Price-Lists, and Printed Directions free on
application. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO.,
Nos. 6, 8 and 10 J Street, Sacramento.

200,000
Australian Gum Trees for Sale,

AT STRATTON'S

Gum Tree Forest Nursery,

Hay-ward's, Alameda Co., Cal.

These trees are from five to twelve inches high, trans-

planted regularly into boxes 30x20 inches square, weigh-
ing 160 pounds. 150 or 500 in each box, in splendid con-
dition for transplanting to their permanent location.

Price, $6 to $12 per 1,000 Will contract to plant
the trees, or furnish superintendence, on low terms.
Cash must accompany orders for less than $50; or if

greater than that amoun:, city reference must be iriven.

Address, JAS. T. STRATTON,
East Oakland, Alameda County, Cal.

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. AIbo. Coffee, Cork Oak,
Olives, Guavas. English and Black Walnuts, Magnolias,
Loquats, Butternuts, Small Fruits. EvergTeens, Etc. We
have a choice stock of the Diospyros Kaki /Japanese Persim-
mon,) of our own growing, and siso. grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 41S California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN. Nile*, Alameda Co., Cal,

P. S. RUSSELL'S

Semi-Tropical Nurseries,
Riverside, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

100,000 Orange, Lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates. Cata-
logue on application. P. O. Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,
San Bernardino County, Cal.

L. M. NEWSOM,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs' Hotel, East Oak-

land, Alameda County, Cal.

HAS FOR SA1.K EVERY I'll INii DKSIKALLK IN THE

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.

A largestock of Belgian C unellias and Azaleas,
Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

FRUIT TREES FOR SALE.

I wish to call the attention of those who expect to

plant out fruit trees the coming winter to the fact that 1

have a few thousand first-class trees which I offer for sale

at the usual rates. These trees were grown principally

for myself, on good land, without iirigatinn, are stout and
stalky, ar hoice varieties, and true to name. Also,

Eucalyptus Monterey Cypress. Call on or address,

W. W. SMITH, Vacavllle,

Solano County, Cal

FRUIT TREES AT REDUCED PRICES.

100,000 Apple Trees, also a large stock of other Fruit
Trees, including Seedling and Budded Orange and Lemon
Trees very cheap Tw o year old apple Trees. £10 per
100.

MILTON THOMAS,
L03 Angeles, Cal

Fruit and Ornaiiental Trees.

Evergreen Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants
Comprising Everything New and Rare.

ORANGE & LEMON TREES,
ONE TO FIVE YEARS' OLD, MAGNOLIAS, JAPAN
PERSIMMONS, PALMS, MONTEREY CYPRESS,
MONTEREY PINE, CAMELLIAS, BLUE GUMS,
(hv the 100 or 1,000, very low, all transplant-

ed). ROSES, ETC.. AT THE LOWEST
MAKKET BATES.

Agent for the Nurseries of B. S. Fox,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

TH0S. MEHERIN, 516 Battery Street,

San Francisco, Cal

THE DIOSPYROS KAKI,

OR JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

Six Best Varieties. All Grafted^ Reliable.

Viz. : lioyal, very laroe, shape round, color, light yel-
low; Imperial, oblong, Vermillion in color, flesh soft,
good either fresh or dried. Nihnn, oblong, rounded
apex, flesh solid and keeps well; early, very pro-
lific, but smaller. Daiinto ("Yeddo's best fruit"), oblong,
rounded apex, color, yellowish red, flesh soft, fine flavored.
Mikado, fiat or round shaped, flesh more solid, orange; or
or yellow colored, (the same as grown by Col. Hollister).
Taikoon, round, quite large, shade slightly green;
a great favorite in Western Japan

SPECIMENS O FRUIT ON EXHIBITION.

HENRY LOOMIS,
At TRUMBULL'S SEED STORE,

419 &421 Sansome St , San Francisco.

Send for Catalogue. Established is 1852.

BAY NURSERIES,
OAKLAND, CAL.

James Hutchison, Seeds-
man and Florist.

New and Rare Plants, Evergreen Trees, Ornament*
Shrubs and Flowering Plants.

ito-f«. pink*. Fuchsias iiiiti fieraltuni Spe-

cialty. ImUMM Persimmon at Reduced Bates,

Blue Gums and Monterey Cypress; Hutchison's Seed-

ling Gooseberries; Bulbs, Flower and Tree Seeds; Vegeta-

ble Seeds. Hardy Climbing Plants, Conservatory Climb-
ers, Choice Plants for Hanging Baskets and Vases. An
immense stock of choicest kinds at greatly reduced rates.

PAJARO VALLEY NURSERIES,
Watsonville, Cal.

For sale this season a large and complete stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees; Evergreens; Shrubs; Flow-
ering and Green House Plants, Japanese Persimmon
Trees, Japanese Flowering Shrubs, etc. I have received

direct from Japan a large lot of Japanese Persimmon
Trees, of the choicest varieties. Fine Ornament*! Trees

and a large lot of Flowering Plants, Orchids, etc
,
together

with a fine variety of Bulbs of Japanese Lillics. All of

which will be sold at as low rates as can be had elsewhere

in the State. For catalogue and further information, ad-

JAMES WATERS, Proprietor.

THE D1NGFE & GONARD CO'S
BEAITIFIL EVEK-Ubt>O.M|-»(;

«,

ROSES
We deliver Sir

\ artel ies.
far83:86!
Sena for our N

,Aa Pot Boms,
. \, i , ,.1. ;it .-II |i ..t-olri.-i-s. .» Splendid
.ir.Tt.w.v.allhbel.-d.fnrSI :18f"rS2. I!t

«| f, ,r S.t:1 } forSIO. lOOforSjj}.
U «;rii>i. T-rt kosik i i.ti tti:,

and choose from over .-.OO finest sorts. Our«;rriii Spe-
cialty i. ./roirf and di'lribnlimi /.'"«". THE OIMfKK
& CONARD CO.,Au«e-tfroicera,West Grove,CCesterGo ,Pa.

100,000 Blackberry Plants for Sale.
New varieties. The Early CIu.st.rr. Vina Seedling, Mis-

noun Mammoth, KiUatinny ami Deeriug Cluster. 1'rice, qf8

per 100. 5.000 t.onselieny plants, of the Houghton and
American Seedlings; these varieties are free from mildew,
and are strong growers and enormous bearers, price, 53 per
100. By mail. £2 per dozen. Black Nanles Currant, $1 each

I will glre BMbfaeton proof from two reliable gentlemen
who have realized over $750 per acre from these varieties of
Blackberry plants last year.
Cherry Cranberry plants delivered and planted out for

$150 per acre, if not less than 50 acres, or 1 will take an in-

terest in the same of ten acres.
< >n large orders, time of payment will be given, for part

of the money, with good security. H. NYLAND,
Isleton, Sacramento County, Cal

GRAND TRIUMPH IN HORTICULTURE!
The crowning result of IS years of care and toil FEL-

TON'S NEW itKKKIKS. The Cindkkklla and Continen-
tal Strawkkkkies, ami Early PROLIFIC and Rkuaxck
Kamtkkkikk is now ottered to the public. Tested nine
years, and in our judgment the four best paying market
berries. iksTCatalogue and Price List free.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
Nl'RSKRYMKN AM) FlU IT (iROWKRS, WOODWItY, N. J.

FELTON'S WONDERFUL NEW BERRIES.

Sent safely by mail, 3,000 miles, at dozen rates, postage
free. Cindkkklla and Continental Strawberries, $> per
dozen; Oreat American, #1 per dozen. Eahly Prolific
ami Keliaxck Raspberries, $3 per dozen. Hundreds of
other things cheap. Illustrated eireular free to all.

GIBSON Si BENNETT,
NURSERYMEN AND FRUIT GROWERS, WOOllBl'RV, N. J.

PETALUMA NURSERIES.
[Established in 1859.]

WM. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR-

49TFW sale a general assortment of Fruit Trees, Ever-
green Trees and Shrubbery. Our trees are all grow
without irrigation and the wood is well matured. Cata-
logue and price list furnished on application. Address

WM. SEXTON, Petaluma, Sonoma Co., Cal

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Kave Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs; hucIi as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Swee
Sop, 4irape Fruit, Weeping Jumpers and Banana Slm.il

Also, choice Oranges, Lemons and Itatsiu Crapes; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive
catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

lOO acres of Trees,

1 Plants.POMONA NURSERY \
lit'st St nt tr/Vj nea, nine inches, liaxpherrieti, three inches

around. Ten acres yielded $4,338. Send for price-

list free. 40 YEARS Among Small Fruits, telling wh it

and how to plant. Sent postpaid for 20l\, or free to every
purchaser. Win. Parry, Cinnaminson, N. J

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Sweet Corn.

Crosby's Extra Early
Marblehead Mammoth I

Stowell's Evergreen I

Mexican Sweet, New )

S cni8 } Yellow Flint Corn.

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel)
Yellow Globe

\ Beet Seed.
White Sugar )

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MEZO.UITE and other Grasses.

RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE
CLOVER, CHORE CALIFOR-

NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEaD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street. - San Francisco*

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS. GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

Prices Unusually Low.

*„ "'Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
will he sent eree to all Customers. It contains in-

Htnu-t inns on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bullions Hoots, Summer Flowering

Bulhs anil Garden Requisites of ovcry description. Cata-

logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS, 34 Barclay Street, N. Y

DIMON'S
DOLLAR

FLOWER
GARDEN

contains:

10 pkts. Choice Annual Flowers, worth 50 cents.

•I Choice Gladiolus Bulhs, worth 30 cents.

1 Japan Lilly Bull), worth 80 cents.

2 Double Tuberose Bulhs, worth 30 cents.

Sent post-paid, fL Catalogues free.

W B. DIMON, Jr., Milan, Ohio.

CHUFA SEED FOR SALE.
EISEN BROS , 12 Stevenson St.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly unhand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark «wid Light Brahmas, Buff
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White & Brown

Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

Jtams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
43TFor further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. 0. Box, 059 San Francisco, Cal.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
I have many testimonials from |»r-

ties in every portion of California cer-

tifying to the

EGG PRODUCING
Qualities of ground raw bones, while
burnt botimpounded have not the same
effect, being reduced to phosphate of

lime and animal charcoal. Raw bones
have been proved by experiment to

hasten the laying of pullets and in-

crease the km&g of hens 50 , as might
be expected from the quantity of jelly

When fed regularly to fowls it keeps them
:ondition, especially young chickens, and

wards off many diseases they are subject to on this Coast.

Put up in sacks and shipped C. O. 1). by express or by
freight on receipt of price. f>0 pound sacks, 82.50; 100 pound
sacks, $4. Carbolic powder for destroying poultry lice,

four pounds for $1. Send for circular. Address

C. P. STONE, 35 Mission Market, S. F,

THOROUGHBRED POULTRY.

116 Acres

DEN OTED TO

FANCY
POULTRY

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock.

Largest Yards
on the Coast

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Bucks. Bronze Tur-

keys, Gcesc, Pekin Ducks, liuinea Pigs, Etc.

£3"Sa.fe arrival of Fowl* and Kggs Guaranteed."^X

||f r-llimllllil nil the care of fowls- -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., adapted especially to tue

Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

Send stamp fur price list. Address

M. BYRE, Napa, Cal.

LOOK!
BURBANK & MYERS, Im-

|Kirtcrs and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rahbits, Dogs,

etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 anil 44 California Market.

Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister

Streets, San Francisco. Enclose stamp for Price List.

--CC*.

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
$0 rcr UUimi. Cock < acta ; 84 of the finest WniU
Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of liOO bred during the sea-

sons of 1876-7", packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send

or circular. Address,
C. P STONE,

35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

H. H B H.
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Rinobone, Spavin, Sweeney, Calloi'b

Li mI's, and all old sores, apply freely bo as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stif*

Journ, Hki isks, Wimioali.s, and all slight ailments, apply

,i .-.m ill quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,

,i„| ail i.tbi i' wires wh.-rc the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery In a good location in Tehama county.

The owner of the land has the best of soil and plenty of

water, one mile from the railroad station. He wants a

good man to put out I few acres of cranberries, and raise

all kinds of ornamental and forest trees. The owner of

the land wishes to take an interest in the proposed nur-

sery anil believes good sales of trees can be made. Good
men, experienced and trustworthy may address us on

this subject. DEWEY & CO.
202 Sansome Sreet. San Francisco.

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIKST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE AND
OTHEK APPROVED SECURITIES,

McAFEE BROS., Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansome Street, - San Francisco.
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Agricultural Articles.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self Regulating, Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the towns
and farming districts for

over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold

(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal

of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows tluir simplicity.

We are prepared to fill orders lor all sizes, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER. MILL for running

Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.
All warranted. Address,

HORTON &. KENNEDY,
Managers for Califtrnia and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMOBE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON'S

o

£
Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match

in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required

in the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.

Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over

cradle knolls without changing the working position of the

shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves

govern the action of 1 he Plow correctly. It has various

points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best

and moBt desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for

circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

THE IMPROVED.

Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That units flat or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows off the toe;

Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any size without seam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;

Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs;

Knits an elastic seamed-stitch Suspender with button-holes;

Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch, Fancy
Ribbed stitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch,

Shell stitch. Uiiic|iie stitch, Tidy stitch, etc.

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the

only family knitter that fills the bill. Local agents wanted.

Send for circulars*to

J. J. PPISTER & CO., General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolen yarns.
"20 SUTTER STREET, Room 40, San Francisco.

THE MAGIC COIN BOX.
Holds over $5.00 <>f Silver coin.
In " Half Dollars.T " Quarter Dol-
lars," ** Dimes," and "Kickles."
Tlie merest movement of your
thumb pushes the desired coin into

your hand, and another ono
immediately takes its placo
as if bymayic Maki bchange
in half the time with no dan-
ger of dropping any. Samplo
handsomely plated with
NICKEL SILVER, sent post)

paid, 50ct8. Agents Trial

Package, containing 3 Coin
Boxes, for $ I .OO. Agent3
wanted everywhere. Big Pay.
Postage Stamps taken as casu.

HUTCHINSON A. CO.
12 Union Square, H. 7.

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce

Rbfkrknok.—Tradesmen's National Bainc, N. Y. ; EU
wanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y.; C. W. Reed; Sacra
mento, Cal. ; A. Lusk & Co. , San Francisco, Cal.

rJnrvi""twinrv Superior Wood and Metal En

Q||fiT(JYiri{> . ffravil,K> Electrotyping and Ste-

O O * reotyping done at the olfice of

the Misino and Scibntific Press, San Francisco, at fa-

vorable rates. Send stamp for our circular and samples

Cfl BEST Mixed Cards, with name, in cage, 13c, or 25 no
V" tw« alike, 10c. Outfit 10c. Dowd & Co.

,
Bristol, Ct.

NURSERYMEN, FARMERS & GARDENERS
WILL FIND AT

DUNHAM, GARRIGAN & CO.'S

A FULL LINE OP

HAND PRUNING- SHEARS,

POLE PRUNING SHEARS,

POLE PRUNING SAWS,

HAND PRUNING SAWS.

THE RED CLIPPER PRUNER,

Hedge Shears, both Plain and Notched,

Cast Steel Transplanting Trowels, Steel Rakes,

Spades, Garden Lines, Etc.

Also, THE AQUARIUS HAND PUMP,

Used for Forcing Liquids upon Plants for Killing Insects, Etc.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS!

High School Choir. Emerson & Tilden, $9 per
dozen. A standard, useful and favorite book.

School Song Book. C. Everest, SO per dozen. Fine

book for Girls' High and Normal Schools.

Choice Trios W. S. Tilden, $9 per dozen. Three
part Songs for Female Colleges, Seminaries, Etc.

Grammar School Choir. W. s. Tilden, SO per
dozen. Excellent collection for High or Grammar
Schools.

AMERICAN SCHOOL MUSIC READERS.
In three books, each 35 cents, 50 cents and 50 cents.

Carefully prepared for Graded Schools.

The following are favorite general collections of genial
Songs for Common Schools.

SONG ECHO H. S. Perkins, 75 cents.

MOCKING BIRD W. O. Perkins, 50 cents.

MUSIC TEACHER C. Everest, 50 cents

OUR FAVORITE H. P. Danks, 60 cents.

Music Charts. By Dr. Lowell Mason. Large Charts,
containing 120 Blackboard Lessons, plainly visible to all,

saving much trouble, easily set up and used, and furnish-
ing a complete course of practice, Sent by express. In
two rolls or sets. Each, $3.00.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON,
C. H. DITSON & CO. , 843 Broadway, N. Y.

The Strength ot All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,
Btelng measuring &om center of tat .

get to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, ^htCTiooESS.*

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles

of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28 , 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, oase hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-

extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines,

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands

of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

C. &. F. NAUMAN &. CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

*A1] kinds of DAIRY PRODUCE sold on Commission
Poultry, Eggs, Game a specialty.

507 <& 509 FRONT STREET, San Francisco
' (Between Washington and Jackson)

Chas. Nauman. Frank Nauman.

YOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS. ,
Northford, Oonn.

ALTON &. GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WIIOI.K3ALK DKALKRS IN

All Kinds of Country Produce.
40-i & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco.

tSf' Consignments Solicited TES

(Zr\ BEST CARDS, no two alike, printed in Crimson or

U\J Jet, 13c. CLINTON BROS.
,
Clintonville, Conn.

GREAT ENTERPRISE!

—THE—

Sierra Flume& Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE,

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

10 Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and the
whole Coast can be supplied.

The Yellow Pin* is firm, fine grained and superior to
any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,
and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while
the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of
purposes.

Last year thirty millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial
work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost
for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at less than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large
quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco—corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

LAND PLASTER.
(SULl'HATK OF LlME.)

THIS FERTILIZER IS ESPECIALLY WELL ADAPTED
TO CALIFORNIA LANDS AND CLIMATE, AND

IS DESTINED TO BE USED TO IM-

MENSE ADVANTAGE.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
In Bulk, $10 per ton; in Barrels, $12.50.

GOLDEN GATE PLASTER MILLS
LTJCAS & CO,

Nos. 218 and 217 Main Street, San Francisco,

ASK YOUR GROCER OR Oil OFUFR FOR

ELAINE
THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD Oil
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The Ames' Engine, Pitts' Thresher and Power, Case's Headers,

CHAMPION REAPERS AND MOWERS
Are the best Implements in the World Unequalled for Durability, Economy in use and Adaptability to the Requirements of the Farmers

of the Pacific Coast. The Pitts' Buffalo Thresher has earned a reputation and increased it for 20 years- In this State within the past
Five years. The Russell, Sweepstake, Dayton, Pitts', Chicago Pitts' and Vibrator have sprung up and disappeared. Some of them

had good points, but their defects were too numerous. The same might be said of the many kinds of Engines, Headers and
Mowers. We get the Best and Improve them from year to year at our own expense, and when given to the farmer

it is ready for work, and is the BEST there is in the State.

TESTIMONIALS.

Grayson, March 18th, 1878.

Messrs Baker & Hamilton:—1 bought the

Ames' Straw- Burner of you about the lirst of

May, 1870', and also, a Genuine Buffalo Pittk'

Separator. I like them better than any other

Threshing Machine I ever saw. I ran a Gold
Medal Separator and (iaar-Scott Engine last

season in Colusa county. I would not take an
outfit of that kind as a present. It will break

a man to keep it in repair. I can run a Pitts' Buf-

falo Thresher and Ames' Engine three seasons for

less cost of repairs than a Gold Medal outfit one

season. I think I understand threshing Ma-
chines pretty well. Yours truly,

Geo. Bartch.

Grayson, March 7th, 1878.

Messrs. Baker & Hamilton S. F. :—

I

purchased of you in May, 1S7U, a Buffalo Pitts'

Separator, and an Ames' Straw- Burning Engine.

During the season of lS7fi, I threshed 102 days,

my total amount of threshing amounted to 174,-

500 bushels, part wheat and part barley, my
largest day's run cleared up 3,500 bushels. My
expenses for running during this season was
not worth speaking of; being confined to nat-

ural wear of cylinder teeth, etc.

On account of the total failure of crops in

1877 in my section, I moved my machine to

the northern part of Colusa county, where I

threshed S2 days. My total threshing for 1877
j

amounted to 123,000 bushels, and my largest I

day's run, to 2,000 bushels. Among others in

Colusa county for whom I threshed, I may men-
tion, Messrs. Garnett & Donkin, French,
Johnson Bros., Bali & Kelly, Rees Bros., Long-
mire, Elliott, Stone, etc., to each of whom 1

respectfully refer for facts relative to the man-
ner in which their grain was threshed. They
were all satisfied, and want me to thresh for

them again. My running expenses for 1877
were very light, amounting to nothing above
natural wear and tear.

My opinion of the Buffalo Pitts' Separator
and Ames' Straw-Burning Engine, is to the ef-

fect that, so far as my experience goes, they are
the best machines for their special purpose now
in this State. I know of none others of the
same class that gives so much satisfaction, or of

none that works so expeditiously, smoothly and
satisfactorily. The Ames' Straw- Burning En-
gine is very strong and powerful. 1 run in con-

nection with my thresher a self-feeder and der-

rick forks. The Ames' Engine furnished all the
power necessary, and was capable of furnishing
even more. The farmers for whom I have
threshed would each and all heartily indorse
all I have said m this connection, and I can as-

sure you of my belief in the general excellence
of this class of threshing machinery.

William Love.

Modesto, March 17th, 1878.

Messrs. Baker & Hamilton, S. F. :— The
No. 4 Ames' Straw-Burning Boiler and Engine
and the Buffalo Pitts' Thresher I purchased of

you in 1S76, have given me entire satisfaction

in performing their work, and no loss of time or
expense for repairs during the entire season. I

have threshed, with this machine, 115,000
bushels in the season of 1870, running 00 days.

I am positive that it is the best outfit for thresh-

ing and separating grain in Stanislaus county,
and I would take pleasure in recommending it to

parties, who are desirous of purchasing a reli-

able and first-class threshing outfit.

A. G. Carver & Co.

Mountain View, February 25th, 1878.

Messrs. Baker & Hamilton:— I purchased
of you in May, 1876, one of your No. 4 Ames'
Straw-burning Engines. I have used it the two
seasons past to my entire satisfaction. I have
used Hoadley's Wood- burning Engines for years
in the same business, but find they bear no com-
parison in general appointments. I have never
experienced the least difficulty in raising and
keeping a sufficient amount of steam for thresh-

ing purposes. My expenses during the two
seasons were surprisingly small. 1 consider the
Engine superior to any 1 have seen. The farm-
ers for whom 1 have threshed are all willing

and anxious that I should do their work in the
future, which I think is a sufficient guarantee of

past success in the business. E. W. Bogus.

Elmira. February 25th, 1878.

Messrs. Baker & Hamilton:— In response
to your favor, I will state that I purchased my
No. 4 Ames' Straw-Burning Engine of you in

May, 1876. During the two seasons of 187"
and 1877, I have threshed 100 days. An aver-
age day's work with me has been 733 sacks>
each sack holding two and a quarter bushels.
My repair bills during the time amounted to
nearly $10. I claim, with my Ames' Engine and
Pitts Buffalo Separator, to have done better
work and more of it than any one in the busi-
ness in this county. I published my opinion of
the merits of my machinery in the Dixon,
Suisun and Vallejo papers, and challenged the
proprietors of other self-styled improved ma-
chinery to show as good a record. No one ever
attempted to meet me or deny my claim of hav-
ing done more and better work than any
machine of the same size in this section. I have
seen about all of the different engines in use on
this coast, and in my estimation the Ames is

far ahead of them all in every respect. If I

was inclined to be personal, I might give you
the names of some of my neighbors who have
Bice Straw-Burning Engines and Gold-Medal
Separators, and who packed up their machinery,
last season, for the best reason in the world
and let me thresh all around them, even the
grain they had under engagement to thresh.
They even underbid me one cent per sack in
some instances, hoping to secure a fair percent-
age of custom by so doing. I have plenty of
witnesses to substantiate my statements. The
farmers for whom 1 have worked have nearly
all spoken to me and tried to effect an engage-
ment for threshing the present season.

John Bond.

Price of Ames' 18-Horse Straw-Burning Threshing Engine, $1,650.

CHAMPION REAPER cfe MOWER,
The best in the World, WROUGHT IRON FRAME, Steel Guards, Patent Pitman Connection, Malleable Iron Shoe, Patent Tilting Arrangement for Picking up Down Grain or Gras

TESTIMONIALS.
Cambria, February 28th, 1878.

Messrs. Baker & Hamilton:— I have been
acquainted with the workings of the No. 4
Champion Mower over three years. There are
some six or eight of them in this vicinity and
all are doing splendid work. We want nothing
better for the purpose. Among others who own
your Mowers at this place are Mr. C. H. Ivins,
our Grange Master; Mr. James Coffe, a No. 1

farmer, and Mr. Brian. These gentlemen speak
in highest terms of praise of it, and feel as
though they could not get along without them.

G. W. Proctor.

San Luis Obispo. March 3d, 1878.
Messrs. Baker & Hamilton:—I bought on

April 25th, 1875, one of your No. 4 Champion
Mowers. Previous to this time I had been using
the Kirby machine. I am confident that the
Champion is in all material respects much
superior to any machine I have used or seen
used in this section of the State. 1 usually liar-

vest from 200 to 300 acres, and have generally
averaged from 11 to 12 acres per day. My ex-
pense account on the Champion during the
whole time I have owned and used it does not
exceed SI. I am convinced of its great utility,

and would hardly know how to farm without it.

C. H. Jesperson.

Lower Lake, February 28th, 1878.
Messrs. Baker & Hamilton : — In 1875, I

Eurchased a Light Champion Mower at your
ouse, and have used it in harvesting during

the past three seasons. I have cut in one day

as high as 20 acres of grass, and have averaged
for a season 15 acres, with an aggregate season's
work of 250 acres. My experience with Mowers
has been limited as to different styles, and is

confined to the Buckeye and Champion. I think
I can speak intelligently of the comparative
merits of these machines, and can assure you
that the Champion suits me much better in all

general details. I cannot suggest any improve-
ment. Georoe H. Snow.

Westminster, Cal., March 17th, 1S78.

Messrs. Baker A Hamilton:— I bought a
Champion Mower, five-foot cut, of you some
three years ago. It has worked satisfactorily,

and I can speak well of it. I can cut 10 acres
per day easily. I usually cut about 200 acres

yearly. I regard it as a very superior machine
iu all its appointments. Matthew Ro<:ers.

San Pablo, February 2fith, 1878.
Messrs. Baker & Hamilton, S. F.— I have

used your No. 4 Champion jMower over three
years. I consider it a very good machine, and
in comparison with other machines used by me,
and by others in my immediate neighborhood,
I regard it as the best. I usually average
about 10 acres per day in cutting, and have had
about 150 acres in all te cut each year.

Frank Lavia.

Mot'ntain View, February 25th, 1878.
Messrs. Baker & Hamilton:— I have used

your No. 4 Champion Reapers during the past
four years. I had previously used the Buckeye
machine for over seven years. I like the Cham-
pion much better than any other machine I

have ever used or seen used. I have cut on an
average with the Champion 300 acres each sea-

son, making daily averages of about 12 acres

per day. My expense for repairs during the

last three years amounts to SI. 50. I cannot
suggest any improvements. It is good enough
for me as it is. Daniel Whelan.

Guadalupe, "March 10th, 1878.

Baker k Hamilton:— I bought two of your
No. 4 Champion Mowers and Reapers two years

ago; one from Messrs. H. J. Laughlin & Co.

,

and one direct from you. I think they are the

best machines I ever used. I have run the

Kirby, Buckeye and Manny's, but the Cham-
pion is my favorite. T. B. Jamison.

Mountain View, March 13th, 1878.

Baker & Hamilton:—The No. 4 Champion
Mower and Reaper I bought from your agent
two years ago has more than fulfilled my expec-

tations. As a mower, in heavy lodged grass, it

is without a peer. I mowed grass that would
average five tons per acre, and I don't know
that the knife ever stopped. The Buckeye was
unequal to the task of going through it, without
trotting the team. I know of no other machine
that lias the combined motion and strength to

cut such grass successfully. As a reaper it is

equally as good. In heavy, lodged grain it is

decidedly superior, and lays the grain in better

shape than any other machine, and binders pre-

fer to bind after it rather than after any other.

I have used the Buckeye and other machines,

but for all work, for strength and durability,

the Champion excels. It is used extensively in

this neighborhood. D. B. Bailey.

Delano, March 10th, 1878.

Baker 4 Hamilton:—In the spring of 1876,
I bought one of your No. 4 Champion Mowers.
During the season of 1876 1 cut 175 acres of

wild grass, and for the season of 1877 I cut 200
acres of alfalfa. I have been using such ma-
chinery for over 20 years, and the list of mowers
employed embraces the Kitchen, Union,
Woods', Buckeye, Bay State, etc. I prefer the
Champion to any other for all purposes. I can
cut from 10 to 15 acres per day with it, and not
be troubled with clogging or breakages.

John T. Manter.

Santa Clara, March 13th, 1876.

Messrs. Baker & Hamilton:— I have a Light
Champion Mower. Have used it three years.

Have cut altogether probably 200 acres. My
hay has always been very heavy and intermixed
with very heavy mustard. It has given satis-

faction. I have used the Buckeye and Kirby
Mowers, but the Champion, in my estimation,

far excels either. It cuts easier, smoother and
is not near so liable to clog in heavy, damp
grass. No expense for repairs save a few sec-

tions. N. O. Stafford.

Rio Vista, March 15th, 1878.

Baker 4 Hamilton:—In reply to your letter

of inquiry, I will say that I purchased one of

your Light Champion Mowers about two years
ago. I have cut, on an average, 230 acres of

hay each year, averaging about 12 acres per

day. I cannot say just how much I have cut in

any one day, for the reason that I never tried

to see what I could do. It has cost me 50 cents

aunually for repairs. I can recommend it as a

first-class farming implement. G. H. Butler.

THE CASE HEADERS
K.uine, Wis., March 6th, 1878.

Messrs. Baker & Hamilton, S. F.—We notice several implement deale'rs in California,
are advertising themselves as the agents of a "Case Header." While it gratifies us to know
that our popular, single Gear Header (to which was awarded the gold medal at the Cali-
fornia State fair), is such a favorite with ranchers and farmers as to compel other manufactur-
ers to attach our name before they can sell their machines, yet we are equally certain
that the method thus resorted to is a very questionable one. Let us say that our Header em-
bodies a number of valuable improvements not found on any other made, and that no one
in California has the right from us to sell our machines but yourselves, all others are imita-
tions and frauds on the farmers. J. I. Case & Co.

Antioch, March 11th, 1878.
Messrs. Baker & Hamilton:—I bought one of the J. I. Case Headers two years ago, and I

think it is one of the best Headers that ever came to this coast. I have run all other kinds,

and this is ahead of them all. 1 ran the 12-foot cut as easy as I could the 10-foot of the Hodges

and with less expense for repairs than the others. «!• Norman.

The HoD(iES Case Header failed and was returned.—D. Streeter, Gridley's Station.

The name sold the machine but failed to make it work.

The Pitt's Power we bought of you last year is the best we ever used, and we have used all

kinds for the last 20 years. It runs" light and works well iu every respect—A. C Lowdon and

W. H. Bange, Jacksonville, Oregon.

Look out for bogus Pitts' Powers, none genuine unless made by James Brayley.

are imitation, and have not been within 400 miles of the Pitts' Agricultural Works.

Farmers, buy only the best, do not be deceived or led to buy poor imitations of the Pitte

Threshers or Case Headers. The name may help to sell a poor article, but the work in the held

is not benefited by the name.

All others

Address BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco or Sacramento, California.
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The Cinchona Tree, Leaf and Blossom.

We present in this issue engravings of a

cinchona tree and. its leaves and blossoms. The

tree is of general interest, as the source whence

is derived the febrifuge quinine and its allied

alkaloids. It has a special interest to Califor-

nians, because it is thought by those who have

given the subject much attention that Califor-

nia alone of the United States enjoys a possi-

bility of growing the tree successfully, and thus

reaping the profit of contributing to the world's

failing supply of a high-priced medicinal sub-

stance. We have noted in former issues the

fact that the cutting down of the trees in

order to gain their bark, as has been the

practice in those countries where it is in-

digenous, has reduced the supply and mul-

tiplied its market price. We have also

mentioned the successful efforts made by

the English and Dutch governments in the

introduction of cinchona plants in Ceylon

and Java, and the more or less successful

experiments in Brazil, Algeria, and some of

the islands of the seas. In our issue of No-

vember 17th, 1877, we spoke of the tree,

especially in its relation to our own State,

and cited the opinion of the well-known
horticulturist, William Saunders, in favor

of San Diego as better fitted than any

other part of the United States for success-

ful experiments in quinine production. In

addition to these facts, the announce-

ment has been made that Sir William

Robinson, senior member of the Council of

Madras Presidency, intends to visit his

sons in this State, some time during the

present summer, and will bring some cin-

chona plants with him. The experiments

about to be made with these plants gives

the subject a present interest. The tree

is peculiarly sensitive to meteorological

influences. It will not stand great heat,

nor will it endure even a touch of frost.

Our coming guests must therefore be

more kindly treated than those which have

heretofore died on our hands, and a rest-

ing place for them must be most carefully

chosen.

Cinchona, Peruvian, or Jesuit's bark is

the dried bark of many species of the

genus cinchona, a tree belonging to the

order rubiacece and sub-order cinchonacea.

The species which we have chosen for illus-

tration is the Cinchona suceirubra, which
is pronounced by Dr. J. E. Howard, the

leading English authority on the cin-

chona, as the most robust in growth, ani
therefore most likely to succeed in new hab-

itats. The tree, as shown in our engraving

on page 201, grows to a great hight. The
bark has a silvery luster on the outside.

The foliage is evergreen, and the tree is one

of majesty and beauty. The leaves, as may
be seen from the engraving on this page,

are laurel-like, entire and opposite. The
blossoms are white, with rose and purple

tints, and an odor similar to that of the

lilac. The figures 1 and 2, at the bottom
of the cut, show the blossom about nat-

ural size and in different stages of develop-

ment.
We have said that the South American

practice of felling the tree to obtain the

bark had an effect upon the supply, like

that of killing the goose with golden egg pro-

clivities. It has been found in the experience

of cultivators of the cinchona, that such prac-

tice is unnecessary. They discovered that the

yield of some species of the cinchona in alka-

loids may be much increased by covering the bark
with moss, and also that a longitudinal strip

of bark may each year be taken from a tree

without destroying it; the decorticated por-

tion renewing, if "mossed," its former covering,

at least as rich in alkaloids as before.

Of the products of the cinchona tree, it may
be said that the medicinal value of its bark de-

fends upon the alkaloids which it contains,

hese are quinia, cinchonia, quinidia, cinchon-
idia, quinicia, and cinchonicia. Another alka-

loid, called cincine, is found in small quantities
in some of the inferior qualities. It is probable
that the three latter alkaloids are artificial deri-

vations from the former. In addition to these,

the bark contains, in varying proportions, gum,

starch, lignine oil, yellow coloring matter, both
insoluble and soluble, red coloring matter, kinic

and kinovic acids. Quinia, the most important
of the alkaloids, is crystallizable, and the sul-

phate of quinia, or quinine, is the chief medica-
ment prepared therefrom.

In cultivating cinchona, the care and atten-

tion given is greatly repaid in larger proportions

of quinia. It is stated that Javan bark has
yielded as high as 90% of the sulphate. An
excess of azotized matter in the fertilizers used,

however, produces an excess of cinohonidiue at

the expense of quinine. From recent investiga-

tions, however, it appears that this is no disad-

vantage. Dr. Weddell has pointed out that

cinchonidine possesses properties as a febrifuge

The College of Agriculture.—In the re-

port of the Assembly Committee on Education,

composed of R. C. Haile, F. N. Pauly,

Albert J. Young, B. F. Tuttle, Rush Mc-

Comas, J. A. Hicks and C. S. Abbott, the

following reference is made: "The College of

Agriculture, under the management of Prof.

Hilgard, a gentleman of large information, keen
perception, indefatigable activity and earnest

devotion to agricultural interests, is conducted
in such a way as to more fully meet the popular
wish and expectation. Our visit to this depart-

ment of the University, and our investigations

concerning its past history, present condition

and the plans proposed for its future develop-

LEAVES AND BLOSSOMS OP CINCHONA TREE.

fully as energetic as those of quinine, while it

has the advantage of being more easily tolera-

ted by weak stomachs, and of not being so liable

to produce intoxication and singing in the head.

Andrew Murray.—All who are interested

in the coniferous trees of the Pacific coast, says

the Gardeners' Monthly, will be familiar with

the name of Andrew Murray, whose decease

the English papers have just announced. He
was among the earliest of the describers of the

coniferous trees of the Pacific coast, and we
owe much of our knowledge of them to his

labors. American botanists might differ with

him as to matters in relation to these plants,

but he never allowed differences of this char-

acter to interfere with the most cordial personal

relations. The services which he had rendered

to American botany obtained for him an elec-

tion to corresponding membership in the Acad-

emy of Natural Sciences.

ment lead us to think that, while it may never

conform to the Utopian and impracticable

notions of some, it will be of almost incalculable

benefit to the agricultural interests of Califor-

nia. That it wiH receive the generous, foster-

ing care of the State, we do not doubt."

Editorial Association Proposed. — The

Butte county Register proposes the organization

of an association of California editors and the

holding of a meeting in Sacramento in June.

The idea is a good one. We often feel that a

better acquaintance with ourco-workers through-

out the State would be of great advantage to

us in our work, in addition to the social pleas-

ures to be derived from meeting those whom a

fellow Teeling should make wondrous kind.

The editorial associations in the Eastern States

are pleasurable, profitable and satisfactory to

all concerned. We hope the project may be

realized.

Mud at Thirty-two Dollars a Ton.

Connecticut leads the country by giving her

agricultural population the benefit of practical

and useful truth as gained from scientific investi-

gation. Her experiment station, under an able

board of trustees, of which Prof. W. H. Brewer

is Secretary, has taken a sharp hold upon vital

agricultural questions and bids fair to return to

the citizens of Connecticut each year a value a

thousand times greater than the cost of maintain-

ing it. The annual report by the Director, Prof.

S. W. Johnson, is an able document and is full

of valuable and suggestive points. We cannot
instance them all at this time, but we may
note the fact Connecticut farmers are buy-
ing each year great quantities of com-
mercial fertilizers. A commercial fertil-

izer is as uncertain a quantity as a patent
medicine, and the working farmer is un-

able to tell, until after he has paid for the

material and noted its effects upon his

field, whether he has been swindled or

not. The experiment station has shown
its ability to protect farmers from fraud in

a most emphatic manner. It gained sam-
ples of the fertilizers sold by one firm at

$32 a ton, and found by analysis that they

were worth less than $1 per ton. Follow-

ing up this analysis, it was found that the

firm was merely engaged in barreling up
harbor sand and mud and selling it to

farmers at $32 per ton. The firm was
forced to close up its swindling business

and the last information from its chief

member was that he was in jail in Mas-
sachusetts for some other villainy. If it

had not been for the experiment station,

the swindlers might have made a fortune

from one year's sale of mud at $32 per ton.

Our agricultural workers need the aid and
protection of true science, and every State

should provide for it as Connecticut has

done. We wish the Connecticut enterprise

many days and much wisdom, and we
look for the speedy establishment of a

hundred such institutions all over the

country.

Another Phylloxera Eater.—It is re-

ported in French papers that another phyl-

loxera-eating insect has been discovered.

In our issue of March 16th, we spoke of

a Syrphus doing this work with zest.

The Syrphidai are well known for their in-

sectiverous tastes. It is now announced
that a minute red mite ( Trombidium) has

also shown a vigorous appetite for the phyl-

loxera. This red mite makes its home on

the under part of strawberry leaves, but

when the phylloxera is working at the

vine roots it goes down after them and
devours them. It is stated that, in

France, vines having strawberry plants

growing under them are completely saved

From the ravages of the phylloxera. Such

is the report, and, though it may be true

in France, it does not follow that the mere
planting of strawberries in vineyards on

this coast or elsewhere would be similarly

successful, for it must be first determined

that the plants are infested with the de-

sirable mite. If the French claim is

found true, we shall probably hear more

of it in the future and then it will be time

enough to set about finding out whether we
have the Trombidium, for without it strawberry

plants in vineyards would be worthless as

weeds, so far as the phylloxera is concerned.

Byron Jackson's Harvesting Machinery.

—One of the busiest manufacturing establish-

ments iu the State is Byron Jackson's agricul-

tural-implement factory, at Woodland, Yolo

county. Mr. Jackson is preparing for an active

campaign in this year's harvest fields with his

improved labor-saving machinery for self-feed-

ing and elevating and for combining the work of

the horse-fork and derrick. Th.ese devices have

already been tested by actual work and found

of great value. We expect soon to give illus-

trations of Mr. Jackson's new apparatus, that

all owners of threshing machines may be posted

on the latest improvements.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents -Ei>s

Some Notes from Butte County.

Editors Press:—The county has a large

area of both mineral and agricultural land. Its

name is believed to have been derived from a

somewhat singularly isolated butte, situated

in the upper part of .Sutter county; its peaks

towering far heavenward from the very center

of the Sacramento valley, while its east and

west spurs run down within a few miles of the

Feather river on one hand and the Sacramento

on the other.
Orovttle,

The county seat, is a flourishing mining town of

2,500 inhabitants, the center of its mineral

wealth and the source of large supplies to Plu

mas and adjoining counties. It is situated on

the east bank of the Feather river, and is the

terminus of the California Northern It. Ii. The

arable land of the immediate vicinity, as also

around Wyandotte, Bangor, Magalia and other

localities in the foothills, is devoted principally

to stock raising or to horticulture. Orchards
and vineyards are everywhere found. Their
orange groves will not rival in extent those of

Los Angeles, but very choice, fully ripened

oranges and lemons are frequently met with.

Mr. Hart, who has one of the finest mountain
ranches in the neighborhood, and extensively

•ngaged in arboriculture, finds ready sale at

home for all his oranges at #1 per dozen.

Mr. M. Wick importer and breeder of

Thoroughbred Cattle,

Noticed in your advertising columns, has a
large ranch on the Chico road six miles from
Oroville, where everything is fitted up in the

best style for pasturing, sheltering and feeding

—his stalls in particular being all constructed
with an eye to the prevention of waste in hay
or straw. By the way, the remark is" too often

heard, that a poor man cannot afford to raise

fine stock, as such is supposed to require the
best of hay or grain to thrive well. A fact to

the contrary

Worth Recording.

Mr. W.
,
usually keeps on hand for breeding

about 30 head of thoroughbred cows, consisting

of several different families and tribes of the
Red Durham, such as the "Duchess," "Louan"
and "Ked KoBe," and with the exception of

what little grass to be found at this season in

the pasture, they have subsisted the entire win-
ter on straw. They are all in good condition,

and one would have to travel far before seeing
a finer looking lot of cattle. It is likely that his

favorite, "(iolden Louau Duke, ' a very large,

well-formed animal, has fared more sumpt-
uously. His pedigree is given in full on page
534 of the "American Short-Horn Herd Book"
Vol. 14, and was calved September 10th, 1874.

A like record may be found of all his fine stock,

which has met with ready sale throughout the
coast; one car-load having been sent off last

spring to Mr. W. W. Camron, of Oakland.
In this connection I send you a short recipe

furnished by Mrs. YV., that is worthy of a place
in your columns under the head of "Domestic
Economy." "If the top or stand of your lamp
gets loose from the globe, a little burnt alum
will make the attachment as good as ever."

Chico
Is near the middle of the best agricultural por-
tions of the county, and it is no disparagement
to other places to say that it is exceedingly
flourishing. Inclusive of Chapman's and Bid-
well's additions, it is thought to have a popula-
tion of near 6,000. It has five hotels, (the
Chico and Union being rated first-class,) not
less than five churches, two good public schools
and as many private ones—one under the
charge of Mrs. White, and the other conducted
by Mr. and Mrs. Wood, all of which are well
attended and sustained. It has also a very fine

engine house, and a two story Town Hall 30x
40 feet. Among the manufactories, may be
mentioned the extensive establishment of the
Sierra Flume and Lumber Co.'s door and sash
factory, the large grist mill of Gen. Bidwell,
and the brass and iron foundry and machine
shop of Messrs. Rusby & Mery, whence all

kinds of mill, and agricultural work in particu-
lar, are turned out. Besides this, it boasts two
banks to keep the financial wheels a moving.
There are many beautiful and well improved
ranches in the vicinity, to go into a descrip-
tion of which would require a volume. A brief
notice of

Gen. Bidwell'a Ranch
must suffice. It is known as the Rancho Chico,
and consists of about "20,000 acres, including a
considerable quantity of foothill land of inferior
quality. About 5,000 acres were cultivated iu
grain last year. A larger amount has been put
in the present season. There are 100 acres in
grapes, aggregating about 50,000 vines; 50 acres
in apples; (50 in peaches; 90 in almonds; 100 in
pears, apricots, cherries and plums, saying
nothing of oranges, lemons, figs, pomegranates,
olives, chestnuts, pecans, black walnuts, rasp-
berries, strawberries and other of the small va-
rieties of fruit and vegetables in abundance of
every description.

. Egyptian Corn.
Four acres of this species of grain were put

in last year as an experiment, giving very satis

factory results. It is cultivated in all respects
as broom-corn. It yielded over 75 bushels to

the acre and weighed 54 pounds to the bushel
the laud being by no means first-class. On soil

of the best quality for raising good Indian
corn, it is thought that the Egyptian will tun
out not less than 100 bushels per acre. When
ground into meal, it makes an admirable sub-
stitute for buckwheat, besides being far more
digestible. The General has not tested it suffi

ciently for other uses to venture any positive
opinion as to its value, but there are reasons to

believe that it can be made to subserve our
wants in more ways than one. There is room
for further experiments. The California & Or
egon R. R., passes from south to north through
one of the finest bodies of land in the State,

putting Chico in direct communication not
only with the best portions of the county, but
also with the outside world generally. At
nearly every station on the road a lively local

business is transacted with the well-to-do
farmers of the respective localities. North of

Chico are Cana and Nord, and on the south
come Durham, Nelson, Biggs and Gridley, in

the order named; Biggs, was not visited, but is

represented as one of the largest and most
nourishing places along the line.

Much damage has been done by the storm,
but it has been so much less than iu other
places, that the county as a whole ought to
be thankful. A. C. K

The Two-Headed Snake.

In our issue of February Kith, we gave a full

and accurate description by Mr. Wright of the

very remarkable young snake with two perfect

heads, which was on exhibition in this city ii

December last, and which we had photo

graphed and engraved by our artists. The

writer's inquiry after other instances of the

kind has brought us the following letter.

Editors Press:—I notice in the Press of the
Kith iuBt. an elaborate account of a two-headed
snake found in Santa Clara county. The writer
asks, "can any one tell us of another instance
of such a double-headed reptile as California has
now certainly produced in this snake?" I
answer affirmatively, that Missouri has pro-
luced a Lu-sun natunt, which is a fat tifllilt of

the one you speak of except that it was a dif-

ferent kind of snake. It belonged to the rattle

snake family and was not so large as the Cali
fornia snake—being about one foot long. It

was captured by Capt. Charles McNeal, of

Greenwood, Jackson county, Mo., in October,
1872 (if I mistake not), when plowing. The
plow having unearthed a nest of young rattle

snakes, the Captain was reminded of the scrip

tural injunction that "the seed of the woman
should bruise the serpent's head," and he at
once proceeded to bruise. Having struck one a
blow, he was about to repeat it when he dis-

covered that the reptile had two separate and
listinct heads. He at once captured it. The
wound it had received proved fatal and it died
in two or three days afterward. It was then
placed in alcohol, and is now, I think, the prop-
erty of Arthur McNeal, of Greenwood, Mo.

N. Levering.
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 29th, 1878.

We also have a note from Mr. A. Zeehaud-

laar, of this city, informing us that he has seen

such curiosities at Batavia, in Java, and a

friend of his substantiates the statement.

We have lately learned, that our California,

specimen, after being kept on exhibition at

Woodward's gardens for two days, was taken

back to its owner in Santa Clara county; that it

lived about six weeks after its capture, and is

now preserved in alcohol.

Imitation Bird-Lime.

Editors Press:—Your correspondent, M. R.

Saviers, who, in the issue of your valuable

paper of the 19th of January, desires to know
where bird-lime can be procured, perhaps would

like to know how a tolerably good bird-lime

can be very cheaply made by almost anyone.

In Europe, a bird-lime is made by using the

Viscum album or mistletoe, which yields a

sticky, tenacious principle, called Vuein.

When a boy, I used to make a bird-lime to

catch various kinds of birds, by simply taking

rosin and linseed oil, in proper proportions, and
boiling them together until of the right con-
sistency. I do not at this moment recollect the
proportion of each article. But no matter.
Take, for instance, of rosin, or resin of P'ihhm

palustrit. five parts, by weight, and of linseed
oil, eight parts, by weight, and melt them over
a fire. As soon as the resin is dissolved in the
oil, dip into it a stick or glass rod and judge of

the proper consistency by feeling of the com-
pound. If too oily (not sticky enough), a little

more resin should be added. If too brittle or
hard, a little more oil is needed, and so, rire

trta, until a requisite stickiness is obtained.
The immersed stick or rod may be instantly
cooled by thrusting it into cool water. It
makes a perfect and cheap bird-lime. Try it.

Dr. K. C. Li-.r-Tir.

Murray Hill, N. Y.

Agricultural College at Glasnevin.

Editors Press:—On seeing a letter in one of

your last issues, from the Professor of Agricul-

ture at the Royal Agricultural College, Ciren-

cester, England, it occurred to me, that per-

haps a few facts concerning the sister establish-

ment at Glasnevin, in Ireland, would not be

uninteresting to the many readers of your valu-

able paper.

This college is one of a number of agricultural

schools established by the Government for the

purpose of giving the Irish tenant farmers a

better education for their business. Nor is a

general education which may fit the pupils for

business of any kind, neglected. A literary

master, during certain hours of each day, gives

instruction in geometry, bookkeeping, grammer,

land surveying, and the other rudiments of a

sound business education.

Attached to the institution is a piece of land

of soma 2<X) acres in extent, which is divided

into three farms, named, respectively, the Large

farm of 180 acres; the Intermediate of 25 acres;

and the Small farm of five and a half acres.

These are cultivated according to a certain plan

to illustrate the most profitable way of farming

large and small holdings. A small portion of

land is reserved for experimental purposes; on
which experiments with various artificial ma-
nure, new kinds of crops, etc., are tried and
the results thereof noted. For instance, during
my residence there, an experiment was tried as
to Jhe effect which different kinds of artificial

manure have upon clover. Four patches of

ground were sown with clover, upon one of
which a potash manure was applied; on a
second one an ammoniacal manure; a third one
received a dressing of common salt; and a
fourth received no manure. The result showed
that a potash manure produced the most luxuri-
ant crop and proved that potash is a substance
of which clover takes a great deal from the soil.

The necessity for keeping the land in good
heart isjhoroughly instilled into the minds of

the pupils by the example set before them on
the farm of a systematic rotation of crops and a
regular manuring of the land. The theory that
certain crops take away a large proportion of

certain mineral substances from the soil, while
other crops require for their support other
minerals in large quantities, points plainly to
the fact that to succeed in farming in the old
countries where laud has been cropped for so
long, a certain rotation must be followed and
manure applied regularly. The rotation fol-

lowed at Glasnevin is a four-course. The first

year roots are grown, either beets, turnips or
cabbage, and the land prepared by a deep plow-
ing and heavy manuring. The second year
giain is grown, generally barley, as wheat
grows too luxuriantly after such heavy manur-
ing. In April grass, seed are sown among the
growing grain and after the grain is cut off the
grass is allowed to remain a third year and give
a crop or two crops of hay. The fourth year
the land is sown to grain again, generally wheat
or oats. The grass jseed generally sown are
Italian rye-grass, or clover, alternately, as it is

found that land if cropped with clover oftener

than once in eight years, exhausts the soil of

potash, and the laud then becomes what is

termed "clover sick" and will not grow a good
crop.

The root crops, hay and straw are consumed
on the farm by a dairy of some 40 cows,' whose
milk is sold in Dublin. During the winter sea-

sou these cattle are entirely stall-fed; L e., not
let out of the barn at all. By this plan enough
manure is saved to keep the land in good heart,

and with the addition of artificial manure its

fertility is increasing.

Various plans have been tried for preparing
the food of the milch cows. During my stay
the steamed-food system was adopted. The
roots were pulped by a machine and mixed
witli cut straw and brewers grains in a large

vat. This mixture was then cooked by steam
from a boiler, which was used for other pur-

poses as well, such as cutting hay and straw,

threshing, etc. This food was served to the
cows three times a day. Night and morning
they each got an armful of oat straw.

The pupils receive instruction in the theoreti-

cal part of agriculture as well as in the various

sciences which bear upon it, as chemistry,
botany and veterinary science. A professor

for each of these is attached to the institution,

who delivers two courses of lectures every year.

Chemistry as applied to agriculture is taught by
Prof. Cameron, Analyst to the city of Dublin,
and the other professors of botany and veteri-

nary science an; equally learned and noted men
in their respective departments.
Every pupil is required to perform manual

labor on the farms. A certain routine is ob-

served in everything they do, a time being set

apart for labor and for study. All this train-

ing has a good effect on the minds of the pupils.

The institution is free to the sons of tenant
farmers and others after passing an examination
in the rudiments of an English education. The
course of instruction extends over two years.

The whole management is under the care of

an efficient Superintendent, a practical agricul-

turist and one who is well fitted to uphold the

dignity of an institution of this kind.

E. A. Hutchinson.
Spenceville, Nevada Co., Cal.

New Points on Egyptian Corn.

Editors Prjsss.—Now that the time for sow-
ing wheat and barley may be said to be nearly

or quite over in many parts of the State, in con-

sequence of the exceptionally good year, there

may be many who have more or lets land, well

wet by rain, that they would like to see under
some crop or other, and yet are undecided
as to what to put in. Let those who hare
never tried Egyptian corn, take this opportu-
nity and plant a small area; or, if they have
the seed, and have sufficient confidence in it,

let them put it in on a large scale. None but

those who have grown it, can be expected to

believe in it as it deserves. Any ground that

is wet enough to sprout the seed, will have

moisture enough in it to mature one crop of

heads, if not both the crops, that it will ma-
ture if grown on ground that has had the
smallest amount of artificial irrigation. Last
year we grew very heavy crops on land so
slightly wetted, that not above half the
seed ever sprouted, and the second crop of
heads though smaller in size, were more numer-
ous, and amounted in weight to the same as the
first. It is easily harvested, and the kernels
are easily separated from the heads by shak-
ing, beating, or tiamping out by horses. It is

superior feed for fowls to any small grain,
equally good for hogs as wheat or barley.

Horses work as well on it as on barley, and sheep
and cows eat the stalks greedily. It does not vol-

unteer freely, and is easily cleaned off the land,
when the land is required for other crops in fu-

ture years.

Those who are planting it this year for the
first time, should bear the following in mind:
It likes deep cultivation, and will repay any
extra labor put in with the plow. It likes to

have plenty of room—the space given to com-
mon corn is not any too much. A single seed
is all that is necessary in a hill; and those who
have but a limited amount of seed, would do
well to sow each seed single, and with plenty
of room between each. To those of your read-
ers who have found any difficulty in obtaining
the seed, we shall be happy to let tham have
enough to make a beginning, if they will send
enough to pay postage, etc., say 10c.

Much has been written in your paper about
the white variety and its superiority over the
brown. Both varieties have been long grown in

this locality, and the merits and demerits of

each thoroughly understood. No one here be-

lieves in the white variety as a field crop, and
it is seldom grown. We, ourselves, have grown
both, but we do not propose ever again to grow
the white. It is inferior in growth and yield,

takes considerably longer to mature, and where
the so-called " blackbirds " are numerous, al-

most impossible to harvest, as they eat it all

before it is nearly ripe, leaving the empty heads
to tantalize the grower. We shall grow it this

year only as a vegetable in our garden where
we can defend it. However, let those who are

undecided, or who have been induced to buy it,

try both and settle the question for themselves.

We have none of the white to dispose of, and
none need apply for it. So useful a crop as the

brownj variety, should not pass another year
without a wider introduction, and it needs but
to be introduced, to become, ere long, one of

the staple crops of the locality. The many tons

grown here each year, all came from the small

package sent here, some years ago, to one of

our most prominent agriculturists; let the

same amount do the same for other localities.

W. & I. Robinson.
Hanford, Tulare county, Cal.

Enormous Yield of the White Variety.

Editors Press:—I send by mail a head of my
best white Egyptian corn. This is oneof 1 4 heads,

of nearly equal size, grown from a singe kernel.

Five of these heads (sufficient to plant one acre)

ripened early enough to plant and raise a fall

crop, of say 50 bushels per acre, during the

same summer. This will give you some idea of

its immense productiveness, one kernel produced
over 50 bushels in a single summer.
By a careful count, and weighing of the grain

from two of the heads, I estimated the yield to

have been (in producing the 14 heads) over 29,-

000 fold. If I could supply the demand for

this seed, I would advertise in the Rural, but

1 have only a little, and am letting it go, an
ounce in a place, and am returning money sent

to me for it in quantities. We have tons of

the brown variety. It is very trashy compared

with this kind. Another year I shall have

a world's supply of the white seed, as I shall

raise about 40 acres, of lwth kinds.

A portion of the seed has shelled out of this

head, but I think there will still be sufficient to

justify hanging it up in your sanctum for in-

spection by your Rural visitors.

W. A. Sasdeka.
Kingsburg, Fresno county, Cal.

[We received the sample head with pleasure

and have it hanging in our editorial rooms,

where all who desire may see it. From it one

wUl not find it hard to believe that Professor

Sander's count was correct. The head wa«

squeezed into a two-pound fruit can, which it

tilled completely; ana it seems to be solid grain,

as the amount of chaff is insignificant. It is a

most beautiful sample of bountiful growth.—

Eds. Press.]
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Rotting Straw Piles.

• —
Editors Press:— I have been exceedingly

pleased to see the straw question so ably dis"

cussed in your excellent paper, and would like to

add my testimony in favor of saving straw for

stock, as being decidedly the best way to convert

it into a fertilizer. I have for some years followed

the practice of feeding out to cattle and horses all

the straw upon my place, and can truly say that

I have found it the best and speediest way to

get rid of it. If cattle are shut in where they
can get no feed but straw, with free access to

water, they will do better than when running at

large on scant green pasture and hay. J. B.

McClure, of this valley, tried the two methods
one winter, and the straw-fed cattle did the

best of the two bands. Very few straw piles

are now burned here, where a few years since

fire was universally resorted to to rid the ground
of the remnants of last year's harvest.

Artist's Anatomy.
From the "Flood" illustration in the Press of

the 2d, I see that Messrs. Keith and Nahl have
originated a new breed of cattle, that are pos-

sessed of upper front teeth. I now believe the
story of the Texas hogs that show none of the
cloven hoof. The picture reminds one of those
scenes in Mitchell's old geography of "Lassoing
cattle on the pampas," where the vaquero
throws the whole rope bodily in one coil. Ver-
ily, artists need a grounding in stock and agri-

cultural surroundings. A. 0. Carpenter.
Ukiah, Cal.

Another Mendocino Method.
Editors Press:—My plan is to stack the

straw and let the cattle feed round it and on it

as long as they will, say, to this time of year,

then take manure forks and repile it in one or

more heaps, as you find it convenient. In three
days, you will see the steam rise from it ; it will

rot in six weeks after it is repiled fit for use.

Robt. Cauohey.
Point Arena, Mendocino Co., March 4th.

Clara counties, but in most cases they need
some irrigation. I have an orange and a lemon
on my place, that are doing well so far, without
irrigation, but we have more rain here than in
Monterey. M. P. Owen.

Soquel, March 14th.

Tl|E Vi

E.

Fruit on the Monterey Foothills.

Editors Press:—As I am very much in need

of information with regard to the cultivation of

the orange, apple, peach, etc., in the foothills, and

as they have not been tested here, the country

being new, I resort to you for the desired

knowledge. 1 came here from Iowa in the
driest of the drouth, and propose to stick if

I can raise fruit without irrigation. My soil is

underlaid, with sand rock or clay, at a depth
of from three to six feet, and is partly covered
with white oak, live oak, holly and sage brush.

Now the question is: Can we raise the above
named fruits successfully without water? I

have already transplanted some apples, peaches,
apricots and almonds from seed planted last fall,

and have a nice lot of oranges, etc.
,
coming on

for another season, if those I have planted live.

Am also testing osage orange, alfalfa, beets, etc.

In fact am trying everything I can get hold of, but
am a good deal Tike the boy going through the
woods—have to "whistle all the time to keep
my courage up.

"

We have a remarkable healthy location. I

believe there has not been a case of sickness in

the settlement since it was commenced, about
three years ago, excepting those who came here
sick, such as invalids who visit the springs,

and they are either soon cured or materially
benefited by the water and pure atmosphere.
Near the springs we have a settlement of 15
families, who are all improving their places to

the best of their ability. We all want to raise

some fruit, and any information you may give
through the Press will be greatfully received
by all. Our rainfall to date is, 18 inches. Some
fields of wheat and barley are about a foot high,

others are just coming up. Everybody is in

fine spirits and hopeful of soon having "plenty
to spare and to eat." G. W. Jolly.

Paraiso Springs, Monterey county Cal.

Comments by Mr. Owen.
Editors Press.—In answering Mr. Jolly's

questions, with regard to cultivating the differ-

ent kinds of fruit on his ranch which he enu-

merates, and without irrigation, I will state,

that there are several things to be considered

in order to come to a correct conclusion; and I

will first consider the feasibility of growing ap-
ples, pears, and prunes, for these kinds of fruits

require a similar kind of soil and climate. They
will do well on any soil that will produce good
corn, or winter wheat, provided the bedrock
or tight clay is far enough below the surface to
give the roots sufficient depth of soil. Less
than five feet will not do, and sometimes 10

feet will not, where the rock or clay forms a
kind of basin, which will fill with water in a

wet winter and soak the trees to death. But if

there is moisture enough to grow good corn, and
a sufficient under drainage and depth of soil,

the fruit mentioned above will do well, if well
cultivated. Peaches and apricots will do well
with less moisture, and less depth of soil, pro-
vided the under drainage is good. With regard
to growing oranges, my observations lead me to
believe they will do well in good soil, if it is moi*,
enough to grow potatoes, and does not freeze
much in the winter. They are doing well in

several different parts of Santa Cruz and Santa

Some Varieties of Persimmon.

Editors Press:—Your esteemed correspond

ent, Felix Gillet, of Nevada City, has furnished

me some valuable notes on the Biospyros Kak
and other varieties of interest. I venture,

therefore, to condense his practical remarks for

the benefit of your circle of readers.

Mr. Gillet says: "The Biospyros Kaki has been
for many years known in French nurseries, and
it is curious it was not introduced here a dozen
years ago. It thrives out of doors in the south
of France; but, in the latitude of Paris, requires
the shelter of a greenhouse. The B. Kaki is

generally reproduced by grafting it on the
D. Lotus, which is called in French, Plaque
mivier D'Orient. The cleft graft and inarching
are the methods commonly used.

" There are other valuable varieties of Bios-
pyros which are much hardier. The best of
these are the Biospyros calycina, the B. hieida.

the augustifolia and the pubescens. The Bios-
pros ebenum, from Ceylon, is a large tree and
is very valuable for its jet-black wood, known
commonly as ebony, but its success with us is

very problematical."
Mr. Gillet also states that the Mesphilus

Japonica, or loquat, called in French, bibacier.

is grown extensively in Algeria, for the Paris
markets. It is a showy evergreen tree, with
whitish, sweet blossoms, producing yellowish
fruit, resembling the apricot.

Chas. H. Shinn.

Ornithological.—The qualities of the En-
glish sparrow have been widely considered of

late years, since its large increase in this coun
try. A monograph entitled, ' 'The House Spar-
row at Home and Abroad," is the latest and
most scientific treatise on the subject. It is

written by Thomas G. Gentry, and published
by Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger, of Phila
dilphia. Beginning with an excellent colored
plate of the bird, it follows with careful scien
tific examination of its standing in Europe and
American, and adduces all the points which
have been advanced in this country bearing
upon the qualities of the bird for good or evil.

The conclusion is decidedly against the bird, as
it is now protected and pampered in our cities.

By bounteous feeding with grain, at the hands of

municipalities and individuals, it ceases its in-

sectiverous character, and instead of serving us
in the reduction of injurious insects, it becomes
an arrogant free luncher on grain and seeds,
and insects multiply, because it disdains to
feed upon them. As it spreads from city to

country, it maintains its grainiverous habits,

and becomes a pest of the grain fields, gardens
and orchards. Not only does it refuse to eat
insects itself, but by it is by its increase push-
ing our native insectiverous birds to the wall.

Mr. Gentry builds his argument upon such
premises, and claims that the bird should be no
longer petted and protected, but should be
either repressed or permitted to fight its own
way forward, and forced by hunger to reas-

sume its original insectiverous habit. The
subject is an important one, and Mr. Gentry's
treatise upon it should be widely read. The
evil which he sets forth should be put to the
test of truth both by ornithologists, and the ob-

servation of practical men.

Malva and Lavatera.

Editors Press:—In a recent issue Mr. W. A.

Saunders gives his experience and his opinion

of the true value of malva. That it may be a

valuable forage plant for winter, I will allow,

but would caution anyone against feeding it

exclusively in midsummer. If stock are left

free, I think they will leave malva when grass

Is plenty. My experience was in feeding it

freely, almost exclusively, to a milch cow con-

fined to the yard. This was the chief food for

a month and more. She did not do well.

Neighbors said she had ' 'lost her cud. " I felt it a

duty to buy hay, and throw away the malva,
which was threatening to overrun vineyard and
orchard.

Lavatera
Is a rapid growing bush, with similar bloom,
leaf and seed to the malva. Some years ago I

saw statements of the value of this plant for

cows, and such animals as love browse. It was
said that a hedge of this tree or bush around a
two-acre lot would furnish food for two cows.

I know it to be a rapid grower, tender and
juicy, and would like to try it, but can hardly
afford to experiment largely at my own risk.

Have any of the readers of the Press any
facts bearing on this point ? Will lavatera

serve as a live fence and furnish food for stock
at the same timej It is quite common in Santa
Clara, would it grow well as far north as Au-
burn ? J. R.
Auburn, Placer Co., March 9th.

[Will some reader furnish the information

desired ?—Ed8. Press.]

Plowing Close to Vines and Trees.

Editors Press:—I saw an article in the
Rural of March 2d headed "Plowing Orchards
and Vineyards," referring to an arrangement
for plowing close to trees or \ ines without in-

juring them. Now I have used the same
arrangement for several years, but always
barked more or less trees with the end of the

whiffletree, no matter how care-
ful I was.

I thought I would improve
on the arrangement by making
a pair of shafts and finish them
smooth on the outside, so that
there was nothing to catch
the trees. I find it a com-
plete success. It will rub a
tree so as to bend it over with-
out hurting it, and the horse
never gets his feet out to
trouble you.

I send you a diagram of my
improvement. • I just riveted

a piece of old tug to the end of

the shafts and buckled it into the harness. It

can be made large or small, short or long, to

suit the size of the horse.

Robert Caughey.
Point Arena, Mendocino Co., Cal.

The Functions or Vine Leaves.—A c<

tinued series of investigations, says the Journal

of Chemistry, have convinced M. Macagno that

a most important part in the formation of the
fruit is performed by this portion of the tree.

A vast number of analyses show that the leaves

contain glucose (grape sugar) and cream of tartar,

substances which enter largely into the composi-
tion of thegrape. He found, in the month of June,

in one kilo of them, 14.24 grammes of the former
and 7.41 grammes of the latter. As the season ad
vanced, those quantities augmented, until at the
period of the vintage they had nearly doubled.

He also found them in the branches, but in

smaller proportions, and he concludes that the

leaves are the laboratory in which the first ma-
terial of the fruit is formed, and that from them
it is conducted by the branches to the bunches.
After the grapes had ripened, the quantity of

the substances mentioned ceased, almost imme-
diately, in the leaves. In consequence of those

facts he recommends vine-growers to abandon
the practice of nipping, which consists in sup-

pressing, in the early part of July, the tops of

the fruit-bearing branches, at three or four

leaves above the highest bunch. In July last,

he nipped 20 trees in a vineyard in full culture,

and left the neighboring stocks in their natural

condition. The analysis he made on the 27th
of September showed that the latter had pro-

duced, per kilo, 620 grammes of pulp, while
the others had only 581 grammes, and the pro-

portions of saccharine matter was 175 grammes
and 140 grammes.

Free Libraries and Reading Rooms.

We are indebted to Senator Geo. H. Rogers,

of the State Senate, for a copy of his ynportant

bill, which has been approved by the Governor,

as follows:

An Act to Establish and Maintain Free Public

Libraries and Reading Rooms.

The people of the State of California, repre-

sented in Senate and Assembly, do enact as

folows

:

Section 1. The Board of Supervisors of the
city and county of San Francisco, and the

municipal authorities of the several incorpo-

rated cities and towns of this State, are author-

ized to levy and collect,' as in other cases, an-

nually, a tax, not to exceed one mill on the

dollar, for the purpose of establishing in such
cities and towns, respectively, free public

libraries and reading rooms, and purchasing or

leasing such real and personal property, books,

journals, and other publications, and erecting

such buildings as may be necessary therefor.

Sec. 2. The municipal authorities, respec-

tively (except as is hereinafter otherwise pro-

vided), in their respective cities and towns, may
appoint such trustees (not exceeding seven),

and such other officers and assistants as may be
necessary to carry into effect the provisions of

this Act; they may declare and fix the terms of

office (not exceeding four years) of all such

trustees, officers, and assistants, and, at their

pleasure, on the request of a majority of the

trustees, may remove any from office, and fill

vacancies; they may fix the salaries of all

officers and assistants, except the trustees, who
shall serve without salary or other compensa-
tion; and they may make, or may authorize the

trustees to make such rules and regulations and
by-laws as may be necessary for the govern-

ment and protection of such libraries and read-

ing rooms, and all property belonging thereto,

or that may be loaned, devised, bequeathed, or

donated to the same.
Sec. 3. All money and revenno collected or

received by authority of anything herein con-

tained shall be known and designated as the

"Library Fund," and shall be paid into the

proper city or town treasury, and there kept

separate and apart from other funds, and be

drawn therefrom as in other cases provided,
but only to be used and applied for the purposes
herein authorized.

Sec. 4. All property, real and personal, ac-
quired by purchase, gift, devise, bequest, or
otherwise, under the provisions of, or for the
purpose authorized by this Act, shall vest, and
be, and remain in the proper city or town,
respectively, and may be protected, defended,
and sued for, by action at law or otherwise, by
such cities and towns, respectively, as in other
cases.

Sec. 5. The following 11 persons, to wit:
John S. Hager, Geo. H. Rogers, Irving M.
Scott, Robert J. Tobin, E. D. Sawyer, John H.
Wise, Andrew J. Moulder, Louis Sloss, A. S.
Hallidie, C. C. Terrell, Henry George, and their
successors, are hereby constituted and ap-
pointed, during good behavior, honorary trus-
tees, without salary, of any library and reading
room, and of the real and personal property there-
unto belonging, that may be established or ac-
quired under the provisions of this Act, in and for
the city and county of San Francisco. Such trus-
tees shall meet for business purposes on the first

Tuesday of each month, and at such other times
as they may appoint, in a place to be provided
for the purpose, and six shall constitute a quo-
rum for business. They may appoint one of
their number President, and they may also elect
a Secretary, who shall keep a record and full
minutes, in writing, of all their proceedings.
The Secretary may certify to such proceedings,
or any part or portion thereof, under his hand,
verified by a seal, to be adopted and provided
by the trustees for that purpose. Such trus-
tees, by a majority vote of all their members,
to be recorded in the minutes, with the ayes
and noes, at length, shall have power

First—To make and enforce all rules, regula-
tions, and by-laws necessary for the adminis-
tration, government, and protection of such
library, reading-room, and property.

Second—To fill all vacancies that may, from
any cause, occur in the Board of Trustees.

Third—To remove any trustee who may neg-
lect to attend the meetings of the Board, or
who may absent himself from such meetings,
or, without the consent of the Board, from the
State for three consecutive months.

Fourth—To appoint and define the powers
and duties of any and all authorized officers

and assistants, and, at their pleasure, remove
the same.

Fifth—To provide memorial tablets and
niches to perpetuate the memories of those
persons who may make valuable donations to

any such library.

Sixth—By and with the consent and ap-
proval of the Board of Supervisors of said city

and county, expressed by resolution, duly
passed by that body: To determine the num-
ber of officers and assistants to be appointed
for such library and reading-room, and to fix

the salaries of such officers and assistants, and
of the Secretary; to purchase necessary real

and personal property; to lease and erect build-

ings; to order the drawing and payment of

money from out of the Library Fund for any
expenditure or liability herein authorize'd, and
generally to do all that may be necessary to
fully carry into effect the provisions of this Act.

Sec. 6. The Board of Supervisors of the
city and county of San Francisco, are author-
ized and empowered, by a resolution duly
passed for that purpose, to grant, donate, or
authorize the use of, either in whole or in part,

any land, square, or other real estate belonging
to said city and county, or dedicated to public
use therein, for the purpose of erecting and
maintaining thereon a building to be used only
for a public library and reading-room, in and
for said city and county, as in this Act author-
ized and provided.

Sec,. 7. The proprietors, or other competent
authority, of any subscription or other library

may, upon such terms and conditions as shall

be agreed upon by them and the municipaT
authorities of any incorporated city or town, ex-

cept in the city and county and San Francisco,

donate and transfer its property, real and per-

sonal, to any such city or town, for the purpose
of establishing and maintaining a public library

and reading-room within the meaning of this

Act; and as a condition, and in consideration

of any such donation, such proprietors may,
at their option, nominate and appoint as hon-
orary trustees, without salary, a number equal
to those appointed, or authorized to be ap-

pointed, by such municipal authorities, respect-

ively, as in this Act provided. Such honorary
trustees, by a majority vote, may fill all vacan-
cies that may occur in their number, and
they, respectively, shall have an equal voice

with the other trustees in the direction, man-
agement, and control of such libraries after

such donation and transfer shall be made and
accepted.

Sec. 8. This Act shall take effect immediately.

An Insect in a Citadel.—Dr. Dewitz, a

German naturalist, has recently described a very

remarkable case of insect instinct peculiar to a
butterfly of the genus Aidos, indigenous to

Venezuela. The chrysalis on casual examina-

tion seems to be perfectly empty, while its sur-

face is punctured with numerous holes. Closer

scrutiny shows that, in reality, there is a double
envelope, the outer layer alone of which is per-

forated, while on the inner covering are deep
pits corresponding with the apertures. The
caterpillar, after making the outer cocoon, per-

forates it, and then makes a strong inner one, in

which it takes refuge, the object of the holes

being obviously to cause the cocoon to appear

untenanted.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for thi

department.

Removal.

Until further notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Orange will be at 106 Davis street, in the store of

the Grangers' Business Association. Correspondents will

continue to send their communications to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore.

Worthy Lecturer's Visits.

Editors Press:—Again wo take the field to

sow the Orange seed of a pure civil polity, and

to bring the Subordinate Granges into near re-

lation with the State Grange, in order that our

policy may be one, and not divided, for to our

Order, as to all others, union alone is strength,

In division are weakness, instability and conse

quent decay.

On Wednesday, the 20th inst., we were on

hand at 10 A. m., as per appointment, at the

Grange hall in

Santa Rosa.

There to first install the new officers of the

Pomoua or District Grange of Sonoma county

At this meeting a majority of the Granges of

the county were represented, and in such num-
bers as to well fill the hall. The installation of

officers being over, the important questions of

the day, as discussed by the State Grange in

October last, were brought up, and an agreed

policy arrived at to give them efficiency. So far

as the Grange district comprising Sonoma county

was concerned, a genuine, earnest desire to

do that work, and do it well, was unanimously
agreed upon. Such an earnest spirit as this

meeting indicates, will put the Grange (if car-

ried out in all the counties of the State) upon a

permanent and successful footing, and the pol-

icy being decided to be one of truth and equity,

will and must succeed.

After the Grange closed meeting, all sat down
to a Grange feast, and at 2 o'clock v. m. we
adjourned to Workingmen's hall, where we
were announced to give a public lecture on

the questions that are now agitating the people.

We discussed these questions an hour and a

half to a very good and attentive audience.

This audience was composed not only of Grang-
ers and farmers, but largely of citizens of Santa

Rosa and workingmen, all of whom often and
loudly applauded the lecture. This, our first

lecture in Santa Rosa to a mixed audience, was
so well received and appreciated that we are

greatly encouraged to open up our Grange pol-

icy to the public wherever we go, with the hope
of bringing not only Grangers and fanners but

the industrial masses to our selected civil polity.

These are times not only of agitation, and we
hope progression, in political economy, but
really of a revolutionary character, and, there-

fore, as an Order, we feel it our duty to do all

we can in directing this agitation in a way to

peaceably arrive at what reforms we most need.

We feel that no interest in the State or nation

is or ought to be more concerned than the agri-

cultural, in the right now going on in the indus-

trial field on the subject of capital and labor.

To a wise, just and equitable solution of this

great problem in political economy are our
efforts being directed. We have a desire to be
antagonistic to no class, but an advocate of an
honest policy for capital and labor, so that they
may not become antagonistic, but united on a

policy that serves equally the whole people.

This is the cause to which the Order of the

Patrons of Husbandry is devoted. We, there-

fore, cordially invite the whole public every-

where we go to our open and public lectures,

that not only our cause but our principles may
be well known. We also as candidly invite the

press, both local and State, to publish our work,
and, as it is their full privilege to do, to point
out for us our errors, that we, as well as the
public, may be profited thereby.

We are now fully in the field again for the
ensuing Orange year, and shall with pleasure
give to the organs of the G range notes of our
weekly work as State Lecturer, so that the
Grange and farm element may at least be posted
in what the Granges are actively doing.

Petaluma.
Pursuant to previous notice and appointment,

we met Petaluma Orange at their Grange hall,

at 10 a. m., March 23d, in closed meeting. For
two hours or more was discussed and settled, so
far as Petaluma Grange is concerned, a policy

in accordance with the State Grange on all

questions that so vitally affect the farm and ag-

ricultural interests of our State, and an
earnest resolve was made on the part of the
Petaluma Grangers to carry out the same. But
let every Grange in California take similar
action and be as unanimous as was Petaluma
Grange, and all will be well for the (i range for

the year 1878.

At 2 o'clock r. m., the time for public lecture,

the meeting was called to order by Worthy
Master, Bro. Chapman, and a mixed audience of
citizens and farmers assembled. As in Santa
Rosa, we addressed them our usual time on the
grave questions that are now agitating the
whole public, and dealt as we do, and only in-

tend to do, with principles and their practical
application to legislation, both State and na-
tional. We therefore strive to be impartial and
unpartisan in all we say, for the Grange is not

a political party. We present principles and
their application to the general good, whether
in industrial science or jn a social and civil pol-

icy for our State and national good. We have
not, nor can we ever have, any object in view
that leads to personal aggrandizement or politi-

cal aim. Our basic idea is truth; and as truth

is immutable, ao we desire to make our civil

policy subordinate to no personal, corporate or

monopolized interest, but, as demanded by our
State and National Constitutions, for the great-

est equal good to the greatest numbers. With
such principles before us, and so noble a cause

to serve, we cordially invite the whole indus-

trial field of labor, in all its diversities, as well

as the corporate and individual interests of cap-

ital, to representation at our discussions, so that

if we are wrong we may be set right; and if we
are right they may join with us in giving it to

the State and nation, and thus escape the ruin

impending over us, should the present political

revolution take a turn of enacting a policy by
force, instead of by all legitimate and constitu

tional measures. B. Pilkington,
Petaluma, March 23d. State Lecturer

Exorbitant Interest—No. 4.

Editors Press:—Altogether aside from the

fact that government has a right to pass usury

laws, arising from the fact of its vast patronage

of money, there is another consideration more

fundamental still. It is this: In becoming a

citizen, a corporate member of the State, wc
concede to the body politic, the right to pass

over us a usury law if the public, that is the

general good, requires it. A millionaire comes

into California from a foreign land and in pro

cess of time becomes a citizen. His property

and rights are now guaranteed to him by the

State. The whole State with all its resources

is pledged to guard his person and property,

But he gains his guarantee by certain conces

sions, one of which is the right of the State

to interfere with his business, and suppress or

regulate it, as the public weal demands. If his

business should be adjudged a nuisance, then
the State may pass laws suppressing it alto-

gether; if not quite that, but liable to do great
injury to the people, then the State may regulate
it. Now if combined capital and money-loan-
ers extort rates of interest, crippling enterprise

and discouraging industry, and thus retarding
the growth of the State, then the State in self-

protecture, must limit them and protect itself.

Woe to the State when the capitalist can lift

his head above all others and say with Napoleon—"I am the State!"

But many persons expect that "usury laws
are everywhere practically a dead letter, no
body observes them or regards them. " If this

be so, how does in happen that civilized na-
tions have not found it out long before this,

and ceased to enact them? - Why have they not
long ago erased the useless statutes from their
codes. The answer is, they are not a dead
letter where the people have public virtue and
the State the back bone. I know of States
where the usury law is not a dead letter, but
rigidly enforced; and we can do it here as

easily as we can suppress gambling, smug-
gling and buying votes. Once let Califomians
wake up to the all-crushing effects of the high
rates of interest we are obliged to pay, and
when such a law is passed they will see to it

that it is enforced. Where there is a will there
is a way. I know of no civilized State on
earth, unless it be Nevada, where an enterpris-

ing and energetic people have stood such ruin-
ous exactions of interest as the people of Cal-
ifornia. Gentlemen of the banking and money
loaning profession, do you know why we farm-
ers, mechanics, manufacturers and producers
generally, do not employ to a greater extent
this roving class of unemployed laborers, whom
you call "tramps?" The reason is, you extort
such interest that we can't invest in lands, on
borrowed capital, and pay your rates; we can't
build a house or barn, and pay your rates, by
using or renting them. We can't do anything,
however, economical and industrious we may
be, and pay lt% or 2% per month, without run-
ning behind. Hence it is, every producer is

compelled to reef every sail and discharge every
hand which can be spared, hence this cry for

work. Let us have money at 6% on good se-

curity, and new enterprises will start up as by
magic, and idle and roving labor will be employ-
ed, and the city drained of its most dangerous
elements. 1 am persuaded that your own in-

terests in the end demand the usury law as
much as ours.

But it is said, "the usury law once passed,
the borrower and lender will, in various ways,
connive and combine to evade the law, and
great demoralization will ensue." I reply, that
objection is equally good as urged against the
law to prevent buying votes, and to prevent
gambling or sale of drunkard-making beverages.
But further, let me ask, what of the demoral-
ization caused by these hard rates exacted in

the absence of a usury law? High rates harden
the loaner's heart and make him a Shylock in
the end. High rates given, demoralizes the
conscience of the borrower, too, and makes him
willing to evade payment if he can. Is there
no demoralization there? There are two sides
to this argument about demoralization.

It is further objected that "we who live in
the country and outside the great cities must
pay high rates of interest to induce capital to I

leave the city and come out to the towns and
country." I do not think there is much in this.

If money is limited to 9% in the city, favorite

investments will be taken at even lower rates,

and the 6% obtainable on farm property may be
relatively a high rate; besides, most of the

money loaned out in the country is loaned by
small capitalists who live there and can see to

their securities and interests. At any rate we
will risk it, and in doing so shall only do what
has in all States been done with no such results as

are feared outside of the city. The famine and
utter poverty of the masses in British India

first now calls for the charity and pity of

Christendom. At the bottom of this abject

poverty of that land, lies the barbaric fact that

India has no usury law; but the loaner, as here,

can exact of the poor, in their extremities, any
interest he pleases. This often amounts to

$500 for 1 100 a year. Hence, for ages the rich

have been growing richer and the poor poorer,

till now that once rich land has become the

Lazar-house of poverty, degredation and de-

spair. S. Bristol.

The Constitutional Convention.—Advices
from Sacramento state that the holding of the

Constitutional Convention is a fixed fact. The
correspondent of the Bulletin gives the following

facts: The Senate and the Assembly both

adopted the report of the Joint Committee. In

the Senate the report was agreed to without
debate. In the Assembly there was considera

ble discussion. The changes made in the bill

on the recommendation of the Joint Committee
are that the Convention meets on Saturday, the

28th of September, instead of the third Monday
in September, and of the delegates at large

from the four Congressional districts, the eight

having a plurality in each Congressional dis-

trict are to be declared elected. This was done
to insure that of the 32 delegates at large, eight

should represent each of the Senatorial dis

tricts. Otherwise, if the plurality was confined

to the whole State, it might happen that more
than eight residing in one Congressional dis-

trict might receive the largest number of votes,

because the people vote the whole 32 of the

delegates at large. This proposition gave rise

to considerable debate in the Assembly, Hugg
protesting against it. He, however, was some-

what molified by the fact that the Convention
was to be the judge of the qualifications of its

own members, and he thought the Convention
would right any wrong that might occur from
this provision. The bill, as it now stands, pro-

vides for the election of 142 delegates, 1 10 by
the respective districts and 32 at large, the dele-

gates to receive a per diem of $10 for 100 days,

and mileage such as is allowed members of the

Legislature; the election for delegates will take

place in June; the Convention meets September
28th, and the Constitution will be submitted

for ratification or rejection by the people in

May of next year.

In Memoriam.

At a meeting of Hollister Grange No. 11, P.

of H., held March 2d, a. d. 1878, the following

preamble and resolutions were unanimously
adopted:
Whereas, It has pleased our Supreme Mas-

ter to remove from our Grange, our worthy
Overseer, J. A. Reed, in the^prime and useful-

ness of life, and
Whereas, While we bow in humble sub-

mission to Him who doeth all things well, we
cannot but mourn his loss, and tender onr

heartfelt sympathy to his wife and children, in

their bereavement. Therefore,

Resolved, That in the death of Bro. Reed,

we have lost a true Patron, an efficient officer,

and a good citizen.

Rttolved, That the charter of this Grange
be draped in mourning 30 days.

Resolved, That these resolutions be spread

upon the minutes, and a copy be furnished the

wife of the deceased brother, and the same be

published in the several papers of Hollister;

also in the California Patron, Pacific Rural
Press, and San Jose Weekly Mercury.—J.
Malsbary, R. Rucklidge, M. Pomeroy, Com-
mittee.

Election of Officers.

Kiwei.atta Grange, No. 88, Humboldt Co.

Election Jan. 12th: G. B. Kneeland, M.; D.

D. Averell, 0. ; James Sinclair, S; M. J. Falor,

A. S. ; C. H. Daniels, L. ; H. S. Daniels, C

;

Joseph Nellist, T.; F. McPhee, Sec'y; E. Pape,

G. K. ; Sister Nellist, Ceres; Sister Kneeland,

Pomona; Sister Arbogast, Flora; Sister Falor,

L. A. S.

Kiwei.atta Grange.—The Secretary writes

as follows: "I have the honor of reporting to

you that Kiwelatta Grange is in good working

order with a full set of officers, who were in-

stalled January 26th by the W. D. H. W.
Arbogast. " ^^^^^^^^^^^
Our Flour Mills.—Our milling industry,

the American Miller maintains, ranks next to

that of iron. The number of mills is over 25,-

000, affording employment for more than 60,-

000 men, whose annual wages are about $20,-

000,000, and turning out yearly 50,000,000 bar

rels of flour, of which 4,000,00i barrels are ex-

ported to foreign countries. Pennsylvania has

the most mills (nearly 3,000), New York stands

next with about 2,000, and other States follow

with from 700 to less than 100. Minnesota's

mills are the largest, and employ the greatest

average number of men, namely, five in each.

California.
EL DORADO.
Editors Press:—Like every portion of our

State, abundant showers have visited us, but
unlike other portions, no damage has been done
by high water. Our altitude insures our safety.
The wind, however, has not been so merciful.
But even the damage from this source has been
very inconsiderable, and our outlook for all
kinds of crops was never better. Fruit, at this
time of the year, never looked more promising,
and fruit growers are quite jubilant. Orchard-
ists are somewhat behindhand with their work,
owing to the too frequent "showers." The last
few days have been beautiful. All hands have
made the most of it, and with reasonable fair
weather from this forward our brightest hopes
will no doubt be realized. Some little attention
is now being paid to the cultivation of the orange,
Japanese persimmon, lemons and limes, fruits
that have not been grown here to any consider-
able extent. But what experience in this direc-
tion we have had, all goes to show that our
soil and climate are well adapted to their prop-
agation, and a few years, at furthest, in my
opinion, will see every orchardist with a small
number of these trees growing in and around his
home. We will never, probably, be able to
compete with Los Angeles and other favored
localities, but can at no distant day supply our
own wants, which wiU bring pleasure if not
profit. The eucalyptus tree is also being exten-
sively planted. It does reasonably well with
us, but not nearly so well as in the lower and
richer lands. Our soil, generally speaking, is

not just what it delights to feed upon.—J. O.
O'Brien, Granite Hill.

KERN.
Machines for Digging Irrigation Ditches.

Cor. Colorado Farmer: During my visit to the
ranches of Haggin & Carr I saw in the tool-
house several machines for excavating ditches
for irrigating purposes. In the deep sandy
loam found here, digging a ditch is simply a
question of pushing or lifting on one side a cer-
tain amount of uniform material. The ma-
chines differ chiefly for ditches of different
sizes. The best machine for small ditches and
rapid work is a board set on edge to which two
or four horses are attached. This simply
scrapes the sand over the side of the excavation.
A very efficient machine is a simple wooden
wedge or triangle called a "home," 6 to 10 feet
wide at the base, which is dragged by 4 to 12
horses through the sand in the direction of the
course of the ditch. The surface is so even that
this is often the only apparatus used in making
the way for the water, a little dressing of the
banks only being required to complete the con-
duit. Work may be done with this for two
runts per yard. Two much more pretentious
machines are used, however, with excellent
results, for larger ditches. The Slusser exca-
vator, made at Sidney, Ohio, is a wagon with a
scoop beneath it. One man with four horses
drives along the ditch, and the scoop carries the
sand into a large box with a drop bottom.
When the box is full the scoop is lifted and the
box driven off to a proper place for unloading.
One man with four horses will thus do the
work of seven men. The Wouchope machine
of Chicage, is a large affair that scoops up the
sand and carries it 12 to 16 feet sideways. It
will move 1,200 yards per day. It works well
in grassy land, and will make a ditch 28 feet

wide and two feet deep, with banks two feet

wide on each side. This machine requires 12
horses and three men, and will do as much work
as 75 men with shovels.

MARIN.
The Dairy Season.—Journal, Mar. 16: The

present season has not been a very favorable
one for dairying thus far, on account of the
heavy storms that have prevailed for the last

two months. Feed got a good start previous to

the first of January, but since the 8th of that
month there have been but few days when it

did not rain. The ground has been thoroughly
saturated with water and grass has been con-

siderably injured by the cattle tramping upon
it; while both grass and cows have felt the
need of warm sunshine, of which there has been
but little. But all the storms have been warm,
and the injury is much less than it would have
been if the rain had been accompanied by
heavy, cold winds.

NAPA.
The Season:—Rejiorter, March 22: Under

the influence of the warm weather crops are

growing in an unprecedented manner. The hill

farms are more than usually forward, while crops

in the valleys are recovering from the effects of

stagnant water in the ground, which is evaporat-

ing or draining off.

SAN MATEO.
Poor Stock.— Time* and Gazette, March 22:

Everybody remarks the poverty-stricken ap-

pearance of stock of all kinds this spring m
this section of the country and seem unable to

account for it The grass has been abundant

and good since early fall and none of the rains

have been cold for any extended period of tho

winter. And yet cattle are poor, not poorer

than is often the case at this season of the year,

but poorer than is common for winters so favor-

able to stock as the past was. We would sug-

gest that it is owing to the extremely long rain

that concluded the season. For two months

cattle were unable to feed well, owing to a oor.

tinuous storm during that time. There were buj

41
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few days comfortable for animals to seek a liv-

ing out of doors during January and February,

Can anyone give a better reason?

SAN LUIS OBISPO.
Truth and Teasels.—Editors Press:—

While taking a ramble to-day, gathering wild

flowers and enjoying one of the many tine views

to be seen around this lovely town, of which it

might be said, as it was of that ancient city we
read of, "beautiful far situation art thou" San
Luis. I was reminded of several pieces I saw
in your paper a short time ago, by seeing teas-

els growing wild in several places around here.

That you might see for yourself what San Luis

does for itself in the way of wild teasel grow-

ing, I send you one. My little son, four years

old, thought they made very fine combs for

other people's heads, although preferring, as I

did, those whose teeth were not quite so sharp,

for his own. We are newcomers here, but it

seems to us that the natural advantages of the

town and the surrounding country and its de-

lightful scenery, need only to be fully known
to cause many to seek homes here, that are dis-

satisfied in less favored places.

—

Mrs. E. A.

Fisher.

[The teasel received is a fine specimen—as

good as the best we have seen of California

growth.—Eds. Press.]

SHASTA.
Cattle.—Record, March 23: On Monday

evening Mr. J. B. Stanton, or Fall river, arrived

here with 225 head of cattle, owned by Cox &
Clark, and bound for the Sacramento market.

On Tuesday evening Supervisor William David-
son arrived here from Fall fiver with 157 head
of cattle which • he has raised, and is taking

to San Francisco, intending to ship by rail from
Cottonwood. They were pronounced by compe-
tent judges to be the best lot of beef cattle ever

driven through Millville.

SONOMA.
The Season.—Editors Press:—Toward the

latter part of December last, those good na-

tured loafers, who go around telling what kind
of weather we are to have, were prophesying
another dry season, and farmers were looking

rather blue over the prospect, when suddenly
the water-god took it into his head to " wet
things a little;" so the vortices were opened
and the floods descended and have been de-

scending ever since. In many instances the

rain poured down in such copious torrents, that

bridges, fences, and loose tackle of all kinds
were torn from their moorings, swept away to

the flats, and scattered about in a most disor-

derly manner. I often went to bed at night

in rather an anxious frame of mind, not know-
ing but the morning would find me floating

about in my triple-decked mansard, like Noah
in his ark, and I think it would not be over-

stating the matter, to say, that it has rained 40
days and nights with but little intermission.

Thus far we have had about 43 inches of rain,

more than double the usual amount, and conse-

quently the grain in the low lands is looking

rather yellow^ but I do not think it is seriously

injured, except in places where it was badly
washed or covered with sediment. The farmers
are very busy setting out trees, pruning their

vinyards, repairing fence and doing other neces-

sary spring work. The market gardeners have
been unable to keep their truck free of weeds
and grass, on account of the continuous wet
weather, and so their little patches are looking

rather weedy and forlorn. The ground is still

too wet to allow any plowing to be done, except
in a few favored spots, and so the actual work
of the season cannot be said to be fairly com-
menced as yet. The hills are looking beautiful

in their coats of green, and everything bids

fair for a favorable season and bountiful crops.

But still there has been no lack of grumbling,
as is usually the case with us mortals when
things don't exactly suit us. When it is a dry
season we grumble because it don't rain, and
when it is a wet season we grumble because it

does rain. So it seems somewhat difficult to

please us always, and I rather suspect, that if

the weather was just right we would find some-
thing else to worry ourselves about. We have
had a few fine days during the past two weeks,
and we may now hope to have bright sunny
weather, and with that we surely ought to have
cheerful and happy spirits.

—

Uncle Josh, Santa
Rosa, March 20th, 1878.

Geyserville.—Cor. Democrat, March 23: We
have had a few days of late that we could plow.
Corn, wheat and barley never looked more
promising than now ; there will be the biggest
crops this year that we have had for many years.

There is but a small amount that is drowned
out; pasturage in the mountains is No. 1, and
stock is thriving. The Bheep men have had bad
luck with their lambs ; the most have lost one-
half, some more than that. There was a heavy
snow in the mountains about the time they
began to lamb, and for the want of proper
shelter, they lost hundreds in a few days. C.
M. Boswarth has had the best success of any
he only lost about 15 or 20 out of 400. He has
proper sheds, and was with them through all

the storm. He is getting to be a thorough sheep
man as well as a good farmer. Mr. Gryff has
just completed fencing his stock range which he
intends to stock with I don't know what, sheep
or cattle, but one thing is certain, he is not
going to pasture his neighbor's stock any more.
STANISLAUS.
Alfalfa on the Plains.—New*, March 14:

It is generally believed that alfalfa will not
grow on our plain lands unless irrigated. A
few tests, however, have proven that it will
stand the severest drouths, and yet live, and to

some extent prove useful on our driest lands.
Some two years since Mr. V. E. Bangs seeded
a couple of acres to alfalfa on his place, situated
about three miles from Modesto. It was late in
the season when sown and did not come up
very thick, yet it struggled through the dry
summer. The next winter there was only
about three inches of rainfall, and Mr. B. was
certain it would dry out during the past sum-
mer. To his surprise, however, it has lived,
and is now making a rapid growth. Of course
it will not yield anything in comparison with
moist heavy lands. May it not, however, prove
more profitable to him as a pasture than the
same amount of land would in wheat, is a ques-
tion worthy of consideration. If it will live

through the driest season ever known, and that,

too, before the roots are fairly set in the ground,
it does look as if the yield should be sufficient

to justify our farmers in cultivating a limited
amount of it, if for nothing else than pasturage
for milch cows, calves and a few horses.

VENTURA.
Saticoy Farmers' Club.—Press, March 16:

At a meeting of the farmers and laborers of

Saticoy, held Wednesday evening March 6th,

1878, measures were taken toward the organiza-
tion of a farmers' club. James Day, Esq. , was
elected temporary Chairman, and C. J. Hub-
bard, ^Secretary. Two committees, of six mem-
bers each, were elected: First—Committee on
Permanent Organization, consisting of Wm.
Slinger, Wm. Baker, O. J. Goodenough, J. L.

Crane, G. F. Rostler and C. J. Hubbard.
Second—Committee on Constitution and By-
Laws, Chas. G. Finney, Henry Baker, E. B.

Higgins, Chas. Kimball, M. Faggan and C. J.

Hubbard. The committees shall report at the
next meeting. The object of this club will be
the free discussion of all subjects of interest to

the farmer and laborer, to induce congeniality,

to concentrate power and to promote the gen-
eral welfare of our farmers and laborers.

Fine Stock.—Signal, March 16: Messrs.
Blanchard & Bradley, always alive to the best

interests of the county, have just imported a
thoroughbred Short Horn Durham bull and
also a fine Berkshire sow. They are of the best
breeds and will prove a valuable accession to

the stock of the Santa Clara valley.

Seed Corn from Iowa. —Signal, March 23:

W. S. Chaffee, a close observer of all agricultu-

ral matters, has for some time been of the
opinion that our corn growers should change
their seed. He has ordered from Iowa, the
great corn-growing State of the Union where
great pains are taken to seeure the best seed, a
lot of shelled com. It will be of the best
quality and invariably taken from the center of

the ear. Our farmers will do well to make a

note of this fact.

Santa Clara Valley.—In every direction,

at the center of our Santa Clara valley, spread
out before us, are thousands of acres of grain

—

if anything, too luxuriant. Our cattle, sheep
and horses are fat. The late rains of the pres-

ent week promise to give us an unprecedented
corn crop, for which it may confidently be ex-

pected fair prices may be realized.

Home Made Pork.—When our pork-pack-
ing establishments were started here, hogs were
dull sale at four cents per pound. The propri-

etors of the two pork houses here became com-
peting buyers with those buying for the San
Francisco market, and the result was, hogs ad-

vanced to five and one-half cents per pound.
This was not the only advantage derived.

Eastern bacon, inferior to our home-made bacon,
was then selling at 10 to 20 cents per pound,
retail; now it is selling at 15 cents per pound,
retail. Eastern impure lard in cans was selling

at $1.75 to $2 per can—lard that may have been
made from still-fed or diseased hogs. Now the
same sized cans of lard, the lard being made
from grass and grain-fed hogs, sells at $1.50 per
can, retail. The above figures demonstrate the
importance of sustaining home pork-packers.
Nearly all our merchants refuse to buy Eastern
pork or lard, notwithstanding San Erancisco
packers sell the Eastern bacon and lard cheaper
in Ventura than in any other place. Our mer-
chants are to be commended for thus standing
by our home institutions. Our farmers should
do likewise.

Colorado.
The Hereford for the Plains.—Editors

Press:—In Colorado the demand for Hereford's

is active. Messrs. Thatcher Bro. & Co. have
visited Illinois and Ohio and bought three car-

loads of Hereford bulls to take to their herds
near Trinidad, Colorado. The Messrs. Gudgels
of southern Colorado have taken two car-loads.

Mr. Holmes, middle Colorado, has taken a car-

load. Another party near Denver, another car-

load. I have sold a large number to different

parties. These were all first class bulls, and to

be used upon selected cows to breed bulls for

breeding purposes. The Herefords are rapidly

gaining the favor of the public throughout the
entire country, and every step forward they
will hold. As a hardy race, good grazers and
feeders they have no equal.— T. L. Miller,
Beecher, Illinois.

Eucalypsinthe.—A new preparation from
eucalyptus, under the name of eucalypsinthe,

is announced from France. A Dr. Mierdue, a
colonial surgeon, has succeeded, after many ex-

periments and much research, in distilling from
the leaves a liquor which is at once grateful to

the palate, exhilarating, and not only quite

harmless but also possessing many useful medi-
cal properties. This new beverage is, we learn,

being largely made and consumed in Marseilles.

News in Brief.

State ownership of the canals is proposed in
Ohio.

J. Spratt is erecting a large foundry at "Vic-

toria.

Virginia has 39 living ex-members of Con-
gress.

The iron production of Russia is 320,000 tons
per year. .

Diphtheria has again broken out it Fresno
in fatal form.|

A ship canal, costing $2,000,000, is talked of
across Cape Cod.
Several towns in this State have temperence

tickets in the field.

The total subscriptions to the 4 per cent
bonds are $3,612,600."

Maine now ranks as the sixth State in lum-
bering; once she stood first.

The naval appropriation bill has passed the
House. It appropriates $14,048,684.
A man named John Hushions dropped dead

while atjwork in this city last week.
A man named A. Foley, died in this city last

week from the effects of opium smoking.
Capt. Boynton has accomplished the feat of

swimming across the Straits of Gibralter.
Twenty-five Chinamen have been arrested

for riot and attempt to murder at Union island.

The city of Staunton, Va., population about
10,000, consumes 100 pounds of opium a week.
Stringent regulations for the preservation

of salmon on Frazer river are about to be
passed.

Mr. Wallace of Rawdon, N. S., has lost

nine children within 16 days
;
disease, diph-

theria.

R. H. Tapp, horse trainer, claims to have
nearly subdued the man-eating stallion,

"Cognac."
The Lutherans, who have 75,000 members in

Minnesota, exceed any other denomination in
that State.

The copper product of Michigan for 1877 foots

up to 16,000 tons, a little more than the pre-

ceding year.

Vincente Garcia, a noted criminal, who
boasted of 25 murders, has been killed at Za-
more, Mexico.
An auxiliary branch of the Honest Money

League of the Northwest has been established
in Milwaukee.
There were 228 miners killed and 462

wounded in the anthracite coal region of Penn-
sylvania last year.

The Winnemucca Silver State says 12,000
acres of land will be cultivated on the Big
Meadows this year.

Sugar-cane grows well in all the valleys of

southern Arizona, yielding a large percentage
of saccharine matter.
Since the 1st of November, Chicago pork-

packers have killed 1,944,000 hogs, against

1,414,534 last season.

In New York, during the past year, nearly
1,000 cases of cruelty to horses were prosecuted
by Mr. Bergh's society.

Cornelius Canan, a boy seven years of age,

was run over by a truck and instantly killed on
Brannan street last week.
Five persons were killed and seven seriously

wounded by the explosion of a boiler in a steam
saw mill, in Richmond, Va.
A defaulting water register at Cambridge,

Mass. , has been sentenced to three years in the
penitentiary for official rascality.

There were 89 deaths in San Francisco last

week. In the corresponding week of 1877
there were 98, seven violent ones.

When a wealthy Jap breaks up housekeeping,
he ships his kitchen furniture to America to be
sold as " Rare curios from Japan."
Dusseldorf, Germany, furnishes its citizens

with filtered water at a low price, and the wa-
ter-works are said to be profitable.

The almond orchards in Santa Barbara are

now worth seeing. They present a dense mass
of flowers from center to circumference.

The authorities of Eureka are striving to

suppress the opium dens of that town, arresting

the keepers, all of whom are Chinamen.
In about a month the wood business in the

Sierra will give employment to some 4, 000 men
getting out wood for the Washoe mines.

The new pension bill will abolish the present

18 Pension Agencies, effecting a saving to the

Government of about $200,000 annually.

California is now producing 200 barrels of

petroleum, worth $800, daily. Well No. 4, in

the Pico district, yields 66 barrels a day.

A movement is started by some colored men
in Washington, who are opposed to the Liberia

scheme, to colonize their race in the West.
There is a strong probability of Emery,

present Governor of Utah, being removed and
his place being filled by Gen. P. E. Connor.

It was the belief of the distinguished French
statesman, M. Guizot, that Constantinople

would become the capital of a Greek empire.

The House Committee on Coinage, Weights
and Measures, have agreed to report Maish's

bill punishing defacers of gold and silver coin.

Twenty western railroads, during the month
of January, 1878, earned $6,085,162, an increase

over the corresponding month of 1877 of $863,-

497.

The gradual decline in the price of gold ren-

ders possible the indefinite postponement by
the Senate of the bill to repeal the Resumption
Act.
The ports of Nicaragua are to be blockaded

by German war vessels until certain reasonable

demands made by Bismarck have been complied
with.

There are now steam engines of 1,500,000
horse-power, representing the actual labor of
4,500,000 horses, or 31,590,000 men, in use in
France.

Official statistics gives the cost of the late
war with the Sioux at $2,312,531, and the
whole number of persons killed, 16 officers and
267 enlisted men.
A passenger train on the Central road, New

Jersey, struck a woman and two children near
Roselle, and killed all of them instantly, while
walking on the track.

A plan of heating a multitude of houses by
steam from a common boiler has been tried for
months in Lockport, New York, and the result
is a complete success.

Look out for counterfeit trade dollars. They
are smaller than the genuine coins, and the
metal has a yellowish tinge, but they are

t
well

calculated to deceive.

All boilers required by the government will
hereafter be constructed at the Mare Island
navy yard; a rolling mill is to be provided for
making the boiler iron.

Mrs. Abraham Lincoln is reported to be
living in seclusion in France, fearing to return
to the United States lest she should again be
placed in a lunatic asylum.
There was'employed, last Monday, 123 dollar

a day men at the park. They are constructing a
new drive on the southern side to connect with
the main road to the beach.

On the 24th inst., over 300 persons were
drowned by the capsizing of the English train-

ing ship, Eurydice, off the Isle of Wight. Only
one boy and a seaman escaped.

Director Linderman favors making trade
dollars because a definite demand has been cre-

ated for them in the East, and an outlet is thus
provided for large silver export.

Leading New York bankers are of the opin-

ion that resumption would be practicable at the
date now fixed if Congress would put a stop to

the agitation about the currency.

The death of Judge Leonard, in Cuba, will

be investigated, rumors being afloat that he
was poisoned by the Cubans, on account of a
love affair that took him to that country.
The House Committee on Commerce have

agreed to insert in the River and Harbor Ap-
propriation bill an item of $80,000 for continu-

ing the improvement of Oakland harbor.

At the International walking match just ter-

minated in London, O'Leary walked 520 miles

in five days 20 hours and 10 minutes, beating
his competitor, Vaughn, who made 500 miles.

The Supreme Court of Nebraska has decided
that dealing in grain options in Chicago is gam-
bling, and all contracts made in that State

founded thereon are against public policy and
void.

The boiler of the steamer Magnita, which
was racing on the Hudson the other day, ex-

ploded, killing two of the passengers, scalding

two others severely and blowing a boy over-

board.

All real estate men agree that a return to

the six and a quarter cents fare on the street

railroads would tend greatly to depreciate the

price of property in the suburban districts of

this city.

The five republics of Central America are

likely to be involved in another general squabble

in the effort to reconstruct a Confederation,

which measure Costa Rico advocates and Guat-
emala opposes.

The Chinese Embassador to England attri-

butes the famine in India to so much land being

devoted to the cultivation of the poppy, 1,033,-

000 acres of the best land in India being devoted
to that business.

At the Paris Exhibition there will be distrib-

uted 1,000 gold, 4,000 silver, and 8,000 bronze

medals; it is also intended to award 8,000 hon-

orable mentions, besides 100 grand prizes and
exceptional silver prizes.

The national debt was, on the 1st of March,

1869, $2,525,463,000. March 1st, 1877, the

debt amounted to $2, 088, 78 1 , 000. The decrease

had been $436,682,000 in eight years, and the

average yearly reduction has been $54,585,000.

John Runk, who was sentenced to be hung
for the murder of officer Coots, has been re-

prieved until April 19th, by Governor Irwin,

that he may have time to more carefully ex-

amine into his case after the Legislature ad-

journs.

The wife of A. Lognoze, boarding-house

keeper, swallowed a teaspoonful of strychnine

at Ophir canyon, near Austin, Nevada, on the

21st, and died three hours afterwards. De-
ceased had been subject to aberration of mind
for several years past.

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending March 26, 1878.

HMHE8T AND LOWEST BAROMETER.

Mar. 20 Mar. 21 Mar. 22 Mar. 23 Mar. 24 Mar. 25 Mar. 20

29.90 30.00 30.08 30.04 29. «7 29.93 29.93

29.77 29.81 30.04 29.92 29.73 29.89 29.80

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.
65 61

8
57 60 62

55 46 58 61 51

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.

75
|

76 80 82 80 73 74.

PREVAILING WIND.
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WIND—MILES TRAVELED.

102 264
|

253 229
|

150 1 219 147

STATE OF WEATHER.

Olo'dy. |
Clear. Fair. Fair.

|
Olo'dy.

|
Fair.

|
Olo'dy

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.
.16

I
.30

I
I I

.28
I

.15
I

.15

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877, 33.83 in.
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Spring Time.

The boyhood of the year— 7Vnntf*m.

The pleasant .Spring, the joyous Spring!

Ilis course is onward now;
He comes with sunlight on his wing.

Anil beauty on his brow;
His impulse thrills through rill and flood,

And throbs along the main,
*Tis stirring in the waking wood.
And trembling o'er the plain.

-Cornelius Webbc.

Spring hangs her infant blossoms on the trees
— Coirprr.

The Spring is here -the delicate-footed May,
With its slight fingers full of leaves and flowers,

And with it conies a thirst to be away
In lovelier scenes to pass these sweeter hours,

A feeling like the worm's awakening wings,

Wild for companionship with swifter things

—S. 1: wnu».

When woll-appareled April on the heels of limping

Winter treads. -Shakespeare.

Welcome, sweet season of delight;

What beauties charm the wand'ring sight

In thy enchanting reign!

How fresh descends the morning dew,
While opening flowers of various hue
Bedeck the sprightly plain.

- Elizabeth Ileutly

When every brake hath found its note, and sun-

shine smiles in every flower. Kdtrard Everett.

The love-thrilling hedge-birds are wild with delight;

Like arrows loud whistling the swallows Hit by;

The rapturous lark as he soars out of sight.

Sends us sun-lighted melody down from the sky.

In the air that they quaff, all the feathery throng

Taste the spirit of .Spring that outbursts in a song.

—Horace Smith.

tor lo, the Winter is past, the rain is over and gone; the

flowers appear on the earth; the time of the singling of

birds is come, the voice of the turtle is heard in our

land. -Bible.

In that soft season when descending show'rs

Call forth the greens, and wake the rising flow'rs;

When opening buds salute the welcome day,

Ami each relenting feels the genial ray.

—Pope.

Children's Rights.

Editors Press:—Sympathizing, as I do most

heartily, with the gentler sex in their enforced

endurance of many wrongs to which their

weakness exposes them, I have not felt disposed

at present to enroll myself among the advocates

of so-called " woman's rights."

1 have long been accustomed to consider

"duties " aud "rights " as inseperable; to con-

sider the diligent fulfilment of the one to con-

stitute the most valid base for a claim to the

other. Perhaps I have boon wrong in my idea

that many women, who have been the most

enthusiastic in demanding their rights, have

been far less ardent in the discharge of their

duties. Parental and domestic duties arc

treated as though they were quite secondary
considerations in life and sometimes get con-

temptuously sneered at, as things that must be
cleared from the track of the coining woman.

Fighting against nature, against the laws of

nature (which are the laws of ( lod) is always
the hardest work which anyone can take in

hand in this world. Obviously in a fight some
one must back down and nature

Never Will Back Down.
Those who wisely and willingly accept

nature's yoke find it easy, and, to those who
will adapt the shoulder cheerfully, her burden
is light. Maternal and conjugal love are prime
principles with nature, ennobling and elevating

those imbued with them, rendering them loving

aud beloved. I dare affirm that any woman
who sneers at such qualities in her sisters has

No Rights any Longer,

As a woman, that are worthy of public discus-

sion. Children's rights, it seems to me, are
more in need of champions now than " woman's
rights."

every child has a right to a loving mother,
who will consider it one of her highest pleasures

to tend aud train her child and find her highest

earthly happiness in seeing her offspring respond
to her efforts by imitating or excelling her vir-

tues. It is a trite saying that every great man
has been trained by a noble mother, and I opine
that a woman can fully influence the politics of

the future by training worthy offspring. The
ten-thousandth part of a voice in the State
palaver is of far less weight in the affairs of the
nation than the tongue or pen of a well-educated
man or woman, with a heart brimful of love

for womankind, as typified in the mother who
has commanded their love by deserving it, as a
true mother can and does. I leave it to the
advocates of woman's rights to point out what
more noble and excellent occupation they pro-

pose for women in place of this God-send. The
next right a child has is to a loving father. Of
course the influence of a father over a child

differs considerably from a mother's. The con-

stant caressing, so natural and proper in a
mother, might be unseemly in a father, and,

from the nature of the occupations necessary to

the bread-winner, as distinct from the bread-

economizer, is impossible.

CoL Ingersoll adds the right of " protection
"

to the list of " woman's rights." To this right

children are doubly entitled from their superior

need. Children's wants should claim and ob-

tain priority to parents' wants. Alas! that too

often some bestial biped besots himself with
brain-burning liquor, while the young ones cry
for bread.

A Respectable Old Hen
Has more humanity. She feeds her chicks

though her own craw be empty.
A good example from both parents is the

next children's right. Precept is nowhere
without practice. It is little use the mother
decrying drinking and card-playing at home,
while father is constantly seen loafing round
rum-mills and poker-tables.

A "home" is the tine qua non of having
children at all. Any one who wants feeding on

Boarding-House Hash
All their lives, had best retain their single

blessedness. The sparrow even finds her a
house and the swallow a nest where she may
lay her young. Bipeds, too lazy to follow suit,

have no right to increase and multiply. There
are sufficient people " born tired " in the world
already.

To be thoroughly under control is a further

right to which every child is entitled. Obedi-
ence is the first lesson for childhood, and to

have their offspring " well in hand " (as M. If.

expresses it in last week's admirable " Farm
House C hat ") is a prime duty of parents.

Mrs. Do-as-you-like's children, provided with
fine clothes, costly playthings and the daintiest

fare are all peevish and discontented, while

Mrs. Do-as-you-should's family are constantly

happy and contented, though possessed only of

plain dresses, ordinary fare and make-believe
toys.

To be taught in the best possible way that

means admit, to be trained to shun deceit and
idleness, to have all their faculties awakened
and developed by home-training and schooling,

to be showu how to earn an honest living, to

have and enjoy continually a full share of the

amenities and enjoyments possible to their

station, to have fully explained to them their

parent's creed and their reasons for the hope that

is in them are further samples of children's

rights, which I will not venture to weary your
readers by more than naming.
One thing further, when children arrive at

years of discretion, they have a right to be
treated as men and women, even by their par-

ents. As Lowell puts it:

" ole Uncle S ," sez he, " I guess, I only guess." ser he.
" The surest plan to make a man is. think him one. —J. B."

Edwd. Berwick.

No Home.—Alas ! that a man who could
write so sweetly of home that all the world has
echoed his music, was homeless ! A writer in

the ( 'incinnati Enquirer tells in a pathetic man-
ner how the author wrote: On one occasion

Howard Payne, the genial-hearted, kind little

man, who wrote the immortal song of "Home,
Sweet Home," was walking with me in the

great city of London, and, pointing to one of

the aristocratic streets in May Fair, where
wealth and luxury had the windows tightly

closed and curtained lest the least ray of light

and warmth should go out, or the smallest air

of cold winter come in, where isolated exclusive

English comfort was guarded by the patrician

dragon of gold, he, this tiny man with big

heart, said: "There, my good friend, I became
inspired with the idea of 'Home, Sweet Home,'
as I wandered about without food, without a

semblance of shelter I could call my own.
Many a night since I wrote those words thus
ushered out of my heart by absolute want of a

home have I passed and repassed in this local-

ity, and heard a siren voice coming from these

gilded, fur-lined, comfortable walls, in the depth
of a dim, cold Loudon winter, warbling 'Home,
Sweet Home,' and I knew no I.. .1 to call my
own." There was a worker—an earnest, hon-

est man-worker of soul aud body, and what was
his wage?

Teaching Geography rv Railway Signs.—
The Southern and Eastern railway companies
of France have recently acted upon a suggestion

of the Lyons Geographical Society, and added
to the names of their stations statistics con-

cerning the geographical position, elevation

above the sea level, population, industries, etc.,

of the towns wherein they are located. To
further popularize geographical knowledge,
some towns have also erected stone pillars, upon
which are placed various meteorological instru-

ments, maps of the towns and environs, the

bearings and distances of the capitals of

Europe, and places of interest in the neighbor-

hood, and other information.

A Natcrai. Flower Garden.—There is one
stretch of about 60 miles, say from Medara
to Fowler in the San Joaquin valley that every
man, woman and child in the State should see;

but they must take a freight or mixed train,

which passes through it in the daytime, if they
make up their minds to do so. I allude to a

perfect mat of flowers, at least 60 miles in

length with all the colors and tints known, but in

which the yellow, the blue and the scarlet pre-

dominate. The whole atmosphere is laden
with exhalations from this incomparable handi-

work of Flora—this matchless piece of mosaic,

which baa no rival in art. --Cor. Bulletin,

Ferlanthropy.

"Does eny ob dese gem'len understand wha
ferlantropy means ?" asked Brother Gardner,
as he rose up and folded his arms across his no-
ble breast. It was a long time before Fenix
Smead lifted his body and replied: "I 'spect

that a ferlantherpist am a pusson dat feels a
heap sorry for the poor, and is allers wantin'
to better the condition of his nayburs." "You
is 1110' dan sixth-fifths kerect," continued the
president. "I'e ferlantherpist sits down befo'

a rousin' good fire on a cold day an' wishes dat
everybody else had such a fire. He doan' take
money out'n his pocket to buy wood an' coal

.for the poor, but lie figures up some scheme by
which all de money an' all the po' folks is to

divided up, somehow, so dat ebery dollar will

hab a man an' ebery man a dollar. If be h'ars

dat any one starved to death, he figures up de
amount ob de grain crop, devides de bushels by
de number o' poperlashun, an' makes it plain
dat ebery pusson is 'titled to ober thirty bushels
ob wheat dis y'ar. De ferlantherpist wishes
dat de po' chil'ren had clothes, but he doan'
buy 'em eny. He wishes dat all de bad folks

would reform, but he doan' walk 'roun' among
dem, for fear gitten' the shine offn his boots.

He adverkates homes for crippled an' aiged an,

unfortunate, an' nex' day signs a petishnn to

frow a one-armed soldier out'n a posishun payin'

a dollar a day. Gem'len de cull'd race am grad-
ed down even below de Turk, but I is ob de
solum opinyun dat a good square niggar am
forty rods ahead of a ferlantherpist, an' gainin'

at ebery jump."

—

Detroit Free Prett.

The Fireside.—The fireside is a seminary
of infinite importance. It is important because
it is universal, aud because the education it be-

stows, being woven in with the woof of child-

hood, gives form and color to the whole tex-

ture of your life. There are few who can receive

the honors of a college, but are graduates of the
hearth. The learning of the university may
fade from the recollection, its classic lore may
molder in the halls of memory; but the simple
lessons of home, enameled upon the hearts of

childhood, defy the rust of years, and outlive

the more mature but less vivid pictures of after

days. So deep, so lasting, indeed, are the im-
pressions of early life, that you often see a man
in the imbecility of age holding fresh in his

recollection the events of childhood, while all

the wide space between that and the present
hour is a blasted and forgotten waste. You
have perchance seen an old and half-obliterated

portrait, and in the attempt to have it cleaned
and restored you may have seen it fade away,
while a brighter and a much more perfect pic-

ture, painted beneath, is revealed to view.

This portrait first drawn upon the canvas, is no
inapt illustration of youth; and though it may
be concealed by some after design, still the or-

iginal traits will shine through the outward pic-

ture, giving it atone while fresh, and surviving
it in decay. Such ib the fireside—the great in-

stitution furnished by Providence for the edu-
cation of man.

—

Goodrich.

Marriage.—Marriage makes home happy.
Without marriage there is no real home, no true
home; a house, as the Frenchman says, but
nothing more. Marriage brings with it all that
elevates and refines, all that satisfies and de-

lights; the commonest details of our ordinary oc-

cupation it clothes with a vesture of enchant-
ing lovelines8*aud imperishable beauty. Mar-
riage enlarges the scene of our happiness and
Bll'aariff. A marriage of love is pleasant; a mar-
riage of interest, easy; a marriage where both
meet, happy. A happy marriage has in it all

the pleasures of frendship, all the enjoyments
of sense aud reason, and all the sweets of life.

Nothing is a greater mark of a vicious and de-

generate age thau the ridicule which passes on
this state of life.

TnE Polar Colony.—Capt. Howgate's plan
for a new expedition to the North Pole has met
the approval of the Senate and House Commit-
tees on Naval Affairs. It is proposed to appro-
priate $50,000 for this "Polar Colonization"
scheme. Capt. Howgate has obtained the sup-

port of many prominent geographers and ex-

plorers, who have, at their own expense, sent

out an advance expedition to collect supplies

for the permanent colony. The place selected

as the site for the colony's headquarters is on
the shore of Lady Franklin bay. It is also

worthy of note that the Senate has given formal
approval to a new enterprise by James Gordon
Bennet, to equip a polar expedition.

Old Maids.—Many of the satirical aspersions

cast npon old maids tell more to their credit

than is generally imagined. Is a woman remark-
ably neat in her person, "she will certainly die

an old maid." Is she frugal in her expenses, and
exact in her domestic concerns, "she is cut out

for an old maid." And if she is kind and hu-

mane to the animals about her, nothing can
save her from the appellation of "old maid."
In short, we have always found that neatness,

modesty, economy, and humanity are the never
failing characteristics of "an old maid."

A bright little fellow, about four years of

age, made an assertion, the correctness of which
his father questioned, who asked : "If Mary
should tell anything that was not exactly so,

what would you say ?" "I'd say she told a lie.

"

"If brother should say anything that was not

so, would you think it right?" "No, I'd think

he told a lie." "Well, supposing you should

say something that was not exactly so ; what
then f "I'd nty I't mittalcm."

The Epoch of the Mammoth.

Under this title a highly interesting volume,

bearing upon the validity or otherwise of the

evolution theory, has just been completed by
Dr. Southall, an Englishman. His studies of

the evidence concerning the occurrence of man
on the earth, lead him to approve the Biblical
record and to refute Darwinism. It is very
certain, says Dr. Southall, that at some unde-
fined period in the past man was to be found
all over Europe, south of the Baltic and the
line of 54° latitude in England, living in caves
and elephants and rhinoceroses, lions and hye-
nas, reindeer and hippopopatimi abounded in all
this region at that time. It is equally certain,
he continues, that some time after the race had
been thus spread over Europe a great flood cov-
ered a large portion of the continent with wa-
ter, and that the same deluge submerged large
districts of country in America and in Asia.
This was the flood of the Lress, which closed
the Palaeolithic age. It was probably subse-
quent to the Noachian deluge, which was prob-
ably local in its character, and more serious in
its effects within its range. It is extremely
doubtful, he thinks, whether previous to thia,
the Biblical deluge, the human race had left
their original home. They were probably up
to that time shut in by the ice and the sea to a
very limited area. There was an African Med-
iterranean sea covering the space now occupied
by the northern Sahara, and an Asiatic Medit-
erranean sea, of which the Caspian and the
Aral and the Black sea are the shrunken relics.
Far to the south th*e reign of ice prevailed in
Europe, and the Northern ocean rolled far over
Russia and Siberia. The Arabian and Nubian
deserts, with the snow-capped mountains of
Abyssinia and the east coast of Africa, formed,
it is not unlikely, a barrier in that direction!
There were glaciers in the Lebanon, glaciers in
the Atlas, and glaciers in Anatolia. The Him-
alaya mountains constituted a barrier towards
India, and the elevated plateau of Central Asia
shut out China on the east, a greater portion of
which was probably under water, as was north-
western India; central India, like the western
part of North America, being at the same time
the theater of terrible volcanic convulsions.
Such was the geology and zoology of the earth
when man appeared.
The various researches which have been from

time to time made in connection with the lake
dwellings, the kjokken-moddings, bone caves,
and gravel deposits are carefully recorded and
discussed; and Dr. Southall shows almost un-
answerably that man must have been created in
civilized condition in accordance with the Bib-
lical record, incidentally mentioning that even
Cain was capable of building a city, and that
only a few generations afterwards Noah went
down to Egypt and found it an organized state;
in short he shows that both evidence and inves-
tigation demonstrate that man appeared upon
the earth abruptly and in a civilized condition
less than 10,000 years ago, so that all the evo-
lution theories are distinctly negatived.

The Interview with Her Father. -In this
country when a girl is about to get married,
though all her friends may be very much intei-
ested in the question of the income of her in-
tended husband, they are not likely to talk
much to him about it. Yet a man who proposes
to take a wife should have no hesitation in giv-
ing to the lady aud her parents an exact account
of his pecuniary condition. There is no indel-

icacy in the old gentleman's asking him plumply
whether he is able to support a wife and in just
what style he can do it. No matter how much
in love the engaged pair may be and how loth
to look at the material side of matrimony, the
parents of the girl ought to take pains to see

that the young couple shall not start out in

their married life lacking any available advan-
tage. When the young man takes the old gen-
tleman aside and asks for his daughter, as he ought
always to do after getting her consent, the father

may with entire propriety, and, indeed, he
should, a.-k his would be son-in-law if he has an
income, and he may request him to say exactly

what it is, what are his prospectB in life, and
whether he intends to set up a home for him-
self or to get his living out of his bride's family.

A deserving young man will tell just what his

circumstances are, and his frankness will go far

to conciliate the favor of his questioner. The
interview over, he should return to his sweet-

heart and gladden her with the report that he
has been allowed to assume towards her the de-

lightful relation of an acknowledged and accept-

ed lover.

Craniolooy and Crime.— The Brtlith Midi-
ieal Journal presents, at some length, the re-

sults arrived at by Prof. Benedict, in his exam-
ination of the brains of criminals—some six-

teen in all. Every one of these, in comparison

with the healthy brain, proved to be abnormal.

Not only, too, has he found that these brains

deviate from the normal type, and approach

that of lower animals, but he has been able to

classify them, and with them the skulls in

which they were contained, in three categories.

First, absence of symmetry between the two
halves uf the brain. Second, an obliquity of the

interior part of the brain or skull— in fact, a

continuation upward of what is usually termed

a sloping forehead. Third, a distinct lessening

of the posterior cerebral lobes, so that, in the

lower animals, they are not large enough to

hide the cerebellum. In all these peculiarities,

the criminal's brain and skull are distinctly of

a lower type than those of normal man.
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Happily, we are only accountable for the tal-

ents we possess, but whether one or ten, let us

see to it that all are put to the best use, and we

shall be astonished, if not overwhelmed, to see

how wide our "sphere" has suddenly become,

which seems now, only to dull visions, narrow

and oppressively restricted. What position the

wives and mothers of the next century are to

occupy is for us to say, and whatever will tend

to the elevation of our sons and daughters in

their homes, is our work and our highest privi-

lege to accomplish. It lies with us to make

evenings at home pleasant, so that there shall

be no morbid craving for parties, or a constant

running about among the neighbors, even for

amusement. It will cost a little planning through

the day and some self-denial to accomplish, but

the value of the result can only be computed
when we see our children virtuous, home-loving

and justly honored citizens.

Enough cannot be said about making home
attractive, and one hopeful sign of the times lie3

in the fact that so much is being written about

it. Let everyone become dissatisfied with a bar-

ren house, destitute of ornament or even com-
fort, fowls and pigs domesticated at the very

door, and we shall see fewer of such disgraceful

sights, even among the poorest of our farmers.

For who has not noticed that it is not poor
people so much as shiftless ones who thus con-

sent to live like the very swine who eat and
sleep, and are content that this should be all of

life to them.
It is not forgotten that the task of winning

the master of the household to improvement
may border upon the impossible, but a pot of

geraniums in a sunny window, over which some
simple drapery has been hung, a vine trailing

from a hanging basket, however rustic, an ivy

trained around some bit of picture, with a nice

cleanliness, will rob any living-room of a barren

or homeless air.

One thing more, and I am done for to-night.

It is so delicate a matter, that I feel like putting

on some sort of gloves, and even then handling

it in the most gingerly manner. For do I not

remember how, not so very long ago, one poor
sister wrote in the Rural Press, that if putting

on a collar in the morning, to add some slight

finish to her toilet, required "but half a minute'

she could not afford even that, while children

ran about undressed, and a dozen men im-

patiently waited breakfast. But we don't mean
you, oh! burdened sister. The tears start and
the heart aches, to know that the story is not a

fiction in hundreds of cases over all our broad
land. We pray for your deliverance from such

bondage, in this world if may be, but if not for

you, may your daughters be disenthralled and
you ennobled by the patience with which you
bear your hard lot.

My message is for all who have the "half
hour" to spend in making a becoming home
toilet—plain enough; it may be, but neat and
tasteful as lies within your power.

Perhaps my first and most potent argument
should not be such, but I have a vivid picture

of the children in after life recalling mother's
looks as they are imprinted by her daily ap
pearance, and who of us doesn't desire that the
image may be at its best, not in rich attire, but,

at the very least, tidy, and perhaps even charm-
ing in its simplicity. Some one will reply to

my second argument: "Ten chances to one my
husband wouldn't notice it if I did fix up. " But
it must have an effect upon him to see you
always looking well, and besides the reflex in-

fluence upon yourself, is worth something, and
much. Who that sits down to her sewing in a
dirty morning wrapper feels the same self

respect as when attired in a neat, afternoon
dress (with combetl hair), a dainty ruffle at the

neck and wrists, and a flower, with a bit of

lace, to finish the fastening at the throat ?

And then if a visitor calls, you must run (a

thing demoralizing in itself) and change, or

appear to still greater disadvantage in making
an apology for that which was perhaps the
result of indolence after all.

So let us remember that our "outward adorn
ings" are something that have a constant and
permanent influence upon all with whom we
mingle, and not the least upon ourselves. It

will make it easier to speak and feel kindly, and
so shed sunshine rather than frowns and gloom
over the households that are given us to cheer
and nurture and bless. —Mrs. Carrie A. Colby.

April's Sunbeam.

'Here's a warm sunbeam, DaiBy, Daisy;
April sent it to wake you, dear!

How can you be so lazy, lazy?
Haven't you heard that Spring is here '!"

Daisy murmured, sleepy and surly:
"Spring's too young yet—the air is cool;

I dont believe in the sun so early,

—

He's just playing at April fool!"

—St. Nfchnlat.

I'll Pay You for That.

A hen trod on a duck's foot. She did not

mean to do it, and it did not hurt much. But

the duck said, "I'll pay you for that I" So the

duck flew at the hen; but as she did so, her

wing struck an old goose, who stood close by.

"I'll pay you for that !" cried the goose, and
she flew at the duck; but as she did so her foot

tore the fur of a cat who was just then in the
yard.

"I'll pay you for that !" cried the cat, and
she flew at the goose;.but as she did so her tail

brushed the eye of a sheep who was near.

"I'll pay you for that !" cried the sheep, and
she ran at the cat; but as she did so, her foot

hit the foot of a dog, who lay in the sun.

"I'll pay you for that !" cried he, and he ran
at the sheep; but as he did so, his leg struck an
old cow, who stood by the gate.

"I'll pay you for that !" cried she, and she

ran at the dog; but as she did so, her horn
grazed the skin of a horse, who stood by a tree.

"I'll pay you for that !" cried he, and he ran
at the cow. What a run there was ! The
horse flew at the cow, and the cow at the dog,

and the dog at the sheep, and the sheep at the

cat, and the cat at the goose, and the goose at

the duck, and the duck at the hen. What a
noise they made to be sure !"

'Hi, hill ! What is all this ?" cried the man
who had the care of them; "I cannot have this

noise. You may stay here," he said to the hen.

But he drove the duck to the pond, and the

goose to the field, and the cat to the barn, and
the sheep to her fold, and the dog to the house,

and the cow to her yard, and the horse to his

stall.

Til pay you for that !" said the man.

—

Nwsery.

Josh Billinos tells about the Goslin.—
The goslin is the old goose's young child. They

are yellow all over and az soft az a ball of worst-

ed. Their foot iz wove whole, and they kan

swim az easy az a drop of kastor oil on the wa-

ter. They are born annually about the 15th of

May, and never was known to die natrally. If

a man should tell me he saw a goose die a nat-

ral death, I wouldn't believe him under oath

after that, not even if he swore he had lied

about seeing a goose die. The goose are differ-

ent in one respect from the human family, who
are said to grow weaker and wizer, whereas a

goslin always grows tuffer and more phoolish.

I have seen a . goose that they sed was 93 years

old last June, and didn't look an hour older than

one that was only 17. The goslin waddles when
he walks and paddles when he swims, but never

dives like a duck out of sight in the water, but

only changes ends, The food uv the goslin iz

rye, corn, oats and barley, sweet apples, hasty

pudding, succotash and biled cabbage, cooked
potatoze, raw meat, wine, jelly and turnips, stale

bread, kold hash and buckwheat cakes that are

left over. They ain't so particular az sum
pholks what they eat, won't get mad and quit

if they kant have wet toast and lam chops
every morning for breakfast.

Antidotes to Strychnine.

Editors Press:—I have just read an item

copied into your paper that coffee is an antidote

for strychnine poisoning. Like a great many
other items of the kind that go the rounds of

the press, the remedy seems very nice until you

come to test it. Only a few days ago a miser-

able woman, wishing to rid herself of an in-

curable disease and a drunken husband at the
same time, took a large portion of strychnine in

a cup of strong coffee. She died within 20
minutes, and before a physician could reach her.

Perhaps the best immediate remedy would be
to empty the stomach with a strong solution of

salt and mustard, or sulphate of zinc, after the
poison is absorbed, which takes place very
rapidly; inhalation of chloroform for the
spasms, also a few drops internally, with chloral

hydrate. Bromide and iodide of potash are

used as antidotes. Sweet oil and other oils

taken freely are popular remedies, and possibly

do good by preventing the absorption of the

strychina. C. L. A.
Santa Cruz, Cal.

Easy Lessons in Chemistry.—The following
names from a recent German journal of chemis-
try will be good practice in spelling and read
ing for juvenile students of the science: Me-
thylcarbominthioglycolic acid; dinitribromdiph
enylamin; oxaldiphenylguanidin; parabrom-
metasulphophenylpropionic acid; parapicrylme-
tanitralin; ethoxilphenilpropyformiate of para
toluilendiamin; methylethylpropylamylammon
ium oxide hydrate.

Humanity-—We must not look chiefly to
high places and stations for the greatest exhibi-
tion of worth and intelligence, or the greatest
and most enduring happiness. The higher the
mountain, the colder the air by which it is visit-

ed—the nearer the home of the clouds and the
storm. There is many a quiet home whose re-
tirement is as sweet as that of a little rivulet in
some quiet nook on the slope of a hillside, whose
light cornea so warm and gentle to its bosom
that it sometimes seems it made it alone its care.

"Flick."—A correspondent of the Journal oj

Education thus relates her experience in at-

tempting to help a child write a composition

upon her dog " Flick:" " After a few seconds

she wrote as follows : 'Flick is a pretty little

dog, with a face like a monkey; he has two
bright eyes—roguish eyes, my sister calls them;
he has a little tail.' Here Mary's ideas became
somewhat confused; she wanted to say some
thing more and yet she could not think of any
thing. Finally she continued: 'Flick often

runs to amuse himself at the minister's house.

He has gone there to-day'—and at this place

the child, having read her composition aloud,

deliberately laid down her pencil, closed her

copy-book, and folded her arms. 'Well. Mary,

'

said 1, 'have you finished?' 'Ah, ' she replied, in

the most innocent manner, T can't finish my
composition; Flick has not come back; we must
wait until he returns. ' The reason appeared to

me so comical that I could say no more."

A Children's Editor.—Those of our young
friends who read St. Nicholas will be glad to

know that their beloved editor, Mrs. Mary
Mapes Dodge, is now somewhere in California,

for we saw her name in the list of overland

passengers the other day. You will all wish

her a pleasant vacation in California, and some
of you may see her. If we had a picture of her

we would be very apt to print it, so that all her

little friends might be on the lookout when
they see strangers riding past their homes. Let

us all wish her a good time, for then she may
entertain us with some bright California verses

and stories, when she returns to St. NicJc, who
will be lonesome and hungry without her.

Hints on Finger Nails.

Hall's Journal of Health, gives the following

hints on the care of the finger nails: The col-

lections under the nails should not be removed

by anything harder than a brush or a soft piece

of wood, nor should the nails be scraped with a

penknife or other metallic substance, as it de
stroys the delicacy of their structure, and will

at length give them an unnatural thickness.

Most persons are framiliar with those trouble-

some bits of skin which loosen at the finger

nails; it is caused by the skin adhering to the

nail, which, growing outward, drags the skin

along with it, stretching it until one end gives

way. To prevent this, the skin should be
loosened from the nail once a week, not with a

knife or scissors, but with something blunt,

such as the end of an ivory paper cutter; this is

best done after soaking the fingers in warm
water, then pushing the skin gently and slowly;

the white specks on the nails are made by
scraping the nail with a knife at a point where
it emerges from the skin.

Biting off the nails is an uncleanly practice

Children may be broken of such a filthy habit by
causing them to dip the ends of their fingers

several times a day in wormwood bitters, with

out letting them know the object; if this is not

sufficient, cause them to wear caps on each fin

ger until the practice is discontinued.

Paralysis Caused by Cosmetics.

One cause of acquired deformity is the slow

poisoning of the system by certain metallic

poisons. Chief among these are the salts of

lead, and one of the most characteristic deform
ities produced is what is commonly known as

"wrist-drop," caused by the use of " Bloom of

Youth," and other villainous cosmetics. The
use of cosmetics has within a few years become
very common, even among the better class of

society, and as most, if not all of them, are as

dangerous to use as the particular one described

in this report, I have deemed it my duty to

place these cases before the profession, that,

knowing their injurious effects, they may guard

their patients against thus voluntarily poisoning

themselves through ignorance.

This deformity, incompletely developed, can

be seen every day upon the streets of this city,

for there is many a fashionable lady who suffers

from it in consequence of her own folly. Her
hands are held in a peculiar, yet fashionable

position, a sort of kangaroo style, and many
fancy that they are imitating the fashion admir-

ably, while they are simply obliged to carry

their hands in this position because the extensor

muscles are not strong enough to hold them up.

The polish they put on their faces has manifested

itself in producing partial paralysis of the ex-

tensor muscles of the fore-arm, and the fashion

has been introduced to accommodate the deform-

ity.

—

Dr. Carbally.

Hair Tonic—A Tribune lady says of the

hair: No oil or pomades should ever be allowed

to clog the pores of the scalp; but if some

smoothener or glossifier must be applied, take

glycerine mixed with some rose water or a little

cologne. The following often proves beneficial

when the hair falls out or is of weak growth;

(Hair tonic) Quinine, ten grains; tincture of

cantharides, one drachm; bay rum, two ounces;

glycerine, one ounce; rose water, four ounces.

Rub into the scalp once a day after thoroughly

brushing the same. Ladies would have less

trouble with their hair, and complain not so of-

ten of headache, if they would allow the same

to grown aturally, and not be always drawing it

over their heads as if to pull it out by the roots.

Gunpowder Marks.—Says the London

Lancet: Smear the scorched place with glycerine,

by means of a feather, then apply cotton wad-

ding; lastly cover with oil silk. In one case

the discoloration was very great, the patient

looking more like a mummy than a living being.

It entirely subsided in a month by the above

treatment.

Cooking Fish.

Clara Francis gives the Prairie Farmer, some
timely hints on preparing fish for the table.
In choosing fish one may judge of the freshnes*
by the full clear eyes, red gills, firm fins, and
stiff body; if these qualities are lacking the fish

is stale and unfit for food. For boiling, bak-
ing, or roasting, a large fish is to be preferred,
while the smaller ones are better calculated for
frying or boiling. The fish should be thor-
oughly cleaned as soon as possible; rinsed
quickly in cold water; a very little salt sprinkled
on the inside, and laid in a cool place until
time to cook.

To Boil Fish.

If it is large, and you do not number a fish-

kettle among your household 'commodities,
flour a napkin and place the fish in it; fold the
edges, and baste them together, being careful
that only one thickness of cloth passes around
the fish. Place it in a long pan in which put a
tablespoonful of vinegar and half a small onion
to each pound; add salt, parsley, and celery,

and cover all with cold water. Invert another
pan over the top and iring the water to a boil,

then push the pan to the back of the stove
where it will simmer very gently until the fish

is done, which will require, after it begins to
boil, about six or eight minutes for each pound
of fish, according as it is thick or thin. If

salmon is to be boiled, follow the above direc-
tions, using hot instead of cold salt water;
otherwise the color would not be preserved.
When the fish is done, let it drain for a few
moments, then place on the fish-platter, and
over it pour a sauce made as follows:

Bechemel Sauce. •

Mix half a teaspoonful of butter smooth with
a tablespoonful of flour; put the mixture into a
saucepan on the fire, and heat until it bubbles,
stirring constantly; then add by degrees a pint
of rich milk, or better still, part cream and
part milk. Stir until it boils; remove it from
the fire and beat in briskly the yolks of one or
two eggs and another half tablespoonful of but-
ter. Beturn to the fire for one or two minutes
to cook the eggs, then pour half of the sauce
over the fish, and put the remainder into a
sauce boat. Have ready four eggs boiled hard,
the whites and yolks chopped separately, and
when the fish has been covered by the sauce,

arrange the chopped eggs over the top of it in

diagonal rows—alternating the colors—of about
an inch in width. Put a little bunch of parsley
or a slice of lemon in the mouth. The head
and tail should be left on any fish that is to be
served whole.

To Bake Fish.

Rinse the fish in cold water, wipe the inside

dry and fill it with stuffing, then sew up the
edges, and place it in a dripping pan with a
very little hot water. Melt a teaspoonful of

butcer and anoint the top, then sprinkle lightly

with salt and pepper and lay over it a few
strips of salt pork. Bake in a hot oven, and
baste very often; when done, serve with the
gravy from the pan, poured over it, and have
Worcestershire, or some pungent sauce, so that

each one may season to taste.

Stuffing for Fish.

Chop a small onion and fry it in a tablespoon-

ful of butter; when turning yellow, add three

ounces of bread crumbs, a tablespoonful of

water, pepper, salt, and a little chopped pars-

ley; stir all well together, then take from the

fire and add the yolk of a beaten egg. If the

bread is very dry it can be soaked for a few mo-
ments in cold water, then squeezed dry and the

water omitted from the recipe.

To Broil Fish.

Split the fish down the back, and rub it over

with melted butter or olive oil. The fire should

be clear and bright, and the gridiron a wire one

that can be turned without disturbing the fish.

When done, slip it into a hot platter, and sea-

son to taste with pepper, saltj and melted but-

ter; sprinkle some chopped parsley over the

top, and garnish with sliced lemon.

To Fry Fish.

Split the fish down the back, season with

pepper and salt, and dust it with flour, then fry

it in a little salt pork drippings and butter, in a

dripping pan or a cake griddle; or cut the fish

into squares, season well, and dip each one into

egg, then in fine cracker crumbs, and immerse

the pieces in boiling drippings, which should be

very hot to prevent the fish from absorbing the

grease.

Cabb.uje Salad.— Procure a head of nice,

crisp, white cabbage; cut it up very fine, as small

as dice; add to it some nicely chopped celery. I

use the outside of the celery for this purpose,

as it is nearly as good, the chipping taking the

place of the crispness, while the inside is so

nice by itself. Mix all well together and place

in a salid dish. To the yolk of one boiled egg

(soft boiled is the best in my opinion, but it is

in variance with the ideas of most all other

cooks), blended with a tablespoon of butter,

one-half teaspoon of unmixed mustard, a tea-

spoonful of salt, two tablespoonfuls of sugar and

a cup of good vinegar. Blend smoothly and

strain, if you think best, over the cabbage. Of

course you will require double this quantity of

sauce if a large cabbage and much celery has

been prepared. 1 use butter in place of salid

or olive oil, as T prefer it.
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The Week.

As we write, the rain is rattling down upon the
roofs and pavements with a zest, as though it

had learned some new amusement and was not
playing the same old game, which began in

January last. All California has had a new
illustration of nature's prodigality. Plants
which bear thousand-seeded capsules and in-

sects which can count their offspring by the
million, if such there be, are but faint extrava-
gancies of nature compared with the surplus
drops of water which are falling. No clearing
of the sky has been permanent, and the scrip-

tural truth, that no one knoweth what a day
will bring forth, seems to be eased of its appli-

cation, for no one has predicted rain without
getting drenched soon afterwards. Kven the
disreputable old "Equinoctial" has taken two
shots at us this year, both of which may be dis-

cribed as equally noxious. The time has come
when the more is not the merrier, and some
despairing farmers are beginning to think they
will be forced to rind some plant as quick in

maturing as a mushroom if they are to get a
crop this year on lands not yet seeded. But
such thoughts are far worse than the facts
warrant. Water is, of course, the warrant of

our agricultural prosperity and no one loses

sight of this fact, no matter how ill natured his
innocent grumbling may be. No one quarrels
with the aggregate but with its lack of distribu-
fion. After all, the fiercest complaints are but
the gentle longing of the nursery rhyme

—

Rain, rain go away,
Come again some other day.

Uncle Sam's Savings Banks.

We are glad to learn from reports from Wash-

ington that the proposition for postal saving3

banks, which we described some weeks ago,

bids fair to be approved by Congress and put

into speedy operation. It will be a boon to the

frugal citizen, who is now squandering what he

desires to " lay away for a rainy dav," because

he is afraid that saving's swindlers will rob him
of it if he intrusts it to him. It will be a

blessing to that other clasB of our men of small

means, who are carrying a few surplus dollars

around in their pockets or locking it up in a
strong box, desiring to save, and yet braving
highwaymen and house breakers rather than
take the chance of bank-breakers. The epi-

demic of broken and plundered savings banks
has passed over our country from one end to the

other, and distrust is general. If now there be
anything safe, and anyone that is responsible

for depositors' losses, our people must have it.

This desirable quality of safety and responsibil-

ity does exist. Uncle 8am should be president

of our savings institutions. He is paying
interest on large sums. He is endorsed by
about 50,000,000 people. He should let us loan

our small savings to him, and give us all the

benefit of being his creditors, instead of reset v-

ing his favors for capitalists, native and foreign.

It is said that he is inclined to grant us this

deserved favor, hence we rejoice. It is true

that lie cannot afford to pay us as large interest

as men who have speculated with and stolen our
money heretofore, but he will give us some in-

terest and the sure return of the principal, and
that is a good deal in these days.

It is well for the success of the proposed plan
of postal savings banks that it does not come to

us as an untried experiment. It lias been fully

and practically approved by the experience of

other countries, and everywhere there is but one
deduction and that is overwhelmingly in its

favor. It is important now to collect the results

of experience abroad. Take, for example. Great
Britain. The postal savings system in Great
Britain was put in operation in 1801, and was
called to life by an experience with rascality in

corporate savings banks, quite like that we are

now experiencing. Great Britaiu began in 1861

by receiving deposits at 300 post-offices, and on
the first day opened accounts with 435 depos-

itors. By the end of the first year the number
of receiving post-offices was 2,535 and more than

$8,491, 105, including interest accrued, was held
safe for the people. At the end of 15 years,

that is in 1870, there were 5,488 post-offices

receiving deposits, more than 3,000,000 people

had open accounts, and the amount of money
held for them was §44,91 1,750. This enterprise

was plainly for the benefit of frugal folk of

moderate means, for the average sum held for

each depositor was a little over if 11.

There are other points which we may draw
from English official reports on the subject,

which are very pertinent. A comparison is

made between the losses by the old style savings

banks and by the postal system. During 13

years the loss through savings incorporations was
$890,400. During 14 years the loss by postal

savings system was $21,935. The contrast is

hightened by the fact that in the former case

the depositors lost the full amount named, but
in the latter they did not lose a farthing, for the

government was obliged to pay for the dishonesty

of its agents. The proportion of loss by the

postal system has been but one and one-half cents

to each $500 deposited, and this loss, which the

government had to make good, was but as

nothing, for the profits from the postal savings

system during the same length of time, 10 years,

was more than $5,000,000.

Nor is the British experience with postal

banks alone to be cited. The system has been
successfully introduced in Italy, Austria,

Canada and New Zealand, and in France, Ger-

many, Belgium and the Netherlands, some of

the English ideas have been put in successful

practice and the full system will be ere long
adopted. The principles upon which it rests

are sound, and the plan of putting them into

operation gives the people many advantages
over the old system of depositing savings. In
the first place it is as safe as. the Government
is enduring. It is convenient. Offices scat-

tered all over the country do away with the ex-

pense and trouble to which rural depositors are

subject in sending their savings to the cities for

deposit. Money deposited in one office may be

drawn out at another, so that the depositor,

when he wishes to go away from home, need
not carry coin or drafts, but can put his bank
book in his pocket and draw out his money here

and there as he needs it.

The system of postal savings banks, as pro-

posed in this country, has all the advantages
which have been demonstrated in the British

system and some others. It provides for allow-

ing depositors to turn their funds into national

securities when they desire. If the depositor

wishes to become a bondholder he can do so as

soon as he has saved $10, as the denominations
of the new 3-65% bonds will be made small for

this purpose. He can accumulate these small

bonds until he reaches $500 and can then ex-

change them for a $500 4/ bond, thus gaining

increased interest. These rates of interest are

much higher than have been given to British

depositors, for they have been paid only 24%.
We believe the making of thousands of our

frugal and small-moneyed citizens creditors of

the Government will have a salutary effect

upon the quality of their citizenship. It will

lead them to study more closely the financial

condition of the country because they will have
a more direct interest in it. It will make them
firmer upholders of the credit of the Govern-
ment and to understand all influences which
affect it for good or evil. It will do away with
part of the depressing effect of a debt mainly
held abroad and will do more to make a national
debt a national blessing than it has ever before
been shown to be by the most zealous theorists.

It will tend to elevate our politics, for each
voter, with a deposit in the hands of the Gov-
ernment, be it never so small, will feel a direct
interest in guarding the integrity of the Gov-
ernment by sending only honest and upright
men to frame laws and regulate expenditures.
The whole theory and practices of the postal

savings system are such as we earnestly ap-
prove, and we trust our citizens, -great and
small, may soon have the enjoyment of the
safety and profit which its introduction prom-
ises.

Fine Thokocijhbrkd Sheep.—We had the

pleasure the other day, of looking over the fine

flock of pure-blood Spanish Merino sheep owned

by E. W. Woolsey, and kept on his ranch ad-
joining the grounds of the State University at

Berkeley. We never saw a cleaner, better
formed and finer fleeced lot of sheep. There
are about 500 head now on hand, of which a
good part are young ewes and rams of gratify-

ing size and vigor, and showing all the points
in form and fleece which their imported ances-
tors possess. Indeed, in point of growth the
California-born noticeably outstrip those of like

age which have come from the famous Eastern
Hocks. Mr. Woolsey has a great advantage in

the location of his ranch, and the complete iso-

lation of his stock from other sheep. This, in

connection with his intelligent care and watch-
fulness, gives him an absolute freedom from
scab and other diseases imparted by contact.

The sheep are in charge of Win. E. Woolsey,
son of the proprietor, a young man of education
and with practical experience as a Hock master.
Shearing was going on at the time of our visit,

and we had the opportunity of looking over a
number of Heeces. The wool is the best of its

high class, of silky texture, fine as a web, clean

and free from natural or acquired defect. The
staple is even, and shows no starvation spots or

weakness, for the stock has been kept evenly
growing, in spite of the dry season which the
year's growth of fleece had passed through. The
shearing had only included a small portion of

the flock at the time of our visit, but we took
the weights of the fleeces of a number of young
ewes which were passing under the shears.

They are as follows: 22 lbs. ; 20A lbs. ; 21 lbs.;

21 lbs.; 194 lbs.; 19} lbs.; 21} lbs."; 19 lbs. ; 18*
lbs. ; 20 lbs. ; 23 lbs. There were many of this

band of young ewes still to be sheared, but the
average fleece will not be far from 18 lbs. We
were pleased to see such a promising lot of

young thoroughbreds as Mr. Woolsey has, be-

cause the needs of our State, in this year of

abundant feed and of reduced flocks, will be
great. There will be demand for improvement
on all sides, and we expect all our breeders of

tine sheep will find their surplus readily taken.

The Debris Question.—This question came

up in the Assembly on Monday and Mr. Ostrom's

bill to regulate the practice of mining, so as not

to interfere with farming lands was indefinitely

postponed by a vote of 50 ayes to 1 1 noes. This
seems to close the avenue of help toward the
adjustment of difficulties by this Legislature.

When the subject was up, Speaker Berry, of

Sutter county, made the following remarks

:

He said it was a principle recognized among
even half civilized nations, that one man should
not use his property to the damage of that of

another. This bill was not to prevent the work-
ing of a single mine. It merely said to those

who were rolling the Sierra Nevadas down upon
the farming district : Gentlemen, you must pre-

vent this damage. It is from them that the
damage comes, and it is for them to find a solu-

tion for it. The miner asserts that this bill is a
practical prohibition of mining. Then, if this

is so, as both the miner and the agriculturist

drew their title from the general Government,
it might perhaps be equitable to appeal to the

general ( lovernment for a remedy. If miners
were to claim that the Sierra Nevadas were a

vein of solid gold, still they would have no
right to make a single acre of his their dumping
ground. They were desolating and making a

sandy waste of the fairest and most valuable

lands in the State. He would leave the matter

of dollars and cents out of consideration and
place it on a question of right. Had the miner

a right to destroy him to aggrandize himself *

He pointed to a calamitous future if some rem-

edy was not applied.

Centcuy Plant Wanted.—We have a letter

from a friend in Philadelphia, expatiating upon

the advantages it would be to have a " Califor-

nia century plant " in full bloom at the per-

manent exhibition at Eairmount park, and ask-

ing us to request some reader to donate one.

The idea is impracticable. It would be very

uncertain business to send one and let the ex-

position wait for it to bloom. If one which
showed signs of blossoming should be dug up
and sent 3,000 miles by rail, we are quite sure

it would change its mind before it reached

Philadelphia. Besides, who is going to pay the

big freight bill on such a package, and besides

that there are already plenty of agaves in the

Eastern green-houses and their blossoming is

not altogether a novelty in the East.

QJee\ies ^nd Relies.

Bisnlphid and the Squirrels.

Editors Press:—I think Prof. Hilgard well worthy the
gratitude of all cultivators en this coast for his suggestion
of sulphuret of carbon as a squirrel exterminator. Now,
let some wide-awake man manufacture it cheap and put
it in market at a fair price and his fortune is assured.
After trial I believe there is nothing more effective. It
is easily and quickly applied, and when it is done, 'til

well dene.—Geo. D. F. Sqiires, Hope Ranch, Santa
Cruz county.

We are glad to receive this approving experi-
ence with Prof. Hilgard's remedy, and we
think the manufacture of the material at a low
price will not be long deferred if favoring
results accumulate. It would be a safe business
venture and many people are on the lookout for
such chances. By way of strengthening the
above, we cite the collateral experience of R.
W. Canfield, of San Juan, San Benito county,
which the Enterjrrise gives as follows: "Mr.
Canfield procured a pound of this liquid for the
purpose of experimenting on squirrels, and the
result so far exceeded his expectations, that he
has procured a six-pound carboy and is dealing
out destruction in small doses to all vermin on
his farm. The article can be sold here at about
40 cents per pound, and a pound is sufficient
for from 35 to 40 squirrel holes. " His method
of application is like that described by Prof.
Hilgard in the Rural Press of February 2d
and February 10th.

Legal Fences.
Editors Press:— Is a barb-wire fence a legal fence, and

if not, what is a legal fence 1 If I build one-half of my
line fence, can I compel my neighbor to build the other
half ?—(ji ERiKT, Paso Robles, Cal.

Some of these questions are now before the
Legislature. A bill was introduced some
time since by Mr. Dare on the subject of divis-

ion fences. It proposed to make a barb-wire a
legal fence, and provides that in lawful fences
the top board or wire shall be five feet from the
ground. This bill is still pending, unless some
action on it has escaped our notice. The build-
ing of division fences is, under certain condi-
tions, made obligatory upon both parties by the
act of 1870, in these words: "When two or
more persons own land adjoining, which is in-

closed by one fence (in certain specified coun-
ties), and it becomes necessary for the protec-
tion of the rights and interest of one party that
a partition fence should be made between them,
the other or others, when notified, shall proceed
to erect or cause to be erected one-half of such
partition fence. * * * And if after notice
given in writing, or after determination of the
viewers, as provided in section six hereof, either

party shall fail to proceod to erect, * * with-
in six months time thereafter, one-half of such
fence, the party giving the notice may proceed
to erect the entire partition fence, and collect

by law one-half of the cost of such fence from
the other party, and shall be a lien upon the
land thus partitioned."

The full description of the different fences

which are lawful fences may be found in chapter
172 of the statutes of California, 1875-6.

Aristolochia Californlca,

Editors Press:— I sent you on the 20th from Penryn a
box containing stem, leaves and flowers of a woody vine
new to me. It was found near a granite ledge, sheltered

by trees. The school children at Penryn called my atten-

tion to it. They would like a name for it. The only vine

I saw was about as thick as my little finger, and six or
seven feet high, clinging to the branches of a tree J.

Rogers, Auburn, Cal.

G. W. G. Harford, Director of the museum of

the California Academy of Sciences, identifies

the plant as Aristolochia Cali/ornica or "Dutch-
man's Pipe." He recognized it easily because

of familiarity with the plant although the spec-

imen was in bad condition. It i* not well to

crowd a fresh plant into a box when sending for

identification, because it dies en route and be-

comes a shapeless bundle of brittle rubbish.

Specimens should be pressed as soon as gath-

ered under a weight, changing papers until they
are dry. If they be shrubs, take a small

branch with leaves and blossoms. If herbace-

ous and small, pull up by the roots and send
roots and all.

Spent Hops as Stock Feed.—We read in

the London Farmer that at a meeting of the

Sandershausen Society for the Encouragement

of Agriculture, held at the close of last year,

Herr Kleemann stated that he had long been in

the habit of feeding the spent hops from his

brewery to his live stock, with excellent results.

An analysis of such spent hops in the dry state,

undertaken at his instance by Prof. Maercker,

showed their average composition to be as fol-

lows:

—

Mineral matter
Fat IW
Protein compounds 18.17

Woody fiber *7-«>

Non-nitrogenous extractive matters 4S.H

1(10.00

This does not differ greatly from the analysis

of good hay, and Herr Kleeman proposes to

test the matter farther, in a practical way, to

determine the best way to feed the material,

and with what other substances it is best to

combine it in feeding.

On File.—"Transplanting Evergreens," J.

M.; "Save Your Bain," M. P. O ; "Rose Cul.

ture," G. E. C; "Floriculture," W. C. L. D.;
' 'Improvements on Roberts Island, " 0. ;

' 'Clear-

ing Land," L. J. 1).; "Inexhaustible Sorts," E.

W. H.
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The Rural Press.

Our edition this week is 3,000 copies larger

than usual, and our paper will doubtless come

into the hands of those who are not acquainted

with our work. To such we would say that

the Rural Press is the recognized exponent of

the agricultural interest of California. Aided

by an able and wide awake corps of contributors

residing in all parts of the State, we are enabled

to present in our columns each week a compen-

dium of all the latest improvement in the agri-

cultural practices and policies in California, and

to keep all our readers well abreast of the rapid

progress which our agriculture is making. Our

journal is, so far as it is within our power to

make it so, high in its aims, pure and ennobling

in its tone, fresh and inviting in its manner,

terse in its style, comprehensive in its grasp,

and true, as we conceive the truth. But we

need not press our own lips to our bugle. Our
friends, who have known us for years, can best

form the tuneful notes. From a host of kind

encouraging words which we are weekly receiv-

ing, we select a few which touch upon different

features of our work :

"I am pleased to notice that the Press is con-

tinually increasing in interest and useful infor-

mation. It is now the recognized medium for the

dissemination of agricultural knowledge through-

out the State."

—

James R. Hebbron, Monterey
County.
"I always want to thank you for the good

work you are doing, and I would like to tell

you how we enjoy the crisp editorials."

—

Mrs.
M. J. Locke, Santa Cruz County.

"The Rural Press should be read by every

farmer and gardener on the Pacific coast."—J.

H. Dunlap, Stanislaus County.

"We look for the coming of the Rural Press
as that of an old and tried friend. We find it

indispensable in the garden, orchard, stockyard

and household. You espouse a good cause. Go
on ! May the greatest success attend you. "—-R.

D. Nunnally, Siskiyou County.

"We would like to be considered life members
of your great family. We should feel as though
we had lost a dear, dear friend, should the

Rural cease its weekly visits to our house."

—

Mrs. Lizzie Bowman, Alameda County.
" The ' Home Circle ' of the Rural brings

each week to our own, the cheer of grateful

companionship and the knowledge of interests

and aspirations in common to bind us loyally to

each other. Who of us would not feel bereft

were the Rural to be engulfed in the bank-

ruptcy that seems epidemic all over the country ?

The very thought calls each of us to the fore

in its support against such a possibility, and the

assurance of its prosperity steals over us with a

sweet sense of security."—Mrs. C. I. H. Nich-
ols, Mendocino County.

Irrigation and Crops.—The following re-

marks on the effect of irrigation on the growth

of crops and the increase of the fertility, are

made in the governmental report on irrigation

in California. They are timely, now that new

irrigation projects are being carried forward.

Where water has been available from rainfall

or irrigation, and the cultivation intelligently

conducted, remarkable crops have been gath-

ered, reaching from*50 to 80 bushels of wheat
per acre, and as many as five crops of alfalfa,

yielding an aggregate of 15 tons an
acre per year. It is on record that

in the San Joaquin valley two crops

of barley, each averaging over 40
bushels per acre, were grown and
harvested it 245 consecutive days.

But it will not be the Great Valley

alone which will be filled with
people; the valley of every stream,

large and small, will be cultivated

with part of the water which will

subsequently reach the lower lands.

This great basin should in 20 years

become the granary of the world.

The effects of irrigation will be
permanently advantageous, be-

cause, when the soil once becomes
moistened it will subsequently re-

quire the application of less water
for each crop, and when once a
thorough and comprehensive sys-

tem is adopted the waters could
readily be applied, if necessary,

before the first rains to soften the
ground and make it fit for the

plow. In fact, the whole method
and season of cultivation would
doubtless be modified, and it is

within the range of probability to

look forward to an average of two crops a

year.

Dairy Apparatus.—We have received a copy

of the illustrated price list of Jones, Faulkner

& Co., of Utica, New York. This is one of the

leading firms engaged in the manufacture and

sale of dairy apparatus at the East, and their

list shows all the latest devices which Eastern
dairymen employ. We are personally acquainted
with the members of the firm, and can freely

recommend them to dairymen needing improved
apparatus. They have sent a number of ship-

ments of their goods to this coast from time to

time.

A New Portable Cider Mill

The accompanying illustration represents a

portable horse-power cider mill, mounted on

wheels for convenience in moving from farm to

farm, lately invented by Sikes Bros. , of East
Otto, New York. This mill can readily be
driven to any point where the fruit may be, or
where it is to be operated, and by the simple
application of the brake is fixed in position, and
is made ready for use by merely unfolding the
leading pole, which is attached by a brace to
the draft-sweep and fastened by a lock pin,

supplied with fruit with the greatest facility.

The step-ladder is thrown upon the platform
when the mill is in transit.

The entire weight being 2,200 pounds, the
mill can be easily moved from place to place by
an ordinary two-horse team, and it is not nec-
essary that it should stand level, as it will op-
erate as perfectly on uneven ground.
We are assured by Sikes Brothers that the

capacity of the mill is 100 or more gallons per
hour, by actual test. The first, or experimental
mill, made nearly 1,000 barrels of cider last

fall, although not completed in season to do
[
what it might have done, and gave perfect sat-

THE CINCHONA TREE. (See First Page.)

an operation which requires but a moment's I
isfaction everywhere. We have seen numerous

time. One small horse affords sufficient power.

The overhung shaft, by which the grater is

driven, being at the end of the mill, the horse

does not in any way interfere with the operator,

either in supplying fruit to the hopper, or con-

veying the cider from the press. The pomace,
as fast as grated, drops from the hopper to the

curb placed beneath, which has a false bottom

testimonials from New York farmers who used
the mill last fall, and it seems worthy of at-

tention in all neighborhoods where it will pay
a man to make cider by going from orchard to

orchard, or where the grower has apples enough
to keep it going for himself.

The Result of Contention.—How prone

A New Colony in Fresno County.

An interesting announcement is made on the

following page, of the Washington Irrigated

Colony, just opened for settlers. Some time

ago we described a visit which we made to the

Central Colony of California, near Fresno, and
expressed our agreeable surprise at the evident

marks of prosperity everywhere displayed and
the general feeling of satisfaction expressed by
the colonists. Here was a colony of 4,000 acres,

divided into 20-acre lots, and sold, with water

for irrigation, at $1,000 per lot instead of $700
per lot, as in the Washington colony, and yet

the lots were all sold in a surprisingly short
period, and what a few brief months before was
only tenanted by wandering bands of sheep, had
been converted into a populous community of
farmers, with happy homes, apparently sur-
rounded by every element of success. The
desert had indeed been made "to blossom like
the rose." It was truly astonishing to see the
wonderful vegetable growth produced in this
warm climate by the abundant and judicious use
of water, where the soil is adapted to irrigation,
as is peculiarly the case in this region.

We have always been the advocates of "small
farms well tilled," and we believe the colonists
will realize the truth of our oft-repeated convic-
tion that a small farm well cultivated will yield
a greater profit, with far less trouble and effort,

than large unwieldy ranches, where so much
labor and money is necessarily wasted for nought.
We cannot too strongly urge the wisdom and
economy of this policy of small farms upon all

new comers who gain homes where water for
irrigation is abundant. Besides, this method
soon builds up a populous community, giving
the farmer and his family the refining influence
of society, with its schools and churches, so
generally wanting in sparsely settled districts.

We risk little in predicting a prosperous
future to colonists who have sufficient intelli-

gence and practical common sense to avail them-
selves of the advantages offered in fertile, well-
irrigated lands. If prudent and industrious,
they will succeed, and none other will succeed
anywhere. Some people are constitutionally so
indolent or "shiftless," that they would starve
if given a choice lot in the garden of Eden, with
the world for a market. To succeed in farming,
as in everything else, requires pluck and energy.
To all such a farm of 20 or 40 acres in this, a
similar colony, ought to yield a handsome income
after the land is fairly in production.

We are glad to welcome the Washington
Colony as a new enterprise, and one in the right
direction. It is located immediately adjoining
the Central Colony, and is laid out and sold in
similar lots of 20 acres each, though at a much
less price and on more favorable terms to the
purchaser. The soil and location is equally
good, and the title to the land and water
unquestioned. The character of the gentlemen
having it in charge is a sufficient guarantee that
everything will be conducted "on the square."
From a personal acquaintance, especially with
Mr. J. Stratton, the president and general man-
ager of the colony, we feel sure he would never
lend his name and influence to anything that he
did not believe to be fair and honorable, and we
the more readily give the Washington Colony
an approving word, because we have every rea-

son to expect that all pledges made to purchasers
will be carried out in good faith. A noticeable
feature in this colony will, doubtless, be the
extensive cultivation of all the finer varieties of

semi-tropical fruits, alfalfa and
kindred plants, to which the local-

ity is admirably adapted, both by
soil and climate, and which prom-
ises to be very lucrative.

While in some parts of the San
Joaquin valley, as in other parts
of the State along the river bot-
toms, malarious diseases prevail to
greater or less extent, we are assured
by people living in Fresno and in

the vicinity of the colony, that
nothing of the kind is ever known
there. On the contrary, the climate
is said to be exceptionally healthy,
and people suffering from pulmon-
ary complaints find a short resi-

dence there highly beneficial.

SIKES BROTHERS' IMPROVED PORTABLE CIDER MILL.

supported on a track below both grater and
press, on which track, the curb when filled is

instantly and easily moved under the press

screw, the empty curb taking its place under
the grater, grating and pressing proceeding at

the same time and without delay. The ex-

hausted pomace is removed from the curbs by
loosening the hoops, to which the staves are

bolted, which fastens with a clasp. The bed,

or bottom, of the mill, inside the outer frame,

is inclined toward a central channel or gutter,

with exit spout at one side, through which the

cider runs into any suitable receptacle.

A step-ladder, hinged to a platform on the

side opposite the exit spout, affords easy ac-

cess to the platform from which the hopper is

we are to profit by other's misfortunes. How
many times have we lined lawyers' pockets with

substance over which we have contended with

deadly hate. Here is a story with a moral,

which we gain from a Sonoma county exchange:
"J. B. Jacobs, Jr., went over to Little Sulphur
creek, last week, for the purpose of fishing. Near-
ing the stream he saw a peculiar commotion in

the water, and on closer examination discovered

two large salmon in mortal combat. Taking
part in the fight with his spear, he landed both,

and as proof of the earnestness of the combat-
ants, ^ach had his nose badly broken, and both
bore ugly wounds received from each other.

They weighed ten pounds each."

Sugar Beets in North Caro-
lina.—An official report, which we
have just received from Hon. L. L.
Polk, Commissioner of Agriculture
for North Carolina, gives the re-

sults obtained in growing sugar
beets in an experimental way in

that State during the last year. The
chemist of the department, Dr. A.
R. Ledoux, gives the results of his

of 21 lots of beets grown in 10
counties of the State. The average

of sugar in five of the lots is over 10%, the

highest is 11.46% and the remaining i6 lots

average over 5%. This is not a bad showing to

begin with and we hope farther experiments
will be made this year. It is worthy of note

that North Carolina has one of the only two
regularly equipped agricultural experiment sta-

tions in the United States. This is a rebuke
to other rich and progressive States—California

among the number.

analysis

different

The workingmen, at a late meeting in Vir-

ginia City, tended James G. Fair the nomina
tion for U. S. Senator, which he declined.
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THE WASHINGTON UNGATED COLONY,
I^T FRESNO GOTJISTTY.

Near the Flourishing Town of Fresno, but Nine Hours from San Francisco by Railroad, and Possessing one of the Most
Healthy and Delightful Climates in the World.

Office of the COLONY, 22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Cal.
Lands of Central Colony.

BEAUTIFUL HOMES amid ORANGE GROVES and SEMI-TROPICAL FRUIT,
YIELDING A LARGE INCOME, SECURED BY A SMALL MONTHLY INVESTMENT.

A Good Public School in the Immediate Vicinity.

HOMES FOR ALL.
The Washington Colony was organized for the purj>ose of furnishing for people of limited moans, cheap,

attractive homes, with a constantly increasing income, thus securing them a conij>et«*ncy in a few- years by only a
small outlay.

The terms are easy and within the reach of almost any one having a small salary. As each colonist will have an
unfailing supply of water at his commmd, with which ho can cover every acre of land at will, he is sure of

two abundant crops ever)' year, with the whole State for a market, by means of a railroad close at hand Any pur-
chaser wishing to remain at their present business for a yoar or two, until their land shall be in a good state of cul-

tivation, can easily do so, by engogingour Resident Superintendent to take charge, and see that It is properly and
economically cultivated, which will be done at a reasonable compensation. Or, several can unite and employ a
farmer in oommon, as many are doing. With a small additional outlay, from time to time, in planting oranges,
limes, figs, olives, and other semi-tropical fruits, almonds or raisin grapes, etc. , the value of the land will be en-
hanced many fold, and a net annual income may be secured of from 85,000 to $£,000, or even more.
These are no fancy figures or idle dreams, but well attested facts. Abundant testimony from the best authority

can be given, to show that a20-acrc lot in the Washington Colony can cosily be made to not, in loss than ten years,

$500 to the acre per annum.

The Washington Irrigated Colony contains over S.OOO acres of land, of a deep, sandy soil of groat fer-

tility, divided into lots of twenty acres each, except those immediately adjoining the town, which are ten acres each,
as seen by the map. In the center of the Colony the town of Covell has bcon laid off into lots 50x150 feet, with pub-

lic pianos and squares. Every purchaser of a 20-acTe lot will be entitled to a town lot 80x150 feet, on making his last

payment, or at anytime previous by erecting a house, costing not less than WOO, and paying $5 towards ornamenting
the plaiias and public streets with trees. There is little choice in the land or loU, except u one may prefer to be

near the town of Fresno on the north, or to the Central town of Covell.

Terms of Sale.—A 20-acre lot with a Perjxtual Water-Riglit for Irrigation, will cost

$700, or $3~> per acre.

PAYABLE AS FOLLOWS:
£150 cash at time of purchase, 36 monthly instalments of $12.50 each, and a final payment of

$100. Deferred payments to bear 10 per cent, interest, payable monthly. All agreements to

date from the first of April, 1878.

No Canal Tax will be charged until September 1st, 1880, after which only $12.50 will bo

charged to each 20 acres per annum, to keep the canals in repair.

The entire land of the Colony is nearly a perfect plain, slightly inclined to the south and

west, so that every acre can be easily irrigated from the main canal, entering near the northeast

corner. For particulars, send for Maps and Circulars.

JAMES 0. WHITNEY, Sec'y. WENDELL EAST0N, Treas. A. T. COVELL, Resident Snp'L

JAMES STRATTON, President and General Manager.
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Purchasers ok Stock wili. find in this Directory the
Names ok some ok the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at
60 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO <5t CO., Downey City, Cal., breeders of
thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin
breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

Co., Cal.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco
(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $40
to J100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

L. TJ. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, CaL Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, 320 each
Lambs, $15 eaoh.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.

BURBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, Ban Jose, Cal.
sale. Also, eggs in their season.

Pekin Ducks for

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for
hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San .lose. Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.
Breeder »f Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal,
Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine,
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

J. M. KERLINGER. Ellis. San Joaquin Co., Impor-
ter and Breeder of Berkshire Pigs and line Poult r>

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull iu America. The Herefordsjtlie
best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Ee;chcr, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs,
nquire of

1. L. MILLER,

Beecher, Will County, Illinois

BERKSHIRES.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President)
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
L C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER
A. T. HATCH.
0. HUBBELL.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and 'Bob Lee" families of Berkshires.
Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are
guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles City, Cal.

THOROUGHBRED BULLS.

Ten head of Red Durhams from 12 to 15 months
old, Also, 12 head of large work horse9 and mare9 will

be sold this spring at private sale on my ranch, six miles

from Oroville, Butte County.

/f^Bulls Sired by Golden Louan Duke.

,

M
-
WICK -

W. &. J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California.

IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OK

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE
Also, the finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGOS FOR SALB.

W. W. GRAY

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,
Grangers' Building, - - - . 106 Davis Street, S. P

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that
enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco
furnished free on application.

Stencils for marking will be

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

'FiR^ZLSTCXS SMITH &c CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE PATENT CHANNEL IRON WHEELBARROWS,

I-
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X
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o
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O
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The Strongest Barrow Made. These Barrows are made by Superior Workmen, and of the be6t material
All sizes kept constantly on hand.

Lap-Welded Pipe, all Sizes, from Three to Six Inches. Artesian Well Pipe. Also, Gal
vanized Iron Boilers, from Twenty five to One Hundred Gallons.

Iron Cut, Punched, and Formed for making pipe on ground, where required. All kinds of tools supplied foi
making pipe. Estimates given when required. Are prepared for coating all size of pipes with a composition of
Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

Office and Manufactory, 130 BEALE STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

In consequence 0/ spuriou ; imitations of

LEA AND PEREINS' SAUCE,
which are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Perrins
have adapted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,

thus,

'which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without which none is genuine.

AsiforLEA dr» PERRINS' Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopper.

Wholesale andfor Export by the Proprietors, Worcester ; Crosse and Blackwell, London,

(s'c, &c; and by Grocers and Oilmen throughout the World,

To be obtained of CROSS & CO., San P'ranclsco.

THE KING PATENT PORTABLE ENGINE.
Awarded the First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, San Francisco, 1877. Also, at the Pennsylvania State Fair,

held at Erie, Penna. , September 28th, 1S77.

FOR ECONOMY, DURABILITY, STRENGTH AND SAFETY
IT HAS NO EQUAL.

Large numbers of them are now in use on this Coast for Irrigating, Printing, Feed Mills,

Wood Yards, Coffee and Spice Mills, Pumping, Cheese Factories, Smelting, Hoisting, E,tc.

Sizes of Engines, Two, Five, Eight and Twelve
Horse-Power,

Eight and Twelve Horse-Power Mounted on Wagon for Agricultural Purposes.

iarSEND FOR CIRCULAR GIVING FULL INFORMATION. "S*

KING & WILBUR, Nos. 250 and 252 Market Street, San Francisco.

IRA MARDEN <fc

BRANDS OF
CO.'S

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST
GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

Ha H a Ha
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Rimobone, Spavin, Swkisney, Callous
Lr mi's, and all old sores, apply freely to as to blister,

from three to Ave days iu succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stiff

Joints, Bruisbs, Windqallr, and all slight ailments, apply
a small quautity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,

and all other sores where the Bkin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half aud half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, OAL

Calvert's Carbolic

SHEEP WASH,
$2 Per Gallon.

After dipping the sheep, is use-
ful for preserving wet hides, de-
stroying the vine pest, and for
wheat dressings and dibinfecting
purposes etc T. W. JACKSON,
S. F. , Sole A,4'ent for Pacific Coast.

BUCHAN'S

CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

and all diseases of the skin.

Buehan's Carholio Soaps; Holman's Fever and
Ague Pad; Corks, Bottles and Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 318 to 319 Battery St., S. P.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G, W. COLBY.
Vice-President and Manager,

C. J. CRESSET.
Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIER.
Secretary FRANK A CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for
the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-
pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States a
he best market rates.

WATER TANKS of any capacity made entirelj

machinery. Materials the best in use; construction

excelled. Pan Staves, Tubs and Oak Guides foi

mining purposes a specialty.

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO.,
Mechanics' Mills, Cor. Mission vuid Fremont Streets

BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

34 Post Street.

Near Kearny,

San Frmncueo. CmL

The largest and best Business College in America. Its
teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives
such broad culture as the timeB demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.

Ladies' Department.—Ladies will bo admitted for in-
struction in all the Departments of the College.

Telegraphic Department.—In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business Colleee, San Francisco, Cal.

HERRMANN 8 STYLES IN HATS.

NOW OUT!

Prices Lower Than Ever.

—AT—

402 Kearny Street, - - Near Pine.

Branch, 910 Market Street,

Between Stockton and Powell, San Frauoisco

LAND PLASTER.
(Sulphate of Lime.)

THIS FERTILIZER IS ESPECIALLY WELL ADAPTED
TO CALIFORNIA LANDS AND CLIMATE, AND

IS DESTINED TO BE USED TO IM-

MENSE ADVANTAGE.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
In Bulk, $10 per ton; in Barrels, $12.50.

GOLDEN GATE PLASTER MILLS
LUCAS & CO.,

Nop. 216 and 217 Main Street, San Francisco,

The Raby Clothes Line Holder —New inren
tlon; Everybody wants it; best thing out for agents
State and county rights at low ffures. For particulars,

address W. W. FLETCHER,
L«adonville, Ohio.
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Notb. —Our trade review and quotatioua are prepared

on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are

not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-

urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

. DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.
Sax Francisco, March 27th, 1878.

The face of trade is brightening a little, and
nothing but settled weather seems needed to

awaken it fully. Supplies for country use and
for the coming great harvest must be laid in a3

soon as possible, and this will make many of

our merchants busy.

The Wheat market holds a promising appear-

ance well, and the European complications seem
likely to usher in another year of high prices.

Even if this should not come, there are need

enough now apparent to close out old stocks and
give a clear market to the new crop.

Range of Cable Price3 of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

Cal. Average. Club.

lis ld«*ll9 8d lis 6d(ai2s 3d
lis —Gil* 6d Us «d<ai2s 3d
Us —@lle 6d Us 6d@12s 3d
Us —<ail8 (id lis 8d(<tl23 3d
Us —(dlls fld lis ed@12s 3d

Wednesday Us —(alls 6d lis 6d(*12s H
To-days cable quotations to the Produce

Exchange compare with same date in former

years as follows:
Average. Club.

1878 10s 2d(_ai0s 6d 10s Mfoeils —
1877 10s 7d(3Us — 10s 10d(«Us 3d

1878 Us —@lls 6d Us 6d(gl2s 3d

The Foreitrn Review.
London, March 26th.—The Mark Lane Ex-

press' review of the British Corn trade for the

past week says: Some reaction in favor of

higher prices is noticeable in the Wheat trade.

Foreign Wheat, of which the imports into

London were very moderate, is met with im-

proved demand at an advance of Is per quarter,

chiefly on American descriptions, but more busi-

ness is passing than of late in all varieties and
the tendency of prices is in sellers' favor. There
has been some Continental demand, which has

tended to advance values for cargoes off coast.

It is probable France will require 700,000
quarters of fine Wheat, for mixing purposes,

between this and harvest. Judging from the
dulness of trade at the close of the week, it is

doubtful whether last week Monday's advance
will be maintained, as arrivals of Wheat from
America and Russia the next few months will

be on too large a scale to admit of much en-

hancement of values. Frauce will probably
relieve us of some portion of the accumulated
stocks in southern Russia; but, allowing for its

scarcity, it is likely the ordinary consumptive
demand will be sufficient to support present
currencies. Some attention is directed to

Indian Wheat, of which the stocks in London
are worked down to a comparatively narrow
compass, and a slight improvement in. value of

Calcutta Produce appears probable.

FrelKms and Charters.

The situation is unchanged and little business?

has been done.

Eastern Grain Market*.

New York, March 23d.—The difficulties

which surround the Eastern question and omi-
nous reports from European capitals have had
rather an unsettled effect upon the Breadstuff's

market. Early in the week there was a firmer
feeling, but subsequently the price of Wheat
gave way 4c to 6c per bushel—Spring closing at

$1. 15(a 1.30 for inferior to choice, realizing to-

day $1.22@1.25. It is intimated that the sup-
ply of Wheat to be released by the raising of

the blockade of the Russian Black sea ports is

smaller than at first represented, owing to the
hoarding policy of that Government, and that
the great deficiencies of Western Europe will

compel an uninterrupted drain upon American
cereal resources, whether the result of the pres-

ent political complications shall be peace or war.
Corn has also declined and the export demand
for Flour shows a marked decrease. Barley is

worth 62c to 90o, with continued exports to
England.
Chicago, March 23d.—The Grain markets

have been very irregular, unsettled and alter-

nately higher and lower, active and dull. The
general tendency of the Wheat market has been
downward from an active and strong opening,
until there was a continual lower range, but the
warlike rumors from England and Russia caused
an excited feeliug and higher rates, which were
not, however, fully maintained. Sales for
April, at $l.04@1.08. The closing cash prices
were: Wheat, gilt-edge, $1.08i; regular, $1.05ft;
Corn, 41jc; Oats, 23jc; Rye, 55J>c; Barley,
45ic; Pork, $9.25@9.30; Lard, I7.12J.

Eastern Wool Markets.
New York, March 23d.—The general fea-

t ires of the Wool market are the same. The
cautious policy pursued by buyers in the imme-
diate past is still followed closely, and though
holders are not inclined to place stock with who-
ever will take it, they are still anxious sellers to
parties prepared to pay cash or to offer gilt-

edged paper. This state of affairs will, without
doubt, exist until manufacturers find a more
active market for their products, as it is not to
be expected that they can afford at present to

stock their mills with raw material, thereby
locking up their capital. Many seem to think
that farmers will again this year realize high
figures for their clips, and they no doubt will, as

dealers and manufacturers are keen to "bull"
the price when they enter into competition.
During the week offers have been made on a
large portion of the Davy Crockett's cargo, and
also on a large line of Oregon, but in both cases

the sales fell through. Transactions for the
week embrace 61,000 lbs Fall California, at 134
(d 17c; 1,000 lbs Fall Eastern Texas, 21c; 20,000
lbs X Ohio Fleece, 42£c; 14,000 lbs medium un-
washed western do, 31c; 20 bags super Pulled,

36c; 1,000 lbs scoured Texas, 32c, and 84,000
lbs Fall California, 13,000 lbs Spring do, 2,000
lbs Oregon, 1,000 lbs Western Texas, 20,000 lbs

Michigan Fleece, 3,000 lbs Georgia, 15.000 lbs

Oregon delaine, 30,000 lbs city super Pulled,

and 3,000 lbs- country do, on private terms.
Boston, March 23d.—In Wool there is no

material change in prices, but there is still a

gradual settling down on all grades, and last

week's prices were more difficult to realize.

There was little inquiry for fine Wools, as both
buyers and sellers are indifferent about opera-
ting. Trade generally has not been so dull and
unsatisfactory for a long time. Pulled Wools
met with a fair demand. Sales of the week
comprise Ohio fleeces, medium, No. 1, X, XX
and above, at 42@43c; No. 1 and X Michigan,
41(o.42c; fine Maine, 40c; low No. 1 Fleece, 38c;
coarse Fleece, 32@37ic; Combing and Delaines,

474@48c; Oregon Combing, 27c; low unwashed
Combing, 21c; Colorado and Territory, 19@33c;
Eastern and Valley Oregon, 20@33c; Texas, 20
@25c; Scoured, 37i@80c; Super and X Pulled,

30@45c. Sales of California Wool were the
smallest for a long time, comprising for the week
only 144,000 lbs, at 15@25c for Fall, and 18@
29c for Spring. Sales of Domestic for the week
aggregated 921,900 lbs.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at
noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articlbb.
Week. WSKK. Wexk. Week.

Mar. o. Mar. 13. Mar. 20. Mar. 27.

Flour, quarter sacks .

.

26,084 21,275 82,866 30,257
45,604 73,671 150,825 111,493
6,707 7,873 5,578 9,763
2,853 993 2,760 941
2,293 4.558 4,438 7,263
830 1,452 1 834 545

21.79S 14.189 13,350 19,173
2,551 1,329 1,272 1,052

43 136 125 298
33 47 27

1,191 1,511 1,874 1,577

BAGS—There is no change in prices, but the
market for Grain Bags is reported strong and
with an upward tendency, owing to large sales.

We hear of more than half a million Grain Bags
sold to-day for interior dealers in the San Joa-
quin and Sacramento valleys.

BEANS—Bnsiness in Beans is not large, sim-

ply for present requirements and about at last

week's rates.

BARLEY—Barley is in small demand and at

old prices. We note sales: 200 sks Coast Feed
(weevilly) at $1.25 and 200 Feed at §1.30; 300
sks Coast Feed at $ 1.25; 300 and 900 sks Bay
Feed at $1.30, and 360 sks Chevalier at $1.80
per ctl; 500 sks Island sold at $1,074.; 250 sks
old at $1.20; 700 sks Bay Brewing at $1.40;

1,200 sks Coast Feed at $1.25; 80 do Weevilly
at $1.25; 885 dark Chevalier at $1.50 per ctl.

CORN— Corn is selling moderately. White
Corn is far in advance. We note sales: 200ctls

White sold at $1.95; '-80 choice large Yellow at

$1.60; 80 large Yellow at $1.55; 60 small Round
at $1.80; 100 sks large Yellow, quoted $1.50fe
$1.60; 194 sks small Yellow sold at $1.75; 500
ctls at $1.75; 430 large at- $1.55, and 46 do at

$1,524 per ctl.

DAIRY PRODUCE—Butter is at the bottom
of everything. The finest can be bought for 22c,

but there are some fancies for which 25c is ob-

tained, because the sellers know that customers
will have it. The rank, wet feed is injuring the

flavor, and therefore Butter, generally, will not

do to pickle, but must be worked off. Cheese
of different qualities is now arriving, and some
is sold as low as 13c per lb.

EGGS—Eggs are down beside Butter and the

finest do not bring above 23c. \

FEED—Corn Meal and Middlings are reduced

a little by the millers. Hay and StrawV have
suffered severely during the week, and our quo-

tations are only nominal, as there are only sC»t-

tering sales. We note sales: 30 tons Volunteey
$11; one cargo good Wheat, $17; another do at

$16.
FRUIT—The weight of the Los Angeles

Oranges is now believed to be in and the sup-
ply is short. Prices are now ascending. Other
Fruits are stationary.

HOPS—Sales are only in small lots and the
trade is wholly inactive. Eminet Wells re-

ports the New York market for the week end-
ing March 15th, as follows: " We have to re-

port a very quiet market this week. The
receipts and shipments to Europe have been
comparatively small and but little trade has
been doing with brewers, most of whom are
well stocked. We predict a quiet a quiet mar-
ket from this time down to the new crop, unless
something should threaten the vine in July or
August, giving rise to speculation and higher
prices.

"

OATS—Oats are rather neglected. Prices
are a trifle lower and sales are small. Sales for
seed are made at $2, for selections; 250 skr<

Oregon sold at $1.50 per ctl.

ONIONS—All kinds are dull, and havf*

dropped to 50@6'2.ic per ctl. Oregon* are still

at 90® 100 per ctl.

POTATOES—Humboldts have advanced a
little. We note sales: 1,000 sks Oregon at $2. 10
$ ctl. Other sorts are as quoted in our list.

POULTRY—Hens and turkeys are doing
better.

PROVISIONS—Beef is unchanged and the
supply is adequate. The best quality Mutton
is scarcer and higher. Pork is in light supply
and higher. The trade in Cured Meats is active,

and large supplies are being laid in by consumers
and retailers, because of the low prices which
now prevail.

VEGETABLES—The rule is a general cheap-
ening on green vegetables, as may be seen by
our list of prices.

WHEAT—The city market is firm. Receipts
are light, and holders seem to have confidence
in the future. We note sales: 1,500, 800 and
650 ctls No. 1 Milling at $1.95 ; 650 at $1,924. ;

1,300 ctls Smutty at $1.80; 1,300 do do at $1.70;
1,800 ctls Shipping at $1.874., and 1,000 sks
Choice at $1.97J; 360 ctls choice Milling at

$1,974; 1,200 ctls choice Stockton at $2.; 1,000
ctls do at $1.95 ; 600 sks Milling at $1.97£ ; a
lot at $1.90 and 5,000 ctls (at Vallejo) at $1,874;
680 ctls choice Milling at $1,974. ; 1,500 ctls

.Shipping at $1,924 (alongside) ; 1,600 ctls at

$1.90, and 1,000 ctls do at $1,874. ; 1,000 sks

Shipping, $1,924.
WOOL—Small lots of Spring Wool are arriv-

ing, but no sales have been made as yet, and no
prices quotable.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
I WHOLBBALB. 1

Wednesday m., March 27, 1878.

BEANS.
Bayo. ctl 4 25 @4 30
Butter 3 00 (S3 25
Pea 3 25 m 55

Red 3 87i(»4 12J
Pink — <*» 50
Hm'l White 3 25 «3 50
Lima, 3 75 tfti 00

BKOOM < OH \

.

Old 3t@ 7
New 4J@ 8

CHICCOBY.
California 4 <0 44
German 61<g 7

OK I It \ PRODUCE. ETC'.
BUTTER.

OaL Fresh Roll. &> 18 @ 21
Point Reyes 21 S 22i
Pickle Roll, new . . — @ 22
Firkin 12 (* 18
Western Reserve.. 12j<« 14
New York — @ —

CHEESE.
Cheese, Cal.. Ib. ... 13 (9
Eastern — @
N. Y. State — @

BOOS.
CaL fresh, doz.... 22 @
Ducks' 24

17

23

Oregon 20 <j»

Almonds, hd shl lb C <a

Soft shl 16 @
Brazil 14 <g
Pecans 13 <<*

Peanuts 8 (§
Filberts 15 @

ONIONS.
Alviso 50 @
Union City, ctl.... 50 (g
Stockton — @
Sacramento Hirer. 50J><f

Oregon 90 <gl 00
POTATOES.

Petaluma. ctl 1 75 <jn2 25
Humboldt 2 00 32 321
Cuffey Cove — <0 —
Early Rose. new. 2 00 -«2 50
Half Moon Bay... — 6 -

Kidney 2 25 «2 374
Sweet 2 50 <8

POI LTKY A CAJbTB.
Hens, doz 8 50 (£9 00
Roosters 7 00 iglO 00
Broilers 6 00 (gl 50
Ducks, tame 10 OOtall OH
do, Mallard -<g

Geese, pair 2 00 (a2 50
Wild Gray, doz . 2 00 «r2 50
White do 75 el 00

Purkeys

.

Eastern 18
do Pickled

FEED.
Bran, ton WIS 00
Corn Meal 35 00 iff37 60
Hay 14 00 MIS 00
Middlings 22 00 (ff24 00
Oil Cake Meal. ..36 00 @
Straw, bale 25 @ 63

noi it.

Extra, bbl 5 75 ®6 00
Superfine 4 50 «5 00
Oraham 6 00 @6 124

I It II — 1 1 MEAT.'
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 7 3 74
Second 5 @ 61
Third 4 <& 4j

Mutton 4 & 6
Spring Lamb 10 & 12k
Pork, undressed... < , « 71
Dressed 8m 9J

Veal E| 8
Milk Calves 8 # 10

UBAIX, ETC.
Barley, feed, ctl. 1 25 (§1 30
Brewing 1 35 <31 45
Chevalier 1 75 Hi 85

Buckwheat 1 25 '1 30
Com. White 1 85 #1 95
Yellow 1 55 <91 624j
SmaU Round.... 1 80 <5l 874

Oats 1 40 Wl 50
Milling 1 55 ml 65

Rye 2 00 W2 10 I

Wheat Shipping . 1 85 Sg 90
MilUng 1 95 @1 974

HIDES.
Hides, dry 17 *»
Wet salted 8

HO.VEY. ETC'.
Beeswax, lb

Honey in oomb. . .. 14
do. No 2 124i

Dark lOijs

Strained 7 «?
HOPS.

Oregon, 59
California 7 <f*

Wash Ter 6 W
Choice Cal 8

NUTS Jobbing.
Wal nuts. Cal 6 O 10

do' Chile 7 8

(eys 22 (g M
do, Dressed 23 @ 25

Snipe, Eng 2 00 §2 50
do, Common — ft* —

Rabbits 1 00 §1 25
Hare 2 00 §2 50

PROVISIONS,
Cal. Bacon. L't, lb 13 <a 13*

IS tt 12>
12 ii 12i

11 tiS 13
94a 10Cal. Smoked Beef

Shoulders, Cover'd 6 I "si
11 | i 111

12J«i 13
Boyd's 12 6i 121
Davis Bros' 12 (< 121

124<<i 121
ML i 13

Slavens A Mansur in < i 121
Wliittaner m ' 13

SEEDS.
Alfalfa. 1 1 » 12

7 <* 8
Clover, Red IS (

White Mi ', e 55
6 .<t 10

174

Flaxseed 34@
Hemp 6 &
Italian Rye Grass 35 «r

Perennial 36 «$
Millet 10 <S
Mustard. White... 8 @
Brown '

Rape J @
K j Blue Grass 20
2d quality 18

Sweet V Grass.... 1 00
Orchard 30
Red Top 18
Hungarian 8
Lawn 50
Mesquit 20
Timothy 9

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 7
Refined 9

WOOL. ETC.
FALL.

Hurry
Southern, free
San Joaquin, free.

Choice Northern.
Burry. Northern..

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.

Batter, California
Choice, S>

Gc^ese
K astern

L^rd, Cal
I^astem

fri.jur, ex. fam, bbl8
Gt'rn Meal, lb

s:. t-'ir. wh. crshd
.Light Brown....

G( »ffee, Green
T Fine Black...

' Finest Japan. ...

Oandles, Aamt'e..
Soap, Cal

Wednesday m . March 27. 187a

Rice 8 (8 12
Yeast Pwdr. doz ,1 r*
Can'd Oysters doz2 <

Syrup, S F Qold'n
Dried Apples, lb..

Ger. Prunes
Figs, Cal
Peaches

Oils, Kerosene
Wines, Old Port. . 3 I

French Claret 1 1

OaL do* bot 31
Whisky, O K. gal. .8 i

French Brandy. ...41

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by 8utro ft Co.]

San Francisco. March 27. 3 p. m.

Leoal Tenders In S. F.. 11a.m., 99@99}. Silver, 2.75@
3. Gold In New York. 1014.

Gold Bars, 89O@910. Silver Barb, 8<»16 V cent, dis

oount.
Exchange on New York, 4%; on London bankers. 491(tf

49]. Commercial, 60; Paris, live francs 9 dollar; Mexican
dollars. 95. »
London Consols 95 7-18; Bonds, 1061.

QoracaiLVER la 8. F.. by the flask. * lb, 460474o.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

BAGS-Jobbtng.
Eng Standard Wheat. lOjail
Neville A Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36 . 1OJ011
24x36 —<a—
23x40 -§13
Machine Swd. 22x36. 10J(tflOi

Flour Sacks, halves.... 8|Sl0j
Quarters 54(5 6j
Eighths <|tj

Hessian. 60 Inch 15 @—
45 inch 9443
40 Inch 9 ®—

Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed. 34 S>..47i(^50
4 lb do 52!<a—
Machine Sewed 47j(*—

wholesale. 1

Wednesday k., March 27. 1878
Plaster. Golden
Gate Mills.... 3 00 @ 3 2J

Land Plaster, tn 10 00 <gl2 50
NAILS.

Am'ted sizes, keg 3 25 @ 4 00

OILS.
Pacific Glue Co s

Neatsfoot, No 1.1 00
Castor. No 1 1 10
do, No. 2 1 08

Baker's A A 1 25
Olive. Plagniol....6 28
Possel 4 75

Palm, Ib 9
Linseed, Raw. bbl. 74
Boiled 77

Cocoanut 57
China nut.
Sperm, 1 60
CWWhalea 60
Polar, refined 60
Lard 1 10
Oleophine 27
Devoe's Bril't 27
Photolite 29

.14 (dl5

6J« 8

90

1 30
75
IS

Standard Gunnies
Beau Bags

CANDLES.
Crystal Wax 17 @-
Eagle 12 <tf-

Patent Sperm 30@34

CANNED GOODS.
Assorted Pie Fruits,

24 It. cans I 76 @3 00 Nonpariel 60
Table do 3 75 (§4 25 Eureka 40

Jams and Jellies.. 4 26 @ —
i Barrel kerosene... 20

1
— Downer Ker 40 (

1 90 Elaine 424i

Pickles, hf gal 3 50
Sardines, qr box..! 65
Hf Boxes 3 00 tg —

Preserved Beef.
2Ib.doz 4 00 9 -
do Beef, 4 lb.doz.6 50 @ —

Preserved Mutton,
2 lb. doz 4 CO <3 —

Beef Tongue 6 50 @ —
Preserved Ham,
2 K doz 6 50 & -

Deviled Ham, 1 tb,

doz 5 50 @ —
do Ham, 41b doz. 3 00 <& —
(OAL Jobbing.

Australian, ton.. 7 00 tit 7 25
Coos Bay 6 50 % 7 00
Uellingham Bay. 6 50 &- —
Seattle 5 50 W 6 60
Cumberland 14 00 @
Mt Diablo 4 75 @ 6 00
Lehigh 22 00 (3
LtverpooL 7 00 lot 8 00
West Hartley. . . 7 50 <§ 9 00
Scotch 6 50 (3 8 00
Scranton 13 00 («16 00
Vancouver Id... 7 50 <a
Charcoal, sack... 75 @
Coke, bbl 60 (g

COFFEE.
Sandwich Id. lb. 21

Costa Rica 19
Guatemala. 164i

Java 24
Manila 184i

Ground, in os. . . 25

FISH.
Sac'to Dry Cod.. 5 O
do Li oases.. 64#

Eastern Cod 8%—
Salmon, bbls.... I 00 mo 00
Hf bbls 6 00 M 5 60
2 lb cans 3 10 S3 20

Pkld Cod, bbls. .22 00 &-
Hf bbls 11 00 §

Mackerel. No. 1.

Hf Bbls 11 00
In Kits 2 23
Ex Mess 3 60

Pkld Herring, bx 3 00
Boston Smkd H'g 40

LIME, Etc
Lime, Sta Crux,
bbl 2 00 @ 2 26

Cement, Rosen-
dale 2 75 & 3 50
Portland 4 75 tit 5 50

PAINTS.
Pure White Lead.
Whiting 1}
Putty 4 1

Chalk 1}<

Paris White 2}<

Ochre
Venetian Red
Averill Mixed
Paint. gal.

White A tints. . .2 00 @2 40
Green, Blue 4
Ch Yellow 3 00 <83 50
Light Red 3 00 (§3 50
Metallic Roof... 1 30 (gl 60

BICE.
'"hinaNo. L Ib.... 6 « 61
Hawaiian 6 @ 5}

SALT.
Cal. Bay, ton. .. .16 00 (422 50

Common 10 00 4*12 00
Carmen Id 13 00 >."-' 50
Liverpool tine . .20 00 1072 50,

SOAP.
Castile, Ib 10 I

Common brands.. 44<4

Fancy brands 7 '

SPICES.
Cloves, tb 46 1

Cassia 22 i<

Nutmegs 86 1

Pepper Grain 15 1

Pimento 15 I

Mustard. Cal,
4 lb glass 1 60 %

StVfiAB, ETC.
Cal. Cube, lb 114(9
Powdered 12 <§
Fine crushed H4<$
Granulated 11 @
Golden C ti<j»

Cal Syrup, kgs... 70 <

Hawaiian MoTsses 18 1

TEA.
Young Hyson.
Moyune, etc 36 9

Country pekd Gun-
powder A Im-
perial 60 ®

Hyson 30 «J
Fooo-Chow 35 @
Japan, 1st quality 40 (g
2d quality 26 @

30

50

Woodward's Gardbhb has the following new attrae lions
The buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements in the zoological department, besides the
other features which have nude it popular.

Airr Photographer having- a large Camera Box for

sale will please notify "N. S ," at this office.

Mining and Scientific

Press Patent Agency.

The Mining and Scientific

Press Patent Agency was estab-

lished in i860—the first west of

the Rocky Mountains. It has

kept step with the rapid march

of mechanical improvements.

The records in its archives, its

constantly increasing library, the

accumulation of information ot

special importance to our home
inventors, and the experience ol

its pror rietors in an extensive and

long continued personal practice

in patent business, affords them

combined advantages greater

than any other agents can possi-

bly offer to Pacific Coast invent-

ors. Circulars of advice, free.

Address.

DEWEY & CO.,

202 Sansome St., N. E. Cor. Pine,

San Francisco.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
Chaa. Bneu Johnson St Co., 500 South loth

St., Philadelphia, 8c 60 Gold St., Cor. Ann, N Y
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Reapers and Mowers.

NEW IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1878.

Guaranteed fully Equal to any Machine sold on this Coast, and

Superior to any for Heavy Work.

For Sale by the

FARMER©' UNION,
OIF S-A-ItT JOSE,

AS FOLLOWS:

Combined Reaper and Mower,

Single Reaper,

Prize Mower, -

Payable in Currency Sept. 1st.

S2IO OO

175 OO

105 OO

LAST AND BEST.

EASTERDAYS SEED PLANTER,

Was Awarded the first premium at the California State

fair, 1877, as the best corn and seed planter. It has no

equal as a bean planter, having a double alternating car-

rier is thereby enabled to drop correctly with great rapid-

ity if desired. Is easily attached to either single of gang

plows. Does not interfere in the least with the working

of the plow. Every machine warranted. Price $15.

Send for Descriptive Circular. Made and sold by,

G. H. BREWINGTON & CO.,

Watsonvllle, Cal.

Is the most beautiful work of the kind in the world. It

contains nearly 150 pages, hundreds of fine Illustrations,

and six Chrorno Plates of Flowers, beautifully drawn
and colored from nature. Price, 60 cents in paper covers
SI. 00 in elegant cloth. Printed in German and English.

Vick's Illustrated Monthly Magazine.—Thirty-two
pages, fine Illustrations, and Colored Plate in every num
ber. Price SI. 25 a year; five copies for $5.

Vick's Catalogue.—300 Illustrations, only two cents.

Address, JAMES VICK, Rochester, New York.

Ten per cent, discount for Cash.

H. E. HILLS, Manager.

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.
A patent that will enable any one to produce new pota-

toes, ripe fruit, etc., all through the winter, nearly as

cheap as in their ordinary season, will be given to •'

sponsible" farmers for one-fourth of the proceeds for

seven years, and afterward free. Address, with two
siamps to pay return postage, J. Clare, P. O. Box 1571,
New York.

IMPORTANT SALE
—() F—

Pure-Bred Short Horn Cattle,

DAIRY COWS,

AND THOROUGHBRED HORSES,
At Baden Farm, San Mateo county, on

THURSDAY, APRIL 18th, 1878, at 1 P.

Being the day after the annnal meeting of the Short
Horn Breeders' Association, by order of S. B. Emerson
and Robt. Ashburner. We will sell 30 head of Pure-Bred

Short Horn Cowa, Heifers and Bulls,

several of the lot being by the imported bulls Sheriff

(20,984) and Kirklevington Duke 2d (34,364), and 40 head of
high grade Short Horn Dairy Cows and Heifers, several of

which have recently calved or are near calving, and are
suitable for family cows.

Two Thoroughbred Stallions,

One 3-year-old Filly, one 2-year-old do, and two Brood
Mares by Belmont.
The above stock can be seen at Baden Farm, close to

Baden Staiion, on the Southern Pacific railroad, one week
before the sale.

Catalogues with pedigrees can be had of the auctioneers,
9 Merchants' Exchange, San Francisco; S. B. Emerson,
Mountain View, Santa Clara county; or, Robt. Ashburner,
Baden Station, San Mateo county, Cal.

TERMS OF SALE:
All sums under 8150, cash, in U. S. gold coin; for sums

over that amount six months' time on good endorsed
notes, drawing 1% per month.
^.Trains leave corner 4th and Townsend streets, San

Francisco, at 8:30 a. m. and 11:25 A. M. ; returning, leave
Baden at 2:10 p. m. and 4:48 P. M.

CREGO & BOWLEY, Auctioneers.

RUPTURE^
If Ruptured, send at once for

Dr. Pierce's New Illustrated Book.

Address Magnetic Elastic Truss Co.

609 Sacramento St., San Francisco.

^CURED."^

Dewey & Co. | san^esJPatentAg'ts.

jf acific Mural if Ress,

A first-class 16-page Illustrated Agricultural Weekly, filled

with fresh, valuable and interesting reading. Every
farmer and ruralist should take it. It is im-

mensely popular. Send for a sample copy.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers, S. F.

Take Warning.—A Barometer by mail for five cents,
or two green stamps. Tells storms and changes correctly,
before hand and reliable. £. S. Heath, Cliutonville, Pa.

FARMING AND AGRICULTURAL

JVCacliiiiery

At 35 Cents on the Dollar.

18T8. Importations of 18*78.

ARCHER SELF-DUMPING RAKES.

The Most Simple and Easily Managed of Any.

PRICE, - - $45

Having bought the Bankrupt Stock of Linforth, Kellogg

& Co., and Treadwell & Co., we offer

KIRBY'S LIGHT MOWERS, 4-foot Cut, $35.

KIRBY'S HEAVY MOWERS, 4-foot 6-inch Cut, $50.

McCORMICK'S REAPERS, $75.

Wood's Mowers, $50 to $80.

"Clipper" Mowers, $60 to $80.

Russell Mowers, $70 to $80.

Russell's Self-Rake Reapers, $200.

Equal in aU Respect to any Reaper in the Market. ^ SEnd FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES.^

THE "O. K." RAKE,
LIGHT AND DURABLE, PRICE, $35.

Weyhrich's Headers,

Case's Pattern, 10 and 12 Feet, Single Gear
With Wide, High Wheels.

lO-Foot, $325. 12-Foot, $350.

HAINES' "ILLINOIS" HARVESTER,

Manufactured by

WEYHRICH & CO.,

With Compound Lever, Center Balance

Pitman, Runs with Chain. Gearing
on the Inside. The Lightest,

Strongest and best Head-
er in the Market.

10-Foot Cut, $325. 12-Foot Cut, $350.

HOADLEY'S

Wood Burning Threshing Engines,

The Best Wood Burner Portable Engines

for Sale on the Pacific Coast.

PRICE.

10 Horse-Power $1,350

12 Horse-Power $1,500

15 Horse-Power $1,800

Hoadley Straw-Burner Engine,

15 to 18 Horse-Power, $2,000.

Newton Standard Wagons,
BOTH

FARM. SPRING & HEADER WAGONS.

ALL SIZES.

For Style, Staunchness, Durability

and Ease of Draft, they

Have no Equal.

DAVID 1ST. HAWLEY
Nos. 201 and 203 Market Street,

Send for Illustrated Catalogues.

, Agent,
Corner of Main and Market.
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Nurserymen.

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in and

GROWERS OF SEEDS,
Keep Constantly on hand a complete stock of Vegetable,

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS.
Also, Flow ering Plants, Bi:lbh, Km it and

Ornamental Trees, Etc.

We call attention of fanners and country merchants to

our unusually low prices. All seeds warranted

fresh, pure and Reliable. tS" Trade

price list furnished on application.

*.*We have just issued the most complete guide to the
Vegetable and Flower Garden ever issued upon this coast.

It is Handsomely Illustrated, and contains full descrip-

tions of Vegetables, Flowers, Grasses, etc., with full in-

structions as to their culture, mai'cd free on applica-

tion.

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,

[P. O. Box 1023.] 607 Sansome Street. S F.

K. W. Strong. Robert Williamson.

% Trees & Plants
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NUR-
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FULL ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE Nl'RSERY LINE,
BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT

LOWEST MARKET RATES.

Japanese Persimmons, and an Immense Stock of Orange
and Lemon Trees, both Seedlings and Grafted of the verj
best variety, cheaper than ever before offered in this

market. Also, a very large and complete assortment of

Field, Garden, Lawn and Tree Seeds, which we offer at
try low rates, both to the trade and planter in large or
small lots.

Catalogues, Price-Lists, and Printed Directions free on
cation. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO,
Nos. 6, 8 and 10 J Street, Sacramento

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We Kiv-.tr attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the moat approved varieties Also, Coffee, Cork Oak,
Olives, Guavas, English and Klack Walnuts, Magnolias,
Loquats, butternuts. Small Fruits, Evergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stock of the Biospynm Kuki (Japanese Persim-
monJ of our own growing, and also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms;

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Nilefl, Alameda Co., Cal.

Sixd for Catalogue. Established in 1852.

mBAY NURSERIES,
OAKLAND, CAL.

James Hutchison, Seeds-
ncv.t man and Florist.

New and Kaie Plants, Evergreen Tree*, Ornament*
Shrubs and Flowering Plants.

Rose*, rinks. Fuchsia* ami «.< rniilnins a Spe-

cial!). JaimiH-M! l*»T»llUIUOU at Reduced Rates.

Blue Oums and Monterey Cypress; Hutchison's Seed-

ling Gooseberries; Bulbs, Flower and Tree Seeds; Vegeta-

ble Seeds. Hardy Climbing Plants, Conservatory Climb-

ers, Choice Plants for Hanging Baskets and Vases. An
mmense stock ol choicest kinds at greatly reduced rates.

PAJARO VALLEY NURSERIES,
Watsonville, Cal.

For sale this season a large and complete stock of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees; Evergreens; Shrubs; Flow-

ering and Green House Plants, Japanese Persimmon
Trees, Japanese Flowering Shrubs, etc. I have received

direct from Japan a large lot of Japanese Persimmon
Trees, of the choicest varieties. Fine Ornamental Trees

and a large lot of Flowering Plants, Orchids, etc
,
together

with a fine variety of Bulbs of Japanese Lillies. All of

which will he sold at as low rates as can be had elsewhere

in the State. For catalogue aud.further information, ad-

JAMES WATERS, Proprietor.

P. S. RUSSELL'S

* Semi-Tropical Nurseries,

Riverside, San Bernardino Co., CaL

100,000 Orange, Lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates. Cata-

logue on application. P. O. Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,

San Bernardino County, CaL. . «, , , n —
(

100,000 Blackberry Plants for Sale.
New varieties. The Early Cluster, Vina Seedling, Mis-

souri Mammoth, Kittatinny and Deering Cluster. Price. $8
per 100. 5,000 Gooseberry plants, of tb.- Houghton and
American Seedlings; these varieties are free from mildew,
and are strong growers and enormous bearers, price, 38 per
100. By mail $2 per doxeu. Clack Nanles Currant, H each

I will give satisfactory proof from two reliable gentlemen
who have realised over 3750 per acre from these varieties of

Blackberry plants last year.

Cherry Cranberry plants delivered and planted out for

$150 per acre, if not less than 50 acres, or I will take an in-

terest in the same of ten acres.

On large orders, time of payment will be given, for part

of the money, with good security. H. N YLAND,
Isleton. Sacramento County, Cal

THE DIOSPYROS KAKI,

L. M. NEWSOM,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs' Hotel, East Oak-

land, Alameda County, Cal.

HAS Hill SALE KVEKY TU1NO DESIRABLE IN TDK

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.

A large stock of Belgian Cnucllias and Azaleas,
Montemy Cypress and Blue Gum.

OR JAPANESE PERSIMMON.

Six Best Varieties. All Grafted* Reliable,

Viz : Royal, very larok, shape round, color, light yel-

low; Imperial, oblong, vermillion in color, flesh soft,

good either fresh or dried, yilutn, oblong, rounded
apex, flesh solid and keeps well; early, very pro
liflc, but smaller. Daimio C'Veddo's best fruit"), oblong
rounded apex, color, yellowish red, flesh soft, flue flavored
Mikado, flat or round shaped, flesh more solid, orange or
or yellow colored, (the same as grown by Col Hollister).

Taikoon, round, quite large, shade slightly green;
a great favorite in Western Japan

SPECIMENS O FRUIT ON EXHIBITION.

HENRY LOOMIS.
At TRUMBULL'S SEED STORE,

419 Sc 421 Sansome St , San Francisco.

FELTON'S WONDERFUL NEW BERRIES
Sent safely by mail, 3,000 miles, at dozen rates, postage

free. Cinderella and Continental Strawberries, $2 per
dozen; Great American, $1 per dozen. Early Prolihc
and Reliance Raspberries, $3 per dozen. Hundreds of

other things cheap. Illustrated circular free to all.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
Nurserymen ant Frimt Growers, Woodbury, N J

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, and Ornamental Tree?

and Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango. Sweet
Sop, Grape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana shrub.

Also, choice Oranges, Lemons and Raisin Grapes; with man]
other rare plants from all parts of the world Descriptive

catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, CaL

POMONA NURSERY ^.r^i'STX-
Ittst Strawberries, nine inches. Ilattpbcrriet, three inches

around. Ten acres yielded $4,338. Send for price-

list free. 40 YEARS Among Small Fruits, telling wh u

and how to plant. Sent postpaid for 20c, or free to aery
purchaser. Wm. Parry, Cinnaiuinson, N. J.

CHUFA SEED FOR SALE.
EISEN BROS , 12 Stevenson St.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

Seedsmen.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early
Marblehead Mammoth '

Stowell's Evergreen i'

Mexican Sweet, New ;

Sweet Corn.

IZZ TTJ Yellow Flint Corn.

Beet Seed,

Early Dutton

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel)
Yellow Globe >

White Sugar )

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE! AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC, OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

Prices Unusually Low.

*, '"Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden;
will be sent prem to all Customers. It contains in-

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

410 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY. SWEET

VERNAL, MEZQU1TE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Btc

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES. PRLSH AUS
TRAL1AN BLUE GUM, or "f%VKR TREE"
SEaD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and evervthing in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer is Seeds,

425 Washington Street, - Ban Francisco

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Imjwrtcrs, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering
Rulhs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-
logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS. 34 Barclay Street, N. Y

Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oaklard

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark ind Light Brahman. Buff
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White & Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

tams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price,

Satipfaction Guaranteed.
fiWFoT further information send Btamp for Illustrate

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. 0. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY
1 have many testimonials from par-

ties in every portion of California cer-

tifying to the

EGG PRODUCING
Qualities of gruund raw bones, while
burnt bone9 pounded have not the same
effect, being reduced to phosphate, "f

lime and animal charcoal. Raw bones
have been proved by experiment to
hasten the laying of pullets and in-

crease the laving of hens 50"
, as might

lie expected from the quantity of jelly

they cmi.ii When fad regularly to fowls it keeps them
in a healthy condition, especially young chickens, and
wards off many diseases they are subject to on this Coast.
Put up in sacks and shipped C. O. D. by express or/by
freight on receipt of price 50 pound sacks, $2.50; 100 pound
sacks, 91. Carfci die powder for destroying poultry lice,

four pounds for $1. Send for circular. Address

C. P. STONE, 35 Mission Market, S. F,

THOROUGHBRED F'OULTRY.

116 Acres

DEVOTED TO

FANCY
POULTRY

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock.

Largest Yards
on the Coast.

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Bronze Tur-

keys, Geese, Pekin Ducks, Guinea Pigs, Etc.

aVNi/e arrival of Foietn and Eggt Ouaranteed.^X

a^Tamphlet on the caro of fowls- -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., adapted ksi-ecially to the

Pacimc Coabt. Sent tor 15 cents.

Send stamp for price list. Address

M EYRE, Napa, CaL

Lands for Sale and to Let.

Streets, San Francisco.

LOOK!
BURBANK & MYERS, Im-

porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,

etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister
Enclose stamp for Price List.

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,

$J rer UUZV-ll. Cock.ach;S4of theiinesl White
Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection nn Clie P&eifte

Coast, selected from upwards of COO bred during the sea-

sons of 1V70-77, packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send

or circular. Address,
C P STONE,

* 35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTS* -REAL K8TATK AMP
OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES, V

McAFEE BROS., Real Estate and Loon Broken,

202 Sansome 8tre«rt, - 8»n Francinco

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for sale in Riverdale, Fresno County. It com-

prises 100 acres. U S. Patent, of rich bottom laud, with
house said out buildings. «ra— is green the year round
Alfalfa grows the- year round without Irrigation, n»

water is but six to eight feet beneath the surface. 'Hurt-
Is two irrigation ditches running across the ranch and
three cubic feet of water per second belongs with the
place, and 42 small fruit trees and two to three hundred
blackberry and strawberry plants; :J0 acres of alfalfa; 20
acres of barley, all looking nicely and a nice vegetable
garden. Sixtj acres inclosed, three plows, one two gang
sulky, (John Deere,) and two single plows, harrow, two
number one cows, two oalvee, one work team, harness,
old butty and two dozen hens Tl

- ranch is one mile
west ofthe Riverdale postofftee. We have a good school,
one store and preaching every two weeks of the South
Methodist. The ranch is 10 miles north and west of
Lemore, a flourishing railroad town; 9 miles due west of
Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, tbe county seat of
Fresno, and 15 miles from the Central California Colony.
All the crops stock and tools mentioned go with the
ranch if sold soon. Price, $2,500. $1,500 gold coin down,
and one year's time on balance. For further particulars
address or call on ranch.

DAVID S. ORR, Riverdale, Fresno Co , Cal.

FARM FOR SALE.

Farm of 50 acres in Vaca Valley, four miles from Vaca-

ville, good house of four rooms, bam and outhouses.

Well watered, fine orchard. School one mile. Forty-five

acses in grain, to be Bold with the ranch or without. For

further information inquire of HENRY AMMONS, Vaca-

ville, or on ranch to

O GARLICHS.

FARM FOR SALE.

The subscriber, long a resident of Linn's Valley, Kern
County, now offers his farm for sale cheap. Said farm is

well improved, conveniently situated to school, church,

etc. Well supplied with water. Posa Creek running

through it full three-quarters of a mile, and two good

springs uf excellent water on the premises. Title, L*. 9.

Patent; 160 acres. For further particulars apply to

S. E. REED. OlenviUe,

Kern County, Cal.

FARM FOR SALE
For sale in a district not subject to drouth or floods, a

snug little farm of ISO acres, one mile east of Vallejo.

Well watered by living springs and running streams;
surrounded and subdivided by board fences. Ordinary
dwelling, sheds, etc. An opportunity offered to Becure a

good home within 20 miles of San Francisco, at a bar-

gain. Apply to

G C. PEARSON, South Vallejo.

SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS !

High School Choir. Emerson A Tilden, $V par

dozen. A standard, useful and favorite book.

School Song Book. C. Everest, #6 per dozen. Fine

book for Girls' High and Normal Schools.

Choice Trios W S. Tilden, fa )«• dozen. Three

part Son^b for PY-naile Colleges, Seminaries, Eta

Grammar School Choir. W. S. Tilden, ¥• per

dozen Excellent collection for High or Grammar

Schools.

AMERICAN SCHOOL MDSIC READERS
In three books, each 35 cents, 50 cents and SO cants.

Carefully prepared for Graded Schools.

The following are favorite general collections of genial

Songs for Common Schools.

SONG ECHO H. 8. Perkins, 75 cents

MOCKING WBI> W. O. Perkins, 50 cent*.

MUSIC TEACHER.? C. Everest, 50 cents

OUR FAYORITB H. P. Danks, 60 oeuts.

Music Charts By Dr. Lowell Mason. Large Charts,

containing 120 Blackboard Lessons, plainly visible to all,

saving much trouble, easily set up and used, and furnish-

ing » complete course of practice, bent by express In

two rolls or sets. Eaeh, $8.00.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON,

C. H. DITSON & CO., M3 Broadway, N. T.

Imperial Egg Food

(Tin* Mark.)

Will ^ralco Tort* Hons Liiy,
Winter and Summer, support Fowls during moulting,
keen them constantly In fine condition, and Increase

their profit l'u per cent. Half of thechlcksdlc annually.

Thin makes hone and intwle e^rlv, and will save them.
Package s to mix with Mwright ordinary feed, SOcts.j

larger for »1 .00 and $;."0. Pent prepaid on receipt or

price. AIko sold by Grocers, Feed Stores, etc.

l.OCAI, AGENTS \\ ANTED.
C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 108, Uabtfobd, Coii.

0. C. SWAIN & CO Agfs for Pacific Coast

No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

j3TTo whom all orders should be addressed.

ASK VOUK GROCER OR OIL DEALER F0K

"ELAINE
THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD Oil
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Agricultural Articles.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self Regulating. Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the towns
and farming districts for

orex four years, and wher-
ever they have been Bold

(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal

of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.

We are prepared to fill orders ,ui <u ai^es, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON &. KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required
in the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.

Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
eradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action of ; he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for

circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That units flat or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows off the toe;

Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any size without seam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;
Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs;
Knits an elastic Beamed-stitch Suspender with button-holes;

Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch. Fancy
Ribbed Btitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch,

Shell stitch. Unique stitch. Tidy stitch, etc.

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the

•nly family knitter that fills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Send for circulars to

J. J. PFISTER & CO , General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolen yarns.

120 SUTTER STREET, Room 46, San Francisco.

THE MAGIC COIN BOX,
Holds over $5.00 of Silver coin.
In " Half Dollars, 1' " yuRrter Dol-
lars," " Dimes, 1 ' and " tickles."
The merest movement of your
thumb pushes the desired coin into

your hand, and another one
immediately takes its place
asif bymagrlc. Makrschange
in half the time with no dan-
cer of dropping any. Sample
handsomely plated with
NICKEL SILVElt, sent post
paid, 50 Ct8. Agents Trial

Package, containing 3 Coin
Boxes, for 8 1 .00. _ Agents
wanted everywhere. Blpr Par.

Postage Stamps taken as cash.

HUTCHINSON & CO.
18 thin Square, N. 7.

DAVIS &. SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

RarERRNCE.—Tradesmen's National Bann, N. T. ; Ell

wanger * Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra
neuto, Cal. ; A Lusk & Co. , San Francisoo, Cal.

FOR SALE —A Good Type-Writer. Prioe, $49

For further information, addreat "COPYIST," this

1m

50 BEST Mixed Cards, with name, in case, isr
, or 25 no

tw» aflke, Uc •utHtlOc. 9swi fc Co., Bristol, Ct.

NURSERYMEN, FARMERS & GARDENERS
WILL FIND AT

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & CO.'S

A FULL LINE OF

HAND PRUNING- SHEARS,

POLE PRUNING SHEARS,

POLE PRUNING SAWS,

HAND PRUNING SAWS.

THE RED CLIPPER PRTJNER,

Hedge Shears, both Plain and Notched,

Cast Steel Transplanting Trowels, Steel Rakes,

Spades, Garden Lines, Etc.

Also, THE AQUARIUS HAND PUMP,

Used for Foroing1 Liquids upon Plant* for Killing Insects, Etc.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Winchester Repeating Rifle,
MODEL 1873.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading,

string measuring from center of tar
get to center of each shot, 32
inches. Average distance of
each shot, 1 9-100 inches.

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles
of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch blued. Octagon barrel set

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, SO inch

extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, SO inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. i

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 187S. Rifles, muskets and carbines

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stack of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warrant d the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco.

SOLE AGENT FOB THE PACIFIC COAST.

C. & F. NAUMAN & CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

All kinds of DAIRY PRODUCE sold on Commission
Poultry, Eggs, Game a specialty.

507 Sc 509 FRONT STREET, San Francisco
(Between Washington and Jackson)

Ciias. Naduan. Frank Nauuah.

''OUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

. Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS., NortMonl, Oonn.

DALTON & GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE DBALBRS IN

All Kinds of Country Produce.
404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco.

tST Consignment! Solicited SJi

50
BEST CARDS, no two alike, printed in Crimson or

<lrt, lie. CLINTON BROS., CHintwnrllle, 0»»n.

GOOD LA.1STID

— IK A —

FAVORABLE LOCATION,

GUARANTEEING

Sure Crops Every Year.

The Redding Ranch,

In the Upper Sacramento Valley, originally em-

bracing over 26,000 acres of

Choice Grain, Orchard and Pasture Land,

Is now offered for Bale at low prices and on

favorable terms of payment,

In Sub-Divisions to Suit Purchasers.

The ranch was selected at an early day by

Major P. B. Redding, one of the largest pioneer

land owners in California. It is situated on

the west side of the Sacramento River and ex-

tends over 20 miles along its bank.

The average rainfall is about 30 inches per

annum, and crops have never been known to

fail from drouth.

The climate is generally healthy and compar-

tively desirable. The near proximity of high

mountain peaks give cool nights during the

" heated terms " which occur in our California

summers.

Figs, Grapes, Peaches, Prunes, Almonds, En-

glish Walnuts, Oranges and other temperate

and semi-tropical fruits can be raised with suc-

cess on most of the tract. Also, Vegetables,

Corn and all other cereals ordinarily grown in

the State.

A considerable amount of the rich bottom

land has already been cultivated.

Deep Soil With Lasting Qualities.

The soil throughout the tilled portions of the

ranch proves to be of great depth and enduring

in its good qualities. It is quite free from foul

growths. The virgin soil among the large oak

trees on the bottom land is easily broken up

and cultivated.

The California and Oregon railroad traverses

nearly the entire length of the tract. There

are several sections, stations and switches, be-

sides depots at the towns of Anderson and

Reading—all of which are located within th«

limits of the ranch.

For Colonies.

Land suitable for settlers in colonies can be

obtained on good terms.

Town Lots

Are offered for sale in Reading, situated on the

Sacramento River, at the present terminus of

the railroad. It is the converging and distrib-

uting point for large, prosperous mining and

agricultural districts in Northern California and

Southern Oregon. Also, lots in the town of

Anderson, situated more centrally on the

ranch. Lots in both these towns are offered

at a bargain, for the purpose of building up the

towns and facilitating settlement of the ranch.

Purchasers are invited to come and see the

lands before buying here or elsewhere. Apply

on the ranch, to the proprietor,

EDWARD FRISBIE,

Anderson, Shasta Co., Cal.
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The "Buckeye"

MOWER & REAPER,
THE LEADING

HARVESTER OF THE WORLD.

To The Farmers of the Pacific Coast.

So large a proportion of the grass and grain crops of the Pacific Coast has been cut by the

"Buckeye" Machine, that no farmer here can be ignorant of its merits, or require any argu-

ments to convince him of its superiority.

From the date of the first introduction of the "Buckeye" into California in 1860, it has

ALWAYS TAKEN THE LEAD,

That its popularity has grown with each succeeding year, and that hundreds ofthousands of
intelligent farmers have given the "BUCKEYE" their preference, and that

its sale has been, and continues to be, so greatly in excess of all others,
can only be accounted for by the fact that besides being the lightest in draft the sim-
plest in construction, the easiest and safest to manage, it is also the
strongest and does the best work.

Its Average Life has been from Two to Three Times
Greater than Other Machines, and the Cost of

Keeping it in Repair Less Than One-half.

The Original "Buckeye" Methods of Gearing and Bracing, Flexible Folding Cutter

Bar in Front of the Driver, Two Driving Wheels, and Leading Wheel, have proved in a
test of twenty years, to be the nearest approach to perfection that has
yet been attained.

«•:' IV sure and examine the "Buckeye" before you buy any other. It will do better work,

and out wear two of any other machine. Such has been the experience of Hundreds of Farmers
who have used them in California.

Send for Illustrated Catalogues.

MARCUS C. HAWLEY <&, CO.,

HAINES' IMPROVED

Single-Crear Headers

,

Manufactured by A. J. HODGES & CO., Pekin, 111.

Ten, Twelve and Fifteen Foot.

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.

We have a new and improved self-adjustable reel, which we know to be superior
to any Reel made. Those who have seen them pronounce them the best ever put
in a Header. We warrant them fully.

All our Headers have the Patent Finger Bar; all have the New Style, Ex-
tra High patent wheels, 52 inches, all iron. They have the Center Pitman,
which has proved far superior to the End Pitman for large machines; have
the Loose Gear Spur Wheel, a very great improvement; have short, strong
and well braced frames; patent tongue irons; well braced reels; improved
belt tighteners; Reels driven by Belt; Balance Springs on Levers, the
greatest improvement for balancing ever put on a Header.

We are the only firm in California who sell the Hodges' Header, and when compared with

other Headers, will at once show their superiority. We have also, Hodges' 16-foot Double

Single Gear Header, Eastern manufactured, the best Headers of the kind ever offered for sale.

Hodges 9 Case's Improved Header,
-> Made by A. J. Hodges' & Co. There being some demand for the Case Header, as formerly

sold by Tread well & Co., we, last year, had A. J. Hodges & Co. build a large number of them,

on which we had put in place of the objectionable features as built by J. S. Case, the many im-

provements of Messrs. Hodges & Co. Farmers when comparing our Improved Case's Headers,

invariably give it the preference in comparison with Case's own make.

The "California" Case Header, sold by us, has Lever Balance Springs, instead of weights,

themselves worth fifty dollars on any Header, from the one fact of their securing a perfect bal -

ance, relieving the driver of any heavy strain, and greatly preserving the machine. Also, the

Loose Gear Spur Wheel.

We use the Patent Beveled Finger Bar, a great grain-saving feature. Wide belts, heavier

and better braced frame, and many important improvements which we can readily explain by an

examination of the Header.

MARCUS C. HAWLEY & CO..

SAN FRANCISCO. SACRAMENTO. !

SAN FRANCISCO. SACRAMENTO.

THE AVERILL MIXED PAINT
j

Prepared Ready for Use, is the Best, Most Durable, Beau-

tiful and Economical Paint Known.

As is proven by the numerous Medals received over all other Paints, as well as by thousands tf

testimonials from those who have used and thoroughly tested it

It is of Pure White and any Siiade or Color Desired.

AS .A. HOUSE ZP-A-XUNTT
It is the most perfect substance known, possessing unsurpassed beauty, great brilliancy of color, adher-
ing firmly to the wood, and giving the richest, most agreeable and uniform tints.

It is equally as good for inside as outside work; over old work as well as new; in fact where any
Paint can be used the AVERILL PAINT will be found superior to any other.

Houses painted with it are distinguishable for years by their superior brilliancy of finish, over those
painted with any other paint.

Our Wagon and Machinery Paints
From the finest Vermilion, to the more common and cheaper colors, are specially fine, and being ready
mixed, meet the wants of the public completely. Every person owning a wagon, or any kind of ma-
chinery, should occasionly give them a fresh coat of paint. It would add to the durability and appear-

ance of the articles a hundred times its cost.

Our Metallic Paint
Comes the nearest to being actually Fire Proof of any Paint ever made. For Tin Roofs it has no equal,

it being entirely impervious to air or moisture— rust or corrosion is impossible, while its use on shingle

roofs not only fills up this cracks and prevents the shingles from warping, so as to preserve the roof and
prevent its leaking, but its fire proo/qualities are such, that a roof thoroughly coated with it is nearly
as safe from fire as if made of iron. This feature, together with its cheapness, makes it most desirable

for warehouses, bridges, mining buildings, and for all purposes where durability and fire proof qualities

are desired.

Ask your dealers for it and take no other. Sample Cards of Colors and Price List mailed free on
application to

California PaintCompany,
No. 329 Market Street, San Francisco. Cal.
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Jackson's Improvements in Threshing

Machinery.

One of our most progressive inventors and

manufacturers of labor-saving appliances for

threshing is Byron Jackson, of Woodland, Yolo

county. For a number of years he has been at

work, adding improvement after improvement,

until he now has perfected a system of handling

headed grain for the separator, which is fast

superseding the old style of machinery and
method. The feeding, which is the hardest and
dirtiest work about the thresher, and very

damaging to health, is now entirely done away
with, and the balance of the work about the
machine is light and clean when compared with
the old way of feeding and pitching by hand.
Besides the gain in health and comfort, twice
as much threshing is done to the man employed.
This may seem an ex-

aggeration, but the
following figures war-
rant the truth of the
statement : 13 men
make a crew for the
new way and 18 for

the old ; 2,000 bush-
els, or 154 bushels
per man, is an average
day's work with the
feeder and elevator

;

1,200 bushels, or 67
bushels per man, is an
average day's work
when feeding and
pitching by hand.
And it is also claimed
that the .grain is

threshed cleaner from
the straw and cracked
very much less when
Jackson's Feeder is

used.

The low derrick
table and elevator

shown in our engrav-
ing have many advan-
tages over the " high
derrick table and self-

feeder," among which
are, lightness, strength
and durability, con-
venience and time
saved in moving; abso-

lute protection to the
tablemen from being
hurt by the forks,

avoiding the delay
caused by dodging
the forks and giving more room to spread, the
feed. The feed has less distance to be moved
by hand, as it is dropped by the forks so close
to the end of the elevator that it slides on to it

with but a slight pull of the "hoe downs"
(feeders). There is room for a man to stand by
the elevator and spread the bunches that pass
the "hoe downs. " The labor is much lighter
on the forkman, as the table is only up to his
waist, and it requires but a slight effort to keep
the fork from swinging under it. For this rea-
son, with the low table, it is easy to keep the
separator supplied with a full feed until entirely
cleaned up, which it is impossible to do with
the high derrick table.

It makes one's flesh crawl to think of clean-
ing up a setting in the old way of hand pitch-
ing, or the high derrick. The writer well re-
members being one of two or three to pitch or

' shovel the rakings from the stack bottoms and
from under the separator, on to the table or
into the cylinder hopper, the half or more fall-

ing back all over him, and the dirty job lasting
for half an hour. In the new way this is all

done away with. The cleaning up is done 25
feet away from the separator, and the wind
usually favorable. These are all advantages
which commend themselves to practical thresh-
ers, and will doubtless lead many of them to
adopt these improvements, even if they have to
discard other costly machinery that was satis-
factory in its day.

A little study of the following figures, which
are furnished us by Mr. Jackson, will show the
labor and money-saving qualities which are

claimed for the improvements:

COST PER DAY—NEW WAV.
1 Engineer $4.00
1 Separator Tender. . 4.00
2 Fork'ers @ $3 6.00
1 Sack Sewer 3.00

8 Laborers @ $2 16.00
Other expenses 30.00

13 Men $63.00

COST PER DAY— OLD WAY.
1 Engineer 4.00
2 Feeders @ 84 8.00

1 Sack Sewer 3.00
14 Laborers @ 82... 28.00

All other expenses,
being equal 30. 00

18 Men. 73.00

Taking the average out-turn of the new style

as claimed above at 2,000 bushels per day, for

.$63 expenses, it makes the threshing cost about
three and one-sixth cents per bushel. By con-

trast take the old style, turning out 1,200 bush-
els, at a cost of $73 for labor, and the average
cost per bushel is six and one-twelfth cents.

To show the amount saved each day by using
the new rig we have only to compare the follow-

ing: 2,000 bushels at six and one-twelfth cents

per bushel, amounts to $121.66; 2,000 bushels,

at three and one-sixth cents per bushel, amounts
to .$63. This gives a balance in favor of the

new way of $58. 66 per day.

Tasmanian Grasses.—We believe that we
have as yet hardly made a beginning toward

the securing of the valuable trees and plants

which the islands of the South seas can furnish us

from its stores of indigenous growths. There is

a sort of private international seed exchange now
being carried on between our readers here and

in New Zealand, which will, we believe, result

greatly to the benefit of the two countries, and

we hope that those who find the New Zealand

plants desirable will give us notes of their ex-

perience with them, so that all may share the
benefit. We find in our Auckland exchange,
the Week]]) News, an article on pasture grasses,

which deals chierly with grasses imported from
this country and Great Britain, but it gives a
hint of their native stock in these words; "The
following indigenous grasses proved well ad-

apted for cultivation: Great quagga grass,

kangaroo grass, blue grass, ratstail grass, blue

BYRON JACKSON'S FEEDER AND ELEVATOR, HORSE-FORK AND PORTABLE DERRICK

Such claims based upon the practical working
of the machinery are certainly worthy of at-

tention. The results are vouched for by a num-
ber of threshers whose letters we have seen.

Our engraving gives a good idea of the gen-

eral arrangement of the different parts of the

new apparatus, and the right number of men
standing in the usual positions for work. Fur-
ther information can be had of Byron Jackson,
at Woodland, who is the sole manufacturer, or

of Baker & Hamilton, who are the agents in

this city and Sacramento.

Short-Horn Bkeeders' Association.—The

annual meeting of the California Short-Horn

Breeders' Association will be held in room 24,

Young Men's Christian Association, on Sutter

stieet, in this city, at 1 r. m., April 17th. It

will be a meeting which will interest all breed-
ers, and the association is one through which
they may act together for mutual benefit. The
Short-Horn interest on this coast is continually
growing, both in the improving and extension
of existing herds and in the yearly establish-

ment of new ones. At the meetings of the
association, valuable facts and ideas are always
brought forward, and we expect this year's
assemblage will surpass all which has preceded
it. Let all interested attend.

Colonel Tom Scott testifies that the loss of

property of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company,
in the July riots, was $2,000,000, while the
entire loss, including merchandise, etc., is es-

timated at $5,000,000.

kangaroo grass, polly grass, dog tooth star

grass, early spring star grass, oat grass, blue

polly grass, weeping polly grass. Several of

these grasses were found well suited for hay,

one having been cut three times in the season,

yielding four tons of hay per acre."

The writer gives no further information con-

cerning these grasses, doubtless because they
are well known to New Zealanders, but it

would be of much interest to our readers to

know more about them. Perhaps our friend

Dr. Curl may find it convenient to send us spec-

imens of these grasses, with notes concerning
their habits of growth, the soils on which they
flourish, the degree of moisture required, etc.

This would be a contribution to our knowledge
which many would appreciate, and it would
doubtless lead to the introduction of some of

them for trial here.

Bermuda Grass.—Mr. George Rich, of Sac-

ramento, who recently wrote us a short com-

munication on Bermuda grass, says that he has

received a dozen letters from readers of the

Rural, from the hills above and the valleys

beneath, and has just received a call from Texas.
He has sent parcels of roots to all who have ap-

plied for it on their own risk and his stock is

about cleaned out. He has such confidence in

the durability of the grass that he expects to

find plenty more soon. He has not succeeded
in rooting it out, and does not think even the
draft of the voluminous correspondence which
he has received will kill it.

California Canned Fruit Abroad.

The fame of California canned fruit is rapidly

extending and in this specialty of our produc-

tion we have the world for a market. We read

that in New Zealand the preference for fruit

exported hence is so great that the manufac-

turers of the home-grown article somewhat ill

naturedly declare that if they were but to

plagiarize our labels and mark their goods

" Californian," they would find a much better

demand for them. We would not force them

into such counterfeiting, but we are quite glad

that our productions are thus popular. We
shall have large quantities to sell this year and

the better the market the better for all con-

cerned in the production.

There seems abundant reason to expect a

demand for our fruit in the countries south
and west of us, in

Asia and the islands

of the Pacific. Nor is

the trade elsewhere
less promising. We
find the following note
of progress credited to

a London correspond-

ent: "One is con-

stantly hearing criti-

cisms such as these:
' Have you tasted the
California peaches ?

'

' Yes, they are per-

fectly lovely, but I

think the apiicots are

even better.' 'Oh,
but have you tried

the apples?' 'Yes;
they're no end of fine,

but I think the pears

are still more delici-

ous; ' and so on.

Meanwhile, in almost
every grocer's window,
one beholds stacks

and pyramids of tins

bearing familiar Cali-

fornia names, and em-
bellished with pictures

on their paper covers,

of juicy, luscious fruits

that make your mouth
water only to look at

them; stacks and pyr-
amids of tins that
quickly disappear, to

be replaced again and
again.

"

This is the state of

trade which we would like to see indefinitely

extended. We can furnish stock to weigh
down the tables of the world, if the demand
but warrant the development of our fruit re-

sources.

Wet and Dry.—If anyone thinks of com-
plaining of excess of water and a deferred

spring time, let him also think of the feeling

which an opposite condition of affairs would
engender in the mind. And to refresh the

memory on woes which are happily past in this

State, let him ponder on the situation which
existed in South Australia at the date of our
latest advices. The Adelaide Observer, under
date of February 2d, has the following: "The
drouth continues. In spite of fluctuations in

the thermometer, which have time and again

inspired hopes of a downfall of rain, the weather
is still hot and dry. Here and there the clouds

gather and a sultriness in the atmosphere, which
is often the harbinger of change, is experienced,

but nothing has so far come of them or it. The
feed is now dried up, and although the mortal-

ity in sheep and cattle has so far been small,

the subsistence which is eked out of the parched

pastures is at the best rather precarious. To
make things worse, bush fires in the hills to

the east and southeast of Adelaide, have swept
over scores of square miles of country, destroy-

ing all vestiges of the grass and undergrowth
upon which stock has maintained its life."

Surely no inconvenience or loss which we are

experiencing this spring can be mentioned with

that which would have been experienced had a

kind Providence denied us the bounteous rain.
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Correspondence.

Wa aduut, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents.—Eds.

Improvements on Roberts Island.

Editors Press:—Koberts island, in the San

Joaquin rwer, contains about 65,000 acres of

land. Mr. M. C. Fisher completed the reclama-

tion of the upper portion, containing about

21,000 acres, in January, last year, and immedi-

ately commenced destroying the dense growth

of tules and plowing and preparing the land for

cultivation. Four thousand acres have been

sown with wheat, which has a fine stand and

bids fair to make a large crop. The balance of

the plowed land, some '2,000 acres, will be put

in barley, other grain and root crops. The

levee on this portion is made of sedimentary

soil altogether, there being no peat on this por-

tion of the island. It has a uniform width of

five feet on the top, with a three to one slope on

the water side and a two to one slope on the

land side. Its length is 35 miles and is built

up to a grade of three and a half feet above the

autumn flood of 1870, which was an unusually
high rlood. All the material used in its con-

struction has been excavated from the water
side, that is between the levee and river. A
cross levee from Middle river to the San Joa-
quin divides the island into two districts, known
as the upper and lower divisions. Mr. Fisher
commenced work on the lower division in

August last, and since that time has nearly

completed the reclamation work, having built

32 miles of levee, leaving only about a mile to

complete, and having dammed no less than nine

sloughs, some of which are very large. Whisky
slough, the one now nearly finished, is 204 feet

wide and 45 feet deep to hard bottom. In its

construction nearly 300 piles have been used.

The dam is 100 feet wide on top, and, without
question, will be the largest dam heretofore

attempted in any tule reclamation on this coast.

The levee on the lower division varies from five

feet to 25 feet on top, according to the character

of the soil of which it is composed and the soil

upon which it rests, the average width being a
little over 15 feet on top. When the work was
at its bight, 4,000 men were employed, of whom
about 3,500 were Chinamen and 500 white men,
and 192 horse-scraper teams. As the work is

now close upon completion, the working force

has fallen to about 1,500 men.

Steam Cultivation

In connection with this work, Mr. Fisher has
imported two sets of steam-plowing machinery,
each set consisting of two traction engines, of

14-horse power each, with a plow-frame, con-

taining 10 small plows or cultivators, capable of

plowing to a depth of nine inches and estimated
to plow 40 acres per set per day. Plow-frames
for deeper plowing can be used as circumstances
require. Observer.
San Francisco, March 20th, 1878.

Save Your Rain.

Editors Press:—Five years ago this March

I came into Santa Cruz county, and was told

that they had had a wet winter; and many
farmers had done but little seeding yet or but

little plowing, although it was the last of March

and the weather was dry and warm then. I

asked why they were not pushing their plowing

a little more, as it was getting late. The gen-

eral answer Mas, that there need not be any

rush, as the ground had been thoroughly soaked

and they would wait until it dried out well, so

it would plow nicely. The result of the matter

was, that but very little land got just in that
particular condition that they called nice for
plowing, for the continued hard rains in winter
had settled the clay soils pretty close, and by
the time it was dry enough to suit them the soil

broke up in clods. They would plow on for

days, without harrowing or otherwise pulveriz-

ing those clods, that lay exposed to the sun and
drying winds till they got so hard that the har-
row would only tumble them about without
crushing them. Then they would "log" them,
as they called it, by dragging a log over the
ground sideways. This only served to sink the
clods down with the surface, without pulver-
izing them but little, and only breaking some
into smaller clods, which covered the surface of

the plowed fields, to be ready to catch and ab-
sorb what little rain fell after the plowing and
seeding. The consequence was that those who
waited till spring to do their seeding, and did it

in that manner, had short crops, and they were
not a few.

Now this season promises to be like that one,
and, instead of waiting for the land to dry out,
plow it a little wet, and as soon as it is dry
enough to crumble well, harrow and drag it till

ft is pulverized. Then plow again, and follow
up as before with harrow and drag, and don't
let the clods lie for days to dry out like bricks
before you harrow.

I have tried this plan and found it to work
well. If you have sun and dry winds, the har-
rowing and dragging had better be done the
next day after plowing. In this way you can
get the land quite mellow and save the mois-

ture, that would otherwiso evaporate through
the clods.

A Drag
And now I will tell you how to make a

" drag," that suits me better than a " log " or a
roller, for ordinary farm use: Take two pieces
of scantling, four by four, five feet long, and
bore four holes in them, with a two-inch auger,
at equal distances. Then take four pieces of

the same sized scantling, from six to eight feet

long (according to the strength of your team
and the evenness of your land) and tenon them
to fit the holes in the other pieces and lay

evenly on the ground. Cut the corners off so
that they will be nearly round. Now, take
two boards and nail them on to the cross-poles,

so as to strengthen them. On these boards you
can construct a seat for the driver, if you wish;
or, if the conditions of the land is such that the
driver's weight is too much, he can walk, or put
a less weight on. Having your drag ready for

going, take a light chain, four feet long, with a
ring on one end; put it around the outside
cross-pole, a little to one side of the center, to

draw the drag by. This will make it run a
little "corner ways," which gives it a motion
that will grind the clods into loose earth in-

stead of pressing them into the ground, as the
roller does. It will even the surface, by drag-

ging off the lumps and filling the depressions.

I find this kind of drag just the thing for

orchards, as it leaves the surface smooth and
soft, so that an apple may fall to the ground
without being smashed to pieces on clods. It

puts the ground in good condition for the

growth of the trees and fruit, which you are

not likely to obtain if your orchard is full of

hard clods. Let me say here, that if you will

plow your orchard well in the winter and early

spring, and finish with harrow and drag, you
will see an improvement in them.

M. P. Owen.
Soquel, Santa Cruz Co., Cal.

Application of Manure—Culture of Coast
Hillsides.

Editors Press:—As the columns of the Ru-

ral Press are promising more information on

the utilizing of straw piles, with the various

opinions already published, its readers are sure

to be placed in possession of ideas that will lead

them to try many profitable experiments; and

when they have hit upon an economical plan of

covertiug into manure the thousands of tons of

straw which are now annually consumed by fire,

the next question will arise how can it be the

best applied? The opinions will be as varied

upon this, as on the former question.

Observation and experience have established
with me ideas that will require much argu-
ment to change. I propose to view this sub-

ject from a natural standpoint; nature may in

very many ways be assisted and promoted in

her effort, but is in all cases strictly true to

herself. Hence she is a sure and safe guide to

go by. There is hardly a farmer of much ex-

perience in the State, but that is ready to ad-

mit that the less light, combustible matter that
may be turned under by the plow, upon upland
in particular, the better will the crop stand the
drouth, that so surely follows the seed time.

I am not yet convinced, but that by burning the
stubble after stock have taken up all the feed,

the soil will receive as much fertility from the
ashes as from the stubble plowed under. This
material requires about two years for thorough
decomposition and for early dry sowing, with-
out plowing, I will take the ashes in prefer-

ence every time.

Culture of Coast Hillsides.

On the coast sections, where I only have ex-

perience, farmers will soon learn they plow too
much, in particular such winters as the present.

This fact is observable with very many of my
neighbors who dry plowed and plowed again
after the land was wet down and sowed just in

in time to have the heavy rains fall upon the
loose earth and young grain, carrying down
acres of the best soil and seed to the ocean,

leaving the hillsides 80 badly furrowed as to

render the use of the reaper almost unavailable.

Summer fallowing in the interior is found nec-

essary to give the land a rest. In this, on the
coast, we have a very great advantage. We
summer fallow by a rotation of crops, having
two objects in view, one to destroy noxious
weeds, that make 30 luxuriant growth on our
deep, rich soil, etc., another to reelaim our land
and bring it back to its original producing
quality. Large ami paying crops of potatoes,

corn, beets, turnips and pumpkins may be
taken from our summer-fallowed lands, and by
careful hoeing and cultivating, the land so

thoroughly cleaned from noxious weeds, is pre-

pared to receive the seed for the future crop
long before the rains arriving. By thus sowing
early upon the vegetable land (plowing in most
cases being wholly unnecessary), the grain starts

at the first rains, and ere the floods are upon
you, your hillsides are so thoroughly swarded
with deep-rooted grain, as to defy the waters
of two such winters in one. This is evidenced
uDon my hillsides under this system of cultiva-

tion, where large sheets of water swept down
the steep declivities over a luxuriant growth of

grain, pressing it snug to the earth, leaving the
surface wholy unbroken, the grain rising again

when the water had found its level upon the

bosom of the ocean.

Least you will charge me with digression,'

I

1
will return to my subject, and finish in as few

words as possible. On all rolling land, bow
early whether you plow or not. Land sown
dry receives but little or no injury by the haul-
ing of heavy loads of manure over it. Haul
out the accumulations around your buildings
and yards and the immense piles, from the con-
verted straw under the various plans recom-
mended in the Press (first taking your choice
of them), and if you save not enough to cover
the whole seeded surface, apply to such parts
as in your judgment peeds it the most. Spread
it evenly over the surface leaving no piles too
great for the growing grain to grow through,
and if ever you plow under any more manure,
it will be under very peculiar'circumstances,
and such as are unavoidable.
One experiment under this system will con-

vice you; and as further evidence of the correct-

ness of this theory, I will ask, what has done
more to fertilize the surface of this earth than
nature, and does she apply her fertility any
other way than upon the surface?

Wm. S. Downing.
Half Moon Bay, San Mateo Co.

A Ditching Machine.

Editors Press:— I witnessed, a few days

ago, the practical operation of Austin's patent

ditcher, which I think is a valuable machine,

and ought to be used by many of our farmers,

especially those who have heavy land. The

ditcher is a machine about the weight of an

ordinary four-horse farm wagon. It is very

simple of construction. It consists of a carriage

frame which is supported a little back of the

center of gravity by two wheels, and in front by

two castor wheels which freely turn in any

direction, and being thus supported allows the

use of a limber tongue to which the team is

hitched, and by which the machine is easily

turned and adjusted in any position. The
frame to which the ditching wheel is attached
works inside the carriage frame. It is fastened

on the inside at each end by grooved guides, in

which corresponding tongued guides, fastened

on the outside of the inner frame, exactly fit.

This allows a free but steady elevation or low-

ering of the inner frame by meanB of a shaft

and crank passing through the guides. On
this shaft two pinion wheels are fastened, which
work into two cog plates. By turning the

crank the ditching wheel, which is attached to

the inner frame, is lowered and raised into and
out of the ditch.

The ditching wheel is a simple, plain wheel
made of wood, to which is attached two sharp-

cutting, cast-steel flanges, riveted to the sides

of the rim, and projecting beyond the face of

the wheel four inches. The weight of the frame,

resting on the wheel, sinks the flanges into the

ground, and, as the wheel revolves, it lifts by

friction and cohesion the mass of earth thus

pressed between the flanges to the top of the

wheel, where it is thrown out from between the

flanges by a sharp scraper set on the frame near

the top of the wheel. The earth thus thrown
out is thrown to either side of the ditch by a

slanting shed. The wheel cuts to the depths of

the flanges, each passing over the ground, and
by passing over the ground three times it will

cut a ditch one foot deep and so on to one-half

the diameter of the wheel. The one I saw cut

a ditch three feet deep and six inches wide, which
is suitable for under-draining tile ditches, which
many of our farmers have found to their ad-

vantage to inaugurate; the enhanced yield of

grain fully paying the cost of tiling in one or

two season. The machine works well and could

no doubt be made applicable for leveeing and
similar purposes. The agent informed me that

he can cut a mile of ditch per day with four

horses and two men, with the machine. The
patentee is M. I. Austin, of Texas. G. T.

Austin and H. M. Jones, the agents for this

State, inform me that the machine can be so

arranged as to cut a ditch two feet wide.

E. T. Wall.
Santa Kosa, Cal., Mar. 27th.

pLOl\lcdLjJr\E.

Hardy Shrubs.

Editors l'KESS:--The season for transplant-

ing hardy shrubs in California being at hand,

I append a list of those most likely to give satis-

faction.

DeuizSa.—Very few plants give more satis,

faction than the various members of this genus.

D. Crenntu Jtore pleno is the choicest. It was

introduced from Japan about 12 years ago.

The flowers, whi:h are very double, are of a

pearly white on the inner surface of the petals,

while on the outer part is a very delicate punk.

The bush makes a strong and rampant growth,

attaining a hight of six to eight feet, when laden

with its wealth of bloom there is no finer shrub

in cultivation. D. Grnzili* is a later introduc-

tion from the same country, but of a dwarfer

and more refined growth, never attaining a

growth of more than three or four feet. The

flowers are snowy white. D. Scabra, which
also produces white flowers, is of an intermedi-

ate growth between the other varieties named.

Hydrangea pankulata gramlijlora, at the

present time, is the most popular shrub in culti-

vation, and not without reason; its long season
of bloom and the great beauty of its flowers
make it a deservedly popular plant The
flowers are borne in immense panicles, on open-
ing they are a pure white, which gradually
changes to a rosy pink, finally turning to a rich
brown color. The plant is in bloom from July
to November. It is a strong, vigorous grower,
requiring plenty of room. Like many others of
our most valuable plants it is a native of Japan.
Hydrangea quercifolia is a plant nearly re-

lated to the former. It forniB one of the most
striking specimen plants for lawn or garden
decoration. The flowers, which are pearly
white, are produced in large panicles. It
blooms in June and July. The foliage is also
worthy of comment, the surface of the leaf is

glaucous green, the under part nearly white.

Cfdemui Japortira, also frequently known as
the Japan quince, is one of the handsomest of
the spring blooming shrubs. The flowers are of
a deep scarlet hue, and borne in the greatest
profusion. It is one of the few shrubs worthy
of place in the most select collection.

Spirea is a very numerous genus, furnishing
us with some of our choicest shrubs, we would
particularly recommend for a choice collection,
S. pruni/olia florf pleno, with suberb double
white blooms; &. callo*a alba also producing white
flowers but borne in large corymbs, and S.
Iievexii /lorepleno with white flowers and the
most beautiful variety in cultivation. Several
sorts with colored flowers will also be valuable
for variety.

For*i/thia virulismna. For early flowers there
is no more worthy plant than this. The flowers
of the brightest yellow, are produced with the
foliage. For a vellow, flowering shrub there is

none finer. Azaleas, magnolias and syringas
are all choice subjects.

Answers to Inquiries.
(i.vkkaria. -What is the best method of graving cis-

eraria from seed ?—J. 8.

Cineraria seed, to germinate readily, must be
quite fresh. Sow in pots filled with light loam
or leaf mold, sowing the seed on the surface
and merely pressing it with a smooth board to

settle; lay a moist cloth over the surface, and, if

convenient, set the pot in a hotbed, or it may
be covered with a pane of glass and set in a
aunny window. The seed will germinate in less

than ten days; when the seedlings have made a
fair start, transplant into three- inch pots, filled

with rich, loamy soil.

BMMUa.- How soon will the heennia bloom from teed*
I have a number of iraod seedling plants; will ai.y of them
be worthy of cultivation 1—A. L. , Stockton, Cal.

The begonia will flower the second year from
seed; if they have been well attended to, they
frequently flower the following winter after the
seed were sown. You will, in all probability,

have several specimens worth cultivation and
propagating from your seedlings. All our new
varieties are originated in this way.

Wm. C. L. Dekw.
El Dorado, Cal.

Budding Roses.

Editors Press:—Allow me a little space to

give a word of consolation to any one that may
have followed any of my suggestions on rose

culture. As I said before, all I know on the

subject I have learned in three years' experi-

ence, and if I had not resorted to budding some

varieties the probability is I should have done

without many of my finest rose buds. For in-

stance, the "Cloth of Gold" and "Marechal
Neil" are very slow to grow and bloom from
cuttings, when, if budded on a rapid growing
stalk, in a very short time they are climbing
and blooming freely. I paid a professional

budder for half a day's work and he put in over
100 buds, and I don't think six of them grew.
After watching him it seemed easy enough,
and I tried two myself and one succeeded. Since

then I have budded a great many and find it

much easier for myself than cuttings, as the
latter need careful watering and shading, and I

never pay any attention to buds until, about
four or five weeks after setting them, I remove
the wrappers from them and cut back the stalk

budded into; and I never wait for certain sea-

sons or times to bud, but do it any time I can

find a new variety, for I can find a good thrifty

stalk with bark that peels easy almost every

month in the year.

I put five buds in one stalk last November,
and yesterday looked at them and found three

growing. But I say every one to their notion.

Climate makes more than half the difference.

It is easy enough to rub off a new sprout from
the root below a budded rose when you go to

the bush to cut a blossom. I am among mine
every day. I used to cut 10 large bouquets at

once three times each week, and only have a

garden SO feet square. A little spot well cared

for is better than a large one half starved. Try
both ways budding and cuttings, and if you
fail try it over and over again, and then give us

your experience. I like to help others and be

helped to anything in shape of flowers. I wish

correspondents would give full name. I like to

know who I am talking with.

Mrs. G. E. Ciiilds.

Botanical Honors.—Two persevering work-

ers of the Santa Barbara Society of Natural

History, says the Pre**, have been honored by

having marine plants named for them. Prof.

Farlow, of Harvard College writes that of two

new algie lately found at Santa Barlmra, one

has been named for Mrs. C. P. Bingham, and

the other for Miss Helen Lennebecker.
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Poisonous Grasses and Preventives.

Prof. James Law, of Cornell University, gives

the New York Tribune some notes on the ill

effects from pasturing stock on grasses at a cer-

tain stage in their growth. Some of the grasses

he mentioned are now growing in this State,

and the general principle which he enunciates

may have other applications. He says that

much difference of opinion exists as to the

wholesomeness of some of our cultivated grasses,

this variance arising largely from the apparently

irreconcilable results obtained with the same

grass at different times and places. Some
grasses* are universally held in bad repute,

while others habitually considered as harmless,

at times appear to be seriously inimical to

health and life. To the former class belongs

the Lolium temulenlum, intoxicating rye grass or

darnel, which is referred to in Matthew's gos-

pel as a most undesirable addition to good seed,

and in the present day gives a corruption of its

name, "darn," to an enzootic haematuria of

cattle in north Britain. Numerous observa-

tions on this plant by Baillet and Filhol show
that it is poisonous to all domestic animals, and

that its toxic qualities reside in a yellowish fat,

which can be extracted from the seeds. A sim-

ilar intoxication has often been observed to arise

from feeding on the other varieties of rye grass,

and notably the perennial (L. perenne) Italian

(L. Italicum), and the L. Linicola. These last,

however, are not habitually injurious, and their

poisonous qualities are usually shown only at a

particular stage of development, namely, when
they are partially ripened but not yet fully

matured. Thus the evil effects are to be seen

in animals feeding on pastures that have been

allowed to run to seed, and at the period

when such seed is in process of ripening. If

cut before the seed has been formed, or if

eaten down so that the grass never comes

into ear, there is no danger. The symptoms of

poisoning are in all cases analogous, consisting

as they do in general paralysis and drowsiness.

Horses fall asleep eating or drinking and drop

the heads into the manger or trough. If sud-

denly startled they may drop down. The eyes

are dull, the pupils dilated, and the lids semi-

closed. Standing in the stall the animal may
rest his quarter on the partition, while if led

out he drags his limbs tardily, and sways un-

certainly upon them. Signs of indigestion,

rumbling in the bowels, bloating, the passage of

flatus and colic pains are occasional accompani-

ments. Though the rye-grasses are rather

famous for their poisonous properties, it must
not be supposed that such qualities are peculiar

to rye-grass. Millet, Hungarian grass, and even

vetches, with seeds fully formed but not yet

completely ripened, produce very similar symp-
toms. Even new oats are always dangerous,

though more likely to produce irritation of the

digestive organs than primary brain disorder.

Some grasses, like the Stipa Siberica, a variety

of feather-grass, are alleged to poison horses,

while others, like short-armed barley (Hordeum
pralense) and bearded oats, produce serious or

even fatal digestive disorder, by simple mechan-
ical irritation. On the whole, it will be observed

that, with the exception of some few which act

as mechanical irritants, the dangers of the whole

class of graminece, and of such other fodder

plants as vetches, belong exclusively to the

seeds, and at an advanced though not quite per-

fected, stage of ripening. Whether used for

pasture or for soiling, safety lies in utilizing

them at an earlier stage of growth, and before

the seeds are developed. This system of feeding

close and cutting moderately early, is a further

safeguard against the ever-present danger of

ergot, which develops mainly in the ripening

seeds.

A Sale of Valuable ' Short-Horn Cattle.

Our advertising columns contain an announce-

ment of a sale of dairy cattle, thoroughbred

and graded, from the herds of our contributor.

Mr. Robert Ashburner, and Mr. S. B. Emerson.

Their herds have outgrown their limits and the

excess is thus offered to the public. As Mr.

Ashburner practices what he has preached in

our columns, and neither breeds nor keeps
anything but good cattle, no one need think it

is a sale of "culls," but the stock offered is

descended from the best blood in the herds. Nor
is it in show condition, but in the usual paying
order in which the cattle are uniformly kept.

In Mr. Ashburner's offerings are three of the

much sought after Bates-bred Frantic family,

descended from the imported cow "Frantic," by
"4th Duke of York." Since the time of the im-

ported cow, the family has been well and care-

fully bred, two of the three females offered being

by imported " Kirklevington Duke 2d," a finely-

bred Bates bull, imported from England by Mr.
Ashburner for the special purpose of keeping up
his Frantic family to their high standard of

Bates breeding, as well as with the view of im-
proving the quality of the animals and reinvig-

orating their constitutional powers by an infu-

sion of new blood.

The Pansy family (of which there are three
females in the catalogue), are known wherever
they have been bred for their hardy constitu-

tions, superior dairy qualities and the great
growth of flesh they make when not in use in

the dairy.

The same remarks will equally apply to Mr.
Emerson's Rose of Summer family, of which
one female will be offered; whilst his Lady
Farnhams (of which family four females will

be offered), are not only descended from one of

the best-bred foundations on record—rich in
Colling and Mason blood—but rank second to
none in those qualities which combine to make
profitable cattle for the general farmer—as

producers of milk and beef.

All the above-named families are represented
by one or more bulls, Mr. Emerson's being
chiefly by his Seraphina bull "Sheriff." Of
this family it has been justly remarked that
" wherever you see a Seraphina, you see a good
animal.

"

Of the 11 bulls in the catalogue, eight are the
property of Mr. Emerson and three belong to

Mr. Ashburner. Amongst the latter is a
richly-bred Bates yearling by imported " Kirk-
levington Duke 2d," and out of imported "Rose
of Raby 2d, " of the family so well known by
that name in England—known also as having
gained some notoriety for their extraordinary
individual merits in the far-famed Bates herd
of the Duke of Devonshire, at Holker.
The graded Short-Horn cows and heifers will

also be found well worthy the attention of

those who want fine looking and useful animals,
without going to the expense of the higher
priced thoroughbreds. They have not only
been well bred, but are all descended from
selected cows, from families known to have
been well bred for several years previously.

"Standard" Frames for the Different Lo-

calities of California.

Editors Press:—At nearly every beekeepers'

convention held for years back in the Eastern

and Western States, the subject, "shall we
adopt a standard frame?" has been brought up
for discussion, and after a number of apiarians,

many of them eminent ones, debating on the
question jn-o and con, it has been ordered laid

over till the next meeting.
At most of these conventions a frame 12x12

was recommended; others preferred the Lang-
stroth; still others a shallower one. Some a
frame not more than six inches in depth, while
others wanted them deeper than 12 inches. The
discussions on the width were as diversified as

those on the depth—each speaker or writer ad-
vocated the style he used. Also the beekeepers
in the South were more in favor of the shallow,
while those further north a deeper frame.
To discuss the merits and demerits of the

various styles of frames now in use would be
almost superfluous. But what we propose to

try and do is to show that a "Standard" frame
should be adopted in the different parts of Cal-
ifornia.

Before we proceed further the dimensions of

the principal frames used in the various sections

of the Union would not be out of place if given
in these notes. Here they are: Quinby, 18Jx
11 J; Langstroth, 17|x9J; Adair, 13|xlli; Amer-
ican, 12x12; Gallup, ll^xll}.

In this State it would be about as useless to

advocate a standard frame that could be used
with perfect success in the southern portion or
in the northern counties as it would be to adopt
a like frame that would suit the beekeepers of

the extreme Southern States and also of Maine
and Michigan. But as we said before, we would
only attempt to show that frames of a uniform
size can be used in one section of this State,

those of another size in another part, etc.

This State may be divided into three sections,

viz: Between the Mexican line and latitude 36°

will comprise the southern district; between
36° and 39° the middle district; and between
39° and the northern boundary the northern
district. Of these divisions the first will con-
stitute the great honey region of California,

and for that section the Langstroth frame is the
best adapted for obtaining the largest yield of

honey. This frame is pretty extensively used
in the southern part of this State at the present
time, and for this reason it should not be dis-

carded to try some other.

For the second, or middle district, a frame
12x10 would be the best suited to the wants of

the apiarian.

In the third, or northern district, a hive with
a frame 12x12 would be preferable. The Lang-
stroth frame being already employed to a great

extent in the southern district, we will pass

over the necessity of adopting it, and will pro-

ceed to the middle section, and say a few words
hearing on the frame we advocate for it. Many
advantages will be gained by the general use of

this frame in this section. It is of the same
width as the celebrated American frame, the

one we recommend for the northern district. Its

depth being two inches less than the American
frame, an extractor for that frame will also an-

swer for throwing the honey from this. We
obtain more honey from this size frame than any
other; also, bees "winter" as well, if not bet-

ter, than in any other. Besides, being but a

little deeper than the Langstroth frame, it will

work on the same principle—the upper story

may be either tilled with regular brood frames,

and the honey extracted, or it may be filled

with sur[ lus frames. The climate of this sec-

tion requires a frame deeper than the Lang-
stroth, aud not so wide. This we find in the

frame already named.
Being still colder further north, a deeper

frame is needed. The American is use quited

extensively in cold climates with great success,

and its adoption in our northern counties will

be appreciated.

Having named the frames that will give the
best satisfaction in the various sections of our
large State, and also having stated some of my
reasons for using them, I believe that some of

your readers would be pleased to know more
about these frames and the hives in which said
frames are used. I hope ere the swarming sea-

son sets in to give the required information and
perhaps a few illustrations. U. K. Lyptus.
North Ternescal, Cal.

Transplanting Evergreens.

Editors Press:—Greater care is required in

transplanting evergreens than deciduous trees.

An important feature as connected with the

successful removal of evergreens, pines, cedars,

cypresses, etc., is the fact that in nearly all

such trees the sap is a species of balsam, that

once becoming hardened or dried is ever after,

as with rosin, insoluble in water. When the
roots are much exposed to sun or air, the juices

become hardened, after which no amount of

moisture will dissolve the once inspissated sap;
hence, the reason of so many failures, especially

from those taken from forests and carried long
distances and where the conditions of soil and
location are so different from the new position

generally prepared for them.
It is quite different with the sap of most

deciduous trees, they being of a more watery
character. Some, like the cherry, peach and
plum, may have some of the properties of this

gum, but are all soluble in water, and, though
by removal, their roots may become in a meas-
ure dried, a supply of moisture will redissolve
their juices and set them in full flow. Not so
with the evergreen; hence, the necessity of

keeping their roots always moist during the
whole operation of displauting and replanting.

Nearly all conifers, in their natural position in

the woods, have a strong tap root, which makes
it more difficult to remove them without de-

stroying too many of the more important
fibrous roots, and, owing to the natural sym-
metry of most conifers, but few limbs can be
spared to maintain a balance between top and
the maimed roots; hence, great care should be
taken or resort be had to very small trees. Old
gunny or grain sacks may be brought into

requisition, by first digging the tree with a ball

of earth and working the sack under it and
tieing up in such a manner as to keep the soil

in close contact with the roots. They can then
be carried some distance if handled with care.

Best Time to Transplant Evergreens.

The writer has been successful at all times
from November to April, especially with trees

grown in the nurseries, which, owing to skillful

handling by the nurseryman, may be sent a
great distance and planted out at leisure. But
for trees from the forest, the best time is

thought to be when they are just bursting into

new growth, at whatever season that may be.

At .this time they are filled and flowing with a

thin fluid sap and are less likely to suffer from
drying. But at whatever season the transplant-

ing is done, the utmost care should be taken to

save the roots as nearly entire as possible and
never allow them to become dried in the slight-

est degree. We have very many really desira-

ble trees, both evergreen and deciduous, in our
forests, worthy a place in every man's collec-

tion.

Make Home Attractive.

We must plant trees if we would make our
homes attractive and pleasant. We owe it to

our children if not to ourselves to make home
the place of all others, around which loving

hearts are wont to linger. I know of no better

way to do this, than to plant trees about our
premises. It does not require a great deal of

labor, and generally can be done at odd hours.

As before stated, we have many beautiful kinds

growing in our forests to be had for the digging.

In a few years they will grow to a respectable

size, and will be a constant pleasure to us. We
come to feel an interest in them, that will grow
with their growth, and attachments form, that

will bind us closer to our homes in after years,

and do much toward curing us of our migrating

habits, the bane of peaceful and happy homes.

Gillet's Walnut.

I received a fruit catalogue from Felix Gillet,

of Nevada City, in which he says he has a vari-

ety of walnut, prcepanturiens, exactly like the

English walnut, with the exception that it comes
into bearing at three years old, blooms a month
later, and reproduces itself faithfully from the

seed. If Mr. Gillet is right about its good
qualities (and I have no doubt but he is), these

trees should be widely disseminated. The com-
mon English walnut has the fault of not coming
into bearing until the trees are several years old,

and blooms so early that they are liable to be

cut with frost much north of this, but in Napa
valley they are seldom injured. I am sorry Mr.
Gillet has none for sale this year.

Seeds from New Zealand.

Thanks to Dr. S. M. Curl for a fine assort-

ment of seeds of tree, shrub and vine from New
Zealand. This is an acquisition to California

fully appreciated by the writer, and will be

propagated with the utmost care.

John Mavity.

St. Helena, Napa Co., March 27th.

SlfEEp \hd Wool.

Selling Mohair.

Editors Press:—A market for our mohair we are much
exercised about. If we have to ship hair East and wait
6 or 12 months for returns, we do not know how we shall
get along. Please give us from time to time all the light
you can on the Angora goat and its products.—Jos. Smith,
Pearson's Springs, CaL

Editors Press:—In the Press of September 29th, 1877,
is an article, " Notes on Mohair," in which Mr. Robert
Tetly is mentioned as probably being a buyer of hair in
San Francisco. Can you give me his address? I have a
shearing on hand which I wish to dispose of.—H. Yor-
rerg, Reading, Cal.

In answer to the above queries we can but
say that we have made inquiry concerning Mr.
Tetly, but did not find the gentlemen. We
have seen a circular issued by him, dated at the
Grand Hotel, San Francisco, stating that he is

prepared to pay cash for mohair, either receiv-

ing it here and making a bid upon it after ex-
amination, or, if the quantity is large enough,
to go into the country to see it. We sent a
reporter to the Grand Hotel to see Mr. Tetly,
but he was told that he had left there some time
before. We believe he is still in the city and is

making bids on mohair, because of the allusion

made to him in the letter which we print below.
If so, we shall be pleased to receive from him
any facts concerning his operations, which may
be of general interest to goat breeders.

We also wrote to Messrs. Landrum & Rogers,
of Watsonville, leading breeders of Angoras, to
ascertain what they knew concerning the selling

of mohair this year, and received the following

reply:

Editors Press:—We submitted three differ-

ent lots of goat fleece to Mr. Tetly, and have
just received his offer on them. He offers us 30
cents for a choice lot of fleece which has never
sold at the East for less than 60 cents, and de-
ducting the freight and commissions, which
amount in the aggregate to not more than eight

cents, this leaves us a net price of 52 cents per
ft. It often goes up to 65 and 70 cents average.

The last lot sold for us by Bond & Co., of Bos-
ton, six weeks ago, averaged, clear of all ex-

penses, 52 cents per ft. As this is so, we do
not think Mr. Tetly will get much mohair unless

he bids higher. We will ship ours East and also

all the fleece consigned to us, unless some one
offers a better price. Our choice fleece in the

last sale brought 87 cents and the lowest culls

of the same lot 35 cents ; the average being 61

cents per ft.

There was between 40,000 and 60,000 fts

shipped from this coast last year. Farr & Co.,

of Holyoke, Mass., had 30,000 fts of that amount.
George W. Bond & Co., of Boston, sold 10,000

fts. Kitchings & Bro. , of New York, had as

much as Bond & Co. , and many other small lots

were sold by other wool dealers. We cannot
find out the exact amount of these scattering

sales, but they may have reached 10,000 fts.

Some lots sold as high as 80 cents average for a

clip of 1,000 fts, and one lot of 2,000 fts sold

at 75 cents average. Many other lots of as gcod
fleece sold as low as 60 cents average.

Last year we handled the clip of about 40
breeders, free of charge, paid our own expenses

and gave our time. This season we will charge

one-half one per cent., merely to cover personal

expenses in attending to the same. You may say

that we will attend faithfully to all consignments

made to Landrum & Rogers, care E. Grisar& Co.,

San Francisco. Our charge will not more than
cover the expenses of sale. Our interest and
pride are in the success of Angora breeding gen-

erally on this coast, as we have done so much to

promote and extend it. Wm. M. Landrum.
Watsonville, Cal., March 21st, 1878.

[This comprises the information on this sub-

ject which we have at present. We should like

to have the selling experience of all our read-

ers who have the goats whether it be good or

ill, in order that the standing of goat industry

on this coast may be clearly defined. All feat-

ures of the business whether for profit or loss

should be made known for the public benefit

and we hope to hear from all who are inter-

ested.

—

Editors Press.]

Cure for Wool Eatlnc.—A correspondent

of the Landwirth writes to that journal on the

subject of the great losses he has experienced

among his sheep for years past, owing to their

habit of eating wool. He tried all the remedies

usually recommended, such as bicarbonate of

soda, tartar emetic, fir tops, and so on, without

the least success, and ultimately arrived at the

conclusion that their evil habits must be due to

a deficiency of chalk in his land. Thereupon, in

the course of last autumn, he took to strewing

a small quantity of chalk mixed with salt upon

the fodder laid before the sheep, and in less

than a fortnight they had completely ceased to

eat any wool, and have never since resumed

the habit, so long as he continued the treat-

ment mentioned.

Marking Sheep.—This is best done with

Venetian red, a cheap paint, only a few cents

a pound, and one pound will mark a thousand.

Take a pinch of the dry powder and draw the

enclosing thumb and ringers through the wool

at the spot you wish to mark, loosening the

powder as you do so, and it will combine with

the oil in the wool, and make a bright red

mark that the rains will never wash out, and

which, without injuring the wool, will endure

from one shearing to another, while it can be

readily cleansed out by the manufacturer.

—

Rural New Yorker.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all PatronB for thi

department.

Removal.

Until iurther notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Grange will he at 106 Davis street, in the store of

the Grangers' Business Association. Correspondents will

continue to send their communications to No. 40 Califor-

11 ia street, as heretofore.

Worthy Lecturer's Visits.

Editors Press:—Monday evening, March

25th, we set out to meet our next appointment

at St. Helena. At Vinelaud station we were

met by Bro. Lewelling, and conveyed in a com-

fortable carriage up the pleasant avenue, lined

on each side by walnut and almond trees, to his

palatial residence, some three-fourths of a mile

distant, and there entertained by his family

during our stay in Napa valley. Bro. Lewelling

has a magnificent home, on a site as beautiful

by nature as found anywhere in the world, and

so improved and beautified by art that not only

every comfort but every luxury desirable is

made to foster to his intelligence and industry.

He has about 120 acres of slope valley land,

planted and improved to the highest degree, as

a vineyard and orchard, with almost every
variety of orchard fruit, and the best varieties

of wine, table and raisin grapes. In the back-
ground he has some 300 or more acres of moun-
tain land for pasture. His location for scenery
is most magnificent. He has a never-failing

supply of spring water, which is concentrated in

a reservoir or tank of immense dimensions and
carried by pipes to every room in his most beau-
tiful of residences. For purposes of irrigation

through his spacious grounds he has a pressure

of 300 feet, thus becoming not only his own
water company but his own insurer against fire.

In a word, Bro. Lewelling's home needs only to

be visited to be decided a none-such in any
county, State or nation. Another feature of

Bro. Lewelling's industry is his own invention
of a fruit-drier, in which he prepares for market
his grapes into raisins, in less time and in a
more simple manner than any drier, patented
or otherwise, it has been my privilege to exam-
ine. It is equally well adapted to the drying of

all other kinds of fruits.

On the morning of the 2Gth, AVednesday, in

accordance with previous notice, we met St.

Helena Grange in private session, for the good
of the Order, and at 12 o'clock partook of a
most sumptuous ( i range feast with them, after

which the doors were thrown open and a public
installation of officers proclaimed. After the
ingathering of the citizens, we proceeded in our
usual manner to that work which was made
doubly interesting by most appropriate music
being continually interspersed at interludes,

thus giving great effect to the occasion. After
installation, we delivered our usual public lec-

ture of one and a half hours in length, our
subject being more especially the Granger's
duty with reference to the coming Constitutional
Convention, which was so often interrupted
with rounds of applauso that we concluded not
only the Grange but the whole audience were in

sympathy with the lecturer. The lecture being
over, we were met by brother and sister Grang-
ers, and various citizens, with compliments and
assurances that they were with us in thought
and action, which was not a little gratifying to

our own opinion of being nearly right.

At 7:30 next morning we took the train again
for our next appointment, which was at

Vallejo.

The morning was like the numerous rainy days
of the past winter, anything but promising or
comfortable for a large Grange meeting, but
true to our work and appointment we arrived
on time, and at Vallejo were met by Bro. Dem-
ing, Worthy Master of Vallejo Grange, and con-
ducted to the Grange hall. By 11 o'clock there
was a goodly number of the brothers and sisters

assembled for a closed meeting, where was dis-

cussed in a most earnest manner the questions
brought before them by the State Lecturer.
After this a recess was taken for refreshments,
and a most sumptuous lunch was had, with
genuine, social good cheer. We then adjourned
to the hall, and the doors being thrown open,
delivered to a not large (on account of the
weather) but most appreciative audience our
public lecture. After this, private discussion
was indulged in for an hour longer, which proved
most interesting to all present. The time com-
ing for parting, the usual number of invitations

from brothers to partake of their hospitality was
given me, and accepting the kindness of Brother
and Sister Robinson, accompanied them to their

most comfortable home and by them and Brother
and Sister Mosely were most comfortably taken
care of and entertained until the afternoon of

the 28th, when we took train again to Klmira,
there to meet Bro. Hooper and be conveyed to
Bird's Landing, to meet the Grange there on
the 30th.

According to arrangement,

Montezuma Grange,
At Bird's Landing, met at 11a. m., in closed
meeting for the good of the Order, and at 12 m.

Grange feast, and at 2 r. m. public lecture,

when for an hour and a half we held forth to a
very attentive and appreciative audience, as at

St. Helena and Vallejo. After lecture, we spent

an hour longer in hearing from various members
their views on the great questions described in

our lecture, concerning the best ways to adopt
to carry out the work suggested in our lecture.

After taking leave of all, we were conveyed to

Collingsville, and taking the steamer Centennial

were conveyed to San Francisco, to be ready for

our regular trip on Monday, April 1st.

B. Pilkington, State Lecturer.

San Francisco, March 30th, 1878.

Grange and Farmers' Meeting at Hay-
wards.

The Fatrons had a lively and harmonious

meeting in the hall of Fden Grange, at Hay-

wards, Alameda county, last Saturday. Patrons

and matrons from various Granges in Alameda

county were present. I. C. Steele, Master; Amos
Adams, Secretary; B. Pilkington, Lecturer; and

J. V. Webster, Past Master, members of the

State G range, were present. The interests and

good of the Order throughout the State and

nation was ably discussed by the above named

and other members, and all present seemed

greatly pleased and interested. Master Wood,
of Danville Grange, candidly cited many inter-

esting facts about taxation in this State, show-
ing a thorough knowledge of the subject. An
open discussiun on this question among farmers

and other anti-speculators, would be pertinent

to these times.

The social feature of this meeting was a grand
success. Large tables in the hall were loaded

to excess with wholesome substantial, and rich

and rare delicacies, brought from the homes of

the sisters, whose good cheer, labors and enthu-
siastic devotion to the Order, lends it a charm-
ing and living influence. The Grange meeting
and festival closed about 1 :30 o'clock, and an
open meeting of farmers and others was
called to order by J. Russell, in Odd
Fellows' building, at 2 o'clock. J. V. Web-
ster was elected President and W. Pearce,

Secretary. Mr. Pilkington gave an able address,

eliciting much applause, urging the farmers to

organize to secure a just and fair representation

in the approaching Constitutional Convention.

At the close of his address a motion was carried

that a non-partisan club should be organized.

Messrs. A. T. Dewey, Wm. H. Jessup, Jas.

Shinn, Alex. Allen and Wm. Whidden, com-
mittee, reported the following article, which
was adopted as the basis of a temporary organi-

zation.

"The undersigned hereby join in organizing a

non-partisan farming and industrial club, for the

purpose of uniting our earnest and active efforts

for securing the best interests of Alameda
county and the State of California in the ap-

proaching Constitutional Convention.

"

A goodly number of those present signed the

article.

The following officers were elected: J. V.
Webster, President; James Shinn and Daniel

Luce, Vice Presidents; W. Pearce, Secretary.

The officers of the association and A. T.

Dewey were elected a Board of Directors of the

club. The Directors were instructed to report

a permanent form of organization at an adjourned
meeting to be held at the same plac" at 10

o'clock a. m.
,
Saturday, April 13th; also to per-

form any other duties requisite to the interests

of the club in the meantime.
There seemed to be a feeling prevailing that

an organization shall be effected upon a basis

pure and broad enough to carry out the princi-

ples of reform that the exigencies of the times

are so urgently pressing upon the hands and
hearts of the best members of all political par-

ties and industrial organizations. Circulars

will be sent out for further signatures, and those

present expressed the belief that the next meet-
ing would be a much larger one.

Mr. I. G. Gardner, manager of the California

Farmers' Mutual Fire Insurance Company pre-

sented the sworn statement of the officers of the

company, showing the association to be in good
financial condition.

Exorbitant Interest.

Editors Press:—I was extremely pleased

with the article "Usury Laws, No. 3," by Mr.

Bristol. His reasoning is close, and it cannot

lie disputed that it is the bounden duty and

right of the Government to strictly limit the ex-

actions of capital. It is a subject of the first and

greatest importance, vital indeed to our further

progress. It seems strange that a matter so

obvious should have been allowed to go by de-

fault so long, or that it should now require to

be proved. Capitalists of the Eastern States

and of Europe no longer attempt to dispute

such an axiom as that Government can and
ought to limit the rate of interest. It is only
in such places as California, where are combined
the influences of the most gigantic monopolies
of sudden and enormous wealth, of the tem-
porary and insecure investments of a mining
country, of the extravagant habits of '49, and of

the fact that so large a proportion of the inhab-

itants of the State, are not fixed to the soil,

but floating, that capital dare ask such enor-

mous rates of interest. This does not attract

capital, but rather the reverse, by giving a false

idea of the insecurity, and hinders the develop-

ment of the State,by deterring immigration, by

checking the efforts at improvement by those
here, and by the evil effects of large accumula-
tions in few hands. Were interest limited to

10%, the effect would be immediate and great,

and it is a matter that well deserves the strong
and united efforts of all. W. S. Pkosser.
Auburn, March 28th, 1878.

Convention of Grangrs.—A convention
will be held at the Grange hall in San Francisco
on Wednesday, April 17th, 1878, at 10 o'clock

a. m., to consider such amendments to the

Constitution of the State, as may be of interest

to farmers. A general attendance of Granges
is expected. By authority of the Executive
Committee. Amos Adams, Sec'y.

April 3d, 1878.

Farmers in Alameda county are invited to

attend an adjourned public meeting of Gran-
gers and citizens, to be held at Hayward's, at

10 o'clock a. m. on Saturday, April 13th. Able
speakers will be present to discuss (in a rational,

common sense way), questions of importance
to all citizens, and of special interest to the pro-

ducing classes.

Deep Creek Grange.—Election Dec. 22d,

1877: F. G. Jefferds, M.; L. League, O.; A.
W. Mathewson, L. ; C. Van Loan, S. ; E. M.
Jefferds, A. S.; Mrs. S. Buckman, C; T.J.
League, T. ; W. G. Pennebaker, Sec'y; M. Jas-

per, G. K. ; Mrs N. Jefferds, Ceres; Mrs. A.
Calhoune, Pomona; Ella Pennebaker, Flora;

Miss M. A. Harlow, L. A. S.

California.
COLUSA.
Resowing.— Sun, March 30: The work of

resowing grain on drowned out land will extend
late into April, and even then, we are afraid,

there will be much that is not swamp land, even,

that will not be gotten in. Some farmers are

securing Sonora wheat to sow, while others

maintain that the big white club is best, even

for late sowing. Both kinds will be sown, and
we shall try to keep the run of it, and see which
turns out best.

Rank Grain.—Many persons are now afraid

that grain will grow so rank as to fall down and
thus go to waste. Put the scythe into it ! Let
every farmer, at least, try some of it. We be-

lieve that rank grain mowed down now, will

make a third more than that left to run too

much to straw.

CONTRA COSTA.
Glorious Weather.—Antioch Ledger, March

20: We do not remember to have seen so prom-

ising a spring during lifteen years residence in the

State. Every rood of land on plain and hill-top,

even to the very summits, is luxurious with vege-

tation; the grain, both that sown early and late, is

growing rapidly, is healthy, of good color and the

late sown esDecially is free from weeds. Sixty

thousand acres, mostly fallowed, has been seed-

ed between Point of Timber and Bay Point;

pasturage is excellent and every "prospect

pleases. The growth of grain is so rank that

it is feared some fields will lodge badly. A few
years like this on the San Joaquin and our

farmers would be in independent circumstances.

EL DORADO.
Agricultural Society.— Republican, March

28: A meeting of the El Dorado County Agricul-

tural Society was held on Saturday afternoon,

at which there was a fair attendance. Several

matters were discussed, among others, the fair

ground and race-track question. It was the

sense of the meeting that the society should

own its grounds and establish a track, and a

committee was appointed to select a site, survey

a track and report at an adjourned meeting to

be held at Grange Hall, on Saturday afternoon

of this week, at one o'clock. At this meeting,

it is also expected that definite arrangements

in regard to the holding of a fair next fall, will

be reported and acted upon. The Committee
on By-Laws will also report a code governing

the society.

FRESNO.
Increase.—Exjxutitor, March 27: We learn

from Clark Joplin that about .

r>,000 acres of

grain have been sown in his neighborhood—the

Duke settlement—this season, and it is all

looking splendidly. Among the heaviest planters

are William Ingram, J. C. Humphrey, B. M.
Stone and W. L. Headrick. This is the first

season, that any considerable quantity of grain

has been planted in the neighborhood, though

considerable corn was raised there last season.

In addition to (the grain fields, a considerable

amount of land has been put in alfalfa. Messrs.

L. & T. Wagner have in about 200 acres of al-

falfa. The Duke settlement is new but thrifty.

The farmers have united and constructed a sub-

stantial irrigating ditch which, in ordinary sea-

sons, will furnish an abundance of water for

irrigating purposes.

Steam Ditcher.—Republican, March 30: Mr.

Beall received his steam ditcher during the past

week, and had it transferred from the depot at

Fresno to a point about three miles west of

Centerville, where he will shortly commence
work enlarging the King's River Canal Com-
pany's ditch, having contracted with that com-

pany for enlarging the ditch for the distance of

one mile.

Wild Hay.—We hear some of our farmers

talking of cutting considerable wild hay this

season—something new for this county surely.

LAKE.
Alfalfa.—Bee, March 21: We learn that

William Gessner has sown about five acres of
alfalfa this season and that several other farm-
ers of Scott's valley have sown from one to five

acres. We are glad to know this for we be-
lieve no crop pays better, and the soil of Scott's
valley is finally adapted to its growth.

LOS ANGELES.
Items.—Gazette: Mr. Telford Cheney, of

Downey, is again suffering the loss of his cattle

from dry murrain, caused, he supposes, by the
water they drink from a lake near by. He has
lost several valuable animals, and will remove
his herd to some other locality. Mr. Cheney
lost quite a number of animals last year from
the same disease. Judge Venable has 28 acres
planted to millet and canary seed, on his farm
near town, both of which are growing finely,

and bid fair to realize good crops. Millet com-
mands 10 and 12 cents per pound in San Fran-
cisco, and canary seed seven and eight cents.

More experiments ought to be made. A Los
Angeles paper states that the genuine Smyrna
tig of commerce has been introduced at Pasa-
adena, where it is almost perpetually in fruit.

Last year it fruited from June to January, and
this year has already started fruiting, and will

probably ripen from May-day to Christmas.
Editors Press:—At this hour, 11 a. m., rain

is pouring down. Everything is lovely. The
weeds are trying to outgrow the garden and
trees. Malva, that has not 1 inn cut, nor other-

wise attended to, reaches 12 feet high and four

inches through.—F. Wkber, Orange, Mar. 26th.

SACRAMENTO.
Work and Weather.—Editors Press: The

continual spring showers are a great drawback
to work. Small fruit growers cannot accom-
plish much. As soon as the ground becomes in

order, rain falls and retards work; weeds ac-

cumulate. Vines in full bloom, but we are un-

able to touch them. Grapes are fast making
new wood. Fruit trees are blossoming in full.

Pasture is good. Grain and hay crops look

cheering. All high land will be cultivated.

Vegetable men are using all accessible land.

The season will be late. Summer fallow is not
touched and there has been scarcely any plow-

ing in the orchard. Stock in general is fatten-

ing up. Overflowed lands with crops and im-

provements are suffering. Cannot stay the

flood. We are in hopes that the new canal bill

will pass and become a law. Business generally

is looking up and we are hoping for the best.

—

Geo. Rich.

SAN BERNARDINO.
Riverside.—Semi-Tropic, March 30: Ripe

strawberries have been in market for some time
now and the price will soon drop to a point

that will allow poor men to indulge in the

luxury.

SAN JOAQUIN.
The Valley.— Independent, March 2C: It is

pardonable under the circumstances to recur

again and again, with renewed congratulations

and rejoicings, to the glorious prospects for the

wheat crop throughout this valley. Every day
we meet farmers from different sections of the

valley, all of whom, with few exceptions, unite

in saying that the grain has not presented so

fine an appearance in any previous season for

the past 10 years. And what is more gratifying

the prospect continues to improve, with oc-

casional showers that keep the surface moist,

and intervening days of warm sunshine. Noth-

ing can now prevent the San Joaquin valley

from raising the largest crop ever known, unless

we should have a severe frost while the grain is

in the milk, or unless scorching north winds

should come at the wrong season. The pros-

pect for all crops is good, but the cereals are

particularly promising. A sample of a field of

640 acres of wheat from the ranch of William
Mitchell, Merced county, was brought to this

office yesterday by J. B. White. The sample

is four feet long, not including the roots. Mr.
White reports that he saw an unbroken wheat
field ten miles long, all of which showed a rank,

heavy growth from three to four feet high.

Wool at Stockton.—Independent, April 1:

The first consignment of wool of the spring clip

arrived on Saturday from Turlock, consigned

to J. D. Peters. The wool trade of this city is

increasing yearly, and would be much larger if

perchance a concession in the matter of freight

could be obtained from the railroad company
similar to that obtained a short time since on

wheat shipments. Miller's warehouse is to be

principally used for the storage of wool con-

signed to this market, it being more advanta-

geous to all dealers to have the wool stored in

one place, facilitating its examination and sale.

The outline of a plan has been suggested for

the erection of an establishment here for the

purpose of assorting, scouring and packing wool

for shipment to Eastern markets.

Staten Island.—It may be considered as a

fact that the limits of this county are enlarged

to take in Staten island. The Legislative As-

sembly adopted the Senate substitute for a bill

introduced by Assemblyman Sargent, and the

bill is now in the hands of the Governor, a mo-

tion to reconsider in the Assembly having been

lost Saturday afternoon by an indefinite post-

ponement. The measure met with little oppo-

sition, as the change was unanimously peti-

tioned for by the owners and residents of the

island. Staten island, which lies embraced

between the two forks of the Mokelumne river

that part to receive it, and come together again

below it, covers nearly 16,000 acres of excellent

land, mostly under cultivation. The levees

gave way unfortunately under the extra strain
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crops were mostly destroyed, but late crops

may yet be raised. This addition will increase

taxable property of the county quite materially

the coming year.

SANTA BARBARA.
An Alfalfa Growth.— Press, March 30:

As an evidence of what our soil will bring forth,

the experience of J. E. Hawkes with alfalfa, in

his part of a block up town, may be cited. Be-

fore the rain began the ground was as hard and
bare, nearly, as a floor, but soon after the rain

came the grass sprouted up luxuriantly, and a

crop was soon taken from it. A few days since

he cut the second crop, which then averaged

two and a half feet in hight. The growth since

then has been at an average of about an inch a

day. The seed was sown some three years ago.

The ground upon which this alfalfa grew is not

rich, low soil, but dry, thin, high and rather

rocky soil. The feed is not coarse and gross, as

might be expected, but so tender and sweet

that animals eat stalks and all. This is a splen-

did example of what can be done with this val-

uable forage plant on the lands of Santa Bar-

bara county. Let other cultivators sow it that

they may reap abundantly.

Goleta.—Cor. Press: These beautiful show-

ers are helping out the late sown barley in a

splendid way. We hear of more cattle dying of

"bloat." More have died from this cause than

from last year's drouth—in this immediate vi-

cinity. We see large fields of barley that are

already showing their tasselled heads, and will

soon be ready for the reaper. The outlook was
never more encouraging. Our people are hard
at work; many are setting out fruit and orna-

mental trees. The potato rot is among us. The
long continued rain was too much for the early

crop of potatoes, many of which look good, but
when cut are badly rotten. Others are rotten

throughout.

SONOMA.
Losses of Hogs. — Russian River Flag,

March 28: Ed. Martin was in town last Satur-

day. As his ranch is situated in the mountains
more than 20 miles northwest of this city the

bad roads and high water have prevented a

previous visit for four and a half months. He
reports the mortality amongst hogs very great.

Out of a band of 120 he has lost during the

winter all but one; does not know the nature of

the disease, only that they died suddenly, and
often in a few minutes after eating and drink-

ing voraciously. His neighbors, the Carmichael
brothers, have certainly lost 200, and do not

know how many more. Truett & Rickman's
loss is about 150. All the droves in fact suf-

fered more or less thinning out, and were still

dying off when he left. It is the first loss of

hogs by epidemic ever known in northern So-

noma. Mr. David Hopper has made investi-

gations, finding that worms are the cause of

death and that indigo is a cure—as in the case

of botts.

Hungarian Pancakes.—A farmer near town
informs us that griddlecakes made from the
Hungarian grass seed, are very palateable.

Heavy Wine Shipment.—Santa Rosa Demo-
crat, March 30: We visited I. De Turks wine
cellar Wednesday morning, and found that he
was busily engaged in loading cars from his

cellar. He expects to ship 30,000 gallons

within a few weeks, several carloads having
gone already. Mr. De Turks proposes to place

1,000 gallons of proof brandy in the bonded
warehouse here as soon as the roads are in a
condition to allow teams to pass over them.
The Vineyards.—Most of the vineyards in

the vicinity of Sonoma have been pruned, but
owing to the great amount of rain the ground is

not yet in a condition to be worked, conse-

quently many of them are very weedy.
Brandy Warehouse.—The bonded ware-

house, which is situated at the western side of

Sonoma, on the Santa Rosa road, was opened
on the 19th for receiving brandy. The building
is a substantial one, made of concrete, and was
completed about the first of last November. It

is 60 feet long, 40 wide and 15 high, and cost

some $2,000. It has a capacity of 30,000 gal-

lons, and 15,000 gallons are now ready to be
stored. John Tivnen is the proprietor and Otto
Schetter, storekeeper.

The Grain and Fruit Crop. — A well-

informed farmer tells us that the average
amount of grain is seeded in this county, and
that it looks extraordinarily well; in fact, it is

now half a leg high, and has a firm, healthy
color, indicating an abundant harvest. The
ground is so thoroughly shaded that even if the
rains were now to cease entirely and be followed
by north wind, as is sometimes the case after a
wet winter, there would be no serious damag*
to the crop. Taken all) in all the outlook for

the season is excellent. Farmers were fortunate
in getting their grain in the ground early, and
the warm weather and rains have greatly stim-
ulated the growth. The season for fruit is un-
commonly late, at least two weeks later than
usual. Peach trees are just in bloom and
almonds, ordinarily at this time of considerable
size, are now only forming. The grape yield
will be large, and in this connection we must
again refer to the great misfortune which befell

the farmers of the county in the burning of the
wine factory in this city. Though the grape
crop will be uncommonly large, we fear that
there will be no market for it in this neighbor-
hood, and very few grape-growers are able to
work up their own crop. Wine making and
grape growing, as a business, are as distinct as
raising wheat and making flour, hence they
suggest necessity for a wine manufactory, such
caused by the recent heavy breaks in the Sac-
ramento, and the island was flooded. The

as was so unfortunately destroyed after years

of labor for its construction and equipment.
There seems to be little hope that it will be
rebuilt.

STANISLAUS.
Growth and Wet.—News, March 29:

Some apprehensions are felt on account of the
continual wet weather, lest rank wheat fields

should be affected with rust. Grain never
looked [better at this season, and finer feed
never grew in the valley. Last month was
what sheep men call a "lightning-striker," but
the sheep that have managed to weather the

storm can revel in abundance of clover. Some
early fields of rye are growing rapidly, and will

ripen early in May.

TULARE.
Spring Wool.—Delta, March 29: From Mr.

L. Guggenhime we learn that three small lots

of wool, spring clip, have already been received

at the warehouse. The prices range from 12 to

16 cents per pound, according to quality and
condition. Owing to the poor condition of the
sheep the past season, the spring clip will not
be of the best quality, and the continued wet
weather will prevent shearing to any great ex-

tent for the present.

VENTURA.
Editors Press:—It commenced raining last

night about 4 a, m., and this forenoon it fairly

poured for about three hours. Most of the

grain except that which has been mowed or

fed off is laid flat to the ground. Some are of

opinion that it will rise again, but quien sabe.

I never saw the almond trees so heavily laden
with fruit as now. One-half the nuts already

set can drop off, and still leave an abundance to

ripen on the tree. Apricot, peach and nectarine

trees are going out of bloom, and the trees are

well set with fruit. Strawberries are getting

plenty. The ripe guavas are lying under my
trees, beaten off by the heavy rain this fore-

noon. We have had ripe guavas for the last

two months. The loquats are just getting good
and ripe, and for those who like a tart fruit

they are splendid. The storm is over if bright

sunshine and blue sky are to be taken as indi-

cations.—R. L., Ventura, March 27th.

YOLO.
Fruit.—Mail, March 28: The present indi-

cations are that we will have an abundant crop

of fruit this year. The trees have been in full

bloom, and no frosts have visited us so far to do
any injury. It is getting rather late in the sea-

son for heavy frosts, and we may feel compara-
tively safe. The grape vines are putting out
leaves very rapidly, and the soaking which the
roots have received will certainly insure a heavy
yield.

Arizona.
Rain.—Citizen, March 22: Florence has been

favored with another rain—a beautiful rain,

steady and gentle as was the last. It began
early Monday morning and continued till the

middle of the afternoon. The whole valley is

fresh and full of new vigor. The farmers and
ranchmen are happy, and we have every pros-

pect of a prosperous season for those engaged
in agricultural pursuits.

Wine Commissioner to Paris.—The Califor-

nia State Vinicultural Association has deter-

mined to send a special Commissioner of their

own to the Paris Exposition to represent their

interest, and to gather all the information pos-

sible and to report upon the vine, its culture,

its production and their manufacture into wine
and brandy; its diseases, the ravages of the

phylloxera, etc., and for that purpose has

selected Charles A. Wetmore, the Washington
correspondent of the Alta California. The
Commission has just been received by Mr.
Wetmore, and to which the Consul of France,

at San Francisco, has affixed his certificate in

the French language, with his seal attached,

very warmly bespeaking for Mr. Wetmore a

cordial reception by the authorities of France
and all French societies.

Meteorological Summary for March.—
The report of the U. S. Signal Service officer,

of San Francisco, for the month of March is

summarized as follows: The mean hight of

barometer for the month was 30. 1 1 ; mean tem-
perature, 55°. 6; mean humidity,75.61; prevailing

winds, southwest; highest barometer, 30.3;

lowest, 29.4; highest temperature, 66°; lowest,

46°; monthly range, 20°; greatest velocity of

wind, 24 miles per hour ; total number of miles

traveled by wind, 5,456 ; total rainfall, 4.56

inches. Rainfall in March during former
years: 1872, 1.59 inches; 1873, .78 inches;

1874, 3.36 inches; 1875, 1.30 inches; 1876, 5.49

inches ; 1877, 1.08 inches.

Of Interest to Lumber Users.—Farmers
and others living on the bay of San Francisco,

the San Joaquin and Sacramento rivers, and
other navigable waters connecting with them,
should read the advertisement of the West
Berkeley Lumber Yard, which appears in our

columns. Mr. J. F. Byxbee, the proprietor,

and Mr. Thos. Richardson, the energetic man-
ager, claim that they have exceptional facilities

for sending lumber by boat to such as need it to

repair damages done by the recent floods or for

any other use.

Removal.—Gray & Haven, lawyers, whose
card appears in the Press, have removed to

their new offices, San Francisco Savings Union
building, No. 530 California street, San Fran-

cisco, where they will be pleased to meet their

friends.

News in Brief.

It is claimed that the Montana mines have
produced $100,000,000.
The public debt was decreased during

March, $2,313,614.

A dog show opened in Boston on Tuesday
with about 700 entries.

It is reported in Rome that the Jesuits are
opposing ,the Pope's general policy.

General Anderson, of the Louisiana Return-
ing Board, has been released.

The "patriots" in New York declare that the
Cuban war shall not end.

The Quaker meeting-houses in New York are

entirely free from debt.

London specials say that the Czar has ordered
500 additional Krupp guns.

Legal Tenders are firm in San Francisco at

98| and 99 buying and 99£ selling.

The famine in the northern provinces of

China continues with increasing severity.

Operatives at Fall River are urging the
manufacturers to reduce the hours of labor in-

stead of wages.
A Cape Town dispatch says: "There is every

prospect of an early close of the war. The Kaf-
firs say they are tired of it."

Captain Bogardus, the famous string shot,

sails for EuropeJ June 1st. He has challenged
all Europe for pigeon shooting.

One hundred and fifty -eight license marriages
were issued last month by the County Clerk of

San Francisco.

A windstorm visited the vicinity of Chicago
last week, and did considerable damage to the

shipping. One man was killed.

The Indians at Chemanus, forty miles north
of Victoria, have resisted the authorities, and
a gunboat has been sent up.

The ship P. R. Hasoltine, from New York
for San Francisco, was wrecked off Cape Horn.
A part of the crew were saved.

One hundred California ministers who have
been interviewed, express doubts about a state

of future punishment.
During the past week 95 deaths occurred in

San Francisco, of which 17 were from consump-
tion.

The total rainfall in this city for the year
ending March 31st was 34 inches. At the same
time in 1877 it was 10.59, and in 1876, 29.62.

Architects in Oakland report an unusually
large number of plans under way for the coming
building season.

Some of the farmers on the Arroyo Grande,
San Luis Obispo, are running mowers over their

fields of grain to check the rank growth.
From three to 10 car-loads of beef cattle are

shipped to San Francisco, every few days, from
Winnemucca, Nevada.
The Coroner's inquest has found that the loss

of the Eurydice was accidental, no blame at-

taching to anybody.
The notorious Major Bonner has given up

his eldership at Salt Lake and left for parts un-

known.
At Tiflis the Sanitary Commission found 20,-

000 corpse buried two feet under the ground,

frozen but not decomposed.
The Murphy movement is flourishing in Los

Angeles, over 500 signatures to the pledge hav-

ing been obtained there last week.
Great dissatisfaction exist in Texas over the

report of the Commissioner appointed to inves-

tigate the El Paso and San Elizario difficulties.

The Cowlitz pass of the Cascades is to be
surveyed, to see if a practical route for the

Northern Pacific railroad can be discovered.

Capt. Lees last Thursday obtained $3,940,

which had been "planted" by George W. Ab-
bott. Thus far all but $6,000 of the $40,000
obtained by Abbott has been recovered.

The iron trade of South Yorkshire, England,

is in a most stagnant condition, and large num-
bers of men have been thrown out of employ-
ment during the past few days.

It is understood in Rome, that the foreign

policy of the new Italian government will be

that of strict neutrality on the Eastern ques-

tion.

Already counterfeits of the new silver dollar

are in circulation. They so closely resemble

the genuine coin in appearance and ring that

none but experts can well detect the difference.

The bill establishing the office of State Engi-

neer, and appropriating $100,000 for irrigation

and mining debris investigation, has become a

law.
The train bearing the remains of Mark Hop-

kins made the continuous run from Yuma to

the end of Long Wharf, a distance of 720 miles,

in about twenty-six hours.

A Mrs Howard, of Boston, has reared nearly

to full growth, an African lion and lioness,

which run about the house and are as playful

and harmless as young doss.

In two artesian wells being bored at Battle

Mountain, Nevada, flowing water of excellent

quality has been obtained at a depth respec-

tively of 105 and 110 feet.

The embargo on the Costa Rican man-of-war

Yrazu, formerly the steamer Pelican, having

been raised, she left on Wednesday last for the

South.

A proclamation, signed by Gen. Martinez

Campos, declaring peace re-established in Cuba,

and pardoning all persons for treason, rebellion

and sedition, has been published.

The House Committee on Education have
agreed to report favorably upon the bill to pro-

vide a fund of $250,000 in Uv.ited States bonds,

the interest on which is to be expended for the

benefit of institutions engaged in the education

of the blind.

Thirty-one persons were committed to the
Napa Insane Asylum last month from this city.

Harry Hill has found a man whom he is

willing to back for any amount from $500 to $1,
000 to beat the time made by O'Leary.
The feeling of anxiety in London, is very

great and warlike sentiments are becoming
general.

The severest hail storm ever known in that
section, visited Calavaras and Tuolumne coun-
ties a week ago last Sunday; most of the hail-

stones]were as large as ordinary marbles. *

The insurance companies in Panama refuse

to insure unless an improvement in the matter
of water is effected. The Panama railroad is

negotiating to supply the town.
The bill introduced into the California Legis-

lature for regulating transactions in the Stock
Exchange Boards and the management of mines
has been defeated.

Dennis Donnelly, a Molly Maguire, will be
executed at Pottsville, Pa., on the 18th inst.

,

at which time and place Jack Kehoe will also

suffer death.

No more goods will be received at the Brook-
lyn Navy Yard for shipment to the Paris Expo-
sition. Twelve hundred tons await transporta-

tion.

The Pound Keeper reports 414 dogs lassoed
last month, and thirty more on hand March 1st.

He killed 216, 44 were redeemed, and 12 were
sold. The total receipts for March were $146.
Twenty-seven States now receive from the

United State Fish commissioners fish eggs for

hatching in their respective waters. About
four billion eggs of California salmon were dis-

tributed by the Commissioners last October.
Mrs. Sarah Bernis, aged 30 years, com-

mitted suicide by hanging, last Tuesday, at her
residence, near Petaluma. She had been de-
spondent for some time by reason of the death
of a sister.

About thirty States have received their

standards setting forth the metric system of

weights and measures, which is now being intro-

duced. These standards are to be placed on ex-

hibition in some public place accessible for re-

ference.

The followers of modern Spiritualism in

California concluded their celebration of its

thirty-first anniversary at Charter Oak Hall on
Sunday last.

The last labor demonstration in Canada took
the novel form of an application to the Govern-
ment for the loan of money enough to estab-

lish the malcontents on farms of their own in

Manitoba.
A week ago a girl, aged 17 years, tried to

drown herself in the stagnant, filthy pool at the
corner of Florida and Nineteenth streets, in the
southern part of this city. She was rescued,

and, on examination, being found to be insane,

was sent to the lunatic asylum.
On the 28th ult., E. J. Pitts and Alfred P.

Thorne, having had some trouble about business

matters, met on the street in Eastville, Va.,

and, renewing the difficulty, commenced firing

on each other with pistols at six feet. Pitts

was shot through the heart and died instantly

and Thorne fell fatally wounded with a ball in

the neck.

The estate of the late Mark Hopkins is

valued at $15,000,000, which, as he died intes-

tate, will be divided equally between his

widow and adopted son, if it shall appear that

all the formalities required by law to render

the act of adoption regular have been complied
with.

Some three months since, a Chinaman, em-
ployed by a Mr. Maynard, in this city, stole

from that gentleman $350 and some mining
stock, but such was Mr. Maynard's confidence

in the honesty of his domestic that he refused

to prosecute him. Soon afterwards John stole

$80 more from the same party and immediately
disappeared. A day or two since the fellow

was found and taken in by the police and Mr.
Maynard will now go for him.

Egyptian Corn.

Editors Press:—The types in your issue of

March 30th make my statement to appear that

I planted a kernel of white Egyptian corn last

spring, and actually raised 50 bushels from that

one kernel during the summer. Such are not

strictly the facts in the case. They are as fol-

lows: One kernel of white Egyptian corn, planted

April 2d, 1877, produced 14 heads, of which I

sent you one, during the season. Five of these

heads ripened in July. At the time of gather-

ing those five heads, I planted a small portion

of the seed gathered on that day ; the seed so

planted yielded at the rate of over 50 bushels

of beautiful ripe grain per acre ; this I gathered

last November. Those five heads were an abun-

dance of seed for one acre of land. Had I have

had an acre of land in perfect condition for

planting, and had I have planted the seed from

those five heads on the day I gathered them,

the rate of yield of what I actually did plant is

positive proof that I would have had over 50

bushels of grain in one season as the product

from a single kernel of seed.

W. A. Sanders.

Kingsburg, Fresno Co., March 30th.

Premiums at the State Fair.—A dispatch

from Sacramento says: The State Board of Agri-

culture met Tuesday, and revised and arranged

a premium list for the next State fair. Many
important changes were made, especially to tho

advantage of exhibitors of cattle, hogs, fruit,

wine and brandy. The Board held another

session on Wednesday.
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Clearing Land.

[Written for the Rcral Press by Lai-ra J. Darin]

The wind blows north with gentle breath.

Enough to fan the flames;

Dig out the roots; pile up the brush!
We'll have the best of games.

With bonfires here and bonfires there

To light the hillside fair,

For what will chase the shades afar

Like the grand bonfire's glare?

The sleepy rpiail with whir of wings
Are frightened from their rest,

And brown birds twitter among the leavel

In fear for their loved nest.

The squirrels peep from coverts near,

The rabbit leaves Its lair

And flees away to the farther wood
To escape the woodman's snare.

I hear the crackling of the twigs.

The roaring of the flame;

I see dark figures march about
To urge the exciting game.

Cp mounts the fire with fiercer power
And hotter grows the air;

O, whaCwill chase the shades afar
Like the grand bonfire's glare?

Cities may have their gas-lit streets

Or bright illumination,

And think they do their very best

To glorify the nation.

But what is that to the freedom here
Where bonfires leap and roar,

That the hillsides of the country wide
May yield to us their store.

Lost in the Deep.

[Written for the Press by Ciias. Reed. ]

Near a small village on the coast of Maine,

but a short distance from the shore, stood a

little white cottage. The deep blue waters of

the ocean, stretching far away to the horizon,

formed a charming contrast to the bright foli-

age of the trees surrounding the cottage home;

and the green grassy lawn slopiug down to the

gravelly beach, where the lapping waves could

almost kiss the tips of their bending blades.

Within this pleasant home lived a young fish-

erman and his old mother, who thought there

was no one in all the wide world like her son

Jamie.

Now Jamie was a tine fellow, everybody

said so, and everybody ought to know.

Ho was born and bred a fisherman, and

though so young, the villagers all knew his

well-tried skill as a seaman. Many's the life

he had saved from the wrecks of death, and
mauy a heart had been made glad by his bra-

very.

In the village hard by, lived a maiden whom
he thought a great deal of, in fact they were
betrothed, aud it was common talk throughout
the village that Jamie and Uella were to be
married.
She was a good girl, was Uella, and all loved

who knew her—even to Jamie's mother—she

was so kind and gentle.

She had now gone home with her cousin to

Bangor, to prepare for the wedding, and was to

return in two weeks.
Sunday evening was the time set for the wed-

ding, and she would be home on Saturday. 0!
how Jamie longed for the hour to come, when
he could call her his. Those two weeks were
like years to him, but at last they had an end.
The village folk could talk of nothing but

the wedding, and all the fine things YVella was
to bring home with her, for her uncle was
wealthy, and was to furnish the outfit.

"Jamie, ' said his mother one evening, as he
entered the cottage shaking the water from his

great coat. "Is not this Saturday?"
"Yes mother, why do you ask?"
"Then this is the day Uella was to return,"

"surely they will not leave port in such a storm?"
"Yes," returned Jamie thoughtfully, "we re-

ceived the news at noon, with a list of the pas-

sengers, that the Rota had sailed early this

morning.

"

"And Uella was on board?" asked she anx-
iously.

"Yes," he replied, vacantly gazing into the
fire, "but Captain Gorden is a careful seaman,
and would not attempt to try to make port at
such a time."
Supper was now ready, and he sat down, but

could not eat, for he was troubled; he could not
tell why, but he felt that all was not right.

"I hope Uella will not come to any harm,"
said his mother, as she busied herself about her
work. But Jamie made no answer—his thoughts
were not there. They were out with the fair

Uella tossing on the deep.

He sat thus for hours gazing into the fire, and
close beside him the little chair where she had
so often sat. But it was vacant now. Would
she ever till it again ? The storm commenced

about the middle of the forenoon, and contin-

ued increasing till it became so terrible that

several houses had been blown to the ground,
and the beacon light had been carried far out
and dropped hissing into the sea.

The wind howled and whistled mournfully
enough to Jamie's ears, aud he could restrain

himself no longer. He rose and opened the
door, and gazed out into the gloom and darkness
of the night.

The storm had somewhat abated, but the
rain still fell in in torrents.

"Hark! what was that?" said he in wild de-

spair, as there came the boom of a cannon across

the water. It was the signal of distress; the

beacon being lost the vessel had been washed
too near the shore and had struck upon one of

the stray rocks that stood out from the coast

like warning sentinels.

His mother had long since retired, and he
would not wake her.

"No, it is not best she should know now," he
said, as he thought of her weak and fragile

form; "she will know all too soon. But then
the worst will be over."

But now another peal from the cannon, an-

other, and a fourth, which seemed to come from
beneath the waters.

Great heavens! the ship was sinking, and
she, of all the living, would be lost, lost to him
forever, and he—who might save her—there by
the warm fireside waiting her destruction.

"No! by heavens, it shall not be so. I will

save her, or perish by her side!" he exclaimed,
as he darted into the gloom and rushed down
upon the foaming beach. He gazed about in

the darkness for some moments, when at last

he found his trusty boat, aud leaping into it,

pushed off alone upon the murderous waves.
On he toiled till his strength was almost ex-

hausted, and then he saw a glimmer of light

shining through the dense fog. With renewed
energy he plied the oars, and soon reached the

wreck.
The ship was under water, but the mast-head

with the signal light upon it was still above.

It careened toward him, and striking the boat

shivered it into fragments, and plunged him
beneath the surging waves.
When he rose to the surface all was vacant

blackness. Suddenly there was a flash of light-

ning that lit up the murky sky and the foam-
ing sea, and he saw just before him a human
form battling with the waves.
He gathered all his remaining strength and

energy, aud, leaping forward, caught her in his

arms.
"Uella I"

"Jamie!"
And they sank together to rise no more.

An Explanation With a Promise.

EnrroRS Press:—Illness prevented an early

response to the call of Brother Berwick, made

so long ago, and a thank ye to Brother Miller.

Several generations have already discussed and

tinkered the educational question, and, viewing

jt from my standpoint, the educational ideal is

like the ideal of the true artist—every improve-
ment reveals the need and possibility of im-
proved methods and more desirable results,

consequently the success the true educator
seeks, is, and will always be, ahead of his less

appreciative contemporaries; ahead of himself
eveu, for no man or woman desiring the full

growth of his or her inherent powers, is satis-

tied with self attainments. But this is not my
response to Brother B., only a prelude if health

and time serve for more.
C. I. H. Nichols.

Porno, Cal.

Knowledge.—Knowledge, next to religion,

is the brightest ornament of human nature. It

strengthens, enlarges, and polishes the human
soul, and sets its beauty and dignity in the fair-

est light. Learning hath made astonishing dis-

tinctions among the different nations of the
earth. Those nations who have lived under the

warm and enlightening beams of science have
appeared like a superior order of beings in com-
parison with those who have dragged out their

lives under the cold and dark shades of ig-

norance. The Chaldeans and Egyptians, as well

as the Greeks and Romans, while they cultivated

the arts and sciences, far surpassed, in dignity

and glory, all their ignorant and barbarous
neighbors. A' few learned men in each nation

have done more to spread their national fame
than all their kings and heroes. The boasted
glory of Britain is more to be ascribed to her
Newtons, her Lockes, her Addisons, her How-
ards, her Jenners, and her Parkes than to all her
kings, and fleets, and conquerors.

A little boy who wore striped stockings was
asked by a man on the street why he made bar-

ber's poles of his legs. His pert reply was:
"Well, ain't I a little shaver?
"WOULD you not, sir, start, as Mr. Garrick

does, if you saw a ghost ?" said Jemmy Bos-

wel to Samuel Johnson. "I hope not," replied

Johnson; "if I did, I should frighten the ghost."

A sign of indigestion: "Gone to dinner. Be
back in five minutes."
Why does a rooster always have his feathers

smooth ? Because he always carries his comb
with him.
Somebody thinks Dr. Hollaud's last poem is

"almost intoxicating in its beauty." A sort of

Holland gin we suppose.

The Cincinati Commercial publishes a list of

prominent citizens—a sort of cattlehog.

The Remonetization of Cheese.

George W. Peck, of the La Crosse Sun, deli-

vered an address before the Wisconsin dairy
convention, in the course of which he made the
following humorous suggestions : But to come
down to the present day, we find that cheese
has become one »f the most important branches
of manufacture. It is next in importance to

the silver interest. And, fellow-cheesemongers,
you are doing yourself great injustice that you
do not petition Congress to pass a bill to remon-
etize cheese. There is more cheese raised in this

country than there is silver, and it's more valu-

able. Suppose you had not eaten a mouthful
in 30 days, and you should have placed on the
table before you ten dollars stamped out of silver

bullion on one plate and nine dollars stamped
out of cheese bullion on another plate, which
would you take first? Though the face value of

the nine cheese dollars would be 10", below the
face value of the ten silver dollars, you would
take the chances of the cheese. You could use
it to better advantage in your business. Hence
I say cheese is more valuable than silver, and it

should be made legal tender for all debts, public
and private, except pew rent. I may be in

advance of other eminent financiers, who have
studied the currency question, but I want to

see the time come, and I trust the day is not far

distant, when 412A grains of cheese shall lie

equal to a dollar in codfish, and when the merry
jingle of slices of cheese shall be heard in every
pocket. Then every cheese factory can make
its own coin, money will be plenty, everybody
will be happy, and there never will be war any
more. It may be asked how this currency can
be redeemed ? I would have an incontrovertible

bond, made of limburger cheese, which is

stronger and more durable. When this is done
you can tell the rich man from the poor man by
the smell of his money. Nowadays many of us
do not even get the smell of money, but in the
good days which are coming the gentle zephyr
will waft to us the delicate violet and the able

bodied limburger, and we shall know that

money is plenty.

An Elephant and an Engine.—The story

of a narrow escape reaches the Rangoon (India)

Times: It appears that a train was going out,

driven by Mr. Stone, locomotive superintend-
ent, assisted by Mr. Steward, locomotive fore-

man, when, about the 35th mile from Rangoon,
a large elephant was seen to break through the

fence and get on to the line. Steam was shut
off, and Mr. Stone tried to open the waste cocks,

which being in front of the engine, would, by
ejecting hot water some distance ahead, induce
"tusks" to leave the line. The cock was slight-

ly stiff, and could not be readily opened, and
the engine was soon upon the unfortunate
beast. The brute had turned tail and fled on
seeing the engine, but was speedily caught.

The buffer beams of the engine being very low,

the beast's hind legs were taken from under
him, and he was forced to sit dow n, as it were,

with his hind quarters against the smoke-box
door, which was of course nearly red .

hot.

The poor beast managed to keep his fore-feet

going, though hustled along faster than everjhe

had gone in his life before, and in a few minutes
the train came to a standstill and he got away.

He moved off the line at the double, uprooted
a clump of bamboos, then wreaked dire ven-

geance on a tree, and was last seen rushing
through the jungle, tearing and smashing ev-

erything in his path. He was sadly cut and
burned in the hind-quarters, and will probably
never be of use again. The mahout luckily es-

caped with his life, while those on the engine
may safely congratulate themselves on their es-

cape.

Teasel Stems for Parasols.—We have had
some account of attempts to turn the teasels

which grow all over our State to some practical

account instead of spending money, as our
woolen mills do, for the imported article. We
read in the British Trade Journal that an en-

tirely new commercial article hastiuite recently

arrived in that country from France, in the

shape of a curiously twisted stem. This stem,

which is flattened and spirally twisted, and
marked with deep corrugations or channels,

proves to be that of the Fuller's teasel (Dipsa-

cut Fullorum), a plant very much cultivated in

southern France and Austria for the sake of its

prickly flower-heads, which are so extensively

imported into England for carding or raising the

nap on cloth. Hitherto, the only application to

which the stems have been put has been for fuel,

or for manuring the ground after they have been
allowed to rot. Their present use is for the

handles of ladies' sun shades and parasols, and
when manipulated they have a very grotesque
and striking appearance. Several thousand of

these fasciated teasel stems are now in England,

and they will issue as a novelty during the

coming season. At a recent meeting of the Lin-

nean society, aome of these fasciations were
shown as imported, as well as a finished parasol

with a teasel handle, sent by the firm who in-

tend bringing them out. At one time these

fasciated stems were supposed to be very rare,

but, from the fact of so many being now intro-

duced, they would seem to be of common occur-

rence. It remains to be seen whether they are

so abundant as ever to form a regular article of

import, as is the case with orange, olive, and
other sticks of foreign produce.

"Have you a Chaucer?" asked a young
lady, looking in at a book-store. The polite

young clerk replied, "No, he never used it; but
there was a tobacconist's just two doors above."

The Law of Rest.

William Walter Phelps recently made an ad-
dress on the American habit of hard work be-
fore a meeting of physicians and surgeons.
Among other things, he said: We are a nation
without contentment, without rest, without
happiness. In a feverish race, we pass from
the cradle to the grave—successful men, to
whom life is a failure. Our boys leave the uni-
versity, when English boys leave their school.

Our merchants leave their trade, retiring to
some more dignified or honorable work, as they
believe it, at an age when the German merchant
first feels the master of his trade. We are al-

ways anticipating the future, forcing the task of

a whole life into part. Worse, we are not con-
tent with doing a year's work in a month in our
own calling, but we must do enough in all other
callings to win distinction there. In other
lands it is enough to be a lawyer, physician,
clergyman, merchant. Here we are nobodies
unless we fill the sphere of all human occupa-
tions. He must be a statesman, and know po-
litical science as if already in office. He must
be an orator, and ready to persuade and instruct
—a wit, to shine at the dinner-table—a litera-

teur, a critic. There is too much human nature
in man for this to mean anything except a dis-

contented life and a premature death. And
the remedy ?

Correct public opinion. We must honor the
man who faithfully does his task, whatever it be.

Not the task, but the faithfulness with which
it is done, must be the measure of the honor.
Then men will be content with their father's

house or their father's trade. This will give us
that family association which is a sure pledge
of good conduct and patriotic love. This will

give us too that traditional aptitude which alone
gives great mechanical excellence. It will not
lie a bad time for American manufacturers when
we find stamped on them, what Mr. Griffis finds

on Japanese bronzes-— "Done by the ninth bronz-
er in this family. " Then men will keep the occu-
pation of their youth for their age, and having
leisure, will build the foundations broad enough
to withstand bankruptcy. Then men will seek
excellence in other callings, and not compete
with the excellent in other callings. Then men
will alternate labor with rest, and obey the
law which God has written on creation—God,
who Himself rested after toil—God, who shrouds
the earth with the night, that it may take its

daily sleep—God, who speaks to the torrent to

stop at once amid its maddest plunge.

Girls in the Garden.— If there is any one
thing more beautiful than another in a garden
of flowers, that thing is a beautiful girl, with a
sunbonnet on her head so wide and capacious
that you have to get right square before her,

and pretty near her, to see the glowing cheeks
that are sure to be there if she is at all accus-

tomed to garden walks and works. Physically,

there can be nothing better for daughters, and,
indeed for many wives, than to take sole charge
of a small flower garden. The benefits derived
from early rising, stirring the soil, snuffing the

pure morning air, are freshness and glow of

cheek and brightness of eye, cheerfulness of

temple, vigor of mind and purity of heart. Con-
sequently she must be more cheerful and lovely

as a daughter, more dignified and womanly as a

sister, and more attractive and confiding as a
wife. If you have not the dooryard ground,
then get a dozen pots and plant the seeds ot

flowers to your taste. The care and attention

required to rear and train the growing plants

occupies the mind, to the exclusion, oftentimes,

of senseless novel reading— a senseless waste of

time. You listless, pale-faced fragile thing of a
girl throw of your mock delicacy, put on your
gloves, if you will, but work in the flower gar-

den, till your cheeks vie in color with the blush

of the rose you cultivate.

—

Flora's Dictionary.

The Lion in Love.—The lion enjoys the

honorable distinction of being, unlike most car-

nivora, strictly faithful to his spouse, although
report says that she is by no means so virtuous,

but only cleaves to her mate until a stronger

and hansomcr one turns up. Let us hope this

is a calumny. At the breeding season each

lioness is usually followed by a number of lions,

who try all means in their power to gain her
affections, and fight the most terrible battles

with one another. In these fights the mane is

of great use, for its length and thickness pre-

vents the combatants taking a firm grip of one
another's neck. Thus, the lion with the finest

mane has the best chance of succeeding in life

in two ways. The lioness is more likely to take

a fancy to him than to a less favored suitor, for

most of the lower animals as well as ourselves,

appreciate personal adornment very strongly;

and he has also the best possible protection in

the tournament in which he is obliged to take

]>«rt, fighting a I'outrance, against all comers.

When the battle is over, and the "queen of love

and beauty" has bestowed the prize—herself

—

on the victor, the happy pair live together un-

til the young are able to take care of themselves.

The male often hunts for his mate, and allows

her to take as much as she wants of her prey

before satisfying his own hunger. He cares for

her in the same way all the time she is suckling,

and for the litter from the time when they are

weaned till they are able to hunt for themselves.

— "Cassell's Satural History."

A marriage license was lately returned to an

Alabama official, having indorsed upon it the

following: "dis hero cupple Fale to marry and

de-lisens is returned Blank.—J. McMillan, M.

O."
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Chaff.

When Adam ate the apple, did he or did he

not Eve-aid the responsibility ?

Osman Pasha has seven wives. His establish-

ment was the original of Hawthorne's story, the

"House with Seven Gabbles."

"Boys, don't leave the farm." No, boys,

just take the farm right along with you when
you go anywhere. You will find it handy if

you fail to get a situation in the city, as you

probably will.

A Western man, recently visiting Vermont,

was shown some beechnuts, of which he pro-

cured a quantity for a friend in his native State.

On receiving the same, his friend returned

thanks, and declared that "Vermont must be a

tall one on buckwheat."

"And now, Mrs. Sullivan," said the counsel,

"will you be kind enough to tell the jury

whether your husband was in the habit of strik-

ing you with impunity?" " Wid what?"
"With impunity." "He wuz, sir, now and

thin; but he sthruck me ofthener wid his fist."

A few days ago a very handsome woman en-

tered a dry goods house in New York, and

inquired for a bow. The polite clerk threw

himself back, and declared he was at her ser-

vice. "Yes, but I want a buff, not a green one,"

was the reply. The young man went on meas-

uring goods immediately.

"Do you know," remarked a rather fast

Newark youth, the other day, to a stuttering

friend, to whom he was slightly indebted—"do
you know that I intend to marry and settle

down?" "I do-don't know anything about it,"

was the reply; "but-but I think you had b-b-

better stay single and set-settle up."

There is a precocious six-year-old boy who
is wonderful on spelling and definition. The
other day his teacher asked him to spell "mat-

rimony." "M-a-t-r-i-m-o-n-y, " said the young-

ster, promptly. "Now define it," said the

teacher. "Well," replied the boy, "I don't

know exactly what it means; but I know
mother's got enough of it."

Little Mary P.'s father had gone to Europe.

During his absence she prayed continually for

him that God would take care of him and bless

him. On his return she ceased praying for

him. " Why don't you pray for father now? "

asked her mother. " We have got him at home
now and we can take care of him ourselves!

'

A very little boy had one day done wrong,
and he was sent, after maternal correction, to

ask in secret the forgiveness of his Heavenly
Father. His offence was passion. Anxious to

hear what he would say, his mother followed to

the door of the room. In lisping accents she

heard him ask to be made better; and then,

with, childlike simplicity, he added: "Lord,
make ma's temper better, too.

"

A lady' living near Baltimore, who is very
deaf, stopped a milkman, as he was passing the

house the other day, and asked him how much
he charged for a quart of milk, and then had
her ear-trumpet to catch the reply. He drew a

quart of milk and emptied it into the trumpet,

and the result has been that he has to go three

miles out of his way to keep out of sight of the

lady's son, who sits on the porch with a shot-

gun waiting for him to pass.

YotfffQ folks' CoLlIjAN.

Men and Mice.—The newspapers, says the

Rural New Yorker, are fond of telling stories

about the cowardice which women will show in

the presence of a mouse. A severe masculine

censor once declared that the most grave and
wise gathering of women, for the most import-

ant and serious purpose, could be utterly thrown
off its balance by the letting loose of a mouse
in the room. That was men's theory. Here is

a fact: While a judge was holding court at

Van Wert, 0., a few days ago, a mouse took

advantage of his preoccupation, and climbed up
inside his pantaloons. The attorneys and at-

tendants became aware of the situation when
the judge suddenly gave a jump, clapped his

hand to his legs and stamped on the floor. The
Sheriff rushed to the rescue, and the spectators

rose in their seats, not knowing what was about
to happen. The Judge whispered to the Sheriff,

a lawyer shook the intruder out, and in the

general confusion that ensued the mouse es-

caped. Fancy the howl of derision that would
have gone up from "the superior sex" if this

had happened in a court presided over by a

woman.

Gerrit Smith and the Newspapers. —
Gerrit Smith, according to his biographer, 0. B,

Frothingham, was not so much a newspaper
reader as a newspaper student. He was a man
of vast and various information and his knowl-
edge was always available for use. But his

library of 1,800 volumes was a most miscella

neous hodge-podge affair. The Greek and
Latin classics were conspicuous by their

absence. A single work of Darwin completed
the scientific department. Somebody presented
him with a copy of Campbell's "British Poets.

"

which he evidently had not read, and this

exhausted the poetical department. It was a
strangely unintellectual library for a man of

remarkable intelligence to own, composed of

reports, digests and other things with which a

merely literary man or scholar would not lumber
up his shelves. But Mr. Smith read the news-
papers regularly and diligently, and sucked out
of them the nutriment his mind needed for its

sustenance and the material it required for use

"Doodle Bugs."

It is a known fact that nearly everything in

nature likes music; snakes have danced to it,

mice have come from their holes and listened

with rapt attention, and even bugs are not in-

sensible.

"We call the Doodle Bugs up any time we
have a mind," said some little girls to me one
day when I was teaching school in Western
Virginia.

"Doodle Bugs?" said I. "I never heard of

such things."

"Would you like to see them ?" asked one.

"Most assuredly," I answered.
Then the little girls led me forth to the ruins

of an old log school-house, roofless and floorless,

and, joining hands, they squatted upon the

ground, forming a ring, and began chatting in

the most musical tones they could command:
"Uncle, Doodle, Uncle Boodle, Uncle Do-o-dle

Bugs ?"

I looked on in astonishment, for I could see

nothing but hard-baked earth. There seemed
not a living thing visible; but the children kept

up their chant some three or four minutes,

when I noticed the ground began to heave in

little spots and tiny heads peeped out, soon

followed by half or the whole body of a dirt-

colored beetle.

When the children stopped singing the little

things scampered back into their holes.

This struck me as very singular. But then

we are constantly meeting with strange things

in Bugdom. It is like fairy land if we only be-

come interested.

There are many, many kinds of beetles call-

ed coleopterous insects, because they have wing
cases; that is, they have shells or cases on their

backs, under which they fold their wings, some
kinds using them so very seldom that we would
never know that they had wings. A great

many live under the ground, and others on the

trees, flowers and grain. Indeed, there is scarce

a place where you may not find them.

Almost every child who has lived in the

country has noticed, and perhaps been very

much amused with the Bill Chafer, or Tumble
Bug, as we call it here in New Jersey. How
they seem to be playing with marbles right in

the middle of the road on hot, dusty days
'

How they push and tumble, and get their

jackets all dusty in their efforts ! Sometimes

t takes two or three beetles to roll their ball

up an elevation or over some impediment in the

way.
Did you never wonder what all such work

meant, or did you suppose it was just the way
those bugs have of amusing themselves ? I can

remember when I thought so myself. But after

I became older I began to wonder where the

bugs got the balls, what they were made of,

and what they were going to do with them. I

have since found it out, and it is all very inter-

esting.

They make the balls out of the excretions of

animals, in which they deposit an egg, leaving

it in the sun until it is baked almost as hard as

a marble; then begins their work. They toil

and struggle until they get the balls three feet

under ground. Then the little one is left in its

spherical home from early September until the

next spring, as warm and cosy as you please,

growing larger and larger until it bursts from its

shell, a little worm with six legs, and creeps up
to the surface of the ground; or, as some say,

they remain in the balls until they become
chrysalids, and come out beetles or tumble-bugs,

ready to begin tumbling and pushing like their

mothers before them.

—

A. E. C. Anderson, in

April Wide Awake.

The Influence of "Young Folks' Column."

Editors Press:—-I find that our "Young

Folks' Column" serves a double purpose. At-

tracting the little folks to itself, it makes them

hungry for more, and they soon find it in the

columns devotod to subjects of general interest,

till even the advertisements attract their at-

tention, and books and farm animals and ma-

chinery are discussed; the latter reproduced

often, some by the pocket knife, some by the

pencil, developing the genius of the mechanic

and the artisan. Perhaps I am singular, but in

the light of my experience and observation the

journals and papers enjojed by intelligent

grown-persons are best adapted to excite and

sustain in children a healthy and invigorating

iuterest in current literature, and in moral,

social, and even political movements destined

to be enrolled on the pages of future histories

of the present. Interest in these matters as

they transpire, lends relish to their readings of

past history and its study is relieved of the dry-

ness which appalls the youth conversant only

with "child s papers and magazines." Not
that I would ignore these publications, of which

there are so many good and beautiful, but like

cake and candy, I would deal them in restricted

quantities. C. I. H. Nichols.

l'omo, Cal.

esjic EcoftopY-

The History of Diphtheria.

We recently quoted some pertinent sugges-

tions concerning this disease from an address

delivered by Dr. Maxon, of Syracuse, New
York, and published in the Journal of Chem-
istry. There are also matters connected with
the history of the disease which teach lessons.

The annual flooding of the Nile in Egypt, afford-

ing, with the moisture thus produced, a genera-

tion and mingling of marsh and animal miasms,

with the various imprudences of the Egyptian
people, may readily have originated this disease.

Asia Minor, probably the next most prediposed

country and people, was next invaded, as might
have been expected. Then, in its turn, the

south of Europe, burdened with the imprudences

of the third and fourth centuries, with its influx

of the northern hordes upon the Roman empire.

Later still, central and northern Europe, dis-

tracted with the turmoils and degraded by the

pollutions of the dark ages, became ripe for it.

Finally, other parts of the world, including

America, had become sufficiently predisposed;

and the United States, having either produced

it or received it from the Old World, has hence

suffered a due share of its ravages down to the

present time.

Every step of the progress of this disease has

thus been invited, and every epidemic or en-

demic has had its cause; no case ever having

occurred anywhere, unless contracted by the

contagion from another patient, without some
general or local cause—usually local and discov-

erable—from which may have emanated animal

as well as marsh miasms or poisons. The fact

of its increased prevalence in our own country

may very likely be due, in part at least, to the

more artificial mode of treating children, its

more common victims. For it is a shameful

fact that, as a result of modern fashion, few
children now, among all classes, have proper

clothing or covering for their limbs; and a still

smaller number take their food with strict regu-

larity, abstaining from it between meals, as well

as from candies and other injurious and indigest-

ible trash, as they should. A radical reform in

these respects, together with cleanliness and an

avoidance of the pollutions in and about dwell-

ings, barns and out-houses, with proper sewer-

age, would greatly diminish the number of cases

as well as the malignancy of this and all other

putrid diseases. Such a rational and proper

course, persevered in for a reasonable time

would doubtless render them extinct, or some
of them at least.

If all interested in this matter would, instead

of regarding it as a visitation of God, set about

inquiring into and removing the causes, very

much might and would thus be speedily done to

eradicate this disease.

Johnny-Cake Without Eggs.

I found out for myself long ago, that deli-

cious corn cakes could be made of sweet new
meal without eggs; and I did'nt know but every-

body else knew the same. I used to scald the
meal mixed with a little salt with just as little

boiling water as would wet all of the meal.
This mixture I thinned a little with milk or

cold water, sometimes added half a teacup or
more of wheat flour, then I baked it in gem pans
in a hot oven. These corn gems are good, tool-

when the meal is fresh and sweet.

Lately I have been trying to use up some fine

white corn-meal that seemed a trifle bitter.

There was little sweetness in it to bring out by
scalding, and I wanted to disguise the slight

bitterness. So I went to the recipe-books.

They all dictated eggs and butter or lard. It

was impossible for me to get fresh eggs (I threw
away four of the last half dozen, and have lived

for six weeks using only three eggs obtained

from a neighbor), and "shortening" is one thing

I steer as clear of as possible. So this is the

way we made good johnny-cake under the cir-

cumstances described above.

Scald about a pint of meal at night with boil-

ing water. In the morning thin it with milk,

add a teaspoon of salt (only level full) a big

tablespoonful of sugar, and, lastly, a teacup-

ful of sifted white flour well mixed with a tea-

spoonful of baking-powder. The batter should

be rather thicker than for griddle cakes as the

meal has swelled some during the night, and no
allowance need be made for that. I cannot see

where the necessity for shortening comes in, as

these johnny cakes are certainly tender. A lit-

tle cream spread over the crust improves it.

The above recipe makes two thin cakes if baked
in common "square tins." When the milk is

sour, soda (in the proportion of a small teaspoon-

ful of soda to a large pint of milk) is used in-

stead of baking-powder.

"Mother, mother, here's Freddy teasing the

baby. Make him cry again, Freddy, and then

mother will give him some sugar, and I'll take

it away from him ; and then he'll squall, and

then mother will give him some more, and you

can take that, and we'll both have some."

Hints for the Wakeful.

If you connot get sleep when you first go to

bed, says Halts Journal of Health, give orders

to be waked up at daylight, get up promptly, do

not sleep a wink during the day, go to bed

at your regular time, with directions to be wak
ed as before; in a week you will find that you

can go to sleep promptly, but then be careful to

get up as soon as you wake in the mornings,

thus you will soon find out how much sleep

your system requires, and act accordingly

Always avoiding sleeping in the daytime; for if

you require seven hours sleep, and spend that

much in sleep at night, what ever time you

spend in sleep during the day must be deducted

from that seven hours, or you will soon become
wakeful again. If you wake up in the night,

either go to bed two or three hours later or

when you wake, get up, even if it be but one

o'clock in the morning, and do not sleep a mo
ment until your regular hour for going to bed;

and if you go to bed regularly, get up as soon as

you wake, and do not sleep in the daytime, you

will find out in less then a week how much
sleep you require, then act accordingly. Na-

ture loves regularity, and the four hours sleep

from ten to two, is worth six hours after twelve

o'clock. The great rule is, retire at a regular

early hour and get up always as soon as you

wake, if it is daylight. If persons have force

of will enough to keep from going to sleep a

second time, it is greatly better to remain in

bed ten or fifteen minutes after waking up, to

think about it, and enjoy the resting of that

kind of feeling of pleasurable tiredness which

comes over us on waking, especially if we have

taken more exercise than usual the previous

day, or have been kept up later.

Treatment for Corns.—The Druggists' Ad-
vertiser handles this painful subject as follows:

Keep the feet clean by frequent ablutions with

warm water, and wear easy, soft boots or shoes.

Without the latter precaution, corns will gener-

ally return, even after they appear to have

been perfectly removed. After soaking the feet

in warm water for a few minutes, pare the corns

as close as possible with a sharp knife, taking

care not to make them bleed. Place upon the

part affected a small, circular piece of leather or

buckskin, spread with some emollient plaster

and having a hole in the center corresponding

to the size of the corns. They may now be

touched with nitric acid by means of a small

glass rod or wood tooth -pick, due care being

taken not to allow the liquid to come in contact

with the neighboring parts. Lepeat this process

daily, until the offender be sufficiently softened

to admit of removal.

Asparagus.—Select green asparagus. If

you have the privilege of cutting it from the

bed, break or cut as close to the ground as it is

tender. If you must buy from the markets, try

several stalks and see that they are not woody
and tough. The white ends are usually so,

and are not eatable, being very bitter besides.

After breaking off the hardest part, the aspara-

gus may be improved by taking a thin sharp

knife and stripping off the outside skin, begin-

ning at the cut end and drawing the skin up-

wards as far as it will go. The bitter lies next

to the outside. Now cut the stalks into pieces

an inch long, put into a saucepan, sprinkle over

a little salt, and just cover with boiling water.

Cook twenty minutes; add half a teaspoonful of

sweet cream; rub together a teaspoonful of but-

ter and a teaspoonful of flour and stir in; boil

up a minute or two; toast a thin slice of bread

a light brown; cut into several pieces; lay into

the bottom of a dish, aud pour the asparagus

Or leave the asparagus without cutting

up, lay it all one way in the

otherwise prepare the same.

saucepan. and

Green Peas.—The most important part is to

get the peas fresh from the vines. They lose

their delicious flavor in a very short time after

picking. WT
ash before shelling, not after.

Shell the peas, then select the tenderest pods,

and put into just water enough to cover them,

and after boiling them 10 or 15 minutes, skim

out the pods and put in the peas. Boil them
slowly 20 minutes, trim with a little rich cream,

and salt. They should be boiled in so little

water that there will not be more than a half

teacupful around them when they are cooked,

and this should be seasoned and dished with

the peas. Those who must depend upon the

markets for peas often find them very insipid

and tasteless, notwithstanding their care in se-

lecting and cooking. Sometimes a spoonful of

sugar will add to the flavor. Boiling the pods

adds much to the richness and sweetness of the

peas.

Stove Blacking.—The following recipe for

imparting to stoves a fine black polish, which

will neither burn off nor give out an offensive

smell, will prove acceptable to some of our read-

ers. Lamp-black is mixed with water-glass (a

solution of silicate of soda) to the consistency of

syrup and applied with a brush as a thin and

even coating, then left 24 hours to dry. After-

wards graphite, or black-lead, mixed with gum-

water, is applied, and a polish obtained by rub-

bins ir the usual manner.

Making Xea.—A cup of tea is considered by

many to be one of life's indispensabilities. To

get the best cup out of the smallest amount of

tea is worth knowing. Fill the teapot with

boiling wator, put in the tea, and let the pot

stand five minutes; the leaves gradually sink,

are not scalded, and the true aroma is retain-

ed, not lost, as is the case in the old-fashioned

"tea-drawing."

Mucilage or Cement.—The Journal de Phar-

made states that if to a solution of gum-arabic,

measuring eight and one-third fluid ounces, a

solution of 30 grains of sulphate of alumina, dis-

solved in two-thirds of an ounce of water, be

added, a very strong mucilage is formed, capable

of fastening wood togethor or of mending porce-

lain or glass.
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The Week.

The sun shines again; the Legislature has

adjourned; blessings thicken and prosperity

shakes the brakes from its wheels. Everything

is full of life and zeal and spirited work.

The growing crops still hold the promise of

an outcome unprecedented in our agricultural
history. Pasturage and hay will be beyond the
ability of the animals to consume it, and for

another two years no lean kiue shall vex our
sight nor torment our dreams, (irain of all

kinds will be in generous surplus, and the quar-
rels of European rivals hold the prices firm and
promise well for the coining tons which we shall
have to spare. Fruit and grapes will be gath-
ered in profusion, and the local market will
have more than its needs. Thus again the
question of an outlet for our fruit will rise, and
it behoves all growers to lay whatever plans
they can to reach new marts. The drying and
canning will be stimulated, and we hear of sev-
eral movements to erect capacious drying facto-
ries. It will indeed be a year for pushing for-
ward all worthy enterprises, and no one
should sleep when the field is ripe for action.

Notes on Plowing and Manuring.

Our Half Moon Bay correspondent gives an
account in this issue of his practice in cultivat

ing hillside land, wnich will be read with

terest by alls especially, doubtless, by thos

who, in expectation of a dry season, mellowed

and sowed their sloping fields early in the win
ter, and then found their soil carried down b

the drenching rains of January. Of the sound
ness of his doctrine with reference to the lands

of which he writes there seems little doubt,

The points in his special treatise suggest com
ments of a more general nature.

We spoke not long since of some considera

tions which bore upon the subject of deep an
shallow plowing, and urged the fact that deep

plowing should not be carelessly undertaken

merely upon the grounds of general and plausi

ble theory. We also cited indications that

part of the general abuse of the practice of

"scratching in with the cultivator" was uncalled

for, because there are doubtless some localities

in which work with the cultivator, or at least

shallow plowing, was just the treatment needed
to give a crop with strong upright steins ani

heavy heads. Take for example the following
One of the leading farmers in the Alameda val

ley put to us the other day tins proposition
"if I should lease my farm to a tenant and
should plow it deep, he would get a growth of

straw breast high while the rains lasted, and it

would either fall and cost more than it was
worth to get it oil' the fields, or, if it stood un-

til the drouth comes on there would not be
moisture enough, which could be drawn up in

the soil, to mature the heads, nor would the in

jury be confined to one season? Ibelieteifl
should sue the man I could get damages against
him from a jury of my neighbors who could see

the injury done to the farm. This statement we
give is one of many which we hear fron

practical men. All do not agree as to the per
manence of the injury done by deep plowing,
because some claim that the result, on a second
year, lias shown a gain. We do not propose to

pursue this branch of the subject at this time,

We would note especially the fact there is set

ting a general reversion of opinion- concerning
the advantages of over-working the soil, espe
cially where it is of a light nature. We have
already noted, in a former issue, the experience
which proves that wheat, to acquire stout stems
ami mature heads, requires a moderately firm

seed bed and not one which is mellowed over
much. Some other agricultural plants manifest
a similar taste where they are grown on soil

naturally light. This subject has lately been
discussed before an English farmers' club, and
the opinions advanced seem the deductions from
a generalized experience. They very often heard
striving farmers complain that although they
had cultivated their laud to the very utmost,

and perhaps plowed it three or four times, they
wereywere worse off than their neighbors, who
had done just nothing at all. One speaker be-

lieved the cause of this was that a little more
than necessary had been done in the way of

plowing, in fact that they had been farming too

fast, and that four plowings on light land were
too many by three. He believed that for every
purpose required after the first plowing the cul

tivator would be far the most useful and eco
nomical implement. He continued his state

ment of observation in these words: "We of-

ten see the best crops on or near the headland,
partioularly in dry seasons, and on examination
we find it is where the plow has not had so

much chance, and when the soil has been more
consolidated. Have you never heard a farmer
say: 'I have no clover except a bit on the head-
land?' [The "headlands" are the strips of land

along which the steam plowing engines move
when drawing the plow from side to side across

the fields.

—

Eds. Press.] Well, I think this

helps to prove that we plow too much, or too

deep, or do not consolidate enough. I know of

but very little land in the neighborhood that
requires more than one plowing in one season,

as I said before, all other stirrings being much
better performed by the cultivator."

This experience i3 of much interest in connec-
tion with the general subject of tillage. How
far it is of practical application to our oondi
tions, we are not prepared to say, but the fact

that excessive working of light soils is found
most injurious in England in dry Beasons, and
the other fact, that it is observed to be similarly

injurious in some parts of this .State, where the
dry condition is of regular occurrence, may
doubtless point to some relation between the

two experiences. We give the facts at this

time without attempting on elaboration of their

relations.

We are always gratified to present experience
which indicates a successful use of manures in

this State, because tradition is so strong against

it, and yet there seems no other way to restore

to the soil the strength which we take from it.

We have no doubt that our strange conditions
lemand a method of applying manures, some-
what different from that which prevails else-

where. This must be discovered by experiment
and comparison of experiences. Our Half Moon
Bay letter is a contribution in the right direc-

tion, and will, we trust, be followed by records
of experience in other parts of the State, for it

is hardly likely that one line of practice will be
successful in our widely diverse regions. In
this search for the key to the profitable use of

manure, we have associates among the farmers
in New Zealand, whose conditions are, in some
respects, not unlike our own. In the Auckland
Weekly New*, we read as follows: "At the
Waiuku agricultural dinner, Mr. Wallace is

reported to have said: 'He knew one who
tried an experiment in regard to plowing. One
portion was plowed deep and weeds sprung up
in great abundance; the other portion he scan
fieed and gave a fair supply of manure. The
wheat came up, choked the weeds, and on this
portion of the farm he had a splendid crop, and
he |thought that shallow plowing and good
manuring would pay well in this province.'
Mr. Wallace is reported to be a man of much
experience and should understand the subject,
but his statement is a startling one, and 1

should like to know on what principle such
things can be. If such be the case, then it is

useless and worse to go to the great cost of
extra power for deep plowing and we have all

been going wrong.

"

These are themes which it would be well for
our agriculturists to consider in the light of
our experiences, and we trust that they will
give us the conclusions at which they arrive to
the end that the true practice may be shown
forth.

The Rainfall

The rainfall everywhere throughout the State

has now reached sufficient proportions. The
following table shows the measurement up to

the date stated in the different parts of the

State:

San Francisco, Mar. 30 84.05
Petaluma, Mar. 28 35.79
Santa Rosa, Mar. 27 43.05
Healdsburg, Mar. 28 78.12
Napa, Mar. 29 38.27
St. Helena, Mar. 29 48.75
Lakeport, Mar. 21 80.00
Mendocino, Mar. 30 78.00
I'kiah, Mar. 30 53.00
Vallejo, Mar. 29 24.09
Colusa, Mar. 30 30.99
Woodland, Mar. 30 24.70
Sacramento, Mar. 30 21.58
Auburn, Mar. 30 33.15
Stockton, Mar. 28 17.00
Modesto, Mar. 27 11.32
San Diego, Mar. 30 12.00
Anaheim, Mar. 28 14. IS
Santa Barbara, Mar. 29 27.74
San Luis Obis|H>, Mar. 30 27.92
Salinas City, Mar. 20 21.78
Santa Cruz, Mar. 27 38 16
ilroy, Mar. 29 27.62

San Jose, Mar. 30 17.89
Mission San Jose, April 1 22.55

Ef\[ES ^ND I\Ef»LIES.

Soot as a Rabbit Uisouster.—How good

some remedies for evils are and yet how im-

practical their application. For example, we
read in an English exchange that soot is a dis-

guster for rabbits and will compel them to cease

their inroads upon young wheat. The prescrip-

tion is in these words: "I have always found
broadcast sowing answer much better than
trilling; the plant has more chance to tiller out,

and it prevents hares from running between the
rows and biting through the straw, as they will

lo to a fearful extent in drilled crops. As soon
as the young plants begin to make their appear-

ance, engage a trustworthy man to sow over

the wheat, barley or oats once a week, very

early in the morning, a small quantity of soot,

mixed with a very little guano; such attention

will rally the young plant into strength, and
prevent the vermin from cropping it off through
the most trying months— March and April."

Now the idea of getting a man to sow soot over
our -wheat fields early in the morning once a
week seems impractical, when it is known that

there are many ranches with fields of wheat so

large that a man could not soot them if he
should work from now until harvest, and the

price of the required soot would amount to

more than the grain was worth. Nevertheless

it may be well to bear in mind that rabbits

ave a dislike for soot, and sometimes our gar-

ens or trees could be saved from their inroads

by its application in a small way.

Another Remedy for Phylloxera.—The

war against this ruinous insect continues. We
read in the London Fanner that M. Denis

Monnier, Professor of Chemistry at the Univer-

ity of Geneva, has attempted another chem-
ical cure. He believes that he has found in

raid sulphurous acid an agent which is at once

fatal to the insects and harmless to the plants.

Sulphurous acid, though gaseous in ordinary

form, can be readily liquefied under the press-

ure of three or four atmospheres, and being thus
troduced into the ground in closed vessels, is

liffused throughout the soil with great energy,

when it is again set free, killing the phylloxera

its subterranean haunts. A report, presented

the Federal Council by M. Desor, states that

Monnier's process has proved completely

successful at Pregny, but whether it will act

qually well under different circumstances and
lifferent kinds of soil remains to be shown

>y further experiments. At present it is sur-

mised that in chalky soils the action of the sul-

phurous acid will be so far neutralized as to

render it inert as against the insects. In a

note on this same phylloxera question, ad-

Iressed by M. Truchot to the Academy of Sci-

ences of France, the action of sulpho-carbonate

potass is stated to be doubly beneficial, this

salt insuring the destruction of the plague, and
the same time furnishing a valuable manure

for the enrichment of the soil of vineyards in

which it is employed.

Rye Grass—Egyptian Corn.

Editors Press:—Will you, or some of vour kind corre-
spondents, inform nie and other patrons of your valuable
journal the name of the rye grass which is so desirable in
the foothills; Can you tell me if an analysis has been
made of Egyptian corn?-G. D. F. SymRKs, Hope Ranch,
Santa Cruz county.

The rye grass of which most has been said in
our columns of late, has been grown from seed
imported from New Zealand. The original stock
was probably taken there from England, but by
acclimatization there, under conditions similar
to our own, is lielieved to have gained a partic-
ular adaptation for our State. We have no
doubt that the> grass which is sold under the
names "English," "perennial," and "Italian,"
is that to which our querist refers, if it be not
the New Zealand. Rye grass is a very accom-
odating plant, and has been found to adapt
itself to diverse conditions very rapidly.
We do not know of an analysis of Egyptian

corn, and whether it is or is not on record, it
would be an interesting subject to hear from
Prof. Hilgard upon. An analysis would in-
terest many, for there will be a very general
planting of the seed, in an experimental way,
this year, and large acreage where it has been
found to thrive. We should have analyses
both of the grain and of the dried and green
fodder in their season.

Growing Cranberries.
Editors Press:—I see in the Press an in-

quiry in regard to growing cranberries. I have
had some little experience in the matter, and
will give you the results. Three years ago I
procured 1,000 plants, and set them on a piece
of ground about 20x30 feet. The first year they
did not grow much, as I received them very
late in the season. They made good strong
plants, however, and the next year they grew
finely and were full of very fine fruit. The last
season was bad for them. I had so much to do
that I neglected them, but water was scarce for
irrigation. They were planted on a piece of
moist land, near a spring, about 600 feet above
the sea, and close up the mountain. I irrigated
them when they needed it, but gave them little

attention otherwise. I am well satisfied that
with good culture they will pay well, even on
upland. I am going to try it again, as I have
sold the old place.—R., Carpinteria, Santa Bar-
bara county.

Alden Dried Squash.
Editors Press:— I send you by to-day's mail a package

of Alden dried squash. It is prepared at the Alden Fruit
faclnry, San Jose, and we desire to make the public ac-
quainted with its merits. Please test it. We consider it

the cheapest and best article of the kind in market.
There are ten pounds of green squash in one of dried.
The water only being extracted it leaves the nutritious
part of the vegetable unimpaired.— C. T. Settle, San Joao.

This article is unquestionably a gratifying
success. Our cook gave it a trial for squash
pies and made an encore pic the first time.
One piece was not enough of it, it was so richly
flavored. As a dinner vegetable it is likewise
delicious. It comes in a fine powder and thus
quickly takes up water and assumes a good
consistency. Being thus finely divided, it is

perfectly homogeneous when cooked, and not
lumpy as careless cookery frequently makes
the fresh vegetable. We have not seen a more
perfect success in the line of dried vegetables.

Red Clover Again.
Editors Press:— I have not seen an answer

to my query: Who has tried red clover on irri-

gated land? But Mr. J. B. Armstrong, of Santa
Hosa, mentions in his letter from Lake county,
in your issue of January 12th, that Mr. Linsay
Carson has 1,000 acres of red clover that he
neither irrigates or reseeds, and cuts three tons

to the acre annually. This, I think, is as good
as can be done with alfalfa without water ; but
I repeat my query: Who has tried red clover on
irrigated land?— Jso. Mavity, St. Helena,
Napa Co.

Another Humboldt County Cow.
Editors Press:—Seeing in the Press of Feb-

ruary 23d a statement from James Smith, of

Ferndale, in regard to the yield of milk from
his mixed grasses, I would simply say I have
a cow that has been giving milk five months;
at the present time she is giving 44 pounds of

milk per day, besides suckling her calf. Last
week, after using all the milk and cream needed
in a family of six, we made 12 pounds of but-

ter. I weighed all the milk this morning from
my cow, and had 26 pounds.

—

Horace Drake
Rohnerville, Humboldt Co., March 22d.

Spanish Pea
Editors Prkss:—Will you inform me when and how to

plant the Spanish |>ea ((jarvaiiza); in hills, like beans, or

in drills, like other [was ?—F. Wkber, Orange, Los An-
geles county.

Will some grower answer ?

Fertilizers for Sugar Beets.—The agricul-

tural Society of Melun publishes an interesting

report of its experiments on different methods
of cultivating beet root, as recently carried out

upon eight equal-sized plots of ground. The
general results arrived at are that early sowing

is advisible when late frosts are not to be feared;

that roots grow in rows close together aro

richer than those in rows widely separated;

and that the superphosphates, or better still,

the superphosphates in conjunction with nitrate

of soda or with sulphate of ammonia act favor-

ably on the production of sugar in the roots,

though these themselves are of less gross weight

than under other kinds of manure. Pure sul-

phate of ammonia and nitrate of soda produce

heavy crops, but the roots are poor in sugar.
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Incongruities in Dairy-Produce Market.

Editors Press:— I presume in the nature of things we
must have a change soon. Butter at 16 cents and cheese

at 17 cents per pound. And the milk that produces one

pound of butter will make three pounds of cheese. It is

to be hoped that our big dairymen have scoured out

their vats and gone to cheese making by this time, so as

to relieve the butter market and give the man who runs

a small dairy a chance to get even on his produce. As a

rule, anything under 25 cents per pound for butter in

San Francisco, does not repay the maker the cost of pro-

duction. Should prices remain long as they are, some-

thing must happen. If the cost of production cannot

come down, eithqr prices or dairymen must go up.

—Edwd. Berwick.

Our correspondent presents the situation

pointedly, as is his wont. The outlook and the

in-look for that matter is not overbright for our

dairy producers. A few years ago, when the

price of butter fell below 30 cents, there were

considerable shipments to New York, but since

then Eastern people have learned to worship

the false god, oleomargarine, with such zeal

and the price of the legitimate article is so

depressed, that their markets can give us no

relief. In fact, the Eastern butter makers are

no better off than are we, and their firkins,

which they used to store up for high spring

rates, are falling at bakers' prices.

It is quite probable that some relief will be had

by turning butter dairies into cheese dairies, and

yet the contrast in price is hardly as great on

the average as our correspondent's note would
indicate. He has taken the top of the ladder

on cheese and the foot on butter. There is

cheese now arriving which sells for 13 cents,

with an average for all receipts of about 15

cents. The average on butter would not fall far

below 20 cents. Even with this revision there

is ground enough for the startling contrast, and

yet the rush toward the cheese vat must not be

a precipitate one or else the milk will be used

worse than it is for butter at 20 cents per lb.

Even good cheese will fall by the stimulated

production and poor cheese will be sold, as we
have seen it here within the last two years, for

half what it cost to make it. No one can make
good cheese without experience, nor can a butter

house be converted without some considerable

expenditure. We cannnot advise anyone to

attempt cheese making unless he has the skill

or is sure that he has hired it. Even if the

cheese be taken from the press in good condition

there may be many a slip in the handling and

curing, and as the quantity accumulates, the

curing calls for not a little labor and for proper

storage room. If it be shipped to the city too

green it will go to destruction. If it cannot be

held at home until the market favors, it will

droop on forced sales. There is a sort of Scylla

Charybdis feature about the business, unless the

dairyman can hold his own bark under control

until the proper time for shooting through.

There is little doubt in our mind but that the

surest way to derive all the money there is in the

milk is to be prepared for either cheese or butter,

as the market warrants. This remark would not

apply to a number of dairies, which have the

pole in the race and always sell at the top price

upon their brand of cheese or name of butter,

as the case may be. Probably they could gain

nothing by any change. But for the mass of

the large dairies, with capital enough to master

the situation, there would be profit for themselves

and rescue for their humbler neighbors if they

could turn from churn to vat, and thus preserve

a balance in the production and a true relation

between the two commodities. Not only would
this be true among dairies shipping to this mar
ket, but there are oftentimes in remote partsof the

State where money could be made by intelligent

watching and ministering to the demands of

their local markets.

But we do not expect to see the present de

pression long continue. A little more sunshine

will improve the quality of the feed, and the

result will be a wealth of true flavored butter

which will be a safe article to pack or pickle,

and this will relieve the market from the surfeit

which now results from the great weight of

butter from rank feed* which must be sold when
fresh. Although it is not probable that high

prices will be reached during the year, there

will be remuneration in a fair price obtained for

milk, which will be made as cheap as milk was
ever produced, because of the amount of pas

turage which is in excess of the mouths to crop

it.

A Blessing.—James Morse, Jr. , of Guadalupe,

Santa Barbara county, writing to the New En
gland Farmer, says: "A friend has just sent me
a copy of your valuable paper. The sight of it

thrilled me with joyous recollections of the past

It was like meeting an old friend, for I was a

constant reader of it for 20 years before I came
to California, from Vermont, in 1869. Our
mode of farming here is so widely different from
what it is in New England, that the same agri

cultural paper is not adapted to both localities.

Our farmers are blessed with a most excellent

agricultural paper, the Pacific Rural Press,

and some others of less note."

An Ornamental Cottage.

We expect to give our readers a number of

tasteful designs for house-building, which we
trust may prove useful and suggestive to them
in their rural and suburban home-making. It

will be a good year for improving our California

homes. The influx of money for bounteous

crops will give many the means to gratify their

desires in this direction, and we hope that many
wives and children may spend many pleasant

summer hours in talking and planning for the

new homes which will gratify their longings

and brighten their lives. We can but plead for

them that such surplus as can be well spared

from efforts to diversify and increase the pro-

ductions from the fields, shall be expended upon
the home, and not wasted upon vain pursuit of

tempting investments elsewhere, which have so

often been found ruinous to both soul and

Horses for War.—The putting of the Eng
lish armies on a war footing is stimulating the

horse market on this side of the water. A dis

patch from Montreal says the demand for horses

for England is increasing, several carloads

being taken over the Grand Trunk railroad

daily, destined for Europe, They are intended
for military service and branded with the letter
" S. " Large shipments of cattle are also being
forwarded from the lower provinces, and the
country east and west is being searched for

suitable horses for war purposes.

Grain Lifter for Headers.

There is a chance that this year's heavy growth

in the grain fields will make all devices for reach-

ing it, when lodged or trinkled down, valuable to

grain growers. We give on this page an in-

genious device for perfecting the work of the
header when dealing with grain of this char-
acter. It is claimed to be very successful in

saving grain without waste in heading. The
lifters are light and strong and can be easily

adjusted to the header by any one who can use
tools. As shown in the engraving, the lifters

can be run at any inclination as is required and
can be removed by the drawing of a bolt if the
grain should not need their aid. They are
worth examination, and, as we said above, this

year bids fair to make some such contrivance
very desirable. The lifters are manufactured
by 0. Bonney, at 221 Mission street, S. P.

A Sheep Dip.—We have given in former is-

sues several mixtures, which our flock masters

DESIGN FOR ORNAMENTAL COTTAGE.

pocket. The farm is itself the surest field for

enterprise, and the home is the grandest place

for investment.

The cottage shown on this page is one de-

signed by a well-known firm of architects, Isaac

H. Hobbs & Son, of Philadelphia. They are

doing a good work for the homes of the country,

and information concerning the terms on which

they work may be found in our advertising col-

umns. The design is a combination of the French
and cottage style of treatment. It is conven-

ient and quite commodious for a small ramily,

and can be built of wood for about $2,500. The
second story gives rooms of nearly uniform

have found effective for dipping. As shearing

and dipping are now in progress, we give an-

other prescription, which we find in the Auck
laud Weekly News, and which is approved by
the New Zealand shepherds: • 'The most cer

tain, simple and least expensive is tobacco and
sulphur, used as follows: Make, say five gal

Ions, as follows: Twenty-five ounces of well

cured, sound tobacco, 20 ounces of flour sul

phur; boil the water and put in the leaf (the

sulphur may be put in the dip afterwards)

.pulled to pieces if the tobacco has been manu
factured. Cover the boiler with a lid to pre-

vent the escape of steam, just as the housewife
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FIRST FLOOR.

hight, save a small angular slope near the ceil-

ing, caused by the roof, and this is rather an
ornamental feature. The roof can be made of

slate or shingles, the flat top being of tin. The
cottage, surrounded by grounds well laid out
and planted with trees, shrubs and flowers, will

be found a beauty and a comfort.

In the smaller engravings will be found the

BONNEY'S ADJUSTABLE GRAIN LIFTER.

plans for dividing the two floors. The lettering

has the following significance, and the sizes of

the rooms are attached:

First Story.

—

H, hall, 7 feet 6' inches wide;

P, parlor, 15 by 17 feet (i inches; S R, sitting

room, 12 by 15 feet; D I!, dining room, 13 by
14 feet; C, chamber, 9 by 15 feet; AT, kitchen,

10 by 13 feet; L, library, 9 by 13 feet.

Second Story.

—

H, hall; C, chamber, 14 feet

6 inches by 15 feet 6 inches; C, chamber, 11 feet

_
6 inches by 15 feet; C, chamber, 10 by 15 feet,

j witli a large number of closets.

SECOND FLOOR.

makes tea, only do not boil it afterwards, as

some tea makers do, for by so doing you lose or

weaken the effect of the essential oil. Make a

bath of these proportions in accordance with

the size of the flock. The tank or bath should

not be made to hold more than 20 sheep at a

time, and as small as optional— the liquid being

kept at a temperature of 110° to 112° Fahr.

This mixture is perfectly harmless, either to

animal or fleece. The best season to dip is as

soon after shearing as possible. Repeat the

process every 10 or 11 days, stirring the bath

up well before commencing to dip, to keep the

sulphur in suspension in the solution. The re-

sult will be a perfect cure. Should any sheep
be noticed particularly bad, they should be kept
separate, the ulcers opened, and a stronger so-

lution of the same mixture poured on the bad
spots out of a bottle or cup."

The Timber Land Bill.—Page's Timber
Land bill was amended by the Public Lands
Committee, on motion of Wigginton, in one
particular not heretofore noted, namely, by pro-

viding that the sections for partial relief of par-

ties heretofore indicted, etc., shall not apply to

timber cut or removed for the purposes of expor-

tation to foreign countries. This will allow for

continued detection and prosecution of guilty

partios engaged in wholesale depredations in

Washington Territory, and among forests simi-

larly convenient for shipments abroad.

Jumping Seeds or Devil Beans.

These curious little things which we have here-

tofore described and illustrated in the Press, have
excited no little interest among entomologists,

and their studies have brought to light many in-
teresting facts concerning the written history of
the insect, the determination of its proper name,
and that of the plant it infests, and other points
of local interest on this coast. We take there-
fore from the transactions of the St. Louis
Academy of Science, which are kindly furnished
us by Mr. Harry Edwards, the following inter-
esting paragraphs:

Mr. Riley exhibited certain seeds which pos-
sessed a hidden power of jumping and moving
about on the table. He stated that he had
recently received them from Mr. G. W. Barnes,
of San Diego, Cal. , and that they were generally
known by the name of "Mexican jumping
seeds." They are probably derived from a
tricoccous euphorbiaceous plant. Each of the
seeds measures about one-third of an inch, and
have two flat sides, meeting at an obtuse angle,
and a third broader, convex side, with a medial
carina. If cut open, each is found to contain a
single fat, whitish worm, which has eaten all

the contents of the seed and lined the shell
with a delicate carpet of silk. The worm very
closely resembles the common apple worm
(Garpoeapsa ptomonella), and, indeed, is very
closely related, the insect being known to
science as C'arpocapsa saltilane. It was first

recorded by Westwood in the proceedings of
the Ashmolean Society of Oxford, in 1857 (t. 3,

pp. 137-8), and repeatedly referred to under the
name of Carpocapm Dehaisiana in the Annales
of the French Entomological Society for 1859.
The egg of the moth is doubtless laid on the
young pod which contains the three angular
seeds, and the worm gnaws into the succulent
seed, which, in after growth, closes up the
minute hole of entrance, just as in the case of
the common pea weevil {Bruchus pisi). Toward
the month of February the larva eats a circular
hole through the hard shell of its habitation,
and then closes it again with a little plug of
silk, so admirably adjusted that the future
moth, which will have no jaws to cut with,
may escape from its prison. A slight cocoon is

then spun within the seed, with a passage way
leading to the circular door; and the hitherto
restless larva assumes the quiescent pupa state.

Shortly afterwards the pupa works to the door,
pushes it open, and the little moth escapes.
When ripe, the shell is very light, and, as the
worm occupies but about one-sixth the enclosed
space, the slightest motion will cause the seed
to rock from one of the flat sides to the other.
But the seed is often made to jerk and jump,
and, though this has been denied by many
authors, Mr. Riley has had abundant proof of
the fact, and had seen the seed jerked several
lines forward at a bound, and raised a line or
more from the surface on which it rested. If

the seed be cut, the worm will soon cover up
the whole with a transparent membrane of silk;

and if two of the opposite angles be cut, the
movements of the worm can then be seen, if the
seed be held against the light. It then becomes
evident that the jerking motion is conveyed by
the worm holding fast to the silken lining by its

anal and four hind abdominal prolegs, which
have very strong hooks, and then drawing back
the head and forebody and tapping the wall of

its cell with the head, sometimes thrown from
side to side, but more often brought directly

down as in the motion of a woodpecker's head
when tapping for insects. In drawing back the
forebody, the thoracic part swells, and the horny
thoracic legs are withdrawn, so as to assist the
jaws in receiving the shock of the tap, which ia

very vigorous and often given at the rate of two.

per second and for 20 or more times without in-

terruption. It is remarkable that this, of all

the numerous seed-inhabiting Lepidopterous-

larva;, should possess so curious a habit. The
seed will move for several months, because, as
with most, Tortricklous larvae, this one remains
a long time in the larva state after coming to its

growth and before pupating.

Mr. Barnes gives the following account of the
plant, received through Capt. Polhamus, of
Yuma, A. T. It seems to be called both Yerba
de Jlcclia and Colliguaja by the Mexicans:

"Arrow-weed ( Yerba de flecha).—This is the
name the shrub bears that produces the triangu-

lar seeds that during six or eight months have
a continual jumping movement. The shrub is

small, from four to six feet in hight, branchy,
and in the months of June and July yields the
seeds, a pod containing from three to five seeds.

These seeds have each a little worm inside. The
leaf of the plant is very similar to that of the
'Garambullo,' the only difference being in the
size, this being a little larger. It is half an
inch in length and a quarter of an inch in width,
a little more or less. The bark of the shrub is

ash-colored, and the leaf is perfectly green dur-
ing all the seasons. By merely stirring coffee,

or any drink, with a small branch of it, it acts

as an active cathartic. Taken iu large doses it

is an active poison, speedily causing death un-
less counteracted by an antidote."

On File.— "Views in Shasta," C. H. S.; "The
Malva,"R. L. ; "Notes from Los Angeles," "B.
W. C. ; "Remedy for Hard Times," E. B.

;

"Squirrel Killing," I. C. W. ; "English Agri-

cultural Prospects," H. F. M. ; "English and
American Cheese," J. P. S. ; "Inexhaustible
Soils," E. W. H.

The letter carriers collected in this city in

March 551,913 letters and distributed 448,692.
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Information Concerning Patents

FOR THE

AUSTRALIAN COLONIES,

BAST INDIA, Etc.

The geographical position of San Francisco,

and the fact of having a regular communication

by means of a line of steamers renders our loca-

tion here particularly favorable for taking out

patents in these colouies for United States in-

ventions. For the same reasons we include with

these instructions those for the East India

patents. American inventors, as a general

thing, are not aware that Australia presents a

better field for them to patent their inventions

in than almost any other country, the United

States and England excepted.

Comparatively little is known in the United

States of this vast continent situated at the anti-

podes, and the almost fabulous richne s and

depth of the soil, the vast strides with which

•he has advanced in population and wealth are

little known.
A correspondent who has lived 19 years in

Australia, says: ''I have been a little surprised

about one thing in connection with your invent-

ors, and that is that they don't make more use

of the patent laws of these colonies. It is true

that it is somewhat expensive to patent in all

the colonies, still it would pay in some cases,

and in others it would answer to patent an in-

vention in two or three of the colonies. An
efficient reaper and binder would pay te patent

in all the colonies; so would an invention for

preserving raw meat, or for benefiting those en-

gaged in wool growing, while any really good

invention for the benefit of those engaged in

gold mining might be advantageously patented

in three or four of them. Many American in-

ventions have already been patented here, and

have been very remunerative, and, as a rule,

when properly pushed, almost any good inven-

tion might be made valuable if patented here.

Ten times as many British inventions are pat-

ented here as American ones, yet it is notorious

that the inventive faculty is not near so largely

developed in them as in the Americans."
The continent of Australia has an area of

3,000,000 square miles, or nearly as much as that

of the United States. A large portion of the

interior is waste and unsettled, but wherever

the colonies have made a start they have made
rapid progress, in population and civilization.

There are seven Australian colonies, five of

which are upon the continent, and the other two

upon the adjacent islands. Of those on the con

tinent four only are of considerable importance,

namely, Victoria, New South Wales, Queens-

land anil South Australia. The fifth—Western
Australia— is separated from the rest by nearly

2,000 miles, aid is used as a penal station by
Great Britain. The island colonies are New
Zealand and Tasmania, the first consisting of

three islands of considerable size, while the lust

comprises one island. In importance these colo

nies stand at present in the order named (leav-

ing out Western Australia), and have a united

area of 2.13B, 180 square miles, with an aggre-

gate population ot upwards of 2.110,3ti8 inhabi-

tants. Each of these colonies h*s a well ar-

ranged patent law, and many of the inven-

tions patented in the United States, could be ad-

vantageously patented and introduced here.

Victoria.
The first colony in population and importance,

though not in size, is Victoria. This colony has

an area of 88,198 square miles, and a population

of about 800,000 inhabitants. The capital of

Victoria is Melbourne, a city of upwards of 240,

000 inhabitants.

A patent may be obtained in this colony for

any new and useful manufacture. An invention

already patented elsewhere may be patented at

any time during the continuance of the prior

patent, provided it has not been used or illus-

trated in the colony. An examination is

usually made to determine the novelty and util-

ity of the invention.

A patent may be obtained by the inventor
whether resident or non-resident, but a mere im-
porter cannot become a patentee. The docu-
ments required to obtain a patent are petition,

"pecifleation and drawings in duplicate and of a

given size, one copy being on parchment. The
specification must be signed and sealed by the

inventor. No model is required.

The term ot a patent is fixed at 14 years but
expires with any prior patent. The patent is

not required to be worked in the colony. It is

subject to a tax of £15 at the end of the third

year, and one of £20 at the end of the seventh
year. The expenses of a patent for three years, in-

clusive of government tax and all charges is $200.

New South Wales.
This colony has an area of 32a.437 square

miles and a population of about 000,000. Its

capital is Sydney, situated at the head of a mag-
nificent harbor, and distant from Melbourne
about 600 miles. The pastoral and mining
interests predominate at present, and the colony
is in a highly flourishing condition,

A patent or letters of registration, as the docu-
ment is called, may be obtained in this colony
for any invention or improvement. The term is

14 years and a preliminary examination is had to

determine the novelty and utility of the inven-
tion, 'lhe patent may be obtained by the inven-
tor, his agent or assignee, either colonist or alien.

The documents required are a petition, dupli-
cate specifications and drawings. 1 he law does
not require the invention to be worked. The
fit of a patent tor the entire term, including

government tax and all other expenses, is $250.

Quo onsiand.
This colony was set oft a few years since from

New South Wales, and hts an area of 678,600

square miles and a population of upwards of

150,000. Its capital city is Brisbane.

A patent is granted in this colony to the in-

ventor, his agent or assignee, for the term of 14

years, the same as in New South Wales. The
documents required are also similar, a petition,

duplicate specifications and drawings. The cost

of a patent for the entire term, including all

charges, is $250,

South Australia.
This is the largest of the colonies, having an

area of 914,730 square miles and a population of

198,257. 'Its capital is Adelaide.

Patents are granted in this colony for 14
years, an examination being made as to novelty.

The documents required are a petition, dupli-

cate specifications and drawings. The entire

cost of a patent is $250.

New Zealand.
This colony has an area of 105,000 square

miles, and a population of 310,437. Its capital

is Wellington, and its principal city is Auckland.
Letter patents in this colony are granted only

when application is made there before anywhere
else. Letters of registration, however, are

issued to bona fide holders of letters patented

elsewhere, and have the same force as, and ex-

pire with, the original patent. To obtain letters

of registration, a certified copy of the specifica-

tion, drawings and prior letters patent, and a

declaration of the applicant that he is the bma
fide holder of such letters patent, must be filed.

If made by the assignee, a certified copy of the

assignment, and a declaration of the applicant
1

must be filed. The entire cost of letters of regis-

tration in this colony is $200.

Tasmania.
Patents are granted in this colony in essentially

the same manner as in Victoria. and lor the same
time. The total cost is $200.

Trade-Marks.
Trade marks may be registered in the colonies

of Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland, New
Zealand and Tasmania. The cost of a Victorian
trade-mark is $60. and of the other colonies

mentioned, $50 each.

EAST INDIA.

An East Indian patent is granted for a term
of 14 years, and must be for a new invention

of public utility. The applicant must be the

inventor, bis executor, administrator, or assign,

and may be a resident, non resident. British

subject or alien.

The documents necessary are a petition,

declaration, specification and drawings, together

with five copies, one for each of the Presiden-

cies, ihe cost of an East Indian patent is $300.

Inventors will please write for any further

information desired concerning the above colo-

nies, the Oauadas, and other foreign countries.

Our American and foreign patent circular will

be sent free on receipt of postage stamp.
Samples of our first-class illustrated newspa-

pers will be sent postpaid on receipt of 10 cents.

DEWEY & CO.,

Office of the Mixixo and Scientific Press
and Pacific IUkal Puess, San Francisco.

Pacific Rural Press — Subscription Terms
for 187a

Annual subscriptions, ii

When paid fully one year in advance, Firry cents will

be deducted.
No new subscriptions will be taken without cash iu aoS

vance. All arrearages must be paid for at the rate of 94
per annum.
By paying up arrearages, at $4 a year any subscriber

can continue at 83.50 in advance.
Subscribers heretofore paying club prices will be re-

quired to pay the foregoing rates unless they renew the
club with strictly advance payments.
The above terms are as low as can be afforded for a

journal so valuable on the farm, and every way accept-
able in tho family circle.

All subscriptions not renewed by payment in advance
will be discontinued at the option of the publishers or
their agents.

Send a letter or postal eard direct to rns publishers,
giving full name, with name of town and oounty, when
you wish the paper stopped —remitting the amount due us.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
Ban Francisco, Jancarv 1st, 1878.

>Ve beg to inform you that on the 12th, of the present
month, Mr Solon II. Williams, will be admitted as .Junior

Partner in our firm. The stylo and title of the new firm
will then be Spaulding, Barto k Co.

Mr. W. has been connected with our establishment for

several years pant, and in introducing him, we trust that
be will receive your confidence and respect.

In the future, as in the past, we will endeavor to give
satisfaction U> all those who favor us with their orders;
and, as wo have just added a large assortment of the
latest and most beautiful founts of type to our already
large stock, we are prepared to do any and all kinds of

plain and fancy Job and Book work at Low Prices.
Soliciting a continuance of your favors, we are, yours

respectfully, SPAULDING & BARTO.

Farmers ! Farmers 1

1

Throughout California arc requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Eree
Labor Exchange," 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,

.San Francisco. All hands carefully selected free

of charges to employers and employees.

" The Pacific Rtjrax Press closed its four-

teenth volume with last year. The Press is a
favorite in this office, as well as in the house-
hold of the agriculturist. We trust it will con-
tinue to enjoy many years of prosperity, and to

its enterprising publishers be a satisfactory
source of revenue."

—

Coluta Stcn, Jan. £.

Good Land in a Favor-

able Location.

The Redding Ranch, in the Upper Sacra-

mento valley, originally embracing over 26,000

acres of choice grain, orchard and pasture land,

is now offered for sale at low prices and on fa-

vorable terms of payment, in sub-divisions to

suit purchasers.

The ranch was selected at an early day by

Major P. B. Redding, one of the largest pioneer

land owners in California. It is situated on

the west side of the Sacramento River and ex-

tonds over 20 miles along its bank.

The average rainfall is about 30 inches per

annum, and crops have never been known to

fail from drouth.

The climate is generally healthy and compar-

tively desirable. The near proximity of high

mountain peaks give cool nights during the

"heated term" which occur in our California

summers.

Figs, Grapes, Peaches, Prunes, Almonds, En-

glish Walnuts, Oranges and other temperate

and semi-tropical fruits can be raised with suc-

cess on most of the tract. Also, Vegetables,

Corn and all other cereals ordinarily grown in

the State.

A considerable amount of the rich bottom

land has already been cultivated.

The soil throughout the tilled portions of the

ranch proves to be of great depth and enduring

in its good qualities. It is quite free from foul

growths. The virgin soil among the large oak

trees on the bottom laud is easily broken up

and cultivated.

The California and Oregon railroad traverses

nearly the entire length of the tract. There

are several sections, stations and switches, be-

sides depots at the towns of Anderson and

Reading—all of which are located within the

limits of the ranch.

Land suitable for settlers in colonies can be

obtained on good terms.

Town Lots are offered for sale in Reading,

situated on the Sacramento river, at the pres-

ent terminus of the railroad. It is the converg-

ing and distributing point for large, prosperous

mining and agricultural districts in Northern

California and Southern Oregon. Also, lots in the

town of Anderson, situated more centrally on

the ranch. Lots in both these towns are of-

fered at a bargain, for the purpose of building

up the towns and facilitating settlement of the

ranch.

Purchasers are invited to come and see the

lands before buying here or elsewhere. Apply
on the ranch, to the proprietor,

Edward Frisbib.

Anderson, Shasta Co., Cal.

OUR AGENTS.
Oca Fat km* can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their
influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send
none but worthy men.

J. L. Tuarp—San Francisco.
B. W. Crowbll—California.

A. C. Knox— Pacific Coast.
C. N. West—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito

counties.
A. C. CnAMPioit—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.
Eeward S. Baker—Australian Coloi ies and Sandwict

Islands.

W. D. Wiutb—San Bernardino and Los Angelos coun-'
ties.

J. W, A. Wrioiit—8acramento, Placer and San Joaquin
counties.

B. E. Lloyd—Sonoma and Napa counties.
E. M. DEN.vy, Oregon.
F. B. Alderson, Nevada.
Hi E. Hallett — San Louis Obispo county.
G. W. McGrew.— Santa Clara county.

Every new subscriber who does not receive

the paper and every old subscriber not credited

on the label within two weeks after payimg for

this paper, should write personally to th pub-

lishers without delay, to secure proper credit.

This is necessary to protect us and subscri-

bers against the acts and mistakes of others.

H. H. H.
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine It is superior to any liniment erer

invented. For Kinobonb, Spavin, Sweexet, Callous
Li mps, and all old souks, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. 9prai>s, Stiff
Joints, Bki ises, Windoalls, and all slight ailments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,
and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & M00RE
?
Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL

The Gem Musical Library.

A set of 21 One collections of Bound Music, each of
which has 80 pages, full Sheet Music Size, and contain*
an average of 26 songs or Pieces, all of the beet and most
pleasing character The Composers are the most popular
and successful ones in the country. The following an
favorite Collections:

Fairy Fingers, by Julius Becht, containing 28 charm-

ing and easy Waltzes, Schottishes, Polkss, etc.

Pearl Drops, Contains 25 fine and easy piano pieces,

by Kinkcl, Cootc, Mack, etc. Capital for learners.

Brilliant Oems. Fine selection of piano pieces of

easy medium difficulty, by Pacher, All ml, Klnkel and

others.

Pleasant Memories. Contains quite a variety of

piano music, of moderato difficulty, and by 14 different

composers.

Fireside Echoes. A collection of capital songs and

choruses by 16 of the best composers. Price of each

book, 81.60 boards, $2 cloth.

A most attractive song is, "111 be watching for you at
the Window," by C. M. Pyke, 40 cents It has a line pic-

ture title, as has O. D. Wilson's new Polka Rondo, called

"Dancinir on the Green," (SO cents,) which is gaining a
deserved popularity.

Send for Circulars with Contents of 21 books.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO., BOSTON,

-THE-

PALAGE RESTAURANT,

SAN FRANCISCO,

No. 218 Sansome Street.

It is not surpassed by any dining bouse in the city

The saloon is new, commodious, elegant and comfortable,

and all visitors to San Francisco, who wish good food

well prepared and properly presented, at reasonable

prices, should try the "Palace." Beingnew.it is fitted

up with the latest and best approved cooking apparatus

and other conveniences for patrons.

Tip-top Dinners, 50 Cents,

Are given from 5 to 8 o'clock r. m. It will pay yourself

and friends, too,) to go considerably out of your way to

visit and patronlie this first-class restaurant.

ERNEST SCHNUTENHAUS,
J. M. WEBSTER,

Proprietors.

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,
ALAMEDA COUNTY.

(Successors to Z. B. Heywood * Co.

)

Lumber. Shingles, Sash, Doors, Lime,

Brick, and Builders' Hardware

Sold at the Lowest San Francisco rates. Strict at ten.

tion given Country Orders. Boats loaded at

wharf for all points on the San Joaquin
and Sacramento rivers. Cars of the C. P. R. E.

Co. loaded at the yard. Order* received at 22 California

Street, San Francisco, or at the hardware store of O. W.

Uabcock, 956 Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBEE, Proprietor.

THOMAS RICHARDSON, Manager.

f RUPTURE
- 'l^U If Ruptured, lend at once for

H Dr. Pierce's New Illustrated Book.

--S»^T Address Maoxitic Elastic Trcss Co.

r 809 Sacramento St., San Francisco.

^CURED.-«*

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE AND
OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

McAFEE BROS, r,«; Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansome Street, - San Francisco.

BUCHAN'S

CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

^-^^ AND ALL DISEASE* Ot THE SKIJ.

•J^ssW Buchan's Carbolic Soaps; Holman's Fever and
JUssssUsa Ague Pad; Corks, Bottle* and Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 318 to 310 Battery St., S. F.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

OFHTCE—NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Betwers Broadwat Aire Wabmijotoh.)

OAKLAND, GAL.
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Purchasers ok Stock will find in this Directory the
Names of some ok the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

60 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO., Downey City, Cal., breeders of

thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petalunia, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal. , breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at 340

to 8100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

Li. TJ. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, 815 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.

BURBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks for

sale. Also, eggs in thoir season.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for
hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

A. O RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

SWINE.
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal,

Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine,
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

J. M. KERLINGER, Ellis, San Joaquin Co., Impor-
ter and Breeder of Berkshire Pigs and fine Poultry.

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

jiltti

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords the

best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Eejcher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs,

nquire of

1. L. MILLER.

Beecher, Will County, Illinois

IMPORTANT SALE
—OF—

Pure -Bred Short-Horn Cattle, Dairy

Cows and Thoroughbred Horses,

At Baden Farm, San Mateo county, on

THURSDAY, APRIL 18th, 1878, at 1 P. M.,

Being the day after the annual meeting of the Short
Horn Breeders' Association, by order of S. B. Emerson
and Robt. Ashburner. We will sell 30 head Pure-Bred

Short Horn Cows, Heifers and Bulls,

several of the lot being by tho imported bulls Sheriff
(29,9(54)and Kirklevington Duke 2d (34,384;, and 40 head of
high grade Short Horn Dairy Cows and Heifers, several of
which have recently calved or aro near calving, and are
suitable for family cows.

Two Thoroughbred Stallions,

One 8-year-old Filly, one 2-year-old do, and two Brood
Mares by Belmont.
The above stock can be seen at Baden Farm, close to

Baden Station, on the Southern Pacific railroad, ono week
before the sale.

Catalogues with podigrees can be had of the auctioneers,
9 Merchants' Exchange, San Francisco; S. B. Emerson,
Mountain View, Santa Clara county; or, Robt. Ashburner,
Baden Station, San Mateo county, Cal.

TERMS OF SALE:
All sums under $150, oash, in U. S. gold coin; for sums

over that amount six months' time on good endorsed
notes, drawing IX per month.

4=aTTrains leave oorner 4th and Townsend streets, San
Francisco, at 8:30 a. m. and 11:25 a. m.

;
returning leave

Baden at 2:10 p. M. and 4:48 p. u.

CREG0 & B0WLEY, Auctioneers.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. GRAY.

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
L C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,
Grangers' Building, - 106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that
enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

IRA MARDEN <&, CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Warden's Coffee and Spices.

Harrison Barto. Solon H. William.

jVb. 4Id Clay Street,
North Side,

Above Battery, San paimwc.

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshures.
Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are
guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles City, Cal.

FVPRY riAY 19 warranted usirg JILZtitni UHI WELL AUOEKS and
DRILLS. Took the first premium at the Great Exposi-
tion. They bore any diameter and depth; 100 feet a day,
through earth, sand or rock. Pictorial auger book free.
Address Col. PETER SAXE, Los Angeles, Cal., Agent for
Pacific States.

CARD.

Last fall, preparatory to moving to Oregon, I disposed

of my entire herd of Berkshires. Alfred Parker, Esq., of

Bellota, San Joaquin County, purchasing several of my
best imported hogs. I take pleasure in recommending
him to my former patrons and to the public generally as a

reliable breeder. K. S. THOMPSON, Napa City, Cal.

tfSTParties favoring me with their orders may rely

upon getting A No. 1 Pigs, with perfect pedigrees and of

the most fashionable English strains. Address,

ALFRED PARKER, Bellota,

San Joaquin County, Cal

THOROUGHBRED BULLS.

Ten head of Red Durhams from 12 to 15 months
old, Also, 12 head of large work horses and mares will

be sold this spring at private sale on my ranch, six miles

from Orovillo, Butte County.

£3TBulls Sired by Golden Louan Duke.

M. WICK.

W. & J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California.

IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS Or

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE
Also, the finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGOS FOR SALE.

25
EXTRA MIXED CARDS, Snowflake, Oriental, Etc.,
with name 10 eti. J. B. HUSTED, Nassau, N. Y.

[Fig.2

Fig-.i

1BSLW

Among the advantages gained by this holder are the
following:

It can be opened and closed quickly.

The points are less obstructed while the articles to be
filed are being placea.

The papers (wholly or partly folded) can be either

"straddled" over the lower bar, or filed in regular book
order.

The elastic hinge and band accommodate and hold firm
either a large or small number of papers.

With less material, it is lighter and less cumbersome
than other holders, and approaches nearer to bookbinding.

It has no rigid hooks, hinges or loose parts to break or
get lost.

It has proved durable in practice. The file is adjusted
but 52 times a year for a weekly paper, and a sample
holder can be opened and closed 1,000 times without
showing wear.
Five sizes are made to suit the dimensions of different

papers, viz. : 18, 22, 26, 30 and 34 inches, inside measure.
Single samples will be mailed from office for 50

cents, (and upward, according to size), postpaid. Whole-
sale and retail agents wanted.

BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

24 Post Street,

Near Kearny,

San Francisco, Cat.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives
such broad culture as the times domand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.

Ladies' Department.—Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Telegraphic Department.—In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business Colleere, San Francisco, Cal.

DAI A PC THESE LARGE, FINE, NEW DINING
f*l»fll/t Rooms are exceedingly popular. The host

RESTAURANT of everything on the tables.I1LO I MUllrlll I , Dinner nirnished at the low

NO. 218 SANS0IV1E ST., S. F.
CENTS, from five to eight p.

try thejPalaoe.

FIFTY
Visitors to 8. F. should

Lands for Sale and to Let.

FINE RANCH FOR SALE,

LOWEST PRICE, $8,000.

The ranch is situated on the direct stage road between
Mendocino City and Cloverdale, in Mendocino County.

Forty miles from Cloverdale, 20 miles from Navarro
Ridge and one mile from the Christine Postofflce.

It Consists of a Total of 2,000 Acres,

Of which 640 are secured by Government title and the

balance by possessory title. It consists of

150 Acres of Rich Bottom Land,
Which is adapted to the raising of Wheat, Barley, Oats,

Potatoes, Corn, Vegetables, etc., and will raise as large

crops as any land in the county. There is 1,210 acres

of Fine Rolling Land which is A No. 1 pasture land, and
capable of keeping 1,000 head of Sheep, or 100 Dairy
Cows. The whole ranch is well fenced with picket and
post and rail fence, and has eight good buildings on it,

consisting of a good substantial and comfortable

Dwelling Houseof Six Rooms,
Two Barns, one of them 100x40 feet, and the other 40x40
feet, a Granary, Woodshed, Chicken Hou6e, and a No. 1
Dairy House, new last year. There is a bounteous and
never failing supply of good soft water at both the Dwell-
ing and Dairy Houses.
On the ranch is a large quantity of Redwood timber,

suitable for all purposes. There is a

Pine Orchard of Some 300 Trees,

Of the choicest varieties of Peach, Apple, Pear and Plum,
as well as a large quantity of Grapevines, Currant and
Gooseberry bushes, and other small fruit. There is 100
acres sown to Wheat and Barley, which is now up four or
five inches, and promises an abundant harvest in the
fall.

The owner has also about 40 head of Cattle, a few
Sheep, five horses, 150 head of hogs, 100 Hens, and a large
supply of all necessary Farming Utensils, which he will

dispose of to the purchaser at very reasonable terms if

desired.

The neighborhood is as good as could be desired, only
one mile from to a store and one-half mile to a good
schoolhouse, as well as one-half mile from a church.
The owner's reasons for selling are his wife's health and

his dislike of the business. At the price at which it is

offered it is the cheapest ranch in Mendocino County, as
the crop bids fair to be worth when harvested, $4,000.
agTTernis are $S,000, one-half cash and the balance se-

cured by a mortgage at one per cent. For full informa-
tion, address

DEWEY & CO., 202 Sansome Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for sale in Riverdale, Fresno County. It com-

prises 160 acres, U. S. Patent, of rich bottom land, with
house and out buildings. Grass is green the year round.
Alfalfa grows the year round without irrigation, as
water is but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There
is t»vo irrigation ditches running across the ranch and
three cubic feet of water per second belongs with the
place, and 42 small fruit trees ami two to three hundred
blackberry and strawberry plants; 30 acres of alfalfa; 20
acres of barley, all looking nicely and a nice vegetable
garden. Sixt; acres inclosed, three plows, one two gang
sulky, (John Deere,) and two single plows, harrow, two
number one cows, two calves, one work team, harness,
old buggy and two dozen hens. The ranch is one mile
west of the Riverdale postoffice. We have a good school,
one store and preaching every two weeks of the South
Methodist. The ranch is 10 miles north and west of
Lemore, a flourishing railroad town; 9 miles due west of
Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, the county seat of

Fresno, and 15 miles from the Central California Colony.
All the crops stock and tools mentioned go with the
ranch if sold soon. Price, $2,500. $1,500 gold coin down,
and one year's time on balance. For further particulars
address or call on ranch.

DAVIDS. ORR, Riverdale, Fresno Co., Cal.

FARM FOR SALE.

Farm of 50 acres in Vaca Valley, four miles from Vaca-

ville, good house of four rooms, barn and outhouses.

Well watered, fine orchard. School one mile. Forty-five

acres in grain, to be sold with the ranch or without. For

further information inquire of HENRY AMMONS, Vaoii-

ville, or on ranch to

O. GARLICHS.

FARM FOR SALE.

The subscriber, long a resident of Linn's Valley, Kern
County, now offers his farm for sale cheap. Said farm is

well improved, conveniently situated to school, church,

etc. Well supplied with water, Posa Creek running

through it full three-quarters of a mile, and two good

springs of excellent water on the premises. Title, U. S.

Patent; 100 acres. For further particulars apply to

S. E. REED, Glenville,

Kern County, Cal.

Calvert's Carbolic

SHEEP WASH,
$2 Per Gallon.

After dipping tho sheep, is use*-

ful for preserving wet hides, de-
stroying the vine pest, and for
wheat dressings and disinfecting
purposes, etc T. W. JACKSON,
S. F. , Sole A^ent for Pacific Coast.

frn BE 3T CARDS, no two alike, printed in Crimson or
OU Jet, 13c. CLINTON BROS., Clinlsuvllls, Con».
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NVENTIONS

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

(From Official Retosts vox. Tim Mixing so Scientific
Press, DEWEY « CO., Piblisiirrs and U. S.

and Foreign Patknt Agents.]

By Special Dispatch from Washington, D. C

Week Ending, March 5th.

Tobacco Pipe.—Thomas A. Van No -den,

Quincy, Cal.

Watchmakers' Oil Cip.— E. R. Weber, S. F.

Steam Engine.—J. J. Carter, Sacramento.
Oil Cook Stove Lamp.—H. L. Howse, Sacra-

mento.
Handles for Fruit Boxes, etc.—R. E.

Morey, S. F.

Trade Marks.
Flow.—H. C. Shaw, Plow Company, Stockton.

Week Ending, March 19th.

Flume.—R. H. Campbell, Red Bluff, Cal.

Mode of Bunching Lumber for Running
through V-shaped Flumes.—N. P. Chipmau,
Red Bluff, Cal.

Saw-mill Head Block.—W. H. Abrains,
Eugene City, Oregon.

Apparatus for the Production of Hot Air.
—E. Moreau, S. F.

labels.

Salve.—W. S. Halpruner, S. F.

The patents are not ready for delivery by the Patent
Office until some 14 days after the date of issue.

Note —Copies of II. S. and Foreign Patents furnished
by Dewey & Co. , in the shortest time possible (by tel-

ip-aph or otherwise) at ti.e lowest rates. All patent busi-

ness for Pacific coast inventors transacted with perfect

security and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through

Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press American and

Foreign Patent Agency, the following are worthy

of mention:

Car Trucks.—James D. Divoll, S. F. The

improved construction of car trucks relates

more particularly to an arrangement of divided

axles and a novel method of mounting the axles,

so that the car wheels can adapt themselves to

the curves of the tracks. The invention con-

templates the employment of a separate short

axle for each wheel. The outer end of each
short axle is mounted on a bearing, which is

capable of a slight horizontal rotation, while
the inner end is mounted on a swinging-box or

bearing, which is constructed with a swinging
frame midway between the wheels. This
swinging-box is attached to the frame by a
movable fastening below the axle and an
arrangement is applied which connects the
upper ends of all four boxes of each truck, so

that they can swing in opposite directions when
it is desired to adapt the wheels to the curve of

the tracks.

Purifying Coal. — P. F. Morey, Oakland.

The invention relates to a novel process, by

which coals may be purified at small expense, and
all impurities separated, so as to produce a high
grade of coal from an impure and nearly worth-
less article. It consists in the employment of a
bath of liquid, having such a density and com-
position, that, when the coal is introduced, it

will be separated from its impurities, partly by
mechanical means and partly by chemical.

Improved Anchor.—E. and R. B. Spedden,

Astoria, Oregon. This novel method of con-

structing ships' anchors consists in pivoting or

hinging a single rluke in a peculiarly-constructed
frame or shank. This shank, on account of its

peculiar shape, serves both as a shank and
stock and is devoid of any projecting arms or
points, to come in contact with the ship's sides

or bottom when it is being taken up, or to
entangle the cable or chain so as to foul the
anchor when it is on the bottom.

"Cash Paid Promptly-."—MayJBros., flales-

burg, 111., want to hire agents for their late im-
proved Windmills, the cheapest, strongest and
best in use. Retail price, $50. Write for

t :rms.

Woodward's Gardens has the following new attraction!
The buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements in the zoological department, besides the
other features which have made it popular.

Settlers and others w ishing good farming lauds for sure

crops, are referred to Mr. Edward Frisbic, of Anderson,

Shasta County, Cal., who has some 15,000 acres for sale in

the Upper Sacramento Valley. His advertisement ap-

pears from time to time in this paper.

Mr. W. J. Woowley, who took out a Canadian Patent
some four Years ago, is requested to call at the Mixing
AXD SclEXTIFIC PRESS PATENT AGENCY OFF1CB. Business
of importance.

Take Warxino - A Barometer by mail for five cents,
or two green stamps. Tells storms and cbangos correctly,
cfore hand and reliable. £. ,s Heath, Cliutonville, Pa.

Any Photographer having a large Camera Box for

sale will please notify "N. S.," at this office

Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and arc
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the pa|>er bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.
San Francisco, April 3d, 1S78.

The wager of battle which seems imminent
between Russia and England has a noticeable

tendency to advance rates for (irain, and Wheat
in this market is advancing in the face of the
coming immense harvest. The ready supplies

now at command here are much reduced, and
this also exerts a strengthening effect upon spot

prices. The trade is alert and expectant,

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the
following table:

Cal. Average. Club.

lis —(cells 6d lis 6d(3123 3d
Friday lis Sd@lls Sd lis 8d(<il2s 6d

lis 3dut lis Sd lis 8dirtl2s 6d
lis 3d>oells 8d lis 6d
lis 3d®ll» 8d lis 6d(3l2<* 6d
lis 3dt311s Sd lis (idittl'i* H.I

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as follows:

Average. Club.

1S76 !)s 10d@10s 2d 10s 2d®10s 9d
1877 10s 9d(311s — lis —6$1U 4d
1878 lis 3d(311u 8d lis UdtpB12s 6d

Domestic Produce.

Articles.

Flour, quarter sacks

.

Wheat, centals
Barley, centals.

Beans, sacks
Corn, centals
Oats, centals
Potatoes, sacks
Onions, sacks
Wool, bales

Hops, bales
Hay, bales

Week. Wrrr. Week. Week.
Mar. 13 Mar. 20. Mar. 27. April 3.

21, -27.'. S2,8(Hi 30,257 42,372
73,671 150.S2S 111,4113 73,721
7,873 5,578 9,763 12,230
093 2,760 941 908

4.55S 4,43s 7,203 1,761

1,46! 1 834 545 0,159
14.181) 13.350 19,173 16,330
1,321) 1,272 1,052 617
136 125 298 007
47 27

1,5111 1,874 1,577 1,267

The Foreigm Review.
London, April 2d.-—The Mark Lane Espn*

says: Reports concerning the Wheat plant from
all parts of the Kingdom continue satisfactory.

The country trade is steady, but not active.

The provincial markets are scantily supplied

with home-grown grain. Imports of forei_

Wheat into London have been liberal. A pres-

sure to sell American Wheat, ex-ship, brought
about a slight reduction in the value of this

class of grain. Russia is anxious to dispose of

her produce, and with her and America com
peting, it is difficult to see whence trade is to

lerive strength to enable prices to hold up
India may be disregarded for the time, as she

cannot ship much Wheat until the new crop is

gathered; but Cermany has been steadily ex
porting to this country. Politics have once
more monopolized the entire attention of the

trade. With fair arrivals at porta of call, the

floating cargo trade for Wheat is firm. Owing
to a more unsettled state of political matters,

prices advanced '2@2s per quarter. The Conti-

nental demand continues. Maize improved 9d
(a Is per quarter. Barley ruled firm, at 6d
per quarter advance.

Freisrnta and Cnarters.

Wheat freights, says the Commercial News,
have been fairly active during the past week for

this time of the year. Rates were fully main-
tained until the close, when the charter of the

British bark Cormorant—made in England -

broke the market. Iron ships cannot now be
quoted above £2 7s 6d to Liverpool direct, a

decline of 2s (id on last week's quotations. It

is, however, only fair to say that it is ex-

tremely doubtful if any of the disengaged iron

ships in port could be obtained at anything less

than £2 10s direct to Liverpool. At the close

we have 12.3.V2 tons in port loading Wheat,
7,404 tons miscellaneous and 22,888 tons dis-

engaged. The latest charters reported are: Br
bark Parknook, 700 tons, Wheat to Cork, U.
K., £2 10s; Br ship Cormorant, 1,110 tons,

Flour to Liverpool, £2 7s (id, chartered in Eng-
aml; Ship Enon S'oute, 1,519 tons, Wheat and
Mdse to Liverpool £2 7s Gd; ship LveUe 1,304

tons, Wheat to Liverpool, £2 (is 3d; Cork, U.
K.; £2 8s 9d; Continent, £2 lis 3d.

Eastern Grain Markets.

New York, March 31st.—The possibility or

probability of a rupture between England and
lussia has served to enliven the markets, and
a wider fluctuation of prices than usual has pre-

ailed. A war between these Powers now is re-

garded as imminent by even those observers who
have heretofore been most hopeful of a peaceful

solution of the difficulty; and this change of sen-

timent is reflected to great extent in financial and
commercial records of the last few days. Wheat
has advanced ,")(<i

: 7c, with some advance in other

cereals, Flour and Provisions, and large pur-

chases for export has led to an advance in

freights to Europe of 3d(aGd per quarter on
grain. It is worthy of note that underwriters
are beginning to discriminate against British

ships, and charterers give preference to American
and other neutral fiags.

Chicago, March 30th.—The grain markets
have attracted the attention of an unusually large

attendance on 'Change this week, and there

seems to have come one of the old-time eras of

activity, bustle and business there, to which the
speculators have been strangers for some months
past. The Wheat market opened active and
firmer, and there was a fluctuating, unsettled
market, which ended in an alternately panicky
and excited close. Wheat on Thursday sold
from 7A to 11 for May, and on Friday at $1.11 J
@.?1. 14J. Corn was also excited at times and
with less fluctuations followed the lead of Wheat.
Sales for May were at 42(S44A. Oats opened
strong and closed at nearly outside figures ; May,
25ji(a27f. Rye was firm at ">G.J@58A. Barley,
4o(«4(j. Altogether the prices for grain this

week have averaged higher than for several
months. Provisions were more active, in sym-
pathy with the London market, where prices
have advanced smartly. Closing cash prices
were: Wheat, 11.10} ; Corn, 42 h ; Oats, 23} ;

Rye, 58*; Barley, 46; Pork, §9.45<«S9.50 ;

Lard, §7.25.
Eastern Wool Markets.

New York, March 31st.—No encouraging
features can be entertained in regard to the
Wool market. Buyers firmly adhere to their
old policy of actual wants, and nothing, seem-
ingly, can induce them to depart from the
beaten track. Telegraphic advices from San
Francisco are looked forward to with interest,

and news of sales of Southern clips there at 21

h± 23c brought forth many not very compliment-
ary remarks. In fact fhis market cannot afford
to stock up at such figures, and an impression
prevails here that Eastern buyers will refuse to
meet holders in California at such exorbitant
rates, which will result in the placing of a
greater portion in warehouse to await a more
favorable season. But there is no telling what
might happen, seeing that dealers and manu
facturers are again brought face to face, so that
it is possible that the tug that follows when
Creek meets Greek will be shown in the case

It now remains to be seen which is the smartest
—the former in storing for high prices, or the
buyer in paying the first price demanded. Sales
for the week are: 30 bales East India, at lo'e;

75 do Donskoi, 23@28£c; 2,000 tt>s Mexican,
15c; 5,000 lbs Spring California, 20c; 13,200 lbs

Colorado, 17(» 18c; 2,000 lbs low valley Oregon,
20*c; 41,000 "lbs Eastern do, 23ft 25c; 1,000 lbs

Eastern Texas, 22c; 22,500 It>3 Western do, 14J
(a 20c; 1,200 lbs domestic Noils, 27c; 30,000 lbs

Ohio X and above fleece, 42Jc; 3.000 lbs un-
washed Michigan do, 28c; 10,000 lbs coarse

Western do, 35c; 10 bags super pulled, 35c; and
80 bales Port Phillip, 34,000 lbs Fall California,

50 bags scoured do, 1,500 lbs Spring do, 2,000
lbs Oregon, 14,000 lbs X and above Ohio fleece,

25,000 lbs X Michigan do, 30,000 lbs un-
washed Western do, and 205,200 lbs pulled

—

chiefly combing and super—on private terms
BAUS—Prices are advanced jc on Grain

Bags, and some other descriptions rise in sym-
pathy. There are still large transfers from day
to day, and 11c cash is said to be the lowest
rate at which hand-sewed Grain Bags can be
bought, even in 100-baIe lots.

BARLEY—Barley prices are unchanged and
the trade is quiet. We note sales: 1,000 ctls

Feed, weevily, at $1.20(21.25; 600 sks Feed
sold at $1.25; 580 do at $1.22 J and $1.35@1.50
perctl; 2,000 ctls for Australia at $1.47 A; 300
sks Coast Feed sold at $1.25; 140 Pearl at

*1.40; and 4S Chevalier at $1.60 per ctl.

BEANS—Prices are unchanged and the sales

are small.

CORN—We note sales: 1,000 sks large Yel-
low, at $1.52A(S 1.55 per ctl. Prices are gener-

ally unchanged.
DAIRY PRODUCE—Butter prices do not

improve as yet, although there are some Point
Reyes dairies which insist on 25c t? tb, and will

not ship Butter for less. Cheese is unchanged.
ECUS Fresh California are about Ic lower

than last week. Other sorts are rather more
reduced.
FEED—Hay is dull and sales small. Sales:

11 tons Wild Oat at $10; 45 tons Wheat and
Wild Oat at $11; and 32 tons fair Wheat at

at $14.50. Boat-load of Wheat and Oat mixed
sold at $11, one at $14 and one damaged Oat at

$9 per ton. Corn Meal and Middlings are re-

duced P1.60@2 per ton.

FRUIT—Oranges are in small stock and firm.

Large supplies are nearly due from Tahiti. Six
hundred boxes Oregon Apples sold at $1@2.60.
The bulk of the late receipts were in very poor
order. Some strawberries are selling at 35c

I? tt».

HOPS—There is nothing new in the local

trade and we bear of no sales of any signifi-

cance. Emmet Wells reports the New York
market, for the week ending March 22d, as

follows: " Although the shipments exceed the
rercipts this week by about 500 bales, the mar-
" et is depressed and prices are off on choice

Hops at least 3c \fi tb, 10c now being the highest

figures, we feel warranted in quoting for the
piality of goods remaining on otter. There
loubtless are Hops back in the country good
enough to bring l2@13o from a shipper, but we
hear of no transactions here at these figures,

and to quote prices that cannot be realized,

only tends to mislead our friends in the country,

who, on consigning to this market, are always
governed more or less by the quotations pub-
lished in our circulars. Five to eight cents

seems to be the ruling figures in the country."
OATS—Oats are unchanged, and sales are in

small parcels. We note sales: 250 sks feed

$1.50; 100 sks Humboldt at $1.37i; 356 White
Oregon at $1.45; 95 Black Oregon at $1.50 per

ctl.

ONIONS—All good Onions from all quarters

are now worth $ 1. 37 JfS ; $ 1 • 50 per ctl. Some are

arriving well sprouted which are worth nothing
.mil sell at 25c per sk.

POTATOES—There is no change except a
slight gain by Petalumas over last week's quota-
tions. Sweet Potatoes rose at one time to
$3 per ctl but have fallen again to $2.50 to-day
PROVISIONS.—The trade is good no change

in prices.

POULTRY AND GAME.—Hens and roost-
ers have advanced $l(a$2 per doz. Turkeys
decline 2(6 4c per lb.

VEGETABLES.—The late spring is holding
back the usual novelties. Asparagus and green
peas have .cheapened a little. Cabbage has ad-
vanced 25c per ctl for the best.
WHEAT—The week scores an advance of

about 15c per ctl all around. We note sales:
1,700 sks good Milling, $2.; 212 sks fair Ship-
ping, $1.90 ; 1,600 and 500 ctls choice MillLag
at $2.05 ; 140 at $2,021 ; 106 ctls Shipping at
$1.90 ; 100 do at $1.85 per ctl, and 14,000 ctls
Milling delivered at Vallejo at $1.97§ per ctL
On Saturday last, 3,500 ctls sold in Stockton at
$2.15 per ctl; 330 and 600 choice Milling at
$2.10; 7,000 do (at Vallejo), at $2.05; 1,400
fair do at $2.05 ; 300 Smutty at $1.90; 1,200
and 600 ctls choice Milling at $2.12A ; 800 good
do at $2. 10 ; 520 Shipping at $2, and 2,800 ctls
Milling, at Vallejo, at $2 per ctL
WOOL—Spring Wool is still coming in slowly,

but no sales are yet reported. It is thought
that next week will see the market open.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
[WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m.. April 3 1878.
Almonds, bd ahl lb I ® 7
Soft sh'l 16 ® 17

Brazil 14 ® 16
Pecans 13 ® 14
Peanut* 3 <g> 5
Filberts 15 ® 16

Alviso — ® —
Union City, ctl. . .. 60 (SI 50
Stockton — —
Sacramento River. 50 (31 50
Oregon 1 37 & 50

POTATOES.
Petalunia, ctl 1 75 (32 37

J

Humboldt 2 00 <f2 32|
Cuffey Cove — (3 -

Karly Rose, new. 2 00 ia2 50
Half Moon Bay... — —
Kidney 2 25 (a2 371
Sweet 2 50 @
POI I.TK1 a GAMS.

Hens, doz 9 00 (310 00
Roosters 7 GO §12 00
Broilers 6 00 (3 7 50
Ducks, tame 10 00^11 0b
do, Mallard ®

Geese, pair 2 00 M 50
Wild Gray, doz . 2 00 (32 50
White do 75 #1 00

Turkeys Is i0
do, Dressed 19 ® 21

Snipe. Eng 2 00 (£2 60
do. Common .... — (3 —
abbits 1 00 (31 26

Hare 2 00 <si1 50

I'UO VISIONS.

BEANS.
Bayo. ctl 4 25 (84 30
Butter 3 00 (a 3 25
Pea 3 25 <?3 55
Red 3 871(34 121
Pink - ca4 50
Sm'l White 3 25 a3 50
Lima 3 75 (34 00

(BOOM Mil,
Old 31® 7
New 4$@ 8

< III4 4 OKY,
California 4 ® 4j

German 6i<3 7

II 1 1 It I I'KOIH « E, ETC
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll, u> 18 ® 21
Point Reyes 21 (3 22j

Pickle Roll, new.. - @ 22
Kirklu.old 12 (3 18
Western Reserve. . 12}(3 14
New York — ® —

CUEESE.
Cheese, Cal, lb.... 13® 17
Eastern — ® —
N. Y. State - g -

eoas.
Cal. fresh, doz 20 @ 22
Ducks' 21 (S 23
Oregon 18 ® —
Eastern \S (a 20
do Pickled — (d —

FEED.
Bran, ton «tl6 00
Corn Meal 35 00 ta3C 00
Hay 14 00 ^118 00
Middlings 22 00 is
Oil Cake Meal. . 36 00 (5
Straw, bale 25 (5 60

ELOIK.
Extra, bbl 6 25 <M 75
Superfine 5 00 fvi 00
Graham, lb 31(3

IIIIMI HEAT.
Beef, 1st <iual'y, lb 7 (a

Second 6 &
Third 4 @

Mutton 4 &
Spring Lamb 10 @
Pork, undressed... 6K*.
Dressed 8j(<5

Veal 6 6}
Milk Calves 8 @

t.ll UN, ETC
Barley, feed. ctl. .1 25 Ol 30
Brewing 1 35 (il 45
Chevalier 1 50 it* —

Buckwheat 1 30 (g —
Corn. White 1 8i (31 95
Yellow 1 55 (31 62'
Small Round.... 1 SO (31 87)

Oats 1 40 m 50
Milling 1 55 (ad 65

Rye 2 00 (32 20
Wheat. Shipping. .2 00 («2 05
Milling 2 05 (32 121

HIDES.
Hides, dry 17 & 171
Wet salted 8 @ 9

HONEY. ETC
Beeswax, lb 30(3 31
Honey in comb.... 14® 16
do. No 2 121(3
Dark lOvt
Strained 7 ®

HOI"..
Oregon 5 &
California 7 &
Wash Ter 6 §
Choice Cal 8 @M IS .lobuiUR.
Walnuts. CaL 6& 10
do Chile 7 @ 8

Cal. Bacon, H'vy, lb 12 @
Medium 12 (3
Light 13 (§

Lard 11 (3
Cal. Smoked Beef 9i(
Eastern

Shoulders. Cover'd
Hams. Cal 11 ut

Dupee's 121$
Boyd's 12 (3
Davis Bros' 12 (3
None Such 121(4
Ames U'j-i

SUvcns & Manaur
WhittaKer

SEEDS.
Alfalfa, 5 @
Canary 6 Iff

Clover, Red 16 I

White 60 I

Cotton 6 I

Flaxseed....
Hemp 6"i

Italian Rye Grass 35 I

Perennial 35
Millet 10
Mustard. White... 8 <§
Brown 21

Rape 3
Ky Blue Grass..... 20
2d quality 18

Sweet V Grass.... 1 00
Orchard 25
Red Ton 61
Hungarian 8 I

Lawn 60 I

Mesquit —
Timothy 9

TAIXOW.
Crude, lb 7
Refined 9

WOOL, ETC
FALL.

Burry
Southern, free
San Joaiiuin, free.
Choice Northern.
Burry. Northern..

12J

13
10

10 (3
11 <a

11 i

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
[WnOLRSALI.J

Wednrmdat m., April 3. 1878.

Pitted 12,<* 10FKI IT M tit It II.
Apples, box 1 00 @ 3 00
Bananas, bnch.. 2 00 (3 4 00
Cocoanuts. 100. . 6 00 (3 7 00
Limes, Mex 12 00 (315 00
do, Cal 6 00 (3 7 00

Lemons, Cal M.1U (10 (320 00
Sicily, bx 10 00 (320 00

Oranges, Mex,
M 17 00 (330 00
Tahiti <§
Cal 17 00 (330 00

Pears, box — - (at

Pineapples, doz. 6 00 @ 7 00

DRIED FKI IT.

Apples, lb 51®
Apricots
Cit;

. 10 |3
iron 23 (3

Dates.
Figs. Black..
White

Peaches
Pears
Plums

4 m
6 (3

4 <t
3 (3

Prunes 14 (8 16,
Raisins. Cal, bx 1 00 (3 1 62*

do, Halves... 1 60 (3 2 00
do, Quarters. 1 50 (* 2 60
Blowers' 2 76 <a— —
Malaga 2 76 & 3 00

Xante Currants.. - •' 10
VI 4.1T Altl I >.

Asparagus, lb... 21<3 31
Beets, ctl 2 00 @
Cabbage. 100 lbs 1 00 (3 1 25
Carrots, ctl 621®
( 'aulirlower, doz
Garlic New. lb..

Green Peas
Lettuce, doz
Parsnips, lb
Potatoes, new.

.

Horseradish
Rhubarb
Squash, Marrow

fat, tn 15 00 (?30 00
Turnips, ctl 1 60
White 50

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.
[Corrected Weekly by Sumo & Co.]

San Francisco, April 3, 3 p. sr.

Leoal Tenders In 8 F., 11 a. sr., 99@991. Silver 2.25®
2. 50. Gold in New York. Mi;
Gold Bars, 890(3910. Silver Bars. 8®15 V oent. dis-

count.
Exchange on New York, i%; on London bankers. 49i«f

49!. Commercial, 60; Paris, five franca # dollar; Mexican
dollars. 95.

London Consols 96 7-16; Bonds, 1061.
Quicksilver tn S. F . by tbe Bask, V lb, 46®471o.
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METALS.
[wholesale. 1

Wednesday, m., April 3, 1878.

Iron.—
American Pig, ton 28 00 @<30 00

Scotch Pig, ton 28 00 (8530 00
White Pig, ton 28 00 @
Oregon Pig, ton @
Refined Bar 2i@ 3J
Horse Shoes, keg 5 00 @
Nail Rod -(g> 73

Norway, Oval —@ 7{
Copper.—
Sheathing, lb Si (ft 35
Sheathing, Yellow 21 @
Sheathing, Old Yellow 12 @>
Composition Nails 24 @—
Composition Bolts 24 @

—

Steel.
English Cast, lt> 13 @ 14
Anderson & Woods, ordinary sizes 15 @
Drill 15 @
Flat Bar 14 @ 19

PJow Steel 8J@ 12J
Tin Plates.—

10x14 I C Charcoal 7 50 (9 8 50
BancaTin 23 iW— 24
Australian 17 @ 17J

Zinc—
By the Cask 9 &
Zinc, Sheet 7x3 ft, 7 to 10, lb 9 <g— 10
7x3 ft, 11 to 14 10'@
8x4 ft, 8 to 10 11 @
8x4 ft, 11 to 10 11 @

Nails.—
Assorted sizes 3 15 <B3 25

Quicksilver.—
By the lb 43 (3 45

LUMBER.

LEATHER.
rwholesale. I

Wednesday m., April 3. 1378.
Sole Leather, heavy, lb 26 <g> 29
Light 22 @ 24

Jodot, 8 Kil doz 48 00 @50 00
11 to 13 Kil 65 00 (d7f, 00
14 to 19 Kil 80 00 (690 00
Second Choice, 11 to 16 Kil 55 00 @70 00

Cornellian, 12 to 16 Kil 57 00 <a67 00
Females, 12 to 13 Kil 63 00 <«fi7 00

14 to 16 Kil 71 00 @76 50
Simon tnimo, Females, 12 to 13 Kil 58 00 @62 00

14 to 15 Kil 66 00 C«70 00
16 to 17 Kil 72 00 («74 00

Simon, 18 Kil 61 00 <<«53 00
20 Kil 65 00 (or 67 00
24 Kil 72 00 («74 00

Robert Calf, 7 and 9 Kil 35 00 a 40 00
Kips, French, lb 1 00 @ 1 35

Cal. doz 40 00 (?rM) 00
French Sheep, all colors 8 00 (ft 15 00
Eastern Calf for Backs, lb 1 00 @ 1 25
Sheep Roans for Topping, all colors, doz 9 00 (ol3 00
For Linings 5 50 @10 5

Cal. Russet Sheep Linings 1 75 @ 4 50
Boot Legs, French Calf, pair 4 00 @
Good French Calf 4 00 @> 4 75
Best Jodot Calf 5 00 & 5 25

Leather, Harness, lb 35 @ 38
Fair Bridle, doz 48 00 (('72 00
Skirting, lb 33 @ 37
Welt, doz 30 00 (n50 00
Buff, ft 18 @ 20
Wax Side 17 @ 18

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending April 2, 1878.

Wednesday m., April 3, 1878.

CARGO PRICES OF
REDWOOD.

Rough, M 13 00
Refuse 9 00
Cloar 23 00
Clear Refuse 13 00

Rustic 23 50
Refuse 18 00

Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 14 00

Flooring 20 00
Refuse 12 00

Beaded Flooring 23 00
Refuse 13 00

Half-inch Siding 16 00
Refuse 14 00

Half-inch Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 14 00

Half-inch Battens 16 00
Pickets, Rough 11 00
Rough, Pointed 12 50
Fancy, Pointed 18 00

Shingles 1 75

PUGET SOUND PINK.
RETAIL PRICE.

Rough, M 18 00
Fencing 18 00
Flooring and Step 28 00
Narrow 30 00
2d quality 25 00

Laths 3 50
Furring, lineal ft JKDDWOOD.

RETAIL PRICE.
Rough, M .18 00
Refuse 14 00

PicketB, Rough 15 00
Pointed 16 00
Fancy 22 50

Siding 20 50
Surfaced & Long Beaded30 00
Flooring 30 00
Refuse 22 50

Half-inch Surfaced 30 00
Rustic, No. 1 30 00
Battens, lineal ft

Shingles. M 2 00

Mar. 27 Mar. 28 Mar. 29 Mar. 30 Mar. 31 Apr. 1 Apr. 2.

29.64 29.93 30.04 30.15 30.22 30.21 30.06
29.61 29.67 29.99 30.05 30.17 30.0a 29.95

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.

It
. 68 62 69 62

1

67
1

61
49 50 50 50 52 62

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.

Wednesday m., April 3, 1878.

Butter, California
Choice, lb

Cheese
Eastern

Lard, Cal
Eastern

Flour, ex. fam, bbl8
Corn Meal, lb

Sugar, wh. crBhd
Light Brown

Coffee, Green
Tea, Fine Black...
Finest Japan

Candles, Admte..
Soap, Cal

26

25 (ffl

18 <§
25 <rf>

18 0>

20 @
00 @9 00
im 3
12}@ 13J
8 @ 9a

23 @ 35
50 (it\ 00
55 (91 00
15 C<* 25
7 W 10

Rice
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1

Oan'd Oysters doz2
Syrup, S F Gold'n
Dried Apples, lb .

.

Ger. Prunes
Figs, Cal
Peaches

* >iln. Kerosene
Wines, Old Port. ..3

French Claret 1

Cal, doz bot 3
Whisky, O K, gal. .3

French Brandy. . ..4

8 @ 12
50 (o!>2 00
00 dtZ 50
75 m 02
10 @ 14

12JC*
" ®

11

I

to
15
10

50 (3 60
50 <S5 00
00 @2 50
(III <« I 5ll

50 <»5 00
00 @8 00

iiioiiest and lowest barometer.

mean daily humidity.
68

I
72

I
62

I
70

I
65

I
68

I
77

PREVAILING WIND.
S

I
NW

I
SW j NW

I
W

I
W

I
W

WIND— MILES traveled.

285
I

259
I

214 | 182 | 190 I 142 | 203

STATE OK WEATHER.

Fair. I Fair.
|
Clo'dy.

|
Clear.

|
Clear.

|
Clear. 1 Clo'dy

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.
.37

I
.02

I
.15

I
.18

I I I

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877. 34.05 in.

Mining & Scientific Press Pat-
ent Agency.

The Mining and Scientific Press Patent Acencv was
established in I860—the first west of the Rocky Moun-
tains. It lias kept step with the rapid march of mechan-
ical improvements. The records in its archives, its con-
stantly increasing library, the accumulation of informa-
tion of special importance to our home inventors, and the
experience of its proprietors in an extensive and long
continued personal practice in patent business, affords
them combined advantages greater than any other agents
can possibly offer to Pacific Coast inventors. Circulars of

advice free. Address, DEWEY & CO.,
Publishers Mining and Scientific Press and Pacific Ru-
ral Press, 202 Sansome Street, S. F.—1878.

In Store for Sale at Lowest Market Rates

500,000
FEET

BLACK AND GALVANIZED IRON PIPE

—FOR—

GAS AND WATER.
Sizes From One-Fourth Inch to Six Inch.

Brass, Wrought, Cast and Malleable Pipe
fittings for Gas, Steam and Water.

W. W. Montague & Co.,

Ill), 112, 114, 118 & 120 Battery St.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

The Mining & Scientific Press
Is the loading mining journal in America, and it enjoys a
large circulation among the more intelligent operators
and workers in the gold fields of the world.
As a scientific and mechanical representative of the Pa-

cific Coast it is decidedly popular, and is a standard journal
with the mosi thrifty industrial people of the Pacific

States and Territories. Its authority is of the highest
order, and its usefulness in its special sphere unrivaled.
Every public library, mining engineer, metallurgist,

mining operator and intelligent mechanic and manufact-
urer will find profit by its reading.

Subscription, postage prepaid, S4 a year ill advance.
Sample copies, post paid, ten cents.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers, S. F.

A Word from Florida.—The Srmi-Tmpiml, of Jack-
sonville, Florida, says: "The Pacific Rural Press is ably
conducted, and a valuable representative of the indus-
trial interests of California.

FORTY
ACRE

FARMS.

In offering the Redding Ranch for sale in

sub-divisions, I am disposed to accomodate the

interests of all classes of desirable settlers, I

therefore offer (besides large tracts) to sell farms

(in favorable locations) of from 40 to 100 acres,

at from $20 to $30 per acre. Semi-tropical fruits,

corn, vegetables, and all kinds of grain and

grasses, (including alfalfa,) will grow well with-

out irrigation on these lands. The Oregon Di-

vision of the C. P. R. R., and a brisk growing

town are near the land on the west, while the

Sacramento river is near at hand on the east.

For further information of the Redding

Grant, see my advertisement which appears

from time to time in this paper. Address the

proprietor on the premises,

EDWARD FRISBIE,

Anderson, Shasta County, Cal.

ARCHITECTS.
We are continually designing Suburban and Ru-

ral Residences to meet the wants and means of all

classes of people, always endeavoring to secure an effect

of beauty on the smallest cottage, as well as the most

costly residence.

Our charges for furnishing drawings of the building

shown in this issue of the Press, all complete, with spec-

ifications, will be §50.

By our economy in the construction of buildings and
the proper selection of materials, we save far more money
to the owner than our fees amount to.

Before choosing a home, a copy of Hobbs' Suburban
and Rural Architecture should be obtained, a beautifully

bound volume of 122 designs, which we mail post-paid,

for S3 50. Those who remit direct to us, will receive in

addition to the book, 15 new designs.

Upon receipt of §2 we send a copy of our blank forms of

specifications and bills of quantities. They are invalua-

ble to all persons about building, and for carpenters and
builders who build without the aid of an architect. They
are especially valuable, as they bring before the mind all

the different parts used in the erection of a building, so

that nothing will be left without consideration.

Address all letters of inquiry to the architects,

ISAAC H. HOBBS & SON.,

NO. 804 N. Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The FURST & BRADLEY

SELF-DUMPING SULKY HAY RAKES,
IB

VERY SIMPLE, STRONG AND DURABLE AND NICELY FINISHED.

This Rake not only does ordinary raking with the greatest nicety, but will rake clean on rough ground, under

the most adverse circumstances, and for Raking Corn-Stalks, Alfalfa, Bunching-up, and other heavy-
work, excels anything in the market. We still continue to use the double coil teeth, which are made of the best

cast-steel with sprino temper, and are consequently very strong and elastic, and capable of standing the most
severe tests.

We have, also, made a very GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN OUR CLEANER, and the manner of at-

taching same. As now made, the cleaner-head is strongly bolted to the rear end of the shafts, which extend about

eight inches back of the axle. This allows us to make the cleaner teeth considerably shorter than heretofore, so that

they are not liable to brake in bunching-up. We have, also,

Improved the Hinge for Attaching the Rake-Head to Axle,
And have thoroughly braced the shafts to cross-piece, making them much stronger. Have, also, improved on our

former style of fastening whiffletree to cross-piece, all of which we believe will be fully appreciated by those who
use our Rake.

We avoid positive dead-lock for holding the rake-head down, as being objectionable, for several reasons, but our

lever approaches it so nearly that the mere weight of the operator's foot is all that is necessary to bold the head to its

work in the heaviest raking. It is finished in fine style, and made of the very best material.

WHEN PROPERLY USED WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.

CAN BE DISCHARGED BY THE POWER OF THE HORSE OR BY HAND.

The teeth are raised and the hay discharged by a partial revolution of the axle. When used as a

SBLF-DUMPI1TG RAKE,
This turning of the axle is accomplished by friction-bands around the cast hub of each wheel. The Friction is

At>T>lied Equally to Both Wheels, which it is almost impossible to do on rakes that are worked by rachets,

"cars bolts, etc.. as one of them is likely to catch before the other, making one wheel do the work, which causes an

immense side-draft. On our rake, each wheel is oblioed to do its work, consequently there can be no side draft

whatever
These friction-bands are tightened by pressing the foot against a trip, as shown in cut. The friction can be so

"raduated as to let the head drop back suddenly or slowly, or it can be held up while the rake is moving forward.
" Any one can understand that a rake operated by friction, where the

Dumping Power is Gradually Applied,
Will last much longer than those where the teeth are raised by ratchets, gears or other contrivances, and where the

force necessary to raise the head is brought to bear suddenly, which causes an enormous strain. In our rake, this

sudden strain is entirely avoided, making it much easier upon the horso as well as the rake,

its" Send for Illustrated Circulars.
-^

C3rDE30. DAVIS, Agent, 401 Market St., S-
Also, Agent for Fish Bros. & Co/s Farm and Spring Wagons and Wm. Anson Wood's Mowers & Reapers.
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Nurserymen.

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale anil retail dealers in and

GROWERS OF SEEDS,
Keep Constantly on hand a complete stock of Vegetable,

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS.

Alio, Flowering Plants, Bilbs, Fki it and

Orxamkntal Trees, Etc.

We eill attention of farmers and country merchants to

our unusually low prices. All seeds warrautcd

fresh, pure and Reliable. 43T Trade

price list furnished on application.

"."We have just issued the most complete guide to the

Vegetable and Flower Garden overissued upon this coast.

It is Handsomely Illustrated, and contains full descrip-

tions of Vegetables, Flowers, Grasses, etc., with full in-

structions as to their culture, inai'ed free on applica-

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,

[P. O. Box 1028 ] 607 Sansome Street, S F.

B. W. Stronb. Robert Williamson.

% Trees & Plants
OF F.VF.RY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NUR
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FI LL ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NURSERY LINE,
BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT

LOWEST MARKET RATES.

Japanese Persimmons, and au Immense Stock of Orange

and Lemon Trees, both Seedlings and Grafted of the very

best variety, cheaper than ever before offered in this

market. Also, a very large and complete assortment of

Field, Garden, Lawn' and Tree Seeds, which we offer at

very low rates, both to the trade and planter in large or

email lots.

Catalogues, Price-Lists, and Printed Directions free 011

cation. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO.,

Nos. 6, 8 and 10 J Street, Sacramento

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties Also, Coffee, Cork Oak,

Olives Guavas, English and Black Walnuts. Magnolias,

Loquats, Butternuts, Small Fruits, Evergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stock of the Diospyros Kaki tJapanese Persim-

mon,/ of our own growing, and also, grafted stock imported

direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue

and terms,

DR. J. W CLARK, No. 41S California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Niles, Alameda Co., Cal.

SPLENDID ?«2fJ?2'

FLOWERS!!"?,
All Strong Plants, each labeled and delivered safely by

roiil. Larqet' ui.om«.r,l Lowprict We have been in L

business 24 years.nnd ossmtaMl/Mfm. Our stock of I

^> eamprises all desirable varieties,!C ^3 " n d contains none but mature I

plants. We Bendpu«-cA<M«r,« choice of8 for 81, or
forjlZ. Our new /Nutrralrii /fan././iW.-. Kent tree, i-nri-

1

tains name and description "f each plant, wth instruct-

1

ions how to cultivate suci essfully. HOOPKS, KRO. 4
|

Tlli01^^0^^r^Ll^^i^nj|^^v^^^^^^^^

SlID FOR CATALOGUE. ESTABLISHED IX 186*2.

BAY NURSERIES,
xBflr OAKLAND. CAL.

JnaMMl. James Hutchison, Seeds-
'^i^SB man and Florist,

New and Rate Plants, Evergreen Trees, Ornament*

Shrubs and Flowering Plants.

It... i t.. Pinks. Fnchslas mid ticranlumt* a Spe-

cialty. Japanese Peralnunen at Reduced Bab

Blue (Jums and Monterey Cypress; Hutchison's Seed-

ling Gooseberries; Bulbs, Flower and Tree Seeds; Vegeta-

ble Seeds. Hardv Climbing Plants, Conservatory Climb-

Ma. Choice Plants for Hanging Baskets and Vases. An
aunensc stock of choicest kinds at greatly reduced rates.

THE DIKGEE & CONARD CO'S
BEAl'TIFl'L EVER-BLOOMIJiG

We deliver Strong Pot Kosi-m, mitablt for •

fimcering, safely by mail, at all po,t-ofhee». 5 Splendid
Vurii-fipn. voir /«nf". all labefed, for*1 : 12f"r!*2: 1<»

t. r * \ "li f r*4 35 for !*.",
: 75 for Si IO ; 1OO for SI 3.

s^tr-ourWw V'irun: kosk ri i.ti ki:,

and choose from over 500 hoot sorts. Our Great >J
.•-

rillltr tsaroirinq and dh'rilmtina Hoses. THE DINGER
4COSAB^DCO.^«e.ffroir«r« 1

WestGroTe,ChosteKJo..Pa.

L. M. NEWSOM,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs' Hotel, East Oak-

land, Alameda County, Cal.

HAS FOR SALK KYKHY HUSO DESIRABLE IN TUK

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.

A large stock of Belgian Cmiellias and Azaleas,
Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, and Ornaim-ntal Trues
and Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mangu, Sweet
Bop, Grape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, choice Oranges. Leuums and Kaisin lirapes; w ith many
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive
catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

POMONA NURSERY^- .r'iw:
Beat Strawberries, nine inches. Jtaspbirric*. three inches
around. Ten acres yielded $4,338. Send for price-
list free. 40 YEARS Among Small Fruits, telling wh it

and how to plant. Sent postpaid for 20e., or free to every
purchaser. Wm. Parry, Cinnaminson, N. J.

P. S. RUSSELL'S

Semi-Tropical Nurseries,
Riverside, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

100.000 Orange, Lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates. Cata-
logue on application. P. 0. Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,
San Bernardino County, Cal.

GRAND TRIUMPH IN HORTICULTURE!
The crowning result of 18 years of care and toil—FEI.

TON'S NEW BERRIES. The Cindkrtlla and Continen-
tal Strawberries, and Eaklv Prolific and Reliance
Rasi'Ijbrries is now offered to tho public. Tested nine
years, and in our judgment the four best paying market
berries. fcTCatalogue and Price List free.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
Nl RSERVMEN AND FRl'IT GROWERS, WOODBUlT, N. J,

NYMPH/EA FLAVA!
(Lutea), Beautiful Yellow Water-lily, the

Queen of the Southern water-plants, whose charming de-

scription is to be found in the August number of Har-
per's Magazine, 1S77- First figured by Audubon iu his

Birds uf A inertia, but not known to botanists until

1376 Price, 50c. each ; 84 per doz. Sent free Dy mail
PUETZ & HENRY, Florists, Jacksonville, Florida.

CHUFA SEED FOR SALE.
EISEN BROS , 12 Stevenson St.

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark »nd Light Brahmas, But!
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White & Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

[ tarns, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
4^"For further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. 0. Box, 659 Sau Francisco, Cal.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
I have many testimonial!* from par-

ties in every portion of California cer-

tifying to the

EGG PRODUCING
Qualities of ground raw bones, while
burnt bones pounded have not the same
effect, being- reduced to phosphate of

lime and animal charcoal. Raw bones
have been proved by experiment to

hasten the laying of pullets and in-

crease the laying of hens 50 as might
be expected from the quantity of jelly

they ouuutiti. When fed regularly to fowls it keeps them
in a healthy condition, especially young chickens, and
wards off many diseases they are subject to on this Coast.

Put up in sacks and shipped C. U. I), by express or by
freight on receipt of price. 50 pound sacks, $2.50; 100 pound
sacks, $4. Carbolic powder for destroying poultry lice,

four pounds for $1. Send for circular. Address

C. P. STONE, 35 Mission Market, S. F,

THOROUGHBRED POULTRY.

116 Acres

DEVOTED TO

FANCY
POULTRY

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock.

Largest Yards
on the Coast.

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Rock*, Bronze Tur-

keys, Geese, I'ckin Ducks, Guinea Pigs, Etc.

tarSaJf. arrival of Fowls and Sggt Guaranteed

f&Tamphlet on the care of fowls hatch ing, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., admtkd HPMIALL1 to the
Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

Send stamp for price list. Address

M. EYRE, Napa, Cal.

Streets, San Francisco

LOOK!
BURBANK & MYKRS, Im-

porters and Brett! era of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Habhits, Dogs,
etc. Also liggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market.
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister
Enclose stamp for Price List.

$3

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
Dan Pn"7an From 3 pens of BO Ileus and a
TCI UUlCll. Cock i aeh; S4 of the finest White

Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of (JOO hred during the sea-

sons of 1870-77, packed t<> arrive safely and hatch. Send
or circular. Address,

C P. STONE,
35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

25
Fnsionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c
postpiid. GF.O. L REED & CO., Nassau. N. V

roUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

. Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS., Northford, Conn.

Seedsmen.

R.J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers In

UhrLlUG . (V -J? „ •

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

Prices Unusually Low.

"."'Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
j

will he sent frke to all Cthtomrrs. It contains in-

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Saneome Street, S. P.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early s

Marblehead Mammoth f

Stowell's EvergTeen f

Mexican Sweet, New ;

Sweet Corn,

SSn! Yellow Flint Corn.

Long Red Mangel WurtzeH
Yellow Globe - Beet Seed.
White Sugar )

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street. San Francisco

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving. NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MEZ^UITE and other Grasses.

RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE
CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-

NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEaD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer iu Seeds,

425 Washington Street. - San Francisco.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering

Bulbs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-

logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS 4: SONS, 34 Barclay Street, N. Y

Pare
For 1878.
Frrsh and Reliable.

_ j C'iOSMAN BRO'S will sond their beantl %2>iW firiy Illnstraied ralalngiu- of Flower and ^»
Vegetable Seeds to any add rest* on receipt ofSc.stamp.

CitOSMA-Y RUO'W.
(Established 1810.) Rocuesteii. N. Y.

Imperial Egg Food

(Tr*Ji M»rk.)

Will 3raJc© "V<mr Hens X^ay,
Winter and Summer, siipportFowlidnrlnif moulting,
keep them constantly In fine condition, and Increase
their prnnt 100 per cent. Half of t her hlcksrtfc annually.
This makes, boneana muscle early, and will frave them.
Packages to mix with ".'i weight ordinary feed. 5(> rts.

:

larger for $1.00 and J'M'0. Pent prepaid on receipt ol

price. Also sold by Grocers, T'ecd StoreB, etc.

LOCAL AfJENTS WANTED.
C. R. ALLEN & CO.. Box 103, Haiitfoed, Coxjt.

0. C. SWAIN & CO. Agt's for Pacific Coasf
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

42TTo whom all orders should be addressed.

Sujierior Wood and Metal En
graving, Electrotyping and Ste-

reotyping done at the office of

the Mining and Scientific Press, San Francisco, at fa-

vorable ra eg. Send stamp for our circular and samples.

Engraving.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President O. W. COLBY.

Vice-President and Manager,

C. J. CRESSEY.

Cashier ALBERT MONTPELLIER.
Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., wo are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic Statea a

he best market rat^s.

London Assurance Corporation,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

Established in 1720.

Cash Assets - - $14,993,466

Western Assurance Company,
OF TORONTO, CANADA.

Incorporated 1851.

Cash Assets - $1,576,307

CROSS & CO , Oen. Afrents, San Francisco

LAND PLASTER.
(St'LniATK of Lime.)

THIS FERTILIZER IS ESPECIALLY WELL ADAPTED
TO CALIFORNIA LANDS AND CLIMATE, AND

DESTINED TO BE USED TO IM-

MENSE ADVANTAGE.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
In Bulk, $10 per ton; in Barrels, $12 50.

GOLDEN GATE PLASTER MILLS
LUCAS & CO.,

Nos. 21(> and 217 Main Street. Sau Francisco.

HERRMANN S STYLES IN HATS.

NOW OUT!

Prices Lower Than Ever.

—AT

—

402 Kearny Street, - - Near Pine.

Branch, 910 Market Stree\

Between Stockton and Powell, Ban Pranuisco

DALTON & GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WUOI.KSALK DIALERS IX

All Kinds of Country Produce.
404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco.

K3T Consignments Solicited "St

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

R«FMRB»CK — Tradesmen's National Banc, N. Y ; ED
wanger & Barry, Rochester, N. T. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra
mento, Cal. ; A Lusk & Co. , San Francisco, Cal.

C. & F. NAUMAN &. CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

All kinds of DAIRY PRODUCE sold on Commission
Poultry, Eirgs, dune a specialty.

507 & 509 FRONT STREET, San FrancUco
(Between Washington and Jackson)

Ohai. \ I'mi. Faaxt Nash ax.

ASK YOUR GROCER OR OIL DEALER FOR

"ELAINE
THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD OIL
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Agricultural Articles.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS* PATENT
Self Regulating. Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the towns
and farming districts lor

ever four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold

(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal

of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
gbows their simplicity.

We are prepared to fill orders 101 »u sizes, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVEEMORE. ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

LAST AND BEST.

EASTERDAY'S SEED PLANTER,

Was Awarded the first premium at the California State

fair, 1877, as the best oorn and seed planter. It has no

equal as a bean planter, having a double alternating car-

rier is thereby enabled to drop correctly with great rapid-

ity if desired. Is easily attached to either single of gang

plows. Does not interfere in the least with the working;

of the plow. Every machine warranted. Price 815.

Send for Desoriptive Circular. Made and sold by,

Q H. BREWINGTON & CO.,

Watsonville, Cal.

43F BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco and Sac-

ramento, Agents.

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
In Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required
iu the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
oradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action of ; he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best

and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for

circular to
,

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only $8), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a §40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 13
pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-
ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St.,S. F.

THE MAGIC COIN BOX,
Holds over $5-00 °f Silver coin,
in " Half nollurn," u Quarter Dol-
lars," "Dimes,'* nnrl ">iiekli-H."
The merest movement of your
thumb pushes the dt sired coin into

your band, and another ono
immediately takes its placo
as if by magic liaki schange
in half the time with no dan-
cer of dropping any. Samplo
handsomely plated with
NICKEL SlLVElt, sent post
paid, SOctS. Agents Trial

Package, containing 3 Coin
Boxes, for $ | .00. Agents
wanted everywhere. Big ray.
Postage Stamps token as cash.

HUTCHINSON &. CO.
12 Union Square, N. 7.

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge, ut_, . . ,' 3 ' strut* measuring from center of tar-
get to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, to2dh^T?
e

ioo SSS.
*

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles
of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 84 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 54 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set

U, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28 , 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, ease hardened and check stocks. Ootagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-
extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 187S. Rifles, muskets and carbines

medel 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE-ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK FILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Manufactured by the

Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

GRAND HEADQUARTERS FOR MUSICAL BOXES.

Is/L. J\ ZFA-XLLA-IR/D $g CO,
Manufacturers and Importers of all kinds of

MUSICAL BOXES

Holiday, Birthday-

Wedding Presents,

MUSICAL BOXES

Holiday, Birthday

Wedding Presents.

OF STANDARD REPUTATION.
Our stock embraces the latest novelties, the newest and most pleasing airs, and the mos approved appliance

for rendering them with every shade of musical expression.
iSTWe offer this season many new improvements that must he seen to be appreciated, therefore buyers coming

to San Francisco are invited to examine our stock—Tirn larokst in the city.

itSTMedal and diploma awarded at the Centennial Exposition to our establishment in Switzerland for excellence
in manufacture, durability, volume, purity of sound and superior workmanship. Also, medal awarded at the Me-
chanics' Institute Industrial Exhibition, San Francisco.

REPAIR DEPARTMENT.—Our workmen are especially educated to all kinds of intricate repairs, so that all

repairs entrusted to us will meet with careful, skillful and prompt attention. We are recipients of many special
patents for improvements in musical boxes.

M. J. PAILLARD & CO,, No. 120 Sutter St., (Rooms 5 and 6 ) San Francisco.
680 Broadway, New York, and St. Croix, Switzerland.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPUES !

The Bee-Keeper's Text Book, in German or English, is

the best reference book on apiaculture. Price, paper
covers, 40 cents; muslin bound, 75 cents. Langstroth on
the Honey Bee, $2; Quimby's Mysteries of Bee-Keeping,
$1.50.; Bee-Keepers' Magazine, per annum, SI. 50.

Bee-Keepers' Magazine, six volumes, $1.50 each. Vol-
ume VI of this scries contains complete instructions for

starting an apiary, and the complete management of the
same for every month in the year. White and Alsike
Clover Seed, Mignonette, Rape and Seeds of all other
honey producing plants. Italian Queens and all apiarian
supplies used in modern management for sale. For
further particulars, address

W. A. PRYAL, Oakland, Cal.

WANTED.
By a Scotchman and Wife—A situa-
tion to take charge of a ranch. The man thoroughly

understands fanning, the care of a vineyard, stock raising,

or any work appertaining to a well conducted farm. The
woman is a thorough cook and housekeeper. The best of

reference will be given. Address office of Rural Press.

50
BEST CARDS, Dp two alike, printed In Crimson or
Jet, 13c. CLINTON BROS.

,
Clintonville, Conn.

50 BEST Mixed Cards, withname, in case, 13c, or 25 no
two alike, 10c. Outat 10c. Dowel & Co., Bristol, Ct.

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS.

One new Straw-burning Portable Engine, made by

Ransome, Sims & Head, Ipswich, England. This la a

very superior engine, sent hero as a sample engine for ex-

hibition; one second-hand Straw-burning Engine, 8x10

inch cylinder, (Rice); one second-hand Wood-burning En-

gine, 8x12 inch cylinder, (Hoadley); one second-hand

Wood-burning Engine, 7x10 inch cylinder, (Hoadley);

one second-hand Wocd-burning Engine, 5JxlO inch cyl-

inder, (Hoadley); one second-hand Wood-burning Engine,

6x12 inch cylinder, side engine; one new Stationary En-

gine, independent cut-off, 12x24 inch cylinder. [The

Straw-burning Engines named are free from infring-

ments.]

One large sized Rock Breaker, Varney & Rix, size

9x15; one Wood Splitting Machine; one 36-inch cylinder

Russel Separator, (with extra cylinder,) and Lauffenberg

shoo—very cheap, on account of owner's death; (will be

sold with or without any of above engines.) All of the

above second-hand engines have been in Bhop and over-

hauled, and are in good working order. Various other

machinery for sale. Purchase made on Commission.

Machinery repairs solicited. Specialty of Portable En-

gines and Boilers for threshing.

J. W. RILEY, (Box 2361) San Francisco.

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
TAiat suits flat or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
KnitB a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows off the toe;

Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any size without seam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;
Knitfl the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs;
Knits an elastic seamed -stitch Suspender with button-holes;
Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stifceh, Fancy

Ribbed stitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch.

Shell stitch, Unique stitch, Tidy stitch, etc.

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and th«
•nly family knitter that rills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Send for circularsto

J. J. PFISTER & CO, General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolen yarns.

120 SUTTER STREET, Room 46, San Franciso*.

American Machine

Model Works.

Experimental and Fine Special Machinery, Planing and

Gear Cutting, Printing Press, Ban! Instrument and Gen-

eral Machine Repairing; Dies, Taps, Punches, Reamers

and other Tools made to order. Models and Patterns for

Inventors promptly executed in Wood or Metals. 514
Commercial Street, between Sansoine and Leidesdorff,

(Third Floor), San Francisco, Cal.

I. A. HEALD, Proprietor.

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery in a good location in Tehama county.

The owner of the land has the best of soil and plenty of

water, one mile from the railroad station. He wants a
good man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raise

all kinds of ornamental and forest trees. The owner of

the land wishes to take an interest in the proposed nur-

sery and believes good sales of trees can be made. Good
men, experienced and trustworthy may address us on
this subject.

DEWEY & CO.
202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., care of Dewey

& Co., S. F. State condition and lowest price.
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ISTcS. WZEC^T TO BUY J±2<TJD WHERE TO BUY. 18T8.

The Ames' Engine, Pills' Thresher and Power, Case's Headers,

CHAMPION REAPERS AND MOWERS
Are the best Implements in the World Unequalled for Durability, Economy in use and Adaptability to the Eequirements of the Farmers

of the Pacific Coast. The Pitts' Buffalo Thresher has earned a reputation and increased it fcr 20 years—In this State within the past
Five years. The Russell, Sweepstake, Dayton, Pitts', Chicago Pitts' and Vibrator have sprung- up and disappeared. Some of them

had good points, but their defects were too numerous. The same might be said of the many kinds of Engines, Headers and
Mowers. We get the Best and Improve them from year to year at our own expense, and when given to the farmer

it is ready for work, and is the BEST there is in the State.

TESTIMONIALS.

Grayson, March 18th, 1878.

Messrs Baker & Hamilton :—I bought the

Ames' Straw- Burner of you about the tirst of

May, 1S7(>, and also, a Genuine Buffalo Pills'

Sejmrator. I like them better than any other

Threshing Machine I ever saw. I ran a Gold

Medal Separator and Gaar-Scott Engine last

season in Colusa county. I would not take an

outfit of that kind as a present. It will break

a man to keep it in repair. I can run a Pitts' Buf-

falo Thresher and Ames' Engine three seasons for

less cost of repairs than a Gold Medal outfit one

season. I think I understand threshing Ma-

chines pretty well. Yours truly,

Geo. Bartch.

Grayson, March 7th, 1878.

Messrs. Baker & Hamilton S. F. :—

I

purchased of you in May, 1876, a Buffalo Pitts'

Separator, and an Ames' Straw- Burning Engine.

During the season of 1876, I threshed 102 days,

my total amount of threshing amounted to 174,-

500 bushels, part wheat and part barley, my
largest day's run cleared up 3,500 bushels. My
expenses for running during this season was

not worth speaking of; being conlined to nat-

ural wear of cylinder teeth, etc.

On account of the total failure of crops in

1877 in my section, I moved my machine to

the northern part of Colusa county, where I
|

threshed 82 days. My total threshing for 1877

amounted to 123,000 bushels, and my largest
|

day's run, to 2,000 bushels. Among others in

Colusa county for whom 1 threshed, I may men-
tion, Messrs. Garnett & Doukin, French,
Johnson Bros., Bali & Kelly, Kees Bros., Long-
mire, Elliott, Stone, etc., to each of whom 1

respectfully refer for facts relative to the man-
ner in which their grain was threshed. They
were all satisfied, and want me to thresh for

them again. My running expenses for 1877
were very light, amounting to nothing above
natural wear and tear.

My opinion of the Buffalo Pitts' Separator
and Ames' Straw-Burning Engine, is to the ef-

fect that, so far as my experience goes, they are

the best machines for their special purpose now
in this State. I know of none others of the

same class that gives so much satisfaction, or of

none that works so expeditiously, smoothly and
satisfactorily. The Ames' Straw-Burning En-
gine is very strong and powerful. I run in con-

nection with my thresher a self-feeder and der-

rick forks. The Ames' Engine furnished all the
power necessary, and was capable of furnishing

even more. The farmers for whom I have
threshed would each and all heartily indorse

all I have said in this connection, and I can as-

sure you of my belief in the general excellence

of this class of threshing machinery.
William Love.

Modesto, March 17th, 1878.

Messrs. Baker & Hamilton, S. F. : — The
No. 4 Ames' Straw-Burning Boiler and Engine
and the Buffalo Pitts' Thresher I purchased of

you in 1876, have given me entire satisfaction

in performing their work, and no loss of time or
expense for repairs during the entire season. 1

have threshed, with this machine, 115,000
bushels in the season of 1876, running DO days.

I am positive that it is the best outfit for thresh-
ing and separating grain in Stanislaus county,
and I would take pleasure in recommending it to

parties, who are desirous of purchasing a reli-

able and first-class threshing outfit.

A. G. Carver k Co.

Mountain View, February 25th, 1878.

Messrs. Baker k Hamilton:—I purchased
of you in May, 1876, one of your No. 4 Ames'
Straw-burning Engines. I have used it the two
seasons past to my entire satisfaction. I have
used Hoadley's Wood-burning Engines for years
in the same business, but find they bear no com-
parison in general appointments. 1 have never
experienced the least difficulty in raising and
keeping a sufficient amount of steam for thresh-
ing purposes. My expenses during the two
seasons were surprisingly small. 1 consider the
Engine superior to any I have seen. The farm-
ers for whom I have threshed are all willing
and anxious that I should do their work in the
future, which I think is a sufficient guarantee of

past success in the business. E. W. Boccs.

Elmira, February 25th, 1878.
Messrs. Baker & Hamilton:—In response

to your favor, I will state that I purchased my
No. 4 Ames' Straw-Burning Engine of you in

I May, 1876. During the two seasons of 1876
and 1877, I have threshed 100 days. An aver-
age day's work with me has been 733 Backs,
each sack holding two and a quarter bushels.
My repair bills during the time amounted to
nearly * 10. * claim, with my Ames' Engine and
Pitta Buffalo Separator, to have done better
work and more of it than any one in the busi-
ness in this county. I published my opinion of
the merits of my machinery in the Dixon,
Suisun and Vallejo papers, and challenged the
proprietors of other self-styled improved ma-
chinery to show as good a record. No one evej-
attempted to meet me or deny my claim of hav -

ing done more and better work than any
machine of the tame size in this section. I have
seen about all of the different engines in use on
this coast, and in my estimation the Ames is
far ahead of them all in every respect. If I

was inclined to be personal, I might give you
the names of some of my neighbors who have
Pice Straw-Burning Engines and Gold-Medal
Separators, and who packed up their machinery,
last season, for the best reason in the world
and let me thresh all around them, even the
grain they had under engagement to thresh.
They even underbid me one cent per sack in
some instances, hoping to secure a fair percent-
age of custom by so doing. I have plenty of

witnesses to substantiate my statements. The
farmers for whom I have worked have nearly
all spoken to me and tried to effect an engage-
ment for threshing the present season.

John Bond.

Price of Ames' 18-Horse Straw-Burning Threshing Engine, $1,650.

The best in the World, WROUGHT IKON FKAME, Steel Guards, Patent Pitman Connection, Malleable Iron Shoe, Patent Tilting Arrangement for Picking up Down Gra :n or Grass

TESTIMONIALS.

Cambria, February 28th, 1878.

Messrs. Bakek & Hamilton: I have been
acquainted with the workings of the No. 4
Champion Mower over three years. There are

some six or eight of them in this vicinity and
all are doing splendid work. We want nothing
better for the purpose. Among others who own
your Mowers at this place are Mr. (

'. II. Ivins,

our Grange Master; Mr. James Code, a No. 1

farmer, and Mr. Brian. These gentlemen speak
in highest terms of praise of it, and feel as

though they could not get along without them.
G. W. Proctor.

San Luis Obispo. March 3d, 1878.

Messrs. Bakek & Hamilton:— I bought on
April 25th, 1875, one of your No. 4 Champion
Mowers. Previous to this time I hail been using
the Kirby machine. 1 am confident that the

Champion is in all material respects much
superior to any machine 1 have used or seen
used in this section of the State. 1 usually har-

vest from 200 to 300 acres, and have generally

averaged from 11 to 12 acres per day. My ex-

pense account on the Champion during the
whole time I have owned and used it does not
exceed $1. I am convinced of its great utility,

and would hardly know how to farm without it.

C. H. .Iesperson.

Lower Lake, February 28th, 1878.

Messrs. Baker & Hamilton: — In 1875,1
purchased a Light Champion Mower at your
house, and have used it in harvesting during
the past three seasons. 1 have cut in one day

as high as 20 acres of grass, and have averaged
for a season 15 acres, with an aggregate season's

work of 250 acres. My experience with Mowers
has been limited as to different styles, and is

confined to the Buckeye and Champion. I think
I can speak intelligently of the comparative
merits of these machines, and can assure you
that the Champion suits me much better in all

general details. I cannot suggest any improve-
ment. George H. Snow.

Westminster, Cal. , March 17th, 1 78.

Messrs. Bakek k Hamilton: 1 bought a

Champion Mower, live-foot cut, of you some
three years ago. It has worked satisfactorily,

and I can speak well of it. I can cut 10 acres

per day easily. I usually cut about 200 acres

yearly. 1 regard it as a very superior machine
in all its appointments. Matthew Rogers.

San Pablo. February 26th, 1878.
Messrs. Baker & Hamilton, S. F.— I have

used your No. 4 Champion fMower over three
years. I consider it a very good machine, and
IB comparison with other machines used by me,
and by others in my immediate neighborhood,
I regard it as the best. I usually average
about 10 acres per day in cutting, and have had
about 150 acres in all to cut each year.

Frank Lavia.

Mountain View, February 25th, 1878.

Messrs. Baker & Hamilton :—I have used
your No. 4 Champion Keapers during the past
four years. I had previously used the Buckeye
machine for over seven years. I like the ( 'ham-
pion much better than any other machine I

have ever used or seen used. I have cut on an
average with the Champion 300 acres each sea-

son, making daily averages of about 12 acres

per day. My expense for repairs during the
last three years amounts to $1.50. I cannot
suggest any improvements. It is good enough
for me as it is. Daniel Wiielan.

Guadalupe, March 10th, 1878.

Bakek k Hamilton:— I bought two of your
No. 4 Champion Mowers and Reapers two years
ago; one from Messrs. H. J. Laughlin & Co.

,

and one direct from you. 1 think they are the
best machines I ever used. I have run the
Kirby, Buckeye and Manny's, but the Cham-
pion is my favorite. T. B. Jamison.

Mountain View, March 13th, 1S78.

Baker & Hamilton:—The No. 4 Champion
Mower and Reaper I bought from your agent
two years ago has more than fulfilled my expec-
tations. As a mower, in heavy lodged grass, it

is without a peer. I mowed grass that would
average five tons per acre, and I don't know
that the knife ever stopped. The Buckeye was
unequal to the task of going through it, without
trotting the team. I know of no other machine
that has the combined motion and strengtli to

cut such grass successfully. As a reaper it is

equally as good. In heavy, lodged grain it is

decidedly superior, and lays the grain in better

shape than any other machine, and binders pre-

fer to bind after it rather than after any other.

I have used the Buckeye and other machines,
but for all work, for strength and durability,

the Champion excels. It is used extensively in

this neighborhood. D. B. Bailey.

Delano, March 10th, 1878.

Baker k Hamilton:—In the spring of 1876,

I bought one of your No. 4 Champion Mowers.
During the season of 1876 I cut 175 acres of

wild grass, and for the season of 1877 I cut 200
acres of alfalfa. I have been using such ma-
chinery for over 20 years, and the list of mowers
employed embraces the Kitchen, Union,
Woods', Buckeye, Bay State, etc. I prefer the
Champion to any other for all purposes. I can
cut from 10 to 15 acres per day with it, and not
l>e troubled with clogging or breakages.

John T. Master,

Santa Clara, March 13th, 1876.

Messrs. Baker & Hamilton:— I have a Light
Champion Mower. Have used it three yeare.

Have cut altogether probably 200 acres. My
hay has always been very heavy and intermixed
with very heavy mustard. It has given satis-

faction. I have used the Buckeye and Kirby
Mowers, but the Champion, in my estimation,

far excels either. It cuts easier, smoother and
is not near so liable to clog in heavy, damp
grass. No expense for repairs save a few sec-

tions. N. O. Stafford.

Rio Vista, March 15th, 1878.

Baker k Hamilton:— In reply to your letter

of inquiry, I will say that I purchased one of

your Light Champion Mowers about two years

ago. I have cut, on an average, 230 acres of

hay each year, averaging about 12 acres per
day. I cannot say just how much I have cut in

any one day, for the reason that I never tried

to see what I could do. It has cost me 50 cents

annually for repairs. I can recommend it as a
first-class farming implement. G. H. Butler.

THE CASE HEADERS.
Racine, Wis., March 6th, 1878.

Messrs. Baker & Hamilton, S. F.—We notice several implement dealers in California,
are advertising themselves as the agents of a "Case Header." While it gratifies us to know
that our popular, single Gear Header (to which was awarded the gold medal at the Cali-
fornia State fair), is such a favorite with ranchers and farmers as to compel other manufactur-
ers to attach our name before they can sell their machines, yet we are equally certain
that the method thus resorted to is a very questionable one. Let us say that our Header em-
bodies a number of valuable improvements not found on any other made, and that no one
in California has the right from us to sell our machines but yourselves, all others are imita-
tions and frauds on the farmers. J. L Case k Co.

Antioch, March 11th, 1878.
Messrs. Baker k Hamilton:—I bought one of the J. I. Case Headers two years ago, and I

think it is one of the best Headers that ever came to this coast. I have run aU other kinds,

and this is ahead of them all. I ran the 12-foot cut as easy as I could the 10-foot of the Hodges
and with less expense for repairs than the others. J. Norman.

The Hodges Case Header failed and was returned.—D. Streeter, Gridley's Station.

The name sold the machine but failed to make it work.

The Pitt's Power we bought of you last year is the best we ever used, and we have used all

kinds for the last 20 years. It runs light and works well in every respect.—A. C. Lowdon and
W. H. Bange, Jacksonville, Oregon.

Look out for bogus Pitts' Powers, none genuine unless made by James Brayley. All others

are imitation, and have not been within 400 miles of the Pitts' Agricultural Works.

Farmers, buy only the best, do not be deceived or led to buy poor imitations of the Pitts

Threshers or Case Headers. The name may help to sell a poor article, but the work in the field

is not benefited by the name.

Address BAKER 6l HAMILTON, San Francisco or Sacramento, California
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An Improved Self-Binding Harvester.

Last spring we presented an engraving of

Walter A. Wood's self-binding harvester, as in-

troduced by Frank Bros. & Co., of this city.

At that time it was new to this coast, and the

most we could do was to commend it for trial.

Its success during last harvest was greater than

was anticipated even by those who expected

most from it. Owing to the great demand at

the East and abroad, the Eastern manufactory

was run day and night, and 3,698 machines

were turned out. Of this number only 55 could

be secured for the Pacific coast, and as the crop

in this State was short, most of these were sold

in Oregon, from Frank Bros. & Co. 's branch
house in Portland. We have seen letters from
users of these machines, and they are of uniform
tenor, and that in decided approval of the
practical working power of the self-binders and
their great labor-saving quality. Our English
exchanges for the present week are full of en-
gravings of the machine and its

achievements at the last harvest, and
they freely comment upon the appara-
tus as illustrative of the universally
conceded preeminence of American
inventive genius.

The unusual success gained last

year has incited the makers to secure
the fullest perfection on the machines,
and we have now opportunity to
chronicle improvements which are of

the most important character. So
marked are these improvements that
they bring the machine fully within
the sphere of novelty which we insist

upon in the choice of subjects for

our illustrations. The most essential

alterations in this new machine are
these:—The driver's seat is in an
entirely new position, not to the ex-
treme rear, as before, but placed
over ^the main carrying axle. This
axle has a broad wheel upon it, 40
inches in diameter, which carries

nearly all the load weight of the
machine. The more forward position
of the driver's seat is now counter-
balanced by the greater breadth of

the binding table, which is carried

backward. This is so nicely balanced
that there is no perceptible load
upon the draft-pole. There is also

exceptionally little pressure upon the
outside carrying wheel. It is one of

the best balanced machines, when its

size is considered. This is made more
evident by the ease with which the
driver can alter the pitch of the knives
and lift the whole platform and
binder some six or eight inches.
Another very important improvement
is the adjustment of the revolving reel, which lays
back the grain against the knives. The reel is

now carried at the extremity of two adjustable
arms, which can be moved by a handle from the
driver's seat, so as to throw the reel upward and
forward or downward and backward to suit any
variation of crop. The binder can also be reg-
ulated and tripped by a foot lever under the
control of the driver. This is useful for thin
crops. The binder is timed to revolve about
once for every 10 feet the main driviug-wheel
travels, but in some crops a larger charge on to
the binding table may at times be necessary, or
it may be desired to hold the sheaf at corners.
The tripping gear operates by lifting a little

clutch out of gear on the inclined shaft that
drives the revolving binder.

All the handles are brought most conveniently
to the hand or foot of the driver, so as to be
easily within his control. There is a lever in
front of him by which he can alter the depth
and pitch of the knives, a lever behind enables
him to traverse the binder and table, so that
the binder can be made to take the middle of
a sheaf of any length. This is effected by mak-
ing the driving pinion to the inclined binder-
shaft slide on a feather on the horizontal driving
shaft. There is also a trip gear wittiiu reach of
the driver's hand behind him, by means of which
the bevel-gearing on the main driving shaft can
be put out of gear, and thus the whole binding
and cutting operation be stopped.

There have also been notable improvements
made in the construction as well as the plan-
ning of the self-binders. The binder arms have
been case hardened. The machine has been
generally strengthened. An improved wrought-
iron wheel has been introduced in place of the
wooden wheels, which are unsuited to our wet
and dry conditions.

The experience of last year has gone far to

allay the fear which arose that the wire used in

binding would be injurious to the separator, or
to stock eating the straw. The most careful

examinations have naturally been made by those
most interested, and no wire has been found in

the straw. The extraction of the wire is effect-

ually done by cutting the band with a pair of

Wood's "hold-fast nippers," which are shears
and pincers combined, and enable the band cut-

ter to cut and pull out the wire with a single

movement of the arm. Indeed, it is asserted

by threshers that, inasmuch as the wires are
fully extracted, it is much easier for the separa-
tor than running through the old straw bands.

The great grain harvest of this favored year
on ttiis coast will call for unusual supplies of

A Fodder Tree for Dry Climates.

In our experiments with fodder plants for

our dry summe'rs it may be well to include the

"Candle Tree," which we find described in

Hooker's Journal of Botany. If we can feed

our steers on candles and then use their fat for

making oleomargarine what will become of our

dairy cows and their owners ? We refer the

matter to the next meeting of the Dairymen's

Society. But seriously there seem qualities in

this candle tree as used in its native country

which make it worthy of attention. Its growth

is confined to the valley of Chagres, where it

forms entire forests. In entering them, a person
might almost fancy himself transported into a
chandler's shop. From all the stems and
lower branches hang long cylindrical fruits, of

a yellow wax color, so much resembling a candle

as to have given rise to the popular appellation.

The fruit is generally from two to three, but
not unfrequently four feet long, and an inch in

WALTER A WOOD'S SELF-BINDING HARVESTER.

harvesting machinery. In fact, we have noticed
|

diameter. The tree itself is about 24 feet high,

that the overland freight trains are now well
J

with opposite trifoliated leaves and large white

laden with this description of merchandise.
This will give wide opportunity for the test of

self-binding reapers in comparison with headers,

which is a question of interest and importance.

We are assured that Frank Bros. & Co., at their

establishments in this city, and in Sacramento
and Portland, will have the new Wood's ma-
chinery in good supply, so that its merits may
be fully examined.

High Priced Cows.—We observe, by one of

our English exchanges, that Henry Allsopp, a

member of the British Parliament, and the

more famous '

' Brewer of Burton-upon-Treut,

"

has recently purchased a six-year old Short
Horn cow and a young one, for which he paid

$37,500, and for four other youngsters, $17,500.

The greatly priced and prized one of the lot and
her progeny are American bred. This is one
instance out of many to show the Britishers

value full blood stock.

Our Illustrations.—This week we give
prominence in our illustrations to hay and
harvesting machinery. The subjects are just in

their season now and will, we doubt not, inter-

est all our grain-growing readers. We would
call especial attention to a new California in-

vention for stacking or storing hay, grain or

straw, which is illustrated on page 233 of this

issue.

blossoms, which appear throughout the year, but

are in great abundance during the rainy season.

The Palo de Velas belongs to the natural order

Crexcentraca, and is a Parmentiera, of which
genus, hitherto, only one species, the P. edulia,

E>e Cand., was known to exist. The fruit of the

latter, called Quanlmcilole, is eaten by the Mex-
icans ; whUe that of the former serves for food

to numerous herds of cattle. Bullocks, especial-

ly, if fed with the fruit of this tree, guinea-

grass, and Batatilla, (Jpomvea brachypoda,

Benth.), soon get fat. It is generally admitted,

however, that the meat partakes in some degree

of the peculiar, apple-like smell of the fruit

;

but this is by no means disagreeable, and easily

prevented, if, for a few days previous to the

killing of the animal, the food is changed. The
tree produces its principal harvest during the

dry season, when all the herbaceous vegetation

is burned up ; and on that account its cultiva-

tion in tropical countries is especially to be
recommended ; a few acres of it would effect-

ually prevent that want of fodder which is

always most severely felt after the periodical

rains have ceased.

Fine trout in large numbers are now running
up all the streams putting into Goose lake, Mo-
doc county, and salmon are plentiful in Bus-
sian river.

Chufas and Artichokes.

Editors Press:—Last spring, while in Texas, I received,
from a postal agent, nine small nuts, about the size of
large Chile beans. He did not know the name of them.
I call them grass-root nuts, as they grow on the roots of
a fiat-bladed grass, resembling somewhat the grass that
grows along the water's edge, with this difference, it is a
little stouter. I planted the nuts, they all came up and
yielded about one quart. What are they and what good
for? is what I would like to know. Inclosed you will

find a few of the nuts, which will enable you to speak
more advisedly in regard to them. From my observa-
tions, I think a black, sandy loam is best for tbem. For
this reason, when you gather them, you want to pull up
the bunqh of grass, give it a shake and leave the nuts
pending to the roots. It would almost be impossible to
extract the nuts from clayey soil.—J. G. 0'Bb.ism, Granite
Hill, El Dorado Co., Cal.

The nuts are chufas, and our remarks upon
their usefulness, as given on page 169 of the
Rural of March 16th, would apply to this

query. We call them chufas because they
agree exactly in form and taste with chufas
which we have known to be such. It is proper
to state, however, that there are other small
tubers or corms belonging to others of the
genus Cyperacea>, and which are also called

"grass-nuts" which do not possess

the value of the true chufa (Cype.ru*

esculentM). These other grass-nuts
are not desirable. They are found in

the Southern States to be the worst
scourge which can be inflicted on
land. There seems no way known to

eradicate them. In Louisiana whole
fields are abandoned on account of the
nut-grass. After several years' crops
of weeds, briars, etc., these aband-
oned fields can be again cultivated for

a year or two, only to be again aban-

doned. In Georgia they nave only
small patches of this pest, and yet it

defies all efforts to kill it. The nut-
grass is wholly different in habit from
the genuine chufa. The nut-grass

forms a perfect net-work of roots and
nuts, ramifying in every direction.

At each joint is formed a nut, from
this nut another root springs, and so

on. You may break any one of these,

even the parent nut, still its life is

perpetuated. Not so with the chufa.

The nuts of these are all formed im-

mediately around the main stem, on
short roots. Break the roots, and
the nuts send out no more life, unless

taken up and planted again; or they
will lie in the ground until the next
spring, and then germinate.

Mr. O'Brien's are not as good as

some we have seen grown elsewhere.

They have a litte thicker skin and are

not filled out as well. The best

specimens we have seen were lately

sent us by Prof. Sanders, of Kings-
burg, Fresno county. His Beed

was of Spanish parentage, and the
tubers are of a cream color. Prof. San-

ders takes exception to our commending genuine
chufas as hog feed. He writes: "Don't talk

of fattening hogs on these. I'd as soon think of

fattening hogs on gingerbread and mince pies

—the greatest luxuries of my boyish taste.

Besides, it wouldn't be wisdom to engage in

fattening hogs on them till we who are raising

them can reduce the price below 50 cents per

pound by producing quantities beyond require-

ments for seed and confectionery. I have no
seed for sale this spring."

We are informed that many of the chufas

raised in our State are a spurious article, native

of the islands of Tulare lake. These, instead of

being of a cream or lemon yellow like the genu-

ine, are brown; they are inferior in size and
productiveness, but equal in flavor to the gen-

uine Spanish chufa. They possess considerable

value, but to sell seed of them for Spanish

chufas is a gross swindle. There are two varie-

ties of Spanish chufas—one being somewhat
reddish in color.

Another correspondent asks where Japan
and peas, artichokes can be bought. Who-
ever has artichokes for sale, should also adver-

tise them. Many of our readers have spoken
in favor of them. Japan peas are also proposed

as a subject for an advertising epic.

An anti-smoking crusade has been inaugura-

ted among the pupils of the public schools in

Brooklyn.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendowed, opinions of correspondents.-—Eds.

Notes in Los Angeles County.

Editors Press:—Los Angeles has received

22 inches rain and the rainy season has not yet

closed. The 27th and 28th of March gave us

another thorough wetting, almost equal to the

heaviest. Barley and alfalfa were already lodg

ing; this must greatly increase that difficulty

It could be mown for hay but could not be

cured easily at this time.

The corn planting and preparation for plant-

ing, is now going on where it is dry enough,

and the demand thus created for horses has

greatly elevated them in price. Almost every

day inquiries are made for work horses.

When the barley is cut they can plow and

raise a full crop of corn, and many persons do

not hoe, or even plow the corn, and yet harvest

a good yield of corn from a forest of weeds.

Those who plow their corn, drop pumpkin

seeds which yield them several tons per acre,

for which they make no special labor beyond

planting. In some places in addition to the

pumpkin crop they have a winter growth of

Malva.

Which is variously estimated in value as a hog

and cow feed. A thriving Los Nietos farmer,

only yesterday claimed that he wanted no al-

falfa in his, and pointing to the rank 'malva,

pronounced a lengthy eulogy, giving it the

highest rank as a butter producer, both as to

quantity, quality and color. In this particular

the general verdict is with him, but as a hog
feed, some consider alfalfa superior to malva.

His strong point was that this malva seeds it-

self, fights its own battles, and generally is the

master of the situation, without regard to foe

or circumstances, a kind of omnipotent and
omnipresent weed. It is used much by the

Mexicans as a medicine, especially as a poul-

tice, by bruising up the juicy stems and leaves;

and also as a remedy for colds and pectoral ail-

ments, making from it a cooling mucilaginous
drink.

The "malva or marsh mellows," as sold from
the drug stores in small pressed packages, one
ounce to one pound, costs wholesale in the
trade about as other medicinal herbs; I have
paid as high as 37 A cents per pound as a trade

price.

In Solano county, I have seen this same ten

der weed reared into a tree one foot in diame
ter and 14 feet high, yet holding all the charac
teristics of the smaller plant. Have seen
plants from the tree seed that were identical

with the wild weed and therefore infer they
are identical

The Alder.

We saw in the upper part of the State, espec
ially along the Sacramento river, that the same
old alder, of pop-gun notoriety, and purple ink
berries, grows as it did in the cold East; but it

does not stop at the extreme size of one inch in

diameter as there, but here it often adorns the
mansions as a shade tree. Along the banks of

the Sacramento river, on Dr. Glenn's ranch, I

saw one that measured over 12 inches in diameter
for six feet, and where the limbs started out it

was fully 18 inches in diameter.

And now, while speaking of California pecu-
liarities, I am reminded of seeing apples in Los
Angeles (in the spring of 1861) on the tree and
the spring blossoms, all at the same time; the
same can now be seen here at the nursery of

Mr. J. W. Potts, who has eight to ten three-
year-old trees of the Pearmain and Newtown
Pippin varieties that have held their leaves, and
now have each about half a dozen apples the
size of hen's eggs.

Mr. Potts has bananas now nearly ripe. In
a few years this fruit will be abundant and
amply supply the upper markets. Mr. Potts is

a Los Angeles pioneer since 1852, making his
experience here and contributing his share to
the present advanced Americanization of this
county, and especially of the city of Los Ange-
les. He believes in the unlimited capabilities
of the combined soil and climate, and, by the
exact figures, can show a better remuneration
for labor here than in any Eastern or Southern
State. I might reproduce some of the same as
compared by him with his old State of Ken-
tucky, but trust he will favor you with some
facts and figures at an early day, that will be
truthful and give strength and courage to the
doubting ones here; for there are persons here
who complain of the climate, of the market,
soil and productions, and will sell at a sacrifice

to go to some distant land of promise.
Last year, the hardest but one it is said for

26 years, has passed, and yet thousands of sacks
of corn and baled hay are being shipped as the
surplus of last year's crop. There will be a
small portion of old hay kept over that might
have sold well, but waited for the highest
figures, and now is not worth more than half
what it would have brought.

The Nurseries.

The great nursery sales are now [slacking off

much on the common fruits, perhaps not so
much owing to the advancement of the season,
as to pressure for time with the farmer to do
his seeding and planting, each trying to double

his energies to make up the deficiency of last

year.

Orange culture is now just beginning to wake
up the hundreds on the outside, who are plant-

ing out small or large orchards. I saw a fine

orange tree, almost in bloom, sold and Backed
with dirt to the roots. It was to ride about 16

miles in a wagon and yet the seller offered to

insure its living and not to shed a leaf, for 25
cents addition to the $2.50 paid for the tree.

It is claimed here by some of the tree men
that April is a favorable month for transplant-

ing the orange tree. In Sacramento city I saw
many trees that were sold last April by Strong

& Co. that made a very satisfactory growth
after their shipment from Los Angeles and re-

planting, as some supposed "out of season."

Mr. Lyon, of Ventura county, told in Rural
Press of excellent success with his, and his

neighbors transplanting in July, and yet he
recommended the last of September as the choice

season for orange planting with him. 1 hiring

all the last three months there have been a
large amount of orange trees sold and replanted.

From this I infer that the orange and lemon
will admit of being transplanted at almost any
season when the ground for their reception is in

its best condition. The experienced nursery-

men prefer to disturb a tree only when it is

dormant, but they are not agreed as to the ex-

act time best in different fruit trees.

This seems to be naturally a nursery country,

for proof of which the immense growth of the

one and two year old trees will attest.

Tillable Land.
It is claimed by old settlers that there is not

an acre of tillable hill soil in Los Angeles county
but would bring good barley or corn this year
without irrigation, and most of it might give a
corn crop after harvesting the barley. I find

some who disbelieve in the theory that the con-

tinued cultivation of the same crop can impov-
erish the soil in litis county, and in proof of

their position they will show you the shale

from which the surface for 10 or 20 feet depth
has been graded off during the last year, and
left hard and bare, but now it is covered with a
luxurious growth of lilaree, clover or malva

—

volunteer.
Conditions of Success.

Admitting many very strange and marvelous
facts of climate and soil that are in favor of this

empire county—the "American Italy"—the
great fact holds here, as elsewhere, that it costs

much labor and good management to build up
and maintain a farm home by its own product
and income. Here, as elsewhere, can be found
sober, earnest workers and rigid economists,

who are not worth so much as they were years
ago, and they naturally will get dissatisfied;

but when they have prospered and increased

their capital the country suits them, and they
even think better of their neighbors when all is

sunshine financially. Many are yet discour-

aged from last year's drouth, and now find a
discouragement from the fact that there will be
such abundance that the money value will be
small.

Probably no county in the State could show
a greater advancement in the last five years
than. Los Angeles. Entire communities have
sprung into existence in the shape of cities with
streets and avenues, regularly laid off and
adorned with trees and flowers of rare beauty.

They have erected neat dwellings and houses
of worship, schools and colleges, and yet the
inhabitants enjoy the luxuries of farm life on
the small farm and colony plan.

The Indiana Colony
Is a beautiful example of thrift, high cultured
taste and refinement. It is very young yet as a
settlement, but interests and delights all who
visit it. It represents a true Yankee type
slightly improved by passing over the great
prairies. It, like Compton, Florence, West-
minster and other thriving settlements, has no
saloon or liquor traffic, and the common voice

is "none needed."

The City of Los Angeles.

Though times are spoken of as very hard,
aud money scarce, there has been improvements
going on in Los Angeles all this rainy season.

One extensive brick block is just being com-
pleted and occupied, on Spring street. A very
massive block, three stories, iron front, first Hoor
and second story, iron casings, on Main street,

has now third story walls nearly completed.
The foundations for a brick storehouse, 200 feet

square, are being excavated convenient to the
railroad track, 011 Alameda street. Also a large

flouring mill is to be erected. These with the
smaller enterprises of the place indicate some
good confidence in the future of the county.
A mass meeting is called for to-morrow evening
to talk of local interests, commercial policies,

and the relations and dependencies of all classes.

The object being to encourage in all practical
ways, their own mechanics, merchants, and
farmers, especially in all points where they can
save paying out freights and commissions, and
better build up all of their own industries.
They propose to inquire, why Chicago bacon
sells in Los Angeles, and the Los Nietos corn-
fed pork, equal to the best, is sent away for a
market, and some assert that the same meat,
neatly cured and sacked, finds its way back to
the Los Angeles markets, where the consumer
pays for all its joumeyings and commissions.
Surely this inquiry is a move in the right di-

rection, and other sections even north of San
Francisco may take a valuable hint therefrom,
where they number their wheat lauds by thou-
sands of acres, and the hog gleaners by thou-
sands, and often are seen buying bacon cured
in Sau Francisco or Chicago.

Stock Improvement.
Very noticeable and commendable is the in-

terest taken in the improvement of all kinds of
stock from the chicken to the massive draft-

horse and fleet racer. Mr. Wm. Niles leads off

in his importations of choicest fowls, and is

filling a place of importance to that industry,
as the Barretto Brothers, of Downey, are in

their specialty of Jerseys for the dairy interest

of the county. Their importations of Jerseys
are mostly young and of the pure and decided
type, that to see it is to know it for genuine.
The many small farmers contemplating starting
small dairy operations appreciate this oppor-
tunity to improve on the choice stock they now
have. I would like to mention others who are
carrying on their specialties in swine, sheep,

cattle and horses, but the length of my com-
munication will not admit of more at this time
than this statement, that man or woman is de-

graded by being obliged to associate with mean,
vicious and worthless stock. True civilization

appreciates the higher types of domestic animals.

B. W. Crowell.
Los Angeles, March 30th.

Views in Shasta County.

Editors Press:— I was one of a party from

Alameda county, who recently made a trip to

Shasta county to view the land and its various

resources. After a pleasant journey we reached

the town of Anderson at midnight, and were

housed at Mr. Snow's hotel for the night.

The next morning we found Mr. Edw. Fris-

bie, the present owner of the Heading grant,

in waiting, with a fine team and a roomy express

wagon. Mr. Frisbie is a brother of Gen. Frisbie,

of Vallejo ; he recently bought the entire grant,

originally comprising 26,000 acres, from J. B.

Haggin, and proposes to divide the land into

small tracts, graded in price according to qual-

ity, and sell them to actual settlers mainly.
There is sufficient of the first quality bottom
land to make room for a large number of families,

and, in addition, there is upland fit for orchard
or grape land, much timbered pasture land,

and gravel beds on several creeks, where placer

mining has been carried on.

Starting from the town of Anderson, we drove
south along the railroad track, over.the Led
Bluff land, for several miles. The ground was
still pretty wet, and the little gullies were full

of water. After several miles journeying over
these table lands, whose chief value, I appre-

hend, will be for orchards and graperies, although
all experiments made with wheat have turned
out well, we left the upland and drove into the

level bottom lands along the river, turning
northward, and following various roads, so as to

get a fair view of the tract. It is studded with
white oaks of large size, and there is but little

undergrowth. Some portions are virgin soil,

and some have been put into grain for a few
years, but never in any thorough manner.
The Martha Washington farm and also the

places of Span, Ludwig, Johnson, and others,

are held under titles from Major Redding him-
self, but they appear quite lost in the unoccu-

pied lands around. The policy of holding for

higher prices, which is so great an obstacle to

settlement in other parts of our State, was
followed here for many years, and a body of

land, which would support a thriving commu-
nity, has lain idle. But the present owner pur-

sues a different policy, and we saw enough of

Mr. Frisbie during the day's drive to convince

us that he is the right man in the right place;

a practical, energetic farmer, whose influence on
the community is sure to be a good one.

With steady driving, by one o'clock we
reached Mr. Bell's ranch, on Clear creek, and
found that worthy pioneer on his back recover-

ing from the effects of a severe fall, but he
was, as ever, full of cheer and good nature; nor
shall we soon forget his hospitality. We took
the Hughes' ferry road and after driving

through a small forest, came again on the bot-

toms. Leaving the main road, we crossed what
has been known as the George place, as yet a

part of the Frisbie tract, a curving hollow of

over 1,000 acres, extending from the railroad

nearly to the river, and adjoining a belt of

timber. Crossing this and driving past a series

of smaller farms—Densmore's, Oliver's, Dersh's,

etc.—we rose from the lowlands to the bluff

whicli is the

Site of the Town of Reading.

It was the unanimous opinion of our party

that a more beautiful site, or one better adapted

to every requirement of commerce, cannot exist

in this whole northern region. Imagine a
timbered plateau, swept on two sides by the

mighty currents of the Sacramento, sloping

southward in plain and hollow, and long sink-

ing ridges which mark its connection with the

great valley, and rising to the west in ridge and
mountain hight. East, lieyond the river, were
masses of timber and rolling slopes, whilst

above, and over them all, rose

The White Sierras

In a grand, silent, unapproachable battlement.

Northward, too, ruling the blue and lesser

ranges, the perfect dome of Mt. Shasta marked
the union of the Sierras and Coast Range. !

There were fragrant flowers and bright, new
grass at our feet; we stood under lofty oaks

just leafing out; far off the gray hights were
fringed with pine and cedar. The very heart

of the Alps, when the tourist looks on Mt.

I Blanc from the vale of Chamonnix, is not more

inspiring. These are the mountains whereof
noets shall sing in the coming ages; this is the
fine, swift, exuberant river, which artists shall
hereafter paint and lovers linger along its

banks.
It began to rain, the promised equinoctial

having caught us, and our plans of seeing the
rest of the county were delayed. We spent a
few days in Reading, and took numerous notes
on the country, the business openings, the
mines, and other resources of the county.

Reading is the terminus of the Oregon rail-

road line from Sacramento, and is likely to be
so for many years to come. The town is grow-
ing, a Good Templar's hall, a printing office and
several dwellings having been built since my
last visit, in October. It haB a fine school, of
two departments, well conducted, and the trus-
tees propose to add another department shortly.
Reading is

The Natural Distributing Point

For the county of Trinity, and for the mines
north, so that much business is carried on here.
To use as an illustration, the single article of
flour, which is mainly brought from Chico and
points further south. Taking the railroad com-
pany's figures, which represent the business
done, as there is no Hour mill in the vicinity,
we learned that the total trade in flour and
shorts for the mines north and for Trinity
county, has ranged from 1,000 to 1,400 tons per
annum, and is steadily increasing. A good
flour mill, to grind this amount, and so save
freights, is very much needed and would meet
with the hearty support of the community.
Abundant water power is handy, or a steam
mill would pay, for wood is abundant and
cheap. The tillable lands coming into market,
on the Reading grant and elsewhere, would
soon be able to supply such a mill, and it is at
present the greatest need of this section. There
is only one other mill in the county, and that is

at Millville, some 15 miles away from the rail-

road line, so that it is no sense a rival, but does
a good local business.

There is also a

Need of Wholesale Stores
Here, to supply the small mining villages and
camps, and possibly combine with this business
the purchase of woo], hides and beef cattle.

The lack of such facilities has taken much of

this business to other and less convenient points,

but distance tells in the long run and it is drift-

ing back to Reading, the liveliest town of its

size I know of. The
Mining Resources

Of Shasta county are as yet undeveloped. With
a vast amount of mineral wealth lying locked up
in her ledges, we may fairly say that until the
past five years nothing was done. The last

winter has registered a long list of new discov-

eries, all of which promise well. The famous
ledges of Copper City are finally on the high
road to success, and the ores, so long rebellious,

have been conquered. The county possesses

iron, coal of fine quality, copper, silver, gold,

marbles, both white and colored, quicksilver,

platinum, asbestos and other minerals of more
or leBs value. Capital is taking hold of these
things and the mining prospects are bright.

There is also much valuable gravel for hydraulic
mining left. It is reported that Alvinza Hay-
ward's large gravel mine, near Igo, is paying
largely this winter. Breslaur, Vandeven ana
others are beginning work on 200 acres of a
tract, bought from Mr. Frisbie. On Clear creek
and Spring gulch men are mining in gravel,

whilst near Buckeye and the vicinity, new
diggings are reported.

The Lumber Interests

Of the county are hardly measured as yet, for

thousands of acres lie unsurveyed. The Sierra

Flume company is steadily pushing northward,
and the natural outlet of this belt of sugar and
yellow pine, of cedar and of fir, will probably

be by means of V flumes. The largest timber
tract in northern California is on the McCloud,
but fine bodies are on Hat creek and along the

Sierras. It is not possible for this timber to lie

much longer, at our present rate of consump-
tion, so that shortly these unused resources will

be made available.

Shasta county, in times past, has made a

great many rich men, who left it when the sur-

face diggings began to fail, and thus the county

lost some of her most energetic men. But

The New Era
Which is opening for all this old and famous
region is based upon multifarious pursuits, and
interlinking numerous industries. It has been

found that much good laud lay idle and neg-

lected. Within the last year several hundred
pioneer families have taken up government land,

and have come to stay. Seven months ago there

was but one newspaper in the county; now there

are three. Property of every description is in-

creasing in value, and there is growth in all

directions.

With respect to farming land, it may be said

that the best bottom lands can be bought at

from $20 to $30 per acre, and red uplands, level

and ready for the plow, for $6; uncleared lands

still lower. Some of the low-priced land ranks

high as fruit land. The local market for vege-

tables is extremely good. To strangers it seems

as if the
Climate

Of Shasta county must be cold and unpleasant

Of course the upper ranges of the mountains are

only inhabited in winter, but the main valley

and the lower hills are blessed with a healthy

and invigorating climate. The mean summer
temperature of Reading is 64° 14', or nearly 3*

warmer than Livermore. The mean tempera-
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ture for the coldest month is 46° 72', or 12'

warmer than San Jose. These figures are taken
from B. B. Bedding's able report on the culture
of the olive. The

Two Palm Trees
Now growing in an orchard near Wiser's vine-
yard, two and a half miles east of Shasta City,
were planted by Mr. Swazey, of Shasta, some
20 years ago. The largest is now 37 inches in

diameter at four feet from the ground. The
variety is that known as Pritchardia Jilamen-
tosa. Young orange trees may be found in

various parts of the county, and several
have borne fruit. At the Tower house are some
of the finest walnut trees in the State, and
choice orchard of all the standard varieties. Figs
and peaches are of unusually good quality, and
the winter apples keep from one to three
months longer than the same varieties in the
San Jose valley. Almonds have hardly been
tested. The hard-shell is found everywhere,
but only a few trees of the soft- shell can be found.
The olive will undoubtedly succeed. Much
of the fruit has been seedling, and little care has
been taken of the orchards; but a better spirit
prevails, and many trees are being planted.
There is a fine field open for the first man who
will grow small fruits, strawberries, etc., for the
mines. A few are brought from Sacramento,
but they arrive in poor condition.

In the matter of hay, the Beading market
ranges from $18 to $24, and has been up to $30,
the local supply not being large enough, and
much is brought from Tehama county. Some

Experiments with Alfalfa,

On both upland and lowland, have resulted
favorably, and it appears that it will grow with-
out irrigation, if the ground is deeply and well
prepared. Mr. Gilbert, of Gilbert's ferry, gave
us a graphic account of his method. He plows
twice, as for corn, pulverizes well, sows in April,
and covers lightly. It gets up about three feet
the first year, and makes one cutting. The
next year it will make two, or, with irrigation

three or four cuttings. The wild white oats is

often sown for hay, and millet and timothy are
used. Some experiments will be made with the
Egyptian corn this year, of which we shall
doubtless hear.

The Question of Health
Is of so great importance that we made par
ticular queries on this point. Healthier people
than Shasta county furnishes are not to be foun

"

anywhere, nor is there any malaria along the
Sacramento within the county limits. A few
narrow valleys are very hot in summer, unbear
ably so, and where water stands, in such cases,

there is danger. North Cow creek is undoubted-
ly unhealthy, but Millville and its tributary
ravines, Beading and the grant below it, Shasta
and the mining region near it, the lumbering
region, as a whole, and all the uplands have an
unsurpassed climate.

The advantage above all others which is just
now turning the attention of stockmen, small
farmers and orchardists to Shasta county is in

its

Abundant and Unfailing Rainfall.

Last year over 20 inches fell, and every acre
yielded a full crop. This year Shasta city
has had nearly 90 inches of rain, and Beading
nearly 60. Facts of this kind speak volumes.
The sheep, goat, hog and cattle interests of

the county are only in their infancy, and there
is a good deal of unoccupied range. The local

market has hitherto taken all the hogs raised,

at good figures, about five and one-half to seven
and one-half cents live weight. This all goes
into the mines and some pork is even brought
from Tehama and other points south.
On the whole the advantages of this county,

are, first, diversified interests
;

second, local
and increasing markets

; third, healthfulness,
rainfall, fine scenery, etc., and its development
is only a question of time.

Our notes were cut short by the last rain-

storm, so we shall report further after another
visit a little later in the season.

C. H. Shinn.

the seed It is the first weed to start after the I advantages of science in this as in every otherground has been thoroughly Boaked by rain or pursuit.
irrigation. It matters not whether it be spring, By scientific breeding is meant the carefulsummer or winter it will, by the rapidity of its weighing of all the elements which will come
growth, soon smother out all the small grain or into the production of the desired animal bird
tender plants within its reach; and if the or fish, the purposes for which it is intended
farmer permits the malva to get five or six and make effective the experience of others'weeks start he will have to mow it before he Beading, conversation and study are all re
can plow. As I write this, I can see from my quisite, and though it is not essential to be fa-

tW^uT11 mowlng down the malva in tn e miliar with Darwin or Huxley, the breeder
,

Ohilson orchard. This orchard has been will find advantages in scrutinizing everything
kept in excellent condition for years, but this on the subject which can be obtained It is
spring the proprietor was not ready to plow his a fascinating subject to one who engages in it
land at the proper time, and to-day, March 26th, in the right spirit, and who follows well formed
the malva stands from five to six feet high all plans. There is a problem which he is continu-
over the held, completely hiding the vines and ally on the alert to solve, and though the breed-
small trees, and the owner assured me it would ing of horses entails a longer waiting for the
cost him at least $75 to get rid of the malva on solution, the greater intricacy gives it greater
his 30-acre lot before he could plow it. charms.

•
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flowering shrub, which The Pacific slope has peculiar advantages for
is called the malva tree. It blooms nearly all breeding all classes of horses; for the finer
the year round, grows to the hight of 12 or 15 families of the equine race it has a natural
feet, and requires about four or five years to superiority above any other country in the
obtain its growth. Stock is fond of browsing world. This may appear like a rash assertion
on the leaves and boughs. It is planted only as but we think it can be demonstrated by a care
an ornamental tree, and is nothing like the ful comparison with the regions which have
malva described by Mr. Sanders. acquired celebrity in this department of hus

L here is an old tradition current in southern bandry, and by the results which have followed
California concerning the origin of our two what has already been done,
worst pests, malva and mustard. It is said that Great Britain has held, for centuries the
30 years ago, after the discovery of gold in Cal- foremost place as the producer of the best ani
lfornia, and its transfer from Mexican to Amer- mals, and her horses occupied the highest
ican form of government, the Mission fathers,

|
position. Not merely the race horses, but the

and sere as at the same period of the year in
California.

The Malva in Southern California.

Editors Press:—The Press of March 9th

contains a communication from Prof. Sanders,

of Fresno county, recommending the cultivation

of malva as a forage plant, and regretting that

the malva « seed could not be obtained at the

seed stores in California. For fear some poor
innocent should be misled by the Professor's

recommendation to commit the folly of putting

malva seed on their land, I will endeavor to

give them some information in regard to the

growth and habits of the malva weed, rec-

ommended by Mr. Sanders as a forage plant.

First, there is is not a worse land-destroying,

noxious, pernicious weed in the State of Cali-

fornia than the malva. Let the seed once fall

on land suitable to its growth, and it will take
a dozen years' careful cultivation to eradicate it

from the soil. The Canada thistle is a farmer's
friend in comparison to it.

Second, as a forage plant it is worse than
worthless, for if stock is starved to eat it and
no other feed for one week, it would injure if it

did not kill them. Messrs. Barron k Gliilson,
of this place, lost a number of fine, blooded
sheep three years ago, by letting them graze in
a malva patch.

If Mr. Sanders was better acquainted with
this weed, he would recommend farmers to
destroy it wherever they can, instead of sowing

who had so long ruled the land according to range has extended from the boy's saddle horses
their will, found themselves not only stripped to the mammoth draft animal, with varieties
of all political authority, but also of a great the best adapted to nearly every purpose in
portion of their revenue, and the majority of which the horse could be employed. That
them determined to leave the land in a body, country owes the greater part of its celebrity to
It is said that 44 of these priests assembled at the skillful manner with which the breeder has
one of the Missions in southern California, and obviated the disadvantages of climate, and the
after arranging their affairs in regard to the proper appreciation of selection and intermix
Missions as best they might, they started to ture. The climate is too humid for the com
journey on foot to Mexico, but ere they de- plete welfare of the horse, and the breeders
parted they left a curse on the land, which they were early impressed with the force of that
declared had been seized by the despoilers of trouble and took the necessary steps to remedy
their holy church; and as a lasting curse to the the defect. The excessive moisture was favor-
rich soil they sowed malva and mustard seed in able, however, to the pasturage, and the grasses
the rich valleys, all the way from San Luis and grain* were of good quality. Maryland
Obispo to San Diego. Such is the legend now and Virginia were the horse regions of America
told (and believed by some to be true) of the in colonial and revolutionary days, and these
origin of the malva; and it is truly a curse, and States held the pre-eminence until the country

B. Lyon. 1 ' - " -should be avoided when possible
Ventura, March 26th, 1878

[It will be noticed in the letter of our Los

Angeles correspondent in this issue, that the

other side of the malva question is maintained

—Ens. Press.

"west of the mountains" became fully engaged
in the business, and then the newer districts
bore the palm. Kentucky once in the lead
never su: rendered it, and to-day she is more
than ever entitled to claim the supremacy
The title rests on a solid foundation, and those
who are the best informed in these matters con
ede the legality in the frankest manner. There

is a slight difference in the topography, soil or
climate of the best portions of Kentucky, Ten

Our pest, the ground squir- I

nessee, and southern Ohio, though as regards
climate, Tennessee is the best fitted for the
wants of the horse.

To compare with California the "blue grass
'race horse region" of Kentucky will answer
every purpose, and the three counties of Bour
bon, Fayette and Woodford comprise the choice
of the section, and where at least 75% of the
most distinguished horses are bred. It was
originally a heavily timbered country, and the
good taste of the inhabitants has preserved

Poisoning Squirrels.

Editors Press:

rel, has now began its annual breeding, and the

young will be ready at harvest time to assist in

disposing of the crop. I opened three to-day

and found the embryo of six in each female, and,

having opened them regularly each month since

last June, I may safely say they here breed

annually, for to-day is the first time we have

found any in embryo.

Now is a time of comparative leisure with
great many of the native forest trees, and the

1 woodland pastures stand nearly as high in the
most farmers, and, m the hope that I may help affections of the residents as the highly bred
to assist in rousing a combined prosecution ol animals which add so much to the geaut fcommon enemy, at least from this time

| the scene . It is undu iatin„ in
the

until next July, I send you our recipe for the
use of strychnine: Take dry wheat, stir in a
ittle molasses, but only enough to slightly cover
each kernel of wheat by careful and thorough
mixing. Pulverize your strichnine in the bottle
with a nail. We use an ounce of strychnine to
about a bushel of wheat, and again mix thor
oughly. Lastly, we add flour or middlings,
enough to form a slight coating, and again stir

thoroughly. Some persons then add a few

scene, it is undulating in surface, the
elevations hardly rising to the dignity of hills,

the soil mostly a chocolate-colored loam resting
on lime-rock. There are many springs and
small water courses which frequently sink and
appear again.

The improvements are substantial, the houses
generally handsome structures, a majority of

the "well-to-do" farmers having built large
mansions of brick, the grounds carefully laid

out and well kept. The boundary fences are

are
drops of essential oil, to tempt the squirrels by made of ( uarried limestone, and these walls

withaTse
^ eXpenmentlnS

I

put up in the best manner, high enough to stop

By actual count, we killed 50 squirrels to the
acre when we commenced in 1877. Now they I

are becoming scarce on the estate. These
|

rodents will not stand persecution.

I. C. Woods.
Mission San Jose, April 2d, 1878.

Breeding Horses in California.

the most unruly animal, and neatly capped
The interior fences on the large breeding es-

tablishments are mortised posts and rails, the
posts cedar, the rails ash, and the work nearly
as well done as the framing of house. At
Woodburn, the largest stud farm in the State,

containing over 3,000 acres, there are a great
many paddocks of from two to five acres, and
fields of various sizes all enclosed in this admir-
able manner, and in those allowed to the thor-
oughbred brood mares, are shelters under which
they can take refuge from storms. The stables
are ranges of "loose boxes," and the whole
place has been fitted up with an eye to overcome

- i.- ... I all obstacles in the way of breeding.
Cattle and sheep are also bred, but the divi-

A great deal has been written upon breeding sions are such as to completely separate the dif-

horses, and yet the subject has not become ferent races, and the horses are also arranged in

trite, or the consideration of it without inter- tne classes to which they belong,

est. It has many new features, and there are ,
This short account will be sufficient to show

, , . , .. „ the readers of the Bural Press that a vast
varying phases which continually present new amount of money has been expended) and to
subjects for thought. It will always be so, breed on a large scale, in even the favored cli-

and from the time over two centuries ago, mate of Kentucky, the outlay is imperative,

when the Duke of Newcastle in quaint though But the Kentuckians are prone to ascribe their

. .. , . , j . , f great success mainly to the advantages of soil
forcible style portrayed the various breeds, and ciimate) when, in truth, it has been to the
their merits and faults, until the last essay of system followed, and though this system would
the Bey. Mr. Murray, though volumes have not result the same on sterile soils and still

been written, the mine is still yielding "pay harsher isotherms, it is the keystone which sup-
ore. " There is little question but that those ports the grand arch there. Already this year
who have read and studied the most are in the thermometer, at Lexington, has marked
general the most successful, and though seven degrees below zero, and storms during
'chance" may have turned out a superior ani- the winter and spring, when snow, sleet and
mal once in a while from the farm of the hap- hail unite to make the weather as disagreeable
hazard breeder, he who has undertaken the as can be. A portion of the summer is hot,
production intelligently has demonstrated the ' and in August the country is nearly as brown

The blue grass (Poa prcetensis), is held by
many to be the greatest concomitant, and the
many famous animals which have sprung from
these richly verdant pastures owe to that succu-
lent herbage their marvelous flight of speed and
stubborn endurance. While this grass is, with-
out doubt, very valuable for pasturage, it is not
absolutely certain that it is superior to all oth-
ers, [and the combination of the California
plants, which make up the range here, many
hold to be better, and advance strong argu-
ments to sustain this view.

It would be a waste of words and space to
write of the advantages of the California climate
to those who are acquainted with it, but as
many of our readers have not that knowledge, it
may be well to state wherein it is superior to
any other section of the United States for stock-
growing. First, is the uniformity of tempera-
ture; and in the districts bordering on the bays
and the ocean, there is neither a great degree
of heat or cold. January is likely to be as favor-
able as April in Kentucky, and though there
may be slight frosts and rainstorms, the only
protection required is a roof and walls which
will keep the wet away. When it is not raining
there is abundant feed in the fields for the
mares. February is generally beautiful, and
there can be no better time for the mares to
foal. The spring rains in March and April are
not usually severe, and at no season are there
the "cold rains" of the East, which are so severe
on stock which are without shelter. The "dry
season" is the perfection of the finishing cli-

matic touches for the young, enabling them to
be as comfortable in the field as in the best
stable, with every advantage of pure air, and in
a great many localities without the annoyance
of insect pests. This term extends to nearly the
close of the year, and November and December
are similar to January, save that there is not so
much green food; though further south, in the
neighborhood of Los Angeles, we have seen as
fine pasturage the first of December as could be
conceived. This consisted of alfilerilla, wild
oats and burr-clover, the two former predomin-
ating; and though, of course, it had all sprung
from the seed, the mass was so dense that it

felt under the foot like the sod of an old blue-
grass pasture. These grasses appear to have all

the merit which is claimed by those who have
given attention to the comparison between them
and the Eastern plants, and certainly they cor-
respond, with the difference which the climate
entails. The alfilerilla and wild oats, when
young, are the most relished, and until the seeds
are ripened and the stalks completely dessicated
horses are prone to confine themselves to feed-
ing on them. But after this transformation,
the burr-clover comes into play. The stalks and
leaves are eaten with avidity, and the ground is

literally covered with the capsules containing
the small oleaginous seeds. There is no danger
of rain to spoil them with premature germina-
tion, and nature has provided a granary to pre-
serve all their nutritious qualities. Then sup-
pose a foal is dropped the first of February, there
is then plenty of green herbage to induce a full

flow of milk in the dam, and continue the
lacteal secretions until the foal has got a start,

which is the main thing at this age. The grass
is green until the young animal is of an age
when it would be considered old enough to
wean; but on the richer food there is no neces-
sity for this. The mother acquires all the
strength necessary to carry along the embryo
and foal both, and the latter has learned to lick

up the seeds, which give him a further impetus
in life, and supply bone and muscle of the best
kind. Eastern and English breeders of race-

horses have learned that it was essential that
dam and foal should be liberally fed with oats,

the dam all of the time and the foal as soon as
it could be taught to nibble the bruised kernels,

for them to successfully compete with those who
were thus treated; and while in California the
racing colt, or the trotter which is intended to
come upon the course young, will be all the bet-

ter for this artificial supply, there is nothing
like the necessity for it.

A horse which has been jaded and worn
lown with over-exertion, and is turned out as
soon as the feed is sufficiently advanced, may
get thinner in flesh, and, notwithstanding he
grazes "up to the eyes" in the most luxuriant,
herbage, remain without an accumulation of

adipose or muscular tissue. So soon as the
wild oats "get in the dough," there is seen to be
a change for the better, and when to the eyes of

the stranger there is nothing for him to live on,

he will increase in flesh, his coat will show the
bloom of perfect health, and his spirits will be
as high as though he were eating fine big feeds
of the best oats every 24 hours. The excrements
appear like those of the highly-fed animal, and
there can be little question but that the nour-
ishment contained in those dried plants and
perfected seeds is about equivalent to that in

:iay and oats. It does not require argument to

show the adaptability of this feed to the wants
of the growing animal, and so far we will con-
sider that much of the breeding problem as

settled.

Besin in Suellac.—The Polytechnic trans-

lates from foreign authority as follows: For
the detection of resin in shellac take five grains

of shellac finely powdered and boil with 15
grains of petroleum benzine. The dissolved

portion is evaporated and weighed. If the res-

idue be greater than 10% of the shellac, such
excess is due to the presence of resin. Another
method is to take 25 grains of shellac and boil

the same with 2.5 grains of caustic potash and
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The Well.

When the summer noon is glowing,

When the men are out a mowing.
And so blithe

Swing the scythe,

Into swarths the clover throwing,
With the hcrdsgrass tall and spiry,

And the red-top light and wiry,

And w hen close behind them treading

All the morning I've been tedding,
Till, as now,
On my brow

Stand the sweatdrops bright and pearly,

Just as, in the morning early,

Stood the dews that night had shed

On the openi >g rose's head;
Then it is that from the hay
To this well I "come away,"
And, beneath the trees that shade it,

Thank the good old man that made it.

And, as from its resting-place,

On the water's dimpled face,

Where no warming ray hath struck it,

Up I drew the dripping bucket,

And my parching lips I press

To its brim, oh ! then I bless

The Good being who hath given
To his creatures "rain from Heaven,"
And through earth's mysterious cells

Leads it down to till our wells.

When, in sultry harvest weather,
Not a zephyr moves a feather

Of its wing for hours together,

And one sees

On the trees

Limbs and leaves together sleeping.

All a breathless Sabbath keeping,

When the very brook is creeping

Lazily along its path,
And the sky,

Hot and dry.

Seems to scorch the world in wrath—
When the men are out a reaping,

And when, in my wheat-field travels,

I've been gathering up the gavels,

That the reapers leave behind them.
Into golden sheaves, to bind them;
Or, with neither shoes nor socks,

(When the stubble
Was a trouble),

I've been bringing into shocks
All the sheaves of bearded grain,

Or upon the laddered wain
Have been loading; while the team,
Lolling in the fiery beam,
Have confessed its melting heat,

Oh ! 'tis grateful to retreat

From the Hash of Phccbus's car,

To a farm-house, where there are

Shady trees,

Such as these,

Reaching out their arms afar.

With their shield of leaves above me.
As they would do, did they love me;
Grateful to roll up my sleeves,

That the cool breath "of the leaves

Over my warm arms may pass;

And to drop upon the grass

Hat and jacket, and repair

To the good old well that's there,

With my panting Tray and Fido;

For they know, as well as I do,

What the bucket is to birng up.

Grateful when we see it swing up.

Yes, most grateful to our lips

Is the water, as it drips—
Rather, as it pours and dashes
From the bucket's brim, and splashes

All our feet. For dogs and boy
Equally the hath enjoy;
Equally, in harvest weather,
.Man and beast rejoice together
In the boon their Maker brings.

In our water-brooks and springs,

That he pours from "rifted rocks,"

For the shepherd and his flocks,

That he showers on every plain

In the earth-refreshing rain.

And that at his bidding swells

In our rivers and our wells.

Oh ! I bless the gracious Giver
For the fountain and the river

1

Bless him that in summer's prime
He hath made
Such a shade

For the sultry harvest-time !

Bless him for this cool retreat.

So reviving and so sweet

!

Bless him for this short recess
From my toil and weariness,
And for this delicious cup
From the well that Cometh up

'

Round the wine-cup and the bowl
Wit may come, with song and laughter;
But there came forever after
Pains that pierce and rack the soul.

These twain,
Sin and pain,

Have for aye one charm ar.iund them,
For together God hath bound them;
While these friends of Age and Youth,
Health and Cheerfulness and Truth,

Still dwell
In the well.

Where the ancient sages found them.
—Rev. John Pierpnnt.

Law Against Flirting —Burke, in the his-

tory of Virginia says: "I find that the Governor
was obliged soon after to issue a proclamation
forbidding women to contract themselves to two
several men at one time. For women being yet
scarce, and much in request, this offense was
becoming very common; whereby great disquiet
arose between parties and no small trouble to
the government. It was therefore ordered that
the minister should give notice in his church
that what woman soever should use any word
or speech, tending to a contract of marriage, to
several persons at one time, although not pre-
cise and legal, yet so as might entangle or breed
scruple in their consciences, should, for such
offense, either undergo corporeal correction, or
be punished by fine, or otherwise, according to
the quality of the person so offending."

[Written for the Press by C. L. Anderson, M. D.J

In a reckless moment some three months ago

I intimated at the close of an article under the

title of "Marigolds or Onions," tnat another

paper would be forthcoming in regard to the

best kind of culture for nineteen-twentieths of

our boys and girls. I say reckless, because I

had not counted the cost necessary to speak au-

thoritatively on a subject that puzzles the wis-

est philosophers of the day. Since then L,have

thought much on the subject, and would gladly

have canceled that intimation, or laid it on the

table, or indefinitely postponed it.

Day after day and week after week have

passed, and still that promised paper haunts

me. It will not down. I fancy Mrs. .Teanne

C. Carr, who first proposed the question, still

asking, "what is the best kind of culture for

nineteen-twentieths of our boys and girls?"

And only a week or two ago your excellent cor-

respondent "Mary Mountain," in "Farm House

Chat," reminds me of the promise. Even some

of my private correspondents evince a wish to

know what I would do with the l'J-20ths.

Just as though my straw of promise might
prove a support and a rescue to the thousands
now buffeting the waves of financial distress!

I fear it may be indeed but a straw for the
drowning man; and yet it may point to a haven,
and possibly a continent, as did the sticks Co-
lumbus saw when nearing the shores of Amer-
ica, where there is safety from the ills that

now beset us; and where every son and daugh-
ter may find—not exactly repose, for that has
been killing us—but a safe resort injill weather.
Now, if I were obliged to reduce my answer

to two words—and I might do so very easily

and correctly—it would be honest labor. This
is not only the best kind of culture for 19-20ths
of our boys and girls, but for 20-20ths. This
is the law and the prophets, and is a command
and necessity as old as Adam, and older than
Eve, for the man was placed in the garden of

Eden "to dress it and to keep it," we know not
how long before Eve became his help-meet. It

is only in honest work in field or shop, by land
or water, with hand or brain, that we find con-
tentment in youth, in maturity, or in the in-

firmities of old age.

For years we have been sowing profligate

idleness, a plant of rapid and sure growth, and
behold now when we look forth the fields are
ripe for the harvest. There are more than a
million tramps in the United States, who are
willing to eat but will not work. They ignore
the sacred maxim, "if a man will not work he
shall not eat. " Scribner for Mar^h says: "We
are just now having a great epidemic of dis-

honesty." Yes, from the tramp who eats with-
out earning, to the bank president, who steals

the earnings of others, there is dishonesty.
Scribner suggests as a remedy preaching and
prayer. But I fear this kind of disease will

not come forth except by a combination of

prayer and fasting, and earnest, honest work.
There are asylums and hospitals for the sick

and unfortunate, and prisons for the criminals.
Shall I say there should be no place for the man
who can but will not work? What is he good
for, and what can we do with him? Perhaps
we need another institution for this class—

a

place where the State may give them work and
make them do it. It is said that some of these
idlers in the larger cities desert their families

at the approach of winter, knowing this to be
an irresistible excuse when these families appeal
to charitable societies for aid. Thus there is

organized beggary, by which certain persons
may do as little as possible and get all they can
for it

— "to live without work, and without vir-

tue obtain sympathy."
The "out of work," and "can't get work"

plea may be good one time in a hundred. But
the willing and able workers seldom come to

actual want. Their houses may burn down.
The flood or storm may carry away their prop-
erty. But the earth is a good mother after all

—even in the most inhospitable climates. After
the storm comes the sunshine—after the drouth
the rain—after the long winter the genial
spring; and the willing worker scorns to receive
alms. The "can't get work" excuse only comes
from those bred to prodigality or vicious idle-

ness—who are unskilled in any honest use of

their hands or minds—who would depend on
the exertions of their wives or mothers at the
wash-tub—who are besotted and debased with
tobacco and whisky—who if offered a job would
sublet it in order to play "boss." Why, the
face of the earth cries out from every square
yard of land for some hand to till it! The plains

and mountains, the rivers and forests, the ocean
and air, and the dwellers in all these, and even
the depths of the earth, beckon to man to come
and have dominion over them. Instead of this

we see him in some rum shop as proprietor or
patron, or leading in some fiery campaign against
capital, or moving on with the great army of

"tramps" in search of that undiscovered coun-
try where there is no work to be done, and no
one is so unfortunate as to find a job!

No education is of much value that does not
make the mind and body independent, and give
force and vigor to both that will make that inde-

pendence practical. And here is the chief fault

of our system of education. The person whose
early life up to 21 years is only spent in the

|

school room, "getting an education, " as we call

it, without physical training to strengthen the
body, seldom in after years acquires that essen-
tial. Then add to this four years longer in col-

lege, and we have a specimen of humanity so

entirely spoiled for all practical uses that he
seldom amounts to anything in after life, unless
he should chance to have an unusual endow-
ment of reserve force to overcome the wants of

bodily training.

For the reason, then, that the routine of our
usual school room course deprives the pupil of

an early training in the avenues of industry,
the adoption of a system of " half-day" or
"half-time" schools would be an improvement.
Half a day with books and sedentary studies is

plenty for the active and restless child. The
other half with tools, field exercise in useful

labor or healthful play. This system wherever
fairly tried has given excellent satisfaction.

The effect of culture should be to bring man-
kind to a knowledge of his relations with the
world about him; not to environ him too much
with the artificial, or to make him think and
act as a being removed and above the common
brotherhood of his kind. But he should be ed-

ucated to look upon and value a noble, generous
and honest mind as of more worth than mate-
rial wealth; to believe in and practice honest
industry with the full assurance that no nation
or individual has been, is now, or ever will be
poor, in the full sense of the word, that adheres
to this faith [and practice. Thus endowed no
one can be poor. Hard times may pinch,
thieves may steal his earnings, misfortunes may
overtake him, but he is rich in a resource that
under every change is cash. Contraction or ex-
pansion in values of lands or stocks would not
seriously affect him.

Prudence, frugality and generosity are among
the virtues too much neglected, I fear, in hbme
and school. And it may be we have taught
reading, writing and arithmetic as "the mint,
anise and cummin, and have omitted the
weightier matters of liw, judgment mercv and
faith."

"Ill fares the land to hastening ills a prey,
Where wealth accumulates, and men decay.

Teach erring man to spurn the rage of gain.
Teach him that States of native strength possest,
Though very poor, may still be very blest;

That trade's proud empire hastes to swift decay,
As ocean sweeps the labored mole away:
While self-dependent p >wer can time defy,
As rocks resist the billows and the sky."

And now in claiming that the best education
lies in an early training, by which mind and
body may be so employed—not so much in get-

ting a store of knowledge, or making a living,

but in getting the power to obtain these when
wanted— have I answered the question as to

the best kind of culture? Or is there some bet-

ter kind—one that w ill bring more contentment
or measure a greater amount of happiness?

Santa Cruz, Cal.

French Hand Doctors.

We gave a few hints lately on the care of the

hands and finger nails, and they seem elabo-

rate enough for anyone. The French go as much
farther in this line as they do in other extreme

niceties of] the toilet. Harper's Bazar gives an

account of a visit of a lady to a "manicure" or

hand doctor as follows: "After a tedious wait-

ing, my turn at length came, and I seated my-
self by the manicure's little table, upon which
were scattered the tools of her trade. These
were scissors and knives of a shape specially

devised for the trimming of the nails; files,

nail-cleaners, a small basin of rose-water with
a bit of soap near it, a tiny towel of linen cam-
bric, a bit of lemon, and various polishing pow-
ders and sweet-smelling unguents in the form
of ruby-colored pomades. The first step in her
proceedings was to wash off the finger-tips care-

fully, then to dry them, after assuring herself

that there were no ink spots or other stain upon
them. Then she slipped and trimmed the nails

into the approved filbert shape, neither too

short nor too long, nor too pointed nor too

broad; the 'half-moons' at the base of the nails

were gently brought into clear light; all 'hang-

nails' were amputated; and after this she rubbed
a coral -colored pomade of adelicious odor upon
the nails and the upper part of all the fingers.

After allowing this to remain a little while she
wiped it off again, and scattered upon the nails

a golden brownish powder, which she vig-

orously rubbed with the whole length of her
powerful forefinger, occasionally aided by the
palm. More pomade, more powder, more rub-

bing, and then the nails were shown with that

beautiful gleam upon them, that pearly pink-

ness, seen in the interior of some delicate sea-

shells. As the pedicure had said, the mani-
ure's manipulations greatly 'advantaged' a
pretty hand, but even in a greater degree ad-

vantaged an ugly one.

"The manicure charged 40 sous for a sitting,

that is, at her own rooms. When she did the

visiting, her price was a dollar. That she found
her business lucrative was sufficiently indicated

by her handsome rooms and her prosperous ap-

pearance."

A gentleman, whose proboscis had suffered

amputation, was invited out to tea. "My dear,"

said the good woman of the house to her little

daughter, " I want you to be very particular

and to make no remark about Mr. Jenkin's

nose." Gathered about the table, everything

was going well ; the child peeped about, looked

rather puzzled, and at last startled the table:

"Ma, why did you tell me to say nothing about
Mr. Jenkin's nose ?" He hasn't got any 1"

[April 13, 1878.

Black Silk.

A Paris Exposition correspondent writes:

Now, I can talk very learnedly of black silk,

having seen a quantity of samples cut from the

looms which send forth their fabrics to the ex-

hibition. I wish every lady who means to bny
a black silk knew what I do about that invest-
ment, and how in a feeling of Christian sister-

hood I wish they could be preserved from the
so-called genuine black cord, warranted not to
grease or to absorb dust ! I have seen dealers
talk about this cord until purple in the face,
but they now fail to convince me. I have no
faith in weak fiber, bad dyes and weight; all

these defects incident to a silk that will not
wear being hidden under immersions in treacle,
spermaceti and iron. I have visited some of
the manufactories which, even at Lyons, make
for the cheap Paris trade, and there I have
known a s^lk merchant to have handed over raw
silk for each pound of which he had three in re-
turn. The two over were got out of the mix-
tures for dressing and dyeing, not out of the
silkworm. Any one who has not studied Eu-
clid can comprehend that whatever substance is

put in a tissue must likewise at some time or
other come out of it again. If spermaceti and
iron be boiled in the dye of a thick glossy.tex-
ture, and that texture be made up in a tight
fitting princess robe, the elbows of its wearer
will assuredly rub out over the two fronts of
her skirt all the grease, treacle, etc., primitively
put in the web. This is plain fact, and it ex-
plains how some gros grain silks get shiny aud
dusty looking in a short time. They are a
great disappointment, because they were so
handsome in the piece, such gloss, such feel,

such fold. They were expensive besides; so
much a yard without duty, and the dressmaker's
bill was a long, dreary affair. After a little com-
passionate sympathy, a few words of comfort
and advice. Indies and male purchasers are
equally to blame, and not the dealers. A deal-
er is a human being, but he is unfeeling, and
that should be taken into consideration when
he sells black silk. People will have gros grain
and will not pay the price for it.

What Man can Do.—We can not always,
hardly ever root out an evil tendency; but we
can always grow it out. Give men life, more
growth, more sun and rain, more truth and love
—these powers of growth will conquer the evils

in the soul and in the heart. These considera-
tions, as I have said, should make us both hum-
ble and hopeful. We are humble in thinking
that our best success and our highest gifts have
their danger. We are hopeful when we see
that even the worst thing in us can be turned
to good. So God, in His great geological work-
shops makes diamonds out of carbon and rubies
out of clay. Man's brain is a self-compensating
machine, an automatic, self-correcting appar-
atus. God has set in it two against two; every
power has its antagonist power. He has placed
in man a tendency to hope, and another to cau-
tion as its counterweight. He has given self-

reliance, and also sympathy; He has inspired
the wish to battle with wrong and evil; He has
added the tendency to reverence and submit to
good. He has given us powers which take us
outward into the world of things and men;
others which draw us inward to the world of

imagination and reflection.

—

James Freeman
Clarke.

Prudent, Not Mean.—Mr. Elijah Hitchcock
was a Connecticut constable, whose character
was under scrutiny. Deacon Solomon Rising
was inquired of about him. "Deacon Solomon
Rising," said the questioner, "do you think Mr.
Hitchcock is a dishonest man ?" (Very promptly)
"Oh, no, sir; not by any means." "Well, do
you think he is a mean man?" "Well, with
regard to that," said the Deacon a little more
deliberately, "I may say that I don't really

think he is a mean man; I've sometimes thought
he was what you might call a keerful man—

a

prudent man so to speak. "What do you mean
by a prudent man ? "Well, I mean this: that
one time he had an execution for $4 against the
old Widder Witter back here, and he went up
to her house and levied on a flock of ducks, ana
he chased them ducks one at a time round the
house pooty much all day, and every time he
catched a duck he'd set right down and wring
its neck, and charge mileage; an' his mileage
'mounted to more than the debt Nothin' mean
about it, as I know of, but I always thought,
after that, Mr. Hitchcock was a very prudent
man.

"

A colored preacher in Florida thus held
forth: "My brudring, the Israelites went over

the Red sea on the ice. They got over all safe;

and dat's de reason way Moses sung de song ob
praise. In de morning when de sun was up,

hot, Pharaoh and de 'Gyptians come wid deir

great lumbering chariots of iron. Dey broke
through de ice, and all went to de bottom obde
sea." "Stop dere!" exclaimed a hearer. "I
want to ask a question. I've read geography,

and Egypt's a hot country. It's under the

Tropics, it's near de Quator, and dere an't no

ice dere. How could dey go over on de ice, an'

dere no ice dere?" To which the preacher re-

sponded: 'Tarn glad you asked that question.

Kow I can 'splain. That comes of reading

g'ography, instead of de Bible. My brudring,

when de children of Israel go over de Red sea,

dat was a great, great while ago; before dere

was any g'ography, before dere was any Tropics,

before dere was any Quator. Dat's de reason

dere was ice, my brudring.

"
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Chaff.

Every dove has a cote, and every dog pants.

A youngster, perusing a chapter in Genesis,

turned to his mother and inquired if people in

those days used to do sums on the ground. He
had been reading the passage: "And the sons of

men multiplied upon the face of the earth."

A gossiping woman intent on slander went in-

to a neighbor's, and exclaimed, as she threw her-

self into a chair: "One-half the world doesn't

know how the other half lives." "That isn't

your fault," quietly responded the neighbor.

A boy stood curiously watching the peanut
man as he methodically turned the crank of his

roaster. After expectantly waiting until pa-

tience ceased to be a virtue, the unsophisticated

son of the soil blurted out; "Hullo, you feller,

why don't you play suthin?"

A correspondent asks: "What is the best

method of feeding cattle in winter ?" We don't

exactly know. One man might prefer to take
the ox in his lap and feed him with a spoon.

Others would bring him into the dining room
and let him sit at the table with the old folks.

Tastes differ in matters of this kind.

About the time barometers became so cheap
as to induce agriculturists to purchase them, a

farmer in Kilbride having been persuaded to

become the possessor of the instrument, on one
occasion, in spite of a rising barometer, it con-

tinued raining ; the farmer, losing all patience,

carried the instrument to the door, held it up
towards the sky, and exclaimed, "In the name
of guidness, will ye no believe your ain een ?"

Of a certain Eistern ex-governor a pleasant

story is related. Once upon a time he visited

Worcester, and called upon an acquaintance,

who owned many fine pictures. The ex-governor

went about the room examining these, until he
came to a painting of the " Madonna " hanging
above the mantel. He peered up through his

eyeglass. "And who—er—is—this ?" he asked.

"That," said his acquaintance, "is a 'Madon-
na.'" "Ah!" said the ex-governor, blandly.
" Is she a Worcester lady ?"

How a Day is Gained and Lost.

Questions are frequently asked as to how a

day is lost or gained in going round the world.
Professor Davidson last evening gave a popular
explanation of the phenomenon to the Academy
of Sciences. He started a traveler westward
from London, or rather from the meridian of

Greenwich, precisely at noon, and he made him
travel round the globe at precisely the rate of

speed that the earth carries us eastward in its

daily whirl of 24 hours. The traveler is always
in local time at meridian; he goes round the
globe in 24 hours, and it is always noon with
him. At New York his application of time
agrees with the clocks of the city, but his watch,
which was at 12, noon, when he left London,
is now 5 P. m. He goes still westward, and in

loDgitude 120, the border meridian of Nevada
and California, he is still at noon locally, and
his watch indicates Greenwich time to be 8 P.

M. In longitude 180, the sun is at meridian,
and his watch shows that the time occupied by
his journey is 12 hours; and in the longitude of

the Ganges, 18 hours have elapsed; and contin-

uing his transit to Greenwich he has still the
sun in meridian, and finds that 24 hours have
been lost. The rising and setting of the sun
for one day has been witnessed by the people
of London and not by the traveler. Actual
time is the same, but in his case the division

has not been marked. Going west, at 180 de-

grees of longitude, the navigator adds a day if

it is Friday, Saturday is skipped and Sunday is

proclaimed, to the consternation of the ship's

parson, who is affrighted lest the prayers of the
service may not have the same efficacy. Com-
ing eastward a day is gained, and if it is Sat-

urday when the meridian is reached, Sunday is

made into another Saturday, and Monday
becomes Sunday. Care is always taken to avoid
the conjunction of two Sundays, as that would
demoralize any crew.

On the Science of Patching.—Will you
allow me to give the result of a rather large

experience in the science of patching ? I shall

begin with the perhaps original axiom that a
patch must be rectangular. Around or "crooked"
one will inevitably thrust itself into notice, as
it is impossible to match the threads. Then a
patch should never be "laid on" but alway "set
in." To this end, first cut away carefully by a
thread all that is in the least worn, and turn
back and baste down an even seam all around.
The corners may be slashed slightly in a diago-
nal direction to keep them square. Then to
this opening fit the patch exactly, with the
edpes turned and basted; sew it in "over and
over" on the wrong side with thread of the pre-
cise shade and very fine, sewing alternate oppo-
site sides to avoid trouble with the corners. The
extra thickness caused by the folded corners of

the patch itself, should be cut out after sewing,
and a little fine darning added to keep them
secure. Now slightly dampen and press on the
wrong side, and you have a neat piece of mend-
ing which cannot be seen a few feet away.
Figures and striped goods must of course be
carefully matched; heavy woolen fabrics, such
as men and boys wear, need not have seams
turned, the clean cut edge being strong enough
to hold. My method when properly followed,
will, I think, draw from more than one little

boy the surprised question, "Whyl mother, are
these new trousers ? T don't see any patches."—JV#m> York Post.
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Stories about Animals.

Our little friends like to hear queer things

about animals, and we have clipped a few little

anecdotes from our exchanges to gratify them.
Alonzo Rhodes tells the Stockton Independent

of a little black pup and a black pig of the

same age that were reared together by his

brother when they were boys on the home farm
in Mississippi. The pig was a waif that came
along on the tramp the day the pup was brought
to the farm. They were brought up together
and formed a lasting friendship for each other.

Wherever the dog would go there the pig fol-

lowed, and when the lads went to town their

incongruous companions following them in the
stores and all about was the subject of general

remark and curiosity. The pig was a vigorous

fighter and would do battle with anything that

attacked his friend, the dog. The dog would
fight for the pig too, and the two were insepa-

rable, playing together as two dogs. When the
boys went into the woods hunting rabbits or

deer with the dog, the pig went along and kept
up the chase until he was outstripped, when he
would find his way back and wait for his friend

to return. One fall, after the pig had grown to

a big hog, he was put into a pen for fattening

along with other hogs, and the dog made the

pen a place of constant resort, spending the

time in play with his strange friend. Finally,

when killing time came, the hog was killed with
the rest, but the dog was so inconsolable over

the loss of his companion that he refused to

eat, and pined his life away in the pig sty, howl-
ing mournfully all the time.

There is a dairy on Bush street, between La-
guna and Buchanan, in this city, at which a

number of animals besides cows and horses

are kept. Among the stock is an old retriever,

which has been trained to herd stock and keep
watch over the yard. The old retriever has got

to that stage in canine life when there is not
much inclination to wander about and his move-
ments are consequently slow, while his rambliugs
do not extend far from the cow yard. Between
this retriever and a goose a singular attach-

ment has sprung up. Wherever the former
goes, the latter follows close at his heels, cack-

ling unceasingly. The old dog seems to enjoy
the goose's companionship remarkably well.

The Tuolumne Independent has the following:

About 8 o'clock on Wednesday evening a sin-

gular affair happened at the dwelling house of

Dr. Eichelroth. The family were startled by a
flock of linnets which flew through the open
window and filled the room, some of them
alighting on the head and shoulders of the in-

mates and making themselves perfectly at

home. There were probably .30 or 40 of them.
They were finally caged and given their liberty

next day. It is supposed they took a sudden
fright at a bonfire the boys had lighted next the

Episcopal church near by, and flew in at the
room as a place of refuge.

A little five-year old could not quite under-
stand why the stars did not shine one night
when the rain was pouring down in torrents. She
stood at the window pondering on the subject
with as much gravity as Galileo when he looked
at the swinging lamp in the cathedral at Pisa,

and with equal success, for all at once her coun-
tenance lighted up and she said: "Mother, I

know why the stars don't shine. God has pulled
them all up so as to let the water come through
the holes."

" Now, my boy," said the examiner, "If I

had a mince-pie and should give two-twelfths of

it to John, two-twelfths to Isaac, and two-
twelfths to Harry, and should take half the
pie myself, what would there be left ? Speak
out loud, so that all can hear." " The plate 1"

shouted the boy.

" Second class in grammar, stand up," said

the schoolmaster. "John is. Who does John
correspond with ?" "I know," said the little

boy at the foot, holding up his hand. " If you
mean John Smithers, he corresponds with my
sister Susan."

BUBAL FEES

The Standing of Alcohol.

I am recording a matter of history—of per-
sonal history, says Prof. D. B. Richardson,
when I say that I, for one, had once no thought
of alcohol except as a food. I thought it

warmed us. I thought it gave additional
strength. I thought it enabled us to endure
mental and bodily fatigue. I thought it

cheered the heart and lifted up the mind into
greater activity. But is so happened that I

was asked to study the action of alcohol along
with a whole series of chemical bodies, and to
investigate their bearing in relation to each
other.

And so I took alcohol from the shelf of my
laboratory, as I might any other drug or chem-
ical there, and I asked it in the course of exper-
iments extending over a lengthened period
"What do you do?" I asked it: "Do you warm
the animal body when you are taken into it ?"

The reply came invariably, "I do not, except
in a mere flush of surface excitement. There
is, in fact, no warming, but, on the contrary,
an effect of cooling and chilling the body."
Then I turn round to it in another direction
and asked it: "Do you give muscular strength?"
I test it by the most rigid analysis and experi-
ment I can adopt. I test muscular power un-
der the influence of it in various forms and de-
grees, and its reply is: "I give no muscular
strength. " I turn to its effects upon the organs
of.the body, and find that while it expedites the
heart's action it reduces tonicity, and turning
to the nervous system I find the same reply,

that is to say, I find the nervous system more
quickly worn out under the influence of this

agent, than if none of it is taken at all. I ask
it: "Can you build up any of the tissues of the
body?" The answer again is in the negative:
"I build up nothing. If I do anything, I add
fatty matter to the body,but that is a destructive
agent, piercing the tissues, destroying their

powers, and making them less active for their

work."
Finally I sum it all up. I find it to be an

agent that gives no strength, that reduces the
tone of the blood vessels and heart, that re-

duces the nervous power, that builds up no
tissues, can be of no use to me or any other an-

imal as a substance for food. On that side of

the question my mind is made up—that this

agent in the most moderate quantity is per-

fectly useless for any conditions in life, to

which men are subjected, except under the most
exceptional conditions, which none but skilled

observers can declare.

Diphtheria Caught from Calves.—Dr.
Dammann, says the London Farmer, has been
recently engaged in some observations upon
diphtheria in calves, and its probable transmis-
sibility from them to man. On post mortem ex-

amination of a calf which had succumbed to the
disease after communicating it to other animals
in the same shed, he found the false membrane
on the mucous membrane of the jaws, the upper
lip, the nostril, and the cheeks. There were
also deposits of pus in the lungs, and circum-
scribed inflammation of the pleura. A healthy
calf, introduced into the shed where two calves

suffering from diphtheria were housed, rapidly

fell ill of the same disease, recovering in three

or four weeks under appropriate treatment.

The false membrane deposited in this case was
of great thickness, and under the microscope
showed similar appearances to those of diphthe-

ritic membranes in the human subject. The
inspector who conducted the treatment was
attacked with an affection of the throat, which
was diagnosed as true diphtheria, and from this

and several other observations Dr. Dammann is

of opinion that calves are often the subject

of diphtheritic contagion, and that the communi-
cation of the disease from them to man is highly

probable.

Harmless Colors.—It is a well-known fact

(and the London Lancet has recently called

attention to it again) that at the present time it

is almost impossible to find among the painted

toys for children a single one that does not con-

tain, in the colors used for its decoration, sub-

stances that are either positively poisonous or

else injurious to the health. It seems probable

that this important matter is soon to be reme-

died by the substitution, for the pigments now
in use, of a series of perfectly harmless colors,

which the experiments of M. Turpin have suc-

ceeded in producing. At a recent meeting of

the Society for the Encouragement of National

Industry, in Paris, M. Turpin exhibited a series

of samples, showing every shade of every color

necessary to fill out the entire chromatic scale

of Chevreul.

Health and Talent.—It is no exaggeration

to say that health is a large ingredient in what
the world calls talent. A man without it may
be a giant in intellect, but his deeds will be the

deeds of a dwarf. On the contrary, let him
have a quick circulation, a good digestion, the

bulk, thews and sinews of a man, and he will

set failure at defiance. A man has good reason

to think himself well off in the lottery of life

if he draws the prize of a healthy stomach with-

out a mind, rather than the prize of fine intel-

lect with a crazy stomach. But of the

two, a weak mind in a herculean frame is better

than a giant mind with a orazy constitution. A
lean pound of energy with an ounce of talent

will achieve greater results than a pound of

talent with an ounce of energy.

—

Home Journal.
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A Cake Basket.

Tea Cakes.—One quart flour, one pint milk,
two eggs, half cupful of sugar, two teaspoonfuls
cream tartar, one soda, piece of butter size of an
egg-

Sponge Cake.—Two eggs; one-half cup of
sugar, two-thirds of a cup of flour, two teaspoon-
fuls of baking powder; flavor. Cut in two and
put custard between.

Choice Cookies.—Two eggs. Two cupfuls
white sugar, one cupful of butter, one-third cup-
ful sweet milk, two spoonfuls cream tartar, one
tablespoonful soda, one-half nutmeg.

Date Cake.—Two cupfuls of granulated
sugar, one cupful butter, one cupful milk,
four cupfuls flour, four eggs, one-half grated
nutmeg; one-half teaspoonful ground mace, the
grated ring of one lemon, one pound of dates,
stoned and chopped, and rubbed through flour.

If prepared flour is not used, add to the three
teaspoonfuls of any good baking powder.

Orange Cake.—Three eggs; one cup of sugar;
butter size of an egg; one cup of flour; one tea-
spoonful of cream of tartar, and one half tea-

spoonful of soda dissolved in a tablespoonful of

milk; bake in three layers; put between each
layer the whites of two beaten eggs with grat-
ed rind and juice of one orange and powdered
sugar.

Cream Cake.—One cup of white sugar; two
eggs well beaten; one tablespoonful of butter;
one-half cup of sweet milk; one-half teaspoon-
ful soda and one of cream of tartar; one and one-
half cup of flour, and a little salt; beat
thoroughly and bake quickly in five or six round
tins.

Cider Cake.—One pound of sugar, three-

quarters of a pound of butter rubbed to a cream,
six fresh eggs well beaten, and, when added to
the butter and sugar, beat all together very
light; add alternately two pounds of sifted

prepared flour, and one pint of cider, one tea-

spoonful of ground cinnamon, one of ginger,

one-half teaspoonful of cloves and mace, one-
half nutmeg, and one pound of currants rubbed
through flour.

Confectionery Cake.—Three cups of sugar;

one and a half cup of butter, one and a half cup
of sweet milk; yokes of five eggs and whites of

two beaten separately (whites of three left out
for frosting) ; one teaspoonful of soda and two
of cream of tartar; four and a half cups of flour.

Divide into three equal parts—each in a separate
dish; add to one-third, one cup of raisins chop-
ped fine; one-half cup of citron; one cup of cur-

rants; one teaspoonful each of clover, cinnamon
and nutmeg; bake in layers and frost.

How to Eat an Orange.

Editors Press:—A writer has stated that the

way ' 'to get at the true inwardness of an orange,

is to tear off a piece of the thick aromatic rind or

peel and just bite into the orange; let the juice

fly where it will." It is a mistake to take the

orange daintily by dividing it up in the six-

teenth parts. You get no idea of the fruit

from such fragmentary morsels. In other

words attack it by main force, and then you
will get the golden drops square in the face

—

eyes and mouth full.

—

George Rich, Sacra-

mento, Cal.

[This poetic advice is splendid for ladies and
children and men who, like Mr. Rich, keep
their lip lawns well mowed, but to shoot a

whole orange at a full beard would cause much
destruction of neatness. We once saw a heav-

ily bearded man meet a ripe tomato which an

urchin had launched in the air, and we shall

carefully dodge all whole oranges.

—

Editors
Press.]

To Make Tea.—Scald the teapot well, (an

earthen one is best) and put into it a teaspoon-

ful of tea for each cup, then cover close and set

it on the back of the stove to heat. Let it stand

for only half a minute, and by this time the

kettle must be puffing and singing—boiling

hard. Pour over the leaves only sufficient boil-

ing water to moisten them, cover close and let

stand on the stove-hearth for a minute, then

add a little more water and cover close again

for another minute; finally pour in the requisite

quantity of boiling water, and let stand where
it will keep hot but not boil. In ten minutes

the infusion should be poured out, without the

addition of water. If more tea is to be made
throw away the spent leaves, and scald the tea-

pot before using it again.

Tea A La Russe is made as follows: Have
ready some nice lemons, peeled sliced and the

seeds removed. Place a slice of lemon in each

cup, and pour the hot tea over it, adding sugar

to taste, bu t no cream.

To Stew Fresh Pork.—Cut the ribs into

chops; put them into a deep stewpan; cover

them with cold water; season with pepper and
salt and stew until tender. Stir in one table-

spoonful of butter, with one teaspoonful of

flour for thickening. Slice either sweet or Irish

potatoes, and put into the stew when half done.

One hour is enough to cook the stew.

Fig Pudding.—Half a pound of bread

crumbs, half pound of figs, six ounces suet, six

ounces brown sugar; mince the figs and suet

nicely; a little salt, two eggs well,beaten, nutmeg
to taste; boil in a mold four hours. Serve

with wine sauce.
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The Week.

All California is charged with new life. Be-

neath the wanning sun, all is bustle in the city

streets and in the country stores. Here the

drays roll heavily from the implement and gen-

eral supply houses to the railway stations and

the steamer wharves. In the interior there is

hurried bursting of packages, and the clatter of

setting up machines for sale to fanners, whose

quickly heading crops will tax their fullest

powers to transmute from fields to sacks. Over-
land freights westward are heavy with the
results of recent orders. "Time freight—this

car must go through on first train," is the
legend which we read on a dozen cars passing in

a moment. A ship is lost otf Cape Horn which
was laden with scores of thousands of dollars'

worth of agricultural machines. In less than
24 hours word is sent from Chicago that new
shipments are already on westward rolling cars,

and thus the market will be supplied sooner
than if the ship had not gone down. This is

but an incident, and yet it speaks volumes.
Business is awake and confident of reward for

enterprise. When business awakes, industry
springs from its couch, and even lethargic capi-

tal rubs its eyes.

It is a time worth living for. It is almost
worth an era of depression to feel the throb
of the popular heart as it is now sending new
life even to the finger tips of society. Farewell
now to the group of ulcers which sluggish blood
has given opportunity to gnaw so tormentingly
into the life of the State. We could hardly
restrain a "hurrah'' as we saw a crowd of blanket
strappers boarding a ferry boat—thus flying

from the ranks of "agitation" to the lines of in-

dustry. How salutary the change of masters.

Constitution Makers.

The State is now preparing for the choice of

delegates to the Constitutional Convention. The

people have been looking forward to this con-

vention as the tribunal which shall right

wrongs and curb abuses which act as a brake

upon our industrial progress. The recent Leg-

islature laid aside consideration of numerous im-

portant matters, because a higher power than

a legislature has been invoked by the people.

The people had appealed to Omar and to Ca sar

they must go. This was the right view to take

of the matter, and if the State is true to itself

in the elections which will soon take place,

there will be found sovereign relief for wrongs

and a favoring algis beneath which our State

will enter a new era of industrial prosperity

and progress. Everything depends upon the

choice of representatives which will soon be

made. A right choice will be a permanent
blessing; a wrong choice will either be a disap-

pointment or a curse. It is true that the peo-

ple have the power either to accept or reject

the work of its representatives, but it is none
the less desirable that they should make as-

surance of acceptable work, for, if this be not
secured, the hard-earned money which the con-

vention will cost might as well be cast into the

bay. What is the work to be done and what
are the qualifications for doing it?

What is a constitution? It is the highest

form of written law. It is the essence of jus-

tice. It is the epitome of the life and health

of the State. It is the instrument by which
the highest tribunals of justice must measure
their decisions. It is the final test of the truth

of all legislative enactments. It is the surety

under which the highest citizen holds his posi-

tion and his emoluments; it is the protection

by which the humblest citizen guards his

labor and his home. It is the nerve of indus-

try. It is the vital point of popular existence

which no poison can enter without resulting in-

jury to the humblest member of the body poli-

tic. As peoples have advanced in civilization and
enlightment, their constitutions have advanced
in the Bcale of universal justice and in truer re-

gard for the rights of men. The constitution

which is true to this age, is indeed a bulwark
of liberty; a cornerstone of justice; a keystone
which holds in true relation all the corporate

and individual rights of citizens.

Such being the fact, the question arises, who
shall make a Constitution ? Evidently they
must be men who know the right and can zeal-

ously maintain it. Men who can discern the

truth in principle and in its practical workings
in the affairs of life. They must be men of

unsullied integrity; men with whom we would
trust all our personal interests if we needed a
custodian for thenv Men of whom we say:

"His word is as good as his bond"—men who
are far above the suspicion of wrong-doing,

whose whole intercourse with men has spread

abroad throughout the community a feeling of

conlidence in them. But the quality of hon-

esty and and integrity alone will not suffice.

To honesty there must bo added the highest

and widest intelligence. There must be the

power not only to know the good, but to de-

tect the evil in whatever specious form it may
present itself. And in addition to knowledge
of good and evil, there must be a quality of

fearless and impressive expression. Eloquence

is not needed; oratory may be a burden; but to

the perception of the right and wrong there

should be added the power of plain-spoken de-

fense and maintenance of the right and denun-
ciation of the wrong. Without this power to

promote the right and lay bare the evil in fact

and tendency, wrong propositions would pre-

vail even in presence of full benches of simply

honest men.
In addition to abstract ideas and perceptions

of right and wrong in principle, there must be

represented in the convention a full acquaint-

ance with our material interests and the causes

affecting their development, it would be well

that the steps of progress whick our State has

made should be constantly in mind, for from

them, in many cases, may be learned the true

course toward needed reforms.

Such considerations as these, and many oth-

ers allied thereto, should enter into our judg-

ment when we come to delegate men to make a

new Constitution for us. We have made no al-

lusions to particular interests, for these will

doubtless assert themselves in all minds. It is

well to start with a general idea of qualifica-

tions. And as we review these does it not

clearly appear that the choice to bo made at a

Constitutional election should be actuated by
higher motives than those which rule in elec-

tions generally. There is evidently no reason

for the introduction of partisan considerations.

Men who figure most largely in the usual elec-

tions, and some of whom serve the public well

in certain positions, may be wholly unsuited to

occupy the public mind in the present need.

Let there be a general effort throughout the

State, from end to end, to place the constitu-

tion-making power in the hands of the best

men—men of unspotted honor, of unquestioned

honesty, of the most thoroughunderstanding of

public needs; men with no entangling alliances,

men whom each voter in his own vicinity knows
and feels to be worthy of the high trust which
the choice as delegate imposes. Let the State

have none but your best men, for none other

can serve her as her needs require.

The Raisin Market

There is reason to anticipate a notable in-

crease in the weight of our California raisin

product during the present season. The year,

which is so propitious for all growths, will put

the raisin maker in possession of a wealth of

splendid grapes, and if they are of the approved

varieties, and right steps be taken to properly

cure and pack them for the market, the result

will doubtless be a satisfactory income to the

producer. There is every reason to feel en-

couraged in regard to the progress of our spec-

ialty of raisin production. There is, as one

might naturally expect in the beginning of a

new line of production, much raisin stock put

upon the market which is not creditable to the

producers, and which cannot be sold except at

a sacrifice. On the other hand, so far as we
know, there has been found satisfactory sale for

all tine raisins packed in a style to attract pur-

chasers. This distinction will always rule be-

tween the good and the bad product, and the

secret of general success will be found in grow-
ing nothing but the best grapes for drying, in

packing in attractive size and form of package,
and in pushiug the product into all available

lines of the export trade. All these points
should be carefully considered by producers,
and in any way in which we can participate in

their counsels we shall be pleased to engage.
It is of general interest to producers of rais-

ins to know how the coming season will be
affected by the preceding. So far as we can
learn there is no accumulation of old stock to

be worked off, either in our own State or in the
ports supplied by our rivals in the south of Eu-
rope. This will give the new crop the advantage
of a bare market and a brisk demand. Of course
there are other considerations, which will be
noted later, as they develop, for the future of

the year's market will depend largely upon this

season's work in the producing regions. Whether
the European producers have as fair outlook for

a large product we are not yet informed.
We have, however, some late news concern-

idg the stocks of currants and the various styles

of Kuropean raisins now held in the great Lon-
don market and in the producing centers. In
its fruit review, the British Mail for March,
'says; In Zante currants the season of 1877-78
has to deal with a crop of 82,000 tons, of which
76,000 tons have now left the shores of Greece,

and of the 6,000 tons that are left 3,000 tons

are said to be useless. London at this date has
wherewith to supply itself for all purposes from
a stock of 23,000 tons. If, from what is left in

Greece, and of that which is now afloat for or-

ders, they receive 3,000 more in London, they
will have the largest working weight ever

known in that port at any previous period; but
this will be mainly in appearance, for export

and grocery purposes it is probable that the

stock is about the same as last year, viz., 10,-

300 tons. Though this estimate leaves a large

margin, it is a recognized fact that a considera-

ble proportion of that margin is bad, and before

the return of warm weather will probably have

to be destroyed, Quality is divided by a long

range of price at present; a choice is to be had
from 13s. to 48s. per cwt. At the present mo-
ment in Louden currants at 21s. to 28s. are the

cheapest in proportion to others, and some good

and useful selections can be made both for homo
and export trade. The trade are out of stock,

and evince, even at this early period, a desire

to be at work again.

The importations of Valencia raisins into

London this season were 9,040 tons out of a

crop of 19,500 tons, and a stock remains of

2,630 tons, a little of which is of the old crop.

It is noted in favor of the present position of

Valencias, the absence of common red and
Chesmes, an unsatisfactory class of raisin which
has hampered Valencias of late years, and pre-

vented any improved value in tho popular arti-

cle. Valencias, in the deliveries for English

home use, do not show tho increase that was
expected, owing to the low prices. The season

took 8,210 tons only, against 7,450 tons, and
during the fall in November from 29s. to 22s.

the clearances actually fell off. December
picked up, and demonstrated a larger business

than in any year since 1S69, the home trade

having taken 1,600 against 1,190 and 1,813, and
1,035 tons in 1876, 1875 and 1874. In the early

months of the year few Valencias are wanted,

ami if matters go on as they did last year they

are likely to have in London 1,000 tons left to

meet the next crop.

In Sultanas there is every prospect of a steady

business springing up, for the fruit is good,

prices moderate, and the trade are not supplied.

Our contemporary says that if ever Sultanas

had a chance of recovering their late fall it is

now, for the bad condition of currants should

enhance the value of the fruit which is nearest

akin to them.
Of the Turkish raisins, Elemes, there is but

a small stock in London. It is said that a good

supply remains Jn Smyrna, composed of lower

and common qualities, of which the continent

will probably take the major portion. About
1,200 tons of Elemes, good and sound, are

wanted in London, for the colonies, between

this date and July, so they are open for further

supplies of that character.

In Muscatels, which our best California prod-

uct rivals, there has been a large consumption,

owing to the low price caused by public sales

"without reserve," and the stock is reduced to
130 tons against 180 in 1877. This will all be
wanted for export alone, putting aside the Lon-
don spring requirements, wnich generally
amount to about 150 tons.

Of the general trade in raisins the following
interesting statistics are given: London, in
1877, took of all raisins for home consumption
13,957 tons. Exports were 3,198 tons. In 1876
home consumption was 14,833 tons, and exports
were 4, 176 tons. In 1875 home consumption
was 13,610 tons, and exports 4,223 tons. The
decrease of 1877 for both pnqioses was 1,854
tons from that of 1876, and 1876 fell from 1875
by 1,200 tons.

QJef\ies \hq Replies.

Potato Planting.

Editors Press:—There has been some discussion about
planting potatoes. It was the rule some years ago In
Bodega to cut all the eyes separate and plant one in a
place. I have seen, however, that some potato-growers
hold, that method runs the potato out, and it becomes
degenerated. They contend that both ends of the potato
are necessary, or, in other words, the potato may be cut
half in two, from the bud end to the other, planting each
piece in a separate place. Let us know about it.—Srs-
sc'rirer, Hopland, Cal.

We have no evidence to support the claim for

degeneration from cutting the patato into single
eyes, except the experience which our querist
cites as gained by the Bodega growers. There
is, however, as pointed out in our issue of Feb-
ruary 23d, 1878, evidence that this method is

not the best to secure a large yield. The claim
that the best way to cut the potato is from end
to end and not through the l>elt, is supported
by experience elsewhere, as we said in our Feb-
mary issue. The degeneration of the potato
may be affected by so many causes, that we
should not be prone to attribute it to any
method of separating the eyes alone. The whole
subject is as yet open to experiment, and deduc-
tions drawn from experiments should be con-
sidered in the light of all possible ruling causes.

Chufas on High Lands.
Editors Press: Will vcm inform me whether chufas

will be likely to nourish in this northern climate, where
we are subject to late spring frosts. We are way above
floods, llic altitude of Surprise valley being 4,U,0 feet.—
W. Mccormick, Eaglcville, Cal.

We should think there would be no trouble
in growing chufas at such an altitude, if the soil

is light and loamy enough. The best time for

planting so as to guard against frosts might have
to be determined by local experiment. The
season will be long enough, even if planted
late, for in six months from planting the ground
will be filled w ith the new tubers. They would
need water, unless the natural moisture is avail-

able.

A Suggestion for Plow Makers.
Editors Press:—Thinking that it may be of

interest to some one of your numerous readers,

especially men farming foothill land, 1 offer the
following suggestions on plow points: For
plowing gravel or hard dry land, the point
should be made of good steel, heavy, long,

round and sharp-pointed, rather than flat. —Jat
Green, Black's Station, Yolo county.

Grain Crop Extending.—Mr. J. W.
Johnson, of Bellota, in the northwestern part

of San Joaquin county, reports that consider-

able land, heretofore pastured to sheep in that

section, is being Bummer-fallowed for wheat
and barley. Improved cultivation tend* to

make grain-raising more profitable upon the

average than herding. The bountiful rain of

1877-78 warrants a large amount of summer-
fallowing in our State this season, and we are

glad to learn than many farmers are not slow

to improve their opportunity.

Shasta CoDUTY.—Upon a recent visit, we
noted many evidences of improvement in min-

ing and farming prospects, betokening a for-

ward movement "all along the line" in this rich

section of California's natural resources. Be-

lieving it will be of interest to our readers to

have more definite knowledge of the northern

part of the State, we shall soon publish a con-

densed map and some statistical matter con-

cerning Shasta county.

Ox File.— " Floriculture, " W. C L. D.

;

"Kern County," R. ;
" Sonoma Jottings, " U.

J.; "Castor Bean Inquiry," D. \V.; "Nature's

Levee," J. H. F. ; "Tuolumne County," J. T.

;

"The Garden in April," C. H. S.; " Q. ft B,

on Co-operative Stores," E. B. ft J. W. A. W.;
"Corbet's Incubating," G. W. T. C. ; "Santa
Cruz County," M. P. O.; "Exorbitant Inter-

est," J. M. H.

Tall Rye.—We have received from Mr. C.

J. Cressey, a fine sample of rye, fully seven feet

high, from a field in Merced county, which will

cut from three to four tons of hay per acre.

We can imagine the feelings of a grasshopper

climbing up such stems to get a view of the sur-

rounding country.

Buyino Mohair.—Mr. Robert Tetly, to

whom allusion was made in our article on mohair

last week, has made us a call and assured us

that he is still buying mohair. Mr. Tetly

promises us some facta about the results of hia

operations for next week's paper.

Two men, S. B. P. Pierce and C. W, Hinkey,

of Paradise valley, Humboldt county, h»ve

planted 1,600 trees this year.
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Devices for Unloading and Stacking Hay.

We illustrate herewith an arrangement, pat-

ented through the Mining and Scientific

Press Patent Agency, by George F. Kelley, of

Susanville, Lassen county, for harvesting pur-

poses, comprising a method of unloading wag-

ons rapidly as they come from the field, and, at

the same time, piling the hay, grain or straw up
in a stack. This operation is all performed by
horse power; no handling is necessary after

loading the material on to the netting in the

wagon in the field. The arrangement also com-
prises a method of

depositing hay or grain

at one operation into a
barn, which is done by
rolling the load from
the wagon on to a

peculiarly-constructed

car, which conveys the

load up into the barn
and dumps it in the

proper place. The
whole operation is per-

formed rapidly and
with very little labor,

so that the time oc-

cupied in either stack-

ing hay or grain or

putting it into a barn
is very small as com-
pared with the meth-
ods usually practiced.

Fig. 1 of the en-

gravings shows in a
general way how the
unloading of the wag-
ons is accomplished
and how the stack is

made. A netting is

laid in the harvesting

wagon, on which the

load is placed. This
netting has on its

lower side a number of

rings, which engage
with hooks on the

lower side of the wag-
on. On the upper edge
of the netting is a
ring, to which a rope

may be attached.
When the wagon with
the load arrives at the
plaoe where a stack is

to be formed, a rope is

of the horse unhooks the lower rope from the
post and the man on the stack draws it from
under the last load and throws it again over
the stack ready for the next load.

When hay or grain is to be stored in a barn
loosely, as it comes from the field, additional
appliances are necessary, although the netting
first described is used for dumping the load.

To get the hay into the barn, a frame-work is

built on an incline to the highest practicable
point, on which a small track is laid. This
frame-work and track are carried on as high a
plane as possible, lengthwise through the barn,

and the incline and track outside are extended
along on the ground far enough for the car

the uprights are fastened is hinged at its lower
end. Now, when the car has its load on, the
platform rests on the hinged central longitudi-
nal bar and on the uprights attached to the side-

hinged longitudinal bars. When it is desired
to dump the load, by pushing on the upright
lever, the side bar is thrown over, carrying
with it the uprights on which the platform
rests, and then allowing that side of the plat-

form to drop and letting the load slide off. The
anti-friction rollers on the ends of the uprights,
on which the platform rests, allow of this

action being performed easily. By this means
the load is quickly and easily dumped in any
position. A brake is attached to the car so

FIG. 1. KELLEY'S DEVICE FOR UNLOADING WAGONS AND STACKING GRAIN.

fastened to the ring on the upper side of the
netting and a horse hitched to the other end.

When the horse starts ahead he draws on tho

upper side of the netting, and, the lower part
being fast to tho wagon, the load is rolled

over on to the ground, when the netting comes
on top of the load. Then the rope is detached,
the netting replaced on the wagon and it is

ready to receive another load.

No pitch-fork is needed to remove the load
and a boy can fasten the rope and drive the horse.

Now, this plan is adapted to forming stacks
eight or ten feet high,

but for greater eleva-

tion, a little different

arrangement has to be
made. The same net-

ting with the rings, is

placed in the same
wagon, as described,

but a supplemental
netting is required.

Off to one side of the
stack, opposite to

where the w a g o n s

drive up, is placed an
upright pole, suitably

braced. Ontopofthis
is placed a sheave, over

which a rope is led

and down to a pulley

on the lower side of

the pole, after passing

under which it may
be attached to a horse.

The other end of this

rope has a hook,

which is intended to

engage with the ring

on the upper side of

the wagon netting.

To the lower end of

the upright post is fas-

tened another rope, by
hook and ring, which
is attached at its other
end to the extension
net.

Now, when the wag-
on drives up alongside
the stack, this rope hangs over the stack, with
the extension net on the side where the wagon
is. By fastening the hooks in the extension-

net to the rings in the wagon-net, they both
become virtually one. Now, the hook on the
end of the rope passing over the sheave on top
of the pole is engaged with the ring in the

wagon-net on the upper side. When the horse
which is attached to this rope starts up, the
load in the wagon begins to roll over towards
the stack, and, as the horse keeps on, the load
is rolled up the side of the stack on to the top.

When it is in place, the man on the stack
draws the upper rope back, unhooks the wagon
netting and places it back into the wagon. He
then spreads the extension-net down beside the
staok in place for the next wagon. The driver

which runa on the track to be on a level when
the load is brought to it by the wagons. A
general view of this arrangement is seen in Fig. 2.

Now, when the wagon with the load of hay
is driven up alongside the car, the load is rolled

off by means of the netting, as previously de-

scribed, and falls on to the car. A rope, fast-

ened to the center of the car, passes up between
the tracks and clear through to the further end
of the barn, where it is passed around a drum
on a vertical pole, as shown in the drawing.
This forms a windlass, to which a horse is

that it can be let down the incline to the
ground again gradually.

These devices have been practically applied

during last season with complete success. Mr.
J. D. Byers, a well known farmer and stock

man at Honey Lake, considers the unloader and
stacker superior to any yet produced. He took
out an expensive horse tramway from his barn
last year and substituted the Kelley's device,

greatly to his satisfaction. He says: "One
man unloaded and deposited the hay in the

barn from five teams (50 to 60 loads per day)

Price of car and net process for stacking com-
plete, $200. Those desiring further informa-
tion should address Geo. F. Kelley, Susanville,
Cal. Authorized agents are: M. C. Hawley &
Co., San Francisco and Sacramento; J. D.
Byers and Wm. McClellan, Honey Lake;
Frank A. Kelley, Winnemucca, Nev. ; Walter
Ede, Sierra Valley; Clarence G. Kelley,
Petaluma.

The Constitutional Convention.

Perhaps the most important bill of the ses-

sion is that calling the Constitutional Conven-
tion. Its provisions have been before given as

described by the corre-

spondent of the Bul-
letin, but they may be
of interest to repeat
as the next important
issue to be presented
to the people of the

State. The convention
will consist of 152 del-

egates, 120 from sen-

atorial districts and 32
at large. Eight from
each senatorial dis-

trict. The people
throughout the State
will vote for all the
delegates at large, but
the eight receiving the
highest number of

votes, residents of

each senatorial dis-

trict, are to be de-
clared elected. One
hundred and twenty
delegates are to be
elected for the Sen-
atorial districts, in

proportion to the rep-
resentation in the last

Legislature. But in

Tulare, Fresno, Kern,
Inyo and Mono, in-

stead of electing dele-

gates in the same man-
ner as Assemblymen
and the Joint Senator
are elected, each of the
three first named will

elect one delegate
each, and one delegate
will be elected from
Inyo and Mono. The
three representatives

to which Ventura,

FIG. 2. KELLEY'S METHOD OF FILLING BARNS WITH HAY OR GRAIN.

attached by means of a pole or beam, as shown,
and, as he walks around in a circle, the rope is

coiled around the drum, and the car, with its

load, is drawn up on the track into the barn,

where the load is dumped in the position required.

The car used for this purpose is of peculiar

construction, but quite simple. The trucks are

quite low, and a large platform is hinged by
longitudinal central hinges to the middle tim-

bers of the car, so that the platform may be

tilted in either direction. On the outside

frames, under the outer edges of the platform

of the car, are several uprights, all mounted
on one bar, which has a lever at one end. The
tops of these little uprights have anti-friction

rollers in their ends and on these the outer

edges of the platform rest. The bar on which

and the process does not require the detention

of the teams more than one minute, depositing

the load better than if handled by forks. I

stacked several hundred tons with the nets

alone (the single net), rolling it directly from
the wagon beds; and believe that a bettor stack

can be thus formed, as the rolling process keeps

the center of the stack always full and com-
pact." Nine other farmers in the Honey Lake
valley, who have seen the device at work, also

agree in recommending it.

Parties ordering nets should state size of

wagon bed ; also size and location of ranch for

which patent right is desired.

The Price of unloader and stacker, with
patent right for 17 years, is from $50 to $100,

according to size of ranch.

Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo are entitled

are to be elected one from each county. So
will the counties of Colusa and Tehama. Each
of these will elect one delegate. The election

for delegates will be on the third Wednesday
in June. The Convention is to meet on the
28th of September at Sacramento. The question
of adopting the Constitution framed by the Con-
vention will be submitted to the people on the
first Wednesday in May next year.

Concerning the cost of the Convention the
Bulletin says: The sum of $100,000 is appro-

priated for the pur-

poses of the Conven-
tion and all the neces-

sary powers are confer-

red for conducting
business. The mem-
bers of the Convention
will receive mileage
and $10 per day for 100
days. After that time,

if the Convention is

longer in session, the
members must serve
from pure patriotism.

San Francisco will

have 30 delegates
elected from the city

at large, one also
jointly with San
Mateo, and eight of

the thirty-two dele-

gates at large must be
residents of San Fran-
cisco, as constituting

the First Congression-

al District. This will

give San Francisco 30
delegates out of 152.

The voters of San
Francisco at the elec-

tion will vote for 30
delegates, representing

the city according to
the Legislative ap-

portion men t, one
jointly with San Ma-
teo and 32 at large,

making a total of 63
names on the ticket. The prominent members
in the recent Legislature representing both of

tho great parties, have repeatedly expressed

their willingness to sink party in selecting dele-

gates, but whether this can be effectually carried

into effect remains to be seen.

Mountain's Bai.m.—This shrub is something

of a "cure all" in Shasta and Trinity

counties, where it grows abundantly. At

Anderson, Shasta county, "Rev. J. T. Bald-

win" has established "free trade" and fur-

nishes four to six ounces of the leaves of the

balm to applicants without cost. Subsequent
orders pay him. He has mailed the California

balm to over 20 States in the Union.
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Some Reasons for Subscribing] or it.

Because it is a permanent, first-class, conscientious,

able, and well conducted journal.

Because it is the largest and best agricultural weekly

west of the Rocky Mountains.
That more farmers' wives ana children in their isolated

homes may be cheered by its weekly visits, laden with its

pleasing yet mora! reading, and sound instruction.

That a more extended interchange of views and opin-

ions may be had among farmers, upon all the great ques-

tions touching their mutual interests and progress.

That the agricultural resources of the Pacific States may-

be more wisely, speedily and thoroughly developed by an

open and free discussion in its columns.

That all the honest industries of our State may be ad-

vanced in connection with that of agriculture, its col-

umns being ever open to the discussion of the merits of

all progressive improvements.
That the RuaVAJb, after having been read and pondered

over by the home circle, can be filed away for future use-

ful reference, or forwarded to the old Eastern fireside of

the Atlantic border, in aid of an increasing immigration to

our sunny clime.

Send for sample copies.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,

202 Sansome St. N. E Cor. Pine, S. F.

Pacific Rural Press — Subscription Terms
for 1878.

Annual subscriptions, $4.

When paid fully one year in advance, nrrr cents will

be deducted.
No new subscriptions will be taken without cash in ad-

Tance. All arrearages must be paid for at the rate of $4
per annum.
By paying up arrearages, at J4 a year any subscriber

can continue at 93.50 in advance.
Subscribers heretofore paying club prices will be re-

quired to pay the foregoing rates unless they renew the
club with strictly advance payments.
The above terms are as low as can be afforded for a

journal so valuable on the farm, and every way accept-

able in the family circle.

All subscriptions not renewed by payment in advance
will be discontinued at the option of the publishers or
their agents.
Send a letter or postal card direct to the pi-rushers,

giving full name, with name of town and county, when
you wish the paper stopped —remitting the amount due us.

OUR AGENTS.
Ol*r Friends can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting

Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their

Influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send
none but worthy men.

J. L. Tharp—San Francisco.
B. W. Crowell—California,

A. C. Knox—Pacific Coast.

C. N. West— Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito
counties.

A. C. Champion—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.
Eeward S. Baker—Australian Coloi ies and Sandwich

Islands.

W. D. White—San Bernardino and Los Angeles coun-
ties.

J. W. A. Wrioht—Sacramento, Placer and San Joaquin
counties.

B. E. Lloyd—Sonoma and Napa counties.

E. M. DENNy, Oregon.
F. B. Alderson, Nevada.
H. E. Hallett.—San Louis Obispo county.
(j. W. MctiREW.—Santa Clara county.
Wm. M. Brewer— Black Hills, Dakota Territory.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
San Francisco, Jani ary 1st, 187S.

We beg to inform you that on the 12th, of the present
month, Mr Solon EL Williams, will be admitted as Junior
Partner in our firm. The style and title of the new firm
will then be Spaulding, Barto & Co.

Mr. YV. has been connected with our establishment for

several years past, and in introducing him, we trust that
be will receive your confidence and respect.

In the future, as in the past, wo will endeavor to give
satisfaction to all those who favor us with their orders;
and, as we have just added a large assortment of the
latest and most beautiful founts of type to our already
large stock, we are prepared to do any and all kinds of

plain and fancy Job and Book work at Low Prices.

Soliciting a continuance of your fa\ors, we are, vours
respectfully, 8PAULDING ti BAKTO.

Every new subscriber who does not receive

the paper and every old subscriber not credited

on the label within two weeks after payimg.for

this paper, should write personally to th pub-

lishers without delay, to secure proper credit.

This is necessary to protect us and subscri-

bers against the acts and mistakes of others.

" The Pacific Rural Press closed its four-

teenth volume with last year. The Press is a
favorite in this office, as well as in the house-
hold of the agriculturist. We trust it will con-
tinue to enjoy many years of prosperity, and to

its enterprising publishers be a satisfactory

source of revenue."

—

t'olima Hun, Jan. i.

The Best Fileholder. After having used Dewey's
patent elastic hinge fileholder for over a year past, the
Z'ewn cheerfully indorses it as the best newspaper file-

holder in existence, possessing important advantages over
any and all others in use. The holders are neat, light and
convenient, and the newspapers are placed in them with
the utmost facility and least possible time and exertion.
Th.-y arc the simplest, handiest and cheapest of all. Any-
body keeping files of papers in reading rooms, offices or at
home, should send at once to the proprietor, A. T.
Dewey, San Francisco, and get the only proper fileholder.
Samples by mail fifty cents. -Void Hilt Xewi.

Sample Copies. —Occasionally we send copies of this
paper to persons who we believe would be benefited by
ut jcril ing fur ii tr willlcg to assist us in extending iti>

circulation. We call the attention of such to our pros-
pectus and terms of subscription, and request that they
circulate the copy seDt.

DEWEY & CO.

American & Foreign Patent Agents
OFFICE, 202 SANSOME St., N.E.Cor. Pine, S. F.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats filed

expeditiously; Patent Reissues taken out
Assignments made and recorded in legal form;
Copies of Patents and Assignments procured;
Examinations of Patents made here and at

Washington; Examinations made of Assign-
ments recorded in Washington; Examinations
ordered and reported by Telegraph; Rejected
cases taken up and Patents obtained; Inter
ferences Prosecuted; Opinions rendered re

garding the validity of Patents and Assign-
ments; Every legitimate branch of Patent
Agency Business promptly and thoroughly
conducted.

Our intimate knowledge of the various inven-

tions of this coast, and long practice in patent
business, enable us to abundantly satisfy our
patrons; and our success and business are

constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced Inventors
are found among our most steadfast friends

and patrons, who fully appreciate our advan-
tages in bringing valuable inventions to the

notice of the public through the columns of

our widely circulated, first-class journals

—

thereby facilitating their introduction, sale

and popularity.

Foreign Patents.

In addition to American Patents, we secure,

with the assistance of co-operative agents,

claims in all foreign countries which grant
Patents, including Great Britain, France,
Belgium, Prussia, Austria, Baden, Peru,
Russia, Spain, British India, Saxony, British

Columbia, Canada, Norway, Sweden, Mexico,
Victoria, Brazil, Bavaria, Holland, Denmark,
Italy, Portugal, Cuba, Roman States,

Wurtemburg, New Zealand, New South
Wales, Queensland, Tasmania, Brazil, New
Granada, Chile, Argentine Republic, AND
EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD
where Patents are obtainable.

No models are required in European countries,

but the drawings and specifications should be
prepared with thoroughness, by able persons
who are familiar with the requirements and
changes of foreign patent laws—agents who
are reliable and permanently established.

Our schedule price for obtaining foreign patents,

in all cases, will always be as low, and in

some instances lower, than those of any other

responsible agency.

We can and do get foreign patents for inventors

in the Pacific States from two to six mouths
(according to the location of the country)
SOONF.R than any other agents.

The principal portion of the patent business of

this coast has been done, and is still being

done, through our agency. We are familiar

with, and have full records, of all former
cases, and can more correctly judge of the

value and patentabdity of inventions discov-

ered here than any other agents.

Situated so remote from the seat of government,
delays are even more dangerous to the invent-

ors of the Pacific Coast than to applicants in

the Eastern States. Valuable patents may be
lost by extra time consumed in transmitting
specifications from Eastern agencies back to

this coast for the signature of the inventor.

Confidential.
We take great pains to preserve secrecy in

all confidential matters, and applicants for

patents can rest assured that their communi-
cations and business transactions will be held

strictly confidential by us. Circulars free

Home Counsel.

Our long experience in obtaining patents for

Inventors on this Coast has familiarized us

with the character of most of the inventions

already patented; hence we are frequently

able to save our patrons the cost of a fruitless

application by pointing to them the same
tiling already covered by a patent. We are

always free to advise applicants of ac-
knowledge we have of previous applicants

which will interfere with their obt-'uing a

patent.

We invite the acquaintance of all pa. ties con-

nected with inventions and patent right busi-

ness, believing that the mutual conference of

legitimate business and professional men is

mutual gain. Parties in doubt in regard to

their rights as assignees of patents or pur-

chasers of patented articles, can often receive

advice of importance to them from a short call

at our office.

Remittances of money, made by individual in-

ventors to the Government, sometimes mis-

carry, and it has repeatedly happened that

applicants have not only lost their money, but
their inventions also, from this cause and con

sequent delay. We hold ourselves responsible

for all fees entrusted to our agency.

Engravings.

We have superior artists in our own office, and
all facilities for producing fine and satisfactory

illustrations of inventions and machinery, for

newspaper, book, circular and other printed il-

lustrations, and are always ready to assist

patrons in bringing their valuable discoveries

into practical and profitable use.

DEWEY & CO.
United States and Foreign Patent Agents, pub-

lishers Mining^ and Scientific Press and the
Pacific Rural Press, 202 Sansome St, N. E
corner Pine, S. F.

FORTY
ACRE

FARMS.

In offering the Reeding Ranch for sale in

sub-divisions, I am disposed to accomodate the

interests of all classes of desirable settlers, I

therefore offer (besides large tracts) to sell farms

(in favorable locations) of from 40 to 100 acres,

at from $20 to $30 per acre. Semi-tropical fruits,

corn, vegetables, and all kinds of grain and

grasses, (including alfalfa,) will grow well with-

out irrigation 011 these lands. The Oregon Di-

vision of the C. P. R. R. , and a brisk growing

town are near the land on the west, while the

Sacramento river is near at hand on the east.

For further information of the Reading

Grant, see my advertisement which appears

from time to time in this paper. Address the

proprietor on the premises,

EDWARD FRISBIE,

Anderson, Shasta County, Cal

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Vice-President and Manager,

C. J. CRE8SEY.

Cashier ALBERT M0NTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A. CRESSET

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States a

he best market rates.

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY
BY ROPP'S

EASY CALCULATOR.
This valuable work is used by thousands of farmers,

mechanics and business men, and is highly recommended
for its practical utility and convenience.

It embodies an entirely new system of calculation, by
which a vast amountof (inures and mental labor -required
by the ordinary methods -and fractions with their com-
plexities, are absolutely avoided.

It is BO simple and easily comprehended that even the
most illiterate is enabled, in a few minutes, to reckon
with absolute accuracy and speed; while its original and
rapid methods, benefit and delight the most scholarly.

It shows at a glance the accurate value of wheat, com,
rye, oats, barley, cattle, hogs, hay, coal, lumber and mer-
chandise, from one pound to a car load, and for any price
the market is likely to reach.

It gives the interest, simple and compound, on any sum,
for any time, at six, seven, eight, and ten per cent.; the
exact measurement of boards, scantlings, timbers, saw
logs, cisterns, tanks, wells, granaries, bins, wagon beds,
corn cribs, etc. , the wages at various rates, lor hours,
days, weeks and months; besides numerous other impor-
tant methods, rules and tables.

It is printed on fine tinted paper, is well and elegantly
bound in pocket-book shape, and accompanied by a sili-

cate slate, pocket for papers, and memorandum, which
can be replenished in the two latter styles.

It answers the purpose of a |s>cket book and diary, and
costs no more, although it was gotten up at great expense
and labor, and is unquestionably one of the most useful
publications ever issued from the press

Price, bound in Fine English Cloth, $1 OO.
Sent direct from the Eastern publisher, postpaid, on

receipt of price, by P. O. order, registered letter or
receipted oy express. Address

DEWEY & CO., San Francisco.

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE AND
OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

MCAFEE BROS , Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansome Street, - San Francisco

PILES!! PILES!!!
HEMORRHOIDS or PILES
can br O U R E D I Radically,
SrnKDiLV and Without Pain ! "l)r

Pierce's Pile Truss and Itemed)'" give

instant relief In all cases. By means
of this new appliance the Piles have

a constant and agreeable support and

will entirely disappear if the Truss is worn and the Rem
edy applied as directed. For particulars call or address

MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO., 609 Sac-

ramento Street, (up stairs), San Francisco.

sST State in what paper you saw this notice.

^

HEARING RESTORED—Great invention by
one who waif deaf for 20 years. Send stamp for particu-

lars. Jno (Iaruork, Lock-box 905, Covington, Kentucky.

Lands fo r Sale and to Let.

LOWEST PRICE, $8,000.

The ranch is situated on the direct stage road between
Mendocino City and Clovcrdale, in Mendocino County.
Forty miles from Cloverdale, 20 miles from Navarro
Ridge and one mile from the Christine Postofflce.

It Consists of a Total of 2,000 Acres,

Of which 640 are secured by Government title and the

balance by possessory title. It consists of

150 Acres of Rich Bottom Land,
Which is adapted to the raising of Wheat, Barley, Oats,

Potatoes, Corn, Vegetables, etc., and will raise as large

crops as any land in the county. There is 1,210 acre*

of Fine Rolling Land which is A No. 1 pasture land, and
capable of keeping 1,000 head of Sheep, or 100 Dairy
Cows. The whole ranch is well fenced with picket and
post and rail fence, and lias eight good buildings on it,

onsisting of a good substantial and comfortable

Dwelling Houseof Six Rooms,
Two Barns, one of them 100x40 feet, and the other 40x40
feet, a Granary, Woodshed, Chicken House, and a No. 1
Dair • House, new last year. There is a bounteous and
never failing supply of good soft water at both the Dwell-
ing and Dairy Houses.
On the ranch is a large quantity of Redwood timber,

suitable for all purjmses. There is a

Fine Orchard of Some 300 Trees,

Of the choicest varieties of Peach, Apple, Pear and Plum,
as well as a large quantity of Grapevines, Currant and
Gooseberry bushes, and other small fruit. There is 100
acres sown to Wheat and Barley, which is now up four or
rive inches, and promises an abundant harvest in the
fall.

The owner has also about 40 head of Cattle, a few
Sheep, five horses, 150 head of hogs, 100 Hens, and a large
supply of all necessary Fanning Utensils, which he will

disjKise of to the purchaser at very reasonable terms if

desired.

The neighborhood is as good as could be desired, only
one mile from to a Btorc and one-half mile to a good
schoolhousc, as well as one-half mile from a church.
The owner's reasons for selling arc his wife's health and

his dislike of the business. At the price at which it is

offered it is the cheapest ranch in Mendocino County, as
the crop bids fair to be worth when harvested, H,000.
larTenns arc $8,000, one-half cash and the balance se-

cured by a mortgage at one per cent. For full informa-
tion, address

DEWEY & CO., 202 Sansome Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for sale in Riverdale, Fresno County. It eom-

priM 100 acres, U. 8. Patent, of rich bottom land, with
house and out buildings. Grass is green the year round.
Alfalfa arrows the year round without irrigation, an

water is but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There-
is two irrigation ditches running' across the ranch and
three cubic feet of water per second belongs with the
place, and 4*2 Mnall fruit trees and two to three hundred
bhu kl.erry and strawberry plants; 30 acres of alfalfa; 20
acres of barley, all looking nicely and a nice vegetable
garden. Siixt* acres inclosed, three plows, one two gang
sulky, (John Deere,) and two single plows, harrow, two
number one cows, two calves, one work team, harness,
old buggy and two dozen hens. The ranch is one mile
west of the Kiverdale DDStofflofc We have a good school,

one store and preaching every two weeks of the South
Methodist. The ranch is 10 miles north and west of
Lemore, a flourishing railroad town; 9 miles due west of
Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, the county seat of

Fresno, and 15 miles from the Central California Colony.
All the crops stock and tools mentioned go with the
ranch if sold soon. Price, 82,500. $1,500 gold coin down,
and one year's time on balance. For further particulars
address or call on ranch.

DAVID S- ORR, Riverdale, Fresno Co , Cal.

FARM FOR SALE.

The subscriber, long a resident of Linn's Valley, Kern

County, now offers his farm for sale cheap. Said farm i*

well improved, conveniently situated to school, church,

etc. Well supplied with water, Posa Creek running

through it full three-quarters of a mile, and two good

springs of excellent water on the premises. Title, U. 8.

Patent; 160 acres. For further particulars apply to

S. E. REED, Glenville,

Kern County, Cal.

BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

24 Poet Street

IfMr Kearny,

San Framcim. CmU

The largest and best Business College in America, Itf

teachers are competent and exjierienced. Its pupil* are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but givea

such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-

tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught The
discipline is excellent, aud it* system ot Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.
Ladies' Department.—Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Telegraphic Department.— In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, lioth by sound and paper.

For further particulars call at the College. 84 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P HGALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

t- • Superior Wood and Hi

triRrdVinR graving, Eleetrotyping and 8te-hiiQiuiuiQ.
reotyping done at the office of

the Miniko and Scientific Press, San Francisco, at fa-

vorable ra ea. Send stomp for our circular and samples.
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B^EE DEEDS' Dl^ECJOF^y.

Purchasers uk Stock will find in this Directory tub
Names op some of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory al

60 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO ,
Downey City, Ca]., breeders of

thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $40
to 8100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

L. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.

BURBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal.

sale. Also, eggs in their season.
Pekin Ducks for

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for

hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

SWINE,

ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal.

Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine,
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

J. M. KERLINGER, Ellis, San Joaquin Co., Impor-
ter and Breeder of Berkshire Pigs and fine Poultry.

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,
ALAMEDA COUNTY.

(Successors to Z. B. Heywood & Co.)

Lumber, Shingles, Sash, Doors, Lime,

Brick, and Builders' Hardware

Sold at the Lowest San Francisco rates. Strict atten.

tion given Country Orders. Boats loaded at
wharf for all points on the San Joaquin
and Sacramento rivers. Cars of the C. P. R. R.

Co. loaded at the yard. Orders received at 22 California

Street, San Francisco, or at the hardware store of G. W.
Babcock, 9S5 Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBEE, Proprietor.

THOMAS RICHARDSON, Manager.

THE

Sarpint of Siskiyou County;

Or DIAMOND DICK,

A POWERFUL AND

THRILLING ROMANCE OF ARIZONA,

BY DKLTA CALAVRKAS.

Jnst commenced and now ready in No. 21 of the

NEW YORK WEEKLY.
For Sale by all News Agents.

DALTON & GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

wholesale dealers in

All Kinds of Country Produce.
404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco.

i3T Consignments Solicited lES

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce

Refbrencb —Tradesmen's National Bamc, N. Y. ; Ell

wanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra
monto, Cal. ; A. Lusk & Co. , San Francisco, Cal.

C. &. F. NAUMAN &. CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

All kinds of DAIRY PRODUCE sold on Commission
Poultry, Eggs, Game a specialty.

231 WASHINGTON STREET, San Francisco
(Between Front and Davis.)

Ciu§. Navman Frank Navman.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I. C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

W. W. GRAY.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

Grangers' Building, - - - - 106 Davis Street, S. F.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

ENRIGHT'S STRAW-RURNING ENGINE.

I respectfully beg leave to inform the public and parties

intending to purchase Portable Straw-Burning Engines for

Threshing purposes for 1878, that I offer for sale this season,

Straw -Burning Engines superior to any I have heretofore

made at reasonable prices, and that I will give a satisfactory

bond to any party buying an Engine from me or my agents,

and that I will protect them in the use and right of using, and

against all Patent Law Suit.

JOSEPH ZElSTIE^IGi-IHIT,

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA.

IRA MARDEN & CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

George Spauldm?. Harrison Bartn. Solon H. Williams.

JSTo. 414 Cljly Street,

San %ranfi$QC.
North Side,

Above Battery,

LAND PLASTER.
(Sulphate of Limk.)

THIS FERTILIZER IS ESPECIALLY WELL ADAPTED
TO CALIFORNIA LANDS AND CLIMATE, AND

DESTINED TO BE USED TO IM-

MENSE ADVANTAGE.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
In Bulk, $10 per ton; in Barrels, $12.50.

GOLDEN GATE PLASTER MILLS
LUCAS & CO.,

N09. 216 and 217 Main Street, San Francisco,

SWEET

Ciewii

NAVY

Awarded highat prize at Centennial Exposition for

fine cheiring qualities and excellence- and lasting char-

acter nf sweetening and flavoring. The best tobaceo

ever made. As onr bine strip trade-mark Is rlosely

imitated on Inferior goods, see that Jnrlcjtoii'* Bet is

on every ping. Sold by all dealers. Send for sample,
free, to C. A. Jaoksok A Co., Mfr»., PetersbA-g, Va.

L, Si B. WERTHHEIMER, Agr'ts, San Francisco.

Ha H 3 Ha
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Rinobonb, Spavin, Sweeney, Callous
Lumps, and all old sores, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stiff

Joints, Bruises, Windoalls, and all slight ailments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,

and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

Calvert's Carbolic

SHEEP WASH,
$2 Per Gallon.

After dipping the sheep, is use-
ful for preserving wot hides, de-
stroying the vine pest, and for
wheat dressings and disinfecting
purposes, etc T. W. JACKSON,
si V , Sole A4 ent for Pacific Coast.

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords the

best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Letcher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs.
nquire of

1. L. MILLER.

Beecher, Will County, Illinois

IMPORTANT SALE

Pure -Bred Short-Horn Cattle, Dairy

Cows and Thoroughbred Horses,

At Baden Farm, San Mateo county, on

THUBSDAY, APRIL 18th, 1878, at 1 P. M.,

Being the day after the annual meeting of the Short
Horn Breeders' Association, by order of S. B. Emerson
and Robt. Ashburner. We « ill sell 30 head Pure-Bred

Short Horn Cows, Heifers and Bulls,
several of the lot being by the imported bulls Sheriff

(29,964) and Kirklevington Duke 2d (34,304 >, and 40 head of
high grade Short Horn Dairy Cows and Heifers, several of
which have recently calved or are near calving, and are
suitable for family cows.

Two Thoroughbred Stallions,

One 3-year-old Filly, one 2-year-old do, and two Brood
Mares by Belmont.

Also, three Stout Gray 7-yr-old Mares, suitable for farm
work, and two 2-yr-old Colts; also, two Yoke of Large
Work Oxen.
The above stock can be seen at Baden Farm, close to

Baden Station, on the Southern Pacific railroad, one week
before the sale.

Catalogues with pedigrees can be had of the auctioneers,
9 Merchants' Exchange, San Francisco; S. B. Emerson,
Mountain View, Santa Clara county; or, Robt. Ashburner,
Baden Stjtion, San Mateo county, Cal.

TERMS OF SALE:
All sums under $150, cash, in U. S. gold coin; for sums

over that amount six months' time on good endorsed
notes, drawing 1% per month.
44TTruins leave corner 4th and Townsend streets, San

Francisco, at 8:30 A. M. and 11:25 A. M.
;
returning, leave

Baden at 2:10 P. M. and 4:48 P. M.

CREG0 & B0WLEY, Auctioneers.

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer oi the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshires.
Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are
guarantted as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles City, Cal.

<£9&i CVFRY flAY Is warranted usirg JILZ
CVL.n I Un I WELL AUOEKSand

DRILLS. Took the fir^t premium at the Great Exposi-
tion. They bore any diameter and depth; 100 feet a day,
through earth, sand or rock. Pictorial auger book free.

Address Col. PETER SAXE, Los Angeles, Cal., Agent for
Pacific States.

THOROUGHBRED BULLS.

Ten head of Red Durhams from 12 to 15 months
old, Also, 12 head of large work horses and mares will

be sold this spring at private sale on my ranch, six miles

from Oroville, Butte County.

jt&'Bulls Sired by Golden Louan Duke.

M. WICK.

W. &. J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California

IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE
Also, the finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

M. COOKE. R. J. COOKE.

PIONEER BOX FACTORY,

Corner of Front and M Streets, Sacramento.

ALL KINDS OF

Fruit & Packing Boxes Made to Order,

AND IN SHOOKS.
t3" Communications Promptly Attended to. TSt

COOKE & SONS, Successors to Cooke !l Gkkqort
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More About Woodward's Gardens.

A late issue of the Press gave a cut and an

outliue sketch of Woodward's Gardens. We
propose here to give an additional description

in general, without, however, going very fully

into details.

As regards location, they embrace two

squares between 13th and 15th, Mission and

Valencia streets, and can be reached from the

business part of San Francisco by the Mission

or Market St. cars, the former taking visitors

directly to the front entrance. The dense

hedge of Monterey cypress, some 20 feet high

and 400 long, screening this front, is itself an

attractive sight.

Its various departments may be summed up

as follows: 1. Natural History; 2. Botany'

3. Miuerology; 4. Art—including Ethnology

and Numismatics; 5. Amusements and En-

tertainments.

These we shall describe, in brief. 1. The

department of Natural History includes some

of the rarest living animal specimens of quad-

rupeds, fishes, reptiles and birds. These are

kept in fine condition in the open air within

strong cages, or roomy enclosures, pits, pens,

sheds, aviaries, ponds, running stream and
lake, and the marine and fresh-water aquarium,
the latter constructed and kept under the

supervision of Mr. C. Schuman, and certainly

one of the largest and most complete to be
found in the United States. This department
is also

£
represeuted by most of the numerous,

well prepared and arranged specimens in the

museum proper, and in three other buildings.

The huge skeleton of a whale which was 75

feet long, is one of the curiosities in the inner

garden. 2. The department of Botany em-
braces many rare aud l>eautiful trees, shrubs,

trailers, flowers aud grasses, distributed in

good taste throughout the finely improved
grounds, along the artificial lake and stream,

and upon the rock-work, where the large foun-

tain tosses its handsome jets. It includes the

conservatory with its ueat rotunda, for palm
trees, bananas aud other tall tropical growth,

aud the tropical green houses—all well tilled

with curious and exquisitely beautiful hot-

house plants; the feru-house, full of those deli-

cately-leaved, llowerless plants, from the giant

forms of which in the early epochs of the

worl l's history geology teaches us most of our
coal-beds were formed. There are also well

arranged specimens of the coarse and tine

grained woods of the Pacific coast in the mu-
seum.

3. Mineralogy. This comprises, besides many
minerals of the Pacific coast, Prof. Kaderly's

large and valuable collection from Japan.

4. Art. This includes—besides many unique and
artistically finished structures among the build-

ings beautiful pieces of marble statuary, placed

at various points throughout the grounds and
buildings; the attractive art gallery, where
the eyes can be feasted with a truly meritori-

ous and varied collection of oil paintings, old

and new; also polytechnic hall, to the former
attractions of which is being added a large

Zoiiyraphkoii, an invention of Prof. E. G ruber,

consisting of a wheel over 12 feet high and 24
in diameter, turning on a vertical axis, and dis-

playing with its eight divisions in succession,

characteristic and instructive scenes of the dif-

ferent continents, giving Arctic, Tropical,

Semi-Tropical, and South Pacilic Island views
—all studiously true to nature; then the ca-

mera obscura, where for a small extra charge,

a tine view in miniature can be had of the liv-

ing, active scene around you, in the gardens
and adjoining parts of the city; and finally the

8 ;ulptor's studio, with its models of the colossal

bust of Washington and other figures, a great
attraction being that tho process of model-
making cau be witnessed.

The ethnological collection consists chiefly

of weapous and other implements from most of

the South Pacilic islands, and the division of

numismatics comprises numerous coins, med-
als, and casts of seals, extending from times of

ancient Pome to the present.

5. Amusements aud Entertainments. These
are varied and the best of their kind. Besides
daily and special entertainments in the huge
pavilion, ninsic hall and restaurant, there are

e {ercises and amusements iu the open air. In
the tirst garden is the rotary boat, propelled
by oars and three schooner-rigged sails in its

pretty circular lake. It forms the outer rim of

a huge wheel some 40 feet iu diameter, resting

on the surface of the water, is itself three feet

wide, and will seat about 100 persons. When
filled with merry boys and girls, and whirling
steadily iu its place, on a bright sunny day, it

is a beautiful sight. In the second garden,
where most of the animals are kept, are swings
and gymnastic poles of various kinds, two styl-

ish little carriages drawn by goats, the rare
and royal fun of rides on camels and donkeys,
and inventions for testing strength. A tine

balloon ascension is occasionally made here.

Part of the indoor entertainments are per-
manent, but many of the exhibitions are con-
stantly changing. The pavilion, built on the
highest ground iu the first garden, will seat
over 5,000 people. The floor of its amphithea-
ter is 90x120 feet and forms a fine skating rink.

There daily visitors can get roller-skates and
skate to their heart's content.

there are special performances from 1 to 4 P. M.
Besides the finest of music by Wetterman's
band and the orchestrion, the best troupes and
special artists that visit San Francisco, includ-
ing trapeze performers, acrobats, jugglers,

rope-dancers etc., are engaged from time to
time.

Suffice it to say, that these performances, like

every other curiosity in these justly noted
gardens, are always the very best known in

their several departments.
It is admitted by all that every one, old or

young, is the happier and better informed for

spending a day occasionally in Woodward's
Gardens.

iP A TENTS AND INVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Reports yon tiir Mmm and Scientific
Press, DEWEY S CO., Piblihiiers and U. 8.

and Foreign Patent Agents.
]

By Special Dispatch from Washington, D. C.

Week Ending, March 2Cth.

Pocket.—Yung Chow, S. F.

Sash Holder.—K. 1). McLennon, Los Ange-
les, CaL

Watch Case Spring.— P. F. Nilson, Santa
Kosa, Cal.

Bag Holder.—J. S. Covert, M. D. Garner and
L. B. Walthall, Modesto, Cal.

Pencil Pocket.—S. Hill, S. F.

Pimp Siction Pipe.—E. O. Lurma, Gold
Hill, Nevada.

Stamp Mill.—J. M. McFarland, Virginia
City, Nevada.

Harrow Attachment for Plows.—J. M.
McFike, St. Helena, Cal.

Feeder for Threshing Machines.—M. L.

Mery, Chico, Cal.

Car Starter.—J. Pritchard, S. F.

Gate.—A. G. Rockfellow, Ashland, Oregon.
Cookinq Apparatus.—G. J. Ward, Jr., S. F.

Sand and Earth Elevator.—G. W. Crans-
ton, S. F.

was in better demand than other varieties,

owing to the scarcity of good qualities on the
spot and the impossibility of stocks being re-

plenished for some time, under which circum-
stances prices may be noted a shilling per quar-
ter dearer on the week. Increased strength
has been afforded by the continental demand,
which has continued throughout the week. A
considerable quantity of Russian and Indian
Wheat was taken for French and Belgian ac-
count.

Freisrnts ana Charters.

Rates in the market for Wheat freights, says
the Commercial Newt, have not been main-
tained during the past week. Business was
slightly better, however. But it is becoming a
dangerous operation to secure tonnage for spot
loading, owing to the scanty surplus of old
Wheat in the State and the high rates demanded
by holders. Quotations are nominal and cannot
be given with much accuracy. Iron vessels to
load for Liverpool direct are worth about t'2 7s

(id, reckoning from the last charter of a wooden
ship, which was at £2 5s. The supply of dis-

engaged tonnage in port is light, but together
with such vessels as will arrive before the new
season, is ample for all requirements. Handy
sized iron vessels to arrive have been fixed for

new crop loading at £2 17s 6d. The demand,
however, is small. We have, at the present
time, in port !>,020 tons of tonnage secured for

Wheat and 10,481 for miscellaneous. The ship
Lucille, 1,304 tons, has been chartered to load
Wheat to Cork for orders, U. K., at £2 8s 9d;
Continent, £2 lis 3d; Liverpool, £2 Cs 3d.

Eastern Grain Markets.

Notk.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), aud are
not intended to represent trie state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the paper hears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.

San Francisco, April 10th, 1878.

General trade is reviving and the result is a

better feeling among all those who have their

hearts on merchandise. In the Feed and Grain
market there has been little change in prices

and whatever change has occurred has been in

the downward course, as is generally the case

when the lields promise unusually large yields.

In fruit and last season's vegetables there has
been an advance, as supplies are becoming
reduced. Special feature's of the week's trade

will be noted as we proceed.

The Wheat market, since our last report,

experienced a slight advance, but this has been
lost again and prices in this market stand just

as they did one week ago. The foreign market
has declined a little, as may be seen by the

following:

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

Thursday. .

.

Friday
Saturday. .

.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Cal. Average.

Sdialls

2d«ille

uanu
— (£»ll8

— <aiis

Club.

6d(<il2s

5dc« 12s

5dtrtl2s

4d..rl 2>

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former

years as follows:

lsTfi.

1877.

1878.

Average.

8d@10s —
5dc<*ll8 8d
—(SUs 5d

10s
lis
lis

Cluh.

—®10s 6d
7d@Us 10d
dgglia 2d

The Foreign Review.
London, April 9th.—The Mark Lane Expras

says: Wheat is looking well. It has apparently

suffered only a temporary check from the recent

severe weather. Deliveries of English Wheat
at Mark Lane and in the Provinces have been
very moderate, as growers who could afford to

hold their stocks have done 80, in the hope of

realizing a further advance, should the country
become involved in war. As it is, prices have
rallied from two to three shillings per quarter
for English Wheat from the recent lowest point,

but the uncertainty of politics has caused the

millers to follow the rise with reluctance. Amer-
ican Wheat is coming to hand freely of late.

Still, the trade has, for the time being, found
sufficient support in the disquieting political

rumors to prevent prices giving way under the

weight of supplies. Monday's business was
fairly active, but, although a sufficiently strong

tone has prevailed, the number of sales made
since has been decidedly limited. Some excep-

Saturdays and Sundays and other holiday* tion may be made for Calcutta Wheat, which

New York, April Cth.—The European war
question being the absorbing feature of the
week in the produce markets, breadstuffs have
been alternately firm and weak, according as

cable advices have pointed to war or peace.

The latest news looks more favorable to concilia-

tion, and grain in consequence closes lower than
this day week, Spring Wheat ranging from

|1> 20 to $1.33 for inferior to prime. Of other
leading kinds of produce, Provisions have
dragged along in favor of buyers under large

supplies at the West, while Cotton has been
depressed by liberal receipts and apprehensions
of war.

Chicago, April Cth.—During the week Wheat
has been unsettled, excited and higher, as a

rule, although to-day the market relapsed into

phenomenal dullness. A large business has
been transacted and the result is satisfactory to

most traders. Corn has been generally firm

and has averaged higher, although last week's
best prices have not quite been touched, Oats/

were very dull throughout and closed decidedly

lower than last week. Rye was unsettled

Barley weakened decidedly at the close. Pro
visions were a trifle higher on the whole range
but last week's best prices were not reached

and at the close decidedly easy prices were
attained and a very moderate demand charac

terized the whole week's proceedings. The
closing cash prices are: Wheat, $1.09f ; Corn,

40c; Oats, 22jc; Rye, 58|c; Barley, 43c; Pork,

$9.25; Lard, $7. 10(a 7. 12A; Alcohol, 33c.

Eastern Wool Markets.

Boston, April Cth.—Wool remains dull and
depressed, with no indication of a favorable

change. Manufacturers are purchasing only

small lots for immediate wants. Several Phil-

adelphia buyers have been iu the market for

the past week for Medium Combing Wools, but

there were no sales of consequence, transactions

comprising 19,000 lbs at 42@45c for Combing
and Delaine. Quotations are for the most part

nominal. Transactions in Fleeces continue quite

small, embracing of all grades 100,000 lbs.

Some 30,000 His good and choice Medium Ohio
sold at 40(5 42c, and 12,000 lbs X X and above

at 42c. Ohio and Pennsylvania are still quoted

at 40(«42c; but buyers are not disposed to

pay over 40c for the most desirable lots. There

were small sales of Michigan at 37 \(o 38c; 37@
38c are the nominal sales for good average lots

of Michigan and Wisconsin fleeces. Sales ran

largely on low-priced Wool, Texas at 17(»20,

Oregon at 25(5 33. Sales of California for the

week were 244,000 lbs at 14<?24 for Fall, and

18(«2CJ for Spring. Pulled Wools are in fair

demand at 35(5 45c, the latter for choice super,

Total sales of domestic, 853,500 lbs.

Philadelphia, April 9th.—Wool is dull and

nominal. California fine aud medium, 14@3'

coarse, 25(n 27c
New York, April Cth.—The Wool market

has not recovered in the least from its previous

depressed condition. Sales are effected with

difficulty, buyers, as a rule, holding aloof, wait-

ing an improvement in the Goods market. The
outlook for the latter, however, is not at all en-

couraging, as stocks of the manufactured arti-

cle throughout the country are ample for all im-

mediate wants. Texas, which has been held

quite firmly for aomo time back, has given way
with the result of a very fair sale at a price not

named, but known to have been at an ex-

tremely low figure. California is still in lim-

ited supply, which accounts for the small quan-

tity taken weekly. Prices still show a yield-

ing tendency, but no actual decline can be

reported. Daily telegraphic advices from San

Francisco are of such a character that the feel-

ing here is of the bluest kind, and expressions

not at all favorable to the manufacturing class

that enter the primary markets are heard on

every side. Sales for the week include 42,000

lbs Fall California, 1C@1CJc; 15,000 lbs Eastern

Oregon, «23c; 25,000 lbs valley do, 29c; 20 bags

Colorado.lCJc; 16,000 lb* Western Texas, 16J

@18c; 15,000 lbs Fall California, 3,000 ID*
pulled do, 33 bales Spring California, 130,000
lbs Western Texas, 5,000 lbs Eastern do, 10,000
lbs Utah, on private terms.

Domestic Produce.

The following table shows the S. F. receipt*
of Domestic Produce for the week ending at
noon to-day, as compared with the receipt* of
previous weeks:

Articles.
Week. Week. Week. Week.
Mar. 20. Mar. 27. April 3. April 10.

Flour, quarter sagks .

.

82,866 30,257 42,372 18,229
Wheat, centals 160,b2S 111,488 78,721 94,050

5,578 9,763 12,230 10,806
2,760 941 908 1,118
4,438 7,263 1,761 8,540
1.834 645 6,159 186

13,350 19,173 16,330 11,098
Onions, sacks 1,272 1,052 617 720

125 298 607 1,576
27 20

1,874 1,577 1,267 1.436

BAGS—There is still another fraction added
to the price of Grain Bags. Large sales have
been made. Sales of 000,000 is reported on
Monday, at 1 1 (a 1 1 }c for June and July delivery,
and ll^c cash. Tuesday, 175,000 were sold.

Dealers report an upward tendency.
BARLEY—Barley is a shade lower. We

note sales: 600 sks Coast Feed at $1,224; 600
sks Coast Feed at $1,174; 100 do at $1,224;
1,000 sks Coast Feed at $1.20; 500 do at $1,224;
and 200 do at $1.25 per ctl.

BEANS—Our price list shows an advance on
Bayos and Reds and a decline on Lima*. Sale*
are small.

CORN—The scarcity of White Corn ha* put
the price up to $2 per ctl. Large Yellow ha*
also gained a point. We note sales: 200 sks
large Yellow at $1.60; 300, 700 and 200 do at
$1.65; 500 do choice from warehouse at $1.65;
100 do small Yellow at $1.80; 178 and 85 do at
$1.85; 115 small White at $2,024; 150 sks large
Yellow at $1,624; 131 do at $1.65; 150 ak*
small Yellow at $1.85; and 500 and 300 do
large, on private terms; quoted at $1.65.

DAIRY PRODUCE—Butter is still in excess
and is being packed both here and in the coun-
try. Tii ere are occasional sales of fancy brands
at 25c, but the bulk falls below 21c. California

Cheese, small size, is generally selling at 13@
15c. Some dairies, made in New York style,

reach 16(5 17o.

FEED—Ground Feeds are much the same a*

last week. Hay also has Bold within former
range. We note Hay sales as follows : 50 tons

poor Wheat, $10.50; 20 do, $12.50; a boat
load Wild Oat, $14.50; one of Cattle Hay at

$11. A lot of choice Wheat sold at $18 per
ton on arrival

FRUIT— Supplies of Apples and tropical

Fruits are light and rates nigh. The Tahiti

Oranges are due next week. Strawberries are

coming in more freely ; 600 lbs came one day.

They have sold at 15@20c per lb wholesale.

HOPS—Hops are hardly a mentionable sub-

ject. The trade is so lifeless that dealers give

a sigh of weariness as soon as a reporter darken*
the doorway. The New York market for the

week ending March 29th is reported by Emmet
Wells as follows: "A good trade has been doing

this week mostly on export account, the ship-

ments exceeding the receipts by some 250 bales,

and the market closes very steady on last week'*

decline. We can see no reason for Hops going

lower, especially if the call from England keeps

up, and there is every prospect of its keeping

up as long as shippers can find good Hops at

the present reasonable prices.' New York
prices are New Y'orks, good to prime, 8@10

;

New \fcrks, low to fair, 5@7; Eastern, 5(8,8;

Wisconsin, 5<S8; Yearlings, 2@3 ; Olds, all

growths, 1<&2.

OATS—Feed Oats are a point lower.

ONIONS—All good Onions are now selling

at $2 per ctl.

POTATOES—A gratifying advance has been

gained by nearly all kinds of potatoes, as may
be seen in our list of prices.

PROYISIONS—Fresh Meats are unchanged

except Live Pork, for which 7c is now the top

price. Some Eastern Hams are held 4c lower

than last week.
POULTRY AND GAME—The only change

is a decline of $1 per doz. for Hens.
VEGETABLES— Rhubarb is lower. The

first Tomatoes have come to hand from the

southern coast, and sold at 20(6 224c per lb.

WHEAT—The following are among the sales

made since our last report: 1,050 centals choice

milling at $2. 124c; 100 do, at $2.20; and 6,000

centals good milling, at Yallejo at $2; 400 sks

milling at $1,071; 260 Ao shipping at $2, and

1,880 ctls shipping at Vallejo, at $2; 140 ctls

choice milling at $2.15; 1,000 do medium mill-

ing at $2.10; 42 do Sonora, at $2.03J; 240 do

shipping, at $2, and 2,000 do shipping, private;

!00, 500 and 220 ton* choice milling, at $2. 124;

2,000 at $2.10; 2,000 at $2,074 ; 500 and 800

fair milling at $2.05; 126, 300 and 660 slightly

damaged and off at ?2, and 7,000 ctl* choice

milling at Vallejo, at $2.05 per ctl.

WOOL.— The trade in Spring Wool has

opened, and the prices now quotable for the de-

scriptions so far received may be found in ojir

list. No Northern has come in yet The price*

at which the market opens are about lc higher

all around than last spring's opening. We note

of 50,000 lbs San Joaquin at 18(a224c; 9,457

lbs San Joaquin, 12 mo free, 23c; 3,110 lbs San

Joaquin, 6 mo free, 174c; 10,000 lbs San Joa-

quin, 6 mo, 17Jc; 7,498 lbs southern coast,

burry, 13c. Receivers complain of considera-

ble amount* of scabby Wool
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DOMESTIC PRODUCE.

13 1

20

l'J

BEANS,
Bayo, otl i 25 (»4 60

Butter 3 00 @3 25

Pea 3 25 <»3 55

Kod 4 00 <M 50

Pink — <§* 50

Sm'l White 3 25 U3 50

lima 3 00 (83 50

BROOM < OK \

.

Old 3i@ 7

New 41(5 8

CHICIOBY,
Oallforala 4 @ 4J
Uerman 6J(g 7

UA I It » FttODUCE, ETC.
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll, tt> 18 @ 21

Point Reyes 21 @ 22 J

Pickle Roll, new . . — @ 22
Firkin.old 12 @ 18

Western Reserve.. 12J® 14

New York — @ —

Cheese, Cal., lb....

Eastern
N. Y. State

Eaea.
Cal. fresh, doz. . .

.

Duoks' 21

Oregon 18

Eastern 18

do Pickled — IS —
mTEED.

Bran, ton 15*00 <gl6 00
Corn Meal 35 00 @36 00

Hay 14 00 @18 00
Middlings 22 00 @24 00
OU Cake Meal. . 36 00 ffl

Straw, bale 25 @ 60
I I.OI It.

Extra, bbl 6 25 <»S 75
Superfine 5 00 fi6 00
Graham, lb 31® 34

FRESH MEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 7 @
Second 5
Third 4

Mutton 4
Spring Lamb 10
Fork, undressed... 6;

Dressed
Veal 6'<g

Milk Calves 8 @
<. It A I \ . ETC

Barley, feed, otl...l 17J@1 25
Brewing 1 30 @1 40
Chevalier 1 50 @ —

Buckwheat 1 30 (8 —
Corn, White 1 95 @2 00
Yellow 1 62i@l 67}
Small Round.. ..1 80 #1 87}

Oats 1 40 @1 45
Milling 1 55 (01 65

Rye 2 20 <&2 32}
Wheat, Shipping.. 2 00 @2 05
Milling 2 05 @2 12}

II I in.s.
Hides, dry 17
Wet salted 8

HONEY. ETC
Beeswax, lb 30i

Honey in corab. . .. 14
do, No 2
Dark
Strained

HOPS.
Oregon
California 7
Wash. Ter «
Choice Cal.

.

\i is Jobbing.
Walnuts, Cal 6 (ft

do Chile 7
Almonds, hd shl lb 6 «* 7

Soft sh'l 16 @ 17

[ WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday M., April 10, 1878.

U

(52 00

Brazil 14
Pecans 13
Peanuts 3
Filberts 15

ONIONS.
AlvisO —
Union City, ctl.... —
Stockton — (go —
Sacramento River. — (32 00
Oregon — @ —

POTATOES.
Petaluma, ctl 2 25 @2 85
Humboldt 2 50 @2 75
Ouffey Cove — @ —
Early Rose, new. 2 50 S3 00
Half Moon Bay. . . — w —
Kidney — <ps2 75
Sweet 3 00 (8

POl LTRY «V C. nil..
Hens, doz 8 00 @ 9 00
Roosters 7 00 @12 00
Broilers 6 00 @ 7 50
Ducks, tame 10 00(3ll 00
do, Mallard @

Geese, pair 2 00 ®2 50
Wild Gray. doz.. 2 00 W2 50
White do 75 (gl 00

Turkeys 18 @ 10
do, Dressed 19 <&> 21

Snipe, Eng 2 00 @2 50
do. Common.... — @ —

Rabbits 1 00 @1 25
Hare 2 00 @2 50

PROVISIONS.
Cal. Bacon, H'vy.tb 12
Medium 12
Light 13 @

Lard 11 @
Cal. Smoked Beef 9}>

Eastern —
Shoulders, Cover'd 8
Hams, Cal 11
Dupee's 12
Boyd's 12
Davis Bros' 12
None Such 12 @
Ames 12 @
Slavens & Mansur 12J@
WhlttaKer 12 (g

SEEDS.
Alfalfa, 5
Canary 6 (g
Clover, Red 16 @
White 50 (g

Cotton 6 &
Flaxseed 3}#
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 @
Perennial 35 @

Millet 10 @
Mustard, White... 8 @
Brown 2}@

Rape 3 ft*

Ky Blue Grass 20 @
2d quality 18 @

Sweet V Grass 1 00 @
Orchard 25 @
Red Ton 61 @
Hungarian 8 @
Lawn 60 @
Mesquit — @
Timothy 9 &

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 7 @
Refined 9 @

WOOL. ETC.
string.

S Joaq'n,12mo free 20(9
do 6 mo do 18 @

Burry, 12 mo 16 @
do 6 mo 14 @

Scabby 12J(»
South n Coast, free 17 &
do do burry 14 (0

@ 12
8
18
65
10

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
fWHOLEBALI.]

Wednesday m.. April 10, 1878.

Prunes 14 <g 16I'RI IT MARKET.
Apples, box 1 00 & 3

Bananas, bnch.. 2 00 & 4

Cocoanuts, 100.. 6 00 @ 7

Limes, Mex 12 00 (WIS

do, Cal 6 00 (0 7

Lemons, Cal M. 10 00 #20
Sicily, bx 10 00 <jj20

Oranges, Mex,
M 17 00 (030
Tahiti Il-
eal 17 00 @30

Pears, box @—
Pineapples, doz. 6 00 (0

OKIEO Fit I I I

.

Apples, lb 5}i

Apricots 10
Cftron 23
Dates
Figs. Black 4
White

Peaches
Pears 4
Plums 3 (8
Pitted 12}@

Raisins, Cal, bx 1 00 (§ 1 62
do, Halves... 1 50 @ 2 00
do, Quarters. 1 50 (3 2 50
Blowers' 2 75 (S>

Malaga 2 75 @ 3 00
Zante Currants.. 8 (e*. 10

ve<;etarles.
Asparagus, lb... 2}@ 3}
Beets, ctl 2 00 @
Cabbage, 100 lbs 1 00 <§ 1 25
Carrots, ctl

(Jaulinower, doz
Garlic, New, lb.

.

Green Peas
Lettuce, doz
Parsnips, lb

Potatoes, new..
Horseradish
Rhubarb
Squash, Marrow

fat, tn 15 00 @30 00
Tomatoes 20 @ 22}
Turnips, otl 1 50 S>
White 50 ®

Sole Leather, heavy, lb.

Light

LEATHER.
[WHOLESALE. |

Wednesday m.. April 10. 1378.

Cips, 1

Cal.

Sheep Roans for Topping, all colors, doz.

Leather, Harness, lb.

Buff. ft.

26 (* 29
22 (> 24

48 00 (?50 00
65 00 (i76 00
80 00 (*9Q 00
55 00 ( <70 00

57 00 ( (67 00
63 00 (^67 00
71 00 (T76 50
58 00 (*62 00
66 00 (T70 00
72 00 (574 00
61 00 ( (IB 00
65 00 (|67 00
72 00 (574 00
35 00 (^40 00
1 00 (i 1 35

40 00 ( ri-,0 0(1

8 00 (015 00
1 00 W 1 25
9 00 («13 00
6 50 (»10 5
1 75 (I 4 50
4 00 (

4 00 (S 4 75
5 00 (% 5 25

35 (* 38
48 00 (»72 00

33 (| 37
30 00 ( (50 00

18 (S 20
17 (1 18

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.

Wednesday m., April 10, 1878.

Butter, California
Choice, lb 25

Cheese 18
Eastern 25

Lard, Cal 18
Eastern 20

Flour ex. fam, bbl8 00
Corn Meal, lb %
Siurar wh. crshd 12
Light Brown

Coffee. Green
Tea. Fine Black...
Finest Japan

Candles, Admt'e. . _

Soap, Cal 7 i

Rice
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1

Can'd Oysters doz2
Syrup, 8 F Gold'n
Dried Apples, lb .

.

Ger. Prunes
Figs, Cal
Peaches.

Oils, Kerosene
Wines, Old Port...

3

French Claret 1

CaL doz bot 3
Whisky, O K, gal. .3

French Brandy. . ..4

8 @ 12

50 <S2 00
00 ©3 50
75 ®1 02

00 m 50
oo m so
BO m oo

oo m oo

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
|WHOLESALE. 1

I'M

i3 00
H 25

BAGS—Jobbing
Eng Standard Wheat. llj'ailj
Neville & Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36.. llj@llj
24x36 -@—
23x40 @13
Machine Swd, 22x36.11 (811}

Flour Sacks, halves.. . . 8|@104
Quarters 5}@ 6J
Eighths 4 @ 4J

Hessian, 60 inch 15 @—
45 inch 9f@10
40 inch 9s@—

Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed, 3} tt>..47}<a50

4 lb do 52}®^-
Machine Sewed 47}ftf—

Standard Gunnies 14 @15
Bean Bags 7 @ 8

CANOLES.
Crystal Wax 17
Eagle 12
Patent Sperm 3C

CANNED GOODS
Assorted Pie Fruits,

2} lb cans 2 75
Table do 3 75

Jams and Jellies. .4 25
Pickles, hf gal 3 50
SardineB, qr box . . 1 65 (§1 90
Hf Boxes 3 00 @ —

Preserved Beef,
21b, doz 4 00 ® -
do Beef, 4 lh,doz.6 50 @ —

Preserved Mutton,
2 lb. doz 4 00 @ —

Beef Tongue 6 50 @ —
Preserved Ham,

2 tb, doz 6 50 ® —
Deviled Ham, 1 lb,

doz 5 50 % —
do Ham, »tb doz.3 00 @ —
COAL .lobbing.

Australian, ton.. 7 00 & 7 25
Coos Bay 6 50 @700
Bellingham Bay. 6 50 @
Seattle 6 60 @ 6 50
Cumberland 14 00 <g
Mt Diablo 4 75 @ 6 00
Lehigh 22 00 <»

Liverpool 7 00 @ 8 00
West Hartley. . . 7 50 @ 9 00
Scotch 6 50 & 8 00
Scranton 13 00 @16 00
Vancouver Id . . . 7 50 @
Charcoal, sack.. . 75 @
Coke, bbl 60 <B

4'OFFEE.
Sandwich Id, lb. 21}(

Costa Rica 19
Guatemala 16}(c
Java 24 &
Manila 18}@
Ground, in cs. . . 25

FISH.
Sac'to Dry Cod.
do in cases.

Eastern Cod . .

.

Salmon, bbls..

.

Hf bbls
2 It) cans 3 10 (S3

Pkld Cod, bbls.. 22 00
Hf bbls 11 00

Mackerel, No. 1.

Hf Bbls II 00 @12 00
In Kits 2 25 @
Ex Mess 3 60 & 4 50

Pkld Herring, bx 3 00 & 3 50
Boston Smkd H'g 40 @ 50

LIME, Etc.
Lime, Sta Cruz,
bbl 2 00 @ 2 25

Cement, Rosen-
dale 2 76 @ 3 60
Portland 4 75 & 5 60

Wednesday m., April 10, 1878.
Plaster, Golden
Gate Mills.... 3 00 (3 3 25

Land Plaster, tn 10 00 @12 50
NAILS.

Ass'ted sizes, keg 3 25 @ 4 00

OILS.
Pacific Glue Co's
Neatsfoot, No 1.1 00 @ 90

Castor. No 1 1 10 @ —
do, No. 2 1 05 & —

Baker's A A 1 25 <gl 30
Olive, Plagniol. . ..5 25 @5 75
Possel 4 75 @6 35

Palm, lb 9® —
Linseed, Raw, bbl. 74:

Boiled 77
Cocoanut 57j

China nut, cs 68"@ 70
Sperm 1 60 @1 65
Coast Whales 60 @ 65
Polar, refined 60
Lard 1 10 (gl 15
Oleophine 27
Devoe's Bril't 27}
Photollte 29
Nonpariel 50
Eureka 40
Barrel kerosene. . . 20
Downer Ker 40 (S 42}
Elaine 42}'

PAINTS.
Pure White Lead. 93(8 10}
Whiting 1|@ —
Putty 4 & 5
Chalk U& -
Paris White J?@ —
Ochre 3Mg —
Venetian Red 3}@ —
Averill Mixed
Paint, gal

' White & tints. . .2 00 @2 40
Green, Blue k
Ch Yellow 3 00 @3 50
Light Red 3 00 @3 50
Metallic Roof.. .1 30 #1 60

RICE.
China No. 1, lb.... 6}<| 6J
Hawaiian 6i® 7

SALT,
?22 .50

|12 00
Cal. Bay, ton.... 15 00
Common 10 00

Carmen Id 16 00 Ctf 22 50
Liverpool tine. . .20 00 (»22 60j|

SOAP.
Castile, lb 10
Common brands. . 4}^
Fancy brands 7

SPICES.
Cloves, lb 45
Cassia 22}
Nutmegs 85
Pepper Grain 15
Pimento 15
Mustard, CaL,

} lb glass 1 60 9
SIIUAR, ETC.

Cal. Cube, lb 11}®
Powdered 12 @
Fine crushed
Granulated 11 @
Golden O 9}®
Cal. Syrup kgs... 70 (S
Hawaiian Mol'sses 26 <tf

TEA.
30

Young Hyson,
36 (s ) 60

Country pekd Gun-
powder & L*n-

60 £ f 60
30 (a 35

Fooo-Chow O 35 e ) 60
Japan, 1st quality 40 la > 60

25 | ) 35

LUMBER.

CARGO PRICES
REDWOOD.

Rough, M 13 00
Refuse 9 00
Clear 23 00
Clear Refuse 13 00

Rustic 23 50
Refuse 18 00

Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 14 00

Flooring 20 00
Refuse 12 00

Beaded Flooring 23 00
Refuse 13 00

Half-inch Siding 16 00
Refuse 14 00

Half-inch Surfaced 20 00
Pefuse 14 00

Half-inch Battens 16 00
Pickets, Rough 11 00
Rough, Pointed ...12 50
Fancy, Pointed 18 00

Shingles 1 75

Wednesday m., April 10. 1878.

OP PCGET SOUND PINE.
RETAIL PRICE.

Rough, M 18 00
Fencing 18 00
Flooring and Step 28 00
Narrow 30 00
2d quality 25 00

Laths 3 50
Furring, lineal ft iREDWOOD.

RETAIL PRICE.
Rough, M 18 00
Refuse 14 00

Pickets, Rough 15 00
Pointed 16 00
Fancy 22 50

Siding 20 50
.Surfaced & Long Beaded30 00
Flooring 30 00
Refuse 22 50

Half-inch Surfaced 30 00
Rustic, No. 1 SO 00
BattenB, lineal ft

Shingles. M 2 00

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending April 9, 1878.

HIGHEST AND LOWEST BAROMETER.

Apr. 3 Apr. 4 Apr. 5 Apr. 6 Apr. 7 Apr. 8 Apr. 9.

29.88 29.SI9 29.91 29.84 29.80 29.80 29.86
29.78 29.86 29.78 29.78 29.74 29.73 29.77

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.
63 64

n
70 69

61 64 64 »4

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.
78

|
71 79 82 73 7» 70

PREVAILING WIND.
W W

|
SW SW SW SW

|
SW

WIND—MILES TRAVELED.

192 173 141 267
|

134 1 115
|

155

STATE OF WEATHER.

Clear.
|

Clear. | Clear.
j
Fair.

| Clear.
|

Clear. Clear.

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

I I
I I I I

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877, 34.05 is

Woodward's Gardens has the following now attractions
The buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements in the zoological department, besides the
other features which have made it popular.

Farmers ! Farmers ! I

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange," 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,

San Francisco. All hands cartfully selected free

of charges to employers and employees.

Mr. W. J. Woodley, who took out a Canadian Patent
some four years ago, is requested to call at the Minino
and Scientific Press Patent Aoency Office. Business
of importance.

Any Piiotoorapher having a large Camera Box for

sale will plaase notify "N. B.," at thUoffloa.

Reapers and Mowers.

NEW IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1878.

Guaranteed fully Equal to any Machine sold on this Coast, and

Superior to any for Heavy Work.

For Sale by the

FA R^LraiS' UNION,
OIF S^ItT vXOSIEJ,

AS FOLLOWS:

Combined Reaper and Mower,

Single Reaper, ...
Prize Mower, -

$210 00

175 00

105 00

Payable in Currency Sept. 1st. Ten per cent, discount for Cash.

H. E. HILLS, Manager.

LANDS FOR SALE.

KERN COUNTY.
One hundsed and twenty acres; 60 acres in alfalfa; 12

miles from Bakersfield. One-eixth of ditch sold with

land. Price, $20 per acre.

Two hundred and forty acres, 10 miles from Bakers-

Held; unimproved, with water right.

FRESNO COUNTY.
CTOne hundred and seventy-five acres of land, at Borden

Station; 30 acres in alfalfa. 110 acros well fenced. Rail-

road station on the land. Chinatown on the land, paying

?400 ground rent. Prie», $10,000; half cash, balance to

suit purchaser

There is a good Public House, good Halle, Barn and

Out-HouBes on the land. The Public House is well fur-

nished. Address, on the premises,

JOHN BURCHEM, Borden.

Fresno County, Cal.

Or J. B. CARRINQTON, Grangers' Business Association,

San Francisco, or Denverton, Solano, CaL

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Company's Steamers will sail as follows, at 12 M.

:

CITY OF TOKIO May 1st.

For YOKOHAMA and HONGKONG).

COLIMA April 19th.

For Panama and New York, calling at Acapulco, San
Jose De Guatemala, La Libertad and Punta Arenas.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the

lowest rates.

ZEALANDIA April 15th, at 12 o'clock, noon,
or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-

LULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY.
810 additional is charged for passage in Upper Saloon.

CITY OF PANAMA .' April 10th.
For Victoria, Port Townsend, Seattle, Taeoma, con-

necting at Taconia with Northern Pacific
Railroad for Portland, Oregon.

Tickets must bo purchased before 11 A. H. on day of
sailing.

For freight or passage apply at the offlc* corner First
and Brannan streets.

WILLIAMS. BLANCHARD & CO., Agts.

Tun Pacific Ri'ral Press.—Wo wish every home re-

ceived a copy of the Press. It is the best farmer's papor
for this coast published anywhere. There are many at-

tractions in its pages for the housrliold. It Is cheap for

the amount of instruction afforded—52 numbers a year
for 84. Published by Dewey & Co., 202 Sansome Street,
San Francisco.—Santa Ro»a Times.

Dewey & Co. Uri^sJ Patent Ag'ts.

GREAT SLAUGHTER

IN SEWINQ MACHINES.

We are now offering for sale, at $10 EACH, the

fallowing machines:

FLORENCE,

WHEELER &. WILSON,

GROVER &. BAKER.

THESE MACHINES ARE

Guaranteed to be in Pe feet Order,

And many of them NEW.

Parties in the country can have them packod and ship-

ped free of any extra charge. Address

WILLCOX & GIBBS, Sew ng Machine Co.

No. 124 POST STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO.

BUCHAN'S
CRESYLIC SHEP DIP CURES SCAB,

AND ALL DISEASES OK TBE BKI3.

Buchan's Carbolic Soaps; Holman's Fever and
Aguo Pad; Corks, Bottles and Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 313 to 319 Battery 8t, S. F-

The Mining & Scientific Press
Is the leading mining journal in America, and it enjoys a
large circulation among the more intelligent operators
and workers in the gold fields of the world.
As a scientific and mechanical representative of the Pa-

cific Coast it Is decidedly popular, and is a standard journal
with the most thrifty industrial people of the Pacific

States and Territories. Its authority is of the highest
order, and its usefulness in its special sphere unrivaled.
Every public library, mining engineer, metallurgist,

mining operator and intelligent mechanic and manufact-
urer will find profit by its reading.

Subscription, postage prepaid, $4 a year 'in advance.
Sample copies, post paid, teu cents.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers, S. P.
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Nurserymen.

BULBS SEEDS TREES

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
Wholesale ami retail dealers in and

GROWERS OF SEEDS,
Keep Constantly on hand a complete stock Of Vegetable

FIELD, GRASS, FLOWER & TREE SEEDS
Alio, Floweri.no Plants, Bi lbs, Fruit and

Ornamental Trees, Etc.

We rill attention of farmers and country merchants to

our unusually low prices. All seeds warranted

fresh, pure and Reliable. 43* Trade

price list furnished on application.

*„*We have just issued the most complete guide to the
Vegetable and Flower Garden overissued upon this coast.

It is Handsomely Illustrated, and contains full descrip-

tions of Vegetables, Flowers, Grasses, etc., with full in

Btructions as to their culture, mai'ed free on applica.

tion.

SEVIN VINCENT & CO.,
[P. O. Box 1023.) 607 Sansome Street, S F.

R, W. Strong. Robert Williamson

% Trees & Plants
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, AT THE CAPITAL NI R
SERIES, SACRAMENTO. A FI'I.L ASSORTMENT
OF EVERYTHING IN THE NURSERY LINE,
BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT

LOWEST MARKET RATES.

Japanese Persimmons, and an Immense Stock of Orange
and Lemon Trees, both Seedlings and Grafted of the very
best variety, cheaper than ever before offered in this
market. Also, a very large and complete assortment of

Field, Garden, Lawn and Tree Seeds, which we offer at
very low rates, both to the trade and planter in large or
small lots.

Catalogues, Price-Lists, and Printed Directions free on
cation. Address,

W. R. STRONG & CO.,
Nos. 6, 8 and IO J Street, Sacramento

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large Btock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also. Coffee, Cork Oak
Olives, Guavas, English and Black Walnuts, Magnolias,
Lonuata, Butternuts. Small Fruit*, Evergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stock ox the Diospyros Kiiki (Japanr*? Persim-
mon, J of our own growing ai»<l also, grafted ntuck imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 41S California St., San Francisco

Or JAMES SHINN, Niles, Alameda Co., Cal.

Send for Catalogue. Established U 1852.

New

BAY NURSERIES,
OAKLAND, CAL.

James Hutchison, Seeds-
man and Florist,

id Kaie Plants, Evergreen Trees, Ornamenta
Shrubs and Flowering Plants.

rom-.s. rinks. Frafcslaa «ii<i GennlMM Bpe-

rlnlly. .lapalK'M' I't'rsiiiimoii at Reduced Rates.

Blue Gums and Monterey Cypress; Hutchison's Seed-

ling Gooseberries; Bulbs, Flow er and Tree Seeds; Vegeta-

ble Seeds. Hardy Climbing Plants, Conservatory Climb-

ers, Choice Plants for Hanging Baskets and Vases. An
mmense stock of choicest kinds at greatly reduced rates.

P. S. RUSSELL'S

Semi-Tropical Nurseries,

Riverside, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

100,000 Orange, Lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates. Cata-

logue on application. P. O. Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,

San Bernardino County, Cal.

L. M. NEWSOM,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs' Hotel, East Oak-

land, Alameda County, Cal.

HAS FOR SALE KVKKY UMNO DESIRABLE H TUB

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.

A large Btock of Belgian Camellias and Azaleas,
Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Oho&M and Rare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet
Sop, Grape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana Shruh.
Also, choice Oranges, Lemons ami Raisin Graphs; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive
catalogue aud price list sent tree to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

cree of Trees,POMONA NURSERY I™,
Bent Strawberries, nine inches, Raipberries, three inches
around. Ten acres yielded $4,338. Send for price-

list free. 40 YEARS Among Small Fruits, telling wh it

aud how to plant. Sent postpaid for 20c., or free to every
pure flatter. Win. Parry, Cinnaminsoii, N. J.

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery in a good location in Tehama county.
The owner of the land has the best of soil and plenty of

water, one mile from the railroad station. He wants a
good man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raise

all kinds of ornamental and forest trees. The owner of

the land wishes to take an interest in the proposed nur-
sery and believes good sales of trees can be made. Good
men, experienced and trustworthy may address us on
this subject.

DEWEY & CO.
202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

Seedsmen.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers In

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

'.""Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
will be sent erkb to all Customers. It contains in

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. P

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early
Marblehead Mammoth I gj . pi _
Stowell's Evergreen C oWeet OOiTli
Mexican Sweet, New )

Yellow Flint Corn

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel".

Yellow Globe
\ Beet Seed.

White Sugar
)

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, ,GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street. San Francisco

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving. NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
liLl'E GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY. SWEET

VERNAL, MEZQUTTE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEmD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street, - San Francisco.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering
Bulbs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-
logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS 4; SONS, 34 Barclay Street, N. Y

CHUFA SEED FOR SALE.
EISEN BROS , 12 Stevenson St

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

OFF1CE-NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Bf.twkp.x Broadway and Wabiiinotox.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

DINING
The best

DAI APC THESE LARGE, FINK, NEWMLHOC Rooms are exceedingly popular.

RF^TAIIRAN I"
of evetyt3iin-r on the tables,n to l H U n Mil I . |„„, R , furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F.
CENTS, from five to eight p. m. Visitors to S. F. should
try the Palace

ASK YOUR GROCER OR OIL DEALER Fit*

"ELAINE
THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD Oil

Dl Aklfl Another battle on high prices, nor A MriMWUwar with monopolists renewed UnuAn
See Beatty 's latest Newspiipet for full reply sent free.
Before buying PIANO or ORGAN read my iatcst circular

ufin Lowest Prices Evkr Givkx. Address UfaaWAK jj F. Beatty, Washington. N. J IT. S A "Art

Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the fallowing varieties of Fowls:

Dark ind Light Brahmas, Bufl
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White & Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings. Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

tams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

SALE AFTER .IANI ARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Jt3TFor further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to

GEO. B BAYLEY,
P. O. Box, 059 San Francisco, Cal.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
I have many testimonials from par-

ties in every portion of California cer-

tifying to the

EGG PRODUCING
Qualities of ground raw bones, while
burnt bones pi tunded have not the same
effect, being reduced to phosphate of

lime aud animal charcoal. Raw bones
have been proved by experiment to
hasten the laying of pullets and in-

crease the laying of hens r»0 , as might
be exp'M'ted from the quantity of jelly

they conitriu. When fed regularly to fowls it keeps them
in a healthy condition, especially young chickens, and
wards off many diseases they are subject to on this Coast.
Put up In sacks and shipped C. O. I). by express or by
freight on receipt of price. 50 pound sacks, 12.60; 100 pound
Backs, S4. Carbolic powder for destroying poultry lice,

four pounds for tl. Send for circular. Address

C. P. STONE, 35 Mission Market, S. F,

THOROUGHBRED POULTRY.

116 Acres

DEVOTED TO

FANCY
POULTRY ^

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock

Largest Yards
on the Coast.

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks. Bronze Tur-

keys, Geese, Pekin Ducks, Guinea Pigs, Etc.

fSTSa/r arrival of FuxeU and E<j<J* Guaranteed TSJ

MTBamphlet on the care of fowls -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc , adapted eh'Ecially to tub
Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

Send stamp for price list. Address

M. EYRE. Napa, Cal.

LOOK 1

BURBANK & MYERS, Im-
porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,
etc. Also Eggs for batching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 anil 44 California .Market.

Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister

Streets, San Francisco. Enclose stamp for Price List.

$3

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
Par* Ho 7 on From 3 pens of 20 Hens and a
rcl IsUlCll. Cock iach; 84 of the finest White

Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of tiOO bred during the sea-

sons of 1876-77, packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send
or circular. Address,

C. P. STONE,
35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

Imperial Egg Food

S3T A Book for all That Have a Garden.-&»

FRAGARICULTURE;
—OR TUB—

Culture of the Strawberry.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON

Culture, Propagation, Management
and Marketing of Strawberries.

1878.

Illustrated with Photographs, representing
the average size of best varieties.

Especially adapted to the
Family Garden.

BY FELIX GULLET,
Nevada City, Cal.

TABLE OF CONTENTS-
Fragariculturc; Description; Varieties: Selection; The

Soil; Preparation of the Soil; Manures; Time of Setting
Strawberries; Setting out Strawberries; Culture in Rows
and Hills; Matted Row System; Mulching; Irrigation;
Care of Plants after Setting; Propagation ; Propagation by
Seed; Resetting; Ex|>osure; Annual Varieties; Biennial
Varieties; Ever-bearing, or Wood Varieties; Bush-alpine
Varieties; Staminate and Pistillate Plants; Hybridization;
Forcing Strawberries; Care to Plants Forwarded by Mail;
Duration of Strawberry Beds; Mode to Perpetuate Straw-
berry Beds; How to make Strawberries Last; Spring
Work on Strawberry Beds; How to Raise Very Large
Fruit; How to Pick and Keep Strawberries; Packing and
Shipping; Insects Injurious to Strawberries; Maladies of
the Strawberry ; The Art of Preparing Straw berries; Pre-
serving Strawberries; Medicinal Properties of Strawber-
ries; General Hints on Fragariculture; Explanation of
Photographs, and list of best varieties.

PRICE—50 CENTS A COPY.
Each photograpl' represents a group of strawberries—

three to five—and not a single one. and is six inches by
four inches.
Notb.— It is the most complete, practical, interesting

treatise on Strawberry Culture ever published in the
United States. Address

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,

202 Sansome Street. S F
P. S.—Also, for sale by A. Waldtenfel, in San Jose.

HERRMANN S STYLES IN HATS.

NOW OUT!

Prices Lower Than Ever.

—AT—

402 Kearny Street, - - Near Pine.

Branch, 910 Market Stree',

Between Stockton and Powell, San Francisco

(Tmile M»rk.) St^TZ
Will Make "Vour Elena I^u-v-,
Winter and Summer, support Fowls during moulting,
keep them constantly in fine condition, a ml incremee
their profit 100 per cent. Half of the chicks rile annually.
This makes hone and muscle earlv, and will save them.
Packages to mix with ".0 weight ordinary feed, 50 cts.j

larger for $1.00 and $i.ro. Sent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocers, Feed Stores, etc.

LOCAL ACENTS WANTED.
C. It. ALLEN & CO., Box 11XJ, Haj-tfobd, Cow*.

0. C. SWAIN & CO. Acjt's for Pacific Coast
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Franci6CO.

jfcjTTo whom all orders should be addressed.

CARBOLIC POWDER
I r the best thing in the world to kill vermiu on fowls and
chickens, sent by mail, post paid, at 25 cents per package.
Address *

' I*. STONK, Mission Market, San Francisco.

My new circular, how to double egg production and raise

(Jucki-ns without loss from disease sent free to any address.

25
EXTRA MIXED CARDS, Sn..wflake, Oriental, Etc.,

with name 10 ct. J. B. HUSTED, Nassau, N. Y.

WANTED.
By a Scotchman and Wife—A situa-
ion to take charge of a ranch. The man thoroughly

understands farming, the care of a vineyard, slock raising,

or any work appertaining to a well conducted farm. The

woman is a thorough cook and housekeeper. The best of

reference will be given. Address office of Rural Press.

A $1.00 Book for Every Reader.

THE ILLUSTRATED

National Pronouncing Dictionary

—OF THE—

ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
Orthography, and Pronunciation according to the best

English authorities, with an appendix containing abbre-

viations, foreign words, phrases, and forms of address

Two Hundred and Fiftv Exgravinos.

The design of an English Pronouncing Dictionary is to

exhibit the pronounciat ion of the language as it is cur-

rent in educated society. It must be admitted that of all

the expedients which have been devised to serve this im-
portant end, the phonetic is by far the simplest and most
effective. The orthoepies! department of this dictionary

is, therefore, phonetieal. The usual orthography of every
work is re-spelt in such a way as to show at once hew it

ought to he pronounced. By means of this mode of spell-

ing, combined with proper accentuation and syllabication,

a correct pronunciation is cxhib ted without confusing

the eye or perplexing the memory, with a long array of

orthoepic notation—an advantage of the utmost Impor-
tance in any dictionary.

The generally accepted orthography of the languaage is

maintained throughout the work, and the definitions are

sufficiently numerous for all ordinary requirements
The illustrative engraving—an entirely new feature in a

school dictionary—will greatly aid the pupil in under-

standing the given definitions.

On the whole, it is not too much to say, that this dic-

tionary meets a great requirement of the age. By reason

of the completeness of its component parts, the compact-
ness of its form, and the lowness of its price, it is sure to

command a very extensive circulation wherever the

English language is spoken
Price (post-paid,) $1. Address,

DEWEY & CO.,

Publishers and Patent Agents, S. F.

25
Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.

postpaid. GEO. I. REED & CO., Nassau. N. Y

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., care of Dewey

h Co., S. F. State condition and lowest price.

FOR SALE —A Good Type- Writer. Price, 190

For further information, address "COPYIST," this

•fflce.
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Agricultural Articles.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self Regulating. Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the towns
and fanning districts for

over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold

(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal
of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.

We are prepared to fill orders iui an sues, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

LAST AND BEST.

EASTERDAY'S SEED PLANTER,

Was Awarded the first premium at the California State

fair, 1877, as the best corn and seed planter. It has no

equal as a bean planter, having a double alternating car-

rier is thereby enabled to drop correctly with groat rapid-

ity if desired. Is easily attached to either single of gang
plows. Does not interfere in the least with the working

of the plow. Every machine warranted. Price $15.

Send for Descriptive Circular. Made and sold by,

G. H. BREWINGTON & CO.,

Watsonville, Cal.

t3T BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco and Sac-
ramento, Agents.

MATTESQN & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required
In the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given 60 that the tongue will pass over
eradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action of ; he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only $6), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a $40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 13
pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-
ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St.,S. F.

mm

THE MAGIC COIN E02
Holds over $5.00 o f Silver coin,
in " Half Dollars ,T " Quarter Dol-
lars," " Dimes," and "Nickles."
The merest movement of your
*humb pushes the desired coin into

your hand, and another ono
Immediately takes its place
as if by magic. Makes change
in half the timo with no dan-
fer of dropping any. Sample
andsomely plated with

NICKEL SILVER, sent post
paid, 50 ct s. Agents Trial

Package, containing 3 Coin
Boxes, for $ | .00. Agents
wanted everywhere. Big Fay.
Postage Stamps taken as cash.

HUTCHINSON 4. CO.
12 Union Square, 27. 7.

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharqe, „ .

* 37 String measuring from center of tar
get to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, ^actshttTlWiSl
'

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles
of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

Round barrel, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch
extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. 8.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines
blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 187S. Rifles, muskets and carbines,
model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

Francis simiitih: & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE PATENT CHANNEL IRON WHEELBARROWS,
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These Barrows are made by Superior Workmen, and of the best material.
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The Strongest Barrow Made.
All sizes kept constantly on hand.

Lap-Welded Pipe, all Sizes, from Three to Six Inches. Artesian Well Pipe. Also, Gal-

vanized Iron Boilers, from Twenty five to One Hundred Gallons.

Iron Cut, Punched, and Formed for making pipe on ground, where required. All kinds of tools supplied for
making pipe. Estimates given when required. Are prepared for coating all size of pipes with a composition of
Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

Office and Manufactory, 130 BEALE STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

In consequence of spurious imitations of

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE,
which are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Perrins

have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,

thus.

which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without which none is genuine.

4 skfor LEA & PERR/.VS' Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopper.

Wholesale andfor Export by the Proprietors, Worcester ; Crosse and Blackwell, London,

<5rY., &*c. ; and by Grocers and Oilmen throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO., San Francisco.

THE KING PATENT PORTABLE ENGINE.
Awarded the First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, San Francisco, 1877. Also, at the Pennsylvania State Fair,

held at Erie, Pcnna. , September 28th, 1877.

FOR ECONOMY, DURABIL'TY, STRENGTH AND SAFETY

IT HAS NO EQUAL.
Large numbers of them are now in use on this Coast for Irrigating, Printing, Feed Mills,

Wood Yards, Coffee and Spice Mills, Pumping, Cheese Factories, Smelting, Hoisting, Etc.

Sizes of Engines, Two, Five, Eight and Twelve
Horse-Power,

Eight and Twelve Horse-Pjwer Mounted on Wagon for Agricultural Purposes.

43-SEND FOR CIRCULAR GIVING FULL INFORMATION.

KING & WILBUR, Nos. 250 and 252 Market Street, San Francisco.

BONNEY'S PATENT
Adjustable Grain Lifter for Headers.

All farmers who wish to save grain without waste in
cutting, should examine these. They can be run at any
inclination to the ground, as seen at D in cut. Are light,

strong and durable, and can be adjusted in 15 minutes, or
removed in five when not required, by drawing bolt in
malleable shank B Set of 8 for 10-foot header, (in put-
ting on winch bore with J-inch bit for lag screws) are the
cheapest and give the best satisfaction of any in use.
Parties can save additional the cost of a set in one day's
cutting, where grain is lodged or trinkles down. Price,

$40. Also, Grain Belts, Header Sticks, etc. Manufactured
by

O. BONNEY, 221 Mission Street, S F.

GREAT ENTERPRISE!

-THE-

Sierra Flume & Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

10 Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and the
whole Coast can be supplied.

The Yellow Pin» is firm, fine grained and superior to
any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,
and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while
the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of

purposes.
Last year thirty millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial
work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost
for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at less than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large

quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Bed Bluff; Chico; San Francisco—corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

rOUR NAME
. Ten Cents.

PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for I Cf| BEST Mixed Cards, withname, in case, 13c., or 25 no
STEVENS BROS., Northford, Couu. I

»»U two alike, 10c. Outfit 10c. Dowd&Co., Bristol, Ct.

The Gem Musical Library.

A set of 21 fine collections of Bound Music, each of

which has 80 pages, full Sheet Music Size, and contains
an average of 25 songs or Pieces, all of the best and most
pleasing character The Composers are the most populor
and successful ones in the country. The following are
favorite Collections:

Fairy Fingers, by Julius Bccht, containing 26 charm-

ing and easy Waltzes, Schottishcs, Polkas, etc.

Pearl Drops, Contains 25 fine and easy piano pieces,

by Kinkel, Coote, Mack, etc. Capital for learners.

Brilliant Gems. Fine selection of piano piecoB of

easy medium difficulty, by Pacher, Allird, Kinkel and

others.

Pleasant Memories. Contains quite a variety of

piano music, of moderate difficulty, and by 14 different

composers.

Fireside Echoes. A collection of capital songs and

choruses by 10 of the best composers. Price of each

book, §1.50 boards, §2 cloth.

A most attractive song is, "111 bo watching for you at

the Window," by C. M. Pyke, 40 cents. It has a fine pic-

ture title, as has G. D. Wilson's new Polka Rondo, called

'Dancing on the Green," (60 cents,) which is gaining a
deserved popularity.

Send for Circulars witli Contonts of 21 books.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON,

50
BEST CARDS, no two alike, printed in Crimson or
Jat, 13a. CLINTON BROS., Clin'ouville, Conn.
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OSBORNE'S SELF-BINDING HARVESTERS,
OSBORNE'S

MOWERS &> REAPERS,
Factories: .Aju.tyu.r11, New York.

Pacific Coast Branch, 254 & 256 Market St,, and 8 & 10 Front St., San Francisco.

The Harvester has the Patent Combination Wheel, not Affected by HEAT or COLD.

(See Illustration and Comments in next week's Rural Press.)

SIEIE TZHZIE IsTEW

A^roiiglit Iron, One • T^lieel, ©ingle Reaper,
For HEAVY and DOWN GRAIN, and MUSTARD COUNTRY.

BYRON JACKSON'S

CELEBRATED PATENT FEEDER AND ELEVATOR FOR THRESHING MACHINES,
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And Patent Horse Fork and Patent Derrick Combined.
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The above cut Illustrates these most celebrated Labor-Saving Appliances for handling the

unthreshed grain to the thresher.

With these improvements a threshing crew is reduced to the smallest possible number, and
the labor is much lighter and cleaner than with the High Derrick Table, set close to the
Thresher.

The whole arrangement is so simple and durable that the additional machines can be no ob-
jection when compared with the great advantages gained by its use, viz:

1st. Room to spread the Feed.
2nd. Less danger from the Forks.
3d. (Jetting away from the Dust.
4th. Time saved in setting.

5th. Getting the Separator away from the stacks, saving the foreman the annoyance and
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trouble of crawling under the stacks or of going around to Bet the Separator or communicate with

the engineer.

6th The engineer can see everything connected with the machine or crew, thus saving

many accidents.

7th. The sacks can be piled on either side of the Separator.

8th. The opportunity of using a Low 1 >errick Table. (The importance of this table can-

not be over estimated. It saves time, labor and grain. No thresher will be without thera

when he comes to understand their advantages).

From 10O to 200 sacks per day more can be threshed by a common thresher when using these

improvements.
Price of Feeder and Elevator (complete) $300. Derrick, Table and Two Forks, with Ropen

and Blocks (complete), S175. For further particulars Bend for catalogue.

BYRON JAOKLSOKT, Woodland Oal
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D. M. Osborne & Co.'s Self-Binder.

The interest which has been generally awak-

ened in self-binding harvesters leads us to pre-

sent an engraving and descriptive notes of the

D. M. Osborne & Co.'s machine. This self-

binder in its present effective form is the result

of 20 years' work of inventors, and it is indeed

a triumph of inventive skill, fostered by enter-

prising manufacturers. The Osborne machine

claims the prestige of being the first self-binder

ever sold for cash, thus establishing the practical

and commercial value of the principles involved

in self-binding machinery. It is an interesting

local fact that Mr. R. D. Russell, who was the
salesman of this pioneer machine, is now on
this coast, having come hither from South
American fields to superintend the introduction

and operation of the self-binders in this western
territory. By the efforts which are being made
this year in the introduction of self-binders,

there will doubtless be

made a direct issue between
the binding and the heading /
systems of harvesting, as

also between machine and Jjljpfi

hand binding, and many
interesting problems in our

'

harvesting operations will

be worked out.

The D. M. Osborne &
Co.'s self-binder has been
constantly improved in

every way which could be
suggested by able and
shrewd experimenters. It

will be interesting to note
some of the features of the

machine as it now comes
from the manufacturers.

The following .points of

value are claimed by them:
"The elevator is double,

the grain being carried be-

tween two canvasses which
run together, and handle it

very carefully, without any
violent motions, so that no
grain is wasted. The hight
of cut can be varied from
a very close stubble to one
of 20 inches. The tilting

lever is very convenient,

and by it, the machine can
be easily tilted up or down
by the driver, while it is in

motion. The reel is very
easily raised or lowered
without stopping. The
whole binding apparatus is

instantly movable forward
or backward, to suit the

length of the straw that is

to be bound. The size of

the sheaves is regulated by a foot lever easily

operated by the driver. The sheaves will dry
better, will stack better, will not come apart,

and will thresh better, than when bound
by hand. Each machine is fitted with double
whiflletrees, and with three-horse eveners, so

that two or three horses can be used as desired.

The machine is furnished with a patent combina-
tion wheel, which is not affected by cold or heat,

drouth or moisture.
" With no change by the driver it will make

a bundle of from one inch to two feet in thick-

ness. It will be seen that we use but one wire,

from but one spool, and require but one set of

twisting and cutting machinery, thus reducing
to the lowest point, the liability of breaking,
wearing or getting out of order. With each
machine is sent a pair of band-cutters of novel
design, with which the bands may be cut at the
threshing machine ; they are made to cut, and
hold the band by one end, enabling the operator

to keep the wire all together, and throw it by
the handful into a box or barrel conveniently
below him ; such a system has always had its

friends, but our own experience has been, that
t is most profitable not to cut the bands at all ;

he threshing is just as well done, the bands
"1 pass through the machine in one piece, cat-

e will not eat them, and no wire has ever yet
ched a flouring mill."

This claim of the adTantage of letting the

wire take its own course in the separator is

somewhat startling and novel. We have seen
a number of letters from threshers in Utah,
approving the claim and stating that the cyl-

inder snaps the wire without trouble and it

goes out of the machine with the straw in a
whole piece. One man who had 3,000 sacks of

grain declares that there was no wire found in

it. The cost of the binding wire is 20c. to 35c.

per acre. It is a valuable point in working, as

was shown us, that if the wire should break in

binding, the needle rethreads itself without the
driver stopping.

An interesting point in approval of D. W.
Osborne & Co.'s machine is the success attained

in a competitive trial, January 24, 1878, in New
Zealand. A committee came to this city and in-

vited the competing self-binders to a public
trial in that country. It came otf at Christ
Church, Canterbury, New Zealand. The local

paper gives the following as the result: "The
judges announced their decision, giving the
prize to the Osborne machine. In stating the
award at which they had arrived, the judges

Castor Beans Growing Wild.

Editors Press: - Will you please inform ine as to the
variety of the castor beans which you find inclosed and
also as to the price paid per pound at the Pacific Oil and
Lead Works. I picked them from a tree which was grow-
ing without any cultivation and at least four or five years
of age. As they are of a kind which seems to thrive a

great portion of the season and has many ripe beans on
the branches at the present time, I do not suppose they
would grow where there was any severe frosts. They
contain, as you can see by pressing one, much rich oil.

—Daniel Wnimmn, Carpinteria, Cal.

The beans which our querist sends are cer-

tainly full of oil. Doubtless the postmaster
discovered this fact when he dropped his gentle

stamp on the letter. These are somewhat
darker in color than the bean which is most
approved by our oil makers. The beans have
also a more striking resemblance to a good fat

beetle, as the head projection is m ire promi
nently developed than in the ligh er beans.

One of them on the table before us goes far to

justify the old Roman conceit of resenblance to

an insect, whence comes the botanic d name o!

the plant Racinus.

D M OSBORNE & CO.'S SELF-BINDING HARVESTER.

said that it was made principally on the ground I Mr. Kittle, of the Pacific Oil and Lead Works
of simplicity of construction, lightness of

draft and width of cut. Another advantage
in the Osborne undoubtedly is the fact that the
sheaves are dropped gently to the ground, upon
their butt ends, a matter which would be of

considerable importance in over-ripe crops."

D. M. Osborne & Co. are prepared for

a vigorous campaign on this coast. The central

agency for all the country west of Wyoming
Territory, is located at 254 and 25G Market
street, in this city, and is in charge of M. Ayers,

who has had a life-long experience with the

machines made by the company. The agency
is intended to be a permanent institution, has a

large number of men employed and all the inter-

ests of the company on this coast centered in it.

They have connections, through local agents,

all over the territory they cover. In Portland
there i3 a special branch with Newberry, Chap-
man & Co., well supplied with all extras suffi-

cient to put up a car-load of machinery if needed
in addition to those already set up.

The Convention to revise the Constitu-

tion of California will assemble on the 28th

day of September and remain in session as long

as the members find it necessary. The election

of delegates takes place in June, and there is a

talk of trying to make it non-partisan in char-

acter, as it should be.

tells us that beans like the sample are worth three

and a quarter cents per pound, delivered in this

city. He says they are not as good as the

lighter colored cultivated beans, which, for the

best samples, are worth three and a half cents

per pound. The price for castor beans now
ranges from three to three and a half cents per

pound.
The fact that the castor bean plant develops

into tree form of perennial growth has been
noted in all warm countries where it has been
grown. This habit of growth is also true of

many other plants. Like them the castor plant

is an annual in colder climates, but is perennial

where there are no meteorological conditions to

stop its progress. It has been known to grow
30 feet in hight.

Prairie Wheat Crops.—The Chicago Times
publishes dispatches from nearly 200 points in

Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska,

Dakota, Kansas and Missouri concerning the

whole of the Western Spring wheat region,

which show, when summarized, that the aver-

age is nearly 50% greater than last year ; that

the condition and prospects are better than at

anytime since 1860 ; that the season's work
and condition are from three to six weeks ahead

of the usual time, and that there is an average

of 15% to 20% of the old crop on hand.

Protection of Water on Public Lands.

Senator Booth has introduced a bill in the

Senate, by the provisions of which we may hope

the practice so long tolerated on this coast

whereby adventurers and idlers have been able

to secure possession of valuable water proper-

ties, and hold them for mere speculative pur-

poses, will be prevented. By the terms of this

bill the fresh waters of all rivers and streams

with a flow of more than 50,000 gallons per

day, and of all lakes and ponds of more than

one acre in area, upon the public lands of the

United States, are reserved, granted and dedi-

cated to and for the free and common use of the
inhabitants of the State or Territory where the
same are situated, for drinking, washing, and
the ordinary purposes of sustaining life, and the
remainder, after said purposes are reserved, for

irrigation and manufacturing, in their respective

order; and no private property or ownership
founded upon grant, custom
or otherwise, shall ever be
created or allowed in such
water, to supersede or pre-

vail against said common
right of its inhabitants;

subject, however, to such
reasonable regulations as a
State or. Territory shall

make to protect the first

appropriation of water to a
useful or beneficial purpose,
so long as the san e is act-

ually continued, against

any subsequent appropria-

tion.

Hereafter all surveys of

public lands, and all grants

of the same, to promote use
or ownership, shall be made
to conform to and provide

for the reservations and
dedication made in this act;

and all patents shall be
made subject thereto by ex-

press terms.

Against the provisions of

this bill, it seems to us, no
just exceptions can be
taken. The manner in

which private persons have
been suffered to appropriate

this part of the comnu n
heritage of the people and
to hold the same as a per-

petual franchise, not pay-

ing a cent therefor and
sometimes not even con-

vening the franchises so

obtained to actual use, but
holding them as articles of

traffic, has been alike un-
just, impolitic and al surd.

Where these water rights have been acquired-

in accordance with statutory and local regula-

tions and afterwards turned to practical ac-

* omit, whether for mining, manufacturing or

agricultural purposes, no one will seek to un-

justly interfere with them, as indeed they

cannot, according to the provisions of this bill,

which will render this class of franchises even

more secure than before.

Swine and Field Mice.—A Posen farmer,

writing to the Ldndwirlh, insists upon the great

value of swine as exterminators of field mice

and other vermin. He believes that the terri-

ble plagues of mice now so prevalent in many
parts of Germany are in great measure due to

the present system of keeping swine penned up,

instead of allowing them the range of the fields

as was formerly the custom. He states that a

careful observer may often detect pigs in the

act of snapping up and devouring a good-sized

mouse, besides which they have an extraordin-

ary keen scent for the nests, grubbing them up
most artistically in search of the young mice,

which they eagerly devour in situ. In fields

that have been cropped with lupines or oats the

swine, when turned in, invariably select the

spots where the ricks have stood to grub in,

not, as might be thought, in search of stray

grain that may lie there, but because these par-

ticular places are swarming with mice nests.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents.—Eds.

English Agricultural Prospects.

Editors Press:—Thinking the readers of the

Rural Press would like to know how we are

getting on in England, I send you a few notes.

The recent bad seasons make us very anxious

that this one shall be a good one, for if it is not,

God only knows what will become of many of

our farmers. Three bad years in succession is

no joke, and farmers cannot stand losing their

capital to the extent of their rent, and even

more each year, for many years in succession.

And this has been the case for the last three

years.

Happily, as yet, this season is full of prom-
ise. There is not a farmer now who has any
arrears of work to pick up, and the mildness of

the weather has brought everything forward.

Grass is very forward, and roots, which every

one thought would be insufficient, are not

nearly consumed. Wheat and other cereals are

coming on nicely, and it is to be hoped that the

Eromise which is usually supposed to be given

y a dry seed bed, will be fulfilled. Farmers'

prospects are, in a word, very bright just now.
A subject, just now engrossing a deal of atten-

tion here, is a bill which the government has in-

troduced into Parliament, and which has for its

object the suppression of foreign contagious

cattle diseases. English agriculture has for

many years been suffering severely from those

diseases which have been brought here by for-

eign cattle. I mean, of course, foot and mouth
disease, pleuro-pneumonia and rinderpest: and
the suffering of late has become so unbearable
that they have insisted in their clubs and cham-
bers of agriculture, and societies, that the gov-

ernment shall and must assist them to remove so

grievous an incubus on one of our greatest inter-

ests. Each year, damage to home stock, having
five times the value of the whole foreign stock im-

ported, has had to be borne from the ravages of

the first named and mildest of those diseases. The
government bill, which consists of 83 clauses and
a number of schedules, may be briefly stated to

enact, ( 1 ) that all foreign fat stock shall be
slaughtered at the port of debarkation: ( 2 ) that

all milch cows shall be subject to a quarantine of

14 days before they shall be allowed to go into the
interior ; and ( 3 ) that the internal cattle traffic

of the United Kingdomshall be under the direc-

tion of the Privy Council, whose orders shall

have the same effect as an act of Parliament.
It is to be hoped that the bill will pass, for with
some amendments which it is to be hoped it

will receive in the House of Commons, it seems
likely to effect the object for which it is in-

tended.
Draft Horses

A very interesting lecture on cart horses was
last Monday delivered at the London Farmers'
Club, by Mr. F. Street—a Somersetshire farmer.

In the discussion some capital speeches were
made. Mr. Finlay Dun—than whom we have
no better authority—said that in the cart horses
sent to London "there was a difference of some-
thing like from 25% to 40% in value, according
to whether they could step or not. What
seemed to be wanted was that greater attention
should b6 paid to constitution and action. " This
is quite true. Too often, it is feared, farmers
leave to Providence that which they are well
able to do themselves, with a little care and
attention, and when their pocket tells them
that they have met with failure, Providence
gets the blame when it should be their own im-
providence. Mr. Dun urged that not only was
a stud-book verymuch wanted—a list of the most
valuable and best constitutional horses through-
out the empire ought to be duly made and pre-
served—but also the formation of associations
for the hire of the best possible horses through-
out the country. It was a wonderful and most
satisfactory sight to anybody fond of horses to
see collected at Glasgow, during the show week,
upwards of 200 splendid draft stallions exhib-
ited there before the representatives of about 40
different county associations, which sent their
best and most practical judges with instructions
and prizes so as to iuduce the best bred and best
constitutioned and most symmetrical of the
horses to go into the various districts through-
out the country. These prices varied from £50
to £100; and it was also insisted upon the num-
ber of mares should be both guaranteed and re-
stricted; and not merely two gs. each, but
frequently four gs. per mare was given in the
best breeding districts in the north of England
and Scotland. Messrs. Pickford & Co., who
employ about 2,000 horses, and who at present
work 1,000 in London alone, began 20 years ago
to send their commissioners to Carlisle, and
then farther north, for the purpose of getting
horses; and so well have those horses - though
not filling the eye so thoroughly as the Shire
horses—answered the purpose, that now in
Messrs. L'ickford's establishment there was not
probably more than about 10% of the English
bred aunnals, the north-country horses having
almost entirely superseded them. Messrs. Pick-
ford had not only shown good judgment in the
selection of useful horses, but they had also led
the way in another interesting department, viz,
in regard to their management and feeding. In
their large establishment would be found a more
thorough and systematic care bestowed upon
the horses than obtained in the farmer's stable,

or in those of the smaller horse-owner. Almost
every horse in their large establishment was
very soon taught to eats its food nearly all

cut up or bruised, and reduced to a chaff.

The result of this meeting was that a society

was formed for the encouragement of the breed-
ing of cart horses, which I hope will meet with
the success it deserves. Certainly the subject

deserves much greater attention than it has
hitherto received.

My friend, Prof. Sheldon, with this sends an
article on cheese making, with nearly every
word of which I agree. The revolution which has
been and is now going on in the matter of cheese

making in this country is very startling. Local

"makes " (and under that name I include single

and double Gloucesters, Derby and Leicester,

Dunlop, Wittshire and such like) are fast being
driven into narrower market areas. In the

London market they are fast disappearing.

The people have acquired a taste for clean and
mellow-flavored Cheddars, uncolored and with a

clear skin, and a greater trade is done in these

than in any others. They are made now in all

parts of England and in Scotland. In Cheshire,

a few weeks ago, I was told that one or two
farmers had adopted the Cheddar system and
found it paid them better than the Cheshire
system of make. In fact, the market for

Cheshire cheese is unfortunately getting nar-

rower and narrower. It is a " make " some-
what similar in character to American cheese,

and, except for very best qualities, the Ameri-
can gets the preference. I was, a week or two
ago, over some warehouses in London, and the

merchant told me that he had, last season, made
a mistake, that lie would take care that it

should not occur again. He had bought up his

usual quantity of Cheshire cheese, and found
that he couldn't sell it. Prices were rather

high, and, as a result, the Cheshire cheese
could hardly obtain buyers, and so I found the
warehouses full of unsold cheese of that make,
w hile a more than usually good trade had been
done in American. My own opinion is that the

salvation of Cheshire dairy farmers will come
from milk selling for the supply of towns, i. e.,

except where cheese of the very finest quality

is made, and the blank will be filled by Ameri-
can and Canadian. Henry F. Moore.
No. 37 Waterford road, Fulham, London,

S. W., England.

Inexhaustible Soil.

Editors Press:—I will try to answer Mr.

Kauntze's question regarding the "inexhausti-

ble soil.'' First of all, let me. demur to his

statement that "what these ingredients (»'. e.,

the ingredients that determine fertility) are,

really we do not profess to know. " So far as 1

know, no doubt regarding these ingredients

exists, or has existed for 30 years past. They

are those out of which are compounded the com-

mercial fertilizers, in the manufacture and pur-

chase of which untold millions are annually

invested. The practically proved fact that these

substances maintain or restore fertility, and

that they are again contained in the products

which we take from the fields, sets at rest, it

seems to me, all doubt on this question.
It is true that the mere presence of these in-

gredients, in an available form, well known to

be indispensable, is nevertheless not all that is

needed. The physical conditions of proper yet
not excessive moisture, heat and perviousuess
must also be fulfilled, in order that the plant
food may be available for vegetation. It is in

regard to these conditions of availability that
our knowledge is not yet as definite as it is in

respect to the mere nature of the ingredients; and
the same is true as regards the specific influences

of such conditions upon the development of the
several cultivated plants.

Put when a soil has borne good crops of cer-

tain kinds for a number of years, and then
ceases to bear them while still undergoing the
same treatment, and subject to the same natural
conditions, there cannot ordinarily be any ques-
tion that the failure is due to the withdrawal of

plant food from the soil, and that a replacement
of these ingredients is called for as the first

condition of the restoration of fertility. This is

the teaching of the experience of 3,000 years,

quite independently of "the reason why," as
developed by the progress of science. Con-
versely, when in one out of ten thousand cases
we find a soil which continues to bear crops in-

definitely without returns being made by its

cultivators, the first and reasonable supposition
must be that, through some exceptional natural
cause, the, replacement of ingredients take* place
without the intervention of man.
In all cases that have been fully investigated

so far, such an outside natural source of supply
has been found. That of the "bottom lands'' of

the Nile is the flooding from the rivers travers-
ing and washing away the fertile uplands of

Abyssinia. Similar cases, on a smaller scale,

are abundant; and, as regards California, the
testimony of many in the flooded district would
seem to show that if the sediment of the Sacra-
mento were allowed to cover the valley every
six or eight years, we need seek no farther for
the inexhaustible soil. It is true that here we
get a new soil with every flood.

Then there are cases in which waters natu-
rally hold, in solution, large amounts of plant
food, and therefore continually supply the latter
to the soils which they permeate. This has, in
fact, given rise to the broad statement that irri-

gation will, by itself alone, maintain fertility.

It will do so in certain cases, and some such
seem to obtain in California. If your corre-

spondent will refer to my late report, he will find

on page 50 a case in point, in the water running
from a mine in El Dorado county. But there are
more striking examples found among the "alkali

soils" of the State. On pages 45 to 47 of the
document referred to will be found analyses of

the alkali from some of these soils occurring in

the southern part of the State, in which potas-
sium Baits form a prominent ingredient. These

|

soils, in all probability, will never need potash
manures, even if they should be reclaimed by 1

under-drainage—they certainly will not if re-

claimed with gypsum only. Since then, soils

have come to hand whose alkali contains both
of the other chief manurial substances, viz:

|

phosphoric acid and nitrogen, the latter in the
shape of potash nitrate. As it is likely that

j

these substances will always be supplied in suf-

ficient quantities by the soil water, I shall not ,

be surprised if the Utopian "soil that never
'

gives out" should be found among the reclaimed
j

alkali lands of California.

Whether or not the everlasting wheat soils of I

the Andes, mentioned by Boussingault, owe
their perpetual fertility to similar causes, we
are not informed, as no! special observations
have been made. There is one other possible

cause that has been occasionally noted, in the
case of soils formed out of every decomposable
volcanic rocks, whose continued weathering
makes up for all the drafts made upon the sou
by cropping.

As to the assertion that "maize may likewise
be produced continually upon the same soil

without inconvenience," American farmers have
unfortunately a very different story to tell.

Ask the "prairie farmers" of Illinois where are

the 80 bushels per acre that they used to make
when their land was fresh? It is true that maize
is not to be accounted a very exhaustive crop,

when all but the ears is returned to the soil,

and that it can usually be grown without rota-

tion better than most crops. But apart from
the Peruvian experience (which probably re-

lates to certain volcanic soils), more than that
can hardly be said of it.

But there are some crops whose nature hap-
pens to be such that what they withdraw from
the soil becomes imperceptible in land naturally
strong, whose available plant food receives con-
siderable annual accessions through the natural
action of the atmosphere, in farther decomposing
(fallowing) the soil. One such crop is cotton;
which, when all but the lint is returned to the
field, can 1ft raised on one and the same soil al-

most indefinitely. The simple reason is, that
in the lint, only an insignificant amount of soil

ingredients is carriel off, viz, about 1% of

what the whole plant removes; and in strong
soil that .-in ill amount is annually made good
by the natural fallow. Such a soil may there-
fore be considered inexhaustible so far as cot-

ton is concerned, provided the stalks and seeds
be given back; but it would not be so for flax or

grain, unless these crops were bodily plowed in

whole instead of being harvested. In other
words, the "residues" of some crops contain
the greater part of the entire amount absorbed
from the soil during growth; while the stubble
of grain, the vines of potatoes, etc., restored

but a small percentage of that sum total.

When a fresh soil is taken into cultivation, it

contains the accumulated riches of centuries in

available plant food. There is nothing surpris-

ing in a 16 years' unchanged crop of 50 bushels
of wheat, in fact I think California could "see"
that and "go better" in a good many districts.

But 16 years is a very short time to base agri-

cultural experience on, in such a matter as soil

exhaustion; and if Mr. K. were to visit these
same Western wheat fields to-day, he would
hear of 12, 10 and 8 bushels more frequently
than even of 20. The truth is that a great
many of these broad statements regarding con-

tinuous fertility, that have passed current in

books on agriculture, will not bear investiga-

tion on the spot. Louisiana with her three feet

of black alluvial soil, hasfound out to her cost

that sugar-cane can not be planted continuously
on the same laud; and the culture of indigo in

the Gulf States was well-known to be "very
hard on" the soil, before it was abandoned for

cotton.

With the rare exceptions mentioned, the vast

majority of mankind will always find it neces-

sary to provide against soil-exhaustion by
rational methods of culture and returns to the
80il. E. W. HlLGARD.

University of Cal., March 20th, 1878.

Nature's Levee.

Editors Press:—Many of the moitimportan,

inventions of our day owe their origin to an

observance of the methods by which nature

accomplishes her objects. The best mechanical

appliances are indebted mainly or wholly to

anatomy, as are doubtless many valuable chem-

ical compounds to physiology; and, indeed, if

we were to rely more than we do upon nature

for instruction in our difficulties, we would often

fare far better than by depending on our own
contrivances. She never fails to effect her ends

and her methods put to shame our wisdom.
These thoughts were suggested to me by

reading the difficulties that our capitalists and
bottom-land owners have yearly to encounter in

preventing the destruction of their crops and
property by river overflows. But what an easy

and comparatively inexpensive method she has

for confining her streams to their proper chan-
nels. She scatters her willow seeds (when she
can) along the banks, and in two or three years
she has an impregnable barrier against ail in-

roads of the river gods. This prolific shrub,
fed by the very water that it restrains, throws
out its roots deep and wide, till they form a
fibrous wall, subject to no such accidents from
either animals or flood as befall man's earth-
works.

All that has to be done is to plant cuttings
when the water is low, the banks sloped off or
otherwise prepared to receive them, and keep
them watered if necessary till the winter rains
come and insure life. Let this levee be tried on
a small scale and the truth of what I say
will demonstrate itself. After a firm root foun-
dation, or rather cement, is established, any
sort of levee can be constructed with an ad-
vantage as to security of base not otherwise
attainable; but I incline to think that an exten-
sion upward of the willow levee, forming two
stories, aB it were, from two separate growths,
wiU be found the best.

J. H. Floto, M. D.
San Francisco.

Tulare County.

Editors Press:—There is very fine grain

land in Tulare county, and the day is fast

approaching when Tulare will produce as mnch
wheat as any county in the State. On the 10th

inst. , I accepted an invitation from Mr. E.

Jacobs, to ride out to one of his ranches. The
ride was not only delightful, but the opportunity

to see the country and learn of its character and

value, was rare indeed. The ranch which we
visited contains 3,000 acres of level land, is

situated about eight miles from the timber belt,

in the center of a beautiful prairie, and is 17

miles southeast from Visalia. Mr. Jacobs is

very proud of this farm, but delights most 111

admiring his field of grain, 1,200 acres, in one
body. This, I must say, is the finest sight I

ever beheld. The wheat is all headed out and
stands almost as even as though it were made
by machinery. I walked into the field and was
surprised to find that the tops of the heads were
even with my eyes, and, on measuring them,
they were over five feet nine inches high. This
wheat was planted with a drill, about 60 pounds
of seed being equally distributed over each
acre. When this field is harvested, I shall take
pains to obtain the exact yield per acre for pub-
lication.

On our way back to Visalia, about five miles
from town, 1 was shown an ancient oak tree,

which is said to be the largest in the State. I

measured the distance around it, four feet above
the ground, and found it was a trifle over 30
feet.

This mighty chief, with verdant leaf.

Now hails returning spring;

Good axman spare, don't ever dare
To harm that forest king.

Long has it stood to grace this wood,
A lovely, sunny spot;

Long may it stand, this monarch grand,
Brave axman, " harm it not"

This sentry hold, through heat and cold,

Has weathered many a storm;
T would be a sin to cut a limb
Or do this giant harm

H. W. Rici.

Haywards, Cal.

" When to Do Certain Work."

Editors Press:—"I will give any man $20

who will tell me when to cut willows and alders

so that they will never sprout up again. " This

was the remark of one who gets the PACino

IU'ral Press regularly.

He had probably read a score of times of the

neglect of exactness in making observations.

We learn but little from our many experiments,

because we make no careful record of the nice

points upon which the result often depends.
This same man is an instance in point. He

said that he had cut willows and alders which
"never sent up a sprout thereafter," and that

"the roots were out of the way in a few months."
At other times they sprouted so vigorously that

in two or three years they were as large as

before. Some pine stumps decay quickly and

can be easily picked out of the ground, while

others remain for a greater length of time as a

nuisance.

Now, I am no farmer, "no foot of land do I

possess," but I think that if I were troubled by

pine stumps and sprouting willows and alders,

I would find out the best time to cut them,

even if I had to cut and number one of each,

every week in the year, yea, in two or three

years. Jkigh Arru.
Auburn, CaL

Agricultural Implement Exhibit at Ham-
burg.—An international market of agricultural

machinery and implements will be held at Ham-
burg this summer, commencing on the 13th and

closing on the 17th of June. This promises to

be a large and useful exhibit, and affords a good

opportunity to show our agricultural imple-

ments in competition with those of England,

France and Germany. Applications for space

can be made up to the 20th of April, and full

end careful preparations are being made to ren-

der the exhibition attractive and profitable.

1
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The Corbet Method of Hatching and

Raising Chickens.

Editors Press:—I write to ask you if you know any
thing in regard to Prof. Corbet's new method and appara-

tus for hatching and raising poultry by the use of horse
manure. We think favorably of the process, but still if

the Press could indorse what is claimed for the process

or at least say something favorabje for it, we would be
much better satisfied. If the Phess will tell us through

Its columns, what it can about "Corbet's method," it will

greatly oblige many of its readers.—C, Millville, Shasta

Co., Cal.

We said nothing of " Prof. Corbet " because

we were advised against his claims by those

whose opinion we respect. As the above in-

quiry calls for information, we asked an an-

swer from one who has been experimenting in

the nse of the material advocated by Corbet.

It reads as follows :

Editors Press:—As regards Prof. Corbet's

new method or apparatus, I can give no opinion

as to their merits, not having seen or used

either, and know nothing of him more than

that he uses horse manure in the process of

hatching ; and as that article was so used sev-

eral generations ago, it. can hardly be called a

new process, although his apparatus may be.

As to the feasibility or economy of using horse

manure for incubating purposes, I can only give

you my opinion as based upon my own experi-

ence. Having some idle time last year by rea-

son of the drouth, I made some experiments.

I made a coop about four feet high, and two
feet wide, out of lathes, with shelves, and a slide

on top to regulate the temperature. I put in 60

eggs and a thermometer, and enclosed it with

manure. I had heat enough but the moisture

condensed and dripped upon the eggs and
rotted the whole lot.

I next put a square spout on top, and covered

the top of the coop with manure, which over-

came the trouble from condensation. The
second lot of eggs gave me 37 chicks, and an-

other lot 32, all of which I raised. A setting

from a neighbor's that had been deserted by the

hen, were put in and hatched well.

This established the fact that chickens could

be so hatched, and the question of economy
only remains. I found the heat very hard to

control—likely at any time to go up to 140'

without any warning or provocation, and as

likely to fall to 60°. This is the only difficulty

with this style of incubator. There may be a

scientific method to keep the heat regular, but

I didn't work it out. To make a success of it

the heat must be watched as closely as a steam
engine, watch on and watch off. I gave it no
attention during the night. Where this is done

I see no reason why success cannot be assured.

If Prof. Corbet has a secret method by which
it need not be so closely guarded, that were
worth something—otherwise I can see nothing

more for his apparatus than any old box or bar-

rel which your correspondent could fix up. To
sum up, if I were inclined to use horse manure
for hatching, as a business, I would avail my-
self of Prof. Corbet's knowledge and experi-

ence, if not too costly, for, of one thing 1 am
assured, and that is that the best results of

poultry raising cannot be attained until a suc-

cessful incubator is introduced.

Geo. W. T. Carter.
Point of Timber, Cal., April 5th.

The Garden in April.

Editors Press:—Our garden was begun la't

fall, and so due allowances must be made; still

I think that we make a good showing, although,

of course, the winter has been favorable. The

crocuses are all done blooming, and their place

will soon be taken by bedding plants. The an-

emones are in their prime. The bed is about

four by ten feet, and the colors range from dark

purple through scarlet, crimson, pure white and

striped, both double and single. The double

remain in perfection the longest, but the single

are much the prettiest.

The ranunculuses are also in full beauty.

They are all of the Turkish or turban varieties,

very compact and thrifty. The (lowers are

perfect rosettes, and as large as pompone dahl-

ias. The Persian varieties are much harder to

succeed with. The colors of both sections range
from white to dark purple. Both the anemone
and the ranunculus are perfectly at home in our
climate, so far as my experience goes, and will,

at small expense, furnish cut liowers for several

months.
The pansy beds have been, for some weeks,

the admired of all visitors. My seed, sown in

the fall, was of three strains, Vick's, Hender-
son's and that of my own saving. I took great

care in selecting this last, and the results have
been very satisfactory. California-grown pansy
seed, I am convinced, can be had equal to the best

German or English Prize. In all, from my three
lots of seed, we have about 100 plants now
blooming, and possibly 1,000 coining on at dif-

ferent periods. So the pansies are a marked
feature of the garden.

Our lilies are nearly ready to bud. The kinds

THE PACIFIC
are L. auratum, or Japan gold-banded lily ; L.
speciosum album ; L. speciosum rubium ; L.
Nigra,; L. pardalium; L. Uumboldti; L. Wash-
ingtonum ; also a large mixed lot from Shasta
county, which must bloom before they can be
named. Lilies need deep planting, a mulch
around the roots in summer and a little shade
when ready to bloom or they will lose their

buds. L. Washingtonum will not bear much
moisture. ^
The annuals at present in bloom are Schizan-

thus, in variety, Mimulus hybridus, Nemo-
philas, Anagalis, Campanula carjMtica, Silene,-

Saponaria, petunias, stocks, nasturtiums, sweet
peas, etc. Among the the biennials and per-

ennials, started elsewhere last year, may be
prominently noticed the Sweet'William, Canter-
bury bells, lily of the valley, double wallflowers

Astilbe Japonica, carnations, heliotropes,

fuchsias, pelargoniums, and verbenas, all be-

ginning their display.

The shrubs, in their own department, are

flourishing, snowballs, dentzias, syringas; and,

above all, the well-known roses, Jules Margot-
tin, White daily, Saffrano, Gen. Jacquiminot,
Agrippina, Bon Sileve, Cloth of Gold, and
Laby Banksia, are beginning to overflow with
bloom.
One of our discoveries of this spring has been

that the AJcebia quinata is the most delightful

of vines for general purposes of use and orna-

ment. It is a rapid grower; it has bright
palmate evergreen leaves; the abundant flowers

are quaint, handsome and fragrant; the fruit,

whereof is only heresay, is said to be edible

—

are these not graces enough?
Possibly our brightest bed at present is one

filled with Cbmerarias. The location being
warm and sheltered, these greenhouse plants

have done well, and the experiment is a pro-

nounced success. The blaze of color which
the immense trusses of cinneraria give, are un-
surpassed by any other flower, and I hope your
readers in the southern half of our State will

try the experiment, and report progress. Sow
the seed in the fall; keep under glass in steady
growth until they run up to bloom. Then try

them out-of-doors. Watch for the green fly,

for cinneraria is a favorite diet of theirs. Smoke
them with tobacco stems if the fly begins oper-

ations.

We have some more experiments under way
relative to tea, coffee, etc., but it is too early

for a report. Chas. H. Shinn.
Niles, Cal.

Speed Programme for the California

Agricultural Society.

At a meeting of the Directors of the State

Agricultural Society, the following programme

was adopted:

No. 1. Trotting—2: 26 class. Purse, 11,500!
first horse, §900; second horse, $550; third

horse, $150.

No. 2. Same day — Trotting— 2:40 class.

Purse, $1,000; first horse, .$600; second horse,

$300; third horse, $100.

No. 3. Punning— Mile heats for untried
three-year-olds; $100 entrance; $50 forfeit;

$350 added; second horse saves entrance money.
No. 4. Same day—Punning—Mile dash for

two-year olds; $50 entrance; $25 forfeit; $250
added; second horse saves entrance money.
No. 5. Same day—Running—Mile heats free

for all; purse, $1,200; first horse, $720; second
horse, $360; third horse, $120.

No. 6. Trotting—2: 23 class. Purse, $1,500;

first horse, $900; second horse, $450; \ third

horse, $150.

No. 7. Same day—Trotting—Free for all

four-year-olds and under; purse, $000; first

horse, $360; second horse, $180; third horse,

$60.

No. 8. Running— Mile heats free for all

three-year-olds; $100 entrance, $50 forfeit; $350
added; second horse saves entrance money.

No. 9. Same day—Rnuning—Two-mile heats

free for all; purse, $1,200; first horse, $720;
second horse, $360; third horse, $120.

No. 10. Same day—Trotting—For three-

year olds and under; purse, $600; first horse,

$360; second horse, $180; A. Rose, barred.

No. 11. Trotting—2:30class; purse, $1,500;

first horse, $900; second horse, $450; third

horse, $150.

No. 12. Same day— Trotting—Free for all;

purse, $1,500; first horse, $900; second horse,

$450; third horse, $150.

No. 13. Running—Two-mile heats, free for

all three-year olds; $200 entrance; $100 forfeit;

$500 added; second horse saves entrance money.
No. 14. Same day—Running—Free handi-

cap, mile heats; purse, $400; $50 entrance; $25,

if declared, added.
Entries to close September 1st; declarations,

September 14th.

Piece of nlate valued at $250 to any horse

who beats the record in his class.

Entries to all stakes will close on Saturday,

June 1st.

Entries to all purses will close Thursday,
August 1st. Five to enter and three to start in

all races for purses.

National Trotting Association rules to govern
trotting races.

Pacific coast rules to govern running races,

except as above.
Each day's races will commence promptly at

1 o'clock, P. M.
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Sonoma Vineyard Jottings.

Editors Press:—Since my last we have had

several weeks of charming weather, and it

seems like a blessed boon to us after such along

siege of "storm and flood." The 'roads have
dried up amazingly within the past few days,
and one can now take a drive either for profit

or pleasure without being all bespattered with
that liquid compound called "mud." The
vineyards and orchards have all been pruned,
and most of them plowed and cultivated. The
abundant crops of grapes and the low prices

they brought the last two or three seasons,

have rather discouraged their cultivation in

this section, consequently very few new vine-
yards are being planted.

My neighbor, Dr. Tomtom, is putting out a

few acres of cuttings, mostly of the foreign va-
rieties, such as Muscat, Malaga, Black Ham-
burg, etc. He says they pay much better than
the common kinds, selling for $25 and $30 per
ton when the others only bring $8 and $10,
and even less than that. The Doctor is a
thorough going man and believes in doing a

thing in the very best possible manner, be it

ever so little. His motto is: "A little well done
is better than a great deal poorly done." And
with him it is not merely a motto, but an ap-

plied principle in everything he does. In pre-

paring his ground for vineyard, he runs two
double plows in the same furrow and a narrow
subsoiler behind these, and by this means he
works the ground to a depth of 12 or 14 inches,

and this not only in the rows where the vines

are planted, but over the whole vineyard. A
gentleman was talking with him the other day
about planting vines and trees, and asked him
how lanje he dug the holes. The Doctor re-

plied: "As large as the field." That is,

he worked the ground all over to a uniform
depth, and not in little spots where the roots

were to be planted. He puts four healthy cut-

tings in each of the hills, which are 10 feet

apart every way, and when the vines are well

started, takes out all but one in each hill. This
method involves greater outlay in the begin-

ning, but pays in the end by getting thrifty

and well -rooted plants the first year, and good
crops at least one year earlier than by the old

method of scratching the ground four or five

inches deep, making a hole for the cuttings

with a crowbar, and then leaving them to take
care of themselves for the first two or three

years. Can it be wondered at, if, by this latter

plan some of the cuttings, after putting out
leaves, die outright; others dwindle along

through a feeble and stunted existence for a
year or two and finally give up the ghost in

disgust; and those that have enough constitu-

tional vitality to stand such rough treatment

come into bearing much later and never do
attain to the vigor and productiveness of vines

that are set out under proper conditions and
well cared for afterwards.

I have another neighbor whom I will call

"Dick Slasher," because he is always slashing

and splurging around, scattering his fire over a
large extent of territory, but never accomplish-

ing anything, for the simple reason that he
never does anything in an honest and thorough
manner. He set out ten acres of vineyard, and
three of choice fruit trees two years ago, and
has paid very little attention to them since.

The result is the greater part of them are either

dead, or so stunted that they are not worth
cultivating, and he has now concluded to turn

the lot into pasture; so here is some hundreds
of dollars absolutely thrown away. This is

what I call a useless and wicked waste of time
and money. I laugh at Dick, and sometimes
talk quite seriously to him about his shiftless-

ness, but it appears to do no good; for he goes

on slashing and sputtering all the same, as the

darky said, "a great cry and little wool."

The grain crops are growing finely and every-

thing is blooming beneath the cheerful smile of

of Mother Nature, who so lately and long

frowned upon us so unkindly.
Uncle Josh.

Santa Rosa, April 8th.

English and American Cheese.

Editors Press:—Whether or not it is a mat-

ter which causes the general English public any

misgiving, it will at all events be not displeas.

ing to Americans and Canadians to know that

each year their cheese is gaining ground in our
markets, as opposed to our own cheese. It is a

fact of importance that transatlantic cheese is no
longer excluded from any of the English markets
by the peculiar tastes and prejudices of any sec-

tion of our people. Ten years ago this was not the

case. For, you must remember, English people

are but slowly educated out of any old habit of

thought, custom or practice ; that they have a

mortal hatred of innovations, at first, and that a
" reformer" has, in this country, a very uphill

fight of it. When first the American cheese began
to come in considerable quantity to this country,

it was only in here and there a district that the
people would buy it at all, and these were dis-

tricts which had been accustomed to our Ched-
dars, Cheshires and Dunlops—cheese which
somewhat resemble American, at all events, in

shape. Where our Derbys and Leicesters, and
all our thin cheese, in fact, had been mostly con-
sumed, American cheese could gain no foothold
for considerable time. They were too unlike
the American for the latter to stand any chance
against them until the old prejudice against it

had died away. It was no matter that the
American was quite as good as our own thin
cheese in all respects and cheaper, still they
would not have it. Time only could remove
the obstacle, but that time would quickly do
that was an evident fact to all who looked at
the matter from an impartial standpoint. This
is now done. Your cheese is found in every
city, town and village in England, and is found
in many of them to the exclusion of our own
makes. Thus the tables are turned.
As a matter of course, the great improvement

which has been effected in your cheese within the
past 12 or 14 years is mainly accountable for
this. But English cheese—that is, the bulk of

it, is deteriorating where yours is improving.
No doubt there are still, and always will be, a
few dairies of cheese in various districts in this

country, which for purity and singular excel-

lence of flavor, for peculiar and highly appre-
ciated texture, and for fineness of quality as
well as general excellence, cannot, at all events,
be surpassed, even if they can be equaled in

any other part of the world. But these are
not numerous and are yearly diminishing in

number. Some of us are trying to infuse new
life into the old dry bones of English dairying,
and we find the task a difficult one. The esprit

de corps seems to have departed from our
cheese makers; they seem to have lost heart,
and are no longer taking the pride they used
to do in cheese making.

This being the case it is well for English
dairy farmers that the consumption of milk in

our towns and cities has increased enormously
in recent years, as this provides them with a
new opening for their milk—an opening which
is already being used to a very large extent.
This feature also bodes well for your cheese, for

the more milk is consumed in this country the
less cheese we shall make, and the more of your
cheese we shall require. One thing, however,
we have to complain about, and that is, that
your government place such heavy protective

tariffs on our manufactured goods which go to

your country. Now we are your best customers
and pay you scores of millions of pounds an-
nually, admitting your wheat and corn, your
cheese, your butter, your beef, and a host of

other things, free of duty, and you impose on
our goods tariffs which are really prohibitive.

This sort of things, as you will easily see, is not
in the spirit of that reciprocity which Americans
profess to admire so much. J. P. Sheldon.
Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, Eng.

land.

S^EEp \hd Wool.

Selling Mohair.

Editors Press:—I noticed the letters in your

paper of the 6th inst. about Angora goats, and

as any subject bearing upon the agricultural

interests of this coast is sure of your considera.

tion, I beg to reply to them through your col-

ums.
There is no longer any doubt from the years

of experience that goat breeders have now had,

and from the number of clips from every part

of the State I have seen, that mohair of a very
good kind can he raised. The industry is one
of very considerable importance already, and I

believe will rapidly extend when it is found
that there is a market on the spot for the fleece.

Many breeders have been discouraged by th«

results from shipments they made East and from
the long time they had to wait for their re-

turns; but as there are only about two manu-
facturing firms in the East who use this mate-
rial to any extent, this is not to be wondered at.

With the establishment here, however, of a
house having an outlet in another market the

goat owners may rely upon having a ready sale

for their fleece. To make this fleece really

valuable they must bear in mind that length of

staple and freedom from kemp and black hairs

is essential, and that straw or burs is a worse
fault in mohair than it is in wool.

As you admitted Mr. Landrum's letter about
pricep, I would beg leave to reply that the con-

siderable weight I have bought, including the
four largest clips on the coast, is a complete refu-

tation of his remarks, that if I wished to buy I

should have to give higher prices than I offered

to him. I offered him 36 cents for a lot he had
had here some months, and it was all it was
worth. I was informed that he had not seen

this lot, so how he could judge of its value I

don't know. My system is to give what each
clip is worth, and to this plan I shall adhere.

R. B. Tetley.
No. 407 Commercial Street, S. F.

Adulterated Honey in Europe—It may
be of interest to our beekeepers, and somewhat
consoling with all, to know that not alone in

this country is the abomination of selling arti-

ficially prepared glucose for honey practiced.

We read that the adulteration of honey is so pro
valent in the province of Silesia that the Bres-

lau Society of Beemasters has started a system
of selling an article of guaranteed purity, in

closed glass vessels containing 1 lb. or 2 lbs. or

more, and bearing the name of the supplier on
adhesive labels attached to them.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for thi

department.

Removal.

Until further notice the office of the Secretary of the

State Grange will be at 100 Davis street, In the store of

the Grangers' Business Association Correspondents will

•ontinue to 9end their communications to No. 40 Califor-

nia street, as heretofore.

Practice vs. Precept.

Editors Press:—Comments were made in a

previous letter upon the manner in which life

insurance is managed, and the conditions ex-

isting between companies representing that

branch of the business and those by whose pat-

ronage they are sustained. Another phase of

insurance will now be considered, viz.: that

of underwriting or marine, which is the origin

and basis of insurance. It must not be inferred

from what is said that your correspondent is

inimical to the scheme of insurance as origin-

ally contemplated, as nothing can be more emi-

nently beneficent in its purpose. Objections

are not against principles, but against present

practices, which it is not proposed to accept

unquestioned.
Evil seldom clothes itself in selections from

its own wardrobe, but relies upon that which

is good for the wherewith to hide its naked-

ness. When agents of acknowledged merit,

are used by the unscrupulous for the purpose of

plundering those who are approached through

their recognition of principles, then tleeced from

want of understanding what is practiced, it

becomes a duty to sound the alarm.

It is not proposed to draw upon the imagin-

ation for material—or to indulge in suppositions

relating to a question which can only be satis-

factorily shown by facts—which we regret to

say are most abundantly supplied. The fol-

lowing is from a memorandum, and figures

as they stand upon the ledger of one whose
convictions have been determined altogether

by experience, and who believes that cost is

never to be considered, provided wisdom is

gained or good results follow. Prompted hy
a wish that California products should be repre-

sented in foreign parts, coupled with the desire

of extending business interests, a shipment of

1,000 barrels (2,000 half sacks) of the best flour,

was made to New York from San Francisco.

As soon as the tiour was snugly on board ship,

according to business usage it was insured in

one of the AAA rated companies, occupying a

marble front building in the heart of the city.

Individually and collectively the officers and
representatives of this corporation were Ches-

terfieldian in their address, bland and soft as

breezes from Ceylon's isle. All the surround-

ings indicated their aesthetic tastes. Counters

of laurel, ornamented by fac similes from Cat-

tin's American aborigines in bas relief, evi-

dences of the carver's greatest skill. Desks
and tables whose high polish reflected like mir-

rors the persons of the sleek, well-fed, self-

satisfied tenants. Reclining chairs, easy chairs,

lounges, Hrussel carpets and the thousand etcs.

required for comforting those whose arduous
duties draw so heavily upon their nervous or-

ganizations. Such is the capital often used to

inspire respect and awe in the minds of persons

on whom they rely for patronage those will-

ing and ready to accept shadows for substance,

glitter for gold, and pretense for sincerity,

when thus bedecked. Holding a policy in such

a company was equivalent to the possession of

the ducats.

In due time reports were returned from New
York that a portion of the cargo had been dam-
aged by water. In order to comply with the

law regulating such matters, as well as to col-

lect from the insurance company, who had un-

derwritten on the flour to the extent of $8,000,

for which they had received a round percentage
in way of premium, the Port Warden of New
York made what is termed a survey, and ap-
pointed two resident merchants, who certified

to the value of the flour provided it had been
delivered in good order. That which was dam-
aged (12Si barrels), was sold for the account of

whosoever it might concern, with the follow

ing charges to be deducted, which are given
that in case any of your readers having a desire

for extending the fame of California produc
tions may know how much it costs in New
York to handle flour slightly damaged. The
following are the charges: Advertising, $8.25;
labor, $4.50; cartage, $15.42; porters, $4.20;
U. S. tax, 96 cents; Fort Warden's commission,
$4.28; Port Warden's certificate, $3.25; ap-
praisers, $10; commission for selling, $21.38
^total, $72.24—a mere bagatelle for selling

128J barrels of flour, in a market where con-
signors, like the fox whose tail was left in the
trap, say nothing, but advise others to make a
trial.

After having received full returns from New
York a claim was made upon the insurance
company for the loss sustained, which had been
cut down by personal attention and extra efforts

on the part of the assured, in addition to his
acceptance of a quantity of flour which would
have otherwise been classed as damaged. A
claim for $245.17 was presented under the con
viction that it would be honored at once by the
insurance company, supplemented by a hand

some doucer, or a vote of thanks, at the very
least, for all the trouble taken by the assured
in saving them from loss by the care given the
property. On the contrary, the claim was met
by the company's informing the policy holder,

in the blandest manner, that some additional
papers besides those already furnished would
be necessary before the loss could be paid.

Months went by. Another call was made,
and still the required evidence had not been re-

ceived. The honest earth had twice rendered
returns for the premiums paid it in seed upon
the land, that had grown the wheat from which
the flour had been made; the safety of which
had been guaranteed by this company, before

they decided. Finally their victim resolved to

have matters settled. A call brought out a roll

of dust-covered papers from one of their ele-

gant desks, the identical papers that had been
submitted by the assured at the time of mak-
ing the claim; which papers had cost so much
trouble and vexation, and had lain pigeon holed

all the time, the credulous policy holder im-

agining the company were using desperate efforts

to secure that iynisfatus evidence, which they
had claimed was necessary before paying his

3. Across the face of the bill that had been
tendered for the loss, neatly penciled in green

(everything was nobby with this company) was
the following:

Xo claim: Insurance was'suhject to 10 p«r cent, par
average, $245.17 on $8,000 is only 3.004025 per cent.

This then was the reward received by this

victim of the assurance mania for his trouble

and honest endeavors in saving property from
s, which had it not been done would have

required something more expressive and tangi-

ble than this display of decimal precentage as

rendered by this company.
A firm believer and advocate in the theory,

who has for years conducted a large business,

religiously carrying out the doctrine, by in-

suring property on land or water (not omitting

himself) whose payments in premiums aggregate

thousands of dollars, had occasion for demanding
payment of a company for a building destroyed

by fire, (the first case of loss that had ever oc-

cured to him).

The claim was "taken under advisement"
by the company and eventually repudiated.

They even went so far as to dismiss their local

agent on account of his (to them) too great in-

terest in having the loss paid, or rather for his

honest returns, and evidence at time of taking

proofs, etc. The ground taken for non-pay-

ment was, that their policies contained a pro-

vision that premises must be tenanted, and this

had been a few days without. A costly whistle,

yet one which teaches this lesson: Never make
or accept contracts framed in the interest of

one side solely, who, provided they are sol-

vent (which is exceptional with insurance com-
panies), have their policies expressly drawn in

order to mislead and deceive; hiding under a

mass of verbiage the truth, and with infinites-

imal type covering up a host of reservations,

which are highways of escape for them if

called upon to fulfill, what was supposed to be

a mutual contract by the unsophisticated payer

of premiums. It is high time for understand-

ing the inwardness of this all-important branch

of business, so necessary and excellent in itself,

but which is most wofully abused and per-

verted.

Recent Connecticut reports show that policy-

holders are losers of over $15,000,000 from the

failure of companies in that State, where pol-

icies no doubt were full of fine lined reserva-

tions, which afforded no relief in times of trial

to them or their confiding victims. Experience

teaches that policies are not the best honesty,

but that the original, "Honesty is the best

policy" not only in insurance but in every

branch of trade or business.

G. C. Pearson.
South Vallejo, March I4th, 1878.

Grangers' Business Association.—The ad-

journed annual meeting of this association was
held at the Crangers' building, in this city, on
Tuesday last. The following Board of Directors

were elected: Daniel Inman, Amos Adams,
John Le welling, A. D Logan, G. W.
Colby, L C. Steele, O. Hubbell, Thos. Flint,

A. T. Hatch, W. L. Overhiser, R. S. Clay,

Merced. The Board organized by choosing the

following officers: Daniel Inman, President; 1.

C. Steele, Vice-Fresident; Amos Adams, Sec-

retary; John Lewelling, Treasurer.

The Haywards Non - Partisan Meeting
last Saturday completed the organization of the

Alameda County Non-Fartisan Central Club,

adopting with slight amendments the proposed
articles of organization published last week. As
soon as ten or more local clubs are organized in

the county delegates are to be elected to con
stitute the future membership of the Central

Club.

Grangers' Constitutional Convention
Meeting.—Representative Grangers from dif

ferent parts of the State assembled in the hall

of the Grangers' building, S. F., on Wednes
day of this week. But little business was tran-

sacted in time for us to report in this issue.

Co-operation in Selling.—The Grangers of

San Bernardino county have called a conven-
tion to be held April 27th, " to consult as to

the best mode of disposing of their surplus
crops.

"

From Rincon Grange.—W. Secretary
John Taylor, who has filled the position of Sec-
retary so well ever since the organization of the
Grange, has been elected Master, to fill the va-
cancy occasioned by the absence of Bro. Lord.

Worthy Lecturer's Visits.

Editors Press.—After a Sabbath's rest in

Sacramento, the W. Master of the State Grange

and State Lecturer left for Gait, where we were

published to be by 10 a. m., Monday, the 8th

inst. True to time, we found the Gait Grange

fully alive to our visit. » The morning meeting

was a closed one, and given up almost wholly

to the State Master, who, having to leave by

overland train to attend to a bank meeting in

San Francisco, was allowed to use all the time

he could give to
Gait Grange.

The good of the order was well ventil-

ated by him in touching all the points

of interest to Subordinate Granges. A
Grange lunch wasthen served to all pres-

ent, and the afternoon meeting being an
open one, the usual lecture on the coming Con-
stitutional Convention was delivered to a very
respectable and an appreciative audience. The
temporary organization of a non-partisan citi-

zens club was effected, to act in concert with
such other clubs as should be formed in Sacra-

mento county. From Gait we pursued our way
alone to

Elk Grove,

Our next place of appointment. Here we
found the cause of the -Grange almost ex-

tinct from different causes, which appeared
to cast no particular blame upon anyone,
but was apparently unavoidable. In no place

in Sacramento county is there better material

for a good Grange than the country surround-
ing Elk Grove, and all yet hope for not only a
complete resuscitation of Grange activity, but a

renewal of their faith by their works in the

great Grange field hereafter. No private

Grange meeting was held here, but an open
meeting of the citizens was addressed by us at

night, on our usual subject, the coming Consti-

tutional Convention. A non-partisan citizens'

club was formed. The next day, Wednesday,
was our appointment for

Franklin Grange.

Wc were taken there by Bro. Everson, of Elk
Grove, in ample time for the 10 a. m. meeting.

There everything was in readiness to carry out
our full day's programme, the closed morning
meeting being one of especial interest to the

Order, followed by such a Grange feast as Frank-
lin Grange is noted for giving, made doubly in-

teresting by toasts and charades. After the

Grange feast all were invited, with the public

already assembled in the beautiful grounds
around the Grange hall, and two public schools

of this country village, to the building known
as the High School department, both schools

having been dismissed to afford greater interest

to the occasion. For more than two hours our

time was engaged with our usual lecture on the

Constitutional Convention and the formation of

a non-partisan club. Speeches were made by
the Worthy Master Bro. Johnson, Freeman,
and others, also by several citizens not Grang-
ers. From here we were taken charge of by
Bro. Johnson, and first with his family con-

veyed to his palatial country residence on the

Sacramento river, and most hospitably enter-

tained. Thence, the same evening, we were
taken up to Clatksville Landing, to take boat

for Sacramento, so as to be in readiness next
day for our appointment at Enterprise. Such
live Grangers as Bro. Johnson leave nothing

undone on every occasion to serve the cause and
advance the interests of the Order. Thursday,
April 11th, was a most charming morning, and
at Sacramento found many active Grangers in

readiness to attend the meeting at

Enterprise,

Where again we were joined by not only the

Worthy State Master, but Bro. Colby, the

President of the Grangers' Bank, Bro. Gardner,
the Manager of the Grangers' Mutual Insurance

Company, Bro. Johnson, Master of Franklin

G range, Bro. Flint, Master of Sacramento
C range, and Bro. Hancock, President of the

Grangers' Co-operative Union, of Sacramento,

and other prominent and live Grangers from
different sections of the State, were all on hand
to attend the meeting at Enterprise. We all

sallied out in single buggies, livery and private

carriages, till all were accommodated, Bro.

Steele being the guest of Bro. Flint, Master of

Sacramento Grange, and myself given up by
Bro. Johnson to Bro. Hancock, who was on

hand to not only attend Enterprise Grange, but

to convey both the State Master and lecturer

to South Sutter. At Enterprise by 10 o'clock

all was agog, and by 1 1 o'clock the meeting was
called to order by Worthy Master I'lummer.

The closed meeting was addressod by the

Worthy State Master Bro. Steele, Bros. Colby,

Gardner, Hancock, and others, when a most
sumptuous and ample feast was partaken of by
some 300 Grangers and friends. After feast an

hour was spent in looking over agricultural im-

plements, sent there for show by M. C. Hawley
& Co., and several trials were made with mow-
ing machines, gang-plows, etc., all of which
added greatly to the interest of the day.

At 3 o'clock the State Lecturer was intro-

duced to a very large audience, to address them
on the Constitutional Convention and the citi-

zens' duty with reference to it. The address

was most enthusiastically received, and a non-

partisan citizens' club at once organized to act

witli other clubs in Sacramento county in

carrying out the sentiments of the State Lec-

turer.

From Enterprise the State Master and Lec-

turer were taken by Bro. Hancock 26 miles to
his own home, and there comfortably enter-
tained till the following day, when we were
taken to

South Sutter Grange,
Some seven miles farther. The same programme
was gone through with as at Enterprise, except
the showing of agricultural implements, when
we were still the guests of Bro. Hancock and
taken to

I Rosevilie
To attend the appointment there for Saturday,
April 13th. Here, as at other places, the closed
and public meetings were held as called for in
the appointments, and the morning meeting
addressed by Worthy Master Steele, Bro. Gard-
ner, Bro. Hancock and others, and the Lecturer
in the afternoon, causing the formation of a
club as at all other points. So the work goes
on, and if the whole farm and citizen element of
the State will but awake to this movement, it

will secure to the coming Constitutional Con.
vention such men as will give to the State a
Constitution that will meet the wants of the
whole people.

B. Pilkington, State Lecturer.
Rosevilie, April 13th, 1878.

California.
ALAMEDA.
The Coming Season.—Washington Inde-

pendent, April 13: In this section of Alameda
county the prospect for good crops of grain is

generally exceedingly encouraging; the same for
grapes and fruits of various kinds. About San
Lorenzo there is likely to be an abundance of
fruits, but not a very good chance for grain. At
Mt. Eden there are some good fields of grain,
but others have been injured by the continuous
rains, giving no time for sowing and working
the ground. The excess of rain has done dam-
age elsewhere in the same way also. On the
whole, however, the farmers generally feel very
sanguine of having a far better year than the
last, or the one before the last.

KERN.
Editors Press.—The country around Ba-

kersfield is low and level; the soil a sandy
loam, very rich and productive. The water of

Kern river is taken out into a ditch and is car-

ried through the principal streets of the town,
and is used to irrigate the dooryard gardens,
alalfa meadows, and to sprinkle the streets.

There are alfalfa meadows here now that if cut,

would yield a ton to the acre, and I am told

that these same fields have been pastured all

winter. The same gentleman told me that last

season he mowed his meadows five times, get-

ting an average of a ton and a half to the acre

at each cutting. There is now over 20,000 tons
of old alfalfa hay in stacks on this island. All
along the streets of the town there are growing
cottonwood trees, and in this warm climate the
shade is refreshing, besides giving the town a
beauty which cannot be surpassed.—R.

LOS ANGELES
Early Tomatoes. Santa Monica Outlook,

Apiil 13: Last year we reported that Mr. Jay
Bitmap made a profit of $3,000 on three acres

of tomatoes, produced in the foothills of the

Cahuenga range, in this vicinity. This was
doubted by some, but it was true nevertheless.

This gentleman has again commenced to ship

tomatoes to San Francisco, the first lot of

which went on the last steamer. No doubt he

will again make a "good thing" of it, as he has

a fine crop, and gets top prices, because so early

in the season.

MENDOCINO.
Our Farmers.—Ukiah Press, April 11: Our

farmers are as happy as they could possibly ex-

pect to be from the circumstances of the season,

so far. The prospect for abundant crops was

never better. The season is pronounced to be

the best for years, ami at least three weeks

ahead of last year, which was a remarkably

prosperous one in this county to agricultural

pursuits. There are a few places in the county

where too much rain has fallen, and where

grain is a little backward, but in Ukiah and

neighboring valleys it is heading rapidly and in

fine condition. The wet season which for 12

weeks hung over us like a pall has apparently

disappeared forever, and left us none the worse

off. We are now having weather as delightful

as man could wish for, and with the tempera-

ture through the day varying from 82° to 92*

there is no possibility of crops being backward.

We predict an early harvest and a magnificent

yield.

MONTEREY.
The Fa i r. -hidej; April 1 1 : Wo are author-

ized to announce that the managers of the Mon-

terey County Agricultural Fair Association

have determined upon holding their second an-

nual exhibition during the third week of Octo-

ber this year, commencing Monday the 13th

day of that month.

NAPA.
New Wine Cellar.— Reporter, April 13: We

had a very pleasant ride six miles up the valley

on Tuesday last, and saw the wine cellar of Mr.

C. L. Grig8by in course of erection. The main

building is of stone, 112 by 57 feet, and three

stories high, walls" two feet thick, with still-

house attached, also of stone, 24 by 26 feet.

The material used is known as lava stone—

a

very pretty and durable building material-
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which is procured at the quarry, where there is

an inexhaustible supply, about a mile below,

and near the Napa Soda Springs. This stone,

we think, is one of the hornblende varieties,

and resembles asbestos. In color it is white

and gray, with greenish and reddish shades,

and when first taken from the quarry it cuts

nicely with an axe or saw. But when exposed

to the atmosphere it becomes quite as hard as

other stone. One glance at the building satis-

fied us that it was not only a pretty design of

architecture, but that it was built of the very

prettiest stone that we have seen. The stone

cuts very beautifully and smooth, and looks

much like California marble. One look will

satisfy anyone of the fact that it is a very

handsome building. But the question natur-

ally arises as to the durability of a stone so

soft, which question was satisfactorily answered
when two chimneys, built of the same material,

were pointed out to us, which had stood the

test of weather and of time for the past 20

years, and are as good and solid as the day on
which thev were finished. The cellar will cost

Mr. Grigsby about .$10,000.

SACRAMENTO.
Next State Fair.—The State Board of Agri-

culture has decided that the opening address of

the State Fair will be delivered in the Assem-
bly Chambers in Sacramento, on Tuesday even-

ing, September 17th. Hon. Henry Edgerton
has been invited to deliver the annual address,

which is to take place on the Thursday evening

following. There will be two grand parades of

stock during the Fair—one on Tuesday and the

other on Thursday of that week. No stock can

be entered after five o'clock on Monday after-

noon, and all races are to commence promptly

at one o'clock P. m. each day.

SAN BERNARDINO.
Riverside Surface Wells.—Editors Press:

—Another well recently completed by Mr. E.

M. Sheldon has eight feet of water in the bot-

tom at a depth of 90 feet.

A Frostless April.—At Riverside the prob-

abilities are that peach trees, tomatoes, early

corn, beans, etc., will not suffer by frost this

spring. A week more will settle the question,

if the experience of the last five years may be

taken as a criterion. The peach trees which
rested last year have a moderate amount of

blossoms on this spring. Barley appears to be
doing better since the weather has been warmer.
J. H., Riverside, Cal.

Japanese Persimmon in Riverside.—Young
trees of the Micado and Imperial varieties are

leafing out well.

SAN JOAQUIN.
Crops.— Independent, April 13: A Linden

farmer informs us that crops never looked so

well in all his farming experience as in that sec-

tion at present. They are even in a frame of

mind to receive dry, parching winds with com-
placency. The wheat covers the ground so

completely that the surface of the ground is

constantly moist, giving rise to heavy dews.
Some of the farmers who mowed their wheat a

few weeks ago to set it back, say that one could

scarcely tell that it had been mowed at all, it

has grown up so rapidly. Mr. Wasley has been
running a header over his fields to clip off the

mustard. This has the effect of causing the

mustard plants to branch out, so that they do
not get a higher growth than the wheat, and do
not interfere with the operations of the header.

In the coast counties, and particularly in the
Salinas valley, this process is resorted to as a
regular thing. Capt. Greer, who is just down
from the West Side, says that more rain is re-

quired over there to mature the late sown grain.

Summer fallow and early grain are safe beyond
peradventure for more than an average yield.

SANTA BARBARA.
Editors Press:—Since the rains have come

and continued so profusely, our stock which
weathered through the drouth have continued
to improve, until now they are as fat and sleek

as moles. There were, however, some, both
horses and cattle, which could not stand so

much prosperity, it would seem, for quite a

good many have died of bloat, and a stoppage
of the bowels. On last Wednesday we had a
very cold rain, which on the Santinez mountains
( back of the Coast range), was transformed
into snow, covering them with a mantle of

white. Grain crops are the best we have ever
had, only some will lodge badly. Late sown
grain will come on in fine condition this season.

Squirrel poisoning, I see, is becoming a profes-

sion by some. Let me add my mite. Water-
melons and strychnine (when they can be had),

are with us thought to be very effective. I

have found that, next to watermelons, apples
used in the same way were nearly if not quite
as good. Sheep shearing has commenced here.

The More Brothers took a small regiment over
to Santa Rosa island a few days ago. How and
what the quality of the clip is I have not as

yet learned.—H. E. G., Goleta.

SANTA CRUZ.
McLean Harrow.—Pajaronian, April 13:

Monday morning, in company with Neil McLean
and others, we were driven by Ned Sanborn, a
jolly Jehu, out to James Struve's farm, to wit-
ness the working of McLean's improved harrow.
Mr. McLean's harrow is so constructed that
the driver has a seat immediately over the har
row part and resting on the axle, to which are
attached two wheels. The draft is all on the
double tree, and the axle has no connection
with the harrow, other than serving as seat
support. Two brakes which can be operated
at will, lower or depress the harrow actions,
and by quick elevation the teeth are cleaned,

thus obviating the old custom of stopping to
clean them. The McLean harrow will do as
much work, and better than the old kind, it is

easier on horses, and is easier to handle, as you
can drive it along any road, providing you have
the brakes up, and is a convenience to the man
running it. All who have seen it work, call it

a great success, and our farmers hail it as a
great saver of labor. Mr. McLean justly feels

proud of it.

SISKIYOU.

Editors Prhss:—Our long continued rain has
stopped, at least for the present, and the sun
shines clear and warm. My thermometer
marked 80° one day. Jack Frost paid us a visit

last night. All kinds of crops are now being
put in. The last week's sunshine has dried the
ground so much that some are calling for a
shower. Some potatoes are being planted now
—also some gardening going on. The latest ex-

citement on the creek is the poisoning of a large

number of dogs by a man with the avowed in-

tention of killing all the dogs in the neighbor-
hood. "Old Jess," my bloodhound, so well
and favorably known in Lake county, fell a vic-

tim. He was once assessed at $100. Some 12
or 14 dogs are dead, and some chickens. ^Etna
Mills is now an incorporated city. Prospects
are bright for good crops.— R. D. Nunnally,
French Creek.

SOLANO.
Agricultural Society.—Vallejo Chronicle,

April 13 : A meeting of directors and mem-
bers of the Napa and Solano Agricultural Soci-

ety was held at the store of J. E. Williston on
the 6th instant to take steps, in consideration
of the appropriation of $1,500 per annum by
the State, for a fair this fall. There were,pres-
ent J. B. Hoyt, President ; J. E. Williston,

Secretary ; John Barrett, of Elmira ; J. K.
Duncan, John Wilson, Joseph Burtin, Peter
Rothenbusch, H. Connolly, Ira Austin, Wm.
Middleton, Wm. Tormey, John Callender, John
Brownlie. J. E. Williston tendered his resig-

nation as Secretary, and A. J. McPike was
elected his successor. It was voted to call a

meeting of the stockholders of the Association
for Saturday, April 20th, to meet at J. E. Will-
iston's store, for the purpose of taking prelim-
inary steps for holding a fair the coming fall,

and also choosing a new Board of Directors.

SONOMA.
Carp Farming.— Healdsburg Flag, April

11th: John Rogers has atJiis ranch, northwest
of town, a fish pond, which originally had two
compartments. In one there were nearly all

the varieties of river fish, and in the other carp,

obtained from Mr. Poppe, of Sonoma. During
the winter the floods broke away the partition,

and the fish became mixed. So on last Thurs-
day he drew off the water to repair the damage,
examine his pets and separate them. Out of

12 carp put in in March, 1876, he recovered 11,

showing that they had not increased. He be-

lieves the other one escaped his net and is still

alive in the pond. They had grown finely, how-
ever, increasing in size about four times, were
from 11 to 15 inches in length, and five pounds
in weight each. They are a very deep and thick
fish. The carp are now about three years old,

which disproves the theory that they breed in

two years, but he expects breeding to begin
this year, and spawning time comes next month.
Riverside Farm.—Mrs. iua B. Miller re-

turned last week from her Eastern visit, and
will reside at Riverside farm, just south of

town. Mrs. Miller visited quite a number of

States and most of the principal cities during
her absence. While in Washington, D. C. , she
had the good fortune to obtain, through the
kindness of Representative Wigginton, a large

collection of rare and beautiful shrubs and flow-

ers from the Botanical Gardens of Washington.
It comprises camphor, rubber and cork trees,

an apple tree supposed to have descended from
the Garden of Eden, African and other foreign

ferns, lilies, fuchsias, roses, etc. Prof. Smith, of

the Botanical Garden, says the collection is the
finest that ever crossed the Rocky mountains.
The camphor and rubber trees are, we believe,

the only ones in the State. Nearly all the flow-

ers, ferns and shrubs are of foreign varieties,

and have been imported to the United States

with great care. None but Members of Con-
gress are permitted to procure specimens from
the Botanical Gardens, and Mr. Wigginton ob-

tained these for Mrs. Miller with a special view
to testing their adaptability to the soil and cli-

mate of California, preferring the Russian
River valley as the best locality for that pur-
pose. Mrs. Miller is an adept in floral culture,

and will personally superintend the care of her
rare and valuable specimens. We shall watch
their development with interest, for no doubt
they will ultimately become a feature of our
county.

Prospects.— Petaluma Argus, April 11th:

The agricultural outlook in this vicinity has
improved very much in the past two weeks.
Early sown grain on uplands is almost univer-
sally looking well, barley on many ranches being
waist high and headed out. Late sown grain

on low lands has improved very much recently,

and a good deal that it was thought a month
ago would prove almost an utter failure now
gives promise of a fair yield. Some of this

land, however, will have to be plowed and
planted again. Good crops of barley sown as

late as the first of May are produced here. It

is probable that a greater extent will be planted
with potatoes and corn than usual. Thus far

the dairy season has been very propitious, ex-

cept as to prices.

YOLO.
Hungry Hollow.—Mail, April 13: T. A. Gal-

lup,who was up at the northern limits of Hungry
Hollow, reports the grain in that valley looking
more than average, and what is better than all,

he says that the wheat, which was supposed to
have dried out before the rains, has sprouted
up, and will make an excellent crop—much
better than if it had been replanted, which
many thought of doing, and were only pre-
vented by the constant rains.

Langeville.—Grain prospects continue good.
Some pieces are headed out, and several others
are in the boot. The yield in this section will
be above the average. The sheep men can now
estimate their losses with certainty. All have
lost heavily, and the percentage of lambs is

small. Duncan Bros., lost two-thirds of their
old stock and raise but few lambs. All others
near here have suffered in about the same pro-
portion. Fruit prospects are good, both
orchards and vineyards promise to yield boun-
tifully. The favorable season has induced our
farmers to plant largely this spring.

News in Brief.

They want a mint at Denver.
There are 26 active gold mines in Georgia.
Ten Texas stock-raisers own 1,023,000 head

of cattle.

Railroad building is being vigorously pushed
in Oregon.

,

The hay harvest has commenced in Los An-
geles county.

The railroad between Benicia and Suisun is

completed.
The famine in the northern provinces of China

is increasing.

Franklin, Ind., has an eight-year-old murder
case on the docket.
Gold is now received by Central City banks,

Colorado, at par.

Five hundred Chinese arrived in San Fran-
cisco on the last steamer.
Texas has 57,502,240 acres of public land

subject to location.

The worthless poplar forests of Maine are
being converted into paper.

The police force in San Francisco is to be in-

creased from 150 to 400 men.
Spring creek, near Lodi, Wis., has been

stocked with 30,000 California salmon. .

Kansas has set her mark at 20,000,000 bushels
of wheat as the State product for 1878.

There are evidences for some improved
demand for skilled labor in the Atlantic States.

Edward Middletown Almonte, first clown
of Barnum's circus is dead, of quick consump-
tion.

There are still 400,000 sheep in Los Angeles
county as the remnant of last year's drouth and
disaster.

Two-thirds of the iron furnaces in Pennsyl-
vania are in full blast. A year ago two-thirds
were idle.

A Kansas paper estimates that at least 4,000
people per day are arriving in that State to

settle.

The prices of lodging and entertainment of

all kinds will be greatly advanced in Paris dur-
ing the Exposition.

Five hundred bricklayers struck in New
York last week, to enforce the Union rate of

wages—$2.50 per day.

Wm. M. Tweed, boss of the Tammany ring,

died in the New York Ludlow street jail, on the
11th inst., aged 55 years.

Allen CROFr, the most desperate of Ken-
tucky "moonshiners," has been captured. He
has defied the Marshals for years.

A number of members of a colony from Ger-
many to Venezuela have arrived at New York
in a pitiable condition, the venture having proved
disastrous.

The Diaz government has been recognized by
our Minister to Mexico, re-establishing full offi-

cial relations between the United States and
that country.

The Supreme Court of Nebraska has decided
that dealing in grain options in Chicago is

gambling, and all contracts made in that State
are invalid in law.

Ex-Governor Pacheco, while out in a boat
the other day, near Angel island, captured with
the lasso a large deer swimming for the island,

just as it gained the land.

The bounty installment of $100 per month to

J. W. Marshall, the discoverer of gold in Cali-

fornia, has been discontinued, the Legislature
refusing a further appropriation.

The Ladies' National League meeting, which
organized in New York, the other day, to oper-

ate in behalf of the Indians, consisted of six

women, four men and three reporters.

The cotton masters of Lancashire have agreed
to support each other in the event of isolated

strikes against a 10% reduction of wages, until

trade is stopped or the strike terminated.
During the severe storms that occurred in

the State of Colorado in March, 25,000 sheep,

15% of the entire number in the country per-

ished, besides several thousand head of neat
cattle.

This year's crop throughout the great wheat-
growing regions of the northwest, will average
one-half more than last year, the prospect for

the wheat crop being better now than for the

past 17 years.

Jeannette Lamhercht, aged 67 years, ren-

dered temporarily insane from the death of her
husband, threw herself under the locomotive on
the Oakland Point railroad and was completely
beheaded.

The Daily News, a one-cent paper, has been
started in this city.

The Carson Mint began the coinage of the
new silver dollar on the 15th.
The Lowell (Mass.) mill ownors have given

notice of a reduction in wages from 5% to. 15%.
Already the heirs of Brigham Young and

the Mormon church are in the courts, fighting
for his estate.

A little son of Clarence C. Hickok, was
drowned last week at Grand island, Colusa
county.

There is danger now of a general rising of

the native tribes against the British government
in South Africa.

Judges Hoffman and Sawyer have decided
that the cubic-air ordinance is perfectly con-
stitutional.

To date 15 Molly Maguires have been execu-
ted in Pennsylvania, the murders for which
they were hanged being six.

On last Thursday, Charles Nash was bitten
by a rattlesnake at San Jose, and came near
losing his life in consequence.
The sum of $32,000 cash was last week paid

for 2,000 acres in Colusa county next the foot-
hills and five miles south of Stoney creek.
Joseph Callaghan was run over by a street

car in this city on the 16th inst., and mangled
so badly that he died in a few minutes after.

A girl named Brush committed suicide in

Round Valley, Mendocino county, by taking
poison. No cause is known for the rash act.

Owing to the inundation of the strawberry
lands last winter in the Santa Clara valley, not
more than half a crop is expected this season.

Capt. Pierce and four men were drowned,
on the 11th inst., while attempting to cross the
bar in two small boats, at Newport, Los Angeles
county.
At the Central Pacific railroad shops at Sac-

ramento, work has commenced upon 300 flat

cars for general use and 12 passenger cars for

the Oakland trade.

The transit of Mercury, which is to occur
the 6th of May, will be visible all over the
United States, and seven hours and a half will

be consumed in the passage.

The Commissioners passed through Healds-
burg a few days ago, on their way to stock the
streams far above. They are soon to stock Rus-
sian river with Eastern catfish.

An infernal machine has been unearthed at

Truckee, intended to be used as a weapon of

death by one of the Chinese companies in set-

tling some Mongolian difficulties.

The time for the surrender of the Cuban in-

surgents having expired, active operations will

commence in the Eastern Department against

Maceo and a few more chiefs- who are still under
arms.
The Northwestern National Bank of Chicago

has advertised that it will redeem in gold all of

its circulating notes that may be presented. It

is the first of the National banks to take this

step.

The war in South Africa is likely to become
serious. There has been continuous fighting in

the Pirie Bush for a week. Four British offi-

cers were killed. The situation in Transvaal is

very serious.

In an altercation in a St. Louis saloon on
Sunday last Timothy Ryan struck his oppo-

nent, Hugh Gormley, a tremendous blow on
the neck under the ear with his fist, killing him
almost instantly.

A Chinaman made his appearance in Lead-
ville, Colorado, a few days ago, but left at short

notice upon being interviewed by a committee
of miners. This is the third time John has
failed to get a foothold in that section.

Treasury officials say Secretary Sherman's
contract for the disposal of $50,000,000 4£%
Government bonds will settle the question of

the resumption of specie payments, on the first

of January next, as provided by law.

Cortland Wood, aged 65 years, at one time
a member of the firm of Wood & Congdon,
engaged in extensive mining operations at Mur-
phy's, Calaveras county, killed himself in this

city on the morning of the 13th inst., by a pis-

tol shot through the head. Supposed cause,

poverty through failures in business.

Tea by the American Method.—The most

hopeful suggestion which we have read in con-

nection with the project of tea-growing in this

country, comes from a prominent tea importer

of Baltimore, who has resided in China, and
who visited the Agricultural Department at

Washington to see the 100,000 tea plants grow-
ing in the propagating department. He ex-

presses the utmost confidence in the success of

the Commissioner's plans, and is surprised that

tea culture did not long ago become a profitable

branch of American industry. The gentleman
further says that in his opinion two-thirds of

the labor expended in China is useless and that

with one-tenth of the ingenuity displayed in

the invention of the cotton gin, machinery can
be devised here which will supersede every
hand manipulation except that of picking, and
that we can produce results more uniform and
of better quality than can be otherwise arrived

at. He recommends to the Commissioners that

in future documents on the subject of tea cult-

ure. Oriental accounts be disregarded, and that

a plain statement of the principles which gov-

ern the preparation of tea be substituted.

Processes then would suggest themselves, he
thinks, to intelligent experimentalists and in-

ventors that would remove the veil of mystery
which has heretofore clouded the whole ques-

tion, and result in the successful production of

American tea produced on American principles.

1
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The New Song.

Listen to me, my little king,

Last evening I was asked to sing,

I - your mother ; for you must know
It is not very lone afro

Since halls were crowded with the famo
That dune so closely to my name.
Whilst I before the admiring throng
Stood the acknowledged "U,ucen of Song."

They were such songs, the songs I sang.

As pleased the multitude and rang
From pit to dome Then the "encore,"
Which eloquently called for more.

Ah ! pride ran riot in my heart

;

I loved my fame, my power, my art.

And thought what more of happiness
Could life contain my days to bless !

Look at me, child ! A year ago
Tour violet eyes I did not know ;

Your baby-voice 1 had not heard ;

My heart's true depths had not been stirred

By tones ah ! sweeter far than all

My voice had scattered through the hall !

My arms had never known the joy
Which you have taught, wee Baby Boy.

And since I've learned a sweet new song
The old ones are forgotten long
My tongue has learned to fashion, dear,

Words such as only pleise ynur ear —
The language known in " Baby -land,"

And which tee only understand ;

And I am best content to sing

To one small auditor, my king !

In the old days I wore a crown
Of laurels Now I bow me down
To feel the touch of baby-hands
Upon my brow. My heart demands
But your sweet smile of approbation,
Nor craves the plaudits of the nation.

So, when a song they asked of me
Last night, I said: It cannot be

;

For every song I used to know
Has fallen softly, sweet and low,

Into a " lullaby," and he
For whom I sing has crowned me
With baby-kisses, all so sweet
That I lie captive at his feet.

So kiss me for my loyal speech.

Thou little king, whom love shall teach.

—Mary D Brine, in Independent.

1
this happy-go-lucky,

Our Boys.

"Oh ! what is the good of a careless boy,

Who won't wipe k is feet

And can't learn to be neat,
Who treads on the cat

And sits down on bis hat ?

Yet he's spunky and pluck
And cares not a rattle,

But sides in each battle,

With him that is down.
Now what is the use of this bold, reckless boy?
In a popular vote, dear, he'll carry the town "

" Mary Mountain '" says, in a recent number of

the Rural Press, that in order to be "original"

we must write our own experience. But as ours

dates back only six short years in the care of

"our boys," I am afraid we can't be counted an

oracle in what we may write upon this subject

;

but we modestly claim, at least, to know as much

as the old maids and bachelors, who proverbially

have such "perfect children."

And here opens another wide field for our

matrons who have reared a family of boys to

manhood, more or less successfully, and cer-

tainly must still remember how it was done.

If you made grave mistakes, why cannot you

givo us, who are still in the early stages of our
experience, the benefit of yours, that we may
avoid them in training our own precious boys ?

Or, if your sons are models of manly strength
and integrity, all the more do we desire to know
by what secret art you succeeded, in this degen-
gerate age, in guiding their feet past the snares
aud pitfalls that are gaping on every side, ready
to engulf unwary feet.

A friend recently said, with a sigh, "after we
have tried our own theories of family govern-
ment and proved them failures, it is too late to

retrieve the fatal error, but we aud our children

must bear the bitter result through all our lives.

"

Let us aid one another then, dear sisters, in

this fearfully responsible task of rearing our boys
to a noble and virtuous manhood.

That there are many failures, the crop of hood-
lums, whicli disgrace our population, too surely
attest, and although the cause ami cure of the
evil has been the theme of our wisest men from
pulpit and lecture platform, I suppose few jf

us mothers are much the wiser, because in one
sense, it is a problem that each one must work
out for herself, af*.er all that can be said of other
people's expei ience and observation. I am im
pressed with the conviction that we do not, in

auy just degree, realize our responsibility, and
here lies one almost fatal error at tl.e very
beginning. If we could sit down and deliber-

ately estimate the consequences of carelessness
on our part in this God-given trust, make the
study of our boys' temperaments and tendencies a
most serious and constant duty, ami try to grasp
the subject in its widest relations, instead of

combatting their faults hap hazard, as our capri
cious moods dictate, I strongly believe that even
the weakest of us w ould oftener succeed than fail.

I know that after exercising all the penetration

and self-control, patience and gentleness, which
mother-love can summon to her aid, it is often

but groping in the dark, and sowing seed whicli

will produce a doubtful harvest.

How shall we tiud the golden mean between
weak indulgence and a just yielding to the

wants of our impetuous, headlong boys? Just

what, we wonder, does Mary Mountain mean by
"keeping them well in hand," when one may be
completely under our control, aud another,

without any malice or apparent thought of

wrong on his part, is always eluding our most
diligent and ingenious efforts to keep him in

place '!

Well, let us begin by trying to be gentle, firm,

wise, just, unremitting iu our watchfulness over

their faults, careful of our own tempers when
trying to cultivate theirs, and always, above all,

abounding iu that sweet quality of love, which
is so nearly, if not absolutely, a conqueror in

all moral battles. Just as I was considering

this thought, a passage from the same wise, suc-

cessful mother quoted above, made me shudder,

because, monstrous as the suggestion is, it must
be a fact, that many parents do not love their

children, and either openly confess it or act as

if they do not, which is the same in effect.

Who wonders that boys reared in such a home
atmosphere should develope into street gamin,
and from infancy exhibit a shocking capacity for

cruelty and crime ?

Next to this ranks indifference on the part of

either parent toward a child, who finds himself

on this imperfect earth through no choice of

his own, and has a right to claim all the aid and
protection against the difficulties and dangers
he meets that a tender, wakeful solicitude can
bestow. I should like to inquire how many
boys who have brought shame to our noble State
were blessed with any careful home training? Did
their fathers ever lay aside the evening newspa-
per to aid them in passing a pleasant social hour
indoors? Did he lend a helping hand in the solu-

tion of some inextricable puzzle in mathematics,
or ever once visit the school where his son was
required to pass the long, irksome days, when
freedom and sunshine would have been so sweet
to his boy nature? What was the father think-

ing about those days and years when his chil-

dren were so rapidly growing towards maturity,

that hecould not see how fast their steps were
tending downwards in the path of disgrace and
woe. Perhaps the mother saw, but could not,

single-handed, stem the current that was bear-

ing them to destruction; and, can we believe it,

the father was too intent upon money getting

to think even whether it would prove a blessing

or a curse.

This is the bane of our modern society. I

will not call it civilizntion, because it lias carried

us so far from that golden condition that long

years must elapse before we can boast anything
that the word implies as being in any sense gen-

eral in our communities.
With this universal mania to be rich, and

leave our sons with a competence, if not wealth,

where is our next generation of "self-made
men" to spring from? How shall the boys of

our day reach the hights which their fathers

attained, when the incentive that lifted their

feet over the weary rounds of fortune's ladder
is wholly removed? For we are assured that

there is no spur like necessity to goad indolent

humanity up to its best work. What we owe
our children is not so much money, as our no-

blest example, purest teaching, constant guid-

ance, and love that never fails, whatever the

tax and strain. These first, and afterwards

that which is least, and perishes with the using.

Of course these fathers who have made gods of

their "business" will smile at such impractical

ideas, but we think almost any intellect can
grasp the truth of this proposition, whether it

is better to teach a boy to make a fortune, or

leave him one already accumulated without auy
estimate of its value.

You see, dear sisters, I do not propose that

we shall manage these boys of ours alone; but
ours is the more precious if not important part.

Every year that their young lives are confided

to our care is so much gained in opportun'ty to

mold and direct these unfolding minds, and
happy for us and them if we are able to impress
the stamp of truth and virtue so that no after

contact with the world shall dim its bright

image.

—

Carrie A. Colby, in Patron,

Saved by a Mule.—A mule's heels are gen-

erally considered rather destructive than other-

wise, but the Pittsburg Telegraph tells the fol-

lowing story of an accident which occured last

week on the Fort Wayne road, near Lakeville,

Ohio: "Standing between two of the cars,

which were loaded with horses and mules, was
a brakeman, whose name is not learned. He
went down witli the wreck, becoming fastened

between the cars under 10 feet of water. His
weak struggles to release himself were useless,

and he concluded that iu a few short seconds
all would be over. The mules had been kicking
pretty lively in the car, and suddenly the brake-

man felt the end boards give way. Then he re-

ceived a tremendous kick on the thigh, which
sent him out of his perilous position to the top

of the water. Here he spluttered about until

a white mule rose up and struck out for the
shore. Then the brakeman grasped the ani-

mal's tail and was safely carried ashore. His
injuries were not so severe but he could be
moved home to Crestline. Another mule es-

caped by the same egress as the first, and the
remaining animals perished. The brakeman
should certainly purchase that white mule and
keep him, for it has never occurred before that
a man's life was saved by a mule, and may
never again."

Punctuality.

Some noted writer has remarked that success

in life in the matter of attaining wealth, con-

sists not so much in industry or in saving. It

is equally true that success in any direc-

tion will follow the punctual performance of our

duties. Nature seems to inculcate the habit

iu us, for she is regular and punctual in all her

operations, so that we place implicit confidence

on their performance. The heavenly bodies per-

form their journey with such unvarying precis-

ion that the time of their reaching a certain

point in their respective orbits can be ascer-

tained with unerring certainty by those who
have made the science a study. We look for

the blossoms and the fruit at the appointed

time, and are sure to find them, for "Order is

the first law of Nature." Neither is it possible

for man by any act or device to detain the sun
in its course or delay the blossoming or ripen-

ing of the products of field or garden, or ar-

rest time in its flight; for, as Robert Burns beau-

tifully expresses it, "Nae mon can tether

time nor tide." We will rind that punctuality

has been a leading trait with those whose tal-

ents or successes have raised them to eminence.

Our illustrious countryman, Ben. Franklin, is a

worthy example of one who practiced this

virtue, and became eminent the world over as

philosopher, statesman and philanthropist.

Napoleon Bonaparte owed his successes in the

cabinet and field to making punctuality the law
of his life; and his final defeat at the battle of

Waterloo was occasioned by the tardiness of one
of his generals, who was sent to intercept the

Kussi!»i army, but failed to be at the place in

time, and the Russian commander with 30,000
fresh troops came upon the field at a critical

moment, aud turned the tide of battle, routed

the French army, and vanquished their leader,

thus ending what might have been the brightest

career in history, iu an ignominious captivity.

We have but to look around us to see it exem-
plified in every-day life, that those who are

punctual to their appointments inspire confi-

dence in those with whom they have business

transactions, and this habit also indicates the

possession of other sterling qualities, as resolu-

tion, perseverance and promptness in action.

—

J. F. H., in Matron's Offering.

Bear Hunting.

The following singular means of capturing or

killing the bear is said to be frequently prac-

ticed by Russian peasants who cannot procure

fire-arms. As is well known, the bear has a

fondness for honey, and will track his way a

great distance to where the wild bees have
tilled some hollow tree. Their sting cannot

hurt him, and they and their stores are entirely

at his mercy. In a forest known to contain

bears, the hunters examine all the hollow trees,

till they discover a wild bee-hive. A branch of

the tree is then chosen, directly above the hole;

if there is no such branch a stout peg is driven

into the trunk. To this peg a strong cord is

fastened, and to the end of the cord a heavy
stone or a cannon ball is suspended, at about

half a foot from the ground. The bear iu his

researches comes upon the treasures of honey.

The pendulous barrier obstructs and incom-

modes him a good deal. He is an irritable

brute—in such cases one of the most irritable

and stupid in the forest. He begins by shoving

the weight or stone oneside ; but it presses

against his head, and he gives it a slight knock
to free himself from the inconvenience. It re-

coils a moment and he receives a smart tap on

the ear. His temper is roused, and he again

pushes off the hard and heavy mass, but more
violently ; he gets rather a heavy blow on the

aide of his skull, on its return. He becomes
furious, and with a powerful jerk sends the

rock swinging away.
The pendulum cannot be the first to tire of

this game ; and it is a game in which the blows

are felt on one side exclusively. The bear

alone suffers ; and the point is that he suffers

as much by the blows he gives as by those he

gets. He takes double punishment. His very

retaliations are all against himself ; and for

every furious push which makes his skull ache,

he receives an immediate equivalent, which

makes it ache again. At last his rage is un-

bounded ; he hugs the block ; he strikes it ;

he bites it ; but whenever he would thrust his

head into the hive, back on his ear falls the ob-

struction, against which his terrible hug or the

blows of his paw are of no avail. The brute is

maddened. He faces his strange and pertina-

cious tormentor, and once more makes it re-

bound from his skull. But back again it swings

like a curse, whicli returns upon the head from

which it started. The bear falls exhausted un-

der these reiterated blows, one more violent

than another ; and if he be not dead, the hunt-

ers, who have watched the contest from their

hiding place, soon dispatch him.

—

Russia and
the Russians.

Troi-ical Forest in Scotland.—Those who
krow the stern climate of the rugged Scots,

would hardly believe that the land was once of

palms and tree ferns, and yet, at the recent

meeting of the Physical Society of Scotland,

Mr. David Grieve read a notice of a recent visit

to the so-called tropical forest remains of Hamp-
shire at Bournemouth, in which he stated that

the remains of palms, feather ferns, and other

tropical trees and shrubs were found there,

showing that at some former time a tropical

forest must have flourished.

Harvest Cooking.

Machinery has brought release to our Western
farmers, but not to their wives. Machinery and
social customs have brought release to the wives
of our city fathers, but not to the fathers them-
selves. There is an unequal distribntion of
labor which is developing varied evils. The
holiest, tenderest characteristics of manhood
are, in the whirl and rush and excitements of
our cities, being sacrificed to the grim Moloch
of business: while on our farms and in our vil-

lages the noblest, best, and most important
elements of motherhood are sacrificed to the
hydra-headed monster, cookery.
The first step to be taken is to rouse the song

and husbands of the mothers and wives of on*
farmers to the actual condition of things. No
matter how distasteful the task, they must be
summoned to our hospitals for the insane, where
so large a proportion of the inmates are the poor
victims of overwork, brought thither from farm
homes. From thence we would guide them to
the village burial grounds all over our land,
where "rest" at last the weary mothers who, in
life, never enjoyed even the legitimate rest of
the Sabbath, since the best dinner of the week
must be prepared for the "minister" or the in-
evitable Sunday company of young folks

—

young folks who would be just as well and just
as happy if sent to the orchard to pick their
own fruit, as though "mother" had despoiled a
day in making puddings and pies. I wish I

dared to really submit to print the pitiful

stories I have been told by our farmers' wives,
not in idle complainings, but in intense earnest-
ness, to know how their daughters could be
spared the life of conscious, slow suicide, to
which they had submitted. I wish I could take
you to the grave of as lovely a young woman as
ever blessed a household, one whose musical gifts

were such that a life of luxury and ease but
awaited her acceptance; and yet who, because
of the strong, pure love she bore him, decided
to go West as the bride of a young farmer. Not
quite a year passed and she was brought home
dead, with her dead babe in her arms. "Such
a mysterious Providence," exclaimed many,
while those who heard the story of the work
she faithfully performed for the "harvest
hands" during that stilling summer heat, three
weeks previous to the time when her husband
expected the birth of their first born, those who
heard that story almost cursed the improvidence
of the husband. That young husband really
loved his wife. His criminal fault was not in

ceasing to love, but iu failing to study physi-
ology or exercise common sense, for he had said
to the little, weary wife, "Harvest hands expect
quite a feast always; be sure to have plenty of

cake aud pie," as though cake and pie grew.
The harvesters had their cake and pie, and the
young husband had a dead wife. Suppose this

man had said in a manly way, "My wife is not
able to prepare a feast, and I cannot procure
help for her. Gentlemen, I was confident that you
would prefer, as dessert, after a substantial
meal, the fruits served simply with cream and
sugar." Or, iu case he dare not do that, sup-
pose that he hail sat up nights with the little

wife and helped her, and beat the cake and
rolled the piecrust himself ? "What an absurd
idea," I hear you exclaim. Well, you may
think it absurd, but men are excellent cooks;
nay, more, natural cooks. Do you doubt it ?

Then for a moment revert to our war. Men by
the thousands were summoned to do their own
cooking, and proved eminently successful, if we
can believe their own statements. Did you
ever talk with a dozen "returned soldiers" an
hour in regard to camp life and fail to hear "that
somebody made the most delightful coffee you
ever drank?" Or did you ever know a huntsman
who couldn't broil a beefsteak better than any
woman he ever knew ? And, as a rule, do not
our first-class hotels and restaurants employ and
prefer men cooks ? Twenty-five thousand pies

are made daily in Chicago by men. The great

Napoleon boasted that he was an excellent cook,

and since you may have forgotten the story, I

will repeat it, in order that you may have it

convenient to repeat to your boys.—Airs. Har-
hert, in Inttr-Ocean.

Woman's Dress in New York City.—Some
time since Jennie June, in one of her monthly
letters, gave #300 as the minimum yearly sum on
which a lady might make a creditable appear-

ance in New York society. Nevertheless there

are women who move in good society and make
a creditable appearance on half, or even less

than half, of the sum which Jennie June as-

signs. A silk dress costing $100 is by no means
a yearly purchase with them, and when bought
is made at home with the assistance of a relia-

ble paper pattern, and perhaps with the aid of

a dres .maker who charges $2 a day. Next year

this dress is remodeled at the cost, all told, of

from f!6 to 825, and the next it serves as the

basis of a silk and cashmere suit, or a new
grenadine. A great deal of taste and ingenu-

ity is necessary for all this twisting and turning,

and the best care must be taken of the ward-

robe which is to come from such moderate al-

lowance. A bit of lace bought now and then

lasts for years, and jewelry is a limited item.

There are no silk stockings at fancy prices, no

shoes with cost written in two figures, and

pride is often mortified sorely in spite of care

and taste.

self-asserting parishioner, who was trying

•owheat his pastor, said: "You can't make
three seven, not by a good deal, great at

ay think yourself. "I can come within

A
to brow
twice
you may think you
one of it," quietly replied the clergyman,
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Whom did the pastry-cook marry ? His sweet-

tart, of course.

When is a dog most like a human being ?

When he is between a man and a boy.

A Wyoming man won $10 in a wager by eat-

ing 20 pig's feet. This was a pig's feat, indeed.

;

*Is this the Adams House ?" asked a stranger

of a Bostonian. "Yes, till you get to the roof.

Then it's eaves."

A newspaper speaks of a horse that eats

meat. Jones says that he has never seen a

horse actually eat meat, but has seen one running

for a stake.

In the window of a shop in an obscure part

of London is this announcement :
" Goods re-

moved, messages taken, carpets beaten, and
poetry composed on any subject."

A man who lives on the edge of a declivity

has named his goat Oleomargarine—because it's

a kind of butter strong enough to knock a per-

son over.

An old Scotch woman, whose favorite son

was in the habit of swearing occasionally, was
censured by her minister for not correcting him.

It's vara wrong, minister," she admitted,

"but ye maun aloo that it sets aff the conversa-

tion mitchily.

"

The Dutch, if a pauper who is able refuses to

work, put him into a deep cistern and let in a

sluice of water. It comes in just so fast that

by briskly plying a pump with which the cistern

is furnished, he keeps himself from drowning.

A YOUNG girl of the canton Schwyz called on

a registrar of marriages, and inquired as to the

cost of an official betrothal (putting up the

banns). "Two francs," answered the registrar.

"That seems a good deal," remarked the ap-

plicant; "but never mind. When must I

come?" " To-morrow morning at 10 o'clock.

"

Exactly at the hour named the fiancee, gaily

dressed, put in an appearance, but, to the reg-

istrar's surprise, quite alone. He asked her to

take a seat, thinking the other party to the

proposed formality would soon arrive. After

waiting half an hour he grew impatient, and
inquired of the young lady how soon her be-

trothed might be expected. " My betrothed ?
"

replied the fair candidate for matrimony, in a

tone of indignant surprise. "I thought he was
included in the two francs."

Springtime in California.

For over 28 years we have witnessed the

coining and departure of the spring season in

California. There has been in the whole of

that time but few years that we did not witness

nature's bountiful floral decoration of the foot

hill region of California. We do not think, un
less it was the lavish and apparently extrava

gant spring season of 1850, that we ever be
held vegetation of every conceivable order
peculiar to the section mentioned, more bounti-

ful and prolific than the present. Wild flowers

are more abundant and vigorous than usual

All the varieties of clover grass and plants of

every hue, appear to have surpassed their

former growth and beauty. Certainly the dys
peptic, the over-worked denizens of the shop
and counter, as well as all humanity in the

mirky, smoky, crowded cities of our State

should, if possible, within the next two or three

weeks at farthest, witness the beautiful foot

hill region of California. At this season of the
year the atmosphere is clear, mild and exhiler

ating. Added to this fact, it should not be
forgotten that it is also the period of the year
that California, as it were, has donned her best

holiday attire, and never was a bride more
gorgeously attired than is she at present. Nor
can any one given locality of her vast domain,
for exquisite loveliness of scenery, surpass the
present magnificent prospects to be seen amidst
the rolling foothill regions of this county.
True, the scenery is not grand, mighty or awful.

It may not astonish, but it does captivate and
irresistibly wins the mind to the highest pitch
of ideality. For miles the eye rests upon a
rolling sea, covered with green, checked and
bedecked with large rich spots of the most
brilliant of wild flowers, of every hue and color

of the catalogue. Back of this iovely waving,
variegated colored sea, rises in the near back
ground the strong dark outlines of the moun-
tains of old Tuolumne, whilst still further and
higher up tower the white glittering peaks of

perpetual snow-clad regions of the Sierras.

Truly the spectacle is worth beholding, and
though witnessed often, never loses its interest.—Stanislaus News.

Latin and Poetry for Cows.

Speaking of Latin reminds me that 1 once
taught my cows Latin. I don't mean that I

taught them to read it, for it is very difficult

to teach a cow to read Latin or any of the dead
languages—a cow cares more for her cud, than
she does for all the classics put together. But
if you begin early you can teach a cow, or a

calf (if you can teach a calf anything, which I

doubt), Latin as well as English. There were
ten cows, which I had to escort to and from
pasture night and morning. To these cows I

gave the names of the Roman numerals, begin-

ning with Unus and Duo and going up to

Decern. Decern was, of course, the biggest

cow of the party, or at least she was the ruler

of the others and had the place of honor in the

stable and everywhere else. I admire cows and
especially the exactness with which they define

their social position. In this case Decern could

lick" Novem, and Novem could "lick"
Octo, and so on down to Unus, who couldn't

lick " anybody, except her own calf. I sup-

pose I ought to have called the weakest cow
Una instead of Unus, considering her sex; but

I didn't care much to teach the cows the declen-

sions of adjectives, in which I was not very

well up myself, and, besides, it would be of

little use to a cow. People who devote them-
selves too severally to study of the classics are

apt to become dried up, and. you should never

do anything to dry up a cow. Well, J,hese 10

cows knew their names after awhile, at least

they appeared to, and would take their places

as I called them. At least, if Octo attempted
to get before Novem in going through the bars

(I have heard people speak of a " pair of bars
"

when there were six or eight of them) or into

the stable, the matter of precedence was settled

then and there, and, once settled, there was no
dispute about it afterwards. Novem either put

her horns into Octo's and Octo shambled to one

side, or else the two locked horns and tried the

game of push and gore until one gave up.

Nothing is stricter than the etiquette of a party

of cows. There is nothing in royal courts equal

to it; rank is exactly settled, and the same in-

dividuals always have the percedence. You
know that at Windsor Castle, if the royal

three-ply Silver Stick should happen to get in

front of the most royal double-and-twisted

Golden Rod when the court is going in to din-

ner, something so dreadful would happen that

we don't dare to think of it. It is certain that

the soup would get cold while the Golden Rod
was pitching the Silver Stick out of the castle

window into the moat, and perhaps the island

of Great Britiau itself would split into two.

But the people are very careful that it never
shall happen, so we shall probably never know
what the effect would be. Among cows, as I

say, the question is settled in short order, and
in a different manner from what it sometimes is

in other society. It is said that in other society

there is sometimes a great scramble for the first

place, for the leadership as it is called, and that

women and men, too, fight for what is called

position; and in order to be first they will in-

jure their neighbors by telling stories about
them, and by backbiting, which is the meanest
kind of fleas. But in cow society there is noth-

ing of this detraction in order to get the first

plac« at the crib, or farther stall in the stable.

If the question arises, the cows turn in, horns
and all, and settle it with one square tight, and
that ends it. I have often admired this trait

in cows.
Besides Latin, I used to teach the cows a lit-

tle poetry, and it is a very good plan. It does

not do the cows much good, but it is very good
exercise for a boy farmer. I used to commit to

memory as good short poems as I could find

(the cows used to like to listen to "Thanatop-
sis" about as well as anything), and repeat

them when I went to the pasture, and as I

drove the cows home through the sweet ferns

and down the rocky slopes. It improves a

boy's elocution a great deal more than driving

oxen.
It is a fact, also, that if a boy repeats "Than-

atopsis" while he is milking, that operation ac-

quires a certain dignity.— "Being a Boy," by

Charles Dudley Warner.

Color Blindness on the Railway.

Much interest has been excited of late by the

discovery of an alarming prevalence of color

blindness among railway operatives, to which is

attributed many of the accidents growing out of

inability to distinguish the color of signals. Mr.
Thos T. Nelson, optician, of Chicago, makes the
following contribution to the literature of the
discussion: "From the first I have been accus-

tomed to unite with the subject of color blind-

ness that of quickness of perception, as I found
in my experiments that very many not actually

color blind were practically so from the slug-

gishness of their perceptive faculties, and I also

found some who were unable to distinguish

colors at certain distances, varying more or less

in individuals, as well as some who were color

blind at night and not in daylight, and vice

versa. I have also considered with these de-

fects, under the onegeneral head the optical defect

called 'Myopia' generally known as 'near-sighted-

ness,' and another defect called 'Astigmatism,'

both or either of which exist to a greater or less

degree in a large percentage of population, and
in a majority of cases not suspected. Tablets
and charts are not entirely practical except for

day tests, since the results obtained with re-

flected light are quite different from those

obtained when direct or transmitted light is

used, and in practice the most important test in

railway service is certainly that which insures

the greatest safety at night. There are other

questions constantly arising, among which is

that of the circumstances under which color

blindness may be acquired, but in the absence
of records of individual cases kept for a period

of time, this must remain a question for further

investigation. My facilities for determining to

any certainty just what part defective vision

has had in railway accidents, has been very in-

adequate, the reticence of railroad companies
upon the subject of accidents not being condu-
cive to thorough investigation; hence I am com-
pelled in a great measure to reason by analogy,

but I have no doubt that in many instances of

blunders or mistakes which are usually attribu-

ted to carelessness or recklessness, where defec-

tive vision could enter as an element, investiga-

tion would show that it was the prime cause of

the accident."

SESpC EcOfiO[

Pretty Well, Thank You.—" Why, how
d'y'do, Mrs. Careful—are all your folks pretty
well?" asked one neighbor of another, whom
she met in Hempstead a few days ago. "Oh,
yes, pretty well, thank you—that is, about as
well as usual. Father hasn't been quite well
since he banked up the cellar last fall, and over
worked himself—thinks he hurt his side. And
mother has got the rheumatism so bad she has
not been able to get down stairs for a week;
Matilda Ann has a slight touch of the diphthe-
ria, so the doctor says; Jimmie can't speak
above a whisper, for a sore throat; Susie is just
getting another rising in her ear, and the baby
has had two more spells of croup. My husband
can hardly do any work on account of his sore
eyes, and I thought I'd die last night with neu
ralgia in my head—but we're all about as com-
mon. How's your folks?"

Antidote to Snake Bites.—On the subject

of snake bites, a very interesting communica-
tion has lately been received in India from an
American gentleman, Mr. Koscicky, recom-
mending the gall of rattlesnakes as an antidote

for snake bite. Mr. Koscicky, who became ac-

quainted with the antidote at Venezuela, states

that it is not only cheap and infallible, but in-

stantaneous and wonderful in its effects; crows
and dogs in the last stages of the poison recover

ing as soon as the remedy was administered to

them. The preparation of the antidote is

simple: Three rattlesnakes' galls put into an
ordinary wine bottle filled with 30' spirits, and
allowed to stand for a week. In ordinary cases

one or two tablespoonfuls are taken; in extreme
cases, three to six. Mr. Koscicky recommends
experiments being made in this country with
other snake galls. Dr. Fayrer agrees with this

recommendation, and refers Mr. Koscicky's let-

ter to the committee at Calcutta for investiga-

ting snake poison. The idea, however, he says,

is not a new one, for in the "Thauatophidia of

India" the result of an experiment with the

antidote is recorded; and he is of opinion that

when brought to the test of scientific investiga-

tion, it will not prove more successful than the

many other "antidotes" which have hitherto

been tried and have failed.

How the Ancients Ate.—Two or three
thousand years ago, late suppers were not fash-

ionable, as in the present degenerate age. The
noble specimens of humanity of that day, whose
deeds of valor and other wonderful achievements
still inspire our respect, after a score of centu-
ries, never formed the acquaintance of dyspepsia,
that hydra-headed monster which renders miser-
able the lives of a large proportion of civilized hu-
man beings at the present day. This fact may be
fairly attributed, in a great part at least, to the
simple dietetic habits of those pioneers of science,

art and civilization. Those noble Grecians who
were the compeers and contemporaries of the
great Hippocrates, the acknowledged father of

medical literature, knew nothing of the elaborate

courses, the infinite varieties, and the exquisite
indigestibility of modern fashionable dinners.

At that age of the world, man took but two
meals a day, as do some at the present, a fact

which is clearly stated in the writings of Hippo-
crates and other medical authors; from which it

will be readily seen that in adopting the two-
meal system one is but returning to the good old

ways of his forefathers, rather than adopting
any new or untried theory.

Steamed Beef.—For a family of six or seven
persons take four pounds of beef, cross-rib is

best; get a piece of suet the size of your hand,
cut in small pieces and fry out the fat; you
must have a large flat-bottomed iron pot; after

the suet is brown, take out the scraps and put
in the meat and two onions cut up; when the

meal has become a dark brown on one side turn

it over on the other, and let that get the same;
when onions and meat are thoroughly brown,
pour in a pint of boiling water; whenever the

meat gets dry add water, but it must always be
boiling hot; throw in a handful of salt, three

bay leaves, and a half dozen each of whole all-

spice and whole pepper, cover with a close fit-

ting cover and let it cook for three hours; when
almost done thin a tablespoonful of flour with
half a cupful of water; stir this in the gravy,

taking care not to have any lumps in it; when
you wish to serve it, strain the gravy through

a sieve and pour a few spoonfuls over the meat.

Death ofa Baby Hippopotamus.—Behemoth,
the baby hippopotamus of the New York
Aquarium, was found dead in his bed, Tuesday
morning. He had seemed to be in good health
on Monday night, and had retired in good
humor at his usual hour. His guardian, Dr.

Oscar Kohn, between whom and himself there

existed the tenderest friendship, carefully

tucked in the clothes around him and bade him
"good night," and he soon after dozed off into

a pleasant sleep. A post-mortem examination
was made and it was found that Behemoth had
died of consumption. His remains were sent to

a taxidermist for preservation. The baby hippo-

potamus belonged to Mr. P. T. Barnum's happy
family. At the time of his death he was only
two years and 11 months old, and weighed 560
pounds. He was born on the banks of the
White Nile, and was kidnapped by an expedi-

tion very soon after his birth. He was
brought up on the bottle, goat's milk being
used for his food on account of its superior

strength and richness, and he thrived so well

that if he had lived until maturity, he would
have attained the remarkable weight of 6,000
pounds. Behemoth was the only domesticated
hippopotanus ever known.

American Women.—American women, says

Harper's Bazar, take vastly better care of

themselves than formerly. They have more
acquaintance with hygienic laws, and hold them
in far higher esteem. The days when they
exposed themselves to dampness and wintry
cold, in thin slippers and silk stockings ; when
they abstained from flannels next to the skin

;

when they pinched their waist to semi-suffoca-

tion; when they sacrificed comfort and health to

what they conceived their appearance—these

foolish and unhappy days have gone forever,

have barely been known to the rising generation.

Our women have no mawkish and morbid no-

tions as to themselves ; they no longer think

that to be unhealthy is to be attractive ; that

invalidism and interestingness are synonymous ;

that pale faces and compressed lungs are tokens

of beauty. They dress seasonably
;
they wear

thick boots and warm clothes in bad and cold

weather
;

they allow themselves to breathe

freely, and they find their looks improved, not

injured by the wholesome change. There are

exceptions—many of them doubtless—but the

rule is as we have described, and the exceptions

are constantly diminishing. It may be safely

said that all sensible women are becoming, if

they have not yet become, converts to nature,

and that they heed her behests, recognizing the

great principle that what is not natural cannot

be beautiful.

Home-Made Court Plaster.—The following

recipe comes to us well recommended: One
ounce of French isinglass; one pint of warm
water; stir till it dissolves; add ten cents'

worth of pure glycerine and five cents' worth of

tincture of arnica; lay a piece of white or black

silk on a board and paint it over with the mix-

ture.

Flour Improvement.—It has long been

known, says the London Farmer, that the keep-

ing properties of flours may be very greatly im-

proved by the simple expedient of driving off a

portion of the water present in freshly-ground

grain by means of heat. This fact was once for

all firmly established by a series of experiments

carried out under the direction of the eminent

chemist, Payen, between 1860 and 1867, some
of the samples of flour thus treated having been

kept for upwards of 16 years without undergo-

ing the least deterioration of quality. The
greatest drawback to the general adoption of

the system has hitherto been found in the want
of suitable apparatus. This difficulty has now
been overcome, M. Touaillon having succeeded

in perfecting a machine in which four metric

centners of flour per hour can be effectually

heated at a trifling expense. The grand prize

of the "Societe des Agriculteure de France" has

been awarded to M. Touaillon for his invention.

Minced Fowl.—Take the remains of a cold

roast fowl and cut of all the white meat, which
miuce finely without any skin or bone, but put

the bone and skin in a stewpan with an onion,

a blade of mace and a handful of sweet herbs

tied up; add nearly a pint of water; let it stew

for an hour and then strain and pour off the

gravy, putting in a teaspoonful of Worcester-

shire sauce; take two hard-boiled eggs and chop

them small, mix them with the fowl, and salt,

pepper and mace according to taste; put in the

gravy, also half a teaspoonful of very-finely

minced lemon peel and one teaspoonful of lemon

juice, two tablespoonfuls of flour, made into a

smooth paste with a little cold water, and let

the whole just boil. Serve with sippets of

toasted bread. Some persons prefer cayenne to

common white pepper.

Beef and Tomato Soup.—Take two pounds
of red beef-a neck piece, or from the round;

carefully remove all the fat, and cut the meat
into small bits; put into a stewpan with two
quarts of cold water, and simmer slowly one

hour. Remove all the scum as soon as it rises,

and keep covered close. Scald until quite soft,

one quart of nice ripe tomatoes, and press

through a colander; add to the broth from
which you have removed the meat, and boil

hilf an hour; put in a sprig of sweet marjoram
or thyme, then take to ears of sweet-corn, and
cut and scrape all the kernels from the cod,

also two tablespoonful of flour and one of sugar,

browned but not burned, mix with half a tea-

cupful sweet cream or milk; add these ingre-

dients and boil fifteen minutes. Season with a

little salt and cayenne pepper.

Lyonnaise Potatoes.—Put a tablespoonful

of butter into a frying pan, and, when melted,

throw in two tablespoonfuls of chopped onion.

Have ready, sliced, a pint of cold boiled, or

steamed potatoes. When the onion is turning

brown put in the sliced potato, and a little chop-

ped parsley; season to taste with pepper and
salt and turn the potatoes over with a broad-

bladed knife until they are well heated, and
very slightly colored, when they should b»

served immediately.
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The Commercial Position of the Dairy
Industry.

Editors Press:— Will you please give in tlie Prkss some
information concerning the commercial importance of the
dairy industry in all its branches'; A. D. Miller, ;!:"> Eddy
street, S. F.

Our querist Joes not state whether he refers

to the dairy interest of our State or the whole
country. The best we can do, perhaps, will be
to give such facts as we have under both heads,

premising that there are no statistics in exist-

ence which will enable us to treat the subject
with full accuracy. With regard to ourown .State,

the most comprehensive statistics are those of

the State Surveyor (ieneral, and they make no
account of the value of the milk sold in our
cities or villages, nor of the value of the poultry
production, which is by long usage connected
with the dairy; with but little reason, save that

in the Eastern States butter and eggs have for

years been carried to market in the same wagon.
The Surveyor General's figures restrict us to

mere mention of the pounds of butter aud
cheese produced, and the latest year reported is

1876'. Using these amounts, and estimating

their value, we have the following:

Pound* produced. Average price. Value.
Butter 10,188,818 8ttc. $3,61)7,073 88
Cheese 3,199.420 lSJc. 441.801.70

Total valuation $4,108,875.68

To this total should be added a large sum for

the pork produced on dairy ranches, but we have
no data for forming even an estimate of it. It

must be used as an indefinite quantity, to con-

siderably increase any position which the in-

dustry gains by comparison with other indus-

tries. Bearing this in mind, let us cite the value

of other of our leading products for 1870:

Cental*. Value.
Wheat 21,231,357 $30,942,559
Barley

7,405,473

8,308,186
Hops 26,000 399,990
Wool 240,310 3,004,050
Wine, gallons

6,194,292

2,477,710

Fruit crop 4,454,914
Dairy (as above) 4,108,875

From this table the reader can learn the com-
parative value of the dairy and other leading

agricultural products. The tigures are not com-
plete, but they are the best accessible, and serve

to give the dairy a leading commercial impor-
tance among our industries.

New York city is the headquarters of the

dairy trade of the United States, an 1 New York
statisticians have been most zealous. Some of

their recent announcements will be of much
interest in this connection. The New York
Skipping IM furnishes the following facts and
tigures regarding the dairy interest. There are

in the United states at the present time over

12,000,000 milch cows, valued at £40 each.

They represent a total value of ?'480,IKJ0,000.

The land necessary to their maintenance is

valued at §7-0,000,000. The value of the annual
cheese product of the United States is 126,000,-

000; value of the whole make of butter for the

past year, $17o,000,000. To these figures may
be added the value of condensed milk for con-

sumption at home and abroad. It is estimated
that in the United States the past year there

were manufactured 300,000,000 pounds of but-

ter, or, 1,000,000 pounds for every working day
in the year. The growth of our export trade in

cheese is best illustrated by the following offi-

cial statistics:

Year. Pott nrt*.]i Year. Pound*.
1700 144,784 1850 13,020.817
1S00 913.S4-.

1 lhOO 15,515,799

1810 741,878 1870 57,290,827

1820 828,430 ll87S 80,366,540
1830 688,240 1 1870 97,070,264

1840 723,217 1877 107,364,066

Of this England bought 90 ... The export of

butter since 1856 has been as follows:

Year. Pounds. Value.
1868 3,082.117 $ 541,863

1860 7,040.974 1,114,321

1862 35,172,412 6,733.742

1865 21,388,186 1,109,490

1877 21,637,245 4,424,615

The exports of cheese and butter from the

United States have increased within the past

five years from 7,74li,'261 pounds of butter and
6(>, 204, 250 pounds of cheese, valued at $6,251,-

730, in the year ending June 30th, 1872, to

21,527,242 pounds of butter and 107,040,742

pounds of cheese, valued at £17, 151,221, in the

year ending June 30, 1877, an increase of nearly

180% in butter and OS in cheese. In 1877

there were received in New York city 530,000
barrels of eggs, valued at §0,000,000. Over
34,000,000 pounds of poultry were received in

the same city. The estimated value of the

dairy from 1877 is as follows:

Milk, cream, butter and cheese $600,000,000
Value of eggs 180,000,000

Value of poultry 08,000,000

Total $848,000,000

These statistics go to show that the butter,

cheese and poultry interests combined, rank
among the most important products of the farm,

in point of money value, and are constantly

increasing in importance.

QiJe:^ies j\nd Replies.

Lime Juice.

Editors Press:— It is calculated we shall have about
1,000.000 limes next crop here Shipping them to San
Francisco has proved unprofitable. We are thinking of
making lime juice from them instead of trying to sell the
whole limes. You gave us directions how to preserve
the juice in the Press of February 23d, but as far as I

know you have not given us directions how to prepare
the juice—the best way to press out the juice. Will you,
or some of your correspondents who have experience in
the matter, tell us what you know about preparing lime
juice for the market?— Riverside Lime Growers, River-
side, San Bernardino county, Cal.

We shall take pleasure in telling what we
know of the manufacture of lime juice in some
of the regions whence the supplies of the East-
ern markets now chiefly come. If our California
lime growers have devised other methods in
any practice they may have had, we shall be
pleased to receive accounts of them.
One of the leading producing regions is the

island of Jamaica, and the process there em-
ployed is very simple. The fruits are pressed
in a mill of no great power, probably no greater
than our good cider mills. The resulting juice

is then boiled down or evaporated, a process for

which a common open evaporating pan of cop-
per would serve well. It appears from accounts
that there need be no haste from the press to

the evaporator, as the juice does not deteriorate

by keeping a reasonable length of time. This
would be a considerable accommodation to the
producer, for his press would probably work
faster than his evaporator. The juice is evapo-
rated until about one-eighth of its original

volume.'and then it is put into casks for expor-
tation. The Jamaica juice is chiefly taken to

New York, wher# it is largely called for by
dyers, to fix certain colors in their fabrics. In
1874, Jamaica sent to New York, 107,558 gal-

lons of concentrated juice, which was valued at

§20,890. The present wholesale price in New
York is about 70(n 75c. per gallon. The lime
juice sold in this city is chiefly from Tahiti, and
it is put up in pint bottles, for medicinal use on
board ship and the like. It is commonly sold

in this market for about 25c. per bottle. There
is said to be no money in lime juice for this

market, as it is brought in by sea captains aud
the market is soon overstocked. Probably an
average price would be from 40c. to 00c. a gal-

lon, according to quantity and quality.

As we remarked in the l
JRi ss of March 10th,

1877, there seems also a chance for a profitable

industry in pressing out and concentrating the

juice from our surplus limes and lemons which
fall from the trees or are otherwise unlit for

market. Even if it was not though best to

undertake the. more complicated work of manu-
facturing citric acid, the concentrated juice

could be shipped in casks to London, at a low
rate of freight, and there it would find sale to

the citric acid makers, who now draw their

supplies from the waste fruit in the Sicilian

orchards. The process employed for extracting

this juice and the manufacture of citric acid is

given in the Pkfss of March 10th, 1877.

Cattle Breeders' Meeting.

The Cattle Breeders' Association met, accord-

ing to announcement, in this city, on Wednes-

day afternoon. There was a good attendance.

Hon. Cyrus Jones, President, was in the chair.

In the adoption of a new constitution, it was

resolved that the membership of the society

consist of breeders of Short Horn cattle and

their grades.

There were some remarks made concerning

the object of the society being to encourage the

use of thoroughbred bulls and that the inter-

ests of the society demanded the enlistment of

all cattle breeders. This view was maintained

by Mr. Overhiser, and he insisted that the pre-

miums at the State and county fairs for graded

stock should be increased. Mr. Boruck read from

the new premium list of the State society, show-

ing that large increase had been made in these

premiums; in some cases adding a third to the

old premiums. Mr. Boruck hoped that this

year every cattle breeder in the State would

take an interest aud exhibit at the State fair.

He assured the meeting that all his efforts a*

President of the society would be toward build-

ing up all the interests which can claim repre-

sentation at the society's meetings.

Much of the time of the meeting was oc-

cupied in adopting a new constitution and by-

laws, and afterwards an election of officers was

had for the coming year. Hon. Cyrus Jones, of

San Jose, was re-elected President; Moses

Wick, of Oroville, Vice-President; Robot Ash-

burner, of Baden, San Mateo county, Secretary;

M. B. Sturges, Centerville, Alameda couuty,

Treasurer.
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The Week.

The week has been marked by a group of

April showers, varying somewhat in weight of

water thrown down. They seem to have cov-

ered quite a wide area of the State, and their

work was, in the main, salutary, as in some
parts a protracted norther had produced dust
and crust. It was, however, rather a cold
storm. The crests of both the Coast aud Con-
tra Costa ranges, around the bay, showed the
white feather, aud along their sides there were
spots where hail plied its sharp rattle for a
time. The winds were high and much of the
early sown and tender-stemmed grain was low.
The result will, in some cases, be decay, in-
stead of the hay, for which the rields were des-
tined; but, on the whole, the effect of the rain
will be refreshing, a valuable contribution to
the surface moisture, and another assurance of
promise for this unparallelled year. The storm
has passed and the sun is the brighter and the
air the clearer for it.

How sweet the sunlight sits upon a thousand
vales and hillsides. The mountain brooks bab-
ble their welcome. The picnic spirit is abroad
in the land. The roadways are dotted with
excursion parties, aud spirited teams carry full
loads of visiting ruralists. Let the peerless
days give new strength to all, for the work
comes on. It will be hard and long, but prom-
ise and reward will soon clasp hands as brothers.

Shallow Culture for Light Soils.

We made some remarks, last week, upon the

truth of shallow culture on light soils aud a

support of the position that a deep theory is not

as wise as the old s/uillow practice in some situa-

tions. One point made was that although

growth of blade and stem of grain might be

excessive while the surface layer was well satu-

rated by abundant rains, there would be after-

ward an interruption of the upward movement
of the lower water because the soil was not
compact enough to facilitate the action of capil-

lary attraction. The upward movement of the
water stored in the lower layers of the soil is

essential to the growth of crops anywhere and
is the sheet anchor of success in this State,

where the surface is not moistened by summer
showers. Here, the water stored deep in the
soil is the fund from which values are drawn,
and to so till the soil as to destroy its capillarity

is like cutting loose from one's bank account
and attempting to do business with a small
purse, which is soon emptied and only replen-

ished once a year.

We had expected to point out, at some con-
venient season, the general deductions from
what experience here and elsewhere has shown
to be the true system of culture of light soils,

but we have received, during the week, a copy
of a lecture recently delivered by Prof. S. W.
Johnson, Director of the Connecticut Agricul-

tural Station, which notes the considerations
which we had in mind to present. Although
written with special reference to treatment of

light soils to guard against the shorter periods

of drouth which prevail drring Eastern sum-
mers, the principles are the same which apply
here. Indeed, as we have hinted, they are of

more certain weight here, because with us the
summer drouth is as sure to come as the sum-
mer solstice, and earlier in its coming. There-
fore, we shall engage Prof. .Johnson as counsel

in the issue at natural law which we make and
acknowledge our indebtedness to him for the
propositions which we shall lay down for the
attention of our readers.

That stratum of the soil which is subjected

to loosening tillage is always dried thereby. A
wet soil sometimes may be advantageously
plowed for the purpose of drying it. A dry
soil may be made too dry by deep and repeated
tillage. The reasons are: 1st. By loosening,

the soil is made to expose a vastly greater
evaporating surface to the atmosphere than the
compact soil presents. 2d. The capillary con-

nection of the loosened earth with the under-
lying soil is impaired and its power of taking
up and distributing bottom-water is diminished.
Thus the Bournes of supply are rendered less

rapidly effective. It is evident that the amount
(depth and frequency) of tillage which would
beuetit crops on a clay soil might damage those

on a sandy one.

To conserve the water of a loose-textured
soil its main tillage should be shallow, so that

the bulk of the earth remains compact enough
to hold the rain and to transmit bottom-water
steadily from the subsoil upwards to the roots

of crops. The surface only, which has been
puddled by the heaty rains, need be disturbed
in spring time to prepare a seed-bed or to

loosen it around the growing stems. That sur-

face, as often as it settles to compactness or

forms a crust, should be loosened up again with
the cultivator, if for seeding, or the harrow it

the grain be started, so as to maintain over the
water-conducting body of compact earth a rela-

tively non-conducting layer of loose soil, to

cut off the escape of moisture into the atmos-
phere.

The use of the roller after harrowing in seed,

and of striking with the flat of the hoe upon
the hill after planting, is obviously to facilitate

the access of moisture to the seed. The capil-

lary connection between the surface-soil and
the moist earth below is largely interrupted by
putting in the seed, for that is in itself a loosen-

ing process. The soil must be compacted iu

order to restore that connection and insure to

the seed aud young plant a steady aud sufficient

supply of water.

It is plain that tillage may modify the storage
of water in the soil. If a compact clay or loam
be loosened in its texture, subsequent rains

will more readily pass through, the loosened
tilth and will penetrate and remain in reserve
in the soil immediately underlying. This will

be advantageous in two ways. It will, first,

give the sowed crop an aerated and therefore

healthy root-bed, and, second, it will tend to

conserve the rain against time of • drouth. On
coarse-textured soils, deep and frequent tUlage
may too much promote the descent of rain aud
therefore be detrimental to vegetation.

Pkimicms for Oct Flowers.—We notice
that Mr. James Vick, of Rochester, N. Y., an-
nounces his readiness to offer premiums amount-
ing to .?40 at eacli of the State fairs throughout
the United States if the managers of the fairs

give him notice of the acceptance of his premi-
ums. We trust the officers of our State fair

will put the Vick prizes in their premium list

for this year. Although this is a land of flowers
there is still room for more general growing of

them around our homes and the enjoyment of

the gentle refining influences which they exert.
The more floral premiums which we have at our
fairs the better, for thus the general interest in
floriculture will be stimulated and advanced.
Mr. Vick does a valuable public service in this
offer of premiums as in many other of his enter-
prises.

Roses.—Our friend, (t. C. Pearson, of Vallejo,

remembers our weakness for roses, and brought

in his semi-annual armful of. rich and rare ones

for us the other day. Mr. Pearson called our
attention again to the California tendency in his

roses. Some varieties he had been wont to

grow in the East for their compact and fine buds
take on something of the cabbage style of effu-

sion, or, in other words, are troubled somewhat
with the "big head." This is a complaint which
has been freely attributed to Californians, and,

perhaps, we shall be obliged to acknowledge its

prevalence -among our roses.

Bank of California.—At the last meeting

of the Directors, Hon. William Alvord, on

resignation of Mr. Mills, was chosen President

of the Bank of California. The selection i»

eminently a proper one. Mr. Alvord has served

the bank well as Vice-President. He has dis-

charged, with great credit, several high public

trusts which have been committed to him by

the citizens of San Francisco. He is a man
whose integrity is unquestioned, whoBe ability

is universally recognized. The bank has done

well for itself and for the community in its

choioe of President.
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Diffeiential Pulley Blocks.

Ourengravingon this page shows an adaptation

of a new device for multiplying one's strength by
proper mechanical aids. It has been found that a

single man (or a married one for that matter)

can be made to pull 1,000 pounds on the top of

a .stump, and if this amount of power will raise

the stumps in his soil, he can clear his field

with ease. We shall describe below the mech-
anism by which a man is able to exert such

force on an obstacle, and it will be seen that it

is adapted to many farm uses. If a man wishes

to lift off his wagon-box, he can do it alone and
leave it hanging in the air until he is ready to
replace it. If he is killing pigs, he can pull up
his scalded porker with one hand and the pul-
ley will hold it in position while the concluding
butchering operations are performed. In short,
for a hundred uses which require a lift far
beyond the power of a man with ordinary appli-
ances, this new de-

vice makes him
master of the sit-

uation.

The differential

pulley block is one
of the most notice-

able of the smaller
mechanical inven-
tions of the age.

It met a want
which had existed

from the begin-

ning of the me-
chanic arts. In
nearly every me-
chanical operation,

more or less hand-
ling of heavy
weights is involv-

ed, and numberless
contrivances have
been devised for

enabling such work
to be done with
ease, safety, and
the employment of

comparatively
small power. The
ordinary device in

use all over the
world is the com-
mon rope teckle

and blocks, by the
use of which the
efficiency of a man,
or his capacity to

lift, is increased
two, four or six

fold, according to the number of sheaves in
the blocks. The apparatus is of immense
utility and is in universal use, but its mul-
tiplication of power is very limited, and its

use necessitates provision against the "running
down " of the loads suspended if the power be
relaxed. The great value of the differential
pulley block arises from the fact that in a block
of even less compass than that of a rope tackle
of corresponding capacity, a multiplication of
power of from 30 to 300 fold is easily attaina-
ble, and its principle is such that the load sus-
pended, no matter how heavy, can never run

Stump Palling with Differential Pulleys.

like manner, when the pulley is revolved in the
opposite direction, more chain is given off from
the large pulley than is taken up on the small,
and the load descends in proportion to the
amount of this difference.

Since its invention by Mr. T. A. Weston, the
direct differential pulley block has gone into
most extensive use in all parts of the world, but
its application is limited to the handling of
weights of less than three tons, beyond which
its size becomes too unwieldy and the power re-
quired to operate it too great to admit of its

advantageous employment. The object of Mr.
Weston's recent improvement is to extend the
utility of the differential pulley block to the
handling of weights of from 3 to 10 tons, or, if

necessary, even greater ones. This has pre-
viously been done to a limited extent by the
employment of large sprocket wheels and gear-
ing, but only in such form as to be almost use-
less for practical purposes. Mr. Weston, how-
ever, has succeeded in combining with the regu-
lar differential block a system of gearing so
compact and so powerful as to give all the

desired increase in

the efficiency of

the block, without
practically increas-

ing its bulk or
weight.

With the plain

or direct differen-

tial pulley blocks,

1,000 pounds is the
maximum load
which can be lifted

by one man, while
with the new pat-

tern of geared
blocks the efficien-

cy of one mau is

increased so that
he can lift from
2,000 to 4,000 lbs.

This increased effi-

ciency not only en-

ables the blocks to

be used for hand-
ling much heavier
loads, but also

makes the smaller
sizes of the blocks
available for use in

places where the
load to be lifted is

more than can be
conveniently hand-
led by the number
of men available

for the purpose.
The general util-

ity of this pulley,

and the many dif

ferent ways in which it can be applied, ren-

der it very useful for agricultural purposes, as,

for instance, in pulling up stumps, or raising

heavy stones. One man can can accomplish
more work with one of these pulleys than half

a dozen could without it. These pulleys may
be seen at Dunham, Carrigan & Co., agents, S. F.

Australian Seed Exhibit at Paris.—We
acknowledge with pleasure the receipt of a
catalogue from C. F. Creswell, seedsman, of

Melbourne, Australia, of the large exhibit of

seeds which he will exhibit at the Paris exposi

BLOWERS' PATENT FRUIT DRIER.

Farming Changes in San Joaquin County.

From an old friend of the Press, Mr. J. W.
Johnson, ot Bellota, San Joaquin county, who
made us a call during the week, we receive

tidings of agricultural changes in the north-

western corner of San Joaquin county, in which
he resides. The region lies between the Mokeb
umne and Calaveras rivers, 18 miles northeast

of Stockton. This region was until recent years

used chiefly for grazing, but now is being chosen
as a residence by increased numbers of farmers,

and the land is put under cultivation. It has
been found that the rainfall is more generous
than in some other parts of the county, showers
falling there when other parts were neglected by
the clouds. The result was that good crops
were grown in 1870 when there was little else-
where, and the dry year 1877 showed a repeti-
tion of this experience, and there were good
returns from summer fallowed land. The soil
is a sandy loam, sometimes red-gravelly, but
very productive. Wheat is the leading' crop,
but barley and rye also do well. Fruit, so far
as tried, thrives well. A German has vines
growing well without irrigation, on sandy loam
with clay bottom, the land a little rolling.
The farms are now generally small. Mr.

Johnson has now 12 tenants on land he formerly
grazed, and 12 teams were at work summer
fallowing when he left home. Mr. Johnson has
about 8,000 acres, of which 1,400 were farmed
last year, and this year 3,000 is being farmed
by tenants. He will break up more land next
year. Other large land owners are Baily &
Carpenter, who have 5,000 acres, and W.
Prather, who has 3,000 acres. The highest val-
uation of these lands has been $20 per acre
hitherto, but it is believed that bringing them
under a more diversified cultivation will in-
crease them. There is abundance of soft water,
free from alkali, to be had by digging common
wells. The irrigation enterprise, which is being
carried through by Mr. G. C. Holman, as lately
described by a correspondent of the Press, will
advance the interests of the region.
There has been considerable improvement of

the swine of the neighborhood, mainly through
the influence of Mr. Parker's Berkshires. Sheep
have also been improved, but they are going by
the board to make room for the cultivators.
Mr. .Tohnson has now 6,000 sheep, aside from
his flocks in Nevada, but he will reduce the
number and still keep some for farm stock,
though not as grazers. The general interests of
the region between the rivers are advancing,
and we shall expect interesting notes of prog-
ress in the future.

Report of the University Alumni.—We
have received a copy of the able and very truth-

ful "report on the practical character of the

instruction given and benefits conferred by the
University of California. " It was made to the
Alumni Association by a committee consisting
of graduates Arthur Rodgers, Frank S. Sutton
and E. A Parker, who were appointed to ex-
amine and report for the information of the
alumni. The report will strengthen the popu-
lar regard for the institution, because, abating
the love and loyalty which alumni have for their
alma mater, none are better able to judge of the
practical benefits of an institution than those
who have carried its influence with them into
the walks of life. The report makes proper
allusion to the college of agriculture, and be-
stows merited credit upon its wise and zealous
promoter, Prof. Hilgard. We hope the report
will be widely circulated and we may find space
to present its points more fully hereafter.

Treatment for Wire Worms.—There has

been some complaint of the work of wire worms
in different parts of the State. Where the

grain is not too far advanced it might be well to
try the following treatment, which is pro-
nounced by the London Agricultural Gazette, as
productive of good results on light soils. Heavy
rolling followed with a top "dressing of three-
fourth to one cwt. of nitrate of soda, mixed
with two cwts. of common salt, forms a valuable
aid. It at once encourages the wheat and dis-
courages the worms and the accelerated growth
speedily places the crop beyond the reach of
farther damage.

Mr. Blowers' Drying House.

The succegg gained by Mr. R. B. Blowers, of

Woodland, Yolo county, in the manufacture of

raisins which lead the market, has created a

wide interest in his arrangements for drying.

Last year we gave quite full descriptions of his

methods and his own account of his success in

producing a first-class raisin by using sun-heat

if it was available, and if not, by putting the

grapes through his drying house. It was also

shown how he used the heat of the sun during

the first stages of drying and finished the rais-

ins by artificial heat. The fact is he has suc-

ceeded in producing a raisin by artificial heat

which is so indistinguishable from his sun-

dried, that they were all accepted together by
the parties to whom he contracted the season's

yield. He told these parties that they were
only in part sun-dried, but they discerned no
difference in them.

Mr. Blowers has used his drier for two years,

and assures us that in that time he has cleared,

above all expenses, more than three times its

original cost, in drying raisins alone. His
drier, including house, 42 feet square, with
basement, furnaces, 16 drying rooms and 5,000

trays, having 19,584 square feet of drying sur-

face and holding over 30 tons at one time, costs

$2,500.

Mr. Blowers has secured patents through the

Mining and Scientific Press Press Patent

Agency, and the small engravings on this page

will give an idea of the construction of this drier.

Fig. 1 is a perspective view, showing the

draft chimney, E, in the center, on the right

and left of which are the furnace rooms, D.
On each side of the furnace rooms and abut-

ting on them are the drying rooms, A, taking

the hot air from them at the top and again part

way down (not shown in the cut); the door, C,

is shown open, and the trays, B, arrauged on
cleats.

Fig. 2 is a transverse section taken across the

heating and drying chambers. The right side

shows the transom, /, open, and a lateral and
downward moving current of heated air passing

laterally in the flues (the flues being made by
the solid bottomed trays, placed side by side on

cleats), the downward movement being at the

alternate ends of the flues, as shown by the

cut. The air finally passes through the trap

door, L, into the flue, M, thence into the draft

chimney.
The left side of Fig. 2 shows the lateral and

upward current. The downward moving cur-

rent is used for fruit, vegetables, etc., and both

upward and downward current for lumber.

With this arrangement, it will be seen, an un-

interrupted ourrent of air is secured. In the

first way with a downward pressure, drying the

fruit on the trays thoroughly without turning,

and in the second way with an upward pressure,

drying lumber alike on both sides. It will also

be seen that one room or up to 16 can be built on

the same principle, but not with equal cost per

foot of drying surface.

We have, in an article on the subject last

year, so fully described Mr. Blowers process of

raisin drying that we need but allude to its ad-

vantages at this time. Like most all driers hot

air is used, but in this, owing to the peculiar

construction a very strong draft is secured, en-

abling him to dry in large quantities without
condensation of moisture on the fruit farthest

from the furnace. The result is that raisins re-

tain
,
the grape bloom. The capacity of j the

drier being very great, there is no necessity of

dipping the grapes in lye or other preparation,

to facilitate drying, and thereby injuring the

bloom and aroma of the raisins. One feature

in favor of the Blowers evaporator is that the

grapes are picked on the trays in the vineyard
and removed to the drier without further hand-

ling the fruit. Thirty tons can in this way be
placed in the evaporator in one day. When the

drying process is complete they are packed
ready for market directly from the trays and
are consequently unbroken on the stems, and,

therefore, more salable.

Mr. Blowers has received a group of medals
and rewards for his raisins and his apparatus,

and his success in his raisin-making efforts has
brought him both fame and profit.

The Proposed New Territory.

According to the bill now before Congress

providing for the new Territory of Lincoln, the

latter will comprise within its limits 97,800
square miles. Of this domain, 76,200 will

consist of a portion of the present Territory

of Dakota; 14,400 being taken from Mon-
tana and 7,200 from Wyoming. As con-

stituted, it will be larger than any of the

Western States, and will contain within its

borders over 600 miles of navigable rivers, and
more than 2,000 miles of river valleys. The
present estimated population is 25,000. The
friends of the measure have represented that

there is more gold in this Territory than in Cal-

ifornia. During the past year there were 175
steamers unloaded at Bismarck, and more than
500 teams were constantly employed during the
year carrying freight to the Black hills.

. Sale of Orchard Land.—We note the sale

of 10 acres in orchard, opposite Shinn's nurse-
ries, near Niles, Alameda county, at the figure

of $500 per acre. Grain land in the vicinity

ranges at $200 to $225 per acre. It pays to
plant trees.

down or descend of itself, nor without the de-

liberate act of the operator.

The principle upon which the differential

pulley block acts may be briefly explained as

follows : The load is carried by an endless

chain suspended from a double sheave or pulley

at the top, and in turn supporting in its lower
loop a single sheave or pulley to which the

load is directly attached. The two sheaves or

pulleys at the top are in reality formed of one
piece of metal, and therefore revolve together,

one of them being slightly smaller than the

other. The two sides of the chain which pass

around the lower sheave and thus carry the

load, pass over different grooves in the top

sheave—that is, one of them passes over the

large groove of the top sheave while the other
passes over the small one. It thus follows that

when the top sheave is revolved in one direc-

tion the loaded part of the chain is being taken

up on the large diameter, and given off ( on the

other side ) on the small, so that the load is

raised by the amount of difference between the

length of chain taken up on the large pulley

and the length given off on the small ones. In

tion. It is the fullest, and, at the same time,

most condensed list of the seeds of trees, shrubs,

and plants indigenous to Australia, Tasmania
and New Zealand which we have ever seen. It

contains the names of nearly a thousand species,

each with its natural order, botanical name,
common or native name and the country in

which it is found. It enumerates 54 species of

eucalyptus. The list is one which importers of

Australian trees, shrubs and plants will find of

much value for consultation and we presume
Mr. Creswell will send it to all who apply for

it. In this connection we may state that we
committed a careless blunder in last week's
Press in writing "Tasmanian grasses" when we
meant the grasses of New Zealand. Tasmania is

the modern name of Van Dieman's land and
has no connection with the province of New
Zealand.

The Senate Committee on revising the pres-

ent method of choosing a President, have de-

cided on the bill which provides a tribunal for

conflicting cases. The Committee is opposed to

a Constitutional amendment on the subject.

Printing Ink.—We bear cheerful testimony
to the excellence of the printers' ink furnished,

us by Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., of Phila-
delphia and New York. It is elegant material
and may be fairly classed with the improve-
ments which we made on our paper during the
last year. Most files of newspapers will not
stand the test of time, but turn yellow and show
the spread of poor ink. This we escape by the
quality of the ink we are using. We have uni-
formly good ink at fair rates, and this contains

a hint worthy the notice of other publishers
who may not be equally well served.

Chufas for Chickens.—We notice that a
writer in a Florida paper has used chufas for

chicken feed. He says: " For chickens, I plant
some near the barn, and, when ripe, plow one
or two furrows through them each week, and
let the chickens scratch for them. At first

they do not usually eat them readily, but in a
few days they will eat them with the greatest
avidity.

'

On File.—" Rabbits and Trees," N. S. D.;
"San Luis Obispo Notes," H. E. H,
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GRAND HEADQUARTERS FOR MUSICAL BOXES.

IMI. J". ^A-IXjXj^I^XD 5c CO.
Manufacturers and Importers of all kinds of

MUSICAL BOXES
FOR

Holiday, Birthday

AND

Office—202 Sansome St., N. E. Cor. Pi c, S F.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats filed expeditiously

1'atent re-issues taken out; Assignments made and re-

corded in legal form: Copies of Patents and Assignments

procured: Examinations of Patents made here and at

Washington; Examinations made of Assignments re-

corded in Washington; Examinations ordered and re-

ported bj Telegraph; Rejected cases taken up and Pat

dnt8 Obtained; Interferences Prosecuted; Opinions ren

dered regarding the validity of Patents and Assign

menu; Every legitimate branch of Patent Soliciting

Business promptly and thoroughly conducted.

Our intimate knowledge of the various inventions of thi-

coast, and long practice In patent business, enable us to

abundantly satisfy our patrons, and our success and

business are constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced inventors are found

among our most steadfast friends and patrons, who fully

appreciate our advantages in bringing rateable inven-

tions to the notice of the public through t'ic co'umns of

our widely circulated, first-class journals— ' h re b.. facil-

itating their introduction, sale and |iopularity.

Pacific Rural Press — Subscription Terms
for 1878.

Annual subscriptions, H
When paid fully one year in advance, fifty cknts will

be deducted.
No new subscriptions will be taken without cash in ad-

vance. All arrearages must bo paid for at the rate of

per annum.
By paying up arrearages, at 84 a year any subscriber

can continue at $:i.f>0 in advance.

Subscribers heretofore paying club prices will be re.

quired to pay the foregoing rates unless they renew the

club with strictly advance payments.
The above tonus are as low as can be afforded for a

journal so valuable on the farm, and every way accept-

able in the family circle.

All subscriptions not renewed by payment in advance
will be discontinued at the option of the publishers or

their agents.

Send a letter or postal card direct to the pi-rushers,

giving full name, with name of town and county, when
you wish the paper stopped -remitting the amount due us.

OUR AGENTS.
Our Friends can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting

Agents in their lab irs of canvassing, by lending their

influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send

none but worthy men.
J. L. Tiiarp—San Francisco.*

B. W. Crowrll—California.

A. C. Knox— Pacific Coast.

C. N. West—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito

counties.

A. C. Champiok—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.

Eeward S. Baker—Australian Coloi ies and Sandwicl.

Islands.

W. D. Whits—San Bernardino and Los Angeles coun-

ties.

J. W. A. Wrioht -Sacramento, Placer and San Joaquin

counties.

B. K. Llotd—Sonoma and Napa counties.

E. M. Dennj-, Oregon.
F. B. Alderhox, Nevada.
H. E. H.\i.lf.tt. — San- Louis Obispo county.

O. W. MctiREW. - Santa Clara county.
Wm. If. Brewer Black Hills, Dakota Territory.

Every new subscriber who does not receive

the paper ami every old subscriber not credited

on the label within two weeks after payimg for

this paper, should write personally to th pub

ishers without delay, to secure proper credit.

This is necessary to protect us and subscri

bers against the acts and mistakes of others.

Tue Best Fileuolder.—After having used Dewey's
pateut elastic hinge fileuolder for over a year past, the

Xeics cheerfully indorsee 'l as the beet newspaper file-

holder in existence, possessing important advantages over

any and all others iu use. The holders are neat, light and
convenient, and the newspapors are placed iu them with

the utmost facility and least possible lime and exertion

Thjy are the simplest, handiest and cheapest of all Any-

body keeping files of papers in reading rooms, offices or at

home, should send at once to the proprietor, A. T.

Dewey, Baa Francisco, and get the only proper fileholder.

Samples by mad fifty cents. — GoId Hill Seics.

Wedding Presents,

MUSICAL BOXES
FOR

Holiday, Birthday

AND

Wedding Presents,

OF STANDARD REPUTATION.
Our stock embraces the latest novelties, the newest and most pleasing airs, and the mos approved appliance

r rendering them with evcrv shade of musical expression.

4Jg"\Ve offer this season many new improvements that must be seen to be appreciated, ticrefore buyers coming

to San Francisco arc invited to examine our stock—the largest in tue city.

£3TMcda1 and diploma awarded at the Centennial Exposition to our establishment in Switzerland for excellence

n manufacture, durability, volume, purity of sound and superior workmanship. Also, medal awarded at the Me-

hanics' Institute Industrial Exhibition, Sail Francisco.

REPAIR DEPARTMENT.—Our workmen are especially educated to all kinds of intricate repairs, so that all

repairs entrusted to us will meet with careful, skillful and prompt attention. We are recipients of many special

patents for improvements in musical boxes.

M. J. PAILLARD & CO,, No 120 Sutter St ,
(Rooms 5 and 6 ) San Francisco.

G80 Broadway, New York, and St. Croix, Switzerland.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Manaoer and Cashier,

ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank: of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States a

he best market rates.

London Assurance Corporation,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

Established in 1720.

Cash Assets - - $14,993,466

Western Assurance Company,

OF TORONTO, CANADA.
Incorporated 1851.

Cash Assets - - - $1,576,307

CROSS & CO, Gen. Atrents, San Francisco

DALTON &. GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IS

All Kinds of Country Produce.
404 & 40G Davis Street, San Francisco.

<5T Consignments Solicited TBi

DAVIS &. SUTTON,
No 75 Warren Street, New York

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Reference.— Tradesmen's National Ban*. N. Y. ; Ell

wanger 4t Barry, Rochester, N. T.J C. W. Reed; Sacra

mcnto, Cal. ; A. Lusk & Co, , San Francisco, Cal.

C. &. F. NAUMAN & CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

All kinds of DAIRY PRODUCE sold on Commission
Poultry, Eggs, Game a specialty.

231 WASHINGTON STREET, San Francisco
(Between Front and Davis.)

Ciias. Nabman. Frank Naiman.

Sample Copies.—Occasionally we send copies of this

paper to persons Who we believe would be benefited by

subscribing for it, or willing to assist us in extending its

circulation. We cull the atientiou of such to our pros-

pec- us and terms of subscription, and request that they
circulate the copy sent.

ITi-trvvriif itirr Superior Wood and Metal F.n

LnRravinfi. T̂in«vBtactrotin>u>g u,h

O O"
i one at the ollice of

the Mixing and Scientific Press, San Francisco, at fa-

vorable rates. Send stamp for our circular and samples

M. COOKE. R. J. COOKE.

PIONEER BOX FACTORY.

Corner of Front and M Streets, Sacramento.

ALL KINDS OF

Fruit & Packing Boxes Made to Order,

AND IN SHOOKS.
£2T Communications Promptly Attended to. Tti

COOKE & SONS, Successors to Cookk k Grko

The Gem Musical Library.

A set of 21 fine collections of Bound Music, each of

which has 80 pages, full Sheet Music Size, and contains

an average of 25 song-" or Pieces, all of the best ami most
pleasing character 1 he Composers arc the most popular

and successful ones in the country. The following are

favorite Collections:

Fairy Fingers, by Julius Becht. containing 20 charm-

ing and easy Waltzes, Schottishos, Polkss, etc.

Pearl Drop3, Contains 25 fine and easy piano pieces,

by Kinkel, Coote, Mack, etc. Capital for learners.

Brilliant Gems. Fine selection of piano pieces of

easy medium difficulty, by Pacher, AlHrd, Kinkel and

others.

Pleasant Memories. Contains quite a variety »f

piano music, of moderate difficulty, and by 14 different

composers. "

Fireside Echoes. A collection of capital Sengs and

choruses by 10 of the best composers. Price of each

book, $1.60 boards, $2 cloth.

A most attractive song is, "III be watching for you at

the Window," by C. M. Pyke, 40 cents It has a fine pic-

ture title, as has O. D. Wilson's new Polka Rondo, called

"Dancing on the Orcen," (00 cents,) which is gaining a

deserved popularity.

Send for Circulars with Contents of 21 hooks.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON,

FORTY
ACRE

FARMS.

In offering the Reading Ranch for sale in

sub-divisions, I am disposed to accomodate the

interests of all classes of desirable settlers, I

therefore offer (besides large tracts) to sell farms

(in favorable locations) of from 40 to 100 acres,

at from $20 to $30 per acre. Semi-tropical fruits,

corn, vegetables, and all kinds of grain and

grasses, (including alfalfa,) will grow well with-

out irrigation on these lands. The Oregon Di-

vision of the C. P. R. R, and a brisk growing

town are near the land on the west, while the

Sacramento river is near at hand on the east.

For further information of the Reading

('.rant, see my advertisement which appears

from time to time in this paper. Address th«

proprietor on the premises,

EDWARD FRISBIE,

Anderson, Shasta County, Cai

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE AND
OTHER APPROVED SECLRITIES,

MCAFEE BROS., Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansome Street, - San Francisco

HERRMANN S STYLES IN HATS

NOW OUT!

Prices Lower Than Ever.

—AT—

402 Kearny Street, - - Near Pine

Branch, 010 Market Street,

Between Stockton and Powell, San Francisco

BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

24 1'ost Street

Near Ke.rny,

San Francuco, Cal.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are

from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not

confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives

such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa
tioii, and .u u. Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business

Practice is unsurpassed.
Ladies' Department - Ladies will be admitted for in

struction in all the Departments- of the College.

Telegraphic Department.— In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.

For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business College, San Fraucisco, Cal.

H. H a H.
HORSE MEDICINE

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Rinobone, Spatin, Sweeney, Callow
Li'MPs, and all old sores, apply freely so as to blister

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured.' repeat as at first. Sprains, Stiff

Joints. Brcibes, Windoalls, and all slight ailments, apply

a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts

and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin

iinent half and half with any kind of oil, and apply ii

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL

ands for Sale and to Let.

LANDS FOR SALE.

KERN COUNTY.
One hundsed and twenty acres; CO acres in alfalfa; If

miles from Bakersfleld. One-sixth of ditch sold with

land. Price, $20 per acre.

Two hundred and forty acres, 10 miles from Baken-

field; unimproved, with water right.

FRESNO COUNTY.
One hundred and seventy-five acres of land, at Borden

Station ; 30 acres in alfalfa. 110 acres well fenced. Rail,

road station on the land. Chinatown on the land, paying

$400 ground rent. Price, $10,000; half cash, balance to

suit purchaser

There is a good Public House, good Halls, Barn and

Out-Houses on the land. The Public House is well fur-

nished. Address, on the premises,

JOHN BTJRCHEM, Borden,

Fresno County, Cal.

Or J. B'. CARRINGTON, Grangers' Business Association,

San Francisco, or Denverton, Solano, Cal.

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for sale in Riverdale, Fresno County. It com-

prises 160 acres, V. S. Patent, of rich bottom land, with

house and out buildings. Grass is green the year round

Alfalfa grows the year round without irrigation, as

water is but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There
is two irrigation ditches running across the ranch and
three cubic feet of water per second belongs with the

place, and 42 small fruit trees and two to three hundred
blackberry and strawberry plants; 30 acres of alfalfa; 20

acres of barley, all looking nicely and a nice vegetable

garden. SixtJ acres inclosed, three plows, one two gang
sulky, (John Deere,) and two single plows, harrow, two
number one cows, two calves, one work team, harness,

old buggv and two dozen hens. The ranch iB one mile

west of the Riverdale postoffice. We have a good school,

one store and preaching every two weeks of the South
Methodist. The ranch is 10 miles north and west of

Lcmore, a flourishing railroad town; 9 miles due west of

Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, the county seat of

Fresno, ami 15 miles from the Central California Colony.

All the crops stock and tools mentioned go with the

ranch if sold soon. Price, $2,500. $1,500 gold coin down,

and one year's time on balance. For further particulars

addresB or call on ranch.

DAVID S. ORR, Riverdale, Fresno Co , Cal.

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery in a good location in Tehama county.

The owner of the laud has the best of soil and plenty of

water, one mile from the railroad station. He wants a

good man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raise

ill kinds of ornamental and forest trees. The owner of

the land wishes to take an interest in the proposed nur-

sery and believes good sales of trees can be made. Good
men, experienced and trustworthy may address ua on
this subject.

DEWEY & CO.
202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

THE CLIMATE OF CALIFORNIA.
A thoroughly studied and ab y written treatise on this

subject by Hon. B. B. Redding, appears complete in the

Pacific Ri-ral Press for January 28th, and also the Mix-

ing and Scientific Press. Based upon facts, figures and
careful and extensive observations made in various parte

of the State on this important subject, it is a volume of

reliable information, interesting to every resident of the

State. The Information is condensed in a paper read be-

fore the California Academy of Sciences, and is published

iu the Press as read before that Society without any al-

terations or omissions. F.xtra copies, post-paid, 10 rents

Address DEWEY it CO., Publishers, 202 Sansome Street,

San Francisco.

nil ApC THESE LARGE, FINE, NEW DININGrHLnvC Rooms are exceedingly popular. The best

pCQTAIIRANir of even-thing on the tables,
n CO I nUnrlll I . Dinner furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F.
CENTS, from five to eight p. m Visitors to 8. F. should
try the Palace.

BEST CARDS, no two alike, printed In Crimsoa or

Jet, 13c. CLINTON BROS., Clin - jnville. Conn.50

YOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

Ten «ents. STEVENS BROS., Northford, Oeun
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Purchasers or Stock will find in this Directory the
Names of some of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

50 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

~
CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO ,
Downey City, Cal., breeders of

thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A.. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,
(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at

:

to 3100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.
L. TJ. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es
sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.
BURBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks for
sale. Also, eggs in their season.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for
hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

1

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,
Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal,
Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine,
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

J. M. KERLINGER, Ellis, San Joaquin Co., Impor-
ter and Breeder of Berkshire Pigs and fine Poultry.

Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark snd Light Brahmas, Butt
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White& Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

\
tarns, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No hterior Fowls So!d at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
a3TFor further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. O. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
I have many testimonials from par-

ties in every portion of California cer-

tifying to the

<*' EGG PRODUCING
Qualities of ground raw bones, while
burnt hones pounded have not the same
effect, being reduced to phosphate of
lime and animal charcoal. Raw bones
have been proved by experiment to
hasten the laying of' pullets and in-

crease the laying of hens 50 as might
be expected from the quantity of jelly

When fed regularly to fowls it keeps them
in a healthy condition, especially young chickens, and
wards off many diseases they are subject to on this Coast.
Put up in sacks and shipped C. O. 1). by express or by
freight on receipt of price. 60 pound sacks, $2.50; 100 pound
sacks, $4. Carbolic powder for destroying poultry lice,

four pounds for il. Send for circular. Address

C. P. STONE, 35 Mission Market, S. F,

THOROUGHBRED POULTRY.

they

116 Acres

devoted to

FANCY
POULTRY

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock

Largest Yards
on the Coast.

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Bronze Tur-
keys, Geese, Pekin Ducks, Guinea Pigs, Etc.

BSTSafe arrival of Fowls and Eggs Guaranteed TES

43TPamphlet on the care of fowls -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc. , adapted especially to the
Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

Send stamp for price list. Address

M EYRE, Napa, Cal.

CARBOLIC POWDER
Is the best thing in the world to kill vermin on fowls and
chiokens, sent by mail, pnst-p tid, at 25 ceuts per package.
Address O. P. STONE, Mission Market, San Francisco.
My new circular, how to double egg production and raise
•hiokens without lost from disease sent free to any address.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. GRAY.

SHIPPING AND
Grangers' Building,

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

COMMISSION HOUSE,

106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking 1 be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

ENRIGHT'S STRAW-BURNING ENGINE.

I respectfully beg leave to inform the public and parties

intending to purchase Portable Straw-Burning Engines for

Threshing purposes for 1878, that I offer for sale this season,

Straw -Burning Engines superior to any I have heretofore

made at reasonable prices, and that I will give a satisfactory

bond to any party buying an Engine from me or my agents,

and that I will protect them in the use and right of using, and

against all Patent Law Suit.

JOSEPH ElTRiailT,
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE-ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK FILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Manufactured by the

Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

IRA MARDEN & CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST
GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

Streets, San Francisco.

LOOK!
BURBANK & MYERS, Im-

porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,
etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
tbc finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market.
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister
Enclose stamp for Price List.

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,

$3 Per Dozen.
From 3 pens of 20 Hens and a

Cock i ach; S4 of the finest White
Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of GOo bred during the sea-

sons of 1870-77, packed to arrive safely and batch. Send
or circular. Address,

C. P. STONE,
S5 Mission Market, San Francisco.

LAND PLASTER.
(Sulphate of Limb.)

THIS FERTILIZER IS ESPECIALLY WELL ADAPTED
TO CALIFORNIA LANDS AND CLIMATE, AND

DESTINED TO BE USED TO IM-

MENSE ADVANTAGE.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
In Bulk, $10 per ton; in Barrels. $12 50.

GOLDEN GATE PLASTER MILLS
LUCAS <Si CO.,

Nos. 216 and 217 Main Street, San Francisco,

CA BEST Mixed Cards, withname, in case, 13c, or 25 no
twe alike, 10c. Outfit 10c. Dowd k Co., Bristol, Ct.

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords the

best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, teacher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pig's

'nquire of

1. L. MILLER.

Beecher, Will County, Illinois^

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berksbires.
Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Aldemey cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are

guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,
and Los Angele3 City, Cal.

<t9f» CbCDY HAY Is warranted usirg JILZ
<4>£J tWC.ni l/H I WELL AUGERS and
DKILLS. Took the first premium at the Great Exposi-
tion. They bore any diameter and depth; 100 feet a day,
through earth, sand or rock. Pictorial auger book free.

Address Col. PETER SAXE, Los Angeles, Cal., Agent for

Pacific States.

CARD.

Last fall, preparatory to moving to Oregon, I disposed

of my entire herd of Berkshircs. Alfred Parker, Esq., of

Bellota, San Joaquin County, purchasing several of my
best imported hogs. I take pleasure in recommending

him to my former patrons and to the public generally as a

reliable breeder. R. S. THOMPSON, Napa City, Cal.

itSTParties favoring me with their orders may rely

upon getting A No. 1 Pigs, with perfect pedigrees and of

the most fashionable English strains. Address,

ALFRED PARKER, Bellota,

San Joaquin County, Cal

THOROUGHBRED BULLS.

Ten head of Red Durhauis from 12 to 15 months

old, Also, 12 head of large work horses and mares will

be sold this spring at private sale on my ranch, six miles

from Oroville, Butte County.

i^Bulls Sired by Golden Louan Duke.

M. WICK.

Imperial Egg Food

(Trade Mark.) ,5? <

Will >raJce Your lleiis Lay,
Winter and Summer, support FowlsdurtngTnoultlng,
keep them constantly In fine condition, and increase
their profit KD percent. Half of the el: fcksrlfe annually.
This makcB bone and mtlscle early, and will save them.
Packages to mix with 50. weight ordinary feed, 50cts.:
Inner for $1.00 and tZJV. Sent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grorers, Feed Stores, etc.

LOCAL A«5ENTS WANTED.
C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 103, Hat.tfc^id, Covn.

0. C. SWAIN & CO. Agt's for Pacific Coast
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

itSTTo whom all orders should be addressed.

Calvert's Carbolic

SHEEP WASH,
$2 Per Gallon.

After dipping the sheep, is use-

ful for preserving wet hides, de-
stroying the vine pest, and for

wheat dressings and disinfecting

purposes, etc T. W. JACKSON,
Is. P., Sole A^ent for Pacific Coast.

BIJCHAN'S

CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

2DL
AND ALL DISEASES OF TUB SKIS.

Bucban's Carbolic Soaps; Holman's Fever and
Ague Pad; Cork>, Buttles and Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 313 to 319 Battery St., S. F'
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A TENTS AND
63
c NVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Rkt-oits fos the Mi.vino and Scientific
Presh, DBWBT & CO., Publishers aku U. S.

AND FOREIGN PATENT A0BNT8. J

By Special Dispatch from Washinfrton, D. C.

Week Ending, April 2d.

Utilizing Power of Water in Pipes.—
John C. Estey, S. F.

Marsh Shoes.—Robert K. Jordan, Oakland.
Spiral Springs.—George E. Gray, S. F.

Anti-Friction Bearings for Journals and
Axles.—Thomas H. King, S. F.

The patents are Dot ready for delivery by the Patent
Oltiee until some 14 days after the date of issue.

Note. —Copies of IT. S. and Foreign Patents furnished
by Dbwev & Co., in the shortest time possible (by tel-

(fraph or otherwise) at ti.e lowest rates. All patent busi-

ness for Pacifie coast inventors transacted with perfect
security and in the shortest possible time.

The Alden Fruits.

Our friends of the Alden fruit drying persua-

sion assure us that the outlook for their products

are very flattering. The agents for the Alden

goods in this city say that they have orders

which they cannot till. It will be six months
before the new goods can reach the market.
The demand is constantly increasing, and there
is no difficulty in maintaining list prices for
choice articles. Several years ago Gen. Wilson.
U. S. A., was detailed to investigate all the
various processes of food preservation. He vis-

ited Europe, and has large volumes of reports
upon the subject. His conclusions are in favor
of the Alden method, and Alden goods are now
on the list of regular army and navy supplies.
In advertising for sealed proposals for dried
fruits and vegetables they always stipulate

—

"Allen's."
We are told that the proprietors of the Alden

factory, at San Andreas, erected last year, are
so well pleased with their investment that they
have recently bought the exclusive right of the
patent for Calaveras and Tuolumne counties,
and propose to start two or more factories in
those counties during the ensuing season.
We have received for examination a box of

Alden raisius, which are better than any we
have seen before. They are made from the Uva
Larga grape. They are of amber color and
almost transparent, and are therefore quite
handsome. This is, of course, a departure from
the standard appearance of raisins, and whether
oonsumers will take to the style is yet to be de-
termined. The popular demand now is for a
rich-colored raisin, well covered with "bloom."
The sample which we have before us is of ex-
cellent favor and consistency, the tender skin
being tilled with a finely jellied pulp. The
application of the Alden process to the
making of raisins has heretofore been hampered
by the use of grapes not best adapted to the
purpose, and the makers believe that by using
the Muscatel grapes they can show as great suc-
cess in raisin making as in the preserving of
other fruits and vegetables.

River vs. Rail.—The Louisville Courier-
Journal says of the J. B. Williams' "boss" tow,
that it was "the largest tow ever taken from
Louisville to New Orleans, or any other place
in the world—making 2-V200 tons. Her freight
bill at three cents per bushel, amounts to $18,-
000, equal to 81 cents per ton. It would take
1,800 cars of 333 bushels to the car to transport
this amount of coal. At §10 per ton, or $100
per car, the freight bill by rail would amount
to $180,000, or $162,000 more by rail than by
river. The tow can be taken from Pittsburg
to New Orleans in 14 or 15 days. It would re-
quire 100 trains of 18 cars to the train to trans-
port this 600,000 bushels of coal, and if it makes
the usual speed of fast freight lines, it would
take all summer to put it through by rail."

See advertisement for furnished house in
the country.

W oodward's Gardens has the following new attractions
The buffalo chase; large whale skeleton; new museum;
improvements in the zoological department, besides the
other features which have made it popular.

Aver St Sox's Manual contains information of much
value to advertisers; sent free. Address X. W. Aver \
Son, Advertising Agents, Times' Building, Philadelphia

Farmers ! Farmers !

!

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange," 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,
San Francisco. All hands carefully selected free
of^charges to employers and employees.

Settlers and others wishing good fanning lands for sure

crops, are referred to .Mr. Edward F/isbic, of Anderson,

Shasta County, Cal., who has some 15,000 acres for sale in

the Upper Sacramento Valley. His advertisement ap-

pears from time to time in this paper.

Mr W. J. VVoodlev, who took out a Canadian Patent
some four vears ago, is requested to call at the Mimno
and Scientific Press Patest Aoencv Office. Business
of importance.

Ant PiiOTOOKAriiF.R having a large Camera Box for

•ale will please notify "N. S ," at thisoffig«

Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-

urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.

San Francisco, April 17th, 1878.

Trade is progressing without many notable

features, but i* fairly active in most lines of

supplies. Agricultural implement men are full of

business and confident of clearing their ware-

houses of all harvesting machinery. Shipments
to the interior are large.

The Wheat market is firm, and sales have
been made at full figures. The situation is still

one of expectancy, because of the continued un-

settled condition of affairs abroad. The Liverpool

market has held the full week without change,

as may be seen from the

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

Thursday
Fridays,
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

CAL. AVKRAOE. Club.

lis — fells 5d Us 4.1.1 12s 2d
lis i'MIs 5d Us 4 d '.a 12s 2d
Us —(gilt 5d Us 4J»12s 2d
lis —alia 5d Us 4di«12s 2d
lis —(tills 5d Us iii i L2a 2d
Us —@ll8 5d Us 4d(rel2s 2d

8d
5d

Club.

10s —@10s 6d
Us "dirtlls I0d
Us 4dial2s 2d

To-day "s cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as follows:

Average.

1876 f»s SdialOs
1877 Us 5d(ftUs
1878 Us —(alls

The Foreign Review.
London, April 16th.—The Mark Lane Ex-

press says: The present aspect of Wheat does

not appear to give rise to any complaints. The
acreage sown may be taken at about an average,

while a somewhat larger breadth than usual has

been put under Corn. Supplies of English
Wheat have been moderate in London and the

principal country markets. A weaker tone of

trade, consequent upon diminished political ap-

prehensions, has been indicated in a decline of

about one shilling per quarter, as millers con-

tinue to operate sparingly, the requirements
being light and the weather not adverse to the
future crop. The time has now come when
America and Russia will resume their usual

places in the list of countries whence we derive

our principal supplies of Red Wheat. Last
Monday's arrival list showed the importation of

about 37,000 quarters of "Wheat, nearly all of

which was furnished by these countries; but at

present the interest centers principally in Amer-
ica, seeing that the requirements of southern
Europe will probably relieve this country of a
very large proportion of the Grain from the

Black sea; an unusual number of (i rain-laden

steamers from Odessa and southern Rus-
sian ports

;

having been diverted to Mar-
seilles. The demand of the past week has been
strictly of a consumptive character—at a shill-

ing per quarter less money—the decline being
attributed to the pacific aspect of political

affairs. With small arrivals at ports of call

during the past week, the Flouring cargo trade
for Wheat ruled steady, without quotable
change in values. Maize, on but few arrivals,

advanced fully six-pence per quarter.

Frelfrnts ana Charters.

The past week, says ffie Commercial Xeirs,

was extremely dull in the freight and charter
market. The firm prices ruling for Wheat in

this city, and the unsatisfactory condition of

prices in England, have alike operated adversely
to shippers, and we have no new engagements
of tonnage for spot loading to record. Vessels

now on the berth are with difficulty com-
pleting cargoes, and it is quite probable that
demurrage will have to be paid in several in-

stances. The list of disengaged tonnage will,

from this time forth, steadily increase, as the
new crop season is close at hand and shipowners
are holding off in the expectation of more re-

munerative business when the new Wheat is

moved. The last charter was tixed at about
£'1 5s for a wooden vessel to load for Liverpool
direct. We have in port 9,029 tons of tonnage
secured for Wheat and 4,814 for miscellaneous.
The list of disengaged tonnage in port aggre-
gates 23,362 tons.

Eastern Grain MarketP.
New York, April 13th.—The Wheat market

closes ver}' dull, and a trifle lower than last

week—the range of Spring growth being $1. 18
(5 1.30 for common to prime. Throughout the
West the crops never promised better at this

period of the year. It is estimated that the
average sown is fully 35 greater than last year;
while, of last season's crop fully 25'; is still in

the hands of the farmers. These facts, in con-
nection with the decreasing probabilities of war,
act as a wet blanket upon speculations. Grain
freights have declined to 5s 9d to 6s per quarter
for orders, with business dull and ship owners
less hopeful. Canal navigation commences on
Monday, and larger supplies and greater activity
are looked for by the end of the month.
Chicago, April 13th.—The markets for the

week have been generally interesting, but have
tended decidedly downward, with an excep-
tional upward flirt on Thursday and Friday.
Wheat dealers have been doing a pretty good

business in the aggregate, although the market
has occasionally relapsed into dullness and
caution. It opened heavy and declined, reach-
ing the lowest range to-day. The crops are re-

ported as exceptionally fine throughout the
West Sales of May were $1.07J@1.10J. Corn
was pretty active, unsettled and the tendency
was regularly and continuously downward in

prices. Sales of May at 40§@42&. Oats were
very steady, with small variation in price.

May sold at 26C".26|c. Rye was easier, Fresh
selling at "n H'j 58 Je for cash, the lowest price

being to-day. Barley opened heavy and lower,

but closed firm at outside rates. Sales of cash
at41(o 44ic Closing cash prices were: Wheat,
$1,064; Corn, 38c; Oats, 22ic; Rye, 58c; Barley,

44@44£c; Pork, $8.80; Lard, $6.90(« 6.92i. Gilt

edge varieties of the cereals are proportionately
higher.

Eastern Wool Markets.
New York, April 13th.—There is nothing of

an interesting character that can be said in

reference to the Wool market. Prices are en-
tirely nominal, due to the indifference that buy-
ers manifest regarding stock, while dealers are
patiently waiting a change for the better, but
in the meanwhile would close out present
accumulations on exceedingly favorable terms.
Some few small parcels of new Spring California
have been received here, and though the condi-
tion is pronounced good, the staple is exceed-
ingly short. Holders do not name a price, and
the opinion prevails that they will be fortunate
if they succeed in getting back cost and ex-

penses. Sales for the week embrace 5,000 bbls
old Spring California at 23c; 58,000 bbls Fall
California, 15(3170; 90 bags scoured do, 48@
55c; 12,000 bbls Oregon, 23*c; 30,000 lt>s West-
ern Texas and Mexican, 14(o 16c.

Boston, April 13th.—Owing to the observance
of the fast day, the aggregate business of the
week is smaller than usual, the total sales

amounting to only 666,000 lbs. Manufacturers
continue to purchase only for the immediate
wants. The high prices recently paid in Cal-
ifornia for the new clip are causing surprise
here, as they are three cents higher than cur-

rent sales in this market. Transactions in

Fleece Wool include Ohio, part at 41(</ 42c for X
and above and XX and above, but round lots

could not be placed at over 40c, and the market
is settling down on this price for the most
desirable lots of Ohio, Pennsylvania and West
Virginia. In Michigan Fleeces there has been
quite a concession, some small lots selling at

38c, but they cannot now be quoted at over
'A'iOi 36c for good average lots of Wisconsin and
Michigan. For combing and delaine Fleeces
there is an increased demand; sales at 40@46o,
and some very choice at 50c. Pulled Wool is

quiet; 27(«37Ac for super and X, including low
and medium super. California Wool is quiet;

small sales at 18(n30c for Spring; 15fo20c for

Fall.

Philadelphia, April 16th.—Wool is quiet;

prices nominal. California tine and medium,
2f>(a30e; coarse, 18(a24c.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at

noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articles.

Flour, quarter sacks.
Wheat, centals
liartcy, centals.

Bums, sacks
Corn, centals
Oats, centals
Potatoes, sacks.
Onions, sacks
Wool, bales
Hops, bales
Hay, bales

Week. Week. Week. Week.
Mar. 27. April 3. April 10. April 17.

30,257 42,372 18,220 67,610

111,406 73.721 94,050 109,522

9,708 12,230 10,800 14,255

941 90S 1,118 843
7,208 1,761 3,640 3,352
545 6,159 186 9,912

1IM73 16,330 11,098 12,657

1,062
298

617 720 1,033

607 1,575 4,528
27 20 64

1,577 1,267 1.436 1,565

BAGS—Prices have not changed since our
last report. The market is hrm, and sales are

considerable.

BAHLEY—Barley is dull, and takes a slightly

lower range for Feed descriptions. We note

sales: 340 sks Coast Feed at $1. 10@$1. 12J; 100

do at $1.17A: 600 do Bay Brewing at $1,384;

500 ctls Good Feed at $1.20; 600 do do, $1.20;

600 do do at $1. 17A per ctl.

BEANS—Receipts are small, and prices have
advanced for nearly all sorts. The market is

bare of Red Beans.
CORN—White Corn has taken a further step

upward. We note sales: 150 sks Large Yel-

low, $1.82; 250 sks White, $2.10; Large Yel-

low, fl.92i@SI.95; Small do, $1.80 per ctl.

DAIRY" PRODUCE—Butter gains a point,

which is very gratifying, and it is to be hoped
that the low market has been left behind for

good. On the other hand, Cheese has dropped
as the receipts accumulate. Old style Califor-

nia is not quotable above 14c or 15c. New
style, boxed and factory made, is held at 18c,

to take the place of imported Eastern.

EGGS—Eggs have advanced about 2c per

dozen.

FEED—Corn Meal and Middlings are a point

higher. Hay takes a lower range; a large cargo

of poor stock sold for $9. The best VV heat is

now held at $17.

FRUIT—Fruit is scarce. Apples are about

gone. No Tahiti Oranges are yet in. Straw-
berries have been held back by the storm, and
the price is still 15c and 25c, according to the

quality.

HOPS—We hear of no local movement in

Hops. Emmet Wells reports the New York
market for the week ending April 5th as fol-

lows: "The demand from brewers is light, the

only inquiry at present coming from those who
buy a few bales at a time, orjust enough to

meet their immediate wants; stocks, in conse-
quence, are accumulating. The war cloud in

England tends to depress many branches of
trade in that country, among which may be
mentioned the Hop trade, and prices, according
to cable reports, have suffered a slight decline.

Our own market, in sympathy, shows signs of

depression, though it does seem as though
prices are now as low as possible, and leave any
bottom to the market-"'

OATS—Oats are in small sale, and prices are
not materially changed. Choice lots are scarce.

ONIONS—Onions are unchanged.
POTATOES—All good old Potatoes are now

worth about $3 per ctl. New Potatoes sell at

$4@4.50.
PROVISIONS—Fresh Beef is a little easier

and in good supply. Mutton and Lamb are
plenty and low. Pork is also off a little. The
trade in Cured Meats is active at the prices
given in our list.

VEGETABLES—Asparagus is higher to-day
because of the bad weather which has prevailed.

Hhubarb is also a little up. Green peas and
Tomatoes are lower.
WHEAT—Prices are firm. We note sales:

400 ctls choice Milling at $2. 15 ; 1,000 do do at

$2. 14 ; 800 and 500 do Milling at $2.05 ; 600 do
Smutty at $1.90 ; 500 do do at $1.75 ; 1,200 do,

on private terms
; 7,000 do good Milling, at

Yallejo, at $1.95, and 9,000 do choice Milling,

at Yallejo, at $2 t»" ctl.

WOOL— Sales have developed a higher rate

for choice free Wool than was shown last week.
We have record of sales of 90,000 lbs, of which
Burry sold at I3(a 16c, and choice Free at

18(&24c.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
IWBOLMALS. 1

Wednesday m., April 17, 187S.

BEANS.
Bayo. ctl 4 50 @4 75
Butter 3 25 igi 50
Pea 3 75 (84 00
Red — —
P«ik 4 50 (!J5 00

gari White 3 75 «4 00
Lima 3 50 vt4 00

ICKOOTl 4 UU\.
Old 3J@ 7

New..... 4J<g 8
4 111( 4 OBI ,

California « 4j
German 6l(J< 7

ii i lit » PRODUCE. ETC.
BUTTER.

Softsh'l 16 I

Brazil 14 I

Pecans 13 i

Peanuts 3 I

Filbert* IS <

OMOXg.
Alviso -

Union City, ctl....

Stockton
Sacramento River.
Oregon —

POTATOES.
Petaluma. ctl — (83 00
Humboldt 2 85 £3 00
Cutfey Cot© — —
Early Hose, new. 4 00 ,54 50

Cal Fresh Roll lb 20 22J Half Moon Bay
Point Keyee 22{w 25 IKidney — (S3 00

Pickle K.iU, new . . 22i'.et 25 Sweet 2 62Jia-
" \HEFirklu.old 12 W

121*3Western Reserve
New York

CHEESE.
Cheese, Cal. tt>.... 11 @ 14

Eastern -- @ —
N. Y State - W —
Cilroy Factory. ... 18 @ —

EGG8.
Cal. fresh, doz.... 22 @ 24
Ducks' 21 (ot 23
Oregon 18 w —
Eastern 18 H 19
do Pickled — (<» —

PEED.
Bran, ton 15 00 WIS 00
Corn Meal 37 00 v?3S 00
Hay 9 00 M17 00
Middlings 23 00 ia24 00
Oil Cake Meal.. 36 00 W>
Straw, bale 25 " 60

FLOUR.
Extra, bbl 6 00 (86 50
Superfine 5 00 .<*5 50

31Urahatu. lb 31(

nUSI HEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 7 @
Second Si
Third 4 @

Mutton 4 uf
Spring Lamb 6 @
Pork, undressed... Sw
Dressed SJ(S

Veal 6 §
Milk Calves 8 S

GRAIN. ETC.
Barley, feed. 0U...1 10 @1 171
Brewing 1 30 Wl 40
Chevalier 1 50 5B —

Buckwheat 1 30 @ —
Corn. White 2 00 «2 10
Yellow 1 62J(rfl 67*
Small Round....l 80 (il 87* Mustard, White... 8

Oats 1 30 Wl 40 Brown
Milling 1 65 Ml 65 Rape S

Rye 2 20 W2 32JI Ky Blue Grass 20
Wheat, Shipping. .2 00 <*2 05 2d quality 18
Milling 2 05 #2 15

~

HIDES.
Hides, dry 15 ffl —
Wet salted 8 <j§ 9

IIOXET, ETC.
Beeswax, lb 30W 31
Honey. in comb.. .. 14 @ 16
do. No 2 12i<§ 14

I'OI I.TKY <t CAME.
Hens, doz 8 00 @ 9 00
Roosters 7 00 <gl2 00
Broilers 6 00 W 7 50
Ducks, tame 10 00W11 00
do, Mallard W/

Geese, pair 2 00 («2 50
Wild Gray, doz .2 00 (52 50
White do 75 Ml 00

Turkeys 18 W 10
do, Dressed 19 <§ 21

Snipe, Eng 2 00 52 50
do. Common — <% —

Rabbits 1 00 §1 25
Hare 2 00 «2 50

I'KOVISIO.NS.
Cal. Bacon, H'vy.tb 111
Medium 12
Light

Lard
Cal. Smoked Beef
Eastern

Shoulders. Corer'd
Hams. Cal
Dupee's 12
Boyd's 12 (§ 12
Davis Bros' 12 @ "
None Such 12 M
Ames 12 @
SUvens& Mansur ll](g
Whittaxer 12 <g

SEEDS.
Alfalfa, 5
Canary 6 (4
Clover, Red 16 ®
White 50 @

Cotton 6 a
Flaxseed 3i«y
Hemp 6 %
Italian Rye Grass 35
Perennial 35

Millet 10 <S 12

12

l:>

12
12

12*

Dark i0@
Strained 7 @

HOPS.
Oregon 5 ®
Cali'ornia 1 VP
Wash Ter 6 @
Choice Cal 8 W

NITS-JobbliiK.
Walnuts. Cal 6(8
do Chile 7

Almonds, hd shl lb 6 W

Sweet V Grass.... 1 00 1

Orchard 25 1

Red Top 61 1

Hungarian
Lawn.
Mesquit —
Timothy 1

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 79
Refined 9

WOOL. ETC'.
SPRING.

S Joaq'n. 12mo free 20 @
do 6 mo do 18 @

Burry, 12 mo 16 m
do 6 mo 14 @

Scabby UMt
17 WSouth'n Coast, free

do do burry 14 @

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.

Wednesday m.. April 17, 1878.

Butter. California
Choice, lb

Cheese
Eastern

Lard, Cal
Eastern

Flour, ex. fam, bbl8
Corn Meal, lb

Sugar, wh. crshd
Light Brown

Coffee, Green
Tea, Fine Black...
Finest Japan. ...

Candles. Adxut'e..
Soap, Cal

Rioe
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1 !

Can'd Oysters doz2 I

Syrup, 8 F Gold'n
Dried Apples, lb.

.

Ger. Prunes
Figs, Cal
Peaches

Oils. Kerosene
Wines, Old Port.. .3 !

French Claret 1

Cal, doz bot 3 (

Whisky, O K. gal. .3 I

French Brandy. ...4 I

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Sctro ft Co.)

Sam Francisco. April 17. 3 r. tt.

Lioal Tenders In 8. F., 11 A. M.,99K*99|. Silver. 1.73®
2.00. Gold in New York. 100}.

Gold Bars. 890W910. Silver Bard, 8@15 V cent. dJs

sount. . . mExchange on New York, \%; on London bankers. 4?i<3

491. Commercial, 60; Paris, tin franca V dollar, Mexican
dollars. 96.

London Consols 94 12-16; Bonds, 105|.

QvieKsiLVXR In 8. F . by the flask, « lb, 46(S471a.
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GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
I
WBOIiSSALB. 1

Wednesday m., April 17, 1878.
Plaster, GoldenBAGS—Jobbing

Eng Standard Wheat. llj^llj
Neville & Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36.. lljiailj

24x36 -@—
23x40 -@13
Machine Swd, 22x36.11 (gill

Flour Sacks, halves.... 83@10i
Quarters 6S@ 6}
Eighths 4 @ 4!

Hessian, 60 inch 15 @—
45 inch 93@10
40 inch 9j@—

Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed, 3J tb. .47J@50
41b do 52i@—
Machine Sewed 47J(<|—

Standard Gunnies 14 @15
Bean Bags 1 @ 8

CANDIES.
Crystal Wax 17 @—
Eagle 12 @—
Patent Sperm 30@34

CANNED GOODS.
Assorted Pie Fruits," 33 00

*4 25
2J lb cans 2 75 1

Talfable do 3 75
Jams and Jellies. .4 25

Pickles, hf gal 3 50 <|
—

Sardines, qr box..l 65 @1 90

Hf Boxes 3 00 @ —
Preserved Beef,
21b, doz 4 00 <a -
do Beef, 4tb,doz.6 50 @ —

Preserved Mutton,
2 lb. doz 4 CO @ —

Beef Tongue 6 50 @ —
Preserved Ham,

2 lb, doz 6 50 (3 -
Deviled Ham, 1 lb,

doz 5 50 @ —
do Ham, Jib doz.3 00 @ —
COAL—Jobbing.

Australian, ton.. 7 00 @ 7 25

Coos Bay 6 50 @ 7 00
Bellingham Bay. 6 50 @
Seattle 5 50 @ 6 50
Cumberland 14 00 @
Mt Diablo 4 75 @ 6 00

Lehigh 22 00 O
Liverpool 7 00 @ 8 00
West Hartley... 7 50 @ 9 00
Scotch 6 50 @ 8 00
Scranton 13 00 @16 00
Vancouver Id ... 7 50 @
Charcoal, sack... 75 @
Coke, bbl 60 <ee

COFFEE.
Sandwich Id, lb. 21i@
Costa Rica 19 @ 20
Guatemala 16J@ 19J
Java 24 @ 25
Manila 18*@ 19
Ground, in cs... 25 @

FISH.
Sac'to Dry Cod.. 5 @ 5:

do in cases.. 6j@ 7

Eastern Cod.... 8@— 8i

Salmon, bbls.... 9 00 @10 00
Hf bbls 5 00 <§ 5 50
2 1b cans 3 10 @3 20

Pkld Cod, bbls. .22 00 @
Hf bbls 11 00 @

Mackerel, No. 1.

Hf Bbls 11 00 @12 00
In Kits 2 25 @
Ex Mess 3 50 @ 4 50

Pkld Herring, bx 3 00 @ 3 50
Boston SmkdH'g 40 @ 50

l,Hil„ Etc.
Lime, Sta Cruz,
bbl 2 00 @ 2 25

Cement, Rosen-
dale 2 75 & 3 50
Portland 4 75 <S 5 50

Gate Mills.... 3 00 @ 3 25
Land Plaster, tn 10 00 §12 50

NAILS.
Asa'ted sizes, keg 3 25 @ 4 00

OILS.
Pacific Glue Co's
Neatsfoot, No 1.1 00 @ 90

Castor. No 1 1 10 @ —
do, No. 2 1 05 @ —

Baker's A A 1 25 @1 30
Olive, Plagniol....5 25 @5 75
Possel 4 75 (§5 25

Palm, tb 9 @ —
Linseed, Raw, bbl. 74S@ —
Boiled 77fo -

Cocoanut 57$@ —
China nut, cs 68 @ 70
Sperm, 1 60 @1 65
Coast Whales 60 @ 65
Polar, refined 60 @ -
Lard 1 10 <gl 15
Oleophine 27 (3 —
Devoe's Bril't 27J@ 28J
Photolite 29 @ —
Nonpariel 50 @ —
Eureka 40 @ 42J
Barrel kerosene ... 20 @ —
Downer Ker 40 & 42£
Elaine 42J@ —

PAINTS.
Pure White Lead. 9|@ 10J
Whiting If® —
Putty 4 § 5
Chalk 10 —
Paris White 24@ —
Ochre 3$@ —
Venetian Red 3j@ —
Averill Mixed
Paint, gal.

White & tints. . .2 00 @2 40
Green, Blue &
Ch Yellow 3 00 @3 50
Light Red 3 00 @3 50
Metallic Roof...l 30 @1 60

KM E.
OhinaNo. 1, lb.... 6J<3 65
Hawaiian 6i@ 7

SALT.
Cal. Bay, ton.... 15 00 022 50

Common 10 00 @12 00
Carmen Id 13 00 ©22 50
Liverpool fine. . .20 00 c«22 50j

SOAP.
Castile, lb 10 <a 10*
Common brands . . 4*@ 6
Fancy brands 7 @ 8

SPICES.
Cloves, tb 45 @ 50
Cassia 22J(* 25

Nutmegs 85 @ 90
Pepper Grain 15 @ 17

Pimento 15 @ 16
Mustard, Cal.,

i lb glass 1 50 @ —
SUGAR, ETC.

Cal. Cube, tb 11J@ —
Powdered 12 @ —
Fine crushed lli@ —
Granulated 11 @ —
Golden C %W —
Cal. Syrup, kgs... 70 @
Hawaiian Mol'sses 26 @

TEA.
Young Hysou,
Moyune, etc 35 @

Country pckd Gun-
powder & Im-
perial 50 @ 60

Hyson 30 @ 35
Fooo-Chow 35 (3 60
Japan, 1st quality 40 @ 60
2d quality 25 @ 35

30

50

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
[WH0LR8ALB. ]

Wednesday m
FRUIT MARKET.

Apples, box — — @
Bananas, bnch.. 2 50 @ 3 50
Cocoanuts. 100.. 7 00 @ 8 00
Limes, Mex 15 00 @18 00
do, Cal 9 00 (310 00

Lemons, Cal M.10 00 (320 00
Sicily, bx 9 00 @10 00

Oranges, Mex,
M 17 00 @30 00
Tahiti — — @
Cal 17 00 (330 00

Pears, box @
Pineapples, doz. 6 00 & 7 00
Sfwberries, tb.. 15 (8 20

DlilED FRUIT.
Apples, tb 5^(3 7 k

Apricots 10 @ 12|
Citron 23 @ 24*
Dates 9 @ 10
Figs, Black 4 @ 7
White 6 O 8

Peaches 8 @ 10
Pears 4 © 7
Plums 3 <a 4
Pitted 12J@ 10

April 17. 1878.

Prunes 14 <g 16
Raisins, Cal, bx 1 00 (3 1 62
do, Halves. .. 1 50 @ 2 00
do, Quarters. 1 50 (3 2 50
Blowers' 2 75 (3
Malaga 2 75 (3 3 00

Zante Currants.. 8 (3 lu
VEGETABLES.

Asparagus, tb... 4 @ 6
Beets, ctl 2 00 @
Cabbage, 100 lbs 1 00 (3 1 25
Carrots, ctl 62J(S 75
Cauliflower, doz 75 —
Garlic, New. tb.. li(3 2
Green Peas 3 @ 5
Lettuce, doz 10 (co— —
Parsnips, lb 2 @-
Potatoes, new.. 4 @ 5
Horseradish 5 (3— 6
Rhubarb 2j@ 4i

Squash, Marrow
fat, tn 15 00 (330 00

Tomatoes 20 @ —
Turnips, ctl 1 50 @
White 50 @

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending April 16, 1878.

HIGHEST AND LOWEST BAROMETER.

Apr. 10 Apr. 11 Apr. 12 Apr. 13 Apr. 14 Apr. 15 Apr. 16.

30.05
29.95

30.04
29.96

29.90
29.85

29.89
29.83

29.78
29.00

29.7.'!

29.59
29.97
29.78

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.
64
53

58
51

58
52

79
I

72

SW SW
I

55 I 50
4G

I
44

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.
70

I

50
I

58

PREVAILING WIND.
w

1
w 1 s

WIND—MILES TRAVELED.

307 I 310 I 317

I
09

I
61

I
SW

I
W

219
I

238
I

307 | 310 | 317 I 187 | 124

STATE OF WEATHER.

Clear.
|

Fair.
|

Clear.
1
Clo'dy

j
Fair.

|
Fair.

|
Clear

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

I I
I

I

.16
I

.29
I

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877. 34.50 in.

The Mining & Scientfic Press,
Is the leading mining journal in America, and it enjoys a
large circulation among the more intelligent operators
and workers in the gold fields of the world.
As a scientific and mechanical representative of the Pa-

cific Coast it is decidedly popular, and isastandard journal
with the most thrifty industrial people of the Pacific

States and Territories. Its authority is of the highest
order, and its usefulness in its special sphere unrivaled.
Every public library, mining engineer, metallurgist,

mining operator and intelligent mechanic and manufact-
urer will find profit by its reading.

Subscription, postage prepaid, $4 a year in advanc
Sample copies, post paid, ten cents.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers, S. F.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South lOth
St., Philadelphia. & 59 Gold St.. Cor. Ann.N. Y

GREAT SLAUGHTER

IN SEWING MACHINES-

We are now offering for sale, at $10 EACH, ttie

following: machines:

FLORENCE,

WHEELER &. WILSON,

GROVER & BAKER.

THESE MACHINES ARE

Guaranteed to be in Pet feet Order,

And many of them NEW

Parties in the country can have them packed and ship-

ped free of any extra charge. Address

WILLC0X & GIBBS, Sew ng Machine Co.

No. 124 POST STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO.

W. & J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California.

IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE,
ALSO, THE FINEST STRAINS OF

Pure B own Leghorn Fowls
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

FURSISHED HOUSE WANTED.

£S"Wanted, a comfortably furnished house in the
country for three months, commencing June 1st, for
which liberal rent will be paid and security furnished.
Address, with particulars,

C. W. R., P. O. Box 1123,

San Francisco, Cal,

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
HEMORRHOIDS or PILES
CAS be CURED! Radically,
Speedily and Without Pain ! "Dr
Pierce's Pile Truss and Remedy" give
instant relief in all cases. By means
of this new appliance the Piles have
a constant and agreeable support and

will entirely disajijiear if the Truss is worn and the Rem
edy applied as directed. For particulars call or address
MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO., 609 Sac-
ramento Street, (up stairs), San Francisco.

SSS" State in what paper you saw this notice. 1£&

HAMBLETONIAN TROTTING STALLION,

ADMIRAL,

Will Make the Present Season as Follows:

Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays of each week at S. S. Drake's farm, two miles east of Val-
lejo, on the Sulphur Spring road; Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays at Mr. E. K. Yost's

stable, in Fairfield. Season to oommenee March 11th, and end July 1st, 1878.

Terms of Service, Forty Doll rs, U. S. Gold Coin, Payable at Expiration of Service.
PEDIGREE.- -Admiral is by Guldsmith's Volunteer; he by Resdyke's Hambletonian; Volunteer's dam by

Young Patriot; Admiral's dam is by Lady Pierson; she by (Neavis) Cassius M. Clay, Jr., her dam was by Diamond, son
of American Eclipse; grandam said to be thoroughbred. (Neavis,) Cassius M. Clay, Jr., by C. M. Clay, a sou of
Henry Clay, by Andrew Jackson; dam by Chancellor, a son of Mambrino: grandam by Engineer Second, (sire of Lady
Suffolk,) who was the son of Engineer, by imported' Messenger. It will be seen that Admiral's pedigree combine's
our best trotting blood, as shown by the Hambletonians and Clays. He is 10 years old, 18$ hands high, bay, hind
feet white, small star, strong back, good neck, large bone, excellent feet, good pasterns, powerful stifle, big gaited,
and level in bis action; can speed 2:30 gait, and is quite as promising as his brothers and sisters, who have a record
as follows: Gloster, 2:17, Bodine, 2:10)", Sister, 2:25, Powers, 2:21 J, Amy, 2:22), St. Julian, 2 224, Trio, 2:231, W. H.
Allen. 2:2.')), Ally, 2:24, Carry, 2:24.i, Frank Wood, 2:24, Driver, 2:25, Cal. Dexter, 2:27, Lady Morris, 2:274, Mary A.
White. 2:28, Abdallah, 2:30, Huntress, 2:201, and three miles in 7:21], (fastest time on record,) and is fitted in an em-
inent degree to produce colts that will in all respects justify his patrons in their expectations. Good pasture and
water reasonable. Communications by mail addressed to S. S. DRAKE, Vallejo.

BYRON JACKSON'S

CELEBRATED PATENT FEEDER AND ELEVATOR FOR THRESHING MACHINES,
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And Patent Horse Fork and Patent Derrick Combined.
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The above out Illustrates these most celebrated Labor-Saving Appliances for handling the

unthreshed grain to the thresher.

With these improvements a threshing crew is reduced to the smallest possible number, and
the labor is much lighter and cleaner than with the High Derrick Table, set close to the

Thresher.
The whole arrangement is so simple and durable that the additional machines can be no ob-

jection when compared with the great advantages gained by its use, viz:

1st. Room to spread the Feed.
' 2nd. Less danger from the Forks.
3d. Getting away from the Dust.
4th. Time saved in setting.

5th. Getting the Separator away from the stacks, saving the foreman the annoyance and

trouble of crawling under the stacks or of going around to set the Separator or communicate with

the engineer.

6th The engineer can see everything connected with the machine or crew, thus saving

many accidents.

7th. The sacks can be piled on either side of the Separator.

8th. The opportunity of using a Low Derrick Table. (The importance of this table can-

not be over estimated. It saves time, labor and grain. No thresher will be without them
when he comes to understand their advantages).

From 100 to 200 sacks per day more can be threshed by a common thresher when using these

improvements.
Price of Feeder and Elevator (complete) $300. Derrick, Table and Two Forks, with Ropes

and Blocks (complete), $175. For further particulars send for catalogue.

BYRON JAOKSOKT, Woodland Cal
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Nurserymen.

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also. Coffee, Cork Oak
Olives, Guavas, English and Black Walnuts, Magnolias,
Loquats, Butternuts, Small Fruits, Evergreens, Etc. Wt
have a choice stuck of the Diospyros K;tki 'Japanese Persim-
mon,; of our own growing, and also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. \V. CLARK, No. 41S California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Nile*, Alameda Co., Cal.

Send for Catalogue. Established n 1S52.

BAY NURSERIES,
OAKLAND, CAL.

James Hutchison, Seeds-
man and Florist.

New and Kaie Plants, Evergreen Trees, Ornamenta
Shrubs and Flowering Plants.

go*, riuks. Fuchsias and Geraniums: a spc-

laity. Japanese Persimmon at Bedimed Itates

Blue Gums and Monterey Cypress; Hutchison's Seed-

Bug Gooseberries; Bulbs, Flower and Tree Seeds; Vegeta-

ble Seeds. Hardy Clinibintf Plants, Conservatory Climb-

ers, Choice Plants for Hanging Baskets and Vases. An
minensc stock of choicest kinds at greatly reduced rates.

THE DINGEE & CONARD GO'S
BEAtTlFIL EVER-BLOOMING ,

2Z%2?Jf$ b/mau, at M p suffice* 5 Spiojulijj

to?foroOTNlV«m6E T<F ttffSE (Tl.T lii:,

and choose bom nver500 finest sorts. 0»rt'rvntfh>v.
rinltv b>rm(M and distributing ;,•«.<«. Till. DIM. KB
4 CONAKD CO.,AMC.frrouerj,'VVest Urove,ohest*rCo.,Pa.

P. S. RUSaELL'S

Semi-Tropical Nurseries,

Riverside, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

100,000 Orange, lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates. Cata-

logue on application. P. O. Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,

San Bernardino County, Cal.

L. M. NEWS0M,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs' Hotel, East Oak-

land, Alameda County, Cal.

EIA8 FOR SALE KVKKY THING DESIRABLK IX THE

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.

A large stock of Belgian Camellias and Azaleas,

Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice aud Rare Fruits, aud Ornamental TreeB
aaid Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet
Sop, Grape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, choice Oranges, Lemons and Raisin Graphs; with many-
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive

catalogue aud price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

POMONA NURSERY 100 acres of Trees,

Vines, and Plants.

E4<t Strawberries, nine inches. Raspberries, three inches
around. Ten acres yielded $4,338. Send for price-

list free. 40 YEARS Among Small Fruits, telling wh it

and how to plant. Sent postpaid fur 20c., or frte to every
vurcfiaser. Win. Harry, Oiunaminson, N. J.

Seedsmen.

R. J. TRUMBULL &. CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
*

Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULP.S, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

*.'"Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden •

will be sent free to all Customers. It contains in-

fractions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Allalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Im]x>rters, Gr >wcrs and Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering
Bulbs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-
logues maile I to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS, 24 Barclay Street, N. Y

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early ^

Marblebead Mammoth i

Stowell's Evergreen i

Mexican Sweet, New J

Sweet Corn.

Snnuonl Yellow Flint Corn.

f
Beet Seed

Early Dutton

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel)
Yellow Globe
White Sugar

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

SEEDS. TRtES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MEZyUITE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEiiD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washing-ton Street. - San Francisco.

Agricultural Articles.

LAST AND BEST.

EASTERDAYS SEED PLANTER.

Was Awarded the first premium at the California State

fair, 1877, as the best corn and Beed planter. It has no

equal as a bean planter, having a double alternating car-

rier is thereby enabled to drop correctly with great rapid

ity if desired. Is easily attached to either single of gang
plows. Does not interfere in the least with the working
of the plow. Every machine warranted. Price $15.

Send for Descriptive Circular. Made and sold by,

G. H. BREWINGTON & CO.,

Watsonville, Cal.

IS" BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco and Sac
rameuto, Agents.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS* PATENT
Self Regulating Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Count in the towns
and fanning district* for
over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold
(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal
of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.
We are prepared to fill orders ioi mi sizes, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON &. KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only jso), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell
almost as fast as a $40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels |«r hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only IS
pounds and is simple
aud durable. For par-
ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St. , S. F.

SUMMER FALLOWING.

MYERS' GANG PLOW,]
With Patent Dovetail Share.

This celebrated plow is offerod this season at greatly

reduced prices to close bankrupt stock.

EXTRA SHARES I!

A full supply constantly on baud
apply to

For prices and terms,

LINF0RTH, RICE & CO
,

Wholesale Dealers in Farming Tools, No. 401
Market Street, San Francisco

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine,

IT IS THL ONLY MACHINE
That fnite flat or tubular wi.rk of all sizes;

Nanows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
blui'.s a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows off the toe:
Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens fir gloves of any size without seam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seam, d work;
Knits the Double. Flat, or Fa >cy webs:
Knits an elastic seamed-stitch Suspender with button-holes;
Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch. Fancy

Rhbed stitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch.
Shi 11 stitch. Unique stitch, Tidy stitch, etc.

It is u<>w the standard machine for manufacturing, and the
only family knitter that tills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Send for circulars to

J J. PFISTER & CO , General Agents.
Manufacturers of knitted good* aud dealer in woolen yarns.
130 SlTlER STREET, Room 411, San Francisco.

BONNEY'S PATENT
Adjustable Grain Lifter for Headers.

All farmers who wish to save grain without waste in

cutting, should examine these. They can be run at any
inclination to the ground, as seen at I) In cut. Are light,

strong and durable, and can be adjusted in IS minutes, or

removed in five when not required, by drawing bolt in

malleable shank li. Set of 8 for 10-foot header, (in put-

ting on which bore witli J-inch bit for lag screws) are the

cheapest and give the best satisfaction of any in use.

Parties can save additional the cost of a set in one day's

cutting, where grain is lodged or trinkles down. Price,

*40 Also, Grain Belts, Header Sticks, etc. Manufactured
by

O BONNEY, 221 Mission Street. S F.

MATTES0N & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly mad* by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required

u the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.

Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over

cradle knolls without changing the working position of the

shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves

govern the action A . he Plow correctly. It has various

points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best

and most desirable' Gang Plow in the world. Send for

circular to

MATTESON <Ss WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

ASK YOUR GROCER OR OIL DEALER FDR

"ELAINE
THE FAMILY SAFE GUARD OIL

GREAT ENTERPRISE!

THE

Sierra Flume& Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

140 Miles V Flumes,

10 Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, aad the
whole Coast can be supplied.
The Yellow Pin* is firm, fine grained and superior to

any other hard Pine for Flouring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,
and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while
the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of

purposes.
Last year thirty millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chieo.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial
work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost

for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at less than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS. SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large

quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

THE

Sarpint of Siskiyou County;

Or DIAMOND DICK,

A POWERFUL AND

THRILL'NG ROMANCE OF ARIZONA,

BY DELTA CALAVERAS.

J ust commenced and now ready in No. 21 of the

NEW YORK WEEKLY.
For Sale by all News Aoe.vts.

THE MAGIC COIN BOX
Holt) over $5.00 of Silver coin,
lii *' llulf PoUah/* ** yuiu-tcr IM-

i n," ** Mines," ami " Hickles."
ie merest movement of your
amb pitches ijio desired coin into

jour hand, fiji'l aaiot..L. oiut
nnmediaU ly tukt s lit* ploeo
as if byniayif. >uJa s chango
in half the lime v.tli no don-
err cf dropping anv. hamuli)
)uimKnmrly plated with
KICKKL SILVER, sent port
paid, 50 Ct». Ageats Trial

Package, con mini "if 3 Coin
Hoxe*. for SI.OO. Apvnts
»anl*d everywhere. B-R Put.

PostA*re Ma nip* Uikenuacasn.

HUTCHINSON & CO.
12 Union 8;mn, IT. 7.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPL'ES !

The Bee-Keeper's Text Book, in German or English, is

„.je best reference book on apiaculture. Price, paper

covers, 40 cents; muslin bound, 76 cents. Langstroth on

the Honey Bee, *2; 0,uiniby's Mysteries of Bee-Keeping,

*1.50. ;
Bee-Keepers' Magazine, per annum, i«1.60.

Bee-Keepers' Magazine, si* volumes, $1 50 each. Vol-

ume VI of this series contains complete instructions for

starting an apiary, and the complete management of the

same for every month in the year. While and Alsike

Clover Seed, Mignonette, Rape and Seeds of all other

honey producing plants. Italian Ljueeus and all apiarian

supplies used in modern management for sale. For

further i»rtieulars, address

W. A. PRYAL, Oakland, Cal

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

OFFICE-NICHOLL BLOCK, JIINTH STREET,

(Between Broadway and Washington.)

OAKLAND, CAL.
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.A. WORLD'S TRIUMPH
The Current of Trade Reversed.

STEINWAY
PIANOS TO EUBOPB

STEINWAY <fe SONS Orders FYom Europe
Have increased to an extent, necessitating the establishment of Warerooms in London, England,
and connected with it is a Concert Hall, the whole combined making the most elegant Piano
Warerooms in Europe, and stands there as a monument of American genius and industry.

It is impossible to mention in the limited space of an advertisement the innumerable tri-

umphs of this energetic firm. They stand foremost as inventors in Piano building in America,
and in that respect, no small compliment to their inventions is the undeniable endorsement of all

their competitors, as shown in their imitative efforts. Certain principles of the Steinways, are,

however, so completely protected, that no imitation or substitute is attempted at all, and the

shallow method of crying such inventions down are resorted to and relied upon.
The Steinways designed and perfected the Overstrung and Iron Frame systems. The ap-

plication of the Agraffe Arrangements to Square and Upright Pianos. The Patent Duplex Scale,

creating the most beautiful treble tones, (the Duplex Scale is of recent invention and only to be

found in Pianos sold recently). The improved Double Dampers. The later idea extending the

Agraffes to every string in the Piano. The highest finish to all parts of the instrument, inclu-

ding first quality of ivory, ebony, felt, cloth, etc. The wood and varnish of such first-class

character, that the employment of large capital and experience alone permits.

The name of Steinway has become a "household word" in American homes, and the satis-

factory record of 18 years' trial on the Pacific Coast, in itself assures the purchaser that the in-

vestment is no speculation, but one of perfect security.

The oft-repeated story of rival makers claiming to have been Steinways' foreman, etc.,

should have no weight with purchasers. An immense manufacturing business like the Steinway's
is divided into departments for the various classes of work, and a foreman of one department
superintends that alone, and cannot be perfected in other details.

The Steinways (a numerous family) are the inventors and designors of the principles of their
pianos, and are alone responsible for the thorough execution of their own ideas.

In the Machinery Department at the late Centennial Exhibition, Steinways were awarded
a special medal for an invention for testing their iron frames under a pressure of 5,000 pounds to

the square centimeter. (This award was distinct from their medal for the best pianos exhibited.

)

The iron frames in Steinway pianos are the only ones so tested, and while other makers rely on
castings from an ordinary foundry, the Steinways maintain their own foundry, and manufacture
a frame of composite metal, which adds greatly to the resonant qualities of the instrument in general.

It often occurs that the attempt is made to raise the character of pianos constructed on
less costly principles to the rank that the Steinway maintains, by naming a price, the same, or
nearly so. This method is frequently exposed by the perfect willingness of the dealer* to make
astonishing discounts for cash, or extremely long credits; systems not entertained in any first-

class business. In selling a Steinway piii.no, a guarantee of worth is given protecting the pur-
chaser for five years, and catalogues issued by the Pacific Coast Agencies have an uniform rate

of prices in gold, and where desired a liberal installment plan is offered to responsible buyers,
with an additional charge of simple interest on deferred payments. Catalogue mailed on ap-
plication to

No. 105 Kearny Street, San Francisco.

THE BURDETT, THE "KING OF ORGANS,' NEW STYLES AND PRICES,

Send for Catalogue. N. B.—Please state where you saw this advertisement.

REAPER & MOWER

NEW IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1878.

Guaranteed fully Equal to any Machine sold on this Coast, and

Superior to any for Heavy Work.

For Sale by the

FARMERS' XJNION,
OF S-A-ILT JOSE.

AS FOLLOWS:

Combined Reaper and Mower,

Single Reaper, -

Prize Mower, -

$210 00

175 00

105 00

Payable in Currency Sept. 1st. Ten per cent, discount for Cash.

H. E. HILLS, Manager.

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

Ona-third size by Dr. E. H. i'arde-e.

•
*

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,
Btring_ring from center of ter.

get to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading,
ln2S d^TS5oo

,

taSS.
of

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles

of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-

extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines,

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

SWEET HAH
Awarded highut prim at Oenf-.nlal Exposition for
rme chcrinrj q'talitics and e.r.*Utnce find bitting cliar-

aticr of tweet'iiug and flavoring. Tlie best tobaoco
ever made. As oar blue strip trnrte-mnrk In rlorely

imitated o-i inferior Foods, see that anchori'l Bml fa

on cverv plus. SoM by all dealers. 8en<l for sample,
tree, to'C. A. Jickhoh tc Co., Mfrs., Petersburg, Va.

L. & E. WERTHHBIMER, Aff'tS, »aa Francisco.

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., care of Dewey

|
& Co., S. F. State condition aud lowest price.

Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.
postpaid. GEO. I. REED & CO., Nassau, N. V25

25
EXTRA MIXED CARDS, Snowflake, Oriental. Etc.,
with name 10 cts. J. B. HUSTED, Nassau, N. Y.
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WM. ANSON WOOD'S
IMPROVED MOWER

The Perfection Mower for Light Draft, Simplicity and Durability.
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Over 200 First-Class Prizes Were Awarded to Wm. Anson Woods Improved Mowers and Reapers in the United States in 1877.

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR TO

GEO. A. DAVIS, MANUFACTURERS' AGENT, NO. 401 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Also, Agent for Furst & Bradley's Hand-Lever and Self-Dump Rakes, and Fish Bro.'s Farm and Spring Wagons.

THE AVERILL MIXED PAINT
3

Prepared Ready for Use, is the Best, Most Durable, Beau-

tiful and Economical Paint Known.

Ae is proven by the nuniprous Medals received over all other Paints, as well as by thousands of

testimonials from those who have used and thoroughly tebted it.

It is of Pure White and any Siiade or Color Desired.

JLS .A. tlOUSE PAINT
It is the most perfect substance known, possessing unsurpassed beauty, great brilliancy of color, adher-
ing tirmly to the wood, and giving the richest, most agreeable and uniform tints.

It is equally as good for inside as outside work; over old work as well .as new; in fact where any
Taint can be used the AVKKII.L l'AINT will be found superior to any other.

Mouses painted with it are distinguishable for years by their wptrior brilliancy of jinisli, over those
painted with any other paint.

Our Wagon and Machinery Paints
From the finest Vermilion, to the more common anil cheaper colors, are upecuilhj fitie, and being ready

mixed, meet the v. ants of the public completely. Every person owning a wagon, or any kind of ma-
chinery, should ocoasionly give them a fresh coat of paint. It would add to the durability and appear-

ance of the articles a hundred times its cost.

Our Metallic Paint
( 'ernes the nearest to being attuaUff Fire Proof of any Paint ever made. For Tin Roof* it has no equal,

it being entirely impervious to air or moisture— rust yjr corrosion is impossible, while its use on shingle
roofs not only tills up the cracks and prevents the shingles from warping, so as to preserve the roof and
prevent its leaking, but its fl'/v //coo/' qualities are such, that a roof thoroughly coated with it is nearly
as safe from fire as if made of iron. This feature, together with its cheaptUM, makes it most desirable
for warehouses, bridges, mining buildingt, and for all purposes where durability and tire proof qualities

are desired.

Ask your dealers for it and take no other. Sample Cards of Colors and Price List mailed free on
application to

California PaintCompany,
No. 329 Market Street, San Francisco- Cal.
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A Remarkable Fossil Biid.

Heretofore Europe has led us in the discovery

or fossil remains of the higher types of birds,

but now, through the researches of Prof. Hay-

den's survey, a locality has been found in the

insect-bearing shales of Colorado, which bids

fair to furnish our naturalists native material of

a high order for their studies in the rock-written

chapters of natural history. The highest type

of extinct birds heretofore found in this coun-

try is a Picariau bird (Uinlornis lucaris), related

to the woodpeckers. This fossil was described

by Prof. Marsh, and was from the lower tertiary

of Wyoming territory.

The engraving on this page presents a matter
which is therefore new to the scientific records

of our country. It is from advance sheets of

a Bulletin just issued by the U. S. Geological

Survey, and scores another good point for Prof.

Hayden's scientific investigators. The discov-

erer of the fossils from which the drawing is

made was Mr. S. H. Scudder. The fortunate

discovery is described by Prof. J. A. Allen, well-

known as an ornithologist. He gives the new
found bird a new genus and new species, and
calls it Palaospiza Bella. The description of

the species is based on some beautifully pre-

served remains from the insect-bearing shales of

Florissant, Colorado. They consist of the
greater part of a skeleton, embracing all of the
bones of the anterior and posterior extremities

(excepting the femora). Unfortunately, the bill

and the anterior portion of the head are wanting,
but the outlines of the remainder of the head
and of the neck are distiuctly traceable. The
bones are all in situ, and indicate beyond ques-

tion a high ornithic type, probably referable to

the Osciue division of the Passereis. The speci-

men bears also remarkably distinct impressions
of the wings and tail, indicating not only the
general form of these parts, but even the shafts

and barbs of the feathers.

In size and in general proportions, the present
species differs little from the Scarlet Tanager
(Pyranga rubra) or the Cedar-bird (Ampelis
cetlrorum). The bones of the wings, as well as

the wings themselves, indicate a similar alar

development, but the tarsi and feet are rather
smaller and weaker ; and hence in this point

the agreement is better with the short-legged
Pewees (genus Contopus). These features indi-

cate arboreal habits and well-developed powers
of flight. The absence of the bill renders it

impossible to assign the species to any particular

family, but the fossil on the whole gives the
impression of Fringilliue affinities.

The bones still rest in the original matrix,

and, being somewhat crushed and flattened, do
not admit of detailed description and compari-
son with other types. The furculum is well
preserved, and the limb-bones are all in place
in their natural relation. The sturnum is un-
recognizable. The position of the cervical

series of vertebra' and the general outline of

the skull can be traced ; but no structural char-

acters of the head can be distinguished, except
the proximal portion of the mandible. The
long bones all present a well-marked longitu-

dinal groove, due evidently to compression and
fracture. This groove is distinctly traceable,

even in such slender bones as tibia?, tarsi, and
clavicles. In point of size, while the furculum
and the bones of the wing have all about the
same length as the corresponding parts in Am-
pelis ceilrorxim, they apparently are consider-

bly stouter. Their greater breadth may, how-
ever, l>e due simply to flattening from pressure.

The tibiie and tarsi are shorter than in the
species last named, but the difference is slight.

The most remarkable feature of the specimen
is the defmiteness of the feather impressions.
Both the shafts and the barbs are shown with
great distinctness in the rectrices, and the tips

of the primaries of one wing are also sharply de-
fined, overlying the edge of the partly expanded
tail. The tip of the opposite wing can also be
seen beneath the tail. The feet are so beauti-
fully preserved that even the claws are perfectly
distinct, as shown in the engraving.
The specimen is divided into an upper and a

lower half, the greater part, however, adhering
to the lower slab. The bones adhere about
equally to the two faces. The, drawing is

made from the lower slab, with some of the de-
tails tilled in from the upper one.

Horse Breeding in California.

We print in this issue of the Press the sec-

ond of a series of articles on horse breeding in

California, by Joseph Cairn Simpson. Mr.

Simpson is in the very front line of writers on

the horse and allied topics in this country.

Before coming to this coast he did leading

work upon journals which muke a specialty of the

"noble animal," and' the position accorded Mr.
Simpson by those who lead the van in horse
breeding at the East, is high and ample testimony

to his merit. During his life here he has gained

specialty of agriculture. As this view will be

well fortified by plain descriptions of our advan-
tages, it will be well for any of our readers who
have Eastern friends interested in horse breed-

ing to call their attention to this series of arti-

cles. We have already made notable points in

the demonstration of our horse breeding resour-

ces and adaptations, and we are glad to prom-
ise a work which will do much to show forth

these qualifications of our coast in compact and
yet comprehensive form.

As our object is to make a truthful and com-
plete showing of horse breeding on this coast

in its wide sense as a branch of agriculture, and
not merely as a means of sport or fancy, we

FOSSIL PASSARINE BIRD, FOUND IN COLORADO.

a local good name both as a practical horse

man and by his work as turf editor of the S. F.

S/iirit oj the Timet, and writer on turf topics

fur the Morning Cull. Convinced of Mr. Simp-
son's fitness for the task, we have engaged him
to prepare a series of articles for the Ritual

Press, which shall cover the subject of breeding

horses in this State. He will pursue the sub-

ject systematically, including notes on nearly

all practical points of breeding, feeding, care >

and training of horses, under our local condi-

tions, and thus will gi ve our readers a fresh re-

view of a subject which is at the foundation of

agricultural success. Mr. Simpson is strong

in the belief that California is of all regions of

our country, most favored for the production

of fine horses, and that we are destined to ob-

tain universally recognized preeminence in this

invite all our readers to communicate their ex-

periences upon any point which Mr. Simpson
may advance or any others which may seem to

to them of importance. We all love a good
horse and we are all proud that our State can

demonstrate its ability to produce such ani-

mals. Now let us take up the subject with a

general interest and effort, and see if we can-

not all learn and teach something about the

breeding of horses, which shall enable us all to

go forward with steps of improvement until our

name for fine horses shall eclipse all the his-

toric fame of older regions.

Secretary Sciiurz attributes his recent ill-

ness to the large quantities of green tea which
he has been drinking to produce wakefulness

for night work.

Timber on the Public Lands.

What is known as the timber bill, now pend-

ing in the United States Senate, is designed to

guard the forests on the public domain against

being cut down and used by lumbermen, as

heretofore, without any compensation being

made therefor to the Government, as well as to

preserve these forests against wasteful and

wanton destruction by any and all parties.

Some such legislation as this has for a long time

been needed, and it is to be hoped that the pro-
visions of the bill now under consideration will
be sufficiently stringent to secure the end pro-
posed. This bill allows the free use of all

timber necessary for domestic purposes, such as
farming, mining, etc., upon land not subject to
entry under existing laws, except for mineral
entry, or, in other words, upon mineral lands
belonging to the Goverment.
There is one feature of the bill, however, that

in its application to some of the mining districts

of the interior might work a hardship. This is

the clause which declares that no timber shall

be cut in the mountain regions within three
miles of the upper edge of the timber, commonly
known as the "timber line."

In so far as the wooded mountains of most of

the country on this coast are concerned, this

provision of the bill, should the latter become a

law, would be inoperative, inasmuch as the
forests extend to the tops of the mountains,
having a lower but no upper timber line. This
clause has been introduced into the bill for the
purpose of preserving the timber along this

three-mile belt, as a means of guarding against

a too rapid melting of the snow, causing
freshets in the valleys below, this protection of

the snow on the higher mountains tending also

to prolong the supply of water in the streams
descending therefrom. This being its object,

the strips of country to be protected from
denudation should have been the summits of

the mountains, where these are timbered, as in

most cases they are. As most of the forest

lands west of the Rocky mountains extend up
to an altitude of 9,000 or 10,000 feet, there is

little need to protect their upper line against

the depredations of the lumberman.
There is one peculiarity of the principal

mountain forests on this coast that in the con-

sideration of this question of timber preserves

has not been kept sufficiently in view—>and that

is their wonderful power for self-renewal. The
coniferous tracts of the entire Sierra Nevada,
when stripped of their timber, are at once cov-

ered with a vigorous growth of young trees,

which, when protected against fire and other

destructive agents, come along so rapidly that

they are large enough to be cut for saw logs in

the course of 25 or 30 years, yielding meantime
immense quantities of posts, poles and firewood

under the thinning out process, for they grow
up so thickly at first that many, unless cut out,

must necessarily die before they reach any great

size. However much we may require tree

planting elsewhere, nature will attend to the

work of forest reproduction in these mountains
if only we give her a fair chance to do so.

Geraniums ani> Snakes. —We lately read an
account of a mining locality in Calaveras county
being infested with snakes. In this connection

we may observe that the report is that every

species of snake may be permanently driven

away from an infested place by planting gera-

niums. In South Africa the Caffir people thus

rid their premises of snakes. A missionary of

South Africa had his parsonage surrounded by
a narrow belt of geraniums, which effectually

protected the residence from any kind of snake.

A few yards away from this geranium belt a
snake would occasionally be found. It is well

known that the whole geranium genius is high-

ly redolent of volatile oils—lemon scented,

musk scented, and peppermint scented. What,
therefore, is a very pleasant nose-gay for man is

repungent to the serpent tribe.

Douglas Spruce Seed.—Anyone having a

quantity of Douglas spruce seed (Abies Doug-
taxsii) which can be delivered immediately, can
be put in the way of obtaining an extra price

for the same by addressing this office. We
know of a European order which must be tilled

at once, or it will be too late for this season.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents— Eds.

San Luis Obispo County Notes.—No. 2.

Editors Press:—When we say that San Luis

Obispo is one of the mo»t thriving cities of

southern California, the assertion seems trite

among thoBe who are familiar with its choice

location, its salubrious climate and the great

resources of the large and fertile county of

which it is the seat. We hazard nothing in the

prediction that it will be eventually one of the

most considerable cities of the State, no less from

the natural beauty of the place than from the

immense territory of which it is the commercial

center. A slight

Description of the Town
May be of interest to your readers. The city is

built upon the site of the old Mission, San Luis
Obispo de Tolosa, which was founded by the
Order of Franciscans, September 1st, 1772. It

subsequently became one of the most prosperous
missions of California, and with its countless
herds roaming over broad ranges of surpassing
richness, its quaint, red-tiled adobe dwellings,
and the long mission chapel environed by lux-
uriant orchards and vineyards, its dusky inhab-
itants ambitious of nothing beyond an easy life

of pastoral pursuit, must have presented in those
far away days a scene of rare simplicity, and
one singularly at variance with the order of

things which now prevail in its stead. The
zeal which the padres displayed in the early
days of their missionary labors, was turned by
the tide of prosperity from its legitimate pur-
pose to the mere acquisition of wealth ; then
followed the secularization of the Missions, the
restraint of the friars to purely clerical duties,
the assumption of the functions of government
by government officials, and the place passed
from mission to pueblo, the incipiency of the
present town. Some of the old mission build-
ings have fallen to decay, but the largest still

remain in a good state of preservation though
more than 100 years old, and promise to bridge
the past to a period far in the future—long en-
during objects of interest to the students of our
early history.

The Environs of San Luis.

Our modern San Luis was incorporated in

1870, and includes an area of four square miles.
Its population borders close upon .3,000 souls, of
which, perhaps, one-fifth are native Californians.
It is situated in a lovely valley of the Santa
Lucia range, midst circling hills, by which it is

perfectly sheltered. The best view of the town
and surroundings is obtained from the summit
of Mt. Bishop, which lies just north and rises
to an altitude of 1,000 feet above the level of
the streets. It is named from a fancied resem-
blance to a bishop's mitre. It is carpeted far
up the sides with native grasses. On the way
in ascending we pass a cactus corral which
opposes a sharp remonstrance to our progress in
that direction. The approach to the summit is

over a rough declivitous surface, and the rocky
crest is surmounted by a pole scored by many
initials and dates. From this point spread out
on all sides we behold a panorama of fine effects
and living colors. The view embraces within
its scope a choice territory, with a beautiful di-
versified surface. Westward, stretching away
in the illimitable distance, may be seen the
great Pacific, the bright sheen of whose waters
is plainly visible. Girding its shores are a low
range of mountains whose graceful outlines fall
like the folds of a garment over the rocky skele-
ton underneath. Mt. Bishop is one of a line of
isolated mountains, extending 12 miles north-
ward and terminating at Morro bay, in Morro
rock. Eastward lies the beautiful Santa Lucia
range sloping gradually down to the edge of the
town, cut by numerous canyons and watered by
a thousand springs, whose location we can de-
tect at near points by the presence of cotton-
wood or willow. Extending north and south
are low foothills thrown out in voluptuous pro-
portions, and along which is a thermal belt,
adapting this portion to the successful cultiva-
tion of the semi-tropical fruits. Along the
eastern and western base of the mountain are
the productive Chorro and Laguua valleys,
dotted over with the cottages of the farming
community. Nestling cosily at the foot of its
southern slope lies the town bathed in the warm
sunshine. Two streams, one from Chorro val-
ley aud the other from a neighboring canyon,
meet in the center of the city, unite and flow
oceanward.
The extreme eastern portion of the town is

known as Phillip's Addition, and comprises 50
acres, intersected by Palm street. In the
southern limits is located the Phillips and
Beebe Addition of 400 acres, and in the western
the Laguua tract of 1,200 acres, well adapted
to the most diverse cultivation, and subdivided
into lots of 10 acres each.
The Mission stands in the northern part on

Monterey street. Its courtyard walls are tum-
bling, and the whole place is quiet in the midst
of the bustling activity of the surroundings.
The body of the town is built along Monterey

and Higuerra streets, which run parallel east
and west. Shorter streets cross these at right
angles, on which are mauy tasteful cottages
with pleasant grounds attached. Scattered over
the various quarters of the place are the hand-
some residences of the wealthier citizens.

Public Buildings.

The court-house is one of the finest build-

ings in the county, and was erected at a cost of

•340,000. It is situated on Monterey street, in

neat and tasteful grounds, and was completed
in 187;", Above the court-house is a fine two-
story school building, recently completed, which,
with two other public schools, has an average
daily attendance of 300 pupils, under the tui-

tion of an efficient corps of teachers. The sev-

eral religious denominations have each erected
neat church edifices, in which services are regu-
larly held and punctually attended. The San
Luis Bank building is a handsome two-story
structure, conveniently located, and occupied
by the agents of several large business institu-

tions. The bank is incorporated with a capital

of S200.000. J. P. Andrews is President, and
C. H. Phillips Cashier. Mr. Phillips is also

agent for a large and desirable line of real es-

tate, of which we shall have occasion to speak
in another article.

Hotels are numerous, well built and well

kept. There are several large stores which do
a heavy business in general merchandise, com-
manding trade 100 miles from the interior, from
the southern part of Monterey and the north-

ern part of Santa Barbara counties. The me-
chanic trades are well represented. There is a

foundry on Higuerra street. The streets are

lighted with gag.

The San Luis water works supply an abun-
dance of pure water sufficient for all household
purposes, for fountains, and for the irrigation of

lawns and shrubbery. A large stone reservoir

built on the side of the mountain, 160 feet

above the level of the streets, receives the water
through flumes from the never-failing springs of

crystal clearness, two miles distant in a shaded
canyon.
Two newspapers are at present flourishing

here, one of which, the South Coast, edited by
Chas. A. Wood, has been but recently launched
on the sea of journalism. The other, the San
Luis Obispo Tribune, has been long established,

and is known and esteemed as one of the best

papers published in this part of the State. Since
the resignation of the late editor, O. F. Thorn-
ton, the paper has been conducted by his for-

mer partners the present proprietors, Messrs.

Tuley k Waters, who will devote themselves
assiduously to the development of the county,
and the general prosperity of the people. We
were the recipient of numerous courtesies from
these gentlemen during our recent visit to this

county, for which we tender our thanks.
The different societies are well represented

here, and nearly every intelligent citizen is a

member of one or more. The societies are as

follows, viz: The F. & A. M., the L O. O. F.,

the K. of P., the Good Templars, the S. L. O.
Social Club, and the S. L. 0. Grange, which
meet monthly, semi monthly and weekly. The
Grange has a zealous Master in the person of

Hon. Geo. Steele, and is rapidly increasing in

numbers.
The city is connected with Port Harford by a

narrow-gauge railroad, known as the San Luis
Obispo and Santa Marie Valley Railroad. It is

10^ miles in length, and there is some intention

of extending it this summer to the Santa Maria
valley A large freight and passenger depot
stands on Higuerra street, at the west end.

Near the depot are the

San Luis Nurseries,

J. F. Becket, proprietor. We had the pleasure
of meeting this gentleman, who is doing much
by pen anil example in developing the horticul-

tural interests of the county. He has imported
several thousand trees during the last few
months, for which he finds ready sale. 1 saw
in his grounds many fine fruit, shade and orna-

mental trees, and a large and choice collection

of flowering plants in open ground and under
glass.

The climate of this place is healthful, pleas-

ant and invigorating. The average tempera-
ture is 65' and the average rainfall 16.50 inches.

The surrounding country is being rapidly im-
proved, and land is held at from $50 to $100
per acre.

South of the city, we saw some very fine

grain on the ranches of Messrs. Rembaugh,
Barrett and Upchuch, also some fields of barley
already headed out. The hill lands raise fine

wheat and crops are surer here than on the
low-lands, where frost sometimes catches the
grain. Wheat yields from 30 to 60 bushels
and barley from 50 to 80 bushels per acre and
even more. Messrs. Harford & Chapman own
2,000 acres in this county, most of it being
located southwest of San Luis, and farmed by
renters. One mile west of San Luis is the
Laguna, a small body of water, which is per-

manent. West of this is a well improved ranch,
with handsome residence and tasteful grounds,
the property of S. W. Foreman, who is absent,
superintending a mine in Arizona.

Dairying-.

Two miles northeast of this place is the dairy
ranch of the Eraser Bros., consisting of 900
acres, 450 of whhich is rich bottom land. This
land borders the laguna, where the cattle find
green vegetation the year through. The ranch
is stocked with 100 cows, 85 of which are
milked, making 85 pounds of butter per day.
The cows have a slight admixture of Durham
blood and are a fine herd, some of them having
yielded from 50 to 63 pounds of milk per day.
The proprietors are fitting up for the production
of cheese, butter making being scarcely profita-
ble at present prices.

A short distance from here is the O'Connor
ranch, of about 1, 198 acres, about half of it being
low land. One hundred and sixty cows are on

this place, 90 of which are milked. The cows
are common stock. Cheese making commenced
here January 15th, and eight cheese a day are
now turned out, averaging 27 pounds apiece.

The milk is heated up to 87
J

before adding the
rennet, then gradually up to 102°. Common
vats are used. The brand is " P. O'Connor,
Los 0808."

From the Laguna, 12 miles north to Morro
bay, the valley is known as the Los Osos (the

bear), so named from its being in early times a
favorite resort for grizzly bears, who came here
in large numbers to feed on the burr- clover, of

which they are very fond, and which here grew
early in the greatest luxuriance. North from
these dairy ranches, the road leads through a

beautiful ranch, owned by the Warden Bros.,

and consisting of abont 4,400 acres. We saw
100 acres of flax growing on this ranch, which
had made a good stand and was eight inches
tall. North of this ranch is another laguna
and beyond this the 320-aere ranch of Mr.
Fowler, for which he paid 810,000. Adjoining
is another ranch of 330 acres, which was pur-
chased two years ago for §15,000. These
ranches have a little hill land, the balance being
rich, low level lands and monte. .1. W. Slack
owns the adjoining ranch on the north, through
which runs a permanent stream of water. A
part of the ranch is sand, which produces good
wheat at the rate of 35 to 60 bushels per acre.

To the west, beyond a low range of hills, in a

wooded canyon, lies the 4,000-acre dairy ranch
of Messrs. Cole & Reid. They have 130 cows,

30 of which they are milking on the home
ranch, 100 cows, with the larger part of the
ranch, being rented out and used in the produc-

tion of cheese. We found these gentlemen
practical men and close observers. A con-

venient arrangement for feeding young calves

is a row of stanchions, forming one side of an
enclosure, in which the calves are kept. At
feeding time each calf is fastened in one of these

stanchions and a pail of milk set before it on an

inclined board. The pails are sca'ded daily and
thus kept clean and sweet. Messrs. Cole &
Reid are positive aud emphatic in their praise

of the Durham, which they believe to be the

best breed in existence for dairy purposes.

They use a three-quarter Durham bull, a re-

markable fine one, which breeds back to Dur-

ham. When they came to the county, several

years ago, they brought picked cows from the

best herds of Sonoma, but the grades they are

now working they consider much superior to the

old stock. They claim for the grade Durham
greater hardiuess, also saying that they have

lost 10 common-stock calves where they have

lost only one grade Durham. They claim for

this grade that it will range over the hills just

as well and keep in better condition than com-
mon stock and. attain a much greater weight at

a given age, while it is invariably in good con-

dition and ready to kill for early beef when
prices are best.

From this ranch we proceeded southward,

weuding our way by winding grades upward
and over the hills into the picturesque See

canyon, a capital corn country. All the land

is here taken up in pre-emption or homestead
claims. From the See canyon we enter the San
Luis valley, which we follow to

Port Harford.

Near which is the residence of John Harford.

Mr. Harford owns an interest in the railroad,

the wharf and the warehouse. Port Harford is

one of the best ports on the coast, the storms

being few indeed when a steamer cannot make
a landing. It is well protected by the bold,

jutting Point San Luis on the northwest. The
wharf extends into the bay over 1,000 feet,

close in beside the point. The people's wharf is

being rapidly repaired at Avila, for the accom-

modation of a competing boat, which, it is

rumored, will run this summer on the coast.

Mr. Harford's ranch consists of 4,000 acres, well

watered and suited for dairy purposes, portions

of it being line farming land. He is milking 45

cows, from which he is making butter. He tells

me that he can make as many pounds of butter on

his ranch as he can of beef when properly fixed.

He prefers grade Jersey for this purpose, and

intends, in course of time, to get 300 cows for

his ranch, which is used now for dry stock and
sheep. H. E. Hau.ett.

San Luis, April 5th, 1878.

Tuolumne County.

Editors Press:—The flood is a thing of the

past ; summer weather is covering trees with

verdure green and blossoms of great beauty

aud variety. The fruit crop will be enormous.

Fear of frost is about over. We have heavy

dews every night which keep the feed aud grain

growing luxuriantly. Abundance speaks from

every garden and hillside. Without the occur-

rence of an unforeseen accident California will

enjoy one of the most prosperous years of her

civilized existence. Day by day the laboring

element are heading towards the great San

Joaquin plains to help harvest the abundant

crops. The city idler need be idle no longer,

as soon as the mower and header begin opera-

tions. And by all appearances, Europe will re-

quire our overplus to feed their many armies.

To think of it in this day and Christian genera-

tion, for the one corner of the globe to kill off

the denizens of another corner merely to gratify

pride and ambition. But they will require

something to eat, until they eat an ounce of lead,

which may stop rations for a season, and Cali-

fornia will be willing to exchange food for thcir
surplus gold.

Small patches of Egyptian corn were planted
in this county the past season, with good results.
Preparations are making for a more extensive
cultivation of this prolific plant, by introduc-
ing these thrifty growers. Dry seasons will not
have such a deadly effect upon stock as we have
just experienced. Feeding in winter must be-
come more general ; also houses must be pro-
vided for a higher grade of breeders and milkers.
If not worth good care they are not worth
having, as the day of general out-door forage is

nearly gone, except a few months in spring
amongst the foothills and amongst the higher
Sierras in summer. The same principles will

hold true with sheep. Alfalfa and Egyptian
corn will nearly fill the bill, and both can ba
cultivated to advantage wherever irrigation may
be obtained. Few valleys among the foothills

but what have water enough for irrigating pur-
poses, either from natural springs or company
ditches. The orchardist can use the water
when not required for mining.

It is a self-evident fact that Bettlers in the
foothills are subjected to fewer excitements
than almost any other location in Uncle Sam's
dominions. The climate is equable. The
variety of products is large. The labors of the
day are sufficient for good health. The fireside

is cosy and comfortable. There is an absence of

all speculating excitements and room enough to
live and let live. I know of no more desirable

location for passing a long and happy existence

than in the valleys of these same grand old
mountains, clad with pine and chaparral. The
winters are not severe. The spring and autumn
are truly Italian. The summer is made endur-
able by cool nights and pleasant shade by day.

There is still room for the worker with small
capital. Time will bring a value to these valley

homes which the present population little dream
of. Railroads will open up the hidden value of

these neglected spots of fruitfulness and beauty.

John Taylor.
Mt. Pleasant, April 7th.

Hor\jicdLTJf\E.

Thin Your Fruit,

Editors Press:— I^ast year there was a light

crop of fruit, chiefly because the trees ex-

hausted themselves^ the year before. Now again

the trees will be overloaded, the fruit will be

small, and next year there will be almost noth-

ing— all old trees will have established the

habit of producing once in two years. This is

a great evil in growing fruit. 1st. Because

when there is a good price you have none to

sell. 2d. The canning and shipping business is

interrupted by a short crop every other year.

3d. The trees are stunted in their growth by

being overloaded. 4th. The year of the large

crop it pays nothing by reason of low prices.

How Can thia Evil be Prevented ?

Simply by picking off all except what the

tree will bring to the highest perfection. Thia

is the time to begin with apricots. If the top

of the tree is bushy, cut out half the twigs,

and then pull off until you can lay your hand
between the fruit, as it hangs on the limb.

When you have finished a tree, and look at it,

and at the ground literally covered with little

apricots, you will say, "I have spoiled this

year's crop. " Wait two months, and you will

harvest more pounds of fruit than if yon had

not touched it, and it will be good, and bring a

good price. Follow the same rule with

Peaches,

Only observing the time to begin is when they

have shed off a part of the young fruit.

If the tree has the curl leaf, the fleshy leaves

should be picked off at the time of thinning.

This will cure the evil effects of the curl-leaf

disease. Do the same with

Apple Trees

The process of thinning may be continued

with profit until the fruit is nearly mature.

The earlier it is done, however, the better, inaa-

much as the tree will give all its strength to the

fruit which remains.

Pears foUow the same rule.

Plums need thinning, so that they will not

press together when fully grown.

Coat and Profit.

One objects to the expense. " It costs too

much."
Let us see. It may cost 10 cents per tree,

where the trees bear four boxes each. If not

thinned, the fruit may brine 25 cents per box.

If properly thinned, it will bring more readily

$1 per box. The expense of putting a box of

fruit into the market is 25 cents; hence, we

Tree, not thinned, four boxes small fruit, $1;

expense of marketing, $1, Profit, 0.

Tree, thinned, four boxes large fruit, $4;

thinning, 10 cents; marketing, $1; total ex-

penses, #1.10. Profit of tree, $2.90.

Conclusion.

Either dig up your trees and plant otD
*J

things or thin off your frnit. While you send

small, inferior fruit to the market, you injure

yourself and me. One box of poor fruit will

last a family as long as two boxes of good.

W. W. Bribb.

Centerville, Alameda county.
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Stable.

Breeding Horses in California. — No. 2.

[Written for the Press by Joseph Cairs Simpson.]

On well established grounds it may be con-

sidered that the climate of California, is as well

adapted as can be for the breeding of all kinds

of horses, and that the other requirements are

in keeping with the climatic.

The breeder is assured of this from the past ex-

perience of others, and those who have been here

for some years, and who have paid attention to

the subject, have deduced the same facts from

their own observations. The advantages are

not restricted to one class of horses as is the

case in other countries. From the thorough-

bred to the heavy draft horse, from the fast

trotter to the saddle pony, all can be reared in

perfection, and at the minimum cost.

The history of California has proven this.

From the time of the settlement by the Spaniards
until the present day, the records show a suc-
cession of wonderful animals when the circum-
stances attending their production have been
duly considered.

The same stock was brought here as were
sent to Mexico, the same methods of breeding
followed; in Mexico the breed degenerated to a
race of vicious, worthless animals, while in Cal-
ifornia they were capable of performing won-
derful feats, and covered long distances in an
incredibly short space of time, and under treat-

ment which other families could not have en-
dured. Confined in a corral over night, sad-
dled in the morning, "staked out" where they
could only obtain a scanty supply of grass at

at noon-time, and ere the sunset, upwards of a
hundred miles were accomplished. Perfor-
mances like this were not of rare occurence,
and journeys of still longer distances than a
hundred miles "between sun and sun" are well
authenticated.
While there is no doubt that the progenitors

of the native Californian horses were the finest

animals of the time, at least the very best for

the purposes which horses were then the most
highly valued for, in any other country, the
treatment awarded them here would have re-

sulted in palpable inferiority. There was little

care displayed in selection. The mares were
bred promiscuously, the best of the stallions

were reserved to carry their owners, the refuse
turned loose with "the band" to take care of

themselves. Abuudant as the green and dried
grasses were in the early ante-auriferous days,
there was a period in eacli year when they were
on the "ragged edge" of starvation. When the
rains came soaking and wetting these grasses
and germinating the seeds, as the farmers of the
olden time spread and rotted their flax, the
muscle and bone-forming material was scant
enough, and the growing colts must have had
such backsets as only could be overcome by the
plenty which was sure to follow. Suppose that in

lieu of this entire trusting to nature, the horse
breeders of California, during the era of which
we write, had taken the same care of them
which the English pursued; had sheltered
them from storms, fed them with unstinting
hand when the season of scarcity was on hand
and before the plants had drawn on the sun and
air for stronger qualities; had carefully chosen
the best of both sexes for procreative purposes,
rigorously excluding the inferior and moderate;
had, from time to time, imported the best that
could be got to mingle a fresh current, who will

say that there would not have been a breed
here equaling the famous thoroughbred in

every essential respect.

The writer implicitly believes that the orig-

inal stock of the thoroughbred was largely
made up from the same sources from which
the California horse has sprung, and that the
same intelligent care the English have shown
n perfecting the race, would ha\e been fol-

lowed with the same result.

This is predicated on the success which has
ollowed the lack of all care, but which the su-

eriority of soil and climate has overcome, as
hown by performances which only the thor-
ughbred could excel. I have been informed
y men who were familiar with the California
orse before a single thoroughbred was im-
rted, that in addition to the rare quality of

oing long distances in a short time, that the
est of them had a "turn of speed" which
ould be a fair rate for a race horse, with heavy
eight, and without preparation. Some of them
ould run a mile in about one minute and 50
eeonds, and were capable of bri s iing a quarter
if a mile at a great flight of speed. Treat the
horoughbreds of to-day in the manner these
nustangs were used for the same number of
fenerations, and though in California they
night retain some of their brilliant powers, in

my other country there would be such a woful
ailing off that the identity would be lost.

Again, if this country has such a manifest
nperiority over others, as the breeding ground
or all classes of horses, there should be further
'roofs of it than the hardihood, indurance, and
peed of the native horses. I confidently ex-
>ect to be able to show conclusively, that this
ame superiority has been exemplified in the
hort time that breeding has been followed, and
hough it is not yet a third of a century since
iny attention has been given to the pursuit,
oted animals have been bred and reared here;
lore of them in proportion to the number than

can be shown elsewhere, and this determined
by actual public performances, and not by a
fanciful estimate. This would confine the no-
tice to the horses of the turf and the tracks, as

others would have to be classified by opinion
only, which would not be a satisfactory guide
to those who disputed the claim.

In selecting track horser, to prove the ground
taken is tenable, there is something tangible to

base the argument on; and though there are

plenty of large powerful work horses in Cali-

fornia, and quite as many fine coach and car-

riage horses in proportion to the number, there is

not absolute proof only in the cases where the
record supports the allegation.

"Thad Stevens" and his sire were bred in Cal-

ifornia. "Thad " has the fastest record for the
3d, 4th and 5th heats of a mile ever made, the

time 1 :43i, 1 :46J, 1 :4.5. The same horse has
the fastest second heat of four miles to his

credit, viz: 7:30. " Thornhill," a California

bred horse, and only three-quarters thorough-
bred, made the 1st and 2d heats in 1:43, 1:43;

and "Ballot Box," also of California birth, was
only beaten a short distance in the fast heat of

four miles. "Ballot Box" was only three years

old, and not in perfect condition, which makes
it a great performance for him. It would be
held a piece of folly in the East, to think of

running a horse of so little breeding as "Thorn-
hill" among race horses, and doubtless there is

not a parallel case in the racing calendar. The
present "crack" racehorse, "Molly McCarthy,"
is a home production, and however the result

may prove in the forthcoming match in which
she is to take a part in Kentucky, she has
already done enough to earn a legitimate claim

to rare excellence. But the instances given in

which California has the "best record," are suf-

ficient to prove that the best qualities of the

thoroughbred can be perpetuated, although many
other highly meritorious performances might
be added.

In trotting, a California horse, "Controller,"

can show the fastest record for ten miles by
upwards of 30 seconds, and in making this

time, 27:27V, he defeated the horse which had
held the scepter in the East for a long time in

this class of races. The number of horses which
have beaten 2:30 is very large when compared
with the total which have been trained, and a

record of 2: I6j made by " Occident," 2: 20i by
"Sam Purdy," 2:23}/ by "Nerea," 2:22" by
" Oakland Maid," 2: 23} by " Dan Voorhees "

and 2:24 by "Defiance," all bred in California,

while there are many others which have trotted

nearly as fast as the examples given. At a
pacing gait, California heads the list for two-
mile heats, "Defiance" having made a record

for that distance of 4:47", which is not only

the fastest pacing time, but is two and three-

quarters seconds better than the best trotting

time in the calendar. " Defiance " also paced
a mile in 2: 17|, and is the only horse which has

paced that fast and also trotted a mile in 2: 24.

It would be supererogatory to illustrate fur-

ther, and if so many of the fastest have been
bred in the infancy of the business and from
comparatively few animals, what may not be
expected in the future. When I come to write

of the breeding of race-horses and trotters, the
various families will be considered and the aug-

mentation which has been made to the breeding
stocks in the few past years. In the first place

I have aimed to show, in a few words, the great

natural advantages which are here presented to

the breeder, and which insure him success,

provided he follows the pursuits with ordinary
judgment and care. While there may be a
profit attending the breeding the best of all

kinds, it is only really superior animals which
will prove remunerative. How to succeed in

this will be the subject of the papers to follow.

Substitutes eor Boxwood.—It appears, says

the British Trade Journal, that in consequence
of the continued cost of boxwood and its rapid

decrease in quality, one of the principal impor-
ters of this and other hardwoods into England
has succeeded in introducing two American
woods to be used instead of box in the manufac-
ture of shuttles, a purpose for which immense
quantities of boxwood have hitherto been used.

The woods so substituted are those of the cor-

nel and persimmon. The first is apparently the

CorniiH Florida, a deciduous tree, about 30 feet

high, growing abundantly in woods in various

parts of North America. The wood, though of

small size, is hard, heavy, and close-grained,

and is used chiefly in America for the handles
of tools and for shuttle-making, and, when prop-

erly seasoned, is much superior to Persian box-

wood. The same may be said of the persimmon
(Diospyros Virijiniana), a tree belonging to the

ebony family, a native of the United States,

where it grows to a hight of from 50 feet to (iO

feet, and a diameter of a foot or 18 inches. The
heart-wood is of a dark brown color and very,

hard. The trunk is covered with a very thick,

hard, and rugged bark. "One great point to be
particularly remembered in the preparation of

these woods for shuttle-making is the very grad-

ual drying by artificial means; this is the more
particularly recommended in the case of the

cornel, undue haste in seasoning, it is said, hav-

ing in some cases created a prejudice against

the wood. As an illustration to some extent

of the effects of the war, it may be stated that

whilst in 187(i over 10,000 tons of boxwood
were imported into England, the year just pass-

ed shows a return of only between 4,000 and
5,000 tons.
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California Lilac—Ceanothus Thyrsiflorus.

Editors Press:- -Enclosed you will find the flower and
stem with leaves of a shrub found growing in this county,
to the east of San Miguel mountain, also at the head of
Atkinson grade, and in the vicinity of Valle de las Viejas.
It is well worth cultivating, and if carefully transplanted
and protected from the winds, will be found equally as
ornamental as the lilac. Will you please give me the* bo-
tanical name and the proper time for transplanting, also
describe it so that others may recognize it.—A. E. P., San
Diego Cal.

Editors Press:—The plant specimens sub-

mitted to me for determination are twigs of the

exceedingly beautiful Ceanothus thyrsiflorus

(Esch.) or "California Lilac." It is of the same

family as the "Jersey Tea" of the Eastern

States, so celebrated as the herb used by our

Revolutionary heroes instead of Chinese tea

unfairly bearing a heavy duty imposed by old

England.

There are 18 species of the genus Ceanothus
in California, most of which are ornamental
and some very fragrant, either by their flowers

or foliage, while others still are much relied

upon for forage plants.

This species thyrsiflorus, is a tall shrub 6 to

15 feet high, branches angled (i. e. nearly
square), leaves oblong or ovate, one to one and
a half inches long, usually smooth and shining
above, canescent beneath; flowers bright blue
in dense, compound racemes (i. e. a thyrse, like

the well-known lUac), which terminate the
usually somewhat leafy peduncles. This spe-

cies is well worthy of cultivation, also several

others, among which may be mentioned the

curious "Mountain Carpet" of the Sierra, C.

prostratus (Benth. ). It spreads on all sides for

yards or droops over banks, covering rocks or

logs in its way with a thick carpet of bright

green, prickly leaves, hidden in spring by
abundant blue or white flowers on low umbels.

This species being a slow grower, would make
an exquisite lawn or cemetery plant.

C. spinosus (Nutt. ), found on the foothills of

the southern coast, sometimes becomes a large

shrub 12 to 20 feet high and a foot thick.

Branches sp'ny, leaves coriaceous (leathery)

entire, about an inch long; flowers very fragrant,

deep-blue, in a small thyrse; fruit resinous-

coated. This species forms large swellings

of the trunk just underground, (the "red-root")

so much prized for fuel, as luckily it flourishes

where forest trees are few or entirely wanting.

C. intezerrimus (H. & A. ), resembles the first

but is more slender, with terete (round) branches

and large (four to six inches long) thyrses of

white or bluish flowers terminating the out-

reaching limbs: This species abounds both in

the Coast mountains and the Sierra. It is

highly prized by stock raisers for forage. Cattle

easily press down the weak bushes and browse
off the slender branches with their fragrant

leaves and flowers. I have frequently heard

stock men say that they valued land covered by
this shrub—called by them "White Tea" or

"Deer-brush"—equal with the best grass or

grain lands. Another beautiful species of sim-

ilar value and habit is C. sorediatus (H. &
A. ), with blue flowers in short, simple, axillary

racemes, one-half to two inches long; leaves

ovate or cordate, often tomentose beneath and
s Iky on the nerves.

These two species last described might be

very profitably introduced into the treeless,

almost bushless, coast hills near San Francisco,

where now the poisonous Rhus dive.rsiholas

(poison oak), and other useless plants are al-

lowed to run riot.

While on a recent week's exploration of Mt.
Diablo and vicinity, I was much impressed by
the bare condition of some of the, apparently,

fruitful slopes of the Contra Costa mountains,

and was about to bring up the subject of plant-

ing them with Ceanothus, now happily called up
by your lady correspondent. I hope some one
will set about planting such slopes as those re-

fered to with forage plants, and perhaps none
can be found better adapted to remunerate ex-

pense than these fragrant "tea plants."

Seeds of C. inteserrimvs, or "White tea," can

be gathered in large quantities in certain locali-

ties of the Sierra, while seeds of thyrsiflorus

and sorediatus can be obtained from the south,

by advertising for them in time. While certain

wise and prudent minds are reclaiming the hot

desert regions of southern California and Ari-

zona with eucalipti, let some equally wise ones

cover our bare coast hills with the several beau-

tiful, fragrant, forage-producing species of Cea-

nothus. J. O. Lemmon.
Alameda, April 16th.

Herbaceous Vines.

Editors Press: There is no class of plants

more charming than vines. In California espec-

ially are they worthy of more care and atten-

tion than they receive. I propose to mention a

few I have found of the hardy herbaceous vines

particularly adapted to covering verandas,

walls and arbors in our State.

Climbing Roses
Are among the finest, and there boiug several

varieties it is hard to make a choice. The Bal-

timore Belle has no superior for delicacy and
exquisite fragrance. The flowers are of a pink-

ish white color, very double and borne in large

clusters. Prairie Queen is a large, vigorous

grower, which for profuseness of bloom has
been surpassed by none of its tribe, while for
covering large trellises rapidly there is nothing
better. The flowers, however, are rather coarse
and lack fragrance.

Honeysuckles

Are the finest vines I am acquainted with for
any purpose, and were it possible for me to
grow only one vine, that vine would be a honey-
suckle. The botanical name is Lonkera. The
finest of the family is L. flexuosum, or Chinese
sweet scented evergreen honeysuckle. It
makes a rapid growth, is always free from dis-
gusting insects, and is particularly desirable for
the rich, dark hue of its evergeen foliage. The
flowers are very fragrant, produced in abun-
dance in spring, and, if watered, blooms freely
during the summer and autumn. L. haUieana,
or the Golden Leafed Japanese honeysuckle, is

an equally desirable variety. The flowers are
very profuse during spring and possess a rich
fragrance. The foliage is netted and veined a
rich golden hue. The old fashioned Coral
honeysuckles is a handsome bloomer, but is so
liable to the attack of the plant louse, that I

advise all to respectfully let it alone.

The
Passion Vine,

Or, as it is botanically know, Passeflora, is one
of the handsomest of vines, and rauks second
only to the honeysuckle. The foliage is very
pretty, of a good color, and I have never known
it to be injured by insects of any description.

The flowers, which are very abundant during
the summer, are odd and pretty, but lack the
desirable quality of fragrance. There are seve-

ral good varieties, all of which are hardy. P.
Incarnata bears rich purple blooms, and is the
one generally grown. There have been several

new sorts introduced during the last few years.

Hedera Helix, the well-known English ivy,

although of slow growth should not be forgot-

ten; its rich dark foliage is full compensation
for its lack of bloom.

Biynonia grandiflora makes as grand a sight

during the late summer months as any one
could wish to behold; the flowers of a bright
orange scarlet color are very large trumpet-
shape, from which the plant takes its common
name of trumpet vine.

Answers to Inquiries.

Carnations from Seed.—Can double carnations be
raised from seed ? If so, when should the seed be plant-

ed '?—Mrs. G.

Double carnations are usually propagated
from slips or layers; they are all originally,

however, started from the seed. From a packet
of choice seed you would get a number of fine

double flowers, while the single ones could be
thrown away. Sow seed in April in a seed

bed, transplant when sufficiently large to

handle. Keep them well watered during the
summer, they will flower the second summer
from seed. Vou will not get many seed in a
packet of the choicer strains.

Lily Pardalinium.— I have a bulb of this lily, I planted
it in a box of sand. Should it be kept moist or dry ?—

X

Your L. pardalinium should be planted in a
soil composed of one part leaf mold, one part

sand, and one part garden loam. If kept in a

pot, set in a cellar and keep moderately dry.

In the spring water freely and until it blooms.

Dahlias.—When should dahlias be planted in Califor-

nia? I planted mine in the fall and they decayed.—A. R.

I plant my dahlias in the latter part of May.
They require to be kept dry and warm during
the winter. If planted earlier than May 15th,

they bloom in the heat and dust of summer,
the flowers being generally small and inferior.

W. C. L. Drew.
El Dorado, Cal.

The Use of the Precious Metals in the Cur-

rencies of the World.

At this time, when so much is being said

about the relative value and uses of gold and
silver in the currencies of the world, it may
interest the public to know the countries, with
their populations, in which silver alone is rec-

ognized as the standard, those in which both
gold and silver are employed and those in which
gold alone is in use. The exclusively silver-

using nations are:

Population.

Russia 87,000,000
Austria , 36,000,000
Central America 2,000,000

Ecuador 1,300,000

China 425,000,000

India 300,000,000

Mexico 9,000,000

Peru 4,600,000

U. S. Columbia 2,700,000

Tripoli 1,200,000

Tunis 2,000,000

Holland 3,700,000

Venezuela 1,400,000

Total .- 876,700,000

The bi-metallic nations, that is those using

both gold and silver as a standard, are:

Belgium 5,100,000
Bolivia 1,800,000

France 36,100,000

Greece 1,600,000
Italy 26,800,000
Spain 16,500,000

Switzerland 2,700,000

If to this we add the United States, 45,000,-

000. we have 1,012,200,000 people, who use

either silver or silver and gold standards, while

Great Britain and her provinces, Egypt, Portu-

gal, Turkey, Persia, Brazil, Argentine Republic,

Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Norway. Chile

and Japan, with 180,000,000, nse a gold stand-

ard only.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for thi

department.

The Office of the Secretary of the State Grange is in the

Grangers' building, >'o. 100 Davis Street, corner of Cal-

fornia Street, S. F.

Queries and Answers on Co-operation.

EniTORn Press:— Will the Kcral Pkkss be so good as

to publish the details of the management of any one co-

operative Btore existing in this State. The points we wish

to know are: 1. How sales are made to co-operators and
outsiders. 2. If co-operators buy from store «n credit, is

credit in proportion to stock in the company'.' 3. What
usual salary—either percentage on sales, or profits, or

otherwise— is paid storekeeper? 4. Do such companies
incorporate, or organize like other commercial companies?

5. Do they have printed by-laws? If so, where can a copy

be obtained? With such other minutia- as may occur tu

the mind of the editor.—John Knight, Sanel, Mendocino
County.

Editors Press:—The above inquiries about

co-operative societies having been referred to me,

I beg leave to answer the main points in a con-

densed form, adding a few facts. The last five

queries will be answered in their order.

1. In all true co-operative societies sales are

made to their members and outsiders at the

same prices.

2. Cash is the usual, almost the universal

rule, in all co-operative societies. Experience
proves that it is the only safe rule in the long

run. Among the 1,000 and more successful

co-operative societies in England, where the

system of true co-operation is now so perfect

and so well understood, credit is scarcely ever

given in any society. The only credit given by
the Wholesale Society at Manchester to other so-

cieties which trade with it, is seven days. If in

any case a society allows more than seven days
to pass without paying, it is immediately noti-

fied. If 14 days pass without payment, no
more goods are sold to such society and suit is

at once commenced. This shows how over 30

years of full experience has made the truest

and most successful co-operatives value a cash

business. The Manchester Wholesale does a

business annually of over 813,000,000.

3. Managers and employees are always paid

fixed salaries, no per cents on trade, nothing in-

definite. The only general rule is fair wages to

all employed for the work done.

4. All such companies incorporate, or should

do so, under our State laws, in England they
incorporate under a special Parliamentary Act
for " Provident and Friendly Societies."

5. They have printed by-laws, called in

England, rules. Now, a few general points

about " one co-operative store existing in this

State," where its by-laws can be hail, etc.

First let me say, that at least three social and
industrial organizations in this country have
now adopted the noted Rochdale system of co-

operation, as the most fully tested and best in

every respect. These are the Grange, the Sove-

reigns of Industry, and the Janissaries of Light.

Others, outside of these organizations of farmers,

mechanics, etc., have also formed societies for

trade and for work on the Rochdale plan. Of
course, everybody who believes in the true
principles of co-operation has the right to use

the Rochdale plan. It is now the property of

the world. There is no patent right to it. But
these different Orders have published general
rules for co-operative societies based on the
Rochdale rules, and applied them to the wants
of our people, as far as the laws of most of our
States will permit. The Orange rules can be
had by anyone at five cents a copy by writing
to O. H. Kelley, Louisville, Ky ; the Sove-
reigns' rules at 50 cents a copy by writing to
W. H. Earle, Worcester, Massachusetts ; the
.lanissaries' by writing to their headquarters,
San Francisco, I suppose.
As regards the management of one co-opera-

tive store in this State. Though hundreds of

co-operative stores, warehouses, etc. have been
started with marked success during the past
two years in many of the older States, North
and South, on the Rochdale plan as slightly
modified to suit our wants, but one, so far as
my limited kuowledge goes, has even approached
that plan in its organization in California, aud
that is the "Grangers' Co-operative Business As-
sociation, of the Sacramento Valley." Its store
is at the corner of 10th and K in Sacramento.
I am told the Janissaries' store in San Francisco
follows the Rochdale plan very closely. It is

fortunate for them if it does. But of late my
private business has from necessity so occupied
my attention that I have been able to give little

time to these matters, deep as is my interest
and faith in true co-operation.
The Sacramento Company, however, which

was wise enough and brave enough to follow
the Rochdale plan in the main, as recommended
by the National Grange, has, in the three short
months it has been at work, had a success far
beyond the expectation of its most hopeful
members.
To begin it, between 100 and 200 shareholders

in Sacramento, Placer and Yuba counties sub-
scribed about 320,000, of which 25

:
was paid

up to make their first purchase of groceries. It
is under the general control of nine Directors
and three Auditors elected by the stockholders
at their annual meeting. They do a strictly cash
business, yet their sales have steadily increased
from 1 100 a day early in January to over §400 a
day now, aud keep one manager and four assist-
ants constantly busy. After paying all ex-
penses they allow 12% per annum on capital,
2% for a sinking fund, and all remaining profits

are divided among purchasers according to the
trade they do each quarter, those not members
being allowed one-half the per cent, of dividends
received by members. Stockholders and mem-
bers are well pleased with results of the first

quarter. In my humble judgment, all would be
even better pleased, in future, if their by laws
conformed still more to the Rochdale rules in a

few points easily indicated. A late amendment
to our Code now allows the great principle of

only one vote to each stockholder. Your readers

would be surprised to know the reduced rates

at which they can sell many staple articles and
yet realize all the per cent, on cost they need.

They are strict in giving full weights and meas-
ures, and in representing articles as just what
they are. Their pleasant experience is only a

repetition of the experience of hundreds of

similar associations in the older States. Having
a copy or two of their by-laws, I gladly send
them, with other pamphlets, to your querist,

with the caution that a few modifications would
somewhat improve them. Further information

as regards details can be had by writing to their

Secretary, L. H. Fassett, Sacramento.
J. W. A. Wright.

San Francisco, April 8th.

Usury Laws.

Editors Press:—For the last 40 years I have,

off and on, in numerous papers, seen the usury

law question discussed, and of late have thought

that it was finally settled, and that no intelli-

gent man would be so blind as to entertain an

idea that such a law is anything but a dead

letter.

No such a law can be framed but it can and

will be easily evaded. The Legislature may as

well dictate at what price the farmer shall sell

his wheat as to dictate at what price the banker

must loan his money. Nothing but supply and
demand will regulate the price of any commod-
ity. But let us suppose that a law could be

framed which could not be evaded, and what
would be the consequence? Here is a farmer
whose land is mortgaged for one-third its worth.

The note becomes due, and the holder demands
his money, and the farmer cannot make it. So
he will ask to renew the note. But the money
man will tell him that he will not loan money
at legal rates, as he can do better with it in

some other way. The farmer will try some
half dozen other places, and gets at every place

the same consolation, and the consequence will

be that the Sheriff will sell the farm for one-

third its value.

I might enlarge on this subject, and write

pages on it, but think your space too valuable

to encumber with such obsolete ideas.

H. GoEPPKR.
Santa Ana, Cal., April 10th.

In Memoriam.

M^ttole Granoe, Humboldt county, March
23d, 1S78.

Whereas, The Divine Master above has
called to his Supreme Grange our Sister Marga-
RET CoNKLlN, Charter member of this Grange,

Resolved, That it is but a just tribute to the
memory of the departed, to say that, regretting

her removal from our midst, we mourn for her
as one who was in every way worthy of our
highest esteem.

Resnlred, That Bro. Conklin has the kind
sympathy of all the members of this Grange,
and to his bereft children we extend our deep-
est interest in their bereavement and affliction.

Resolved, That out of respect to her memory
our charter be draped in mourning for 30 days.

—Mrs. A. Benton, Mrs. E. A. Cook, Mrs. H.
E. Crane, Committee.

Bingiiamton Grance, No. 174, Solano
county, April 13th, 1878.

Whereas, It has pleased Our Heavenly
Master to remove by death from among us our
Worthy Brother Albert Manoes, in the pride
of manhood,

Resolved, That while we bow with submis-
sion to the will of our Master above, we cannot
but mourn his loss as a member of our Order
and as an excellent young man in the commu-
nity.

Resolved, That we render our heartfelt sym-
pathy to the parents and relatives in their be-

reavement.
Resolved, That our Charter be draped in

mourning, and that a copy of this resolution be
sent to the parents and to the Rural Press for

publication.—W. C. Gay, J. M. Bell, E. L.

Brown, Committee.

Insurance Association.— To the Patrons of
the California Farmers' Mutual Fire Insurance

Association : I beg to call your attention to the

fact that Mr. I. G. Gardner, Vice-President of

the Company, is now with Mr. Pilkington,
Worthy Lecturer of the State Grange, and
with him will visit all parts of the State. Mr.
Gardner is well posted in all matters concerning
the Company and will cheerfully answer all

inquiries appertaining thereto. Respectfully
yours, Fred. K. Rule, Secretary.

Merritt Grange, No. 7, has adopted reso-
lutions to the memory of Noah Bertram!, a
worthy member and faithful Patron, aud a
highly respected citizen.

Exorbitant Interest

Editors Press:—The able letters of Mr. S.

Bristol in your paper upon the evils of usury,

and the necessity of usury laws, and the note

of Mr. W. S. Prosser, in a recent issue, are en-

couraging signs that men are thinking deeply

upon the evils of usury and its remedies.

Enough of the evils of usury has been pointed

out by Mr. Bristol, to convince all honest

thinking men that something should be done.

I write not to point out more evils but to sug-

gest another remedy.

Mr. Bristol urges a usury law by the State,

and severe penalties for attempted evasion, and

6% the maximum rate of interest.

Mr. Prosser suggests 10%. If nothing better

could be done an arbitrary law such as proposed

by Mr. Bristol is certainly demanded. But as

all arbitrary laws are objected to, and if possi-

ble secretly evaded, it seems to me a law that

would render usury laws useless and usury im-

possible, would be more desirable than arbi-

trary laws.

The way to accomplish that object is very

plain, and the general Government, not the

State, should be the tool used for its accom-

plishment. To the Government is confined the

duty to coin money and fix its value, etc. Yet
we would not stop usury by an arbitrary

national law. But as the Government is the
constitutional fountain for the supply of money,
it is its duty to supply all the demands of bus
iuess with money as well as National banks,
and at an equitable and uniform rate of interest.

To prevent all future usury, let the Govern-
ment distribute currency direct to the people
upon their securities, such as Government and
State bonds, bullion, and improved real

estate to the amount of half its value. Not for

1 % per annum, however, as the National banks
now obtain it, but at an approximate equitable

one, of say 3.65% Can any reasonable objec-

tion be made to so just au act, seeing the Gov-
ernment is already one of the largest money
lenders in world. She now supplies the Na-
tional banks over §300,000,000, at a tax of 1%.

Is not the fostering of the industries as much
importance as the money powers, or assisting the

producers as much importance to the prosperity

of our country as the drones ?

Should this idea be carried into effect by the

American people, would any arbitrary usury
law be necessary thereafter, as money would
command only about 3.65% per annum interest

in any part of our Union.
Our Government would stand between the

people aud the usurers, the same as she does

between the people and the express companies
in carrying letters. She in effect says to the

express companies: "You can charge what
you please for carrying letters, hut 1

will charge only three cents each." There
would b« nothing arbitrary about this; express-

men could charge what they pleased, and the

people could send letters by either channel.

But it is not likely the express companies would
have a large letter business if they should charge

10, 25, or 50 cents for carrying one letter as

they did formerly.

So would this usury business be all stopped

if Government would take the same stand in

money matters that she has in the postal busi-

ness. The Government would not deny Shy-
locks exacting large usury, but she would say

to the people : "If you will produce the secu-

rity, I will supply every legitimate demand
made upon me for money at 3.65% per annum.
Borrow of others if you choose at less or greater

rates of interest," etc.

Can any doubt that such a course would put
an effectual stop to all exorbitant interest in

these United States without arbitrary usury
laws ? Is not 3.65% a sufficient tax for the use

of money, seeing that money invested in the

industries in times put yielded less than 3%
per annum, as per Government statistics.

Would not money distributed upon this anti-

usury, equitable plan came nearer settling the

present agitation between capital and labor, than
any other proposed system? With our money
system thus permanently arranged for equitable

distribution, so that farmers, manufacturers
and others in all parts of our country could ob-

tain money at the same rate of interest as busi

ness men or bankers of New York, would not

40 days suffice to start up the industries suffi-

cient to supply every idle man with work ?

It seems to me should our oppressed indus-

tries be thus released from the curse of usury,

a season of prosperity would dawn upon our
troubled, suffering land, unparalleled in the his-

tory of nations. If Congress should cease to

farm out the distribution of money, and distrib-

ute it to the people direct, as well as to create

and manufacture it, they would only perform
their strict constitutional duty to the American
people.

But in order to make our currencies (gold,

silver and paper), of one measuring value, and
of one purchasing power, as well as to reduce
interest to a uniform rate of 3.65% per annum,
loaning and savings (redemption) banks should

be established in every State, so that any sur-

plus of money could be taken up before infla-

tion or depreciation; or, if too plenty at trade

centers, it could be sent to parts not so well

supplied, etc. John M. Horner.
Washington Corners, CaL

California.
BUTTE.
Agricultural Socibty.—Rtcord, April 13:

A meeting of the Agricultural Society was
held at the Town Hall on Saturday last, Presi-
dent Guill in the chair. It was decided to
hold a fair, and a Committee consisting of R.
McEnespy, Allen Henry, H. Areuts, J. J.
Waste and Secretary Williams were appointed
to ascertain what could be accomplished
in the way of building a hall on the lot
owned by the society, or in procuring one for
the use of the society in holding their fair the
coming fall. The general disposition was
decidedly favorable to the erection of a hall on
the society's lot. The society has some money,
and it was believed that arrangements could be
made for the erection of a hall on a basis that
would prove profitable to the society and ulti-

mately leave them the building free from all

incumbrance whatever. The Committee were
instructed to ascertain what could be done to
secure a building and to report at the regular
annual meeting of the society, the first Saturday
in the coming month. The affairs of the society

are on a better footing now than they have
been for years, and the appropriation by the
State of $2,000 to be paid out in premiums will

enable the society to make a creditable show-
ing of the agricultural products of the Upper
Sacramento valley.

FRESNO.
Tall Grain.—Republican, April 20: Dan

Fuller, of the Central Colony, brought to this

office last Sunday, two bunches of barley, one
of oats and one of alfalfa which we believe will

beat anything in the State. One bunch of bar-

ley grown on land that was irrigated before
planted, now over four feet in flight, containing
228 stalks, each stalk containing a head of grain
from three to six inches in length, and the
whole—by his declaration and from appearance
—growing from one kernel of grain. The bar-

ley grown on unirrigated land was about six

feet in hight; heavy stalk but fewer of them,
1

and the heads were not so heavy or long. The
oats were like the first bunch of barley men-

j

tioned. The alfalfa, grown from the seed this

spring, measured over three feet in length and
are already in bloom. Mr. Clark, a gentleman
at least six feet in hight, says he was through
a field of barley belonging to Dr. Estill about
seven miles west of Fresno, a few days ago,

and that the heads of grain stood on a level

with his face. He will mow it for hay in a few
days.

MERCED.
Editors Press:—This part of California is,

just now, a sight which pays us well for weath-
ering through the "dry year." Grain is head-

ing out and promises an enormous yield. Some
of the raukest was lodged badly by the wind
aud rain last week, but is coming up in shape
again slowly. Nearly all the farming land

j

being under crop this season, there is not much
summer fallowing done. Mr. Kahl and the

Mitchell Bros, have the only pieces of any con-

siderable size in this immediate vicinity, and
they are cross-plowing and putting it in such

order as to insure a crop next year, let the sea-

son be what it may. Mr. Purington, one of

our most enterprising farmers, Harvested a

wheat crop last year on land prepared in that

way—the only sensible way for summer fallow.

When we get to cultivating this country prop-

erly, dry years will not bring total failures of

crops.—jr. B. G., Plainsburg.

MONTEREY.
Agricultural Fair.— fnde.r, April 20: The

Board of Managers met Friday, April 12th,

1878. Present, J. D. Carr, J. R. Hebbron, H.

S. Ball, E. Sherwood, P Kilburn, J. B. Iver-

son, C S. Abbott, W. V. McGarvey, William

Vanderhurst and U. Hartnell. J. D. Carr in

the Chair. On motion of W. V. McGarvey it

was decided to hold a fair in this county on

Tuesday the 15th day of October, 1878, and to

continue until the following Saturday. On
motion of H. S. Ball, the President appointed

H. S. Ball, \V. V. McGravey and Paris Kilbora

a Committee on Programme. On motion, the

President appointed E. Sherwood, W. Vander-

hurst and J. R. Hebbron a Committee on

Premiums. Moved and seconded that tile

President appoint a committee of five, with J.

B. Iverson as Chairman, to serve as a Finance

Committee. Carried. J. B. Iverson, C. ft

Abbott, E. Sherwood, B. V. Sargent and W.
Vanderhurst were appointed said eommittee. 1

On motion of Paris Kilburn, these committees
j

were instructed to report 011 the first Saturday

in May. J. R. Hebbron reported that he con- ^
ferred with Mr. Delaney and that he (Hebbron)

endorsed the old lease to him for one year

longer on the same terms. The report wee, I

received and concurred in. Moved anr!

seconded, that the President confer with the

Trotting Circuit, etc.

SACRAMENTO.
Editors Press: >priug work has new

shown to a better advantage. Every availablt

force is brought into requisition. The in

quent showers, the sun-giving warmth, and tn< •

friable soil makes the progress of events trul)

astonishing. Every variety of crops look*,

promising. Early fruits are ripening; hay « *

maturing; grain is filling out heads, aud sum

mer fallow is being upturned. The heart

the husbandman is buoyant The small fnu'
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growers have their gardens dressed and the

outlook is promising for a bounteous yield.

Strawberries will be in market this week.

Vineyards and orchards are worked up. Veg-

etables are sown. Egyptian corn will be

planted by many parties on the plains for stock

feed. It has been grown before and found valu-

able for that purpose. Work in Lisbon district

will again resume; crops can be put in by July,

so as to mature in time. The surplus water will

be pumped out and the levee repaired this sum-

mer. The flooded district below the city will

goon be free from the watery element, and be

put in use as far as practicable for the season.

Nature's flowers and those in cultivated form

deck the open plains in thick profusion. The
rose jassamine, orange blossoms and hundreds

of variegated forms of wild flowers send out

their sweet-scented perfume on the surround-

ing atmosphere, making truly the home of the

husbandman one of pleasure.

—

Geo. Rich, Sac-

ramento, Cal.

Twenty-Five Dollars an Acre.—Record-

Union, April 20: The high water in the Sacra-

mento river and the many breaks in the levees

on both side3 of the same, have dealt a heavy

blow to the many vegetable gardens bordering

the same. The Italians, Portuguese and Chi-

nese who had been each year occupying more
and more land below Sacramento city in raising

garden truck, and who have kept the city and

many of the surrounding towns and much of

the adjacent wheat-growing country well sup-

Elied with good and cheap vegetables, have

een this year completely drowned out and
compelled to abandon their business or seek

other localities and other land to cultivate.

Large numbers of these people have moved up
on to the American river bottoms for the sea-

son and rented lands for gardens. They are

paying as high as $25 an acre for land on which

to produce early vegetables. The American
river having been comparatively low this sea-

son, the lands bordering it have been compara-

tively dry, and being generally of warm early

soil offer a good substitute for the lands aban-

doned. It is not probable that very large prof-

its will be made after paying so high a rent,

but the renters will keep themselves and their

vegetables in the market, and thus hold on to

the trade for the future. When the water goes

down on the Sacramento sufficiently, the most
of these gardeners will clean up their places on

the Sacramento, and put in a late crop of some
kind, and thus have things ready for another

year. The three nationalities of people above

mentioned have almost entirely monopolized

the vegetable producing business in this vicin-

ity, American farmers having generally turned

their attention to alfalfa and stock raising or

dairying.

SAN JOAQUIN.
Whisky Slough Dammed. — Independent,

April 15: The work of damming Whisky
slough on the lower division of Roberts island,

as an adjunct of the reclamation works, was
completed last week. It is such a triumph of

engineering skill that it is worthy of note. Th
dam was commenced in November, and has en-

gaged a large force of men with little cessation

ever since. It has been done in the face of the

greatest difficulties and at a cost of about $20,

000. So excellent an authority as Gen. Alex
lander pronounced the construction of a dam
|across this slough an impossibility and advised

an abandonment of the work. The slough and
its branches are navigable for 30 miles above
the dam, and it carries a depth of 30 feet of wa
Iter for ten miles. The dam is at a point where

tie slough is 42 feet deep and 202 feet wide,

vith nearly vertical banks. The banks, fortu-

ately, were of sediment formation, and quite

kolid, although the only available material for

naking the dam was peat sods stripped from
the land within a radius of 1,000 feet, placed

alternate layers with long willow brush,

arefully interwoven. The dam was built in

bections of 15 feet at a time advanced toward
lie center from either shore, with rows of piles

riven firmly into the hardpan as guides

^hen the gap was narrowed to 40 feet, the

oressure of water was so great that its roar in

assing through could be heard a mile. Large
blusters of piles, bound together with chains

vere placed in the middle and the foundation

|)f the gap was laid with 15,000 sand bags,

Che men worked at the closing for 24 hours

vithout cessation, and when it was all over the

liven t was celebrated by a dinner given on the

Iteamer Clara Crow. The dam is 85 feet wide
m top, and is being widened to 100 feet. One
hundred and titty piles, each 70 feet long, have
en used in the work. The dam has now been

. a week, and shows no signs of weakness.

llAN LUIS OBISPO.
Editors! Press:—Vegetation is again being
efreshed by fine showers which fell during the

•ast night, and at this writing are still falling,

iiaking the beautiful scenery by which San
|iuia Obispo it surrounded, the more lovely,

ould our Eastern friends but "View the land
ape o'er" of San Luis, with its gentle slopes.

|>fty hills, and high mountains, covered, many
them, to their very summits with nature's

I oral carpet, and at the same moment realize

|ie advantages of our California climate, com
aed with fertility of the soil, and its adapta
ility to the wants of man; then, by an unbiased
idgment, draw the contrast between this coast
ad the sterile, rugged, rockbound hills of New
agland, together with its cold winters, locked
the iron grasp of "old Boreas" from four to
months of the year, we think there would

1 such a rush for the Pacific coast as has not
Jen since the days of '49. In saying this we

we speak from our own feelings and experience,

having been persuaded to try the hills of old

Vermont for the health of my family, which
we endured, not enjoyed, for two and one half

years. Although among friends we loved, the
supposed necessity was very trying and the
hope vain. -We are convinced if the varied

bounties of the Pacific coast will not bring
health, it is not to be found.—J. F. Fisher,
San Luis Obispo, Cal., April 15th 1875.

SONOMA.
Remarkable Growth of Tobacco—Flag,

April 23: Andrew Maynes informs us that he
has at his ranch, six miles northwest of this

city, two acres of the finest Cuban tobacco, the
slants now standing three feet high, and will

be ready to cut in eight days. As it is quite a
tender plant, the fact is a proof of the wonder-
ful mildness of our winters, and of the possi-

bility of successful tobacco raising in this sec-

tion. Mr. Maynes understands the business of

curing as well as raising, having had the expe-

rience of 40 years. He says that he finds

ready sale for his cured tobacco at 50 cents per

pound. The land best adapted is medium

—

that most productive of weeds and suitable for

grapes, but not for grain—otherwise the growth
would be too rank. The yield will be about a
hogshead per acre, or 1,000 pounds.—[We
should be well pleased -to have Mr. Maynes
give us an account of his method which cures

tobacco successfully in this State. There are

many men in search of such a method.—Eds.
Press.]
The Rains.—Santa Rosa Times, April 23:

The north wind of last week parched the

ground, cracking it and injuring the wheat.
Plowing became a difficult job, breaking the

crust in great clods, and making it hard work
to get in the spring crops. But the gentle

rains the first of the week softened the earth

and restored the soil to a good working condi-

tion. The bad efiects of the sirocco-4ike winds
have disappeared.

The Crops.—A few days ago we made a trip

to Pocket canyon, 15 miles northwest of Santa
Rosa. Grass is a luxuriant crop all the way.
Even in the timber and on the rocky hills there

is plenty of feed. Wheat, through the plain

towards Sebastopol, is not looking as well as

last year. It is uneven, short, and with
drowned-out patches. Plowing is progressing

for corn and potatoes through Green valley,

where the soil is a lighter loam than in this

valley.

TEHAMA.
Fifty New Farmers.—Red Bluff Cause:

The people of Tehama are rejoicing over the
liberal provisions of the will of the late R. H.
Thomas, as though they foresee the settling up of

the country in their vicinity, which will be
greatly to their advantage, as well as the ad-

vantage of this town and the country at large.

Twenty-two thousand acres more or less of the

finest arable land in the county will be obtaina-

ble in lots to suit purchasers.

TULARE.
Farming Prospects in Tulare County.—

Tulare county is in a more prosperous condition

this year than ever before, and all classes are

jubilant over the encouraging prospects. The
grain crop for this year is estimated at 700,000
bushels, against 200,000 in 1877, and 500,000 in

1876. There is now from 14,000 to 15,000 tons

of last year's crop on hand, mostly in the hands
of mill owners. There is about one-fourth as

much land in barley this year as wheat. It

will require an immense amount of grain-bags

to hold this year's crop. There are about 50,-

000 second-hand sacks in the county, and it is

estimated that it will take 400,000 for the grow-
ing crop, when harvested; and, at 12^ cents

apiece, • it will take $50,000 to furnish this

county with grain bags alone. About 18,000

sacks were burned at the Tulare flour mills, at

Tulare city, last year. There is warehouse
room for 100,000 or 120,000 sacks, and the de-

ficiency of storage room in the Mussel Slough

district alone will be about 100,000 sacks.

Probably several new warehouses will be built

this summer, but even then the amount that

will have to be left unprotected will be great.

Sheep will nearly double in numbers this year,

and are not likely to fall off in price. The
raising of hogs will receive a new impetus, and
will likely become one of the most important in-

dustries of the county. There is a remarkable

increase in the number of fruit and shade trees

planted this year. The area of irrigated land

will be greatly enlarged, and capital increased.

The sums paid to the Government and railroad

company for land have of themselves beeu pro-

digious, all of which leaves this part of the

country and ceases to circulate here. This has

caused a scarcity of money and a high rate of

interest, which has been a great drawback in

developing the resources of the county.

Water-Fallowing.—Delta, April 11: We
often hear people say that the land in this

county is not tit for farming purposes; that the

dry season is too long, and there is not enough
water in the streams to do any good, and what
little there is is controlled by those who have

older charters. Nearly every stream in the

valley is now running full, and the water is

running to waste and little or no effort is made
to use it. Thousands of acres could be flooded,

the land waterfallowed and prepared for sum-

mer use. Land irrigated in this way in winter

and spring, when water is plenty, would re-

tain moisture throughout the year, and raise

crops without irrigation. There is enough

water just now for all, if it be properly distri-

buted and judiciously used. The water that

runs to waste annually, would irrigate more
land if used in this way, than that which is used
by the present method.

YOLO.
The Rain.— Mail, April 18: The rain

which fell on Sunday night measured 0.72 of an
inch. It fell in perfect torrents at times, but
not being accompanied with strong wind, did
but little damage to the heavy wheat, much of

which is now from two to four feet high, and
standing very thick upon the ground. On Mon-
day there was a little rain and some hail, but
not enough to do damage. The weather was
exceedingly cool.

YUBA.
Severe Hail Storm.—Appeal, April 20 :

There was a terrible hail storm upon a territory

of half a mile or so south of the Buttes, last

Saturday evening. Hail stones as large as hick-

ory nute fell for several minutes, and in suffi-

cient quantity to completely cover the earth.

We also understand that M. O'Connor lost over
100 fowls, they being killed by the hailstones.

Probably other damage was done.
The Fruit Prospects.—Yesterday we in-

terviewed one of our orchardists as to the fruit

prospects for the season, when he informed us
as follows: Peach trees are suffering with
curled-leaf, but are likely to recover and bear a
fair crop. White apricots will be plenty, but
Moorparks very scarce. The cherry trees are
loaded with fruit, and a large crop is promised.
There was a fair crop of cherry-plums, but the
heavy winds of last week knocked most of them
off. Apples, plums and pears are the most
promising.

News in Brief.

Reno is again infested by tramps.
The Paris Exposition will open May 1st.

There were 86 deaths in the city last week.
The river Danube is now open its entire

course.

The new canning factory of Rio Vista is

nearly completed.
A company is being formed to light Paris by

electricity.

Dr. Carver, the great shootist, is now starr-

ing at Denver.
Peter Cooper is said to be a millionaire of

20-horse power.
Seattle shipped to San Francisco 8,925 tons

of coal during the month of March.
There is in the vaults of the State Treasury

of California $1,847,406.46.

The Open Letter, the Workingmen's organ,

has been changed from a daily to a weekly.
Alexander H. Stephens says he will on no

condition be a candidate for the Presidency.

They had a severe shock of earthquake in

Constantinople about a week ago.

Count Joannes has cleared $10, 000 this season

by his Shaksperian riots.

Alfalfa hay is selling in Phcenix, Arizona,

for $12 per ton.

About two and a half million silver dollars

have been coined to date.

During a recent gale along the northern coast

of Spain, 150 fishermen were drowned.
The authorities of Seattle are trying to rid

that city of opium dens.

Governor Castajon is making determined
efforts to rid Lower California of bad characters.

Isaac Rogers, a Union Pacific brakeman,
was fatally crushed at Omaha, while coupling

cars.

Over 11,000 passengers were carried over

the California Street railroad on the opening
day.

In San Francisco the rainfall amounts to

35. 11 inches for the season, against 10.85 for

1877 and 30.72 for 1876.

The House has passed the bill appropriating

$5,000 for a monument over the grave of

Thomas Jefferson.

Boston pays about $640,000 yearly in assist

-ing poor families—an average of about $35 to

each family assisted.

License-Collector Sinton issued 3,005

licenses in March, for which the city received

$30,910.
Elko people have a dead

k
thing on their

county prisoners. They make them work im
proving the cemetery.

The Mechanics' Institute will hold another

Industrial exhibition this year, commencing
August 6th.

Only the personal friends of Wm. M. Tweed
attended his funeral, which took place from the

residence of his daughter, Mrs. Douglass.

Archduke Francis Charles of Austria left

a fortune of $12,000,000, one-third of which is

to be applied to relieving the poor.

The horse "Controller," on a $1,000 wager,

made 20 miles in 58 minutes and 57 seconds at

the Bay District track on Saturday last,

claimed to be the biggest feat on record.

Capt. James Goodwin, an old citizen of

Oregon, was murdered on the 18th inst. near his

residence at the foot of the Cascade mountains,

for his money.
A. G. Benson, who brought out a large num

ber of early settlers to California, and who be

came the moving spirit in the Lobos island en-

terprise, died recently in the city of New York.

On the 14th inst six inches of snow fell at

Grass Valley and vicinity, the br.v.iches of th

trees, however, were not broken down nor the

young fruit injured as generally happens with

these late snows.

The Receiver of the Visalia Land Office has

received instructions from Washington to re

ceive silver in payment for Government land and
for fees.

On Wednesday of last week, many of the
higher peaks in the Coast range were covered
with snow.
The Nationalists of Pennsylvania are to hold

their State Convention in Philadelphia on Wed-
nesday, May 8th.

A vigorous tight is going on between Chicago
and St. Louis roads for the Missouri river
traffic.

A Paris dispatch says: Greece has accepted
the invitation of the United States to an inter-

national bi-metallic Conference.
Two of those in custody for suspected com-

plicity in the murder of the Earl of Leitrim
have been discharged.

The Coopers' strike in this city is at an end,
the employers who held out having made the
concessions demanded.
A firm in San Antonio, Texas, have been

shipping arms to Mexico for some weeks past.

A movement against Diaz is suspected.
The New York Heraklh&s several dispatches

from the South and West, announcing banks
and other establishments paying out gold at par.

Three Louisianians are credited with killing

9,000 alligators last year. They saved the oil,

and sold the hides for 75 cents apiece.

A Boston paper estimates that at least $10,-
000 a day are sent to California from that city

to be invested in mining stocks.

Blosius Pistorius, an ex-priest, has been
denied a new trial in Montgomery county, Pa.,

for the murder of Isaac Jaquette, and will be
hanged.
The resurvey of San Diego harbor has been

completed, and shows 23J feet at lowest water
on the bar—a notable improvement since the
survey of 1856.

A. D. Remington, an old paper dealer of San
Francisco,has purchased the Lick mill property,
in Santa Clara county, and is fitting it up for

the manufacture of manila and printing paper.

Thos. Batcheldar, of Fulton, Oswego
county, 80 years of age, has been uninterrupt-

edly engaged in the printing business for 67
years, and claims to be the oldest printer in the
United States.

The Iron and Steel Association's Bulletin

says that the total production of pig iron in the
United States last year was 2,314,585 tons of

2,000 pounds, a gain of 221,349 tons over 1876.

The jury in the case of Breen and Cowie,
accused of being bribed to let a Chinese mur-
derer escape at Virginia City, having failed to

agree were discharged, nine being for acquittal.

Two hundred horses per week are being pur-

chased in the neigborhood of Troy, N. Y., and
in the western portion of Vermont, by agents

of the English Government.
A serious riot occurred lately near Glasgow.

Some miners on a strike attacked the Sheriff's

officers who were serving notice of ejectment.

Several houses were wrecked and telegraph

lines destroyed.

Larkin G. Mead has designed a monument
to the late Oliver P. Morton—a shaft rising

from a base and sub-base, and bearing at a hight

of 115 feet a statue of Morton, heroic size, in

the attitude of speaking. Cost $100,000.

The schooner Palorna, in port from Tahiti,

reports that on February 7th, a severe hurri-

cane raged in the Pamotas, and that about 120

persons were killed and a great deal of property

destroyed.

They have had a fearful fall of rain, accom-

panied with wind, thunder and lightning, at

Deadwood, in the Black Hills. The town was
flooded, the roads torn up and much damage
done to property.

It is alleged that important documents are

coming from Cuba, as a result of Judge Leon-

ard's visit, showing that the kidnapping of Flor-

ida negroes and enslaving them in Cuba has

been carried on extensively.

Frank Spearman, a native of Ireland, aged

about 45 years, was crushed to death last Sat-

urday evening by a dummy on the California

Street railroad. He was a carpenter and leaves

a wife and six children.

The late Mark Hopkins left Great Barring-

ton, Mass., 25 years ago in coarse clothes and
rough boots, and a little money given to him by
his uncle. Last year his wife visited Great

Barrington in a special palace car, with a large

retinue of servants.

A THiRTY-mile race was run at Vallejo on the

20th inst by W. V. Smith and M. Stilts. Six

horses were used, and the riders changed ani-

mals every mile. Smith rod the distance in an

hour and 25 minutes, but the race was awarded
to Stilts, Smith having sprained an ankle and

being aided to mount during the contest.

On the 21st inst, Colonel W. L. Salisbury, a

banker, Mayor pro tern, and owner of the En-

quirer-Sun in Columbus, Ga., was fatally shot

in the back while entering a train at Seale, Ala.

by Dr. R. M. Palmer. The latter had sued

Salisbury for $250,000 damages to his character.

The jury awarded him one cent. Palmer fled.

A storm at Pomeroy in Iowa, on Sunday,

blew down a number of houses, killed a son of

George Wallace and a son of Mr. Pearce, and

wounded twenty or thirty other persons. Trees

were torn up, and the country presented the

appearance of being ravaged by a terrible

cyclone. A man named Reilly was carried over

a house and over tree-tops, and set down un-

injured. Cattle were hurled to long distances

and killed. Hailstones fastened together in

great masses. Alfred King's residence was

lifted from the ground and dashed to a thousand

pieces. His mother was instantly killed. A
Imggy of his was carried a quarter of a mile

through the air. The water in the lake rose to

a prodigious hight.
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On a Jar of Butter.

Some years ago a lady residing at Pond Hills,

a little hamlet uear the home of the bachelor

poet J. O. Whittier, presented him with ajar
of butter ; for which he returned the following

characteristic expression of thanks :

"Words butter uo parsnips ," the old adage says,

And to fill up the trencher is better than praise.

Ho, trust me. dear friend, that, while eating thy butter

The thanks that I feci are far more than I utter.

Kind Providence grant thee a life without ills,

May the cows never dry up that feed on Pond hills,

May the cream never fail in thy cellar so cold,

Nor thy hand lose its cunning to change it to gold !

Thrice welcome to him who, unblest with a wife

Sits and bnnirles alone at the ripped seams of life,

Is the womanly kindness which pities his fate.

And sews on his buttons, or fills np his plate !

My Mother's Prayer.

Oh, sweetly it fell on my listening ear!

It seems, even now, the soft cadence I hear.

That voice so sweet, on the morning air,

Was the mellowed tones of my Mother's pray er.

She prayed that my future path might be

From every sorrow and danger free;

That the seeds of virtue, sown in my mind,
A fertile soil in my heart would find.

And oft do 1 think that loved Mother is near.

The sighing heart of her child to cheer;
O'er the stormy wave of Life's dark tide.

A glorious beacon—and "tingel guide."

And, when I muse on her silent grave.
Away, far away, o'er the ocean's wave,
A voice seems to fall on the eveni tg air -

1 list - 'tis the sound of my Mother's praver.
-J. Q. A. W.

Farm House Chat.

[Written for the Prkss by Mary Moi ntais. ]

It is out in the country among the cabins and

farm houses that a loving, patient mother has

truly "the making" of her children; and if her

heart is full of love and care to-day it will be

full of love and pride by and by when she sees

that to raise good men and women is the grand-

est work given out in this world. It would be

a comfort if she could see this now ; and also

understand how much better chance she has to

do her work thoroughly than she could have

in town where no one can hope to keep a child

from evil influences after it is old enough to

open gates and climb fences.

On the farm they may play and work in the
sweet open air nearly all the year, keening com-
pany with the beauty and innocence of Nature
that help silently the growth of a pure mind
in a souud body.

If they are to be "bonnie bairns" with bright
complexion, sound teeth and strong muscles
they must have plenty of plain, well-cooked
food; brown bread and milk, graham bread
and gems; oatmeal, cracked wheat and hominy
if cooked just right and served with cream or

milk and sugar, are "fit for a king," while veg-
etables and fruit ought to be in such variety
and abundance on every farm as to justify all

our California boasting.

Bathing is a cheap luxury, yet so valuable
we ought to make comfortable arrangements
for it in our houses and patiently instruct the
children in a habit that helps to insure tem-
perance, health and self-respect.

There are topics I can never approach with-
out thinking of our most famous and radical
teacher, Dr. Dio Lewis.

1 suppose you all read in the Rural of Octo-
ber 13th, his lecture "About Our Women."

It is full of good things bravely spoken; and
has been thoroughly enjoyed by all who know
that the doctor not only gives the result of an
honest conviction, but really treats his wife as
though he had sometimes imagined how it

might seem if he had to change places with
her.

That is the TeBt.

Some men can talk glibly of woman's rights
with quite the air of a champion defender of
the cause ; while they inflict upon their own
wives alternate courses of absurd flattery and
arbitrary meanness, with other "tricks and man-
ners " of an ignoble nature.
But I have referred to this lecture chiefly to

recall the conclusion of it which alludes to " us
farmers' wives " as a lean, faded, tight-laced,
thin-soled, high-heeled class, who spread our
tables with the staple of pork, grease and fried
things, and who, " for some mysterious reason,
refuse to accept the great blessings of air and
sunshine, and shut ourselves up behind bliuds
and curtains, keep the windows closed and cul-
tivate an active horror of night air."

How did we all feel when we read that ?

Bather faint and guilty, and pretty thoroughly
knocked down ! It seemed to me that we were
hard hit ; and that somebody ought to take the
defensive and "speak up like a man, ' unless
indeed we were altogether crushed and done for.

When I am badly hurt it takes me a long time
to rally, and all these months I have held the
forlorn hope that some other woman would rise

and explain. When the last Rtral came up
and I found Mrs. Nichols there under the famil-

iar heading of the lecture, my heart jumped for

joy, that the right woman had stepped into the
right place. But she "had other tish to fry,"

and as usual serves them up in the toothsome
style that always makes us hungry for more.

So I open the case of

Dr. Lewis Vermis Farmers' Wives,
By saying that I have called up to the bar of

memory all the said wives I have known in Cal-

ifornia, and but very few of them could plead
guilty to the Dr. 's heavy indictmeut. Just a
few are so siUy or ignorant as to be brought in

guilty of one or more of the counts—not one is

guilty of all. A few more are so poor as to be quite
free from the temptation of corsets, high-heels

and window-blinds ; and during this hard win-
ter would be thankful for pork or any fried

tilings to keep the wolf from the door. 1

cannot tell what the Dr. has found as he
journeyed to and fro in the land, but if

he has drawn a true picture of us, " faults and
all," it is right and just that he should let us

" See oursel's as ithers see us."

It seems as if this close and truthful observer
had noticed our California conceit and had said,

with mournful compassion, " cut it down; why
cumbereth it the ground."

Yea, verily, we have comforted ourselves in

vain when we fondly believed that we were
"developing"—slowly and surely cutting clear

from the absurdities of close, dark rooms, ex-

tremes of silly fashion, and staples of fat pork.

Some of us had even learned such self-respect

(or thought we had), that the average husband
is no longer astonished when told that the egg
money is not always sufficient to cover the ex-

penses of a growing family. What with the

influence of our excellent Rural Pre.ss, we
must be amazingly stupid if we are, as a gen-

eral rule, still sticking in the old ruts. Let me
recall the comforting fact that in the circle of

my acquaintance there has been for several years

a pretty familiar knowledge of Dr. Lewis' radi-

cal teachings, so that after our confidential talk

was spiced with this or that saying of "Dr.

Dio," in regard to cookery, hygiene, and the

unwise doings of dressmakers, bootmakers, etc.

The good seed he scattered has taken root and
flourished vigorously, even in California. But
will it not be egotism if I conclude that my own
circle has raised the only crop of—what shall

we call it?

"Every-Day Common Sense "

It is so much pleasanter to believe there is a
wide-spread thriftiness of intelligence and sen-

sible comfort.
We have been reading this winter Froude's

Lectures and Essays; also Prof. Gunning's Life

History of our Planet. They teach lessons of

patience without limit; growth and movement
where there seems but stagnation and death.

So I am firm in the faith that within the next

thousand years farmers' wives will gloriously

emerge from present benighted conditions, and
become "healthy, wealthy and wise.

And now I must ask pardon of the mothers
for letting the chat play its old trick of free

and easy wandering. 1 was about to say that

after all has gone well with the physical growth
and perfection of her children, the mother is

sure to become anxious that they shall have a

better chance for schooling than the country af-

fords. Some of us lay too much stress upon
mere schooling. The wise and affectionate home
training, with the wide-awake influence of good
papers, books and magazines, and even a mod-
erate amount of schooling, will start children

very fairly upon a road that leads to the high-

est seats if they have the courage and energy to

go on and up.

"Lives of great men all remind us"

That the ambitious country child has no reason

to be faint-hearted. Away at the very begin-

ning the parents must teach that prime lirx' "te]>

toward (tui/ xtierens,

The Habit of Industry.

1 would like to say cheerful industry, for that

is what I mean. We who work and can see

that work is " the salt of the earth," can we
not manage to teacli our children to work and
not t« hate it ? There are so many different

ways of getting at a thing. Nearly aU farm

work is pleasant to do if managed in the best

way, and it is worth while to study for that

best way, or, as the Tribune used to say, " mix
brains with your work." Having a small share

of the profit will act like a charm with many
children—the same charm that leads the whole
world by the nose. But there are not so very

many fathers who are honest enough to do
business pleasantly with their own children.

They may be so honest in other directions that

there is only one person in the world besides

the children that they will cheat, and that is

the mother of the children. Some of these

domestic swindlers are so good natured and
unconscious of the wrong as to be easily forgiven

by those who find it easier to forgive than to

make a fuss. Some others have only black

looks and cruel words when reminded of the

cow or horse or sheep they sold to the children

"when it was little;" and I have heard some
pitiful stories from grown people of the way
their childish faith was imposed upon. Children
do not forget.

This peculiar crookedness results from a sel-

fish, one-sided gospel of manhood, that is, I be-

lieve, fast losing its authority; and if mothers
wish for a better standard, let them teach their

boys and girls that truth and thorough -going
justice are household treasures ever to be
defended at any cost.

And now if one or two of the family flock

show extreme eagerness for knowledge that
cannot be obtained at home, and if there is not
means to pay for the extra schooling, why not
let them earn money ami pay their ow n ex-
penses, as we used to do in Yankee-land ? I

began to pay my own way when teachers' wages
for a girl was from .*4 to J?(i per month and
"board around." .lust before coming to Cal-
ifornia, in '53, I thought myself extremely
lucky in securing a village school of fiO scholars,

at per mouth and board myself. I could
not teach all the time, so worked some at house
work, and, not being very capable, was never
paid more than .">0 cents or "."> cents per week.
Also worked some at the great shawl mill iu

Lawrence, Mass., and, just before leaving,

became skillful enough to earn S2 per week,
besides board. It took several years of hard
work and closest economy to earn enough to
pay for a few months' schooling. But, without
knowing it, I was getting my education all

along the way. Everywhere I met ambitious
girls engaged in the same sort of struggle, and
some had become quite old maids, but were
still saving money to pay for a little more school-
ing. What lessons of hopeful courage 1 learned
from those girls, and will some time show you
the glimpse I had of their useful, devoted
lives. Just now I want to run over a few
advantages that ought to give our young farmer-
folk a good start in life:

Good health of body and brain; habit of

working; habit of saving; a sturdy honesty and
self-respect that will never let them go faltering

along on credit or borrowed money or any sham
of "keeping up appearances;" no hankering for

saloon, grog-shop or fashionable ball-room.
Love of home they will have if home has been
lovable. Love of farm life the more sensible
will have, Mt may not be so lucky as to know
it just at first.

We will hope that many city children may
be as well started; but there is far more danger
that they have fallen into some habit of dissipa-

tion or extravagance that wiU spoil their lives.

Difference in Beds.—Every nation has its

own opinions and customs concerning beds, and
their fitness for the comfortable repose of the
occupants very much depends upon that occu-
pant's idea of what constitutes comfort. A Per-
sian ambassador was once shown into a bedroom
where a grand canopied state bed had been pre-

pared for him. He supposed it was a throne in

his audience chamber, received his visitors seated
on it, and retired to sleep on the carpet in the
corner of the room, in accordance with the
Eastern custom. In taking a furnished house
in Russia, on inquiring for the servants' bed-
rooms and beds, it comes out that the Russian
servants are in the habit of lying anywhere— in

the passage, on the floors, on the mats at the
room doors, or even on the carpets in the sitting-

rooms — generally as near as possible to the
stoves in the winter season. Beds have been
stuffed with all sorts of commodities— feathers,

wool, horsehair, what is called flock, which is

an omnium gatherum of all sorts of productions,
shavings, hay, straw — and in the South of

Europe witli the soft and elastic dried leaves of

maize ; dried seaweed has also been used, but it

is apt to become moist with use, and is therefore

not desirable. In one of the seasons when hops
were abundant in England it is related of a
farmer that he sold the featheis from all the
beds in his house and replaced them with hops.

In another year or two, when the hops failed,

and the price became very high, the same hops
were disinterred from their bed and fetched a
considerable sum, far more than sufficient to
replace the former feathers.

Fracranie. — O, world of mystery, that
everywhere hangs about us and within ua !

Who can, even in imagination, penetrate to the
depths of the commonest of the phenomena of

our daily life ? Take, for instance, one of those
pots of narcissi. We have ourselves had a

plant of the variety known as soleil d'or, in

flower, in a sitting-room, for six weeks, duriug
the depth of winter, giving forth the whole of

that time, without (so far as we know) ceasing,

even during sleep (for we need hardly tell our
readers that plants do sleep), the same full

stream of fragrance. Love itself does not seem
to preserve more absolutely its wealth, while
most liberally dispensing it ! That fragrance

has a material basis, though we cannot detect it

by our finest tests. What millions of millions

of atoms must go to the formation of even a

single gust, as it were, of this divine flower-

breath ! Yet this goes on, through seconds,

minutes, hours, days, weeks, and ceases only

with the health of the flower petals. Where,
then, in these petals—these thin, unsubstantial

cream-flakes—may we look to find stored up all

these inexhaustible supplies ? Where, indeed ?

And if they are not stored up, but newly
created as given forth, is not that even more
wonderful ! Would that any one could show us

the nature aud modes of operation of such
miraculous chemistry.

—

Leigh Hunt's Journal.

Why Rabbits Have Short Tails.—Rabbit
he wuz gwine tro the ole house one day, an' he

see an ole ghos' a-settin' upon de rafter. An'
Rabbit he was skeered. An' the ole ghos' he

jump arter Rabbit, an' he jes' done cotch him
by de tail. An' Rabbit run so hard he leave

mos' all him tail in ole ghos's han'. And dat

why rabbits is got sech short tails.

Concealment of Years.

Gray hairs and a faded complexion are the
outward and visible signs of the fact that the
woman is no longer twenty or thirty, but is forty,
fifty or sixty, as the case may be. The ques-
tion then is: Does the woman who dyes her
hair wish it to be supposed she is only twenty
when she is fifty? Notoriously she does so;
and what is the result? that her whole life is,

so to speak, played in a false key. The i«osi-
tion she assumes in society, her carriage, de-
meanor, opinions, the degree of experience,
knowledge of the world and authority where-
with she can and ought to speak at fifty, must
be carefully hidden and foregone if she wishes
to appear twenty years younger. Of course she
never succeeds, and the whole thing is aestheti-
cally a failure -a particularly frightful, ghast-
ly kind of failure. The dark or golden hair
and brilliant complexion jar miserably with the
faded eyes and all the indescribable changes of
lines and contours which distinguish age from
youth. But the physical disharmonies are
nothing to the moral discord which takes place
between the inward character and the outward
appearance. As years go on the unhappy woman
is caught in a trap of her own making, for
she dare not wash and be clean, less she reveal
all at once what a deception she has practiced,
or appear in white hair to-day, having worn
raveu locks yesterday.
She is actually obliged to keep up her artifices

even when she may wish to renounce them;
till at last the assumption of youth is too ob-
viously monstrous to be endured, and then
some propitious illness or journey is made the
occasion of a sudden transformation from twen-
ty-five to seventy. And what a price the poor
soul has paid all those years for the mock ju-
venility ! What lack of wholesome ablutions!
What dependence on the fidelity of her con-

fidential maid, or the secrecy of that room at
the hair dresser's so ominously marked "pri-
vate" on the door ! Or, still \forse, what peril
of exposure from a shower of rain water, or
from the too hasty kisses of a child, of the fact
that she employs the witch ointment of Mme.
Rachel ! And all this for a wretched, paltry
puqiose, for which in her inmost heart she
must despise herself.

We have all laughed at the pious grocer who
told his shop boy to "sand the sugar and then
come to prayers. " It hardly seems a more ap-
propriate preparation for a lady's repose that
she should make her maid dye her hair and
enamelher face before

"H er gentle limbs doth she undress,
And lies down in hor (artificial) loveliness."

When woman cease to be taught that the only
honor and purpose of their lives is to obtain
that kind of admiration that is given to youth
and beauty, they will look on all these "vile arti-

fices" with the same contempt men feel for a
braced-up, padded, bewigged and berouged old
dandy of the masculine gender. They will

come to the opinion that, far from being a "dis-

grace, " the hoary head" is for a woman as well
as for a man— "a crown of glory," if it be
found in the way of dignity and sense.— Fran-
cis P. Cobbe, in the ContemjMrarij Rex iew.

Babies and Tears.—It is a well-known fact

that very young infants do not cry tears. They
will scream and cry loudly, but no tears follow

these demonstrations. The scalp will be in-

flamed with blood, the eyes contracted and
mouth open with cries, and yet uo tears run
down the face, as in older children. Darwin
takes especial notice of this fact, assuming that
tears do not often make their appearance earlier

than 100 days in infants. "In one instance,"

he says, " I was positively assured, tears ran

down an infant's face at the unusually early age

of 42 days. It would appear as if the lachry-

mal glands required some practice in the indi-

vidual before they are easily excited into action."

Now, in my own case, a fine, healthful infant

shed tears from the very first. It was a pitiful

sight to see the large drops swell under the

eyelids and run down the little cheeks. " Born
to grief," the nurse exclaimed; and I found,

upon inquiry, that this a common superstition,

which would seem to imply that exceptional

cases of this kind are not infrequent.

A Good Wife.—In the 84th year of his age,

Dr. Calvin Chapin wrote of his wife : "My
domestic enjoyments hare been, perhaps, as

near perfection as the human condition permits.

She made my hosne the pleasantest spot to me
on earth. And now that she is gone, my worldly

loss is perfect. " How many a poor fellow would
be saved from suicide, from the penitentiary

and the gallows every year, had he been blessed

with such a wife. "She made home the pleas-

antest spot to me on earth." What a grand

tribute to that woman's love, and piety, and
common sense. Rather different was the testi-

mony of an old man some three years ago, just

before he was hung in the Tombs' yard of New
York city. "I didn't intend to kill my wife,

but Bhe was a very aggravating woman. Lst

each wife inquire, "Which am I ?"

How Poisons Are Spread.—Mr. G. Owen
Rees, Consulting Physician to Guy's Hospital,

Loudon, has called public attention to some

unexpected sources of arsenical poisoning. The
green calico lining of bed-curtains has been

found to have produced, for months, severs

symptoms, which were treated as those of n»-

ural disease, without benefit to the patient

When the curtains were removed the patients

at once reeovered their health.
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A man recently knocked down an elephant, a

lion and a rhinoceros. He was an auctioneer.

"How do they make a Maltese cross?" was

the question before the institute. And one of

the school-marms answered: "Tread on her

tail."

A baby in a basket was found in the corner

of a rail-fence in Pennsylvania the other even-

ing. It is supposed to have been left there by

Miss Stake.

Dean Swift proposed to tax female beauty,

and leave every lady to rate her own charms.

He said the tax would be cheerfully paid, and

be very productive.

An optical delusion. Traveler: "Hi! Guard!
Have you seen a man walking about with one

eye, of the name of Walker?" Guard, (musing-

ly): "N-no, sir. I dun-no as I 'av. What was
the name of the other eye, sir ?"

"The Life Guards are the tallest soldiers in

the world," boasted an Englishman. "Whew !"

retorted a Paddy. " You never saw the south

Tipperary Artillery Militia ; they're so high

that when they look to the ground it makes
them dizzy."

It is told that an uptown servant maid, think-

ing to nonplus the milkman who serves the

family with which she resides, said to him : "I
found a killy in the milk this morning. How
do you account for that ?" He was equal to the

occasion, for he immediately replied: "There,
that—old brindle cow has been swimming the

creek again."

An honest farmer once led his two turkeys

into his granary, and told them to eat, drink,

and be merry. One of these turkeys was wise,

and one foolish. The foolish bird at once in-

dulged excessively in the pleasure of the stable

unsuspicious of the future ; but the wiser fowl,

in order that he might not be fattened and
slaughtered, fasted continually, mortified his

flesh, and devoted himself to gloomy reflections

upon the brevity of life. When Thanksgiving
approached, the honest farmer killed both tur-

keys, and by placing a stone in the interior of the

prudent turkey made him weigh more than his

plumper brother. Moral : Dum vivimus vivamus.

Be Kind to Children.

Reader be kind to your children—then your
name will be held by them, in after years, with
a grateful remembrance—for impressions formed
in childhood, though trifling in their nature, are

almost always indelible.

If we speak an unkind word to a child, how
soon a shade of gloom will steal over its little

brow; and if they have really done something
that deserves censure, remember they are bVit

children, and you must expect they will do
things inconsiderately; but it is your duty to

forgive, and treat them with kindness, for we
are satisfied, from what has come under our own
observation, that kindness will control an obsti-

nate child far better than severity. If that be
true, be kind to children.

But perhaps a mother will say, "My child is

so obstinate that I cannot help speaking to it

harshly." But remember, mother, your harsh
words have lost their power, and if you would
control your child, let your voice be low and
soft, as the ^Eoliau harp.

—

HaW8 Journal of
Health.

[The above is a beautiful theory. It may be
practicable in the millenium, but in these days
of an unchained Satan, we cannot always ap
prove it. Our bright little two-year-old is

defiant, even we speak in tones so sweet and
gentle that the birds in their cages begin to flit

and twit. The little minx respects authority,
and runs to kiss away a frown, but she does not
believe in the .ISolian harp system. Our advice
is, be kind always, especially in severity. Let
your voice be low and soft, and yet strong and
full of meaning; when necessary put your hand
where it will do most good, and when the little

spirit yields obedience, kiss back the smiles and
cherish the repentant little heart by the warm-
est signs of loving.

—

Eds. Press.]

Poison in Artificial Flowers. — Danger
from picric acid lurks not only in colored stock
ings. The material is used for coloring in the
manufacture of artificial flowers, and a well
defined case of poisoning therefrom is reported
from New York. Mary Dougherty, aged 13,

who had been employed a few months
flower manufactory, has just died. Her death
is attributed to poison which is supposed to
have been communicated to the girl's system by
the material with which she worked. The case
needs to be carefully investigated to the end
that the exact character and effects of picric

acid may be made known. Men who dye the
cloth, which Mary Dougherty and other girls

have made into flowers, receive no harm from
working bare handed in the liquid. It is alleged
sickness among the workers in the colored goods
is the exception. Some organizations must be
more susceptible to the influences of picric than
others, or Mary Dougherty's death must be trace
able to other causes. It is to be hoped the case
will be carefully examined.

Country Air.— "People may say what they
like about country air being so good for them,"
said Mrs. Partington, "and how they get fat
upon it; for my part I shall always think it'

owing to the vittles. Air may do for camam i It...

and other reptiles that live on it, but I know
that men must have something more substau
tialler."

[Written for Young Folks' Column by Ethel; 14 yrs

Down on an old hillside,

Where violets were peeping,
And the wild rose bloomed in queenly pride,

A fair young child lay sleeping.

One hand was raised above her head,
The other laid gently on her breast .

And nothing save th > rabbit's tread
To break the soundness of her rest.

Old zephyr sighed among the trees,

And tossed the curls upon her brow;
The song of the bulbul floated on the breeze,

And the squirrels leaped from bough to bough.

Yet she lay there, calm, peaceful and still;

Beautiful as the daisy that grew by her side;

Sweet as the violets that bloomed by the rill;

Pure as the snowdrop on the hillside

The light winds played with her curls at will,

And the butterfly flitted here and there

Over the garlands that she had wTeathed
And placed on her brow so fair.

Unconcious of all earth's pleasures and pains.

Of the flowers and thorns she had gathered;

She slept, and o'er the bright plains

Of dreamland she wandered.

She dreamed that an angel stole her away
And carried her on its wings so bright,

And told her she should forever stay

In the blessed city of light.

It carried her on to the side of a river,

Of a river so rippling and bright;

And many fair angels were kneeling beside her,

They told her she would sail on that river to-

night.

They told her that just beyond it stood

The blessed city of light,

Where dwelt all the pure and good,
And where there was no darkness and night.

The light skiff pushed from the pebbly strand,

And floated out on the silver tide.

On the right, on the left, and on either hand,
An angel stood by her side.

They dipped her form in the laughing waves -

That form so young and fair

—

And told her she should by Jesus stand.
And a crown of glory wear.

They robed her in the purest white
And stroked her golden hair,

And told her of all the angels bright,

She was as pure as any there.

They attached to her shoulders a pair of wings,
Anil placed a harp within her hands; [things,

And told her she should not dwell with earthly

But dwell with Jesus in that beautiful land.

The boat had touched the silver stand,

The angels began to sing.

They dropped their oars in the riply sand,

And bore her on their wings.

Anil as they came near the citv so fair,

They whispered, "Dear, little one, see!

Jesus, your King and Savior, is there,

Opening wide the gate for thee."

And as they drew nearer and nearer,
The angels glided out, and. with a kise,

Each greeted her and did shout, [bliss!"

"We love you! we love you! come join in our

They placed on her head a crown,
And tuned her harp to sing:

"Come with us and bow down,
And worship our Heavenly King."

And here, much to her regret, the dream ended
Of angels so bright and fair.

For, poor little thing, to her it did seem,
Indeed, as if she was there.

And Ah! what sadness filled those eyes
When she awoke and looked around.

And saw she was not above the skies,

But still on earthly ground.

Timo has ch anged, that child's a maid,
But still her memory loves to glide,

Back to the dream she had under the shade
Of the trees on the old hillside.

Dr. Holmes to a Boy.—The kindly poet, Dr.

Oliver Wendell Holmes, has been writing, says

the New York Tribune, a pleasant letter to

Master Holmes Dunlap, an eight-year old Ten
nesseean, whose parents so admired the Doctor
that they gave their son his name. The little

fellow wrote a pretty, childish letter to the
autocrat, adding this postcript: "P. S.—My
little sister said to mamma, 'As Buddy is writ-

ing to a poet, I think I shall write to- Shakes-
peare.

'

" And thus Dr. Holmes answered
"My Dear Little Namesake: I have so many
letters that I cannot do more than answer
yours in a very few words. I am glad that
you go to school, and have already learned to
write, and do sums in arithmetic and find

places on the maps. I suppose you know where
Boston is, where I live. It is a pretty large

city, but what do you think I saw this forenoon
out of the window of my library? It was
flock of wild ducks in the Charles river, swim
ming about just as much at home as if they
were tame ducks in a pond. We have had
very great snowstorm. Yesterday I saw a boy
not much bigger, I suppose, than you are,

standing on the top ' of a snow-drift, and his

head was as high as the street lantern on the
top of the tall post where it was placed. I am
sorry that I cannot do everything that every
good little boy wants me to. Tarn sorry that I

cannot write you a speech, but you see I have
written you a letter. Be good and industriou

and obedient, and then you will do credit to

the name your father has given you. Kiss your
little sister, and tell her there are no postoffices

where Shakespeare is now. Your friend.

Oliver Wendell Holmes-."

Hair is nature's protector against cold. Our

beneficent Creator does nothing in vain. Row-

land says on this subject: "It may be safely

argued as a general physiological principle that

whatever evinces a free and natural develop-

ment of any part of the body, is, by necessity,

beautiful. Deprive the lion of his mane, the

cock of its comb, the peacock of the emerald

Elumage of its tail, the ram and deer of their

orns, and they not only become displeasing to

the eye, but lose much of their power and vigor.

And it is easy to apply this reasoning to the
hairy ornaments of a man's face. The caprice

of fashion alone forces the Englishman to shave
off those appendages which give to the male
countenance that true masculine character, in-

dicative of energy, bold daring and decision.

The presence or absence of the beard, as an
addition to the face, is the most marked and
distinctive peculiarity between the counte-

nances of the two sexes. Who can hesitate to

admire the noble countenance of the Osmanli
Turk of Constantinople, with his un-Mongolian
length of beard ? Ask any of the fair sex

whether they will not approve and admire the

noble countenance of Mehemet Ali, Major Her-
bert Edwards, the hero of the Punjaub, Sir

Charles Napier, and others, as set off by their

beard? We may ask with 'Beatrice,' 'What
manner of man is he ? Is his head worth a hat,

or his chin worth a beard ?' I have noticed the
whiskers and beards of many of our most prom-
inent physicians and merchants encroaching
upon their former narrow boundaries, while it

well known that not a few of our divines

have been long convinced of the folly of dis-

obeying one of nature's fixed laws; but hitherto

their unwillingness to shock the prejudice of

their congregations, has prevented them from
giving effect to their convictions. The beard
is not merely for ornament, it is for use. Na-
ture never does anything in vain; she is econ-

omical, and wastes nothing. She would never
erect a bulwark were her domain unworthy of

protection, or were there no enemy to in-

vade it.

"

Drain and Ventilate.

We refer to these subjects very often in this

column, and fitly, because they are the corner
stones in the preservation of health. The Poly-

leelinic Review thus presents the subject: Wher-
ever the soil water, impurified by contact with
unclean organic matters, sinks into the earth,

it leaves behind it a moist and unwholesome
residuum, and the warmer the air, the water
and the soil, the more energetic are its unwhole-
some influences. Whether the infectious mat-
ters are transferred from the soil into the well
waters, or whether they enter the air directly

with their gaseous products of decomposition or

by evaporation, are merely incidental accidents
which do not at all affect the result, since, in

every case, it is those who dwell upon or near
such unwholesome soils who are the greatest
sufferers. If the air of our dwelling houses is

not frequently renewed by ventilation, or if

water charged with organic impurities is per-

mitted to saturate the soil about them, or if

decomposing organic matter (or what is the
same thing, filth) is stored up in the neighbor-
hood, or so disposed of that it is permitted to

impregnate and saturate the soil about and
beneath the house, or if the channels by which
these offensive matters are removed from the
house, as in the sewerage systems of cities and
towns, are not properly constructed or guarded,
the air that enters a dwelling thus environed,
will be charged with disease-breeding emana-
tions arising from the soil or from the sewer
pipes. The drinking water may become im
pregnated, and the unwholesome products thus
introduced into the bodies of its inhabitants
will, beyond all question, exert the most per
nicious effects upon health, producing, accord
ing to the quantity of exposure and individual
peculiarities, consequences more or less fatal.

A Farmer's Stew.

A Canadian journal remarks : "In Canada
we have learned something from the French
about cheap living. Perhaps our pot-pie came
from them, because they are famous for their

rich, wholesome stews. Take a joint of any
kind of fresh meat—some like beef, others like

veal, I like mutton, because my father kept
long wool or mutton sheep. In the city you
can get such a joint for a dime, and in the coun-
try it ought not to cost more. In all cases put
the meat in cold water, add enough water to

cover it, and boil until it is tender—for beef

and mutton say two hours, for veal say one
hour. Add salt and pepper. About half an
hour before serving, but in six potatoes, pared
-and quartered, and let them boil with the meat.
In the meantime prepare the dumplings by
taking one quart of flour, a tablespoonful of

butter, and two teaspoonfuls of sifted baking
powder ; wet with milk enough to make a stiff

batter, so it will drop from a spoon ; ten min-
utes before serving drop the batter into the
stew, a spoonful at a time, until all is in, and
then cover tightly and boil 10 minutes. If the

meat is not sufficiently fat, add butter, but not
otherwise ; it is generally rich enough without
butter. The batter thickens the gravy as well

as makes the dumpling. Serve, of course, on a
large platter. Here you have meat and the
juice of the meat, bone and the juice of the
bone, potatoes and flour, all healthy and nour-
ishing, good for brain, muscle and bone.
Enough fora large family does not cost 25 cents;

all like it ; and we at home have this stew at

least twice a week."

Candy and Teeth.— Hall's Journal comes to

the rescue of our candy-loving little ones, and
says it is not true that sugar and candies are of

themselves injurious to the teeth or the health
of those who use them; so far from it, they are

less injurious than any of the ordinary forms of

food when employed in moderation. It would
be a strange contradiction in the nature of

things, if sugar and candy in moderation should
be hurtful to the human body in any way, for

sugar is a constituent of every article of food we
can name. There is not a vegetable out of which
it cannot be made, not a ripe fruit in our
orchards which does not yield it in large pro
portions, and it is the main constituent of that
"milk" which is provided for the young of

animals and men all over the world. But to

use this information intelligently and profitably,

it must be remembered that sugar is an artificial

product, is a concentration, and that if used in

much larger proportions than would be found
in our ordinary food, as provided by the belief

cent Father of us all, we will suffer injury. We
should never forget that the immoderate use of

anything is destructive to human health and
life, if persevered in. The best general rules to

be observed are two: First, use concentrated
weets at meal times only; secondly, u>.e them
•••asionallv and in moderation.

Moths in Carpets.—The carpet moth makes
his favorite home about the bindings and cor-

ners of the carpet. If this is an ingrain or three-

ply fabric, successful war may be waged on him
by wringing a cloth out of hot water, laying it

over the bindings and edges, and ironing with
as hot an iron as can be used without scorching.

This will destroy both the moths and their eggs,

and after a few such visitations they disappear.

But this steaming and ironing process is not
effectual with Wiltons, Moquettes, or any heavy
carpetings. The heat cannot thoroughly pene-

trate them, and ironing injures the pile of the
velvet. Still, it is best to draw the tacks occa-

sionally, and lay the edge of the carpet over

—

one side only, or a part of a' side, at a time

—

and steam and iron it on the wrong side. Then,
beside this, the floor should be wiped as far

under as the arm will reach with a cloth wrung
out of strong and hot Cayenne tea; and before

re-nailing, the binding and edge of the carpet

should also be wiped with it, rubbing them
hard. Some have recommended sprinkling salt

round the sides of the room before nailing down
the carpet, but we should think this objectiona-

ble, as the salt absorbs moisture from the air

and may thus cause too much dampness.

To Keep Nails from Rusting.—Heat a

quantity of them on a shovel, and throw them,
while qjiite hot, into a vessel of coarse oil or

melted grease. The nails should not be so hot

that the grease will be made to smoke freely.

Cut nails prepared in this manner are improved
in every respect. They are rendered tougher,

and they will outlast any kind of wood, even
though buried in the ground; while unprepared
nails are completely destroyed by rust in a very
short time. Probably melted paraffine would
be still better than ordinary grease, as it forms

a very effectual coating, penetrating the pores

and preventing the access of air or moisture.

Apple and Bread Pudding.—Break and rub
bread fine; peel and chop good, sweetish apples

—sweet apples keep their place and take a little

longer to cook; butter a pudding dish, then put
a layer of apples an inch deep, then a layer of

bread-crumbs not quite so thick, then another
layer of apples, alternating, till the dish is full;

bread being last. A little butter may be added
to each layer of bread or a tablespoonful of

cream sprinkled over each. Bake an hour, or

till the apples are thoroughly cooked. Serve
with sweet sauce or cream.

Harness Polish.—Take of mutton suet, two
ounces; beeswax, six ounces; powdered sugar,

six ounces; lampblack, one ounce; green or yel-

low soap, two ounces; and water, one-half pint.

Dissolve the soap in the water, add the other

solid ingredients, mix well, and add turpentine.

Lay on with a sponge, and polish off with a

brush.

Tomato Custard.—This is said to be a bene-

ficial diet for consumptives. It is made by
straining finely stewed tomatoes through a

coarse sieve and adding two pints of milk, which
lias been scalded and cooled, and one pint of

tomatoes, for four eggs, and one teaspoonful of

sugar. Bake in small cups quickly.

Rat-Proof Paint.—Mix finely powdered
glass with pitch or coal tar and rosin, and paint

your grain bin with two coats, and it will be too

much for rats' teeth. They don't like the tar,

and the sharp glass is still more disagreeable.

To Restore Mahogany PoLisn.—One gill

of raw linseed oil, one pennyworth of butter of

antimony, and one tablespoonful of vinegar;

put in a bottle and shake before using.
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• The Week.

The week has shown us another mosaic of

clouil and sunshine, pelting storm and gentle
moonlight. Better days could not be had, for
they place a check upon the effect of drying
winds, and give to the late-sown fields just
the encouragement they need. The renewed
rains recall the opportunity for summer-fallow
lowing, and men who can drive 10-mule teams
ave been in demand in the great valley. In

the moister parts of the State there has still

been ipuick work done in putting in late grain,
and as we rode this morning through the
Alameda valley, we saw eight four-mule teams
moving in line acros3 a 10-acre field, covering
with harrows the fresli dropped seed. The days
have served well for orchard and vineyard
work. The showers have mellowed the surface
for the cultivator, and the rows of trees and
vines are as seen upon the landscape, straight
and clean-footed as a regiment of soldiers on
dress parade. In the earlier parts of the State,
haying is well under way. Grain hay will
yield unusual weights of tender stems and
leaves, and we hear of areas large as townships
where the mower may be put to profitable work
on the growth of native plants which the pro-
pitious season has brought forward. Stock is

rolling fat aud where last year rack o'bones re-
clined against the strawpile, his successor,
plump and sleak as a house cat, lazily rolls
around on the rich forage which he cannot eat.
lu truth it is a pleasant year.

Wave-Riders and Deck Barnacles.

There is a sport called wave-riding among the

dwellers on the islands of the seas. To play it,

the natives venture out as far as they dare into

the surf, and then, heading toward the shore,

they throw themselves upon the crests of the

largest breakers and go dashing along toward

the beach. Just what are the rules of the game

we do not know, but it is a contest for superi-

ority, and he gains the plaudits of the multitude

of observers who rides his wave the best and is

carried farthest by its onward rush. It has

often occured to us of late that this sport of

Paeitic islanders has many analogies in our
political, social and industrial life. Kvery wave
of progress of any kind which has upreared
itself, during recent years at least, across our
national horizon, can be seen to be bestridden,

if one looks closely, with a host of wave-riders,

who do nothing to advance the progressive im-
pulse except as it serves to carry them forward
to the sunny beach of a life without labor, or,

it may be, to the golden sands of official emolu-
ment. It is plain to sec that these wave-riders
produce nothing. If they stimulate any pro-

duction it is that they may drain its fatness. It

is plain that they excite no wholesome ardor in

the cause upon which they inflict themselves.
If they succeed in fanning into Maine any spark
of progress, their own great hands will cover it

and they alone are warmed. And yet they
would have the careless spectator think that
they are the guiding light, the motive power, of

all the people's effort toward advancement.
They shout as they ride; until the strong under-
tone of the people's voice for progress seems but
the accompaniment to their heroic solos. They
puff out their cheeks as they ride; until they
persuade themselves they have the cave of

-Eolus between their jaws, and thence comes
the blast which stirs the popular ocean. They
curve their arms on high as they ride; aud as

the shallow retainer looks upon them, he is

prone to think that all the force of tides and
currents which move the people's mind and
heart are but the manifestations of the wave-
rider's power. Such are the tricks in trade,

such are the secrets of success of these modern
Atlases.

Let us to the beach, kind readers. We shall

see these wave-riders as they draw near the

sounding shore. We arc just in time. Here
comes the wave of political reform : its white
cap all dotted with the parasites we seek. It

is a good wave. It is kept in motion by a grow-
ing sense of justice in the national mind, and a
strong determination to crush abuses, in the
national will. It is a wave which is the out-

growth of our general progress in civilization

and enlightenment. It arose far away in the

years when a declaration of eiptal rights before

the law was made, and when the idea of a gov-

ernment by and for the people was conceived.

It is carrying us onward to the time when all

early declarations shall be realized in the prac-

tical workings of our constitutions and laws.

Hut note the riders: hear their demagogic cries.

As they shout their mandates and till the air

with incendiary threats, the crowd applauds
aud votes them gods, as, centuries ago, a throng
deified an ambitious Herod. Proudly they ride

their wave. They forget the undertow which
draws the crest-riding rubbish back again to

the dark oblivion whence it so lately came.

As we reflect, the wave of reforms in social

life approaches. It is a wave of power and
beauty. Its strength centers in the fundamental
idea of happy homes, upon which rests the

whole fabric of our civilization. Its impetus
springs from the popular longing for a higher
and nobler home life, aud its force is exerted

through all the channels which promise to aid

all our citizens to secure for themselves a local

habitation and a name. It is going forward
strongly and successfully because its mainsprings
are industry, frugality and economy. It is plant-

ing new impulses in careless minds. The picture

of a seat beneath one's own vine and tig tree is

taking on new colors, and is delighting the gaze

of our humblest citizens. The force of this wave
of home desire is each year registering new
names in our county records, and each year
swelling the ranks of true citizenship. But see

the throng of wave-riders who are now striving

for wretched self-aggrandizement by loud cries,

which aim to delude the people with the thought
that they can give them homes which they have
not earned. With what pride they vaunt them-
selves before the careless or the abandoned, and
cajole them with the promise of reforms, which
shall, by law, wrest the rewards of industry,

frugality and foresight from those who rightly

enjoy them, and bestow these priceless treasures,

upon others, who can show neither right nor
title. And how the unwary are entrapped by
the folly, fallacy and sophistry of these wave-
riders. They themselves seem to forget the
verge of destruction upon which they stand.

This wave, too, has its undertow, but it draws
deeper than the ocean-bed of political oblivion.

No sulphurous cavern of earth's core is deep
enough to set bounds to its descent. Its burial

is in the lurid light of a social hell. Men call

it the Commune. Do those wave-riders invoke
it!

The strong wave of industrial progress comes
apace. It is a majestic movement, and its fruits

are advances in our development of resources,

in manufactures and in agricultural productions
which all the world admires. Its ruling power
is in organization; in the united efforts for de-
sired ends among different classes of our indus-

trial population. It is an idea which has already
given us the mastery in the markets of the
world, and which will carry our productive en-
terprises to a point of advancement of which at
present we can dream, but hardly realize. One
would think that such a wave would engulf and
destroy all light stuff which aimed to sport
upon its crest. And yet, wonderful to behold,
there is no wave of the incoming tide of prog-

ress which so many silly adventurers bestride.

These wave-riders lay hands upon every impulse
toward organization among the industrial

classes. They rub lamp-black on their hands
that the mechanic may think it the genuine
color of the shop; they be-seed their hair, so

that the unthinking farmer may regard them as

fellow toilers in the hay-mow. With these

concessions to crafts which they would invade,
they do but tune their tongues to the language
of labor, which they have never rightly learned,

and the knowing ones laugh as they behold
trusting industrial classes bowing before these
adventurous wave-riders as their Moses. Had
Madame Roland but lived in this later day, her

exclamation would have been: "Oh, Industry!
what bilks have been supported in thy name.

"

And yet proudly and confidently they ride.

What can we say of their goal? Long ago it

was said of such tares among the wheat: "Let
them grow together until the harvest: then
shall they gather the wheat into my garner,

and the tares shall be burned with fire."

We have intimated that none of the classes

of wave-riders which we have named can ever

attain the ends at which they aim. Neither can

they. And yet they are clogs and brakes upon
all causes to which they affix themselves, and
they should be swept away. They flourish in

the sunshine of popular attention and of popu-
lar sufferance. A barnacle does not sink a ship,

but it impedes its progress. These wave-riders
are barnacles, but they do not seek the obscu-

rity of the hull to attach themselves. They fix

upon the sunniest quarters of the deck for their

gambols. There is but one remedy. Let the

crew save themselves as did Jonah's shipmates,

but for the ease of future voyages let them
choose a species of whale which is not subject

to nausea.

Cheese and the Microscope.

At the last meeting of the San Francisco Mi-

croscopical Society, Mr. E. J. Wickson, editor

of the PACIFIC RtTRAL Press, asked the attention

of the members to a slide containing sections of

ordinary full cream cheese and cheese made by
introducing oleomargarine into skimmed milk.

He described the process of making oleomarga-

rine cheese, namely, by removing the cream
from the milk, aud then starring in liquid oleo-

margarine to supply the fat removed in the

cream. The mass is agitated and rennet enough
added to form a curd quickly before the oil can

separate from the skim milk. The aim of the

process is to form an emulsion of oil aud a men-
struum of soluble casein, like that which exists

in natural milk. This process has succeeded so

well that chemical analysis has shown the arti-

ficial cheese richer than the genuine, and so

great an improvement on skimmed cheese that

large quantities are sold in New York and
shipped to Europe. Mr. Wickson stated that

he had studied this artificial cheese with the

microscope, and found that the emulsion made
by the cheese-maker was not nearly so perfect

as that made by nature in the cow. and there-

fore it was easy for a microscopist to di-tin-

guish between the two products. In the .-liile

which was shown the two sections of cheese

were in juxtaposition. The cheese made from
full cream milk was seen to be of close texture,

and the natural fat was incorporated in the sub-

stance. The oleomargarine cheese showed cav-

ities of irregular shape in which the artificially

introduced fat was imprisoned when the curd

formed. The difference simply consists in the

results of an imperfect emulsion in which the

fat exists iu masses rather than in globules, as

iu milk. Mr. Wickson remarked the difference

lietween the cavities usually formed by gas in

full milk cheese and those which held the oil in

oleomargarine cheese. He stated that he first

pointed out the difference between the two
makes of cheeBe, and regarded the microscope

as an infallible detective of oleomargarine

cheese, until the manufacturers succeed in mak-
ing an emulsion as perfect as that in natural

milk.

Santa Clara Free Reading Room.—We
have received a copy of the rules and regula-

tions of the "Santa Clara Christian and Tem-
perance free reading room." This praiseworthy

enterprise takes its place among others which

have, during the last year, sprung up in several

of our cities and towns. The movement toward

establishing places where all may go to pass their

leisure hours in reading and commendable recre-

ation instead of passing the time iu places of

evil surroundings and tendencies, is one which

we have approved and labored for from the

start, aud it is with pleasure we note that the

idea is gaining wide approval. We wish the

Santa Clara enterprise all success in its noble

work. We notice iu this connection that our

cotemporary, the San Jose Agriculturist, has

also opened a free reading room and has made
arrangements to provide visitors with cheap

lunches as well as free mental pabulum.

State Fair.—The 25th annual fair of the

State Agricultural Society will be held at Sac-

ramento in September next, commencing on

Monday 16th, and continuing to and including

Saturday, September 21st.

Hatching Ducks' Eggs.

Editors Press: -In hatching Pekin duck eggs, is It

necessary to soak the eggs 10 minutes in warm water of
100 deg. three times during incubation to soften the
shell. I have been told by a breeder to do this or else
the eggs will not hatch. 1 hatched many common varie-
ties of ducks with perfect sueeess and never heard of
soaking the eggs iu warm water; and, if so, why is Pekin
different from other varieties of ducks? Do eggs that
shake as though they were rotten, but appear clear,
though apparently lacking in " white," ever hatch ?—SiB-
Hum, Santa Rosa, Cal.

There is no difference between the eggs of
the Tekin and of any other duck, as far as
hatching is concerned. When ducks are sitting
they seek the water as soon as they leave the
nest, and when they return their feathers are
wet and so the eggs are moistened. The nest
is usually upon the ground and the moisture
emanating from the earth helps to soften the
shell. If duck eggs be set under a hen and in

a dry nest, made, as is usually the case, in a
box, on straw or hay, they are deprived of this
moisture and the iuner coating of the egg
becomes dry and hard and the duckling often
dies after the egg is pipped. To remedy this,

it is well to soak the eggs three or four times
during incubation in water at a temperature of

100
J

Fahr. If set under a duck or the nest is

made on the ground, this may be unnecessary,
but it is well to do so if a hen be used to hatch
the eggs. Our best breeders or fanciers are
always anxious to have the eggs they send out
hatch well and consequently they give such
recommendations.
We do not clearly understand the second

question. If an egg is shaken so violently that
the movement of its contents can be heard, the
shaking itself will probably prevent its hatching.

Rabbits and Fruit Trees.

Editors Press:—As I discover, you have
well settled the soot and rabbit question,

so far as grain is concerned. I propose,

with your kind permission, to settle the
rabbit and fruit tree question, for the benefit of

orchardists, nurserymen and the public in gen-

eral for all time to come. As the subject has
occupied a conspicuous place in the Rcral
Press at various times for two years, it must
certainly be of vital importance to many of its

readers. I wholly ignore all remedies hereto-

fore suggested for reasons too obvious to men-
tion. 1 recommend an application once a year
of stale hogs' lard, fat skimmings or ham rind,

well rubbed on the trees, from the ground up
above their reach. In the absence of these fats,

use the best lard you can get and you will find

these short-tailed little rascals will not trouble

your, trees any more. The same remedy, if

properly applied, will, in many cases, prevent

ants, caterpillars aud other insects from
ascending the trees and feeding upon the leaves,

flowers and fruit, to your great annoyance. Any
one noting the first instance of a failure with

the rabbit remedy I have named, will please

give it notice iu the columns of the Ri rai.

Puss. Wm. s. Downing, Half Moon Bay,

April 15th, 1877.

Malva as a Forage Plant.

Editors Press:— In your last issue, by two
different correspondents, the advantages and
disadvantages of malva as a forage plant, etc.,

was forcibly, and, doubtless, honestly discussed.

I do not wish to engage in the discussion farther

than to give the small amount of evidence in

my possession. In the fall of '76. I bought a

small place in Los Angeles county, where, on a

portion, the malva had already started from

irrigation. In staking out my cow, I saw she

ate it very readily, and at first tried to avoid

it, fearing it might in some way be injurious,

but as we could detect nothing wrong in the

milk, butter or health of the cow, I permitted

her to eat it until it was cut down, some two or

three months. In the meantime I had been

feeding it to some shoates in a pen, which

seemed to thrive aud do well with very little,

and, part of the time, no other feed. Subse-

quently, in conversation with those who had

tried it as feed for milch cows, they affirmed

that it was superior to many other kinds of

feed for quality and quantity of butter, and

some preferred it to alfalfa. I would be care-

ful, however, and not allow it to get a start

among trees aud vines or any other place where

I could not keep it down by grazing.—J. H.

Fisher, San Luis Obispo, Cal.

Red Clover bv Irrigation-Large Vegetables-

Editors Press:—Having seen in the Press

an inquiry about raising red clover on irrigated

laud, I will state I have raised it for eight

years alongside of alfalfa. It cuts three crops

for the season and does almost equal to alfalfa.

I have also raised millet, which does well. We
also raise the finest kind of potatoes, beeto and

carrots do well. I raised, last season, 6ll0 cab-

bage plants, the least of the lot weighing 10

pounds and the largest 30A pounds. I also had

three black radishes, weighing four and a half,

five and three-quarters and seven pounds each,

which is doing very well for way up in the

mountains of old Calaveras.—Fred OreVb,

West Point, Calaveras Co., Cal.

We are promised regular Eastern corresoond-

ence on practical subjects by Dr. Robert Orim-

shaw, well-known through his connection with

the Franklin Inotitute, and his editorial man-

agement of an excellent cotemporary, the Poly-

technic Rei-ietP.
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The Wool Market and the Tariff.

It cannot be doubted that much of the hesi-

tancy and depression which is now reported

each week from the Eastern wool markets is

owing to the overhanging cloud of tariff revis-

ion which is threatened by propositions now

pending in Congress. All other tendencies and

influences seem favorable to a revival from the

depression which has characterized the wool-

producing and manufacturing industries for the

last few years. It is true that there is still life

enough among Eastern manufacturers to enable

their agents, now in our markets, to pay prices

for our spring clip which Eastern critics declare

are unwarranted by Eastern conditions. This,

however, is but a slight advantage to us com-

pared with that which we should enjoy if

Eastern manufacturers should have free field to

invest, in full confidence in the revival of busi-

ness which seems about to be realized all over

the country. This they cannot feel so long as

the chance exists of importing both material

and manufactures at much less cost than they

are now ruling at.

All our wool growers will be interested, then,

to know just what is the measure of this pro-

posed tariff revision which Mr. Fernando Wood
offers the country. We have secured from the

East a full statement of the provisions of the pro-

posed tariff and have placed in connection with
each classification both the proposed and the
present tariff's. A careful study of the para-

graphs which follow will give an idea of just

what changes are proposed.

Wools of all kinds—proposed tariff, 35% ad
valorem; present tariff, 10c to 12c per lb. spe-

cific duty, and 10% ad valorem.
Woolen cloths, woolen shawls, and all manu-

factures of wool not otherwise provided for

—

proposed tariff, 50% ad valorem; present tariff,

50c. per lb. specific duty, and 35% ad valorem.
Flannel, blankets, hats of wool, knit goods,

balmorals, woolen and worsted yarns, and all

manufactures of every description composed
wholly or in part of worsted, the hair of the

alpaca, goat, or other like animals, except such
as are composed in part of wool, not otherwise
provided for, valued at not exceeding 40c. per
lb.—proposed tariff, 25c. per lb.; present tariff,

20c. per lb. specific duty, and 35% ad valorem.

Valued above 40c. and not exceeding GOc. per
lb.—proposed tariff, 38c. per lb.; present tariff,

30c. per lb. specific duty, and 35% ad valorem.

Valued above 60c. and not exeeding 80c. per lb.

—proposed tariff, 50c. per lb; present tariff,

40c. per lb. specific duty, and 35 \ ml valorem.

Valued above 80c. per ft>.—proposed tariff, GOc.

per tb. ; present tariff, 50c. per lb. specific duty,
and 35% ad valorem.

Bunting—proposed tariff, 20c. per square
yard; present tariff, 20c. per yard specific duty,
and 35% ad valorem.

Clothing ready made, and wearing apparel of

every description, and balmoral skirts and skirt

ing, and goods of similar description, or used
for like purposes, composed wholly or in part of

wool, worsted, the hair of the alpaca, goat, or

other like animals, made up or manufactured
wholly or in part by the tailor, seamstress or

manufacturer, except knit goods—proposed tar-

iff, 45% ad valorem; present tariff, 50c. per lb.

specific duty, and 40% ad valorem.

Aubusson, Wilton, Brussels, velvet and sim-

ilar carpets, proposed tariff, 50% ad valorem;
present tariff, 40c. to 70c. per yard specific

duty and 35% to 40% ad valorem.

Ingrain, three-ply and Venetian— proposed
tariff, 40% ad valorem; present tariff, 17c. per
yard specific duty, and 35% ad valorem.

By a comparison of these rates of duty, it

will be seen that the new rate cannot but effect

a notable reduction both in the price of raw
material and manufactured goods. Take, for

example, the first classification: "Wool of all

kinds 35% ad valorem.. " On a pound of wool
which would answer to our beat clip of spring

merino, which sold, last week, at 24 cents per

ppund, the new tariff proposes a duty of 35%,
which, on such a value, would be less than 8{.

cents. The present tariff imposes first a spe-

cific duty of 10 cents and an additional duty of

10% ad valorem,, which would make the full

impost nearly 12^ cents per pound. The new
tariff, then, on such a case, would be about
equivalent to a reduction of 33% on the one now
in force.

The proposed reduction on woolen manufac
tures is greater than on the raw material, and
while this on the face of it seems to give an
advantage to producers over manufacturers, it

would be in effect quite otherwise, for the fact

is that with such a reduced duty upon manufac-
tured goods, manufacturers could not buy our
wool at the reduced figure nor could they afford

to use imported wool at the reduced figure.

Take, for example, blankets valued at 40 cents

per pound. The proposed duty is 25 cents per

pound. The present duty is 20 cents per pound
specific duty and an additional duty of 35%
ad valorem, which is equivalent to a full duty
of 34 cents per pound. A similar condition

would be visited upon our manufacture of

cloths of many descriptions and ready-made
clothing of nearly all kinds.

These are the fa ts concerning the old and
new tariff on wool and woolen goods as nearly
as we can learn them. It is plain that the

effect upon the prices of one of our leading pro-

ducts would be very depressing.

The Eclipse Incubator.

The numbers of inquiries which we have re-

ceived of late concerning the progress of artifi-

cial incubation and the devices for securing it,

have led us to present engravings of some of

the inventions which are proposed for this pur-

pose, and which have stood, to a greater or less

degree the test of practical operation. We ex-

pect to show several incubators for which good
things are claimed, and the engravings and
descriptions will enable our enquiring readers

The illustrations give a good idea of the ar-

rangements relied on to secure the regulation of

the heat and other necessary points. The eggs
are contained in drawers, which slide in and
out of the incubator, as shown in Fig. 1. Ly-
ing among the eggs, and consequently of the
same temperature that they are, is the little

pyrometer which regulates the heat. When
the temperature reaches a certain point, the
pyrometer closes the electric circuit, which puts
in action the electro-magnet A, Fig. 2, and
causes its armature to lift up; this releases the
escapement of the clock movement and causes
the little wheel, B, to make a half revolution;

FIG 1 THE ECLIPSE SELF-REGULATING INCUBATOR FRONT VIEW.

to form judgments for themselves of their effi-

ciency. The one which we illustrate on this

page, is called the " Eclipse Self-Regulating In-

cubator." It is the invention of Edward A.
Samuels of Waltham, Mass., and is manufac-
tured and sold by him. Mr. Samuels is a sci-

entific ornithologist and oologist, as well as a

practical poultry breeder. His first attempts
at artificial incubation, were undertaken to se-

wbich movement caifsesthe crank, C, to make a

quarter revolution and opens the damper, D,
and .at the same time reduces the flame of the

lamp by the lever, E. As soon as the tempera-
ture within the case is sufficiently reduced, the

eleclric circuit is opened, the damper closes,

and the lamp flame burns up brightly. The
whole action is automatic, and the machine re-

quires no supervision except the filling of the

FIG. SELF-REGULATING INCUBATOR-END VIEW.

cure opportunity to study embryology as shown
in the progressive hatching of eggs. His ex-

periments in incubating for this purpose were

so successful that he went on and worked up
his incubator for practical poultry breeding.

In this direction he has attained results which
certainly entitle his apparatus to the attentioil

of those interested. In giving our readers an

lamp and winding up the clock gearing.

An incubator should, to be successful, be
automatic in the regulation of its heat, its ven-

tilation, and the supply and character of the

moisture furnished the eggs within it.

To control' the heat aud ventilation I have,

in connection with each incubator, an electric

battery which, when the temperature reaches a

FIG. 3. ECLIPSE ARTIFICIAL MOTHER FOR CHICKENS.

idea of Mr. Samuels' methods and claims, we
cannot do better than follow the narrative which

he sends. He says: In the autumn of 1870,

being quite an enthusiast in poultry husbandry,

I constructed a house adapted to the artificial

rearing of chickens. This house was large

enough to accommodate many hundreds of

chickens, and in the following winter and

spring it was run to its full capacity. At one

time I had in it over 700 healthy, thriving

chicks, all hatched in my incubators.

cer

cloc

tain point, operates on the escapement of a

ck movement attached to the case. This

causes a large ventilator to open, the hot air

escapes and cool air e iters. At the same time

a piston connected with this clock movement
turns down the flame of the lamp.

When the interior of the inc ibator cools a

trifle, the ventilator closes, and the lamp burns

up brightly again. This opening and closing

occurs on the average about once in 1 6 minutes,

and it is entirely automatic.

The incubator may be set to open at any
given temperature by a pyrometer, which is of

my own invention, and is very sensitive and
constant. It is much more reliable than mer-
cury, which in a short time becomes worthless
both as a moi,or and electric conductor, by rea-

son of its oxidization. I abandoned its use long
ago as an electric circuit-closer for this reason.
The pyrometer is as sensitive as mercury, but it

is much more constant, and in its construction
is simplicity itself.

The whole strength of the clock movement
being brought to bear upon the ventilator, it

must open and shut ; there is no possible chance
otherwise, and the danger of overheating and
cooling off, which has been the bane of incu-
bators heretofore, is thus entirely avoided.

Another important provision is also secured,
and that is the proper degree of moisture fur-

nished the eggs. It is now well known that
incubator heat is, as a rule, much drier than
that furnished by the hen. In most incubators
the lack of moisture is supplied by sprinkling
and turning the eggs, and in others the moisture
is furnished in the form of steam ; but sprink-
ling eggs is injurious to them, and turning them
is a nuisance, and is. inoreover, entirely un-
necessary. I have kept careful memoranda of

the batching of eggs which have been turned in

the incubator daily, together with those which
have been turned but once a week, and there
was no appreciable difference in percentage of

chickens hatched.

Steam is injurious, and if it is given in suf-

ficient quantity to cause the eggs to be moist it

is fatal to the embryo.
After many costly experiments I have per-

fected a method for automatically moistening
the eggs in just exactly the right degree, and
all necessity for sprinkling, turning, aud steam-
ing the eggs is done away with.

The question is often asked me what propor-

tion of chicks I can hatch artificially. I have
repeatedly hatched much greater percentages
of chickens than I have with incubating hens,

set on eggs from the same lots as those placed

in the machine, aud at the same time, and on
no account would I ever again, in my poultry

operations, be troubled with such a nuisance as

is the average setting hen. I have lost enough
valuable and choice eggs under hens to pay for

half a dozen incubators. In good, fresh eggs,

laid by healthy hens which are mated with vig-

orous male birds, the Eclipse incubator will

hatch from 85% to 90% of the fertilized eggs.

The Eclipse incubator is so simple in its man-
agement that a child can run it. About all the

supervision necessary after the machine is

started, is to fill and trim the lamp once in 24

hours, and winding up the clock movement at

the same time.

There is as great want felt for an artificial

mother for chickens, ducklings, etc., as there is

for a good incubator; in fact, it is very often

the case that an artificial mother is needed for

early chickens that have been hatched under
hens, or those which have been abandoned by
the mother hen in the midst of cold, inclement

weather. I think it is the experience of every

poultry raiser that many times he would have
been glad of something that would take the

place of fussy, savage, careless hens.

The essentials in an artificial mother or

brooder are: 1st, a provision for furnishing the

proper heat above the chickens; 2d, a good
method of ventilation; 3d, a perfect freedom
from harboring places for vermin, and a simple

arrangement of attachment by which the fleece

or woolen lining may be removed and cleansed

readily and at any time.

The Eclipse aititicial mother meets all these

requirements, aud it is the simplest, most port-

able, easiest managed machine of any for this

use that I have seen. The heat may be sup-

plied or withdrawn at any time, and its form is

such that chickens brood in it with perfect im-

munity from the stifling and crowding which
have been the bane of all the artificial mothers

that I have seen.

On File. —" Alfalfa and Daries in Southern
California," J. H. S. ;

"Apiary," J. D. E.

;

"Alfalfa in Colorado," E. K. S.; "Roses," Z.

E.; " Among the Chickens," C. H. S. ; "Drain-
ing and its Appliances," A. R. ;

" Eucalyptus,"

W. A. P. ; "Seed Potatoes without Eyes," S.

P. S. ;
" Malva Growth, " and "Squirrel Intro-

spections," I. C. W.; " When to Cut Willows,"

D. W. ;
" Poppy Growing," J. H. D. ; "Acacia,"

G. H. B.; "(Jrass Nuts," J. C. B. ; Note3 in

Stockton," J. W. R. ; "Fiber from Tulare,"

J. R. H. ;
" Worthy Lecturer's Visits," B. P.

We are making arrangements to have our

papers represented and pushed vigorously East

(jf the Rocky mountains, by a journalist and
engineer of ability and experience, who will de-

vote himself to the acquisition of information

of interest to our readers, and will also see that

our advertisers' interests are advanced by a

rapid enlargement of our Eastern circulation.

Until further notice our New York address will

be, P. O. box 1,947.

Powell's Grain Elevator.—An illustrated

advertisment in this issue shows the Electric

Elevator, invented by Thomas Powell, of Stock-

ton Cal. Practical threshers assure us that the

apparatus works as well as any they have ever

seen. Some hold it to be the best device of the

kind. It is worth attention from grain

growers.

Marstkr's Self Feeder, for threshing ma-

chines, is manufactured by the inventor, at his

shop on the corner of California and Sonora

streets, in Stockton.
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Scientific Press

Office—202 Sansome St., N. E. Cor. Pine, S. F.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats filed expeditiously
Patent re-issues taken out; Assignments made and re-

corded in legal form; Copies of Patents and Assignments
procured; Examinations of Patents made here and at

Washington; Examinations made of Assignments re-

corded in Washington; Examinations ordered and re-

ported by Telegraph; Rejected cases taken up and Pat

enU obtained; Interferences Prosecuted; Opinions rcn

dered regarding the validity of Patents anu Assign
ments; Every legitimate branch of Patent Soliciting

Business promptly and thoroughly conducted.

Our intimate knowledge of the various inventions of thi-

eoast, and long practice in patent business, enable us to

abundantly satisfy our patrons, and our success and
business are constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced inventors are found
among our most steadfast friends and patrons, who full>

appreciate our advantages in bringing valuable inven-

tions to the notice of the public through the columns of

our widely circulated, first-class journals— thereb. facil-

itating their introduction, sale and popularity.

FORTY
ACRE

FARMS.
In offering the Reading Ranch for sale in

sub-divisions, I am disposed to accomodate the

interests of all classes of desirable settlers, I

therefore offer (besides large tracts) to sell farms

(in favorable locations) of from 40 to 100 acres,

at from S'iO to $30 per acre. Semi-tropical fruits,

corn, vegetables, and all kinds of grain and

grasses, (including alfalfa,) will grow well with-

out irrigation on those lands. The Oregon Di-

vision of the C. P. R. R. , and a brisk growing

town are near the land on the west, while the

Sacramento river is near at hand on the east.

For further information of the Reading

firant, see my advertisement which appears

from time to time in this paper. Address the

proprietor on the premises,

EDWARD FRISBIK,

Anderson-

, Shasta County, Cai

OUR AGENTS.
Oca Friends can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their
iultuence and encouraging favors. We intend to send
a me but worthy men.

J. L. Tharp—San Francisco.
B. W. Crowbll—California.
A. C. Knox— Pacific Coast.
C N. West—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito

co antics.

A. C. Champion—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.
Ekwakd Bi Baser—Australian Coloi ies and Sandwich

Isl mils.

W. D. White—San Bernardino and Los Angeles coun-
ties.

J. W. A. Wrioiit—Sacramento county.
B. E. Lloyd—Sonoma and Napa counties.
E M. UsNNy, Oregon.
H. E. Hallett.—Marin county.
O. W. McUrew. —Santa Clara county.
Wm. M. tan—Black Hills, Dakota Territory.
Richard Allen.—British Columbia.

Every now subscriber who does not receive

the paper and every old subscriber not credited

on the label within two weeks after payimg for

this paper, should write personally to th pub-

ishers without delay, to secure proper credit.

This is necessary to protect us and subscri-

bers against the acts and mistakes of others.

s'AVrm COPIES.—Occasionally we send copies of this
paper to persons who we believe would be benefited by
subscribing for It, or willing to assist us in exicudiug its
circulation. We call the attention of such to our pros-
pectus and terms of subscription, and request that they
sirculate the copy sent.

(From the Pittsburg Poet, December 24th, 1S77.)

$5,000 for the Poor of Pittsburg if Mellor

or Weber Furnish Proof.

To the Editor! of the Pittsburg Pout:—Mr. C. C. Mel-
lor, in his card entitled "A few facts for the public to

consider," which appeared ill your columns 011 the 15th
instant, states as follows:

"ire subjoin Weber's figures, with the Judges' names
attached, who alone examined pianos," etc.

Now, then, if Mr. Albert Wober, or his agent, Mellor,

can or will produce any document, certificates or writiiur,

with the genuine signature attached of the Honorable
H. L. Oliver, Geo. F. Bristow, P. F. Kupka and Julius
Schiedmayer (or a majority of them) who were the Exam-
ining Judges at the Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia,

187C, declaring or certifying that Weber received a higher
average than i>0

:

| out of a possible 1)6; or, if Mr. Weber, or
his agent, Mellor, can prove over the signatures of the
same gentlemen (or a majority of them) that Weber did
receive nutre than on Square Pianos out of a possible

96; 89 on Upright Pianos out of a possible 96; 93 011 Parlor
Grand out of a possible 96; 93 on Concert Grand out of a
possible 96; or, if Mr. Weber or his agent, Mellor, can
show by a certificate or statement in writintr of the same
judges (or a majority of them) that Steinway's claim,

sustained by official and documentary evidence is not true
and well founded, viz:

That Steiniray ranked first in every s'yle of Piano,
and that Steinway did receive 96 on Square Piano out of
a possible 96; 96 on Upright Piano out of a possible 96;

96 on Parlor Grand out of a possible 96; 94 on Concert
Grand out of a possible 96, we will place the sum of 95,000
in the hands of the Mayor of the city of Pittsburg, to be
distributed for the benefit of the poor of our city.

The public must understand that Weber's figures, as ad-
vertised by Mellor, are false and fraudulent, and that they
are given upon Mr. Weber's own authority only, and
against the repeated and published protests of the Judges,
whose names he misuses.
We ag.iin declare Mr. Weber's assertion of having re-

ceived on any one of styles of pianos "95 out of a possible
96," and his alleged ratings on the Steinway Pianos, viz.:

91 out of a possible 96, to be a barefaced falsehood, un-
supported by any documentary evidence from the Judires,
and eoutrarv to their published declaration.

Respectfully yours, , H KLEIiER &. BRO.
tf-zfWill Mr. Mellor furnish the desired proof, and thus

benefit the poor of Pittsburg to the amount of $5,000, or
will he stand convicted of having willfully assisted to de-
ceive and hoodwink the public ever since the Centen-
nial ? II. K & BRO.

better from the Great American Composer,
Geo. F. Bristow.

New York, December 17th, 1877.
To the Kditors of the Commercial Gazette:—Dear

.Sir.—My attention has been directed to a card of Mr. C.

C. Mellor. appearing in your issue of the 15th instant,
containing certain figures purporting to have been made
on pianofortes by the Examining Judges at the Centennial
Exhibition, Philadelphia, 1S76. Mr. Mellor and other
Agents of Mr. Albert Weber quote my figures on the
Steinway Pianos incorrectly. I gave to Messrs. Steinway
& Sons, on account of the general excellence of their in-

struments, the following figures, viz. : tone 6, equality 6,
touch 6. Moreover, I have never authorized Mr. Albert
Weber to make use of my name in connection with his
pianos, as a member of the Group of Judges XXV, United
States Centennial Exposition. Kespcctfullv vours,

GEORGE P. BRISTOW.

LAND PLASTER.
(Si'lpiiate ok Lime.)

Tills FERTILIZER IS ESPECIALLY WELL ADAPTED
TO CALIFORNIA LANDS AND CLIMATE, AND

DESTINED TO BE USED TO IM-

MENSE ADVANTAGE.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
In Bulk, $10 per ton; in Barrels, $12.50.

GOLDEN GATE PLASTER MILLS
LUCAS & CO,

Nos. 216 and 217 Main Street, San Francisco,

GRAND SPRING OPENING

—OP—

MILLINERY, FANCY GOODS,

Men's and Boys' Clothing.

PALMER BROTHERS,
726, 728, 730, 732 and 734 Market Street,

SAN* FRANCISCO.

TOPHETINE.
The new poison, Tophetine, is found

and warranted superior to all others Ms
Squirrel and Gopher Exterminator. Sold

at less than one-third the prioe of strychnin<\ it is equally
effective. Devoid of taste, it has a peculiar odor, attract-

ive to the squirrel, gopher or rat when mixed with their
food. One quart of hot water will dissolve the contents
of a 50 cent box, which effectually poisons two quarts of
grain. LANGLEY <Sc CO., Agents,

Wholesale Druggists, No. 100 and 102 Front St., 8. F.

THE EAGLE CLAW."
Tb* bestTrap Id the World for catching-

VlSH, ANIMALS & GAME.
One bait will catch

. Twenty Fish.

} N'o. r, for ordinary fishing, small g-ame, *c.3JC
No. 3, for large fish, mink, musk-rats, &c y$c

'Sent by mail. 8TENT & CO.,
Sol* Mfrs., 13a Nas«au St, New-York.

Send for Catalogue of useful novelties aod mention thispapi*

HARRIS & BRADLEY,
No 33 Second Street, San Francisco

MAsrrAtTTRF.Rs or Harris'

PATENT FRUIT DRYER

Patent Water Heater,

POR DAIRYMEN OK MILKMRN.

PATENT HEATER for Steaming-

Peed for Stock.

PATENT HEATER

FOR WASHING OR THE LAUNDRY.

*ySend for Circular. "SJ

GRAY'S MUSIC STORE,

No. 105 Kearny Street, San Francisco

On receipt of the amount in postage sumps, any of the

following pieces will be mailed, post paid:

POOR LITT1.K CHLOE, (Ballad; by Luther, 35 cts

KISS THE LITTLE ONES GOOD NIGHT FOR ME,
by Ruttledge, U cts

GOOD NIGHT, FAREWELL by Ruttledge, 35 cts

MY DEAR LITTLE HOME O'ER THE SEA,

by Lavarnie, 35 ets.

HELP THE NEEDY WHEN YOf CAN,
by Ruttledge, 35 cts.

AMERICUS GRAND MARCH by Bollenberg, 30 its

THE LITTLE TORMENT, (Schott ischel . . Far West, 35 ct«.

THE REPUBLIC GRAND GALLOP,
by A. H. Woods, 75 cts.

Send Mr our complete Catalogue of Songs, Duets and

Choruses. sVSay where you saw this advertisement.

BQCHAN'S
CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCA3,

AND ALL DISEASES or TUB SKIN.

Buchan's Carbolic Soaps; Holman's Fever and
Ague Pad, Corks, Bottlos and Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 313 to 310 Battery St , S. F

New Music Books ! !

Clarke's Reed Organ Melodies
By Wm. H. Clarke.— Price, Cloth $3; Bds. 82.00.

Mr. Clarke's celebrated "New Method for Reed Organs''

is universally recognised M a standard book for instruc-

tions. A hook by the same skillful hand, and in which
the same fine taste is displayed, will be universally wel-

comed. It has 200 large |>agcs. sheet music size, and
about 120 charming pieces.

Dancing at Home and Abroad.

By H Cleveland, Jr., Cloth 81; Bds. 80c; Paper, 60c.

This is a good manual for dancing, and also a sort i if

"Chesterfield" treatise on etiquette and good manners,
and is worth reading by everybody.

Hull's Temperance Glee Book.

(40 cents.) Provides admirably for all the wants of

Clubs and Lodges. Just the book for Gospel Temper-
ance meetings.

Ditson & Co.'s Musical Monthly.

Nob. 11 ami 12, (each No 25 cents.; 22 per year), con-

tinues the good work of supplying the best music at the
lowest price. 20 pages of choice music in each number,
selected from Ditson A Co.'s valuable copyrights.

Any book mailed, |<ost-free, for the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON,

C. H. Ditson & Co., 843 Broadway, New York.

Calvert's Carbolic

SHEEP WASH,
$2 Per Gallon.

After dipping the sheep, is use-

ful for preserving wet hides, de-
stroying the vine pest, and fur
wheat dressings and disinfecting
purposes, etc T. W JACKSON,
H. p., Sole A^ent for Pacific Coast.

M. COOKE. R. J. COOKE.

PIONEER BOX FACTORY.

Corner of Front and M Streets. Sacramento.

ALL KINDS OF

Fruit & Packing Boxes Made to Order,

AND IN SHOOKS.
tST Communications Promptly Attended to TKt

COOKE & SONS, Successors to Coosa * Grkgorv

50 BEST Mixed Cards, withname, in case, 13c, or 25 no
twe alike, 10c Outfit 10*. Dowd It Co.

,
Bristol, Ct.

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
HEMORRHOIDS or FILES
can be CUERDI Radically,
Speedily and Without Pain ! "Dr
Pierce'B Pile Truss and Remedy" give

instant relief in all cases. By means
of this new appliance the Piles have
a constant and agreeable support and

will entiretii dUpppectr if the Truss is worn and the Rem
edv ai.plied as dfirected For particulars call or address

MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO., 609 Sac-

ramento Street, (up stairs), San Francisco.

teT State pi what paper you saw this notice THi

BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

24 Pott Street
Near Ksarnr,

«.» rrmmcim. Cmt.

The largest and best Business College In America. Its
teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-
struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.

Ladies' Department.— -Ladies will be admitted for in-
struction in all the Departments of the College.
Telkorapiiic Department.—In this Department young

men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

HERRMANN'S STYLES IN HATS.

NOW OUT!

Prices Lower Than Ever.

-AT-

402 Kearny Street, - - Near Pine.

Branch, 910 Market Street,

Between Stockton and Powell, San Francisco

H. H. H.
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Ringbone, Spavin, Swuset, Callous
Li mps, and all old sores, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stiff
Joints, Bri ises, Windoalls, and all slight ailments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,
and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,
ALAMEDA COUNTY.

(Successors to Z. B. Heywood & Co.)

Lumber, Shingles, Sash, Doors, Lime,

Brick, and Builders' Hardware

Sold at the Lowest San Francisco rates. Strict atten-

tion given Country Orders. Boats loaded at
wharf for all points on the San Joaquin
and Sacramento rivers. Cars of the C. P. R. R.

Co. loaded at the yard. Orders received at 22 California

Street, San Francisco, or at the hardware store of O. W.
Babcock, 1)56 Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBEE, Proprietor.

THOMAS RICHARDSON, Manager.

DALTON &. GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

All Kinds of Country Produce.
404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco

S3T Consignments Solicited '<al

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 76 Warren Street, New York

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Reference —Tradesmen's National Bantc, N. Y. ; Ell

wanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Heed; Sacra
mento, Cal. ; A. Lusk ii Co. , San Francisco, Cat.

C. &. F. NAUMAN & CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

All kinds of DAIRY PRODUCE sold on Commission
Poultry, Eggs, Game a specialty.

231 WASHINGTON STREET, San Francisco
(Between Front and Davis.)

Chas. Nac»an. Fran* n u so

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE ANT»

OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

McAFEE BROS, Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansome Street, - San Francisco

FOR SALE —A Good Type- Writer. Price, 180

For further information, address "COPYIST," thia

office.
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Purchasers ok Stock will find in this Directory the
Names of some of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

60 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRBTTO & CO.,
thoroughbred Jerseys.

Downey City, Cal., breeders of
Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. Q. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $40
to 8100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

L. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $16 each.

LANDRTJM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.
BURBANK & MYERS, 43 and 44 California Market,
San Francisco, Importers and Breeders of Fancy Fowls,
Pigeons, Rabbits, etc.

M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-
land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal.

sale. Also, eggs in their season.
Pekin Ducks for

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for
hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

A. O- RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal,
Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine,
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

J. M. KERLINGER, Ellis, San Joaquin Co., impor-
ter and Breeder of Berkshire Pigs and flue Poultry.

Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark and Light Brahmas, Buff
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White& Brown
Leghorns, Dork- »

inge, Polish Ham-
burgs, Plymouth Rocks,

Game and Sebright Ban-
jtams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
^"For further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. O. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
I have many testimonials from par-

ties in every portion of California cer-
Ijtifying to the

EGG PRODUCING
Qualities of ground raw bones, while
burnt bones pounded have not the same
effect, being reduced to phosphate of
lime and animal charcoal. Raw bones
have been proved by experiment to
hasten the laying of pullets and in-

crease the laying of hens 50%, as might
be expected from the quantity of jelly

they contain. When fed regularly to fowls it keeps theiii

in a healthy condition, especially young chickens, and
wards off many diseases they are subject to on this Coast.

Put up in sacks and shipped C. 0. 1). by express or by
freight on receipt of price. 50 pound sacks, $2.50; 100 pound
sacks, $4. Carbolic powder for destroying poultry lice,

four pounds for $1. Send for circular. Address

C. P. STONE, 35 Mission Market, S. F,

THOROUGHBRED POULTRY.

116 Acres

devoted to

FANCY
POULTRY.

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock.

Largest Yards
on the Coast.

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Bronze Tur-

keys, Geese, Pekin Ducks, Guinea Pigs, Etc.

tZTSa/e arriml of Fowls and Eggs Guaranteed.^SX

0"Pamphlet on the care of fowls—hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc. , adapted bspeciallt to tiif.

Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

Send stamp for price list. Address

M. EYRE, Napa, Cal.

CARBOLIC POWDER
Is the best thing in the world to kill vermin on fowls and
chickens, sent by mail, post-paid, at 35 cents per package.
Address C. P. STONE, Mission Market, San Francisco.
My new circular, how to double egg production and raise

«hi«ku>s vritbovt loss from disease Hunt fi«s t» any address

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. GRAY.

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I. C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

Grangers' Building, .... 106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencil3 for marking 1 be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

ENRIGHT'S STRAW-BUR!

I respectfully beg leave to inform the public and parties

intending to purchase Portable Straw-Burning Engines for

Threshing purposes for 1878, that I offer for sale this season,

Straw -Burning Engines superior to any I have heretofore

made at reasonable prices, and that I will give a satisfactory

bond to any party buying an Engine from me or my agents,

and that I will protect them in the use and right of using, and

against all Patent Law Suit.

JOSEPH ZE^IE^IGKEIT,

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE—ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK FILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Manufactured by the

Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

BRA MARDEN & CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST
GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

Streets, San Francisco.

LOOK!
BURBANK & MYERS, Im-

porters and Breeders of Fancy
Fowls, Pigeons, Rabbits, Dogs,
etc. Also Eggs for hatching from
the finest Imported Stock. Eggs
and Fowls at reduced prices.

BURBANK & MYERS,
43 and 44 California Market.
Yards, Cor. Lott and McAllister
Enclose stamp for Price List.

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
<bQ Dam Ha 7an From 3 pens of 20 Hens and a

TCI VUlCll. Cock.ach;84of the finest White
Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of 600 bred during the sea-

sons of 1876-77, packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send
or circular. Address,

C. P. STONE,
36 Mission Mtukat, Sau Francisco

EVERYBODY KNOWS
That Mrs. C. H. Spragtie, at the California Poultry
Yards, at Woodland, Yolo County, keeps the choicest lot
and the greatest and best variety of Thoroughbred Fowls
of any one west of the Mississippi rivor, and that one can
get just what is wanted by sending orders to her.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,
Special Attention to Pitting Eyes.

OFFICE-NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Bbtwrkn Broadway a-\. Washington.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

FARM APPRENTICE.
A steady, healthy boy, who can give good recommen-

dations, would like a permanent home with a farmer.
Address E. V., Pacific Rdrai, Puk»» ottico, S F.

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords the

best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Beecher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs
'nquire of

1. L. MILLER.

Beecher, Will County, Illinois*,

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and importer of the "crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshires.
Also, pure Suffolk hugs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are
guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles City, Cal.

PUFRY HAY 19 warranted using JILZ
vJ>£J LILni Uft I WELL AUGEKSaud
DRILLS. Took the first premium at the Great Exposi-
tion. They bore any diameter and depth; 100 feet a day,
through earth, sand or rock. Pictorial auger book free.

Address Col. PETER SAXE, Los Angeles, Cal., Agent for
Pacific States.

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRES.

I offer for sale a lot of choice Spring Pigs, farrowed

February 22d and March 1st, ready to ship about

middle of May. Also,

Three Fine Young Boars,

Seven to Eight Months' Old.

FOUR BOARS AND FIVE SOWS,
Four and a Half Months' Old.

Can furnish pairs not related of the younger pigs.

Stock well boxed in light strong orates, with feed for

journey, and delivered at Car or Boat, in Stockton, free

of charge. Prices reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed

N. B.—No poor, unthrifty pigs ever leave my pen,

Address

ALFRED PARKER, Bellota,

Latimer Farm. San Joaquin Co., Cal.

THOROUGHBRED BULLS.

Ten head of Red Durhams from 12 to 16 mouths
old, Also, 12 head of large work horses and mares will

be sold this spring at private sale on my ranch, six miles

from Oroville, Butte County. .

tfS'Bulls Sired by Golden Louan Duke.

M. WICK.

W. &. J. ROBINSON,
Hanfbrd, Tulare County, California

IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE,
ALSO, THE FINEST STRAINS OK

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

Imperial Egg Food

Will >Ialco Your Hens Lay,
Winter and Summer, support Fowls dining moulting,
keep them constantly In line condition, and Increase
their profit 100 per cent. Half of the cliicksrllc annually.
This makes bone and muscle «arly, and will save them.
Packages to mix with 50 weight ordinary feed, 50 cts. :

larger for (1.00 and *'2J0. Sent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocers, Feed Stores, etc.

LOCAL AJ5ENTS WANTED.
C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 103, Hat.tfoed, Covk.

0. C. SWAIN & CO. Agt's for Pacific Coast
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

43TTo whom all orders should bo addressed.

50
BEST CARDS, no two alike, printed in Crimson or
Jet, 13c. SLINTON BROS., ClmtouvilU, Conn.
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A TENTS AND c NVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Repohts »oa tub Mining axd Scientific

Press, DEWEY & CO., Publishers and U. S.

and Foreign Patent Agents. J

By Special Dispatch from Washinprton, D. C.

Week Ending, April 9th.

Carriaoe Door.—A. Bink, .S. F.

Sofa Bed.—A. Hansen, S. F.

Spinning Top.—C. Kaetz, S. F.

Governor. —J. A. Rigby, Carson, Nevada.
Pump Valve.—A. W. White, San Jose, Cal.

Vehicle Gears.— .J. J. Gallagher, Davisville.

Ladder.—D. D. Hayes, S. F.

Grain Meter.—J. (.'. Hunt, Sheridan, Cal.

Device for Holding Coin.—J. Ostergard,

Cherry Creek, Nevada.
Horse Collar.—C. F. Star.feubeil and .1.

Staehli, S. F.

Napkin Holder. —L. Thompson, S. F.

Congealing Plates for Ice Machines.—J.

P. Jones, Gold Hill, Nevada.
Vehicle Wheel.—T. fL King, S. F.

Quicksilver Furnace.— Pi. F. Knox, S. F.

Re-issues.

Furnace.—C. Stetefeldt, S. F.

LABELS.

No. 1 Laundry Bluing, etc.—The Western
Manufacturing Company, S. F.

Dr. Lewis' Camping Tour.

We have received from Dr. Dio Lewis the fol-

lowing spirited note about his camping tour, to

which we have alluded before. We believe the

trip will be productive of health and pleasure

to all who undertake it:

Editors Press:—On the first of May we be-

gin our camping trip through the mountains of

this State. We shall be absent four and a half

mouths, and travel between one and two thou-

sand miles, iilmost exclusively in the mountains.

Already more than 30 ladies and gentlemen
have enrolled their names in our company.
Members of the party will pay just enough to

meet the actual expenses.

If about 15 persons, slaves of the alcoholic

appetite, would join us for the summer I would
engage to cure them of their unhappy malady.

In such a life more can be done to cure this dis-

ease of the brain and nervous system in a

mouth than can be done in a year in any of the

institutions established for that purpose. Per-

sons may join at any time up to July 1st, and
can seud for circular to W. S. Lyon, Oakland,
Cal.

"Fabrics for Spring Costumes."

Some of the leading modes for the present

and near future are very semi-masculine. The

various cutaway coats necessitate a vest, or an

under body with front in vest form, the regulai

vest being usually preferred for handsome ma-
terials. Coats are worn for evening, reception,

dinner, carriage and promenading costumes.

"Cutaway" jackets are constantly increasing in

popularity as the spring advances, and no won-
der. Why, the jaunty and coquettish air that
pervades them is sufficient to make any lady go
into ecstasies over them. Rich toilettes of

plain or self-colored silk demand the vest of

brocaded silk in pale rose, blue, lavender, pear]

color, cream or nankeen tint. A fashionable
selection is brocades of two colors interlacing

in basket pattern. One shade is plum, na\-

}
blue, brown, gray, Beige Havanne or deep car-

dinal," and the other is straw color. Biege Hav-
anne in English is Havanna brown, and has the
soft yellow cast of tobacco. The vest may be
in striking contrast with the color of the dress

or harmonize in one of its shades with the solid

material. White and nankeen pique vests are
worn with self-colored silk goods. The grow-
ing popularity of plaited skirts has led to the
introduction of patterns for this garment. The
skirt may be made of any dress fabric that can
be plaited, and if desired, it may be decorated
with flat braids or folds about the bottom. A
handsome costume can be obtained by com-
bining the skirt with a cutaway basque like

model No. 6,230, or jacket like No. 6,187 of

E. Butterick & Co. 's make. The pattern of the
skirt, No. 6,228, can be obtained of the same
tirm. See advertisement.

Grain Threshing.—An advertiser in this

week's Press desires to correspond with parties
who may need his services for the coining har-
vest. He has thrsshed in San Joaquin valley,
Sacramento river islands, Half Moon bay and
Salinis valley, and is prepared for all kinds of

work. He will burn straw or wood, according
to the locality.

Read advertisement Stent & Co., 132 Nassau
St., New York, " Kagle Claw," and when you
order mention this paper.

See advertisement for furnished bouse in
the country.

Ma W. J, Woodley, who took out a Canadian Patent
some foar years ago, is requested to call at the Mining
ahd Scientific Presh Patent Agency Office Business
ol importance

Thirteenth Industrial Exhibition of
the Mechanics' Institute, S. P.

|

The Board of Managers have the honor to

announce that the Thirteenth Exhibition of the
Mechanics' Institute, and the fifth annual one
given in the grand pavilion on Mission, Market
and Eighth streets, will open to the public-

August 6th, and close September 7th, 1878.

The public are respectfully requested to re-

spond liberally as exhibitors and visitors, and
thus enable the Board of Trustees to realize

from this fair a sum sufficient to liquidate the

small indebtedness now due on the Mechanics'
Institute library property, and to answer a

speedy fulfillment of the sanguine hope of the

Trustees and well-wishers of the Society to

make it a free library for mechanics and ap-

prentices, the Board to institute permanent
classes for instruction in the mechanic arts.

The exhibition building is 550 feet long, 200
feet wide, centrally located, and accessible by
six lines of street cars, giving direct communi-
cation with all parts of the city.

The promenade is a gallery under the main
nave, 16 feet wide and 1,000 feet long, from
which an unobstructed view of the interior is

obtained.

In addition there is an annex 220 feet long

by 75 feet wide, containing the exotic garden,

which will contain all that is rare and beautiful

111 the floral and horticultural w orld, increased

by the finest rti9tic and picturesque effects ob-

tainable. The whole, pavilion and garden, will

be brilliantly illuminated at night.

The art gallery, 400 feet long by 50 wide, will

lie made specially attractive by paintings, stat-

uary and works of art. The Managers are

happy to announce that the San Francisco Art
Association have kindly consented to take

charge of the same, and that our local artists

have promised to display their best productions.

Among the many attractions this year the

musical part of the exhibition will be a noted
feature, as the best obtainable orchestra will

each afternoon and evening give a graud instru-

mental concert, introducing the latest and most
pleasing novelties of musical composition.

A line refreshment saloon, restaurant, and
•1,500 comfortable seats will be provided for the

convenience of visitors, of which the average

attendance during the last exhibition was 12,-

500 per day.

The Board of Managers particularly desire

that the natural ami manufactured products of

this coast should be well represented, and to

that end all possible facilities will be extended
to exhibitors of such articles.

A large and powerful engine will furnish am-
ide motive power, while steam and water will

be furnished for such machines and appliances

as require them, free of cost to the exhibitors.

The main line of shafting is 490 feet long, with

pulleys sufficient for all requirements.

It is expected that the various transportation

companies will convey goods intended for exhi-

iiition at one-half the usual rates.

The matter of premiums has not yet been de-

termined upon.
Applications for space, rules and regulations,

or any information regarding the exhibition,

w ill lie given or sent by addressing the Sec-

retary.

Board of Managers:
Irving M. Scott, Henry L. Davis, Asa II.

Wells, James Duffy, C. Waterhouse, George

Spaulding, James Drury, H. S. Smith, James
Spiers, 1>. A. McDonald, J B. Stetson, H. L.

Hutchinson, Nathaniel Hunter, A. L. Fish.

J. H. Culver, Secretary, 27 Post st.

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending April 23, 1878.
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I I
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I ! I I

Total nijn during the season, from July 1, 1877. 35 11 in.

Farmers ! Farmers !

!

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
habor Exchange," 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,

San Francisco. All hands carefiilht selected free

of charges to employers and employees.

Popular Music.—Make your homes merry and popu-

lar with choice music from Uray's Music Store, S. F. We

can recommend tliislar^e, Ant flaw, standard and popu-

lar establishment. Examine his advertisement, appear-

ing from time to time in this paper. Mr. Gray deals in

instruments possessing the very highest and most perma-

nent reputation. Call at 105 Kearny Street. The Rural

Press can offer to introduce you there.

Aver k Son's Manual contains information of much
value to advertisers; sent free. Address N. W. Aver &
Son, Advertising Agents, Times' Building, Philadelphia.

Any Photographer having a large Camera Box for

sale will please notify "N. S ," at thisoffUe.

Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are

not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-

urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.

San Francisco, April 24th, 1878.

There has been but little of especial note in

the trade of the week. The grain market is

still at a lock, and holders are generally very

firm. There has come an advance in the Eng-
lish matket, and about 5c per ctl has been

added to the local price in consequence.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

Cal. Average. Club. Q
Thursday lis idylls 5d Us 5d@128 2d

lis Mi. ills 5d Us ftd'.i 12s 2.1

Saturday Us ld(«Ue 5d Us 5dcnl2s 2d
Monday Us ld«ills 5d Us 5d«(12s 2d
Tuesday Us 2d(fUls 8d Us 5d(rtl2s K.I

Us •2d " lis Sd Us 5dictl2s 3d

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former

years as follows:
Average. Club.

1876 9s Idlft 9s lOd 9s UdvrlOs 5d

1877 12s 2d(eel2s 9d 12s 6di«13s —
1878 Us 2d<ails 8d lie 5d(s>12a 3d

The Foreisrn Review.
London, AprU 23d.—The Murk Lane Express

says: The winter-sown Wheat crop looks well,

and the plant has recently thickened considera-

bly, especially on the highly farmed land of

some counties. There was more steadiness in

trade than might have been anticipated, al-

though it was no doubt to some extent due to

the presence of a large number of millers, who
were obliged to attend market to make pur-

chases which the Easter holidays would prevent

their doing for a week. Owing to this there was
a steady retail demand at prices somewhat better

than were obtainable the preceding Friday.

Business, however, was limited to the supply of

immediate wants, and on Wednesday trade was
very dull, although at the close some, important

political news had the effect of strengthening

the views of holders. Barley, Maize and feed-

ing Corn, except Beans, which again slightly

favored sellers, sold slowly at rather less money,
but sales have not been forced on any article,

as the opinion still obtains that politics may at

any moment exercise a hardening tendency on
prices.

Freisrnte and cnartere.

Wheat freights, says the Commercial ITeUS,

have been extremely quiet during the week, no

spot charters having been drawn since our last

review. The state of the English market and
the local Wheat market is such that no one

feels any inclination to take up vessels at pres-

ent, though some Wheat will go forward on the

ships which carry the new catch of salmon.

The last charters drawn were at £2 17s (id to

Liverpool, for small iron ships. Owners are

willing to accept equivalent rates, but charter-

ers are indisposed to take up any more tonnage

at present. At the close, we have 8,708 tons

in port loading Wheat, 8,247 tons miscellaneous

and 23,772 tons disengaged. The charters for

the week have been: Ship St. Mark, 1,973 tons,

Wheat to Liverpool, £2 17s 6d; Cork, U. K.,

t'3, prior to arrival—new crop loading.

Eastern Grain Market?.

New York, April 20th.—The Wheat market
has ruled firm and prices arevabout the same as

this day week, with, however, rather a light

export trade, owiug to the Anglo-Russian dis-

solving views, as seen through the European
political horoscope. Spring Wheat has ranged

from $1.15 to $1.33 for inferior to choice No. 2,

closing at $1.25(0.1.26. Shipping Flour has had
good sale, chieHy at $5(36.25. Corn has ad-

vanced one cent and Barley is dull and weak.

Chicago, April 20th.—The markets this

week have been only moderately active and at

times very dull, with a nervous feeling through-

out the week, that restricted heavy trading.

In the Grain markets the addition of storage

for the summer months has raised the price of

cash, without a corresponding advance in

action. Wheat was the most active of all the

markets, May selling at $1.08g@l.llJ. Corn

was very steady, sales of May being at 41(3 41 |c.

Oats were generally tirm; May sold at 26jj{g

26jc. Pork was weak and lower on the w hole,

closing a little up from best prices; May, $S.55

@9. ISA, Lard was also weak and easy through-

out; May, $fi.S7A(5V7.05. High Wines continue

nominal, although occasionally a sale is reported

at .#1.04. Alcohol, which is now the basis for

transactions, has sold at 33(3 33$c. It closed

with the inside price bid. The closing cash

prices are: Wheat, $1.10@1.10J; Corn, 40Jc;

Oats, 26Je; Rye, 58@58ic; Barley, 46Jc; Pork,

$8.75; Lard, $(>.87i@6.90.

Eastern Wool Markets.

Boston, April 20th. —There was an increased

demand for Wool the past week, but prices of

fine fleeces settled down about 2 cents per

pound, while in other grades no material

change has taken place. It is believed that

prices have touched the lowest point. Trans-

actions in Ohio and Pennsylvania fleeces were
the largest for several weeks, comprising 223,-

1

000 pounds, principally at 38(539 cents for X
and XX. The outside price for best A'X fleeces

is now 40 cents, and it would be difficult to
force any considerable quantity off at this figure.

Sales of Michigan fleeces are at 36(5.39 cents,
the latter for fancy lots, and medium Wiscon-
sin at 36 cents combing and delaine Wool are
quiet, the only sale comprising 10,000 pounds at
46c. Pulled Wool is in fair demand. Sales of

140,000 pounds at 30@44c, for super and X,
mostly in the range of 35(a40c. Small lots of

choice super sold at 41fa45c, but 40c may be
considered the outside price for desirable super.
Sales of California Wool the past week
amounted to 424,000 pounds, at 16@2Sc for

Spring, and 14(5 19c for Fall. Total sales of

domestic for the week, 1,165,000 pounds.
New York, April 20th.—During the week

there has been rather more demand for Wool,
prompted wholly by the low point to which
manufacturers have permitted their stocks to
run, and not to any increased movement in the
goods-market, as that line of trade still remains
in the same dull and inactive condition that has
characterized it for some months. Dealers, gen-
erally, pursue a forcing policy, offering liberal

inducements in the way of low prices, out buy-
ers take as they need, showing no disposition to
anticipate their future requirements. Michigan
and Ohio Xfo XX are now offered freely at 35(3)

40c, and even these prices are not apparently
the bottom. Regarding Fall California there is

a slightly improved feeling, which is natural
under the circumstances, the supply being very
small and choice parcels hard to obtain. A
small parcel of new Spring California has been
disposed of, but the terms were very carefully
guarded. The sales for the week embrace 15,-

000 lbs Mexican, at 14c; 25,000 lbs Fall Cali-

fornia, 13(2 16c; 12,000 lbs scoured do, 45c; 25,-

000 lbs Spring do, 14l(g20c; 12,000 lbs scoured
do, 56c; 1,000 lbs No. 2 Valley Oregon, 29Jc;
6.000 lbs Eastern do, 23c; 20,000 lbs Colorado,
15*c; 14,000 lbs Western Texas, 15@16c; 60,-

000 lbs X and XX Ohio fleece, 41c; 10,000 lbs

quarter-blood combing do, 40c; 1,500 lbs coarse
washed Western do, 43c; 2,000 lbs scoured
Western Fleece, 46c; 8,000 lbs super pulled,

2S(336c; and 1,200 bales Donskoi, 57,000 lbs

Fall California, 3,000 lbs new Spring do, 8,000
lbs Colorado, 45,000 lbs Oregon, 2,500 lbs

scoured medium Territory, 25,000 lbs Western
Texas, 3,500 lbs scoured do, 40,000 X and above
Ohio, 2,000 lbs No. 1 do, 20,000 lbs X and
above Michigan, 65 bags super pulled, 125 do
combing do, and 160 do X do, on private terms.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at
noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articlss.

Flour, quarter sacks

.

Wheat, centals
Barley, centals.

Beans, sacks.

Corn, centals.

Oats, centals
Potatoes, sacks
Onions, sacks
Wool, bales
Hops, bales

Hay, bale9

Week. Week. Week. Week.
April 3. April 10. April 17. April 24.

42,372 IS. 229 67,610 31,101
73.721 94,050 109.522 28,710
12,230 10,806 14,255 10,24]

908 1.118 843 1,862
1,761 3.540 3,352 4,000
6.159 186 9.912 865
16,330 U.09S 12,657 6,239

617 720 1,033 718
607 1,575 4,528 4,373

20 64 1

1,267 1,436 1,506 1,370

BAOS— Bags are unchanged, but the trade

is firm and sales large. We hear of one sale of

l.OOO.OOO Grain Bags to a speculator at lljic

cash.

BARLEY—Barley sustains a slight decline.

We note sales: 700 sks Coast Feed, poor qual-

ity, sold at $1.05; 100 fair do, $1.07$; and 20©
at $1.10; 500 sks Feed sold at $1.07i per ctl.

BEANS—The small supply has achieved a
rise all around, as shown in our price list. We
note a sale of White Navy Beans at $4.

CORN—The demand is strong and prices

have advanced. We note sales: 100 ctls White
(very weevily) at $1.50; 212 do large Yellow
(weevilly) at $1.75; S5 do large Yellow at

$1.87*; 300 do at $1.90; 200 sks large Yellow
(weevilly) at $1.77*; and 85 large White
(weevily) at $1.90 per ctl.

DAIRY PRODUCE—Packing is being done
quite largely and the result is an advance on
Fresh Roll. The quality of butter now arriving

is as good as ever came to (his market, and is

packed with confidence. Some dairymen re-

port their cows not doing as well as usual in

amount of produce. This, we believe, is due to

the abundance of over-succulent food and will

correct itself. The large yield per cow may
come a little later in the season. Cheese is un-
changed.
EGGS—Fresh Hens' and Ducks' Eggs are

doing a little better, having reached 25c per
dozen for the best.

FEED—Corn Meal sympathizes with the

rise in Corn, and is now held at $40(341 per

ton. Hay is unchanged, having $17 per ton as

the top price for choice Wheat. We note Hay
sales: 30 tons choice Wheat sold at $17; 30
tons poor Barley at S9.50; a car-load of stock at

$8, and a boat-load do at $*.50.

FRUIT—The ships are beginning to arrive

with fruit from the Pacific islands. The
schooner Louisa Morrison, from Raiatea (Sand-

wich islands) brought 207,000 Oranges and
8.500 Cocoanuts. This is the finest cargo of

Oranges ever brought from the islands. They
are quoted at $35 per thousand. The Paloma,

from Tahiti, brought 270,000 Oranges. These

are quoted at $25 per thousand. Strawberries

are coming more freely, the receipts Tuesday
being 200 chests. Canners are reported to

have secured some at $5 per chest The com-

mon price was 87 to $12 per chest
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HOPS—The local market is still lifeless, and

we gain no news. Emmet Wells reports the

New York market, for the week ending April

12th, as follows: "We have to report a very

dull market. Shippers have taken only 235

bales, Brewers probably as many more. Prices

remain nominally unchanged. Without a re-

vival of the export trade we must look for a

dull dragging business.

"

OATS—Oats are still dull and sales small.

Prices are unchanged.
ONIONS—Good Onions now command §2.25,

and the rate is expected to advance during the

POTATOES—All good old Potatoes have ad-

vanced 50@62$c per ctl over last week's prices.

New Potatoes now bring 3(aj4£e per lb.

PROVISIONS—There is a temporary scarcity

in first-quality Beef, and the price is advanced

to 8c per lb for the best. Otiier meats are in

good supply, and prices unchanged. Cured

Meats are active; the only change in prices is

the reduction of ^c per lb on California bacon.

RYE—Last sale of California at $2. 40 per ctl.

VEGETABLES—There have been three ship-

ments of String Beans, and they have sold at

50c per lb. Asparagus has now 4c for the top

price. Cauliflower advances to $1 per dozen.

WHEAT—The prices are generally 5c per

ctl larger than last week. We note sales: 1,000

ctls fair Milling sold at Vallejo at §2. A lot of

18,000 ctls choice Milling bought in the interior

for delivery here at $2. 15, and 1,200 ctls on the

spot at the same price, aud 4,500 ctls good Ship-

ping, at $1.95 per ctl; 450 ctls choice Milling,

at $2. 15; 1,600 do, at §2.12J; 700 good do, at

$2.10; 1,000 fair do, at .$2.07£; 600 weevily do,

at$2.02i; 157 do, at $2; 2,000 do Milling, on

private terms, and 2,800 do Milling at Vallejo,

at $2 per ctl.

WOOL—Wool sales are quite large, and

about at last week's prices. Northern free

Wools are coming in slowly, and place the top

of the market at 26c, although exceptional lots

may reach lc more. Some of the 6(gi8 mos.

San Joaquin is selling higher than the 12 mos.

clip. The price is regulated by quality rather

than the length of time between shearings.

Some fine Wool is arriving from the southern

coast. We note sales 200,000 lb various des-

criptions, 15@24c; 22,000 northern free, 26c; 15,-

000 San Joaquin, 6 mos. 14@18c.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.

BEANS.
Bayo, ctl — @5 50
Butter — <S4 00

Pea 4 00 («4 10

Red — is —
Pink 5 00 @5 25

Sm'l White 4 00 ai 25
Lima 4 00 iftii 25

BROOM < OLt \.
Old 3i@ 7

New 4J(rt 8
4 lil< 4 OBV.

California 4 @ 4

German 7

BAIK V 1'BOIkl n-.. ETC.
BUTIEB.

Oal. Fresh Roll, tt> 22i@
Point Reyes 25 <«

Pickle Roll, new . . 22J®
Firklu.old 12 @
Western Reserve.. 12J<a
New York — @

CUBES E.

Cheese, Cal., lb.... 11 @
Eastern -- (4
N Y. State — @
Oilroy Factory. ... 18 ®

KUUb.
Cal. fresh, doz.... 23 @
Ducks' 23 (a

Oregon 20 (*
Eastern 19 (3
do Pickled — @

f'EED.
Bran, ton 15 00 <tfl6 00
Corn Meal 40 00 ig-tl 00
Hay 9 00 @17 00
Middlings 23 00 ®24 00
Oil Cake Meal... 36 00 @
Straw, bale 25 @ 60

FLOUR.
Extra, bbl 12Jr36 50
Superfine 4 75 a>b 00
Graham, lb 3}@ 3J

l tcs.su HEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 7 ® 8
Second 5 @ 6i
Third 4 & 4j

A K

[wholesale.
|

Wednesday m., April 24, 1878.

14

Mutton 4
Spring Lamb 6 @ 8j

Pork, undressed... 5J(rf 6$
Dressed 8i(a 9j

Veal 6 @ 8
Milk Calves 8 \<ti 10

i.H AI.V ETC.
Barley, feed, ctl...l 05 @1 10
Brewing 1 20 (<D1 25
Chevalier 1 50 @ —

Buckwheat 1 30 t<? —
Com, White 2 10 iff! 15
Yellow 1 80 <@l 90
Small Round.. ..1 95 <g>2 00

Oats 1 30 -»1 40
Milling 1 55 'gl 65

Rye 2 40 (<* —
Wheat. Shipping.. 2 05 ig>2 10
Milling 2 10 @2 15

HIDES.
Hides, dry 15 @ —
Wet salted 8@ 9

HONEY, ETC.
Beeswax, lb 30@ 31
Honey in comb.. .. 14 @ 16
do. No 2 12J® 14
Dark i0(g 12i
Strained 7 «* 12

HOPS.
Oregon 5@ 6
California 7 C<* 8
Wash Tor 6 <w 7
Choice Cal 8 (<* 10

NUTS-Jobbing.
Wal, nuts. Cal 6®
do Chile 7 <a} 8

Almonds, hd shl lb 6 (« 7
SoftshT. 16 (g 17

Brazil 14 @ 16

Pecans 13 (f? 14

Peanuts 3 etc 5
Filberts 15 <<? 16

O.MONS.
Alviso — (g 2 25
Union City, ctl. . .. — @2 25
tockton.'. — @ —

Sacramento River. — (& —
Oregon — i<*3 00

POTATOES.
Petaluma, ctl 3 50 @3 62i
Humboldt 3 25 a3 50
Cuffey Cove — (cd —
Early Rose 3 00 vjo —
Half Moon Bay... — @ -

Kidney - lp3 50
Sweet — (g

Potatoes, new... 3 (ep 4j
POULTRY A CANE.

Hens, doz 8 00 (a 9 00
Roosters 7 00 (a'12 00
Broilers 6 00 iff* 8 £0
Ducks, tame 10 OO.rtll 00
do. Mallard — - ifp

Geese, pair 2 00 (eo2 50
Wild Gray. doz.. 2 00 w2 50
White do 75 ,gl 00

Turkeys 20 @ 22
do, Dressed 21 (5 24

Snipe, Eng 2 00 (32 50
do, Common — rti —

Rabbits 1 00 <gl 25
Hare 2 00 <s2 50

PBOVISIONS.
Cal. Bacon,H vy. lb lli@ 12
Medium 12 @ 121
Light 13 (<* 13J

Lard 11 Ifb 13
Cal. Smoked Beef 9J@ 10
Eastern — ^$ —

Shoulders, Cover'd 7J@ 8
Hams. Cal 11 ttt 11}
Dupee's 12 @ 12}
Boyd's 12 Ifv 12}
Davis Bros' 12 12J
None Such 12 (a 12}
Ames 12 <g 12J
Slavens & Mansur llj[(a 12
WhiMaaer 12 @ 12}

SEEDS.
Alfalfa 5 <8> 12
Cauary 6 (eft 8
Clover, Red 16 @ 18
White 50 @ 55

Cotton 6 <a 10
Flaxseed 3J(o0 —
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 i$v —
Perennial 35 @ —

Millet 10 @ 12
Mustard, White... 8 @ -j
Brown 2J<g 3

Rape 3 (i* 4
Ky Blue Grass 20 (» —
2d quality 18 @ —

Sweet V Grass 1 00 (a —
Orchard 25 30
Red Top 61 @ —
Hungarian 8 @ 8
Lawn , 50 @ 1^
Mesquit — @ lg
Timothy 9 @ 9

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 7 @ 7}
Refined 9 @ 9}

WOOL. ETC.
SPRING.

S Joaq'n,12mo free 19 (<tf

do 6 & 7 mo do 17 (*
Burry, 12 mo 16 (ft

do 6 mo.. 14 (g?

10 Scabby. 12}(rf>

Suutb.n Coast, free 17 (<£

do do burry 14 (ti

Northern, free... 23 <d>

22
23
18
16
18
21
17
26

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Sdtro & Co. ]

San Francisco. April 24. 3 p. m.
Leoal Tenders in S. F., 11'a. m.,'j9J«'100. Silver 1.75@

2.00. Gold in New York, lOOj.

Gold Bars, 890(<t310. Silver Bars, 8@15 $ cent, dis-
count.
Exchange on Now York, i%; on London baukers, 49@

49}. Commercial, 50; Paris, rive francs $ dollar; Mexican
dollars, 95.

London CousoU 94 12-16; Bonds, 105L
Quicksilver in S. P.. by the flask, V lb, 46@47}o.

fWHOLBSALB. ]

Wednesday m., April 24. 1878

FBHIT MARKET.
Apples, box 4 00 @ 5 00
Bananas, bnch.. 2 50 @ 3 50
Cocoanuts. 100. . 6 00 @
Limes, Mex 15 00 (»18 00

do, Cal 9 00 @10 00
Lemons, Cal M.20 00 @25 00

Sicily, bx 9 00 @10 00
Oranges, Mex,
M 17 00 (S35 00
Tahiti @
Cal 17 00 @35 00

Pears, box &— —
Pineapples, doz. 6 00 (S 7 00
Sfwberries, ch'st 7 00 (*12 00

DBIED FBI IT.
7{

12i
24:

10

7

Apples, tb 5}@
Apricots 10 @
Citron 23 (§
Dates.
Figs. Black..
White....

Peaches
Pears
Plums.

9 i

4 <g
6 <a

8 @
4 O
3 <a

Pitted 12}@

Prunes 14 @ 16
Raisins. CaL bx 1 00 @ 1 62
do. Halves. .. 1 50 @ 2 00
do, Quarters. 1 50 <a 2 50
Blowers' 2 75 (a

Malaga 2 75 C* 3 00
Zante Currants. . 8 (» 10

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, tb... 4 @ —
Ueets, ctl 2 00 @
Beans, String. . . 50 @ —
Cabbage, 100 lbs 1 00 ® 1 25
Carrots, ctl 62}<a 75
Cauliflower, doz 1 00
Garlic, New, tb.

Green Peas
Lettuce, doz
Parsnips, lb

Horseradish
Rhubarb
Squash, Marrow

fat, tn 15 00 (930 00
Tomatoes 20 @ —
Turnips, ctl 1 50 @— —
White 50 @

H<a 2
3 (5 i
10 @
2 @
5 <a>— 6

2}® 4}

LEATHER.
fWHOLESALE. I

Wednesday m.. April 24. 1378.

Sole Leather, heavy, lb 26 @ 29

Light 22 <a 24

Jodob 8 Kil., doz 48 00 @50 00
11 to 13 Kil 65 00 (g76 00

14 to 19 Kil 80 00 «f!l0 00

Second Choice, 11 to 16 Kil 55 00 @70 00

Cornellian, 12 to 16 Kil 57 00 (<*G7 00
Females, 12 to 13 Kil 63 00 @67 00

14 to 16 Kil 71 00 C«76 50

Simon Ullmo, Females, 12 to 13 Kil 58 00 <«r,2 00

14 to 15 Kil 66 00 ("70 00

16 to 17 Kil 72 00 («74 00

Simon, 18 Kil 61 00 #63 00

20 Kil 65 00 (§67 00

24 Kil 72 00 @74 00

Robert Calf, 7 and 9 Kil 35 00 @40 00

Kips. French, lb 1 00 @ 1 35

Cal. doz 40 00 @60 00

French Sheep, all colors 8 00 @15 00
Eastern Calf lor Backs, lb 1 00 (3 1 25
Sheep Roans for Topping, all colors, doz 9 00 i((U 00

For Linings 5 50 (a 10 5

Cal. Russet Sheep Linings 1 75 («• 4 50

Boot Legs, French Calf, pair 4 00 @
Good French Calf 4 00 (ft 4 71

Best Jodot Calf 5 00 V 5 26

Leather, Harness, lb 35 (rf 38

Fair Bridle, doz 48 00 ("72 00

Skirting, lb 33 (A 37

Welt, doz 30 00 («50 00

Buff, ft 18 W 20

Wax Side 17 @ 18

LUMBER.
Wednesday m., April 17, 1878.

CAB<i<» TBICES OF
BEDWOOD.

Rough, M 13 00
Refuse 9 00
Clear 23 00
Clear Refuse 13 00

Rustic 23 50
Refuse 18 00

Surfaced 20 00
Refuse 14 00

Flooring 20 00
Refuse 12 00

Beaded Flooring 23 00
Refuse 13 00

Half-inch Siding 16 00
Refuse 14 00

Half-inch Surfaced 20 00!

Refuse 14 00!

Half-inch Battens 16 00
Pickets, Rough 11 00
Rough, Pointed 12 50
Fancy, Pointed 18 00

Shingles 1 75

111.11 SOUND Pl.VE.
RETAIL price.

Rough, M 18 00
Fencing 18 00
Flooring and Step 28 00
Narrow 30 00
2d quality 25 00

Laths 3 50
Furring, lineal ft 3

BEDW4>OD.
RETAIL PRICE.

Rough, M 18 00
Refuse 14 00

Pickets, Rough 15 00
Pointed 16 00
Fancy 22 50

Siding 20 50
Surfaced & Long Beaded30 00
Flooring 30 00

P.efuse 22 50
Half-inch Surfaced 30 00
Rustic, No. 1 30 00
Battens, lineal ft

Shingle*, M 2 00

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.

Wednesday m., April 21, 1878.

Butter, California
Choice, lb

Cheese
Eastern

Lard, Cal
Eastern

Flour ex. lam, bbl8
Corn Meal, lb

Sugar, wh. crshd
Light Brown

Coffee. Green
Tea, Fine Black...
FiueBt Japan

Candles, Admt'e.

.

Soap. Cal

25 a
18 @
25 m
18 («
20 ®
00 (nil

2i«*
12M<r

8 @
23 m
50 (nl

55 (nl

15 @
7 «*

iRice
Yeast Pwdr. doz . . 1

Can'd Oysters doz2
Syrup, S F Gold n
Dried Apples, lb .

.

Ger. Prunes
Figs, Cal
Peaches

Oils, Kerosene
Wines, Old Port. ..3

French Claret 1

Cal. doz bot 3
Whisky, O K, gal. .3

French Brandy 4

8 @ 12
50 («j2 00
00 @3 50
75 (Si 02
10 @ 14

124@ 10
9 lit 15

11 vi 10

50 (" 00
50 (35 00
00 (32 50
oo m so
50 (35 00
00 (38 00

GREAT SLAUGHTER

IN SEWING MACHINES.

We are now offering for »ale, at $10 EACH, the

following; machines:

FLORENCE,

WHEELER & WILSON,

GROVER & BAKER
THESE MACHINES ARE

Guaranteed to be in Peifect Order,

And many of them NEW.

Parties in the country can have them packed and ship-

ped free of any extra charge. Address

WILLCOX & GIBBS, Sewing Machine Co.

No. 124 POST STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by

Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 500 South loth

St., Philadelphia, & 59 Gold St., Cor. Ann.N.T

MoCORMICK.?S

REAPER & MOWER

NEW IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1878.

Guaranteed fully Equal to any Machine sold on this Coast, and

Superior to any for Heavy Work.

For Sale by the

FARMERS' UNION,
of s^A-isr cross.

AS FOLLOWS:

Combined Reaper and Mower,

Single Reaper,

Prize Mower, -

$210 oo

175 00

105 00

Payable in Currency Sept. 1st. Ten per cent, discount for Cash.

E. HILLS, Manager.

TH0S. POWELL'S EL^CTHIC ELEVATOR

Thpfl. Pu wells Elec-
tric Elevator is the
most speedy stacker
in the worM. M<m-
y, time and labor
laved by the use of
his machine, only
>ne minute requir-
sd to unload the
argest header wag-
on. The entire loud
is taken up in a

center opening net with a portable derrick The load is

laiscd by horse power, by the use of tin's machine, high and
large stacks can be built of hay, straw and grain without
hard labor or wasting oi grain. The time occupied unloading
is so short that one derrick with nets will stack for one, two
or three headers, The success of this machine is well estab-
lished from the great sale and testimonials of the last two
seasons. Farmers or those wishing to purchase should not
hold back, but send in their orders early to b<* sure of secur-
ing a rig before the rush in harvest time. Orders for- ma-
chine or price list circular, address,

THOS. POWELL, Patentee, ) v„„w,_
Or H. 0. SHAW Plow Co., )

ST0< K1 Cal.

GRAIN THRESHING.

The undersigned, ail experienced thresher and owner of

a flrst-clasa eteam threshing tig, desires before selecting

his territory for tlii>< season's work, to correspond with
grain growers in any section where the grain crop will be

Large and threshing machinery not abundant. He thinks
that by thus inviting correspondence, he may take his

machinery where It is most needed, and is reads to make
contracts with parties who have grain to thresh.

I have to rent or for sale, a Hoatlley Wood-burning
Engine Address

J. W. RILEY,
Care Dewey & Co., '202 Sansome Street, S. F.

San Lorknzo, December (ith, 1877.

Mkssrs. Dkwky & Co. — Gentlemen: 1 received the Let-

ters Patent for my invention on the Sth inst. , and beg
to thank you for the gentlemanly and business-like man
ner in which you have dealt with me from the beginning
of my application. I shall always feel it a pleasure to

recommend you to all I come in contact with who need
Letters Patent. Respectfully, Wm. Dalk.

E. BUTTERICK & CGVS

CELEBRATED AND RELIABLE

Patterns of Garments,

— ANIl THEIR—

EXTRA QUALITY OF

Shears and Scissors.

Patterns Sent by Mail, Post-paid, on Receipt
of Number, Size and Price.

SEND STAMP FOR

Illustrated Catalogue of Patterns.

fc? We also ha\ e the Finest Finished and Best Make
of Needles for all Sewing Machines, Fifty Cents per

dozen. Address letters:

DEMING 8c BARRETT,

124 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Mining & Scientific Press Pat-

ent Agency.

la) Mining ami Suik.stihc Prkhs Patent Aoeni v was
established in 1»()0 the first west of the Rocky Moun-
tains, It has kept step with the rapid march of mechan-
ical Improvements. The records in its archives, its con-

stantly increasing library, the accumulation of informa-

tion of special importance to our home inventors, and the

experience of its proprietors in an extensive and long

continued personal practice in patent business, affords

them combined advantages greater than any other agents

can possibly offer to Pacific Coast inventors. Circulars of

advice free." Address, DEWEY & CO.,
Publishers MINING and SCIENTIFIC Press and Pacific Ru-
ral Press, 202 Sansome Street, S. F.—1878.

Pacific Rural Press,
A first-class lti-page Illustrated Agricultural Weekly,

filled with fresh, valuable and interesting reading. Every
fanner and ruralist should take it. It is immensely
popular. Subscription, $3 SO a year in advance. Post-

age prepaid. Send for a sample copy.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers, S. F.
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Nurserymen.

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of tbe most approved varieties. Also, Coffee, Cork Oak
Olives, Guavas, English and Black Walnuts, Magnolias,
Loquats, Butternuts, Small Fruits, Evergreens, Etc. Wt
have a choice stock of the Dtosp/ros Kaki (Japanese Pertim-
mem, of our own growing, an>t also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 41S California St., San Francisco.

Or JAMES SHINN, Nile* Alameda Co., Cal.

Skni> for Catalogue. Established in 1S52.

BAY NURSERIES,
OAKLAND, CAL

James Hutchison, Seeds-
man and Florist.

New nud Kaie Plants, Evergreen Trees, Oniaiuenta
Shrubs and Flowering Plants.

Res. Pinks. Fuchsias »"<• Germnletms *pr-

lull}. JapHUM IVr»iliiinon at Reduced Rates.

Blue Gums and Monterey Cypress; Hutchison's Seed-

ling Gooseberries; Bulbs, Flower and Tree Seeds; Vegeta-

ble Seeds. Hardy Climbing Plants, Conservatory Climb-

er*, Choice Plants for Hanging Baskets and Vases. An
mraense stock of choicest kinds at greatly reduced rates.

P. S. RUSSELL'S

Semi-Tropical Nurseries,

Riverside, San Bernardino Co , Cal.

100,000 Orange, Lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates. Cata-

logue on application. P. 0. Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,

San Bernardino County, Cal.

SPLENDID

FLOWERS
OVERI
1200
Disttiietl

_ Varieties. I

All Strong Plants, each labeled and delivered safely by I

m%il Largest assortment Loic prices We have been in I

business 24 years, and assure satisfaction. Our stock of I

SS^ comprises all desirable varietiesA

JsJ C s^ nod contains none but mature

I

plants. W» send purchaser's choice of 6 for SI, or 13 I

for 82. QuiW JTInHsifil H<m<UBook, Eent free, con-

1

tains name and description of each plant, wth inptnict-l

ions how to cultivate successfully. HOOPES, BRO. 4|
—IQMAS, Chirry Hill Nurseries. West C'e-ter, Pa.

L. M. NEWSOM,
Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist,
East Twelfth Street, near Tubbs' Hotel, Kast Oak-

land, Alameda County, Cal.

UAS FOR SALE KVEKY THINO DKSIRARLK IN TI!K

Floral, Ornamental Fruit Tree & Seed Line.

A large stock of Belgian Cimellias and Azaleas,

Monterey Cypress and Blue Gum.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet
Sop, (.rape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, choice Oranges, Lemons and Raisin Owpm; with manj
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive
catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

POMONA NURSERY ^r:nd
f

,

Bait Strawberries, nine inches. Raspberries, three inches
around. Ten acres yielded $4,338. Send for price-

list free. 40 YEARS Among Small Fruits, telling wh \i

and how to plant. Sent postpaid for 20c. , or free to every
vurchager. WDL Parry, Cinnarninson, N. J.

Seedsmen.

R.J. TRUMBULL* CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

SEEDS. SEEDS.

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

*. '"Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
will be sent frkk to all IYstomeks. It contains in-
structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc

R. J. TRUMBULL Si CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering
Bulbs and Garden Requisites of every' description. Cata-
logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS A: SONS, 31 Barclay Street, N. Y
|

IMPORTED.
Crosby's Extra Early
Marblehead Mammoth
Stowell's Evergreen
Mexican Sweet, New

Sweet Corn.

££SS» Yellow Flint Corn.

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel \

yeuow Globe Beet Seed.
White Sugar

)

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE ORASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MEZQUITE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEaD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street. - San Francisco.

Agricultural Articles.

SUMMER FALLOWING.

MYERS' GANG PLOW,
With Patent Dovetail Share.

This celebrated plow is offered this season at greatly

reduced prices to close baukrupt stock.

EXTRA SHARES!!
A full supply constantly on hand. For prices and terms,
apply to

LINF0RTH, RICE & CO.,

Wholesale Dealers in Farming Tools, No. 401
Market Street, San Francisco.

BONNEY'S PATENT
Adjustable Grain Lifter for Headers.

AU fanners who wish to save grain without waste in

cutting, should examine these. They can be run at am
inclination to the ground, as seen at 1) in cut. Are light,

strong and durable, and can be adjusted In l.
r
> minutes, or

removed in five when not required, by drawing bolt in

malleable shank R. Set of S for 10-foot header, (in put-
ting on which bore with 1-inch bit for lag screws) are the
cheapest and give the best satisfaction of any in use.

Parties can save additional the cost of a set in one day's
cutting, where grain is lodged or trinkles down. Price.

440. Also, Uraiii Belts, Header Sticks, etc. Manufactured
by

O BONNEY, 221 Mission Street, S F.

MATTES0N & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870
This Plow is thoroughly mado by practical men who

have been long In the business anil know what is required
n the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given so tiiat the tongue will pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action jf ; he Plow correctly. It has various
|K>ints of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
circular to

JMATTESON Sc WILLIAMSON,
8TOCKTON, CAL.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self Regulating. Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been In use on the
Pacific Coast in the towns
and fanning districts for
over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold
(and there are thousands of
them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal
of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them aud
shows their simplicity.
We are prepared to fill orders lor all sizes, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE. ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost

ing only t*i). that al

most any one can af
ford to buy one. It

'

so rapid, it will shell
almost as fast as a $4''

machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac
ity. It weighs only li

pounds and is simple
and durable. For par
ticulars, address

WEISTER Sc CO,

17 New Montgom-

ery St. , S. F.

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS.

One new Straw-burning Portable Engine, made by

Ransomc, Sims it Head, Ipswich, England This is a

very superior engine, sent here as a sample engine for ex

hihitiun; one second-hand Straw-burning Engine, 8x10

inch cylinder, (Rice); one second-hand Wood-burning En-

gine, 8x12 inch cylinder, (Hoadlcy); one second-hand

Wood-buming Engine, 7\10 inch cylinder, (Hoadley);

one second-hand Wocd-burning Engine, MxlO inch cyl-

inder, (lloai'.leyi: one second-hand Wood-burning Engine,

(i\I2 inch cylinder, side engine; one new Stationary En-

gine, independent cut-off, 12x24 inch cylinder. [The

Straw-buniing Engines named are froe from infring-

ments.
]

One large sized Rock Breaker, Varncy & Rix, size

9x1.1; one Wood Splitting Machine; one 30-inch cylinder

Russcl Separator, (with extra cylinder,) aud Lauffenbcrg

shoe- very cheap, on account of owner's death; (will be

sold with or without any of above engines.) Allot the

above second-hand engines have been in shop and over-

hauled, and arc in good working order Various other

machinery for sale. Purchase made on Commission.

Machinery repairs solicited. Specialty of Portable En-

gines and Boilers for threshing.

J. W. RILEY, (Box 2361) San Francibco.

FURNISHED HOUSE WANTED.

£&r'Wanted, a comfortably furnished house in the

country foi three months, commencing June 1st, for

which liberal rent will be paid and security furnished.

Address, with particulars,

C W. R., P. O Box 1123,

San Francisco. Cal.

DINING
The best

PAI APF THESE LABGE, FINE. NEWrALnvC Rooms arc cxcccdinglv popular,

p JT Q T A 1 1 D A II T "- evervthing on the tables.ntO 1 HUn«ll 1, Dinner furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F. fJWf
CENTS, from five to eight p. M. Visitors to S. F. should
trv the Palace

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

•lob Press for sale, will please address J. P., care of Dewey

& Co. , 8. F. State condition aud lowest price.

Lands for Sale and to Let.

FINE RANCH FOR SALE

LOWEST PRICE, $8,000.

The ranch is situated on the direct stage road between
Mendocino City and Cloverdale, in Mendocino County.
Forty rulle6 from Cloverdale, 20 miles from Navarro
Ridge and one mile from the Christine Postoffice.

It Consists of a Total of 2,000 Acres,

Of which 640 are secured by Government title and the
balance by poBscssory title. It consists of

150 Acres of Rich Bottom Land,
Which is adapted to the raising of Wheat, Barley, Oats,

Potatoes, Corn, Vegetables, etc., and will raise as large

crops as any land in the county. There is 1,210 acres

of Fine Rolling Land which is A No. 1 pasture land, and
capable of keeping 1,000 head of Sheep, or 100 Dairy-
Cows. The whole ranch is well fenced with picket and
post and rail fence, and has eight good buildings on it,

onsistiug of a good substantial and comfortable

Dwelling House of Six Rooms,
Two Barns, one of them 100x40 feet, and the other 40x40
feet, a Granary, Woodshed, Chicken House, and a No. 1

Dairy House, new last year. There is a bounteous and
never failing supply of good soft water at both the Dwell-
ing and Dairy Houses.
On the ranch is a large quantity of Redwood timber,

suitable for all purposes. There is a

Fine Orchard of Some 300 Trees,

Of the choicest varieties of Peach, Apple, Pear and Plum,
as well as a large quantity of Grapevines, Currant and
Gooseberry bathes, and other small fruit, There is 100
acres sown to Wheat and Barley, which is now up four or
live inches, and promises an abundant harvest in the
fall.

The owner has also about 40 head of Cattle, a few
Sheep, fi\e horses, 150 head of hogs, 100 Hens, and a large
supply of all necessary Farming Utensils, which he will
dispose of to the purchaser at very reasonable temiB if

desired.

The neighborhood is as good as could be desired, only
ne mile from to a store and one-half mile to a good

sehoolhouse, as well as one-half mile from a church.
The owner's reasons for selling are his wife's health and

his dislike of the business. At the price at which it Is

offered it is the cheapest ranch in Mendocino County, >s
the crop bids fair to he worth when harvested, $4,000.
taTTcrms are *-\000, one-half cash and the balance se-
ured by a mortgage at one per cent. For full inform:. -

ion. address

DEWEY & CO., 202 Sansome Street,

- SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

LANDS FOR SALE.

KERN COUNTY.
One hundscd and twenty acres; 00 acres in alfalfa; IK

miles from Bakersfleld. One-sixth of ditch sold with

land. Price, $20 per acre.

Two hundred and forty acres, 10 miles from Bakers

field; unimproved, with water right.

FRESNO COUNTY.
One hundred and seventy-five acres of land, at Bordsu

Station; 30 acres in alfalfa. 110 acres well fenced. Rail,

road station on the land. Chinatown on the land, paying

$400 ground rent. Price, $10,000; half cash, balance to

suit purchaser

There is a good Public House, good Halls, Barn and

Out-Houses on the land. The Public House is wsll fur-

nished. Address, on the premises,

JOHN BURCHEM, Borden,

Fresno County, Cal

Or J. B. CARRINOTON, Grangers' Business Association,

San Francisco, or Denvertoli, Solano, Cal.

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for saie in Riverdalc, Fresno County. It com-

prises 100 acres, I*. S. Patent, of rich button.* land, with
house and out buildings. Grass is green the year round.
Alfalfa arrows the year round without irrigation, as
water is but six to eight feet beucath the surface. There
is t tvo irrigation ditches running across the ranch and
three cubic feet of water per second belongs with the
>lace, and 42 small fruit trees and two to three hundred
blackberry and strawberry plants; R0 acres of alfalfa; SO
acres of barley, all looking nicely and a nice vegetable
garden. Bixta acres inclosed, three plows, one two gang
sulky, (John Deere,) and two single plows, harrow, two
number one cows, two calves, one work team, harness,
old bugury and two dozen hens. 'Hi*- ruuch is one mile
west of the Riverdalc jx-ytofflce. We have a good school,
one store and preaching erery two weeks of the South
Method ht. The ranch is 10 miles north and west of
Lemore, a flourishing railroad town; mile* due west of
Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, the county seat of
Fresno, and 15 miles from the Cent nil California Colony.
All the cro|>s stock and tools uieutioned go with the
ranch if sold soon. Price, $2,500. $1 500 gold coin dowu,
aud one year's time on balance. For further particulars
address or call on ranch.

DAVIDS. ORR, Riverdale, Fresno Co. Cal.

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery in a good location in Tehama county.
The owner of the land has the best of soil and plenty of
water, one mile from tbe railroad station. He wants a
good man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raise

all kinds of ornamental and forest trees. The owner of

the land wishes to take an interest in the proposed nur-
sery aud believes good sales of trees can be made. Good
men, experienced and trustworthy may address us on
this subject.

DEWEY St CO.
202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.
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A Book for all That Have a Garden.*®*

FRAGARICULTURE;
—OB THE—

Culture of the Strawberry.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON

Culture, Propagation, Management
and Marketing of Strawberries.

1878.

Illustrated with Photographs, representing
the average size of best varieties

Especially adapted to the
Family Garden.

BY FELIX GILLET,
Nevada City, Cal.

TABLE OF CONTENTS-
Fraguriculture; Description; Varieties; Selection; The

Soil; Preparation of the Soil; Manures; Time of Setting

Strawberries; Setting out Strawberries; Culture in Rows
and Hills; Matted Row System; Mulching; Irrigation;

Care of Plants after Setting; Propagation; Propagation by
Seed; Resetting; Exposure; Annual Varieties; Biennial

Varieties; Ever-bearing, or Wood Varieties; Bush-alpine
Varieties; Staminate and Pistillate Plants; Hybridization;

Forcing Strawberries; Care to Plants Forwarded by Mail;

Duration of Strawberry Beds; Mode to Perpetuate Straw-

berry Beds; How to make Strawberries Last; Spring
Work on Strawberry Beds; How to Raise Very Large
Fruit; How to Pick and Keep Strawberries; Packing and
Shipping; Insects Injurious to Strawberries; Maladies of

the Strawberry: The Art of Preparing Strawberries; Pre-

serving Strawberries; Medicinal Properties of Strawber-

ries; General Hints on Fragariculture; Explanation of

Photographs, and list of best varieties.

PRICE—50 CENTS A COPY.

Each photograpl represents a group of strawberries-
three to five—and not a single one, and is six inches by
four inches.

Note.— It is the most complete, practical, interesting

treatise on Strawberry Culture ever published In the

United States. Address

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,

202 Sansome Street. S. F

P. S.—Also, for sale by A. Waldtenfel, in San Jose.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President :G. W. COLBY.

Manager and Cashier,

ALBERT MONTPELLIEE.

Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States a

he best market rates.

A $1.00 Book for Every Reader.

THE ILLUSTRATED

National Pronouncing Dictionary
—OF THE-

ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
Orthography, and Pronunciation according to the best

English authorities, with an appendix containing abbre-
viations, foreign words, phrases, and forms of address
Two Hundred and Fifty Exohavinos.

The design of an English Pronouncing Dictionary is to

exhibit the pronounciation of the language as it is cur-

rent in educated Bociety. It must be admitted that of all

the expedients which have been devised to serve this im-

portant end, the phonetic is by far the simplest and most
effective. The orthoepical department of this dictionary

is, therefore, phonetical. The usual orthography of every

work is re-spelt in HUch a way as to show at once how it

ought to be pronounced. By means of this mode of spell-

ing, combined with proper accentuation and syllabication,

a correct pronunciation is cxhib.ted without confusing
the eye or perplexing the memory, with a long array of

orthoepic notation—an advantage of the utmost impor-

tance in any dictionary.

The generally accepted orthography of the languaage is

maintained throughout the work, and the definitions arc

sufficiently numerous for all ordiwary requirements.
The illustrative engraving—an entirely new feature in a

school dictionary— will greatly aid the pupil in under-
standing the given definitions.

On the whole, it is not too much to say, that this dic-

tionary meets a great requirement of the age. By reason
of the completeness of its component parts, the compact-
ness of its form, and the lowness of its price, it is sure to

command a very extensive circulation wherever the
English language is 8|>oken.

Price (post-paid,) 81. Address,

DEWEY & CO.,

Publishers and Patent Agents, S. F

SWEET

(toil

MAVY

\warded hUjheM prise at Centennial Exposition for

/fn« chnring wmttmm and excellence and farting char-

acter of twmtening and flavoring. Tho beit tobacco

ever made. Aa our bine atrip trade-mark is clo»ely

Imitated on inferior rood*. iee that Jnrkmn'n B«M &
on everv phif. Sold by all dealer*. Sand for aample,
fc©», to*0. A. Jacksow k Co., Mfrs., Pateraburg, Va.

U&BL WBRTHHHIMBR, Aff't«, Saw Francisco

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

The Strength ot All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge, U1 .

* 37 String measuring from center of tar-
get to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, shttTI3oo ISSS

°

f

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting1

,

Defense, or Target Shooting.
The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles

of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Ootagon barrel, set

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24
, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-
extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 80 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. 8.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines
blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

MANUFACTURERS OK

THE PATENT CHANNEL IRON WHEELBARROWS,

LU
UJ

I
CO

111

CL

o

o

13
m

CO
X
m
m
H

The Strongest Barrow Made. These Barrows arc made by Superior Workmen, and of the best material.
All sizes kept constantly on hand.

Lap-We!ded Pipe, all Sizes, from Three to Six Inches. Artesian Well Pipe. Also, Gal-

vanized Iron Boilers, from Twenty five to One Hundred Gallons.

Iron Cut, Punched, and Formed for making pipe on ground, where required. All kinds of tools supplied for

making pipe. Estimates given when required. Are prepared for coating all size of pipes with a composition of

Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

Office and Manufactory, 130 BBALE STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

THE KING PATENT PORTABLE ENGINE.
Awarded the First Premium at the Mechanics' Fair, San Francisco, 1877. Also, at the Penns>l\anii State Fair,

hcK'at Erie Penna. , September 28th, 1S77.

FOR ECONOMY, DURABILITY, STRENGTH AND SAFETY

IT HAS NO EQUAL.
Large numbers of them are now in use on this Coast for Irrigating, Printing. Feed Mills,

Wood Yards, Coffee and Spiee Mills, Pumping, Cheese Factories, .Smelting, Hoisting, Etc.

Sizes of Engines, Two, Five, Eight and Twelve
Horse-Power,

Eight and Twelve Horse-Power Mounted on Wagon for Agricultural Purposes.

it^-SENI) FOR CIRCULAR GIVING FULL* INFORMATION.US

KING & WILBUR, Nos. 250 and 252 Market Street, San Francisco.

In co)isc(jncnce of spuriou: imitations vj

LEA AND PEREINS' SAUCE,
which are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Pemus
have adopted A NMW L.IBEL, bearing their Signature,

thus,

« -»

which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCEy and without which none is genuine.

AskforLEA dr»PERRINS' Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle a-.d Stopper.

Wholesale andfor Export by the Proprietors, Worcester ; Crosse and Blackwell, London,

drv., &"c. ; and by Grocers and Oilmen throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO., San Francisco.

OK Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.

£i\J postpiid. GEO. L REED & CO., Nassau, N. Y.
OC STYLES OF CARDS, with name In gold, 10 cents.

&D J. B. HUSTED, Nassau, New York

GREAT ENTERPRISE

!

—THE—

Sierra Flume& Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills 1 Sash ar,d

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Plumes,

10 Miles Tramway,
157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses.

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and the
whole Coast can be supplied.

The Yellow Pin« is firm, fine grained and superior to
any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,
and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while
the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of
purposes.

Last year thirty millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions', fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial
work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost
for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at less than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large
quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Bed Bluff; Chico; San Francisco—corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

THE

PALACE RESTAURANT,

SAN FRANCISCO,

No. 218 Sansome Street.

It is not surpassed by any dining house in the city

The saloon is new, commodious, elegant and comfortable,

and all visitors to San Francisco, who wish good food

well prepared anil properly presented, at reasonable

prices, should try the "Palace." Being new, it is fitted

up with the latest and best approved cooking apparatus

and other tovteniencea for patron's.

Tip-top Dinners, 50 Cents,

Ire given from 5 to 8 o'clock P. H. It will pay yourself

and friends, too,) to go considerably o.it of your way to

visit and patronize this first-class restaurant.

ERNEST SCHNUTENHAUS,
J. M. WEBSTER,

Proprietors.

THE MAGIC COIN BOX,
Holds over $5.0O Of Silver coin,
in " Half Dollar*.

'

T u Quarter DoU
lars," •'Dimes," and " Jsickles."
Tho :

tbum

m
Tlit) merest movement of your
thumb pushes t he desired coin Into

your baud, and another ono
immediately takes Its placo
asif by magic. Makeschango
In half tho time with no dan.
per of dropping any. Samplo
handsomely plated with
KIGKEL SILVER, sent post
paid, 50 CtS- AgentsTrial

Package, containing 3 Coin
Poxes, for $ I .00* Agent**
wanted everywhere. Big Pay.
Postage Stamps token as cash.

HUTCHINSON & CO.
12 Union Square, N. 7,

Superior Wood and Metal En
jfraving, Elcetrotyping and Ste-

reotyping" done at the office of

the Mining and Scientific Press, San Francisco, at fa.

vorabie ra oh. Send stamp for our circular and samples.

YOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for
Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS. ,

Northford, «onn.

Engraving.
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REAPERS! REAPERS! REAPERS!
FALLEN AND TANGLED GRAIN Harvested with Ease and Without Loss by Using

"Walter A_. Wood's New Sweep Rake Reaper.
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Reaper ever introduced

badly lodged

on this

that it

Coast has met with the brilliant success acquired by the Walter A. Wood's. No Grain is so

will not cut and deliver it in good shape. Send for Circulars and Catalogues.

A Full Line of Farm Implements.PRANK IO R.OTHERS dfe OO-,
Corner Second and J Street, Sacramento, Oal. No. 349 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE AVERILL MIXED PAINT

Prepared Ready for Use, is the Best. Most Durable, Beau-

tiful and Economical Paint Known.

As is proven by the numerous Medals received over all other Paints, as well as by thousands <J

testimonials from those who have used and thoroughly tested it.

It is of Pure White and any Sliade or Color Desired.

JLS -A. HOUSE PAINT
It is the most perfect substance known, possessing unsurpassed beauty, great brilliancy of color, adher-

ing firmly to the wood, and giving the richest, most agreeable and uniform tints.

It is equally as good for inside as outside work; over old work as well as new; in fact where any
Paillt'Call be used the AVERILL PAINT will be found superior to any other.

Houses painted with it are distinguishable for years by their xnj>erior biiliiincy of jin'uh, over those
painted with any other paint.

Our Wagon and Machinery Paints
From the finest Vermilion, to the more common and cheaper colors, are njKCuilly fine, and being ready
mixed, meet the wants of the public completely. Every person owning a wagon, or any kind of ma-
chinery, should oecasionly give them a fresh coat of paint. It would add to the durability and appear-
ance of the articles a hundred times its cost.

Our Metallic Paint
Comes the nearest to being arlmil/i/ Fire Proof of any Paint ever made. For Tin Jion/t it has no equal,

it being entirely impervious to air or moisture— rust or corrosion is impossible, while its vso on shingle
roofs not only tills up the cracks and prevents the shingles from warping, so as to preserve the roof and
prevent its leaking, but its fire proof qualities are such, that a roof thoroughly coated with it is nearly
as safe from lire as if made of iron. This feature, together with its cktapntM, makes it most desirable
for warehouses, bridges, mining buUdmgt, ami for all purposes where durability and tire proof qualities

are desired.

Ask your dealers for it and take no other. Sample Cards of Colors and Price List mailed free on
application to .

California, PaintCompany,
No. 329 Market Street, San Francisco* Oal.
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Work of the Laurel Borer.

We receive from A. O. Carpenter, of Ukiah,

a specimen of California laurel wood which is

almost turner! again to the dust from whence it

sprung, by the work of a small insect called the

laurel borer. Upon the exposed surfaces of the

block there remains no trace, of woody struc-

ture; all is turned into a light yellow powder

and looks as if you could pinch it up like Hour

or snuff. By brushing the surface it is seen

that there is some wood remaining, but it is

completely honey-combed by the borers. This

insect has long been observed in connection

with its ruinous work with our native laurel

and has given the laurel a poor reputation, be-

cause unless means are taken to destroy the

larvre and eggs which may be in the raw lum-

ber, the insects are quite likely to pop out of

the finished surface of our furniture.

At a recent meeting of the San Francisco

Microscopical Society Mr. J. P. Moore made a

report on the laurel borer which will be found
of interest in this connection. He said: I

have been fortunate enough to hatch numerous
specimens, so that I now possess the insect in

all stages of its life. I discovered on the 1st of

January this year, the larva?, the chrysalis and
the mature insect. These 'I placed in favorable

conditions and have been able to study them.

I cannot say precisely at what time the mature
insect appears in our forests, but, in sunny ex-

posures, should say that it was some time in

February, or as soon as the sap begins to flow

in the tree. The mature insect, generally the

female, for protection, hibernates in the already

bored holes. From these she emerges in the

warm spring days and begins her work of pierc-

ing the bark of the young wood and depositing

her eggs. The egg is hatched by the warm sun

and the larvaa begins its work of boring. After

boring for a considerable distance, it chambers
out for itself a place and changes to the chry-

salis state. In a short time, if the weather be
favorable, the perfect insect emerges from the

chrysalis and makes a straight and rapid cut for

the outside. I do not know how long it takes

it to cut its way out, but I have seen one
bore its way into fresh wood and completely

hide itself in a few hours. Ou boring out, the

insect escapes for its work of reproduction, and
the wood or furniture, as the case may be, looks

as if fine shot had been fired into it.

As to the trouble from this insect in furniture,

I am quite certain that it arises from either the
intentional or careless use of lumber already

infested by the larvas. The puttied-up places

are the ones whence the trouble springs. I am
told, on what seems to be good authority, that

timber cut in the fall is less liable to its rav-

ages. In the course of my inquiries, I learned

that in several instances where the laurel has
been used in ship building, it had been shown
that when cut in the fall it had exhibited no
signs of insect work, and, in one case certainly,

it was known that the wood which was used
had been cut in the spring and had suffered

severely. This matter needs investigation.

In the case of lumber for use in furniture, I

have no doubt that the larvre or eggs can be
destroyed with a little care. I would suggest
that instead of the ordinary kiln drying by con-

tinuous heat, the lumber be subject to a moder-
ate heat and then allowed to cool. Let this

process be repeated several times, at intervals

of a few days, and I feel confident that all

germs, whether of the dry rot or of the borer,

will be thoroughly destroyed.

Apricots.—Mr. Rix, of Washington Corners
hands us a twig from an apricot tree which well
shows what heavy burdens our fruit trees are
assuming. A twig eight inches in length shows
20 apricots wedged in around it, each larger
than a pigeon's egg. How many of these must
be brushed away to meet Mr. Brier's advice to
have a hand's breadth between the fruit? And
yet to secure full sized and high priced fruit,

there must be generous thinning on nearly all

our trees this year. It seems cruel, but other-
wise we shall apparently have a mass of me-
dium and small fruit, which will not pay its

own fare to the market.

Rural or Suburban Dwelling.

The picturesque Gothic villa, shown in our

engraving on this page, is a style which is fast

becoming prevalent. It is designed by Isaac

Hobbs & Son, of Philadelphia, and is something

like numbers of handsome dwellings lately

erected around the bay of San Francisco, and
in other parts of the State. It is a graceful de-

sign, and the buildings which we have seen
in the same style are fully as handsome as the
picture. The shape and ornamentation of the

12 feet each ; C (on the left), chamber, 12 by 14

feet ; B R, bath room ; B, boudoir.

The floor above may be finished for a com-
modious attic, or made into two or three pretty

sleeping rooms. Any one desiring more explicit

information concerning the'design which we pre-

sent herewith, or other points on building, will

be interested in the business announcement of

the architects which appears in our advertising

columns.

Milk and Water.—Our friend who writes

on agricultural topics for the Record-Union, in-

advertently departs from his usual accuracy

DESIGN FOR A PICTURESQUE GOTHIC VILLA.

building comport well with rural or suburban
surroundings, and no one would think of build-

ing such a house unless he could give it hand-
some trees and tasteful grounds for its environ-

ment. This house may be placed on a founda-

tion of rubble stone well pointed, or upon con-

crete, or upon the wooden base which is more
common in this State. The superstructure is

of frame, and the roof may be of slate or shin-

gles. The principal rooms and hall of the first

Hoor may be finished with black walnut, or with

) when he remarks that "the more milk is

watered the heavier it becomes, etc." The
specific gravity of pure milk ranges from 1,018

to 1,045, according to extremes of all observa-

tions, when the water is 1,000. The average

specific gravity is about 1,032. The fact is

that the more water there is added, the lighter

it becomes, or, in other words, the nearer its

specific gravity approaches that of water. Al-

though our friend makes this mistake he is

right when he says that "the richer milk is in

First btory. SecoiiU. story

FLOOR PLANS OF GOTHIC VILLA

some of our handsome native woods. There
are new and tasty designs for finishing with the

natural wood, which are exceedingly neat in ap-

pearance and inexpensive. It is estimated that

a villa like the engraving can be well completed
with modern appliances for about $4,000.

The following will interpret the lettering

upon the ground plan, and give the size of the

rooms. First Story.

—

P, parlor, 14 by 16 feet,

with bay window ; D R, dining room, 12 by
20 feet ; S R, sitting room, 14 by 15 feet ; K,
kitchen, 14 by 14 feet ; H. hall, 6 feet wide ; V,

vestibule.

Second Story.

—

P C, principal chamber, 14

by 16 feet ; C C (on the right), chambers, 10 by

cream the lighter it will be." Cream ap-
proaches noarer the specific gravity of water
than milk does. For this reason milk which
has an unusual percentage of cream may have a
suspicion cast upon it by the lactometer, which
is merely a test of its specific gravity as com-
pared with water.

Quotation Marks.—A long article in Satur-
day's PokI on Woodward's Gardens is recog-

nized and indorsed by us as an interesting

commentary on lengthy texts borrowed from our
columns. We must suggest to the commentator
the value of quotation marks in such instances,

to distinguish between the text, the commen-
tary and the additions.

Our Editorial Rooms.

The editor thus publicly makes acknowledge-

ment of the indebtedness which he and the

readers of the Press owe to the publishers, for

a complete renovation and refurnishing of our

editorial rooms. We count the readers in the

indebtedness, because we really think snowy

walls, crystal windows, brightly painted wood-

work, and cleanly covered floors, must tend to
sharpen editorial points—whether they be of

scissors, pencil or brain—and the result would
be a fresher character to the matter which fills

our columns. Whether this will indeed follow,

the future only can tell. At all events, we feel

as fresh for work as a plow with a new point,

and as complacent amid our comfortable sur-

roundings, as the country youth driving to the
fair in the new buggy. All we lack, perhaps,
is about 10,000 calls from Rural readers, each
one bringing us fresh notes of whatever is do-
ing in the lines of development, progress and
improvement of agricultural practice. We are

ready for them ; in fact, we are as hungry for

visitors, as the housewife with a new parlor car-

pet. If they cannot come in person, the boy
will escort them up from the postofnee. Our
windows are clean, and now we are in full sym-
pathy with old Goethe in his cry for "more
light." There is one point which may be of

practical value to some of our readers who are
contemplating improvements of their abodes or

outbuildings. We have had opportunity to test

the qualities of the Averill mixed paint by
occular demonstration, and we do no thesitate to

praise it most highly. It has a body, a cover-

ing quality, and a beauty of finish which makes
our simple woodwork look like slabs cut from
the rosy morning. It speaks its own praise to

all who see it.

Heavy Shearing.— Messsrs. Severance &
Peet, Merino ranch, Niles, Alameda county,

have just completed the annual shearing of

their fine flock of thoroughbred Spanish Merinos.

This flock has become widely known through the

many first prizes which the animals have secured

during the last five years at our State fairs.

The flock also stands high among breeders, as is

shown by the fact that many of the best flocks

in the State have drawn upon it to build up
their excellence. The result of this spring's

shearing more than justifies the previously

well-established reputation of the flock, and
shows a steady improvement in the weight of

fleece, quality of wool, and length of staple.

The weight of some of the breeding ewe's

fleeces we give, as follows: 22 lbs., 21 do., 20
do., 26 do., 18 do., 23 do., 24 do., 28 do., 20
do., 25 do., 25 do., 20 do., 26 do., 24 do., 20
do., and soon—26 of them averaging 21 pounds
6 ounces. These ewes all raised lambs, and
some of the.r lambs at 10 months of age cut 14

to 16 pounds of wool per head. Twenty-five
rams cut an average of 28 pounds 9 ounces per

fleece, and individual fleeces ranged from 24 to

36 pounds. Many fleeces show a length of

staple of four inches and over, all of which is

the result of great care and constant improve-
ment in breeding, and proves, what has been

the experience of all breeders of fine stock, that

one can hardly pay too high a price for a per-

fect sheep.

Personal.—We had the pleasure last week

of calling upon M. E. Fuller, Esq., of Wiscon-

sin, at Frank Brothers & Co.'s store, on Market

street. Mr. Fuller is largely interested in this

firm, and is also member of Fuller, Johnson &
Co., a large and flourishing concern at Madison,

Wisconsin. Mr. Fuller came to this coast on

a business trip, and was hurried away without

seeing as much as he desired of our country.

He went, however, to Oregon, and was much
pleased with the business character of our little

sister Portland. He finds the business of his

I inn, both here and in Portland, in satisfactory

condition, and well prepared for enterprising

work in this active year. We hope Mr. Fuller

may come again at a more leisurely season of

the year, and make wide acquaintance with the

people of a State whose interests he is advanc-

ing by the investment of his capital here.
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Correspondence,

We admit , unendorsed, opinionsof correspondents .
— Eds.

The Malva Question.

Editors Press:—I send you sample of the

stalk of "wild malva." You perceive that it

is pretty tough and over half an inch through.

It was obtained under the following circum-

stances: On November 24th, 1877, I took this

with others, all tiny plants, from our almond

orchard. They had but just started from the

ground. I placed them in a grape box and wa-

tered them carefully; my purpose was to see

whether the wild malva grew only from the

seed or could be propagated from the stump by

irrigation.

On December 7th I cut them to within an
inch of the ground, leaving not a single leaf

growing on them. On March 27th (having
only the rains after January 15th, 1878) they
had sprouted from the stump and grown to be
plants 30 incites in hight, some of them the size

of the sample I send you. At this date I cut
thera down the second time to within two
inches of the ground, close enough to remove
all the leaves; they have only been watered
once since January 15th.

Now, April 23d two-thirds of them have
sprouted again, and from the old stump, not
from the root, as you see in the sample sent,

and I expect the others will yet sprout.
I have some of this wild malva growing in a

small Held of alfalfa, and the fact that it sprouts
from the stalk makes it a source of trouble, be-
cause the irrigation of the alfalfa gives new life

to the malva.
Now for the way animals eat it here. In a

pasture of tino grasses where the malva has
been started by irrigation, the cows left it alone,

only eating off a few leaves here and there.

The waifs and strays along the road, horses and
cows, whose appetites are not pampered, will

not eat it if other grasses are to be obtained.
They will eat it if nothing else is obtainable, so
will sheep.

I send you seeds of the "wild," as also of the
"tame malva." Simultaneously with planting
the "wild malva," 1 planted some seeds of the
"tame malva" tree, to determine its habits and
peculiarities, hoping thereby to find a "forage
tree." If the "tame malva" can be pruned to
any desired shape and will send Forth new
leaves in the summer, to replace those stripped
off by animals, it may be in some situations or
localities a valuable tree. I have tried animals
with the leaves of the "tame malva" tree and
find they eat them. I. C. Woods.

Mission San Jose, Cal.

Another Testimonial.

Editors Press:—The malva question is dis-

cussed by Mr. Lyon, of Ventura, in the Press
and shown in its true light. I ate my New
Year dinner at Los Angeles and stayed with a
friend of mine there neatly twe weeks. He is

in the pork-packing business and he does the
buying of the hogs for the firm, and of course
has to travel over the best part of the county in
search of corn-fed hogs, as they do not pack any
other kind. He has been, as I was, an old
butcher, and, as I wanted to see the country,
he invited me to go out with him every day.
He and I discusssd this malva question. He
was in favor of the malva and I opposed it. I
told him that was a very easy question to set-
tle, as I was willing to leave it to the dumb
brute and if he could show me one fat cow in
any of our travels that lived on malva alone I
would give up my point, but if he failed then I

should consider that I was right. He looked
every day but failed to find a single one that
was fed on malva alone that was fat, for all
there was malva two feet high in nearly every
field on the bottom land.

I came from Los Angeles to Santa Barbara
and there I found plenty of malva, but no fat
cattle, and the butchers there told me that they
were obliged to send to San Francisco for their
beef as there was no beef cattle in that part of
the country, for all there was plenty of malva
there two feet high. This I know to be a fact
and this proves that the malva theory falls to
the ground, as all the cattle that I saw were
PO°r- W. J. Prorsf.r.

Rocklin, Cal.

A Pernicious Weed.
Editors Press:—Your correspondent, Mr.

B. W. Orowell, has been misinformed regarding

the weed called malva, by some known as

"marsh mallow." For fear that some person
might be induced to cultivate it, I write to
add my testimony to that of Mr. R. Lyon in
the same number (April 13th). The weed has
no merit whatever as a forage plant. Stock of
any kind will not eat it if they have a choice.
It is the first weed to start'after rain, and,
whilst it is young and tender and the only
green thing in sight, a little of it will be eon-
sumed, but as soon as the alfilerilla and bur
clover have grown nothing touches it. In a
ear of scarcity I have known a Hock of sheep
ept on it for three weeks, that became so

weak that when it became necessary to move
them a short distance to other feed, numbers
of them died from weakness. The only good
thing I can say in favor of it is that, where it

makes a large growth it is a good indication of

rich moist soil. Our best lands are full of the
I

seeds, but as it is the first thing to start after

the rains, the rule among our farmers is to wait
until it is up two or three inches high, and
then plow and sow. 'Die grain will be up and
growing before a second crop can start, and the
malva does not give any further trouble. But
it is very troublesome in volunteer snd summer-
fallowed crops.

The tree malva is an entirely different plant
and stock eat it readily.

My advice to the farming community is, to

destroy the malva weed wherever it appears,

and not to attempt to propagate it. The mus-
tard is not so manageable, it does not start so
soon, but makes its appearance after the grain
is well started, and the only way to do is, to
clip it off or pull it up. WM. R. Olden.

Anaheim, Cal.

Notes On Stockton Manufactures.

Editors Press:— I spent a few days in Stock-

ton last week. While there, I noticed recent

improvements in agricultural machinery which

will no doubt be of interest to farmers in other

portions of the State where the Rural finds

thousands of readers. Mr. Thomas Powell has

made numerous improvements in his patent

derrick and nets for stacking hay and grain (of

which I see* au illustration in your advertising

columns), and is manufacturing a large number.

This is the best derrick rig for unloading and

stacking grain that I have seen.

The Lissenden Agricultural Works are manu-
facturing 13 machines for cutting, threshing
and sacking as they go. This machine is a
combination of heatlcr and thresher. It cuts 12

feet and the drapers convey it to the cylinder

(32 inch). It is worked by four men and I *

horses. Mr. J. C. Holt is the patentee; he
claims to cut an average of 30 acres a day.

I also noticed a friction hoisting apparatus to

be used instead of horses for hauling the der-

rick forks witli grain to the table alongside of

the separator. It is run by a belt from the en-

gine, saves one man, and gives the horses a
chance to get well rested for moving. It re-

quires a top-mounted engine for this work, such
as is made by Rice or Enright. Friction hoist

is old, but the application to threshing new.
Mr. Reynolds is fitting up a 32-inch cylinder,

Russell separator, and header to cut and
thresh. The power for the separator is to be
independent of the power propelling the header.

This strikes me as a better plan than that of

the Holt machine, which is altogether pro-

pelled by the concentrated power of Hi horses.

The machine takes the place of header wagon.
I will endeavor to watch the further progress
of this machine, and report at some future day.
As you have already announced in the Press,
the Australian government offer a reward of

$20,000 for a successful machine to cut and
thresh. That is worth striving for by Holt,
Reynolds, or any other man, of an inventive
turn of mind.

1 also noticed improvement in the Marster
self-feeder, which is now beiug manufactured
in Stockton. It is a very simple machine and
not likely to get out of order. One purchaser
of this self-feeder ran two of them on his sep-

arators last season. This speaks well for the
feeder.

Mr. King is engaged in putting his straw-
burning attachment on to wood-burning en-

gines. J. W. Riley.

Chufas.

Editors Press:— I have been considerably

interested in occasional articles which have ap-

peared in the Rural Press about chufa or

earth almonds. Twenty years ago when the

California Culturist was started, I was a sub-

scriber. The glowing accounts of the wonder-

ful productiveness and great value as food for

hogs, chickens and children, of the recent and

valuable acquisition of the department of agri-

culture, chufa, published in that periodical, in-

duced me to invest six dollars in as many
pound-, of the tubers, which I planted and cul-

tivated, in accordance with the best lights I

had. The soil was not a sandy loam, but good
grain land, which afterwards produced 30 bush-
els of wheat to the acre. The plant came up
indifferently, made a scant show on the surface,

and with careful harvesting, 1 secured, to the
best of my recollection, about a milkpan full of

the tubers. Neither the pigs, the chickens, or
the children exhibited any marked fondness for

the new esculent, and my own taste pronounced
it a poor substitute for the chestnut, which I

had such sport in gathering and pleasure in eat-

ing when I was a boy. I suppose I ought to
have given it another trial, but I did not.
Now, if Mr. D. E. Hough, then a resilient of
Oakland ( I saw his name recently in print ),

who exhibited chufa of his own growing at the
horticultural fair in "58, or Prof. Sanders, our
valued correspondent of the Rural, or " any
other man,'' has achieved any such results in

this State as claimed 20 years ago by the
editor of the Alabama Cotton Planter ( see Cal-
ifornia Culturist-, Vol. 1., page 223 ), or as repre-
sented by C. 0. Laugdon, also of Alabama,
quoted in the Rural Press of the L6th ult.,

will he or they please "rise and explain''
through your valuable paper. I think the scrip-

tural injunction, " prove all things, hold fast

! that which is good," is especially applicable to
agriculture, and if there is anything of value in

chufa for a California farmer, I want to give it

another trial. Chas. H. Coolev.
Cloverdale, Cal.

Seed Potatoes Without Eyes—Rain.

When will the savants decide the vexed

question of seed potatoes so we common
people will known what to do about it? Shall

we plant the seed ends, the butt ends, the whole
potato? Let those who have the spare time
and money experiment until we shall know a
little at least definitely upon the subject.

Two months ago I planted 15 hills of seed,
four pieces to each hill. Cut from the butt end of

potatoes, and with no eyes; each piece about an
inch in diameter and one-third of an inch thick.

They are now the best looking potatoes I have
growing, but this may be because I have
hoed them the oftenest. This lias been a poor
season for potatoes, and the experiment is worth
nothing, only as proving that potatoes will grow
without eyes.

Rain, rain, rain yesterday, rain to-day.
Farmers are getting almost as blue as last year,

when we had no rain, almost. Barley is get-

ting down Hat; hay already cut, is spoiling;

ground so wet it cannot dry; ground plowed
for corn, covered with weeds. I have planted
and replanted corn to have it again and again
partially washed into the ocean, to be again re-

planted; and I propose to continue thus unto
the end, if it takes me till Christmas. A farm-
ers' life has its hardships, so does that of any
other calling. With good courage, and perse-
vering industry we will eventually come out as

well as the average. I think we are rath< r more
given to grumbling and looking upon the shady
side, than those in other walks of life. Were
we to try a little mote to be happy, we should
not fail of success in the undertaking.

S. P. Snow.
Santa Barbara county, April, 20th 1878.

Squirrel Breeding:.

Editors Press:—I have undertaken a syste-

matic investigation to ascertain the facts about

the reproduction among ground squirrels, by

opening a number at stated times and keeping

a record of the results. The following is a copy

of my squirrel record thus far this month.

April 2d. — Opened two; found six young in

each.

April 4th.-—Opened two; found 11 young in

one, none in the other.

April 5th.—Opened three; one had 13 young,
one hail six yonng, one had none.

April 6th.—Opened four: one had eight young,
three had none.

April 10th.—Opened one; no signs of young.
April 13th.—Opened five; one had eight

young, one had 10 young, three had none.
April 23d.—Opened one; found 10 young;

all of the young were very small.

Mr. Cull, of Washington Corners, who makes
squirrel poisoning a business, informs me that

he has found 18 young in one squirrel. He
also thinks they are defective in the sense of

smell. If any of your correspondents know
whether the squirrel has more than one litter a

year, the information will be valuable to all

engaged in their destruction. Nothing but per-

sistent persecution wdl rid us of this enemy.
I. C. Wood*.

Mission, San Jose, April 23d, 1S78.

Poultry Yards at Washington Corners.

Editors Press:—Mr. A. D. Pryal and my-

self lately paid a visit to the poultry yards of

Mr. Rix aud of Mr. Threlfall, at Washington,

Alameda county. Some notes which we took

may prove of interest to your readers. We
found Mr. A. 0. Rix busy in his_beautiful gar-

den. Leaving his work, he showed us over his

well-arranged yards. He has a series of small

picketed enclosures, kept clean and well supplied

with food and water. The various labor-saving

contrivances denote the practical business man.

Mr. Rix has the Silver Spangled Hamburgs, the

White Leghorns, the Brown Leghorns, the

Black Spanish, the Houdans, the Dark Brah-

mas, the Plymouth Rocks, and some common
fowls. Me gives the preference for laying pur-

poses to the Brown and White Leghorns, and
the Houdans. The system used for keeping

the record of each lot is extremely simple. A
card, ruled for the days and months is hung in

each hen-house. The person who nightly

gathers the eggs, pencils the number in the

proper square, and this daily record is "posted"

every month. 1 give a few figures which I

copied from the cards.

Yard No. 3 contained January 1st, Brown
Leghorn hens. These laid in January, 112 eggs,

in February 128. March 1st, two more hens

were added, aud the 8 laid in that month 170

eggs. The product of 10 consecutive days in

April ran thus, 7, 8, 6, 6, 7, 0', 8, 8, 5, 7.

Yard No. <> contains 34 White Leghorn hens,

all young. They began laying late in January,

in February they laid 484 eggs, in March, 773,
and in 16 days of April, 377.

Mr. Rix has few Houdans as yet, but they
make fully as good a showing. The Plymouth
Rocks are also recent additions. We notice
with pleasure that Mr. Rix's experience shows
that thoroughbred poultry pay to keep, for
family use and for market.

Mr. Richard Threlfall joined us before we
finished our inspection, and we shortly went
across the road to look at his establishment.
He has long ranges of small yards, containing
in the aggregate 3,300 hens. His daily ship-
ment of eggs has, for some time past, averaged
120 dozen per day. His hens are mainly well-
selected young fowls of no particular breed.
The Leghorns, however, are beginning to pre-
dominate. They have all been well cared for,

given a large variety of food, and an occasional
wider range, so that they look unusually well.

Both Mr. Rix and Mr. Threlfall use a small
henhouse on runners for each yard. The frame
and runners are of light scantling, the sides and
roof of common redwood shakes. Indeed, this

style of henhouse is taking the lead throughout
this valley, as it is cheap, portable, and can be
easily cleaned.

Mr. Threlfall informs me that by careful se-

lection and marketing his fat hens realize him
fl2 per dozen; also that he obtains a couple of

cents a dozen above the market price for his

eggs, on account ot shipping them every morn-
ing, thus insuring their freshness.

The poultry and egg business of this section
is largely on the increase. Mr. Horner ha*
several hundred, almost every Portuguese keepe
all he can manage, and the foothills are filling

up rapidly with small "chicken ranches." Suc-
cess to every one. Chas. H. Shinn.

Niles, CaL

Perpetuation of Physical Traits.—M.
Lenglen, a physioan of Arras, has recently
described a remarkable perpetuation of physi-
cal traits. A certain M. (iamelon, in the last

century, was sex-digital, having two thumbs on
each hand and two great toes on each foot.

The peculiarity was not noticeable in his son,

but in each of the three subsequent generations
it has Wen strongly marked, some of the chil-

dren at present showing the malformation as
distinctly as their great great-grandfather.
M. de Quatrefages has noticed, a few months
since, a similar case in the animal kiugdom.
A six-toed cock having transmitted this

peculiarity to his descendants, it has spread to

such a degree that in the district where it

occured the ordinary five-toed variety is no
more to be met with.

3Heej» vid Wool.

Selling Wool According to Quality.

Editors Press:—For some time now—in fact

almost since wool became one of the recognized

products of this State—a distinction has been

made between that raised in the northern and

that raised the southern parts of the State, on

account of the constant occurrence of grease,

sand, burs and other extraneous matters, and

consequently southern wool has been and still

is sold as such, irrespective of its quality and

freedom from dirt. There is no doubt that av-

erage northern wool is superior to wool of av-

erage quality grown in the southern countiei,

but it seems unjust that all south country wool

should be classified as inferior quality on this

account. I think any one coming to this State

for the first time would be very much struck

with the unfairness of this system, as, fortu-

nately, agricultural and most other produce ia

generally sold for prices equivalent to its in-

trinsic value.

Now, here, we have exceptional facilities for

sending a clean sample to the market, having

the two-fold advantages of irrigation, viz: the

fact of being able able to glow alfalfa, and the

use of irrigating ditches for washing the sheep

before shearing; and yet—though wool raised

under such favorable circumstances would be

probably superior to the northern article—it is

branded as "southern" wool, and a3 such will

only fetch the miserable 12c. or 13c. per pound
which the demoralized southern wool grower is

content to receive for his burry article. Mr.

R. B. Tetley, in a letter headed "Selling Mo-
hair," in your last issue of the Rural Press,

said: "My system is to give what each clip

is worth, and to this I shall adhere." This

surely applies to wool as well as mohair, and I

think some of the more discriminating wool

merchants might adopt this system in the mat-

ter of southern wool with advantage both to

the producer and purchaser; for, as it stands at

present, there is very little encouragement to

introduce better breeds of sheep, and hence, a

superior quality of wool into the southern conn-

ties of the State. And I think, too, that if

southern wool were allowed to stand on its own

merits, that many of the wool growers in thia

and other counties would take more trouble to

produce a cleaner and less greasy sample, and

that the wool-growing interests, at least of the

southern parts of the State, would be materially

benefited thereby. M. R. A. C.

Hanford, Tulare County.

[Some remarks on this subject may be found

in our editorial columns.

—

Eds. Press.
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Alfalfa and Dairies in Southern Cal-

ifornia.

Editors Pkess:—Mr. Nadeau, of Los Angeles,

asks this question: "What profitable use can

be made of the alfalfa produced and producible

in Southern California?"

This question occurs without satisfactory

answer to our leading thinkers on the subject

of agricultural economies and to us farmers.

The question is of vital importance to the

entire commonwealth, to all trades, business

occupations, professions, productive and con-

sumptive economies, to agricultural and hoi ti

-

cultural societies, which are the bourses of the

tillers of the soil, whereon they meet to exchange

facts, thoughts, arguments and conclusions.

Mr. Nadeau ought to be less perplexed in the

premises than the average farmer, because he

has been for years under the necessity of habitu-
ally studying and forecasting on the subject of

forage, in its relations to the Cerro Gordo
Freighting Company, of which he is the chief

and which is, perhaps, the most extensive
horse-muscle transportation institution remain-
ing to the age of steam.

Mr. Nadeau is otherwise specially qualified to

reason on the subject of forage. To say noth-
ing of his grain fields in Los Angeles county,
rivaling those of Lankershim, Van Nuys and
Baldwin, of the same county, which, in their

turn, rival those of the Sacramento, Mr. Nadeau
is a producer of alfalfa and feeds it to cattle,

hogs and horses.

The question challenges attention. It is not
within the knowledge of any one person to

explore and develop the subject in its great
extent with all the fullness and accuracy of

fact, argument and conclusion to which it is

obviously entitled. An earnest, persistent and
universal interchange of information is the
demand of the hour.

The Relations of the Inquiry
It may as well be mentioned here that the

inquiry relates not to the qualities of alfalfa

as feed for stock. Its great value for that pur-
pose is now well settled. Its nutritive proper-
ties are only 2% inferior to the best English
hay. The alimentary elements of alfalfa are
more soluble than those of English hay.
It therefore has a wider range of utility.

A pig, at any weight over 30 pounds, thrives
on alfalfa, green or dry, especially if grazed or
mown 10 days before blooming age, which, in

summer, is from 15 to 18 days after mowing.
The pig at any age would starve on seedless
timothy, red top, blue grass, barley or wheat,
fed in the condition of dry forage.

A Dip into the Classics.

Alfalfa and lucerne are nearly allied species of

the genus Trifolium. Both are snail trefoils.

Both have long tap roots. An opinion of lucerne,
as to alimentary value, may be fairly appropri-
ated in marshalling the values of alfalfa.

Columella, who flourished at Rome in the
time of the Emperor Claudius, and from whom
has come down to our times the work entitled
" De Re Bustica," and the book entitled "De
Arboribus," puts opinions on record on the sub-
ject of lucerne, as follows: "Columella esteemed
lucerne as the choicest of all fodder, because it

lasted many years and bore being cut down
four, five or six times a year; because it enriched
the land on which it grew, fattened the cattle
fed with it and was often a remedy for sick
cattle.

" Virgil addressed himself to a congener of

lucerne or alfalfa, in celebrating cytisus, for
causing cows to yield abundance of milk, while
its flowers are grateful to goats and bees.

"Medicago or moon trefoil; legume lunate,
making barely more than one snail-shell

complete turn," are some of the descriptive
terms applied to a species of medicago, identi-
fied by M. Amoureux in the Mom. de la Soc
d'Agriculture de. Paris, for 1787, part 2d, to be
the real cytisus of Virgil.

"Medicago saliva, purple medick or lucerne;
flower stalks racemose, legumes contorted into
the form of a snail-shell. In some instances
legume so much convoluted to resemble a sickle
or moon-podded variety of medicago". Compare
these terms with those used in describing the
moon trefoil or cytisus of Virgil. (Jo into a
California field of alfalfa and see trifolium,
purple-flowered, racemose inflorescence, snail-

shell legume, long tap roots, and, one must con-
clude that alfalfa, lucerne, and the cytisus of
Virgil are congenerous.
Medicago saliva or lucerne is the alsasa of the

Spaniards, the grand trefle. of the French, col-

umellas, choicest of all fodder; the second
cousin of Virgil's cytisus and the first cousin of
alfalfa.

I am careful to mention cytisus as the cyl'mus
of Virgil, because there was another kind
known to the ancients, which was of no value,
at least as stock feed.

Theophrastus describes a cytisus as hard as
ebony; Ovid mentions one as a wild-wood
shrub; Dioscorides describes a cytisus as white,
hoary and useless, to which Hyginus also re-
ferred. Dioscorides, also mentions another
kind of cytisus, which Pliny mentions as the
cytisus of Dioscorides, and which was the com-
mon kind cultivated by the Greeks and Romans

as food for cattle. It was raised from aeed
This must have been the cytisus of Virgil.

The Alfalfa of To-Dav
My own experiences with alfalfa run parallel

to those of the ancients with their kindred
species and confirm, or at any rate strengthen,

belief in the similarity of qualities. My bees
hum among the purple flowers of alfalfa and
draw from them Hyblan treasures. The cows are
fatness and their distended udders overflow the
pail. My Angora goats eat, frisk and gambol
on it by the year; and discount Virgil's goats
without discounting Virgil himself, for that "re
liable and energetic" judge of goats had not
heard from Laudrum.
A cow was brought in from my band on bur

clover, too poor for a Sahara desert commissary
and with eye-balls as white as a leper. Alfalfa

cured this cow. It took six months. Columella
might have wondered why it took less than a
year. The farmers of to-day are enlightened
by the accumulated experience and wisdom of

ages, testifying to the great value of the genus
clover of which alfalfa is the most valuable
species.

If Napoleon had not used up most of the
sublimity of 40 centuries looking down upon
things, I would be tempted to exclaim to the
farmers of California: Centuries are looking
down upon your alfalfa fields with conclusive

testimony in their favor. Looking down not
from the stupid pyramids, Napoleon's perch of

40 centuries, but from the immortal records

made by the- most enlightened minds of an-

tiquity. And as lawyers patiently explore the
ages to imbue their minds perfectly with the
spirit of the rides of rights and wrongs, and, as

all other professions work the mines of ancient
experience, so let the farmer profit by their

example.

Cure For Clover Bloat.

I have been prolix on the ancient testimony
in favor of the alimentary value of Trijolium,

because there is a lack of appreciation of alfalfa

in many quarters. Some go so far as to de-
nounce it, because cattle and sheep have been
destroyed by it. If cattle or sheep are unac-
customed to alfalfa, and especially if they have
been on dry feed, there is danger of injury.

Green alfalfa is so appetizing that stock gorge
themselves, bloat and die, sometimes. Soda is

perhaps the best remedy for alfalfa bloat. One
teaspoonful for a sheep, one-half teacupful for

a cow, dissolved in water, and given by drench-
ing, is apt to cure. The cow 's dose given to a
horse with colic is an almost infallible remedy.
I have cured several with soda— never failed in

a single instance. A fine horse died last year
in Downey City. His feed had been alfalfa cut
too old. A post mortem disclosed balls of al-

falfa sticks.

Red clover, very popular everywhere, kills as

does alfalfa, but it is not rejected on that ac-

count. I witnessed the first opening to cattle

of the first red clover field ever planted in cer-

tain county of central Alabama. The next
morning three fine cows were dead of clover

bloat. I never heard of hogs or horses dying
of clover or alfalfa bloat. I turned a band of

nearly 100 cows on alfalfa yesterday. They had
nut fed on alfalfa for several months. They had
been on abundant green wild feed. No harm
resulted. Have pastured sheep, cattle and
horses on alfalfa without harm.

What Shall Be Done With the Alfalfa?

Evidently the inquiry in the premises relates

not to the qualities of alfalfa as stock feed.

The inquiry relates to the well-known national

capacities of southern California to produce a
volume of alfalfa vastly in excess of any pres-

ent profitable use, and this branch of the sub-

ject I will take up in my next letter.

John. H. Shields.
Florence, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

The Medicinal Springs of California.

From an interesting article in the Pacific

Medical anil Surgical Journal for April, written

by John S. Hittell, we present the following

extracts: Mineral springs are more abundant

in California and Nevada than in any other

equal area in the civilized world, and will prob-

ably at no distant time attract many visitors

and be of much interest to pleasure seekers,

invalids and the medical piofession. They are

especially numerous in the coast mountains and
valleys for a distance of 100 miles northward
from San Pablo bay (a branch of San Francisco

bay), about Mount Lassen, and at the eastern

base of the main ridge of the Sierra Nevada,
near the Oregon line. These districts were the

sites of great volcanic activity in a remote age,

and the subterranean heat comes near to the

surface now. At the Geysers large quantities

of hot stexm rise constantly from blow-holes;

and at the Sulphur Bank, near Clear lake, the
earth at a depth of a few feet is scalding hot.

Many of the springs are warm, or hot, are

strong with different mineral combinations, so

that when they shall have been fully examined
they may be found as valuable for the cure of

disease as all the mineral waters of the Atlantic

States and Europe together. As yet, scarcely

a score have been analyzed.

For the purpose of presenting in a convenient
shape such knowledge as is now obtainable

about the California mineral springs that have
been analyzed, I have prepared some tables, in

which the waters are classified according to

their predominant qualities, and placed along-

side of European springs which have gained a

reputation in the course of ages for their cura-

tive power.
The leading

Classes of Mineral Springs

Are the alkaline, with carbonates predominant;
the saline, with chlorides; the chalybeate, with
a good proportion of iron, and weak otherwise;
the purgative, with sulphates; the sulphur,

with an odor of sulphur, and without much
strength in either carbonates, chlorides or sul-

phates; and the thermal, which are prized
mainly for bathing purposes. Springs of all

these classes, save the purgative, abound in

California and Nevada, and probably after more
have been examined, purgative springs will be
found too.

The following is a table of the number of

grains in a gallon of the water of alkaline

springs. Wherever in that or the following ta-

bles, the quantity of any solid given is less than
half a grain, the amount is indicated by an as-

terisk. The quantity of gas is given in cubic

inches. The name of the chemist making the

analysis is given, if known.

CoNSTITl'ENTS.

Carbonate of Simla
Carbonate of Magnesia..
Carbonate of Lime
Carbonate of Iron
Carbonate of Potash
Sulphate of .Soda
Sulphate of Magnesia
Sulphate of Lime
Sulphate of Potash
Chloride of Sodium
Chloride of Lime
Phosphate of Soda
Total Solids
Carbonic Acid.
Temperature, F
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The carbonates of soda in the New Almaden,
Etna and Sanel, the carbonate of magnesia
in the Etna, and the carbonate of lime
in the New Almaden, in the above table, are

double, or bicarbonates. The Vichy water is,

for a large class of diseases, considered the best

in the world: that is, it is the best known as

having been effective in a large number of cases.

It is especially valuable in dyspepsia, disease of

the liver, diabetes, gall stones, gout and paludal
cachexia. Large quantities of it are sent, in

barrels and bottles, to distant places, some of it

coming to the shores of the North Pacific. The
waters of Fachingen differ considerably from
those of Vichy, yet are found effective in the
same kinds of disease. The Ems water is useful

in chronic bronchitis, granular pharyngitis
(clergyman's sore throat), and catarrhs of the

stomach, hepatic ducts, bladder and uterus.

When drank in excess it causes constipation

and inflammation of the stomach. It will be
observed that the New Almaden spring, sixty

miles south of San Francisco, has a close resem-
blance to the Vichy; and the Etna, in Pope
valley, seventy miles north of San Francisco, to

the Ems.
The New Almaden spring has attracted few

visitors. The Adams, which for several years
past has attracted more visitors than any other
Californian'spring that has been analyzed, is de-

cidedly inferior to the New Almaden or the

Etna". The last, at the eastern base of Mount
St. Helena, in a little valley surrounded by
mountains, with shade, game, beautiful walks,
drives, and abundant water, 18 miles from a
railroad station, is well fitted to be a favorite

resort for poor as well as rich invalids. The
Congress spring at Saratoga, 60 miles south of

San Francisco, might be classed with the chaly-

beates, though I have preferred to put it with
the alkaline. It has excellent qualities, but its

fitness for daily use by persons in good health

is doubtful, though much of it, after having
been artificially filled with carbonic acid gas, is

sold for that purpose. As an alkaline chaly-

beate I do not know of its equal.

It will be observed that in some springs car-

bonates are reported, in others bicarbonates.
Wherever there is fiee carbonic acid, most of

its salts are bicarbonates, but some chemists
reduce them to carbonates. Eighty-four grains

of carbonate of soda contain as much soda as

100 of the bicarbonate, and the other 16 grains

of carbonic acid equal to about lti cubic inches,

may be counted as part of the carbonic acid gas.

The following are the leading chalybeate and
thermal springs of Europe and California:

i lonstltuenta.

Carb. Soda
Cai b. Magneaia
Garb. Lime
Carb. Iron
Sulphate of Soda.

.

Suiphate of Potash.
Chlo. Sodium
Ohio. Lime
Chlo. Magnesia
Total s.ilids

Carb. Acid
Temperature

= S
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I 25
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II 1

1

1

21

5
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82"'-89°

The carbonates of soda in the Napa, Ceyser,
and Skaggs, and the carbonate of magnesia in

the (Jeyser and Skaggs springs are double or bi-

carbonates.
The best chalybeate springs of Europe are

those of Swalbach and Spa. The former, be-
sides the component parts mentioned in the
table, has traces of phosphate and borate of

soda, and carbonate of magnesia, of which the
last two are regarded as inert, and the former
as of little effect. The chalybeate waters are

prized as remedies for anemia, chlorosis, and all

diseases curable by mild tonics. Cheltenham,
called the best chalybeate of England, has
three grains of carbonate of iron, and 129 of

sulphates of magnesia and soda, and 330 of

chloride of sodium, to the gallon, so that the
purgative and saline qualities are far stronger
than the chalybeate.

The Skaggs and Geyser springs have very
good qualities, but I regard the Napa soda as

best chalybeate water known. It has more iron

than any other springs the analysis of which I

have seen. It has little inert material, and its

active salts are good in their kind, amount and
proportion. The quantity of carbonic acid gas
is not reported, but it is abundant. The spring
is covered by a copper vessel, into which the
gas escapes, and from which it is pumped into a
machine, which again forces it into the water
before bottling. About 720,000 bottles of it

(equal to 45,000 gallons) are sold annually in

San Francisco, where it is consumed largely as

a pleasant beverage, and a check upon the after

effects of distilled and fermented liquors. The
spring is situated about 35 miles north of San
Francisco, and 1,000 feet above the sea, on the
western slope of the mountain ridge east of

Napa valley, commanding an extensive and
charming view. The place has many advan-
tages for the fashionable pleasure resort which
it will in time become. It is not yet prepared
for the general reception of visitors, though
many go there. A chalybeate spring at the

Geysers, 100 miles north of San Francis'co (but

which one of the hundred springs at the
Geysers, the proprietor of the place does not
know), has excellent chalybeate water, fully

equal, I think, to either Schwalbach or Spa.

The presence of a small quantity of sulphate of

soda in the three chalybeate springs of Califor-

nia above given, is an advantage over their

European rivals. There is suspicious similiarty

in the figures of the Skaggs and Geyser springs.

The most noted European thermal springs,

that is, warm without any strong mineral char-

acter, are Gastein and Schlangenbad. The
former has a repute for curing paralysis, chronic

rheumatism, and certain forms of weakness;
the latter for skin diseases, rheumatism, gout,

hysteria, and erethism of the nervous system.

The Calistoga water bears a close resemblance

to them, and is doubtless equally good for

drinking, while for bathing, on account of its

larger proportion of chlorides of sodium and
lime, it should be better. It will be observed
that Vichy, which is drank in large quantities,

has twice as much chloride of lime as Calistoga.

The temperature is also better than that at

Schlangenbad, and has very nearly the best de-

gree of warmth for a thermal spring.

The following are the

Leading Sulphur Springs:

Constituent*.

Carbonate of Soda
Magnesia
Lime
Iron
Sulphate of Soda
Magnesia
Lime
Potash
Alumina
Sulpburet of Sodium . .

.

Chloride of Sodium...,
Lime
Magnesia
Total Solids
Carbonic Acid
Sulphureted Hydrogen

.

Temperature
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The carbonates of soda and magnesia in Paso
Robles spring No, 1, are double or bicarbonates.

Aix-la-Chapelle is noted for the cure of

chronic rheumatism and diseases of the skin;

Aix-les Bairns for chronic rheumatism, diseases

of the skin, syphilitic complaints and paralysis;

and Bagneres-de-Luchon for scrofulous and
syphilitic affections (for these latter the best in

Europe), postulous eczema, psoriasis, pityriasis,

ichthyous, rheumatism and old wounds. The
last spring is very weak in its mineral character,

and probably owes a large part of its efficiency

to its high heat and its extensive use for bath-

ing. Aix-la-( 'hapelle contains traces of iodide

and bromide of soda, and Aix-les-Bains has
traces of iodide of potash and sulphate of alum-
ina. There are also traces of iodine and bromine
in Paso Robles No. 2 (the mud spring), and
they give that spring a superiority for diseases,

and rheumatism resulting from them, over any
other yet analyzed in California. The White
Sulphur Spring No. 2, has (> cubic inches of

sulphureted hydrogen in a gallon; No. (i has 4
inches, and No. 7 a trace. These waters are

good for skin diseases. It is probable that if

the White Sulphur water were heated to 115° it

would be fully equal to the Bagneres-de-Luchon;
but there are numerous sulphur springs of sim-
ilar composition in California, and hot enough
by nature.

Adulteration of Boneash with Phosphor-
ite.—We read in Dingier'» Polytechnic Journal,
that A. V. Wachtel has discovered a large

amount of phosphorite in samples of boneash.
As this substance dissolves so slowly that it is

of very little practical value as a fertilizer, and
is especially deceiving, as it would yield to or-

dinary chemical tests the proper amount of

phosphoric acid. It can be detected by the large

amount of iron present, by the fluorine, also,

as well as by microscopic investigation.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for thi

department.

Tub Office of the Secretary of the State Grange is in the

Grangers' Building, No. lOti Davis Street, corner of Cal-

fornfa Street, S. F.

Worthy Lecturer's Visits.

Editors Press:— Sunday, the ISth, found us

at Roseville, ready to take the 4 p. U. train for

Wheatland, our next place of appointment. In

company with Bro. Gardner, we took the train

on the Oregon division of the railroad, and

landed at Wheatland at a little after five

o'clock. Bro. Gardner going on to Marysville.

and Bro. Jasper, of Wheatland Orange, meeting

us, we spent with him a pleasant night and

were taken to the Grange hall in time for the

10 o'clock morning meeting. On account of the

rain and storm of the night previous, as well as

continued showers, there was a great disappoint-

ment in numbers, hut there was no less inter-

est ill presenting the matter we had for them
under the rule of the Good of the Order. At
12 o'clock a Grange lunch was well served and
partaken of. The open meeting, at 2 p. m.,

was called to order by the Worthy Master,

Bro. Kirshner. He first introduced Bro. Gard-
ner, who, as Manager of the Grangers' Insur-

ance Company, was listened to with great atten-

tion upon the subject of the pa3t and present

standing of that institution. After this we
were introduced to a very respectable audience,

both in numbers and intelligence, and addressed
them on the coming Constitutional Convention
from a Grange standpoint. We were listened

to with wrapt attention for over an hour, when
others were called upon to give their views upon
the subject under discussion, resulting in the

organization of a non partisan club for Yuba
county, to take charge of the selecting delegates

to said Constitutional Convention.
From Wheatland, we proceeded, after a night's

entertainment by Worthy Master of Wheatland
Grange, Bro. Kirshner, to

Yuba City,

Where at 10 A. M. , on Wednesday, the 17th
inst. , the Grange was called to Order by the

Worthy Master, Bro. Hull, of Yuba City
Grange. Nearly two hours was spent in discus-

sing questions of immediate interest to the
Order, when a recess was declared for the pur-

pose of taking lunch, which proved to be the
enjoyment of a splendid harvest feast, as four
candidates has just taken the fourth degree,

with the conferring of which we were especially

honored. Here, as at Wheatland, Bro Gardner
gave his account of the Grangers' Insurance
Company, which greatly interested the audience.
At 2 p. m., the open meeting was called to
order and the Lecturer introduced, as at Wheat-
land, when for more than an hour we discussed
in detail all the questions of interest relative to

the coming Constitutional Convention, and,
after the lecture, committees were appointed to

confer with the Republican and Democratic
Central Committees to call a mass meeting of

the citizens of Sutter county, and, in a non-
partisan capacity, to select candidates for elec-

tion as delegates to the Convention, to meet
in September next. This meeting was an un-
usually interesting one, full of thought and
earnest work, with an expressed desire to se-

cure good, able and honest men to represent
Sutter county in the Convention. \\ e were
taken home by Bro. Walton, in company with
Bro. Chandler, from South Sutter Grange, with
whom we had a genuine feast on the issues of

the day. From Yuba City, we, in company
again with Bro. Gardner, made our way "to our
appointment at

Grand Island,

Part way by stage, part by sailing boat and part
way by row-boat, and no little of the way on
foot; but, by dint of perseverance, after going
many miles out of our way, we reached Grimes'
Landing, one of the places on the island whore
the Grange met. We were only destined to

find that we could not get a meeting, on account
of the overflow and continued rain. So, next
day, procuring a conveyance, we rode till noon
through the rain, overflowed country and muddy
road to Colusa, some 18 miles, where we found
Bro. Myers, who welcomed us most heartily,

and at once, after dinner, provided with a good
span of roadsters anil a most comfortable two-
seated spring wagon, took us some 30 mile3
farther across the plains, through the finest

grain growing country it has been our privilege
to ride in California, to Bro. Hugh Logan's
extensive ranch, to till our appointment at

Antelope Valley,

On Saturday, the 20th. We reached this valua-
ble ranch at a little after six o'clock, having
traveled through overflowed lands in part and
through fields of wheat and barley that promise
well for (i<) bushels to the acre. We were most
heartily welcomed by Bro. Logan and his happy
family, and after a good night's enjoyment anil

rest, were the next day taken some 10 miles
farther, to Antelope schoolhouse, to fill an
appointment. To both Bro. Gardner and our-
selves it was a great treat. State Deputy Bro.
Myers accompanied us there. We met not a
large, but good Grange, as shown by their
intelligence and earnestness in their Grange

work. We here tilled again our mission and
were duly appreciated by all present. It was
a most interesting visit and we hope good was
done for our glorious cause. The Lecturer was
taken care of by Bro. Peterson, and Bro. (iard-

ner by Bro. Logan, who all accompanied us, on
Sunday, to the Willows, to again enjoy witli us

a Grange revival elsewhere.
So goes on the Grange work -not dead nor

dying, but greatly in earnest to accomplish that

necessary reform in the agriculturists' interest.

B. PiLKINGTON, S. L.

Antelope Valley, April 21st, 1S78.

Another Account of Franklin Grange

Meeting.

EDRORS Press: — Wednesday, April loth,

"Franklin Grange" was honored by a visit from

our Worthy State Lecturer, Bro. Pilkington.

We had a closed meeting at 10 o'clock, A. H.,

and were favored with an excellent lecture

designed for the good of the Order. By a

unanimous vote the Grange adopted the senti-

ments of our Worthy Lecturer. We then re-

paired to the hall below where a table, laden

with rich and tempting substantials interspersed

with " Flora's " brightest and loveliest gifts,

was soon arranged to which we, with many
friends and neighbors, sat down "to refresh the

inner man."
The company then adjourned to the Academy

to hear Bro. Pilkington's public address. Wm.
Johnston, our Worthy Master, presided and
introduced our Worthy State Lecturer, who, at

once in a very impressive and forcible manner
presented to the audience for their serious con-

sideration and action, with reference to the
approaching "Constitutional Convention," and
urged the farmers, as it is perhaps the gravest

subject that will ever be brought before them,
to be wide awake and vigilant, and take care

that the agricultural interests are represented

by delegates, who are able, "honest and full of

integrity."' That there are and can be found
farmers competent for the work, we were re-

ferred to the "State Constitution," of Alabama,
characterized for its legality, justice and econ-

omy, drafted by a farmer and a Granger. The
subjects upon which change and ieform are

asked were presented so plainly and clearly

none could fail to perceive the need of them.
Bro. Pilkington paid a handsome compliment to

woman, recognizing her as "the peer of man."
The close attention and earnest faces of the audi-

ence showed the interest our Worthy Lecturer

was awakening, and we hope the words of our
worthy brother may have fallen on good ground
and "bear fruit a hundred fold." A unanimous
vote of thanks was tendered Bro. Pilkington

for his able address. Upon a motion by P. R.

Beekley, a committee of five was appointed to

call a meeting for the organization of a non-

partisan club at Franklin. That Bro. Pilking-

ton may be permitted to go on with his good
work and accomplish his mission — that of

arousing Grangers and farmers generally to the
"exigencies of the hour" is the sincere wish of
" Franklin Grange." S. G. B.

Franklin, April 12th.

Enterprise Grange.

Editors Press:—I have been a constant

subscriber of your most excellent paper, almost

from its infancy, and an eager and interested

reader, and will you grant me the favor of

printing this—my first article for the Press.

On Thursday, the 11th inst., Enterprise

Grange held a meeting in their fine new hall

about eight miles east of Sacramento. It was

for the purpose of hearing the Worthy State

Lecturer, B. Pilkington. The meeting opened

at II a. m. , and was largely attended, and ad-

dressed by I. C. Steele, Master of the State

Grange: Bro. Pilkington, State Lecturer; Geo.
W. Colby, President of the Grangers' Bank of

San Francisco, and I. G. Gardner, manager of

the Grangers' Insurance Company of San Fran-

cisco. At 1 o'clock t?,e company, numbering
about 400 persons, sat down to a bountiful

lunch furnished gratuitously by the Sisters of

American River and Enterprise Granges.
After lunch the Grangers proceeded to look

at the tine display of machinery provided by
the enterprise and energy of the several well

known firms of Sacramento, including Baker &
Hamilton, Marcus C. Hawley & Co., Fish &
Bro.'s. The Superintendent of the Sweep-
stake Plow Co., Mr. Hill from San Leandro,
was present to exhibit his celebrated Eureka
Gang plows. His plows have attained their

perfection and well-known celebrity through
his untiring energy anil perseverance.

It looked more like a county fair to see the
plows and mowers at work, the rakes, and hear
the busy hum of the sewing machines, than a
Grangers' meeting. In the the afternoon Bro.
Pilkington addressed a large and attentive

audience on the Constitutional Convention and
other questions of deep interest to the farmer.

In the evening there was a social party given
for the benefit of the hall. Church and Jones
furnished excellent music. A splendid supper
was furnished by the ladies of Enterprise
Grange. There were fully 300 persons present
in the ball-room.

We have gained such a reputation for giving

fine parties, that some of our guests complained
that our nice new hall is not large enough.
The farmers in this section feel jubilant over

their prospects of bountiful crops of fruit and
grain and overflowing granaries. And last, but
not least, I must mention the (irangers' Co-op-
erative store in Sacramento; it has been in op-

eration about four months, and so far it has
been a perfect and wonderful success, and will

continue to be as long as they sustain a cash
basir. It is not only largely patronized by
Grangers, but by the people in Sacramento and
vicinity. H. A. Parker.

Brighton, Sacramento Co., Cal.

The New Constitution.

Hon. (J. W. Colby, in a late address before

Nord (irange, made the following allusion:

1 believe the coming Constitutional Conven-
tion will be composed of the best men in

the State, and the true laboring men will

not be behind in reputation. The time has
arrived for sifting out demagogues, Kearny-
ism and chaff. If the results of the expired Leg-
islature, independent of Executive checks, was
to be the measure of the Convention, we should
have little to expect but to pay the expense and a
veto of its labors by the people. The old Con-
stitution needs but little repair other than re-

strictions upon the power of Supervisors in

debt-creating and money-appropriating powers,

stronger guarantees of equalization of taxes,

limitation of time for decisions of questions and
cases submitted to District and Supreme
Courts, with the necessary penalty; quadren-
nial sessions of the Legislature, except by call of

the Governor for specified purposes; general ap-

propriation trills to originate in the House and
to contain nothing but appropriations for ex-

penses of government. And also a constitu-

tional provision that all bills shall be read once
section by section before final passage. Taxes
should not be increased upon lands of settlers

on account of cultivation, or growing crops

without the adjoining uncultivated land of same
quality bears a like increase of taxation. There
should also be provision, that any person sel-

ling or purchasing votes or who violates a posi-

tion of public trust by defalcation, peculation

or otherwise—upon conviction thereof, shall

be forever disfranchised from voting and hold-

ing office.

State Lecturer's Change of Appointments.

Editors Press:—Finding that the appoint-

ments made for Plumas, Lassen and Modoc

counties for the State Lecturer to fill during

the month of May, could not be reached as

made, on account of the severe winter in those

localities, which has not as yet permitted the

stages to run on the public routes, they are

therefore changed by deferring them to July,

when the condition of travel will be such that

appointments can be reached on time. The fol-

lowing Granges are therefore hereby notified

that they will be visited in July next, and the

appointments for the same duly published in

the Rural Press and California Patron, and
will be reached in the following order.

Lincoln Placer

North Uutte Butte
Grand Island Colusa
Willows Colusa
Plaza Colusa
Fannington Tehama
Reading Shasta
Millville Shasta

Modoc Modoc
Davis Creek Modoc
Crescent City Del Norte
Kiwellatah Humboldt
Table Bluff Humboldt
Ferndale Humboldt
Mattole Humboldt
Cahto Mendocino

American Valley. . . . PluSNsHiMle Lake Mendocino
Indian Valley Plumas Potter Valley. . . .Mendocino
Plumas Lassen

j

Lakeport Lake
Surprise Valley Modoc Cloverdale Sonoma
Eagleville Modoc Healdsburg Sonoma

The above appointments for July and August
will be published in due time as to da}' and
date, to give ample notice to each individual

Grange. B. Pilkington, State Lecturer.

Election of Officers.

Cas-ioria Grant.k. H. W. (Well, M.; W.
O. Lewis. O. ; E. Reynolds, S. ; J. Wiggins, A.

S. ; L. P. Whitman, Sec'y; F. J. Woodward,
L. ; Mrs. T. Graves, C; D. R. Reynolds, G.

K.; Mrs. E. Reynolds, Ceres; Mrs. D. R.

Reynolds, Pomona; Mrs. H. W. Cowell, Flora;

Mrs. A. V. Vishu, L. A. S.

Christmas Grange.—Thos. J. McQuiddy,
M.; Wm. T. Famer, O.; S. H. Blood, L. ; M.
P. Traxler, S.; J. S. Urton, A. S. ; J. M. Pur-

vis, G; C. O. Buller, T.; C. H. Robinson,

Sec'y; E. Y. Bock, G. K.; Mrs. J. M. Purvis,

Pomona; Mrs. M. J. McQuiddy, Flora; Mrs.

S. Cotton, L A. S.

Grand Island Grange, Colusa Co.— H. D.

Strother, M.j Melvin Eddy, O. ; Jacob Myers,

Lj Thurston Thomas, S.; J. C. Wilkins, A.

S. ; James Hearn, (.'. ; John Welch, T. ; C. C.

Hicok, Sec'y; P. A. Earp, G. K. ; Sister Wal-
pool, Ceres; Sister Graham, Pomona; Sister

Jane Moore, Flora; Sister Strother, L. A. S.

Linden ({range, No. 56.—George Klingcr,

M. ; Thomas Wall, Jr., O. ; David Lewis, L.

;

E. B. Cogswell, S.; Mrs. M. A Lewis, A. S.;

L. A. Morse, C. ; C. Watkins,' T. ; Jas. Wasley,

Secy'; Mrs. E. I. Martin, G. K. ; Mrs. L. A.
Ferguson, Ceres ; Mrs. L. A. Morse, Flora

;

Mrs. E. B. Cogswell, Pomona ; Mrs. 0. Wat-
kins, L. A. S.

Lone Pine G range, No. 212.— I. P. Ritt-

gers, M. ; A. H. Johnson, O. ; Joseph Seely,

L. ; J. A. Rittgers, S. ; C. W. Johnson, A. S.

;

Julius Roper, C. ; John Dodge, T. ; G. Betts,

Sec'y; , G. K. ; Mrs. Mary McCall,

Ceres, Mrs. A. B. Rittgers, Pomona; Mrs. Delia

Johnson, Flora; Mrs. Augusta Lubken, L. A. S.

In Memoriam.

Cloverdale Grange, No. 63, Sonoma Co.,
April 13th.

Whereas, the All-wise Disposer of human
events, on the 6th inst., removed from this ter-
restrial to a celestial sphere, Doctor W. S. Liv-
ingston, a worthy member of our Order, there-
fore,

Resolved, That by his death, this Grange has
lost an esteemed member, his wife and son a
faithful husband and affectionate father, the
community a valuable citizen, the deserving
poor a constant friend, and the sick and suffer-

ing a skillful physician. .

Re&olvtd, That we hereby tender the warmest
sympathies of this Grange to his afflicted
family.

Resolved, That these resolutions be spread
upon our minutes and a copy thereof sent to
the Cloverdale Xetrs, the Pacific Rcral Press
and the California Patron.—Chas. H. Cooley,
Sec'y, pro. tern.

State Grange Master and Lecturer at
Oakland.—I. G. Steele, Master of the State

Grange, and B. Pilkington, State Lecturer, will
speak at Live Oak hall, 8th street and Broad-
way, Oakland, on Saturday, May 11th, atone
o'clock, on matters of interest to the members
of Temescal Grange and farmers generally. It
will be an open meeting, and all interested are
invited to attend.

California.
ALAMEDA.
Mustard. — Livermore Herald, April 24:

Only second to the squirrel nuisance in our
State, though easier to exterminate if the peo-
ple would only set about it, is the mustard
weed. In some portions of our own valley,

this plant will, in a good season, grow into a
regular tree, from six to ten feet inhight, form-
ing perfect forests, and, if not entirely choking
out the wheat, rendering it impossible to run a
header or harvester through it. The mustard
plant, if the proper means are taken, is very
easily eradicated from any soil. Many ranches
in Washington and Eden townships, which, a
few years ago, were overrun with the weed, are
now perfectly clear of it. The mode of treat-

ment is very simple, merely to keep the plant
from going to seed along the fences and high-

ways and raising barley instead of wheat or
hay. The barley is a rapid grower, takes a
quick start and crowds out everything else, the
mustard included. By this means the weed
can be entirely eradicated in two seasons. Our
farmers should take hold of this matter at once.

The present growth should be killed off, as far

as practicable, this season, and then a general
effort at prevention made next year. The weed
can be subdued if the people will but take hold
to do it.

COLUSA.
CRors.

—

Sun, April 27: The weather has
continued favorable for the growth of crops and
Colusa county has never had so good a pros-

pect, although the extreme wet weather has
not been so good, even for some of the upland,

as a more moderate amount of rain would have
been. The grain, or a great deal of the adobe
land, is thin, and has not started out as it

would have done without so much wet weather.
With a continuance of anything like good
weather, however, the grain must be very
heavy. There is much of the land adapted to

a very wet season, where the grain will be

extraordinarily heavy, and we expect to hear of

a great many fields turning off from 50 to 60
bushels to the acre.

FRESNO.
Quick Growth.—Expositor, April 20: H.

Zoella, of the Eggers farm, exhibited some
stalks of barley in town, Sunday, that were
produced from seed planted about the middle

of March. The stalks were headed out and
were over three feet high.

LAKE.
Black Fish.—Democrat, April 13: The lake

shore was never yet visited by such schools of

black fish as at present writing. So thick are

they that men wade into the water and gather

them with both hands. Gigging is the order of

the day, and it is no exaggeration to say that

one gig has impaled 120 of these fish in two
hours, and they weigh from two to three pounds

apiece. We cannot, however, think them good

eating, though the Indian* are glad to take

them off' their white brothers' hands. So plenti-

ful are these fish that along the county road

near Mr. Tucker's, Wm. Whitton, of Middle-

town, gigged three without leaviug the road.

The sport after a time becomes monotonous and

one tires of lifting them in on the gig, two at a

time. Three are often impaled, but the last one

on the prong usually slips off. The unsuaUy

wet season is the only reason we have heard

assigned for the presence near shore of such

multitudes of these fish.

LOS ANGELES.
Large Orange Tree.—I recently visited

the ranch of Messrs Wakefield & Barr, in Olive

district, about three miles from Anaheim, and

while there was shown an orange tree of huge

dimensions. This tree measures 45 inches in

circumference a foot from the ground, and

the year before last produced over 3,000

oranges. It is said to l>e about 40 years of age
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and bids fair to live many years more. I could

not help admiring its great size and fine,

healthy appearance. Two large pear trees are

also worthy of mention. Each of these trees

measures - 5J feet in circumference and bears

very heavily. There are on this ranch some

ancient olive trees, their large size attesting

their great age; while fig, walnut and other

trees are found to be of good size and thrifty

growth. This place is known as Olive ranch,

and on it is located the old Santa Ana house,

which still is in very good condition, and is

used by the owners as a residence.

CROP3.

—

Express, April 27: We are glad to

inform our readers that the grain in the eastern

part of this county and in the San Bernardino

valleys has not lodged to any extent. Wher-
ever it has been lodged between the Puente

and the Arroyo Seco, it is recovering very rap-

idly. It will all be in condition for machine

mowing with a continuance of fair weather.

The crop prospects wherever we have seen—at

El Monte, Pomona, Riverside, San Bernardino

—are excellent. A considerable area of wheat
has been planted along the foothills of the

mountains north of Pomona valley, and is said

to be in a very flourishing condition. In the

lowlands rust is feared, but the high land plant

will probably escape. San Bernardino will

have a very large grain crop. The fruit crop

will also be heavy. At Riverside small fruits

will be produced in very large quantities this

year, and the raisin grape will form a very im-

portant article of export.

NAPA.
The Fair.—Vallejo Chronicle, April 27: The

Stockholders' meeting of the Napa and Solano

Association was held Saturday afternoon, at four

o'clock. It was called to order and J. E. Williston

elected as Chairman pro tern. The following per-

sons were then elected Directors for the ensuing

term: John T. Dare, J. E. Williston, Stephen

Eaton, Luke Kelley, L. B. Abernathie, John
Wilson, Andy Goodyear, Robert Brownlie,

Wm. Carter, W. A. Fisher, John B. Carrington,

J. K. Duncan, W. P. Durbin, H. Connolly, J.

C. Wolfskill, John Neate, John Brownlie,

John Farnham, John Callender, D. W. Harrier,

J. M. Thompson. The Stockholders' meeting

having adjourned, the Directors met and organ-

ized by the election of the following officers:

John B. Carrington, President; John T. Dare,

Vice-President; J. K. Duncan, Treasurer; A.

J. McPike, Secretary. It was voted to hold

the fair September 3d. The meeting adjourned
until Saturday, 27th inst.

PLACER.
Editors Press:—The growing crops, increase

of settlers and development among the hills

around Auburn and Newcastle are beyond even
our expectations. Early sown wheat and alfalfa

are so rank that much of it has fallen down.
The amount sown exceeds that of any previous

year. Late sown grain will certainly make a

good crop. It is surprising to see the amount
of new ground turned over this spring, besides

fallow laud. I should judge we have gained
one-third in our farming population during the

past year. The fruit growing interest has cer-

tainly increased more than one-half. An enter-

prising spirit pervades the entire farming com-
munity. A goodly portion of our new settlers

are men of ability and experience. It is notice-

able that this new element has inspired new
life among our less enterprising farmers. All

are determined to grow at least their own fruit

and vegetables, as well as meat, butter and
eggs.—H., Auburn, Cal.

SAN DIEGO.
Wheat.— Union, April 25: The finest wheat

we have seen this season was brought in yester-

day by Kimball Bros, from their National City
farms. It is six and one-half to six and three-

fourths feet high, well headed out, and vigorous
in stalk. Some specimens of this wheat may
be seen at the Horton house; as also wild oats

seven feet high, which may be seen growing all

over National ranch.

SAN JOAQUIN.
The Coming Crop.—Stockton Independent,

April 27: At last the farmers on the West Side
of the San Joaquin have got enough rain and are

entirely indifferent about having any more. In
fact they would rather not have it rain than
otherwise. This is a remarkable state of af-

fairs, and has no parallel in our recollection, as

coming from that normally arid country. Grain
which was sown as late as the first of April
will make a good crop, and the entire crop
promises to ripen early. Crow & Smith yester-

day bought the expected crop from 160 acres

of land, to be delivered at Patterson's landing,

on the San Joaquin, June 20th. The price was
$1.50 per cental.

SANTA CLARA.
Progress of Salt Marsh Reclamation.—

San Jose Mtrcury, April 28: A few years ago
an English company obtained possession of sev-

eral thousand acres of salt marsh in this county
below Alviso, and set about the work of recla-

mation. Levees were constructed with tide

gates to shut but the high water, and then the
rich black soil was left to dry out. The summer
sun and winds caused the soil to crack open,
leaving great crevices several feet in depth and
from one to two or three inches in width. Then
with the winter rains the ground was plowed.
The rain leached the salt from the soil, and
after a few seasons it becomes productive, and
henceforth very valuable. The company above
mentioned, under the direction of Mr. John
Lillie, have now been four years at the work.
They have reclaimed about 3,000 acres of land,

a imall portion of which, 155 acres, they have

now in crop—in wheat, rye and barley. The
grain is doing nicely, and although not quite

as rank as grain in other portions of the valley,

it will nevertheless make a good crop. A few
years hence these lands will unquestionably be
the most productive lands in the valley. This
shows what can be done with these lands, and
the example is well worth imitating in other
localities. We have millions of acres of just

such lands in this State which will yet be re-

claimed.

SONOMA.
Fruit Prospects.—Healdsburg Enterprise,

April 27: The late rains greatly benefited all

kinds of fruit in this section. Peaches will be
a very short crop this season, the trees having

been stricken by a blight, which destroyed most
of the young fruit, especially in low grounds.

Farmers who last season neglected to destroy

the caterpillar nests which filled their orchards

are now reaping the reward of their negligence,

in the myriads of worms which infest their

trees. A sure way to exterminate th»se pests

has be\en discovered by a gentleman in this city

—he takes a piece of cloth or sponge saturated

with ammonia and holds it under the worms,
causing them instantly to curl up and drop
dead to the ground.

Planting the Maize.—Flag, April 25: The
rain of last week retarded the corn planting of

the lowlands, by rendering the ground too wet.

But on the uplands, where the previous north

winds had baked the earth it has been of great

advantage and will undoubtedly increase the

breadth of this cereal. This is the time gener-

ally adopted for planting in the bottoms, but

the delay cannot be disadvantageous, for we
learn from J. R. Truitt that he prefers from the

1st to the 15th of May; from A. T. Warner
that the best crop he ever reaped was planted

about the middle of May. The principle is this:

If so planted the ears will not begin to shoot

before our August fogs, and thus the crop re-

ceives aid from nature at the most important

period of its growth.

TUOLUMNE.
Railroad and Fruit Crop.—Editors Press:

In my last article from Tuolumne county my
closing remarks were as follows: "Railroads

will open up the hidden value of these neglected

spots of beauty"—referring to the foothill

region. Little did I dream then that the wish

was so near a fulfillment. Capitalists from San
Francisco, whose interests in Bodie and Aurora
demand a closer connection with business cen-

ters, have almost perfected arrangements for

constructing a narrow-gauge railroad from

Stockton to Bodie by way of Knight's Ferry,

Chinese Camp, Sonora, and across the Sierras

by the Mono road. Such an enterprise—if

carried out in accordance with present plans

—

will be a new era in the development of the

southern portion of the State. San Joaquin,

Stanislaus and Tuolumne counties will be

brought together in a net-work of iron with the

busy world on both sides of the high Sierras.

The results of such an undertaking cannot be

computed, as the region to be passed through is

comparatively new and full of latent wealth.

The timber is needed in Aurora, Bodie and
Bridgeport; also in Sonoma and the lower

counties. No better investment for capital

could be devised to do the same amount of good,

supplying a real want to all parts intended to

be traveled. The Yosemite will be within one

and a half days travel of San Francisco; cars all

the way to Chinese Camp; staging something

under 60 miles. Capital, when thus employed,

becomes of universal use and good, bringing in

a fair return to those who conceive and carry

out such vast enterprises; becoming business

benefactors to the human family. In conver-

sation with orchardists I find that the peach

crop has j suffered through the curled leaf—

a

something which follows wet seasons. In many
orchards only half a crop will be realized. The
plum is also affected in some way. Apples will

be abundant, which will give employment to

the fruit driers which are being established in

and around Sonora. Pears will be an average

crop; last season the yield was extraordinary.

Grapes will also please the producer. Baisins

will be produced by the drieis and must be of

superior quality, as our foothills produce the

very finest flavored wines and table varieties of

grapes. There seems to be a new departure for

a higher development of all our manifold re-

sources. Property will increase in value; a

larger area will be cultivated; the spirit of

enterprise will engender a wide-spread pros-

perity.

—

John Taylor, Chinese Camp.

YOLO.
Grain Prospects.—Mail, April 27: We pre-

sume there never was a better prospect for

crops of all kinds in Yolo county than is now
presented. The wheat is growing rapidly, and

the stalk, which was very tender from ex-

cessive damp weather, is strengthening under

the warm sun. Much of it is heading out, and

the indications are that the harvest will begin

early. The hay harvest cannot but be very

abundant, as vegetation of all kinds is very

rank. The earth is full of moisture, which will

make the clover growth rapid and heavy with-

out the usual irrigation. The grapevines are

full of bunch shoots, and promise an immense
yield; while the fruit trees have been burdened
with flowers, and so far no frosts have ap-

peared to destroy the expectations of orchard-

ists. Money is not very plentiful as yet, but

we notice a brisk revival in business which al-

ways precedes a bright prospect for a bountiful

harvest.

General Grant is in Venice.

Rainfall in Fresno County.

Editors Press :—Knowing that it has al-
j

ways been an object with you to give as full and

accurate reports as possible of the rainfall of

each season in all parts of the State, I send you

the following results for February, March, and

April, at two points inFresno county. For them

I am indebted to Mr. Geo. H. Stebbins, of the ;

Central California colony, and Mr. E. S. Russell,

of Borden, who measured the amounts in their

respective localities.

At the colony—between two and three miles

south of the towu of Fresno—Mr. Stebbins re-

ports for February, commencing the 4th, 2.53

inches; for March, 1.13 inches. He mentions

that the storm of March 18th was accompanied

with heavy thunder and vivid lightning, lasting

about three hours. Such a thunderstorm, you
know, is a very rare occurrence in our large in-

terior valleys, by no means averaging one each
year. Mr. S. being a late settler only began
observations February 4th. Mr. Russell re-

ports at Borden for April, to the 23d, 1.41

inches. This makes for the entire season at

Borden to above date, 13.05 inches. The paper
of Mr. B. B. Redding on the climate of Calitor-

nia, published recently in the Press and other
papers, is certainly valuable. But the casual

reader should be cautioned not to form a wrong
impression about the average amount of rain-

fall at Merced, Fresno, and points further south
in San Joaquin valley. The average of about
three inches for two years there given, is

much below the average for any 20 consecutive

years. Observations for more than two years

go to prove that the general average is nearer
10 inches than three. J. W. A. W.
May 1st.

News in Brief.

There were 93 deaths in San Francisco last

week.
The Pope will not quit the Vatican during

the summer.
About 20 persons were killed in Texas by the

recent Indian raid.

The communists of Chicago are said to be

buying arms in New York.
The Wenban mine, Cortez district, Nevada,

is turning out bullion at the rate of $12,000 per

day.

A rich ore discovery is reported to have been
made at Yankee Blade, three miles from Austin,

Nevada.
Nearly all the peaches in Siskiyou county

were killed by the frosts and cold weather of

last week.
The International Telegraphic Congress, an-

nounced for July next in London, has been post-

poned for one year.

At a fire in Coburg, Ontario, lately, a wall

fell in, burying a number of firemen in the ruins,

four of whom were killed.

The conditions imposed on Nicaragua by the

German Government have all been scrupulously

fulfilled.

Reports from the grain-growing districts of

Oregon indicate an unusually large crop this

season.

The Pacific coast delegation in Congress are

unanimous in opposition to the proposed revival

of the Presidential contest.

Three distinct shocks of earthquake were
felt at Glendale, on the YTellcwstone river, on
the 15th ult.

George V. Collins, foreman of the Alta

mine, Washoe, fell 300 feet in a shaft, and was
dashed to fragments.

It is reported that Secretary Sherman is

about calling in for redemption 10,000,000 of

the five-twenty six per cent, bonds.

Most foreigners who go to Guatemala remain

there, never being able to earn money enough
to get away.
Congressman Vance, of Ohio, has reached

his home from San Francisco, and is now thought

to be insane.

Germany, with a view to increasing her rev-

enues, will tax home-grown tobacco, to the cul-

ture of which some 75,000 acres are devoted.

The Tribune says the Hon. Beverly Douglas
habitually goes into the House of Representa-

tives armed as well as drunk.

England has a good standing army. "And
the stiller it stands," says the Czar, "the bet-

ter it will be for it."

The sales in the San Francisco Board, for

the week ending April 23d aggregated $1,780,-

000.

The schooner General Miller, is undergoing

refitting, and will be ready for sea about May
12th, when she will sail on a fishing voyage.

The American section of the Paris Exhibition

is filling rapidly, and it is thought it will be

little, if any, behind the others on the opening

day, May 1st.

Hans Jensen, a Dane, committed suicide at

San Diego, by shooting himself through the

head. He was a laboring man, 40 years of age

and much respected.

The cherry crop is likely to be large. The
first box of the season reached San Francisco

on the 18th, of April. It came from Briggs'

orchard near Marysville.

Walter Young, barkeeper, was garroted a

few nights since on the corner of Van Ness

avenue and Jackson street, and brutally beaten

|
because he carried no money.

Indians on Puyallup reservation are busy
clearing and planting, and this year will culti-

vate more land than ever before.

The talked-of fusion of the Republican and
Democratic parties for choosing delegates to the
Constitutional Convention is likely to prove a
failure.

A bill has been introduced in the Ohio Leg-
islature providing for the abolition of high
schools and of instruction in languages in the
lower grades.

The reading room for young women, started
in this city under the auspices of the Young
Women's Christian Association, is a marked
success.

The rainfall for the season has been, at Grass
Valley, Nevada county, 52 inches; in the more
northwesterly parts of the State from 60 to 95
inches have fallen. .

John Runk was hanged in this city on Friday
of last week. The knot was arranged in such a
bungling manner that his neck failed to be
broken, and he died from strangulation.

The Secretary of the Treasury directs that
all medical officers of marine hospital service

make use of the metric system of weights and
measures.
The prize fight between Joe Hearn and Tom

Haverly, occurred in a barn in Brooklyn, N. Y.
The latter was beaten and probably fatally in-

jured.

The late party of divers, under Capt. Win-
ant, returned from the wreck of the San Fran-
ctico with $16,000 in bullion, and five tons of

valuable ores.

A woman caught the high French heels of her
shoes in a railroad track near Meriden, Minn.,
and was held fast while a train cut off her legs.

Moral: Railroads should be abolished.

Judge Pennie has decided that unless a
copy of the act which gives landlords a lien on
the baggage of their guests for rent due is

posted on the doors of their rooms they cannot
legally seize anything.
As a means of settling the Mormon question,

it has been suggested that Utah be annexed to

Nevada—a plan that might prove effectual if

that State would consent to such an enlarge-
ment of her boundaries as would take in her
polygamous neighbor.

It is proposed, by a company formed for the
purpose, to build extensive floating sea baths at

North Beach, the house to have the form of a
flatboat, 340 feet by 100, the establishment to

be fitted up in the best style throughout.
A great northern loon was shot last week

at San Gregorio lagoon, 40 miles south of San
Francisco, and the body forwarded to Horace
Dunn, of this city. This is supposed to be the
first specimen of the species ever seen in this

latitude.

The people of Oregon are delighted with the
new steamer bearing the name of their State,

which lately arrived out from New York in the

short space of 57 days 2 hours running time.

She is the largest and finest steamer that ever
visited Portland.

John Gamage both shot and stabbed A. J.

Le Breton, a lawyer, in San Francisco last week.
The wounds are serious. Le Breton is accused
of shamefully abusing the confidence of the sis-

ter of Gamage.
The Workmgmen of Gilroy have adopted

resolutions opposing the formation of military

companies or vigilance committees for political

purposes, and condemning the use of incendiary

or communistic language.

Three thousand miners have met at Udding-
ton, Scotland, and resolved to demand an ad-

vance of a shilling per day from the masters of

all Scotch collieries, and if refused, to strike

work on the 2d of May.
The stamp of the Union Boot and Shoemakers

is being distributed to retail dealers, who before

receiving it are required to execute a bond in

the sum of $2,000 that the stamp would be used
on none but goods manufactured wholly by
white labor.

Wm. H. Vanderbilt has gone to Europe.

Many rumors are in circulation as to the object

of his visit abroad, one being that he proposes

to arrange for a new steamship line to be run in

alliance with the Central road. Mr. Vanderbilt,

however, says that his trip is one of recreation.

The gross earnings of the Central Pacific

railroad for the first three months of the year
were $3,323,400, against $3,361,200 in the cor-

responding period last year. It is almost cer-

tain that the earnings this year will be greater

than in 1877.

All of the wheat vessels which sailed hence
prior to January 1st have arrived out with the

exception of three, none of which are fully due.

There are now 40 vessels en route from Califor-

nia to England with wheat.

Work has been actively resumed on the

Sheba mine, in Humboldt,county, Nevada, and
on which very little had been done for many
years. Some 12 or 14 years ago a large quan-

tity of extremely rich ore was taken from this

mine, the ore body finally giving out, or being

lost through a "fault" in the ledge.

Sandal Wood in Fiji.—The Sydney Herald
says: "A large forest of sandal wood has been

discovered in the center of Viti Devu. This is

due to the active explorations carried on by
Mr. A. Gordon, C. M. G. The forest, in order

to preserve it from the fate of similar predeces-

sors, has been "tabu'd." Some 20 logs of the

wood were received in town the other day, and

are very fine specimens of this valuable com-

modity. As an article of native trade in the

Fiji and other groups, sandal wood stands un-

rivalled."
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Deacon Babbits Phonograph.

Deacon Babbit was progressive ami enlightened in liis

ways.
He perused the .Science Monthly and the Reviews rainy

days;
Mad a cabinet of fossils, and some hirds securely stuffed,

In his wood-house chamber study, where his pipe was
daily puffed.

It would make an old-time fanner stare around as in a
dream

To see the Dawson churn, and plow, and cut his hay oy
steam.

Pitch his hay and thresh his barley with machinery
alone.

And call his help to dinner with a patent telephone.

Thus the deacon bought each patent that could work or
walk or sing,

Till he heard the papers raving of the very latest thing
A machine to bottle language, or a song, or sigh, or

laugh;
Then the deacon he got crazy to possess a phonograph.

Why, said he, jest think of storm' up for a future gen-
eration.

A prayermeeting, or conference; 'twould be their sure
salvation.

Or good old hymns; these modern ones aro jist as light
as chaff,

Thur's no use talkin', I must have a patent phonograph.

And no one knows how much it cost the deacon had his
way—

And on his study table stood the phonograph one day.
The deacon loaded it with hymns and pious odds and

ends.
Then donned his hat. and souirht the street, to call in

sundry friends.

The Boys Interview It.

Jehonidab, the oldest son, had souirht his brother (ireen,
And they called in the hired man to view the tiew ma-

chine;
They danced and sung, ami turned the crank with un-

couth song and laugh,
Not knowing of the mystic powers of that same phono-

graph.

They could not tell the purpose of the tin foil on the
drum;

They threatened angrily to kick the thing to kingdom
come.

"It cannot dig, or plant, or sow, or do a single thing."
Then they had a war dance round the room that made

the study ring.

The Deacon Underneath.
The deacon found the elder with his work before him

spread.
But he made him loave his sermon at the forty-seeond

head.
And down the street, his sinoking-cap disported in the

wind.
Ilisfunny -figured morning gown spread gaily out behind.

Together they sought Deacon Smooth, a man of solid
sense.

Conservative in politics, religion, and expense;
Just me opposite of Babbit, he stuck to good old ways;
And he laughed at all inventions of these evil modern

days.

But Deacon Babbit walked erect with triumph in his eye,
"He would sfow 'em an invention that would make all

skeptics fly;"

And he told them he had bottled good old "China" and
"Millbauk,"

And he guessed they'll stop their laughin' when they
heard huh turn the crank.

On the table in the study all so simple and serene.
Stoop the very unpretentious, but [remarkable, machine.
Then the deacon he explained to them the diaphragm and

drum;
Orasped the handle, saying promptly, "Just you hark to

what's to come."
"I wonder what the denied old hog has been a buy-in'

now."
The deacon dropped the handle, while the sweat Btood on

his brow,
"The thing is out of kilter, but I guess I'll try agin,"
"O, Keiser, don't you want a dog?" and "Betsey likes her

gin."

The elder donned his smoking cap anil started for the
do ir,

But Deacon Smooth winked slyly, say ing he would like
some more;

But Babbit gazed on the machine with looks of dark
despair,

Then said he guessed he'd try again; he knew his hvnins
were there.

He grasped the handle firmly, caring nothing for the
noise,

Of half a dozen dancing fiends with voices like his boys;
Or shouted songs in melting tones of "I'm vour darling

Jane,"
And "Whoop it up, mjr heartv bovs," "Farewell to Marv

Blane. '

But Deacon Smooth had stood it all conservative and
grand.

Until the war dance came along, and then he raised his
hand.

And smote the phonograph a blow that laid it on the
floor,

A mass of wheels and broken springs, a thing of life no
more.

The elder ran down the stairs, his fingers in his ears,
Repeating Scripture to himself to quell his rising fears.
And saying mildly to himself, "When man deserts his

sphere.
And penetrates to hidden things, he'd better stand in

fear."

But Deacon Babbit, good old man, will raise his head no
more.

He sits and gszes sadly at the wreck upon the floor,
And tries to understand in vain (without an explanation)
How some way in the management he lost the combina-

tion.

The boys at noon were curious about the new machine,
But the deacon told them to "Shut up" with such a

wrathful mien,
That not a word leaked out about the fated morning's

spree,"
And Deacon Smooth, conservative, has scored a victory.

—A t Warim, in Mm ffeeiiHfuw

Woodside Papers, No. iti.

I
Written for the RURAL Press In JKS.s iit K. J amkson 1

When the day came for the next meeting of

the Ladies' Benevolent Society, Mrs. Payson'a

dinner-dishes had to dance to double quick
time, for she said to herself, "Kmma will

have so much to do, I will just go early and
perhaps 1 can help her.

"

Her work was soon out of the way, and lie

fore 15 minutes had slipped way, -Mrs. Wendall
was saying, "1 am so glad you came tirst. My
mother has been sick, and I have not had much
time to prepare for the society. I have made
raised biscuits, and sponge cake, after the old

Berwick rule. 1 remember, years ago, I ate

Berwick sponge cake in Berwick, Maine, and
supposed the Berwickers had the exclusive'right

to that kind of cake.

I suppose you will laugh, but I think I must
have sponge cake whenever I have company.
The first person who ever took tea with us was
a solemn individual who looked as though he
needed something good for his stomach's sake,
80 I made a plain cake, as light as a feather.
When I passed it to him, he was about to
tike a piece, when he stopped and asked "is it

sponge cake?"
"So, sir," said I; "but it is very plain, not

injurious in the least."

"I never take anything but sponge cake,"
said he, and I felt as though I had committed
a great sin in not keeping a supply of sponge
cake on hand, when his lips came together
like a trap, and he never ate another mouthful

"Please give me the recipe," said Mr. Pay
son.

"Certainly, right from Berwick," said Mrs
Wendall. "I took the whole quantity to-day,
though 1 usually take but half, which makes
one cake and a roll jelly cake. The roll takes
but little, you know, as I make it quite thin,
spread jelly over the top, and roll it while it is

a little warm. I will give you the whole rule
Six eggs, three cups sugar, four cups Hour;
beat the eggs and sugar live minutes, add two
teaspooufuls cream of tartar in two cups of
Hour, one teaspoon soda in one cup cold water,
and beat two minutes; then add the other two
cups of Hour, beat one minute, and bake.

" That is the rule, but I put in a teaspootiful of

salt. The flour must be measured after it is

sifted and the same size of cup used for all

measures. The batter will be quite thin com-
pared with other cake-dough, but that is the
beauty of it, because it is so much more moist
than other sponge cake. It is not much work
to beat the eggs with a good egg-beater. Just
Bee me beat the frosting for that tapioca-
cream. Two or three turns of the wheel will
beat the eggs as much as they could be beaten
with a fork in a long while. 1 do not beat the
eggs for cake half as long as I used to before I

had the beater. By the way, this cream has
some salt in it, though you forgot that impor-
tant item when you gave me the recipe."

" I presume so," replied Mrs. Payson, "we
are very apt to leave out that ingredient or say
a pinch of salt. But here is Mrs. Johnson and
Mrs. Towne, and I must go to work."

Mrs. Wendall's cosy sitting-room was soon
tilled with willing workers, eager to benefit
others and gain knowledge themselves.

"Mrs. Towne, what's the trouble?" inquired
Mrs. Johnson. "Vour face is as long as the
moral law."
"Oh! I was only thinkin' about poor Mrs.

Pike. Since her husband's ben turned off, she
must have a harder time than ever."
"Have they discharged him? 1 hail not

heard of that."

"Yes, he got so drunk, people wouldn't ride
with him. He couldn't sit up straight on the
hack, and they was afraid he would have a
smash-up."

"There, there, that woman knows what
trouble is," said Mrs. Graham. "But that
makes me think that I brought a piece of black
alpaca, and, if Mrs. Payson will cut it, we will

make a dress for Mrs. Pike. You see I got the
number of yards usually sold for dress and
trimming; then, when I concluded to have it

made plain, I had enough left for another dress.
''

"I shall be very glad to cut it, as I have
Mrs. Pike's measure; and I wish I might have
a chance to cut a dress very often for some poor
person, from cloth which is needlessly used for

trimming by those who can afford to buy the
fashionable quantity. I hope the - days will
soon be passed when one must put 25 yards or
more into a dress in order to be fashionably
attired. There is Elmer going past, and he can
run home and bring my dressmaking system,
which will cut almost everything from a man's
coat to a child's wrapper."
Elmer was very willing to do the errand, and

soon came back with the chart.
As Mrs. Payson folded the yard and a half of

silesia, which Mrs. Wendall had contributed
for a lining, she said: " I advise every woman
to buy a good chart, if possible. This is

Madam Livingstone's French system, and I can
fit myself better than any dressmaker I ever
employed. If one can't get a good chart and
can't atl'ord to hire all their dresses cut, the
next best way is to go to the best dressmaker
they can find, get a good fit on a dress and have
her cut a pattern like it from good, firm, smooth
paper. One would have to get some informa-
tion in regard to the stretching of the seams,
as there is a difference in charts about that.

"We will suppose the lining is cut, as this is.

1 drafted it with a lead pencil, and those marks
must be on the upper side. We lay the dress
cloth on the table with the right side down,
lay on the lining, see that both are smooth, and
take a coarse baste all around the outer edge,
that they may be kept even. Baste upon the
line or seam of all the biases, and down the
hem-line, which is the mark, you see, to show
where the point is to be turned back, for the
button-holes; but I presume you knew that be-
fore.

"

"No, we didn't, at least, I did not. I

like to have you talk to us as though we didn't
know anything about it. I know what Pin go-
ing to do. Fin coming right up to your house
and have yon cut a dress pattern for me," said
Mrs. Graham.

"Well," returned Mrs. Payson, "I did not
think of gettinjg into business, but 1 will cut
one if you wish. I presume I shall omit some
items, while I am speaking of this, but will tell

you what I think of, for, when one knows
nothing about dressmaking these hints come
handy. By-the-way, you notice, here in the
tieck, a very small bias, perhaps a quarter of an
inch or more wide, aud about half way be-
tween the hem line and the shoulder seam.
When one is hollow at the neck this is the
best way to make the dress set smoothly over
the neck-bones. The bias must be taken be-
fore the lining is basted to the outside, and
must come Pke the others, next the person and
not next the dresscloth, which lays smoothly
over it, the front edge of the lining coming
even with the self-edge of the cloth.

"Another way of fitting such necks is to turn
back the lining more than the hem, then put
it to the edge of the cloth, or, I might say, pull
the lining past the edge of the cloth, perhaps
half an inch at the top, but the first way is the
best I think.

"Unless the cloth and lining are quite thin, 1

cut out the hem of the lining and turn back
onlj' the cloth, as two thicknesses of cloth and
and two of silesia are too much to work button-
holes through. I do not cut the lining quite to

the hem line, however, but leave about a seam's
width to give stability to the edge and the front
of the buttonholes.

"On the other side I fold back the lining and
fold it forward again, or take a narrow fold

it at the front and stitch it, thus making a firm

foundation for the buttons ; aud I leave the
cloth cut its full width, so that it may slip

under the other side when buttoned. Alter a
thread is basted in to show where the button-
holes are to be made, it is a very great help,

especially if the cloth frays easily, to stitch

around the place, then cut between the stitch

i,lg\ ^
"I have a cording thread made of a double

thread of silk and one of twist or two double
threads of coarse silk, waxed (it is well to have
it twisted also). These will go in a coarse needle,

which I put in at the lower back corner of the
buttonhole, bring it forward, aud work over it.

This is the best way I have ever found for mak
ing buttonholes, and mine hardly ever wear out.

"Now this basque is basted, and some one may
take it and overcast the seams, while I cut the
sleeves and skirt. As dresses are very short on
the shoulder now, 1 draft the sleeves high and
rounding upon the outer side, ami run a thread
in to full it evenly. I have already a pattern
fitted for Mrs. Pike's arm, so I will let Mrs.

Johnson cut them, while I cut the skirt. She
may want to alter it some time, so we will put
but one gore on a side, and have two whole
breadths in the back. For the front breadth,

the width at the top as the cloth lies double,

ust be four inches, and 12 at the bottom.
This makes it eight at top and 24 at lower edge.

If I were to have two gores, I should have the
first one six inches at the top and 14 at the
bottom, and the second eight at top and 16 at

the bottom. The cloth is single, of course, for

these. The gored edge of the front breadth
may be one-half inch longer than the middle
(or the straight edge as it is folded double).

The gored edge of the first gore, one inch longer

than the straight edge, and the second gore the

same, unless a train is wanted, when it would
have to be longer in proportion to the length of

the train. When only one gore is used, it must
be the size of the second. Overskirts are made
in the same way, the looping and plaiting giving

different effects. Allowance is made in the

length of the back for plaiting at the side. We
will make no overskirt for this, but will trim

the skirt. I do not think she would care for an
overskirt.

"

"Oh, let me show you a nice way of basting

that skirt, Mrs. Johnson. Lay the straightedge
on the table and the gored edge above it; then
baste, taking care not to stretch the gore. I

never stitch a worsted dress skirt with a ma-
chine, but run it by hand, as I always use it for

something else after it is worn. This will prob-

ably be made over for one of the girls. I guess

there will be enough left to make the smallest

one an apron.

"I think these low-in-the-neck and no-sleeved

black alpaca aprons are just as cute as they can
be for little girls; and they save an immense
amount of washing. They are trimmed with
narrow scarlet braid put on plain most of the

way, but brought up in a little embroidery pat-

tern at the neck and on the skirt in front, and
on the tabs which loop carelessly behind."

"Mrs. Payson, how is this basque to be fin-

ished at the lower edge ; with a piping or cord-

ing of the same."
"Yes, I should think that would be best, as

it is the simplest and most fashionable way. A
bias facing can be sewed on at the same time,

and then it will be ready to turn and hem up."
"We have got along nicely this afternoon. It

must be because 1 have talked so much and
given the rest a chance to work. I am going to
make a martyr of myself, and keep still for
half an hour."

"I do not think you had better," said Mrs.
Graham. "I have learned a great deal, and if

I can only remember it I shall profit by it."

Mothers ok Great Men.—Lord Bacon's
mother was daughter to Sir Anthony Cooke;
she was skilled m many languages, and trans-
lated and wrote several works that displayed
learning, acuteness and taste. Hume, the
historian, mentions his mother, daughter of Sir
D. Falconer, president of the College of Justice,
as a woman of "singular merit," and who,
though in the prime of life, devoted herself
entirely to his education. Mrs. Francis Sher-
idan was a woman of considerable abilities. It
was writing a pamphlet in his defence that
tirst introduced her to Mr. Sheridan, after-
wards her husband. She also wrote a novel
highly praised by Doctor Johnson. Schiller's
mother was an amiable woman; she had a
strong relish for the beauties of nature, aud
was passionately fond of music and poetry.
Schiller was her favorite child. Goethe thus
speaks of his parents: "I inherited from my
father a certain sort of eloquence, calculated to
iuforce my doctrines to my auditors; from my
mother I derived my faculty of represent-
ing all that the imagination can conceive with
energy and vivacity. Lord Erskiue's mother
was a woman of superior talent and discern-
ment; by her advice her son betook himself lo
the bar. Mrs. Thomson 'mother of the poet,
was a woman of uncotnmau natural endowments,
with a warmth and vivacity of imagination
scarcely inferior to her son. Boerhaave'a
mother acquired a high knowledge of medicine.
Sir Walter Scott's mother, Elizabeth, daughter
of Dr. Rutherford, W. S., was a woman of
accomplishment. She had a good taste for, and
wrote poetry, w hich appeared in print in 1789.
Napoleon's father was a man of no peculiar
mind, bat his mother was distinguished for her
understanding. 'I'hr Teacher.

Why Women Shocld Bead.—Laying aside
the thought of our own rest and comfort, let us
look a little higher. For the children's Bake we
must make the most of ourselves. Many an
unselfish mother has said, "Oh! I cannot take
all this time, there are so many things to do for

the children." She does not realize that she
may do more for them in the end by cultivating
herself than if she spends all her time on clothes
and cooking. A generosity which makes the
recipient weak or selfish is not a blessing but a
curse. Have you not seen grown-up sons who
snubbed their mother's opinions in the same
breath w ith which they called her to bring
their slippers ? The meek little woman has
" trotted arotiud " to wait on them so long that
they have come to think that that is all she ia

good for. Their sisters keep "Ma" in the
background because she " hasn't a bit of style

"

and is "so uncultivated," forgetting that she
has always worn shabby clothes that they may
wear fine ones; that her hands have become
horny with hard work that theirs might be
kept soft and white for the piano, and that she
has denied herself books and leisure that they
might have both. And there are other children,

too noble for such base ingratitude, who feel a
keen though secret sense of loss as they kiss

the dear withered cheek and think how much
more of a woman " mother" might have been if

she had not shut herself away from the culture

and sweet companionship of books.

—

Scribner

for April. ,

The Voice of American Women.—The Rev.
Edward E. Hale does not like the voice of his

countrywomen. He says that most of them
talk with a shrill voice, and if they wish to gain

power, seek it by sharpening the note or scream-
ing, rather than by giving more volume, and
adds: " I remember at the great dining saloon

of the Bauer au Lac hotel, in Zurich, both the

largest and finest dining hall I ever saw, when
500 people were dining at once at their differ-

ent tables, I could single out my own country-

women in all parts of the hall, no matter what
their distance, by the shrill yell, more or less

nasal, with which they summoned the waiters,

ordered soup, asked for a napkin or passed from
pastry to ice cream. Above the general roar of

the buzz-buzz-buzz of 500 voices in conversa-

tion, you could distinguish the war cry of these

eight or ten American women, as you distin-

Lu sh signal rockets at night above a long and
lark line of entrenchments. " Mr. Hale ascribes

these unpleasant tones to the custom of making
little girls read in a loud and unnatural fashion

in the grammar aud primary schools.

"Now, my man," said the lawyer to the wit-

ness, "tell me exactly what passed." "Yes,

my lord. 1 said 1 would not have the pig."

"And what wa3 his answer?" "He said he had

been keeping it for me, and that he
—

" "No,

no! He could not have said that. He spoke in

the first person." "No, my lord, I was the

first person that spoke." "I mean, don't bring
'

l the third person. Repeat his exact words.

There was no third person, my lord; only him
and me." "My good fellow, he did not say he

had been keeping the pig. He said 'I have

been keeping it. "I assure you, my lord,

there was no mention of your lordship at all.

We are on different stories. There was no

third person there, and if anything hid been

said about your lordship I must have heard it.

— Independent.
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Chaff.

Woman tempted man to eat; but he took to

drink himself.

A tourist, just returned from Italy, remarks
that the lean on the famous tower at Pisa is not

a builder's one.

The discovery has been made that the world

does not revolve with the same motion that it

did a thousand years ago; but it still swings
around fast enough to satisfy the man with a

heavy note coming due.

A young woman applying for the situation of

governess to a village school, being questioned,

by the clergyman as to her qualifications, re-

plied: "I ain't much of an arithmeticker; but
I'm an elegant grammarest."

A Boston paper says: "A butterfly was
caught at the South End yesterday." It may
be safe enough to catch a butterfly at the South
End, but when you go to grab a wasp, you want
to catch it at the northeasterly end, drifting

westerly toward the head.

There had been some sharp discussion about
the report of a committee, when a member rose

and moved that it be adopted and the commit-
tee discharged. "I should think the committee
had been discharged, from the report we've just

heard," was the quick rejoinder on the other

side.

"What can you do on a farm?" inquired a

farmer of a man who wanted work. "Do you
know how to build a stone wall?" "Oh! yes.

Any fool knows that. You jest have to set one
stone on another." "No you don't!" thundered
the farmer. "You have to set one stone on
two. You can go."

A ticket agent in Rochester has been search-

ing the Scriptures with an eye to business. On
his 'advertising card appears the following

legend: "In those days there were no passes

given," and underneath are the following texts:

"Thou shalt not pass."—Numbers xx, 18.

"Suffer not a man to pass."—Judges iii, 28.

"The wicked shall no more pass."—Nahum i,

15. "None shall ever pass. "—Isaiah xxxiv, 10.

"This generation shall not pass."—Mark xiii,

30. "So he paid the fare and went. "—Jouah i, 3.

Billions and Trillions.—The ocean (says

the "Cyclopaedia Britanica") contains 290,000,-

000 cubic miles of water. Each cubic mile con-

tains 5,431,770,000 cubic yards. Therefore, in

rounds numbers, the ocean contains 5,400x300
billion, or 1,620,000 billion cubic yards. There-
fore, 1,620,000 cubic yards is one-billionth part

of the ocean. Now 162,000x10 yards repre-

sents a pond .30 feet deep and about 33 acres in

superficial area, or to put it in another way, a
pond 1,620 yards long and 100 yards wide.
Roughly, if the Serpentine were 30 feet deep,

it would be about a billionth part of the ocean.

The "Cyclopedia Britanica" also tells me that

a millimeter cube contains 5,000,000 blood
corpuscles. If so, a square meter of the thick-

ness of one millimeter must contain 5,000,000x

1,000,000, or 5,000,000,000 blood corpuscles;

and a cubic meter would contain 5,000 billions

of them. Neglecting the difference between
meters and yards, the ocean would contain 1,-

620,000 billionx5,000 billion or 8,100,000,000
billion, or eight thousand one hundred million

trillions of blood corpuscles. How much
blood there is in an average man I do not know,
but certainly much more than would cover a
square meter to the depth of a millimeter, so

there must be in each of our veins a good many
billions of blood corpuscles.

The Coming Transit of Mercury.—

A

good deal of interest, says the Independent, is

felt by astronomers in the transit of Mercury,
which is to occur on the 6th of May and will be
visible all through the United States. The ob-
servations of this phenomenon will have a con
siderable value, by themselves considered, as

giving a very precise determination of the
planet's place; thus furnishing a severe test of

the accuracy of Leverrier's tables, and conse
quently of the reliability of his conclusions re

specting an intra-mercural planet or groups of

planets. But the chief importance of the ob
servations lies probably in their bearing upon
the observations of the transit of Venus. The
optical appearances must be nearly identical in

the two cases; and, hence, a transit of Mercury
affords excellent practice in the way of prepa-
ration for the more important event. By the
liberality of a French banker, who appropriated
30,000 francs for the purpose, Messrs. Andre
and Angot, French astronomers of distinction,

have been sent to this country, to make the
necessary observations, and will take their sta

tion at Ogden, on the Pacific railroad.

Character.—The differences of character
are never more .distinctly seen than
times when men are surrounded by difficulties

and misfortunes. There are some who, when
disappointed by the failure of an undertaking,
from which they had expected great things,

make up their minds at once to exert themselves
no longer against what they call fate, as if

thereby they could avenge themselves upon
fate; others grew desponding and hopeless,
but a third class of meu will rouse themselves
just at such moments and say to themselves,
"the more difficult it is to attain my ends, the
more honorable it will be;" and this is a maxim
which every one should impress upon himself
as a law. Some of those who are guided by it

prosecute their plans with obstinacy, and so
perish; others who are more practical men, if

they have failed in one way will try another.
Niebuhr.

YodfJ** F©s.ks
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May-day Customs.

Though May-pole and Morris dancing were

the most common, there were other curious

customs in different parts of Great Britain. In

one place, the Mayers went out very early in

the woods, and gathering green boughs, decor-

ated every door with one. A house containing

a sweetheart had a branch of birch, the door of

scold was disgraced with alder, and a slat-

ternly person had the mortification to find a

branch of a nut-tree at hers, while the young

people who overslept found their doors closed

by a nail over the latch.

In the Scottish Highlands, in the eighteenth

century, the boys had a curious custom. They

would go to the moors outside of the town,

make a round table in the sod, by cutting a

trench around it, deep enough for them to sit

down to their grassy table. On this table they
would kindle a fire and cook a custard of eggs
and milk, and knead a cake of oat-meal, which
was toasted by the fire. After eating the cus-

tard, the cake was cut into as many
parts as there were boys; one piece was made
black with coal, and then all put into a cap.

Each boy was in turn blindfolded, and made
to take a piece, and the one who selected the
black one was to be sacrificed to Baal, whose
favor they wished to ask for their harvest.

The victim in that day had only to leap

through the fire; but there is little doubt that
the whole thing was a survival from the days
when human beings were really sacrificed.

In the island of Lewis, in the west of Scot-

land, there prevails a custom of sending a man
very early on May-day to cross a certain river,

believing that if a woman crossed it first the

mon would not come into the stream for a
year.

The Dutch May-pole was still different, be-

ing surrounded by trees stuck into flower-pots,

and ornamented with gay-colored flags, and
hoops with garlands aud gilt balls hanging.
Another sort had wooden dolls made to repre-

sent the figures of peasants, nailed against the
pole by their hands and knees, as though
climbing it. There were also figures of birds

and people. In some parts of Germany it was
the firm belief of the common people that cer-

tain ill-disposed beings met on a high moun-
tain on May-day to dance and feast, with no
good intentions to their human neighbors.
Accordingly on the day before, every family
was careful to have a thorn of a certain kind,
which was stuck into the door as a protection.

The Scandinavians, whose first of May is not
very balmy, had of old a curious fight between
Summer aud Winter. Winter—or the man
representing him—was dressed in skins, armed
with fire-forks, and threw snow-balls and pieces

of ice. Summer was dressed in green leaves
and summer dress. They had a mock fight

which was called "Driving away Winter and
welcoming Summer," and in the Isle of Man,
where Norwegians had rule for many years,

this custom lingered until very lately.

But, as the years went on, these merry games
died out, and a few years ago May-day was in

London simply the festival of chimney-sweeps
and milkmaids, certainly a falling off from the
times of King Henry VIII. The only traces of

the old custom of going a-Maying were the gar-

lands of the milkmaids and the Jack-in-the-

green of the sweeps. The garland (so called)

was made of silver plate, borrowed for the day,
and fastened upon a sort of pyramid. Accom-
panying this droll garland were the maids them-
selves in gay dress, with ribbons and flowers,

and attended by musicians who played for them
to dance in the street. Sometimes a cow was
dressed in festive array, with bouquets and rib

bons on her horns, neck and tail, and over her
back a net, stuck full of flowers. Thus highly
ornamented, the meek creature was led through
the streets.

The sweeps brought out the Jack-in-the-green,

which was a tall cone made of green boughs,
decorated with flowers, gay streamers and a flag,

and carried by a man inside. Each of these

structures was followed by a baud of sweeps
who assumed certain characters, the fashion of

which had been handed down from the palmy
times of May-day.
There were always a lord and lady who wore

ridiculous imitations of fashionable dress, and
made ludicrous attempts to imitate elegant

manners. Mad Moll and her husband were
another pair who flourished in tawdry, gay-

colored rags and tatters, he brandishing
sweep's broom and she a ladle. Jim Crow and
a fancifully bedizened ballet-dancer in white
muslin, often swelled the ranks, and the rest of

of the party rigged out in a profusion of gilt

paper, flowers, tinsel and gewgaws, their faces

and legs colored with brick-dust, made up
comical crowd. But even these mild remains
of the great festival are almost entirely banished
to the rural districts, and are almost extinct

there.—iSY. Nicholas for May.

Longevity.

The London Capital and Labor has an inter-

esting article on the above subject, which will be

read with interest. It says :
" Medical writers

who have given considerable attention to the

subject of vital statistics, have arrived at the

somewhat extraordinary result that the higher

the social grade, and the greater the means of

personal indulgence, the smaller are the chances

of long life. Many people accustom themselves

to consider the possession of wealth an effectual

guarantee for a flourishing condition of body.
Such persons will be surprised to learn that in

proportion as the wholesome stimulus of work
is withdrawn from any class, in the same pro-

portion the average duration of life is shortened.
A little reflection, however, will serve to show
the reasonableness of such a conclusion. Many
a man who has passed a somewhat active career
during a prolonged period suddenly retires from
business, with the notion that he has only to

rest for the remainder of his life, and that lie

now may enjoy himself. In the generality of

cases the most effectual method is thereby
taken to shorten life. Having nothing to oc-

cupy the mind, and being unable to take up
any pursuit different from that which has chiefly

been followed, the retired tradesman or manu-
facturer speedily falls into a physical and mental
condition favorable to disease. The only chance
for such a person is to discover some new em-
ployment or recreation which shall insure activ-

ity of both mind and body. There was much
practical wisdom in the story told of the tallow
chandler who, in disposing of his business, is

said to have made a stipulation 'that he should
be allowed to go to the shop on boiling days.'

None of us are able to bear a prolonged fit of

idleness, and least of all those who have been
in the habit of regular industry.

Snook's boy heard him say the other day that
there was money in hens, and he proceeded to

investigate his father's poultry-yard. He had
gone through a dozen fine specimens, when the
old gentleman came upon him, and the boy now
wonders if there is any balm in Ciilead.

Taking Cold.—The New York Independent
says: How shall a person who is sensitive to

cold, who takes cold whenever a door is opened
or a window raised—how shall such a person
acquire that hardihood which will enable him
to endure exposure and avoid taking cold? In
the first place, he should spend a considerable

portion of each day out of doors. He should
do this at all seasons of the year and in all kinds
of weather. Secondly, he should watch with
the greatest care the temperature of the room
in which he spends the remainder of his Jiime—

th the living room and dormitory. Thirdly,

he should each day bathe his chest and neck,

and, if he can bear it, his whole body in cold

water, and follow this- with a vigorous rubbiug
with a coarse towel. What is called the splash-

bath is, perhaps, better than any other for this

purpose. It consists simply in dashing water
against the body with the hand. This causes a

slight shock to the skin, which brings the blood

to the surface; while it causes an involuntary,

deep inspiration of air, which expands the
lungs and increases the force of the circulation.

This can all be accomplished in a few minutes,

and should be followed by a little brisk exercise

in a cold room or in the open air. Of course, a
person unaccustomed to this should not com-
mence in cold weather; but, beginning in the

summer, he will find, as the winter approaches,

that his ability to endure the batli will increase

with the falling of the thermometer, and that

his susceptibility to changes of temperature will

be greatly diminished.

Col. Bell's Cough Mixture.—While at

Sacramento the other day, says the Napa Re-
jjorter, we were given the formula of a cough
mixture by Col. Wm. H. Bell, Sergeant-at-

Arms of the Senate, which we have tried and
found most excellent. In fact we feel that we
ought to recommend it to all suffering from
severe coughs or lung troubles. Here is the

formula: One ounce golden seal, one ounce
myrrh, one ounce gum arabic, one ounce prickly

ash, one ounce senna, one ounce seneca snake
root (cimicifnya), one teaspoonful cayenne pep-

per. Put these in a vessel with half a gallon

of water, and slowly boil or simmer three or

four hours, until the streugth has been ex-

tracted from the several ingredients. Reduce
the quantity of liquid to a quart and strain off.

Then add two sticks'of licorice, a pint of whisky
and a pound of rock candy. The dose is a
tablespoonful four or five times a day—one al-

ways at bed-time, and the first thing in the

morning. The mixture i8 a gentle laxative,

therefore be careful not to take enough to cause

inconvenience in that way. Each person must
learn to regulate the doses to his own particular

case and idiosyncrasies.

Consanguineous Marriages.—Mr. George
Darwin, after a searching investigation, con-

cludes that "the widely different habits of life

of men and women in civilized nations, espe-

cially among the upper classes, tend to counter-

balance any evil from marriage between healthy
closely related persons." Mr. Darwin's views
are in a measure sustained by Dr. Vorni's in-

quiry into the commune of Batz. Batz is a
rocky, secluded, ocean-washed peninsula of the

Loire Inferieure, France, containing over 3,000
people of simple habits, who do not drink and
commit no crime. For generations they have
intermarried, but no cases have occured of

deaf-mutism, albinoism, blindness, or malform-
ation,, and the number of children born is

above the average.

esjtc Ecopopy.

An Essay on Sweeping,

Mrs. B. writes for the New York World some

of her ideas on sweeping: A house to be clean

must be swept, we all know; and if all the

housekeepers in the land could give their way
of doing it, nine out of every ten doubtless

would say: "Oh, I sweep once or twice a week,

and brush up a little every day." Now, it is

not to the housekeeper who has had the broom

question in full consideration that we offer these

suggestions; but it is to the many who in their

hurry seize a vicious-looking broom, and give
the carpet "a good going over." Rather rough
treatment this. It is much better economy to

keep a nice, new broom for the carpets; let it

be hung up and kept for that sole use. Put it

entirely away if there is danger of its being
taken to brush the out-door steps or round in

the kitchen.

In sweeping, the dust is to be brushed off the
surface, and we think a light broom is better
than a heavy one. In the first place, let all the
delicate ornaments be put away. Let the bed
—if it is a bedroom—be carefully covered, and
have upholstered furniture also covered as far

as possible. Then open the windows, and after

scattering damp tea-leaves over the floor, sweep
clean, but lightly, using a small broom for the
corners and around the stove. Taking up the
dust as it is gathered in little heaps is certainly

neater than rolling the whole mass from one
side of the room to the other. Let the furni-

ture then be dusted, wiping it with a clean

dusting-cloth; and many people forget entirely

when this cloth is filled to give it a shake at the

window. We speak of this, for, surprising ai

it may seem, we have seen people fairly rub
chintz furniture covers and stuffed furniture

with dusting cloths that were simply filled with
dirt.

When a room has been thoroughly swept,
dusted, and the little ornaments returned to

their places, one feels that it is clean and delight-

ful to contemplate; but, if this is the sitting-

room or the dining-room, the next thing, a few
crumbs or threads are dropped, or sand is

brought in, notwithstanding the mat at the

door. Then comes the brushing up. The
scrub-broom is picked up in a hurry and flour-

ished over the floor, but there is no time to

dust the furniture. Now the question is, would
it not be better to use a crumb-cloth under the

dining table, and oftener employ the small

broom and the dust-pan, leaving the actual

sweeping until it could be nicely done ?

In truth, we abhor the brushing up business.

We visited in a house once where this style

prevailed. It was a very pleasant house to

visit except for this. The mistress was charm-
ingly agreeable; she could talk, and also knew
how to cook everything in the nicest manner,
without making a fuss about it; but we could

never wear our best black cashmere dress to

the dinner table, for the chairs were often cov-

ered with dust. The "brushing up" sometimes
took place just before dinner; generally, how-
ever, we were obliged to run before the broom,
immediately after breakfast. We wanted per-

haps a moment's chat with our friend, and she

always said, "oh, you are not in my way!" but
if we had on a morning dress of crimson cash-

mere, and our hair was "done up," why then,

we hurried off. Oh, that everlasting broom!

Potato and Onion Soup.—Put four medium
sized peeled potatoes in some cold water with a

little salt, and boil them until well done and
mealy, then drain and mash them smooth, and
add gradually a quart of scalding milk. Strain

it through the colander, to remove all lumps.

While the potatoes are. cooking, put a small

tablespoonful of butter in a sauce-pan and when
melted, put in three or four sliced onions, and
stir them until they are quite brown, then draw
them to one side and put in half a teacupful of

flour, and stir and mash it until it begins to

brown, when the onions may be mixed with it,

and when the flour is of the same color add by
degrees the milk and potato ; season to taste

with pepper and salt, and let it simmer for 15

minutes watching carefully that it does not

burn. Serve hot with dry bread cut in dice

and fried in boiling lard {crouton. ), and a little

chopped parsley.

The Best Method ok Arresting Fires.—
On the first discovery of a fire, it is of the ut-

most consequence to shut, and keep shut, all

doors, windows or other openings. If the fire

aopears at all serious, and there are fire engines

at a reasonable distance, it is best to await their

arrival, as many buildings have been lost from

opening the doors, and attempting to extin-

guish the fires with inadequate means. If no
engines are within reach, it is well to keep a

hand-pump. If that is not to be had, the next
best thing is to collect as many buckets out-

side the room on fire as can be obtained, keep-

ing the door shut; then creep into the room on
the hands and knees (if the heat and smoke are

considerable), and throw the water as nearly in

the direction of the fire as possible, keeping the

door shut while more water is being collected.

The police of London understand shutting up
fires so well, that they have in many instances

kept fires two or three miles distant from the

engine stations shut up till the firemen arrived

in time to extinguish them.
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The Week.

Peacefully, prosperously move the days in our
favored corner of the footstool. No anticipa-

tion of abundance in all our tields of produc-
tion can yet be said Co be too great. Bravely
and vigorously the cereals advance from blade
to ear, and to the "full corn in the ear.''

Briskly the vines send forth new wood, and
tenaciously the blossoms ''set" beneath a frost-

free foliage. Thickly, far too thickly, in many
instances, the trees are clustering their fruit

around the twigs. Each bud seems anxious to
assert its power. Luxuriant are the gardens;
ponderous will be their weights of produce and
the coin bags which contain returns for it. In
the city, business is on its feet and casting
eager eyes in all directions to catch the chance of

trade. Hardly could words paint promise of
prosperity more strikingly than to say: if you
seek it, look around you.
• Such are we at home. To learn how great
our blessings are, call up a thought of Europe,
hanging with troubled heart upon the verge of
an ensanguined struggle. Think of two mighty
nations rushing with hot haste to expend their
millions, not upon the promotion of prosperous
industry, but in dread competition to outstrip
each other in the possession of materials and
engines of murderous war. See the zeal of ad-
jacent nations arming to the teeth to prepare
for any necessity which may come. But thus
it is. While European nations are rushing to
seize the horns of the dilemma, we uplift our
cornu copia. There is a Providence in all

things, and our surplus shall give bread to
those whom war may make more than ever de-
pendent upon us.

THE PACIFIC
Notes on Barley.

It is probable that we shall have a largely in-

creased amount of barley to market this season,

and any indication of demand for it will be of

interest to growers. Reports from the prairie

States show that there has been a general de-

crease of acreage sown to barley this year. The

decreases in the different States are as follows:

Wisconsin, 35 ; Minnesota, 37'{; Iowa, 26%;

Nebraska, 51%; Kansas, 27%; Illinois, 15%.

The averages of all these States shows a de-

crease of 35 ., or rather more than one-third of

the acreage sown to barley last year. Inasmuch

as we shipped barley to the St. Louis market

last year, by sail to New York and then by rail

to St. Louis, the avenue for our crops to the

markets of the Central States is not untried.

There were also shipments direct to Chicago,

but if we remember rightly there was no money
in the shipments last year. It is, however, pos-

sible that with a prospective decrease of pro-
duction in those States, there may be a held for

our barley this year at profitable rates. The
matter is worth watching.
We produce in this State several classes of

barley, the characteristics of some of them be-

ing fixed by the atmospheric conditions under
which they are grown ; as, for instance, the bar-

ley grown in the fogs of the coast, which is al-

ways of dark color. We also produce in the
interior some of the finest, brightest brewing
barley in the world. In the regions adapted
for the production of bright barley much of the

quality depends upon the seed used, as is the

case with other grains. There is reason to fear

that our growers do not always take as much
pains in this direction as they should. As a

general thing there could be more first-class

Chevalier barley brought to market, with a nota-

ble increase of receipts to the producers. Chev-
alier barley always makes a grade for itself. It

may be of interest to mention something which
all barley growers do not know, and that is the
method of the origin of the Chevalier barley.

It is not a chance product, nor a distinct vari-

ety, botauically considered. It is simply the
development of the possibilities of the grain by
propagating the choicest seed by extra culture.

It is a pedigree grain, brought to a stable condi-

tion, and endowed with the power of repro-

ducing its kind, which pertains both to plants

and animals, it continues to give the grower a

yield of unusually fine grain, if the soil and the

conditions are favorable to its growth. We
have spoken several times of the production of

extra yields of wheat by a sort of breeding and
developing process in the seed, and the same
remarks apply to barley. This was the process

adopted by M. Chevalier, and the result is that

the grain he produced has carried his name into

all the markets of the world. M. Chevalier
observed an ear of barley of unusually fine size

and quality growing in a field, and he picked it.

He sowed the seed in his garden and then re-

sowed it, giving it garden culture until he had
enough to sow a field. The superior quality of

M. Chevalier's grain was at once recognized,

and the result is that it has become a favorite

in all barley growing regions. As early as 1832,

in England, Lord Leicester sowed Chevalier on
a field, a part of which was seeded with the
best common barley which could be found. The
result was that the Chevalier weighed 57 pounds
to the bushel, and the common barley only 52
pounds, which showed the Chevalier to possets

an advantage of about 10% in the formation of

plump, heavy kernels. This early experience

has been repeated and approved in many ways
since that time, and the result as we now see it

is the difference crystallized into a market price

which leads all other barleys. The London
Agriculturist, speaking of this grain, says :

"There can be no doubt now of the general su-

periority of the Chevalier as a malting barley.

It is now grown where formerly no such a thing
as a fine barley was thought of. It is one of

those innumerable improvements of modern
date, which, though but seldom thought of,

have produced great effects. In this case the

price of barley, owing to improved quality, has
been increased over wide districts by 2s. and
3s. per quarter.

"

This is an interesting subject to all barley

growers, and we trust the lesson from the facts

we have stated will lead to a more general care

in the selection of seed, and to original efforts to-

ward of even the best seed which can now, be

obtained. The field for improvement is open,

and we know no reason why a little practice of

the scientific method should not evolve a barley

which shall eclipse the fame of the Chevalier.

Dr. Lewis' Campixu Part v.—The starting

of Dr. Lewis' camping party was celebrated

near Melrose on Wednesday by an opening din-

ner in camp. Sixty or more tourists, who have
placed themselves under Dr. Lewis' guidance,

and quite a company of united guests made up
a very enjoyable dinner party, and the campers
started out under bright skies for their four and
a half months of fresh air and exercise, sun-

shine and beautiful scenery. Dr. Lewis has

inaugurated this new departure in camp life, in

an earnest desire to bring before the public the
advantages of out-door life in the mountains;
and he feels convinced that the camping party's

experiences of this year will enable him next
year to bring 500 people from the East to enjoy
a season of camp life in our mountains. The
idea is a good one.

RURAL PRESS.
Open Market for Farm Produce in Oak-

land.

There is a good prospect that the enterprise

for open and free marketing of produce, by pro-

ducers, will lie successfully begun in Oakland

on Saturday May 25th. We are glad of it, be-

cause it promises well both for producers and

consumers. We have often pointed out the

culpable waste of time and money which is oc-

casioned by carrying fruit and vegetables grown

in Alameda county, across the ferry to this city,

causing them to run the gauntlet of draymen,

and commission merchants, and then packing

them back for sale in Oakland, after their fresh-

ness is all gone, and the profits on their produc-

tion have been well nigh wasted in transporta-

tion and commissions. We have often thought

that many Oakland people must get a poor idea

of the vegetable kingdom from the stale stuff

which is dealt out to them by the large squad

of Chinamen who furnish them with food which

has lain from one to three nights in the city.

This system should all be swept away. The

Oakland people should have their food fresh

from the gardens and orchards, and they should

have much wider variety to select from than the
basket of the Chinaman, or the counters of the
corner store. Fruit and vegetables can be gath-
ered after sundown, and be brought into Oak-
land in the early morning, even from the lower
part of the county, and it would seem probable
that the price which could be gained, and the
saving of freights and commissions, would
make the effort profitable to the producer.
The idea is gaining approval among the pro-

ducers of the county. At the last meeting of

the Executive committee in Oakland, Mr. A.
D. Pryal, the traveling member, was present,
and made an informal report. He has been
over a portion of Alameda county only, and
was on the point of starting for Contra Costa
county. He displayed as the result of his work
so far a list of over 100 farmers who had signi-

fied their intention to be present at the opening
day of the market, May 25th, with their wag-
ons ladened with the various products of their

farms, orchards and vineyards. Each signer

set opposite his name a list of the articles he
proposed to bring in. In these lists are fruits

and vegetables of all kinds. Butter, eggs,

cheese, milk, cream, buttermilk, poultry, pigs,

lambs and calves; honey, domestic wines, hay,
grain and straw, flowering plants, rustic bas-

kets, chairs and tables, etc. Mr. Pryal says
that the list at present represents from ten to

fifteen million dollars in property, the signers

being the most substantial farmers of the
county.
The success of the market promises to be far

beyond what the most sanguine of its projec-

tors anticipated. It will not take many market
days to convince the Oakland people the ad-
vantage of buying fresh produce direct from the
producer's wagon. We shall doubtless soon
see in Oakland, as we have often seen in the
open markets at the East, a throng of frugal

housewives in neat morning dresses, selecting

their dinners from crisp, dew-laden vegetables,

the sweet, new butter, eggs but a day's jour-

ney from the unknown, and live stock and
poultry unstained by travel.

The plan to be pursued is quite generally

known throughout the interested counties by
the wide distribution of handbills, but it is so

applicable to a score of our other large towns
and cities that we give a brief description of it.

The market is to be located on the east side of

Broadway, south of Seventh street, and be held
on Wednesday and Saturday of each week, and
not continued longer than 2 o'clock P. M. Each
vehicle occupying a stand in the market must
be backed to or near the curb, and placed as

near as may bo at right angles with the line of

the street, and a space of not less than two feet

must remain unobstructed between each stand.

A space of 0x20 feet must be allotted for each
stand during market hours, the short measure-
ment to be parallel with the line of the street,

and the stand to include three feet of the width
of the sidewalk next to and including the curb.

The allotment of a stand in the market will en-

title the recipient to a priority of right thereto;

but such right will be forfeited by his failure to

occupy the stand with marketable products for

three successive market days, or by a violation

of the provisions of this ordinance, or the rules

for the government of the market; or forfeited

for the day of the market by his failure to oc-

cupy the stand prior to the hour of 10 o'clock

a. m. The name of the occupant of each stand

must be exhibited in conspicuous letters, and
fronting the sidewalk, during the time of such
occupancy, and no longer.

Orange Blossoms.—We acknowledge with

thanks the receipt of a bouquet of orange blos-

soms from N. C. Carter, of San Gabriel, Los
Angeles county. Their freshness was preserved

by sticking the stems into a potato. The fact

may be of value to those who have never thought
of this method of keeping up moisture during

transit. The blossoms were densely and de-

liciously fragrant.

On File.—"A Talk about Manure," U. J.

;

" Southgate Stud Farm " and "San Luis Obispo

Notes," E. W. H. ; "Notes from Sauta Barbara

County," M.; "The Corbet Method," B. D. H.

[May 4, 1878.

QJef^es >\nd Relies.

Blight on Rose Bushes.

Editors Press:—Will you please inform me why the
rose bushos blight and what remedy would be good for
them '! I have had beautiful roses until within the laat
two years; then they began to blight or dry up. The
leaves will all quirl up and arc of a whitish color. The
rosebuds will all dry up before blooming. If there is a
remedy for them, I would be very glad to hear of it.

X. Xkwtos, Suisun City, Cal.

If we diagnose the disease correctly from the

symptoms given, it is the old pest of the rose-

grower, known as mildew. If so, it is the work
of a fungus, to the attacks of which the rose is

subject. The best remedy we know of is sul-

phur. It should be freely thrown or blown
upon the bushes with a sulphur-bellows, such
as is used in the vineyards. If this is not at
hand, it may be pretty well distributed by put-
ting a little in a bag of loosely woven cloth,

tying the bag to the end of a stick and shaking
it over the bushes, or jarring it through the
cloth by quick raps on the handle with a stout
stick. The time to apply is early in the morn-
ing, while the dew is on the leaves. It gives
the bushes a forlorn appearance, but that is

better than losing them. If we have mistaken
the disease, will some one set us right and give
a remedy.

Bisulphid of Carbon for Gophers.

Editors Press:— Please inform us through the Press
how Prof Hilgard operates with bisulphid of carbon for
gophers. They are very destructive here. - Erkd. Grsve,
West Point, Calaveras County.

Prof. Hilgard's instructions for the use of

bisulphid of carbon as a poison for ground squir-

rels, which were published in the Press, are
now issued, with additions, in a little pam-
phlet, by the University, and will be sent free

to any one who applies for it. The University
deserves credit for thus putting Prof. Hilgard's
investigation forward for general advantage.
Concerning the use of the bisulphid for gophers,
the Professor says: "In dealing with gophers,

care should be taken to made it possible for the
poisonous vapor to reach the animal, by using
it at the 'near' end of the run, where the go-

pher has gone into the ground, and not 40 or 50
feet off. Any person knowing the habits of the
gopher will readily manage this; but it is quite
easy, in any case, to drive the animal before
one, by a few drops of the bisulphid, placed in

the run at intervals of two or three yards.

When thus 'driven home' the gopher promptly
surrenders to a thimbleful of the liquid, dropped
into its hole; and whenever one is seen at work,
its operations may be instantly stopped forever

in the same manner."

When to Cut Willows.

Editors Press:— In your valuable paper of

April 20th, some one says he will give any man
§20 who will tell him when to cut willows so

that they will never sprout again. I do not
want his $20, but want to give a brother farmer
the desired information. I think if he will

cut them any time in August that they will

never sprout again. A few years ago some
friends asked the privilege to cut some willows
on my land to make an arbor for a camp meet-

ing. It was in the latter part of August. The
willows cut never grew again, but rotted oft
entirely. An irreligious neighbor thinks the
camp meeting killed them.

—

Danl. Wood,
Visalia, Cal., April 22d, 1878.

Black St. Peter's Grape.

Editors Press:- Will you please to inform me through
the columns of your valuable paper if there is a grape on
this coast known as the Black St. PettrV— Ekiji irer, San
Bernardino, Cal.

Black St. Peter's is a synonym for Alicante,

Black Spanish. Black Lisl>on, Black Palestine,

Black Portugal, Black Valentia, and several

other names, according to Downing. It is de-

scribed as an excellent late variety, large and
showy, and hangs well. The bunches are large,

sometimes shouldered. Berries large, oval.

Skin tough, rather thick, jet black, with a blue

bloom. Flesh tender, juicy. We presume it

has been iutroduced on this coast, but we do

not know who has it. Any one who has will

do a favor by informing us.

Grass Nuts.

Editors Press:- I send you two samples of gram nuts.

Are they related to the cliufa? The grasses seem to be

alike, but one in flowering branches out at the top of the

spear, w hile the other forms a cluster.—J. C Brown, Tu-

lare. Cal.

The specimens sent are not related to chufas.

They are Brodiea terrtstris, Kellogg, of the fam«

ily Lilittcece, while the chufa is of the family

Cyperacea. They are wholly unlike the chufai

in appearance, being a perfect bulb, like that of

a tulip or lily, but smaller. The chufa is a corm

produced from points on the roots, something

like potato tubers are produced.

Cyclobothra Pulchella.

Editors Press:— I «end you enclosed a bright yellow

flower that grows wild here. I think so much of it that

I would like to know what it is. Please inform a number

of yeur readers, and oblige —Constant Reader, Cherry

Glen, Vacaville.

Mr. Harford, director of the museum of the

Academy of Sciences, identifies the bloSBom as

that of the Cyclobothra pulchella. It is of the

lily family, and is sometime called wild tulip.

According to Mr. Lemnion the plant ii a Calo-

chortus. There has been an issue between the

names Cyclobothra and Calochortus, and the

latter will probably be declared the victor when

the next volume of the "Botany of California

appears.
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Land Tenure Here and Elsewhere.

We have just been reading, in one of our

English exchanges, another letter by Joseph

Kay, from whose writings we lately quoted, to

show the extent to which the title to land of

the United Kingdom is centered in the hands

of a few holders. Mr. Kay now writes con-

cerning the great difficulty and expense of get-

ting a title even when seller and buyer agree

upon a transaction. The facts, as stated by

Mr. Kay, we have known before in a general

way, but we own they never impressed us so

deeply as they do by his presentation. Take,

for example, the British law which gives land-

owners power to direct not only the succession

to, but the management of the land for a great

number of years after their death. Thus the

land may be fettered both by deeds and wills,

and even when a purchaser rinds a small plot of

land for sale, it often costs as much as the land
is worth to find out whether it is not so bound
up in the system of deeds, long leases and mort-
gages that his purchase of it would give him no
title. The fact is it is well nigh impossible to

find out in what way the land may be affected

by liens and post-mortem regulations, because
there is no provision for the registry of deeds,
mortgages, etc., as in this country. Here our
county records show the instruments which
affect any parcel of land, and for a few dollars

a "searcher of records " will give us an abstract
of title, which shows just how the land stands
affected. In England, because there are no
such public records, the steps to consummate a
transaction are very different, and Mr. Kay
mentions a case in which the man who pur-
chased three acres of agricultural land, had to
pay nearly $600 for

the examination of

title and the draw-
ing of the deed.

As deeds are per-

mitted to contain

such binding reg-

ulations for the fu-

ture, they are so

complicated and
ambiguous that
even a lawyer can-

n o t understand
them and suits at

law as to their

meaning are nec-

essary. Nor are

these a very satis-

factory recourse,

for Mr. Kay says

he knows " one
case where the en-

tire value of the

estate having been
absorbed in the
costs of litigation,

the only Btruggle

which remained
was which firm of

solicitor! was en-

titled to the estate

in repayment o f

their costs." There
are traditions of

similar corpulent
things enjoyed by
lawyers in this

country, and yet the unfortunate folly of

the occurrence does not appear less startling to

contemplate.
We have referred to the barriers to acquisi-

tions of freeholds and homes in the agricul-

tural districts of England, chiefly to show that

our laborers are more fortunate than their Eng-
lish brethren in the chances for advancement
which they enjoy. Let the contrast appear.

Mr. Kay says : "Take the case of a young
Norfolk peasant. He leaves his school at nine

or ten years of age to add to the small earnings

of the family. He lives in the small crowded
cottage of his parents. At 21 years of age he

may earn 12 or 14 shillings a week ; to hire a

cottage for himself is most difficult, for the

number of cottages is kept as small as possible

by the landowners, so as to avoid any surplus

poor population settling on their estates or near

their mansions. Has such a peasant by any
number of years' prudence, saving, or self-denial

any chance of buying or building a cottage, or

of buying a small plot of garden ground, or the

smallest farm ? The very supposition is ridicu-

lous, from the utter impossibility of his doing

anything of the sort. Can he obtain a cottage

and garden on lease? Certainly not. Must he,

then, remain a poor peasant all his days? He
must, unless he can persuade some charitable

person to enable him to emigrate, and unless he

can tear himself away from his relations and all

his old associations for ever."

It is well always to remember that such a con-

dition of land tenure does not exist in this coun-

try. Many of our best farmers started out in life

with no better advantages than this Norfolk

peasant, but their frugality and industry was
not made of no avail through embargo upon
freeholds. They bought a small piece of land,

making, perhaps, but a small payment at first,

and their accumulating earnings soon made
them masters, not only of this, but of many
adjoining acres. Their experience cannot be

too frequently described. There are hundreds
of young men, who are now squandering their

mall earnings, who only need the pluck and

courage which has brought many of our suc-
cessful men to their present condition to secure
their own success, and to gain for themselves
pleasant homes and honorable positions in soci-

ety. In this country there is a freehold and a
home for every young man who will show him-
self worthy of it.

We have often alluded to the great drawback
to the advancement of this coast in widespread
home-making, through the holding of large

tracts of lands by individuals. But there is

nothing in this country which locks up lands
for generations as in Great Britain. In fact, it

is plain to see that there is a tendency toward
disintegration in our large holdings of land,

which more than balances the tendency toward
accumulation. Some hint of this tendency may
be seen from time to time in our advertising

columns in the frequent announcements of farm-

ing lands for sale, in small parcels, on most ac-

commodating terms.

Perhaps a more striking contrast between
land tenure here and in England cannot be
made, than by mention of a recent occurrence
in Tehama county. There has been a large

grant for years impeding the settlement of that

county, and influencing its development in sev-

eral ways. The owner has recently died, and
instead of locking up his large estate of 24,000
acres, according to the English method; he
has divided it up, and instructed his executors
to sell off 15,000 acres at public or private sale.

This brings a considerable tract of land, which
has hitherto been held en masse, into open sale,

and the former owner has done his county and
the State good service in the wise provisions of

his will. This deed will, in the natural order
of events, be repeated in different parts of our
State; and, in connection with the disposition to

unload the heavy burdens which many of our
large land-holders are carrying, will each year
bring more and more desirable land within the

The Winchester Repeating Rifle.

The Winchester rifle is too well known to the

public to require any detailed description at our

hands, but we give illustrations herewith of the

new models of 1876 of this arm. The success

attending the sale and use of Model 1873 and

the constant calls from many sources, and par-

ticularly from the regions in which the grizzly

bear and other large game are found, as well as

from the plains where the absence of cover and

the shyness of the game require the hunter to

make his shots at long range, made it desirable

for the company to build a still more powerful

gun. Retaining all the essential mechanical

elements of the former model, and adding such
improvements as seemed possible, the result has
been a gun carrying a central fire cartridge,

capable of reloading, caliber 45-100, with 75
grains of powder and 350 grains of lead, being
nearly double the charge used in the model of

1873, and about the same as that adopted by
the U. S. Government.
The materials used in the construction of the

gun are the same in kind and quality as in the

model of 1873. Sporting rifles are made either

with round or octagon barrels, and also

with either plain or set triggers. All guns
with plain trigger are provided with an attach-

ment which renders premature explosion of the

cartridge, even from carelessness, absolutely

impossible. In both infantry, musket and car-

bine the magazine is covered by the forearm its

entire length. Rifles and carbines are finished

in various styles, the Standard arms having
blued wrought-iron mountings. The extra fin-

ished arms have fancy checked curled walnut
stocks, and case-hardened steel mountings.
Some of them are also gold, nickel or silver-plated

CENTENNIAL WINCHESTER. OR MODEL 1876-Extra Finish.

With Pistol Grip, Vernier and Wind Gauge Sights.

CtNTtNNIAL MOD
1876

CENTENNIAL WINCHESTER, MODEL 1876, STANDARD RIFLE.

reach of those who prepare themselves to pur-

chase it.

Inquiries About Flax Growing.

Editors Press:— Will you or some of the readers of

your paper inform me the number of acres of flax grow-
ing this year in California, the names of the growers and
their postoffice addresses, etc.—Alexander Humphries,
San Francisco.

Our querist has had experience in the linen

manufacture of Great Britain, and he thinks he

sees a field for the upbuilding of a large linen

factory in this State. He thinks the necessary

capital to launch the business can be enlisted,

and is now endeavoring to ascertain what
amount of flax will be grown this year, so that

some idea may be gained of the amount of avail-

able raw material should inducements be out-

held to get out the fiber. We should like to

see the enterprise, which Mr. Humphries has in

mind, become established, and there seems every

reason to think that it would be profitable. In
order to promote the idea we ask our readers to

send us statements of the acreage of flax in their

townships or counties. It must be understood
that there is no market for the fiber promised
as yet, but if it can be shown that there is a

good amount of raw material it may advance
measures for utilization.

We may remark in this connection, that our

last notes on the subject of flax fiber, something
over a year ago, were in reference to a lot of

machinery which was set up here for the manu-
facture of shoe-thread, twine, etc. This enter-

prise did not receive the encouragement it asked,

and the machinery was taken to Oregon. We
trust the proposition for a linen factory may
avail more.

The shooting match between Carver, of Cali-

fornia and Petty, of Omaha, resulted in favor of

Carver, who broke 487 glass balls out of 500,

using a rifle, while Petty brok« 478 out of 500,

using a shotgun.

finish, beautifully engraved. Sporting rifles may
be had with pistol grip stocks, Vernier and wind
gauge sights, if ordered. For long range target
shooting a cartridge is made using 85 to 90
grains of powder and a patched bullet weighing
450 to 500 grains; as these cartridges are neces-
sarily made longer than the regular cartridge,
they cannot be used through the magazine, but
must be used singly, using through the top of

the carrier block mortise.

A great variety of these Winchester repeat-
ing arms may be examined at John Skinker's,
115 Pine street, sole a^ent for the Pacific coast.

The new model shown in the engravings is

specially adapted for use on this coast, and
meets with great favor.

Meteorological Summary for April.—
The report of the U. S. Signal Service olficer,

of San Francisco, for the month of April is

summarized as follows: The mean hight of

barometer for the month was 29.93; mean tem-
perature, 55.3; mean humidity, 70.4; prevailing
winds, west; highest barometer, 30.215; lowest,

29.589; highest temperature, 70°; lowest, 44°;

monthly range, 20; greatest velocity of wind,
28 miles per hour; total number of miles
traveled by wind, 6,113; total rainfall, 1.0G
inches. Rainfall in April during formeryears:
1872, .75 inches; 1873, .43 inches; 1874, .90
inches; 1875, .10 inches; 1870, 1.29 inches;

1877, .20 iuches.

Two-Headed Snakes inColumbia.—A friend
brings us information of a double-headed snake
killed in the State of Tolima, United States of

Colombia, South America, close to the village

of Santa Ana. The natives call this snake the
"Talla Aykiss, " and it is said to be one of the
most venomous snakes of the country, and
grow& to the length of 15 feet. A specimen was
brought to California by C. R. Clark, late Sher-
iff of Nevada county. It is now in possession
of Miss Mary Gass, Oakland. Mr. Clark put
in the first regular sluices for mining in Colom-
bia.

Wool Prices and Qualities.

A correspondent, in another column, pleads

for sales of wool in which the price shall be

regulated by the quality of the lot sold, and not

affected by any general ill-condition or preju-

dice which may exist. This is a correct plea.

Every article should sell upon its own real

merits, and the price should be high or low,

according thereto.

Now, the fact is that this method of sale pre-

vails in this market to a far greater extent than

our correspondent seems to imagine. He over-

draws the picture when he speaks of all "south-

ern" wools as lumped together and sold for the
"miserable 12c. or 13c. per pound," etc. Rather
is it true, as stated in our "Market Review"
last week, some short San Joaquin wool, be-
cause of its especial excellence, sold at 23c. per
pound; higher than any price gained for the
12 mos. clip on the same day. This was be-

cause the wool was cleaner and more desirable,

This is one case in which there is discrimina-
tion exercised and the price rose with the qual-

ity. Another instance that there is a sale of

wool according to quality, may be seen in the
fact that some Los Angeles wool has sold for

23c. in this market. This was doubtless be-

cause the wool was produced under more favor-

able conditions, such as are afforded by irriga-

tion, and was more desirable than the ordinary
run of the lower counties' wool. In the local

sales this spring at Los Angeles, wool has been
sold as high as 21c, and although the present
market does not warrant such a price, it shows
that discrimination is practiced, because in the
same market sales were made at the s.ime time
at 14(5 10c.

We fear our correspondent is drawing a little

on his fancy when
he thinks that wool
produced with the
surroundings he
describes would be
branded as south-
ern, and sold the
same as southern
burry wool. Ac-
cording to the best
of our knowledge
and observation,

this would not be
the case. There is

a sharp competition
among buyers, and
they know the
value of getting
holding of wool
with as little
"shrink" as possi-

ble. They examine
all lots carefully

before making
their bids upon it.

We do not know
but that there may
be a linking of

good and poor lots

sometimes, to get
a better price all

around, but this

does not enter the
issue between
southern and
northern which our
correspondent de-

scribes. Receivers of wool are good judges also,

and they know that it is to their interest often

to hold a desir.ible lot of wool, so as to get a
good price for it.

There is one point which our correspondent
mentions, and it may be from this that he takes
his position. It is a fact that at present it will

not pay to wash sheep if the wool is to be sent

to this market. Eastern buyers will pay some-
thing more for wool thus washed, but they will

not pay enough to compensate for the loss of

weight which the grower sustains. This is

wrong in theory. It is good doctrine that we
should produce the cleanest possible wool, and
get a profit on the extra effort. But the amount
of washed wool which comes to this market is

so small that the trade can hardly take cogni-

zance of it, and the lots are doubtless sold so

that the producet does not get what he really

deserves. We should like to see this otherwise,

but so long as all California wool is looked upon
as unwashed, and traded in accordingly, it will

not pay to wash sheep before shearing. We
know there are hardships and wrongs in the

wool market. If discussion can right them, let

us have it.

Deposits of Nitrate of Soda.—The govern-

ment of Chile have just issued documents set-

ting forth the recent discovery of large deposits

of nitrate of soda and of guano in the vast

desert of Atacama, which lies between the 23d
and the 27th parallels of latitude, and extends
along from the coast line to the base of the An-
des. The nitrate of soda is described as of

great richness, and the deposits of guano will

bear comparison with those of Peru both in

their quality and quantity. At present these

sources of wealth can be turned to little practi-

cal account, owing to the want of means of

communication, but the government have deter-

mined to set about the construction of roads

and the preparation of a port upon the coast,

and have already directed the establishment of

settlements in different parts of the desert.
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Mining& Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

Our U. S. and Foreign Patent

Agency presents many and im-

portant advantages as a Home
Agency over all others, by rea-

son of long establishment, great

experience, thorough system and

intimate acquaintance with the

subjects of inventions in our

now community. All worthy in-

ventions patented through our

Agency will have the benefit of

a description or an illustration

and explanation in the Mining
and Scientific Press or the Pa-

cific Rural Press. We trans-

act every branch of Patent busi-

ness, and obtain Patents in all

civilized countries. The large

majority of U. S. and Foreign

Patents granted to inventors on

the Pacific Coast have been ob-

tained through our Agency. We
can "five the best and most re-

liable advice as to the patentabil-

ity of new inventions. Advice

and Circulars Free. Our prices

are as low as any first-class agen-

cies in the Eastern States, while

our advantages for Pacific Coast

inventors are far superior.

DEWEY & CO.,

Patent Solicitors.

No. 202 Sansome St., S. F.

OUR AGENTS.
Our Friends can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting

Agents In their labors of canvassing, hy lending their

influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send
none but worthy men.

J. L. Tharp—San Francisco.

B. W. Crowell—California.

A. C. Ksox— Pacific Coast.

C. N. West—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito
counties.

A. C. Champiox—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.

Ekward S. Barer—Australian Coloi ies and Sandwich
iBlands.
W. 1). White—San Bernardino ami Los Angeles coun-

ties.

J. \V. A. Wright—Sacramento county.

B. E. Lloyd—Sonoma and Napa counties.

E. M. Denx}-, Oregon.
H B. Hallktt —Marin county.
G. W. McGrkw.—Santa Clara county.
Wm. M. Brewer— Black Hills, Dakota Territory.
Kk hard Allen.— British Columbia.

Pacific Eural Press,
A first-class lfi-page Illustrated Agricultural Weekly,
tilled with fresh, valuable and interesting reading. Every
farmer and ruralist should take it. It is immensely
popular. Subscription, $3 50 a year in advance. Post-
age prepaid. Send for a sample copy.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers, S. F.

From A Patentee

Ht'NSAKKR, Tihre Co., Cal., Jan. 15, 1878.
• * * * You will now receive my grateful, heart-

felt thanks for the able manner in which you have con-
ducted the interest intrusted to you hy me. Your ac-
knowledged ability, confirmed to me as it is by the suc-
cessful presentation of my claim for a patent on a pump
power, not only delights me, but suggests the propriety
of my continued patronage and that of all my friends.
With kind wishes for your future success, 1 subscribe my-
self, yours respectfully, A. L. Hi nbaker

Messrs. Dewey & Co., Patent Solicitors, S F.

TO QUERISTS.

In propounding questions to the editorial, patent or bus-
iness departments of this office, letter writers should he
careful to enclose a stamp and addressed envelope if

they wish prompt answer. U we were to furnish time, pa-
per, envelopes and stamps, all free to parties who address
this ottice on matters of more interest to themselves than
to US, HVE HINDRED DOLLARS A YEAR Would llOt COVer the
expense. This hint, however, is not intendod for parties
writing in our own or the public interest, or who would
oe obliged to delay writing at any time for want of an ex
Ira stamp.

Kvehy new subscriber who does not receive

the paper and every old subscriber not credited

on the label within two weeks after payimg for

this paper, should write personally to th pub-

ishers without delay, to secure proper credit.

This is necessary to protect us and subscri-

bers against the acts and mistakes of others.

Samplb Copies. —Occasionally we send copies of this
paper to persons who we believe would be benefited by
subscribing for it, or willing to assist us la extending its
circulation. We call the attention of such to our pros-
pectus and terms of subscription, and request thai they
circulate the copy sent

BYRON JACKSON, Woodland, Cal.,

MANUFACTURER OF

Feeders & Elevators for Threshing Machines, Horse Forks & Derricks,

All of which are protected by U. S. Patents.

The above Diagram shows the proper position for the Derric

lor stacks.
Two medium sized stacks with the Derrick between them is far better than one large

has only to be moved one-half the distance. Address

Separator and Engine, and the best size

tack, because the grain

BYRON JACKSON, Woodland, or BAKER & HAMILTON,
San Francisco or Sacramento, Cal.

BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

24 rost Street

Near K«my,
.San F •

>>< \i . Cai.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives

such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unrurpassed.

Ladies' Department. —-Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Teleoraphic Department.—In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.

For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post
street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,

President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

H. H. H.
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Ringbone, Spavin, Sweeney, Callois
Lt'MPS, and all old sores, apply freely so as to blister,
from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stipp
Joints, Bri ises, Windoalls, and all slight ailments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,
and all other sores where the skin iB broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in
moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

GRAIN THRESHING.

The undersigned, an experienced thresher and owner of
a first-class steam threshing rig, desires before selecting
his territory for this season's work, to correspond with
grain growers in any section where the grain crop will be
large and threshing machinery not abundant. He thinks
that by thus inviting correspondence, he may take his
machinery where it is most needed, and is ready to make
contracts with parties who have grain to thresh.

I have to rent or for sale, a Hoadley Wood-burning
Engine, .fddress

J. W. RILEY,
Care Dewey & Co., 202 Sansome Street, S. F.

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
HEMORRHOIDS or PILES
can be CURED! Radically,
Speedily and Withoi t Pain ! "Dr
Pierce's Pile Truss and Remedy" give
instant relief in all cases. By means
of this new appliance the I'iles have
a constant and agreeable support and

will entirely disappear if the Truss is worn and the Rem
cdv applied as directed For particulars call or aduress

MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO., 609 Sac-

ramento Street, (up stairs), San Francisco.

a5T State in what paper you saw this notice. T£l

BEES! BEES! BEESI!!

Italian Bees and Queens, Hives and other supplies used

in modern management. Seeds of honey-producing

plants and trees. Bee- Keepers Text Book, 40 cents.

Vjuiiiby, Langstroth and other works on apiaculture at

publishers' prices for sale. Bee-Keepert' Mayazine

SI. 50 per annum. Sample copy on application. For

particulars, address

W. A. PRYAL, Oakland, Cal.

TOPHETINE
The new poison, Tophetine. is found

and w arranted superior to all others as a
Squirrel and Gopher Exterminator. Sold

at less than one-third the price of strychnin**, it is equally
effective. Devoid of taste, it has a peculiar odor, attract-
ive to the squirrel, gopher or rat when mixed with their
food Ono quart of hot water will dissolve the contents
of a 50 cei.t box, which effectually poisons two quarts of
grain. LANGLEY & CO., Agents,

Wholesale Druggists, No. 100 and 102 Front St., 8. F.

Settlers and others wishing good farming lands for sure

crops, are referred to Mr Edward Frisbie, of Anderson,
Shasta County, Cal., who has some 15,000 acres for sale in

the Upper Sacramento Valley. His advertisement ap-

pears from time to time in this paper.

GRAY'S MUSIC STORE,

No. 105 Kearny Street, San Francisco.

On receipt of the amount in postage stamps, anv of the

following pieces will be mailed, post-paid:

POOR LITTLE CHLOE, (Ballad; by Luther, Sfi ctj

KISS THE LITTLE ONES GOOD NIGHT FOR ME,
by Ruttledge, 35 cts.

GOOD NIGHT, FAREWELL by Ruttledge, U cts.

MY DEAR LITTLE HOME O'ER THE SEA,

by Lavamie, 35 cts.

HELP THE NEEDY WHEN YOU CAN,
by Ruttledge, 35 cU.

AMERICUS GRAND MARCH by Ballenberg, 30 cts.

THE LITTLE TORMENT, (SchottischeV . Far West. 35 cts.

THE REPUBLIC GRAND GALLOP,
by A. H. Woods, 75 cts.

Send for our complete Catalogue of Songs, Duets and

Choruses. jySay where you saw this advertisement.

HERRMANN S STYLES IN HATS.

NOW OUT!

Prices Lower Than Ever.

—AT—

402 Kearny Street, - - Near Pine.

Branch, GIO Market Street,

Between Stockton and Powell, Sau Francisce

M. COOKE. R. J. COOKE.

PIONEER BOX FACTORY,

Corner of Front and M Streets, Sacramento.

ALL KINDS OF

Fruit & Packing Boxes Made to Order,

AND IN SHOOKS.
t&~ Communications Promptly Attended to. "U»J

COOKE & SONS, Successors to Cooer & Greoorv

FURNISHED HOUSE WANTED.

4S?"Wantod, a comfortably furnished house in the

country for three months, commencing June 1st, for

which liberal rent will be paid and security furnished

Address, with particulars, I

C W. R., P. O. Box 1123,

San Francisco, Cal.

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE AND
OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

MCAFEE BROS., Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansome Street, - San Francisco

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Manager and Cashier,

ALBERT M0NTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we ar« now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States a

he best market rates.

London Assurance Corporation,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

Established in 1720.

Cash Assets - - $14,993,466

Western Assurance Company,

OF TORONTO, CANADA.
Incorporated 1851.

Cash Assets ... $1,576,307

CROSS & CO., Gen. Ajjents, San Francisco

New Music Books ! !

Clarke's Reed Organ Melodies
By Wm. H. Clarke.— Price, Cloth S3; Bds. S2.80.

Mr. Clarke's celebrated "New Method for Reed Organs"
is universally recognized as a standard book for instruc-
tions. A book by the same skillful hand, and in which
the same fine taste is displayed, will be universally wel-
comed. It has 200 large pages, sheet music size, and
about 120 charming pieces.

Dancing at Home and Abroad.

By H Cleveland, Jr., Cloth $1; Bds. 80c.; Paper, 00c.

This is a good manual for dancing, and also a sort of

"Chesterfield" treatise on etiquette and good manners,
and is worth reading by everybody.

Hull's Temperance Glee Book.

(40 cents. ) Provides admirably for all the wants of

Clubs and Lodges. Just the book for Gospel Temper-
ance meetings.

Ditson & Co. 's Musical Monthly.

Nos. 11 and 12. (each No 26 cents. ;J2 jier year), con-
tinues the good work of supplying the best music at the
lowest price. 20 pages of choice music in each number,
selected from Ditson & Co.'s valuable copyright*.

Any book mailed, post-free, for the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.. BOSTON,

C. H. Ditson & Co., 843 Broadway, New York.

DALTON &. GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IX

All Kinds of Country Produce.
404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco.

S3T Consignments Solicited

DAVIS &. SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Reference. — Tradesmen's National Bans, N. Y. ; Ell

wanger & Barry, .Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra
mento, Cal. ; A. Lusk & Co. , San Francisco, Cal.

C. & F. NAUMAN &. CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

All kinds of DAIRY PRODUCE Bold on Commissiou
Poultry, Eggs, Game a specialty.

231 WASHINGTON STREET, San Francisco
(Between Front and Davis.)

Chas. Naitmax. Fraxe Nai'max.

GRAND SPRING OPENING

MILLINERY, FANCY GOODS,

Men's and Boys' Clothing.

PALMER BROTHERS,
726, 728, 730, 732 and 734 Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

fir Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c

<40 poatprid GEO. I. REED & CO., Nassau, N. Y
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Purchasers ok Stock will find in this Directory the
Names of some of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

50 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO,
thoroughbred Jerseys.

Downey City, Cal., breeders of

Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-

ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $40
to 8100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

Li. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, S20 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.
M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-

land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A- FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal.

sale. Also, eggs in their season.
Pekin Ducks for

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for
hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Cowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

SWINE.
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal,

Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine,
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

J. M. KERLINGER, Eliis, San Joaquin Co., Impor-
ter and Breeder of Berkshire 1'ign and line Poultry.

Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark snd Light Brahmas, Bufif

White and Partridge Co-
chins, White& Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

P^tams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
lt3TFor further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. O. Box, 059 San Francisco, Cal.

THOROUGHBRED POULTRY.

116 Acres

DEVOTED TO

FANCY
POULTRY

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock.

Largest Yards
on the Coast.

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Bronze Tur-

keys, Geese, Pekin Ducks, Guinea Pigs, Etc.

t&Safe arrival of Fowls and Eggs Guaranteed.^,

^•Pamphlet on the care of fowls- -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc. , adapted especially to the

Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

Send stamp for price list. Address

M. BYRE, Napa, Cal.

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
<tQ Don Drt-ron From 3 pens of 20 Hens and a

9<3 rcr UUlCll. Cocktach;84of the finest White
Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of 600 bred during the sea-

sons of 1870-77, packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send
or circular. Address,

C. P. STONE,
35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

EVERYBODY KNOWS
That Mrs. C. H. Sprague, at the California Poultry

Yards, at Woodland, Yolo County, keeps the choicest lot

and the greatest and best variety of Thoroughbred Fowls
of any one west of the Mississippi river, and that one can

get just what is wanted by sending orders to her.

CARBOLIC POWDER
Is the best thing in the world to kill vermin on fowls and
chickens, sent by mail, post-paid, at 25 cents per package.

Address C. P. STONE. Mission Market, San Francisco.

My new circular, how to double egg production and raise

chickt'ns without loss from disease sent free to any address.

PAI APP THESE LARGE, FINE, NEWrnLHuC Rooms are exc

RESTAU RAN I", ?>'„'

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F.
1

DINING
Rooms are exceedingly popular. Tho best

everything on the tables,

ner furnished at the low

CENTS, from five to eight p.

U\ thy Palace

FIFTY
Visitors to S. F. should

GRANGERS' RUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

DANIEL 1NMAN, (President).

A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINTW. W. GRAY.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION
Grangers' Building', - - - -

W. L. OVERHISER
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

HOUSE,

106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking 1 be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE-ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK FILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Manufactured by the

Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

ENRIGHT'S STRAW-BURNING ENGINE.

I respectfully beg leave to inform the public and parties

intending to purchase Portable Straw-Burning Engines for

Threshing purposes for 1878, that I offer for sale this season,

Straw -Burning Engines superior to any I have heretofore

made at reasonable prices, and that I will give a satisfactory

bond to any party buying an Engine from me or my agents,

and that 1 will protect them in the use and right of using, and

against all Patent Law Suit.

JOSEPH
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA.

IRA GARDEN &
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have

CO.'S

no Superior.

Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE -MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery in a good location in Tehama county.

The owner of the land has the best of soil and plenty of

water, one mile from the railroad station. He wants a

good man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raise

all kinds of ornamental and forest trees. The owner of

the land wishes to take an interest in the proposed nur-

sery and believes good sales of trees can be made. Good
men, experienced and trustworthy may address us on

this subject.
DEWEY & CO.

202 Sanaome Street, San Francisco.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

OFFICE-NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Bbtwkrn Broadway and Washi.votox.)

OAKLAND, CAL

American Machine

Model Works.

Experimental and Fine Special Machinery', Planing and

Gear Cutting;, Printing Press, Band Instrument and Gen-

eral Machine Repairing; Dies, Taps, Punches, Reamers

and other Tools made to order. Models and Patterns for

Inventors proniply executed in W^od or Metals. 514
Commercial Street, between Sansome and Leidesdorlf,

(Third Floor), San Francisco, Cal.

I. A. HEALD, Proprietor.

f)fr STYLES OF CARDS, with name in gold, 1(1 cents
ZJ J. B HUSTED, Nassau, New Verk

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords.the
best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Beecher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs
'nquire of

1. L. MILLER.

Beecher, Will County, Illinois

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshire*
Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Aldemey cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are
guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles City, Cal.

<t9H PUPRY riAY Is warranted using .IILZ
q>£J tlLni UM I WELL AUGERS and
DRILLS. Touk the first premium at the Great Exposi-
tion. They bore any diameter and depth! 100 feet a day,
through earth, sand or rock. Pictorial auger book free.

Address Col. PETER SAXE, Los Angeles, Cal., Agent for
Pacific States.

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRES.

I offer for sale a lot of choice Spring Pigs, farrowed

February 22d and March 1st, ready to ship about

middle of May. Also,

Three Fine Young Boars,

Seven to Eight Months' Old.

FOUR BOARS AND FIVE SOWS,
Four and a Half Months' Old.

Can furnish pairs not related of the younger pigs.

Stock well boxed in light strong crates, with feed for

journey, and delivered at Car or Boat, in Stockton, free

of charge. Prices reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed,

N. B.—No poor, unthrifty pigs ever leave my pen.

Address

ALFRED PARKER, Bellota,

Latimer Farm. San Joaquin Co., Cal.

THOROUGHBRED BULLS.

Ten head of Red Durhams from 12 to 15 months

old, Also, 12 head of large work horses and mares will

be sold this spring at private sale on my ranch, six miles

from Oroville, Butte County.

iS'Bulls Sired by Golden Louan Duke.

M. WICK.

W. & J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California

IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE,
ALSO, THE FINEST STRAINS OK

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

Imperial Egg Food

(Trade Murk.) ?V '3r*^S'SSC* ' r^**?**^

W 111 Ma ke "Voxir JJU-iiw Lay.
Winter and Bummer, support Fowls dm lug moulting,
keep them constantly in fine condition, end Increase
their profit V" percent. Halfofthecr UksrMe annually.
Tills makes bone and muscle enrlv, and will save tl.cm.
Packages io mix with mi weight ordinary feed, SOcts.j
larger for $1.00 and t2.ro. Bent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Grocers, Feed stores, etc.—LOCAL A<;i!NTS WANTED.

—

C. R. ALLKN & CO., Box 108, Hahtforu, Coxk.

0. C. SWAIN & CO. Agt's for Pacific Coast
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

£3TTo whom all orders should be addressed.

50
BUST CARDS, no two alike, printed in Crimson or
J»t, 13c. CLINTON BROS., Cliiitonville, Conn.
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Patents and NVENTIONS. s. F-

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Reports yo% tub Mixing and Scientific
Punas, DEWEY & oO., Pi rlishkrs and U. S.

AND FORKION PATENT AOF.NTS.
J

By Special Dispatch from Washington, D. C.

Week Ending, April 16th.

Governor for Steam Engines.—Warren H.
Craig, S. P.

Device for Cutting Screw Threads.—
Michael Minahan, Portland, Oregon.

Hames.—Albert I'. Rose, Beowewe, Nevada.
Ditcher and Cultivator Combined.—Owen

T. Davis, Brighton, Cal.

Thumb Rests for Sheep Shears.—John Rich-
ardson, Jr., Pomona, Cal.

SnAFr Coupling.—Curtis G. Rowell, Dallas,

Oregon.
Pruning Shears —John Wilz, Santa Cruz.
Feathering Paddle Wheel.—Thomas Cul-

len, S. F.

Manufacture of Shirts.—William D. Lawton,
S. F.

Ore Amalgamators.—Walter S. Shotwell, S.F.

A Good Windmill Record.—The Perkins
windmill, sold by Horton ft Kennedy, of Liver-

more, Alameda county, is making a tine record

in this State. We have seen a letter from Mr.
C. E. Chubbuck, Agent Pacific Coast Land
Company, who selected the Perkins mills, years
ago, to recommend to his friends. Under date
November, 27th, 1877, he writes: " I don't

think I ever wrote you of a mill; you will recol-

lect, I put up in Los Angeles, two years ago.

It was a 12-foot mill, on a pump to work luit

feet. I have never seen it since I gave it its

final adjustment the day it was tamed to the

wind from the carpenter's hands; but the

owner, Col. Freeman, told me, a few weeks
ago, that it was the finest that he ever saw,

working earlier and later by an hour each morn-
ing and night than any of the rest in plain

view (three other kinds) and supplies from
10,000 to 15,000 gallons of water daily, and,

further, that it has not cost him a dime, except
for oil and packing valve-stem of pump; and
without it, his entire bands of sheep, numbering
over 20,000, would have been watered by man
power.

"

Ice.—Ice did not become an article of com-
merce until the present century; but already in

the United States alone 130,000,000 are invest-

ed in the business of gathering and selling it.

There has been a remarkable increase in the

use of the article in the United States since

1845, when only 50,000 tons of it were used.

In the year 1876 the consumers bought 2,500,-

000 tons, and probably 5,000,000 tons were cut.

Beer brewers are the best customers of the

ice companies, several using 30,000 tons of ice

annually.

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending April 30, 1878.

iih.ii km and lowest barometer.

Apr. 24 Apr. 26 Apr. 26 Apr. 27 Apr 2i Apr. 2!) Apr 30

30.07 30.12 30.15 30 21 30.21 30.09 29 91

30.02 30.05 30.11 30.11 30 . 13 29.92 29.88

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.
69 I 60 64 64 66

50
|

48 63 65
1
s 52

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.

63
|

70 68 79 82 | 70 70

PREVAILING WIND.

w
;
W w

1 SW W
I

W
|
SW

WIND

—

MILEK TRAVELED.
214

|

373
|

224 116 126 170 187

STATE OK WEATHER.
Fair. Fair. |

Fair.
i

Clo'dy \ Fair.
I
Clear.

i

Clear.

RAINFALL IN TWK.NTY-FOUR HOURS.

I I I I
II

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1S77. 35 11 in.

Popular Music—Make your homes merry and popu-

lar with choice music from Gray's Music Store, S. F. We
can recommend this Urge, tlrst-class, standard and popu-

lar establishment. Examine his advertisement, appear-

ing from time to time in this paper. Mr. Gray deals in

instruments possessing the very highest and most perma-

nent reputation. Call at 105 Kearny Street. The Rural

Press can offer to introduce you there.

Farmers ! Farmers ! I

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange," '.i'.i and 35 O'Farrell Street,

San Francisco. All hands carefully selected free

of charges to employers and employees.

"Cash 1'aid Promptly."—May Bros. , Gales-
burg, 111., want to lure agents for their late im-
proved Windmills, the cheapest, strongest and
best in use. Retail price, $50. Write for

terms.

Woodward's Gardens were never more attract-
ive than at present. A line linn and two lionesses, all

young and not fully grown, have just been added. Bal-
loon ascensions by Prof. Martin are now being made.
The popularity of the gardens continues to increase.

IUtes of admission unchanged.

See advertisement for furnished house in

the country.

Note.—Our trade review and quotations arc prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-

urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.
San Francisco, May 1st, 1878.

The weather has been generally favorable

both for growing crops and for the transaction

of business. Interest still centers in affairs

abroad, and upon the events of the next few
weeks the season's investments and ventures
will greatly depend. The Wheat market holds

firm, though but little is doing, because of the

reduced stocks on band.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool ijuotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

Cal. Avkraok. CLL'B.

lis 2d(«lls S'l lis 5d«rl2s 3d
lis ldicrlls Sd lis (idi<ll2s 4d

Saturday lis 4dm 1
1- Sd Us 6d<g 14s 4d

lis tdiaiis 8d lis tidv'12* 4d
lis 5di</ll8 9d Us Sdi« VI* 4d

Wednesday lis Sdljrlls 9d Us Sd«il2s 4d

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as follows:

Average. Club.

1876 9s 7d0 9s lid 9s 10d(«10s 5d

1877 13s 2d(tfl3s Od 13s 6d«tl4s —
1878 Us 5d'j?lls 9d He Sdial2s 4d

The Foreign Review.
London, April 30th.—The Mark Lane Express

says : The general tenor of agricultural reports

is distinctly satisfactory as regards the Wheat
and Spring Corn crops, and it is very seldom
advices from the rural districts as to weather,

work and crops record so few complaints as at

present. Business has been necessarily re-

stricted in Mark Lane, owing to the Faster
holidays. The supplies of English Wheat have
been light and prices have undergone little or no
change, either in London or the provinces, and
a quiet but steady tone prevailed. With po-

litical affairs unsettled, holders of foreign Wheat
have been content to satisfy the retail demand.
Exports for the past week amounted to 2,500
quarters, against 9,000 and 15,800 quarters

respectively in two preceding weeks, from which
it may be seen that the requirements of the

continent are for the present supplied. This
important element of strength being wanting,
holders had the ordinary consumptive wants of

the country to fall back upon, which do not
appear to be large, although there has been suf-

ficient business to prevent prices receding to any
quotable extent. Millers, generally speaking,

have fair stocks. America has furnished the
bulk of imports of Wheat into London, which,
however, has been quite moderate. With fair

arrivals at ports of call the Boating cargo trade
for Wheat ruled tirm, and prices advanced fully

Is, apparently owing to continued political un-

easiness, but business was restricted, owing to

the holidays. Maize advanced 6iL Barley is

steady.
Freignts and Charters.

Wheat freights, says the Commercial News,
were at a standstill during the past week.
Most of the vessels now in port will remain over

until the new crop moves. The crop prospects

are attracting this way an immense fleet of ships,

the total tonnage on the way and loading for this

port, on Monday last, aggregating nearly 180,-

000 tons. We remark that additional facilities

are making at the various wharves for loading

vessels during the coming season. There has

been very little change in the market for out-

side business. We have now in port 5,560 tons

of tonnage secured for Wheat and 7,727 for

miscellaneous. The list of disengaged tonnage
in port aggregates 12(1,319 tons. The ship Bara-
couta, now at Portland, has been chartered to

load Wheat and Salmon to Liverpool direct at

£3— an extreme rate.

Eastern Grain Markets.

- New York, April '27th. — The price of

Wheat has been sustained on a higher basis,

solely by the scarcity of the article, the first

supplies by canal having but just come in.

Spring growths on the spot have commanded
$1.20(5 1.35, but for May delivery sales have
been made at fully five cents per bushel less.

The export demand has been good, and largely

for the Continent, fully 70 vessels having been
chartered to load grain cargoes here, and at

Philadelphia and Baltimore during the week,
to say nothing of engagements by ships on the
berth. Rates of freight have scarcely varied,

though for all May loading, about three pence
per quarter more is offered than for short-lay

days. The possibility or probability of war in

Europe has induced farmers to bold on to their
Wheat with unusual tenacity for some time
back, but, with the canals unlocked, and agri-

cultural prospects in the Northwest favorable
beyond all parallel, receipts at shipping points
will, without doubt, soon show a large increase.

It is said that most of the English speculators
have lost heavily, and, being well stocked,
they are now operating with extreme caution.

Russian supplies are coming out freely, but the
average condition of the Wheat is represented
as poor, while the surplus is said to have been
over-estimated. It is reasonably certain, tak-
ing all things into consideration, that there will

be a market, both in the United Kingdom and
on the Continent, during the summer, at fair

prices, for all the Wheat we can give them,
war or no war.

Chicago, April 27th.—The markets this week
have been generally strong and higher, but
with exceptional days. Wheat was active, un-
settled and higher each day, with a good specu-
lative range, and active demand, which de-
pended less on local than on foreign influences.
Sales of May were made at $1. lOfS^l. 14—the
lowest price Monday; the highest to-day. Corn
was pretty steady. Sales at 41J(5 42c. Oats
were more active and unsettled than usual,
closing a triHe off best prices. May sold at
26j}@26$c. Rye was steadily held under a good
demand and considerably better prices. Cash
sold at 5SK(a GOc. Barley was also firmer, clos-
ing rather strong for cash at 47@49c. Closing
cash prices are: Wheat, (1. 13| ; Com, 41J<a
41 gc; Oats, 2(!?c ; Rye, GOc; Barley, 48c;
Pork, S8.50feSS.75ic ; Lard, $b\87*(y $6.90.

Eastern Wool Markets.
New York, April 27th.—The improved de-

mand noticed last week for Wool has entirely
disappeared, for during the week just closed
buyers have been scarce, and the few here have
supplied their wants with very small selections.

iSales were effected with the greatest difficulty,

and only such lines as are considered cheap by
buyers are finally closed. This Condition of af-

fairs is traceable to the lack of life shown in the
goods market, and as this staple is controlled
wholly by the way goods sell, no improvement
can be looked for until the increased movement
sets in for the manufactured article. Tele-
graphic advices from San Francisco continue
very discouraging to dealers here, and already a
number of buyers have been ordered back. The
few parcels of Spring California thus far re-

ceived and sold, have not realized sufficient to
cover lirst cost in San Francisco. The transac-
tions for the week include 25 bales new Spring
California, at 21 cents ; 5,000 lbs old do, 19@
20 ; 8,500 lbs Fall do, 13(520; 8,000 lbs Colo-
rado, 16; 5,000 lbs Eastern Oregon, 25; 150,000
lbs Western Texas, 14(n. l8)> ; 2,000 Eastern Fall

do, 19 ; 20 bags super pulled, 32 ; 90,000 lbs X
and above Ohio and West Virginia fleece, 38(»

40 ; 10,000 lbs medium unwashed Western do,

26 ; 2,000 lbs unwashed Western Delaine, 30
;

7,000 lbs coarse washed combing, 40.

Boston, April 27th.—In Wool there is no
material change in the market. Fine Fleeces
are a shade lower, but prices have now settled

down to a point where buyers are disposed to

operate more freely, and desirable Fleeces are
likely to disappear quite rapidly, some 309,000
lbs Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Virginia hav-
ing been taken during the past week. A fair

quotation for Ohio and Pennsylvania Fleeces is

37i@40o.| including No. 1, XXX and above,

and it is understood most of the sales this week
were at 37J@38c, although reports are current
that a lower price was accepted. Sales of

Michigan and Wisconsin Fleeces at 35@371c for

No. 1 and X, but it would now be difficult to
place any Michigan at 36c. Delaine and comb-
ing sold at 40(2 48c. Transactions in California

during the past week comprise 311,000 lbs at
\2'.0i 19c for Fall and lS(o28ic for Spring, the
latter for a lot of Humboldt county. Pulled
Wools are in moderate demand. Sales of choice
supers at 40(u 45e, but the principal sales were
at 30@40c for super and X. Total sales of

domestic for the week, 1,189,600 lbs.

Domestic Produce.

The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at

noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

of Stock at $9; cargo mixed Barley and Wheat
at $11, and one of Stock at $8.50; 200 bales
poor Wheat sold at $10 per ton.
FRUIT—Cherries are coming in at the rate of

500 lbs per day, and have sold thus far at 30(6i
40c fc

? lb. Strawberries are all taken at last
week's prices. Oranges, both California and
Tahiti, are still goiDg off at profitable rates.
The receipts of California Limes are greatly
reduced.
HOPS—There is no change in Hops. Emmet

Wells reports the New York market, for the
week ending April 19th, as follows: "The
transactions have been very small and are
likely to continue of a retail character until a
revival of the export trade. Just now there is
nothing to give hope of a better inquiry from
shippers, and we must therefore content our-
selves with what little brewers' trade comes
along. There is no change in prices. Little or
nothing is doing in the country markets. Grow-
ers have finished pole-setting and in many dis-
tricts the vine has already made considerable
progress.

"

OATS—Oats have shown a better tendency
and sales have been at a range above that of last
week. We note sales: 300 bags fair Feed at
$1.40; 100 do light at $1.30; 150 sks good Ore-
gon Feed at $1.50; and 100at$1.45; 3,400 good
heavy Oregon Feed at $1.40; 200 at $1.42 1

; 250
Washington Territory at $1.45; and 100 fair
Feed at $1,371 per ctl.

ONIONS—Onions advance 25c per ctl for all
good lots.

POTATOES -There has been a slight reac
tion from the recent advance in Potatoes, and
$3.50 per ctl is to-day the extreme. Good
sorts generally from $3.25 to $3.50.
PROVISIONS—The Beef market is some-

what weaker and the supply is larger than on
our last report. Mutton continues low, with
large supply and quality generally fine. Pork
is lower, the supply larger and the demand for
packing light. The market for Cured Meat
products is moderately active and prices remain
so low as to greatly increase the consumptive
demand, especially on Sugar Cured Meats.

VEGETABLES — Asparagus now sells at
$1.00 per box of 50 lbs. String Beans have de-
clined to 10(5 30c according to brightness of
color. Green Peas are selling at 1 Jc@2c per lb.

Marrowfat Squash declines to $20 per ton and
Tomatoes to 15(u 18c per lb.

WHEAT — Wheat quotations are rather
nominal because of the few transactions in
large lots. We note sales: It is reported that
on Monday a cargo of 24,000 centals choice
Wheat was purchased at Stockton at $2.20, de-
livered here, supposed to be for Cape Town or
CaHao; 320 ctl* choice Milling at $2. 12$; 250
do do at the same, and 350 do poor at $1.90; 200
ctls. choice Milling at $2. 124; 100 good do at
$2.07$, and 1,400 poor at $1.85 per ctl.

WOOL—Dealers report the market a little

duller than a week ago, owing to the wants of
the Eastern buyers being well supplied. Or-
ders are only for the amounts which manufac-
turers need for immediate use as they do not
invest on the future. These instructions from
the East make our market dull and sales
smaller than last week. We note sales of 110,-
000 lbs San Joaquia Wool at lG@22c, accord-
ing to quality.

ART1CLIB.
Wkkk.

April 10.

Wekk
April 17.

Wkkk
April 24.

Wkkk.
.May L

Flour, quarter sacks .

.

18.229 67,610 31,101 35.136
94,050 109.522 28,710 36,153

Barlev, centals. 10,806 14,255 10,241 10,687
1.118 843 1,862 2,158

Cum, centals 3,540 3,352 4,noo 2,820
186 9.912 865 2,924

Potatoes, sacks 11,098 12.657 6,239 10,414

Onions, sacks 720 1,033 718 870
Wool, bales 1,575 4,528 4,373 6,616

20 64 1 45
1,436 1,505 1,370 1,726

BAGS-—Prices for hand-sewed grain Bags are

still 1 1 J(8il l$c, and ll@ll$c for machine-sewed.

The week lias not seen any change in price, al-

though transactions have been considerable.

There are rumors of the annual concentration

of stocks and ring making.
BARLEY—Feed Barley continues to droop a

little. Sales 750 sks Feed at 91@fl.05; 600
sks Brewing at $1.15; 500 fair Feed at $1.02$,

and 600 at 95c per ctl.

BEANS—The Bean market still tends up-

ward, and small Whites share in the excitement

which has elevated the other kinds. We note

sale of 350 sks small White at $4.37$ and
smaller sales at $4.50.

CORN—There is still a sharp demand for

Corn for Mexico, and prices have advanced.

We note sales 350 sks large Yellow at $2.05;

GO do do at $2. 10; 800 ctls do do sold at $1.85@
$1.87$; 260 do large White at $2.05, and 130

do choice do at $2.20 per ctl.

DAIRY PRODUCE—Butter is unchanged.

Receipts are ample, rather more than last week,

but the balance is preserved by pickling. Cheese
is unchanged and rather dull.

EGGS—Eggs are improving. Fresh Califor-

nia are now firm at 25c, and some Eastern have

been sold at 22@23c.
FEED—Corn Meal sympathizes with the rise

in Corn, and is quotable $1 higher per ton. Hay
is unchanged, and slow of sale. We note sales

of Hay: Two cargoes good Wheat, $13.50; one

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
WHOLESALE.]

Wednksdat m.. May 1, 1878.

FRI IT MARKET.
AppleB, box 4 00 5 00
Bananas, bncb.. . 50 vjc 4 00
Oocoanute. 100.. 6 00 7 00
Cherries. Ib — 35 0— 40
Limes. Mex 15 00 -Is 00
do, Cal « 00 7 00

Lemons. Cal M.20 00 (?25 00
Sicily, bx 10 00 M10 25

Mangoes, tUOO. . 4 00 <<i 5 00
Oranges, Mex,
M 17 00 035 00
Tahiti 22 50 (&30 00
Cal 20 00 (035 00

Pears, box — —
Pineapples, doz. 7 00 (<t 8 00
St'wberries, ch'st 7 00 010 00

IMC 1 1 It FRI IT.

Apples, lb

Apricots 10
Citron 23
Dates 9
Figs. Black 4 <g
White 6 m

Peaches 8
Pears 4

Plums 3 4
Pitted 12!<2 19

Prunes 14 (a If
Raisins. Cal bx 1 00 <ft 1 62
do. Halves... 1 50 2 00
do. Quarters. 1 50 2 SO
Blowers' 2 75
Malaga 2 75 3 00

Zante Currants . 8 10
VEGETABLE*.

Asparagus, box.. 1 —
Ueete. ctl 2 00 @
Beans, String. . . 10 w 30
Cabbage. 100 lbs 1 00 (a 1 25
Carrots, ctl 62J<* 75
Cauliflower, doz 1 00
Carlic. New. lb.. 110 1
Green Pea» H»» 2j

Lettuce, doz 10
Parsnipa. tb I«
Horseradish 5 @— S
Rhubarb 4|
Hquafth, Marrow

fat. tn 030 00
Tomatoei 15 18
Turnips, ctl 1 50 «
White 50 I

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.

Butter, California
Choice, lb 25

Cheese 18
Eastern 25 (0

Lard, Cal 18
Eastern 20

Flour, ex. fam. bbl8 00 (09 00-0 '

Corn Meat tb.

>ii u wh. crahd
Light Brown

Coftee, Green
Tea, Fine Black...
Finest Japan. ...

Candles, Aamt'e..
Soap, Cal

2J0 3

12j<s» 13}
8 <tf 9»

23 (U 35
60 «rl 00
55 ml 00
15 25
7 10

Wedsehday m Maj 1, 1878.

Rice 8 12
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1 50 01 00
Can'd Oysters doz2 00 (33 50
Syrup. S F Goldn 75 01 02
Dried Apples, Bi.. 10 14
Oer. Prunes 12i(>f 10
Figs. Cal 9 II
Peaches 11 10

Oils. Kerosene 50 ••' 60
Wines, Old Port. ..3 60 05 00
French Claret 1 00 02 50
Cal, doz hot 3 00 04 SO

Whisky, O K, gal..3 50 «r5 00
French Brandy... .4 00 |?8 00

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Sctro ft Co.)

8an Francisco. May 1. 3 r. at.

LlOALTlNDBRSlnS. P., 11 A. M. ,9920100. Si lveb 2 000
2 25. Gold in New York, 1C0|

Gold Bakh. 8900910. Silver Bars. 8016 V cent, dis

count. trJ-Exchange on New York, \/.\ on London bankers 49©
491. Commercial. 60; Pails. Stc francs 9 dollar: Mexican
dollars. 95.

London Console 94 12-16: Bonds, 1051.

QuieKsiLTVR la 8. T.. ky the flask. » lb, 48®47io
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DOMESTIC PRODUCE.

22}<a

25 (g

22J§
12 (d

12Ji«

11 @- @
18 (je

25

BEAMS
Bayo, ctl — @5 50

Butter — @4 00

Pea i 00 @4 10

Red — & -
Pink 5 00 @5 25

Sm'l White 4 25 m 50

Lima 4 00 ia4 25

BUOWU » OK«.
Old WS 1

New «i@ 8

(UKIORV,
California 4 (« 4;

German 6J(ftf 7

MAlltV ritOIHl'E. ETC
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll, lb

Point Reyes
Pickle Roll, new .

.

FIrdi.old
Western Reserve..
New York — (*

CHEESE.
Cheese, Cal., lb. ...

Eastern
N. Y. State
Gilroy Factory

—

BOOS.
OaL fresh, doz — @
Ducks' 23 (*

Oregon 20 @
Eastern 22 ft*

do Pickled — @
TEED.

Bran, ton 15 00 M>16 00
Corn Meal 41 00 >«42 00
Hay 8 00 @17 00

Middlings 23 00 ©24 00
Oil Cake Meal... 36 00 @
Straw, bale 25 @ 60

FLOITlt.
Extra, bbl 6 374«6 B2j

Superfine 5 25 <i5 75
Graham, lb 31@ 3J

I IEI S1I MEAT.
Beef, 1st qual y, lb 7 <<

Second 5 ft*

Third 4 (a)

Mutton 4 @
Spring Lamh. ... .. 6 ft*

Pork, undressed... 5Jy*
Dressed

Veal 6 (a
Milk Calves 8 © 10

«.s: ETC.
Barley, feed, ctl... 95 @1 02J
Brewing 1 20 ft*l 25
Chevalier 1 50 —

Buckwheat 1 30 ({* —
Corn. White 2 10 (32 20
Yellow 2 05 ft/2 10
Small Round. ...2 00 ft*2 15

Oats 1 40 "ai 45
Milling 1 55 ftil 65

Rye 2 40 (c* —
Wheat, Shipping. .2 05 ft«2 10
Milling 2 10 (3>2 15

IIIOE8.
Hides, dry 15 ft*

—
Wet salted 8 ft* 9

HONEY. ETC.
Beeswax, lb 30@ 31
Honey in comb 14 (3 16
do, No 2 12Jft* 14
Dark iOv* 12i
Strained 7 @ 12

HOI'S.
Oregon 5 ft* 6
California 7 ft* 8
Wash. Ter 6 @ 7
Choice Cal 8 ft* 10M IS .lobbing.
Wal.nuts, Cal 6 (9 10
do Chile 7 ft* 8

Almonds, hd shl lb 6 ft* 7
Softsh'l 16 @ 17

[WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m., May 1. 1878.

Brazil 14 @ 16
Pecans 13 ft* 14
Peanuts 3ft* 5
Filberts 15 ft* 16

ONIONS.
Alviso — (82 50
Union City, ctl.... — ft<2 50
Stockton — ft* —
Sacramento River. — ft* —
Oregon - ft*3 00

POTATOES.
Petaluma, ctl 3 50 ft* —
Humboldt 3 25 w3 50
Cuifey Cove — ft* —
Early Rose 3 00 & -
Half Moon Bay... —ft* -

Kidney — ft*3 50

274 Sweet — @
25 Potatoes, new... 3J(rt 4J

i»oiilticw *v <;,vmi;.
Hens, doz 7 00 @ 8 00
Roosters 6 00 (311 00

Broilers 3 50 ft? 6 50
Ducks, tame 8 OO^f 9 00
do, Mallard ft* <

Geese, pair 2 00 02 50
Wild Gray, doz . 2 00 (32 60
White do 75 <il 00

Turkeys 20 ft* i2
do, Dressed 21 ((* 24

Snipe, Eng 3 00 (3-
do, Common — ftjl 00

Rabbits 1 00 (31 25
Hare 3 00 (33 50

KOVISIONS.
Cal. Bacon. H'vy. lb lli@ 12
Medium 12 ft* 12

J

Light 13 (3 134
Lard 11 ft* 13
Cal. Smoked Beef 9J(g 10
Eastern — ft*

—
Shoulders. Cover'd 74ft*

Hams. Cal 11 (3
Dupee's 12 ft*

Boyd's 12 ft*

Davis Bros' 12 (3
Norn: Such 12 (3
Ames 12 ftj

Slavens& Vlansur 11J(«
WhittaKer 12 (3

SEEDS.
Alfalfa, 5 @
Canary 6 ft*

16 ft*

50 (3

6 ft*

Sua

Clover, Red
White

Cotton
Flaxseed
Hemp
Italian Rye Grass
Perennial 35 ft*

Millet 10 ft*

Mustard, White... 8 ft*

Brown 24ft*

Rape 3 O
Ky Blue (irass 20 (3
2d quality 18ft*

Sweet V Grass. ... 1 00 ft*

Orchard 25 @
Red Top 61 ffl

Huuganan 8 (3
Lawn 50 (3
Mesquit — (3
Timothv 9 @

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 7 ft?

Refined 9 (3
WOOL. ETC.

SPRING.
S Joaq'n,12mofree 19 (3
do 6 & 7 mo do 16 (3

Burry, 12 mo 16 @
do 6 mo.. 14 @

Scabby 124ft*
South'n Coast, free 17 (3
do do burry 14 ft*

Northern, free 23 @

WALTER'S FRUIT DRIEl^

35 ft*
—

The Best Filemoldeii.—After having used Dewey's
patent elastic hinge iilcliolder for over a year past, the
News cheerfully indorses it as the best newspaper file-

holder in existence, possessing important advantages over
any and all others in use. The holders are neat, light and
convenient, and the newspapers are placed in them with
the utmost facility and least possible time and exertion.
Thjy are the simplest, handiest and cheapest of all. Any-
body keeping files of papers in reading rooms, offices or at
home, should send at once to the proprietor, A. T.
Dewey, San Francisco, and get the only proper fileholder.
Samples by mail fifty cents.— Gold Uill News.

YOUNG LADIES' SEMINARY, BENICIA.

Mrs. Mary Atkins Lynch, Principal.

The next term will open July 31st, 1878. The Principal

(Miss Atkins), desires to inform her friends and former

patrons that she will resume her old position in

Benicia, with a full corps of competent teachers, at the

opening of the next term.

HOUSE WANTED.

£5TWanted, a comfortable house, furnished or unfur-

nished, in a country town or on a farm, for three months,

commencing June 1st, for which a liberal rent will be

paid. Address with particulars,

C. W. R., P. O. Box 1123,

San Francisco, Cal,

Chance for a Country Merchant.

There is a fine chance to open a country store at

Henlyville, Tehama County.
The location is 10 miles from Tehama and 20 miles

from Red Bluff, on the main road from these two places
to Paskenta, Newville, Round Valley, etc. The location
is surrounded by a very thrifty and prosperous farming
country. During the last 20 years there has not been a
failure of crops and this year everything looks better
than ever.

There are now at Henlyville a good Hotel, Blacksmith
Shop, Shoe Shop and Saloon, but no store. There is a
new, first-class building, ready to put in a stock of goods.
A stock of $7,000 to $10,000 will be needed. The owners
of the building have no time to carry on the store. They
will rent the building at very reasonable rent to a good
Arm or they will take an interest in the store with good
men to carry on the business. Address

GLEASON Sz MASON,
Henlyville, Tehama County, Cal.

PRICE'S HAY PRESS.
Those wishing to obtain the celebrated Price or Peta-

luma Hay Press early in the season must send their or
ders to the Price Press Co., 17 Front Street, two or three
weeks in advance. This is required on account of the
unusual demands consequent upon the heavy hay crop.
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This Company takes Pleasure in Presenting to the People of the Pacific Coast the

WALTER PATENT FRUIT DRIER AND PRESERVER,
An invention that we confidently believe is destined to work an entire revolution in the Fruit Trade of the Pacific States. This Drier is the result of careful research and f x-

periment. and its production is a machine that accomplishes all that the most enthusiastic fruit-raiser could desire. It not only dries the fruit more cheaply and rapidly than

any drier in use, but it dries and preserves the fruit, with all its richness and flavor unimpaired. It is the only drier in the world that can

Produce Raisins Equal to the Sun Dried Fruit of Europe.

It is compact and portable, can be taken apart, and moved as readily as a load of lumber from place to place, thereby enabling the fruit grower at a great distance from
market to save all the fruit which otherwise might be left to decay and lost.

It dries the fruit in the most perfect manner in from 3t to in hours, viz: Apples in 3£ hours, grapes in 48 hours, and other fruits in proportion, intervening between
those extremes. It will also dry all kinds of fish, grain, vegetables, etc. The price of the dryer is low, say from $350 to $700, according to the capacity, which ranges from
500 to 2,500 pounds to each drying.

Desirous of bringing this Drier and Preserver into general use, terms satisfactory to purchasers will be made, and all parties are invited to call at our Factory,

718 Front Street, and see the practical working of the best Fruit Drier i.i the world.

OFFICE, 419 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
A. Lusk & Co., and Luke Sresovich k Co., of t'as city, are using this drier on their farms at San Jose, and pronounce them the best in use.

TO THE PUBLIC !

FARMERS AND EMPLOYERS!
I guarantee to send at short notice, the most reliable

and competent male and female labor, of any nationality,

(skilled and unskilled mechanics,) to my customers and
all employers who may want my services, free of charge.

My long experience and connection with the California

labor market, and its labor exchanges (for over ten years,)

has given me an established reputation for the right se-

lection of suitable employees.
Please send orders, with full particulars, to my new

employment agency, 027 Sacramento Street, P. O. Box,

No. 1408, San Francisco.

A ZEEHANDELAAE.

GREAT SLAUGHTER

IN SEWING MACHINES.

We are now offering for sale, at $10 EACH, the fol-

lowing machines:

FLORENCE,

WHEELER & WILSON,

GROVER & BAKER.

THESE MACHINES ARE

Guaranteed to be in Perfect Order,

And many of them NEW.

Parties in the country can have them packed and ship-

ped free of any extra charge. Address

WILCOX & GIBBS Sewing Machine Co.,

No. 124 POST STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

507 Mechanical Movements.
Every mechanic Should have a copy of Brown's 507 Me-

chanical Movements, illustrated and described. Inventors,

model makers and amateur mechanics and students, will

find the work valuable far beyond its cost. Sold by
Dewey & Co., Patent Agents and publishers of Minino
and Scientific Press, San Francisco. Price, $1, (post paid.

)

ARCHITECTS.
We are continually designing Suburban and Ru-

ral Residences to meet the wants and means of all

classes of people, always endeavoring to secure an effect

of heauty on the smallest cottage, as well as the most

costly residence.

Our charges for furnishing drawings of the building

shown in this issue of the Press, all complete, with spec-

ifications, will be $75.

By our economy in tho construction of buildings and
the proper selection of materials, we save far more money
to the owner than our fees amount to.

Before choosing a home, a copy of Hobbs' Suburban
and Rural \rehituHnre should Im obtained, a beautifully

bound volume of 122 designs, which we mail post-paid,
for $-5 50. Those who remit direct to us, will receive in

addition to the book, 15 new designs.

Upon receipt of $2 we send a copy of our blank forms of

specifications and bills of quantities. They are invalua-

ble to ad persons about building, and for carpenters and
builders who build without the aid of an architect. They
are especially valuable, as they bring before the mind ail

the different parts used in the erection of a building, so

that nothing will be left without consideration.

Address all letters of Inquiry to the architects,

ISAAC H. HOBBS & SON.,
NO. 804 N. Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

DEITZ'S PROCESS,

Awarded the

CALIFORNIA GOLD MEDAL

AND THE

U. S. Centennial Grand Medal & Diploma.

IT IS THE

BEST FRUIT DRIER,

And the only one that proves a sviccess in

making the FINEST RAISINS, PIGS,

and the Choicest Fruit at the

least expense.

Driers of all sizes put up and no pay asked until tested.

GEO. A. DEITZ, Manager,

Sacramento, Cal.

CHOICE
PROPERTY AT SANTA CRUZ

FOR SALE.

Eleven acres of land, planted with Ornamental Trees

and Shrubs. Two hard-finished Cottages and other

buildings, large enough to accommodate about 40 per-

sons. A line well, windmill, tank and distributing pipes'.

Charming as a Private Residence or

Sea-Side Hotel.

Finest views of the Pacific, Monterey Bay and the

Coast Mountains. Sea bathing within one minutes'

walk. .lULIUS PELTON, Owner.

A l'l,lyt0 C. H. DWINELLE,
202 Sansome St., San Francisco.

FARM APPRENTICE.
A steady, healthy boy, who can give good recommen-

dations, would like a permanent home with a fanner.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South IOth

St., Philadelphia. & 59 Gold St. , Cor. Ann.N.Y
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Nurserymen.

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, OAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also, Coffee, Cork Oak,
Olives, Guavas, English and Black Walnuts, Magnolias,
Loquats, Butternuts, Bmall Fruits, Evergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stock of the DiospyroB K;iki 'Jnpanrxc Persim-
mon,/ of our own growing, at»>l also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 41S California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Nile* Alameda Co., Cal.

Skkd for Catalogue. Established in 1352.

JMfeojfe BAY NURSERIES,
3BjQ^«Hr' OAKLAND, CAL.

JfcflilL James Hutchison, Seeds-
<;-r

..-,ii'i'..'ii?> man and Florist.

New and Kaie Plants, Evergreen Trees, Omamenta
Shrubs and Flowering Plants.

«<•., Finks. Faelulaa ud Gera»luraa :i si«-

lull} . Japanese Persimmon at Reduced Rates.

Blue Gums and Monterey Cypress; Hutchison's Seed-

ling Gooseberries; Bulbs, Flower and Tree Seeds; Vegeta-

ble Seeds. Hardv Climbing Plants, Conservatory Climb-

ers, Choice Plants for Hanging Baskets and Vases. An
lumensc stock of choicest kinds at greatly reduced rates.

P. S. RUSSELL'S

Semi-Tropical Nurseries,

Riverside, San Bernardino Co , Cal.

100,000 Orange, lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates. Cata-

logue on application. P. O. Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,

San Bernardino County, Cal.

THE DINGEE & CONARD GO'S
BEAlTIFt L EVEK-HLOOMING

a.„r,r„„j. safely by mad. at all ,!->-; .0***. ft

S^foV^NEW GUIDE t6 ROSE CULTURE,

AOONARU CO..*<»«-GrbKef«,West Grove,ChesterOo..Pa.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees

anil ShrubB; such as Japanese Persimmon. Mango, Sweet
Sop, Grape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, choice Oranges, Lemons and Raisin Grap.-s; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive

catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

POMONA NURSERY l"".
Best Straicberries, nine inches, Raspberries, three inches

around. Ten acres yielded $4,338. Send for price-

list free. 40 YEARS Among Small Fruits, telling wh it

and how to plant. Sent postpaid for 20c, or free to every

vurchaser. Win. Parry, Cinnaminson, N. J.

Seedsmen.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early .

Marblebead Mammoth r o . r\nrm
Stowell'8 Evergreen t" OW6GL OOrll.
Mexican Sweet, New ;

KS} Yellow Flint Corn.

Long Red Mangel Wurtzen
Yellow Globe - Tjgg^ gee^,
White Sugar )

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street. San Francisco

SEEDS. TRtES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE grass, red top TIMOTHY, sweet

VERNAL, MEZO.UITE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEaD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street, - San Francisco

R.J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

L Wt 9^Z)fe

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch B ilhous Roots, Summer Flowering
Bulbs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-
logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B.iK. BLISS & SONS, :il Barclay Street, N. Y '

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

\*"Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
will be sent fkkk to all Ci stoukrs. It contains in-

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

Agricultural Articles.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self Regulating Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

H:ivc been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the town*
and fanninif districts for

over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold

(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their iron as well as when
put up. A ur.reful perusal
of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.

We are prepared to fill orders iui ail sizes, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

AJi warranted. Address,

HORTON &. KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Caast.

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

BONNEY'S PATENT
Adjustable Grain Lifter for Headers.

All farmers who wish to save grain without waste in

cutting, should examine these. They can he run at any
inclination to the ground, a> seen at D in cut. Arc light,

strong and durable, and can be adjusted in 15 minutes, or

removed in five when not required, by drawing bolt in

malleable shank B Set of t> for 10-foot header, (in put-

ling on which bore with 1-inch hit for lag screws) are the

cheapest and give the best satisfaction of any in use.

Parties can save addition*] the cost of a set in one day's

cutting, where grain is lodged on trinities down Price,

$40. Also, Grain Celts, Header Sticks, etc. Manufactured

by
' O BONNET, 221 Mission Street, S F

MAIIbSUN & WiLLiMM^iVu

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required
n the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action af ; he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON", CAL.

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only $0), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast au a $40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is nut above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 13
pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-
ticulars, address

WEISTER&CO.
17 New Montgom-

ery St. , S. F.

SUMMER FALLOWING.

MYERS' GANG PLOW,]
With Patent Dovetail Share.

This celebrated ph»w is offered this uca&on at greatly

reduced prices to close bankrupt stock.

EXTRA SHARES!!
A full supply constantly on hand. For prices and terms,
applv to

LINF0RTH, RICE & CO.,

Wholesale Dealers in Farming Tools, No. 401
Market Street, San Francisco.

TH0S. POWELL S ELECTRIC ELEVATOR

Thos P„wells Elec-
tric Elevator is the
moKt speedy stacker
in the world Mou
jr. time and labor
mini by the use of
'his machine, only
»ne minute requir-
ed to unload the
Largest heavier wag-
on. The entire load
is taken up in a
ick The load is

raised by horse power, by tie use of this machine, high and
large stacks can be built of hay straw and grain without
hard labor or wasting of grain. The time occupied unloading
is s.. ihorithat one derrick with nets will stack for one. two
or three headers. The success of this machine is well estab-
lished from tin: great sale and testimonials of the last two
seasons. Farmers or those wishing to purchase should not
hold hack, hut send in th-ir orders early to be sure of secur-
ing a rig before the rush in harvest time. Orders for ma-
hine or Write list circular, address,

"~II(K I'dUTl i v-, ..„...
Cal.

TIKIS. FOWEM.. Patentee, ) ,.„ , ,„_
Or H. C. SHAW Plow Co.. ,

MORTON.

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That icuits flat or tubular w*.rk of all sb.ts;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
Kni'R a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
NanoWB off tbe toe;
Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any si/e without seam;
Forms genuine liibUtl or 8eam* d work;
Knits the Double. Flat, or Fancy webw;
Knits au elastic seameil-atitch Suspender with button holes;
Knits the Afghan stitch. Cardigan .laclu-t. aritrh, Fancy

Rthl»cd Btitch; the Raised Plaid »titch. the Nubia stitch,

Shell stitch. Unique stitch. Tidy st-tch, etc
It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the

only family knitter that tills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Send for circulars to

J. J. PFISTER <fc CO, General Agrents,

Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolen yarns.

190 SI TI'KK STREET, ItOOBI 4fi, San Francisco.

THE MAGIC COIN BOX,
Hold* over $5.00 of Silver coin,
in " Half Douan ,'T ** Quarter DoU
lurs," *'Vimv*. and *'>'ieklcfl."
The merest movement of your
thumb pushes the desired coin into

your hand, and anotherono
immediately takes its place
as if bymats'ie. Mak« Hrlinnge
in half the time with no dan-

rof dropping any. fiamplo
Inindsomelv plated
Nl< 'KFTj StLVKU. sent post

rvith

paid, 50ctS* Agi-nta Trial
Package, combining 3 Coin
Iloxes, for $ I .00. Agents
wanted everywhere. BiK I*ay.

Postage Stampfl taken as cash,

HUTCHINSON A CO.
12 Union Square, IT. 7.

Lands for Sale and to Let.

LANDS FOR SALE.

KERN COUNTY.
One hundsed and twenty acres; 60 acres in alfalfa; If

miles from Bakersfield. One-sixth of ditch told with
land. Price, $20 per acre.

Two hundred and forty acres, 10 miles from Bakers-

field; unimproved, with water ri^ht.

FRESNO COUNTY.
One hundred aud seventy-fire acre, of land, at Borden

Station; 30 acres in alfalfa. 110 acres well fenced. Rail-
road station on the land. Chinatown on the land, paying
$400 ground rent. Price,_ $10,000; half eaah, balance U
suit purchaser

There is a good Public House, good Halls, Bam and
Out-Houses on the land. The Public House is w.ll fur-

nished. Address, on the premises,

JOHN BURCHEM, Borden,

Fresno County, Cal
Or J. B. C ARRINOTON, Grangers' Business Association,

San Francisco, or Dcnverton, Solano, Cal.

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for sale in Riverdale, Fresno County. It com-

prises 160 acres, 1". S. Patent, of rich bottom* land, with
house and out buildings. Grass is green the j car round.
Alfalfa grows the year round without irrigation, as
water is but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There
is two irrigation ditches running across the ranch and
three cubic feet of water per second belongs with the
place, and 42 small fruit trees and two to three hundred
blackberry and strawberry plants; 30 acres of alfalfa; 20
acres of barley, all looking nicely and a nice vegetable
garden. Sixt< acres inclosed, three plows, one two gang
sulky, (.lohn Deere,) and two single plow., harrow, t«o
number one cows, two calves, oiic work team, harness,
old buggy and two dozen hens. The ranch is one mile
west oi the Riverdale postotfice. We have a good school
one store and pleaching every two weeks of the Soutli
Methodist. The ranch is 10 miles north and west of
I.emore, a flourishing railroad town; miles due west of
Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, the county seat of
FreBiio, and 15 miles from the Central California Colony.
All the crops stock and tools mentioned go with th«
ranch if sold soon. Price, $2,500. $1,500 gold coin down,
and one year's time on balance. For further particulars
address or call <>n ranch.

DAVID S. ORR, Riverdale, Fresno Co , Cal.

E. BUTTERICK & CO/S

CELEBRATED AND RELIABLE

Patterns of Garments,

AND THEIR—

EXTRA QUALITY OF

Shears and Scissors.

Patterns Sent by Mail, Post-paid, on Receipt
of Number, Size and Price.

SEND STAMP FOR

Illustrated Catalogue of Patterns.

4*'We also ba*e the Finest Finished and Best Mak.
of Needles for all Sewing Machines, Fifty Cent. p.r

dozen. Address letters:

DEMING & BARRETT,

124 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

HARRIS & BRADLEY,
No 33 Second Street, San Francisco

Mam paltl'RERs or Harris'

PATENT FRUIT DRYER

Patent Water Heater,

FOR DATJtnOm OR HILRMEN.

PATENT HEATER for Steaming

Feed 'for Stock.

PATENT HEATER

FOR WASHING OR THE LAUNDRY.

47 Send for Circular. "&1

SWEET

tail
Vwn.r.l. l 7, mrtm "t Centennial t
fi,ie <-;:r"ing' qMilttie* and eirfUence mid
OCbtr nf ?tit«t*-<i»g and Jlavori-g. Tbo
cvt-r made. As our bine strip trade-in

iniitaO"! on inferior (roods fee that Jnt
verv plnir. SoM hy all deal
ta'C. A. Jacksos A Co., Mfrt., Petersburg, 1

L. & E WERTHHEIMBR, AfcT'tS, S»n Francisco.
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DIFFERENTIAL PULLEY BLOCKS.

One Man Can Easily Lift

1,000 Pounds.

Load Always Suspended; it

can never "Run Down"

Lowering Effected by Pulling

the Slack Chain.

One Man With This Tackle

is Better than Pour or

Five with the Ordina-

ry Double Block.

AS APPLIED

TO STUMP PULLING.
The general utility of this Pulley and the many

different ways in which it can be applied, render

^especially serviceable for agricultural purposes
It can be used successfully as a Stump Puller and Remover of Heavy Stones. To Farmers and Woodsmen thi

Pulley is invaluable, ag it economizes both time and labor. In half the time it enables one man to accom
plish work which formerly taxed several to perfoim. For sale by

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & CO., Agents.

Blunt's Universal
Surface and Deep-Well Pumps. Send for Circulars.

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & CO. SAN FRANCISCO.

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading,

String measuring from center of tar-
get to center of each shot, 32
inches. Average distance of
each shot, 1 9-100 inches.

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agrency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles
of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Oot»gfon barrel, plain, 14 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set

24, 16, 28, SO inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra keavy, 24
,

26, 28
, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

28, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and chsok stoekts. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-
extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines
blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

Calvert's Carbolic

SHEEP WASH
$2 Per Gallon.

After dipping the sheep, is use-
ful for preserving wet hides, de-
stroying the vine pest, and for
wheat dressings and disinfecting
purposes, etc T. W. JACKSON",
S. F., Sole A4cnt for Pacific Coast.

BITCHAN'S

CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

AND ALL DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

Buchan's Carbolic Soaps; Holman's Fever and
Ague Pad; Corks, liottles and Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 313 to 319 Battery St., S. F

McCORMICKL'S

REAPER & MOWER.

NEW IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1878.

Guaranteed fully Equal to any Machine sold on this Coast, and

Superior to any for Heavy Work.

For Sale by the

FARMERS' UNION,
OIF SA-ILSr JOSE,

AS FOLLOWS:

Combined Reaper and Mower,

Single Reaper, -

Prize Mower, -

$210 00

175 00

105 00

Payable in Currency Sept. 1st. Ten per cent, discount for Cash.

H. E. HILLS, Manager.

HAMBLETONIAN TROTTING STALLION,

Will Make the Present Season as Follows:

He will be at E. K. Yost's Stable, in Fairfield, on Thursday, April 11th, 12th and 13th, and at

S. S. Drake's Farm, two miles east of Vallejo, on the Sulphur Spring road the remainder of

the time in each week. He will arrive at Fairfield one day later in each following week.

Terms of Service, Forty Dollars, U. S. Gold Coin, Payable at Expiration of Service.

PEDIGREE.—Admiral is by Goldsmith's Volunteer; he by Resdyke's Hambletonian; Volunteer's dam by
Young Patriot; Apmiral's dam is by Lady Pierson; she by (Neavis) Cassius M. Clay, Jr., her dam was by Diamond, son
of American Eclipse; grandam said to be thoroughbred. (Neavis,) Cassius H. Clay, Jr.

,
by C. M. Clay, a son of

Henry Clay, by Andrew Jackson; dam by Chancellor, a son of Mambrino; grandam by Engineer Second, (sire of Lady
Suffolk,) who was the son of Engineer, by imported Messenger. It will be seen that Admiral's pedigree combines
our best trotting blood, aB shown by the Hambletonians and Clays. He is 10 years old, Kij hands high, bay, hind
feet white, small star, strong back, good neck, large bone, excellent feet, good pasterns, powerful stifle, big gaited,

and level in his action; can speed 2:30 gait, and is quite as promising as his hrothers and sisters, who have a record
as follows: Gloster, 2:17, Bodjne, 2:19}, Sister, 2:25, Powers, 2:21 J, Amv, 2:22), St. Julian, 2 225, Trio, 2:23}, W. H.
Allen, 2:23}, Ally, 2:24, Carry, 2:24£, Frank Wood, 2:24, Driver, 2:25, Cal. Dexter, 2:27, Lady Morris, 2:271, Mary A.
White, 2:2S, Abdallah, 2:30, Huntress, 2:20|, and three miles in 7:21}, (fastest time on recordj) and is fitted in an em-
inent degree to produce colts that will in all respects justify his patrons in their expectations. Good pasture and
water reasonable. Communications by mail addressed to S. S DRAKE, Vallejo.

GRAND HEADQUARTERS FOR MUSICAL BOXES.

ILVL". J". PAILLAKD 3c CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers of all kinds of

MUSICAL BOXES

Holiday, Birthday

MUSICAL BOXES
FOR

Holiday, Birthday

AND

Wedding Presents,Wedding Presents,

OF STANDARD REPUTATION.
Our stock embraces the latest novelties, the newest and most pleasing airs, and the iuos approved appliance

for rendering them with every shade of musical expression.
jtSTWc offer this season many new improvements that must he seen to be appreciated, therefore buyers coming

to San Francisco arc invited to examine our stock—THH tiAMNT in THE city.

/RTMedal and diploma awarded at the Centennial Exposition to our establishment in Switzerland for excellence
in manufacture, durability, volume, purity of sound and superior workmanship. Also, medal awarded at the Me-
chanics' Institute Industrial Exhibition, San Francisco.

REPAIR DEPARTMENT.—Our workmen arc especially e.lncateJ to all kinds of intricate repairs, so that all

repairs entrusted to us will meet with careful, skillful and prompt attention. We are recipients of many special
patents for improvements in musical boxes.

M. J. PAILLARD & CO,, No. 120 Sutter St., (Rooms 5 and 6 ) San Francisco.
680 Broadway, New York, and St. Croix, Switzerland.

L7rtrvp«1tfir>rv Superior Wood and Metal En

tnRr3Vlrl8|. ^ravi "k'> Electrotyping and Ste-
U yJ rcotyping done at the office of

the Mining and Scientific Press, San Francisco, at fa-

vorable rates. Send stamp for our circular and samples.

roUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

,
Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS., Northford, Conn.

50 BEST Mixed Cards, withname, in case. 13c, or25 no
two alike, 10c. Outfit 10c. Dowd Si Co.

,
Bristol, Ct.
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HEADERS! HEADERS! HEADERS!

IMPROVED IRON WHEEL HEADER,
Runs With Chains Instead of Belts.
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The Best Made, Lightest Draft and for Ease of Management has no Equal in Market
The Chains are Considered far Superior to Belts. Do not Fail to see Wood's Header

Elsewhere Send for Circulars and Catalogues to

Before Purchasing

Corner Second and J Street, Sacramento, Cal.

OO-,
No. 349 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DAVIS
MANUFACTURERS' AGENCY FOR AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.

Fish Bros. & Co.'s Farm, Spring and Header Gears.

WE MAKE NO

Inferior Grade of II<ailer Gear.

They have the same material, are
Painted, Ironed and

GUARANTEED
The same as any other Wagon

Manufactured by us.

Everything That Goes out of our Shops Has

Fish Bros. & Co.,

In Large Letters on the Hind Gear.

Lookout for Cheap Header Trucks

with High Sounding Names that

no Respectable Manufactu-

rer is Willing to Father.

OUR THIMBLE SKEIN AND IRON AXLE HEADER GEARS.

THE WM. ANSON WOOD'S IMPROVED MOWERS AND REAPERS.

Over Two Hundred First-Class Prizes Were Awarded These Machines in 1877, Notwithstanding Reports to the Contrary.

A Full Line of Extras are CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

Furst & Bradley Hand-Lever and Self-Dump Sulky Hay Rakes.

These Rakes Have no Equal, and are Rapidly Superseding all Other Makes, While the Prices Asked are no Higher.

Send for Illustrated Price Lists and all Orders for Above to

401 MARKET STREET.
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The Anatomy of the Hen.

Familiar as many of us are with the outward

appearance of our fowls, and familiar as well

with their internal structure as discovered by

kitchen dissections, we doubt not many will

gain from the engraving on this page a clearer

idea than they had before of the anatomical ar-

rangement of the birds which stock their yards.

The knowledge which can be gained by study

of the engraving will not only increase our gen-
eral information, but affords all an opportunity
to become acquainted with the names and rela-

tions of the different parts, aud this will prove
of practical value to the poultry grower in

many obvious ways.
Our illustration is from a drawing for the

Boston Scientific Farmer, by C. J. May-
nard, and is the first of a series of

papers on the anatomical structure of

birds, which he is preparing for that
valuable journal. It represents a sec-

tion of a common fowl, such as would
be shown in nature by removing the

outer covering of flesh and feathers

until the interior organs were all brought
to view in their natural positions. The
following is the explanation of the let-

tering upon the engraving:

A, nasal cavity; B, salivary glands

;

C, trachea or windpipe; D, se^ophagus
or gullet; E, crop; F, lower gullet; //,

proventriculus
;

fir, stomach or gizzard
;

M, pancreas; N, duodenum; O, intes-

tine; d, coeca; i, comb; /, spleen; b, ova-

ries; c, ovaduct; P, eggs in "uterus;"

Q, urogenital passage; ft, vent; e, ster-

num; (J, furcular; V, lungs; >S", kid-

neys; X, vertebra; of neck; L, heart;

K, bones of toes; W, bronchial tubes;

J, gall; T, keel of sternum.
In order that the relations of some

of the leading organs to each other may
be seen, we shall, at this time, quote
from Mr. Maynard's writings a descrip-

tion of the passage of food through the
fowl. We may hereafter make further

allusion to the drawing in description

of other operations of the animal econ-

omy.
All extant birds differ from most

mammals in having no true teeth. The
elongated bones which form the jaws
or mandibles, are simply furnished with
a horny sheath having straight, sharp-

ened edges, but in the example before
us no adequate means are provided by
which the food can be masticated.

Thus, although fowls, by constantly
pecking at animal and soft vegetable
substances, may tear them into small

pieces, yet it must swallow these as well
as hard grains, without further change
when they are once taken into the
mouth.
Upon examining the interior of the

mouth, we find that the upper portion
is provided with thick, horny skin,

divided near the center by a longitu-

dinal slit, having scalloped edges. This
is the nasal opening, aud is so narrow
that there is little or no chance for any substance
taken into the mouth entering the cavity above.
(Letter A.) It is notable that the roof of the
mouth is providedjvith small flexible pro jections

which all point backwards. These, papillae are
arranged in transverse rows and groups, and in

absence of any well developed muscular appara-
tus for swallowing, greatly aid in causing the
food to take a downward course.

The tongue is a horny, sheathed organ in this

case. Although the hyoid bones which support
the tongue are encased in muscle, it is capable
of but little extension, At its base is the
superior larynx, also provided with reversed
papillae, some of which guard the entrance to

the wind-pipe or trachea, shown at letter D.
The food, in its passage to the gullet or esopha-
gus, becomes imbued with a kind of mucus
Becreted by two glands, the position of which
may be seen in letter B. These are the sole
representatives of the salivary glands of mam-
mals. The gullet (letter D) is provided with a
slimy lining, the mucous membrane, which is

only an accessory to the act of swallowing,

however, along which the food glides, and
enters the large expansion called the crop.

(Letter Z7.) In this reservoir the food, after

being mixed with the water taken by the fowl

which is kept at a high temperature by animal
heat, undergoes maceration. The contents of

this receptacle enter the lower gullet (letter F),

which is similar to the upper, in small quanti-

ties, passes along it into the accessory stomach
or proventienlus, (letter C.

)

The walls of the first stomach (proventricu-

lus, letter H) are composed of numerous glands,

packed in the smallest possible compass. These
glands are of a somewhat peculiar form, being
furnished with bulbous projections, in one of

which there is an orifice through which the

secretion flows into the cavity of the proventri-

culus. This fluid, or gastric. juice, although
highly digestive, has no influence on unbroken

Conscious that it requires an additional medr
urn to assist in abrading the hard grain, the
fowl picks up and swallows hard stones, which,
in addition to the supplied motive power, com-
pletes the mill. Thus, although a fowl might
be provided bountifully with uncrushed barley,

corn, etc., yet it would grow thin and finally

starve, were it not allowed access to gravel or

some other hard substance of a convenient size.

I have found that grains of corn taken from the
interior of the stomach farthest from the pro-

ventricular entrance, showing that they had
been in the digestive cavity for some time, yet
having escaped abrasion, sprouted readily.

This proves most conclusively that the gastric

and other juices are incapable of dissolving the

outer coverings of the kernels. Other grains of

corn, taken from the same stomach, although
only slightly scratched, began to digest under

judge of the physical condition of my pets; a

vigorous working of the mill indicating perfect

health. I have also noticed that this motion is

more or less voluntary; that when the bird was
badly frightened the sound would cease.

After the contents of the stomach have been
submitted to the grinding and solvent action of

that organ, they pass out of the orifice known as

the pyloric opening, which in birds is in close

proximity to the proventricidar entrance. This

exit is guarded by a species of valve, which
does not admit of the passage of stones or other

large objects, unless the stomach becomes great-

ly distented. Thus only that portion which has

become dissolved or ground very fine passes

through. The digested matter, called chyme,
goes onward through the fold of the intestine,

known as the duodenum (letter N), which en-

closes that peculiar gland, the pancreas (let t

¥). i
The coarser portion of the chyme is

here submitted to the solvent pancreat-
ic juices, which enter directly into the
intestine through a duct. The bile also

enters the intestine at about the same
place. From this fold, the chime enters
the small intestine, where the lacteal

vessels abstract the nutritious portion,

known as chyle, and convey it to the
arteries. The residue, passing down-
ward through the larger intestine, is

further submitted to a system of lac-

teals, situated on the accessory intes-

tine, (letter d). These are simple sacks,

(coeca), having blind ends, where the
process of absorption is prolonged to

the utmost, before the refuse matter
passes into the large intestine (letter o)
to be discharged at the vent.

There yet remains to be mentioned
a prominent organ; the function of

which is only partly understood by
anatomists. This is the spleen (letter

/ j. It is a ductless gland, but as it is

furnished with an artery, it is probable
that the blood here undergoes some
change. I cannot help associating the

function of the spleen, in some way,
with the growth of the eggs in the

ovaries; as when the breeding season

approaches, I have always found that

the spleen is greatly enlarged; often

becoming three or four times its normal
size. Still this may be accounted for,

by the requisite supply of blood at

such times; but I am inclined to at-

tribute some special egg-producing

function to the spleen, though this

must be supplied somewhat indirectly

to the ovaries.

IDEAL SECTION OF A COMMON FOWL, BY C. J. MAYNARD.

grains of any kind. During the passage of

food through the cavity, quantities of this fluid

are exuded, and, with the material to be di-

gested, pass through the stomach or gizzard,

(letter G ). This organ, the stomach, is pro-

vided with a muscular covering, greatly thick-

ened at the sides, while the extremities are

much thinner.

The internal membrane consists of a horny
lining much roughened. The peculiar muscular
arrangement of this stomach is admirably
adapted to the purpose for which it is intended;

that of grinding hard grains. The thick, red

muscles of the sides, are placed in longitudinal

layers, while the thinner, bluish or white, but
finer muscles of the upper and lower surfaces,

and of the extremities, are placed transversely.

Thus an opposite or grinding motion, though
slight, is imparted to the roughened sides of

the interior. This alone, however, is insufficient

to act upon the outer coverings of grains, even
though they have been macerated and swollen

to the utmost extent by the juices of the crop

and ]>roventrieultts.

the influence of the powerful solvent juices.

The similitude of the digestive organs of a
fowl to a mill is very apparent. The crop being

analogous to the hopper, supplying little by lit-

tle, the restrictive capacity of the powerful ap-

paratus of the gizzard, which represents the

stones. As the orifice from the crop to the

lower gullet is comparatively small, there is

danger of its becoming obstructed. This is fre-

quently the case when fowls are allowed access

to green vegetable food, after being deprived of

it for some time. They then are apt to eat

greedily, taking in too large pieces of leaves,

grass, etc., to pass the orifice, consequently they

die of starvation with the crop filled to over-

flowing. I once dissected six or eight fowls

which had all died within a short time, from
over-crowding the crop with large pieces of the

tough leaves of the common plantain [Plantago
major).

Many years, ago I noticed that the sound,

caused by the grinding motion of the gizzard,

could readily be perceived by applying the ear

to the side of the bird, and in this way used to

Phosriiatic and Nitrogenous Fer-
tilizers.—We hear of the starting of

au enterprise to manufacture fertilizers

under the name of the "Pacific Bone-

coal and Fertilizer Company," which
promises to turn a large amount of re-

fuse matter into valuable and avail-

able manures. The works are located

at the corner of Bay and Buchanan
streets, San Francisco, and they are

supplied with the best machinery for

making fertilizers from bone and dried

meat, and for grinding bone for chicken feed.

There is abundant material for making these sup-

plies, and the company promise to produce the

best commercial fertilizer which can be made, and

to issue nothing but a pure article without adul-

teration. The capital invested is about $50,000,

and all interested are determined to make their

business a success, and a value to the State.

We have often urged the advantage which our

orchardists and farmers generally can derive

from a judicious application of pure fertilizers,

and we trust that the starting of a new factory

will lead many to experiment with them, so

that their benefit may be made known, and the

waning fertility in our soils restored.

The famine now prevailing in the northern

provinces of China, and which must continue

at least six months longer, is being marked by
fearful horrors. In one town a man opened a

shop for the sale of human flesh, and did a good

business in cannibalistic joints and roasts till

the local Mandarin caused the shopkeeper to be

arrested and beheaded.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents. —Eds.

Agriculture in Los Angeles County.

Editors Press:—We are having a very tine

season. The rainfall in this county varies from

17 inches in the valley to 24 inches on the tahle

lands. Some 25,000 acres have been sown to

wheat, and an immense breadth in barley and

corn. As 10 to 12 inches of rain is all that is

required for our valley lands, it will be seen

that we have a superabundance this year; in

fact much of our wet land near the coast cannot

be plowed, and their corn will not be planted

nntil June. These are the lands that produced

so heavily last year in corn and barley. The

farmers there have flowing wells, and when the

rains came the ground was already saturated.

In consequence much of the land is a swamp,

and will require draining before a crop can be

raised. It is difficult to make some men under-
stand that ditches are required for drainage as

well M irrigation. Much of the early grain has
been knocked down by our late heavy rains, but
it is rising, and most of it can be headed.
Our valleys and hills are covered by an ocean

of grass, bur clover and allilerilla are already

two feet high, and are about half grown. When
ripe, three to four tons of hay can be raked up
per acre, for as soon as they become ripe the
root breaks loose from the soil, and they make
better hay than if cut green.

If our renting farmers and dairymen in the
northern part of the State knew what a coun-
try we have here, they would come and buy
land convenient to rail and steamer, at prices

ranging from $25 to $50 per acre, on easy terms,
that are better and more certainly productive
than the lands they are paying annually 810 to

§12 per acre rent for; lands that will, without
irrigation, sustain a cow to the acre the entire

year on the natural ijreen feed; or if sown to
alfalfa will sustaiu three or four to the acre.

These lauds will produce from 25 to 50 centals
of barley, or 40 to 70 centals of corn. They
ean pay their entire cost in one or two crops,
and in the hands of <jood farrr.ers are doing it.

One man bought land four years ago, and has
made enough from it to pay for it rive times.
Another bought in the spring of '77, and last

year's corn crop pays for it. No land in the
State can equal it for dairying and hogs, and no
part of the State has better facilities for trans-

portation. We can choose between railroad
and steamer, and pay prices reduced by compe-
tition. We have a cool, mild climate, rich soil

and abundance of water.
The low price of butter this spring has in-

duced some of our dairymen to organize for a
eheese factory. What they should do is to
make cheese during the spring and early sum-
mer, when butter is low, and make butter in

the fall and early winter, when butter is high.
In this way they can have the best of the mar-
ket for their products, and avoid the time of
low prices. With an abundant supply of green
feed for the entire year, the enterprise should
have the best results if properly managed.

Raising grain for sale is always an uncertain
business, but I think that if the products of

the soil, both natural and cultivated, are sent
to market in the shape of beef, mutton, pork,
butter and cheese, the results will be much
more satisfactory. During the summer all

parts of the State can furnish abundance of fat
beef and mutton; but in the fall, and more par-
ticularly in the winter, stock in the northern
part of the State can only be kept fat by stall-

feeding. The weather is cold and frosty, and
alfalfa and other grasses make but little growth,
whilst in this valley alfalfa and other grasses
grow luxuriantly all winter. Stock can be kept
fat and growing without extra expense, and
when the prices suit can be put on the cars and
gent to San Francisco in two days.

I say nothing of our capabilities in the fruit
line—for them we are famous—but wished to
show that for dairying and stock our facilities
are unsurpassed. Wm. R. Olden.
Anaheim, Los Angeles Co., Cal,

Santa Cruz County.

Editors Press:— Since the publication in

your interesting and widely circulating paper of

my brief account of the advantages that Santa
Cruz county affords for making pleasant homes,
I am in almost daily receipt of letters from dif-

ferent parts of the country, asking further in-

formation on the subject, similar to that asked
for in the following letter:

Dear Sir:— I am looking to your coast as my future
home, and I see an article from jrot in the PACIFIC Rcral
Press, on the excellence of Mania Cruz county. Will you
he so kind as to give me some information 18 to the prices
of different kinds of land in your county, and of the so-
cial advantages of the same? I have a natural fondness
for sheep husbandry and fruit growing, and can the two
be run tog.-ther in omr county? I ,:: nimand slo m«.
How is your climate with regard to a case of iiiHainma-
tory rheumatism William .Iaxxk.y, Silcot's Sprinirs
Loudon County, Va.

With regard to health I will say that my ob-
servation and experience iu a residence of five
years has led me to believe that Santa Cruz
county is not surpassed in the United States.
I have tried different parts of six different

States, and I have found no place equal to this

for health. It can't be otherwise, for we have

the bay on one side and the mountains on the

other, which afford us pure air and plenty of

pure water. The gentle breezes off the bay

temper the heat of summer and the cold of win-

ter, so we have no hot weather, nor any cold

weather. We have flowers in bloom all the

year in open air. I speak of yeiitte breezes, for

we have no tornadoes, no thunder storms, no
hail storms, and but very little strong wind.

With regard to the effect the climate would
have on inflammatory rheumatism, I can't say,

as I have not known a case of it since I have
been here.

In answer to the query about combining fruit

culture with sheep husbandry, 1 w ill say that a

large portion of the county is well adapted to

just such business; for the open hill land is nat-

urally adapted to sheep grazing, and it is nearly

all good fruit laud, and especially the small

valleys between, is not excelled anywhere.
As for society— well, we have a fair propor-

tion of politicians, lawyers, doctors, divines,

school teachers (with lots of children to teach,

and good houses to teach in), and saloon keep-

ers. As these all go to make up modern civili-

zation, we reckon we are about pat. But we
have no aristocracy, without they have gone to

the larger towns. A person's social standing is

according to his (or her) good behavior.

In the right place the best farming lands

range from §100 to §250 per acre, according to

the quantity, while the more broken lands, bet-

ter adapted to fruit culture and grazing, range

from $20 to §50 per acre. We have a home
market for all we produce, in consequence of

the great influx of visitors on the coast in sum-
mer, and because the great proportion of our
population are engaged in lumbering and man-
ufacturing.

In order that your numerous readers may
know that Santa Cruz county not only pos-

sesses vast forests of redwood, live and tan-bark
oak, and inexhaustible quarries of first quality

limestone, a climate and soil peculiarly adapted
to the growth of a great many kinds of choice

fruits, but also a soil that will produce a heavy
growth of grain, I send a sample of some grown
on my ranch this season—two barley stalks,

5 feet 8 inches in length. One barley head con-

tains 80' grains, and one oat stalk measures one
and one-half inches in circumference; and these

are not exceptional stalks, either. Again, last

year I planted yearling peach and two-year-old
cherry trees that are now full of fruit. How is

that for fruit? M. P. Owes.
Soquel, Cal.

A Word About the
<-
Malva."

Editors Press:—The plant under discussion

being, I presume, the Malva corenlia of Wall-

mann, a common weed of the old world, and

closely resembling our Malra rolunilifolia of

the Atlantic and Western States. The latter

is certainly not liked by stock, though they

will nibble at it when short of other green feed.

I find the malva borealis growing luxuriantly
both on the University ground* and outside
where stock is constantly staked out. „ The fact

that it is generally left unmolested by the cows
and horses even when restricted by the
stake rope, is here patent to anyone who
chooses to see. They will nibble at it as they
would other plants when they are very hungry,
or eager for a change of diet, but no longer.

I record this experience with sorrow, for I at
first also had hopes that this hardy weed might
prove useful, but the fact that it has not been
put to any such use in the old World, where it

has been known for a thousand years, creates a
damaging presumption against it.

Let, however, the search for a "browsing"
forage plant, suitable to our climate be con-
tinued until one is found, as I have no doubt it

can be. I have heretofore suggested the ramie,
which has been profitably used in this way iu

Louisiana. It may not stand our summer
drouth in dry adobe, but on light soils 1 am sure
it would be found useful.

E. W. HlLGARD.
University of Cal., Berkeley.

Ceanothus from Seed.

The genial author of that able article on the

varieties of Ceanothus, in a recent Rural, fails

to tell your numerous readers how dilticult it is

to 'sprout the seed, ordinarily. I think nine

out of teii persons will usually fad. To get a

clue we must study Nature's method. The
plants grow in thickets on rocky slopes, and the
seeds, being round and heavy, roll downward
in great multitudes. The larger portion fail to
rind proper conditions, but some slip into little

warm crevices, where they are sheltered from
the sun and find sufficient earth beneath them
to make life worth a venture. There, then,
they grow late iu the next spring, hid under
the moss; and in such locations all the young
plants in the mountains will be found.
So the lesson is: Almost perfect shade,

slight covering of earth and a handful of moss,
and a fund of patience, besides. Old seed
ought to be soaked in warm, camphorated
water, before planting.
We have no other native plant which bears

trimming and training into unusual shapes so
well; nor is anything more handsome whilst in
bloom. Chas. H. Siiinn.

Niles, Cal.

Tr|E Stable.

Breeding Horses in California.— No. 3.

[Written for the Press by .losEni Cairn SisirsoN.j

The domestication of the horse, the various

uses to which he is made subservient, the se-

lection of those the best fitted for a particular

purpose, and the effects of locality and climate,

have caused a wonderful variation of form and

size.

The range is so wide that it is measured by

differences which are so great that it appears

impossible that all could have descended from

the same horse, and from the fine-toed UfualitS

of an age so far back that there is little use in

chronology, to the last winner of the Derby,

and from the Shetland pony, which a strong

man could carry on his back, to the draft horse

of upwards of a ton in weight, there are dis-

parities which are hard to reconcile with a com-

mon origin.

There is little use in pursuing abstract theo-

ries, or "harking back," further than generations

sufficient to show how peculiarities have be-

come fixed and valuable characteristics estab-

lished. This much study is absolutely neces-

sary to the breeder who expects to be successful

in producing the best animals, as he will thus

avail himself of the experience of others, get

the benefit of what they found to be right, and
avoid the mistakes which have followed a wrong
procedure.

It is over 200 years since the breeders of race-

horses in England found that there was a right

and a wrong method, and iu the days when
Rome flourished and when that empire ruled

the world, the necessity of thoughts was rec-

ognized. Anterior to that era there are tradi-

tions of families of horses which were celebrated

for speed, but the modern thoroughbred is the

result of comparatively modern efforts. Racing
in England was a popular pastime before the

breading of turf horses was carried on in a sys-

tematic manner,
But the racing of that day was scarcely

worthy of the name, when compared to what it

has become through the efforts of breeders and
the stimulus of rich rewards. When the first

importations of Turks, Arabians and Barbs
were made there was a class of horses which
had been used for running; but little, if any ef-

fort had been made to breed horses especially

for that purpose. The get of the foreign horses

were found to be superior on the course, and
that which had followed hap-hazard experi-

ments gave the key to success.

Though racing was eagerly pursued, the at-

tention of the wealthy was more given to the

production of horses for the manege, yet, as

these required to have many of the characteris-

tics of the race-horse, the breeding of them
aided in establishing the other. The foremost
writer on horse subjects was the Duke of New-
castle, and he gives fuller descriptions of the
various breeds, better instructions in breeding,

rearing and managing, and was considerably far

in advance of his contemporaries iu all pertain-

ing to the subject.

Divested of the quaintness and hyperbole of

the period, his works are full of practical in-

structions, which are applicable at present, and
iu order to show what the state of horse affairs

were in the days when the breediug of race-

horses began to be systematic, I shall quote fre-

quently from his works.
As a matter of curiosity, as well as to show

the distinguished position he held in the world,

I copy the title page of his English work. He
had previously written one in French, and at

the date given he was universally conceded to

be the foremost horseman of the time.

A NEW
METHOD,

AND

EXTRAORDINARY INVENTION,
TO DRESS -

HORSES, (3

AND

work them according to satire:

AS ALSO

To Perfect Xature by the Subtility of Art;

Whic'i was never found out, but by
* THE

Thrice Noble, High, and Puissant Prince

William CAVENDISH.
Duke, Marquess, and Earl of A'etccantle; Earl of Ogle;
Viscount Man*tichi; and Baron of Bolttvrer of Ogle, of
Bertram, Bnthat and Ui:p))lc: Gentleman of his Majes-
ties bed-chamber; One of His Majesties most Honourable
Privy Councel; Knight of the most Noble Order of the
Carter; His Majesties Lieutenant of the County and Town
of Nottingham; and Justice in Ayre Trent-North: who
had the honour to be Gnvernour to our most Glorious
King, and Gracious Sovereign, in His Youth, when He
was Prince of Wales; and soon after wai* made Captain
General of all the Provinces beyond the River of Trent,
and other parts of the Kingdom of England; with power
by a special Commission, to make Knights.

LONDON.

Printed by Tim. Milbovm, in the year 16C7.

Here are titles enough to suit the most fas-

tidious stickler for "blue blood," and the
printer of that day in order to give them full

emphasis, was profuse in the use of capitals
and italics. The high positions he held gave
him the best opportunity to observe, and to

compare the horses of the different countries he
traveled and sojourned in, as he was the guest
and companion of those who took the most in-

terest in the subject which was uppermost in

his mind, he availed himself of these advantages
and was a most competent critic.

The thoroughbred of to-day is descended
from the Spanish, Arabian, Barb, Turkish and
English horses. Though a few mares M ere im-
ported during the reign of Charles II. by that
king and called "the Royal mares,'' in which
some of the best pedigrees end, the great
majority were stallions, which were first bred
to the English mares, and subsequently to the
produce of the earlier importations. Here-
after, when considering the value of pedigrees,
illustrations will be given to elucidate the com-
mingling of strains, and to show the origin of

the blood horse from the sources designated.

In copying the descriptions and remarks of

the Duke, while following the phraseology, the
orthography will be changed, but in everything
else the transfer will be literal.

He commences with the Spanish horse: "You
must know, that of all horses iu the world, of

what nation soever they be, Spanish horses are
the wisest, far the wisest, and strangely wise,

beyond any man's imagination; but I must tell

you they are not the easlier drest (trained) for

that, because they observe too much with their

eyes, and their memories are too good. •'•*•
If he be well chosen, I assure you he is the
noblest horse iu the world. First there is no
horse so curiously shaped, all over from head to

croup. He is the most beautiful that can be,

for he is not so thin and lady-like as the Barb;
not so gross as the Neapolitan, but between
both. He is of great spirit, and of great cour-

age, and docile; hath the proudest walk, the
proudest trot, and best action in his trot, the
loftiest gallop, the swiftest careers, and is the
lovingest and gentlest horse, and fittcth for a
king in a day of triumph to show himself to his

people, or in the head of an army, of any horse
in the world.

"Therefore no horse so fit to breed on, as a
Spanish horse, either for the mannage, the
ambling for the pad, hunting or for running
horses. 'Conqueror' was of a Spanish horse,

'Shotten-Herring' was of a Spanish horse
'Butler' was of a Spanish horse, and 'Peacock'

was of a Spanish mare, and these beat all the
horses in their time, so much, as no horse ever
ran near them.

"I say he is absolutely the best stallion in the
world, for all those several things I have formerly
named ; if you do wisely appropriate such
mares to him, as shall be tit for such uses as

you would have your breed, and so he is tit for

all breeds, but to breed cart horses."

This encomium from a master hand, at the

period when the elements were first mix<?d to

produce the race-horse par excellence, is evidence
suilicient of the value of the race, which ijrern

the progenitors of the California horse, and \*C
great feats they were capable of performing,

bred and treated in the manner prevalent, cor-

roborates the judgment of this author.

Of the Barb he writes :
" The Barb is next *o

the Spanish horse for wisdom, but not near so

wise, and that makes him much easier to be

drest. Besides he is of a gentle nature, docile,

nervous and light. He is as line as a horse can
be, but somewhat slender, and a little lady-like,

and is so lazy and negligent in his walk, as

he will stumble in a bowling green ; he trots

like a cow and gallops low, and no action in any
of those actions. But commonly he is sinewy
and nervous, and hath a clean strength, is ex-

cellently winded and good at length, to endnre
great travel, and very apt to learn, and easy to

be drest, being (for the most part) of a good
disposition, excellent apprehension, judgment
and memory ; and when he is searched and
wakened no horse in the world goes better in

the mannage in all airs whatsoever, and rarely

upon the ground in all kinds. * *

The Barb is not so tit a horse for a stallion for

the mannage as for running horses, for he gets

long and loose horses." * *

In the next paper I will give the duke's
opinion of the other components of the blood

horse. But in the consideration, it will have to

be borne in mind that he was more partial to

the horse the best adapted for the "mannage"
than all the others, and his preferences are con-

tinually cropping out. Yet even in the short

description of the Spanish horse and the Barb,

it is plainly to be seen that the characteristics

which distinguished them in the time of the

Stuarts is palpable in the thoroughbred of

to-day, anil the axiom in breeding that "like
produces like " is further confirmed.

Especially it is evident that the bad qualities

are propagated, as the California horse proves,

for according to all accounts they are as difficult

to be "drest " as their ancestors were two cen-

turies ago, and that about the same tactics to

break them were then followed. The Duke
particularly notices the Spani|h bits as being

"horrible, '' and the prevailing idea was then, as

among the descendants of the Spaniards now,
that the only method was severity. Newcastle
in remarking that "they observe too much with
their eyes, and their memories are too good,"

finishes the sentence with, " and so conclude

with their judgments too soon, without the

man, reckoning without their host, whereas
they should follow and obey his hand and heel,

and that not by rote either, but by art, which
is a habit got by many lessons methodically
taught." Had a different estimate been put on
their capacity, and the keen sight, the nervous
organization, the good memories been governed
by kindness in lieu of the horrible bits, the still

more cruel spurs, and the cinches drawn until

the frightened animal thought the intention

w as to cut him in two, the horses of Andalusia
and California might have borne a better name
for docility and gentleness.
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Alfalfa and Dairies in Southern Cali-

nia—No. 2.

Editors Press:—There are not less than 200,-

000 acres »f first class alfalfa land in southern

California, exclusive of land now devoted to

fruit and corn culture.

In southern California alfalfa grows rapidly

summer and winter. Seven mowings may be

made during the warmer, and two during the

cooler months of the year. One ton and one

half of dry hay per acre per mowing, is a low

low average yield, amounting to 13\ tons per

acre per annum, and to 2,700,000 tons per an-

num on the 200,000 acres.

Domestic hay-eating animals at rest consume

daily of dry hay 3% of their live weight. The

two and seven-tenths millions of tons of dry

alfalfa hay, or its equivalent in a green state,

will maintain for one year 4,000,000 of Spanish

Merino sheep; or 4,000,000 of Angora goats; or

4,000,000 of stock hogs; or two-fifths of a mil-

lion of horses; or two-fifths of a million of

cattle.

But sheep do not pay on alfalfa at the present

price of southern California wool. Moreover

sheep are healthier on higher, drier land than

most alfalfa land.

Angora goats do well on alfalfa to the extent

of my experience with them, which is too lim-

ited to sanction generalizations on the subject.

1 leave this to those whose sutficient experience

would be a safe guide to others. Will a few
such come to the front? Our public spirited

newspaper people would honor their enlighten-

ing articles.
Figured into Hogs.

Four millions of alfalfa-fed sto.ck hogs would
require 10,000,000 of centals of grain to finish

them off for market, continuing alfalfa with

grain. To produce this amount af corn would
require two-fifths of one million acres of corn

land. There is not that much corn land here,

exclusive of the apportionments already made
for the purposes of these calculations. To pro-

duce the equivalent in barley would require

1,000,000 acres of mesa laud. This area can

be found in southern California, exclusive of the

instituted apportionments. There are four

men whose crops of small grain in Los Angeles

county this year would finish off 200,000 hogs

brought up on alfalfa. I have no data for ac-

curately estimating the aggregate surplus of

small grain that will be raised in southern Cali-

fornia this year by smaller farmers. It would
be safe to say that the entire surplus of barley

alone, would finish off 1,000,000 hogs. Hogs
so brought up and finished off, would average

200 pounds live weight, and at the present mar-

ket price would bring ,$10,000,000. Southern
California oould produce alfalfa enough to pre-

pare 4,000,000 hogs for the barley fields, and
the barley fields could be made ready for their

reception. There might be annually an exodus
of hogs from the alfalfa pastures to the barley

fields. An exodus of many stock hogs often

occurs from the blue grass pastures of Ken-
tucky, to the corn fields of Tennessee, a distance

of nearly 200 miles. But here the alfalfa pas-

tures and barley fields are in juxtaposition. The
same farmers might own the pasture and the

grain field. It would be far better, however,

to run barley and alfalfa in severalty. Close

and rigorous classification is essential to suc-

cess in commerce. It is essential in farming.

Upon the duplex, severalty and exodus system

above forecasted, southern California could

market 4,000,000 of hogs annually, worth, at

present prices, $40,000,000. With our present

communications, such a production of hogs

would be in ruinous ratio to demand. There-

fore, cui bonoi

Figured into Horses or Cattle.

Two-fifths of a million of horses would re-

duce the price to four bits a head, buyers' option

to return second-class animals to seller. The
re-enactment of the horse tragedy of the preci-

pice by the sea, would again assemble the

sharks. Vehemently, tui bono/

Two- fifths of a million of cattle might not

reduce the price to the value of the hide and
tallow, the price on the Sandwich Islands, but

it would not pay.

The stated numbers of hogs, or horses, or cat-

tle, or such proportions of each as would
amount to the equivalent of the whole number
of either kind, would at present, be in unprofit-

able ratio to demand. Therefore the question

remains: "What profitable use can be made of

the alfalfa produced and producible in southern

California ?"

The Dairies.

Last autumn I re-opened the agitation of the

subject of dairies by way of newspapers here

and elsewhere; by way of correspondence, and
by way of interviews with such persons as mani-
fested special intelligent concern in the prem-
ises. These efforts have disclosed convictions

that must eventuate in important results.

Sixty days ago, Messrs. Bullis &. Walker
started the pioneer co-operative cheese factory

of Los Angeles county, and, for aught I know
to the contrary, of southern California. The
factory is situated on the Wilmington railroad,

near Florence. Cheese-making commenced
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about the middle of February. Success accrued
to the inaugural trial. The outcome was supe-
rior merchantable cheese. Failure is the rule

of first trials at untried places, however suffi-

cient seemingly may have been the experience
and success of the operator elsewhere, to war-
rant the conclusion before the fact, that the
coyest secret of success could not hide away in

strange feed and unfamiliar meteorology. A
daily production of about 150 pounds of cheese
has been going on now for about two months.
In all that time and quantity only one batch of

curd has been spoiled.

An aggressive jet of artesian water is deliver-

able eight feet above the floor, into every room
of the factory. This artesian fountain main-
tains a uniform, perennial temperature of 62°

Fah. This gurantees uniform, perennial, suc-

cessful cheese-making.
Germain & Co. , of Los Angeles, buy the en-

tire cheese product of the Bullis & Walker fac-

tory, at the San Francisco price of first-class

California cheese. There is room for the ex-

tension of the manufacture.
Bullis & Walker lay great store by their fa-

cilities to produce new grass cheese all through
the winter. San Francisco always bids high

for such cheese. So does New York aud so

does London. They also lay great store by
their facilities to run their factory without in-

terruption through all such years of drouth as

1877. Six acres of the 400-acre tract upon
which the factory stands, was sown to alfalfa in

1876. On portions of the six acres the stand

was only partial, and yet the yield was eight

tons per acre for a single mowing. There is

reason to believe that a perfect stand on the

whole six acres would have given 12 tons per

acre. This was without irrigation. And last

year was the one of greatest drouth for about

30 years. Only one crop was mown last year,

the others being pastured. But this one crop

from the six acres weighed eight tons dry. If

a good stand had been on the three aeres of

half a stand the single mowing dry would have
weighed in the same proportion, 12 tons, or 108

tons of dry hay, or its equivalent as the amount
of the nine annual crops of six acres. Judge
Gray, on the San Gabriel river, on about the

same number of acres, obtained, in 1877, a

yield about equivalent to the last mentioned
sum total.

Mr. Cadwell, less than a mile from the cheese

factory, sowed alfalfa seed in February, 1877,

the last year of drouth, aud before December
8th of the same year had cut five crops, averag-

ing two tons per acre per mowing. A sixth

crop on the 8th of December was two weeks ad-

vanced in growth from the last mowing and
was mown about three weeks thereafter, yield-

ing fully up to the average of the five preceding

crops. All this Cadwell case, be it noted, was
a sowing in 1877 and mowing in 1877, the self-

same year of almost unprecedented drouth. The
Cadwell case was carefully and thoroughly in-

vestigated on the spot by Mr. Joseph D. Lynch,

the talented and enterprising editor of the Los

Angeles Herald, the details of which were pub-
lished in his paper of December 8th, 1877, and
in the Los Angeles Express of the same date, of

course under the approval of Col. Ayres, the

editor, who is conservative, experienced and
prominent among the leading editors of the

State. A portion of Mr. Lynch's article was
published in the Rural Press of December 22d,

with the habitual liberality atjd fairness of the

Press toward southern California.

Near the Cadwell place, on the San Gabriel

river ranch, I weighed dry the June, 1877,

mowing of one quarter of an acre of a fifty acre

alfalfa field. It weighed 1,000 pounds or at the

rate of two tons per acre. This was above an
average quarter acre. The field was mown
seven times, and yielded two crops not mown.
The field was irrigated one time only in all the

year 1877, the year of drouth.

Adjacent to the Cadwell place is the equally

prolific ranch of Mr. Fisher of the Santa Monico
Outlook. I congratulate Mr. Fisher. No
one should begrudge Mr. Fisher his fertile

acres. He has worked in season and out of sea-

son to develop the country.

Figures on Fields

The square mile in alfalfa around the factory

of Bullis and Walker, before mentioned, will

maintain 640 cows, that will average three gal-

lons of milk per day for eight months in the

year. Bullis & Walker are paying their neigh-

bors nine cents per gallon for milk, so 640 acres

of land, 640 cows, three gallons of milk per eow
per day, 1,920 gallons per day at nine cents per

gallon, $172.80 income per day. of one square

mile; $5,184 per month; $41,472 per eight

months per square mile.

So again, 1,920 gallons of milk per day, eight

pounds per gallon, 10 pounds milk making one

pound of cheese, at 15 cents per pound, gives

$230 per day, $6,900 per month, $55,200 per

eight months for the square mile around the

Bullis & Walker's cheese factory. In this esti-

mate calves are not counted, hogs fed on
the refuse are not counted.

These resnlts are different from those deduced
elsewhere, because I thought well of using lower

averages for the whole alfalfa area with which,'

of course, 1 cannot be as familiar as with the

square mile around the factory of Bullis &
Walker.

Cultivation of Alfalfa.

A perfect stand of alfalfa may be obtained on

the three acres referred to, and generally where

first efforts fail by replanting. This is one

mode of replanting alfalfa: turn under with

single sulky plow, four horses, and plow eight

inches deep. At this depth the harrow will
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not pull up the alfalfa roots of the previous
planting, all of which will sprout, come up and
grow with the replanted crop. I have four
acres replanted in this manner, the old and new
alfalfa coming on together. When small por-
tions of the fifty acres before referred to are re-

planted in this manner, it will all average with
the one quarter acre mentioned.
Sow alfalfa seed any day, winter or summer,

if water is plenty, or can be made plenty near
the surface; I, however, prefer the first week in

April.

One more illustration of the reliability of al-

falfa land in a year of drouth. One clay, near
the close of the drouth year of 1877, at the de-
pot at Downey City, of this county, I delivered
to Mr. Morton a carload of hogs for San Fran-
cisco; other carloads were delivered the same
day for the same destination. Trains of country
wagons were teaming in, loaded with corn, by
the carload, for San Francisco. Over $1,500 in

coin was paid to the farmers around Downey on
that day for a single day's shipment of corn and
hogs to San Francisco. Downey City seemed
more like a smart little hog and hominy Ken-
tucky railroad town. I said to Mr. Smith, a
prominent citizen of the county: "Why, Smith,
this does not look like hard famine drouth
year times". "No," replied he, "there is more
produce money circulating in and around
Downey than was ever before known." The
secret is this, Downey is surrounded by alfalfa

land.

It is an interesting fact as reported to me,
that Mr. Lehman, of Gospel Swamp, has se-

cured luxuriant alfalfa on strong alkaline soil

by mulching with straw.

In my next letter I will take up some points
of dairy practice in this county.

John H. Shields.
Florence, Los Angeles county, Cal.

Analysis of Adulterated Butter.—The
City Chemist of Cleveland, Dr. Claassen, in a
recent report on butter, adulterated by mixture
with lard, gives a simple method of testing for

this fraud. The suspected butter is melted,
and about fifty grains of it poured into a test

tube. When this is cooled to the temperature
of the human hand there is to be added, mixing
slowly by agitation, 120 grains pure sulphuric

acid. If the butter is pure, the mixture will

at once become yellow, and afterwards a bright
yellowish red. If lard is present the mixture
will pass from the color last named to a brown-
ish red, brown, and brownish black. Turmeric
or annatto is frequently used to color adul-

terated butter. To detect either of these dyes
the butter should be melted and shaken with
twice the quantity of alcohol. The butter
having subsided, the dye, if any is preesnt,

will appear above, in solution, in the alcohol,

aud tint it yellow; but from pure butter no
color will be extracted.

The Corbet Method of Hatching and
Raising Chickens.

Editors Press:— Prof. Corbet says in his

book that he considered Reaumur's system the

most feasible and began to practice it, and still

continues to practice it. He has, therefore,

adopted Reaumur's plan, which is more than a

century old by the Professor's statement. He
hatched chickens by the hundred, in barrels

and casks, but could not raise them until he

placed them in boxes in horse manure. I will

give the Professor's rules for hatching: The
manure used for hatching eggs or raising chick-

ens must be taken from horses fed on grain, and
it ought to be several days, or even a month,

in the manure yard. The manure ought to be

pure. All coarse matter should be shaken out

and the manure well mixed. The building

best suited to place the apparatus in is one in

which the air circulates freely, and should be

without a board floor. The temperature should

be as near equable as possible. The reader who
wishes to try my system can place in the middle

of such a building a heap of manure, six feet

square, being careful not to tread on the ma-
nure. It ought to be packed closely, but not

trodden down. When the heap is 18 inches

deep, the hatching apparatus is placed in the

middle. A barrel or box of any description

will answer, but the wood must not be too

thick. A flour barrel is as good as anything,

but there must be a cover on it and a system of

ventilation arranged to regulate the heat. After

this is done it must be carefully covered with

manure to make the heap square. . After two
days one ought to have about 120" of heat, but

it would be imprudent to place the eggs in the

receptacle or box with which he wishes to make
the experiment, and care must be taken to

diminish the heat to 100° or 102°. Then the

eggs may be placed in it and kept at 102° to

105°, care being taken to take them out every

day to cool and turn them."

I have now given all of the Professor's in-

structions contained in his book. Will Mr.

Carter please tell us how near he followed the

above rules ? Also, how did the thermometer

range during the day while making his exper-

ments ? I have not tried the process as I am
not feeding grain to my horses, and have not

bsen for some time. I may write something

about the Corbet incubator hereafter.

B. D. H.

Pajaro, Monterey Co., Cal.
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Roses.

Editors Press:—The time of year being at
hand when gardeners usually begin to observe
and label the plants which prove unworthy of

culture, with a view to remodeling their gardens
and ordering plants for fall planting, I thought
that perhaps a few observations on the above sub-
ject might be of interest to some of your readers.
The rich profusion of roses which adorn so

many gardens here in spring, form, perhaps,
one the most striking and pleasing class of ob-
jects that command' the strangers' attention.
The amateur or professional florist sojourning
here from colder and more unfavorable re-

gions, where skill and experience are required to
bring this plant to a high state of perfection,
often wonder that this show is not maintained
through the long dry summer, and even until
frost cuts short their growth. On close observa-
tion it becomes very apparent. With conven-
iently arranged irrigation, California has a climate
highly adapted for the growth and perfection of

this queen of Mowers. WT
hile this is true, there

is much that is required on our part to place
things in their most favorable aspect, so that na-
ture can perform her part.

It has been stated that "anything is very sim-
ple when understood," and I think it will be con-
ceded that a thorough knowledge of any subject,
however simple, requires study, care and experi-
enee. In this congenial climate, however, a lit-

tle knowledge and attention is sutficient to lead
any lover of flowers to a very high point of ex-
cellence in this particular branch of floriculture.

In Europe, the growth of the rose has be-
come a science of itself, and it is to that coun-
try that we are indebted for the origin of most
of our choice varieties. To see the rose in its

perfection, one has to go there. Every year
witnesses in the market from 50 to 200
new varieties, for which superiority is claimed
over the older sorts. Florists and nurserymen
who congregate there from this country as well

as others in the latter part of the summer,
when so many floral and horticultural exhibi-

tions are made, for the purpose of selecting

stock, are often induced to buy largely of roses.

There are usually large specimen plants in the
hight of perfection, of the kinds offered for

sale. When brought to this country three-

fourths of them prove a total failure—looking
very different from what they did in Europe.
The nurserymen put these new kinds in their

lists and sell them for about ten times the value

of older sorts. Many inexperienced persons
throughout the country, in order to get some-
thing extra good, are often induced, from their

glowing descriptions, to select these new varie-

ties, which as yet, have not been tested in this

country. This is one reason why there are so

marry worthless roses in the country. Many
of the tea, Noisette, and other tender kinds
thrive poorly out of the hand of the skillful

European florist. While some of the strong

growing sorts run most altogether to wood.
On looking through a garden of roses not

long since, the most prominent feature that at-

tracted my attention was that three-fourths of

the varieties were wholly unworthy of cultiva-

tion, when considering the choice variety of

every class now in the country. Many of them
had never bloomed at all, while some were no
better than the common wild rose, only disfig-

uring the place as so many weeds, some by
their rank, others by their sickly growth.

This was owing partly to their treatment, but

mainly to the inferiority of the kinds.

Having decided upon the number to plant

and the various purposes for which they are in-

tended, viz: bedding, standard or training,

choose at first some of the older varieties that

have been tested, bearing in mind that no
choice kind will be more valuable than a dozen

poor ones. Among the very best bedding sorts

are Hermosa, Agrippina, Oomp. de la Bath,

Sour, de la Malmaison, Safrano, etc., which
came under the head of monthlies. La Heine,

Gen. Jaequiminot, Baron Prevost and Lord
ftaglan stand among the first in the perpetual

class, which is by far the finest and most showy
class in cultivation, being larger, more fragrant

and blooming more profusly than any other,

though not as continuous as the monthly.

By proper treatment many varieties of the

last named class will have a continuous display

of bloom nine months in the year, in this cli-

mate, while a periodical blossoming of about

three times is all that can be expected of a per-

petual. For many purposes, however, this va-

riety is indispensable, and in fact some of

everv class should be in every large collection.

The" Nwisette, a climbing monthly, embraces

many choice varieties of the tea rose and is

admirably adapted for this climate. The well-

known Mareschal Neil is of this class, some very

fine specimens of which have been grown here.

It generally does better, however, budded on

some strong growing variety. Lamarque is

another choice variety of this class, and with

a little knowledge and attention some magnifi-

cent specimens can be grown in this State.

The mammoth rose bush of this place is of this

sort, and bears evidence of what might be pro-

duced with the Noisette in this climate, as well

as of other varieties. A condensed method of

their culture may be classed under four heads:

pruning, soil, culture and irrigation, which will

of themselves form a subject and will therefore

be loft to be treated of in a future number.
Z. Eason.

Santa Rosa, April 17th, 1878.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all l'atrone for thi

department.

The < mice of the .Secretary of the State Grange is in the

Grangers' Building, No. 100 Davis Street, corner of Cal-

ifornia Street, S. F.

Wortby Lecturer's Visits.

Editors Press:—Our last notes were written

from Antelope valley, in Colusa county, from

where we were taken by Bro. A. D. Logan to

the Willows, to till our appointment on the 22(1.

Here we found the Grange dead, and no pro-

vision for a meeting; but our live Granger, Bro.

I/)gan, would not listen to any failure. At ouoe

he started out couriers to Plaza Grangers and

the unaffiliated Willows Grangers to meet the

State Lecturer jointly at the Willows on Tues-

day, the 23d, in a private meeting at 10 A. M.,

and in a public meeting at 2 P. m. He then

took us back as his guest to his most comforta-

ble farm home, some 10 miles distant, where

we (Bro. Gardner being also in our company),

were most hospitably entertained. And here

permit me a digression to say a word about

Bro. Logan's Farm.

It contains some 10,000 acres of land, about

one-third being the very best quality of grain

land, the balance good for pasturage. Here is

now growing such wheat crops as 1 have not

seen before this year - certainly an average of

50 bushels per acre -while on his foothill pas-

ture sheep abound as in the days of the patri-

archs. Bro. Logan lias so thoroughly stocked

and systematized his vast estate that all goes on

like clock-work without the real necessity of

his presence. He has upon this large estate

over 50 miles of fencing, and. barns and farm

houses to suit all the wants of the farm. Here
Grangers may learn what it is to be not a mere

clodhopper or a mudsill, as charged by the cap-

italistic world, but a Granger and a true farmer,

and independent in all his appointments.

According to the new arrangements we were

again at the Willows in time for the 10 a. m.

meeting, where we held our private meeting,

and at 2 P. M. our public meeting, and dis-

coursed to farmers and citizens for more
than an hour on the subject of the Grange,

and the duties of the farmers and citizens

in sending delegates to the coming Constitu-

tional Convention, when the meeting was fur-

ther addressed by Bro. < tardner, Manager of

the Grangers' Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
in the interest of that institution, as well as

the Grangers' Bank and Business Association.

Here a subscription list was opened for the new
semi-monthly Patron, and left to be completed

and sent on to the Secretary of the State

Grange. When bidding all good-bye, we were
taken in charge by Bro. Keudrick, Worthy
Master of Plaza Grange, and taken that night

part way towards his home, The next day was
spent in reaching his well-appointed farm home,
and visiting near neighbors and Grangers, and
by 4 o'clock next morning we had breakfasted,

and were on our way to

Nord,

Our next place of appointment. Here we ar-

rived (calling on Bro. Colby, at his residence,

on the way, and making bun one of our com-
pany), at 10 A. M., and were introduced to the

good Grangers and citizens of this much favored

farm locality, and met our appointments as at

the Willows, only that in addition to our own
lecture and the address of Bro. Gardner, the

meeting was also addressed by Bro. Colby at

•onsiderable length. When taking our depart-

ure by the night train, we all, in company with
other brothers of the Order were ticketed for

Red Bluff, where we were to meet Bro. Blossom,

Worthy Master of Bed Bluff Grange, and by
him were taken out to Blossom grove. There
at a picnic gotten up expressly for the occa-

sion, we me met jointly the G rangers and citi-

zens, first of Farmington Grange and Tehama,
and secondly of Bed BlutF, on Friday, the 20th.

Here we were greatly discomfited, and all

former arrangements defeated by heavy rains,

so that we tailed to meet the members of Farm-
ington Grange altogether, and held forth to the
Grangers, farmers and citizens of Red Bluff on
Saturday night, at the court house, our subject
being advertised ahead of us, to wit: "The
Coming Constitutional Convention." This we
discoursed from a Grange standpoint for about
50 minutes. A more attentive anil intelligent

audience of both gentlemen and ladies it has
not been our fortune to address, and a more
genial and extensive introduction to Grangers,
farmers and citizens has not in any former visit

to any place been given us. All tried to make
our short stay among them pleasant. Bro. Blos-
som especially devoted to us his entire time for

three days.
We cannot leave Bed Bluff till we give it as

our opinion that it is the most live town of its

size in the Sacramento valley, with a future be-
fore it to make of it, at no distant day, a large
city. The Sierra Flume Company gives to it a
prominence, and together with its rich valleys
of waving grain, makes it a point where not
jnly already has capital to a large amount been
invested, but where capital must continue to

seek a profitable investment. Here we have
concluded on account of the bad roads and un-
certain way of reaching our future appoint-
ments for the counties of Plumas, Lassen and
Modoc, to defer filling those appointments till

July next, of which we will give timely notice

both in the California Patron and Rural Press.

B. Pilkington, State Lecturer.

Red Bluff, April 28th, 1878.

Grange Life and Work.

The press upon our columns of late has

necessitated the delay of several addresses on

important Grange topics, but we expect now to

be able to present all the good things which we
have in store of this kind.

Address delivered before the members of

Stanislaus County Grange on the 8th of Febru-

ary, 1878, by Worthy Master V. E. Bangs.

Fellow Patron*: The enemies of the Grange,

several years ago, predicted that ours would be

a short-lived organization. The wish in this

case was doubtless father to the thought. The

G range lives on notwithstanding the opposition

of those whose aim was self-aggrandizement at

the expense of the industrial interests of the

country. It lives notwithstanding the feeble

support of some of its friends, whose ardor is

dampened because the Grange is not able to

accomplish impossibilities—or rather because

the reform-work of a decade could not be done

in the course of a few regular meetings, and

that too without personal effort on the part of

members. The Grange lives on in Stanislaus

county notwithstanding the severe ordeal of a

dry season just passed. If its membership is

lessened here, still the aggregate of its deter-

mination and courage is unabated.

If the Grange has lived through the precari-

ous period of its infancy when its path through

untried fields was beset by the snares of its

enemies and when for lack of the tough sinew

of organization it met with frequent falls, it

will live to accomplish its noble purposes.

In the strength of its manhood, when the

wisdom gained by a long experience shall en-

able it to exert its herculean power effectually

against injustice and in behalf of the best in-

terests of humanity.
Hut whether the Grange prospers in our

midst, in the immediate future, will depend on

the collective wisdom brought to bear in your

deliberations. It will depend as well on what
you forbear to do as on what you actually per-

form. Let the balance-wheel of conservatism

govern the motions of the engine of reform and
then we will not be ashamed of the work per-

formed. There are some things venerable with

age, which are worth preserving.

Let us bear in mind that one of the essentials

to the success of an organization is harmony.

Let us never undertake to force a vote on any
measure against the earnest protests of a

minority and especially on any measure of

political economy. The safe way would be to

adopt or endorse only those measures of polit-

ical economy on which we may agree almost

quite unanimously. Even then caution should

be used, lest our recommendation of a certain

line of policy give aid and comfort to one of

the political parties; for, in the latter case, we
would make ourselves liable to the charge of

taking partisan political action and of intro-

ducing into the Grange a repellent force.

It may be asked what can we do in order to

throw off some of the burdens imposed on the

farmers, if we are to exercise so much circum-

spection? I answer we can accomplish much in

a legitimate way. There are burdens imposed
by a class that lives by the sweat of other

men's faces. This class of citizens does not

belong exclusively to one of the political par-

ties, neither will you find a party so devoid of

sagacity as to endorse all its schemes of plun-

der. We can endeavor to remove the burdens
imposed by this obnoxious class, and in this en-

deavor we may be sure of the moral support of

the best elements of society.

The pernicious system by which California

farmers are made to pay more than their just

share of taxes can be and will be eombuted
ami overthrown; for all farmers, indiscrimin-

ately, have feelings akin to those of luckless

travelers who have felt the hand of the high-

wayman in their pockets. The Grange can, in

its organized capacity, take action against this

manifest injustice.

What principle, then, shall enable us to dis-

cern the dividing line between those questions
of political economy which arc proper to dis-

cuss in the Grange and those which are im-
proper.

I think we may safely seek to correct any of

the evils inflicted by rlata legislation—such as

no party has the hardihood to advocate. On
the other hand, we should let alone whatever
measures are made distinctive issues by any of

the political parties, for such measures are left

to the decision of a higher tribunal than the
< 1 range—the American people.

If any of the political parties so far forget

their duty as to advocate measures prejudicial
to the interests of farmers, each one of us may,
if he wishes, lend his influence to defeat such
parties; but the Grange cannot, under its pres-

ent Constitution, array itself in opposition to

any political organization, nor can it endorse
any portion of the platform of any political

party.

Pardon me for saying so much on the subject
of political economy. I make this allusion as

there seems to be a little misapprehension in

the minds of some Patrons on this very impor-
tant subject.

I trust that the same prudence which has
characterized the members of the county ({range
in times past, will enable you, in your march

1
of progress, to advance only upon firm ground,
such as may (irmly uphold the motto: ".Justice

and Moderation."

Grangers of San Bernardino County.

Editors Press:—A public meeting of the

above was held at San Bernardino on April

27th, at 10 a. m. Bro. Brown, of Riverside,

was appointed Master, and J. D. Ousterhaut, of

San Bernardino, Secretary.

Bro. Taylor, of Rincon, delivered an earnest

address on the objects and aims of the Grange,

stating that, among other things, one legitimate

object was the reduction of our extravagant

public expenditure in the form of high salaries

of public officers, and urging upon the Grangers

some united action to counteract such extrav-

agance.
Bro. Hathaway, of the same place, touched

on the desirability of our producing more for

export, and of our buying less of imported ar-

ticles, as a means of attaining more independ-

ence.

Bro. Frazer, of San Bernardino, gave an ad-

dress on political and domestic economy.

A bounteous harvest feast was then partaken

of, after which, Bro. Hall, of Riverside, deliv-

ered an essay on co-operation, followed by Bro.

Brown, of same place, on the same subject.

Thanks having been tendered to the ladies of

San Bernardino for the liberal repast furnished,

the Grangers went into private quarterly con-

vention, the three Granges of the county being

represented. Resolutions were passed indors-

ing the principles of the Southern California

Protective League just organized, and providing

a register of articles for sale and wanted by
Grangers, to facilitate direct trading among
themselves.

The next quarterly convention meets at Riv-

erside, July 27th.

J. Hall, Sec'y Riverside Grange.

Grangers and Farmers.

Open Grange meetings will be held at the

following points in this State, viz:

Oakland Saturday, May 11th.

Santa Clara Monday, May 18th
San Jose Tuesday, May 14th.

Ilollister Wednesday, May 16th.

Walnut Crock Friday, May 17th.

Danville Saturday, May 18th

Point of Timber Monday, May 20th.

Antioch Tuesday, May 21st.

Napa Wednesday, May 22d.

Winters Thursday, May 2*1.

Klmira Friday, May 24th.

Dixon Saturday 25th.

Speaking will commence at 1 o'clock P. M.

These meetings w ill be addressed by Hon. L
C. Steele, Master of the State Grange; Hon. G.

W. Colby, President of the Grangers' Bank;
B. Pilkington, Lecturer of the State Grange;

I. G. Gardner, Vice-President of the California

Farmers' Mutual Fire Insurance Company, ami
perhaps others.

A cordial invitation is given to farmers and
others, interested in the prosperity of cultiva-

tors of the soil, to attend these meetings.

There never has been a time in the history of

California when it was as necessary for farmers

to meet and consult, in regard to both their

political and financial welfare, as at this time.

Amos Adams, Sec'y State Grange.

San Francisco, May 6th, 1878.

In Memoriam.

Eden Grange, No. 106, Alameda county,

April 17th, 1878.

Whereas, It hath pleased our Divine Master
to again break our circle by removing our most
respected brother, John Maklin, from this

earthly Grange, to raise him to a place of rest in a

higher degree. Therefore be it

J;,..*,,/,-, ./. That in the death of John Marlin

Eden Grange has lost a worthy member, a faith-

ful and attentive Treasurer, the Order a devoted

Patron, and his wife a kind-hearted and affec-

tionate husband.
Resolved, That we extend our most heartfelt

sympathies to our bereaved Sister Marlin ami
family, who have thus been separated for a time
from the husband and father, as also to their

mourning friends.

Resolved, That this sincere expression of the

members of the Grange be placed upon our
records, a copy thereof be sent to our bereaved

sister and family, and to the local papers, Bcral
Press and the Patron for publication.—J. Rus-
sell, Wm. Pearce, W. H. Miller, Committee.

Election of Officers.

Collegevili.e ({range, No. 184, San Joa-
quin Co.—L. R. Chalmers, M.; A'. Kaiser, ().

;

P. P. Ward, L. ; Kustache Meroux, S. ; George
W. Brown, A. S. ; W. H. Snow, C. ; A. M. D.
Mcintosh, T. ; George P. Hurd, Sec'y; James
Ritchie, <L K. ; Miss B. A. Chalmers, Ceres;

Mrs. P. P. Ward, Pomona; Mrs. Mcintosh,
Flora: Mrs. W. H. Snow, L. A. S.

Northeast Grange, No. 275.—J. A. Dun-
ham, M.; P. H. Toland, O.: L. Adams, L.;

R. T. McConnanghy, S. ; L. H. Dunham, A. S.

;

R. Visham, C. : J. M. Sanders, T. ; J. W. Bar-

rette, Sec'y; .1. T. McOverel, G. K. ; Mrs. T.

K. Sneath, Ceres; Mrs. L. Adams, Pomona;
Mrs. W. B. Whittemar, Flora; Miss Ida Hol-
comh, L. A. Hi.; J. W. Barrette, R. F. McCon-
naughy, F. K. Smith, Trustees.

Sonora ({range.—Editors Press:—Our
Grange is to picnic on the last Saturday of

May, at the homestead of our Worthy Master,

George Soulsby. If the Worthy Lecturer could

only make it convenient to attend, it would
gratify the good Grangers of Tuolumne county.

California.
ALAMEDA.
Crops in Washington.—Independent, May 4:

In visiting the different parts of Washington
and some narts of Eden Township lately we
have been agreeably surprised at the uni-

form evidences of good crops everywhere.

The recent rains that seemed likely to injure

them more or less, have had far less serious

effect than was at first anticipated. Almost
everywhere the fields of barley and wheat are

in excellent condition and promise the best of

crops. The same can be said with truth of the

orchards and the abundant varieties of fruits

with which they are filled. The promise is as

good as ever known. Our farmers and fruit

growers now have a chance to make up, the

coming season, for the losses sustained last year,

and to some extent the year previous also.

There is room for congratulation upon the

cheerful outlook.

FRESNO.
The Wool Clip.—Republican, April 27:

The shearing season in Fresno is now nearly

finished—one more week will probably end it.

The weather has been changeable, stormy and
unfavorable for shearing, but sheep owners
have generally been satisfied, and there has

been no serious disaffection among the work-
men. In the tw o shearing establishments here,

about 80,000 sheep have been sheared and dip-

ped up to date, and not more than 10,000 are

engaged for the next week. Mr. Dusy has

sheared a little over 42,000, and has not more
than 4,000 more engaged. He has employed
white men, has supervised the work himself,

and has paid from 6 to 7 cents a head for

shearing, the men boarding themselves. His

dip has been lime and sulphur, and he charges

two cents each for sheep and one cent each for

lambs. Mr. Foster has sheared over 45,000

sheep, and has between 6,000 and 8,000 yet to

shear. Mr. Helm and Mr. Morrow have had
over 20,000 sheared at his corrals. He has

employed white men, paid the same wages, and
has charged 1 A cents for dipping sheep, and f of

a cent for dipping lambs. He has used the

"Australian Sheep Dip," prepared by Williams

& Moore of Stockton, and speaks favorably of

its efficacy and cheapness. The decrease in the

number of sheep in the county has been greater

than we had estimated, and, owing to the fact

that large numbers of lambs are lieing sold and
shipped out of the county, the number of sheep

to be sheared next fall will be less than the

natural increase would indicate. Lambs have

been selling for from one to two dollars a head,

and many owners have sold all their increase.

The next fall clip of wood in this county will

probally be the best ever sent from Fresno.

Owners are taking unusual pains with their

sheep; the feed is as good as can be; the spring

shearing has been early; the country is not over-

stocked and the abundance of feed will prevent

the dust blowing in a measure. The spring

clip has not been up to the average, but sales

have generally been satisfactory—ranging

from 16 to 22 cents a pound. Considerable

wool has been sold here, most of it for San

Francisco houses. Except to the butchers,

very few sheep are selling in Fresno county.

Some ewes have been offered at §1.50 per head,

lambs thrown in, but they are generally held

higher. Mutton sheep are selling for from SI. 75

to £3.00 a head. We see no reason for selling

either stock or mutton sheep at a low figure,

for there is every reason to believe the sheep

business hereafter will be profitable

LAKE.
Agricultural Outlook.—Bee, May 2: The

recent rains, after a week or so of warm weather

have been of material benefit to the farmers and

gardeners of the county, and the agricultural

outlook grows more promising every day.

Wheat on the valley lands that was kept back

and looked badly from the great amount of rain-

fall in January, February and the first week or

two in March, has improved rapidly. It will

make an immense quantity of hay, if desired

for that purpose, and much of it will make fine

grain, though we hear complaints that some is

likely to be injured by cheat. A large breadth

has been sown.since the heavy rains, and though

it is too early to predict with any certainty how

it will yield, the probabilities are it will do very

well. We have known wheat sown in April to

make as large a yield as that sown earlier, and

now that the recent rains have fallen, we Bee no

reason why it may not do so this season. Very

little corn has yet been planted, but the land is

being prepared and a large crop will be put in.

Owing to the thorough saturation of the earth

since the first of January, we think we may safely

predict a fine corn crop this year. Many acreswill

also be planted in potatoes this season, and the

experience of the past two or three years shows

that they produce as well in this county ae

anywhere in the State. We know of several

farmers who raised from three to eight tons per

acre, and this is quite a remunerative crop.

The fruit crop promises to lie a large one for

the number of trees in bearing. There has been

no frost so far to injure it, and if we have none

in the next few days the danger may be con-

sidered as past.

LOS ANGELES
A Brisk Corn Market.—Herald, May 4:

Those of our farmers who had the good judg-

ment and the means to hold on to their corn

crop of last year, arc now realising the fruits
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of their foresight. With the shipments to

Mexico of the Messrs. Hellman, Haas & Co.,

and the demand at San Francisco, a well filled

crib is a sure bonanza. We heard of a farmer
in the southern part of the county who is now
marketing his three years' crops, for which he
is getting the high prioes for which he has so

long waited. Of another of the same section,

who has just sold his last year's crop from 40

acres for $3,000. Our informant states that

the county is filled with agents of San Francisco

houses who are buying up all the surplus corn

for shipment to that city.

Artesian Water Power.—Exprest, May 4:

A small corn-meal mill has been started at

Compton by Mr. G. Stevens which is run by
power obtained from an artesian well. We
hurriedly inspected the little factory yesterday,

and, although it had just been set running for

the first time, it worked smoothly but slowly.

The projector intends to turn into his flume an
additional artesian flow, and with this and the

fall of waste water from the settlement, which
he has dammed up abovejhis driving wheel, he

expects to secure sufficient power to work his

mill very satisfactorily. This little mill, when
it has been placed in successful operation, w ill

turn out enough corn-meal to supply the con-

sumption of a large portion of the county.

Bees Swarming.—N. Levering, in Los An-
geles Star: The swarming season is upon us,

and from all we can learn bees are casting an
unusual number of swarms, but not as large as

ordinarily. They seem disposed to retrieve

the losses of the past and are spreading out

their forces rather thin. One and perhaps the

only reason that can be assigned for this is that

colonies generally were quite weak at the com-
mencement of the working season, which
opened upon them quite luxuriously and
inspired their workers at once to action and
her majesty of the hive to active duties to aug-

ment her forces to gather the coming boun-
tiful harvest, there being a large surplus of

empty comb at her service. We are often asked
the question, how to prevent swarming ? The
only cure that we can prescribe is artificial

swarming, or cut out all the queen cells every

eight days. Care should be taken to remove
every cell, for should there be one left a swarm
would certainly follow. Many absconding
swarms are passing through the country en

route for the mountain of Hepsidam or a lodge in

some vast wilderness. There is no general

rule by which the apiarian can tell when they

are going to swarm, they often swarming when
least expected, and they require careful

watching from eight o'clock in the morning
until about four in the afternoon.

MENDOCINO.
Agricultural Prospects.—Democrat, April

27: Everything, in this section of country, de-

notes fine crops and plenty of them; fruit, grain,

and things generally. This need not disturb

neighboring markets, however, for there's a
home consumption here generally that gets

away with all we raise, at fair prices. Then,
again, the farmers do not look to raising grain

for an outside market, as the cost of transporta-

tion is too expensive. By and by, this may be
different.

MONTEREY.
Chance for a Creamery. — Watsonville

Transcript, May 3: In and around Springfield,

Monterey county, there are now between 300
and 400 cows, divided up in dairies of from 10
to 80 cows. Each of these dairies has to sep-

arately do the work of setting, skimming, churn-
ing, washing, salting, packing and marketing,
making five or six times the labor from the time
the miik leaves the cow till it is shipped to

market that would be required were the work
all done in one large creamery. Were a cream-
ery (butter factory) started in that section there

would within a year probably be 500 cows or

more whose milk would be sent to the factory.

Then an article of uniform quality would be
produced and the best advantage secured in

marketing. We hope ere long to see a factory

built there. If it is it will soon be followed by
others in other parts of the valley, for there is

not a place in the State better adapted to dairy-

ing than the Pajaro valley.

PLACER.
EoiEViLLE.—Cor. Argus, May 4: We are

now upon the eve of our harvest, which cer-

tainly from all indications, will be a bountiful

one. Everything in the way of hay and grain
is looking exceedingly well. I have heard no word
of complaint from anyone; on the contrary, all

the farmers seem to be perfectly satisfied with
the situation, though possibly prices may rule

a little low. The late rains have enabled farm-
ers to summer-fallow all they wished to, conse-

quently there is an unusual amount of land
made ready for another year. This season not
a day will intervene between running the plow
and the mower. The shearing season is now
in full operation, and I learn that the clip will

be very heavy, and of good staple. The prioe

of wool being good, our wool-growers are also

in good spirits. In short, all our industries in

and around Roseville are in an unusually
flourishing condition.

SANTA BARBARA.
Editors Prk»s:—The crops never looked

better in this county than at present, and the
acreage is nearly double that of any other year.
At a meeting of the railroad people and the
farmers of Santa Maria valley, held at Central
City lately, the farmers assured the railroad
psoplo that Santa Maria valley would furnish

80,000 tons of grain for transportation this

year. The railroad company assured the farm-
ers that they would build the road this summer
and transport their grain to the San Luis Obis-
po landing, at the rate of two dollars per ton,

or to the city of San Francisco for five dollars
per ton. This is a narrow-gauge road and can
be built and equipped for $5,000 per mile, and
I think the road will be built this summer.
This road will be the making of this part of the
State. They can extend it so as to make an
outlet for the Lompoc colony. H. M. Newhall
has on his ranch in this valley 3,500 acres in

grain, and it looks first-rate and will make a
big yield.

—

Charles Burr.

SANTA CLARA.
The Crops.—Mercury, May 4: Never was

the prospect at the corresponding time of past

years more flattering than now; the grain is

strong, vigorous and healthy in every particular,

and the weather now, warm and balmy, is just

such as the most perfect development of the

cereals requires. Careful inquiry enables us to

state that the aggregate acreage of this county
has not increased, though the plant of certain

products has somewhat varied, the principal

grains, however, are planted in about the same
proportion and upon the some number of acres

as in 1870. It is true that a considerable

quantity of new land has been seeded, but it

will be found that a piece of old land corre-

sponding in size has been rested or possibly de-

voted to other uses. The acreage in tobacco we
have been unable to estimate, though it is prob-

able that it has materially decreased. Of the

oats raised in this county the greater portion is

grown in the foothills west of Mountain View,
where the crop is at present looking fine. The
crop is small because of the little attention paid

to the cultivation of this cereal, and does not
nearly supply the demand of consumers. The
rye of this county is raised principally near

Saratoga, and it too promises well this year.

It is produced chiefly for the straw which is

used at the paper mills located at that place.

Of the fruit crop of this valley it is sufficient to

say that its prospects are quite unimpaired and
the yield of every kind promises to be immense.
Both the fruit, packing companies of this city

have during the past winter been largely in-

creasing their facilities and manufacturing an
immense supply of cans. They expect to pack
100% more fruit this year than last.

SISKIYOU.

Editors Press:—On the mornings of the 15th

and Kith instant the ground was white with
snow. How's that compared to the Sacramento
and San Joaquin and southern valleys? Oh,
well, it makes the water cold, and that is nice

of a warm day. I have been plowing and plant-

ing potatoes to-day. I have planted 20 pounds
of artichokes this week, and received a sample of

Egyptian corn of Messrs. W. & C. Robinson
yesterday. Will report in future. Our trees

are all doing well. Only one died last season.

My berries are also doing well. Potatoes have
sold at from two to four cents per pound, and
very scarce at that.—R. D. Nunnally, French
Creek.

SONOMA.
A Proposed Sugar Factory.—Healdsburg

Flag, May 2: Some of our readers will perhaps
remember our mentioning some months since

the decided success which Mr. Callahan had
met with in the cultivation of the sugar beet on
Dry creek. We have now to report that a gen-

tleman connected with the celebrated Sacra-

mento Sugar factory, becoming aware of the

perfect adaptability of our soil to the culture of

the beet has visited this city for the purpose of

making further investigations, which have re-

sulted to his entire satisfaction, and proposes,

in company with San Francisco capitalists, if

sufficient encouragement is given, to locate an
extensive factory here. It is proposed to erect

works with a capacity of about 40 tons of sugar
per diem, which will require the planting of

over 500 acres in beets. We believe that it is

the design that the farmers who desire to raise

beets for this purpose should hold stock in the
Company (somewhat on the plan of the United
Vineyard Company), and as the profits from
beet sugar are reported to be very considerable,

we have no doubt but that many will be glad

to engage in it. We shall shortly be able to

lay more of the particulars before our readers ;

meantime any of our friends who may wish to

experiment with the beets can be supplied with
small quantities of excellent imported seed, by
calling at the Flag office. Although it is some-
what late for them, careful experiments will at

least prove the adaptability of various locations

and soils, and will not be without great interest.

TUOLUMNE.
Editors Press:—We have grand weather for

crops and gardens. Harvest is almost commen-
cing. Hay will be abundant. Old hay is a
drug. What would have brought $35 a ton at

Oakdale a few months ago is now offered at $10,

and few purchasers at that. It is sold in this

county at from $15 to $20, and will soon be
much less. Some speculators are suffering by
holding on for $40, and are glad now to take
what is offered. Peace and plenty will rule the
farm element this year of expectant warfare in

Europe. Notes of industry are heard amongst
the foothills and fertile plains. May the heart

of man show his gratitude for manifest bless-

ings by acts of good samaritanism to those who
dwell in the sphere of misfortune, and they will

find that "bread bestowed to the needy will re-

turn in spirit good. John Taylor,

News in Brief.

Miss Jennie La Forrest has opened a Chi-
nese night school at Oregon City.

Rev. T. V. Roy, the reformed Brahmin, has
been found guilty of bigamy in Montreal.
Eight thousand soldiers will leave Spain for

Cuba in the autumn.
DrPHTHERiA is prevalent to an alarming ex-

tent in the southern portion of Oakland.
The President has approved the Act prohib-

iting the coinage of 20-cent silver pieces.

The Marysville Appeal is again complaining
that the whole city is full of tramps.
The British frigate, the .S'W(,has been or-

dered back to Esquimalt, V. I.

A vein of coal has been discovered on the
Uridias place, a short distance east of Milpitas.
There are 13 vessels carrying coal from Seat-

tle to San Francisco.
Eighty-five Chinamen have been set to work

on the Olympia and Tenino railroad.

George Whitbeck, an old resident of Mich-
igan Bar, California, was found dead in his bed
at his home last week.
The recent frost has probably ruined all the

peaches, cherries and grapes in the vicinity of

the Dalles.

The March bullion product of the Eureka
Con. was $403,500. That of the K. K. Con.
$40,000.
Grace, the only daughter of C. W. Clark, of

Visalia, was almost instantly killed by being
thrown from a horse last week.
There is a rumor that S. J. Tilden will live

in Washington next winter, and give many bril-

liant entertainments.

In view of the recent disturbances in Mon-
treal, the government has taken measures to
prevent the carrying of arms.

It is estimated that the collieries pf Picton
county, Nova Scotia, would produce 1,000,000
tons of coal per annum.
The San Jose Herald says that not less than

10,000 orange trees have been planted in the vi-

cinity of San Jose this spring.

The Helena, Montana, Herald claims that
recent experiments prove that Montana is an
admirable corn-growing country.
Thirty-four convicts were discharged from

San (juentin last month under the Goodwin
Act. There are 1,560 still left.

It is now estimated that there will be 250,-

000 head of cattle driven from Texas to Kansas
this season.

Farmers on the west side of the San Joaquin
river are, in places, estimating a yield of 50
bushels of wheat per acre. The average there
was not five bushels to the acre last year.

Capt. Gray, formerly master of the bark
Mary Belle Roberts, has been brought back to

the city in an insane condition.

James McClatchy, editor of the Sacramento
Bee, has announced himself as a candidate for

delegate to the Constitutional Convention from
Sacramento county.
There are about 1,000,000 operators engaged

in the iron industries of the United States. The
entire value of manufactured iron for one year
is $900,000,000.
A tight-rope performer, while walking back-

ward over a rope at Catasauqua, Pa , missed
his footing and fell 50 feet to the ground. He
will die.

Several of the canneries along the Lower
Columbia are in operation, but as yet the salmon
are running rather sparsely.

The rent question is one of serious discussion

in New York. Landlords are expected to come
down much lower than they have ever done
before.

The colored people of Augusta, Ga., are

working hard to make their cotton factory

project a success. But the money conies slowly
as yet.

The Cheyenne Sun says that the loss of cattle

for the entire winter will not exceed the average
for the last ten years. Five per cent, is a large

estimate.

The Canadian Siamese twins, girls, are now
over two months old, and thus far in perfect

health. They are united by their backs above
the hips, and have but one leg each.

The police have discovered extensive illicit

match factories, carried on by the Chinese in

this city. They work at night, and never use
any stamps.

A family named Bobbins camped at the
Dalles on their way to Palouse last week, which
consisted of father, mother and 19 children, the
oldest 21 years old ; six pair of twins.

The salaries at the county hospital are as fol-

lows: Porter, $30 per month; waiter, $30 ;

gardener, $35; dishwasher, $30; and the waiter
on the women's nurses, $35.

Colonel Bee has received a letter from the
Dairymen's Association, in New York, in which
a proposition was made for 150 Chinamen to

work at making butter and cheese.

The License Collector is about to wage war
upon clairvoyants and itinerant medicine
venders, in accordance with the amended law,

which requires them to pay a license of $100
each a month.
Forty pounds of honey and two swarms of

bees were taken from the roof of St Michael's
church. The cupola of the Masonic hall, in

Anaheim, which has been the abiding place of

beeg for some years, is expected to yield an im-
mense crop.

Mark Hopkins, Major Snyder, Julius Wetis-

lar, George O. Howard, W. S. O'Brien, all Cal-
ifornia pioneer* and prominent among the
wealthy, business men of the State, have died
Within the past three week*.

The shipments of grain from Omaha
past six months amounted to 2,376,345 bu
Trinity church to Central park in 20 minutes

was the time made fey the first train over the
Gilbert elevated road, in New York.
John Reynolds' California Chemical Works

on the San Bruno road, was destroyed a few
days ago. Loss, $37,242; insurance, $12,500.
The number of Roman Catholic missionaries

and teachers among the Indian tribes in the
United States is 117.

The nomination of George L. Smith, as Col-
lector of Customs at New Orleans, has been fa-

vorably reported to the Senate.
Miss Isabella McManus, sister of the de-

ceased Irish exile T. B. McManus, died in this
city last week.
Prof. Hill is about removing his extensive

smelting works from Black Hawk to Denver,
to secure greater variety and better supply of
ore.

Parks, on trial for stage robbery at San An-
dreas, Cal. , was convicted on the 28th of last

month and sentenced to 18 years in the State
Prison.

The Meat Shipping Association at Reno is in
full blast. An addition to the dry-house has
been put on; other necessary improvements are
also being provided.
There is a rumor that the Irish Fenians will

collect in great force at Buffalo, for a raid on
Canada, in the event of a war between Eng-
land and Russia.

The product of Hurst, Haggin & Co.'s On-
tario mine in Utah for 15 months was $2,299,-
800. The mine is better now apparently than
ever before.

The Reno Gazette reports that great quantities
of trout are being caught by unlawful appliances
at Camp 20, and calls upon the people to turn
detectives and stop the business.

Gen. Stoneman, of Los Angeles, California,

has sold his oranges for $18 a thousand on tho
trees. This dispenses with all expense or trou-
ble of picking and shipping.

Several Indians recently passed through
Chino valley, on their way from California to
New Mexico. They had with them a pretty
large band of horses.

The telephone established between San Fran-
cisco and Sacramento operates quite successfully,

persons speaking at one end being distinctly

heard and understood at the other. v
It is said that steam as a motor will be dis-

continued on the Philadelphia street railroads

after nearly a year's trial, on account of the
wear it causes the rails, necessitating their fre-

quent relaying. Otherwise it gives entire sat-

isfaction.

There is a standing reward of $1,500 for the
arrest and conviction of the incendiary who
fired the Santa Rosa Wine Manufacturing Com-
pany's building, on the night of the 9th of

March.
On Salmon bay (W. T. ) there lives a hermit

named Frost, who subsists entirely on dried
salmon and cow's milk. He has a tine tract of

land, and has a monomania that somebody is

trying to jump it.

The Sacramento Savings Bank has issued

notice that it will no longer receive interest

paying deposits because of the accumulation of

money in its vaults faster than it can be lent on
first-class real estate security.

The Prescott (Arizona) Enterprise cays: Hun-
dreds of Mormons are coming into northern
Arizona, from Utah, and settling up the moun-
tainous country to the north and east of Pres-

cott, likewise the Tonto Basin.

Since January 28th the police have arrested

256 Chinamen for gambling, 113 for visiting

houses of ill-fame, 230 for cubic-air violation, 8
for carrying concealed weapons and 16 for ob-

structing sidewalks. The fines imposed and
collected amounted to $8,200.

It now appears that the death of W. E. Bid-

dleman, who committed suicide at Virginia City
not long since, was not caused by domestic
troubles nor anything or the kind. He was
undoubtedly insane, and left an estate valued
at $30,000, free of debt.

Not disheartened at the failure of their first

attempt, the Schively Bros, have built a new
reverberatory furnace at Truckee, and are ex-

perimenting upon base metal ores, having
already made a partial success.

The high wind prevented the great balloon

going up from Woodward's Gardens, May 5th,

as intended. It was filled with 25,000 feet of

gas, and Prof. Martin and Mr. Dam, of the

Post, were ready to ascend as announced, but
the gale put it out of the question.

Mr. Bennett, who owns a ranch near Rest-

ing Springs, in southwestern Nevada, became
involved in a quarrel with the Indians, who at-

tacked him, and in the row that ensued he shot

and killed four of them.
Cuban refugees continue to flock back to the

island. Over 100 have returned from Key
West. The rumors of the surrender of Maceo
are received with much gratification. An easier

feeling prevails among merchants and planters

over the prospects of complete pacification.

John Morrisey, the noted pugilist and gam-
bler, and later in life Member of Congress from
New York city, State Senator, etc., died last

week. It is said his ill-gotten assets will not
realize over $30,000, and that the estate will

not settle up the indebtedness.

James Hinderson Duff, of Toronto, started

last week to walk the distance of the circum-

ference of the earth. He proposes to walk 40
miles each working day for two years, which
will give him a day over what he requires to ac-

complish the foat. If he succeeds he is to re-

ceive $10,000.
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The Pomegranate.

Hassan, the son of All,

Was sick of a fell disease.

And lie longed for a pomegranate
When there were none on the trees.

Though they hunted near and far,

And none in the fruit bazar.

At length his father, Ali,

As he wandered the city through,
Saw the long-desired pomegranate,
And purchased it of a .lew;

And. blessing Allah's name,
Was hastening home with tlie same.

But now a trembling sick man
Crept up to him by stealth.

'"Givfl im> half of the pomegranate,
It will restore my health."

"I'was given. He bolder grew,
"Give the other." He got that too.

Home to his son went Ali,

Whose footsteps were not light;

Told him of the lost pomegranate.
He said the gift was right.

"Greater than mine his need,
And only just was the deed."

While they were talking of it

There came a tap at the door;
The servant-woman answered,
And never on earth before

Saw she a man so fair

As the man that met her there.

lie handed her in silence

A curious plate of gold,
Whereon were ten pomegranates,
Which she did not behold,

Beneath a mantle green,
That kept theirjdooni unseen.

He vanishes. She counts them.
"This one," she says, "is mine";
And bears in the pomegranates
The ten that now are nine,

(But of this she nothing speaks),
Ali kisses their red cheeks !

He knows the woman's secret,
For he hath eyes to see;

But he gives her the pomegranate.
And straightway sets her free.

Who brinns such gifts he thought,
Hath her own ransom brought.

Then Ali onto Hassan
The woman's tale did tell;

Anil he gave him the pomegranates,
Whose odors made him well.

Such healing virtue lies

In the fruits of Paradise !

H. II. Stoddard, in Sew York Independent

The Remedy for Hard Times.

[Written for the Prkbs by Knwi>. Berwick.
I

"What's your remedy forhard times ?" was an

enquiry put by your correspondent yesterday to

an intelligent neighbor.

"Economize !" was the laconic reply. Every

one of course has some pet panacea for sur-

mounting the dilliculties that beset "the labor

question," but I incline to agree witli my neigh-

bor, that the true remedy is the old remedy.

"< io to the ant," thou laborer, "consider her
ways and be wise, who, having no guide, over-
seer or ruler, gathereth her food in the summer
and layeth up her stores in the harvest."
By the bye, let me protest, before proceeding

further, against the arrogation to themselves
exclusively of the title of "working men" by-

day laborers and hired hands. Are not twelve
men out of every thirteen MDOrhing men ? Does
it follow because a man has brains enough to

find employment for himself, without looking
to a "boss" to direct his powers, that he ceases
to be a working man ?

There are men totally unfit to follow the plow
or carry the hod, all day, that work just as
beard, and as honestly, as hod-carriers or plow-
men.
One of your correspondents appears to think

that machinery is making work scarce. I am
bold to affirm that there is no superfluity of
labor in the world. All that is needed is to
direct labor into the proper channel. Machines
will never pick strawberries or prune peach
trees. So long as one acre of land in the world
is only half cultivated, there is no need to talk
of working half time.

If there is a surplus of mechanics in the
towns, let them betake themselves to the foot
hills, as you suggest. An acre in garden stuff
will almost keep a family, and a cow well man-
aged will yield $~>0 per annum. Of course
many will feel like fish out of water, hard put
to it to make a living. There will be at the
outset much failure and much privation, but
when a man can get enough beans, corn, pota-
toes and greens, with a few eggs and a little

milk, and butter, with the prospect of fruit
ahead, he ought to be able to wear through
some years of close living.

Any man who has not the brains to mark out
some line of business for himself, finds in the
capitalist the very friend he needs. The labor-
er wants the capitalist, his occupation without
the capitalist is gone.
What he does not want is that spirit of ex-

travagance, which continually demands "flush
times," and lavishes, on superfluities and vices,
the money that should be prudently hoarded
for "hard times."

A Model Wife.

Zachary Hodgson was not naturally an ill-

tempered man. It was want of reflection, more
than a corrupt and ungenerous heart, that led

him to consider his wife in the light of an infe-

rior being, and to treat her more like a slave

than an equal. If he met with anything abroad
to ruffie his temper, his wife was sure to sutler

when he came home. His meals were always
ill-cooked, and whatever the poor woman did to

please him, was sure to have a contrary effect.

She bore his ill-humor in silence for a long time;

but finding it to increase she adopted a method
of reproving him for his unreasonable conduct
which had the happiest effect. One day, as

/Cachary was going to his usual avocation after

breakfast, he pnrchased a large cod-fish, and
sent it home with directions to his wife to have
it cooked for dinner. As no particular mode of

cooking was prescribed, the good woman well

knew that whether she boiled it, or fried it, or

made it into a stew, her husband would scold

her when he came home. But she resolved to

please him for once, if possible, and therefore

cooked portions of it in several different ways.
She also, with some little difficulty, procured
an amphibious animal from the brook at the

back of the house, and put it into the pot. In
due time her husband came home; some cov-

ered dishes were placed on the table, and with
, trowing, fault-finding look, the moody man
ommenced the conversation.

"Well, Sally, did you get the fish I bought?"
" Yes, my dear."
" I should like to know how you have cooked

it— I will bet anything you have spoiled it for

my eating. (Taking off the cover) I thought
so. Why, in the name of commen sense, did
you fry it ? I would as soon eat a boiled frog."

" Why, I thought you liked it best fried."
" You did not think any such thing. You

knew better. I never liked fried fish—why
lidn't you boil it?"
" My dear, the last time we had fresh fish

you know I boiled it, and you said you liked it

better fried. I did it merely to please you, but
I have boiled some also." So saying she lifted

a cover, and lo! the shoulders of the cod, nicely

boiled, were neatly deposited on—a dish; a sight
which would have made an epicure rejoice, but
which, alas ! only added to the ill-nature of her
husband.
"A pretty dish, this; Boiled fish? Chips

and porridge ? If you had not been the most
silly of woman kind you would have made it

into a stew.

"

His patient wife, with a smile, immediately
laced a tureen before him containing an exeel-
ent stew.

My dear," said she, "I have resolved to

please you. There is your favorite dish."
'Favorite dish, indeed," grumbled the dis-

contented husband, "I daresay it is an unpalat-
able wishy-washy mess. I would rather have a
boiled frog than the whole of it."

This was a common expression of his, and had
been anticipated by his wife, who as soon as

the preference was expressed, uncovered a large
lish at her husband's right arm and there was a
bull-frog of portentous dimensions, and pugna-
cious aspect, stretched out at full length !

Zachary sprang from his chair, not a little

frightened at the unexpected apparation.
My dear." said his wife in a kind, entreat-

ing tone, "I hope you will at length be able to
make a dinner.

Zachary could not stand this. His surly
mood was overcome, and he burst into an im-
moderate fit of laughter. He then acknowl-
edged that his wife was right, and declared she
htuld not again have reason to complain of

him; and he faithfully kept his word.

—

Anec-
lotes of the Family Circle.

M LRRIAGE.—Never marry a man who has
only his love for you to recommend him. It is

ery fascinating, but it does not make the man.
If he is not otherwise what he should be, you
will never be happy. The most perfect man,
who did not love you, should never be your
husband. But though marriage without love is

terrible, love only will not do. If the man is

ishonorable to other men, or mean, or given to

any vice, the time will come when you will

ither loathe him or sink to his level. It is

hard to remember, amidst kisses and praises,

that there is anything else in the world to be
lone or thought of but love-making; but the
lays of life are many, and the husband must be
guide to be trusted, a companion, a friend as
ell as a lover. Many a girl has married a

man, whom she knew to be anything but good,
'because he loved her so." And the fiame has
died out on the hearthstone of home before long,
and beside it she has been sitting with one that
she could never hope would lead her heaven-
ward, or who, if she followed him, as a wife
should, would. guide her steps to perdition.
Marriage is a solemn thing—a choice for life: be
areful in the choosing.

—

Bebjravia.

Wild Animals During Drouth.

The sufferings endured on account of tl

drouth were at times almost terrific. The
throats of the oxen were so parched that they

could not low. The dogs suffered even more
than the cattle. Nor are the wild animals ex

empt from the plague of the land.

When water becomes scarce in these thirsty

plains, the whole of the wild animals that

habit them congregate around any pool that

may be left, for with very few exceptions all

have to drink once in 24 hours. The lions,

which follow the game, thus are led to their

drinking places not only to assuage their thirst,

but to satisfy their hunger.

To watch one of these pools at night, as I did

in the northern Massara country, is a grand

sight, and one never to be forgotten. The
naturalist and the sportsman can here see sights

that will astonish them, and cause them to

wonder at the wonderful instincts possessed by
the animal kingdom.
At such watering places the small antelopes

invariably drink first, the larger later on, and
with them the zebras and buffaloes. After

these come the giraffes, closely followed by the

rhinoceros, and next the elephant, who never
attempts to hide his approach—conscious of his

strength—but trumpets forth a warning to all

whom it may concern that he is about to satisfy

his thirst. The only animal that does not give

place to the elephant is the rhinoceros; obsti

nate, headstrong, and piglike, he may not court

danger, but assuredly he does not avoid it. The
elephant may drink by his side, but must not

interfere with him, for he is quick to resent an
insult, and 1 am assured that when one of these

battles takes place the rhinoceros is invariably

the victor. The elephant is large, of gigantic

power, but the other is far more active, while
the formidable horn that terminates his nose
a dreadful weapon when used with the force

that he has the power to apply to it. I have
been told on trustwoithy authority that a rhi

noceros in one of those blind fits of fury to

which they are so subject, attacked a large

wagon, inserted his horn between the spokes of

the wheel, and instantly overturned it, scatter-

ing the contents far and wide, and afterwards
injuring the vehicle to such an extent as to ren-

der it useless.

The lion is not tied to time in drinking.

After it feeds it comes to water, but it never
would dare to interfere with the rhinoceros or
the elephant. Where the buffalo exists in num-
bers it is the principal prey of the lion;

other localities antelope and chiefly the zebra
are its food.— The Great Thirst Land.

A Dog with A Long Memory.—Youatt says
that Newfoundland dogs are often remarkable
for their long memory, and, as an instance,
mentions that one recognized him after a lapse

f five years and left his new master to follow
im. Mr. Jesse also furnishes another instance

which occurred at a village in Cumberland. A
man in passing struck a sleeping Newfoundland

blow with his whip. The animal pursued
him for some distance, and, although he was
unable to get his revenge, he did not forget the
indignity, for, 12 months after, he recognized
his assailant of the previous year and savagely
attacked him.

What Editors have done for California,

General Shields, of Los Angeles, in writing

his brilliant article on alfalfa [in Southern Cali-

fornia, which we are now printing, stopped to

throw into the alfalfa field a stirring tribute to

the labor of California editors. We have

picked it out of the clover and brought it into

the "Home Circle," as it is too good to leave

out of doors. He writes: "In truth no farmer
ought to begrudge any faithful and honest Cal-
fornian editor a share in the soil of our goodly
land. They have been essentially instrumental
in beginning and sustaining the progress of the
State. But for printers' ink California would be
thought about to-day as it was of yore, as a
westerly extension of the great American Des-

ert. And we who are here to-day would now
be on the cotton belt 'chopping cotton' at the
rate of 500 pound bales of ten cent cotton per
annum per man, or raising two bit corn and
three cent pork, and sweltering on the cotton
belt or freezing on the corn belt. I for one have
conducted and participated in soil tillage in the
Southern, Middle and Northern States, and now
in California. I freely give up my old home, and
am thankful to the quills of California for their

literature, because it brought me across the
Rocky mountains to this pleasant land."

Rovai. Jewels at the Paris Exposition.—
The English crown diamonds have been sent to

the I'aris Exposition, and are valued at $8.">,000,-

000. They are in a strong iron chest and are

guarded by eight sentinels day and night. A
diadem of 80 diamonds of various sizes has in

the middle the Koh-i-noor, alone valued at $320, -

000. There is also a collar of 108 diamonds, in

the center of which is an emerald, said to be
the purest and most beautiful known. A second
diadem is a blending of diamonds and emeralds.

In the center is the large Kaudavassy dia-

mond, valued at $60,000. It would be rated at

a higher sum only for a slight defect. These,

and many other jewels of the kind, belong to

the English crown. A portion is used by the

Princess of Wales on special occasions ; the
others are reserved for the Queen. The Kauda-
vassy was formerly the eye of a one-eyed Hin-
doo deity, and has been only lately added to the
collection. The French Commission are con-
structing a strong room for the State jewels.

According to the Journal des Debate, it is about
12 feet deep and 10 feet or 11 feet square. The
sides of the pit are thickly cemented, and it

has a double iron Hoor, with pipes, by means of

which it can be Hooded in case of fire. The
jewels will be exhibited in a glazed case of

beautiful workmanship, a casket worthy of the
gems ; this will be let down into the space
below immediately the Exhibition doors are

closed, and covered with a heavy iron trap door,

upon which two especial guardians will place
their camp beds.

Men's Part in Home-Making.

Most of the preachments we have seen from
the text of happy homes have been aimed at

the women. This is natural enough, for they

are the home-makers of the world; but just

now we desire to nudge the heads of the
households, and ask them how they are per-
forming their responsible part in the realm of
home. Their forte lies in breathing and enjoy-
ing the atmosphere after somebody else has made
it—and not a few can't get along and make
known their authority without "raising a breeze"
in it. Men are too busy, too much pre-occupied,
too impatient and thoughtless, and— it must be
said of some of them—too selfish to do their
fair share of that pre-eminently millennial work,
the creating of a happy home, wherein love
reigns supreme, and amiability, affection, cheer-
fulness, joy and peace are the natural condi-
tions of family life.

Now in certain things man has been a con-
stitutional shirk from the time of Adam—if the
scientific gentlemen have left us any Adam

—

down to this day. Men will fight for their
homes, and make slaves of themselves to their
business to maintain them; but like the prover-
bial man who would die for a woman, but would
never bring up a scuttle of coal, they can't tell

what their children are studying at school, who
their mates are, what they are learning of good
or evil, nor hardly anything else that a father
ought to know concerning his offspring. It is

so sad a fact as to spoil the satire, when it is

said that many a father finds his Sundays and
holidays too few to enable him to, "become ac-

quainted with his boys." But we maintain that
a man who hasn't time to be afather to his chil-

dren, irith ail that include*, has no right to have
any. He wrongs them, robs himself, puts an
unjust responsibility upon the mother, and neg-
lects his highest duties, human and divine.

There are so many ways in which a father
may contribute to happy home life that it seems
strange the number of houses should greatly ex-
ceed the homes. It takes so little to make
children happy at home, that it is a wondrous
pity so many little ones are miserable, or
uneasy, or discontented. If for an hour after

the evening meal the father should give himself
to his children, would the mother wear out so
fast, or the children be so lawless, troublesome
and uncomfortable? What a ministry for good
to both parties is a papa's frolic with the babies!

What an interest is added to the books, the
drawings, the games, or even the studies if the
father enters into them.
Aside from the children, and in homes where

haply there are none, men still have a more
direct part than most of them are ready to bear,

in making the daily life pleasant. We hardly
need say that a man should set the example for

the family in patience, cheerfulness, courtesy,

forbearance, and all the amiable moods and
graces that are the soul of home happiness.

The sort of men who display all their suavity
and politeness on the street or at their business

places, and save the storms and sulks, and
sourness and all the evil brood of develish dis-

positions that they characterize by the conven-
ient euphemism of "mood"- well, we have our
pinion of them! and if they will come within

range, we don't mind expressing it privately;

but we are afraid it wouldn't look well in print.

The whole tribe of home tyrants—men who
make the entire household revolve around them
as the center; whose tongues are chronically

'furred" in the morning, and nerves so upset in

the evening that the family must keep silence

while they read and smoke; who "can't bear"
the noise of innocent and natural mirtlifulness;

who have to be toadied and tended and humored;
they ought all of them to be doomed to pass

their days in a shabby-genteel boarding house,

without sight of wife or children—with hash
for breakfast, warmed-over pancakes for lunch,

and lean mackerel and centennial hens for

supper, with the lodger overhead always learn-

g the trombone and servant girls that Bteal

the hair-oil. They don't deserve a home, and
no man does who will do nothing to make it.

For man's rights do not include the right to all

the comforts of a home without any of the

work, or worry, or self sacrifice, or thoughtful-

uess and well-doing incident to its creation and
maintenance.
A good man}' men think they have done their

full duty if they pay the bills, more or less

grudgingly. But one might as well try to

warm a room with a fire-place and a pair of

silver-plated andirons, and no fuel or fire, as

to make a home with money. The money
simply makes a place for the home; to com-
plete it the man must put in himself, and the

best part of himself at that.

—

Golden Rule.

The Newspaper.

The Press.—Its Power. -A newspaper can

drop the same thought into a thousand
minds at the same moment. A newspaper
is an adviser, who does not require to be

sought, but comes to you without dis-

tracting your private affairs. Newspapers,
therefore, become more necessary in proportion

as men become more equal individuals, and
more to be feared by tyrants. -De Toccjuerille.

The Press.—Its Use and Abuse.—Of suchfa

powerful instrument of good or evil, we should

be all anxious to extend the beneficent and
check the baneful influence. If, therefore,

you wish to have an honest press, you ought
honestly support it.

—

Archbishop McHale.
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The Bible and the DniDkard.

In a recent temperance sermon, the Rev.
E. C. Ray, of Elizabeth, New Jersey, made the
the following allusion: What is the relation of

intoxicants to piety ? Let us take a hasty
glance at the Bible. Noah discovers the intox-

icating principle of wine, is himself disgraced,

and curses his son. Job's children carouse, so

that he daily deems it necessary to offer sacra-

fices and pray for them, "lest they have cursed
the name of the Lord." They are all slain

during one of these feastings. Lot, through
wine, is led to commit horrible crimes. Jacob,
intending to steal his brother's birthright, gives

his father wine, possibly to blunt his senses.

In the desert some drunken priests offer unholy
fire; they are consumed, and a strict law en-

acted forbidding priests to drink wine or strong
drink while ministering. Samson's mother is

forbidden to drink; so is Samson; the reason,

he was to be filled with the spirit and be the
servant of the Lord. Nabal, the fool, endangers
his property, his life and the lives of his family,

by his folly in his cups; he awakes from the
drunken stupor only to die from its effects.

David, with 400 men, slays the drunken host
of the Amekalites. Amnon is slain by Absa-
lom's command, while he is drunk. Elah, king
of Israel, has but three verses in the Bible;

they picture him a drunkard, and slain in a

drunken fit by his servants. Ben-Hadad and
his allied host are routed while drinking them-
selves drunk. But, worst of all, the Lord tells

us that the fall of the kingdoms of Israel and
Judah was due largely to their drunkenness.
Kingsi, priests, prophets, and people staggered
through wine and strong drink. What a pic-

ture ! God's own chosen, favored people
destroyed ! And it was through idolatry and
strong drink.

Interest.—"An American Almanac and
Treasury of Facts," by A. R. Spofford, Libra-

rian of Congress, contains much that is valuable

for reference. We extract a few lines which
express very forcibly the accumulation of inter-

est at low and high rates: " One of the causes

of bankruptcy is that so few persons properly

estimate the difference between a high and low
rate of interest, and therefore often borrow
money at a ruinous rate that no legitimate busi-

ness can stand. Very few have figured out the

difference between 6% and 8%. One dollar

loaned for 100 years, at 6%, with the interest

collected annually and added to the principal,

will amount to $340. At 8% it amounts to

$2,203, or nearly seven times as much. At 3%,
the usual rate of interest in England, it amounts
to $19.25; whereas at 10%, which has been a

very common rate in the United States, it is

$13,809, or about 700 times as much. At 12%
it amounts to $84,075, or more than 4,000 times

as much. At 18% it amounts to $15, 145,007.

At 24%, which we sometimes hear talked of, it

reaches the enormous sum of $2,551,799,404.

One hundred dollars borrowed at 6%, with the

interest compounded annually, will amount to

$1,842 in 50 years, while the same $100 bor-

rowed at 8% will amount to $4,690 in 50 years,

One thousand dollars at 10%, compounded,
will run up to $117,390 in 50 years."

Cleaning Old Engra vinos.—An admirer of

old engravings adopts the following plan for

cleaning them: " I place them, one or two at a
time, in a shallow dish and pour water over
them until they are completely soaked or satu-

rated with it. I then carefully pour off the
water and pour on to the prints a solution of

chloride of lime (one part liq. calcis chlorate,

B. P. , to 39 parts of water). As a general rule

the stains disappear as if by magic, but occa-

sionally they are obstinate. When that is the
case, I pour on the spot pure liq. calcis chlorate,

and if that does not succeed, I add a little acid
nitro-hydrochlor. dil. I have never had a print

which has not succumbed to this treatment—in

fact, as a rule, they become too white. As soon
as they are clean, they must be carefully washed
with successive portions of water, until the
whole of the chlorine is got rid of. They should
then be placed in a very weak solution of isin-

glass or glue, and many collectors color this

solution with coffee grounds, etc., to give a
yellow tint to the print. They should be dried
between folds of blotting paper, either in a press
or under a heavy book, and finally ironed with
an ordinary flat iron to restore the gloss, etc.,

(place clean paper between the iron and the
print).

Influence of Climate on Race.—Attention
has been called to a curious instance of climatic
influence on race. In 1810, several hundred
Wurtemberg families emigrated to Trans-
Caucasia, and took up their abode in the neigh-
borhood of Tiflis. They were remarkable for a
broad, square built, fair or red hair and blue
eyes. The next generation changed somewhat,
and brown hair and black eyes were seen. In
the third generation the type of the original

colonists was hardly recognizable. Black eyes
and hair were the rule, the round face length-
ened, the form gained slenderness and elegance.
Inasmuch as they never inter-married with
another race, it is contended that climate alone
must have effected the change.

Longfellow.—Mr. Longfellow celebrated his

71st birthday recently, and may now be said to

rank among America's old men. His hair and
beard are white, but his eye is keen, his step
light, and the grip of his hand firm. There is

no falling off' in his work, either.

THE PACIFIC

A Miscalculation.
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Lame and Lazy—A Fable.

Two beggars, Lame and Lazy, were in want
of bread. One leaned on his crutch; the other
sat, rubbing his red eyes, and scaring in the
gutter.

Lame called on Charity, who was standing at
her door, and humbly asked for a crust. In-
stead of this he received a loaf.

Lazy, seeing the gift of Charity, exclaimed,
"What, ask for a crust and receive a loaf !

Well, I will ask the old lady for a loaf; perhaps
I shall get a cake."
Lazy now applied to Charity and loudly

called for a loaf of bread.

"Your demanding a loaf" said Dame Charity,
"proves that you are of that class and charac-
ter who ask and receive not; so be off directly,

and get some work to do."
Lazy, who always found fault, and had rather

whine than work, complained of ill treatment,
and even accused Charity of a breach of an ex-
ceeding great and precious promise, "Ask, and
you shall receive."

Charity pointed to a painting in her room,
which represented three beautiful figures

—

Faith, Hope and Charity. Charity appeared
larger and fairer than her sisters. He noticed
that her right hand held a pot of honey, which
fed a bee disabled, having lost its wings. Her
left hand was armed with a whip to keep off the
drones.

"Don't understand it, "said Lazy yawning
and stretching his arms.

Charity replied, "It means that Charity feeds
the lame and flogs the lazy."

Lazy gathered up his rags, and turned to go
shambling off.

"Stop," said Charity; "instead of coin I will

give you counsel. Do not go and live on your
poor mother, for I will send you to a rich ant.

"Rich aunt?" echoed Lazybones.
"Where shall I find her, I'd like to know ?"

"You will find her in Proverbs, Gth chapter
and 0th verse. " But that is where Lazybones
did not look; so he sat down by the gutter, and
rubbed his eyes and grumbled.

How One Mother Trained her Little Girl.

"Maybe I am foolish, Mrs. , but ever
since my little one was given me I have loved
to kiss the little baby hands as well as the baby
lips. I used to lay the soft little pink palms
upon my mouth and kiss them till my baby
laughed.
"As she grew older I still kept up the cus-

tom, and when night came and undressing her
I failed to kiss the little hands, Amy knew
that it was because they were not quite clean

from naughtiness. If they had been lifted in

anger during the day, if they had struck
at nursie or a little playmate, mamma could
not kiss them because they were not clean.

And to miss the kiss was very hard for my baby,
I assure you. It was the same with the little

lips. If a naughty word had escaped them

—

I mean wilfully naughty word,—or my little

girl had not spoken quite the truth during the
day, I could not kiss the lips; although I always
kissed her on cheeks and forehead, never allow-

ing her to go unkissed to bed. But she cared
more for kisses on the hands and lips than for

anything else in the world, I believe; my loving

little Amy ! And gradually the naughty ways
were done away with, and each night my baby
.would say, 'Tean hannies to-night, mamma !

Tean hannies for '00 to tiss !'

"And even now—though she is five years

old—I keep up a custom which she has known
from her birth, because I think it helps her try

to be good. You will laugh, maybe, Mrs.
,

but I do want my little girl to grow up pure
and sweet; and if the love of mamma's kisses

can keep, by God's help, the little hands, lips,

and heart, clean, I think I shall continue the

custom until Amy is old enough to understand
fully things too hard for her as yet."

My own eyes were tearful when Mrs. Hor-
ton's sweet voice ceased, and I envied little

Amy her beautiful young mother's companion-
ship. Did I think it a foolish idea '! Ah, no
indeed ! But the truest, sweetest custom in

the world—keeping the small hands clean for

mamma's good-night kiss; and that is why
Sallie Jones was not "paid in her own coin," as

the saying is. That is why the sweet lips

made no angry reply. Mamma's kiss was too

precious a thing to be given up for the gratifi-

cation of one moment of evil speaking. Dear
little Amy !

—

Mary D. Brine, in May Widi

A wake.

BUBAL PBESS.
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Lecture on Coins.

In a lecture at the St. Louis Hospital, Paris,

on hypertrophy of the epidermis, M. Guibout
observed that, while in callosities the hypert-
rophy takes place at the surface, in corns the

hypertrophied part becomes pyramidal, and
takes the form of a nail, with its point directed
toward the deeper seated parts. This sharp
point, lodged in a kind of cupola, which exactly
boxes it in, has a tendency to penetrate into the
substance of the dermis whenever the base of
the corn is compressed. The portion of the
dermis which is in permanent contact with the
epidermic induration becomes inflamed and
altered in character, its papill.-e disappearing,
so that at last it becomes a true matrix, destined
to form deep, new, horny epidermic layers, in
proportion as the more superficial layers are
eliminated.

Changes of the weather often give rise to
great pain in corns, which has been supposed
to be due to their hygrometric nature, which,
by causing their enlargement, adds to the
suffering. But, in fact, the exacerbations are
less severe during the time that it rains than
they are for some days preceding; and they are
also [met with when the weather is about to
change from wet to dry. These painful exacer-
bations of the pain of corns are quite as remark-
able and as inexplicable as are those of rheu-
matic pains. The sole efficacious treatment is

excision, but care must be taken that this is

complete. The summit of the cone must be
cut down to, so as to entirely empty the dermic
cupola. And then it is quite necessary to de-
stroy, by cauterization, the inner surface of this
cupola, namely the matrix of the corn, which
will otherwise be reproduced.
The best caustic is sulphuric acid, of which

we may deposit a drop, by a match or glass
rod, on the excised part. If the corn recurs,
the same processes of excision and cauterization
must again be resorted to.

Influence of Exercise on the Lungs.—One
of the conditions of perfect health is physical
exercise. In its absence the whole system
suffers deterioration and falls short of that
development which is necessary to the vigorous
action of the different organs. More than any
organ, however, do the lungs suffer; and it is

not difficult to explain why. In order that an
organ should be well nourished, it is necessary
that it should be abundantly supplied with
blood, and one of the agencies which plays an
important part in propelling the blood through
arteries and veins is muscular contraction.
The alternate contraction and dilation of the
muscles forces the blood along the vessels.
When a person is exercising vigorously, the
respiratory movements become greatly in-

creased, the air vesicles become dilated, the
blood is propelled^tkrough the minute capil-
laries which constitute a large portion of their
structure, and the lung tissue receives the
nourishment which it requires, and which is

necessary to its integrity and efficient action.
From insufficient bodily exercise, then, the
lungs suffer in 'two ways—viz., for want of

sufficient blood to nourish them and for want of

necessary expansion. The result is that the
lungs, more frequently than any other organ,
become affected in those who lead inactive
lives. This fact makes it incumbent on all,

and especially on those who have weak lungs,
to spend a portion of each day in vigorous
physical exercise. We mean by this exercise
which calls into vigorous action all the muscles
of the body; exercise which causes the skin to
glow, the perspiration to start. Two hours of

this kind of exercise each day is not too much;
and it should be performed, when possible, in

the open air. A celebrated French physician
says that a person, to be healthy and strong,

should exercise to the point of perspiring every
day.

Remedy for Obesity.—According to Dr.

Philbert, the waters of Brides in Savoy, which
are very similar to those of Carlsbad, are very
useful in the treatment of obesity. The pur-
gative salts contained in these waters are sul-

phate of soda, chloride of sodium, chloride of

magnesium, sulphate of magnesia, and sulphate

of lime. To increase the effect, ffom 15 to 80
grains of sulphate of soda are added to each

glass of mineral water. The quantity taken
daily is four-fifths of a quart, divided into three

doses, and the purgative effect is produced in

two or three days. The course may last from
four to six weeks. As an adjuvant to the wa-
ters, a vapor bath may be taken every day or

every second day. Ferinaceous and saccharine

articles of food are not allowed, and brandy,

liqueurs, and coffee are interdicted ; but the

quantity of food is not limited, and a moderate
amount of wine may be taken without harm.
Muscular exercise is considered" indispensable,

and the mountains in the vicinity of Brides

afford every facility for walking, where, in ad-

dition, this treatment may be followed by the

grape cure.

For Smooth Hands.—After washing and
drying the hands, pour into one hand a few
drops of good cider vinegar; rub the hands
together, wetting the whole surface, both side s,

and dry it. Practice this and your hands will

feel smooth.
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Sundry Recipes.

^

Corn Bread.—Colonel Edwin Henry of
Greenville, Tenn., remarked: "lam well ac-
quainted with the subject of corn bread. I
live in a country where corn bread and pork are
among the principal staples for food. A very
few people know how corn should be ground to
make corn meal fit for cooking purposes. I have
a mill on my place and grind my own meal, and
also for my neighbors. The meal should be
ground coarse, like that you use in the North
for feed. I consider our corn makes better
bread than the corn raised at the North; it
contains more saccharine. Corn bread is
cooked by the steam generated in the bread
in the oven. If the meal is ground fine the
bread becomes soggy, but if coarse, the steam
passes around and through it and makes a fine
article. Corn meal can be made into a number of
.healthy articles of food, and I hope our repre-
sentatives at the Paris Exposition will see that
they have a restaurant in which this article is
served in all manner of ways, so that the peo-
ple visiting the Exposition may have an oppor-
tunity of tasting the various preparations made
from our Indian corn."

Blanc-Mange.—Set on one quart of rich
cream with five ounces of fine white sugar and
a few drops of extract of vanilla or any other
flavoring preferred. Whip it to a stiff froth.
After soaking one ounce of isinglass or gelatine
in one pint of cold water for a half hour, let it

simmer on embers until perfectly dissolved,
stirring from time to time to prevent the gela-
tine from sticking to the bottom of the stewpan
and burning. When lukewarm, pour the cream
slowly in, beating it all the time until stiff enough
to drop from a spoon, then put it in molds pre-
viously dipped in cold water.

Graham Biscuit. — Three cupfuls Graham
flour, one cupful white flour, one teaspoonful
soda, two of cream of tartar ; rub the soda and
cream of tartar into the flour, and sift altogether
before they are wet ; then add one salt spoonful
of salt ; next two teaspoonfuls of lard, rubbed
into the prepared flour quickly and lightly

;

lastly, three cupfuls sweet milk, containing one
tablespoonful of white sugar. Work the dough
rapidly, as handling too much injures the. biscuit.

The dough should have a rough surface, and the
biscuit be flaky. Roll out lightly, cut into cakes
about half an inch thick, and bake in a quick
oven.

Water-rising Bread.—Take a quart pitcher
and a spoon, scald them, fill the pitcher half
full of boiling water, cool to the temperature of

good hot dishwater, stir in flour to make a bat-
ter, as flour pancakes, add a quarter teaspoon-
ful of salt and as much soda, cover closely, set

where it will keep quite warm, stirring occa-
sionally; it will rise in five or six hours. Some
prefer this to hop or brewer's yeast.

Lady Fingers.—Six eggs, two cups of sugar,
half a cup of butter, half a cup milk, two
spoonfuls baking powder. Take a sheet of but-
tered paper, drop on batter about the length
and size of your finger. When sufficiently

baked, remove from the paper, and join the
smooth sides together with a very little good
jelly, or the white of an egg.

Light Pudding.—Put two tablespoonfuls of

sage, tapioca or rice in a pie dish, pour over a
pint and a half of milk; add one and a half

tablespoonfuls of sugar, a little grated nutmeg,
if liked; bake two hours in a slow oven; if rice

is used, bake three hours.

To Fry Apples and Pork Chops.—Season
the chops with salt and pepper and a little pow-
dered sage or sweet marjoram; dip them into

beaten eggs and then into beaten bread crumbs;
fry about 20 minutes, or until they are done;
put them on a hot dish; pour off a part of the
gravy into another pan to make gravy to serve

with them, if you choose ; then fry apples,

which you have sliced about two-thirds of an
inch thick, cutting them around the apple so

that the core is in the center of each piece.

When they are browned on each side and partly

cooked, turn them carefully with a pancake
turner, and let them finish cooking.

Irish Cabbage.—Chop fine a medium-sized
head of cabbage and season with butter, pepper

and salt; add water enough to cook until very

tender; then when almost dry add a cup of

thick sweet cream and simmer a few minutes
longer. For those who prefer cabbage with

vinegar, a good way is to use half cream and
half vinegar, or for those who do not have
cream, use milk and thicken with a little flour.

Home and Farm Apple Pie.—Stew apples

and run them through a fine sieve; add one egg;

beat apple, egg and sugar together, sweeten to

taste, flavor with lemon; make crust as for a

tart; bake, and when the pie is cold beat the

white of one egg with sugar as for frosting;

cover the pie and pat in the oven to brown,

frosting slightly; eat cold. We stake our rep-

utation that it will tickle the palate of all who
eat it.

Custard Pie.—One quart of milk, four eggs,

sweeten to your taste, flavor with lemon or what-

ever is liked best, line the pie-plate with crust

and pour the mixture in, grating a little nut-

meg on the top, and bake.

<
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The Week.

Events are coursing along evenly and finely

under clear skies and tempered breezes. Hay-
ing is being pushed vigorously in all parts where
the grain has reached the requisite condition,

and all will be ready for the rush of the harvest
when it comes. Trade is awake and sharp
traders are reported abroad in the valleys, en-
deavoring to make a good turn by contracting
grain for June delivery. Their figure is said to
be $1.50 per ctl., but they get but little, most
growers preferring to do their own speculating at
least until the grain is sacked. The times are
full of chances and no one can tell what a week
may bring forth. Those who can hold until the
grain ripens will probably not miss it much ; at
least they are in condition to profit by anv in-
creased value which affairs may produce. Just
at this moment Eastern dispositions seem to be
melting a little aud incliuing to compromise
rather than to conflict, but the ground upon
they stand is not stable and the war spirit may
break out anew.
The last few weeks are notable because of the

profitable trafiic which our |coru-growing south-
ern counties have carried on with Mexico. One
Los Angeles firm has shipped six cargoes thence,
aud all farmers who have held corn from back
seasons because the price has been low have
found bonanzas in their cribs. It will be well
if this trade with Mexico should awaken all our
southern producers to the chance of profit by
developing the coasting trade with Mexico and
Ventral America.

United Efforts for Homes.

If our unemployed workingmen would devote

one-half the effort in uniting to secure them-

selves homes by building up colonies on unoccu-

pied lands, which they now put forth in ap-

plauding men with communistic ideas, the

coast would be the better for it. If our large

capitalists, who would consider any contribu-

tion worth making if it would foster the pres-

ent discords among the workingmen, so that all

their schemes would collapse, would but lay

down half the money to help these landless

ones to secure small but productive homesteads,

they would gain a surer and quicker freedom

from the seditions which hazard all their enter-

prises and endanger all their property. There

was a world of truth in an Eastern comment on

communism in this State, which was tele-

graphed a few days ago, to the effect that there

"was little danger of a serious communistic out-

break in San Francisco, because too many work-

ingmen own their own homes."
It is true. It is wonderful what a change is

wrought in a man by the owning of a freehold.

Nothing we have ever read in praise of the

wholesome effect upon a man's aims and ambi-

tions of the possession of a piece of land which
is all his own, from zenith to antipodes, has

done the subject too much credit. It is a won-
derful balance to place upon human inequali-

ties and tangentcies, this charm and responsi-

bility of home owning. It engenders a feeling

of actual oneness with the cause of law and or-

der which no homeless man can appreciate. It

sends a flush of independence through the heart

aud life. It awakens the mind to thoughts of

the need of the protection of just laws and pure
government. It brings ideas of political and
social economy, crude though they may be, di-

rect to the brain. It makes him a seeker for

the real and a hater of the visionary in all

questions of property and its protection. Mis-

taken may be his politics, wild his religion,

rude his life, but when he plants his foot upon
the warm surface of his dooryard, or turns the
fertile soil of his farm, he is true in his devo-
tion to it anil strong in his hatred of any com-
munistic fallacy which would endanger his

claim to his own.
It is plain that one of the surest ways to

draw from the ranks of the malcontents, is to

bring men under the influence of ownership.
Of course it is much easier said than done, and
yet the saying is worth the while, because the
proposition is uot altogether impracticable.
Something is being done each day. Men are
continually forcing their own way to the right

side of the line. There are two possibilities

which present themselves to our mind. One is

that they might do this far more generally of

their own effort and accord. Another is that
there might be a better effort made to help them
to it by systematic action among those whose
interests demands such action and its influence.

First, what can landless men do for them-
selves ': By co-operation, by united effort they
can do what each, single-handed, could, per-
haps, never accomplish. By uniting in the
form of a colony, they could make one man do
the work of a hundred in seeking out a place
where, perhaps, a hundred families could, by
working together, build up a prosperous neigh-
borhood. They might have to move hundreds
of miles to find good land to take from the
Government. That is nothing ; the last gener-
ation moved thousands of miles in the same
pursuit, and were successful. Hardships, econ-
omies and self-denials lie iu the path ? Yes ;

but the last, yes, and many of the present gen-
eration have triumphed over them. The pio-
neers of this State could not find the fortunes
they sought, just beyond their eastern garden
walls. No; they had plains to cross, or oceans
to navigate. Should their successors, then, ex-
pect to pre-empt farms or locate mining. claims
on Kearny street ? If the old will to succeed
still exists in men's minds, what is there that
shall deny them success ? As we have said, if

one-half the effort were made by homeless men
to seek out places where they can develop
homes, which is now given to draining their
purses, and shouting themselves hoarse in ad-
herence to demagogues, the result would be ac-
complished. Let them combine their small re-

sources. Let them save the dimes as many a
man saved them 26 years ago to pay his way to
California. Letthem then thus create a small fund
which will pay all the expenses of preliminary
examination and location of land wherever it

may be found, and then let them make their
way to this promising land and develop it. It
is harder than city loitering it is true. It is

hard. It has been done. It can be done again.
We have said that more might be done by

men of means to insure the popular safety, by
turning idle mischief-ready hands to productive,
self-supporting home making. The Government
sets the example aud does its part. Wealthy
citizens could unite and make efforts to make
this Government generosity available to the
poorest men, by aiding them until they become
self-sustaining. We have just heard of an
Eastern movement to secure this desirable
result. An important benevolent enterprise
has been inaugurated at Bosten in the formation
of a board of aid to laud ownership, an object
of which is to colonize worthy laboring-men,
who are out of employment, in order that they
may earn a living by tilling the soil. The
association is to consist of 24 members.
There will be an advisory board of 200. The
association proposes to purchase land in large
tracks, aud to sell it in alternate seations to

colonists at cost, supportingjthose who have no

money until they are able to pay for their

fields by the labor of their hands. These lands

are to be settled under the supervision of compe
tent superintendents, who will instruct novices

in agriculture how to get their living from the

soil, and anti-liquor and gambling laws are to

be rigidly enforced. Tenders of co-operation

have been received from various railroad and

land companies, and a committee has started

for the West and South to examine various

tracts to which their notice has been called.

This is, apparently, a practical enterprise in

which the rich men of California could engage.

Thus could they transform into responsible

citizens an element of our population which is

now a danger to itself aud to the general pros

perity. Tlius could our holders of surplus

wealth serve themselves and the State. Is not

the proposition worth consideration ?

An Ornamented Orange.—Hon. William
Alvord sends us an interesting specimen of

orange growth in which the peculiarity consists

in a condition of the epidermis which at first

gives the impression that a quarter of a lemon
had been grafted into three quarters of an
orange. As ojie looks closer it appears that the

skin is that of an orange throughout, but one
part has a light yellow color, while the re-

mainder is the true orange hue. We are not

furnished with any statement of the manner in

which the effect is produced, but we imagine
that is done by simply removing a portion of

the outer covering of the fruit while it is still

upon the tree, and that nature sets at work at

once to restore another layer of epidermal cells

to replace those that arc removed. This seems
to be perfectly done except that the color is

much lighter and the effect of the change is

striking. The result is analogous to that of the

growing of new lighter colored bark upon the
branch of a tree when the old bark is renewed,
but not deeply enough to strike the wood and
cut off the dissemination of the sap. If this be
the true analysis of the manner in which this

queer orange is produced, it opens the way to

produce a fancy dish of oranges, each one dec-

orated in two colors in any way the grower's
fancy may dictate. A grower of exceptionally

fine fruit may advertise his fruit by cutting the

name of his grove upon a few of the oranges
and these, displayed upon our fruit stands, will

excite the interest of purchasers as no ordinary
advertising will do.

Mefford System of Fruit Preserving.—
We learn that the enlistment of interest in the
Mefford system of fruit preserving on this coast

has culminated in the organization of the Cali-

fornia Raisin and Fruit company, of which
Frederick L. Castle is President and C. C
Jackson Secretary. This Mefford system has
some points of value which are not enjoyed by
the other methods now in most common use, as

is evinced by the product which has been
brought forward in an experimental way. One
of the main points in the process is the intro-

duction of a chemical antiseptic agent which
wholly prevents the discoloration produced by
the exposure of cut fruit to the air. As this

action of the oxygen in the air is prevented, so
are other chemical changes which, in our dried

fruits, destroy the flavor which the fruit pos-

sesses in its fresh state. The result is an elim-

ination of the water from the fruit without de-

teriorating effects upon color and flavor, and
the specimens of the Mefford fruit and vege-

tables which are shown, exhibit these desirable

qualities in a marked degree. We suppose
that the organization of a company with a
working capital may be taken as assurance that

the Mefford system is to be reduced to actual
practice in this State, and that our fruit grow-
ers will be invited to examine its claims and
the results attained with it. W7

e are glad of

this, for our orchardists will be found ready to

give attention to any well approved claim for

superiority in fruit preservation which prom-
ises to make profitable use of their surplus
product. We hope that the California llaisiu

and Fruit Company will bring forward their

process freely so that all may understand its

claims and the practical results attained with
it, and avail themselves of it if their judgment
approves its promises.

Illness of Dio Lewis.—We learn with deep
concern of the illness of Dr. Dio Lewis. He
was taken with congestion of the brain and
slight paralysis of the side (as it is described in

the certificate signed by three physicians), just
as his camping expedition was in starting. The
illness was probably the result of over-exertion
in the promotion of the camping enterprise.
The campers have proceeded on their way fully

equipped. The camp, as we saw it last Satur-
day, presented a picturesque appearance, and
with its many appointments, gave one the im-
pression of extent and completeness. The ex-
pedition goes forward with Mr. Hopkins as con-
ductor of the train, and Mr. Ayres as teamster.
Professor Lemmon superintends the scholastic
element, research being mainly directed to his
specialty of botany.
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A Depraved Member of the Mint Family.

Editors Press: — I send you a specimen of a weed which
grows on sediment land iu the Point of Timber region o(
Contra Costa county. It chokes out everything. I tried
to kill it by plowing in July. It began soaring up again,
and choked out both grain and com the next season. It
makes a mat so that the plow lifts out of the ground.
What is it? What will kill if; Anything that could kill
it, even if it made the land lie idle for a time, would bo
regarded as a blessing. - G. W. T. Carter,. Point of
Timber.

Editors Press:—In the absence of flowers,
and of a previous acquaintance with the plant
sent by Mr. Carter, I am unable to identify it

farther than to say that it is one of the mint
family, with a good deal of the habit of pepper-
mint and spearmint in forming subterranean
runners or "rootstocks," from which stems are
sent up at every joint; thus producing the
"mat" and rapid spread, as well as tenacity of
life complained of. I hope flowers will be sent
indue season, so as to have the plant fully
identified.

As to its eradication, it is quite improbable
that the application of any substance cheap
enough to be used on the large scale, could be
made effective. But from the character and
length of the stems, I should think that the
same method which so effectually does away
with Bermuda grass on any light soil, could
hardly fail of efficacy in this case. Probably
the plowing done by Mr. Carter in July last
was either too shallow to throw up all the root-
stocks, or too deep to allow of their being fully
dried up during the summer; or, perhaps, the
plants hail already ceased to vegetate vigor-
ously, and were ready for any amount of

drouth.

I should advise plowing just prior to bloom-
imj, and just to the depth, und no more, to which
the stems rearli, which seems to be four or five

inches. Then harrow thoroughly so as to pul-
verize the soil as much as possible, exposing the
stems to the sun while iu full sap. Repeat this,

and perhaps also the plowing, as may be need-
ful, but as shallow as possible, considering the
depth of the stems. 1 do not thing that any
herbaceous member of the mint family will

resist this treatment; for as a rule they are far
less hardy than Bermuda or quitch grass. At
the same time the land w ill get a thorough sum-
mer fallow, ami will be ready for planting next
season, preferably to corn, which can be put in

late enough to see if any of the weed remains,
before bestowing the labor of planting, and at

the same time admits of farther warfare against
it if necessary.— E. W. HlLGABD, University
of California, Berkeley, Cal.

Disease of Farotid Gland.

J-:wtoks Press:—About two weeks ago, while plowing
up aultt a steep hill, 1 heard a peculiar sound, which re-

sembled the rubbing of two boards together, or a noise
occasioned by the clevises, although the sound was quite
peculiar, almost resembling in tone that of the mourning
dove. I found it to arise from the nostrils of a mule I

w-as driving, and attributed it to the whifiie-trees, having
heard it for several days. 1 found Quits a swelling of the
glands ,.f the neck, commencing about opposite and be-
hind the ears, and running down to the wind pipe. The
mule drinks and eats heartily, works freely, and the
sound I never hear except when puffing very hard, and
especially uphill. The wind-pipe appears to be sore and
tender. The cords immediately behind the jaw-bone are
hard and swollen. Can you advise me what to do with
her, and what is the trouble? Some say glanders— is it?

—

Thomas F. Croft, Pasadena, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

EDITORS Press:—Although my time is too
much taken up to write matters for publication,

I will in this case give an answer to the letter

you send me. The description is very deficient

in important details. The trouble in the mule
is located in the parotid gland. Rub on the
swelling every day some mercurial ointment,
and as soon as you feel a soft point lance it, and
evacuate the matter contained in it. Take care
to not plunge the knife very deep, to save the
gland as much as possible. There is no glanders
in this case.— A. De Tavel, V. S. S., 811 How-
ard street, S. F.

Artichokes, Etc.

Editors Press:—In answer to one of your
correspondents, I wish to state that I have
quantities of artichokes, tansy and spearmint.
John S. Bartruff, Model Garden, Virginia

( 'ity, Montana Territory.

California Wool in New York.—Tele-

graphic advices from New York speak of the

unusually fine quality of this spring's clip of

California wool. One dispatch says: The first

lot of new Spring California of any conse-

quence sold this week at 20@26c. Parcels shown

by late California purchasers are much admired

here, the staple being long and the condition all

that could be desired. Even the Economist has

been compelled to "acknowledge the corn," as

will be seen by the following extract from to-

lay's edition: Mason, Jr., of the firm of Sam-
uel Thompson, Nephew & Co., and Topliff, of

the same house, have returned from San Fran-
cisco, and have brought invoices of the new
clip which are exceedingly handsome, being su-

perior to anything which has heretofore been
grown in the Golden State. We hope Califor-

nia will give a good account of herself yet in

the wool growing business, as she has other-

wise. And again: The new clip of Califor-

nia is now coming forward more freely, and
some of it is in excellent condition. What we
have seen of the staple is of good length, and
is sound, of improved blood, nor is the shrink

o great as in former years.
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Destructive Explosion of Flouring Mills.

The whole country was startled on Friday of

last week by the telegraphed announcement

that six large flouring mills standing near each

other in Minneapolis, Minnesota, had been

quickly destroyed by explosion and conflagra-

tion. The explosion is described as one of

successive shocks, and the effect therefrom was

so great that buildings throughout the city were

shaken as if by an earthquake. In a short

space of time these mills, aggregating 87 runs

of stone, and valued at about $1,000,000, were

wholly destroyed. Seventeen persons were

killed, either by the explosion or by fire. Nearly

all buildings in the neighborhood were injured

by the shaking, and the shock and the conflagra-

tion were felt and seen for many miles. It was
one of the most appalling casualties which have
lately occurred.

There is a feature of peculiar interest in con-

nection with the disaster we have mentioned,
and that is the theory of the cause of the ex-

plosion. In many respects it is like the mys-
terious explosion in a candy factory in New
York city a few months ago, in which many
lives were lost. It was so sudden and violent

that nothing short of an explosion must have
occurred. This was done in the absence of

material which is commonly regarded as explo-

sive, and it enrolls itself as proof of the observ-

ation made by scientific men, that in the process

of flour making there may be produced a con-

dition of atmosphere which needs but ignition

to cause ruinous explosions. Such being the
fact, the explanation is of wider interest than
its mere connection with any single disaster,

but should be understood by all and guarded
against by all who have in charge conditions

under which the effects may be produced.
Explosions of flouring mills in Scotland and

on the continent of Europe have lead to scien-

tific investigation to determine causes which
were wholly unseen by the casual observer.

A report was made by Profs. Macadam and
Rankin, and their conclusions have been pub-
lished at length in foreign journals. The Miller

gives an outline of these conclusions with some
simple experiments by which their truth may
be tested. We quote as follows: The chemis-
try of grain and Hour may assist us in arriving

at an understanding regarding these fire explo-

sions. The chemical components are princi-

pally starch and gluten, with small proportions

of gum, sugar, oil, woody fiber, and ash. The
starch and woody fiber are composed of carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen (carbon (i, hydrogen 10,

oxygen 5); so are also the gum, sugar and oil;

and the gluten contains these elements, accom-
panied by nitrogen, sulphur and phosphorus.
All these proximate constituents are combust-
ible when burned in ordinary way, and are oon-

sumed with great rapidity when diffused as a
cloud through the air.

When the flour is showered from a sieve

placed some distance above a gas flame, rapid
combustion takes place; indeed, the flour burns
with explosive rapidity, and the flame licks up
the flour shower somewhat in the same way
that it flashes through a mixture of gas and air,

or that it travels along a train of gunpowder.
Similarly, the flour, blown into a cloud by a
pair of bellows, at once takes fire, and burns
with a sudden and vivid flash. The smut taken
from the grain, during cleansing, and the shorts

separated from the flour, burn with equal readi-

ness.

Probably the best way of showing the ex-

plosive combustibility of flour particles is to

place some flour in a box lying inverted on its

lid, introduce a light, and blow the flour into a

cloud by bellows, when instantly the box is

lifted from its lid, and much flame rushes out.

The fine division of the flour has necessarily

much to do with the rapid combustion; and,

indeed, coarse gunpowder can be passed
through a flame without burning, while iron

filings cannot fall through the same flame with-
out being set fire to.

When bruised, the flour resolves itself into

gases. The carbon, by uniting with the oxy-
gen of the air, becomes carbonic oxide, or car-

bonic acid, and the hydrogen and oxygen be-

come water, vapor or steam. The volume of

these gases is much increased by their high
temperatures at the moment of combustion.
The conditions required to bring about a flour

explosion are somewhat similar to those which
cause a gas explosion. Coal gas is combustible
and not explosive when unmixed with air, and
it only becomes explosive when it is mixed
with sufficient air to burn it. This proportion
is obtained in the most powerful degree when
one volume of gas is mingled in ten parts of

air. A lesser or larger proportion of air lessens

the power of the explosion by causing the gas

to burn less quickly, and consequently with less

explosive force, and thus tending more to ordi-

nary combustion.
In order to bring about the explosion it is

necessary also that the flour-air mixture be
confined within a given space; hence, if the

flour be incased in a box with the lid fastened

down, and the bellows be brought into play to

produce a cloud while a light is introduced, the
box will be forced open with a loud explosive

noise, and the side be split up, while weights
placed on the box are thrown off.

The rainfall last month measured 1.06 inches,

and the highest temperature was 70°, and the
lowest 44°.

Harris' Fruit Drier.

We illustrate on this page a fruit drier pat-

ented some time since through the Mining and
Scientific Pres3 Patent Agency, by Geo. Har-

ris, 33 Second st., this city. The heater is con-

structed in a novel manner, so that a thin body
of water or air is in contact with the heating

surface, and the fuel can be utilized to the ut-

most, the hot air being conveyed through the

drying chamber in pipes to assist in the dryiDg,

and the condensed water being used to replen-

ish the boiler. The arrangement of the heater
is such that it gives the most favorable heating
with the smallest amount of fuel.

The heater is filled with water, and from its

shape, when a fire is made in the fireplace, a
thin stratum of water will be rapidly heated,
and a very visible circulation will take place, so
that in a short time the whole body of water
will be brought to a boiling point. As the
heater tank is made of wood, it will retain the
heat with little reduction for a long time, and
the radiation is so small that the heat can be
easily kept up with a small quantity of fuel.

By surrounding the fireplace with a stratum
of air between it and the water, the air is also

heated, and not only transmits its heat to the
water, but is also prevented from being burnt
by any amount of heat from the fireplace.

kinds of fruit may be dried at the same opera-
tion without the flavor of one kind permeating
the other. This is accomplished by having
several compartments, in each of which a dif-
ferent kind of fruit may be treated. This
makes really a separate drier for each kind of
fruit, all in one machine. In some cases it is

considered essential to cook the fruit before
drying. In this machine the fruit or vegeta-
bles may be placed on the racks and cooked by
the steam over the heater, and then be placed
on the same racks inside of the drier. It is

claimed that the fruit dried by this process is

much superior to that treated by any other
process in use.

Premiums have been awarded to this appara-
tus at every fair where it has been exhibited,
including that of the Mechanics' Institute in
this city last year. After 10 years use of the
drier, several persons who have used it say
there is no fault which they can find with it

whatever. Farmers who have only a small
quantity of fruit to dry may prepare it with
one of these driers at small expense and little

trouble. The heaters attached to it may be
also used, with a slight variation, separate from
the drier, for laundry purposes. From 30 to 40
gallons of water may be heated in 20 minutes.
Over 200 of these heaters alone have been sold
to dairy and milkmen, and have given gratifying
results. It has also been applied to public and
private baths. These heaters cost from $15 to
$75 according to size and material. The expe-

HARRIS' PATENT FRUIT DRIER.

This is one of the important features of the ma-
I

chine, because there is never any danger of

burning and spoiling the substance to be
dried by too fierce a heat or by neglect.

The air circulates freely and in such a volume
as to carry off the moisture from the drying
room with great rapidity through the pipe,

which connects with the escape flue, and it is

assisted materially in this by the steam pipes
from the heater tank. The trays being filled

with fruit at night a fire is built, and the whole
apparatus may be safely left over night without
the slightest danger of fire or of spoiling the ar-

ticles to be dried, because the combination ren-

Alexander's Self-Regulating Windmill.

ders it impossible to elevate the temperature of

the air much beyond that of the water in the
tank.

There are open flues on both sides of the

drier for the admission of the heated air, and
glass doors are provided by which light is ad-

mitted to the fruit which is in the process of

drying. With grapes, particularly, this is a
most important feature, as it is also with many
other kinds of fruit. The trays on which the
fruit is to be placed in the compartments, are

made of slats, so that the hot air may circulate

freely in every direction and get at the fruit on
all sides.

These driers are made of various sizes at

prices from $75 to $600, and several different

rience from purchasers having them long in use,

is that the saving of fuel alone in from three to
four months is sufficient to offset the cost of

the heater. Chas. M. Hawes and Mr. Ray-
mond, milkmen in the Potrero, are using the
heaters for cooking barley for their cows, and
say that they save from §1.50 to $2 a month
per cow, haying previously fed them barley
from the brewery. The manufacturers of this

apparatus are Harris & Bradley, 33 Second st.,

in this city.

The Alexander Windmill.

A self-regulating windmill, which demands
attention because of the exceeding simplicity of

its mechanism and resulting advantages, is the

Alexander mill, which is shown on this page.

The engraving shows all the machinery there is

about the self-regulating apparatus. The radi-

cal point of the invention consists in splitting

the fan lengthwise, fastening the parts together
by hinges and holding the movable fan up to

its work by a coil spring. When the wind
blows very hard the spring yields and the mov-
able part of the fan turns back. In a gale of

wind it'rests at such an angle that the force of

the wind upon it exactly balances that upon
the fixed half then, and the mill stops. Half
its surface is exposed to the force of the wind,
and that half at an angle, leaving ample room
for free pass-age of air. As the wind slackens,

the spring draws the fan into place and the
mill resumes its work.
We have seen numerous testimonials of those

who have tested the mill and speak in its favor.

M. M. Odell, of Sacramento, who has had one
running through all the storms of last winter,

endorses all that is claimed for it. Robt. Wil-
liamson, of the Capitol nursery, is very well

pleased with his and said it would run four

such pumps as his. Other points are made in

letters of other users. Other particulars may
be learned from Mr. Alexander's advertisement
in another column.

Farming Implements.—The advertisement
of Linforth, Rice & Co., in another column,
makes it timely to remark that Mr. Linforth, well

known through his long connection with the

agricultural implement trade in this city,1 has

just entered anew into the field of business.

We have no doubt he will be welcomed back by
many of our readers who have had favorable

experience with the lineB of implements which
the new firm represents. They offer extra in-

ducements to purchasers of the Myers gang
plow.

Sweepstake Plow Works.

On Friday of last week we took a run to San

Leandro, Alameda county, to see what the

Sweepstake Plow Company is doing in the

home manufacture of agricultural implements.

We found the works running a full force of

men and turning out work as rapidly as is con-

sistent with the high standard of excellence

which the institution builds its success upon.

Mr. F. A. Hill, who is known as a leader among
the experienced manufacturers and successful

inventors of the State, is still at the head of

the works and gives his constant attention to

all matters of construction and general business.

Mr. Palmer, who conducts the office branches

of the establishment, has his hands well filled

with important work, and the wide area which

is covered by the shops is resonant with the

hum of industry.

Especial attention is now being paid to the

building of headers. They are manufacturing

the Baxter pattern, which has been found very

satisfactory in its working. Improvements

have been introduced and particular effort is

made both by designing and by quality of ma"

terial to turn out a header of unusual strength,

solidity and durability. Such qualities will be

demanded in machinery to handle this year's

crops, and anything short of powerful and effec-

tive implements will prove a vexation and a

loss to the grain grower. The finger beam of

the Baxter may be adjusted to run close to the
ground, and it will pick up and elevate all

heavy or lodged grain that can possibly be
reached. It is fitted with an improved "double
single gear;" that is, the sickle and reel are run
by one gear and the draper by another. Thus
the draper may be stopped while the sickle and
reel are still in motion, and the loaded wagon
may be driven out and an empty one driven in

without stopping the cutting. This arrange-
ment enables the man who has timber or stumps
in his field to cut all around them, and then
start the draper again after the obstruction is

passed and the wagon comes into line again.

Fuller information concerning the header may
be had from our advertising columns.
Another leading branch of the company's

work at the present time is the building of

spring wagons. These are being turned out in

a variety of handsome and effective styles.

There are airy and graceful buggies and phae-

tons, and very strong spring wagons one and
two seated, covered and open, light and heavy
express wagons. One pattern we noticed was a
light business wagon, with springs hung upon
jacks, so that they take up what they lengthen
out, and consequently sustain a heavier load

than springs attached in the ordinary way.
Another pattern is a light side spring wagon,
Dut up with patent equalizing rods which hold
the body level when unevenly loaded and thus
doing away with the tendency to tip sideways
as in common side spring wagons. Another
style is a heavy road or mountain buggy, with
Hill's patent single-leaf spring connected with
the equalizing rods. This is furnished either

open or covered. Other patterns, into which
the improved spring and equalizers enter, are a
family wagon and carriage, a heavy express

wagon, a three-spring long-panel bed wagon, with
or without top. All these styles and varieties

of wagons are made here, in a dry climate, from
the best imported material, and while they do
not compete m price with Eastern made wagons,
they are put forward as much more durable be-

cause of the extra care in their construction and
the more satisfactory conditions for durability

under which they are produced.

The fine plows of Mr. Hill's designing are

still selling in large numbers, although this is

not strictly the plowing season. The Gillis

horse-power, of which we have several times

made favorable mention, is one of the special-

ties of the company. It is being widely intro-

duced and is giving great satisfaction as a sim-

ple and cheap motor for raising water for irriga-

tion and stock purposes.

We also were much interested in an iron

wagon, the running gear being of Mr. Hill's in-

vention, and the wheel of the Duval patent.

It has a two-inch axle and is lighter than a

wooden wagon of the same capacity. It is built

on the truss principle throughout and this

brings the weight of the load upon shoulders

near the hubs, and not upon the central parts

of the axle, as in wooden wagons. It has other

points of strength and advantage which appear

upon inspection, but which we have not space

to describe at this time. It is a very interest-

ing piece of mechanism and is being put to the

test of actual work, with good show of success.

Mr. Jacob Price, of the Price Press Company,
is putting up a new lot of his well-known hay
presses, to meet the increased demand for this

class of machinery in view of the heavy hay
crop. The Sweepstake Company are also

making for him an extra large excavator, for

use on a 30-foot canal in Arizona. It is to have

a capacity for excavating 600 yards of earth per

day, with one man to manage it.

The Sweepstake Plow Company is a home
manufacturing institution which is worthy of

practical encouragement. A large number of

men are employed and it promises to be one of

the corner stones in our future as a manufactur-

ing as well as an agricultural State.
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Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Manager and Cashier,

ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and

Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

the best market rates.

New Music Books ! !

Clarke's Reed Organ Melodies

By Win. H. Clarke. -Price, Cloth $3; Bds. $2.60.

Mr. Clarke's celebrated "New Method for Rood Organs"

is universally recognized as a standard book for instruc-

tions A book by the same skillful hand, and ID which

the same fine taste is displayed, will be universally wel-

comed. It has 200 large pages, sheet music size, and

about 120 charming pieces.

Dancing at Home and Abroad.

Bv H. Cleveland, Jr., Cloth SI; Bds. 80c; Paper, 00c.

This is a good manual for d uu ing, and also a sort of

"Chesterfield" treatise on etiquette and good manners,

and is worth reading by everybody.

Hull's Temperance Glee Book.

(40conts.) Provides admirably for all the wants of

Clubs and Lodges. Just the book for Gospel Temper-

ance meetings.

Ditson & Co. '8 Musical Monthly.

Nos. 11 and 12, (each No 25 cents ; S2 per year), con-

tinues the good work of supplying the best music at the

lowest price. 20 pages of choice music in each number,

selected from Ditson & Co.'s valuable copyrights.

Any book mailed, post-free, for the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON,

C. H. Ditson & Co., 843 Broadway, New York.

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,
ALAMEDA COUNTY.

(Successors to 7.. B. Heywood & Co.)

Lumber, Shingles, Sash, Doors, Lime.

Brick, and Builders' Hardware

Sold at the Lowest San Francisco rates. Strict atten-

tion given Country Orders. Boats loaded at

wharf for all points on the San Joaquin
and Sacramento rivers. Cars of the C. P. R. R.

Co. loaded at the yard. Orders received at 22 California

Street, San Francisco, or at the hardware store of G. W.

Babeock, 0f>.
r
> Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBEE, Proprietor.

THOMAS RICHARDSON', Manager.

THE MAGIC COIN SOX
Holds over $5.00 °f Silver coin,
in " Half DoUan." " muurU-r dol-
lars," 44

L)im<-*s." and '* iNK-kles."
The merest movement of your
thumb pushes the di kuv<1 coin into

your hand, and another ono
immediately tain s its placo
as it' by magic Main Mchango
in half tho one with nodan-
gcr of dropping any. bumpla
handsomely plated with
NK'KKL SILVER, sent post
paid, 50 cts. Agentfl Trial

Package, containing 3 Coin
Boxes, for $ 1 ,00. Agrento
wanted everywhere. Big Pay.
Postage Stamps taken as cash.

HUTCHINSON & CO.
12 Union Square. 7.

PILES! PILES! ! PILES!!!
HEMORRHOIDS or PILES
can nr. CURED! Radicali.v.

BramoT and Without Pain ! "Dr
Pierce's Pile Truss and Remedy" give
instant relief in all eases. By means
of this new appliance the Piles have
a constant and agreeable Support and

will entirely tiUapin'ar if the Truss is worn and the Kem
edy applied' as directed, For particulars call or address

MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO., 609 Sac-

ramento Street, (up stairs), San Francisco.

13T State in what paper you saw this notice.TSS

^ACIFIC gURAL f^RF-SS,

A first-class 16-pa£e Illustrated AmncuKimil Weekly, filled

with fresh, valuable and interesting- reading. Every

farmer and ruralist should take it. It is im-

mensely popular. Send for a sample copy.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers, S. P.

FARM APPRENTICE.
A steady, healthy boy, who can give good recommen-

dations, would like a permanent home with a farmer.

Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.
postpjid. GEO. I. HEED * CO.. Nassau. N. Y25

GRAY'S MUSIC STORE,

No. 105 Kearny Street, San Francisco

On receipt of the amount in postage stamps, anv of the

following pieces will be mailed, post-paid;

POOR LITTLE CIILOE, (Ballad) by Luther, 35 cts

KISS THE LITTLE ONES GOOD NIGHT FOR ME
by Ruttledge,

GOOD NIGHT, FAREWELL by Ruttledge,

MY DEAR LITTLE HOME O'ER THE SEA,

by Lavarnie,

HELP THE NEEDY WHEN YOU CAN,
by Ruttledge,

AMERICUS GRAND MARCH by Ballenberg,

THE LITTLE TORMENT, (Schottische) . Far West,

THE REPUBLIC GRAND GALLOP,
by A. II. Woods,

35 ets_

3 cU.

35 cts.

35 ct».

30 cts.

35 cts.

75 cts.

Send for our complete Catalogue of Songs, Duets and

Choruses. tf-STSay where you saw this advertisement.

HEALD'S

BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

24 Post Street

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are

from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not

confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, butgiyes

such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-

tion, and .Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business

Practice is unsurpassed.
Ladies' Dki'aktmkst. - Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Tklkoraphic Dki-ak i mknt.— III this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.

For further jwrticulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, CaL

Imperial Egg Food

50
BEST CARDS, no two alike, printed in Crimson or
Jet, I3e. CLINTON BROS., Clin', jm illo, Conn.

(Tnulc Mark.) >v -t^iSSpS'

Will >r:iUo Your
Winter and Summer, support F
keep then constantly In tine c
their proilt l">p

lens a^i»> ,

Is during moulting,
lltion, and Increase

n't. Half of the chicks die annual I v.

This makes bone and mtlsrle curlv, a"d V II I save them.
Packages to mix wKh 50 weight ordinary feed, 50 cts. i

larccr 1<>r Jinn and I3.no. Bent prepaid on receipt of
price. Also sold by Groccra, Feed Stores, etc.—local A(;e\ts wanted.—

C. R. ALLEN & CO., Box 103, Haktfoki), Cots.

0. C. SWAIN & CO. Agt's for Pacific Coast
No. 202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

JaTTo whom all orders should be addressed.

M. COOKE. R. J. COOKE.

PIONEER BOX FACTORY.

Corner of Front and M Streets, Sacramento.

ALL KINDS OF

Fruit & Packing Boxes Made to Order,

AND IN SHOOKS.
£2T Communications Promptly Attended to. T&4

COOKE & SONS, Successors to Cooaa & Grkoort

HOUSE WANTED.

jtjrWanted, a comfortable house, furnished or unfur-

nished, in a country town or on a farm, for three months,

commencing June 1st, for which a liberal rent will be

paid. Address with particulars,

C. W. R., P. O. Box 1123,

San Francisco, Cal.

TOPHETI N E.

The new poison, Tophetine, is found
and warranted superior to all others as a
Squirrel ami Gopher Exterminator. ."Sold

at less than one-third the price of strychnin", it is equally
effective. Devoid of taste, it has a peculiar odor, attract-
ive to the squirrel, gopher or rat when mixed with their
food. One quart of hat water will dissolve the contents
of a 50 cent box, which etfectuall} poisons two quarts of
grain. LANGLEY & CO., Agents,

Wholesale Druggists, No. 100 and 102 Front St., S. F.

GRAIN THRESHING.

The undersigned, an experienced thresher and owner of
a first-class steam threshing rig, desires before selecting
his territory for this season's work, to correspond with
grain growers in any section where the grain crop will be
large and threshing machinery not abundant. He thinks
that by thus inviting correspondence, he may take his
machinery where it is most needed, and is ready to make
contracts with parties who have grain to thresh.

I have to rent or for sale, a lloadley Wood-burning
Engine. Address

J. W. RILEY,
Care Dewey k Co., 202 Sansome Street, S. F.

50 BEST Mixed Cards, withname, in case, 18a, or 26 no
two alike, 10c. Outfit 10c bowd ft Co., Bristol, Ct

GREAT ENTERPRISE!

THE

Sierra Flume& Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Flume3,

10 Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 559 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and the

whole Coast can be supplied.

The Yellow Pine is firm, fine grained and superior to

any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,

and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while

the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of

purposes.
Last year thirty millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
Iloiiyh or dressed dry, by whidi elegant and substantial

work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost

for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at less than Ban Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS ahvay» on hand in large

quantities. Address

SIERKA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco—corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

HERRMANNS STYLES IN HATS.

NOW OUT!

Prices Lower Than Ever.

—AT—

402 Kearny Street, - - Near Pine.

Branch, 910 Market Stroe',

Between Stockton and Powell, San Francisco

H. Hs H.
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Kinobone, Spavin, Swkfnky, Callous
LUMPS, and all old sores, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Strains, Stikf
Joints, Br'ixk.s, Windoalls, and all slight ailments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,

and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

DAI Apt THESE LARGE, FINE, NEW DININGrnLnuC Rooms are exceedingly popular. The best

RESTAURANT °* everything on the tables,ntu I «Un«l! I, Dinner furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S.F. ; ; n
CENTS, from five to eight r. M. Visitors to S. F. should
try the Palace.

rnniiniiinm Superior Wood ai d Metal Engrav-

LllerrlwinK ing, Electrotyping and stereotj p-

*-"D M,D' -
- cftheMrawa

and BuiaWlFM Press, San Francisco, at iavorablo rates
Send stamp tor our circular and samples.

Lands for Sal e and to Let.

LANDS FOR SALE.

KERN COUNTY.
One bundled and twenty acres; 60 acres in alfalfa; It

miles from Bakersficld. One-sixth of ditch sold with

land. Price, $20 per acre.

Two hundred and forty acres, 10 miles from Bakers

field; unimproved, with water right.

FRESNO COUNTY.
One hundred and seventy-five acres of land, at Borden

Station; 30 acres in alfalfa. 110 acres well fenced. Rail-

road station on the land. Chinatown on the land, paying

S400 ground rent. Price, $10,000; half cash, balance te

suit purchaser

There is a «ood Public House, good Halls, Barn and

Out-Houses on the land. The Public House is well fur-

nished. Addrc&s, on the premises,

JOHN BURCHEM, Borden,

Fresno County, Cal

Or J. B. CARR1NGTON, Grangers' Business Association,

San Francisco, or Dcnverton, Solano, Cal.

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for sale in Riverdale, Fresno County. It eem-

prises 100 acres, V. S. Patent, of rich bottom land, with
house and out buildings. Grass is green the year round.
Alfalfa grows the year round without irrigation, as
water is but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There
is tern irrigation ditches running across the ranch and
three cubic feet of water per second belongs with the
place, and 42 small fruit trees and two to three hundred
blackberry and strawberry plants; SO acres of alfalfa; 20
acres of barley, all looking nicely and a nice vegetable
garden. Sixt; acres inclosed, three plows, one two gang
sulky, (John Deere,) and two single plows, harrow, two
number one cows, two calves, one work team, harness,
old buggy and two dozen hens. The ranch is one mile
west of the Riverdale postofhee. We have a good school,
one store and preaching every two weeks of the South
Methodist. The ranch is 10 miles north and west of
Lemorc, a flourishing railroad town; 9 miles due west of
Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, the county seat of

Fresno, and 15 miles from the Central California Colony.
All the crops stock and tools mentioned go with the
ranch if sold soon. Price, $2,500. $1,500 gold coin down,
and one year's time on balance. For further particulars
address or call on ranch.

DAVIDS. ORE, Riverdale, Fresno Co, Cal.

CHOICE
PROPERTY AT SANTA

FOR SALE.

CRUZ

Eleven acres of land, planted with Ornamental Trees

and Shrubs. Two hard-finished Cottages and other

buildings, Urge enough to accommodate about 40 per-

sons. A fine well, windmill, tank and distributing pipes.

Charming as a Private Residence

Sea-Side Hotel.

or

Finest viewB of the Pacific, Monterey Bay and the

Coast Mountains. Sea bathing within one minutes

walk. Jl'LIUS PELTON, Owner.

Apply to
C. H DWINELLE,

202 Sansome St., San Francisco.

DEITZ'S PROCESS,

Awarded the

CALIFORNIA GOLD MEDAL

AND THE

U. S Centennial Grand Medal & Diploma

IT IS THK

BEST FRUIT DRIER,

And the only one that proves a success in

making the FINEST RAISINS, FIGS,

and the Choicest Fruit at the

least expense.

Driers of all sizes put up and no pay asked until tested.

GEO A DEITZ, Manager,

Sacramknto, Cal.

GRAND SPRING OPENING

—Of—

MILLINERY, FANCY GOODS,

Men's and Boys' Clothing.

PALMER BROTHERS,
726, 728, 730, 732 and 734 Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

OC STYLES OF CARDS, with name in gold, 10 cents.

AO J B. HU3TED, Nassau, New Yerk,
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Purchasers ok Stock will find in this Directory tub
Names or bomb of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at
60 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO., Downey City, Cal., breeders of
thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $40
to $100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

L. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EiYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUlI & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.
M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-

land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks for
ale. Also, eggs in their season.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for
hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

SWINE.
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal,
Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine,
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

J. M- KERLINGER, Ellis, San Joaquin Co., Impor-
ter and Breeder of Berkshire Pigs and fine Poultry.

BEES.
N. S. AMES, Napa City, Cal., Importer and Breeder

of Italian Queen Bees. Queens Imported from Europe,
$10 each. Tested Queens, $3.

Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark snd Light Brahmas, Buff
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White & Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

|tams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
43TFor further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. O. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal.

THOROUGHBRED POULTRY.

116 Acres

devoted to

FANCY
POULTRY

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock.

Largest Yards
on the Coast.

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Bronze Tur-

keys, Geese, Pekin Ducks, Guinea Pigs, Etc.

IS"Safe arrival of Fowls and Eggs Guaranteed.'®*

/HrPamphlet on the care of fowls—hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., adapted especially to the

Pacific Coast. Sent for 16 cents.

Send stamp for price list. Address

M. EYRE, Napa, Cal.

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
*Q p.. nn7an From 3 pens of 20 Hens and a
3>0 rcl UUtGll. Cock 1 ach; 84 of the finest White
Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of 600 bred during the sea-

sons of 1876-77, packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send
or circular. Address,

C. P STONE,
35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

EVERYBODY KNOWS
That Mrs. C. H. Sprague, at the California Poultry
Yards, at Woodland, Yolo County, keeps the choicest lot

and the greatest and best variety of Thoroughbred Fowls
of any one west of the Mississippi river, and that one can
get Just what is wanted by sending orders to her.

CARBOLIC POWDER
Is the best thing in the world to kill vermin on fowls and
chickens, sent by mail, pnst-paid, at 25 cents per package.
Address C. P. 8TONE, Mission Market, San Francisco.
My new circular, how to double egg production and raise
ohlckens without loon from dl^am- sent free to any address

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. GRAY.

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I. C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,
Grangers' Building-, .... 106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will
enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking 1 be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

ENRIGHT'S STRAW-BURNING ENGINE.

I respectfully beg leave to inform the public and parties

intending to purchase Portable Straw-Burning Engines for

Threshing purposes for 1878, that I offer for sale this season,

Straw -Burning Engines superior to any I have heretofore

made at reasonable prices, and that I will give a satisfactory

bond to any party buying an Engine from me or my agents,

and that I will protect them in the use and right of using, and

against all Patent Law Suit.

JOSEPH ZEISTIL^IGKHIT,

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA,

BYRON JACKSON, Woodland, Cal.,

MANUFACTURER OF

Feeders & Elevators for Threshing Machines, Horse Forks & Derricks,

All of which are protected by U. S. Patents

The above Diagram shows the proper position for the Derrick, Separator and Engine, and the best size

tor stacks.

Two medium sized stacks with the Derrick between them is far better than one large stack, because the grain
has only to be moved one-half the distance. Address

BYRON JACKSON, Woodland, or BAKER & HAMILTON,
San Francisco or Sacramento, Cal.

IRA MARDEN & CO. '8
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST
GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cai. Produce.

Reference.—Tradesmen's National Bann, N. Y. ; Ell

wangcr & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra
mento, Cal.; A. Lusk&Co. , San Francisco, Cal.

C. &. F. NAUMAN &. CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

All kinds of DAIRY PRODUCE sold on Commission
Poultry, Eggs, Game a specialty.

231 WASHINGTON STREET, San Franciaco
(Botween Front and Davis.)

Chas. Nawkan. Frank Napiian.

DALTON & GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

All Kinds of Country Produce.
404 & 406 Davis Street, Sari Francisco.

B3T Consignments Solicited T£J

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE AND
OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

MCAFEE BROS., Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansorne Street, - San Francisco.

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The hest Beef Bull in America. The Herefords the

best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Beecher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs
'nquire of

1. L. MILLER.
Beecher, Will County, Illinois"

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of ,tiie "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshires.

Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are

guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,

and Los Angeles City, Cal.

£OC rwrny DAY 1s warranted usii g JILZ
CVL.ni Un I WELL AUGERS and

DRILLS. Took the first premium at the Great Exposi-
tion. They bore any diameter and depth; 100 feet a day,
through earth, sand or rock. Pictorial auger book free.

Address Col. PETER SAXE, Los Angeles, Cal., Agent for

Pacific States.

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRES.

I offer for sale a lot of choice Spring Pigs, farrowed

February 22d and March 1st, ready to ship about

middle of May. Also,

Three Fine Young Boars,

Seven to Eight Months' Old

FOUR BOARS AND FIVE SOWS,
Four and a Half Months' Old.

Can furnish pairs not related of the younger pigs.

Stock well boxed in light strong crates, with feed for

Journey, and delivered at Car or Boat, in Stockton, free

of charge. Prices reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

N. B. —No poor, unthrifty pigs ever leave my pen.

Address

ALFRED PARKER, Bellota,

Latimer Farm. San Joaquin Co., Cal.

THOROUGHBRED
SPANISH MERINO SHEEP!

200 Extra Rams
For sale. Yearlings anil two-year-

olds. In size, quality and condition
unsurpassed. Also, 100 ewes at

prices to suit the times. Tho nu-
cleus of this flock was from a pur-
chase made from Severance 4
Peet in 1873. My ranch is at Haywards, Alameda county,

and may be reached by rail from San Francisco, seven
times daily. Parties desiring choice sheep should see

thii flock before purchasing elsewhere.

J. H. STROBRIDGE.

THOROUGHBRED BULLS.

Ten head of Red Durhams from 12 to 15 month*

old, Also, 12 head of large work horses and mares will

be sold this spring at privato sale on my ranch, six miles

from Oroville, Butte County.

£^Bulls Sired by Golden Louan Duke.

M. WICK.

W. & J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California.

IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE,
ALSO, TIIK FINEST STRAINS OF

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

Calvert's Carbolic

SHEEP WASH,
$2 Per Gallon.

After dipping the sheep, is use-

ful for preserving wet hides, de-

stroying the vino pest, and for

wheat dressings and dihinfecting

purposes, etc T. W. JACKSON,
8. F., Solo AAcnt for Pacific Coast.
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A TENTS AND j.NVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Reposts roi Tim Mixing and Scientific

Press, UEWKY & CO., PnUHOH and U. S.

AND FOREIGN PATENT AuRNTS. ]

By Special Dispatch from Washington, D. C.

Week Ending, April 23th.

Machines for Drying Slimes. —James W.
Dillon, of Virginia City, Nevada.

Car Trucks.—Enoch J. Marsters, of Stockton,

and Robert A. Fisher, of Sacramento, Cal.

Designs.

Cabinet Jewelry.—William A. L. Miller, of

San Francisco, Cal.

Trade-Marks.

Coiun-MixTi re. Uliudes & Lewis, of San

Jose, Cal.

Chemical Solution fur Preserving I)k.h>

Bodies.— Kodgers, Allekton & Co., of San
Francisco, Cal.

Labels.

"The Stock Ointment."'—Painter & Calvert,

of San Francisco, Cal.

That Paint of Ours.

Editors Press:—Your spicy article, written

under the inspiring "influences of new carpets

and Averill paint, inspires a few thoughts in

sympathy with your remarks. "Cleanliness is

godliness. " So says the good book, and 1 fully

believe in the statement. A man's surroundings

governs his every thought and many of his acts.

The pure and the beautiful is elevating. Filth

is depressing, and induces a state of mind an-

tagonistic to the creation of high thoughts or

noble deeds. We congratulate you on your
altered condition, showing that you are blessed

with wide-awake governors; may the editorials

prove the virtue of paint and crystal skylights.

No excuse now for dingy dishes being served

up to the many readers of the RURAL.
1 too am in the midst of renovation. Mt.

Pleasant must keep its name good. So we
espied the advertisement of the California Paint

Company in the l!i kal; we gave our order and
a supply is somewhere on the way. This Averill

paint is becoming popular for its intrinsic value.

Not like many patent nostrums; it requires

only to lie used and seen to bring it into favor.

John Taylor.
Mt. Pleasant, Tuolumne Co., Cal.

The Youths' Directory.

This institution is located at 1417 Howard
St., and is maintained by the citizens of San
Francisco as a free home and intelligence bureau
for friendless boys seeking work. No charges
are made to employer or employee. Its mana-
gers are Jas. 11. Kelly, Pres't, (Justave Tou-
chard, Treas. , Richard Tobin, Peter H. Bur-
nett, Michael J. O'Connor, Henry Barroilhet,

John Sullivan, 0. D. O'Sullivan, Jos. A. Dona-
hue, and A. P. Dietz, Sup't. We copy the fol-

lowing from the third annual report of the
Superintendent, dated S. F., Jan. 1st, 1878:
Ten thousand three hundred and sixty live

boys, aged from 10 to 21, of all races and creeds,

have been placed in service—that is to say,

4, ISO in town and 6,235 in the country, since
Nov. 1st, 1S74, when you and other citizens of
San Francisco organized the Youths' Directory.
iHiriug that time, also, 374 men, 4b'S women,
and 731 young girls, have incidentally been
supplied with situations; thus making a total
of 1 1,938 persons who have obtained employ-
ment through the agency of this bureau. From
factories, shops, stores, farms, and other places
of industry throughout the State, we often hear
of letters commendatory of the youthful toilers
sent out from this office. Returns for the year
1877: Income—Regular subscriptions, 81,-
100.30; donations, §318.95; total, $1,419.25.
Expenditure -By salaries, .-?80 per month,
§960; collector's commission, §141,90; bills
settled, §290.95: cash in hands of Treasurer,
§26.40; total, §1,419.25. Number of lads, of
all sorts and conditions, provided with work in
town, 1,850: in country, 2,278; total, 4,128;
beds furnished, 2,483; meals served, 5,594;
beneficiaries remaining in the house, Dec. 31st,
1877, 20: applicants for relief, dismissed with-
out means to assist them, 3,995.

Woodward's Gardens wire never. more attract-
ive than at present. A fine Hen and two lionesses, all
young and not fully ROWB, have just been added. Bal-
loon ascensions by Prof. Martin are now beiti-f mailt
The popularity of the gardens continues to increase
Rates of admission unchanged.

Farmers 1 Farmers 1

1

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange," 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,
San Francisco. All hands carefully selected free
of charges to employers and employees.

Aver & Son's Mantal contains information of much
value to advertisers; sent free Address N. W. Ayer &
Son, Ad\ertisiU£,' Agents, Times' Building, Philadelphia

See advertisement for furnished house in
the country.

Note—Our trade review and quotations are prepared

on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are

not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-

urdav, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.

San Francisco, May 8th, 1878.

General trade is unchanged. In special

products there are some items of interest,

which will be noted below.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.

The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

Thursday. .

.

Friday
Saturday
Mondav
Tuesday....
Wednesday .

Cal. Average.

lis 5d(8Ils 9d
lis 4d(811s 8d

lis 4il(811e 8d
lis 4d.«ll8 8d

lis 2d(811s 7d
lis 2d(t<lls 7d

Glib.

lis Sd(812s id

lis (Jd(«12s 3d
118 t«l«fl2s 3d
lis (ld(812s 3d
lis fuli.»12s 2d
lis 5dliil2s 2d

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce

Exchange compare with same date in former

years as follows:
Average. Club.

1876 9s 7d(8 9s lid 9s 10d(810s 5d

1877 139 2d(813s Od 13s 6digl4s —
1878 lis 2d(811s 7d lis 5d(iJl2s 2d

The Foreign Review.

London, May 7th.—The Mark Lane Express

says: Farmers continue to market Wheat very

sparingly, in spite of the promising appearance

of the growing crop, doubtless in the hope of

obtaining better prices for the reduced stocks

still in their hands, should the market rise

under the influence of a possible war. English

Wheat has advanced a shilling in many impor-

tant provincial markets, but the trade has

lisappoiuted London factors, as sales have only

been practical at former rates. Imports of

foreign \V heat into London have been fair, the

bulk of supply consisting of American and

Russian descriptions, upon which the milling

demand has principally turned during the last

fortnight. Of Calcutta Wheat there is little

remaining in our market. Sellers for delivery

have shown a reserve, as this branch may be

seriously affected by the rise which willMouht-

less accrue in freights should the Government
intinue to charter extensively for transport of

troops from India. Maize ruled steady for

sound lots of new Corn and also for the limited

stock still remaining of old, but the demand
for cargoes on passage and for shipment was
checked by fear regarding their condition, upon
which the approach of warm weather has begun
to tell, nearly all the cargoes that have arrived

f coast being damaged. There is little sub-

stantial alteration in values of Barley and Oats,

but the trade-in feeding Corn has been inanimate,

and prices eased slightly with, moderate arri-

vls at ports of call. The floating cargo trade

for Wheat is quiet and prices declined a shilling

owing to tine weather and the mere pacific

aspect of* political affairs. Maize advanced
three pence for perfect cargoes, which are

scarce. Barley steady.

Freifrnts and Cliartera.

Freights of all kinds, says the Commercial
Veto*, have been quiet during the week and
transactions light. No Wheat charters have
been drawn for European ports, but one small
vessel has accepted £2, 10s to Cape Town. This
is, if anything, rather a full rate. No offers are

being made for Wheat to Great Britain. We
have now on the way to this port, or known to

be engaged to come, somewhere near 300,000
register tons of tonnage, and it does not seem
as if the maximum had yet been reached. At
the close we have 4,648 tons in port loading

wheat, 2,720 tons in port for new crop loading,

7,216 tons miscellaneous, and 31,719 tons dis-

engaged.

Eastern Grain Markets.

New York, May 4th.—The price of Wheat
has declined about live cents per bushel, bring-

ing ordinary to prime Spring down to Sl.lofn

1.30. Corn is correspondingly lower. Shipments
of both Wheat and Corn have derived an im-
petus from the decline, the movement to the
Continent being nearly as large as that to the
United Kingdom. In fact all Europe appears
to be in a more or less needy condition, so far

as food is concerned, and at the present low
prices there will be no difficulty in finding a
market for all of our surplus breadstuff's and
provisions.

Chicago, May 4th.—The Grain Markets,
this week, experienced no very radical change,
although they had a pretty steady downward
tendency. Wheat went down, with a lower
range nearly every day. Sales of June were
made at §1.08(o §1.13L Corn opened firm and
a little higher, but the teuden. J was toward
depressed prices, and the market closed heavy.
Sales of June at; 39J(«42Jc. Oats were very
steady, but weaker each day. June sold at

26i@27i.
Eastern Wool Markets.

Boston, May 4th.—-Wool is in fair demand,
but prices remain low and without improve-
ment. Holders are still anxious to close up old
stocks, but the low prices cause less pressure to
sell. Sales of Ohio and Pennsylvania tleeces
the past week include 143,000 lbs at 38(«40c,
mostly choice, fine Wool at 38c, and this is all
that can be obtained for th« best lots of XX in

large lots. In Michigan fleeces, sales were

made of 120,000 lbs at 37^c, but mostly of good,

average lots at 35@36c. Considerable business

was doing in Oregon Wool, sales embracing

137,000 lbs at 23f» 30c for Eastern and Valley.

Best Texas Wool cannot be quoted at over 25(w

26c. Combing and delaine Wool is dull at 37

(ft;45c. Sales of California Wool were moder-

ate, comprising 245,000 tbs for the week, at 20
(S 20c for Spring, 16(ST9c for Fall. In pulled

Wools there was fair business; sales of 166,000

lbs at 29@45c. principally at 33(u40c; some
small lots of choice marine and Eastern supers

sold at 42iC« 45c. The total sales of domestic

for the week were 1,095,200 lbs.

New York, May 4th.—The Wool market
presents no features that are new or interesting.

The staple has become a hard article to dispose

of, and although the supply of all kinds is lim-

ited, it is to be feared that lower ranges of

values will range when several clips are brought

forward that deter both manufacturers and
speculators from operating. The Texas clip is

slow to come forward. Owing to the extreme
prices demanded, with the lateness of Califor-

nia, it is expected that the clip of the whole
country will enter the Eastern market in a vol-

ume about the same time, consequently a cau-

tious feeling pervades the buying community.
The sales for the week include 150 bales Mon-
tevideo, at about 31c; 90.000 lbs Spring Cali-

fornia, 20(o26c; 20,000 lbs fall do, 15@16c;
105,000 lbs Colorado, 15fol7c; 6,700 tbs West-
ern Texas, 14@18c; 21,000 lbs X and above
Ohio, 38(<i 40c; 3,000 tbs unwashed do, 26c; 11,-

200 lbs light medium State, 39c; 1,300 tbs do-

mestic Noils, lS@33c.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at

noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articleb.

Flour, quarter sacks.

.

Wheat, centals
Barley, centals.

Beans, sacks
Corn, centals
Oats, centals
Potatoes, sacks.

Onions, sacks
Wool, bales
Hops, bales
Hay, bales

Week. Week Week. Wkkk.
April 17. April 24. May 1. May 8.

r>7,(!10 31,101 35.i;;ii n,i68
109.522 28,710 36,153 91,921

14,265 10,241 10,087 9,097

S43 1,802 2,158 776
3,352 4,000 2,,s20 9,526
9,912 865 2,924 1,699
12,057 6,239 10,414 0,675
1,033 718 876 274

4,528 4,373 6,010 0,554
64 1 45 139

1,585 1,370 1,726 1,156

BAtiS— Prices are unchanged. Trade is good
and sales large.

BARLEY—There is apparently an effort to

crowd down prices in view of a large crop at

hand, but holders do not concede the point.

Prices are very much the same as last week.
We note sales : 240 sks poor Feed, 92Jc ; 100
sks Bay Feed, §1.00; 2, 300 sks common Brew-
ing, §1.15. Some Brewing is sold up to $1.35.

We have heard of sales of Chevalier for seed

at §1.80.

BEANS Last week's advance is (irmly held.

COHN—The brisk Mexican demand is noted
in items elsewhere. To-day, owing to the en-

larged receipts called out by the high prices,

there is less disposition to buy, and reports of

slight reaction in prices. §1.50 per ctl has been
freely paid in the southern counties. Sales:

130 sks large Yellow, at §2.02A; 50 do, at §2,

and 200 do small round Yellow, at §2. 12} per

cental.

DAIRY PRODUCE—The Dairy market is

overstocked, ami prices are nominal for butter.

Dealers say they are receiving much more than
they can sell, and are packing it at a low figure.

Cheese is also reduced.

EGGS—Eggs have advanded about 6 cts. per

dozen during the week.
FEED— Bran and Middlings are a little

cheaper. Hay is unchanged.
FRUIT— Ruling prices may be found in our

list below.
HOPS—There is absolutely nothing new

either here or at the East.

OATS—Oats are quiet and sales within
former range.

ONIONS—Union City Onions are 25 cts.

lower per ctl. Oregon are unchanged.
POTATOES Old and now Potatoes are

generally lower than last week and there is

wide range because of the varied quality in

receipts.

POULTRY AND GAME—Hens are a dol-

lar better on the dozen. Other Poultry is

unchanged.
PROVISIONS—Fresh Beef is more abun-

dant and choice grades a little lower. Mutton
is low and very abundant. Pork, dairy fed, is

arriving in excess of demand and lower. Soft

Pork is almost unsalable. Cured Meats are

moderately active and prices rule very low.

VEGETABLES—Our list below shows a

cheapening of almost all kinds of garden stuff.

WHEAT—The market still hangs upon for-

eign events and little is doing. We note sales:

3,000 centals choice Club at §2.10 and 6,000 do
at §2. 12} per ctl for shipment.
WOOL— Dealers report the outside price for

choice lots 1 ct. lower than last week. We
note sales of 150,000 lbs at 15@23 cts.

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Correetod Weekly by Sutro * Co.j

San Francisco. May 8. 3 p. M.

LEOALTKNDRRSlnS F., 11 A. M, 991(8100. Silver. 2J@lJ
Gold in New York. 1001.

Gold Bars. 8'J0«910. Silver Bars. 8@15 V cent. dis
count.
Exchange od New York, 1%; on London bankers, 49fit

491. Commercial, 60; Paris, five franc* V dollar; Mexican
dollars. 95.

London Consols 95 11-16; Bond*, 105J.
gciOKsiLVEit in S. F.. by tha flask, V lb, 46<3471o.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.

BEAMS.
Bayo. ctl — (85 50
Butter - (84 00
Pea 4 00 (84 10

Red — @ —
link 5 00 (85 25
Sm'l White 4 25 '84 50
Lima 4 00 (84 25

ItltOOM CORN.
Old 3»@ 7

New 41(0} 8
<lll««OKY. ~

California 4 i" 4
German 61(p? 7

DAIRI PRODI < I . ETC.
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll. tt> 22J@
Point Reyes
Pickle Roll. new..
Firklu.old
Western Reserve..
New York

CHEESE.
Cheese. Cal., lb. ...

Eastern
N. Y. State
Gilroy Factory

KUUS.
Cal. fresh, doz
Ducks'
Oregon
Eastern 24 (ft

do Pickled — (A —
FEED.

Bran, ton 14 00 (815 00
Corn Meal 41 00 i842 00
Hay 8 00 @ 17 00
Middlings 22 50 (824 00
Oil Cake Meal... 3b 00 (8
Straw, bale 25 (3

I LOI It.

I
WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m.. May 8. 1878.
Brazil 14 i

Pecans 13 i

Peanuts 3 I

Filbert* 15 I

O.MO.NS.
Alriso
Union City, ctl... .2 00 i

Stockton —
Sacramento River. —
Oregon — (33 00

POTATOES.
Pctaluma. ctl 2 25 (83 37J
Humboldt 2 50 5j3 25
Cuffey Cove — w —
Early Rose 2 75 *J,3 00
Half Moon Bay... — (8 —
Kidney — (3 —
Sweet — @
Potatoes, new, ctl 1 75 (84 40
rot i.TKi »v «. \>n .

Hens, doz 8 00 (8 9 00
Roosters 6 00 (gll 00
Broilers 3 50 (ft 6 50

121 Ducks, tame 8 00<8 9 00
do, Mallard — —<g!

Geese, pair 2 00 (82 50
Wild Gray. doz.. 2 00 (82 50
Wbitedo 75 iftl 00

Turkeys 20 (ft L2
do. Dressed 21 <§ 24

Snipe. Eng 3 00 ®
do. Common — (81 00

Rabbits 1 00 (81 25
Hare 3 00 (83 50

PROVISION*.
Cal. Bacon,H ,

vy,ft> 11 G 12
Medium 12 & 12)
Light 13 (ft 13J

Lard 11 « 13

60 Cal. Smoked Beef 10 @ 10)
I Eastern

.

Extra, bbl 6 371®6 fi2J Shoulders. Coverd 7J(§
Hams. Cal 11 (8
Dupee's 12 S
Boyd s 12 (g
Davis Bros' 12 (8
None Such 12 (8
Ames 12 <g
Slavensi Mansur 11}(8
Whittaxcr 12 03

SEEDS.
H Alfalfa, 5 @
8 iCanary 6 (8>

10 Clover, Red 16 §
White 50 @

Barley, feed, ctl... 95 (8 1 024 Cotton .. 6 &
Brewing 1 20 (81 35 Flaxseed ., i\&
Chevalier 1 50 C8 — Hemp 6 §

Buckwheat 1 30 <a> — Italian Rye Grass 35 @
Corn. White 2 10 & — Perennial 35 <S
Yellow 2 00 ("2 02i Millet 10 (S
Small Round....!' 00 «'2 12J Mustard White 8 (5

Oats 1 25 '81 45 Brown '

21(8
Milling 1 55 (irl 65 Rape 3 (<*

Rye 2 40 «f - Ky Blue Gram 20 (9
Wheat. Shipping. .2 05 v«2 10 2d quality 18 &
Milling 2 10 ®2 15 Sweet V Grass

Superfine 5 00 85 25
Graham, lb 31@ 31

EKESII MEAT.
Beef. 1st uual'y, tt> 7 S 7}
Second 5 «S 61
Third 4 <g 4|

Mutton 4 <8 4|
Spring Lamb 6 (gP 8
Pork, undressed... 51(8
Dressed 8J<8

Veal 6 18
Milk Calves 8 i§

GRAIN, BIX

14 @ 15
HIDES

Hides, dry
Wet salted

IIOXEl . ETC.
Beeswax, It 300*
Honey in comb. ... — &
do. No 2 12J(8
Dark 10 (g>

Strained 7
HOPS.

Oregon 5 @
California 7 (8
Wash Ter 6 (8
Choice Cal 8 (8

>li> Jobbing.
Wal.nuts. Cal 6&
do Chile 7 (3

Almonds, hd shl lb 6 <8
Softsh'l 16®

(8 10

6

7
10

Orchard 25 (8
Red Top 18 <5
Hungarian 8 OT
Lawn 50 @
Mes«iuit — <a
Timothy 9 (8

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 7«<8
Refined 9 u$

WOOL. ET« .

SPRING.
B Joa<i'n.l2mofroe 19 Iff

do 6 ft 7 mo do 16 (at

Hurry. 12 mo 16 ft}

I
do 6 mo.. 14 (8

10 Scabby 12J(8
8 South'u Coast, free 17 (8
7 do do hurry 14 (8

17 INorthern, free... 23 @

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

EK1TT MARKET
Apples, box — — (8
Bananas, bnch... 3 00 (ft 4 00
Cocoanuts. 100.. 4 00 (ft 5 00
Cherries, lb - 15 (<?- 35
Gooseberries, lb. 6 W 8
Limes. Mex (825 00
do. Cal 7 00 (T10 00

Lemons, Cal M.25 00 (<r30 00
Sicily, bx «r30 00

Mangoes. I'lOO. . 4 00 (8

Oranges, Mex,
M 17 00 (935 00
Tahiti 22 50 (830 00
Cal 40 00 (850 00

Pears, box (8-

Pineapples, doz. (8 8 00
St'wherries. rh'st 6 00 (8 9 00

DRIED ERE IT.
Apples, lb 5|(§
Apricots 10 (8
Citron
Dates
Figs. Black..
White

Peaches
Pears

[WII0LRSAL1.)

Wednkhday m.. May 8. 1878.

9 (ft

4 (8

2 75 <a

2 75 & 3 00
8 (8 10

Plums 3 dt 4
Pitted 121(3 10

Prunes 14 (8 16
Kaisius. Cal. bx 1 00 (ft 1 62
do. Halves ... 1 50 (8 2 00
do, Quarters. 1 50 (ft 2 50
Blowers'. ..

Malaga....
Xante Currants..

VEGETARXEg.
Asparagus, box.. 50 @ 75
Ueeta. ctl 1 00 &-
Beans, String. . . 10 ®
Cabbage. 100 lbs 75 (8
Carrots, ctl 62J<£
Cauliflower, doz 1 00 i

Garlic. New. lb.

.

Green Peas
Lettuce, doz
Parsnips. Ib
Horseradish
Rhubarb
Squash, Marrow

fat. tn (820 00
Tomatoes 15 ft? 18
TumipB. ctl 1 50 @
White 50 (8

LEATHER.
fWHOLESALE. I

Wednesday m.. May 8,

Sole Leather, heavy, lb 22
Light 20 (

Jodot, 8 E2L, doz 48 00 (

Utol3Kil 65 00 (

14 to 19 Kil 80 00 (

Second Choice, 11 to 16 Kil 55 00 (

Coruellian, 12 to 16 Kil 57 00 <

Females, 12 to 13 Kil 63 00 (

14 to 16 Kil 71 00 <

Simon Ullmo, Females, 12 to 13 Kil 58 00 (

14 to 15 Kil 66 00 <

16 to 17 Kil 72 00 (

Simon, 18 Kil 61 00 <

20 Kil 65 00 «

24 Kil 72 00 (

Robert Calf, 7 and 9 KU 36 00 d

Kins. Freuch. lb 1 00 (

Cal. doz 40 00
French Sheep, all colors 8 00 d

Eastern Calf for Backs, lb 1 00 <s

Sheep Roans for Topping, all colors, doz 9 00 (<

For Linings 5 50 (j

Cal. Russet Sheep Linings 1 75 Q
Boot Legs, French Calf, pair 4 00 (

Good French Calf 4 00 <i

Best Jodot Calf 5 00C
Leather, Harness, lb 36 ti

Fair Bridle, doz 48 00
Skirting. Ib 33 i
Welt, doz 30 00 6
Buff, ft 18 i
Wax Side 17 I

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.

Butter, California
Choice, lb

Cheese
Eastern

Lard, Cal
Eastern

Flour ex. fam, bbl8
Corn Meal, lb

Sugar, wb. crshd
Light Brown

Coffee, Green
Tea. Fine Black...
Finest Japan. ...

Candles, Aumt'e.

.

Soap, Oat

Wednesday m.. May 8. 1878.

Rice 8 (8 13
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1 50 (82 00
Can'd Oysters doz2 00 (ft3 50
Syrup, S F Gold'n 75 ftrl 02
Dried Apples, tb.. 10 @ 14
Ger. Prune* 12ift« 10
Figs, Cal 9 (ft 15
Peache* 11 @ 10

Oils. Kerosene 60 (8 60
Wines, Old Port.. .3 60 (85 00
French Claret 1 00 («2 50
Cat doz Dot 3 00 (84 60

Whisky, o K, gal. .3 50 (86 00
French Brandy....! 00 (g« OC
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Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending May 7, 1878.

HIUKE8T AND LOWEST BAROMETER.
May 1 May 2 May 3 May 4 May 5 May 6 May 7

30.04 30.09 30.12 30.08 29.89 29.89 30.03
29.96 30.00 30.08 29.95 29.74 29.76 29. 9X

MIM.\ UM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.
64 66 64 73 67 65

|

63.5
51 53 60 53 51 53 53.5

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.
61 67 73 70 69 59 65

PREVAILING WIND.
W S\V

I
sw

I
SW

1
SW

|
SW

|
SW

WIND— MILES TRAVELED.
225 138 211

I
148 233 206 249

STATE OF WEATHER.
Clear.

|
Clear Clear.

1
Clear.

|
Clear.

i
Clear. Fair.

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOtTRS.

I I I I II
Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877, 85.11 i».

Popular Music.—Make your homes merry and popu-

lar with choice music from Gray's Music Store, S. F. We
can recommend this large, first-class, standard and popu-

ar establishment. Examine his advertisement, appear-

ing from time to time in this paper. Mr. Gray deals in

instruments possessing the very highest and most perma-

nent reputation. Call at 105 Kearny Street. The Rural

Press can offer to introduce you there.

GREAT SLAUGHTER

IN SEWING- MACHINES.

We are now offering for sale, at $iO EACH, the fol-

lowing machines:

FLORENCE,

WHEELER & WILSON,

GROVER & BAKER.

THESE MACHINES ARE

Guaranteed to be in Perfect Order,

And many of them NEW.

Parties in the country can have them packed and ship-

ped free of any extra charcc. Address

WILCOX & GIBBS Sewing Machine Co.,

No. 124 POST STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

TO THE PUBLIC !

FARMERS AND EMPLOYERS

I guarantee to send at short notice, the most reliable

and competent male and female labor, of any nationality,

(skilled and unskilled mechanics,) to my customers and
all employers who may want my services, free of charge.

My long experience and connection with the California

labor market, and its labor exchanges (for over ten years,)

has given me an established reputation for the right se-

lection of suitable employees.
Please send orders, with full particulars, to my new

employment agency, 627 Sacramento Street, P. O. Box,
No. 1468, San Francisco.

A. ZEEHANDELAAR.

GIVE HIM A CHANCE.
A strong youth, 18 years old, wants to go on a ranch

where he can learn to be a farmer and be treated as one
of the family. Address GILBERT WILSON, Rural
Press Office.

McCORMICK'S

REAPER & MOWER

NEW IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1878.

Guaranteed fully Equal to any Machine sold on this Coast, and

Superior to any for Heavy Work.

For Sale by the

IBVLltlVrERS' UNION,
OF SA1ST JOSE.

AS FOLLOWS:

Combined Reaper and Mower,

Single Reaper,

Prize Mower, -

$210 00

175 00

95 00

Payable in Currency Sept. 1st. Ten per cent, discount for Cash.

H. E. HILLS, Manager.

w.

ALEXANDER SELF-REGULATING WINDMILL.

CHEAPEST, SIMPLEST,

Most Durable and Powerful

OF SELF-REGULATING M'.LLS.

Has Given Perfect Satisfaction Under Severe Tests.

-PRICES:-
Six-Foot Mill $40. I Fourteen-Foot Mill . $ 90.

Eight-Foot Mill, $50. Sixteen-Foot Mill ...$120.

Ten-Foot Mill $60. Eighteen-Foot Mill . $150.
Twelve-F6ot Mill $70.

|
Twenty-Foot Mill. . . $180

No charge for delivering on board cars or for plans and specifi-

cations for frames. Frames, Tanks, Pumps, Pipe, etc., supplied at

current rates. A complete outfit for small water works at $100.

When required we send out experienced hands at moderate
charges; but most farmers can put up our mills without difficulty.

We have facilities for making one mill per day.
Correspondence solicited from those wishing to act as local or

traveling agents, to manufacture on royalty or to purchase territory.

Terms liberal.—Mills shipped in care Wells, Fargo & Co. , to be
paid for on delivery. When ordering mills, please state [what work is

required. For circular and full particulars, address

G. ALEXANDER, No. 146 K Street, - - - Sacramento, Cal.

YOUNG LADIES' SEMINARY, BENICIA.

Mrs. Mary Atkins Lynch, Principal.

The next term will open July 31st, 1S78. The Principal

(Miss Atkins), desires to inform her friends and former

patrons that she will resume her old position in

Benicia, with a full corps of competent teachers, at the

opening of the next term.

The Mining & Scientfic Press,
Is the leading mining journal in America, and it enjoys a

large circulation among the more intelligent operators

and workers in the gold fields »f the world.

As a scientific and mechanical representative of the Pa-

cific Coast it is decidedly popular,'and is a standard journal

with the most thrifty industrial people of the Pacific

States and Territories. Its authority is of the highest

order, and its usefulness in its special sphere unrivaled.

Every public library, mining engineer, metallurgist,

mining operator and intelligent mechanic and manufact-
urer will find profit by its reading.

Subscription, postage prepaid, $4 a year in advane
Sample copies, post paid, ten cents.

DEWEY & CO. Publishers, S. F.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.

Ground raw hemes are both stimulating and
restorative; imcqualcd for

Forcing1 Egg Production,

And have been proved by experiment to hasten the lay-

ing of pullets and inereasc the laying of hens fifty per-

cent., while burnt bones pounded have not the same
effect, being reduced to animal charcoal and phosphate of

lime, fresh bones ground raw contain jelly and much nu-
triment. When fed regularly to fowls it keeps them in a
healthy condition, especially young chickens, and wards
off many of the diseases they are subject to on this

Coast. Hundreds of poultrymen and tanners on the
Pacific Coast are now using the Bone Meal prepared by me,
and Bay they would not get along without it, after knowing
its beneficial qualities. I also manufacture Bone Meal for

cow feed, and for the use of gardners, nurserymen, etc.

CARBOLIC POWDER.
Calvert's English Carbolic Powder, the best thing in the:

world for destroying lice on fowls, put up in four pound
packages for $1, can be shipped in the bone meal sacks,
thus saving freight. Price of Bone Meal in 100 pound
sacks, 84; ftO pound sacks, $2. 50. Sent by Kxpress, C. O.

D. , or by freight on receipt of price. Send for circular,

Address

C. P. STONE, Mission Market,

Scientific Press

Office—202 Sansome St., N. E. Cor. Pine, S. F.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats filed expeditiously
Patent re-issues taken out; Assignments made and re-

corded in legal form; Copies of Patents and Assignments
procured; Examinations of Patents made here and at
Washington; Examinations made of Assignments re-

corded in Washington; Examinations ordered and re-

ported by Telegraph; Rejected cases taken up and Pat
ents obtained; Interferences Prosecuted; Opinions ren
dered regarding the validity of Patents and Assign
ments; Every legitimate branch of Patent Soliciting

Business promptly and thoroughly conducted.
Our intimate knowledge of the various inventions of thi-

coast, and long practice in patent business, enable us to

abundantly satisfy our patrons, and our success and
business are constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced inventors are found
among our most steadfast friends and patrons, who fullj

appreciate our advantages in bringing valuable inven-
tions to the notice of the public through the columns of

our widely circulated, first-class journals—thereby facil-

itating their introduction, sale and popularity.

SPRING OPENING
—OF—

MILLINERY

-AND-

FANCY GOODS,
—AND—

Ladies' Finished Underwear

Notions, Household Goods and Gents' Fur-

nishing- Goods.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOYS' & MEN'S Nice Fitting Suits

of French Beaver, Diagonals,

California and Oregon Cash-

meres and Scotch Tweeds.

PALMER BROS.,

Nos. 726, 728, 730, 732, 734 Market St

,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

P A MO Beautiful Concert Grandr H ,u
it $1,600 only $436.

lirand Square Pianos, cost $1,100 onlv $255. Elegant
Upright Pianos, cost $800. only $155. New Style Up.
right Pianos $112 50. Organs, $35. Organ*, 12
stops, $72.50- Church Organs, 16 stops, cost $390,
only $115. Elegant $375 Mirror top Organs, only

$105. Tremendous sacrifice to close out present stock.

Immense New Steam Factory soon to be erected.

Newspaper with much Information about cost of Pianos
and Organs sent free. Please address,

DANIEL P. BEATTY, Washington, N. J.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South 10th

Sixteenth Strpot, San Francisco, Cal. St., Philadelphia, & 59 Gold St., Cor. AnnN.IY
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Nurserymen.

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals.
Of the most approved varieties. Also. Coffee, Cork Oak
Olives. Guavas. English ami Black Walnuts, Magnolias.
Lociuats, Butternuts, Small Fruit*', Evergreens, Etc. W
have a choice stock of the Diosp/ros K:iki fJ&ptM&t Prrsin
mon,J of our own growing, MaJ also. gr;ifte*l stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address tor catalogue

and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco

Or JAMES SHINN, Nflen, Alameda Co., Cal.

Bm rot* Catalogue. Established is 186ft

BAY NURSERIES,
OAKLAND, CAL.

James Hutchison, Seeds-
man and Florist.

New and lUie Plants, EHMgiywl Trees, Ornamcnta
Shrubs and Flowering Plants.

»»'». Pinks. Fuefcstmi nnd Geraniums a sne-

lully. .laimiK'xo IVrsliumoii at Reduced Rates.

Blue QunM and Monterey Cypress; Hutehison's Seed-

ling Gooseberries; Bulbs, Flower and Tree Seeds; Vegeta-

ble Seeds. Ilardv Climbing Plants, Conservatory Climb-

trv ciioier Plant's for Hanging Baskets and Vases. An

mriiense stock of choicest kinds at greatly reduced rates.

P. S. RUSSELL'S

Semi-Tropical Nurseries,

Riverside, San Bernardino Co., Cal.

100,000 Orange, Lemon and Lime Trees

At wholesale and retail at lowest market rates. Cata-

logue on application. P. O. Lock Box, No. 17, Riverside,

San Bernardino County, Cal.

TH£ TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, and < trnamental Trees

«nd Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet

Sop Crape Fruit, Weeping Junipers anil Banana Shrill.

Also, choice Oranges, Lemons and Raisin Crapes; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive

catalogue aud price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

POMONA NURSERY; 1

":. ££
B*»t Strawberries, nine inches. Ilatiihemes, three inches

around. Ten acres yielded $4,338. Send for price-

Est free. 40 YEARS Among Small Fruits, telling wh U
and how to plant. Sent postpaid for 20c., or free to every

purchaser. Win. Parry, t'innaminson, N. J.

E. BUTTERICK & CO.'S

CELEBRATED AND RELIABLE

Patterns of Garments,

inn tii«ir-

EXTRA QUALITY OF

Shears and Scissors.

Patterns Sent by Mail, Post-paid, on Receipt
of Number, Size and Price.

SEND STAMP FOR

Illustrated Catalogue of Patterns.

WWe also have the Finest Finished and Best Maks
of Needle* for all Sewing Machines, Fifty Cents psr

dozen. Address letters:

DEMING & BARRETT,

124 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Chance for a Country Merchant.

There is a fine chance to open a country store at

Henlyville, Tehama County.
The locatiou is 10 miles from Tehama and 20 miles

from Red Bluff, on the main road from these two places
to Paskenta, Ncwvillc, Round Valley, etc. The location
is surrounded by a very thrifty and prosperous farming
country. During the last 20 years there has not been a
failure of crops and this year everything looks better
than ever.

There arc now at Henlyville a good Hotel, Blacksmith
Shop, Shoe Shop and Saloon, but no store. There is a
new, first-class building, ready to put in a stock of goods.
A stock of *7,000 to $10,000 will be needed. The owners
of the building have no time to carry on the store. Thev
will rent the building at very reasonable rent to a good
firm or they will take an interest in the store with good
men to carry on the business. Address

GLEASON & MASON,
Henlyville, Tehama County, Cal.

For Sale at Half Price,

To Close out This Year's Stock.

A Fine Lot of

Seedsmen.

SEEDS. SEEDS.

BEES! BEES!! BEESI!!

Italian Bees and (Queens, Hives and other supplies used
in modern management. Seels of honey-producing
plants and trees. Bec Keeiiers Text Book, 40 cents.

Quinby, Langstroth and other works on apiaculture at

publishers' prices for Bale. Bee-Keepert' Magazine,
$1.50 per annum. Sample copy on application. For
particulars, address

W. A. PRY-aL, Oakland, Cal.

BLUE GUM TREES,

Transplanted.

Six to Eight Dollars Per Thousand.

SAMPLE BOXES

Containing One Hundred, One Dollar.

ALSO

A HEALTHY LOT OF

SEEDLING PINES
In Boxes, Three and a Half to Pour Dollars Per Hundred.

T. CORLEY, NURSERYMAN,

BROOKLYN, CALIFORNIA.

"FIRz-A-ZLnTCIS SMITH & CO.,
MANUFACTURED OF

THE PATENT CHANNEL IRON WHEELBARROWS,
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The Strongest Barrow Made. These ii.irrowi art* made by Superinr%W..rkmen, and of the best material.
All sizes kept constantly on hand.

Lap-Welded Pipe, all Sizes, from Three to Six Inches. Artesian Well Pipe. Also, Gal-

vanized Iron Boilers, from Twenty five to One Hundred Gallons.

Iron Cut, Punched, and Formed for making pipe on ground, where required. All kinds of tools supplied for
making pipe. Estimates given when required. Are prepared for coating all size of pipes with a composition of
Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

Office and Manufactory, 130 BEALE STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

In consequence of spurious imitations of

LEA AND PERRXNS' SAUCE,
which are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Perrins

have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,

thus,

< •»

which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without which none is genuine.

Askfor LEA &• PERRINS Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopper.

Wholesale andfor Export by the Proprietors, Worcester ; Crosse and Blackwell, Londmt,

d"V., fife. ; and by Grocers and Oilman throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO., San BTancisco.

IMPORTED.
Crosby's Extra Barly ..

Marblebead Mammoth I q\ l. c\
Stowell's Evergreen

f
OW6et 1/01*11.

Mexican Sweet, New )

2SS££i-Yellow Flint Corn.

i
Long Red Mangel Wurtzel

1
Yellow Globe

r Beet Seed.
White Sugar

)

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

R.J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

BEDS
FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND

ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIKK
DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-

INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.
Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

Prices Unusually Low.

•.'"Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
will be sent prkk to all Cistomkrs. It contains in-

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

410 and 421 Sansome Street. S. P.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

BCOHAN'S
CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

AND ALL DISKAhKS OK THE SKIN.

Buchan's Carbolic Soups; Holman's Fever and
Ague Pad; Corks, Bottles and Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 313 to S19 Battery St., S.F.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Pitting Eyes.

OFFICE—NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Bbtwbkn Broadway and Wajuinotox.)

•AKLAND, CAL.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY. SWEET

VERNAL, MEZOUITE and other Graases.

RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE
CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-

NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEhD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
aud everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer ia Seeds,

425 Washington Street. - San Francisco.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers ami Dealers, in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds. Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering

Bulbs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-

logues mailed to all applicants. Address

a K. BLISS 4 SONS. 34 Barclay Street, N. T

HARRIS & BRADLEY,

No. 33 Second Street, San Francisco.

Maki rA(TLRi«s or Harris'

PATENT FRUIT DRYER
-AND—

Patent Water Heater,

FOR DAIRYMEN OR MILK MX*.

PATENT HEATER for Steaming

Feed [for Stock.

PATENT HEATER

FOR WASHING OR THE LAUNDRY.

<S"Send for Circular. TO;

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery in a good location in Tehama county.

The owner of the land has the best of soil and plenty of

water, one mile from the railroad station. He wants, a

good man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raisa

all kinds of ornamental and forest trees. The owner at

the land wiihes to take an interest in the proposed nur-

sery and believes good sales of trees can be made. Goo*
men, experienced and trustworthy may address us an

this suhjeat. DEWEY & CO.
202 Sanaom* Street. San Francisco.
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Agricultural Articles.

SUMMER FALLOWING.

MYERS' GANG PLOW,
With Patent Dovetail Share.

This celebrated plow is offered this season at greatly

reduced prices to close bankrupt stock.
*

EXTRA SHARES!!
A full supply constantly on hand. For prices and terms,
apply to

LINFORTH, RICE & CO.,

Wholesale Dealers in Farming Tools, No. 401
Market Street, San Francisco.

THOS. POWELL'S ELECTRIC ELEVATOR

Tims. Powells Elec
trie Elevator is the
most speedy stacker
in the world. Mon-
ey, time and labor
saved by the use of
this machine, only
one minute requir-
ed to unload the
largest header wag-
on. The entire load
is taken up in a

center opening net with a portable derrick. The load is

raised by horse power, by the use of this machine, high and
large stacks can be built of hay. straw and grain without
hard labor or wasting of grain. The time occupied unloading
is so short that one derrick with nets will stack for otic, two
or tln-ee headers. The success of this machine is well estnh
lished from the great sale and testimonials of the last two
seasons. Farmers or those wishing to purchase should not
hold back, but send in their orders early to be sure of secur
ing a rig before the rush in harvest time. Orders for ma-
chine or price list circular. addre96,

THOS. POWELL. Patentee, l u„ -„„ r.
Or H. C. SHAW Plow Co.! JStooktoh. Cal.

BONNEY'S PATENT
Adjustable Grain Lifter for Headers.

All farmers who wish to save grain without waste ill

cutting, should examine these. They can be run at any
inclination to the ground, as seen at D in cut. Are light,

strong and durable, and can be adjusted in 15 minutes, or

removed in five when not required, by drawing bolt in

malleable shank B. Set of 8 for 10-foot header, (in put-

ting on which bore with J-inch bit for lag screws) are the

cheapest and give the best satisfaction of any in use.

Parties can save additional the cost of a set in one day's

cutting, where grain is lodged or trinkles down. Price,

$40. Also, Grain Belts, Header Sticks, etc. Manufactured
for BAKER & HANILTON,
San Francisco and Sacramento, Sole Agents, Pacific Coast

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON'S

>
03

-o
r-
o

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match

in Stockton, in 1870.

This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who
have been long in the business and know what is required

n the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.

Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over

cradle knolls without changing the working position of the

shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves

govern the action of ; he Plow correctly. It has various

points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best

and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for

circular to
JMATTESON & WILLIAMSON,

STOCKTON, CAL.

WALTER'S FRUIT DRIEt^
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This Company takes Pleasure in Presenting to the People of the Pacific Coast the

WALTER PATENT FRUIT ER AND PRESERVER,
An invention that we confidently believe is destined to work an entire revolution in the Fruit Trade of the Pacific States. This Drier is the result of careful research and ex-

periment, and its production is a machine that accomplishes rdl that the most enthusiastic fruit-raiser could desire. - It not only dries the fruit more cheaply and rapidly than
any drier in use, but it dries and preserves the fruit with all its richness and flavor unimpaired. It is the only drier in the world that can

Produce Raisins Equal to the Sun Dried Fruit of Europe.
It is compact and portable, can be taken apart, and moved as readily as a load of lumber from place to place, thereby enabling the fruit grower at a great distance from

market to save all the fruit which otherwise might be left, to decay and lost.

It dries the fruit in the most perfect manner in from 31 to 48 hours, viz: Apples in 31 hours, grapes in 48 hours, and other fruits in proportion, intervening between
those extremes. It will also dry all kinds of fish, grain, vegetables, etc. The price of the dryer is low, say from $350 to $700, according to the capacity, which ranges from
f>00 to 2,500 pounds to each drying.

Desirous of bringing this Drier and Preserver into general use, terms satisfactory to purchasers will he made, and all parties are invited to call at our Factory
718 Front Street, and see the practical working of the best Fruit Drier i i the world.

OFFICE, 419 CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
A. Lusk & Co., mA Luke Sresovich k Co., of this city, are using this drier on their farms at San Jose, and pronounce them the best in use.

The Famous " Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self ReguSating Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS.
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the

Pacific Coast in the towns
and fanning districts for

over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold

(and there are thousands of

them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal

of our Circulars gives a fair

representation of them and
shows their simplicity.

We are prepared to fill orders 101 .u. »i/.er>, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot POWER MILL, for running

Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.
All warranted. Address,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific oast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only $6), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a $40
machine, and seven or

eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-

ity. It weighs only 13

pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-

ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St., S. F.

\war-lc.l Mahal prtit at Centennial Exposition for

ft„r rhr rinq qualitia and exreTltncs mid lusting clinr-

acUr ,./• and Jla<">ri:,a . Th„ bc<t tobacco

ever nmcK As oar blnti strip hade-raark h closely

Imitated o-i inferior (ron.ls. see Mint Jirhmn'., BtflU
on everv plug. Sold by nil dealers. Send for MBUM
fr-?, to C. A. Jackson A Co., Mfrs., Peiersburg, Va,

L. & E. WERTHHEIMER, Ag'tS, San Francisco

FOR SALE.—A Good Type-Writer. Price, 850

For further information, address "COPYIST," this

•ffice.

Winchester Repealing Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

String measuring from center of tar-

get to center of each shot, 32
inches. Average distance of
each shot, 1 9-100 inches.

,he Strength of Al: its Parts,

The simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,

The impossibility of Accident in Loading,

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and stylos

of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit :

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set

24 , 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-

extra finished—C. II. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rirle muskets, model 1873. Hifles, muskets and carbines,

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock o! Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pist&ls, constantly on hand and warrant d the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands

of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SK INKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

507 Mechanical Movements.
Every mechanic Should have a copy of Brown's 507 Me-

chanical Movements, illustrated and described. Inventors,

model makers and amateur mechanics and students, will

find tho work valuable far beyond its cost. Sold by

Dkwby & Co., Patent Agents and publishers of Minino

and Scibntific Pkess, San Francisco. Price, $1, (post paid.

)

Cm vriiiinrv Superior Wood and Metal En

tMRraVinR. «"^ng> Electrotyping and Ste-

U w reotyping dune at the office of

the Mining anii Scik.vtific Phkss, San Francisco, at fa-

vorable raes. Send stamp for our circular and samples.

roUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

.Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS. ,
Northford, Coun.
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THE AVERILL MIXED PAINT

Prepared Ready for Use, is the Best, Most Durable, Beau-

tiful and Economical Paint Known.

A3 is proven l>y the numerous Medals received over all other Paints, as well as by thousands Of

testimonials from those who have used and thoroughly tested it.

It is of Pure WMte and any Sliade or Color Desired.

JLS .A- HOUSE ZPJLIH>rT
It is the most perfect substance known, possessing, unsurpassed beauty, great brilliancy of color, adher-

ing firmly to the wood, and giving the richest, most agreeable and uniform tints.

It is equally as good for inside as outside work; over old work as well as new; in fact where any
Paint can be used the AVKRILL PAINT M ill be found superior to any other.

Houses painted with it are distinguishable for years by their superior brilliancy of finish, over those

painted with any other paint.

Our Wagon and Machinery Paints

From the finest Vermilion, to the more common and cheaper colors, are specially fine, and being ready
mixed, meet the wants of the public completely. Every person owning a wagon, or any kind of ma-
chinery, should occasionly give them a fresh coat of paiut. It would add to the durability and appear-

ance of the articles a hundred times its cost.

Our Metallic Paint
Comes the nearest to being actually Fire Proof of any Paint ever made. For Tin Hoofs it has no equal,

it being entirely impervious, to air or moisture— rust or corrosion is impossible, while its use on shingle

roofs not only fills up the cracks and prevents the shingles from warping, so as to preserve the roof and
prevent its leaking, but its fire proof qualities are such, that a roof thoroughly coated with it is nearly

as safe from fire as if made of iron. This feature, together with its cheapness, makes it most desirable

for warehouses, bridges, mining buildings, ami for all purposes where durability and fire proof qualities

are desired.

Ask your dealers for it and take no other. Sample Cards of Colors and Price List mailed free on
application to

California PaintCompany,
No. 329 Market Street, San Francisco. Cal.

GOOD NEWS F'OFL THES
WHO WILL HAVE HEAVY OR LODGED GRAIN, TO KNOW THAT

THE BAXTER I ED
Will Pick up, Cut, and Elevate the Heaviest and Worst LODGED GRAIN in the State.

The BAXTER IMPROVED HEADER was Awarded the First Premium at the Last State Fair in 1877.

The BAXTER is acknowledged t<5 be the best constructed, strongest and most durable machine on the Coast.
FARMERS who have once used them will not buy any other.

FARMERS who have very heavy, and badly lodged Grain, cannot cut, and elevate their Grain with any other
but the Baxter Improved, as manufactured by the Sweepstake Plow Company. San Leandro. Cal

To be appreciated they must be seen; we cannot describe all their mad potato Call at the MANUFACTORY,
SAN LEANDRO, or send for CIRCULAR.

That they are worth 8100 more to any Farmer for service than any other make of Header.
That they have cut thousands of acres of grain without a dollars expense.
That thay will not break or get out of repair with fair usage That they will save more grain than any other

machine; and all things considered are by far the cheapest and best Header'for our farmers to buy.

Thev are made both SINGLE and DOUBLE SINGLE GEAR, SINGLE (SEAR—one Wheel and Gear run the

[taper and Sickle: while the other Wheel runs the Reel. DOUBLE SINGLE GEAR one Wheel and Gear runs the

Draper only, and the other Wheel runs the Sickle and Reel. The Draper can be stopped while the Sickle and Reel

are in motion, enabling a change of Header \V'a;on without stopping the Sickle. As soon as the empty wagon drives

under the Elevator, the Draper is set in motion by pulling a rod. It also enables fanners to cut close around timber
and stumps; thereby saving a great deal of grain and time •

Remember that San Leandro is eosv of access to San Francisco, less than an hour by boat and rail; on the line of

the Overland Railroad to Sacramento. Trains running all times of day. Boat leaves Market Street T ill over and
see us when in San Francisco It will pay anv man wanting a good Header to make a special trip to the manufactory

SWEEPSTAKE PLOW COMPANY, San Leandro, Cal.

IF^IE^IIVniEIE^S, K;E^ID TZHZIE FOLLOWING:
We present a few of our testimonials. Sec what some

of our be6t and most successful fanners sav of the Baxter
Improved Header.

Cmco, March 25th, 1878.
Gentlemen:— After two years use of your 12-ft. Header,

bought of Mr. Baxter in May, 187(1, I take pleasure in
stating that it has during the whole time given the best
of satisfaction. I', is still good, and the best I have ever
used, or of which I have any knowledge. Wishing you a
prosperous season, I am very respectfullv vours,
To Sweepstake Plow Co. JN<>. BI DWELL.

Jacinto, March 10th, 187C.
Sweepstake /Voir Co.—Sirs:— I take pleasure in com-

mending your Baxter Header. I used one nearly two
months last season; and it did better work, run easier,
and required less repairs than any Header I ever used. I

have used all kinds for years. I have now four different
ones, and find yours far superior to any of them. I am
satisfied that I would make money if I should lay all the
others aside, and use none but the Baxter. 1. BAYLIS.

Saunas, March 2bth, 1S78.
Sweepstake Plow Co - Gents:— Your inquiry in regard

to the two Baxter Improved Headers bought of you is at
hand. It affords me pleasure to say that they gave per-
fect satisfaction. They both ran the season through
without a dollar's expense or any detention. I think them
a perfect Header, and would have no other.

Yours truly, KILBURN BROS , Pr. P. K.

.Iacixto, March 15th, 1870.
Swerpatake Plme Co.—Gents:- The Headers purchased

from you last season, of the Baxter patent, are the best I

have ever U6ed. Respectfully yours, H. J. GLENN.

Bioos, March 19th, 1878,
Sweepstake Plow Co.—Gents:— I have used one of your

lf>.ft. Sweepstake Headers for the last two years, have cut
over 2,000 acres of grain and have not paid t« exceed over
820 for repairs. I paid 1000 for it and considered it the
cheapest farming implement of the kind I ever bought.

M. A. RANDALL

Ballards Station, March 28th, 1878.

Sweepstake Plow Co.—Gents:— I have received yours
of the 21st, and will say through me you have sold five

fine Headers that I know of in Santa Maria Valley, and
that you have sold them for less than what I paid you for
the first one, in that part of the country; and now if you
want me to sign this recomincnd.-ition you sent me, you
will have to pay me back the difference you cnarged me
over and above the ones you sold there this season. 1

could give you a recommendation for your machines that
would be of value to vou in this part of Santa Barbara
County. Yours truly, WM. HOBSON.

St. Hki.ena, March 20th, ls78.
Sreepstake Plow Co.—Gents:—The 10-ft Single Gear

Header I bought of you in June, 187(1, excels any Header
I have ever used, and I can cheerfully recommend your
machines to all the farmers who want a good, strong," du-
rable Header, doing its work well at a small outlay for re-
pairs, and I think it superior to anv other Header made.

P. II. PALMER.

Bioos, March*23d, 1S78.

Sweepstake Plow Co. —Gents:— I have used one of your
12-ft. Sweepstake Headers for the last two seasons, have
cut about 1,500 acres of grain, have been to no expense.

I paid S450 for tnv Header, and consider it cheaper at that
price than an Eastern machine at SS00. WM. LONEY.

Mum no, March 22d, 1S7H.

Swcejistake Plme Co —Gents:— I have used one of your
10-ft. Double Single Gear Headers, am free to claim for it

that what the Eureka Gang is among Gang Plows your
Header is among Headers. The premium machine of the
Pacific Coast— as it combines more good points strength,
durability, and completeness ia a)] its parts, than any
other Header I have ever used or seen used; and will pick

up, cut and elevate more heavy grain in one day than any
other Header of eipial breadth of cut which ever entered
a harvest field. W. H. MITCHELL.

Salinas, July 28th, 1875.

Swri'i'stakr Plow Co.—Gents:- -The Iron Master Wheel
is O.K. I want no better— the Header to take it all in

all— it stands ahead of any that is made. I am cutting 40
acres per dav on an average of grain that yields 20 >.;u-ks

to the acre.
' Yours truly, DUNCAN McKI\XO\.

Bioos. March 23d, 1878,
Swer/txiake Plow Co. Gents:-- I have used one of your

12-ft. Sweepstake Headers the past two seasons -have
cut about 1,000 acres. Have never been to any expense
for repairs. I paid $450 for the Header and think it the
cheapest machine ever built, or that I ever used.

N. WALLING.

Cmco, March 22d, 187S.

Sweepstake Plow Co.—Gents:—The 12-ft. Header we
bought of you in July. 1877, gave perfect satisfaction. We
found it strong and durable, did not get out of order, and
elevated my heaviest grain without any trouble. The
late improvements you have put on your Headers make
them the best in the market, and superior to any others
we have vet seen. J. M. DECKER.

T. a BONARD.

Rio Vista, March 18th, 1878.

Sweepstnke Plow Co. —Gents:—The Header purchased
of you gave |»erfect satisfaction, and is eonsidercd by all

who have used it as being the best and far superior to all

others. Its ability to do the work in heavy grain, having
durability, being light draft, strong and proportionate in

all its parts makes it the cheapest and most durable ma-
chine which a fanner can buy, and I can heartily recom-
mend it. Yours very truly, E. J. UP1IAM.

Yuba Citv, March 22d, 1878.

Sweepstake Plow Co.—Gents: -Your 10-ft. Double Sin-

gle ( Sear Header, bought of your Mr F. A. Hill, May 25th,

1877, is far ahead of anything I have ever used or seen
used in the field, and I can cheerfully recommend it to

fanners in want of a Header combining all that it takes
to make a perfect machine strong, durable, and with
power to cut and elevate the tallest or worst lodged
grain. My Header is easier draft for six animals than any
ordinary (ten-foot) with four. The machine is almost
perfection, as during all last season I was not delayed an
hour. A. F. ABBOIT.

Headers took the First Premium at the State Pair, held at Sacramento in 1874, and the First Premium Cold Medal in 1875, and in 1876,
and the First Premium at the State Fair in 1877. Send for Circulars. Address, early,

SWEEPSTAKE PLOW COMPANY, SAN LEANDRO, CAL.
Or BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco or Sacramento, Cal.

\
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The Eucalyptus as a Honey-Producing
Tree.

Our engraving on this page shows the leaves,

•twigs, blossoms and seed capsules of the Euca-

lyptus globulus or Australian blue gum. There

may be seen the two styles of foliage, the wide

opposite leaves which come earliest in the

growth of the tree and the long, narrow and

pointed alternate leaves which appear after-

ward. There is also shown the beautiful blos-

soms with its myriad anthers. About the cen-

ter of the engraving is the seed capsule, one
half cut away, so that its internal structure ap-
pears, and lower down is one of the capsules
turned toward the eye so that one can look into

its capacious cup. All these points are of in-

terest, because our Eastern readers who have
never seen the tree which they read so much
about, may gain a good idea of some of its

parts. In this State where the general appear-
ance of the tree is so familiar to all, the engrav-
ing will have a special interest, because it is

made to represent the points which will be
claimed for the tree as a honey producer.
We are indebted to a contributor of the

Press, who signs himself "U. K. Lyptus,

"

for an interesting statement of the adaptations
of the tree to the apiariau^and that which fol-

lows is from his pen:
For all this climate is unsurpassed, the Heav-

en's sometimes, as last year, fail to supply
copious rains to insure a sufficient and lasting

crop of honey-producing plants. In the great
honey-producing counties of this State forest

trees from which honey is obtained are wanting.
In the Eastern and Western States many of

the trees growing in the forest and by the way-
side yield an excellent grade of honey. On this

coast, and especially in California where trees

make such rapid growth, how easy it would be
for the apiarian to set out an artificial forest of

honey-producing trees.

What will be the best tree to plant that will

make a rapid growth, be useful for fuel and
building, and above all yield the most honey in

our dry climate ? We know of many trees that
furnish nectar, none of which succeed so well
in our State as the eucalyptus family. To give
the history and culture of this class of trees in

these columns would be unnecessary, for the
pages of the Rural for years back go over that
ground sufficiently. The subject of the eucalyp-
tus as a honey producer has not been so fully

considered.

The different varieties of the gum bloom at

such times when all other kinds of flowers are

out of season, and the more so during a dry
year when the crop of honey-bearing annuals is

cut off. The Eucalyptus globulus commences to

yield nectar about the middle of December, and
continues to do so for about live months. During
that time the bees seem almost to swarm upon
it. It is perfectly astonishing to hear the in-

dustrious insects in the very middle of winter
merrily humming their gentle tune at a dizzy

hight amid the swaying branches of some tall

gum tree. There can be seen the beautiful yel-

low-banded Italian and the dusky black, also

the white or silvery albino, a hybird, perhaps a
bumble bee, with also a yellow jacket, each and
all peacefully drinking out of the same cup.

Did any one ever see such warlike "creatures"
of different/ 'castes'

-

' gathered together so soci-

ally for the one purpose ? What other plant or
tree could be set out that would offer such
friendly shelter and "commercial" inducements
to the insect world '! Not only do bees find

"pastures new and fresh" in this tree, but ants
and butterflies participate in the grand open-air
banquet. Birds also find an agreeable shelter

in the pendant branches of the tree. We would
have said a peaceful and fragrant pleasure would
be their lot; but, as we have learned from a
friend in Los Angeles, the little humming bird
will not venture near a tree while in bloom, for

th6 bees will noff tolerate any of the feathery
tribe on or about it. Woe to the bird that wiil

be so presumptive as to attempt to alight on its

branches. A dozen, nay, a hundred well-poi-

soned darts will at once be dispatched to slay
the intruder. We have found that in a year of

plenty bees when at work are not so apt to

molest birds when seeking shelter in the foliage

of this tree.

The second variety of eucalypti to be consid-

ered is what is known as rostra/a or viminalis,

or more commonly called red gum. This
blooms from the middle of August to about the
second or third week of December. It is un-
doubtedly the most important of the lot, for it

comes in at a time when other flowers are scarce,

if not disappeared altogether. The bee finds

abundant nectar in its flowers to keep them
from starvation. The tree is of rapid growth;
flowers small and numerous.
Another variety of eucalypti of the iron bark

species, of slow growth and flowers twice a
year, is sought after by the honey bee. It

blooms in June and a second time near the end
of December. A fourth variety blooms from
July to September, and November to January;
but as the tree is slow in making any headway

it is not to be recommended for planting by the

beekeeper.
Many more desirable kinds of eucalypti are

enumerated in the catalogues and works on
Australian plants. So far, out of the many kinds
successfully introduced into this State, the
above are the best suited to the wants of the

bee master.

The honey obtained from the eucalyptus is

"highly" aromatic, and is said by trustworthy
persons to possess medicinal virtues. It is

dark in color, fragrant and a little peppery to the

taste. On the whole it will, for its rich dark
color and medicinal properties, always find a

ready sale. Prof. A. J. King, of the Beekeepers'

Magazine, in acknowledging the receipt of a
sample of honey gathered from the E. globulus

during the month of December, 1870, and sent

to him by the writer, says that "it resembles,

in many respects, the honey accompanying the
queens we receive from the region of the Alps

in Italy." He also mentions the peculiarities of

the honey as given above.

Australia furnishes the best illustration of the

great productiveness of the gum as a honey-
yielding tree. In that country and adjacent

islands there are about 100 species of this tree.

They constitute 0!)% of the forest vegetation.

The native bees of Australia, as well as the

imported, which have multiplied rapidly, take

up their abode in the hollow trunks and
branches of the trees and gather large quanti-

ties of delicious honey from the eucalyptus.

A swarm never dies there for the want of pro-

visions; there is an unlimited supply always
ready to be collected.

We know of no tree that yields nectar in

greater quantities. Hives that were most

emptied by the first of December have been by
an industrious colony filled to overflowing by
the lirst of January.

In order to collect the honey from the winter-

flowering eucalyptus it is necessary that there
should be a strong swarm in the hive. To
maintain this it is not only expedient to have
plenty of honey but also a good prolific queen
and a fair supply of bee-bread or pollen. All

bee-bread required for brood-rearing can be ob-

tained from any of the varieties named. It par-

takes of the color of the flower and is gathered
by the bees in the early part of the day.

Bees can be noticed working on this tree at

all seasons; even on and after a light shower of

rain or when a heavy fog has cleared away, the
ever industrious bee can be heard away up
amid the fragrant blossoms of the eucalyptus.

This shows that a change in the weather makes
none in the flow of sweets, and that the indus-

trious insects (ants not ^excepted), always have

an opportunity to be busy, rain or shine.

A very interesting incident illustrative of the
partiality insects have for this honey has been
noticed by us. Prior to the time of the bloom-
ing of the gums, under and around the dwelling
house, were to be seen thousands of ants. They
congregated under everything. Even the in-

side of the house was infested with this' trouble-
some pest. Just then the E. rostrata opened
its flowers, and when this tree was found by
the little ants to be in bloom they deserted the
house and everything about it and transported
themselves to the base of the various red gum
trees about the place. There they took up their
harbor in the cracks in the ground. From that
time a black streak could be seen extending up
the side of each tree in flower. Ants were climb-
ing up unloaded, while, going in the opposite
direction, they were coming down weighted
with nectar taken from the greatest honey chal-

ice known among the bee-flora.

In addition to the honey yield of the blos-

soms, the eucalyptus will serve the apiarian as

a wind break ; it will furnish him fuel and lum-
ber for hives, stands, boxes and buildings. The
dried leaves furnish excellent fumes to the
smoker.
We have satisfied ourselves that the eucalyp-

tus is indispensable around an apiary, and we
hope others will investigate the matter to their

own satisfaction.

A New Variety of Potato.—We have ex-

amined with pleasure a specimen of a variety of

potato which has been produced on this coast

by hybridizing. It originated with Mr. Herman
Wright, of Reno, Nevada, and is called

"Wright's Centennial." The samples were

sent us by Messrs. Strong & Co., whose ad-

vertisement appears in another column. Mr.
Wright produced this potato by crossing the

Early Goodrich with an Early Blue potato from
Oregon, the name of which Mr. Wright does

not know. The Centennial is blue with white
spots, in some samples the white predominates,

but as a rule they are mainly blue. They aver-

age very large and uniform in size. They are

10 days earlier than the Early Rose, as Mr.
Wright has grown them, and he assures us that

he gets a yield one-third greater. In cooking
qualities they are noticeably good, being dry
and mealy. The new variety was brought out in

1875 and has taken the highest premiums for

two successive years at the Nevada State fair.

From what we see and what we hear from those

who have grown the "Centennial" we expect

that it will prove a very valuable addition to

our list of good kinds.

California Military Academy.—We have

received a copy of the programme of the annual

examination of the California Military Academy

(Rev. David McClure, Ph. D., Principal), at

Oakland, Friday, Saturday, Monday and Tues-

day, May 17th, 18th, '20th and 21st. The pro-

gramme shows that the examinations are wide-

reaching in their scope, and should be attended

by all friends and patrons of the institution.

On Tuesday afternoon, May 21st, will occur the

graduating exercises, at which four young men
will receive diplomas. The next term will open
July 17th. This will be the beginning of the

loth year of an institution, which stands very

high in public regard for the good educational

work which it is doing.

Montana Fair.—We have received a neat

pamphlet containing the premium list, etc., of the

ninth annual fair of the Montana Agricultural,

Mineral and Mechanical Association, which
will be held at Helena, beginning Monday, Sep-

tember 23d, and continue six days. The offi-

cers of the association are: President, W. A.
Chessman; Vice-President, S. H. Crounse;
Treasurer, T. H. Kleinschmidt; Secretary, C.

C. Reynolds; Directors, J. F. Taylor, W. A.

Chessman, S. 0. Ashby, W. (». Prcuitt, T. H.
Kleinschmidt, Timothy Wilcox, A. J. David-

son, S. H. Crounse, Francis Pope. The premi-

ums are liberal in all classes of exhibits, and
the fair will doubtless be a successful one.

Mr. L. Samuels, publisher of the West Shore,

at Portland, Oregon, lately spent several days

in San Francisco in the interest of his enter-

prising illustrated monthly. He intends soon

to issue it weekly.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents.—Eds.

San Luis Obispo County Notes—No. 3.

Editors Press :—Every one has heard of the

great Steele ranch of 45,000 acres, owned by

Steele Bros., the same who own that tine body

of 15,000 acres at Pescadero, San Mateo county,

and the famous Knights valley ranch of 7,000,

Napa county. It was our pleasant fortune to

spend a few days in the enjoyment of the genial

hospitality of the resident proprietor, Hon.

George Steele. His place is situated about live

miles from town, the way leading thither over

a good gravel road traversing a rolling section,

sowed to grain <>r remaining in its original wild

pasture state. The dwelling house, which is

large and comfortable, stands a quarter of a

mile west from the road, on a slight eminence

near a handsome grove of live oak trees. Be-

hind the house is a ridge of high hills, west-

ward. The view, looking over the valley of

the Corral de Piedra to the Santa Lucia range

beyond, is a lovely one ; on the summit at one

point are shaggy pines reared against the sky,

and along the line a few scattered oaks. Pun-
ning through the valley is the Corral de Piedra

creek, bordered in places with tall sycamores,

and here and there on the hillside a willow-

shaded spring.

On the morning of our arrival there was all

the bustle and stir incident to dairy life on a

great ranch ; vaqueros galloping up to receive

orders and away again, dispatched on various

missions ;
carpenters engaged in building, and

laborers on all sides busy in plowing and seed-

ing, and away in all directions ranchmen might
be seen similarly occupied, the extremely wet
spell having put everyone behindhand with
work ; and the mischief wrought by the wire

worm necessitating reseeding in some instances.

On the southern slope of the hill is a fine

orchard of temperate climate fruits, and a row
of the Diospyros Kahi recently set, all of which
are doing well. Back of the dwelling is a large

house occupied by the ranchmen, and back of

this numerous other buildings, barns, sheds,

pigpens, a slaughter-house, etc. Near the

house a neat office is built with a storeroom
attached, and here Mr. Mason, ranch Superin-

tendent and book-keeper, exercises a despotic

sway through his satellites, facts and figures.

Many (if the vaqueros employed speak wretched
English, or none at all. A residence of several

years in Mexico has made Mr. Mason thorough-
ly familiar with the language, and when a slow
comprehension requires an energetic logical

demonstration in the setting forth of premises
and enforcing conclusions he is found equal to

the occasion. A long experience on the ranch
and a life spent in varied pursuits has given
him a large experience, for which he finds abun-
dant requirement in the discharge of his multi-
farious duties.

The office is hung with maps and pictures

and furnished with a secretary, book-rack,
desk, safe, chairs and an organ. Huge vol-

umes, day-books, journals and ledgers are piled

up, ranged in rows, or stowed away in the safe.

The accounts are extremely complicated and
kept with great minuteness. Mr. E. W. Steele
is a proficient in book-keeping, lending his

assistance frequently when present on the
ranch.

Mr. Geo. Steele is one of those gentlemanly
unassuming men whom it is a pleasure to know;
a keen observer, schooled in practical life, and
skilled in human nature, his sympathies lean-

ing toward humanity, he is a valuable friend
and a sagacious counselor.

Beef cattle, sheep and swine are daily slaugh-
tered on the ranch to supply Fulton market in

San I.uis, owned and managed by Steele Bros.
Some 400 head of horned cattle are killed and
sold through the market yearly, besides 500
head sold to outside parties, making 900 head,
all of which are raised on the ranch. Beside
this there are numbers bought off the ranch,
fatted and sold off again.

About 1,000 head of hogs are annually fatted
and killed, the hams, bacon and shoulders
smoked and shipped to San Francisco. The
hogs are fatted on mast, in barley stubble, and
best on steamed barley. A large home-made
apparatus, consisting of a large upright wooden
box, with boiler underneath, is used for steam-
ing; 3,000 pounds are steamed at a time.

Sixteen hundred cows are kept on the ranch
usually, but nearly S00 of the best ones were
driven north to the Knights valley ranch last
year, and will not be returned until fall.

On the ranch are 11 Durham bulls, purchased
from John Boggs and others, and one black and
white Jersey. Also one thoroughbred Durham
cow. Sixteen hundred srrade sheep pretty well
bred up (Spanish Merino), and 1,200 head of
common sheep, comprise the number at present
kept. Four thousand were bought last year at
10 cents to 15 cents apiece, 3,000 of which were
boiled up with grain for hog feed, the pelts
paying the outlay.

One hundred head of horses are kept for sad
die and harness, and 40 broncos.

Eighty men are employed on the ranch, be-
sides an additional force in harvest.
The ranch was purchased by Steele Bros, in

the latter part of 1804, and consists of three
tracts. It lies in an irregular shape, and is

some 20 miles in length with an average of 3h

in width, having an area of 70 square miles.

The northern part of the ranch is known as the

Corral de Piedra (corral of stone), and contained

originally 30,911 acres, the greater part of

which is included in their purchase. The
southeastern part is known as the Hanchito

(little ranch), containing 4,437 acres. The
southwestern portion of the ranch is known as

the Balsa de Chemisal (pocket of timber) which

contains 14,335 acres. This portion borders on

the ocean, and consists of rich sand gravelly

loam, and 2,500 acres of cienaga (swamp) re-

claimed, and of the richest description. A por-

tion of the rich Oso Flaco district, near the

mouth of the Santa Maria, is also owned by

these gentlemen, and the whole foot up to 45,-

000 acres; of this, 12,500 acres have been sold

off, leaving a balance of 32,500 acres unsold.

The remainder is subdivided into tracts of from

50 acres upwards, and is offered for sale on easy

terms at from |S to .$75 per acre; terms, 20 ,
of

purchase price down and the balance in ten

years with interest at 10 per annum.
The ranch is magnificently watered by fine

streams and never-failing springs, and is well tim-

bered in all parts by sycamore, cottonwood, wil-

low and oak. No part of the ranch is more than

one-half mile distant from running water in any
season of the year. The ranch is subdivided in

such a way that each tract shall contain an

abundant supply of good water for stock and
household purposes; the survey having been run

so the lines include some of each of the three

grades into which land is divided. First grade

consists of low rich bottom land or monte, suit-

able for the production of vegetables and fodder

for dairy cows. The second grade is foothills,

not to be excelled as grain land or foraging.

The third is of the higher or rougher land, cov-

ered sparsely with sage brush and chemisal- and
affording some feed. The value of this grade
cannot be determined at present. We appre-

hend that when burr clover and alfilerilla seed

is sold cheaply, that this class will be cul-

tivated, seeded and made as valuable for grazing

purposes as other land. On Government land

we have seen this land cleared and under a fine

crop of growing grain, and see no reason why
clover and alfilerilla should not do equally as

well when seeded in the same way.
Not to occupy too much space we will briefly

record the facts gleaned, and the results of our
observation on the various portions of this ranch.

The western part of the Corral de Piedra joins

the Pismo ranch, and is better adapted for dairy-

ing than for extensive farming. It is well

watered and with plenty of timber for fuel. Much
of the soil is adobe, the balance a gravelly loam,

producing largely when cropped. On this por-

tion is the asphaltum beds, owned by the Pa-

cific Asphaltum Company of San Francisco. We
saw blocks of the crude material piled up pre-

paratory to refining at the works on the prop-

erty of H. R. Newell,who purchased it of Steele

Bros. The asphaltum crops out a black and
sticky excresence on the surface of the rocks
over many acres.

Through the center of the Corral de Piedra
runs a valley and a stream of the same name
in a southerly direction, intersecting the valley

of the Arroyo Grande. The soil is a heavy
loam, streaked with adobe in places, and ex-

ceedingly fertile, producing wheat at from 40 to

GO bushels per acre, and barley at nearly double
that figure. In the center of this valley is a
little place called Steelton, consisting of several

dwelling houses, two hotels, and a black-

smith shop. A quarter of a mile distance is

the residence of E. W. Steele, built of con-
crete.

Dairy No. 4 is located just below this place,

and is turning out (March 5th), 11 cheese per
day, averaging 2(i pounds apiece. A Portuguese,
Frank Jose, makes the cheese here, commenc-
ing January 1st with 40 cows and two cheese
per day. They are now milking 95 cows and
feeding 30 calves, have sold 120 cheese and
have 250 on hand. Those sold commanded 20
cents per pound. The usual number of cheese
annually made at this dairy is from 1,500 to

1,600; cheese is made the year around. In
making the milk is heated up to Sir, the rennet
added, after which it is gradually heated up to
97°, the process occupying four, four and one-
half and sometimes live hours, to the time of

putting under the press. Two pounds of salt

is added to 100 pounds of curd. In warm
weather the cheese makes in three hours. The
cows run over a large range, and to prolong the
season 25 acres of corn is raised, five acres of

pumpkins, ami three acres of beets. Each
cheese is branded "Steele Bros., S. P. Dairy."

In the northeastern part of the Corral de
Piedra ranch is dairy number three, or the
I-awson dairy, rented by a dairyman of that
name, who has been with Steele Bros, for 20
years as laborer, cheesemaker and renter. One
hundred and fifty cows are usually milked in
this dairy, though |the number will fall much
short of that this season. They had not com-
menced cheesemaking at the time of our visit.

About two miles southeast of dairy number
four is the Finney dairy, or dairy number two,
in charge of Henry Bosse, cheesemaker, turn-
ing out March 5th, 12 cheese per day, avera-
ging 28 pounds apiece. They were milking 110
cows out of 135; the usual number carried on
this ranch is 200 cows. Commenced January
3d, making three cheese per day ; usually run
to July 15th ; 'have sold 200 cheese up to
date, and have 300 in the curing room. Are
making in two vats holding respectively 300
and 120 gallons. The curing room is furnished
with a stove, and the temperature is kept up to
70' and 75° at this season. In warm weather,

however, it runs up to 90°, and two days last

June up to 100°. Considerable oat hay is cut

on this ranch. It contains 2,000 acres, over

most of which the cattle range. Thirty acres

of sowed corn and five of pumpkins are raised

each season. II. E. Hallet.

Los Angeles County.

Editors Press :—At length the sky has

cleared, the sun rises now daily, and seems to

have the brightness and warmth that cheers all

nature, animate as well as inanimate : lifting

up much of the bowed down barley and wheat,

and putting a smile on the face of the farmer as

he hastens to plant his Indian corn. The heavy

and oft repeated rains have kept back the low

land farmers from tilling, while those on the

mesa or higher sand lands now have corn up
and are cultivating it. The acreage this year

in corn will be immense, as the present price

is good, nearly double the price of barley, the

cost of seed almost nothing, and harvesting less

expensive than barley.

Corn Planting

Is spoiled, yes, completely spoiled, all the fun

knocked out of it. All gone the merry laugh

of sisters and brothers, each with a bucket,

basket, pan or old hat, with lively step making
footprints in every furrow as they dropped care-

fully counted grains, exactly where the furrows

crossed. Now, a small box of corn is attached

to a gang plow, and as the wheels revolve a

lever is moved at stated distances, and drops

just so many grains as is desired, and the next
passage of the plow covers the corn. Near
Orange I saw a farmer with only one arm rid-

ing his gang plow and dropping by hand as the

plow went along, thus enabling him to carefully

deposit on the edge or higher portion of the
furrow and thus not bury it too deep. After
this kind of planting they pass over the field

with a harrow or a flattening drag which leaves

the whole field free from any foot marks or

furrows. There are various patent hand plant-

ers for one or two rows. With the two row
planter one man can plant as high as 15 to 20
acres per day. He has but to press the two
feet down into the earth and lift them out, and
the two hills are dropped and covered.

After an absence of four years I revisit the

Westminster Colony.

This colony, situated on the Abel Stearns

ranchos, four miles from the Anaheim steamer
landing, and seven miles southwest of Anaheim
town, was projected by Rev. L. P. Webber, of

the Presbyterian church, and his first prospec-

tus issued October, 1870. The plan and pur-

pose is best expressed by quoting from that

prospectus : "It has long been the cherished

purpose of the projector of this colony to estab-

lish a [settlement of persons whose religions

faith, notions of morals and education, should

be so nearly alike that they might cordially

co-operate from the first in the maintenance of

a christian church and a superior school. It

has seemed to him that if, instead of scattering

about without definite purpose, persons of like

views in regard to the value of morals founded
upon the bible and sustained by a broad educa-

tion, would settle together in a proper locality,

they might at once secure the blessings of well

regulated society and enjoy the most permanent
prosperity. That their children instead of

growing up in ignorance and irreligion, so sadly

apparent in most new countries, might enjoy

opportunities that would go quite as far towards
rendering them good, useful and happy in their

day and generation, as if brought up in older

portions of our country. Indolence, indecision

and folly will not secure great benefits in life

anywhere. Industry, energy and economy may
be expected to secure a competency for their

possessors if the proper conditions for their

exercise be furnished. This is all that should

be expected by emigrating to a new country.

In the choice of the circumstances and condi-

tions of life each individual should use his own
judgment, and then assuming the entire respon-

sibility, work out his fortune on that line. It

is not proposed to share this responsibility with

any persons who may unite in this enterprise."

The colony was not restricted to any religious

or denominational feature as some supposed.

Purchases were made -without the question

being asked as to the religious preference of the

purchaser. None could purchase within the

colony limics without the consent of the super-

intendent. One distinguishing feature of the

colony was its unity on the temperance plank,

and that plank is yet as sound as ever : "Each
colonist shall solemnly pledge himself not to

manufacture, buy or sell intoxicating beverages

or liquors, except for sanitary or scientific pur-

poses, and to use his influence to prevent such
manufacture and traffic."

The starting of this colony out on the open
sandy plains without a tree or house within the

reach of the eye (except when the mirage would
elevate the cabin at the landing and cause it to

appear a line two-story edifice), was an under-

taking that required some nerve. To continue

through the two dry seasons, before the dis-

covery that they occupied an artesian belt, was
trying, and some left and declared after they
reached the upper country that one acre there

was worth more than the whole county of Los
Angeles. The colony yet continued and in the
fall of 1 S74 they had on that desert waste over
50 flowing wells, sending through seven-inch
pipes clear and pure drinking water from a depth
of 70 to 200 feet. In September, 1 S74, the colony

was called to mourn the loss of their highly

esteemed Superintendent. But shortly before
his death he resigned his office and nominated
as his successor Rev. Robert Strong, one of the
colonists. He was most acceptable to the entire
community and was duly appointed by the
trustees. Mr. Webber lived to see his enter-
prise of building up a good, quiet, industrious,
highly moral, intellectual and refined community
a success. The colony lands have been en-
larged and nearly all disposed of and at this
time the colony features are fast fading out.
To mark progress I will quote a few words
from the report of Dr. Howe, colony annalist,
January, 1877: "June, 1S70, Rev. L. P. Web-
ber founded the colony on 6,500 acres. De-
cember, 1871, first attempt to procure artesian
water. January, 1S72, Artesian Well company
founded. During 1S76, portion of surplus prod-
uct sold from the colony: Butter, ::>. (<;•;

pounds; eggs, 20,000 dozen; barley, 25,534
bushels; corn, 30,656 bushels; potatoes, 15,250
bushels; hay, 750 tons; hogs, 1, 107 head; poultry,
large quantity. January 1st, 1877, population,
576; flowing wells, 120; pupils in school, 90."

The report of January, 1878, I have not in
reach. The town of Westminster now contains
two general merchandise stores, two smith and
wagon shops, and, judging from the family car-
riage just finished at one of these for the colony
Superintendent, they are capable of doing good
work in that line, millinery, medicine, beef,
shoe and harness shops, and last and least, the
ubiquitous Sing Lee puts forth his sign just to
accommodate the traveler to clean linen.

The town contains about 20 families. It has
a tidy double school building with two teachers;
a neat Methodist church, and a large hall, at

present occupied by the Presbyterian society.

The large, well-kept hotel by Giberson, adds
much to the comfort of the weary traveler; and
if ailing the sanitarium of Dr. McCoy will de-
coy him into the full belief that he has found a
home. This has been a colony where nearly all

started poor and by persevering industry have
earned, and, in a peculiar sense, have created
the cosy homes they now occupy. The twigs
of willow and poplar set out for hedge or wind
brake is now yielding them wood. The gum
tree of four years' growth is now a foot in

diameter. They eat some fruit from their own
trees and vines.

Alkali,

Owing to the large amount of water evaporat-
ing on the surface, renders some portion
of the lower lands unproductive. But after

they shall have properly drained the surplus

water of the flood season and get a supply of

gypsum, they will probably utilize all parts of

their lands. 1 have*>een told since leaving the
colony that " Prof. Hilgard has not overstated

the benefits of the gypsum, as experiments in

the colony are now showing it to l>e a success

beyond expectation. " "Tell those University
men to go on, and assure them we appreciate

their efforts in our behalf. " The rainfall has
been about 22 inches. Owing to ground being
saturated the plowing had to be deferred on all

low and adobe lands, but the more sandy tracts

could be worked immediately after rain.

About three miles east is

Garden Grove,

Also on the artesian belt, and S. L. King there

may be said to have the king well, as it flows

near 100 inches miner's measurement, and will

furnish valuable water power for driving mach-
inery and yet be used for irrigating purposes.

Garden Grove is yet in its infancy, but has a
promising future. The leading one projecting

this settlement was Mr. Cook, of Oakland, who
now has associated with him in a store enter-

prise, Messrs. Webster, Conn & Howe. The
village is yet small. Arrangements are nearly
completed for erecting a cheese factory, the

stock to be owned by one or two persons. The
land seems excellent and location delightful.

The community starts also on sober principles.

What One Man Can Do.

In this new community since January 1st,

1878, a farmer over (il years of age has prepared

the ground and sowed 56 acres barley, 32 acres

corn planted all the corn land twice plowed,

two acres each of potatoes, alfalfa and beets,

six acres pumpkins, accomplished by one man
and two cheap horses. He did all his own
chores, milking two cows. He also planted 300

vines, 240 gum trees along the road, and filled

out vacancies in his orchard with fruit trees,

planted some vegetables, etc. This old gentle-

man has seen better days, and is taking these

steady steps after his plow, hoping to see even

in these hard times his home well supplied with

the necessaries of life.

The next day after leaving the Grove, I en-

countered several young men, who were appa-

rently paralyzed by the thought that John stood

square across their path, and since he crossed

the Pacific they could not earn a livelihood. For

the encouragement of such I have given what
an old man is doing, and is cheerful, hopeful

and happy in the field and in the cottage home.

The immediate future of all this great valley,

now proving to be a great artesian belt, is not

easy to predict, but its immense capabilities,

were wealth and knowledge properly used,

would soon show a development of resources

for bountiful productions of *all climes not

excelled elsewhere. Time will gradually solve

what wealth could do more quickly.

Five miles to the east, across the Santa Ana
river is the

City of Santa Ana,

a town of no small pretense. There arc nearly

a dozen stores and all the various shops, two

weeklies and a monthly religious paper issued
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in good style. The character of the public

buildings and the business edifices intimate that

the people consider themselves in the midst of

a rich and growing community ; with Tustin

City one and one- half miles east, and Orange
settlement two miles to the north, and the great

Egyptian corn field, called Gospel swamp, off to

the southwest, they may well be assured of a

place. Being at present the terminus of the S.

P. R. R., all business centers there. All is now
bustle and stir in the swamp to get the 10-horse

power shellers stationed at the corn cribs, and

the teams hauling away corn as fast as sacked

to the depot. It seems much like a Colusa

harvest season. Santa Ana, Orange and Tustin

are a little off from the grand artesian belt,

but are now engaging all the good music of the

county to join them about the first of May in

celebrating the opening of the great

Santa Ana Canal.

This as an enterprise of real importance stands

among the first in the county. [A description

of it may be seen in our 'Agricultural Notes"'

in this issue.—Editors Press.]

This undertaking is large, considering the age

and condition of the settlement, all new, and

last year by drouth an entire blank in crops. It'

calls for a large amount of cash, requiring great

exertions on the part of many to raise it, yet

all feel that with that ample supply of water for

all, theirs is a goodly land.

Orange, of course, abounds in orange groves
;

so does Tustin and Santa Ana. The man that

cannot mention the trees by thousands keeps

quiet, or perhaps says he will plant them out in

May. Though last year was very dry, many
trees lived through it without irrigation. These

small fruit ranches all have some very nice

Mowers and shrubbery in their front lawns, and
one of the great troubles is to be sure where the

town ends or the city begins. The Santa Ana
valley settlements now feel assured that they

have the full share of favorable circumstances

of climate, soil and irrigation, and only lack the

ability to force their orange orchards by tele-

graphic speed to mature trees.

B. W. Crowell.

TlfE Sjock Y\KD °

Prickly Comfrey.

Editors Press:—Will you please inform me through the

Press how the prickly comfreys you spoke of about a

year ago as being experimented with in San Mateo county,

are succeeding. We need in this county something that

will answer the description you gave of the comfrey.

With the rain we have had this season the crop prospect
was never better. The first crop of alfalfa is ready to cut,

and on all lands that are well irrigated we will get from
three to four crops more. We need something that will

stand the drouth better than alfalfa; something that will

flourish whore sage brush grows. Then this would be one
of the best stock countries on the coast. —Almerox Fay,
Kernvillo, Kern Co. , Cal.

Editors Press :—In answer to the inquiry

which you send me about prickly comfrey, I

would say that I have only been disappointed

with it in one respect, viz : that it did not make

as early a growth as I expected it would in our

mild winter climate. It hardly made so quick
au early growth as the natural grasses by which
it was surrounded—in almost the exact spot

where you yourself pulled up alfilerilla some
two feet in length in the month of February of

last year, not a bad growth perhaps for any
plant to have made at that season of the year.

The comfrey having been grown in a climate

more rigorous than ours would, per force of

habit, as it were, naturally come later than our
natural grasses, which always start with the

first rains of the season. Last year being so

extremely dry, one could not expect a very

large growth to be produced from cuttings of

roots, many of which were not more than half

the size of one's little finger, yet I suppose that

at two cuttings I took at least 15 pounds of

leaves from each plant. Reckoning fiom a
basis of one plant to a square yard (which I

think too close), or 4,840 plants per acre, at

seven and one-half pounds per plant would give

36 tons of green fodder per acre for the two
cuttings. I have not the least doubt but that

by liberal manuring and good cultivation with
a fair amouut of moisture in the soil, that four

or five
-
crops a year of 20 tons each can be

grown, and I think that even that might be
exceeded. But as it is so much easier to mul-
tiply tons of anything on paper than on the
ground, I would respectfully remind those who
expect to raise extraordinary crops of any kind
that it is absolutely necessary to "subdue the

earth," and, I will add, feed the plant.

What the comfrey will do for me this year I

cannot tell ; so far it has not had a very good
chance to grow freely. The ground being so
full of water during the spring months no work
could be done upon it, and the comfrey was
mowed off with the natural clovers when about
a foot high, in the first week in March. After
that it made a quick growth and would have
been ready for a second cutting before this hail

it not been plowed amongst and received a
thorough scarifying with a set of sharp harrows
when working the field for mangolds—the com-
frey being in one corner.

Your correspondent speaks of cutting four
crops of alfalfa—he couldn't have anything
much better—and goes on to say that something
is needed that willflourish where the sage brush
grows. If he wants something to grow as the
sage brush grows, perhaps he can't find anything
better. Robt. Ashburner.
Baden Station, San Mateo Co., May 7, 1878.

TlfE B^E\y

Alfalfa and Dairies in Southern Cali-

fornia—No. 3.

Editors Press:—In my last letter I alluded

to the cheese factory started by Bullis &
Walker near Florence. While they can, if

they prefer it, run their dairy all the year, it is

their intention to have cows come in about the

first of October, milk eight months and rest

four months. They will therefore rest while

cheese is down and work while it is high.

Magnitude of Possible Production
Bullis & Walker believe in the entire suffi-

ciency of alfalfa as a producer of a superior

cheese-yielding milk. Mr. Quimby, of the
Green Meadows dairy, secures a copious flow of

rich milk by soiling alfalfa.

Bullis & Walker believe that the ordinary
dairy cows of California will average two
pounds of cheese per day for eight months, or

500 pounds per cow per season. The alfalfa of

one average acre will maintain at least one cow
for one year, in good flesh, and in full milk-

yielding capacity for eight months out of 12.

Therefore one-fifth of a million acres, one cow
per acre, amounts to one-fifth of a million cows,

which, at 500 pounds of cheese per cow, would
produce 50,000 tons of cheese, and this at 15

cents per pound would amount to $15,000,000.
The same cows would yield, instead of cheese,

20,000 tons of butter, worth, at 30 cents a
pound, $12,000,000. Theresidium after butter

is more valuable than that after cheese. Butter
making is a broad, old and young success in

southern California.

We again reach an outcome, though demon-
strably true, that is in unprofitable ratio to de-

mand. The question still remains, "What
profitable use can be made of the alfalfa pro-

duced and producible in southern California ?"

While the question remains, it is comforting

to know that the land also remains. Although
not as profitable to any other regular farm crop

as to alfalfa, yet it will pay something in many
other ways. It would be well to walk patiently

and diligently in these ways for the present,

and gradually depart from them, to walk in

the ways of alfalfa, as rapidly as demand ex-

pands.
Demand for Dairy Products.

Demand for dairy products is increasing both
at home and abroad. The dairy associations of

the East expect a steady expansion. Millions

of pounds annually go abroad. England has

enacted allegiance to American cheese. Many
English dealers sell more American than Eng-
lish cheese. In England there still prevails to

a great extent the primitive method of every
man his own cheese and butter maker. In
America the co-operative factory system has

been invented and applied. In England the

dairy interest stands still. In America it pro-

gresses. Even the famous Cheshire cheese has
has been sent away from the front, in compar-
ison with American. The qualities of Cheshire
cheese vary; those of the American cheese

which is exported are quite uniform. It would
seem that Cheshire cheese is made to some ex-

tent of guess. Fifty tons of Cheshire cheese go
to market diversified in quality, as if by the in-

congruous guesses of a hundred Cheshire county
farmers. Fifty tons of American cheese go to

the Euglish market very much unified in qual-

ity by the rigorous science of the American co-

operative factory system.
All California ought to assume due relation

to foreign demand. Southern California ought
to utilize the semi-tropical climate by inventing
one or more varieties of cheese, characteristic

of the climate, and, at the same time, imbued
with qualities calculated to appeal singularly,

favorably and successfully to the gustatory fac-

ulty of mankind everywhere. Italy has in-

vented in her Parmesan cheese one character-

istic of Italy. It is said to be the world's fa-

vorite, because it is flavored with herbage pecu-
liar to the River Po. Parmesan is a skim-milk
cheese, and yet Stilton, a double cream cheese,

is enhanced in popularity by being called the
Parmesan of England. Our super-Italian cli-

mate ought to secure indigenous or naturalized

exotic herbage that would flavor cheese into ex-

cessive foreign demand. Our American Italy's

white sage flavors honey into universal prefer-

ence. Analogies may be expected, especially

in a case of butter and honey, said to be quite
similar chemically. Southern California may
yet pan a mint through the successful bid for

foreign demand, made by the Parmesan flavor

and Stilton double cream combined in cheese.

We have information of the first cheese-mak-
ing on our planet through Hippocrates, who,
away back near the time of Herodotus, put the
Scythians on record as makers and consumers of

hinpace. Now, during all the long ages that

have rolled by since the date of that record the
world has known but one Parmesan cheese,

simply because in the only natural climatic

rival of Italy, Bullis & Walker did not start

their factory until a few days ago. Parma,
Piacenza and Lodi may grow serious aliout

laurels, Bullis, Walker, and southern California.

Even the Chinamen may be induced to alter-

nate kine cheese with Taofoo or pea cheese.

Hitherto he has sought cheese almost exclu-

sively among the pea vines, because pea vines

are cheaper than cows. The peas readily give

up their casein, of which cheese is made, which
like kine cheese is carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,

oxygen and sulphur, in almost the same pro-

portions as in the casein of the cow. For all

this, it may be far inferior in gustatory qualities

to the cheese of the cow.
If John as a nation could be induced to eat

cow cheese, we could safely make 50,000 tons

annually. This would give them only four

ounces apiece for a year's supply, and the entire

product of the United States would increase it

to a pound apiece only.

It should not be forgotten that there are

many millions of people in the Southern States,

who consume vast quantities of cheese, but
make next to none. These people will seem
more like neighbors when the below-snow-line
railroad is completed.
The dairy business is composed of three

branches besides ordinary home use: butter

making, cheese making and milk canning. Were
it not for the expense, every dairy ought to be
prepared to float its operations with the utmost
facility, from one another of the three branches;

playing facile weathervane to the shifting

breezes of commerce. Turning and returning

would be faulty, but less so than morbid rela-

tions of supply and demand.
Climate.

Skepticism as to the feasibility of making
cheese in southern California has been notably

prevalent. The semi-tropical climate may have
wrought much of the skepticism. Orange
groves and cheese factories do not shadow each

other in many sections of the planet. But the

skeptic ought to have been instructed by the

fact that wheat and bananas nestle near each

other in some of the nooks of Los Angeles,
that barley and guavas are thrifty neighbors;

that long keeping winter apples and constantly

blooming and fruiting lime trees flourish in the

same orchard. Then the skeptic might have con-

cluded a priori that cheese factories and lemon
trees would flourish together.

The advent and success of the cheese factory

is merely a cumulative illustration of the flow-

ing together here of the zones, of the taboo by
each of asperities, of the commingling here of

the winter isotherms of Florida with less frost,

the summer isotherm of Long Branch with lower
maximum, monthly mean, and of the four-sea-

son isotherm of the Chesapeake bay without an
approximation to extremes; a cumulative illus-

tration of the controlling influence of Kuro
Siwo, the great Pacific ocean river flowing

along the coast of California, charged with the

balancing tempers of three zones.

John H. Shields.
Florence, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

[All readers will thank Gen. Shields for his

vigorous articles. He has dealt in full grown

figures and yat he couples them with the admo-

nition to enter upon new projects cautiously.

This is the true theory of progress. His articles

will attract wide attention to the subject which

he has discussed and this will lead to thought,

investigation and experiment. We trust his ad-

vocacy of the dairy interest in southern Califor-

nia will return him due reward and result to

profitable enterprises for all who may follow his

lead.

—

Editors Press.]

TlfE Stable.

Southgate Stud Farm.

" Editors Press: — A laudable enterprise,

worthy of all encouragement and a liberal sup-

port, has recently been engaged in by Mr. H.

S. Rembaugh, of San Luis Obispo. It is the

establishment of the Southgate stud farm on a

fertile ranch of 130 acres one-half mile south of

town. Two years ago Mr. Rembaugh was pro-

prietor of the San Luis Tribune, but perceiving

that the equine stock in the county was much
below what it should be, he interested himself

in the problem of bettering it. Selling out his

interest in the paper and fully imbued with the

idea that this great county is capable of produc-

ing as fine horses as the world has ever known,

he went to Kentucky and imported two fine

stallions, said, by good judges, to be among the

best ever brought to the State. It is his inten-

tion soon to import 12 thoroughbred mares from
the same State to stock the farm. We believe

this enterprise will have a superior and lasting

effect in the breeding of horses in this county,

in which the standard is much too low.

Visiting the ranch the first week in April we
were shown a pair of stallions whose appearance
would command them to the most critical, irre-

spective of the excellent pedigree which each

bears. We found them in the care and under
the training of Mr. James Collins, a professional

trainer engaged in the business many years in

Albany, N. Y. , and more recently in Los
Angeles in this State. He is very skillful in

his profession and has an excellent knowledge
of the principles involved in raising good stock.

The first one we saw was "A. T. Stewart," a
beautiful animal, standing 16 hands on the

withers and 16\ on the loin. He is a dark
brown with white hind ankles. The network
of veins show finely through his lustrous coat,

and the intelligent eye, compact body and large

muscular limbs, indicate game and good staying

qualities. His weight is 1,200 pounds and
foaled in 1872. He was bred by D. L. Harris,

of Fayette county, Ky. His sire was ' 'Harris
Mambrino Patchen," the sire of many noted
winners.

The other horse, "Altoona," is younger,
foaled in 1875. He is a superb horse, a bright
dapple bay, heavy black mane and tail and
white hind ankles. He is heavy limbed, 15
hands three inches on the withers, and level

built; weighs 1,080 pounds and has been trained
in harness four weeks. A spin down Higuerra
street behind "Altoona" driven double to a
wagon, gave us an opportunity to observe his

style of action, which is decidedly good. His
gait is square and even and the trotting instinct,

running through a long line of noble progenitors,

is so strong that if he ever runs away it will be
on a trot. He is not restless and fidgety, which
is sometimes mistaken for a good quality. His
even movement for a horse so young, his

spirited eye and the great endurance shown in

his whole make-up, lead conclusively to the be-
lief that he will surely prove "a worthy son of

a worthy sire. " He was bred by Gen. W. T.

Withers, of Fairlawn stock farm, Lexington,
Ky. He was sired by "Almont," the great sire

of trotters. First dam "Theresa B. " by
"Prophet Jr.," by "Old Prophet," son of Hill's

Vermont "Black Hawk," sire of "Ethan
Allen."

Scrub stock in San Luis Obispo county is on
the wane after the introduction of such stock
as this, and we confidently expect to see it

speedily replaced by something considerably

above par. The full pedigrees of these stal-

lions show that both are largely endowed with
the much-coveted Messenger blood, and noth-

ing further need be said to prove their value

and their quality. H. E. Hallett.

^E\!@e\[C4Jl1°yE\E.

Acacia Trees in Los Angeles.

Editors Press:—I find in reading your valu-

able paper, much said and written about plant-

ing forest trees, and it would seem that the blue

gum is the favorite. There is no doubt but this

tree grows very fast, but what is it good for ?

Many things have been claimed for it, all of

which I hope may prove true.

We are cultivating another kind of tree in

this county and many, who have tried it, find

that for three years after plauting it will grow
faster than the blue gum and it makes better

fire wood. I have two acres that are now two
years old from the seed. Many of the trees are

five and six inches in diameter and 25 feet high,

and will yield 20 cords, of stove wood to the

acre. The name of the tree is the acacia; I

will send you a section of one tree cut at the

age of 18 mouths from the seed, it grew on Mr.
George Foris' farm, adjoining my place. The
tree was 25 feet high and measures about nine

inches in diameter, which you will see by the

section that I send; I will send some of the

seed and leaves so you can see what species of

the acacia it is. The time for planting the seed

is any time in April to the middle of May.
Scald the seed in boiling water, let stand i2

hours, then plant in hills six feet apart. Culti-

vate for one year and then they will take care

of themselves. Any one who may wish seeds

to plant can get them, by sending to me, at 50
cents per pound. Geo. H. Bell.

Los Angeles, Cal.

[The seed and leaf sent show the tree to be

the Acacia lophantha, which is common in this

part of the State. The growth which our cor-

respondent describes is far in advance of any-

thing we have ever seen. . The section of wood

which he sends shows the timber to be firm and

good.

This tree is already more widely spread

through the State than we imagine our corre-

spondent thinks. It is not, however, regarded

as a very desirable variety, and seedsmen tell

us their sales of the seed are continually de-

creasing.

There is one disadvantage about this tree

which makes it hazardous to handle on a large

scale. In several localities about the bay of

San Francisco it is preyed upon by a large scale

insect whose shell is about as large as a small

white bean and which teems with life. They
destroy the trees utterly and then take to fruit

trees and ornamental plants. Many acacia

trees hare been cut down simply because no

remedy could be found to cope with these pests

on a large scale. We hope these insects will

not reach our southern friends, hut there is lit-

tle prospect of their escape unless they employ
unusual precautions.

—

Eds. Press.]

Cleaning Oil Wells.—A description is fur-

nished in a Pennsylvania paper of the latest

invention for cleaning out oil wells. It is an
iron ram, 37 feet long, weighing 2,100 pounds.

The mode of working is to fill the well with water

or oil above the sandrock, then pump out the air,

and when the air is exhausted or nearly so, to

drop the ram into the well. The ram will have

a drop of 800 feet and a pressure of 77,000

pounds to the square inch, which will force the

water or oil into the crevices of the sandrock

and in this manner open up the rock and let the

oil enter the well. In fact, it will have the

same effect aa steaming or torpedoing.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for thi

department.

The Office of the Secretary of the State Grange is in the

Grangers' Building, No. 10G Davis Street, corner of Cal-

ifornia Street, S. F.

Our New Constitution.

Editors Press:—The formation of a new Con-

stitution engrosses the attention of all inter-

ested in the welfare of our State. The neces-

sity for changing many of the existing laws, as

well as for providing others, has long been

apparent. It is questionable, however, if the

changes required could not have been secured

more readily and economically by legislative

action, and amendments made to the present

excellent Constitution of our State, than by

forming one de novo. It must not be supposed

that extreme and radical changes can be effected

at once, or that it would be advisable; provided

they could be made. This is indicated by the

law of nature which is that of gradation and

progression.

Before considering the proposed amendments,

at least such as come to mind, would it not be

well to understand the political significance of

the word "Constitution" in a government

where the supreme power is vested in the

people ? The people, who (to use the language

of the Constitution of the United States) "in

order to form a more perfect union, establish

justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide

for common defense, promote the general wel-

fare and secure the blessings of liberty to them-

selves and their posterity, do form and estab-

lish a Constitution." A Constitution which
determines and defines, first, the legislative;

second, the executive; third, the judicial

powers, which are the mediums or instru-

ments by which the purposes desired are

effected. In order to outline and agree upon a

plan of action; to secure harmony and- a more
perfect understanding of matters in framing an

instrument, embracing what is necessarily done
by a Constitution for the government of a State,

it is necessary for the people at large to unite

in selecting men whom they delegate with
plenary powers for that purpose, by virtue of

election. These delegates, if wisely chosen,

ensure to their constituents laws, just and com-
prehensive in their provisions, carefully guard-

ing and protecting all interests, without unduly
favoring any. The following suggestions are

offered with a full understanding that provis-

ions in, or amendments to, Constitutions are of

no effect or value provided the people them-
selves do not maintain by proper legislation,

and enforce, what has been declared by their

acceptance, to be the fundamental law of the
land.

For example, Art. I., Sec. 9, of the present
Constitution of California, says: "Every citizen

may freely speak, write and publish his senti-

ments on all subjects, being responsible for the
abuse of that right, and no law shall be passed
to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech or
of the press," etc.

Art. IV., Sec. 37, says: "It shall be the duty
of the Legislature to provide for the organiza-
tion of cities and incorporated villages; and re-

strict their power of taxation, assessments,
borrowing money, contracting debts and loan-

ing their credits; so as to prevent abuses in

assessments and in contracting debts by such
municipal corporations."

Again, in Art. XL, Sec. 17, it says: "Every
person shall be disqualified from holding any
office of profit in this State, who shall have
been convicted of having given or offered a
bribe to procure his election or appointment.

"

Section 18<of the same Article says: "Laws
shall be made to exclude from office, serving
on juries, and from the right of suffrage those
who shall hereafter be convicted of bribery,
perjury, forgery or other high crimes. The
privilege of free suffraye shall be supported by
laws regulating elections, and prohibiting under
adequate penalties all undue influence thereon
from j>oirer, bribery, tumult, or other improper
practice."

Section 13 of the same Article says: "Taxa-
tion shall be equal and uniform throughout the
State. All property in this State shall be taxed
in proportion to its value—to lie ascertained as
directed by law," etc.

We might continue our references until the
whole ground of complaint had been covered
which gave rise to this agitation and demand
for a new Constitution. An investigation will
prove to a majority of your readers that the
trouble has not been so much with the
present Constitution as that of its abuse by
demagogues who have been placed in positions
and maintained by an adherence to party on
the part of the people, who have brought what
is complained of upon themselves, and who can
never hope for emancipation until their individ-
uality is restored; which no law can effect so
long as they are slaves to party.
The following alterations aud amendments it

is believed would prove beneficial

:

Surround the elective franchise with safe-
guards which will render its exercise possible

to those only who are directly interested in

what they are called upon to determine. En-

larging its spheres so as to include both sexes.

Provide for an apportionment for representa-

tion in the Assembly every ten years; dividing

the population of the State as ascertained by

Federal and State census. Redistricting the

State if necessary.

Elect State Senators for six years; Represent

atives for four years; three Assemblymen for

one Senator. Provide for minority representa-

tion.

Provide that every bill coming before the

Legislature shall be read at large on three

different days in each house, and the bill and

all amendments thereto must be printed before

the vote is taken on its final passage; and that

the vote on all bills at that time shall be by

yeas and nays, upon each bill separately, and

recorded upon the journals of both houses.

Reduce the salaries of officials of every grade,

making them wholly salaried without contin

gents or perquisites.

Prohibit special legislation in all and every

case. Also, that no State ollieer shall be inter-

ested directly or otherwise in any contract for

supplies furnished or work done for the State.

Nor shall any official's term of office be extend-

ed or his salary increased.

Grant the Legislature the privilege (under

restrictions), of passing laws permitting owners

and occupants to construct drains and ditches

across the lands of others for agricultural or

sanitary purposes.

Provide for a State Board of Equalization;

define property, making everything subject to

taxation, exempting nothing but the Federal

government and State property.

Limit the ability to contract or create debts

by the State or municipalities. Taxation to be

for revenue solely and to be levied by valuation

only, so that every person and corporation shall

pay a tax in proportion to the value of their

property. This covers the right and compels

the taxation of franchises, privileges, etc.,

enjoyed by corporations or individuals ; the

application to be general and uniform in its

operations.

No public moneys shall be appropiiated to

aid or support any school, college, church, hos-

pital or institution under the control of any
sect or denomination. Limit the amount for

which the State, counties, cities and school dis

tricts can become indebted or contract obliga

tions.

Limit the aggregate of taxes for which assess-

ments can be made in a year; allowing them to

be paid at any time after assessment, rebating

interest to date when they would have become
delinquent.

Provide for the right of redemption of real

estate sold for taxes, and that the State shall

hold in trust all lands upon which taxes shall

have been or are delinquent.

No corporation shall be created by special law,

or franchise granted, except such as are to re-

main under control of the State. In all elec-

tions for directors or managers of corporations

each stockholder to have the right to vote in

person or by proxy the number of shares owned
by him for as many persons as there are direct

ors or managers to be elected; or to cumulate
his shares and give one candidate as many votes

as the number of directors multiplied by the
number of his shares of stock shall equal; or

to distribute them on the same principle among
as many candidates as he chooses. Render
stockholders liable for double the amount of

their stock for all indebtedness contracted dur-
ing the time of their holding stock, limiting

such liability, say to one year after they had
ceased to own, or be stockholders.

Compel all banks, or individuals receiving de-

posits, and purporting to do a banking or ex-

change business, to render quarterly exhibits of

their condition and liabilities, which reports
must be verified and published in some paper of

general circulation in the neighborhood of their

location.

Make judgeships elective—terms of office to
continue during good behavior. Establish ap-
pellate courts in districts as may be required,
to which courts such appeals and writs of error
from circuit and d'strict courts may be decided,
as provided for by law. Require, under pen-
alty, that decisions shall be rendered or cases dis-

missed or remanded within a reasonable time
(say six months), upon all eases submitted be-
fore any court or judge in the State.

Make the State Prison self-sustaining. Settle
the text book question by placing it in the hands
of the State Board of Education (under proper
restrictions.

)

Provide that no private property shall be
taken for public use without just compensation.
If not made by the State, the valuation shall be
ascertained by a jury, as proposed by law.

Provide that the right of eminent domain
shall not be abridged so as to prevent legislative
action in reference to property and franchises of
corporations or individuals. Provide that rail-

ways shall be declared public highways; the
people having the right by legislative action to
regulate fares, freights, etc., the same as with
toll roads, ferries, etc.

These suggestions are among those most de-
sirable. There are many others which it is

hoped may be offered through the columns of
the Rt'KAL Press, which is the medium and ac-
knowledged exponent of principles benefiting
the agricultural classes, which it is hoped will
have a voice in the proposed Constitution, and
not suffer themselves to go unrepresented for
want of interest or understanding how to pro-
tect themselves. G. C. Pearson.
South Vallejo.

Open Grange Talk at Oakland.

Last Saturday several able speakers addressed

an open meeting of Temescal Grange. We re-

gret that the attendance was not large, for the

addresses were earnest and prolific with good

sentiments relating to important subjects. J.

V. Webster, Master of Temescal Grange, pre-

sided. L C. Steele, Master of the State Grange,

spoke of the important results of the (irange

work all over the United States, and gave real

encouragement to both men and women to carry

out broader and higher the work of the Grange.

His words were eloquent and forcible. Prof.

Eugene Hilgard, of the State University, being

present, was called upon, and gave some ex-

tended remarks. He emphasized the importance
of farmers throughout the State assisting the

work of the University by experimenting indif-

ferent sections of the State, reporting to and con-

sulting with the faculty and encouraging young
men to enter the University for the agricultural

course. There is only one student in the senior

class and three in the class which graduates
two vears hence in the agricultural department.
An effort is being made to make the department
more useful by experiments, analyses, reports,

etc., to farmers, gardeners and fruit growers
outside of the walls of the University. Men
have been forward enough to say frankly that

they wish to be educated themselves as well as

their sons and daughters. The Professor is

hopeful for appropriations by the next Legisla

ture which will help the department into I

greater sphere of usefulness to agriculturists at

large. He stated some substantial facts

showing great advantages gained for his pro
fessional work through the influence of the
(irange. Before the Order existed farmers in

the older States were very indifferent towards
agricultural improvement and intelligence. It

was up-hill work to create any interest in scien

tific investigations and improved methods of

farming. The few years of Grange education
has changed all this, and farmers now seek im
provements individually and collectively ii

connection with their hand and head work.
B. Pilkington, State Lecturer, spoke with great
zeal and pertinence. He was in favor of in

dependent agricultural schools, believing they
would prosper best. We want more legisla

tion in favor of farmers. He mentioned some
necessary changes in the Constitution, and was
positive in the belief that we could get along
well with a very short crop of lawyers in the
coming Constitutional Convention. Amos Ad-
ams, Secretary of the State Grange, excused
himself by urging forward Geo. W. Colby,
President of the Grangers' Bank, and I. G.
Gardner, Manager of the California Farmers'
Mutual Fire Insurance Company, both of whom
made some very good and well received re-

marks.

Union Grange Meeting at Martinez.

Editors Press :—Again do I chronicle the

workings of the Contra Costa Grangers, and if

in their cause I trespass too often upon your

correspondents' space remember the old adage

"forbearance may cease to be a virtue," and

when your patience has reached this culminat-
ing point give nie a gentle hint, aud I court no
more the freedom of your pages.

During the centennial year Contra Costa
made one grand entry in her commercial col-

umns, namely, the completion of our (irange
warehouse and wharf ; another no less encoura-
ging item of this year was the loading at this

wharf of the .SV. Charles with our own golden
grain, and in fulfillment of the prophecies of

dedication was sent directly to a foreign port.

The credit of these entries must be given the

Grangers' Warehousing and Business Associa-

tion of Contra Costa, and the scribblings you
now receive arise from the annual election of

its officers, said election taking place on the
first day of May. Alhambra Grange invited

other Grangers and stockholders of the county
to help in a picnic feast as well as to enjoy the
flow of soul that characterizes all (irange move-
ments. Danville and Walnut Creek responded
to our call with brother and sister representa-

tives. Vallejo Grange brothers and sisters, a
sturdy few, but none the less welcome, came
across the waters of our beautiful bay, showing
active sympathy and extending heartfelt greet-

ings to those working in accord with themselves
in those principles that are revolutionizing the
agricultural world.

Brothers Steele and Pilkington of the State

(irange were with us early in the day, brother
and sister (iardner coming at a later hour,

though in time to be seated with other numer-
ous friends around our festal board and enjoy
some of the very perceptible fruits of (irange
labor, sociability and good cheer. If one there
should be to complain of the disappearance of

good things mcthinks it must be Bro. Colby,
who came in late, though our matrons true to

their callingand ' 'on hospitable thoughts intent,"

found the wherewith, I ween, to tempt even a
good (irange appetite. Tones of Alhambra
brass band, clatter of dishes, merry laughing
voices, all tended to give our hall which was
dressed in May day style a gala appearance,
and 1 know not which was the most joyous
laugh, that of fathers and mothers or happy
children who were wild in their sport and
dance.

After a long, as you may imagine, lunch sea-

son, President of Association, Bro. Strentzel,

' introduced Bros. Steele, Pilkington, Colby and
(iardner, each in turn demonstrating the differ-

ent Grange principles to a large, interested and
mixed audience, this being an open meeting.

i
Music both instrumental and vocal interspers-
ing the more sober, real and practical thoughta

1

of our live talking brothers. As the western
shadows crept over us and imaginary farm-bells

I tinkled the home-call, the band and lovers of

i the dance adjourned below stairs to make merry
the few moments left them of May day, 1878.
Thus ended this bright revelation of a true

California May day, coming as she did in all

the gorgeousness of spring's green robe, with
her myriad llowers all ablaze with the stolen
hues of the rainbow, with grand hills around
like unto an emerald wall all studded and be-
spangled with floral gems whose highly tinted
chalices reflected the diamond light of the dew-
drop. As the bright sun rode higher in the
clear vault above each sunbeam became as it

were a vapory line of tiny buckets reaching
from flower and grass blade to farthest space,
forming a light transparent hazy veil which
softened the glaring gaze of the Master of Light!
Such days of pleasure are tit to be stored

among memory's choicest gleanings to brighten
the dark days that "into each life must fall," as
the summer and winter of humanity roll rapid-
ly toward the eternal shores where are gathered
the harvest of souls for our Heavenly Master.

Mrs. Maria B. Lander,
Sec'y Alhambra Grange.

Martinez, May 6th, 1878.

The State Master Nominated.—We notice

that the joint nomination of the Republicans and
Democrats of San Mateo county for the Con.

stitutional Convention is I. C. Steele, Master of

the State Grange. This shows how Bro. Steele
is regarded at home among those who know him
best, and it will be gratifying to the Order to
have among their representatives in the Con-
vention a man who they have themselves exalted
to the highest place in their gift. Steele-pointed
principles will pierce many fallacies and oppres-
sive inflations, we doubt not.

California.
BUTTE.
Nor so Mr/en Wheat.— Biggs Register:

We think it no exaggeration to say that there
are 00,000 acres or No. 1 adobe land in Hamil-
ton township, which, a few weeks ago, we
thought might produce a half crop, that we
now believe will not produce 60,000 sacks of

grain, all told.P In Oregon and Dayton town-
ships, upon the lands of similar character, ag-
gregating probably 20,000 acres (as we are re-

liable informed ), the crops are in nearly as bad
condition. In Chico township, the crop on the
same kind of lands, owing to better natural
drainage, has not been so|jseriously damaged.
The crops upon the sandy or loam lands of the
county, while suffering to a limited extent from
a surpius of rain, will, nevertheless, be short-

ened in Hamilton township nearly one-half

through the growth of "buck horn" and other
foul seed, incident to sandy lands in wet win-
ters. This is our opinion of the condition of

things upon the rich loam lands of Feather
river, derived from actual observation on Sun-
day last.

CALAVERAS.
Planting Trees on Lava Crust.—Stockton

Independent, May 9: On the banks of the
Mokelumne is picturesquely located the farm of

Mrs. Hill. She has 400 acres of upland and
lowland, combining all grades of soil. Her
house, on a bench above the bottom, is one of

the finest two-story stone structures in the
county. It is built of large hewn blocks of

white lava, hewn out of a quarry hard by, and
is absolutely fire and earthquake proof. The
cellar is cut out of solid lava, and the founda-

tion walls are four feet thick. The lava is

easily chopped out with an ax, but hardens on
exposure. It seems to be but a crust overlay-

ing an ancient river bed, for a thick stratum of

gravel is found underneath it. Her method of

planting orange trees about the house in this

material is a good one, and might be followed

elsewhere with good results. The holes for the
trees were cut through the lava 17 feet deep to

the gravel beneath, and filled up with light ma-
terial. The water from beneath rises to within

a few feet of the surface, and by filling in loose

soil about the roots, the capillary attraction

will keep them constantly supplied with moist-

ure. This might be done in this section suc-

cessfully, boring a small augur hole through the

hard-pan for each tree, thus establishing a sys-

tem of self-irrigation.

BruAfii.—Sirs. Hill's farm is becoming noted
for the plantation of buhach growing upon it,

and cultivated by G. N. Milco, of Stockton.

Buhach is a plant from which the Persian insect

powder, so deadly to all manner of insects, is

made. The powder is prepared from the dried

blossoms, and is very valuable, selling at the

rate of ?5 to §15 a pound. This plantation is

the only one of the kind in tho United States

with the exception of a patch in Amador
county, and a few acres in Ohio. There are

63,000 healthy plants, each of which, when full

grown, will yield from a half pound to two
pounds of blossoms. The plant, Pyrethrum car-

neiim, is of the composite family, botanically,

and looks much like the flower of the pungent
tar weed, or the ox-eyed daisy. The picking
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has already begun, and will continue until

October. It is expected to be very profitable,

as it is easily raised, when the proper locality is

found, and there is a limitless demand for the
powder.

KEEN.
Alfalfa.—Cali/ornian: The great crop of

'alfalfa will oblige the farmers of Kern county
to buy stock to feed, or hire their fields for

pasturage. They could overstock the market
for hay with the first cutting, and no less than
five crops can be cut from the fields. The sec-

ond crop will be allowed to go to seed by many,
as alfalfa seed at five cents a pound, it is

thought will pay better than hay.

LAKE.
Editors Press:—For variety of scenery and

real beauty Lake county may be found to pos-

sess more than any county in the State. To
attempt to describe the many handsome lakes

surrounded by their hills, mountains, valleys

and plains, covered with a growth of trees,

bushes and shrubs all dressed in their spring

garb of leaves and flowers, then try to give a
person the slightest idea of what pleasure is

enjoyed in beholding so much beauty and
grandeur, would be simply a failure. A person
who can ride over this country and not enjoy it

should be shut up in some dreary, dismal, dark
doleful place and there be allowed to see nothing
but squash vines. This county is not only a
paradise of beauty, but it is justly claimed to

be one of the most healthful. Now when we
add to these qualities pleasant climate, rich,

productive valleys, with deep loamy soil, where
every variety of grain, vegetable and fruit are

raised to the greatest perfection, and then add
her valuable forests of timber and her immense
wealth in minerals, we have a county which we
may proudly boast of. Clear lake is actually

running over with fish. The shores are covered
with millions of dead ones and schools of live

fish come rolling in, so that they are readily

killed and captured with no other weapons than
long sticks. The streams and tributaries are

: also alive with fish, and the mountain brooks
abound in small trout. The pleasure in catch-

ing them is not eclipsed by the enjoyment of

ithe evening meal made of delicious morsel,

which a king might dine upon. He is fortunate

'.who gets them fresh and eats them with an
appetite, which can be obtained in no other

way than by the health-giving exercise of catch-

ing them. Lakeport is one of the towns which
Grod has given more than its share of favors,

and Scott's valAey, a few miles westward, is

loaded with so many blessings that it is hard to

enumerate them all. The soil cannot be ex-

celled, which is proven by its fine fields of

growing grain and its orchards of fruit trees.

Massive oaks grow on these rich bottoms, and
ash timber is so abundant that the trees are

mauled into rails to fence the gardens and fields.

In traveling through Lake county one is as-

tonished at the amount of work there is to be
done, yet in all the towns we see crowds of

stalwart men, who do nothing day after day
but sit in the shady porches of the saloons, and
the oldest people living there tell us that they
never were known to do a day's work. Still

their faces are "like the ruddy clover," and
their noses blossom like the rose. Was there

ever a place where it is so little trouble to live

as in Lake county ?—R.

LOS ANGELES.
New Ditch at Santa Ana.—Cor. Anaheim

Gazette, April 27 : The ditch is 15 miles long,

and 10 feet wide on the bottom throughout its

entire length. The grade is 45 inches to the
mile, and the water will have a velocity of 3^
feet per second. It is intended that the ditch

shall convey to the plains below 6,000 inches of

water, miners' measurement, filling it to a
depth of 3 feet, which is within 6 inches of its

full capacity. Wherever a wash from the hills

comes in contact with the ditch, a culvert has
been substantially constructed, either of stone

or indestructible redwood. Altogether there

are 8 wooded culverts, 7 stone culverts, 7

bridges, 2 sand-gates and 2 waste-gates. The
ditch has been made as straight as possible, and
in several instances has been blasted through
solid rock. Some of this rock was so tenacious

that it required 25 lbs. of powder at one blast

to force it asunder. The tunnels are splendid

pieces of workmanship, and extort praises from
all who inspect them. The short tunnel is 212
feet in length, and the long one 697, making
909 feet of tunneling altogether. The tunnels

are heavily timbered overhead with redwood
lumber, the walls are lined with 2-inch plank-

ing, and the bottom covered with flooring an
inch in thickness. Across the bottom stretch-

ers are placed every 3 feet, and every precau-
tion taken to ensure strength and durability.

The whole cost of these tunnels amounts to

$5,500. Between these two tunnels a wash
•comes down the hills, from which the ditch is

protected by a stone culvert 80 feet in length.

The lower end of the larger tunnel opens out near
the old reservoir belonging to the former ditch

company. Here there is a tract of land consist-

ing of 27 acres, which the Santa Ana company
have purchased and intend to sell for the sites

of manufactories. And indeed, I know of no
place in all southern California so well adapted
for manufacturing purposes as this. From the
end of the tunnel to the plains below is a fall

of 56 feet, and 6,000 inches of water, let down
by means of "drops," will afford a splendid
water power, capable of running six good sized

manufactories. Work was commenced on the
ditch on the 19th of last October. When com-
pleted, the entire ditch, including the tunnels,

will cost something over $40,000, and be capa-

1877 Inches
October 1.30
November 0.80
December 4.28

ble of irrigating 20,000 acres of land. The
company building this ditch is known as the
Santa Ana Valley Irrigation Company.
SAN BERNARDINO.
Rainfall on San Gorgonio Foothills.—

Editors Press:—It has long been my inten-
tion to furnish you with a table of our rainfall
for this season, but every time I have com-
menced a letter for that purpose, another
storm has caused me to defer it till the rains
had finally ceased. It really does seem now as
if that time had arrived, although we had nearly
four inches of rain in May last, and may be
equally favored this year.

"A preliminary de-
scription, however, of our location is necessary
in order that our climate may not be confounded
with that of the district commonly known as
San Gorgonio. We are about 26 miles due east
from San Bernardino, seven miles due north
from the summit of the San Gorgonio Pass, and
about 12 northwest from Banning station, which
is our railroad station and post-office. Our el-

vation is by estimation about 4,000 feet, rather
over than under. As I have carefully received
the rain in a gauge made after a pattern fur-

nished me by the Signal Service office, the
following figures may probably be regarded as

reliable:

1878 Inches
January 6.03
February 10.49
March 4.40
April 6.86

Total 34.16

This is double the rainfall of the town of San
Bernardino and the adjacent country, and con-
siderably more than has fallen in the Pass.
Our lowest temperature during the past winter
was 20°, and we have had altogether 44 inches
of snow, some in each month in the table ex-
cept November. Our heaviest snow storm,
and the heaviest we^have had in cur four years'
experience, with one exception, that of Janu-
ary, 1876, commenced on April 14th, and lasted

during three days, and then before the snow
was all gone it began again on the 19th, and
snowed for two days more. We have had
flurries in April before, but never anything like

that. The total depth of snow contributed by
the two storms was 21 inches. There have
been so many statements of rainfall in the
Press this season that I have been moved to
contribute mine, being quite certain that for

the • southern counties it is very unusually
heavy, and I believe almost unprecedented.
The weather at present is delightful, and our
summer climate though sometimes very hot, is

never so hot aa in the plains. The mercury has
never yet reached 100°, and I do not remember
a night when I did not require a blanket.

—

John J. Ring, Banning Station, May 2d.

SAN DIEGO.
Cajon Valley.— Editors Press: — While

other parts of the State have been "drowned
out" by the too abundant rains, San Diego has
had just enough to well fill the ground and al-

low for working on all pleasant days; also to
insure good crops and an abundance of feed for

grazing purposes. The Cajon valley is one per-
fect mass of color. The grain fields, wild flow-

ers, and the background of mountains softened
by the hazy vapor which envelopes them make
a lovely landscape. This is destined to be one
of the best improved valleys in the county,
being settled as it is by men of means and cul-

ture, who design making homes, although there
are too many large grain ranches, which should
be divided into smaller tracts, and orchards
planted. Permanent roads are being laid out
through the valley, and everyone is busy mak-
ing improvements, thankful for the bountiful
harvest which will allow them to gain a foot-

hold once more and free themselves from the
burden of debt, which our past years of drouth
has forced so many to assume.—A. E. P., Cajon
Mountains, April 29th.

The Fine Sheep.—Netcs, May 11: We
noticed day-before yesterday, the arrival of two
line French Merino bucks for Mr. Echeverry,
of the Santa Maria ranch, and stated that it

was estimated that their fleeces would weigh
from 30 to 40 pounds. Yesterday morning, Car-
los, said to be the boss sheepshearer of the coun-
ty, with an assistant, proceeded in a very scienti-

fic way, to remove the fleece from these two
bucks and in three hours had succeeded. The
two-year-old buck gave a weight of fleece of 41

J

pounds, and the three year old 43 pounds.
The fleeces are now in the window of Mr.
Verlaque's store, and may be examined by any-
one. As said before, the wool is the finest in the
world, and will run from three to six inches in

length. Mr. Echeverry purchased these bucks
of Mr. Blacow of Centerville, Alameda county,
California, and paid $1,000 for them. The sire

and dam were direct from France, and picked
from the best flocks. The flock of Mr. E. has
already some fifteen hundred of these elegant

sheep, and at no distant day, Santa Maria will

equal if not excel, any ranch in the State for

the value and beauty of its sheep stock, and
the proprietors deserve the thanks of the whole
people for introducing the better stock of

sheep. After passing out of the hands of Car-
los, the bucks did not look so large.

SAN MATEO.
Potato Blight.— Times and Gazette, May

11: The blight has.appeared upon a few fields

of potatoes on the coast side of the county.

It does not appear to be confined to any partic-

ular variety or to any special kind of soil or lo-

cation, but early planted fields are those first

attacked as has always been the case. Whether
the ruin is to be general or not remains to be
determined, but mest farmers believe that all

will suffer more or less. From the observations
that have thus far been made in the workings
of this disease of the potato there is found no
difference between a dry year and a wet one.

SONOMA.
Russian River.—Editors Press:—Wheat

will be light on Russian river this year on ac-
count of too much rain. Some fields are half
or more chess and are being cut for hay. Pas-
turage is excellent, I never saw it better. Sheep
shearing has commenced and the fleece is very
good. There is more corn being planted this
spring than usual and less potatoes. Hay will
be very plentiful, as considerable grain is being
cut for hay.—T. J. Barnes.

STANISLAUS.
Champion Rye.—News, May 3: Mr. E. D.

Giddings brought to our office last Tuesday, a
bunch of rye, grown near Turlock, that
measures eight feet in hight. Many of the
heads were over eight inches in length. There
is in the whole field of 500 acres, but little of

the grain less than six feet in hight. The
sample was grown on Mr. Mitchell's land,
farmed by Henry Osborne. The soil on which
this magnificent growth is maturing, is of a
light and very sandy nature. In fact, it is

considered almost too poor to cultivate to any
other cereal. With rye, however, it can be
made productive and profitable.

News in Brief.

There were 89 deaths in the city last week.
J. G. Fair, of the bonanza firm, is again sick

at Virginia City.

Los Angeles is making large exportations of

corn to Mexico.
Eighty thousand persons visited the Paris

Exposition on Sunday.
The "bell punch" liquor bill is likely to be-

come a law in New York.
Tobacco smoking has doubled in Great Brit-

ain during the last 30 years.
Diphtheria has been prevalent at Middle-

town, Lake county.
Since the settlement of Lake county there

has never been a failure of crops.

As the prospects for peace improve the prices

of wheat decline in the English market.
On the 12th of May it snowed steadily all

day in the Black Hills region.

Joseph F. Demans, 12 years old, was drowned
in Bear creek, Merced county, May 9th.

Prof. Joseph Henry, for many years head
of the Smithsonian Institute, is dead.
As the game laws of this State are now in

full force, the sporting fraternity should beware.
Governor Emory of Utah predicts that fe-

male extravagance will eventually kill Mor-
monism.
The earthquake at Maniziles, South America,

did considerable damage to houses, but no lives

were lost.

The value of Peter's pence and other offer

ings made to Pius IX. amounted to no less than

$95,000,000 in all.

Eight car loads of wine have just been ship

ped from King's cellar, in St. Helena, Napa
county, to St. Louis.

A national convention will meet in London
and protest should the English government
determine to go to war.
Charles E. Lee, who had just arrived in the

Black Hills, was found murdered and robbed,
near Deadwood, on the 12th inst.

The wages of operatives in the New England
factories are being generally cut down about
four per cent., on account of the hard times.

The customs officers at Havre will not per
mit arms from the United States for the Rus-
sian government to be lauded.

D. Shepardson, tried last week for the

murder of Arnold, City Marshal of Colusa,

has been acquitted.

Lux and Miller are said to own about 700, -

000 acres of land in this State, on which they
pasture 80,000 head of cattle.

"Coburn George," an Indian celebrity re

siding near Truckee, was run over and killed

by a Central Pacific train the other day. He
was drunk at the time.

Carmello is the name of a new town just

laid out at the whaling station on Carmello bay,

near Monterey. A glass factory is the first

proposed enterprise.

The members of the San Francisco Police

force have been notified that from this time
henceforth they will not be permitted to smoke
pipes, cigars, or cigarettes while on duty.

Our army of 25,000 men costs nearly $26,000,-

000 a year, the English army of 133,720 costs

but $63,219,500; the latter being a yearly cost

of $473 per man and ours $1,050.

At a walking match in New York the other

day A. Harrison, of Haverhill, Massachusetts,

made 160 miles in 34 hours, 29 minutes, and
was awarded the first prize.

The Free Labor Exchange last week fur-

nished employment to 114 persons, of whom
91 were men, and 23 women and girls. Of the

men, nearly half went into the country.

At Victoria, B. C, no public house is allowed

to remain open on election days, neither can

liquor be sold or given away, under heavy pen-

alties.

Rev. Henry Ward Beeciier will arrive in

this city about the 10th of August, his object

being to lecture here and in other cities on this

coast.

Charles Morgan, owner of a steamship line

between New York and New Orleans, with

steamers in the Texas t-ade— 21 in all—died

last week, worth $13,000,000.

Gen. Grant, wife and son are in Paris.
Gortchakopf is weaker in consequence of a

fresh attack of gout.
The 342,595 pensioners on the pension lists

will this year cost our Government $29,371,537.
More parties, claiming to be relatives of the

late A. T. Stewart, are suing for a portion of
his estate.

Thomas Drew, a native of England aged 69,
dropped dead while raking hay on his ranch
in Santa Cruz county, May 2d.

Stanley, the African explorer, was, it is

said, born a little over 30 years ago in a Welsh
poorhouse.
There was a heavy snow-storm at Musca-

tine, Iowa on the 11th of May, with frosts in
Ohio and Indiana, but no serious harm done.
Extensive strikes followed by lockouts, riots

and suffering have occurred among the spinners
and weavers in England and Scotland.
Frank Dusy has sheared this spring at his

corrals at Fresno 43,000 head of sheep, and
Foster & Morrow about 50,000 head.
A steamship line under the auspices of

China and Peru has been opened between Hong-
kong and Callao to facilitate Chinese emigration
to Peru.

John A. McDonald, who has been a mem-
ber of the Legislature, of a State convention,
Presidential Elector, etc., is now at work in
Raleigh, N. C, as a common laborer, equally
respected as when he held office.

Heavy failures have occurred in Liverpool,
and it is feared many more will soon follow
owing to the great depression in most branches
of trade.

The chair factory at Forestville, Sonoma
county, is now running out 100 chairs per day,
mostly of the old-fashioned style with rawhide
bottoms.
On the 11th inst. Emperor William, while

returning from a drive, was fired upon but
escaped unhurt. The assassin was arrested
after firing two shots, both balls lodging in the
Emperor's carriage.

It is announced that all white men who
desire work may obtain it by applying to the
Central Pacific Railroad Company, who are in

need of workmen to repair the break on the
California Pacific.

Prof. Martin made another balloon ascen-
sion from Woodward's Gardens last Sunday.
After being up an hour and a quarter, and
reaching a hight of 5,000 feet, he landed safely

in Alameda.
The* rainfall the present season has been at

Shasta 95 inches, while at Bakersfield it has
been but eight inches, the former being about
the wettest and the latter the driest locality in

the State.

The Supreme Court of Massachusetts has
decided that a note given for a church subscrip-

tion does not carry with it an obligation to pay,

since it is given without consideration.

No trouble with Sitting Bull is anticipated

within the limits of the department, but Gen-
eral Crook to be prepared is sending scouting
expeditions north and northwest of the Black
Hills.

Reports from 29 States and one Territory in-

dicate the largest crops of all kinds this season

ever had in the history of the country. The
increased acreage of wheat in the Western States

is very large.

It is believed the Jesuits and violent party
have triumphed at the Vatican, which, it is

said, has resolved on a policy of resistence, all

negotiations with Prussia and the other powers
having failed.

There is a rumor that secret negotiations

have been for some time on foot for the enlist-

ment of a corps of five or six thousand Irish

soldiers to be sent to Russia for service against

England.
Peter Cooper, of New York, was first a

coach maker, then a cabinet maker, then a

grocer, and failed in all. In his fortieth year he

began making glue, and made the foundation of

his fortune, now estimated at $10,000,000.

In his report on the proper terminus for the

Canada Overland Railway, Admiral De Horsey,
of British Columbia condemns Burrard Inlet

and Skeena river as harbors, and strongly favors

the adoption of the Bute Inlet route, with

Esquimalt as the terminus.

Wm. Carter shot and instantly killed Jesse

Hankin, his son-in-law, near St. Helena, Napa
county, not long since. Hankin's wife left him
shortly after being married and returned to her

lather's, which caused bad blood between the

parties.

The California Pacific railroad, between Val-

lejo and Sacramento, upon which through

travel has been interrupted for several months
in consequence of the washout, will soon be in

running order again, a large force of Chinese

having been set to work repairing it.

The corner stone of the shop of the engineer-

ing department being erected in the navy yard at

Washington, is a mass of metal, weighing five

tons, obtained by melting down counterfeit

plates and dies captured by the detectives of

the Treasury Department.
The Alaska waters contain more salmon

than all the other waters in the known world.

Within a few years salmon canneries will be

established along the Alaska coast. Already

the Pioneer cannery of Alaska has been located

at Klawank, on Prince of Wales Island.

The funeral of John Morrissey took place

from St. Peter's Catholic Church, at Troy, N.

Y., and was attended by an immense concourse.

The entire State Senate, with Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor Dorsheimer and a delegation of Assembly-

men, were present. Bishop McNierny, of

Albany, assisted at the religious services.
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Song.

For a Temperance Dinner to Which Ladies

Were Invited

A health to dear woman! she bids us entwine

Krom the cup it encircles the fast-clinging vine;

Hut her cheek in its crystals with pleasure will glow.

And mirror its bloom in the bright wave below.

A health to sweet woman! the days are no more
When she watched for her lord till the revel was o'er,

And smoothed the white pillow, and blushed when he came,

As she pressed her cold lips on his forehead of flame.

Alas for the loved one! too spotless and fair

The jovs of his banquet to chasten and share:

Her eve lost its light that his goblet might shine.

And the rose of her cheek was dissolved in his wine.

Juy smiles in the fountain, health Hows in the rills,

As' their ribbons of silver unwind from the hills;

They breathe not the mist of the bacchanal's dream,

But the lilies of innocence float on their stream.

Then a health and a welcome to woman once more!

She brings us a passport that laughs at our door;

It is written on crimson -its letters are pearls-

It is countersigned Xature—so, room for the Girls!

—Oliver Wendell Hulmts.

Ferns.

If trees are Nature's thoughts or dreams,
Anil witness how her great heart yearns,

Then she has only shown, it seems,

Her lightest fantasies in fetus.

Those low green boughs, what shaply grace,

What slender lissome charm they wear,

Delicate, supple, frail as lace,

And pliant to each passing air!

Though sweet to see when there or here,

Along some common meadow way,

They throng in feathery jungles, near
Some stolid boulder's bulk of gray.

Yet, ah! no light their spray so serves

As when, where cloistering brandies cross,

1 meet its shadowy silvered curves

On spaces of dark moonlit moss.

r'or here quick fancy finds a bower
,

Where she can watch, in pictured wise,

An Oberon squeeze the fatal flower

On poor Titania's drowsing eyes!

And nimble fay and pranksome elf

Slash vaguely last at every turn,

Or, weird and wee, sits Puck himself.

With legs akimbo, on a fern!
—Edgar Faurett.

"The Innocents."

"Oh, dear me SUB," said Mrs. Dascom, impa-

tiently. "I never did see such work as I do have
to-day. Everything has gone wrong, and now
that kettle of tallow has boiled over!"

''Perhaps you got out o' the foot o' the bed
this morning," piped a queer little voice, that

sounded as much like a cricket's as anything.

Mrs. Dascom lifted the heavy kettle from the

stove, and then turned around wearily, to see

standing in the pleasant May sunshine that

streamed across the shining, yellow painted
Moor, through the open doorway, a little, old,

old woman, in a queer-looking dress, very short

in the waist and very short in the skirt, with a

funny little calico sun-bonnet on her head, and
witli her knitting work in her hand.

"I wouldn't fretef I was you," she went on,

advancing toward Mrs. Dascom, who stood
wondering if her fairy godmother had appeared
to her. "1 would save my breath. You may
want it some time; there's no knowin'. " Reach-
ing Mrs. Dascom's side now, she held out her
hand, saying: ".Shake hands, and I give ye a
welcome to the neighborhood. I'm Tddy Dres-
ser, and my husband is Dicky Dresser, and
they call us 'the Innocents.' We live down
here by the bridge, at the foot o' the hill in a
little red house. I hcerd yesterday that you'd
moved in, an' I thought I'd just drop in an' tell

ye I was glad to hev a neighbor. I've brought
my knittiu', because I've no time to waste, but
ef yer busy and don't want me here, I'll go
straight back hum, and take no offence, and
come again some other day. I believe in telling

the truth, an' bein' blunt, so ter shame father

o' lies; that's my way."
" You are not going home now, by any

means," said Mrs. Dascom, pleasantly, moving
a low rocking chair to her favorite window,
near which a lilac tree laden with purple buds
looked in, nodding a welcome to the new mis-
tress of the cheery kitchen. "I am very glad
to see you. You seem to be a very old person
to walk so far."

"Yes, bless the Lord, I shall be ninety if I

live till next fourth o' July day. And how it

happens that I've lived so long, is—I've saved
my breath. I never fret, scold, or talk scandal
Btuff, an' it's a great savin'. Every person
that's born lias jest so much breath given to
'em, an' jest so many words set down agin their
names, an' they kin be 'stravagant or savin' on
'em, jest as they are a mind to. When I heard
you a-talkin' to yerself as I come in jest now,
I thought perhaps you'd never heerd on it.

There's a good many folks that never did till I

told 'em. But it's in the Bible ; I've read it

there myself ; not in jest the words I tell it, but
I give the sense on't.

"Yes, I'm old. I alius said I sh'd outlive

THE PACIFIC
all the W hippies. I was a Whipple, an' ef I

don't get talked out, I guess I shall live arter

everybody else is dead, an' then keep tavern.

I alius wanted to keep tavern. Yes, I belong

about here. I was born at the poor-farm in

this town, and though I went out to work

hither and thither, I alius made it my home

there till I was married. They call the Whip-

plea 'real estate.' I'll tell you how it was.

"When I was a gal, I had the real small-pox,

an' lived through it, an' got well, an' never had

a sick day sense. An' when I was about forty-

year old, 'Squire Talmadge's wife went off

visitin' an' come back, an' bning the small-pox

with her, and they they was all down with it

ter once. I heerd about it, and how's they

couldn't got nobody to take care on 'em so I

jest went up there, an' went in, an' went ter

work. An' I did well. They all said 1 saved

their lives. An' arter they'd got well, I kept

stayin', workin' round. One day the Squire

had a raisin", to raise his new barn, and every-

body come, and there was a man from the next

town who'd been on his town alius, an' he

talked to me, an' I minded my manners, an' he

asked me to marry him. I told him to come

over an' see about it the next day. I told the

Squire on't, au' he said, 'He don't know much,

does he?' 'He knows enough to eat doughnuts

and cheese,' says I, 'an' that's enough for me.'

"Dicky come over the next day. I 'member's

well's kin be. I had a new calico dress that

the old Squire's wife gave me; it was a good

ileal lighter colored than white, an' 'twas a good

deal too short for me. So I cut a piece off the

bottom and sewed it on to the top, an' I was

doin' that when he come. He asked me again

to marry him, an' the Squire said we never

could do wus, either on us. The Squire, he

married us, an' I wore my new dress, but I

couldn't see's 'twas a bit longer'n 'twas before I

fixed it. The old Squire said I'd did well for his

folks when I had the chance, and now that he'd

the chance he'd do well by me. So he give me
a life lease of the red house and the garden spot,

a cow out an' out, and a right to paster her in

his lot summers an' keep her in his barn win-

ters. We had cake at the weddiu' and cracked

nutmegs—the Squire cracked them himself, an'

put the meats in one basket an' the shells in

'nother. I had a good settiu' out, 1 tell ye.

I had two dozen linen pocket handkerchiefs

made out o' black bumberbine—au' we had
cake, an' everybody came an' brought things

for us to keep house with.

"As I was a-sayin", they alius called the

Whipples real estate because they belonged to

the town, an' stayed as clus as the land did.

Dicky was born on the town's well's I, an' we
didn't either of us used to take care of our-

selves, but sense we've been married we've

took care o' one 'nother, an' we've got along

well. We do all the good we can. I advise

folks to save their breath, an' Dicky advises

folks to git married, an' the minister himself

says we're as useful a couple as there is in

town.
"I am sure I thank you kindly," said Mrs.

Dascom, when, after an early tea, her droll lit-

tle old visitor was taking her departure, with a

pat of butter, a bit of meat, and sundry little

bundles for the comfort of herself and Dicky.

"I shall try and be a good neighbor to pay you
for teaching me to save my breath. You must
come and see me often, and bring Dicky with

vou -

" . .

The little old body never accepted the invita-

tion but once. Then she came to say Dicky

was sick, and that she believed he was going to

heaven; that she hope her stock of breath was
about used up so she could go witli him—any
way she meant to use it up. She talked without

cessation for a night and a day. Dicky dies,

and when she was told of it her arms and head
fell simultaneously, and a few hours later the

little old couple lay side by side in the bit of a

parlor, scantily though tidily furnished, clothed

in the habiliments of the dead, awaiting the

funeral rites, which were attended by all the

kind-hearted country folk, whose onerous

charge they had so long been. They were buried

in one grave, under the lilac, in the "garden
spot." The tiny red house fell to decay, and
now a perfect thicket of roses, lilacs, daisies

and flowering almonds marks the resting place

of "The Innocents."

—

Mrs. Annie E. Preston,

in the Watchman.

Marriaoe.— In the marriage relations there

is an erroneous notion of liberty. Men do not
take into consideration sufficiently the strength

of the marriage tie. It is looked upon as a

convenient mutual arrangement, to be main-
tained as long as there is nothing pleasanter at-

tainable; but when there is, then it is blown
aside. The abominations of our divorce courts

are such as should startle and humiliate us.

Ministers called upon to marry parties should
require them to give references, and afford

satisfaction, so far as is possible, that in per-

forming that solemn ceremonial they are not

aiding and abetting a crime.— Rev. John Hall.

"Oil Smellers."—They have "oil smellers"

in the oil regions who profess to be able to de-

tect the existence of petroleum 1,000 or 1,500

feet below the surface, by suspending an her-

metically sealed bottle from a string close to

the ground. One wealthy operator, referred to

by the Titusville Herald, was fascinated last

year by this species of hocus pocus, to the ex-

tent of $100,000 worth of dry holes.

"Neal and Pray, Publishers and Bookbin-
der. A Specialty made of Religious Publica-
tions," is the sign over the door of a Williams-
burg firm.

RURAL PRESS.
Window Decorations.

Many persons have an admiration for trans-

parent shades, and some of these are so lovely

that one can scarcely wonder at this taste. To

such we would say you cannot do better than

to obtain what is called architects' or artists'

tracing cloth, which is a cheap transparent

cloth, producing that mellow light seeu through

the white ground-glass lamp-shades, and upon
it to transfer some of the exquisite designs in

Diaphanie and Yitromania work. These are of

all varieties, from the Medieval and lienaissauce

period, with its gorgeously-robed knights,

lansquenets, musicians, saints and madonnas, to

the lovely landscapes and Oriental groups or

domestic scenes of our own modern times. For
many wiudows, shades of this description

impart a wouderfully imposing effect. For dull,

cheerless apartments, we should strongly recom-

mend this variety of window covering, as it

imparts a rich, bright glow to an otherwise

gloomy room. And what, too, can be more
beautiful than the blue-white tints of the Swiss

curtains, with their exquisite puffs and neatly-

fluted raffles, or the soft, rich, yellowish-white

Nottingham-lace hangings, with lambrequins of

feathery ferns and gorgeous autumn leaves ?

As regards Swiss muslin, the coarser the tex-

ture the more sheer and light the appearance,

ami they are equally easy to "do up."

For persons of limited means, the Tycoon
reps, which may lie purchased at 25 cents a

yard, or less, are really very valuable. This
material comes in rich colors and many really

beautiful patterns, some of which present a

truly Oriental character in design, richness of

color, and general soft warmth of appearance.

When carefully preserved, autumn leaves

afford a most charming embellishment for

curtains of white Swiss, and will continue fresh

and bright for a whole season. They can be

fastened on with gum arabic.

A tasteful cornice for such curtains is made
of pieces of slender tree branches, ornamented
with the delicate little spruce twigs, forming

the most exquisite Gothic designs imaginable,

and which, from the door, appear like some
old and curious workmanship of mediaeval

times complicated in form and rich in color as

some wonderful mosaic. All that is required

to make these cornices is an abundance of small

pins, by which the numerous little arches and
points are fastened together. A coat of shellac

varnish gives a line finish to this work, and
delicate fern fronds with tiny sprays of pressed

autumn leaves, arranged as vines over them,
add to the artistic effect.

—

Beautiful Homes.

How to Win Him.— "Eliza," said a fond

mother to her offspring, recently, as that offspring

was about going forth in tow of a y
roung man

who worships the very sidewalk she walks upon,

"go to the bread-box and eat a good big crust

of bread before you go out." "Why, maw,"
replied the blushing girl, "I don't feel the least

bit hungry. We've only just had tea." "I know
it, but you will be hungry before I get back,

and when Adolphus takes you into a restaurant

you'll eat ice-cream, and sponge cake, and ham
sandwiches, and oystere enough to scare him
out of a year's growth. You silly girls don't

think of this, but we experienced women do.

I was once young and giddy myself, and but for

(55 cents' worth of maccaroons a cake for which
1 have ever since entertained the most profound

contempt—yur paw would have been a Con-
gressman with an aquiline nose and Hyperion's

curls. Beware how you sit down on the bud-

ding flame of Cupid. Of course Adolphus will

spend the money you save him on billiards and
things; but that makes no difference. When
he asks you to go in and have some oysters,

even if you are hungry, don't. Say you do not

approve of girls wasting the money of their fu-

ture husbands on trifles, when it might be ap-

plied towards furnishing a house. Point out

that for the price of an oyster stew you might
purchase a couple of towels, now that toweling

is so cheap, and that a Saddle Rock roast is the

equivalent of a silver fork -plated, of course, but
not easily distinguished from solid silver—or a
glass sugar bowl. This always takes the young
men; it sets them to thinking of housekeeping
and matrimony; it makes them believe you are

the incarnation of economy, and would make
an excellent wife; and so they often say things

which give you a hold over them, and are effect-

ive before a jury." Eliza treasured up these

sagacious counsels, and acted upon them with
such earnestness and effect that when she came
home she was an engaged woman.

Uranus.—The planet Uranus is now very
favorably situated for observation, though,

except with a powerful telescope, there is very

little to observe. It is at present easily de-

tected by the naked eye on a dark night, being

the eastern of two faint stars, which lie about
1 h° northeast of the bright star Regulus. To
the telescope it presents a pale bluish disc,

about one-fourth as large as that of Saturn,

without markings or spots of any kind. Tele-

scopers less than eight inches in diameter would
have no chance to show any of its satellites.

With instruments of nine to 10 inches aperture,

a fairly good eye can, under favorable circum-
stances, see the two outer ones, Oberon and
Titauia, though, to make measurements of their

position, would require a still larger aperture.

The two inner satellites, Ariel and Umbriel, are

beyond the reach of all but the most powerful
telescopes. Even with the great Washington
Equatorial they cannot always be seen.

[May 18, 1878.

Evolution and Materialism.

We of to-day hear so much about evolution

and materialism that it is well for us to fully

understand their meanings. To many they are

one and the same thing. But Prof. I^e Conte,

of the University of California, in the current

number of the Popular Sdenct Month!;/, very
clearly shows the distinction between the two.
He says: "First of all I wish frankly to ac-
knowledge that I am myself an evolutionist. 1

may not agree with most that evolution ad-
vances always cum <equo jieile. On the contrary,
I believe that there have been periods of slow
and periods of rapid, almost paroxysmal, evolu-
tion. 1 may not agree with most that we al-

ready have in IMrtrinivni the final form and mir-
rira! of the fittest, the prime factor of evolution.
On the contrary, I believe that the most im-
portant factors of evolution are still unknown
that there are more and greater factors in evo-
lution than are dreamed of in the Darwinian
philosophy. Nevertheless, evolution is a grand
fact, involving alike every department of na-
ture; and more especially evolution of the o--

ganic kingdom, and the origin of species by
derivation, must be regarded as an established
truth of science." "But, remember, evolution is

one thing, and materialism another and quite a
different thing. The one is a sure result of sci-

ence; the other a doubtful inference of philoso-

phy. Let no one who is led step by step through
the paths of evolution, from the mineral to the
organic, from the organic to the animate, and
from the animate to the rational, until he lands
logically, as he supposes, into blank and uni-

versal materialism let no such one, I say, im-
agine for a moment that he has been walking
all the way in the domain of science. He has
stepped across the boundary of science into the
domain of philosophy. Yet the step seems so

easy, so natural so inevitable, that most do not
distinguish between the teachings of science

and the inference of philosophy, and thus the

whole is unjustly accredited to science."

The Umbrella.—From time immemorial the
umbrella has been in use. At every point

of Oriental story one encounters the symbolical
umbrella in literature and art. In the fifth

incarnation of Vishnu, when the god goes down
into hell, he bears in his hand a sunshade.
In like manner old bas reliefs represent Dion-

ysius bearing a parasol when he is descending
to the infernal regions. To be a King in the
East has from the remotest antiquity implied a

right to bear an umbrella; and to be preceded
by umbrellas has signified royal quality in the

persons following them. Indeed, the Eastern
title with which we are more familiar than
any other signifies King of the Eternal Ging-
ham. Satray is * an abbreviation of a title

signifying Lord of the Umbrella No English
fox hunter would care to ride to the coverside

at the tail of a company of walking or mounted
umbrella bearers; but when the Emperor of

China goes forth to hunt he is preceded by "24

umbrellas. The Greeks used the umbrella as

a symbol in some of their sacred festivals, and
put it in the hands of gentlewomen. Bestow-
ing it on their womankind of high degree, the
Romans also elevated it in their halls of justice

as a symbol of authority. A red umbrella was
the symbolical canopy under which the Roman
judge sat in the basiiikon. The Cardinal's

scarlet hat is but a modified umbrella. That
our English umbrella has the same magnificent

descent is shown by its name, which signifies

shademaker. Although the English did not

invent the umbrella, they have done much to

develop and bring it into perfection. Between
October, 1786, and July, 1S71, no less than
292 improvements on the ordinary walking
stick were patented in England, and though
some few of these patents refer to undraped
batons, some 270 of them are for portable can-

opies. With so many fertile brains at work on
its construction, the umbrella of the future

must reach perfection.

A New Explosive.— It was stated at the

last meeting of the Royal Dublin Society that a

new explosive agent has been discovered by
Professor Emerson Reynolds in the laboratory of

Trinity college, Dublin. It is a mixture of 75%
of chlorate of potassium with 25% of a body
called sulphurea. It is a whit? powder, which is

very easily prepared by the mixture of the mate-

rials in the above named proportions. The new
powder can be ignited at a rather lower tempera-

ture than ordinary gunpowder, while the effects

it produces are even more remarkable than those

caused by the usual mixture. Dr. Reynolds

states that his powder leaves only 45% of solid

residue, whereas common gunpowder leaves

about 57%. It has been used with success in

small cannon, but its discoverer considered that

its chief use would be for blasting, for shells,

for torpedoes, and for similar purposes. Dr.

Reynolds pointed out that one of the advanta-

ges this powder possesses, is that it. can be pro-

duced at a moment's notice by a comparatively

rough mixture of the materials, which can be

stored and carried without risk so long as they

are separate. The sulphurea, the chief compo-

nent of the new explosive, was discovered by

Dr. Reynolds about 10 years ago, and could be

easily procured in large quantities from a prod-

uct of gas manufacture which is at present

wasted.

Lip Salve.—Oil of sweet almonds, eight

ounces ; white wax, three ounces ;
spermaceti,

! three ounces ; rhodium, fifty drops, and white
' sugar candy forms an excellent lip salve,
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Chaff.

Young men should pattern after pianos—be
square, upright, and grand.

"The older the tree the thicker the bark;"
but the older the dog the thinner the bark.

Dr. Amos Clarke says that "Btrong drink

is not only the devil's way to man, but man's

way to the devil."

A race-horse can go fast and a war-horse

looks well in poetry; but, if you want to hear

softer tones in the kitchen, furnish it with a

good clothes horse.

A Yankee was giving an account of hi

experience as a hotel-keeper. "Did you clear

anything by it ?" asked a listener. "I cleared

a six-rail fence, getting away from the sheriff,"

he answered, quietly.

A Lowell man, who lost his good character

some time ago, was severely hauled over the

coals by some of his former friends. "I know
it boys. I know my- character's gone; lost

entirely. And," he added rather pointedly,

"it's too confounded bad, for it was the only

one in the place worth saving."

A bevy of children were telling what they
got at school. The eldest got reading, spelling,

and definitions. "And what did you get, little

o^ie ?" asked the father, to a rosy-cheeked little

fellow, who at the time was slyly driving a ten-

penny nail into the door-panel. "Me ? I gets

readiu', spelliu', and spankin'.

"

A man saw a ghost while walking along a

lonely highway at midnight. The ghost stood

exactly in the middle of the road, and the way-
farer, deciding to investigate, poked at it with
his umbrella. The next instant he was knocked
20 feet, into a mud -hole. Moral.—Never poke
an umbrella at a large white mule, when its

back is turned.

You need not be afraid of giving too much.
The old darkey said: "If any ob you know ob
any church what died ob liberality, jes' tell me
whar it is, an' I will take a pilgrimage to it,

and by the soft light ob the pale moon I will

crawl upon its moss-covered roof an' write

upon the topmost shingle. 'Blessed am de dead
who die in de Lord. "

An exquisite, leading a dog by a string,

lounged up to the ticket office window of a rail-

road company and inquired : "Must I—aw

—

take a ticket for a puppy ?" He was naturally

both surprised and annoyed when the ticket

seller answered, in a slightly bewildered tone,

after a moment's calm reflection: "No—you
can travel as an ordinary passenger, at the

regular rate I"

A well-dressed, ladylike looking woman
entered a street car, the other day, with her
little boy of about six years of age. On the
conductor's coming to collect the fares, the
lady handed her little son a half-dollar, he be-

ing nearer the door. The little fellow examined
the coin carefully, and then gave it to the con-

ductor. Scarcely had tho man returned the
change- than the youngster clapped his hands,
and, looking at his mother, exclaimed:
"Mamma ! Mamma ! he has taken the bad half-

dollar !"

An Expert on Mad Dogs.

We have had abundant testimony concerning
the nature and remedies for hydrophobia from
scientific men. It is interesting, if nothing
more, to read what a practical "dog catcher"
thinks on the subject: "I do not believe in
hydrophobia," said .Special Detective Downs, of

the Philadelphia police, who has charge of the
dog-catchers' squad. "In half the cases re-

ported as mad dogs the animals are not mad.
Because a dog froths at the mouth it is not a
sign that he has the rabies, and I do not believe
that the cases reported in Port Richmond and
down town within the last week, where so many
persons were bitten, were mad dogs. The
people who are bitten frighten themselves into

the hydrophobia. If a man's system is in ^ood
order, he will not feel the bite so much as one
whose system is disordered. I'd sooner be
bitten by a dog than I would by a man. It is

my opinion that there is more danger in the
latter than the former. I've been bitten two or
three times and have not gone mad yet. After
the bites, when the blood would come, people
who were standing around the wagon would
say: 'Why don't you kill that dog?' Well now
that would be foolish, to kill the dog after I've

been bitten. The harm is done and nothing
could prevent it then. I always make a poul-
tice of salt and onions to draw the poison out
of the wounds, and in a short time it is all

right.

"About two years ago, when I first went out
with the wagon, we caught a little skye poodle
and placed him in the box. He bit every dog
and frothed at the mouth, and we thought for

certain that he was mad. One of the darkies
went into the wagon and tied him up. When
he was let loose in the yard at the pound he bit

all the dogs there. So Mr. Merrett, who had
charge of the place, killed him and had him dis-

sected. He found that the animal had a large
gum-boil and a decayed tooth, which accounted
for his strange actions. When dogs are cutting
their teeth they become thin, refuse to eat,

shun water, have convulsions, froth, and per-
sons who do not know what ails them, believe
they are mad. The trouble is people do not
know how to manage dogs. A scare is raised
about hydrophobia, the animals are put out of

the way, and they gloat over the satisfaction of

killing another mad dog.

"
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Bruno's Visitor.

TWritten for the Press by Faith Fiiemont.]

One fine morning old Bruno walked out rather

earlier than usual, and came very unexpectedly

upon a fox, who, like himself, was inclined to

early rising.

"Good morning, my dear Mr. Bruno; how
glad I am to see you. I hope you are quite

well,

"

"Quite well, I thank you, Mrs. Fox," an-

swered he, a little stiffly I fear, for he had al-

ways had grave distrust of the lady, and wished

to have as few words as possible with her. The

fox, however, was disposed to be very friendly,

and did not intend to let this opportunity es-

cape of testing Bruno's sagacity.

"My dear friend," began she in a very bland

tone, and with the most innocent air imagina-

ble, "I hear your master has purchased some
very fine Brahmas; now I pride myself some-
what on being an excellent judge of good fowls,

and I should like very much to see them."
"And why, may 1 ask, are you so much in-

terested in poultry?" queried Bruno, with a

keen glance, that did not escape the fox.

"Certainly, sir, certainly. 1 have always had
great admiration for poultry, and Brahmas are

especially my favorites, and, with your permis-

sion, I should be most happy to see your mas-
ter's." Now, Bruno was naturally a very cour-

teous dog, and never forgot his good breeding,

and he could do no less than invite her to call.

Mrs. Fox thanked him very politely, and prom-
ised to be at the poultry house at early twilight

that evening.

Accordingly, after sunset, Bruno walked lei-

surely over to the place appointed, and stretched

himself upon the ground to await his visitor.

H& waited quietly, thinking every moment to

hear her footsteps, but twilight passed, and the

shades of night gathered thickly, and still no
fox appeared. At length, thinking she had for-

gotten her promise of the morning, he was ris-

ing to return to his kennel, when he heard a
light, cautious step, and in another moment saw
his visitor creeping slyly toward the door of the
poultry house.

"You are late Madam," coldly exclaimed her
watcher.

"I beg a thousand pardons, my dear friend,"

said the fox; "I was unavoidably detained, and
I assure you I hurried here as soon as

—

"

"Smoothly spoken," interrupted Bruno, "but,

of course, seeing the Brahmas to-night is im-
possible, and still it is a pity you should have
your walk for nothing," at the same time ad-

vancing a little nearer to Mrs. Fox.
Mr. Bruno," exclaimed she, in an indignant

tone, "i cannot permit such familiarity from a
comparative stranger." And before he could

collect his wits she bounded away and was lost

in the darkness.

"This bed is not so comfortable as my kennel,

but I think I will pass the night here," wisely

decided Bruno, and he quietly laid down a little

nearer to the poultry house.

An Example for Girls.

Our boys are continually incited to persever-

ing effort to succeed by the example of men
who have made themselves great in the face of

many discouragements. Our girls can find sim-

ilar encouragement to persevere in the example
of Jenny Lind, who led the world of song.

Perhaps some of our younger readers may im-
agine that she discovered a royal road to fame,
and sung as easily as the birds, which she so

successfully imitated. When Croelius pre-

sented Jenny Lind to the manager of the Royal
Opera, that potentate saw before him a pale,

shrinking, under-sized child, between nine and
ten years of age, attired, with Sunday stiffness,

in a dress of black bombazine. The Count, we
are told, gazed upon her with astonishment and
contempt.
"You ask a foolish thing," said he. "What

shall we do with that ugly creature ? See what
feet she has; and then her face. She will never
be presentable. No, we cannot take her—cer-

tainly not." He afterward admitted her to the

training school attached to the royal opera.

After years of toil, when 13 years of age, her
upper notes almost ceased to exist, and the

scheme of educating her for the opera was
abandoned, although she continued for four

years longer to be an assiduous member of

the school, studying instrumental music and
the theDry of composition. We are indebted

to Mr. Parton for the account of subsequent
trials endured previous to her final success.

Attaining a temporary success in her 17th

year, in her efforts to improve her voice she

over-strained it. She felt the necessity of bet-

ter instruction than her native city afforded.

Garcia was then living at Paris, at the hight of

his reputation as a trainer of vocalists. She de-

sired to place herself under his instruction, but
was unable to afford the expense of a residence

in Paris. To raise the money she gave con-

certs, accompanied by her father, in the princi-

pal towns of Sweden and Norway. Her con-

certs were successful according to the standard
of Sweden. Nevertheless she was compelled
to make the journey alone, while her parents

pursued her ordinary labors at home. Her

first interview with Garcia was disheartening
in the extreme.
"My good girl," said he, after hearing her

sing, you have no voice; or, should rather say,
that you had a voice, but now on the point of
losing it. My advice to you is, do not sing a
note for three months. At the end of that
time, come to me." Think of the dejection ami
tedium of those three months! "I lived," said
she, "on my tears and my thoughts of home."
At the appointed time she stood again in the

master's presence. She placed herself under
his instruction, and profited by it; but, strange
to say, he never predicted for her a striking suc-
cess. He used, to say that if she had as much
voice as she had intelligence she would become
the greatest singer in Europe, and that she
would have to sing second to many who had
not half her ability.

How few would have had the courage to press
forward!
We believe in the existence of special bents,

aptitudes, or faculties in individuals, which are
to them as so much capital in those directions.

Yet not many who have genius carve out suc-

cess.

It generally comes to such as to ordinary
powers add a high purpose, a firm resolve, and
patient, honest, earnest effort, bearing the
motto, "Through trials to triumph."

Qqqe rH-

Use and Misuse of Carbolic Acid.

In San Buenaventura there was recently a
case of the misuse of carbolic acid by the injec-

tion of it into a wound. This fact has led a
correspondent of the Signal to lay down the
authorities on- the use and misuse of this sub-

stance, and to call attention to a fact, which
every good physician knows, that carbolic acid

is a dangerous medicine, and must be used with
the greatest care and by skillful hands. Dr.
H. C. Wood, Professor of Materia Medica and
Therapeutics in the Pennsylvania University,

says : "The free external use of carbolic acid

is by no means devoid of danger. Indeed, in

more than one case, it has caused death. Two
young ronn suffering from scabie, [itch] applied
externally each about one-half an ounce of car-

bolic acid in a watery solution, one of whom was
soon found dead. " Dr. Wood recommends as

an external antiseptic 100 parts of water to 1

part of carbolic acid. The county physician,

judging from the effects and from the statement
of a physician present soon after the injection

was given, must have used carbolic acid 50
parts, and water or olive oil 50 parts. Dr.

John I. Iieese, in his Manual of Toxicology,

page 342, says a man was nearly killed by hav-

ing an ointment applied to his body consisting

of one part of carbolic acid and four of lard.

Dr. D. Gross, the best authority on surgery in

the United States, says : "In the performance
of operations in opening abscesses, and during
the removal of dressings, carbolic acid may be
used as a spray, one part of the acid to 100 of

water, the necessary manipulations being con-

ducted in carbolic acid atmosphere, which does
away with injections as formerly practiced."

From the above authorities it will be seen when
used externally, carbolic acid, in comparatively
mild solutions, is dangerous to human life.

When injected, as it was, in a strong solution,

so that it was taken up in the circulation, as in

the case of Mr. Maddox, we can only wonder
that the man was not instantly killed. The
effect of carbolic acid is to arrest circulation,

and to destroy the life principle in the blood.

Indeed, there is no greater and more effective

destructive agent to animalculre. One drop of

carbolic acid and 499 of water, makes a solution

strong enough to instantly kill plant lice.

What to do for C'ROur.

—

Hall's Journal oj

Health says: Croup is so common a disease

among children that it requires no description;

it affects the windpipe. As it attacks sud-
denly, most often in the night, and as an hour's

time may be all the difference between life and
death, it is proper to state the most reliable

course to be pursued until a physician be

obtained. 1st. Keep the feet warm by having
a jug of hot water kept against them; let them
also be well wrapped up in woolen flannel.

2d. Have a bucket of water almost as hot as

the hand can bear. Have two pieces of woolen
flannel of several thicknesses, one being on the

throat while the other is in the hot water, re-

new every two or three minutes, until relief is

given or the physician arrives. The water in

the bucket must be kept hot by the constant
addition of boiling water.

Coal Tar for Flesh Wounds.—Mr. F. D.
Curtis informs the New York Tribune of what
he considers the best application for any and
all tlesh-cuts and raw sores. It is gas coal-tar,

whicli may be had at any gas-works where gas

is made from coal. A barrel of it, costing $2,

has been in use at the Kirby Homestead for

ten years and is not half gone yet. Coal tar,

when applied to a flesh-cut, shuts out the air

and thus stops the smarting ; it will .also keep
off the flies ; it is very healing, and it is anti-

septic, that is, cleansing, and will prevent the

growth of proud-flesh. It is the cheapest, most
healing and best application we have over used.

I have tested this remedy for several years on
all sorts of cuts and sores with the most gratify-

ing and successful results. It was an experi-

ment at first, but now it ii a necessity.

Domestic Ec@pi@pY»

Sundry Recipes.

For Starching Linen.—Use one teaspoon

-

ful of borax to one quart of boiling starch, it

will improve the stiffening and gloss.

To Keep Juice of a Pie from Boiling Over.
—Wet edges of both crusts; press tightly
together; stick a fork several times through the
upper crust to allow the steam to escape.

To Polish Furniture.—Take of good alcohol
one-half pint, quarter of an ounce pulverized
resin, the same of gum shellac; after this has
dissolved add one-half pint of linseed oil; shake
well.

Sour Sauce.—Half a cup of butter and stir

in a tablespoonful of flour and one pint of boiling
water, nearly one cupful of sugar, two spoonfuls
good vinegar, spice to taste.

Choice Cookies.—Two eggs, two cupfuls
white sugar, one cupful butter, one-third cup-
ful sweet milk, two teaspoonfuls cream tartar,

one teaspoonful soda, one-half nutmeg.

Dressing for Cold Slaw.—To the well-
beaten yolk of one egg add a little milk, two or
three tablespoonfuls of vinegar, a small piece of

butter; stir it over the fire until it comes to a
boil.

Fried Cakes.—Three and a half cups of su-

gar, four eggs, ten tablespoonfuls melted lard,

one large nutmeg, one teaspoonful salt, one
quart good sour milk, one teaspoonful saleratus;

mix stiff as bread.

Sherman Steamed Corn Bread.—Three
cups corn meal, two of wheat flour, two of

sweet milk, one of sour milk, half cup sugar,

one teaspoonful soda; steam three hours, then
bake in an oven until brown.

Potato Pie.—Boil or wash common or sweet
potatoes and strain through a fine sieve; to each
pint add one and a half pints of milk, a little

melted butter, two eggs, salt, nutmeg to the
taste; bake in one crust, like custard pie.

Corn-Starch Puffs.—Four eggs beaten sepa-
rately; one cup of sugar; one cup of corn-starch;
one-half cup of butter; one teaspoonful of lemon
in the butter and sugar; two teaspoonfuls of

baking powder mixed in the corn-starch.

New Way of Cooking Oysters.—Take
mashed potatoes, mix a canful of oysters with
the potatoes, and with a knife cut the mass up
fine; add one-half pound of powdered crackers;
fix offwith butter, pepper and salt, and moisten
the whole with oyster juice; take little pats of

this, roll them into powdered cracker crumbs
and fry till brown in butter, and the result

when served warm is delicious.

Bran Bread.—This is a capital recipe, for

the bread keeps fresh for a long time, and is

very easily made: Two and a half pounds
brown^flour, i. e., the wheat is ground, no bran
being taken out, quarter pound white flour,

half ounce soda, four teaspoonfuls tartaric acid,

a lump of ammonia the size of a nut, one and a
half-pints of milk and water, or pure water.
To be baked in a tin.

For Preparing Lard to Keep Through
Summer.—To one gallon of lard put one ounce
of sal soda, dissolved in a gill of water. Do
not till your kettle more than half full, for it

will foam and perhaps boil over. No other
water is required than what the soda is dis-

solved in. When it is done it is very clear,

and will keep two years. Strain through a
coarse cloth and set away.

Fruit Stains.—To remove fruit stains, let

the spotted part of the cloth imbibe a little

water, without dipping it, and hold the part

over two or three lighted brimstone matches at

a proper distance. The sulphurous gas whicli

is discharged soon causes the spots to disappear.

Or all bright-colored fruit stains can be re-

moved by scalding in clear boiling water, be-

fore any soap is applied.

Bread Crumb Pudding.—Make a quantity
of bread crumbs by rubbing the crumb of a stale

loaf through a fine wire sieve; put a pint of

milk and one ounce of fresh butter into a sauce-

pan on the fire, with sugar to taste, and the
thin rind of a lemon, cut, if possible, in one
piece; when the milk boils throw bread crumbs
into it until a thick porridge is obtained; turn
it out into a basin; when cold remove the lemon
rind, and stir in one by one the yolks of four

eggs, mix well, then stir in the whites of two
eggs beaten up to a stiff froth, and a small

quantity of candied citron peel cut very thin.

Have a plain mold, buttered and breadcrumbed
very carefully all over, pour the composition
into it, and bake it about half an hour. Serve
cold, with a compote of any fruit around it.

To Recook Roast Beef.—Mince some of tho
meal very fine, season well, have a layer of

mashed potatoes about an inch thick in a dish;

spread over it a thick layer of meat and cover
it with another layer of potatoes; with a knife

form squares on your potatoes, spread a littlo

butter over it and brown nicely; also, cut some
meat in inch square pieces, take about half as

much raw potatoes, cut the same size and ono
onion cut small; put in a saucepan with some of

tlie beef gravy, and water enough to cover it, a
little salt; cover tightly, and when it comes to

a boil set it where it will simmer until the gravy
is reduced to quite one-half, then add black
pepper and a little curry powder and a tea-

spoonful of flour; serve in this way, or you can
line the sides|of a pie dish, put in the meat,
etc. , cover with a nice paste and bake.
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The Week.

Nothing has occurred to rutlle the tranquility

of the passing 'days save slight winds bringing

rather low temperatures. Not yet have the

"hay rains" come, although they are due ac-

cording to the experience of former years. Hay
is falling fast in the wake of the mower, and
many a man who sits the machine, wonders
whether in the great abundance of hay he will

gaiu price enough to pay him for his seed and his

labor. Doubtless the price will be low, but
many will gain enough in greater weight to

compensate for smaller price. The abundant
material too will enable a man to produce cheap
animals, and the effort to turn the hay into llesh

will often pay better than turning it into gold.

As the harvest approaches it appears that
facts are being observed which tend to reduce
the aggregate of the wheat crop somewhat.
How much allowance must be made for lessened
production in counties which have received an
excess of rain cannot now be told, but it is a
certain quantity. Several of the northern coun-
ties report reduced prospects and sickly grain,

and usurping chess are the subjects the grower
has to contemplate. We mention this fact

merely to put men on their guard against reports
of an overwhelming surplus of grain which are
being industriously circulated in order that
some one may gain the grain at a lower figure

than the outlook warrants. We shall have a
magnilicent harvest of course, and some parts
of the State will roll up a surplus beyond all

precedent, perhaps, but it is too soon to cry
down prices on the claim that the supply will
be far in excess of the demand. Let us first

give thought to securing all the grain in good
condition, and then we shall see better how the
market stands affected by the amount overhang-
ing it.

Doing and Over doing.

If we write nothing new let the excuse be

that the words are true. The time is just upon

us when the farmer is most apt to overstep the

boundary between doing and over-doing. The

harvest labor, heavy in its gifts, is apt to be as

well heavy in its drain upon the vital force both

in brain and muscle. The mind is charged with

with excitement. It is working at its highest

speed. It is off its guard. It puts the whip

and spur to physical power and endurance until

they too are acting at their utmost tension. Our

harvest operations are in many cases carried on

upon so large a scale that he who commands the

field has enough on his mind and hands to keep

half a dozen men well employed. And yet, as

a general thing, the work either does not admit

of division, or there are no fit ones to share it

and the grain grower must assume the whole

task, with it great responsibilities and its thou-

sand details, and conquer, or be conquered

by it.
.

Although there is but a step between doing

and over doing, it is a step which can only be

taken at the cost of months of discomfort, or,

sometimes, at the price of a life's strength and

health. If the hurried, worried man could or

would but stop to think of the small ratio which

exists between getting the work sharply and

successfuly prosecuted and preserving his own
mental and physical power, he would be safe.

The rule is not to do this. In most instances

there is but a single thought upon the mind,

and that is the quickest route to the accom-

plishment of the task. Thus the man is driven

before the wind of determination, and, like a

ship without a rudder, his strength, robbed of

the guidance of its mental guardian, rushes

wildly on its course, with nothing to turn it

from lurking dangers.

In the hope that, speaking thus early, we
may gain possession of minds which soon will

pass beyond the reach of editorial preaching,

we are led to mention a few points which are

generally regarded as foundation stones in the

structure of well accomplished tasks. First, we
would note that, generally, it is not work which

weakens the frame and unseats the mind.

Bather is it anxiety and its fretful handmaid
worry, which as a bad associate of work, mis-

leads it and hazards its success. Calm, and yet

sprightly and vigorous, effort does not injure a

man, but is rather salutary in its effect. The
mind gains strength, the muscles grow, under

such exercise. The appetite is sharpened and

sleep is promoted by healthful exertion. 1 >ia-

metrically opposite is the effect of anxious, ner-

vous effort. A mau's strength is lashed by it

until it undertakes the impossible, and it falls

back weakened if not broken. The mind is

spurred into a tremulous excitement which robs

it of its power. Appetite departs. Sleep be-

comes a mockery: and the tossing victim yearns

for the faintest light which shall return him to

the labor of the day which wearies him even

less than the dreams of the night. Such is the

contrast between the two conditions of doing

and over-doing. It may be seen in all occupa-

tions of men which call for supreme effort. The
way to secure a condition of effective doing,

with certain limitations of natural disposition

and temperament, is to begin witli the determi-

nation that no matter how great the emergency
which may arise, a man shall calmly master it

and not be mastered by it. Resolve beforehand

to be the victor, not the victim. Let everyone to

whom the coming weeks shall bring manual
labors decide now that he shall rule his own
mind and strength, and no contingency shall

be too difficult or vexing for his triumph over

it.

In addition to storage of will to meet the
duty of the days, there is also a matter of daily

regime to be observed. This is regularity of

habit. It is, we believe, the general dictum of

both science and experience, that the way to

meet unusual labors is not by artificial stimu-
lants which are transitory in their effects, but
by reliance on natural agents, which are more
lasting. Therefore let the taking of sufficient

and nutritious food be a matter of religious reg-

ularity. Do not alternate between a famished
and a surfeited condition, for weakness is sure

to follow. Above all be as regular as possible

in wooing "nature's sweet restorer,'' sleep. He
who eats well and sleeps well, arises each morn-
ing a tower of mental and physical strength,

and he who endangers his hold upon these re-

cruiting agencies, renders himself liable to all

the ails and weaknesses which we have named
and more besides.

We have spoken especially of the rules of

strength and weakness as relating to the lord of

the manor, but they apply with certain rele-

vance to its mistress. Harvest hurry is apt to

unsettle the whole household. Upon the house-
wife fall unusually heavy burdens and cares.

She too must be "mistress of herself though
China fall." She must not worry herself with
too much serving. She must have no midnight
tasks of preparation, nor midnight dreams of

runaway servants and laborers clamerous for

their rations. Let her too prepare for whatever
extra cares the days may bring, by the cultiva-

tion of a quiet determination to let no trouble
ruffle the serenity of her disposition, nor disturb
the even balance of her thought. It is doubt-
less true that in this State our farmers' wives
are somewhat less burdened with harvest pro-
viding and lodging than their Kasteru sisters,

and yet the tumult in the field is sure to invade
the quiet of the home unless its mistress meet

it at the threshold, with the tranquility of her

disposition and the firmness of her resolve.

Let but the wife with her gentle influence and

peculiar tact undertake to rule the troubled

harvest host from her quiet throne in the home,

and she can often rescue her lord from the con-

sequences of a thoughtless over-doing, and thus

ensure a glad and successful harvest home.

Abnormal Secretion of Milk.

Editors PTTMr

—

i have a Jersey heifer at my place

which is thought to be something of a curiosity. She is

less than eight months old, having been dropped Septem-

ber 1Mb, lt>77; is of medium size, for her age; has never

had a calf, of course, and is not likely to have for many
months. I had noticed for some weeks that her bag was

developing untisuall , and a few days m it appeared so

large and full that I was led to examine it. and found it

well tilled with milk. 1 have milked her occasionally

since and she has every appearance of secreting milk (be

same as if she had produced a calf. Breeder, S. F.

This is a somewhat unusual case, but not

without precedent. There are numerous in-

stances on record where heifers have given milk

some time before parturition and the milk has

been of good quality. In this case, as we learn

from conversation with the writer, the milk

was secreted and drawn before the heifer met
the male. This, too, has precedents. Dr.

Sturtevant records in the Scirntitir Farmer one

case in Kngland where a two-year-old heifer,

which had never received the bull, was milked

and yielded cream and butter of good quality,

atid another virgin heifer, also two years old,

in Ayrshire, which yielded milk as abundantly
as if she had borne a calf. Young calves also

have frequently been noticed to yield a few
drops of milk. Virgin milk has also been

secreted in foals and bitches.

It has long been known that irritation of the

udders of animals will induce secretion of milk.

A (Jerman chemist produced milk in this way
in a heifer to secure an analysis of it, and found

it unusually rich in solids. We learn from our

correspondent that some weeks ago he noticed

a calf begging a lunch from this precocious

heifer and it may be that this excitement of the

glands induced the secretion, although it was
not developed in amount until some time after-

ward.
It may be also remarked in this connection

that in a race of animals like the cow which is

continually bred and handled so as to develop

the milking function, the secretion should crop

out at unseasonable times, although, as we have
said, similar cases have been known in other

animals.

Twig Blight on Apple Trees.

Editors Press : When convenient please give in the
Ri'kal Press the cause and cure of "twig blight " in the
apple tree. I have a number of trees that seem to be per-

ishing from this cause. In spring the buds on some of

the branches seem to open slowly and the leaves never
get to be more than an inch long, while for a long time
the branch seems to be plump and green, but at last it

dies. - E. W. Johnson, Lodi, San Joaquin Co., Cal.

The cause of this blight and the several kinds
of blight which attack the pear tree at the Kast
has been a mooted question for years and cannot
now be demonstrated. Theories have been
abundant. Aside from attributing the evil to

insects it has been charged to "frozen sap" on
the one hand and "scalded sap" on the other.

The theory of "frozen sap" would be pretty

well thrown out of the question by the occur-

rence of the blight in this State were there no
other arguments against such a cause for the

trouble. There are insects which pierce twigs

and kill them, but most diligent search has

never found them in cases of "twig blight" in

the common Eastern significance of the term.

The judgment of investigators is now turning in

favor to the fungoid nature of the disease, and
fungi, have been found and described on the

diseased twigs and leaves. As these fungi

plainly are injurious in causing a curling and
otherwise interfering with the development of

the leaf, they may, until the matter is nearer a

demonstration than at present, be considered as

the cause of the general evil ; the more so as

allied fungi are also found in the inner bark of

the twigs destroying its structure. These fungi

in all probability undergo a resting period and
survive by means of "resting spores," which
are deposited upon the bark of the branches
and in crevices in it. Such being the case there

is a chance of destroying them by the applica-

tion of a wash of strong lye during the winter
before the leaves start. This remedy, however,
becomes well nigh impracticable when one has

a large orchard to treat and aims to drench all

the twigs, as should be done to reach all the

spores. The most available safeguard against

the spread of the disease lies in cutting off the

blighted twigs as soon as they are seen to be

affected and burning them. This will prevent
the fruiting of the fungi and in a measure cut

off its power to spread. This should be done
as soon as the slightest appearance of the dis-

ease is detected at any season of the year.

If any of our readers have observations on
the occurrence of the twig blight in this State

or have succeeded in any efforts they have
made to subdue it we should be pleased to have
their experience for publication.

On File.— "Mendocino Co." R. ; "Draining
and its Appliances," A. R. ; "Wild Oats, ' N.
•W. S.; "The Apiary," J. D. E.; "Butter
Making," A. B. B. ; "San Joaquin and San
Luis Obispo Notes," H. E. H.; "Rose Cul-

ture," No. 2, Z. E. ; "Fresno Co.," W. A. S.;

"Bat-proof Granary," and etc., I. C. W.j "Why
should we Prune," M. P. 0.; "Seedling Oranges
and Lemons," G.C. S. ; "Protection to Levees,"
W. M. R.

QJef^ies a^d Replies.

Diseased Turkeys.

Editorr Press: I have about 100 young turkeys all

doing well until now. when their feet have begun to dry
up. I feed them on hard-boiled eggs until they are a few
days old, after that on boiled wheat with chopped onion
once in a while, and a hit ef red pepper occasionally. Can
you give me the cause of this fool complaint, and the
remedy as soon as possible.—Mrs. F. B. N. , Red Bluff.

Editors Press :—The description of the dis-

ease is too meager. I never knew of feet

"drying up." Sometimes the feet curl up,

the toes turn in and the turkeys walk with dif-

ficulty. This is rheumatism, and is caused by
roosting on damp ground and by other things,
already described in the Press. If this corre-

spondent will write fully the symptoms and ef-

fects, I shall probably recognize the disease and
will give the cure.—M. Eyre., Jr.

Unhealthy Rose Bushes.
Editors Press:— I notice that one of your

correspondents in Rural of May 4th is troubled
with that old pest of gardeners, the rose blight.

Sulphur, sprinkled on the leaves, is, as you ob-

serve, the best present remedy. But I would
add that the soil is probably becoming ex-

hausted of the proper rose elements, and this

weakness manifests itself in the disease de^
scribed by your correspondent. To remedy
this either plant young bushes on new soil, or
dig a trench close to the old bush and put in

fine hen manure, and, if it be obtainable, a little

charcoal or the tilings from a machine shop.

Then cut off all the diseased limbs, and water
freely. The new growth will be vigorous and
healthy, and so continue for several years.

Some varieties of roses are constitutionally

weak as regards mildew, and should not be
planted. The old "Ceaut des Battailes" has
become entirely worthless. Pauline, Safrano,

Homer, Madam St. Joseph, Ophir, Bon Silene,

Isabella, Sprunt and Cardinal Patrizzi are at

the very head of the healthy list.

—

Charles H.
ShUTB", Niles, Alameda Co.

Turpentine for Scab.
Editors Press:— I have heard it said that spirits of tur

pontine is good for sheep afflicted with scab. Can you or
any of your subscribers inform me if such is the case,

and if so how to use it?— D. O. Daooett, Brown's Valley,

Yuba Co. , Cal.

Spirits of turpentine was one ingredient of

the mixture which was proposed by Chancellor
Livingston, many years ago. He used a mix-
ture of a decoction of tobacco, to which he
added one-third by measure of the lye of wood
ashes, as much hog's lard as will be dissolved in

the lye, a small quantity of tar, and about one-

eighth of the whole, by measure, of spirits of

turpentine. This liquor is rubbed upon the
parts affected, and spread a little distance round
it, in three washings, with an interval of three

days between each of them. Turpentine has
also been tried as an ingredient for a mixture
for dipping, but it is dangerous for this purpose.

Mr. Randall says he found it necessary to use

it sparingly, because it does not mix with the

liquor, but floats on the surface; hence it eomes
into contact with the sheep in full strength.

Not attending to this at first two or three sheep
were thrown into extreme agony, and appeared
to be on the point of dying.

Holstein Bull.

Editors Press:— Will you please inform me if there are
any thoroughbred "Holstien" cattle bred in vour State.

If there are any we would be pleased to know by whom.
We have a small herd of very fine cattle of this breed,
originally from the herd of W. W. Cbenery, Boston, Mas-
sachusetts. We are unable to breed them longer satis-

factorily without a change of bulls, and would like to

know if a bull can be bad without the heavy expense that
would have to be incurred to procure one from the East-

ern States. If you cannot give us the desired informa-
tion, will you please circulate this through the Press.-
D. C. 4i O. Stewart, North Yamhill, Yamhill Co., Ogn.

Our inquiries for thoroughbred Holsteins have
heretofore elicited no response. We believe

there are Holsteins here, and only wonder there

are not more of them. They are a fine breed

of milking cattle; they are constantly gaining

ground at the East, and could be profitably in-

troduced here. If any of our readers can sup-

ply Messrs. Stewart, will they so inform them?
Hillside Vineyards.

Editors Press:- What kind of implements are the most
handy and successful to cultivate a vineyard on a steep

hillside; that means where the hillside is too steep to

allow a horse to go through the vines only one way, in-

stead of crosswise, as on more level ground? I havo been
cultivating such a vineyard eight years, but I declare I

do not know much about it, and as I have not the means
to travel around and see how they do it in other locali-

ties, I send you this question in the hope to learn some-
tiling. Wm. PeeEFER, Saratoga, Cal.

We have applied for information to several

vine-growing readers whose vineyards we
thought were most set up on edge, but they tell

us our querist's slope is steeper than any they
have to deal with. We print the question in

the hope that some one working under condi-

tions similar to those described will give us a

description of his tools and methods.

Cure for Clover Bloat.

Editors Press:—I will send you a receipe for

bloat in cattle from eating wet clover, that is

new to me at least. I tried it on a calf that I

considered as good as dead, and relieved it al-

most instantly. My remedy is to force a piece

of rubber hose five or six feet down the throat.

They will roadily take it after getting it once

started. The object is to give the wind a chance

to escape.—W. T. Easterday.

Toulouse Geese.
Editors Press: - Can vou tell me of any reliable person

who has the Toulouse geese.—Mrs. M. Dwiout, Fulton,

Sonoma Co., Cal.

We do not at present know who has them.

We have had several inquiries for them of late,

and anyone who has the birds for sale should

inform readers through our advertising columns.
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Wheat and Chess.

Editors Press:—As the grains are maturing in this part
we find a great deal of chess. We would like to have a
lecture from Prof. Hilgard and others through your
valuable paper on the subject of chess. Where does it

come from? Does wheat sown degenerate and make
chess?—C. Alexander, Alexander Valley, Cal.

Editors Press:—A lecture on this often-dis-

cussed subject need not be long. Wheat does
not turn into chess any more than a sheep turns

into a goat, although very many intended wheat
fields turn into cheat fields every year, some-
where in the world. It is simply a case of the

"survival of the fittest" under trying circum-

stances; these being, in the present case, a wet
winter, especially in heavy soils.

Chess or cheat (Bromus secalhius) is a hardy
weed, whose seeds it is extremely difficult to

separate from wheat grain completely, by any
means ordinarily available on the farm, unless

it be the header, which nevertheless, of course,

leaves the cheat seed to be shed on the ground,

ready to sprout simultaneously with whatever
grain may be sown. On rich and well prepared
soil, and with an ordinary favorable season, the

grain usually gets the start of the cheat, and
overshadows the latter so that instead of stalks

of several feet in hight, and broad, fiat, many-
seeded spikelets easily seen and distinguished,

it remains entirely below the general surface of

the grain, bears only a few, rather roundish
spikelets with but two or three seeds apiece,

and is commonly neither observed nor recog-

nized. In such seasons the farmer's wheat has
not "turned into cheat;" but the latter has
nevertheless ripened and shed its seeds, and
stands ready to avail itself of any opportunity
offered for taking the lead.

Such opportunity is afforded by a wet season,

which retards, or even drowns out completely,

the comparatively delicate and pampered grain,

while it favors the development of the hardy
chess. While the grain lies low, awaiting its

chance to "stool," the chess sends up its erect,

tufted blades without delay, overshadows the

grain, and either stunts or entirely overcomes
it.

This is the simple, natural, and matter-of-

fact solution of the wheat cheat mystery, which
has held its place among agricultural supersti-

tions with surprising tenacity. Any one can
verify the facts for himself by a little close and
unprejudiced observation; and any one so do-

ing will be surprised to find how universally the

enemy lurks beneath the surface of even the

most promising grain field, ready to avail itself

of any favoring chance that may arise either

from the stress of seasons, or from neglect on
the part of the farmer to maintain the best

possible conditions for the development of his

crop. Like typhoid fever and diphtheria, the
chess disease of wheat fields is in 99 out of 100
cases preventible, so soon as its cause is know
and recognized, and not relegated like our regu-

lar quotum of railroad disasters, among provi-

dential dispensations, against which it is useless

to keep our powder dry.—E. VV. Hilgard,
University of California.

Best's Improved Washing Machine.

The accompanying engravings illustrate an

improved washing machine, patented through

the Mining and Scientific Press Patent

Agency, by Daniel Best, of Auburn, Baker

county, Oregon. Fig. 1 shows the machine in

operation. There are two horizontal rollers

placed in a frame, as far apart as the width of

the side-boards. Around these rollers runs an
endless slat-belt. A crank applied to one of

the journals of the rollers, works the belt round
the rollers. A series of small rollers are
mounted parallel with each other above the
slat-belt, each having a spiral spring, so that it

will exert an independent pressure on the upper
surface of the moving belt. The clothes to be
washed are taken singly and introduced between
the endless belt and the rollers, when, by apply-
ing the brake shown on top of the machine, the
rotation of the rollers is retarded and the end-
less slat-belt travels on, thus holding and rub-
bing the clothes very similar to the process of

washing by hand. The clothes are also squeezed
between the belt and rollers, so that the dirty

water is expressed, thus preparing them to

receive a fresh saturation after they drop into

the tub again.

Figs. 2 and 3 speak for themselves, as show-
ing the difference between washing with a ma-
chine and by hand, and the influence it exerts
in household economy and comfort.

Fig. 4 shows another apparatus devised by
Mr. Best for utilizing a common wash-board,
and taking the friction off the knuckles. A rod
or guide is attached to the side of the board,
and a rubber connected to it by means of arms
which slide on the rod, so that the rubber may
be moved up and down. The rubber way is

tipped back and the clothes placed on the board.
Then the rubber is turned back, and by taking
hold of the handle and working the rubber the
clothes are quickly scrubbed. The hard rubber
has a corrugated surface, and the wash-board
has corrugations formed by small rollers instead
of grooves, said rollers being free to revolve as

the hand rubber is moved back and forth over
them. These devices are both of great utility,

and of simple construction. Mr. Best may be
addressed as above for further information.

Prof. Becker, of the University of Califor-
nia, will leave for Paris on the 18th inst. He
will remain during the continuance of the ex-
position, and will then return to this State.

An Improved Unloading and Stacking

Derrick.

An engraving on this page represents an im-

proved unloading and stacking derrick, recently

patented through the Mining and Scientific

Press Patent Agency, by John D. Winters, of

Grand Island, Colusa county. The device may
be used in the process of heading and threshing

and for stacking hay and straw. With it wag-
ons may be unloaded at the rate of one per

minute. The derrick can be taken down and
put up again in a few minutes, and it will un-

load and stack from two 16-foot headers at the

same time.

The netting is made in two parts. On one of

the parts the ropes of which the netting is made
extend beyond the rail which is nearest the
point where the two parts of the netting are to

be connected. Each two adjoining rope exten-
sions are connected together at their ends and
a ring attached at their point of friction. This

Fig .II.

and has a suitable device by which it can be
raised from a horizontal to a vertical position
upon the wagon. A cross-bar placed over the
front axle sustains the derrick, with the usual
swivel secured on the base bar that is held by
journals or boxes or ring-bolts, on which the
derrick swings when upright.
The forward end of the frame work projects

as far as practicable and sustains a cross-bar
having a jack frame hinged to it in any suitable
manner so that it can also be raised or
lowered. At the top of the frame a rope passes
over a pulley and is fastened near the upper end
of the derrick.

When transporting the machine from place
to place the derrick and jack frame are lowered
to a horizontal position; but when it is de-
sired to use the derrick the jack frame is first

raised by hand and secured in a vertical posi-
tion as shown in the engraving. The derrick
is then raised by means of the rope passing
through the pulley block at the top of the jack
frame, and secured in any suitable manner.
The arrangement is very simple and admits

of the derrick being conveniently carried on
the wagon and raised quickly and easily to a

Fig I.
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BEST'S IMPROVED WASHING MACHINE.

gives a number of rope extensions outside of the

rail, all of which are of equal length and each
having a ring attached to it.

The rail of one part of the netting is provided
with an equal number of straight pins, which
project at right angles from the face of the rail.

This rail is also provided with a short arm at

its middle, which also projects at right angles,

and to the end of this arm is attached a link,

chain or rope. In the middle of the next
adjoining rail is a detaching apparatus, oper-

ated by a cord. To connect the two parts of

the netting together in order to receive a load,

the rings are placed over the pins in regular

vertical position when desired.

By combining the two inventions of Mr. Win-
ters a very useful arrangement for unloading

wagons, etc., is formed, as any farmer can see

at a glance. John Morgan, Davisville, Yolo
county, is manufacturer, and may be addressed

for further information.

WINTERS' IMPROVED DERRICK.

order. The rail is then turned «.round, so that

the rings will draw against the face of the rail.

The link or chain is then connected with the

detaching device and the netting is ready for

use. The pins will then hold the rings against

any strain that the parts will withstand. To
disconnect the two parts and dump the load,

a slight jerk upon the string or cord attached

to the detaching apparatus will allow the parts

to separate and drop the load. This arrange-

ment is extremely simple and strong. It avoids

the necessity of using a spring or other device

of doubtful strength or action.

The derrick is mounted on a wagon as shown

Fresh Grapes for the London Market.

We are under the impression that fresh Cali-

fornia grapes were shipped across the Atlantic

from New York last fall, but we are not sure.

At all events, we never heard of the results of

the venture, either to the grapes or the ship-

pers. The subject is called to mind by the an-

nouncement in an exchange from South Austra-

lia, that grape growers there are thinking of

laying down their Muscatels in London fresh

from the vines, and are urged to make the ex-

periment by the fact that such grapes sold in

the London market last December for 20c to

$1.50 per lb. The undertaking is somewhat
startling, as we believe the time required for

the journey by steamer is about 45 days via the

Suez canal, and about GO days by ocean. It is

rather curious that, if Londoners will pay such

prices for foreign grapes, the supplies are not

abundantly furnished from the vines along the

Mediterranean. But if they have to draw
upon antipodean supplies, it seems to us that

our chances for a market are better than that of

the South Australians. It would be easy enough

to deliver our grapes in London in 21 days from

the vines, and in a fresh condition, by using re-

frigerating cars, and the steamers which are al-

ready fitted up to carry fresh meat from New
York. Whether the shipment could be made
at a profit, would probably be a harder ques-

tion to solve in the affirmative, although the

target of prices which the South Australia

growers are loading for, would be well within

good shooting distance from this coast. How-
ever this may be the experiment which our

South sea friends are making smacks of enter-

prise, and will be of interest to our grape-grow-

ers. We read in the Adelaide Observer, of

latest received dates, as follows: "We have

often said that the calling of the fast steamers

of the Orient line at a South Australian port

would among other things be the means of en-

couraging the export to England of va
tides that at present are over-produeeu
colony, and of compartively little value on ac-
count of their abundance here. A reference
to the exports of the Lusitania will show that
this kind of trade is already being opened up.
Mr. G. F. Ind, of Paradise, the well-known
fruit exporter and wine-grower, has shipped by
that steamer to London about half a ton of
grapes, principally of the Muscatel and Dora-
dilla kinds. These varieties have been selected
as he considers they will best stand the
voyage. Mr. Ind has adopted a different
mode of packing to that followed by Dr. Schom-
burgh in sending fruit to the Paris exhibition,
and some interest will be excited to learn which
process best stands the test of a sea voyage.
Mr. Ind proposes sending another shipment by
the next steamer of the line, and by that time
he expects to hear by telegraph some news as to
the arrival of the Lusitania and the sale of his
fruit. If the experiment proves successful he
will probably export most of his grapes to the
London market. Mr. Ind has packed a box in
all respects similar to the cases he has sent
home. This he will retain, and open as soon as
he hears of the arrival in London of the Lusi-
tania. He will thus be able to ascertain what
effect time has had upon the fruit, and what
may be the probable state of his shipment. We
shall await the result of this experiment with
interest, as, if successful, a new market will be
opened for an article that can be produced here
without limit, and which at present scarcely
rej ays the cost of cultivation."

We should think that the South Australia
growers would find an advantage in the time
(if the year that their grapes come into market,
for if their grapes are being marketed now,
their only competitors would be the fruit from
glass-covered graperies, even if that could be
brought out in England at this season. We
should imagine that prices in March would be
better than in December. But December prices,

as given above, would be good enough for us if

they covered considerable quantities. By the
way, why do not our southern friends strike
our markets in the winter? We could certainly
use a few tons of fresh Muscatels in the winter
at a time when strawberries bring $2 per pound
and the deadly cucumber scores about |l for

each specimen of concentrated colic. We com-
mend this experiment to Adelaide along with
her Loudon wooings.

The Inter-Hemispherical Grape Trade.

Since the above was written we have been
favored by a call from Rev. J. J. Bleasdale,

D. D., of Australia, who is recognized there as
authority on points connected with the grape
industry. Dr. Bleasdale is enjoying a brief

sojourn in our city, and naturally we asked
him about the subjects mentioned above. He
told us that he had been an earnest advocate of

shipping fresh grapes from Australia and of an
exchange of products 'between this State and
that country. We receive from him the follow-

ing note, which explains the movement more
fully:

Editors Press:—I send you a copy of an
article on the shipment of fresh grapes, which I

wrote before leaving Australia, and which was
sent to the Adelaide newspapers. What you
kindly showed me when I called at your office

indicates that one of the vignerons, my friend

Mr. Ind, has tried the London market—send-
ing some ten hundred weight by the ship Lusi-
tania. While iu Sydney, New South Wales,
on my way to California, the Royal Commis-
sioners for the Paris Exhibition induced me to

pack about two cwt. for transmission in the
manner grapes used to be packed when I re-

sided in Portugal. I have no fear of their

arriving safe and sound. They were of three

kinds; the names of two of which would not be
known here, the third kind was "Muscatel of

Alexandria." The details of selecting, pack-
ing, etc. , were communicated to the Royal Com-
missioners, and I think published in the Sydney
Morning Herald. In that communication I

spoke at some length on the circumstances of

our fruit seasons being the opposite of those of

the northern hemisphere, and the chance of

finding an excellent market in England and
France for Australian grapes. I then specified

the several advantages incidental to the three

chief grape-yielding colonies. These were in

the first place modified or defined by their

geographical positions. South Australia, i. e.,

Adelaide would naturally ship to London, as

that seaport is by far the nearest. Melbourne
might ship to either London or San Francisco,

being intermediate between Adelaide and Syd-
ney, while the natural outlet for Sydney would
be San Francisco. The advantage accruing to

Melbourne would be that being the coolest col-

ony, in some parts, she could ship grapes later

in the year than either of the others.

Now our markets, during four or five months,
would be open to receive the produce of Cali-

fornia vineyards, to the mutual advantage of

both countries.

As to the details of packing, etc., if this

communication meet with any favor from those

interested here, I shall be happy to supply any
information I possess during the time I may re-

main in this city.—John J. Bleasdale, 609
Folsom street, S. F.

We hope to receive Dr. Bleasdale's descrip-

tion of his method of packing grapes for long

shipment in time for next week's Press. It

would be of general interest to our grape
growers.

The melting snow has raised all the rivers

having their sources in the Sierra Nevada to a

pretty high stage.
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Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO CAL,

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President C!. W. COLBY.

Manager and Cashier,

ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a genera] banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

the best market rates.

London Assurance Corporation,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

Established in 1720.

Cash Assets - - $14,993,466

Western Assurance Company,

OF TORONTO, CANADA.
Incorporated 1851.

Cash Assets - - - $1,576,307

CROSS & CO, Gen. Agents, San Francisco

GRAY'S MUSIC STORE,

No. 105 Kearny Street, San Francisco.

On receipt of the amount in postage stamps, any of the

following pieces will be mailed, post-paid:

POOK LITTLE CHLOE, (Ballad; by Luther, 35 cts

KISS THE LITTLE ONES GOOD NIGHT FOR ME,

by Ruttledge, 35 cts

GOOD NIGHT, FAREWELL by Ruttlcdge, 3 cts.

MY DEAR LITTLE HOME O'ER THE SEA,

by Lavamie, 35 cts.

HELP THE NEEDY WHEN TOO CAN,

by Ruttlcdge, 35 cts.

AMERICUS GRAND MARCH by Ballenberg, 30 cts.

THE LITTLE TORMENT, (Schottiache). .Far West, 35 cts.

THE REPUBLIC GRAND GALLOP,
by A H. Woods, 75 cts.

Send for our complete Catalogue of Songs, Duets and

Choruses. isTSay whore you saw this advertisement.

94 l'ost .Street

N«r Kenrnj,

Snn Fruntuce. Cal.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and exjterienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men In the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Piactice is unsurpassed.
Ladiks' Dki'Artmknt.—Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Tklkuhai'HIc Department.-- In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HKALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

TOPHETINE.
The new poison, Tophetine, is found

and warranted superior to all others as a
Squirrel and Gopher Exterminator. Sold

at less than one-third the price ot strychnine, it is equally
effective. Devoid of taste, it has a peculiar odor, attract-
ive to the squirrel, gopher or rat when mixed with their
food. One quart oi hot water will dissolve the contents
of a 50 cent box, which effectually poisons two quarts of
grain. LANGLEY'& CO., Agents,

Wholesale Druggists, No. 100 and 10S Front St., S. F.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

OFFICE—NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET

(Between Broadway and Waswnoton.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

50 BEST Mixed Cards, withname, in case, 18c, or 25 no
twe alike, 10c. Outfit 10c. Dewd i; Ce., Bristol, Ct

GREAT ENTERPRISE!

50
BEST CARDS, no two alike, printed in Crimson or
Jet, 13c. CLINTON BROS., ClinVonvillc, Conn.

THE

Sierra FlumeS Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRU CE

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

10 Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and the
whole Coast can be supplied.

The Yellow Pine is firm, fine grained and superior to

any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,

and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while

the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of

purposes.
Last year thirty millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Blutf and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial

work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost

for green lumber.
Orders fur the interior filled at less than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in largo

luantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco-corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That Knits flat or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiury or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-angled heel, ait by baud;
Narrows off the toe;

Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittc-ns or gloves of any size without seam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;
Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs:
Knits an elastic scunicd-stitch Suspender with button-holes;
Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch, Fancy

Ribbed stitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch.

Shell stitch. Unique stitch, Tidy stitch, etc.

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the
only family knitter that tills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Send for circulars to

J. J. PFISTER & CO, General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolen yarns.
120 BUTTER STREET, Koom 46, San Francisco.

THE MAGIC COIN BOX,
Holds over $5.00 Of Silver coin,
in " Half Dollar* T " Uuuj-ter Dob
Jars," *' Dimes," antf ** Mckles,"
The merest, movement of your
thumb pushes the d<-aired coin into
"|S. your hand, nn<l nnotherono
jgk Immediately takes its plaro
53SK\ as if by magic. Makes ehango
fflfeft in half the time withnodan-
W3*\] perof dronpiiiL; any. Samplo

iin.ntl-v.mely plated with
NICKEL MIAEU, sent post
paid, SOctS. ApentaTrial

Package, containing; 3 Coin
Boxes, for $1.00. Agents
wanted everywhere, BiK Pay.
Postage Stamps taken as cash.

HUTCHINSON &. CO.
12 Union Sinsire, H. 7.

FARM APPRENTICE.
A steady, healthy boy, who can give good recommen-

dations, would like a permanent home with a farmer.

Lands for Sale and to Let.

LANDS FOR SALE.

KERN COUNTY.
One hundsed and twenty acres; 00 acres in alfalfa; 12

miles from Bakcrsficld. One-sixth of ditch sold with

land. Price, $20 per acre.

Two hundred and forty acres, 10 miles from Bakers

field; unimproved, with water right.

FRESNO COUNTY.
One hundred and seventy-five acres of land, at Bordes.

Station; 30 acres in alfalfa. 110 acres well fenced. Rail-

road station on the land. Chinatown on the land, paying

$400 ground rent. Price, $10,000; half cash, balance to

suit purchaser

There is a good Public House, good Halls, Barn and

Out-Houses on the land. The Public House is well fur-

nished. Address, on the premises,

JOHN BTJRCHEM, Borden,

Fresno County, Cal.

Or J. B. CARRINGTON, Grangers' Business Association,

San Francisco, or Denverton, Solano, Cal.

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for sale in Kivcrdalc, Fresno County. It com-

prises ItiO acres, U. S. Patent, of rich bottom land, with
house and out building's. Grass is preen the year round.
Alfalfa grows the year round without irrigation, as

water is hut six to eifcht feet beneath the surface. There
is t»vo irrigation ditches running across the ranch and
three cubic feet of water per second belongs with the
place, and 41i small fruit trees and two to three hundred
blackberry and strawberry plants; 30 acres of alfalfa; 20
acres of barley, all looking nicely and a nice vegetable
garden. Sixt* acres inclosed, three plows, one two gang
sulky, (John Deere,) and two single plows, harrow, two
number one cows, two calves, one work team, harness,
old buggy and two dozen hens. The ranch is one mile
west of the Riverdale postofhVc. We have a good school,

one store and preaching every two weeks of the South
Methodist. The ranch is 10 miles north and west of

Lemore, a flourishing railroad town; 1) miles due west of

Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, the county seat of

Fresno, and 15 miles from the Central California Colony.
All the crops stock and tools mentioned go with the
ranch if sold soon. Price, $2,500. 91,500 gold coin down,
and one year's time on balance. For further particulars
address or call on ranch.

DAVID S- ORR, Riverdale, Fresno Co., Cal.

CHOICE
PROPERTY AT SANTA

FOR SALE.

CRUZ

Eleven acres of land, planted with Ornamental Trees

and Shrubs. Two hard-finished Cottages and other

buildings, large enough to accommodate about 40 per-

sons. A fine well, windmill, tank and distributing pipes.

Charming as a Private Residence

Sea-Side Hotel.

or

Finest views of the Pacific, Monterey Bay and the

Coast Mountains. Sea bathing within one minutes

walk. JULIUS PELTON, Owner.

A * t0
C. H. DWINELLE,

202 Sansome St., San Francisco.

DEITZ'S PROCESS,

Awarded the

CALIFORNIA GOLD MEDAL

AND Till

U. S. Centennial Grand Medal & Diploma

IT IS THE

BEST FRUIT DRIER,

And the only one that proves a success In

making the FINEST RAISINS, FIGS,

and the Choicest Fruit at the

least expense.

Driers of all sizes put up and no pay asked until tosted.

GEO. A. DEITZ, Manager,

Sacramento, Cal.

GRAND SPRING OPENING

— OF

—

MILLINERY^ FANCY GOODS,

Men's and Boys' Clothing.

PALMER BROTHERS,
726, 728, 730, 732 and 734 Market Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

QC Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.

tUO postprid. GEO. I. REED & CO., Nassau, N. Y.

Bt\EEDE^s' D|t^ECJO(\y.

Purchasers or Stock will riSD in this Dirktoet tui
Names or sous or tiik Most Reliable Breeders.

Ocr. Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at
60 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO., Downey City, Cal., breeders of
thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,
breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,
(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno. Cal., breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $40
to 3100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.
L. TJ. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and

Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, 920 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.
M. FALLON, corner Soventh and Oak streets, Oak-

land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks for
sale. Also, eggs in their season.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for
hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, While and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

A O RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal."

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

C. P. STONE, San Francisco, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of High Class White Leghorn Fowls.

SWINE.
ALFRED PARKER, Bcllota, San Joaquin Co., Cal

Importer. Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine
Agent for Dana's Cattle. Hog and Sheep Labels. '

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

J. M. KERLINGER, Ellis, San Joaquin Co., Impor-
ter and Breeder of Berkshire Pigs and fine Poultry.

BEES.
N. S. AMES, Napa City, Cal

,
Importer and Breeder

of Italian yueen Bees. Queens Imiwrted from Europe,
$10 each. Tested Queens, $3.

E. BUTTERICK & CO, S

CELEBRATED AND RELIABLE

Patterns of Garments,

—AND THEIR—

EXTRA QUALITY OF

Shears and Scissors.

Patterns Sent by Mail, Post-paid, on Receipt
of Number, Size and Price.

SEND STAMP FOR

Illustrated Catalogue of Patterns.

tfSTWe also have the Finest Finished and Best Make

of Needles for all Sewing Machines, Fifty Cents per

dozen. Address letters:

DEMING & BARRETT,

124 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,
ALAMEDA COUNTY.

(Successors to Z. B. Heywood St Co.)

Lumber, Shingles, Sash, Doors, Lime,

Brick, and Builders' Hardware

Sold at the Lowest San Francisco rates. Strict atten

tion given Country Orders. Boats loaded at

wharf for all points on the San Joaquin
and Sacramento rivers. Cars of the C. P. R. R.

Co. loaded at the yard. Orders received at 22 California

Street, San Francisco, or at the hardware Btore of G. W.

Babcock, 955 Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBEE, Proprietor.

THOMAS RICHARDSON, Manager.

BOCHAN'S

CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

AND ALL DISEASES OF TIIK SKIN.

Buchau's Carbolic Soaps; Holman's Fever and
Ague Pad; Corks, Bottles and Soda Stock.

M. V. B. WATSON, 313 toS193»tt«ry,St. 1'S.F.
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Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.

.

Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland
Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens

of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark and Light Brahmas, Buff
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White & Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

\
tarns, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
A3TFor further information send stamp for Illustrate

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. 0. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal.

THOROUGHBRED POULTRY.

116 Acres

DEVOTED TO

FANCY
POULTRY-

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock.

Largest Yards
on the Coast.

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Bronze Tur-

keys, Geese, Pekin Ducks, Guinea Pigs, Etc.

BStTSafe arrival of Fowls and Eggs Guaranteed.'^

^Pamphlet on the care of fowls—hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc. , adapted especially to the
Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

Send stamp for price list. Address

M. EYRE, Napa, Cal.

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
Pap Yiman From 3 pens of 20 Hens and a

3>0 rcl UUICII. Cock r ach; 84 of the finest White
Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of 000 bred during the sea-

sons of 1870-77, packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send
or circular. Address,

C. P. STONE,
35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

EVERYBODY KNOWS
That Mrs. C. H. Sprague, at the California Poultry
Yards, at Woodland, Yolo County, keops the choicest lot

and the greatest and best variety of Thoroughbred Fowls
of any one west of the Mississippi river, and that one can

get just what is wanted by sending orders to her.

HERRMANN'S STYLES IN HATS.

NOW OUT!

Prices Lower Than Ever.

—AT—

402 Kearny Street, - - ' Near Pine.

Branch, 910 Market Stree\

Between Stockton and Powell, San Francisco

HOUSE WANTED.

tfSTWanted, a comfortable house, furnished or unfur-

nished, in a country town or on a farm, for three months,

commencing June 1st, for which a liberal rent will be

paid. Address with particulars,

C. W. R., P. O. Box 1123,

San Francisco, Cal,

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
HEMORRHOIDS or PILES
can be CURED! Radically,
Si kkiiily and Without Pain ! "Dr
Pierce's Pile Truss and Remedy" give
instant relief in all cases. By means
of this new appliance the Piles have
a constant and agreeable support and

will entirely disappear if the Truss is worn and the Rem
edy applied as directed. For particulars call or adaress

MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO., 609 Sac-

ramento Street, (up stairs), San Francisco.

£2T State in what paper you saw this notice. "®8

M. COOKE. R. J. COOKE.

PIONEER BOX FACTORY,

Corner of Front and M Streets, Sacramento.

ALL KINDS OF

Fruit & Packing Boxes Made to Order,

AND IN SHOOKS.
43T Communications Promptly Attended to. TSS

COOKE & SONS, Successors to Cookk & Gregory

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
iiANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. GRAY.

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I. C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,
Grangers' Building-, - 106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the sr.me. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that will
enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking be
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

ENRIGHT'S STRAW-BURNING ENGINE.

I respectfully beg leave to inform the public and parties

intending to purchase Portable Straw-Burning Engines for

Threshing purposes for 1878, that I offer for sale this season,

Straw -Burning Engines superior to any I have heretofore

made at reasonable prices, and that I will give a satisfactory

bond to any party buying an Engine from me or my agents,

and that 1 will protect them in the use and right of using, and

against all Patent Law Suit.

JOSEPH EInTRIQHT,
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA.

BYRON JACKSON, Woodland, Cal.,

MANUFACTURER OF

Feeders & Elevators for Threshing Machines, Horse Forks & Derricks,

All of which are protected by U. S. Patents.

The above Diagram shows the proper position for the Derrick, Separator and Engine, and the best size

lor stacks.

Two medium sized stacks with the Derrick between them is far better than one large stack, because the grain

has only to be moved one-half the distance. Address

BYRON JACKSON, Woodland, or BAKER & HAMILTON,
San Francisco or Sacramento, Cal.

IRA MARDEN & CQ.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Reference.— Tradesmen's National Bans, N. Y. ; Ell

wangor & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra

mento, Cal. ;A. Lusk & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

C. & F. NAUMAN &. CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

All kinds of DAIRY PRODUCE sold on Commission
Poultry, Eggs, Game a specialty.

231 WASHINGTON STREET, San Francisco
(Between Front and Davis.)

Chas, Na»man. Fbakh Naiman,

DALTON & GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

All Kinds of Country Produce.

404 & 406 Davi3 Street, San Francisco.

&3T Consignments Solicited TE&

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE AND
• OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

McAFEE BROS , Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansorae Street, - San Francisco.

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords.the
best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Beecher, Will County, Illinois.

;>tFor Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs
'nquire of

1. L. MILLER.
Beecher, Will County, Illinois

BERKSHIRES.

g Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families oi Berkshires.

Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are

guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,

and Los Angeles City, Cal.

<fcOK CVFRY HAY Is warranted using JILZQVCn I UH I WELL AUGERS and
DRILLS. Took the first premium at the Great Exposi-
tion. They bore any diameter and depth; 100 feet a day,

through earth, sand or rock. Pictorial auger book free.

Address Col. PETER SAXE, Los Angeles, Cal., Agent for

Pacific States.

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRES.

I offer for sale a lot of choice Spring Pigs, farrowed

February 22d and March 1st, ready to ship about

middle of May. Also,

Three Fine Young Boars,

Seven to Eight Months' Old.

FOUR BOARS AND FIVE SOWS,
Four and a Half Months' Old.

Can furnish pairs not related of the younger pigs.

Stock well boxed in light strong crates, with feed for

journey, and delivered at Car or Boat, in Stockton, free

of charge. Prices reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

N. B.—No poor, unthrifty pigs ever leave my pen.

Address

ALFRED PARKER, Bellota,

Latimer Farm. San Joaquin Co., Cal.

THOROUGHBRED
SPANISH MERINO SHEEP!

200 Extra Rams
For sale. Yearlings and two-year-
olds. In siise, quality and condition
unsurpassed. Also, 100 ewes at

prices to suit the times. The nu-

cleus of this flock was from a pur-
chase made from Severance &
Peet in 1873. My ranch is at Haywards, Alameda county,
and may be reached by rail from San Francisco, seven
times daily. Parties desiring choice sheep should see
thin flock before purchasing elsewhere.

J. H. STROBRIDGE.

THOROUGHBRED BULLS.

Ten head of Red Durhams from 12 to 15 months

old, Also, 12 head of large work horses and mares will

be sold this spring at private sale on my ranch, six miles

from Oroville, Butte County.

£S"Bulls Sired by Golden Louan Duke.

M. WICK.

W. & J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California.

IMPORTERS AND BREEDERH OF

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE,
ALSO, THE FINEST STRAINS OF

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EUGS FOR SALE.

Calvert's Carbolic

SHEEP WASH,
$2 Per Gallon.

After dipping the sheep, is use-

ful for preserving wet hides, de-

stroying the vine pest, and for

wheat dressings and disinfecting

purposes, etc T. W. JACKSON,
S. F., Solo A^ent for Pacific Coast.
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A TENTS AND I NVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Rf.pohts fo» tiik Mixing and Scientific

Press, DEWEY & ia)., Publishers and U. S.

AND FOKF.IGN PATENT AOKNTB. J

By Special Dispatch from Washington, D. C.

Week Ending, AruiL 30th.

Washing Machines.—William Haas, Walla
Walla, Wash. Ter.

Trade-Marks.

Smoking Tobacco.—Girolamo Suich, S. F.

International Dairy Fair. — Mr. E. J.

Wickson, of the Rural Press, has received

notification of his appointment as member of

the advisory committee of the International

Dairy Fair, to be held in New York city during

the fall of the present year. It is proposed to

present an exhibit of dairy products from all

parts of the continent and it would be well to

have fit specimens of the California product
presented. We shall lie pleased to promote a

representation of our dairy goods in any way
in which we may be able, and invite corre-

spondence from all who are disposed to enter

their manufacture for the exhibition.

Yearling Coffee Tree Seeding.—A subscri-

ber of the Press at the Central California colony
in Fresno county, reports that one of his coffee

trees, from seed planted about a year ago, has
blossomed and is setting its seed. He only suc-

ceeded in getting two trees from a large number
of seed planted, and one of these has thus
shown its disposition to reproduce itself. The
little tree is only about 18 inches high, and has
a show for a good many seeds maturing. It

was grown in the open ground, but has been
surrounded by a box to keep off the extreme
heat of the sun.

Sewing Machines.—Several inquiries have
been received as to whether the advertised offer

of the Wilcox & Gihbs Co. to sell machines of

other makers at $10 each was a bona fiit one,

and whether the machines were really in good
order. A representative of the Press called at

their store and saw about 100 of these machines
in apparent good order. At his request several

of the machines were started up and ran well.

His report is that the machines appear to be as

they are represented.

Pettingill's Newspaper Directory and Ad-
vertiser's Handbook has just been received.

It is a creditable improvement on former issues,

and can be obtained of the publishers, S. M.
Pettingill 4 Co. , 37 Park Row, New York.

Washington Irrigated Colony.—Mr. .las.

Stratton, Superintendent of this new colony,
has opened an office at No. 500 Seventh street,

near Broadway depot, Oakland.

Photographic Improvement.

Mr. L W. Taber, one of the best favorably
known photographers in San Francisco, con-
templates a new departure from his preseut
rooms, No. 22-26 Montgomery St. His new
enterprise is spoken of by an exchange as follows:
We are reliably informed that L W. Taber,
the well-known photographer of this city, has
secured a three years' lease of the upper portion
of the new Hibernia Bank building, to be
erected on the corner of Montgomery and Post
streets. This building, when completed, will
be one of the most imposing in this city, and we
congratulate Mr. Taber on his foresight and
energy in securing, in the face of a strong com-
petition, what must be considered the very best
location in San Francisco for a first-class photo-
graphic gallery. The Hibernia Bank managers
intend to arrange the entire upper portion of
their new building, 60x90 feet, for the purpose
named. From the plans shown us, this gallery
will be the most complete and best arranged
of any in the country, and we doubt if it will
have its superior in the world. The main
entrance, eight feet wide, will be on Mont-
gomery street, which, leading to a large ele-
vator, it will lift the visitor directly into the
"Taber Photographic Parlors" on the third
floor, which will consist of a large general
reception room, three private parlors, three
retiring rooms, store room and laboratory, two
studios for artists, business office, etc. From
this floor a broad stairway will lead to a
second operating room of glass above, which
will be provided with all the latest improved
instruments for taking the most elaborate and
perfect pictures known to the art. Telephone
communication will be made with the Palace,
Craud, Lick, Cosmopolitan, Occidental, and
possibly the Baldwin Hotels—all of which,
excepting the latter, are within a block of the
proposed building—for the purpose of allowing
the inmates therein to communicate directly
with Mr. Taber, and make appointments for a
sitting, etc. This alone will be a novelty and
convenience to the ladies, who can arrange
their toilets at their respective hotels, and
secure a picture without being compelled to
wait any length of time at the gallery. Mr.
Taber is now having made in this city instru-
ments for taking pictures by electricity. These,

in connection with Mr. Taber's great skill,

taste and courteous deportment, combined with

the location and appointments of his gallery,

are sure to make it the most attractive insti-

tution of the kind in the city. The building

will be ready far occupancy about the 1st of

July. In the meantime Mr. Taber contem-

plates a trip East and to Europe for the purpose

of securing an entire new outfit for his business,

comprising all the latest and most improved
istruments that can be obtained. It is con-

templated that §15,000 will be expended in

fitting up this establishment. We believe that

Mr. Taber is the only photographer in California

that contemplates competing with the Euro-
pean galleries at the coming Paris Exposition.

Mr. Taber has introduced on this coast many
new and beautiful ideas in the photographic

line, of which we remember the "Promenade,"
Pictorials, Chromatics, Spherical, Statuette,

Rustic, Marine, Equestrian, etc. ; and his suc-

cess in securing satisfactory pictures of children

cannot be disputed. The rooms will be so

arranged that several can be thrown into one

for large pictures in groups, for the taking of

which Mr. Taber is justly noted.

We can speak personally in favor of the

excellencies and perfections of Mr. Taber's

ph otography. He has invented and patented

more improvments than any other photographer

on this coast during the past ten years

Woodward's Gardens were never more attract-

ive than at present. A fine lion and two lionesses, all

yountf and nut fully grown, have just been added. Bal-

loon ascensions by Prof. Martin are now being made.
The popularity of the gardens continues to increase.

Kates of admission unchanged.

Farmers ! Farmers ! I

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange," 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,

San Francisco. All hands carefully selected free

of charges to employers and employees.

Iates' Advertising Agency.—Mr. J. H. Bates, lately

senior partner in the newspaper advertising firm of Bates
it Loci. •, at No. 34 Park Row, having succeeded to the bus-
iness of the firm, has rented and fitted up rooms in the
Tiitirs building, No. 41 Park Row, New York city. Mr.
Bates is one of the oldest advertising agents in New York
city, having been in the business for a great many years.

Aver & Son's Manual contains information of much
value to advertisers; sent free. Address N. \V. Ayer &
Son, Advertising Agents, Times' Building, Philadelphia.

Ant Photographer havim; a large Camera Box for

sale will please notify "N. S ," at this office.

See advertisement for furnished house in

the country.

Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.
San Francisco, May 15th, 1878.

Trade is still progressing without notable
movements except in the lesser products.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the
days of last week has been as recorded in the
following table:

Thursday. .

.

Friday
Saturday. . .

.

Monday ....

Tuesday ....

Wednesday .

Cal. Average.

lis 2d(311s 7d
lis ld(3lls 5d
Us ld@lls 5d
Us ldirtlls 5d
lis —(tails fid

Us —@lls 5d

Club.

us 5d@i2a
Us 4d«U2s
Us 4d®19a
Us 4d«tl2s
Us Sd@12a
Us 3d(312s

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as follows:

Average. Club.

1S76 9s Sd<3 9s lOd 9s 10d<310s 4d
1877 12s 7d(313s 2d 13s 3d@13a 6d
1878 Ua —(glls 5d lis 3d@12a —

The Foreien Review.
London, May 14th.—The Mark Lane Ex-

press says: The favorable state of the crops in

connection with the pacific political news, has
lepressed the grain trade, which remains in a
state of suspense pending a definite settlement
of the Eastern question. English Wheat sold
slowly, both at Mark Lane and in provincial
markets, and last week's prices were with diffi-

culty maintained, even for choicest parcels. The
week's imports of foreign Wheat into Loudon
have been fair, but not excessive. America and
Southern ltussia have been the chief sources of
supply. According to the latest advices from
Calcutta the quantity of Indian Wheat afloat
the 7th of May was only 53,050 quarters,
against 236,664 at the corresponding time in
1877. Holders of foreign Wheat, while mani-
festing little desire to force sales, have been
obliged to accept a reduction of one shilling per
quarter on American where clearances ex-ship
have been necessary to avoid landing charges,
but the concession has not attracted buyers,
who still hold off in hopes of lower prices should
peace be assured.

Freisrnts and Charters.
Wheat freights, says the Commercial News,

are stagnant. The ship St. David has been
fixed at the close for Liverpool at a private rate,
but understood to be £2 10s. For new crop
loading we hear of no demand at present for

ships now in port, and none for ships to arrive.

At the close we have 4,940 tons in port loading

Wheat, and 2,720 tons for new crop loading,

6,702 tons miscellaneous, and 31,314 tons dis-

Eastern Grain Markets.

New York, May 11th.—Peace rumors have
had ascendancy during the week, and Bread-

stuffs and Provisions have consequently de-

clined. Standard No. 2 Milwaukee Wheat is

down to $1.20, and in the event of peace in

Europe and a continuation of the magnificent

crop prospects, many believe it will go to $1.10,

if not to §1.

Chicago, May 11th.—Grain has ruled lower
this week than for six weeks, and has been in

an unsatisfactory condition most of the time.

Wheat was unsettled, with spells of dullness,

and a decidedly lower tendency. The closing

to-day was rather strong and active, with a lit-

tle reaction from the steady downward move-
ment of the preceding days of the week. Sales

of June at S1.0GJ@$1.09g. Closing cash prices

are: Wheat, $1. 1 Iff" SI. 1H; Corn, 40(«40*c;
Oats, 26Jc; Rye, 58Ac; Barley, 49J>@50c; Pork,

$8.40; Lard, $0.85.

Eastern Wool Markets.

New York, May 11th.—Demand for Wool
has been a trifle better this week, though almost
wholly for lower grades, but the market cannot
be said to show the least sign of an improved
condition. Buyers who are really in need of

stock continue to hold aloof, taking only such
quantities as their present requirements de-

mand. California spring continues in request,

but the prices obtained barely cover costs.

Sales for the week are 180,000 lbs new Spring
California,at 15@27c; 5,000 lbs, old do., 20(« 22c;

71,000 lbs, Fall do., 15@20c; 537,000 lbs eastern
Oregon, 23i@24c; 50 bags Colorado, 15ic.

Boston, May 11th.—In Wool a fair business
was done the past week in domestic, but at low
and unsatisfactory prices. The recent large

mo\ ement in fine fleeces has failed to impart a
firmer tone to the market. In California sales

were made of 428,000 lbs at 18@30c for Spring,
and 15@20c for Fall. Other transactions em-
brace Eastern and Valley Oregon, 22(o>31c; Col-
orado, 19(ff2(ic; scoured, 37A@37Jc.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at

noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articles.

Flour, quarter sacks

.

Wheat, centals
Barley, centals
Beans. sacks
Com, centala
Oata, centals
Potatoes, sacks
Onions, sacks
Wool, bales
Hopa, balea

Hay, balea

Week. Week. Week. Week.
April 2^4. May 1. May 8. May 15.

31,101 3IU36 39,1(18 47,862
28,710 36,153 91,921 47,676
10,241 10,687 9,097 12,169
1,862 2,158 776 744
4,000 2,820 9,526 9,192
865 2,924 1,699 1,297

0,239 10,414 6,675 2,226
718 876 274 161

4,373 6,616 6,554 9,515
1 45 139 19

1,370 1,726 1,156 963

BAGS—There is a fair trade and prices are

unchanged.
BARLEY—Prices have been well maintained

on most transactions. We note sales : 500 and
400 sks good Coast Feed at $1, and 500 weevily
at 95c ctl; 1,600 ctls brewing, at $1. 12J;
3,000 do. at $1.15; and 000 (on time), at $1.20

fc? ctl.

BEANS— Bayo, Pea and Lima Beans have
made another advance. Prices are given
below.
CORN—Receipts have been large and quality

generally inferior. Yellow Corn has sold a

shade lower. We note sales : 500 large Yel-

low, at $1.82i; 40 do., at $1.85; 500 large Yel-

low, at $1.87 h(S $1.90; 100 do., at $1.90; 150,

100 and 140 small Yellow, at $1.95; and 70
large White, at $2.12* *f ctl.

DAIRY PRODUCE—Butter and Cheese
prices are unchanged. Dealers report receipts

much greater than present requirements, and
the trade is depressed.

EGGS—Eggs have turned downward again,

with a still lower tendency.
FEED—Hay is dull and slightly lower. Mid-

dlings are reduced to $21 per ton.

FRUIT—Cherries are becoming more plenty

and 30c was the top price to-day. Earlier in

the week the first of Briggs' Black Tartarians

from Marysville sold at 50c fc* lb. The first

Raspberries came from W. J. Wilson, of Placer

county, and sold at 60c t* basket. Fruit prices

may be found below.
HOPS—The local situation is unchanged.

Emmet Wells reports the New York market
for the week ending May 3d as fair, but sales

made at concessions.

OATS— Prices are maintained and the market
is very quiet. Sales : 400 ctls choice Feed sold

at $1.45; 250 strictly choice, at $1.60; and 100
light, at $1.35 $ ctl.

ONIONS—Onions are unchanged.
POTATOES—Sales have been chiefly at last

week's prices. There is now much talking

about bringing in a shipment of Potatoes from
Chicago or some point in Iowa. Parties have
been figuring out the chances, but up to this

Wednesday morning, we are informed, none
had been shipped. Other parties say that there

are Iowa Potatoes on the way.
PROVISIONS—The trade is steady without

material change in rates.

VEGETABLES— String Beans are a trifle

lower.

WHEAT—There is nothing doing except in

small lots, and no purchasers for shipment. We
note sales: 1,000 centals good Milling, at $2;

600 and 600 choice at $2.05; 300 and 400 choice,

delivered at Oakland, at $2. 12$ per cental.

WOOL—Trade is very quiet. The extreme
price for southern coast and for Northern Wools
is lc lower than last week, as may be seen by
our table of prices. We note sales of 125,000
lbs at 15((i20c for San Joaquin and southern
coast, and 20@25c for northern.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
(WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m., May 15. 1878.

10 <» 12J

16 @ 17

- m

BEAMS
Bayo. ctl 5 50 (»5 75
Butter — @4 00
Pea — (34 50
Red — (3 —
Pink 5 00 («5 25
Sm'l White 4 371'34 50
Lima — ifti 50

KKOOH < OIIV
Old 3*<<i 7
New 4j@ 8

CHICCORY.
California 4 ® 4i

German GJ(3 7

DAIKl I'KODl 4 E, ETC
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll, lb 22J@ 25
Point Reyes 25 (g 27
Pickle Roll, new . . 22J'£ 25
Firkiu.old 12 (3 )8
Western Reserre.. 124(it 14
New York — (3 —

CHEESE.
Cheese, Cal., lb. ...

Eastern
N. Y. State
Gilroy Factory

—

EOOS.
Cal. fresh, doz
Ducks'
( >regon
Eastern 23 (3
do Pickled — @

FEED.
Bran, ton 14 00 W15 00
Corn Meal 41 00 >«42 00
Hay 8 00 3*16 50
Middlings — ig21 00
Oil Cake Meal... 36 00 (3
Straw, bale 25 <g 60

I I Ol IE.

Extra, bbl 6 374<36 62J
Superfine 5 00 35 25
Graham, lb 3j(3 3j

FRESH MEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 7 (g
Second 5 (3
Third 4 &

Mutton 4 S
Spring Lamb 6 @
Pork, undressed... 51(3
Dressed 8r@

Veal 6 @
Milk Calves 8 vs?

<.lt ETC.
Barley, feed. ctl... 95 (31 02}
Brewing 1 12JW1 20'

Chevalier 1 50 @ —
Buckwheat 1 30 6? —
Com. White 2 10 «?2 121
Yellow 1 80 (31 90
Small Round. ...1 95 (32 00

Oats 1 25 HI 45
Milling 1 55 M 65

Rye 2 40 (3 —
Wheat, Shipping. .1 90 (32 00
Milling 2 10 @2 15

HIDES.
Hides, dry 14
Wet salted...

HO.VEl, ETC
Beeswax, lb. .

.

Honey in comb — (Sjt

do, No 2 12J(3
Dark 10 @
Strained 7

HOPS.
Oregon, 5 @
California 7 @
Wash. Ter 6 (O
Choice Cal 8 (5

NIITS-Jobhiiig.
Wal. nuts. Cal 8(3
do Chile 7 (3

Almonds, hd shl lb 7 (3
Soft sh'l 14 @

35

Brazil 14 l

Pecans 13 (3
Peanuts 5 (3
Filberts 15 <g

ONIONS.
Alviso — @
Union City, ctl....2 00 T
Stockton — (g —
Sacramento River. — 0) —
Oregon — (jr3 00

POTATOES.
Pctaluma, ctl 2 25 @3 37|
Humboldt 2 50 B3 25
Cuffey Cove — (S —
Early Hose 2 75 mS 00
Half Moon Bay. . .2 50 @4 25
Kidney — fpb —
Sweet — (3— —
Potatoes, new.ctl 1 75 (84 40
roi i.tkv «v GAME.

Hens, doz 8 00 (3 9 00
Roosters 6 00 (all 00
Broilers 3 50 @ 6 60
Ducks, tame 7 00 (3 8 00
do, Mallard — @

Geese, pair — (3— —
Wild Gray. doz.. — ®
White do — i3

@ 15

30(3 31

@ 10

Turkeys 20
do, Dressed 21 <&

Snipe, Eng — @-
do, Common .... — id-

Rabbits — &-
Hare — <jS-

PKOilSIONS.
Cal. Bacon,H vy.tb 11 <g
Medium 12 S
Light 13 @

Lard Ua
Cal. Smoked Beef 10 (S
Eastern — @

Shoulders, Cover'd 7J«
Hams. Cal 11 &
Dupee's 12 @
Boyd's 12 @
Davis Bros' 12 (»
None Such 12 (5
Ames 12 W ..

Slavens & Mansur llj(g 12
Whittaner 12

SEEDS.
Alfalfa, 5 (g
Canary 6 69
Clover, Red 16 @
White 50 &

Cotton 6 &
Flaxseed 34&
Hemp 6 w
Italian Rye Grass 35 <&
Perennial 35 m

Millet 10 <a
Mustard. White... 8 @
Brown 2|@

Rape 3 <a
Ky Blue Grass 20 (S
2d <iuallty 18 S

Sweet V Grass 1 00 &
Orchard 25 @
Red Top 18 @Hungarian 8 w
Lawn 50 (g
Mesituft — @
Timothy 9 B

„ , TALLOW.
Crude, lb 7}<a
Refined 9 (a

WOOL. ETC.
SPRING.

S Joa(]'n.l2mo free 18 @
do 6 & 7 mo do 16 (a

Burry. 12 mo 16 @
do 6 mo.. 14 (3

Scabby 121<3
South'n Coast, free 17 (ft

do do burry 14 (3
Northern, free.... 23 @

m
12

8
18
55
10

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

FK1TT MARKET.
Apples, box — — @
Bananas, bnch.. 2 00 (3 4 00
Cocoanuts. 100. . 4 00 (3 6 00
Cherries, lb — 10 (3- 30
Gooseberries, tb. 6 (3 8
Limes. Mex («25 00
do, Cal 7 00 #10 00

Lemons. Cal M.25 00 «t30 00
Sicily, bx 15 00 (315 50

Mangoes, piOO. . 4 00 (3
Oranges, Mex,

Tahiti
1

'.'.'.!!! 30 00 §35 00
Cal 40 00 (350 00

Pears, box (3

Pineapples, doz. (3
St'wberriea. ch'st 5 00 (if 8 00

DRIED (Hill.
Apples, lb 5}(3/

Apricots 10
Citron 23
Dates
Figs. Black
White

Peaches
Pears

fWBOLKSALl.]

Wednesday m.. May 15, 1878.

Plums 3 (3
Pitted 121@ 14

Prunes 14 (3 10
Raisins. Cal, bx 1 00 <3 1

do. Halves. .. 1 50 (3 2 00
do, (Quarters. 1 50 (3 2 50
Blowers' 2 75
Malaga 2 75 @ 3 00

Zaute Currants.. 8 10
VEGETABLES.

Asparagus, box.. 50 (3 75
Beets, ctl 1 00 &
Beans, String. . . 10 & 12i
Cabbage. 100 lbs 75 (3 87j
Carrots, ctl 62J(3 75
Cauliflower, dor 1 00 (3 —
Garlic. New, tt>. . li& 2
Green Peas lftffc 2
Lettuce, doz 10 @
ParBnips. tb 2 (3
Horseradish 5 (e&— 6
Rhubarb 3 (j£ 5
Squash, Marrow

fat. tn (320 00
Tomatoes 15 @ 18
Turnips, ctl 1 50 @
White 50 (5

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Sumo & Co.)

San Francisco. May 15. 3 r. u.

Legal Tenders in S. F., 11a. m.,99J@99.. Silver, IMU
Gold in New York. 100J.
Gold Bars, 890(3910. Silter Bars. 8@15 V cent, dis

count.
Exchange on New York, }%; dh London bankers, 49@

491. Commercial, SO; Paris, five francs ¥ dollar; Mexican
dollars. 94j.
London Consols 95 11-16; Bonds, 105].
Quicksilver in S F.. by th« flask. W lb, 4*-»47;<s.

Signal Service Meteorological Report

Week Endlner May 15, 1878.

HIGHEST AND LOWEST BAROMETER.

May 8 May 9 May 10 May 111 May 12i May 13 May 14

30.0.1 30.04 30.04 30.00 1 30.08 29.99 30.02
30.03 20.99 30.00 30.06 | 29.99

|
29.96

|

29.90

minimum and maximum thermometer.

60 60 64 I 62 1 59
11 1

51 51 64 | 51
|

50 a
MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.

«3
i

73 79 SO | 75
|

72 74

PREVAILING WIND.
W

|
W w

1
W | W

|
W W

WIND

—

MILES TRAVELED.
157 244 223 227 | 803 1 383 403

STATE OP WEATHER.
Fair. Fair.

|
Fair.

I
Fair.

| Clear.
|

Claar. Clear.

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR UOUM.
I I I I II

Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1177, U.01 in.
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ACRE
FARMS.

In offering the Reeding Ranch for sale in

sub-divisions, I am disposed to accomodate the

interests of all classes of desirable settlers, I

therefore offer (besides large tracts) to sell farms

(in favorable locations) of from 40 to 100 acres,

at from $20 to $30 per acre. Semi-tropical fruits,

corn, vegetables, and all kinds of grain and

grasses, (including alfalfa, ) will grow well with-

out irrigation on these lands. The Oregon Di-

vision of the C. P. R. R. , and a brisk growing

town are near the land on the west, while the

Sacramento river is near at hand on the east.

For further information of the Reading

Grant, see my advertisement which appears

from time to time in this paper. Address the

proprietor on the premises,

EDWARD FRISBIE,
Anderson, Shasta County, Cai

OUR AGENTS.
Our Friends can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting

Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their

influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send
none but worthy men.

J. L. Tiiarp—San Francisco.

B. W. Crowell—California.

A. C. Knox—Pacific Coast.

C. N. West—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito
counties.
A. C. Champion—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.

Eeward S. Baker—Australian Coloi.ies and Sandwich
Islands.

W. D. White—San Bernardino and Los Angeles coun-
ties.

J. W. A. Wright—Sacramento county.
B. E. Lloyd—Sonoma and Napa counties.

E. M, DBNNy, Oregon.
H. E. Hallett.—Marin county.
G. W. McGrew.—Santa Clara county.
Wii. M. Brewer—Black Hills, Dakota Territory.
Richard Allen.—British Columbia.

Every new subscriber who does not receive

the paper and every old subscriber not credited

on the label within two weeks after payimg for

this paper, should write personally to th pub-

ishers without delay, to secure proper credit.

This is necessary to protect us and subscri-

bers against the acts and mistakes of others.

Popular Music.—Make your homes merryand popu-

lar with choice music from Gray's Music Store, S. F. We

can recommend this large, first-class, standard and popu-

ar establishment. Examine his advertisement, appear-

ing from time to time in this paper. Mr. Gray deals in

instruments possessing the very highest and most perma-

nent reputation. Call at 105 Kearny Street. The Rural

Press can offer to introduce you there.

Mr. W. J. Woodlev, who took out a Canadian Patent
some four years ago, is requested to call at the Mining
and Scientific Press Patent Agency Office. Business
of importance.

RUPTURE !

!

Another Wonderful Cure

EFFECTED BY

'PIERCE'S MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS.

San Francisco, April 24th, 1878.

To Whom it May Concern:—This will certify that by-

wearing Dr. Pierce's Magnetic Elastic Truss
for about eight months, night and day, I have been per.

fectly cured of rupture which I have suffered with during

the past twenty-six (26) years. My rupture was very bad

coming out as large as my two fists, causing great pain

and annoyance. The "Magnetic Elastic Truss" kept my
rupture in place securely without causing me the least

pain. Since the aforesaid Truss has cured me, I have

gone without it for many days at a time without any in.

dication of a, recurrence, though working hard all the

time, and therefore I now sign myself a well man.

DANIEL KALMBACH,
Fireman Employed by the Central Pacific Railroad Co.

«3Tlf Ruptured, Send at Once for Our New
Illustrated Book and Price List. "§a

PRICES REDUCED.

Magnetic Elastic Truss Co.,

600 Sacramento Street, San Francisco.

GREAT SLAUGHTER

IN SEWING MACHINES.

We are now offering for sale, at $10 EACH, the fol-

lowing machines:

FLORENCE,

WHEELER & WILSON,

GROVER &. BAKER.

THESE MACHINES ARE

Guaranteed to be in Perfect Order,

And many of them NEW.

Parties in the country can have them packed and ship-

ped free of any extra charge. Address

WILCOX & GIBBS Sewing Machine Co.,

No. 124 POST STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

TO THE PUBLIC 1

FARMERS AND EMPLOYERS

I guarantee to send at short notice, the most reliable

and competent male and female labor, of any nationality,

(skilled and unskilled mechanics,) to my customers and
all employers who may want my services, free of charge.
My long experience and connection with the California
tabor market, and its labor exchanges (for over ten years,)
has given me an established reputation for the right se-

lection of suitable employees.
Please send orders, with full particulars, to my new

employment agency, 627 Sacramento Street, P. O. Box,
No. 1468, San Francisco.

A. ZEEHANDELAAR.

Ha H B Ha
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Ringbone, Spavin, Sweeney, Callous
Lumps, and all old sores, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stiff
Joints, Bruises, Windgalls, and all slight ailments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,
and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON. CAL.

GRAIN THRESHING.

The undersigned, an experienced thresher and owner of

a first-class steam threshing rig, desires before selecting
his territory for this season's work, to correspond with
grain growers in any section where the grain crop will be
large and threshing machinery not abundant. He thinks
that by thus inviting correspondence, he may take his

machinery where it is most needed, and is ready to make
contracts with parties who have grain to thresh.

I have to rent or for sale, a Hoadley Wood-burning
Engine. Address

J. W. RILEY,
Care Dewey & Co., 202 Sansome Street, S. F.

C r\mnu n #v Superior Wood and Metal En

LnSTaVlrlfi. graving, Electrotyping and Ste-

U - - .^."^ reotyping done at the office of

the Mining- and Scientific Prbsb, San Francisco, at fa-

vorable rates. Send stamp for our circular and samples.

GrZR^ZLSTID

SPRING OPENING
—OF-

MILLINERY

FANCY GOODS,

Ladies' Finished Underwear,

Notions, Household Goods and Gents' Fur-

nishing Goods.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOYS' & MEN'S Nice Fitting- Suits

of French Beaver, Diagonals,

California and Oregon Cash-

meres and Scotch Tweeds.

PALMER BROS.,

Nos. 726, 728, 730, 732, 734 Market St

,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SABBATH SCHOOL SONG BOOKS.

GOOD~NEWS.
Thirty-five cents. This charming Sabbath School Song-

ster has won a multitude of friends, and needs no praise
from those who have heard its sweet melodies. But all

should try it—and be pleased; the young singers are sure
to be. "It may be Far;" Beautiful Gate;" and "Hear Him
Calling;" are three of the 270 glad songs, which make the
use of Good News a perpetual joy.

SHINING RIVER.
Thirty-five cents. Is a book of the same nature and

general excellence as "Good News," and differs only as
the tastes of composers equally good will differ. Let your
girls and boys sail on this "shining river," making the
way vocal with sweet and pure lyrics like "Beautiful
Vale;" "Shining Land;" or "Like the Stars."

CHORAL PRAXSE-(20 cents). Is a collection
of Chants, Songs and short Anthems, for Episcopal Sab-
bath Schools. The beauty of its contents will commend
it to any denomination.

Those who play the organ for Sabbath School Singing
will welcome the new

Clarke's Reed Organ Melodies,
($2.50 Boards; §3 Cloth), which melodies are in true Reed
Organ style, are excellent for the "organ touch" and prac-
tice, and are usually fresh and interesting.

Books sent by mail, post-free, for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON,
C. H. Ditson & Co., 843 Broadway, New York.

YOUNG LADIES' SEMINARY, BENICIA.

Mrs. Mary Atkins Lynch, Principal.

The next term will open July 31st, 1878. The Principal

(Miss Atkins), desires to inform her friends and former

patrons that she will resume her old position in

Benicia, with a full corps of competent teachers, at the

opening of the next term.

BEES! BEES!! BEES I!

!

Italian Bees and Queens, Hives and other supplies used

in modern management. Seeds of honey-producing

plants and trees. Bee-Keepers Text Book, 40 cents.

Quinby, Langstroth and other works on apiaculture at

publishers' prices for sale. Bee-Keepers' Magazine

$1.50 per annum. Sample copy on application. For

particulars, address

W. A. PRYAL, Oakland, Cal.

PAI APF THESE LARGE, FINE, NEW DINING
' "LHUt Rooms are exceedingly popular. The best

D CC T A 1 1 D A Kl r of everything on the tables.
riCO I MUnnll I , Dinner furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F.
CENTS, from five to eight p. m. Visitors to S. F. should
try the Palace.

SOMETHING NEW.
Wright's Centennial Potato, originated at Reno, Nevada,

from seed in 1875, lias been fully tested and is ten days ear-
lier than the Early Rose and yields one third mokk. For
size, beauty and cooking qualities, it has no superior. We
have a limited quantity for seed, *>t 25 cents per pound. For
further particulars, address W. K. STRONG & CO., Seeds-
men, Sacramento, Cal.

Scientific Press

Office—202 Sansome St., N. E. Cor. Pine, S. F.

Our U. S. and Foreign Patent

Agency presents many and im-

portant advantages as a Home
Agency over all others, by rea-

son of long establishment, great

experience, thorough system and
intimate acquaintance with the

subjects of inventions in our

now community. All worthy in-

ventions patented through our

Agency will have the benefit of

a description or an illustration

and explanation in the Mining
and Scientific Press or the Pa-

cific Rural Press. We trans-

act every branch of Patent busi-

ness, and obtain Patents in all

civilized countries. The large

majority of U. S. and Foreign

Patents granted to inventors on
the Pacific Coast have been ob-

tained through our Agency. We
can give the best and most re-

liable advice as to the patentabil-

ity of new inventions. Advice
and Circulars Free. Our prices

are as low as any first-class agen-

cies in the Eastern States, while

our advantages for Pacific Coast

inventors are far superior.

DEWEY & CO.,

Patent Solicitors.

No. 202 Sansome St., S. F.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
Ground raw bones are both stimu-

lating and restorative; unequaled for

FORCING
EGG PRODUCTION,

And have been proved by experiment
to hasten the laying of pullets and
increase the Laying of hens fifty \ er
cent., while burnt bones pounded
have not the same effect, being re-

duced to animal charcoal and phos-
phate of lime, fresh bones ground raw
contain jelly and much nutriment. When fed regularly
to fowls it keeps them in a healthy condition, especially
young chickens, and wards off many of the diseases they
are subject to on this Coast. Hundreds of poultrymen
and farmers on the Pacific Coast are new using the Rone
Meal prepared by me, and say they would not get along
without it, after knowing its beneficial qualities. I also
manufacture Rone Meal for cow feed, and for the use of

gardners, nurserymen, etc.

Also, Agent for Imperial Kgg Food.

CARBOLIC POWDER.
Calvert's English Carbolic Powder, the best thing in the

world for destroying lice on fowls, put up in four pound
packages for $1, can be shipped in the bone meal sacks,
thus saving freight. Price of Bone Meal in 100 pound
sacks, $1; 50 pound sacks, 32.50. Sent by Express, C. O.

D., or by freight on receipt of price. Send for circular,

Address
C. P. STONE, Mission Market,

Sixteenth Street, San Francisco, Cal.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by
Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South lOth

St.. Philadelphia, & 50 Gold St.. Cor. AnnN.IY
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Nurserymen.

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals.
Of the most approved varieties. Also. Coffee, Cork Oak
Olives. Guavas, English and Black Walnuts, Magm>lmn,
Loquata, Butternuts. .Small Fruits, Evergreens, Etc. \V\

hove a choice stock of the Diospyroa K:iki tJopanw Prraim
man, J of our own growing, and also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogui
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco

Or JAMES SHINN, Nilcs, Alameda Co., Cal.

Send for Catalooi e. F.mtablisufd is 1862.

BAY NURSERIES,
OAKLAND. CAL.

James Hutchison, Seeds-
I man and Florist.

New and Raic Plants, Evergreen Trees, Ornaiuetita

Shrubs and Flowering Plants.

scs. Pinks, Fnehslu hh«i GeraUami Bpe«

laity, TapaTnr IN-rslimiion at Reduced Rates

Blue dims and Monterey Cypress; Hutchison's Seed-

line Gooseberries; Bulbs, Klower and Tree Seeds; Vegeta-

ble Seeds. Hardy Climbing Plants, Conservatory Climb-

ers, Choice Plants for Hanging Baskets and Vases. An
nimense stock of choicest kinds at greatly reduced rates.

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO'S
BEAITIFIL EVKB-BLOOMI1IG «,

We deliver Strong I'm It

Havering, safely by mad, at all
,1

Varieties. »»»rf\oie; .dll.it

UahU far immedlati
Ihces. .» Splendid
•>»| l »f rSii; lit

sin. 1001 * si:t.
.tiki:,

A CONAKD CO.,A-Me-ero^er»,West Grove,<-hesterOo.,Pa.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits and Ornamental Trees

and Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet

Sop, Crape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana Shr.ib.

Also choice Oranges. Lemons and Raisin Crapes; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the worhf Descriptive

catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

POMONA NURSERY v
K
'.'

, ,

'

Best Strawberries, nine inches, Jtastibrrriet, three inches

around. Ten acres yielded $4,338. Send for price-

list free. 40 YEARS Anion.- Small Fruits, telling whu
and how to plant. Sent postpaid for 20c., or free to every

vurehater. Wm. Parry, Cinnamiiisoii, N. J.

Agricultural Articles.

SUMMER FALLOWING.

MYERS' GANG PLOW,
With Patent Dovetail Share.

This celebrated plow is ofTercd this season at greatly

reduced prices to close bankrupt stock.

EXTRA SHARES!!
A full supply constantly on hand. For prices and terms,
apply to

LINFORTH, RICE & CO
,

Wholesale Dealers in Farming Tools, No. 401
Market Street, San Francisco.

The Famous u
Enterprise

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self Regulating. Farm
Pumping, Railroad

and Power

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures,

Have been in use on the
Pacific Coast in the towns
and fanning districts for
over four years, and wher-
ever they have been sold
(and there are thousands of
them out) they are doing
their work as well as when
put up. A careful perusal
of our Circulars gives a fair
representation of them and
shows their simplicity.
We are prepared "to fill orders lor all sizes, from a

PUMPING MILL to a 24-foot I'oWKK MILL for running
Machinery, as well as doing the pumping.

All warranted. Address,

HORTON &. KENNEDY,
Managers for California and Pacific Coast,

ALSO BEST FEED MILLS FOR SALE.
General Office and Supplies,

LIVERMORE, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

ALEXANDER SELF-REGULATING WINDMILL.

i m
Showin

CHEAPEST, SIMPLEST,

Most Durable and Powerful

OF SELF-REGULATING MILLS.

tL\ Has Given Perfect Satisfaction Under Severe Tests

-PRICES:-
Six-Foot Mill $40. I Fourteen-Foot Mill . .$ 90.

Eight-Foot Mill $50. Sixteen-Foot Mill . . . $120
Ten-Foot Mill $60. Eighteen-Foot Mill. .$150
Twelve-Foot Mill $70.

|
Twenty-Foot Mill $180

No charge for delivering on board cars or for plans and speeift

cations for frames. Frames, Tanks, Pumps, Pipe, etc.. supplied at

current rates. A complete outfit for small water works at $100.

When required we send out experienced hands at. moderate
charges; but moat fanners can put up our mills without difficulty

We have facilities for making one mill per day.
Correspondence solicited from those wishing to act as looal Of

traveling agents, to manufacture on royalty or to purchase territory

Terms liberal. --Mills shipped in care Wells. Fargo & Co. , to he
paid for on delivery. When ordering mills, please state what work is

ial '. required. For circular and full particulars, address

W. G. ALEXANDER, No. 146 K Street, Sacramento, Cal.

THOS. POWELL S ELECTRIC ELEVATOR Peerless Corn Shelter.

Thos. Powells Elec-
tric Elevator Is the
meat speedy stacker
in the world. Mon-
ey, time and labor
saved by the use of
this machine, only
fine minute requir-
ed to unload the
largest header wag-
mi. The entire load...... is taken up in a

rfc.pemnginet with a portable derrick The load is
d by horse power, by the use of this machine, high and

large stacks can be built of hay. straw and grain without
hard labor or wasting of grain. The time occupied unloading
is so short that one derrick with nets will stack for one two
or three headers. The success of this machine is well estab-
lished ironi tin- great sal.- and testimonials of the last two
seasons. Farmers or those wishing to purchase should not
hold hack, but send in their orders early to be sure of secur-
ing a rig before the msh In harvest time. Orders for ma-
chine or jirice list circular, address

THUS. PnWELL. Patentee. ) _
Or H. C. SHAW Plow tv! >

Stockton, Cal.

BONNEY'S PATENT
Adjustable Grain Lifter for Headers.

All farmers who wish to save grain without waste in

cutting, should examine these. They call be run at any
inclination to the ground, as seen at /) in cut. Are light,

itrong and durable, and can be adjusted in l.
r
> minutes, or

removed In Avewm not required) by drawing bolt in

malleable shank IS. Set of 8 for 10-foot header, (in put-
ting on which bore with i-ineh bit for lag screws) are the
cheapest and give the best satisfaction of any in use.
Parties can save additional the cost of a set in one day's
cutting, where grain is lodged or trinklcs dow n. Price.
$40. Also, Grain Belts. Header Sticks, etc. Manufactured

BAKER & HANILTON,
San Francisco and Sacramento, Sole Agents, Pacific Coast.

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plow ing MaUh
n Stockton, in 1870
This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who

have been long in the business and know what i9 required
n the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action Df ; he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
rcular to

!MATTESON Si WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL

It is so cheap (cost

ing only $b), that al

most any one oelfl af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a $40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 13
pounds and is simple
and durable. For par
ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom

erv St. , S. F.

Blowers'IPatent Fruit Drier

Prospective View, Showing Draft Chimney, Furnace
and Drying Rooms.

Trans\ else Section Showing Heating and Drying Cham-
bers and Currents of Heated Air.

The Only Successful Fruit Drier in the World.
Professor D. M MefTord, inventor of the celebrated

Mefford process of drying fruit and vegetables without
loss of color or flavor, says of the Blowers' Drier: "Your
Drier is really the only fruit Drier in the world,and Com-
pared with which every driar I have seen (and I have
seen them all,) is really worthless for successful factory-
work. If fruit driers wish to make a success of their
work thev must use vour house."— D. M. MsmeaD, To-
led.), Ohio. March 2d, 1878.

For descriptive circulars, address

R. B. RLOWERS, Woodland, Cal.

Chance for a Country Merchant.

There is a fine chance to open a country store at

Henlyville. Tehama County.
The location is 1(1 miles from Tehama and 20 mileB

from Ked Uluff. on the main road from these two places
to Paskenta, N'ew\ ille. Round Valley, etc. The location
is surrounded by a very thrifty and prosperous farming
country. During the last 20 years there has not been a
failure of crops and this year everything looks better
than ever.

There are now at Henlyville a good Hotel, Blacksmith
Shop, shoe Shop and Saloon, but no store. There is a
new, first-class building, ready to put in a stock of goods.
A stock of $7,oo0 to $10,000 will he needed. Tho owners
of the building have no time to carry on the store. They
will rent the building at very reasonable rent to a good
firm or they will take an interest in the store with good
men to carry on the business. Address

GLEASON & MASON,
Henlyville, Tehama County, Cal

Engraving.
Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-
ing, Eleetrotyping and Stereotyp-
ing done at the office of theMmno

ant) SciKNTinc I'rkss. San Francisco, at favorable rates

Scud stamp for eur circular and sani|i!es.

Seedsmen.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES. ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGN'S, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

•."'Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden
,

will be sent kkkk to all Ci'STomrks. It contains U>
stnictions on the culture of Fniit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree SeedB, Alfalfa, etc

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street. S. F.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early
Marblehead Mammoth
Stowell's Evergreen
Mexican Sweet, New

Sweet Corn.

ESSES* Yellow Flint Corn.

Long Red Mangel WurtzeH
Yellow Globe [Beet Seed.
White Sugar

)

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street. San Francisco

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL. MF.ZyUITE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOK E CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEbD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
1-oRESl and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street. - San Francisco.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, (lr«»wers and Pealers in Harden, Field and
Flower Seeds, lHilcli Bullions KootK, Summer Flowcrinc
Rul1>8 and (Jarden He(|uisitce of every description. Oita-
lo^ues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS Jt SONS, 34 Barclay Street, N. Y

HARRIS & BRADLEY,

o. 33 Second Street, San Francisco

Mam pacti rkrs or Harris'

PATENT FRUIT DRYER
—AND—

Patent Water Heater,

FOB, DAIRYMEN OR VIILKSICK.

PATENT HEATER for Steaming
Feed {for Stock.

PATENT HEATER

FOR WASHING OR THE LAUNDRY.

A^ySond for Circular. TES

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery in a good location in Tehama county.

The owner of the land has the best of soil and plenty ef

water, one mile from the railroad station. He wants a

good man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raise

nil kinds of ornamental and forest trees. The owner of

the land wishes to take an interest in the proposed nur-

sery and believes good sales of trees can be made. Good
men, experienced and tnistworthy may address us on
this subject.

DEWEY Si CO.
202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.
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REAPER & MOWER.

NEW IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1878.

Guaranteed fully Equal to any Machine sold on this Coast, and

Superior to any for Heavy Work.

For Sale by the

F'.A.RJVIER8 ' UNION,
OF SA.IN" JOSE,

AS FOLLOWS:

Combined Reaper and Mower,

Single Reaper, ...
Prize Mower, -

$210 00

175 00

95 00

Payable in Currency Sept. 1st. Ten per cent, discount for Cash.

H. E. HILLS, Manager.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE—ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK FILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As now Manufactured by the

Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

HAMBLETONIAN TROTTING STALLION,

Will Make the Present Season as Follows:

He will be at E. K. Yost's Stable, in Fairfield, on Thursday, April 11th, 12th and 13th, and at

S. S. Drake's Farm, two miles east of Vallejo, on the Sulphur Spring road the remainder of

the time in each week. He will arrive at Fairfield one day later in each followiug week.

Terms of Service, Forty Dollars, U. S. Gold Coin, Payable at Expiration of Service.

PEDIGREE.—Admiral is by Goldsmith's Volunteer; he by Resdyke's Hanibletonian; Volunteer's dam by
Young Patriot; Admiral's dam is by Lady Pierson; she by (Ncavis) Cassius M. Clay, Jr., her dam was by Diamond, son
of American Eclipse; grandam said to be thoroughbred. (Ncavis,) Cassius M. Clay, Jr., by C. M. Clay, a son of

Henry Clay, by Andrew Jack9on; dam by Chancellor, a son of Mambrino; grandam by Engineer Second, (6ire of Lady
Suffolk,) who was the son of Engineer, by imported Messenger. It will be seen that Admiral's pedigree combines
our best trotting blood, as shown by the Hamblctonians and Clays. He is 10 years old, 16} hands high, bay, hind
feet white, small star, strong back, good neck, large bone, excellent feet, good pasterns, powerful stifle, big gaited,

and level in his action; can speed 2:30 gait, and is quite as promising as his brothers and sisters, who have a rocord
as follows: Gloster, 2:17, Bodine, 2:19}. Sister, 2:25, Powers, 2:21',, Amy, 2:22}, St. Julian, 2:224, Trio, 2:281. W. II.

Allen, 2:23}, Ally, 2:24, Carry, 2:24J, Frank Wood, 2:24, Driver, 2:25, Cal. Dexter, 2:27, Lady Morris, 2:27J, Mary A.
White, 2:28, Abdallah, 2:30, Huntress, 2:20}, and three miles in 7:21}, (fastest time on record,) and is fitted in an em-
inent degree to produce colts that will in all respects justify his patrons in their expectations. Good pasture and
water reasonable. Communications by mail addressed to S.S.DRAKE, Vallejo.

WESTOIVS
DIFFERENTIAL PULLEY BLOCKS.

YOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for
Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS., Nerthford, Conn. I 25

STYLES OF CARDS, with nunc in gold, 10 conts.

J. It. HUSTE», Nassau, N«w Yerk.

One Man Can Easily Lift

1,000 Pounds.

Load Always Suspended; it

can never "Run Down"

Lowering Effected by Pulling

the Slack Chain.

One Man With This Tackle

is Better than Pour or

Five with the Ordina-

ry Double Block.

AS APPLIED

TO STUMP PULLING.
The general utility of this Pulley and the many

different ways in which it can be applied, render

it especially serviceable for agricultural purposes
It can be used successfully as a Stum]) Puller and Remover of Heavy Stones. To Farmers and Woodsmen thi-

Pulley is invaluable, as it economizes both time and labor. In half the time it enables one man to acoom
plish work which formerly taxed several to perfoim. For sale by

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & CO., Agents.

Blnnt's Universal
Surface and Deep-Well Pumps. Send for Circulars.

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & CO. SAN FRANCISCO.

Winchester Repeating Rifle.
MODEL 1873.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,
8tring_ing from center of ter.

get. to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, ^JZ^tfgSZL '

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency Is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles

of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, se

24, 2G, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

20, 28, 30—extra finished, ease hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 20, 28, 30 inch-

extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines,

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands

of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOL.E AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

SWEET

Clewii

NAY?

Awarded MgTieti prize at. Centennial Exposition for

fine cluwing qualities and excellence awl lotting char-

acter of twtQMntng and flavoring. The best tobacco

ever made. As our nine strip trademark is closely

Imitated on Inferior (roods, see that Jaefaon't Bttt is

on every ping. Sold by nil dealers. Semi for sample,

free, to C. A. Jackson & (Jo., Mfrs., Petersburg, Va.

L. Si E. WERTHHEIMER, Ag'ts, San Francisco

w acific Sural Stress,

A first-class 10-pago Illustrated Agricultural Weekly, filled

With fresh, valuable and interesting reading. Every

farmer and ruralist should take it. It is im-

mensely popular. Send for a samplo copy.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers, S. F.
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THE AVERILL MIXED PAINT,

Prepared Ready for Use, is the Best, Most Durable, Beau-

tiful and Economical Paint Known.

As is proven by the numerous Medals received over all other Paints, as well as by thousands of

testimonials from those who have used and thoroughly tested it.

It is of Pure White and any Shade or Color Desired.

_A.S A. HOUSE PAI1TT
It is the most perfect substance known, possessing unsurpassed beauty, great brilliancy of color, adher-

ing firmly to the wood, and giving the richest, most agreeable and uniform tints.

It is equally as good for inside as outside work; over old work as well as new; in fact where any

Paint can be used the AVERILL PAINT will be found superior to any other.

Houses painted with it are distinguishable for years by their superior brilliancy offinish, over those

painted with any other paint.

Our Wagon and Machinery Paints

From the finest Vermilion, to the more common and cheaper colors, are specially fine., and being ready

mixed, meet the wants of the public completely. Every person owning a wagon, or any kind of ma-

chinery, should occasion])' give them a fresh coat of paint. It would add to the durability and appear-

ance of the articles a hundred times its cost.

Our Metallic Paint
Comes the nearest to being actually Fire Proof of any Paint ever made. For Tin Hoof* it has no equal,

it being entirely impervious to air or moisture— rust or corrosion is impossible, while its use on shingle

roofs not only fills up tho cracks and prevents the shingles from warping, so as to preserve the roof and
prevent its leaking, but its fire proof qualities are such, that a roof thoroughly coated with it is nearly

as safe from fire as if made of iron. This feature, together with its cheapness, makes it most desirable

for warehouses, bridges, mining buildings, and for all purposes where durability and tire proof qualities

are desired.

Ask your dealers for it and take no other. Sample Cards of Colors and Price List mailed freo on
application to

California, PaintCompany,
No. 329 Market Street, San Francisco. Cal.

IT IS GOOD nVTETrtTS I^OJE^ THES
WHO WILL HAVE HEAVY OR LODGED GRAIN, TO KNOW THAT

THE BAITER IMPROVED HEADER
Will Pick up, Cut, and Elevate the Heaviest and Worst LODGED GRAIN in the State.

The BAXTER IMPROVED HEADER was Awarded the First Premium at the Last State Fair in 1877.

The BAXTER is acknowledged to be the best constructed, strongest and most durable machine on the Coast.
FARMERS who have once used them will not buy any other.

FARMERS who have very heavy, and badly lodged Grain, cannot cut, and elevate their Grain with anv other
but the Baxter Improved, as manufactured by the Sweepstake Plow Company. San Leandro, Cal.

To be appreciated they must be seen: we cannot describe all their good points. Call at the MANUFACTORY,
SAN LEANDRO, or send for CIRCULAR.

That they are worth $100 more to any Farmer for service than any other make of Header.
That they have cut thousands of acres of grata without a dollars expense. i

That they will not break or get out of repair with fair usage That they will save more grain than any other
machine; and all thlngj considered are by far the cheapest and best Header 'for our farmers to buy. 1

They are made both SINGLE and DOUBLE SINGLE GEAR, SINGLE GEAR- -one Wheel and Gear run the
Draper and Sickle; while the other Wheel runs the Reel. DOUBLE SINGLE GEAR one Wheel and Gear runs the

Draper only, and the other Wheel runs the Sickle and Reel. The Draper can be stopped while the Sickle and Reel

are in motion, enablinir a change of Header Wujron without stopping the Sicklo. As soon as the empty wagon drives

under the Elevator, the Draper is set in motion by pulling a rod. It also enables fanners to cut close around timber
and stumps; thereby saving a great deal of grain and t ime.

Remember that San Leandro is easy <if access to S:m Francisco, less than an hour by boat and rail; on the line of

the Overland Railroad to Sacramento. Trains running all times of day. Boat leaves Market Street—Call over and
see us when in San Francisco It will pay any man want ing a good Header to make a special trip to the manufactory

SWEEPSTAKE PLOW COMPANY, San Leandro, Cal.

FARMERS, READ TIKIIE FOLLOWING:
We present a few of our testimonials. See what some

of our best and most successful fanners say of the Baxter
Improved Header.

Cmco, March 25th, 1878.
Gentlemen —After two years use of your IS-ft Header,

bought of Mr. Baxter in May, 1876, I take pleasure in
stating that it has during the whole time given the best
of satisfaction. It is still good, and the best I have ever
used, or of which I ha\e any knowledge. Wishing you a
prosperous season, I am very respectfully yours,
To Sweepstake PlowCo. JNii. Bl DWELL.

Jacinto, March 10th, 1S70.
Sweepstake I'll, a- C». Sirs. I take pleasure in com-

mending your Baxter Header. I used one nearly two
mouths last season; and it did better work, run easier,
and required less repairs than any Header I ever used. I

have used all kinds for years. I have now four different
ones, and rind yours far superior to any of them. I am
satisfied that I would make money if I should lav all the
others aside, and use none but the Baxter. I. BAYLIS.

Salinas, March 2sth, 1878.
Sweepstake Plow Co - Gents: Your inquiry in regard

to the two Baxter Improved Headers bought of you is at
hand. It affords me pleasure to say that they gave per-
fect satisfaction. They both ran' the season through'
without a dollar's expense or any detention. I think them
a perfect Header, and would have no other.

Yours truly, K1LBURN BROS., Pr. P. K.

Jacinto, March 16th, 1876.
Sweepstake Plow Co.—Gents:—The Headers purchased

from you last season, of the Baxter patent, are the best I

have ever used. Respectfully yours, H.J.GLENN

Biggs, March 19th, 1878,
Sweepstake Plow Co.—Gents:— 1'have used one of your

16-ft. Sweepstake Headers for the last two years, have cut
over 2,000 acres of grain and have not paid to exceed over
ISO for repairs. I paid 8000 for it and considered it the
cheapest farming implement of the kind I ever bought.

M A. RANDALL.

Ballaiids Station, March 28th, 1878.
Sweepstake Plow Co.—Gents:— 1 have received yours

of the 21st, and will say through me you have sold five
fine Headers that I know of in Santa' Maria Yalley, and
that you have sold them for less than what I paid von for
the first one. in that part of the country; and now'if yon
Tint me to sign this recommendation you sent me, vou
will have to pay me back the difference you charged me
over and above the ones you sold there* this season. 1

could give you a recommendation for your machines that
would be of value to you in this part of Santa Barbara
County. Yours truly, \VM. HOBSON.

St. Hki.kn a, March 20th, 1S78.
Sweepstake Plow Co. -Gents:—The 10-ft Single Gear

Header 1 bought of you in June, lo70, excels anv Header
1 have ever used, and 1 can cheerfully recommend vour
machines to all the farmers who want a good, strong du-
rable Header, doing its work well at a small outlay for re-
pairs, and I think it superior to anv other Header made.

P. H. PALMER

Biggs, March 23d, 1S78.

Sweepstake Plow Co. —Gents:— I have used one of your
12-ft. Sweepstake Headers tor the last two seasons, have
cut about 1,500 acres of grain, have been to no expense.

I paid 8450 for my Header, and consider it cheaper at that

price than an Eastern machine at $300. WM LONEY.
Mkkckh, March 22d, 1878.

Sweepstake Plow Co.—Gents:—I have used one of your
10-ft. Double Single Gear Headers, am free to claim for it

that what the Eureka Gang is among Gang Plows your
Header is among Headers. The premium machine of the

Pacific Coast as it combines more good points strength,
durability, and completeness in all its parts, than any
other Header I have ever used or seen used; and will pick

up, cut and elevate more heavy grain in one day than any
other Header of equal breadth of cut which ever entered

a harvest field. W. 11. MITCHELL.
Saunas, July 28th, 1875.

Sweepstake Plow Co Gents: -The Iron Master Wheel
isO. K I want no better the Header to take it all in

all -it stands ahead of any that is made. I am cutting 40

acres per dav on an average of grain that vields 20 sacks

to the acre.
' Yours truly, DUNCAN McKINNoN.

Biggs, March 23d, 1878,
Sweepstake Plow Co. Gents: -I have used one of your

12-ft. Sweepstake Headers the past two seasons have
cut about 1,000 acres. Have never been to any expense
for repairs. I paid .8450 for the Header and think it the
cheapest machine ever built, or that I ever used.

N. WALLING.

Cmco, March 22d, 1878.

Sweepstake Plow Co. —Gents:—The 12-ft. Header we
bought of you in July, 1877, gave perfect satisfaction. We
found it strong and durable, did not got out of order, and
elevated my heaviest grain without any trouble. The
late improvements you have put'on your Headers make
them the best in the market, and superior to any others

we have vet seen. .1. M. DECKER
T. H. BONARD.

Rio Vista, March 18th, 1878.

Sweepstake Plow Co. —Gents: -The Header purchased
of you gave perfect satisfaction, and is considered by all

who have used it as being the best and far superior to all

others. Its ability t: Ur the work in haavy grain having
durability, being iight draft, strong and proportionate in

all its parts makes it the chea|iest and most durable ma-
chine which a fanner can buy, and I can heartily recom-
mend it. Yours very truly, E. J. UPHAM.

Yuba City, March 22d, 1878.

Sweejistake l'low Co.—Gents: Your 10-ft. Double Sin-

gle Gear Header, bought of your Mr. F A. Hill, May 25th,

1877, is far ahead of anything I have ever used or seen
used in the field, and I can cheerfully recommend it to

farmers in want of a Header combining all that it takes

to make a perfect machine - strong, durable, and with

power to cut and elevate the tallest or worst lodged

grain. My Header is easier draft for six animals than any
ordinary "(ten-foot) with four. The machine is almost
perfection, as during all last season I was not delayed an
hour. A. F. ABBOIT.

^ea(
l
e
i
S t0°k the Pirst Premium at the state Fair, held at Sacramento in 1874, and the First Premium Gold Medal in 1875, and in 1876,

and the First Premium at the State Fair in 1877. Send for Circulars. Address, early,

SWEEPSTAKE PLOW COMPANY, SAN LEANDRO, CAL.
Or BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco or Sacramento, Cal.
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Alfalfa Leaves and Blossoms.

Our illustration on this page is designed to

show an average growth of alfalfa leaves and

blossoms, two sprigs being plucked from the field

for that purpose. We take up the subject in

answer to a flood of inquiries, chiefly from our

Eastern readers, the burden of which is :

"What is that alfalfa you write so much

about?" The fact is that the fame of California

is now riding as securely upon the reports of

our yields of alfalfa, as it did in early days on

yields of gold. The fame is firmly seated, too,

for, great as the statements are which have been

made of this clover in this State, there are

greater ones yet to be made known as soon as

the present tendency to make the plant the

basis of operation upon small, well-watered

homesteads shall be fully developed. By irri-

gation the wealth of a few acres of alfalfa can

be turned into milk and meat enough to sup-

port a family, and we believe this splendid

plant will come to be more and more regarded

as the poor man's surety of a livelihood.

Such being the fact, as we conceive it, the

showing of the alfalfa plant will also have a

present interest to those of our own citizens who
nave irrigable land in parts of the State where
it thrives. The present outlook is that the

seed for next year's sowing will be very cheap
owing to the immense crop this season, and all

who have a patch of land commanded by ditch,

or even within reach of pipes from the windmill
tank, can hardly do better than lay plans to re-

fresh their cows, pigs and chickens with a ration

of fresh alfalfa. People do not yet know how
much value they can draw from a very few acres,

by supplying abundant water and cutting the
growth regularly for their willing animals. Of
course the opportunity of turning the plant to

account for dairying and wool or pork-making
in large areas, still remains, but this has been
more frequently noted in articles on the sub-

ject, and we therefore give prominence to the
value of alfalfa for the small farmer. The re-

ports of its productiveness in the colonies in

Fresno, Los Angeles and other counties, show
the possibilities of the plant on smaller areas.

Botanically, alfalfa is M&lieago natim. It is

either identical with the lucerne of northern Eu-
rope, or closely allied thereto. Its geneology
can be clearly traced to the cytisus of the Latin
classics, as was done by Gen. Shields in his in-

teresting article in the Press of May 4th, 1878.

It is a plant of most noble history, for its deeds
have been glorious wherever the climate has
given it an opportunity to assert its true char-

acter. In its dried state, which is the level to

which the chemist reduces all applicants for his

favor, it shows its superiority by yielding flesh-

forming principles 24.60%, fatty matters, 4.06%,
and heat-producing principles 33.81%. This
richness of composition can, however, only be
attained by cuttiug it just at the proper time,

for if left too long, it speedily borrows from
the woodpile. As we have said the history of

the plant is noble, and the record of its deeds
in this State alone would fill a volume ; that of

its earlier accomplishments would fill a book-
case. We have not space to recount at length
either its earlier or its later deeds; but we must
be allowed to step back to the beginning of the
century and look upon a single English field.

The Earl of Albemarle, in Elden, Suffolk
county, England, tried it from 1803 to 1841.
In 1811 his lordship furnished the National
Board of Agriculture with a report, which we
condense as follow: In 1807 a field of dry,
sandy soil, lying upon a loamy subsoil of gravel
of 1 1 acres, was sown broadcast to barley and
lucerne, with 20 pounds of lucerne seed per acre.

In the Spring of 1808 the field was manured
after the first mowing with soot, at the rate of

30 bushels per acre, after which it was mowed
twice. In 1809 a part of the field was again
manured, and mowing was begun on the 23d of

May; this mowing, with a small addition of

oats, supported 30 horses seven weeks; the
second mowing supported 20 horses seven
weeks entirely; and the third mowing, with a
small addition of oats, supported 20 horses six
weeks. The produce this season amounted to

$55 per acre, after deducting rent and
other expenses. In 1810 the first mowing kept
35 horses eight weeks, with a small addition of

oats; the second mowing nearly the same; the
third was less, though of great value. The
National Board of Agriculture awarded a
medal, because it was the best experiment that
had been reported relative to this forage plant.

We have no data now for determining how
much a clear profit of §55 per acre 70 years ago

would be equivalent to in these later days, but
$55 then certainly meant much more than $55
to-day.

Of the results gained with alfalfa in this State
our columns have from time to time borne wit-

ness, and they will in future contain more evi-

dence because the plant is continually extend-
ing its area among us. Suffice it to say that we
now recall a case in which a field of 40 acres

yielded in threshed seed, hay and pasturage
upwards of $80 per acre, with but one irriga-

tion. No better evidence of the growth of the
plant than to cite a few facts of its root-growth
here, for root-growth is generally a surety of

strength and durability above ground. Some
years since the water in Feather river dug un-
der the banks, causing them to fall into the
water. This caving exposed alfalfa roots 20

feet long. Numerous instances of the kind
have shown roots grown 15 to 18 feet. In the

Court-house well, in the yard of the Court-

house at Woodland, Yolo county, they have
been found extending down from the surface 30
feet. This growth is rapid as well as great, for

in the Sacramento valley roots have been found
to penetrate the alluvial soil to a depth of six

feet in 11 months from seeding, and one can
only imagine how much farther they would

have gone had they not reached permanent
water at that depth.

The success attained with alfalfa in this State

lias led to the trial of it in the States east of the

mountains, and tons of seed have been shipped

to satisfy the demands of experimenters. None
of our Eastern and Southern friends have reached

results like our own, because their climatic

conditions do not seem to be so favorable, and
yet there are many satisfactory achievements

reported. Iu Kansas the plant has been success-

ful. In Kentucky, plants two years old have
shown nearly six feet depth of root. In Penn-
sylvania, in sheltered locations, it has shown
roots three feet long the second season. In
Missouri it has yielded satisfactory hay and
green feed. In Wisconsin it seems to have
bean unharmed by frost, which froze the ground

to the depth of two inches when the plants

were but one inch high. Even in the cold,

central regions of New York, Hon. Samuel
Campbell, of Oneida county, reported, at a
recent farmers' club meeting, that lucerne gave
him a very satisfactory growth. In Colorado,
Mr. E. R. Sizer gained a splendid growth last

summer, but the winter which froze ice 11

inches thick on adjoining water seemed to kill

the roots to about the same depth, although
there was life below. These notes of the intro-

duction of the plant elsewhere are of interest,

and yet no one should be led by them to intro-

duce the plant in untried regions, except in an
experimental way at first. As the climate

becomes less congenial there is a less growth.
Where the plant survives, it adapts itself to its

less congenial environment.
Our engraving shows the alfalfa somewhat

reduced from what is its natural size with us.

The observer will note in the blossoms different

stages of development. At the top there are

the opening blooms, below are the full flowers

and in the center, at the right of the stems,

there is a flower well along toward the maturity
of seed.

Seedling Oranges and Lemons.

Editors Press:—Mr. Geo. W. Marston, one of our
merchants, leaves for the East, and, in a few days, will

present you three seedling, medium sized oranges, three

medium sized seedling Sicily lemons and three smaller lem-

ons, same variety. Please compare with the best fruit (of its

kind) San Francisco affords. Should the orange prove
superior as to quality, thinness of skin, few seeds and
tender pulp, we should be pleased to have it called

"Pacific Rural." The lemons, according to the same
test, should come up to the highest standard.

—

Geo. C.

Swan, San Diego, Cal.

The specimens of seedling fruit were duly

received in good order and have been examined
with much pleasure.

The Pacific Rural accepts with thanks the

privilege of fixing its name upon a seedling

orange. The enumeration of its good points

which our correspondent makes are all clearly

belonging to it. In the specimens the pulp lies

less than one-eighth of an inch beneath the

rich-colored cuticle and the skin is as tender as

it is thin, as far removed from the thin, leathery

coat of the Tahiti fruit, for instance, as it can

be. The seeds are few, one orange having but

three and another five. (The third specimen

slipped out of the box in some way; perhaps

our office boy is prepared to report on it). The
pulp is very tender and delicately flavored and

the interior membranes are unusually light.

Although the fruit is rather under size, its

excellence is conspicuous in the qualities speci-

fied.

The seedling Sicily lemons are also very excel-

lent fruit. The effort to produce them is

worthy of mention among other similar endeav-

ors which our lemon growers are now making,

and which will ultimately rescue our lemon
fruit from the opprobrium which now militates

against it in the market. We hope the im-

provement of our lemons will go on until it

clearly appears that we needed but to introduce

the best varieties to place our California lemons

beside our oranges in distinguishing excellence.

Tue Telephone in Our Office.—We pro-

pose to avail ourselves of the advantages of the

inventive triumphs which we describe in this

issue. We shall soon have telephonic commu-
nication between our business office and our

editorial and composing rooms, which are a

number of blocks distant from each other.

Any reader who may desire to inspect the act-

ual working of the instrument, is welcome to

come and try it for himself. The telephone

will afford us momentary speaking connection

with 100 or more of the leading business firms

in this city through the "central system," which
is described in our article ou the telephone in

another column. Wc have confidence that this

"central system" established by the American
District Telegraph Co., at their office No. 222

Sansome street, will prove an important step in

the advancement of
#
the city's business interests,

and will also result in increasing the usefulness

of the Press to its patrons.

Bald Mountain, North Carolina, was shaken

as by an earthquake last week, and split in

twain, leaving a chasm 300 feet in length, eight

or ten wide, and of an unknown depth. No
smoke or lava was thrown up, but a strong

smell of sulphur pervades the place.

TWIGS OF ALFALFA Medicag-o Sativa.
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Correspondence.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondent*.—KM

San Luis Obispo County Notes—No. 4.

Editors Press :—Several miles east of the

Finney dairy is the beautiful Ranohito, famous

for its picturesque scenery and its rich cheese.

We enter this ranch from the south, following

the north fork of the Arroyo Grande, the

largest stream in this part of the county. The

way leads through the loveliest of valleys stud-

ded with giant sycamores, aged oaks and tall

cottonwoods, the banks of the stream fringed

with willows, and springs on all sides joiuing

their limpid waters by rivulets to the Arroyo.

In places the oaks cluster in groves and in oth-

ers stand widely apart. The valley in its

widest part is scarcely more than a half mile in

width, and at this point are situated the dairy

buildings. Hiding up about dusk, we were in-

vited by Mr. Hasbrouck, the gentlemanly lessee

of the ranch, to stop over night. Under the

genial influence of his pleasant face and the

pleasant surroundings, we experienced not the

slightest difficulty in acceding to so hospitab'e a

request. To view the charming exterior no one

would dream that other than the loving care

of one of the gentler sex had kept the vines,

the trim little yard with row after row of house-

plants, and the sprouting seeds of balsam, pe-

tunia, verbena, phlox, ten-week stocks, and

many other Dowering plants; or, that other than

a sweet little household angel had called into be-

ing the pretty fountain playing before the door,

and ornamented its sides with snowy blocks of

alabaster, and embellished the column support-

ing the jet-pipe with lovely abalone shells, and

planted the bottom of the basin with many
more great shells which gave life to its waters,

and a wealth of delicate colors. We passed

over the charmed threshold, and our illusion

( for it was one ) vanished in smoke—a smoking

meal prepared by a masculine hand, of which

we will bear witness as to its good quality in

satisfaction of appetite. Our natural look of

inquiry brought forth the remark that the pres-

ence of a woman on the ranch was of such ex-

tremely rare occurrence, that when feminine ap-

parel has appeared, the very cows, in a parox-

ysm of fright, have jumped the corral fence and

fled from this inexplicable phenomenon.
The room was pervaded with a warm glow

from the old-fashioned open fire-place, and

amid our bachelor surroundings we soon felt at

home. Good books and a generous number of

newspapers were scattered about in that care-

less profusion so dear to the average man's

heart. "Tom," who cooks, we found to be the

devoted florist, the rest evincing sympathy in

the result of his labors, and we saw some 80
packets of flower seed still unsown; later we
saw a marvelously tine garden of vegetables of

which he is the presiding genius. Mr. Has-
brouck, a Bostonian, is still a youug man though
an "old bach," shrewd in business and devoted

to his occupation. Rising early next morning
we found a heavy rain in progress, which con-

tinued the next day and still the next. Mean-
while we found occupation and amusement in

viewing the process of cheese-making.

Mr. Spencer and wife are a recent acquisition

to the ranch, having been there but a few
weeks, and we may add that under the influ-

ence of Mrs. Spencer's daily presence bovine

ill-breeding is being gradually overcome or ex-

hibited in a less marked degree. Mr. Spencer,

a New York, Herkimer county man, makes the

cheese this season in this dairy. Brought up
from his childhood in a cheese dairy, and hav-

ing made cheese in California since 1854, except
an interval of three years spent in the army, his

large experience lias made him one of the best
cheese-makers in the State; he is the one of

whom Mr. I. C. Steele spoke at the last meet-
ing of the Dairy Association as being sent there
from one of the northern dairies several years
ago, and making good cheese during an extra
hot spell when others were losing so much and
it seemed impossible to make any that would
keep. It is under his tuition that many of the
cheese-makers on the Steele ranch have learned
the scienoe.

Mr. Hasbrouck formerly made butter here
and built a stone dairy house which forms the
central part of the present building used for

cheese-making. Wood additions have been
built on at each end, giving room for storing
unused dairy utensils in one end and the manip-
ulation of milk in the other addition; this last

part adjoins the corral; the stone part is used
as the curing room. The usual number of cows
milked at the hight of the season is 125, but
only 27 were milked at the time we visited the
ranch, besides 15 cows upon which the calves
are turned as they come; these are only milked
at the end of the season. The interior arrange-
ments were neat and convenient. All the
water used for dairy purposes is conveyed in

pipes to the making room from a living spring
on the nearest hillside. A small vat holding
120 gallons is used at the beginning of the sea-
son, and a larger one of 500 gallons later. To
those who have never witnessed the process of

cheese-making the operation is very interesting,
though seemingly very simple.

The making room here used is about 15x18

feet in size, the floor matched stuff with a

slight incline to one side sufficient to allow

water to run off freely in a space left open be-

tween the floor and side at the foot of the in-

cline. A flat-bottomed trough extends along

another side of the room next to the vat and

cooler, and is extended outside the building to

a tank near the swineyard, and which receives the

whey. On the third side is a large fire-place

with a large boiler for heating water, and on the

remaining side are the cheese presses and water

pipe. A cloth strainer is laid over the vat,

upon which the milk is poured through a win-

dow which opens into the corral. The night's

milk is left in the vat over night, and cooled in

warm weather by cold water flowing around its

sides in the tank in which it sets. At half-past

eight A. M. milking is finished and the process

begins by which this creamy white liquid mass

is converted into rich, delicious cheese. Doors

and w indows are closed, the fire increased and

the temperature of the room goes up to 74° or

higher.

Hot water is then poured into the tank around

the sides of the vat, the milk gradually heated

up to 86° and the rennet added. At the expira-

tion of 30 minutes or a little less the milk is

" set," or, in other words, converted into a

quivering jelly-like mass called curd. The next

step is to cut the curd, which is done with a

gang of steel knives called a curd cutter, which

is run through the curd lengthwise and width-

wise of the vat, leaving it in long, square, ver-

tical strips. The curd is very tender at this

stage and the greatest care must be taken in

this and the subsequent operation of breaking

the curd, in order to prevent the cream from
separating. Bad management of curds is shown
by the whey, which becomes of a dull milky

color, flecked with specks of cream, when rudely

or carelessly broken, while under careful hand-

ling is bright, clear and thin.

Hot water is constantly added, running the

temperature up to 100°. The cooking i3 con-

tinued from two to three hours.

After cutting, the curd is broken either with
the hands or a wire breaker, a foot square,

crossed by wires at right angles, forming small

square spaces of one and one-half to two inches.

The object in breaking the curd is to separate

the whey more thoroughly, facilitate cooking,

and give the cheese a close, firm texture.

The curd is ready for the press when it feels

springy or elastic in pressing the lumps in the

fingers. Another test is sometimes made with
a hot iron, and the manner in which it strings

out when the piece of curd is touched to the

iron and pulled away denotes the proper time
to press. When sufficiently cooked the whey
is drained off and the curd dipped out into a

cooler, where it drains and is worked over a

little to hasten cooling. This is the poetry of

the whole process, the curd lying up in a loose

mass of a beautiful golden color, rich and tempt-
ing enough in appearance to please the fancy of

the most epicurean taste. It is salted at the

rate of one pound of salt to 90 pounds of curd,

and after cooling, hastened by opening the

windows and the ventilator in the top of the

room, the curd is dipped into the tin hoops put
under the follower and on the bench where the
screw is applied, forcing the whey through the
holes perforated in the side of the hoop. After
standing 20 minutes the cheese is taken from the
hoop a close, cohesive mass, and bandaged,
after which it is replaced and subjected to pres-

sure until morning, when it is removed to the
curing room.

In this room the temperature is kept up to

80°, Mr. Spencer believing in plenty of heat
and in curing quickly. This occupies about
four weeks, each cheese being turned daily on
the rack and rubbed on both sides. To cure
perfectly a longer time is necessary. No an-

natto is used in any of the dairies on the ranch,
though the bandages are colored. There are
several racks in the room with shelves and on
these the cheese are laid.

When cheese are kept late in the season or
until spring, each one is varnished with gum
shellac cut with alcohoi, which prevents skip-

pers and also any material loss in weight, which
would otherwise result by drying. The cheese
made here average 28 to 30 pounds apiece.

Brand— "Steele Bros., A. B. H."
This is a late ranch, the feed on the coast be-

ing much earlier. Operations usually com-
mence here from March 1st to March 15th, and
this season February 15th.

A summary of the dairy account for the year
1876 runs as follows: Average number of cows
milked, 108, the season through, and the high-
est number 127, in June, one- fourth of the en-
tire number being heifers. The number of
calves branded, 175, some of thein coming from
another ranch.

Butter was made during the first month to
the amount of 2,500 pounds, and cheese for a
period of five months and 12 days, in amount,
34, 189 pounds. Seventy-eight hogs sold for

$780, averaging 200 pounds apiece.
The accouut for 1877 is much less, owing to

the dry season. The time extended from
March 1st into August. Average number of
cows milked, 99; in June, 120; in August, 70;
number of calves raised, 40; butter made, 200
pounds; cheese made, 18,000 pounds; number
of hogs sold, 335, 113 averaging 200 pounds
each, and 222 averaging 100 pounds each. We
saw some very good cows on the rancli belong-
ing to Mr. Hasbrouck, and also some very poor
ones. Two Durham bulls are kept and some
promising young calves we saw in the fields.

Twenty acres of corn is annually raised with
five of beets and three of squashes.

I H. E. Hallett.

Notes from Santa Barbara County.

Editors Press:— Although encouraged by

the extraordinary rainfall, our farmers have

placed a large area under cultivation, it is prob-

able that the harvest will not prove as heavy

as some of the more sanguine have predicted.

The long period of wet and foggy weather has

so affected the barley on low lands as to neces-

sitate replanting in some instances, and the po-

tato crops have been seriously injured in like

localities from the same cause. Notwithstand-

ing the backwardness of the spring, and the

consequent lateness of the harvest, the aggregate

grain return from the county will be the largest

ever known. On the higher lands and in the

foothills the yield per acre will be prolific. The

rains of the past week, accompanied with sev-

eral dashes of hail, caused considerable injury

to some fields of grain, and caught a few of our

farmers in the act of hay-making. For a day

or two the impression prevailed that a great

deal of damage had been done, but, as generally

happens, the injury has not been very exten-

sive. The north winds, which followed the

southeast rain storms, assisted materially in

straightening up the fallen barley.

The luxuriant growth of feed proved disas-

trous to some of our cattle, and many a prom-

ising steer and well-bred cow that passed the

dry year in safety and escaped the Scylla and
Charybdis of famine and the butcher-knife have

fallen a victim to bloat. A ranch owner on the

l'atera found twenty head of cattle with their

"feet up," in the field one morning in February.

To one familiar with the country during last

season's drouth the contrast now is very

marked. Eight months ago herds and flocks

were rarely to be met with, and the few seen

were scarcely more than animated structures of

fleece, hides and bones. Now a ride through
the canyons or among the foothills shows them
almost alive with sleek, contented-looking

stock.
" 'Mid sagebrush green flocks, fleece-laden, browse;
The oaken shades abound with grass-devouring cows;
Here the aridious mustang seeks his luscious food.

And there the dusky Berkshire guards her grunting brood. '*

Where they all come from is a mystery.

Many of our ranch owners sought "new fields

and pastures green"—a decidedly rare thing to

find last year—for their stock, and now that

Providence has smiled upon us the flocks and
herds are on their native heath once more.

There is a good deal of activity noticeable

among our agriculturists this spring in the

planting of orange and lemon orchards. The
failure of Dana Clark and the subsequent sale

at auction of the tine stock of semi-tropical

trees at his nursery in the Mentecito last sum-
mer gave an impetus to the general planting of

these trees, and as the season has proved propi-

tious, the interest awakened there has increased

and there is hardly a land-owner in the county
but is beautifying his possessions and laying the
foundation for a fine revenue in the future by
setting out a greater or less number. The
planting of the eucalyptus is also being largely

carried on this season, and soon the foothills of

our valley will be clothed in a suit of green that

not even a dry year can render somber.

Mr. Ellwood Cooper, at his ranch, 12 miles

west of Santa Barbara, has a large orchard of

olive trees in bearing, and has, during the past

year, been experimenting in the manufacture of

the oil. This is a very nice process, and Mr.
Cooper has given it his personal attention

through the various stages, from the fruit as it

is gathered from the tree to the oil ready for

use. He now has a quantity ready for bottling,

which he feels confident will, when placed on
the market, meet the approval of connoisseurs.

He thinks it will keep well and bear transporta-

tion. If Mr. Cooper is successful in his ven-

ture, it will be an event of importance, not only

to Santa Barbara county, but to the State, as it

will, if I mistake not, be about the first success-

ful effort to make an oil on a large scale to oom-
pete with the imported article. Monissi.

Santa Barbara, April 25th, 1878.

Fire I Fire !

!

Editors Press :—There is a tire in the grain

fields ; do you see it away off to windward

some two or three miles ? The black smoke is

rolling upward toward the heavens, showing

that the servant has become the master ; a fiery

fiend consuming all before it. Get on the

housetop, and see the men and teams and plows

hurrying from all directions ; hear the shrill

alarms of the steam threshers as they send

their crews to fight the tire, and water wagons

to quench the thirst. You too must be off with

team and plow, for you have stacks of grain in

the path of the devourer and his progress must
be stopped or you tremble to think of the

result.

The wind freshens up and exhausted and worn
out you can endure no more ; the puny tracks

of the plow are lapped over by the fire, and the

fighters, now amounting to hundreds, are

driven from one position to another. Oh ! for

a broad road or a strip of summer fallow to

starve out the destroyer ! Vain wish ; the

grain and stubble extend unbroken for miles
ahead, and it has but one short mile yet to go
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and then sweep over your own precious stacks
of grain. You feel that you must be at home
when the destruction comes. The anxious wife
and frightened children await your coming.
The fire is not far behind, and soon from your
door you and your weary partner gaze upon the
destruction of your share of this good year.
Fine stacks of plump golden grain that were to
atone for last year's pinching poverty ; visions

of debts paid ; more comforts and better cloth-

ing, with bits of finery here and there, and an
occasional luxury, all turned to ashes ! Santa
Claus is niggard of his gifts to the little ones in

dry years, but this was to be a Christmas of

christmas trees and Santa Claus. All gone !

The sun that found you in the morning so full

of hope for the future, leaves you deeper in the
gloom of despair than did the dry year of 1877.

And why ?

One reason, because it is an additional stroke
of misfortune, and the next, that you were to
blame yourself. No use to curse the steam
thresher or the railroad : This was from the
careless emptying of the old pipe by the tramp
along the highway. Had the owner of the grain
adjoining the road plowed a strip between the
dry alfilerilla grass and his grain, the fire had
died out almost at its birth. Had you and your
neighbors, instead of making all your summer
fallow in one body, and your sowing in one
body, alternated it in strips across the track of

the prevailing summer winds, the mark of the
fire would have been a short one. But here at
home on your own premises, had you as soon as
you had placed your precious stacks in the
midst of combustible material, knee high, taken
your harrow or cultivator and harrowed for 70
or 80 feet from the stacks, gathered up the rub-
bish and harrowed again, at a cost of about one
dollar for each setting, your stacks would have
loomed up on the blackened waste white and
bright, and, if not better, still more precious in

your sight for the perilous ordeal your good
sense and industry had enabled them to pass.

If there is a farmer in this State who reads
these lines and heeds them not, he is unworthy
of a helping hand if such misfortune overtake
him. He owes it to those who have helped him
in past extremities, to his hard-working wife
and to his children to see that nothing is left

undone to insure the safety of his crop.

The Mint Family.
If my memory serves me right, I served that

depraved member of the Mint family just about
as the Professor recommends. It was just in

bloom and the patches were on summer fallow

that had been plowed twice already. 1 plowed
it at various depths, as I was able to get the
plow to enter from three to eight inches, but
did not harrow it. Every patch came up and
bloomed as though nothing had happened. I

will send a plant when it blooms. It shows no
sign yet.

The Corbet Method.
The incubator you illustrated lately seems to

be about what is needed in that line. If it is

successful, I should not chase around much
after horse manure for hatching. In answer to
" B. D. H." (how much pleasanter to answer
where full name is given), I will say that accord-

ing to his extract, I did not miss it much, but
I suspect the Professor has left something else

to relate, else I see nothing for him to patent or

sell. The thermometer ranged from 90* to 106°,

with an occasional break-down. I should like

to hear from one who has tried the Corbet
apparatus. George W. T. Carter.

Point of Timber, May 18th, 1878.

J\\e Stable.

Breeding Horses in California—No. 4.

[Written for the Pititss by Joseph Cairn Simi-bon. 1

On the female side, when the Duke of New-

castle wrote, the race horses traced principally

to English horses. " The Byerly Turk," in the

eighth generation preceding "Cade," was im-

ported in 1689, and the royal mares were of

later date than A. D., 1807, when the "New
Method " was pu Wished.

" Cade " was a son of the " Godolphin Barb,

"

bo that this great name in the English Stud

Book was incorporated long after the first steps

had been taken to improve the race. Though

there was a commingling of the Oriental blood

long previous to the time of the work quoted

from, there was little, if any, system in breed-

ing, and Spanish, Barb and Turkish horses were

the prevailing element. Some of the larger

breeds of the " lower countries " had been intro-

duced to give size enough to carry the warrior

clothed in a panoply of mail, while the horse

had the most vulnerable points protected, so

that the weight in all must have been nearly

400 pounds.

The early importations were casual acquisi-

tions until after the Norman conquest, and

while at that time the Spanish horse was recog-

nized as being the very best for spirited charg-

ers, the crosses with the heavier race were

necessary to carry the immense load a man-at-

arms imposed.
Some writers have credited King John, in

the beginning of the thirteenth century, with

importing 100 heavy Flemish stallions, for the

benefit of agriculture, but the spirit of the age

was so decidedly military, that doubtless the

first motive was the improvement of the cavalry.
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The results of these importations will be more
appropriately considered in treating of the
heavier breeds.

The object now is to get an intelligent under-
standing of our present race of thoroughbreds,

and in order to do so it will be necessary to

give a good deal of attention to the horses of

England previous to the time when systematic

breeding was followed.

Perhaps it would be better to state before

the manege, the mares must have fine fore-
hands, but not too long necks, fine heads and
well hung on, and their necks rightly turned,
broad breasts, good eyes, and great bodies, that
the foals may have more room to lie in. They
must have good hoofs, short and bending pas-
terns, and are to be short from the head to the
croup, and stuffy. This shape fits the manege
best, and if your mares be thus chosen, it makes
no matter what color they are of, nor what

the records were published of breeding, for
j
marks they have, nor what tails or manes, so

long before the time of the oldest names in the

Stud Book, racing was a favorite pastime,

especially among the noble and wealthy, and
the importation of horses was a common prac-

tice of the English kings.

Edward III., 300 years before the Duke of

Newcastle wrote, appropriated 1,000 merks to

purchase 50 Spanish horses, and to insure their

safe arrival in England, he made formal appli-

cation to the kings of France and Spain for a

safe conduct of the troupe through their coun-

tries. When all the charges were collated, it

was found the cost for each horse was equivalent

to abott $1,000 at the present time. It is evi-

dent that at this early period the Spanish
horse was more highly valued than any other,

and it is a fair presumption that the fleetest of

the English coursers, before the era of the

Barbs, Turks and Arabs of the Stud Book,
were chiefly of that blood, though called Eng-
lish. When a horse traces beyond the Byerly
Turk, the pedigree is lost, though 100 years

prior there is the best evidence that animals
were valued on account of their descent from
noted horses.

John Hall, Bishop of Norwich, in his satires

published in 1597, thus ridicules the prevailing

tendency to laud a horse on account of his

breeding:
" Dost thou prize

Thy brute beast's worth by their dam's qualities .'

Sayst thou this colt shall prove a swift-paced steed,

Only because a jennet did him breed ?

Or sayst thou this same horse shall win the prize,

Because his dam was swiftest Trunchefice
Or Runceval his sir«; himself a galloway/
While like a tiring jade he lags halfway?"

Had the bishop been as well posted in breed-

ing as he was clever in satire, he would not
have fallen into the error of underrating the

value of good ancestry.

And now we will resume the Duke of New-
castle's description of the horses of his day,

commencing with the

English Horse.

"The English horse is less wise than the

Barb, fearful and skittish, for the most part

and dogged and rebellious to the manege, and
not commonly so apt to learn. But those they
call English horses are so compounded of horses

of all countries, that they always participate

something of their sires, and so that may some-
what alter the case.

"Certainly English horses are the best horses

in the whole world for all uses whatsoever,

from the cart to the manege; and some are as

beautiful horses as can be anywhere, for tliev

are bred out of all the horses of all nations.

But if you would buy for the manege at fairs

you must go to Rowel fair, Harborow fair, and
Melton fair, to Northampton and Leicester-

shire, but Northampton they say is the best.

"You must buy such horses as they sell for

the cart and coach, which are the best for the

manege. Do not think to buy delicate shaped
horses, like the Spanish horse, Barb or
Turk, but they are handsomer horses than com-
monly Dutch horses are. Choose a short trussed

horse, with good feet and legs, full of spirit and
action, and lively, and if he leap of himself so

much the better.

"At Molten fair, for the most part, tliey are

young stone-horses, and some geldings, but
fitter for the pad and hunting them for the
manege. Rippon fair is but the remnant of

Molten fair, and commonly but geldings and
nags; those fairs are in Yorkshire. Lenton fair

is in Nottinghamshire, and is a great fair of all

sorts of horses, but especially geldings and nags,

fitter for the pad and gallopping than for the

manege; you may also find some stone-horses.

"In Staffordshire there is a great fair at Pank-
ridge, but it is, for the most part, of colts and
young horses, though sometimes, by chance,
there are also others. The other fairs in the
northern parts, which are many, are not worth
naming.

"I am very ignorant of the west country,
where my Lord Paulett's ancestors had a good
breed of horses; and by chance, now and then,
my Lord of Pembroke did breed, but I never
heard of any rare horses of his race.

"In Worcestershire, and in the vale of Esam,
there are good strong cart horses, in Cornwall
there are good .nags, and in Wales excellent

good ones, but in Scotland the Galloways are
the best nags of them all.

"There were, before the wars, many good races

in England, but they are all now ruined, and
the many new breedes of horses came up
presently after the wars, are, I doubt, none of

the best; for, I believe, their stallions were not
very pure, because the men that did govern in

those days were not so curious as the great
lords, and great gentry were heretofore, neither
would they be at the cost, and besidos, they
have not the knowledge of horses as in other
countries; for, though every man pretends to
it, yet, I assure you, there are very few that
know horses, as I have heard the king say;
since whose restoration the probability of get-

ting good breeds again is very great.

"For English mares, there are none like them
in the world to breed on, but then you must
choose them fit for such horses as you would
breed; as for example, if you would breed for

they be full of strength and superfluity of
spirit, and not above six or seven years old
But I must tell you that if you had two or
three fine Dutch mares, shaped as I formerly
told you. it makes a fine composition with
Spanish horse, for the manege, and a Spanish
horse with such English mares as I have told
you now, are not only for the manege, but in

manner for all uses.

"If you would have mares to breed running
horses, then they must be shaped thus : As
light as possible, large and long, but well
shaped; a short back, but long sides, and
little long-legged; their breast narrow as may
be, for so they will gallop lighter and nimbler
and run the faster, for the lighter and thinner
you breed for galloping is the better. Your
stallion, by any means, must be a Barb, and
somewhat of the shape I have described the
mares to be of ; for a Barb that is a jade will

get a better running horse than the best
running horse in England. As Sir John Fen
nick told me, who had more experience of run
ning horses than any man in England, for he
had more rare running horses than all England
besides, and the most part of all the famous
running horses in England that ran one against

another, were of his race and breed.

"Some commend the Turk very much for a
stallion to breed running horses, but they are so

scarce and rare that I can give no judgment of

them, and therefore I advise you to the Barb,
which I believe is much the better horse to

breed running horses

I have copied the whole of the chapter, as it

not only gave a description of the English horse
of the period, but the comments and advice are

well worthy of being reproduced. The descrip
tion of the Turkish and Arabian horses will be
deferred till the next paper, but enough has
been shown to prove that the Spanish horse and
the Barb were the principal ingredients of the
line horses of that day. and afterwards the
Barbs and Turks took the most prominent
place. It will be much easier to follow the

genealogy, as the English Stud Book carries the

pedigrees to the latter portion of the 17th cen
tury and after that time, particularly from the
days of the (iodolphin Barb the chain is un
broken.
Had the Duke of Newcastle been as enthusi

astic about the race horse as he was of horses
for the "mannage," beyond question he would
have given the breeding of the horses of Sir

•John Fennick, and that might have carried the
ancestry back a hundred years, at least further
than it can now be given. Unfortunately these

were about the most trying days which England
encountered since the Wars of the Roses, and
when civil war was not raging there were plots

and conspiracies which completely unsettled

the c untry. From the battle of Marston Moor
until the restoration, Newcastle was an exile,

and though this gave him the opportunity to

see much of foreign horses, it circumscribed his

knowledge of those at home during the protec
torate of Cromwell.

r l@ E.

Handsome Grafted Roses.

Editors Press :—In a late visit to Oakland,

one of your correspondents met with two such

beautiful specimens of grafted roses, that your

lady readers especially may take some interest

in a brief description of them. The undersigned

is very sure he has never seen them equaled

anywhere. They are in the fine nursery of

Edward Gill on 28th street, near San Pablo
avenue. The two especially referred to here
are on Castilian stocks, the one with five and
the other with 15 of the best varieties grafted
upon it. That a correct idea may be given of

the charming array in form, and color of the
richest of buds and full-blown roses, the varie-

ties and colors on each stock will be enumera-
ted, beginning nearest the ground. The lirst

bush with five kinds is about six feet high, its

branches spreading with a general diameter of

about six feet, and covered with a dense mass
of roses. The kinds are : I. Marechal Niel;

color, orange-yellow. 2. Glory of Dijon; light

saffron and cream. 3. Anna Alexieff; rose

color. 4. Beauty of Waltham, bright rosy-

crimson. 5. Hermosa; bright rose color.

The one with 18 grafts of 15 varieties is

about eight feet high, its branches forming a
general diameter of between two and three feet.

Its varieties from bottom to top are: 1.

Souvenir de la Malmaison, flesh color; 2. Jules
Margottin, bright cherry; 3. John Hopper,
rose-crimson; 4. Madam Bosanquest, clear pale

flesh and wax-like; 5. Eugene Appert, brilliant

crimson—shaded scarlet; 6'. Madam Craplet,

light crimson; 7. Safrano, light saffron; 8.

Genl. Jacqueminot, brilliant crimson; 0. White
Daily, pure white; 10. Louis Phillipe, royal

purple; 11. Niphetos, snowy white—one of

the best tea-roses; 12. Hermosa, bright rose-

color; 13. Devoniensis, or Magnolia rose,

creamy white; 14. Giant of Battles, bright
crimson; 15. Marechal Niel, orange yellow.
Above are additional grafts of Hermosa and
Safrano.

Any mere description can give but a faint
idea of the exquisitley beautiful effect produced
by this tasteful combination. These grafts
were set by Mr. Gill, by the usual mode of

budding, five years ago, and most of them dur-
ing the same spring. Flora's kingdom offers

few if any more attractive sights than they pre-
sent this month. J. W. A. W.

Packing Ripe Grapes for Exportation.

Editors Press :—The export of fresh grapes

from Spain, Portugal and one or two other coun-

tries of southern Europe, to countries such as

England and the northern States of America,

etc., has been for a very long time a profitable

branch of rural industry, ranking in importance
probably next after the orange, onion and
honey. I presume the vignerons of California
do already export a good many tons every year
to the Eastern States. I have not, however,
been able to obtain any reliable statistics on the
subject.

At your request, and with a few hours of
leisure at my disposal, I willingly invite atten-
tion to the importance of this subject, as a
source of profit to the vinegrower and the mer-
chant, and of healthy enjoyment to the con-
sumer. Supposing that your available grapes
suitable for export have hitherto been consumed
at home, or absorbed by the Eastern States, yet
is there room for a great increase in the produc-
tion to supply the markets of Australia and
New Zealand. These wealthy and populous
countries have their seasons at exactly the oppo-
site time of year to those in California. Victo-
ria, the most southern of the Australian colo-

nies, corresponds both as to latitude and size

very closely to California. Melbourne lies in
37° south, consequently its autumn is your
spring, and vice versa.

Since the establishment of monthly steam
communication with Australia, the port of San
Francisco is brought within 23 days of the large
city of Auckland, in New Zealand; 25 days of

its capital, Wellington; 28 of Sydney, the capi-

tal of New South Wales; and 31 days of Mel-
bourne. Hence grapes shipped from here in

August, September and October, would catch
the Australian markets just when the demand
would be most active, viz., in September,
October and November during the Christ-

mas season, when the ordinary tempera-
ture in houses is from 80° to over 100°, and out
of doors from 130° to 140° and over, and yet
more intensified by blasts of hot parching
winds; when no grapes can be procured for love
or money. In return, (and it is part of my
pleasure in thus writing), there is a correspond-
ing opening for Australian grapes during
our months, February, March and April.' Nat-
urally New South Wales will look to this coun-
try for a market, as she is nearest here, and
farthest from Europe. I may add that while
in Sydney, a few months ago, I was assured, in

conversation with some of the most influential

members of the Agricultural Society, that they
meant to encourage vignerons to look to Cali-

fornia as a market for their exportable grapes.

The reason why New South Wales has an excess
over colonial demands is easily explained when
I sa'y that grapes were largely cultivated near
Sydney 50 years before a plant was matured in

Victoria, aud that the vast demand and high
prices paid in Melbourne for fruit of all kinds,

but especially grapes, directed attention to the
cultivation of exportable table varieties; and the
same was the case in South Australia. Now
that Victoria not only supplies her own markets
during all but about one month, but could to

some extent export, there is little demand for

foreign fruit. Hence those colonies must either

find foreign markets or abandon one of the most
profitable branches of vinticulture.

Why I, a mere stranger here, meddle with
matter of this nature may be briefly explained
when I say that any advantages that may ac

crue from a development of this department of

merchandise, will be as profitable to the people
among whom I have spent half a lifetime as to

Californians; and that when a student in Port-

ugal, I had often lent a hand during the long
vacation, in packing grapes for export, and
thus I became practically acquainted with the
kinds used, and the methods employed which
experience had proved to be reliable.

Now supposing the fruit to be available, and
the vigueron has decided on packing for a sea

voyage, three points have chiefly to be attended
to, viz: 1. The kind of grapes suitable, and
their condition of uniform growth and ripeness;

The boxes to be used; i. e., their size

strength, and the care requisite in filling; and
The material to be employed in the packing in

order to as far as may be not only to isolate the
bunches, but the individual berries on the
bunches. On each of these points I will state

as clearly as I can the Portugese practice.

Varieties Shipped from Portugal.

And first as to the kind of grapes. That
was limited to three sorts for longer voyages and
about two more in small quantity for the Eng-
lish markets. The red kind was called "uva
feral," and sometimes "pereira" form being
generally cultivated on trellises. The bunches
will average from one and a-half to two pounds,

and are moderately compact. The grape is of
a tine deep purple color, of good size, firm skin
and feels fleshy to the touch, with an agreeable
slightly sub-acid flavor, a delicious table grape.
The second kind was the well-known Muscatel
of Alexandria, with its oval, golden, luscious
berries and long straggling bunches. The third
was a white grape of a rather long-oval shape,
sweet, but without any strongly pronounced
flavor—usually cultivated on trellises. Often
as I have seen those imported into Liverpool
and London, I have hardly ever met with any
but the above three kinds. One of the other
kinds was the "Muscatel Gordo Blanco," a
large round white berry, with less flavor and
compact bunches than the Alexandrian.

For long journeys the grapes must be natur-
ally and uniformly ripe. There must be no
sunburnt, or green, or cracked, or moldy ber-
ries left on the bunch. Each bunch must be
handled separately, and faulty berries removed
with a pair of scissors. They must be al-
always gathered on dry warm days, and gener-
ally not before midday.

Packing the Grapes.
These points having been attended to they

axe ready for the boxes, whose dimensions
outside should be about 27x17x12 inches, divi-
ded in the middle transversely, by a sufficiently
strong board the whole depth, to prevent too
great pressure on the grapes 1 mgthwise.
With regard to the material to be used in the

packing, it is always dry sawdust. Bran is alto-
gether objectionable ; for if a berry or two hap-
pened to become crushed or mouldy, the
chances are that fermentation would be started
in the bran, producing heat and spoiling that
compartment of the box. Hulls of oats or bar-
ley would be less objectionable, but it would
not be so easy to prevent them from shrinkage
caused by the motion of the steamer, which
would admit of motion among the bunches, and,
of course, ruin. Experience has found nothing
better than sweet dry sawdust, without any
strong, resinous, or other smell of its own. Any
kind will do if free from the above characters

—

of course, the lighter the better.
This being provided, as well as the boxes at

the vineyard, one is taken and about an inch
thick of the sawdust spread equally over the
bottom, upon this is laid sufficient bunches to
about half fill it, carefully placed so that there
may be half an inch at least clear between the
berries and the sides of the box. At this stage
as much sawdust is poured in as will quite fill

up level with the top of the bunches, and care-
fully shaken in by tapping the box gently with
a hammer, to cause it to find its way among the
berries and relieve them as far as possible from
squeezing one another. This being done an-
other layer is placed upon it, which, if the
boxes be of the depth already stated, 12 inches,
will complete the quantity that the box should
hold. In other words, arid for the same reason
that the grapes need to be kept from contact
with the bottom and sides, they must be pro-
tected by half an inch of sawdust from touch-
ing the covering boards. When the sawdust
has been poured in among the second layer,

more tapping or gentle shaking must be used.
It is then best to lay the covering boards loosely
on, and let them remain so for another day,
when some rougher usage may be had recourse
to, and after that the vacant space, if any,
filled up, and being made quite level at the top
nailed down. A very little experience will suf-

fice to perfect the packer.

Whilst I was in Sydney in the month of

February last, the Royal Commissioners for

preparing exhibits for Paris induced me to pack
some 200 or 300 weight for transmission. The
season for table grapes was then somewhat
advanced, and as the time at my disposal was
limited to a few days, I could only use my best
endeavors. I selected in the vineyards four
varieties that seemed the most likely to travel

safely, one red, and three white varieties. Ex-
cept the Muscat of Alexandria, the other kinds
were new to me and known in the locality only
by local names. They, however, called one the
"big white sherry grape ;" the red resembled in

some points the "Black St. Peter," but with a
thicker skin and firmer body, all extensively

cultivated for the table. These have been sent
to Paris via London, and if they arrive safe and
sound the Australians will have nothing more
to fear about shipping fresh grapes to Europe.
They would have a 50 days' voyage to London
by the Suez Canal, be reshipped to a French
port, and thence by railway to Paris. I am
hoping to hear about them by the incoming
Australian mail. John I. Bi.kasdale, D.D.
San Francisco, 906' Folsom Street, May Kith.

Official Labor Inquiry.—Secretary Evarts
has sent a circular to all United States

Consuls abroad, requesting reports on the fol-

lowing subjects: First, the price of labor among
laborers of all classes; second, cost of liv-

ing to laboring classes: third, comparison of

the present cost of living and rates of wages
with that for the last ten years; fourth, cost of

produce and its market price; fifth, amount of

paper money in circulation and its relative

value to gold and silver, together with its fluct-

uations during as many years as can be accur-

ately obtained, and the causes which have pro-

duced the fluctuation. Intelligent responses to

these inquiries cannot fail to furnish a mass of

valuable information bearing on social and eco-

nomic questions. The result will be to show
that in spite of hard times and other drawbacks
the American people are better off than any
other in the world, with less cause for com-
plaint or political agitation.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for this

department.

The Constitutional Convention.

Editors Press:—While offering subjects for

embodying in the proposed Constitution, it

would be advisable to consider the provisions

of the Act calling a Convention to frame this

new Constitution for the State of California.

The prominent features of this Act are the

number, time and manner of electing delegates,

their compensation, etc. One hundred and

fifty-two delegates are to be chosen, as follows:

One hundred and twenty from the 89 Senatorial

districts, apportioned in accordance with the

present representation of each district in the

General Assembly. Thirty-two delegates are to

be taken from the State at large.

Wednesday, the 19th day of June, 1878, is

designated as the time for electing the delegates,

who are to convene at Sacramento on Saturday,

the 28th of September, at 12 o'clock IC, where
by a viva voce vote one of their number shall be

elected President, and such Secretaries and
other officers chosen as may be deemed neces-

sary.

The Constitution framed by this convention

is to be submitted to the people for their adop-

tion or rejection at a special election to be held

on the first Wednesday of May, 1879.

The vote upon the Constitution will be as a

whole—no question aside from its acceptance or

rejection as such is to be considered. The pro-

visions of the Act for electing delegates is simi-

lar to the law regulating elections, excepting
that portion relating to the delegates at large.

The text of the bill will be given, as there
seems to be a diversity of opinion as to its

interpretation: "The persons receiving the
highest number of votes at such election shall

be elected, except in the case of persons voted
for as delegates at large. Of the persons so

voted for as delegates at large, the eight per-
sons residents of any one Congressional District
who shall have received a plurality of votes
over all other persons severally who reside in

the same Congressional District shall be de-
clared elected such delegate at large."
The compensation given to the Constitutional

delegates is to be the same as that paid to the
members of the Legislature, viz., §10 per day,
and 15 cents mileage to and from Sacramento
and places of residence. For meeting this and
other expenses the sum of .$100,000 (or so much
as may be found necessary) lias been appropri-
ated. This appropriation being one of figure*
is easily determined. The legalized distances
from and to the several county seats in the
State and Sacramento aggregate 19,674 miles

—

an average of 1294 miles (129.434) for each
delegate. This at 15 cents per mile makes
$2,951.84 mileage for the 152 delegates. Ninety
days per diem for delegates amounts to $136,-
800, and this leaves a balance of §10,248 for
contingent expenses.
The foregoing computation is given to meet

the cavilings of many who regard the appropri-
ation as insufficient. Advocates of economy
will certainly feel grateful towards the Assem-
bly in making the appropriation no larger, as
it would have furnished an excuse for delay
and procrastination on the part of those who
esteem pelf above law-making. Patriotic, sin-
gle minded men, those willing to do for the
State as they would for themselves, can in 90
days, with the data at command, alter, amend,
or frame a Constitution well nigh perfect in its
provisions.

The Act in relation to delegates at large, the
modus operandi of their election, etc., is mani-
festly legal in its conception, bearing the ear-
marks of those "who have taken away the keys
of knowledge, entering not in themselves, yet
hinder others from doing so." Judging from
the candidates already in the field, the profes-
sion will be fully represented in the Conven-
tion, so that the words of the "wise and their
dark sayings" will be satisfactorily translated.
To outline simply all which is desirable to

have embodied in the fundamental law is not
possible in a newspaper paragraph, even as lib-
erally inclined as is the Rural Press towards
its correspondents. It is to be hoped your
readers will bear in mind that their grievances
are the result of causes. Politically considered
they hinge upon one thing—the want of appreci-
ation of the electivefranchise. Volumes may be
written upon supposable causes. The forum
may resound with the call for hemp, hemp, and
all will be vain, so long as the proper safeguards
are not thrown around the right of suffrage.

„ „ „ O. C. Pearson.
South \ allejo, Cal.

Santa Clara and San Jose Picnic.

Editors Press:—On Tuesday, May 14th,

878, the San Jose and Santa Clara Granges

met at Cook's grove, on the Alameda, to cele-

brate the fifth anniversary of San Jose Grange

by a picnic and to receive the Master and Lec-

turer of the State Grange.

At 11 o'clock the assemblage was called to

order by C. T. Settle, Worthy Master of San

Jose Grange, and Bro. I. C. Steele was intro-

duced, who spoke of Grange work and its bene-

fits to all farmers and the necessity of support-

ng this institution, than which no other Order

lias done so much for the welfare of the Ameri-

can people.

Bro. Pilkington proceeded directly to the

subject in hand, viz., the Constitutional Con-

vention, and placed before his audience, in

terse, forcible language, the reforms needed by

the people of California and the necessity of

having clauses in the new Constitution which

will make it possible to tax all of the property

in the State and tax it equally; to make the

agricultural department of the State University

of benefit to farmers' sons; to settle the text

book question at once and forever; and to pun-

ish citizens guilty of bribery, directly or indi-

rectly, by disfranchisement. His remarks were

jungent, to the point and were well received.

He was followed by Bro. Gardner, who ex-

plained the purposes of the California Mutual

Fire Association.

Then came the banquet and in a remarkably

short space of time the beautiful grove was
transformed. Merry groups of Grangers and
their friends, young and old, lunching under

the trees on the green grass, formed at once a

happy and picturesque scene. At 1 : 30 o'clock

dancing commenced by the young folks, while

the older brothers discussed farm and political

economy, and the sisters, well, we do not know
what they discussed, but know it must have
been interesting, until the shadows began to

lengthen, when, with fraternal greetings and
many good-byes, ended our annual festival.

San Jose, May 14th, 1878.

FOB the Convention.—Without enumerat-
ing them all by name, we remark that many
good Grangers have already been placed in
nomination for the Constitutional Convention
in different parts of the State. With repre-
sentative men in the convention, and with :

spirit of equal justice to all citizens prevailing
there can be little danger of unwise action or
the triumph of narrow policies. The State has
high expectations of the convention. Let them
not be misplaced.

Golden Gate Grange.—The members of

Golden Gate Grange are hereby reminded of

the regular meeting, Tuesday, May 2Sth, at

7:30 r. m. A full attendance is desired, as

business of importance will be presented.

J. W. A. Wright, Master.

E. T. Earl, Secretary.

H. G. K.

In Memoriam.

Wheatland Grange, No. 260, March 4th,

1878.

Whereas, It has pleased our Heavenly
Father to remove by death from our midst our
worthy and much respected sister, Eliza
FlLCHER,

Resolved, That while we bow with humble
submission to the will of our Heavenly Master
above, we cannot but mourn the loss to society

of an estimable lady; to our Order, a worthy
and consistent member; to the family, a de-

voted wife and loving mother.
Resolved, That while we tender to our wor-

thy Bro. Filcher the heartfelt sympathy of every
member of the Grange, we extend to the balance
of the family our deepest interest in their be-
reavement and affliction.

Resolved, That out of respect for her our
charter be draped in mourning for 30 days, and
that a copy of these resolutions be sent to the
Rural Press, Marysville Appeal and Wheat-
land Recorder.—Committee: R. F. Durst, L.

Keyes, C. D. Schosser.

Lodi Grange, No. 92, San Joaquin county,
May 13th, 1878.

Whereas, Since we last met, it has pleased
an all-wise Providence to suddenly remove
from our midst our esteemed and well-beloved
brother, Jossr-H W. Keaknev, therefore

Resolved, That we recognize in the death of

our late brother a grievous loss, both to the
Grange and to ourselves personally. His long
connection with the Order of Patrons of Hus-
bandry and his large experience in its affairs,

his laborous habits, his accurate and careful
observations, his just and impartial judgment
and unswerving integrity all combined to make
his services invaluable. Our personal acquain-
tance with him in the Order has been most
pleasant, by the kindness of his disposition and
by our confidence in him as a man upright and
beyond reproach and that all in the community
will grieve for him as a useful citizen and friend.
The memory of his character and example as a
true and faithful brother we shall cherish as
sacred and the best legacy that man can leave
to man.

Resolved, That we tender our heartfelt sym-
pathies to this sorrowing family in this their
great bereavement, and that these resolutions be
placed on our records, a copy sent to our
afflicted sister and family and to the Rural
Press, Patron and Stockton Independent, with
a request for publication.—[Committee: Mrs.
A. T. Ayres, J. Hutchings, A. W. Gove.
Our deceased brother was a charter member,

our first Worthy Master and has since occupied
the positions of Overseer, Chaplain and District
Deputy, all of which he tilled in the most faith-
ful and efficient manner, and Lodi Grange has
met with an irreparable loss.— Mrs. A. W
Gove, Sec'y.

South Sutter Orange, No. 207, P. of H.
Whereas, It has pleaded our Divine Master

above to call away from us our sister, Mrs.
J. Leet, and, whereas, we do truly mourn
loss to this Grange and neighborhood, and, 11

sympathy with her bereaved family, therefore,
Retolved, That we do mourn her loss to us and

this neighborhood, and bow in meek submission

to Him who does all things best.

Resolved, That we render our heartfelt sym-

pathy to Bro. Leet in this his great bereave-

ment.
Resolved, That this preamble and resolu-

tions be placed upon our minutes, and a copy

be sent to the relations and to the Rural Press

for publication.—{Committee: James 0. Harris,

Ann E. Boberts.

California.
ALAMEDA.
Proposed Cure for Wooly Arms.—Cor.

Alameda Co. Independent: I noticed the

woody aphis on the apple trees in one of the

lots of your pleasant town, and as very few are

familiar with these destructive insects, an item
concerning them may not be out of place.

They make their appearance as minute white
down, and if they are permitted to increase

they will soon ruin the trees, as they increase

with fearful rapidity. Fortunately they can
be easily destroyed. Take three-fourths of an
ounce of sulphuric acid by measure and seven

and one-half ounces of water; mix and apply by
means of a stick with a cloth tied to the end.

Take care that none of the mixture touches
your clothes. The treatment should be
thorough and the hose used to sprinkle after-

ward, so the solution may be washed into all

crevices where a lurking germ may wait to
burst into life.—C. W. 0.

BUTTE.
Agricultural Society.—The election of of-

ficers of the Upper Sacramento Agricultural So-
ciety resulted at Chico last week as follows :

President, Allan Henry ; Vice-Presidents, I.

R. Bennett and John Guill ; Treasurer, Charles
Faulkner ; Secretary, J. H. Williams. The
Board of Directo-s are as follows : Butte
county— Elisha Crouch, O. L. Clark, H. C.
Daugherty, S. L. Daniels, M. Wick, Jo. B.
Clark, R. R. Fimple, J. Eddy, J. S. Crane, J.

F. Entler, Phillip Hoffner, D. M. Reavis, J. T.
Mcintosh, F. Zadick, J. F. Watkins, J. M.
Hoyl, W. T. Turner, Geo. Miller, J. W. Gilky-
son. Lassen county—W. H. Crane. Plumas
county—C. C. Goodrich. Tehama county—J.

C. Tyler, General E. J. Lewis. Colusa county
J. N. Finnell, L. H. Mcintosh.

COLUSA.
Crops in Colusa.—Sun, May 18: There will

be an immense amount of wheat to ship from
Colusa county this year; but it is a fact that
much of the wheat on the best land will be
overgrown with oats and much of it has been
frowned out and turned (?) to cheat. The high
gravelly land in the upper end of the county is

turning out splendid. The gravelly hills, just
south of Stony creek, that were almost barren
before plowed, have, this year, extraordinary
heavy crops. There is nothing that can hurt
their crops, except a strong north blow, after it

has commenced to turn and before cut. While
we find some such heavy crops, it is a fact, we
believe, that 15 or 20 inches of rain at reasona-
ble times is much better for crops than 30 or
over. This season has not smutted much land
in the State, and we are not looking for an
extra amount of grain to be shipped.
French Settlement.—In the year 1869, a

tract of land was taken up in this county by
some French settlers, some five miles square,
situated about six miles south of Willows,
which is known as the "French Settlement."
There are about 60 farmers on this tract, all

genuine Frenchmen. Among the number we
can at present call to mind, I. Pronlx, A. Stuix,
S. Ebbitt, L. Ploux, Edwin St. Louis, Alfred
St. Louis, B. Brandall, and others. These
gentlemen have proved themselves very success-
ful farmers. They were the first, we believe,
in that section, that introduced deep plowing,
the results of which were of such a satisfactory
character that it was adopted by many of their
neighbors. These gentlemen make good enter-
prising citizens and are much respected and
beloved by the people of all nationalities.

CONTRA COSTA.
Crops Prospective.—Rio Vista Enterprise,

May 18: The vast amount of hay which is be-
ing cut is evidence of what this section can pro-
duce; and although the quality is not so good
as ought be raised, still it is very fair and will

answer all purposes. Considerable cheat is

noticeable among it, as well as in the grain
The weather has been quite favorable towards
bringing the hay and grain to a ripened state,

and allowing full time for summer-fallowing
the ground. Some 42 days have been devoted
to plowing, and some are even yef following up
the plow, and doing double work, being some
10 or 12 days more then has been had for sev-
eral years. Although the hay and grain croDS
were supposed to be quite light, for a time, "it

is begining to show to better advantage, and
quite a crop will be realized. In some spots
where the ground has received too much water,
the stands are not looking quite as brilliant,

but will nevertheless turn out comparatively
good crops.

LOS ANGELES.
Enterprise.—Republican : Mr. J. De Barth

Shorb has just made a sale of wine anjl brandy
amounting to §25,000. This is a good index of

the vast resources of the San Gabriel valley,

which John Muir calls the "Sun Valley" of San
Gabriel. Mr. Shorb this year will have several

thousand orange trees in bearing for the first

time. His present crop will be immense, and
very rewarding. If Mr. Shorb will try sugar
making from the Mission grape, and ascertain

whether it is more profitable than wine-making,
he will do an invaluable service to southern
California.

MENDOCINO.
Wool Crop.—Ukiah Press, May 10 : An ex-

cellent crop of wool will be the result of the
long wet season. Shearing has already begun.
Clint Elledge having finished, Garcia & Ames
commenced on Monday last. Townsend & Ca-
rey will commence on the 15th of this month.
Sheep will average three and a half pounds to

the head, Towusend's flock averaging four
pounds. The quality, so far, is the best ever
clipped in this county, it being long and clean,

while the amount will exceed that of any other
season. Sheep men tell us they will place in

the market this spring the finest wool ever pro-

duced in this county. There are a few growers,
however, who do not give quite as encouraging
reports, complaining of unusual lightness, but
all agree in the cleanliness, length and fineness

of Mendocino's chief staple.

Editors Press :—In going from Little Lake
to Potter valley, the road leads over ridges of

high mountains covered with fir, oak and other
varieties of timber. It is not so thickly

wooded but there are fine grazing lands. From
the highest place on this road, a large scope of

uneven country is brought to view, and where
Potter valley first comes in sight, the picture

is truly magnificent. Looking down upon this

handsome valley as it rests in its loneliness, sur-

rounded by this varied scenery, the contrast is

wonderfully pleasing and delightful. Dotted
thickly with oak trees, we see green fields and
plowed lands. This varied scenery with the
mountains beyond, its patches of green knolls,

its clump of timber, makes a picture long to

rest in one's memory. Riding through this val-

ley a person cannot fail to notice pleasant homes
with gardens and fruit trees. Many of the
neat little cottages have their entire fronts com-
pletely hidden by beautiful climbing rose bushes
which seem to be almost one solid mass of buds
and blossoms. This valley is so near the great
coast redwood forests that the farms are all

well fenced, and have a very thriving appear-
ance. Orain seeding here seems to be later
than in any other part of the State. The farm-

ers at this time are still sowing grain, and say
they consider it safe to sow for some 10 or 12

day later. A person might imagine that this

choice valley, so far away from any harbor or

thoroughfare would have no market for its prod-

uce, but 1 am told that the stock ranges, and
the neighboring lumber mills consume all that

is to be spared. There is a healthy, thrifty look

about this valley which goes to show that prod-

ucts of the soil return goodly profits to the

owners. What pleasant happy lives these peo-

ple must enjoy, away from the noise and gossip

of city or village life. The follies of fashion

are not a matter of such urgent nccessi+y here,

and plain clothing with comfortable dwellings,

neat but not elegant, give real pleasure, instead

of creating envy among neighbors.—H. W. R,,

Haywood, Cal., May 2d.

MERCED.
Influence ofGreen Feed. -Merced Erpress:

Silas Bowman, of Sandy Mush, in this county,

sheared last week from a flock of 1,200 sheep,

6,000 pounds of wool—an average of five pounds
to the head. The secret of this large yield, we
are informed by Mr. Bowman, lies in the fact

that his sheep for the past year have been
almost continually fed on green grass, watered
by means of artesian wells on his premises,

which kept his sheep in good condition and per-

fectly free from scab.

NAPA.
Cutting Hay and Planting Corn.—St.

Helena Star, May 18: David Cole has cut the
grain on one of his places for hay and planted

the ground to corn. We find that much ground
in the vaDey has been treated this way this

year. Owing to the protracted rains, the

ground in the lower portions, mostly from Oak-
ville down, has been cold and wet too long for

the good of the grain, and it has been deemed
advisable to cut it. There being yet time for

corn to ripen, that crop has been planted in its

place.

SACRAMENTO.
Crops.—Record-Union: We have, during the

past week, traveled through some portions of

Sacramento county, and taken careful notes of

the crops. Though Sacramento is not a great

grain raising county, it will this year produce a
pretty good quality of wheat and barley.

Wheat on the red lands this year, except in

low, sinky places, will yield well, probably

average 20 bushels to the acre. Some fields

will go as high as 30 and may be 35. In some
low lands the wheat has been pretty badly

killed out, and wild oats and chess and weeds
have come in its place. We took a look at the

small fruit farms and vineyards also, especially

at and in the vicinity of Florin. This is the

great small fruit section of Sacramento county,

and we think before many years it will not be

excelled either in the quantity of small fruit*

raised or in the quality of the fruit in any oth«r

section of the State. The strawberries are just
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now in their glory, and tons are shipped daily

from Florin to different parts of the State and
to Nevada. The berries from these red lands
are counted the best raised in the State. We
did not visit the section of country along the
Sacramento known now as the flooded district,

but learn that the farmers are energetically at

work in putting their farms in order, and in re-

seeding their lands to alfalfa and preparing to

plant late crops of potatoes and other vegetables.

A large number of the dairymen from the river

bottoms moved temporarily out on the higher

lands and rented pastures for their cows, where
some are making butter, and some making
cheese, and others selling milk in the city.

Some are already returning to their own farms
with their cows and will have a great abundance
of late summer and fall feed. On the whole,

the agriculture of Sacramento county is in a

very flourishing condition, and the farmers are

cheerful and hopeful, as they have reason to be.

SAN JOAQUIN.
The Floods in the San Joaquin.—Independ-

ent, May 16: A gentleman who came in from
Union island last evening has given us informa-

tion of terrible disasters and loss of property by
floods on Old river. The breaks in General
Naglee's levee on Union island were reported

some three months ago, and as we know that a

force of 400 or 500 men, with pile drivers, had
been at work there for some time, we supposed
the breaks had been successfully closed, not
having heard to the contrary. The recent

warm weather has melted the snow on the up
-per San Joaquin to the extent that Old river is

higher than it has ever been known before, and
attempts having failed to close the breaks, the

work has been abandoned. There are now five

breaks below Big Tree ranch, each of which is

from 100 to 600 feet wide and 20 feet deep.

Notwithstanding the relief afforded by these

break*, the water for 10 miles is within three

inches of the top of the levee, which is so

washed that it is practically useless. Along
Salmon slough the levee for a mile or two has
been entirely obliterated, and between Tom
Paine slough and the San Joaquin the country

is a sea of water five to ten feet deep. The
wind of the past few days has lashed the water
to fury, beating against the levees and causing

the greatest destruction. The house of Porter
Bros., of Bantas, who rented a tract of

McLaughlan's land on Salmon slough has been
ruined by the waves, and 400 acres of wheat

' destroyed. Mr. Bronson's house on Union
island opposite, has been served the same way,
and he has likewise lost several hundred acres

of grain. General Naglee has lost about 2,000

acres of grain on the island, and on Monday
night a break occurred on his levee on the main
land, near Mohr's landing, sweeping out a flood-

gate. He has a force of men at work trying to

stop the breaks which threaten to destroy the
1 crops on the main land which[he has there. Other
settlers on the island have suffered, and there

I has been considerable loss in cattle, sheep and
Ihogs. Our informant states that he had been
Hold that 1,000 hogs belonging to the Kidd
U'anch had been drowned. He himself saw 20

dead ones lying in one spot. General Williams
has & number of men employed in laying sacks

along the Middle river levee, to save it from
being washed away by the beating of the waves.
The great flood comes from the discharge of

Paradise coat, which was dammed by General
Naglee, but the dam broke last winter. But
for the relief afforded by this break the water
in the main river would be very much higher,

and it is possible, that Stockton might have
had a touch of it. As it is, District 17 is safe,

and Roberts Island, on the main river side, is

all right. There is a piece of levee on Middle
river, on Jas. Rae's place, three-quarters of a
mile long, which was not raised to the general

grade last year, where the water is now within
seven to 20 inches of the top. Mr. Fisher has

a number of men working upon it and will save

it at all hazard, as the finest body of grain in

the county is at stake. The water is reported

at a standstill now, and it is hoped the worst
has been done.

SONOMA. •

Sonoma Jottings. — Editors Press:—The
wheat and other grain crops in this vicinity are

a pronounced failure for this season, and most
of the land seeded last fall is now being mowed
over for hay. There will be some rye, barley

and a little wheat in favored spots, but with
this exception cheat reigns supreme as king of

the harvest. According to popular belief, or at

least so far as the majority of farmers are con
cerned, the wheat, after having sprouted and
grown to a considerable hight, gets disgusted

with a superabundance of moisture and under
goes a most astonishing metamorphosis, chang-

ing, in a few week's time, from one kind of

grain to another of an entirely different char-

acter. If we can so easily believe this, we ought
to look with a great deal of leniency upon the

evolution theory, that in the course of ages

changes a creature of the ape tribe into a civil-

ized and aristocratic member of the human fam-
ily; or, whose pedigree can, by supposition, be
traced back to a remote period when the em-
bryo of the future man was slumbering peace-

fully as a bit of sponge in the coral beds of the

vasty deep. In consequence of the large area

turned into hay, that article will be unusually
abundant in quantity and low in price. Parties

are now offering to deliver it at $5 per ton, and
it is thought that it will be down to $3.50 later

in the season. A few farmers are cutting their

grass and immediately plowing the stubble
under for summer fallow. Experience proves
this to be a good plan with stiff adobe soils,

which are thereby rendered more friable for

future operations. With the exception of one
or two slight sprinkles, we have had no rain for

some time and the hillside pastures are already
turning brown in spots, but the abundant
growth of feed upon them will cure standing
and remain perfectly nutritious till eaten or
injured by rain; and it is a well-known fact

that cattle get "rolling fat" when the grass

becomes dry, and milk and butter is richer and
better flavored than when the pastures are per-

fectly green. The weather has been slightly

cool and breezy for several weeks, thus render-
ing all outside operations rather agreeable than
otherwise.

—

Uncle Josh, Santa Rosa, May
18th, 1878.

Forestville.—Cor. Democrat, May 18: The
small grain crop will be light with us, but the
prospect for corn and potatoes and fruit is

above the average. The hay crop is here, and
a good one it is too. The farmers are wearing
broad smiles, but their steps are not as nimble
as earlier in the season, their brown faces show-
ing they have been making themselves useful as

well as ornamental.
Variegated Roses.—Healdsburg Enterprise:

Capt. Norton has on his place west of the rail-

road a rose bush which excites much attention

among florists. It is a hybrid, producing varie-

gated flowers—the rose leaves being of different

shades of red, with the center leaves edged and
mottled with white. The bush is a great

bearer, and the roses are large, full and very
fragrant.

Hay.—Sonoma Cor. Democrat: Hay cutting

is in full blast now, and I think that the com-
plaints in regard to a small crop are few. Hav-
ing had occasion to take a ride a few days ago

through the valley, I met Mr. Brittenback, a

gentleman well versed in farming and who
owns three mowing machines, he told me there

would be no end to hay this year, and that it is

all looking well and has headed out nicely. He
has engaged about 500 acres for cutting, and
hopes to get more.

SUTTER.
Poor CRors.—Colusa }Sun, May 18: The

best grain growing portion of Sutter county is

along the road from Colusa to Marysville, and
it is generally good for a crop almost any sea-

son, but the present season has been too wet
for it. We passed along the road this week,

and we do not think there will be more than

one-third as much grain produced on the farms

along that road as there was last year. There
however, a great deal of it plowed and being

plowed for next year. Between Meridian and
Butte Slough there is absolutely nothing. The
adobe west of the Buttes has mostly been
drowned out. There is an immense amount of

cheat in the grain also on those cold lands.

The wild oats in some fields are higher than

the wheat. There is, however, an immense
amount of oats in the wheat all over the

country.

TULARE.
Settlers' Meeting.—Associated Press dis-

patch, May 18: A general mass meeting of

settlers on railroad lands was held in Grange
ville. The object of the meeting was the uni-

ted and persistent resistance of the payment to

the Railroad company of any rt-nts, first pur
chase money, or anything that would constitute

an acknowledgment of their claims, until a final

adjudication by the Supreme Court of the Uni-

ted States. Many speakers addressed the meet-

ing. Resolutions were passed and great enthu
siasm displayed. The following resolution is

by order of the settlers: Resolved, That all

men are hereby warned against purchasing any
of those lands that are occupied by actual set-

tlers, as no man can peaceably occupy them, or

any portion of them to our exclusion, until our

case is finally adjudicated by the United States

Supreme Court.

News in Brief.

Musical Boxes.—The roar of the great May
musical festival will not drown the sweet mel
ody which is poured forth by the musical cask
ets of M. Paillard & Co., 120 Sutter street

These little gems of harmony, made by a branch
of the firm in~ Switzerland, and sold in San
Francisco by the makers, are unequaled in

their construction and performances. They are

elegant articles for presents to friends, and they
are charms to possess for oneself. They amuse
by their wonderful power, and they soothe and
instruct by the faultless execution of the finest

musical airs. The excellence of the instruments

is sufficiently attested by the high awards which
have been made to them by world's fairs and
local exhibitions, and they commend themselves

to all who come within the sound of their trills

and cadences. M. Paillard's establishment at

120 Sutter street, should be visited by all who
come to see the sights of the city.

On File.—"The Dickens Party, " Ecila

"Taxation," R. L. ; Carp Culture, L. D. ;V'Yuba
& Sutter Co's.," A. C. K. ; "Views in Monterey
Co.,"C. H. S. ; "Draining and its Appliances,'

A. R.j "Rose Culture," No. 2., Z. E.; "A
Talk about Manure," U. J.; "Fresno Notes,'

W. A. S. ;" San Joaquin and San Luis Obispo
Notes," H. E. H.; "Butter Making," A. B. B.

"Protection to Levees," W. M. R. ; "Rat-Proof
Granary, etc.," I. C. W.; "Why Should We
Prune, M. P. 0.; "Lecturer's Visits," B. P,

New Employment Agency.—We call atten

tion of persons needing help to the advertise

ment of C. R. Hansen & Co., men of consider

able experience in their line of business, who
Eromise to give satisfaction to customers. We
ave reason to believe they are in earnest.

The rains have materially damaged crops in

Florida.

Minnesota proposes to sow 6,000 acres of

sorghum this year.

Joe Coburn, the pugilist, is laying brick in

the prison at Auburn, N. Y.
Many complaints are being made against the

opium-smoking dens in Virginia City.

A fifty-three pound salmon has been caught
in Monterey bay, with a hook and line.

The Oakland and Bantas railroad is nearly

completed, and will soon be open for business.

Oakey Hall's legal practice is now confined

to the Police courts.

Ten thousand orange trees have been planted

in the vicinity of San Jose this spring.

Tennessee has twice as many acres in wheat
as she had last year.

Many complaints are being made in Virginia

City against the opium-smoking dens.

The revival among the colored folks of Rich-

mond, Va. , is still in full blast.

Large quantities of live stock are daily

arriving in the mountains from their winter
quarters in the lower valleys.

John Dimon has been committed to the Napa
Insane Asylum. He is 55 years of age, a native

of Ireland, and a tailor by trade.

Levi Wurtz, who resided on Plumb creek,

Colorado, was struck dead by lightning last

week.
Baker & Hamilton's extensive plow factory,

at San Leandro, gives employment to about 100

white men.
James G. Fair, of the Bonanza firm, has

bought, for $5,000, Toby Rosenthal's painting,

'The Seminary Alarmed."
The Manchester operatives having consented

to a 10% reduction of wages, the cotton mas-
ters will reopen their mills immediately.
General Fremont is now very poor, his

household goods having lately been sold by the

sheriff.

The triplets born in this city in February
last are still alive, but do not seem to be grow-

ing very vigorously.

At Wasatch Station, Utah, a train ran into a

hand-car containing four men, instantly killing

James King, the section foreman.

Nine boys at the Los Angeles high school

have been suspended for smoking within the

grounds.
Sheep growers in Colorado have fixed the

maximum price of sheep shearing at six cents a

head.
Don Rafael Castro, a pioneer, died at Ap-

tos, May 14th, aged 78 years. In 1838 he was
Alcalde of Santa Cruz.

A heavy frost throughout Wisconsin, Ohio,

Iowa and Indiana has seriously damaged fruit,

vegetables, etc.

Chinamen, to the number of about 200, are

working small vegetable farms in the vicinity

of Melrose, San Leandro and Haywards.
" Happy Jack " is in the County Jail, serv-

ing out a term of three months for violating the

saloon ordinance.

A vein of coal has been discovered about 10

miles west of Napa, which promises to turn out

well.

A schooner is being loaded at Santa Monica
with 300 tons of asphaltum, taken from the

Brea rancho, and intended for San Francisco.

A Methodist Conference in Connecticut has

decided to admit no more ministers who use

tobacco.

Muukissey's last political campaign is said to

have cost him $40,000. It really cost him his

life.

Clear lake is reported as fairly alive with

black fish, which are killed by hundreds every

day.
The fossilized fragment of a thigh bone of

monstrous size has just been dug up near Santa

Rosa.
Good harvest hands are in demand in the

farming districts of the State at from $30 to

$40 per month with board.

At the Merced woolen mills the machinery is

in place and in successful operation, manufac-

turing blankets and other goods.

C. C. Milton, of Cottoneva, Mendocino
county, was drowned a few days ago while

working on the chute at that point.

Shad are said to be plentiful in the Sacra

mento river, but are not caught because the

salmon nets are so large as to permit of their

getting through the meshes.

At Fall River, Massachusetts, last week,

20,000 mill operatives marched in procession.

One of the banners carried bore this inscription

:

"If cheap labor be the basis of all prosperity,

why is China not the head of civilization ?
"

John H. Burke has brought a suit in the

Twelfth District Court in this city, against the

Bonanza firm, and the directors of the Con.

Virginia Mining Company, to recover in equity,

the sum of $35,000,000, alleged to have been
withheld and misappropriated by them as the

agents of the company.
The Truckee and Steamboat Springs Com

pany of Reno, Nevada, have awarded a con-

tract for digging a new canal to a Chinese com
pany for $36,000—$800 less than the lowest

white bidder. A public meeting has been
called to protest against employing the "heathen

Chinee."
H. R. W. Clark, a lawyer of San Francisco

was shot on his ranch in Ignacio valley on the

19th inst., by his son Frederick Clark, by the

accidental discharge of a breech-loading gun,

which he was carrying in a careless manner.

The shot carried away one of the son's fingers,

and the father'* wound i» fatal.

The opium smokingMce has got a firm foot-

hold in Sutter Creek, Amador county.
Six men were killed by an explosion of gas

in the Sidney mines, Halifax, three days ago.

The bill for the repression of Socialist ex-
cesses has been submitted to the German Par-
liament.

The recent earthquake at Cura, Venezuela,
killed 600 persons. Heavy shocks were felt at

Caracas.

Nearly 150 persons have been arrested at

Warsaw, Russia, as accomplices of the Nihilist

Secret Association, recently discovered.

The infamous divorce business is being car-

ried on in Salt Lake through the Probate Court
to as great an extent as ever.

Mrs. Margary Watson, of this city, has
obtained a judgment of $5,000 against Frederick
Powell for breach of promise of marriage.

The dead body of Cy Dubois, a well-known
horse trainer of San Jose, was found in a creek

last week near Gilroy.

The grain crop of Stanislaus county will be
the largest this year of any heretofore harvested.

It is estimated at between four and five million

bushels.

About the middle of the week it rained heav-

ily from two to six hours in various parts of the

State, damaging the crops in some places, and
benefiting them in others.

At Martinez on the 20th inst., Louis Kamp
shot Jose Rais Berryessa, a desperate character,

through the heart while the latter was advanc-
ing on him in a threatening manner.

Geo. W. Abbott, the money-broker, who ran

away with $40,000 belonging to the Anglo-Cali-

fornian Bank, has been examined by the Com-
missioners of Insanity.

While an iron girder of the New York ele-

vated railroad was being hoisted in position a

chain gave way and the girder fell to the

ground, fatally injuring two men.
Henry Busse has been committed to the

Napa Insane Asylum. He thought he must
live 40 days without eating, on religious

grounds.
A heavy wind and rain storm passed over St.

Louis on the 18th inst., doing great damage to

property and badly injuring a number of per-

sons.

The Petaluma Courier says there will not be

over half a crop of wheat, barley and oats in

Sonoma and Napa counties, on account of the

prevalence of rust.

The Utes are fast becoming civilized. One
of them bought an umbrella at Ouray, which

was shortly after stolen by another member of

the tribe.

People along the Labrador coast are starv-

ing, the fisheries having failed. The flesh of

dogs is eaten, and many people have already

starved to death.

The Canadians on the border are greatly ex-

cited over the threatened Fenian invasion. The
militia have been supplied with arms and gone

into camp.
The Bay City, a side-wheel steamer, in-

tended to run on the ferry route between this

city and Alameda, was successfully launched last

Saturday at the rolling mills.

John Larsey, a French Canadian, 56 years

old, committed suicide at Brooklyn, Alameda
county. He was formerly an interpreter in the

San Francisco Police Court.

Fraco Fisher, a two-year-old boy living on

the Gilroy road 12 miles from San Jose, was

killed by the discharge of a pistol which his 11-

year-old brother was playing with.

A Communistic society in Parkersburg, Va.,

has between 500 and 600 members. It is offi-

cered and drilled. The members are reticent

and the meetings are secret. Other societies

exist in the State.

A brisk shower fell in Colusa county on the

19th inst., followed by thunder and lightning.

In the evening of the same day there was a six-

hour rain in Los Angeles, also a slight rain

during the night in San Francisco.

Joseph Davis has been arrested for alleged

malfeasance in connection with the affairs of

the Dime Savings Bank which recently failed

in Sacramento, causing a total loss to the de-

positors, mostly boys and girls and very poor

persons.

There seems little disposition among the

Manchester strikers to accept the 10% reduction

even temporarily. The spinners declare they

would accept a 5% reduction outright, and noth-

ing more. This action will prolong the strife

indefinitely.

A passing vessel lately picked up, 200 miles

off the Brazillian coast, a man on a raft in an

exhausted condition, he having been there 10

days. His companion died after being on the

raft four days and was washed overboard and

devoured by the sharks.

The steamship, California, built for Good-

all, Perkins & Co., of San Francisco, and just

launched at Philadelphia, has been sold to the

Russian Government for $500,000, the builders

paying this firm $100,000 to be released from

their contract, and agreeing to lay the keel of a

similar ship at once. The California is very

fast, and is to be armed by her new owner.

The Washington Irrigated Colony.

One of our advertising pages contains the announce-

ment of the Washington Irrigated Colony, an enterprise

to place some of the warm rich land of Fresno county

within the reaeh of small purchasers. The soil is admira-

bly adapted for the growth of alfalfa and semi-tropical

fruits of all kinds. Water is abundant for irrigation,

and those in search of a good chance for a home in Cali-

ornia should examine the claims of the Colony bofor*

«»>v«im
;
their looation,
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The Harvest Hour.

Prom the broad fields, their golden glory shorn.

And sunny uplands, of their beauty reft,

Through the still sunlight of the autumn morn,

And hedgerows, with their lingering jew els left,

By the brown river, through the leafy lanes,

On tu the farmsteads move the loaded wains.

The stalwart reaper hears his brightened scytht.

Or tracks the course the great machine has made,

And bonnie lass and lad, sunburnt and lithe.

Round whose straw hats woodbine and poppies fade,

Wake all the meadow land with harvest strains, .

Clustering and laughing round the loaded wains.

Tis soft September Nature's harvest yields,

But all through life our ripening fruit we reap,

Now storing violets from sweet April fields,

Now roses that bright July sunshine steep,

Now garnering gray October's sober gains,

Now Christmas hollies pile our loaded wains.

Ah me ! how fast the fair spring flowers die,

How summer blossoms perish at the touch.

And ll..peand l,o\e, in useless sympathy,
Weep for the r'aith that gave and lost so much !

From half our sheaves drop out the golden grains,

Small is our portion in the loaded wains.

Yet, ere the mighty Reaper takes it all.

Fling out the seed, and tend it rood by rood;

One ear is full, though hundreds round it fall,

One acre 'mid a mildewed upland good;
Eternity will rear on heavenly plains

The smallest treasure won from loaded wains.
-All the Year Hound.

Lines to the Cucumber.

The cucumber graeeth t he festal board
Kushrouded in condiments rare,

And the epic ure gleefully rubbeth his paunch
At the sight of the treasure there.

The doctor smilcth a sad-like smile

And giveth a crocodile groan,
And the marble man goeth out the while

And polished up a stone.

The undertaker mournfully asks:

"What will his measure be?"
And the sexton marketh a spot "reserved"

All under the willow tree,

"lis hard the times and 'tis scarce the cash

And so with a zestful Joy,
We welcome waft to the fitful fruit

That giveth the folk employ.
—Si. Louis Journal.

"The Under Must Come Up."

A tree was planted in a city street—
A slender sapling, neither strong nor tall;

Yet in its heart it bore the heart of all,

And what 1 as life must have conditions meet.

The tender, spongy roots began to grow;
The subtile sunshine and the summer rain

Leagued influence with the winter's needed pain

Atid every hour brought greater strength; when lo!

A man who passed tripped o'er a looseaed stone !

Life in the root, drawn from the fostering day
Had slowly pushed the oppressive curb away.
So power brings always power unto its own;
From straitened souls to a frail acorn's cup,
Life shall find room, "the under must eolne up."

—Mr*. .If. F. Butt*.

Only a Hired Girl.

"Lena ! Lena !" rang out on the morning air,

and the shrill voice of .Mrs. Miller rose at every
word, until it resembled the screech of a hyena,
more than the voice of the lady she passed for

insociety. "Lena Brown, do, for mercy's sake,

hurry a little."

The girl was digging potatoes for dinner
when she heard her mistress call, and picking
up the basket she straightened herself up as
well as she could considering the state of her
back, atid started for the house, as fast as her
weary feet would carry her. "Oh, dear, I

wonder how 1 am ever to get through with this

day's work. It's so warm it seems to me 1 shall

melt."
"You would'nt make much of a grease spot,

I reckon," said a voice at her side, and turning,
she saw Jacky, the chore boy.

"Why, Jacky," said she, "I did not know I

was speaking aloud. You won't tell anything
1 said, will you ?"

"No, indeed, I won't, until I get ready. I

think it's a burning shame for you to be work-
ing yourself to death to wait upon that little

stuck up Belle, and 1 wouldn't do it if I were
you, either." Jackey had taken the basket
from her, and she could scarcely keep from
laughing when she saw how earnest he looked,
as he shook his fist toward the house. "It's a
long road that has no turn," said he, "and
maybe the tine ladies there will find it out some
day. What do you stay for, any way ?"

"Why you know I must work somewhere,
and I don't like to be changing places. I get
plenty to eat here and better wages than I did
at the last place, and I suppose I ought to be
coutetited. I am only the hired girl, you know,
and they are not expected to have any feeling.

Well, I must go now or I'll be looked" after for
leaving my work so long."
"Mind you don't go to that potato patch

again when I'm around. I'll see to that if I

have to get up before daylight to do it," and
Jacky bounded over the fence and was gone.
By this time Mrs. Miller appeared on the

scene with her arms full of ruffles and laces,

which she said must be ironed while the dinner
was cooking, so as to save wood. "And now,

Lena, I want you to tly around and have the

dinner a little earlier than usual to-day. I can't

stop my work to help get it if we never have any,

for Belle can't get that dress done to-day, unless

1 help, and she's going to a picnic to-morrow,

and she wants it to wear."

"A picnic? Dear me, how I should like to

go," sighed|I/ena, but she knew there was no'use

to say anything about it, so she worked on and

tried to forget it. .She had been told when she

came there that she must not expect to leave

on a week day, but Sundays she might have

from nine until three to either attend church or

go and visit her mother, who lived five or six

miles away. This distance must be walked,

although Belle's pony stood in the stable idle

all day. She was not going to lend her pony

and saddle to a hired girl, by a good deal, she

told Jacky, when he asked her way she did not

let Lena ride over to her mother's.

"Belle Miller, you're the most selfish creature

I ever saw, and I'm going to tell somebody of

it too just the first change I get -see if I don't !"

"You impudent little—" but before she had

completed the sentence he was out of hearing,

and she left it unfinished. She knew well

enough who he meant, and she knew too by

experience that when Jacky said he would do a

thing you might depend upon it.

Lynn Frazier would probably get there in

the course of a week, and what if that little

imp should see him first and tell him all he

knew ? It must not be; there must be some
way found to prevent it. She concluded the

way would be to coax her father to send him
away to school. The matter was not thought

of after that, for when Mr. Miller came in to

tea he tossed her a letter which she found to be

an invitation to spend a week in town. This

she had long wished for, and the next morning
found her ready for a start. Her mother
promised to send for her should Lynn arrive

while she was away. He did come, but was so

changed that none of the family recognized

him, and he thought it would be a good joke to

tarry the deception a little farther: and rinding

Mr. Miller in need of another hand, he hired

for a month. By this means he had an oppor-

tunity to look round; and lie said to himself,

"If the prospect is favorable, I shall make
myself known; if not I'm John Davis, the man
they take me for." He soon leaned from Jacky
that Belle was away on a visit. Jacky was
quite a favorite with the new hand, and being

naturally communicative, John Davis soon

knew something of the affairs of the household.

He felt thankful that the knowledge of Belle's

selfishness had come before it was too late. He
should try and ascertain the true state of the

affair now, at all hazards, so he kept his eyes

and ears open, and soon found that it was even
more than Jacky represented it.

There was no fear of Belle recognizing him,
for she seldom came down in the morning until

breakfast was over, and the remainder of the

day was spent with the last novel or in the par-

lor gossiping with some of her favorite friends,

who were generally as shallowed-brained as

herself.

John proved an efficient workman, and soon

won the esteem of his employer and fellow-

workmen. He was the strongest man on the

place, and always on hand where there was a de-

mand tor strength. How changed since his visit

five years before ! He was then apale, puny look-

ing college student, but the climate of the
West had done wonders in building up a strong
constitution. In the meantime he had not been
idle, as a look at his brown hands gave evidence.

His labor had not been in vain, and a deed in

his possession showed that he was the rightful

owner of a farm in one of the most prosperous
counties in Nebraska.

In all these five years the image of Belle

Miller had been mingled with his dreams until

lie had come to think her presence would be in-

dispensable in his prairie home. All his air

castles hail come to the ground with a crash,

but he kept his secret in his own heart, and
sought to drown his disappointment by a close

application to the work assigned him. He des-
pised himself for the part he was playing, and
soon as the month had expired for which he
had engaged, he took his leave, a sadder and
wiser man. But go where he would, he could
not get ritl of the notion that a certain person
at the Miller mansion was very necessary to his

happiness, and he was so bold as to write and
tell Lena so, and, although she was somewhat
astonished, she had the good sense to see that he
was worthy the love of any true-hearted girl,

and her answer was just what he wished.
They have gone West and settled upon that

farm, and Belle has given up looking for her
absent college student and has been consoled by
a young city chap, said to be a great catch.
John Davis, alias Lynn Frazier, explained how
he came to go by another name. He had a
pocket handkerchief exchanged at the laundry,
receiving one with the name of John Davis upon
it, and he accidentally dropped it where some
of the men found it and took it for granted that
it bore his name. He says he is not sorry, for
it was the means of his getting the best woman
in the world for his wife—and she was only the
hired girl.—Mrs. .Shedden, in Western Rural.

A lawyer once asked the late Judge Pick-
ens, of Alabama, to charge the jury that "it is

better that ninety and nine guilty men should
escape than that one innocent man should be
punished." "Yes," said the witty judge, "I
will give that charge, but in the opinion of the
court the ninety and nine guilty men have
already escaped in this county." I

Home Heroines.

The woman who has to move from one home
to another every year, or perhaps oftener fol-

lowing the declining fortunes of an unsuccess-

ful husband, father or brother, and who every

time struggles with difficulties of new situa-

tions, alters carpets to fit old-fashioned rooms,

arranges new lambrequins for the windows,
improvises closets and perhaps comfortable

sleeping apartments out of the attic, while in a

hundred ways making the best of everything,

overcoming unheard-of difficulties, the greatest

of all perhaps being the daily encouraging and
cheering up of the man of the house, is a he-

roine.

She who, during such a depressing period as

this, continues to educate her children both by
example, the use of books and kind words,

while not neglecting to train them to habits of

neatness and cleanliness, and who keeps them
from associating with low and vicious compan-
ions, is a heroine who will ultimately reap the

reward of her labors. Kven if she does not live

to see great results herself, she will leave an
inheritance to her children, the value of which
cannot be counted in any known currency.

It is the fittest who survive. Have you
made a false step in life? Don't fancy that

everybody is talking about it. People have
plenty to think about, and they will not be in-

terested in you very long. When you have
plowed the field where you now are, and have
got out all the stones and stumps, and have
sowed it to some useful grain, you have proved
yourself fitted to take auother field, and man-
age it with the same amount of skill, with the

added advantage of experience. That is all

there is in life. Success, the success which is

recognized by those who look beneath the sur-

face, has been attained by climbing. You may
climb. But be independent, and ohoose your
own path. If you always follow another, you
will never reach the top. He whom you pat-

tern alter will be there first. Don't push an-

other off the path. According to the law of

right, somebody will push you off too. But
choose your own path, and cut down the
branches, and trample down the briers, and
subdue the obstacles which, after all, are only
there to test your strength. You will be happy
in doing this, and you will be respected by all

the other plodders in their respective path-
ways. Try to keep the sunshine ever above
you, and the North star ahead of you; let

cheerfulness and good will be your companions,
and in time you will reach the top, a recognized
hero or heroine, while you have been one to

yourself all the while. — Mrs. H. H. T. , in

Cultivator.

Heads and Hats.—A scientific inquiry lately

made by Dr. Delaunay among the hatters of

Paris, offers some curious results. Accepting
it as true that the capacity of the cranium and
development of the brain are proportional to

the external volume of the head, also that the
intelligence is proportional to the volume and
weight of the brain— he shows, infer alia, that
certain families develop like individuals—that
is, they have a period of growth, then a station-

ary period, then a period of decrease previous
to extinction. In families in the first period
the head enlarges from generation to generation.
The citizens who wrought the revolution of

1789 had bigger heads than their fathers. On
the other hand, in families that are nearing
extinction, the head grows smaller. The sons
of the present ruling families in France have
such small heads, according to the author, that
they require hats specially made for them.
Among certain families newly risen from the
common people the head increases from genera-
tion to generation. The wide-brimmed hats

—

bolivars—worn by the Republicans from 1830
to 1848 were very capacious. The quarter in

which are the largest heads in Paris is that of

the schools. The hatters of the Faubourg St.

Germain say they only fit fine heads. The
Polytecnicians have larger heads than the St.

Cyrians, and the students of the Normal School
larger than those of St. Sulpice, etc. The
members of the clergy present a peculiar feature
in these statistics. "In general," says M.
Delaunay, " men from 30 to 40 years of age
have larger heads than those from '20 to 30.

Not so with ecclesiastics, for their heads cease to
grow at about 25."

Physiolociy.—It is impossible that the mass
of men can be healthy, and so moral and suc-

cessful, without some knowledge of their struc-

ture and of its laws, which they must obey or
suffer. How can a young woman be called
educated who is ignorant of physiology, of her
duties as a mother, of the divine art of nursing?
How many men know anything of the relations

of waste and supply in the nervous economy ?

Why, not one man in a hundred knows even
what the stomach is made for, and the other
99 are constantly transgressing rules they have
never learned. We may take the old parable of

the apple in the garden as an illustration of the
way men's stomachs make havoc with their

moral sense. Not one man in a hundred knows
or suspects that God made the air to be breathed.
Kvery part of his house may be reeking with
miasma, the cellar full of all evil, the partitions

clotted with dormant mischief, and he never
dreams of it, but goes on nailing down his

windows and listing his door. If we could only
see the air we have once breathed over ! Even
the architects of our public halls and theaters

and churches have the crudest notions of ven-
tilation.— Beeehw.

Boys and Girls' Aid Society.

The fourth annual report of G. M. Johnson,
Secretary and Superintendent of the Boys and
Girls' Aid Society, shows that this praiseworthy
organization is doing a good work with full zeaL
Nine hundred boys and girls now constantly
frequent the rooms of the society. The library
now contains 2, 220 books. These books are be-

ing read more extensively than ever, and are
proving a great source of cheer and benefit to
the children who have access to them. About
400 are in constant circulation, besides the
many that are read at the rooms, with maga-
zines, papers and other publications. The
penny savings bank grows steadily in favor ; a

case of tills has been placed in the new branch,
and many are the dimes and half-dimes dropped
in during the year, amounting, for this year to

§544.94, and a total of $1,21 L94 for the four
years that the bank has been in operation. The
sewing school has, at Clementina street, an av-

erage attendance of 75. At Jackson street the
school has been organized but a few weeks, and
has already 30 pupils. Upwards of 24,000 free

baths have been given. We are satisfied that
in many instances health has been preserved
and life saved through the opportunity afforded
for cleanliness, to say nothing of its moral ef-

fects. We do not conduct an intelligence bu-
reau only so far as finding homes for the waifs
that come to us; aiming to place every one going
out from us in a permanent situation, trade or
home. "Planting" them where they may be
nurtured and developed into true manhood and
womanhood. During the year, we have sent
out 158, we have also furnished 140 with cloth-

ing ; lodged 480 ; and furnished to the hungry,
1,(530 meals.

We are often asked: "can you see any im-
provement ill those who frequent the rooms ?"

To this we can answer, after four years' experi-

ence, most decidedly, yes. We are no longer a
set of hoodlums, with turmoil indoors and broils

out. Instead of requiring constant watchful-
ness to preserve books and furniture from de-

struction, the members are now watchmen them-
selves. The older ones exercising a constant
restraining influence over the new comers.
They have come to understand that our object

is not to proselyte, but to aid every one to a

higher, purer life, regardless of nationality,

sect or color.

Disackeeahle Habits.—It is easy to form a
disagreeable habit, but not so easy to drop it

again. Persisted in, they become a second na-

ture. Stop and think before you allow yourself

to form them. There are disagreeable habits of

body, like scowling, winking, twisting the
mouth, biting the nails, continually picking at

something, twirling a key, or fumbling at a

chain, drumming with the fingers, screwing and
twisting a chair, or whatever you can lay your
hands on. Don't do any of these things. Cul-
tivate a calm, quiet manner. Better be a statue

than a jumping-jack. There are much worse
habits than these, to be sure, but we are speak-
ing only of very little things that are only an-

noying when persisted in. There are habits of

speech, also, such as beginning every speech
with "you see," or "you know," "now-a," "I
don t care," "tell you now." Indistinct utter-

ance, sharp nasal tones, a slow drawl, avoid
them all. Stop and think what you wish to

say, and then let every word drop from your
lips just as smooth and perfect as a new Bilver

coin. Have a care about your ways of sitting

and standing and walking. Before you know
it, you will find your habits have hardened into

a coat of mail that you cannot get rid of without
a terrible effort—habits which render you ob-

noxious to all around you.

How a Larue Business was Founded.—
Peter Henderson in a recent address before the

New York Farmers' Club told the following

story : The original proprietor of one of the

largest seed houses in the city of New York
emigrated from Scotland some time about the

beginning of the present century ; he was a
nailer by trade, and was entirely ignorant ' of

anything pertaining to seeds or gardening. But
one day, coming through the Bowery, then half

farm, half city, he saw a rose-bush in a cottage

window. It was a rose in a wilderness, for

probably there were not a score more in the then

city of New York, He went in and bought it

for 50 cents, took it home, painted the pot

green, and placing it in the window of his nail-

shop, quickly sold it for a dollar. This waa
easier work and better pay than nail-making.

He started out daily buying plants of all kinds,

always painting the pots green (a practice that

modern science would frown at), and doubling

his money rapidly. From plants the transition

to dealing in seeds was natural and easy, so that

in less than 20 years from the time this humble
Scotch nail-maker had purchased his first rose-

bush in the Bowery, his seed house had become
the largest on this continent.

BimiJNOTON Havheye: A sad incident wag
evolved when the train halted for lunch about

noon. A negro stepped up to the lunch counter

and called for a cup of coffee. A Caucasian

standing beside him objected to the presence of

the negro at the counter. They quarreled, and
the white man snatched up a Bandwich and
hurled it at the African's head. It fractured

the man's skull and killed him instantly. The
murderer was arrested, and his only de-

fense was that he "didn't know it was loaded."

These lunch-counter sandwiches are terrible

weapons, and the State should enact the sever-

est laws against handling them carelessly.
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Chaff.

"My dear," said a rural wife to her hus-

band, on his return from town, "what was the

sweetest thing you saw in bonnets in the city!"

"The ladies' faces, my love."

Cutting for the Cutter.—Hairdresser,

(anxious to.puff his anti-bare's grease): "Ex-
cuse me, sir, but you are a leetle"—Old Gentle-

man: "Bald, eh? Yes, I was born sol"

A Grave Answer.—Doctor: "Thomas, did

Mrs. Popjoy get the medicine I ordered yester-

day?" Thomas: "I b'leeve so, sir; I see all

the blinds down this morning."

—

Judy.

"What is the meaning of a back-biter?"

asked a gentleman at a Sunday school examina-

tion. This was a puzzler. It went down the

class until it came to a simple urchin, who said,

"Perhaps it is a flea."

Little five-year-old is having her first ex-

perience of spring in the country. Looking at

a pear tree in full bloom, the other day, she ex-

claimed: "Why, mamma! Just look at that

tree. It is all covered with popped corn!"

"Aut Cesar aut Nullus." — Architect:

"What aspect would you like, Mr. Smithers?"

Mr. Smithers (who is about to build a house):

"Has Muggles" (a rival tradesman) "got a

haspect? 'Cause, mind yer, I should like mine
made a good deal bigger than 'is!"

—

Punch.

Mistress: I want Mary; where is she?

Why do you answer the bell? Cook: Beg par-

don, mum, but Mary isn't at all well, mum.
She's been trying the new fashionable tight-

lacing, and she finds she can't stand it, mum,
and that's the fact?

—

Judy.

"Having in my youth severe notions of

piety, " says a Persian writer, "I used to arise

in the night watches to meditate, pray, and
read the Koran. One night, fully occupied

with these practices, my father, a man of prac-

tical piety, awoke. 'Behold,' said I, 'thy other

children are lost in irreligious slumber, while I

alone awake to praise God.' 'Son of my soul,'

answered he, 'it is better to sleep than to wake
to remark the faults of the brethren.'

"

A laborer at work in a yard hung his coat

on a post. During the day some one in throw-

ing a dish of water from a window, uninten-

tionally dropped the contents on the garment.

When the man went to get it, on quitting

work, he perceived its condition, and in some
consternation exclaimed: "Howly murder? 'f

the coat wasn't a thinking it was on my back

all the time, an' went to sweating without
knowing the chate."

An Ohio stumper, while making a speech,

paused in the midst of it, and exclaimed:

"Now, gentlemen, what do you think?" In-

stantly a man rose in the assembly, and with
one eye partially closed, modestly, with a

strong Scotch brogue, replied: "I think, sir,

I do, indeed, sir—I think if you and I were to

stump the country together, we would tell more
lies than any other two men in the country, sir,

and I'd not say a word myself during the whole
time, sir!"

Hearing Restored.—It is amusing to watch
the movements and to note the expressions of

astonishment of some of those patients who are

suddenly restored to acute hearing. This is

most remarkable when the deafness has existed

for years. The patients look around for an
explanation of the unusual sounds they hear,

and then the very movement of looking around
rustles the dress; hearing the noise of which,
they become quite bewildered. They cannot
be brought to believe that the sounds they hear
are natural. The noises in the streets are at

first terrific. A diverting case occurred in a
short and remarkably corpulent old gentleman,
residing somewhere at Pimlico. He related

that on leaving the house in which his hearing

had been restored, he bore it pretty well until

he got into Piccadilly, when the noise of the

omnibuses (every one of which hp thought
would be upon him) so frightened him that he
started off in a run, and never stopped until he
got into Green park.

Intellectual Culture.—A cultivated mind
is said to have infinite stores of innocent grati-

fication. Everything may be made interesting

to it, by becoming a subject of thought or in-

quiry. Books, regarded merely as a gratifica-

tion, are worth more than all the luxuries on
earth. A taste for literature secures cheerful

occupation for the unemployed and languid
hours of life; and how many persons, in these
hours, for want of innocent resources, are now
impelled to coarse pleasure! How many young
men can be found, who, unaccustomed to find

a companion in a book, and strangers to intel-

lectual activity, are almost driven in the long,

dull evenings of winter, to haunts of intemper-
ance and bad society.

Stmpathv.—Every man rejoices twice when
ho has a partner of his joy; a friend shares my
sorrow and makes it but a moiety, but he swells

my joy and makes it double. For so two chan-
nels divide the river, and lessen it into rivulets,

and make it fordable and apt to be drunk up by
the first revels of the Syrian star; but two
torches do not divide, but increase the flame;
and, though my tears are the sooner dried up
when they run on my friend's cheeks in the
furrow of compassion, yet when my flame hath
kindled his lamp, we unite the glories and make
them radiant, like the golden candlesticks that
burn before the throne of God, because they
shine by numbers, by union* and confederates
of light and joy.

—

Jeremy Taylor.

Y©JfQ poLks 7
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Kitty and Bertha.

[Written for Young Folks' Column by Loraine.]

Kitty Clark and Bertha Osgood were going

home from school one day. It was Friday, and

school had been dismissed at three o'clock, so

they had plenty of time and walked leisurely

along swinging their lunch baskets and chat-

ting, school-girl fashion, as they went.

Part of the way home was by the stage-road,

and at the forks they met the mountain stage,

which was loaded with passengers.

After the stage had passed Bertha and Kitty
went through the large gate which led to a
shorter road through the woods. This was a
more pleasant road in summer time, because it

was cool and shady, and there were wild flow-

ers and ferns all along under the trees and
bushes. There was also a brook with some fish

in it, and an old bridge that had been made for

a wood-road which led across the brook.
Here Bertha and Kitty often sat and watched

the little fishes darting about in the water.
Sometimes they made little boats of bark and
chips, with madrona leaves for sails, and sent

them sailing down stream. When they had
passengers on their boats the passengers were
always bugs or caterpillars. Kitty tried grass-

hoppers one day, but the grasshoppers seemed
to object to traveling by water, and always
hopped off the boat as soon as they got a
chance.
Bertha and Kitty would follow the boats as

far as they could, down the stream, and then
watch them out of sight, and go back again to

make some more.
When the two girls came to the bridge, on

this particular afternoon, they sat down on one
of the logs, and at the end where they could
look into the water, to watch for trout. If

they saw any, Kitty was to tell her brother
Tom, and he would come and try to catch some
for supper.

After a while Bertha got tired watching and
began to look around, and pretty soon called

out, "What is that, over there by the big log?

It looks like clothes."

"It is somebody's clothes," said Kitty, "let's

go and see."

When they got nearer they found it was a

man, lying on the ground.
"Te he !

" giggled Kitty, and whispered,
"look at his mouth."
The man was asleep, his mouth was wide

open and looked rather ridiculous.

"Let's put some little chips in his mouth,"
said the mischievous Kitty, "and make him
spit and sputter when he wakes up. Won't it

be fun !

"

"I don't want to," said the more sober
Bertha.

"Well, I will then," returned Kitty, and be-

gan to look around for chips.

"No, don't," said Bertha. "It will be mean,
because he is a poor man, and my mother says

it's always mean to play tricks on poor people.

Look at his clothes. He has'nt got but one
shoe, and his foot is tied up with rags. I guess
he's sick."

"Yes," said Kitty, "he's sick, we won't
plague him; but I'll tell you what we'll do.

I've got a piece of gingerbread left from my
lunch, let's put that in his mouth, its big

enough to hold it and more, too," said Kitty,

with another giggle at the funny idea.

"What a girl you are," said Bertha, "do you
want to make him choke to death? We might
put the gingerbread in his hand and watch what
he does when he wakes up; that wouldn't be
any trick."

"All right," said Kitty, as she took it out of

her baskest.

"I've got two pieces of bread and butter left,

I believe," said Bertha, sitting down her basket
and peeping into it, "he can have that, too;

maybe he's hungry."
"Maybe he is," said Kitty, and she crept up

softly and laid the bread and butter and cake
into his half open hand.
"How will we wake him up?" said Kitty.

"Throw sticks over the log," said Bertha.

So they went behind the log and threw over

some brush, but the man did not wake up.

Then they threw bigger sticks and kept on till

they had thrown over enough to make quite a
brush pile, but as they did not make very much
noise while doing it the man still slept on.

"What an awful sleepyhead!" said Kitty,

"worse than I am, and he's the sleepiest fellow

I ever did see. Let's go back to the brook and
wait awhile. I want to see the fun when he
does wake up, don't you?"

"Yes," said Bertha, and they went back to

the bridge; and after awhile the man woke and
rubbed his eyes, and seemed very much aston-

ished to find the food in his hand. He looked
all around, but could see no one, as the little

girls were hiding behind the bushes; and after

a little while he fell to eating as if he was very
hungry. He did not look so ridiculous when
awake, and seemed to be tired, and the girls

were glad they had not put any chips into his

mouth.
After he had eaten it all and picked up the

crumbs, as if he might still be hungry, the girls

wished they had some more to give him. But
it was getting to be time to go home, so they
took their books and baskets and went home by
the trail through the redwood clearing.

That evening somebody came to Mr. Clark's
door and knocked. Kitty's mother opened the
door, and their stood the man the girls had
seen in the woods. He was an old servant who
had been in the family several years before,

when Kitty was a baby. He had often carried
her in his arms when she was sick, and her
mamma was sick, too, and could not attend to
her; and once he saved her life when she fell

into a tub of water and came near drowning.
Kitty's mother told her all this after she had

invited the man in and given him some supper.
He had had his foot hurt by some accident and
been lame and unable to work, and in his

trouble had come back to his former friends to
ask for help.

Kitty's father was glad to help him, and took
care of him till his foot got well, and then, as
he was a reliable man, hired him to work on
the ranch.

Kitty was always kind to him, and was very
glad she had not played any tricks on him
that day when they found him asleep in the
woods.

Dangers of a Chill.

The Herald of Health gives pointedly the re-

sults of cooling off too rapidly when one be-

comes heated by extra labor. It enumerates
the following diseases as traceable to this cause:
Rheumatism, consumption, Bright's disease,

pneumonia, bronchitis, stiffness of the joints,

wry neck, pleurisy, catarrh, etc. The follow-

ing is the method of the evil : The coolness of

the evening air is very refreshing to a laborer
after a hard day's work in the hot sun, but it is

as dangerous as it is agreeable. During the
day his garments have probably been wet with
perspiration, and if still damp or wet when the
cool of the evening comes, he experiences a
chilliness and arrest of further perspiration.

The blood does not circulate freely near a chilled

surface, and congestions or undue accumula-
tions in internal organs are the consequences.
From such congestions of important organs come
arrest of secretion ; the liver, for example,
when engorged with blood, ceases to separate
bile from the circulating fluids, and an attack
of jaundice follows. Or congestion may occur
in the respiratory organs, and pneumonia, bron-
chitis, or pleurisy may result. An arrest of the
secretions of the skin or kidneys may terminate
in inflammation of the joints, lumbago, sciatica,

or some other rheumatic affection. Further-
more, the diarrheal affections so common in the
summer season, are frequently caused by expos-
ing the body to a cool current of air after hav-
ing been heated, although they are usually as-

cribed to the eating of some food that is sup-

posed to disagree with the digestive organs.

While the latter is true in some cases, the most
frequent cause is undue exposure of the body,
especially at night, by going to sleep in front of

an open window on a hot night, without suffi-

cient covering, forgetting that it constantly be-

comes cooler toward morning ; and so the sur-

face of the body is chilled, and the blood re-

treating to the internal organs produces conges-

tions that result in diarrhea, dysentery, etc.

An Antidote for Strychnine.—An instance

of the prompt and successful use of an antidote

in a case of strychnine poisoning is circumstan-

tially narrated in Nature. A favorite Skye
terrier had accidentally obtained and eaten the
poison, which was intended for mice. The
amount taken by the dog was probably about a
sixth of a grain. When found, the animal was
rigid and apparently lifeless, except having an
occasional spasm. The owner consulted authori-

ties and found that a dose of chloral hydrate
was the antidote prescribed in such cases. To
kill a rabbit, 21 grains of the chloral is sufficient;

the dog was twice the weight of the rabbit, and
the owner of the terrier therefore proceeded to

inject 45 grains of chloral (in solution) under its

skin. About 15 minutes afterward, supposing
the dog was dead, the owner applied his boot to

it, probably feeling a little disgusted with the

result of his experiment. To his great surprise

the terrier struggled to his feet. Shortly after-

ward it took some milk, and subsequently,

though not for a while very lively, it seemed
none the worst for its experience. The essen-

tial point in this treatment is that the dose of

chloral should be strong enough to kill, other-

wise it may not be sufficient to overcome the

effects of the strychnine.

Brain Stimulant.—The best possible thing

for a man to do when he feels too weak to carry

anything through is to go to bed and sleep as

long as he can. This is the only recuperation

of brain power, the only actual recuperation of

brain force, because during sleep the brain is

in a state of rest—in a condition to receive and
appropriate particles of nutriments from the

blood, which take the place of those which have
been consumed by- previous labor; since the

very act of thinking burns up solid particles,

as every turn of the wheel or screw of the

steamer is ^thc result of consumption by tire of

the fuel in the furnace. The supply of con-

sumed brain substance can only be had from

the nutritive particles in the blood, obtained

from the food eaten previously, and the brain

is so constituted that it can best receive and
appropriate to itself those nutritive particles

during the state of rest, of quiet, and stillness

of sleep.

Corn Bread-

Conrad Wilson recently read a paper before
the American Institute Farmers' Club, on Indian
corn, in which he made the following allusions
to corn bread: Perhaps the most familiar illus-

tration of the economic value of maize is to be
found in the simple and unpretending article of

corn bread, which, in its numerous forms and
improved quality, is now everywhere growing
in public favor. As to the utility and economy
of using corn bread as a staple food there has
never been any doubt, although its other valua-
ble qualities have been comparatively over-
looked. But the prejudice of former days is

now at length melting away, and the perfection
of flavor imparted to corn bread by the progres-
sive ingenuity of American cooks has been
widely recognized at home and abroad, and is

winning the verdict even of those who are ever
slow to discern in food that is economical the
still higher qualities of health, nutriment and
flavor.

I have in my possession quite a numerous
collection of formulas for various preparations
of this grain, including several hundred recipes

for corn bread, corn muffins and a considerable
variety of fancy dishes, such as blanc mange,
corn oysters, etc., which clearly show that this

cereal is not only regarded as a luxury in the
upper circles, but equally as a necessity in the
lower circle of the millions.

I have stated formerly in the Ntw England
Farmer that corn meal when made into bread
gains about 100% in weight, and that, conse-

quently, a bushel of corn, weighing (>'0 pounds,
should produce 120 pounds of bread. But if

allowance is made for toll and waste in grind-

ing, and we take 60 pounds of maize, equal to

50 pounds net of meal, a bushel of corn would
still give over 100 pounds of corn bread, plus

the additional weight of bread resulting from
other ingredients beside the meal. I have also

shown that in a corn crop of 70 bushels per
acre, if the feeding value ot the stover is added
to the value of the grain, it makes the crop
equivalent to 100 bushels per acre, and that the

total yield of such a crop is equivalent to 6,000
pounds of corn per acre, or 5,000 pounds of

corn meal, which would represent from 10,000
to 12,000 pounds of corn bread.

Now, Prof. Johnston in his examination of

public institutions in Scotland found that on a

ration of 18 oz. of food per day, the inmates, as

a general rule, maintained their usual health

and vigor. If then we assume an average family

to consist of five persons, and put the allowance
of food at 20 oz. each per day, this would give 6

lbs. of corn bread per day to a family, and the

product of one acre on the basis above stated,

would supply such a ration for over four years.

Of course there are various grades and qual-

ities of corn bread. But the quality here con-

templated is made under a formula comprising

not only the meal, salt and chemical elements to

make it light, but in addition to these, milk and
eggs with either butter or lard.

Now, these ingredients, as well as the meal,

are all of them the products of corn. Hence,

the cost of corn bread to farmers who are of

course supposed to grow the corn they use,

would be, when made under the plainest form-

ulas, less than one cent per pound. When
milk, eggs and butter are included with the

meal, the cost should still be not over two cents.

To consumers in cities the market price ought

not to be more than double these rates, which
would make the cost of the family ration above

given about 25 cents per day.

In view of these facts and figures, and others

previously stated, is it not clear that no other

food crop is grown on either continent, that is

capable of producing results so widely bene-

ficent, or so important to the world as the corn

crop of America.

Utilizing Bits of Soap.—Instead of throw-

ing away the pieces of soap which become too

small for convenient handling, make a square

flannel bag of suitable size; leave one end partly

open, and put in the pieces as they collect;

when it is full baste up the opening, and it

makes a nice bath-tub arrangement. Another

way is to add a little water, set them in a tin

on the stove, and let them simmer slowly.

When cold, you will have toleraby good soft

soap, just the thing for putting in your wash
boiler or washing tins with. Or by evaporat-

ing part of the water you may get the soap hard

enough to be molded into small cakes, which

can be dried for use.

Burning Chimneys.—An exchange says

that a burning chimney, when the soot has

been lighted by a fire in the fire-place, can be

extinguished by shutting all the doors in the

room, so as to prevent any current of air up the

chimney; then by throwing a few handfuls of

of common salt upon the fire in the grate or

the hearth, the fire in the chimney will be im-

mediately extinguished. The philosophy of

this is that, in the process of burning the salt,

muriatic-acid gas is evolved, which is a prompt
extinguisher of fire.

Capital Oatmeal Cakes.—Work three parts

of fine oatmeal and one part of flour into a stiff

paste with treacle (golden syrup), with the

addition of a very small quantity of lard, and
sufficient baking powder to impart the desired

lightness. Bake the paste in the form of small

flat cakes much resembling the ordinary "gin-

ger-nuts" of the biscuit baker.
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The Week.

The May rain was delayed, like all the rains

of the season, beyond its customary date. It

comes so late that it almost wets the eyebrows
of June. It is an unseasonable rain, and has
been greatly feared. The chief of its good offi-

ces was the laying the dust in city and town.
Its evil lies in the injury to outlying hay, and
the increased danger of rust in the grain. Al-
though the downfall extended over a considera-
ble area of the State, it docs not appear to have
been violent enough to beat down the heavy
grain, and to some late sowings it may prove a
refreshment.

Our paper this week is moved a little from its

usual course. The increased demand for adver-
tising space, impels us to add four pages rather
than reduce the proportion of reading matter
The new advertisements will all be found to be
on timely subjects. The space commanded by
the great musical festival, is only commensur-
ate with its promise as a means of praiseworthy
popular entertainment, and an opportunity for
culture in the hearing of grand harmonies. The
coming week will be memorable in the musical
annals of this coast. We also give a good
measure of space to illustration and description
of recent achievements in the transmission and
recording of sound, which we think apropos to
the coming of the musical festival, and in itself

worthy the consideration of all. It is well,
once in a while, to turn the mind from the sub-
jects which most constantly engross it, and give
a thought to recreation and the rest which a
change of theme affords. Now as the crops are
ripening and the weeks of work are upon us, n
diversion will give redoubled strength.

Thomas Edison and the Phonograph.

We take occasion in this week's Pp.ess to in-

form our readers of the recent advances which

have been made in the mechanical transmission

and recording of vocal sounds. Upon the fol-

lowing page may be found an account of the

development of the telephone. Our task at

this moment is to descril>e a still more startling

achievement of genius, and that is a successful

record and reproduction of human speech by a

simple machine called the phonograph. We
shall speak first of the man who has accom-

plished the achievement, and second of the ma-

chine itself.

In 1847 Thomas Edison was born in Ohio.

and reproducing the human voice and won a

world-wide fame.

The phonograph is regarded as the greatest

triumph of inventive genius which has been

attained even in this inventive age. It is great-

est in its achievment and peerless in its sim-

plicity. The engraving on this page shows all

its parts, and from these it appears that there

is nothing intricate in its mechanism. It con-

sists, as shown in Fig. 1, of a brass spirally-

grooved cylinder, A, mounted on along, hori-

zontal screw, the cylinder being rotated and at

the same time moved laterally by turning a

crank at the end of its shaft. The chief part

of the apparatus is the diaphragm, marked B,.
in

Fig. I, and shown in detail of its parts in Fig.

2. At is shown the thin plate of metal held

by its edges, so that it can vibrate, ami at I> is

a tine needle or stylus, which is attached to the

THOMAS EDISON Inventor of Telephone and Phonograph.

When he was eight years of age his parents
moved to Michigan, and young Edison began
life as a newsboy. He was a driving newsboy.
At 13 years of age he obtained a contract for

the exclusive sale of newspapers on one of the
largest Canadian railways, and had a squad of

boys working under him. While he was still

running on the trains he began chemical stud-

spring, E, and brought in contact with the
metal plate by a little piece of rubber, as shown
in the engraving.

Tfae action of the apparatus will now be read-

ily understood from what follows. The cylin-

der is lirst very smoothly covered with tin-foil,

and the diaphragm, B, securely fastened in

place by clamping its support to the base of the

THE PHONOGRAPH WITH SECTIONAL VIEW OF DIAPHRAGM.

ios, fitting up a traveling laboratory to take with
him on the cars. Then he became a telegraph
operator, and soon afterwards stood at the head
of the craft. He celebrated his 20th year by
conceiving the itlea of sending two messages
over the same wire at the same time, thus doub-
ling the capacity of all previous systems of tele-

graphy, tor the last ten years he has pursued
his electrical studies and inventions, working
with surprising swiftness and exceeding zeal,

until at length he has succeeded in recording

instrument. When this has been properly

done, the stylus, I), should lightly press against

that part of the foil over the groove. The
crank is now turned, while, at the same time,

some one speaks into the mouth-piece of the

instrument, which will cause the diaphragm to

vibrate, and as the vibrations of the latter cor-

respond with the movements of the air produc-

ing them, the soft and yielding foil will become
marked along the line of the groove by a series

of indentations of different depths (Fig. 3),

varying with the amplitude of the vibrations of

the diaphragm; or, in other words, with the
inflections or modulations of the speaker's voice.

These inflections may therefore lie looked upon
as a sort of visible speech, which, in fact, they
really are. If now the diaphragm is removed,
by loosening the clamp, and the cylinder then
turned back to the starting point", we have only
to replace the diaphragm and turn in the same
direction as at first, to hear repeated all that has
been spoken into the mouth-piece of the appar-
atus; the stylus, by this means, being caused to

traverse its former path, and consequently,
rising ami falling with the depressions in the
foil, its motion is communicated to the dia-

phragm, and thence through the intervening air

to the ear, where the sensation of sound is pro-

duced.
The method in which the stylus indents the

tin-foil i.s shown in magnified form in Fig. 3,

.-1 being the stylus and B the cross-section of

the tin-foil In reality the marks left by the
stylus are very line. As the sheet of tin-foil is

taken from the cylinder it is grooved with par-
allel grooves about 14 to the inch. In each
groove there are the indentations of the stylus,

quite regular in si/e to the naked eye and about
,")0 of them to the inch.

The Phonograph at the Grand Musical
Festival.

The phonograph admits of many applications.

The tin foil sheet.having recorded speech in one
place may be taken from the cylinder and sent

thousands of miles, and being placed in another
phonograph will reproduce the words and actual

tone of voice originally imparted to it. This
will probably be fully shown at the coming
Musical Festival in this city. For some time
past Manager Bugbee has been endeavoring to

secure a phonograph for the purpose of giving a
public exhibition of its wonderful performances
at the first day of the Festival. Samuel Hub-
bard, the agent in this city, has received a dis-

patch stating that the phonograph will be
promptly forwarded—also the tin-foil impres-

sions of warblings by Miss Kellogg, Miss Cary
or ltudersorff and a greeting from Kev. Henry
Ward l.eechcr, for the purpose of reproducing
them through the aid of the phonograph at the

Festival. Carl Zerrahn, the director, brought
with him tin-foil impression of "Yankee
Doodle."

In an article in the North American Brrieu-

Mr. Edison indicates what are its probable

applications. We may expect before a year is

ended to have it ready for use in correspond-

ence. The principle can be applied to every im-

plement or toy which makes a sound. A clock

may speak the hours, instead of striking them.

A child's doll next ( 'hristmas day may utter

the moral precepts which we put in our chil-

dren's copy-books. The locomotive approach-

ing a crossing may screech out: "Look out for

the engine !" or it may cry out the name of the

station it is approaching, because Mr. Edison
believes he can intensify sounds as well as re-

produce them as they are committed to the in-

strument. He says that he can in time make
the machine talk so loudly that it can be used

on vessels to warn off other ships during fogs,

and his last astonishing proposal is that he shall

construct a huge phonograph to go in the great

bronze statue of Liberty which is to be erected

in New York harbor, so that the metal giant

cau make a speech audible over the entire bay.

In view of what Mr. Edison has already accom-
plished, his success in this respect would not

surprise us.

Country Homes in California.

Our edition this week will be about 3,000

copies larger than usual and our paper will fall

into many hands which have not before received

it. Many of these will be those who are think-

ing of securing country homes in California,

either by immigration hither or by those who
are planning to leave the over-crowded occupa-

tions of the city for the wider sphere of inde-

pendent effort on their own acres. To both of

these classes, if their individuals be of temper-

ate, frugal habits, there is a good chance for

success in rural pursuits. There is a power of

truth in the advice which we recently gave to

all those who are thinking of going into the

country, and that was to join together and help

each other to get the needful land. I-arge

tracts of land can be had on easy terms; in fact,

the owners will often let it go on easy credit if

the applicants show signs of using it well.

Many of the large land owners are ready to sell.

Land monopolies are evils in many ways. They
not only hurt poor people, but they make busi-

ness dull in the city, and this impedes the prog-

ress of the rich. Mechanics, merchants and

manufacturers are hurt by land monopoly. All

classes should labor to overcome it and turn

every large tract into hundreds of productive

farms.

To Eastern people who may be prone to take

up their abode here, and ir/io hare moderate

capital and unyielding industry, may be well

assured of success. It is a pleasant land to live

in. There is a general disposition to measure

each one by his merit and accomplishments,

and it is no disgrace to work. Invalids will do

well in our genial clime, but strong men and

women will do better, for there is no true suc-

cess without labor. It is a good time now to

get a foothold in this State, because there is

good land offered at reasonable rates. There is

no prospect that land will ever be cheaper; in

fact, every year of our rapid progress and devel-

opment is adding to the value of our farming

lauds.
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A TENTS AND INVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Reposts roa. the Minino and Scientific
Press, DEWEY & CO., Publishers and U. S.

and Foreign Patent Agents. ]

By Special Dispatch from Washincrton, D. C.

Week Ending, May 7th.

Rope Tramways and Apparatus.—Thos. H.
L>ay, S. P.

Steam Boiler Furnaces.—Joseph Enright,
San Jose, and John L. Heald, Vallejo, Cal.

Sthaw-Burninc Furnaces, f'ofran I. Hall,

Vallejo, Cal.

Heating and Ventilating Chimneys. —Jere-
miah Browell, S. F.

Lasts. — Joseph E. Chenette, Hillsborough,
Oregon.

Construction of Wooden Sewers.—Adolph
T. Herrmann and Wm. Sexton, San Jose, Cal.

Sidewalk Hatchway and Door.—Peter H.
Jackson, S. F.

Track Clearbrs.—George Royal, Truckee,
Cal.

Re-issues.

Joints for Sheet Metal Pipes.—Joseph
Moose, S. F.

Stereoscopes.—Charles H. Wheeler, S. P.,

and James A. Bazin, of Canton, Mass.

Trade-Marks.

Canned Meats and Fish. (2)—J. 6. Megler,
Brookfield, Washington Territory.

Cigars, Cigarettes, Smoking and Chewing
Tobacco.—J. D. Gulp & Co., S. F.

Insect-Destroying Powder. — Giovanni N.
Milco, Stockton, Cal.

Canned Meat, Fish, Fruit and Vegetables.
—Fitzpatriek, Davis & Co., Fisherton, Wash-
ington Territory.

The patents are not ready for delivery by the Patent
Office until some 14 days after the date of issue.

Note. —Copies of U. S. and Foreign Patents furnished
bj DEWEY & Co., in the shortest time possible (by tel-

graph or otherwise) at ti.e lowest rates. All patent busi-

ness for Pacific coast inventors transacted with perfect
security and in the shortest possible time.

Washington' COLONY,—In the advertisement

of this Colony on another page of this issue it is

stated that "every purchaser of a 20-acre lot

will lie entitled to a town lot on making his

first payment, or at any time previous by erect-

ing a house," etc. It should read last payment
instead of first. This provision of title to a town
lot will be of considerable moment, when town
lots prove desirable in the growth of the Wash-
ington Colony like that already attained by the

prosperous Central California Colony, which lies

near it. By the way this is a praiseworthy fea-

ture in the enterprise, as it gives each land
buyer a chance to profit by the increase in vil-

lage property which a large surrounding popu-
lation induces.

Disbanding of the Dio Lewis Party.—
According to intelligence from San Jose, the

Dio Lewis camping party will disband. Two
small parties proceed to the Yosemite. Others
return to their homes. The doctor's sickness is

most unfortunate, as he has lost money on the

enterprise. His agents show every disposition

to accord justice to all.

Farmers I Farmers ! I

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange, " 3.3 and 35 O'Farrell Street,

San Francisco. All hands carefully selected free

of'charges to employers and employees.

Semi-Tropical Fruits.

Fresno county has demonstrated its adaptation to the

growth of fine oranges, lemons, limes, figs, grapes, and

the whole list of choice fruits. Orchards come into bear-

ing quickly, and it is not long before the settler literally

"sits beneath his own vine and fig tree." This land is now

being placed in the market by the Washington Irrigated

Colony. The advertisement appears upon another page.

Woodward's Gardens were never more attract-

ive than at present. A fine lion and two lionesses, all

young and not fully grown, have just been added. Bal-

loon ascensions by Prof. Martin are now being made.
The popularity of the gardens continues to increase.

Rates of admission unchanged.

Portable Engines.—Mr. H. W. Rice, inventor of Rice's

Straw-burning Engines, is giving his personal attention to

machine manufacturing and jobbing, in S. F., as will be

seen by his advertisement in this paper. He disposed of

his patent right on the Straw-burning Engine some time

ago.

See advertisement for furnished house in

the country.

Any Photographer having a large Camera Box for

sale will please notify "N. S.," at thisoffice.

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Sutro & Co.]

San Francisco, May 22, 3 P. m.

Legal Tenders In S. F., 11 a. M.,99@87i. Silver. 2(82.20

Gold in New York, lOOj.

Gold Bars, 890(*910. Silver Bars, 8@15 $ oent. dis
count.
Exchange od New York, j%; on London bankers. 4904

48J, Commercial, 50; Paris, live franca $ dollar; Mexican
dollars. 941.
London Consols 95 11-16; Bonds, 1053.

Quicksilver in S. P.. by the flask, ¥ lb, 46@47}e.

S. p. pf^Kij E\ep@t\T|.

Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.

San Francisco, May 22d 1878.
Trade is moderate. Aside from usual trans-

actions, interest is expressed in some rather new
features. There are now 11 carloads of Iowa
Potatoes on the way to this city, some of which
have been sold to arrive at $2.75 perctl. There
is also Rye on the way from Nebraska. There
has been talk of bringing in Cured Meats from
Oregon, but the low prices now prevailing here
discourage the movement. Corn continues to

be exported to Mexico.
The Wheat trade is much at a standstill, ex-

cept in small parcels for millers' use, and these
have ruled lower than a week ago, owing to the
decline abroad.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the
days of last week has been as recorded in the
following table:

Cal. Average. Club.

lis —ftflls 5d lis 3d<6>12s

Friday lis —@lls 4d lis 3d(alls lOd
lis -@lls 4d lis 3d@lls lOd

Monday lis —mis 4d lis 3d@lls lOd
Tuesday 10s llditflls 3d lis ld@lls 9d
Wednesday 10s lldwils 3d lis ldfttlls Od

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare witli same date in former

years as follows:
Average. Club.

1876

»9

8d@ 9s lOd fla lOdtndOs 4d

1877 12s «d<ai3s — 13s 2dft*13s (Id

1878 10s llivells 3d lis lil(ffllls Std

The Foreign Review.
London, May 21st.—The ifarilLane Express

says: The abundant rainfall and the lower tem-
perature of last week have occasioned appre-

hensions regarding cereals, especially on heavy
lands. A speedy return of dry and warm days
is needed to allay the anxiety. Trade is ex-

cessively dull, both in country and Mark Lane.

Although the supplies of home-grown Wheat
still come forward sparingly, farmers have
shown more desire to realize in spite of the de-

clining prices. The offerings of English Wheat
at Mark Lane, although scanty, have been in

fair condition, but there was a decline of one to

two shillings per quarter on Monday, and buy-

ers Showed little disposition to avail of conces-

sion. A similar reduction was necessary to

effect sales ot foreign, of which the imports into

London have been more liberal, owing to the

reopening of the harbor of < Vonstadt and the

arrival of some recent heavy shipments from
Atlantic ports of the United States. A large

proportion of the week's supply consisted of

red Wheat. Of the total import of about 56,-

000 quarters, nearly 40,000 were contributed by
America and North Russia. The supply is out-

stripping the demand, and as no fresh political

complications have arisen, business is very re-

stricted and sales are only practicable in retail.

Should the present adverse weather continue a

rally may speedily take place, as imports,

although large, are not so excessive but that an

unfavorable state of the home crop will exercise

its full influence upon prices. Trade ruled

steady for American. Russian was not much
wanted and declined one or two shillings per

quarter. Sales of English Wheat last week
were 44,730 quarters at 52s 4d, against 32,000
quarters at 05s 7d at the same time last year.

Imports into the kingdom for the week ending
May 11th, 1.070,901 cwt Wheat and 171,979

cwt flour.

Freiprnts and Charters.

Few charters have been drawn during the

week. The Commercial News says : Probably

£2 10s direct to Liverpool for immediate load-

ing would be a fair quotation. At the close we
have 3,010 tons in port for immediate, and 2,720

tons for new crop loading; 43,155 tons disen-

gaged—a considerable increase over last week's

total, and 7,603 tons miscellaneous. The latest

charters reported are : Ship Rembrandt, 1,414

tons, Wheat to Liverpool, 25 lay days, £2 7s Od.

Ship South American, 1,762 tons, is reported

chartered for Wheat to Liverpool, at £2 7s 6d.

Eastern Grain Markets.

New York, May 18th.—Though prices show
very little change, decreased supplies of bread-

stuffs have enabled sellers to maintain values

above foreign markets, thus interfering to some
extent with the export trade. Number two
Spring Wheat, the leading export grade, has

sold at $1.20@1.22, closing at about the inside

figure. The chances seem to be in favor of a

settlement of the Eastern question by diplomacy,

but in any event the chances appear to be in

favor of a continued heavy draw upon our cereal

resources, the Continent as well as the United

Kingdom being in needy condition for food

staples, with no great quantity anywhere avail-

able to meet the deficiency except on this side

of the Atlantic. The Black Sea Wheat now
reaching the consuming markets of Western
Europe is of very poor quality, and therefore

not likely to interfere with American to any

considerable extent. As to the future course of

cereal prices much, of course, will depend on

seasonable influences. Grain crops in this

country were perhaps in no former season al-

together so promising as they now are, and
unless they sustain some great disaster later on
it will be difficult to sustain present values.

Eastern Wool Market.
New York, May 18th.—The Wool market has

not changed in any important particular. The
demand is still slow, running chiefly on low
price grades, quotations for which exhibit
greater strength than is manifested for better
descriptions. Ohio X and XX have dropped to
36(5 38c. , and even at these figures, which in
ordinary times would be called low, the demand
is not in the least stimulated, buyers still hold-
ing off, anticipating a lower range in the near
future. One thing, however, is thought certain,
and that is that the bottom is about reached.
California is arriving quite freely, and finds

willing purchasers. Quotations are steady, with
choice bringing as high as 30c. New Spring
Texas is being received quite liberally, but
holders generally ask prices above the views of
purchasers, consequently restricting trade.
Foreign clotiiing Wools are neglected. The
London public sales opened on the 14th inst.

The attendance was large and a fair spirit was
shown, but the opening prices were about five

per cent off. Sales for the week include 152,-

000 pounds old and new Spring California at

18£@30c; 39,000 pounds Fall do., 15(S 18c;

13,000 pounds tine and medium Spring Texas,
ISO' 22c; 6,000 pounds Canada pulled, 31c;
2,000 pounds new medium State fleece, 37c.

;

37,000 pounds X Ohio, 37c

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at
noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articles.
Week. Week. Weer Week.
May 1. May 8. May 15. May 22.

Flour, quarter sacks .

.

35.130 39,108 47,802 44,981
Wheat, centals 30,153 91,921 47,070 25,707
Barley, centals 10,087 9,097 12,109 11,498
Beans, 'sacks 2,158 770 744 704

2,820 9,520 9,192 2,204
Oats, centals 2,924 1,699 1,297 5,175

10,414 0,075 2.220 4,308
Onions, sacks 870 274 101 428

0,010 0,554 9,515 4,803
45 139 19 164

1,720 1,150 903 1,028

BAGS—There is no change in the Bag list.

Trade in Grain Rags is proceeding quietly and
sales cover considerable quantities.

BAULKY — Barley has sold fairly at last

week's prices. We note sales: 1,800 sks Feed,

$1 ; 900 sks do, 95c per ctl.

BEANS— Prices sustain last week's advance.

CORN—The renewal of the export demand
has raised prices a little. We note sales of 500

sks at $1.95, and some reported higher, but no
exact figures given.

DAIRY PRODUCE—The situation is with-

out change in supply or price. Packing is going

on both in city and country.

EGGS—Eggs are unchanged.
FEED—Hay takes a lower range, the top for

Wheat Hay being now reported at $15. We
note sales: Car-load Wheat at $13; 170 bales

mixed Oat and Barley at -$1 1 ; and a cargo of

Stock at $8.

FRUIT—The first Apricots have arrived and
sold at 25c fe? lt>. The market is now well sup-

plied with Strawberries, Red Currants and
Gooseberries. Cherries are more abundant, but

choice Black Tartarians have still brought 25c

t'

1

ft. A cargo of Tahiti Oranges has just come
in and finds a cleared market.

HOPS—'Die local range of prices is quotably

lower in absence of demand. The choicest

Califoruians now in store can be bought for

eight cents per ft. , and other grades in pro-

portion. Emmet Wells in his New York cir-

cular of May 10th says: "Brewers have bought
sparingly, and business, on the whole, has been

rather quiet. It is evident that a large pro-

portion of our farmers intend this season to

give their yards less care and attention than

usual, on account of the predicted large crop

and low prices next fall. We think if growers

would act upon the advice of the Coblenhill In-

dex and 'plow up at least one-half their Hop
roots,' they would do a wise thing. The De-
troit Michigan Fanner, however, instead of ad-

vising the destruction of yards, suggests that

in place of growing five cent Hops, 'the remedy
is to grow the quality that is worth 10 or 12

cents;' this is still better advice. We have

always urged our growers to improve on quality,

especially since we have been dependent upon
foreign customers for the purchase of our large

surplus. We have the facilities for supplying

the world with Hops; but we must grow bet-

ter Hops before we can expect to drive foreign

growers out of the business.''

OATS—Oats are selling well at last week's

range. We note sales of 100 sks light Feed at

$1.32£; 135 sks good, $1.45; 125 choice at

f1.625 per ctl.

ONIONS—Onions have sharply advanced to

$3. 50 for the best Union City. Sacramento
Rivers are bringing $2. Oregons are held at $4,

but there are none in to-day.

POTATOES—There is no change in the Po-

tato market. There are shipments on the way
from Iowa, as noted above.

PROVISIONS—Fresh Meats are rated lower

because of the abundant supplies. The Provi-

sion trade is fairly active.

RYE—Five carloads are expected from Ne-
braska this week.
VEGETABLES — Spring Beans, Cabbage,

Cauliflower, Green Peas and Marrowfat Squash
are cheaper. Asparagus is rather righer. The

novelties are Summer Squashes which sell at
61.25@.$1.50 # box.
WHEAT—The only sales are to millers, and a

lower range is assumed. We note sales: 2,000
ctls good Milling at $2; 200 and 125 at $2.02^ U?

ctl.

WOOL—Trade is circumscribed and the best
Wool is being held above bids which are now
made. The market is quotable about lc lower.
We note sales of 100,000 fts at 16@20 for San
Joaquin; 23@25 for northern.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
[WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m.. May 22, 1878.

25

Pecans 13 i

Peanuts 5 i

Filberts 15 (3 16
ONIONS.

Alviso — @ —
Union City, ctl. . ..3 50 @ —
Stockton — @ —
Sacramento River.2 00 ft* —
Oregon — (<j4 00

POTATOES.
Petaluma, ctl 2 25 @3 37*
Humboldt 2 50 @3 25
Cuffey Cove — @ —
Early Roae 2 75 ,u3 00
Half Moon Bay. . .2 50 @4 25
Kidney — ft* —
Sweet — @~-

_>7\ salt Lake 3 50 ta'i 75

BEANS
Bayo. ctl 5 50 @5 75
Butter — (B4 00
Pea — @4 50
Bed — ft* —
Pink 5 00 (g5 25
Sm'l White 4 375'<*4 50
Lima — «*4 50

liicoou corn.
Old 3i@ 7
New 4£fte 8

CHICCOBT,
California 4 ft*. 4:

German 6i(tf> 7

DAIRt PRODUCE, ETC
BUTT Ell.

Cal. Fresh Roll, tb 22t<a
Polm. Reyes 25 (a

Pickle Roll, new . . 224@
Firkin, old 12 «t

Western Reserve.. 125ft|

New York — (<*

CHEESE.
Cheese, Cal., lb. ... 10 ft*

Eastern -- @
N. Y. State — @
Gilroy Factory. ... 16 (rt

EGOS.
Cal. fresh, doz. ... — ft*

Ducks' — d> 25
Oregon — @ 25
Eastern 23 (5 25
do Pickled — ft* —

FEED.
Bran, ton — W16 00
Corn Meal 41 00 ©42 00 Cal. Bacon, H'vy, lb 11

Hay 8 00 ;S15 CO Medium 12
Middlings 21 00 (g22 50 I Light
Oil Cake Meal... 34 00 S I

Lard

12;

Potatoes, new, ctl 1 75 <6!4 40
POI LTRY A UXME.

Hens, doz 8 50 @ 9 50
Roosters 6 00 (»13 00
Broilers 4 00 (g> 8 00
Ducks, tame 8 00 S 9 50

I do. Mallard — (5
— Geese, pair 1 75 @ 2 75
17 Wild Gray, doz.. — ft*

I White do — &— —
271 Turkeys 22 @ 23
25 I

do, Dressed...
'J5 Snipe, Eng
25

I

do, Common.

.

— Rabbits — ftj

iHare — (g

PRO> 1SIONS.

21 (S 24

_ !§

Straw, bale 25 (or

FLOUR.
Extra, bbl 6 374.136 625
Superfine 5 00 <»5 25
Giaham, lb 3}@ 35

FRESH MEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, tt> 6 @ 6!
Second 5 ft* b%
Third 4 @ 4J

Mutton 4 CjjT 45
Spring Lamb 6 ft* 65
Pork, undressed... 5i(ff 6i
DreBsed 8J<S

Veal 6 («

60

Milk Calves.

Cal. Smoked Beef
Eastern

Shoulders, Cover'd
Hams. Cal ll"(<

Dupee's 12 @
Boyd's 12 @
Davis Bros' 12 @
None Such 12 @
Ames 12 <g

45 1 Slavens & Mansur ll|w
6j' Whittaner 12 (a

6i SEEDS.
84 Alfalfa, 5 @

Canary 6

<.B£ UN, ET4
Barley, feed, ctl... 95 @1 02
Brewing 1 1 •.'{•« 1 20
Chevalier 1 50 '.(* —

Buckwheat 1 30 (<* -
Corn. White 2 10 C«2 12J
Yellow 1 «5 (32 00
Small Round.... 1 95 ia2 00

Oats 1 25 -ai 45
Milling 1 55 W] 65

Rye 2 40 W
Wheat. Shipping.. 1 90 m2 00
Milling 2 00 (52 05

HIMES.
Hides, dry 14 & 15
Wet salted 8 (S . 9

HONEY, ETC
Beeswax, tb 30@ 31
Honey in comb. . .. — @ —

do, No 2.. 12J(oD —
Dark 10 (a> -

Strained 7 @ 10
HOPS.

Oregon 4 @ 5
California 6 (4* 8
Wash Ter 5 @ 6

NITS-Jobbing.
Walnuts, Cal 8 & 9
do Chile 1 <& 8

Almonds, hd shl lb 7 (a 8
Soft sh'l 14 @ 17

Brazil 14 @ 16

8 vS? 10 Clover, lied.' 16 i

White 50 <& 55-
Cotton eiii 10
Flaxseed 3J@ -
Hemp 6 ca>

Italian Rye Grass 35 @ —
Perennial 35 ft* —

Millet 10 @ 12
Mustard, White... 8 @ —
Brown 25@ 3

Rape 3 <§> 4
Ky Blue Grass 20 <B —
2d quality 18 @ —

Sweet V Grass 1 00 (3 —
Orchard 25 (a) 30
Red Top 18 (6b 20
Hungarian 8 &» 10
Lawn 50 & —
Mesquit - a Js
Timothy 9 @ -

TALLOW.
Crude, tb 7i@ 8
Refined 9 @ 9fWOOL. ETC.

SPRINU.
S Joaq'n,12mo free 18 <&>

do 6 Si 7 mo do 16 <»
Burry, 12 mo 15
do 6 mo.. 14

Scabby 12Jfte
South'n Coast, free 16(a)
do do burry 14 (Ttf

Northern, free .... 23 @

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
fWnOLESALB.

j

HE (IT MARKET.
Apples, box — — @—
Apricots, lb -- — @—
Bananas, bnch.. 2 00 (f? 3

Cocoanuts. 100.. 5 00 & 6

Cherries, tb — 8 (ft 1
—

Currants, chest. 7 00 @ 8
Gooseberries, tb. 6 (o>

Limes. Mex 15 00 <ai8

do, Cal 10 00 («12

Lemons, Cal M.25 00 @30
Sicily, bx 11 00 (SI2

Mangoes, V100. . 4 00 @-
Oranges, Mex,
M @—
Tahiti 30 00 (St -

eal 40 00 (»50

Pears, box @

—

Pineapples, doz. (ff

—

Sfwberries. ch'st 7 00 («10
OR1EO EUI IT.

Apples, lb 5J@
Apricots 10 @
Citron 23 <»

Dates 9 &
Figs, Black 4 @
White 6 <a

Peaches 8 ft*

Pears 4 («

Wednesday m„ May 22, 1873.

Plums 3 (5)

Pitted 125(rt 14
Prunes 14 ft* 10
Raisins, Cal, bx 1 00 @ 1 66
do. Halves. .. 1 50 @ 2 00
do, Quarters. 1 50 (5> 2 50
Blowers' 2 75 <a
Malaga 2 75 @ 3 00

Zante Currants.. 8 (a) 10
VEGETABLES.

Asparagus, box.. 75 @ 1 00
Beets, ctl 1 00 &
Beans, String. . . 4 @ 5
Cabbage, 100 lbs 75 &
Carrots, ctl 624(5) 75
Cauliflower, doz 75 (§
Cucumbers, doz. ftT— 50
Garlic, New. lb.. H@ 2
Green Pens 11((? 15
Lettuce, doz 10 fte

Parsnips, lb 2 ft*

Horseradish 5 ft*— 6
Rhubarb 5 @ U
Squash, Marrow

fat, tn @15 00
Summer do, bx.. 1 25 @ 1 50
Tomatoes 15 (tc 18

10 Turnips, ctl 1 50 <S)

7 White 50 P

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending May 21, 1878.

BIOIiBBT AND LOWEST BAROMETER.

May 15 May 10 May 17 May 18 May 19 May 20 May 2

30.01 20.04 29.06 29.95 29 85 29.75 29.97
29.02 20.80 29 . 89 29.88 29.69 29.68 29.97

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.

as 67 62 61 64 1 62
52 54 66 50 50

1

»•-'

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.

67 52 63 72 70 72
1

72

I'RRVAILINO WIND.

W W SW W w SW SW
WIND— MILKS TRAVELED.

lfl8 208 271 230 404 211 | 134

STATE OK WEATHER.
Clear.

|
Clear. |

Clear.
|

Fair. | Fair,
j
Cloudy

|
Cloudy

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

I I I I I
.05 | .09

Total rain during the scaBon. from July 1, 1877, 36.15 In.

Hand Puintino Press Wanted — Parties having a sec-

ond hand Washington or other hand printing press which
they wish to dispose of, will please address this orflce,

stating price, >ize and condition.
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From Our Friends.

Although we do not propose to make public

all the kind words which have been written

and spoken to us, there are a few which are

descriptive of our work and the value which is

set upon it, and which, if spread abroad, may

aid as to extend our field. A few such we

shall quote:

" ' Success to our paper '—the Pacific Rural
Press, the farmers' true friend. "—A. J. Mother-
sead, San Luis Obispo.

" I renew my interest in the Press for an
other year and am well satisfied with the paper,

having found many single articles well worth

the whole year's cost.''

—

Wm. Duncan, Red
Bluff, CaL

" The Rural Press closed its fourteenth

volume last Saturday. It starts upon a new
volume with resolution strong to make it sure

pass all which have gone before."

—

Castrocilt-

Argut, Jan. 5.

" The Pacific Rural Press closed its four-

teenth volume with last year. The Press is a

favorite in this office, as well as in the house-

hold of the agriculturist. We trust it will con-

tinue to enjoy many years of prosperity, and to

its enterprising publishers be a satisfactory

source of revenue."

—

Colusa Sun, Jan. 5.

" The Rural has paid me its weekly visits

jmany years, and I invite its continuance and
make provision therefor. I regard it as invalu-

able to every agriculturist, pomologist and stock

raiser. However well versed each may be in

his department, the Rural will give new ideas

worthy of thought and consideration, and no

one will have just cause of complaint for hav-

ing become its patron."—J. R. Crandall,
Auburn, Cal.

" Enclosed is amount of my subscription for

the coming year, and I must express with
pleasure my most perfect satisfaction with the

many important, interesting and carefully

gathered subjects treated in the columns of the

Rukal. Though the past year has been truly

a keen one in this part, I trust that you may
not have felt the pressure that has been forced

upon all in southern California."

—

Thos. P.

Hinds, Anaheim.

"I do not wish to lose any of the valuable

information contained in the Rural, for it lias

been a great benefit to me and I have found it

to contain many valuable hints to one in my
business, that of market gardener. Its columns
are always tilled with valuable information to

the farmer, and I find it all you claim for it, a
first-class, reliable journal, which is more than
I can say for hundreds of other journals which
I pick up during a year. Please send it right

along."

—

Geo. S. Brown, Silver Star, Madison
county, Montana.

"I have been a careful reader of the Rural
Press the last three mouths. I intend settling

down on the Pacific coast, and I am getting
information now and at the same time making
the money to get a home with. All I want is

100 acres of good land, and I think when my
old neighbors in Scotland can get rich on 60
acres of land there, I ought to be able to make
a good living on 100 on the Pacific coast. I

find a great deal of valuable information in the
Rural Press."—Alex. West, Virginia.

" One of your readers told me, the other day,
that he cannot get along without the Press,
although he has found it a hard year for him.
The Press is a stand-by and a farmer's friend.

Its columns are suited for all readers. The
' Young Folks ' column pleases my children
with its odd cuts, pleasant stories and spicy
sayings. When Saturday comes, the first thing
is: ' Papa, let's see the Press, and find us the
good things it has got to read. ' I hope the
opening year the Press will still increase in
popularity, circulation and in correspondence,
and continue to be alive paper among the far-

mers and the intelligent readers of the world.

"

—Geo. Rich, Sacramento, Cal.

OUR AGENTS.
Oi'R Krikxds can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their
influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send
none hut worthy men.

J. L. Tharp—San Francisco.
B. W. Crowell—California.
A. C. Ksox—Pacific Coast.
C. N. West—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito

counties.

A. C. Champion-—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.
Ekward S. Baker—Australian Coloi.ies and Sandwich

Islands.
W. D. White—San Bernardino and Los Angeles coun-

ties.

J. W. A. Wrioht—Sacramento county.
B. E. Lloyd—Sonoma and Napa counties.
K. M. UENNy, Oregon.
H. E. Hallett — Marin county.
O. W. McGrew.—Santa Clara county.
Wm. M. Brewer—Black Hills, Dakota Territory.
Richard Alle.w— British Columbia.
R. D. Ncnnally—Siskiyou County, Cal.

Popular Mcsic—Make your homes merryand popu-

lar with choice music from Gray's Music Store, S. F. We
can recommend this largo, first-class, standard and popu-

1 ir establishment. Examine his advertisement, appear-

ing from time to time in this paper. Mr. Gray deals in

instruments possessing the very highest and most perma-

nent reputation. Call at 105 Kearny Street. The Rural
Press can offer to introduce you there.

Mr. W. J. Woodlev, who took out a Canadian Patent
some four years ago, is requested to call at the Mixixo
and Scientific Press Patent Agency Office. Business
of importance.

[From a previous issue of the Press ]

An Improved Fileholder.

An article which is valuable mainly for its use-

fulness, if simplified without being made less

effective, is improved. The fileholder illustrated

herewith is an invention of this sort. Like the

short horse soon curried, its operation is briefly

described. Its merits, however, are not so

quickly noted in words as observed by sight.

To file newspapers, or other printed matter,

the round rubber band is slipped over the in-

clined end of the upper bar into the notched

end of the lower bar. With the lower bar rest-

ing on a table, the upper bar is swung vertically

or sideways, leaving the points for receiving

the papers entirely unobstructed. The hinged

ends of the bars, being rounded and held elast-

ically, the upper bar is easily and naturally

brought back to the right position, where it is

quickly fastened by slipping the adjustable

band over the incline.

Among the advantages gained by this holder

are the following:

It can be opened and closed quicker than
others.

The points are less obstructed while the arti-

cles to be filed are being placed.

The papers (wholly or partly folded) can be

either " straddled " over the lower bar or filed

in regular book order.

The elastic hinge and band accommodate and
hold firm either a large or a small number of

papers.

Devoid of all surplus material, it approaches
nearer to bookbinding than other fileholders.

With less material, it is lighter and less cum-
bersome than other holders.

It has no protruding ends to tickle the read-
er's ribs; no sharp corners or metal parts for

d.'facing furniture.

It has no rigid hooks, hinges or loose parts to
break or get lost.

It has proved durable in practice. Consist-
ing of so few parts, the two strong rubber rings
are the only portions possible to wear out.
These can be replaced at trifling cost. The file is

adjusted but 52 times a year for a weekly paper.
A sample holder can be opened and closed 1,000
times without showing depreciation.

Having, as a publisher, considerable use for
fileholders, the inventor could find none of the
hundred different kinds patented or in use de-
void of decidedly objectionable features. For
this reason he adopted and used some of the
simplest forms conceivable. After several years'
use and repeated improvments, the device we
illustrate has proved the best.

The patent was allowed in April, 1876, since
which time many holders have been used, giv-
ing full satisfaction. About 100 have had con-
stant handling in the Free Reading-Room, Oak-
land, Cal., rendering full measure of satis-
faction.

Five sizes are made to suit the dimensions of
different papers, viz,: 18, 22, 26, 30 and 34
inches, inside measure.
From our own experince and the testimony

of others, we do not hesitate to recommend this
simple article as the best of its kind.
Samples will be mailed from this office for

50 cents, post-paid.

Orders will be received by the S. F. News
Co. The price list will also be furnished by-

same company on application.

Every new subscriber who does not receive

the paper and every old subscriber not credited

on the label within two weeks after payimg for

this paper, should write personally to the pub-

lishers without delay, to secure proper credit.

This is necessary to protect us and subscri-

bers against the acts and mistakes of others.

Sample Copies. - Occasionally we send copies of this
paper to persons who we believe would be benefited by
subscribing for it, or willing to assist us in extending its

circulation. We call the attention of such to our pros-
pectus and terms of subscription, and request that thev
circulate the copy sent.

Any person receiving this paper after giving an order to
stop it, may know that such order has failed to reach us,
or that the paper is continued inadvortentlv, and they are
earnestly requested to send mitten notice direct to us.Wc aim to stop the paper promptly when it is ordered dis-
continued.

Office—202 Sansome St., N. E. Cor. Pine, S. F,

The Mining and Scientific

Press Patent Agency was estab-

lished in i860—the first west of

the Rocky Mountains. It has

kept step with the rapid march

of mechanical improvements.

The records in its archives, its

constantly increasing library, the

accumulation of information ol

soecial importance to our home
inventors, and the experience oi

its prof rietors in an extensive and

long continued personal practice

in patent business, affords them

combined advantages greater

than any other agents can possi-

bly offer to Pacific Coast invent-

ors. Circulars of advice, free.

Address.

DEWEY & CO.,

202 Sansome St., N. E. Cor. Pine,

San Francisco.

From A Patentee.

Ht'NSAKER, Titlark Co., Cal., Jan. 16, 1S78.
• * * • You will now receive my grateful, heart-

felt thanks for the able manner in which you have eon-
ducted the interest intrusted to you by me. Your ac-
knowledged ability, confirmed to me as it is by the suc-
cessful presentation of my claim for a patent on a pump
power, not only delights me, but suggests the propriety
of my continued patronage and that of all my friends.
With kind wishes for your future success, I subscribe my-
self, yours respectfully, A. L. Hunsaker.

Messrs. Dewey & Co., Patent Solicitors, S. F.

Much Obliged, Etc.

Portland, Oregon, June 26th. 1877.
Dewey k Co., Patent Solicitors, S. F.—dent*: I am

much obliged to you for courtesy shown me, and am much
pleased with the manner in which you have done my bus-
iness, and assure you, will cheerfully recommend you to
my acquaintance needing such services. Hope to have a
case again before long, of my own. 1 have been an inventor
all my life, but let others reap the benefit, or had work
tolen from me. Please have the extra copies of my pat-
ent, etc., mailed to me direct, and oblige

Yours truly, J. H. Woodrum.

Another Compliment.

Los Angeles, Hay 21st, 1877.
Messrs. Dewey k Co., Patent Agents. S. F.—Gentle-

men:— I have just received my letters patent on machine
fur opening oyster shells, and compliment you upon your
success. I shall not only contribute to you my own bus-
iness, but also that of friends. Thanking you, gentlemen,
for your promptness and the very thorough manner in
which you have prosecuted this matter, I am, yours
truly. T. W. TEMPLE.

Ione Valley, Cal., January 20, 1878.
Messrs. Dewey & Co.

—

Gentlemen:—I received my
patent last night, and was glad to find that you were so
prompt in the matter. I am pleased to give you the
credit due you for the faithful and honorable manner in
which you have discharged your duty in getting my
patent. I shall hereafter recommend you to the public
as having discharged your duty with honor. Y'ours, etc.,

W. W. Carlile.

Prompt and Successful.— Messrs. Dewey Ji Co:—Gen-
tlemen: Your Circular letter, 12th inst.. informing me of
successful termination of my applicatiou for patent re-
ceived. Please accept thanks for the prompt and suc-
cessful manner in which you have managed this business.
Yours respectfully, J. H Cavanal'OH.
Walla Walla, Dee. 24th.

SPRING OPENING
—OF—

MILLINERY

—AND—

FANCY GOODS,
—AND—

Ladies' Finished Underwear,

Notions, Household Goods and Gents' Fur-

nishing Goods.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOYS' & MEN'S Nice Fitting Suits

of French Beaver, Diagonals,

California and Oregon Cash-

meres and Scotch Tweeds.

PALMER BROS.,

Nos.726, 728, 730, 732, 734 Market St

,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GREAT SLAUGHTER

IN SEWING- MACHINES.

We are now offering for sale, at $10 EACH, the fol-

owing machines:

FLORENCE,

WHEELER &. WILSON,

GROVER &. BAKER.

THESE MACHINES ARE

Guaranteed to be in Perfect Order,

And many of them NEW.

Parties in the country can have them packed and ship-

ped free of any extra charare. Address

WILCOX & GIBBS Sewing Machine Co.,

No. 124 POST STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

YOUNG LADIES' SEMINARY, BENICIA.

Mrs. Mary Atkins Lynch, Principal.

The next term will open July 31st, 1878. The Principal

(Miss Atkins), desires to inform her friends and former

patrons that she will resume her old position in

Benbia, with a full corps of competent teachers, at the

opening of the next term.

Contents of Pamphlet on Public Lands of

California, U. S. Land Laws, Map of

California and Nevada, Etc.

Map of California and Nevada ; The Public

Lands; The Land Districts; Table of Rainfall in Califor-

nia; Counties and Their Products; Statistics of the State

at Large.

Instructions of the U. S. Land Commis-
sioners.— Different Classes of Public Lands; How Lands
may be Acquired; Fees of Land Office at Location; Agri-

cultural College Scrip; Pre-emptions; Extending the
Homestead Privilege; But One Homestead Allowed; Proof

of Actual Settlement Necessary; Adjoining Farm Home-
steads; Lands for Soldiers and Sailors; Lands for Indians;

Fees of Land Oifice and Commissions; Laws to Promote
Timber Culture; Concerning Appeals; Returns of the Reg-
isler and Receiver; Concerning Mining Claims; Second
Pre-emption Benefit.

Abstract from the U. S. Statutes —The Law
Concerning Pre-emption; Concerning Homesteads; Amend-
atory Act Concerning Timber; Miscellaneous Provisions;

Additional Surveys; Land for Pre-emption; List of Cali-

fornia Post Offices. Price, post paid, 50 cts.

Published and sold by DEWEY & CO , 8. F
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THE WASHINGTON IRRIGATED COLONY,

Near the Flourishing Town of Fresno, but Nine Hours from San Francisco by Railroad, and Possessing one of the Most

Healthy and Delightful Climates in the World.

Office of the COLONY, 22 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, Gal.

Lands of Central Colony.

BEAUTIFUL HOMES amid ORANGE GROVES and SEMI-TROPICAL FRUIT,
YIELDING A LARGE INCOME, SECURED BY A SMALL MONTHLY INVESTMENT.

A Good Public School in the Immediate Vicinity.

HOMES FOR ALL.
The Washington Colony was organized for the purpose of furnishing- for people of limited means, cheap,

attractive homes, with a constantly increasing income, thus securing them a competency in a few years by only a
small outlay.
The terms are easy and within the reach of almost any one having a small salary. As each colonist will have an

unfailing supply of water always at his command, with which he can cover every acre of land at will, he is sure of

two abundant crops every year, with the whole State for a market, by means of a railroad close at hand. Any pur-
chaser wishing to remain at their present business for a year or two, until their land shall he in a good state of cul-

tivation, can easily do so, by engaging our Kesident Superintendent to take charge, and sec that it is properly and
economically cultivated, which he will do at a reasonable compensation. Or, several can unite and employ a farmer
in common, as many are doing. With a small additional outlay, from time to time, in planting oranges, limes, figs,

olives and other semi-tropical fruits, almonds or raisin grapes, etc., the value of the land will be enhanced many
fold, and a net annual income may be secured of from §5,000 to $8,000, or even more.
These are no fancy figures or idle dreams, but well attested facts. Abundant testimony from the best authority

can be given, to show that a 20-acre lot in the Washington Colony can easily be made to net, in less than ten years,

$500 to the acre per annum.

The Washington Irrigated Colony contains over 3,000 acres of land, of a deep, sandy soil of great fertility,

divided into lots of 20 acres each, except those immediately adjoining the town, which are ten acres each, as seen
by the map. In the center of the Colony the town of Covell has been laid off into lots 50x150 feet, with public-

plazas and squares. Every purchaser of a 20-acre lot will be entitled to a town lot 50x150 feet, on making his first

payment, or at any time previous by erecting a house, costing not less than SliOO, and paying §5 towards ornamenting
the plazas and public streets with trees. There is little choice in the land or lots, except as one may prefer tc be
near the town of Fresno on the north, or to the central town of Covell.

Terms Of Sale.—A 20-acre lot with a Perpetual Water-Right for Irrigation, will cost $700,
or §35 per acre.

,

PAYABLE AS FOLLOWS:
$150 cash at time of purchase, 86 monthly installments of $12.50 each, and a final payment of

$100. Deferred payments to bear 10 per cent, interest, payable monthly. All agreements to

date from'the first of April, 1878.

No Canal Tax will be charged until September 1st, 1880, after which only $12.50 will be

charged to each 20 acres per annum, to keep the canals in repair.

The entire laud of the Colony is nearly a perfect plain, slightly inclined to the south and

west, so that every acre can be easily irrigated from the main canal, entering near the northeast

corner. For particulars, send for Maps and Circulars.

JAMES G. WHITNEY, Sec. WENDELL EASTON, Treas. A. T. COVELL, Resident Sup't

JAMES STRATTON, President and General Manager.
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Grrand IVEnsioal Festival, IVTechanics' Pavilion,
May 28th, 29th. &d 30th, at S:30 P. M.

I

Chorus of 2,000 voices; Immense Orchestra; Full Military

Band; Anvils beaten by Blacksmiths in Costume; Cannon Fired by

Electricity; Bouquet of Local Artists, and the following Gkeat
Array of Eastern Soi.o Talent:

Anna Drasoil, N. Y., the Celebrated Prima Donna Contralto.

M. W. Whitney, Boston, the Greatest Living Basso.

Mrs. Helen Ames Billings, the Celebrated Oratorio Soprano.

Miss Abbie Clark, Boston, the Popular Contralto.

Mr. W. H. Fessenden, Boston, the Eminent Tenor.
Tickets now on Sale at Sherman, Hyde & Co's. Price of

choice seats for any day of the Festival, two ($2.00) dollars.

Daily excursions have been arranged from Sacramento and Stock-
ton, by River, and from San Jose and Salinas by Rail.

Thursday, May 30th, Decoration Day. National Melodies,
Spirited Orchestral Selections.

Pacific Rural Press—Subscription Terms

Annual subscriptions, $4.

When paid fully one year in advance, mitt ckn r~ will

be deducted.
Nu xkw subscriptions will be taken without cash in ad-

vance. All arrearages must be paid for at the rate of *»
1HT annum.
By paving up arrearages, at S4 a year any subscriber

can continue at 83.50 In advance.
Subscribers heretofore paying club prices will be re-

quired to pay the foregoing rates unless they reuew the
club with strictly advance payments.
The above terms are as low as can be afforded for a

journal so valuable on the farm, and every way accept-
able in the family circle.

All subscriptions not renewed by payment In advance
will be discontinued at the option of the publishers or
their agents.
Send a letter or postal card direct to run pi iiusnkks,

giving full name, w ith name of town ami county, when
you wish the paper stopped- remitting the amount due us.

Farmers and Others Attention !

If favored with your orders we will furnish you with
first class farm hands of any kind you may wish. We are

men of experience and know how to select good help. We
have also constantly on hand, Blacksmiths, Milkers, etc.,

and in short, skilled and unskilled labor of all classes,

male and female. Try our agency before sending else-

where. French, German and Scandinavian spoken by the
proprietors. C. R. HANSEN & CO.,
New Employment OhVe, 626 (.'lay Street, next door to
Frank 0. F.dwards' Carpet Store.

200 COWS WANTED.

31
WISH 'IM Bl'Y FROM ONE Til TWO

hundred first-class dairy cows for Jersev
Farm, San Bruno.

R G. SNEATH.
423 California street.

Good Alfalfa Land.

Nowhere has alfalfa shown better growth than in t ic

Met ion of Fresno, where the Washingtan Irrigated Colony
is looted. (jive the land but seed and water, and it will

yield a heavy cutting of alfalfa every few weeks. Alfalfa
means plenty of milk and meat, and a good living in an
independent home, at but little out-lay.

(From tin- Pittsburg rout, December 24th, 1877.)

$5,000 for the Poor of Pittsburg if MeUor
or Weber Furnish Proof.

To Hi.- Editor* of the Pittsburg Post:—Mr. C. C. Mel-
lor, in his card entitled "A few tacts for the public to
consider,"' which appeared in your columns on the 15th
instant, states as follows:

"Wt subjoin Weber's figures, inlh the Judges' names
attached, teho aloof examined pianos," etc.

Now, then, if Mr Albert Weber, or his agent, Mellor,
can or will produce any document, certificates or writing,
with the genuine signature attached of the Honorable
H. L. Oliver, Geo. t. Bristow, P. F. Kupka and Julius
Schieuniayer (or a majority of them) who were the Exam-
ining Judges at the Centennial Kxhibition, Philadelphia,
1S7(>, declaring or certifying that Weber received a higher
average than !K)^ out of a possible 9(i; or, if Mr. Weber, or
his agent, Mellor, can prove over the signatures of the
same gentlemen (or a majority of them) that Weber did
receive more than 88 on Sipiare Pianos out of a pomfhla
!Ki; 83 on Upright Pianos out of a possible 96; 93 on Parlor
Grand out of a possible 9.1 on Concert Grand out of a
IMissible SKi; or, if Mr. Weber or his agent, Mellor, can
show by a certificate or statement in writing of the same
judges (or a majority of them) that Steinway's claim,
sustained by official and documentary evidence is not true
and well founded, viz:

That Steimcay rant ed first in every style of Piano,
and that Steinway did receive IKi on Sipiare Piaiio out of
a possible S*i; 90 on Upright Piano out of a possible 90;
90 on Parlor Grand out of a jiossible 90; 91 on Concert
Grand out of a possible 90, we will place the sum of $5,000
in the hands of the Mayor of the city of Pittsburg, to be
distributed for the benefit of the poor of our city.
The public must understand that Weber's figures, as ad-

vertised by Mellor, arc false and fraudulent, and that they
are given upon Mr. Weber's own authority onlv, and
against the repeated and published protests of the Judges,
whose names he misuses.
We again declare Mr. Weber's assertion of having re-

ceived on any one of styles of pianos "95 out of a possible
90," and his alleged ratings on the Steinwav Pianos, viz.

:

91 out of a possible 90, to be a barefaced falsehood, un-
supported by any documentary evidence from the Judges
and contrary to their published declaration.

Respectfully yours, H. KLEHER ft BRO.
t*- Will Mr Mellor furnish the desired proof, and thus

benefit the poor of Pittsburg to the amount of $5 000, or
w ill he stand convicted of having willfully assisted to de-
ceive and hoodwink the public ever since the Centen-
nial ! H. K Si BRO.

Letter from the Great American Composer
Geo. F. Bristow.

Nkw York, December 17th, 1877.
To the Editors of the Commercial Gazette:—Dear

Sir: My attention has been directed to a card of Mr. C.
V. Mellor, appearing in your issue of the 15th instant,
containing certain figures purporting to have been made
on pianofortes by the Examining Judges at the Centennial
Exhibition, Philadelphia, 1870. Mr. Mellor and other
Agents of Mr. Albert Weber quota iny figures on the

Steinway Pianos incorrectly. 1 gave to Messrs. Steinway
& Sons, on account of the general excellence of their in-

struments, the following figures, viz.: tone 0, equality 6,
touch 0. Moreover, I have never authorized Mr. Albert
Weber to make use of my name in connection with his
pianos, as a member of tlie Group of Judges XXV, United
States Centennial Exposition. Respectfully yours,

GEORGE F. BRISTOW.

HAY PRESSES.
JOHN II. GOVE'S PATENT IMPROVED

Centennial & Eagle Hay Presses,

MAXUFACTt'Rr.D BV I1IM AT TUB

EUREKA WAREHOUSE, NORTH POINT.

Are the beat made, combining Strength, Durability,

und Compactness. Send for Circular. Post

Office Box, 112-2. Also, for sale by

David N. Hawley, 201 & 203 Market St.,

Cor. of Main, San Francisco.

BEST PORTABLE ENGINE
In the World.

Agents Wanted.
Able and reliable canvassing ageuU, who w ish steady

employment and good wages for good services, are invited

to address this office and send references.

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,
ALAMEDA COUNTY.

(Successors to Z. B. Heywood & Co.)

Lumber, Shingles, Sash, Doors, Lime,

Brick, and Builders' Hardware
Sold at the Lowest San Francisco rates. Strict atten-

tion given Country Orders. Boats loaded at
wharf for all points on the San Joaquin
and Sacramento rivers. Cars of the C. P. R. R.

Co. loaded at the yard. Orders received at 22 California

Street, San Frnncisco, or at the hardware store of G. W.
Babcock, !>56 Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBEE, Proprietor.

THOMAS RICHARDSON, Manager.

Rice's Portable Engines Have no Equal!

Manufactured on the Pacific Coast. Fot'R Sizes— Plain;

Substantial, Durable and SAFE. Consumes less Wood,

Coal and Water than any Engine known; over 150 now in

use. Took first premium at the Mechanics' and State

Fairs in 1877. Greatly improved for 1878. Call or ad-

dress H W. RICE, Office and Works, No. 58 Bluxome

Street, San Francisco. Cal.

tU Steamboat and Yacht Engines and Boilers to order

Sawmill and Flounnill Machinery, etc. Agency of the

celebrated Shire Engine Governor.

O. & R NAUMAN &. CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

ALL HINDS OF

Farm and Dairy Produce Sold on Commis-
sion. Butter, Esrgs, Poultry and

Game a Specialty.

331 WASHINGTON STREET, San Francisco
(Between Front and Davis.)

Ciias. Naujias. Frank Nacha*.

This paper Is printed with Ink furnished by
Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 5O0 South 10th

St., Philadelphia, & 69 Gold St., Cor. AnnN.r*
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Jos. Wagner & Co.
113 and 115 MISSION ST., San Francisco

MANUFACTURERS OF IK'S

Fairbanks & Hutchinson,

No. 417 Market Street, San Francisco,

FRENCH BURR MILL-STONES

PORTABLE
Mills.

AOKNT FOR

I

Dufour & Co.'s

CELEBRATED

Dutch Anchor Bolting Cloths.

BOLTING CLOTHS MADE UP.

Eureka Smut Machines, Bran Dusters, Mill Irons, Spin-

dles, Bails, Drivers, Steps, Regulating Screws, Silent

Feeders, Pulleys, Proof Staffs, Hoisting Screws, Bails and

Pins, Conveyor Flights, Plaster Rubber and Loather Belt-

ing, etc.

Mill Picks, Mill Picks Dressed, Mill Stones
Repaired and Rebuilt

Mill Stones Bxlaneid with Fellenbaum's Patent Bal-

ance, of which I am sole proprietor for California, Oregon

and Washington Territory.

THE ALTHOUSE

Grand Musical Festival at the Mechanics' Pavilion, San Francisco,

May 28th, 29th and 30th, at 2 P. M.

FIRST DAY.

L Festival Overture aud Chorus—"A Strong
Castle is Our Lord," - - Nicolai

GRAND ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS.
2. Quartette— " Where the Bee Sucks,"

Dr. Arne
MRS. BILLINGS, MISS CLARK, MESSRS.

FESSENDEN AND WHITNEY.
3. Chorus—" Farewell to the Forest,"

Mendelssohn

4. Aria— " Honor and Arms," - Handel
M. W. WHITNEY.

5. Ensemble— " Spirit Immortal," - Verdi

BOUQUET OF ARTISTS AND FULL
CHORUS.

(J. Aria—" O inio Fernando," - Donizetti

MISS ANNA DRASDIL.

7. Triumphal March— "Damascus," - Costa

FULL CHOP. US.

PART II.

Rossini1. Overture—" William Tell,"

GRAND CHORUS.
2. Sextette— " Chi mi Frena," - Donizett

BOUQUET OF ARTISTS.

3. Brindisi— "IlSegreto," - - Donizetti

MISS ANNA DRASDIL
4. Chorus— "Anvil Chorus," - - Verdi

BOUQUET OF ARTISTS, FULL CHORUS,
ANVILS BEATEN BY BLACKSMITHS,

ARTILLERY, ETC.

5. Song— " Give me a Freshening Breeze,"
Randegger

M. W. WHITNEY.

6. Chorus—" Hallelujah," -

GRAND CHORUS.
Handel

~1

—

SECOND DAY.
Overture—" Tannhauser, " -

-

GRAND ORCHESTRA.
Wagner

V A N E L ESSW 1 1ST ID IMI I Hi Xj .

Over 2,000 in use and none of our Vanclcss Mills have
ever been injured by the wind. Not so with solid wheel
Self-Regulators.

West Butte, Cal., Feb. 7, 1878.

L. H. Woodin:—Mr. Fred Hokes' Regulator Mill, which
was blown down in the other storm and had been put up
again, was again blown down yesterday.

G. J. Betty.

Testimonials of the Althouse Windmill.

The Mill is entirely storm proof.— .1 W. Nesbitt, Super-

intendent Santa Maria and San Luis Obispo Railroad.

The self-governing capacity of the mill is absolutely

perfect. I have never closed it out of the wind for any
of the gales we have had, and they have been the severest

this winter that I have ever seen since I have been in the

Stato —Yours truly, J. W. Peek, Proprietor of Woodland
Water Works.

The Mill is a decided success.

May 20th, 1878.

F. C. Havkns, Oakland,

Buy the ALTHOUSE, the Cheapest and
Least Liable to Get Out of Order.

Mills set up in any part of the State and fully guaran-

teed. Orders for Windmills, Pumps, Brass Cylinders

Tanks and Frames promptly filled at cheapest rate?.

For Further particulars, call on or address,

L. H. WOODIN, 17 Front Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Or BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco
or Sacramento, General Agents

2. Chorale— " Sleepers Wake," - Mendelssohn
GRAND CHORUS.

3. Aria— " Non mi dir," - - - Mozart
MRS. HELEN AMES BILLINGS.

4. Hungarian National Airs, 2 Pianos and
Grand Orchestra, .... Listz

MR. AND MRS. HUGO MANSFELDT.

5. Chorus— " Soldier's Farewell, " - Kucken
MALE CHORUS.

6: Duo— "Semiramis," - - - Rossini

MISS ANNA DRASDIL AND M. W. WHIT-
NEY.

7. Chorus-"The Heavens are Telling," - Hayden
GRAND CHORUS.

PART II.

1. Overture— "Warrior's Jubilee." Lindpainter
GRAND ORCHESTRA.

Gluck2. Aria— "Eurydice,"

MISS ANNA DRASDIL.

3. Chorus— "See the Concpiering Hero Comes,
Handel

GRAND CHORUS.

4. Aria— "Immanuel," - - - Thayer
Composed expressly for this Festival for

M. W. WHITNEY.
5. Quartette— "Rigoletto," - - Verdi

MRS. BILLINGS, MISS CLARK, MR. FES
SENDEN AND M. W. WHITNEY.

C. Chorus— "Anvil Chorus," - - Verd

GRAND CHORUS, FULL ORCHESTRA
ANVILS, ARTILLERY, ETC., ETC

THIRD DAY.
1. Overture—"Tour of the World," - Gonradi.

GRAND ORCHESTRA.
2. Ballad -"Across the far Blue Hills Marie,"

Martson.

W. H. FESSENDEN.

3. Soprano Solo and Chorus— "Inflamatus,"
Rossini.

MRS. MARRINER-GAMPBELL AND FULL
CHORUS.

4. Aria— "Non piu Andrai," Mozart.

M. W. WHITNEY.

5. Ensemble— "Spirit Immortal," - Verdi.

BOUQUET OF ARTISTS AND GRAND
CHORUS.

6. Preghiera, - Mercadante.

MISS ANNA DRASDIL.

7. Finale— "America,"
GRAND CHORUS AND AUDIENCE.

PART II.

1. Grand March— "Prophete," - Meyerbeer
GRAND ORCHESTRA

2. Chorus— "Anvil Chorus," - - Verdi

GRAND CHORUS, BLACKSMITHS, AR
TILLERY, ANVILS, ETC., ETC

3. Aria -"Honor and Arms," - Handel
M. W. WHITNEY.

4. Chorus— "Soldier's Farewell," - Kucken
MALE CHORUS.

5. Sextette— "Chi mi Frena," - Donizetti

BOUQUET OF ARTISTS.

6. National Song—"Waken, Waken,"
John P. Morgan

MALE CHORUS.

7. Solo and Chorus— "Star Spangled Banner.'

MRS. L. P. HOWELL, GRAND CHORUS
ARTILLERY, ETC., ETC.
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George A. Davis,

Manufacturers' Agency for

Agricultural Implements,

401 Market Street, S. F.

-AGENT FOR—

FISH BROTHERS & CO.'S

PACIFIC FARM, FREIGHT & HEADERS WAGONS.
PLATFORM SPRING WAGONS,

THREE SPRING WAGONS,

FOUR SPRING WAGONS,

SIDE AND END SPRING BUGGIES.

Furst & Bradley's Manufacturing Co.'s

GARDEN CITY CLIPPER PLOWS,

GARDEN CITY SULKY AND GANG PLOWS,

FRIEDMAN'S PATENT HARROWS,
HAND-LEVER SULKY RAKES,

SELF-DUMP SULKY RAKES,

SINGLE AND DOUBLE SHOVEL PLOWS,

CULTIVATORS, ETC., ETC.

EAGLE

Mowing & Reaping Machine Co.'s

WM. ANSON WOOD'S

MOWERS & REAPERS,

Headers and Agricultural Tools

GEO. A, DAVIS, 401 MARKET STREET,

Corner Fremont, San Francisco.

The New "Regulator."

Q
Z

W
X

Is now Improved and Strengthened, and is

made Especially Heavy for the Califor-

nia trade. It is now without boasting

THE BEST WINDMILL IN THE MARKET.

42TY©u will save fifty dollars by looking at this Mil!

before buying, as you «annot fail to aftkkciatk tho ad-

vance in this, our "NEW MILL." We aro awaro our
Mill is fought more than any other, because it is most
feared by all agents, as it is also the best established.

We have sold twice tho number of any other Company in

the past, three years, and can provo their strength and
durability as compared with Umbrella Mills, to the satis-

faction of any one interested. Send for

TESTIMONIALS OR CIRCULARS.

PRICE LISTS, ETC.

Deep-Well Brass Cylinder Pumps

A SPECIALTY. WE ALSO FURNISH

TANKS, FRAME AND PIPE

TO COMPLETE A JOB,

And send a man to erect the same if desired. Address

M. C. HAWLEY & CO.,

Cor. Market and Beale Sts , 8 F.
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RUPTURE !

!

Another Wonderful Cure

EFFECTED BY

'PIERCE'S MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS "

San Francisco, April 24th, 1878.

To Whom it Man Concern:—Thin will certify that by

wearing Dr. Pierce's Magnetic Elastic Truss

for about tight months, night and clay, I have been per-

fectly cured of rupture which I have suffered with during

the past twenty -six (98) years. My rupture was very ba. t

cuming out as law as my two fists, causing great pain

and annoyance. The ' Magnetic Elastic Truss" kept my

rupture in place securelv without causing me the least

pain. Since the aforesaid Truss has cured me, I have

gone without it for many days at a time without any in.

dication of a recurrence, though working hard all (he

time, and therefore I now sign myself a well man.

DANIEL KALMBACH,
Fireman ilmployed by the Central Pacific Railroad Co.

tdrU Ruptured, Send at Once for Our New
Illustrated Book and Price ListTSS

PRICES REDUCED.

Magnetic Elastic Truss Co.,

609 Sacramento Street. San Francisco

GREAT ENTERPRISE!

TON'S

-THE-

Sierra Flume& Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Plumes,

10 Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar l'ine is unsurpassed in quality, and the
whole Coast can he supplied.

The Yellow Pin* is firm, fine grained and superior to
any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when ex|>ose(l.

and especially adapted to liridge and Ship Building, while
the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of
purposes.

Last year thirtv millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
band, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Iiluff and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial
work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost
for green lumber.

Orders for the interior filled at less than San Francisco
prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large
epiantities. Adtlress

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco—corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

OFFICE—NICIIOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(DbiH Broadway and Washington-. )

OAKLAND, CAL.

DIFFERENTIAL PULLEY BLOCKS.

25
Fasiouable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c
postptid. GEO. I. REED It, CO., Nassau, N. Y

One Man Can Easily Lift

1,000 Pounds.

Load Always Suspended; it

can never "Run Down"

Lowering Effected by Pulling

the Slack Chain.

One Man With This Tackle

is Better than Four or

Five with the Ordina-

ry Double Block.

AS APPLIED

TO STUMP PULLING.

The general utility of this Pulley and the many

different ways in which it can be applied, render

it especially serviceable for agricultural purposes

It can be used successfully as a Stump Puller and Remover of Heavy Stones. To Farmers and Woodsmen this

Pulley is invaluable, as it economizes both time and labor. In half the time it enables one man to accom

plish work which formerly taxed several to perfoim. Fur sale by

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & CO., Agents.

TBIlint's Universal
Surface and Deep-Well Pumps. Send for Circulars.

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & CO. SAN FRANCISCO.

GRAND HEADQUARTERS FOR MUSICAL BOXES-

JML. J". PAILLARD &c CO.,
Manufacturers and Importers of all kind* of

MUSICAL BOXES

Holiday, Birthday

MUSICAL BOXES

Holiday, Birthday

Wedding Presents,Wedding Presents,

OF STANDARD REPUTATION.
Our stock embraces the latest novelties, the newest and most pleasing airs, and the most approved appliances

for rendering them with every shade of musical expression.

it-jTYVe offer this season many new improvements that must be seen to be appreciated, therefore buyers coming
to San Francisco arc invited to examine our stock- tiik lakokst in tub city.

a^T.Medal and diploma awarded at the Centennial F.xposition to our establishment in Switzerland for excellence

In manufacture, durability, volume, purity of sound and superior workmanship. Also, medal awarded at the Me-
chanics' Institute Industrial Exhibition, San Francisco.

REPAIR HKPAKTMEXT.—Our workmen are especially educated to all kinds of intricate repairs, so that all

repairs entrusted to us will meet with careful, skillful and prompt attention. We are recipients of many special

patents for improvements in musical boxes.

M. J. PAILLARD & CO., No, 120 Sutter St., (Rooms 5 and 6) San Francisco.
G80 Broadway, New York, and St. Croix, Switzerland.

GRAY'S MUSIC STORE, The Famous " Enterprise

No. 105 Kearny Street, San Francisco.

On receipt of the amount in postage stamps, any of tl e

following pieces will be mailed, post-paid:

POOR LITTLE CIILOE, (Ballad; by Luther, 35 cts

KISS THE LITTLE ONES GOOD NIGHT FOR ME,
by Ruttledgc, 35 cts

GOOD NIGHT, FAREWELI by Ruttlcdge, 3 cts.

MY DEAR LITTLE HOME O'ER THE SEA,

by Lavaniie, 35 cts.

HELP THE NEEDY \YI1EN Vol' CAN,
by Ruttlcdge, 35 cts.

AMEHK TS GRAM) M ARCH by Ballenbcrg, 30 cts.

THE LITTLE TORMENT, (Schottische). . Far West, 35 cts.

THE REPUBLIC GRAND GALLOP,
by A. II. Woods, 75 cts.

Send for our complete Catalogue of Songs, Duets and

Choi-uses. itaTSay where you saw this advertisement.

TO BEE MEN.
A party, in business in this city, desirous of engaging

in the honey business, is open to proposals. Address,
"J. K. C," at this office.

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self Regulating

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures.

These Mills and Pumps are
reliable and always ^ive sat-

isfaction. Simple, strung and
durable in all parts. Snlid

wrought-iron crank shaft w ith

,j..uhf.- hfftriii-f* furthecrank
to work in, all turned and
run in babbitted boxes.. ^

Positively self regulating,
with no cuilspringor springs
of any kind. No little rods,
joints, levers or balls to get
out of oraer, as such things
do. Mills in use six to nine years 111 mKUuidur now, that
ha\e never cost one cent for repairs.

All sizes of Pumping and Power Mills Thousands in

use. All warrant i *1. Address for circulars and infor-

mation,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
GENERAL OFFICE AND SUPPLIES, L1VEKMORE,
ALAMEDA CO., CAL. Also, Best Feed Mills for sale.

San Francisco Agency, LINFORTH, RICE
m CO., 401 Market Street

DAI A PC THESE LARGE, FINE. NEW DININGHUnOt Rooms are exceedingly popular. The best

v-erything on the tables,

furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F.
. I Vv

CENTS, from five to eight P. u. Visitors to S. F. should
try the Palace.

E. BUTTERICK & COYS

CELEBRATED AND RELIABLE

Patterns of Garments,

—AND THEIR—

EXTRA QUALITY OF

Shears and Scissors.

Patterns Sent by Mail, Post-paid, on Receipt
of Number, Size and Price.

SEND STAMP FOR

Illustrated Catalogue of Patterns.

4 '•• We also have the Finest Finished and Best Make
of Needles for all Sewing Machines, Fifty Cents per

dozen. Address letters:

DEMING &. BARRETT,

124 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

RESTAURANT,;^

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Manager and Cashier,

ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

the best market rates.

A $1.00 Book for Every Reader.
THE ILLUSTRATED

National Pronouncing Dictionary
—OF THE—

ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
Orthography, and Pronunciation according to the best

English authorities, with an appendix containing abbre-
viations, foreign words, phrases, and forms of address
Two Hindred urn Fifty Exgramxos.

The design of an English Pronouncing Dictionary is to
exhibit the pronounciation of the language as it is cur-
rent in educated society. It must be admitted that of all

.he expedients which have been devised to serve this Im-
portant end, the phonetic is by fai the simplest and most
effective. The orthocpical department of this dictionary-
is, therefore, phonctical. The usual orthography of every
work is re-spelt in such a way as to show at once how it

ought to be pronounced. By means of this mode of spell-

ing, combined with proj>er accentuation and syllabication,
a correct pronunciation is exhib ted without confusing
the eye or perplexing the memory, with a long array of
orthoepic notation—an advantage of the utmost impor-
tance in any dictionary.
The generally accepted orthography of the languaagc is

maintained throughout the work, and the definitions are
-utrk-ieutly numerous for all ordinary requirements.
The illustrative engraving— an entirely new feature in a
school dictionary —will greatly aid the pupil in under-
standing the given definitions.

On the whole, it is not too much to say, that this dic-
tionary meets a great requirement of the age. By reason
of the completeness of its component parts, the compact-
ness of its form, and the lowness of its price, it is sure to
command a very extensive circulation wherever the
English language is spoken.
Price (post-paid,) $1. Address,

DEWEY & CO.,
Publishers and Patent Agents, S. F.

9M BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

24 I 'os I Street
Near Kearny,

Son Framevco. Cat.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa*
tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.
Ladies' Department.—Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the DeiKirtinents of the College.

Telegraphic- Department.- In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the Co lege, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business Collect-, San Francisco, Cal.

For Sale at Half Price to Close out this Year's
Stock, a Fine Lot of

BLUE GUM TREES, Transplanted.
SIX TO EIGHT DOLLARS PER THOUSAND.

iiTSample Boxes containing 100, $1. Also, a healthy

ot of Sep.iil.ino Pines in Boxes, to $4 per hundred.

T. CORLEY, Nurserymen, Brooklyn. Cal.
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BINDERS ! BINDERS ! BINDERS

!

The Most Successful Binder in the "World.
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WOOD'S CELEBRATED HEADER, Run with Chains Instead of Belts, most perfect Header ever brought to the Coast.

V£Tood's Sweep Hake Reapers,
The Only Reaper in the Market that will save all the Fallen and Tangled Grain. No Reaper ever Introduced on this Coast has

met with the Success acquired by Wood's Sweep Rake Reaper. Farmers who are in need of Machinery, don't fail to

call and see the above machines before purchasing elsewhere. A Full Line of Farm Implements.

FRANK BROTHERS <fc CO., - 349 Market Street, San Francisco.
Corner Second and J Streets, Sacramento, Cal.

THE AVERILL MIXED PAINT
1

Prepared Ready for Use, is the Best. Most Durable, Beau-

tiful and Economical Paint Known.

As is proven by the numerous Medals received over all other Paints, as well as by thousands of

testimonials from those who have used and thoroughly tested it.

It is of Pure White and any Shade or Color Desired.

_A_ HOUSE PAILTT
It is the most perfect substance known, possessing unsurpassed beauty, great brilliancy of color, adher-

ing firmly to the wood, and giving the richest, most agreeable and uniform tints.

It is equally as good for inside as outside work; over old work as well as new; in fact where any
Paint can be used the AVERILL PAINT will be found superior to any other.

Houses painted with it are distinguishable for years by their superior brilliancy of finish, over those

painted with any other paint.

Our Wagon and Machinery Paints

From the finest Vermilion, to the more common and cheaper colors, are special/;/ fine, and being ready
mixed, meet the wants of the public completely. Every person owning a wagon, or any kind of ma-
chinery, should occasionly give them a fresh coat of paint. It would add to the durability and appear-

ance of the articles a hundred times its cost.

Our Metallic Paint
Comes the nearest to being actually Fire Proof of any Paint ever made. For Tin Roofs it has no equal,

it being entirely impervious to air or moisture— rust or corrosion is impossible, while its use on shingle

roofs not only fills up the cracks and prevents the shingles from warping, so as to preserve the roof and
prevent its leaking, but its fire proof qualities are such, that a roof thoroughly coated with it is nearly

as safe from fire as if made of iron. This feature, together with its cheapness, makes it most desirable

for warehouses, bridges, minimj hiiildinijs, and for all purposes where durability and fire proof qualities

are desired.

Ask your dealers for it and take no other. Sample Cards of Colors and Price List mailed freo on
application to

California, PaintCompany,
No. 329 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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THE PRICE H-A.
(Sometimes Called the Petaluma Hay Press.)

Will Bale for One-Third Less Money
THAN J^lSTlZr OTHER IIsT THE WORLD.

We stand ready to prove the accuracy of the following figures by 500 Bales on this Coast: Cost of Baling 15 Tons of Hay with

a Price or Petaluma Press —Wages and Board of Four Men one day, $8 00; use of two Morses, $r.oo; Fifty pounds of Rope at

Twelve Cents per pound, $6.00—total cost, $15.00:

OR ONE DOLLAR PER TON, Including Rope, Board and Horse Hire.

We know whereof we speak when we say that a similar showing made for any other Press would show a cost of nearly two

dollars per ton for baling done with them.

Paul Johnson, Hollister, says: "I averaged nearly 18 tons per day with my 'Petaluma' last year." He bought another this year.

I have been running one of your Petaluma Hay Presses for the past two seasons. With one No. 3, I have just finished pressing

210 tons in one field, averaging 14 tons per day. The Price or Petaluma Hay Press is a^ world-beater; I do not think anything can be

made to equal it.—V. B. Beeciium, Watsonville.

I have run two of your presses for six years. Flave baled 168 bales, (22 tons) in one day; 105 tons in one week, and 1350 tons

in one season, with one press.—J. L, Kirkman, San Leandro.

Have run one of your presses four seasons, baling about 1400 tons each fall; sometimes baling 19 tons a day.

—

Jas. Cameron,

Petaluma, Cal.

PRICE OF PRESS, S450 CASH, WITHOUT DISCOUNT OR CREDIT.

Address PRICE PRESS COMPANY,
I. J. THUMAN, 17 Front Street. San Francisco. JACOB PRICE, San Leandro, Cal.

44OSBORNE" SELF-BINDING HARVESTER.
Success Everywhere.

John W. Green's Ranch,
(

Hollister, Cal., May 8th, 1878.
)

We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we
have, this day, witnessed the operation of the
Osborne Self-Binhin<; Harvester, in Mr.
Green's grain. The machine works perfectly,
cutting and binding the grain as advertised to
do. The bundles, after being bound, are gently
dropped to the ground on their butt ends, not a
straw or head being wasted. The machine is

extremely simple and easy to handle. Any
person competent to run
should be able to operate it.

C. 0. Little,
A. P. Bovn,
H. Moore,
John Hiogins,
G. S. Nash,
J. Ross,
R. M. Shakelford,
A. F. Anderson,
Joshca Lewis,
Paul Greve,
L. M. Ladd,

/

John W. Green, \

a common reaper

D. B. Parsons,
John MclioNKJi.E,
J. W. Hardwick,
J. W. Robinson,
J. T. McCoy,
C. P. Bryant,
B. S. Rector,
J. L. Little,
Jos. Foot,
Thos. McMaiion,

The Pitre/iaxers.

The above certificate, furnished by Baldwin
& Griffith, Hollister, our Agents for San Benito
county, proves conclusively that any doubts
entertained by farmers as to the practical work-
ing of our Osborne Self-Bim.f.r on the Pacific
coast are dispelled.

Every marhine full;/ warranted.
D. M. Osborne k Co.,

M. Ayres, Manager, 254 and 256 Market,
and 8 and 10 Front street, San Francisco. P O
Box 181S.

Unprecedented Success of the Famous

OSBORNE SELF-BINDING HARVESTER.
New Era in Harvesting! Every Binder Fully Warranted.

Orton Ranch, LeMoore. Tclare Co., Cai.., May 14th, I87S.

1 have this day given your Osborne Sei.f-Binker one of the most severe tests that can be
given a machine. I had standing, lodged and bunched grain in my field, in each of which the
machine was tried, and performed its work thoroughly, cutting and binding the grain in the best
possible shape, dropping the bundles gently to the ground on their butt end. It leaves the stubble
clean, making no wastage. 1 have purchased it, and I cheerfully recommend it.

II. W. HARRIS.

Orton Ranch, LeMoore, Tulare Co., Cal., May 14th, 1878.

D. M. Osborne & Co.—Gents: Having to-day nsed one of your Osborne Self- Binders, I

will say it does all it is advertised to do, cutting standing and lodged barley, in a perfect manner.
The machine is simple and easy to operate, and I cheerfully recommend the same.

P. ORTON.

Orton Ranch, LeMoore, Tclare Co., Cai... May 14th, 1878.

D. M. Osborne & Co., San Francisco, Cal: Dear Sirs: I have been running the Osborne
Self-Binder to-day, in lodged and tangled barley, as well as in standing grain. I can handle
it easily, and gather lodged grain with it. It is readily adjusted, binds perfectly, and performs
all you claim for it. \V. K. DULANY.

Above Certificate Furnished by Reinstein & Collins, Visalia, Agrt's for Tulare County.

EVERY MACHINE GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY.

The Famous Self-Binder.

[From the I.os Alleles Herald, May 12th, 1878 )

HARVESTING COMMENCED.
I

Los Angeles Co., Cal., May 11th, 1878.

M. dyers, E!$q., San Fratieiseo, California :

Dear Sir : Having to-day tried one of your
Osborne Self-Binding Reapers in a field of bar-

ley that was badly tangled and fallen, I find it

a perfect success, not failing to bind a single

bundle. After trying it to my entire satisfac-

tion I have purchased and paid for it, and
cheerfully recommend it to any one having
grain to cut. Yours respectfully,

E. \Y. W'OKSHAM.
P. 0. Norwalk, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

Above testimonial furnished through F. G.
Hanna & Co., Los Angeles, Cal., our agents

there, is another confirmation of the thorough-
ness of the work done by our "Osborne Binder."
Every machine guaranteed satisfactory.

D. M. Osborne & Co.

By M. Ayers, Manager.

Highly Important to Farmers.

The following telegram from D. M. Osborne,
Esq., of Auburn, N. Y., head of the firm that
bears his name, and who is now visiting in

Texas, explains itself :

Dallas, Texas, May ISth, 1878.

D. M. Osborne* Co., 254 and 2.">G Market
Street, San Francisco, Cal. : Two hundred and
twenty-six Binders in Texas. Have cut from
seventy-five to two hundred acres each, and not

a fault found. About two and a quarter pounds
of wire per acre used. D. M. Osborne.

D. TVE. OSBORNE & CO.,
Nos. 254 and 256 Market Street, and Nos. 8 and 10 Front Street, San Francisco.
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Protection to Levees.

(Written for the Press by W. M. Rvkk, M. D.
|

We hold these truths to be within the obser-

vation of all persons, that earth, the deposit of

rivers, when thrown up and subjected to the

action of waves and currents of water does

gradually or suddenly wear or wash away.

That the smallest current of water, though no

wider than the hand, cuts a channel through

earth that has been undisturbed for ages. That

larger streams with currents and waves dissolve

and cut away evary earthy restraint to their

course.

If we go to the fields we see the ground chan-

neled with water courses. If we go on the

hillside we find them furrowed by the water ol

rains or springs. There is no fact in nature

more clearly presented to us than this, running

water waslies away any earth that may be an ob-

stacle to its course.

With this natural law before us as daily wit-

nessed by all persons, it becomes a wonder why
levees have been constructed without reference

to it. The levees of the Sacramento river are

composed of alluvium of excellent quality for

the purpose; they were thrown up at an im-

mense cost, and were expected to restrain the
waves and currents of a swift running river,

and this with the earth in direct contact with
the water. If earth never yet resisted currents

of water, why should we have expected it to

do so on the Sacramento? Earth, loosely

thrown up, we have believed would protect

millions of property, and because it lias failed

to do so we despair and declare the reclamation

of the best land in the State impracticable !

Stopping Short of Success.

We have demanded success without having
fulfilled the requirements which command suc-

cess; on the other hand, with ages of experience

before us, we have refused to learn, and have
stopped our labors omitting that which would
have ensured success. Levees of proper hight,

with sufficient base, aud composed of as good
material as levees which have stood the action

of the waves of the sea or the currents of rivers

for centuries in Europe, have been constructed

on the Sacramento river. When the river was
two feet higher than the bank these levees com-
menced to waste and cut away, and the owners
placed thousands of sacks of earth to protect

them, thus attempting to do under unfavorable

circumstances that which could have been done
by a different and more economical way at a

time when there was no water present. The
immense expense and effort made to protect the

levees during the existence of high water, seems
to show that the protection of levees is believed

a necessity even by those who would not fore-

see when constructing their levees, that the

bare earth subjected to a current will surely be
washed away.

Good Material for Levees
The levees of the Sacramento have been con-

structed of alluvium of a weighty and cohesive

nature; and they have been built upon founda-

tions not liable to settle; and on a river win s ;

banks are exceptionally permanent. The deltas

of the rivers of the continent in no case present

more favorable conditions for reclamation than
does the Sacramento; aud yet these sustain

levees that neither the freshets of rivers or the

storms of the sea do wash away. Now why
should disaster visit one, and success the other ?

The answer is brief and simple. The Sacra-

mento levees were not covered or protected in

any place; but all the levees on the continent
are covered and protected as high as waves or

currents can come.

What May be used In Protecting Levees.

Upon themanner of protecting levees we do not
Drofess to be expert, yet the importance of the
subject demands all the space which the Rural
Press can accord to us, and we give our obser-

vations as follows: The question of expense is

in California a prime consideration, we there-

fore dismiss stone and iron as material not
available. Redwood timber is endurable, but
in a sloping levee, the carpentering would have
to be done most perfectly; and even then, this

covering would be liable to get out of repair

when most needed. The buoyancy of timber
together with the action of waves, makes it

liable to break the attachments and float away.
This was manifest last winter from the loosen-
ing effects of waves and the lifting power of
water, raising whole lines of fences and floating
them away. By far the cheapest and most
used material for protecting levees on the low-
lands of Europe, is the willow, pine and other
brush too small for tire wood, and of but little

use except for this purpose. For the purposes
of protecting banks and levees there is no ma-
terial in such general use as the small twigs of

willow and other trees which grow upon the

banks of streams. These the Dutchmen care-

fully save and transport in boats to the levees

they wish to protect; and these the Sacramento
river levee builders have always burned, and
then have expended thousands upon building

levees, which, unprotected, were as certain to

wash away as that water will wash uncovered
earth.

In constructing a levee let it never be forgot-

ten that the protecting properties of a levee are

only in proportion to the weakest part of the
levee: we would therefore impress the necessity

of the most careful attention to all the details,

and the most thorough watching, that every

part is well done; for where water is your ad-

versary, there can be no compromise. The
Hollander takes twigs of willow, sycamore,

pine, alder, etc. These are often brought
down the Rhine in boats, even from 50 to 100

miles. These twigs, from one-quarter to' one

inch in diameter, are sufficiently exposed and
dried, so they will not grow, for no trees should

grow upon a levee exposed to currents; although
growing trees are desirable outside of a levee

and on the banks as a protection from waves
and currents.
How the Small Branches of Trees are Used
Care is taken that nothing much thicker than

one inch is used, and these are carefully laid,

each twig parallel and as close to the other as
|

possible, the lengthway of every twig extending
|

and forming a dense mat, with others similarly

placed from the high-water line to the base of

the levee. Every twig is most carefully placed

on the outside of the levee, until the mat, or

thatch, is from six to nine inches in thickness.

Each twig is transverse to the axis of the levee

and none run on a line with the axis.

When ihe thatching is thus laid on the out-

side of the levee, the workmen proceed to secure

it. This they do with pegs, two or three feet

long, with a diameter of two or three inches.

These pegs are driven down, leaving enough of

the top exposed for the workmen to twist a

wire or willow over them. When this is done,

the pegs are driven down, thus compacting the

mass of thatching and pressing it tightly on the

levee.

Every peg is placed about 18 inches from the

other, and the wire or willow, extending to its

neighbors, holds the thatch so firmly that cur-

rents or waves cannot displace them, and so

long as this thatch holds together, no levee can

wash away.
When the levee is thus thatched six or more

inches, properly pegged and wired, then six

inches of earth may be thrown upon it to pro-

t tect the thatch from the tramp of cattle and
tire. A levee thus protected will endure four

years. Then it may be removed, provided a

proper grass may not have grown upon it, suffi-

cient to protect it from currents or waves.

Every tree, bush aud such grasses as alfalfa

(with its single root) growing upon a levee,

cause a whirl of water around them during a

freshet, which rapidly cuts down a levee.

The outside of a levee should be at all times

open to inspection, and, therefore, nothing but

grasses with matted roots should be permitted

to grow upon it.

No greater mistake can be made than the

seeding of alfalfa and the allowing of weeds to

grow upon the levee, for these harbor and feed

animals which burrow in the levee, and when
the current is rapid, the water whirls around
the alfalfa and weeds and cuts away the earth.

Simple but Effectual Protection.

With a manner of protection so simple, and
which ages of experience has shown to be ef-

fectual (for two-thirds of the levees of the Con-
tinent have been thus protected for centuries),

is it not strange that not one levee on the Sac-
ramento has thus been protected. It is quite
certain that five men can thatch and firmly
cover with twigs as much levee as 100 men can
build ; such being the case, how strange that
any should thus neglect to protect that which
they build. We Americans build houses of

brick, put on iron doors, and go to vast expense
in making houses tire-proof, but we invariably
make every partition in the house of wood and
leave them hollow, and then wonder why our
tire-proof houses burn. We build levees, leave
them exposed to the direct action of waves and
currents, and then declare that levees cannot be
built that will stand the currents of the Sacra-
mento. The banks of the Sacramento in no
place washed away last winter sufficient to
cause a break in any levee ; therefore the fault

was not in the foundation. On the other hand
the levees commenced cutting away when the
water was but two feet on their base, and con-
tinued to cut as the water became higher, until

the breaks occurred.

Land in Holland worth §400 and more per
acre, and no better than our Sacramento over-

flowed land, is there protected from the sea,

whose surface is 14 feet above the land, and
whose waves go many feet higher. Day and
night the sea breaks its force upon these levees

and centuries pass away, but the levees continue
as barriers to the water. These levees are con-

structed of earth no firmer than the earth on
the banks of the Sacramento. Twigs of willow
and other trees are made effectual in protecting

the levees of that country, why should they not
be in this ?

The engraving on this page will give the

reader an idea of the practical construction of

the style of levee protection which is practiced

in Holland, aud proposed for use in this State.

One cut shows a section of the levee with the

pegs reaching through the hatch into the earth

of the levee. The other cut shows a view of

the face of the thatch with the ends of the pegs

and the connecting wires. The whole construc-

tion is seen to be very simple and it has been

proved to be very effective.

A Suburban Farm.—A good idea of what a

successful city business man can do in the way

of gratifying his rural taste and longings can be

had by a visit to the beautiful country seat of

Grant I. Taggart, Esq., of Oakland. He has a

finely located piece of five acres on Telegraph

road, about four miles from Oakland station. It

is in the warm belt of the foothills. He has

only had a year to develop it, and we doubt
whether any similar "farm" shows as good re-

sults for the year's work. In front of his

tasteful and convenient house he has a well-

seeded lawn, in the center of which there is an

orange tree in all stages of growth, from the

profusion of blossoms to the ripening fruit. A
good part of his land ia planted to fruit trees,

there being 150 orange trees—quite a grove

considering its nearness to the city. Mr. Tag-

gart has brought a variety of fruit trees from

the famous Tower house, in Shasta county,

where he formerly resided, and where the chief

of the cherry trees of the State is now standing,

with a trunk three feet in diameter. Mr. Tag-

gart also has given attention to vegetable grow-

ing, and Mrs. Taggart has made a success of the

potato growing experiments by turning some
fine early rose into "pin money" at a time when
good potatoes are scarce and high. One of Mr.

Taggart's delights is in tine stock of all kinds,

and he has some praiseworthy animals. One is

a Jersey cow which yields two pounds of butter

a day during part of the season. He has im-

ported from Massachusetts some Lancastershiro

hogs, which are very beautiful and show good

growth. One, a six-months-old sow, is particu-

larly handsome. Mr. Taggart's rural pursuits

afford him much pleasure, and add to the com-

fort and health of his family. What he is doing

hundreds of others of our thriving business men
could do, and there is no diversion so charming

or commendable.

9 They had a slight earthquake shock at Coltou,

San^Bernardino county, lately.

FACE OF LEVEE, SHOWING PEGS AND WIRE LACINGS.

SECTION OF LEVEE, SHOWING METHOD OF PEGGING THE THATCH.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents —Eds

Items from Yuba and Sutter Counties.

Editors Press :—Since the spring trade

opened, Marysville has shaken off the dullness

that prevailed so noticeably during the long

rainy winter. Her foundries are once more

busy, and her streets crowded with teams from

both mountain and valley.

The grain crop of Yuba and Sutter counties

will probably fall short of last year's yield.

They have had entirely too much rain, to say

nothing of the damage from the unusual over-

flow of the rivers. They have, however, a con-

siderable amount of very fine grain in both

counties, limited to special favored localities as

a whole, or, taken in detail, to the higher and

drier spots of almost every farm or held

throughout their entire extent.

Yuba City,

The county seat of Sutter county, is situated on

the west bank of the Feather river, immediate-

ly opposite Marysville, and connected with

same by a good substantial bridge. It is the

great shipping point of this section, and backed

by a wide scope of agricultural land of excel-

lent quality. They have some wheat in this

vicinity and also in the neighborhood of Nico-

laus, in the lower part of the county, that gives

promise of as large a yield per acre as was ever

turned out here or anywhere in the best por-

tions of the Sacramento valley.

As an offset to this, much of the grain on the

Yuba, Feather and Bear rivers, as well as that

of the red-land of the interior, especially where
the water has stood upon it for some time, is

found much mixed with chess (or cheat) weeds

or wild oats, each or all—so much so in many
parts as to be only tit for hay. The consequence

is that the hay crop will be immense, and the

quality the very best, and if properly stored

and secured will go far towards compensating

the farmer for the loss on grain. In some por-

tions of this region a more thorough system of

drainage would do much towards remedying the

evil arising from standing water. But the great-

est difficulty and the one attended with most
danger for years to come, arises from

The Mining Debris,

Which is gradually tilling up the rivers, and
carrying in its desolating path destruction to

the finest lands near their borders. It is not

to be wondered at that this is the all-absorbing

topic, more particularly among thp suffering

farmers along the rivers, all of whom have been

affected more or less, pecuniarily; some ruined

outright and the majority threatened with de-

struction unless a speedy remedy be provided.

One can form but a very faint conception, from
a few isolated facts, of the character and extent

of the damage, present and prospective. None
but the sufferers or those who have personally

inspected every nook and corner of the afflicted

region can begin to realize it. All that remains
of tine orchards, as for instance that of the late

Mr. Briggs, above Marysville, are the withered
tops of dead apple trees peering above the

"slickens. " Rich and valuable ranches, that
to-day would sell in the market from §100 to

§200 per acre, such as those of Messrs. Keyes,
Brewer, McGonagle and others, situated on Bear
river, below the Wheatland bridge, have, with-
in the past two years, been almost totally de-

stroyed and now lie buried many feet deep be-

neath the sand. The last mentioned is under-
stood to have entirely abandoned a once very
valuable tract, consisting of 300 acres.

Clouds in the Horizon.
One of the gloomiest features of the case is

that the evil is steadily growing. As the beds
of the rivers till up the levees must in like ratio

be raised, causing continual and increasing ex-

pense as well as a greater liability to break and
flood the country for miles away. But recently
the tine orchard of .1. G. Briggs, deceased, situ

ated a mile or so below Yuba City, was damaged
to the tune of several thousands by a break in

the levee opposite, destroying §5,000 worth of

young trees and 100 acres of as hue barley as
ever grew, to say nothing of the damage to the
old orchard. In addition to this, §(i,000 would
not replace the levee—a fact that will help the
readers of the PRESS to some conception of the
extra tax saddled on the backs of the fanners
of ;his region. Facts upon this subject could
be multiplied to volumes. This is needless.
The great question is, what is the remedy ?

"I have liad wrongs, bitter, burning wrongs, that
Would stir a fever in the blood of age,
And make the infant sinew strong as steel."

The sick become impatient, who blames them
They might die before the physician arrives.
A few farmers on Bear river, feeling that they
could not afford to wait the slow moving of
legislative machinery to relieve them, and be-
coming thoroughly aroused to a sense of the
situation, determined some two years ago to see
if any virtue or justice was left in the "common
law," and thereupon instituted a suit as a test
case, the gist and a brief history of which is

herewith appended under the impression that
it may interest your readers generally.
James H. Keys, plaintiff, M. Little York G

W. and M. Co., (limited), et ai, defendants.
The case was first brought before the 10th

Judicial District Court, Sutter county, July
28th, 1870, for the purpose, as set forth in the
complaint, of

Perpetually Enjoining and. Restraining

Defendants from depositing the tailings and

debris from their several and respective mining

claims in the counties of Nevada and Placer in

the channels of Bear river or any of its tributa-

ries, or from suffering the same from flowing

into or from fouling or polluting the waters of

either.

The plaintiff also sets forth as cause of the

action that by depositing such tailings and de-

bris in the channel and tributaries of Bear river,

defendants have caused them to be washed and

deposited on plaintiff's land in Sutter county,

thereby injuring said land and interfering with

the comfortable use and enjoyment of the same,

and that they threaten to repeat and continue

said wrongful acts until plaintiff shall be to-

tally deprived of the use and enjoyment thereof,

and of the fixtures and improvements.

The defendants set up in answer, among other

things, that they could not mine successfully,

or, in other words, had no other means of sav-

ing their tine gold if not permitted so to do;

also claiming the right under several acts of

Congress, such as the act to "promote the

development of the mining resources of the

United States" passed in 1872 and other enact-

ments.
The case was transferred from the 10th Judi-

cial District Court of the State to the United

States Circuit Court for the district of Cali-

fornia, under acts of Congress of the United

States providing for the removal of cases from

State courts to the courts of the United States.

The Circuit Court of the United States de-

cided, as I understand it, that it had no juris-

diction over the case, which decision was after-

wards atlirmed by the Supreme Court of the

United States, and the case remanded back at

cost of defendants to be tried at the June term

of the District Court of the State to be held at

Yuba City, Sutter county.

hi view of the magnitude of the evils entailed

on the fanner and the immense value of the

property involved on each side, the decision is

awaited with almost breathless interest, more
particularly in this quarter. A. C. K.

Fresno County Notes.

Chufas.

Editors Press:—In answer to Mr. Cooley,

I will say that I never have reached such

results as I have read of in chufa raising. But

there is a cause for it. I have never had all the

conditions favorable. Chufas, for the most

perfect success in producing them, require a

soil that will not bake under any circumstances,

just such a light, sedimentary sand as the hol-

lows on our Fresno plains afford. Then they
must have an abundance of water, as much as

other sedges, and you know that sedges grow
only in or around the edges of water holes.

With an abundance of water, enough to keep
the surface of the ground (which should be per-

fectly level) evenly wet, with no puddle of more
than an inch or two in depth and perfect com-
mand of the water, to increase or lessen the

amount at will. With all of these conditions

and good seed, planted in the proper time, and
careful attention, I believe as great results can
be reached here as any that we read of and
tubers produced of a size and flavor that will

justify the commonly accepted name of " ground
almond." Time and experience will doubtless

aid us very much in understanding this as well

as many other products more perfectly; but I

feel assured, from my present standpoint, in

saying chufas will become a prominent and
profitable crop on the irrigated sand plains and
certain portions of the extensive region of tule

lands.
Chufas for Seed.

Chufas should be perfectly dried before stor-

ing them away for seed or other purposes. But
the vitality of the seed may be permanently
destroyed by laying them out for even a single

day in the extreme heat of our autumn sun.

Much seed is injured in this way. I bought $5
worth of seed from a Rural advertiser some
time ago, of apparently as fine chufas as any one
ever need wish to see; but, on testing them,
the vitality was gone, doubtless from the cause
above mentioned. I cast no blame upon the
parties who sold me the seed. I know them

—

know them to be upright, honorable gentlemen,
who would not knowingly wrong anyone out
of the value of anything; and the failure of the
seed to grow was from a cause undoubtedly
beyond their knowledge and consequently be-

yond their control; and I speak of it here only
as a warning to seed raisers and seed buyers.
In buying seed chufas, be sure that they were
dried in the shade and not in the glaring heat
of the sun. Sun-dried ones are just as good for
other purposes except for seed.

Malva.
Certain persons write to me and of me as

though I had undertaken to champion the cause
of malva as a forage plant. They surely did
not get this from what I wrote. Others have
spoken far more favorably of it than I have.
One of your correspondents said that an experi-
enced farmer preferred it to alfalfa, while a
year ago, in the Rural, it was spoken of as
" unsurpassed for the production of milk and
butter." But I'll not take up valuable space
with enumerations. What I said of it was that
it grew with the earliest autumn rains and
afforded tender, succulent forage for cows dur-
ing the time of dormancy in the growth of
alfalfa and other forage plants, and that my
cows (a compound of mustang and Jersey, that
would live where a goat could) ate this first

tender growth during the dearth of 'other feed

and did well on it, in health, flesh and produc-

tion of milk. I shall put out a very small area

of it on warm, sandy land, where it will afford

green pasturage a short time during mid-winter,

without making a mud hole. And, also, with-

out claiming that it should supersede or come

into competition with any other forage plant,

or that it should be sown upon any land where

its growth cannot be controlled. Its value as

a forage plant, if it has any, is in its winter

growth, affording succulent feed when all other

green feed here on our light valley soil fails. 1

neither know nor claim for it any value except,

under these conditions, for cow feed.

Other Forage Plants.
Some will say alfalfa is all we need. But

while animals are liable to die from bloat or

from clogged intestines from eating it, some
will wish for something else. Besides this, dur-

ing December and January, the best two months
for butter making in our valley, alfalfa is dor-

mant. The question is, then, what is better?

Is there any plant or combination of plants that

ought to supersede it ? I confess that I don't

know. But being one of those that tries to

make the country and not wait for it to come
up, I'm trying to solve the problem. And, to

this end, I have secured and planted out and
have growing prickley comfrey, golden millet,

pear millet, East India millet ( Penicillaria

spkata J, dry field rice, four varieties of Egyp-
tian corn, three of imphee, two of sorghum,
perennial rye grass f Lolittm perenne), and three

grasses recent!}' obtained in a sack of seeds from
Dr. Curl, New Zealand, viz.: Paiiicum xpec-

tabile, Panicum hixpidiihrni anil Melitotus thibet.

The last, he says, " will grow in a hot, dry
climate—the hotter and drier the better." I

think our July and August "bake" will try it

in this respect. I am also trying a purely
tropical plant, the principal feed grass of some
parts of inter-tropical America—teosintef ./?<•«/!«

luxurious). I have but a few plants growing,
owing to the rotting of the seed. The seeds of

what I have growing have cost considerably more
than their weight in gold, but from present

appearances, 1 shall be repaid for my outlay,

Government Seeds.
I received a grain sack full of them last

winter. I planted them out with note book in

hand and from time to time will give the De-
partment of Agriculture and the readers of the
Rural the result. The Golden Jelly turnip is

a perfect success, surpassing two-fold any other
variety that I've tried here; planted February
5th. We've been using them since April 15th.

Philadelphia butter lettuce is good, but not
superior to the Hanson and some other tried

varieties. Potatoes No. 2 are perfectly white
and are keeping pace in growth with the Early
Rose. The extra early peas are a valuable
accession. They are nearly a week earlier than
Carter's first crop, our standard for early peas.

The pods contain from five to nine peas, of large

size and the finest flavor. My family has been
supplied with them since the first of April, and
they will last at least a mouth longer without
any irrigation. The Mexican White and the
Yellow Strasburg onions are the best that I

have seen raised from seed.

Of potatoes I have a variety: Early Rose,
Early Ohio, Extra Early Yermont, Snow Flake,
Alpha, Burbank Seedling, Superior, Brownell's
Beauty and some others, of which I will give
the Rural an account in due time.

Egyptian Corn.
I have now to notice the first drawd>ack that

I have ever known of respecting this cereal. It

has been largely planted in this vicinity. About
two weeks ago, orders for seed began to pour in

upon me from our own county, saying that the
seed they had raised or bought had rotted after

planting. I congratulated myself that I and
those who had obtained seed of me and had
followed my instructions in planting it, would
be exempt from any such loss. To-day one of

my patrons, for whom I obtained seed here,

from which I also planted, after my supply gave
out wrote me that his has failed to germinate
satisfactorily. This caused a careful examina-
tion of what I have planted, and I find that
over 20 acres have rotted so badly that I shall

have to replant, or should, if seed were obtain-
able. I have neither sold nor have I ever planted
seed without first testing its vitality ; and as a
further proof tiiat the seed was not in fault, my
neighbor, Gleason Hodges, planted from the
same lot of seed, from the same sack, and every
kernel of his has grown nicely ; but there was
this difference : I planted before our last heavy
rain and covered deeply, as the ground was
quite dry and loose ; then came the long rain,

and the seed rotted under the accumulation of

cold, wet, and the ground becoming packed
over it from the rain. Mr. Hodges planted a
week after in newly plowed, wet ground, fol-

lowed by warm weather, and every seed grew.
Although I have here positive proof that the
seed was not in fault, in addition to having
tested all the seed which I have sold, yet fear-

ing that a few may be as unfortunate as myself,
I will make this offer: Every one who has bought
seed of me or for whom I have obtained seed
here, which I have done in many cases without
one cent of profit—if the seed has failed from
any cause whatever, I will send two-fold the
quantity purchased, provided the party receiv-

ing it will pay freight charges only upon the
seed ; I to give seed and sack gratis in such
cases. I do this that I may do a little more
than custom among seedsmen would demand,
and also the more perfectly to disseminate this

valuable grain, which under favorable conditions
is by far the the most profitable that can be
grown.

Testing Seeds.

To throw seeds into water and leave them
there for an indefinite time is but a very poor
and imperfect test. One or two decaying seeds
may cause fermentation that would destroy the
lot. Put the seeds in pure dirt, sand is best,

and keep constantly moist in a warm room, or
soak in camphoreted water prepared as described
in a recent number of the Rural, and lay
between wet cloths, and keep constantly moist
by sprinkling, letting them lie in a moderately
warm room. There are many other ways, some
better perhaps, using chlorine as heretofore
given in the Rural, etc. But the most impor-
tant question is how to cause seeds to grow with
certainty under slightly unfavorable conditions.
This is a matter on which I would like to study
and practice instructions fiom Prof. Hilgard.
Will he not favor us, readers of the Rural,
with an article on this subject? I have found
no better way than to start germination by
soaking the seeds before planting in water to
which a little camphor or chlorine, just enough
to taste, has been added. W.- A. Sanders.

Kingsburg, Fresno County.

Notes on Carp Culture.

Editors Press:—In answer to your request I

will give your many readers a few notes on the

carp fish and its culture; not that I feel com-

petent to do justice to them or it, but to satisfy

the many inquiring minds (for they are numer-
ous), as my letters of inquiry would prove. I

have letters from Elgin, 111., westward.
I will first give what Binglev says, in his
History of Animated Nature," page 889, of

the carp tribe: "The carp tribe for the most
part inhabit fresh waters, where they feed on
worms, insects, aquatic plants, fish and clay or
mold. Some of them are migratory. Most of

the species, which are very numerous, are
found only in the northern countries of Europe,
and consequently were unknown to the ancient
naturalists of Greece and Rome. The common
carp (or pond carp) in their general habits, ex-
hibit so great a degree of cunning as sometimes
to be called by the country people 'river foxes.'

When it is attempted to take them by a net
they will often leap over it and immerse them-
selves so deep in the mud as to suffer the net
to pass over without touching them. They are
also very shy of taking a bait, but during
spawning time they are so intent on the busi-

ness of depositing their ova that they will suffer

themselves to be handled, by any one who at-

tempts it. They breed three or four times in

the year, but their first spawning is in the be-

ginning of May. Carp are found in the slow
rivers and stagnant waters of Europe and
Persia, and here principally in deep holes under
the roots of trees, hollow banks, or great beds
of flags, etc. They do not often exceed four

feet in length and 20 pounds in weight, but
Jouvions mentions some caught in the Lake of

Como, in Italy, that weighed 200 pounds each,

and others have been taken in the Dneister five

feet in length. From their quick growth and
vast increase these are considered the most val-

uable of all fish for the stocking of ponds, and if

the breeding and feeding of them were better
understood and more practiced than they are,

the advantages resulting from them would be
very greit. By being constantly fed they may
be rendered so familiar as always to come for

food to the side of the pond to which they are

kept.

"

Dr. Smith, speaking of the Prince of Conde'a
seat at Chantilly, said the most pleasing things

about it were the immense shoals of very large

carp, silvered over with age, like silver fish,

and perfectly tame, so that, when any passen-

gers approached their watery habitation, they
used to come to the shore in such numbers as to

heave each other out of the water, begging for

bread, of which a quantity was always kept at

hand on purpose to feed them. They would
even allow themselves to be handled.
Carp are very long lived. The pond in the

garden of Emanuel College, Cambridge, con-

tained a carp that had been an inhabitant of it

more than 70 years; and Gesner has mentioned
an instance of one that was 100 years old. They
are also extremely tenacious of life, and will

live for a great length of time out of water. In
the report of the Commissioner of Fish and
Fisheries, he says: "Sufficient attention has not

been paid in the United States to the introduc-

tion of the European carp as food fish, and yet

it is quite safe to say that there is no other spe-

cies that promises so great a return in limited

waters. It has the pre-eminent advantage
over such fish as the black bass, trout, gray-

ling, etc., as it is a vegetable feeder, and
although not disdaining animal matters, can

thrive very well on aquatic vegetation alone.

On this account it can be kept in tanks, smaU
ponds, etc., and a very much larger weight

obtained, without expense, than in the case of

the other kinds indicated. It is on thia

account that its culture has been continued for

centuries. It is also a mistake to compare ita

flesh with that of the ordinary Ci/prinidce of the

United States, such as suckers, chubs and the

like. The flesh of the genuine carp is firm and

flaky, and almost equal to the European trout.

In speaking of the different kinds of carp Mr.

Hessel thinks the best are to be found in the

region of the Danube, characterized by the ele-

vated, fleshy and compressed back, a rapid

growth and delicious flesh. For almost thou-

sands of years they have been kept in ponds

connected with various public and private

estates.

This ia the kind of carp that I have. I
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might give more quotations, but I think this

enough to show that the carp is the fish above

all others for stocking ponds and raising for

family use. I think they have a superior flavor

to any that I ever tasted. There are no bones

in them save the back bone and ribs, and they

form the cheapest meat that we can raise. I

do not think that any of our California streams

get too warm for them, and I cannot see why
our government has not had all of our streams

well stocked before now. Sonoma county can

soon stock the continent, if no bad luck comes.

I can spare several thousand the coming season.

I now have some 20 ponds to fill.

As to the construction of ponds I have spoken
several times in the Petaluma Argun, but I will

now say that the great secret of success is to

make good substantial dams that will not give

way. The safest way is to make your ponds on

a good place for them and carry your water to

them in pipes. If you build on creeks, or

branches, in times of high water you cannot

control it, and your fish will get away. You
want your outlets screened all the time so

your fish can never get out. It makes no dif-

ference how much water you have if you can

save your fish.

As to food I refer to the quotation I have
made above; only I do not think they will

either eat fish or meat. I will also quote Mr.
Poppe on food. He says it may consist of

wheat, barley, corn, peas, bran, blood, sour

milk, or in fact almost anything. I also think

their habits are somewhat different in this coun-

try, as my fish are hatching now. I will now
close, hoping some one that knows more about

them will give us the benefit of their knowledge.
Levi Davis.

Forestville, Sonoma Co., Cal.

The Wheat and Chess Question.

Editors Press:—On a late excursion into the

favored land of Contra Costa, I had the pleas,

ure of meeting, among other Granger friends,

the Worthy State Lecturer, Mr. Pilkington,

who called my attention to the fact that the
"chess," commonly so-called by California

farmers, in this region at least, is not at all the

same plant understood by that name by the
rest of mankind; viz., not Bromus secalinus,

but a well-known old world weed-grass, which
I find varies very greatly in different locations,

but is nevertheless unquestionably the bearded
or "poison" darnel, Loiium temulentum. I

hereby make the correction, and, at the same
time, would like to call the attention of farmers

to the points illustrated thereby, viz:

1. The unreliability of the "common names"
of plants, carelessly and inaccurately as they
are applied by most persons, giving rise to

numberless, and sometimes extremely costly

mistakes. Hence the desirability of adopting
in common use the botanical names about
whose meaning there never can be any mistake,

and which are not a whit more difficult to re-

member or pronounce, in most cases, than is

any new name designating a new thing. No
one objects to magnolia, petunia, acacia, or
even eucalyptus, and numerous other botanical

names which fortunately passed into common
use before any misnomers were applied to the
corresponding plants by the public, or -by en-

terprising gardeners. Not that I propose to

discard good common names about whose mean-
ing no passably well informed man can have
any difficulty; but only that when new names
have to be given, as is so commonly the case in

California, or when old ones have been misap-
plied until their use gives rise to mistakes and
endless disputes about things regarding which
there can be no difference of opinion provided
the premises are mutually understood; it is

then better to resort at once to the systematic
names which are immutable. But in doing so,

let us be careful to be at least moderately accu-
rate, and c. g., not puzzle an incredulous world
by proclaiming that we are making paper out of

the trunks of the cactus when we are really

using the yucca; nor astonish a Coloradian by
dilating on our green slopes waving with
"buffalo grass"—a kind of exercise that no
well-behaved buffalo grass was ever guilty of,

but which is very admissible on behalf of the
"soft brome" grass (Browns mollis). These
are but a few of the scores of similar misnomers
that so often give rise to bootless discussions
and contradictory statements in our agricultural
journals and societies.

2. The second point to which I wish to direct
attention is the bearing of the confounding of

chess and darnel, on the question of the trans-
formation of wheat into chess, which is stoutly
maintained by some farmers to be a stubborn
fact, demonstrated by experiments instituted by
agricultural societies. The experiments were
made, e. </., by sowing clean wheat in several
boxes of earth judged to be free from chess
seed, on account of its having been taken in the
prairie, several miles away from any cultivated
land. It was found that the box, treated as it

would be in a good wheat season, produced
clean wheat; while those subjected to excessive
wet, or other ill treatment tending to stunt the
wheat, produced either wholly or partly chess,
i. e., Bromus secalinus. The demonstration was
judged to be complete, it being supposed im-
possible that the ground could be stocked with
chess seed in an open, virgin prairie.

But a scientific experiment designed to de-
mostrate so serious a fact as the transformation
of one species of plant into a totally different
one under the ordinary contingencies of a sin-
gle season, must leave nothing of the kind to
conjecture. Unless the soil had been artificially

prepared, or every germ surely destroyed by
burning, or at least by long boiling with water,

no such conclusion was warranted. I call the

question a serious one, because it involves in

its consequences not only the entire system of

improvement by selection of seed, but the
utility of sowing any.definite kind of seed at all.

If an unfavorable season can turn wheat into

chess, then carrots may be turned into parsnip
or poison hemlock; muskmelons may turn into

pumpkins or "chellicoke," tomatoes into egg
plants, and figs will grow on thistles. This is

so much the more probable, as according to the

facts developed in California, the same wheat
which in Illinois is turned into chess by a v:et

season, is here under similar circumstances con-

vert'ed into "poison darnel!"
The truth is that, so far from their being any

"stubborn facts " on record, showing that wheat
or any other plant is capable of being converted

into chess, darnel or anything else different

from wheat, and not capable of producing sound
wheat when sown—so far from this, every ex-

periment made with proper precautions against

mistakes arising from neglect of some controlling

circumstance, has proved the direct contrary.

Hence, it is accepted as a universal maxim,
acted upon ever since mankind began the prac-

tice of agriculture, that " seed will come true
"

within the limit of the variation of species.

Unfavorable circumstances may stunt or modify
a given plant, but it will still be the same plant,

stunted or modified, and capable of resuming
its ordinary appearance exactly upon the re-

moval of the modifying conditions. The wild-

est Darwinian, fully convinced that his ances-

tors were monkeys, is yet unable to show that

within the human record any other changes
than such as these have occurred, and he admits
the necessity of allowing millions of years for

the accomplishment of more radical ones, like

that of wheat into chess.

And there is a serious practical point to be

considered in this connection. If it be true

that an unfavorable season can turn wheat into

chess or darnel, then the poor farmer is help-

lessly at the mercy of the seasons and can but
fold his hands in the presence of a Providential

dispensation. The man in the parable thought
otherwise, for when his servants came to inform
him that his good seed had turned into tares,

he replied that he knew better, that the enemy
had sown the tares. The farmer who refuses

to believe that wheat will turn into cheat or

darnel, will be likely to do his best to get rid of

the pest; and, if he perseveres, will, in trying

seasons, harvest a moderate crop of clean wheat,

while his credulous and fatalistic neighbor will

have an equally clean and undefiled crop of

chess.

Facts are indeed stubborn tilings when freed

from the false interpretations with which inac-

curate observation, bias and illogical reason so

often surround them. The sum total of such
clearly established facts, systematically arranged
so as to show their connection ami the laws
which govern them, constitute modern science;

and no appearances, experiences or experiments
not tested by its rigorous methods of investiga-

tion, can fairly be cited as "stubborn facts."

Facta even apparently contradictory of well-

established scientific axioms, are much more
rare than " stubborn" illusions.

E. W. HlLGAItD.
University of California.

Cribbing Horses — Rat-Proof Granary.

Editors Press:—In your issue of 27th you
publish a recipe, evidently cut from one of your
exchanges, under the caption of " Rat-Proof
Paint " as follows:

"Mix finely powdered glass with pitch or coal-tar and
resin and paint your grain-bins with two coats, and it will

be too much for nit's teeth. They don't like the tar and
the sharp glass is still more disagreeable."

The above may be the experience of some one,

but is more likely to have been their guess and
given to the world without a trial. The author
evidently did not understand the nature of the

substances he was proposing to combine. Pitch

is pine tar and resin melted together. Resin is

the residuum left in the still after the distilla-

tion of turpentine. Coal tar is produced by the

destructive distillation of coal in the manufac-
ture of gas and mixes with resin only mechanic-
ally. Coal tar distillates, however, are peculiarly

offensive to the taste and smell of all animals

and insects. The coal tar itself is not so offen-

sive, while the smell of pine tar is agreeable to

most persons. It you impregnate or even coat

a piece of wood with the distillate of coal tar,

commercially known as "dead oil," neither horse,

rodent or insect will touch it or come near it.

I have cured a contirmed case of a cribbing horse

by the use of wood impregnated with dead oil,

in making his stall. I have also cured another
similar case by nailing laths impregnated with
the same oil over all the wood within reach of

his mouth. There were no marks of the horse's

teeth to show that he ever tried to bite the

wood. His sense of smell evidently made him
avoid it.

Pine tar or coal tar used as a coating on wood
dries in time with a smooth hard surface, and
thus dried has but little odor. I doubt whether
either of these tars used as a coating for wood
would keep out the rats. If filled with glass

perhaps they would do it, but 1 doubt even
that. I have repeatedly chewed both pine and
coal tar when they were in a semi-solid state,

and they have no offensive taste. Dead oil, on
the contrary, produces a burning sensation on
the flesh, which is greatly aggravated if taken
into the mouth even in the most infinitessimal

doses. The sensation of dead oil in the mouth
is quite like that of creosote.

It is this peculiar property of "dead oil" of

being offensive to all vermin that is taken ad-
vantage of for the preservation of timber to be
used in the construction of marine works. It

is the only known substance that will accom-
plish the same result. Wood thoroughly im-
pregnated with "dead oil" has never been
known to be eaten by the Teredo navalis or
the Limnorla terebrans, the two enemies of

wood immerged in salt water, or by the Ter-
mites or white ant of India and Africa, the
greatest enemy of wooden structures on the land.

Resin used in any mixture to protect a room
against rats would diminish the value of the
protection by exactly that much.

I could recommend for a rat-proof coating for

a granary covering, the bottom, top and sides

of the room with a mixture of dead oil and lime,

which substances readily combines, and then
sheath over the coating with three-quarter inch
redwood boards jointed at the edges, except the
floor, where I would use inch boards. The
door openings of a granary must also be pro-

tected by light half-doors in addition to the
main door or doors, say for three feet from
the floor, so that the rats and mice cannot run
in when the larger door is opened.

I propose this fall to prepare a room for a

granary exactly according to this formula I have
here given, knowing that it will be rat or mice-
proof, and believing it will keep away insects

also. I. C. Woods.
Mission San Jose, Cal.

Notes on Rose Culture.—No. 2.

Editors Press:—In giving, as I proposed in

my last, some further hints to the readers

the Press upon the culture and treatment of

the rose, specially applicable in this State, I

will begin by making a few general remarks

upon the subject. Spring is the most favorable

season to studying the defects in a garden while

most plants are in their first growth and bloom,

though many of the most important operations

are not performed at this time. In my previous

letter I directed special attention to the selec-

tion of sorts, coupled with the suggestion to

discard all worthless varieties, and only grow

the kinds which will reward the cultivator for

his care. The next point which should be con-

sidered, where any number is to be planted, is

the best method of arranging them so that each
variety shall be displayed to best advantage,
and the colors blend and harmonize. Nothing
is so shocking to refined taste as to see a garden
planted in incongiuous masses, without any
attempt at harmonizing for effect, yet this is so

commonly ignored that it is rare to see a garden
planted with taste. This neglect is specially

conspicuous in plants as large as the rose. Many
ladies who would observe the greatest scruples

in trimming a bonnet, by not placing rose color

in close proximity to scarlet, or dark scarlet

near light scarlet, etc. , almost invariably neg-

lect those points in planting or laying out their

gardens. The writer's attention and observa-
tion, among other points, has been specially di-

rected to this the present season. In growing
fine specimens of this plant the operation above
all others to be studied and applied, and the
one most generally neglected, even among many
who profess to be gardeners, is

Pruning
This can be performed either in fall or early

spring when the plant is in a dormant condition,

some prefer one time and some another, though
if there is any choice it is in favor of spring,

about a month previous to starting; yet it is of

so little consequence that any one will be en-

tirely safe in pruning at any time when the
plant is not growing. It is somewhat difficult

to give a system in writing, as no set rule will

apply for all classes and ages, but sufficient di-

rections can be laid down for any one with a
little care to be entirely successful. We will

start with the monthly or ever-blooming class.

There is little danger of pruning this class too

heavily; the fault is generally the other way.
After one year's growth the plant should be
treated similarly to a young grapevine, cutting

away all suckers and small center, and strag-

gling side stems and branches, only leaving

from one to three main canes, according to

growth; and cut from these canes all small

shoots, leaving an occasional spur. Care should
be observed to leave the straightest and strong-

est shoots, keeping in mind the symmetry of

the plant. The most favorite process is to

allow the main shoots to attain a bight of from
four to six feet and prune so as to form a head,

by cutting away all laterals which grow from
the side of the main shoots, and keeping the

top pruned back. This can be done at any time
when the plant is growing. As the plants at-

tain an age of from three to four years the same
general rule should be observed, pruning about
the same ratio. After some years' standing,

and often younger if the plant becomes stunted
or does not make a free or strong annual growth,
the pruning should be modified accordingly, and
when the growth is rank the pruning should
be heavy likewise. When too much wood is

left, although the flowers may be more numer-
ous for a few seasons, arc small and puny and
the plant is laid subject to mildew, especially

among the delicate teas, and it is impossible (with
the exception of rank growing kinds), for any

variety to continue in a healthful state for

many years if the system of pruning is not an-
nually applied. And again, when the roots
have to support an exorbitant amount of top,

being overstrained, they fall open to disease
and decay away, thus enfeebling the plant and
causing a sickly growth and puny flowers.

When a plant has thus become enfeebled the
only process by which its strength anJi vitality

can be renewed, is to cut away nearly all the
top, relieving the pressure upon the roots; fol-

lowing this up a few seasons until the plant has
become entirely recuperated. Roses which
have thus been allowed to become sickly,

scarcely ever make thrifty plants afterwards.

Some rampant growing sorts seem to thrive
under very rough treatment, but the effect, in
comparison to pruning, is poor, indeed, and in

the delicate varieties the consequence is fatal.

When over five years of age and the shape of

the bush formed, the pruning should be gov-
erned by the amount of annual growth made by
the plant; and many will understand me when
I say prune something in the style of a young
orchard, cutting away all small and feeble side

and center shoots, giving each portion of the
plant an equal balance; and above all not allow
too many shoots to grow jammed close together;
give them plenty of light, air and room. I lay

special stress upon this point because it is the
one so often neglected. The horticulturist or

vineyardist who pursues an exact and careful

system in trimming his orchard or pruning his

vineyard, will too often expect his rose garden
to flourish, year after year, without any par-

ticular attention upon this point.

The next class we will consider is the hydrid
perpetuals or remontants, which require hand-
ling differently, the growth being mostly long,

slender shoots with but few laterals or side

branches. In order to form a compact and
symmetrical bush, these shoots require to be
bent over and the top tied near the root,

thus giving a curved or bow form to them,
causing eyes throughout almost the entire

length to develop into branches, which would
otherwise remain dormant. Pruning then
should be confined to cutting off the whole
shoot, when done at all, though many kinds of

this class will require but little for the first few
years, while others, such as La Peine, will need
considerable. It is surprising to find how few
gardeners, as well as others, who understand

treating this class in the above manner, yet it is

the most satisfactory way it can be grown. As
the methods given for the two above classes can

be applied to all the others, since the style of

the growth of most of them resemble either the

one or the other, it will be unnecessary for me
to speak further of pruning, though a few re-

marks can be made on the Noisette and Climb-

ing rose. In training either of these classes

over arbors or trellis, a general thinning should

take place every season and special pains ob-

served to keep the suckers off. The Noisette is

often grown as a garden rose, and can be pruned
as the Monthly, for some strong growing sorts,

however, it is better to apply the system given

for the perpetuals. In a climate like this, the

common Climbing rose is of little value, as the

Noisette can be used to better effect. Where a

rank growth is required, however, for covering

a wall or blank surface, it is very valuable.

In order not to make this article too lengthy,

I will consider the effect and application of soil

and irrigation in my next. Z. Eason.
Santa Rosa, May 4th.

Butter Making.

Editors Press:—At our last Grange meet-

ing one of the brothers read a short article,

which the Grange wished forwarded to the

Press for publication. Being a practical dairy-

man, his subject was, "How I Make Butter."

To begin, I would have my cows in a good,

healthy condition.

Set the milk in a temperature of from 60° to

63°, as near as can be obtained, and skim in 48

hours; or, if a warmer temperature, skim before

the milk becomes thick. Churn every day.

Draw off the buttermilk, and wash the butter

with cool water, and usually would work the

butter in the worker with water, but not work
the water out. Put in one pound of salt to

14 pounds of butter, and work till well mixed.

Set away in a cool place. I usually put the

butter in a small pan and turn a large pan over

this, and set on the floor—this being the coolest

part of a room. Next morning work this but-

ter, but in no case to work until the butter be-

comes sticky, as this destroys its life and makes
it more like grease. I would then set this but-

ter away—say until the next evening. Then
mold, taking care to work the butter as little

as possible.

Mold neatly and cover with a cloth as usual,

taking care to cut (not tear) the cloth the proper

size—say long enough to turn over each end
one-quarter or one-half of an inch. Make the

cloth smooth on the rolls including the ends,

and lay on a tabic in a cool place until morning,
when the rolls will be firm and fit to pack for

market.
I would say if not desiring to churn every

day, if the quantity of cream is too small, put the

cream in a can, and at each skimming salt the

cream and stir it well together, and unless too

warm, it it keep good for two or three days.

A. B. Bryant.
Gait, Sacramento Co., Cal.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for this

department.

Address Before Danville Grange.

The following address was delivered some

weeks ago by \V. M. Charles Wood:

Fellow Patrons of Danville Grange:— In

assuming again, after an interim of two years,

the functions of the honorable and important

office of Master in our organization, perhaps it

would be well to begin with a few thoughts and

suggestions as to the true aims, purposes and

interests of the Order, which it is apprehended,

have been among many of its members, and by

the community at large, somewhat misunder-

stood and exaggerated. And it may be well

also, to say something of its shortcomings, but

it must be understood, I speak notby authority,

but rather what is conceived to be the drift of

sentiment in the Grange.

The complaint of injustice practiced toward

the farmers, as a class, has not always been

based upon facts, and has frequently been more
overdrawn and enlarged upon than they would
warrant. To the power and greed of capital has

been attributed most of the evils and depres-

sion under which we suffer, when possibly an

honest investigation would show the evils to be

magnified and the causes of depression to rest

elsewhere, sometimes even with ourselves. We
misuse the terms capital and capitalists, or

rather misapply them, and use them in a nar-

rower sense than we ought. It is forgotton that

farmers are all capitalists, to the extent of their

investments in production, although combining
them with their own labor. Take the cultiva-

tion of wheat for instance; the land wherein it

is grown is capital; the seed held over from the

previous year is capital; the animals and feed

used for tillage are capital; the cost of labor

bestowed in culture is capital ; the machinery
for harvesting and cost of running it are capital;

and the labor of delivering it at the landings and
depots is capital, and thus far the capital is in

the hands of the farmer, though he may own
but a moiety of it, and ought to receive fair

returns for its employment. The warehouses,

the railroads, and the vessels used in its next
step for concentration at the seaboard are capi-

tal, and their claim for proper remuneration
must be recognized; and so on through every
successive movement by land or sea until it

reaches the mouth of the consumer, capital is

used and those handling the wheat are entitled

to just compensation for their labor and means
employed. Here then is the problem: Do farm-

ers receive the average, compensation for capital,

time, labor and risk of loss thereof required in

its production, that others do in its subsequent
movement ! To that average return are the
farmers entitled, and proper efforts in obtain-
ing it are legitimate and commendable. These
observations apply with equal force to all the
productions of the farmer, and it is one of the
aims of the Order of "Patrons of Husbandry,"
and ihould be of every farmer : First, to find

out if undue discrimination is practiced against
them, and second, to remedy the inequality if

such be found to exist. Our efforts may be only
approximate in their results, because the inexor-
able law of supply and demand must be recog-
nized in all transactions. If more wheat is

raised than is needed for consumption within a
reasonable period or before another season
comes around, depreciation in prices is the in-

evitable consequence; if less, appreciation must
ensue. If we seek a world's market in the great
centers of population, the available production
of the world competing in that market (is to be
considered a factor. .Should that be in excess
of the demand the depreciation will fall mostly
upon the producer, for the reason the larger the
crop to go forward the greater the call for trans-
portation, for which owners can exact high rates
of freight. But the endeavor should be made
to get the world's market for our commodities,
less reasonable carriage and cost of handling,
and if to this end farmers ship wheat to Liver-
pool for their own account rather than sell at
any intermediate stage of transit, it is their
undeniable right to do so, and no one should
complain. It is in furtherance of these com-
mendable objects of equalizing compensations,
interest on capital and other burdens, that the
Grangers' Business Association, the Grangers'
Bank, the Farmers' Insurance Company, and
other like business institutions throughout the
State have been formed; and we, as farmers and
good Patrons'of Husbandry, should patronize
and foster them as much as is in our power.

Over-production in any of the industries is

the cause, above all others combined, of hard
times. Legislation may ameliorate or exagge-
rate, but does not, often, create them. The
approximate ratio between production and con-
sumption must be kept up, and, to a certain
extent, it is self-regulatipg; and it should be
one of our aims to so diversify our products that
a failure in one, or an excess in another, may
not be disastrous. The interests of city, town
and country are identical and co-extensive. Each
by fair exchange of its various productions,
ought to contribute to the general welfare of
the whole.

The'equitable assessment and collection of
taxes is another problem the farmer feels called
upon to assist in the solution of, and upon this

point it must be confessed that many of the

public utterances, by members of the Grange,

are very far from the facts in the premises. It

is assumed by not a few that the farmers pay
three-fourths of the taxes of the State, and the

Worthy State Lecturer of the Grange said id

December, in his official capacity, in a public lec-

ture, that the farmers paid four-fifths of the

taxes; whereas, as appears by the State Con-
troller's report, San Francisco alone in 1S76
paid over two-fifths, while Alameda, Santa
Clara, Sacramento, Los Angeles and San Joa-

quin counties, containing each large centers of

population, paid another one-fifth, to say noth-

ing of the tax derived from the mines and per-

sonal property in every town in the State.

Then he says our Supreme Court costs $80,000
per year and the District Judges $225, 000.

Whereas the expense of the Supreme Court in

1S76, including salaries of the Judges, was but

$49,600, and of the District Judges for same
year $114,000—sums large enough, and too

large, requiring immediate reduction without
doubt. Then again in a letter to the Patron in

November, this same official compared the cost

of the Government here with that of Minnesota,
and put down the Governor's salary at $14,-

000, and the salaries of subordinate State

officers at just double what are paid. He says,

total State salaries of Minnesota, $72,000; total

State salaries of California, $552,000. Now, if

he had divided the last sum by two, the amount
would be correct. The Governor gets but

$7,000. The truth is bad enough without this

exaggeration. And again, in a public lecture in

this county—if not misunderstood—he said it

cost $1 1,000,000 to govern California and only

$500,000 to govern Vermont. An exact state-

ment would be, perhaps, that the county and
city taxes for maintaining municipal govern-

ment, roads, schools, court-houses, jails, hos-

pitals, etc., were included in this sum of $11,-

000,000, of which the State levy is $4,000,000

($1,700,000 of that being for school purposes
alone), while in Vermont only State Govern-
ment expenses were included. Without even
the tax for schools, as from a report of the
Secretary of the Vermont State Grange, it ap-

pears upwards of $700,000 are raised there for

school purposes alone.

These misstatements are alluded to not from
any prejudice against the Worthy Lecturer, for

whem we all have a high regard, but because
the correction should emanate inside the
Grange, and to check mistaken zeal, and to hint

to our members to speak less at random, and
more within the compass of facts, which of

themselves make the showing odious enough.
All official salaries, National, State, county and
municipal, require adjustment, and in many
cases reduction, to the end that officers may be
paid what their services, with the responsibility

assumed, are worth and no more, as compared
with the compensation for skill and labor in the
various industries and occupations of the State;

and in this connection it may be suggested the
perquisites and fees require more careful revis-

ion than the stated salaries. Extravagance in

expenditures, public and private, is a prolific

source of corruption, fraud and embezzlement,
and it is the province of the Grange to assist in

its discouragement. To return, however, to

the question of taxes, and here let me say,

much more regard has been paid in Orange
council, in legislation, and by the public at
large, to the distribution of the revenue than
to the source from which it is derived; in my
view, putting the "donkey behind the cart."

Now, what just cause of complaint have we in

this regard?

1st. It may be said that the real and personal
property of the ordinary farmer, being harder
to cover up, is more generally reached by the
Assessor than other classes of property. Not
that this is wrong, only so far as it makes him
pay more than his proportion of taxes.

2d. That a higher valuation is put upon it,

according to what it will sell for in the market,
than upon other property, except possibly coin;

and the assessment rolls invariably show the
country to be mijerably poor and deficient, in-

deed, in that commodity.
3d. That land held in large tracts is assessed

at less valuation per acre than that held by the
ordinary farmer of the same quality, exclusive
of improvements, which in all cases are listed

separately.

4th. There being no central power to equal-
ize valuations made by 50 or more Assessors,
working without any concert of action, the valu-
ation between counties must necessarily vary
and discriminate against the lists of the more
conscientious officer.

5th. That although property and not the
person under our system is what is taxed, the
rule ought to be that the persons deriving the
actual use or income from the property, though
perhaps nominally not in the possession of it,

should bear their share in the burdens and cost
of government, which alike protects all interests
therein.

6th. That no class of property, not excepting
our own, is brought up to the standard contem-
plated by law in its rate of valuation. The
only equitable rule being to value it at what it

is worth approximately in the ordinary relations
of trade.

7th. That the renters and holders of personal
property, who have no real estate to secure the
taxes, are compelled by law unjustly to pay them
when the assessment is made, from six to ten
months before the same yearly taxes on real
estate and taxes on personal property secured
by it are made due and payable—a manifest in-
equality.

8th. That much property escapes taxation

altogether for the want of a more vigorous

searching out by the Assessors and a more strin-

gent enactment forcing every person to make a
full, unequivocal exhibit, without mental reserva-

tion, of what he is possessed of; and finally, in

this connection, we complain that in a State

having 1,000,000 of inhabitants and over 100,-

000,000 acres of land, with rich developed, as

well as undeveloped mints of coal, quicksilver,

and the precious metals; with vast agricultural,

grazing and timber resources; with large cen-

ters of population; with much foreign capital

seeking investment; with a growing commerce
both national and international; with large and
various manufacturing industries already estab-

lished, and with the gold and silver tide over-

flowing from sister States and Territories into

our lap for investment—the Assessors thereof

can only find the sum of $5S6,980, 107 worth of

property at its full cash value, as the Constitu-

tion requires.

Why ! the wealth, if correctly stated, of the

millionaires alone of San Francisco would make
nearly one-half of that amount; the cash value
of the railroads now in operation in the State,

and the corporate franchises and property of

banks, insurance companies, mines, etc., nearly

another half. We know from the assessment
rolls that the small farmer does not pay taxes

on over 40% to 60% of the true valuation of his

property, the large landholder on not over 15%
to 20%, the railroads on 15 £ to 20%, the banks
on 25% to 40%, and the holders of coin on 25% to

40%— see statement of amount in vaults of the
banks and compare it with the coin found by
the Assessors, especially in Alameda county

—

and we do not belkve, from the best sources of

information, that more than one-fourth the
valuation of personal property, especially in

cities, is reached. To sum up, we do believe

that instead of less than $600,000,000 being
assessed, there should be at least $2,000,000,000
or $2,500,000,000, and that 50 cents on the
$100 valuation would be ample for all purposes
of State and county taxation. Nor is the farm-
er alone in these complaints; they are shared
in by every conscientious and honest property
holder in the commonwealth, and all should
unite in seeking the remedy, which is to be
found in a simple amendment to the Constitu-
tion of the State, and a higher standard of busi-

ness integrity in giving in property, and making
assessments at full value by the Assessors.

[Concluded next week.)

Worthy Lecturer's Visits.

Editors Press:—On Monday, the 17th inst.,

in company with the State Master, Bro. Steele,

and Bro. Gardner, the Vice-President of the

California Fire Insurance Co., we left San

Francisco by the 8:30 a. m. train for Santa

Clara, our next place of appointment. On ar-

rival at Santa Clara, we were met by the Wor-

thy Master of Santa Clara Grange, Bro. Keith,

and taken to the Cameron house, and

treated as his guests. Here instead of a sepa-

rate meeting with the Santa Clara Grange, with

closed doors, an arrangement had been made
between Santa Clara and San Jose Granges to

hold a closed meeting on that day for both

Granges, and a public meeting and picnic at

Cook's grove on the following day for the joint

benefit of the same, thus giving the whole of

Monday to a closed meeting for the good of the

Order to both Granges, and the whole of Tues-
day for a public meeting and picnic for the
same. The arrangements proved to be a great
success, thus giving ample time for all the
G range work necessary to be done both at the
closed and public meeting. We would say that
from such meetings all join in the conclusion,

that great good is accomplished to the Order,
as all questions relative to the Grange and its

purposes can be freely discussed and settled, as
well as what relates to the three institutions

connected not only with the <i range movement,
but a practical point of the Grange work, viz.

:

The Crangers' Bank, the Grangers' Business
Association and the Grangers' Mutual Fire In-

surance Co. With these institutions it is not
only a benefit to every (irauger to become inti-

mately acquainted, but there is a retroactive

good; first, in helping to build up and keep
alive their most desirable Orange work, and
secondly in becoming partakers in the great
benefits they are capable of conferring. The
better any and all Oranges are practically ac-

quainted with them, the more thoroughly will

they deem them a necessity and to the Grangers
especially a positive helper.

The whole afternoon of Monday was spent at
Santa Clara Grange, discussing and settling

questions of practical interest to the Order and
the whole of Tuesday from 10 a. m. to 6 p. m.

was spent on the picnic grounds in that most
admirably suitable grove, in first listening to a
most able and eloquent address from the State
Master, Hon. I. C. Steele, on Grange history
both National and State, Grange purposes and
accomplishments, and the Grangers future ob-
jects—which, by the frequent laudations, was
well received by some 1,500 persons within
the hearing of his voice. The second exercise
was our own address as State Lecturer, on the
Constitutional Convention; and third was a
detailed statement from Mr. Gardner, on the
condition and standing of the Grangers' Bank,
the Grangers Business Association and the

Farmers' Mutual Insurance Company, of which
last he is Vice-President After these different
addresses, everybody present was invited to
partake of the Grangers' picnic spread out on a
regular camp ground of tables, in abundance
sufficient to feed all.

How true it is that a Grange picnic is always
a success; abundant is ever the supply of every
variety both of the substantial and the delica-
cies—as well as in the good cheer. The social
dance and the opportunity for everybody to see
and talk with their neighbors for miles around
them were well enjoyed. Such a meeting as
received us at Santa Clara and San Jose, pre-
sided over in the first place by Bro. Keith,
Master of Santa Clara Grange, and in the sec-
ond place by Bro. Settle, Worthy Master of San
Jose Grange, gives good guarantee that their
respective Granges are fully alive to our noble
and glorious cause, and that in their hands it

will ever be successful.

While in San Jose we made a visit to the new
store built by the Farmers' Union, at an ex-
pense for lot and building of about $80,000.
This building would grace any city in the
Union, and for convenient arrangement and
general facility for doing business has no supe-
rior anywhere. This institution is of great
benefit to the farmers of the Santa Clara valley,
and as a teacher of the Grange principle to do
only a cash business, is of great importance to
the Grange movement.

Hollister.

From San Jose we next put in our appear-
ance at Hollister, to fill our appointment there
on Wednesday, the 15th inst, where we were
met by Bros. Oliver and Stockton, ready to
take ub to their respective homes and entertain
us. Here we were met in closed meeting by
Hollister Grange to hear from the Worthy
State Master of the good things he had in store
for them, and after a very friendly discussion
of all questions before us partook of a Grange
lunch to the better fitting one and all for the
duties of the public meeting in the afternoon.
There was not a large but respectable audience,
not only Grangers but farmers and citizens. In
the usual way there was discussed, first, the
objects of the Grange by the State Master Bro.
Steele, the Constitutional Convention by the
State Lecturer, and the Grange institutions by
Bro. Gardner, to all of which there was a most
satisfactory response by the meeting. After
the usual congratulations we were accompanied
by Dr. Flint to the McMahon house and most
comfortably provided for till our early morning
departure for our next place of appointment

—

Walnut Creek.

On Friday, the 17th inst., we found Walnut
Creek Orange in readiness to receive us, but
only in closed meeting, as here they felt it a
greater necessity to enjoy such a meeting for

private discussion than to divide the time
between a private and public meeting; and truly

the time was held to be a profitable one, for only
by such meetings can the Subordinate Grange
and the State Grange, through its represent-

atives, become fully acquainted and as fully

posted in the genuine interests of the Order.

Here was time and opportunity to ask all ques-

tions pertaining to our practical interests, and
to privately discuss and settle them; also to

become personally acquainted with their State

Head of the Order, and to hear from his lips

words of wisdom and truth, regulating not only
the Order in the State of California but also his

cheering report from the National Grange.
Separating for the day, each of us was most
comfortably taken care of, and landed at Dan-
ville in time for the morning meeting on Satur-

day, the 18th inst., which will be described in

our next. B. Pilkington,
State Lecturer.

In Memoriam.

Raisina Grange, Central California colony,

May 18th, 1878.

Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty in

his providence to take from this life our well-

beloved brother, Dr. Chas. R. Watson,
Resolved, That Bro. Watson was a shining ex-

ample of energy, industry, hopefulness and
charity.

Resolved, That in his death this Grange has

lost a worthy member, this Order a most zealous

Patron, this community a most useful citizen,

society a most estimable man and his family a

most affectionate husband and father.

Resolved, That this Grange tenders itssincer-

est sympathy and condolence to the bereaved

family.

Resolved, That these resolutions be placed

upon the minutes of this Grange, that a copy

be sent to the family of the deceased, and that

copies be furnished for publication to the county

papers, the Pacific Rural Press, California

Patron and Sacramento Record- Union.

Howard B. Marks, Sec'y.

French Horse Feed.—We read that the

large Omnibus Company of Paris, which em-

ploys several thousand horses in its daily work,

and which has been trying for many years to

discover the most efficient and cheapest means

of feeding the animals and of keeping them in

good condition, has at last come to the conclu-

sion that straw and linseed cake mixed will

best fulfill the requirements.

Latest advices indicate a pacific turn in the

affairs between Russia and England, the former

consenting to lay the treaty of San Stefano be-

fore a congress, to meet at Berlin June 1 1th.
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California.
BUTTE.
A Mammoth Ego.—Mr. Sam Plymire, of Grid-

ley, called at the Register office last Saturday

and left an egg which was laid by a Canary

bird of the Brahma species, owned by him. It

is an ovarian monstrosity, measuring nine

inches in circumference from end to end, seven

and a half inches round the center, and weighs

four ounces. The bird died.

COLUSA.
The Rain.—Sun, May 25: We have had

this week seventy one-hundredths of rainfall,

giving in all just 33 inches for the season. The
rain has done some damage to the hay that was

down—and there was a great deal of it down,

but it has helped up somewhat the late sown

grain, and has put a great deal of land in good

condition for summer-fallowing. There being

no wind with it, it did not knock the wheat

down a great deal. This is generally the

trouble with spring rains. The least wind,

when grain is wet, knocks down the heaviest of

it. Taken all together, it is quite likely that

the rain has done as much good as harm. Any
rains in the future, until fall, would be abso-

lutely harmful.

LOS ANGELES.
The Bees.—Outlook, May 22: The bees

have commenced making fine white honey from

the ball sage. A ton of it was sent into Los

Angeles from the ranch of Butler & Co., in Ver-

dugo canyon the other day.

Honey.—Santa Ana Times : J. F. Pullee,

living in the mountains southeast of town, in-

forms us that one day last week he extracted

120 pounds of honey from three stands of bees.

Also that the bees are doing splendid now, and

making honey at a lively rate.

Quality of Honey.—Express, May 25 : We
shall have a very superior brand of honey in

Los Angeles county this year, and we want the

dealers of San Francisco to note this fact.

Wheat.—Anaheim Gazette, May 25: The

past few days of sunshine has brightened the

hopes and crops of the farmers wonderfully.

The prospect a week ago for the wheat crop was

very gloomv, but it is now certain that at least

half a crop "will be harvested. The late sown

wheat is untouched by rust. The late rains,

fogs, and humidity of the atmosphere generally

has had a rather disastrous effect on the wheat

crop. We are told that rust has appeared on

all the early sown wheat in this section, and

that the most of it will be a failure. One ex-

ception, however, is to be noted. The wheat
sown by the Miles Bros, and by Mr. Gwin
shows no signs of rust, and there is every indi-

cation that it will mature in a perfect condi-

tion. The kind sown by them is the "Odessa

wheat," and its superiority over the "Sonora

wheat" will probably be fully established this

year.

MERCED.
Crops.—Argus, May 25: We rode through

the immense grain fields of Mr. Henry Huff-

man last week, and we have never before seen

the grain look so full of promise. We believe

that some three years ago, the grain on this

farm looked a little more thrifty to the

casual observer, but upon close inspection the

straw grew more rank and bushy, but

this year the beauty and real value is in the

heads; the stalks are slender, while the head

is full and round, giving signs of a glorious

crop. The recent cloudy weather has been

most favorable to grain-growing, and the farm-

ers have high hopes.

SAN DIEGO.
Dates.—News, May 23: Letter from W. G.

Le Due, Commissioner of Agriculture, to George

N. Hitchcock, Secretary San Diego Lyceum :

"I have just received from Egypt four small

bags of date seed of a variety called 'sewah,'

from the oasis of Sewah and Seltaine. I have

Bent you one of these bags for your use; plant

these with the groove down. I am advised by

my correspondent in Egypt, General Stone,

that the date palm will not bear fruit unless it

is moved from the location in which it started

to grow, that it is absolutely necessary to trans-

plant the tree to be successful in raising fruit

if it is only a yard from where it started. I am
also informed that in Egypt the blossoms of the

female trees are fertilized by hand. In what
manner I have not yet learned, but will write

to Gen. Stone and make the inquiry. It may
be that your date palms, which you say have

never borne perfect fruit, are all of one sex, or

it is possible that the condition which he de

scribes as necessary, to wit: transplanting, has

not been complied with. As to the manner of

curing dates and all that pertains to its profita

ble culture, I shall endeavor to inform you it

the agricultural report for 1878."

SAN JOAQUIN.
The Crop Prospect.—Independent, May 24

Favorable reports continue to be received from
all portions of the valley concerning the pros-

pect for an abundant crop of grain. We are,

however, informed that rust has appeared in

some localities, but it is not expected that any
serious damage will result from that cause.

The late rains have also caused the heavy grain
to lodge, yet most of it will come up again so

that it can be harvested. The harvesting sea-

son will be much later than usual, as the moist
cool weather has been very favorable to the
growth of the grain and the quality of the berry
ought to be better than in average seasons.

SANTA BARBARA.
Santa Maria Valley.—Cor. Santa Barbara

Press: It reminds one of the San Joaquin val-

ley, to ride through from Guadalupe toFregler's,

at the head of the Santa Maria valley, and see

one continuous field of grain, some just begin-

ing to "foot" and some about ready to harvest.

It would be utterly impossible for a stranger to

see Santa Maria valley now, and believe the
drouth could have such an effect upon the
general appearance of the country as it did last

year. Experience should make wise men, if it

does not. Near Guadalupe I saw some grain
which looked extra well, and upon interroga-

ting my companion, Mr. E. J. Preston, as to

the cause, was told that the land had been
plowed early last winter and then in February
the grain was sown upon the land and plowed
in; thus accounting for the absence of malva,
kale or other foul growths. It would be well

for farmers whose land is infested with foul

growths to take a hint from this; as in many
places twice plowing the land will often insure

a crop, where once plowing may allow foul

growths to get the advantage of the grain, or

drouth may cause it to blast. Los Alamos has

about 3,0(10 acres of grain, mostly wheat,
which bid fair for an extra large yield. Lom-
poc people are doing a driving business in the

way of threshing machines. Messrs. Angeline,

Reed and Streeter ordered a steam thresher,

and Mr. McDaniel has ordered an engine to be

used with Mr. Preston Hodge's separator.

Messrs. Summers & Fabing and Mr. Huyck
have ordered two horse-power machines, and
it will take all the machines some time to clean

out all the grain in Lompoc and vicinity.

SHASTA.
Tall Rye.—Record, May 25: Willard C

Welch brought two stalks of rye to this office

the other day, one measured full, and the other

a little short, of eight feet.

SISKIYOU.
Editors Press:—It has been sprinkling

with light showers for two days, and still at it.

Some of our grain is just coining up out of the

ground. It looks late to the writer. Heavy
loads of grain are daily arriving in town.—

R

D. Nunnally, Etna.

STANISLAUS.
Fine Samples of Grain.—Netvs, May 23:

Mr. Henry Miller brought to our office some of

the finest samples of wheat we have yet seen

It was grown on his farm near Salida, in this

county. Many of the heads were eight and
nine inches in length, whilst one measured over

eleven inches. True the grain when pulled

was only in bloom, still the meshes were well

formed, showing there would have been five

and six kernels to the mesh. The stalks, as

well as blades, were vigorous, and there is no

reason why the yield should not have been im-

mense. The large, or at least longer heads

were of the Nonpariel variety. There were
also on some of the stalks shoots two feet from

the root, springing from a joint, with heads of

grain maturing. There were other stalks where
nature apparently not satisfied with her lavish

work, after completing the growth of one vig

orous head of grain, had started a second. Na-
ture appeared in several instances, from the

samples shown, to be attempting to surpass her

own perfect laws of production.

SUTTER.
The Crops.—Banner, May 25: From the

best information we can get from various por

tions of our county, we conclude that the wheat
crop of Sutter county will fall short of last year

both in quantity and quality. There is, how
ever, a large portion of the county lying immed
ately west of Feather river and extending nearly

the entire length of the county, where crops of

all kinds are fully up to the average, and which
is troubled with but little cheat or oats. The
barley is now fast ripening and the wheat
filling under the present favorable weather,

The low lands, however, have not fared so well

as we hear much complaint from cheat and of

grain drowned out during the flood of last win
ter. The hay crop is very large and conse

quently low in price, and is being secured in

good condition. The editor of the Colusa Sun
is incorrect in his article on the state of the

crops, in so far as his assertion that the land

lying contiguous to the Colusa road is the best

grain-producing portion of the county, there

being other parts of the county fully up to that

as good grain land, and the strip already spoken
of being superior.

TULARE.
Farm Hands.—Delta, May 24: The de

mand for good farm hands in this county will

be great in a few days, and continue during th

harvest season, at good wages. This county
offers greater inducements for first-class farm
hands than any other in the State, as many of

them, if they desire to do so, can locate Gov
ernment lands and find employment at teaming
or other work till they can pay them out, or

can homestead and put their money into im

Erovements. Improved land is cheaper and of

etter quality than in any other county, and
the demand for steady help the year round is

ever increasing.

The Settlers' Warning.—The following is

the warning of the settlers of Hanford, of which
mention was made last week: "Whereas, On
October 20th, 1877, there was patented to the

S. P. R. R. Co., of California, 230,500 acres of

lands, between Goshen, in Tulare county, and
Huron, in Fresno county ; lands that are, and
for the past several years have been occupied by
actual settlers, who, by their united efforts, in

constructing irrigating ditches, have given thsse

lands their present value ; and whereas, we
verily believe that these lands were never
ranted to the S. P. R. R. Co., and that they

are neither in law nor equity entitled to them,
and that they now openly refuse to comply with
the contract with the Government, and complete
the road, as required by the Act of July 27th,

1S66, but yet hold these lauds and our improv-
ments ; and whereas, they are now grading
these lands from $10 to $45 per acre, which is at

least 25% over and above their true value (either

from an incompetency of their grader, or, to

carry a point in law upon their part) ; and
whereas, we verily believe that this high price

for the purpose of compelling settlers to

abandon their improvements, including their

present crops

—

their all—to this corporation, or

ts "dummies," who will make a fictitious pur-

chase of said company and then ask the protec-

tion of the law as innocent purchasers; therefore,

esolved, first, that all men are hereby warned
against purchasing any of these lands that are

occupied by actual settlers, as no man can peace-

ably occupy them, or any portion of them, to

our exclusion, until our case is finally adjudicated

by the U. S. Supreme Court. By order of the

Settlers' Grand League."

Arizona.
A Yuma Apiary.—Sentinel: A couple of

months ago a Mr. Randolph, of San Diego
county, brought a wagonload of bees out here,

in search of bee-range. He found it all along

the Gila. Peck, of Mohawk, who is always
trying some thing new, induced Randolph to

stop there and go into the bee business with
him. The bees did so well that Randolph
brought out another load, making 40 stands,

and has now gone for still more. The gums at

Mohawk are now full to overflowing, besides

what has been shipped farther into the interior,

and what has been sold to teamsters and trav-

elers. They have now over a ton of honey at

Mohawk, and Peck has just taken out 60 empty
five-gallon coal-oil cans, to put it in. He also

took out a large lot of lumber for new hives, as

the bees will be swarming vigorously next
month and in June. There will be bees to sell.

Randolph[isan old bee-man, having been 10 years

in the business, and is much pleased with his

new range. Wild flowers are much more
abundant here than most people seem willing to

believe; and they are rich in honey, as the

humming-birds discovered long ago. A white
sage is also very abundant.lresembling that of

San Diego, and from which the bees make
comb and honey rivaling, in whiteness and
flavor, the choicest frames of southern Cali-

fornia. They have made much honey from
willow and mezquite blossoms abounding along

the Gila, and, strange to say, seem very fond of

gustamote that grows so freely along the river.

The brilliant blossoms of the whipstock cactus

have furnished a delicious honey. For this,

and for blossoms of iron-wood and palo-verde,

the bees fly far from the river. From the

ubiquitous hediondilla, or creosote-bush, they

make no honey, but get quantities of bee-bread.

Peck guarantees that honey of the Gila valley

will soon drive the California article out of

Arizona markets. This is the kind of enter-

prise that builds up a new country, and we
wish it unbounded success.

News in Brief.

New York brewers are sending beer to Ger-

many.
Of the 2,500 doctors in Philadelphia, 500 are

homoeopathists.

The cars are again running between Vallejo

and Sacramento.
Last month $2,470,000 of the new silver dol-

lars were coined.

Prof. Martin made another successful bal-

loon ascension on Sunday last.

The Chinese butchers in this city are being

arrested for keeping their shops open on Sunday.
The improvement in the iron trade is thought

to denote an amendment in business generally.

According to the Yuma Sentinel, the condi-

tion of Indians on the Colorado reservation is

truly deplorable.

It is rumored in Cheyenne that four com-
panies of cavalry will leave Fort Russell shortly

for the Big Horn country.

Oakes Ames was supposed to be worth $15,-

000,000 when he died, but the estate will not

pan out over $25,000.

George Fozard and Edward Drummond
were drowned on Sunday last by the upsetting

of a boat off Angel island.

The recent rain at San Bernardino was the

heaviest of the season, one and three-eighths in-

ches having fallen.

The citizens of Chicago are arming against

apprehended disturbances from the Commu-
nists.

The Russian government is negotiating with
the Boston Iron Company for the manufacture
of heavy ordnance.

Peralta accomplished his feat of riding 305

miles in 15 consecutive hours at Fleetwood
Park, New York, in 14 hours and 31 minutes,

having 29 minutes to spare.

A terrific rain-storm and flood occurred in

Colorado lately, doing great damage in Denver,

and on the railroads in that section several lives

were lost.

Four camels, three young and one old, have
been running at large near Mineral Park, Ari-

zona. The old one is supposed to have been
c.e of the 30 brought over in 1855 at the ex-

pense of the government. They live on cactus

and sag* bru*h.

There were 82 deaths in this city last week.
Moritz Marks was drowned last Sunday

while bathing at North Beach.
A thousand Chinese fishermen a/e operating

at Point San Pedro, San Pablo bay.
Half a million orange trees are growing at

Riverside, Los Angples county.
A car-load of eggs from the East has arrived

at San Francisco.

Mohair in considerable quantity is being
shipped from southern Oregon to this city.

A water-spout burst at Barrington, a suburb
of Chicago, killing three persons.

Utah potatoes are selling in Deadwood at
five cents a pound.
The price of both government and railroad

securities have improved lately in the East.
A tree at Marysville, nine years old and 11

feet high, upon which there are 1,100 oranges.
The trouble among the settlers in Tulare

county in regard to railroad lands continues.

A ton of honey was received at Los Angeles,
last week, from the bee ranch of Butler & Co.
James Gordon Bennett won $60,000 betting

on O'Leary's winning the great walking match.
The bill creating the Territory of Oklohama

has been agreed upon by the House Committee.
By the jumping from the track of a train at

Dutch Flat last week, six cars were wrecked
and Charles Cassidy, a brakeman, killed.

Gov. Hartranft, of Pennsylvania, has ap-
pointed delegates to the International Prison
Commission at Stockholm.
They have had destructive floods at Dead-

wood in the Black Hills, also at Denver, Col-

orado.

Thurlow Weed pronounces Moody the
greatest preacher that has appeared since Paul's

time.

The famine in China is pressing upon 15,000,-

000 of people, while 60,000,000 are suffering

more or less distress.

Narcisse, a Frenchman, shot himself at
Pleasanton in the mouth, causing instant death.
Cause unknown. He leaves a wife in Paris.

The baker at St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum,
at San Rafael, committed suicide by shooting
himself one day last week.
Henry Roberts (colored) was hanged at

Shelby, N. C. , last week, for murder. He
died protesting his innocence.

Alexander H. Stephens announces himself

as a candidate for re-election from the Augusta
(Ga.) District.

The total receipts of the Cincinnati musical
festival amounted to $67,500; the expenses,

$40,000.
Seven large mills at Fall River have stopped

for a week, and in a few weeks all the mills will

probably run only half time.

In 1850, the length of the railway lines all

over the earth was only 19,000 miles ; in 1875,

it had increased to 200,000.

A large mass meeting of the Socialistic

Labor Party was held in New York, May 25th.

Addresses were made in English and German.
The Free Labor Exchange last week found

employment for 94 persons, of whom 75 were
men, and 87 of them were sent into the country.

The Maxwell land grant in New Mexico con-

tains over 60,000 acres of coal lands, in which
the average thickness of the coal bed is six feet.

Capt. J. B. Moore, formerly of this city,

now a ranchman in central Nevada, will be a

candidate for Lieutenant-Governor in that

State.

John Bright said in a recent speech at Roch-
dale that one-third of the whole land of the

United Kingdom, being no less than 23,000,000
acres, belongs 935 men.

Moses, chief of the Northern Indians, says he
desires peace with the whites. The people of

southern Idaho are fearful of trouble with the

Bannock Indians. •

Judge Hoffman has decided that the $19,-

821.55, recovered from the wreck of the steam-

ship San Francisco, belongs to the party of

divers who secured it.

The Pennsylvania State militia is rapidly be-

ing placed on a war footing in anticipation of

labor troubles at Pittsburg and in the coal

regions.

Frank Daly fell off a freight train near the

American river railroad bridge on the evening

of the 22d ult., and 20 cars passed over him.

He died in a few hours.

On the 11th of April a tornado swept over a

portion of the city of Canton, China, destroying

9,000 houses and causing the death of about

10,000 persons.

There is on exhibition at the Paris exposi-

tion a silver set manufactured by Tiffany & Co.,

of New York, for John W. Mackey, that cost

$200,000.
Opium smoking is rapidly increasing among

the white men and women of Virginia City,

who visit the Chinese quarter day and night to

indulge in this disgusting and hurtful practice.

The late tornado in Wisconsin turns out to

be more destructive than was at first supposed.

Thirty lives were lost and nearly 100 people in-

jured in a single county, besides a vast amount
of property destroyed. The track of the storm

was from a quarter to half a mile in width and
extended over several counties.

Stewart's hotel for women, which was
opened not long since in New York, is said to

have proved so much a failure that it is to be

transformed into a general hotel, the number
of boarders having dwindled down from 60 to

15, while the expenses are $700 daily.

Over 500 Chinamen arrived lately at Port-

land, Oregon, direot from China. Great num-
bers of these people are entering the mines of

Oregon, Idaho and Montana, by way of the
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A Mother's Joy.

[Written for RURAL Prkss by S.
|

A Utile cherub, bright and fair.

Came ciut of Paradise.

It nestled in a mother's arms,

An angel in disguise.

blissful thought, () wondcrous power.

When earth and heaven meet
In one sweet rapture of delight,

A human form complete!

The rosebud grows on thorny stem
Krom out oof earthly sod

—

In fragrance is a breath of heaven,

Its pearly tints from God.

So in our home, with fostering care

This wonderous being grow,
As plant, that opens to the sun,

Is fed with evening dew.

We saw her little life expand
Through one brief Meeting year.

Just as we live our daily round
With smile, and hope, and tear.

The cooing music of her voice

Came forth as if she knew,
1 watched her every look and sound,
Just as all mother's do.

Till soon I heard two little words
Too sacred to repeat:

Lest I might spoil, with my harsh tones

Their melody so sweet.

And so they sparkle, as I gaze.

Such things, so nameless here.

As atoms in the sunbeam glow

—

The sunbeam of that year!

Another little sparklet came
From out the heavenly name

I caught it on my raptured breast.

I loved her just the same!

I will not doubt thy righteous wa\9
If in my bosom shine,

A light enkindled from thyself,

O, blessed source Divine !

The Dickens Party.

[Written for the Ri'kal Press by Eiila.)

The usual weekly rehearsal was over, but

Mrs. Grey and John Blake were trying a new
duet, and the rest of the singers were improv-

ing their conversational powers. Miss Norton

drew Emma Ulake apart from the others, say-

ing, "Come here, I want to tell yon some-

thing!
"

"Well, what is it ?
"

"You know Miss Harwood is going back to

Yuba City in a couple of weeks." Emma
nodded assent. "We want to have some folks

over at the house before she leaves, and I

thought it would be pleasant to get up a Dick-
ens party, which need not be an elaborate,
formal affair, but wotdd make plenty of fun.

What do you think of the idea?"
"I think it would be delightful. I shall be

sure to go—that is, if 1 have an invitation"

—

and Emma laughed roguishly.

"You little goose," said Miss Norton, giving
her a sly pinch, "of course you won't get one,
so you'll have to stay at home aud imagine
what a pleasant time the rest of us are having.
But do you own 'Dombey and Son' or the 'I'ick-

wick Bapers ?
' I thought it would be nicer to

have the characters from two or three books,
and then they could act their parts better than
if taken bap-hazard from the whole of Dickens'
works."
Emma went to the book-case and took down

'Dombey and Son" from its place between "A
Life for a Life" and "A Modern Mephistoph-
eles," and the two turned its pages eagerly.
"You must be Miss Tox, Emma. I think

you would make such a nice old maid, only you
don't look faded enough"—and Miss Norton sur-
veyed her friend's blooming countenance criti-

cally.

" We could pretend that Miss Tox had re-

newed her youth. I thiuk 1 should like that
part, for then I could sit in a corner and wor-
ship Mr. Dombey afar oil'. By the way, who is

to be Mr. Dombey ?

"

"Haven't decided. Who would take that
part do you think ? " And then followed so
many suggestions and objections and hints
about different characters, interspersed with so
much laughter that the duet was postponed and
all crowded around to learn the cause of the up-
roar. They discussed and discarded plan after
plan, until the clock struck eleven.
Come, let's go home," said Dick Norton,

"you don't know any more after all this chin
music than when you commenced."
But Emma Blake thought differently. Coun-

try life is apt to be a little dull for young
people, and especially monotonous to those who
have been accustomed to the advantages which
a large city offers. So she was well pleased
with the idea which promised so much amuse-
ment, and went to bed wondering what ancient
garments she could find for the arraying of uoor
Miss Tox.

The eventful day arrived. The whole family

were going, as Miss Morton would not hear to

Mr. and Mrs. Blake remaining at home, but

pressed them into service as Tony Weller and
wife.

Mrs. Blake was transformed into a nice old

lady by a full black alpaca dress, a long, white

apron with strings, an old-fashioned silk hand-

kerchief with a gorgeous border of roses, and a

cap made from a heavily embroidered black

lace veil.

Mr. Blake was a thin man, but was padded
to such a degree that he was a fit representative

of the Wellere.

Emma wanted John to be Mr. Toots, but he

said he should go as the Boots at the Holly

Tree inn, or stay at home; and as Mr. and Mrs.

Harry Walmers, Jr., were among the invited

guests, she yielded the point and thought it

might not be a bad idea after all.

Kate was 'Melia, little Paul's friend at school,

and wore a long, black dress of Emma's, a

white bib apron, and her thick brown hair

coiled on the top of bet head.

Miss Tox was arrayed in old-fashioned black

silk of her mother's—perfectly plain except

some lace on the corsage and sleeves. Her
broad lace collar was fastened by an ancient

cameo, and her lilac and white belt which hung
down three-quarters of a yard at one side, had
been worn by her grandmother 40 vears before.

Her hair was combed low over her ears and
fastened at the back with a high tortoise-shell

comb— also her grandmother's. "1 know it

will comedown," said Emma, as she put in the

last hairpin, "it feels so loose; but there's one
comfort, if it does, it can't come off." She had
some trouble about the locket Miss Tox was
supposed to wear when in full dress; she had
one, but it was hardly large enough; finally her
mother solved the difficulty by hunting up an
old locket, fully three inches across, contaiuin

a portrait of her great-grandfather; this, and a

huge fan of turkey's feathers ~>0 years old, com
pleted Miss Tox's costume.
"We must start early," she said, "for you

know the house has no hall, and who wants to

go through the room with everyone staring at

you ?
"

They were early, the first comers, in fact

The door was opened by Dick as Sam Weller.

His jacket and pantaloons were trimmed with a
broad stripe of orange; his top boots were dec
orated in a similar manner, and he wore a dash-
ing red cambric necktie.

"Mary, my dear," said this gorgeous iudivid

ual to Miss Norton, "show the ladies to their

room."
1 wish you could have seen how gay and

pretty she was in the capacity of Mary, the
housemaid. "You never looked so nice in

your life," said Miss Tox, glancing admiringly
from the short gray dress to the quilled

bonier of the coquettish little cap.

"Do you really think so ! You see that dress
I expected to have sent from home did not
come, so I had to rig up these tilings this after

noon. Wait a minute; I've got some pampas
grass for you. Don't you know that Dickens
says that strange grasses were sometimes per-

ceived in Miss Fox's hair ? And he ought to

be good authority." So the grass waved around
Miss Tox's high comb.
As they entered the back parlor in came Miss

Norton's friend, Miss Harwood, dressed as
Grandma Wardle.
Grandma Wardle this is my friend, Miss

Fox!"
"Hey?" cried (irandma, with a peculiar

rising inflection.

"Miss Tox, (irandma," repeated the pretty
housemaid, with decided emphasis on the sur-
name of the maiden lady.

"No use," said (Irandma, shaking her head,
"I can't hear; but it don't much matter."
Sam Weller, however, could make the old

lady hear. "Mr. l'ickwick, (irandma," cried
he, bringing forward that illustrious gentleman
brave in his party dress.

"Ah," said she, "I can't hear you, but I dare
say he don't care for an old voman like me."

"Mr. Pickwick," he shouted, putting his
mouth close to her ear.

"Oil yes, I hear. I am pleased to see you,
Mr. Pickwick."

Later in the evening she said aside to Emma
Blake, "We tried everywhere to find an ear
trumpet, but it is a mercy that we failed, for
Dick roars at me so that my head is almost
split, and the trumpet would have made mat-
ters worse."
The poetic Snodgrass and susceptible Tup-

man did not appear during the evening; busi-
ness cares detained them; but Winkle was there,
without his Arabella, however. "You can
make love to the Misses Wardle in the absence
of your friends," suggested Miss Tox, but he
devoted himself to the ladies indiscriminately.

Mr. Grey and his wife personated Mr. and
Mrs. Dombey, and were as stately as could be
desired. Mrs. Dombey wore her wedding dress
of corded silk, with white plumes in her dark
hair.

Miss Tox wanted to ask Mr. Dombey what
had detained her beloved friend, Mrs. Chick,
but he was so cold and formal that she dared
not, and wondered if he were the jolly neigh-
bor who lived across the street and came after
milk each morning. The two little ones were
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Walmers, Jr., and sat on
Cobb's knee while he told the story of their
trip to the Holly Tree inn.

The fat boy had not been in the house five
minutes before Sam Weller called out, "Mary,
my dear, bring Joe something to eat I" So he
was provided with a huge slice of bread, which

he proceeded to munch with great satisfaction,

indulging in frequent naps by way of variety.

Captain Cuttle aroused him from one of these

periods of somnolence by inserting his hook
(which the blacksmith had made that afternoon)

in his coat collar, and giving him a hearty shak-

ing. At another time. Miss Rachacl Wardle
said to Mr. Dombey, who was walking past

with dignity for company, "Oh ! Mr. Dombey,
will you please wake up Joe? He's fallen

asleep again !" But Mr. Dombey only turned
with a look that nearly annihilated the poor

spinster, and muttered, "Better left him at

home I"

The Skewton party—Mrs. Skewton, Major
Bagstock, Florence and Susan Nipper—did not

come till late. Mrs. Skewton was attired in

her favorite rose-color, Florence in a simple
muslin and Miss Nipper's glory was a ridicu-

lous hat which she said Miss Floy had ordered
from Paris.

Soon after Susan had ensconced herself in a

luxurious arm-chair Mrs. Dombey, slowly saun-

tering past, caught sight of her, and tossing her
ostrich feathers with scorn, drew aside her

dress lest its sweeping folds should touch the
black-eyed.
This did not escape Miss Nipper's notice and

her tongue was unloosed accordingly, and that

unruly member was in active operation the rest

of the evening. Many a tilt had she at Sam
Weller. " There's Samuel now. Just hear him
saying veil and vy and ra*. I may not be a pea
cock, but I think I know how to say douhlt-you.

If I don't I'll stay at home."
Sam, however, was not to be out-talked by

the Nipper, anil parried her thrusts so skillfully

that Captain Cuttle waved his hook in delight
and hoarsely whispered to Mrs. Bardi ll, "that
the young woman had found her match, sure
enough!

"1's hungry, I is," said the fat boy for the
fortieth time, his portion of the staff of life

having long since disappeared.
Susan Nipper took him under her immediate

patronage. "You poor creature," she cried,

"you're actually getting thin! You want some
bread and 'lasses, don't you ? My name's
Susan Nipper, and I'll be a friend to you and
get some.'

So she opened the dining-room door, but had
hardly put her head inside when the pretty

housemaid cried, " ( let out of here, Susan Nip
per! Don't be poking around where you're not
wanted."
"Oh, that Mary!" exclaimed Miss Nipper,

banging the door, "There's no doing anything
with her, now that Samuel is here. I feel it an
honor to receive her commands, being a black
slave and a mulotter."

Meanwhile, Mary, the housemaid, was labor-

ing under difficulties. The fire went out, and,

when rekindled, needed much coaxing. She
went to the china closet for more spoons, and,
in the dark, let a dozen fall on the floor, thereby
making the people laugh and say that the fat

boy had tumbled off his chair. At Mrs. Wei
ler's suggestion, she poured part of the coffee

into a pitcher, which, unluckily, was cracked,

and the brown liquid spurted over her dainty
apron. But finally all was ready, and Mrs.
Weller asked her beloved son- in-law to invite

the company out to supper.

"Ladies and gentlemen," cried Sam, " vill

you valk out and take some refreshment, if you
please."

And how the couples did get mixed up. Mr.
Dombey had Mrs. Bardell on his arm, followed
by Tony Weller and Mrs. Dombey, Mr. Pick
wick and Florence, Cobbs and Mrs. Skewton
Sam Weller and Miss Tox, and all the rest in

charming incongruity.

After supper, part of the assembly indulged
in a quadrille. Miss Tox did not dance, but
she enjoyed watching the others, especially Mr.
Dombey, whose dignity was overpowering, aud
Susan Nipper, who skipped about like a frisky

young lamb.
But the pleasant evening drew near a close,

and Emma went into the dressing-room, which
was filled with ladies, searching for wraps.
After fishing up her sacque from under a pile of

shawls and tieing on her rigolette, she made
her way to Miss Norton, who was taking leave

of her guests.

"Good night, my dear," said Emma, giving
her both hands, " I think you may consider the
Dickens party a grand success!

Something to P>inc Bells For.—The Rev.

Dr. Day, in a recent sermon at Plaiutield, New-

Jersey, told this simple story; In a town not

far distant, a few years since, two christian

young men, brothers, were doing a prosperous

business, assisting many noble enterprises, and

each living in a beautiful home. A combina-

tion of disasters suddenly rendered them insol-

vent. What did they do? They did not con-
sult the law to see how much of their property
might be kept from their creditors, but at once
surrendered to them their homes, factories, as-

sets, all; and promised, if possible, the balance
should yet be paid to each creditor in full.

Hesumiug business, poor in means but strong
in character, living in cottages in which their
noble wives did the housework, until by econ-
omy and industry, the last dollar of the old in-

debtedness was paid, with interest. The day
on which this was completed the bells of the
churches were rung in honor, and the whole
town joined in the expression of grateful joy

—

a triumph of character such as the bells of any
church might well celebrate, and any commu-
nity delight to honor.

Spinsterial Spice.

It will not do to make salad with sugar alone.
A little vinegar is necessary. We have made
our selections on the subject of marriage so
sweet that a little of the other thing may give
a relish. Here we have it then, sharp and sour,
from a writer in Lippincott's Alayazine:

Legions of women with capacities for making
fortunes spend their whole lives in darning old
carpets, dyeing old rags, gluing old chairs,
cementing old crockery and benzining old
grease-spots. In fact, three-fourths of the
married women are doing it, being married to
this huge majority of poor men; and very misera-
ble they are. Besides, one woman in every 17
is married to a drunkard. Look at that! There
is no greater torture than what energetic women
endure while waiting for odious, lazy, unfor-
tunate, poor men to provide for them. Poor,
poor, thousand times poor women! They wait
on with hollow eyes and holes dug in their
cheeks until too old to do anything but sit with
their toes in the ashes of the pinched chimney-
corner. Girls are not taught technical pursuits
because they are expected to marry, but since
most of them marry men of the sort w ho have
nothing but their heart and lute to offer, both
badly damaged and cracked, girls would cer-
tainly do well to learn trades and arts.

The married folks are always talking about
the "crown of womanhood," as if it were some-
thing that might be lost in the battle of life, or
if it might be knocked off and clapped on again
and worn bent, like Betsy Trotwood's bonnet.
It is a fashion with the married folks to say
that women must stay at home minding the
nest while men go abroad to get bread, just as
mother-robins sit on the nest while father-

robins go in quest of worms. As if there were
any comparison between sober, industrious,

vigorous robins and listless, debauched men!
It is a lamentable fact that men in common do
not play the robin role to an at all satisfactory

degree, most of them being occupied in provid-
ing themselves with drinks and smokes. Now
and then you find a genuine robin-man, but
even he gives his wife what she wants so grudg-
ingly it is not worth having.

Horace Greeley once wrote a regular married
folks' pamphlet, called "The Ideal Man and
the Ideal Woman," in which he sought to prove
that women ought to be contented, forgetting

that the mere fact of her discontent proves
something wrong. Greeley's ideal man per-

formed great tasks with vast delight and in the
most scientific manner. His ideal woman
painted pictures, practiced music and did house-
work, and was not in the least interested in the
politics of the present nor of the mighty past,

or in public affairs of any sort. She was a
pttite nwrveime. You can imagine what sort of

music she would play— " The Battle of Prague,"
without putting any spirit even into "the
groans of the wounded and dying; " and what
sort of pictures she would paint — papery
cabbage-roses and insufferable, horrid baskets
of strawberries—upset, always upset. It would
be dreadful to live in the same house with her,

impossible to refrain from scolding her and
abusing her pictures and music. Oh, give me
a woman of nous—one who loves dominion, and
would grasp the ballot if she could from the

tobacco- chewers and rum-sellers of this raw
nation.

Don't begin to lie tired; I am not. Woman
sits like a dog at the table of man, taking what-
ever he gives her; and an impudent dog he
thinks her if she takes it discontentedly. She
depends on man for all she has. She is a para-

site and an incumbrance in her own family.

She would like a different arrangement, but is

not allowed to alter things. Still she must en-

dure contumely on account of this arrangement
—men talk, books, newspapers constantly con-

tain contemptuous allusions to her condition.

This is vexatious. Men should be pleased with

their own construction of society, though
women are not; but men are not pleased with
it and they blame women for their own dissat-

isfaction. The man most anxious to keep
women dependent is the most constant com-
plainer about the burdens of domestic life; it is

he who keeps up this perpetual growl about
bills and extravagance. The man who is loud-

est in denouncing woman's rights is the identi-

cal individual who complains so of woman's
silliness, incompetence and extravagance. You
would not expect the man who, with Mrs.

Skewton, wants "more heart " aud not so much
strong-mindedness around, and thinks the

"sphere" big enough for any woman, to speak
contemptuously of the "sphere; " but he does.

He says there is no need of his wife's spending

the money she does on housekeeping, and if

she does not hasten to say she is tired to death

at night, he wants to know what she has been
doing all day and why she has not done a mul-

titude of other things. He declares she has

nothing to do but enjoy herself. He accuses

her of whining, he finds fault with her weakness,

he despises her incompetence, and yet he is

furious when you aver that she ought to be as

potent and self-sustaining as he is. People

who strain at gnats generally have to swallow

camels.
Now, then, let women adopt a new course.

No longer standing in a meek row to be chosen,

let them walk up and down the world as men
do, taking possession of whatever they can lay

their hands on, and asseverating, "There are

no spouses worth having. " I could say more.

Why are alum mines like cotton mills?

Because they have a-loom-in-em.
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The Value of a Humble Home.

The following extract from a Washington
correspondence with the Chicago Times, is

wholesome reading for the discontented humble
ones who think that happiness abides in high
places of the earth

:

"A lady who formerly boarded in the house
with Senator Trumbull and his first wife, says

she will never forget Mrs. Trumbull's earnest-

ness, and how her blue eyes blazed and her
cheeks flushed, one particular time, in speak-

ing of the trial it was to her to have her hus-

band so occupied with public duties. She said

her life would be ended before she could have
one uninterrupted hour's talk with Mr. Trum-
bull. If she were dead, it would be hard work
for him to And time to go to her funeral. That
high public position virtually divorced man and
wife, and robbed the hearthstone of the cheery
warmth of a home. *****
A lady, whose husband held one of the highest

places in the Government, wrung her jeweled
hands, and shed tears of regret while she stood
in her magnificent home attired for her weekly
reception. How gladly would I give up all

the finery, show and insincerity of this public

place, and go back to the rooms I lived in when
we were first married ? 1 would throw
my silks and diamonds away, and sit down to

my supper of chip beef and tea at sunset, and
afterward take a long, quiet walk with Will,

and rest on the stump in the moonlight, and
tell my little plans for the future, and what I

had done every hour while he was gone, and
know that we were alone in the world, living

only for each other. Those days seem like

days in Heaven. I work harder now than any
slave; often 300 calls to return it a single week,
receptions or parties every night; see the same
people; hear the same talk; eat the same things;

come home disgusted; wonder what I am living

for; where I will go when I die. So it is al-

ways. Help, influence, power; a smile on my
face, interest in my manner, living a lie; feed-

ing my soul on husks."

Sensations on High Altitudes.

To those in the enjoymeut of ordinary health,

says the Rocky Mountain Tourist, the sensation
experienced in crossing the ascending elevations

of the great plains and in the higher altitudes at

the base of and within the mountain, are, in a
in a notable degree, pleasant. The dryness and
rarity of the atmosphere, together with its re-

markable electrical effects combined with nu-
merous other peculiarities of climate, excite the
nervous system to a high degree of tension.

The physical functions are aroused and re-

energized, it may be even after years of sluggish,

inefficient action. New vigor and tone is

imparted, the appetite is keen, the digestion is

capable and strong, and the sleep sound. The
vital organs, stimulated and compelled from an
established routine of greater or less inefficiency,

it results that all those lurking ailments to

which men in the ordinary pursuits of civilized

life are too much subject, at once disappear, and
whatever there is to each individual of capacity
to enjoy is summoned into fullest action, and
one fairly revels in the intoxication of good
health. Such are the sensations accompanying
the first entrance into the rarified electrical air

of these elevated regions, which, with their

attending pleasures and benefits, will forever
render the Rocky mountains a resort of un
equaled allurements for those who, not invalids,

yet seek relief frora the exhaustion and deter-

ioration of overworked professional or business
life.

Phonogeapic Clocks.—Mr. Edison is said
to have constructed an instrument which, in

stead of striking the hours like vulgar clocks,

"tells its hearers, with a human voice, what
o'clock it is, interpersed with a few appropri-
ate remarks. For instance, when the hour of

one arrives, it calls out 'One o'clock—time for

lunch!' to the astonishment," as the narrator
gravely observes, "of every one who has not
heard it before." Far from underrating the
value of Mr. Edison's discovery, we are inclined
to predict for it a brilliant career. Clocks, in
future, may be divided into two classes—the
stimulative and the sedative. The first would
begin in the morning with a shriek of "six
o'clock—time to get up," and the second, at
tuned to a lower" key for the evening, would
murmur "ten o'clock, ten o'clock— time for

bed;'' or, "twelve o'clock: late again;" or "two
o'clock, go to bed; two o'clock, go to bed! go!

go! go!" Surrounded by these horological mon-
itors, poor human nature could hardly go far

wrong.

The Modocs.—These Indians located in the
northeastern part of the State have advanced
rapidly towards civilization since being placed
on their reservation in 1873, and after this year
they will be able to get along without assist
ance of any kind from the government. They
now own 4,000 acres of land, on which they have
built good houses, have fenced in and have
under cultivation over eight acres to each per
son in the colony. They have 120 acres of
wheat, 175 of corn, and 236 head of cattle, and
have cut 140 tons of hay. Besides they have
plenty of poultry, etc. Fifty-nine children
attend school.

Summer.

[The following little poem in Sunday Afternoon for
June, was the production in her ninth year of Dora Read
Goodale. She is but eleven now and is one of the two
isters residing in Berkshire county, Mass., whose occa-

sional poems, recently published, have been attracting
attention as giving evidence of a poetical genius very
rare at their years. It is stated that they are perfectly
natural and healthy children, who take to writing poetry
of their own accord and for their own amusement. It is

pleasant to know, too, that their heads are not in the
least turned by the publication of the poems, something
quite as rare as the genius that produced them:]

O heaven's glorious blue,
So deep, so pure, so fair!

And Summer's sunny air,

Sweet with a fragrance rare
From flowers beyond compare,

—

And all for you!

O happy, tender days !

O shades in forests deep,
And sweet, unbroken sleep,

And golden grain to reap,
And birds that always keep

Chanting their lays

!
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A Monkey Story.

This is one of the true stories that I tell my
little boys over and over again, as we sit be-
fore the fire, and make ready for their journey
to "Sleepy Land:"
When your grandfather was a lad about 12

years old, an uncle of his made a voyage to

South America, and brought home as a present
to his nephew a fine large monkey. Of course
Master Richard was very much pleased; and the
frolicsome pet would have had a warm welcome
from the whole household had not the uncle
seen fit to report some of Jocko's pranks on
shipboard.

This put the young ladies upon their guard.
But old Bella, the cook, never seemed prepared
for his capers; and the fuss she made over
them pleased Jocko so much that she became
the object of his attacks.

One day Bella went to the city, and brought
home a fine new bonnet in a large bandbox.
During the evening she showed it with great
pride to the young ladies; and, unknown to
her, Jocko enjoyed the sight of the ribbons and
laces and flowers from behind the parlor sofa.

Like Bella herself, he was fond of finery; and
the bonnet seemed to him a very fit garment
for a monkey to wear. So the next morning,
while Bella was busy in the kitchen, Jocko
went to her closet, took out her bandbox,
dressed himself in the bonnet, and stole down
the back-stairs.

Bella hearing a noise, looked around, and
there he was, his head literally lost in a sea of

red and yellow ribbons. With a shout of rage,

she seized the broomstick, and hurried after

the thief. But before she could reach him,
Jocko had mounted two flights of stairs, leaped
out on the porch and climbed up to the roof of

the house.

There he rested; and there he was when the
whole household, frightened by Bella's shrieks,

came running up to see what was the matter.
In vain Bella scolded. In vain Richard coaxed
and threatened. Jocko would not come down
until he had finished his work; for he was
busily engaged in tearing poor Bella's bonnet
into fragments
As ribbon after ribbon was destroyed, her

screams grew louder and louder; and nothing
could move her from her determination to kill

the monkey, except the promise of a gayer bon
net than the one that Jocko had stolen.

But Jocko never was forgiven; and the poor
fellow would have gone supperless a great
many times had it not been for his devoted
young master.

—

Nursery.

Outdone by a Boy.

A lad in Boston, rather small for his years,

works in an office as errand boy for four gentle
men who do business there. One day the
gentlemen were chaffing him a little about be
ing so small, and said to him:
"You never will amount to much, you never

can do much business, you are too small.'

The little fellow looked at them.
"Well," said he, "as small as I am, I can do

something which none of you four men do.

"Ah, what is that?" said they.

"I don't know as I ought to tell you," he
replied. But they were anxious to know, and
urged him to tell what he could do that none of

them were able to do,

"I can keep from swearing!" said the little

fellow. There were some blushes on four
manly faces and there seemed to be very little

anxiety for further information on the point.

The culprit was brought before the magis
trate and asked his name. It was given as
Lachtenschlager. "Did you shoot the dog in

self-defense?'' "No. I shot him in de lek
and he yumped ofer de fence.

"

"Do you see any grapes, Bob?" "Yes, but
there is dogs." "Big dogs, Bob?" "Yes
very big." "Then come along,

are not ours, you know."
These grapes

Rev. Dr. Martineau tells a very funny story
about a German play. He says that in one of
the scenes Adam is represented as running
across the stage on his way to the Garden of
Eden to be created.

From a physiological point of view, Russia
and Austria are both right. After getting
Hung(a)ry, of course, they want a slice of

Turkey.

The rabbit is timid, but no cook can make it

quail.

ESflC Ec@

The Treatment of Bleeding Wounds.

It is now a time of especial activity in the

use of machinery and edge tools, both in the

shops and on the farm. A few words about the

treatment of wounds may be valuable. Dr. C.

H. Allen makes the following suggestions:

Bleeding is attended with more or less danger.

All should observe the difference between ar-

terial and venous hermorrhage. If the blood
flowing from a wound is of a bright color and
jets out, it shows that an artery, leading blood
directly from the heart, has been wounded, and
should receive instant attention, lest the
sufferer should bleed to death. If the artery
be very small, compress it firmly, and it may
contract upon itself and the bleeding cease.

But it should not be left without a continuous
pressure in some form, either directly upon the
tube or above it. The usual way is to bring a
strip of linen or cotton cloth tightly above the
"imb till the bleeding stops. The artery may
be larger and then tlie same treatment may be
proper, till a surgeon may seize it with a pair
of forceps, draw it out and pass around it a
strong thread, or ligature of waxed twine or
silk. A cut artery can never be absolutely
safe unless a ligature has been securely tied.

The mode of tying a ligature is of some impor-
tance. The ends of the threads should be
passed around each other twice, and then drawn
tightly. This prevents slipping of the thread,
and secures a complete check to the Mowing of

blood. These directions are important, because
the life of the wounded person often depends
upon the prompt and proper application of a
ligature. In every agricultural school in-

structions on the proper mode of treating all

sorts of wounds should be given. And every
man who uses instruments should be familiar

with the proper way of dressing wounds instru-

ments may possibly inflict. The most cautious
men are now and then careless in using sharp-

edged tools. A young man was mowing. He
unintentionally disturbed a nest of hornets.

They returned the compliment by addressing
him in a pointed way. He stumbled, and in-

flicted a wide and deep wound upon the calf of

his right leg. His brother, then present, tore

his shirt into strips, tied knots in the middle
and brought some about the leg above the knee,
bringing the knots under the knee more and
more firmly, till the hemorrhage ceased. Two
other men were mowing, when one carelessly

hit the other with his scythe just above the
inner ankle. The blood jetted out freely. The
inliictor of the wound ran for help, and on his

return found the wounded man had bled to

death. Very slight pressure upon the bleeding
artery might have saved his life. When one
can, press the bleeding artery against the bone
above the wound. The services of a surgeon
are desirable, but an hour may elapse before he
can reach the wounded person, so every one
should be familiar with the simplest way of

checking the bleeding from a wound.
If the blood flowing from a wound be dark

colored, oozing slowly in a steady stream, but
not jetting, as when an artery has been cut, it

can easily be checked in the same way. Bleed-
ing from a vein may cease by applying cold

water, by holding the injured limb higher than
the head. If the lower limbs be cut severely

and the blood flow freely, place the sufferer on
the ground or floor, raise the limbs upon a chair,

apply a bandage firmly about the limb or limbs,

and keep it saturated with cold water. By
observing these directions many lives have been
saved.

We have seen friends, upon receiving a severe

cut use a large quantity of rags, as if concealing
the blood was stopping it. The compression of

knots brought firmly against the bleeding artery

just above the wound is worth all the rags of

the known world.

Renovating Mattresses.—When mattresses

and feather beds are soiled, mix equal quantities

of soft soap and pulverized wheat starch into a

soft paste, and rub it thoroughly into the spot.

Let it dry in the sun ; then scrape off the paste,
and wash it off with a sponge. If it does not
look clean when it is dry, apply it again. If
feather-beds have been in use some years with-
out being renovated, put them on the grass
when the rain pours heavily, and let them be-
come thoroughly wetted. Then turn on the
other side, and let the tickings have a good
soaking. When the sun shines brightly, it will
dry quickly. Let it lie out several days, bring-
ing it in at night to keep it from the dews.
When it is perfectly dry, hang it on a strong
line, and beat it as you would a carpet, until all

the dust is out of it, and you will have a clean,

sweet bed, as well prepared as if the feathers
had been run through a mashine with a steam-
ing apparatus attached. If the hair mattresses
are lumpy, rip them open, take out the hair,
and pull it apart thoroughly ; then let it lie on
the grass, and if it does not rain, turn water
over it and shake it up well, and put it in a
basket to dry. Let the children pick it to pieces
when dried, and fill up the bed evenly. Take
a long upholsterer's needle, with some strong
twine, and tack it down in diamonds, putting a
rosette of cotton into each place, if desired,
and it will look as well as if you had paid an
upholsterer six dollars for doing the work.

Washing Windows.—It is not an easy thing
to wash windows so that they will look clear

and well polished, and if soapsuds are used, it

is quite impossible to do it. The old-fashioned
way of taking out all the windows, and wash-
ing them in soapsuds, and setting them aside to

dry, after the suds have been rinsed off, is, to
be sure, the easiest way of cleaning them, but
it is also the worst way to make them look clear

and bright. First brush them off well with a
sponge or brush that comes for the purpose, and
then wrap a bit of cloth about a sharp-pointed
stick, and wipe out the dust that adheres to the
corners, then take some weak tea, boiling hot,

and add to it a tablespoonful of alcohol and a
few drops of aqua ammonia, or a bit of carbon-
ate of ammonia, the size of an English walnut.
Dip a piece of sponge or old flannel, or of old
canton flannel, into it, and rub the glass one
way only until it shines clear. Wipe it off with
another cloth, rubbing it until well polished.

Newspapers used to be much better than any
cotton cloth for washing and wiping windows
and mirrors, but now that the paper is chiefly

composed of wood pulp, they are the worst
things that can be used, as they cover them
with a linty substance.

The Causes of Sleep.

What are we to say as to the cause of sleep ?

It is very easy to catalogue the predisposing
causes of sleep, but most difficult to speak with
confidence concerning the direct ones. The
first and most general predisposing cause of

sleep is a negative one. It consists in the ab
sence of everything that stimulates the senses

or oppresses the mind. Darkness or the absence
of light, silence or the absence of noise, repose
or the absence of muscular exertion, all help to

bring on sleep. To some it may seem strange
that continuous noise acts like quiet. The
truth is that the monotonous repetition of stim-

uli to the senses produces a level uniformity of

impression which is practically for soporific pur
poses, equivalent to the absence of impression
altogether. In this way the influence of a mo-
notonous chant or lullaby, the "hush-a-bye
baby" of the nursery, the murmur of the waves,
the "sough" of wind through the branches of

trees, and the dull roar of machinery in predis

posing to sleep may be explained. Sameness of

impression also acts in a manner which bears
on the operation of another great predisposing

cause of sleep—namely, freedom from mental
oppressions or activity. It neutralizes the self-

consciousness of the mind, by making it cease

to think of its own operations. Dr. Carpenter,
for example, points out that even when the
mi ld is, by an act of will, directed to the con-
templation or evolution of monotonous impres
sions the effect is the production of sleepiness.

Ammonia in the Kitchen. — The pantry
shelves are getting grimy, or finger-marks
around the door latches and knobs are looking
dark and unsightly. For lack of time they are

left day after day, for it is hard work to scour
all the time and it wears off the paint, too.

The husband keeps his bottle of oil, or perhaps
a large can holds it, for he never stints in that.

Now, suppose his wife has her bottle of spirits

of ammonia to use; she takes her basin of water
and a clean cloth, just puts on a few drops of

the fluid and wipes off all the dirt ; it is worth
more than a half day's labor, and does not hurt

the paint either. She could put a few drops in

her dishwater, and see how easily the dishes

could be cleaned ; a few drops on a sponge
would clean all the windows in the sitting-room,

making them shine like crystal. It would take

the stains oil the teaspoons, too, and a teaspoon-

fnl in the mop pail would do more toward wash-
ing up the kitchen floor than 10 pounds of elbow
grease applied to the mop handle. A housewife
has just as much right to make her work easy

and expeditious as her husband has. If she

does not do it, the fault is her own in a great

measure.

Sugar Cake.—Sift two pounds of flour into

a pan and cut up in it a pound of fresh butter.

Rub with your hands the butter into the flour

till it is thoroughly mixed. Then rub in a

pound of sugar and a grated nutmeg. Wet the

whole with half a pint of rich milk, and a gill

of rose water and a gill of milk, mixed with a

well-beaten egg. Add at the last a very small

teaspoonful of pearl-ash or soda, dissolved in a

little vinegar or warm water. Roll out the

dough thick and beat well on both sides with the

rolling pin. Then roll it thin and cut into

square cakes, notching the edges with a knife.

Put them into a shallow pan, slightly buttered,

taking care not to place them too near lest they

run into each other, and bake them a light

brown. You may mix into the dough two
tablespoonfuls of caraway seeds.

To Wash Greasy Wool.—Dissolve a large

tablespoonful of borax in pint of boiling water.

Mix one-quarter of it in the water in which the

wool is to be washed. Put in one piece of goods
at a time, using soap if needed, and if neces-

sary add more of the borax water. Wash well

and rinse in cold water, or in water only slight-

ly warmed. Shake well, and hang where the

goods will dry quickly. For 26 years I have
used for washing my white flannels water about

as hot as would be used for cotton clothing. My
flannels are beautifully soft as well as white. I

never have any shrink.
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The Week.

The week has something of the holiday char-
acter. As we write on Wednesday afternoon
the great pavilion resounds with the whole
range of sounds from the dulcet trill of the solo-

ist to the heavy roar of the wide-chested basso,
and from the shrill cornet to the wide-mouthed
brazen reservoirs of racket through which the
diaphragm does its deadliest work upon the
tympanum. The great festival of song has been
well-noised abroad before it found its own
lungs, for the whole State is represented among
the tens of thousands which the three days
promises have brought together.

Unite in contrast will be the music which will
touch the heart closest to-morrow. It will be
the national holiday, "Decoration Day." All
over the country tribute will be paid to the
memory of those who upheld their ideas of
patriotism at the cost of their lives. Long ago
lines and colors were forgotten, and the Blue
and the <iray will be awarded twin honors.
There will be military parades and eloquent
orations, but no offering of voice or pageant can
more fitly express the grateful memory of the
nation than the fragrant garlands of fresh flow-
erB which will encircle alike the proud monu-
ment of the commander and the unmarked
mound beneath which sleeps the private soldier.
And as one more day is numbered in the past,

we shall come again to the busy duties of our
bustling lives. The harvest is now unfolding
is glories, and labor is abundant for willing
hands. It is said that orders for harvest hands
are hard to till in the city, but whether the
lack is in material or disposition ruling it we
know not.

The World's Wheat Yields Per Acre.

It is now nearly two weeks since the first

sample of new wheat was received in Stockton

from some early region of the upper San Joaquin

valley. It was a good grain, and whatever

augury can be drawn from the first sample, in

this case certainly promises favorably for the

crop. It will not be many days now before the

new wheat shows its quality by more generous

quantities, for the sickle is now well nigh the

stems. This being the case, it w ill be timely to

present some facts and figures concerning average

wheat yields per acre, as these may assist our

readers to make their estimates of the general

crop when they see how the grain is turning out

in their own localities.

It is now coming to be generally understood

that wild and extravagant estimates of the

amount of this year's wheat crop will not be

realized. While we have in mind the heavy

promise along the San Joaquin, the partial

failure in the rich northern counties must not

be forgotten. While the seas of golden heads

fill the eve, a glance must also be taken at the

fields which have been monopolized by foul

growths. Upon the whole, however, the season

has been favorable. Although damage is re-

ported from rust upon early sowings in some

sections, there is a gratifying freedom from the

fungus in others. Storms have been merciful

and the wind has been tempered for the tei:der

stems. The conclusion which seems fittest to

draw from the several features of the outlook,

•is that we shall have a good amount of grain to

sell, and that it will be of the finest quality,

but we shall have no outcome from the fields

overwhelming enough to kill itself in the mar-

ket Any attempt to force prices below a good

paying rate, on the score of tremendous quanti-

ties produced, is unwarranted and should

mislead no one.

The harvest of 1S76 will serve very well to

use as guide to forecast this year's results. It

is true that our acreage under wheat has in-

creased somewhat, but we doubt whether there

has been more gained than has been lost by the

excess of water in some sections, which made
wheat sowing impossible or destroyed that

already sown. In 1870, according to the report

of our Surveyor-General, there were 2.352,213

acres in wheat, and the yield was 35,385,579

bushels, or an average per acre of 15.04 bushels.

We do not expect any greater average this year.

The average yields for the 11 years preceding

the drouth of 187(5 7, were as follows, according

to a table lately furnished us by Hon. J. K.

Dodge, Statistician of the Department of Agri-

culture. It will be noticed that the year's

average is given in connection with an analysis

of the rainfall in each year, which should be

taken into consideration:

Harvest Year.
Rain
before
Jan. 1.

Rain
after

Jan. 1.

Tot
rainfall

Average hush*
els of wheat
per acre.

li65-66 6.27 17.66 22 93 20.38
1866-67 18.(12 16 30 34 92 16 34

1867-68 16 34 22. SO 38.84 17.56
1868-69 5.67 15.68 21 35 15.07

1869-70 6.91 12 40 19 31 11.09
1870-71 3.80 10 30 14.10 9.71
1871-72 20.60 14.11 34 71 15.00

10 22 7.80 18 02 13 52
1873-74 12 21 11 77 23 98 14.03

9.01 9 39 18.40 13.92

0(75-76 10 03 15 98 26 01 15.04

These figures give our State an average yield

of 14 bushels per acre for the years named; the
general average of other wheat-growing States
is 12 bushels per acre.

For five years previous to ISfiO, according to

the reports of the State Agricultural Society,

our average of wheat per acre was about 20
bushels. The decrease of late years is only
what nearly all old wheat growers have ob-

served in their own experience. The country
which now seems to enjoy the prestige, which
once was ours, is New Zealand, and it is re-

freshing to see this young wheat region vaunt
itself over a producing power which it will cer-

tainly lose in time, unless it proves wiser than
all its predecessors. According to the returns
of the Australian colonies for the year 1876-6,
the average yield ot grain per acre was as follows:

Colonies
Wheat Barley. Oats.
Bushels. Bushels. Bushels.

New South Wales 14.7 20.5 18.7
Victoria 15.5 22.2 21.9
South Australia 12.0 14.1 16.7
Western Australia. 12.0 16.0 16.0
Tasmania 16.4 27.8 25.4
New Zealand 31.5 35.9 38.0

Taking a wider view, and embracing the
wheat-producing countries of the world, so far

as returns are accessible, the comparison is as
in the following table:

CotNTRIKS. Year

Russia 1872
Norway 1870
Bavaria 1863
Wirtemburg 1875
Holland 187*
Belgium 1866
France 1875
Portugal 1865
Austria 1875
Hungary 1872
Greece 1867
Egypt 1871
United States 1874
California 1876
New Zealand 1876

Wheat Barley Oats
Bush. Bush". Bush
S.S 8.0 16.6
22.1 30.3
16.3 20.1 22.5
18.1 21.2 29 3
28.4 41.9 44.4
20 3 34.9 41.2
13.4 18.7 23 8
8.9 11.1 18.6
12 5 13 5 16.2
8.6 13.6 16.5

13.2 18.8 19.0
15.4 20.2
12.3 20.6 22.0
15.0 19.5 16.0
31.5 35.9 38.0

These figures are not particularly pleasant to
contemplate, but they are the facts as nearly as
can be ascertained. Whatever lesson there
may be in them is an exhortation to farther pur-

suit of that practice which shall enable us to

regain the position which we occupied years

ago. What that system of practice shall be it

may not be possible now to clearly define, but

by the increase of judicious summer-fallowing

we are taking steps in the right direction.

What else can profitably be done it remains for

progressive and thoughtful investigators and

experimenters to point out.

Points on Cream Raising.

Editors Press: -Sonic of your correspondents claim the

privilege of writing because they are old subscribers.

May I not claim the same indulgence because I am a new
one. I wish to ask a few questions. v l). Will the using

of shallow vessels for milk produce more cream than to

use deep and large pans ? (2). Will setting the bottoms
of the pans on a colder surface than the surrounding air

have a good or bad effect in the production of cream?

(3). Can you give a simple means to test the cream-pro-

ducing qualities of milk ? -Canadian, San Bernardino.

The question of deep or shallow setting of

milk for cream is one which has been widely

discussed by dairymen, and there are pronounced
advocates of each method, according to results

obtained under different conditions. It is not

necessary to review the whole question. What
ever other conditions may affect results, there

is none more important than temperature.

Where dairymen have abundance of ice or cold

spring water, which ranges at 50' Fahr., they
can have full chance for practice of deep set-

ting, because lowering the temperature retards

the souring of the milk and the cream can all

find its way to the top before the acid appears
Dairymen generally in the warmer parts of this

State do not have-the advantage of low tempera
ture nor the ice to lower it, and they will, as a

rule, get more cream from shallow setting. If,

for example, the milk is set in a room where
the temperature is 65* Fahr., the cream will all

be thrown up before the milk sours, if it is set

in shallow plans. ]f, in such a temperature,

milk should be set deep, say from 12 to 20
inches, as in the coolers which were at one time
popul.ir in Eastern creameries, the milk would
in most cases show an acid before the cream was
all thrown up and consequently there would be

a loss of a certain percentage of cream. Although
this general rule is true, that the higher the

temperature prevailing the shallower the milk
should be set, it is also true that in this State

we have a condition, either in milk or air,

which retards the souring and gives our dairy-

men a better chance to get their cream up be-

fore the milk sours than is enjoyed by dairymen
in the East.

The mere setting of the bottoms of the pans
on a surface colder than the air would impart a
certain degree of cold to the milk and thug re-

tard its souring. This cooling would, however,
be very slow, because the coolest layer of milk
would be at the bottom of the pan and would
remain there. There would be no currents

generated in the mass. If on the other hand,

the cold should be applied at the top, the whole
mass would be cooled quickly, because the par-

ticles would descend as soon as their tempera-
ture was reduced and warmer ones Would rise

to take their places. Thus the whole mass
would be speedily cooled. The effect which
exciting currents in the milk have upon the

raising of the cream is a disputed point. The
old practice in deep and cold setting has been to

apply the cold at the bottom and 3ides of the
can and this application does not excite cur-

rents except in a slight degree. It has been
claimed by Mr. Bliss of Vermont, that by put-

tins; a piece of ico upon the cover of a deep can,

he can excite the currents to act upward and
downward through the mass of the milk, ami
this he believes facilitates the throwing up of

the globules of cream. This is the disputed
ground, one side claiming that the perfect rest

of the fluid is best for the upward movement of

the cream; the other, that currents overcome
the inertia of the globules and help them to the
top. Farther experiment is needed on this

point. Mr. Hliss states that although he does
not get so thick a layer of cream by cooling at

the top, he gets a moro compact layer which
yields form 30% to 605! more butter than
the same quantity of the other layer.

There is one point more concerning the influ-

ence of the application of various temperatures
to the milk, and that is in the effect produced
by temperature on the butter globule and the
serum in which it is suspended. Water con-

tracts more rapidly than oil upon the applica-

tion of cold, but it is not certain how the solu-

ble casein and salts in the milk are affected as

compared with the butter globule. There might
not be so much difference as between pure water
and oil. At all events the effect of cold (and
we suppose our querist does not mean anything
more than a moderate degree of cold), applied

at the bottom would have very little, if any,
appreciable effect upon the raising of the

cream.
The easiest way to test the comparative

cream-producing quality of milk is to set exact
quantities of each sample in glass vessels of the
same diameter. As' these stand side by side

the layers of cream may be measured and com-
pared. The "test tubes" of the chemist will

serve well for rough comparisons. There are

cream glasses sold for this purpose, being uni-

form cylinders with a graduated scale at the top
which shows the percentage of cream by the
marks upon the scale. These are in common
use in the Eastern factories. There is, how-
ever, a difference in the richness of cream from
different cows, and the best test is accurate
weighing of the butter gained from exactly
similar weights of milk from the different ani-

mals.

QJef\ies \hq Replies.

Diseased Turkeys.

Editors Press :—I send you the following
from an old English paper in answer to your
correspondent, Mrs. F. B. N., of Red Bluff.

Mr. M. Leno, an old poultry breeder, says

:

During the last 26 years I have been solicited

by neighbors to unravel, if possible, the mystery
of diseased feet in chickens, which included
young turkeys. I found the toes of many
broken off; some crumpled up with sores;

others with toes under the foot, and of course
many deaths, as they could scarce move about.
I made the most careful inquiries of the several

individuals as to the food given them, and in

every case I found a large quantity of animal
food was being used. I ordered the meat to be
discontinued at once, the result of which was
that not a single bird fell with the disease that
had not been fed with meat, proving to my
mind that the disease was caused through the
too liberal use of animal food. I will advise
Mrs. F. B. N. to cease feeding boiled eggs and
to feed with light bread and sweet milk the
most of the time, and use a tablespoonful of

the following solution : To a pint of drinking
water, chlorate of potash, one ounce; crushed
sugar, one ounce. The water will dissolve all

the sugar but not the chlorate. Feed plenty
green food and your turkeys will soon get well.
— B. D. H., Pajaro, Monterey Co., Cal.

Sliced Dried Apples.
Editors Press:—In the prices current we s«e dried ap-

ples sliced, and dried apples quartered. What are we to
understand by "sliced Are they cut off from the core
with knife in hand, or is it done by the screw parer that
slices and cores at the same time? C. A., Alexander Val-
ley, Cal.

Sliced apples, as known in the market, are

either cut from the core by hand, according to

the old method, or are cut by the screw-paring
machine. The same quality of apple sells at

the same price prepared either way. The parer-

sliced apples are more abundant because of the

time saved by using the machine.

The Malva as a Forage Plant.

Editors Press:—I would like to add my
testimony against the malva plant. Cattle will

eat it, 'tis true, when nothing else green can be
htd, but as a weed we find it bad. A well
manured piece of land was thickly covered with
grain in February, and now there is nothing but
malva to be seen, the grain having been com-
pletely smothered out. I have seen a cow
bloat from eating malva when it first starts. We
also have a horse that will eat sometimes and
it invariably gets the scours from so doing. I

am well pleased with the Prkss.—Canadian,
San Bernardino.

Marrubium Vulgare.
Editors Prkss: Please tell ine how much horehouud

is worth a pound, green or dried. Reader, Stanislaus

Co. . Cal.

There is not market enough for horehound to

warrant any great saving of the herb. It is

used chiefly by candy makers, and they pay
about 20c. per pound for the dried article, as

nearly as we can learn. The druggists sell a
small quantity, and they use that packed by
the Shakers at the East. It is compactly
pressed in ounce packages for retailing, and
costs about 35c. a pound at v. holesale. The
trade is very small.

Side Hill Vineyards.

Editors Prkss.— I have just seen my late

query in print about hillside vineyards in to-

day's edition. I must correct one error, where
it says the hillside is no steep instead of too

steep to allow a horse to go through the vines

only one way, etc. I hope this corrected query
will bring forth some information.— W.M. Pfkk-

fek, San Jose.

Pop Corn for Horses
Editors Prkss: -Is pop corn good for horse feedT -D.,

Santa Ana.

If softened by soaking or if cracked by a
grinder it would do for a grain ratiou in con-

nection with other feed. On the ear or shelled

it would be too flinty.

Nurserymen's Associations.—We receive

the announcement of the annual meeting of the

Nurserymen's Protective Association, which
will be held in Chicago on the evening of J une

17th. Tne meeting of the American Associa-

tion of Nurserymen, Florists and Seedsmen will

be held in Rochester, N. V., on Wednesday,
June 19th, and continue three days. The ob-

jects sought by this association, are: The ex-

change and sale of nursery products, imple-

ments and labor-saving devices; the exhibition

and introduction of new varieties of fruits,

trees, plants, etc. ; the cultivation of personal

acquaintance of others engaged in the trade; to

perfect better methods of culture, grading,

packing and sale of stock; to procure quicker

transit, more reasonable rates and avoiding

needless exposure of nursery products when in

transit; to obtain a reduction in rates of postage

on Beeds, cions, roots and cuttings; to avoid the

evils of dishonest tree agents, and to prevent

the taxing of nursery stock when growing. D.

W. Scott, of (ialena, 111., is Secretary of the

Society.

On File.—"Culture," etc., C. H. J. N.;

"Strawberry Samples," F. G. ; "Wheat ard
Cheat," C. A.; "Botany for Boys," A. P.;

"Naming the Camp Baby," J. O. L.; "Bee
Notes," U. K. L.
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The Kohler & Chase Building, Oakland.

Our neighboring city of Oakland is becoming

justly noted for the handsome style of many of

its public buildings, private residences and busi-

ness houses. Among these no more elegant

business structure has yet been erected than

the Kohler & Chase building, on the corner of

Ninth and Washington streets. It was designed

by Newsom Bros., architects, who have since

dissolved partnership, J. J. Newsom continuing

the business at 321 California street. It was

built under the direction of J. \V. Duncan, so

well known as superintendent of works for the

State University buildings. The brick work
was done by Geo. D.

Nagle, of San Fran-

cisco; the mill work
by Alfred W. Bur-
rell, of the California

Building Company,
Oakland ; the
wrought -iron work
by the Phelps Manu-
facturing Company;
and the cast-iron by
Low & Charters, of

the City Iron Works;
the plumbing and
gas-fitting by G. &
W. Snook—the last

three being San
Francisco firms; and
the plastering by
Tucker & Co., Oak-
land.

As a beautiful and
substantially -built
edifice, it is highly

creditable in every

way to designers,

builders and the en-

terprising music firm

forwhom it was built

and whose name it

bears. The engrav-

ing herewith pre-

sented has been es-

pecially prepared, by
the artists of the

Press, from a photo-

graph by Strong, of

Oakland. The style

of the building may
be correctly termed
the modern renais-

sance. Its material

is brick and iron. It

is truly elegant and
tasteful in all its

outlines—in its fin-

ish inside and out-

side. It was built

last vear. Its ground
plan" is 50x100 feet;

hight to cornice, 70
feet; hight of tower,

120 feet to the vane.

Messrs. Kohler &
Chase, well known as

among the most en-

terprising and exten-

sive dealers in mu-
sical instruments
and nmsic in San
Francisco, intended
this building especi-

ally for the Oakland
branch of their large

business, and for this

purpose, as shown in

the cut, they occupy
most of the lower
story, the rest of the

building being rent-

ed to different occu-

pants. Theirs is the

pioneer music firm

of San Francisco,

and has been in

business here about
25 years. The loca-

tion of their large

establishment is 633
and 635 Clay street,

between Montgom-
e r y and Kearny
streets. They are

now doing the larg-

est business done in

their line in SanFran-
cisco. They have
at different periods

Adjoining Kohler & Chase's music store on
the ground floor, Mr. J. T. Latimer has his

Oakland Bookstore and News Depot. In his

large and neat rooms he keeps a full assortment
of books, newspapers, stationery and toys, and
has a deservedly popular resort.

The front rooms of the first floor on Wash-
ington street are occupied by Dr. E. T. Barber,
physician and surgeon, as his office and family
residence. The doctor is a graduate of our
Pacific Coast schools and University—also of

the Toland Medical College, with a medical
diploma from Yale. He is one of our most suc-
cessful practitioners.

All the rest of the uppsr portion of the
building is leased as a boarding-house by Mrs.
Ellsworth. The rooms are handsomely fur-

nished, and well supplied with sun and air.

Mrs. O. H. Tufts leases the upper 45 rooms,
all nicely furnished for bedrooms or parlors,
and known as the Occidental House. The
rooms are well ventilated, and the halls spa-
cious. From the upper windows there is a fine

view of the bay, the city and t'.e surrounding
country, as is the case from the upper rooms of

the Kohler-Chase building adjoining.
Miss A. A. Johnson occupies the two front

rooms on the first floor for her popular dress-
making establishment, having been engaged in

the business during the last three years. Her
work embraces the latest and most artistic

styles, and she keeps from four to six ladies
constantly employed.

In the foreground of the engraving we repre-
sent a wagon of J. Cushing, grocer, whose hand-
some store is on the opposite corner. His spec-

KOHLER & CHASE BUILDING, CORNER NINTH AND WASHINGTON STREETS, OAKLAND.

in their trade made sales of almost all kinds of

instruments, but have now settled down chiefly

upon three makes of pianos, viz. : the Decker
Bros., the Emerson of all styles, and the Fischer
upright; in organs, the Mason & Hamlin. Their
firm pride themselves on doing a strictly hon-
est business in the sale of genuine instruments
of each maker, dealing in no bogus instruments,
so that all who purchase of them can rely on
getting exactly what the instrument is recom-
mended to be.

Their list of brass and wood instruments by
celebrated makers embrace—among other Eng-
lish, French and American manufacturers

—

Missenharter's, Higham's, Courtois', Besson's,
Buffet, Crampton & Co. 's and Martin Freres

—

they being sole agents for the first two. At
their handsome Oakland branch store, they
keep a full stock of musical instruments, music
merchandise, sheet music and music books.

Only half of the front on Washington street,

that is, the face on the right of the picture, be-

longs to the Kohler-Chase building. The re-

maining half on the extreme right is the front of

The Moody Building,

Itself a handsome business structure, the point

of view from which the photograph is taken not
allowing us to do full justice to its massive and
neat frontage. It is the property of V. D.
Moody, of the First National Gold Bank of

Oakland. At present but one of the stores on
its ground floor is occupied. Here the firm of

Maxwell & Haines, enterprising young men and
well worthy of a generous patronage, have re-

cently begun business. They are wholesale
and retail dealers in farm products and pro-

visions, and the farmers of Alameda will no
doubt find it to their interest to give them a

oall. They can be found here or at 1231

Broadway.

ialty is a large assortment of the finest Eastern
groceries at the lowest cash prices.

Opium Production.

Editors Phess;—Please inform me through your \-alu-
ahle paper, first, what kind of poppy opium is produced
from I Second, how should it he planted ? Third, how Is
the opium obtained'; Fourth, market value, etc.— R. M.
Dunoax, Gospel Swamp, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

We have given notes on this subject in former
issues, but as there are, perhaps, other new sub-
scribers as well as our querist who may not be
informed, we restate the facts briefly : The
poppy from which the opium is obtained is

Papaver aomniferum. There are several vari-
eties of the plant, the most famous of which is

called the white poppy from its white seeds.
The seed is generally planted in rows about 30
inches apart, and the seed is dropped so that
the plants are about eight inches apart in the

rows. The seeds
should be covered
about one inch deep.
The only after cul-
tivation is stirring

the ground two or
three times with the
hoe or the cultivator.
The plant grows to a
hight of two and
one-half to four feet.

A light loamy soil is

best adapted to its

growth ; one that is

easily pulverized.
In India, the cul-

tivation takes place
in the cold season,
and the manuring
and watering are
sedulously attended
to. Soon after the
flowers fall the plant
is ripe for the opium
harvest. The people
flock to the fields in
the evening, armed
with crooked-bladed
knives, which are
employed to cut in-

cisions in the cap-
sules or poppy-heads
in various directions.

They then retire for

the night, and on re-

suming field work
early next morning,
they find that juice
has exuded through
the incisions and
collected on the sur-
face. At first it is

white and milky,
but the heat of the
sun speedily con-
verts it into a
brown gummy mass,
in which state it is

scraped off. The
thickened juice, in

crude opium, is col-

lected as it exudes
day after day, until
••ill has been ob-
tained ; and this to-

tal quantity is af-

fected, not only by
the whole routine of

culture, but by the
state of the weather
during the cultiva-

tion and collection.

The produce is either

simply dried, or to

equalize the quality

the whole of the
day's collection is

rubbed together in a
mortar or similar

vessel, and reduced
to a homogeneous
semi - fluid mass,
which is then quick-
ly dried in the. shade.

We do not know
what is the market
value of California

opium. There has
been a little pro-

duced every year in

an experimental
way, and perhaps
some of the growers
will tell us what they
obtained and give

some other points of

local experience.

Cur local druggists

Sea Island Cotton.—We receive from James

Wheeler, of 22 1 Sansome street, a package of

Sea Island cotton, purchased of Thorburn, of

New York. Also some black seed cotton or

tree cotton. These seeds are left with us for

distribution, and we will send small quantities

to any of our coast readers who send a stamp
for postage. The supply ia small, but we will

send as long as it lasts.

Oregon.—We print in another column the

advertisement of the Eastern Oregon Colony.

The enterprise seems worthy the attention of

those who contemplate going to the north for

homes and farms.

do not like to touch the native article, because

they claim that they do not know the percentage

of morphia, and do not get the same results in

their compounds as they do with the imported

article forwhich their formulas are adapted. As
with all new products this one must win its way
gradually, perhaps, and must get the endorse-

ment of accurate analyses to serve as a certi-

ficate of its quality.

"Ferndale Enterprise."—A new venture in

journalism in Humboldt county bears the above

title. The issue which comes to hand is invit-

ing in appearance and full of local news. Local

papers are generally of great value to their con-

stituents, and we are glad to see them prosper.

Humboldt county should be heard from more
fully, and we trust the Enterprise may serve it

successfully.
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DEWEY & CO.

American & Foreign Patent Agents

OFFICE, 202 SANSOME St., N.ECor. Pine, S. F.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats filed

expeditiously; Patent Reissues taken out

Assignments made and recorded in legal form;

Copies of Patents and Assignments procured;

Examinations of Patents made here and at

Washington; Examinations made of Assign-

ments recorded in Washington; Examinations

ordered and reported l>y Telegraph; Rejected

cases taken up and Patents obtained; Inter

ferences Prosecuted; Opinions rendered re

garding the validity of Patents and Assign-

ments; Every legitimate branch of Patent

Agency Business promptly and thoroughly

conducted.
Our intimate knowledge of the various inven-

tions of this coast, and long practice in patent

business, enable us to abundantly satisfy our

patrons; and our success and business are

constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced Inventors

are found among our most steadfast friends

and patrons, who fully appreciate our advan-

tages in bringing valuable inventions to the

notice of the public through the columns of

our widely circulated, first-class journals

—

thereby facilitating their introduction, sale

and popularity.

Foreign Patents.

In addition to American Patents, we secure,

with the assistance of co-operative agents,

claims in all foreign countries which grant

Patents, including Great Britain, France,

Belgium, Prussia, Austria, Baden, Peru,

Russia, Spain, British India, Saxony, British

Columbia, Canada, Norway, Sweden, Mexico,

Victoria, Brazil, Bavaria, Holland, Denmark,
Italy, Portugal, Cuba, Roman States,

Wurtemburg, New Zealand, New Soutli

Wales, Queensland, Tasmania, Brazil, New
Granada, Chile, Argentine Republic, AND
EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD
where Patents are obtainable.

No models are required in European countries,

but the drawings and specifications should be

prepared with thoroughness, by able persons

who are familiar with the requirements and
changes of foreign patent laws—agents win
are reliable and permanently established.

Our schedule price for obtaining foreign patents,

in all cases, will always be as low, and it

some instances lower, than those of any other

responsible agency.

We can and do get foreign patents for inventors

in the Pacific States from two to six months
(according to the location of the country)
sooner than any other agents.

The principal portion of the patent business of

this coast has been done, and is still being
done, through our agency. We are familiar

with, and have full records, of all former
cases, and can more correctly judge of the
value and patentability of inventions discov-

ered here than any other agents.

Situated so remote from the seat of government,
delays are even more dangerous to the invent-

ors of the Pacific Coast than to applicants in

the Eastern States. Valuable patents may be
lost by extra time consumed in transmitting
specifications from Eastern agencies back to

this coast for .the signature of the inventor.

Confidential.
We take great pains to preserve secrecy in

all confidential matters, and applicants for

patents can rest assured that their communi-
cations and business transactions will be held
strictly confidential by us. Circulars free

Heme Counsel.

Our long experience in obtaining patents for

Inventors on this Coast has famdiarized us
with the character of most of the inventions
already patented; heuce we are frequently

able to save our patrons the cost of a fruitless

application by pointing to them the same
thing already covered by a patent. We are
always free to advise applicants of any
knowledge we have of previous applicants
which wdl interfere with their obt-'uing a
patent.

We invite the acquaintance of all pa. ties con-
nected with inventions and patent right busi-
ness, believing that the mutual conference of

legitimate business and professional men is

mutual gain. Parties in doubt in regard to
their rights as assignees of patents or pur-
chasers of patented articles, can often receive
advice of importance to them from a short call

at our office.

Remittances of money, made by individual in-

ventors to the Government, sometimes mis-
carry, and it has repeatedly happened that
applicants have not oidy lost their money, but
their inventions also, from this cause and con
sequent delay. We hold ourselves responsible
for all fees entrusted to our agency.

Engravings.
We have superior artists in our own office, and

all facilities for producing fine and satisfactory
illustrations of inventions and machinery, for
newspaper, book, circular and other printed il-

lustrations, and are always ready to assist

patrons in bringing their valuable discoveries
into practical and profitable use.

DEWEY & CO.
Waited States and Foreign Patent Agents, pub

hshers Mining and Scientific Press and the
Pacific Rural Press, 202 Sansome St., N. E
•orner Pine, S. P.

OUR AGENTS.
Our Friends can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting

Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their

influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send

none but worthy men.
J. L. Tharp—San Francisco.

B. W. Crowell—California.

A. C. Knox—Pacific Coast.

C. N. West—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito

counties.

A. C. Champion—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.

Reward S. Baker—Australian Coloi.ies and Sandwich

Islands,
W. 1). White—San Bernardino and Lob Angeles coun-

ties.

J. W. A. Wrioiit—Sacramento county.

B. E. Lloyd—Sonoma and Napa counties.

E. M. Dxairy, Oregon.
H. E. Hallett —Marin county.

G. W. McGrew.—Santa Clara county.

Wm. M. Brewer—Black Hills, Dakota Territory.

Richard Allen —British Columbia.
R. V. Nlnnally—Siskiyou County, Cal.

Every new subscriber who does not receive

the paper and every old subscriber not credited

on the label within two weeks after payimg for

this paper, should write personally to the pub-

lishers without delay, to secure proper credit.

This is necessary to protect us and subscri-

bers against the acts and mistakes of others.

Mr. W. J. Woodley, who took out a Canadian Patent
some four years ago, is requested to call at the Mining
and Scientific Press Patent Agency office. Business
of mportance.

BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

24 Port Street

Neap Kearny,

San Franaxo. Cat.

The largest and best Business College in America. It6

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keepingand Arithmetic merely, butgives
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.

Ladies' Department.—Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Telegraphic Department. —In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the College. 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

Contents of Pamphlet on Public Lands of

California, U. S. Land Laws, Map of

California and Nevada, Etc.

Map of California and Nevada ; The Public
Lands; The Land Districts; Table of Rainfall in Califor-
nia; Counties and Their Products; Statistics of the State
at Large.

Instructions of the TJ. S. Land Commis-
sioners.— Different Classes of Public Lands; How Lands
may be Acquired; Fees of Land Office at Location; Agri-
cultural College Scrip; Pre-emptions; Extending the
Homestead Privilege; Hot One Homestead Allowed; Proof
of Actual Settlement Necessary; Adjoining Farm Home-
steads; Lands for Soldiers and Sailors; Lands for Indians;
Fees of Land Office and Commissions; Laws to Promote
Timber Culture; Concerning Appeals; Returns of the Reg-
ister and Receiver; Concerning Mining Claims; Second
Pre-emption Benefit.

Abstract from the U. S. Statutes —The Law
Concerning Pre-emption; Concerning Homesteads; Amend-
atory Act Concerning Timber; Miscellaneous Provisions;
Additional Surveys; Land for Pre-emption; List of Cali-
fornia Post Offices. Price, post paid, 50 eta

Published and sold by DEWEY & CO.,8. P

Agents Wanted.
Able and reliable canvassing agents, who wish steady

employment and good wages for good services, are invited

to address this office and send references.

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE AND
OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

McAFEE BROS., Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansome Street, - San Francisco.

Farmers and Others Attention !

If favored with your orders we will furnish you with
first-class farm hands of any kind you may wish. We are
men of experience and know how to select good help. We
have also constantly on hand, Blacksmiths, Milkers, etc.,

and in short, skilled and unskilled labor of all classes,

male and female. Try our agency before sending else-

where. French, German and Scandinavian spoken by the
proprietors. C. R. HANSEN & CO.,
New Employment Office, 626 Clay Street, next door to
Frank G. Edwards' Carpet Store.

GRAY'S MUSIC STORE,

BURN HAM'S

warrantel/b\st &
j

cheapkl
Also, MILLING MACHINERY.

PRICES REDUCED APR. 20, '78.
Pamphlets free. Office, York, Pa.

PAI APF TiIE8E LARGE, FINE, NEW DIMM:
1 Booms are exceedingly popular. The best

RESTAURANT,
NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F. p

f
r^T°Y

CENTS, from five to eight p. m. Visitor to S, F. should
try the Palace.

No. 105 Kearny Street, San Francisco

On receipt of the amount In postage stamps, any of the

following pieces will be mailed, post-paid:

POOR LITTLE CHLOE, (Ballad; by Luther, 35 cts

KISS THE LITTLE ONES GOOD NIGHT FOR ME,
by Ruttledge, 35 cts

GOOD NIGHT, FAREWELL by Ruttledge, 3 cts.

MY DEAR LITTLE HOME O'ER THE SEA,

by Lavarnie, 35 cts.

HELP THE NEEDY WHEN YOU CAN,
by Ruttledge, 35 cts.

AMERICUS GRAND MARCH by Ballenberg, 30 cts.

THE LITTLE TORMENT, (Schottische) . . Far West, 35 cts.

THE REPUBLIC GRAND GALLOP,
by A. H. Woods, "5 cts.

Send for our complete Catalogue of Songs, Ducts and

Choruses. £3TSay where you saw this advertisement.

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That units flat or tubular wnrk of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows off the toe;

Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any Bize without seam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Beamed work;
Kuits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs:
Knits an elastic searued-stitch Suspender with button-holes;

Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch, Fancy
Ribbed stitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch,

Shell stitch. Unique stitch, Tidy stitch, etc.

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the

only family knitter that tills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Seud for circulars to

J. J. PFISTER & CO., General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woulen yarns.

120 SUTTER STREET, Room 4<i, San Francisco.

n^E^nvlUSIC BOOKS.

Johnson's New Method for Thorough Base.

By A. N. JOHNSON, ($1.00).

A remarkably clear, easy and thorough method of

learning to play Church Music, Glee Music, and all Music

containing Chords, or that has four or more parts. All

who play for other people to sing need to learn to play

Chords, and these instructions, which are simplicity

itself, and these exercises, will enable one to do it, even

without a teacher, thus greatly enriching the fullness of

the Organ or Piano pla/ing. Order by full title, Johnson't

Xew Method for Thorough Bane.

Winner's Select Duets for Cornet and Piano
(Seventv-flve cents). Like Winner's other books, it is

reliable. Music is well adapted to the Instrument, and
very pretty.

Sunday School Song Books

!

Good News! Shining River I

EACH BOOK HAS HOSTS OF FRIENDS.

No better hooks are published than the above two,

which are fresh, bright and new, having been out just

long enough to assure their popularity. Try one ! Thirty

five cents each Reduction for quantities.

Any book mailed, post free, for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON,

C. H. Ditson & Co., 843 Broadway, New York,

BEES! QUEENS !

!

HIVES!!!

Choice imported Italian 0_ueens, from best districts in

Italy, 87 each. Tested Italian yueen Bees, from se-

lected mothers, 33. Bke-Kkepers Text Book, just issued

after being thoroughly rewritten and enlarged, now forms

the only standard work on apiaculture, price, paper cover,

<>0 cents; muslin. 81.25; old edition, 40 cents. Quinby,

81.50; "Langstroth on the Honey Bee," 82. Other works
on apiaculture and agriculture for sale at publishers'

prices. Bee-Keepers' Magazine, 8150 per annum.
King's New Bellows Smoker, for subduing bees, by mail,

8125. Hives and other bee-keepers' supplies for sale.

For particulars, address

W. A. PRYAL. Oakland, Cal.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting Eyes.

OFFICE—NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Between Broadway and Washington.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

Land for Sale in Napa County.

I am offerinr my lands in Fobs Valley, ten miles north
of Napa City, for sale, as follows—to wit:

One tract of 800 acres, including my homestead, 220
acres of which is choice valley land, the balance good
tfrazhiL; land, is well watered, has a larye supply of wood,
is well improved, has a comfortable dwelling of nine rooms,
barn, (jmiary, sheds, etc. Also, a good orchard and
choice vegetable garden. Price, $15 00 per acre.
Also, one tract of 1,020 acres, about 100 acres of which is

valley, the balance good graz ng hills, is well watered and
has enough wood on it to pay for it. Price, $5.00 peracre.
Also, one tract of 300 acres, 40 acres tillable, a portion
can be irrigated from springs, has a large amount of wood
on it and If>00 rods of stone fence. Is well suited to run-
ning a small dairy, and raising pigs and chickens, by which
a good living can be made, price 92,000. The climate is

choice, being shut in from the chilly coast winds, but has
just breeze enough to make it pleasant, title perfect. The
above lands lay contiguous. I will sell the whole or either
one of the above tracts on easj terms—a liberal portion
can remain at 10 per cent, per annum. If desired, will sell

with the land, 1,500 head of Spanish Mauro sheep. Come
and see me, asl am determined to sell. Address the un-
dersigned at Napa City. WILLIAM CLARKE.

QC Fasionahle Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c.

aO postprid. 1. REED & CO., Nassau, N. Y.

Lands for Sale and to Let.

LANDS FOR SALE.

KERN COUNTY.
One hundscd and twenty acres; 60 acres in alfalfa; 12

miles from Bakersfleld. Onc-sixtb of ditch sold with

land. Price, $20 per acre.

Two hundred and forty acres, 10 miles from Bakers

field; unimproved, with water right.

FRESNO COUNTY.
One hundred and seventy-five acres of land, at Borden

Station; 30 acres in alfalfa. 110 acres well fenced. Rail-

road station on the land. Chinatown on the land, paying

$400 ground rent. Price, $10,000; half cash, balance to

suit purchaser

There is a good Public House, good Halls, Bam and

Out-Houses on the land. The Public House is well fur-

nished. Address, on the premises,

JOHN BURCHEM, BordeD,

Fresno County, Cal.

Or J. B. CARRINGTON, Grangers' Business Association,

San Francisco, or Denverton, Solano, Cal.

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for sale in Riverdale, Fresno County. It com-

prises 1(10 acres, U. S. Patent, of rich bottom land, with
house and out buildings. Crass is green the year round.
Alfalfa grows the year round without irrigation, as
water is but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There
is fc#u irrigation ditches running across the ranch and
three cubic feet of water per second belongs with the
place, and 42 small fruit trees and two to three hundred
blackberry and strawberry plants; 30 acres of alfalfa; 20
acres of barley, all looking nicely and a nice vegetable
garden. Sixt» acres inclosed, three plows, one tw-o gang
sulky, (John Deere,) and two single plows, harrow, two
number one cows, two calves, one work team, harness,
old buggy and two dozen hens. The ranch is one mile
west of tiic Riverdale postoftiee. We have a good school,

one store and preaching every two weeks of the South
Methodist. The ranch is 10 miles north and west of

Lemore, a flourishing railroad town; 9 miles due west of

Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, the county seat of

Fresno, and 15 miles from the Central California Colony.

All the crops stock and tools mentioned go with the
ranch if sold soon. Price, $2,500. $1 500 gold coin down,
and one year's time on balance. For further particular*

address or call on ranch.

DAVIDS. ORB, Riverdale, Fresno Co, Cal.

CHOICE
PROPERTY AT SANTA CRUZ

FOR SALE.

Eleven acres of land, planted with Ornamental Trees

and Shrubs. Two hard-finished Cottages and other

buildings, large enough to accommodate about 40 per-

sons. A fine well, windmill, tank and distributing pipes.

Charming as a Private Residence or

Sea-Side Hotel.

Finest views of the Pacific, Monterey Bay and the

Coast Mountains. Sea bathing within one minutes'

walk. JULIUS PELTON, Owner.

Apply to C. H. DWINELLE,
202 Sansome St., San Francisco.

FARM FOR SALE.

$4,000.—Two Hundred Acres of

Land in Mendocino County.
Thirty miles from the county seat, and 20 miles from

the Coast, one of the healthiest localities in the State,

especially for consumptives. The pi ice is fenced off in

six different fields. Plenty of water and timber for all

purposes A good orchard. Vegetables of all kinds

grow well. A good dwelling with six rooms, ceiled and

painted inside, good frame barn, granary, storehouse,

smokehouse, etc. ... ...
Also, Six Hundred acres of grazing land, well fenced,

three miles from the above farm, plenty of water and

timber for all purposes Price. $2,260.

For further particulars, address "B. T.," care of

DEWEY & CO., Pacific RURAL Press office, 8an Fran-

cisco, Cal.

HOG RANCr^ FOR SALE.
Hog ranch of 800 acres for sale at Borden, Fresno

County, Cal. Stocked with hogs, work horses, mules

and farming utensils. 300 acres of it in alfalfa and the

balance the best of grain land. The barley now standing

upon it is expected to turn out 60 bushels per acre. All

leveed and ditches mado for irrigating, with the water

supplied by the Fresno Canal Co. Pig pens, water supply,

etc., all arranged. 300 fruit trees and large garden. For

further particulars, apply by mail or in person on the

premises to A. L. SAYRE.
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Purchasers of Stock will find in this Directory thb
Names of some of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

60 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO., Downey City, Cal., breeders of

thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at 840
to 8100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

L. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.
M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-

land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks for

sale. Also, eggs in their season.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for

hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

A. O RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

C P. STONE, San Francisco, Cal.. Importer and
Breeder of High Class White Leghorn Fowls.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal
Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

J. M. KERLINGER, Ellis, San Joaquin Co., Impor-
ter and Breeder of Berkshire Pigs and fine Poultry.

BEES.
N. S. AMES, Napa City, Cal., Importer and Breeder

of Italian Queen Bees. Queens Imported from Europe,
$10 each. Tested Queens, $3.

Poultry.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
Ground raw bones are both stimu-

lating and restorative; unequaled for

FORCING
EGG PRODUCTION,

And have been proved by experiment
to hasten the laying of pullets and
increase the laying of hens fifty per
cent., while burnt bones pounded
have not the same effect, being re-

duced to animal charcoal and phos-
phate of lime, fresh bones ground raw "^^^S
contain jelly and much nutriment. When fed regularly
to fowls it keeps them in a healthy condition, especially
young chickens, and wards off many of the diseases they
are subject to on this Coast. Hundreds of poultrymen
and farmers on the Pacific Coast are now using the Bone
Meal prepared by me, and say they would not get along
without it, after knowing its beneficial qualities. I also
manufacture Bone Meal for cow feed, and for the use of
gardners, nurserymen, etc.

Also, Agent for Imperial Egg Food.

CARBOLIC POWDER.
Calvert's English Carbolic Powder, the best thing in the

world for destroying lice on fowls, put up in four pound
packages for $1, can be shipped in the bone meal sacks,
thus saving freight. Price of Bone Meal in 100 pound
sacks, $4; 50 pound sacks, $2.50. Sent by Express, C. O.
D., or by freight on receipt of price. Send for circular,

C. P. STONE, Mission Market,

Sixteenth Street, San Francisco, Cal.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark and Light Brahmas, Bufi
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White& Brown

Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

\ tarns, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
42TFor further information send stamp for Illustrated

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. O. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal.

EVERYBODY KNOWS
that Mrs. C. H. Sprague, at the California Poultry
Yards, at Woodland, Yolo County, keeps the choicest lot

and the greatest and best variety of Thoroughbred Fowls
of any one west of the Mississippi river, and that one can
get jutt what is wanted by sending orders to her.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. GRAY.

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I. C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

Grangers' Building, .... 106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis that wil
enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will b
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

BYRON JACKSON, Woodland, Cal.,

MANUFACTURER OF

Feeders & Elevators for Threshing Machines, Horse Forks & Der ricks,

All of which are protected by U. S. Patents.

The above Diagram shows the proper position for the Derrick, Separator and Engine, and the best size

tor stacks.

Two medium sized stacks with the Derrick between them is far better than one large ttack, because the grain
has only to be moved one-half the distance. Address

BYRON JACKSON, Woodland, or BAKER & HAMILTON,
San Francisco or Sacramento, Cal.

IRA WARDEN & CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST
GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

THOROUGHBRED POULTRY.

116 Acres

DEVOTED TO

FANCY
POULTRY

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock.

Largest Yards
'. on the Coast.

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Bronze Tur-

keys, Geese, Pekin Ducks, Guinea Pigs, Etc.

£3~Safe arrival of Fowls and Eggs Guaranteed. "S3i

4^-Pamphlet on the care of fowls- -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., adai'Tkd especially to the

Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

Send stamp for price list. Address

M. BYRE, Napa, Cal.

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
£Q Dan nn7on From 3 pens of 20 Hens and a
3>0 rcr Uu£G II. cock each; Si ot the finest White
Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of 600 bred during the sea-

sons of 1870-77, packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send
or circular. Address,

C. P. STONE,
35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

DALTON & GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

All Kinds of Country Produce.

404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco.

£gr Consignments Solicited *®H

C. & F. NAUMAN & CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

ALL KINDS OK

Farm and Dairy Produce Sold on Commis-
sion. Butter, Eggs, Poultry and

Game a Specialty.

231 WASHINGTON STREET, San Francisco
(Between Front and Davis.)

Chas. Nauman. Frank Nauman.

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 76 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Reference.—Tradesmen's National Bans, N. Y. ; Ell

wanger &*Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra

mento, Cal ; A. Lusk & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

HORSE MEDICINE,
D. D. T.-I868.

- As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever
invented. For Ringbone, Spavin, Swkenky, Callous
Lumps, and all old sores, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stiff
Joints, Bruises, Windgalls, and all slight ailments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,
and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

HOUSE WANTED.

tfafWanted, a comfortable house, furnished or unfur-

nished, in a country town or on a farm, for three months,

commencing June 1st, for which a liberal rent will be

paid. Address with particulars,

C W. R., P O. Box 1123,

San Francisco, Cal,

LES! PILES!! PILES!!!
HEMORRHOIDS or PILES
can be OUBEDI Radically,
Speedily and Without Pain ! "Dr
Pierce's Pile Truss and Remedy" give
instant relief in ull cases. By means
of this new appliance the Piles have
a constant and agreeable support and

will cntireli/ disappear if the Truss is worn and the Rem
edy applied as directed. For particulars call or address

MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO., 609 Sac-

ramento Street, (up stairs), San Francisco.

£ST State in what aper you saw this notice. TEll

SWEET

Ckwim
Awanle.l Jlighut prize, at Centennial Exposition for

fine chactna oualma and excettwet and Miming char-

acter nf meaening ami Jlnvr. ,„g. The best tobaeeo

ever mafic. Ai onr hlno strip trade-mar* Is closely

imitated on inferior goods, see tliat J'tekeon'it Befit is

on everv ping. Sold hy nil dealers. Send for sample,

free, to'C. A. Jackson & Co., Mfr»., Petersburg, Va.

L. & E. WERTHHEIMER, Ag'ta, San Francisco,

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords the

best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Beecher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs
nquire of

T. L. MILLER.
Beecher, Will County, Illinois?

BERKSHIRES.
"

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshires.

Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are
guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,

and Los Angeles City, Cal.

stOR. ITUPRV RAY Is warranted usit g JILZ
3>£J CVCn I On I WELL AUGEKS and
DRILLS. Took the first premium at the Great Exposi-
tion. They bore any diameter and depth; 100 feet a day,

through earth, sand or rock. Pictorial auger book free.

Address Col. PETER SAXE, Los Angeles, Cal., Agent for

Pacific States.

THOROUGHBRED
SPANISH MERINO SHEEP!

200 Extra Rams
For sale. Yearlings and two-year-
olds. In size, quality and condition
unsurpassed. ^Vlso, 100 ewes at

prices to suit the times. The nu-
cleus of this flock was from a pur-
chase made from Severance &
Peet in 1873. My ranch is at Haywards, Alameda county,
and may be reached by rail from San Francisco, seven
times daily. Parties desiring choice sheep should see

this flock before purchasing elsewhere.

J. H. STROBRIDGE.

TH0R0UGHBR D BULLS.

Ten head of Red Durhams from 12 to 15 month!

old, Also, 12 head of large work horses and mares will

be sold this spring at private sale on my ranch, six milee

from Oroville, Butte County.

£S"Bulls Sired by Golden Louan Duke.

M. WICK.

W. & J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California.

importers axd breeders of

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE,
also, tub finest strains of

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

20O COWS WANTED.

I WISH TO BUY FROM ONE TO TWO
hundred first-class dairy cows for Jersey
Farm, San Bruno.

R. G. SNEATH.
423 California street.

Calvert's Carbolic

SHEEP WASH
$2 Per Gallon.

^ \ After dipping the sboep, is use^ *1 ful for preserving wet hides, de
the vine pest, and for

essings and disinfecting

etc T. W. JACKSON,
Aj'cnt for Pacific Coast.

BUCHAN'S

CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

AND AM, DISEASES OF TUB SKIN.

Buchan'a Carbolic Soaps; Holman's Fever and
Ague Pad; Corks, bottles and Soda Stock.

M. B. V. WATSON, 313 to 319 Battery St .lS.F .

A JOB PRESS WANTED.

Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., care of Dewe

& Co., S. F. State condition and lowe«t price.
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'atents and Inventions.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official RsrotTS roa Tim Mmxo and Scientific

PRESS, DEWEY £ CO., PlBLISIIKRS AND V. S.

AND KORRIOX PATEXT AOKNTB.J

By Special Dispatch from Washington, D. C.

Week Ending, May 14th.

Construction of Hulls of Steam Vessels.—
Robert Charles Brown, Portland, Oregon.

Fire Escapes.—Francis C. Bryant, heattle,

Washington Territory.

Earth Auoers.—Benjamin F. Mull, Merced,

Cal.

Washing Machines.—Truman Austin, Vir-

ginia City, Nev.
Adjustable Trace Fastenings.—Adam Ruth-

erford, Walla Walla, Washington Territory.

Trade-Marks.

Cream Tartar.—J. Saxon Taylor, S. F.

Labels.

"Edward's Superior Laundry Blui.no.''—

The Western Manufacturing Co., S. F.

The patents are not ready for delivery by the Patent

Office until some 14 days after the date of issue.

Note. — Copies of U. S. and Foreign Patents furnished

by Dawn & Co., in the shortest time possible (by tel-

graph or otherwise) at li.e lowest rates. All patent busi-

ness for Pacific coast inventors transacted with perfect

security and in the shortest possible time.

Fine Home-Made Wagons.

In our recent notice of our visit to the works

of the Sweepstake Plow Company, San Leau-

dro, we made special note of the excellent work

they are doing in carriages anil wagons of dif-

ferent kinds. At this time we would call at-

tention to their handsomely illustrated adver-

tisement on another page, from which some idea

The Fair Season.

The era of preparation for the fair season is

begun. Already the various State, district and

county societies have placed themselves upon a

working basis, their premium lists have been

arranged and all producers who have work of

hand or soil which they are proud of, should

arrange to judge it by the competitive tests

which the fairs afford. As the year promises

to be abundant in all productions, there has

arisen new life among the people on the fair-

holdiug question. Several of the smaller socie-

ties, which hibernated during last year's drouth,

have prepared actively to hold exhibitions this

year, and several new societies have been organ-

ized in growing portions of the State.

We have just received a copy of the premium
list of the 25th annual fair of the California

State Agricultural Society, and it is apparent

that the list has been greatly improved by wise

revision. Over $20,000 are appropriated for

premiums, aside from special premiums and
gold medals for certain exhibits. All interested

should write to Hon. Robert Beck, Secretary,

Sacramento, for a copy of the new premium
list and study it, as it applies to the line of

work which they are doing.

The following is a partial list of the coming
fairs. We shall be pleased to add to it if read-

ers will send us the dates and locations of their

respective exhibitions:

San Francisco Mechanics'J Institute, San Francisco,

August 6th to September 7th.

California State Agricultural Society, September 10th
to 21st, inclusive.

Oregon State fair, at Salem, October 8th to ISth, in-

clusive.

Nevada State Agricultural, Mining and Mechanical
fair, at Reno, October 7th to 12th, inclusive.

Montana Agricultural, Mineral and Mechanical fair,

at Helena, September 23d to 2S)th, inclusive.

Sonoma and Marin district fair, at Petaluma, September
23d to 28th, inclusive.

San .loaquin valley district fair, at Stockton, September
24th to 28th, inclusive.

Northern district fair, at Marysville, September 23d to

28th, inclusive.

Golden Gate district fair, at Oakland, September 0th to

16th, inclusive.

Napa and Solano district fair, at Vullcjo, September 3d.

SWEEPSTAKE PLOW CO.'S NO. 7 PLATFORM SPRING WAGON.
of the styles of their vehicles, can be obtained.
They make , however, many other styles which
are not shown in the advertisement, viz.: sev-
eral styles of buggies, phstOBI and carriages.
All these are made of the very best material
and finished in superb style. Any one in need
of something really tine on wheels can doubt-
less find an article which will please in the
great variety which they have.
We make special notice of their No. 7. plat-

form spring wagon, and use an engraving of it

as an illustration on this paye, because it is a
style which is of wide usefulness and many ad-
aptations. It is also a very famous wagon. It

was Mr. Hiil's specialty for a number of years
in Marysville, when he was of the firm oi Hill

& Knaugh. They supplied the northern part
of the State, with nearly all then used, and
now that they are being sent out from San Le-
andro, they are coming into still wider favor.
This wagon is fully described in the advertise-
ment.
The wagon trade of the Sweepstake Plow

Company has increased three-fold during the
last year, and they now have orders ahead of
the present supply. They are, however, well
tixed for turning out excellent work with due
speed, and at reasonable prices. They are pre-
pared to build to order thoroughbrace wagons
of any style and size. It would be well for all

needing vehicles to visit the works at San Le-
andro, and see how this home manufacture of
wagons is progressing.

Monterey County district fair, at Salinas City, Octotwr
lf'th to 19th inclusive.

Siskiyou county fair, at Yreka, October 2d to :.th, in-
clusive.

El Dorado county fair, at Placerville, September 13th
to 15th, inclusive.

Santa Clara valley fair, at San Jose, September 30th to
Oetober ,

r
,th, inclusive.

Mohair Prices.—We have seen telegrams

and letters from England and New York which
mention a decline in the price of mohair. A
telegram from England shows a decline of 13 to

15 cents per pound during the last six weeks.
Advices from New York speak of a reduction

of from 20 to 30 cents from last year's prices.

Mr. Tetly informs us that he has received

several lots of mohair which were not marked;
some do not even show the locality from which
they were shipped, and there are some without
any letter of advice as to whom they belong.
All who have sent hair to him should send de-
scription of lots, etc.

Stolen Mail Bags.—Gen. Coey, our Post-
master, sends us a copy of a circular issued by
the Postorfiee Department at Washington,
concerning the loss of canvas mail bags through
people who retain them for their own use con-
trary to the law. The Department especially
notes the loss through the sending of documents
to the homes of members of Congress—said
members appropriating the bags to their own
use instead of returning them to their rightful
owner, the Government. We have heard a good
deal about Congressional peculation, but stealing
mail bags is a new variety of it. Do not
let the evil go any farther. It is just a
little meaner to steal from the Government than
to steal from others, although popular senti-
ment of recent years has not been that
way. Let all who have these Government can-
vas mail bags, pass them in at once. It mat-
ters not how they obtained them they belong
to Uncle Sam, and must be looked upon as sto-
len property in whosever hands they may be.
(Jive them to the Postmaster.

Personal.—We sincerely regret to announce
the death of Mr. John B. Jones, of Rochester,
New York, a friend of the Press, and a con-
tributor of occasional interesting notes on horti-
cultural topics. Mr. Jones distinguished him-
self in western New York as a hard worker and
an enthusiast in his favorite theme -horticul-
ture. He served the local horticultural society
both as secretary and president. Mr. Jones'
nursery business will be conducted bv his sons
H. T. & W. B. Jones.

Elocutionist.—It has been our privilege to
listen several times to the eloquent readings of
Mrs. <;. B. Taylor, of Oakland. The entertain-
ment she gave in the Free Reading Room lec-
ture course, in Oakland, recently, gave universal
satisfaction. As a California artist of rare
talent in her profession, we take real pleasure
in adding our testimonial in her praise.

S. p. PACKET R^po^T-

Note. —Our trade review and quotations are prepared

on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are

not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-

urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.

San Francisco, May 29th 1S78.

There is little worthy of note. The Imple-

ment and Bag stores are running under a full

head of steam, but trade in Grain, except Corn,

is confined to the local demand for feed and

grinding.

The foreign market takes a lower figure, as is

seen by the following:

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

Thursday. .

.

Friday
Saturday. .

.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Cal. Avkraox.

10s lld@lls 3d
10s 10d(411s Id
10s lOdtdll? Id
10s lOdiSlls Id
10s 8d<fU0a —
10s 8d(«109 —

Club.

lis ld@lls
lis Ml-,

lis —@lls
lis —(glls
10s 10d(Slls
10s lOdialls

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former

years as follows:
Average. Club.

1876 9s 8d(t* 9s lOd 9s 10d@10s 4d

1877 129 6d@13s — 13s 2d<»13s (id

1878 10s 8d@lls — 10s 10d(sell9 6d

The Foreign Review.
London, May 28th.—The Mark Lane Exprtts

says: Glowing reports of the condition of crops

in, America and other Grain-producing coun-

tries, added to the quiescent state of politics,

has rendered the Wheat trade remarkably dull

and almost stagnant. The amount of business

is so insignificant as to furnish no index of the

course of prices. English Wheat at country
markets declined Is, but farmers were not

eager to sell. Much of the inactivity doubtless

has been owing to the suspense about the East-

ern question. As a few days will probably
determine the course of affairs, a movemeut in

trade, even if downward, may be expected
soon. Imports into the Kingdom for the week
ending May ISth, 983,795 cwts Wheat, 145,998

cwts Flour.

Freignta and CHarters.

Nothing cloing in grain charters. Nominal
rate June and July loading to Liverpool,

50(a 55s t' ton. The tonnage in port disengaged
embraces 41,993 tons; engaged for Wheat, 13,-

302; loading miscellaneous freight, 11,51S tons.

Eastern Grain Markets.

New York, May 25th.—The large supplies of

Wheat and Corn at Western shipping points,

with the heavy forward movement to the sea-

board, together with the pacific appearance of

European advices, have contributed to depress
the values of these products and promote out
ward trade. For the first time during the sea

sou the reports of the crops have been slightly

tinged with gloomy forebodings, Winter Wheat
in portions of the southern portion of the great
belt, having been hurt by rust. By far the

largest proportion of the reports, however
speak in glowing terms of the crops, and the
acreage is so great as to leave little doubt that
we shall have one of the largest, if not the larg-

est, Wheat harvest on record. South, cutting

is now in progress, and will reach the southern
portion of the Western States in a few days.

Chicago, May 25th.—Wheat, for cash, keeps
up moderately well, much better than futures,

which are weak and continually lower, July be-

ing about 10 cents below cash. The cause of

this is the unusually Bearish character of the
European news and heavy receipts, which have
exceeded shipments this week by about 150,000
bushels. The demand has slackened decidedly,
anil, as is usual when a small decline takes
place, all small dealers and scalpers are array-
ing themselves on the Bear side of the game.
June Wheat sold at 99jfC« $1.05Jc, closing at the
inside prices. Corn has ruled the lowest this
week of any time since the Rebellion. The
market has been unsettled and often exciting to

the large number of interested spectators and
merchants. To-day there was an almost start-

ling drop of nearly two cents. June sold at
3ti(Vi 3Sjjc, and closed at nearly inside prices.

Oats were heavy, weak and lower throughout
the week, with no reaction and not much inter-

est manifested. Sales of June at 28J(2,25c, the
lowest price to-day. Rye sold for 57c for cash
down to 54c, under good steady receipts and
small inquiry. Barley went from 50c to 47c.

Eastern Wool Markets.
New York, May 25th—The Wool market is

in a dull and unsatisfac ory condition. To day the
stock of new Spring California is only 52 bales,
as the demand has recently been quite active
for such grades. The balance of the large part
of the eastern Oregon recently on hand,
amounting to some 300 bales, is withdrawn
from the market, the holder wanting 24c.
The Liverpool sales of East India opened this
week, and though the attendance was large,
the prices showed a slight decline. The sales
for the week include 193,000 lbs new Spring
California at 154@26; 44,000 lbs Fall do,
13@17; 10,000 lbs Valley Oregon, 29; 15,000
lbs Eastern Oregon, 23§.

Boston, May 25th—Wool sales, although

larger than last week, are quite moderate for
the season, and the trade is still in an unsatis-
factory state. There is really no fixed price
for Wool. The market has,been gradually set-

tling down, and prices are now fully one cent
per pound lower than last week. Sales of Cal-
fornia were 350,000 lbs, at 22®30c for Spring;
18i@19c for Fall. The total sales of domestic
during the week aggregated 898,000 lbs.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at
noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of
previous weeks:

Articles.

Flour, quarter sacks

.

Wheat, centals
Barley, centals.

Beans, sacks.
Corn, centals.

Oats, centals.

Potatoeg, sacks.
Onions, sacks
Wool, bales
Hops, bales

Uay, bales

Week. Week. Wees. Week.
May 8. May 15. May 22. May 29.

39,168 47,862 44,981 17,237
91,921 47,676 25,707 38,765
9,097 12,169 11,498 14,038
776 744 704 901

9,620 9,192 2,204 1,182
1,699 1,297 6,175 6,406
6,675 2,226 4,308 4,148
274 161 428 645

0,554 9,515 4,803 3,825
139 19 164

1,156 963 1,028 1,287

BAGS—Trade is lively and large lots are
moving into the country. Prices are unchanged
and rings are as yet unformed. Combinations
will not be made until it seems too late for any
one to bring in more stock by steamer.
BARLEY—Barley is very quiet and un-

changed. We note sales: 500 ctls good Feed,
§1; 200 and 100 weevily, 95c, and 1,000 ctls

Brewing, SI. 20, on time.

BEANS—Butter, Pink and small White
Beans have taken another advance. Limas are

somewhat lower.

CORN—Corn continues its upward course.

Receipts are small and the demand good. We
note sales: 200 sks large Yellow, $2; 200 White,
§2. 12J, and 1,000 do on private terms. An
offer of $2.05 was made for 1,000 sks choice
Yellow in warehouse.
DAIRY PRODUCE— The choicest fancy

Butter declines a little. The supply is still ex-

cessive. Dealers report receipts larger than
they ever received before. The situation shows
no promising features yet. Cheese is easier

and abundant.
EGGS—Eggs are plenty and dull.

FEED—There is no notable change except
an advance of §1 per ton on Corn Meal. Hay
is about the same as last week. Plenty of new
Hay is expected next week.
FRUIT—A few new Pears arrived from Sac-

ramento during the week and sold for SI per
basket. Apricots are more abundant and
cheaper. Cherries arrive more freely, but the
season's supply will probably be short from all

accounts. Tahiti Oranges are now in good
supply. Prices for all Kinds of Fruit may be
found in our list.

HOPS—There is nothing new either here or

at the East.

OATS— Prices are well maintained and trans-

actions small. Sales 150 sks light Feed at $1.35,

and 120 do at 1 1.374 per ctl.

ONIONS—New Unions from the river lands
are coming in and sell at ?l(a,1.25 per ctl.

POTATOES— Receipts of Potatoes are still

comparatively small and prices hold up well.

The trade is now running wholly on new Pota-

toes.

VEGETABLES~Our price list shows several

changes.
WHEAT—There is nothing doing except by

millers for immediate waDts. The shippers are

wholly out of the market and cannot be tempted
into making bids. Quotations are merely nom-
inal. Sales: 100 sks good Milling at $1.90; 400
sks Walla Walla at $1,874; 500 fair do at$1.85;
and 60 do at $1.80 per ctl.

WOOL— Prices are about the same, although
sales are small and trade dull. We note sales:

65,000 San Joaquin, 14i(5.21c; 86 bales do, 174c;

15 bales Northern, 244c; 20 bales Shasta
county, 20c; 14 bales Sacramento, 24c; 52 bales

Colusa, 21c.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
[wholesale.)

Wednesday m
FKI IT MARKET.

Apples, box — — @—
Apricots, lb - 10 (at— 15
Bananas, bnch.. 2 30 uc 4 00
Cocoanuta. 100. . 5 00 (a 6 00
Cherries. lb — 8 «*- 28
Currants, chest. 6 00 Vt t 50
Gooseberries, lb. 6 (a 7

Llniea. Mex (318 00
do, Cal &

Lemons, Cal M . @— —
Sicily, bx 11 00 <»12 00

Mangoes, t'100. . 4 00 (g
Oranges, Mex.
M @
Tahiti 27 50 (630 00
Cal 40 00 060 00

Pears, box w
Pineapples, doz.— — &
St'wberriea. ch'st 7 00 013 00

Illtll l> FKITT.
Apples, lb 5}@ 71

Apricots 10 @ 121

Citron 23 «*

Dates.
Figs. Black..
White

Peaches
Pears

'8

May 29, 1878.

Plums 3 &
Pitted 12!<3 14

Prunes 14 & 10
Raisins. Cal bx 1 00 <8 1 66
do, Halves.. 1 50 la 2 00
do. Quarters. 1 50 (3 2 50
Blowers

-

1 75 I

Malaga 2 75 I

Zante Currants.

.

VK.miius.
Asparagus, box.. 50 i

'--to. ctl 1 00 I

Beans, String. . . 2 I

Cabbage, 100 lbs 75 I

Carrot*, ctl 62

U

Cauliflower, doz 75 (
Cucumbers, doz.— 25 i

Garlic New, lb..

Green Peas
Lettuoe, doz
Parsnips, lb

Horseradish.
Rhubarb
Squash, Marrow

fat. tn 18 00 (820 0U
Summer do, bx.. 25 m 35
Tomatoes 15 & 18
Turnip*, ctl 1 50 @-
White 50 «

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Sotho & Co.]

San F&ancisoo, May 29. 3 r. m
Legal Tenders in 8 F.. 11 a. m.,99@874. Silvee 2J.32 X>

Gold in New York. 100,.

Gold Baas, ».«.«t..|v Silver Bakh. S@16 V cent 41*

»unt.
Exchange on New York, 1%; on London bankers, 49®

491. Commercial, 50; Pari*, tire franca V dollar; Mexican
dollar*. 94|.
London Conaoli 95 11-16; Bond*. 105].

Quicksilver in S. V., by the nask, * lb, 46@47J«.
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DOMESTIC PRODUCE.

UK l\S.
Bayo, ctl 5 50 @5 75

Butter 4 00 @4 25

Pea - @4 50

Bed - @ -
Pink 5 50 @6 25

Sm'l White 4 50 &i 75

Lima 3 75 C*4 00

BROOM COICA.
Old 34@ 7

New 4j@ 8
CHICCOKT,

California 4 & 41

German 6J@ 7

in 1 it v PKODUCB, ETC.
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll, lb 22J(g 25

Point Reyes 25

[wholrsalb. 1

Wednesday m., May 29, 1878.

22W

II)
I

21

12;

Pickle Roll, new
Firklu.old 12 (4

Western Reserve.. 124i

New York — i

CHEESE.
Cheese, Cal., lb....

Eastern
N. Y. State
Gilroy Factory

EGOS.
CaL fresh, doz
Ducks'
Oregon
Eastern
do Pickled — @ —

FEED.
Bran, ton — <*16 50

Corn Meal 42 00 i«43 00

Hay 8 00 @15 00

Middlings 21 00 w22 50

Oil Cake Meal... 34 00 &
Straw, bale 25 @ 60

FLOUR.
Extra, bbl 6 00 06 25
Superfine 4 75 «5 00

Graham, lb 3J@ 3i
FKKSII MEAT.

Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 6J@ 71
Second 5 @ 5A

Third 4 @ 43

Mutton 5 >•' 51
Spring Lamb 7
Pork, undressed
Dressed

Veal
Milk Calves 8 <§

«.lt t «\. ETC
Barley, feed, ctl... 95 @1 021
Brewing 1 12i«el 20
Chevalier 1 50 <a —

Buckwheat 1 30 0? —
Corn. White 2 10 @2 12J
Yellow 2 00 @2 05
Small Round.. ..1 95 @2 00

Oats 1 25 -»1 45
Milling 1 55 <ml 65

Rye 2 40 <» —
Wheat, Shipping.. 1 90 M —
Milling 2 00 @ -

HIDES

Pecans 13 @ 14
Peanuts 5 @ 6
Filberts 15 @ 16

ONIONS.
Alviso — @ —
Union City, ctl.. ..3 50 @ —
Stockton 1 00 @1 25
Sacramento River. 1 00 (SI 25

Oregon — @4 00
POTATOES.

Petaluma, ctl — @ —
Humboldt — 5 —
Cuffey Cove — <® —
Early Rose 2 50 itf3 50

Half Moon Bay. . .2 50 @3 50

Kidney — W -
Sweet — @ —
Salt Lake — <»3 75
POULTRY A T.AME.

Hens, doz 8 50 (glO 00
Roosters 6 00 <*13 50
Broilers 4 00 @ 8 50
Ducks, tame 8 00 @ 9 50
do. Mallard —(3

..1 50 @ 2 50

10

14 @ 15
Wet salted 8I@ »}

HONEY. ETC.
30(a 31

Honey in comb 14 <a 15
do. No 2 121<» 14

Dark 10 l»
7 @ 9

HOPS.
4 <a 5

California i; m> 8
Wash Ter 5 0> 6M IS .lol.Mns.
Walnuts, Oal 8 ia 9
do Chile 7 (a 8

Almonds, hd shl lb 7 ca> 8
14 @ 17
14 @ 16

— <a
— &
19 (g 20
20 @ 21

— @

—

Geese, pair
• Wild Gray, doz.
White do

Turkey6
do. Dressed

Snipe, Eng
do, Common . .

.

Rabbits
Hare — @-

PROVISIONS.
Cal. Bacon, H'vy. Ib 101.(3

Medium 115(3
Light 125<a

Lard 11 @
Cal. Smoked Beef 10 @
Eastern — <a

Shoulders. Cover'd 71@
Hams. Cal 10J<§
Dupee's 12 &
Boyd'B 12 @
Davis Bros' 12 @
None Such 12 «a
Ames 12 @
Slavens & Mansur 11 10
WhittaKer 11J@

SEEDS.
Alfalfa, 5 @
Canary 6 (a

Clover, Red 16 @
White 50 @

Cotton 6 (a

Flaxseed 3J(»
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 (a

Perennial 35 @
Millet 10 @
Mustard, White... 8 <a
Brown 2J@

Rape 3 <fl>

Ky Blue Grass 20 <g
2d quality 18 @

Sweet V Grass 1 00 (rt

Orchard 25 (S
Red Top 18 &
Hungarian 8 @
Lawn 50 @
Mesquit — @
Timothy 9 @

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 8 @
Refined 9j@

WOOL. ETC.
SPRING.

S.Ioaq'n,12mofree 18 <Oi

do 6 & 7 mo do 16 <a
Burry, 12 mo 15 @
do 6 mo.. 14 @

Scabby 121(a)

South'n Coast, free 16 0%
do do burry 14 ifti

Northern, free 23 (fe

LEATHER.
fWHOLESALE. I

Wednesday m„ May 29,

Sole Leather, heavy, lb 22 (

Light 20 i

Jodot, 8 Kil., doz 48 00 i

11 to 13 Kll 65 CO i

14 to 19 Kil 80 00 i

Second Choice, 11 to 16 Kil 55 00 i

Oornellian, 12 to 16 Kil 57 00 i

Females, 12 to 13 Kil 63 00 i

14 to 16 Kil 71 00 i

Simon Ullmo, Females, 12 to 13 Kil 58 00 i

14 to 15 Kil 66 00 I

16 to 17K11 72 00 (

Simon, 18 Kll 61 00 (

20 Kil 65 00 (

24 Kil 72 00 (

Robert Calf. 7 and 9 Kll 35 00 (

Kips, French, lb 1 00 (

Cal. doz 40 00 <

French Sheep, all oolors 8 00 (

Eastern Calf for Backs, lb 1 00 I

Sheep Roans for Topping, all colors, doz 9 00 <

For Linings 5 50
Cal. Russet Sheep Linings 1 75 <

Boot Legs, French Calf, pair 4 00 i

Good French Calf 4 00 i

Best Jodot Calf 5 00 i

Leather, Harness, tb 35 i

Fair Bridle, doz 48 00
Skirting, tb 33 <

Welt, doz 30 00
Buff, ft 18
Wax Side 17

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.
May

Butter, California
Choice, lb 25

Cheese 18 1

Eastern 25
Lard, Cal 18 i

Eastern 20 i

Flour, ex. fam, bbl8 00 i

Corn Meal, lb 2fc

Sugar, wh. crshd 12j.

Light Brown 8 i

Coffee, Green 23 i

Tea, Fine Black... 50 i

Finest Japan. ... 55 i

Candles, Admt'e. . 15 i

Soap. Cal 7 i

Wednesday m
Rice
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1

Can'd Oysters doz2
Syrup, S F Gold'n
Dried Apples, lb .

.

Ger. Prunes
Figs, Cal
Peaches

Oils, Keroseuo
Wines, Old Port...

3

French Claret 1

CaL doz bot 3
Whisky, O K, gal. .3

French Brandy 4

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending May 28, 1878.

highest and lowest barometer.

May 22 May 23 May 24 May 25 May 20 May 27 May 25

30.11 30.14 30.03 30.00 29.98 29.82 29.99
30.03 30.02 29.93 29.94 29.85 29.73 29.82

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.

62 64 78 68 65
1

07
1

57
54 52 61.5 55 53 54 50

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.
72 1

82 67 80 71 59 67

PREVAILING wind.
SW W w

|
SW SW W 8W

WIND—MILES TRAVELED.
184 241 226 230 301 226 S76

STATE OF WEATHER.
Clear.

|
Fair. | Clear. 1 Fair. Clear.

|
Clear. Clear.

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

I I I I II
Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1877, ti.H is

Farmers ! Farmers ! I

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange," 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,
San Francisco. All hands carefally selected free

of^charges to employers and employees.

Woodward's Gardens were never more attract-
ive than at present. A fine lion and two lionesses, all

young and not fully grown, have just been added. Bal-
loon ascensions by Prof. Martin are now being made.
The popularity of the gardens continues to increase.
Rates of admission unchanged.

Portable Engines.—Mr. H. W. Rice, inventor of Rice's

Straw-burning Engines, is giving h;3 personal attention to

machine manufacturing and jobbing, in S. F. , as will be

seen by his advertisement in this paper. He disposed of

his patent right on the Straw-burning Engine some time

ago.

The country has been deluged with cheap pianos, ped-
dled from house to house, and those that have purchased
are fast learning the mistake of trading with irresponsible
agents. Every one ought to know that in the large
cities, where comparisons can be made, that the Steinway
is to be found in the homes of those who are able to pay
for the best.

Hand Printing Press Wanted.— Parties having a sec-

ond hand Washington or other hand printing press which
they wish to dispose of, will please address this omce,
stating price, size and condition.

See advertisement
the country.

for furnished house in

Any Photographer having a large Camera Box for

sale will please notify "N. S.," at this office.

GKR^ZLSTID

SPRING OPENING
—OF—

MILLINERY

—AND—

FANCY GOODS,
—AND—

Ladies' Finished Underwear!

Notions, Household Goods and Gents' Fur-

nishing Goods.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOYS' & MEN'S Nice Fitting Suits

of French Beaver, Diagonals,

California and Oregon Cash-

meres and Scotch Tweeds.

PALMER BROS.,

Nos. 726, 728, 730, 732, 734 Market St

,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GREAT SLAUGHTER

IN SEWING- MACHINES.

We are now offering for sale, at $10 EACH, the fol-

owinfT machines:

FLORENCE,

WHEELER & WILSON,

GROVER & BAKER.

THESE MACHINES ARE

Guaranteed to be in Perfect Order,

And many of them NEW.

Parties in the country can have thorn packed and ship-

ped free of any extra charge. Address

WILCOX & GIBBS Sewing Machine Co.,

No. 124 POST STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PIANOS, ORGANS, BRASS
—AND OTUER

—

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Kohler & Chase,
No. 633 & 635 Clay Street, San Francisco,

Washington and 9th Sts., Oakland.

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST MUSIC FIRM ON THIS COAST.

PIANOS.
DECKER BRO.'S,

EMERSON'S and

FISCHER (Upright).

Mason & Hamlin Organs.

BEST MAKES OF GERMAN, FRENCH, ENGLISH AND
AMERICAN BRASS AND WIND INSTRUMENTS.

43T A Large Assortment of Choice Sheet Music is

kept iu Oakland only.

THE BERKELEY GYMNASIUM,

(A Preparatory School to the University.)

A Pirst-Olass Boarding School,

Established in the interests of higher education, and in

opposition to the cramming svstem of small colleges and

military academies of the State. The next

Term Will Commence July Twenty Fourth

EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES FOR ADMISSION,

July Twenty-Second and Twenty-Third.

By request, instructions have been provided during

the summer months for 6tudents preparing for the Au-

gust examinations at the University. For catalogues or

particulars, address
JOHN F. BURRIS,

Berkeley, Cal.

Note.—We desire to call special attention to the or-

ganization of our Grammar Department, separate from

the Academical, and solicit the patronage of parents and

guardians of small boys

YOUNG LADIES' SEMINARY, BENICIA.

Mrs. Mary Atkins Lynch, Principal.

The next term will open July 31st, 1878. The Principa'

(Miss Atkins), desires to inform her friends and former

patrons that she will resume her old position in

Benicia, with a full corps of competent teachers, at the

opening of the next term.

CHOICE PIGS FOR SALE.

I have a few fine Lancastershire pigs for sale, now

about four weeks' old. Bred from choice^ imported

stock. Address
GRANT I. TAGGART,

Eighth Street, near Broadway, Oakland.

THE NEW "REGULAK...'

'acific sural Cress,

A first-class 16-page Illustrated Agricultural Weekly, filled

with fresh, valuable and interesting reading. Every
farmer and mralist should take it. It is im-
mensely popular. Send for a sample copy.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers, S. F.

Q
2

£
hw
W
PQ

X

Is now Improved and Strengthened and
is made Especially Heavy for the

California Trade.

The following testimoniM is offered as a comparison to
one advertised by the Althouse Windmill a^ent iu Ri;rai,
Press of the 25th of May.

Routieus P. O , Sacramento Co., May 11, 1878.
E. W. Mills—Agent for Regulator Windmills—Vie

had this winter the most terrific Btorm I ever witnessed
in California. I expected to see every mill in the country
blown down. To my surprise and satisfaction, not only
was my mill all right, but A. D. Patterson's and J. Wiers.
All of your pattern were in perfect order, turning their
sharp edge to the wind. I am sorry to say that the three
Althouse Mills, which were also put up in my neighborhood
were utterly demolished, and you could pick up pieces of
them for 500 yards. One of them was never put up until
about a month ago. They are fine mills for nice weather,
but will not stand any heavy storm. The mills which
were so utterly demolished were Messrs. Studum's,
Evans' and Morton's, all in my immediate neighbor-
hood. Yours truly, J. Routier.

The above is the record of Umbrella Windmills after
one or two season's standing. As common sense teaches
that any ma. -nine all hinges and joints and small rods
cannot be durable and lasting, for reference look at their
history East. All railroad companies have discarded them
and taken Solid Wheel mills. At the Centennial Exhibi-
tion they were blown to pieces, while the Solid Wheel
mills stood the storm. The Central Pacific Co., have tried
two, you could not give them another Umbrella Wheel,
as it costs more for repairs in one year than a Solid
Wheel costs new.
We can furnish any amount of similar evidence, hut re-

luctantly make this reply in public to such an illegitimate
mode of procuring business.
The first mills we imported were not strong enough for

the California trade, but we now claim to have the beet
and most perfect mill in the market.
43TYou will save fifty dollars by looking at this Mill

before buying, as you cannot fail to APPRECIATE the ad-
vance in this, our "NEW MILL." We are aware our
Mill is fought more than any other, because it is most
feared by all agents, as it is also the best established.
We have sold twice the number of any other Company in
the past three years, and can prove their strength and
durability as compared with Umbrella Mills, to the satis-
faction of any one interested. Send for testimonials or
circulars, price lists, etc.

Dtep-well Brass Cylinder Pumps a specialty; we also
furnish Tanks, Frame and Pipe to complete a job, and
send a man to erect the same when desired. Address

M. C. HAWLEY & CO.,
Cor. Market and Beale Sts , S F.

NOT FAIL
to sonrt for our
Catalogue. It
contains prices
and <lescrii>tion

k
of most every
article in gen-
eral uNe.anil Is

valuable to \*V rKRSOJI contemplat-
ing; the purchase of any article for Per-
sonal, Family or Agricultural use. Wo
have rtone a large trade the past season
In the remote parts of the Territories,
ami have, with few exceptions, exceed-
ed the expectations of the purchaser,
many claiming to have made a saving
of M> to GO per cent. We mail these
CATAMKilKJ* TO ANY ADDRKSS,
FREE, UFOIV APPLICATION. We sell
our goods to all lnanltiiid at wholesale
prices in quantities to suit. Reference,
First National Bank, Chicago.

MONTGOMERY WARD & GO.,
Original Orange Supply House,

*tZ7 A Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Dewey & Co. san^e st latent Aq'ts.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by

Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South lOth

St., Philadelphia. 59 Gold St.. Cor. Ann.N.Y

THE EASTERN OREGON COLONY
Have located in Grass Valley, Wasco County, on the line of the Dalles Military Road, '20 miles from the Columbia
River, between the Deschutes and John Day Rivers; :il miles from the Dalles.

THUS TOWN" SITIE
Is located ou a small stream, fed by numerous springs, in tho ceutor of a beautiful rolling prairie, 50 miles long by

30 miles wide, of the very richest soil, heavily covered with fino bunch grass.

A Plenty of Government Land for All.

The climate is (unlike Western Oregon) dry and delightful, nil kinds of Grain, Fruit ami Vegetables, etc.
,
yrow

n perfection. Average wheat crop—46 bushels per acre.

640 Acres Secured for a Town-site and Called Lockville.

LIQUOR SALOONS OR CIUNESF- ALLOWED. TES

Hotels, Stores and a large number of Houses already in course of construction. Immigrants will do wall to look

at this location before going further north.

A Stage will soon leave the Dalles, (from the Pioneer Hotel,) daily for Lockville.

EASTERN OREGON COLONIZATION COMPANY.

DR. C. R. ROLLINS, Pres. J. B. DOW, Treas. G. M. LOCKE, Sec'y.
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Agricultural Articles.

WINTER'S
UNLOADING AND STACKI

DERRICK.
NG

Will un'oad Wagons at tlie rate of one per minute,
and can be taken down and pat up again in five min-
ute*. It will unload and stack from two Sixteen-Feet
Headers, and will save

Four Wagons. 8 Horses and 5 Men Board, etc $20 00

Orain Threshed by Piloting per day 10 00
Grain Threshed by Driving Over Base of Stack 10 00
Two Headers will cut from 10 to 20 acres more 15 00

It is Used for Heading and Threshing and
for Stacking Hay and Straw.

Price of Derrick, $150; Nets. $ 2.50 Each.

SEND YOUR ORDERS KARLY TO

JOHN MORGAN, Davisville,

Yolo County, Cal.

JOHN D. WINTERS, Proprietor.

BONNEY'S PATENT
Adjustable Grain Lifter for Headers.

All fanners who wish to save grain without waste in

cutting, should examine these. They can he run at any
inclination to the ground, as seen at D in cut. Are light,

strong: and durable, and can be adjusted in 15 minutes, or

removed in five when not required, by drawing; bolt in

malleable shank B Set of S for 10-foot header, (in put-

tine; on which bore with J-inch bit for lag screws) are the
cheapest and give the best satisfaction of any in use
Parties can save additional the cost of a set in one day's
cutting, where grain is lodged or triuklcs down. Price.

tiO Also, Grain Belts, Header Sticks, etc. Manufactured
for BAKER & HANILTON,
San Francisco and Sacramento, .sole Agents, Pacific Coast.

The Famous " Enterprise
''

(PERKINS' PATENT
Self Regulating

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtures.

now, that

These Mills and Pumps aro
reliable and always give sat-
isfaction. Simple, strong anil

durable in all parts. Solid
wrought iron crank shaft with
double bearingx fortheurank
to work in, all turned and
run in babbitted boxes .

Positively self regulating,
with no coil springor springs
of any kind. No little rods,
joints, levers or balls to get
out of oruer, as such things
do. Mills in use six to nine years in Suuj
have never cost one cent for repairs

All sizes of Pumping and Power Mills Thousands in
use. All warranted. Address for circulais and infor-
mation,

HORTON &. KENNEDY,
GENERAL OFFICE AND SUPPLIES, LIVERMoRE,
ALAMEDA CO., CAL. Also. Best Feed Mills for sale.

San Francisco Agency, LINFORTH, RICE
<lfe CO., 401 Market Street.

IWATTtSON & WILLIAMSON'*

o
LLl

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.
This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who

have been long in the business and know what is required
n the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action :>f , he Plow correctlv. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

HAY PRESSES.
JOHN H. GOVE'S PATENT IMPROVED

Centennial & Eagle Hay Presses,

MANUFACTURED BT 11 1 M AT TUB

EUREKA WAREHOUSE, NORTH POINT,

Are the best made, combining Strength, Durability,

and Compactness. Send for Circular. Post

Office Box, 1122. Also, for sale by

David N. Hawley, 201 & 203 Market St.,

Cor. of Main, San Francisco.

TH0S. POWELL'S ELECTRIC ELEVATOR.

Thus. Powells Elec-
tric Elevator is the
most speedy stacker
in the WOnd. Mon-
ey, time and labor
Bared by the use of
this machine, only
one minute requir-
ed to unload the
largest header wag-
on. The entire load
is taken up in a

center opening net with a portable denick Tin- toad is

raised by horse power, by the use of this machine, high and
large stacks can be built of hay. straw and grain without
hard labor or wasting of grain. The time occupied unloading

short that one derrick with nets w ill stack for one. two
or three headers. The success of this machine is well estab-
lished from the great sale ami testimonials of the last two
seasons. Farm rs or those wishing to purchase should not
hold back, but send in their orders early to be sure of secur-
ing a rig before the rush in harvest time. Orders for ma-
chine or price list circular, address.

THUS, POYVKLI.. Patentee.)^ t.,r
Or II. C. SHAW Plow Co., j

Stockton, Cal.

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only $(i), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell
almost as fast as a j'40

machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 18
pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-
ticulars, address

WEISTER&CO.
17 New .Montgom-

ery St. , S. F.

Blowers' Patent Fruit Drier

Prospective View, Showing Draft Chimney, Furnace
and Drying Rooms.

Transverse Section Showing Heating and Drying Cham-
bers and Currents of Heated Air.

The Only Successful Fruit Drier in the World.
Professor D. M. Mefford, inventor of the celebrated

Mefford process of drying fruit and vegetables without
loss of color or flavor, says of the Blowers' Drier; "Your
Drier is really the only Fruit Drier in the world, and com-
pared with which every drier I have seen (and I have
seen them all.) is really worthless for successful factory
work. If fruit driers wish to make a success of their
work they must use your house."— D. 11. Mkffuhu, To-
ledo, Ohio, March 2d, 1S78.
For descriptive circulars, address

R. B. BLOWERS, Woodland, Cal.

Nurserymen.

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL-

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties Also. Coffee, Cork Oak,
Olives, Guavas, English and Black Walnuts, Magnolias,
Louuats, Butternuts. Small Fruits, Evergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stock of the Diospyros Kaki fJavcmut Perafer
moil, J of our own growing, ana also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue

and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Niles, Alameda Co., Cal.

Send km Catalooik. Establish kd lx 1S52.

BAY NURSERIES,
OAKLAND, CAL

James Hutchison, Se eds-
man and Florist.

New and Rare Plants, Evergreen Trees, Ornainenta'
Shrubs and Flowering Plants.

Roses, i'lnko. Fuchsias anil l.cinllitillls a S|><"

dally. Japanese IVi'siiiimoii at Reduced B •

Blue Gums and Monterey Cypress; Hutchison's Seed-
ling Gooseberries; Bulbs, Flower and Tree Seeds; Vegeta-
ble Seeds. Hardy Climbing Plants, Conservatory Climb-
ers, Choice Plants for Hanging Baskets and Vases. An
immense stock of choicest kinds at greatly reduced rates.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet
Sop, Grape Fruit, Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, choice Oianges, Lemons and Raisin Grap. s; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive
catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

THE DINGFE & CONARD CO'S
BEAITIFI L KVElt-HI,noMIN<;

We deliver strong Pot Hose*, tvitabU fa
Hairrriuq. safely by mail, at nil P *t-nfnces. •> Splendid
Vliri.ti.H, i/»rrJ»i«.: ill bh.-L-d.mr Ml :

IStnrSJj: 1 !»

forS3 : 2U i r * 4 :!."» for S.i ;
7.", f . .r S I O ; 1OOfor 9il3.

Send foroor .NKW (JITIOE T*.» ROSE CULTURE,
and choose from over .»0O lincst sorts. Our I. rent >pr-
Cin.ll V it oroirintj and ,li-tr,hutina Honrs. TH F. DINGER
& CONARD CO..A'i«e-GVoi«r»,WestGrove,CuesterCo.,Pa.

For Sale at Half Price to Close out this Year's
Stock, a Fine Lot of

BLUE GUM TREES, Transplanted.
SIX TO EIGHT DOLLARS PER THOUSAND.

itiTSample Boxes containing 100, SI. Also, a healthy

ot of BnDUHS Pina in Boxes, S3} to H per hundred.

T. CORLEY, Nurserymen, Brooklyn, Cal.

DEITZ'S PROCESS,

Awarded the

CALIFORNIA GOLD MEDAL

AND TUB

U. S Centennial Grand Medal & Diploma.

IT IS THE

BEST FRUIT DRIER,

And the only one that proves a success in

making the FINEST RAISINS, FIGS,

and the Choicest Fruit at the

least expense.

Driers of all sizes put up and no pay asked until tested.

GEO. A. DEITZ, Manager,

Sacramento, Cal.

THE MAGIC COIN EOS
Holds over $5.00 of f'liver coin,
in • Halt Dollar*," " Quarter Uol-
Inrs," "Dimes.'' find "Mckles."
The merest movement of your
thumb pushes tlie dt su cd coin into

your hand, a:i.l nnotherona
Immediately i^u< lis piaeo
ns if by magic. Haki a change
in half the time with no dan-
rofdroppiiux any. sumpio

mmlsoinclv Dieted with
NICKEL BlLVEK. sent post
paid, SO CtS. Agents Trial

Package, containing 3 Coin
oxes, for $ 1 .00. Agents

wanted everywhere. Big pay.
Postage Stamps taken us cosh.

HUTCHINSON & CO.
12 Cai:n Sjuirc, IT. 7.

GRAIN THRESHING.

Tin- undersigned, an experienced thresher and owner of
a first-class steam threshing rig, desires before selecting
his territory for this season's work, to correspond with
grain growers in any section where the grain crop will be
large and threshing machinery not abundaat. He thinks
that by thus inviting correspondence, he may take his
machinery where it is most needed, and is ready to make
contracts with parties who have grain to thresh.

I have to rent or for sale, a Hoadlcy Wood-burning
Engine. Address

J. W. RILEY,
Care Dewey & Co., 202 Sansome Street, S. F.

TO BEE MEN.
A party, in business in this city, desirous of engaging

in the honcv business, is open to proposals. Address,
"J. K. C," at this office.

Seedsmen.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early ..

Marblehead Mammoth I « 4. n
Stowell's Evergreen ( oWeet UOFDi
Mexican Sweet, New )

ESouttonl Yellow Flint Corn.

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel']
Yellow Globe
White Sugar

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street. San Francisco

Beet Seed.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

*»*"Guide to the Vegetable <md Flower Garden
will be sent prrk to all Custgjikrs. It contains in-
structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY. SWEET

VERNAL, MKZOUITE and other Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAFAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEjjD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street. - San Francisco.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering
Bulbs ami Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-
logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS i SONS. 34 Barclay Street, N. Y

SOMETHING NEW.
Wright's Centennial Potato, originated at Reno, Nevada,

from Med in 1875. hai heeu fully tested and is ten dajs ear-
lier tlian tlie Karly Rose and yields onk third more. For
size, beauty and conking qualities, it has no superior. We
have a limited quantity for seed, at 2.1 cents per pound. For
furthir particulars, address W. R. STRONG & CO., Seudj-
men. Sacramento, Cal.

Chance fo a Country Merchant.

There is a flue chance to open a country store at

Henlyville, Tehama County.
The location is 10 miles from Tehama and 20 miles

from Red Bluff, on the main road from these two places
to Paskenta, Ncwville, Round Valley, etc. Tho location
is surrounded by a very thrifty and prosperous farming
country. During the last 20 years there has not been a
failure of crops and this year everything looks better
than ever.

There are now at Henlyville a good Hotel, Blacksmith
Shop, shoe Shop and Saloon, but no store. There is a
new, first-class building, ready to put in a stock of goods.
A stock of $7,000 to $10,000 will be needed. The owners
of the building have no time to carry on the store. They
will rent the building at very reasonable rent to a good
firm or they will take an interest in the store with good
men to carry on the business. Address

GLEASON Si MASON,
Henlyville, Tehama County, Cal.

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and exjierienccd nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery in a good location in Tehama county.
The owner of the land has the best of soil and plenty of.

water, one mile from the railroad station. He wants a
good man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raise

nil kinds of ornamental und forest trees. The owner of

the land Wishes to take an interest in the proposed nur-
sery and believes good sales of trees can be made. Good
men, experienced and trustworthy may address us Oft

this subject.

DEWEY Si CO.
202 Sansome Street. San Francisco.

YOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS.
,
Nerthford, Conn.
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STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS.

One new Straw-burning Portable Engine, made by

Ransome, Sims & Head, Ipswich, England. This is a

very superior engine, sent here as a sample engine for ex-

hibition; one second-hand Straw-burning Engine, 8x10

inch cylinder, (Rice); one second-hand Wood-burning En

gine, 8x12 inch cylinder, (Hoadley); one second-hand

Wood-burning Engine, 7x10 inch cylinder, (Hoadley);

one second-hand Wocd-buniing Engine, 5^x10 inch cyl-

inder, (Hoadley); one second-hand Wood-burning Engine,

6x12 inch cylinder, side engine; one new Stationary En-

gine, independent cut-off, 12x24 inch cylinder. [The

Straw-burning Engines named are free from infring-

ments. ]

One large sized Rock Breaker, Varney & Rix, size

9x15; one Wood Splitting Machine; one 36-inch cylinder

Russel Separator, (with extra cylinder,) and Lauffenberg

shoe- very cheap, on account of owner's death; (will be

sold with or without any of above engines.) All of the

above second-hand engines have been in shop and over-

hauled, and are in good working order. Various other

machinery for sale. Purchase made on Commission.

Machinery repairs solicited. Specialty of Portable En-

gines and Boilers for threshing.

J. W. RILEY, (Box 2361) San Francisco.

BEST PORTABLE ENGINE
In the World.

Winchester Repeating Rifle
MODEL 1873.

Rice's Portable Engines Have no Equal!

Manufactured on the Pacific Coast. Four Sizes— Plain;

Substantial, Durable and SAFE. Consumes less Wood,

Coal and Water than any Engine known; over 150 now in

use. Took first premium at the Mechanics' and State

Fairs in 1877. Greatly improved for 1878. Call or ad-

dress H. W. RICE, Office and Works, No. 56 Bluxome
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

£2TSteamboat and Yacht Engines and Boilers to order.

Sawmill and Flourmill Machinery, etc. Agency of th

celebrated Shive Engine Governor.

HERRMANN S STYLES IN HATS.

NOW OUT!

Prices Lower Than Ever.

-AT—

402 Kearny Street, - - Near Pine,

Branch, 910 Market Street,

Between Stockton and Powell, San Francisco

M. COOKE. R. J. COOKE.

PIONEER BOX FACTORY,

Corner of Front and M Streets, Sacramento.

ALL KINDS OF

Fruit & Packing Boxes Made to Order,

AND IN SHOOKS.
£3T Communications Promptly Attended to. t£S

COOKE & SONS, Successors to Cookr it G&eqo&y

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge, u ,* 7 String measuring from center of tar-
get to center of each shot, 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, %tcTshttTf-iootXs.
ot

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles
of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel se

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28
, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-
extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines
blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco

SOLE AGENT FOE THE PACIFIC COAST.

ENRIGHT'S STRAW-BURNING ENGINE.

I respectfully beg leave to inform the public and parties

intending to purchase Portable Straw-Burning Engines for

Threshing purposes for 1878, that I offer for sale this season,

Straw Burning Engines superior to any I have heretofore

made at reasonable prices, and that I will give a satisfactory

bond to any party buying an Engine from me or my agents,

and that I will protect them in the use and right of using, and

against all Patent Law Suit.

JOSEPH EISrJf^IOHIT,

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE—ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK FILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE REGENT

jNf Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As nwo Manufactured by the

|pi Bachelder Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

FARM APPRENTICE.

A steady, healthy boy, who can give good recommen-
dations, would like a permanent home with a farmer.

Cnnwwi'tnrv Superior Wood and Metal Engrav-
s IlcTrl V 1 1 Ik Electrotyping and Stereotyp-

U' ""O' In; done at the office of the Mining
and Scirntific Press, San Francisco, at favorable rates
Send stamp for our circular and samples.

Grangers' Bank of CaL iiav

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Manager and Cashier,

ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

the best market rales.

London Assurance Corporation,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

Established in 1720.

Cash Assets - - $14,993,466

Western Assurance Company,
OF TORONTO, CANADA.

Incorporated 1851.

Cash Assets - $1,576,307

CROSS & CO., Gen. Agents, San Francisco

GREAT ENTERPRISE!

-THE-

Sierra FlumeX Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Door Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

10 Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses,

The Sugar Pino is unsurpassed in quality, and the
whole Coast can be supplied.

The Yellow Pin* is firm, fine grained and superior to

any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,
and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while
the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of

purposes.
Last year thirty millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1077 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial

work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost

for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at less than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in largo

quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco—corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

TOPHETINE.
The new poison, Tophetine, is found

and warranted superior to all others as a
Scpiirrel and Gopher Exterminator. Sold

at less than one-third the price of strychnine, it is equally
effective. Devoid of taste, it has a peculiar odor, attract-
ive to the squirrel, gopher or rat when mixed with their
food. One quart of hot water will dissolve the contents
of a 60 cent box, which effectually poisons two quarts of
grain. LANGLEY & CO., Agents,

Wholesale Druggists, No. 100 and 102 Front St., S. F.
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Spring Wagons, Buggies, Carriages, Etc.,

MANUFACTURED OF THE BEST MATERIAL, BY THE

Sweepstake Plow Company, San Leandro Cal.
THIS COMPANY MANUFACTURE THE BEST AND MOST APPROVED STYLES OF

SPRING, EXPRESS and THOROUGHBRACE WAGONS, CARRIAGES, PH/ETONS, BUGGIES. Etc.

No. 7.-PLATFORM SPRING WAGON-

The Platform Spring Wagon, as shown in cut, is designed for Fanners, Hucksters and

Fruit Growers, and for a light Passenger Wagon; having six long springs, they givo an

ease of motion to the body, while the hearings are near the hub, instead of the

center The Wagon is well adapted for pleasure riding, and carrying small fruits over

r„ugh roads, and for general use, ia the best and most desirable Spring

Wagon which we make. There is no wood work to the gear, no reaches to break,

and thev arc destined to become the most popular Spring Wagon on this Coast for general

use Wc .'iiarantcc these Wagons to he all that wc claim for them, and invite the partic-

ular attention of our patrons to our Platform Wagon. It is perfect and mechanical 111 con-

struction unlike many imported from the East, which have [.roved a failure. They are

m ole with axles from 1J to any size required- our popular size, shown in cut is 1] m, axle.

No. 1.—WITH POLE AND BRAKE.

No. 1 is a stylish Four-Spring Wagon, with Pole and Brake,

and one and nne-ipiartcr inch axle. Is adapted for, and extensively

used as a Fondly Carriage— taking the place of Carriages for

family uso. The seats are easily removed; has a drop tail-hoard,

and for general purposes, pleasure excursions, picnics, etc., can-

not be excelled. Its style, finish and general appearance make it

a very popular wagon among all.

Side Springs, one and three-i|uarter inches, five leaves.

End Springs, front, one and one-half inches, three leaves

hind one and one-half in«hes, four leaves.

Price, with Wood Hub Wheels $220.

Price, with Sarven Patent Wheels $235.

• No. 1.—WiTH top.

No. 1. with Top, is our popular Family Wagon and

Carriage, with the same mechanical construction; stylo

and finish as^the No. 1 without Top. It has a neat stand-

ing Tnp/.witlfdrop'curtains; is nicely trimmed and hand-

somely painted. The top can he quickly removed if do.

sired and an open wagon made of it. It takes the place

of a more costly vehicle, and supplies a want long felt for

a stylish cheap carriage.

Axle, one and one-quarter inches Springs same size

as used on Xo. L

Price, with Wood Hub Wheels $280
Price, with Sarven Patent Wheels $295.

No. 7.— PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

-PRICE:

With Wood Hub Wheel. $235.

With Sarven Pat. Wheel, $250.

No. 000 is a heavy Koad liuggj with Pole and Brake Hid
hind Boot.

Axle one and one-eighth inches, with Hill's Patent single-leaf

Spring, as shown in cut, connected to our Patent Equalizing
Rods same as used and described on our No. no Wagon, fir we
attach one and three-quarter inch, five-leaf Springs to these same
Patent Equalizers, if desired.

It is adapted for mountain roads and rough country. Is made
open and with Top; finely finished anil handsomely painted.

Price, for Open Buggy, Wood Hub Wheels . $225
Price, for Top Buggy, Wood Hub Wheels $340.
For Sarven Patent Wheels, add $15 to above Prices.

No 0-WITH POLE AND BRAKE.

No. 00-WITH PATENT EQUALIZING RODS.

No. 00 is a light Side-Spring Wagon—or Ilut-gy-put up with our

Patent Equalizing Kods, which cause the body to set level when

unevenly loaded; or when the load is upon one side, the body will

remain level, and not tip sideways, as is common with side springs

and is much easier riding. Its price makes it popular as a Business

Wagon as well as a Buggy, it being light, stylish, and neatly

painted.

Axle, one inch. Springs, one knd • half inches, four leaves.

Price, with Shafts and Wood Hub Wheel $150.

Price, with Sarven Patent Wheel $165

No. 9.

—

mEAVY bIDE SPRINGS.
No 9 is a two seated Wagon, with heavy two inch six-leaf side Springs. Is designed to carry the load of

four-spring \\ agon, anil is preferred by many, as it carries it easier.
The hind seat, as shown in cut, has a double Lazy-back, made for comfort, and put on for Special orders
The Wagon is nicely trimmed and neatly painted, and presents a very stylish appearance. Made to order.
Has a Pole and inside Foot-Brake. Axle, one an! three-eighth inches.

Price with Wood Hub Wheel $245.
|
Price with Sarven Patent Wheel

No. 11 —THOROUGHBRACE.

No 11. as shown in cut, is one of our many styles of Thorotighhrace Wagons, and is built only t« order.

Was built for a general Business, Passenger, Express and Freight Wagon. The two bind seats can be readily removed
adapting it for Fruit, Freight or Express; or for general purposes. We build them also with top for staging, with

front and hind boot.
Those wishing a Thoroughbraco, will please address us, giving a full description of what is wanted, and we will

name a price and build a wagon which we wiil guarantee to givo satisfaction.

The increasing popularity and demand for our Spring Wagons, the past seasou, warrants us in asserting for them a superiority ovor other wagons in this market.

>i k» ,1,
°

Tl

l

a thorough knowledge of the business, acquired by years of experience in both the mechanical and practical construction. With improved machinery and skilled mechanics-using material of the best quality,
timDor thoroughly seasoned and put together with the utmost care -we challenge comparison wilh other manufacturer!, in price, for the same quality and finish. We do not compete in prices with manufacturers of Spring
wagons M an interior quality, nor shall we impair our work in order to reduce the price, but furnish Wagons and vehicles of any kind required, which, for general proportions, style and finish, cmnot be excelled on the Pacific
Coast, and at a reasonable price. J 1 > » & r 1 »

..

We invite all to call at our factory and see what is being done in the way of superior home manufactured vehicles. Our extensive establishment is only one hours' ride Irom San Francisco, via Oakland. Boats and trains
run all parts at the day. '

SWEEPSTAKE PLOW COMPANY, SAN LEANDRO, CAL., or Baker & Hamilton, San Francisco and Sacramento.
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The Bread-Pruit.

The bread-fruit tree, an important tree of the

order Aftoearpacece, is a native of Southern

Asia, of the South PaciHc and of the Indian

archipelago, and is now naturalized in some of

the West Indies with some success. In the

South Pacific it grows in the Sandwich islands,

the Marquesas, the Society, the Samoas, the

Fijis, the New Hebrides, and, in fact, in most

of the larger tropical islands, where it delights

in rich, moist, sheltered situations. It attains a

hight of from 50 to GO feet, aud measures about

six feet in circumference at the base. The
leaves are glossy, dark-green, which are pin-

natitied, or deeply divided into gracefully

pointed lobes or scollops, like those of a lady's

lace collar, and from G to 12 inches in width,

and from 12 to 18 inches in length. As they
are deciduous, and as they fade they almost
rival the prismatic colors of the rainbow.

The greenish and unconspicuous, unisexual

flowers are borne crowded on aments or catkins,

the staminate ones being club-shaped, while the

this noble tree, all of which have distinct

native names.
The pulp is juicy and light-yellow, when it is

fully ripe, but it is in a better condition for

eating before it ar-

rives at that stage

of maturity. The
rind, is perhaps an
eighth of an inch
in thickness; and
denuded of this, at

the time when it is

in the greatest per-

fection, the fruit

presents a beauti-

ful globe of light-

ish-yellow p
the whole of which
may be eaten, with
the exceptioti of

a small core, which
is easily removed.
However, it is

never used, and
indeed, altogether

unfit to be eaten

until cooked i n

bowl, and, securing as much as will adhere to

the fingers, passing it into the mouth with rapid

evolutions. Besides these there are a great

many other ways of preparing this valuable food.

Formerly one
method of prepar-

ing the bread-fruit

was as follows

:

The population of

a district would
assemble and form
a large common
oven, by digging a

pit from 10 to 15

feet in diameter
and from 8 to 12

feet deep, and till-

ing it with fire-

wood till the heat
becomes very

great. The cover-

then re-

am! many
s of ripe

bread-fruit thrown
in with leaves laid

over them, ami the

Agricultural Statistics.

In the House of Representatives recently,

Mr. Burchard of Illinois made a speech in favor

of repealing the bankrupt law. During the

course of this speech he presented a summary
of the increase in agricultural products since

1870, in order to show the material prosperity

of the country. His figures were as follows :

1870. 1878.

Acres cultivated 90,771,008 121,350,000
Horses 7,145,370 10,320,700

Mules 1,125,414 1,637,500
Milch Cows 8,035,332 11,300,100

Cattle 14,885 270 10,223,300

Sheep 28,477,941 35,740,500
Swine 25,184,569 32,262,500

Wheat, bushels 235,884,700 360,000,000

Corn, bushels 1,004,255,000 1,3(0,000,001)

Oats, bushels 217,277.400 405,200,000

Harlev, bushels 26,295,400 35,600,000

Rye, bushels 15,473,000 22,100,000

Tobacco, pounds 250,628,000 480,000,000

Hay, tons 24,525,000 31,500,000

Mr. Burchard further states that the cotton

crop this year will equal that of 1875, which
was the largest which has been made since

lSfiO. The net result of his statistics is that

since 1870 the number of acres under cultiva-

FRUIT AND LEAF OF THE BREAD FRUIT REDUCED FROM NATURAL SIZ:

pistillate ones resemble the balls of the syca-

more; both on the same branch.

The fruit, which is a sorosia, is nearly spher-

ical, and somewhat resembles in magnitude and
geueral appearance one of our citron melons of

ordiiiciry size, and sometimes weighs four pounds
or more, but, unlike the melon, is not ribbed

longitudinally; its surface is marked with a net-

work of small hexagonal divisions, having each

a small prominence in the middle. It greatly

resembles, on a larger scale, the fruit of the

osage orange, to which tree, as well as the mul-

berry, it is closely related, botanically.

The refreshing green of its rich foliage, the

large aud singular-looking fruits that hang from

its branches, together with the pleasant shade

it affords, all combine to render the bread-fruit

one of the most attractive trees to those who
visit Polynesia.

The bread-fruit contains a large portion of

starch or fecular, and forms one of the principal

articles of diet amongst the islanders of tropical

Polynesia. The natives Are remarkably fond of

it and it appears to be very wholesome and
nourishing. There are numerous varieties of

some way. The most simple mode consists

of placing any number of the freshly-plucked

fruit, when in a particular state of greenness,

among the embers of a fire, in the same way
that you roast a potato, and sometimes among
heated stones. After the lapse of 10 or 20 min-

utes the green rind embrowns and cracks, and

when it is removed it has the appearance of "a
beautiful light-colored smoking loaf.'' Thus

eaten it has a mild and pleasant flavor. There

is one other form, however, in which the fruit

is generally served that renders it a very pleas-

ant dish. As soon as it is taken from the fire,

the exterior is removed, the core extracted and

the remaining part placed in a sort of shallow

wooden dish and briskly worked with a stone

pestle or pounder; with the addition of a large

quantity of rich cocoanut milk, this is the great

staple of food; it somewhat resembles in its

consistency our book-binders' paste, and is

known as " poi poi," although " poi poi"is

often made of taro and other esculent roots.

The native way of eating this is by thrusting

the two forefingers of the right hand into the

mass, which is generally kept in a large wooden

I remaining hot stones were placed above them,

and the whole covered with leaves and earth.

Thus they were left for a certain length of time

before being opened. This wholesale mode of

baking the fruit has, however, been much dis-

continued since the introduction of Christianity

into the islands, in consequence of the feasting,

debauchery, rioting and kava drinking that

invariably follows the opening of one of these

ovens.

This invaluable tree, besides producing two

or three regular crops annually, yields a fine

resin, which the natives use to render the seams

of their canoes and boats water-tight. The

leaves they sometimes use for thatching their

houses and other purposes, aud the inner bark

of the young branches for making a common
variety of tappa or native cloth. The timber,

which is light, and of a rich yellow color, is

used for posts of houses, making canoes, and

many other useful purposes.

We are indebted to Mr. 0. D. Voy, of Oak-

land, who has studied the fruit in its habitats,

for the materials from which to make our illus-

trations and descriptions.

tion in the country has increased by one-third,

the live stock by irom one-quarter to one-half,

and other staple products in equally striking

proportions. In view of these facts, it is

easy to understand why the balance of trade

for the past three years has been in our favor,

and why the premium on gold has declined.

Ki. DoiiAPo County Fair.—We hear that the

prospects are fine for an excellent fair at I'lacer-

ville this year. The date is September 13th to

15th. The Secretary, 0. H, Weatherwax, and

the other officers arc pushing preparations vig-

orously. They are building a nice one-half mile

track and will have it in good shape aud well

finished before the opening day of the fair.

Much interest is expressed by the producers of

the county in the coming exhibition, and it is

believed the industrial display will be better

than ever made in the county before.

The result of a test case, tried at Philadel-

phia, foreshadows that Allegheny county must

pay for all the goods destroyed in the Pittsburg

labor riots.
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CORRESPONDENCE,

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of eorres|K>ndcnts.—Eds

Wheat and Cheat.

Editors Press:—Prof. Hilgard's lecture on

cheat is quite pointed and positive. He says

wheat will not turn into cheat any more than a

sheep will turn into a goat. He might have

added according to his opinion, which we think

is good on some points. If not trespassing in

your valuable space too much, I will make a

few statements of practical experience and

matters of fact. Last year, in our debate on

the wheat and cheat question, some argued

cheat would not grow; hence, the argument, it

must spring from other grains. So as to know

for myself, I sowed some cheat in a large tin

pan. I also sowed three different kinds of

wheat, all at the same time, in the pan. with

partitions between, so they could not mix. In

due time all came up finely, wheat, cheat and

all in their respective places. Thus I found

out that cheat will grow; and, now, for a pro-

cess on the wheat, to see if it will turn into

cheat. The result, when time to head the

cheat, was all good cheat, and each of the three

parcels of wheat appeared, also a number of

heads of plump cheat, the balance being good

wheat. Now, I know there was no cheat sowed
with the wheat, and the soil I procured in such

a place that I was satislied there was no foul

seed of any kind in it. Oh, but says some of

the opposition, the cheat might have worked
under or over the partition; what did you sow
that in the same dish for ? So I lost my case

this time, but I tried again, so lost at the next

time of sowing.

I procured three tin cans and arranged to

repeat the experiment, except the cheat sowing.

I tilled them with clean soil from the hillside,

where all parties were satisfied there was no
chance for foul seed of any kind in it. Then I

procured three different kinds of wheat and
took particular pains to see that nothing but
pure wheat was sown in the cans. I set them
on the upper porch, to be exposed to all the

weather changes. The result was that all came
up nicely as 1 sowed it, apparently every grain.

All kept on growing, through wet and dry.

None died out, because I watched it close, and
it is now headed out, with a number of heads of

cheat in two of the parcels and balance good
wheat. The other can is all wheat; no cheat

at all in the third can.

The above is in brief my experiments. The
Professor asserts it is simply a survival of the
littest. Now, as I know it was all wheat that
I planted, which was the tittest ? The Professor

tells us that chess is a hardy weed, whose seeds
it is extremely difficult to separate from wheat
grain completely by any means ordinarily

available on the farm, unless it be the header,
which, nevertheless, of course, leaves the cheat
seed to be shed on the ground, ready to sprout
simultaneously with whatever grain is sown.
So we have the the theory that the cheat will

remain in the ground until some other grain is

sown there, to encourage it to come up and pre-
sent itself as a perfect cheat, and it will not
even then, if the delicate wheat will hurry up
and get the start and keep ahead. Now, the
farmers up this way don't and the header to be
so accommodating as to pick out the good and
leave the bad, but it takes all together, and if

the Professor has an improvement, we hope it

will come out soon, as our crops are terribly
cheaty this season.

I wonder what the Professor would think if

he could be here now and look and behold the
fields of cheat where never any grain grew
before, that is on new fields. Some say it is

naturally in the ground, but we have a case at
hand. Last winter, we grubbed some SO or o'O

acres and burned a great part of the brush and
logs on the ground, and, in so doin;.', would heat
the earth quite hot to a considerable depth in
places, so that any seeds on deposit there would
lie thoroughly burned. We sowed the field to
barley, which was as pure seed as we generally
have. There was probably some cheat in the
bailey, also some wheat, and it all came up a
nice, thrifty barley held. Now look at it,

hardly a spear of wheat to be found and some
considerable barley in places and an abundance
of cheat, and in some places, rods together, all

cheat as thick as any good crop might stand
and not a spear of anything else among it,

where never grain grew before.

The Professor again goes on to state that a
rich and well prepared soil and with ordinary
and favorable seasons the grain usually gets
the start of the cheat; in such seasons the farm-
ers' wheat has not turned to cheat. Last fall

all was pleasant and tine, rain just right.
Fields were plowed and summer fallow was all
sowed in time. The general opinion was that
crops never looked better. You could not tell

that there was a spear of cheat in the fields.

But it seems the grain did not keep the start
but backed right square down in some fields
wholly demoralized, notwithstanding the good
start it had.

Prof. Hilgard calk the wheat a comparatively
delicate and pampered grain, and still it will
get the start of the hardy chess. One would

naturally suppose if the chess is there in the

grouud already, through summer fallow and all

the season, it is equally as ready to take the

advantage of a good season as the delicate

wheat, but we understand that if it is wet and
cold before the wheat comes up it rots. Noth-

ing at all comes, and it must be plowed and
sowed again; so now where is your hardy cheat

that is already in the soil * It becomes disgust-

ed and declines to come at all, unless it has some
other body to cheat after the other body is par-

alyzed and can't help itself.

I am aware that I am subjecting myself to

some criticism from some of the learned. They
tell us that science is against us and nature is

strongly opposed to us. They teach us that if

we sow wheat we reap wheat; we think it may
chance to be something else, as nature has

freaks sometimes. It is thought by many good
and talented people, it is a waste of time and
paper to talk or write about such an old ques-

tion and advancing the idea that the golden

grain, the foundation of our bread, the staff of

life, should be cheated out of from its glorious

mission.

I am aware also that talent, observation and
experience in testing is not at all opposed to the

probabilities that cheat comes from other grains

being sowed. I notice that in the Orange we
are about equally divided, and among the best

of farmers there is quite a diversity of opinion,

and the only way I know of to settle this ques-

tion is for all to experiment as .Morse did with
lightning until we bring it to the point.

C. Alexan'der.
Alexander Valley, Sonoma Co., May 22d.

San Lnis Obispo County Notes.—No. 5.

EDITORS PRESS:—Descending the Arroyo a

few miles brings us to a wonderful little ranch,

in the thermal belt, owned by Peter Haney.

The place bore more the appearance of May
than February, as the yard was full of delicate

flowers in full bloom. There were pepper

plants and tomato vines from two to three years

old, and nearly all the different varieties of

fruit trees. So much rain had fallen that the

malva had nearly taken the lowlaDd a .dense

luxurious mass four feet in hight. It grows

everywhere in the county, and we found no one

who holds it in any other estimation than a

mischievous encroaching weed, hard to get rid

of and nearly valueless for stock purposes.

The next place below on the right bank of

the stream is the ranch of Kamon Branch. It

is a beautiful property, containing one league

(4,444 acres) of land, consisting of rolling hills,

low-lands and monte. It lias recently been di-

vided into small tracts of 150 to 500 acres and
offered for sale at from $10 to S30 per acre. A
creek runs through the ranch, emptying into

the Arroyo Grande. There are numerous
springs upon the place, and an abundance of

timber. The hills are clothed with a heavy-

growth of alfilerilla and clover, and the low-
land produces largely of grain roots and vege-
tables. Sheltered locations, of which there are
many on this ranch and on portions of the Cor-
ral de Piedra, should produce largely of such
fruits as the orange, lemon, lime and olive.

Adjoining this on the west is a ranch of sev-

eral hundred acres owned by Charles Fink. A
hop yard of five acres yielded 2,000 to 2,200
pounds last season. On the opposite side of

the creek lies another league ranch owned by
Kamon Branch, which will probably go into

market another year. Adjoining on the west is

a small place of 2.30 acres, the remnant of a
league ranch sold to S. P. McDougal. We saw
on this ranch the wild coffee which grows in the
mountains, also tobacco plants two years old, the
vigorous growth of which shows its adaptation
to the locality. Further down are several thou-
sand acres owned by Messrs. F'red Branch and
Sperry, and across the river another large ranch
belonging to W. S. Jones, on which are the
ruins of an old adobe, a branch of the San Luis
Mission, established here in 1780 to grow a sup-
ply of corn, beans, potatoes, etc., for the use of
the Mission. A 30-aere field of alfalfa on this
place is doing well, and more will be sowed this
spring on the neighboring ranches. These places
are now used almost wholly for stock purposes,
though large portions will produce immense
crops of grain and vegetables.

One of the best pieces of property to be seen
on the Arroyo is a 1,400-acre ranch on which
are Newsom's White Sulphur Springs, situate
in a charming glen about two miles easterly
from the town of Arroyo Orande. These springs
are hot and cold, strongly impregnated with
iron, magnesia and sulphur; heavy coatings of
salts form on the nail-heads in the plank en-
closures, and a tin cup is rapidly eaten out.
The temperature of the hot springs is 100 , and
their healing qualities are highly recommended
for paralysis, rheumatism, neuralgia, and all
taints and infections of the blood. A few cot-
tages have been erected, renting from §10 to $20
per week. D. F. Newsom offers the springs for
sale, together with TOO acres of land; were a
little capital expended here, the springs might
be made very popular, for the location and cli-

mate is very good, suitable for the choicest
fruits, and with the aid of art its grounds would
be unexcelled. The region is thermal, and the
most delicate plants flourish for years.
The Arroyo bottom is from one-half to three-

fourths of a mile wide, and heavily timbered

with cottonwood, sycamore and willow. In

order to fit the land for cultivation the trees

are felled to the ground and (ranted, thousands

of cords of wood, for which there is no market,
|

being destroyed in this way. The land is of
|

the choicest description, much of it susceptible i

to irrigation.

Crossing the river again, we find ourselves on

that portion of the Steele ranch
^
known as

j

Dairy No. 5, in charge of Capt. W. Larkin, a

veteran soldier in the late rebellion and a trusted
j

garrison commandant on the frontier. Coming
to California, he has chosen to employ his talents

in developing the latent capacity of this ranch,

which contains 1,000 acres. J. Beudasher is

cheesemaker. The usual number of cows milked

125. The dairy conveniences and method of

making similar to those described in the fore-

going dairies. The calves are fed warm whey
and milk, in a trough divided into 15 compart-

ments, each calf being confined at the time of

feeding in a small stanchion. We saw 100 acres

of bald barley looking well. On the river are

90 acres of low monte susceptible of irrigation, on

which can be produced three crops per year.

Twenty-five acres of corn are raised annual^,

with about the same of pumpkins, the ground

first producing a crop of hay. At the upper

end of the ranch is a reservoir formed by run-

ning a levee from the point of one hill to another

one opposite, the water being taken out of the

Arroyo at a point above and conveyed to this

place in a d ; tch, where it is confined by the

levee in a canyon. It is a valuable auxiliary to

the ranch and especially so in a dry season.

One-half mile west of the ranch is the town
Of

Arroyo Grande,

Situated on the river about two miles from the

ocean beach. An exceedingly rich farming

region lies on all sides, and the town must in a

few years assume considerable proportions. At
present it consists of 12 or 15 houses, two stores,

two hotels and a saloon, a feed and sale stable

and blacksmith shop.

One of the richest sections, perhaps the

richest in the county, is the Cienega (swamp),

now reclaimed and cleared of timber at an ex-

pense of nearly t>50 per acre, and held at a
higher price than any other land on the Steele

ranch. Its capacity for produ tion is almost
uulimited, the soil being rich, dark, deep and
virgin. It contains some 2,500 acres, a part of

which is low sand hills, and, although barren in

appearance, yielding very good crops under cul-

tivation. This sand last year produced a good
crop of early potatoes and wheat at the rate of

35 bushels per acre on the ranch of Mr. Sever-

ance. Five hundred acres of the best land has
been sold off in tracts of from 50 to 100 acres,

and will all be eventually divided into tracts of

from 25 to .'!0 acres, which will yield a round
profit, properly farmed, end when transporta-

tion shall be cheapened and facilities increased.

Dairy No. 1, of Steele Brothers, is located at

the Cienega, and some 300 cows are milked here

coming from other dairies late in the season. A
large barn, sheds and dairy buildings are built

at this location, and a large spring furnishes

water for household purposes, for stock and for

irrigating a garden. The place is under the

charge of Mr. EL Bushnell.

South of the Cienega is the Balsade Chcmisal,
on which sand predominates. One thousand
five hundred acres in a body were sown here one
year, yielding 30 bushels per acre. The sand is

yellow mixed with a tine sediment, giving it con-

siderable bod}-
. This land anil the sand on a

large ranch Adjoining will in time come into use

for growing early potatoes.

A ride some eight or nine miles over the Santa
Barbara stage road leads to the Oso F"laco (poor

b^ar) district. A 250-acre ranch is owned by
Steele Bros, in the Oso Flaco, on which is

located Dairy No. 7, of 150 cows. This district

is very rich, though somewhat variable in the

character of its soil. There are spots of alkali

running through a portion of it. Beans yield

3,000 pounds and upward per acre, and other

crops in proportion. There has been some talk

of starting a sugar factory here, the beets grown
iu this section showing the percentage of sac-

charine matterto 12. (i."> with 2.(>5 residual matter.

The Oso Flaco consists of several thousand acres,

and was a part of the 11 league Ouadaloupe
grant, most of which lies across tiie Santa
Maria in Santa Barbara county. We heard it

estimated that there is 40,000 acres of grain in

the southern part of San Luis county ami b'0,000

acres in the Santa Maria valley.

Immediately east of the Balsade Chemisal
lies the beautiful Nipoma (foothill) ranch, con-

taining some 37,000 acres. It was granted in

1838 to Capt. Wm. (!. Dana, of Boston, Mass.,

a relative of the well-known author, Richard
Henry Dana. Capt. Dana dying in 1858, the

property passed into the hands of his heirs,

who now hold it and who will shortly offer it

for sale in subdivisions to suit purchasers, at

prices ranging from $5 to $30 per acre. The
ranch is very productive, yielding 15 to 21! sacks

of wheat per acre and 50 tons of beets. Every
grade of land is represented and the whole
tract is well watered by springs anil streams,

the Los Berros (water cress) being one of the

principal. It is one of the best pieces of prop-

erty in the county.
North or northeast of the Nipoma is the

Huasna ranch of 22,190 acres which I hear will

go into market in a year or two. Adjoining
these grants is another known as the Suez, a
11 league grant, owned by H. M. Newhall, of

San Francisco. A portion of the Huasna ranch
is owned by Capt. Mark Harloe, formerly well-

known in San Francisco. H. E. Hallet.
San Luis, April, 1878.

Views in Monterey County.

Editors Press:—The northern boundary of

Monterey county, is the Pajaro river, which,

during the upper portion of its course is a very

picturesque and interesting stream, but it be-
comes sedate and lost in hollows of sand and
copses of willow long before it reaches the
ocean. That portion of the Pajaro valley lying
south of this rambling river, is of course a part
of Monterey county; indeed some of the best
land to be found anywhere is in this region.

The farms of Messrs. Murphy, Thompson,
Maun, Rowe, Specgle, Clough and others in

the upper valley, are well improved, and well
tilled. Nearer the mouth of the river much
more ground has been given to corn, potatoes
and beans, so long a specialty of Pajaro farm-
ing. F)arly Californiaus will remember how, in

the "potato days," fortunes were both made
and It st in the marvelous crops of this valley.

Watsonville, just across the line of Santa Cruz
county, has evidently grown in the past year,
and the schoolhouses of Lindley and Carrolton,
looked very familiar.

There is a section which might be call "the
hill country," lying between the two valleys of

Pajaro and Salinas, which is rapidly filling up
with a multitude of small farmers. This hilly

region extends possibly 40 miles east and west,
and is about 15 miles wide. The western por-
tion consists of sandy untimbered hillocks, tit,

however, for cultivation, and this year rejoic-

ing in unusual crops. The eastern portion is

more broken, better timbered, and less avail-

able for farming purposes. The white sage, for

the use of bees, is very abundant here, and sev-
eral apiaries are in successful operation.

Castroville
Lies on the extreme northwest verge of the
Salinas valley, and is a rather quiet town, sur-

rounded by sloughs and fresh water lagoons,

which will soon be drained, thus adding to the
producing area. On the upland from this point
southward the sight is one which is wonderful
to behold. On, past Salinas, Gonzales, Chuelar
to Soledad, and on either hand from the Santa
Lucia range to the proud Gabilan hights, every
where, there is a "sea of grain," broken only
here and there by a few brown roofs, or the
willowy line of some stream. I have a deep
and measureless pity for the man who would
not, does not, thrill at this beautiful sight,

which other valleys besides Salinas can show,
but none in greater perfection—this wide trem-
ulous plain of shining leaves and scintilant col-

ors, changing fast under the wooing sun and
the passing winds of heaven. And we remem-
ber, too, as we look at these luxuriant fields,

how last summer they were barren, and the
earth was desolate, and the skies were iron, and
a whole people mourned. But to-day dear
Mother Earth is young as a blushing maiden.

Salinas City,

Is the same old place, only a little more so. It

was the rarest of treats to walk up the street

and shake hands with, as it appeared, half of

Salinas. There was Jackson, Cassiday, Dr.

Archer of Santa Rita, genial John Patton,

Swift of the Abbott; farmer friends without
number, teachers known in days of yore, (for

it was Institute week,) sprigs of the law. Sali-

nas, be it soberly stated, is a bright growing
place, full of jovial people—would I could here

name and thank them all for courtesies ex-

tended during my sojourn.

One very pleasant day was spent on

The Ranch of Jesse D. Carr.

This is a famous place, on account of the fine

stock kept there, and I had long desired to

visit it; so when Mr. 'Carr, with that generous
hospitality for which he is noted, placed him-
self and his team at my service for the day, I

was delighted. Ten miles eastward over the

beautiful undulating valley, past the old

(labilan house, so famous in early times,

and over low grassy hills, brought us to

Mr. Can 's residence. On the way we reined

our blooded horses for a moment aside to look

at a group of Short Horns near by, uncon-
sciously arranged in a magnificent picture.

One of Mr. Carr's "Duke's of Monterey" stood

full in the foreground, with the sunlight on his

dark sides, a throne of beauty and strength.

After we stabled our horses, others of the

thoroughbred herd came under inspection, and
were pronounced unsurpassed. Mr. Carr has

two strains of Short Horns, the bulls of which
are known respectively as "Dukes of Gabilan,"

and "Dukes of Monterey." He has now about
30 thoroughbreds, the constant demand for

them keeping his herd small, but it is too well

known at our State fair, to need further com-
ment. About 300 grade cattle are kept, and
the rest of the large range is pastured by Me-
rino sheep. I noticed a number of remarkably
well proportioned hogs, and found that they in-

eluded full blood Essex, imported full blood

Berkshire, and a cross between the two, which
Mr. 0. prefers. The horse rlesh, also, was fine,

as we might expect from a man who owns
"Mambrino" and "Vermont," and young
'

' Thomas Elmore.

"

Part of another pleasant day was spent with

Mr. Jackson, of Salinas, viewing the waving
fields near

Santa Rita.

Mr. Jackson has planted a fine young orchard

and started a lovely garden since I was last

here. Thi McKinnon Bros, are also improving

their fine ranch bought of Mr. Sherwood, a few
years ago. Mr. Jackson showed me his young
eucalyptus planted around his whole farm, and
growing finely. We also saw some of Mr. Carr's
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horses at the race track, and then drove to town.

The former slough near Salinas, whose drain-

age you have previously noticed, is mostly in

grain and is thoroughly reclaimed.

The interest and belief in orchards is increas-

ing. For some time it was thought that fruit

trees were not successful in the Salinas valley,

but this appears to have been a mistake, as

orchards are now in full bearing, and Messrs.

Mayberry & Lennox, a firm of young nursery-

men, are building up a tine business.

I understand that the irrigation canal from
the Salinas river into the upper portion of the

valley is a success, but, not having visited it,

can hardly give a lively report.

Ii re,'iet extremely that I was unable to pay
Natividad a visit and shake hands with our

friends Mr. Hebbron and Mr. Mathews, but the

bright years will, I hope, bring us together

again. Chas. H. Shinn.

Draining and its Appliances.

Editors Press:—There are many hundred

acres of exceedingly rich bottom land in this

valley, that are annually overflowed by water

and kept in such a boggy state during the wet
season that it not unfrequently brings the culti-

vator into debt, instead of yielding him a hand-
some profit upon the investment of his labor

and capital. Good judges estimate that this

land would be doubled in value by draining.

But this is such an expensive operation by the
usual method of digging the trendies by hand,

that few possess the means and the confidence

to undertake it. Therefore any improvement
claiming to lessen the expense of relieving the

land of surface water, so as to bring the process

within the limit of small capitalists, is looked
upon with eager anxiety by all who have an in-

terest in its success. I have heard that there

are machines for opening broad, shallow
trenches, that work quite satisfactorily. But
the desideratum is a machine that shall, at a

reasonable expense, open deep ditches for tile-

laying. The work to be accomplished is so

simple in character that it would not appear to

require a very complicated apparatus, or a
great force to work it. There is a machine be-

ing tried here for this object. It was experi-

mented with last fall in a small way, but is now
being more thoroughly tested with a view to

deciding its practical value for the purpose in

question. It is undoubtedly a step forward in

the right direction, and provided there is a suf-

ficent quantity of land to be drained and other
circumstances are favorable, I think this ditcher
would be preferable to doing the work by hand,
and am confident that a considerable saving
would be effected by its use; but I, 111 common
with others who have carefully examined the
ditcher and have seen it work, give it as our
opinion that it is not entitled to be called a
success, because it has never performed any-
thing near the amount of work claimed for it.

and for the following reasons, which will also

serve to show the difficulties to be overcome in

the work, and may be of use in directing par-

ticular attention to the requirements necessary
for that purpose.

1. It is very heavy and unwieldy, requiring
four horses to draw it with ease on a smooth
road when not in operation.

2. The construction of the machine is such
that the work must be done just in the nick of

time, or not at all. If the ground is wet and a
little sticky on top, the wheels get so clogged
as to make it almost impossible to move them;
and if the ground be somewhat dry and hard,
the ditching wheel either refuses to cut through
it, or to take it up after having performed that
feat.

3. It requires such a large force of men and
teams to work it that it is exceedingly difficult

to get thein together just when they are
wanted.

4. The machine and train required to operate
it is of such length that it cannot be worked
close enough to the end of the drain, still leav-

ing a considerable portion of the work to be
done by hand.

0. It can only be worked up and down with
the unevenness of the land, leaving the bottom
of the ditch to be graded to a proper inclination

by some other means.
6. The trench, as usually made, is the same

width on top as at the bottom, rendering the
operation of grading and laying the tile, in deep
ditches, exceedingly laborious and troublesome.

7. The amount of work done by the machine
is in such utter disproportion to the force re-

quired to work it, that it is a question whether
the principle itself is not altogether a wrong one.

8. The cost of the ditcher would be quite a
bar to its general adoption, and I do not think
that any man in his sober senses would under-
take to do work with it by contract.

The agent himself has a ditcher which he has
worked a little with eight horses anil another
party who owns the only other ditcher of the
kind in this part of the State worked it a few
days ago witli 10 horses, but had to stop so
often to let them rest that he put on 14 horses
and seven men the next day to operate it, and
he said that was none too much. As near as I

could ascertain, the most that was done with
the machine in one day, with the seven men
and 14 horses, was to open 20 trenches 140 rods
long, six inches wide, by four inches deep, or
its equivalent. This machine is a Texas inven-
tion, and is called the "Austin Ditcher." Four
of them have been built, but I cannot learn
that either of them have ever been worked to
any extent.

I have heard it said of successful business

men that the opportunity served them. Well !

here is the opportunity, and who shall say,

here is the man to take the opportunity by the

hand ? Certainly there is a chance for some one
to win a fortune by constructing a ditcher that
shall overcome the above enumerated obstacles.

When such a man is found let us hear from
him through the Press. A. Rousseau.

Santa Rosa, April 17 th, 1878.

]"ICUL7UE\E

Why We Should Prune.

Editors Press:—In my former article on

the subject of pruning, I spoke of some of the

advantages of pruning young trees when first

set; now I wish to speak, of the advantages of

following it up. The first advantage is that

you can form just such a top to your tree as

you wish, by cutting away such limbs as you
don't want and shortening those that are getting

too long, making them spread more and thin-

ning out where they grow too thick and train-

ing up those that are inclined to droop and
hang too low. But in order to do this success-

fully, you want to study the nature of the tree.

To illustrate, I will give some examples of

familiar trees. Take yellow Newtown Pippin

apple tree. When it is young and thrifty, it is

inclined to shoot up very tall, with the branches

very close together, and, when the tree gets in

full bearing, the top will be bent and twisted

all out of shape by the weight of the fruit and
frequently the tree will be all broken down and
spoiled. Or if it be not broken, the long limbs

will remain bent over and throw out a great

many shoots from the upper sides of the limbs,

and thus make a very thick and ugly top. Now,
by proper pruning at the right time, we may
avoid this, and this is the way to do it: Cut off

all of your limbs and the top of your tree when
setting out and then prune every year, so as to

keep the top in good shape, by cutting back
those shoots that are growing too tall and thus

make them spread out more, and thin out where
they get too thick and never sutler the tree to

fork. When you see two or more branches of

equal size growing out from the main stem, cut

off all but one and let that form the main tree.

Let the branches grow out from the sides, at

proper distances from each other, so they will

have plenty of room to bear and mature the

fruit, and, if properly shortened in, they will

bear their well-grown crops of fruit without
breaking or bending out of shape.

The Yellow Bellrleur is of the opposite class

of trees, and needs a different treatment in

some respects. Such trees are inclined to form
a very thick top, which grows low and spread-

ing, and hangs too low if not trained upward.
Such trees need a good deal of thinning out

among the small branches, and in such a way
as to encourage the branches to grow upward.
Now, if you commence pruning your trees

while young and follow it up every year (as yo.i

should), in a proper way, you can form just

such a top as you want. If your tree needs
spreading out, cut the young shoots off just

above a bud on the outside of the shoot, and if

yon want to train the tree upward, leave a bud
on the upper side of the limb where you cut it

off. These rules will apuly to all kinds of fruit

and ornamental trees and shrubbery.
•W ell,' says one of my neighbors, "I don't

go a cent on your pruning fruit trees. I know
several persons about here that have the tops of

their trees all cut off two or three years ago,

and now they are thicker than ever—half a
doz>sn limbs now to where there was one be-

fore.
"

That is not the kind of pruning I am talking

about. I begin with my young trees and prune
every year, using nothing but a strong pair of

hand shears; they avoiding the necessity of

cutting large limbs. But old trees may be
greatly improved in the same way.
Now, let us look about our neighbors' orchards

a little and see how they look. A. has differen

kinds of fruit trees in bearing that have never
been pruned, aud some of them have run up 30

tall that it takes a very long ladder to get to

the fruit, that is swinging out on long scatter-

ing limbs, while others are low and bushy, with
the limbs so numerous and close together that

a bird can hardly Hy through them, and they

are full of little, stunted, worthless fruit. But
A. says they are as nature formed them and he
thinks he can't improve on nature, and he lets

them go.

B. let nature attend to his trees until she got

so many of the limbs d.^wn in his way that he
would not stand it any longer, and "went for

them'' with ax and saw and cleared out limbs
enough to make another such orchard at one
clearing; and now behold what an unsightly job
he has made of it!

(
'. thought he would prune a little, and when

his trees were young he cut off all the side

branches up as high as his head, so that he
could drive his plow team close up to them;
and the consequence is that the main body of the

tree is exposed to the heat of the sun, while the

top is so high up as to be violently swung about
by the autumn winds and the fruit thrown to

the ground and wasted.
But 1). commenced with his trees at setting

and has carefully pruned every year since, and
his trees are shapely, with well-balanced tops

that are thinned out so that the sunlight can
get in to mature the fruit. M. P. Owkn.

Soquel, Cal.

TrjE Stable.

Breeding Horses in California.— No. 5.

[Written for the Press by Joseph C.ukx Simpson.
|

Intending to make such copious quotations

from the Duke of Newcastle's work in these

essays, it may be proper to give a short account

of this man, so that his testimony may have
proper weight; and the historian Hume draws
his portrait in so few words that I will copy his
remarks, following the description of the battle
of Marston Moor:

"This event was in itself a mighty blow to
the king, but proved more fatal in its conse-
quences. The Marquis of Newcastle was en-
tirely lost to the royal cause. That nobleman,
the ornament of his court aud of his order,
had been engaged, contrary to the natural bent
of his disposition, with these military opera-
tions merely by a high sense of honor, and a
personal regard to his master. The dangers of

war were disregarded by his valor; but its fa-

tigues were oppressing to his natural indolence.
Munificent and generous in his expense; polite
and elegant in his taste; courteous and humane
in his behavior, he brought a great accession of

friends and of credit to the party which he em-
braced. But amidst all the hurry of action,

his inclinations were secretly drawn to the soft
arts of peace, in which he took delight; and the
charms of poetry, music, and conversation
often stole him from his rougher occupations.
He chose Sir William Daumant, an ingenious
poet, for his Lieutenant-General; the other per-
sons in whom he placed confidence were more
the instruments of his refined pleasures than
qualified for the business they undertook; and
the severity and application requisite to the
support of discipline, were qualities in which
he was entirely wanting.
"When Prince Rupert, contrary to his ad-

vice, resolved on the battle, and issued all or-

ders without communicating his intentions to
him, he took the field, but, he said, merely as a
volunteer, and, except by his personal courage,
which shone out with luster, he had no share
in the action.

"Enraged to find that all his successful labors

were rendered abortive by an act of fatal temer-
ity, terrified with the prospect of renewing his

paius and fatigue, he resolved no longer to

maintain the few resources which remained to

a desperate cause, and thought, that the same
regard to honor which had at first called him to

arms, now required him to abandon a party
when he met with such unworthy treatment.
"Next morning early, he sent word to the

prince that he was instantly to leave the king-
dom; and without delay he went to Scarbor-
ough, where he found a vessel which carried

him beyond the sea. Duriug the ensuing 3'ears,

till the restoration, he lived abroad in great
necessity, and saw with indifference his opu-
lent fortune sequestered by those who assumed
the government of England. He disdained, by
submission or composition, to show obeisance
to their usurped authority; and the least favor-

able censors of his merit allowed that the fidel-

ity and services of a whole life had sufficiently

atoned for one rash action, into which his pas-
sion had betrayed him."— History of England,
Chapter 57.

That he was a nobleman of great ability is

beyond question, and his inclination being so

strong for the more refined pleasures he would
be likely to be in advance of his contemporaries
in all pertaining to a higher c.vilizatiou than the

period in which he lived. The aesthetic taste

which he possessed led him to admire the high-

est type of the horse, aud as the manege was
the prominent feature of the time, the animal
the best fitted for it was his favorite. Not-
withstanding the philosophical bent of his mind
he could not regard anything under the com-
monwealth as being on a par with that of the

days of royalty, and hence his denouncing the

horses of that period, and his anticipations of

improvement after the restoration. His proph-

ecy was fulfilled, for from that time there was
great improvement in the breeds. Newcastle
can be credited with ra greater portion of this

improvement. His writings were so much
superior to any others who had preceeded him,

and far beyond all of his contemporaries, that it

did not require his social prominence to give

them weight, and being so universally acknowl-
edged the finest horseman of the era his coun-

sels were followed.

The "royal mares" have so long been regarded

as Arabians that it will always be held that that

was their blood, and though I am convinced
such was not the case, I can only support my
views by hypothetical reasoning.

There has been a glamour about the Arabian
horse which still dazzles the eye and betrays

the judgment. The absurd pedigrees and fan-

ciful stories have had their effect, and the

"pride of the desert " is still held up as the

paragon of perfection in the equine world.

Compare the best Arabian of the present day
(and the importations of A. Keene Richards

were made after thorough research and regard-

less of cost), with a fair average specimen of

the thoroughbred, and it will take an enthu-

siastic fancy to believe that the greatest portion

of the blood is derived from these diminutive

steeds.

Test the speed and endurance and there will

be as wide a divergence as is shown in the size

and form. There was a certain prevalent, in the

early part of the 18th century, to call every

horse which came from the Kast an Arabian,

and this has had a great deal to do with the
false estimate of the value of the real Arabian.
The following is the description given in the
"New Method," and though the animal may
have not been one of the best, there have been
a great many imported since then to whom it

would apply.

"Of the Arabian Horse.
"He is nursed with camel's milk. There are

the strangest reports in the world about these
horses

; for I have been told by many gentlemen
of credit and by many merchants, that the price
of an right Arabian is, one thousand, two
thousand and three thousand pounds a horse
(an intolerable and an incredible price), and
that the Arabs are as careful and diligent in
keeping the genealogies of their horses, as any
princes can be in keeping any of their own ped-
igrees.

"They keep the genealogy of their horses
with medals; and when any of their sons come
to be men, then their fathers give them two
suits of arms, with two cimeters, and one of

these horses, and prays to (lod to bless them.
That is every one's portion, and his horse always
lies in the next room to him (I believe not above
stairs). They talk they will ride fourscore miles
in a day and never draw the bridle. When I was
young I could have bought a nag for ten pounds,
that would have done as much very easily.

"I never saw but one of these horses, which
Mr. John Markham, a merchant, brought over
and said he was a right Arabian. He was a
bay, but a little horse, and no rarity for shape,
for I have seen many English horses far finer.

"Mr. Markham sold him to King James for
£500, and being trained up for a course, when
he came to run, every horse beat him."

It is scarcely creditable that King ( 'harles

would import mares of this breeding when his
quondam tutor and friend had such a poor
opinion of them.
The other component of the thoroughbred is

the Turkish horse, and the description of him
will finish so far as the breeding of the blood
horse is concerned.

"I have seen very few of them, but two mer-
chants brought three Turkish horses to Ant-
werp; very fine horses but oddly shaped.
Their heads were very fine, but like a camel's
head. They had excellent eyes and thin necks,
excellently risen; somewhat great bodies; the
croup like a mule's; leg not great but mar-
velously sinewey; good pasterns and good
hoofs, and thin backs rising somewhat like a
camel.

"I had a groom, a heavy English clown,
whom I set upon them, and they made no more
of him than if he had been as light as a feather.

They appeared not so fit for the manege, as for

to run a course, which, I believe, they would
have scoured. They trotted very well and no
ambling at all.

"The price of one of these horses is about
£100 or £150, and there is great difficulty to

get a pass, for the Grand Seignior is very strict

in not suffering any of his horses to go out of his

territories."

These descriptions are the first really reliable

intelligence of the various breeds from which
the race-horse has sprung, and by scrutinizing

the descendants, it will be observed that the
Spanish horse, the Barb and the Turk has had
the most potent influence in marking the pro-

geny. That a race superior to any of them has
been the result is manifest, but not so much
superior as it would have been had the Arab
been the only ancestor. Had the breeders of

England been restricted to this race there

would not have been born such animals as we
now see; for, with all the care and, incited by
the same rewards, it would have been nearly

impossible to produce such animals as "Blair

Athol" is the type, KiA hands high and weigh-
ing 1,400 pounds.

It may appear anomalous to pay so much at-

tention to old matters in treating of "breeding

horses in California," but it has a bearing and T

hope to make it apparent before the close of

these articles. The thoroughbred horse may be

accepted as the highest effort of the breeder,

and anything which will show how the result

has been reached is importaut. Pedigree has
been the keystone of the arch, and accounts for

the success. Though the study of genealogies

is a dry subject to a majority of 1 eople, it is an
imperative necessity to those who would excel

in the breeding of "improved stock" of any de-

scription. To sustain the test which the race

course imposes, it is essential; for though an
animal of rare merit may come from the hap-

hazard system, a succession of them only fol-

lows study and care. Though the horses of a
hundred years ago arc not the proper guide to

influence selections now, it is well for the

breeder to be informed of the position those

patriarchs occupy, and how the families origi-

nated which are the most prominent performers

of the present.

In writing that the horses of a hundred years

ago are not the ones to guide the breeder in his

choice, is not strbtly true, for although horses

might trace for that length of time through the

very best sources in the calender, did the pedi-

gree cud so soon, the animal would not be the

proper one to breed race-horses from. There
are numerous proofs of this in turf history.

The proper statement would be that as the best

horses of to-day have a clear pedigree extending

back for a couple of centuries, and the most
"fashionably" bred are those which combine
the blood which was the most celebrated a

hundred years ago; the later strains, following

the mixture of the old families, therefore the

more recent individuals require the closest

scrutiny.
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People's Convention at Elmira.

Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for this

department.

Handling of the Present Wheat Crop

Editors Press:—Permit me, before it is en-

tirely too late, to give a friendly warning to our

grain-raisers about their interests in the large

grain crops of California this year, for the

Rural has always been ready to protect our

producers. Have any steps been taken as yet

to secure their just interests this summer and

fall in the sale of their surplus wheat '! None

whatever. On the other hand, is anything be

ing done in the way of combined action by those

who have money to loan, or debts to collect, or

who wish to make all they can by speculating

in grain, and sacks, and ocean freights ? Com
mercial facts and movements in these directions

enable us to say yes, emphatically yes. Every

thing possible is being done, with more or less

unity of action, by those who knowso.well how
to manage these matters in their own interests,

rather than in the interest of the producer. And
who blames them for it ? It is their business.

They wish to make all the money out of it they

can. That is all very well. But how about the

fanners—the men whose hard work and great

risks have given us this fine crop? If they will

not use the strength they have to unite prop-

erly, in some timely and judicious action, to

look after and protect their own just interests

in the emergency, are they not to blame ? Let

them answer for themselves. At present they

seem to be asleep on this subject. Let us

Consider a Few Facts

1. The important issues of the Constitutional

Convention, and the election of trustworthy

delegates who will be alive and faithful to our
real wants, seem to have absorbed all their at-

tention. They can scarcely be too anxious and
careful about that. But how true is it, in this

as in many other matters, 'This we should have
done, but not left the other undone?'

2. Last year the results of war in Europe and
a small crop here made prices so good that the

few who had wheat to sell were well satisfied,

and all seem now to have forgotten their former
tribulations in these matters.

3. The large number of wheat and barley

sacks demanded will be deemed good excuse for

holders to make their prices high. Reports

say, "No sack-rings yet." But how long will

that be true ?

4. If peace prevails in Europe, this will be

urged as an imperative reason why the price of

grain, especially in the beginning of harvest,

must be made as low as possible, regulated

somewhat by the Liverpool market.
5. If war comes, the argument will be, freights

are high, because English ships will be in dan-
ger, and shipping scarce. Consequently, buy-
ers must pay low prices here.

Anyone who reads the daily papers can see

how the public mind is being gradually prepared
for as low a price of wheat as can well be fixed

at the beginning of our harvest.

From Liverpool, we are told that the " splen-

did crop prospects in America " promise "seri-
ous trouble in the grain trade. Here we are
told that the Liverpool market alone regulates
our wheat market. The last words of comfort
tell us, " the tendency of prices favors buyers.

"

In California parlance, "you bet," and we have
observed that the prices usually " favor buy-
ers " in the early part of harvest.

So, all things considered, look out, grain
farmers; Wake up and take steps to protect
your interests before it is too late and before
you feel that pinch which you have so often
felt. It is no time to sleep over these matters.
Your Grange unity was intended to protect you
in this and in all your interests. No doubt the
grain crop of California will be large, but the
usual overestimates are being made, with the
usual result of bringing down prices. All you
seek in this matter, or ever have sought, is just
market prices.

What Can Be Done?
Why, just such things as you have done in

the past, only a little better guarded, if pos-
sible. Your present leaders ought to be able to
show you what to do. At least, have a wheat
convention called as soon as possible. Let the
attendance be large. Take enough time to do
its work well. Ways and means can be found
for those who try. We have known of action
being taken by the farmers and their committees
here as late as the middle of July, and even the
early part of August, with most satisfactory
results. But the sooner the better. There is
no time to lose. If no more can be done
farmers may at least so shape their course as to
hold their grain, if early prices are not satisfac-
tory. And please remember that the writer
has in this, as in other fraternal cautions, no
selfish or pecuniary interest of his own what-
ever. This is written only from an earnest
hope of benefit to the grain raisers of California,
with whom he has suffered in the past from a
negligence of their interests. J. W. A. W.

EDITORS PRESS:— Pursuant to a call by A. T.

Hatch, Worthy Master of the Potnona (irange

of Solano, delegates from the several Granges

in the county, farmers and others met at Elmira,

on Tuesday, May 28th, for the purpose of nom-

inating delegates for the Constitutional Conven-

tion. E. L. Bennet, of Elmira, was made

Chairman of the meeting; J. R. Morris, of

Cordelia, Secretary.' In discussing the order of

business, a motion was made and carried that

the chair appoint a committee to draft resolu-

tions and platform. G. C. Pearson, of Vallcjo,

Chairman of that Committee, reported the fol-

lowing, which was unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That this convention proceed in nominating
delegates for election to frame a new Constitution for the

State; selecting competent and honest men regardless of

party or creed, believing that merit is a better safeguard

than" pledges, and that we, as a People's party, adopt the

following platform:
First. Believing that labor is the basis and source of

all wealth, public and private, and that the prosperity of

the nation depends upon the extent to which the produc-

tive interests are sustained and employed, anil that our
Government, being the Government of the people, should
endeauir to promote by all legitimate means the agricul

tural, commercial anil industrial interests of the nation U
the end that labor and capital may be profitably cm
ployed, which is the only medium by which our country
can be restored to permanent prosperity.

Second. That the public lands belong to the people and
should be reserved exclusively for actual settlers, and
their occupancy be encouraged by donating them in

limited amounts to the industrious |>oor.

Third. That wel view with alarm the tendency to

monopoly and aggregation of land and capital, which we
believe results from unfair advantages and discrimination

through legislative action, which we propose to correct

by the enactment of such laws, State and national, as
will prevent it.

Fourth. That all property (except that of the Federal

Government, State, municipal and school districts) shall

be justly and equally taxed, and that property shall be
leRned by the Constitution in order to prevent unjust
liscriminations and decisions.
Fi,fth. That the elective franchise shall he guarded as

to render its exercise possible to those only who are
lirectly interested in what they are called upon to de-

termine.
Sixth. That we declare against all violence, disorder or

lawlessness in endeavoring to accomplish what we so
earnestly desire, believing that the happiness of the people
can only he secured through the ballot.

The following nominations were made for

lelegates to the Constitutional Convention:
E. L. Bennet, Elmira; W. B. Davis, Vacaville;
I. M. Dudley, Dixon; 0. F. Reed, Knight's
Landing. GRANGER,

Postponed.—We are compelled to layover
until next week the concluding portion of the
address of Bro. Chas. Woods, of Danville
( i range.

The "California Patron."

Transfer of Publication.

To Messrs. A. T. Deicey * II". B. Eicer: Your offer b
transfer the publication of the California Patron to the
State Grunge has been accepted, arid your obligations to
subscribers who have paid in advance will be satisfied in

full by the new publishers, from this date.

The terms on which you have given the paper over en-
tirely to the State Grange are considered very reasonable
and satisfactory. Amoh Adams, Sec. State Grange.

The "Patron."

With this number, we commence the publi-

cation of the Patron twice a month—on the
first and third Saturdays of each month. This
change is made in response to the wishes of a
large number of our subscribers, who believe
that the interests of the Order demands the
publication of its organ oftener than once a
month, as heretofore. This change does not
necessitate a declaration of principles or a state-

ment of the line of policy which we shall pur-
sue, other than to say that we will ever be
found on the side of law, order, and good gov-

ernment; a defender of the rights of persons
and property, and against Communism in all of
its protean forms, whether it be by dividing up
men's property by process of law, or by the
more violent means advocated by the leaders
of the so-called Workingmen's party in San
Francisco. Neither do we intend to make this
an agricultural paper, believing that that field

is fully occupied. All papers, not alone agri-
cultural papers, teem with advice to farmers,
(some of it wise and some otherwise), of how
to produce the largest crops, without giving
any advice or rendering them any assistance in

obtaining remunerative prices for their pro-
ducts. We shall, from time to time, endeavor
to give the farmers such information as we
may become possessed of, by reason of our
connection witli the Grangers' Business Asso-
ciation, as will assist them in getting better
prices for the products of the farm.
We propose to make the Patron au "Open

(irange" where farmers can, through its col-
umns, discuss the right and the wrong, and
everything that pertains to the farmers inter-
ests. That will teach the farmers their rights
and their power when properly united. That
will teach them to take their places in Consti-
tutional and law-making assemblies as leaders,
instead of being led, as they have generally
been in the past.

The Patron will not forget the educational
features of our Order, for it is in the education
of the youth of the land, in the love of a farm
life, the success of our noble Order, yes, the
very existence of our republican form of gov-
ernment depends; on the intelligent, conserva-
tive element of the rural districts of our coun-
try, more particularly so at this time when
Communism (the division of men's property),
is openly preached; when mobs are allowed to
arm themselves for the avowed purpose of car-
rying their Communistic doctrine into effect:
when one class of foreigners array, maltreat and
murder another class of foreigners, who have
equal rights to protection under our laws; when
mobs composed of foreigners, many of whom

are not yet citizens, blockade our streets, smash
in windows of buildings where public meetings

are held; who hoot, howl and bid defiance to

peace officers in the discharge of their duties.

This element, found almost wholly in large

cities, threatens destruction to our government,
and to the intelligent farmers of the country
will the government look for support.

—

Patron,

June Int.

Temescal Grange.

At a meeting of Temescal Grange, held June
1st, among other business transacted the follow-

ing resolutions were unanimously adopted:

The Free Market.

Resolved, That the sincere thanks of this

(irange are hereby tendered to Dr. Edward
Gibbons for his untiring efforts during the past

several years for the establisnment of a Fret-

Street Market in Oakland, and also to the city

officials and others Alio have so nobly assisted

in making the opening of the market so much
of a success.

Re/to/red, That the members of this (irange

will stand firmly in favor of the Free Market,
and earnestl}' request the Patrons of neighbor-
ing (iranges in Alameda and Contra Costa
counties to assist, in all reasonable ways, in

sustaining and improving the trade of said

Market.

For Equal Taxation.

Resolved, That each Grange in Alameda coun-
ty be requested to appoint a committee of one
person in each school district within its juris-

diction to examine the assessment rolls, and see

if all property is taxed equally. It shall be the
duty of said committees to point out to the
Board of Equalization all cases where property
is assessed too low proportionally, and in due
time urge proper action in the premises on the
part of the Board of Equalization.

Gi.ange Manckactl-rers. — Several weeks
ago, John N. Woods, Secretary of the Grang-
ers' Union, went East for the purpose of pro-

curing the necessary machinery to manufacture
barbed wire fencing in connection with the
other business of the Grangers' Union establish-

ment. He visited the factory in Joliet, Illi-

nois, where Scutt's barbed wire fencing is pro-
duced, and made arrangements for machinery
at that place and likewise procured a portion at

Chicago, all of which is expected to arrive in

Stockton in a few days. It is intended to put
up sufficient machinery at first to produce a ton
and a half of the fencing per day, and then to
enlarge the manufactory from time to time, as
may be found necessary, to enable the pro-

jectors to supply the demand for the material.—Stockton Independent.

Sonora Grange.—John Taylor writes that
the picnic of the above (irange will be held at

Master Soulsby's on June loth. During the
many conventions and other public gatherings,

it was deemed wise to postpone the picnic

pleasures until a successful meeting was sure.

In Memoriam.

GRAND ISLAND GKANGK, No. 22, P. of H., May 25th,
1878.

Whereas, It has pleased our Supreme Master to re-

move from our Grange our Worthy Chaplain, Jas. Hearn,
at a mature but useful age;
Wukkkas, While we bow in humble submission to Him

who doeth all things well, we cannot but mourn his loss

atid tender our heartfelt sympathy to his wife and children
in their bereavements; therefore,

llesulred. That in the death of Bro. Heam, we have
lost a true brother, an efficient officer and a good citizen.

Resolved, That the charter of this Grange be draped in

mourning :i0 days.
Residred, That these resolutions be spread upon the

minutes and a copy be furnished the wife of the deceased
brother and the same he published in the Colusa .Sen and
Pacific Ki'ral Press.- IC'onunittec: Marthia Strother,
Jacob Myers and C. C. Hicok.
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L0D1 GKANGK, No. ;n, San Jouipiiii County, May 30th,
"78.

Wiif.kk.as, Ere the gloom that shrouded our community
had passed away, by the loss of one late lamented brother,
(so recently chronicled), we were again startled by the
Omnipotent One removing from us, in his deeply hidden
ways, our worthy and much respected brother John
Jkk uu>; Therefore,

Rsgolved., That while we bow in submission to His
never erring judgment, we fully realize, and deeply feel

the loss, which we, not only as Patrons, but the neigh-
borhood generally has sustained in the death of our true
and consistent brother. He was stricken down in the
prime of life in the full jsissessiou of his powers, amid a
life of usefulness and activity; an excellent neighbor and
citizen, au upright and honorable man, and to his family
an affectionate and devoted husband and parent. Thus
another beloved charter member has been separated from
us, and we earnuath hope the hand of the fell destroyer
may now be stayed, and our present (irange circle remain
long unbroken.

llesulred. That our Grange extend to our afflicted sister

and family, our kindest and most sincere expressions of
condolence and sympathy in this their hour of deep sor-

row.
llesulred. That OUT charter be dISMd in mourning for

N days, and this tribute of respect transmitted to the
bsreeted family, placed on our records atid a copy sent to
the Pacific Rirai, Press and California Patron with a
rct|uest for publication. Committee |Mrs. A. \V. (Jove,

Hcnrv Wittc, Itcuhcn Pixlev

The "KikalNew Yorker." -We note with
pleasure the recent enlargement of the /,'ural

aew Yorker as an indication of present pros-
perity and the progressive spirit. This paper
has seen troublous times and we are glad it has
reached calmer waters. Its present editor has
our admiration for the reviving work he has
accomplished.

The Alden fruit-drier at Sonora, Tuolumne
county, is nearly done.

California.
ALAMEDA.
The Free Market.—The following is a list

of those who occupied stands at the opening
day of the Oakland Street Market: F. Khode,
Fruit Yale, gooseberries; Grandona Downing,
Peralta street, Oakland Point, vegetables; T. I.

Balincourt, San Leandro, cherries, etc.; Mr.
Miller, San I^eandro, eggs and produce; Grover
& Co., Shell Mound Park, Mowers; Joseph Ra-
gers, San Leandro; poultry; Joel Webster,
Fruit Yale, gooseberries, etc. ; Henry Smith,
Berkeley, butter, cheese, eggs and poultry: C.
Bagge, San Leandro, butter and eggs; N. J.
King, Bag Farm, Alameda, fruit and vege-
tables; Wm. Derro, Pryal Kanch, vegetables,
butter, cheese, eggs, fruit and buttermilk; Gill's
Nurseiy, Twenty eighth street, between Market
and Adeline, flowers; T. Boyce, San l^orenzo,
berries and vegetables: Cowen & Co., Eleventh
street, between Broadway and Washington,
berries, etc. ; Wm. Devereaux, North Temescal,
cow and calf and goslins; Otis Hill, Haywards,
fruit and berries; John Gilmore, Oakland, rus-
tic aviary, dog kennel and garden seat; Wm. C.
Land, San Lorenzo, fruit and berries; Wm. Au-
brey, Bay Farm, vegetables and dairy produce.

COLUSA
CROPS.

—

Sun, June 1: The weather lately
has been excellent for the rilling of grain, and
the indications up to a day or so ago seemed ex-
cellent, but having heard of rust in the wheat
in the lower end of the county, we instituted
inquiry and put farmers to looking out for it,

and we now hear of a great amount of rust.
While the weather is favorable for the filling

of grain, the heavy dews at night are bad on
account of the rust. We have not heard of
any smut. The very late sown grain on over-
flowed lands is looking well. The volunteer
also seemed to be all that could be required,
until the rust set in. We hope that the
damage by rust may not prove so great as some
now seem to apprehend, and that it may turn
out that we are more scared than hurt.

CONTRA UOSTA.

Crop Prospects. Gazette, June I: With
exception of the drawback of a heavy foul
growth of cheat, dog-fennel and other weeds,
the crop prospects of the county are good, the
Point of Timber and Marsh grant section has
altogether the beat promise of any. There are
portions of the New York Grant and Bay Point
districts that will do finely, unless the withering
blasts of north winds come to impair the pros-
pect. The Ygnacio, and the upper portion of

Diablo valley, will afford fine yields. San Ra-
mon has a large crop growing, but too Urge a
proportion is weedy. The Rodeo valley sec-

tion promises a fair yield, but the San Pablo,
according to general report, will fall below its

usual average in consequence of the heavy con-
dition of the land from the protracted winter
rains.

LAKE.
Long VALLEY. Editors Press: Since the

first issue of your paper we have been subscrib-
ers, and much valuable information have we in

our various departments culled from its pages.
This valley is eight miles in length. At its

head is a sawmill owned by Mr. J. L. Hanson,
who has also a good ranch. Then comes the
large and valuable estate known as the Ritchie
ranch. The present lessee devotes his energies
to hog-raising especially. The well-known
dairy ranch of Messrs. Kennedy lies next on our
route. The fine alfalfa here raised doubtless
conduces to the excellency of the butter. The
adjoining ranch is the property of W. F. Rowe.
Here sheep-raising is the chief industry, and
no efforts are spared to bring the sheep to a fine

grade. The rich bottom lands also yield good
crops of grain and hay, including alfalfa. We
have had rather too much rain to suit the soil

of this valley, but our crops will average well
notwithstanding, and the fine feed will keep
our sheep in splendid condition, and it is likely

that all bands will this year shear even better

in the autumn than they have done this spring.

I need scarcely say that this valley is healthy;

this virtue is equally in possession of the whole
county.

—

Jclia D. Rowe.
LOS ANGELES.
Honey. — Outlook : Notwithstanding the

large loss of bees on account of the drouth last

year, the honey crop of Los Angeles county
will lie by no meaus insignificant. It is re-

ported that there are at least 5,000 stands of

bees in the county, and as the bee feed is abun-
dant, we may look for the maximum product
from each stand, which is at least 200 pounds.

Hut to make a safe calculation, suppose we re-

duce it to 150 pounds. This will give 740,000
pounds. Say the price will average eight cents

per pound, which will make the handsome sum
of SGO.'HX). The apiaries in this vicinity never

had a better prospect. The mountains are

covered with the choicest bloom for feed, and
the bees are in the very best condition. A
large quantity of honey has already been taken

from the hives and shipped. Mr. Shattuck has

gathered 4,S00 pounds from one of his apiaries,

and he claims he will get 80,000 pounds of

honey this season. Messrs. Stone, Burke,

Benedict, Smith & Carlyle, and many others,

all say they will realize handsomely from their

honey product.
Wool.—Express, June I. We have taken the

pains to iuterview 8ome of our leading wool
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merchants and sheep men in reference to the
clip now coming in. The entire clip of this

county last year was about 3,000,000 pounds
Mr. H. M. Johnston thinks we shall have a
two-thirds spring clip, while Mr. Goodwin
thinks that it is not safe to count on more than
one-half. But he says our present clip is far

superior to either of last year's It is altogether
free from burr, and the staple is much longer
and finer than heretofore. It is worth at least

10 per cent, more for manufacturing purposes
than last year's work. Mr. Goodwin gives the
range of prices for the present clip at from 17
to 21 cents. Last year the highest figure he
sold for wa3 17. The market is now a little flat,

but the demand has been better as an average
this year than last. The Messrs. Newmark
agree with Mr. Goodwin in the main, but they
place the range of prices lower—at from 14 to

20 cents. There is one notable feature in the
wool clip this spring, and upon which there is

no diversity of opinion, and that is in reference
to its improvement in quality. The drouth has
done this for us. It has weeded out in a very
great measure the poor stock and left us with a
good quality of graded sheep. The grade will

improve from this time forth, for we need fear

no accessions of inferior stock.

MARIN.
Loss of Cows.—San Rafael Journal: A good

many cows die from calving this spring. Some
very choice ones have been lost at Novato. Too
much flesh is given as a reason.

MENDOCINO.
Editors Press: The rainfall for Porno fcr

May was .65 inches.—Z. W. Bransford.
MONTEREY.
Growth of Wheat.—Democrat, May 23:

By Supervisor Munroe, we have received from
J. H. Matthews, of the upper San Benito, a
sample of wheat now growing on the farm of

the latter gentlemen. The sample is a bunch
of heads whose average length is over seven
inches. The are bearded like the "Proper"
wheat, and each grain being apparently fully

developed, there are four rows of them which
are respectively three or four grains wide.
The variety is called the "Snow Flake," and
the sample comes from a field of 05 acres.

Two years ago Mr. Matthews tells us, he har-
vested from one sack sown, 100 sacks, and
from the present crop he expects a proportionate
yield. Mr. Munroe visited the Held and he
tells us, by way of giving an idea of the grain,

that it is more than seven feet tall, so that
standing among it he could tie the heads to-

gether above him, and so thick that at four
feet he could not see a person standing abreast
of him.

SAN JOAQUIN.
Bones.—Stockton Independent, June 1: A

gentleman, whose name we forget, has been
long engaged in the business of collecting bones
in the interior towns and sending them to
Berkeley, where they are converted into what
is curiously called "artificial guano." A car-

load gathered in this city was brought to the
water front yesterday and will be shipped by
railroad to Sau Francisco to-day. When
ground into dust at the bone pulverizing estab-
lishment at Berkeley, the principal portion of

the prepared material is shipped abroad, there
being as yet no demand for it in California, or

on the Pacific coast. Bone dust has been in

liberal use as a manure in England, and so val-

uable is the substauce regarded that, says a

good authority, "one wagon-load of small drill

bone dust is equal to 40 or 50 loads of fold ma-
nure." It is pronounced particularly effective

upon thin and sandy land. We are not only
shipping to foreign lands the virtues of our soils

in cereal products, but are actually sending to
foreign farmers material to enrich their soil.

The skeletons of starved sheep, bones of slaugh-
tered cattle, hoofs and horns, are gathered on
our plains and hillsides, abattoirs and hotel
yards to furnish phosphates of lime and am-
monia to enrich the lands of the people at other
states and nationalities.

SANTA BARBARA.
Suey House.—James Morse, in Guadalude

Telegraph: On reaching the house we were
heartily welcomed by the hospitable and pleas-

ant host and hostess, Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Fields,

who superintend the affairs of this large and
valuable rancho. It it owned by Mr. H. M.
Newhall, of San Francisco. I know of many
spots equally as well fitted by nature as this in

which to build up beautiful homes and to sur-
round them with all the beauties and luxuries
we saw there. In the garden is an artificial

fish pond swarming with speckled trout—some
of which weigh over three pounds apiece. In
the center of the pond is a mound on which are
hundreds of callas in full bloom. There is also
a small landing to which is moored a light skiff

for the accommodation of visitors. On top of
the embankment surrounding the pond are
three-year-old gum trees some 40 feet high and
eight inches through. In front of the house are
a few trees of the same kind, six years old,

which I found by actual measurement to be 51
inches in circumference four feet from the
ground, and I judge they were 65 feet in hight.
Castor bean trees stood 30 feet high, and lemon
and orange trees show a very healthy and vig-

orous growth. Mr. Fields cut and presented
to one of the ladies of our party a citron lemon
which measures 16 J inches one way and 12i
inches the other, in circumference; and he
remarked that he had a short time before cut
and given away one that was a third larger than
this. Almond, apple, apricot, plum, pome-
granate, and many other varieties of fruit trees,

abound, some hanging full of fruit. The main
walk passes under a large trellis covered with
grape vines. I noticed a rose geranium trained
to a stake and trimmed into a tree, which
stands seven feet high; also most beautiful rose
bushes trimmed up like trees.

SANTA CLARA.
Cheese Factory.— Merairy, June 1 : The

Grangers of Santa Clara are making an effort to
start a cheese factory in the farming district
west of that town. It is to be conducted by a
stock company on a co-operative basis, a num
ber of farmers clubbing together and contri
buting their surplus milk daily.

TULARE.
Army Worms.—Delta, May 29: The army

worms are apparently going to overrun the
county. They are now in great numbers around
Farmersville, on Tule river, and all over the
eastern part of the valley, and are committing
sad havoc among the cornfields and growing
crops.

TUOLUMNE.
Editors Press:—The farmers are now in the

midst of the haying season. Abundance is

visible everywhere. The weather is pleasantly
cool for fatiguing labor. The tramp is now sup
plied with labor and good remuneration for the
same. What a grand era might be inaugurated
if farmers could and would hire men the year
round. I believe that it would be better for all

concerned. They pay as much for a few
months' work as would hire for the whole year.

By hiring through the year a mixed farming
would take the place of wheat growing. I can-
not understand why the system works so well
in all other parts of the civilized world, while
California should be an exception.

—

John Tay-
lor, Mt. Pleasant.

VENTURA.
Fine Barley.—Free Precs, June 1: Messrs.

Rice & Bell brought us a stand of barley from
their ranch on the Las Posas this week, which
is of large size, but not by any means the largest

to be found there. The length of the tallest

stem was live feet and a half, and the length of

grain rows on the head five inches. The stand,
which is all from one seed, numbers 277 stalks.

By actual count the largest head had 90 kernsls
of grain, while the smaller ones ranged about
50. We figure the number of grains which this

stand will yield at 19,390. Rather a good
showing we think.

Honey'.—Among the many large apiaries of

the county, that of Messrs. Atwood & Kenney,
of the Sespe, stands in the front rank. They
have 300 stands of bees, half being of the Ital-

ian species. Last week, during a run of five

hours, they extracted 1,000 pounds of honey
from the comb. So far the firm have shipped
3,000 pounds, and now have 4,000 pounds more
cased, ready for shipment.

YOLO.
Wheat.—Mail, June 1: During the term of

the District Court, now in session, we have
had occasion to interview farmers from all parts
of the county, and we have been cheered by the
flattering reports from each and all. The grain
is fast ripening, in some places the barley has
already been cut. The wheat looks well at

every point, and promises a heavy yield. We
are not yet away from the damaging influences

of the north winds, should they come in their

fury, but we shall hope for the best.

Nevada.
The CRor Prospects.—Reno</o«/7ia/, June 1

:

All of our local correspondents tell the same
story of the rapid and luxuriant growh of vege-

tation within their several precincts. The sea-

sou thus far has been a very remarkable one,

and it would seem now as if nothing can pre-

vent an abundant harvest.

A Madrono Borer.—The insects which are

injuring so many of our fine cabinet woods can-

not be too thoroughly studied, since only by
learning their habits can any escape from the
expensive pests be reached. At the last meet-
ing of the San Francisco Microscopical Society,

Mr. J. P. Moore read a paper concerning his

observations of the madrono borer. He said :

"I herewith present you samples of our common
Madrono, Arbutus Menziesii, which, as you will

perceive, has been badly bored by an insect. I

first detected the work of this insect in a young
madrono, the heart of which had been bored for

a great distance. In general it prefers the dead
to the living wood. Owing to the very large

size of the larva as well as the mature insect, the

boring is very damaging. In fact, many of the
holes are nearly, if not quite, a half inch in

diameter. I do not bring this before you as a
new insect—it is the well-known clytus con-

junctus—but simply as an instance of another
borer at work in our forests, hoping that such
as can, will observe the work of this class of

insects."

Sale of a Jersey Cow.- --We hear that Peter
Saxe & Son have just sold a five-year-old Jersey
cow to Gen. Thomas H. Williams, of Oakland,
for $300. She is "Nora," a pedigreed cow, raised

in Colorado, and a perfect beauty. Gen. Wil-
liams buys the animal for a family cow. We
hear also that Messrs. Saxe & Son are taking 18

head of Jerseys and Short Horns to Ventura
county.

Prof. Martin and C. A. Mahoney, an Alta
reporter, who made a balloon ascent from
Woodward's Gardens, last Sunday, were badly
bruised while trying to land, owing to the vio-

lence of the wind.

News in Brief.

The San Francisco police uniform is to be
blue.

Tin mines are said to have been discovered
in Arizona.

The bail of Joseph C. Duncan has been fixed
at $112,000 in all.

The Salinas and Monterey narrow gauge rail-
road is again in operation.

Col. Fair is still confined to his house in
Virginia City with rheumatism.
About $2,000,000 have been spent on the

Catholic cathedral in New York.
The Indians throughout the Northwest

threaten to become troublesome.
In May our letter-carriers collected 630,000

letters, and distributed 598,550.
A. H. Stephens is a candidate for re-election

from the Augusta (Ga.) district.

Cut-worms have made their appearance in
the corn-fields of Ventura county.
The genuine Kansas grasshopper has made

its appearance about Tuscarora, Nevada.
The pioneers of Nevada county held their

reunion at Badgers park, on the 1st inst.

The trouble among the settlers in Tulare
county in regard to railroad lands continues.
American securities in London have com-

pletely recovered from the effects of the silver

bill.

Myriads of young grasshoppers have made
their appearance in parts of Paradise valley,

Nevada.
The Los Angeles Herald says the barley crop

of that county will be one-third less than was
anticipated.

The frost has killed nearly all the young fruit

and early vegetables about Aurora, Esmeralda
county, Nevada.
The temperance workers of Los Angeles are

erecting a hall at a cost of $13,000, which is

almost completed.
Cardinal McCloskey had a grand reception

in the New York Cathedral on the occasion of

his return from Rome.
There are 231 boys and girls in the Indus-

trial school and 78 prisoners in the House of

Correction in this city.

There are several suits pending against the

Sheriff of San Francisco for cutting off the

queues of the Chinese.

Samples of new wheat of the Sonora and the

Australian varieties have have been received at

Stockton from Tulare county.

Vera Sassulitch, the woman who shot

Trepoff, the St. Petersburg Prefect of Police,

cannot be found for the new trial.

There are 146 prisoners in the State prison

at Carson, Nevada, and over 1,400 in the State

prison of California.

B. R. Prince, of Altaville, Calaveras county,

has a cocoonry in successful operation, with

about half a million of silk worms.
A. O. Perry was killed at Prindle's ranch,

near Buena Vista, Calaveras county, last week,
while trying to stop a runaway team.

Two journalists of this city will make a bal-

loon ascension to-morrow from Woodward's
Gardens unattended by a professional aeronaut.

Mike White, of Chattanooga, was killed by
a mob. His life was insured for $10,000. The
insurance company now sues the county for that

sum.
The Nevada City papers say opium smoking

is becoming so prevalent among the youth of

that town that some steps ought to be taken to

suppress it.

The result of the Oregon State election,

whi.h came off on the 3d, is very close, each of

the old parties having succeeded in various sec-

tions of the State.

The Pope has directed Cardinal Franchi to

dispatch urgent instructions to the Catholic

clergy of Germany to use every effort to pre-

vent the spreading of Socialism.

A petition is in circulation at Fort Vancouver
praying that woman suffrage may be incorpo-

rated in the State Constitution for Washington
)

Territory to be framed next month.
Judge Hilton has been severely denounced

by 3,000 women at a meeting held for the pur-

pose in New York city, because of his action

in the Stewart's Woman's hotel matter.

Snow fell in the valleys of Central Montana
during the last week of May to a depth of two
feet, and to much greater depth in the moun-
tains. That on the valleys has since disap-

peared.
The body of Moritz Marks, the young man

who was drowned at North Beach, on Sunday,

May 26th, while attempting to swim to a raft a

few hundred feet from the shore, has been re-

covered.
Count Basilevvski, regarded as the richest

man in Russia, and who has for many years

past enjoyed an income of 5,000,000 roubles, or

$4,000,000 a year, has died at St. Petersburg

at the age of 92.

A steamer lately sailed from Liverpool hav-

ing on board 400 Mormons, mostly English,

Scotch and Welsh, who intend to proceed di-

rectly to Utah. In addition to these there are

50 Scandinavian emigrants on board.

On the 3d inst., the Emperor of Germany,
while driving through Unter der Linden, was
shot and seriously wounded by Dr. Nobeling,

who then shot himself through the head, in-

flicting what is likely to prove a fatal wound.

At Charlestown, West Va., on Monday last,

several hundred miners captured the steamer

Modoc, proceeded to Blacksburg and stopped

all the miners there, returning on the Chesa-

peake and Ohio train, refusing to pay fare.

The mob was very violent and abusive.

now staying

¥~ is now higher

Mrs. Senatc
at Gold Hill. 'STfC
The upper San •

than ever before known.
Dom Pedro starts on the tramp again this

month, beginning at Paris.
Scales that will weigh a grain of dust are

used in the Philadelphia Mint.
The inventory of the Atherton estate, in San

Mateo county, foots up $1,269,921.92.
Consols are higher in London now than they

have been for the past twenty years.
They had heavy snow storms at various

points in the State of Nevada, last week.
The cereal crops in England are looking much

worse than they did a month or two ago.
Olympia, Washington Territory, markets are

supplied with vegetables from California.
In the Washington Territorial Asylum there

are now 72 patients, 58 males and 14 females.
The commencement of the University of Cal-

ifornia took place on Wednesday last at Berke-
ley.

A serious attempt is about to be made in
London to introduce horseflesh as an article of
food.

Rev. C. C. Burleigh, the famous abolitionist,
was run over by the cars at [Florence, Mass.,
lately.

Earl Russel died in London last week, being
at the time of his death the oldest member of
Parliament.

Andrew T. Byrne, formerly of San Fran-
cisco, dropped dead in the Office saloon, Dead-
wood, Black Hills.

Mrs. Margaret Golden has been committed
to the Napa Insane Asylum. She is crazed on
religious subjects.

The Indians are driving off and killing stock
and threatening violence to the settlers about
Las Anamas, New Mexico.
In April there were shipped from Portland for

San Francisco 105,320 dozen eggs, against 95,333
dozen same month last year.
Two men, a woman and three children have

arrived at Seattle, having come all the way,
800 miles, from the Stickeen river in a canoe.
The body of an unknown man has been found

floating in Stockton channel, in such a state of
decomposition that it could not be recognized.
The weather has already been very warm in

some places in the interior. The thermometer
at Wheatland touched 110° in the shade on the
4th inst.

Roads from Reading to Modoc county are
lined with emigrant teams, some bound to
northern California, others to Oregon and
Washington Territory.

Ecuador, South America, has not a mile of
railway, but a party of enterprising men from
the United States have opened negotiations
with the government for the construction of a
line.

Prof. John C. Christian, Assistant Sup-
erintendent of Public Schools of St. Louis, com-
mitted suicide at Denver, Colorado, Saturday
last, while laboring under a fit of temporary in-

sanity.

Later reports from the storm center in Wis-
consin show greater loss of life than heretofore
reported. The death list now foots up 34. The
property loss amounts to hundreds of thousands
of dollars.

From all directions in eaastern Washington
comes the reports of fine crops. The recent
rains have set the farmers to studying how to
get their prospectively enormous crops to
market.

It is said that for 29 years past rain has fallen

in California every 20th day of May, there being
snowfalls about the same time in the Sierra

Nevada mountains, extending often down to

the foothills.

On the night of May 30th, four masked high-
waymen boarded the cars on the Union Pacific,

near Rawlins, and, after robbing the passengers
of a few hundred dollars and sbme jewelry,

made their escape. They have since been
arrested.

On Tuesday last a man named Caldwell, liv-

ing near Atlanta, (Ga. ), killed his wife, three
children and his wife's sister with a smoothing
iron. Failing to kill himself by leaping into a
well from the roof of his residence, he finally

succeeded by throwing himself from the top of

his gin-house.

Three men broke into the store of T. Sor-

raco, at Drytown, Amador county, last week,
and having bound and gagged hiin, compelled
him, at the point of a knife, to deliver his safe

keys and tell where he had hidden a lot of gold

dust, after which they robbed him of values to

the extent of $10,000 and escaped.

Musical Boxes.—The roar of the great May
musical festival will not drown the sweet mel-

ody which is poured forth by the musical cask-

ets of M. Paillard & Co., 120 Sutter street.

These little gems of harmony, made by a branch

of the firm in Switzerland, and sold in San
Francisco by the makers, are unequaled in

their construction and performances. They are

elegant articles for presents to friends, and they
are charms to possess for oneself. They amuse
by their wonderful power, and they soothe and
instruct by the faultless execution of the finest

musical airs. The excellence of the instruments
is suificiently attested by the high awards which
have been made to them by world's fairs and
local exhibitions, and they commend themselves

to all who come within the sound of their trills

and cadences. M. Paillard's establishment at

120 Sutter street, should be visited by all who
come to see the sights of the oity.
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Somebody's Mother.

The woman was "Id and ragged and gray

And bent with the cliill of the winters day.

The street was wet with a recent snow.

And the woman's feet were aged and HOW,

She stood at the crossing and waited long.

Alone, uncared for. amid the throng.

Of human hernial " ho passed her by.

Nor heeded the glance of her anxious eye.

Down the street, with laughter and shout,

(ilad in the freedom of "school let out."

Came the boys like a flock of sheep,

Hailing the snow piled white and deep.

Passed the woman so old and gray,

Hastened the children on their way.

Nor offered a helping hand to her,

So meek, so timid, afraid to stir.

Lest the carriage wheels or the horses' feet

Should crowd her down in the slippery street.

At last came one of the merry troop—
The gayest laddie of all the group.

He paused beside her, and whispered low,

•Til help you across if you wish to go."

Her aged hand on his strong young arm
She placed, and so. without hurt or harm.

He guided the trembling feet along,

Proud that his own were firm and strong

Then back again to his friends he went.

His young heart happy and well content.

"She's somebody's mother, hove, you know.

For all she's aged and poor and slow.

And 1 hope some fellow will lend a hand
To help my mother, you understand.

If ever she's poor and old and gray,

When her own dear boy is far away."

And "somebody's mother" bowed low her head

In her home that night, and the prayer she said

Was, "God be kind to the noble boy !

Who is somebody's son and pride and joy."

—Harper'x Widely.

Driven to Death.

[Written for Rural Prkss by Rat.]

Last week I saw horses tugging with the

strength of despair hauling rocks from the

quarry. They reached an inclination and then,

what creaking of the wagon, what curses from

the driver, what efforts from the sweating ani-

mals, until at last the quivering muscles of one

could hear no more, and the poor, weary, suffer-

ing thing dropped in his harness dead as a

stone.

What were the (treat Cit'sars dumb mouths

to the wistful eyes that meet us everywhere?

Do we listen to their silent exhortations? The

spider of indifference has woven her web all

over the inmost chamber of our hearts; the
chamber where our mother's precepts have lain

so many years; where the dust of a hard and
prayerless life has drifted and sifted over the
gentle teachings, even as the driving sands or

drifting snows have covered her forgotten

grave.

Alas I that nature in her cruel fancies and
rmhappy freaks gives to wolves and hyenas the
forms of men; that she gives gentleness, pa-

tience, faith and long suffering to the half-

starved dog and the cursed and beaten horse.

I have seen dumb animals that reminded me
of poor patient "Smike," and others more piti-

ful than that saddest character, "Joe."'

0, if some patient, hard-tried beast could
but change his nature suddenly, could take the
form of a deadly adder and st.ng his tormentor
to death, would it not teach other cowardly
knaves more wisdom?
Be cruel to men, and you change the whole

course of their lives ; be cruel to women, and
they grow stern and hard ; be cruel to animals,
and they will drop dead in the harness trying to

serve you.

Clod forgive us that we so little appreciate
gentleness and faith

!

Teachers guard your scholars. Show them
that it is in discord with the harmony of nature,
that a mother bird's note should be changed
from gladness to grief because her brood is

stolen.

Mothers, teach your little ones gentle manli-
ness !

Men in high office do not scorn the lowliest
things in Cod's creation, nor hold the comfort
of a wordless creature a trilling thing.

Are we tyrants ': Then let us beware lest we
ourselves in some way be brought beneath the
lash! It was useless for "Mrs. Squeers" tc

give the little fellow dry toast, when his throat
was so swollen he couldn't swallow. If you
want to wait till your friends are on their death
beds before you bestow on them a kind word
do so. There should be a law, however, against
your owning a horse, if you wait until he is

ready to throw off mortality before covering
him with a blanket, or never placing oats before
him uutil his eyes are acquiring the glaze and
ghastliness of death.

Jenison's Bet.

When the widow (Joe married Jason Carter

she brought him no money at all; only a small

stony farm in Noppit, that had been her

father's, and two wild boys of 10 and IS years'

growth, .lack and Dan were bard subjects for

a step-father to rule, and Jason Carter found

his hands full. Naturally he was a quiet, gen-

tle, but persistent man: in his youth he had run

away to sea, and for 15 years had been a com-

mon sailor, which had pretty well knocked the

quiet out of and the persistence into him. In

this time ho had learned to swear, as a matter

of course, though he had been strictly brought

up, and went to church and Sunday School

always. His mother would have cried her eyes

out to hear him talk in this fashion, but she

never did; his father would have used the rod,

but he also was spared the trouble, for both

father and mother died before Jason came back;

and when he found they were gone he never

went back to Tolland, but after he got tired of

sea-going took to peddling notions about the

country, and at last married the widow Coe
and settled down in Noppit.

He had stopped swearing long ago; for under

dear old Father Taylor's preaching he had been

converted between his two last voyages, and
though profanity hail become a habit with him,

he had conquered it at last, after yea] s of pa-

tient endeavor, and now was so gentle, ami
pleasant, and pious, that I'luebe Coe thought

her last days would be her best days.

He bad come to know the widow Coe from

being an old shipmate of her brother, John
Wires; who hail also left sea-faring because he

had injured a knee, and become too lame to

climb rigging; so he set up a small shop in

Boston, where he sold tobacco, twine, and
other odds and ends; but he had been married

and had one son, called Jenison. This boy was
about the age of widow Coe's youngest son, for

her brother had married soon after she did,

while he was still a sailor; and when Jason

Carter began the peddling business, John
Wires had told him to stop when he went
through Scranton and see his sister. The
children were small, and there father living,

when Jason lirst saw them, and they learned to

look for "Uncle Jase'' every spring and fall with

delight, for he always brought them marbles,

tops, candy, string, and made them bows and
kites, sure passports to a boy's heart. So when
their poor drunken father died and the widow
found herself left without a penny, she moved
over to Noppit to live with her father; and
when he died too, leaving her all he had, the

farm from which he had scratched a scanty

living, and she found herself alone and helpless,

she listened favorably to Jason Carter's pro-

posal, for he was as tired of his wandering life

as she of her loneliness, and married him. The
boys were glad, for they loved him, and they

never bail loved their own father; and Jason
was as good to them as if they were his own,
thought a certain thrill of emotion shook him
when his baby daughter came, that never had
troubled that worn old heart in any emergency
of Jack or Dan. But then Celia was a girl; ot

course that made it different ! Jason, when
compared with his predecessor, was as mild
and pleasant about the house as a spring day-

after stormy winter. He became a useful and
prominent member in the Noppit church, and
never was heard to utter a profane or impatient

word. Jr.ck and Dan loved him as much as

healthy boys ever love anything but mischief

and meals, anil I'hu be was entirely happy.

Tru», they were poor; Jason had a few
hundred dollars laid by, but the Noppit farm
was tor> sterile to produce crops enough to sup-

port the family, so he laid out his little capital,

or part of it, in a good breed of sheep, which
found abundant living among mullens, hard-

back and huckleberry bushes, and proved in

due time a profitable investment. For in those

days dogs, the curse of New England, were by
no means common in the country; there was no
reason for keeping them, and farmers had
money and mutton instead of hydrophobia and
horrors. The wool sold well always and kept
the family in stockings, for Jason's wife could
spin and knit with wonderful rapidity; the
Iambs he had not room to raise were sent to

Hartford ami sold to the butchers, and now
and then a fat old wether went to the meatman's
cart

k
in ti e shape of juicy quarters. But the

glory of the Hock was a big black-faced ram, who
terrified marauding boys and intruding vaga-
bonds, and asked no better fun than to send
somebody heels over head whenever he had a
chance. Jack and Dan bad brougbthim up from
lunbho.id, but he was no longer a lamb, and if

painstaking education only one trait stayed by
him, a distinct and angry recollection of the rod
that had not been spared on his early and some
what stupid youth. To the day of Billy's death
a little stick, shaken before anything, would
send him, "head on," at that luckless object;
and the boys often amused themselves by climb-
ing the pine rail fence ami dangling a small
switch full in Billy's sight against a big post;
the result was sudden and severe to Billy, and
he might have seriously injured himself if

Daddy, as the boys called Jason, had not found
them at this sport one day and strictly forbidden
it. Cruelty to animals was one of the few
things that roused his choler and made him
imperative.

One summer Mrs. Carter received a letter
from her brother asking her to take his boy for
a few mouths; his wife was so feeble that she
was going home to her father's with the baby
and a young child, and Jenison could not go

with her for want of room. Mr. Wires did not

want him in the city with him. at a boarding-

house, but was willing to pay his board in Nop-

pit; so he came.
Jenison Wires was a sharp city-bred boy,

with very little faith in anybody's goodness.

His father was a pushing, money-making, pro-

fane man, and his mother a meek cipher; he

himself, at the mature age of 14, could smoke,

and swear, and talk sailor slang glibly, for

he had run about the wharves ever since he

could run anywhere. Mrs. Carter was troub-

led and disgusted to find such a boy on her

hands; Jason considered that I'rovidence had

sent the lad there for his good, and resolved

to pray for him as for his own boys, to set

him as good an example as he tried to set

Jack ami Dan, and to "deal with him," as he

expressed it "with a view to his eternal sal-

vation." The boys thought Jenison was won-
derful: he knew so much; he had seen so many
things; he had such a pocket-knife, such mar-

bles, swagger ! But when his first round oath

came out, Jack and Dan were startled.

" Look-a-here! " said Jack; "don't you let

Daddy bear no such talk as that; he'll tune ye,

ef he does, and no mistake."
" Whe-e-ew! " responded Jenison; " I ain't

a baby; I guess I'll swear if I want to, for all

him; he ain't so pious himself, I bet, but what
he rips out sometimes! '

" He don't; he don't never! " the boys ex-

claimed in unison.

"H'm! I guess you don't hear him; the old

fellow keeps shady before folks, but he used to

swear like a Botany- bay- pirate. I've heard pa
say so!

"

The boys were shocked into momentary
silence, but recovered themselves soon.

"I don't believe it! " said positive Dan.
" And if he ever did, he don't now," added

reasonable Jack; "he's awful good; he's a pro-

fessor; he prays in meetin' and to home too,

and he don't never scold, nor swear, nor nothin'.

Scure ever he licks a feller; he did give Dan
and me one whalin', but he'd oughter hev, that's

a fact. Dan he told a thunderin' lie and I

backed him up. I ;ell ye! we were sore for one
spell, arter he found it out.

"

" Well, I know he used to swear aboard
ship, I've heard pa tell more stories about him!
They called him 'Still Jase, 'to be sure, but
when he got riled, the fur flew! I'll bet my
jack-knife I can make him swear inside of next
week! "

" I'll bet my head you can't! " retorted Dan.
" I don't know as I want your head for any-

thing, but Til bet my knife against that cake o'

maple sugar you've got in the closet, that I'll

set Uncle Jase a swearin' before next week's
over.

"

The boys were so sure that nothing could
make Daddy swear, and so pleased with their

first bet of importance, that they accepted the
terms at once, and Jenison began to cudgel his

brain for means of tripping up Jason Carter's

tongue.

One day he slyly let down the bars into a
field of clover, getting up before light to do it.

The two cows, turned out of the barn-yard to

nip at the road-side until Dan or Jack could
drive them to pasture, accepted the bait, entered
the clover and rioted in its fragrant crimson
spheres, half killing themselves with greedy
feeding. Jack found them half an hour after

chores was done, iu the condition that results to

cows from eating gieen clover, and Uncle Jason
worked over the poor creatures all day, with-
out a word of impatience, though he said more
than once: " I wish I knew who let down them
bars; I'd kinder like to say a word in season to

him."
The pins were taken out of the ox-yoke and

never found; egg-shells strewed the mow,
while the family never could have any eggs for

their own use, the nests beingalwaysemptied; the

great gray cat's tail was singed to bareness and
her ears snipped, but Uncle Jase never swore or

lost his temper; his scyth-sneath disappeared,

but he borrowed another; the grindstone was
soaped, the hay-cutter broken, hoes and rakes
disappeared when wanted and reappeared when
useless; his razor was mislaid and hopelessly

dulled when he found it and a thousand petty
annoyances heaped on him in vain; he only
said to his wife: "It does beat all, Phoebe,
what's got inter things this week; seems if 1

never was so pestered. It ain't in human natur'

for things to happen so; somebody's a doin'

on't, I feel to believe; but I declare for't I can't

see into 't a mite.

"

Jack and Dan began to triumph; only one
day more of the week was available, and Jeni-

son was put on his mettle and laid plans

accordingly. They had prayers always before

breakfast, and the weather was so warm and
the kitchen so hot that Jenison set the outer
door open wide this morning, and stepping out,

just as his uncle laid down the Bible, under
pretext of scaring an old hen away, the boy
opened a little side gate into the lot where he
had previously driven the old ram, and laying a
train of salt to a big lump on the doorstep, re-

treated speedily to the kitchen and knelt down
next Mr. Carter, where he had left his chair.

Billy had seen the tin pan in Jenison's hand
and knew it meant salt; he followed the trail

surely to the door, and, having begun to nibble
the lump, heard an earnest and accustomed
voice near by and looked up into the kitchen
door. Jason was praying earnestly, and the
rest had their eyes closed and heads bent; all

but Jenison, who was watching Billy from under
his arm. As he saw the ram look in, he picked
up a short switch from under his chair and held

' it threateningly over his uncle's back. Billy

gave one great leap across the floor, charged
Uncle Jase in the rear and sent him sprawling.
" Damn that ram! " he roared, in a voice of

thunder.
Jack and Dan sprung up at once, drove Billy

out and shutthedoor.butbefore they could speak
their father was on his knees, at prayer again,
pouring out such earnest, humble confession of
the sin he had been betrayed into, such tearful
petition for pardon, such heartfelt contrition
for a lapse that seemed to him dreadful after
long years of prayer and struggle, that hard and
bad as Jenison Wires was, he could not bear it.

It was the turning point of the boy's life. He
got up from his knees and confessed the whole
thing to his uncle and asked his forgiveness; ami
the other boys cried heartily.

Jason Carter never forgot that day. It was
remembered with humility and thankfulness
both, for years after Jenison told him, with
deep feeling, that he had learned then and
there to respect religion, and that is the first

step toward desiring and obtaining it.

Jenison never claimed his bet, but when he
went home gave Dan his knife for a remem-
brance, and years after Deacon Jason Carter
was dead and gone, his step-sons recalled with
affection, reverance and amusement mingled,
the only oath they ever heard him speak and
how it was brought about by Jenison's bet.—Roar Terry Cool; in Sunday Afternoon.

The Preservation of the Voice.

In a recent lecture, in New York, on the
" Hygiene of the Voice," Dr. Ward said that
there are many agents which more or less in-

fluence the voice, the four principles of which
are climate, dress, diet and exercise. Change
of climate will undoubtedly for a time exert
some slight deleterious influence on the larynx,
but this influence is greatly overestimated. All
clothing should be loosely attached to the body.
The present fashionable style of dress is decid-
edly unhealthy. The chest and abdomen are
unnaturally confined, the lungs and other organs
thus being prevented from acting in a normal
manner. The dress should be worn high in the
neck, and the sensible female artists avoids as

much as possible appearing on the stage in full

dress. The throat should not be wrapped in

comforters, boas, etc., chest protectors should
not be worn and the feet should be guarded
against wet. Food supplies nourishment and
warmth, and the article of diet which has the
special property of producing heat in the body
is fat. The diet of the singer should be bland
as well as nutritious. Of the different kinds of

meat, venison, turkey, roast beef and lamb are

the easiest to digest. Cooked vegetables, unless
too highly seasoned, are easily digested; cut
cabbage, cucumbers and such like should be
avoided. I'astry should be invariably dis-

carded. Dinner at noon, followed by a light

tea at nightfall, is a rule which, if rigidly

adhered to, will be a safeguard against all ordi-

nary- attacks of indigestion. In order that acts

of singing be properly performed, it is abso-

lutely necessary that the stomach be nearly

empty. Alcoholic beverages should not on any
consideration be indulged in by vocal artists.

For the proper development of the vocal
chords there are several rules which must be
observed. The exercises must be regularly and
systematically practiced; they must always be
within the register; they should never be pushed
to the point of fatigue; they should never be
made use of when the vocal organs are attacked
by cold, no matter how slight, and they should
be practiced while standing upright, so as to

allow of free play of the lungs and accessory

vocal organs. Bodily exercise is especially

beneficial to the singer. In concluding his lec-

ture, Dr. W. said that learning to sing correctly

is learning to be healthy.

Car Lighting.—Those who have passed
miserable hours in the sepulchral light of rail-

way cars will be glad to know that Mr. Web-
ster Wagner has devoted much time to inves-

tigating the best method of lighting railroad

cars, and has hit upon a discovery which is

thus described: "The lamp has a shape not

unlike that of a telescope. The larger end, at

the bottom, causes a fan to oscillate, and this

in turn gently forces the lard oil from the reser-

voir iu the upper joint, saturating the wick,

and making a light of surpassing brilliancy,

steadiness and strength. The apparatus is

wound every ten hours. No chimneys are

required, and this saves much time, expense

and annoyance. The light has a power etpuiv-

alent to IS candles. These lamps are furnished

to each car, and a person is enabled to read the

smallest print without the slightest difficulty."

Mrs. Partington* on Diseases.—Diseases is

very various— very. The doctor tells me that

poor old Mrs. Haze has got two buckles upon
her lungs! It's dreadful to think of

—
'tis really.

The diseases is so various! One day we hear of

people's dying of "htrmitage of the lungs,"

another of "brown-creatures;" here they tell

us of the "elementary canal" being out of

order and there about the "tear of the throat;"

here we hear of the " newrology in the head"
and there of an "embargo" in the back. On
one side of us we hear of a man getting killed

by getting a piece of beef in his " sarcofagus,

"

and there another kills himself by "deskever-
ing his jocular vein." Things change so that I

don't know how to subscribe for any thing now -

a-days. New names and " rostrums " take the

place of the old and I might as well throw my
old yerb bag away.
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How to Study Science.

Prof. F. W. Clarke has an article in the
Popular Science Monthly for June, in which
allusion is made to the true method of studying
science: Every student of science should meet
Nature at first hand, and learn to observe her
phenomena for himself. Lectures and text

books are but minor accessories to study; in the

sciences they play a wholly subordinate part;

in the laboratory, the field and the museum,
the chief work is to be done. No matter what
branch of science is to be pursued, the student
from the very first must meet it face to face.

The biological sciences ought to be studied in

the field, collecting; in the museum, classifying;

in the laboratory, with the microscope and the

scalpel. Far too often is the study of natural

history degraded into a mere memorizing of

classifications; as if the transitory part of the

science were more valuable than the perma-
nent ! The student must see, handle and in-

vestigate for himself. He is to study the phe-
nomena of life, and not merely the external ap-

pearance of a lot of stuffed specimens. Chem-
istry, and physics also, is to be studied chiefly

in the laboratory. It i3 not enough for a stu-

dent to see experiments, he must perform them.
Thus only can he learn the true scope of these

great sciences. By a proper drill in qualitative

analysis, he learns to observe closely, and to

reason from his facts to their interpretation.

Quantitative analysis gives him accuracy of

manipulation, and an insight into the absolute

value of experiment. This insight also results

from delicate practice with instruments of pre-

cision in physics; a kind of exercise of the very
highest educational value. If the course of

study in any science can be capped by an orig-

inal research leading to the discovery of new
facts, so much the better. In a German uni-

versity the candidate for a doctoral degree in

science is absolutely required to carry out such
a research, and to submit a dissertation upon it.

This is not a severe requirement—every stu-

dent who has been decently trained is able to

come up to it, all the popular notions about the

mysteriousness of scientific research to the con-

trary notwithstanding. Why should we not
aim to equal the German standard ?

Submarine Volcanoes.—We find in iron
record of two recent observations on the effect of

submarine ^ olcanoes. The master of the British

barque D. M'B. Park, which arrived at Cowes,
Isle of Wight, some days ago, from Batavia,

reports having seen several submarine volcanoes
on January 29th 7 a.m., in latitude 42° 20' N.
and longitude 21° 44' W., about 900 miles
southwest of Sierra Leone. Large volumes of

water were thrown about 100 feet into the air,

and the whole sea in the neighborhood was in a
state of violent commotion with a strong under-
current. The weather was calm, but with
clouds and rain; sounds as of distant thunder
accompanied the outburst. The other report is

from New Zealand, Captain Helander, of the
steamer Go-Ahead, while on a voyage from Gis-

borne to Auckland, reports having witnessed a
curious phenomenon on December 1st last, be-

tween 8 and 9 r. M. , when about five miles
from land off Open Bay. The sea a short dis-

tance ahead of the vessel was observed to be a
mass of seething foam, traveling at a rapid rate

towards the vessel. The course of the steamer
was changed in order to avoid the disturbance,

and though it cleared the outer edge of the
agitated water, the influence was felt for some
time, and the vessel pitched violently until long
after the actual scene of the agitation was
passed. There is no doubt that the phenome-
non was due to volcanic forces, a slight shock
of earthquarke having been felt at Gisborne on
the preceding evening. When we consider that
the observed effects of volcanic force on the
habitable globe occur on an average once in

three days, it is easy, witli such examples before

us, to imagine that an incessant discharge of

the pent-up forces of the interior of the earth is

going on, and that not a day, perhaps hardly
an hour, passes without some disturbance oc-

curring in some portion of the oceans and conti-

nents which the earth comprises.

The Total Eclipse of the Sun.—On the
29th of July next a total eclipse of the sun
takes place under such circumstances as to pre-
sent opportunities that occur scarcely once in a
generation, for the study of some of the most
interesting phenomena with which astronomers
have to do. The path of the totality of this

eclipse runs diagonally across the center of the
United States from Montana to Texas, and is

somewhere about 140 miles wide. Many of the
best points for observing the eclipse are there-
fore directly accessible by railroad, and several
expeditious might be sent out fully equipped to
as many different points, without spending so
much money upon them all, as it would ordi-

narily take to equip a single expedition to a
more distant point.

Prominent among the nuisances inflicted upon
Congressmen are the albums in which they are
requested to sign their names. Occasionally
an appeal is made for something more than a
mere signature, and a Western member, who
was annoyed by this, wrote: "I am in favor of

a law banishing to Alaska any one who bores
people by asking them to write in an album."

An editor apologized to his readers after thi»
fashion: "We expected to have a death and
marriage to publish this week, but a violent
storm prevented the wedding, and the doctor
being sick himself, the patient recovered, and
we are accordingly cheated out of both."

THE PACIFIC
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Boys, Study Botany.

[Written for "Young Folks' Column" by Uncle Frksno.]

Botany is the Greek word plant or herb. This
word is used in our language as the name of the

science which tells us all about plants and
flowers. About 120,000 plants are described in

botanies. These are arranged according to

their resemblances into classes, families, etc.

You know how words are arranged in a diction-

ary, so that any one, the first time he hears a

new word, or sees it in print, can readily find it

in a dictionary and learn how to pronounce it,

its meaning and all about it. In a like manner,

the person who is master of botany can find a

description of a new plant in the botanical dic-
tionary or "flora." By examining the new
plant he can tell to what class, family and tribe

it belongs, and he then knows just where to
find its description in the botany. "But why
learn all this?" asks some Rural readers. Our
Savior, you know, said, "Consider ye the lilies

of the field, how they grow." But I will tell

you a story, perhaps that will be the best way
to answer your question. It is a true story
about two men that can be seen from my cham-
ber window at work on their farms almost any
day in the year.

They were boys 25 years ago in one of the
States east of the Mississippi, each the son of a
well-to-do farmer. They attended the common
school together till they wished, and by their
learning, desired to go in higher studies. Then
they were sent away to an academy. But their

studies were very different. We will call their

names Smith and Jones; not because these are
their names, but only because these will do as

well as any others for our story. Smith learned
the names of all the different kinds of plants
and trees for miles around. He knew where
the wild strawberries were finest, where the
violets and phloxes exhaled their richest per-

fume, where the sorel and wintergreen were
juiciest, and where, in autumn, the rich purple
wild grapes hung among the thick timber along
the river. These he learned, besides much else

that is useful. His father often said: "There
is enough that is useful to keep you learning all

your lifetime; and to devote time to the learning
of what is ornamental only, is like the savage
who invests his money in the purchase of a
stovepipe hat to carry with him for display
while he himself goes naked." .

All this time Jones, too, was learning. He
could conjugate a Latin verb or decline a Latin
noun most perfectly, or determine the valueof x in

the most difficult problem, and was often first in

his classes. He had been taught and believed that
"knowledge is power, " and he labored faith-

fully in the mastering of the lessons assigned in

his books to acquire knowledge.
A quarter of a century has passed. Jones

lives yonder, in that little, unpainted board
house, his books, what are left, unread and
nearly forgotten. Smith lives in that other
house, surrounded by growing trees and
orchards, where are growing a score of kinds of

fruit trees. He still knows the names of all

the plants that grow in every part of the country
around. He is gathering from our rich native
stock of plants and exchanging seeds and plants
with seedsmen and nurserymen in Australia,

Japan, New Zealand, South Africa, Europe,
New England and the Southern States, and if

his life and health are spared, he will, in a few
years, have a home, where may be seen growing
everything that is "beautiful to the,sight or
good for food." And all these come to him
almost without money and without price, while
Jones is complaining of his luck and that he
can't even get a few peach trees, except by "the
hardest work and the biggest price." Boys,
there is very little difference in luck in the
world, but there is very great difference in

education and management.
God planted the garden of Eden, and placed

man therein, to tend it and keep it. He caused
to spring forth out of the ground every tree

that is pleasant to the sight and bearing fruit

good for food. It was a command of God that
man should till the ground.' Boys, would you
obey this command understandiugly ? Would
you know all the useful and beautiful plants
that our California can be made to produce and
how to tend and keep them? Then learn

botany.

"Have you enjoyed our strawberry festival,

boys?" "Oh! yes sir!" "Then," asked the
teacher, seeking to append a moral, "if you had
slipped into my garden and picked those straw-
berries without my leave, would they have
tasted as good as now ?" Every small boy in

that stained and sticky company shrieked:
"No, sir!" "Why not?" '"Cause," said little

Thomas, with the cheerfulness of conscious vir-

tue, "then we shouldn't have had sugar and
cream with 'em."

Cultivating the Yankee Proclivity.—

A

"Whittling School" has been opened in Boston,
with the design of familiarizing boys with the use
of tools. There are between 30 and 40 pupils,

and more applicants than can be accommodated.
The tuition is free, and practical woodcutters
are engaged to give instruction. The course
includes 24 lessons, and is only designed to

direct the talents of natural "whittlers"—not
to make finished workmen.

BUBAL PRESS.

The Philosophy of Hot Bread.

A correspondent sends the Journal of Chemis-

try the following query : "Physicians often

recommend for sick people oatmeal or graham
pudding, made by stirring the meal into water

and boiling a few minutes, as one of the first

things to be eaten when the stomach will not

bear hearty food. Why is the meal thus pre-

pared any more easily digested than new bread

or hot muffins, which are considered unhealthy ?

Is not the same chemical change necessary in

the one as the other, which can only take place
by standing for several hours after cooking V
The two cases are by no means similar. The

oatmeal or graham flour is made digestible by
boiling, the starch granules being ruptured, so
that their contents are more easiiy acted upon
by the digestive fluids. In the making and
baking of bread the same change is accom-
plished. The difference between hot new bread
and that which is older is essentially the same
as between "heavy" and "light" bread. It is

its "lightness" or porosity which gives to bread
its ready digestibility. When new, it is softer,

from the steam of the water it contains; and
this makes it difficult of mastication and liable

to form a close and cloggy mass, which, on pass-

ing into the stomoch, is less easily penetrated
and acted upon by the gastric juice. By cool-

ing and drying it becomes firmer and more fria-

ble, so that it is more thoroughly mixed with
the saliva in the mouth, and goes into the stom-
ach in better condition for the process to which
it is to be subjected there.

If the bread is hot enough to melt the butter
eaten with it, this makes the matter worse. The
melted grease fills up the pores of the bread,
and interferes with the action of the saliva and
gastric juice. The fatty matters in pastry are
objectionable for the same reason, and also on
account of the chemical changes which they un-
dergo in the oven.

Bre-id becomes more digestible by toasting,

chiefly because it is made drier and firmer

—

that is, if the toasting is properly done. The
slice should be rendered crisp throughout its

entire thickness. If it be merely scorched on
the surface, as often happens when the slices

are thick and Biddy is stupid or in a hurry, the
interior is merely softened and made like new
bread, and consequently less digestible.

What English people call "bread jelly" is a

light and nourishing article for weak stomachs,
in some cases preferable to the oatmeal or wheat
porridge. It is made by steeping stale bread in

boiling water, and passing it through a fine

sieve while still hot. It may be eaten alone, or

after being mixed and boiled with milk.

How to Sit.—Hall's Journal persists in rob-

bing us of our comfort in this style: All con-

sumptive people and all afflicted with spinal

deformities sit habitually crooked, in one or

more curves of the body. There was a time in

all these when the body had its natural erect-

ness, when there was the first departure on the

road to death. The make of our chairs, espe-

cially that great barbarism, the unwieldy and
disease-engendering rocking chair, favors these

diseases, and undoubtedly, in some instances,

leads to bodily habits which originate the ail-

ments just named, to say nothing of piles,

fistula and the like. The painful or sore feel-

ing which many are troubled with incessantly

for years, at the extremity of the backbone, is

the result of sitting in such a position that it

rests upon the seat of the chair, at a point sev-

eral inches forward of the chair back. A physi-

ological chair, one which shall promote the

health and preserve the human form erect and
manly, as our Maker made it, should have the

back straight, at right angles with the seat, the

seat itself not being over eight inches deep. A
chair of this kind will do more towards correct-

ing the lounging habits of our youth than multi-

tudes of parental lecturings, for then if they
are seated at all they must sit erect, otherwise

there is no seat-hold.

How to Eat Oatmeal.—Oatmeal, cracked

wheat, and similar boiled breakfast dishes often

become more or less indigestible, says the Jour-

nal of Chemistry, from being "bolted" in the

usual Yankee style. They are soft and "go
down" easily, and are shoveled or spooned into

the stomach, with no delay in the mouth en

route. They need mastication as really as beef-

steak does—not to save one from choking

(which many people seem to suppose is the sole

reason for chewing), but to mix them thoroughly

with saliva, which is a digtstive agent and not a

more lubricant to expedite the passage of dry
food down the (esophagus. A friend of ours

was lately complaining that oatmeal did not

agree with him, and we found on inquiry that

he was in the habit of eating it in this hurried

way, without insalivation. He was much sur-

prised when told that he ought to "chew" it,

or at least to detain it for a moment in the

mouth before swallowing it; but after a brief

trial he admitted that he had 110 more trouble

in digesting it. If the oatmeal or wheat is not

thoroughly cooked it is all the more important

that it should be masticated, as the half-softened

grains offer considerable resistance to the di-

I gestive fluids.

^9

Some Facts About Bread.—Professor F. de
Chaumont, in the report of the French army
medical department, gives the results of some
investigations he has been making with regard
to the weight and nutritive value of bread. One
fact which he states might have been anticipa-
ted, namely, that the amount of crust has a
good deal to do with the loss of moisture in
cooling and subsequently. Where several loaves
are baked in one mass, an inside loaf, with
crust only at top and bottom, loses about three
per cent in cooling; one with four sides crust
loses two per cent; and one baked singly, with
six sides crust, only about three-quarters of one
per cent. The loss by drying afterwards is
proportionally more rapid in the loaf with less
crust; so that this becomes unpalatably dry
much sooner than the loaf well walled in with
crust. The amount of solid matter in crust is

about 90%, in the crumb only about 63°/. In
bread of first-rate quality the crust should form
30% of the whole weight, but often it is little
more than half as much. For army use, or
wherever bread is to be kept for some time and
transported for considerable distances, it is im-
portant that it be thoroughly baked. The
amount of acidity in bread—a point of some in-
terest, which has never before been definitely
determined—has been investigated by Dr. de
Chaumont. Taking a known quantity of bread,
he digested it in a certain amount of water, and
then treated it with standard alkaline solution.
This process showed an amount of acidity equal
to 4.06 grains of crystallized oxalic acid, or
3.85 grains of glacial acetic acid, for each pound
of (fresh) bread—an estimate of acidity which
may be provisionally adopted as the standard
proportion.

How to Select Meats.—An English journal
gives the following hints on this subject: Good
and wholesome meat should be neither of a
pale rosy or pink color nor of a deep purple.
The first denotes the diseased condition, the
the last proves the animal has died a natural
death. Good meat has more of a marble look,
in counsequence of the branching of the veins
which surround the adipose cells. The fat,

especially of the inner organs is always firm and
suety, and never moist, while in general the fat
from diseased cattle is flabby and watery, and
more often resembles jelly or boiled parchment.
Wholesome meat will always show itself firm
and elastic to the touch, and exhibit no damp-
ness, while bad meat appears soft and moist, in
fact, almost wet, so that all the liquid substance
runs out of the blood when pressed hard. Good
meat has very little smell, while unsound meat
emits a disagreeable cadaverous smell, and dif-

fuses a certain medicinal odor. This can be
distinctly proved by cutting the meat through
with a knife and smelling the blade or pouring
warm water over it. Lastly, bad meat has that
peculiarity that it shrinks considerably in the
boiling ; wholesome meat rather swells, and
does not lose even an ounce in weight.

Keeping Hams.—I noticed an inquiry in a
late paper for the best method of keeping hams
through the summer from the fly. I have tried

many and find the best to stick them in paper
sacks such as millers use to put flour in, made
of thick manilla paper. Wrap the ham in sev-
eral thicknesses of old paper of any kind, to
keep the moisture from striking through and
spoiling the sack. Tie up tightly first, twisting
the top around well, and then hang up anywhere;
the fly will not find its way into the ham. I

know a pork butcher that serves his in this way,
and has them hanging in the market house,
some of them all summer. This paper is strong
enough to bear the weight of the ham. A 25-

pound sack, costing from three to five cents, is

large enough and will last from three to five

years.

Stale Bread.—Every housekeeper will find

occasionally bits of dry bread accumulate. This
is a good way to utilize them: Soak in warm
water several hours before supper or breakfast,
adding plenty of milk, if convenient; mash up
with a spoon, when soft, adding one beaten
egg, a cupful or more of flour, a teaspoonl'ul of

soda, if needed; a teaspoon of sugar. Bake
same as buckwheats. They are very nice. No
bread need be wasted, even if somewhat sod-

den, heavy or a little sour.

Sweet Potato Pone.—One and three-fourths
of a pound of sweet potatoes boiled and mashed,
stir in while warm two tablespoons of butter;

beat these well, add a little salt, three table-

spoons of good brown sugar, one of ground
ginger; beat in three gills of milk; when quite
light from beating pour into a buttered pan,

and bake three-fourths of an hour. Serve hot.

Sweet Potato Buns.—Boil and mash two
potatoes; rub in as much flour as will make it

like bread; add a little nutmeg and sugar, with
a tablespoonful of good yeast. When it has
risen, work in two tablespoonfuls of butter cut
fine; then form into small rolls, and bake on
tins a nice brown. Serve hot. Split open and
butter.

Cleaning Clocks.—Common brass clocks

may be cleaned by immersing in boiling water.

Rough as this treatment appears, it works well

whenever they stop from dust or thickening of

oil upon the pivots. Boil in rain water, and
dry in a warm stove.
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The Week.

The harvest is fairly begun and the barley is

falling fast during these long bright .lime days.

The wheat is pressing forw ard rapidly and there

will be steady work for the reaper. The usual

concomitants of harvest time are appearing.

Ships are dropping anchor in the bay, and the

Bailors, one would think, are doing their wash-

ing for the whole voyage, for the afternoon

breeze finds no "bellying sails," but rather (lap-

ping tails, which, ranged along the rigging, turn

the queens of the sea into a semblance of many-

storied wash houses. The sailors' song seems to

be: "Down with the anchor and up with the

—

unmentionables." On shore the sigus of ap-

proaching harvest are not widely different. All

bands are dropping the price of grain and hoist-

ing their burlaps. Tivas ever thus from a long
way back. They cry: "The market's gone to
rack;'' but charge two prices tor a sack. Mean-
time the farmer gives but little heed to the mer-
chants machinations, unless, indeed, his necessi-

ties compel him to realize at once upon his

crop. Those who are masters of their own re-

sources are masters of the situation, and they
will not be caught by any specious arguments
which aim to depress prices below true market
rates.

The coming of abundant field work, for the
time, annihilates the i/emi* amhidatttx and the
timid housewife rejoices that her kitchen is no
longer under tribute to the tramp. Would it

not be a blessiug if these ten-month idlers

should take such a draft of industry that they
would become intoxicated with the pleasures of

earning bread and forget the art of tramping for

it! It is too much to hope for, and yet, if these
foolish fellows would see it, they could get a
start on one harvest's wages, which, if followed
up by industry afterwards, would turn them
into dispensers of bounty instead of absorbers
of it. No better start than this has given the
State many well-to-do and influential citizens.

Stamping Out the Scab.

Several of our flockmasters, who believe in

having clean sheep, have, from time to time,

expressed their appreciation of the need of some

legislation which should prevent the spread of

the scab from illy-kept Hocks to well-kept ones,

which may be pasturing in the neighborhood.

It does seem hard that a man who goes to the

trouble and expense of fighting the disease in

his Hock, should be continually liable to its

reintroduction from other sheep who deposit

the insect or its young everywhere, so that the

pest may be taken up by all sound animals

which come afterward. Just what provisions

would be just and effective to compass the evil

complained of, it is dilticult to determine, and

vet the subject is of great importance and

should be carefully and fully discussed by all

who are interested.

The attention of those who ha ve thought upon

this subject has turned naturally to the Aus-

tralian provinces, because it is generally known
that Australian fiockmasters have fought the

scab with stringent laws, and have, to a degree,

succeeded in reducing the evil. We have had

difficulty in ascertaining just what are the pro-

visions of existing anti scab laws in that coun-

try, although we have made considerable

inquiry for them. We have just received an

intimation of what they are from an article in

a New Zealand exchange. It appears that the

New Zealand law on the subject is not as effec-

tive as some fiockmasters desire. In fact, the

writer to the Auckland Ntw» calls the New
Zealand law "a bill for regulating the perpetua-

tion of scab, and rendering perennial the vexa-

tion, loss and depreciation which this disease

inflicts upon the unfortunate sheep farmer in

whose neighborhood it establishes itself.'' If

such be the fact, it does not appear that the

New Zealand law' would be of much value to us,

whatever its provisions may be. This free-

handed writer, from whom we have quoted,

goes ou to say: "There is but one principle

upon which a scab act should be based, and

that is, entire destruction of all infected stock,

with compensation to the owners. It is now
some five or six and tw enty years since a scab

act embodying this principle was passed by the

old Legislative Council of New South Wales,

which, at that time, included (Queensland, and
for more than -0 years of the subsequent period

the disease has been unknown, except by name,

in either of these colonies. So far as my mem-
ory serves me. this act provided: 1st, for levy-

ing a rate of, I think, "2d. a head on all sheep,

to provide a fund for its working, for compensa-

tion; 2d, for enforcing under a heavy penalty

that upon discovery or suspicion of scab in any

nock, the owner or person in charge should at

once report to the inspector of his district, who,

upon finding the sheep diseased, should give

orders for their slaughter and destruction by
fire in their wool, which had to be completed

within a fortnight. Previous to being slaught-

ered, it was provided that the sheep should be

valued by competent parties on behalf of the

owner and the government at their market
value as clean sheep, the certificate of which

value, accompanied by the inspector's certificate

of destruction, forming a claim upon the Colon-

ial treasury for, I think, three-fourths of the

amount assessed. This act, within two or

three years of its passing, was effectual in

stamping out the disease in New South Wales
and Queensland, and a vigorous quarantine at

the ports and on the borders lias kept it out.

The assessment has long ago ceased or fallen to

a nominal amount, and the two colonies have
been gainers to the extent of many hundreds of

thousands of pounds sterling, for their sheep

have been free to travel in any direction with-

out any restriction more than a simple inspec-

tion, enabling them to supply unlimited breed-

ing stock for new country in the north ami

northwest, and countless thousands of fat sheep

and stores to the butchers and graziers of Vic-

toria, while the southern colonies of Victoria

and Tasmania up to the present time cannot

send a score of rams either by sea or land to

their northern neighbors, without the sheep

having to undergo a long and expensive quar-

antine."
This record of Australian experience will

afford food for those who are thinking about
bringing the foot of the law upon the scab evil.

It would seem to be very doubtful whether
such a system as was practiced in Xew South
Wales could be introduced in this State. If it

were, the ovine bonfires would far outstrip the

wholesale sacrifices of Solomon. Kven if the

right of such procedure should be tenable

uuder our Constitution, it might be a question

whether the healthy sheep could stand the tax

necessary to pay for the destruction of the un-
healthy.

It seems more likely that the wiser course
would lie in hedging about the evil with regula-

tions which would restrict the spreading as

much as possible. It might be that the en-

trance of diseased sheep upon public territory

could be stopped by a penalty and that the
highway could be guarded against their pas-

sage, on the ground of the public safety. This
would lead all sheep owners to the observance
of thorough dipping and other precautionary
measures. We do not profess to know what
would be the best way to meet the evil of which
many complain, and yet the importance of the
subject warrants comparison of opinions and
experiences and inquiry for the true solution of

the problem. The subject is open. Who
speaks ?

Pacific Coast Insects.

We learn with regret that the vicissitudes of

life lead one of our most distinguished citizens,

Mr. Henry Edwards, to break up his resilience

upon this coast and find a home elsewhere. We
shall lose a man of genial and genuine character

and of distinguishing eminence in his branch of

scientific research. We shall lose a source of

light which, at this time, we most need, because

no one knows so well as he the insects which

arc making inroads upon our agriculture, and

no one could have been freer in communicating

the results of his studies for the public good.

During the score or more of years that Mr.

Eldwards has been studying Pacific coast ento-

mology, he has been building up a collection of

insects until he has now, we believe, GO.OOO

species, properly arranged and named. These

include all typical forms. This collection is the

one which the late Agassiz so much admired,

when he visited this coast, and wished to secure

for Harvard University. Although we might

speak at length of the scientific value of such a

collection of Pacific coast insect life, this does

not comprise its greatest value from our point

of view. We look upon the collection more

from the side of practical value. We do not

mention the so-called "museum" features of the

collection at all. It is rather as a means of

educating us and our children in a knowledge

of insects which they must master or the insects

may master them. A collection like that of

Mr. Edwards is to the student of entomology

w hat a library is to all of us. It is so much
knowledge stored up, classified and always ac-

cessible. We must have entomologists and if

Mr. Edwards retires from the field, others must
come up to do and extend his work as each new
year may require. If these followers of bis

have his collection for reference, and by it to

study each new pest which makes itself known
by its evil work, they can learn in a few

moments nejessary points which otherwise they

might have to search for far and wide before they

found them. We can ill afford to lose this ad-

vantage in our future struggle with injurious

insect's. Although Mr. Kdwards has made his

entomology a labor of love during all these

years, and counts his time as nothing, he cannot

afford to lose the money actually expended in

its material result, the collection. It has a

value elsewhere and he must realize elsewhere

if not here. He will part with it for simply the

amount of money invested in its material mak-

ing up, if it be bought for the public benefit,

and thatis §1'J,00(). It has been proposed to

raise the money among citizens who can well

afford to give of their wealth for securing the

collection for the University or some other pub-

lic institution. Four citizens have subscribed

one-half the amount, 96,000, providing the bal-

ance can be raised by voluntary contribution.

Here is a chance for our men of wealth to put a

little of their money where it will be a lasting

benefit. We trust they will not be backward

in contributing toward securing the collection

and placing it for the public good. It ought

not to be allowed to leave the State.

Native Flowers and Ferns.

One of the most praiseworthy publications

which we have lately seen is "The Native Flow ,

ers and Kerns of the United States," by Prof.

Median, published by L. Prang & Co., of Bos-

ton, the well known chromo-lithographers. The

work is to be issued in parts, each one of which

contains chromo-lithograplis of four plants and

Hi pages of descriptive matter. The chromos

are the handsomest specimens of lloral portrait-

ure we have ever seen. The drawing is bo-

tanically correct aud the coloring is strikingly

natural. The authorship being vested in Prof.

Mechan, the distinguished editor of the Oard-
• nn-*' Monthly, carries its own surety of excel-

lence far aiid wide. His descriptions are

charming. They are scientifically accurate

and, more than this, they present the native

flowers in all the range of their beauties from

poetry to the practical growing of them. We
know of no man in the world better fitted to

review our native plants in this popular way
than Thomas Median, and we are glad he has

enlisted such peerless artists as Messrs. Prang

k Co. as his publishers. The first two parts,

which we have examined with care, show the

"spiderwort" (Tradeseantia Vinjiniea), "three-

tlowered avens" [Gam triftoruw), "yellow jessa-

mine" {G'elxemitim setnpervire.nx), "hoary poly-

pody" (Polypodium ineamm), common blue

violet ( Viola cucullata), wood anemone, (Ane-

mone nemoroftn), golden columbine [AquiUffia

chryga/ntha), and American "thick stamen" (Pa-

ckytandra prtcumbtns). It will be seen by this

enumeration that a wide range of our territory

has already been called upon for native plants,

and we believe the work is one in which the

whole country will take pride. Of late unusual

interest has been awakened in the gems of our

own flora, and this work will give this com-
mendable movement new impetus. The work
will be sold only by subscription and at the low-

price of 50 cents per part. Messrs. Prang &
Co. must secure a large circulation to be able to

furnish such plates at the rate of a bit each, to

sav nothing of the high value of the text. This

we believe they will do, for all lovers of Howers

will haste to add the work to their literary

treasures.

QdEF\IES \H0 RELIES.

Jojoba.

EniToKs Pkkss: - I send you to-day a small package of
the "Jojoba" seeds. If you have the means of doing so,
would like for you to have thein tested as an oil-produc-
ing berry, as here we cannot do so. This berry is sup-
posed to contain an oil valuable for light, lubrication and
the hair. It is said here that the Spanish people value
it very highly for the latter. As the "Jojoba" grows
luxuriantly in this part of the Stale, and on ground that
could not well be utilized at present for other crops, it

may he that the "Jojoba" has a value that we know not
of.—J. M. J i' L I a n

,
.Vcirs, San I'iego, Cal.

We received the above seeds with interest

and submitted them to Mr. Kittle, of the Pa-
cific Oil and Lead Works, for judgment. He
is not familiar with the seeds, but is quite
ready to give them a practical test to discover
whether there is any value in them as a source
of oil. For this purpose a large quantity is

necessary. We hope Mr. Julian will succeed
in gathering and forwarding the amount re-

quired, that the full working of the material
may be ascertained. We would suggest also

that a package be sent to Prof. Hilgard, for

laboratory tests. We learn from a paragraph
in the San l>icgo Neirx that the jojoba shrub
makes a voluntary and very ample growth in

that section of the State, and perhaps else-

where. The shrub is an evergreen. The taste

of the berry is quite pleasant. The native Cal-

fornian sets a goodly store to the oil of the
jojoba as a preparation for the hair, and they
say it is the best in the world, keeping the hair

clean and glossy, and at the same time induc-

ing a luxurious growth. The tree is a heavy
bearer, and as the berry grows upon the limbs,

the berries are easily secured. Parties with
whom we have conversed as to the virtues of

the berry believe that it will yield a fine oil

either for lubrication or light, though so far as

they or we know, there has been no test of

them made. If valuable for such purposes the

jojoba could be utilized largely, as it grows
with little or no water, and generally occupies

a place of little value. Under favorable cir-

cumstances the tree will get a grow th of from
10 to 15 feet in bight. Wood, hard and com-
pact. We shall see what the tests of the seeds

will disclose.

Sumac.
Fin rous Pkksm : — Will yon please inform numerous

readers of your paper, what portion of the sumac is used

by tanneries and woolen mills. At what season gathered?
What preparation should be made of the material by the

gatherer'; And what is the usual price of the raw material

in S:i 1 1 Francisco .' J. II. M klvii.lk, Santa Monte, Cal.

We answered these points quite fully last

Bummer, while we were discussing the possi-

bility of turning the California sumac to account.

We will, however, answer the above queries

briefly. In Southern Kurope the practice is as

follows: In August, of the first year after sow-
ing the seed, the leaves are stripped from the

low er branches, and in October the whole head
is broken off. The second year, in June, the

branches are again stripped, and in August the

whole ulant is cut down to within a foot of the

ground. The branches are dried in the shade,

and then beaten with a Hail to separate the

loaves from the wood, which has no value.

The leaves are then ground by a stone revolving

on its edge about a center, or by any simple

arrangement with close rollers. The product is

then sifted and packed for market. Full de-

scription aud illustration of a sumac mill may
be seen in the Keport of the Department of

Agriculture for 18011.

AVe do uot know what can be obtained for

California sumac, hast year there was no price

on it because it was a new article, and our local

tanners would not buy it, as they had no ex-

perience with it and did not know its value.

We believe they tried it, but whether they have

begun to set a price upon it or not we have not

learned. One of the leaders in the sumac move-

ment was Mr. J. Anderson, of Orange, Los

Angeles county. Perhaps he will tell us if a

market rate is yet established.

The agitation of sumac production in the

PRESS and other journals has called the atten-

tion of the world to our resources of this ma-

terial. A city merchant called upon us the

other day, and' said that a large house in Kurope

had written to him for samples of the new
material, and we referred him to those who
brought out the substance last year. It seems

quite sure that our sumac will win its way in

trade, but, of course, it must take a slow course

at first until its values are generally known.

Medicinal Malva.

Editors Pi:kss: —Your issue of June 1st

comes freighted with agricultural information.

No farmer should be without a weekly supply,

if he desires to keep up with this progressive

age. Malva seems to have very few friends.

I"do not believe in it as a forage plant, but I do

believe in it as having medicinal properties

worthy of note. I have seen half-dead horses

restored to usefulness by being well poulticed

by the malva, for external injuries. For many
years stage horses were kept at my place.

When accidents happened, as happen they will

sometimes, bruising and cutting valuable horses,

the hostler used nothing but malva poultices

and wash, with good results. Every plant has

its use, if we only know how to apply.- -John-

Taylor, Mt. Pleasant.

Tulark County.—Mr. J. W. A. Wright will

visit Tulare comity in the interest of the Press

and will be pleased to note the forward steps

being taken by that progressive county. We
bespeak for him the kiud aid of our friends

whom he may visit.
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Widney's Patent Transplanter.

Gardeners and tree-planters have heretofore

been disappointed in the use of tools made ex-

pressly for transplanting plants and shrubs, and

we should not be inclined to devote our time

and space to the invention which forms

the subject of this article if we were not, after

well considering its merits, satisfied that it will

prove a desirable article for persons who have

many small trees or plants to transplant. One

important reason for its success over all its pre-

decessors lies in the fact that its work is better

done than it can be accomplished by the most
careful hand work. Plants transferred by its

agency are more certain of life, and there is less

interruption or interference in the course of

their growth.
Although positively a labor-saving apparatus,

we consider a greater value rests in the

superiority of its work. The invention is fully

described by the patentee, R. M. Widney, of

Los Angeles, as follows :

The Object to be Accomplished.

The object of the transplanter is to take up
the plant with a solid plug of earth around the

roots undisturbed, and resetting the same in a

hole, around which hole the ground is undis-

turbed and ready to receive and nourish the

young roots, thus leaving the plant in as near

its natural growing condition as possible.

How it is Done.

The transplanter, A , is first used to cut a hole,

D, in the ground or in a box of dirt, where you
want to set the plant. Next the transplanter is

set down over the plant so that the top of the

plant runs up inside of the inside cylinder, B.

The outer cylinder is then pressed down into the

ground, giving it a slight rotary motion, until

you have cut to the depth desired, generally

two or four inches. (In pressing down on the

handles, care must be taken to keep the hands

off from the inside cylinder, which must be left

loose so as to move freely). The rotary motion
gives a sharp drawing cut.

After cutting down around the plant to the

depth desired, lift the transplanter out of the

ground. It will bring up the plant with a solid

plug of earth, O, inside the cylinder. Now put the

transplanter containing the plant into the hole

in the ground (or box) first cut. Set it down to

the bottom of the hole so that the bottom of

the plug of earth rests on the bottom of the

h»le; place the two thumbs on top of the inside

cylinder, retaining the hold on the handles with

the fiugers, and close the hand, thus drawing

up the outside cylinder while the inside cylin-

der thus holds the plug of dirt in the hole. The
plug of dirt is thus forced out of the trans-

planter as the wad is forced out of a pop-gun.

When this is done, the plant with a solid plug

of earth, C, will be left in a hole surrounded by
unmoved dirt. Pour a trifle of water around

the plaut, which runs loose earth into the little

crevices around the plug, and the work is com-
pleted. After a few experiments the work can

be performed with great rapidity.

The object of the outside cylinder is to cut

down into the ground and take up a plug of

earth. The object of the inside cylinder is to

force that plug out.

What the Transplanter has Done.

Mr. Widney has put his transplanter to care-

ful tests to prove its efficiency, and has se-

cured the aid of his neighbors in making
trials of it. He writes as follows: "Some
three years ago I commenced to set out

some 200 acres of eucalyptus trees. I raised

the plants and put them in boxes, 20x24, set-

ting them two inches apart—the usual plan.

To set them out in the iield, and not irrigate,

and do the work rapidly, was the question.

The result was this transplanter. With it one

man will take the boxes of plants and set out

600 to 1,000 trees per day, nine feet apart. 1

set out over 100,000 plants, and not one plant

in 100 will die from transplanting.

"Mr. Arthur Bullock set out some 60 acres of

eucalyptus plants with the same result. Mr.

H. H. Spence set out probably 100,000 plants

with same result."

The transplanter is used for transplanting

plants from one box to another, so as to fill out

boxes. Also is used in taking out of boxes any
number of plants and resetting them in small

boxes to fill orders for customers. It is used in

the flower garden or vegetable field.

These transplanters are made any diameter
desired, two, three, and up to eight inches, for

taking up and sacking larger trees. A sack is

made and drawn over the cylinder or trans-

planter, and the plug of earth forced out into

the sack, which is then tied, and the tree ship-

ped or set in the ground and the sack allowed

to rot.

The implement is guaranteed to give entire

satisfaction in its work, and when used by the

day one man will accomplish the work of two
or three men or more.
The transplanter was patented by R. M.

Widney, Los Angeles, Cal., in 1876. It is for

sale by R. J. Trumbull & Co. and Geo. F. Syl-

vester, seedmen in San Francisco. Samples
can be seen at their stores, or at this oifice.

Prices range from two dollars upwards, accord-

ing to size. The patent right (for any State ex-

cept California) is offered for sale.

All the Powers have accepted invitations to

the Peace Congress, wherefore matters look

muoh more pacific in Europe.

Notes on the Olive.

Has any fruit a richer history than the olive ?

From the time the dove brought the branch to

old Noah down to the present, it has held its

place in literature, and at this late day, its his-

tory, its poetry and its practical uses are being

set forth by industrious writers. Some of our

readers have asked us for books upon the sub-

ject. Mr. G. P. Rixford showed us the other

day a handsome volume, "L'Olivier, " which he

had just secured from Paris and which would

give much delight to those of our readers who
are masters of French and have a penchant for

the olive. It treats of the olive from the ark

downwards, and is without doubt the hand-

somest and most complete monograph ever pre-

pared upon the subject.

Another work we read of in an Adelaide ex-

change. It seems that olive culture is being
advocated for South Australia, and one of its

promoters is Mr. W. R. Boothby, Sheriff of the

Province, who has lately visited the olive dis-

tricts of France and Italy and returns to his

home to write a book upon the subject. We
have not seen the book, but it is highly spoken
of by the Adelaide Observer. Judging by the
description given of its contents it covers much
of the ground set forth in "L'Olivier," and has

the advantage of being written in English.

In France the olive is cultivated in no less

than 11 departments, covering an extent of

303,072 acres; and in Italy its growth is general

through all the Ligurian sea coast. The varie-

complete the work of imparting freshness to
the soil.

The gathering of the fruit takes place at dif-

ferent periods according to the locality and the
variety, the fruit remaining a long time on the
tree in the warmer climates. In the Var and
Alpes Maritimes the gathering commences about
October, when the berries fall naturally; and
this continues until the end of January, when
the remainder are knocked off with rods. This
practice is condemned, inasmuch as it injures

the young shoots; but in the case of large trees

it is impossible to do otherwise. In Italy they
are gathered with ladders and baskets, and
sometimes cloths are spread under the trees.

The gathering is done by the day or the task, a
woman being able to collect as much as from
18 to 22 gallons when the crop is heavy. In
the districts where the best kinds of oil are

made the olives are deposited in layers in cool

dry places. Olives gathered late produce fine

white oil, but it does not keep well and is not
so good as that made from berries gathered
early. The pointed kinds produce less oil than
the others, the best being those that are larger

at the end than at the stem. It is said in Italy

that the pulp should weigh at least three times
as much as the stone, and the quantity of oil

produced by each olive should not be less than
one-tenth part of the weight of the berry.

The mode of manufacture of the oil differs

according to the climate. In the colder climates

the berries are pressed before they arrive at

maturity to guard against their being injured
by the frosts. At Grasse, where fears of frost

are not entertained, the olive is allowed to

become thoroughly ripe before it is touched.
The berries are put in the mills and crushed,

Transplanter Complete
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ties of the olive in both countries are too many
to enumerate. The most noticeable difference

is perhaps in the shape of the fruit, of which

illustrations are given in Mr. Boothby's work.

These show the well-known egg-shaped olives'

at the free extremity, pear-shaped olives, bean-

shaped olives and olives in the form of a heart.

( Jlimate, soil and mode of culture operate upon

the character of the olive and produce these

differences. The principal varieties are the

Caillet-Olivier, La Blanquette, Le Brun, Le
Cayon, the Saurin and Curnet d'Espagne.

The fine oil of Nice is made from the fruit of

the Caillet, and a manufacturer at Grasse ob-

tained a gold medal at an exhibition in Paris for

oil made from this variety. Of the methods
observed for the propagation of the trees the

best is considered by competent authorities to

Fig. 1. SinRle Sackholder.

be by sowing the seed. The plan of planting

cuttings, greatly practiced in parts of Italy, is

regarded as being too uncertain; and, moreover,
trees raised from seed are naturally more vigor-

ous than those raised from cuttings. In parts

of France the common wild olives spring from
seed scattered by birds, especially by a species

of thrush which is very fond of the berries.

Another method is by taking up the trees and
dividing the roots, the portions so obtained

being known as souchets. In this way old trees

are utilized, and the plan succeeds well, but
unless the souchets are taken from a tree that

has never been grafted they will produce wild

varieties. Once planted the olive requires care-

ful treatment, but it will well repay the labor

bestowed upon it. In dry soils it is necessary

to plow frequently, and in parts of France the
single horse plow is used for this purpose, care

being taken not to approach the trees too closely.

This, however, can only be resorted to when
the trees are planted in rows, and then it is

necessary to dig round the foot of the trees to

and, at the first pressure, the pure virgin oil

flows out. After this all the remaining liquid

matter is squeezed out, and this is put in a tub

with a little warm water added. After it has

remained for a short time the oil is skimmed off

and, when it has cooled, is placed in stone jars

or tin tanks. The thick matter which remains

in the bags after pressing gives, in a short time,

oil very good for burning, which is much used

by poor people. Three men suffice to work a

mill with the assistance of the owner of the

olives, and the quantity of oil produced per day
is about l,0.

r
>6 gallons. The water not used up

is carried off into underground tanks and ma
terials for making oil and soap are obtained

from it in the summer time. The thick matter

deposed at the bottom of the pits is used as a

manure, and the bruised berries, which make
an excellent fire, are sold for fuel, so that every

Fig. 2. Sackholder for Threshers.

particle of the olive is used in one form or

another.

Meteorological Summary for May.—The
report of the U. S Signal Service officer, of San
Francisco, for the month of May is summarized
as follows: The mean hight of barometer for

the month was 29.96; mean temperature, 57.2;

mean humidity, Git. 05; prevailing winds, south

west; highest barometer, .30.142; lowest, 29.

678; highest temperature, 78'; lowest, 48
monthly range, 30; greatest volocity of wind
30 miles per hour; total number of miles trav

clod by wind, 7,571; total rainfall, .16 inches.

Rainfall in May during former years: 1872,

.18 inches; 1873, .00 inches; 1874, .66 inches

1875, .22 inches; 1876, .24 inches; 1877, .18

inches.

The threatened difficulty between China and
Siam has been averted. All the treaty powers
have now recognized the complete independence
of Siam,

The California Sackholder.

We illustrate herewith an invention for use

on threshing machines, in flouring mills and all

places where sacks are to be filled, patents for

which were secured through the Mining anl>

Scientific Press Patent Agency by J. S. Co-

vert in 1 876, and by Covert, Garner & Wal-
thall in 1877-8. The device is for holding sacks

and keeping them open while being filled, the

construction being such that any sized sack can

be instantly adjusted when empty, and released

when full.

The holding apparatus is secured to a frame

or standard in such a manner that the holder
may be elevated or depressed to suit any size of
sack. This frame may be made independent or
it may represent the side of a machine like a
thresher, so as to enable the sack to be filled

directly irom the machine. A bar is journaled
to the face of the frame so as to stand horizon-
tally across its front, and from this bar two
tubes or sockets project toward the front and at
right angles. These tubes or sockets may be
extended through the axis or bar upon which
they turn, so that the slides which run in the
sockets may be maile as long as desired. A
cross-bar unites the ends of the slides which
move in the sockets. The ends of this cross-

bar are provided with projecting points.

In the single sackholder shown in Fig. 1 of

the engraving, the standard is made vertical

and mounted on a suitable base. The sliding

guides may be secured to the frame at any point
by set screws, to bring it to the proper hight
for any sized sack. Journal boxes on the frame
support the axis which receives the tubes, the
tubes extending through the axis. By this con-
struction the rods may be pushed back of the
frame to accommodate small sacks. A tube and
rod forming a telescopic brace extenel from the
frame down to one of the arms of the base, and
is pivoted there, so that by loosening a set screw
the brace may be lengthened or shortened to

accommodate the lowering or raising of the
frame.

A spring is attached to the frame, and this

spring projects downward so as to press against
one of the sockets or tube. When the device is

turned up this spring will hold it in position by
its pressure, and the device may be turned down
again without the trouble of unloosening a fixed

catch.

When the bars are pushed into the tubes a
sack is hooked upon the rear hooks or points,

and its front edge is held by drawing the bars
forward until the points hold or penetrate the
sack; and it will be manifest that by this

arrangement the device is readily adjustable to

any sized sack. The 'weight upon the bars pre-
vents their sliding back readily, and the sacks
are thus held. When full and distended the
bars are slightly raised, and thus relieved from
the binding friction on the tubes, when they
may easily be slipped back, while the turning
up of the device will release the rear points.

When necessary a pair of these sackholders
may be set siele by side, having a tilting spout
between them, by which they can be alternate-

ly used, as shown in Fig. 2. This machine is

double, and is set in a wooden frame which may
be attached to any spout or separator. Besieles

its saving the labor of one man it holds the
sack in such a mannner as to render the burst-

ing of sacks much less liable, and at the same
time enable the farmer to get from three to five

pounds more grain in each sack than if held by
hand. The device is very convenient and prac-

tical in either form. This sackholder is received

with great favor by the farmers, and is being
extensively introduced throughout the State.

Further information on the subject may be
gained by adelressing H. M. Covert, general

agent, 306 Davis street, in this city.

American Dairymen's Association. — The

13th annual report of this sterling dairy organ-

ization has just been receiveil from the Secretary,

Prof. L. B. Arnold, Rochester, New York. It

contains in full the proceedings, addresses,

lectures and discussions at the convention in

Cleveland, Ohio, last January. The association

.

is widely American in its character, having vice-

presidents in each of the dairy States and in
( 'anada. The President is Hon. Horatio Sey-
mour, of Utica, New York. In the 13 reports

which the society lias issued, may be found a
compendium of facts, researches and deductions
concerning dairy science and practice, which
cannot be found elsewhere in our language.

The latest report is one of a valuable series, and
is another monument to Prof. Arnold's success

in an office which he honors in holding. We
hope the society may go on vigorously in its

work, for its influence is felt for good in all

parts of the country.

The Choicest ov THE Season.—We have re-

ceived a large box of most luscious cherries from
Dr. Strentzcl's Alliambra ranch, near Martinez.

The samples contained in this consignment in-

dicate that there is no depreciation in the
quality of the Doctor's fruit this season, and
we hope (for the benefit of both producer and
consumer) that the quantity will be more boun-
tiful than ever.

The Lick Trustees have secured a State

patent to the land in the vicinity of the Ob-
servatory site on the summit of Mount Hamil-
ton.
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Scientific Press

Office—202 Sansome St , N. E. Cor. Pi-e, S F

FORTY
ACRE

FARMS.
In offering the Reading Ranch for sale in

sub-divisions, 1 am disposed to accomodate the

interests of all classes of desirable settlers, I

therefore offer (besides large tracts) to sell farms

(in favorable locations) of from 40 to 100 acres,

at from §20 to §30 per acre. Semi-tropical fruits,

corn, vegetables, and all kinds of grain and

grasses, (including alfalfa,) -will grow well with-

out irrigation on these lands. The Oregon Di-

vision of the C. P. R. R. , and a brisk growing

town are near the land on the west, while the

Sacramento river is near at hand on the east.

For further information of the Reading

Grant, see my advertisement which appears

from time to time in this paper. Address the

proprietor on the premises,

EDWARD FRISBIE,
Anderson, Shasta County, Cai

1U BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

24 Post Street

Near Kearny,

Snn FruHcuco. Cat.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are

from the best class of young men iti the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not

confined to Book-keeping and Arithmetic merely, but gives

such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given In all the branches of an English educa-

tion, and Modem Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual business
Practice is unsurpassed.

Ladiks' Department. --Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Teleorai'iiic Department.— In this Department younu
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly tit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

H. H B H.
DORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Kinobonk, Spavin, Swkbnky, Callois
Lt'MPH. and a!l OLD sukkh, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

daya, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stiff
Joints, Bki/ikkh, Wisdualls, and all slight ailments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,
and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

"FIR^ILSrCIS SMITH Sc CO.,

THE PATENT CHANNEL ''iRON WHEELBARROWS,

iii

Q.

LU

O

The Strongest Barrow Made. These Barrows are made by Superior Workmen, and of the best material.

All sizes kept constantly on hand.

Lap-We'ded Pipe, all Sizes, from Three to Six Inches. Artesian Well Pipe. Also, Gal-

vanized Iron Boilers, from Twenty five to One Hundred Gallons.

Iron Cut, Punched, and Formed for making pipe 011 ground, where required. All kinds of tools supplied for

making pipe. Estimates given when required. Arc prepared for coating all size of pipes with a composition of

Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

Office and Manufactory, 130 BEALE STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

8
O
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I
m
m
H
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THE EASTERN OREGON COLONY
Have located in Grass Valley, Wasco County, on the line of the Dalles Military Road, 20 miles from the Columbia

River, between the Deschutes and John Day Rivers; 31 miles from the Dalles.

THE TOWN SITE
Is located on a small stream, fed by numerous springs, in the center of a beautiful rolling prairie, 50 miles long by

30 miles wide, of the very richest soil, heavily covered with fine bunch grass.

A Plenty of Government Land for All.

The climate is (unlike Western Oregon) dry and delightful, all kinds of Grain, Fruit and Vegetables, etc., jfrow

n perfection. Average wheat crop 40 bushels per acre.

640 Acres Secured for a Town-site and Called Lockville.

43" NO LIQUOR SALOONS OR CHINESE ALLOWED. TSt

Hotels. Stores and a large number of Houses already in course cf construction. Immigrants will do well tv look

at this location before going further north.

A Stage will soou leave the Dalles, (from the Pioneer Hotel,) daily for Lockville.

EASTERN OREGON COLONIZATION COMPANY.

DR C R. ROLLINS. Pres. J. B. DOW. Treas. G. M. LOCKE, Sec'y.

Farmers and Others Attention !

If favored with your orders we will furnish you with

first class farm hands of any kind you mav wish. We arc

men of experience and know how to select good help. We
have also constantly on hand, Blacksmiths, Milkers, etc.,

and in short, skilled and unskilled labor of all classes,

male and female. Try our agency before sending else

where. French, German and Scandinavian spoken by tin

proprietors. C R HANSEN & CO.,
New Employment Office, 628 Clay Street, next door to

Frank G Edwards' Carpet Store.

GRAND HEADQUARTERS FOR MUSICAL BOXES-

2sj£. vJ. ZF.A.ILXj.A.IRJD &c CO.
Manufacturers and Importers of all kinds of

MUSICAL BOXES
—FOR

—

Holiday, Birthday

—AND —

Vedding Presents,

MUSICAL BOXES

Holiday, Birthday

Wedding Presents,

OP STANDARD REPUTATION.
Our stock embraces the latest novelties, the newest and most pleasing airs, ond the most approved appliances

fur rendering them with every shade of musical expression.

itaTWe offer this season many new improvements that must he seen to he appreciated, therefore buyers comine;
San Francisco are invi ed to examine our stork—THI LABOR in tub citt.

Medal and diploma awarded at the Centennial Lxposition to our establishment in Switzerland for excellence

In manufacture durability, volume, purity of sound and superior workmanship. Also, medal awarded at the Me-
chanics* Institute Industrial Inhibition, San Francisco.

REPAIR DEPARTMKXT. Our workmen are especially educated to all kinds of intricate repairs, so that all

repairs entrusted to us will meet with careful, skillful and prompt attention. We are recipients of many special
patents for improvements in musical boxes.

M. J. PAILLARD & CO., No, 120 Sutter St., (Rooms 5 and 6) San Francisco.
C80 Broadway, New York, and St, proix, Switzerland.

In consequence of spurious imitations of

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE,
which are calculated lo deceive the Public, Lea and Perrins

have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,

thus,

c —
*»

which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without which none is genuine.

Askfor LEA rERRIMS' Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopper.

Wholesale and fur Export bv the Proprietors, Worcester ; Crosse and £:ackwell, London,
<5rY\, 6rY. ; and by Grocers and Oilmtn throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO., San Prancisco.

Calvert's Carbolic

i \ SHEEP WASH,
\ $2 Per Gallon.

!

After dipping the sheep, is use-
ful for preserving wet hides, de-

, I straying the vine pest, and for
5 / wheat dressings and dihinfecting

J y purposes, etc T. \V. JACKSON,
_ V S. F., Sole A/cnt for Pacific Coast,

j

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Pitting Eyes.

OFFICE— NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STUEF.T,

(Bktwekx Broadwat axb VianWl
OAKLAND, CAL.

BUCHAN'S
CRESYLIC SHEEP DIP CURES SCAB,

AND AM. DISEASES Of THE SKIN.

Buehan's Carbolic Soaps; Holnian'a Fever and
Ague Pad; Corks, Bottles and Soda Stock.

M. B. V. WATSON, 313 to 319 Battery St ,'S.F.

BURN HAM'Smmm„
WARRANTED BEST & CHEAPEST.

Also, MILLING MACHINERY.

PRICES REDUCED APR. 20, '78.

Pamphjets free. Oifick, Yobs, Pa.

Lands for Sale and to Let.

Land for Sale in Napa County.

I am offering my lands in Foss Valley, ten miles north
of Napa City, for sale, as follows— to wit:

One tract of 800 acres, including my homestead, 220
acres of which is choice valley land, the balance (rood
Bluing land, is well watered, has a large supply of wood,
is well improved, has a comfortable dwelling of nine rooms,
burn, granary, sheds, etc. Also, a good orchard and
choice vegetable garden. Price, $15.00 ptracre.

Also, one tract of 1,020 acres, about 100 acres of which is

valley, the balance good graz ng hills, is well watered and
has enough wood on it to pay for it. Price, 85.00 per acre.
Also, one tract of 300 acres, 40 acres tillable, a portion
can be irrigated from springs, has a large amount of wood
on it and MO rods of stone fence. Is well suited to run-
ning a small dairy, and raising pigs and chickens, by which
a good living can be made, price 82,000. The climate is

choice, being shut in from the chilly coast winds, but has
just breeze enough to make it pleasant, title perfect. The
above lands lay contiguous. I will sell the whole or either
one of the above tracts on eas\ terms—a liberal portion
can remain at 10 per cent per annum. If desired, will sell

with the land, 1,500 head of Spanish .Ye ii o sheep. Come
and see me, asl am determined to sell. Address the un-
dersigned at Napa City. WILLIAM CLARKE.

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for sale in Kiverdale, Fresno County. It com-

prises 100 acres, U. S. Patent, of rich bottom' land, with
house and out buildings. Grass is green the year round.
Alfalfa grows the year round without irrigation, as
water is but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There
is t*o irrigation ditches running across the ranch and
three cubic feet of water per second belongs with the
place, and 42 small fruit trees and two to three hundred
blackberry and strawberry plants; 30 acres of alfalfa; 20
acres of barley, all looking nicely and a nice vegetable
garden. Sixt* acres inclosed, three plows, one two gang
sulky, (John Deere,) and two single plows, harrow, two
number one cows, two calves, one work team, harness,
old buggy and two dozen hens. The ranch is one mile
west of the Kiverdale postoffice. We have a good school,
one store and preaching every two weeks of the South
Methodist. The ranch is 10 miles north and west of
l.emore, a flourishing railroad town; 9 miles due west of
Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, the county seat of
Fresno, and 15 miles from the Central California Colony.
All the crops stock and tools mentioned go with the
ranch if sold soon Price, $2,500. $1,500 gold coin down,
and one year's time on balance. For further particulars
address or call on ranch.

DAVID S. OPvR, Riverdale, Fresno Co., Cal.

CHOICE
PROPERTY AT SANTA

FOR SALE.

CRUZ

Eleven acres of land, planted with Ornamental Trees

and Shrubs. Two hard-fiuished Cottages and other

buildings, large enough to accommodate about 40 per-

sons. A line well, windmill, tank and distributing pipes.

Charming as a Private Residence

Sea-Side Hotel.

or

Finest views of the Pacific, Monterey Bay and the

Coast Mountains. Sea bathing within one minutes'

walk. JULIUS PELTON, Owner.

Ap, 'lyto OH. DWINELLE,
202 Sansome St., San Francisco.

FARM FOR SALE.

$4,000. Two Hundred Acres of
Land in Mendocino County.

Thirty miles from the county seat, and 20 miles from
the Coast, one of the healthiest localities in the State,

especially for consumptives. The pi ue is fenced off in

six different fields. Plenty of water and timber for all

purposes. A good orchard. Vegetables of all kinds
growwell. A good dwelling with six rooms, ceiled and
painted inside, good frame barn, granary, storehouse,
smokehouse, etc.

Also, Six Hundred acres of grazing land, well fenced,

three miles from the above farm, plenty of water and
timber for all purposes. Price. $2,250.

For further particulars, address "B. T.," care of

DEWEY i CO., 1'ACZfIO Ki ral Press office, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.

FINE RANCH FOR SALE.

One thousand six hundred acres of deeded land, in

T. P. 19, N. B. 6 W., in Colusa County, situated near
Stone) Creek, on the county road, from Lcesville to Elk
Creek, comprising No. 1 farming land, and first-class

grazing lands, all enclosed. Good house, seven rooms,
well finished and painted. Two large barns, one wagon
house, one wool house, large store house, wood house and
other small buildings complete. Two good wells of pure
cold water and a large spring of never-failing water run-

ning about one mile through the ranch. The house is

surrounded with shade and ornamental trees. All the
fanning utensils and about 50 tons of hay will be thrown
in if purchased soon. Any one wishing to engage in the

dairy, or stock business of any kind, cannot find a better

location in the State. Price, $7 50 per acre, one half down
and the balance to suit purchaser. For further particu-

lars, apply to James W. Good, Colusa, or the undersigned.

DANIEL JOHNSON,
Elk Creek P. O , Colusa County, Cal.

HOG RANCH FOR SALE.
Hog ranch of 800 acres for sale at Borden, Fresno

County, Cal. Stocked with hogs, work horses, mules
and farming utensils. 300 acres of it in alfalfa and tho

balance the best of grain land. The barley now standing
upon it is expected to turn out 50 bushels per acre. All

leveed and ditches made for irrigating, with the water
supplied by the Fresno Canal Co. Pig pens, water supply,

etc , all arranged. 300 fruit trees and large garden. For
further particulars, apply by mail or in person on the

premises to A- L. SAYRE-

PAI APF T,IKSK LARGE, FINE, NEW DINING
rHLfluC Rooms are exceedingly popular. Tho best

R FQ T A 1 1 R A N F " ! everything on the tables.nUO I nUnnll I , Dinner furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F. SftT$
CENTS, from five to eight r. u. Visitors to S. F. should
try the Palace.
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PorchA8ER8 of Stock will find in this Directory thr
Names ok some of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at
50 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO,
thoroughbred Jerseys.

Downey City, Cal., breeders of
Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,
breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,
(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at §40
to 8100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.
L. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.
M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-

land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks for
sale. Also, eggs in their season.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for
hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,
Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

C. P. STONE, San Francisco, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of High Class White Leghorn Fowls.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal
Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

J. M. KERLINGER, Ellis, San Joaquin Co., Impor-
ter and Breeder of Berkshire Pigs and fine Poultry.

BEES.
N. S. AMES, Napa City, Cal., Importer and Breeder

of Italian Queen Bees. Queens Imported from Europe,
$10 each. Tested Queens, $3.

Poultry.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
Ground raw bones are both stimu-

lating and restorative; unequaled for

FORCING
EGG PRODUCTION,

And have been proved by experiment
to hasten the laying of pullets and
increase the laying of hens fifty per
cent., while burnt bones pounded
have not the same effect, being re-

duced to animal charcoal and phos-
phate of lime, fresh bones ground raw
contain jelly and much nutriment. When fed regularly
to fowls it keeps them in a healthy condition, especially
young chickens, and wards off many of the diseases they
are subject to on this Coast. Hundreds of poultrynien
and farmers oil the Pacific Coast are now using theBone
Meal prepared by me, and say they would not get along
without it, after knowing its beneficial qualities. I also
manufacture Bone Meal for cow feed, and for the use of
gardners, nurserymen, etc.

Also, Agent for Imperial Egg Food.

CARBOLIC POWDER.
Calvert's English Carbolic Powder, the best thing in the

world for destroying lice on fowls, put up in four pound
packages for $1, can be shipped in the bone meal sacks,
thus saving freight. Price of Bone Meal in 100 pound
sacks, $4; 50 pound sacks, $2. 50. Sent by Express, C. O.
D., or by freight on receipt of price. Send for circular,

C. P. STONE, Mission Market,

Sixteenth Street, San Francisco, Cal.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark s,nd Light Brahmas, Buff
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White& Brown

Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

|
tarns, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Interior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
43TFor further information send stamp for Illustrated

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. 0. Box, 659 San Francisco, Cal.

EVERYBODY KNOWS
lhat Mrs. C. H. Sprague, at the California Poultry
Yards, at Woodland, Yolo County, keeps the choicest lot

and the greatest and best variety of Thoroughbred Fowls
of any one west of the Mississippi rivor, and that one can
get just what is wanted by sending orders to her.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
DANIEL INMAN, (President).
A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

W. W. GRAY.

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I. C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

Grangers' Building, - 106 Davis Street, S. F.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis th wil

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will b
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

BYRON JACKSON, Woodland, Cal.,

MANUFACTURER OF

Feeders & Elevators for Threshing Machines, Horse Forks & Dei ricks.

All of which are protected by U. S. Patents.

The above Diagram shows the proper position for the Derrick, Separatur and Engine, and the best size

tor stacks.

Two medium sized stacks with the Derrick between them is far better than one large stack, because the grain
has only to be moved one-half the distance. Address

BYRON JACKSON, Woodland, or BAKER & HAMILTON,
San Francisco or Sacramento, Cal.

IRA MARDEN & CO. S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Garden's Coffee and Spices.

THOROUGHBRED POULTRY.

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock.

Largest Yards
on the Coast.

116 Acres

DEVOTED TO

FANCY
POULTRY-^

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Bronze Tur-

keys, Geese, Pekin Ducks, Guinea Pigs, Etc.

g£~Safe arrival of FoibU and Eggs Guaranteedm
tfSTPamphlet on the care of fowls- -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., adapted especially to the

Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

Send stamp for price list. Address

M. EYRE, Napa, Cal.

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
Par> rin70n From 3 pens of 20 Hens and a
rcr KUtCil. Coektsech;H4of the finest White

Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of 600 bred during the sea-

sons of 1876-77, packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send
or circular. Address,

C. P. STONE,
35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

DALTON &. GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

All Kinds of Country Produce.

404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco.

itST Consignments Solicited 1ES

GRAY'S MUSIC STORE,

No. 105 Kearny Street, San Francisco

On receipt of the amount in postage stamps, any of the

following pieces will be mailed, post-paid:

POOR LITTLE CHLOE, (Ballad
1

by Luther, 35 cts

KISS THE LITTLE ONES GOOD NIGHT FOR ME,
by Ruttledge, 35 cts.

GOOD NIGHT, FAREWELL by Ruttledge, 3 cts.

MY DEAR LITTLE HOME O'ER THE SEA,

by Lavarnie, 35 cts.

HELP THE NEEDY WHEN YOU CAN,
by Ruttledge, 35 cts.

AMERICUS GRAND MARCH by Ballenberg, 30 cts.

THE LITTLE TORMENT, (Schottische) . . Far West, 35 cts.

THE REPUBLIC GRAND GALLOP,
by A. H. Woods, 75 cts.

Send for our complete Catalogue of Songs, Duets and

Choruses. 43"Say where you saw this advertisement.

C. &. F. NAUMAN & CO.
Wholesale Commission Merch nts,

ALL KINDS OK

Farm and Dairy Produce Sold on Commis-
sion. Butter, Eggs, Poultry and

Game a Specialty.

231 WASHINGTON STREET, San Francisco
(Between Front and Davis.)

Ciias. Nauman. Frank Nauman.

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce

Reference. —Tradesmen's National Bann, N. Y. ; Ell

wanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra

mento, Cal. ; A. Lusk & Co. , San Francisco, Cal.

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
TiTTBaiirw HEMORRHOIDS or PILES

Ullbfe. can be CURED! Radically,
Speedily and WITHOUT Pain ! "Dr
Pierce's Pile Truss and Remedy" give

instant relief in all cases. By means
of this new appliance the Piles have
a constant and agreeable support and

wiUrntiirhi dixapjirar if the Truss is worn and the Rem
edy applied as directed. For particulars call or address

MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO., 609 Sac-

ramento Street, (up stairs), San Francisco.

instate in what aper you saw this notice. T>;£

SWEET NAVY

(warded MatUti prist at Centennial Exposition for

acter of tSth-rlng and flavoring. The best toDaceo

ever mrtilo. As our Blue strip trade-mnrlt ts closely

imitated o-i Inferior (roods. Me that Jnrtoon't Btrt U
I on even- nine. Sold by nil dealers. Send for sample,

free, to"C. A. Jickson S. Co., Mfr«., Petersburg, Va,

j
L. & E. WERTHHEIMER, Agr'ts, San Francisco.

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords the

best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Beecher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pig's

nquire of

T. L. MILLER.
Beecher, Will County, Illinois£

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshires.

Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are

guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,

and Los Angeles City, Cal.

*OC CUrpy RAY Is warranted usirg JILZ
3>CiJ LVtril Vn I WELL AUGERS and
DRILLS. Took the first premium at the Great Exposi-
tion. They bore any diameter and depth; 100 feet a day,

through earth, sand or rock. Pictorial auger book free.

Address Col. PETER SAXE, Los Angeles, Cal., Agent for

Pacific States.

THOROUGHBRED
SPANISH MERINO SHEEP!

200 Extra Rams
For sale. Yearlings and two-year-
olds. In size, quality and condition
unsurpassed. Also, 100 ewes at
prices to suit the times. _ The nu-
cleus of this flock was from a pur-
chase made from Severance & rfB

Peet in 1873. My ranch is at Haywards, Alameda county,
and may be reached by rail from San Francisco, seven
times daily. Parties desiring choice sheep should see
this flock before purchasing elsewhere.

J. H STROBRIDGE.

W. & J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, California.

IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE.
ALSO, THE FINEST STRAINS OF

Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
BIRDS AND EGGS FOR SALE.

200 COWS WANTED.

I WISH TO Bliy FROM ONE TO TWO
hundred first-class dairy cows for Jersey
Farm, San Bruno.

R. G. SNEATH.
423 California street.

NOT FAIL
NaT wBM mBt *° our

VBK M M Catalogue. It
Ml contains pricesBB fBS M and description

BL .aSL JHtV. JBBbl " every
tafiBlmMBr^ ^VBiV^ article in

valuable to ANY PERSON contemplat-
ing tlie purchase of any article for Per-
sonal, Family or Agricultural use. Wo
have done a large trade the past season
in the remote parts of the Territories,
and have, with few exceptions, exceed-
ed the expectations of the purchaser,
many claiming to have made a saving
of 40 to OO per cent. We mail these
€ATAI.O<:i H« TO ANY AOIUtHSS,
FRKK, IJI'Olt APPLICATION. We sell
our goods to all mankind at wholesale
prices in quantities to suit. Relsrence,
First National Bank, Chicago.

MONTGOMERY WARD A. CO.,

Original (grange Supply House,
f&7 & »a» Wabash Ave., Chicago. III.

CHOICE PIGS FOR SALE.

I have a few fine Lancastcrshirc pigs for sale, now

about four weeks' old. Bred from choice, imported

stock. Address _ . . __GRANT I. TAGGART,
Eighth Street, near Broadway, Oakland

A JOB PRESS WANTED.

Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., care of Dewe

& Co., S. F. State condition and lowest price.

Bees! Queens!! Hives !!!—See advertisement under

this head in last week's Rural.
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"a TENTS AND INVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors;

[BtoM OfMCIAfc BlPOMS 101 TIIK MlXINU AND SCIENTIFIC

Pans, DEWEY ei CO., Pi-buskers and U. S.

AND FoRRIGX PaTK.XT AuFKTS.j

By Special Dispatch from Washinfrton, D. C.

Wkkk Knihnh May 21st.

OSCILLATING Watku Mktkks,—Alvsh C. Austin, Oakland,

Cal.

(irk Wasiikkn. Charles O. Higlev, Oakland, I'nl.

Fark Hkciimkus. Julius liluciuel, S. V

Newspaper Wrapping \m. Parting Machines. Pleasant

A. Clialf.mt, Independence, Cal.

Boilkk OovBRisa Compoi'sds .Gilbert 0. Fowler, s. F.

Amalgam athr.s. John W. Iluliart ami Chan. W. Stuaril,

Oakland, Gal
Sklk-Taitinu Can Fcxxklk. Arnaldo W. P LatM, S K.

Medical Cumihi niis. Charles C. WainwTigtlt, Bishop
Creek, Cal.

Wagon l>KRRK h.s —lohii l». Winters, Grand Island, Cal.

Nettings nut I'nloakisw Wamoxh -John l>. Winters,

Gmod Island, Cal

Watkh-Gatk or Stoi'-Vaia-k —Alvah <'. Austin, Oakland,

Cal.

Wtan Traps - David Bealey, Lo§ angeles, Cal
T11 ai h ri.Kwmus. Beorge Royal. Tnn-kee. CaL

Trade-Marks.

Mkiuuxii. Preparation. Chas. It. Blunge, S. F.

Remedies for Couous, Cold*, Etc.- Alice C. Simpson,
i'anville, Cal.

The patents are not ready for delivery by the Patent
Office until some 14 days after the date of issue.

Note. - Copies of l\ N. and Foreign Patents furnished

by DbWRY & Cu. . in the shortest time possible (by tel-

g-raph or otherwise) at li.e lowest rates. All patent busi-

ness for Pacific coast inventors transacted with perfect

lOnririh and in the shortest possible time.

The Relation of Science to Industry.

There lias been a great deal written upon this

subject; a great deal too much perhaps. There

is. always a certain amount of cant afloat among

the people. Dean Swift used to wage bitter

warfare against it. In those days it used to

dress in priestly garments and assume a saintly

air, now it goes about with a learned look and

prates of this and that, as if it carried the cos-

mos under its hat and was not made of dust and

ashes, But it is the same hollow pretender to-

day that it was then. It is the same false-

prophet whether it stand behind the pulpit or

reads a sounding paper before Borne learned so-

ciety.

In these times we all know how common this

scientific cant is, and we all know how to tell

it. True science is a worker. True science

thinks rather than talks. In most places there

is more talking than thinking; there is more
buncombe, than science. Again, true science is

modest, not loud and ranting, it works in the

silence, often in the dark; and, in short, science

is truth-seeking, cant is self-seeking.

This loud-mouthed ranting of empty heads
has done much to throw discredit upon science

in the eyes of practical men. Hut let us re-

member the distinction we have made, and let

us make the application until we have separated
the wheat from the chaff.

We have said that science was truth-seeking.

That is the kernal of the whole matter. Science
in iti broadest, widest aspirations seeks to take
in the rajs of light that stream in upon it from
the remotest star in the universe to the nearest,

minutest atom of earth dust, and to bring it all

to a fo.uis upon its camera. It seeks to repro-

duce in miniature thegreat universe about us, so

that before its vision it can see accurately pho-
tographed each fact and factor in the great
whole we call nature. This is science. It is

not a mere aggregation of facts. That would be
a chaos; but it is an arrangement of facts

gained with inlinite labor from the top of the
Andes to the bottom of the deepest ocean, gath-
ered by men young and energetic, and by men
old ami worn with years. It is an arrangement
of facts so made that they show their natural
relationship to each other, the forces at work
among them, and the law that knows no break-
ing. This is what science is. It is our heritage
from all the past. It is our store-house for all

the future.

Now lias industry no interest in this store of

knowledge wrested by the work of the
best minds that have ever come into
existence ? Let us see. What would industry
be were it to become petrified ': It would be
what China is to-day. If then progress and
improveaient are necessary, whence can it come
but from a wider, a deeper knowledge of the
facts and forces about us. Where can one get
that but trom science! Here it is arranged,
classified, labeled by the hand of some great
master.

This is not very new, but it is very true, and
we are all liable to forget it in the bustle of the
workshop and the tield. The practical man has
got to look onscientificknowledge as all very well,

but he does not see just how it bears on his

work. He may agree about all this in a gen-
eral sort of way , but he does not find the help
from science that he ought. What is the re-

sult? Ask any one who has been to the I'at-

ent Office at Washington, and hear what he
has to say on the endless host of men who have
wasted years on the perpetual motion phantom.
Stop to think for moment of the wasted
brains and bullion that has been put upon this

one mistaken effort. Think again of the addi-

tions that might have been made to our indus-

trial resources, if science had directed this en-

ergy and capital. Science then is valuable to

industry, first, because it avoids expenditure of

energy in the wrong direction.

In the second place, science helps in suggest-

ing new fields for inventive and industrial genius.

Science, pure science remember, is only the

orderly arrangement of facts. It is not the

application of them that is the tield of the in-

ventor and the practical man. Hut let us see

what has come to industry from the pure sci-

ences. We do not need to search for illustra-

tions, but rather to omit, there are so many at

hand. In the first place look at the work of

M ichael Faraday, a poor book-binder's appren-

tice, who devoted his life to the study of pure

science without any idea but the love of truth.

And behold the result of his labors in manifold

applications of his discoveries in the laws of

electricity that teem on every hand. His name
like Franklin's is a name to conjure with.

Again see how chemistry has made of coal tar

dye stuffs that rival the rainbow's hues. But

examples are needless. Let us learn the lesson.

Let us send our inventors, our miners, our me-

chanics, our farmers, our children to learn not

of loud-mouthed talkers, bat of science what is

and what is not a possible or a useful combina-

tion of force and matter.

Anti-Cruelty Prize.

In the windows of Messrs. Evans ei Varden,

picture dealers, on San Pablo avenue, a few-

doors north of the postoffice, may be seen a

beautiful steel engraving entitled "The Wound-

ed Hound. " This is offered by the Pacific

Kcral PRESS, of San Francisco, Mewey & Co.,

proprietors, as a prize for the best essay, to be

written by any lady in Alameda county, upon
the subject of "Our Obligations to Dumb Ani-

mals." Time is allowed until the first of July

to write essays and send to the following ad-

dress: Secretary of the Oakland Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, care of W.
B. Hardy. Oakland; or they may lie left at Mr.
Hardy's nook store. On July 1st the Secretary

will submit all the essays to a committee, con-

sisting of Rev. Mr. McLean, J. A. Johnson, of

the Times, and hi. V. Wiggiu, who will exam-
ine them and determine to which writer should

be awarded the prize.

This generous gift of the RURAL Pkkss is an
object worthy of the best efforts of the ablest

peus of this county. It represents a hound
which has come in from the chase with a broken
leg, and he extends it in a piteous manner,

while his master bathes it and dresses it, and a

companion hound moans in the most sympathiz-

ing manner at seeing his mate thus disabled.

The picture is a lesson that inculcates kindness
to a faithful dumb beast, and is most appropri-

ate to hang 011 the Avails of any family dwelling.

It is elegantly framed in heavy black walnut
and gilt, the size over all being 40 inches by 51.

Those interested will do well to examine the

picture in the window of the above mentioned
store.

—

Onklnml Time*, Mni/ ?'.'th.

The MUSICAL FESTIVAL. — The great May
Festival took place last week and was a decided

success, the attendance being large and the

audience appreciative. The building is not

well adapted to the purpose, being rather large

and barn-like even for the immense orchestra and
chorus, while the solo singers failed to till it even
with their utmost exertions. Aside from this,

however, Manager Hugbee may congratulate
himself on the success of the undertaking,
which has been not only a matter of great

interest to the music-loving public, but to thp
whole community. Large delegations from the

interior have been present, and all seemed to

thoroughly enjoy the entertainment. We hope
something of the kind will be arranged e\ery
year, if for no other purpose than to encourage
and foster a love of music among our young
people.

A PrmtiATIVK Spring in California.— In

the interesting article on the Medicinal Springs

of California, prepared by John S. Hittell and

published recently in the PkXSS, it is stated

that the mineral springs on this coast possess
all the medicinal virtues found in the most cele-

brated waters of Europe, save the purgative
property. From an intelligent gentleman who
has extensively explored the mountains in the
southern part of the State we learn that he
sometime since discovered a spring in that quar-
ter which possessed mild but marked cathartic
powers, the water having been amply tested in

that respect. This then supplies what has been
a desideratum in our mineral springs, and as
such w ill be likely to give to this discovery a
special importance.

Land, Scare and Warrants. —An advertise-
ment in another column describes the business
of l>. H. Talbot, land, scrip and warrant
broker, at Sioux City, Iowa. The attention of
those needing the services of a broker in these
properties or claims may rind his announce-
ment of advantage to them.

A FIRS at Weaverville, Trinity county, last
week, which commenced in Chinatown, owing
to the carelessness of Mongolians, destroyed 15
houses and caused a loss of $0,000.

Notk.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared

on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are

not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-

urday, the dale w hich the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.
San Francisco, June 5th, is7S.

Trade is quiet and devoid of notable features.

Chief interests centers in the coming Wheat
crop, and it is being talked down quite freely.

At present there is no market for Shipping

Wheat, as no one care to make the venture so

early.
Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.

The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

Cal. Average.

Thursday.
Friday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday .

.

10s Sd(<rlls —
Ills Sditflls

10s 8d@lls —
IDs fidiiflOe lOd
10s (JditflOs lOd
108 0s<sl0s lOd

Club.

10s 9dl<flls Bd
LOe Ihkrtlls 3d
10s lidmils :<d

10s (idialls 3d
10a lid(Alls 3d
10s Odlrflls 3d

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former

years as follows;
Average. Club.

1876 f»a Sd(» 08 lOd Os lndiglOs 4d

1877 12s tkl<H>13s — 13s 2di<fi:i8 (kl

1878 108 ikhaiOa lOd 10? .MQU* 3d

The Poreisrn Review.

London, June 4th.—The Mark Lemt Express

says: By the most hopeful observers it can

scarcely be said that the state of Wheat and
Barley on heavy low-lying land is other than

extremely critical. The crops are weak, dis-

colored and rotted in some places from pro-

longed immersion, and even on high lands, har-

vest prospects are two or three sacks per acre

worse than nine months ago. If rain speedily

ceases and a long spell of dry w eather succeeds,

some, but not all of the damage, may be re-

paired. Such unfavorable change in the pros-

pects of the English Wheat crop would once

have had a marked effect upon prices, but so

independent has this country become of indi-

genous grain that the reverse has actually been

the case, and values have receded lsCn '2s all

over the Kingdom, both for English and for-

eign produce. The immediate causes of this

depression are the enormous shipments from

America, with the splendid prospects of abun-

dant crop this year, and a feeling that our dif-

ferences with Russia will be pacifically adjusted.

The result is general stagnation of trade, which
has moved within narrow limits throughout the

week. Wheat and Maize are only salable at

Is. reduction, and even then only in retail

quantities. Quotations are now at a peace

level. Possibly a revival of the continental

demands may occur to rally prices somewhat
against the depressing effect of heavy prospec-

tive supplies from America and Russia. Im-
ports into the Kingdom were for the week end-

ing May '25th—740,504 cwts Wheat and 9,908

cwts. Flour.

Freights and Charters.

Another very quiet week has passed, with

but few engagements to note. At the close

there is entire stagnation in W heat freights, and
we hear of no offers being in the market either

for immediate or new crop loading. Under
these circumstances accurate quotations cannot

be given. The last wooden ship taken for

immediate loading was fixed at £2 5s to Liver-

pool direct, and the last iron ship at £2 12s (id,

or t'2 Lis for same destination. At the close

we have 8,033 tons in port for immediate and
5,309 tons for new crop loading, 9,290 tons mis-

cellaneous, and 42,3(11 tons disengaged. We
have now a little over 200,000 tons on the way
to this port, against 236,000 in ISTfi.—Com-
mereM Newt.

Eastern Grain Markets

Nkw York, June 1st. - The decline in Wheat
during the week has been from 10c to 12c per

bushel, bringing the price of No. 2 Spring down
to $1.05fu ?1. 10, and the range of all grades to

fl@fl.13. The decline has had no perceptible

effect on the export trade, as a corresponding

fall has taken place in Europe. Corn has also

declined to 40(5 47c, which is the lowest point

reached in many years. Malting Barley is

worth 75@85c.
CHICAGO, June 1st.—Another heavy break in

grain occurred this week. Wheat was a good
speculating market, with pretty wide fluctua-

tions, and a tendency to go lower was evident

during each day. In cash there was a great

break, it going down from §1.05 to 97c in one
day, and showing clearly that a well-developed

corner was there. June Wheat sold from 94j

to 99c, the lowest price being reached to-day.
( 'orn showed the effects of the immense receipts

and went down to the bottom figures. The
daily average of corn receipts has been over

half a million bushels the past week. Sales of

June, 34J@36§. Oats were dull. June sold at

22J@23f. Bye, for cash, sold at 50.U«52c ;

easier at the close. Barley, 4<if«47\; firm

to-day.

Eastern Wool Market
Nkw York, June 1st.—Business in Wool

continues of a hand-to-mouth character, and
the prospects for an early improvement arejvery

vague. From manufacturing districts come re-

ports that many mills are closing, and that

others are working on short time, being com-
pelled to pursue this course in the absence of
demand for their goods. Prices are still entire-

ly nominal, being regulated almost wholly by
the purchaser. .Spring California continues in

favor, but holders complain of their inability to
obtain a price sufficient to cover costs and ex-
penses. Sales for the week include 6,000 bales
Donskie, at 22@28e; 70,000 lbs Spring Califor-

nia, 14C«23c; 15,000 lbs New Spring Texas,
20@23c; 5,000 lt.s Georgia, 27(V'27Ac; '250 lbs

super pulled, 36Jc.
Boston, June 1st.—For Wool the demand has

been quite limited during the past week, trans-
actions comprising only 762,000 lbs of all kinds,
and buyers appear as indifferent as previously
noticed. There has been no material change in

prices, and there is no prospect of any favorable
change. Considerable old Wool is still pressing
for sale, and can only be disposed of at low and
unsatisfactory prices, and for new Wools receiv-
ers find it difficult to obtain cost. Sales of the
week comprise Ohio and Pennsylvania X, XX
and above at 37(»37^,c; Michigan X, at 30c;
choice No. I Michigan, at 36c; washed combing
and delaine, at 37@45o; unwashed combing,
26f</32c; unwashed fleece, 25@29c; Texas,
18(« 28ic; Oregon, Eastern and Yalley, at
21(«2!)e; Nebraska, at 22c; Colorado, at 18(«

22.U'-, scoured, at 46V" 51 le: super and X pulled,

at 30(Vi 44c, principally at 33fo 40c. Sales of Cal-
ifornia comprise 274,000 pounds at 18(a30c for

Spring and lSt" 19^c for Fall. Sales of new
Spring Wool were principally at 22(n 26c.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at
noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articles.

Flour, quarter sacks

.

Wheat, centals
Barley, ecntals

Beans, sacks
Com, centals.

Oats, centals
Potatoes, sacks
Unions, sacks
Wool, bales
Hons, bales

Hay, bales

Week. Week. Wker. Week.
May 15. May 22. May 29. June .'>.

47,862 44,981 17,237 31,705
47,070 2.1,707 .18,765 27,971
12,100 11,49b 14,038 15,436

744 704 901 351
0,192 2,204 1,182 2,501

1,207 5,175 5,40ft 2,848
2,220 4,308 4.148 5,794

886161 428 645
. 9,515 4,803 3,825 4,115

19 164
063 1,028 1,287 1,258

BAGS—Prices are unchanged. Bids are made
for large lots at a little below- ruling rates, but
holders are firm.

BARLEY—Barley holds its own, in fact the
best feed has sold a little better than last week.
Barley in the East is firm and the outlook is

good for price in the F'.astern markets, because
of the reduced acreage in Barley in the prairie

States. We note sale of 300 sks Bay F'eed at
SI. 05

~i> qtL
BEANS—Beans have taken another step up-

ward of 25c \? ctl for nearly all kinds.

CORN—Corn rests for a week as the demand
has fallen off and the market is quiet.

DAIRY PP.ODUCE—Receipts continue ex-
cessive and the price struggles to maintain itself

but loses a cent or two on most sales. Cheese
also tends downward because of increased re-

ceipts.

EGGS—Eggs are 2c lower all round.
FEED—The usual discrimination is being

made in favor of old Hay over new. Choicest
old Wheat brings f 15.50. and choicest new f15

ton. The best grade of new Hay has not yet
come in in any amount.
FRUIT—The novelty of the week is Brigg's

Red May Peaches which now are worth 25@30c
\$ lb. Another cargo of Tahiti Oranges has ar-

rived. Full prices for Fruits may be found in

our table below.

HOPS—There is no change in the local trade.

The New York market is quiet and unim-
proved.
MFOATS—The supply of all kinds is abund-

ant. Prices show no change from last week,
except Spring Lamb, which, being more plenty,
sells for 6(« 7c t* lb.

LIVE STOCK— Receipts are ample and in

good condition generally. We note sale of a
band of fair cattle from Tulare county for #35
per head.
OATS—Oats are quiet and unchanged. We

note sales: 400 sks Oregon at $1.47} per ctl.

ONIONS— Old are out of the market and the

supply of new comes from Stockton. The price

is about 25c per ctl lower than last week.
POTATOES—A decline of 25c per ctl on new-

Early Hose and 50c per ctl on Half Moon Bay is

noted.

PROVISIONS—There is no change whatever
in the market for Cured Meats.
VEGETABLES—Oar list shows an advance

in Asparagus, Baets, String Beans, Green Peas
and Horse Radish. The latter is very scarce.

Rhubarb drops a point.

WHEAT—Sales are small and for local use.

Sales 5,000 ctls choice Milling at $1.75: 350 do
at f1.82$; and 350 do at $1.85 per ctl.

WOOL—The Wool market is very quiet and
sales much reduced. There is no change in

price, except that some sales are made at con-

cessions for the sake of disposing some lota

Holders are, however, generally firm.

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Sitro & Co.)

San Francisco. June 5. 3 p. M
LeoALTenders in 8. F., 11 a. m.. 99(rt9aj. Silver, 2<S2|

Gold in New York. lOOj.

Gold Bars. 8W»>Mu Silver Bars, 8@15 V eent .lis

sount.
Excbanoe on New York, i%; on London bankers. 41M

49}. Commercial, 50; Paris, tin francs V dollar; Mexican
dollars. 93.

London Consols 95 11-16; Bonds, 1051.

Quicksilver in S. F., by the flask. V lb, 4S«t47l«.
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DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
rwholrsale. 1

Wednesday m.. June 5, 1878

BEANS.
Bayo, ctl 5 75 ^6 00

Butter 4 25 M4 50

Pea - #4 75

Red -- @ —
Pink 6 25 <»0 50

Sm'l White —-34 75

Lima 4 25 (<*4 50

BROOM I'OKS.
old m 1New <MS 8

< nn< iiitv,
California 4 @ 4J

German 6£(i« 7

UAIBV l»KOIH < K, ETC,
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Boll, lb 20 @ 23

Fancy Brands 25 (a —
Pickle Roll, new . . 224@ 25

Firkin. old 12 <§ 18

Western Reserve.. 12 l6? 14

New York — @ —
CHEESE.

Cheese, Cal., tt>.... 10 @ 11

Eastern — @ —

-

N. Y. State - § -
(lilroy Factory.... U @ —

ECios.

Cal. fresh, doz.... 23 (» 24

Ducks' - @ 25

Oregon — <? ^
Eastern WW 21

do Pickled — @ —
FEED.

Bran, ton - (<ei6 50

Corn Meal 42 00 u?43 00

Hay 8 00 @15 50

Middlings 21 00 W22 50

Oil Cake Meal... 34 00 W
Straw, bale 25 <g 60

FLOI R.
Extra, bbl 5 871(36 12J

Superfine 4 75 a>5 00

Graham, lb 3}@ 3J

FUESII MEAT.
Beef, lBt qual'y, lb 6i@ 75

Second ... 5 @ 5*.

Third 4 @ 43

Mutton 5 @ 5j

Spring Lamb 6 @ 7

Pork, undressed... 5}(S 6J

Dressed &i@ H
Veal 6 @
Milk Calves 8 irt

GRAIN. ETC'.
Barley, feed, ctl...l 02J@1 05

Brewing 1 Vll&l 20

Chevalier 1 50 @ -
Buckwheat 1 30 @ -
Corn, White 2 10 @2 12J
Yellow 2 00 @2 05

Small Round.. ..1 95 @2 00

Oats 1 25 ®1 45

Milling 1 55 <gl 65

Rye 2 40 !& -

Wheat, Shipping. .1 75 iftl 90

Milling 1 85 @2 00

HIDES.
Hides, dry 14 @
Wet salted

HONEY. ETC
Beeswax, lb 30i

Honey in comb 14

do. No 2 12Ji
Dark 10 @
Strained 7

HOPS.
Oregon 4 @
California 6 im

Wash. Ter 5 @
NUTS Jobbing.

Walnuts. Cal 8 18

do Chile 7 W
Almonds, hd shl lb 7 (<*

Soft sh'l 14 @
Brazil 14 @

10

Pecans 13
Peanuts 5 @ 6
Filberts 15 @ 16

ONIONS.
Alviso — @ —
Union City, ctl — @ —
Stockton 90 @1 00

Sacramento River — (g —
Oregon — @ —

POTATOES.
Petaluma. ctl — @ —
Humboldt — ?»

Cuffey Cove — <S —
Early Rose 2 50 «3 25

Half Moou Bay. . .2 50 @3 00

Kidney — W —
Sweet — @ —
Salt Lake — W3 75

1-Oi I.TKY A GAME.
Hens, doz 8 50 @ 9 50
Roosters 6 00 («13 00
Broilers 4 00 <S 8 50
Ducks, tame 7 00 (* 8 00
do, Mallard — @

Geese, pair 1 50 (d> 2 75
Wild Gray, do/.. - (a

White do — %
Turkeys 19 <g 23

do, Dressed 20 <& 23
Snipe, Eng — @

do, Common — (w

Rabbits — (g— —
Hare - @

PROVISIONS.
Cal. Bacon, H'vy, lb 101®
Medium 1H@
Light 12l@

Lard 11 <a

Cal. Smoked Beef 10 @
Eastern

Shoulders, Cover'd
Hams, Cal 10J@
Dupee's 12 @
Boyd's 12 @
Davis Bros' 12 <c6

None Such 12 (a)

Ames 12 @
Slavens & Mansur 11 @
Whittauer 1U@

SEEDS.
Alfalfa 5 @
Canary 6 (g
Clover, Red 16 @
White 50 @

Cotton 6 @
Flaxseed 3J<»
Hemp 6 (3
Italian Rye Grass 35 (g
Perennial 35 W

Millet 10 W
Mustard, White... 8 @
Brown 2J@

Rape 3 (tC

Ky Blue Grass 20 <»
2d quality 18 @

Sweet V Grass.... 1 00 @
Orchard 25 (ti>

Red Top 18 @
Hungarian 8 @
Lawn 50 @
Mesquit ig

Timothv 9 (a

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 8 @
Refined 9A@

WOOL. ETC."
-

SPRING.
S Joaq'n,r2mo free 18 Co-

do 6 & 7 mo do 16 @
Burry, 12 mo 15 (g>

do 6 mo.. 14 (g
Scabby 12}@
South'n Coast.free 16 (co

do do burry 14 («<

Nortlieni. free 23 @

Ui
12
13
13

10J

7JW 8
11

12J
12}
122

12j
12}
III
12

12

HI

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
[WHOLESALE.]

Wednehday m„ .Tune 5. 1878.

W— 22j

13 (a> 15

5 00 W 6 50
6 O

I Ctl IT MARKET.
Apples, box @— —
Apricots, lb - 8 @— 10

do. Royal.. 12*@ 15

Bananas, buch.. 2 00 (g 4 00

Cocoanuts. 100. . 5 00 W 6 00

Cherries. Iti—
Cherry Plums.

.

Currants, chest
Gooseberries, tli

Limes. Mex 11 00 @15 00

do, Cal W
Lemons, Cal M.15 00 @20 00

Sicily, bx 11 00 W12 00

Mangoes, }M00. . 3 00 (g 4 00
Oranges, Mex,
M @
Tahiti 25 00 @30 00
Cal W

Peaches, It, 25 30
Pears, box W— —
PlneappleB, doz. (Sb— —
St'wberries. ch'st 8 00 «S13 00

DIE IED I KE II.
Apples, lb 54@
Apricots 10 @
Citron 23 W
Dates 9 (ct>

Figs, Black 4 <§
White 6 <8

Peaches 8 @

Pears 4 (8 7
Plums 3 <S>

Pitted 12S<« It
Prunes 14 <a 10
Raisins. Cal, bx 1 00 (5 1 66
do, Halves... 1 50 2 00
do, Quarters. 1 50 (<* 2 50

'

Blowers' 2 75 tg
Malaga 2 75 3 00

Zante Currants.. 8 (fb 10
VI*. ETAKLES.

Asparagus, box.. 75 @ 1 25
Beets, ctl 1 50 @
Beans, String. . . 5@ 6
Cabbage, 100 lbs 75 (5
Carrots, ctl 62J@ 75
Cauliflower, doz 75 @ —
Cucumbers, doz. — 25 <g— 75
Garlic, New. lb.. 11@ 2

Green Peas 3 @ 3i
Lettuce, doz 10 &
Parsnips, lb 2 @— —
Horseradish 7 (§>— 8
Rhubarb 2J@ 4
SquaRh, Marrow

fat, tn IS 00 (320 00
Summer do, bx.. 25 ((| 35

do. Large, bx 75 W
Tomatoes 15 # 18
Turnips, ctl 1 50 @
White 50 (d>

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC
Wednesday m

Butter, California
25 35
18 25
25 (ft 30
18
20 % 25

Flour, ex. fam. bbl8 00 00
21

Sugar, wh. crshd
'1 13J

9iLight Brown I
23 to 35

Tea, Fine Black. .. 50 Ml 00
Finest Japan 55 00

Candles, Admt'e.

.

15 25
7 «t> 10

June 5. 1878.

Rice 8(9) 12
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1 50 @2 00
Can'd Oysters doz2 00 @3 50
Syrup, S F Gold'n 75 @1 02
Dried Apples, lb.. 10 @ 14
Ger. Prunes 12JW 10
Figs, Cal 9 W 15
Peaches 11 W 10

Oils, Kerosene 50 @ 60
Wines, Old Port. ..3 50 @5 00
French Claret 1 00 («"2 50

Cal, doz hot 3 00 m 50
Whisky, O 1C gal.. 3 50 #5 00
French Brandy. . ..4 00 @8 06

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending June 4, 1878.

HIOMK8T AM) LOWEST BAROMETER.

OUR AGENTS.
Our Friends can do much in aid of our paper and the

cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their
influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send
none but worthy men.

J. L. Tharp—San Francisco.
B. W. Crowell—California.

A C. Knox—Pacific Coast.
C. N. West—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito

counties.
A. C. Champion—Tulare, Fresno and Inyo counties.
W. D. White—San Bernardino county.
J. W. A. Wright.—Tulare, Fresno and Kern counties.
B. E. Lloyd.—Sonoma and Nana counties.
E. M. Dexny.— Oregon.
H. E. Hallett.—Mendocino county.
G. W. McGitEW.—Santa Clara county.
W.m. M. Brewer.—Black Hills, Dakota Territory.
Richard Allex.—British Columbia.
R. D. Nunxally.—Siskiyou County, Cal.

Dr. W. G. A lbax.- Amador, Calaveras, Tuolumne and
Mariposa counties.

May 29 May 80|May 31 J line 1 June 2 June 3 June i

30.04 29.97 30. OS 30.15 30.07 30.00 29.99
30.00 29.95 2M.9H 30.11 29.98 29.97 29.88

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.

5fi

8
61

48 52 s 1 s 1 8
MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.

88 «« 70 68 72 76
1 78

PREVAILING WIND.
W

|

sw w
|
w SW SW SW

WIND- MILES TRAVELED.
386 212 178

|
234

| 246 304 | 301

STATE OP WEATHER.
Clear

|
Cloudy Clear.

1
Clear. Clear. Clear. ClOnd

Woodward's Gardens were never more attract-

ive than at present. Besides three lions already men-
tioned, six monster living alligators, several iguanas and
a boa-constrictor have just been added. New stars are
constantly engaged for the Pavilion exercises. Rates of

admission as usual.

Farmers I Farmers !

!

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange," .3.3 and 35 O'Farrell Street,

San Francisco. All hands carefully selected free

of charges to employers and employees.

POPULAR Mrsiu.—Make your homes merry and popular

with choice music from Gray's Music Store, S. F. We
can recommend this large, first-class, standard and popu-

lar establishment. Examine his advertisement, appear-

.ng from time to time in this paper. Mr. Gray deals in

instruments possessing the very highest and most perma-

nent reputation. Call at 105 Kearny Street. The Rural

Press can offer to introduce you there.

Amono the chief of the uniform points of excellence in

Steinway pianos may be noted "greatest possible depth,
richness and volume of tone, combined with a rare bril-

liancy, clearness and perfect evenness throughout the
entire scale, a surprising duration of sound and sympa-
thetic quality, which never changes under the most pow-
erful or delicate touch."

Portable Engines.— Mr. H. W. Rice, inventor of Rice's

Straw-burning Engines, is giving his personal attention to

machine manufacturing and jobbing, in S. F. , as will be

seen by his advertisement in this paper. He disposed of

his patent right on the Straw-burning Engine some time

a«o.

This country has been deluged with cheap pianos, ped-
dled from house to house, and those that have purchastd
arc fast learning the mistake of trading with irresponsible
agents. Every one ought to know that in the large

cities, where comparisons can be made, that the Steinway
is to be found in the homes of those who are able to pay
for the best.

Hand Printing Press Wanted. - Parties having a sec

ond hand Washington or other hand printing press which
they wish to dispose of, will please address this ortioe,

stating price, size and condition.

See advertisement for furnished house in

the country.

RAINPALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.
I -02 I I I I I

Total rain during the season, from July I, 1877. 35.'

SPRING OPENING

MILLINERY

-AND-

FANCY GOODS,
-AND

Ladies' Finished Underwear

Notions, Household Goods and Gents' Fur-

nishing Goods.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BOYS' & MEN'S Nice Fitting Suits

of French Beaver, Diagonals,

California and Oregon Cash-

meres and Scotch Tweeds.

PALMER BROS.,

Nos. 726, 728, 730, 732, 734 Market St.,

SAN FKANCISCO, CAL.

NERAL CI)
DEATH STRUGGLE.

The Battle of the Little Big Horn.

One of the most Beautiful Tinted Lithograph Engravings
Ever copyrighted in the United States. Equal to the finest Steel Engraving. 18x25 inches in size just
published by the Pacific Art Company, of that desperate and sanguinary stiu"!fle in which the
most DASHING, GALLANT SOLDIER AND INDIAN FIGHTEK KNOWN IN AMERICAN WARFARE
lost his life. Once during the varying tide of battle he found himself in a position to gallop his horse
to a place of safety—out of harm's way; but, animated only by the spirit of a bi-ave commander and true
soldier, he returned to the hopeless charge, and, amid the dead and dying of his own men, and the
shouts of victorious savages, sacrificed his life on the altar of his country, an honor to his profession and
the cause which he had espoused, deeply mourned by every American aiid < \ery soldier throughout the
world. The PICTURE REPRESENTS GEN. CUSTER IN HIS LAST DESPERATE HAND-TO-HAND
STRUGGLE, standing on his dead horse with his saber in his right hand and his revolver in his left
with the Indians he had slain at his feet and the hosts of savages closing around him on all sides'
with Rain-in-the-Face in front of him, just firing the fatal shot. Showing a true picture of that GIANT
SAVAGE CHIEF in his war dress on that occasion, taking the life of his most gallant foe whom he
honored too much to scalp when dead. IT IS ONE OF THE FINEST WORKS OF ART ever yet pub-
lished, and does honor to the corps of artists employed in its production. The Company feel justly-
proud of it, and, with the fullest confidence, recommend it to their numerous patrons and the nublic
It will GIVE SATISFACTION. v

This beautiful Work of Art will be distributed on the Pacific Coast for the next 40 days for
50 cents, little more than the cost of casing, mailing and postage. Send 50 cents in coin, currency or
three cent postage stamps to PACIFIC ART CO., San Francisco, Cal., and you will receive' the picture
by return mail, securely packed, so as not to wrinkle or mar in sending.

N. B.—The CHROMO, 17x24 inches in size, of MOUNTAIN MEADOWS, with the history of the
massacre The trial, confession and execution of John D. Lee, the leaders of the murderers. Illustrated
by a true likeness of Lee, will be sent with Custer picture to one address for 50 cents additional, or
both for $1. Agents and canvassers wanted.

Tim Rural Pbkss is one of the handsomest, best and
most candid journals in California or the Union Santa
Barbara Prexx, March 17th.

GREAT SLAUGHTER

IN SEWING MACHINES,

We are now offering for sale, at $10 EACH, the fol-

OWing machines;

FLORENCE,

WHEELER & WILSON,

GROVER & BAKER.

THESE MACHINES ARE

Guaranteed to be in Perfect Order,

And many of them NEW.

Parties in the country can have them packed and ship-

ped free of any extra charce. Address

WILCOX & GIBBS Sewing Machine Co.,

No. 124 POST STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

YOUNG LADIES' SEMINARY, BENICIA.

Mrs. Mary Atkins Lynch, Principal.

The next term will open July Hist, 1S7H. The Principal

(Miss Atkins), desires to inform her friends and former

patrons that she will resume her old position in

Benicia, with a full corps of competent teachers, at the

opening of the next term.

Vertical Feed Victorious.

A PERFECT

Sewing Machine!
The result of an immense outlay of money and years of

labor and experiments by the best mechanics to he found.
Composed of but twelve working- parts
(others require from thirty to forty

]
arts), each part of

direct action, reducing friction to a minimum. SIMPLICITY,
Strength, Durability, Ease ok Operation", Great Range
or work Combined, constituting; the only Perfect. Com-
plete and FAULTLESS SEWING MACHINE on the face
of the earth. The New

" DAVIS VERTICAL FEED
"

Lock-Stitcn Sewing Machine.
Lightest running* Shuttle Machine in the world.

SO CONFIDENT ARE WE THAT THE

VERTICAL FEED
( Which is as far in advance of the old feed used on all

other machines as steam is ahead of horse-power, and
is the exclusive property of this company), is the

ONLY POSITIVE SUCCESS
In all Departments nf Sewing, that we make the

following offer:

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
Will be given to any person (sewing machine experts
included) who will, with anv Other sewing machine, fol-

low the "DAVIS VERTICAL FEED" through its v»st
range of practical work.

All lovers of progressive science and mtchanical perfec-
tion should see it, and every ladv in the land should ex-
amine and try the "DAVIS VERTICAL FEED" before
deciding to purchase an inferior machine, or a tingle-
thread plaything without a tension.

It3*"It is impossible to make a strong, elastic, or lock-
stitch with any but a shuttle machine.

We are selling WHEELER & WILSON, GRO-
VER & BAKER, SINGER and HOWE

Machines for $10 Each.

mples of work

TO THE PUBLIC!

FARMERS & EMPLOYERS

!

I guarantee to send at short notice, the most reliable

and competent male and female labor, of any nationality,

(skilled and unskilled mechanics,) to my customers and

all employers who may want my services, free of charge.

My Ion" experience and connection with the California

labor market, and its labor exchanges (for over ten years,)

has given me an established reputation for the right se-

lection of suitable employees.

Please send orders, with full particulars, to my new

employment agency, «27 Sacramento Street, P. O. Box,

No. 14C8. San Francisco.

A. ZEEHANDELAAR.

FOR SALE.

Portable engine, 12-horse power, and burrs for grind-

ing feed, capacity, ten to twelve tons per day. Address

WM. BROWN, Haywards, Cal., or

H. W RICE, Bluxome St., S. F.

WANTED.
itarGood live agents to sell nursery stock. For terms

address. W. F BAIKD, (Trustee,)

Bloosiinotox, III.

US' IMPORTANT Km
A first-class poultry ranch, well established, desires a

partner. Man and wife preferred.

WM. NILES, Los Angeles, Cal.

For descripth
and terms, apply

circulars,

at the oltic

price lists,

1 of the

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT,
130 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal

MARK SHELDON, AGENT.
A^Underfeed Machines taken in exchange as part pay-

ment. Our prices are very low for cash. Branch Office,

1200 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

LAND! BOUNTY ! ! PENSIONS!!!

PATENTS!
Do you want to buy, sell or exchange holds or other

property in anv part of the V. S. or Canadas ? Are you a
Soldier or Sailor, in want of a Patent .' Why not obtain
more Bounty or Pension ? Do you waul to locate Govern-
ment or State Lands without settlement? Why not?
When I have the well-known Approved Soldiers Addi-
tional Homesteads, under seal of the General Land Orrtce*,

and that can be located without settlement, upou any
Government S1.26 or 82.50 lands, subject to homestead.
The Sioux Half-Breed Scrip, for location upon unsurveyed
lands.

Land Warrants and Scrip of all Kinds
For cash, or part on time. Good title given or no pay.

Have you any hinds with an imperfect title to sell, or

choice vacant hinds you know of which could he located

to advantage; or claims not lawfully held, which we could

Contest. Let me hear from you in full, and I will do my
best to inform you what is to your advantage,

I will mail you a circular explaining all, and a copy of

the new Pension Law. Address, (plainly)

D. H TALBOT,
General Laud, Scrip and Warrant Broker, Sioux CITY, U.

Anv PiioTOORAi'HMt having a large Camera Box for

sale will please notify "N. S.," at this office.

Thia paper is printed with Ink furnished by

Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South lOtn

St., Philadelphia, & 59 Gold St., Cor. Ann.N. Y
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Agricultural Articles.

WINTER'S
UNLOADING AND STACKING

DERRICK.

Will un'oad Wagons at the rate of one per minute,
and can be taken down and put up again in five min-
utes1 . It will unload and stack from two Sixteeti-Fcet

Headers, and will save

Four Wagons, 8 Horses and 5 Men Board, etc $20 00
Grain Threshed by Pitching per day 10 00
Grain Threshed by Urivin^ over Base of Stack 10 00
Two Headers will cut from 10 to 20 acres more 15 00

It is Used for Heading and Threshing and
for Stacking Hay and Straw.

Price of Derrick, $150; Nets. $ 2.50 Each.

SEND YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO

JOHN MORGAN, Davisville,

Yolo County, Cal.

JOHN D. WINTERS, Proprietor.

BONNEY'S PATENT
Adjustable Grain Lifter for Headers,

All fanners who wish to save grain without waste in

cutting, should examine these. They can be run at any
inclination to the ground, as seen at D in cut. Are light,

strong and durable, and can be adjusted in 15 minutes, or

removed in five when not required, by drawing bolt in

malleable shank II. Set of S for 10-foot header, (in put-

ting on which bore with J-ilich bit for lag screws) are the
cheapest and give the best satisfaction of any in use.

Parties can savc'additional the cost of a set in one day's

cutting, where grain is lodged or trinkles down. Price.

$10 Also, Grain Belts, Header Sticks, etc. Manufactured
for BAKER & HANILTON,
San Francisco and Sacramento, Sole Agents, Pacific Coast.

The Famous " Enterprise
(PERKINS' PATENT

Self Regulating

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtu es.

These Mills and Pumps are
reliable and always give sat-

isfaction, simple, strong and
durable in all put- Solid
wrought iron crank shaft w ith

d'MbU bcttrin-i.' forthl vr.uik

to work In. all turned and
run in babbitted boxes..

Pmitiveiv Hftj ngataNms,
with no coil spring or -pr.nls
of any kind. No little rodB,
joint-s, levers or balls to get
out of oruer, as such thiiigs
do Mills in us.' six lo nine years m .uuauitlej now, that
ha. c never cost one cent tpr repair*.

All sizes of Pumping and Power Mills. Thoit-a ids in
Uie. 411 MOmmfed Address for circulars and infor-
mation,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
GENERAL OFFICE AND SUPPLIES, L1VERMOKE,
ALAMEDA CO., CAL. Also, Best Feed Mills for sale.

San Francisco Agency, LIN FORTH, RICE& CO., 401 Market Street.

WAMtSON & WILLIAMSON'S

3=

o

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870
This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who

have been long in the business and know what is required
n the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will' pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the
Bhares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action A , he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

HAY PRESSES.
JOHN H. GOVE'S PATENT IMPROVED

Centennial & Eagle Hay Presses,

MANTFACTIRKD BY tllM AT THE

EUREKA WAREHOUSE. NORTH POINT,

Are the best made, combining Strength, Durability,

and Compactness. Send for Circular. Post

Office Box, 1122. Also, for sale by

David N. Hawley, 201 & 203 Market St.,

Cor. of Main, San Francisco

TH0S. P0WELUS ELECTRIC ELEVATOR

Thou. Powells Klee
trie Klevator is the
most speedy stacker
in the world. Mon-
ey, time and labor
saved by the use of
this machine, only
one minute requir-
ed t»> unload the
largest header wag-
on. The entire load
if taken no in a

center openiiikvnet with a portable derrick Tin- load b
raised by horse power, by the use of this machine, high and
large stacks can be built of hay, straw and grain without
hard labor or waiting of grain. The time occupied unloading
is so short that one derrick with nets will stack for one, two
or three headers. The success of this machine is well estab-
lished from the great sale and testimonials of the last two
seasons. Farm, rs or those wishing to purchase should not
hold back, but send in their orders early to be sure of secur-
ing a rig before the rush in harvest time. Orders for ma-
chine or price 1 i-tt circular, address,

THUS. I'OWKLL, Patentee. I w
Or H p. SHAW Plow Co.. ,

Stockton-, Cal.

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only Id), that al-

most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell

almost as fast as a $4<>

machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only IS

pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-

* ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-

ery St. , S. F.

Blowers' Patent Fruit Drier.

Prospective Yiew, Showing Draft Chimney, Furnaci
and Drying Rooms.

Transverse Section Showing Heating and Drying Cham-
bers and Currents of Heated Air".

The Only Successful Fruit Drier in the World.
Professor D. M. Mefford, inventor of the celebrated

Mefford process of drying fruit and vegetables without
loss of color or flavor, says of the mowers' Drier: "Your
Drier is really the Only Fruit Drier in the world, and coin-
pared with which every drier I have seen (and I have
seen them all.) is really worthless for successful factory
work. If fruit driers wish to make a success of thei'r
work they must use your house."— D. M. Mkhohd, To-
ledo, Ohio, March 2d, 1878.
For descriptive circulars, address

R. B. BLOWERS, Woodland, Cal.

Nurserymen.

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also, Coffee, Cork Oak,
(Hives, tluavas, Dullish and Black Walnuts. Magnolia*.
I.oquats. Butternuts, Small Fruits, Evergreens. Etc. We
have a choice stock of the Diospyros Kaki i./.o/.i/o.<, I'mim-
nitm,J of our own growing, ai.u also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Niles, Alameda Co., Cal.

Bmm kor Cataloouk. Establish M> IN 1852.

BAY NURSERIES,
OAKLAND, CAL.

James Hutchison, Seeds-
man and Florist.

New and Rare Plants, Evergreen Trees, Ornamenta'
Shrubs and Flowering Plants.

Botes, Pinks, Faehslaa ami GeramliMU »i>< •

rlilllv. .InimiK'M' IVrsllllllloll at Reduced Rates.

Blue Gums and Monterey Cypress; Hutchison's Seed-
ling Gooseberries; Bulbs, Flower and Tree Seeds; Vegeta-
ble Seeds. Hardy Climbing Plants, Conservatory Climb-
ers, Choice Plants for Hanging Baskets ami Vases. An
immense stock of choicest kinds at greatly reduced rates.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet
Sop, Grape Fruit. Weeping Junipers and Banana Shrub.
Also, choice Oranges, Lemons and Raisin Grapes; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Uescriptive
catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

CALIFORNIA FRUIT DRIER

Awarded the

CALIFORNIA GOLD MEDAL

AND THE

U. S Centennial Grand Medal & Diploma.

IT IS THE

BEST FRUIT DRIER,

And the only one that proves a success in

making the FINEST RAISINS, FIGS,

and the Choicest Fruit at the

least expense

Driers of all sizes put up and no pay asked until tested.

GEO. A DEITZ, Manager,

Sackamknto, Cal.

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,
ALAMEDA COUNTY.

(Successors to Z. B. Heywood & Co.)

Lumber. Shingles, Sash, Doors, Lime.

Brick, and Bui ders' Hardware

Sold at the Lowest San Francisco rates. Strict atten-

tion given Country Orders. Boats loaded at
wharf for all points on the San Joaquin
and Sacramento rivers. Cars of the C. P. ft. R.

Co. loaded at the yard. Orders received at 22 California

Street, San Francisco, or at the hardware store of G. W.
Babcock, '.lor, Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBEE, Proprietor.

THOMAS RICHARDSON, Manager.

THE MAGIC COIN BOS
lsnver-$5,00 of > ilvor min.
Hall l»oii..i- T "yuarUr Do£
" *'l>imes." and M Sickle*.n
RMMM inovi-ni- nt of your
ib pushes tiie d» sir* d coin into
your band.&uij anotherone
immediately talus jis placo
nsif by nui;.i \ Bloki hangj
in halt' the Lime » ith nodan-
ger ef dropping any. bumplo
handsomely ;.kii. d with
NH KKL SlLVKK, sent post
pnid, 50ct8. .Agents Trial
^kn^e, contfiniritf 3 .Coin

B0B| for $ | .00. Agents
nted everywhere. J\\k I'av.

'estate Stamps taken ns cash.

HUTCHINSON Sl CO.
12 Union Square, IT. 7.

GRAIN THRESHING.

The undersigned, an experienced thresher and owner of
a first-class steam threshing rig. desires before selecting
ids territory for this season's work, to correspond with
.Tain growers in any section where the grain crop will he
large and threshing machinery not abundant. Hi thinks
that by thus inviting correspondence, he may take his
machinery where it is most needed, and is ready to make
eontracts with parties w ho have grain to thresh

I have to rent or for sale, a Hoadley Wood-burning
Engine. Address

J. W. RILEY,
Care Dewey A: Co., 202 Sansome Street, S. F.

TO BEE MEN.
A party, in business in this city, desirous of engaging

in the honey business, is oi>en to proposals. Address,
"J. K. C," at this office.

r(\ BEST CARDS, no two alike, printed in Crimson or TTOUK
JU Jet, 18c. CLINTON BROS , ClintonTflle. Conn. X Ten

Seedsmen.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Sweet Corn.

Crosby's Extra Early
Marblehead Mammoth
Stowell's Evergreen
Mexican Sweet, New

JSJSw Yellow Flint Corn.

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel')
Yellow Giobe Beet Seed.
White Sugar

)

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street. San Francisco

R. J. TRUMBULL &. CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

*„*"Quido to the Vegetable *»nd Flower Garden :

will be sent prkk to all Cistomkrs. It contains in-

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL &, CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW and FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE' GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MKZVUITE and other Grasses.

RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE
CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-

NIA ALFALFA, Etc
Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEaD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

426 Washington Street. - San Francisco.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers ami Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering
Bulbs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-
logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K BLISS .V SONS, 34 Barclav Street, N. Y

SOMETHING NEW.
Wright's Centennial Potato, originated at Heiio, Nevada,

from seed in 1S7"-, has he< n fully tested and is ten d.i>s ear
lier than the F.arly liose and yields 031 thihi> siork. For
size, beauty and conking •ut ilities, it has no superior. We
have a limited quantity for seed, at 2"> cents per pound For
further particular!, addressW R STRONG & CO., Seeds-
men. Sacramento. Cal.

Chance fo a Country Merchant.

There is a line chance to oj>en a country store at

Henlyville, Tehama County.
The location is 10 miles from Tehama and 20 miles

from Red Bluff, on the main road from these two places
to Paskenta, Newville, Round Valley, etc. The location

is surrounded by a very thrifty and prosperous farming
country. During the last 20 years there has not been a
failure of crops and this year everything looks better

than ever.

There are now at Henlyville a good Hotel, Blacksmith
Shop, Shoe Shop ami Saloon, but no store. There is a
new, first-class building, ready to put in a stock of goods.

A stock of 97,000 to §10,000 will be needed. The owners
of the building have no time to carry on the store. They
will rent the building at very reasonable rent to a good
firm or they will take an interest in the store with good
men to carrv on the business. Address

GLEASON Si MASON,
Henlyville, Tehama County, Cal

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery in a goud location in Tehama county

The owner of the land has the best of soil and plenty of

water, one mile from the railroad station. He wants a

good man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raise

ill kinds of ornamental and forest trees. The owner of

the land wishes to take an interest in the proposed nur-

sery and believes goixl sales of trees can be made. Good
men, experienced and trustworthy may address us on
this subject.

DEWEY & CO.
202 Sansome Street. San Francisco.

NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

L'ents. STEVENS BROS ,
Northford, Cwia
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STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS.

Winchester Repeating Rifle',
MODEL 1873.

One new Straw-burning Portable Engine, made by

Ransome, Sims & Head, Ipswich, England. This is a

very superior engine, sent here as a sample engine for ex-

hibition; one second-hand Straw-burning Engine, 8x10

inch cylinder, (Rice); one second-hand Wood-burning En

gine, 8x12 inch cylinder, (Hoadley); one second-hand

Wood-burning Engine, 7x10 inch cylinder, (Hoadley);

one second-hand Wocd-buming Engine, 5Jxl0 inch cyl-

inder, (Hoadley); one second-hand Wood-burning Engine,

6x12 inch cylinder, side engine; one new Stationary En-

gine, independent cut-off, 12x24 inch cylinder. [The

Straw-burning Engines named are free from infring-

ments. ]

One large sized Rock Breaker, Varney & Rix, size

9x15; one Wood Splitting Machine; one 36-inch cylinder

Russel Separator, (with extra cylinder,) and Lauffenberg

shoe very cheap, on account of owner's death; (will be

sold with or without any of above engines.) All of the

above second-hand engines have been in shop and over-

hauled, and are in good working order. Various other

machinery for sale. Purchase made on Commission.

Machinery repairs solicited. Specialty of Portable En-

gines and Boilers for threshing.

J. W. RILEY, (Box 2361) San Francisco.

BEST PORTABLE ENGINE
In the World.

String measuring from center of tar-
get to center of each shot, 32

inches. Average distance of
each shot, 1 9-100 inches.

The Strength of All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading,

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles

of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch— blued. Octagon barrel, se

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26,28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-

extra finished- C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines,

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKEB,, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President 6. W. COLBY.

Manager and Cashier,

ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A. CRESSET

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we arc now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

the best market races

DIFFERENTIAL PULLEY BLOCKS.

Rhe's Portable Engines Have no Equal!

Manufactured on the Pacific Coast.. Font SIZES—Plain

;

Substantial, Durable and SAFE. Consumes less Wood,

Coal and Water than any Engine known; over 150 now in

use. Took first premium at the Mechanics' and State

Fairs in 1S77. Greatly improved for 1878. Call or ad-

dress H. W. RICE, Ollice and Works, No. 5C Bluxome
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

itaf Steamboat and Yacht Engines and Boilers to order

Sawmill and Flourmill Machinery, etc. Agency of th

celebrated Shite Engine Governor.

HERRMANNS STYLES IN HATS.

NOW OUT!

Prices Lower Than Ever.

—AT—

402 Kearny Street, - - Near Pine.

Branch, 910 Market Stree\

Between Stockton and Powell, San Francisco

M. COOKE. R. J. COOKE.

PIONEER BOX FACTORY,

Corner of Front and M Streets, Sacramento

ALL KINDS OF

Fruit & Packing Boxes Made to Order,

AND IN SHOOKS.
tST Communications Promptly Attended to. "®t

COOKE & SONS, Successors to Cookr & Greoory

One Man Can Easily Lift

1,000 Pounds.

Load Always Suspended; it

can never "Piun Down"

Lowering Effected by Pulling

the Slack Chain.

One Man With This Tackle

is Better than Pour or

Five with the Ordina-

ry Double Block.

AS APPLIED

TO STUMP PULLING.
The general utility of this Pulley and the mai

lifferent ways in which it can be applied, render

it especially serviceable for agricultural purposes
and Remover of Heavy Stones. To Farmers and Woodsmen thisIt can be used successfully as a Stump V

Pulley is invaluable, as it economizes both time and labor. In half the time it enables one man to accom

plish work which formerly taxed several to perfoim. For sale by

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & CO., Agents.

Blunt's Universal
Surface and Deep-Well Pumps. Send for Circulars.

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & CO. SAN FRANCISCO.

FARM APPRENTICE.

A steady, healthy boy, who can give good recommen-
dations, would like a permanent home with a fanner.

IT r» rtvrt 11 I ft rv Superior Wood and Metal Kugrav-
tnyfHi/jny log, Electrotyping and Stereotyp-bllQIUIIIIQ. ing d(jne at Ule office of the Mimno
and Scientific Press, San Francisco, at favorable rates
Send stamp for eur circular and samples.

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE AND
OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

McAFEE BROS., Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansome Street, - San Francisco.

THE BERKELEY GYMNASIUM,

(A Preparatory School to the University.)

A First-Class Boardini School,

Established in the interests of higher education, and in

opposition to the cramming system of small colleges and

military academies of the State. The next

Term Will Commence July Twenty Fourth.

EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES FOR ADMISSION,

July Twenty-Second and Twenty-Third.

By request, instructions have been provided during

the summer months for students preparing for the Au-

gust examinations at the University. For catalogues or

particulars, address
JOHN F. BURRIS,

Berkeley, Cal.

Note —We desire to call special attention to the or-

ganization of our Grammar Department, separate from

the Academical, and solicit the patronage of parents and

guardians of small boys

-THE—

PALAGE KESTAURANT,

SAN FRANCISCO,

No. 218 Sansome Street.

II is not surpassed by any dining house in the city

The saloon is new, commodious, elegant and comfortable,

and all visitors to San Francisco, who wish good food

well prepared and properly presented, at reasonable

prices, should try the "Palace." Being new, it is fitted

up with the latest and best apnroved cooking apparatus

and other conveniences for patrons.

Tip-top Dinners, 50 Cents,

Are given from 5 to S o'clock p. M. It will pay yourself

and friends, too,) to go considerably out of your way to

visit and patronize this first-class restaurant.

J. M. WEBSTER,
Proprietor

NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

Johnson's New Method for Thorough Base.

By A. N. JOHNSON, ($1.C0)

A remarkably clear, easy and thorough method of

learning to plav Church Music, Glee Music, and all Music
containing Chords, or that has four or more parts. All

who play for Other people to sing need to learn to play
Chords, and these instructions, which are simplicity

itself, and these exercises, will enable one to do it, even
without a teacher, thus greatly enriching the fullness of

the Organ or Piano playing. Order by full title, Johnson's
New Method for Thorough Base.

Winner's Select Duets for Cornet and Piano
(Seventy-five cents). Like Winner's other books, it is

reliable. Music is well adapted to the instrument, and
very pretty.

Sunday School Song Books !

Good News I Shining River !

EACH BOOK HAS HOSTS OF FRIENDS.

No better hooks arc published than the above two,
which are fresh, bright and new. having been out just
long enough t o assure their popularity. Try one ! Thirty-
five cents each Keduction for quantities.

Any book mailed, post free, for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON,

C. H. Ditson & Co., 843 Broadway, New York.

25
Fasionable Cards*, no two alike, with name, 10c
poitprid. GEO. I. REED & CO., Nassau, N\ Y
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THE AVERILL MIXED PAINT,

Prepared Ready for Use, is the Best, Most Durable, Beau

tiful and Economical Paint Known.

As is proven by the numerous Medals received over all other Paints, as well as by thousands of

testimonials from those who have used and thoroughly tested it.

It is of Pure White and any Shade or Color Desired.

.A. HOUSE PAINT
It is the most perfect substance known, possessing unsurpassed beauty, great brilliancy of color, adher-

ing firmly to the wood, and giving the richest, most agreeable and uniform tints.

It is equally as good for inside as outside work: over old work as well as new; in fact whore any

Paint can be used the AVERILL TAINT will be found superior to any other.

Houses painted with it are distinguishable for years by their superior brilliancy of finish, over those

painted with any other paint.

Our Wagon and Machinery Paints

Krom the finest Vermilion, to the more common and cheaper colors, are specialty/ fine, and being ready

mixed, meet the wants of the public completely. Every person owning a wagon, or any kind of ma-

chinery, should occasiouly give them a fresh coat of paint. It would add to the durability and appear-

ance of the articles a handled times its cost.

Our Metallic Paint
Conies the nearest to being actually Fire Proof of any Paint ever made. For Tin Roof* it has no equal,

it being entirely impervious to air or moisture— rust or corrosion is impossible, while its use on shingle

roofs not only (ills up the cracks and prevents the shingles from warping, so as to preserve the roof and

prevent its leaking, but its fin ]>rO(f qualities are such, that a roof thoroughly coated with it is nearly

as safe from fire as if made of iron. This feature, together with its cheapness, makes it most desirable

for warehouses, bridges, mining huildiiKjn, and for all purposes where durability and fire proof qualities

are desired.

Ask your dealers for it and take no other. Sample Cards of Colors and Price List mailed free on

application to

California, PaintCompany,
No. 329 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

.A WORLD'S TRIUMPH.
The Current of Trade Reversed.

STEINWAY
P I A. 2sT O S TO EUROPE J/

STEINWAY &d SONS Orders From Europe
Have increased to an extent, necessitating the establishment of Warerooms in London, Kngland,
and connected with it is a Concert Hall, the whole combined making the most elegant Piano
Warerooms in Europe, and stands there as a monument of American genius and industry.

It is impossible to mention in the limited Bpace of an advertisement the innumerable tri-
umphs of this energetic firm. They stand foremost as inventors in Piano building in America,
and in that respect, no small compliment to their inventions is the undeniable endorsement of all
their competitors, as shown in their imitative efforts. Certain principles of the Steinways, are,
however, so completely protected, that 110 imitation or substitute is attempted at all, and the
shallow method of crying such inventions down are resorted to and relied upon.

The Steinways designed and perfected the Overstrung and Iron Frame systems. The ap-
plication of the Agraffe Arrangements to Square and Upright Pianos. The Patent Duplex Scale,
creating the most beautiful treble tones, (the Duplex Scale is of recent invention and only to be
found in Pianos sold recently). The improved Double Dampen. The later idea extending the
Agraffes to every string in the Piano. The highest finish to all parts of the instrument, inclu-
ding first quality of ivory, ebony, felt, cloth, etc. The wood and varnish of such tirst-class
character, that the employment of large capital and experience alone permits.

The name of Steinway has become a "household word" in American homes, and the satis-
factory record of 18 years' trial 011 the Pacific Coast, in itself assures the purchaser that the in-
vestment is no speculation, but one of perfect security.

The oft-repeated story of rival makers claiming to have been Steinways' foreman, etc.

,

should have no weight with purchasers. An immense manufacturing business like me Ste mi ay

is divided into departments for the various classes of work, ami a foreman of one departUMD
superintends that alone, and cannot be perfected in other details.

The Steinways (a numerous family) are the inventors and designorsof the principles of their

pianos, and are alone responsible for the thorough execution of their own ideas.

In the Machinery Department at the late Centennial Exhibition, Steinways were awarded
a special medal for an invention for testing their iron frames under a pressure of 3,000 pounds to

the square centimeter. (This award was distinct from their medal for the best pianos exhibited.)

The iron frames in Steinway pianos are the only ones so tested, and while other makers rely 011

castings from an ordinary foundry, the Steinways maintain their own foundry, and manufacture
a frame of com/iosite mr/til, which adds greatly to the resonant qualities of the instrument in general.

It often occurs that the attempt is made to raise the character of pianos constructed on
less costly principles to the rank that the Steinway maintains, by naming a price, the same, or

nearly so. This method is frequently exposed by the perfect willingness of the dealer to make
astonishing discounts for cash, or extremely long credits; systems not entertained in any first-

class business. In selling a Steinway piano, a guarantee of worth is given protecting the pur-
chaser for five years, and catalogues issued by the Pacific Coast Agencies have an uniform rate

of prices in gold, and where desired a liberal installment plan is offered to responsible buyers,

with an additional charge of simple interest on deferred payments. Catalogue mailed on ap-

plication to

nva:. gray, GtEiveral aoewt,
No. 105 Kearny Street San Francisco.

THE BURDETT, THE "KING OF ORGANS," NEW STYLES AND PRICES.

Send for Catalogue. N. B.—Please state"where you saw this advertisement.
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A Cosy Cottage Home.

We give on this page a view and fioor plans

of a cosy cottage, which some of our beginners

in the art of home making, or some of our more

advanced readers who have small families, may

find adapted to their requirements. It is a

pretty little dwelling. Jt looks rather bare in

the engraving perhaps, but with a windmill

and barn behind it, and with the fore-ground

nicely laid out and planted more freely with

shrubs and flowers, it would soon grow into a

little gem of a home. The design is drawn to

aid those who have not the money to build

large or more ornate dwellings, and it could be

erected and finished for about $1,000. The de-

signers are Messrs. Isaac H. Hobbs & Sons, of

Philadelphia, and they offer to furnish full

working plans, as may be seen by their advertis-

ment in another column.
The cottage contains three rooms upon the

first floor, a parlor, a dining room and a

kitchen, and there are three chambers with
closets upon the second floor. The roof is so

constructed as to admit circulation of air be-

tween the rooms. Above the ceiling of the up-

per floor there is an air chamber with ventila-

tors in each gable. This helps to cool the up-

per rooms by allowing the passage of air be-

neath the roof while the hot sunshine is beat-

ing down upon it. The cottage is to be built

of wood and to have a shingled roof.

The following explanation interprets the
numbers upon the engravings, and gives the

dimensions of the rooms: 1, vestibule, 3J feet

wide by 4!> feet long; 2, parlor 12 by 18 feet in

clear; 3, living room, 12 by 18 feet; 4, kitchen,

15 by 18 feet; 5, back porch, 8 feet long by 15

feet wide; 6, a small entry, affording entrance
to the living room, parlor, and to the stairway
leading to the cellar. The second floor rooms
are all private and are entered from the little

lauding at the head of the stairs. Nos. 7, S and
9 are the chambers; 10, 11 and 12 are closets,

one to each room.
It will be seen that the little building has no

waste room, but gives the inmates the full bene-
fit of all the space. Although it is small the

rooms are of good size. The style is unpreten-
tious but it will hold a happy wife and babies

and afford a spare room for a nice mother-in-
law, and what more does a man need, anyway ?

Notes on Fish.—At the last meeting of the

California Academy of Sciences, Fish Com-
missioner B. B. Bedding presented to the
Academy a fish resembling the skate, which he
had received from A. W. Bush, of the Sandwich
islands, where the fish is found. Even there it

is quite rare, and the Kanakas have a supersti-

tion that it never comes inshore unless to die.

It is only caught when close to the shore. The
species of the fish is unknown. The specimen
will be examined, and if no determination is

arrived at it will be sent to the Smithsonian In-

stitute for classification. A gentleman inquired

about the habits of shad on this coast as

compared with the habits of those on the

Atlantic coast. Fish Commissioner Throck-
morton replied that the salmon invariably

returns to the place of its propagation,

and that on the Atlantic coast the shad
does likewise. On this coast, however, the
shad seems to have taken a new departure.
Since 1870, 350,000 shad have been propagated
here, chiefly near Tehama, and since 1870, shad
have been caught along the coast from Wil-
mington to the Columbia river. This strange

freak of the shad in abandoning his natal place

is laid to the herring, from among whom the

shad is frequently taken. The herring invei-

gles the shad from the path of his forefathers.

He seems to have such an influence over him

—

his companionship seems to be so attractive

—

that the patrician shad willingly renounces his

birthplace and travels about the ocean with
schools of plebeian herring. The shad of the

Atlantic coast always makes his pilgrimage to

his birthplace.

The Colorado river is said to be quite high,

and the steamers running up from Yuma en-
counter a serious obstacle in navigating that
stream at present from the swift current.

Bisulphid of Carbon.

The bisulphid of carbon treatment for squir-

rels, introduced by Prof. Hilgard, of the State

University, is being rapidly put to the test in

the different parts of the State, and so far all

reports which come to hand are favorable to its

still wider employment. The demand for the

material has already more than doubled its

price in our city stores, as our merchants are

quick at smelling a corner even in much less

fragrant substances than the bisulphid. The
local manufacture of the material has already
been successfully prosecuted in a small way, the
Visalia JMtit noting that Messrs. Jefferds and

home at the time. We put the carbon into all

the holes, but less than one-eighth of an ounce
has proven efficacious; a live squirrel forced to

breathe the carbon died in about five minutes.

Care should be taken to keep the bottle corked
as much as possible."

Bi st in Wheat.—As the grain matures the

signs of rust become more apparent, and some

reduction of the croo will doubtless be occa-

sioned in some parts of the State. The Stock-
ton Independent says : "Bust is said to prevail

to considerable extent among the wheat fields

in the northern part of this county, and we are
told that patches of 15 or '20 acres may be seen
through the fields where the grain is entirely

dead. " In the southern coast valleys there is also

A CHEAP ORNAMENTAL COTTAGE.

Spier had some made at Mack's drug store. We
hope in our next issue, perhaps, to give an
illustrated account of the process which has
been approved l\y foreign manufacturers. The
true way to supply the material lies in using our
own sulphur and charcoal instead of importing
the finished product.

Some interesting experiments in the practical

application of the bisulphid are reported to the
Los Angeles Express by Carter & Gilmore. They
say: "Our first experiment with the bisulphid

carbon was in pouring from a half-ounce vial

upon a rag placed in the freshest boles, and
after covering the seam, to fill adjacent holes

some injury by the fungus. The Call of to-day

says : "A sample of badly rusted wheat from

Monterey county was exhibited on 'Change
to-day, and the farmer who sent it in gave a

gloomy picture of the prospects in that locality.

From the representation of one of the largest

grain houses in the city, who made a tour in

that section recently, we learn that in the Sali-

nas valley, below t'hulare, there is great damage
from rust, but the greatest breadth of land is

north of Chulare. The affected district em-
braces only about one-fifth of the valley, so the

loss will not be more than 10 The val-

ley has something like 1(10,000 acres in grain,

First Floor.

with dirt. This we found did not do the busi-

ness satisfactorily, for some of the squirrels

found egress to the air through these ' filled
'

holes. We find complete satisfaction in the
following course: The carbon is put up in one
pound bottles; let one man take one of these
and also a half-ounce vial, a second man a
shovel; (no rags necessary); pour from the bot-

tle into the vial one-fourth ounce (a plenty) and
empty into the hole as far from the mouth as

possible; cover at once the mouth of the hole

with a clod or lump of dirt, so that the fine

earth to be used as a covering will not sift

through upon the carbon. We have closed the
holes upon several acres in this way, and have
not found one of them opened, except a very
few. from the outside by a squirrel away from

Second Floor.

of which three-fourths are wheat. There are

reports of rust around Chico also, but they lack

confirmation."

Alfalfa on the Sage Lands.—'Along the

CarsoD valley from Dayton to the Big Bend,

fully 800 acres more of sagebrush land have been

reclaimed this spring, and the growing crops

look very promising. Notwithstanding the late

frosts and the recent cool snaps, the alfalfa

measures in many spots six inches. The crop

will be ready for a first cutting by the middle

of May.

Hon. John Scott Harrison, of North Bend,
Ohio, son of President Harrison and father of

General Benjamin Harrison, recently died, aged

73 years.

Drouth and Sheep Losses.

Our spring clip of wool has shown by its

reduced aggregate the losses which many flock-

masters sustained by last year's drouth. It is

impossible now to state exactly what the reduc-

tion, but the figures which will be compiled at

the close of this month for the half year will

show it. Our sheep owners have borne their

losses with commendable good temper, and the

full rate of increase and fat animals which this

winter's abundant feed has brought, have gone
far to wipe out the depressing effects of the
drouth. A Los Angeles exchange goes so far as

to call the drouth a blessing in disguise, in that
it removed a worthless class of animals, which
will be replaced by better. This it may ulti-

mately prove on the whole, but another pros-

perous year or two will be needed to console
individuals for their reduced flocks and purses.

The interest of the wool grower in this State
naturally includes the fortunes of the Austra-
lian flocks, for their wool has come into sharp-

est competition with our own in some of the
Eastern woolen factories. It is true that we
have made points over the Australian, and have
gained customers, as at the Cohoes mills, in

New York, which formerly used the South Sea
wool. It is true also that the protective duty
on wool, which Australian writers maintain is

"defended only by a small faction of the United
States,'" bids fair to be let alone by the present

Congress, and we shall enjoy the best prices

which our markets can afford, without free

Australian competition, as they hoped.

Although we are free to congratulate our-

selves over these trade advantages we are not

wanting in feeling of friendly sympathy for the

Australian growers in the grievous losses which
they suffered by the protracted drouths which
they have undergone. We learn from a local

authority that the wool export from the three

lending colonies—Victoria, New South Wales,

and South Australia--shows a reduction in the

number of G7, 170 bales as compared with the

export of last year, from which, however, must
be deducted about 25,000 bales, known to be

waiting the opening of the navigation of the

Darling, thus leaving an ascertained deficiency

of about 42,170 bales to the present, instead of

the usual increase of 7% to 8%. Had the in-

crease been maintained they should this season

have shipped 04(1,000 bales, or about 48,000

bales more than last year. Taking, therefore,

into account the quantity that mightjreasonably

have been expected to be produced, had the

season been an ordinarily favorable one, they

may estimate the deficiency at 90,000 bales; and
assuming that each bale contains 100 fleeces the

three colonies referred to are thus 9,000,000 of

sheep short. But the actual deficiency is oven

greater than it appears from these figures, owing

to the unusually large proportion of wool

shipped in the grease. Clean-washed wool

would not require so many bales, but this sea-

son comparatively few growers had sufficient

water available for washing their sheep. The
reports from Queensland, Western Australia,

and Tasmania are not likely to show any mate-

rial alteration; and as regards New Zealand an

increase may probably be anticipated. The
shipments from the chief wool-growing colonics

for the year ending September 30th, 1877, were

as follows: Victoria, 329,791 bales; New South

Wales, 145,008 bales; South Australia, 123,55(5

bales; total, 598,355 bales.

The Drainage Canal.— The engineering

party have commenced the survey for the Sac-

ramento Biver Drainage Canal District. The
first camp will be at Denverton, Solano county,

which will be the headquarters for the time

while the soundings of Suisun bay are being

made. Col. Isaac Smith is Chief Engineer in

charge of the work.

"Cognac."—A dispatch from Petaluma says:

"The celebrated Norman stallion named 'Co-

gnac,' and known as the 'man-eater,' who killed

a man in Petaluma in September, and has since

been on exhibition in San Francisco, had his

right hind leg broken yesterday by the kick of

a horse. He will probably bo killed.

John C. Fkemont has been appointed Gov-

ernor of Arizona by the President.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents.—Eds

A Talk About Manure.

Editors Press:— I have often heard the

remark made by farmers of California, that

"manure was of no use to the land in this

State;" and I was painfully reminded of this

erroneous idea, this morning, as I rode past

Uick Slasher's place, and saw cords upon cords

of valuable manure lying scattered about out-

side of the barn, where it had been wheeled

and dumped daily during the past fall and

winter, and left exposed to all the drenching

storms and washings of the season. I said

" painfully reminded," because it always grieves

and distresses me to see waste of any kind, but

especially such glaring and uncalled for waste

as this. 1 know it is the custom among most
of the old school of farmers to do so; but how
any person of intelligence can thus allow his

goods to waste away is a mystery to me.

It is said that "cleanliness is next to godli-

ness," and I think that the next thing in order

to that is economy, for that, in its broad sense,

includes the prime factors of nearly all the

other virtues, and, in my opinion, until people

learn to apply the principles of Divine wisdom
in the common things of life, it is useless for

them to ask to be taught a higher wisdom.
Well, where did this idea, that "manure is

of 00 value to the land," originate and what
are the facts connected with it that give it so

much weight with farmers? As near as I am
able to ascertain, it is something like this: The
farmer throws his manure out of doors and
leaves it exposed through all the wet season. The
consequence is the most valuable part of the
manure, the soluble part, is dissolved and
washed away, and when spring or the fallow-

ing fall conies, there is a lot of refuse left,

which is little better than so much chaff. This
the farmer carts out, if he has faith enough to

do even this, and deposits it in huge chunks on
the surface of his land, as a top dressing, or

attempts to plow it under or manures in the hill

with it. Supposing this is done in the spring,

what is the result ? The heat and drouth of

summer dries up the refuse and it does the
crops no good; on the contrary, it often does
harm by its porousness and lightness, becoming,
in dry weather, like a sponge that is incapable
of attracting and absorbing moisture, except
when there is a redundancy 111 the surrounding
objects; and so the farmer abuses the manure,
saying his time is wasted in drawing it out.

But, supposing the manure heaps are left in the
barn-yard all summer and carted out in the
following fall, the result would be somewhat
the same, though the rains of winter would
have some effect in disintegrating the lumps
and washing into the soil what little virtue
was left; but the amount of perceptible good is

not enough to satisfy the exacting tiller of the
soil, and so he looks around to see if there is a
side hill or gulch where he can throw his
manure ami let the floods wash it away, thus
saving him much valuable time.

Another very common method, and one which
saves a deal of trouble, and has, besides, a cer-

tain dash-ahead, business-like look about it, by
reason of its conspicuousness and don't-care ex-
pression, is to throw the manure out of the
door or windows, against the sides of the barn,
and allow it to accumulate in large heaps, thus
protecting the woodwork from the weather and
doing away with the necessity of paint, and
also creating, at little expense, nice irregular
drawings and queer looking figures on the
building, which present quite an ornamental
appearance when the heaps are finally carted
away and dumped into a gulch, or something
else done with them, just to get rid of them.

"Chemistry!" said Dick Slasher to me the
other day, at the same time giving that part of
his physiognomy situated just above his mouth
a graceful curve upward; "chemistry may do
for druggists and agricultural colleges, and
those who wish to make a display of their
learning by writing books about farming, when
they know nothing about it practically. Chem-
istry may answer well enough as a theory, hut
it won't do in practice. Now, I'm a practical
man and believe in doing things in a plain,
sensible way, that anybody can understand.
But none of your mysterious, unintelligible
bosh about ammonia, potash and sal soda for
me. It's all humbug, I tell you."
Very well, let us see what this humbug

chemistry is doing for Dick's manure heaps,
that lie towering up against the sides of his
barn. (We have already told what the rains
did for the tons and tons that lie scattered
about in little heaps over his barnyard). We
take a fork and dig down a little way into a
heap, and a cloud of steam rises up, accom-
panied by a pungent, disagreeable odor. Ask
Dick what is this disagreeable odor and what
causes it to rise up ? and he answers, "Don't
know." Ask humbug chemistry, and it an-
swers, the odor is produced by a gas, called
ammonia, and forms one of the most valuable
properties of vegetable matter, and thence the
muscle and sinew of animal life. It is gener-
ated and evolved by fermentation. Fermentation
is the process of decomposition that takes place
in all animal and vegetable matter in the rota-
tion of life, and may, therefore, be properly

called the chemistry of life, for it is a chemical

change that takes place in the highest forms of

animal life as well as in the lowest substances

of vegetable matter that exist upon the globe.

This decomposition in Dick's manure heaps, if

allowed to go on uninterrupted, changes the best

part of the vegetable substance into gases,

which take wings and fly away into the air,

thus becoming the general property of the vege-

table kingdom and leaving behind them but a

valueless mass of dry husks after the nutriment

has been extracted.

A little theoretical knowledge of chemistry

would make this matter as plain as a b c to

Dick, and would enable him, instead of allow-

ing his manure heap to burn up and vanish in

thin air, to convert them into a valuable form

of plant food, replete with life and nourishment

for his grain fields. Uncle Josh.

Santa Kosa, Cal.

San Luis Obispo County Notes—No. 6.

Editors Press: — Journeying northward

through El Charro valley, we pass through a

handsome country for a distance of four or five

miles, divided up into small farms, then through

the Hollister ranch, consisting of several thou-

sand acres, which carries several thousand

head of sheep and in which grain is raised to

some extent. Mr. Hollister being absent we

were unable to gather any particulars about the

management.

A few miles beyond is a very fine ranch

owned by Mr. H. V. Stanley; there are 1,000

acres in his tract of hill and monte lauds; 200

acres of the latter are cleared. This land is

low, level and immensely productive, raising

crops in the driest season; the hills are adobe,

covered with alrilerilla and clover and affording

the best of pasturage. Mr. Stanley's house is

the finest adobe dwelling in the county, having
been built in 1836 by the Spanish owner of the

San Bernardo ranch. It is a square in shape

and estimated to have cost from S25,000 to S40,-

000. The timbers used in construction are

Cambria pine and were hauled by oxen from 2.")

miles up the coast, while the redwood finishing

was hauled in the same manner from Monterey
county. The house is very large and divided

into rooms some of which are large enough for

an ordinary ranch house. It is painted and
grained inside, making a very pleasant and com-
fortable residence. The house is built on a
little knoll, past which runs the Chorro creek.

The view is very beautiful, embracing in its

diversity hill and valley, mountain and sea.

Mt. Lomo Grande raises its bald and rocky
bight from the west, overlooking the ranch and
throwing toward evening a long eastward
shadow far into the hills.

Dairying

Is the chief branch of farming carried on here.

The ranch is an early one: the season com-
menced January 1st. At the date we visited

the ranch CO cows were milking. The number
will be limited to 100 cows this season, though
125 are usually carried on the ranch, beside
other stock. The drouth during the past year
was much more severe in this section than in

either the northern or southern portion of the
county, and stock suffered greatly on some
ranches. At present 130 acres are sowed to

barley and 40 or 50 acres of corn will be sowed,
together with a few acres of beets for summer
feed. Two hundred hogs are annually turned
off, besides many calves. The dairy- house is

supplied with clear, cold water, led into the
making-room by a pipe. Mr. Stanley's practice

differs a little from that of other dairymen in

some respects. We found the temperature of

the making-room, during the setting and man-
ipulation of the curd, at 54°, which was lower
than that of any other we saw in the county.
The windows and doors were open instead of

being closed as in other making-rooms, and the
water heated outside. The milk was heated
to 88

J

before adding the rennet and then up to

102
J

, the whole process only occupying 31
hours. The press used is worked by weights
and levers, being one of the most convenient in

use.

Leaving this ranch we proceeded up San Ber-
nardo creek, passing through the ranch of J.

H. Cocke, who lost many cows last season and
at present is milking only 31, from which he
makes butter. From this creek a trail leads
off to Morro creek, which we strike at a point
on the ranch of Mr. Langlois. This is an ex-
ceedingly choice location, warm and sheltered,
rarely or never seeing frost, well suited to the
production of choice fruit. Numerous springs
supply an abundance of water for the dairy,
the house and garden, and a pond recently con-
structed and designed for carp. Near the
house is a thrifty orchard aud a vineyard,
famous for its delicious grapes. A profusion of
delicate flowers grace the garden, blooming
perpetually, untouched by the icy breath of
frost.

Following the creek down to the mouth we
saw land which for fertility is seldom equaled.
The ranches of Messrs. Isam and Motherstead,
are among the finest in this section, embracing
a large area of bottom land which yields hand-
somely in cereals. Near the mouth of the
creek is the town of

Morro,
Which at some day will make a thriving place,
being surrounded by a good country and having
a good harbor. The harbor is formed by Morro

bay and is, we believe, the only one land-locked

on the coast soutli of San Francisco. The bay

is three miles in length, shallow over the

greater part, but having a deep and narrow

channel through its length. Two wharves are

built out into the bay, the water being 14 feet

in depth at the end. The entrance channel

from the ocean is eight and a half feet in depth

at low tide. Col. Mendel in his report on the

Coast Survey spoke very highly of its natural

advantages, and claimed that with the expendi-

ture of a moderate amount of money in dredg-

ing out the channel to bedrock, which is 21 feet

below the surface, that this harbor might be

made very safe and serviceable. Morro rock

stands just soutli of the channel near the en-

trance, with rugged sides of naked rock rising

GOO feet in air and covering an area of 50 acres.

This is the best point in the county for ship-

ping cattle, the water inside the bay being per-

fectly quiet, and affording a safe refuge in

stormy weather. The site for a town is very

pretty, and with a liberal planting of trees

which grow very rapidly here, any unpleasant-

ness arising from the constant trade winds may
be avoided. We were told that Mr. Riley,

who owns 160 acres here, on a part of which the

town stands, offers to sell. The place is small,

there being at present but a ecore of houses,

two stores, blacksmith shops, etc. Were a lit-

tle capital invested here the place would take

its rightful position as one of the leading towns
of the county.
Ab mt two miles above Morro is Tarro creek;

there are some very good dairy ranches on this

stream, and some land for sale off the Morro y
Cayucas grant.

The next stream above Torro is Old creek.

One mile from the beach lies the fine ranch for-

merly owned by Hon. K. M. Preston. Mr.
Preston's health failing he sold the ranch, took

up his residence in San Luis Obispo and com-
menced the practice of law. After serving in

the Assembly and very recently as Mayor of

San Luis, filling both positions honorably and
gaining the warm esteem of his fellow citizens,

Mr. Preston is now devoting his whole time to

a large and constantly increasing practice sec-

ond to none in the county. His ranch is now
owned by the Mabel Bros. It is several hun-
dred acres in extent and 100 cows are carried.

Forty-six cows were being milked, making 175
rolls of butter per week.
Above Old creek is the Cayucas creek, which

empties into the ocean near Cayucas landing.

This is a small place, there being but a few
dwelling houses, a hotel, the store of Messrs.

'Full & Grant, and a store and warehouse owned
by James Cass & Co. It is one of the largest

shipping points in the county, and an immense
quantity of butter, cheese, pork and grain goes

over the wharf each season. In the hight of

the season nearly 300 boxes of butter per week
are shipped from Cayucas.
Two miles above the landing is the Burnett

ranch of 2,000 acres, rented at SI. 25 an acre to

Mr. Tonansine, a Swiss. There are between
300 and 400 cows on the ranch, and it is the
largest single butter dairy in the county. A
great many of the dairymen in this part of the
county are Swiss, who came from Marin county.

A few miles above the Cayucas is Villa creek.

On this creek are some (500 cows, 450 of them in

three dairies of 150 cows each, owned respect-

ively by Messrs. Musho, Gatti, and the Shaw
Bros. There is much bottom land here suitable

for a variety of products.

Beyond Villa creek on the coast is a very
good dairy ranch owned by R. Logan, Esq.; it

consists of 800 acres of good grazing land well

watered, and stocked with 100 head of cows, and
a number of head of horses aud calves. Fifty-

two cows were milking at the time of our visit.

Everything was very neat about the dairy-

house, sweet and inviting, and the butter fine

flavored.

About a mile north of Mr. Logan's is the dairy

of Mr. Geo. Campbell. He has 110 head of

grade Durham cows, which average 200 pounds
of butter apiece per annum, some of them yield-

ing 55 pounds of milk a day. In 1876 he milked
74 cows on natural feed, raised 21 calves and
made 6,440 pounds of cheese and 11.44S pounds
of butter. The cheese was made in a neighbor-

ing factory in 21 days. Mr. Campbell urges

the claims of the Durham as being the best

breed for dairymen, and claiming for them as

much hardihood as the American cattle possess.

Passing on a few miles through a hilly coun-

try we come to the ranch of Mr. Everett, who
is milking 60 cows out of a total of 70. The
foundation of the herd is American stock im-

proved by Durham and subsequently cross-bed

to Jersey bulls purchased from A. Mailliard, of

Marin county. In 1876 one of his grade Dur-

ham cows gave 72 pounds of milk per day for a

short time, and he has a six-year-old cow that

now gives 271 pounds per milkaig, and many
others that run from 40 to 60 pounds per day.

He is making on the average one pound per day
of butter from each cow, while some are mak-
ing two pounds a day.

Close by this ranch we saw a cheese factory

built two years ago, but which has never run

but a part of the first season. Mr. Bowen, the

owner, dying, the factory has been closed since

bis decease, and is now offered for sale by Mrs.

Bowen, who resides in San Francisco. The fac-

tory is furnished with improved dairy utensils,

and built in convenient form.

The road beyond the factory intersects Honey
creek, flowing through

Green Valley.

This is a beautiful valley, the hills low and
rolling, with considerable low-land bordering

on the creek, yielding heavily under cultiva-
tion. There are several dairy ranches in the
valley, of which I shall mention Mr. S. M.
Davidson's more particularly in my next letter.

H. E. Hallet.
San Luis, April, 1878.

Fine Strawberries.

Editors Press:—Having advertised in the

Press last winter, the different varieties of

strawberries that I have introduced in Califor-

nia, many of your readers sent to me for plants.

I claimed to have superior varieties, both for

productiveness and beauty and size of the fruit.

It is true that they did not bear such big names
as the "Champion of the World," "Monarch of
the West," etc., nevertheless many of the Press
readers had confidence in the truth of my as-
sertions, and got some plants at a rather high
price, too.

At this time of writing my strawberries are
ripening all round, and I take pleasure in send-
ing you by express some samples of those
French varieties. I wish that every one who
got plants of them last winter, could see those
three or four pounds of my barren hill products
picked especially for the Ri'ral Press.

I will give you a few details on the contents
of the box. First you will notice the way the
berries are packed to prevent molding, bruising,
and to keep them fresh. In my work on straw •

berry culture, I have given a description of

that method of packing choice berries, and I

hope that you will let me know how fresh the
berries will be when reaching you. There are
three layers of berries in the box, the first one
after opening the box, the top layer, is the
beautiful "Bonne Bouche," one of the largest

berries and most prolific bearers on my place.

Though obtained from France, I must say that
this variety was originated in England at the
Royal garden of Frogmore. As you will see

the berry is nicely shaped, fat, large, sweet and
nicely flavored. The biggest one in the lot

must measure five inches and a half round.
The second layer is composed two-thirds of "Car-
olina Superba," originated at the Versailles

palace garden, and one third of "Bourguig-
nonne" (originated in Burgundy). The latter is

splendid for shipping and so prolific. As to Car-
olina Superba, I leave it to you; does it or

not deserve its name of "Superba."
The last layer at the bottom of the box, that

beautiful, shining red berry, is the "brilliant"
Anrelie, as I called it in my descriptive cata-

logue.

1 do not certainly expect that those berries

raised in the red clay of my barren hill will

beat those raised below in the rich loam of your
valleys, but do you not think that they will

compare favorably with them?
I would advise every one of your readers that

get plants of either those four varieties not to

be afraid to root runners this year, but set out
as many plants of them as they can, and then
not to bother themselves about the big names of

sorts. Felix Gillet.
Nevada City, Cal.

[The berries arrived in perfect condition and

merit the best words which could be written of

them. We do not remember ever seeing any-

thing finer. They were carefully laid in with

layers of grape leaves above and below, and

above and below the grape leaves was a thin

layer of hay, to guard against the continuous

jar of the railway cars. Holes were bored in

the box all around, which admitted air and

kept the fruit dry and sound. The package

was the best we ever saw for safe carriage of a

delicate product like strawberries. We are

glad that Mr. Gillet is meeting with success in

introducing this fruit, for it is certainly very

desirable.— Eds. Press.]

A Santa Clara Strawberry Farm.

Editors Press: — I had the pleasure this

morning of a brief visit to the fine fruit farm

of Mr. J. W. Brings, located on the west bank

of the Coyote river, three miles north of San

Jose. As wo drove round my attention was

called to a remarkably fine looking plot of straw-

berries, looking so much fresher and more vigor-

ous and healthy than any I have s< en this year,

that I was anxious to learn something more of

them. Mr. Briggs informed me they were a

new importation from the East, called the

"Monarch of the West." And when he told

me all about them, and presented me with a

box of such magnificent berries as I had not

seen this year before, I concluded they were

well named. He has only about two acres of

the plants, and though they were only set about

the 10th of last January they have already

borne more fruit and brought more money than

any 10 or 20 acres of the old " Longworth's Pro-

lific" on the place. Indeed, it seems this old

stand-by has seen its best days in this vicinity,

and some new sorts must be introduced to keep

up the market supply in the near future. Mr.

Briggs has tried several new sorts from the East,

but none please him so well on his ground as
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the "Monarch." In the box which he gave me,
and which was just taken out of a chest rilled

for the San Francisco market, I found berries
that would measure five inches in circumference
and no small ones.

The plants are now in their second crop, and
the fruit is not only finer but far more abundant
than the first crop. They readily bring $25
per chest in the city. The berries are quite
firm, and look exceedingly showy and fine in

the box, and with sugar and cream are not hard
to take. The plants are sending out runners
abundantly, and Mr. Briggs says he intends
putting in all the ground he can spare witl

them next winter. So I hope the "Monarch''
may prove to be the very plant we need.
Mr. Briggs large young orchard is looking ex-

ceedingly well, his trees making a good growth.
He has 1,000 3-year-old cherry trees in one
body, which makes a beautiful appearance from
the road, their dark, rich foliage covering the
trunk of the tree down to the very ground
His Kittatinny blackberry crop this year
promises to be simply immense, should no
blight befall them. G. W. M.

oanta Clara, Cal., June 3d, 1878.

The ground should receive a good dressing of
decayed manure every fall, to insure tine
blooms. Water freely when coming in bloom
The only trouble with pa-onies in California ii_

the rampant growth of the foliage, which takes
the nutriment from the buds and they remain
undeveloped. The pajony will seldom bloom
the first season after removing.

Wm. C. L. Drew.
El Dorado, Cal.

Pr-kparturiens Walnut.—Of this new vari

ety introduced by Mr. Gillet, and which has

been described in the Press, he says in a recent
letter: "My Priepartnriens walnuts, small as
they are, are well laden with nuts

; they are
bearing more and more every year."

Argeratum De Lasseaux.

Editors Press:—This handsome ageratum is

not as well known as it should be, it would
have been well known in our gardens ere this,

but for the unfortunate circumstances under

which it was first introduced.

A. Lasseauxii, or rose-flowered ageratum, was
first introduced into French gardens in 1870,

from the envirous of Montevido by the late

Lasseaux. In the spring of that year some
young plants were offered for sale, but unfor-

tunately a terrible drouth, lasting from April to

August in that year, prevented the plants being
grown to perfection.

The following year the war between Francli
and Germany occurred, which put a stop for
the time to all floral investigation, to the great
detriment of not only this but many other rare
novelties of peculiar merit. In a few localities

during the season of 1872, the plant was suc-
cessfully grown and blossomed, and created
quite an excitement among florists and amateurs;
and, to the delight of all, it was found to be as
hardy as our most common and well known va-
rieties. The following season of 1873, a few
seed were sent to England and America, but
not until 1874 was it offered for sale by Ameri-
can seedsmen and even then in a very limited
quantity.

The flowers, which are of a most beautiful
and delicate rose color, are borne in very pretty,
light, graceful tufts like those of A. Mesh-ana.
Like the common blue forms it is not only
adapted for garden decoration, but peculiarly
adapted to bouquet purposes, the blossoms be-
ing arranged in terminal bouquets, with long
and fine peduncles. Like all plants it has some
faults, but these are in the form and habit of
plant, viz., of bad shape and slender, sometimes
straggling growth, and will in the course of a
few years be removed by a judicious selection of
seed and in careful culture.

As in the blue ageratum, pinching oft' the
branches which show an undue tendency to
length, and in selecting for seed the specimens
which are the earliest to bloom and most dwarf
and compact in habit, will enable one in a few
seasons to obtain a race of compact, thick set
and well formed plants suitable for any purpose.

Culture.

A. Lasseauxii is of perennial duration. It is

grown from send which should be sown in light,

sandy loam or vegetable mold. In the early
part of the season using a hot-bed or cold frame
or later it may be successfully sown in the open
ground. The seed is very line and should be
but slightly covered. Laying a wet cloth over
the soil will keep the ground moist and hasten
germiuation. Give them the same treatment
as you would an aster, and they will flourish.

When they have made a few leaves, transplant
into pots or to the places they are to occupy in
the garden. They may be readily increased by
cuttings or root divisions when well established.
They are also fine for conservatory or window
culture.

Ansv/er3 to Inquiries.
Aqvilkuias."" Can aquilejfia roots be successfully

divided, and how? I am not successful io dividing them.—D. C."

The aquilegia root can be easily divided, but
1 would advise the growing of young stock
from seed. Aquilegias should be divided in

January or February in California, before spring
growth. It will be necessary to have part of
the old root to each division. It is usual to
split the tap root, through the center, in two,
three or more pieces.

P^oniks. —" Will the pseony flower in California I am
not able to bloom them.—A. R."

To flower the pasony in our State, it should
be grown in partisl shade, in the spring. When
the shoots appear, remove all but three or four.

Bees in Napa County.

Editors Press:—Swarming is in order witl

the bees, although I have kept it down to some
extent with mine. I have substituted artificial

swarming. I commenced with 18 swarms
blacks except three, one of which has an im

ported queen, the other two from imported

stock. I have no black queens now and have no

black drones yet. I have all Italian drones

from the imported queen. Enclosed I send you
a rarity (a white-headed drone) from imported

stock. I have seen but one more like it.

The Italians are beauties and good tempered

They are too busy to think of stinging. I can

handle them without smoke, and no black rob

ber can gain admittance without risk of his

life. Blacks are cross, rendering a bee vei

necessary; also a plenty of smoke.

This seems to be a favorable season for bees

and honey. Flowers are blooming earlier an

in more profusion than I ever saw before. Buck
eyes are coming in bloom much earlier than
last year. The hawberries last year never per
fected their fruit. It is usually alive with bees
while in bloom. It is more commonly known
as barberry.

I overhauled a hive last week for a neighbor
that had not been attended to for several years,

It was in one of the old Harbinson hives. There
were three frames below, a honey board on, and
and one small frame above. The hive has been
in its present position for over two years to my
knowledge. A swarm came from it a week
ago and went back again, probably lost its

queen. I found below the bottom board a space
filled with capped honey, the upper part in the
same fix, and the broad chamber looked like a
puzzle. The comb was crooked, old and black,
and drones hatched and hatching enough t<

supply the neighborhood. It was a hard job
but I got several sheets of worker brood in all

stages, gave them to a new hive, put in empty
frames alternately, and put in I think a peck
measure solid full of bees. There being a plenty
of queen cells, gave them one in pbice and cut
the balance out. I took about 30 pounds of

good clear capped honey and gave the swarm
the balance in a top story to clean up and start

anew, as the weather was threatening to rain

I did not deem it necessary to look for a queen,
I Concluded she was lost and the bees were wait
ing for the first queen to hatch to swarm again.

As they had an allowance of stores, a plenty of

room and only one young queen, they may
have changed their mind about swarming for a
while.

"U. K. Lyptus" wishes to hear the result of
changing swarms in case of robbing. I tried it

to my satisfaction last season, and concluded it

is not safe; I do not care to repeat the experi-
ment. As for a standard frame, I don't see how
it can be possible. The Langstrotli seems to
be the popular one. I have it myself, but found
this wet winter it molded badly. It being long
and shallow, bees did not fill out the end, and
the long wet spell molded the part that was
not covered by the bees. The Harbinson being
more square shaped, the bees covered it better
and they did not mold. I could not get anything
but swarms from the Harbinson Until I changed
the whole thing. First I reduced the bottom,
making the rear slightly higher than the front,

say one inch or less. Then I let the front side
down to three-eighths of an inch of the bottom
board, and open whole width. I took the mid-
dle bar out of the frame, giving the whole
size of the frame to the brood. I put a mid-
dle bar at the bottom, cut out all drone
comb, replaced with worker comb, keeping it

in place with wire hooks, as described in a pre-
vious issue of the Rural. The result is eight
solid sheets of worker brood, and having room
above brood combs, the 18 small frames are
nearly all capped and ready to replace with
empty frames. This is in a hive that was trans-

ferred from a box hive in January, and blacks
at that. The queen cells were cut out as often

as once a week. The swarm is as large as one
could wish, and no drones—the guillotine served

!
i -in. I have now a young Italian queen in

tliu place of black.

1 had a few of the Quimby closed-end hives
to commence with, and have made the Lang-
stroth deeper -say 11 inches deep—and trimmed
the Quimby to slip inside them, so as to use
either frame. 1 find it handy, and think I shall

keep to that size in future.

I grafted queen cells from a comb of Italian to
black successfully this season. I have some of

the queens alive and as natural as ever. If

some of the readers of the Rural wish to know
the process, I may inform them at some future
time. J. D. Enos.
Napa, Cal., April 20th, 1878.

Plymouth Rocks.

This is an American breed, of New England
origin and quite popular. Their colors are Dom
inique, of shades varying from light to dark,
combs single, and legs clean and yellow, or
dusky-yellow, with occasionally slight traces
feathering, -which is being bred out, and
these respects they are improving annually
They are a symmetrical, square built, heavy
bodied, splendid looking fowl, even rivaliu
the Asiatics in size. The longer we keep them
the better we like them, and, of all oth
breeds, Plymouth Rocks the Fowl for tl

farmer, and for general purposes. They com
bine more in themselves than any variety w
know of. Are so hardy and healthy that they
seem proof against the diseases that annually
carry of so many fine birds. The chicks ar
lively and strong, and mature very rapidly
becoming large and early fit for market. Their
flesh, in quality, is line grained, tender anc
juicy, and, as dressed poultry, they are plump
full breasted, and, with fine yellow skin and legs,

look well and sell well in the market. They
can be depended on for eggs "// the year round
as well as for sitters, and mothers, in seasoi
Are not high flyers, and are excellent forager
when given their liberty.

Who originated them is a disputed question
and is of small importance at this time. W
are aware that what we have written will be
stale and uninteresting to the professional
breeder ; but as our aim is to enlighten the
amateur—and it is from them the professional
to receive the larger portion of patronage.
From our experience with this breed we are

satisfied that the larger number of the prom
inent breeders have different methods of origi

nating and perfecting it; but with all, we do not
hesitate in claiming that before long they will

be the breed selected as best adapted to th
South, and most profitable for the farmer, cot
tager, mechanic, and in fact no one south of

Virginia who breed fowls for pleasure or profit

will be without them. Our reason for so broad
au assertion arises from the fact that no on
having fowls upon their yards in the section
named wish to care for and feed them merely
for egg production

;
hence, as this breed thrive

well, and combine in themselves such a variety
of necessary qualifications, being hardy anc
lealthy, not as liable to disease as some other
ireeds, "can be depended upon for eggs all th

year round," remarkably fine for the table
good sitters and mothers, easily kept in confine

ment and yet good foragers when allowed t<

roam ; what more can be asked ? The chick
thrive from the time they are hatched until

maturity, a qualification that we have never
seen in any other breed. This is our experience
and that of others in this section.

The color is one that will not tarnish by soot
or smoke of cities; not liable to attract haw k;

the country, and is pleasing to the eye
though not gay. And while on the subject of

color, we were amused once while trying to

persuade an old farmer to purchase a pair of

light-colored fowls, when he remarked that he
would not have them for the reason that in the
ountry if a brood of white chicks were hatched

out that the hawks would take all but one pair
"caving them to raise another lot for his (Mr
Haw kship's) use next season.

In extolling this breed, we do so from con
viction, and will state that we are not breeding
poultry for sale, and do not intend to do so i

the future. All we breed will be for our own
pleasure.

—

Poultry Breeder.

Eggs as Food.—Eggs of various kinds are
largely used as food for man, and it is scarcely

possible to exaggerate their value in this eapac-
ty, so simple and convenient are they in their

form and so manifold may be their transforma-
tions. They are exceedingly delicious, highly
nutritious and easy of digestion, and when the
shell is included they may be said to contain in

themselves all that is required for Use construc-
tionof thebody. Ithasbeenclaimed for themthat
they be may served in about (iOO ways, although
t is generally found the more simple they are
prepared the more they are approved. Although
ther eggs than those of birds are eaten, for

instance, turtle's eggs—it is generally agreed
that the eggs of the common fowl and of the
lover possess the richest and sweetest flavor.

The eggs of ducks and geese are frequently
sed in cookery, but they are of too coarse a
ature to be eaten alone. The eggs of the

turkey and of the pea- hen are highly esteemed
for some purposes. The weight of an ordinary
new-laid hen's egg is from one and a half to two
and a half ounces avoirdupois, and the quantity
f dry solid matter contained in it amounts to

ibout 200 grains. In 100 parts, about 10 parts

consist of shell, (iO of white and 30 of yolk.

The white of the egg contains a larger propor-
tion of water than the yolk. It contains no
fatty matter, but consists chiefly of albumen in

dissolved state. All fatty matters of the
egg is accumulated in the yolk, which consists

relatively of a smaller proportion of nitrogenous
matter and a larger proportion of solid mattei
than the white. Therefore, in an alimentary
point of view, the white and the yolk differ

considerably from each other, the former being
n.ainly a simple solution of albumen, the latter

being a solution of a modified form of albumen,
together with a quantity of fat. . . . Raw
and lightly-boiled eggs are easy of digestion. It

issaid that raw eggs are moreeasily digested than
cooked ones; but this may be doubted if the egg
is not over-cooked. A hard-boiled egg presents
a decided resistance to gastric solution and a
constipatory action on the bowels.—Outsell'*
Domestic Dictionary.

i Sjock Y

Assessment of Migratory Stock.

The Board of Equalization met this day at
the office of the Governor. Full board present.
A communication from F. M. West, County

Treasurer of San Joaquin county, addressed to
the Attorney-General, was referred to this
board for consideration, in which the following
questions were asked: Several parties removing
sheep, etc., from San Joaquin county to Alpine
county for pasture are compelled to pass through
Calaveras cornty. In one or two cases the par
ties have boon compelled by storms to delay for
a few days, and in each case the assessor of
Calaveras county assessed the parties and made
them pay the taxes on their stock by seizure,
notwithstanding the fact that the assessor of
San Joaquin county had made his returns to
Alpine county in due form. Has an assessor
any right under such circumstances to reassess
said stock and enforce the collection of the tax !

Second—Can any assessor make returns to
two counties for the same stock, if parties so
request ?

Third—Has any assessor the right or can
stock once assessed be assessed a second time
during the same year, except for violation of
the law in connection therewith ?

To the foregoing inquiries the board instructed
the Secretary to answer in the negative to each.

Certified to be a full, true and correct copy of
the minutes of the Board of Equalization, re-
lating to migratory stock, in answer to inquiries
made by F. M. West, County Treasurer of San
Joaquin county. F. R. Hogeboom,

Sacramento, 1878. Secretary.

Amendments to the Game Law.

The killing of quail, partridge and duck is

prohibited in San Bernardino and Los Angeles
counties between the 1st of April and the 1st of
August ; and in other couuties except Lassen,
Plumas and Sierra, between the lath of March,
and the loth of September. The killing of
doves is prohibited in San Joaquin county be-
tween the 1st of January and the 1st of July.
The gathering or destroying of the eggs of

any species of wild duck is made a misdemeanor.
The killing of any male deer between thcTst

of November and the 1st of July is prohibited.
The killing of any antelope, elk, mountain

sheep or female deer is prohibited for four years
from the passage of the Act.
The killing of spotted fawn at any time is

prohibited.

The killing of any animals meutioned in the
ame laws, except for use of food, is a misde-
meanor. This clause is designed to prohibit the
poisoning of game animals.

The taking of any species of trout is pro-
hibited between the 1st of November and the
1st of April.

The taking of salmon is prohibited between
the 1st of August and the loth of September,
and also betw een sunrise on Saturday and 12 m.
011 the following Sunday through the year.

The taking of shad is prohibited between the
1st of April and the 31st of April and the 31st
of December.

Fish of any description can be taken at any
time with hook and line in the tide waters.

Traps and other permanent contrivances for

atching fish in any of the streams or sloughs
are prohibited.

Nets may not be used, except for shrimp fish-

ing, with meshes of less than one and one-quar-
ter inches. Nets may not extend more than
one-third across any stream or slough.

It is required to return to the water all the
young of fish, or fish too small to bo marketed.
The penalty of violating any provision of the

aw is a fine of not less than !j?5, nor more than
300, or imprisonment in default. One-half of

all lines collected goes to informers and half to
the District Attorney. All nets and apparatus
illegally employed may be seized and sold, and
one-half of the proceeds will go to the person
making the seizure, and the other half to the
school fund. All nets with meshes under size

,-ill be destroyed,

'fhe Act is already in force.

Death Hates in Cities.—The Sanitarian for

May furnishes some interesting statistics of the
"eath rates in different cities of the Union dur-
ing the month of March last. New York ex-
ibits the largest ratio of any northern city,

being 25.69 per 1,000 inhabitants. This, how-
ver, is far exceeded by Charleston, S. C,
where the ratio is 32.89. As a rule, the south-
ern cities show a larger death-rate than northern
ones. In New Orleans it is 2-1.5; in Washing-
<>n, 23.65; in Nashville, 22.21; in Mobile,
4.11. St. Louis, however, shows one of the

lowest rates in the tabic, viz., 9.39, while that
1 Baltimore is only 18.2(1. Of northern cities,

Boston has a death-rate of 20.38, New Haven,
18.44; Syracuse, 18.25; Brooklyn, 18.19;
rovidence, 18.0G; and San Francisco, 17.25;

hilc many others are considerably below even
these figures. The lowest rate in the list is

that of Yonkers, in New York, where the mor-
tality for the month was only 8.27 per 1,000.
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Correspondence cordially invited from all Patrons for this

department.

Address before Danville Grange.

The following is the concluding portion rf

the address of Worthy Master, Charles Wood,

of which the beginning was given in the Press of

June 8th: Next, fellow patrons, but perhaps par-

amount in interest, and in need of correction,

if it were not too late, is the management of the

public lands, both State and National, in which

every citizen is supposed as a member of the

body politic to have an equal interest. Prob-

ably no trust ever placed in the hands of Con-

gress and State Legislatures, lias been so much

abused, sometimes ignorantly on the part of

most members, but more frequently through

the connivance and manipulation of designing

and unscrupulous men. What were called do-

nations to the State by Congress, but which

were in reality only segregation of a moiety of

what the State would be entitled to if the pub-

lic domain were divided among its owners

—

the several States—have been disposed of in a

reckless, improvident manner, and long before

a necessity existed to part with them, at prices

ranging from 5% to 20% of the real value. The
laws providing for their sale have been so

loosely drawn and uuskillfully guarded that,

comparatively speaking, a few men have "gob-

bled up a great part of the donations or at

least have been enabled to manipulate them so

that the actual bone, fide settlers, to whom from

the first they should have been sacredly set

apart, have had to pay from two to ten-fold

above what the State realized.

The recognition, possibly from necessity under

Mexican law and treaty stipulation, of Spanish

grants—reeking, as they were, with perjury,

corrupt surveys, mutilated, falsified and forged

deeds—was a "bitter pill" enough; but the

facility afforded by the law makers in their

injudicious zeal to realize from the trust, aided

by the selfish desire of those on the inside in

the land offices, both State aud national, and
their friends, "to feather their nests" at the

expense of the public domain, is little short of

a criminal betrayal of a plain duty. The land

should have been put upon the market only so

fast as the need of actual occupants required,

making occupation of the attempted restriction

to 320 acres for a reasonable time, at least, like

the U. S. pre-emption law, a prerequisite to

issuance of certificate of purchase. The land

has always been worth much more than has

been obtained for it, but that is of small conse-

quence in comparison to the evil menacing the

public good by the concentration of large landed
estates in the hands of so few. The report of

the Land Commission, provided for by the last

session of the Legislature, shows conclusively

how this, to a great extent, has been accom-
plished in the matter of school lands by dis-

honest and unscrupulous speculators. The re-

port speaks of a provision in the law of 1S69
and 1870, where the engrossed bill (which
ought, and is supposed to be, the instrument as

finally amended and passed by both houses),

now on file in the office of the Secretary of

State, shows a restriction of sales of land in

quantities greater than 320 acres to any one
person. This wholesome restriction was left

out from the enrolled bill (which is simply a
copy on parchment, made for the Governor's
signature, of the engrossed bill, as amended
and paSfeed, without interlineation, erasure or
curtailment) and in this mutilated form was
signed by the Governor. Query ? Is the land
acquired under and by virtue of such a palpable
fraud held legally and cannot proceedings be
instituted to set aside title ?

Any land system. State or national, which
has allowed, and will yet allow by means of
subsidies, desert land laws or otherwise, the
acquirement of thousands of acres of the public
domain, however lawfully, by any one person
or corporation at first hands from the Govern-
ment, is based upon wrong principles of public
policy, and is subversive of the equality which
must be the superstructure of Republican insti-

tutions, and we look with favor upon the fact
that the people everywhere are awake to this
question, aud are trying, by proper legislative
and congressional restriction, to save whatever
is not already " stolen from the stable."
The disposal of the swamp and overflowed

land has not been quite so disastrous in its re-
sults, as much money has had to be spent in
their reclamation, not always proving a judic-
ious investment, still the fact that large quanti-
ties are held by a few persons is to be deplored.
The spoliation of our magnificent forests is

another question of magnitude, and however
necessary it may have been in the building up
of this "Western Empire" to utilize the tim-
ber, some small part of the profits thereof
should have gone to enrich the depleted public
treasury and not altogether into the hands of
miilmen and speculators.

Another grievance, affecting the whole com-
munity, more or less understood and magnified,
is the arbitrary, and, in many cases, unjust and
exorbitant tariff of freights and fares upon our
public highways, for so I class railroads, as well
as toll and common county roads; for each
alike, in order to exercise its functions, has to
appeal to that high principle of public policy

called the "right of eminent domain, " which is

the "right to take private property for public

use upon paying just compensation therefor."

The law of corporations, and especially that

authorizing the incorporation for railroad pur-

poses, was enacted primarily for the public good,

the profit to the corporation itself being

secondary and incidental. It gave them powers

and privileges relative to condemnation of rights

of way and personal liability of members, de-

nied to individuals; and it has the right to

exact liberal and unoppressive management,

particularly in this State where the railroads,

under one management, by their very magni-

tude, defy competition. Happily the late de-

cision of the United States Supreme Court in

what are called the Granger cases, has settled

beyond controversy the principle of the right to

control common carriers, even carrying it so far

aB to embrace the warehouse and elevator sys-

tem "as private property affected with a public

interest," the same as the public interest in the

business of millers, draymen, hackmen, ferries,

toll roads and railroads, and ought to be under

public regulation, viz: "That it exact but

reasonable tolls."

All that now remains to be done is to apply

the principle laid down in those decisions in

such a manner as will cause no hardship or in-

justice to the corporations, and yet do justice to

those in whose interest they were primarily

created. If the power to regulate tolls upon

ferries and toll roads, rates of water and gas

supplies, etc., can be delegated to municipal

authorities, Board of Supervisors and special

commissions created for that purpose, why can-

not the same be done with the power to regu-

late fares and freights on the railroad? In no

other manner can the power be exercised under-

standingly and with equity to all parties con-

cerned. The problem is a difficult one, but, in

a broad sense, the interest of the State and cor-

poration are alike and each should endeavor to

meet the other half way in an equitable adjust-

ment.
As farmers we have also a strong interest in

the subject of irrigation. We think there

should be a Constitutional amendment embody-
ing the following principles and declarations:

1. That in many parts of the State irrigation

is a prime necessity, greatly conducive to the

public good, and that consequently the right of

eminent domain is applicable thereto.

2. That the waters available for such districts

be dedicated to irrigation uses and segregating

any given source of supply to the use of all the

land needing it susceptible of irrigation there

from.

3. Declaring the right of condemnation of

already acquired and vested Inter uses of water
to greater public uses, whenever so required for

the public good.

4. Prohibiting the further acquirement of

vested private water rights when in conflict

with public uses, although permitting the pri

vate use of the water until needed for the latter.

Legislation should then be had under these Con-
stitutional rights, authorizing, with careful re

strictions, irrigation districts to be formed, and
such canals and wrorks to be constructed at the

expense, equitably, of those to be benefited

within the districts, at the same time permit
ting such expenditure by the State looking to a

general system of irrigation as will subserve
public interests.

The cause of education concerns every one.

In regard to school taxation, it appears that we
as farmers have no just cause of complaint. The
division of school money depends upon the
school census, which does not run parallel with
property values, and if anything, agricultural

and mining communities get their full share of

it. One great want is that the rights of the
child be more fully recognized. If the natural

gnardians, the parents, fail to do their duty, it

is the higher function of the government to in

terfere and see that it is done. If through the

ignorance, prejudice, or bad principles of the
pareut, children are not sent to school, the com
pulsory law should step in and compel it to be
done; and the power to do so can be maintained
upon sound principles of public policy, even if

common humanity were not enough.
The State has the right, and it is its sacred

duty to provide such facilities for education at
the public expense as can be availed of approxi
mately by all, and she should insist that all

avail themselves of such facilities. Beyon
this, the question of additional educational
facilities should be decided, and the cost borne
by the locality particularly to be benefited, an
becomes a question of local legislation. The
State should delegate to such municipalities and
districts wherein practically everyone could
avail themselves of the benefits, the right to

establish high schools and to locally tax for

their support within such limits, but care should
be taken that lienefits and burdens be cotermi
nous.

The normal school is, without doubt, a neces
sary part of our common school system, intend
ed solely to provide capable teachers for the
public schools: but the question is frequently
asked, is the University a part of the system or
supplemental to it even, and should it not be
self-sustaining for its cost of maintenance abov
the income derived from its already large dona
tions and endowments ? Is not the expenditure
by the State to give a few a better education
than can be given to the many based upon the
theory that such better education is to reflect
upon and increase the general welfare, aud not
upon the theory of benefiting the individual?
Is it for the public good so many persons are
elucated at its cost, when in 19 out of 20 cases
the education so acquired is for no public util-

ity, but rather to make sharp professional men
who use their talents exclusively for selfish or

personal purposes ? And another question is

frequently asked, how far, or to what extent is

the State bound to supply University facilities ?

At present the institution accommodates, fairly,

about 400 students, but larger demands are

being made, and shall the State go on furnish-

ing them for six, eight, ten or twenty hundred

as the population increases ? Or, if only its

present accommodations be maintained, how
shall it be determined among us, who, in the

increase of those desiring to enter, shall have

the preference ? These questions are pertinent

anel must be considered sooner or later.

No fault is to be found in the application of

the donations to the State to University pur-

poses. No fault is to be found with the munifi-

cent endowment by the State, and no fault will

be found in the continued fostering of such a

noble institution, until all wishing to enter can

be admitted; but still the question will recur,

ought it not to be self-sustaining. The State

should be generous and liberal toward the pub-

lic, but not toward individuals, except inciden-

tally, and without iliscriminatiou. As to indus-

trial education, it is a subject beset with elitii-

culties, and its elucidation will not be attempt-

ed to-day; but so far as the Agricultural Col-

lege of the University is concerned, and to

which we, as farmers, feel more relateel in our

interests, are not the few students to be founel

its classes more owing to the wishes and

tastes (however perverted), of those sending

their sons and daughters to the University than

to any other reason ? Do not parents and stu-

nts generally, and almost wholly, prefer the

classical, scientific, or literary departments to

that of agriculture ?

The reports of the regents show that in the

first or senior class, at the institution, there

are no stuelcnts in agriculture; in the second or

junior class, of 7(5 in number, but one; in the

third or sophmore class, of 63, but two; and in

the fourth or freshman class, of 99, not one.

This, however open to criticism, may have been

or may be the acts of the Regency toward the

Agricultural College, in contemplation of its

misapplication of the terms anel true meaning
of the so-called Morrill grant by Congress;

however disproportionately the funels derived

therefrom have been expended in unjust dis-

crimination against the agricultural and mechan-
ical departments, it must be conceded that we
must look elsewhere for the cause of limited at-

tendance.
In conclusion, fellow Patrons, having alluded

to most of the practical issues, affecting not

only our peculiar interests but those of the

community, anel upon which we can unite,

leaving out any that might be considered polit-

ical and that would create antagonism in the

(i range, let me say to you, "elo not forget the

principles of emr Oreler.

"

We banel te>gether to dignify and elevate our
calling, not to degrade or depress the callings

of others; to assert equal rights, not to trample

upon the rights of co-ordinate industries; to ex

tend our knowledge of the business of the

world of which we form an integral part; to

educate ourselves and children to better under-

stand the problem of life and aid in its solu

tion; to encourage industry, both mental and
physical, "putting thought with labor to pro-

duce its best results;" to raise the sphere of

usefulness and happiness of the "better half"

in all well-regulated homes, by opening up new
channels of thought and action: to beautify and
adorn our homes that they may be more attrac

tive to inmates and frienels; to do away with so

much isolation—the bane of farm life—anel

cultivate more sociability and congenialty of

feelings; to assist each other in sickness and in

adversity— in a word, to make us better and
happier creatures.

Let us be watchful that these noble objects

be not paralyzed by indifference and unelue sel-

fishness, aud the Order of Patrons of Hus
bandry cannot be a failure.

most of the audience and accompanied by the
organ. When all being harmonized and quiet,

the State Lecturer was formally introduceel and
anel elelivered his full lecture upon the great
question of the day, the Constitutional Conven-
tion, which was listened to with profound at-

tention and laudeel so often that he felt the
audience to be in complete sympathy writh the
speaker. The singing of another Grange song
completeel the arrangements and the meeting
was elismissed, and ourselves, being the guests
of Bro. Wooel, were taken to his beautiful
farm home and there entertained, as his good
Grange wife and family know so well how to
make comfortable, till Monday morning, when
we were bieakfasted and by six o'clock Bent on
our way t" meet our next appointment at Point
of Timbers, 25 or 30 miles distant.

We shall all ever remember this visit to Dan-
ville Grange as one of the most pleasant ones of

our life, aud the kind brothers and sisters that
maele our visit so joyous.

B. PiLKiNfiTeiN, State Lecturer.
Danville, May 20th.

Taxation and the Constitutional Conven-

tion.

Editors Press:—The following preamble and

resolutions were passed unanimously by Wash-

ington Grange, No. 228, P. of H., at their last

meeting, June 8th, 1878:

Whereas, In view of the approaching Con-
stitutional Convention we deem it due to our-

selves to elefine our position as a Grange, and
that we will support no one for Delegate who
will not support the following resolutions:

Rexohed, That we are in favor of equal

taxation and opposeel to the §1,000 exemption,

as advocated by the Workingmen's Conventien,

of San Francisco.

Resolved, That we are in favor of taxing mort-

gages so far as to exempt an equal amount of

the property so mortgaged from the mortgagor.

Resolvtd, That we favor the assessing and
taxing of all mining and other stocks at the rul-

ing rates of such stocks at tho time of assess-

ment.
Rexoh ed, That we favor the taxing of moneys

in banks, moneys elue, and all solvent debts of

whatever nature or description.

Ciias. Bamf.rt, Sec'y pro tern.

Oregon State Grange.

Editors Press:—The Oregon State Grange

completed its sixth session at two o'clock this

morning in this city. Its last work was the

installation of the officers for the new term, of

whom Bro. A. R. Shipley, of Oswe-go, is Master
and D. S. K. Buick, Overseer. Bro. Randall,

its efficient Secretary, was re-elected to that
position. The last hours of the session were
marked by much of the spirit of fraternity, and
will not be soon forgotten by the members
present.

The Order in this State has for two years

been in no little tribulation by reason of its

many failures in business aud the overhanging
debt of So, 000, the fruits of the unbusinesslike

agency system. This load, however, was thrown
off last night, when the members of thiB body
came nobly forward, provideel by subscription

and otherwise for its payment. Both Master
and Overseer now installed are accomplished
men and earnest Patrons, fully competent to the
work before them. N. W. Garretson.

Salem, June 1st.

Worthy Lecturer's Visits.

Danville.

The Danville Grange is situated in that beau-
tiful San Ramon valley under tho magnificent
shaelows of Mt. Diablo, where they have built

anel paid for a large Grange Hall in a spaciously
and well-beautified lot. This being exclusively

a farm settlement. Danville Grange, in point of

numbers, is one of the largest in the State and
one of the most prosperous. We found here
preparations hael been made by its Worthy-
Master, Bro. ('has. Wood, for lwth a private
and public meeting, with a regular ( irange feast

to cheer the interval between the meetings.
Bro. Wooel being called away, Bro. Stone, the
Worthy Overseer of the (irange, presided, and
calling upon Bro. Steele to instruct them in the
good of the Order, he gave this very large col

lection of Grangers a most able and exhaustive
address upon that head. He was followed by
Bro. Gardner on the true condition of the three
(Irange institutions in San Francisco.

It being high noon (irange feast was an
noiineed, and all placed around a table loaded
with all that cou,ld be desirable, anel partaken
of with a cheer that especially belongs to these
occasions. At two o'clock, p. m. , the open
meeting was called to order by the presiding
officer, and so crowded was this spacious aud
well-seated (irange Hall that extra seating had
to be improvised to accommoelate the audience.
The afternoon meeting was opened by a Grange
song, called the "Beautiful Grange," rendered
by the Danville Grange choir and joined in by

Sax Diego.—Editors Press:—The Grangers
have been highly favored by kind Nature's
bounty the present year, and the people have
shown a laudable appreciation of the worthy
husbandman by nominating one for a delegate

to the Constitutional Convention. E. T. Black-

mer, Past Master of National Ranch Grange, is

wisely chosen for this responsible and honorable
position. He is a man thoroughly imbued with

just and liberal sentiments and possesses a keen
insight into the wants of the State, for the good
of which we hope to see him elected. There
are radical wrongs to be righted, and when the

Constitution is entrusted to wise and honorable

men the permanent prosperity of the State is

assureel.—F. M. K., National City.

In Memoriam.

COLUSA COUNTY POMONA G RANCH, June l»t, 1878.

Whkrkas, It has pleased our Divine Master above, to

call from our midst, our esteemed and well-beloved

brother, Jamks Hkarx.
Remttnl, That while we bow with humble submission

to the will of our Heavenly Master abovo, we cannot but
mourn the loss to society of a man of unswerving integ-

ritv. to the Order a worthy and consistent member, and
to his family kind husband and affectionate father.

Remlred,' That we extend our most heartfelt sympa-
thies to the bereaved wife and family, who have t hus

been separated for a time from the husband and father,

and may they bow iu meek submission to Him, who doeth

all things well.

Jlemilrrd, That this sincere expression of the members
of this Grange be placed upon our records, and a copy bo

sent to the bereaved wife and family, also to the Colusa
Sun, the BDWAL Prkss and the California Patron for

publication. Committee (.1. R. Totman, H. I>. Strother,

K.iui Jonea

EmTOBOB William continues to improve.

His would-be assassin, Dr. Nobeling, still re-

mains in an unconscious conelition. A brother

of Nobeling, an officer in the army, has been

arrested. Bismarck is very nervous over the

situation. The German Government has been
anonymously informed that if Dr. Nobeling is

harshly elealt with every sovereign in Europe
will be assassinated.
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California.

AMADOR.
The Peach Crop.—Ledger: The peach crop

this season will be very light. The trees are

all more or less affected with "curl leaf. " The
foliage is shriveled up and blackened, the trees

have make no wood, and the fruit, although
formed in abundance in some cases, looks small

and stunted, and appears to make no progress

toward maturity. Altogether the trees wear a

very sickly hue, and not more than one-quarter

of an average crop is expected. Old gardeners

attribute this disease to excessive moisture.

It is noticeable that on sidling lands, where
the water has drained off, the trees are less

affected than those on the low lands. It is re-

markable that the peach trees alone are

affected. In spots where the disease shows the

worst, every other variety of fruit-bearing trees

are the picture of health, and promise to yield

in superabundance.

EL DORADO.
Agricultural Made Land.— Homes in Cal-

ifornia, June 1: In many of our mining
counties, as in El Dorado, Placer, Tuolumne,
Nevada, and other counties, agriculture is suc-

cessfully taking the place of mining. In many
instances, where old mining claims have long

since been worked out, all the former surface

soil washed down to our river beds, to fill them
in places with mining debris to the depth of

a hundred feet, plans have been adopted by
which the silt from mines higher up in the

mountains is made to flow over the old claims,

tilling them to any desired level, with new soil,

and in a few years restoring them as valuable

agricultural lands. This is done by making a

strong dam of rocks, or logs and brush, across

small gulches and canyons. While such dams
allow the surplus water to How off readily, the

mud and soil, with which the water in all pla-

cer and hydraulic mining regions is charged, is

held in place, and soon fills the gulch to the

level of the dam. Usually within three years'

time, this soil is sufficiently settled and har-

dened to make good garden spots and orchards

and vineyards. While visiting El Dorado
county, where gold was discovered, and much
of the first mining was done in California, the

writer of this article found some of the richest

soil for gardens and orchards between Placer-

ville and Coloma consisted of this "made soil,"

as it is called in the mountains. In one instance

examined, the gulch had been filled to the

depth of some 15 or 20 feet.

FRESNO.
Deep Plowing.— Expositor: I have the

pleasure of introducing the first ranch ever cul-

tivated on the Fresno plains. This ranch be-

longs to Andrew Jackson, and comprises an
area of 200 acres—40 in the bottom, and lb'O

plain land. The soil of Mr. Jackson's ranch is

of a clay consistence. Mr. Jackson says deep
plowing is the surest method to procure good
crops. The canal here is three feet below the

surface, the surface of the bank was once the

bottom of the ditch. I never saw better wheat
and barley than is growing on this ditch bank.

Out of curiosity I took the trouble to count the

heads belonging and coming from one seed.

1 found 160 perfect heads of barley, averaging

a length of six inches, growing from one seed.

Mr. Jackson is of the opinion that deep plow-
ing will greatly enlarge the kernels of wheat
and barley, and he intends to experiment to

this effect.

Native Walnuts.—We learn that T. M.
Lewis, an old and experienced mountaineer,
while chasing a bear in one of the rough can-

yons in the vicinity of White Deer, on the
south side of King's river, discovered a clump
of trees so different to those common to our
mountain country, that his attention was par-

ticularly drawn to it. On reaching a small

opeuiug at the confluence of two creeks, he
discovered a beautiful grove of the trees. He
made an examination of the trees and found
under them a number of nuts. Upon showing
them to some of his friends they pronounced
them to be black walnuts. These, and his

description of the trees, renders it certain that

he has discovered a walnut grove. This is the
first instance that we know of where wild wal-

nut trees have been discovered in the Sierras.

KERN.
Agricultural Items. — Courier: J. C.

Crocker is sending large bands of cattle north
to the San Joaquin ranch of Miller & Lux, and
to San Francisco. They travel to the west of

the lakes, and most of the way on their own
lands, a distance of 250 miles. The grain
fields on the island never looked more beautiful

than at present. We noticed a number of

fields of grain which have been entirely depend-
ent on the late rains and dew for their nourish-
ment, it being impossible, owing to lay of the
land, to irrigate, and does not seem to have suf-

fered in the least from any lack of moisture.
The grain fields are ready for the reaper. The
demand for labor will be in excess of the sup-

ply for the next four months. The yield of

grain will be heavier than ever before. Arrange-
ments are expected to be made with the rail-

road company to take grain to the San Fran-
cisco market for $5 per ton; they are now ask-
ing $6 by the carload. No grain has ever been
shipped from this point to the San Francisco
market, the demand to the east taking all the
surplus. The large crop of this season will

force the shipments north, and will establish a

much needed connection with the grain mer-
chants of the city.

LAKE.
Crop Prospects.—Bee, June 6: There seems

to be some diversity of opinion as to the proba-
ble yield of wheat and barley in Lake county
this season. Mr. Burtnett, of Kelseyville,

thinks the crop will be considerably below an
average, owing to the amount of cheat, and we
find other residents of Big valley who are of the
same opinion. On the other hand, Assessor
Allen and Deputy Assessor Everett, who have
been in every portion of the county, give it as

their opinion that the crop will be a full average
one. There are many fields in the low valleys

ruined by cheat, except for hay, and this is par-

ticularly the case in Big valley, where large

crops are usually made, but on all uplands and
on the valley lands on which the water did not
stand long during the rainy season, the early

wheat is splendid, and that sown after the rains

promises as well as usual. There is every pros-

pect that the corn and potato crops will be full

ones.

MONTEREY.
Salinas Valley.—Index, June 7: We would

say that in the portion of the valley which we
have lately traversed, from Salinas city to Santa
Rita and Natividad, there is no sign whatever
of rust anywhere; on the contrary, the crops

—

wheat, barley and oats—are in a most vigorous

and healthy condition, and almost totally free

from that troublesome weed, mustard. The
farmers are everywhere jubilant over the flat-

tering prospects of a bounteous yield and the

consequent "flush times" this fall and winter.

SACRAMENTO.
Drainage District.—Rio Vista Enterprise,

June 7: The Commissioners of the Sacramento
River Drainage district, met Friday morning,
all the members present, to consult as to mat-
ters connected with the inauguration of the

work intrusted to them. The Attorney Gen-
eral having advised, the Board that the law
made it imperative upon them to have a treas-

urer, even though at present there is no use for

one, the Secretary was authorized to issue a
call for an election for such office. Polls will

probably be opened at one place in each county
—say in Sacramento, Washington and Rio
Vista' It is scarcly probable that the election

will be a success, as the law directs that the

Treasurer shall give a bond in the sum of

$500,000, while the pay of the office is small,

and it is therefore questionable whether the

person elected will deem it worth while to at-

tempt to file such a bond. If the party elected

fails to qualify, the Governor will have to ap-

point. It "was decided at the meeting that

Commissioner Egbert and Chief Engineer
Smith should proceed to Rio Vista and make
arrangements for the commencement of opera-

tions near that place. After a suitable locality

has been agreed upon the engineer's corps,

which will be recruited here, will go down, and
this will probably be in a week or two.

SAN BENITO.
Prospects.—Advance, June 6: Every avail-

able acre and spot of ground in the whole valley

and on the foothills, was seeded for hay and
grain, and we believe, with but very few ex-

ceptions, the farmers will all be richly re-

warded. A vast amount of hay has already

been cut, which, unlike the hay crops in many
other portions of the State, is of excellent

quality and will bring good prices. The grain

crop will be one-third larger, and in most cases,

of a better quality than previous years.

SAN DIEGO.
Editors Press:—There is some rust reported

in the wheat of this county, in places; not very
serious, I think, and by no means general.

Barley is good, and a large crop will be
secured, both for hay and grain. The potato

crop has been the best ever raised here; our
shipments to date going to about 325 tons, and
still they come. The yield of honey will be a

good one. The season is so far advanced that

little is feared for the fate of the crop now. Of
course it cannot be so large as in 1876, when we
were credited with 23,000 stands of bees, from
which a yield of 1,225,00ft pounds of honey was
had. The drouth of 1877 destroyed, as esti-

mated, 8,000 colonies, so that this year we
started off with an estimated stock of 15,000

colonies; and even allowing that the seasons are

the same, we are short that number of work-
ers. The little that has eome in so far is a good
article, but not so fair as that to follow from
the sage and other better honey-yielding flow-

ers which come later in the season. The season

is curious, with light showers of rain at unusual

times, and a strange and unknown coolness of

temperature.—J. M. Julian, San Diego News.
Editors Press:—I see but little in the Ru-

ral Press of late from San Diego, and, judging

from the great "press of other matter," the

farmers' pen will rust from inaction. Such a

busy season we have never seen. Immense
hay stacks meet the eye from every point, and
all the available farm hands, including many
Indians, are still cutting and stacking, and the

end is not yet. Grain sacks are purchased by
our merchants by the hundred thousand. But
little grain is injured by rust, and the late rains

probably did more good than harm. The pros-

pect for a large honey yield is excellent. More
than 400 tons of potatoes have been shipped

from here to San Francisco this season.— F. M.
K. National City.

SAN JOAQUIN.
Further Improvement.—Independent, June

7: Thomas PowelL inventor of the Electric

derrick and net, yesterday, hit upon an impor-
tant improvement to his netting, which adds to
its value in the estimation of all who use these
implements in the harvest field. It is a simple
rope attached to the jerk rope and passing
through the bars of the netting, and makes the
jerk rope serve four purposes—to dump the
load, to prevent the road from twisting about,
to draw the netting bars together after the load
has dropped and to guide the netting back to

the wagon. It makes the netting complete and
as nearly perfect as possible.

Elm Trees. —Elm trees of the cork-bark
variety, although the handsomest shade trees in

use, have qualities that render them very unde-
sirable. Suckers shoot up from them in every
direction and in places they are destroying the
lawns and drawing all the life out of the flower
gardens. This is probably accounted for by
surface irrigation. If boxes or pipes were laid

on an incline from the surface of the ground to
the roots of the trees and all water applied to

them by that means, they would not be inclined

to throw out shoots on the surface.

SISKIYOU.
Editors Press:—This place, known to the

outside world generally as Butteville, consists

of a store, hotel, blacksmith shop, stage station

and postoffice. It is 25 miles southeast of

Yreka, in an odd-looking section of country.
Shasta valley is interspersed with buttes of dif-

ferent sizes, more or less covered with rock,

especially the tops of them. The principal re-

source of the valley is dairying and stock rais-

ing. Strawberry valley, famous as a summer
resort, lies 12 mile3 south on the stage road to

Reading. I think the majority of the people
are in easy circumstances. Some of the land is

very productive. I find some nice alfalfa. The
people are courteous and hospitable. On my
way up I stopped over night with Thomas Orr,

who owns 2,100 acres of land. He has 500 acres

in alfalfa, and is dairying with 100 head of

cows. He was one of the original discoverers of

the Salmon river mines, in this county. Ga-
zelle is a postoffice 18 miles southeast of Yreka.
The farms are all large here. As 1 wiite I can
look out on the snow-capped mountains five or

six miles distant to the south; then almost di-

rectly east about 15 or 20 miles is Shasta butte.

Grand old Mt. Shasta looms up above the sur-

rounding mountains like a grim old sentinel,

its brow forever covered with its white mantle of

snow, about which so much has been said and
written. Amidst praise and abuse it stands
with ito cap of snow towering apparently into

the clouds. The peach crop here will be light,

and other fruits generally good. Hay and grain

are fair.— Pi. D. NYnnai.ly, Edgewood.

STANISLAUS.

Harvesting.—News, June 7: A few fields

of early sown barley have been harvested in this

section. The yield was heavier than expected.

Stock-Growers' Fair.—Modesto Herald:
We learn that at a meeting of the Board of

Directors of the Stanislaus County Stock-Grow-
ers' Association, held last week, a resolution to

hold a fair this fall was passed, and the date

fixed for the exhibition is October 9th, 10th

and 11th. Officers were elected as follows:

Frank Ross, President; C. Dorsey, Vice-Pres-

ident; Capt. James, Secretary, and T. J.

Young, Treasurer. The Board of Directors are

determined to use every effort to make the

coming fair a decided success, and they will

succeed. The abundant crops and consequent
good times will assure a full attendance of the

populace, and nothing remains to be done but
enterprise and liberality on the part of the
Association to insure success.

YUBA.

Thatching Levees.—Marysvillo Appeal,

June 7: In the Rural Press for June 1st will

be found an excellent article by Dr. Ryer on
the matter of protecting levees by thatching
them with branches. Applying these sug-

gestions to our locality, we deem it imperative

that the Brown's Valley grade, as well as our

northeastern line of levee, be subjected to this

thatched carpet. There are also one or two
localities on the front levee below the city,

that should be protected by the same. By
this simple and cheap carpeting of our levees

the city will be as safe as the farm house in the

Buttes. Our levee funds may be judiciously

expended in protecting the Brown's Valley

grade. As a second precaution the northern

inside levee should be thatched. There are

plenty of idle men who would be glad to work
for one dollar a day and found, and this is the

time to do the work. Grading the surface is

good for prevention of rain washings, but the

outside face of our levees is where the enemy
makes his formidable assaults.

Nevada.
Alfalfa-Fed Beef.—There was a beef con-

noiseur with us yesterday, says the Reno Ga-
zette, and we closely inspected the beef which
was being loaded into the refrigerator car for

shipment. The verdict was that this meat,

which has been fed all winter on alfalfa hay,

was as fine beef as ho had ever seen; even in

the markets of Louisville, Cincinnati, St. Louis

or Chicago. It is of the best color, is fat and
bears every characteristic of first-class beef.

We were informed that it Is tender and free

from any taste of alfalfa. Cattle fatten on it,

and cattle men find it the most desirable of

feed. This testimony is corroborated by the

fact that those of our ranchers who have a good

quality of alfalfa hay, sell it at the highest mar-

ket prices to cattle men.

News in Brief.

A large number of hogs are dying near Reno
from some unknown cause.
Emigration on a large scale has lately com-

menced from Lorraine to France.
The Wood tariff bill has met with final de-

feat in the House of Representatives.

Grain is worth six cents per pound in Pres-
cott, Arizona, just now, and scarce at that.

The opinion prevails in Manchester, England,
that the cotton strike will be ended this week.
The coinage of the Carson Mint for the last

month was $701,000 in standard silver dollars.

John Kyle was thrown from a horse at Pet-
aluma, Cal., last week, and received fatal in-

juries.

On June 6th four unknown men in a boat
went over the Cascades in Oregon and were
drowned.
Some fields near Healdsburg, Cal., that were

thought to be of cheat, are now developing into
wheat.
Snow to the depth of five feet fell a few days

since at San Gorgonio pass, San Bernardino
county, Cal.

Artificial ice sells in New Orleans for $10
per ton, and Northern ice has been driven out
of the market.
A son of Brigham Young has gone to Wt st

Point, to be educated at the Government's ex-
pense, making the third thus honored in the
past six years.

Los Angeles county, California, figures on
1,500,000 pounds of wool this season, half of

last year's clip.

L. J. Rose, of San Gabriel valley, Los Ange-
les county, has paid a tax of $30,000 on brandy
during the past year.

Nearly 300,000 bushels of grain will be cut
in Honey Lake valley this year, the most of it

raised on sage land.

Six members of a family named Rogers, liv-

ing in Austin, Nev., were poisoned last Monday
by eating canned salmon.

B. R. Prince, of Altaville, Calaveras county,
has a cocoonry in successful operation, with
about 500,000 silkworms.
America has sent over 400 missionaries to

Turkey and spent $5,000,000 in efforts to con-

vert the Turks to Christianity.

It is asserted that Germany has invited the
Powers to consider necessary measures for

checking conspirators located abroad.
The trial of the Chinaman Wong Chu Shut,

just convicted of killing a countryman, cost the
county of Los Angeles $2,500.
At Bayou Sara (La.) on the 7th inst. six

negroes were seized by the mob and hung for

attempting to kill Dr. Wm. Archer.
A decree has been issued at Berlin proclaim-

ing the Regency and nominating Crown Prince
Frederick William as Regent of Germany.

It is reported that a company will soon com-
mence building a narrow-gauge railroad from
the town of Sonoma to deep water on the creek.

On the 7th inst. an explosion took place at

Evans' wood-pit colliery, at Haydock, six miles
south of Wigam, in Lancashire, Eng., killing

280 men.
It stormed every day last week at Susan-

ville, Lassen county. Three times during the
week the mountains surrounding the town were
covered with snow.
John C. Fremont, Jr., son of Gen. Fremont

and an Ensign in the Navy, clandestinely mar-
ried a Miss Anderson, in Washington, before his

departure for Europe.
Rev. Knowles Shaw, the evangelist, was

recently killed by the ditching of a train in

Texas. Five other persons were seriously, and
12 painfully, wounded.
A dispatch from London says: Lancashire

cotton mill owners are arranging to bring oper-

atives from the United States, in view of the
continued lock-out.

The wine-making industrv in California has
thus progressed: In 1859, 500,000 gallons

were made; in 1869, 1,000,000; in 1872, 3,000,-

000; in 1875, 7,000,000; in 1876, 10,000,000; in

1877, 8,000,000.

Tom Maguire, theatrical manager, has en-

gaged Henry Ward Beecher to deliver ten lec-

tures on the Pacific coast in the fall, Beecher
to receive $10,000 for the course and an addi-

tional $1,000 for expenses.

Dr. Dio Lewis and 12 of his party are camp-
ing at the foot of the hills near Calistoga. They
will probably remain in the valley two weeks
or more, and then move toward Lake county,
where they intend to remain during the warm-
est weather of the summer.
The laborers on trike in Quebec parade the

streets and refuse to allow men to work on the

street railway or on the public works under $1
per day. Some of the contractors have given

way to the demands of the men.
The Chicago Board of Trade has passed a

resolution memorializing Congress to provide

for the increase of the army to 100 regiments of

1,000 men each, "to the end that all parts of

our country may be protected against the

emergency likely to arise of complications from
without or of demonstrations of violence within

our own country."

Porter Rockwell, under indictment for the

murder of Aiken and others, parties from Cal-

ifornia in the year 1857, died suddenly last

week at Salt Lake City. He was about 60
years of age, and was to have been tried next
September. It is believed that he was poisoned

at the instigation of prominent Mormons who
were fearful that he would through his confes-

sions implicate them in the commission of nu-

merous crimes.
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A Sunset Picture.

(Written for Kckal FUH I>J' BOBM.]

Would you know the lovely vision

That to me each day is sent.

At the hour of the glorious sunset,

In the Land of the Occident!

1 sit on Die broad veranda

And before me, high and bold,

Mm the grand San tJalnicl monntalm
Now clothed in purple and gold.

O'er the broad and fertile valley

My eye delighted roves,

And rests on the living beauty
Of the dark green orange groves.

But lately burdened with golden

Globes, swinging in the air,

Now hearing '.be fragrant flowers

Which bedccketl the bride so fail-

Then 1 see far-reaching vineyards

In their delicate robe of Spring;

The acacia tree and the oliyc

Whose praiee the poets sing.

The century plant anil the fig tree,

The date'palm's stately grace,

The pepper tree's crimson berries-

All these my visions enibr.icc.

I wish you could see the pomegranate
Its leaves, so waxed and fair,

And its full round calyx of scarlet

Throws a gleam of light on the air.

There's a field of the verdant alfalfa

Where cattle contentedly feed.

And past it dark Spaniards gallop

On ponies of Mexican breed.

To the southward, half hid by the live oaks.

Stands the Mission brown and old.

Where a century past did the Padres

The truth to the Bed Man unfold.

The Mission chime is as sweet-voiced

As it steals o'er my car to-day
As when, iri the ages long vanished,

It called the people to pray.

And this is the beiutiful vision

Which daily to me is sent,

\s I sit on the broad veranda.

In the Laud of the Occident.

Livingstone.

I
Written for Rt'KAL Prk.ss, by Faith Kkkmo.vt.

Brnifth the burning sun
Of that strange far off land,

Where leathery palm trees wave
Above the scorching sand;

Kar o'er the desert plain.

Deep in the jungle's shade,

His brave heart never failed;

He went where duty bade.

Beneath fruit-laden dates
Ucsted his weary feet.

Or in the savage tent
He found a safe retreat.

That heart has ceased to throb.
The active brain was stilled;

The Master's voice proclaimed
His work on earth fulfilled.

His Father whom he loved
Decreed his life-work done,

And endless rest was given him
Beneath llala's sun.

Vet will his name live on,
Throughout all coming time;

The name of fjivingstone.
Honored in every clime!

The Best Culture for our Boys and Girls.

I
Written for the Pkess bv Mrs. C. I. II. Nichols.]

Constitutional Convention.
So much matter for discussion has accumu-

lated in our "Home Circle"—some of which ap-

peals to me personally—that I have concluded

to respond first and continue remarks under the
heading "About Our Women," hereafter. Our
friends of the "Circle" have opened so wide the
flood-gates of thought and feeling that I am
at a loss what to leave unsaid, and how to say
acceptably, what urges for expression. Sisters
Colby anil Mountain are calling on mothers for
experiences, and giving us charming samples of
their own.

Bro. Berwick, since his appeal for my views
on the educational topic, has given us a chapter
on "Children's Rights," that intensifies his
claim to my attention. Dr. Anderson redeems
his promise in regard to "the best culture for
ni::tiuen-twentieths of our boys and girls," by
reducing, as he tells us, his answer to two
Worda—honeM labor. But he does his paper in-
justice, for it is running over with suggestions
of which honest labor is but the bone and
nine w. The co-education of hand and brain
the union of the practical and the scientific in
schools, which shall divide the hours health-
fully and enjoyably between industrial pursuits
and principles involved iu their mastery—so
that the result shall be, in every department of
life, workers able and willing—workers whose
generous apprehension of the beautiful and en-
nobling in homely uses shall strip labor of all
that is servile, and clothe and crown her right
royally. This is not only the popular demand,
but a consummation earnestly sought by think-
ing persons of all classes, none of whom are sat-
isfied with the results of present methods.
Our topic is too extensive for one paper, and

probably toa complex to be fully comprehended

by any one mind or treated from any one stand

pi. int '..f experience. I.ick of the thorough, sys-

tematic culture—which, nevertheless, we can

appreciate—may disqualify us for technical de-

tails, while it leaves our mental horizon clearer

for the observation of true and false methods for

its attainment. The best thoughts of many
wise men and the intelligent co-operation of a

host of humanity-loving women is essential to

the adoption and application of ways and means.

Yet it is quite possible that some one tool—

quickened by its own ungratilicd longings for

thorough culture, and brought by its experi-

ences en rapport with the ennobling uses of such

a culture- may strike tho key-note which shall

bring the views of an assenting majority inti

happy accord.

It seems to me that of all the interests likely

to be discussed by the coming Constitutional

Convention, this of schools and schooling is by

far the most important in its bearings upon the

social, political and industrial character of the

State. Our snobs are the mushrooms of society

—the fungus growth of antecedent social repres-

sion, fructified by suddenly acquired wealth—
who in their moral and intellectual poverty of

culture rush into the dissipation and reckless

extravagance of fashionable life, as offering the

only arena in which they are competent to

assert themselves.

Modesty, simplicity, correct ta3tes and a con

siderate regard for the feelings and interests of

others, irrespective of social prestige, are almost

certain characteristics of a generous moral and
intellectual culture, when accompanied by ha!

its of industry and economy. To such minds
neither wealth nor poverty are disturbing moral

forces, but prized or regretted chiefly, as condi-

tions for rare enjoyments and wider usefulness,

or the reverse. They see better uses for sur-

plus means than fashionable extravagances, and
more noble and enjoyable uses of themselves,

than startling and demoralizing eruptions on
s.ieioty.

In toy attempt to contribute to truth, with-

out overlaying another's thoughts in this mat
ter, perhaps I cannot do better than, adopt Or
Anderson's method, and begin by summing up
in two words what, from my standpoint, seems
fundimentally requisite in the best culture of

humanity, viz:

Educated Mothers

More than a quarter of a century ago, an
Indian chief, negotiating with the powers at

Washington, discussed the domestic and political

economy of educating mothers, with a force and
directness I cannot hope to improve upon.
Said this uncultured but shrewd observer

:

"We made a mistake in our first efforts to edu-
cate our people. We sent our sons to your
schools and colleges. When they returned they
married wives of their own people, and their

children grew up like their mothers. The
fathers, disgusted with their ignorant families,

neglected them, and became reckless and disso-

lute. If instead of our sons we had sent our
daughters to your seminaries of learning, they
would have educated their children, and we
would now be an educated people."

As a rule, can the children rise superior to

mother-culture? If they cannot, why all this

flagellation of mother inllueuce, as if it had
balked with its precious burden at the foot of

intellectual and moral eminences within easy
reach? If the mother's culture sets limits to

child-culture, are not our civilized chiefs repeat-

ing the early educational experiment of the
Iudian, in providing for their sons educational
facilities from which their daughters are ex-

cluded ? And are not the neglected homes and
dissolute fathers, and hoodlum sons and trilling

daughters, so justly complained of, the natural
harvest of such unnatural planting?
The best culture for everybody is that which

forestalls temptations to extravagance and dis-

sipation by preoccupying head, heart and hands
with healthful and congenial pursuits. And
this work of preoccupation is the mother's.
It implies the "having her children well in

hand " before they escape or are turned over to
outside influences.

The father is absorhed in "business"—comes
home to lodge and eat and spend a portion of

Sunday. The training he can give his children
iu these his brief seasons of re-union witli his

family, must necessarily be fragmentary, if not
superficial, and its efficiency for good or evil

depends largely upon the ability of the mother
to utilize or counteract its inlluencc. The chil-

dren are the " business " of the mother; her
head, heart and bauds are pledged to their
development. As they grow in grace, or in

years, their demands upon her mental resources
suggest the need of improved methods, of
renewed supplies of intellectual pabulum, pa-
tience and courage, and the acquisition of just
and comprehensive ideas of that outside world,
for the proper tilling of whose positions of
trust and profit, the home training of her chil-
dren will be held more or less responsible. But
while this is the mother's work, it is the father's
duty to counsel and second her efforts by sus-
taining her in the confidence and respect of her
children, and supplying, according to his pe-
cuniary ability, the necessary aids and appli-
ances.

To secure this best culture for our boys and
girls, we must begin by providing the best cul-
tivators, and these are, by pre-eminence of
natural gifts,

Educated Women.
Happily we have a brave sprinkling ot women—fully as competent as the men who are in pos-

session of the management of our schools—to
aid in the inauguration of needed reforms. But

as a result of the exclusion of young women
from the higher institutions of learning, which
are fostered and supervised by the State, the

cost of education to them has been so out of

proportion to the benefits received—the means
and irresponsible supervision of private institu-

tions failing to sustain thorough methods and
first-class professors— that the number of women
qualified to meet the educational needs of the

homes and the schools is lamentably small.

Anil all too few for the relief of overcrowded
manual industries are the women qualified to

enter professions and occupations for which, by

temperament and mental endowment, they are

pre-eminently fitted. And just here 1 am re

minded of the reply of Oaniel Webster to the

young law graduate, who asked if there was
room for him in the profession— " Up higher,

young man, plenty of room up higher."

Only this broad preparatory culture is needed
to send a generous percentage of women up
higher—into the artistic, literary and scientific

ranges of industry, where there is plenty of

room and better pay.

To initiate a real and satisfactory educational

reform, there are certain first steps which we
must look to this Constitutional Convention to

take. There are two reasons why the matter
should not be left to a Legislature. A Legisla

ture is more or less controlled by partisanship

and given to repealing, with blind unreasou,

the acts of its predecessor, if of a different politi-

cal stripe. But a Constitutional Convention is

intended to be the intelligent choice of a people
seeking only to forward its interests by level-

ing them upward. Again, Cousitutional pro-

visions, being less accessible to amendment, are

secure of time for a fair trial.

The dwarfed and unsatisfactory condition of

our schools is the natural result of the persis

tent dry-nursing to which they have been sub-
jected. From the first they have been swad-
dled and prescribed for by fathers and
batchelors, who, forgetful of CJod-provided
mother-love and mother-wit, or covetous of

offices and salaries, snubbed and barred the
mothers from their councils. The situation

reminds me of a man I knew, who robbed his

gentle wife of her five-months-old baby and
started with it on a journey of hundreds of

mile3, provided for all emergencies, with a
pocketful of cakes and a bottle of soothing
syrup.

The first step is

—

Equal Educational Rights.

The State educates men for the duties of cit-

izens by investing them with the rights as well
as the responsibilities of citizenship. So must
it educate its women for educational duties by
according to them the rights as well as the
responsibilities of educators, associating them
u the control and management of schools, as
voters, trustees and superintendents, and mak-
ing the colleges and higher institutions of learn-

ing, which are fostered or controlled by the
State, as free to daughters as to sons; as free

to the supervision of women as of men.
The children being the "peculiar responsi-

bility of the mother," patriotism and good
Statesmanship alike require that the mothers of

the State be recognized as eligible to partici-

pate in the direction and supervision of the in-

stitutions in which their children are being ed-
ucated for duties with which they themselves
'lave grappled, and learned by experience,
wherein they failed, wherein succeeded.

I close with the appeal of a revolutionary
mother, which should touch every manly heart
and rouse every motherly one, to express itself

for the action of the convention. Abigail
Adams protested in her day, against the dis-

franchisement of women, as hosts of her daugh-
ters are protesting now. August 14th, 177'!,

Abigail Adams thus writes to her husband,
John Adams, then a member of that Congress
which promulgated the Declaration of Inde-
pendence: "If you complain of neglect of ed-
ucation in sons, what shall 1 say with regard to
laughters, who every day experience the want
>f it? With regard to the education of my own
children, I find myself soon out of my depth,
lestitute and deficient in every part of educa-
tion. I most sincerely wish that some more
liberal plan might be laid and executed fur the
benefit of the rising generation, and that our
new Constitution may be distinguished for en-
couraging learning and virtue. If we mean to

have heroes, statesmen, and philosophers, we
should have learned women. The world per-
haps would laugh at me, and accuse me of van-
ity, but 3'ou, 1 know, have a mind too enlarged
and liberal to disregard the sentiment. If

much depends, as is allowed, upon the early
education of youth, and if the first principles
which are instilled take the deepest root, great
meiit must arise from literary accomplish-
nents in women."

Bereavement.

In a private note to the editor our esteemed
contributor, Mrs. Nichols, tells of her recent
alllictiou, and we priut the paragraph because
we know many of the "Home Circle" .will feel

t a privilege to tender her a heartfelt sympa-
thy. She writes: "Since my last communica-
tion we have lost a dear little boy, the light and
music of our home—the youngest of thiee moth-
erless grandchildren in my care. He died
March 8th of rheumatism of the heart, aged
ight years. I feel sure of the sympathy of you
ind yours, and you seem entitled to know the
reat sorrow which has come to me and mine.

1 am still feeble from a serious illness of several
weeks which followed his death."

Is Life Worth Living ?

Let us, so far as may be, look at life steadily
and whole. It is not all darkness; it has its

crimson dawns, its rosy sunsets. It is not all

clouds; it has its silver embroideries, its radiant
glimpses of heaven's blue. It is not all winter;
it has its summer days in which "it is a luxury
to breathe the breath of life."

"Life hath its May, and all is joyous then;
The woods are vocal, and the winds breathe music,
The very breeze hath mirth in it."

Ask the happy little child with its round
cheeks, and bright eyes, and flaxen curls, and
pure sweet face, and the tender, tender love,
and care that enfold, and encircle, and treasure
it, and smooth its path the whole day long; ask
the happy boy, tingling with life to the finger-
tips, making the fields ring with his glad voice
on summer holidays, happy in unselfish friend-
ships, in generous impulses, in strong health,
in the freedom from all care, in the confidence
of all hopes, when "the boy's will is the wind's
will, and the thoughts of youth are long;" ask
happy lovers, when they know the joy of being
all in all to each other, and to their glad gaze
"A livelier emerald twinkles in the grass,
A deeper sapphire melts into the sea !"

Ask soldiers in the hour of victory; ask great
thinkers when some immortal truth bursts upon
them; ask the happy band who gather in the
yet unbroken circle round the Christmas hearth;
or, take less thrilling moments, and ask fathers
and mothers when cares do not press, and the
little ones are gone to bed, and they sit to-
gether by the fireside, through the quiet winter
eve; at such times, perhaps, all these will be
inclined to tell you that life w worth the liv-

ing. —Canon Farrar.

Giant Powder in a Cook Stove.

(iiant powder cartridges are articles that
ought to be handled with considerable caution.
This is a self-evident proposition, and has been
demonstrated by numerous examples. The latest

affirmative test on this subject is furnished by
Billy Watson, whose cabin did adorn the slope
of the Newark Valley range, but at the present
time is scattered over considerable territory.
Hilly has been absaut from his humble abode
for some weeks on a prospecting trip out to
Muncey creek anil vicinity, and before his de-
parture placed half a dozen of the rock-rending
explosives in his stove oven, iu order to secure
them from being spoiled by the dampness during
his absence. When he returned to the domicile
he was hungry, and without thinking of the
contents of his stove, he built up a roaring fire,

sliced off some bacon and started to put on the
tea kettle. That reminded him that there was
no water in the house, and seizing the pail he
journeyed to the spring about 100 yards distant.

It is lucky he did, for the trip probably saved
his lite, and gave him a chance to relate to us

the inevitable sequence to that incident. We
think that Billy exaggerates when he likens the
explosion to an earthquake, and his statement
that that there was nothing left of his late

residence but a hole in the ground is to be re-

ceived cum yrnno xali*. No doubt things were
mixed, shook up and scattered, but his story
about there not being timber enough left to fur-

nish material for a tooth-pick, and that the
stove lids lit in Kuby valley, is absurd. How-
ever, William saved the water pail, and is of

the opinion that baked giant powder cartridges

are a species of viands liable to raise things
more effectually than a case of yeast powders.—
Eureka Sentin- i.

Edison and tub Bahiks.—Mr. Edison,

the inventor of the phonograph, promises to
have such a claim to be regarded as a public

benefactor as has been presented by few men
since the creation of the world. For centuries

the world has longed but longed in vain, for

two or three things; for some certain cure for

baldness, for an umbrella that would find its

way back home when it is lost, and for a de-

vice by which a baby could put himself to

sleep. Human ingenuity has done much for

the baby; he has had soothing syrups concocted
for him; he has had self-rocking cradles con-

structed for him, and the greatest musical com-
posers have written lullabies for him; but still

he refuses to go to sleep in a reputable and
Christian manner. Edison now proposes to

vanquish the triumphant and indomitable baby.

He is building a cradle which is so arranged
that when the baby cries the sound will be re-

ceived by a telephone. The vibrating waves
will set in motion a lever which will rock the

cradle. When the baby stops crying the

cradle remains at rest; when the baby lifts up
his voice the movement of the rocker begins

and the louder the baby cries the more fu-

riously the cradle rocks. The theory is that

the child will cry himself to sleep, and this

seems most reasonable and probable. But there

will be exceptions, of course. There are strong-

lunged babies which in moments of intense ex-

citement, will be likely to infuse into Edison's

cradles such vehemence that they will turn

complete somersaults.

—

Philadelphia Bulletin.

Skvekal years ago a young man in New Or-

leans put a sum of money in a savings bank,

and forgot all about it until recently, when,
after reckoning up the interest, it was found
that—the bank had failed.

A sunday-school boy, upon being asked
what made the Tower of Pisa lean, replied:

Because of the famine in the land."
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The San Elizario Murders.

The persistence and earnestness with which

the press of New Mexico and Western Texas

continues to comment on the San Elizario mas-

sacre, evinces how deep is the public feeling in

those sections of country in regard to that mat-

ter. This butchery took place now some five

months ago, and yet the people and the press

off that way seem as much alive to the subject

as if it were an event of recent occurrence.

That these cruel murders should have aroused

general indignation at first is not at all strange,

but that this feeling, instead of abating, should,
with the lapse of time, have grown more in-

tense, denotes how deep a hold it has taken on
the popular heart and how very likely it will be
to eventuate in serious trouble unless proper
measures be taken to allay it. Indeed, there is

little doubt the American residents, supported
by the better class of native-born Mexicans,
would long ago have proceeded to avenge this

most atrocious crime, had not the public authori
ties, taking it upon themselves, promised to
visit the guilty parties with condign and speedy
punishment.
In pursuance of such purpose, a commission

of three was appointed by the President and
the Governor of Texas to investigate and report
upon this horror. What may have been the
exact finding of these commissioners, if any
report has been made by them, has not publicly
transpired. With the delay and uncertainty
attending their action, the citizens of El Paso
have grown restive, the whole look of the busi
ness seeming to them not at all reassuring;

hence, this growing discontent and a revival of

the excitement, that the hope of vigorous
measures on the part of the commission had for

a time partially abated.
If now the government expects, through the

adoption of a non-committal and temporizing
policy, to repress this excitement, or, through
mere promises, to appease these well-founded
demands for justice, it is preparing the way for

a disappointment. These bordermen do not
like to dispose of injuries of this kind in that
way. To an open and manly foe they are apt
to be forgiving and generous; to the cruel and
cowardly, exacting and implacable. " Remem
ber the Alamo "—how wildly that war slogan
fired the Texan heart! In her struggle for

independence, it was worth to the " Lone Star
'

State more than 10,000 armed men. It will be
a sad day for the banded assassins on either
side of the border, ifever the avengersof this most
recent and most dastardly of all these frontier

murders, shall raise the cry of " Remember San
Elizario." If once breathed it will be the death
note of many of them.
The circumstances attending this massacre

were of the most aggravated kind, being briefly

as follows: Judge Howard, an American citizen,

a resident of San Elizario in El Paso county,
Texas, having taken up certain salt marshes
that had before been open to the use of the
Mexican population in the vicinity, these people
determined upon taking his life, to which end
they collected at the above town in December
last to the number of several hundred, comiug
from both sides of the Rio Grande, and com-
menced an attack upon Howard and his friends,

who sought shelter in an adobe building, which
they barricaded and thus kept their assailants
at bay. On a promise from the mob, solemnized
by the sacred oaths of their leaders, that their
lives should be spared, the besieged consented
to a surrender. No sooner had they done this,

however, than three of their number, Judge
Howard, John G. Atkinson and a man named
McBride, were seized by the cowardly and
treacherous miscreants, and shot in cold blood.
This accomplished, the crowd proceeded to
plunder the houses and stores of the murdered
men, despoiling them even to the clothes they
wore. Atkinson, before the shooting took place,

had given up to the fiends the sum of §11,000
that he had about him, on condition that they
would release him and his companions. Charles
E. Ellis, an old resident in the place, was lassoed,
after which his throat was cut and the body
thrown into a well, simply because he sought by
kindly words to divert the murderers from their
purpose before the bloody work commenced.

These men so ruthlessly butchered were all

honorable, law-abiding American citizens, their
good character being amply vouched for by the
people among whom they lived. Concerning
one of the victims of this enormity, John G.
Atkinson, the writer can say of personal
knowledge that he was a young man of fine

character and very superior parts. We have
been conversant with his history from childhood
up, and can honestly say it was without spot or
blemish. We might search among 10,000 of
our California youth and hardly find one »
exemplary in all the walks and relations of life

as he. Brave, truthful and industrious, he
educated himself by his own efforts and won
the confidence and esteem of all who knew him.
Wl • 1 at the outbreak of the late civil strife

the county called for soldiers, he was among the
first to respond, having served long and well
and received honorable wounds in the cause of
the Union. As a partial reward for this service
he was appointed to several positions of trust
under the Government, in the discharge of
which he was carried to that remote section of the
republic, where he was basely and cruelly robbed
of his life. Let the Government see to it that
his murderers are punished and that proper
reparation be made for the property of which
he was despoiled.

O/O

The Ten Little Grasshoppers.

Ten little grasshoppers
Sitting on a vine.

One ate too mueh green corn.
Then there were nine

Nine little grasshoppers,
Just the size for hait.

A little hoy went a fishing,
Then there were but eight.

Eight little grasshoppers
Stayed out after 'leven.

A white frost nipped one,
Then there were seven.

Seven little grasshoppers
Lived between two bricks;

There came a hurricane,
Then there were six.

Six little grasshoppers
Found an old beehive;

One found a bumble bee.
Then there were five.

Five little grasshoppers
Hopping on the floor;

Pussy took one for a mouse,
Then there were four.

Four little grasshoppers
Found a green pea;

Had a fight about it,

Then there was three.

Three little grasshoppers
Sighed for pastures new;

Tried to cross the river,

Then there was two.

Two little grasshoppers
Sitting on a stone;

A turkey gobbler passed that way,
Then there was one.

One little grasshopper
Chirped good by at the door;

Said he'd come next summer
With nine million more.

—Saturday Evening Gazette.

A Children's Garden.

Let us talk together about a children's gar-
den.

With very little ground and little expense,
we will plant a spot which shall be a joy to the
restless little folks all summer long. We will

cut ourselves short of land, if necessary; but tne
children's bit need not be more than 12 or 15
feet long or square—the form is unimportant.
We shall find a middle path necessary.

Little feet must have a place to walk and run;
a place for the trundling of carts and the
wheeling of wheelbarrows; a path not so narrow
that all sorts of small teams cannot be comfort
ably upset therein, or that encroachments shall

constantly be made upon the flower borders;
for we will have a flower border an each side of

this path. There let us plant the flowers that
children love.

Do you think flower borders and a path com
plete our plan ? The best is yet to be an
uounced. We are to have a pond ! Not a large
affair, to be sure; the size may depend on the
ambition and means of the planner, yet it shall

be large enough for boats, large enough for

pleasure without danger. One could have
tub to sail boats in, but a tub is not a pretty
object in a gardtn. Let us do better. We
need a large dry-goods box, or one in which a
mirror has been packed; if this is not obtainable,
have a box made, as small or as large as you
please, but do not have it over a few inches in

depth; for, in case of accident, it is exceedingly
convenient to have the bottom of the sea at
arm's length.

Have the box pitched within and without,
like the ark of old, until it is water-tight;
plug in one corner is desirable to drain the pond
when fresh water is required. Then sink the
box into the ground until the edge of it is

nearly level with the grass. If you strew the
bottom with little shells and pebbles, they
will look very pretty under the clear water.
Having completed the work so far, we shall

find the children eager to bring pails of water
to fill the pond.
On one side of the box (that most exposed to

the sun) have an arbor made of two or three
bean-poles, firmly driven into the ground and
united at the top; the shape should be broad
rather than high. Before these poles let morn-
ing-glories be trained; they are preferable to

other climbers because they will grow. Sur-
mounting all obstacles, they run as for their

lives, and you will not have to wait long for

the shade of your ardor.

If our boys think a small wharf indispensable
for the mooring of boats, one can easily be
made from another smaller box, and—but
surely, I need not tell a boy with a box of tools

how to build a wharf

!

At the four corners of our pond, small trees

should be transplanted. If that is impossible,

a sun-flower or zinnia will do, but will.not look

as real.

Lastly, we want a bridge. Not that it is

very important, but a bridge gives beauty and
character to a river. For our water is to be a
river, a pond, a lake, or the ocean itself, as we
please.

Let us not be too particular about the con-

struction of a bridge. A strong board, a few
rails on the side, a top railing—what would
you have more ? A little ingenuity, the help

of papa or a big brother, and you will have a
satisfactory piece of architecture. Not only

will the boys enjoy this pond, but the girls

will bring their dolls for many a sail. A boat-

load of dolls crossing the lake on a picnic ex-

cursion—could anything be more delightful,

while gentle breezes blow from a skillfully
wafted palm-leaf fan on the shore ! But we
cannot expect seas to be always calm; contrary
gales may blow—a puff from one side, a contrary
puff from another, all sorts of puffs from little
mouths around the water's edge. And how
could a poor ship endure such conflicting gales ?

So oyerboatd they all go, audit is perfectly sur-
prising what a cheerful event even a shipwreck
becomes under such circumstances.
We shall also have excellent opportunities

for sea-bathing for those dolls whose general
make-up admits of such exercise.— Wide
Awake.

QOOQ V

Drunkenness not Hereditary nor a Dis
ease.

Recently, in Utica, New York, there was
held a large temperance meeting, and members
of the faculty of the New York Stale Lunatic
Asylum, famous physicians, expressed their
opinions upon drunkenness as a disease. Dr.
Gray, the Superintendent of the asylum, said :

"The idea of hereditary and transmission have
induced men to blind themselves, and seek only
gratification. It is not the father or the mother
who is to blame for the son's drunkenness, but
the son himself. I am glad to see so many wo-
men defending this cause. How many defend
their husbands and sons on the ground that it

was born in them. It cannot be born
in them. A kind word from the mother
to her boy may save him, where the
pretense of hereditary may send him to ruin.
Another point I am glad to see set forth—drunk-
enness is a disease. The State has erected an
institution where the drunkard can reflect for a
time on his habits, and perhaps reform himself,
and it is hoped with the present superintend-
ence much good will be done. When a man
has a flask in his pocket he has the disease. If

it is gone, there is no disease."

Dr. Ford said : Inebriety is not a disease,
but a self-provoked, temporary perversion of
our natural functions, induced for the purpose
of sinful gratification. Brain-workers often en-
gage to do more than their physical strength
will sustain, and in order to accomplish this

task in a given time, they resort to brandy to
quicken their flagging energies, though at an
expense of that reserve force which no man re-

alizes. The stimulant is soon taken often, and
before long he finds himself broken in health,
and with a habitual drinking habit formed.
First, intemperance is sometimes due to a defec-
tive organization, a defect allied to imbecility.

Again, it i3 the logical result of a defective
training. It is not an inherited condition, but
is acquired, and a condition for which the indi

vidual is responsible. Second, drunkenness is

not a disease, nor is it produced by any disease
or physical condition. It is a moral obliquity
Alcohol is not a food, and is not a necessity to

healthy men, while men that are weak by in

heritance—weak physically and mentally—
ought to shun alcohol as they would a deadly
malady. Third, alcohol intemperates and al

ways produces deleterious changes in the most
vital organs of the body, from which spring the
most mortal disease, and it increases the fatal-

ity of ordinary ailments. Fourth, it is the
amount of alcohol used, and not the form under
which it is used, that determines the amount of

evil it will accomplish."

Maladjustment of the Eyes.

In a late address before the Albany Institute,

Dr. Geo. T. Stevens, of Albany, presented facts

which went to show that certain intractable

nervous diseases, such as chorea, or St. Vitus

dance, severe recurring headaches, and neu
ralgia, often hereditary, which seem to be
functional and not due to any morbid change in

the nerves, are very frequently accompanied by
an often unsuspected nialadjustment of the

eyes, and that when this was properly corrected

by suitable glasses, the nervous disease passed

away. Thus in the case of very far-sighted

young persons, the attempt to read or to sew
requires a muscular adjustment of the focus of

sight which is quite a strain on the most deli-

cate organism in the body and the portion

where the nerves in the optic nerve seem to be

most exposed. Let a young person put on his

grandfather's spectacles and try to read with
them, and he is made dizzy and perhaps nausea

or vertigo is produced. But this is the constant

condition of some far-sighted persons, and it is

not strange that their nervous system is thereby

shattered. A still more common and unsus-

pected cause is what is called astigmatism, in

which condition of the eyes they fail to form a

definite image. The eyes bring, perhaps, the

vertical rays to a focus sooner than the hori-

zontal ones, so that there is not a clear, defined

image. To test the eyes for astigmatism, draw
on a sheet of white paper parallel black lines.

Cross them at right angles by similar black

lines. Put them on the wall and stand off at

as great a distance as they can be seen and
notice if the horizontal lines can be seen further

than can the parallel ones. Eyes not astimatic

would see them equally clear at any distance.

Whether Dr. Stevens is right or not in suppos-

ing such disarrangements of vision to be a fre-

quens cause of chorea and neuralgia—and he

cites many cases to prove it—it is very impor-

tant that they should be corrected by suitable

glasses.

Corn Bread.

Two cups Indian, one cup wheat,
One cup sour milk, one cup sweet;
One good egg that you will beat.
Half a cup molasses, too,
Half a cup sugar add thereto;
With one spoon of butter new.
Salt and soda each a spoon;
Mix up quickly and bake it soon;
Then you'll have corn bread complete.
Best of all corn bread you meet.
It will make your boy's eyes shine
If he is like that boy of mine;
If you have a dozen boys
To increase your household joys,
Double, then, this rule I should,
And you'll have two corn cakes good.
When you've nothing nice for tea,
This the very thing will be.

All the men that I have seen
Say it is, of all cakes, queen;
Good enough for any king
Tl at a husband home can bring;
Warming up the human stove,
Cheering up the hearts yuu love;
And only Tyndall can explain
The links between corn bread and brain.
Get a husband what, he likes,
And save a hundred household strikes.

—Lydia M. Willard.

Over-Eating.—If the food is wisely chosen *

there is not much danger of over-eating. Dr.
Beard says :

" It is a fallacy to suppose that
people, as a rule, eat too much, and that most
of the diseases of the world come from over-
feeding. The truth is that among all decent
or civilized people the tendency is directly the
reverse. In this country, and especially in our
large cities, far more are under-fed than over-
fed. Throughout our land thousands and thou-
sands die every year from actual starvation.
Some of those unfortunates are little children
whose parents are too ignorant or too poor to
give them what is necessary to sustain life.

But many of them are adults, whom hard pov-
erty or sad ignorance has forced into a habit of

systematic though undesigned starvation. Day
after day the vital powers slowly fade, the
strength grows less, the spirit becomes morbid,
and the face wan and dejected. Disease now
steps in, attacks and carries by force some im-
portant citadel of the body, and death follows.
The process is a slow one—sometimes very
slow—extending, perhaps over many years, but
it is oftentimes as sure as it is slow. An inju-

dicious choice of the kind of food, either from
whim or avarice, may also produce results

equivalent to starvation."

Treatment for Hard Wood Floors.—It is

true, says the Journal of Chemistry, that the oak
floors of the old-fashioned kitchens, which
lasted and looked well for a hundred years or
more, were scoured with soap and sand; but
the labor was very great, and could hardly be
had from the modern servant at any reasonable

expense. A little more care in filling and
finish, suits the present condition of things

better. Any soiling from mud can be removed
with a damp woolen cljth, and dust with a dry
one. Sweeping with a brush, followed by
wiping over with a dry woolen cloth tied over

the brush, answers ordinary needs. About
once in six manths it is well to give the work a

very thin coat of shellac. No oil should be
used on it before or after finishing. The great

mistake made in the treatment of hard woods,
and especially where used in floors, is the

amount of oil, wax, varnish, filling, and other

gummy materials that are applied to and left

on the surface. The beauty of all such finish is

to have the wood show its natural color and
grain. The thin coat of shellac, specified above,

is meant simply to prevent any greasy dirt

from striking into the wood and causing a stain

that would require hard scrubbing or scraping

to remove.

A Good Cleansing Fluid.—The following

is commended for washing alpaca camel's hair,

and other woolen goods, and for removing marks
made on furniture, carpets, rugs, etc. : Four
ounces ammonia, four ounces white Castile

soap, two ounces alcohol, two ounces glycerine,

two ounces ether. Cut the soap fine, dissolve

in one quart water over the fire, add four quarts

water. When nearly cold add the other ingre-

dients. This will make nearly eight quarts and
will cost about 75 cents. It must be put in a

bottle and stoppered tight. It will keep good

any length of time. To wash dress goods, take

a pail of lukewarm water, and put in a teacup-

ful of the fluid, shake around well in this, and
then rinse in plenty of clean water, and iron on

wrong side while damp. For washing grease

from coat-collars, etc., take a little of the fluid

in a cup of water, apply with a clean rag, and
wipe well with a second rag. It will make
every woolen fabric look bright annd fresh.

For SEVERE Burns.—If you cannot obtain

lime water ready made, take unslacked lime

and pour water on it. When the water is drawn
off clear, mix flax-seed oil with it until it be-

comes yellow and thick like syrup. Apply to

burns at any stage, the earlier, however, the

better. We publish this because we are confi-

dent it is the best application for severe cases,

as well as slight burns. It should be kept on

hand always.

To Cure Hoarskness.—Heat well the whites

of two eggs and two teaspoonfuls white sugar;

grate in half a nutmeg, add a pint of hike-warm
water, stir well and drink often. Repeat the

preparation if necessary.
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The Week.

Beyond the grain fields, activity is now seen in

the orchards, for the fruit season is beginning.
Beyond the grain fields, too, the clear air of the
foothills is resonant with the cow-bells chime,
as the dairymen of the plains are driving their
cattle to their summer pastures on the moun-
tains. All the songs of the workers unite to
form the leading part in civilization's music,
the clear soprano of fall-hearted industry.
There comes to the ear also the harmonizing
second, the pleasant alto sung by country lov-
ers, who seek sweet shades and running waters
to rest. KvBTy grove contains its camp of rusti-
cators, who, untouched of poison oak and tin-

scared by dreams of tick, tarantula and scor-
pion, sing loud the charms of out-door life in
California; the country, fresh from the hands
of the creator.

In the haunts of man, the man-made towns
and cities, the loudest cries are those of the
would-be constitution makers. All over the
State Hies the candidate, and, with the voice of
the oriole, describes the prosperity which would
follow his election, and, with raven's crook,
warns patriotic men against the schemes of the
opposition. Such is the genius of the canvass,
and he is a wise man who hears them all, but
rests his final judgment upon life and deeds
which merit his approval rather than upon
words, though they be linked in silvery elo-

quence.

Getting a Start,

Last week we briefly alluded to the fact that

a harvest's earnings, followed up by industry

and frugality, would give many a homeless man

a start which might lead to a competence. This

is true. Some of our best farmers began their

life on this coast with earnings which were very

small. They saved every surplus dime. They

added more to the proceeds of the first job of

work, and then they soon had enough to make

a payment or to secure a lease. Thus they

have gone forward until their right to land

reaches hundreds and sometimes thousands of

acres. This way to secure a home and its com-
forts has been shown practical by the experi-

ence of men in every community. Therefore we
would call the subject up again, in the hope

that some remark which we may make may
bring purpose to some fellow man who has

loitered for months in listness idleness, a bur-

den to the community and to himself.

In the first place it is plain that the prevail

iug method of laboring in this State cannot

make the laborer his own master. A spurt of

work at harvest time and ten months idleness

afterwards, is a formula for making paupers.

With rare exceptions, perhaps, the price of in

dependence is six days' work in the week and
about 300 days' work in the year. This being

so, it is continuous labor which must be had to

give the State worthy citizens. The key to the

securing of continuous labor is two-fold, and its

obligations rest upon both employer and em-
ployed. The employer who can and will arrange

liis operations so as to enable him to employ a

certain number of men through the year, has

both a duty to perform and a privilege to honor.

The laborer who can find an opportunity to

employ his strength and skill for a similar

period, forfeits his claim to citizenship and is

untrue to himself if he does not avail himself of

it. So much for abstract propositions; let us

see what applications can be made of them.

There are many ranches in all parts of the

State upon which more labor can be employed
in ways of development and improvement, pro-

viding labor can be had at a reasonable price.

These developments and improvements can be

so planned that they will either add to the value

of the jiroperty or increase its productive power,

and thus the extra labor can be made remunera-

tive to the owner in one way or another. In

some localities there is waste land on the

ranches which is now altogether unproductive,

and sometimes this waste land only needs a cer-

tain amount of labor to bring it into profitable

cultivation. At the rates of wages which are

now ruling it may be impossible for the land-

owner to undertake this work, but if he could

enlist men to do the work when other work was
not to be had, and could find men willing to

share with him the burdens of the venture,

until the time of profit came, the improvement
could be accomplished. There are many cases,

which, in some way, would come under the

general classification of improvements, and in

which the landowner could co-operate with the

men who have the power and will to labor, and
could agree to support them while they turned

in their labor as an investment for future reali-

zation. There might be many arrangements of

this kind made throughout the State, by which
the laborer could realize a prolit for his invest-

ment of time and effort by a share in the pro-

ceeds from the improvements. It is of course

impossible to specify ways in which this could

be done in the space which we have for a gen-

eral comment upon the idea. Kacli case would
suggest its own specifications. What we would
urge upon those fair-minded landowners who
have property which will repay labor expended
in developing it, is that they should study the

characteristics o.f the bands of laborers who
come to them at harvest time, anil when they
see a man whose power and will to work im-

press them favorably, see if there is not some
undertaking in which they can enlist him for

the idle mouths, and by outholding to him a
fair share of the profits which his work may
brings, reclaim at once the man and the land.

It is possible to give many a man a" start in this

way. If lie has the right stuff in him he will

work long and well so long as he has a show for

achieving his independence by it. Kvery man
in whose breast this commendable purpose is

awakened is rescued from the ranks of the
hopeless tramping brigade, and in the end the
State will gain a worthy citizen and bless the
man who gave him his start in the better life.

We have spoken of the duty and ojiportunity
of employers, there are obligations on the oth< r

side. Few landowners have bank accounts
large enough to pay for developments at the
rates which they are willing to pay for the
ingathering of a crop, nor would the work
warrant the investment at the ruinous rates of

interest at which money can be obtained in the
country. It is but fair that the laborer, in

slack times, should be willing to carry his labor
as an investment in an enterprise which com-
nn nded itself to his judgment. He must cither
do this or else be content to work correspond-
ingly low for cash, if he wishes his employer to
shoulder the full weight of the prospective
endeavor. Agricultural investments, generally
speaking, pay but small percentages, but they
are reasonably sure of ultimate returns if wisely
administered. These things should be well
considered by the laborer, and he, on his part,
should regulate his disposition and require-
ments accordingly. In the system of farming
which largely prevails on this coast, the seasons

for labor are short, unless there are new ven-

tures to be undertaken. If a man can get a

steady job, which will make a man of him the

year round and promises fairly to give him a

start which will make him master in the end,

he will do well to begin low at first. Most of

us have to stoop before we conquer; we creep

before we walk upright. And even creeping on

the road to honorable competence is infinitely

better than tramping upright from kitchen to

kitchen across the country. One is a move-
ment toward a higher life; the other is retro-

gression towards the lowest degredation.

We have often remarked that the great need

of our State was greater diversification in our

agricultural production. It will be gained in

the end if we can largely increase onr ranks of

self-sustaining farmers. Thus each man who
turns now from the cohorts of vagrancy and
makes himself a producer, not only establishes

his own independence, but opens the way for a

doubled number of well-paid laborers, and
blesses the State not only with his own man-
hood, but by opening a wider field for others.

Let these things occupy the mind when twilight

calls the harvest laborers from the fields.

QlJef^ies \m Relies.

The Fair Season.

The following is a partial list of the coming
fairs. We shall be pleased to add to it if read

ers will send us the dates and locations of their

respective exhibitions:

San Francisco Mechanics'^ Institute, San Francisc
August tith to September 7th.

California State Agricultural Society, September Kill

to 21st, inclusive.

Oregon State fair, at Salem, October 8th to lsth, in

elusive.

Nevada State Agricultural, Mining and Mechanica
fair, at Reno, October 7th to 12th, inclusive.

Montana Agrieultural. Mineral ami Mechanical fair

at Helena. September ttd to 2!lth, inclusive.

Sonoma and Marin district fair, at Petaluma, September
23d to 28th, inclusive.

San Joaquil] valley district fair, at Stockton, September
24th to 28th, inclusive.

Northern district fair, at Marysville, September 23d to

2sth, inclusive.

Golden Gate clistriet fair, at Oakland, September nth to

loth, inclusive.

Napa and Solano district fair, at Vallcjo, September :id

Monterey county district fair, at Salinas City, October
16th to l'.ith inclusive.

Siskiyou county fair, at Yreka, October 2d to ftth, in

elusive.

El Dorado county fair, at Placerville, September l.'itl

to lath, inclusive.

Santa Clara valley fair, at San Jose, September ItOth to

October 5th, inclusive.

Stanislaus County Stock Growers Fair, at Modesto
October nth to llih inclusive.

Forestry.—We have received from (ien.

LeDuc, Commissioner of Agriculture, a copy of

a report upon Forestry, prepared by Franklin

I!. Hough, of Xew York. It is a massive re-

port, tilling over <i<)0 pages, and is doubtless a

very full compilation of modern investigations

on the subject of forestry. It treats of the

forests of this country in detail. It cites re-

cent investigations at home and abroad into the

climatic and other influences of forests. It

ives many hints concerning the growing,

trimming and transplanting of trees, hedges,

etc. Dr. Hough, whom we long knew in cen

tral New York as a student of this subject, is

perhaps the fittest man in the United States to

prepare a report of this kind, and we hope the

work may fall into appreciating hands in its

distribution. There are of course some points

introduced concerning which there may bi

some controversy, but the volume will be found

a treasure house of valuable facts and sugges

tions.

The Lk.mon Ykkbesa.—The lemon verbena

grows luxuriantly in this State, but we are not

aware that it is esteemed except for its beauty

and fragrance. We read that "the Spanish

lady knows well its value, and treasures and
lries for winter use every leaf of it. It is well

known as one of the finest cordials and stem
achies in the world. It can be taken in two
ways, either made into a decoction, with hot

water and sugar, and drank cold as a re/resco

and tonic, or better still, with the morning or

evening cup of tea, thus—put a sprig of lemon
verbena, say five or six leaves, into the teacup

and pour the tea upon it; you will never suf-

fer flatulence, never be made nervous and old-

maidish, never have cholera, diarrlnea or loss

of appetite. Besides the flavor is simply deli-

cious; no one who has once drank their Pekoe
with, will ever drink it without, a sprig of

toman verbena." This is high praise. If it be

true, this plant has a value which we wot not.

Veterinary Si rgery.—In the last report of

the Pennsylvania Board of Agriculture is a

paper by our contributor, Horace ,1. Smith, of

Philadelphia. It is called "a plea for veterin-

ary surgery,'' and is a forcible argument in

favor of the liberal endowment of a school of

veterinary surgery in the University of Penn-

sylvania. The needs of better general under-

standing of the diseases of our domestic and
farm animals and the remedies for them; the

need also of thoroughly educated veterinary

practitioners to take the place of the "cow doc-

tors'' to whose hands our best animals are often

entrusted—these are clearly shown, ^\
,

e sin-

cerely hope Mr. Smith may succeed in his ef-

fort for the upbuilding of a first-class veterin-

ary school in his State. It is a thing which we
need in our State, and which we hope the near

future may bring us.

On File.—"The Pumuelo," etc., T. H. H.;

"Malva," etc., E. B. ; "Wheat and Chess," M.
H.; "Taxation." R. L. ; "Bee Notes," U. K. L.;

"San Joaquin Notea," H. E. H.

Passiflora and Elseagnus Edulis.

Editors Prkss :—To-uay I have the pleasure of sending
} >u by mail a little box containing a branch of Pattifiora

I i luHl and a'sinallcr box containing a few fruits of Elceag-
|

mix ettuli*. I send the branch of Pamflora to show the
fertility of this plant, which contains at this moment per-
haps more than 5,000 fruits and flowers.
The KUeatjiiux ctlulis is a new Japanese fruiting shrub,

which I Introduced from France last vear. It is a very
pretty deciduous shrub with bright green leaves which
arc silvery white underneath, the stem being light leather
color. The fruit has something of the cherry taste, and I

hope will be quite marketable. Our plants arc small, but
have got in proportion to the size quite' a lot of fruit
which is beginning to get ripe.—F Gbeu k, Los Angeles.

The branch of edible passion fruit (Passiflora
edulis) shows well the fruiting proclivity which
our correspondent claims for it. The branch of
the vine sent is three feet in length and has nine
large fruit, or one at each axilla. We have for-
merly spoken of the pleasant flavor of this fruit.

We noticed a few weeks ago that some of the
fruit was placed on sale at one of our street fruit
stalls, but we are not aware whether it finds
favor with customers or not.

The Elmigiuis, as shown by the specimen sent
by Mr. (irelck, is a very beautiful shrub. The
silvering on the under surface of the leaves is

as handsome as any vegetable silver plating we
ever saw, and the effect of the leaves tossed by
the breeze, the leaves showing alternations of
the light green and silver sides, must be beauti-
ful in the extreme. The bark is a light leather
color, and the fruit quite like a small dark red
cherry, spangled with small bronze spots. This
spangling on fruit leaves and bark gives rise to
what botanists call "scurfy or leprous," which
is characteristic of the whole order Elaagnacea.
In this species the spotting is so fine and of such
a handsome bronze color that it deserves a
prettier name than "scurfy. " The Eleeagnaceie

is a natural order of exogenous plants, either
trees or shrubs, natives of Europe, North Amer-
ica and other parts of the northern hemisphere,
being rare south of the equator. They have en-
tire leprous or scurfy leaves, superior ovary and
apctalous Howere. Several species indigenous
in Persia and Nepaul bear edible berries. This
order also comprises the hliepherdia argentea or
"buffalo berry, " which grows near the upper
Missouri river and bears a pleasant acid fruit;

this and the ShejihenHa canadensis and the AVir-

agmu argnUea (silver berry of the Northwest),
are the only known North American species.

Mr. (trelck's introduction of the foreign spe-

cies of Elceagnu* certainly gives us a very hand-
some and desirable shrub, and if its fruit shows
value here as it does in the interior of Asia as

well as in Japan it will have a two-fold claim

upon plauters.

A Mastodon's Tusk.
Kiutors Prkss:—I have a portion of what is supposed

to be a Mastodon's tusk, which was unearthed at Doug-
las Flat, and in order to preserve it something will have
to lie done to make it firmer. You will greatly oblige me
by imparting such knowledge — B. F. Stkvkks, Murphy's,
Calaveras Co. , Cal.

Our modern dental authorities do not treat

on preserving the teeth of the Mastodon. If

sucli works were extant in his day they have
perished. Were they burned in the Alexandri-

an library ? The best we could do was to seek

the aid of an expert on "remains," and he ttlls

us that the best treatment he knows of is to

varnish with gum shellac dissolved in alcohol.

Shellac enough is added to the alcohol to make
a thin varnish. This will exclude the air and
preserve the tusk. If, however, it should be
very crumbly, this would not save it, and per-

haps it would not be worth while to treat it

further, as good specimens are quite frequently

found.
Precocious Persimmons.

Editors Press:—As a curiosity I may say

that 1 have four Japanese persimmons in bloom
only one year from the graft, for I grafted them
myself last year on the Italian persimmon
(Diotpyros lotus), which I believe is a better

stock than the American persimmon (Diospyros

Yirginiana ). The grafts and buds take much
easier. It seems to become a fine tree and the

fruit very good for preserves.— F. Grelck, Los

Angeles.
Editors Press:—One of my Japanese per-

simmon trees bought from Shinn & Co., is full

of blossoms; it is only three feet in hight. It

is of the variety known as "Die Die Mawru."
Is it a dwarf? Who will explain? I don't e«-

pect the fruit to mature, as it was set very late

in the spring, thereby depriving it of the vigor

necesssary to perfect its fruit.—W. A. San-

ders, Kingsburg, Cal.

The Jojoba.

Editors Press:— Yours of the 3d in regard

to jojoba seeds just received. Much obliged

for your attention to the matter. Just now the

crop is growing, and I do not know that I can

at piaajent procure the amount of seed necessary

to make the test which Mr. Kittle desires; but

1 will speak to some parties as they drop in to

see me about it. If the old seeds are not to be

had, will make an arrangement for the new

crop. -J. M. Julian, San Diego.

Tobacco Growing.
F.ihtors Pkksh:- Please let us have some information

.m tobacco culture. Some years ago I saw a large field of

tobacco near Santa Clara, which was not topped nor suck-

crcd, but all run to seed. On inquiring of a neighbor

what it meant, he told me that tobacco raised In this

Slate in the usual way will grow too coarse and thick-

leaved, and to get good tobacco you must let it have Its

own war. As I now have a piece of it growing, I should

like to have the knowledge of some export on the above.

Would irrigating it injure its quality?—H. O., Santa Ana,

Will some experienced reader answer?
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The South Pacific Coast Railroad.

'I'll ere is no one agent which has done as

much to render possible the rapid development

of the western regions of the United States as

the railroad. Not only has it developed the

physical resources of the minor regions, but by

bringing into intimate personal acquaintance

people from the remote parts of our immense

country, it has done much to do away with sec-

tional prejudice, and that whole class of serious

misunderstandings which have already proven
so dangerous to the existence of our govern-
ment.

It is, therefore, with no little pleasure that
we record each new move forward in this direc-

tion. Of late the narrow-gauge
system has done much to make
possible the extension of railroad

facilities to new and undeveloped
regions like those of the larger

part of the Pacific Coast. We
regard these narrow-gauge roads
of the very greatest importance
to our sparsely settled mining,
timber and agricultural districts,

and for this reason devote some
little space to the newest example
in that direction, the Bay and
South Pacific Coast Railroad.

This road is projected to run
from San Francisco to Santa
( Iruz, and its route is shown in

the accompanying map. The
upper end of the road as far as

Newark is called the Bay and
Coast Railroad, the remainder
of the road the South I'acilic

(.'oast Railroad, though the offi-

cers of the two companies are at

present identical and the roads
are practically one aud the same.
From San Francisco the start

is to be made on one of the two
line double-ender ferry boats,

Newark and the Bay City, which
were built for the company.
These vessels are to run to

The Northern Terminus of the
Road,

At the month of San Antonio
creek. Here, owing to the recent
improvements of the Oakland
Harbor ( 'ommissioners, there is

an opportunity for a fine landing.
A large wharf has been built,

800x220. An engine-house and
turn table have been built, and
sheds are soon to go up. An
artesian well 275 feet deep has
been sunk and yields a good sup-
ply of fine water. The wharf is

firmly and solidly built, the piles

being run through 30 feet of

tough mud and then through two
or three feet more of good hard
sand. There is 10 feet of water
at present at the wharf at low
tide, and four dredgers are at
work clearing out the bottom to

the depth ot l.
r
> feet. An in-

teresting little feature of the
engineering is the utilization of

the mud from the dredging for

embankment. Usually this is

removed by towing the mud
scows out to deep water and
discharging it, where it at least

does no good, if it does not oc-

casion positive harm. The mud
here is a very tough blue clay
and the engineer in charge, Mr.
W. P. Drumm, lias built a rail-

road wharf 1,100 feet out to

deep water, and has had the
mud discharged from the
dredger into the Hat cars on
which it is hauled to the place
where it is needed on the road.
It dries oat rapidly and makes a
very solid embankment.
From the creek landing the

road runs across the marsh to the
end of Alimeda point around the
residence of Gov. Haight, then
down through the town of Ala-
meda, and then along the coast
through numerous small sta-

tions to

The Future Town of Newark.
This town site is very similar

to that of Oakland, is almost perfectly level
and will no doubt in time be a business
center for the surrounding fertile country.
At present there are built a round house,
offices, etc., and the car shops, where are
built all the cars used on the road.» Mr.
Martin Carter has charge of this work, he
employs from 30 to 40 men in putting up these
cars which are built from the wheels up. The
iron work, with the exception of the wheels,
which come from the Fast, is all done in San
Francisco. The locomotives are built at Bald-
win's, Philadelphia.

The Rolling Stock
At present consists of 100 platform cars, 10 box
cars, 9 hand-cars, 4 baggage cars, 14 passenger
cars, 8 locomotives, and is being constantly in-
creased.

From Newark the road runs across the great
marsh which forms the head of the Bay of San
Francisco, and so reaches Santa Clara. The
greater part of the road up to this point is not

of any special interest from an engineering
standpoint, as it runs along a perfectly level
country. But it is very solidly built, even across
the extensive marshes. It is ballasted very
thoroughly with gravel from Los Gatos creek.
The country through which it runs is appar-
ently of the most fertile kind, the grain was
almost everywhere on a level with the tops of
the fences, and along the track the wild mus-
tard grew frequently over the tops of the cars.

The road thus reaches

San Jose,
Where a neat and commodious station is built.

Thence it runs about nine miles up a gentle
incline to the foothills along Los Gatos creek to
the pretty little town of

Los Gatos.
This is at present the end of the road, stages

grade of on an average 70 feet to the mile has
been secured from Los Gatos to the summit of

the road in tunnel No. 3. From Los Gatos the
road runs along the creek for one and one quar-
ter miles. Here it crosses the creek by a com-
bination Howe truss of 87 feet span. Then fol-

lows half a mile of the most difficult work on
the road. The track runs along the face of a
high, shingly bank. In running the prelimi-
nary survey the men had to be lowered by-

ropes in order to establish their points, and of

course on such a steep incline the cut and fill

are both extremely difficult. The town of Lex-
ington is familiar to all travelers on the old
Santa Cruz road as one of the stage stations. It
contains a hotel, a stable and a blacksmith shop.
The next mile and a half is on a fair level piece
of ground with no special difficulties in

MAP SHOWING THE ROUTE OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC C<5aST RAILROAD.

making connection here with Santa Cruz. The
track is laid and ballasted to this point, and a
through train leaves here at present at 6:30 A.

Hi, daily, the trip to Alameda being made in

two hours and a half. Returning it arrives at

7:30 P. m. Los Gatos is said to produce the
best Hour in the State. It is the center of sup-
plies for that part of the country. It contains

a couple of hotels. The one near the railroad

has recently changed hands, and under the man-
agement of Mr. Eddy promises to be a pleasant
stopping place. The mountain work proper be-

gins at Los (iatos, and several lines were run
before the present and most feasible one was
adopted. This piece of engineering is beiug
carried on under the direction of Mr. E. H.
Mix, to whose kindness we are indebted for

many of our facts. The road finally selected

continues up Los Gatos canyon until at its head
it pierces the mountains in several quite exten-

sive tunnels. These tunnels are of course ex-

pensive, but by this means a very moderate

way. It is proposed to establish in this little

valley a station for that part of the country.

Here comes the second crossing. From this

point the work becomes more or less difficult

from the rough and irregular ground which
makes cutting and tilling both quite heavy. The
road crosses the creek six times before reaching
tunnel No. 3, at a distance of seven and a half

miles from Los Gatos. Tunnel No. 3 is where
the road pierces the main ridge, and is just at

the county line, one end opening into Santa
Clara county, the other into Santa Cruz. The
center of this tunnel is the highest point on the

road. It is to be 6, 155 feet long, and will be
spoken of more in detail later. The road then
runs for 4,.">00 feet through a steep canyon,
heavily wooded. This part of the road may be
described as extremely picturesque and expen-
sive. Then comes tunnel No. 4. This runs
for 5,800 feet through a spur which it was de-

cided to pierce for the purpose of opening up
the fertile region beyond. Beyond this point

the road has not been definitely located, though
preliminaries have been run. The road will
however, take in Felton on its way to Santa
Cruz. It will probably run down Bean creek
for one and one-half miles from tunnel No 4 to
the spur which will necessitate tunnel No 5 of
about 1,200 feet, and then to Felton at the
junction of Zyante creek and San Lorenzo
river.

Felton
Is a small town, which is at present the ter-
minus of the Santa Cruz and Felton railroad
It is the center of the great lime industry and
the terminus of several lumber Humes.

The Tunnels
Of this road are so exteusive that some special
mention of them is necessary. We will take

the
I

them up in their order and recapitulate: Tunnel
No. 1, caved in, now an open
cut; tunnel No. 2, 190 feet; tun-
nel No. 3, 6,155 feet; tunnel
No. 4, 5,800 feet; tunnel No. 5,
1,200 feet, probably. The
ground in which they are built
seems, as far as yet opened, to
be of nearly the same nature, a
dark, clay slate, firm when first
opened, but swelling on being
exposed to the air and necessita-
ting very solid timbering.

The tunnel is arched at the
top and its sides incline slightly
from the spring of the arch to
the floor. The distance from the
crown to the floor is 16 feet
three inches. The span of the
arch is 13 feet. The width of
the Hoor is 1 1 feet four inches.
The timber is all 10 by 12-inch
stun'. The arch is made in six
pieces. Each is three feet 10
inches on the top and three feet
four inches on the bottom. A
flat rod of iron runs through
each of these joints, connecting
each set of timbers firmly with
the adjacent ones. Behind the
timbers, four by four-inch lag-
ging is placed all around
throughout almost the entire
length of the tunnel. Tins is

necessitated by the shifting na-
ture of the ground. The tunnel
is quite dry and the air of the
tunnel No. 3 is strongly impreg-
nated with petroleum and at
one time the whole face of the
tunnel ignited and flamed up
for several seconds. Large num-
bers of fossil shells have been
found, in those excavations.
They very much resemble the
clam and periwinkle shells found
at present on our beaches.
They have been pronounced by
Mr. R. E. C. Stearns, as belong-
ing to the tertiary period. Tun-
nel No. 3 is at present in COO
feet at the north or Santa Clara
end. The south or Santa Cruz
end is giving much trouble, as
the ground is full of water and
very uncertain. A small drift,

six by six feet, has been put in
about 160 feet, and it is the in-
tention to widen this out to the
full size as soon as firm ground
is reached. The faces of tunnel
No. 4 only have been opened
and the rest of the tunnel work
is all in the future. It is ex-
pected that it will take at least

a year to complete these tunnels,

and that by the time they are

down the rest of the road will

oe built and the connections

only will have to be made.

The highest point on the road
is the center of tunnel No. 3,
which is 803 feet above the sea
level and 090 feet below the
crest of the range at that point.
The tunnel beds falls three feet

in 100 each way from the cen-
ter. The maximum grade on
the road is 90 feet to the mile.

The average grade from Los
(iatos to tunnel No. 3 is 70 feet

to the mile. The maximum of

curvature is a 10' curve.

There are several engineering
features which we hope to speak
of more fully in the future,

mountain work is more fully de-when the

veloped.

From what we ha\ e seen of the road, we pre-

dict for it a promising future. The beauty of

its mountain scenery « ill certainly render it

one of the most popular roads in the State, and
we think it will secure all the passenger traffic

to Santa Cruz, as well as do much to develop
the industrial resources of this region.

The officers of the company are as follows:

A. E. Davis, President and Treasurer; B. B.

Minor, Secretary; Thomas Carter, Superintend-

ent; C. H. Waggoner, General Passenger
Agent.

The receipts of the May festival were &23,-

000, about all of which was absorbed by ex-

penses, leaving most of the newspaper advertis-

ing bills unpaid.

The Tomales cheese factory is turning out 60

cheeses per day.
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DEWEY & CO.

American & Foreign Patent Agents

OFFICE, 202 SANSOME St., X. E. Cor. Pixk, S. F.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats tiled

expeditiously; Patent Reissues taken out

Assignments made and recorded in legal form;

Copies of Patents and Assignments procured;

Examinations of Patents made here and at

Washington; Examinations made of Assign-

ments recorded in Washington; Examinations
ordered and reported by Telegraph; Kejecte'1

cases taken up and Patents obtained; Inter

ferences Prosecuted; Opinions rendered re

garding the validity of Patents and Assign-

ments; Every legitimate branch of Patent

Agency Business promptly and thoroughly

conducted.
Our intimate knowledge of the various inven-

tions of this coast, and long practice in patent

business, enable us to abundantly satisfy our

patrons; and our success and business are

constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced Inventors

are found among our most steadfast friends

and patrons, who fully appreciate our advan-

tages in bringing valuable inventions to the

notice of the public through the columns of

our widely circulated, first-class journals

—

thereby facilitating their introduction, sale

and popularity.

Foreign Patents.

In addition to American Patents, we secure,

witli the assistance of co-operative ageuts,

claims in all foreign countries which grant

Patents, including Great Britain, France,

Belgium, Prussia, Austria, Baden, Peru,

Russia, Spain, British India, Saxony, British

Colombia, Canada, Norway, Sweden, Mexico,

Victoria, Brazil, Bavaria, Holland, Denmark,
Italy, Portugal, Cuba, Roman States,

Wurtemburg, New Zealand, New South
Wales, Queensland, Tasmania, Brazil, New
Granada, Chile, Argentine Republic, AND
EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD
where Patents are obtainable.

No models are required in European countries,

bat tile drawings and specifications should be

prepared with thoroughness, by able persons

who are familiar with the requirements and

changes of foreign patent laws—agents will

are reliable and permanently established.

Our schedule price for obtaining foreign patents

in all cases, will always be as low, and ir

some instances lower, than those of any otliei

responsible agency.

We Can and do get foreign patents for inventors

in the Pacilic States from two to six months
(according to the location of the country)

sooner than any other agents.

The principal portion of the patent business of

this coast has been done, and is still being

done, through our agency. We are familiar

with, and have full records, of all former
cases, and can more correctly judge of the

value and patentability of inventions discov-

ered here tiian any other agents.

Situated so remote from the seat of government,
delays are even more dangerous to the invent-

ors of the Pacific Coast than to applicants in

the Eastern States. Valuable patents may be
lost by extra time consumed in transmitting

speeilications from Eastern agencies back to

this coast for the signature of the inventor.

Confidential.

Wo take great pains to preserve secrecy in

all confidential matters, and applicants for

patents can rest assured that their communi-
cations and business transactions will be held
strictly confidential by us. Circulars free

Hime Counsel.

Oar long experience in obtaining patents for

Inventors on this Coast has familiarized us

with the character of most of the inventions

already patented; hence we are frequently

able to save our patrons the cost of a fruitless

application by pointing to them the same
thing already covered by a patent. We are

always free to advise applicants of any
knowledge we have of previous applicants

which will interfere with their obt- ;ning a

latent.

W- invite the acquaintance of all pa. ties con-

nected with inventions and patent right busi-

ness, believing that the mutual conference of

legitimate business and professional men is

mutual gain. Parties in doubt in regard to

their rights as assignees of patents or pur-

chasers of patented articles, can often receive

advice of importance to them from a short call

at our office.

B.9 nittances of money, made by individual in-

ventors to the Government, sometimes mis-

carry, and it lias repeatedly happened that
applicants have not only lost their money, but
their inventions also, from this cause and con
sequent delay. We hold ourselves responsible

for all fees entrusted to our agency.

Engravings.

We have superior artists in our own office, and
all facilities for producing line and satisfactory

illustrations of inventions and machinery, fur

newspaper, book.circular and other printed il-

lustrations, and are always ready to assist

patrons in bringing their valuable discoveries

into practical and protitable use.

DEWEY & CO.
United States and Foreign Patent Agents, pub-

lishers .Mining and Scientific Press and the
icilic Uural Press, 202 Sausome St., N. E

corner Pine, S. F.

XSTA Book for all That Have a Garden."ES FORTY"
ACRE

FARMS.
FRAGARICULTURE;

Culture of the Strawberry.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON

Culture, Propagation, Management
and Marketing of Strawberries.

1873.

Illustrated with Photographs, representing

the average size of best varieties

Especially adapted to the
Family Garden.

BY FELIX GILLET,
Nevada City, Cal

TABLE OF CONTENTS-
Fragariculture; Description; Varieties; Selection; The

Soil; Preparation of the Soil; Manures; Time of Setting

Strawberries; Setting out Strawberries; Culture in Rows
and Hills; Matted Row System; Mulching; Irrigation

Care of Plunts after Setting; Propagation; Propagation by
ftceil; Resetting; Exposure; Annual Varieties; Biennial

Varieties; Ever-bearing, or Wood Varieties; Uush-alpinc

\>.H3t'esi Staicui;ate ant I i iiHr-ie fltctc llylrklizatiui

Forcing Strawberries; Care to Plants Forwarded by Mail

Duration of Strawberry lieds; Mode to Perpetuate Straw
berry Reds; How to make Strawberries Last; Spring
Work on Strawberry lieds; How to Raise Very Large
Fruit; How to Pick and Keep Strawberries; Packing and
Shipping; Insects Injurious to Strawberries: Maladies of

the strawberry; The Art of Preparing Strawberries; Pre-

serving Strawberries; Medicinal Properties of Strawber-
ries; (General Hints en Fragaricullure; Explanation of

Photographs, and list of best varieties.

PRICE—50 CENTS A COPY.

Each photognpl represents a gTOQp of strawberries—
three to five—and not a single one. and is six melius by
four inches.

N"iv. It is the most complete, practical, interesting

treatise on Mmwherry Culture ever published in the
United States. Address

DEWEY & CO., Publishers,

202 Sansome Street. S. F.

P. S. —Also, for sale by A. Waldtenfel, in San Jose.

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY
BY ROPP'S

EASY CALCULATOR.
This valuable work is used by thousands of fanners,

mechanics and business men, and is highly recommended
for its practical utility and convenience.

It embodies an entirely new system of calculation, by
which a vast amount of figures and mental labor -required
by the ordinary methods and fractions with their com-
plexities, are absolutely avoided.

It is so simple and easily comprehended that even the
most illiterate is enabled, in a few minutes, to reckon
with absolute accuracy and speed; while its original and
rapid methods, benefit and delight the most scholarly.

It shows at a glance the accurate value of wheat, corn,

rye, oats, barley, cattle, hogs, hay, coal, lumber and mer-
chandise, from one pound to a car load, and for any price

the market is likely to reach.

It gives the interest, simple and compound, on any sum,
for any time, at six, seven, eight, and ten per cent.; the
exact measurement of boards, scantlings, timbers, saw
logs, cisterns, tanks, wells, granaries, bins, wagon beds,
corn cribs, etc. , the wages at various rates, for hours,

days, weeks and months; besides numerous other impor-
tant methods, rules and tables.

It is printed on fine tinted paper, is well and elegantly
hound in pocket-book shape, and accompanied by a sili-

cate slate, pocket for papers, and memorandum, which
can be replenished in the two latter styles.

It answers the purpose of a pocket book and diary, and
costs no more, although it was rotten UP at great exponas
ami labor, and is unquestionably one of the most useful
publications ever issued from the press

Price, bound in Fine English Cloth, $1 00.

Sent direct from the Eastern publisher, postpaid, on
receipt of price, by P. (). order, registered letter or
receipted ny express. Address

DEWEY & CO., San Francisco.

Contents of Pamphlet on Public Lands of

California, U. S. Land Laws, Map of

California and Nevada. Etc.

Map of California and Nevada ; The Public
Lands; The Land Districts; Table of Rainfall in Califor-
nia; Counties and Their Products; Statistics of the State
at Lm ltc

Instructions ->f the U. S. Land Commis-
sioners. Different Classes of Public Lands; How Lands
may be Acquired, Fees of Land office at Location; Agri-
cultural College Scrip; Pre-emptions; Extending the
Homestead Privilege; Hat One Homestead Allowed; Proof
of Actual Settlement Necessary; Adjoining Farm Home-
steads; Lands for Soldiers and Sailors; Lands for Indians;
Fees of Land Office and Commissions; Laws to Promote
Timber Culture; Concerning Appeals; Returns of the Reg-
ister and Receiver; Concerning .Mining Claims; Second
Pre-emption lieneflt.

Abstract trom the U. S. Statutes -The Law
Concerning Pre-emption; Concerning Homesteads; Amend-
atory Act Concerning limber; Miscellaneous Provisions;
Additional Surveys; Land for Pre-emption; List of Cali-
fornia Post unices. Price, |jost paid, 50 ets.

Published and sold by DEWEY & CO , S. F

TO QUERISTS.

In propounding questions to the editorial, patent or bus-

ness departments of this oflice, letter writers should be

direful to enclose a stamp and addressed envelope if

they wish prompt answer. If we were to furnish time, pa
per, envelopes and stamps, all free to parties who address
this oitiee on matters of more interest to themselves than
to us, HV> ut'NDKKD dollars a year would not cover the

expense. This hint, however, is not intended for parties
writing in our own or the publie interest, or who would
oe obliged to delay writing at any time for want of an ex
tra stamp.

In offering the Reading Ranch for sale in

sub-divisions, I am disposed to accomodate the

interests of all classes of desirable settlers, I

therefore offer (besides large tracts) to sell farms

(in favorable locations) of from 40 to 100 acres,

at from -*20 to §30 per acre. Semi-tropical fruits,

corn, vegetables, and all kinds of grain and

grasses, (including alfalfa,) will grow well with-

out irrigation on these lands. The Oregon Di-

vision of the C. P. R. R., and a brisk growing

town are near the land on the west, while the

Sacramento river is near at hand on the east.

For further information of the Reading

(.rant, see my advertisement which appears

from time to time in this paper. Address the

proprietor on the premises,

EDWARD FRISBIE,
Anderson, Shasta County, Oai

THE BERKELEY GYMNASIUM.

(A Preparatory School to the University.)

A First-Class Boardin? School,

Established in the interests of higher education, and in

opposition to the cramming system of small colleges and

military academies of the State. The next

Term Will Commence July Twenty- Fourth

kxamixatio.n or CAXDIDATK8 for admission,

July Twenty-Second and Twenty-Third.

By request, instructions have been provided during

the summer months for students preparing for the Au-

gust examinations at the University. For catalogues or

particulars, address
JOHN F. BTJRRIS.

Berkeley, Cal.

Note. —We desire to call special attention to the or

gauization of our Crammar Department, separate from

the Academical, and solicit the patronage of parents and

guardians of small boys

'« BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

24 J'ost Street

tirnr Kearny,

San Frandm. C<U.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers arc competent and experienced. Its pupils are

from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
confined to Book-keepingand Arithmetic merely, but gives

such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-

lion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its Bysteni of Actual Business

Practice is unsurpassed.
Ladies' Detartmrnt.- Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Tki.eorahiic Department.— In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly tit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.

For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business Colleire, San Francisco, Cal.

H. H B H.
HORSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Ringbone, Si-avis, Swkrnky, Callous
Lumps, and all old sorkh, apply freely bo as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Strains, Stiff

Joints, Brcisks, Windfalls, and all slight ailments, apply

ft small quantity so as BOt to blister. Saddle Sores, tuts,

*nd all other sores where the *kiii is broken, mix the lin-

iment half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

Lands for Sale and to Let.

Pacific ural Cress,

A first-class 16-page Illustrated Agricultural Weekly, filled

with fresh, valuable and interesting reading. Every
farmer and rurnlisl should take it. It is im-
mensely popular. Send for a sample copy.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers. 8. F-

From A Patentee.

Hiwsakkr, Titlark Co., Cal., Jan. 15, 1878.
• * you will now receive my grateful, heart-

felt thanks for the able manner in which you have con-

ducted the interest intrusted to you by inc. Your ac-

knowledged ability, continued to me as it'is by the suc-

cessful presentation of my claim for a patent on a pun p
power, not only dcliuhts me, but suggests the propric.y
oil my continued patronage and that of all my friend*.

With kind wishes for your future success, I subscribe my,
self, yours respectfully, A. L. Hcnbakbe.

Ukssrs D».»kv & Co., Patent Solicitors, S F.

Land for Sale in Napa County.

I am offerin? my lands in Foss Valley, ten miles north
of Xapa City, for sale, as follows— to wit:
One tract of 800 acres, including mv homestead, 220

acres of which is choice valley land, "the balance good
grazing land, is well watered, has a large supply of wood,
is well improved, has a comfortable dwelling of nine rooms,
barn, granary, sheds, etc. Also, a good orchard and
choice vegetable garden. Price, $15.00 per acre.

Also, one tract of 1,020 acres, about 100 acres of which is
valley, the balance good graz ng hills, is well watered and
has enough w ood on it to pay for it. Price, 25.00 per acre.
Also, one tract of 300 acres, 40 acres tillable, a portion
can be irrigated from springs, has a large amount of wood
on it and 500 rods of stone fence. Is well suited to run-
ning a small dairy, and raising pigs and chickens, by which
a good living can be made, price #2,000. The climate is
choice, being shut in from the chilly coast winds, but has
just breeze enough to make it pleasant, title perfect. The
above lands lay contiguous. I will sell the whole or either
one of the above tracts on ca«> terms—a liberal portion
can remain at 10 per cent, per annum If desired, will sell
w ith the land, 1,500 head of Spanish Me it o sheep. Come
and sec me, asl am determined to sell. Address the un-
dersigned at Napa City. WILLIAM CLARKE.

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for sale in Riverdale, Fresno County. It com-

prises 100 acres, U. S. Patent, of rich bottom land, with
house and out buildings. Crass is green the year round.
Alfalfa grows the year round without irrigation, as
water is but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There
is t *o irrigation ditches running across the ranch and
three cubic feet of water per second belongs with the
place, and 42 small fruit trees and two to three hundred
blackberry and strawberry plants; SO acres of alfalfa; 20
acres of barley, all looking aioajf and a nice vegetable
garden. Btxt] acres inclosed, three plows, one two gang
sulky, (John Deere,) and two single plows, harrow, two
number one cows, two calves, one work team, harness,
old buggy and two dozen hens. The ranch is one mile
west 01 the Riverdale postoftice. We have a good school,
one store and preaching every two weeks of the South
.Methodist. The ranch is 10 miles north and west of
Lemure, a flourishing railroad town; 9 miles due west of
Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, the county seat of
Fresno, and 15 miles from the Central California Colony.
All the crops slock and tools mentioned go with the
ranch if sold soon. Price, 22,500. 21 500 gold coin down,
and one year's lime on balance. For further particulars
address or call on ranch.

DAVID S. ORR, Riverdale, Fresno Co., Cal.

CHOICE
PROPERTY AT SANTA CRUZ

FOR SALE.

Eleven acres of land, planted with Ornamental Trees

and Shrubs, Two hard-finished Cottages and other

buildings, large enough to accommodate about 40 per-

sons. A fine well, windmill, tank and distributing pipes.

Charming as a Private Residence

Sea-Side Hotel.

or

Finest views of the Pacific, Monterey Bay and the

Coast Mountains. Sea bathing within one minutes'

walk. JULII S PELTON, Owner.

Apply to
C. H. DWINELLE,

202 Sansome St., San Francisco.

FARM FOR SALE.

$4,000.—Two Hundred Acres of
Land in Mendocino County.

Thirty miles from the county seat, and 20 miles from
the Coast, one of the healthiest localities in the State,

especially for consumptives The pi ice is fenced off in

six different fields. Plenty of water and timber for all

purposes. A good orchard. Vegetables of all kinds
growwcll. A good dwelling with six rooms, ceiled and
painted inside, good frame barn, granary, storehouse,

smokehouse, etc.

Also, Six Hundred acres of grazing land, well fenced,

three miles from the above farm, plenty of water and
timber for all purposes. Price. 22,250.

For further particulars, address "B. T.," care of

11KWKY& CO., Pacific Ri ral Press office, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

FINE RANCH FOR SALE.

One thousand six hundred acres of deeded land, in

T. P. IS), N. R. 6 W., in Colusa County, situated near

Stonev Creek, on the county road, from Leesville to Elk

Creek", comprising No 1 farming land, and first-class

grazing lands, all enclosed. Good house, seven rooms,

well finished and painted. Two large barns, one wagon
house, one wool house, large store house, wood house and
other small buildings complete. Two good wells of pure

Id water and a large spring of never-failing water run-

ning about one mile through the ranch. The house is

surrounded with shado anil ornamental trees. All the

fanning utensils and about 50 tons of hay will be thrown
in if purchasetl soon. Any one wishing to engage in the

dairv, or stock business of any kind, cannot find a better

location in Hie State. Price, 27.50 per acre, one half down
and the balance to suit purchaser. For further particu-

lars, apply to James W. Good, Colusa, or the undersigned.

DANIEL JOHNSON,
Elk Creek P O, Colusa County, Cal.

HOG RANCH__FOR SALE.
Hog ranch of 800 acres for sale at Borden, Fresno

Countv, Cal. Stocked with hogs, work horses, mules

and farming utensils. 300 acres of it in alfalfa and the

balance the best of grain land. The barley now standing

upon it is expected to turn out 50 bushels per acre. All

leveed and ditches made for irrigating, with the water

supplied by the Fresno Canal Co. Pig pens, water supply,

etc , all arranged. 800 fruit trees and large garden. For

further particulars, apply by mail or in person on the

premises to A- L. SAYRE

EVERYBODY KNOWS
that Mrs. C. H. Sprague, at the California Poultry

Yards, at Woodland, Yolo County, keeps the choicest lot

and the greatest and best variety of Thoroughbred Fowls

of any one west of the Mississippi rivor, aud that one can

get Just what is wanted by sending order* te her.
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Purchasers of Stock will find in this Directory thb
Names ok some op the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

50 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO., Downey City, Cal., breeders of

thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves fur sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-

ers of Short Honis and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey

cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $40
to 8100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

L. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-

sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRTJM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Ooats.

POULTRY.
M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-

land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks for

sale. Also, eggs in their season.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for

hatching. .

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

C. P. STONE, San Francisco, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of High Class White Leghorn Fowls.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal
Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

J. M. KERLINGER, Ellis, San Joaquin Co., Impor-
ter and Breeder of Berkshire Pigs and line Poultry.

BEES.
N. S- AMES, Napa City, Cal., Importer and Breeder

of Italian Queen Bees. Queens Imported from Europe,
$10 each. Tested Queens, $:i.

J. D. ENOS, of Sunny Side, Napa, Importer and
Breeder of Italian Queen Bees from the best districts

in Italy. Light or dark, tested or untested Queens,
homebred Nucleus, three frames if desired. Address
as above.

Poultry.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

DANIEL INMAN, (President).

A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).

AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

JOHN LEWELLIXG. (Treasurer).
Ci. W COLBY.
I C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
0. HUliBELL.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY.
Ground raw bones are both stimu-

lating and restorative; unequaled for

FORCING
EGG PRODUCTION,

And have been proved by experiment
to hasten the laying of pullets and
increase the laying of hens fifty per
cent., while burnt bones pounded
have not the same effect, being re-

duced to animal charcoal and phos-
phate of lime, fresh bones ground raw
contain jelly and much nutriment. When fed regularly
to fowls it keeps them In a healthy condition, especially
young chickens, and wards off many of the diseases they
are subject to on this Coast. Hundreds of poultrymeii
and farmers on the Pacific Coast are now using the Bone
Meal prepared by me, and say they would not get along
without it, after knowing its beneficial qualities. I also
manufacture Bone Meal for cow feed, and for the use of
garduers, nurserymen, etc.

Also, Agent for Imperial Egg Food.

CARBOLIC POWDER.
Calvert's English Carbolic Powder, the best thing in the

world for destroying lice on fowls, put up in four pound
packages for $1, can be shipped in the bone meal sacks,
thus saving freight. Price of Bone Meal in 100 pound
sacks, $1; 50 pound sacks, $2.50. Sent by Express, C. O.
D., or by freight on receipt of price. Send for circular,
Address

C. P. STONE, Mission Market,
Sixteenth Street, San Francisco, Cal.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark snd Light Brahmas, Buff
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White & Brown

Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

|tams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGOS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
i2TFor further information send stamp for Illustrated

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. O. Box, 669 San Francigoo, Cal.

W. W. GRAY.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

Grangers' Building, .... 106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis th wil
enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will b
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

BYRON JACKSON, Woodland, Cal.,

MANUFACTURER OF

Feeders & Elevators for Threshing Machines, Horse Forks & De. ricks,

All of which are protected by TJ. S. Patents.

1mi III!

The above Diagram shows the proper position for th
tor stacks.

Two medium sized stacks with the Derrick between t hem is far better than one large fctacl<

has only to be moved one-half the distance. Address

Derrick, Separator and Engine, and the best size

because the grain

BYRON JACKSON, Woodland, or BAKER & HAMILTON,
San Francisco or Sacramento, Cal.

IRA MARDEPJ &, CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST
GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

THOROUGHBRED POULTRY.

116 Acres

DEVOTED TO

FANCY
POULTRY- 4

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock.

Largest Yards
on the Coast.

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Bronze Tur-

keys, Geese, Pekin Ducks, Guinea Pigs, Etc.

SWSa/e arrival of Fowls and Eggs Guaranteed "^H

CTPamphlet on the care of fowls- -hatching, feeding,

diseases and their cure, etc., adapted especially to tue

Pacific Coast. Sent for lft cents.

Send stamp for price list. Address

M. LYRE, Napa, Cal.

$3

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
D/>n [Imnn From 3 Pe" s of 20 Hens and a
rcr UU£tMI. cock cach:s4 of the finest White

Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of (J0U hred during the sea-

sons of 1876-77, packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send

or circular. Address,
C. P. STONE,

35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

DALTON &. GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

All Kinds of Country Produce.

404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco.

£2T Consignments Solicited IKS

C. &. F. NAUMAN & CO.
Wholesale Commission Merch.nts,

ALL KINDS OF

Farm and Dairy Produce Sold on Commis-
sion. Butter, Eggs, Poultry and

Game a Specialty.

231 WASHINGTON STREET, San Francisco
(Between Front and Davis.)

Chas. Nauman. Frank Nalman.

DAVIS &. SUTTON,

No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Reference.—Tradesmen's National Ban*, N. Y. ; Ell

wanger it Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra

meuto, Cal. ; A. Lusk & Co., Sau Francisc*, Cal.

GRAY'S MUSIC STORE,

No. 105 Kearny Street, San Francisco

On receipt of the amount in postage stamps, any of

following pieces will be mailed, post-paid:

POOR LITTLE CHLOE, (Ballad; by Luther, 35

KISS THE LITTLE ONES GOOD NIGHT FOR ME,
by Ruttledge, 35 cts.

GOOD NIGHT, FAREWELI by Ruttledge, 3 cts.

MY DEAR LITTLE HOME O'ER THE SEA,

by Lavarnie, 35 cts,

HELP THE NEEDY WHEN YOU CAN,
by Ruttledge, 35 cts.

AMERICUS GRAND MARCH by Ilallenberg, 30 cts.

THE LITTLE TORMENT, (Schottischc). . Far West, 35 cts

THE REPUBLIC GRAND GALLOP,
by A. II. Woods, 75 cts.

Send for our complete Catalogue of Songs, Duets and

Choruses. it-fTSay where you saw this advertisement.

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
HEMORRHOIDS or PILES
can be RUEEDI Radically
Speedily and Without Pain ! "Dr
Pierce's Pile Truss and Remedy" give
instant relief in all oases. By means
of this new appliance the Piles have
a constant and agreeable support and

v/iUetitireli/ disappear if the Truss is worn and the Rem
edv applied as directed. For particulars call or aduress

MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO., 609 Sac-

ramento Street, (up stairs), San Francisco.

£3'Statc in what aper you saw this notice. TE&

SWEET

(tail

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords the

best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Beecher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs
nquire of

T. L. MILLER.
Beecher, Will County, IllinoisJ

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Bcrkshires.

Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are

guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,

and Los Angeles City, Cal.

$25 EVERY DAY 18 warranteci usng jilz
WELL AUGERS and

DRILLS. Took the first premium at the Great Exposi-

tion. They bore any diameter and depth; 100 feet a day,

through earth, sand or rock. Pictorial auger book free.

Address Col. PETER SAXE, Los Angeles, Cal., Agent for

Pacific States.

THOROUGHBRED
SPANISH MERINO SHEEP!

200 Extra Rams
For sale. Yearlings and two-year-
olds. In size, quality and condition
unsurpassed. Also, 100 ewes at

prices to suit the times. The nu-
cleus of this flock was from a pur-
chase made from Severance &
Peet in 1873. My ranch is at Haywards, Alameda county,
and may be reached by rail from San Francisco, seven
times daily. Parties desiring choice sheep should see
this flock before purchasina elsewhere.

J. H. STROBRIDGE.

20O COWS WANTED.

I WISH TO BUY FROM ONE TO TWO
hundred first-class dairy cows for Jersey
Farm, San Bruno.

R. G. SNEATH.
423 California street.

NOT FAIL
to send lor our
Catalogue, it
contains prices
and description
of most e\-ery
article In gen-
eral use,ami Is

valuable to A*"V PKRSMX contemplat-
ing tlie put-chase of any article for I'er-

J oonal. Family or Agricultural use. Wo
have clone a large trade the past season
In tlie remote parts of tlie Territories,
anil have, with lew exceptions, exceed-
ed the expectations of the purchase*,
many claiming to have made a saving
of JO to r.O per e'lit. We mail then
CATALOGUES TO A!»V Al)imi:»S
FREE, Ul'OX Al'l'UCATIOSl. We sell
our goods to all mankind at wholesale
prices In quantities to suit. lte»>renre,
First National Dniik, Chicago.

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.,

Original Grange Supply House,
ftl <& 2Si» Wabash Ave., Chicago, 1 II.

London Assurance Corporation,

OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

Established In 1720.

Cash Assets - - $14,993,466

Western Assurance Company,

OF TORONTO, CANADA.
Incorporated 1851.

Cash Assets - - - $1,576,307

CROSS & CO., Gen. Ascents, San Francisco

A warned MM prim at Centennial Exposition for

Ail chr,rtng gualUta and actttauxand hulmg char-

acter of Ject' nng and flaw,- ,«g. The best tobacco

ever mntle. As our hlne strip tradc-mnrk !» closely

imitated on inferior (rood*. »ee that Jnrkson'* Bert u
on cveir pine. Sold hy nil dealers. Rend for Mingle,

free, to"C. A. Jackson 4 Co., Mfrn., Peteraburg, Va.

& E. WERTHHEIMER, Afir'tB, San Francisco.

CHOICE PIGS FOR SALE.

I have a few fine Lancastcrshire pigs for sale, now

about four weeks' old. Bred from choice, imported

stock. Address _GRANT I. TAGGART,

Eighth Street, near Broadway, Oakland
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How to Build Wooden Rails for Steam
Roads.

As we have lately described, there seems

quite a disposition now to build wooden rail-

ways for steam locomotives in regions where

wood is plenty, and the expense of iron cannot

be borne. This has been so far reduced to prac-

tice that Eastern locomotive builders are an-

nouncing styles of locomotives which are especi-

ally adapted to use on wooden rails. One of

these firms have prepared an interesting state-

ment of the best timber to use in these roads

and how to lay them. The kind of timber to

use is of course a local question to be decided

according to available supplies. It is said that

the best wood is maple, laid with the heart up;

hard pine is used in the South. The simplest

form of wooden rail is a stringer cut in 16 to 120

feet lengths, and of such cross section as the

kind of wood or weight of engine requires.

Six inches square stringer is the size we would

generally advise, although live inches face by

seven inches depth is as good. Pour inches

face by six inches depth, or five inches square

will answer for our smallest engines, if the

wood is good ; still smaller sizes may be used

by placing the cross-ties close together, say two

feet or two and a half feet between centers ; for

large stringers, four feet between centers will

answer. When worn out on the top the stringer

may be reversed, and when again worn may be

used for ties.

The ties are easiest fitted and laid if made
uniform, and of about the same size lumber as

the rails ; six inches square is heavy enough.

Any cheap lumber not specially liable to decay

will do. Ordinary hewn ties may be used,

but not being uniform are less con-

venient for cutting out recesses for

rails. They should be at least three

feet longer than the width of the

track between rails.

The ties must be cut out accurate-

ly and uniformly to receive the rails.

The recesses should be about three

inches deep, and be at the top f ue
of the tie an inch, and at the bottom

of the recess one and one-half inch

wider than the rail. The inner faces

of the recesses are perpendicular,

and the distance between them is

the gauge of the track. The bottom
of the recess should be level, ami
ties laid well to afford proper bearing

for the stringer.

Wedges made of any cheap wood,

or better, of ends of stuff left from
rails, are driven on the outsides of

the rails. They are made of right

shape to tit the space left: the reason

for making this space wider at the

bottom than at the top is to keep
the wedges from working up, so

that the rail may be held securely

in place.

The stringers must lie arranged
to break joints on the ties. Both
stringers should not break joint on
the same tie; the stringers are some-
times sawed off diagonally instead
of perpendicularly, so as to lie lapped
and spiked together. The lumber
for a hard pine wooden road costs

about :*4-
r>0 per mile.

With another style of wooden
road the stringer is made of hemlock
or any cheap lumber, and a maple
strip four to five inches wide and
two and one half to three inches thick is

spiked on to the stringer. By this plan, such a
part of the rail as is worn out may be removed
without taking up the stringer. This maple
strip may be replaced by a T iron rail consider-
bly lighter than would be required if laid di-
rectly on cross-ties. Wc would strongly advise
this instead of strap iron.

A wooden rail is very slippery when wet, and
hard to keep clear of snow and ice in freezing
weather. On very bad curves and steep grades
a wooden rail is impracticable, and iron must
be used.

A locomotive has but one-half or two-thirds
the power on wood that it has on iron ; the
friction useful for traction is less, and the tlange
friction is greater. Locomotives for wooden
rails require to be very strongly built and to be
evenly balanced ; the weight should be less and
the drivers larger than for the same size cylin-
ders on iron rail.

Generally speaking we would dissuade any
one from laying a wooden rail. In cases where
lumber is cheap, and iron very dear, it may be
advisable to operate a wooden road, as for in-
stance where a cheap improvement on an ordin-
ary country wagon road is needed. To do any
considerable business on the very best wooden
road that can be built, will in the words of one
of our customers who has tried the experi-
ment, " require a very rich concern." Parties
using animal power for hauling on a wooden
rail, if content not to greatly increase the
load, may effect a very considerable saving
by using a locomotive

; but for transportation
upon a scale of any magnitude, wooden roads
are very unsatisfactory ami almost fimpractica-
ble.

The King Patent Portable Engine.

The use of steam for various agricultural pur-

poses is continually increasing. We present

herewith a fine engraving of the King Patent

Portable Engine, which is being rapidly intro-

duced throughout this coast, and which is

becoming very popular with all who are in need

of a cheap yet satisfactory steam power.

This engine is peculiarly adapted to all

the various industries to which small en-

gines can be applied. It is so simple that

the common laborer can manage it, and yet SO

strongly constructed as to resist the severe

labors and abuses frequently imposed upon it

by ignorant persons who will not take the pains

to become acquainted with the use and manage-

ment of steam power.

As will be seen by Fig. 1 of the engraving,

this engine occupies but a very small space. It

is made of four different sizes, ranging from two

to twelve-horse power. It will be seen that the

engine is not connected directly with the boiler,

thus avoiding any danger from the expansion or

contraction of the boiler. As the engine is ver-

tical, it will at once be seen that all side wear

is avoided. The Judson governor is used on

every engine, and so thorough is every part of

this engine made that a first-class steam power

is secured at a very low price. By those who
have given the King engine a thorough trial it

is stateil that for use in irrigating the farm lands

of this coast this engine is almost indispensable.

We are told that it has been proven by actual

experiment that a No. 2 King engine will irri-

gate 40 acres of orchard, raising water from 25

to 30 feet at an average cost for fuel of from 60

to 75 cents per day, and that a No. 3 engine

will irrigate 50 acres, raising water from 50 to

The Influence of Heating on Wheat.—
Although the wheat produced in this State is so

thoroughly dry that there is little danger of

the heating experienced in other countries, it is

of interest to note the results gained by
French investigators as to the effect of the heat

which moist new grain stored in bulk, evolves.

When new wheat is placed in an open vessel or

in heaps on the floor, a spontaneous heating

will soon take place, and fermentation will be-

gin ; that kind of fermentation or chemical

change which invariably precedes the sprouting

of wheat. A vinous smell will be disengaged,

and this smell will soon become acetic, and in a

short time the wheat will be entirely spoilt and
unfit for ordinary milling purposes. It is there-

fore clear that in most European climates it is im-

possible to keepnew wheat either in hermetically

close vessels or in heaps, with a constant access

of air, before the water of vegetation or uncom-
bined water which it contains has previously been
expelled. The proportion of tins water of vegeta-

tion must of necessity vary according to atmos-
pherical conditions; it can, however, be deter-

mined pretty accurately, and Duhamel undertook
some experiments on the subject, the result of

which is on the whole satisfactory. Some two
years'old wheat andsome new whoatweresubmit-
ted to the same treatment. They were first placed
for a space of 24 hours in an oven heated to 47"

5 C, say about 10° above the temperature of

the warmest summers. They both lost 1,32, or

about 0.03125 of their weight. The tempera-
ture of the oven having been raised to 63° S C,
a portion of the same two samples of wheat
was left during another 24 hours, and their re-

spective weights were lessened by 1-16, or

0.0825. These wheats were then sown in suit-

able ground. The new wheat germinated and
grew well; the old wheat did not grow at all.

Lecture on the Olive. — We hear it re-

ported that Rev. Dr. Bleasdale, late of Austra-

lia, and who prepared a letter on packing grapes

IfA TENTS AND NVENTIONS.

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

THE KING PATENT ENGINE.

60 feet, at an expense not exceeding .?1 per day.
These engines are now being mounted on wheels,
so as to make them still more convenient for

farming purposes.

Fig. 2 represents the boiler used by the King
engine. Every boiler is tested at a pressure of

350 pounds to the square inch, before being
placed on the market, and every engine is'

steam-run in order to see that it is perfect.

Taken as a whole the King engine and boiler are
models of compactness, and for farm use, for

mining purposes, printing offices and all of the
lighter work where steam power is used, it an-
swers every purpose excellently. The agency
has recently been removed from 250 to 327
Market steeet, where the different sizes can be
seen. Circulars containing full descriptions of

this engine can be had by addressing, J. B.
Reynolds, 327 Market street, 8. F.

The Grand Jury of Ventura county have
found true bills for murder against Sprague,
Jones, Carlee, Lord, McCart, Hunt "and
Churchill for the killing of T. Wallace More.
The trials will commence on the first Monday
in July.

Berkeley Gymnasium. —The success of this
school during its first year has been very credit-

able to its founder, Prof. Burris, and satisfac-

tory to the friends of good schools generally.
The Gymnasium was opened last August, and
was so well thought of by the community that
93 scholars have been em oiled during the year.
The object of the school is to furnish thorough
preparation for the University, without disre-
garding general instruction for those who have
not the University in view. The success of this
aim is apparent from the fact that 13 pupils
from the Gymnasium passed the entrance exam-
inations to the University last week. Six en-
tered the scientific course, six the literary, and
one the classical. One of the 13 was a young
Udy. The wide field covered by the institution
is apparent from this enumeration.

The Territorial Enterprise says that General
W. H. Williams will not, according to his own
announcement, be a candidate for the United
States Senate, from Nevada, as he is now a
resident of California,

FOR KING

for a recent issue of the Press, will soon de-

liver a lecture on the olive, probably at Mar-
tinez, Contra Costa county. At all events he
has been invited to speak upon this subject,

and we hope he will consent. Dr. Bleasdale is

fitted by his long residence upon the Spanish
peninsula and his study of fruits grown there,

to give us practical information concerning ex-

isting facts ami methods. He can give inter-

esting points which are not in print, at least

not in our language, and we hope the Martinez
invitation will draw him out. We have long
known of him by Australian reports as a lead-

ing authority upon fruit culture, as well as a
man of w ide scientific acquirements. The leis-

ure which he may have during his stay in this

State could be employed with much advantage
to us it he would consent to lecture upon the
topics upon which he is so well informed.

Shasta County-—The crops on the Reading

ranch are very good, thus proving the capacity

of the land in both wet and dry seasons. A
party of gentlemen from Alameda county, in-

cluding our correspondent, Mr. Shinn, recently
visited the ranch and gave it a thorough exam-
ination. They were highly pleased, and one
gentleman purchased 300 acres near the town
of Anderson. Cherries, from the famous Tower
house orchards, are arriving daily in Shasta
City. Mr. Ogburn, of Ogburn's ranch, on the
road to Shingletown, has good round fall

apples, of the Tulpehoeken variety, still in eat-

ing order. Give us mountain fruit !

A hichwayman robbed a man named Horton
between Grass \ alley and Smartsville, and
while attempting to rob a second man was over-

taken and compelled to take to the bushes,
leaving his horse and accouterments behind
him.

Wm, Cullen Bryant, the poet-editor, died
at New York, on Wednesday morning.

[From Official Repohts fo» the Mining and Scientific
Press, DEWEY & CO., Publishers asd U. S.

and Foreign Patent Aoests.)

By Special Dispatch from Washinprton, D. C.

Week Ending Mat 2Sth.

Paddle Wheels.—Adam Winjrard, 8. F.
Machines for Pitting and Cutting Fruit —Charles P.
Bowen, Silver City, I. T.

Saw Mill Head Blocks. -James Brett and Bethuue
Perry, Albion, Cal.

Pockets for Garments.—Yung Chow, S. F.
Apparatus for Banana Sulphur.—Henry H Eamea

S. F.

Mop Wringers —W illiam Haas, Walla Walla, W. T.
Fruit Pitting Machines.—Augustus T. Hatch, Cordelia

Cal.

Sbwirs Uaciiini Tarlxs.—Samuel Hill. s. F.
Tike Setters. -John A Miles, Rio Vista, Cal.
Ventilators. -- Salathiel S. Thompson, Sacramento, Cal
Fire Escapes — Ira L>. Cross, S. F.

Window Screens.—George L. Revnolds, Oakland Town-
ship, Cal.

Re-issues.

Ore Roasting Furnaces.—Charles Stetefeldt, 8. F.

Trademarks.
overalls, Jumpers and Garments of Outside Weak -

Berthold Greenebaum, S. F.
Lemonade Compound.—Abrams &. Carroll, 3. F.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the Patents recently obtained through
Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press American and
Foreign Patent Agency, the following are worthy
of mention:

Self-Tapping Can Funnel.—A. W. P. Ladd,
S. F. This device, which the in-
ventor calls a self-tapping can fun-
nel, consists in the employment of a
tapering or conical receiving vessel,
having a suitable discharge pipe or
nozzle, and provided with a cutter
or piercing device so that a can may
be placed upon it and its contents
discharged into the funnel. It is

simply a sort of shallow dish, made
somewhat funnel-shaped, having a
sort of nozzle of suitable size or
shape to enter a receiving can. This
funnel-shaped dish is set on top of
the receiving can, and has vertical
cutter or knife projecting up from
it. WT

hen it is desired to pour a can
of coal oil for instance into the re-

ceiving can, the can of oil is set
down on the dish, when the cu'.ter

pierces it and the contents run into
the dish and thence into the rfceiv-

ing can. The device is u.-cful lor

tapping and emptying any cans that
contain coal oil, turpentine, alcohol,

or other tluids that will flow through
a funnel.

SoFA Bed.—August Hansen, S.

F. Mr. Hansen's improvements
refer to that class of beds known as
sofa beds. The invention consists

in a novel construction of a hinged
seat and back which unfold in op-
posite directions from the main por-

tion of the sofa, so as to form a bed,
having its length transversely to
the direction of the seat. The back
is peculiarly constructed, so that

when folded up to form a sofa it maintains
itself iu position, and forms a strong brace.

The arms, or end of the sofa, are fitted

with reversible pieces to receive the up-
holstery, and these may be turned over, so aa
to prevent the upholstery from touching the
floor when opened. One of the arms is pro-

vided with an extensible net to form a pillow at

the side, if it be preferred to make up the bed
in this manner instead of transversely.

Gate.—A. G. Rockfellow, Ashland, Oregon.
The patent covers an improved gate, which can
be used either as a house-yard gate, to be opened
and closed by hand, or as a farm-gate, to be

opened and closed by cords leading to and over

pulleys at a distance from the gate. The object

of the invention is to provide a gate with
adjustable bearings, hangings and fastenings,

which can be quickly and easily adjusted to the

varying conditions of the gate in wet and dry
weather, so as to always preserve its freedom of

motion and operation. The bearings and fast-

enings are strong and substantial and at the

same time ornamental, so that the gate presents

a handsome appearance and is convenient to

operate.

Commencement at the University. —The
commencement exercises at Berkeley on June
5th were largely attended and very interest-

ing. The essays and orations of the graduates

were creditable. Formal transfer of the Law
College, founded by the beneficent gift of Judge
Hastings of this city, was made. The Judge
delivered an eloquent address, and response on
the part of the trustees was made by Mr.

Bishop. At the alumni meeting an able ad-

dress was made by Samuel Williams, and a poem
was read by Mr. Barker. The new building

for the college of the Mechanic Arts is progress-

ing finely, and will soon be enclosed.

Rust.—A gentleman lately down from

Roberts island informs us that the grain is

suffering somewhat from rust,
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Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.
San Francisco, June 12th, 1S78.

The dullness of trade is the general remark.
Even the agricultural implement dealers are

experiencing a lull from the hurry which has
pushed them for the last two months. It needs
time to get the harvest in and to realize some-
what from its sale before the people will have
time or money for large purchasing.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the
days of last week has been as recorded in the
following table:

Thursday. .

.

Friday
Saturday. . .

,

Monday
Tuesday. . .

.

Wednesday ,

Cal. Average. Club.

10s 5d@10s »d 10s 8d<ails 2d
10s 5d@10s Od 10s 8d<ails 2d
10s 5d@10s 9d 10s 8d@lla 2d
10s 5d(»10s 9d 10s 8d@lls 2d
10s 6d(<?10s 9d 10s 8d@lls 2d
10s 5d@10s Od 10s od<a>lls 2d

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as follows:

Average. Club.

1876 Os 8d@ 9s lOd 9s 10d@10s 4d
1877 12a Gd@13s — 13a 2d@13s 6d
1878 10s 6d@10s 9d 10s 8d@lls 2d

The Foreign Review.
London, June 11th.—The Mark Law Express

says: Speaking generally, the appearance of all

cereals is bulky. The tendency of so much
moisture has been to develop the Wheat plant at

the expense of the grain-producing power, and,

however favorable the weather may be during

the next two months, appearances do not favor

the production of more than a bare average
yield, any rate, as regards Wheat and Barley.

The supplies of English Wheat have been mod-
erate, both in country markets and Mark Lane.

Sales were only practicable at a decline of Is

to 2s per quarter, a reduction which growers
have accepted with manifest reluctance.

Foreign Wheat has been coming to hand freely.

Trade having been very dull, most of this

Wheat has gone into store, and a material in-

crease will probably be apparent at the end of

the month. America, Russia and Germany
have been the chief sources of supply, and from
the two countries first named we shall receive

heavy imports for some time. India may also

resume her prominent place iu the list of grain-

supplying territories. As regards trade there

is very little change, but there has been rather

a stronger feeling in regard to foreign Wheat at

the reduced prices of last Monday, which are 2s

per quarter lower on the week. Inquiry is

chiefly from country millers. Sales have been
to a great extent in a retail way. Values have
declined for all varieties of cereal produce, now
that the Congress is definitely settled upon,

and, in the opinion of traders, the influence of

politics has ceased as a factor in the course of

prices.
Freights and Charters.

There is nothing doing in Wheat charters.

The rate on Grain to Liverpool is about £2 10s.

The ship Gov. Goodwin has been chartered for

Grain to Cork, with the Liverpool option,

private terms. There are now in port engaged
to load Wheat, 22.764 tons shipping; loading
general merchandise, 10,375; disengaged, 50,-

924 tons. On the way to this port, 928,000
tons.

Eastern Grain Markets.

New York, June 8th.—Accounts from grow-
ing crops leave little to be desired. Wheat
harvest is making rapid progress in the north,

and the winter crop is said to be virtually safe.

The unsettled condition of the Grain markets,
consequent upon the varying phrases of the

political situation, has interfered to some extent
with the export trade, though there have been
heavy contracts made for forward delivery and
these have caused a slight stiffening of prices.

No. 2 Spring Wheat on spot has sold at $1.10

@1.12&; and all grades of Spring, 95c@l. 15,

for July and August delivery. These prices

are a little lower than for Wheat on spot.

There has been a large business in Corn, at 42(a)

4CJc for export grades. Fiour has ruled steady

at $4.25@5.50 for export brands, with a fair

business. Large shipments are in progress to

Brazil ports, owing to a partial failure of the

cereal crops of that country. Some Corn is

also being shipped to the same destination.

Chicago, June 8th.—Grain markets during
the week were active, strong aud higher through-

out, closing at decidedly advanced prices under
slackened receipts and bad rainy weather,
which has discouraged farmers on low lands.

July Wheat sold at 92.',(«;96
,

gc; Corn sold, 351
@37|c; July Oats, 23}@24c; July Rye, 51fJ

52Jc; Barley, 46i@49^c.
Closing cash prices are: Wheat, $1,001; Corn,

36f@36|c; Oats, 23Ac; Rye, 52.lc; Barley,

49Jc; Pork, $9.25; Lard, $6.80@6.82A; Alco-

hol, 33Jc.

Eastern Wool Markets.

New York, June 8th.—No signs of improve-

ment cau be witnessed in the Wool market.
Manufacturers still hold off, waiting the open-

ing of the season for new fleeces, fearing that

should they operate now the market will in a

381
short time be much lower than at the present.
The opinion that prevails among dealers, how-
ever, is that the bottom has been reached. Cal-
ifornia Spring has realized 30c for a small quan-
tity of extra choice, but this figure is an ex-
treme one, as the range is nearer 17@27c.
Sales for the week include 106,000 lbs Spring
California, 17@30c; 50 bags scoured Fall dot
51c; 38,000 lbs Western Texas, 16@22o; 15,000
lbs Spring Eastern do, 23(5 27c; 40,000 lbs bor-
der do, 18@21c; 14,000 lbs X and above Ohio,
36c; 3,500 lbs coarse washed do, 32c; 3,000 lbs
unwashed do, 23c; 2,500 lbs super pulled, 36c.
Boston, June 8th.—Wool is dull, manufac-

turers buying only for immediate wants, quota-
tions are almost entirely nominal and sales to
any extent could only be forced at low and un-
satisfactory prices. Considerable new Wool is

arriving, but as most of these Wools come in at
high cost holders find it difficult to place them
except at a loss, and but a comparatively small
quantity has yet passed into the hands of man-
ufacturers. Machinery is being stopped in all

directions and manufacturers are determined to
reduce the quantity of goods on the market.
This means smaller consumption of Wool and
any improvement in prices can scarcely be
looked for at present. Holders are anxious to
close up old stocks. Delaine and combing
fleeces are quiet, and prices entirely nominal.
New Kentucky is held at 33@35c, but these
prices are above the views of buyers. Sales of
the week include Pennsylvania and Ohio X,
XX and picklock at 36£@38c. Michigan, Wis-
consin and New Hampshire, 35c; New York
fleece, 32c; delaine and combing, 40(«41c; un-
washed combing, 2o@34c; unwashed fleeces,

22@28£c; unwashed Indiana aud Kentucky
clothing, 25(oj27ic, Oregon, 18(S24c; lexas,

16@25Jc; Utah," 20(5 25c; scoured, 53@78c;
super and X pulled, 25(o;45c; California Spring,
I6@30c; Fall, 17'<oU8 l

. Sales of domestic for

the week aggregated 739,900 pounds.

Domestic Produce.
The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at
noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articles.
Wekk. Week. Weer. Week
May 22. May 29. June 5. June 12.

Flour, quarter sacks .

.

44,981 17,237 31,706 30,767
25,767 38,766 27,971 12,954
11,498 14,038 15,436 9,812

Beans, sacks 704 901 351 250
2,204 1,182 2,501 2,622
6,176 6,406 2,848 8,554
4,308 4,148 5,794 7,220

Onions, sacks
Wool, balea

428 646 886 626
4,803 3,825 4,116 4,254
164 65

1,028 1,287 1,258 1,355

BAGS— Prices are firm but unchanged. Sales

to go to the interior are quite large. Stocks
are still scattered and there is no report of con-
centration yet.

BARLEY—The first lot of new Barley, 1,834
sks, has arrived, during the week, from Santa
Monica, Los Angeles county. It was fair qual-

ity, but dark, and sold at 80c per ctl. Another
lot of new Barley from Hill's Ferry is reported
received at Yallejo, which is better quality

than early Barley generally. The approach of

the new makes holders of old Barley anxious to

clean out, and prices are somewhat easier.

Sales: 1,200 sks Bay Feed at §1.02.',; 300 Coast
at SI; aud 3,000 ctls Brewing at SI. 05; 1,000
ctls light Brewing sold at $1.02^, and 310 at

$1.05; 200 sks Feed at $1 per ctl, silver; 600
sks choice Feed sold at 97£c per ctl.

BEANS—Beans are in good demand at the
recent advanced rates.

CORN—There is still a demand for large lots

for Mexico, and the supply comes chiefly from
the Southern coast steamers. Prices are about
the same as last week. We note sales: 200
sks fair large Yellow at $1.97i; 250 sks large

Yellow sold on private terms, and 250 at $2.02£;

375 bags large Yellow reported at §2 per ctl.

DAIRY PRODUCE—The situation is un-
changed and prices are stationary. Occasion-
ally a box is sold as high as 26c, but the general
trade is below 25c.

EGGS—Supplies are ample aud prices un-
changed.
FEED—A decline of 50c on the ton for Bran

is the only change in ground Feed. Hay is

unchanged. Cargoes of new Hay have sold at

$10(3 12 per ton. Two cargoes new Oat sold at

$11, and one of old Volunteer at §13.50 per ton.

FRUIT—Our table shows a general drop on
Fruit prices, as the novelties are becoming
common. More Tahiti Oranges have come in,

making 2,590,000 thus far reported this season.

Piue Apples and Bananas are out of the market.
Canners are using large quantities of Apricots.

Apples and Pears come by the basket, cheap
and generally poor.

HOPS— Another drop is recorded in Hops,
as finest California, now on hand, are being
sold to brewers at 7c $ lb. We note sale of 22
bales at this rate. Shippers hold their price at

4c. Emmet Wells reports the New York mar-
ket, for the week ending May 31st, as follows:

"The market continues fairly active for the
time of year. The shipments abroad, this

week, exceed the receipts by 280 bales. Should
this condition of affairs continue, the supply
here will soon become exhausted and more
money would be demanded for good export
stock; but we are too near the new crop and
the outlook for a large yield is too favorable to

give hope for a very marked improvement in

values. Quotations: New Yorks, good to prime,

8@10c; New Yorks, low to fair, 5@7c; Eastern,

5@8c; Wisconsins, 5@8c; Yearlings, 2@3c;
Olds, all growths, l@2c.

LIVE STOCK—Live Stock are arriving in
large numbers. The Butchertown corrals are
full. The Cattle are generally in fair condition.
Most of the arrivals are purchased in the coun-
try. There was 1$15 a head bid on a lot of poor
two-year-olds, but the owner had not accepted
at Inst accounts.

OATS—Oats are a shade easier and dull. We
note sales: 175 sks good Oregon at 11.50, 150
sks at §1.40, 200 sks light at §1.35, 160 sks
and 60 sks do at §1.50, 500 sks ordinary Feed
sold at §1.40, and 230 sks do at SI. 35, 112 sks
light Feed sold at §1.321, # ctl.

ONIONS—Good Onions from all sources are
selling to-day at J1.12J tf? ctl.

POTATOES—A few carloads from Iowa have
arrived and sold at $3.25@$3.50 t? ctl. Early
Rose and Halfmoon Bay are arriving more free-

ly and have declined. The top price for Early
Rose is §2.50, and that is for choice lots in
boxes.

PROVISIONS— Fresh Meats are quiet, with
slight decline in Mutton, Pork, and Milk Calves.
Our list of Hams, etc., shows a marked advance
in sympathy with the jump upward in the East-
ern markets. All brands of Eastern Hams are
raised from lc to 1J, cts lb.

VEGETABLES—Our price list below shows
all new features in the market.
WHEAT—Receipts are very small and sales

proportional. Sales: 100 and 30 tons Walla
Walla, at §1.70, and 50 tons poor smutty, §1.60

$ ctl; 10,000 ctls good milling, deliverable here
in 10 days, at $1.80; 4,000 ctls choice milling,

at §1.85; 600 ctls common at $1.70; 1,000 ctls

do at $1,671, ancl 400 ctls very poor at $1,621 #
ctl. It is reported that a sale of 4,000 ctls for

delivery in .July has been made at $1.65, but
we do not knaw anything about the transaction.

WOOL—Wool is dull and sales of small
amount. There was sold 3()0,C00 tbs, a straight
lot of Northern, but the price is withheld.
Aside from this probably not 200,000 His were
sold during the week. We hear of the follow-

ing sales: 14 bales San Diego, 13c; 7 bales Co-
lusa, 17c: 5 bales do, 15c; 9 bales do, 10c; 26
bales Sacramento, 18c.

20 (it.

25 (a

22 .Nf
12~(5

12'...'
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- @
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DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
I WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m., June 5, 1878.

Pecans 13 @ 14
Peanuts 5 @ 6
Filberts 15 fit 16

ONIONS.
Alviso — @ —
Union City, ctl.... — @ —
Stockton -- @ —
Sacramento River. — fill 12£
Oregon — @ —

POTATOES.
Petaluma, ctl — @ —
Humboldt — @ —
Cuffey Cove — fit —
Early Rose 1 50 ^2 50
Half Moon Bay...l 75 @2 00
Kidney — (ft —
Sweet — @ —
Salt Lake — (43 75
roi i/ritY a wtii .

Hens, doz 8 50 @ 9 00
Roosters 6 00 n*ll 00
Broilers 3 00 <<* 7 00
Ducks, tame 5 00 @ 9 00
do, Mallard — @

Oeese, pair 1 00 <S 2 50
Wild Gray, doz.. — (a
White do — M

Turkeys 20 (ft 22
do, Dressed — fit— —

Snipe, Eng 3 00 <g>

do, Common 1 00 <a 1 25
Rabbits 1 50 fit

Hare 4 00 (ft 4 50
PROVISIONS.

Cal. Bacon,H vy.tb \0\<fX 11}
Medium 11*® 12
Lii'ht 12{(f* 13

Lard 11 @ 13
Cal. Smoked Beef 10 @ 10J
Eastern — fit —

Shoulders. Cover'd 7i@ 8
Hams, Cal 10i@ 11
Dupee's 13j(3 14J
Boyd's 13 <§ 13J
Davis Bros

-

13J(5 14
None Such 13J(» 14
Ames — @ —
Slavens & Mansur 12J(S 13$
WhittaKer 13 <3 14

SEEDS.
Alfalfa 5 @ 12
Canary 6 (ft 8
Clover, Red 16 @ 18
White 50 @ 55

Cotton 6 @ 10
Flaxseed 3J@ —
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 @ —
Perennial 35 @ —

Millet 10 (ft 12
Mustard, White... 8 @ —
Brown 2J(§ 3

Rape 3$ 4
Ky Blue Grass 20 fit —
2d<iuality 38,fit —

Sweet V Grass .... 1 00 @ —
Orchard 25 (ft 30
Red Top 18 fit 20
Hungarian 8 fit 10
Lawn 50 fit

«<16 00

BEANS.
Bayo. ctl 5 75 00
Butter 4 25 fiti 50
Pea — @4 75
Red — @ —
Pink 6 25 <B6 50
Sra'l White - «4 75
Lima 4 25 (tti 50

Eti:OOH«OKN.
Old 34(« 7

New 4{(» 8

illl€€«B¥,
California 4 (fa 4.

German 6J(* 7

DAI It V PltODIU E, ETC
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll, lb

Fancy Brands
Pickle K.ilJ, new .

.

Firkin. old
Western Reserve..
New York

CHEESE.
Cheese, Cal, lb....

Eastern
N. Y. State
Gilroy Factory

EOOS.
Cal. fresh, doz
Ducks'
Oregon
Eastern
do Pickled

EEED
Bran, ton
Corn Meal 42 00 itf43 00
Hay 8 00 315 50
Middlings 21 00 yx22 50
Oil Cake Meal... 34 00 fit

Straw, bale 25 <g 60
ELOIili.

Extra, bbl... 5 75 (86 00
Superfine 4 60 »4 75
Graham, lb 3}@ 3J

I KI SII MEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 6i@ 74
Second 5 fit 54
Third 4 @ 4}

Mutton 4 ft 41
Spring Lamb 6 @ 7
Pork, undressed... 5J(* 55
Dressed 7J@ 8

Veal 6 @ 8
Milk Calves 7 & 8

J

GRAIN, ETC.
Barley, feed, ctl... 80 @1 00
Brewing 1 12J(»1 20
Chevalier 1 50 @ —

Buckwheat 1 30 <a> —
Corn. White 2 10 <?2 12*
Yellow 2 00 W2 05
Small Round.... 1 95 @2 00

Oats 1 12J»1 40
Milling 1 55 <<cl 65

Rye — ft? —
Wheat, Shipping . 1 75 vjrl 90

MUling 1 85 @2 U0

HIDES.
Hides, dry 14 <a 15

Wet salted 8}<S 9

J

HONEY. ETC.
Beeswax, th 30@ 31

Honey in comb 14(8 15
do. No 2 125G* 14

Dark 10 (n> -
Strained 7 (3 9

HOI'S.
Oregon 4(8; 5
California 4 (ri> 7
Wash. Ter 4 W 6

nuts Jobbing.
Walnuts. Cal 8 (8 9

do Chile 7 (8 8

Almonds, hd shl lb 7 <."• 8

Soft Bh'l 14 (ft Hi

Brazil 14 (8 16

Mesquit - (8 25
Timothy 9 (8 —

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 8 (8 8!
Refined 9J@ 10

WOOL. ETC.
SPRING.

S Joa<i'n,12uiofree 18 (it 20
do C & 7 mo do 16 a 3d

Burry. 12 mo 15 fit 17
do 6 mo.. 14 at 16

Scabby 12}.». LB

Smith'u Coast, free 16 (a 20
do do burry 14 (ft 17

Northern, free.... 23 (8 25

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.

Wednesday m., June 5, 1878.

Butter, California
Choice, tb

Cheese
Eastern

Lard, Cal
Eastern

Flour, ex. fam, bbl8
Corn Meal, lb

Sugar, wh. crsbd
Light Brown

Coffee, Green
Tea, Fine Black. ..

Finest Japan—
Candles, Admt'e..
Soap, Gal

25 @
18 fit

25 (h

is <a
20 (<>

00 (.'!(

21(<»

12*V
8 «
23 (d>

50 m
55 («1

15 fit

7 (8

Rico
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1

Cau'd Oysters doz2
Syrup, S F Gold'n
Dried Apples, lb .

.

Gcr. Primes
Figs, Cal
Peaches

Oils. Kerosene '

Wines, Old Port. ..3

French Claret 1

Cal, doz bot 3
Whisky, O K, gal. .3

French Brandy, , ..4

8 (it 12
50 ("2 00
00 (o3 5o
75 ("1 02
10 @ 14

12J(8 10
9 (8 15
11 (8 10

50 (» 60
50 ("5 00
00 (o2 50
00 (at 50
60 (85 00
00 (88 00

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
[WHOLESALE.]

Wednesday m.. June 5, 1878.

i
Pears 4 (fr

Plums 3 fit

Pitted i2i(»
Prunes 14 (o

Raisins, Cal. bx 1 00 (8 1

do, Halves ... 1 50 fit 2
!

do, Quarters. 1 50 <<t 2
Blowers' 2 75 (3—
Malaga 2 75 (ffl 3

/.ante Currants.. 8 ft*

VEGETABLES.
Asparagus, box.. 50 (8 1

ft>-

FKTIT MA It Oi ET.
Apples, basket,

.

.— 35 (8_
Apricots, lb - 5 ft< -
l>auuuaa, bin.li.. 2 00 fit 4
Cocoanuts 10U.. 5 00 :8 6
Cherries, lb — 8 fti

—
Cherry Plums...-- 4 («-
Currauts,;chest . 5 0(1 ft> 6
Gooseberries, tb. 6 (d

Limes. Mex 12 00 (815
do, Cal ftjf

—
Lemons, Cal M.15 00 ftV20

Sicily, bx 11 00 (812
Mangoes, #100. . 3 00 (a,

Oranges, Mex,
m <a—
Tahiti 18 00 («20
Cal fa-

Peaches, Hi 5 fit—
Pears, basket... - 35 (8—
Pineapples, doz. (8—
Raspberries — 8 ($—
St'wherries, cb'st 8 00 (ill

DRIED FRUIT.
Apples, lb 5)/<r.

Apricots 10 \ft
Citron 23 ft*

Dates 9 @
Figs, Black 4 @
White 6 «$

Peachos 8 fit

Beets, ctl. 1 00 1

Beans, String
Cabbage, inu lbs
Carrots, ctl

Cauliflower, doz
Cucumbers, doz.
'Jarlic, New. Ib.

.

Green Peas
Lettuce, doz
Parsnips, lb

Horseradish
Rhubarb
Squash, Marrow-

fat, tn 10 00 (8-
Summerdo, bx.. 25 fit

do. Large, bx 50 (a-
Tomatoes 6 fit

Turnips, ctl 1 50 (8-
White 50 (8-

2 (8
75 (8—
62J(8
75 fit

10 fti-

H(8
H@
10 fit—
2 fit-
7 «*-
2 (ft

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc.

[Corrected Weekly by Sutro & Co.)

San Francisco. June 5, 3 p. m

LEOALTKNDF.rtsin S. F., 11 A.M., 99£ftjf99.90. Silver 2(n2j
Gold in New York, 101.
Gold Bars, 890(8910. Silver Bars, 8(815 $ cent, dis-

count.
Exchange on New York, J%; on London bankers, 49(8

49i. Commercial, 50; Paris, five francs * dollar; Mexican
dollars, 93.

London Consols 95 11-16; Bouds, 1055,
Quicksilver in S. P.. by the tiask. # lb. 46(847ic

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending June 11, 1878

HIGHEST AND LOWEST BAROMETER.

June 6

20.82
29. 7fi

u
81

I

KW
I

29.02
29.85

June 7' June 8 I June 9

29.07
29.01

20.01
29.85

29.85
20.82

June 10 June 11

29.82
29.79

29. S7
29.81

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.

64
52

I 60

I
53

MEAN DAILV HUMIDITY.

I
82

I
80

I
75

PREVAILING WIND.

I
SW 1 SW 1 S\V

65 I 66 I 65 I
6."

53
I

54
I

53
I

53

I
68

I
SW

I
368

STATE OE WEATHER.
Cloudy

I
Cloudy

|
Cloudy

1 Fair.
|

Clear,
j Fair. | Fair.

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

I I
-01

I I I 1

Total rain during the' season, from July 1, 1377. 35.18 in.

WIND—MILKS TRAVELED.
240

I
383

I
323 | 277 | 230 I

53

71

SW

302

Farmers ! Farmers !

!

Throughout California are requested to send
their orders for any kind of labor to the "Free
Labor Exchange," 33 and 35 O'Farrell Street,

San Francisco. All hands careful/;/ selected free

of charges to employers and employees.

"Cash Paid PROMPTLY."—May Bros. , Gales-
burg, 111., want to hire agents for their late im-
proved Windmills, the cheapest, strongest and
best in use. Retail price, $50. Write for

terms.

See advertisement
the country.

for furnished house in

Woodward's Gardens were never more attract-

ive than at present. Besides three lions already men-
tioned, six monster living alligators, several iguanas and
a boa-constrictor have just been added. New stars aro
constantly engaged for the Pavilion exercises. Rates of

admission as usual.

Messrs. Stkinway & Sons were honored by tho follow-

ing resolutions embodied In tho report on pianos, at the
Vienna Exposition:—"Iri regard to the American division,

it is much to be deplored that the celebrated path inaug-
urating linn of Steinway & Sons, of New York, to whom
the entire piano manufacture is so greatly indebted, has
not been represented.

Popular Music—Make your homes merry and popular

with choice music from Gray's Music Store, S. F. We
can recommend this large, first-class, standard and popu-

lar establishment. Examine his advertisement, appear-

ing from time to time in this paper. Mr. Gray deals in

instruments possessing the very highest and most perma-

nent reputation. Call at 105 Kearny Street. The Rural

Press can offer to introduce you there.

PORTABLE Engines.—Mr. H. W. Rice, inventor of Rice's

Straw-burning ExfeUtafl, is giving hlB personal attention to

machine manufacturing and jobbing, in S. P., as will be

seen by bis advertisement in this paper. He disposed of

his patent right on the Straw-burning Engine some timo

In reference to the essential iron work In the Steinway
piano, the jury noted in their report, "highest perfection

of finish in workmanship, the greatest firmness and
sounding quality," a strength exceeding 5,000 pounds to

the square centimeter, an unequalled degree of resis-

tance to the pull of the strings, etc.

Hand Printing Press Wanted — Parties having a sec-

ond hand Washington or other hand printing press which

they wish to dispose of, will please address this orticc.

Stating price, si/.e avid condition.

ANY PHOTOGRAPHER having a largo Camera Box for

sale will please notify "N. S ," at t his office.

Mr. W. J. W00DLEY, Who took out a Canadian Patent

some four years ago, is requested to call at the Mining

and Scientific Press Patent Agency Office. Business

of mportance.
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Agricultural Articles.

WINTER'S
UNLOADING AND STACKING

DERRICK.

HAY PRESSES.
JOHN II. GOVE'S PATENT IMPROVED

Centennial & Eagle Hay Presses,

M AXl'KACTL'RKD IT HIM AT THR

EUREKA WAREHOUSE. NORTH POINT,

Are the best made, combining Strength, Durability,

and Compactness. Send for Circular. Post

Office Box, 1122. Also, fur sale In

David N. Hawley, 201 & 203 Market St.,

Cor. of Main, San Francisco.

Nurserymen.

THOS. POWELLS FLfCTRIC ELEVATOR

Will un'oad Wagons at the rate of one per minute,
and can be taken down and put up again in five min-
utes. It will unload and stack from two Sixteen-Feet
Headers, and will save

Four Wagons. S Horses and ;"> Men Board, etc $20 00
Grain Threshed bv Pitching per day 10 00
Grain Threshed by Driving Over Base of Stack. ... 10 00
Two Headers will cut from 10 to 20 acres more 15 00

It is Used for Headincr and Threshing and
for Stacking Hay and Straw.

Price of Derrick, $150; Nets,$ 2.50 Each.

SEND YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO

JOHN MORGAN, Davisville.

Yolo County, Cal.

JOHN D. WINTERS. Proprietor.

BONNEY'S PATENT
Adjustable Grain Lifter for Headers.

All farmers who wish to save grain without waste in

cutting, should examine these. They can be run at any
inclination to the ground, as seen at D in cut. Are light,

strong and durable, and can be adjusted in 15 minutes, or
removed in five when not required, by drawing bolt in

malleable shank B. Set of 8 for 10-foot header, (in put-
ting on which bore with j-inch bit for lag screws) are the
cheapest and give the beit satisfaction of any in use.

Parties can save additional the cost of a set in one day's
cutting, where grain is lodged or trinities down. Price,

$40 Also, Grain Belts, Header Sticks, etc Manufactured
for BAKER & HAMILTON,
San Francisco and Sacramento, Solo Agents, Pacific Coast.

The Famous " Enterprise
(PERKINS' PATENT

Self Regulating

WINDMILLS,
Pumps & Fixtu-es.

These Mills and Pumps are
reliable and always give sat-

isfaction. Simple, strong and
durable in all parts. Solid
wrougbtiron crank shaftwith
double bearings forthecrank
to work in. all turned and
run in babbitted boxes..

Positively self regulating,
with no eoilspringor springs
of any kind. No little rods,
joints, levers or balls to get
out of oruer, as such things
do. Mills in use six to nine years in gooj oruer now
have never cost one cent for repairs.

All sizes of Pumping and Power Mills. Thousan
use. All warranted. Address for circulars and
mation,

HORTON & KENNEDY,
GENERAL OFFICE AND SUPPLIES, LIVERMORE,
ALAMEDA CO., CAL. Also, Best Feed Mills for sale.

San Francisco Agency, LINPORTH, RICE
<S CO., 401 Market Street.

Tbos. Powells Elec
trie Elevator is tht
most speedy stacker
in the world. Mon-
ey, time and labor
saved by the use of
this machine, only
one mlnote requir
ed to unload tin
largest header wag

""— on. The entire load
. , is taken up in a

center opening net with a portable derrick The load is
raised by horse power, by the use of this machine, hi?h and
large stacks can be built of hay, straw and grain without
hard labor or wasting of grain. The time occupied unloading
is so short that one derrick with nets will stack for one, two
or three headers. The success of this machine is well estab-
lished from the great sale ami testimonials of the last two
seasons. Farmers or those wishing to purchase should not
hold back, hut send in their orders early to lie sure of secur-
ing a rig before the rush in harvest time. Orders for ma-
chine or price list circular, address.

Till is. IMWKI.l. Patentee. ) u
Or H. C SHAW Plow Co.. /

Stockton, Cal.

Peerl ess Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only $b), that al-

most any one can af-
ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, it will shell
almost as fast as a $40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only IS
pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-

WEISTER & CO.

Blowers' Patent Fruit Drier

MATTES0N & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.
This Plow is thoroughly made bv practical men who

have been long in the business and know what is required
n the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels thems-lvcs
govern the action A : he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also. Coffee, Cork Oak,
Olives, Guavas, English and Black Walnuts, Magnolias,
Loquats, Butternuts, Small Fruits, Evergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stock of the Diospyros Kaki rJajmnese Persim-
munj of our own growing, ana also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries,. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Nilcs, Alameda Co., Cal.

THE DINGEE & COWARD CO'S
BEAUTIFUL EVKK-Hl.OOJIIXfct ^

ROSES
We deliver StrniiK I'ot RoKtg fitabU for immediate
timcerinq. safely by mail, at nil p..-t-,.rtices. J >plll,llld

V-nrit-tlOs, '/""• all libe.id. for SSI :
12for!il2: HI

f',r s« 86 tor S 4 : 3 » for S--. : 7 .} forSlO; lOOforSja.
Send for o'.r Xli\V<;HD£ Til KOSK CULTITK K,
and choose from over iiOO finest sorts. Ouri.rt-nt f»pr-

Cinll V .» 1/ro.riny ,t. tr,b«!in,J Hose,. THE DINGER
& CONARD OO .ffrrff ffl <l inri^rl est Gruve,Chest«rCo.,Pa.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choic* and Rare Fruits, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs; such as Japanese Pershninoii, Mango. Sweet
.Soi», Grape Fruit, Weeping Jumpers and Kanana Shrub.
Also, choit-e Oiau^i'K, Lemons and Kainin Grapes; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive
catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

Seedsmen.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early
Marblehead Mammoth I

Stowell's Evergreen
fMexican Sweet, New )

Sweet Com.

Eeet Seed.

Yellow Flint Corn.

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel']
Yellow Globe
White Sugar

j

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street. San Francisco

R.J. TRUMBULL & CO..
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

Prospective View, Showing Draft Chimney, Furnace
and Drying Rooms.

I'ran^ t rse Section Showing Heating and Drving Cham-
bers and Currents of Heated Air.

The Only Successful Fruit Drier in the World.
Professor D M Mc'Iord, inventor of the celebrated

Mefford process of drying fruit and vegetables without
l"~ of color or Savor, says of the Blowers' Drier: "Your
Drier is really the only Fruit Drier in the world, and com-
pared with which every drier 1 have seen (and I have
seen theni all.) is really worthless for successful factory
work. If fruit driers wish to make a success of their
work they must use vour house."— D. Si. Mkffohu To-
ledo, Ohio, March 2d, 1S78.

K. ir descriptive circulars, address

R. B. BLOWERS, Woodland, CaL

CALIFORNIA FRUIT DRIER

Awarded the

CALIFORNIA GOLD MEDAL

AND THE

U. S. Centennial Grand Medal & Diploma.

IT IS THE

BEST FRUIT DRIER,

And the only one that proves a success in

making the FINEST RAISINS, FIGS,

and the Choicest Fruit at the

least expense

Driers of all sizes put up and no pay asked until tested.

GEO. A. DEITZ, Manager,

Sacramento, Cal.

NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

Johnson's New Method tor Thorough Base.

By A. N. JOHNSON, ($1.00).

A remarkably clear, easy and thorough method of

learning to plav Church Music, Glee Music, and all Music
containing Chords, or that has four or more parts. All
who play "for other people to sing need to learn to play
Chords, and these instructions, which are simplicity
tself, and these exercises, will enable one to do it, even
without a teacher, thus greatly enriching the fullness of

the Organ or Piano pla.ing. "rdcr by full title, Johnson's
.Vcic Method for Thorough Bane.

Winner's Select Duets for Cornet and Piano
(Se\ ciiiy-live cents). Like Winner's other books, it is

reliable. Music is well adapted to the instrument, and
very p etty.

Sunday School Song Books !

Good News! Shining River!

KACII BOOK HAS HOSTS OF FRIENDS.

No better books are published than the above two,
which are fresh, bright and new, having been out just
long enough to assure their popularity. Try one ! Thirty-
five cents each. Reduction for quantities.

Any book mailed, post free, for retail price.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO., BOSTON,
C. H. Ditson & Co., 843 Broadway, New York.

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES. ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

\*"Guide to the Vegetable tnd Flower Garden

;

will be sent free to all Customers. It contains in-
structions ou the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving. NEW and FRESH KFNTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MEZ^UITE and oilier Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE

CLOVER, CHOK E CALIFOR-
NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
EKING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEaD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,

t OREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street. - San Francisco.

THE MAGIC COIN BOZ
over $5.00 of Silver coin,
lit Dollars.'' "Quarter Dol-H Dimes, and "Nieklcs."
merest movement of your
b pushes the di sui-d coin into
your bund, and another one
immediately takes its placo
as if byiniigie. .Main schango
in half the time with no dan-
ger cf dropping any. Sample
handsomely plated with
NICKEL f-lLYEl:, sent post
paid, 50 cts. agents Trial
.l.age, cortaining 3 Coin

ioxes, for $ I .00. Agents
nted evt rv « here. Big Par.

-jtage Bftainpa taken as cash.

HUTCHINSON & CO.
12 V:.:z Square, 17. 7.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers anil Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering
Bulbs and Garden Requisites of every description. Cata-
logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS Jt SON'S. 34 Barclay Street, N. V

SOMETHING NEW.
Wriffht's Centennial Potato, origiuated at Reno. Nevada,

from sued in 1875, ha* l>een fully tested and is ten days ear-
lier than the Early Rose and yields one thikd more. For
size, beauty and cooking qualities, it has no superior. We
have a limited quantity for seed, at 25 cents per pound. For
further particulars, address W. R. STRONG k CO., Seeds-
men, Sacramento, CaL

PAI APF THESE LARGE. FINE, NEW DINING
Rooms are uxeeedinyly popular. The best

p CO T A
| j f? A M 7 d! everything on the tables.

Fll-O I MUnnll I . Dinner furnished at the low

NO. 218 SANSOME ST., S. F. '^ty
CENTS, from five to eight p. It. Visitors to S. F. should
try the Palace.

Chance for a Country Merchant,

There is a fine chance to open a country store at

Henlyville, Tehama County.
The location is Id miles from Tehama and 20 miles

from Red Bluff, on the main road from these two places

to Paskenta, Ncwville, Round Valley, etc. The location

is surrounded by a very thrifty and prosperous farming
country. During the last 20 years there lias not been a
failure of crops and this year everything looks better

than ever.

There are now at Henlyville a good Hotel, Blacksmith
Shop, Shoe Shop and Saloon, but no store. There is a

new, first-class building, ready to put in a stock of goods.

A stock of 47,000 to $10,000 will be needed The owners
of the building have no time to carry on the store. They
will rent the building at very reasonable rent to a good
firm or they will take an interest in the store with good
men to carrv on the business. Address

GLEASON Si MASON,
Henlyville, Tehama County, Cal.

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery in a good location in Tehama Monty.
The owner of the land has the best of soil and plenty of

water, one mile from the railroad station. He wants a

good man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raise

all kinds of ornamental and forest trees. The owner of

the land Wishes to take an intirest in the proposed nur-

sery and believes good sales of trees can be made. Good
men, experienced and trustworthy may address us on
this subject.

DEWEY & CO.
202 Sansome Street. San Francisco.

YOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

Ten Cent* STEVENS BROS. , Nsrthford, Com.
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BEST PORTABLE ENGINE
In the World.

Rice's Portable Engines Have no Equal!

Manufactured on the Pacific Coast. Four Sizes—Plain;

Substantial, Durable and SAFE. Consumes less Wood,

Coal and Water than any Engine known; over 150 now in

use. Took first premium at the .Mechanics' and State

Fairs in 1877. Greatly improved for 1878. Call or ad-

dress H. W. RICE, Office and Works, No. 56 Bluxome
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

gSg Steamboat and Yacht Engines and Boilers to order

Sawmill and Flourmill Machinery, etc. Agency of the

celebrated Skive Engine Governor.

HERRMANNS STYLES IN HATS.

NOW OUT!

Prices Lower Than Ever.

—AT—

402 Kearny Street, - - Near Pine.

Branch, 910 Market Street,

Between Stockton and Powell, San Francisco

LAN3 ! BOUNTY!! PENSIONS!!!

PATENTS!
Do you want to buy, sell or exchange lands or other

property in anv part of the U. S. or Canadas? Arc you a

Soldier or Sailor, in want of a Patent! Why not obtain

more Bounty or Pension 1 Do you want to locate Govern-
ment or State Lands without settlement? Why not'.'

When I have the well-known Approved Soldiers Addi-

tional Homesteads, under seal of the General Land Office,

and that can be located without settlement, upon any
Government $1.26 or $2.50 lands, subject to homestead.
The Sioux Half-Breed Scrip, for location upon unsurveyed
lands.

Land Warrants and Scrip of all Kinds
For cash, or part on time. Good title given or no pay.

Have you any lands with an imperfect title to sell, or

choice vacant lands you know of which could be located

to advantage; or claims not lawfully held, which we could

contest. Let me hear from you in full, and I will do my
best to inform you what is to your advantage.

I will mail you a circular explaining all, and a copy of

the new Pension Law . Address, (plainly)

D. H. TALBOT,
General Land, Scrip and Warrant Broker, Sioux CITY, Li.

American Machine

Model Works

Experimental and Fine Special Machinery, Planing anil

Gear Cutting, Printing Press, Ban! Instrument and Gen-

eral Machine Repairing; Dies, Taps, Punches, Reamers

and other Tools made to order. Models and Patterns for

Inventors promp ly executed in Wood or Metals. 514
Commercial Street, between Sansome and Leidesdorff,

(Third Floor), San Francisco, Cal

I. A. HBALD, Proprietor.

BURN HAM'S

WARRANTED BEST & CHEAPEST.

Also, MILLING MACHINERY.
PRICES REDUCED APR. 20,78.
Pamphlets free. Office, Yokk, Pa.

Calvert's Carbolic

WASH
$2 Per Gallon.

SHEEP
After dipping the flheep, is use-

ful for preserving1 wet hides, de-

stroying the vine pest, and for
wheat dressings and disinfecting;

purposes, etc T. W. JACKSON,
S. F., Sole A^ent for Pacific Coast.

Winchester Repeating Rifle,
MODEL 1873.

String measuring from center of tar-
gut to center of tach shot, 32
inches. Average distance of
each shot, 1 9-100 inches.

The Strength ot All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading,

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting1

,

Defense, or Target Shooting.
The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles

of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch— blued. Octagon barrel, se

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-
extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SK INKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

TO BEE MEN.
A party, in business in this city, desirous of engaging

in the honey business, is open to proposals. Address,
"J. K. C," at this office.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE-ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK KILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Atten i r,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

improvements of Mr. Bachelcler,

As nwo Manufactured t-y the

Bacheldcr Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Manager and Cashier,

ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A. ORESSEY

The Bank was opened on the first of August, lb/4, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' arid
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

the best market rates.

THE EASTERN OREGON COLONY
Have located in Grass Valley, Wasco County, on the line of the Dalles Military Roady 20 miles from the Columbia
Kiver, between the Deschutes and John Day Rivers; .11 miles from the Dalles.

TZEEIE TOWN" SITE
Is located on a small stream, fed by numerous springs, in the center of a beautiful rolling prairie, 50 miles long by
30 miles wide, of the very richest soil, heavily covered with fine bunch grass.

A Plenty of Government Land for All.

The climate is (unlike Western Oregon) dry and delightful, all kinds of Grain, Fruit and Vegetables, etc., grow
D perfection. Average wheat crop— 4ti bushels per acre.

640 Acres Secured for a Town-site and Called Lockville.

£S-NO LIQUOR SALOONS OR CHINESE ALLOWED. UsS

Hotels, Stores and a large number of Houses already in course < f construction. Immigrants will do well to look
at this location before going further north.

A Stage will soon leave the Dalles, (from the Pioneer Hotel,) daily for Lockrille.

EASTERN OREGON COLONIZATION COMPANY.

DR C R. ROLLINS, Pres. J. B DOW, Treas. G. M. LOCKE, Sec'y

M. COOKE. R. J. COOKE.

PIONEER BOX FACTORY,

Corner of Front and M Streets, Sacramento.

ALL KINDS OF

Fruit & Packing Boxes Made to Order,

AND IN SHOOKS.
Communications Promptly Attended to. *1£4

COOKE & SONS, Successors to Cookr & Greoorv.

BEST CARDS, no two alike, printed in Crimson or
13c. CLINTON BROS., Cliutonville Conn.50 J

J

.t

BEES! QUEENS i i HIVES !!

!

Choice imported Italian Queens, from best districts in

Italy, S7 each. Tested Italian Queen Bees, from se-

lected mothers, §3. BeB-KrBPER8 TEXT Book, just issued
after being thoroughly rewritten and enlarged, now forms
the only standard work on npiaculture, price, paper cover,
tiO cents; muslin, $1.26; Old edition, 10 cents. Quinhy,
$LS0; "Langstroth on the Honey Bee," $2. Other works
on apiaculture and agriculture for sale at publishers'
prices. Ben-Keepers' Magazine, $1.50 per annum.
King's New Bellows Smoker, for subduing bees, by mail,

SI. 25. Hives and other 'jee-kecpers' supplies for sale.

For particulars, addresi

W. A. PRYAL. Oakland, Cal.

OCT Kasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c
£yj postpjid. GEO. [. REED & CO., Nassau. N. Y

OilEAT ENTERPRISE !

-THE-

Sierra Fiume& Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUGAR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Miils, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

D. or Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

lO Miles Tramway,

157- Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 553 Oxen & Horses.

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and tho
whole Coast can be supplied.

The Yellow Piln« is firm, fine grained and superior to

any other hard Pine lor Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, diuablc when exposed,

and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while

the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of

purposes.
Last year thirtv millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notico for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,

Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial

work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost

for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at less than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in largo

quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME AND LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco—comer
Fourth and Channel Sts.

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,
ALAMEDA COUNTY.

(Successors to Z. B. Heywood & Co.)

Lumber. Shingles, Sash, Doors, Lime,

Brick, and Builders' Hardware

Sold at the Lowest San Francisco rates. Strict atten-

tion given Country Orders. Boats loaded at
wharf for all points on the San Joaquin
and Sacramento rivers. Cars of tho C. P. R. R
Co. loaded at the yard. Orders received at 22 California

Street, San Francisco, or at the hardware store of G. W.

Babcook, 955 Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBEE, Proprietor.

THOMAS RICHARDSON, Manager.

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE AND
OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

MCAFEE BROS-, Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansome Street, - San Francisco.
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ESTABLISHED IN
1860.

202 SANSOME STKEET,

C

ABLE, FAITHFUL AND
REASONABLE.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Fkr.l

Amnii! the advantages filled by this holder are the
knowing;

It can be opened and closed quick. v.

The points are less obstructed while the articles to bo
filed are being placeo.

The papers (wholly or portly folded) can be either
"straddled" over the lower bar, or filed in regular book
order.

The elastic hinge and hand accommodate tod hold firm
either a large or small numher of papers.
With less material, it is lighter and less cumbersome

than other holders, and approaches nearer to bookbinding.
It has no rigid hooks, binges or loose parts to break or

get lost.

It has proved durable in practice. The file is adjusted
but 52 times a year for a weekly paper, and a sample
holder can be opened anil closed 1,000 times without
showing wear.

Five "sizes are made to suit the dimensions of different
papers, viz. : 18, 22, 26, 30 anil 34 inches, inside measure.
Single samples will be mailed from office for 50

cents, (and upward, according to size), postpaid Whole-
sale and retail agents wanted.

To Threshers.

Hold Your Bags

Save

MONEY!!
FILL

THEM
FULL.

Shake Them Down.

HOW? USE THE

CALIFORNI \ SACKHOLDER."

Simple. Cheap.

Adjustable to any
Size JBag

LONG,

SHORT,

WIDE,

Or Narrow

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Company's Steamers will sail as follows, at 12 M.

:

•luly I.

For YOKOHAMA anil HONGKONG.

COLIMA IUNE 15.
For Panama and New York, calling at Acapulco,

San Jose Ue Guatemala, La Libertad
and Ponta Arenas

The Colima will touch at Mazatlan to land passengers
and mails.

Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the
lowest rates.

CITY OF NEW YOKK luly 8th, at 12 o'clock, noon,
or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-

LULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY.
$10 additional is charged for passage in Upper Saloon.

DAKOTA J UIie 20.
For Victoria, Port Townsend, Seattle, Tacoma, and
Olympia, connecting at Tacoma with Northern

Pacific Railroad for Portland, Oregon.
Tickets must be purchased before 11 A. fa. on dav of

sailing, at Wharf otnee.

For freight or passage apply at the office corner First
and Brannan s'reets.

WILLIAMS. BLANCHARD & CO., Agts.

W. & J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, - - California.

IMPORTERS AND RKKKDKRS OF

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE,
And Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.

•VSooteh Colley (Shepherd) Pups for tile. Imported
parentage on both sides.

Completest Device Ever Invented

and Lasts a Lifetime.

firliiscount to the trad
Pacific Coast,

"Faith and Confidence."

LlVKKMORK, Oct. 1st, 1875.
Messrs. Dkwet .V Co., Patent Solicitors: Gentlemen -

Yours of the 29th alt., containing my patent to Elevated
R. R. duly received, and I hereby return my sincere
thanks to the Mixino and Scinmno I'kess Patent Agencv
for your promptness and honesty in regard to our business
connections. I have received 'a flood of circulars from
Eastern firms, desiring to deal with me, but 1 have de
dined any communication with them and prefer as soon
as circumstances will permit, to negotiate with and pat
nmize a home institution; one in which I have faith and
confidence—Dewbv « Co.
Again thanking you for your promptness in securing mv

patent, I remain, obediently yours,

WM H. HARRISON

General Agency for the

H. M. COVERT,
No. 8O6 Davis Street, San Francisco.

ARCHITECTS.
We are continually designing Suburban and Ru-

ral Residences to meet the wants and means of all

classes of people, always endeavoring to secure an effect

of beauty on the smallest cottage, as well as the most

costly residence.

Our charges for furnishing drawings of the building

shown in this issue of the Press, all complete, with spec-

ifications, will be >":;."».

By our economy in the construction of buildings and
the proper selection of materials, we save far more money
to the owner than our fees amount to.

Before choosing a home, a copy of Hobba' Suburban
and Rural Architecture should be obtained, a beautifully
bound volume of VB designs, which we mail post-paid,
for £.i 60. Those who remit direct to us, will receive in
addition to the book. 13 new designs.
Upon receipt of w e send a copy of our blank tonus of

specifications ami bills of quantities. They are invalua-
ble to all persons about building, and for carpenters and
builders who build without the aid of an architect They
are especially valuable, as they bring before the mind ail

the different parts used in the erection of a building, so
that nothing will be left without consideration.
Address all letters of inquiry to the architects,

ISAAC H. HOBBS & SON ,

NO. 520 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SHEEP AND RANGE FOR SALE.
1.500 bead of gra-

ded Merino stock sheep
with or without pos-

sessory claim on 7,000
acres of bill range,
only ten miles from
railroad station by
good wagon road.
About half a day's
travel from San Fran-
cisco. Most of the
range fenced against

cattle. Terms reasonable. Apply to

C. H DWINELLE, 202-Sansomo S'., Room 1.

Hearing Restored. Great invention by one who
was deaf for 20 years. Send stamp lor particulars.
Vkrry .V. Hari'kr, Lock Box SO, Madison, 1ml

GREAT SLAUGHTER

IN SEWING MACHINES.

We are now nfferirnf n»r suit?, ftt $"iO EACH, the fnt-

owiii;' tnacliin'-s:

FLORENCE,

WHEELER & WILSON,

GROVER &. BAKER.

THESE MACHINES ARE

Guaranteed to be in Perfect Order.

And many of them NEW.

Parties in the country can ha\e them packed and s
1 ip-

ped free of any extra charge. Address

WILCOX & GIBBS Sewing Machine Co.,

No. 124 POST STREET,

SAX FKANCISCO, CAL

TO CLOSE CONSIGNMENTS.

-AT LESS THAN-

50 Cents on the Dollar.

Four Inch and Three and Three Quar-
ter Inch Thimble Skein Farm Gears. $75.00

Two and a Half Inch, Iron Axle Farm
Gears 120.00

One and Three-Quarter Inch Iron

Axle Header Gears 80.C0
Two Inch Iron Axle Header Gears 85.00
Kirby's Mowers, 4-ft. cut 35.00

Kirby's Mowers. 4 1-2-ft. cut 45.00

Russells' Wood and Clipper Mowers.. 60.OO
I McCormick Reapers, old style 6O.0O
Russells' Self-Rake Reapers 150.OO

i

Haines' 12-fc Headers 15O.0O
1 Hall's 36-in Separators, (never vised) .100 00
Pitts' 36-in. Separators, (never used) . 200 CO

FOR SALE BY

DAVID N. HAWLEY, Agent,

•201 Market Street, cor Main, San Francisco.

Farmers and Others Attention !

If favored with your orders we will furnish you with

first class f inn bands of any kind you niav with. We are

men of experience am) know how to select good help. We
have also constant!} 011 hand, Blacksmiths, Milkers, etc.,

and in short, skilled and unskilled labor of all c lasses,

male and female. Try our agency before sending else-

where. French, German and Bee.Ddina.Tian spoken by the

proprietors. C. R. HANSEN & CO.,
New Employment Office, 626 Clay street, next door to

Frank G. Edwards' Carpel Store.

Vertical Feed Victorious.

A PERFECT

Sewing Machine!
The result of an immense outlay of money and years of

labor and experiments by the best mechanics to be found.
Composed of but twelve working parts
(others require from thirty to forty

| arts), each part of
direct action, reducing friction toa minimum. Simplicity,
STUKXOril, 1)1 KAI1I1.ITV, EASE OF OPERATION, GREAT RaM.K
ok work Combined, constituting the only Perfect, Com-
ruriaod FAULTLE8S SF.WIXG MACHINE on the face
of the earth. The New

" DAVIS VERTICAL FEED
"

Lock-Stitcn Sewing Machine.
Iii^htemt nmnimr Shuttle Machine in the wnrM.

SO CONFIDENT AKK WE THAT THE

VERTICAL FEED
I Which is as far in advance of the old feed used on all

other machines as steam is ahead of horse-power, and
is the exclusive property of this company!, is the

ONLY POSITIVE SUCCESS
In all h'-fttn tin.'nts »f BftrimQ, that we make the

following offer:

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
Will be given to any person (sewing machine experts
included) who will, with any other sewing machine, fol-

low the "liAVIS VERTICAL FKEIi" through its vast
range of practical work.

All lovers of progressive science and mechanical perfec-

tion should see it. and everv ladv in the land should ex-
amine and try the "DAVfe VERTICAL FEED" belore
deciding to purchase an inferior machine, or a tinglc-

thrcad plaything without a tension.

Sir I; is impossible t" make a strong, elastic, or lock
stitch with anv but a shuttle machine.

We are sellingWHEELER & WILSON. GRO-
VER & BAKER, SINGER and HOWE

Machines for $10 Each
For descriptive circulars, price lists, samples of Wort

and term", apply at the office of the

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT.
130 Post Street, San Francisco. Cal

MARK SHELDON, AGENT.
tSrrnderfeed Machines taken in exchange as part pay-

ment. Our prices are very low for cash. Branch Office,

120U Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

TO THE PUBLIC !

FARMERS & EJIPL0YERS!

I gTiarentltl to send at short notice, the most reliable

and competent male and female labor, of any nationality,

(skilled and unskilled mechanics,) to my customers and

all employers w ho may want my services, free of charge.

My long experience and connection with the California

labor market, and its labor exchanges (for over ten years.)

ha» given me an established reputation for the right se-

lection of suitable employees.
I'ltase send orders, with full particulars, to my new

employment agency, 027 Sacramento Street, P. o. Box.

No. 1468, San Francisco.

A. ZEEHANDELAAR

FOR SALE.

Portable engine, 12-borse power, and burrs for grind-

ing feed, capacity, ten to twelve tons per day. Address

WM. BKOWN, Havwards, Cal., or

H. W. RICE. Bluxome St., a P

FOR SALE. -A Oood Type-Writer. Price, $50

For further information, address "COPYIST," thi«

office.

This paper is printed with Ink furnished by

Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 509 South 10th

St.. Philadelphia, & 59 Gold St., Cor. Ann,N Y
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California Wild Oats.

Editors PRESS:—1 send you by express a sample of wild
oats which I selected from our stock ran^e. We have
several hundred acres of this kind of feed which stands as

high as the catties back, with a thick undergrowth of

clover, knee deep. You will observe that this cluster is

the product of one seed. —N. W. SPADLD1N0, Laurclles

Ranch, Monterey Co., May 6th.

It is some time since we received the sample
alluded to in the above note. We desired to

put on record an engraving of this characteris-

tic California growth, and this occasioned the

delay. The sample received was between seven
and eight feet high, and there were 17 stems
from a single seed, the stems being considerably

thicker than a lead pencil. Although the speci-

men as shown in the engraving is a fine one, it

is not an unusual growth for the wild oat when
it has a favorable situation. The San Luis
Obispo South Coast reported the other day the

receipt of "stalks which averaged 10 feet in

hight, and were not clipped very close to the
ground either." In earlier days the growth of

the wild oat was the wonder of all new comers,
and bights are reported which a man, riding

along on horseback, could not see over.

Dr. A. Kellogg informs us that the wild oat

is to all appearances indigenous on this coast.

Its wide distribution could hardly be otherwise
accounted for. For hundreds of miles together
in the early times the country had the appear-

ance of a vast cultivated grain field. It reached
from the coast over the hills far away to the
interior over the plains; extending even to the
foothills of the Sierras. The growth of wild
oats in the spring and early season presents to

the stranger one of the most strikingly charac-

teristic features of this coast.

The plant is admirably prepared for self-pres-

ervation and extension by the constructive
mechanism of its beard, its twisted and clock-

pointered end by which it burrows or travels to

find cracks or crevices in stiff cracky, black
clay or adobe lands. Thus it secures itself

against greedy enemies or more greedy consum-
ing fires.

The wild oat is very valuable for pasturage
and hay. It is highly esteemed for horse feed

especially, and livery men are generally ready
to pay an extra price for clean wild oat hay
properly cured. The trouble is generally that

the growth is not clean, but is mixed with
clover, etc. , which horse feeders do not desire.

The wild oat is now in considerable request to

sow for hay.

Foreign Wines.—Evidence accumulates that

those who use foreign wines are dealing with a

very uucertain quality so far as its purity is con-

cerned. We learn from the London Farmer
that after spending much time and trouble on
the analysis of so-called "Khiue wines," offered

for sale by one of the largest houses in Ger-
many, Dr. Tauchert, of Halle, has arrived at

the uncomfortable conviction that they contain

not a single drop of the natural juice of the

grape. They are cleverly compounded of cer-

tain salts and aromatic chemical principles, to-

gether with acetic and hydrochloric acid in four

times as large a proportion as is ever met with
in natural wines.

Parlor and Porch.—Those who followed

our description of the ground plan of the little

cottage of which we gave an illustration last

week, may have given us credit for an achitect-

ural innovation, in that the parlor was placed
in the rear outside the walls, and the porch in-

side the walls and in front. It is true that we
have been in parlors so stiff and seldom opened
that we should have been more comfortable out
of doors, but we had no sinister designs in plan-

ning this cottage. The trouble arose from a
transposition of the figures in the diagram. No.
2 should have been placed in the front room,
and No. 5 outside the walls and in the rear.

The Entomological Report. — We learn

from an Eastern exchange that Prof. Riley, the
Government Entomologist recently appointed
to the Agricultural Department, has been en-

gaged during the present week on the last pages
of his report, as chief of the Entomological
Commission under the Hayden Survey. The
brief paper upon the subject read by the Pro
fessor before the Academy of Sciences, which
recently met in Washington, attracted an atten
tion which gives proof of the interest of the
forthcoming report.

The Scuppernong Grape.

EmrORs Prkss:— I am in communication with Hon.
Wm. G. Le Due, Commissioner of Agriculture, Washing-
ton. D. C , in relation to the introduction of the Scupper-
nong and Thomas grapes. Will you be kind enough to

inform me if either or both of these grapes have been in-

troduced into your State. If so what is their standard
success? W. J. Stasia, Whiteville, North Carolina.

The success of the Scuppernong grape is such

that it had better be sent here in exceeding
small quantities. Not only is its habit of

growth an a j/r/ori indication of its failure under
our system of culture, but more than this the

practical tests which have been made of it are

Phylloxera in France.—According to

French correspondence the wail against the
phylloxera increases rather than diminishes,

and plans for combatting the insects abound.
The Geneva alleged cure for destroying the de-

vastating bug, where liquified sulphurous acid is

employed, costs, with all accessories, about
16,000 fr. per acre ! The Paris & Lyons Rail-

way Co. declares it has full confidence in the

use of sulphuret of carbon; the injections ought
to take place at two periods, between Decem-
ber and March, aud from the last week in May
till the close of June. The company supplies

I

the liquid 25 fr. per cwt. and will take back

CALIFORNIA WILD OATS -Avena Fatua.

uniformly unfavorable to it so far as we are in-

formed. General Neglee has had the Scupper-

nong on his grounds at San Jose for the last 10

or 12 years, and has given it every possible

advantage to induce its success. He pronounces

it a perfect failure. In some way it is so illy

adapted to conditions here that he has not se-

cured wood on the vine thicker than one's little

finger. If any of our readers have had different

results with the grapes named, we would be

pleased to hear from them.
Upon the subject of grapes we notice that the

papers say that Governor Irwin has received

from Commissioner Le Due packages of seed of

the Renish grapes for distribution in this State.

We can hardly see what is the use of sending

grape seed unless it is intended that we shonld

go into experiments for new varieties.

the barrels and injectors: it also furnishes the

chloride of potassium, the tonic for the vines, at

the rate of 12 fr. per cwt. This salt ought to

be mixed with the ordinary manure, or with

earth, and applied round each stem; 2) tt>8. of

the salt to 50 stocks. It is now established

that the winged bug lias a winter egg, depos-

ited under the bark, adhering to the latter and

never to the wood. Hence, the cure of burk-

ing the vines, when not too young. This

treatment prevents the products of the serial

eggs from creeping rootwards in July, and (joes

not affect the luxuriant vegetation of the vine.

A special glove is employed to rub off the bark.

Another enemy of the vine is the snail. This

voracious depredator is disposed of by powder]

ing the leaves and stems in early morning with

lime.

The Timber Land Question.

As there has been some complaint in certain

sections of the country about the policy adopted

by Secretary Schurz for the protection of the

timber on the public lands, the Secretary has

addressed a letter to Congressman Page, ex-

plaining more fully the views entertained by

the Department of the Interior upon that sub-

ject. Up to this time, parties cutting timber

on the unsurveyed lands of the Government,
have been regarded as trespassers, and, in some
aggravated cases, have been prosecuted as such.

While this restriction, in numerous instances,

involves, no doubt, a great deal of hardship,

the letter of the law, as it now stands, leaves

the public officer no alternative but to proceed

against offenders without regard to the peculiar

circumstances under which these depredations

upon the public property are committed. On
this point, Secretary Schurz very properly

observes that while the enforcement of the laws

may be attended with much hardship in the

case of miners and settlers, where the lands

have not yet been surveyed, and timber cannot

therefore be obtained from the Government by
purchase, still public officials cannot treat the

provisions of the statute as a dead letter, the

only proper way for relieving these people

being to change the law, adapting it to the

existing condition of things which he has recom-

mended and which will be accomplished through

the new enactment by Congress, of which we
print a full copy upon another page of this

issue.

While this view of the question cannot be

gainsaid, it would seem as if the Secretary

might justly have claimed so much discretion in

the premises as would have warranted him in

overlooking that class of minor trespasses in

which the farmer and miner take from the pub-

lic domain no more timber than suffices for

their own individual use, that is to say for fuel,

fencing, building, the construction of Humes,

sluices, etc. Where parties have gone into lum-

bering, making merchandise of the Government

timber, they should unquestionably be stopped;

more especially where they have conducted this

business, as has often been the case, in a de-

structive and wasteful manner, nor should even

the farmer or miner be permitted to help him-

self to this Government timber in a reckless

way.
If the mountain forests possessed everywhere

the property of certain and rapid self-reproduc-

tion common to those of the Sierra Nevada,

their careful preservation would be a matter of

less moment. But this is not the case in the

arid basins of the interior. Once cut oil', it will

be a very long time before the timber there can

be replaced, the original growth being almost

everywhere comparatively stunted and scat-

tered. Once across the Sierra and we see no

moreTthe thickly standing and stately trees

characteristic of "the jcean-facing slope. The

summit of the great snowy range marks the line

where the forests begin to dwarf. East of this

the trees are smaller, more scattered, and the

timber of a poorer quality. They are also of a

slower growth. Hroad valleys and vast treeless

plains intervene between the mountain chains

on which alone any timber is found. The min-

im' States and Territories of the interior are the

mostly poorly wooded sections of our entire

country, save only the regions of the Platte and

the staked plains of western Texas. The plan

of protecting the forests on the Government do-

main should therefore be rigidly adhered to.

The policy foreshadowed in the Sargent limber

Enactment is a good one. Surveys should be

extended as rapidly as possible in order that

parties desirous of purchasing these wooded

lands may be able to do so. Tins accomplished,

the Government should guard against further

trespass in the most vigorous manner Beyond

this it need give itself no further trouble. \\ ith

these lands once reduced to private possession,

there will be an end to the wasteful use of tim-

ber.

EXHIBITORS AT hie State Fair.—The atten-

tion of exhibitors is called to the rule adopted

by the State Agricultural Socioty, that no en-

tries will be received, either at the park or the

pavilion after five o'clock p. m. on Monday,

September 16th, for the Fair of 1878. I his

rule we are informed will be rigidly adhered to.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents.—Eds

San Luis Obispo County Notes—No. 7.

Editors Press:—Two years ago, Mr. S. M.

Davidson ami Mr. Fletcher (a neighbor) came to

the conclusion that their dairy stock was not

up to as high a standard as it should be, and

improved stock became a desideratum. As a

result of their conclusions, Mr. Davidson went

East, traveling through the States of Indiana,

Illinois, Kentucky, Ohio and Missouri, inspect-

ing some of the finest herds of the different

breeds and trying to determine the relative

value of each for the purpose desired. The
breed that would yield the greatest number of

pounds of butter of the best quality was what

he sought, and after much observation and con-

sultation with good authorities, he finally de-

termined upon the Jersey as more fully pos-

sessing the desired qualities than anything else

he saw.
In the month of March, '76, he purchased

six head of Jerseys (two bulls and four heifers)
from the fine herds of Messrs. Servin, H. Baker
and Thomas T. Turner, of Missouri, bringing
the cattle to this State at considerable expense.
The Jerseys have increased to nine in number,
all of which we saw on the two ranches, besides
many grade calves. Of the two bulls only one
is registered, No. 1397, in the herd book. The
oldest, named ''Concha,'' a beautiful animal of
solid, dark color, dropped August 1st, 1ST.").

One of the heifers, "Askah," is registered, 4007,
and is three years in May. Her dam made 14k
pounds of butter in a week when two years old.
The other three are unregistered.
The other bull i3 now two years old, is named

"Red Buck'' and is unregistered. ' 'Red Buck" is

of a pale red color and one of the handsomest
animals we ever saw. He is well grown and
remarkably well turned. "Concha" is older as
well as larger, fawn color on the back, the re-
mainder of the body a dark or nearly black
color. He is beautifully formed ; the most
noticeable feature is the superb set of the head
upon the proudly shaped neck ; it seems as if

he knows that royal blood (lows in his veins, so
very proud is his bearing.
The cows are very docile, and evince the

greatest liking for petting. They are as beauti-
ful as deer, with small, delicate heads and large,
lustrous dark eyes, and are deservedly great
favorites wherever known.

Mr. Davidson gives them no extra care, say-
ing that if they cannot hold their own with
other stock that they are not adapted to the
wants of California dairymen. S'ome buyers
object to the Jersey on account of their light
weight, saying that when they are past useful-
ness in the dairy that they amount to nothing
to turn oil' to the butcher. Mr. Davidson an-
swers this by saying that if the Jerseys will
make from one-fourth to one-half pound more
per day than other cows that he cau afford to
give them away when through with them. To
ascertain the relative value of the Jersey cow
as compared with other breeds, Mr. DavidsonWW take the four Jersey cows and make their
performance at the pail, and record, in pounds
of butter, the test. Each cow's milk will be
daily weighed through the season, the milk of
each churned separately, and the butter weighed
and an accurate account kept, which, I hope
will be sent to the Press for publication. It
will be more valuable than volumes of unsup-
ported opinion. Mr. Davidson is impartial
and if in his judgment they do not come up to
the requirements of a first-class dairy cow *he
will abandon them and give some other breed a
trial.

Mr. Davidson's ranch is one of the best in
the county, consisting of 450 acres of low hill
or bottom land, witli the best natural feed
His dairy-house is very neat and well ordered
is furnished with good spring water and a cellar
or basement above ground built of blocks of
soft sandstone. This is built around on the
outside with boards, leaving space between androom for a bench and tools. The Jerseys will be
given no advantage by extra care, feed or ran-e
the object being to determine their absolute-
value as a butter cow. This experiment will be
of practical value to many and of general interest
to all, and we hope another season to lav its
results before the readers of the Press

Higher up the creek is the 2,000-acre ranch
of Mr. \\ m. B. Herbert, a former resident of
bolano county, now engaged in dairying with
KM) cows.
Down the valley and over the hill we saw a

dairy of 100 cows, rented by Mr. Silas Wil-
lams, who makes a very fine quality of cheese
Operations commence in December and ceaseAugust 1st; making butter six weeks or twomonths, and then cheese.
From Honey creek we followed a bridle pathover the hills to Santa Rosa creek, ascending

the stream and making a hasty trip

Over the Mountains.
The section east of the mountains comprises

about two-thirds of the entire area of the
county, and is better known as a stock country
than for anything else. As in other parts, the
.est watered, best timbered and choicest loca-
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I these the famous Santa Margarita ranch, the

PasoRobles.jthe Huer Huero and the ranch of the
Cilroy Bros, are among the largest and finest, and
cover many leagues in extent. A road from the
summit follows the course of the Josephine creek
to its junction with the Paso Kobles creek at

the northern boundary of the Paso Robles grant.

Mr. Hudson has recently purchased 1,000 acres

off from the north end of this ranch. A part of

it, summer-fallowed, yielded last season at the
rate of 25 bushels per acre in wheat and 40
bushels of barley. North of the grant are many
hundred acres of government land, a small part
of it only being occupied.
From this point we traveled north to San

Marcos, a distance of 18 miles, through hills

overgrown with oak and chemisal, with here
and there a patch of green grain on a pre-emp-
tion claim, a rude cabin near the trail or run-
ning spring. The soil is a dark gravelly loam
until we approach

San Marcos,
Where it changes to a light gray soil, full of a

dull gray shale and gravel, from which in sum-
mer the light of the hot sun is reflected with
dazzling intensity. The place is a small one,

containing two or three stores, hotels and sa-

loons, and is situated on the Salinas river. Ap-
parently there is little population to support a
town, but hidden away in the mountains near
by are many families engaged in dairying, stock-
raising and farming.
The old Mission San Miguel stands a half

mile further down the river. The Mission is

more than a century old, and is still in a good
state of preservation. A portion of the building
is used as a store and hotel.

The Salinas was swollen by recent rains, the
bed tilled by shifting quicksands. It is one of

the most treacherous in the State, and the ford
we crossed above town looked "poky" enough
to precipitate a catastrophe through nervous-
ness. Opposite the ford on the other side is the
mouth of the Estrella creek flowing from the
eastward. A settlement of some 50 families
have taken up government lands between this
creek and the Salinas, and is known as

The Estrella.

The laud is very productive of cereals, and is

a dark gravelly loam with a slight adobe admix-
ture, and on the Salinas plains the soil changes
to a red color. The average rainfall is 10.50
inches—some say 13 inches, and the greatest
legree of heat experienced last summer was
110° in the shade. The trade winds blow regu-
larly in summer, modifying a climate otherwise
extremely warm. ( i rain crops may be consid-
ered sure here in the driest seasons when sum-
mer-fallowed, as was demonstrated last season.

^
Mr. Hippie tells us that on his ranch, on the

F:strella, a small piece of summer-fallow yielded
seven sacks per acre last season, and other
neighbors report results equally favorable.
Ordinary seasons, grain yields from 25 to 35
bushels per acre. Water is reached by digging
wells from 15 to 00 feet deep. Thousands of
acres are open to pre-emption near by. A part
of the domain unoccupied is much stronger and
more fertile than the portion settled, though
in some places there is less water than near the
river. North winds are very prevalent on the
Salinas plains. It would seem that if a belt of
eucalyptus trees were planted on the northern
boundary of each ranch, that the mischevious
effects sometimes wrought by this wind would
be for the most part averted. Our opinion was
concurred in by several whom we consulted.
Blue gums grow rapidly here when carefully
planted. The county is more thinly wooded
east of the Salinas than on the west. The
dimate is very healthy, and, with proper facili-
ties for transportation, this section should im-
prove very rapidly. A railroad is projected, to
run from Soledad south through the northern
part of the county and perhaps through its
entire length.

Six miles east from the Estrella are the
famous

El Paso de Robles

(the pass of oaks) hot springs, beautifully situ-
ated in a grove of oaks, in the fertile valley of
the Salinas, at an elevation of 1,000 feet above
the level of the sea. The curative properties
of the hot and cold sulphur springs, the semi-
tropical heat of the climate, admirably tem-
pered by the coast winds, the fresh mountain
air and bright skies, with its quiet and seclu-
sion, has made it one of the most noted sani-
tariums on the continent. The proprietors
Messrs. James & Blackburn, have erected
numerous cottages close by the springs, and a
large hotel, furnished with ample conveniences
for all classes of guests. The handsome resi-
dence of Mr. James, a store of general merchan-
dise, drugs, stationery and books, and a few
small dwellings comprise the remainder of the
place. The bath-house lies between the hotel
and the river, and is fitted up with private
baths, plunge baths, one for each sex, and
numerous others, free to the guests of the hotelA large hot spring outside is walled up with
solid masonry, confining the water in a space
eight feet square and several feet deep. From
the bottom of this spring, out of the solid rock,
the water boils up with bubbling gases and is
taken by conduits of masonry to the baths
within, discharging, as we were told by an
attendant, 100,000 gallons of water per dav
1 he waters of the various springs have a natural
heat of from 95° to 1 10'. It is said that 113° is
the greatest degree of heat to which the bodymay be safely subjected. The hot springs of
Arkansas run up to 176 , and those of Virginia
to 186 , and are cooled before being used The
springs are numerous :ind in some one or an-
other of them are nearly all the active mineral

remedial agents known in the most distant and
scattered localities, and whose therapeutic ef-

fects, as here exhibited, in curing rheumatism,
gout, neuralgia, paralysis, erysipelas and a great

many more of the ills that the flesh of man is

heir to, is simply wonderful. Those suffering

from heart disease or consumption are never
benefited by bathing in the hot mineral waters.

About two miles distant is the mud sjiring,

which is tried when all else fails. These springs

are reached in 21 hours from San Francisco,

going by rail to Soledad, thence 93 miles by
stage, over good roads, through one of the most
picturesque regions in the State. This resort

is frequented by a throng of guests throughout
the season.

Leaving Paso Hobles, a path over the mouu
tains conducts us to the Corral de Mulas settle-

ment and Los Tablos, 10 miles distant, in

which are 70 families. Near by is the Wilder-
ness, another settlement of some 'AO families,

all occupying Government claims. Butter,

pork and grain are the principal products. The
country is very broken, but fertile, well tim-

bered, with numerous springs and the most
charming canyons and valleys among the hills,

A little east of these settlements are the
great Sunderland and the Mahoney quicksilver

miles, 20 miles from the coast. The road leads

by a winding grade from the mines to the sum
mit through the most picturesque scenery, over
rugged hights, far above the giant cottonwoods
that rear their tall tops, high in air from the
valley below. Near the summit is another
quicksilver mine, the Josephine, owned by the
Bank of California, and now shut down.

H. E. Hai.lett.
San Luis, April, 1878.

Malva, Cheat, Nomenclature.

EnrroKS Press:—There seems some confusion

among your correspondents on this malva ques

tion. Some are talking of the shrub, or tree

malva [Malva arboriea, I presume), while

others are meaning the herb malva, or mallow

(M. rotundifolia, or borealis of Prof. Hilgard).

Now, I know a little of both of them and
neither appears to me so despicable as some
regard them.

Last year my cows, though by no means
starving, eagerly devoured, of the tree malva,

the leaves, flowers, seeds, twigs, stems of an

inch in diameter or so, and then stripped off

the succulent bark from the trunks, wherever
they could get a nip at it. Mr. W. A. Sanders
was evidently speaking of this plant when he
spoke of its being allied to the holyhock. The
two first leaves (cotyledons) are hardly to be
distinguished from those of the holyhock. The
flower is crimson and large; foliage rather a
light green, a little glossy, and angular in form.
I only wished I had had plenty more. What 1

did have had been planted for temporary orna-
ment, until other longer-lived trees could make
a start.

The herb malva. or mallow, does not usually
exceed six feet in night, has a small, insignifi-

cant, jmrple-tiuged white flower, large, round
leaf, and large, flattish-round seed (called by
children, I believe, in some parts, "cuckoo's
bread and cheese"). It is true it is not de-
sirable fodder to confine any animal to, any
more than pie is desirable as a staple food for
man; but I lind that hogs, cows, horses aud
chickens all appear to enjoy a pick at it, and it

makes fine shelter to hide young chicks from
hawks.

Mr. Taylor speaks of its medicinal qualities.

It may interest your readers to know that it

derives its name, mallow, from a word signify-

ing soft, or emollient; akin to mellow. I have
fancied it alleviated some kinds of cough when
eaten by hogs suffering therefrom.

Partner I think that by the close of the dry
season there is very small remnant visible of
any mallow patch in a pasture where stock have
been running.

Wheat or Cheat.

Mr. Alexander, in this week's issue, runs a
tilt against Prof. Hilgard; basing his argument
ou the freedom from chess seed of soil taken
from unplowed hillside. A little fact has come
under my observation this past season that
would throw much doubt ou Mr. A.'s experi-
ments. My neighbor last season took advan-
tage of the drouth to burn over some brushy
hill land. The fire raged fiercely in the close,
high brush, and the heat at the soil-surface
must have been intense. This year much of
this burnt-over tract is covered thickly with a
plant of which I have no recollection of seeing a
single sample before in California.

When one reflects on the fiery purification
needed to rid even air of the myriad germs of
life which a cubic foot may contain, it is easy
to see how still more difficult it would be to
free soil from such germs; though, I presume,
chess seed could be sifted or burnt out.
May |I seize this occasion to remind your

readers that there is a far more important ques-
tion as to destroying foul germs that every
man, worthy the name, should keep before
him. I allude, of course, to the destruction, as
far as may be, of those poisonous germs of
typhus fever and diphtheria, which any con-
tinued hot spell of weather will probably set at
work once more among us. Let the Constitu-
tional Convention about to meet, be instructed
to take under advisement the compulsory abo-
lition of cesspools, enforcing the application of
the dry earth system in every village, nay, in

every house in the State. Let this poisoning
of our children by foul air and cesspool-tainted
water be made a crime.

Long-Tailed Names
Prof. Hilgard wants to have farmers adopt

some more definite nomenclature for plants.
Latin does not come natural to most of us. Of
course as a universal language it no doubt hag
its advantages to scientific men. But would it

not be easy for some one, Mr. Bolander or Prof.
Hilgard himself, to translate for us the Latin
names of the more common California plants,
and give us a string, with a brief description,
in the Rural every week. For instance, could
we not talk of the northern, or round-leaved
mallow instead of Mutra boreali/t or rotundifoUn

>

Even if one knew the long-tailed names, one
would fear being set down as pedantic in mak-
ing use of them. E. Berwick.

Monterey, Cal.

Draining and Its Appliances.

Editors Press:—In your issue of June 8th

under the above caption, is an article signed by
A. Rousseau, that we think does great injustice

to a machine manufactured in California, and
known as the Austin ditcher. The great

necessity for ditching and draining in California

stimulated the mind of the inventor and he has

produced a machine, and we have witnessed ite

working in adobe soil aud it has produced ex-

cellent results. This machine has some weight;

it necessarily must be to hold it to its place

while performing the work required of it, but
it does not require the number of men and
horses to operate it that A. Rousseau says it

does. From six to eight horses and three men
are sufficient to operate the machine in all kinds
of soil, and we will guarantee the machine to

work in any damp soil. Two horses will move
the machine on all ordinary roads with ease.

This machine will cut to the depth of three feet

or one-half the diameter of the ditching wheel,

and make such a ditch as any ordinary man
may work in in the laying of drain tiles.

We deem it unnecessary to answer in detail

all the misstatements made by A. Rousseau
about the Austin ditcher, but we do desire, for

the sake of truth and fairness aud for the pur-

pose of correcting the misapprehensions that
may have been engendered by A. Rousseau's
article, to say that we have witnessed the opera-

tions of the machine referred to on different

ranches in Sonoma county", and know from per-

sonal observation that it does its work well and
thoroughly.

As to the cost of the ditcher, anyone, we are

satisfied, will admit after witnessing its opera-

tions that it is worth all the money asked for it,

and that it will do good, clear, nice work at a

much less expense than it can be done without
the machine. The agent for this machine agrees

that he will contract to cut ditches from one to

three feet deep in adobe soil for from 5 to 20
cents per rod, and in free soil for less money.

—

F. T. DxeiCK, \V. H. Nash, E. T. Wall, J.

H. Aknoile, J. B. Clark, W. T. Wall.
Santa Rosa, June 12th.

[All right : the working of machines is a fair

subject for discussion and the better a thing is

the better the discussion will show its merits.

Nothing, too, is better adapted to call the at-

tention of people to the v.ilue of draining their

land than discussion of means and methods.

So long as points are made courteously and

honestly it is for the public benefit to have

them come to light. Editors Press.]

The Cheat Question.

Editors Press:—In your issue of the last

month, I noticed an article concerning the ori-

gin ami growth of cheat or chess in grain fields,

written by Prof. Hilgard. As I have had the

opportunity of observing the origin and devel .

opment of this plant, I thought a few facts

relating to the subject would not be amiss. I

think that Prof. Hilgard is very erroneous in

his opinion concerning the origin of the plant.

This plant is not of spontaneous growth nor is

it indigenous to any soil. But it has its origin

from the tame cereals. It has been proven that

cheat springs from broken kernels of wheat or

barley. There are two kinds of chess—wheat
cheat and barley cheat. There has been con-

siderable discussion on this subject in this sec-

tion, the result of which was a trial, which was
performed in this wise: A certain portion of

laud was selected from the sandy bed of a river,

which was entirely free from growth of any
kind. A peck of cracked barley was sown on
said ground and allowed to take its natural

course and develop accordingly. The conse-

quence was the grain grew and matured and
there appeared not one head of barley, it being

all cheat.

In conclusion, I will say that I challenge any
person to make such a trial and prove the falsity

of my statement, as I have witnesses to prove
statement. Millard Hacklev.

Point Arena, June 2d, 1878.

During the month of May the Mint in San
Francisco coined 1,637,000 pieces, of the total

value of 84,240,000; $2,740,000 was in double
eagles aud the balance in standard silver dol-

lars.
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Notes on Incubation.

We tind in the London Farmer, some enter-

taining notes on incubation, drawn from a re

cent French book on the subject. The method
described might be practicable in a time when
other work was scarce, for if a man can bring

out 1,000 chickens by three weeks' idleness it is

certainly an advance on modern methods. We
quote as follows: M. Eugene Gayot points out
that however great may be the improvements
that have been made of late years in the pro
cess of artificial incubation, the idea itself is

very far from being a new one. Centuries ago
that which is a comparative novelty to us was
well known and widely practiced in other coun
tries. Since time immemorial there have been
public hatching stations in Egypt, on the bor-

ders of the Nile, where private individuals

bring their eggs to be incubated under the care
of attendants specially trained for the duty.
In the Philippine Islands, the Tagal Indians
have a custom somewhat clumsily describes as

"human" incubation. Men are regularly
trained as "sitters" or incubators, and learn

their trade as systematically as carpenters or
wheelwrights or turners may learn theirs.

This curious way of getting a living, dates from
very ancient times, and is said to have been
called into existence by the extreme fecundity
of native ducks, which will go on laying daily

for three years in succession, and thus- have no
time for the duties of incubation, which, in

their default, are relegated to man.
One of these Indians will "sit" on about a

thousand eggs at a time. In order to attend
properly to this numerous expected family, he
shuts himself up for the whole duration of the
process in a small beehive-shaped hut, built of

straw, on a site carefully sheltered from the
wind, and exposed to the full heat of the sun.

Into this select place of retirement he takes his

stock of eggs, and the necessary appliances of

his trade, a wooden box, some old rags, a quan-
tity of kiln-dried rice husks, and a linen or cot-

ton coverlet. The eggs are made up in packets
of ten each, wrapped in a rag with a certain

quantity of husks, and placed in the box, the
bottom of which is covered with a layer of the
same material. Alternate layers of eggs and
husks are thus arranged till the whole thous-
and are disposed of. An extra thick layer of

husks is then put in, and the coverlet spread
over all. The "sitter" then stretches himself
out at full length on the coverlet, and thus
makes the box and its contents his bed, or
rather his nest. Every third or fourth day he
unpacks and repacks the whole arrangement,
so as to give each packet of eggs an equal
chance of success, and to permit the access of

fresh air. His food is brought to him daily
and passed through a small window, constructed
for the purpose into the hut, which he never
quits for a moment till the hatching is com-
plete.

The Uses of the Smoker.

Editors Press:—Have you ever seen any of

our California box-hive beekeepers try to take

honey from a colony of black or even hybrid

bees? We dare say you have been present

when such a beekeeper undertook to "capture"

a "mess" of delicious nectar from one of his

hives, which we do not hesitate to say is placed

alongside some old fence or rickety shed with

a southern exposure. Said hive or hives are

generally surrounded by a rank growth of

malva, which attain, in this State, as you know,

the diminsions of good sized trees.

The modus operaiuli of these beekeepers, if

they may be called such, is quite a novelty to

those that have not had an opportunity of be-
ing a spectator at their exhibitions. We could
give a very amusing account of "how they do
it," but for the reason that we would be tres-

passing on the reader's time, we will withhold
it, perhaps for some other time.

As a general rule they fail altogether, and
retire to intrenchments with some very severe
wounds. Of late, beekeepers have been quite
successful in performing all the operations re-

quired in handling bees without suffering the
least pain from stings. As is well known, a
bee, when filled with honey, will not volun-
tarily offer any resistance. This we see while
they are swarming. To have them in this con-
dition is one of the main objects in apiaculture.
No person the least timid or susceptible of the
effects of a sting, wishes to be tortured by the
thoughts of being stung or the pain arising
therefrom.

By the use of the new bellows smoker, in the
hands of a child, the most ferocious bees can be
made as docile as a poodle dog, or as gentle as
a kitten.

The engraving herewith given conveys a
tolerably fair idea of a little device by which
bees are easily subdued. A is a small bellows
made in a neat and substantial manner; B
shows the tube or fire barrel. This tubs is two
and one-half inches in diameter, and is so con-
structed that no solder melts off. C is a nozzle
and is movable at a, so that the fuel may be

inserted. At the lower end of the tube is a
small opening for the admittance of air, whereby
a draft may pass through the chamber and the
fire be kept burning when the smoker is not in

use. As soon as the bellows is compressed, a
self-acting damper working in a grooved follower
(these are not shown in the cut), shut off the
outside draft and the current of air from the
bellows is made to pass through the barrel and
the nozzle C.

In the conical tube connecting the bellows
with the tire chamber is a self-acting valve made
of metal, which, when the bellows is expanding,
falls and closes the air passage, thus preventing
any fire or smoke from entering the inside of the
bellows, which would in time render it useless.

At each puff a little cloud of smoke is sent
forth. The fire tube is large enough to admit
of all kinds of material, such as rags, pieces of

decayed wood, corn cobs, peat, droppings from
the stable, etc., all of which are excellent for

subduing bees with when used in the smoker;
but we find that the latter gives the best smoke.
Four or five strong puffs of smoke will soon
send all the bees in a hive to rilling themselves
with honey, and when gorged they are as good
natured as a newspaper reporter is after a free

lunch.

Nor, not only is this little contrivance useful

in the apiary, but in the house it answers to
start a stubborn fire in the kitchen stove on a
cold winter's morning. In the greenhouse and
in the garden it should always be seen, for by
throwing in some tobacco stems the former may
be thoroughly fumigated, and in the latter

plants and trees infested with green flies, etc.,

can be smoked and be rid of all obnoxious pests.

When honey comb is stored away from moths
in tight boxes it no longer becomes necessary to

get a red-hot stove cover and place it in the
box and pour sulphur on it, but simply place a
spoonful of it on a few live coals in the smoker
and insert the point of the nozzle in an aper-
ture of the box and puff away, and the opera-
tion is soon finished.

The price of these little and indispensable ad-
juncts of the bee-yard are now offered at such a
low figure that there is no longer any excuse for

The Bellows Smoker

being afraid of bees. They are made by A. J.

King & Co., of New York, and we believe they
are advertised in these columns by their author-
ized agents for the Pacific coast. U. K. L.

Microscopic Examination of Bee Stings.

At a recent meeting of the New York Micro-
pical Society, Mr. J. D. Hyatt, President,

gave an account of his investigations on the sub-
ject of stings. These studies have extended
over a period of eight years, but only recently
have some obscure points been made out. The
general form of the stinging organs of the
honey bee is well known by microscopists. It

consists of a horny sheath, within which there
are two stings, and these, when in use, are
thrust out. There is a poison bag which dis-

charges its contents into the sheath. This is a
point well known, but it appears that the pre-

cise method by which the fluid makes its way
from the sheath into the wound has not hereto-
fore been properly explained. According to
the generally accepted explanation, the poison
is supposed to flow in a channel formed between
the two piercers or stings and in this way makes
its way into the wound. Mr. Hyatt advances
another hypothesis and believes that he has
positive proof that he is right, having dissected
and examined upwards of 1,000 stings.

After long and patient investigation the ex-
planation offered is as follows: At the back
part of the sting these channels open into the
sheath, and just in front of that opening,
attached to the stings, is a sort of valve which
projects into the sheath. When, in the opera-
tion of stinging, the piercers are thrust out,

they carry forward this valve so as to close the
front of the sheath, for which purpose they are
admirably adapted, and the poison thus con-
fined within the sheath makes its way out
through these openings in the stings. When
once understood the operation seems very sim-
ple. There are also some objections to the
common explanation. Cross sections of the
stings show that the walls are quite thin, but
strengthened in certain places by internal

deposits. The form of the stings is such that
channels can be formed between them to

conduct the poison.

Barreling Honey.—The Los Angeles Bee-
keepers' Association met .May 18th. The Com-
mittee on packages presented a report . and ex-
hibited sample barrels made at Anaheim, 15 and
20 gallons (holding from 200 to 250 pounds),
substantially made with iron hoops, and the
ends of the barrels painted, costing respectively

$1.50 and $1.75; cans, square with screw top,

10 pounds per 100, $l(i; five pounds per 100,

$12.50 and $13; round, 10 pounds per 100, $13;
round, five pounds per 100, $10; round, two
pounds per 100, $6. The latter cans are with-

out screw top and are soldered. The additional
cost of waxing the barrels will be from 20 to 25
cents. After much discussion pro and con,
Wm. Muth Rasmussen offered the following:
Resolved, That the beekepers be requested to
adopt the barrels this season. Adopted. J. E.
Pleasants stated that the beekeepers of the
Anaheim district had adopted them this season,
and that freights were less on honey in barrels
than in cans.

—

Los Anyeles Star.

The New Trespass Law.

In answer to several requests we print below

the full ttxt of the new trespass law as it was

adopted by the Legislature last winter :

An Act concerning Trespassing of Animals on Private
Lands. The People of the State of California represent-
ed in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

Section 1. It is unlawful for any animal, the
property of any person, to enter upon any land
owned by or lawfully in the possession of any
person other than the owner of such animal.

Sec. 2. The owner of, or person who is in

the lawful possession of, any land trespassed

upon, in violation of this Act, is entitled to re-

cover, by action in a Court of competent juris-

diction, from the owner of, or person in posses-

sion of, or person chargeable with the care of,

the trespassing animals, all damage sustained by
reason of such trespass, together with costs of

suit

Sec. 3. For the purpose of allowing the

plaintiff a better security for the payment of

any judgment he may recover in action brought
under the first two sections of this Act, all the

provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure of this

State relating to attachment process shall apply

to such actions, subject only to the modifica-

tions herein contained, to-wit: Instead of filing

the affidavit on attachment required by sections

538 and 8o'6' of said Code, the plaintiff is entitled

to the issuance of a writ of attachment against

the property of the defendant, upon filing his

complaint stating a cause of action, verified ac-

cording to the law concerning the verification of

pleadings.

Sec. 4. No animal is exempt from attach-

ment or execution, levy and sale, to satisfy a

judgment that may be rendered against the

owner of such animal for trespass, committed
by such animal.

Sec. 5. When it is not shown by the party

injured to whom the trespassing animal be-

longs, then and in that case the trespassing

animal or animals shall also be liable for all

damage done by such trespass, which liability

may be enforced in the following manner: The
party injured may bring an action in rem in the

District Court of the county directly against the

trespassing animal or lot of animals trespassing

at the same or different times, whether of the

same or different marks or brands. The com-
plaint shall describe the defendant animals to a

common certainty, and by marks or brands, if

marked or branded, and in other respects shall

state a cause of action, and shall be verified.

Sec. 6. The summons in action in rem must
be directed to the defendant animal or animals

by like description as in the complaint, must be

signed by the clerk of the court, issued under
its seal, and must contain:

1. The name of the plaintiff, and a designa-

tion of the defendant by like description as in

complaint, the court in which the action is

brought, and the county in which the complaint

is filed.

2. A general statement of the cause of action.

3. A direction that an answer in the case

must be made to the complaint on file within

10 days after a copy of the summons is posted

at the court-house door in said county.

4. A notice that unless the defendant so

answers, the plaintiff will apply to the court for

the relief demanded in the complaint.

Sec. 7. Such summons shall be served by the

ment upon such default, though the judge of
the court may be absent from the county where
the action is pending or presiding in another
court in a different county, and upon such
verified complaint, return of sheriff, and sum-
mons, certificate of entry of default by the
clerk, and deposition of witnesses on the part
of plaintiff to be taken before the clerk of the
court, after posting notice of taking such depo-
sition two days at the court-house door, the
court shall, upon application of plaintiff, if the
court is satisfied that from the proof the plain-
tiff is entitled to recover, render judgment,
within two days after receipt of papers in the
case by the judge, for such amount as may be
just, in favor of the plaintiff, and transmit the
same to the clerk of the court, who shall enter
it in the judgment book of the court, and there-
after the plaintiff may cause an execution to
issue upon the same. If the court has any
reasonable doubt as to the merits of plaintiff's

case, it shall be his duty to order the same to
be continued for a hearing to such time as the
court may fix, when the same can be tried in

regular term, with the witnesses in open court.

Sec. 10. The plaintiff may procure an at-

tachment against the property of defendant in

an action in rem under this Act, in the same
manner as in cases where the owner is sued, and
the undertaking on attachment shall inure to
the benefit of the owner of the property of de-
fendant if plaintiff fail to recover in the action.

Sec. 11. When the plaintiff recovers in an
action against the trespassing animals, the judg-
ment of the court shall fix the amount due the
plaintiff for damages and costs, and if any per-

son has appeared for the defendant property,
the name of such person, and shall direct that
the defendant property be sold according to law
and the proceeds thereof applied to the payment
of the expenses of such sale, the amount due
plaintiff, and the costs in the case, and that any
overplus there may be paid into ciurt.

Sec. 12. Any such overplus so paid into

court shall be paid to the party in good con-
science entitled thereto, upon an order of the
court made for that purpose.

Sec. 13. Any person injured by a violation

of Sec. 1 of this Act, may at his option distrain

and take into his possession any trespassing ani-

mal or animals, and keep the same two days
without instituting any legal proceedings under
this Act, so that he may have proper time in

which to make the necessary inquiries as to the
ownership of the animals and to determine
which remedy given herein he is entitled to;

but the owner, or any person having special

property in the animals distrained, shall be en-

titled to the same ujxm tendering to the dis-

trainer the amount of damage done, or an under-
taking, with two good and sufficient sureties, in

double the amount claimed by the distrainer for

damages and cost of keeping, conditioned that
he will pay to the distrainer all the damages he
has sustained by reason of such trespass, to-

gether with a reasonable sum for care and feed

of the animals while distrained, and cost of suit;

and as between the parties tendering and re-

ceiving such undertaking, such tender and re-

ceipt is conclusive evidence that the party ten-

dering is the owner of the animals distrained

and legally chargeable with any damage it may
have done to distrainer.

Sec. 14. In all other matters than those in

which a different rule is herein prescribed, the
course of procedure prescribed in the Code of

Civil Procedure shall prevail in suits brought
under this Act.

Sec. 15. Whenever any animal is lawfully

distrained under Sec. 13. of this Act, then the
distrainer shall be entitled to recover reason-

able compensation for care and feed of such an-

imal during the time of such lawful distrain-

ment, and in actions brought under the provis-

ions of this Act, when the plaintiff recover,

then a reasonable sum for keeping any animal
levied upon by attachment process or under ex-

ecution shall be allowed as costs of suit.

Sec. 1 (i. This Act shall apply to all of that

part of the county of San Bernardino lying

south of a line drawn due east and west from
the Colorado river, to the western boundarySheriff of the county, by posting a copy thereof

at the ciiui-t-house door of the county, and the
J

line of said county, on the township line be"

time in which an answer on the part of the
, tween townships two and three north of San

defendant animal must be made is any time Bernardino base-line, and Alpine county, and
within ten days after such service by posting as all that portion of Salmond Falls township in

aforesaid, and the effect of such service of sum- El Dorado county lying south of the south fork

mons shall be that all owners of and any person f the American river, and to the counties of

having any interest in any of such defendant
j Colusa and that portion of Tehama county ly-

animals are to be as conclusively bound by all jng west of the Sacramento river, and south of

the proceedings to be had in the case, as though > Red Bank creek. Humboldt, Merced, Solano,

all such persons had been made parties to the Santa Barbara, San Joaquin, San Luis Obispo
suit and personally served with summons. Any and Sacramento, and to the township of White
person interested in any property sued may Oak and Meed Springs in the county of El Do-
appear and defend as to such property, provided
that the name of any such person so appearing

shall be entered as a defendant, and if the

plaintiff recover judgment against such prop-

erty, and the same does not sell for sufficient to

pay the same, the unpaid balance may be dock-

eted as a personal judgment agains't such person

so appearing.

Sec. 8. If no answer is filed within ten days
after the day on which the summons has been
posted, then the clerk of the court shall enter

the default of the defendant animals so failing,

rado.

Sec. 17. All Acts or parts of Acts in so far

as the same may conflict with this Act are

hereby repealed.

Sec. 18. This Act shall take effect from and
after its passage.

C. P. BURKY,
Speaker of the Assembly.

James A. Johnson,
President of the Senate.

Approved March 7th, 1878.

William Iewin.
Governor.upon proof being filed of the fact of posting

summons by the return of the Sheriff indorsed
thereon to that effect. Don't go There.—The United States Consul

Sec. 9. In direct act ; un against trespassing at Buenos Ayres, the capital of the Argentine

animals, when the damaged claimed is less than Republic in South America, warns people in

$50, and the value of the property sued is less the United States not to come to that country

than said sum of $50, and the complaint in the with much expectation of bettering their condi-

case is verified, and the defendant makes de- tion, and not to come at all unless they have

fault, then and in such cases the District Court is money enough to get home with in case they

always open for the purpose of entering judg- do not find some employment or business.
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department.

The Duty of the State as an Educator.

The following address was delivered, some

weeks since, by Bro. J. A'. Webster, before

Temescal Grange. Its publication has been

unavoidable delayed until now:

.lust where to draw a line which will equita-

bly designate the duty of the State in the mat-

ter of the education of her children has been a

subject which lias seriously concerned many
earnest and thoughtful minds. There are, in

fact, many points to be taken into consideration

in the solution of this problem. Admitting the

free-school system of this country to be as good

as any ever desired for the education of the

masses, the question arises as to the depth and

breadth of such education.

That it is the duty of the .State to give to

each child within its borders suilicient education

for all the practical duties of our competitive,

progressive life, must be admitted by every

reflecting mind. When that is done, we think

the State has performed her duty in that direc-

tion, for while we admit that our public schools

are the nurseries of the State and guardians of

our liberties, nevertheless, the rights of the

citizen and taxpayer must be considered. While
it is universally conceded that money must be

raised for the maintenance of our public schools,

the impression very extensively prevails that

the maximum amount per capita has been
reached. Not that it is claimed that our schools

cannot be very much Unproved, bat that money
sufficient is now raised, if judiciously expended,

to make our free school system all that can be

desired for it.

It must be conceded that taxation, State,

county and municipal, has reached a point

beyond which it will be difficult if not impossi-

ble to go with safety. Already this question of

taxation is uppermost in every man's mind, for

although the aggregate tax levy is continually

increasing from year to year, our debts, State,

county and municipal, are increasing more
rapidly. Hence, the conviction is gaining

ground that every department of civil service,

national, State, county and municipal, is over-

done in the number and remuneration of its

employees, and the time is near at hand when
they must and will be reduced.

Of aU departments of the service, that of our
free-school system has in the past and will in the

future receive the greatest consideration and
indulgence and its welfare will ever be guarded
with a jealous care. Money has been given
without stint for its maintenance, but the line

between frugality and lavish expenditure must
)ie drawn, and it should be drawn with a com-
prehensive view of all the interests at stake.

The first consideration should be the duty of

the State in the education of her children, which
should be determined by the average time
which experience has demonstrated is devoted
to study in our public schools. Taking five

years as a basis, which is above the average
time alloted to school, the question arises what
studies, most essential to success in life and to

good citizenship, can be mastered in that time ?

Evidently the number of studies which can be
thoroughly understood in the time given is alto-

gether below the number named by the State
Board of Education. Then, if they cannot all

be successfully studied, which are the most
essential and practical ?

Now, the most essential studies are those
which will enable the student to acquire the
greatest amount of practical knowledge in a
given time. The essential elements of a good
English education should ever be uppermost in
every educator's mind, for this is eminently a
utilitarian age, and the State cannot att'ord to
pay for nor the student afford to spend his time
in ransacking scores of books to gain the infor-
mation which can be better learned from a few
well selected studies.

The evident disposition of most of our pro-
fessional educators has been to adopt the
"cramming system," by which every student is

required t<> carry the whole course mentally as
he advances. If intellectually unable to do so,
he is compelled to make a pack-mule of himself
and carry a load of books back and forth from
school, and daily go through the formula of
trying to digest them, which eventually ends in
mental dyspepsia, death or a grown-up simple-
ton, devoid of any well defined principles of
practical knowledge.
There is so much vanity in the world, fostered

by education in and out of the school-room, that
show is often considered more essential than
wisdom. It is this principle cropping out which
stimulates the average teacher to cram and
make a great show of books in the school-room.
Parents are flattered into the belief that their
precocious children are in great need of another
new study. Children catch the infection, and
pride themselves on the number of their studies.
There is an evident disposition in certain

quarters to engraft foreign languages on to, and
make them a part of a common school education,
not so much because of their intrinsic worth or
utility as because it is fashionable to have a
smattering of some foreign tongue; because it
sounds well for a teacher to be able to say I
have a ''French class," or a "class in German,"
or for a student to lie able to say that he is

studying Greek and Latin, or German or

French.
Experience and observation have fully demon-

strated that where children undertake the

study of any foreign language, it is done to the

neglect of the king's English. That not more

than one in every 20, who undertake the study

of foreign languages, ever gain sufficient knowl-

edge of them to be of any practical service;

while the 1!) failures have failed in English also,

because of the time squandered in the endeavor

to acquire a foreign tongue.

Then instead of the introduction of foreign

languages into our public schools, being an ad-

vantage to the students, we claim that the

money and time employed in the prosecution of

such studies are worse than thrown away, be-

cause the precious years so squandered might
have been judiciously applied to studies essen-

tial to a good English education.

The English language has no superior, and it

is the duty of every educator to use earnest en-

deavors to improve and impart it in all its essen-

tial elements, for one of the greatest glories of a

nation is the perfection of its language. Pride

of our nationality should inspire everyone with

a desire to speak fluently a lauguage which is

destined to become the first in all the world.

The State is under no obligation to teach any
other language than her own, for the money of

the many cannot in justice be taken to educate

the few in branches of study which are not

essential in the development of an education

sufficient for all the practical duties of life.

We freely admit the great accomplishment con-

ferred by a thorough knowledge of the modern
or classical languages, or of instrumental music,

and their study should be fostered and encour-

aged in all who have a superior aptitude for

them; but they are beyond the province of the

State as an educator.

Every individual educated at the expense of

the State should be taught to fully comprehend
tire duties and responsibilities of citizenship, and
that self-dignity and reliance which is the founda-
tion of all prosperity. The State cannot afford to

educate drones and imbeciles; that department
can well be left to the fashionable colleges and
seminaries, which from their fruit appear to

have been instituted for that purpose.
The public schools have a more practical life,

for in them the conservative elements of the
nation are educated. Every child within the
limits of the Republic should be educated
either voluntarily or by compulsion in that
practical way which will enable him or her,

when the diploma of the high school is received,

to go forth into the world with sufficient

breadth of mind, industry and self-reliance to
make opportunities which lead to success, in-

stead of the average education of the present
day, which has no elements of success in it,

and in consequence of which every avenue of

service which can be filled by superficial men-
tal culture is glutted and overflowing witli ego-
tistical imbecility.

The defense, security and prosperity of the
nation depends upon the direction and utility

of our public schools. The time is not distant
when they will be so directed and their
strength so utilized that they will turn out
men and women, with sufficient moral worth
and practical mental culture to enable them to

leave school for the workshop, for the field, or
for the performance of the domestic duties of a
household, as if it was a legacy left them by
the State, and in its cheerful acceptance they
will do honor to themselves, and thereby add
honor and dignity to labor, and glory and pros-
perity to the nation.

Taxation.

Editors Pans : — More or less has been
written in the Rural Press by the many dif-

ferent correspondents in regard to proposed and
needed amendments, which should appear in

our new constitution. Some are in favor of

taxing all evidence of indebtedness, whether it

be in notes, mortgages or written agreement of

any kind. Others cry out against taxing money
loaned, but I never heard any of them give a

good reason why such exemption should be

made in their favor, and why the money lender

of California, who obtains twice as much per

cent, for his money as is received in any other
State in the Union, should be further favored
by an exemption from tax, when in all other
States they receive less interest and their money
is taxed, no matter in what manner it is invested.
As the law now is if a man has .$4,000 of his

own and §4,000 of borrowed money invested in
a mill or a farm, he will have to pay tax on
$8,000, that is, he will be taxed on his liabilities
(his debts) the same as if he owned the money
instead of the money lender, and the banker or
money lender, with his big piles of money
bringing him in from 10 to 1$ per annum,
pays no tax whatever. Some say the money
lender has no right in the property mortgaged
that can be taxed ; but I say he has. Every
mortgage is written in the form of a deed, and
is a conveyance, the mortgager reserving only
the right to redeem within a certain time. I
believe all this to be wrong, that it can and
ought to be remedied. If by misfortune or
miscalculation, we are so unfortunate as to fall
within the grasp of the usurer, and mortgage
to him our home to secure the payment of
money borrowed at 18, ; or 24% per annum, and
if by accumulation of misfortunes we are unable
to make the payments agreed upon and redeem

our property, why let the money lender take it

(as he will), we will not complain, for such was
our bargain, but we do object to paying Shy-
lock's taxes in addition to his 18% interest.

Let the law be so amended that all real-estate

shall l>e taxed to the possessor thereof, less any
recorded mortgage or mortgages which shall be
assessed to the mortgagee, and that county
recorders shall not cancel any mortgage from
his records until the tax-collector's receipt has
been exhibited to him, showing all tax assessed

against said mortgage has been paid.

Let every man be assessed on all solvent
debts due him exceeding his own indebtedness.
If this was the law, some would not escape
without paying any tax, while others pay
double. In fact every man would pay 011 what
he is worth and no more ; and where is the
honest objection to such a law ?

Of all the cruel, unjust, tyrannous laws that
were ever imposed on a forbearing people, this

construction of our California laws, which ex-

empts the money lender from paying any tax, is

the very worst. Is the money lender not as

much benefited by the election of State and
county officers as anybody else ? Then, why
should they not pay their share of the cost of

the election ? Do they not use our civil courts
to collect their claims, do they not apply to our
officers to recover their money for them if it is

stolen ': All this they claim as their right, but
decline to pay their share of the expense of

maintaining the laws which they use for their

own interest and protection.

Let me illustrate this evil by a comparison :

Two of my neighbors lose their dwellings by
fire. One of them has kept his house insured
in a good company for half its value. The
other man has paid for no insurance, conse-

quently has no policy of insurance against the
company. Rut suppose he goes to the office of

the insurance company, and asks them to pay
him the same as they paid his neighbor who
was insured ; and the insurance agent says to

him, your neighbor pays us a per cent, on the
value of his property to pay us for the protec-

tion we give him in case of loss, but you do not
pay us anything and your property was not pro-

tected by insurance, and you must bear your
own loss. But the man says I rent my houses
and should have all the benefits of insurance
without paying the usual per cent, on my prop-
erty. The law exempts me from paying any
tax on my money which is loaned out at interest,

and I receive all the benefits of the law, and I

have an equal right to exemption in regard to

insurance that I have in regard to paying tax.

The exemption is just as absurd in one case as
it is in the other, but we hope the Constitu-
tional Convention will relieve us of this most
iniquitous and absurd law. R. Lyon.
Ventura, Cal.

California.
COLUSA.
Oob Crop Prospects. — Nun, June 15:

Headers are running in all directions, clipping
a rich crop of gold from the harvest fields. This
county has in wheat, this year, some 230,000
acres of wheat that will be cut. The average
of this would have been between 20 and 2."i

bushels to the acre had it not been for the rust
that made its appearance just as the wheat was
beginning to fill, but we do not think it would
now be safe to place the average at over 15
bushels. Many fields, not so badly affected,

will turn out 35 and 40 bushels, and thus help
up the average. But 230,000 acres at 15 bush-
els per acre will give us 3,450,000 bushels of

wheat, and of this we will have 3,000,000 bush-
els to sell. The rust has caused a loss to the
county of at least $1, 000,000. It is worse in

the lower end of the county, and along up the
foothills as far as Antelope valley. Some of

the early sown Sonora ana Proper wheat has
escaped it entirely, but it is more or less in 90%
of the wheat area. There will be, therefore,
much shrunken wheat on the market, and of

course there will be differences in the prices.

FRESNO.
Dairy.—E-r/wsilor: We were favored with a

call, last week, from Messrs. Patterson and
Baird, of Patterson, of Baird & Co., a firm that
have recently purchased property in the Wash-
ington colony, near this town, with a view to
starting an extensive dairying establishment.
Cheese making will be their especial line. They
intend to go at the business thoroughly, intro-
ducing the various modern improvements used
in cheese making. The gentlemen bring with
them experience, energy and capital, and, pos-
sessing these, their enterprise is sure to succeed.
Enterprises of this kind are what are needed to
make an agricultural section prosperous, and
we shall therefore look after this one with un-
usual interest.

LOS ANGELES.
Army Worm.—Santa Ana Times: The army

worm is making sad havoc of the corn in the
vicinity of Orange. Several fields have already
been destroyed by this pest. It is said that in

the fields where there are plenty of weeds it

does not trouble the corn at all, but strips the
weeds of their foliage entirely to the ground.
Horticultural Pavilion Located. — Ex-

/ires*, .lune 15: The .Tune session of the Horti-
cultural Society was held in Union hall this

morning at 1 1 o'clock and was largely attended.
The main business before the meeting was the
location of the pavilion. Early in the proceed-

ings it became evident that the meeting wa
heartily in favor of the Beaudry property.
About 2 o'clock this afternoon a resolution
offered by Mr. Trantum, to accept the Beaudry
property, came to a vote by a call of the roll,

and was adopted by a vote of 134 to 57. All
parties seemed well satisfied with the result,

and expressed a determination to push forward
the building of a pavilion as vigorously as they
have worked to secure a lot. VVe congratulate
the society on the action this day taken. The
society will now have a fine property at very
little expense, and will take strides in the future
that will be in entire keeping with movements
in the past, which reflect so much credit on the
promoters of the enterprise.

MONTEREY.
Salinas Valley. - Index, .lune 13: Nowhere

in the valley do crops look any better than on
the Sand hill and lower Salinas valley. On the
Sand hill, especially, a larger yield will be gar-
nered this season than has ever before been
known in that section. The land is entirely
free from mustard, and only a very little kail
or wild turnip is seen, and that will all be
cleaned out in threshing. There is no sign of

rust anywhere in the fields thus reviewed, and
as harvesting commences on the uplands the
latter part of next week, and as grain is already
in the "dough," there is no fear of any damage
from the troublesome disease this year.

Oonzales. — Farmers are rather uneasy in re-

gard to rust, but, as yet, no one can tell how
much damage will result. Hitherto only a few
fields have been affected, the adobe lands escap-
ing as yet. Farmers of 20 years' experience in

California say that, if the present cool and fa-

vorable weather continue, the damage from rust
will be but slight and that a big harvest may
be expected.

SAN JOAQUIN.
A Traveling Separator.—The success of

the combined header and thresher of J. C.

Hoult &Co. , has led to the contrivance of other
devices to accomplish the same purpose. An
ordinary separator is being prepared at the
shop of S. B. Bowen <fc Co. for G. C. Reynolds,
to travel through the fields in company with
the header, threshing and stacking the grain as
delivered to it. It takes the place of the
header-wagon and receives the grain from the
header on an endless draper that carries it to

the cylinder. The apparatus is apparently
light, not at all complicated, and looks as
though it ought to work well. We are not
informed as to the cost of rigging up old
threshing-machines for this purpose, but should
not consider it very great.

SANTA BARBARA.
Mussel Slough.—Editors Press:— Being a

constant reader of your valuable paper, and
seeing no correspondence from the "famous"
Mussel Slough country, I thought a few lines

from here would not come amiss. Our harvest
has begun and the whistle of the steam thresher
echoes through the valley early and late. The
yield of wheat comes fully up to expectations

so far as heard from, turning out from 30 to 40
bushels per acre. Barley runs from 40 to 80
bushels. There will be more early sown grain
badly rusted owing to too much water and im-
mense growth of straw. There is quite an
average of summer crops being planted, such as

corn, beans and pumpkins. And, Oh! wouldn't
you and the boys like to flop your lips over
some of the magnificent and luscious water-

melons I see growing here?—W. H. Stuart.

SANTA CLARA.
Gilroy Crops.—Cor. Mercury: The clatter

of the header and reaper is again heard in this

vicinity, and to which the long, golden-tinted

heads of the cereal family will have to succumb.
To say that our crop prospects are flattering is

but a mild expression. The grain is unusually

plump and rust is unknown with us this season.

The yield in bushels will, from all indications,

be the largest ever garnered in this end of the

county.

SIERRA.
Sierra Valley Hoppers.—Reno Journal:

We spoke yesterday of the myriads of grass-

hoppers in the Sierra valley, and of the immi-
nent danger the crops were in. Another gentle-

man tells us that there is a mile square in the

center of the valley which is completely covered

with the young insects, which have appetites

like crosscut saws. He suggests that the farm-

ers club together, and, by rolling over this tract

with heavy rollers, kill at least the major por-

tion of them, for should they all survive, they

will not gratefully spare the green acres around
them. The crops never looked better and the

farmers have only this one thing to fear. One
has no idea of the magnitude or destructability

of this plague. Flying in clouds so thick as to

daiken the sky for an hour at a time, they

leave the country over which they pass as bleak

as if a fire had swept it. Millions may be

killed, but like the war with China, there are

10 to take the place of every one that falls. It

is not profitable to raise grain for grasshoppers'

use. We hope our Sierra valley friends will

escape the impending danger.

SOLANO
The Agricultural Fair.—Chronicle, June

13: The prospects for the coming fair are far

brighter than those of any which the Agricul-

tural Association has yet held. We learn that

a very general interest is taken throughout the

interior in the affair, and there will be a more
extensive exhibit of products than has ever

been seen before. This is almost entirely the

result of President Carrington's labors. He has

taken hold of the enterprise with that energy
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and ability which distinguishes all his business

efforts, and has done more real work than was
ever done before in the Society's whole exist-

ence.

SONOMA.
Dry Creek Item?.—Healdsburg Enterprise,

June 13: Wheat will soon be ready for the

sickle. The late rains have wrought wonders
in the wheat fields and the crop will be better

than was anticipated several weeks ago. Bar-

ley will not turn off well. Where the grain is

heavy it is straw-fallen, and where it is light

cheat predominates. Corn is doing finely, and
the promise for a good crop is favorable. Fruit

seems to be all right. Peaches will make part

of a crop. Last spring the indications were un-

favorable, and it was feared that they would be

an entire failure; but many of the farmers will

have enough for home use.

District Fair.—Democrat, June 15 : We are

in receipt of a copy of the "Speed programme
of the Sonoma and Marin District Agricultural

Society" fair, to be held at Petaluma, Sept.

23d, 25th, 26th, 27th and 28th. An entrance

fee of 10% will be charged on the purses, and
in all instances must accompany the nomina-
tion and be paid to the Secretary. All horses

must have been owned in the district since

April 1st. Name and residence of owner, as

well as party making the entry, must be given.

Another Winery.—Mr. I. DeTurk has de-

termined on an investment, not alone for his

own profit, but for the benefit of the people of

Santa Rosa and the grape growers of the county
of Sonoma. Having made all the calculations

necessary Mr. DeTurk made up his mind to the

erection of a winery, on the site of the old one,

that would meet the wants of this portion of

the State, and on Saturday night closed a con-

tract with Mr. T. J. Ludwig for the erection of

a building to be 80x120 feet, with brick walls

18 feet high—two stories—of capacity greatly

exceeding the one destroyed, and to be done
and ready for occupancy by the first of Septem-
ber proximo.

TEHAMA.
Editors Press:—The barley harvest has be-

gun and wheat will be ripe in about two weeks.

The wheat harvest will be greater this year

than it ever has been, although Tehama county
never fails to produce good crops.—N. MER-
RILL, Moon's Ranch, June (ith.

YOLO.

Tub Rust.—Mail, June 15: The reports of

damage done to wheat by rust in Yolo county
are not conflicting. It is serious, and will re-

duce the figures of the probable yield heretofore

given at least one-third. The summer-fallowed
and early sown will not be seriously affected,

but the late sown grain has been badly injured.

Much of it will not be fit to cut at all, and from
the general reports from all parts of the county,

and particularly from the "Egypt country" ly-

ing west and south of Woodland, the total crop

this year will not average over 15 bushels to

the acre of wheat sown. We hope this is not
the case the State over, and are inclined to be-

lieve it is not, for the farmers of the San Joa-

quin valley have about concluded one of the

finest harvests they have had for 10 years.

There are some parts of Yolo county where this

rust is not felt. It seems to have covered a
wide streak of country, beginning at Winters
and continuing to Woodland, in width, about
10 or 12 miles. In and around Cottonwood, it

is not so bad, but has damaged the wheat some.
On the north side of Cache creek, in West and
North Grafton there is some damage, -but none
so bad as that in the section of country from
three to ten miles southwest of Woodland.

Nevada.
The Nevada Cricket.—Tuscarora Times:

For days past, people coming from Cornucopia
have warned us of the approach of r. vast body
of dreadful crickets, and this morning the ad-

vance guard of the destroying host entered the

city. People unaccustomed to this annual visi-

tation of desolating insects can form no concep-

tion of their frightful ravages. The Nevada
black cricket is an omniverous monster. He
greedily devours every living thing in the vege-

table kingdom, from a sagebrush to a pumpkin
vine. Nothing green escapes him, and as he
travels with considerable celerity, he rapidly

cuts a clean swarth for many a league through
the country. At present the insects are not
more than one-third developed and are there-

fore comparatively harmless, but by the first of

July they will attain to the size of half-grown
mice, and then woe to the gardener whose
premises they invade. The crickets cannot fly,

however, and for this reason are less to be
dreaded than Kansas grasshoppers.

Colorado.
Some Very Fine Premiums. — Colorado

Farmer: Mr. T. L. Miller, the well-known
Hereford breeder, of Beecher, Will county,
Illinois, has authorized Mr. Thomas, the new
Secretary of the Industrial Association, to offer

the following special premiums: A six-months-
old Hereford bull calf, out of the famous bull

"Success," for the best display of grade Here-
fords; a Cotswold ram lamb, out of the well-

known ram " Standard," one of the finest long-

wool sheep in America, for the best display of

grade Cotswolds; a Berkshire boar, out "Sam-
bo 4th," for the best display of Berkshires.

This liberal action on the part of Mr. Miller
cannot but commend itself to the stock growers
of Colorado, and create a special rivalry among
breeders of each of these varieties of animals.

The New Timber Law.

Annexed is a certified copy of an act for

sale of timber land in the States of California,

Oregon, Nevada, and in Washington Territory.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of Amer-
ica in Congress assembled. That surveyed
public lands of the United States within the
States of California, Oregon and Nevada and in

Washington Territory, not included within
military, Indian, or other reservations of the
United States, valuable chiefly for timber, but
unfit for cultivation, and which have not been
offered at public sale according to law, may be
sold to citizens of the United States, or persons
who have declared their intention to become
such, in quantities not exceeding 160 acres to

any one person or association of persons, at the

minimum price of $2.50 per acre; and lands
valuable chiefly for stone may be sold on the

same terms as timber lands: Provided, That
nothing herein contained shall defeat or impair
any bona-fide claim under any law of the United
States, or authorize the sale of anv mining claim,

or the improvements of any bona-fide settler, or

lands containing gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or

coal, or lands selected by the said States under
any law of the United States donating lands for

internal improvements, education, or other pur-

poses: And provided further, That none of the
rights conferred by the act approved July 26th,

1866, entitled "An act granting the right of

way to ditch and canal owners over the public

lands, and for other purposes," shall be abro-

gated by this act; and all patents grauted shall

be subject to any vested and accrued water
rights, or rights to ditches and reservoirs used
in connection with such water rights, as may
have been acquired under and by the provisions

of said act; and such rights shall be expressly

reserved in any patent issued under this act.

Sec. 2. That any person desiring to avail

himself of the provisions of this act shall file

with the register of the proper district a written

statement in duplicate, one of which is to be
transmitted to the General Land Office, designat-

ing by legal subdivisions the particular tract of

land he desires to purchase, setting forth that

the same is unfit for cultivation, and valuable

chiefly for its timber or stone ; that it is unin-

habited ; contains no mining or other improve-
ments, except for ditch or canal purposes, where
any such do exist, save such as were made by
or belong to the applicant, nor, as deponent
verily believes, any valuable deposit of gold,

silver, cinnabar, copper or coal ; that deponent
has made no other application under this act

;

that he does not apply to purchase the same on
speculation, but in good faith to appropriate it

to his own exclusive use and benefit ; and that

he has not, directly or indirectly, made any
agreement or contract, in any way or manner,
with any person or persons whatsoever, by
which the title which he might acquire from
the government of the United States should

inure, in whole or in part, to the benefit of any
person except himself ; which statement must
be verified by the oath of the applicant before

the register or the receiver of the land-office

within the district where the land is situated ;

and if any person taking such oath shall swear
falsely in the premises, he shall be subject to

all the pains and penalties of perjury, and shall

forfeit the money which he may have paid for

said lands, and all right and title to the same ;

and any grant or conveyance which he may
have made, except in the hands of bona-fide

purchasers, shall be null and void.

Sec. 3. That upon the filing of said state-

ment, as provided in the second section of this

act, the register of the land-office, shall post a

notice of such application, embracing a descrip-

tion of the land by legal subdivisions, in his

office, for a period of 60 days, and shall furnish

the applicant a copy of the same for publication,

at the expense of such applicant, in a newspaper
published nearest the location of the premises,

for a like period of time; and after the expira-

tion of said 60 days, if no adverse claim shall

have been filed, the person desiring to purchase
shall furnish to the register of the land-office

satisfactory evidence, first, that said notice of the

application prepared by the register as aforesaid

was duly published in a newspaper as herein re-

quired; secondly, that land is of the character

contemplated in this act, unoccupied and with-
out improvements, other than those excepted,

eitheir mining or agricultural, and that it ap-

parently contains no valuable deposits of gold,

silver, cinnabar, copper, or coal ; and upon pay-
ment to the proper officer of the purchase
money of said land, together with the fees of

the register and the receiver, as provided for

in case of mining claims in the 12th section of

the act approved May 10th, 1872, the applicant

may be permitted to enter said tract, and on
the transmission to the General Land Office of

the papers and testimony in the case, a patent

shall issue thereon : Provided, That any person

having a valid claim to any portion of the land,

may object in writing, to the issuance of a

patent to lands so held by him, stating the na-

ture of his claim thereto; and evidence shall be

taken, and the merits of said objection shall be

determined by the officers of the land-office,

subject to appeal, as in other land cases. Effect

shall be given to the foregoing provisions of this

act by regulations to be prescribed by the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office.

Sec. 4. That after the passage of this act it

shall be unlawful to cut, or cause or procure to

be cut, or wantonly destroy, any timber grow-
ing on any lands of the United States, in said

States anS Territories, or remove, or cause to

be removed, any timber from said public lands,
with intent to export or dispose of the same;
and no owner, master, or consignee of any ves-
sel, or owner, director, or agent of any railroad,
shall knowingly transport the same, or any lum-
ber manufactured therefrom; and any person
violating the provisions of this section shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction,
shall be fined for every such offense a sum not
less than $100 nor more than $1,000, Provided,
That nothing herein contained shall prevent any
miner or agriculturist from clearing his land
in the ordinary working of his mining claim, or
preparing his farm for tillage, or from taking
the timber necessary to support his improve-
ments, or the taking of timber for the use of
the United States; and the penalties herein pro-
vided shall not take effect until 90 days after
the passage of this act.

Sec. 5. That any person prosecuted in said
States and Territory for violating section two
thousand four hundred and sixty-one of the Re-
vised Statutes of the United States, who is not
prosecuted for cutting timber for export from
the United States, may be relieved from further
prosecution and liability therefor upon pay-
ment, into the court wherein such action is

pending, of the sum of $2.50 per acre for all

lands on which he shall have cut or caused to
be cut timber, or removed or caused to be re-
moved the same: Provided, That nothing con-
tained in this section shall be construed as
granting to the person hereby relieved the title

to said lands for said payment; but he shall
have the right to purchase the same upon the
same terms and conditions as other persons, as
provided hereinbefore in this act: And farther
provided, That all moneys collected under this
act shall be covered into the Treasury of the
United States. And section four thousand
seven hundred and fifty-one of the Revised
Statutes is hereby repealed, so far as it relates
to the States and Territory herein named.

Sec. 6. That all acts and parts of acts incon-
sistent with the provisions of this act are hereby
repealed.

Approved, June 3d, 1878.
Department of State, Washington, June 7th,

187S—A true copy. Sevellon A. Brown.

News in Brief.

There were 91 deaths in San Francisco last

week.
There are 40 pupils in the Art School of De-

sign at present.

The late Prof. Henry made 22 inventions, not
one of which he patented.

Grasshoppers are raiding in Smoky valley,

Lander county, Nevada.
Legal Tenders are firm in San Francisco at

99f buying, and selling at par.

There is to be a camp meeting at Calistoga
Springs, commencing August 8th.

The late dry weather has been disastrous to
the potato crop around Point Arena.
Thus far about 15 whites have been killed

since the Indian outbreak in Idaho.
The preparations for the Dutch expedition to

the North Pole are almost completed.
The army worm is still operating among the

crops in various sections of Inyo county.
The estate left by George Grant, the English

colonist in Kansas, is estimated at $700,000.
They have had several lively earthquake

shocks lately at Los Angeles—no damage done.
The Colorado beetle is said to have appeared

in two cantons of the French department of the
Vosges.
A company has been formed with a capital

stock of $340,000 to bring water into the city

of San Jose.

Col. Fred Grant has been sent on an ex-

tended tour of observation in the Rocky moun-
tains by Gen. Sheridan.

The late severe storms have killed most of

the squirrels that infested the farms in Goose
Lake valley, Lassen county.

The purchasers of the Eureka Con. Hue dust
calculate that the 6,000 tons contain precious

metals to the amount of $250,000.

A project is on foot to build a narrow-gauge
railroad between Eureka and Beowawe. The
cost of the road is estimated at $600,000.

A Chinaman afflicted with leprosy was re-

cently placed by his countrymen on a sand-bar

in the Sacramento river and there left to die.

In New York City, during May, 95 business

failures occurred, the liabilities being more than

$5,500,000, and the assets less than $1,000,000.

John Taylor, a young man, was killed at

Avery's sawmill, near Emigrant Gap, Placer

county, last week, by a heavy log rolling upon
him.
The Senate Commerce Committee has report-

ed favorably on Mitchell's bill appropriating

$50,000 for the construction of a first-class light-

house on Tillamook Head, Oregon.

Because of the favorable news from Cuba,

the Spanish government has granted an amnesty
to all press offenders, and ordered the libera-

tion of the Creoles imprisoned for rebellion.

The Irishmen [of Pittsburg (Penn. ), and vi-

cinity are raising funds to employ counsel for

the defense of the five Grannahans and two
Haggerty's, whose trial for the murder of Lord
Leitrim in the County Donnegal, Ireland, be-

gins at Dublin, July 25th.

Of 75 meetings of operatives in the Black-

burn region (England), 50 have resolved to go
to work at reduction wages, 21 not to resume,

and four reached no decision. A large number
of operatives throughout Lancashire have re-

sumed work at the full reduction rates of wages,

and the great strike is evidently near its end.

Ex-Minister Washburne is now visiting
this State.

Ex-Vice-President Colfax and wife are on
a visit to California.

There were 190 marriages and 76 births in
San Francisco last month.
Widow Maggie Van Cott, the Methodist

revivalist, has reached San Francisco.
An immense crop of alfalfa will be cut on the

irrigated sage lands of Nevada this year.
Cases of insanity in Oregon have been more

frequent in the past three months than ever be-
fore.

Quite an immigration, mostly Germans, is

going into the Butte creek country in Jackson
county, Oregon.
At Virginia City, Nev., Cherry, the little

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Coleman, was
drowned by falling into a tub of water.
Thomas McDonald shot and killed Alex-

ander Nixon, at Bodie, in a drunken brawl.
Nixon was President of the Miners' Union.
Nine men who had been found guilty of in-

citing a rebellion against the government of
Chile, were recently shot to death at Valpa-
raiso.

John Eden, aged 22 years, a native of Scot-
land, fell from the schooner Vanderbilt while
beating out of the harbor the other day and was
drowned.
The Mechanics' Union at Virginia City, Ne-

vada, are demanding $5 per day, which it is

thought the mining companies will consent to

pay them.
Chinese miners on the west coast of Van-

couver's island are supplying liquor to the
Indians, and two murders have already resulted
in consequence.
An Indian abducted a girl of seven or eight

years old from the house of her sister, in San
Benito county, but was pursued by two men
and killed.

The increase to the Mormon population of

Utah has been at the rate of 20,000 annually, of

which 10,000 were from Europe, and the bal-

ance from births, etc.

Col. James Fair, who is again suffering

severely from rheumatism, has gone to the
Steamboat springs in Washoe county, Nevada,
to make trials of their curative virtues.

A son of the late Lieut. George H. Derby,
author of "Phoenixiana," and other humorous
writings, and well-known among early resi-

dents of the Pacific coast, stands at the head of

West Point cadets just graduated.
Numa Duperu, Jr., 15 years of age, oldest

son of Numa Duperu, of this city, while spend-
ing the vacation with friends at Noya, Mendo-
cino county, fell from the cliffs while hunting
sea fowls' eggs, and was drowned.
Two privates of Company M, Fourth Artil-

lery, fell off the tugboat General Canby, en
route from Fort Stevens to Vancouver, on the

13th inst., and were drowned. A private who
jumped after them was also drowned.
On the 17th inst. a report received in Berlin

from Vienna of a meditated attempt on the

life of the Crown Prince Frederick William
caused some sensation, and lead to the arrest of

130 Socialists in the German capital.

The New York Socialist labor party have
passed Resolutions repudiating every endeavor
to make that party responsible for any at-

tempted assassination of the Emperor of Ger-

many; condemning the capitalistic press of the

country as inimical to culture and progress, and
as against the spirit of the republic.

In Gillet, Arizona, on the 12th instant, John
Setright shot and instantly killed Sam Weir,
without cause, when the citizens immediately
lyanched Setright. Colonel L. M. Taylor, a

prominent citizen, was murdered at the same
place and time, supposed to be by the friends of

Jack Twillings, a notorious highwayman, who
is now in custody. Colonel Taylor was an im-

portant witness for the prosecution.

English Ray or Rye Grass.—We received

during the week a package of grass from Mare

island accompanied by a note which stated, if

we remember correctly, that the grass had in-

troduced itself and covered quite an area, and

asked its value. We forwarded the note and

specimen to Prof. Hilgard for determination,

and the note must have been lost in transmis-

sion, for Prof. Hilgard writes us that he has

received "a good looking sample of English ray-

grass," and asks whence it came, etc. Although
the note was lost it matters little, because the

specimen is described as English ray-grass,

which is a synonym for English rye-grass

(
Lolium perenne). The merits of this grass, or

rather its probable descendant, the New Zea-

land rye-grass, were presented before the meet-

ing of the Dairymen's Society last fall by Mr.
Sneath, in a paper which was printed in the

Rural of November 17th, 1877, and the rye-

grasses in general were considered under
"Queries and Replies" in the same issue.

Wether this growth which has appeared at

Mare island is a chance seeding from abroad or

whether it be the encroachment of the wild

rye-grass, which grows in several locations in

this region of the State, we cannot say. In

either case the grass is desirable; especially for

green feeding. The wild rye-grass has been
successfully cultivated by Mr. Mailliard, of

Marin county, and perhaps by others. It was
favorably mentioned by Mr. Sherman Day, in

his paper read before the Dairymen's Society at

its last meeting. If our Mare island corre-

spondent has farther notes of interest concern-

ing it, we should be glad to receive them,
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Why Strawberries are Sometimes Sour.

1 strolled bv the strawberry-bed one day.

A sunshiny dm; in the fair month of May,

And fancied 1 heard a distressful voice say:

••Look down here, in, friend! Please look over this way.

So I stopped and I looked; but I still could not see

Whence came the faint voice that had spoken to me.

Then I searched closer yet; but I still looked 111 vain.

Till the shrill little voice sharply rani; out again:

• How cxeedinglv stupid you surely must be,

That, under this leaf, you cannot see me.

And there, to be sure, in her little green cap,

A strawberry sat, just awaked from a nap.

"I felt verv cross; so I ran under here,

To pout aiid to wish the weather would clear.

That was onlv last night in the great shower of rain

\nd I reallv expected to run out again,

lint now I'm so cramped that 1 can't turn around,

And one of uiv sides is crushed into the ground;

And I'll never grow sweet if you don't help me out-

Back into the sunshine and turn DM about
"

So I lifted the leaf and turned to the light

The poor little strawberry, in her sail plight;

And 1 hope, from her gratitude lotidh expressed,

That her sad example warned all the rest,

So that a sour strawberry will not be seen,

Nor even a berrv the least tinged with green.

But all taste of sunshine and spring's gentle showers.

The cool dews of evening, the fragrance of flowers.

—Julia Xnrhm in -V. !' Imiiiiendenl.

Nannie.

I cannot set down in so many words just

when or how it came to be understood between

myjiartner, John Stillman, and myself that I

was to marry his daughter, Nannie, when she

was old enough. I have a vague impression

that she was in long clothes at the time we

tirst talked of it.

Her mother died when she was a little girl

and old Mrs. Stillman took her home to the

family house at Owl's Corner, one of the pret-

tiest little villages I ever had the good fortune

to see. But Nannie was 18 when 1 first met

her as a woman, and this was the scene of our

meeting.

John had sent for nie to come to Owl's Cor-

ner on a certain July day, promising to drive

over to the station and meet me, as my elderly

legs covered the ground but slowly. We had

retired from business rich men both, some five

years before, and corresponded regularly.

But I had been abroad, and this was my first

visit to Owl's Corner in 10 years. 1 remem-
bered Nannie as a romping child, fond of

swinging on the gates, climbing up grape-

arbors, aud imperiling her neck 50 times a day,

John always saying on each occasion:

"She's a little wild, but she'll get ov;rr that.''

1 waited at the station for half an hour:
then, seeing no sign of John, I started to walk
home. It was midday and fearfully hot, aud
when I had accomplished half the distance I

turned off the road and started through a grove

that gave me a longer walk, but thick shade.

I was resting there on a broad stone, completely
hidden by the bushes on every side, when I

heard John's voice:

"Where have you been ?"

There was such dismay and astonishment in

the voice that I looked up in surprise, to find

that he was not greeting me, but a tall, slender I

girl coming toward him. Such a sight ! She
was dark and beautiful, dressed in a thin dress

of rose-iink, faultless ;.b>ut the face and
throat, but from the waist down, clinging to

her, one mass of the greenest, blackest, thick-

est mud and water.

"In the duck pond," she answered with a
voice as clear aud musical as a chime of bells.

"Don't come near me."
"You are enough to wear a man into his

grave !"

"There, don't scold," was the coaxing reply;

"little Bob Ryan fell in face down. It did not
make any material difference in his costume,
but I was afraid he would smother, so I waded
in after him. The water is not over two feet

deep, but the mud goes clear through to China,
I imagine. It is rather a pity about my new
dress, isn't it ?"

"A pity !" roared John; "you'll come to an
untimely end some day with your freaks. As
if there was nobody to pick up a little brat out
of the duck pond but you ?"

"There actually was nobody else about.

There, now, don't be angry. I'll go up to the
house and put on that bewitching white affair

that came from New York last week, and be all

ready to drive over to the station with you, at

what time }"

"About three. Lawrence is coming on the
2:10 train."

And 1 had come on the 12:10. This ac-

counted for the failure to meet me. I kept snug
in my retreat until John and Nannie were well
on their way homeward, wondering a little how
many young ladies in my circle of friends

would have so recklessly sacriliced a new dress

to pick up a beggar's brat out of the mud.
When I, in my turn reached the house, John

was on the porch, waiting for Nannie's reap-

pearance. He'gave me a most cordial welcome,

or rather a luncheon, called Nannie, his

mother, and a man to go for my trunk, all in

one breath, and seemed really rejoiced to see

me.
Presently a slender girl, with a truly "be-

witching'' white dress, trimmed with dashes of

scarlet ribbon, and smoothly braided black

hair tied with scarlet bows, came demurely in-

to the room and was introduced. Never, how-

ever, in that first hour could the wildest imag-

ination have pictured Nannie Stillman wading

into a duck pond. But the half-shy, half-dig-

nified company manner soon wore away, and

Nannie and I were fast friends before dinner.

She sang for me in a voice as deliciously fresh

as a birds carrol; she took me to see her pets,

the new horse that was her last birthday gift

from "papa," the ugly little Scotch terrier with

the beautiful brown eyes, the rabbits, (iuinea

hens, |and the superannuated old pony, who
had preceded the new horse.

In a week I was as much in love as even

John could have desired. Nannie was the

most bewitching maiden I had ever met, child-

like and yet womanly, frank, bright, and full of

girlish freaks and boyish mischief, and yet well

educated, with really wonderful musical gifts,

and full of noble thoughts. She was a perfect

idol in the village, her friends and neighbors

thinking no party complete without her, while

the poor fairly worshiped her.

John allowed her an almost unlimited sup-

ply of pocket-money, and she was lavish in all

charity, from blankets for old women, tobacco

for old men, to candies for the children, and

rides on horseback for trie urchins. And she

had a way of conferring favors that never

wounded the pride of the most sensitive.

We rode together every morning: we walked

in the cool evening hours; we spent much time

at the piano, and discussed our favorate authors,

and one day when I asked Nannie to be my
wife, she said, coolly:

"Why, of course; I thought that was all

understood long ago."

I was rather amazed at such matter-of-fact

wooing, but delighted at the result. How
could I expect any soft, blushing speeches ? I

suppose I ranked just where John and Nannie's

grandmother did in her affections.

But one morning, when Mrs. Stillman was
snipping her geraniums in the sitting room,

and John was reading the morning's newspapers,

Nannie burst in, her beautiful face all aglow,

her eyes bright with delight, crying:

"Oh, grandma ! Walt has come home ! I

saw him from my window riding up the road."

She was going then, just as John exclaimed:

"Confound Walt '."

"Who is Walt?" I naturally inquired.

"Walter Bruce, the son of one of our neigh-

bors. He has been like a brother to Nannie

all her life, but went of to Europe two years

ago, when he came of age. They wanted to

correspond but I forbade that. So he has

turned up again."

It was evident that John was terribly vexed,

and I very soon shared his annoyance. Walt, a

tall, handsome young fellow, improved, not

spoiled by travel, just haunted the house.

He was generally off with Nannie as soon as

he arrived, and blind to Mrs. Stillman's ill-

concealed coldness, and John's sarcastic

speeches about boys and puppies.

As for me, by the time my sleepy eyes were

opened in the morning, Nannie had taken a

long ride with Walt, was at the piano when I

came into |the room, and Walt was walking

beside Nannie when the hour for our usual stroll

arrived.

And the very demon of mischief possessed the

girl. Then was no freak she was not invent-

ing to imperil her life, riding, driving, boating,

and I fairly shivered sometimes at the pros-

pect of my nervous terrors when it would be

my task to try to controle this quicksilver tem-
perament.
But one day, when I was in the summer

house, a very rueful little maiden, with a tear-

stained face, came to my side.

"Walt is going away," she said.

"Indeed."
"Yes, and he says I'm a wicked flirt," with

a choking sob; "1 thought I would ask you
about it."

"About what ?"

"Our getting married. You know papa told

me 1 was to marry you ages and ages ago."

"Yes."
And I knew it was all right if he said so.

But Walt said you must be a muff if you want
a wife who is all the time thinking of somebody
else."

"And you know I can't help it. Walt has

been my friend ever since we were always to-

gether. And when he was in Europe papa
wouldn't let us write to each other, but I kissed

his picture every night and morning and wore
his hair in a locket, and thought of him all the

time. And he says you won't like it after we
are married.

"

"Well, not exactly," I said dryly. "You'll
have to stop thinking of him then."

''I don't believe I ever can. And so I

thought I'd tell you, aud perhaps perhaps you
will tell papa we don't care about being mar-
ried after all. 1 don't think 1 could ever be
sedate and grave like an old lady, and of course

I ought to be if 1 am to be an old man's wife."

"Of course.
"

"And I am so rude and horrid, I know I am
not like nice city girls, aud I am altogether
hateful, but Walt don't care."

1 rather agreed with Walt as she stood in shy
confusion before me, her eyes still misty, her

sweet lips quivering. It was a sore wrench to

give her up, but I was not quite an idiot, and I

said, gravely:

"But your father?"

"Yes, I know; he'll make a real storm.

But then his storms don't last long, and maybe

you would tell him that you have changed your

mind. You have, haven't you ?"

"Yes; the last half hour has quite changed

my matrimonial views."

I could not help smiling, and the next mo-

ment two arms encircled my neck, and a warm
kiss fell upon my cheek, and Nannie cried:

"You are a perfect darling, a perfect darling,

and I shall love you dearly all my life.
"

So when I lost her love I gained it. She

flitted away presently, and I gave myself a good

mental shaking up, and concluded my fool's

paradise would soon have vanished if 1 had un-

dertaken to make and "old lady" out of Nan-

nie.

John's wrath was loud and violent. He ex-

hausted all the vituperative language in the

dictionary, and then sat down, panting and fu-

rious.
. .

"Come, now," 1 said, "what is the objection

to young Bruce ? Is he poor ?"

"No, confound him ! He inherits his grand-

father's property, besides what his father will

probably leave him."

"Is he immoral ?"

"I never heard so."

"What does ail him, then?''

"Nothing, but I have set my heart on Nan-

nie's marrying you."

"Well, you see she has set her heart in an-

other direction, and I strongly object to a wife

who is in love with somebody else.

"

"What on earth sent the puppy home?"

"Love for Nannie, I imagine. Come, John,

you won't be my father-in-law, for I will not

marry Nannie if you arc ever so tyrannical, but

we can jog along as usual, the best of friends—

look !"

I pointed out of the window as 1 spoke. On
the garden walk, shaded by a great oak tree,

Walter Bruce stood, looking down at Nannie

with love-lighted eyes. Her beautiful face all

dimpled witli smiles and blushes, was lifted up

to meet his gaze, and both her little hands were

fast prisoned in his strong ones.

John looked. His face softened, his eyes

grew misty, and presently he said:

"How happy she is, Lawrence."

"And we will not cloud her happiness, John,"

I answered. "This is right and fitting, Nan-

nie is too bright a May flower to be wilted by

being tied up to an old December log like me."

So when, half fearful, the lovers came in,

they met only words of affection, and Nannie's

face lost nothing of its sunshine.

She was the loveliest of brides a few months

later, and wore the diamond parure I had or-

dered for my bride at her wedding. And she is

the most charming little matron imaginable,

with all her old freaks merged into sunshiny

cheerfulness, and her husband is a proud, happy

man, while I'm Uncle Lawrence to the children

and the warm friend of the whole family.

Reptiles ani> Insects in Australia.—The
reptiles are really beautiful—crocodiles in the

north and snakes, lizards, scorpions aud centi-

pedes in the south. I shall not readily forget

the sensation I experienced when one night a

huge black centipede, eight inches long, crawled

upon my neck with his horrible M legs and

made his way to my feet leisurely much to my
disgust, and though he was probably only a few

seconds I thought him slow. He is in the

museum at Adelaide, with all the whisky he

can drink. Insects are wonderfully prolific-

mosquitoes and flies being particularly abundant.

The native children are sometimes hardly re-

cognizable, so completely are they covered with

Hies, filling their eyes, noses and mouths.

When eating, it requires dexterous maneuvering

to get a piece of meat into one's mouth without

its complement of flies. Spiders are very com-

mon, as also are ants, the tarantula being the

most formidable of the former, and the bulldog-

ant the worst species of the latter. These ants

are an inch or more in bight and about two

inches long. They all fight fiercely, and their

sting is not at all to be desired. They catch

hold of your skin with their nippers, bend the

body under like a scorpion and put the sting

gently in, leaving the venom and sometimes the

sting itself. When camping near a nest of them,

we generally thrust a firestick in the hole,

which has the effect of keeping them at home.—
Lecture by Jesse Young, the Explorer.

Ballooning.—Mr. W. B. Woodbury has

recently proposed an ingenious idea for taking

photographs of an enemy's works from a balloon,

without necessitating the presence of an aero-

naut in the car. Electrical wires are run along

the cable by which the air ship is held captive.

Instead of a car a box is provided, inside of

which another box is pivoted, so that it will

keep horizontal. In the inner box is the pho-

tographic apparatus, and over the lens is an

ebonite shutter, moved by the current, to open

or shut instantaneously. There is also a sen-

sitized tissue, on rollers, in rear of the lens,

which is operated by clock-work, also con-

trolled by the current. When the balloon is

elevated to the required bight, the lens prop-

erly focused ar.d the tissue in position, the shut-

ter is set in motion by the current, giving

instantaneous exposure. A photograph is thus

obtained, and, by further controlling the clock-

work, fresh sensitized surface may be exposed

and additional images taken.

Naming the Camp Baby.

|\Vritteii for the Pacific Ri ral Prkss by J. G. Lummox.]

Among the many pleasant episodes of the

late Dio Lewis Excursion, so unfortunately

brought to a termination before fairly begun,

by the illness of the doctor, was that of the

naming of the Camp Baby; for, be it known,

we had such a strange personage in our party;

a sweet, little, always good-natured girl baby,

only four months old, the daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. J. T. Dille.

It was in that last camping ground at Alum
Rock, sequestered among the cool groves of a
deep glen in the mountains back of San Jose,

that the naming of the baby was resolved upon
—as usual for such grave matters in com-
mittee of the whole, seated around a large fire.

Mr. Warner of Oakland, a venerable old gentle-

man, hitherto conspicuous for silence, rose and
presented the subject in words so resonant of

good feeling that at once all ears were engaged
of the wide circle of 40 to oO persons. "My
friends," said the speaker, "there is a subject

to which I am requested to call your attention

and I know you will all be glad to hear of it,

a duty which I know you will be glad to dis-

charge before we are compelled to break up
this pleasant party and separate. There is one
of our number in whom you have all taken a
deep interest, one you all love, all strive to care

for aud caress, but who is, as yet, nameless, I

mean our baby, our sweet little gipsy. Its

parents, recognizing the romantic propriety of

the thing, request that those who have shown
such our interest in their child from the first of

this, thus far pleasurable excursion, should
have the privilege of naming the baby. What
shall be its name ?" he concluded. Several

voices called on the botanist of the party to

suggest a botanioal name, the euplony and per-

tinence of scientific names having been recently

the subject of a botanical lecture to them. He
pronounced a number belonging to the flowers

about the camp and explained their adoption to

the "new species" before them, especially urg-

ing the name of Letrisia redicica, based upon its

peculiar significance, as commemorating both
the Lewis party and the curious plant of that

name found the day before blooming on the

summit of Mt. Hamilton. The parents ac-

cepted the name, and for a time it seemed to be
adopted by the camp, but soon that strange re-

pugnance which Americans feel towards the

significant nomenclature of science—so opposite

to the European sentiment on the same subject
— began to be expressed.first by puzzled looks,

then burlesque pronuncjhions, lastly by mut-
tered protests, which caased its instant with-

drawal.
"lx)uisa" was next suggested, and its appro-

priateness argued as being the feminine of

"Lewis." The name was received with favor,

and was near being adopted, when Dr. Knowles
hastily inquired of Mrs. Dr. Lewis, whose good

face lit up by the tall camp tire beamed upon
us with more matronly grace and kindliness

than usual, "What is your name, Mrs. Lewis ?"

"Helen," she softly replied. "Helen ! Helen I"

rang around the circle, as all rose to their feet.

"Helen Dille it shall be," said the delighted

Mr. Warner, resuming his seat. "Maybe Miss

Helen will not marry soon, so she ought? to be

given a second name now," spoke up a timid

but evidently thoughtful bachelor. "Agreed,"

said another voice not often heard in our night-

ly debates, "and since this is about the middle

of the beautiful month of May, let's give the

baby the middle name of May." This proposi-

tion was received by a chorus of voices shout-

ing "Long live Helen May Dille !" "Now,"
said the Chairman, wiping his moistening eyes,

"let us give the child a substantial token of our

interest in her welfare," and moving over to the

side of the circle where sat the father with the

crowing child upon his knee, he slipped a coin

into his hand, saying, "This to help you edu-

cate our little 'picadilla.

Others followed the good example, and the

next day an autograph album was procured and

passed around the camp for signatures, to be

saved and given to the child at the proper time,

with the incidents of its naming, as above.

And thus the camp baby was christened; thus

begins the romantic girlhood of our dear little

pet of the Lewis excursion. May all the ene-

mies of childhood be unable to conquei our

sweet little ward, and may the good Mrs. Dr.

Lewis long live to help educate and be comfort-

ed by her little namesake, Helen May Dille.

Alameda, May 22d, 1878.

The Easiest Way to Drown.—Dr. R. S.

Tracy, in the Popular Science Monthly, says

that if death by drowning be inevitable, as in a

shipwreck, the easiest way to die would be to

suck water into the lungs by a powerful inspi-

ration, as soon as one went beneath the sur-

face. A person who had the courage to do

this would probably become almost immediately

unconscious and never rise to the surface. As

soon as the fluid has filled his lungs, all feel-

ings of chilliness and pain would cease, the in-

describable semi delirium that accompanies

amesthesia would come on, with ringing m the

ears aud delightful visions of color and light,

while he would seem to himself to be gently

sinking to rest on the softest of beds and with

the most delightful of dreams.

Din you ever notice how surprised you were

when you put your foot on the next stair and

found there wasn't any ?
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Chaff.

Unwelcome settlers: those that offer ten

cents on the dollar.

When is a railroad-track like a ship ? When
you see a cargo on it.

Boys in possession of sound thumbs had bet-

ter make the most of them now. The Fourth
approaches.

"How nicely this corn pops!" said a young
man who was sitting with his sweetheart before

the fire. " Yes," she responded demurely.
" It's got over being green."

A little deaf-mute boy was asked to show
his skill in the use of the English language on
his slate, and he wrote: "A man ran from a

cow. He is a coward. "

A sunday-school boy in Maysville, Ky. , was
asked by the superintendent if his father was a

Christian. "Yes, sir," he replied, "but he is

not working at it much."

An Irishman who stood near the third base,

watching a game of base-ball, was knocked
down by a foul ball, as he heard the umpire call

it. "A fowl, waz ut? Faith, 1 thought it waz
a mule.

"

A visitor at an art gallery being asked
whether he preferred pictures to statuary, said

he preferred the latter, as "you kin go all round
the statoos; but you can't see only one side of

the picters.

"

" I shouldn't think there would be such a

word as ' breakfast,' " remarked a young linguist

to his mother the other morning. " Why not,

dear ? " asked she. "Because, ma," replied the
boy, "it ain't natural. Things never breakfast

—they break loose."

The little bit of girl wanted more and more
buttered toast, till she was told that too much
would make her sick. Looking wistfully at the

dish for a moment, she thought she saw out of

her difficulty, and exclaimed: "Well, give me
annuzer piece, and send for the doctor !"

There was a little fellow who knew Mother
Goose better than he knew his Bible. One
Sunday he was asked in his class: "Who were
thrown into the fiery furnace ?" That was too

much for him. The question was passed. The
answer came promptly: " Shadrach, Meshach
and Abednego. " This was a mortification to

the little fellow ; and when the next question

came, "Who put them in ?" he answered with a

jump: "Little Johnny Green !"

Death of a Very Old Woman. — News
was brought to Los Angeles on the evening of

June 8th, that Dona Eulalia Perez de Guilen,

reported to be 143 years old, died at her resi-

dence near San Gabriel Mission, before day-
light that morning. A short biography, pre-

pared by Col. J. J.. Warner, and published in

the Herald, states that the old lady was born
at Loreto, Lower California, but in what year
is not known. She came to San Diego with
her husband, who was a soldier in the early

days of that Mission, where she remained a
couple of years, when they came to the Mission
San Gabriel. The old lady has been a resident

of Los Angeles county ever since. Col. War-
ner is unable to state the number of her de-
scendents or to give her exact age. Some of

her descendents wanted to take her to the Cen-
tennial, but an injunction was sued out by
other members of the family, who objected to

their aged relative being exhibited as an object
of curiosity. She has lived at the Mission
since, where she has been visited by all tour-
ists.

Keep the Head Cool.—An interesting paper
was read at a recent meeting of the Royal So-
ciety on "Experimental Researches on the Tem-
perature of the Head," in which the writer,

Dr. Lombard, showed that mental activity will

at once raise the temperature of the head, and
that merely to excite the attention has the same
effect in a less degree. This is a curious re-

sult, as appearing to show that anything of the
nature of volition involves a waste of nerve
tissue which is not involved in involuntary per-

ception and observation. There is no differ-

ence, we believe, between the temperature of

the sleeping body and that of the waking body,
or between that of the waking body and of the
head, so long as no act of effort is involved.

But if even the least intellectual effort raises

the temperature of the head above that which
it reaches in amused and idle observation, it

would seem to show that there is a waste in-

volved in volition which belongs to no so-called

"automatic" action of the mind. And that is

itself a fact of no slight significance.

The Enjoyment of Labor.—Ruskin never
said a truer thing than this: "If you want
knowledge you must toil for it; if food, you
must toil for it; and if pleasure 'you must tod
for it." Toil is the law. Pleasure come
through toil, and not by self-indulgence and
indolence. When one gets to love work his
life is a happy one. Said a poor man in Brook-
lyn the other day, with a family of 11 to pro-
vide for, "If I were worth a million dollars I
should not wish to do much different than I do
now every day, working hour after hour. I
love it a thousand times better than to rest."
He has for nearly half a century been sur-
rounded by workers and has caught the spirit
of industry. He loves his work better than his
food and sleep, often begrudging the time re-

quired by each. He is happy who has con-
quered laziness, once and forever.

Yq^Q F@iks
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The "Athenians."

A Story for Boys.

[Written for the Rural Prbss by Loraine.
|

"Hallo, Fred," said Hal Dayton.

"Hallo," replied Fred.

"Where you going in such a hurry ?
"

"Tom Sedgwick's," and Fred haulted a mo-
ment while he hunted his inside coat pocket to

see if he had forgotten any important papers.

"It's our Athenian meeting, and I have to

make the opening speech."

"Can't you let a fellow in ?

"

"You ain't a member, but I'll propose you

to-day, if you say so, and if you don't get black-

balled you can come in next Saturday; but
you'll have to quit swearing."

"What's that for?"
"One of the rules—tell you about it some

other time—can't stop now. Want to join ?
"

"I don't know," said Hal, hesitatingly. "Do
you have good times ?

"

"First rate. Well, I'm off."

After Fred left, Hal stood leaning on the
gate, thinking. He wanted to join the society,

but did not wish to stop swearing; that is, he
knew it would be difficult to stop entirely be-

cause he had got so into the habit of it, and
habits are hard to break. So he could not de-

cide about it.

Monday afternoon, when school was out, Hal
was watching for Fred Whitney in the school

yard.

"Well," said he, how's the society ?
"

"First rate," said Fred; "I'm to be Secretary
this quarter, and it gives me lots of scribbling

to do."
"Do you like that ?

" said Hal.

"Well, yes; it will be good practice, because
I'm rather a poor writer for a boy as far along
in other things as I am."

"Did you propose me ?" asked Hal.

"No, you didn't say I should; but I will next;

Saturday, if you are in earnest."

"I want to know what you do there first."

"Why, we speak pieces, and some read
essays or selected pieces. The hardest is to

speak your own piece, that is, one you made up
yourself; but you don't have to do that till

you've been in a month or so, and got acquaint-

ed. After the first time it ain't so hard."
"What's the good of boys like us making

making speeches, I don't see."

"Why, it's good to get used to it, so you'll

know how after you grow up. Don't you re-

member that Mr. Hill that was in our room
once and got up to speak, and how he stuttered
and got red and couldn't say much, and the
boys snickered and got kept in at reness. Well,
Prof, says he's one of the smartest meu in

town, but he never learned to speak when he
was a boy, and now when he gets up in a meet-
ing or any place he can't hardly say anything
because he ain't used to it. I don't like to

speak any. better than the rest of them, but I'm
going to do it every time I'm put on, so I'll get
used to it. Prof, says we won't mind it a bit

after a while.

"

"Is that so ? I'd like to try if I thought I

could. What do you mean by being black-
balled ?

"

"Why, you see that's when we vote if some
one wants a boy to join. We each have a black
marble and a white, and when the bag comes
round if you want the boy in, you put the
white marble in the bag, and if you don't want
him you put in a black one. Nobody knows
which one you put in, and there ain't any fuss

about it. That's the way men do in some of

their societies, only they have balls instead of

marbles."
"Then if you propose me and they all put in

white marbles I can join."

"Yes."
"But what will I have to stop swearing for ?"

"That's one of our rules. If a boy swears or
says anything vulgar, he's fined two bits every
time. It's mean, anyhow, and a fellow ought
to be fined. I never did swear much, only
when I got awful mad; but I don't now since I

belong to the society."

"Do you meet at Tom's all the time ?
"

"No, sometimes go to Ned Barker's and
sometimes in the Park if the wind don't blow."

"Does Prof, go everytime ? I shouldn't want
to speak before one of the teachers."

"0, you won't mind him; he's splendid, just
like one of the boys. He most always reads
something funny or makes us laugh when he
speaks, and we all like to have him in. Be-
sides, he helps us and tells us how to do, the
same way they do at the college societies. He
can't come every time, though. Well, mother
told me to come home early, so I'll have to go.

"

"My mother told me to come home early,

too; but I ain't a going to go."
"I should think you would, if your mother

told you to."

"O, she always says that, whether she wants
me or not. She don't mean what she says half

the time; mothers never do."
"My mother does. I'm precious sure of that,"

said Fred, with a comical sort of. smile. "I got
into a way of staying when I went after yeast,

and mother said I shouldn't have anything but
bread and water for supper if I did it again, and
the next time I forgot and stayed too long she
didn't give me anything but bread and water,

sure enough, and I was awful hungry and want-
ed some of the strawberries and other things.
You don't catch me staying late again. I'm too
fond of my supper for that. Good bye," and off

he went.
Hal was proposed at the next meeting, and as

no black marbles were found in the bag he was
considered duly elected, and prepared himself
to attend the coming Saturday. Perhaps some
other time we may hear how he gets on as an
Athenian.

Effect of Sea-Water in the Ears.

As it is the season for sea-bathing and the
surf at the favorite resorts is full of swimmers,
it is timely to talk of a possible ill effect of the
salt water. If you don't wish to run the risk

of becoming deaf, take a handful of cotton
along with you, and when you go in bathing,
put plugs of cotton in your ears. This may
save you from earache and perhaps from more
serious trouble. Dr. Samuel Sexton, surgeon-
in-chief to the New York Ear Dispensary, in a
recent communication to the Medical Record,
estimates that a thousand people of New York
city are sent to their physicians, to be treated
for ear diseases, every year, whose trouble has
arisen from getting water in their ears while
bathing or from catching cold at such times by
exposure or neglect.

It appears from the doctor's researches that
salt water is peculiarly irritating to the delicate

structures of the inner ear. \; ery cold water of

the freshest kind may, however, be equally
harmful, and there is a short list of cases re-

sulting from the Russian bath, two of the
patients being themselves physicians. A few
instances are cited where the trouble came
from using the so-called " nasal douche; " water
having penetrated to the ear by the passage
from the back of the mouth. But these are

unimportant compared with those where trouble

has come from salt-water bathing. In all of 65
of the last named cases inflammation occurred;

in 57 it was acute. A variety of subsequent
damages may accrue when the trouble spreads;

permanent deafness is not among the least of

these and life itself may be endangered.
Surf bathers are especially exposed to such

injuries, since a breaker may strike them on the
side of the head and drive the water into the

ear; the same result may ensue if the bather

gets a sudden mouthful from an unexpected
wave, the water then being forced through
from the mouth to the inner ear. Man, the

doctor thinks, is not naturally amphibious.
Animals fitted for aquatic life are provided
with various arrangements for keeping the water
out; seals, for instance, have a movable mem-
brane in the ear, which closes and shuts out

fluid. The muscles of the water -shrew are

competent to shut the ear-passages. People
who are blessed with very small openings of

their ears run the least risk in bathing. A man
should never dive, says the doctor, if he wishes

to preserve his hearing. When in the surf, he
should take the wave on his chest or back,
" closing his mouth and nostrils; " though how
a man can close his nostrils, the doctor does

not state. But the pledget of cotton for the

ears is essential and every bather should be

provided with it.

Temperature and Light in Sickrooms.

William J. Larmer writes to the Herald oj

Health concerning the care of sickrooms. We
quote a few paragraphs: In order to keep the

various impurities from accumulating in dan-

gerous quantity, each person in a room should

be supplied with 3,000 cubic feet of air per

hour ; and this should be done, where possible,

without creating a perceptible draft, for the

nervous irritation induced by drafts is liable to

produce internal imfi animations.

The temperature of the sickroom should be

kept at a uniform hight, the best average being

from 65° to 70° F.
,
except for infants or very old

people, who require a temperature from 75° to

80° F. ; and for these it is especially important

to guard against changes, and keep it as uni-

form as possible. All cases of fever require a

temperature lower than the average, as from
50° to (10° F., to assist in reducing the high

temperature of the body ; but when the fever

subsides, and there is much debility remaining,

the temperature should be raised somewhat
above the average. As a patient can bear a

greater degree of cold when in bed than when
out of it, convalescents from severe diseases,

fevers especially, should have the temperature

of their rooms higher than that maintained

during the hight of the attack. Diseases of

the air passages, as croup and diphtheria, re-

quire a high temperature (80" to 85° F. ) and a

moist atmosphere. The best method for heat-

ing the sickroom is by the open grate fire.

The sickroom should not be darkened by

blinds, except where there is disease of the eyes,

with photophobia, or when the patient is very

restless and cannot sleep, then strong light must

be excluded. Otherwise the sunlight should

be allowed to enter and act chemically by de-

composing the noxious gases, and thus purify

the air. Of course it is not advisable to place

the patient under a otrong, uncomfortable glare

of sunlight, nor in summer to allow the sun's

rays to shine into the room and raise the tem-

perature too high. Artificial light has no useful

effect, but does harm by burning up oxygen.

A Budget of Home Recipes.

Editors Prkss:—One of the most charming ladies of
Alameda county has favored me with the following
receipes for the use of your readers. If every one is as
successful as she has been, I shall be well content. C. S.

Cream—I have always found it just as good
economy to use cream in cooking as to expend
the labor necessary to make it into butter and
then use that.

Corn Bread—I give a recipe for making corn
bread: Three eggs, well beaten, tablespoon
heaping full sugar, teaspoon salt, small tea-
spoon soda, coffee-cupful sour cream, tea-cup
corn meal; b*ke in shallow pan, with quick fire.

Measure the corn meal under rather than over.
Corn meal swells so much in cooking that one
is likely to spoil the bread by putting in too
much meal.
Craham Muffins—Two eggs, teaspoon salt,

small teaspoon soda, tablespoon heaping full

sugar, coffee-cup sour cream; thicken with
graham flour. If you wish them plain, make
the battel quite thick. If you like them rich,
leave it thinner. Bake in the iron gem-pans
and heat them on the stove before you put your
dough in.

Light Rolls—After your bread has risen once,
when you are putting it in the pans for baking,
take one quart of the dough, one egg, one cup
(tea-cup) sour cream, two tablespoonfuls sugar,
one teaspoon soda; mix very thoroughly; add
Hour enough to enable you to make out your
biscuit, but no more. They will require a little

longer to rise than the bread, on account of the
flour and other materials added, and a little

more care in baking, as anything having sugar
in burns more easily.

For Cooking Corn—As the time for green
corn is not so very far off, I will, while giving
some recipes for the use of cream, add one more:
After husking and silking your corn, take a
sharp, thin-bladed knife and cut off a very thin
slice from the outside of the grains; then, with
a case-knife, scrape the corn from the cobs. A
little practice will enable one to do this readily.

For one dozen ears of corn, put in the skillet

one tea-cup sweet cream and a little butter and
salt; stir very often and cook about 20 minutes.
If your cream is thick and rich, you will not
need butter. If you use milk, you will want a
piece of butter as large as an egg.

Of course these recipes are not intended for

city people, but for farmers, who have a right

to live well if anybody has. I think dishes

prepared by using cream more healthful than
where butter is used, and, as I have said before,

no more extravagant. I..

Uses for Strawberries.

Preserved Strawberries. — Three-quarters

of a pound of fruit and a pint of water to seven

pounds of sugar. Put the sugar and water into

a porcelain kettle and boil from seven to ten

minutes, according to thickness; then add the

fruit previously washed and drained and boil

four minutes; skim out the fruit; turn the

syrup into tin pans and set in the sun, adding

the berries as soon as it is cool; let stand in the

sun—protected from insects—the sunny part of

two days; put into glass jars and screw down;
it is not necessary, however, to have them air-

tight.

Strawberry Jam.—To six pounds of fruit

allow four pounds of sugar; remove the calyxes;

crush and put into a preserving kettle and cook

one-half hour over a moderate tire, stirring con-

stantly; remove from the range and add the

sugar; mix the sugar with the fruit, and again

boil 20 minutes, stirring as before. To tell

when sufficiently cooked, take out a teaspoon-

ful on a plate, and if no juice gathers about it

and it looks dry, it has cooked enough.

Canned Strawberries.—Fill glass cans with

fresh, whole strawberries sprinkled with sugar

in the proportion of one-half pound of sugar to a

quart of fruit; put on the tops and ncrewdotrn at

once as tightly as possible ; fill a wash boiler

with cold water, previously placing some old

dish at the bottom—I have perforated tin made
to fit my boiler, which is a great improvement

upon old plates, etc.—and stand in the jars.

The water should be within two inches of the

tops ; when the water boils, note the time and

boil 20 minutes ; draw to the back of the store;

take out the cans and stand on a piece of flannel

;

screw down again and as the cans cool, causing

contraction of the glass, turn down again and

again until air-tight.

Strawberry Short Cake.—Sift two heaping

teaspoonfuls of baking powder with one quart

of flour: add one half teacupful of butter and

lard mixed; one fourth teacupful of sugar a

little salt and milk enough to make a soft dough;

roll out quite thin and bake in two pans, which

should be large enough to allow of the cakes

being cut in half, so as to make four layers

when done; crush the fruit if large and spread

each 1<lyer, which should be buttered plenti-

fully with berries and powdered sugar. Eat

with cream and sugar flavored with vanilla.

Also, one quart of flour, a piece of butter the

size of an egg; one teaspoonful of soda and two

of cream-of-tartar; sweet milk to mix. Sift

the cream-of-tartar with the flour; rub the but-

ter thoroughly through the flour and dissolve

the soda in the milk; mix soft and bake in a

flat tin; when done, split open, butter and

spread thickly with crushed berries, cream and

sugar or berries and sugar only; spread fruit

over the top or cream and sugar.
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The Week.

As we write on Wednesday the issue is cul-

minating. Speaking agriculturally, the future

affairs of the State may be said to be incubating

in the ballot boxes, and whether the chickens

which come out to-morrow will be birds of good

or evil omen none can tell. We have, however,

such confidence in the sound idea of right which

rules the minds of upright citizens, in the high

destiny of this glorious State of ours, and in

the "Divinity which shapes our ends, rough-hew

them as we may," that we do not feel the pall

of dire disaster with which some timorous folk

are enshrouding themselves. A friend ef ours

lately delivered an able address on the benefits

resulting from conflict in the ideas and material
affairs of men, and we believe that whatever
may be the anticipations and sensations which
the immediate future may have in store for us,
the conflict of ideas which is now in progress
will in the end lift us to a higher plane of truth,
justice and enlightenment. It is too late in the
centuries for barbaric discord to prevail or for
glittering fallacies to usurp the throne of shining
justice. And, to cap this shaaf of eloquence,
.ve can but say that the darker the cloud of
danger which may arise, the stronger ribbed
will be the umbrella of protection which a de-
termined people will raise over their threatened
prosperity.

The days are cool, and well it is so for the
red ruin of rust in our grainlields is progressing
full rapidly enough without undue help from
the elements. Harvest work is swinging for-
ward. It is a time of peerless activity in the
country as is shown by the drop of dullness on
the city. The reaction will come as soon as the
reward is realized, and abundant coin brings to
rural minds the need for new comforts and homo
improvements.

Notes on Wheat.

Naturally men's minds turn to the market

when the grain is being gathered. It is plain

now that there will be no such tremendous

yield of wheat in this State as those interested

in a low price have reported. We have warned

readers against being unduly impressed with

these extravagant reports and estimates, nor do

we claim any particular foresight in the matter.

There are alwajs influences at work while the

grain is growing, which may at any time hazard

yields, especially when the crop is coming for-

ward witli unusually rank growth. 'I'he effect

of these influences is now to be seen in the ruin

by rust, which will largely reduce the products

of several of the largest counties. In our col-

umns of " Agricultural Notes," this week, may
be seen some reports on this subject from trust-

worthy local authorities. Everything goes to

prove that our estimate of the crop at not more
than 15 bushels per acre on the average is fully

as high as it will stand. When people with an

interest to serve talk on a basis of 23 or 30 or

more bushels to the acre, as it may indeed be

found in some favored spots, they conveniently

leave out of sight the thousands of acres which

will yield little but cheat and disappointment,

and other thousands which are reduced by rust.

Notwithstanding these guards against over-

estimates, it will be true that we shall have a

irood amount of wheat to sell and we shall be

glad to have a good demand for it. It seems
now that there will be no sensational events to

influence the trade. The assembling of the

peace congress in Europe promises to patch up
the tempers of the rival nations and to arrange

a peace. Whatever demand there is will spring

from the sober every-day consumption of the

people, and the amount of available supplies

will decide the question. At last accounts it

seemed that another unpropitious grain year

must be put down for England, which will

make her fourth year of excessive moisture and
partial failure of the home wheat crop. This

promises that her large draft upon the produc-

tive capacity of other regions must be continued.

In France, the crop is Buffering in some of the

departments from too much moisture, though
on light soils it is looking uncommonly well.

With warm sunny weather, the prospect is on

the whole very favorable. The reports of the

cereal crops from Germany, Hungary, Italy,

Spain, Switzerland and Austria are generally of

the most favorable character. Iu Southern
Russia and the Danubian districts the acreage

is largely decreased, but the crop is looking

very well. In Algeria, where early in the sea-

son there' was promise of one of the largest

crops ever raised, there has been great injury

from drouth, and unless there is rain soon, not

over half a crop is expected. The most un-

favorable reports come from Kgypt, Chile and
India. The latest London advices from the

latter country, without giving any precise

information, indicate that the crops, especially

in the Northwest provinces, are again deficient

and that there are even fears of a continuance

of the famine, owing to a small rainfall.

Thus it appears that there is no great increase

iu production to be expected in foreign lields.

Those which arc mentioned above as enjoying
best prospects for crops are those which gener-

ally find use for all the grain they raise. Our
greatest competitor, Russia, is convalescent
from her struggle and will hardly do full work.
India is still feeling the effect of the late fam-
ine and fear of another short season. I c is

worthy of note, too, that we have all the advan-
tage in the matter of price in the English mar-
ket. Our last advices from the English mar-
kets say that Chicago wheat is being offered at
4Ss 3d, red winter at 51s, and Australian at

53s per qr. Odessa Ghirka wheat is as low as

44s, no less than fis below the price of English
wheat, with which it is ordinarily on an aver-

age. Cheap Russia wheat is offered for 38s,

and cheap American wheat at 4<5s per qr. For
( alcutta wheat about to be shipped, from 47s
(id to 48s 3d has been paid. While these fig-

ures are given, California wheat is quoted at
54s to .Vis per qr., and Oregon at 55s to 57s
per qr.

An event which will exert some influence
upon the consumption of wheat during the next
few months is the famine in China. This fam-
ine, according to all accounts, is of a most se-

rious character. During the months it has been
in progress, several millions of people have
perished. Although rain has now fallen and a
new crop of rice is being put in, it will be about
three months before anything can be taken
from the fields, the people must be maintained
in some way during the summer, and the
world's supply of rice will be still farther re-

duced. Already the price of rice has increased
one-half in this market, advancing from six to
nine cents per pound. This advance will do
something toward turning our local Chinese
population to the consumption of "Melicau
Club." It may open the way for an increase iu
the flour shipments from this port to China,
although up to this date they are no greater
than last year. Aside from the furnishing of
food to the Chinese the rise in the price of rice
will turn people all over the world to the con-
sumption of flour and thus influence its market
value to a certain extent.

On File.— "Rural Cossip," D. rK. ; "Rose
Culture," Z. E.

j "Application of Manure," R.
A.; "Wheat and Cheat," C. L. C. ; "Chocolate
Cake," M. ; "Minnie's Golden Flower Garden,"

Agriculture in Oregon.

The coming of the annual publication of

the Oregon State Agricultural Society,

brings to mind the fact that the State

fair at Salem will begin on Thursday,

October 10th. There is a full list of premiums

offered in the different branches of production,

and an excellent showing of the industrial inter-

ests of the State may be expected. In addition

to the usual tabular lists of premiums awarded

last year and offered for this year, there are a

few pages of reports concerning last year's ex-

hibits, which will furnish us several items of

the productive achievements of our northern

neighbors. It will of course be understood that

the reports are from those who competed for

premiums, and consequently the reports, iu

sjme eases at least, should not be taken as

usual but rather as exceptional doings.

P. M. Rinearsou, of Oregon City, Clackamas
county, reports upon vegetables. By planting

white Belgium carrots in drills, three feet apart,

in sandy soil, hoeing once aud cultivating twice,

he obtained 1,484 bushels to the acre. By
planting yellow Danvers onions in sandy soil,

iu drills, three feet apart, cultivating twice and
hoeing three times, he obtained 1,00'8 bushels

to the acre. By planting Indian corn in hills,

three feet apart, in sandy soil, cultivating

twice and hoeing twice, he obtained a yield of

10GH bushels to the acre. With orange mangel
wurzel, he reports 37 tons to the acre, and
with rutabagas, 43 tons and ISO pounds to the

acre.

A. F. Miller, of East Portland, sowed buck-

wheat on fern land, broken up last April, and
obtained '.140 pounds to the acre.

W. T. Newby, of McMinnville, planted from
the 9th to the 24th of .lune, 1877, one and three

quarter acres of sugar beets, also one acre of

mangel wurzel; and the yield per acre for the

first variety was 83 tons and 1,040 pounds, and
of the second variety was 71 tons and 720
pounds per acre. The soil upon which they

were grown, or a large majority of the same, is

inundated bottom loam, but is never flooded by
head waters and has never been manured except

by the annual inundation. The remainder of

the land is common upland and manured with
sheep. The cultivation was thorough before

planting (or to say three plowings and sufficient

harrowing to pulverize the soil), anil after

planting, only two hoeings. The beets were
planted in rows, IS inches apart each way.

The bottom land seems to have a slight advan-
tage in yield over the well-manured upland.

R. M. Smith sowed white Belgian oats, 9th

day of May, harvested 20 days of August, with

a header. The oats will mature in 90 days, to

be cut with a reaper. He got 40.j bushels, ma-
chine measure, from three-quarters of an acre.

The oats will weigh from 42 to 48 pounds per

bushel.

J. B. Dimmick, on beaver-dam land, at Hub-
bard, Oregon, on the 4th day of May, 1877,

sowed, broadcast, five acres of barley on land

that was plowed in the winter. After harrow-
ing once, the seed was put on at the proportion
of two bushels per acre, then cultivated in with
a two-horse cultivator, afterwards run over
with a clod-masher. Cut on the 1st of August,
and, when threshed, yielded 448 bushels, heap-

ing measure, which averaged by weight, 51

pounds per bushel, making by weight, 49(i

bushels and 32 pounds. On the 7th day of

May, 1877, Mr. Dimmick sowed rive acres to

black Norway oats at the proportion of two
bushels per acre. The ground was plowed and
harrowed once and clods mashed, aud the crop

was harvested about the 10th of September,
and whenthreshed, the yield was 300 bushels,

heaping measure, with the average weight of 43
pounds, making a total yield by weight of 476
bushels.

A somewhat melancholy seedling apple is

reported by Chas. Howe, nurseryman at Dora,

Coos county, Oregon. The apple is called the
"Orave Seedling," and the tree is on bench
land, standing at the grave of Mr. Howe. The
following description is given of the fruit:
" Tree a good bearer; young shoots red, older

ones, yellow; fruit very large, about the size of

the Gravensteiu; round, some specimens rather
long, tapering a little at the eye; stalk short,

in a deep, wide cavity; calyx iu an open, shallow
basin; skin russetty green, nearly covered with
deep red, crimson streaks, marblings, oily, aud
in the sun all over red; a beautiful apple.

Flesh, light yellowish, very rich, subacid, vin-

ous, agreeable flavor. The richest apple known
iu perfection at Christmas."

Mr. K. M. Waite, Salem, Secretary of the
Society, is deserving of credit for securing these
notes of operations from exhibitors, and we
hope he will be able, this year, to largely extend
this branch of his report.

Tim; Window Oardks.—Our esteemed con-
tributor on floricultural topics, W. C. L. Drew,
of El Dorado, has written an able pamphlet on
Window Gardening, which is published by
(ieorge W. Dark, of Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Mr.
Drew treats his subject in a most explicit and
practical way, and his pamphlet will prove a
godsend to the thousands who long for light on
window gardening, that delightful home art
which brings floral treasures within the reach of
those who have not even a rod of ground. With
this little treatise, a cubic yard of mold, a few-

plants and seeds and a love lor their culture,
even the city prisoner may breathe the fra-

grance of beautiful flowers.

QdEr\IES A^ND R^EpLIES.

Alfalfa and Dodder.

Editors PREB8:-Your correspondent, Gen. 8hield8
brings some tall figures to hear on the alfalfa question.
Having arrived at middle age, I mix a very large grain of
salt with all such rich food. There is too often some
"Little rift within the lover's lute, Or little pit-
ted speck in garnered fruit." 1 fancy perhaps oue
little rut in this alfalfa estimate may be its liability
to be beset by dodder. I sowed a few acres last winter,
and I find tl e saffron-colored leafless tendrils of what 1

take to be dodder coiling most lovingly around the al-
falfa stems. Can any one tell me whether the dodder will
kill the alfalfa': I don't ihank the farmer who sent that
alfalfa seed to market without labeling it as a mixture.
I perceive we lune not yet arrived at Holmes' millenial
epoch, "When berries, whortlc, rasp, and straw, Grow big-
ger downwards through the box." I know gophers are
another rift in the alfalfa lute.—Edw. Berwick.

It is quite likely that the dodder will hug the
alfalfa to death or at least to a condition of un-
profitable life. Such has been the experience
in many parts of the world. There seems no
remedy save in burning or in feeding so close
that the dodder has no chance, and then re-
seeding with clean seed. We should like to
hear of a good practical cure for dodder. No
one seems to know anything, but what kills
the clover too. It is wrong to sell alfalfa seed
with dodder in it, but it is frequently done.
We have had a bouquet of complaints of it this
summer, Perhaps men will have to come down
to sowing no alfalfa seed save that they grow
themselves and know to be clean. If they es-
cape the dodder when they make the first sow-
ing they can keep clear of it afterward, al-
though saving the seed may be expensive and
inconvenient is some cases.

Mucilage and Paste.
Editors Press:—Will you please insert in your next

Prkss a recipe for making glue from starch and one for
making a paste that will not make printing turn black.
1 want to use it in a scrap book. A Si bscriber, San
Francisco.

We presume our querist has reference to the
transformation of starch into dextrine, which is

an uncrystallizable translucent solid, resembling
gum amine, and is used for its adhesive prop-
erties, (ilue, properly speaking, is not a pro-
duct of starch. For the manufacture of dex-
trine from starch, there are several methods.
We quote two of the simplest ones from Prof.
Chander's article in Johnson's cyclopedia:
' Starch (potato starch is preferable because of

its purity) is heated in sheet-iron trays to a
temperature of 300 Fah., by which it is trans-
formed iuto transparent yellowish-brown lumps,
which are converted into pale yellow powder by
grinding between millstones. It is sometimes
roasted iu iron or copper cylinders or coffee

drums. Another method is Payen's process:
By the action of nitric acid. Take 1,000 parts
starch and mix with two parts nitric acid (spe-

cific gravity, 1.4) diluted witli 300 parts of
water. The mixture is carefully dried, the
temperature being finally raised to between
200 and 250 Fah. The transformation is com-
pleted iu about an hour and a half. " A concen-
trated solution of dextrine in water is strongly
adhesive.

The best paste we know of for scrap books is

made by dissolving gum tragacauth, which can
be had at the drug stores, in water. It should
be made quite thick; say, as boiled flour paste,

and a few drops of oil of cloves stirred in to
prevent fermentation. This paste does not
make the paper transparent, but dries white
and leaves the print as clear as ever.

Preservation of Mastodon's Tusks.
Editors Press:—I am glad to see Mr. B. F.

Stevens' inquiry about the preservation of Mas-
todon's tusks. The l>est way of preserving fos-

sil bones, tusks, etc., is to immerse them in a
strong solution of gelatine or glue in water. The
solution should not be too warm, but if possible

be kept liquid for some time, say half a day, eo
as to let the liquid penetrate to the interior of

the tusk. It is partly the disintegration of the
gclatineous matter which makes fossil bones and
tusks crumble when exposed to air. Every
specimen of this kind should be carefully pre-

served, as it certainly constitutes at least a
word in the book of nature, the pages of which
are as yet so imperfectly known.— Gustap
Kisen, Fresno, Cal.

Precocious Persimmons.
Editors Press:— 1 see in your last issue,

accounts of Japan persimmon trees blossoming
at early age in Los Angeles aud Fresno coun-
ties. I have a tree planted last February in

my yard at San Kafael, hardly four feet high,

which set eleven fruit this year. Some have
dropped of, but the balance will mature. Mr.
Kent, of Ross valley, has a tree which matured
fruit last year. In answer to Mr. Sanders
question, about the fruiting of his dwarf tree,

1 would remark that the cause is probably to

be found iu the fact that the cion was grafted

on a root of two or three years growth.

—

Henry
Loomis, San Rafael.

Sending Cions by Mail

Editors Press :— Last March I got from
France pear and apple grafts, new varieties.

They came by mail, the butt end stuck in a

potato, or rather a cube of potato. All the

grafts are growing and the potato too, which 1

set out just for fun.

—

Felix Gillet, Nevada
City.

There were 1,900 passenger arrivals at San
Francisco by sea last month, including 1,G93

from China, and 912 departures, of which 254
went to China. For the same month last year

the arrivals were 3,029, including 2,222 from
China, against 1,270 departures, of which 449
went to China.
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The Stride of a Trotting Horse.

Photographing a Horse while Traveling
Forty Feet a Second.

We had tlie pleasure of witnessing on Satur-

day last the successful accomplishment of a

feat in photography which has never been ex-

celled, and which marks an era in the art, viz.,

taking a series of photographs of a trotting

horse while at full speed, so as to illustrate the

stride. A series of experiments with this end

in view have been made by Muybridge, the

photographer, at the instance of Gov. Leland

Stanford, and the trial on Saturday showed

how perfectly the work could be done. The

experiments have been conducted at El Palo

Alto farm, Menlo Park, where Gov. Stanford
has established a stock farm for breeding thor-

oughbred horses, and where there is a tine track

over which the horses could be sped.

Some five years ago Gov. Stanford asked
Muybridge if it were possible to take a photo-

graph of a trotting horse at full speed, but at

that time it was considered impossible. About
a year since, however, the experiment was tried

and a photograph of "Occident" was taken
while the horse was traveling 36 feet per sec-

ond. It was a single picture, however, and ex-

cited more ridicule than praise, as most people
thought the whole thing a humbug, not believ-

ing it possible for the picture to be taken, and
not believing the position of the horse to

be natural. This initiatory attempt has been
followed up, however, until on Saturday last a
series of 12 pictures were taken in less than
half a second, while the horse was traveling 40
feet per second. These pictures illustrate the
stride of the trotter precisely, and although they
upset many preconceived theories and opinions,

may be regarded as decisive. The method of

taking the pictures is by 110 means complicated,
and when once understood will be seen to be
perfect, but several different ways were tried

before a successful one was found.

On one side of the track a large screen is

placed, and set at an angle of about 20 degrees
from the perpendicular, the screen being cov-

ered witli white cloth and having vertical lines

formed across it 21 inches apart, which show
black against the white cloth. The spaces be-

tween these lines are numbered from one to

twenty in conspicuous black figures at the top.

At the bottom is another low white screen with
horizontal lines four inches apart, to show the
hight of the horses feet above the ground.
Powdered lime was sifted over the track in

front of the screen so as to make a perfectly

smooth white surface, over which the horse was
driven. On the opposite side of the track from
the screen a low shed was erected, open in

front, and on a bench or table were placed 12
cameras, numbered in order, so as to take 12
views 21 inches apart. These cameras were of

English manufacture and constructed witli an
improved double slide, so that the exposure
could be cut off instantly, one slide moving
each wuy across the lens. The slides were
held open by a catch connected with an arma-
ture in the side of the camera. A battery of

eight jars was placed in the shed and each cam-
era had an independent set of wires. These
wires were led across the track under the
ground until within two feet of the background
or screen, where they were raised so that one of

the sulky wheels would pass over and strike
them. The wires corresponded with the verti-

cal lines on the background, and as the sulky
wheel passed over the wires the armature hold-
ing the catch of each separate instrument re-

leased the catch and the slides cut oil' the
exposure of the camera at the instant, so that
the photograph was taken without any blur.

As the wheel passed over the different wires
the different pictures were taken, each 21
inches apart, illustrating perfectly the stride of

the horse.

The trotter "Abe Edgington" was brought
out on Saturday, and after being warmed up a
little over the track, after the apparatus was all

ready, he was put to a 2:20 speed past the
screen. He came down the track in splendid
style, with a good, square motion and firm trot.

As soon as the wheel struck wire No. 1, camera
No. 1 was closed by the means described, and
the first picture taken; when it struck No. 2
the second camera had the second picture, and
so on until 12 pictures were taken 21 inches
apart. The arrangement insured accuracy
which was unquestioned. The horse was trav-

eling about 40 feet per second and there were 12
distinct and separate pictures taken in a space
of 21 feet, each in an inappreciable part of a
second. The sound of the slides closing was
like a continuous roll, so quickly was the feat
accomplished. The negatives were perfect,

without any signs of blur or indistinctness.

It would be impossible to describe the various
positions of the horse's feet at different points
of the stride, but there are positions which one
would scarcely imagine, but which could not
be questioned by those who witnessed the
operation. At one point all four feet are off the
ground, the two nearest being eight inches
above it. Some of the positions are very curi-

ous, indeed, but one needs to see the photo-
graphs to appreciate them. Muybridge intends
to mount the whole 12 on one card on a small
scale, so that any one can procure them at
Morse's gallery.

In photographing a running horse the wires
could not be used in the same way for manifest
reasons. Fine black threads were placed across

the track, 21 inches apart, and connected so
that the armatures would release the slides as
before. The racing mare "Sallie Gardner," a
handsome animal, was brought out and the
threads placed so as to strike her breast as she
went by. The instruments were made ready,
the signal given, and she came rushing down
the track like a whirlwind. As the threads
successively, by the means described, released
the catches and closed the slides, the 12 pic-

tures of the running horse were taken. When
the mare broke the eighth or ninth thread she
became aware of something across her breast,
and gave a wild bound in the air, breaking the
saddle girth as she left the ground. This gave
a curious picture of the mare with her legs wild-
ly spread and the broken girth swinging in the
air just as it is separating. This series of pic-

tures are also very interesting but difficult of

description. They show, however, the gait of

the running horse exactly, and in a manner be-
fore impossible. A long description even would
be unintelligible, while the photographs show
the whole stride at a glance.

With the trotting horse the motion of each
foot can be followed throughout the stride,

and accurate measurements taken by the
aid of the vertical and horizontal lines. It is

curious to notice that the propelling power of

the horse seems all in the hind legs, while the

etc. There are also a group of buildings for the
trainers, grooms, hostlers, etc. A handsomely
laid-out track passes near by the stables, on
which the horses are exercised and trained.
The Governor has over 200 head of blooded
stock. The horses were all brought out on the
occasion of our visit and showed careful groom-
ing and good care. They are all, without
exception, thoroughbred, and some of them
cost pretty long prices. The Governor's idea is

that this climate is the best in the world for
breeding thoroughbred horses, and he has pro-
cured the best he could find to breed from,
being satisfied that the coming trotter will be a
native of California. He is using every endeavor
to improve the breed of our horses and expresses
a very laudable desire to see the turf freed of
its obnoxious features, so that its standard will
be such that its patrons may once more take a
pride in it, which is not at present the case.

Manufacture of Bisulphide of Carbon.

Prof. Hilgard, of the University of California,

recently suggested, in the columns of the Rural
Press, the use of bisulphide of carbon for the
destruction of ground squirrels. It had been
successfully used in the sewers of Paris for the
extermination of rats, and from the reports we

FIG. 1. SIMPLE APPARATUS FOR MAKING THE BISULPHIDE.

front ones seem only used to support the body.
Another curious feature noticed was that the

sulky was only on the ground about half the

time. The ground was perfectly smooth and
even, having been carefully rolled, and the pow-
dered lime sifted on gave an excellent surface

for observation. The track made by the wheels

show they were moving in short bounds, as if

the spring of the felloe between the spokes

threw the wheel off the ground at the spokes.

The wheel would make a mark for about six

inches, and then none for about four inches, and
so on with considerable regularity.

Gov. Stanford has gone to considerable

trouble and expense in having these experiments
conducted so thoroughly, and Mr. Muybridge,
who is an enthusiast in his art, has carried them
out skillfully. The electrical portion of the ap-

pliances were made in this city by the San
Francisco Telegraph Supply Co. The results are

highly satisfactory, and cannot be caviled at.

Quite a number of gentlemen witnessed the ex-

periments, among them representatives of the

principal daily and weekly papers, and quite a

number who make turf matters a specialty. The

Fig.2

have had, it seems equally useful in its new
mission. The great objection to its use is the
cost. The present prices of the purified article

is 40 cents a pound. The crude article im-
ported in bulk from the nearest manufactory,
St. Louis, costs 25 cents a pound. Now, it

seems to us that if this remedy proves to be
what it claims to be, that it would be a great
saving to the farmer and a profitable thing to
our owners of sulphur fields if the article were
manufactured here.

For this reason we give a short account of the
properties of the substance and the best way of

manufacturing it. Bisulphide of carbon is, as
its name indicates, composed of one atom of

carbon and two of sulphur. Its formula is

C S2 . It contains 15. 8% of carbon and 84.2%
of sulphur. At the ordinary temperature of

the air it is a clear, colorless liquid with high
refractive power and an agreeable etherial odor
(when pure). It is heavier than water, its

specific gravity being about 1.27 at 59° F.
(15° C. ) On this account it is easily kept from
evaporation and loss by covering it with a layer
of water. Its boiling point is variously stated

FIG. 2. APPARATUS FOR WORK ON A LARGE SCALE.

application of electricity as an adjunct to the

camera was perfectly satisfactory in every re-

spect, and the pictures were as accurate as pos-

sible. The series of photographs will be of great

interest to all having any interest in horses, as

they show conclusively how the stride is accom-

plished at high speed, a subject on which there

has been a wide difference of opinion. These
pictures, however, settle the matter conclusive-

ly, and many will have to give up their ancient

prejudices.

We would like, did space permit, to give

some description of Gov. Stanford's mag-
nificent place, but it would require several

columns to give even an idea of it. The ranch

is a short distance from Menlo Tark Station, on

the S. P. R. R. Around the residence are

highly cultivated and ornamental grounds, kept

in the neatest ord<;r possible, with handsome
large stables for the house-horses and carriages,

numerous outbuildings, etc. Smooth gravel

roads and paths run in all directions and there

is a pleasant mile drive up to the large stables

where the fancy stock are kept. Here is a very

large, handsome stable, where "Occident" and
several more valuable animals are kept each in

a fine box stall by himself, with all the stable

appliances necessary for comfort and health.

Extending around this stable on two sides is a

long row of low buildings, divided into box-

stalls, for other blooded stock. Fields near by
are divided up, so as to leave pastures for the

yearlings, the mares with and without colts,

as being from 104° F. to 113.4° F. (40" to 80°

C. ) It is volatile at the ordinary pressure and
temperature, even to a greater extent than or-

dinary ether, and the vapor is very inflam-

mable. Carbonic acid and sulphurous acid are
formed by its combustion. Mixed with air the
vapor forms an explosive mixture. Even the
pure vapor is an annesthetic as powerful as
chloroform, but the crude vapor, containing
many other substances, and possessing, by the
way, a very disagreeable odor, is a powerful
poison, especially to all the lower animals. It

has also the property of dissolving large quanti-

ties of the fats, oils, rubber, wax, camphor,
sulphur, phosphorous, iodine, etc. So much
for a rapid review of its properties.

Its Manufacture

Is easily attempted on a small scale by the

apparatus shown in Fig. 1 of the accompanying
engraving. A small furnace is inclined, as in

the figure, and an iron tube as a gun barrel, or

a glazed porcelain tube is placed in it. The
end, b, is fastened by a lute tightly to the
adapter r, and the upper end is capable of

being stopped by a tight cork. This tube is

filled with coarsely powdered charcoal and the
furnace is put in operation. When the contents
of the tube have arrived at a good red heat, a
small lump of sulphur is dropped in at a, and
the aperture is then closed. The vessel, d,

should be partly filled with ice water and the
cooler filled with ice. No rubber should be

used in making connections. The gas will soon
appear and condense to drops, which soon sink
beneath the water. This product is the crude
substance. It contains sulphur, sulphydric
acid and other things in solution, which give it
a very disagreeable odor. It is purified by
shaking with carbonate of soda or quicklime
and redistilling.

Such an apparatus is not adapted to manufac-
ture any large quantity, and we take the follow-
ing description of an apparatus better adapted
to the purpose from Dingler's Journal, 120, 192,
to which we refer for further details See
Fig. 2.

A cylinder of cast iron, A, six feet high, one
foot in diameter and a little more than two
inches thick, is taken and carefully covered
within and without with a lute of clay. This
rests on a massive cast-iron block, B, and is

surrounded by masonry. The cover of the cyl-
inder is provided with two short tubes, E and
E', in one of which a porcelain tube is fastened,
which runs to within three or four inches of the
bottom. It rests here upon a layer of hard
coke. The remainder of the space is then filled,

through E', with porous charcoal, and it is thus
replenished as often as necessary during the
operation. At the side, at H, is cast a short
tube, serving to conduct off the vapors of the
bisulphide. This has tightly fitting to it, by
cement, a tube, /, which conveys the vapor to
the balloon of stone ware, J, where it partly
condenses. This runs at will into a vessel, L,
where it sinks beneath the surface of water,
until it rises to the level of the siphon tube, M,
when it flows into the jar, O, andis drawn off at
pleasure. The vapors which are not condensed
pass off through the glazed earthenware tube,
P,' then into the worm, Q, and the condensed
liquid out at R into the jar, .S', where it is drawn
off' as it fills. As the substance is very volatile,
a constant circulation of water must be kept up
in the condenser, the cold water entering at U
and the hot running off at T.
The operation proceeds in this wise: The cyl-

inder, A, being full of porous charcoal, it is

heated up to a good red heat and small lumps
of sulphur are dropped into E from time to
time. As the charcoal is consumed it is added
through E', but time is given, after adding a
charge, to let the charcoal become heated up to
redness before more sulphur is added. This is

to avoid the distillation of sulphur with the
bisulphide as much as possible. The charcoal
is kept in excess to avoid this also.

Such an apparatus as is here described is said
to distill daily 250 pounds of the bisulphide.
It is usual to work only during the day time
and to leave a low fire on during the night,
without any addition of sulphur. The chief
item of expense would be the consumption of
cylinders, as one lasts only from five to eight
days, being attacked by the sulphur. A fusible
sulphide of irou is formed, which, of course,
destroys the vessel.

Supposing the article to bring 25 cents per
pound, we should have for a production of 25
pounds, $62.50 for a day's work, which, suppos-
ing a market, would certainly allow the price to
run down to 12 cents or 15 cents per pound and
still leave a marginal profit.

There are certain cautions, however, which it

would be well to add. The gas is poisonous
even to men when inhaled in quantities. It is

very inflammable and yields, with air, an ex-
plosive mixture. The products of the combus-
tion, carbonic acid and sulphurous acid, are
also irrespirable and very suffocating, so that in

case of an accidental fire, there is nothing to do
but to let it burn. The vapor also, it must be
remembered, is nearly three times heavier than
air, and so, if allowed to escape, it easily flows
into the fire and the explosion ensues. To
avoid this, it is necessary to have an intelligent,

trustworthy man, who will see that all joints

are tight and that the condenser is kept cool.

It is also well to have the fire-place separated
from the condensing apparatus by a brick or
iron wall.

In transporting the liquid also, care must be
taken. The vessels, if of glass, must be suffi-

ciently thick; and, if of iron, must be tight
enough to prevent leakage and the whole must
be kept cool.

We would remark that for the particular use
mentioned, purification is not necessary, as the
crude article is cheaper and answers even better
than the pure.

We have not space for any further remarks
on this interesting substance at present, but
hope that "a word to the wise" will be suffi-

cient.

Since the above was written we learn that
the price of the bisulphide has, owing to the
increased demand, gone up to SI per pound.

A Great Exhibition in 1879.—England has

decided to have a great show next year. It

will he an agricultural exhibition. The expense

is estimated at -5150,000. The Lord Mayor of
London has appealed to the British public for

the support of the projected enterprise. It is to
be under the auspices of the Royal Agricultural
Society. Agriculture is declining in Great
Britain, and there is some hope that the exhibi-

tion may arrest its downward course. The
number of cattle and the acreage of wheat and
other crops are decreasing, ami very nearly one-
half the population of the United Kingdom is

now dependent for sustenance upon imported
food.

A movement is on foot in this city to form a
colony in the Mexican States of Sinaloa and
Sonora.
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To Threshers.

Hold Your Bags

Save

MONEY!!
FILL

THEM
FULL.

Shake Them Down

HOW? USE THE

'CALIFORNIA SACKHOLDER."

Simple, Cheap,

Adjustable to any

Size [Bag

LONG,

SHORT,

WIDE,

Or Narrow.

Completest Device Ever Invented

and Lasts a Lifetime.

CVDisCOUnt to the trade. General Agency for th<

Pacific Coast,

H. M. COVERT,
No. 806 Davis Street, San Francisco.

FORTY
ACRE

FARMS.
In offering the Reading Ranch for sale in

sub-divisions, I am disposed to accomodate the

interests of all classes of desirable settlers, I

therefore offer (besides large tracts) to sell farms

(in favorable locations) of from 40 to 100 acres,

at from §'20 to $30 per acre. Semi-tropical fruits,

corn, vegetables, and all kinds of grain and

grasses, (including alfalfa,) will grow well with-

out irrigation on these lands. The Oregon Di-

vision of the C. P. R. R. , and a brisk growing

town are near the land on the west, while the

Sacramento river is near at hand on the east.

For further information of the Reading

Urant, see my advertisement which appears

from time to time in this paper. Address the

proprietor on the premises,

EDWARD F1USBIE,
Anderson, Shasta County, Cai

9AI BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

24 l'o&t Street

Near Kenrnj,

Sun Francirca. Cal.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its
teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are
from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not
c infilled to Book-keepingand Arithmetic merely, but gives
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-
struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-
tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business
Practice is unsurpassed.

Ladies' bKPARTMK.vr.- Ladies will he admitted for in-
struction in all the Departments of the College.
Tklkoraphic Depaktmkxt.— Iii this Department young

men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-
ted for operators, both by sound and paper.
For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD
President Business Collesre, San Francisco, Cal.

YOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for
Ten Cents. iTKVENS BROS.

, Northford, Conn.

OUR AGENTS.
Oi k Fr.ik.xds can 00 much in aid of our paper and the

ciuse of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
A.-ents 111 their labors of canvassing, by lending their
influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send
11 me but worthy men.

J. L. Tharp—San Francisco.
B. W. Crowkll— California.
A. C. Knox— Pacific Coast.
C. N. West—Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito

co inties.

A. C. Champion—Tulare, Fresno ami Inyo counties
W. i). tpa Hen Bernardino county.
J. W. A. Wrigut. -Tulare, Fresno and Kern counties.
B. E. Lloyd.—Sonoma and Napa counties.
E. M. Dexxv. - Oregon.
II. E. Hallett. Mendocino county.
G. W. McUrkw.—Santa Clara county.
Wm. M. Brewer. — Black Hills. Dakota Territory.
Richard Au.es. - British Columbia.
R. V. NrxxALLV.—Siskiyou County, Cal.
Da. W. C4. albax.—Amador, Calaveras, Tuolumne and

Mariposa counties.

A Word from Florida —The Semi-Tmpical, of Jack-
sonville, Florida, says: "The Pacific Ri ral Press is ably
conducted, and a valuable representative of the indus-
trial interests of California.

THE EASTERN OREGON COLONY
Have located in Grass Valley, Wasco County, on the line of the Dalles Military Road, 20 miles from the Columbia
River, between the Deschutes and John Day Rivers; i\ miles from the Dalles.

TZEECIE TOWIST SITE
Is located on a small stream, fed by numerous Springs, In the center of a beautiful rolling- prairie, 50 miles long by

30 miles wide, of the very richest soil, heavily covered with fine bunch grass.

A Plenty of Government Land for All.

The climate is (unlike Western Oregon) dry and delightful, nil kinds of Grain, Fruit and Vegetables, etc., grow
n perfection. Average wheat crop- -40 bushels per acre.

640 Acres Secured for a Town-site and Called Lockville.

/t^-NO LIQUOR SALOONS OR CHINESE ALLOWED. •ffil

Hotels, Stores and a large number of Houses already in course of construction. Immigrants will do well to look

at this location before going further north.

A Stage will soon leave the Dalles, (from the Pioneer Hotel,) daily for Lockville.

EASTERN OREGON COLONIZATION COMPANY.

DR. C. R. ROLLINS, Pres. J. B. DOW. Treas. G. M. LOCKE, Seay

NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

Clarke's Reed Organ Melodies.
Boards, $2 50 or Cloth $3. By W. H Clarke. The best

collection of Reed Organ Music. Choice selections, very
well arranged.

Johnson's New Method for Thorough Base.

By A. N. Johnson, $1. Just what is needed by all who
wish to learn to play tunes that have three or four
parts, <;lees, Accompaniments, etc.

DITSON'S MUSICAL MONTHLY, NO. 13.

Twenty-five cents. Has 20 pages of the best of music.

Good News, (35 cts) Shining River, (35 cts.)

Are two Sunday School Song Books that are
not excelled by any.

Sunshine of Song (vocal) and Cluster of Gems
(instrumental) Are two large, fine volumes of Bound
Sheet Music, and very cheap at $2.50 (each) in Boards,
or $3 (each) in Cloth.

Any book mailed, post free, for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON,

Sherman, Hyde & Co., San Francisco.

THE

PALAGE RESTAURANT,

SAN FRANCISCO,

No. 218 Sansome Street.

It is not surpassed by any dining house in the city

The saloon is new, commodious, elegant and comfortable,

and all visitors to San Francisco, who wish good food

well prepared and properly presented, at reasonable

prices, should try' the "Palace." Being new, it is fitted

up with the latest and best approved cooking apparatus

and other conveniences for patrons.

Tip-top Dinners, 50 Cents,

Are given from 5 to 8 o'clock P. M. It will pay yourself

and friends, too,) to go considerably out of your way to

visit and patronize this first-class restaurant.

J M. WEBSTER,
Proprietor.

LAND! BOUNTY!! PENSIONS!!!
PATENTS!

Do you want to buy, sell or exchange lands fir other
property in any part of the V. S. or Canadas? Are you a
Soldier or Sailor, in want of a Patent? Why not obtain
more Bounty or Pension I Do you want to locate Govern-
ment or State Lands without settlement? Why not?
When I have the well-known Approved Soldiers Addi-
tional Homesteads, under seal of the General Land OSes,
and that can be located without settlement, upon any
Government $1.25 or $2.50 lands, subject to homestead.
The Sioux Half-Breed Scrip, for location upon unsurveyed
lands.

Land Warrants and Scrip of all Kinds
For cash, or part on time. Good title given or no pay.
Have you any lands with an imperfect title to sell, or
choice vacant lands you know of which could be located
to advantage; or claims not lawfully held, which we could
contest. Let me hear from you in full, and I w ill do my
best to inform you what is to your advantage.

I will mail you a circular explaining all, and a copy of
the new Pension Law . Address, (plainly)

D. H. TALBOT,
General Land, Scrip and Warrant Broker, Sioux City, Ia.

Newspaper Fileholders.

Dewey's new elastic fileholders (black walnut) size of
the Press, Harper* fPeeltty and Scientific American for
50 cents. Larger sizes to suit any newspaper 75
cents. By mail, postpaid, 10 cents extra. Cash with all
orders. Patent allowed. Address, Dbwky & Co. Pub-
lishers. San Francisco.

EtlOrOwinrr Superior Wood and Metal L'n-

l-llf)' UVllifv gwving, Eleetrotyping and Bte-

J* ,
w reotyping done at the office ofthe Mixing and Scientific Pkkss, San Francisco at fa-

vorable ra '«». Send stamp fer eur cireular aud sample*.

Poultry.

BONE MEAL FOR POULTRY
Ground raw bones are both stimu-

lating: and restorative; unequaled for

FORCING
EGG PRODUCTION,

And have been proved by experiment
to hasten the laying of pullets and
increase the laying of hens fifty per
cent., while burnt hones pounded
have not the same effect, being re-
duced to animal charcoal and phos-
phate of lime, fresh bones ground raw
contain jelly and much nutriment When fed regularly
to fowls it keeps them in a healthy condition, especially
young chickens, and wards off many <jf the diseases they
are subject to on this Coast. Hundreds of poultrvmeii
and fanners on the Pacific Coast are now using the Bone
Meal prepared by me, and say they would not get along
without it, after knowing its beneficial qualities. I also
manufacture Bone Meal for cow feed, and for the use of
gardners, nurserymen, etc.

Also, Agent for Imperial Egg Food.

CARBOLIC POWDER.
Calvert's English Carbolic Powder, the best thing in the

world for destroying lice on fowls, put up in four pound
packages for $1, can be shipped in the bone meal sacks
thus saving freight. Price of Bone Meal in 100 pound
sacks,*!; 50 pound sacks, S2.50. Sent by Express, C. O.
D

.
or by freight on receipt of price. Send for circular.

Address
C. P. STONE, Mission Market,

Sixteenth Street, San Francisco, Cal

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark «ind Light Brahmas, Buff
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White& Brown
Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

j
tarns, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANLARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
i3TFor further information send stamp for Illustrated

Circular, to

GEO. B. BAYLEY,
P. 0. Box, 059 San Francisco, Cal

THOROUGHBRED POULTRY.

116 Acres

DKVGTKD TO

FANCY
POULTRY-^

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock

Largest Yards
on the Coast.

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Bronze Tur-
keys, Gcose, Pekin Ducks, Guinea Pigs, Etc.

SfirSafe arrival of Fowls and Eijtjs Guaranteed "81

C7*Pamph!et OS the care of fowls hatching, feeding,
diseases and their cure, etc., adai-tkd f.si kcially to tiik

Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

Send stamp for price list. Address

M. EYRE, Napa, Cal.

WHITE LEGHORN EGGS,
d>0 Pop r|n7Dn From 3 pens of 20 Hens and a
3>0 rcl UUCVW. Cock each; 81 of the finest White
Leghorn Fowls ever seen in one collection on the Pacific

Coast, selected from upwards of 000 bred during the sea-
sons of 1870-77, packed to arrive safely and hatch. Send
or circular. Address,

C. P. STONE,
35 Mission Market, San Francisco.

507 Mechanical Movements.
Every mechanic Should have a copy of Brown's 507 Me

chanical Movements, illustrated and described. Inventors,
model makers and amateur mechanics and students, will
find the work valuable far beyond its cost. Sold by
Dbwky & Co., Patent Agents and publishers of Mikino
and Bcikntipic Prkhs, San Francisco. Price, $1, (post paid.

)

Agents Wanted.
Able and reliable canvassing agents, who wish steady

employment and good wages for good services, are invited

to address this office and send references.

Lands for Sale and toj.et

Land for Sale in Napa County.

I am offerine my lands in Foss Valley, ten miles north
of Napa City, for sale, as follows—to wit:
One tract of 800 acres, including iuv homestead, 220

acres of which is choice valley land, the balance good
grazing land, is well watered, has a large supply of wood
is well improved, has a comfortable dwelling of nine rooms,
barn, granary, sheds, etc. Also, a good orchard and
choice vegetable garden. Price, $15.00 per acre.

Also, one tract of 1,020 acres, about 100 acres of which ia
valley, the balance good graz.ng hills, is well watered and
has enough wood on it to pay for it. Price, $5.00 per acre
Also, one tract of 800 acres, 40 acres tillable, a portion
can be irrigated from springs, has a large amount of wood
on it and 600 rods of stone fence. Is well suited to run-
ning a small dairy, and raisingpigsand chickens, bv which
a good living can be made, price $2,000. The climate is
choice, being shut in from the chilly coast winds, but has
just breeze enough to make it pleasant, title perfect. The
above lands lay contiguous. I will sell the whole or either
one of the above tracts on easj terms- a liberal portion
can remain at 10 per cent, per annum. If desired, will sell
with the land, 1,500 head of .Spanish Merino sheep. Come
and see me, asl am determined to sell. Address the un-
dersigned at Napa city WILLIAM CLARKE.

RANCH FOR SALE.
A ranch for sale in Riverdale, Fresno County. It com-

prises 100 acres, U. «. Patent, of rich bottom' land, with
house aud out buildings. Grass is green the year round.
Alfalfa grows the year round without irrigation, as
water is but six to eight feet beneath the surface. There
is two irrigation ditches running across the ranch and
three cubic feet of water per second belongs with the
place, and 42 small fruit trees and two to three hundred
blackberry and strawberry plants; 30 acres of alfalfa; 20
acres of barley, all looking nicely and a nice vegetable
garden. bixt> acres inclosed, three plows, one two gang
sulky, (John Deere,) and two single plows, harrow, two
number one cows, two calves, one work team, harness,
old buggy and two dozen hens. The ranch is one mile
west of the Kiverdale postornce. We have a good school,
one store and preaching every two weeks of the South
Methodist. The ranch is 10" miles north and west of
Lemore, a flourishing railroad town; 9 miles due west of
Kingston; 20 miles from Fresno, the county seat of
Fresno, and 15 miles from the Central California Colony.
All the crops stock and tools mentioned go with the
ranch if sold soon. Price, $2,500. $1,500 gold coin down,
and one year's time on balance. For further particulars
address or call on ranch.

DAVID S. ORR, Riverdale, Fresno Co., Cal.

CHOICE
PROPERTY AT SANTA CRUZ

FOR SALE.

Eleven acres of land, planted with Ornamental Trees

and Shrubs. Two hard-finished Cottages and other

buildings, large enough to accommodate about 40 per-

sons. A fine well, windmill, tank and distributing pipes.

Charming as a Private Residence or

Sea-Side Hotel.

Finest 'views of the Pacific, Monterey Bay and the

Coast Mountains. Sea bathing within one minutes'

walk. Jl'Lil'S PELTON, Owner.
kpplyto

C. H. DWINELLE,
202 Sansome St., San Francisco.

FARM FOR SALE.

$4,000.-Two Hundred Acres of
Land in Mendocino County.

Thirty miles from the county seat, and 20 miles from
the Coast, one of the healthiest localities in the State,
especially for consumptives. The plvce is fenced off in
six different fields. Plenty of water and timber for all

purposes. A good orchard. Vegetables of all kinds
grow well. A good dwelling with six rooms, ceiled ami
painted inside, good frame barn, granary, storehouse,
smokehouse, etc.

Also, Six Hundred acres of grazing land, well fenced,
three miles from the above farm, plenty of water and
timber for all purposes. Price, $2,260.
For further particulars, address "B. T.," care of

DEWEY & CO., Pacific Ri ral Prkss office, San Fraiv-
iseo, Cal.

FINE RANCH FOR SALE.

One thousand six hundred acres of deeded land, in

T. P. 19, N. R. 6 W., in Culusa County, situated near
Stoney Creek, on the county road, from Lcesville to Elk
Creek, comprising No. 1 farming land, and first-class

grazing lands, all enclosed. Hood house, seven rooms,
well finished and painted. Two large barns, one wagon
house, one wool house, large store house, wood house and
Other small buildings complete. Two good wells of pure
cold water and a large spring of never-failing water run-
ning about one mile through the ranch. The house is

surrounded with shade and ornamental trees. All the
fanning utensils aud about 50 tons of hay will be thrown
n if purchased soon. Any one wishing to engage in the
dairy, or stock business of any kind, cannot find a better
location in the State. Price, $7.50 per acre, one half down
and the balance to suit purchaser. For further particu-
lars, apply to James W. Uood, Colusa, or the undersigned.

DANIEL JOHNSON,
Elk Creek P. O., Colusa County, Cal

HOG RANCH FOR SALE.
Hog ranch of 800 acres for salo at Borden, Fresno

County, Cal. Stocked with hogs, work horses, mules
and farming utensils. 3U0 acres of it in alfalfa and the
balance the best of grain land. The barley now standing
ipon it is expected to turn out 50 bushels per acre. All
eveed and ditches made for irrigating, with the water
supplied by the Fresno Canal Co. Pig pens, water supply,
etc , all arranged. .100 fruit trees and large garden. For
further particulars, apply by mail or in person on the
premises to A. L. SAVRE

EVERYBODY KNOWS
hat Mrs. C. II. Sprague, at the California Poultry

Yards, at Woodland, Yolo County, keeps the choicest lot

and the greatest and best variety of Thoroughbred Fowls
of any one west of the Mississippi river, and that one can
get just what is wanted by sending orders to her.
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)^E1D£F\S HUE
Purchasers of Stock will find in this Directory the
Names ok some of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—Six lines or less inserted in this Directory at

50 cents a line per month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO.
,
Downey City, Cal. , breeders of

thoroughbred Jerseys. Bulls and Bull calves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Marin Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Francisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal. , breeder of Jersey
cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $40
to $100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

L. U. SHIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, $20 each;
Lambs, $15 each.

LANDRUM & RODGERS, Watsonville, Cal. Im-
porters and breeders of Pure Breed Angora Goats.

POULTRY.
M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-

land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks for
sale. Also, eggs in their season.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for
hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose, Cal. Premium
Fowls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

C. P. STONE, San Francisco, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of High Class White Leghorn Fowls.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal
Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Hog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

J. M. KERLINGER, Ellis, San Joaquin Co., Impor-
ter and Breeder of Berkshire Pigs and fine Poultry.

BEES.
N. S. AMES, Napa City, Cal., Importer and Breeder

of Italian yueen Bees. Queens Imported from Europe,
$10 each. Tested Queens, $3.

J. D. ENAS, of Sunny Side, Napa, Importer and
Breeder of Italian Queen Bees from the best districts
in Italy. Light or dark, tested or untested Queens,
homebred Nucleus, three frames if desired. Address
as above.

GRAY'S MUSIC STORE,

No. 105 Kearny Street, San Francisco.

On receipt of the amount in postage stamps, any of the

following pieces will be mailed, post-paid:

POOR LITTLE CHLOE, (Ballad) by Luther, 35 cts

KISS THE LITTLE ONES GOOD NIGHT FOR ME,
by Ruttledge, 35 cts.

GOOD NIGHT, FAREWELL by Ruttledge, 3 cts.

MY DEAR LITTLE HOME O'ER THE SEA,

by Lavarnie, 35 cts.

HELP THE NEEDY WHEN YOU CAN,
by Ruttledge, 35 cts.

AMERICUS GRAND MARCH by Ballenberg, 30 cts.

THE LITTLE TORMENT, (Schottische) . . Far West, 35 cts.

THE REPUBLIC GRAND GALLOP,
by A. H. Woods, 75 cts.

Send for our complete Catalogue of Songs, Duets and
Choruses. /t2FSay where you saw this advertisement.

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
HEMORRHOIDS or PILES
can be CURED! Radically
Speedily and Without Pain ! "Dr
Pierce's Pile Truss and Remedy" give
instant relief in all cases. By means
of this new appliance the Piles have
a constant and agreeable support and

v/U] entirely disappear if the Truss is worn and the Rem
edy applied as directed. For particulars call or address
MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO., 609 Sac
ramento Street, (up stairs), San Francisco.

S3T State in what aper you saw this notice. "SS

SWEET NA7Y

Awarded highest prize nt Centennial Exposition for

fine chricing qitnHtien and excellence and lasting char-

acter of nweett'iina and flavoring. Tho best tobacco

ever made. As our blue strip trade-mark is closely

imitated on Inferior poods, see that Jnrkitnr^s Best \s

on every plufr. Sold by all dealers. Send for sample,
tree, to'O. A. Jackson A, Co., Mfrs., Petersburg, Va.

L. & E. WERTHHEIMER, Ag'tS, San Francisco.

Bees ! Queens !! Hives ! ! !—Sec advertisement under
this head inlast week's Rural.

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capital Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

DANIEL INMAN, (President).

A. D. LOGAN,(Vice President).
AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER.
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

W. W. GRAY.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

Grangers' Building', - 106 Davis Street, S. P.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetables, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made on the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis th <

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco.'
1

furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN
Stencils for marking will b

Manager.

GRAND HEADQUARTERS FOR MUSICAL BOXES-

UVL. vJ. PAILLARD &o CO.
Manufacturers and Importers of all kinds of

MUSICAL BOXES

Holiday, Birthday

Wedding Presents,

MUSICAL BOXES

Holiday, Birthday

vVedding Presents, Mggj
OF STANDARD REPUTATION.

Our stock embraces the latest novelties, the newest and most pleasing airs, and the most approved appliances
for rendering them with every shade of musical expression.

iSTWe offer this season many new improvements that must be seen to be appreciated, therefore buyers coming
to San Francisco are invited to examine our stock—the largest in the city.

HgTMedal and diploma awarded at the Centennial Exposition to our establishment in Switzerland for excellence
in manufacture, durability, volume, purity of sound and superior workmanship. Also, medal awarded at the Me-
chanics' Institute Industrial Exhibition, San Francisco.

REPAIR DEPARTMENT.—Our workmen are especially educated to all kinds of intricate repairs, so that all

repairs entrusted to us will meet with careful, skillful and prompt attention. We are recipients of many special

patents for improvements in musical boxes.

M. J. PAILLARD & CO., No, 120 Sutter St., (Rooms 5 and 6) San Francisco.
680 Broadway, New York, and St. Croix, Switzerland.

FRANCIS SMITH &c GO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE PATENT CHANNEL IRON WHEELBARROWS,

o.
y-
LU
LU

X
CO

o

These Barrows are made by Superior Workmen, and of the best materialThe Strongest Barrow Made.
All sizes kept constantly on hand.

Lap-Welded Pipe, all Sizes, from Three to Six Inches. Artesian Well Pipe. Also, Gal-

vanized Iron Boilers, from Twenty five to One Hundred Gallons

Iron Cut, Punched, and Formed for making pipe on irround, where required. All kinds of tools supplied for

making pipe. Estimates given when required. Are prepared for coating all size of pipes with a composition of

Coal Tar and Asphaltum.

Office and Manufactory, 130 BEALE STREET, San Francisco, Cal.

In consequence of spurious imitations of

LEA AND PERRINS' SAUCE,
which are calculated to deceive the Public, Lea and Perrins

have adopted A NEW LABEL, bearing their Signature,

thus,

which is placed on every bottle of WORCESTERSHIRE
SA UCE, and without which none is genuine.

AshforLEA &>PERRINS' Sauce, and see Name on Wrapper, Label, Bottle and Stopper.

Wholesale andfor Export by the Proprietors, Worcester; Crosse and Blackwell, London,

drY., (SrY. ; and by Grocers and Oilmen throughout the World.

To be obtained of CROSS & CO.. San Francisco.

IRA MARDEN & CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.

Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST

GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

Pacific JIural ^RESS,
first-class 16-page Illustrated Agricultural Weekly, filled

with fresh, valuable and interesting reading. Every
farmer and ruralist should take it. It is im-
mensely popular. Send for a sample copy.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers, S. F.

BURN HAM'S

WARRANTED BEST &, CHEAPEST.

Also, MILLING MACHINERY.
PRICES REDUCED APR. 20, '78.

Pamphlets free. Office, York, Pa.

Stock Notices.

HEREFORD

mm,

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords the

best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Beecher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs
nquire of

T. L. MILLER.
Beecher, Will County, Illinois'

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of BerkshireB.
Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are

guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles City, Cal.

CM PRY riAY Is warranted using JILZ
vJ>£.J LVLIII Un I WELL AUGERS and
DRILLS. Took the first premium at the Great Exposi-
tion. They bore any diameter and depth; 100 feet a day,
through earth, sand or rock. Pictorial auger book free.

Address Col. PETER SAXE, Los Angeles, Cal., Agent for

Pacific States.

THOROUGHBRED
SPANISH MERINO SHEEP!

200 Extra Rams
For sale. Yearlings and two-year-
olds. In size, quality and condition
unsurpassed. Also, .100 ewes at
prices to suit the times. The nu-
cleus of this flock was from a pur-
chase made from Severance &
Peet in 1873. My ranch is at Haywards, Alameda county,
and may be reached by rail from San Francisco, seven
times daily. Parties desiring choice sheep should see
this flock before purchasing elsewhere.

J. H STROBRIDGE.

CHOICE PIGS FOR SALE.

I have a few fine Lancastershire pigs for sale, now
about four weeks' old. Bred from choice] imported
stock. Addre

GRANT I. TAGGART,
Eighth Street, near Broadway, Oakland

NOT FAIL
to send for our
Catalogue. It
contains prices
and description
of most every
article In gen*
ral use,ami IsBO

valuable to AW PERSON rontemplat
ing thepurcliase of any article for Per-
sonal, Painlly or Agricultural use. Wo
have done a large trade the past season
in tile remote parts of the Territories,
and have, with few exceptions, exceed-
ed the expectations of the purchaser,
many claiming to have made a saving
of 40 to WO per cent. AV<* mall these
CATALOGl'EH TO ANY ADDRESS,
FREE, UPON APPLICATION. We sell
our goods to all mankind at wholcsnro
4
prices In quantities to suit. Reference,
'irsi National Bank, Chicago.

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.,
Original Orange Supply House,

t»7 & 220 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

DALTON & GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE DEALKRB IN

All Kinds of Country Produce.
404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco.

S3T Consignments Solicited TEH

C. & F. NAUMAN & CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

ALL KINDS OK

Farm and Dairy Produce Sold on Commis-
sion. Butter, Egga, Poultry and

Game a Specialty.

231 WASHINGTON STREET, San Francisco
(Betweon Front and Davis.)

Chab. Naiiman. Frank Nauman.

DAVIS & SUTTON,
No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Reference.—Tradesmen's National Bamc, N. Y. ; Ell

wangrr & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra
men to, Cat ;A. Lusk & Co., San Francise*, Cal.
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The Resources and History of Shasta

County—No. £

[Written for the Press by Ciias. H. Shinn.)

Shasta, the Keystone county of the State,

has, for many years, remained almost unknown.

Her placer diggings were supposed to be nearly

exhausted, her torests and farms were ^over-

looked, and many of her wealthy and enterpris-

ing men left the scenes of their former trials

and triumphs to invest in other enterprises and

build up other communities. The same return-

ing wave, however, which came to Butte,

Placer and other milling counties, is beginning

to roll in upon Shasta, and the many inquiries

made have determined the issue of this article.

Shasta County,

With 7,000 inhabitants and nearly 5, 000 square

miles of mineral, timbered and farming lands,

much of it still open to pre-emption, is in need

of more men, and offers a wide field for industry

and for men of small means.

We shall first speak of the towns; then of the

leading interests, mines, lands for sale: then of

the opening for settlers, markets, cost of travel,

etc.

The prestnt county seat is

Shasta City,

One of California's oldest and wealthiest mining

camps. The town has a picturesque location in

dollars were collected to give him a lift. The

miners in the Argonautic days, were swift to

award, and swift to condemn. If they were

pleased by the singing of a little child, at some

school exhibition, the heavy gold rang upon

the stage to prove their delight. But if they

followed some stage-robber, or desperado, they

rode as the Anglo-Saxon rides, with death in

his grip.

The mining stories still told "beneath the

shadows of Shasta,'' are full of suggestion for

novelist and poet. The prospectors that still

climb the lonely ravines, and pick at ledge and

boulder; the lonely miners searching for "pock-

ets," or washing the old claims again; the early-

settlers who live more in the past than in the

present, all these are literary material similar

to that which gave Bret Harte his earliest,

best inspirations.

One of the
Charms of Shasta City

At present, in its quiet and yet hopeful days,

consists in its society. The people are kind,

social and intelligent, good neighbors and warm-
hearted friends.

The public school is under the charge of Mrs.

1). M. Coleman, County Superintendent, a lady

of rare tact, patience and ability, who has done

much to improve the schools of the county.

With decideil popularity she has been repeat-

edly elected to her responsible office. The
present population of Shasta City is aboutl.OOO.

Training Schools.

President Elliot, of Harvard University, has

well said that " the welfare of the universities

depends upon the welfare of the training

schools." Our State cannot yet boast of a

stalwart university. One manifest reason is

that the schools which furnish the students for

the University either do not take time enough

to do their important work well or else lack the

qualifications to accomplish what they attempt.

The signs of the times indicate that these

foundation defects in the higher education will

soon be eliminated. Foremost among the

agencies quietly at work solving this all-impor-

tant problem is, as it occurs to us, the Golden
Gate Academy at Oakland.

This institution has just completed the

seventh year of its history. Its years and its

work entitle it to rank among the permanent
educational forces of the State. The first class

of pupils prepared within its walls has just

graduated from the State University of Cal-

ifornia. Next year, Yale, Amherst and I 'art-

mouth will graduate others of its students. It

claims to do foundation work in education

according to most approved standards. With
equal diligence it aims to expand the character

into the highest type of noble manhood. Recog-

nizing also the paramount importance of a sound

body in order both to the highest mental devel-

A TENTS AND INVENTIONS

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[ From Official Rrports foe the Miming and Scientific
PUBS, DEWEY & CO., Publishers ard U. S.

and Foreign Patent Agents.]

By Special Dispatch from Washington. D. C.

Wf.ek Ending Jine tin,

Car Ool'PUKOB.—ChariM H. Wood. Seattle, W. T.
Ti rsino Chisels.—Homer C. Emery, Union, Ogn.
BOUUMS.- Joseph Decombc, S. F., Cal.

Methods of Cirino Fish.—Lyman Woodruff, Ellens-
burg, Ogn.

Trademarks.

Medical C'omfoind. -Charles Rowcll, S. F., Cal.

San Joaquin Valley Industries.—The edi-
tion of the Stockton Daily Independent of the
15th inst. , is a most praiseworthy publication.
It contains an exceedingly interesting and well
written article, giving an account of the past
history and present condition of Stockton. The
article contains a great deal of statistical in-

formation in connection with the grain-raising
interests of the State. It is, in fact, one of the
most important papers yet written on the San

the midst of timbered hills, and is full of quaint
reminiscences. It was founded in the year
IS.">(), and was for a time known as Beading's
Springs, but the stately dome of Shasta gave it

afterwards a more fitting title. In early years
the Indians were often troublesome, and the old
corral which two men defended with success, is

still shown.
At first a few miners had it their own way,

but soon
The Rush Came,

And up gulch and creek, toward Horsetown,
l'.'o, Kagle creek, Whiskytown, Mad Mule,
Buckeye. Chum creek, and other diggings the
miners found their way, building up busy
camps, all tribut >ry to Shasta. In these Hush
times the population of Shasta City was fully
11.000. Streets were graded and well paved,
large and costly brick buildings were erected.
Lumber mills began work in the Sierras, and
roads were cut everywhere. Major Beading
led a party over the mountains to Trinity, and
mined on Reading's bar, near Douglas City.
Others followed, and the hew mines added to
the business of Shasta.

It was a free, brave ami heroic life which
these early pioneers led. The stranger amongst
them received a welcome, the sick were cared for
as if by brothers; but the cheat and coward had
short shift and little mercy. If a miner's
"luck"' was bad in one camp, and he grew
downcast, some one would pass his old cap, and
"the boys'' would toss in nuggets, and hands
full of gold dust, until often several hundred

Business is decidedly improving, owing to the
discovery of many fine quartz ledges and new
diggings in the vicinity. It can hardly be
doubted that the real mineral wealth of Shasta
is as yet undeveloped, and, according to the
hopes of its citizens, only awaits the introduc-
tion of capital to bring back the golden days of

old.

There is not much extent of farming land in

the immediate vicinity of Shasta City, but there
are many extremely rich garden spots and
choice little orchards and vineyards. Many
spots now neglected and open to pre-emption,
could be made pleasant little mountain homes
by a few years of w isely directed labor. The

TJ. S. Land Office

Is in Shasta City, and information can there be
had respecting the whole count)'. One of the
land-marks of the county is Carter's Shasta
Courier, which has been a part of its history for
over 27 years.

Shasta County Officers,

•ludge, W. EL Hopping; Supervisors, Jas. D.
Blair, Wm. Davidson, .1. W. Garden; Sheriff,
S. Hull; Clerk and Becorder, K. C. Tiffin.

District Attorney, Clay W. Taylor; Assessor,
0- N. Atkins; Treasurer, J. Van Schaick; Supt.
Public Schools, D. N. Coleman; Admr. and
Coroner, C. Leutz; Surveyor, George Silver-
horn.

The Peace Congress will be in session several
weeks yet.

opment and to the best fruits of such culture in

life, it has provided a well-equipped gymnasium
for daily exercise and a brief military drill, to

emphasize the method and system which should
characterize the true student. Its instructors

are educators by profession. Its building is a
model of comfort, convenience and architectural

elegance. The founders and guardians of this

academy are many of them graduates of the
famous Phillips' Academy, of Andover, Mass.,
which has recently so worthily celebrated its

centennial. It is their purpose to make the
Golden Gate Academy like unto this "fore-
most of Kastern training schools.'' May the
completion of its centennary be as greatly hon-
ored.—A njona ill.

The Bio Vista cannery is putting up from
700 to 1,200 salmon per day.

"Will Yor re Kind to I's':" So class of business men

are more affected by "long dry times" than the publish-

ers of agricultural newspapers. Our expenses run on

equal in volume to flush seasons, et<-., etc. To cut our

little sermon short, wo ask all who can to remit their sub-

scriptions and forward the cash for the 1'rk.ss as early as

possible. We have worked earnestly with a kindly regard

for the interests of every subscriber to keep the paper

right up to the mark during dry times, and now will you

not kindly feel for us (in your pockets) in days of ap"

proarhing plenty ?

Joaquin valley and its agricultural, business and
industrial interests. In connection with it is

published a large and replete map of the San

Joaquin and Sacramento valleys, drawn by Mr.

Jas. D. Schuyler, one of the editors of the

paper. Anybody who wants to know anything

about the resources of the valleys referred to or

any matters connected with them, should get

this number of the Independent. The edition is

one of the most commendable we have seen and

adds another point in favor of one of the lead-

ing and most enterprising journals in the State.

Musical Boxes.—The roar of the great May

musical festival will not drown the sweet mel-

ody which is poured forth by the musical cask-

ets of M. Paillard k Co., 120 Sutter street.

These little gems of harmony, made by a branch

of the firm in Switzerland, and sold in Kan
Francisco by the makers, are unequaled in

their construction and performances. They are

elegant articles for presents to friends, and they

are charms to possess for oneself. They amuse
by their wonderful power, and they soothe and
instruct by the faultless execution of the finest

musical airs. The excellence of the instruments

is sufficiently attested by the high awards which

have been made to them by world's fairs and
local exhibitions, and they commend themselves

to all who come within the sound of their trills

and cadences. M. Paillard's establishment at

120 Sutter street, should be visited by all who
come to see the sights of the city.
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Note.—Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are

not intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-

urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.
San Francisco, June 1 9th, 1878.

The election is engrossing men's minds. The
exchanges hold no meetings, the banks are

closed, and most of the large houses were open

but half the day. There is little to say about

trade except as will appear in special notes

below.
The foreign Wheat market has lost a few

points during the week, as may be seen by the

following

:

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the

days of last week has been as recorded in the

following table:

Thursday. .

.

Friday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday .

Cal. Averaoe. Club.

10s 5d@10s 9d
10s 3d@10s 8d
10s 3d@10e 8d
10s 3d®10s 8d
10s ld®10s 6d
Election Holiday.

10s 8d@lls 2c

10s 6d@lls -
10s 6d@lls
10s 0d@lls
10s 6d@lls -

Election Holiday.

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former

years as follows:
Average. Club.

1876 9s UdOlOs 2d 10s 4d@10s (id

1877 12s 5d@12s 8d 12s 10d@13a 2d

1878 103 ld@10s 6d 10s b'd@lls -

The Foreign Review.

London, June 18th—The Mark Lane Express

says: Standing crops are all suffering from

continued wet and cold, and the excessive hu-

midity of the past six weeks has seriously com-
promised agricultural prospects. Until within

the last few days, growing crops in Scotland

did not suffer as much as in England. Now,
however, matters have changed for the worse.

Floods have occurred in many of the lowland

districts, doing vast damage. Deprived by

holidays of the principal market day, the Lon-

don Corn trade has been very quiet, transac-

tions being mainly retail. Any elements of

strength, which, under ordinary circumstances,

would have been apparent, have been totally

eliminated from the trade by exceedingly heavy

arrivals from abroad, and values have conse-

quently evinced a declining tendency. Indeed,

all classes of foreign Wheat have only been

salable at a reduction of fully Is in the fort-

night, nor has the concession attracted any im-

provement in the demand, as buyers do not ap-

pear to think the lowest point has been touched,

and consequently have abstained from purchas-

ing, excepet in such quantities as immediate

needs dictated. The necessity of rapidly clear-

ing grain-laden ships in port has therefore

caused most of the Corn to be put in granaries,

which are rapidly rilling up. The augmenta-

tion of stocks will probably be considered as

immense, shipments of Wheat and Maize from

America are flooding the market just at a time

when buyers seem least disposed to operate.

Political influences having ceased to affect

trade, an index as to the future course of prices

must be looked for in the legitimate action of

supply and demand; and although at the mo-
ment great depression prevails and values may
possibly recede, yet further increase of activity

and a healthier trade, no doubt at a low range

of values, may be confidently expected when
the bulk of American shipments is received and

peace settled. The floating cargo trade for

Wheat has been dull at about Is decline. Maize

had given way fully 6d; Barley is fairly steady.

Freights and' Charters.

Grain freights are still lifeless, and the rate

for Liverpool is 50s per ton. The Loch Doon
786 tons, just in, was chartered some time since

for grain to Cork at £3. Shipping in port load

ing Wheat, 25,094 ;
loading general merchau

dise, 8,693 ;
disengaged, 48,765 ; on the way to

this port, 198,000 tons.

Eastern Grain Markets.

New York, June 15th.—The market has

been depressed and prices of Wheat have de

clined an average of 5c, with a corresponding

fall in Flour and Corn. As the foreign markets

are equally depressed, the export trade has been

rather moderate and chiefly speculative ship-

ments, induced by low prices and a possibility

of short crops on the other side. The advent

of tine weather seems to have dissipated all

apprehensions of serious damage to home Wheat
crops, and a decline in price is one of the first

results. No. 2 Spring closes at $1.08@|1. 10,

and the range for all grades is $1@$1.14.

White Wheat has sold at $1.20@$1.28. Ship-

ments of Flour and Corn to Brazil continue on

a large scale, the famine in the northern prov-

inces being more serious than at first supposed.

Chicago, June 15th.—The grain markets this

week have been generally active, but unsettled

and irregular, and have tended heavily down-
ward, despite the continued speculative demand.

Warm weather and growing crops have tended

to keep down the deliveries of grain, although

even now they are far above the average.

July Wheat sold at 903@96c, the lowest price

to-day, the highest Monday. July Corn sold at

35J@37gc, the lowest to-day, the highest Tues.

day. July Oats, 23i@23g ; Rye, 52J@53

.

Barley, 48@48J. Provisions were irregular,
unsettled, active and higher throughout, with
only one heavy break, which was temporary.
Lard, July, $G. 60fS $6. 80. Alcohol, 33i@,38c.
High Wines were firm and higher, with bona
fide sales at $7.04J for cash, and $5 for next
week. Closing cash prices—Wheat, 93c; Corn,
35Jc; Oats, 23£c; Rye, 52ic; Barley, 48c; Pork,
?8.96To 8.95; Lard, »6.70(ff:6.75.

Eastern Wool Markets.
New York, June 15th. —The market pre-

sents but few features that are new. Shearing
is now general throughout the West, but all

reports received agree in the statement that
nowhere does the least excitement exist. The
limit of buyers in Ohio appears to be a shade
under 30c for straight lines, and in Michigan
26c, while farmers are still firm at a fraction

above these figures. The receipts of Texas
continue large, but the sales consummated are
few, buyers and sellers being still apart in their

views. Southern Wools are slightly easier,

resulting in rather more business. California

continues in light supply, purchasers being
found ready to take current receipts at figures

holders are willing to accept. Sales are: 81,-

000 lbs. Spring California, at 21fe25^c; 2,000
lbs. scoured Fall do., 50c; 10,000 lbs. old
Spring Colorado, 16c; 135,000 lbs. Spring Texas,
18(o(27c.

; 1,500 lbs. inferior tub washed, 30c.

;

2,500 lbs. unwashed black fleece, 28c.

Boston, June 15th.—There had been but lit-

tle doing in Wool the past week, and a larger

number of buyers were in the market than for

some weeks previous; but the same indifferent

feeling noticed for a long time was evident,

and there is no indication of any improvement.
Holders are still disposed to close up old stocks

at current rates, but sales can only be made at

concessions. It is considered doubtful if the

lowest point has yet been touched, as most of

the new Wool on the market is still held above

the views of buyers, and offers for old Wool
have been generally from 1 to 2c under recent

prices. Combing Wool is dull and prices quite

nominal. California moves slowly, transactions

for the week comprising 232,000 lbs Spring and
26,000 lbs Fall. Ohio and medium, X, XX
and above, 34(o;36c; Michigan X, 35c; fine New
Hampshire 36c; New York, Michigan and
Ohio, .'Wo 35c; combing and delaine, 35(o42c;

Kentucky combing and delaine, ordinary,

27Jc; unwashed combing and delaine, 25c;

Texas, 15@28c; Eastern and valley Oregon,
21(«28e; super and X pulled, 27(Sj40c; scoured

33@75c; Spring California, 18(o 30c; Fall Cali-

fornia, 16(5;19c. Total sales of domestic for the

week, 1,028,000 lbs.

Domestic Produce.

The following table shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic Produce for the week ending at

noon to-day, as compared with the receipts of

previous weeks:

Articles.

Flour, quarter sacks.

Wheat, centals
Barley, centals

Beans, sacks
Corn, centals
Oats, centals
Potatoes, sacks
Onions, sackB
Wool, hales
Hops, bales
Hay, bales

Wkkk. Week.
May 20. June 5.

17, 237 31,705
;iS,7«f> 27.971

I4,03s 15,430

001 351
1,182 2,501

5,405 2,848

4,148 5,794
045 886

3,825 4,115

1,287 1,258

Week.
\
Week.

June 12. June 19.

30,707

12,954

1

9,812
2501

2,022
8,5.-14

7,220
626

4,254
65

1,355

BAGS— Prices are unchanged. There is

something going on among the holders, but we
cannot learn to-day what it is. During the

week sales have been large, and a somewhat
easier feeling was reported.

BARLEY—Barley sells within our last week's
range. The market is very quiet. Sales of

1,000 sks new Feed Barley were made at 90c,

and 150 sks poor at 85c ctl.

BEANS—Prices are firm and the demand
good for immediate use. The advance gained
last week is still held.

CORN—The export demand has fallen oft'.

Supplies are small, and there is little doing in

this market. It is reported that Corn is pass-

ing through from the Western States to Mexi-
can ports by way of this port.

DAIRY PRODUCE—The Butter market is

lc lower lb all around. The price given for

fancy brands is only reached by an occasional

box. The situation is unchanged, nor does
there appear any new light upon it as yet.

Cheese is easier, and a good deal of low quality

is arriving.

EGGS—Eggs decline lc tt? doz.

FEED—Corn Meal advances $1 \$ ton. New
Hay ranges from $7 to $12 Iff ton, while choice

old is firmly held above this figure. Some sales

are being made of cargo lots.

FRESH MEATS—The market for Fresh
Meat is quiet and prices rule lower. Supplies

are ample.
FRUIT—Supplies of Fruit are largely increas-

ing. Our price list shows a general change in

rates during the week.
HOPS—There is nothing new in the local

trade. The New York market is reviewed by
Emmet Wells for the week ending June 7th as

follows: "Under the influence of less favora

ble crop reports from the interior, our market
has a somewhat firmer tone. The receipts show
a considerable increase over last week, while the

export trade has considerably fallen off. That
the growth of the vine has suffered by the re

cent cold snap, no one pretends to controvert;

but whether it has experienced any serious or

lasting injury is a question of more importance.

While the growth has been checked, the vine

may have been gaining strength all this time,

and in the end prove beneficial, and give a

larger growth of Hops than it would had the
warm weather of April continued. A few hot
days and warm nights will tell the story; and
before speculating too strongly upon the chances
of a heavy or light crop, we had better wait and
see what the next few weeks will do. The
Cooperstown papers report the appearance of

lice in some of the yards. As the chances of

an export trade with England is not very flat-

tering, the Hop louse or some other pest may
be required to help rid us of our surplus crop of
1878."

LIVE STOCK—Receipts of all kinds of stock
are large. We hear of sales of 400 Sheep at §2
per head, 30 days credit; one car-load Calves,

§10 per head; one lot small Cattle, $25 per
head.

OATS -Oats are quiet, but sales have been
fully up to former prices. We note sales of 100
sks light Feed at $1.30, and 100 do at $1.35 per
ctl.

ONIONS—The supplies of new Onions are
chiefly from Stockton, and the ruling rate is

now 87 Ac per ctl.

POTATOES—The extreme rate for Early
Rose in boxes is now $2.12.],. There are still

some Iowa Potatoes in market, which are held
at $3.25 per ctl.

PROVISIONS—Cured Meats have taken
another upward step. A general advance has
occurred in Eastern Hams.
VEGETABLES—Our list shows a few slight

changes in prices.

WHEAT—Holders of old Wheat are firm

and millers are forced to their views. We note
sales of about 3,000 sks at $1.80 per ctl.

Merchants are still talking about $1.65 as their

price for the new crop.

WOOL—There is about lc counted off on
Southern Wool from our last quotations. North-
ern Wools are being held at full rates. We
hear that large lots of Oregon will be shipped
here for sale, because of dissatisfaction with
bids at Portland. Our list of prices now in-

cludes Nevada and Oregon. We note sales:

175,000 lbs at a range from 15@25c; 12 bales

Colusa at 23 jc; 14 do do, 23c; 8 bales poor
Yolo, 12ic.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.
rWHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m., June 19. 1878.

BEANS.
Bayo, ctl 5 75 ®t> 00
Butter 4 25 @4 50
Pea — @4 75

Red — @ —
Pink 6 25 ®6 50
Sm'l White — <*4 75
Lima 4 25 ®4 50

KKOOM t OR\.
Old 34® 7

New 4{@ 8

eillt'CORY,
California 4 @ H
German 6J® 7

UAI1M PRODUCE, ETC.
BUTTER.

Cal. Fresh Roll, lb 19 @ 22

Fancy Brands 24 <a 25

Pickle Roll, new . . 22J® 24
Firkin, old 12 @ 16

Western Reserve.. 12S<8 14

New York — @ —
CHEESE.

Cheese, Cal., lb.... 8 @ 11

Eastern -- @ —
N. Y. State — @ —
Gilroy Factory.... 12.1® 13

EGOS.
Cal. fresh, doz.... 22 @ 23
Ducks' - @ 20
Oregon — @ 21
Eastern 16 ® 19

do Pickled — @ —
i I t;i>.

Bran, ton -- (<*16 00
Coru Meal 43 00 l«41 00
Hay 7 00 @15 00
Middlings 21 00 ffi>22 50

Oil Cake Meal... 34 00 @
Straw, bale 25 ® 60

CLOUR.
Extra, bbl 5 67'.®5 75
Superfine 4 50 f?4 60
Graham, lb 3J@ 3\

I ltlMI MEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 6 @ 6J
Second 4>@ 5
Third 3 @ 3*

Mutton 4 ® i\
Spring Lamb 5 ® 6
Pork undressed... 5|® 5£
Dressed 7*@ 8

Veal 6 @ 8
Milk Calves 6 ® 7J

«. It 1 8\, ETC.
Barley, feed, ctl... 80 @1 00
Brewing 1 12.',®1 20
Chevalier 1 50 @ —

Buckwheat 1 30 ® —
Corn, White 2 10 @2 12£
Yellow 2 00 @2 05
Small Round.. ..1 95 @2 00

Oats 1 25 -ai 45
Milling 1 55 ®1 65

Rye — <8>1 25
Wheat, Shipping. .1 75 <g>l 90
Milling 1 85 @2 00

HIDES.
Hides, dry 14 @ 15
Wet salted 8i@ 91

HONEY, ETC.
Beeswax, lb 30@ 31
Honey in comb 14 ® 15
do. No 2 12J® 14
Dark 10 ® -
Strained 7 @ 9

HOPS.
Oregon 4 ® 5
California 4 ® 7
Wash. Ter 4 ® 6

IVUTS-Jobbing.
Walnuts. Cal 8 ® 9

do Chile 7 ® 8
Almonds, hd shl tb 7 ® 8
Soft sh'l 14 @ 16

Brazil 14 @ 16
Pecans 13 ® 14
Peanuts 5 ® 6

Filberts 15 @ 16
ONIONS.

Alviso — @ —
Union City, ctl — @ -
Stockton 87S® -
Sacramento River. — (a -

Oregon — @ —
POTATOES.

Petaluma, ctl — @ -

Humboldt — ® -
Cuffey Cove — @ —
Early Rose 1 75 vii2 12

J

Half Moon Bay. . . 1 50 ®2 00
Kidney — ® —
Sweet -- @ —
Salt Lake — ®3 75
I'OI I.TKV A CAME.

Hens, doz 6 00 ® 7 50
Roosters 6 00 ® 8 00
Broilers 3 00 ® 4 50
Ducks, tame 4 50 @ 6 GO
do, Mallard — @

Geese, pair 1 25 ® 1 75
Wild Gray, doz.. — ®
White do — 4i

turkeys 16 @ 20
do. Dressed — @— —

Snipe, Eng — —@
do. Common.... '<e— —

Rabbits 1 50 ®
Hare 4 00 ® 4 50

I'ltOVISIOVS.
Cal.Bacon.Hvy.tb 10'® 111
Medium Ill® 12

Light 12J® 13
Lard 11 @ 13
Cal. Smoked Beef 10 <g 10'2
Eastern — @ —

Shoulders, Cover'd 7l(g
Hams. Cal Ill®
Dupee's 141®

12

Boyd's 13 @
Davis Bros' 141®
None Such 141®
Ames — ®
Slavens & Mansur — (ft

Whittaker 15 (ft

SEEDS.
Alfalfa 5 @
Canary 6 ®
Clover, Red 16 @
White 50 @

Cotton 6 @
Flaxseed 31®
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 ®
Perennial 35 @

Millet 10 @
Mustard, White... 8 ® —
Brown 2J@ 3

Rape 3 ® 4
Ky Blue Grass 20 @ —
2d quality 18 ® —

Sweet V Grass 1 00 @ —
Orchard 25 ® 30
Red Top 18 @ 20
Hungarian 8 @ 10
Lawn 50 @
Mesquit — ®
Timothy 9 @

TALLOW.
Crude, lb 8®
Refined 9J@WOOL. ETC.

HPRINO.
S Joaq'n, 12mo free
do 6 & 7 mo do

Hurry, 12 mo
do 6 mo..

Scabby 12J(i»

South'u Coast, free 16®
do do hurry 14 i*i

Northern, free 23 ®
do, seedy & burry 20 ('<

Nevada 18 <p

Oregon Valley 22 ®
do. Eastern... 17 (ft

17 w
15 @
13 ®
14 @

25

ln

Gold, Legal Tenders, Exchange, Etc

[Corrected Weekly by Sctro & Co.]

San Fran oisoo. June 19, 3 p. M

Legal Tenders in S. F.. 11 A. m., 99S®99J. Silver 2jj'o5

2.35. Gold in New York. 100J.
Gold Bars, 890®91P. Silver Bars, 8@15 #cent. dis

oount.
Exchange on New York, }%; on London bankers, 49(«

49^. Commercial, 50; Paris, five francs $ dollar; Mexican
dollars, 93.

London Consols 95 11-16; Bonds, 1052.

Quicksilver in S. F . by the flask. $ lb, 46®47la

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
[wholesale.]

Wednesday m.. June 19, 1878.

FRUIT MARKET.
40 in

- 75 irt 1

- 4 ® -

2 DO iff 4
5 00 :« i;

- 8 @->
4 («

Apples, basket
do, box...

Apiicuts. lb. .

.

bmiauatt, tniun
OocbanutA 100
Cherries, lb. .

.

Cherry Plums.
Currants, chest. 5 5') (a 6
Figs, lb - 371®
Gooseberries, lb. 6 ®
Limes. Hex,... 12 00 ®15
do, Cal, per M 3 00 ® 4

Lemons, Cal M.15 00 i»20
Sicily, bx 11 00 ®12

Mangoes, tylOO. . 3 00 @ 4
Oranges, Mex,
M @_
Tahiti 18 00 (§20
Cal ®—

Peaches, box ... . 1 00 ® 2
Pears, box 1 00 @ 1

Pineapples, doz. ®-
Pluins, box 1 00 (ft 1

Raspberries — 8 (a

St'wberries. ch'st 9 00 (f<d2

DRIED FRI II .

Apples, tb 5J@
Apricots 10 @
Citron 23 @
Dates 9 m
Figs, Black 4 ®
White 6 m

I Peaches.

.

85 Pears....
25 Plums...
5 Pitted.

00 I'lUlien.

8 @ 10
4 ® 7
3 &
12J@ II
14 ® 10

on Kaialne, Cal, bx 1 00 ® 1 66
do. Halves. .. 1 50 ® 2 00
do, Quarters. 1 50 ® 2 50
Blowers' 2 75 @
Malaga 2 75 ® 3 00

/.mil. Currants.. 8 ® 10
VEGETABLES.

Asparagus, box.. 50 (ft 1 00
Beets, ctl 1 00 @
Beans, String. . . 2 (ft 4
Cabbage, 10O R.s 50 ®
Carrots, ctl 63 J ® 75

— [Cauliflower, doz 75 (S —
00 Cucumbers, doz.— 10 (a>— 20

iGarlic, New. It... ljra) 2
00 .Green Peas 1.® 2
2o ILettuce, doz 10 ®

(Parsnips, lb 2 ®— —
75 Horseradish 7 ®— 8
10 Rhubarb 2 @ 2J
00 'Squash, Marrow

I

fat, tn 10 00 @-
7£ Summer do, bx.. 25® 35

12|l do. Large, bx 60 ®-
24;, Tomes, 30 Its 1.x 1 50 ®— -
10 [Turnips, ctl 1 50 ®
7H White 50®

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.

Wednesday m.. June 10. 1878.

Butter, California
Choice, lb

Cheese
Eastern

Lard, Cal
Eastern

Flour, ex. fam, bbl8
Corn Meal, lb

Sugar, wh. crshd
Light Brown

Coffee, Green
Tea, Fine Black...

Finest Japan. ...

Candles, Admt'e .

.

Soap. Cal

25 ®
is §
25 (ft

18 ®
20 (ft

00 ®9
2J®

12i<f*

8 ®
23 g
50 ("1

55 ml
15 <a>

7 ®

Rice
Yeast Pwdr. doz. .1

Can'd Oysters doz2
Syrup, S F Gold'n
Dried Apples, lb .

.

Ger. Prunes
Figs, Cal
Peaches

Oils, Kerosene
Wines, Old Port...

3

French Claret 1

Cal, doz bot 3
Whisky, O K, gal. .3

French Brandy. . ..4

8 @ 12
50 df2 00
00 ®3 50
75 ®1 02
10 ® 14
121® 10
9 ® 15

11 ® 10
50 ® 60
r.n ../") in

00 (ff2 50
00 ®4 50
50 («5 00
00 @8 DC

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending June 18, 1878

HIGHEST AN D LOWEST BAROMETER.

June 12 June 13 June 14 June 15 June 10 June 17 June 1

29.84
29.78

29.95
20.84

30.03 32.01 20.01
29.90 29.91 29.87

20.07
20.88

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.

61.

53
59
51

63
51

29.98
29.95

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.
"5

|
79 | 77 | 78 | 76 | 73 | 76

PKEVAILINO WINU.
SW

I

W
I
SW

I

SW
I
W

i
SW

I
SW

WIND—MILES TRAVELED.
303

| 304
I

345 | 315 | 429 I 347 | 260

STATE OF WEATHER.
Fair.

|
Fair,

j
Cloudy

|

Cloudy
I
Clear,

j
Fair.

|
Fair.

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

I I I I II
Total rain during the season, from July 1, 1S77. 35. IS in.

The Yosemite Valley.

The fame of the Valley of Yosemite has now become
world-wide. Its towering cliffs, waterfalls like cataracts

from the clouds, and the gigantic vegetation surrounding

it, have no comparison in the world. In sublimity of grand-

eur and enchanting beauty, it surpasses expression, and

must be viewed to be appreciated. Several eminent
writers have attempted descriptions, but all have .Im-

paired in giving expression to the awe-inspiring feeling

which fill the beholder of the mighty chasm. Biersiadt

has painted it, and others have photographed it, and

these, as all writers say, give the nearest idea of the

majesty of the scene to lhat of being present at the

reality. As to the faithful, the admonition to "see Mecca

and die," so to the trav eler, "see Yosemite, the last of

earth." While sojourning in the valley, stop at Black's

hotel, Yosemite valley, A. J. Black, proprietor

This house has been fitted lip with a special view for

the accommodation of tourists. Every attention will be

shown guests to make them comfortable. The house ha

all the modern improvements of a first-class hotel; line

parlors, baths, telegraph offices, etc., etc.

To the Public -Farmers and Employers.-
I guarantee to send at short notice, the most reliable

and competent male and female labor, of any nationality,

(skilled and unskilled mechanics,) to my customers and

all employers who may want my services, free of charge.

My long experience and connection with the California

labor market, and its labor exchanges (for over ten years,)

has given me an established reputation for the right se-

lection of suitable employees.

Please send orders, with full particulars, to my now

employment agency, 627 Sacramento Street, P. O. Box,

No. 1468, San Francisco. A. ZEKII ANDELAAlt.

Woodward's Gardens were never more attract-

ive than at present. Besides three lions already men-
tioned, six monster living alligators, several iguanas and
a boa-constrictor have just been added. New stars arc
constantly engaged for the Pavilion exercises. Kates of

admission as usual.

Popular Music--Make your homes merry and popular

w ith choice music from Gray's Music Store, S. F. We
can recommend this large, first-class, standard and popu-

lar establishment. Examine his advertisement, appear-

ing from time to time in this paper. Mr. Gray deals in

nstrumcnts possessing the very highest and most perma-

nent reputation. Call at 105 Kearny Street. The Rural

Press can offer to introduce you there.

Portable Engines. Mr. II. W. Rice, inventor of EMoe'l

Straw-burning Engines, is giving his personal attention to

machine manufacturing and jobbing, in S. F. , as will be

seen by his advertisement in this paper. He disposed of

his patent right on the Straw-burning Engine some time

ago.
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Agricultural Articles.

WIN TER
UNLOADING AND STACKING

DERRICK.

Will un'oad Wagons at the rate of one per minute,
and can be taken down and put up again in five min-
ute.". It will unload ami stack from two Sixteen-Feet
Headers, and will save

Four Wagons, 8 Horses and 5 Men Board, etc $20 00
Grain Threshed by Pitching per day 10 00
Grain Threshed by Driving Over Base of Stack 10 00
Two Headers will cut from 10 to 20 acres more 15 00

It is Used for Heading and Threshing and
for Stacking Hay and Straw.

Price of Derrick, $150; Nets, $ 2.50 Each.

SEND YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO

JOHN MORGAN, Davisville,

Yolo County, Cal.

JOHN D. WINTERS, Proprietor.

BONNEY'S PATENT
Adjustable Grain Lifter for Headers.

All farmers who wish to save grain without waste in

•utting, should examine these. They can be run at any
inclination to the ground, as seen at D in cut. Are light,

strong and durable, and can be adjusted in IS minutes, or

removed in five when not required, by drawing bolt in

malleable shank B. Set of 8 for 10-foot header, (in put-

ting on which bore with j-ineh bit for lag screws) are the

cheapest and give the best satisfaction of any in use.

Parties can save additional the cost of a set in one day's

cutting, where grain is lodged or trinkles down. Price.

840 Also, Grain Belts. Header Sticks, etc. Manufactured
for BAKER & HAMILTON,
San Francisco and Sacramento, Sole Agents, Pacific Coast.

The Famous " Enterprise
(PERKINS' PATENT

Self Regulating

WINDMILLS.
Pumps & Fixtu es.

These Mills and Pumps are

reliable and always give sat-

isfaction Simple, strong and
durable in all parts. Solid

wrought iron er.iuk shaft with
dttublt' brnrinyx forthecrank
to work in. all turned and
run in babbitted boxes..

Pfixitirrlu Ht'lf regulating,
with nn coil springor springs
of any kind. No little rods,

joints, levers or balls to get
out of oruer, as such things
do. Mills in use six to nine years in good
have never cost one cent for repairs.

All sizes of Pumping and Power Mills. Thousands in
use. All warranted. Address for circulars and infor-
mation,

HORTON &. KENNEDY,
GENERAL OFFICE AND SUPPLIES, LIVERMORE,
ALAMEDA CO., CAL. Also, Best Feed Mills for sale.

San Francisco Agency, LINFORTH, RICE
& CO., 401 Market Street.

.w, that

MATTES0N & WILLIAMSON'S

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 1870.
This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who

have been long in the business and know what is required
n the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action jf ; he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
circular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

HAY PRESSES.
JOHN H. GOVE'S PATENT IMPROVED

Centennial & Eagle Hay Presses,

MAXUFACTl'RED BY HIM AT THE

EUREKA WAREHOUSE, NORTH POINT.

Are the best made, combining Strength, Durability,

and Compactness. Send for Circular. Post

Office Box, 1122. Also, for sale by

Oavid N. Hawley, 201 & 203 Market St.,

Cor. of Main, San Francisco.

TH0S. POWELL S ELECTRIC ELEVATOR.

Nurserymen.

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL-

We invite attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also. Coffee, Cork Oak,
Olives. Guavas, English and Black Walnuts, Magnolias,
Loquats, Butternuts, Small Fruits, F.vergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stock of the Diospyros Kaki (Japamtot Ptrnim-
mtm,J of our own growing. ai*«l also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. J. W. CLARK, No. 418 California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN, Niles, Alameda Co., Cal.

THE TROPICAL NURSERY
Keeps only Choice and Rare Fruits, *n<l Ornamental Trees
anil Shrubs; such as Japanese Persimmon, Mango, Sweet
Sup, (irape Fruit. Weeping Junipers anil Banana Shruh.
Also, choice Oranges, Lemons and Ituisiu Grapes; with many
other rare plants from all parts of the world. Descriptive-

catalogue and price list sent free to any address.

CHAS. A. REED, Santa Barbara, Cal.

CALIFORNIA FRUIT DRIER

Awarded the

Thos. Powells Elec-
tric Elevator is the
most speedy stacker
in the world. Mm
ey, time and labor
saved by the use of
this machiue, only
one minute requir
ed to unload the
largest header wag
on. The entire load

_ , is taken up in a
center Fopenmg net with a portable derrick. The load ir
raised by horse power, by the use of this machine, high and
large stacks can be built of hay. straw and grain without
hard labor or wasting of grain. The time occupied unloading
is so short that one derrick with nets will stack for one two
or three headers. The success of this machine is well estab-
lished from the great sale and testimonials of the last two
seasons. Farmers or those wishing to purchase should not
hold back, but send in their orders early to be sure of secur-
ing a rig before the rush in harvest time. Orders for ma-
chine or price list circular, addrt ss,

THUS, POWELL, Patentee. 1 „
Or H. C. SHAW Plow Co., ,

&Tm:KTOS. Cal.

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing- only that al-

most any one can af-

ford to oiw one. It is

so rapid, 'it will shell
almost as fast as a S40
machine, ami seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its capac-
ity. It weighs only 13
pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-
ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 Xew Montgom-

ery St. , S. F.

Blowers' Patent Fruit Drier

Prospective View, Showing Draft Chimney, Furnace
and Drying Rooms.

Trans\erse Section Showing Heating and Drying Cham-
bers and Currents of Heated Air.

The Only Successful Fruit Drier in the World.
Professor D. M. Mefford, inventor of the celebrated

Mcfford process of drying fruit and vegetables without
loss of color or flavor, says of the Blowers' Drier: "Your
Drier is really the only Fruit Drier in the world, and com-
pared with which every drier I have seen (and I have
seen them all,) is really worthless for successful factory
work. If fruit driers wish to make a success of their
work they must use your house."— D. M. Mkpfokd, To-
ledo, Ohio, March 2d, 1878.

For descriptive circulars, address

R. B. BLOWERS, Woodland, Cal.

CALIFORNIA GOLD MEDAL

U. S. Centennial Grand Medal & Dip'oma

BEST FRUIT DRIER,

And the only one that proves a success in

making the FINEST RAISINS, FIGS,

and the Choicest Fruit at the

least expense.

Driers of all sizes put up and no pay asked until tested.

GEO. A. DEITZ, Manager,

Sacramento, Cai..

Seedsmen.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Sweet Corn.

Crosby's Extra Early ,

Marblehead Mammoth I

Stowell's Evergreen i

Mexican Sweet, New J

eSduuSI Yellow Flint Corn.

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel -

}

Yellow Globe
h Beet Seed.

White Sugar
)

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL.

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street, San Francisco

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J. TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

6 j *f*

FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS, FRUITS AND
ORNAMENTAL TREES, ETC. FANCY WIRE

DESIGNS, GARDEN TRELLISES, SYR-
INGES, GARDEN HARDWARE.

Comprising the Most Complete Stock

EVER OFFERED ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
Prices Unusually Low.

*.""Guide to the Vegetable and Flower Garden

;

will be sent free to all Customers. It contains in-

structions on the culture of Fruit, Nut, and Ornamental
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,

419 and 421 Sansome Street, S. F.

SEEDS. TREES. SEEDS.

Continually arriving, NEW anil FRESH KENTUCKY
BLUE GRASS, RED TOP TIMOTHY, SWEET

VERNAL, MKZoUITE and other Grasses.

RED CLOVER, FRENCH WHITE
CLOVER, CHOICE CALIFOR-

NIA ALFALFA, Etc.

Also, a Complete Assortment of HOLLAND FLOW-
ERING BULBS, JAPAN LILIES, FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or "FEVER TREE"
SEhD; together with all kinds of FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
and everything in the Seed line,

at the Old Stand.

B. F. WELLINGTON,
Importer and Dealer in Seeds,

425 Washington Street. - San Francisco.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That suits flat or tubular work of all sizes;

Narrows and widens on hosiery or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-angled heel, as by hand;
Narrows off the toe;

Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any size without seam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;
Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy webs;
Knits an elastic seamed -stitch Suspender with button holes;

Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch. Fancy
Ribbed stitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch,

Shell stitch. Unique stitch, Tidy stitch, etc.

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the

dy family knitter that tills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Send for circulars to

J J. PFISTER & CO., General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in wooleu yarns.

20 SUTTER STREET, Room 4b', San Francisco.

H. H D Hi
HOUSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T.-I868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For Rixobosk, SrAviN, Swkexev, Callous
Li mps, and all old sores, apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not cured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stikk

Joints, Bruises, Wixdoalls, and all slight ailments, apply

a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sores, Cuts,

Dd all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

metlt half and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery in a good location in Tehama county.

The owner of the laud has the best of soil and plenty of

water, one mile from the railroad station. He wants a

good man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raise

all kinds of ornamental and forest trees. The owner of

the land wishes to take an interest in the proposed nur-

sery and believes good sales of trees can be made. Good
men, experienced and trustworthy may address us on
this subject.

DEWEY & CO.
202 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Importers, Growers and Dealers in Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous Roots, Summer Flowering
Bulbs and Garden Kc<|uisites of every description. Cata-

logues mailed to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS. 34 Berelay Street, N. Y

THE BERKELEY GYMNASIUM,

(A Preparatory School to the University.)

A First-Class Boarding School,

Established in the interests of higher education, and in

opposition to the cramming s; stem of small colleges and

military academies of the State. The next

Term Will Commence July Twenty-Fourth.

examination or CANDIDATES for admission,

July Twenty-Second and Twenty-Third.

By request, instructions have been provided during

the summer months for students preparing for the Au-

gust examinations at the University. For catalogues or

particulars, address
1 JOHN F. BURRIS.

Berkeley, Cal.

Note. — We desire to call special attention to the or-

ganization of our Grammar Department, separate from

the Academical, and solicit the patronage of parents and

guardians of small hoys

A JOB PRESS WANTED.

Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., care of Dcwe

& Co., S. F. State condition and lowest price.

fir Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name, 10c

Ad postpj id. GEO. 1. REED & CO., Nassau. N. Y
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BEST PORTABLE ENGINE

In the World.

Rice's Portable Engines Have no Equal!

Manufactured on the Pacific Coast. Four Sizes—Plain;

Substantial, Durable and SAFE. Consumes less Wood,

Coal and Water than any Engine known; over 150 now in

UBe. Took first premium at the Mechanics' and State

Fairs in 1877. Greatly improved for 1878. Call or ad-

dress H. W. RICE, Office and Works, No. 56 Bluxome

Street, San Francisco, Cal.

£2TSteamboat and Yacht Engines and Boilers to order,

Sawmill and Flourmill Machinery, etc. Agency of the

celebrated Shim Engine Governor.

TO CLOSE CONSIGNMENTS.

—AT LESS THAN—

50 Cents on the Dollar.

Four Inch and Three and Three Quar-
ter Inch Thimble Skein Farm Gears . $75.00

Two and a Half Inch, Iron Axle Farm
Gears 12O.0O

One and Three-Quarter Inch Iron
Axle Header Gears 80.00

Two Inch Iron Axle Header Gears 85.00
Kirby's Mowers, 4-ft. cut 35.00
Kirby's Mowers, 4 1-2-ft. cut 45.00
Russells' Wood and Clipper Mowers. . 60 00
McCormick Reapers, old style 60 OO
Russells' Self-Rake Reapers 150.OO
Haines' 12-ft. Headers 150.00
Hall's 36-in Separators, (never used) . 100 OO
Pitts' 36-in. Separators, (never used).. 200.OO

FOR SALE BY

DAVID N. HAWLEY, Agent,

201 Market Street, cor. Main, San Francisco

M. COOKE. R. J. COOKE.

Winchester Repeating Rifle,
MODEL 1873.

String measuring from center of tar-
get to center of each shot, 32
inches. Average distance of
each shot, 1 9-100 inches.

The Strength ot Ail its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge,

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading,

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles

of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and Bet, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, se

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, Bet extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-

extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24 . 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines

blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines,

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market.

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Manager and Cashier,

ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A. CRESSET

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic States at

the best market rales.

GREAT ENTERPRISE!

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining-, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

WESTON^S
DIFFERENTIAL PULLEY BLOCKS.

WATER TANKS of any capacity made entirelj

machinery. Materials the best in use; construction

excelled. Pan Staves, Tubs md Oak Guides foi

mining purposes a specialty.

WELLS, RUSSELL & CO.,
Mechanics' Mills, Cor. Mission md Fremont Streets

PIONEER BOX FACTORY,

Corner of Front and M Streets, Sacramento.

ALL KINDS OF

Fruit & Packing Boxes Made to Order,

AND IN SHOOKS.
43T Communications Promptly Attended to. °@SS

COOKE & SONS, Successors to Cookr k Gregory.

THE CLIMATE OF CALIFORNIA.
A thoroughly studied and ab y written, treatise on this

subject by Hon. B. 13. Redding, appears complete in the

Pacific Rural Press for January 26th, and also the Mix-
ing and Scientific Press. Based upon facts, figures and
careful and extensive observations made in various parts

of the State on this important subject, it is a volume of

reliable information, interesting to every resident of the

State. The information is condensed in a paper read he-

fore the California Academy of Sciences, and is published
in the Press as read before that Society without any al-

terations or omissions. Extra copies, post-paid, 10 cents.

Address DEWEY & CO., Publishers, 202 Sansome Street,

San Francisco.

TO BEE MEN.
A party, in business in this city, desirous of engaging

in the honey business, is open to proposals. Address,

"J. K. C," at this office.

One Man Can Easily Lift

1,000 Pounds.

Load Always Suspended; it

can never "Run Down"

Lowering Effected by Pulling

the Slack Chain.

One Man With This Tackle

is Better than Pour or

Five with the Ordina-

ry Double Block.

AS APPLIED

TO STUMP PULLING.
The general utility of this Pulley and the many

different ways in which it can be applied, render

it especially serviceable for agricultural purposes

It can be used successfully as a Stump Puller and Remover of Heavy Stones. To Farmers and Woodsmen this

Pulley is invaluable, as it economizes both time and labor. In half the time it enables one man to accom

plish work which formerly taxed several to perfoun. For sale by

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN <fc CO., Agents.

Blnnt's Universal
Surface and Deep-Well Pumps. Send for Circulars.

DUNHAM, CARRIGAN & CO. SAN FRANCISCO.

S. D. BURBANK, OPTICIAN,

Special Attention to Fitting' Eyes.

OFFICE—NICHOLL BLOCK, NINTH STREET,

(Bbtwkkn Broadway and Washington.)

OAKLAND, CAL.

Calvert's Carbolic

SHEEP WASH,
$2 Per Gallon.

After dipping the sheep, is use-
ful for preserving wet hides, de-
stroying the vine pest, and for
wheat dressings and disinfecting
purposes, etc T. W. JACKSON,
S. F., Sole A^ent for Pacific Coast.

-THE-

Sierra FlumeX Lumber Co.

Have over 100,000 Acres of

SUC-AR PINE, YELLOW PINE, SPRUCE

Fir and Cedar Lands,

10 Saw Mills, 3 Planing Mills, 1 Sash and

Dcor Factory,

149 Miles V Flumes,

10 Miles Tramway,

157 Miles Telegraph Line,

13 Telegraph Stations,

Employ 475 Men and 550 Oxen & Horses.

The Sugar Pine is unsurpassed in quality, and the
whole Coast can be supplied.

The Yellow Pine is firm, fine grained and superior to

any other hard Pine for Flooring, Stepping, etc.

The Spruce has great strength, durable when exposed,
and especially adapted to Bridge and Ship Building, while
the Fir and Cedar are as valuable for a great variety of

purposes.
Last year thirtv millions of feet were cut and the esti-

mate for 1877 is fifty millions; fifteen millions are now on
hand, thoroughly seasoned by the hot climate of Red
Bluff and Chico.
Large orders can be filled on a days' notice for all

kinds of

BUILDING MATERIALS,
Rough or dressed dry, by which elegant and substantial

work may be accomplished without delay at the usual cost

for green lumber.
Orders for the interior filled at less than San Francisco

prices and freights.

DOORS, SASH and BLINDS always on hand in large

quantities. Address

SIERRA FLUME A* D LUMBER CO.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

Red Bluff; Chico; San Francisco—corner
Fourth and Channel Sts.

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,
ALAMEDA COUNTY.

(Successors to Z. B. Heywood&Co.)

Lumber. Shingles, Sash, Doors, Lime,

Brick, and Builders' Hardware

Sold at the Lowest San Francisco rates. Strict atten-

tion given Country Orders. Boats loaded at
wharf for all points on the San Joaquin
and Sacramento rivers. Cars of the C. P. H. li

Co. loaded at the yard. Orders received at 22 California

SI root, San Francisco, or at the hardware store of G. \V.

Babcock, 956 Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBEE, Proprietor.

THOMAS RICHARDSON, Manager.

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE AND
OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

MCAFEE BROS., Real Estate and Loan Brokers,

202 Sansome Street, - San Francisoo
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DEWEY & CO.
American & Foreign Patent Agents

OFFICE, 202 SANSOME St., N.E.Cof. Pise, S. F.

PATENTS obtained promptly; Caveats lile.l

expeditiously; Patent Reissues taken out
Assignments ihadc and recorded in legal form;
Copies of Patents and Assignments procured;
Examinations of Patents made here and at

Washington; Examinations made of Assign-
ments recorded in Washington; Examination*
ordereil and reported by Telegraph; Rejected
cases taken up and Patents obtained; Inter

fereuees Prosecuted; Opinions rendered re

gaiding the validity of Patents and Assign-

ments; Every legitimate branch of Patent
Agency Business promptly and thoroughly
conducted.

Our intimate knowledge of the various inven-

tions of this coast, and long practice in patent

business, enable us to abundantly satisfy our
patrons; and our success and business are

constantly increasing.

The shrewdest and most experienced Inventors
are found among our most steadfast friends

and patrons, who fully appreciate our advan-
tages in bringing valuable inventions to the
notice of the public through the columns of

our widely circulated, tirst-class journals —
thereby facilitating their introduction, sale

and popularity.

Foreign Patents.

In addition to American Patents, we secure,

with the assistance of co-operative agents,

claims in all foreign countries which grant
Patents, including Great Britain, France,
Belgium, Prussia, Austria, Baden, Peru,

Russia, Spain, British India, Saxony, British

Columbia, Canada, Norway, Sweden, Mexico,
Victoria, Brazil, Bavaria, Holland, Denmark,
Italy, Portugal, Cuba, Roman States,

Wurtemburg, New Zealand, New South
Wales, Queensland, Tasmania, Brazil, New
(iranada, Chile, Argentine Republic, AND
EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD
where Patents are obtainable.

No models are required in European countries,

but the drawings ami specifications should be
prepared with thoroughness, by able persons
who are familiar with the requirements and
changes of foreign patent laws—agents whr
are reliable and permanently established.

Our schedule price for obtaining foreign patents
in all cases, will always be as low, and ir.

some instances lower, than those of any other
responsible agency.

We can and do get foreign patents for inventors

in the Pacific States from two to six months
(according to the location of the country)
sooner than any other agents.

The principal portion of the patent business of

this coast has been done, and is still being
done, through our agency. We are familiar

with, and have full records, of all former
cases, and can more correctly judge of the
value and patentability of inventions discov-

ered here than any other agents.

Situated so remote from the seat of government,
delays are even more dangerous to the invent-
ors of the Pacific Coast than to applicants in

the Eastern States. Valuable patents may be
lost by extra time consumed in transmitting
specifications from Eastern agencies back to
this coast for the signature of the inventor.

Confidential.

We take great pains to preserve secrejy in

all confidential matters, and applicants for

patents can rest assured that their communi-
cations and business transactions will be held
strictly confidential by us. Circulars free

Heme Counsel.

Oar long experience in obtaining patents for

Inventors on this Coast has familiarized us
with the character of most of the inventions
already patented; hence we are frequently
able to save our patrons the cost of a fruitless

application by pointing to them the same
thing already covered by a patent. We are
always free to advise applicants of anv
knowledge we have of previous applicants
which will interfere with their obt-'ning a
patent.

We invite the acquaintance of all pa. ties con-
nected with inventions and patent right busi-
ness, believing that the mutual conference of

legitimate business and professional men is

mutual gain. Parties in doubt in regard to
their rights as assignees of patents or pur-
chasers of patented articles, can often receive
advice of importance to them from a short call

at our office.

Re.mttances of money, made by individual in-

ventors to the Government, sometimes mis-
carry, and it has repeatedly happened that
applicants have not only lost their money, but
their inventions also, from this cause and con
sequent delay. We hold ourselves responsible
for all fees entrusted to our agency.

Engravings.

We have superior artists in our own office, and
all facilities for producing tine and satisfactory
Ulustrations of inventions and machinery, for
newspaper, lxiok, circular and other printed il-

lustrations, and are always ready to assist
patrons in bringing their valuable discoveries
into practical and profitable use.

DEWEY & OO.
United States and Foreign Patent Agents, pub-

lishers Mining and Scientific Press and the
Pacific Rural Press, 202 Sansome St., N. E
corner Pine, S. F.

OFFICE OF Th
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MACHINERY, BUILDINGS, PORTRAITS, LANDSCAPES, TRADE-MARKS, LABCLS, SEALS, f^.:

,0GRAMS, rtr
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IN THE HIGHEST STYLE OF THE ART.

SCHULTZE,
MANAGER.

DEWEY & CO.,
Publishers ami Patent Agents.

E

GREAT SLAUGHTER

IN SEWING MACHINES.

\\«* are now offering for sale,

owing machines:

it $iO EACH, the fnl-

Atnong the advantages gained by this holder are.tlic

following:
It can be u|>cned and closed quickly.
The points are less obstructed while the articles t.. be

filed are being placeu.
The papers (wholly or partly folded) can be either

"straddled" over the lower bar, or filed in regular book
order.

The elastic hinge and band accommodate and hold firm
either a large or small number of papers.
With less material, it is lighter and less cumbersome

than other holders, and approaches nearer to bookbinding.
It has no rigid hooks, binges or loose parts to break or

get lost.

It has proved durable in practice. The file is adjusted
but 68 times a year for a weekly paper, and a sample
holder can be opened and closed 1,000 times without
showing wear.

Five sizes are made to suit the dimensions of different
puffers, viz.: IS, 22, 2(J, 'AO and 34 inches, inside measure.
Single samples will be mailed from office for 50

cents, (and upward, according to size), postpaid. Whole-
sale and retail agents wanted.

Thk Bkst Filkiiolpkr. After having used Dewey's
patent elastic hinge fileholder for over a year past, the
Xrtcs cheerfully indorses it as the best newspaper file-
' older in existence, possessing important advantages over
any anil all others in use. The holders are neat, light and
convenient, and the newspapers are placed in them with
the utmost facility and least possible time and exertion.
Thjy are the simplest, handiest and cheapest of all. An\-
l>ody keeping tiles of papers in reading rooms, offices or at
home, should send at once to the proprietor, A. T.
Dewey, San Francisco, and get the only proper fileholder.
Samples by mail fiftv cents. Gold Hill News.

FLORENCE,

WHEELER & WILSON,

GROVER & BAKER
THESE MACHINES ARE

Guaranteed to be in Perfect Order,

And many of them NEW.

Parties in the country can have them packed and ship-

l»ed free of any extra charge. Address

WILCOX & GIBBS Sewing Machine Co.,

124 POST STREET,No.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

REGISTER YOUR
TRADE

MARKS.
Tlic U. S. Government now offers greater protection

than formerly to manufacturers under the law of Trade
Marks.
Those who manufacture a superior article, or put up

improved packages of merchandise, should protect tlum-
selvcs from imitations by registering their Trade Marks.
We have special facilities for securing full rights by the

registration of Trade Marks, and our terms are verv reas-
onable.

Consultations free. Many dealers have missed fortunes
from not being fully informed and protecting themselves
in their rights.

DEWEY & CO., Patent Solicitors
No. 202 Sansome Street, S. P.

W. B. Ewer. Cko H. Strong.a. T. Dnm.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.

The Company's Steamers will sail as follows, at 12 M.

:

July 1.

For YOKOHAMA and HONGKONG.

GRANADA July 5th.
For Panama and New York, calling at Mazatlan, San

Bias, Manzaniln and Acipulco, connecting at
Acapulco with Company's Steamer for all

ports south of Acapulco.
Tickets to anil from Europe by any line for sale at the

owest rates.

CITY OF NEW YORK. .. .July 8th, at IS o'clock, noon,
or on arrival of the English Mails, for HONO-

l.ri.l", AUCKLAND and SYDNEY.
910 additional is charged for passage in I'pper Saloon.

DAKOTA June 20.
For Victoria, Port Townscnd, Seattle. Taeoma, and
olympia. connecting at Taeoma with Northern

Pacific Railroad for Portland, Oregon.
Tickets must he purchased before 11 A. M. on rlav of

sailing, at Wharf office.

For freight or passage apply at the office corner First
and Brannau streets.

WILLIAMS, BLANCHARD & CO., Agtg.

FARMERS, ATTENTION!
CROSETT & CO.,

Employment Agents,
Nos. 623 & 625 CLAY STREET.

The Pioneer Office of San Francisco, Established in 1S57

X3?' A personal experience of over ten year-, and an MP
tended acquaintance with the wants of employers and em-
ployees of the Pacific Coast, give us facilities not easily

acquired for meeting the requirements of the public in

every department of labor. Special attention given to

I
rocuring/nnn help of every kind, both male and female;

experienced men for farm machines; Milkmkn, Bi'ttkr
AMI ClIKKSKMKN, MlI.I.MKN. BLACKSMITHS, CAKPKNTKRS,
WllKKLWKIUllTS, t^l AKHVMKN, SlIEKI'HEKDKRH, OR!'!! ARDISTS
anil (iAKllKNKKM.
We take special pains also to furnish the best of ScAX-

iuxaviax, Gkrmax, ParteY and Irish Domestics. Gen-
tlemen connected with the office, and speaking these lan-

guages, give us extended acquaintance with this class of

help, anil enable us to furnish the best to be bad in

San rr&licisco at rent nhtirt nntice. .1/7 onlrex prmixptUj
attended,free tf cunt to the tmpiofftr. Address by letter
or in permit!,

CEOSETT & CO., 623 and 625 Clay St.

SHEEP AND RANGE FOR SALE.
1,500 head of gra-

ded Merino stock sheep
with or without pos-
sessory claim on 7,000
acres of hill range.
Only ten miles from
railroad station by
good wagon road.
About half a day's
travel from San Fran-
cisco. Most of the
range fenced ajaioat

Vertical Feed Victorious.

A PERFECT

Sewing Machine !

The result of an immense outlav of moncv and years of
labor and experiments by the best mechanics to be foundComposed of but twelve working parts
(others require from thirty to forty parts), each part of
direct action, reducing friction to a minimum. Simplicity
Strength, Disability, Eask ok Operation, Great Range
op work Combined, constituting the only Pkrprct Com-
plete and I'AI'LTLESS SEWING MACHINE on the face
of the earth. The New

"DAVIS VERTICAL FEED"

Lock-Stitcn Sewing Machine.
Lightest running Shuttle Machine in the world.

SO CONFIDENT ARE WE THAT THE

VERTICAL FEED
(Which is as far in advance of the old feed used on all
other machines as steam is ahead of horse-|»>wcr, and
is the exclusive property of this company), is tho

ONLY POSITIVE SUCCESS
In all Departmenti qf Setting, that we make the

following offer:

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
Will be given to any person (sewing machine experts
included) who will, with any other sewing machine, fol-
low the "DAVIS VERTICAL FEED" through its vast
range of practical work.

All lovers of progressive science and mechanical perfec-
tion should see it, and every ladv in the land should ex-
amine and try the "DAVIS VERTICAL FEED" before
deciding to purchase an inferior machine, or a single-
thread plaything without a tension.
£9*It is impossible to make a strong, elastic, or lock-

stitch with any but a shuttle machine.

We are selling WHEELER & WILSON, GRO-
VER & BAKER. SINGER and HOWE

Machines for $10 Each.
For descriptive circulars, price lists, samples of work

and terms, apply at the office of the

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT,
130 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal

MARK SHELDON, AGENT.
tS Underfeed Machines taken in exchange as part pay-

ment. Our prices are very low for cash. Branch Office,M Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

GOLDEN GATE ACADEMY.

A thorough training school for the best colleges. Also,
offers a solid, practical, business course, including book-
keeping. Location unsur|*asscd; methods most approved;
health preserved and physical development secured b;.

daily gj mmistic and brief military drill. Preparatory de-
department tor lads in successful operation. Attention
nvited to methods and terms. Address for particulars,

D. P. SACKETT. A. M., Principal,
Oakland, Cal.

N. B. The next scl I vear will commence July 30th

cattle. Terms reasonable. Apply

C. H. DWINELLE, 202 Sansome St Room 1.

W. &. J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, - - California.

IMI'OltTKKS A NIJ HKKKl'KKS OK

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE,

And Pure Brown Leghorn Fowls.
Sctch Collcy (Shepherd) Pups for sale. Imported

parentage on both sides.

E. DETRICK & CO.,

GRAIN BAGS,
FLOUR BAGS,

Awnings, Tents, Twines.

119, 121, 123 Clay Street, S. F

"THE EACLE CLAW."
The bestTrap in the World for ratrhing

FISH, ANIMALS & GAME.
Onebaltwillcatch

Twenty Flab.

ing, small game, ftc. 35c.

ink, musk-rats, &c 75b
/ No. x, for ordinary fishin;

No. 3, for lanje fish, mm
/Sentbym.11. J. BRIDE tL CO.,

Mfrs., 297 Broadway, New-York,
fiend tor Catalogue of naef.il noTeltlee end mention thie peper.

Fanners and Others Attention !

If favored with your orders we will furnish you with

flrst class farm bands of any kind you may wish. We are

men of experience and know how to select good help. We

have also constantly on hand, Blacksmiths, Milkers, etc..

and in short, skilled and unskilled labor of all classes,

male and female. Try our agency before sending else-

where. French, Oailliail and Scandinavian spoken by the

proprietor* C R. HANSEN & CO.,

N'ew Employment Office, 626 Clay Street, next door to

Frank O Ed wards'. Carpet Store.

FOR SALE.

Portable engine, ll'borae power, and burrs for grind-

ing feed, capacity, ten to twelve tons per day. Address

WIS. BKOWN. Haj wards, Cal., or

H. VV. RICE, Bluxonie St., 8. F.

Hearing Restored. Great invention by one who
was deaf for 2(1 years. Send stamp for particulars.

Vbrrt i; Hakpkr, Lock Box SO, Madison, Ind

Tbis paper is printed with Ink furnished by

Chas. Eneu Johnson & Co., 5O0 South lOth

St.. Philadelphia, & 60 Gold St.. Cor. Ann.N Y
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Close of Another Volume.

Again we come to a breathing place in our

work. Another volume has been filled, indexed

and placed among its predecessors upon the

shelf. It is proper to say to our friends that

the six months now closing have been months

of earnest labor upon our part; labor which has

been lightened from time to time as we received

evidence that our efforts were regarded of value

to those whose interests we serve. We have

been cheered by kind words; nor can we com.

plain that the ring of something which meets

our expenses better than words has not been

heard. The firm foundation which our journal

has secured in the public favor leads us to re-

gard it more and more with pride, and to work
the harder that its reputation for value and use-

fulness may be zealously maintained. We
think the closing volume may be considered in

some respects better than those which preceded
it, and we shall spare no effort to make this

progressive improvement characteristic of the
coming volume.
We nave a high pride in agricultural journal-

ism. All about us the fields are full of earnest
laborers. Our readers are the advance guard
in the triumphal march which agriculture is

making in this growing State. There they are

many thousands of them; each of them endeav-
oring in his own way to build up his own pros-

perity and that of the State by developing in

every way the resources which are within his

reach. Ours it is to minister to each and to all;

to lubricate the grating wheels of practice with
the oil of understanding; to aid each progressive
worker with the fruits of a generalized experi-

ence; to catch the rays of light which flash from
thousands of individual experiences and to re-

flect them so that each may apply them to his

needs. This is a work which excites our fullest

zeal and to which every thought of our mind is

loyal. Not to our pens are given the stirring

paragraphs of the political writer, nor the gentle
and entrancing pages of the writer of polite lit

erature; neither can we enjoy the rarified air

which surrounds those who labor upon the
hights of science nor the fancy's glow which
gilds the peaks of the sensational. Our work
lies in the valley. It does not win the loud
plaudits of the multitude, nor does it admit of

the ambitions for the gratification of which most
men strive, but it fills our heart with zeal and
our mind with incitement to know that, though
there may be literature which is higher, there
is none which is truer to the cause of humanity;
none which is more closely connected with the
comfort and well-being of the people than that

which follows the pen of the competent and
conscientious agricultural writer.

Thus high is our ideal. We must issue

paper which embodies it in some degree, or we
will publish nothing. Sometimes our friends

tell us they think the price of our paper is high
We can only reply that a paper like the Pacific
Rural Press cannot be made at a less price at

present on this coast. Our circulation is large

for this coast, but the total agricultural popula
tion here is small compared with that which is

tributary to our Eastern agricultural contempo
raries. We could make a cheaper paper, but it

would have to be more than proportionately
poorer, because it would forfeit people's respect,

esteem and co-operation. We could make a
paper which we could afford to give away, but
it would be worthless in its reading matter; de-

basing and deluding in the character of its ad
vertisements. The better a paper is, the more
able its original matter, the more inviting the
work of its mechanical departments, the more
select the character of its advertisements, the
more it costs to make it. The higher and purer
its tone, the farther it is removed from the
profit which may be found in catering to the
low tastes and degraded mental appetites from
which humanity is not free. We will not yield
a hair of our firm stand against this style of

journalism, nor abuse the confidence with
which our paper is welcomed to the homes of

our readers, by descending to cheapen the price
of our paper and increase our own profits in

this way. No, dear friends, you have given us
reason to believe hitherto that you desired no
backward steps in the Rural Press. You
have enabled us to reach the high position

which our paper holds here and abroad. You
have supported the paper and it has been true

to your interests, it has devoted the fruits of

your patronage to improvement in all its de-

partments. It has given more than was prom-
ised at first, by increasing its editorial cost, by
paying its own postage, by stitching and trim-

ming its pages—these and other items of in-

creased cost, because your patronage has made
the outlay possible. We are assured that all

these improvements have met your approbation.

The result is that you and we have an agricult-

ural journal which is pronounced without a

superior in this country.

With this much accomplished we do not rest.

The future is full of opportunities. ' We bespeak

all your aid to possess them. Without it, we
are nothing: with it, our faces are to the fore.

When the time comes in the agricultural

Rice Growing.

EDITORS I'rkss: —We have plenty of artesian water; can
flood the land or turn it off at pleasure. I want to try

raising rice. What is the best method?—R. M. Du»oas,
Fountain Valley, Santa Ana, Los Angeles county.

Our querist evidently has in mind experi-

ments with lowland rice, or the grain that

thrives by water culture, as in South Carolina

and Louisiana. The method employed in these

States is briefly described by Caleb G. Forshey,

in Johnson's new encyclopedia, as follows:

"After preliminary cultivation, the seed (un-

hnlled of course) is sown in drills fromTeight to

ten inches apart and the water is turned on
profusely. It lies thus until the plant is seen

above the water. It is then drained off and
remains dry until the stalk forms a joint. The
water is then again turned on and allowed to

PUMELO IN BLOOM AT TWO MONTHS OLD.

growth of our State that we need less from each

of you, we shall be quick to make the an-

nouncement, because it is directly to our inter-

est to reduce the price of the paper when it can

be safely done without endangering its quality

and character. Until then, give us your sub-

scriptions to pay our bills; your thoughts and
experiences to enrich our columns. ,Give us

your words of approval, your recommendation
to all who should join our ranks of readers. Let

thefpast of the Rural Press be surety to you
that your favor will be well bestowed.

TnE West Side Canal.—The following is

from the Stockton Independent of Thursday:
The prospect for the completion of the West
Side canal from Tulare lake does not seem flat-

tering. The Commissioners have met and ad-

vertised for bids for the $2,000,000 in 7% bonds
which they are authorized to issue, the bids to

be opened at Grayson on the first Tuesday in

August. As they cannot negotiate them for

less than 90 cents on the dollar, the general

opinion seems to prevail that no capitalists will

bid for them, and that the whole thing will fall

through.

stand until the grain has matured, which is

about six weeks. The water is renewed as

often as necessary during this time, and the

cultivator wades around and pulls out all weeds

and grasses which the water does not kill.

When the grain turns yellow, the water is

drained off as thoroughly as possible. The
rice is cut with sickle or cradle. It is laid on

the stubble for a day or two to dry; then it is

bound and shocked like wheat. It is then

drawn to the barn-yard, threshed, winnowed
and sacked.

"

It would be doubtful whether much profit

could be realized from small cultures of rice

because there is no machinery, that we know of

now running in this State, fitted for removing

the husk from the grain. If unmistakable suc-

cess should be had in growing, perhaps the

capital for a rice-pounding mill could be enlisted.

What have any of our readers accomplished

with upland rice ? It has been grown with suc-

cess in other parts of the United States, and is

a staple crop in some Asiatic countries. We
have described its qualities and the method of

its culture in former issues, and we believe

experiments have been made in this State.

The Pumelo—A Lusus Naturae

Written for Rural Press by T. Haut Hvatt.

The pumela, or Citrus decumana of the botan-

ists, is known to but limited extent in California.

I have seen specimens raised in this State, and

they are generally passed off as huge samples

of the orange or lemon. They are called Shad-

dock in the West Indies from the fact that a

Capt. Shaddock, of some merchant ship, brought

the first specimens from China or the East

Indies. The fruit is generally from double to

treble the size of the orange or lemon. I have

raised them in China, and had matured fruit on
small trees three feet high. But it remains for

California to furnish an example of precocity, a

most remarkable lusus natures, such a freak of

nature as puts our ideas of the knowledge of

the habits and eccentricities of plant creation

quite to the non-plus.

The little tree, of which I send you a photo-

graph, was raised by my daughter, Mrs. George
North, of Marysville, in this State, from seed

planted in February, and was but two months
from the time it showed its head above ground
until it put forth its first blossom.

The tree is about three inches high, and the

blossom, the size and appearance of an ordinary

orange blossom. [Our artist has enlarged

the plant, so that it is about one and one-half

times the natural size.

—

Eds. Press.]

Mrs. North has about 100 trees from seeds

planted in a bed at the same time, but none of

the others have shown the precocity here ex-

hibited. They are to be transplanted to my
daughter's summer home at "Mount Glenwood,"

Yolo county, about two miles west of the town

of Winters, where they have already quite a

plantation of orange trees and other semi-trop-

ical plants.

The fruit of the pumelo is coarser than the

orange or lemon, but is very juicy and of pleas-

ant flavor. The outside rinds are very thick

and coarse and the inner skin very bitter, and

has to be taken off carefully when eaten, or it

will destroy the pleasant flavor of the fruit.

They are used in China, especially by foreigners,

to make an excellent kind of tonic bitters. It

also makes an excellent conserve. The trees

grow to the size of the common orange or lemon,

and from present indications are likely to come

to bearing maturity in California at a much
earlier age than either of the other fruits ; and

may be cultivated with success, I think, in

California. From this precocious little seed-

ling may spring an earlier fruiting variety of

the orange family than has ever hitherto been

known.
The Marysville Appeal of May 30th says :

"About the first day of February last, Mrs.

George North planted a quantity of pumelo

seeds in boxes at her residence, and among the

number germinating and coining up was one

which is the subject of this item. A few days

ago this young seedling, which is about four

inches in hight, and the stem or body about the

size of wheat straw, showed signs of a fruit

bud, and it was watched with much curiosity

as to the result. Yesterday morning, however,

a full-sized blossom was manifest, with all the

fragrance peculiar to the orange. Mr. North

removed the seedling to a small earthen pot,

and yesterday had a photograph taken of it.

It is a remarkable freak and seems to us a bur-

lesque upon the 11 and 12-year-old trees, 14 and

15 feet in hight, without a sign of a blossom."

\racaville, Cal. , June 4th.

Congratulations.—Taking up a pencil laden

with the perfume of orange blossoms and the

fragrance of wedding cake, we haste to extend

our congratulations to a young gentleman in our

employ, who has bravely crossed the line which

separates nothing from everything. Our es-

teemed bookkeeper and accountant, Mr. W. H.

Thompson, has so far advanced in mathematical

accuracy that he has proved that one and one

make one. The one in his case, or at least the

better half of it, was Miss Katie Woodward,

an accomplished young lady of East Oakland,

who is now enshrined in a cosy home as Mrs.

Thompson. Our sincerest wishes are for their

success and happiness. May our associate's

balances always be on the right side and his bills

never grow longer than his coin bag.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We admit, unendorsed, opinions of correspondents.—Eds

The Application of Manure.

Editors Press: Your correspondent, "Uncle

Josh," gives us "A Talk About Manure" in

your last issue, in which he tells us of some of

the wasteful ways California farmers have

adopted in disposing of their stable manure, in

all of which I agree with him. But he leaves

us to infer too much. After telling us in a

negative sort of way how we ought not to apply

it to the land, he leaves out the when and how
to apply it. I thiuk he ought to have told us

this or given us his idea about it, especially as

there has been so much said upon the subject of

late in the Press, without any of the writers,

so far as I can remember, having determined,

either by theory or practice, which is the best

time and way of applying manure to land in

this country with its peculiar climate. I think

it is about two years since I gave an outline of

my ideas on the subject in the Press, when I

contended, as I still do, that stable manure can

be used to as much advantage in this climate as

in any other in the world.

Tn the first place the ground must be in a

proper state to receive it. If it is to be applied

directly for the benefit of a crop of grain, it

ought to be evenly spread over the ground—
minus the "huge chunks''—before the last

plowing of the land, and covered in with the

plow, not too deep, so that the harrows may do
a part of the work of mixing with the soil; and
if some of the manure does harrow out and is

left on the top, perhaps it will do as much good
there as anywhere; the sunshine won't hurt it,

and the rain, when it comes, will wash the

best of it into the ground. If it be dry earth,

so much the better, for it is a wonderful absorb-

ent of all plant food.

My own practice is to put the manure on the

land during the spring months for the mangold
crop. 8ince the first of May, I have hauled out

over 200 wagon-loads and plowed it in with the

second plowing of land, intended for and now
sown with mangolds; one-half on the '20th of

May and the remainder on the 12th of June.
There are about 1 1 acres in all, and from them
I expect to get a good crop, chiefly (for the

land is only of middling quality) from the

effects of stable manure applied) during the

months of May and June, to land that is any-
thing but naturally moist, being upland in the

strictest sense of the word.
Whatever of the ground is cleared of man-

golds up to about the middle of December,
according to the season, is sown with grain,

which goes on using up the manure left unused by
the mangolds, they being taken off the land
only as they are fed out.

Whatever ground is not sown with grain is

left for mangolds, or some other green crop, the
following season without any further applica-

tion of manure, other than about 1500 pounds of

guano per acre.

Making and Keeping Manure.
Now, a word about making and keeping

manure. Mine is nearly all applied as what is

called "green manure;'' in other words, un-
rotted manure, because I think it is better to

let it rot in the ground, where all the gases
will be absorbed by the earth, than to have it

fermenting anil giving off poisonous gases in

close proximity to the farm buildings. " Uncle
Josh may perhaps ask how I prevent it fer-

menting. It is easy enough. Keep it bottled
up tight, so that no air can get to it.

I have a manure pit large enough to hold all

I make in a year. A hole about three feet deep
is dug out of the side of a hill. A sloping
platform, up which all the manure is wheeled,
raises it about four feet above the ground on
the upper side, which gives a drop for the
manure of about seven feet. When filled up to
a level with the end of the platform, loose
planks are laid as required on top of the manure.
Thus by continually wheeling each day's
manure over the older manure, its solidity is

insured, and all the manure made on the farm
has to go up the said platform. After the cow
stable is cleaned out, the lightest of the manure
from the horse stable, bull stalls, etc., or any
other absorbent, is put behind the cows, thus
insuring a regular quality throughout the heap.
Another important item added to the general

heap is the hen manure and ashes, the latter
being kept in a large tin, which, when full, is

emptied into the fowl-house, and all goes in the
manure heap together. Put to add to the
ashes and make them still more valuable, all

bones, or rubbish of any kind that will not rot,

is burned under the large kettle in which the
water is heated for washing the dairy utensils,
etc. I have only to add that the drainings
from the stable run into the manure pit and
that the covered calf pans are cleaned out once
a year, very rarely twice, and the manure
hauled directly on to the land.
Now, "Uncle Josh," I consider myself, as

your neighbor did, a practical farmer; but,
unlike him, 1 have some regard for those men
who study agricultural chemistry and impart
their knowledge to us farmers for our advan-
tage, and if you can impart any knowledge by
which I can learn to make more and better
manure (without the paraphernalia of tanks and
liquid manure carts), I shall be glad to hear
of it. Robt. Asiiiu rner.

Baden Station, San Mateo Co., June 18th.

Irrigation by Artesian Wells.

Editors Press : — Passing recently with a

friend from Hill's Ferry, via Dover, to Merced,

we saw for the first time some results of irriga-

tion by an artesion well, that are worthy of

record. Those familiar with the settling up of

San Joaquin valley will remember with what

high hopes of successful farming quite a number

of industrious people settled, in ISfiS, on the

sandy, salt-grass lands around Dover, a point

on San Joaquin river about eight miles above

the mouth of the Merced. It was thought then

that Dover would some day be quite a flourish-

ing town. We recall with regret, too, . how
want of sufficient rains for successive winters

defeated all their efforts, broke them up, and

drove them to seek homes elsewhere. After a

desperate struggle of several years, the town of

Dover, except one family, disappeared, and so

did the settlers for miles around, so that, during

the past three or four years, the whole region

for many miles east of the San Joaquin, between

the Merced and Bear creek, has been abandoned

as a farming region, until

The Only Hope
For all that country—water to irrigate —should
be obtained. During that time it has remained

a deserted, desolate looking region.

Knowing that the Farmers' Canal, designed

to irrigate much of that part of Merced county,

will soon be completed, and having heard of

the fine flowing wells obtained within the last

few years at intervals all the way from the

south bank of Merced river to Bear creek, the

Mariposa, and even the Chowchilla, a distance

of 30 or 40 miles, I was glad to have an oppor-

tunity, as one acquainted with that region since

18(58, to form some idea of its future prospects

by aid of irrigation from canals and artesian

wells.
Results.

There are already at least four of these wells

along the lower Merced, one about three-

quarters of a mile east of the Joaquin near
Dover, two on Bear creek 10 miles below Merced
City, a number on the Mariposa and southward,
while others are being bored. They vary in

depth from 175 to 300 feet, are cased with 8-inch

iron casing, give a fine flow of water that varies

in temperature and taste—the more shallow ones
usually furnishing a cool, pure, tasteless, soft

water. One on Hoagland's place on the Mari-

posa is said to How 250,000 gallons a day. it is

called the "California Giant, " is given on the

maps as affording that much water, and I sup-

pose means have been adopted to measure the
flow, though I canuot vouch for the accuracy of

the estimate. From some of them a very large

stream certainly flows. One I saw on Bear
creek is 200 feet deep. On one side of it, a

stream was flowing rapidly in a narrow ditch,

was i foot wide and six inches deep, and was
only part of the water from the well. But the

Irrigation Near Dover,

From one of these wells, and its effects, which
I carefully examined, is what I wish to call es-

pecial attention to here.

Three quarters of a mile from the river at

Dover, the only man is found who is making
any attempt to cultivate any land in that aban-
doned, cheerless region, for miles and miles
around. This is about ten miles southwest
from Cressey's station, and at least 20 miles
west of Merced. Here Mr. J. S. Pike has a
tine artesian well bored last November, 28b' feet

deep with an 8-inch auger. It is on a slightly

raised point in a tract of loose, gray sandy land
covered with a thick growth of salt-grass. He
informed me that its estimated flow is about 80
gallons per minute. If this is correct, it af-

fords about 1 15,000 gallons every 24 hours. He
has some 30 or 40 acres cheaply fenced with
willow posts and three strands of barbed wire.

Near the middle of this enclosure is the well,

and he can conduct its water in small trenches
over the entire tract by a little careful manage-
ment. He finds that by running the water in

trenches about 50 feet apart, it thoroughly ir-

rigates the intervening space. His planting
began in February.

Chiefly as an Experiment,
He has tried the following with great success:

10 acres of barley, already cut ; between four
and five acres of wheat still green, heads of

both, large and plump ; four acres of oats for

hay, just cut; five or six acres of English peas,

cut lor feed ; two acres, Chinese sugar cane
;

one and one-half acres of rich looking corn,

now from two to three feet high ; a patch of

Egyptian corn ; a garden filled with various
vegetables growing well ; a young orchard of

150 mixed fruit trees, including oranges ; a
watermelon and muskmelon patch. In other
words, he has irrigated successfully about 25
acres of this salt-grass land already from the
one well, everything he has yet planted has
grown thriftily, and wherever he has irrigated,

the ground a half-inch below the surface is

thoroughly wet. This well cost him for the
tirst 100 feet, 75 cts per foot ; for the second
100 feet, §1 per foot: for the last 8(! feet $1.50
per foot ; or in all §304 for boring ; casing cost
$145 delivered, or total cost $449. Between
|4O0 and $500 is a safe estimate for the cost of
such wells in a large part of Merced couuty,
near the San Joaquin river.

In a low place from which he has just re-
moved his peavines, he will put in an acre of
potatoes by the 20th June, and will continue
planting beans and other things throughout th
summer and fall.

In taste this water is very brackish, and in

temperature not far from 70° Fahr. Yet from

habit Mr. Pike uses it for drinking water with-

out any inconvenience.

From this recital of facts we see what can be

done by aid of a single bored well on land,

which has the reputation of being abandoned and

of the poorest character. A fact that no doubt

aids this irrigation by lateral seepage on the

land in question is, as Mr. Pike informs me,

that the hard-pan is only from one to six feet

from the surface. It is a pleasure to inform

those who own lands between Bear creek and

the Merced, which can soon be irrigated from

the Farmers' Canal—to be described hereafter in

your columns—that their most sandy lands, as

is the case of Turlock also, are very much like

these Mussel Slough lands, which produce such

fine results by irrigation. Again, however val-

uable the irrigation by artesian wells, we must
not be understood to advocate them as a substi-

tute for, but to aid irrigation by canals..

J. W. A. W.
Tulare Co.

Lectures on Special Cultures at the

University.

Editors Press:—The following circular has

just been issued from the College of Agriculture:

The regular schedule of studies in the Agricul-

tural course at the University of California em-

braces, as stated in the Register, page u'2, a full

course of instruction in the details of the sev-

eral cultures constituting the various branches

of husbandry; such as dairying, sto.k breeding,

horticulture, fruit culture and the manufactures

connected therewith, the growing of grain, for-

age, textile and other field crops, general fawn

management, etc. In the logical succession of

studies from the simpler to the more complex

the discussion and study of these subjects comes

in after the general principles upon which their

practice depends, have been mastered by the

student, during the previous years of the course.

In other words, they constitute the professional

studies of the last or senior year.

Lecture courses designed to fulfill this portion

of the programme of studies, were provided

during the session of 1874-75, by inviting lect-

urers specially prominent in the several branches

to be taught. In view of the slight interest

then taken in these courses (as manifested in

the attendance of but four students), and the

great expense involved, they have not been re

peated during the two last sessions. But it is

thought that the progress of public opinion may
justify the renewal of the experiment during

the coming session of the University, the more

as an appropriation specially designed to pro

mote the efficiency and usefulness of iustiuc

tiou in the Agricultural department was made
by the last Legislature.

It is therefore intended to engage as lectur

ers in the several specialties, competent per-

sons, residents of this coast, thoroughly familiar

with the peculiar circumstances, practice and
needs of < 'aliforuian agriculture. It will thus

be possible to provide a course of instruction

that will be intelligible and useful to any per-

son of fair education and intelligence, who may
choose to attend; especially with the increased

means of demonstration that can now be pro-

vided. Although these means and appliances

are not as complete in many respects as could

be desired, and as it is hoped that they will be

hereafter, it would be absurd to assert that a

systematic presentation and discussion of agri-

cultural practice in its various branches, will

not be eminently useful to the future, or pres-

ent, farmer; even if not to the same extent as

in the case of those who have previously pur

sued the full three years' course.

Of the latter class there is at present in the

University but a single regular student; while

there are three who will reach the same point a

year hence, being now members of the second

or junior class. (It should be understood that

students do not usually announce the special

course they will pursue until the middle of the

second or sophomore (third class) year.)

It does not seem reasonable that the heavy

expense involved in the appointment of special

lecturers should be incurred for the sake of a sin-

gle student, when so many other pressing needs

of the same department remain unprovided for.

Much has been said and written regarding the

needs and wishes of the agricultural population

in the direction of the instruction now offered,

It it hoped and believed that these wishes are

a reality, and that previous circumstances, not

needing discussion here, have been instrumen

tal in preventing an attendance commensurate
with the urgent necessity for a better under-

standing of the principles, merits and dignity

of agricultural pursuits, on the part of the ris-

ing generation. If the large body of intelligent

farmers who hold and have avowed their belief

that "the amount produced is commensurate
with the intelligence and knowledge possessed

by the producer," will but substantiate their

faith by sending tlfeir sons to be instructed in

the principles and practice of their future call-

ing, by men practically familiar witli the same,

there can be no such lack of students in the

courses now in contemplation, as would render

it necessary to defer them for another year.

More detailed announcements, cannot of

course, be made until a sufficient manifestation

of interest shall have rendered probable the at-

tendance of such number of students as will

justify the expenditure, and definite arrange-

ments with^lecturers. Applications for admis-

sion should therefore be made as early as possi-

ble, so that the opening of the course may not
be delayed too far beyond that of the session,

which begins August 10th. Students may, if

desired, attend only a part of the lectures to be
given, and may also attend such other lectures
and exercises in the University as they may be
qualified to pursue profitably, and without in-

terfering with the progress of the regular
classes. In this as in other respects, they will

>e subject to the general rules governing the
attendance of special students, or of students
at large, as the case may be.

Communications on the subject matter of this

circular should be addressed to

E. W. Hilgard, Prof, of Agriculture.
Berkeley, June 20th.

San Joaquin County Notes.

Editors Press:—If water can be procured in

any way, at a reasonable cost, for the purpose

of irrigating a portion of each ranch in San
Joaquin county, it will prove an acquisition of

incalculable value. Were each rancher enabled

to irrigate but 10 or 12 acres, the gain would
be large, and to those on small ranches of 160

acres, it would make, many times, all the differ-

ence between profit and loss. The gain would
be in the stopping of many expenses wholly or
in part; as for instance the meat bill, vegetable
bill, an expenditure for hay or pasture, and for
green and dried fruits. The greater part of the
area irrigated should be sowed to alfalfa; hay
cut upon part of it and the balance pastured by
the ranch teams and one or two cows and
calves, and a few hogs, the remainder being
devoted to fruit and vegetables. The seasons
of idleness between the two periods of activity
in the grain ranches would afford ample time
for the cultivation of these products. In addi-
tion to the money saving, home won id be made
doubly attractive in the midst of such surround-
ings, which, together with the planting of

handsome shi'ubs and trees, would exercise a
vast refining influence on the young folks, driv-

ing away those forbidden Saharas, in many
places now creeping up to the very door and ex-

tending sometimes beyond the threshold. Chil-
dren are never insensible to the charms of a
pleasant home. In after years when stern life
begins and disappointments are experienced,
the recollections of such a one will linger upon
the memory like a caress, forming an additional
ucentive to continued and to stronger effort.
The people of San Joaquin county, with few

exceptions, fully realize the advantages of ir-

rigation and are slowly moving in the direction
of its accomplishment. The Mokelumne ditch
and irrigation company have surveyed lines of
ditches over an area equal to the whole of
Marin county, while another will take water
from the Stanislaus for irrigating a large tract
in the southern part of the county.

In order to get flowing artesian water, a well
has to be bored many feet in depth in this
county. The artesian well which supplies
Stockton with water is a little more than 1,000
feet in depth, though it is alleged that a good
and sufficient stream of water was struck in the
same well at the depth of 520 feet. It is not
certain that so great a depth would have to be
penetrated in all parts of the county, but bor-
ing by hand involves so much expense that
every one has been desirous of some one else to
make the experiment. In a trip over the
couuty last January, we saw a well at the
Nightingale bored by hand under the direction
of J. W. Johnson, of Bellota, which had
reached the depth of 300 feet without reaching
a permanent stream.
On the lower part of the Calaveras, at the

most favorable points, water has been diverted
from the stream for irrigation, and over the
whole county shallow wells and windmills sup-
ply the most stringent wants.

In the getting of water everybody has been
waiting for the mountain to come to Mahomet,
but when we reached the thriving ranch of Mr.
W. L. Overhiser, we found active preparations
in progress(for transporting Mahomet to that
desired elevation. As is well known Mr. Over-
hiser has one of the finest herds of Durham cat-
tle in the State: a good alfalfa pasture for them,
to lessen the expense of keeping, was a consum-
mation devoutly to be wished, and the want
was never felt more than'.through the dry year
of 1877. Last winter, with characteristic

energy, he set about solving the problem, and
hit upon a method which he is sanguine will

supply his wants.

In the barnyard, which is the highest point

on the ranch, he commenced excavating for the
formation of a reservoir; this is circular in form
and 180 feet in diameter. The earth is exca-

vated to the depth of two and a half feet, and
thrown up in a circular embankment seven feet

in hight and 22 feet base; the bank will Bettle

two feet, the reservoir, when full, giving a

depth of seven feet of water. About 100 yards
distance, near the tank-house, is the site chosen

for boring the well. Mr. Overhiser has deter-

mined to bore four wells instead of one; the

four standing in a line, 10 feet apart, ranging

in depth to about 1 30 feet, the well in the tank-

house making the fifth and standing in line

with the others.

To draw the water from those wells a 10 horse-

power San Jose King engine will be used, and
in addition to pumping water it will be used to

grind barley, saw wood, steam feed and for

other purposes. A line shaft running from the

engine over the wells will pump a stream of
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water from each well, at the same time the

water being conveyed to the reservoir through a

flume. The piston rods of the pumps will be

attached to the line shaft at different angles or

at equi-distant degrees at the five points of a

circle, thus giving a regular, smooth and even

motion.
Mr. Overhiser believes he will be able to

raise sufficient water in this way to irrigate five

acres of alfalfa a day; he also thinks it not un-

likely that by continuous pumping the bottom
of the bore of each well will gradually enlarge

and in time the five wells be united in one large

underground reservoir; the water is designed to

irrigate 90 or 100 acres of alfalfa and a bearing

vineyard of several acres.

Weil-Boring Machinery.

The apparatus used for boring these wells

was the ingenious "steam well-boring machine,"

invented by Messrs. Haas & Manning, engi

neers, residents of Stockton. The machine
works something after the fashion of the Dia
mond drill, and we believe it was from that

that the idea was first caught. It has performed
admirably wherever tried under favorable cir-

cumstances, and is destined to revolutionize the

manner of well-boring, reduce the cost to the

minimum and place deep weils and plenty

of water within the reach of nearly all. It

works at a rapid rate in good soil. A well bored
in Stockton last summer was sunk 210 feet in

four hours and 15 minutes. The gearing for

lifting pipe and turning the auger in boring is

attached to a derrick 30 feet in hight, whose
base is a triangle with sides 15 feet in length.

The power used was a 10-horse Wood's en-

gine, ninning under 40 pounds of steam. In
boring deep wells and through hard material,

two steam jacks and two anchors are used to

steady the derrick. A windlass on the derrick,

connected with the engine and controlled by
levers, is used to raise and lower the pipe and
auger by means of a rope. The auger is turned
by means of a system of cogs connected with the

engine and pipe by a tall upright shaft and a
short horizontal one. The augers are of various

diameters according to the bore desired; the one
we saw was a hollow cylinder about five feet

in length and nine inches in diameter, open at

the top and fastened to an iron pipe two and
one-half inches in diameter and several feet in

length; this is fastened by means of thread and
screw to another pipe 14 feet in length and
buoyed by a wooden rod, and this in turn is

screwed onto a similar pipe, a new pipe being
added at every succeeding depth of 14 feet.

The rods are six inches in diameter. An iron

cap fitting onto the top of the pipe has attached
to it a rubber hose of the same diameter as the
pipe, the engine pumping water through this

hose which supplies the pipe, the water descend-
ing to the bottom of the well, softening the
material and dissolving it as fast as cut by the
auger; the downward pressure of the descending
stream of water forces it up again between the
wooden rods and the sides of the bore, carrying
with it the eartli cut out by the auger, flowing
from the mouth of the well a thick, muddy
stream. The upward flow of the water is

strong enough to carry up fine gravel and peb-
bles, and for coarse gravel or stones, the size of

one's fist, a steam siphon is used, forcing up the
stones by the exhaust of a vacuum.
When it is desired to shut off the water, a

cock is turned in the vacuum chamber and air

is pumped instead. The apparatus is com-
pletely under the control of the engineer, as-

sisted by two men.
The machine was working down at a moder-

ate rate of speed when we saw it, at the rate

of 80 feet per day. We timed two
lengths (of 14 feet each), and the time occupied
in boring that depth was respectively 28 and 32
minutes; this was near the surface, the mate-
rial growing much harder as the auger de-
scended. One well had already been bored
before our arrival, the depth reaching 133 feet,

striking a good stream of water.
Mr. Haas' terms are 50 cents per foot in good

soil for any depth, decreasing the cost as com-
pared with hand boring fully 75%, and in deep
wells much more.
When it is desired to case the wells, the cas-

ing is sunk at the same time the well is bored,
without raising the pipe or auger. Mr. Over-
hiser's wells are cased for only the first 14 feet,

the material being so hard the rest of the way
as not to need it. The cost of casing varies

from 00 cents per foot for six inch, to §1. 10 per
foot for nine inch casing.

The invention of this steam and hydraulic
well borer will prove of great value to the
farmers of California, and we hope that Messrs.
Haas & Manning will reap a handsome profit

through the fruits of their genius.

H. E. Hallktt.
San Rafael, May 6th, 1878.

Wheat and Cheat.

Editors Press:—Having just read Mr. C.

Alexander's article ou wheat and cheat, in the

June 8th number of the Press, allow me to

state the experience of an old farmer on the

subject, who has come to the same conclusion

as Mr. Alexander: that wheat does turn to

cheat under certain circumstances.

In a small field, protected by a levee, on

Bear river, in Sutter county, we sowed wheat
one year and harvested as clean and nice a crop
of wheat as one would wish to see. The next
year we plowed and sowed the same field to

wheat again; but in the spring the levee broke

and the field was covered for a day or two with
from two to five feet of water. Through the
center of the field was a low place of perhaps
an acre or more, on which the water stood con-
siderably longer than on the other parts.

When we came to harvest the crop, I found the
low place all cheat, and the balance of the field

all wheat. Now, if, as Prof. Hilgard says,

wheat will not turn to cheat any more than a
sheep will turn into a goat, I would like some
professor to tell us where the cheat came from,
and what became of my wheat.
We have had a very wot winter, and it is

quite likely the excess of moisture has caused
us to reap cheat largely in place of wheat.

C. L. Crabtree.
San Francisco, June 18th.

Per Contra.

Editors Press:—I am informed by John S.

Carter, of Sau Jose, that he has raised cheat

from cheat seed. If every farmer who be-

lieves—notwithstanding the statement of scien-

tific men—that his wheat turns to cheat, will

plant a little cheat seed, he will be able pres-

ently to state a*s Mr. Carter does, that he has
grown cheat from cheat seed.

I. C. Woods.
Mission San Jose, June 23d.

Fruit in California.

The American Pomological Society has issued

its biennial report, containing the proceedings

of the meetings of 1877. This society, under

the guidance of its honored President, Marshall

P. Wilder, of Boston, and with zealous mem-
bers among the foremost fruit growers of every

State, is pre-eminent among agricultural organ-

izations for the valuable and progressive work

it accomplishes. We find its reports of constant

value for reference, and they will always stand

a monument to the ability and zeal of the la-

mented Willard C. Flagg, late Secretary. Our

purpose in reference to the last publication at

this time is for the purpose of presenting to our

readers the greater part of a report on fruit

growing in California, prepared for the society

by Dr. John Strentzel, of Martinez, assisted by

Messrs. Carey, of Los Angeles; West, of Stock-

ton; Shinu, of Niles; Rock, of San Jose; and

by Messrs. Howe & Hall, of San Francisco.

What we shall quote from Dr. Strentzel's

writings will enable us to answer many ques-
tions which we receive from readers abroad,
and will be interesting to our own people:

Species of Fruit.

It can be truly said that all the fruits of the

temperate zone, and many of the semi-tropical

find a congenial home in California, and are

grown in great perfection and abundance; here

are many homesteads surrounded with an end-
less variety of growth. Cherries, apples, pears

and plums thrive side by side with olives,

oranges, dates, pomegranates, figs and cacti,

locust and pine trees, with the eucalypti, grev-

illeas and arancarias. The climatic conditions

and topography of our State afford locations

with diverse attributes more suitable for some
varieties than others; thus correct judgment is

required to select the best adapted for certain

uses. The long dry summer renders it imper-
ative to provide ample supplies of water, com-
plemented by proper culture, to make such en-

terprises pecuniarily profitable, but with these

adequate conditions, endless crops of fruit can
be raised to supply the principal markets of the

world.
Varieties of Fruit.

The foothills of the northern part of the
State, and the counties bordering the Bay of

San Fiancisco, are well adapted for and pro-

duce large quantities of apples,, pears, plums,
peaches, cherries, quinces, and small fruits and
berries. The southern slopes of those hills shel-

tered from the ocean winds, more or less ex-

empt from the slight frost of our winters, are

unsurpassed for the culture of the grape, the
finest foreign varieties prospering most. Amer-
ican varieties are little in demand, but the Isa-

bella is doing well; the Catawba is poorest in

flavor. Figs, pomegranates, olives and the
citrus family are taking possession of the land

here the {dwarf banana, date palm and pine-

apple will find some abiding spot. Over this

great extent of country, grapes, when once root-

ed, do not require irrigation even in the driest

of seasons. Fruit trees of all varieties in years

of average rainfall of 20 inches do well without
artificial watering; in dry years the growth of

the fruit and its quality is promoted by a thor-

ough soaking of the ground and subsequently

plowing. Berries and small fruits generally

must be irrigated to secure good crops. Up the

San Joaquin river and down the coast, with
scantier rainfall and more sandy soil, |a few spots

are found in deep glens surrounded by springs,

affording choice locations for orchards, but most
of said region needs irrigation to produce any-

thing beyond a scanty growth of grass during
the winter months. Even with this, the ex-

treme heat and dryness of the air precludes the

successful culture of northern fruits, but is most
favorable for the production and curing of rai-

sin grapes, and many semi-tropical fruits. Near-
ing the Colorado river, the banana, pineapple,

and probably the coffee tree will reign supreme.
Grapes raised in this southern belt of the coun-
try are very rich in sugar, but deficient in acids

—good for brandy, but not for fine wines. The
region about Los Angeles [is now the center of

the orange culture, which promises well to sup-
ply the demand of the Western States and com-
pete in European markets with Italy and Spain.
The growing and bearing trees dotting the
country here and there for 400 miles above Los
Angeles, attest the practicability of such being
the case in the near future. The orangeries of

Wolfskill, on Putah creek, Solano county; Gen.
Vallejo, near Sonoma; the Alhambra gardens,
near Martinez, Contra Costa county, and other
sheltered places, produce as choice fruit—that
on Putah creek ripening earliest—bringing
higher prices in the San Francisco market than
the best of Los Angeles growth. The large

bearing trees are all seedlings, reproducing
themselves, vigorous and little affected by slight

frost, and if properly cared for the fruit is of

good size but rather thick-skinned, fine flavor

and keeps well, specimens often remaining on
the tree two years from the blossom. Some
seedling trees bear extra fine flavored and heavy
fruit, and these are now selected to propagate
from by grafting and budding. The imported
grafted orange trees are decidedly lacking in

stamina, and so far as tried the fruit is often
inferior to our seedlings.

The lime reproduces itself from seed truly,

and is a precocious bearer. Lemons show more
sporting, but many trees produce fruit of choic-

est quality identical with the Sicily, and of the
largest size.

The banks of the Sacramento river are cov-

ered with extensive peach orchards producing
immense crops of large sized, early ripening

fruit, somewhat deficient in flavor but afforded

so cheaply as to keep the monopoly of supply-

ing the San Francisco market.
The strawberry trade centers around San

Jose, in Santa Clara county, owing to the abund-
ance of artesian wells most conveniently located

for the culture of berries.

Alameda county, over the stretch of arable

land facing the bay, swept by cool ocean breezes,

is studded with currant and gooseberry bushes
without number.

Apples.—Growers are now curtailing the num-
ber of varieties, planting only the best and most
marketable; large, showy fruit, even if lacking

in quality, finds readier sale than the finest

flavored, if small. Sweet apples find no de-

mand. Cool, low sites, with rich soils retentive

of moisture, produce apples in great perfection

—juicy and keeping well. The following varie-

j

ties are most in demand : Yellow Newtown
I

Pippin, Esopus Spitzenberg, Yellow Bellflower,

Early Strawberry, Peck's Pleasant. Varieties

I extensively cultivated : Astrachan, Alexander,

I Jonathan, White Winter Pearmain, Ben Davis,

Rhode ^Island Greening, Smith's Cider, Early
Harvest, Roxbury Russet, Ranibo, Nickajack,

Maiden's Blush, Northern Spy, Holland Pippin.

Pears.—Ancient pear trees around the old

Missions in most instances standing uncultiva-

ted and neglected, yet look thrifty and are over-

loaded with fruit—assuring us of the longevity

of that tree; and the younger orchards produc-

ing fruit of the finest quality, of our ability to

supply our neighbors without stint. Bartlett

and Winter Nelis meet with a ready demand;
all other varieties are more or less a drug in the

market.
Cherries.—Cherries are largely cultivated.

The trees succumb easily under harsh treatment

by the pruner, plowman and the gnawing go-

pher. Black Tartarian is the favorite, followed

by the Monstreuse de Mezol, Napoleon Bigar-

reau, Governor Wood, Mayduke, and Arch-

duke.
Peaches.—Peach trees are very hardy, neither

subject to the yellows nor the peach tree borer.

Neglected trees are vitalized by a severe top-

pruning. The favorite varieties are: Briggs'

May, Tillotson, Large York, George IV, Alex-

ander, Crawford, Strawberry, Ward's Late.

Apricots are produced in great abundance:

Peach, Royal.
Nectarines.—Very few raised.

Plums are very prolific. Most varieties do

best budded on the peach; fruit perfect.

Quinces.—The Portugal is the largest fruit,

but the tree is subject to black-knot. The Ap-
ple quince tree does well.

Figs are most easily raised, producing enor-

mous crops if properly irrigated. The Mission

fig is most palatable; the White Marseilles best

for drying.

Pomegranates require copious watering to

fruit well.

Nuts.—Almonds succeed well in locations not

subject to late spring frosts; require moisture

and good cultivation to raise large nuts. Eng-

lish walnuts require the same conditions as the

almond; subject to sunburn, of the young
growth. The Pecan, now on trial, promises to

be one of our most valuable acquisitions. The
seedlings grow rapidly without requiring much
extra care besides copious watering. The older

trees look very thrifty, and are of symmetrical

and handsome appearance. Within the last 10

years efforts have been made to raise the chest-

nut. Trees were disseminated from our nur-

series under the name of "Italian and Japanese''

grafted chestnut. They begin to fruit the third

year from graft. So far the opinion is prevail-

ing that the dry and wann climate of central

California is unfavorable to their growth. The
native California black walnut is a beautiful

tree, and, given a modicum of care, is a rapid

grower and bears early; the nuts are very palat-

able.

GrapcB.—Several hundred varieties of the

best European repute are cultivate The
dreaded phylloxera has admittedly made its

appearance in Sonoma county, evidently intro-
duced from Europe on imported vines; it does
not make much headway. There are often
found spots amidst our most luxuriantly grow-
ing vineyards where, owing to an impervious,
hard clayey soil or barren sand, the vines dwin-
dle without making much wood, and the fruit
is small, insipid and mildewed, without a sign
of phylloxera.

The best marketable varieties are : Chasse-
las Fontainbleau, Black Hamburg, Muscat of
Alexandria, Seedless Corinth, Damascus, Black
Prince, Flame Tokay, White Malaga, Black
Ferrara, Isabella—enabling us to pick ripe
grapes from the vines during six months of the
year.

New Native Varieties.

The desire to excel in pomology remains ac-
tive, stimulated by the well cultivated taste for
the best of a kind, and finds recompense in lib-

eral prices for such fruits as are rare or of very
superior quality, causing new fruits or improved
varieties to be eagerly sought after and tried.

Those originated abroad and persistently her-
alded are found in most instances to be ovei
rated and by no means to reach the standard of
the best. Especially is this the case with the
new named peaches. They are all too small,
with earliness as the only desirable point, but
even this is entirely eclipsed by a native seed-
ling under the appellation of Briggs' May peach,
one to two weeks ahead, in the market, of its

competitors. Sh inn's Rareripe promises well.
Besides these, there are many fine chance seed-
ling peach trees of superior merit, but so far no
effort at money-making by their propagation has
been made.

Skinner's Seedling, originated in Santa Clara
county, has the only claim among apples.

Seedling pears come nearer to the parental
stock, often blending the desirable qualities of

two varieties, but none have been sufficiently

tried.

We have here the Golden Champion grape,
imported at $5 for a goose-quill root, which
proves itself a miserable failure.

Synonyms.—The standard nomenclature of

fruit is rigidly observed with but a few devia-
tions, of which the most noticeable are: the
Black Prince grape is called here the Rose of

Peru; the Red Lombardy is Flame Tokay; most
white or yellow plums are called in the market
Green Gages, and black cherries all Tartarians.

Culture and Pruning.

Clean, mellow culture is imperative. The
waste of the constituents of the soil must be
replaced, and the renovating system of pruning
assiduously followed, with the removal, while
young, of all superabundant fruit. Any kind
of alkaline washes, consisting of lime, potash,
salt, etc., are of decided benefit in destroying
mosses, fungi and insects on the stems or roots

of trees. The good effect of one efficient wash-
ing of the stem may be observed for years in

the cleanness and brightness of the bark as

compared with the unwashed.
Storing. — Large quantities of apples and

pears can be conveniently stored in piles under
each respective tree, and they keep fully as

well as those under roof, the rair. doing no injury

and a slight covering being sufficient to keep
out frost.

Packages.—For apples and pears, 40 to 50 lb

boxes ; for stone fruits and grapes, 20 to 25 th

boxes.

Orange Culture.

Our advance in orange culture furnishes an
instance of the energy and enterprise of our
people. The impression prevailed in 1850 that

oranges could be grown in a few favored spots

around Los Angeles, the San Gabriel Mission

being the center thus favored by public opinion.

Orange groves began to cover this favored coun-

ty, greatly assisted by the indomitable zeal of

T. A. Garey, under whose leadership the rais-

ing and propagation of choice varieties of the

Citrus increased annually to many hundred
thousand in nursery. The following are the

figures of consignments of Los Angeles and San
Gabriel oranges received in San Francisco:

CHorS OKANUBS. LEMONS.
1871-2

4,701,200

480,570

1172-3 1,581,810 301,800

1873-4

4,544,140

400,200

1874-5

6,380,300

619,720

1S76-G

2,775,970

383,810

1876-7

7,395,790

521,390

Over 40,000 boxes of raisins were cured last

year and the product in most instances com-

pared favorably witli the best imported, but

owing to the reluctance of leading merchants to

patronize the home article, the venture was un-

profitable to some producers.

Poisonous Toilet Powder.—The London
Lancet says that for some time past there has

been an epidemic among young children in the

neighborhood of London, ending in many cases

in the death of the child, and the disease pre-

senting every appearance of erysipelas. A per-

son whose child was thus attacked, suspected

the violet powder in use in the nursery, and

sent a packet to a firm of analysts for chemical

examination. It was found to contain 25% of

white arsenic. This poison, it seems, is un-

fortunately exceedingly cheap—at all events,

cheaper than starch, of which violet powder is

usually made. That the case was not an

isolated one is proved by the fact that the

aualysts subsequently purchased several packets

of powder themselves, and on analysis dis-

covered the same poison in the same amount.

Their analysis have, moreover, been confirmed

by the medical men in the neighborhood.
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Correspondence cordially iuvited from all Patrons for this

department.

Worthy State Lecturer's Appointments.

The State Lecturer will visit the following Granges o

the day and date herein given, prepared (O hold a private

meeting at each Grange for the good of the Order, and

also a public meeting at such hour as each Grange may
determine, to which public meeting everybody is invited

We bespeak for Hro. PilkingtOD a most hospitable recep-

tion and large turn outs, and those who can ought not to

miss hearing him on Grange topics, for he discusses

them with an earnestness and ability positively his own.
I. C. Steele,

Amos Adams, Master of the State Grange.

Secretary of the Stato Grange.

Name of Grange. County. Time.

Lincoln Placer Monday, July 8th, 1878

North Butte Butte Wednesday, .luly 10th

Grand Island Colusa Friday, July 12th

Willows Colusa Saturdav, July 13th

Plaza Colusa Monday, July 15th

Farmington Tehama Wednesday, July 17th

Reading Shasta Thursday, July 18th

Hill ville Shasta Friday, July 19th

American Valley Plumas Tuesday, July 23d

Indian Vallev Plumas Thursday, July 25th

Plumas " Lassen Saturday, July 27th

Surprise Valley Modoc Tuesday, July 30th

Eaglevillc Modoc Thursday, August 1st

Cedarville Modoc Saturday, August 3d

Northeast Modoc Monday, August 5th

Modoc Modoc Wednesday, August 7th

Davis Creek Modoc Saturday August 10th

Crescent City Del Norte .. Wednesday August 14th

Rivclluttah Humboldt. . .Saturday, August 17th

Sable Bluff Humboldt Monday, August 19th

Ferndale Humboldt .Wednesday, August 22st

Mattole Humboldt Friday, August L'iid

Canto Mendocino. . .Tuesday, August 27th

Potter Valley Mendocino . .
.Thursday August 29th

Lakeport Lake Saturday, August Hist

Cloverdalc Sonoma Monday, September 2d

Healdsburg Sonoma Tuesday, September 3d

Rise and Growth of the Grange.

The following address was delivered some

time ago before Indian Springs (J range by Hro.

T. Z. Drace, and is published by request of the

Grange:

That the growth of the Grange has been

without a parallel in the history of our country

is admitted by every observer. The condition

of mind which existed, the prevailing feeling of

distrust towards the organized interests of

every kind, the common indignation against the

injustice of the unfair distribution of profits,

the prevailing discrimination against agricultural

labor which was, year after year, constantly

kept alive in the minds of the farmers by the

fast decreasing protits, buying goods sold at a

heavy margin, paying burdensome taxes brought
upon them by unscrupulous rings, which have
stolen and squandered the public funds, while
the result of the year's labor have shown a loss,

are reasons which have brought the agriculturist

to the necessity of organizing for protection,

mutual advantage and support. It is useless

for theorists to try to prove to farmers that
there is nothing the matter, that this movement
is only a momentary excitement. Earnest,
thinking men, whose careful business operations
in farming for a number of years have failed to

show even one per cent, upon labor and invest-

ment, are not easily quieted by specious and
superficial reasoning. It is true that for many
reasons there has never existed among farmers
organization or co-operative effort.

Farmers who have been willing to labor and
give the management even of their affairs into

the hands of those who have stood ready to take
the results of their labor, but are at last awak-
ening from their long sleep, to find themselves
living lives of isolatiou, without business habits
and with few social advantages. They are
asking, why we should not assist each other,
why may we not co-operate and secure for our
labor better returns t Shall we not break up
this isolation and meet where our families may
have a season of enjoyment and recreation ?

This movement, as might have been expected,
has met with ridicule and has been the source
of amusement, and will, as it becomes stronger,
excite indignation. The idea of farmers learn-
ing to do business in a systematic, business-like
manner, or that they should presume to say
what they will do with the products of their
farms, is so unheard of that it excites universal
indignation among the business interests, whose
profits have been made by this neglect and
apathy on the part of the producers.

It is useless to discuss the form of organiza-
tion adopted, viz., the Grange. This subject
rests upon the self-evident proposition, that
farmers, as every other industrial or professional
class, have a right to organize for their own
interest and to select such forms as may seem
to them best. This movement has had not
only a great influence for good among the agri-
culturists, but upon the conduct of public
affairs, from the national capital on down
through State legislatures to townships. It lias

secured greater economy, closer scrutiny as to
tax levies and disbursement of public moneys.
The change wrought in neighborhoods is

something wonderful. The Grange, recogniz-
ing woman as man's equal in all things, gives
an influence in its educational and social work-
ing of very great value. New social ties are
formed, and in the discussion of subjects per-
taining to the social and educational welfare of
farmers, a higher and broader culture will ensue.
Libraries are being formed, more reading and
thinking will result, the influence of which will
a thousand fold repay the cost of organization,

not only upon present members, but upon future

generations.

The Grange recognizes that education, good

morals and a higher culture are essential to its

permanent success and highest usefulness. In

all the deliberations of the National Grange,

the State Granges and Subordinate organiza-

tions, the most advanced and progressive

reforms in education, temperance and good

morals have received full sympathy and sup-

port. In the business phase of the Grange a

new education is given the farmers. The sub-

ject of co-operation, purchase of supplies and

materials, sale of produce and stock are receiv-

ing attention they should have gotten genera-

tions ago. Millions of dollars have been and

will be saved to the Patrons of Husbandry
througli their co-operative efforts and purchas-

ing and selling through their business agencies.

This influence will break up the oppressive,

grasping combinations and result in a general

good. Never before was the adage, " In union

there is strength," so clearly demonstrated as it

is in the farmers' movement.
Our power is being felt and recognized in the

land. The giant hand of monopoly that has

grasped so tightly the throat of labor, is slack-

ening its hold; and very soon, if we stand firm

and united, and let wise councils prevail, we
will succeed and come out more than con-

querors, asserting our manhood, free and inde-

pendent, as God destined that man should be
when he created him. But in order to accom-
plish the great objects of our Order we must be
prudent, not too exacting, remembering that

others have rights as well as ourselves. There
is a false impression that prevails to a consider-

able extent among those outside of our Order,

that we are waging war against other classes,

and if we should get the power we would en-

croach upon their rights, as we claim they have
upon ours. Not so. The farmers aud working
classes are noble and generous, and will not ask
for themselves more than they are willing to

grant to others. The cardinal principle of our
Order is equal and exact justice to all; special

privileges to none. Hence we make no fight

against railroads, banks, and other enterprises,

as such, only so far as they discriminate against
us, making us pay tribute to an amount wholly
disproportionate to the comparative values of

money and labor. All we ask is equal protec-
tion with other interests, that labor may be
made remunerative and honorable.

It is apparent to all, that the opposition with-
out our gates will be impotent to distract or dis-

organize us. This can only be affected by our
own internal dissensions, and to avoid the in-

troduction of any question that might either
directly or indirectly tend to bring about this

unhappy result, should be the duty of every
good Patron. Uniformity in our ritualistic

work, as well as a strict conformity to our Con-
stitution aud by-laws, is essentially necessary to

our harmony and prosperity. The responsi-
bility resting upon us is immense. We are
closely scrutinized from without and within

—

our foes to make capital for themselves; our
friends hoping and expecting much for the good
of the Order. To this end, then, let us culti-

vate every virtue, improve every means of

diffusing knowledge, interest and harmony
among ourselves.

And now, brothers and sisters, may we not
hopefully look to the future in the expectation
of seeing the Patrons of Husbandry intelligent,

prosperous and happy, so that this great move-
ment, which has its basis in the affections and
understandings of the men of the furrow and
harvest field, be cherished, and, in the language
of Webster, when laying the corner-stone of
Hunker hill monument, "Let it rise. Let it

rise, till it meets the sun in its coming; let the
earliest light of morning gild it, and the parting
day linger and play on its summit."

Sonora Grange Picnic.

Editors Press :—The 15th inst. found a gay

aud happy throng of Patrons and Matrons, with

well-filled baskets, in a beautiful grove of oaks

and yellow pine, near the homestead of Master

Soulsby. The morning was clear and cool. The
grounds were well selected and tastefully pre-
pared. There were swings, bowers, tallies, foot-

ball, and all the surroundings necessary for fun,

frolic, comfort and social pleasures. The feast
was enjoyed by all on the ground. Music
and dancing was in order. A short address was
given by the writer. One feature of the picnic
was apparent. There seemed to pervade all

minds a peace which seemed to create a happi-
ness in silence. The surroundings were beauti-
ful. The- majestic trees seemed alive in the
solitude with Nature's music, the happy
hearts of all present beating in unison. The
absence of all intoxicants gave to the place an
air of unusual sweetness, the fragrance of which
remained until the shadows of evening crept
over the scene and sent away, reluctantly, the
happy ((rangers and many friends. The grounds
were set apatt and dedicated to picnic purposes,
and will hereafter be known as "The Grangers'
picnic grounds."

Master Soulsby owns one of the best moun-
tain farms in the county. One small field of
"Surprise oats" is worthy of mention. One
stalk measured seven feet four inches—an aver-
age being about six feet six inches. I came
from an oat-growing aud oatmeal-eating coun-
try—Scotland—but I never witnessed such a
growth. Wheat and barley were also superior.
The whole surroundings of the farm seemed in-
viting, nestled in a beautiful valley—high

enough towards the Sierras to be cool enough
for comfort.

Taxation.

In the coming Constitutional Convention the

question of land will be one of the questions of

vital importance to the farmer. Many minds
and interests will hold different views on the
subject. Equity, instead of policy and monop-
oly, should govern the action of the Convention.
The Grangers will have an influential body of

men to represent them, and we may trust them
with the question at issue. If left to the land
monopolists to arrange matters, the thousands
of uncultivated acres—held for a rise in the
market—will still remain as a waste. But if

land is graded and assessed according to grade,

cultivated or uncultivated, the holders of grade
No. 1 would soon feel the necessity of cultivat-

ing or disposing of the same to those who could.

That ByStem of taxing land would only be jus-

tice, and a means of cutting up some of the
large domains now held by corporations or indi-

viduals. If the grade system should be adopt-
ed, the Assessors must be practical farmers or

acquainted with the productiveness of soils.

The question of taxing land is one of importance,
and will demand careful consideration from the
representatives of the people. John Taylor.
Chinese Camp.

California.
ALAMEDA.
The Fruit Crop.—Washington Independent,

June '22: Strawberries, currants and cherries

are the only kind ready for the consumer, and
those are hardly as abundant this year as usual.

Raspberries and gooseberries are also few, but
blackberries will be more numerous. Many of

these last grow wild in the hills near here. Of
the larger fruits the prospect for peaches anil

apples is the best, though apricots, pears and
plums promise pretty well. Figs will be as nu-
merous as usual, and grapes will be very abun-
dant for the table as well as for wines and raisins.

No kind of fruit is likely to be so plentiful as

to fail of yielding a fair price for the producer,
nor will any be so scarce as to be beyond the
reach of the average consumer on account of

high price. The orchardist and the purchaser
will neither of them have just grounds of com-
plaint.

BUTTE.

Crop Prospects.—Register, June* 22: The
reports from the northern agricultural counties
as to the crop prospects are not so encouraging
as they were some weeks ago, on account of

rust making its appearance. In this county
the late sowed grain will be seriously damaged
by the same cause. In Tehama county the low
lands and late sowing are affected in the same
way. This being the condition of things in the
counties named, we are fearful that the same
causes will produce like results elsewhere. The
loss to the farmer, in addition to shortening
the crops in quantity, is that the effect of the
rust will be such as to render the quality so in-

ferior as to be entirely unfit for milling pur-

poses, which in consequence involves a consid-

erable reduction in its market value. The old

saying that misfortunes do not come singly, is

fully exemplified in Butte aud other of the
northern counties the present season. The
water first destroys one-half, one-half of the
remainder turns to cheat, then comes along the

rust and reduces the value of what is left at

least one-fourth.

The Agricultural Society.— Record, June
22: At the last meeting of the Upper Sacra-

mento Agricultural Society it was determined
to hold the annual fair in the W'eek beginning
September 9th. The Directors are about to

close negotiations for a piece of ground close to

town, which will be a convenient place for all

to attend, aud at the same time it will be a

splendid place for the live stock exhibited.

From all quarters come assurances of participa-

tion, and the idea is rapidly gaining ground that

the fair of '78 will be the most successful ever

held.

COLUSA.
The Whf.at Yield.—Am, June 22: Fifteen

bushels to the acre of the wheat that will be
cut is pretty good. Newspaper men generally
have a faculty of putting things too high. They
all seem to want to make their county the best.

Colusa county, one year with another, will

measure wheat with any other in the State, and
will have a better crop this year than most of

them, but we will not get 15 bushels for the
ground sown. We placed the estimate, last

week, at 15 for the ground cut, which is quite a
difference. Both this county and Yolo had a

large acreage drowned out last winter.

LAKE.
Lake County Wool.—Bee, June 20: The

spring wool clip of our county has been shorn
and marketed, and we can now speak advisedly

of the same. Owing to the copious rains of the

past season and very early feed, the spring clip

was of unusual excellence. The wool was ex-

ceedingly clean and without seed or burs

—

what dealers call A 1 choice free wool. Be-
cause of cleanliness, being free from dirt, grease,

seeds and burs, its weight was very light. In
weight the flocks did not average much more
than one-half the yield of the spring of 1877.

The prices realized were not at all satisfactory

to the growers. Last Bpring wheu the wools
were heavy with grease, they brought from 26

to 30 cents per pound, while this spring the
highest price paid was 23 cents.

Chemisal Lands and Fruit.—Lownr Lake
Bulletin, May 20: The extensive tracts of
chemisal brush constitute a feature of Lake
county landscapes that invariably attracts the
attention of strangers. In the vicinity of Lower
Lake, in the Uncle Sam region, about the head
of Big valley and elsewhere, are thousands of
acres of this brush that is known upon the maps
simply as "waste territory." That it will
eventually be made a source of revenue there
can be little doubt. Dr. Baylis has demon-
strated by his experience with Angora goats,
that in its present condition it is just the place
for them. Large strips of land can also be
found that by clearing may be made available
for cultivation. These opportunities offered to
poor people, who wish to avail themselves of
the benefit of the homestead law, are not often
exceeded. Six German families, last winter,
took up a large tract of brush land about the
head of Big valley, and are confident of great
success in raising vineyards. The most of this
land will bear the best of fruit, and extensive
fruit ranches may, before long, be added to the
other evidences of prosperity furnished by our
county.

LOS ANGELES.
Fruit. —Santa Monica Outlook; June 19: L.

J. Hose, of Gabriel valley, reports that the fruit

crop of the present year promises to be most
satisfactory, both as to quality and quantity.
The orange yield will be very large, and the
vineyards never looked better. The best vari-

eties of grapes adapted to the soil and climate
of this section have been introduced upon an
extensive scale. With a good market, the
wines and brandies will be the source of a large
revenue.

Rust-Proof Wheat.—Anaheim Gazette, Juno
22: Mr. John Gwin brought to our office, on
Wednesday, a sample of wheat of the Odessa
variety. The press of this county should try
to impress upon the farming community the
importance of sowing this kind of wheat. It
has been tested now two seasons, and has
grown, ripened and matured without being
touched in the slightest degree by rust. This
season's test is about as severe a one as could be
applied. While adjacent wheat fields are nearly
ruined by rust, this field of Mr. G win's is

untouched. Farmers about here concede that
it is the only safe varietv to plant, and next
season it will undoubtedly be sown to the
almost utter exclusion of "Sonora wheat."

NAPA.
A Prolific Cherry Tree.— Register, June

15: We dropped in at J. M. Bassford, Sr. 's,

cherry orchard, three miles northwest of town,
Tuesday. He has only a small portion of his

cherry crop gathered, this variety of fruit not
ripening quite so early this year as common. It

is a sight to behold some of the trees, as they
hang full of the luscious fruit. Oue in particu-

lar attracts attention by reason of its immense
size and enormous yield. Sixty-four 10-pound
boxes of cherries have been picked from it this

year; there are still some 00 pounds on the tree.

This tree is 25 years old and probably the larg-

est cherry tree in the land.

Almonds.—J. Lewelling, who has over 2,000
bearing almond trees near St. Helena, informs
the Calistogian that the almond crop will be
very light this year, and attributes its failure

to the extremely wet weather of the past winter
and spring.

SAN BERNARDINO.
Honey-

.—Colton Semi-Tropie, June 22: After

a close investigation into the amount of honey
likely to be produced, we find that, although

the bees are busily at work and will make a

large return per hive, that the aggregate num-
ber of of pounds will not be much, if any,

greater than the crop of two years ago. This is

accounted for by the fact that thousands of

stands of bees starved to death last year, very

materially diminishing the number of stands in

the county. In the face of these facts we
should not advise our bee men to rush their

sweetness upon the market. Prices now are

ruling verv low and will surely go higher unless

we are misinformed as to the amount of the

crop. The demand for first-class California

honey is increasing, and we believe a margin of

profit may be realized by holding on for a while.

SAN JOAQUIN.
Tall Alfalfa.—Independent, June 22: Pat-

rick Brcen, who lives in the southern part of

the city, brought into this office yesterday the

tallest stalk of alfalfa we have ever seen. It

measures nearly seven feet in hight (6 feet 10

inches), aud has a stem like a whip stalk. He
sowed the patch in which it grew some time

last spring, but the birds picked out most of

the seed, leaving but few to grow. This one

has had no care, and shows to what great size

alfalfa will grow in good soil in a few months.

New Rye.—Two carloads of new rye were

received from Turlock yesterday morning by J.

D. Peters. It was of excellent quality. But
for the reduction in freights and the abolition

of the wharf tax this would not have come to

Stockton.
Stockton Fair.—The Board of managers of

the San Joaquin Valley District Agricultural

Society, is as follows: President, L. U. Ship-

pee; Vice-Presidents, John E. Moore and N.

\V. Weaver; Secretary, J. M. La Rue; Treas-

urer, A. W. Simpson; Directors, J. R. W.
Hitchcock and R. 0. Sargent. At the Society's

exhibition for the year 1878, to be held at

Stockton, September 24th to 28th inclusive,

larger and better premiums and purses will be
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offered than ever before by this Association.

In the speed programme nearly $2,000 more
mooey is to be competed for than was ever of-

fered before in Stockton, and the purses offered

amount to over $6,000 coin. Several purses of-

fered are $800 each, and $3,300 worth of purses
are free for entrance of any horses owned in

the State. A particular feature of the fair is

that competition is open to the State for exhi-

bitions of cattle, sheep, goats and swine, and
the offering of premiums aggregating nearly

$1,000 will insure a large exhibit. Sweepstakes
premiums for cattle alone are $200. A matter
that has received much less attention every-

where than its importance deserves, will be
given prominence at this fair, being an exhibi-

tion and premiums offered to encourage the
training of horses to walk fast, with or without
a load. During the week of the fair there will

be a premium of $50 offered for the draft team
of two horses hauling 6,000 pounds in wagon
walking one mile in the quickest time. And
that the subject matter might have more atten-

tion, as much from professional horsemen as

from the farming community, another premium
of $75 is offered for the draft-stallion weighing

1,300 pounds or upwards that walks one mile

in the quickest time, it being placed at the op-

tion of the owner whether the horse goes in

harness or saddle. These are not the least of

the attractions that the society will offer.

SANTA BARBARA.
English Walnuts.—Press, June 15: Any

person wishing to see what can be done with
the English walnut should go to Dr. Brinker-

hoffs block between Cota, Haley, Chapala and
De la Vina streets. The trees there are about
12 years old, and the branches literally bend to

the earth under the load of nuts with which
they are covered. The success of the nut in

this low rich ground ought to indicate some-
thing as to the character of soil best for the
growth of the walnut.

SANTA CLARA.
Gilp.oy Grain.—-Advocate, June 22: In com-

puting the number of cultivated acres and the

probable number of bags of grain to be har-

vested in Gilroy township, we have, with the

valuable help of Deputy Assessor Brock, ascer-

tained that it will not be wise to count on more
than a total yield of 120,000 bags. We have
seen several samples of grain touched with rust,

but learn that the damage is confined to a few
swampy places. Rust appears on the surface of

the stem and blade in many grain fields, but
we may reasonably expect dry, warm weather,
and as a result, full, plump, perfect wheat and
barley from the surrounding fields.

SONOMA.
New Cattle Disease. —Healdsburg Flag,

June 20: We have to report the appearance on
Upper Dry creek of a hitherto unknown disease

among cattle, which has carried off several tine

animals, notably one of Mr. Upson's, two of Ira

Proctor's, and a number of others, and which
seem to be at once inexplicable and incurable.

We understand that the cows when first seized

go suddenly dry; they are then attacked by
pains in the breast and throat, and in a short

time become entirely unable to swallow their

food, and death speedily ensues. In the cases

reported to us no cause could be imagined, the

animals appearing perfectly healthy up to the

sudden cessation of the How of milk. Any ex-

perience or knowledge on the subject from read-

ers or exchanges will be gratefully received.

The District F^air.—Petaluma Argus, June
21 : Liberal premiums are offered for best ex-

hibits of a great variety of articles, animals, etc.

It is none too early for all who feel an interest

in the coming fair to commence preparations

for the same. We have noticed that this has
already been done by many, and are glad to

learn that such is the case. For several years

past our annual fairs have been superior in

many respects to any held on th<» coast, and
there is now no reason to doubt that this year
the exhibition will be fully as good as usual in

all respects and better in many particulars. The
fair will open on Monday, September 23d, and
continue through the week. From communica-
tions received by the officers of the Society and
other sources of information, we conclude that

there will be a larger number of visitors and ex-

hibitors from abroad than ever before. Let the
people of Sonoma and Marin counties see to it

that they are not outdone by outsiders.

Cheese-Making.—Quite a number of small
dairies through the Santa Rosa valley, and some
of the larger ones along the coast, such as the
Lawrence ranch, near Valley Ford, and Upton's
on Point Reyes, have discarded the churn for

the cheese-press. So far the change has proved
a profitable one. The factory at Tomales, in

charge of Long &, Haskins, both experienced
cheese-makers from the Western Reserve, has
been in successful operation since December
last. They have used the milk of 900 cows,
making on an average about 70 cheese daily.

The milk is brought to the factory by the dairy-

men; two cents a pound charged for making;
the cheese is marketed and returns made to the
patrons every month. Everything has so far

worked to the advantage of all parties. As one
pound of cured cheese can be made from nine
pounds of milk, or about two and one-half

pounds of cheese can on an average be made
from the milk required for a pound of butter,

onr dairy friends can figure out the comparative
profits in a season when the price of cheese has
not fallen below 12 cents, and much of the time
has been close on 19. The capacity of the To-
males factory can readily be increased to 2,000
cows, and the prospects are that the enlarge-
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ment will have to be made. The factory at
Bloomfield has not been equally successful. The
lessee failed to. give satisfaction and the factory
was closed in the middle of the season, some of

the patrons going into the business on their own
account. We understand that there is hope of

the factory being opened next season under
more favorable auspices.

STANISLAUS.
Improved Wheat and Barley.—Stockton

Independent, June 3: A well-known farmer of
Oakdale brought to our office on Saturday two
remarkable varieties of wheat, which he has
produced from a few grains sent by a friend
from the Paris exposition of 1867. One is

known as the Algiers wheat, the other as Co-
logne wheat. The former has a large head,
heavily bearded and thickly enveloped in chaff.

The grain is nearly double the length of ordi-

nary wheat, and is so heavy that it will weigh
70 pounds to the bushel. It will yield ordi-

narily about 70 to 80 bushels to the acre. But
handsome as it appears it does not seem to con-
tain a proportionate amount of flour, and is

therefore more valuable for feed than for mill-

ing purposes. The Cologne wheat, however,
yields as well as the Algiers, and is rich in

Hour. It has a very broad head, likewise heav-
ily bearded, with large kernels. It is probably
the most valuable variety. He will have about
a peck of seed this year, the first time he has
been able to save any considerable quantity
from accidental destruction, and he hopes in a
year or two to be able to make a very good
showing of results on a large scale. He also

has experimented with six varieties of barley.

The Golden Melon and Carter's Prolific are new
varieties, closely resembling the Chevalier.

Both varieties carry two rows of grain, and are

very prolific. The Nepaul barley shells out
like wheat and differs from the bald barley. It

is excellent for table use as pearl barley. He
also has the Chevalier barley, which commands
the greatest price for brewing purposes of any
barley in the market. By careful hybridizing
he is trying to produce from these varieties a
brewing barley superior to anything heretofore
grown.

West Side Crop.—News, June 21: The
grain crop of the west side is undoubtedly spot-

ted, and not, as a whole, large. Some of the
fields will give forth magnificent yields, whilst
others will be quite light. This condition, how-
ever, is no fault of the season or soil, but gen-
erally is from the fact that a large amount of

the grain was sown too late to mature. Still

there is scarcely ever a season that a large per-

centage of our farmers do not, in a manner,
make a failure on parts of the lands by sowing
too late for the grain to mature even under the
most favorable circumstance, which was cer-

tainly the case the present season. Wherever
grain was put in the ground previous to the 1st

of March, the yield is at least a fair one.

TULARE.
Excess in Irrigating.—Cor. Bella: In our

anxiety to irrigate our lands I fear we may run
to an excess, and injure them. It is pretty

well determined that excessive flooding carries

off the soluble salts, or carries chem deep into

the subsoil, beyond the reach of vegetation. I

know of a piece of land on the Kaweah river

which was formerly subject to overflow. The
soil looks to be of the best quality, but it never
rewards thorough cultivation with more than
half a crop. When I came to this valley, 12

years ago, the region around Farmersville was
the granary of the valley. That region has

virtually monopolized the waters of the Ka-
weah river since that time, and now much of

the land formerly so fertile produces only

half a crop. I have heard of 2,000 acres of

grain, on what is known as "the sink of old

Tule," which will hardly return the seed,

though the land presents to the eye the most
beautiful appearance. Finally, I am told that

in the renowned Mussel Slough region, lands
that have been thoroughly flooded three or four

times are much impoverished. In other cases I

have seen grounds covered with a heavy coat of

what is called "alkali," from keeping the sub-

soil so thoroughly saturated as to cause ex-

cessive evaporation from the surface. The
soluble salts being brought to the surface, and
then deposited by the water, is constantly
evaporating. The successful application of

water to the soil is evidently a matter requiring

great care.

YOLO.
Blight.—Mail, June 22: D. N. Hershey in-

forms us that he has one large field of wheat
which, from casual observation, indicated a
yield of not less than 40 bushels to the acre. He
put the header into it a few days ago, and after

cutting about half of it, he discovered that it

would not pay the expenses of cutting, and so

left it. He says there is no rust on it, save in

some of the low spots, and has concluded that

it was destroyed by some kind of blight, proba-

bly from a scald produced by steam from the
moist earth while the stalk was tender from
rapid growth.
Harvest Prospects.—Democrat, June 22:

Mr. S. L. Monday, from the Hungry Hollow
district, brought a bunch of wheat into our
office yesterday the plump appearance of which
effectually silences the assertion that the grain

in that particular locality is nearly a failure. It

is the Chile Club, and the heads are remarkably
well filled out. In the low lands cheat has

made its appearance, but the grain having had
so much the start has almost crowded it out.

There is a little rust but not enough to materi-

ally injure it. On the other hand we are in-
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formed by Mr. Nathan Grayson that his grain
is shrunk so badly and is so affected by rust
that he expects to realize no more than a third
of a crop. Other localities report damage from
rust and shrinkage, so that taken all over the
county we think the crop will be less than an
average one.

News in Brief.

Ex-Governor Pacheco is now a stock-
broker.

Fishing in Lake Tahoe is reported very tine

at present.

Mercedes, Queen of Spain, is dying from
bleeding of the lungs.

Charles Mathews, the celebrated comedian,
died on the 24th inst.

The Free Labor exchange found places last

week for 84 men and 15 women.
The thermometer in Tulare county, last

week, run up to 101 in the shade.
John O'Shea, an old resident of Lake county,

was drowned while bathing in Soda bay, in that
county.

The condition of the Kmperor of Germany is

satisfactory. His power of moving his left arm
is increasing.

Vance, ex-member of Congress, has been
adjudged insane, and taken to Athens for con-
finement.

General Forsythe, of Sheridan's staff, re-

ports that there is no cause for an Indian alarm
in Wisconsin.
Nine members of a gang of counterfeiters,

having their headquarters near Baxter Springs,
have been arrested.

A young lady, of Sacramento, is dangerously
ill from the effects of using a chemical prepara-
tion to bleach her hair.

Higinio Cima, a real estate agent, in this

city, fired three bullets into his head last Mon-
day, causing fatal injuries.

Twelve thousand tickets for the Union Sun-
day School picnic at Woodward's Gardens have
been sold, and more are wanted.
The Russians have 52,000 sick in the Balkan

peninsula, and of the recruits raised in 1877 for

the Armenian campaign, 25% are dead.
The Bear River ditch company, of Placer

county, offer free water for five years for the ir-

rigation of orange or lemon plantations.

A trouble has occurred among the Trustees
of the Mechanics' institute, in this city, which
may possibly postpone the contemplated fair.

The works of a plow company on Passaic
river, New Jersey, have been burned, throwing
many men out of employment; loss $100,000.
On the 21st inst., Edmund Hanrahan killed

his wife Mary, and Michael Sheehan, in San
Francisco, with an axe, being actuated by jeal-

ousy.

A mammoth bark is being built on Puget
sound for the San Francisco lumber trade. Her
carrying capacity is to be 1,000,000 feet of

lumber.
Del Norte county bids fair to become the

great butter county of the State. This county
shipped, during the last season, $50,000 worth
of butter.

Madame Bonaparte, of Baltimore, who is

about 96 years old, is iu the enjoyment of fair

health, having recently recovered from a severe

attack of illness.

The decline in rents at New York, this year,

makes a difference of $1,000 a day in the income
of the Astor property and of about $100,000 a

year on the Stewart property.

Paul J. Kedrolivansky, Russian Arch-
priest, died in this city, last week, from fracture

of the skull, but whether it was a case of assas-

sination or suicide seems doubtful.

Ninety-six pounds of ice per man is daily

consumed in the lower levels of the Consoli-

dated Virginia and California mines in cooling

the drinking water for the miners.

The whale fishery at San Simeon, Cal., has
been unsuccessful the past season, but three

whales have been captured, while in former
years as many as 23 have been taken in a single

season.

President MacMahon, upon the recom-
mendation of his Ministers, has decided to

pardon 800 communists on the occasion of the

national festival, on the 30th inst., in honor of

the exhibition.

Desidekio Poderca, second in command at

San Elizario, who commanded the firing party,

in December last, that executed Howard,
Atkinson and McBride, was arrested on the

16th by State troops.

A terrible rain fell in southwestern Kansas
last week, 25 inches falling in one afternoon.

Great damage was done to the crops, bridges,

etc. Some lives were lost and many cattle,

hogs and poultry drowned.
UN Sunday last the advance of troops of Gen.

Howard attacked the Indians at Curry creek,

45 miles from Harney, Col. Robbins and two
soldiers were killed during the engagement.

The Indians were repulsed.

On the 22d inst. cloud bursts occurred in the

mountains northeast of San Buenaventura, caus-

ing the Ventura river to pour down such a

volume of muddy water that the ocean was dis-

colored for a distance of six miles.

It is reported that farmers in various parts of

Ohio are receiving notices signed, "Working-
men's Bread and Blood Committee," and warn-

ing them against buying labor-saving machinery,

and especially self-binding reapers. Threats

are made that every such reaper will be de-

stroyed and stack? of grain burned if an attempt

is made to use them. No cases of violence,

however, have yet been reported.
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There are 146 convicts in the Neva .son
at Carson.
The leading hotels of Oakland are crowded

with guests.

Most of the Shoshones in Nevada refuse to
join the hostile Indians.
Plymouth Church has excommunicated Mrs.

Elizabeth Tilton.

Garibaldi is well again, and has resumed his
walks round Caprera.
There were last week 400 births and 462

deaths in New York city.

The Empress of Germany is reported as likely
to visit Paris shortly in strict incognito.
Ten thousand orange trees have been planted

iu the vicinity of San Jose, this spring.
Four young men were drowned at Halifax on

the 26th inst. by the upsetting of a boat.
The entire expense of Americans going abroad

this summer will amount to about $40,000,000.
Over 150,000 young shad have been received

in Sacramento, with which to stock California
rivers.

The estimated annual loss to agriculture in
the United States from insects is not less than
$150,000,000.
Mr. Edison is going to Pennsylvania to rest,

and "get away from curiosity hunters and
interviewers."

Cardinal Antonelli's estate, something
like the Ward property, has shrunk from
$2,000,000 to $120,000.
The trotting-horse, " Hiram," owned by H.

Eldred, fell dead while trotting a race at Sacra-
mento on Saturday last.

T. V. Roy, a converted Brahmin priest, in
Montreal, convicted of bigamy, has been sen-
tenced to three months' imprisonment.
There is a rumor of gigantic land frauds

having been perpetrated in California through
counterfeiting the great seal of the State.
James G. Fair, of Virginia City, is at the

Palace hotel, his health having been much im-
proved by his late visit to the Steamboat springs
in Washoe.
A Paris publishing house is preparing an

edition of the Lord's Prayer in 1,200 languages
and dialects. The book will be dedicated to
Pope Leo XIII.
The famous stallion "Cognac" (the man-

eater), whose leg was broken about 10 days
since from a kick by a mare, died on Sunday
evening last at Petaluma.
At Savannah station, Los Angeles, last week,

Charles Ellis, aged 15 years, was dragged to
death by a horse to which he had thoughtlessly
tied himself with a rope.

Three car loads of excursionists left Salt
Lake City, on the 25th inst. , for San Francisco.
They will take in the sights of California and
expect to be absent a month.

It is ascertained that 2,748,000 sheep perished
in New South Whiles last year from want of

food and water, caused by the protracted
drouths, involving a loss of £2,250,000.
William Solen has recovered $15,000 dam-

ages from the Virginia and Truckee Railroad
Company for injuries sustained from beiug run
over by an engine, February 25th, 1876.
Tom Wallace, the burglar, who so boldly

walked out of the Municipal court-roam in San
Francisco while on trial some months since,

has been recaptured at Evansville, Indiana.
John B. Crowell, one of the head men in

the factories and tannery of Holden & Co., at
Napa, committed suicide by cutting his throat
with a razor. Temporary insanity was the
cause.

Andreas Jacobsen, a lad 17 years of age,

while driving a horse in the bark-grinding mill

in Wick's tannery, Petaluma, was kicked in

the abdomen by the animal and so badly injured
that he died.

Four large boilers in the mills of the Chesa-
peake Nail Works, at Harrisburg, exploded on
the 25th inst. with tremendous force, killing

one man, wounding badly four others and tear-

ing the mills to pieces.

Alexander Sliey and Frost Coles, brothers-

in-law, fought a duel lately at Forest depot,

Va., with carving knives. Sliey was killed and
Coles dangerously wounded. They had both
recently been married.
The estate of the late William C. Rheinlander

is estimated to be worth about $50,000,000.
He was one of the seven largest real-estate

owners in New York city. By his will his vast

property will be managed by executors for the

benefit of his children, who may divide it as

they shall see fit.

Relief Work of the Youths' Directory
During Half a Year.—The Youths' Direc-

tory, No. 1417 Howard street, is a free home
and Intelligence Bureau, maintained by the
citizens of San Francisco for destitute and
friendless lads seeking employment. This in-

stitution is open to all classes of children in

need, and there is no charge for benefits de-

rived from any of its departments. For the six

months ending May 31st, 1878, the Superin-

tendent reports: Number of meals furnished,

4,359; numbcrjof lodgings furnished, 1,827; num-
ber of boys placed out in the city, 1,582; num-
ber of boys placed out in the country, 1,629;

number of girls placed out in the city, 117;

number of girls placed out in the country, 14:

applicants for relief dismissed, unable to aid

them 1,103; receipts from all sources, $631.25;

disbursements for all purposes, $631.25. For
services faithfully rendered by boys and girls,

in all branches of industry, the wages now paid

rule lower than last year. Discarded articles

of wearing apparel and provisions of every kind

are earnestly solicited by the Directory, "for

the poor we have always with ui."
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Bryant's "The Time to Die.''

William Cullen Bryant, the grand old Amer
ican poet, died on the morning of Wednesday.

June 19th. Thus was his wish, as he expressed

it, in the following lines fulfilled.

I gazed upon the glorious sky,

And the preen mountains round.

And thought that when I eame to lie

At rest within the ({round,

'Twere pleasant that in flowery June,

When orooks send up a cheerful tune.

And groves a cheerful sound.
The sexton's hand, my grave to make,
The rich, green mountain-turf should hrenk.

A cell within the frozen mould,
A coffin home through sleet,

And icy clouds above it rolled.

While fierce the tempest beat

—

Awa\ !— I will not think of these

Hlne be the sky and soft the breeze,

Earth green beneath the feet.

And be the damp mould gently pressed

Into my narrow place of rest.

There, through the long, long summer hours.

The golden light should lie,

And thick young herbs and groups of flowers.

Stand in their beauty by.

The oriole should build and tell

His love-tale close beside my cell;

The idle butterfly

Should rest him there, and there be heard
The housewife bee and humming bird.

Ami what if cheerful shouts at noon
Come from the village sent,

Or song of maids beneath the moon
With fairy laughter blent ?

And what if, in the evening light,

Betrothed lovers walk in sight

Of my low monument?
I would the lovely scene around
Might know no sadder sight nor sound.

I know that I no more shoiUd see
The season's glorious show,

Nor would its brightness shine for me.
Nor its wild music flow;

liut if, around my place of sleep,

The friends I love should come to weep,
They might not haste to go.

Soft airs, and song, and light and bloom
Should keep them at my tomb.

These to their softened heart should hear
The thought of what has been,

And speak of one who cannot share
The gladness of the scene;

Whose part, in all the pomp that fills

The circuit of the summer hills,

Is that his grave fa green;
And deeply would their hearts rejoice
To hear again bis li\ ing voice.

A Tree-Agent Treed.

The July Srribner will contain the concluding
installment of Mr. F. K. Stockton's droll "l!ud-
der Grange'' sketches, which 'are to be pub-
lished in book form in the fall. One of the in-

cidents of this last sketch is quoted below.
The proprietor of Rudder Grange, returning
from a drive with Euphemia, his wife, rinds a
tramp in one of the trees and a tree-agent in

another near by, with his savage dog, Lord
Edward, plying between. The following scene
ensues;

"This one,"' said Pomona, "is a tree-
man "

"I should think so," said I, as I caught sight
of a person in gray trowsers standing among
the branches of a cherry-tree not very far from
the kitchen door. The tree was not a large
one, and the branches were not strong enough
to allow him to sit down on them, although
they supported him well enough, as he stood
close to the trunk just out of reach of Loxd
Edward.

"This is a very unpleasant position, sir,"
said he, when I reached the tree. "1 simply
came into your yard on a matter of business,
and finding that raging beast attacking a per-
son in a tree, I had barely time to get up into
this tree myself, before he dashed at me.
Luckily I was out of his reach; but I very
much fear I have lost some of my property."

"No, he hasn't," said Pomona. "It was a
big book he dropped. I picked it up and took
it into the house. It's full of pictures of pears
and peaches and flowers. I've been lookin' at
it. That's how I knew what he was. And
there was no call for his gittin up a tree.
Lord Edward never would have gone after him
if he hadn't run as if he had guilt on his soul.''

"I suppose, then," said 1, addressing the
individual in the cherry-tree, "that you came
here to sell me some trees."

"Yes, sir," said he quickly, "trees, shrubs,
vines, evergreens—everything suitable for a
gentleman's country villa. 1 can sell you some-
thing quite remarkable, sir, in the way of cher-
ry-trees—French ones just imported, bear
fruit three times the size of anything that could
be produced on a tree like this. And pears-
fruit of the finest flavor and enormous size

"Yes," said Pomona. "I seen them in the
book. But they must grow on a ground-vine.
No tree couldn't hold such pears as them,"
Here Euphemia reproved Pomona's forward-

ness, and I invited the tree-agent to get down
out of the tree.

"Thank you," said he: "but not while that

dog is loose. If you will kindly chain him up,

I will get my book, and show you specimens of

some of the finest small fruit in the world all

imported from the first nurseries of Europe—

the T.ed-gold Amber Muscat grape—the

"Oh, please let him down !" said Euphemia,

her eyes beginning to sparkle.

I slowly walked toward the tramp-tree, re-

volving various matters in my mind. We had

not spent much money on the place during the

winter, and we now had a small sum which we
intended to use for the advantage of the farm,

but had not decided what to do with it. It be-

hooved me to be careful.

I told Pomona to run and get me the dog-

chain, and 1 stood under the tree, listening, as

well as I could, to the tree-agent talking to

Euphemia, and paying no attention to the im-

passioned entreaties of the tramp in the crotch

above me. When the chain was brought, I hooked

one end of it in Lord Edward's collar, and then

I took a firm grasp of the other. Telling Po-

mona to bring the tree-agent's book from the

house, I called to that individual to get down
from his tree. He promptly obeyed, and, tak-

ing the book from Pomona, began to show the

pictures to Euphemia.
"You had better hurry, sir," I called out.

"I can't hold this dog very long." And in

deed, Lord Edward had made a run toward the

agent, which" jerked me very forcibly in his

direction. But a movement by the tramp had
quickly brought the dog back to his more de

sired victim.

"If you will just tie up that dog, sir," said

the agent, "and come this way, I would like to

show you the Meltinagua pear—dissolves in

the mouth like snow, sir; trees will bear next

year."

'Oh, come look at the Royal Sparkling Baby
grape !" cried Euphemia. "It grows in the

sun like a gem."
"Yes," said the agent, "and tills the air with

fragrance during the whole month of Septem
ber "

"I tell you," I shouted, "I can't hold this

dog another minute ! The chain is cutting the

skin off my hands. Pun, sir, run ! I'm going

to let go !"

"Run ! run !* cried Pomona. "Fly for

your life I"

The agent now began to be frightened, and
shut up his book.

"If you only could see the plates, sir, I'm
sure

"

"Are you ready V I cried, as the dog, ex-

cited by Pomona's wild shouts, made a bolt in

his direction .

"Good-day, if I must " said the agent, as

he hurried to the gate. But there he stopped.

"There is nothing, sir," he said, "that would
so improve your place as a row of the Spitzen-

berg Sweet-scented Balsam fir along this fence.

I'll sell you three-year-old trees
"

"He's loose !" 1 shouted, as I dropped the
chain.

In a seconil the agent was on the other side

of the gate. Lord Edward made a dash toward
him; but, stopping suddenly, Hew back to the
tree of the tramp.

"If you should conclude, sir," said the tree-

agent, looking over the fence, "to have a row of

those firs along here
"My good sir, " said I, "there is no row of

firs there now, and the fence is not very high.

My dog, as you see, is very much excited, and
I cannot answer for the consequences if lie

takes it into his head to jump over."
The tree-agent turned and walked slowly

away.

Fidelity to the Oregon Girls.—Council-

man Simon, of Portland, to whom the letter

from a young lady in Syracuse, N. Y., asking

the Mayor for information concerning the de-
mand for unmarried women in Oregon, was re-

ferred, has prepared a letter for the young lady,
which should make him a lion among the young
ladies. He writes to her that there is no par-
ticular need for young women in Oregon, that
those here are so far in advance of the general
average of their sex in wit and beauty that only
those particularly favored by fortune could
hope to compete with them in the husband
market. We expect Mr. Simon to be deluged
with slippers, pincushions, beaded purses,
handkerchief cases and other "women's fixins.

"

New Music— "I'll meet you, my Love, with
a Kiss," is the pretty title of a nice song by H.
P. Dauks. and has an appropriate companion in
"My Sailor Love," by Diehl, which has a deal
to say about the bony sailor lad. "Two Little
Lives," is a dainty ballad about a lark and a
daisy, by Molloy. "Johnny Morgan Galop,"
by Fernald, includes an air from the "Man in
the Moon," (a place where air is rare). "Nor-
wegian Bridal Party," is a "Humoresque" for
Piano, and "The Editor's Waltz," by Winter-
stein, may be commended to any of the frater-
nity in need of graceful exercise. All these
pieces are recent publications by Oliver Ditson
& Co.

A Telephonic Novel.

Some of the sensational novel writers have

already introduced the telephone as a most im-

portant element in their stories. A recent

literary magazine contains an article by Mark
Twain, in which he introduces to the reader

the young hero, Alonzo, as sitting in his parlor

at Eastport, Maine, while he converses by tele-

phone with his aunt in San Francisco. The
aunt receives company, a young lady, and intro

duces her nephew by telephone, when the

couple at once commence an interesting conver-

sation, which ends in a love match. Here the

writer displays his talent in writing several

pages of tender expressions, which we leave to

the imagination of our readers. Now comes
the plot. A rival in San Francisco, deeply in

love with the young lady, one day overhears the

telephonic conversation, and makes up his mind
to stop the engagement. He travels by rail

across the continent, arrives at Eastport, dis-

guises himself as a clergyman, who pretends to

have given up preaching so as to devote him-
self to improvements in the telephone, which
he is ready to place at the disposal of Alonzo,

who is very anxious to learn them for his own
use. There is some delay, however, in the
arrival of the instruments. In the meantime
the rival, during the absence of the hero, ob-

tains, incidentally, a chance to talk through
the telephone, imitating the voice of Alonzo.

He thus gets up a misunderstanding, then a
quarrel and at last despair on both sides. The
lady leaves San Francisco, and all traces of her
are lost, while Alonzo travels all over the con-

tinent, attaching his telephone to all telegraph

wires, in the hope of some time hearing her
voice. At last, while in a New York hotel, he
hears faintly the sweet strains of

'

' The Sweet
By and By," just as his lady-love used to sing

it to him by telephone. He looks around and
discovers a telephone in a corner behind a cur-

tain. He at once speaks some endearing words,
when the answer comes faintly but distinctly,

"Oh, say those precious words again, dear
Alonzo." The rest we leave again to the
imagination of our readers, but will only say
that to the question, "Where are you. Darl-

ing?" the answer came, "In Honolulu, Sand-
wich islands." It was arranged to marry at

once. The lady was on the point of marrying
the rival, who had followed her, but when the
telephonic correspondence with her old lover
was re-established, she sent him off at once,

and ordered a clergyman. Alonzo did the same
in New York, and the next day the Honolulu
Advrlteer contained the following advertise-

ment:
Married.—III 'his city, by telephone, yesterday morn-

ing, at eight o'clock, by Rev. Nathan Hayes, assisted by
Kev. Nathaniel l>a\ is, of New York, Mr. Alonzo Fitz
Clarence, of Eastport, Maine, U. S., and Miss Rosanna
Kthelton, of Portland, Oregon, I". S. The happy bride
and her friends immediately departed by a beautifully
decorated yacht on a bridal trip to Jaharia and Haleakala."

The New York Times of the same day con-
tained this notice:

Married.—In this city, by telephone, at half-past-two
in the morning, by the Rev. Nathaniel Davis, assisted by
the Kev. Nathan Hayes, of Honolulu, Sandwich islands,
Mr. Alonza Fitz Clarence, of Eastport, Maine, and Miss
Rosanna Kthelton, of Portland, Oregon. The bridegroom
and friends enjoyed a sumptuous breakfast, and then
departed on a bridal trip to the Aquarium, the bride-
groom's health not permitting a more extensile journey."

The aunt afterwards brought the bride to
Eastport, where she met the husband she had
never before seen. The rival who so cruelly-

attempted to separate the loving couple, fell

into a cauldron of boiling oil, expiring before
he could be rescued, and so had his deserts.

The other evening, when four or five young
rosebuds, which gallop o'er the hearthstone of
a Cass avenue family, became too uproarious,
the mother called out: "If I have to speak to
you again. I shall punish some of you." The
youngest of the lot slid off the lounge, reflected
for a, moment, and then soberly remarked:
" Well, then, I'd advise you to hold in your
speak." She did.

Fashionable Wives.—The fashionable wife
looks on her husband's money as spoil—some-
thing which he wants to guard and she to seize.

It is no joint property which it is much her
interest as it is his to save and use wisely, but
an enemy's possession which it will be her gain
to loot. As for companionship—tonjours par-
i/rir palls, and an evening spent with her hus-
band alone as the ne plus ultra of deadly dul-
ness. Personal love for him has died out, if

even it once existed under the guise of passion
because of novelty; and, whatever she maybe
to others, her husband rinds her uniformly cold
and repellent. Motherhood is her bugbear;
children unwelcome intruders; and there is no
more miserable woman extant than the fashiona-
ble wife with a baby, that hinders her from
joining in the season's vulgar pleasures. Essen-
tially selfish and shallow, love has as little

meaning for her as the doctrine of duty or the
glory of sacrifice, and those who know her
stand aside in a kind of wonder at the scheme
of creation, which includes, among its offsets, a
being without uses and without virtues—

a

woman with presumably a soul like any other,
absolutely destitute of the love which saves the
world from worse than death, of the reality
which seeks truth and lives in it, of all noble-
ness of aspiration and all righteousness of life,

a Woman whose god is pleasure and her one
sole religion fashion.

—

London Truth.

What a Little Girl Thought or a
Farmer's Club. — The Central New York
farmer's club lately met at the home of the
president, Hon. Samuel Campbell, of New York
Mills. At half past one P. K., a handsome col-
lation was served iu the house. A bright little

grandchild of Mr. Campbell, about three years
of age, sat at one of the tables enjoying her ice-

cream and strawberries. Mr. Lyon quizzingly
asked her if she had ever seen so many homely
men together before ? At first she answered
no, but immediately corrected herself and re-
plied yes. When asked where? she said, Oh,
at the soens (circus) I

Wyoming's Mammoth Cave

In the early part of May, a herder discovered
a very remarkable cave at Table Mountain
ranch, in this Territory. The entrance, instead
of being horizontal, is perpendicular. Having a
lariat of 50 feet, he let it down without touch-
ing bottom. He then dropped down a stone or
two, and, from the reverberations, concluded it

was of immense depth. Last Sunday, a dozen
of us got together with ropes, a windlass, lant-

erns, etc., and proceeded to examine and ex-
plore it. Having fixed a strong windlass and
attached a stout rope, a man descended with a
lantern, his feet in a loop of the rope and hold-
ing on with his hands. It is a sheer descent of

82 feet perpendicular, to where an incline of 45
degrees commences, that upon going down
about 100 feet more, becomes nearly level and
branches off into various rooms, vaults and
apartments. The sensation of descending is

novel as well as hazardous. On reaching the
bottom, 1 entered one of the vaults for a dis-

tance of about 300 yards, when I came to
what I supposed to be the end. But on a closer
examination, I discovered an aperture large
enough to admit me, and, through a partition
six feet in thickness, emerged into a vault of

immense dimensions. Here the ceiling is fully

60 feet from the floor, and was studded with
countless stalactites of all sizes, from that of a
small icicle to afoot in diameter and from a few
inches to 15 feet in length. The floor is also
studded with cones and stalagmites, like in-

verted icicles, and presented a weird and pictur-
esque perspective. In many places the stalac-

tites are joined together, having the appearance
of huge hour-glasses, and forming a number of
pillars from floor to ceiling, adding to the gro-

tesque grandeur of the scene. I penetrated
about 400 yards into this vault, from which
other vaults and apartments led off from either

side; but, fearful of getting lost, I proceeded
no farther in that direction and can only con-
jecture its length. Members of our party
explored other vaults and passages in different

directions, and from their descriptions, I con-
clude that the greater part of the Table moun-
tain is fairly honey-combed by this cave and its

numerous ramifications. All the passages radi-

ate from where the incline commences, 82 feet

down. The aperture of the surface is only eight
feet long and four feet wide, but enlarges as one
descends, being bell-shaped. It put me in mind
of entering the cupola or dome of the Capitol at

Washington, at the top and descending to the
door below. One would get this impression on
looking upward, it being nearly circular and
gradually narrowing from the floor to the apex.
Bones of a large variety of animals are strewn
around, which probably stumbled into this

fearful pit years and ages ago. Buffalo heads,
and those of elk, deer and antelope are numer-
ous, while bones of smaller ruminants, carnivora
and rodents are strewn around. Bones were
also found supposed to be those of human
beings, but in fragmentary sections.

—

Cor.
Grand Rap'vte, Midi., Eagle.

Trees that Grow Shirts.—Humboldt says
that he saw on the slope of the Cerra Dricla

shirt trees 50 feet high. The Indians cutoff
cylindrical pieces, two feet in diameter, from
which they cut the red and fibrous bark, with-
out making any longitudinal incision. This
bark affords them a sort of garment, which re-

sembles a sack of very coarse texture and with-
out a seam. The upper opening serves for a
head and two lateral holes are cut to admit the
arms. The natives wear these shirts of Marina
in the rainy season; they have the form of the
ponchos and inanos of cotton which are so com-
mon in New Grenada, at Quito and in Peru.
As in this climate the riches and beneficence of

nature are regarded as the primary causes of

the indolence of the inhabitants, the mission-

aries do not fail to say in showing the shirts of

Marina, "in the forests of Oroonoka, garments
are found ready- made upon the trees."

Great Pyramid of Egypt.—An English
architect, Mr. Tite, has been "figuring up" the
cost of the great pyramid near Gizet. Its origi-

nal dimensions at the base were 7G4 square feet,

and it has a perpendicular hight of 480 feet,

covering four acres, one rood, 22 perches of

ground. It consumed 89,02S,0O0 cubic feet of

stone; and Mr. Tite adds that it could not now
he built for less than t'30,000,000 sterling. The
joints of the large casing blocks of granite were
so tine as to be scarcely perceptible, not thicker
than paper; and the mortar was so adhesive
that the stones in some cases broke through
their substance rather than give way at their

jointing. The cost, therefore, of this structure,

reduced to Federal currency, was §145,200,000,
a sum large enough to build and put in running
order six good, substantial railroads between
New York on the Atlantic and San Francisco
on the Pacific.

The Heart-Beats of a Lifetime.—Accord-
ing to a French medical journal, Dr. Guyot,
consulting the best authorities on the subject,

and making the necessary calculations, has de-

termined that the number of pulsations during
the different ages of life are as follows: During
the first year, 63 millions (in round numbers);
during the first two years, 120 millions; during
the first eight years, 435 millions; during the
first 12 years, til4 millions; during the first 14
years, 698 millions; during the first 36 years
(giving the figures in full), 1,229,904,900; dur-
ing a life of 50 years, 1,928,160,000; during a
life of 60 years, 2,269,800,000, and during a life

of 80 years, 3,007,040,000.
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Lord Nelson.—Human nature is very frail.

No man ever had a stronger sense of it under
the influence of a sense of justice than Lord
Nelson. He was loath to inflict punishment;
and when he was obliged, as he called it, "to
endure the torture of seeing men flogged," lie

came out of his cabin with a hurried step, ran
into the gangway, made his bow to the general,

and, reading the articles of war the culprit had
infringed, said, "Boatswain, do your duty."
The lash was instantly applied, and conse-

quently the sufferer exclaimed, "Forgive me,
admiral, forgive me!" On such an occasion,

Lord Nelson would look around with wild
anxiety, and, as all his officers kept silence, he
would say, "What! none of you speak for him?
Avast! cast him off!" And then add to the
suffering culprit, "Jack, in the day of battle

remember me!" and he became a good fellow in

future. A poor man was about to flogged—

a

landsman—and few pitted him. His offence

was drunkenness. As he was being tied up, a
lovely girl, contrary to all rules, rushed through
the officers, and falling on her knees, clasped
Nelson's hand, in which were the articles of

war, exclaiming, "Pray, forgive him, your
honor, he shall never offend again." "Your
face," said Nelson, "is a security for his good
behavior. Let him go; the fellow cannot be
bad who has such a lovely creature in his care."

This man rose to be a lieutenant; his name was
William Pye.

—

Historic Scraps.

Loss of Nose and Ears a Mark of Subjec-
tion.—Recent accounts from the East, says
Herbert Spencer, in Popular Science Monthly,
prove that some vanquished men deprived of

their noses by their conquerors, either while ob-

viously alive or when supposed to be dead, sur-

vive; and those who do so remain identifiable

thereafter as conquered men. Consequently,
the loss of a nose may become the mark of a
slave; and in some cases, it does this. Con-
cerning certain ancient Central Americans,
Herrera tells us that they challenged neighbor-
ing peoples when "they wanted slaves; if the
other party did not accept of the challenge, they
ravaged their country and cut off the noses of

the slaves." And describing a war that went on
during his captivity in Ashantee, Ramseyer
says the Ashantees spared one prisoner, "whose
head was shaved, nose and ears cut off, and
himself made to carry the king's drum."
Along with loss of nose occurs, in the last case,

loss of ears, which naturally comes next to be
dealt with. This is similarly interpretable as
having originated from trophy-taking, and hav-
ing in some cases survived; if not as a mark of

ordinary slavery, still as a mark of that other
slavery which is often a punishment for crime.

Carlyle's Wife.—Carlyle's wife is described
by Miss Stebbins, in her newly published bio-

graphy of Charlotte Cashman, as a clever,

witty, calm, cool, unsmiling woman—a descrip-
tion she obtained from Miss Cushman, who
knew Mrs. C. well. Whenever Carlyle himself
got to talking at tea, with no indication of ever
stopping, his wife would sit quietly listening,

renew his cup, and sometimes drop a judicious
word edgeways to flavor the conversation; but
when she was alone, and herself the entertainer,
says Miss Stebbins, "one became aware of all

the self-abnegation she practiced, for she was
herself a remarkably brilliant talker and the
stories of quaint wit and wisdom which she
poured forth, the marvelous memory which
she displayed, were, in the minds of many,
quite as remarkable and even more entertaining
than the majestic utterances of her gifted hus-
band.

—

Independent.

Gentlemen.—Perhaps a gentlemen is a rarer
man than some of us think for. Which of us
can point out many such in his circle—men
whose aims are generous, whose truth is con-
stant, and not only constant in its kind, but
elevated in its degree; whose want of meanness
makes them simple; who can look the world
honestly in the face, with an equal manly sym-
pathy for the great and the small? We all

know a hundred whose coats are very well made,
and a score who have excellent manners, and
one or two happy beings who are what they call

in the inner circles, and have shot into the very
center and bull's eye of fashion; but of gentle-
men, how many? Let us take a little scrap of
paper and each make out his list.

—

Thackeray

Woman's Love.—Man is the creature of in-

terest and ambition. His nature leads him
forth into the struggle and bustle of the world.
Love is but the establishment of his early life,

or a song piped in the intervals of the acts. He
seeks for fame, for fortune, for space in the
world's thought and dominion over his fellow
men. But a woman's whole life is a history of

the affections. The heart is her world; it is

there her ambition strives for empire; it is

there her avarice seeks for hidden treasures.

She sends forth her sympathies on adventure;
she embarks her whole soul in the traffic of af-

fection, and, if shipwrecked, her case is hope-
less, for it is bankruptcy of the heart.

—

Irving.

Professor Gray.—Professor Asa Gray, the
distinguished botanist, has a face which is thus
described by a Washington correspondent of the
Commercial of Cincinnati :

' 'The professor's head
is bowed, not by age, but because he has so long
looked down in the faces of the tiny flowers;
his countenance reflects only the delicacy and
purity of the wild birds, with their fresh flush
and modest glow.

"

THE PACIFIC
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Minnie Grolding's Flower Garden.

I
Written for the Rural Prkss by Winnie Winter.

Minnie Golding has a pretty little flower

garden all by itself in a corner of the large

flower garden at Evergreen Gardens, where she

lives. Minnie's father and mother take great

delight in flowers, and they are anxious to in-

still into Minnie's mind a love for them also, as

for something which bears an intimate relation

to purity of heart and sweetness of character,

and so their flower garden is filled with the

rarest plants and shrubs and has playing foun-

tains, vine-covered trellises and rustic seats in

it. Minnie's own garden has a cunning little

rustic bower in the center and a pretty foun-

tain near by, with gold and silver fish swim-

ming about in the water.
Minnie is only eight years old, but she can

tell the names of all the flowers and plants in

her garden; when they bloom and where they
came from. She also understands the care of

them, knows how to sow seeds, plant, graft,

prune and perform all the operations that are
necessary to make them vigorous and fruitful;

in fact she is such an expert little florist that
she could put to blush many older persons who
pride themselves upon their knowledge of such
matters.

It may seem strange, but it is nevertheless
true, that Minnie was taken out into the
flower garden when she was a tiny wee baby,
only one week old, and it was her privilege

during babyhood and early childhood to be
taken daily for a peep at the beauties that grow
and blossom there; and a considerable part of

her education thus far has been in connection
with flowers.

Evergreen Gardens are open to the general

public two days in every week, but no visitor

is ever refused admittance, and so the gardens

are not used for mere private gratification,

but are free to be seen and enjoyed by all.

Minnie, also, has one morning each week in

which to receive and entertain her little

friends, and some of her pleasantest hours are

spent in this way. On one of these mornings
Minnie was too sick to entertain her friends,

and Katie Beams, a playmate, was appointed
mistress of ceremonies in her place. When the

morning had passed away and all the visitors

were gone, Katie came into the house to see

Minnie, and found her lying upon her bed
weeping, and with childlike sympathy she put
her arms around Minnie's neck and began to

cry also. Shortly afterwards Mrs. Golding
came in and found two tear-stained faces and
two little hearts sobbing as if they would
break. She was very much astonished, but
drew them both tenderly to her, kissed them,
and said, "What is the matter with my little

Katie?"
Kate answered "she didn't know, she found

Minnie crying and she could not help doing the

same."
Then Mrs. Golding looked inquiringly down

in Minnie's eyes but did not question her, for

Minnie had been taught to open her heart to

mamma without being asked; but Minnie was
so overcome with weeping that it was some
minutes before she could speak and then said:
" Dear mamma, Minnie has been a very
naughty girl and does not deserve that you
should love her. She was anxious to go out in

the garden this morning, but when you said it

would not be wise for her to do so, she was
sure that you knew best and tried so hard to

be patient, and when the naughty thoughts
would come she shook her fists at them and
kept saying, "go away you naughty thoughts;

go away ! Minnie will be a good girl ! Minnie
will be a good girl ! And she felt happy be-

cause she knew she was doing right in keeping
the bad thoughts away; but just then the

sound of merry voices from the garden came in

at the window and she forgot about trying to

be patient and thought how they must be en-

joying themselves out there and why could not

she be there too; she was not really sick, and it

was unkind of mamma not to let her go, and
then she began to be very unhappy and cried

for vexation until she fell asleep. When she

awoke she felt how naughty she had been and
then she cried for grief until Katie came in.

Dear mamma, Minnie is very sorry and she will

try so hard not to be naughty again; but she

must be punished and cannot go into the gar-

den again for a whole week, and so Katie must
come on next visitor's day and receive the
guests."

Mrs. Golding's eyes now had tears in them,
and she said, "Mamma is very much grieved to

know that her little daughter has been guilty

of such a fault, but hopes she is sorry for it and
will strive to be more watchful in the future.

Minnie ought not to forget that by doing wrong
she not only destroys her own peace of mind,
but makes others unhappy also; and mamma
wishes her particularly to remember that letting

in the first wrong thought is the thing to be
carefully guarded against. Mamma leaves the

matter of correction entirely with Minnie, but
wishes her to understand that the chief virtue

of punishment does not lie in the pain it causes,

but in the power it possesses of impressing the

thing upon our minds so as not to be easily for-

gotten.

It was a hard thing for Minnie to stay away

BUBAL PBES
from her garden for a week, and many times
mamma saw the silent tears stealing down her
cheeks, but she bravely kept her promise and
on next visitor's day her little friends made a

'

large handsome bouquet and sent it to her with
their love, and this made her almost as happy
as if she had been with them. On the follow-
ing day when Minnie went into her garden she
found upon the table in her bower a beautiful
book of flowers, and on the fly-leaf was written,
"From Mamma to Minnie—remember Minnie
whenever you look into this book that patience
and resignation are great virtues.

"

Fountain Dell, Juiie 17th.
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Resuscitating the Drowning.

Dr. Howard appears, as medical officer of

New York harbor, to have had much to do with

the resuscitation of persons who had been appar-

ently drowned, and his method has received the

approval of the New York Academy of Medi-

cine. It has already received the national prize

of the American Medical Association, and has

been adopted by the Life-Saving Society of

New York. His method is described as follows:

1. To Pump and Drain Fluids from Lungs
and Stomach.—This is done by placing the
patient face downward over a hard roll of cloth-

ing, so that the pit of the stomach is the highest
point, while the mouth is the lowest. The
operator supplements the pressure of his hands
upon the back of the patient, above the roll, if

necessary, with all the weight and force at his

command.
2. For Artificial Breathing.—The patient,

whose clothing is ripped open from the waist, is

laid upon his back, and the pit of the stomach
is made the highest point by a hard roll of

clothing beneath the back, while the head is the
lowest part. The wrists are crossed behind the
head; these a second person, if present, pins to

the ground with one hand, while with the other
the tongue is held forward by a piece of dry
rag. The greatest possible expansion of the
chest is thus obtained. The operator, kneeling
astride the patient, grasps the most compressi-

ble part of the chest, on each side of the pit of

the stomach, and, using his knees as a pivot,

throws forward, slowly and steadily, his whole
weight, until his mouth nearly touches the face

of the patient. Then, by a final push, he
throws himself back to his first erect kneeling
position. By the sudden removal of the com-
pressing force, the elastic ribs spring back to

their original position, and by this bellows
action the air rushes into and is forced out of

the chest alternately, as in natural breathing.

Success may attend this process in a few min-
utes, but hope of a favorable result ought not
to be given up under an hour.

In addition to its apparently superior effect-

iveness, Dr. Howard claims for this method the

conspicuous advantage of unequaled simplicity.

When he had the medical surveillance of such
matters in New York, he found that one of the

most noted facts connected with cases of suffo-

cation and drowning was the probable absence
of medical aid at the critical moment. Now,
experience has shown that this method can
easily be understood by the most illiterate per-

sons, and may be carried into execution any-

where, with or without a doctor.

Influence of Gaslkjht on the Eye.—The
German Minister of Instruction has recently

issued a report on the influence of gaslight on
the eye. The conclusion arrived at in this

report—the result of frequent conferences with

well-known physicians—is that no evil results

follow a moderate use of gas, if the direct

action of the yellow flame on the eye is pre-

vented. For this purpose screens or shades are

employed. Very grave objections, however,

exist to the use of zinc or lead shades, most
evils affecting the eye being traceable to them.

Their use, it is said, inevitably tends to blind-

ness or inflammation and other harmful effects.

The milky-white glass shade is the best, as it

distributes the light and has a grateful effect on

the eye. The burner should not be too close to

the head, as congestions of the forehead and
headaches result from the radiated heat. The
glass plate below the gas, employed in some
places, is especially useful for the purpose, as it

causes an equal distribution of the light—neces-

sary where anumberare working at one burner

—

prevents the radiation of heat and tends to a

steady illumination by shielding the flames

from currents of air. In cases of highly-in-

flamed eyes, dark blue globes can be very

beneficially employed. With precautions of

this kind, no evil effects from the burning of

gas need be feared.

Rusty Nail Wounds.—The Stockton Inde-

pendent says : Every little while we read of

some one who has stuck a rusty nail in his foot

or some other part of his person, and lockjaw

has resulted therefrom. All such wounds can

be healed without any fatal consequences fol-

lowing them. The remedy is simple : It is

only to smoke such wound, or any wound or

bruise that is inflamed with burning wool or

woolen cloth. Twenty minutes in the smoke
of wool will take the pain out of the worst case

of inflammation arising from any wound we ever

saw.

Recipes for Hash.

Rissoles.—A delicious dish of hash can be
made out of cold beef, mutton, lamb or veal,
by chopping very fine a large coffee-cupful of
the meat with one slice of wheat bread and one
small onion. Season high with pepper and
salt. Beat one egg to a froth and stir it into
the mixture. Roll a hard cracker to a powder;
flour the hands; take up a small quantity of
the hash and roll it into the shape of a gem roll;
dip it into a little milk or a beaten egg and
then roll it in the cracker crumbs, or sifted
Indian meal can be substituted. Cut three or
four thin slices of pork (if they are freshened in
skim milk for two or three hours, they will be
improved); fry them to a light brown; put them
on a hot platter; put in the rissoles and fry
them brown. Take out on the platter; turn
half a pint of boiling water into the frying-pan;
stir it up well; add a little flour and water,
stirred thin, but without lumps; boil up a few
moments and turn the gravy over the rissoles;
garnish the platter with slices of pickled beets
and sprigs of parsley, and serve hot. Then see
if your family will despise the day of small
things.

Baked Hash.—Take any kind of cold meat
and chop it very fine; add to it a small onion
and half a can of tomatoes; season with pepper
and salt and two beaten eggs; put in a yellow
nappy; cover with a plate and bake an hour.
Remove the plate and let it brown handsomely;
then turn it out upon a platter.
French Hash.—Cut any kind of meat in

thinnest slices; dip each one into flour and
place in a yellow nappy; lay over the slices a
small onion, cut in rings, and three small pota-
toes, cut as thin as possible; pour in all the
gravy that is left and add a teacupful of boiling
water; season with pepper and salt; cover with
a plate and bake two hours. Tomatoes improve
this dish.—Country Oen'Jeman,

Leg of Mutton, Caper Sauce.

Clara Francis gives the Prairie Farmer her
method as follows: This seems like a very sim-
ple thing to do, and so it is, but the flavor and
tenderness of the meat may be ruined by im-
proper treatment. It makes all the difference
in the world whether the meat is put in cold or
hot water, but the best way is to put it into
neither, but into an empty kettle. Set this on
the stove, and from the tea-kettle pour boiling
water straight onto the meat, when the surface
will be immediately seared and all the juices
retained. Cover closely and skim when neces-
sary. Let it boil steadily until well done, ad-
ding salt after it has cooked about an hour.
Put enough water on in the first place to cover
the meat, and if the lids fit closely it will re-

quire no more; if it should, be sure and add
boiling water. Serve with

Caper Sauce.

Melt a tablespoonful of butter, and mix
smoothly with a tablespoonful of flour; add
white pepper and salt, keep it on the stove,

and by degrees stir in almost a pint of hot milk.
When the sauce thickens, add capers, or if you
have none, use pickled nasturtium seed. If the
addition of lemon juice is desired, omit the
milk, using in its stead boiling water. When
the sauce is taken from the fire, stir in the
lemon-juice — about a tablespoonful — beaten
with the yolk of an egg. Although caper sauce
is the proper thing for boiled mutton, it is very
good with a plain drawn butter, substituting in

place of capers slices of hard boiled eggs.

The liquor in which the mutton was boiled

with a little pearl barley will furnish an excel-

lent broth. Let it cool, and remove the fat from
the surface before using.

Washing Fadino Goods.—For washing
goods that fade, use crude ammonia instead of

soap. Soiled neckties may be made to look

like new by taking one-half a teaspoonful of

spirits of hartshorn to a teacup of water; wash
well, and if very much soiled put through a

second water with less ammonia in. Lay it oil

a clean white cloth and gently wipe with
another until nearly dry. Then lay a clotli

over it and smooth with an iron not very hot.

If the colors fade it will all come back to it orig-

inal hue. Use no soap, and do not rinse.

Green Varnish for Metal Articles.—

A

green varnish for metal articles may be thus

prepared: Put as much red arsenic or mastic

into a strong potash lye as will be dissolved by
it, then dilute the solution with water, and add
a salt of copper (vitriol or acetate of copper.

)

The green precipitate should be washed, dried,

and dissolved in oil of turpentine. Unfortu-

nately, mastic is too dear for the varnish to be

used for all purposes.

Incombustible Lamp Shades.—Lamp shades

can be made incombustible by coating writing

paper with two layers of water-glass of 16° to

20 . The paper becomes transparent, and is in

many respects preferable to wax paper.

Apple Brown Bread.—Work equal parts of

corn and rye meal into stewed apples until the

entire mass is thoroughly mixed, and bake aa

above. Or, thin with water to a batter, and

bake on a griddle.
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The Week.

Bright sunshine day by day has pushed for-

ward harvest operations on the early interior

plains, and has hurried maturity in the fields

of the coast valleys. Happy is the grain-grower

whose crop is a length ahead of the rust in the

race which cereal and fungus are now running

in many parts of our State. Steadily grow the

piles of hay bales in the fields, and the baling

crew laboring from four in the morning until

eight at night, often iind that a large pile of

bales weigh but little because of the long rank

stems which the abundant moisture lias sent
forth. The fruit season is advancing. Our city
fruit stands are beginning to give the streets the
appearance of a prolonged pomological exhibi-
tion.

The smoke of the election is clearing away,
and the result seems to be as follows: Non-par-
tisan delegates, 85; Workingmen, 50; Republi-
cans, 9; Democrats, 8. People are descending
from the pitch of canvass excitement and await-
ing-the assembling of the Convention with pa-
tient expectancy. The next excitement will be
the "glorious .luly Four," for which prepara-
tions are being made near and far. So far as
we have observed the celebration designs con-
tain no hair-elevating features, but the good
old-fashioned carnival of racket, attended by
the charms of music and the flowers of patriotic
oratory, will delight the holiday makers. The
season is too busy to admit of universal partici-
pation in the celebration, but let all who can
refresh themselves witli the gentle joys of the
picnic reunions, and place care under the foot
of recreation for a day. Hours of toil will be
the shorter and more vigorous in their accom-
plishment for the refreshment of a rest.

El Dorado county is employing a large
number of boys in preparing for the canning
and drying season. In one single establish-
ment, 813,000 will be expended for material
and labor.

Agriculture at the University.

A communication from Prof. Hilgard, printed

elsewhere in this issue, makes an interesting

announcement concerning the course of study

in the College of Agriculture. As may be seen

by Prof. Hilgard's description of his plan, which

we hope all will read, it is proposed to secure

special instruction in the form of lectures upon

the several special cultures which are comprised

in our agriculture. These lectures, if compe-

tent men should be selected to deliver thein,

would present in condensed form the results

which have been reached in the application of

scientific research to the understanding of the

laws, forces and materials which are involved

in the practice of these special cultures. It

matters not whether these truths of science

have been demonstrated by the eti'ort of the

scientific investigator or have been evolved from

years of " practical experience. " A man com-

petent to instruct in industrial science should

have all sources of truth under tribute. With
these resources under his command, he can con-

dense into a course of lectures a fund of truths

which will be of incalculable value to those

who are, or intend to be, enlisted in the prac-

tice of a certain branch of industry. He can

inculcate, by statement and by illustration, the

principles which underlie successful practice.

He can impart truth which will be of direct

practical value, and of practical value indirectly,

in that his exposition of the present state of

experimental knowledge in an industrial branch

will enable all, who listen attentively, to retain,

adapt and apply it in all the ways which their

necessities or inventions may demand. For
these and other reasons, we believe that

courses of lectures by men who are abreast of

the progress in the science and practice of the

industries which they represent, will be of

great value to all who are laboring or contem-
plate laboring in the different lines.

By courses of lectures it is possible to lead

classes of listeners into ripe fields, in which the

plowing and sowing has been done at other

times. Thus they may be of great advantage
to those workers who have not the time nor the

money to pursue the regular course in the

schools. In all the cultures of the farm there

are certain facts, methods and sequences of

cause and effect which can be best learned at

home, and into a knowledge of which a farm
boy grows as he grows into long coats and
trousers. These he carries with him to the

lecture room, and as he sees that which he
knows woven into the fabric of the science of

his industry, he is ready to perceive new sig-

nificance in facts he already knows, and to

think, as he never thought before, of the adap-
tation of means to reach desired ends. These
are just the points which a matured worker in

any field, be he young or old, needs to enable

him to understand the materials with which he
is working and to improve his use of them. He
can well afford to give a few mouths time to

the consideration of these advanced points of

practice, because he can think in a business-

like way about them and turn them to his

immediate profit. These points many a prac-

tical man will delight to obtain, provided he
can reach them without pursuing the routine

of the class room, which he has outgrown, and
which he can never now secure, no matter how
valuable it might be to him.
We are glad Prof. Hilgard has planned these

courses of lectures on agricultural topics, be-

cause we believe they may be made of direct

and practical value. But, as he says in his an-

nouncement, to which we refer the reader, it

will be useless to undertake them unless our
agriculturists esteem them highly enough to

engage attendance for themselves and their

sous. As the University is a State institution,

and its instruction is free to all who show dis-

position and fitness to enjoy it, there will be no
charge for attendance upon the lectures. Of
course the rules of the institution concerning dis-

cipline and other internal regulations, must be
observed in these as in other exercises of the
institution, but there is nothing in these which
the earnest seeker after truth will find irksome.
There will be nothing formal about the lecture-

room beyond the behavior required at all dig-
nified assemblages. The lectures and their sur-
roundings will be simply earnest expositions of

science and practice, illustrated and demon-
strated as well as the ability of the lecturer and
the means of the University will allow.

It seems to us, as Prof. Hilgard intimates,
that the announcement of these lecture courses
will give an opportunity to all to show how far

there is a demand for open and free instruction
in agricultural science and practice. They will
be direct in their bearings upon agriculture.
They will be free from arbitrary standards of
qualifications. They will be both unshadowed
and unillumined (as the reader pleases) by
what has been called the "tendencies of the
University." They wiU be regular exercises of
the College of Agriculture, and their scope and
aim are solely and directly for the agricultur-
ist, and for those who have agricultural aspira-
tions.

Prof. Hilgard states that it would be unwise
to spend the State money for these lectures un-
less there is a body of students enrolled which
shall be somewhat proportionate to the outlay.
He is right. Unless a good volunteer class is

created, the money had better be expended in
the investigations which he is fitted to make
and which are really necessary to our agricult-
ural progress. But we have hopes that the call

for volunteers will be well responded to by
numbers who desire either for themselves or

their sons the advantages which may thus be

secured. I.et all who think the attendance

upon the proposed courses would benefit and
interest them, apply at once to Prof. Hilgard,

as he invites them. As we have said, we be-

lieve there is a chance for a real and lasting

benefit in the proposition, if the lecturers can

have a good body of earnest inquirers to pro-

mote their efforts and to turn their demonstra-

tions to account in the practices of the farm.

Dodder.

Editors Press:—The dodder, spoken of in

your last issue, is certainly one of the worst
enemies to alfalfa and several other useful

plants. On the reclaimed lands on Sherman
island I have seen red clover badly infested

with it. You speak of the remedy by fire as

though it would kill the alfalfa also and make
reseeding necessary. This certainly should not

be the case if the alfalfa is well rooted, and no
more fire is used than is needed to kill the dod-
der. Although the seed of the dodder germi-

nates in the soil, the young plant soon fastens

upon any congenial growtli which may be within
reacli anil becomes a true parasite. Its root-

like suckers penetrate the substance of its vic-

tim and it lives on the juices already prepared
for it. There being no use for the root of the
dodder, that part dies, and the plant is left

clinging to its new support. With the strong
roots of the alfalfa to feed it, the dodder grows
with wonderful rapidity and soon makes un-
sightly gaps in the field.

If taken at the right time, after the original

root has died, and before seed has been dropped,
a moderate fire should destroy every vestige of

dodder. A forkful of straw in a place, worked
in with the dodder and alfalfa as they stand, so
that the flame will have full play on it as it

rises, should make clean work without injuring

seriously so hardy a thing as an alfalfa root. In
some spots where the pest has made much
progress, it would be well to cut the alfalfa

close to the ground with a scythe or grass-hook
and put the straw under it.

There are about .SO species of dodder [OtueutU

)

known to botanists. Six are known to occur in

this State, and it is quite likely that others
may be found. 1 shall be obliged to any one
sending me a specimen where it infests alfalfa

or any other useful plant. Those not familiar
with it, will recognize it as a yellowish or red-
dish, thread-like plant, without any proper
leaves, and bearing clusters of small white flow-

ers. Cuseuta salina is common on our salt

marshes, and causes the bright orange spots
which are very noticeable just now.—C. H.
I >wi n ki.i.e, Berkeley, June 24th,

The large figure in the illustration in this col-

umn shows the common dodder of the Northern

Common Dodder -Cuseuta Gronovll.

States [Cuseuta Gronovii), as described by Gray.

A is the coiled embryo taken from the seed,

moderately magnified. }i, the same in germin-
ation; the lower end elongating into a root,

the upper into a thread-like, leafless stem.
The dodder is widely distributed over the

country. We lately received from I. C. Woods,
of Mission San Jose, a specimen found growing
wild at the headwaters of Alameda creek.

Starch Paste.

Editors Press:—In your last issue is given a
recommendation of gum tragacanth for scrap
book paste. A good paste can be made by
stirring starch in cold water and then pour in

boiling water and boil two minutes, and then
strain it through a cloth. This makes a paste
excellently adapted for scrap books, as the
thinnest paper can be pasted with it without
coloring it or running the printers' ink. When
dried it is perfectly white.

—

Scrap Book, Oak-
land.

A Point on Patents.

Editors Press:- Please settle a dispute through your
columns. If there is a patent on anything, has one the
right to make a duplicate of the same for his MM use,
providing he does not sell it V—A Si bscribrr, Panochc,
Fresno county.

He has not. The law grants to the patentee
for a term of 1" years, "the full and exclusive
right and liberty of making, using and vending
to others to be used the invention and discov-
ery," «tc.

Ray Grass—Treatment of Lawns.

Editors Press:—I send with this a bundle of grass
which has interested me here very much. You may
know of some use which it would fill. You may also know
its name and nativity. About three years ago there was
about a square rod planted from seed which w-as sent to
Admiral Rogers, and it has now spread to several acres.

The land on which it grows had a crop of wild oats and
other native grasses, which was cut for hay. After that
was taken off, this crop of grass has come and now covers
the ground thick, and nothing else is growing with it If

any kind of stock would eat it, it would be valuable com-
ing on as it does after the first native crop of grasses have
been cut. Horses and cattle will not eat it. We have no
sheep here to know if they would like it. Having never
seen it anywhere else I send you sample for information.
—Oliver Hyde, Mare Island Navy Yard, Vallcjo.

Editors Press:—The grass you send me is a
fine specimen of the Lolium perenne, commonly
called "English ray grass," or less properly,

"rye grass," since it has not the least resem-
blance to rye, but is a very close relation of the
"poison darnel"—so close that it might be reas-

onable to imagine that it might be "trans-

formed" into the latter by unfavorable seasons,

were it not that it is a perennial, while the
"bearded darnel" is annual or biennial, accord-
ing to the length of the growing season. The
merits of the English ray grass are too well
known to need repeating here. It is one of the
most highly esteemed pasture grasses, and is

equally esteemed for hay, provided only that the
growth is so dense as to keep its stems thin, and
that it is cut early. Otherwise it is apt to be-

come hard and unpalatable, like its first cousin,

the darnel. It is extensively used for lawns in

Europe, and the fact mentioned by Mr. Hyde
of its having spread over several acres at Mare
Island would seem to indicate that it is better

adapted to the California climate than the "blue
grass, " upon which so much water and trouble

is bestowed—not to mention the rheumatism
and malaria brought about by the daily water-

ing of that delicate nurseling. With a view to

the abatement of this nuisance to lovers of a fine

greensward, I have experimented on several

other grasses, the Bermuda among the rest, but
without reaching satisfactory results. The ray

grass is reputed as requiring quite as much
moisture as the blue grass, and nearly as rich a
soil; but from Mr. Hyde's statement it would
seem to deserve a trial on California lawns. Its

color is slightly more bluish than that of the

over-watered blue grass of our city lawns, but
would doubtless satisfy most persons, especially

if it could get along (as it probably would) with
only one good watering a week. And by the

way, the common practice of daily sj/rinkling of

lawns and llowers, apart from its costliness, is

an improvement (?) upon nature's practice in

every clime outside of Oregon and Patagonia,

and is responsible for many failures now consid-

ered incomprehensible. One good watering
once or twice a week is better for nineteen-

twentieths of our garden plants than these con-

tinual sprinklings, whose water chieliy evapo-

rates from the surface, compacting it and keep-

ing the soil permanently cold. It would be de-

sirable that others who have had experience

with the ray grass should communicate their

impressions and results for the general benefit.

We know of course that it does well when irri-

gated; but few have thought that it could live,

much less spread, without artificial watering.

—

E. W. Hilgard, University of Cal., Berkeley.

Grain Dressed with Sheep Manure.

Editors Press: -I send herewith specimens of Mediter-

ranean wheat and of black oats which 1 cut, while still

green, at my ranch in Pope valley. There are about 30
acres of each, of which these are fair average specimens.
The wheat was sown on summer-fallowed land, which had
a light dressing of sheep manure. The rest of the *heat
field not so prejiared furnishes good strong growth of

wheat, but by no means c<|ual to this. — R- T. Maxwell,
San Francisco.

The samples are very fine. They are six feet

in hight ; straw, bright and clean, save marks
of rust too slight to do injury, for the heads are

heavy with plump kernels. Both wheat and
oats are alike in strength and in full fruiting.

The evidence, as shown by them, would be in

favor of the top dressing with sheep manure,
as described. Similar experiences have been
noticed elsewhere, as, for instance, strips of

heavier grain across the fields following former

sheep paths. In the use of sheep manure there

have been warnings given against an excess of

the application to the ground. Perhaps a light

dressing is at the same time the most economical
and the most effective method of application.

Mr. Maxwell's experience is of much interest.

What is the observation of others on the point?

For the Yosemite.—Our devoted publish-

ers, Messrs. Dewey and Ewer, have left their

cares behind and chartering an express wagon

and team have taken the overland route for the

Yoseinite, on a camping expedition of three

weeks' duration. We bespeak them a kind
greeting and a warm spot on the grounds of our
readers to whose ranches they may come. They
need the rest, and they have earned it, for their

labors have not been light. May they return

refreshed and invigorated.

Indiana State Fair.—Alex. Heron, Secre-

tary of the State Board of Agriculture of Indi-

ana, sends us a pamphlet and premium list for

1878. The fair will be held at Indianapolis,

beginning September 30th, and continuing one
week. Ten thousand dollars are offered in

premiums.

On File.—"The English Sparrow," J. I. B.,

"The Farmers' Canal," J. W. A. W.J "Rural
Gossip," D. K.
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The Pear Slug.

Editors Press:—We would thankfully receive any in-

formation which would suggest a remedy to remove slugs
from pear trees. We write this at the request of numer-
ous orehardists who are particularly anxious to learn
your opinion, knowing you are good authority.

—

Howe &
Hall, 408 Davis street, S. F.

The pear slug is one of the oldest offenders

among injurious insects. In 1799, the late Prof.

Peck was awarded a premium by the Massa-

chusetts Agricultural .Society for an essay de-

scribing the insect and its work, and since that

time the pest has kept alive its own hateful

reputation in the different parts of the country-

Its prevalence in this State is of recent origin,

and perhaps the pear trees in some regions have

not yet been attacked. Therefore we shall not

only cite remedies, as requested, but shall give
some description of the insect and its habits.

The insect is closely allied to the slimy slug

which was abundant in Europe in the time of

Linnaeus. To entomologists it is known as

Stlandria cerasi, Peck. The slug is the larval

form of a saw-fly which is described by Harris
in these words: "This fly is of a glossy black
color, except the first two pairs of legs, which
are dirty yellow or clay-colored, with blackish
thighs; and the hind legs, which are dull black,

with clay-colored knees. The wings are some-
what convex and rumpled or uneven on the up-
per side. They are transparent, reflecting the
changeable colors of the rain-bow and have a
smoky tinge, forming a cloud or broad band
across the middle of the first pair; the veins are
brownish. The body of the female measures
rather more than one-fifth of an inch in length;

that of the male is smaller."

These flies appear early in the spring in this

climate; earlier than in the East. They lay
their eggs, one in a place, in little incisions in

the leaf, generally on the under side. The eggs
hatch in 14 days and the slugs soon make their

presence known by their evil work upon the
leaves. Harris says: "At first the slugs are
white, but a slimy matter soon oozes out of

their skin and covers their back with an olive-

colored sticky coat. They have 20 very short
legs. The largest slugs are about nine-twenti-

eths of an inch in length when fully grown.
The head, of a dark chestnut color, is small,

and is entirely concealed under the fore part of

the body. They are largest before and taper
behind, and in form somewhat resemble minute
tad-polts. They have a faculty of swelling out
the fore part of the body and generally rest

with the tail a little turned up. These disgust-

ing slugs live mostly on the upper side of the
leaves of the pear and the cherry, and eat away
the substance of the leaf, leaving only the veins
and the skin beneath untouched. Sometimes
20 or 30 of them may be seen on a single leaf,

and sometimes they have been so abundant in

Massachusetts that small trees were covered
with them, the foliage entirely destroyed and
the air around the tree charged with a disagree-

able and sickening odor.

"The slugs come to their full growth in 26
days, during which period they cast their skins
five times. After casting their last coat, they
are not slimy, but have a clean, yellow skin.

They also become longer, and their heads and
the marks between the wings are plainly to be
seen. In a few hours after this change, they
leave the trees, and, having crept or fallen to
the ground, they burrow to the depth of from
one inch to three or four inches, according to
the nature of the soil. The worm forms a cell

or cocoon of particles of earth, and in 16 days
after the descent of the worm to the ground,
the fly comes forth from the surface, flies to the
leaves and lays its eggs for another generation
of slugs. In the fall the worms which go into
the ground remain there during the winter, and
thus provide for the appearance of the fly the
following year."

Such is the life history of the pear slug, as it

is commonly known. We wish our readers
who find their trees affected would examine the
pest carefully and let us know whether the
slugs, as they find them, agree with any of the
forms which we have described. It is possible

that some of the orchards are infested by other
larva? than that of the Selandria cerasi, and if

bo, we shall be pleased to receive specimens at

once from any pear grower.
The remedies for the pear slug are simple,

easily applied and quite effective if diligently

used. One is powdering the leaves thoroughly
with air-slacked lime. This can be done by
attaching a flour-sieve to the end of a pole, fill-

ing it with the lime dust and shaking it over
the tree so as to coat the leaves. This should
be done when the dew is on them. As the
slugs feed mostly upon the tops of the leaves,

they are easily reached by the lime. Another
good treatment is to drench the trees with a
solution of two pounds of whale-oil soap in 15
gallons of water, applying the wash with a
garden pump and hose, with a " rose " or
sprinkling nozzle. Much good could also be
done in the long run by the harboring of

insectiverous birds, to whom the slimy slug
seems a choice morsel. We should also expect
good results from a flock of hens in the pear
orchard at the time when the slugs are falling

from the trees to burrow in the ground. When
the season is over and the slugs have done
their worst for the year, a frequent working of

the soil in the winter with a cultivator would
break up their cocoons and destroy many of the
hibernating pests. Let us know what results

are obtained with these prescriptions or others
which may suggest themselves for experiment.

The Rust in Our Grain Fields.

The evil of rust to which we have alluded in

recent issues of the Press has increased alarm-

ingly. It seems probable that some of the dis-

astrous experience of former years, when men
gained but a few sacks of shrunken grain from

fields which promised bountiful returns, would
be repeated. Our "Agricultural Notes" in this

issue contain the latest information from the

grain-growing counties, and the reports of de-

crease in estimated yields are saddening in the

extreme. Last year in the northern counties
we had in April a wide-reaching visitation of

mildew which, however, accomplished but little

injury on the whole. This year, with the
abundant prospect which a full rainfall outheld
to the farmer, we have a much severer affliction

in the rust, which will not be gentle in its

ravages.

The minds of readers naturally turn to what
this rust is and what are the conditions which
call it forth. Last year we presented points in

this connection, but as rust was not then abun-
dant the subject was not of such present impor-
tance as now. We shall therefore return to the
subject and add some new notes with regard to

the fungus. Our engraving in this column gives

a faithful representation of the way in which it

is seen in nature under the microscope. No. 1

shows a fragment of a leaf in which the mass of

the rust (Trichobasis pseudospores) have broken
out through the cuticle of the leaf. No. 2 is

an enlarged transverse section of the same leaf,

showing how the growth and multiplication of

the pseudospores ruptures and uplifts the cuti-

cle of the leaf, and how the ramifying rooting
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Grain Rust, as Seen with the Microscope

(mycelium) works its way down through the

cells of the leaf substance, and saps the founda-

tion of the plant's life. It may be remarked
that the behavior of the fungus is the same on
the stalks of the plant, and thus its growth is

doubly ruinous. No. 3 shows the pseudospores
of the rust [trichobasie), or, as they are called

by some authorities, unilocular uredospores of

puccinia, and around them may be seen the zoo-

spores. No. 4, shows the pseudospores of

puccinia or jbilocular brand-spores. 1 In this

connection it may be noted that the Irichohasin

is considered as one of the phases of puccinia.
It is not known just how the grain becomes

diseased, for microscopic examination shows
that the pseudospores are too large to enter the
leaf through the stomata. Their granular con-
tents if endowed with reproductive powers, pos-
sibly may be taken up through the roots and
lodged in the general structure, or by effecting

an entrance through the breathing pores of the
leaf, in either case only wait a favorable com-
bination of circumstances to give them an op-
portunity to germinate in a plant thus infected;
or pseudospores carried by the winds to the
leaf, finding favorable climatic conditions, may
there vegetate, and the mycelium searching out
the stomata, no doubt enter and commence its

parasitical 1
life. When it is remembered that

from a particle of matter not the two-thousandth
part of an inch in size, a good sized puff-ball or
mushroom will grow in a night, and that a few
hours is often time for the Peronospora infestans,

or "potato blight" to do its work, the sudden
appearance of the rust in a field of wheat will

be understood. Grain standing on rich ground,
in a sheltered position from winds, particularly
our drying northers, infected with the germs of

the disease, wait but a shower of rain or warm,
moist atmosphere and sunny days after foggy
mornings to show evidence of the trouble,

though it is fortunate that the exact conditions

favorable to the development of the fungus are
comparatively rare. Were the spores favored
with but a fraction of the opportunities given
the grain which furnishes them a habitat, good
crops of cereals would be the exception, though
not nearly all fields attacked are necessarily

ruined.

Without going too far into the history of the
rust fungus as it has been laid down by scien-

tific investigators, it may be said that the life

of the rust is formed of several stages. One
part of this life is passed upon some other plant
than the grain upon which its effect is most
ruinous. The passage of germs from the bar-

berry to the grain has been clearly shown both
by the experience of farmers where the bar-

berry grows, and by scientific study of the
fungus appearing on each. The spore of the
rust which is formed to carry the plant from
one year to another is called a "teleutospore,"

and it is developed from the uredo spores whicli

are shown in No. 3 of the engraving. The
teleutospore, as shown by Mr. B. D. Halstead
in an address before the Massachusetts Horti-
cultural Society, usually bears from five to ten

sporidia; and allowing only one of these to find

the barberry leaf, there may be from one to

fifty clusters as a result. In carrying out his

estimate of the rapid increase of the fungus,

Mr. Halstead supposes that only one cluster is

formed, and a very low estimate for its con-

tents would be 250,000 secidium spores, and if

only one of these in a thousand finds a place on
the grain stalk and each brings forth its 250,-

000 fold, there would be under sush circum-
stances 62,500,000 from the single one from
which we started. Taking the same teleuto-

spore, and supposing every spore in all the
stages found its place to fill it, the result would
be 1,562,500,000,000,000,000 (one quintilliou

five hundred and sixty-two quadrillions five

hundred trillions) spores, which may be looked
upon as its descendants for the season. Or
giving each inhabitant of the globe his equal

share of these reproductive bodies, he would
have nearly as many as there are individuals in

the whole human race.

There is no specific for overcoming or pre-

venting the occur; ence of rust. There is no
variety of wheat which has been tried under all

conditions and withstood the fungus well

enough to be accepted as rust-proL ome
varieties seem less liable than others, and such
should be tried persistently to discover how
much trust can be placed in them. There is no
treatment of the soil which can be universally
prescribed. Drainage has been put forth as a
panacea, and although it seems to accomplish
good results in some cases, it is often physically
and financially impossible. It is universally
acknowledged that the disease is so much con-
trolled by atmospheric conditions that, so long
as we grow plants liable to its attack, we can
do nothing but sow our fields at the time which
generally yields us best crops and abide the
results.

Patent Grain Toller.

The annexed is an illustration of an improved
mechanical grain toller designed for use in cus-

tom mills for the purpose of taking the toll

accurately and without trouble to the miller.

It may be readily adjusted to any proportion of

toll as may be agreed upon.

A is a conducting tube, through which the

grain passes down upon the slightly concaved

revolving disk, B. The latter is lowered by
the pressure, and the grain gradually escapes

between the lower end of the tube and said

disk, and enters the annular casing receptacle,

C. The tube, A, Fig. 1, is slightly increased
toward the lower end, so as to let the grain
down with less friction on the sides of the tube,
and consequently to enable it to exert more
pressure on the disk. The latter has a central
tubular portion, which is connected by a coup-
ling pin in the shaft, D, which is rotated. The
upper part of the tube is closed and a spiral

spring is provided therein, so that the disk may
freely play up and down while revolving. The
disk adjusts itself to the pressure of the grain
and automatically regulates the opening and
outlet, according to the quantity of grain com-
ing in at the top of the machine. The spring,
by yielding, allows the disk to work as well
with an irregular as with a regular flow, aUd
can be used equally well in tolling the grain
from an elevator or from a hopper.
The casing, C, is arranged with two vertical

partitions, one of which, E, Fig. 2, is movable,
and is adjusted by a set screw, face plate, and
index along the graduated scale on the exterior
of the casing. The partitions, when adjusted
to the proper distance, take up a certain fixed

proportion of the circumference of the disk,

and receive, by the uniform dropping of the
grain over the edge of the disk, a correspond-
ing proportion of the grain passing down the
tube, A. This forms the toll agreed upon be-

tween the miller and the customer, and it is

conducted through an exit spout, F, to a suita-

ble receptacle. The main portion of the grain

passes along the spirally inclined bottom to a

second exit spout, O.

The first model machine made by the in-

ventor has been in practical use in Vitt's Steam
Mills, at Union, Mo., over a year, without re-

quiring any attention whatever, doing its work
satisfactorily to both miller and customers. The
toller is is about 18 inches high, and the base
about 10x5 inches. For further information
address the inventor, Adolphus H. Vitt, Union,
Franklin county, Missouri.

Spotted Fruit.—La Science pour Tous says

that M. Duchartre presented recently to the

Academy of .Sciences at Paris a paper by M.
Prillieux on the dark spots which appear on the

skin of apples and other fruits, giving the re-

sults of observations as to whether or not these

and the cracking of fruits were due or not to

parasitic fungi. He finds that there is "unique"
proof that disease is due to the presence of a

fungus, which not only penetrates the epiderm,

but also the solid tissue of the fruit. The fun-

gus attacks the leaves and branches, as well as

the fruit, and thus travels by means of propa-

gation by drafts. And this is the chief reason

why it often seems to be confined to one variety

of fruit. The name of the small fungus is Clado-

sporium dentriticum of Wallroth. M. Duchar-
tre pays a compliment to the address to the Po-

mological Association at Chicago, in 1875, by
Mr. Thos. Meehan, of Philadelphia, and con-

tends that the observations there noted corre-

spond with the recent researches of M. Prillieux,

and which prove, he says, that on both sides of

the Atlantic "microscopic fungi clearly explain

these morbid appearances."

Steam Road Wagons.—In 1877 the Wis-
consin Legislature passed a bill offering a

bounty of .f 10,000, for the best practical steam

road wason, and lately a commission of two
farmers and one engineer was appointed by the

Governor to pass upon the inventions sub-

mitted. The day fixed upon for that purpose

was June 10th, and some half-a-dozen machines

were entered for competition. As a test, each

wagon was required to carry a heavy load over

an ordinary country road for 200 miles, at the

rate of five miles per hour. The result is not

yet announced.

Mussel Slough.—Our "make-up" was so

far off his geographical feet on last week that

lie put a piece of correspondence from Mussel
Slough under the head, Santa Barbara county.

It is in Tulare county, as our readers will soon

learn farther from one of our correspondents

who is traveling in that region.

VITT'S PATENT GRAIN TOLLER.
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A WORLD'S TRIUMPH
The Current of Trade Reversed.

STEINWAY
PIANOS TO BTJBOFE

STEIIsTW^.Y &' SONS Orders From Europe
Have increased to an extent, necessitating the establishment of Warerooms in London, England,

and connected with it is a Concert Hall
(
the whole combined making the most elegant l'iano

Warerooms in Europe, and stands there as a monument of American genius and industry.

It is impossible to mention in the limited space of an advertisement the innumerable tri-

umphs of this energetic firm. They stand foremost as inventors in Piano building in America,
and in that respect, no small compliment to their inventions is the undeniable endorsement of all

their competitors, as shown in their imitative efforts. Certain principles of the .Steinways, are,

however, so completely protected, that no imitation or substitute is attempted at allf-and the

shallow method of crying such inventions down are resorted to and relied upon.
The Steinways designed and perfected the Overstrung and Iron Frame systems. The ap-

plication of the Agraffe Arrangements to Square and Upright Pianos. The Patent Duplex Scale,

creating the most beautiful treble tones, (the Duplex Scale is of recent invention and only t,o be

found in Pianos sold recently). The improved Double Dampers. The later idea extending the
Agraffes to every string in the Piano. The highest finish to all parts of the instrument, inclu-

ding tirst quality of ivory, ebony, felt, cloth, etc. The wood and varnish of such first-class

character, that the employment of large capital and experience alone permits.

The name of Steinway has become a "household word" in American homes, and the satis-

factory record of 18 years' trial on the Pacific Coast, in itself assures the purchaser that the in-

vestment is no speculation, but one of perfect security.

The oft-repeated story of rival makers claiming to have been Steinways' foreman, etc.,

should have no weight with purchasers. An immense manufacturing business like tne Stemwa y

'

is divided into departments for the various classes of work, and a foreman of one department
superintends that alone, and cannot l>e perfected in other details.

The Steinways (a numerous family) are the inventors and designors of the principles of their

pianos, and are alone responsible for the thorough execution of their own ideas.

In the MachineryUepartnient at the late Centennial Exhibition, Steinways were awarded
a special medal for an invention for testing their iron frames under a pressure of 5,000 pounds to

the square centimeter. (This award was distinct from their medal for the best pianos exhibited.)
The iron frames in Steinway pianos are the only ones so tested, and while other makers rely on
castings from an ordinary foundry, the Steinways maintain their own foundry, and manufacture
a frame of coi!f]x>«ile mi tnl, which adds greatly to the resonant qualities of the instrument in general.

It often occurs that the attempt is made to raise the character of pianos constructed on
less costly principles to the rank that the Steinway maintains, by naming a price, the same, or
nearly so. This method is frequently exposed by the perfect willingness of the dealer to make
astonishing discounts for cash, or extremely long credits; systems not entertained in any first-

class business. In selling a Steinway pbao, a guarantee of worth is given protecting the pur-
chaser for five years, and catalogues issued by the Pacific Coast Agencies have an uniform rate
of prices in gold, and where desired a liberal installment plan is offered to responsible buyers,
with an additional charge of simple interest on deferred payments. Catalogue mailed on ap-
plication to

No. 105 Kearny Street, San Francisco.

THE BURDETT, THE "KING OF ORGANS," NEW STYLES AND PRICES.

Send for Catalogue. N. B,—Please state where you saw this advertisement.

Lands for Sale and to Let. forty
ACRE

Land for Sale in Napa County.

I am offering my lands in Kims Valley, ten miles north
Of Napa City, for sale, as follows— to wit:

One tract of $00 acres, including my homestead, 220
acres of which is choice valley land, the balance good
mains land, is well watered, has a large supply of wood,
is well improved, has a comfortable dwelling of nine rooms,
barn, granary, sheds, etc. Also, a good orchard and
choice vegetable garden. Price, $15 00 per acre.

Also, one tract of 1,020 acres, about 100 acres of which is

valley, the balance good graz ng hills, is well watered and
has enough wood on it to pay for it. Price, .^.OO per acre.
Also, one tract of 300 acres, 40 acres tillable, a portion
can be irrigated from springs, has a large amount of wood
on it and &>0 rods of stone fence. Is well suited to run-
ning a small dairy, and raising pigs and chickens, by which
a good living cm be made, price $2,000. The climate is

choice, being shut in from the chilly coast winds, but has
just breeze enough to make it pleasant, title perfect. The
above lands lay contiguous. 1 will sell the whole or either
one of the above tracts on easy terms -a liberal portion
CM remain at 10 per cent per' annum. If desired, will sell

With the land, 1,S00 head of .Spanish Merino sheep. Come
and see me. asl am determined to sell. Address the un-
dersigned at Napa City. WILLIAM CLARKE.

FARMS.

FINE RANCH FOR SALE.

One thousand six hundred acres of deeded land, in
T P. 19, N. R. 8 \V., in Colusa County, situated near
Stouey Creek, on the county road, from Leesville to Elk
Creek, comprising No. 1 farming land, and first-class
grazing lands, all enclosed. Hood house, seven rooms,
well finished and painted. Two large barns, one wagon
house, one wool house, large store house, wood house and
other small buildings complete. Two good wells of pure
cold water and a large spring of never-failing water run-
ning about one mile through the ranch. The house is

surrounded with shade and ornamental trees. All the
fanning utensils and about f>0 tons of hay will be thrown
in if purchased soon. Any one wishing to engage in the
dairy, or stock business of any kind, cannot find a better
loeaiion in tne State. Price, $7.50 per acre, one half down
and the balance to suit purchaser. For further particu-
lars, apply to James W. Oood, Colusa, or the undersigned.

DANIEL JOHNSON,
Elk Creek P. O , Colusa County, Cal

SHEEP AND RANGE FOR SALE.
1.50O head of gra-

ded Merino stock sheet
with or without poa
sessory claim on 7,000
acres of hill range.
Only ten miles from
railroad station by
good wagon road.
About half a day's
travel from San Fran
ciseo. Most of the

_ ., range fenced agaiust
cattle. Tonus reasonable. Apply to

C. H. DWINELLE, 202 Sansome St., Room 1

In offering the Heading Ranch for sale in

sub-divisions, I am disposed to accomodate the

interests of all classes of desirable settlers, I

therefore offer (besides large tracts) to sell farms

(in favorable locations) of from 40 to 100 acres,

at from §20 to $30 per acre. Semi-tropical fruits,

corn, vegetables, and all kinds of grain and

grasses, (including alfalfa,) will grow well with-

out irrigation on these lands. The Oregon Di-

vision of the C. P. R. R. , and a brisk growing

town are near the land on the west, while the

Sacramento river is near at hand on the east.

For further information of the Reading
Grant, see my advertisement which appears

from time to time in this paper. Address the

proprietor on the premises,

EDWARD FRISBIK,
Anderson, Shasta County, Cai

FARM FOR SALE.

$4,000. Two Hundred Acres of
Land in Mendocino County.

Thirty miles from the county seat, and 20 miles from
the Coast, one of the healthiest localities in the Slate
especially for consumptives. The pi we is fenced off hi
six different fields. Plenty of water and timber for all
purposes. A good orchard. Vegetables of all kinds
grow well. A good dwelling with six rooms, ceiled and
painted inside, good frame barn, granarv, storehouse
smokehouse, etc.

Also, Six Hundred acres of grazing laud, well fenced,
three miles from the above farm, plenty of water and
timber for all purposes. Price. $2,250.
For further particulars, address "R T.," care ofUBW2T& 00., PACIFIC Rir.vl Prkss office, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

HOG RANCH^ FOR SALE.
Hog ranch of 800 acres for sale at Borden, Fresno

County, Cal. Stocked with hogs, work horses mules
and farming utensils. :100 acres of it in alfalfa and the
balance the best of grain land. The barlcv now standing
U|x>n it is cx]weted to turn out 50 bushels' per acre All
leveed and ditches made for irrigating, with the water
supplied by the Fresno Canal Co. Pig pens, water supply
etc

,
all arranged. :i00 fruit trees and large garden For

further particulars, apply by mail or in pawn on the
premises to A. L. SAYRE.
QC Fasionable Cards, no two alike, with name 10c
£t\J postptid. GEO. 1. REED & CO., Nassau, N. y

Vertical Feed Victorious.

A PERFECT

Sewing Machine!
The result of an immense outlay of money and years of

labor and experiments by the best mechanics to be fouiid.

Composed of but" twelve working parts
(others require from thirty to forty parts), each part of

direct actiuti, reducing friction to a minhnum Si.Mi'UCiTY,

Stkenotii, L)i'RA«ii.nv, BaSI ok Operation, Guk.it Kanok
ok work Commkkii. constituting the only Pk.rkkct, Com-
Ptin and FAULTLESS SEWING MACHINE on the face

of the earth. The New

U DAVIS VERTICAL FEED"

Lock-Stitcn Sewing Machine.
Lightest running (Shuttle Machine in the world.

SO CONFIDENT ABE WE THAT THE

VERTICAL FEED
(Which is as far in advance of the old feed used on all

other machines as steam is ahead of boSM UOWOT, and
is the exclusive property of this company), is the

ONLY POSITIVE SUCCESS
In all Departments nf Setrinfj, that we make the

following otter:

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
Will be giveji to any person (sewing machine experts
included) who will, w ith any oilier sewing machine, fol-

low the "DAVIS VERTICAL FEED" through its vast
range of practical work.

All lovers of progressive science and mechanical perfec-

tion should see it. and every lady in the land should ex-
amine and try the "DAVIS VERTICAL FEED" before
deciding to purchase an inferior machine, or a single-
thread plaything without a tension.

£3TIt is impossible to make a strong, elastic, or lock-
stitch with any but a shuttle machine.

We are sellingWHEELER & WILSON, GRO-
VER & BAKER, SINGER and HOWE

Machines for. $10 Each.

For descriptive circulars, price lists, samples of work
and terms, apply at the office of the

PACIFIC COAST DEPARTMENT,
130 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal

MARK SHELDON, AGENT.
£5irrnderfccd Machines taken in exchange as part ]>ay-

ment. Our prices are very low for cash. Branch Office,
120U Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

EVERYBODY KNOWS
lhat Mrs. C. II. Spraguc. at the California Poultry-
Yards, at Woodland, Ton County, keeps the choicest lot
and the greatest and best variety of Thoroughbred FowIb
of any one west of the Mississippi river, and that one can
get just what is wanted by sending orders te her.

GREAT SLAUGHTER

IN SEWING MACHINES.

We are now offering (or Hale, at $iO EACH, the fol-

OrWlDR mai'liincfl:

FLORENCE,

WHEELER & WILSON,

GROVER &. BAKER.

THESE MACHINES ARE

Guaranteed to be in Perfect Order,

And many of them NEW.

Parties In the country can have them packed and ship-

ped free of any extra ehaive. Address

WILCOX & GIBBS Sewing Machine Co.,

No. 124 POST STREET,

SAX FRANCISCO. CAL

Farmers and Others Attention !

If favored with your orders we will furnish you with

first class farm hands of any kind you may wish. We are

men of experience and know how to select good help. We
have also constantly on band, Blacksmiths, Milkers, etc.,

and in short, skilled and unskilled labor of all classes,

male and female. Try our agency before sending else-

where. French, German and Scandinavian spoken by the

proprietors. C. R. HANSEN & CO.,

New Employment Office. 626 Clay Street, next door to

Frank O. Edwards' Carpet Store.

FOR SALE.

Portable engine, 12-horse power, and burrs for grind

ing feed, capacity, ten to twelve tons |>er day. Address

WM. BROWN, Haywards, Cal., or

H. W. RICE, Bluxome St., S. P.

YOUR NAME PRINTED on Forty Mixed Cards for

Ten Cents. STEVENS BROS
,
Northford, Conn
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Purchasers op Stock will find in tiiis Directory the
Names of some of the Most Reliable Breeders.

Our Rates.—bix lines or less inserted in this Directoiy at

60 cents a Hue j>cr month, payable quarterly.

CATTLE.

BARRETTO & CO
,
Downey City, Cal., breeders of

thoroughbred Jerseys. Dulls and Bull ealves for sale.

A. MAILLIARD, San Rafael, Mariu Co., Cal.,

breeder of Jerseys. Calves for sale.

PAGE BROTHERS, 302 Davis street, San Franeisco,

(or Cotate Ranch, near Petaluma, Sonoma Co.), Breed-
ers of Short Horns and their Grades.

R. G. SNEATH, San Bruno, Cal., breeder of Jersey-

cattle. Has Jersey bulls for sale—various ages—at $40
to 8100.

SHEEP AND GOATS.

L. TJ. 8HIPPEE, Stockton, Cal. Importer and
Breeder of Spanish Merino Sheep, Durham Cattle, Es-
sex and Berkshire Swine.

M. EYRE, Jr., Napa, Cal. Thoroughbred Southdown
Sheep. Rams and Ewes, 1 to 2 years old, §20 each;
Lambs, $!!> each.

POULTRY.
M. FALLON, corner Seventh and Oak streets, Oak-

land. Bronze Turkeys. Choice Eggs for Hatching
from Pure Bred Fowls.

T. A. FREEMAN, San Jose, Cal. Pekin Ducks for
sale. Also, eggs in their season.

WILLIAM NILES, Los Angeles, Cal. Importers
and Breeders of Thoroughbred Poultry. Eggs for
hatching.

MRS. L. J. WATKINS, San Jose. Cal. Premium
Fpwls, White and Brown Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks,
Pekin Ducks, etc.

A. O. RIX, Washington, Alameda County, Cal.,

Breeder of Thoroughbred Poultry. Send for circular.

C. P. STONE, San Francises, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of High Class White Leghorn Fowls.

SWINE,
ALFRED PARKER, Bellota, San Joaquin Co., Cal
Importer, Breeder and Shipper of Pure Berkshire Swine
Agent for Dana's Cattle, Dog and Sheep Labels.

A. J. TWOGOOD, Riverside, Cal., Importer and
Breeder of Pure Bred Poland-China Hogs.

BEES.
N. S- AMES, Napa City, Cal., Importer and Breeder

of Italian yueen Bees. Queens Imported from Europe,
$10 each. Tested Queens, $3.

J. D. ENAS, of Sunny Side, Napa, Importer and
Breeder of Italian Queen Bees from the best districts

in Italy. Light or dark, tested Queens, homebred
Nucleus, three frames if desired. Address as abo\ e.

Poultry.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS.
Cor. Sixteenth and Castro Streets, Oakland

Constantly on hand and for sale, choice specimens
of the following varieties of Fowls:

Dark <ind Light Brahmas, Bufl
White and Partridge Co-
chins, White& Brown

Leghorns, Dork-
ings, Polish Ham-

burgs, Plymouth Rocks,
Game and Sebright Ban-

Jtams, Bronze Turkeys, Pekin,
Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks.

EGGS FOR SALE AFTER JANUARY FIRST.

No Inferior Fowls Sold at any Price.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
itSTFor further Information send stamp for Illustrated

Circular, to
GEO. B. BAYLEY,

P. O. Box, 059 San Francisco, Cal.

THOROUGHBRED POULTRY.

116 Acres

DEVOTKD TO

FANCY
POULTRY

Unlimited Range.

Healthy Stock.

Largest Yards
on the Coast.

Brahmas, Leghorns, Plymouth Rocks, Bronze Tur-

keys. Geese, Pekin Ducks, Guinea Pigs, Etc.

KSTSafc arrival of Fowls and Eggs Guaranteed."ES

A^Tamphlet on the care of fowls- -hatching, feeding

diseases and their cure, etc., adapted especially TO TBS
Pacific Coast. Sent for 15 cents.

Send stamp for price list. Address

M. EYRE, Napa, Cal

BURN HAM'S

WARRANTED BEST &, CHEAPEST.

Also, MILLING MACHINERY.

PRICES REDUCED APR. 20,'78.

Pamphlets free. Office, York, Pa.

tfrtESS,

GRANGERS' BUSINESS ASSOCIATION.
Incorporated Feb. 10th, 1875. Capita! Stock, $1,000,000.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

DANIEL INMAN, (President).

A. D. LOGAN,(Vk:e President).

AMOS ADAMS, (Secretary).
W. W. GRAY.

JOHN LEWELLING, (Treasurer).
G. W COLBY.
I C. STEELE.

THOS. FLINT

W. L. OVERHISER
A. T. HATCH.
O. HUBBELL.

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION HOUSE,

Grangers' Building, - 106 Davis Street, S. F.

Consignments of Grain, Wool, Dairy Products, Fruit, Vegetahles, and other Produce solicited, and
Advances made 0:1 the same. Orders for Grain and Wool Sacks, Produce, Merchandise,

Farm Implements, Wagons, etc., solicited and promptly attended to.

We do a Strictly Commission Business, and place our rates of Commission upon a fair legitimate basis th wil

enable the country at large to transact business through us to their entire satisfaction.

Consignments to be marked "Grangers' Business Association, San Francisco." Stencils for marking will b
furnished free on application.

DANIEL INMAN, Manager.

Pacific Mural

FARMERS, ATTENTION

!

CROSETT & CO.,

Employment Agents,
Nos. 623 & 625 CLAY STREET.

The Pioneer Office of San Francisco, Established in 18S7

KW A personal experience of over ten yea.- , and an ex-

tended acquaintance with the wants of employers and em-

ployesa cf the P&iiflc Coast gira us fadlitiec n?t easily

acquired for meeting the requirements of the public in

every department of labor. Special attention given to

procuring/arm help of every kind, both male and female;

experienced men for farm machines; Milkmen, Bi tter

AND ClIEESEMEN, MlLLMES, BLACKSMITHS, CARPF.XTKRS,

Wheelwrights, Quarry.men, SherpHERDERS, Orchakdists

and Gardeners.
We take special pains also to furnish the best of Scan-

dinavian, German, French and Irish Domestics. Gen-

tlemen connected with the office, and speaking these lan-

guages, give us extended acquaintance with this class of

help, and enable us to furnish the best to be had in

San Francisco at very short notice. All. orders promptly
attended, free of cost to the employer. Address by letter

or in person,

CROSETT & CO , 623 and 625 Clay St.

THE

PALAGE RESTAURANT,

SAN FRANCISCO,

No. 218 Sansome Street.

It is not surpassed by any dining house in the city

The saloon is new, commodious, elegant and comfortable,

and all visitors to Sau Franeisco, who wish good food

well prepared and properly presented, at reasonable

prices, should try the "Palace." Beingnew.it is fitted

up with the latest and best approved cooking apparatus

and other conveniences for patrons.

Tip-top Dinners, 50 Cents,

Are given from 6 to 8 o'clock p. m. It will pay yourself

and friends, too,) to go considerably out of your way to

visit and patronize this first-class restaurant.

J. M. WEBSTER, .

Proprietor.

E. DETRICK & CO.,

GRAIN BAGS,
FLOUR BAGS,

Awnings, Tents, Twines.

119, 121, 123 Clay Street, S. F.

W. & J. ROBINSON,
Hanford, Tulare County, - - California.

importers and rreeders ok

THOROUGHBRED BERKSHIRE SWINE,

And Pure Brawn Leghorn Fowls.

jtSTScotch Colley (Shepherd) Pups for sale. Imported
parentage on both sides.

first-class 16-page Illustrated Agricultural Weekly, filled

with fresh, valuable and interesting reading. Lvery

farmer and ruralist should take it. It is im-

mensely popular. Send for a sample copy.

DEWEY & CO., Publishers, S. F.

"THE EAGLE CLAW."
The bestTrapinthe World for catching

FISH, ANIMALS & GAME.
Onebaitwillcatch

Twenty Fish.

\ No. i, for ordinary fishing, smallframe, Arc. 35c.

No.a.forlaiyc fish, mink, musk-rats, &c 75c

/SentbymtU. J. BRIDE lL CO.,
Mfr3., 397 Broadway, New-York.

Bead for Catalogue of useful novelties end mention this paper.

Agents Wanted.
Able and reliable canvassing agents, who wish steady

employment and good wages for good services, are invited

to address this oftico and send references.

To Threshers™

Hold Your Bags

Save

MONEY!!
FILL

THEM
FULL.

Shake Them Down

HOW? USE THE

"CALIFORNIA SACKHGLDER."

Simple, Cheap,

Adjustable to any

Size [Bag.

LONG,

SHORT,

WIDE,

Or Narrow.

Completest Device Ever Invented

and Lasts a Lifetime.

tfSTDiscount to the trade. General Agency for the

Pacific Coast,

H. M. COVERT,
No. 806 Davis Street, San Francisco.

NEW MUSIC! NEW MUSIC

!

At Gray's No. 105 Kearny Street,

On receipt of the amount in postage stamps, any of the

following pieces will be mailed, post-paid:

BABY MINE, (Song) Smith, 35 cts-

BABY MINE, (Schottisehe) Stuckenholz, 35 cts.

EMMETT'S LULLABY, (Piano Solo). . . .Far West, 35 cts.

LITTLE TORMENT, (Schottisehe) Far West, 35 cts.

THE SNOW LIES WHITE, (Song) Harriott, 35 cts.

ALCANTARA, (Galop) Chauncey, 75 cts.

GOLDEN OPHIR, (Galop) Yanke, 50 cts.

Send for complete Catalogue of Music and Descriptive

list of the

fiST State where you saw this advertisement

BUSINESS
COLLEGE,

34 Post Street

Near Kearny,

San Frttm-itco, Cal.

The largest and best Business College in America. Its

teachers are competent and experienced. Its pupils are

from the best class of young men in the State. It makes
Business Education a specialty; yet its instruction is not

confined to Book-keepingand Arithmeticmerely, butgives
such broad culture as the times demand. Thorough in-

struction is given in all the branches of an English educa-

tion, and Modern Languages are practically taught. The
discipline is excellent, and its system of Actual Business

Practice is unsurpassed.
LABIB8' Department.—Ladies will be admitted for in-

struction in all the Departments of the College.

Telegraphic Department.—In this Department young
men and young ladies are practically and thoroughly fit-

ted for operators, both by sound and paper.

For further particulars call at the College, 24 Post

street, or address for circulars, E. P. HEALD,
President Business College, San Francisco, Cal.

Slock Notic

HEREFORD

SUCCESS.

The best Beef Bull in America. The Herefords the

best cattle in the world. For particulars write to T. L.

Miller, Beccher, Will County, Illinois.

For Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs
nquire of

T. L. MILLER.
Beecher, Will County, Illinoist

Tim Rural Pruss is one of the handsomest, best and
most candid journals in California or the Union.—Santa
Barbara Press, March 17th.

BERKSHIRES.

Breeder and Importer of the "Crown Prince,"
"Sambo," and "Bob Lee" families of Berkshires.
Also, pure Suffolk hogs and pigs. Short Horn and
Jersey, or Alderney cattle. Merino and Cotswold
sheep. Prices always reasonable. All animals sold are

guaranteed as represented and pedigreed.

PETER SAXE, Russ House, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles City, Cal.

$25 EVERY DAY Is warranted usir s jilz
WELL AUGERS and

DRILLS. Took the first premium at the Great Exposi-
tion. They bore any diameter and depth; 100 feet a day,
through earth, sand or rock. Pictorial auger book free.

Address Col. PETER SAXE, Los Angeles, Cal., Agent for

Pacific States.

THOROUGHBRED
SPANISH MERINO SHEEP!

200 Extra Earns
For sale. Yearlings and two-year-
olds. In size, quality and condition
unsurpassed. Also, 100 ewes at
prices to suit the times. The nu-
cleus of this flock was from a pur-
chase made from Severance & _
Peet in 18711. My ranch is at Hay wards, Alameda county,
and may be reached by rail from San Francisco, seven
times daily. Parties desiring choice sheep should see
this Hock before purchasing elsewhere.

J. H. STROBRIDGE.

CHOICE PIGS FOR SALE.

I have a few fine Lancastcrshire pigs for sale, now
about four weeks' old. Bred from choice] imported

stock. Addre
GRANT I TAGGART,

Eighth Street, near Broadway, Oakland

DO NOT FAIL
to send for our
Catalogue. 1

1

contains prices
and description
of most every
article in gen.
eral use.and Is

valuable to ASY l'KRSOJI routeranlat-
fing tSie purchase of any article for Per-
sonal, Family or Agricultural use. We.
iiave done a large trade the past season
in flie remote parts of the Territories,
and have, with few exceptions, exceed-
ed the expectations of the purchaser,
many claiming to have made a saving
of to to OO per cent. We mall these
ttTAMXJIIUS TO ANY AIM»KICSS
FREK, UPON APPLICATION. We sell
our goods to all mankind at wholesale
J>i

i< cm in quantities to suit. Reference,
:'irst National Bank, Chicago.

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.,
Original Grange Supply House,

•t%7 A 229 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

DALTON & GRAY,
Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE OKALBRS IN

All Kinds of Country Produce.

404 & 406 Davis Street, San Francisco

K5T Consignments Solicited *d

C. & F. NAUMAN & CO.
Wholesale Commission Merchants,

AM. KINDS OF

Farm and Dairy Produce Sold on Commis-
sion. Butter, Eggs, Poultry and

Game a Specialty.

231 WASHINGTON STREET, San Francisco
(Between Front and Davis.)

Ciias. Nauman. Frank Naiman.

DAVIS & SUTTON,

No. 75 Warren Street, New York.

Commission Merchants in Cal. Produce.

Reference.—Tradesmen's National Bamc, N. Y. ; Ell

wangfr & Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; C. W. Reed; Sacra

m«nto, Cal. ; A. Lusk & Co. , Ian Francisso, Cal.
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The Resources and History of Shasta
County—No. 2.

Shasta City.

Whatever the future of Shasta City is, her

former sons and later friends will remember

with truest affection -

" This ancient town,
tjuiet in the midst of busy mines;
This fair, historic city, 'nestling down

Under gray rocks and lordly pines;

This city, whence of old

A flood of treasure rolled.

And brawny breasted sons of toil

Won, thro* long; hours, the golden spoil;

This city, where to-day
Are maidens fresh as May,

And blooming as the blossoms on the hills,

And pure as are the winds that blow
From Shasta's higbt of snow,
When stars and moonlight intermingling How,

And mingle with the murmuring rills."

Reading.

This thriving town is the terminus of the

California and Oregon railroad (northern branch

of the C. P. R. R.), and is situated on a table

land, 63 feet above the Sacramento river, which
flows past on the north and east. Number* of

tine oaks beautify the town site. The soil is a

reddish loam, deep, and, when properly tilled,

productive. A large number of fruit trees were
planted last winter, and are growing admirably.

Reading is a town of youth and of great hopes.

The town site was chosen in 1S72, and the suc-

ceeding years have only confirmed the faith of

her founders. A fire, which consumed the

business portion of the town, set matters back
for a time, but Reading fully recovered long

ago and is steadily improving. The principal

Business of the Town
Embraces two leading hotels and several lodg-

ing houses, four drygood and grocery stores, a

hardware store, two livery stables and various

minor shops. There is also a brass band in

town, a Good-Templar lodge, Odd-Fellow lodge,

a school-house with two departments, two black-

smith shops and a carriage shop.

The teaming business of the town is very

large, all the goods for Trinity county, Modoc
and half of Siskiyou being hauled from this

point, so that matters are particularly lively all

summer.
The Foundry Business

Of Hush & Johnson, is one of the commercial
features of Reading. Here may be seen heavy
eastings for the mines, tons of flour and gro-

ceries, bales, boxes, barrels to be distributed
over a hundred miles of territory, also woo),
mohair, hides and ores for shipment to San
Francisco.

Reading is at present reasonably well sup-
plied with artisans, although there is room for
more men of industry.

Wants of the Town.
There is certainly good openings in particular

ways. A miller is wanted, with a capital of

about $15,000, to start either a steam or water
mill and control the entire trade. Flour is now
brought from Tehama, ChlCO and even further
south, but the farmers in the county can raise

enough wheat to supply a mill on the railroad
line. A careful estimate, gained from the lead-
iug business houses, makes the amount of Hour
which passes through Reading, range at more
than

Thirty-Five Thousand Centals Annually,
With a steady increase of late years.
There is a chance for a good business in buy-

ing up wool, hides and cattle by means of
agents, and thus intercepting a trade which,
owing to the lack of purchasers, goes 3.") miles
south to Red Bluff. Sooner or later a woolen
mill may be found profitable. There are so
many small stores in the mining camps that a
wholesale establishment, it is believed, would
succeed well.

One of the charms of Reading is in its

Beautiful Locality.

The clear, blue river winds around the great
bluffs and sparkles out of sight. The trees
shadow and arch above the fair town. Always
in sight—beyond river, beyond forest—are the
pale mountains, east and west, in two clasping
ranges, ruled by three great peaks. Eastward,
Mt. Lassen, coiner-stone of three counties; west-
ward, old Bailey, black and barren; northward,
the pure dome of that grand mountain, Shasta
Thus, with the mountains near, the nights are
cool and the heat is never so oppressive as
further south. Reading is laid off regularly, as
shown in the map, and there is room on level
ground for a good-sized city. Two ferries con-
nect Reading with the northern and eastern
part of the county. Reid's, on the upper side
of town, and Hughes', a short distance below
Anderson.

Donkey Caterpillars.—The reason a don-
key eats thistles has been found by the ancients
in the fact that he is an ass. What shall we
say of caterpillars which choose a similar diet?
The Sutter Banner announces that thousands of
caterpillars have attacked the wilderness of
thistle stalks allowed to stand in various por-
tions of Yuba City and vicinivy, and has no
doubt that were their destruction possible,
would make way with the unsightly weeds.
Along the old railroad track, just east of the
slough, the Banner says their working made a
noise like a threshing machine, and the leaves
of the weeds disappeared before their onslaught
like magic. There is a fear, however, that when
the thistles are exhausted the worms may make
their way to other vegeiation and destroy some-
thing valuable.

Petroleum Oils as Lubricators.

Those who are developing our petroleum re-

sources in the southern counties will be inter-

ested to learn the estimation in which these oils

are held. Oils from petroleum, says Sairard's

Coal Trade Journal, are now produced suitable

for nearly every mechanical process for which
animal oils have heretofore been used, not ex-

cepting those intended for cylinder purposes.

A serious objection attaching to the animal oils

is present in petroleum. If, through the ex-

haust steam, some of the oil be carried into the

boiler, foaming or priming is the consequence,

but the same thing happening in the case of

petroleum is rather a benefit than otherwise, for

it not only does not cause foaming, but it pre-

vents incrustation or adhesion of the scale or

deposit, and this aids in the preservation of the

boiler, and is perhaps the best preventive of

the many everywhere suggested.

Often, in removing the cylinder-head and
plate covering the valves of an engine, we see

evidences of corrosion or action on the surfaces,

differing entirely from ordinary wear, and the

engineer is generally at a loss how to account
for it. According to the general impression,

grease or animal oil is the preservative of the

metal, and is the last thing suspected of being

the cause of its general disintegration. The
reason of this is that vegetable and animal oils

consists of fatty acids, such as stearic, magaric,

oleic, etc. They are combined with glycerine

as a base, and, under ordinary conditions, are

neutrals to metals generally, and on being ap-

plied they keep them from rusting by shielding

them from the action of air and moisture. But
in the course of time the influence of the air

causes decomposition and oxidation, the oils be-

come rancid as it is called, which is acid, and
they act on the metals. What happens at the
ordinary temperature slowly, goes on rapidly in

the steam cylinder, where a new condition is

reached. The oils are subjected to the heat of

high-pressure steam, which dissociates or frees

these acids from their base, and, in this condi-

Mount Shasta.

Although Yosemite is reckoned the most

wonderful natural phenomena in California, i

is surpassed, in many respects, by Mount
Shasta, which stands at the head of the Sacra

mento valley. Shasta has an elevation of 14,

453 feet; that of Mount Blanc is but 15,739

feet. Mount Shasta once contained an active

volcano, the crater of which is still visible. The
view from the summit takes in the whole of

California between the Coast and Sierra Nevada

ranges of mountains, and from away beyond the

Oregon boundary to the Bay of San Francisco

a distance of about 450 miles. As a vast anil

magnificent panorama, it is doubtful that this

view is surpassed in the world. The whole
country is frequently filled with great rolling

masses of fleecy clouds, which hide all but the
tips of the high peaks of the Coast Range and
Sierra Nevada mountains. The view from the
summit under such circumstances is grand and
weird beyond description. The great Sacra-
mento valley seems buried in piled up drifts of

fleecy snow. These drifts, under the sun's
rays, shine with an intense glitter. One of the
largest living glaciers on the Pacific coast is

found on the summit of Shasta.

In his report on the " Geology of the Sierra
Nevada, ' Prof. Whitney says: " It is hardly
possible to exaggerate the beauty and grandeur
of the views of Mt. Shasta from Strawberry
Flat, so that those who do not feel equal to the
task of ascending to the summit will find them
selves amply repaid for visiting Strawberry
Flat, by the nearer view of the mountain itself

from that place, as well as the clear water, cool
air and magnificent forest vegetation, which are
so grateful to the traveler who comes, during
the summer months, from the burning plains of

the Sacramento valley or the alkaline deserts of

Nevada.
"The best season of the year for the ascent

VIEW OF MOUNT SHASTA. THIRTY MILES DISTANT.

tion. they attack the metal and hence destroy it.

This applies as well to vegetable as to oils of
animal origin, fish or sperm oil included. Pe-
troleum and oils derived therefrom (generally
called mineral oils), are entirely free from this
objection. Petroleum contains no oxygen, and
hence it cannot form an acid, and therefore can-
not attack metal. It is entirely neutral, and
so bland that it may be and is used medicinally
as a dressing to wounds and badly abraded sur-
faces where cerates of ordinary dressing would
give pain.

Large Experience With the Widney
Transplanter.

It is well known that the Central and South-

ern Pacific railways are making extensive

plantations of trees along their lines. We have
received the following letter from the gentle-

men engaged in this work:
Mkkrks. Dewey & Co -Gentlemen: -I have been using

the Widney transplanter, advertised bv you, in various
portions of the State since 1874. During the greater part
of the past year I have been engaged, under the direction
of J. R Seiiphani. of the Central Pacific railroad, who has
charge of the tree department, putting out eucalyptus
trees, as well as other varie ies, for the Southern Pacific
railroad, at various points on the line. 1 have used seve-
ral kinds of planters and wish to sav this, for transplant-
ing trees (also young plants) it has no equal. Its sim-
plicity, economy and general adaptability to purposes in-
tended, cannot be surpassed; in fact, a tree transplanted
by it nerd not know that it has been moved at all.

I most cordially recommend it to the public. Yours
. , Chas. F. Cornwall.

Engineer's OfBee C. I>. R. r., San Francisco, .lune 10th.
I have carefully mtched the work Ot the Widney trans-

planter abov e referred to, and coi.eur in the statements
made by Mr. Cornwall.

J. R ScuniAM, Assistant Engineer C. P. R. R.

SHEEr for the Mountaiss.—The Tuolumne
Independent says: On Sunday last 5,000 sheep
belonging to James Hamilton, of San Joaquin,
arrived. On Thursday, 3,400 belonging to H.
B. Rhodes, of Stanislaus county; and yesterday
3,000 belonging to Mrs. Hitchcock, of Cala-
veras, came in, and to day another band of
o.OOO belonging to E. I). Thorp, of Calaveras,
also arrived. Up to June 15th 22,600 have
passed over the Big Trees road.

of Mount Shasta is in the months of July and
August. Before July the snow is hardly gone
from the camping-ground, from which the ascent

to the summit and the return is to be made in

one day; and, after that month, the incessant

fires in the surrounding forests fill the air with

smoke and take away all distinctness from the

distant view. The plan adopted by those
ascending the mountain is to pass the first night

at Camp Ross, near the line of perpetual snow,
and from that point to start the next morning
sufficiently early to keep always on the hard
frozen snow, the heat of the sun by mid-day
softening it nearly to the summit, so as to make
climbing almost if not quite impossible, while

the ascent on the frozen surface is very easy,

especially if one has the soles of his boots well

provided with nails. Our party started at 3:30

A. M. , and reached the summit at 11:30; but
others not encumbered, as we were, by barome-
ters and instruments of various kinds, would be

able to make the ascent in considerable less

time, if in other respects on an equality with us

as regards their climbing powers. Of course, a

night near the full of the moon is preferable for

this expedition, although the usual bright star-

light of the summer in this region will answer,

to enable one to pick his way over the snow.
''

Persimmons for Enoland.—The distribu-

tion of Japan persimmon trees from this coast

is embracing a wide area. Rev. Henry Loomis
has lately heard from a bundle of trees sent to

Dr. Arrowsmith, of Kent, England. He sent
14 trees and the letter received says that 12 of

them have leafed out well and the other two
are filling buds. They are greatly admired,
and zest is lent to the culture from the fact

that Dr. Arrowsmith's gardener, Mr. Hay-
cock, will get a gold medal if he brings out the
first fruit of this kind in England. Mr. Mc-
Leod, of Riverside, reports that 2,000 trees

which he sold in southern California last season
are all reported doing well.

Woodward's Gardens were never more attract-
ive than at present. Besides three lions already men-
tioned, six monster living alligators, several iguanas and
a boa-constrictor have Just been added. New stars are
constantly engaged for the Pavilion exercises. Rates of
admissiou a» usual.

S. p. |VL^ket Rj-pofvr-

Note. —Our trade review and quotations are prepared
on Wednesday of each week (our publication day), and are
DOt intended to represent the state of the market on Sat-
urday, the date which the paper bears.

Weekly Market Review.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE. ETC.
San Francisco, June 26th, 1878.

Trade is quiet generally and transactions

small. There is a difference of about 5c # ctl

on the prices asked and bid for grain for de-
livery within 10 days. Some considerable lota

are offered at f 1.(55, and SI. (JO is the shippers
mark. The English markets take a slightly
lower range and free reports are made of the
abundance of crops coming from all quarters.
There are, however, two sides to all these re-

ports and we see no reason, as yet, for weaken-
ing on prices. In most parts of the world the
crops are still in the fields, and therefore liable

to reverses.

Range of Cable Prices of Wheat.
The course of the Liverpool quotation for

Wheat to the Produce Exchange during the
days of last week has been as recorded in the
following table:

Cal. Average. Club.

Thursday 10s ld«10s «d 10s (idylls
10s —(glOs 6d 10s 4d«?10s 8d
10s —@10e 6d 10s 4d<o(10s 8d
10s —MlOe 5d 109 4d«10s fid

10s —(rtlOs 5d 10s 4d(rtl0a 8d
10s • -ifflOa 5d 10s 4d«*10s sd

To-day's cable quotations to the Produce
Exchange compare with same date in former
years as follows:

Average. Club.

1876 9s llddHOs 2d 10s 4d<ai0s Od
1877 12s 6d<sfl2s 8d 12s 10dC»13a 2d
1878 10s —@10a 6d 10s 4d«10s 8d

The Foreign Review.

LoHDON, June 25th.—The Mark Lane Ex-
press says: Despite the somewhat conflicting

nature of agricultural advices, the present situa-

tion of cereal crops is highly critical. Nothing
but a continuance of normal weather can pre-

vent another addition to the succession of

unproductive, unremunerative seasons. With
the exception of France, where the Wheat
plant has suffered almost as much as in this

country, continental advices promise a fair

average yield; but in Eastern Russia, thousands
f acres of (train have been cut to pieces by a

succession of unusually heavy hail-storms,

deliveries of English Wheat in the principal

provincial markets have shown a decided falling

ff. Offerings at Mark Lane are also light,

which tend to prove a depletion of stocks in

farmers' hands.
Depressed by heavy present and prospective

supplies, and flooded with continued offers

from America, and Russia, the foreign Wheat
trade has been reduced almost to stagnation

prices, having receded full)' a shilling on the

week, with 'only a most limited consumptive
demand at that. The continental demand for

cargoes of Wheat off coast has been the most
noteworthy feature of the week's trade. Maize
is steady.

Freights and Charters.

Wheat freight, says the Commerrlal Ketcti,

are entirely inactive. A large iron ship was
offered recently at £2 10s to Liverpool, cancel-

ing date, October 31st, but was unable to secure

business. It is the general impression, which
we believe warranted by the facts, that there

are enough ships now in port and to arrive

shortly to accommodate the wants of exporters

in July and August. Rates are expected to be

low during those months at least. Opinions

differ as to the prospects later on. At the close

we have 36,295 tons in port now loading and to

oad Wheat, 7,453 tons miscellaneous and 51,-

26 tons disengaged. The total tonnage on the

way is 214,638 tons, against 280,616 in 1876.

Eastern Grain Markets.

New York, June 22d.—The Grain trade has

jeen less active this week, and Wheat, Corn
and other cereals are lower, notwithstanding

largely decreased receipts. The range for

Spring Wheat is 95e(«S1.10, and still lower for

August delivery; Corn, 40(V'46c; shipping

Flour, $4<o5.25; and matting Barley, 60@85c.

Though exports of Grain during the harvest

year, commencing with last September, are

about one-third greater than they were during

the preceding year, there are no indications of

the exhaustion of the surplus of the last crop,

and, as prices of Wheat and Corn are 20% to

40^ lower now than they were a year ago, with

a harvest of unparalleled magnitude impending

and nearly all Europe in a more or less needy

condition for food material, there would seem
to be little probability of a further decline in

>rices, since the crop reports from Western
Europe are in the main bad and the great bulk

of deficiencies there will have to be made good

from our own granaries, Russia being practically

out of the list of heavy exporters.

Chicago, June 22d.—The past week's Grain

markets have shown no new features and clos-

ng prices are about the same as last Saturday.

They have, however, fluctuated considerably

and caused a good speculative business. Wheat
sold for July at 90U«92Jc; Corn, 35J(a;37ic ;

Oats, 23J(« 24;Jc; Rye, cash, 52i@53c; Barley,

2i<a48c. Provisions have been fairly strong,

and have averaged nearly 50c higher for Pork
and 25c for Lard. July Pork sold at $8.774@
9.35; July Lard, 86.674C6.92i. Closing cash
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prices are:

24ic; Rye,
9.20: Lard
trifle larger

were less

and everybc
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t, 96c; Corn, 36§c; Oats,
Barley, 48c; Pork, $9.15®

t!6. 82^. The receipts were a
sar than last, but shipments
one of the market is healthy
ms cheerful,

tin Wool Markets.

New Yone 22d.—New Wool has com-
menced to a rom the interior, but not as

yet in any
f
lantity. A parcel of 50,000

received and is held at 35c.

ade of new unwashed Indiana
d Pennsylvania at 34@35c.
buyers are still proceeding
some sections of Ohio there is

lbs of Ohio
Sales have
at 27c, and
In the cou
cautiously,

talk of brisi 'etition, which has resulted in

some buyei ng as high as 33c for choice

Wool. Thi e, however, runs from this

price down Here the demand is a trifle

better, thoiire is still a feeling of uncer
tainty regaihe future, and it is with dim
eulty that of any consequence can be

placed. In the goods market does not

warrant lib rchases, and until a change is

witnessed i

looked for

quarter no activity need be
ool. Spring California is in

better supii finds fair sales at prices

which she ater steadiness. Receipts of

Texas contiirge, and in the absence of de-

mand at thfes at which it is held, stocks

are accumi;. Southern Wools are slow.

Carpet stocsglected, though prices are not

quotably h Sales for the week include

10,000 If.? hlifornia at 16@17c; 80,000 lbs

Spring do, I; 17,000 lbs Western Texas,

18c; 128.0C Spring do, 20@23c; 6,000 lbs

new unwas edium Indiana, 27e; 3,000 lbs

new Penns 1, 34®35c; 2,000 lbs old do,

33c; 6,000 shed choice new Fleece, 35c.

Boston, !2d.—The Wool market gen-

erally is mud. The demand is still quiet

and model »nd manufacturers purchase
cautiously 1 ly at low prices. There is no
improvemei emand or prices, and a very

unsettled fe prevails at the present time.

For new W is difficult to realize cost.

Sales compi and XX Ohio at 35@36c;
Michigan a Wisconsin Fleeces, 34@35c;
washed, C01 and Delaine, 35@40c; Ken-
tucky Coml I0(o 33c; unwashed Combing,
23@30c; Ut; vada and Colorado, 17@27c;
Texas, 1 0.S( Oregon, 20(n27c; scoured,

42@78c; suj. , X pulled, 22@44o. There
was more inc or California Wool, sales of

the week coi lg 352,000 lbs Spring at 22@-
30c, and 90,

of domestic
500 lbs.

Fall at 16® 18c. Total sales

or the week reached 1,268,-

9Stic Produce.

The follo\ ible shows the S. F. receipts

of Domestic uce for the week ending at

or 1 Ifc usual

from formerks.

into the inte

BARLEY
now about tl

old is held

91}c; 1,000
li? ctl.

BEANS-
in small lots

CORN—

1

of Iowa hav

;

noon to-day, npared with the receipts of

previous we«

Articles Week.
June 5.

Week.
June 12.

Wkek.
June 19.

Week.
June 26.

Flour, quarters 31,705 30,767 40.593 31,701
Wheat, centals 27,071 12,1)54 27,317 37,945
Barley, centals 15,430 9,812 18,479 22,600
Beans, sacks. .

.

351 250 168 365
Corn, centals.

.

2,501 2,622 5,785 2,003
Oats, centals.

.

2,848 8,554 3,523 6,167
Potatoes, sacks 5,794 7,220 8,004 9,388
Onions, sacks. 886 626 1,350 864
Wool, bales. .

.

4,115 4,254 1,343 5,856
65 150 22

Hay, bales. . .

.

1,258 1,355 1,267 1,742

BAGS—A lination is reported to have
been affected design to advance prices, but
grain bags c; >ought to-day for lljc cash

t, and this rate is unchanged
Large lots are moving

3ty-two and one-half cts. is

for bright new Barley, and
ut the same rate. We note

sales: 500 90c; 350 sks old, 95c; 1,000
ctls Brewing; 200 sks, 90c; 350 sks,

wo-year-old Brewing, $1.10

are unchanged Wad sales fair

ide is small. Three carloads
arrived. The shipment to

Mexico cont n reduced amounts.
DAIRY P JOE— Butter is still arriving

e trade is unchanged. Unex-
e offered at 20@22c, and only
aches 24(5 25c. Cheese is un-

in full lots,

ceptionable

a fancy dem
changed.
EGGS—C|iia fresh Eggs havs advanced

and other descriptions into 27i®30c
proportion
FEED -(Jy

price. The
range of $104 fc? ton for fair to best. We
note sales

tons at $10.

selling as lo

FRUIT
change of pn
Early Peach s

new plum c

the week ei

market this

.

ves way and is nominal in

is running on new stock at a

igood Wild Oat, $11.50; 200
3 ton; a cargo of poor stock

ruit list below shows a general
or nearly all fruits. Hale's
in from Briggs' ranch. A

"Silva's Konig
x
Claudie, " re-

received frotvcastle Fruit Growing Associ-
ation has be 11 received and sold for 25c li?

lb. Canner low working freely on apricots
and strawb( is the price falls within their
views.

FRESH £
weaker on hid Mutton. Pork^is a shade

—Supplies are large and price

lower, but pronounce it still too high
for them to ,te,

HOPS— ] lealers report no change. Em -

met Wells rg the New York market for

June 14th, as follows: "Our
has exhibited increased firm-

show a strong tendency to advance and holders
of fine goods have withdrawn their samples
from the boards, expecting soon to realize bet-

ter figures if crop prospects do not improve.
Fly has made its appearance in the English
plantations, causing increased firmness in the
London market. Reports from Germany are
favorable for a large crop. Included in tnis
week's exports are 500 bales of 1876's. Crop
reports from the interior this week are less

favorable. The cool weather hangs on and the
vine is making little or no progress. Quota-
tions: New Yorks, good to prime, 8@10c; New
Yorks, low to fair, 5@7c; Eastern, 5@8c; Wis-
consins, 5@8c; Yearlings, 2@3c; Olds, all

growths, 1@2C; Pacific Coast Hops, 10@12c."
OATS—Oats are dull and prices are un-

changed. We note sale of 650 sks fair at

$1.37A; 1,000 sks good Washington Territory

at $l"33|; 100 do heavy Humboldt at $1.45;
50 do at H1.37£; 100 do fair at $1.30 per ctl.

ONIONS—Price for good Onions is now ruling
at 75c per ctl. Supplies are received from
Stockton and Sacramento river.

POTATOES—Potatoes have fluctuated some-
what during the week, owing to variable

receipts, but to-day are just at the marks made
one week ago.

PROVISIONS—Provisions are firm and the
demand strong. Our price list shows fractional

advances in California Bacon.
VEGETABLES — A marked reduction in

Tomatoes and advance in Marrowfat Squash are

the main features of the trade. Cucumbers are

now at pickling prices, 50c for a large box.

WHEAT—The market is still in statu quo.

The export trade has not yet begun and nothing
certain will probably transpire for the next few
days. The top of the market for old Wheat is

found in a sale of strictly fine old milling at

$1.80. Sales of new are reported as follows:

2,040 ctls old milling, at Vallejo, $1.65; and
6,000 ctls good new shipping, at Vallejo, at

$1.60; 760 ctls choice milling, delivered at Oak-
land, at $1.85 |? ctl; 4,000 ctls choice old mill-

ing, at Vallejo, at $1.70; 10,000 ctls new good
shipping, at Vallejo, at $1.60. So far as we are

informed, says the Call, the first round sale of

new Wheat for export was 130 tons on Wednes-
day last, at $1.65, to go aboard the St. Davkl.
This was classed as good milling, and shipped

by J. D. Peters, from Stockton.

WOOL—There is rather more Wool selling,

but no change in prices. Good Wools sell

freely at quotations, and will probably all clean

up. Some of our largest receivers report less

than 1,000 bales 011 hand, which is much less

than usual at this time of the year. The falling

off of Wool receipts from the drouth will be
fully one-third. We note sales of 300,000,

various, 14(o25c; 25,000 lbs Northern 23®24ic.

DOMESTIC PRODUCE.

ness. Prii hough not quotably higher,

BEAJfS.
Bayo, ctl 5 75 (36 00

Butter 4 25 @4 50
Pea — (!?4 75

Red — <& -
Pink 6 25 @6 50

3m'l White - «4 75
Lima 4 25 (fti iO

KltOO.H «««{%.
Old Si'ft 7
New 4 il<o 8

< IIM 4 <IKV,
California 4 <J? 4

German 6i(<*> 7

OA IIC V I'KOIK < K, ETC
r.UTTER.

OaL Fresh Roll, lb 19 (S 22

Fancy Brands 24 (a 25

Pickle Roll, new. . 22J@ 24
Firkiu.old 12 @ 16

Western Reserve.. 124® 14

New York — @ —
cheese.

Cheese, Cal., lb.... 8@
Eastern 10 @
N. Y. State — @
Gilroy Factory. . . . 12*@

BOOS.
Cal. fresh, doz.... 275@
Ducks' 23 (ft

Oregon 23 (ft

Eastern 16 (ct

do Pickled — <ft —
FEE0.

Bran, ton — «*14 00
Corn Meal 42 00 if*43 00
Hay 7 00 £14 00
Middlings 21 00 (3/22 50
Oil Cake Meal... 34 00 @
Straw, bale 25 & 60

FLOUR.
Extra, bbl 5 67i<®5 75
Superfine 4 50 <xA 60
Graham, lb 3J@ 3J

EKESII MEAT.
Beef, 1st qual'y, lb 5J@
Second 4^@
Third 3 (£>

Mutton 4 @
Spring Lamb 5 (£*

Pork, undressed... 5J(tf

Dressed 7i55
Veal 6 (d.

Milk Calves 6 A
GRAIN. ETC.

'

Barley, feed, ctl

Brewing 1 1*}®1 20
Chevalier 1 50 ® —

Buckwheat 1 30 (ft —
Corn, White 2 10 02 25
Yellow 2 00 02 05
Small Round.. ..2 00 &2 10

Oats 1 25 -ai 45
Milling 1 55 «£l 05

Rye 1 12^1 15
Wheat, Shipping. .1 60 M 65
Milling 1 70 <»1 80

IIII»ES.
Hides, dry 14 @
Wet. salted 8i@

HONEY. ET« .

Beeswax, tb 30@
Honey in comb. ... 14 @
do. No 2 12J@
Dark 10 @
Strained 6}@

HOI'*.
Oregon, \ (ft

California i (ft

Wash Ter 4 (ft

NUTS .lol.bing.
Walnuts, Cal 8 (*
do Chile 7 (d>

Almonds, hd shl lb 7 (t
Softsh'l 14 (ft

Brazil 14 <§
Pecans 13 @
Peanuts 5 @>

| WHOLESALE. 1

Wednesday m.. June 26, 1878

@ 95

Filberts 15 @ 16
ONIONS.

Alviao — @ —
Union City, ctl — (ft —
Stockton 75 @ —
Sacramento River. 75 (d --

Oregon — (ft —
POTATOES.

Petaluma, ctl — @ —
Humboldt — @ —
Cuffey Co.-e — @ -
Early Rose 1 75 v«2 12J
Half Moon Bay...l 50 @2 00
Kidney — —
Sweet — @ —
Salt Lake — «*3 75
POULTRY A 4JAAIE.

Hens, doz 7 00 (<t 8 00

Roosters 6 00 (oc 8 00
Broilers 3 00 (* 4 50
Ducks, tame 4 50 @ 6 GO
do. Mallard — (ft

Geese, pair 1 25 (d 1 75
Wild Gray, doz.. — (A
White do — it

Turkeys tO @ 22
do, Dressed — @

Snipe, Eng @
do, Common — —'3— —

Rabbits 1 50 @
00 0> 4 50

PROVISIONS.
Cal. Bacon, H'vy, tb 11 @ 111

1UM m
Light 12.'.«r 13

11 ul 13
Cal. Smoked Beef 10 <tt 101

— @
Shoulders, Cover'd VM 8

\VM 121
Dupee's Mi(« 151

13 @ 131
H .'.(.< 154

None Such 14 j n 15*
- @

Slaveus & Mansur - (a

151® 16

SEEDS
Alfalfa 5 @ 12

6 (a) 8
16 M 18

White 50 ft 55
6 <g 10

15

31@
Hemp 6 @
Italian Rye Grass 35 coo —
Perennial 35 @ —

Millet 10 @ 12
Mustard, White... 8 @ —
Brown 21@ 3

Rape 3t<* 4
Ky Blue Grass 20 <a —
2d quality 18 @ —— @ -Sweet V Grass 1 00
Orchard 25
Red Top 18
Hungarian 8
Lawn 50
Mesquit — (jv

Timothy 9
TALLOW.

Crude, lb 8
Refined 9i@

WOOL. ETC.
SPRING.

S Joaq'n,12mo free 17
do 6 & 7 mo do 15

Burry, 12 mo 13
do 6 mo.. 14

Scabby 12K<*
South'n Coast, free 16
do do bi rry 14

Northern, fre 23
do, seedy & birr/ 20

Nevada 18
Oregon Valley.... 22

do. Eastern... 17 @

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
| wholesale. 1

Wednesday m
RAOS-Joltbina.

Eng Standard Wheat.li; 311j
Neville & Co's
Hand Sewed, 22x36.. 111®11J
24x36 —0—
23x40 13 013}
Machine Swd, 22x36. —0115

Flour Sacks, halves.... 830104
Quarters 510 6

J

Eighths 4 4i

Hessian, 60 inch 15 0—
45 inch 9J01O
40 inch 9 0—

Wool Sacks,
Hand Sewed, 31 lb..471050
4 lb do 5210—
Machine Sewed 4710—

Standard Gunnies 14 015
Bean Bags 7 8

CANDLES.
Crystal Wax 17 0—
Eagle 12 0—
Patent Sperm 30034

CANNED GOODS.
Assorted Pie Fruits,

21 lb cans 2 75 3 00
Table do 3 75 04 25

Jams and Jellies. .4 25 —
Pickles, hf gal 3 50 —
Sardines, qr box..l 65 01 90
Hf Boxes 3 00 —

Preserved Beef,
2 lb. doz 4 00 —
do Beef, 4tb,doz.6 50 —

Preserved Mutton,
2 lb. doz 4 GO —

Beef Tongue 6 50 —
Preserved Ham,
2 lb, doz 6 50 —

Deviled Ham, 1 lb,

doz 5 50 —
do Ham, Atb doz.3 00 —
COAL—Jobbing.

Australian, ton.. 7 00 7 25
Coos Bay 6 50 7 00
Bellingham Bay. 6 50
Seattle 5 50 6 50
Cumberland 14 00
Mt Diablo 4 75 6 00
Lehigh 22 00
Liverpool 7 00 8 00
West Hartley. .. 7 50 9 00
Scotch 6 50 8 00
Scranton 13 00 016 00
Vancouver Id . . . 7 50
Charcoal, sack.. . 75
Coke, bbl 60

COFFEE.
Sandwich Id, lb. 2110
Costa Rica 18 18i
Guatemala 17 181
Java 2210 23
Manila 1710
Ground, in cs. . . 25

FISH.
Sac'to Dry Cod.. 5 © 51
do in cases.. 640 7

Eastern Cod.... 80— 81
Salmon, bbls.... 9 00 010 00
Hf bbls 5 00 5 50
2 tb cans 3 10 03 20

Pkld Cod, bbls.. 22 00
Hf bbls 11 00

Mackerel, No. 1.

Hf Bbls 11 00 012 00
In Kits 2 25
Ex Mess 3 50 4 50

Pkld Herring, bx 3 00 3 50
Boston SmkdH'g 40 50

LIME, Etc.
Lime, Sta Cruz,
bbl 2 00 2 25

Cement, Rosen-
dale 2 75 3 50
Portland 4 75 5 50

June 26. 1878.

Plaster, Golden
Gate Mills.... 3 00 © 3 25

Land Plaster, tu 10 00 (gl2 50
NAILS.

As3'ted sizes, keg 3 25 © 4 00

OILS.
Pacific Glue Co's
Neatsfoot, No 1.1 00 90

Castor. No 1 1 10 —
do. No. 2 1 05 © —

Baker's A A 1 25 ©1 30
Oiive, riagnlol 5 25 5 75
Possel 4 75 ©5 25

Palm, tb 9 © —
Linseed, Raw, bbl. 72 —
Boiled 75 -

Cocoanut 55 —
China nut. cs 8240 —
Speim 1 40 -
Coast Whales 40 —
Polar, refined 45 @ —
Lard 90 («1 00
Oleophine "6 27
Devoe's Bril't 26 © 23
Photolite 29 —
Nonpariel 35 334
Eureka 40 424
Barrel kerosene. . . 20 © —
Downer Ker 40 © 421
Elaine 4240 —

PAINTS.
Pure White Lead. 9J© 101
Whiting 1J0 —
Putty 4© 5
Chalk 14© —
Paris White 2*0 —
Ochre 310 —
Venetian Red 310 —
Averill Mixed
Paint, gal.

White & tints. . .2 00 ©2 40
Green, Blue &
Ch Yellow 3 00 03 50
Light Red 3 00 03 50
Metallic Roof...l 30 01 60

RICE.
r'hinaNo. 1, lb.... 71© -
Hawaiian 7J@ 71

SALT.
Cal. Bay, ton.... 15 00 (rr22 50
Common 10 00 crl2 00

Carmen Id 13 00 («22 50

Liverpool tine. . .20 00 @22 50
SOAP.

Castile, tb 10
Common brands. . 410
Fancy brands 7

SPICES.
Cloves, lb 45
Cassia 2210
Nutmegs 85
Pepper Grain 15
Pimento 15 ©
Mustard, Cal.,

1 lb glass 1 50 ©
SUGAR, ETC.

Cal. Cube, tb Hi©
Powdered Hi©
Fine crushed Ill©
Granulated 11

Golden C 940
Cal. Syrup, kgs... 70 ©
Hawaiian Mol'sses 26

TEA.
Young Hyson,
Moyune, etc 35 @

Country pekd Gun-
powder & Im-
perial 50 @

Hyson 30 ©
Fooo-Chow 53 @
Japan, 1st quality 40
2d quality 25 ©

104

6

30

50

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
rWHOLESALE. ]

Wednesday m„ June 26. 1878.

FRUIT MARKET.
Apples, basket..- 30 C<?- 60

do, box 1 00 1 75

Apricots, bx.... 1 00 © 1 50
Bananas, bnch.. 2 60 3 50
Cocoanuts. 100.. 5 00 6 00

Cherries, tb — 1240— 18
Cherry Plums. ..— 4 0— 5
Currants, chest. 00 7 00

Figs, tb - 8 ©— 15
Gooseberries, lb. 6 © 8
Limes. Mex 10 00 ©12 00

do, Cal. per M 3 00 4 00
Lemons, Cal M.15 00 <a20 00

Sicily, bx 9 00 010 00
Mangoes, fllOO. . 3 00 4 00
Oranges, Mex.
M ©
Tahiti 10 00 020 00

Cal ©
Peaches, box.... 1 00 (ft 2 50
Pears, box 1 00 1 75
Pineapples, doz. 7 00

Plums, box 1 00 2 00
Raspberries — 7 0— 9
St'wherries, ch'st 4 00 9 00

DRIED FRUIT.
Apples, lb 510 71
Apricots 10 124
Citron 23 © 24*
Dates 9 © 10

Figs, Black-
White

Peaches
Pears
Plums
Pitted....

Pmues

4 ©
6
8
4 ©
3

121©
14

14

10
Raisins. CaL bx 1 00 © 1 66
do, Halves... 1 50 © 2 00
do. Quarters. 1 50 2 50
Blowers' 2 75
Malaga 2 75 3 00

Xante Currants.. 8 10
YEGETARLES.

Asparagus, box.. 75 1 00
Beets, ctl 1 00
Beans, String. . . 310 4
Cabbage, 100 tbs 56
Carrots, ctl 635 75
Cauliflower, doz 75 © —
Cucumbers, bx . .— 50 — 20
Garlic, New. tt>.. 140 2
Green Peas 1J0 2
Lettuce, doz 10 ©
Parsnips, lb 2 (ft

Horseradish 7 0— 8
Rhubarb 1

Squash, Marrow
fat, tn 18 00 ©

Summer do, bx.. 50 60
Tomato,30 lbs bx- 30 0— 40
Turnips, ctl 1 50 @
White 50

RETAIL GROCERIES, ETC.
Wednesday m., June

Rice
25© 35 Yeast Pwdr. doz.. 1

18 © 25 Can'd Oysters doz2
25 © 30 Syrup, S F Gold'n
18 — Dried Apples, lb..

20 25 Ger. Prunes
00 <«9 00 Figs, Cal
24© 3 Peaches
1210 13i I lite, Kerosene
8 © 9j Wines, Old Port. ..3

23 35 French Claret 1

50 01 00 Cal, doz hot 3
55 01 00 Whisky, O K, gal..

3

15 25 French Brandy....

4

7 10

Butter. California
Choice, lb

Cheese
Eastern

Lard, Cal
Eastern

Flour, ex. fam, bblS
Corn Meal, lb

Sugar, wh. crshd
Light Brown

Coffee, Green
Tea, Fine Black . .

.

Finest Japan. ...

Candles, Admt'e.

.

Soap, Cal

26. 1878.

8 12
50 02 00
00 ©3 50
75 01 02
10 © 14

1240 10
I «t 15

11 10
50 60
50 05 00
00 02 50
00 04 50
50 ©5 00
00 ©8 06

Signal Service Meteorological Report.

Week Ending June 25, 1878.

HIOHEST AND LOWEST BAROMETER.

June 1H June 20 June 21' Juno 22 June 23 June 24 June 26

.".o.oo

29. OS

62
53

29.05 29.83 29.98 30.03 30.00
29.87 29.79 29.81 29.99 29.95

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.

64 I 65 I 62 I 66 I 67
52 53 52 64 62

MEAN DAILY HUMIDITY.
79

I
80

I
73

I
74 | 68 | 67

|

I'REVAILINO WIND.
SW 1 SVV

I
SW

I

SW
I
SW

i
SW

I

WIND—MILES TRAVELED.
304 | 280 | 216

I
311 | 265 I 248

|

STATE OF WEATHER. .

Cloudy
|

Fair.
|
Clear,

i
Cloudy

|
Clear, j

Clear.
|

RAINFALL IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

I I I I II
Total rain during the seasou, from July 1, 1877. 35.

29.94
29.83

71
54

63

SW

224

Clear.

.18 in.

A TENTS AND M NVEN I >IS.
09

List of U. S. Patents Issued to Pacific

Coast Inventors.

[From Official Rkpo u.ts for the JIinino and Scientific
Press, DEWEY a. CO., Publishers and U. S.

and Foreign Patent Agents.
]

By Special Dispatch from Washington, D. C.

Week Ending June 11th.

Machine tor Crushing and Grinding Ores, Etc —Thos
McGlew, S. F.

Middlings SEPARATORS.—Thomas Newell, Sacramento.Cal.
Pockets for Garments.—Berthold Greenbauin, S. F.
Si-ark Extinguishers. -John Johnson, Bloonifield, Cal
Gear Cutting Machines.—John A. Peer, S. F.
Hay Presses.—Jacob Price, S.in Leandro, iJal.

Hatches for Street Elevators.—Philip Hinkle, S. F.
Broom Sewing Machines.— Lionel Varieas, S. F.
Button- Hole Sewing Machines.—Eugene, Moreau, S. F.

Trademarks.
Soda and Cream of Tartar.—Charles R. Burrage, S. F.
Coal Oil.—M. Ehrraan & Co., S. F. , and New York. N. Y.

The patents are not ready for delivery by the Patent
Office until some 14 days after the date of "issue.

Note.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign Patents furnished
by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by tel-
graph or otherwise) at tue lowest rates. All patent busi-
ness for Pacific coast inventors transacted with perfect
security and in the shortest possible time.

Presentation to Lord Beacons

-

fidd.

A number of British residents in California, desirous

of evincing their hearty appreciation of the policy pur-

sued by the Earl of Beaconsfield with regard to British

and European interests in the Eastern question, have re-

vived to present his lordship with a testimonial as a
mark of their esteem and confidence. It has therefore

been propostd to purchase a SILVER BRICK mounted
in California woods, as the most appropriate and charac-

teristic form for such a token coming from California.

But the nature of tl e testimonial to be determined at a

meeting and by a majority of the subscribers.

ALEX. FORBES, Pres't.

W. G. HARRISON, Vice-Pres't,

T. V. WALTER, Hon. Treas.

WM. PATON, Hon. Sec'y.

Subscriptions may be sent to T. V. WALTER, care of

Bank of British North America, the Bankers for the fund.

San Francisco, July 18, 1878.

To the Public—Farmers and Employers.—
I guarantee to send at short notice, the most reliable

and competent male and female labor, of any nationality,

(skilled and unskilled mechanics,) to my customers and

all employers who may want my services, free of charge.

My long experience and connection with the California

labor market, and its labor exchanges (for over ten years,)

has given me an established reputation for the right se.

lection of suitable employees.

Please send orders, with full particulars, to my now
employment agency, 627 Sacramento Street, P. O. Box

No. 1468, San Francisco. A. ZEEHANDELAAR.

Popular Music.—Make your homes merry and popular

with choice music from Gray's Music Store, S. F. We
can recommend this large, first-class, standard and popu-

lar establishment. Examine his advertisement, appear-

ing from time to time in this paper. Mr. Gray deals in

nstruments possessing the very highest and most perma-

nent reputation. Call at 105 Kearny Street. The Rural

Press can offer to introduce you there.

Portable Engines. —Mr. II. W. Rice, inventor of Rice's

Straw-burning Engines, is giving his personal attention to

machine manufacturing and jobbing, in S. F., as will be

seen by his advertisement in this paper. He disposed of

his patent right on the Straw-burning Engine some time

ago.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons were honored by the follow-

ing resolutions embodied in the report on pianos, at the
Vienna Exposition: -"In regard to the American division,

it is much to be deplored that the celebrated path inaug-

urating firm of Steinway & Sons, of New York, to whom
the entire piano manufacture is so greatly indebted, has
not been represented.

In reference to the essential iron work in the Steinway
piano, the jury noted in their report, "highest perfection

of finish in workmanship, the greatest firmness and
sounding quality," a strength exceeding 5,000 pound! to

the-Jsquare centimeter, an unequaled degree of resis-

tance to the pull of the strings, etc.

"Latimer Farm" Berksliires.

ALFRED, PARKER, Bellota, Cal.

PROPRIETOR.

Choice pigs of all ages and of the best quality and

breeding constantly on hand. Have sold a great many

pigs, (10 within a few days, including a trio to tho State

Insane Asylum at Stockton), and have yet to receive

one word/of dissatisfaction. Correspondence solicited

and cheerfully answered. Address

ALFRED PARKER, Bellota,

San Joaquin County, Cal.

BUY THE N. Y. WATCH,
SOLI) BY—

GEO. FINCH, JEWELER,

Northwest corner of Kearny and Geary Street, San

Francisco. They arc not surpaseed.
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Agricultural Articles.

WINTERS'
UNLOADING AND STACKING

DERRICK.

Will un'otul WasroM at the rate of one per minute,

and can be taken down ami put up airain in the min-

utes. It will unload and stack from two Sixtoen-Feet

Headers, and will save

Four Wajtons, S Horses ami 5 Men Board, etc J20 00

Grain Threshed liy Pitching per day 10 00
Grain Threshed by Driving Over Base of Stack . . 10 00

Two Headers will cut from 10 U> '20 acres more 15 00

It is Used for Headiner and Threshing and
for Stacking Hay and Straw.

Price of Derrick. $150: Nets, $ 2.50 Each.

SEND YOUR ORDERS EARLY TO

JOHN MORGAN, Davisville,

Yolo County, Cal.

JOHN D. WINTERS, Proprietor

BONNEY'S PATENT
Adjustable Grain Lifter for Headers.

All farmers who wish to save grain without waste in

cutting, should examine these. They can be run at any
inclination to the ground, as seen at /> in cut. Are light,

strong and durable, and no be adjusted in 15 minutes, Of

removed in five when not required, by drawing bolt in

malleable shank if. Set of 8 for 10-foot header, (in put-

ting on which bore with )-inch bit for lag screws) are the

cheapest and give the best satisfaction of any in use.

Parties can save additional the cost of a set in one day's

cutting, where grain is lodged or trinkles down. Price.

¥40 Also, Grain Belts, Header Sticks, etc. Manufactured
for BAKER & HAMILTON,
San Francisco and Sacramento, Side Agents, Pacific Coast.

The Famous " Enterprise
(PERKINS' PATENT r.

Self Regulating;
'

: \

WINDMILLS, sl|i
Pumps & Fixttres.

These Mills Rad Pumps are
reliable and always give sat-

isfaction, simple, stnmyand
durable in all parts. Solid

wrought iron crank shaft with
double bearing* tot the crank
to work in, all turned anil

run in babbitted buxca.
Posit i felt/ ftelf regulating,

with n<> coil springer springs
of any kind. Lffo little rods,

joints, levers or balls to get
out of order, as such things
do. Mills in use six to nine years in guoUOKter now, that
have never cost one cent for repair-.

AH sizes of Pumping and Power Mills. Thousands in
use. All warranted. Address for circulars and infor-
mation,

HORTON &. KENNEDY,
GENERAL OFFICE AND SUPPLIES, LIVERMORE,
ALAMEDA CO., CAL. Also, Rest Feed Mills for sale.

San Francisco Agency, LINPORTH, RICE
& CO., 401 Market Street.

MATTES0N & WILLIAMSON'S

e
>
z

Took the Premium over all at the great plowing Match
in Stockton, in 187Q
This Plow is thoroughly made by practical men who

have been long in the business and know what is required
n the construction of Gang Plows. It is quickly adjusted.
Sufficient play is given so that the tongue will pass over
cradle knolls without changing the working position of the
shares. It is so constructed that the wheels themselves
govern the action .1 , he Plow correctly. It has various
points of superiority, and can be relied' upon as the best
and most desirable Gang Plow in the world. Send for
< ircular to

MATTESON & WILLIAMSON,
STOCKTON, CAL.

HAY PRESSES.
JOHN H. GOYE'S PATENT IMPROVED

Centennial & Eagle Hay Presses,

unHonui BY lilM AT THE

EUREKA WAREHOUSE, NORTH POINT,

Are the best made, combining Strength, Durability,

and Compactness. Send for Circular. Post

Office Box, 1122. Also, for sale bv

David N. Hawley, 201 & 203 Market St.,

Cor. of Main, San Fraucisco

TH0S. F0WELLS ELECTRIC ELEVATOR

Thos. Powells Elec-
tric Elevator is the
most speedy stacker

sin the world. Moti-9 ey. time and labor
saved by the use of

E| this machine, only
^ one minute requir-

H ed to unload the
= large*! Ilea I'T wag-
- on. The entire load

is taken no in a
center opening net with a portable derrick The load is
raised by horse power, by the use of this machine, high and
large staeks can hi- built of hay. straw and grain without
hard labor or wasting of grain. The tim.- occupied unloading
is bo short that one derrick with nets will stack for one two
or three headers. The success of this machine is well estab-
lished from the great sale and testimonials of the last two
seasons. Farmers or those wishing to purchase should not
hold back, hut send in their orders early to be sure of secur-
ing a rig before the rush in harvest time. Orders for ma-
chine or price li*t circular, address,

THOS. POWELL. Patentee,),.
Or H ('. SHAW Plow ..•„ , ,

Stockton, Cal.

Peerless Corn Sheller.
It is so cheap (cost-

ing only 86), that al-
most any one can af-

ford to buy one. It is

so rapid, 'it will shell
almost as fast as a §40
machine, and seven or
eight bushels per hour
is not above its rapac-
ity. It weighs only LH
pounds and is simple
and durable. For par-

i ticulars, address

WEISTER & CO.

17 New Montgom-
ery St. , S. F.

Blowers' Patent Fruit Drier.

Prospcctiie View, showing Draft Chimney, Furnace
and Drying Rooms.

Traiis\erse Section Showing Heating and Drying Cham-
bers and Currents of Heated Air.

The Only Successful Fruit Drier in the World
Professor 1) M. Melford, inventor of the celebrated

Melb.nl process of drying fruit anil vegetables without
loss of color or flavor, says of the Blowers' Drier: "Your
Drier is really the only Fruit Drier in the world, and com-
pared with which every drier I have seen (and 1 have
seen them all.) is really worthless for successful factory
work. If fruit driers wish to make a success of their
work they must use your house."— D. M. Mk»'ford To-
ledo, Ohio, March 2d, 1878.

For descriptive circulars, address

R. B. BLOWERS, Woodland, Cal.

Nurserymen.

SHINN'S NURSERIES.
NILES, ALAMEDA COUNTY, CAL

We invito attention to our large stock of

Fruit Trees and Ornamentals,
Of the most approved varieties. Also. Coffe", Cork Oak,
Olives, Guavas. English and Black Walnuts. Magnolias.
Lo'iuats. Butternuts. Small Fruits, Evergreens, Etc. We
have a choice stock of the Diospyros Kaki fjapannr Persim-
mun,J of our own growing, ai.u also, grafted stock imported
direct from several Japan Nurseries. Address for catalogue
and terms,

DR. .1. W. CLARK, No. 41H California St., San Francisco,

Or JAMES SHINN. Niles, Alameda Co., Cal.

CALIFORNIA FRUIT DRIER

Awarded the

CALIFORNIA GOLD MEDAL

U. S. Centennial Grand Medal & Dip'oma

GT IS THE

BEST FRUIT DRIER,

And the only one that proves a success in

making the FINEST RAISINS, FIGS,

and the Choicest Fruit at the

least expense

Driers of all sizes put up and no pay asked until tested.

GEO. A. DEITZ, Manager,

Sacramento, Cal.

THE IMPROVED.
Lamb's Family Knitting Machine.

IT IS THE ONLY MACHINE
That Knits tlat or tubular w<»rk of all sizes;

Narrows ainl widens on hosiery or tubular work;
Knits a regular right-angled heel, a*» by hand;
Narrows off the toe;
Knits a sock or stocking complete;
Knits mittens or gloves of any size without seam;
Forms genuine Ribbed or Seamed work;
Knits the Double, Flat, or Fancy wubs;
Knits an elastic seanied-stitch Suspender with button-holts;
Knits the Afghan stitch, Cardigan Jacket stitch. Fancy

Ribbed stitch; the Raised Plaid stitch, the Nubia stitch,

Shell stitch, Unique stitch. Tidy stitch, etc.

It is now the standard machine for manufacturing, and the
only family knitter that tills the bill. Local agents wanted.
Send for circulars to

J J. PFISTER & CO., General Agents,
Manufacturers of knitted goods and dealer in woolen yarns.
20 SUTTfiB STREET, doom 40, San Francisco.

Hi H n H.
HOUSE MEDICINE,

D. D. T. -1868.
As a horse medicine it is superior to any liniment ever

invented. For RDfOMHS, SI'avin, Swf.knkv, Conors
LtmPS, and all old sokks. apply freely so as to blister,

from three to five days in succession, and in four or five

days, if not eured, repeat as at first. Sprains, Stii-t

Joints, Bkiisks, Winimialls. and all slight ailments, apply
a small quantity so as not to blister. Saddle Sore-;, I'uts,

and all other sores where the skin is broken, mix the lin-

iment hall and half with any kind of oil, and apply in

moderation.

WILLIAMS & MOORE, Proprietors,

STOCKTON, CAL.

NURSERYMAN WANTED.
A practical and experienced nurseryman is wanted to

establish a nursery in a gpod location in Tehama county.
The. owner of the laud ban the best of soil and plenty of

water, one mile from the railroad station. He wants a
^ood man to put out a few acres of cranberries, and raise

fill kinds of ornamental ami forest trees. The owner of

the land wishes to take an interest in the proposed nur-
sery and believes ^ood sales of trees can bemads. QOOjfl

men, experienced and trustworthy ma| address us on
this subject.

DEWEY & CO.
202 Sansome Street. San Franc sco.

A JOB PRESS WANTED.
Any printer having an Eighth or Quarter Medium

Job Press for sale, will please address J. P., eare of Dewe

k Co., S. F. State condition and lowest price.

Seedsmen.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
IMPORTED.

Crosby's Extra Early .

Marblehead Mammoth

)

Stowell's Evergreen
Mexican Sweet, New J

Sweet Corn.

Early STtSnf YellOW Flint COTD,

Long Red Mangel Wurtzel
,

Yellow Globo - "Rppf Spp/T
White Sugar I

^ 1 °teQ '

ALSO, EVERY DESIRABLE VARIETY OF VEGETA-
BLE AND FLOWER 8BDS, GRASS AND

CLOVER SEEDS, ETC., OFFERED AT
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL

GEO. F. SILVESTER,
No. 317 Washington Street. San Francleco

R. J. TRUMBULL & CO.,
SUCCESSORS TO

R. J- TRUMBULL,
Growers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail

Dealers in

I- LOWERING PLANTS AND li

ORNAMENTAL TREES, ET<

DESIGNS, GARDEN TK>
INGES, GARDEN H.I

Comprising the Most (

EVER OFFERED ON THE
Prices Unusual:

*,""Guide to the Vegetab'i
will be sent kkkk to am, Cusr
tractions on the culture of Fruiv
Tree Seeds, Alfalfa, etc.

R. J. tr:

•BS, FRUITS AND
FANCY WIRE

LISES, SYR-
KDWARE.
plete Stock

PACIFIC COAST.
Low.

.nd Flower Garden
km. It contains] in-

Nut, and Ornamental

MBUI.L & CO ,

410 ar.d 421 Sa ome Street. S. F.

SEEDS. TREES, SEEDS.

Continually arriving. NEW ai: BES11 KENTUCKY
HLI K <

. I-.ASS, RED TOP JfrTHY, SWEET
VERNAL, MKZtJflTE a aUier Grasses.
RED CLOVER, FRIO (WHITE

CLOVER, CHGK'l •JjFOR-
NIA ALFALFA

Also, a Complete Assortment OLLANIt FLOW-
ERING HULLS, JAPAN LIL I FRESH AUS-
TRALIAN BLUE GUM, or

1 EVER THEE'
SEa 1>; together with all ,i: o FRUIT,
FOREST and ORNAMi ' I TREKS,
and everything in •Jticed line

at the Old S .

B. F. WELLII
bnpoittt and Deal

425 Washington Street.

ON,

B. K. BLISS I
Importers. Growers and Dealer.

Flower Seeds, Dutch Bulbous R-
Bulbs and Garden Rccptisites of i

logues mailed to all applicants.

B. K. BLISS ,« SONS. : JJWav Street, N I

Seeds,

Francisco.

DNS,
arden, Field and
inimer Flowering
ascription. Cata-

BEES! QUEENS

Choice Imported EteJien Queens
Italy. s7 eich. Tolcd Italian

lected mothers s:t. IIkk Kkkpk;:
after boiii^- thoroughly rewritten
the only standard work on apiacxi

00 cents: mualin, 91.S5; old edit

SI 50; "Lan^'stroth on the Honey
on apiaoulture and fi^rloultore
prices. Btt-Ketpeff Magazii
Kind's New Bellows Smoker, for f

Si ^"». Hives and other bee-ket
For particulars, address

W. A. PRYi

HIVES !!!

bi-st districts in

Bee.s. from se-

r Boor,, juai iaautd
ged, now forms

paper cover,
cents, t/uinby,

ffi. Other works
r sale at publishers'
|L50 per annum,

doing bees, by mail.

:-s* supplies for sale

Oakland. Cal.

PILES! PILES! PILES!!!
hemorr;
CAN BK CJ C

\\ m *- * f Pierce's Pile

l\ ll lm instant relief

» " of Ibis new a|

a constant an

;/ disappear it the Tin
edv applied as directc<l. For pa:

MAGNETIC ELASTIC TP.
ramento Street, (up stairs), San 1

isl' State in what aper you

1ID3 or PILES
EDI Rauicali.v,

ViTttot'T Pain ! "Dr
— and Remedy" (five

ill cases. By meant
iance the Piles have
.-reeable support and
* worn and the Rem
dars call or address

S8 CO., 609 Sae-

'•i8ca

. this notice, ttl

SWEET

Chewing:

HA7Y

Vwarled fix at Ccni.-_,i Exposition _
for

tut cheirtng quahlin and rmlh-. n.i<f loaMiu; c*nr-

urter of ,<,>#- • t 0"d Jfaeoroi- The belt tobscro

ever msde. A« our blue strip vle-mark Is closely

Imitated on Inferior (roodii. rtr , t J,rHon'$ B^l la

on every pint:. Sol 1 by all desl s<. n(j for Mmple,

&v-, to C. A. JlCKSO.f & Co., Sf,., Pelertbarg, Va.

L. & E. WERTHHEIMER, ^'ts, San Francisco.

FOR SALE.—A Good T> [.writer. Price, »M>

For further infomiation, addro "COPYIST,' Uu»

office.
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BEST *LE ENGINE
World.

es Have no EqualRice"s Port

Manufactured fcoast. Four Sizks—Plain;
Sihstantia], Dut E. Consumes less Wood,
Cjw! and Water (

,

e known; over 150 now in

ui( r.,ok first the Mechanics' and State

ni'- in 1877. gL* for 187S. Call or ad
dfcss H. W. Rlojworks, No. 56 Bluxomc
Sltcet, San Franc!

Steamboat ajJies and Boilers to order
Sawmill and Floujry, etc. Agency of the
celebrated Shive

Winchester Repeating Rifle
MODEL 1873.

NEW BOOKS.

Clarke's

Biards, $2.50 or
cdlection of Reec
iwll arranged

gan Melodies.
W. H Clarke. The best
Choice selections, very

Jbhnson's Ne for Thorough Base,

B' A. N. .lolinsor

tfiih to learn ti

firts, Glees, Aec

OITSON'S
|Twenty-five c

M MONTHLY, NO. 13.

en iges of the best of music.

^ood News, (

Are two Su

unshine of S
(instrumental)
Sheet Music, ai

or S3 (each) in C
Any book ma

OLIVER D

Sherman, Hyd

London A

The Strength ot All its Parts,

The Simplicity of its Construction,

The Rapidity of its Fire,

The Power and Accuracy of its Discharge, u . . , . , .' 3 ' String measuring from center of tar-
get to center of each shot. 32

The Impossibility of Accident in Loading, ^^jTiootoSS. '

Commend it to the attention of all who use a Rifle, either for Hunting,
Defense, or Target Shooting.

The San Francisco Agency is now fully supplied with all the various kinds and styles
of Arms manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, to wit

:

Round barrels, plain and set, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, plain, 24 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, se

24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—blued. Octagon barrel, set, 24

26, 28, 30—extra finished, case hardened and check stocks. Octagon barrel, 6et extra heavy, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch-
extra finished—C. H. & C. S. Octagon barrel, set, 24, 26, 28, 30 inch—beautifully finished—C. H. & C. S.,

known as "One of One Thousand." Octagon barrel, set, gold, silver and nickel plated and engraved. Carbines
blued, also gold, silver and nickel plated. Military rifle muskets, model 1873. Rifles, muskets and carbines,

model 1866. RELOADING TOOLS, PRIMERS AND PARTS OF ARMS.

A heavy stock of Cartridges Manufactured by the W. R. A. Co., for all kinds of Rifles

and Pistols, constantly on hand and warranted the best in the market

at is needed by all who
that have three or four
etc.

ning River, (35 cts.)

long Books that are

by any.

and Cluster of Gems
e, fine volumes of Bound
at $2.50 (each) in Boards

retail price.

CO., BOSTON,

San Francisco

e Corporation

,

OF L

Es

Cash Assets

.

Western

OF TC

J ice

In ,d

Cash Assets

cross & CO. nts, San Francisco

M. COOKE.

PI0NEE

Corner of Fron

Fruit & Packi

t3T Cnmmunicat

COOKE & SON

THE CLIMA
A thoroughly 6tud

subject by Hon. B. B
Pacific Rural Prf.sk

i»o and Scientific Pi

careful and extensive
of the State on this

reliable information
State. The informati
fore the California

in the Prf.ss as read
terations or om
Address DEWEY &
San Francisco.

ENGLAND.

1720.

$14,993,466

Company,

CANADA.
1851.

- $1,576,307

R. J. COOKE.

FACTORY,

treets, Sacramento

OF

s Made to Order,

Grangers' Bank of California,

42 California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Authorized Capital - $2,500,000.

OFFICERS:

President G. W. COLBY.

Manager and Cashier,

ALBERT MONTPELLIER.

Secretary FRANK A. CRESSEV

The Bank was opened on the first of August, 1874, for

the transaction of a general banking business.

Having made arrangements with the Importers' and
Traders' National Bank of N. Y., we are now pre-

pared to buy and sell Exchange on the Atlantic Slutos at

the best market rates.

Sole Agent for Dupont's Mining, Blasting, Cannon, and Celebrated Brands
of Sporting Powder,

JOHN SKINKER, No. 115 Pine Street, San Francisco,

SOLE AGENT FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

IF YOU WANT A

Wind Mill,
THE MOST POWERFUL AND THE NEAREST PERFECTION

OF ANY IN USE—ONE THAT PROTECTS ITSELF IN A

GALE, WILL KEEP YOUR TANK FILLED WITH

Water Without Waste and Without Attention,

EXAMINE THE RECENT

Improvements of Mr. Bachelder,

As nwo Manufactured by the

Bachelor Manufacturing Co.,

NAPA, CAL.

AN! IOOKS.

My Attended to.

rs to Cookr & Gregory.

CALIFORNIA.
written treatise on this

appears complete in the

20th, and also the MiN-

1 upon facts, figures and
s made in various parts

,: bject, it is a volume >(

to every resident of the

ensed in a paper read be-

Iciences, and is published
Society without any al-

lsuoniftpies, post-paid, 10 cents.
'• C

jerg 202 Sansome Street,

Ao
|i

S. D. BUR
Special Atte

OFFICE—NICHOLL I

(Bbtwkkn Bro

TO
A party, in business

OPTICIAN,

Fitting Eyes.

NINTH STREET,

D WA81I1N8TON.)

OA1 CAL.

/1EN.

y, desirous of engaging
in the honey business/

f t
'„ proposals. Add res'

"J. K. C ," at this * 1

THE EASTERN OREGON COLONY
Havo located in Grass Valley, Wasco County, on the line of the Dalles Military Road, 20 miles from tho Columbl
River, between the Deschutes and John Day Rivers; :31 miles from the Dalles.

TIHIIE TOWN" SITE
Is located on a small stream, fed by numerous springs, in the center of a beautiful rolling prairie, 50 miles long by

:J0 miles wide, of the very richest soil, heavily covered with line bunch grass.

A Plenty of Government Land for All,

The climate is (unlike Western Oregon) dry 'and delightful, all kinds of Grain, Fruit and Vegetables, etc., grow

n perfection. Average wheat crop- 4<i bushels per aero.

640 Acres Secured for a Town-site and Called Lockville.

jTfjT NO LKJUOR SALOONS OR CHINESE ALLOWED.TO

Hotels, Stores and a large number of Houses already in course of construction. Immigrants will do wall to look

at this location before going further north.

A Stage will soon leave the Dalles, (from the Pioneer Hotel,) daily for Lockville.

EASTERN OREGON COLONIZATION COMPANY.

DR. C. R. ROLLINS, Pres. J. B DOW, Treas. G. M. LOCKE, Sec'y

IRA MARDEN & CO.'S
BRANDS OF

Coffee and Spices Have no Superior.
Twenty-Five Years Experience

IN THE BUSINESS ON THIS COAST ENABLES THEM TO PLACE ON THE MARKET THE VERY BEST
GOODS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Ask Your Grocer for Marden's Coffee and Spices.

THE BERKELEY GYMNASIUM,

(A Preparatory School to the University.)

A First-Class Boarding- School,

Established in the interests of higher education, and in

ipposition to the cramming system of small colleges and

nilitary academics of the State. The next

Term Will Commence July Twenty-Fourth.

EXAMINATION OF CANDIDATES FOR ADMISSION,

July Twenty-Second and Twenty-Third.

By request, instructions have been provided during

the summer months for students preparing for the Au-

gust examinations at the University. For catalogues or

particulars, address
JOHN F. BURRIS,

Berkeley, Cal.

Notf..—We desire to call special attention to the or-

ganization of our Grammar Department, separate from

the Academical, and solicit the patronage of parents and

guardians of small boys

LAND! BOUNTY!! PENSIONS!!!

PATENTS!
Do you want to buy, sell or exchange lands or other

property in anv part of the U. S or Canada*'.' Are you a

Soldier i>r Sailor, in want of a Patent? Why not obtain

more Bounty or Pension ? Do you want to locate Govern-

ment or State Lands without settlement? Why not?
When I ha\e the well-known Approved Soldiers Addi-

tional Homesteads, under seal of the General Land Office,

and that can be located without settlement, upon any
Government 81.25 or $2 r>0 lands, subject to homestead
The Sioux Half- Breed Scrip, for location upon unsurvcyed

lands.

Land Warrants and Scrip of all Kinds
For cash, or part on time. Good title given or no pay.

Have you any lands with an Imperfect title to sell, or

choice vacant lauds you know of which could be located

to advantage; or claims not lawfully held, which we could

contest. Let me hear from you in full, and 1 will do my
best to inform you what is to your advantage.

I will mail you a circular explaining all. and a copy of

tho new Pension Law. Address, (plainly)

D. H. TALBOT,
General Land, Scrip and Warrant Broker, Siorx City, Ia.

West Berkeley Lumber Yard,
ALAMEDA COUNTY.

(Successors to Z. B. Heywood 4 Co.)

Lumber. Shingles, Sash. Doors. Lime,

Brick, and Builders' Hardware

Sold at the Lowest Sun Francisco rates. Strict atten-

tion given Country Orders. Boats loaded at

wharf for all points on the San Joaquin
and Sacramento rivers. Curs of the C. P. K. H

Co. loaded at the yard. Orders received at 22 California

Street, San Francisco, or at the hardware store of G. W.

Babcock, MS Broadway, Oakland.

JOHN F. BYXBER, Proprietor.

THOMAS RICHARDSON, Manager.

MONEY TO LOAN
AT LOWEST RATES,

ON FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY REAL ESTATE AND
OTHER APPROVED SECURITIES,

McAFEE BROS., Real Estate and Loan Brokur«,

202 Sansome Street, - San Francisco

Calvert's Carbolic

SHEEP WASH,
$2 Per Oallon.

After dipping tho sheep, is use-

ful for preserving wet hides, de-

stroying tho vine pest, and for

wheat dressings and disinfecting
purposes, etc T. W. JACKSON,
8. F., Solo A4cnt for Pacific Coast.

Superior Wood and Metal En-
graving, Electrotyping and Ste-

reotyping done at the office of

tho Mining and Scikntific PRF.SS, San Francisco, at fa

vorablc rates. Send stamp for eur circular and samples

Engraving.
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A |Cat Hospital 10S

Acacia Trees in Los Ail- ICats, Curious

geles 307 Character, Indecision u£.

Atorni for Hogs ft Cellars. Look to 135

Adulteration ui Food 8 Cheese. Potato Iff

Ageralum do Lasseaux .371 Cheese in Los Angeles. . .307
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Agricultural Revival 104 Chimney, To Quench
Agriculture and Legisla- I

Burning 104, 32:

lure 41 child"* Sympathy 103

Agricultural College. Ci- iChildren's Rights 19S

renccster 50 Chufas. 'fin, 22.'., 232, 24'.i,

Agricultural College, Cel. I 274, 338.

193, 402, 408. ["Cider Mill 201

Agricultural College. Cinchona, The 193

Glasnevin 191 Cliff Dwellers ill New

.3211

Na-

. "7

Alameda County. .69, 100, Mexico 188

1(14, 244, 270," 292, 324, Climate of California

356, 405. tClearing Land
Alcohol, Standing of 231,tCock and the Sun. .

.

Alfalfa in Southern Cal., Clovers, California

276, 291, 307. tive

Alfalfa in Shasta County . 109 Coffee Crowing . . 3

Alfalfa Root Growth » 113, 145, 310.

Alfalfa Seed, Adultera- Coffee Leaf Tea 15

tion 89 Cold, Taking 279
Alfalfa Sowing 152'CoIusa County. 20, 37, 09,

•Alfalfa Leaves and Bios- 84, 100, 132, 212, 270,

MOM 321 324, 341, 350, 3S8, 405.

Alfalfa on Sage Land 369|Comfrey, Prickley SO'

AlgorohaTree ... 89 Constitutional Conven-
Alkali Soil, Gypsum for. . 1781 tion . 196, 232, 276, 308,

Alkali Soil near Stockton. 130| 824, 372.

Alkali Soil of Tulare 178 Contra Ootta County. 37,

Altitudes, High 3431 (19, 84, 116. 164, 212,

Amador County 37 22S, 324, 356.

American Pipe Company. 100 Color Blindness 24
Ammonia in Kitchen . . . .343 Colored Leaves, Analysis
Anemones
tAmrels, The Two 102

Animals, Stories About
231, 294, 343.

Anti-Cruelty Pri ic

Apples, Sliced Dried .

.

t April Sunlieam
Aphis on Rose Bushes
Aphis. VVonly
'Aquarium, Ornamental. 109

'Architectural Designs,

217, 273, 369.

Arizona 5, 113, 212, 341

Aristolochia California. .200

of. .115

71Cookies, Molasses
Co-operation 4, 260
tCorn Bread 327, 375

..364; Corn Fodder, Culture
..344! and Ensilage 147,163
. .199|Corn, Tarred for Seed.. . .120
.120 Corns. Treatment for

Arrows. Poisoned . .

.

Artichokes
Asparagus, Cooking.
Averill Paint
Ax*. How Made.

215, 295.

•Cottages, Plans for.217, 369
Cough Mixture

!

Cotintrv, Building up of
the.." 118

Court Plaster 24'

.82, 98 Cows, Latin for 24!

. . .225 -Cow, A 835,000 129

...215 Cow, Cure for Hard

...3001 Milking 152
26|Cran berry Growing. .120,

Axes in England 179 152, 216.

B iCream Raising 344
Babies and Tears 202 Crops, Mortgaging 28
Baby, a Russian 113 Croup 311
t Baby's Belongings lSS^Cucumber 326
tBaby in Church 167.CyelobothcraElegans 99
Bacon 35|cyclobothera Pnichella. .2s0
Bad Boy, Cure for 54. D
Baking Powder 167!Danger of Chill 327
Barley, Chevalier. . .184, 280jDairy, Commercial Posi
Barlev, Mowing Rank .82, 152 tion of 248
Barley. Plowing Under. ,147;Dairv in Humbolt Co.
•Barn ot T. L. Miller. . . .185! U5, 216.
Battle, Midnight 55iDairy in San Luis Obispo,
Beans for Sunday 87 162, 258, 306, 322, 354,
Bear Hunting 246| 370, 380.

263]Dairv in Los Angeles, (see
103 alfalfa).

167'Dairy Literature 115, 3«l
262 Dairy Market 21?

Beard. Weiring
Beautiful, How to be
Beds, Airing
Beds. Difference in.

.

Bee Notes 163, 371

Bee Stings 387
Beef, Steamed 274
Beet Seed, Good and Bad. 1

Berkeley 124
Bermuda Grass 99, 14(1

Bible and Drunkard 295
'Bird, Curious Fossil..

Bird Lime 40, 194
"Bisulphid of Carbon. 369,

392.

Billions and Trillions 279
Blight on Apple Trees. . .312'

Bloat. Cure for 275, 312
Boomerang, Legislative. .168
Borers in Fruit Trees.

.

Borer, A Monster 16!

Borer, Laurel 273
Boxwood, Sub s t i t u t c s

for 259
Boy, Holmes Letter to.. 263
Boys, Our 246
Boys, President's Advice

.183
Boys, Reading for.

.

Boys Smoking
Boys, Story for
Boys Study Botany.
Boy, The Smallest
tBoys, The Grumbling. .

.

Boys and Girls, Culture
for 374

Book Clubs 6
Borax for Skin Diseases. . 23

. .359

. .353

..359

.. 7
. .248
..280

..311
"..400

..10:

..183

Bread, Facts About.
•lire id Fruit, The
Bread, Hot
Bread, Potato
Breeders" Meeting
Brodca Tcrristris
Bruno's Visitor
(Bryant's "Tine to Die
Buhacb
Building. Sanitary
Burns, Cures for 151, 375
Butte County. .4, 84, 100,

132, 101, 194, 228, 260,
308. 324. 341.

Butter, Adulterated
Butter, Aroma of
Butte', Oleomargarine
tButter, Whittier on..
Butter Making

c
Cabbage Salad
Calaveras County
Cake, Recipes for
California Fruit.

.

California, Homes in. .

California Mountain...
Calochortus
Candy and Teeth
Carbolic Acid, Misuse.

.

Carp Culture. . .184, 245, 338
Carrot Ointment 87
Carving, Woods for 67
Castor Beans, Wild 241

Darien Canal 41
Darlingtonia California. 178
Date Palms for the Des-

ert 129
Day, How Gained and
Lost 231

Debris Question 200, 338
Delphiniums. California. 3
Derrick, Winter's 313
Devon*, Centennial Pre-
mium 177

Dickens Party 342
Digestion, Our . 87, 119, 183
Diphtheria, Cause of. 39, 231
Diphtheria, History of. . .216

147 Disease, Preventive 108
Ditching Machine. . .210,

S55, 286.
" Dodder. 392. 408
Doodle Bugs 215
t Dream on the Hillside. . 2(13

Drainage, About 71, 263
Drainage, Appliances for,

255, 386.

'Dress Material 22. 20s
Drier. Harris* 297

' Driven to Death 35"
Drowning, Resuscitating
the 407

Drying House. Blower's. .249
Dry Soils, Characteris-

tic of 129
Ducks, Hatching 204
'Dwelling, Plan for Ru-

ral 273

..1«7

..118

.390

..359

.. 87

.291

.11

. 88

.202

.339

.199

Ears. Effect of Sea Water 391
t Berth 86
Edison, Thomas 328

Editorial Rooms, Our 273
Editors in California 294
Educational 230, 308. 39fi

Education and Manhood, '.17

Egg oil for Wounds 71
Lggs as Food 371
Egyptian Com . 34, 72,

161, 194
, 213, 210, 258

338.

Akcagnus Edulis 371;
El Dorado County. .4 21

63, 196, 212, 373.
Elcphantipe* 07
Engine, King's Portable.380
English Agricultural
Prospects 242

.132, 308 English Rye Grass. . .389, 408

.231, 343 Engravings, Cleansing.
. . 23

403 Ensilage of Corn Fod-
der 3

Entomological Report... 2
Eucalyptus as Hcney
Tree '.305

paoe.:

Evergreens, Transplant- H
ing 211 Habits, Disagreeable

Evolution 310 Hailstones, Formation of. 150

Extravagance, Silly 38 Hair Tonics

Eye, Cinders in 151 Hums, Curing 35, 359

Eve. Gaslight on 407 Hand Doctors 230, 29;

Eyes, Cold in 107 Hard Times, Remedy for 294

tEyes 38| Harvester, Australian
Eves. Maladjustment of. 375 Prize for 81

p f Harvest Hour 326
Facts and Fancies 86|Hash 40"

Fairs, List of 348 He ids and Hats 3

Fares, Cheap 12] Head Cheese
Farewell, A 102|"Hay. Kelly's, Unloading

t Farmer, Nothing but 11. 39 and Stacking 23:

Farmer, the Hones 6| Harness Polish 263

Farming, Amateur 182 Health in Rural Homes . 103

Farms, Large 168 Hedge Plants.

Farm House Chat . 118,

166. 262
•Fashions, Latest 2S

Father's Advice 2."

Fences. Legal 20(

Fence Posts 07, 171'

t Ferns 310

"Fern Tree, Australian.. 1

Fertilizers, Frauds in 193

Financial Questions 101

Finger Nails 19f

Fire, How to Extinguish. 27!'

Fire In Grainflclds 322

Fisheries, Preservation
of 17, 145, 3C9

Fish Farming 9!

Fish, Ways to Cook 199
Flax Growing 281
' Flood. Great in Sacra-

mento Valley 136,

146, 167.

Floors, Treatment for
Wooden 375

Flora Temple, Death of.. 51

Flower Garden, Plan for. 41

Flowers, Poison in Arti-

ficial 203

Flour Mills, Explosion of.29:

'Hen. Anatomy of.

.

Hereford Heifer. .

.

Heroism, Female. .

.

Highland Cottages .

Hillside Culture
Hired Girl, Only a.

Flour Mills. Our
Flour. Preserving...
Fodder Tree
Food, Seasoning.
Food and Respiration
Foothills. The
Forage Plants
Forests. Infiuence of.

Fowl, Minced
Fowls, To tell the
of

Fragrance

. .19';

..247

. . ..28!

.... 38
65. 32')

....18

....210

....326
Hives, Standard Frames
for 211

Holstein's 312
Home Making. Men and. 294
Home and Housewife 199
Homes. Attractive 86
I Home Song 86
Homes, United Effort for. 296
Home, Valuable of Hum-

ble 34
Honey Locust
Honeymoon. After the. .

.

Honey Seasons of '70 and
98

Honey, Adulteration of . 24
Hops for the Drug Trade.
Hops, Spent, For Feed . 200
Horchound 344
Hornless Cattle 2. 120
Horse Breeding, Aims in.

Horse Breeding in Cal ,

227, 257, 259, 290, 322,
355.

Hordes, English Draft... 24
Horses in San Luis Obispo 30
Horses, Cure for Crib
bing 340

Bones, Pop Corn for 344
338'Horse. Photographed in

, ... 83 Trotting 393
247 Housekeepers, Hints for. 71

\ge House Mouse and Wood
... 55l Mouse

. .2(2 Humboldt Countv... 84, 13

Fraud in Fruit and Flow- |Huniming Bird. Cal sti

crs 32s, 406i Hungarian Grass 8s

Fresno County, .ft. 21, 34, UHusbaiidmin, To a 150

53, 66, 69, 84, 116. 148, Hvdrangea Paniculata . . 99

164, 180, 212, 228, 2B0, 'Hydrophobia 31

276, 293, 373, 388.
|

Frog Farming 164

Frugality, Plea for

Fruit, Canned, Abroad .209

Fruit in California 40S

Fruit, Thin out Your 25!'

Fuchsias 9(

Funeral, Playing 135

G
Game of Fagot Gather-

ing 87
Game Law 37!

Garden in April 24S

Gates, Farm and Garden, fii

Jetting a Start 371
Girls, Example for 311

Girl, HOW Mother Train-

ed 29.

Girl, Talk to a 10*

(Girl, Would'tsav Please. 10:

Girls, Advice to 134

Girls, Fearful Risk for. . .15(

Girls in Garden 214

ophers, Bisulphid for.. 28'

ossip, Evils of

Grain Lifter for Head-
ers 217

Grain Toller. Vitt's 401-

Jranary, Rat Proof 341
Grandparents, Lecture

for 102
Grape, Black St. Peter's. 280
Grajie, As Hog Feed. .33, 115
rape, Scuppernong 385
rape, Utilizing 19

Grapes, Heavy Clusters.. 4t

Grapes, White at the
East 5f

Grapes for London 313
Grapes, Packed for Ship-
ment 323

Grange, Address of C.

Wood 341, 372
range Elections 4. 20,

86, 52 . 68. 84. 10O, 116,

132, 104, 193, 212, 276.

292.

Grange, American River. 4

range, Danville 4
Grange, liimcmorian.4. 30,

68, 84, 196, 228, 260.

276, 292, 324, 340, S66,
372.

Grange. Walnut Creek. . . 20
Grange in British Colum-

bia 20
Grange, Stockton 36, 84
range, Tenieseal 36,

308, 356.

Orange Salaries 36
"ranges, Sacramento Co.,
B2, 84, 116.

Grange, Healdsburg,
range, Washington 52
range, Stanislaus 68

(.range. Eden.... 68, 212, 228
Grange, Santa Rosa 84
Grange, Social 100
Grange, Salida lie

lee.

108 Machine. Gesner's.
Incubators. 184, 213, 266,
291, 387.

Infants, Food for
Ingrowing Nails 151
Innocents, The 310
Insects in Australia 3!i0

Insect Investigations,
120, 130.

Insects. Pacific Coast. . . ,3fil

Insurance Frauds. . .180, 244
Interest, Exhor b i t an t

,

132. 148, 180, 196, 212,
260.

Interest, How Accumu-
lates 29J

Intemperance 23, 54
Irrigation, West Side. .17

33. 185.

Irrigation, Winter 49
Irrigation and Crops 201
Irrigation by Artesian
Wells 402

Italy, Farm in 71

J
lenison's Bet 35'

Jersey Belle 9;

lersey Cattle 386
Jersey Bulls 16:

tJesus Who? 23
Icwelry, Taste in 151
Jewels, Live 5
lob. The Book of

Johnny Cake 21;

lojoba 300. 376
Jumping Seeds
Kern County. .21, 53, 132,

148, 196, 244, 309. 473.

K
Kindness to Children ...263
Kitty and Bertha 32'

Kohler ft Chase Build-
ing 345

Labor Problem. .111. 102

311 Eucalyptus Essence.

' Illustration, f Poetry

.

.135
Eucalyptus for Rheuma-
tism 134

Eucalyptus, Hardv 104
' Eucalyptus, 1 llustratcd . 305
Eucal y p t u s , Rapid
Growth 41

Grange. Ben Lommond .110
range. Pilot Hill 132
range, Golden Gate. . . .13

range, Solano 164
Grange Lecturer's Visits,

196, 212, 228, 244 , 276,

292, 324, 340, 372.

tGrange, "Patrons Re-
solve'" 22s 1

Grange, Franklin 270
Grange, Enterprise 27c.

range Life and Work... 29:

Grange, Riverside 292
Orange, Alhambra 308
Grange, Oregon State 372
Grange Picnic 404
Grange, Rise and Growth 404
Grangers' Bank 164, 22s
Garden. Childrens' 375
Grass Nuts 280
Grasses. Poisonous 216
Grasses in New Zealand. .209
Grasshopper, Future of. .16:

IGrassboppcrs, Ten Lit-

tle.

Grasshoppers in Cal.
Gravity, Laws of
'Grevillea Robusta..
Gypsum

.37;

. .388

..118

.. 17

..120

Lake Countv . 5, 212, 27fi,

292, 309, 356, 373. 405.
Lake County, Fanning

in 18
Lame and Lazy 295
Land Tenure, Here and
Elsewhere 281

Laugh, How and When. . 38
Lawns. Treatment of 408
Lemon Seedling, Sicih :;_']

Levee, Nature's "...242
'Levee, Protection to 337
l.ifc Worth Living 374
Lilac. California. .. .259, 290
Lion in Love 214
Lincoln, Anecdotes of,

150, 151.

Lime Juice 119, 248
Limes. Mexican ai d Cal-
ifornia 168

Lisbon District 84
Literary Society, Rural. . 134
t Liver, My 131
tLiving8tone 374
Locust, Rocky Mountain. 2
Longevity 279
Los Angeles County... 5,

21. 37, 53, 69, 84, 100,
1 48, 164, 180. 212, 226,
128, 244

, 276, 290, 292,
300, 309, 324, 341, 356,
388, 405.

Lost in the Deep 214
Love, Domestic 6
Lungs, Exercise on 295

M
Halve. .146, 196, 227, 264
274

, 290, 338, 344, 360.
386.

Mammoth, Epoch of 198
Manners, Good 39
Manufactures, Need of. . 9
Manure. Application of

210, 402.

Manure, Talk About 370
Marin County . 5, 37, 53

104, 196, 356.
Mariposa County 116
Marriage 294, 310, 342
Married, Getting 119
Mastodon's Tusk, preserv-

tmik: paoe
ing 370, 392 Pruning Fruit Trees.179, 35.

.Mattresses, Renovating. .343jPruning Shrubs 35
Mav Dav Customs 279 Puddings 135, 231, 263

Meats, How to Select 359i'Pulley Clocks.

.Mechanics, Task for
Young 183

Medical Science, Advance
in 119

Medicinal Springs in Cal-

ifornia 275,364
Mechanics' Institute

Fair 20S

Men as Gossips
Mendocino County. 21, 69,

133. lis, 165, 228, 244,

292. 324 . 350.

Merced County. ...SO, 69,

116. 260, 324. 341.

Mi tcorological S 11 in 111 a -

rics. .28, 56, 86. 88, 121,

145, 153, 218, 210, 281,

861
Milk. Abnormal Secre

tion 31!

Milk Inspector, The 161

Milk, Poison in 7

Mining and Farming 133

Mining in 1877 131

Minister at the Tea Ta-

bic 119

Minnie Goiding's Garden. 40:

Modoc County 53

Mohair, Selling 211, 941

Mokclunine Co."s Dam,
82, 131.

tMondav Morning 134

Money of the World 25!

Montana Fair SOI

Monterey County . . .5, 21,

36, 53, 69, 100, 117, 118,

164, iSO, 244, 260, 292,

356, 373, 388.

Monterey Foothill Fruit. 19!

H5.|Monterey, Views in

Morphinism •

Moth in Carpets
Mother 10}

f Mother's Prayer 21

Mothers of Great Men. . .2!

IMother, Somebody's 36;

t Mother's Joy 34:

Mouth Washes Ill

Mountains, Falling 1*
Mucilage from Starch,

392. 408
t Musical Festival 32t

Mutton, Leg of 40'.

Mvsterv of Bare Boughs. 5-.

N
Naming Camp Baby 39*

Nannie 39(

Napa Countv.... 21, 36,

100, 117, 133, 1(0, 191,

244, 270, 324.

Mature, Beauties of f

Nevada 85, 133, 165,

229, SS6, 373.

Nevada County 10(

News Items, see 5th page
of each issue.

New Year's Greeting 34

Non-Partisan Movement . 22,

o
Oakland Street Market. . 28(

Oatmeal Cak s 32.

Oatmeal, How to Eat 35!

Oats. California Wild. . .38.

Oats With Sheep Ma-
nure 40f

Obesity, Remedy for 29;

O.eander 9.

Olive in California

Olive Oil in Spain
Olives, Notes on
Onion Juice for St ings.

Ipiam Production
Orange, An Ornamented. 29i

Orange jCulture in Sacra-

mento Valley 9(

Orange, Dishes With. 287, 1

Oranges, How to Eat 231

Orange Marmalade
Oranges, Wlmlcsomeness
o!

Oranges in Foothills 1

Orange Peel Syrup 1

Orange Within Orange. . .1

Orange, Seedling 3
Orchard Grass
Orchard Planting
Orchard Plowing, .. .131,

195, 210.

Oregon, Agriculture in. . .39:

Oregon... 5, 21, 85, 101, 181

. .17

..36

..18:

..345

Punctuality

Q
Quail Cooking 103

R
Reading Rooms, Free 24
Rabbit, Deviled 13!

Rabbits, Enemies of S3
Rabbits and Fruit Trees. .204
Railroad Tics 20
Rain Before and After
January 1st

Rain Gauge 89
itainfnll and Percolation

88. 145.

Rainfall and Trees. . 3, 35, 51

Rainfall at Sacramento.. 44
KainMl, Periodicity in

Rainfall, Sandwich Island 121
Kainfall, San Joaquin Val-

ley 188,
Rains and Winds 011 Pa-

ine Coast 60
IBain, The Welcome. 09, 118
Raisins. California T

Raisins, Market 23:

Ramie in California ;

Ramie Machine Prize
' Raspberry, Early Prolific 49
' Raspbcrrv, "Pride of
Hudson" 161

Rat*, Dose for 39, 15
Reading Rooms, Frea 19
Recipes, Domestic. .. .23,

103, 151, 183, 295, 311,
391.

Red Clover by Irrigation. 2(14

Reading Rin'eh, Visit to. 10.

Oven Builders.

Over-Rating . ,

Over- Exertion .

...3:

.
..»'

...311

• 8,Pacini Ren ib I rkss
41, 182. 201, 330, 401
Palm, California Fan. .

Pampas Grass. Prcservin.
Parotid Gland, Disease of
Paralysis by Cosmetics. . . 199
Passifiora Euulis 876
Patching, Science of 231
Patent Agencv, Our 156

tents, New!. 12, 28, 85,
103, 124, 140, 188, 220,

280, 284 , 328. 380, 396,
412.

Patents, Notices of.. 28,
124, 140. 220, 380.

Peach on Almond Stocks 115
Pear Slug 409
Peas, Cooking 21
Persimmon, Japan 83,89,99,

115, 131, 370, 392.

t Phonograph, The Dea-
cons 278
honograph. The 328

Phylloxera Eater. . , . lfil, 193
Phylloxera in Australia. . 169
Phylloxera. Prescriptions

for 12, 216, 386
hylloxera. Winged 3

Physical Survey, Need for 25
(The Physician 87
jeou Pie 71
mow County. . .21, 277, 292
Plants Worth Testing 2

Plowing Deep 120, 21(i

Plowing Shallow »48
Plum Growing 34,67, 131
Plymouth Rock Fowls... 371
Poetical Selections 16(1

Poison, Enamel Cloth.,.. 5
' Pomcgranite, The 294
Pork, Curing 35
Potato, Cooking. 1 1'.i, 217, 859
Potato Planting. 113. 232, 271
Potato, Wright's Ccnteu

nial 306
Poultry at Washington
Comers 274

Poultry, Hatching and
Rearing 07, 83

Poultry, Polish-Brahma
Cross 83
Prichardia Filifcra 65

Rest, Law of 214
Rheumatism 135
Rice Growing 408
•Ritie. Wi, ch.ster 281
Roberts Island 210
Robin Hood's Miracle 55
Rose Culture. . .3, 83, 103,

210, 291, 340.

Rose Bushes, Blight on,

280, 812.

loses, Grafted 323
Rust on Wheat 409

s
Sack-Holder, Coverts". . 361

Sacramento Countv. 5, 21,

53, 100, 133, 212, 244,

200, 324, 373.

Ian Benito County. .117, 228
jan Bernardino Countv
37, 53, 09, 117, 212, 245,

309.

sail Diego County.. 5, 21,

34, 37, 69, 181, 277, 309,

341, 373.

San Elizario Murders. . . .376
an Francisco, Growth of 172
ian Joaquin County.. 18,

21, 37, 53, 69, 8«, 100,

117. 146, 148, 181, 212,

228, 245, 249, 261, 277,

325, 341, 356, 388. 402.

405.

San Luis Obispo County,
"

117, 197, 261.

jan Luis Obispo Notes
162, 258, 306, 322, 354,

370, 386.

San Mateo County. .5, 37,

100, 181, 190, 309.

Santa Barbara County . .5,

53 . 09, 117. 188, 212,

245, 292. 322, 341, 356,

388.

Santa Clara County 5, 69,

84, 100, 148, 164, 181,

228, 277, 292, 360, 388.

Santa Monica 98
Santa Cruz County. 53, 69,

109. 117, 133, 148, 245,

290.

Savings, Investment of

49, 200.

Sausages 119, 135

Scarlet Fever 39
Science, How to Study. . .358

Science, Relation to In

dustry 364
Sea, The Bottom of 7

Seed-Planter, Easter-
days' 169

Seeds, Germination of .98,

179, 338.

seed, Selection of 98
Seeds, Government 114
Self-Bindcr, Woods' .... 225

Self- Binder, Osborne's. .241

shasta County. 197, 226. 341

Shasta Cou.uy and Map.
396, 412.

Shasta. Mount 402
Sheep, Southdowns and
Shropshires 9

Sheep Shearing Figures,

200, 273.

Shc-p. Mai king 211

Sheep Scab 312, 360
Sheep, Losses by Drouth.309

PAOF.
Squirrels and Bi-Sulphid
Carbon 66, 98, 200

Squirrel Killing. 18, 24, 52,
05, 82, 197.

Squirrels Breeding .227, 274
Btanialaus County. .5,21

53, 69, 85, 117, 148, 1«7
212. 309, 341, 373, 405.

Stew, A Fanner s 2fi:
j

Wages, Attaching
Stockton Manufactures.. 274l Wagons. Home Mad-
'Stone Man of Colorado.. 89; Warehouses Frauds -i
Straw as Fuel 72 Warts, Cure for
Straw Piles, Rotting . 82, Washing Fading Go, d< 40

\ inegar. Sugar Beet . .108
Vine Leaves, Functioi of.195
Vines, Herbaceous. ...269
Vineyards, Care of . 243
Vineyard Plowing. .Ml, 19;,

Voice, Preservation of 3o7
Volcanoes, Submarine 85sw

1-1

104. 130. 195
Strawberries, Soil, etc.,

for p.
' Strawberry

, Cinderella. .11:

Strawberries in Nevada
County 87(

Strawberries in Santa
Clara S7(

tStrawberrics Sometimes
Sour 8;x

Strawberries, Uses for. .891
Stock, Assessment of 371
Strychnine, Antitode.199,32:
Sweepstake Plow Co. 297, 34 s

Sweet Potatoes, Sprout-
ing 7E

Swine, Berkshire 18, 51

Sumac soc
(Summer 34:

Summer Fallow 147, is.

tSunsct Picture 874
Sutter Countv. . .87, 105,

229, 325, 338, 841.
Sweeping, Essay on 27!

T
Tariff, Question J4;
Taxation 08, 340, 350,

372, 388.
Tea, Home Growing .B4i

Tea Making 215, fc)

Teasel Stems IU
Teeth, Cause of Decayed
Tehama County, Tour
Through. 18,63,149, 201, :s;

Telegraphy, Aerial 4,s(

Telephone, A Cheap Ill

Telephone. The Speak-
ing E2

Telephonic Novel 411

(Temperance Song mi
Temperature and Rainfall f
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The Pacific Rural Press.

Some Reasons for Subscribingfor it.

Because it is a permanent, first-class, conscientious
able.and well conducted journal.

Because it is the largest and best agricultural wceklj
west of the Rocky Mountains.

That more fanners' wives ana children in their isolatcc

homes may be cheered by its iteekly visits, laden with it,

pleasing yet mora! reading, and sound instruction.

That a more extended interchange of views and opin
ions may be had among farmers, upon all the great quel
tions touching their mutual interests and progress.

That the agricultural n s,.ureas of the I*acific States may
be more wisely, speedily and thoroughly developed by ai

open and free'discussion in its columns.

Tliat all the honest industries of our State may be ad

vanced in connection with that of agriculture, its col

umns being ever open to the discussion of the merits o

all progressive improvements.

That the Rt'RAb, after lia 1 ing been read and pondereii

over by Ihe home circle, can be filed away for future use

ful refernice, or forwarded to the old Eastern fireside 01

the Atlantic border, in aid of an increasing immigration to

our sunny clime
Send for sample copies

DEWEY &
202 Sanaome St.

CO., Publishers,

N. E Cor. Pine, 8. F.

"ABOUT RIGHT," Etc.

• » « • <* Mary Ilouutain" is about right when she

says that a family of Children who read ths Rural Paass,

are pretty well started in life, and have a chance uf be-

com ng the right kind of citizens, even if they arc

brought up in an emigrant wagon. Yours voryjruly,^

TiiASK-Ori'KKiN'O.—Bei S. S. Harmon. President of

Washington College, an interested observer of agricu;tu-

ral progress, writes: "I

Rural Pkkss. I am m
contents. Its range of

deeply interesting. On
the price of the whole V

in which you are engag-

should become larger

truisms of this kind an

just been looking oyerth
t favorably impressed with j.j,

.Tieulturaf matter is wide and
such number as the last is worth
iirae. It is a great, good work
vour audience is very large and

ery day. I do not know that
any value to you, but I write

them as a sort of thank-offering for what I deem to be a;

very valuable service y n are rendering to the State.

. . .401|S(|Uash, Dried 216

PACiric Rt'RAL Prkss This well edited and popula 1

agricultural organ, published by Dewey k Co., San Fran

ciscu, by its stead}' and untiling zeal in advancing the best

interests of the Grangers ,,f tue great West, has fairly won
the proud title of "Banner Journal" on the frontier of

civilization. Not a line is admitted to its columns but

that is of value to the fanning interests of the country.

Subscribe at once for the new year. The terms are re-

,

niarkably low—only *4 per annum, postage prepaid. -
|

Mountain Mfntenger, JJ'C Kth.














